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 Abstract: The multicultural education content which we try so hard to infuse 
into our college and university courses just seems to get lost in the realities of K-
12 schooling. New teachers might tend to think, "why should we spend time on 
multicultural education when we have so much else to do that we are tested on?"  
Our working proposal to state boards of education suggests that multicultural 
competence and cultural relevance should be categories represented on states’ 
new teacher assessments. 
 
In an interactive workshop, participants will be encouraged to consider this 
proposal, and develop strategies by which we might make it happen. The proposal 
to the state boards is as follows: 
 
 
We have serious concerns about the absence of significant institutional and 

teacher commitment to multicultural education in the schools in which we teach.  Most of 

these schools have large populations of African American and Latino students, yet most 

of the teachers are European American.  That in itself is not a problem.  What is the 

problem is that the curriculum, structures, references, and professional attitudes are 

decidedly Eurocentric.  

As a result of the fact that their cultures, heritages, frames of reference, styles, 

histories and literatures are absent, children of color feel essentially invisible in their 

classrooms.  We strongly feel that if our students of color were able to see themselves, 

throughout the school year, reflected in the curricular materials, posters on the walls, 

teacher references, suggested project topics, they would feel much more connected to 

school, and thus enjoy more success.  This has been shown in Gloria Ladson-Billings’ 

wonderful book, THE DREAMKEEPERS: SUCCESSFUL TEACHERS OF AFRICAN 
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AMERICAN CHILDREN (1994).   Equally important is for children of the dominant 

culture to be educated in fully multicultural ways. 

It is only logical that culturally relevant teachers have much more of a chance of 

reaching children of color, and of making a classroom fully multicultural and 

representative of all children.  Certainly, white teachers can become culturally relevant, 

given the proper course work, immersion, and mentoring.  We understand that in many of 

the teacher preparation programs in the state’s colleges and universities, some professors 

are trying hard to have pre-service and in-service teachers learn about and have deep 

respect for the cultures in America that are not the dominant culture.  In fact, the United 

States accrediting agency for Teacher Education programs, The National Council for 

Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), requires a strong emphasis on 

multicultural education in those programs. But we feel obliged to report that once those 

new teachers get into the actual schools, the incentive to focus on multicultural education 

seems no longer to be present.  We need to change that, and we think it can be done. 

As teacher educators who are committed to the highest quality of education for all 

students, including students of color, we want to support the efforts of all who share our 

urgent concerns. But we cannot do it by ourselves. We need our state departments of 

education to make this a priority.  And we have a suggestion about how that can be done. 

It is based on the fact that new teachers in our state of Connecticut are mentored for their 

first year, and then required to prove, in their second year, that they are truly competent 

teachers. The rubric against which they are judged is quite rigorous and comprehensive, 

but at the elementary (K-6) level, it is primarily concerned with the teachers’ skill at 

teaching literacy and numeracy.  This program is called The Beginning Educators’ 



Support Training, or BEST program.  New teachers take their BEST assessment 

extremely seriously: their permanent certification depends upon their passing it.   

Although we deplore any emphasis on high-stakes testing, we have to recognize 

the current reality that when there are state-wide mandated high-stakes tests, the focus of 

educational institutions tends to be on having students be fully prepared to do well on 

those tests.  Given that reality, we believe that if the assessment of new elementary 

teachers were to judge not only their classroom competence in literacy and numeracy but 

also their cultural relevance and multicultural competence, they would naturally work 

toward acquiring and using that competence.   

To make cultural relevance and multicultural competence a part of the new 

teacher assessment would, of course, would require an additional focus in the already 

intensive training of teachers, and would require retraining of mentors and assessors, at 

very least.   That is why our idea is to ask our state departments of education to commit 

to, endorse, and fund such a shift in emphasis. If this were to happen, we feel, culturally 

relevant teaching and multicultural education will become part of the classrooms of the 

future.   
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PAROLE ET MUSIQUE OU LA MEMOIRE DU RYTHME 
 

L’exposé que je propose présente un ensemble de réflexions, d’observations et d’hypothèses constituant 
le point de départ et les premiers pas dans une recherche en cours. Il s’agit d’une étude qui veut interroger le 
rythme dans les mécanismes de transmissibilité de la musique ; laquelle étant performance d’une forme 
essentielle de patrimoine collectif. Elle vise ainsi à observer le « processus rythmique » sur lequel reposent, chez 
l’humain, les capacités musicales mentales génétiquement inscrites qui participent à la grammaire musicale 
universelle. Ces capacités musicales mentales seraient par conséquent susceptibles d’éclairer au mieux les 
phénomènes de la mémorisation humaine et de la transmission collective en matière de musique. 

 
En s’intéressant au rythme du langage articulé dans la mémoire collective, cette étude aborde un 

premier objet dans le champ des musiques à transmission orale dont une importante partie repose essentiellement 
sur le chant. Les rythmes de ce dernier ne peuvent être structurés indépendamment de ceux du verbe. Observée 
ainsi à l’état de dire, la parole n’en sera que mieux approchée par la suite à l’état de chant, par ailleurs plus 
complexe. 

 
Tout en caractérisant l’espèce humaine, le verbe y distingue chaque groupe par une appartenance 

commune. Et c’est sans doute la nature de cette appartenance qui détermine les paramètres langagiers distinctifs 
de l’individu ou de la collectivité parmi le lexique, la grammaire, la phonétique ou la prosodie. Toutefois, il va 
sans dire que, comparativement aux autres paramètres, c’est la prosodie qui distingue invariablement tout parler 
collectif. 

 
C’est justement de la prosodie que fait partie ce trait communément appelé « accent »,  aisément 

reconnaissable dans chaque performance de la parole et ultime distinction langagière quand toutes les autres ont 
déjà cédé aux multiples formes de rapprochements culturels. Néanmoins, plutôt qu’ « accent », je me permettrais 
de le nommer, à l’instar des linguistes, « variété des usages » ; et ce pour éviter tout risque de le voir confondu 
avec l’accent tonique ou dynamique qui caractérise les temps forts de la musique ou les syllabes accentuées de la 
parole. Elément de la rythmique, l’accent dynamique est la condition première à l’accomplissement de la 
cadence. Participant ainsi à la structuration rythmique du langage aussi bien que de la musique, il contribue 
largement à ce trait de la prosodie qu’est donc la « variété des usages ». Cette dernière, souvent l’unique 
différenciation entre des parlers d’une même langue, serait la trace du substrat linguistique « la plus difficile à 
gommer » (pour employer les termes exacts de Pierre Léon). 

 
Mieux encore, le rythme du langage se révèle être un caractère majeur de sa prosodie. Et sa contribution 

à cette trace quasi indélébile du substrat linguistique dépasse par conséquent son état dynamique pour s’étendre 
au moins à son état agogique (qualité relative au temps). Profitant également des résultats de recherches récentes 
au sujet de l’acquisition du langage et de la discrimination des langues, l’idée de rechercher, dans le rythme du 
langage tout particulièrement, des éléments du substrat linguistique susceptibles de survivre aux mutations 
langagières, me parut être une idée justement envisageable. 

 
Cependant, ne prétendant nullement être en mesure, à cette étape de la recherche, d’assigner au rythme 

langagier ou à certains de ses constituants le caractère formel qui leur assurerait la pérennité dans la mémoire ; 
j’ai tenté d’en vérifier simplement la possibilité, à travers l’interrogation par et à propos de la rythmique de trois 
parlers arabes tunisiens actuels coexistant dans la grande île de l’archipel tunisien des Kerkennah. C’est ainsi que 
j’ai relevé, à travers une analyse pratique, une assez nette distinction rythmique de chacun de ces trois parlers, au 
niveau de leurs structurations cadentielles respectives. 

 
Outil d’analyse emprunté à la rythmique musicale, la structure cadentielle rythmique a permis, en 

distinguant l’un de l’autre les trois parlers kerkenniens étudiés, la constatation de la survie de ces structures 
langagières à une cohabitation de plus en plus longue dans l’île et à un rapprochement culturel favorisé par des 
moyens d’intercommunication villageoise de plus en plus développés. Ceci aboutit à l’hypothèse suivante : La 
structure cadentielle rythmique serait-elle un élément langagier ou musical – ou autre – formel et pérenne dans la 
mémoire ; un élément qui, en survivant aux mutations langagières et musicales au cours de la transmission, 
contiendrait, dans la diachronie du langage et de la musique populaire, leurs variantes respectives ? 

 
La communication que j’aurai le plaisir de présenter se chargera d’argumenter l’émission de cette 

hypothèse en rapportant les méthodes et outils de réflexion et d’analyse qui ont permis de l’établir, d’une part, et 
de proposer la démarche propre à la démontrer ou à en poursuivre l’analyse en laboratoire, d’autre part. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper examines writings by contemporary Pakistani women writers (in 
English/translated into English from Urdu). It focuses on fiction (short stories and 
novels), poetry and autobiography which are used as vehicles of expression by women in 
Pakistan as they deal with issues of oppression, marginalization and alienation. 
 
The paper argues that despite living in a patriarchal and conservative society, Pakistani 
women writers have successfully asserted their right to be heard and their right to define 
their world within and without, on their own terms. These writers can be seen as 
representatives of a burgeoning consciousness in Pakistani society in which there is a 
need to re-think the position of women thus far, to challenge entrenched prejudices and 
to suggest the possibilities for women for a more participatory role in changing 
perceptions towards the female gender. Rather than voices from the margins waiting to 
be heard, we would like to show that contemporary Pakistani women writers are in fact 
the voices of their nation's conscience through their critical appraisals of daily life.  
 
Introduction 
 
            Pakistan since its inception as a nation in 1947 is much studied and scrutinized 

not only by its neighbours but also by the rest of the world. It is the sixth most populous 

country in the world (second  most populous Muslim majority nation) and has rich and 

unique cultures inherited from Elamo-Dravidian, Greek, White Hun, Persian, Arab, Turk, 

Afghan and Mongol rules. The official languages are Urdu and English. Beyond what is 

fed by CNN and BBC, Pakistan remains a mystery to many. It is the aim of this paper to 

examine Pakistan as a nation through the writings of Pakistani women writers. 
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           This paper will focus not only on works which are originally written in English but 

also those translated into English from Urdu and other languages in Pakistan. Although 

Urdu is the official language, the majority of Pakistanis speak Punjabi (48%), followed 

by Sindhi (12%), Pashtu (8%) and Balochi (3%). 

            The paper will be divided into two parts. Part one will examine works of fiction 

(short stories and novels) while part two will offer discussions on selected poems and an 

autobiography. These writings are not only seen as literary expressions by women in 

Pakistan but they are seen also as voices of progress as they deal with issues of poverty, 

development, marginalization and women's role in the nation, which  they encounter in 

their daily lives. 

 
Short Stories by Contemporary Pakistani Women Writers 
 
 Pakistan’s women writers are slowly but surely making their voices heard. In the 

past few years, numerous anthologies of short stories, translated from the original 

Urdu/Pashto/other regional dialects into English or written in English have been 

published.1 These anthologies showcase new names in the Pakistani writing scene, and 

new themes or new perspectives through which to view longstanding female concerns. 

New writers such as Khadija Mastur, Mumtaz Shirin and Parveen Malik address wide-

ranging issues, be they local or global – domestic violence, migrant Pakistani 

communities living abroad, the downside of rapid industrialization on women and their 

families.  

          The stories collected in the anthology titled So That You Can Know Me (published 

by the Pakistan Academy of Letters, 1994) aim to do just that – to provide readers with 

an insight into the many experiences, personalities, hopes and concerns of Pakistani 
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women today, so that readers may know them as the unique human beings that they are. 

The wide range of themes and concerns of the writers is matched by a brave 

experimentation with narrative techniques – at times realistic, at others allegorical, and 

even an attempt at using the stream-of-consciousness. On the whole, there is a poetic 

quality about many of the stories collected here, with allusions to the realm of fantasy and 

fairy-tales, but with a very real attempt to drive home the reality and relevance of what 

each writer addresses in her story.   

 

Human commodities: Zaitoon Bano's “Dilshad”  

This is one of the most powerful stories in the anthology. Through the character 

of a madwoman, the writer launches a scathing indictment of a society that not only fails 

to protect women, but also preys on them. Human beings are reduced to commodities in 

such societies. Laws drawn up to protect individual rights fail when it comes to giving the 

female subject her due. “Women are oppressed despite the existence of laws and because 

of it” (Human Development South Asia 2000). 

          Dilshad, the titular character, is marginalized in many ways – a tribal woman 

wandering the streets of Peshawar, branded an outcast because of her insanity. The men 

and women down whose streets she wanders deem her insane because of her admission to 

having sold her son for the meager sum of one anna. Dilshad may have been just another 

madwoman, a little upsetting to the general public but largely harmless. However, the 

writer takes us beyond Dilshad’s tattered appearance and ravaged mind to know the 

woman buried deep underneath. 
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            Dilshad’s story is that of countless women like her who find that the laws meant 

to protect them ultimately fail them. Deprived of the right to her late husband’s property, 

forced into marriage, and threatened with violence, she flees the mountains with her son 

to the urban sanctuary of Peshawar. To her dismay, city-dwellers turn out to be no less 

predatory than their tribal counterparts. Having entrusted her son to a wealthy, childless 

couple in exchange for one anna to buy food with, Dilshad is tricked into parting with 

him. Returning for her son, she is told that the couple has moved away, taking the child 

with them. 

            In an exploitative society, human beings become mere commodities, sought after 

and traded like valued goods. Dilshad and her son are desired because of their value as 

potential (and actual) heirs to property. Dilshad’s son would have been desired for his 

ability to carry on a family name that would have otherwise been   lost. Dilshad herself 

encounters so much peril because of her status as widow to the family heir and mother to 

the current beneficiary. Laws exist only to protect the rich and powerful, like Dilshad’s 

in-laws and the couple who ‘buy’ her son, leaving those of the wrong gender and/or 

socio-economic status out in the cold.  

           Is there any wonder that there are so many madmen and madwomen out there 

when such are the conditions they have to grapple with? The writer reminds us that there 

are many other women like Dilshad, nameless, faceless women who are fair game to the 

predators in society: "…whenever I think of her tears, I think of the countless mad 

women like Dilshad roaming about in Karachi, hungry and half-naked, with 'bastards' 

making fun of them." (ST, 85) 
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That society is a gendered construct is known to all, but that society depends on the 

exploitation of vulnerable individuals to present a complete human unit is another matter 

altogether.  

 
Fairy tales and labour pains: “The Poison of Loneliness” (Musarrat Kalanchvi), 
“The Coach” (Nilofar Iqbal), “The Magic Flower” (Parveen Malik) 
     

          These stories are concerned with economic progress and its impact on society. 

Pakistan, like many other developing countries in the 'Third World', is experiencing rapid 

economic change, swept up in the current of globalization. This has brought about 

equally rapid changes in society, as urban industrial centres become overcrowded, people 

spend longer hours at work for minimal wages and an individualistic rather than 

community-based attitude towards life becomes more prevalent. More women are also 

entering the workforce, often in low-paying jobs that do not offer fringe benefits like 

healthcare, job security, or better working hours. This concern with the downside of 

globalisation and a narrowly defined idea of progress is a common concern in stories like 

“The Coach”, “The Poison of Loneliness” and “The Magic Flower”. 

           These stories, by Nilofar Iqbal, Musarrat Kalanchvi and Parveen Malik 

respectively, present a child’s view of the adult world. The child protagonists are forced 

to navigate a harsh terrain all by themselves, having been abandoned by parents whose 

lives are consumed by work. The children in these stories suffer from loneliness, lack of 

affection and poor self-worth. The little boy in Kalanchvi’s “The Poison of Loneliness” 

for example, reflects on his mother-less condition: 

 

He started thinking; perhaps one of the jasmine plants was the mother of the other 
plants. The tap and the pitcher, the hockey stick and the ball; everything had a 
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mother. Why was he without a mother? Where was she? No, there was no mother 
here. Mothers went to work and all Sakinas (Sakina: Jugnoo’s nanny) simply went 
to their homes after beating “Jugnoos”. Then who could be the playmate of 
children? Who could mother them? Why were things together while Jugnoo was 
all alone? (ST, 17) 

 

          In Nilofar Iqbal’s story, “The Coach” and Parveen Malik’s “The Magic Flower” 

too the loneliness and rejection of children whose families are affected by the drudgery of 

work are shown to expose the children to danger. Guddoo in “The Coach” loses 

consciousness after having been locked up in a coal shed – a punishment for having 

accidentally damaged his father’s prized bicycle, the means by which the father travels to 

his job at a factory; Sakina, the protagonist of “The Magic Flower”, suffers a facial 

deformity after having been exposed too long to the sun by her rural labourer mother, 

who was busy harvesting wheat. Jugnoo in Kalanchvi’s story is bitten by a snake while 

playing alone on the rooftop.  

           These writers question the benefits promised by globalisation and the ensuing 

economic development by highlighting the toll it takes on family relationships, child 

neglect being a glaring example. Adults abandon or are forced to abandon their 

responsibilities as nurturers for the more pressing demand of becoming providers. The 

impact of work on family life is more intense on women since it means balancing work 

and family – one major impact being the change in parent-child relationships as women 

become the major earners in the family (Momsen 2004). Jugnoo and Sakina’s mothers 

exemplify this change, poverty compelling them to sacrifice their time with their 

children. There seems to be no middle path for these women to take so that they do not 

have to make such difficult choices. There is, as noted by Noraini M. Noor in her study 

on women, work and family (2001), still a discrepancy between women’s needs as 
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workers-cum-nurturers and the willingness of social institutions (the home, the 

workplace, communities, and governments) to acknowledge and fulfill those needs. Such 

a narrow definition of progress also implies a segregation of the home and the workplace 

as two irreconcilable spheres. Children inevitably become casualties as the demands of 

work take their parents further away from them, and to escape the poison of loneliness (to 

borrow a title), they create their own alternative, idealistic worlds, which prove to be only 

a temporary respite from the disappointing and cruel reality of their lives.    

 

Walking away: “The Spell and The Ever-changing Moon” (Rukhsana Ahmed) 

         Rukhsana Ahmed's story stands out in this anthology for two reasons: first, it 

delivers a strong message to women not to enjoy their own victimization; second, it 

makes that important distinction between the role of social custom and that of Islam in 

the mistreatment of women in Pakistan. Ahmed argues in her story that much of the 

abuse of women's rights occurs because of longstanding patriarchal attitudes that go back 

to Pakistan's tribal roots, and that Islam's view of women is misinterpreted to justify the 

mistreatment of women. Also, by stating simply in her story that the only way to end 

abuse is to not tolerate it, the writer offers an empowering solution to ending the 

victimization of women.   

          "The Spell and the Ever-changing Moon" tells the story of a young wife, Nisa, who 

is seeking ways to 'tame' her alcoholic, abusive husband. The most effective way, 

according to her mother, is simply to grin and bear it, and to keep quiet about it, like a 

good woman should: 
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Her mother had always stressed the dignity and value of reserve. "A good woman," 
she used to say, "knows how to keep the family's secrets. What's the use, anyway, of 
telling people seven doors away that your month's allowance hasn't quite stretched to 
the last four days this month? If possible, you manage to survive without letting the 
world know." (ST,133) 

 

Nisa is expected to revel in the martyr-like role of the much-abused but dignified woman, 

because the other, undesirable choice would be to become a divorcee or single mother 

with all their concomitant stigma. If keeping up appearances is not enough, Nisa is told, 

even Islam requires it of her to suffer in silence:"…Zarina's (Nisa's best friend) mother 

would shake her head sadly sometimes and say, ‘Oh, that man, Beti. God will reward you 

for your patience. What makes him so angry?" (ST, 137). 

           However, Nisa cannot reconcile her miserable marriage and its value in the 

afterlife. Nisa's response is practical yet sound: "She wasn't sure that she wanted rewards 

in heaven; she only wished she had to suffer less on earth." (137).  

          Nisa is offered the choice of using 'magic' – a witch-woman she consults tells her 

to feed her husband food or drinks laced with her menstrual blood, meant to make her 

husband come to heel. Nisa agonizes over the option, considering and reconsidering the 

propriety and efficacy of the method. In the end, despite the obviously easy way 

represented by the witch-woman’s magical ‘spell’, Nisa chose a harder way. She walks 

out of the marriage, back to her mother's home, taking her children with her.  

            Ahmed draws our attention to women’s involvement in accepting and 

perpetuating women’s continued subjugation by society, and to the disturbingly 

masochistic pleasure some women derive out of being the much-abused-yet-virtuously-

patient wife. The protagonist, Nisa, is surrounded by women, young and old, who have 

come to accept mistreatment as their natural lot and choose to deal with it through 
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perseverance. A pre-wedding party exclusively for women appropriately becomes the 

ground for Nisa’s attack on this female complicity in their own helplessness and 

martyrdom – the joyful wedding songs only tell “lies” about “marital bliss, of loving 

husbands and contented days” (137), and Nisa find herself getting irritated by the refrain 

of “(f)orbearance and forgiveness” (137) in an aunt’s lecture to the bride. The women’s 

resigned acceptance of their fate is a symptom of the fossilization of patriarchal values 

into social norms. Religion is then used to endorse these values. Nisa’s act of leaving her 

marital home at the end of the story thus signals a rejection of this complacency on the 

part of women on issues affecting themselves.  

          However, Ahmed’s ultimate message is that women can still form a supportive 

network to counsel, protect and assist each other. This is portrayed in the character of the 

bride’s mother, who unequivocally states to the gathering of women her willingness to 

welcome her daughter back should she suffer marital abuse. Nisa’s intended destination 

too is her mother’s home, where she is confident that she would not be turned away and 

where she resolves to maintain her personal and economic independence.  

 

"The small voice(s) of history": Bapsi Sidhwa's Cracking India 

           According to Ranajit Guha, a historiographic practice that locates agency in 

groups marginalized by class, caste, gender or ethnicity – groups which he names the 

“small voice(s) of history” – may interrupt and are superior to nationalist discourse’s 

“abstract and oversimplifying modes” (1997: 3). By looking at history from the point(s) 

of view of those members of society's margins, one may open the way to recovering 

those voices and experiences that are under-represented in the official discourse of the 
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State. Bapsi Sidhwa's novel on the Partition of India, Cracking India (1992)2 can be 

regarded as one such historiographic practice, albeit in literary form. Her depiction of 

Partition from the perspectives of various members of marginalized or minority 

communities in then-India reveals a different view on that event, and is especially 

remarkable for its portrayal of a "fallen woman" – one of Partition's female victims of 

rape and/or abduction by men of the rival Hindu, Muslim and Sikh communities.3  

         This novel stands out in Sidhwa's body of work for its incisive re-presentation of 

Partition history, one that definitely departs from officially sanctioned accounts. Just like 

in her other novels, The Crow Eaters (1980) and An American Brat (1993), Pakistan's 

Parsee community becomes the centre of the narrative, which is highly unusual – the 

Parsees were largely unaffected by the violence of Partition, due in part to their policy of 

assimilation and neutrality in their adopted country. Cracking India also renders the story 

of Partition from the views of the ordinary people – it is populated with characters like 

servants, butchers, knife-sharpeners, gardeners, and zookeepers for whom politics is a 

game played by men high up in their seats of power. The distance is emphasised by radio 

broadcasts of politicians’ speeches, scraps of news gleaned from newspaper headlines, 

and grown-ups quoting Nehru, Gandhi or Jinnah without really knowing what the words 

mean (CI, 38). At the centre of the narrative is Ayah, Lenny’s Hindu governess. Her fate 

– abducted, raped, forced to earn a living as a prostitute, converted to Islam and married 

to the man responsible for her suffering – encapsulate the human cost of Partition and 

how the birth of India and Pakistan was very much “inscribed upon the bodies of 

women” (Das, 1995: 56). Lenny, despite being for the most part a bystander to history, is 

also drawn into the web of human cruelty Partition engendered – she witnesses the sheer 
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violence of a riot, and later inadvertently betrays her Ayah to Ice-candy-man and his gang 

of goondas. The novel ends with Ayah’s recovery from Ice-candy-man, now her 

husband, and return to her family in India, the heartbroken Ice-candy-man following her 

across the Wagah border, but their future remains uncertain – will Ayah’s family accept 

her after her conversion and marriage to a Muslim? Will Ice-candy-man find Ayah, and 

receive forgiveness from her for his betrayal? 

             Narratives about these “fallen women”, whether fictional or non-fictional, surface 

time and again in works of literature from the Indian subcontinent.4 On the whole, 

however, these women are relegated to silence in official historical accounts of Partition. 

Researchers of Partition have noted that works of fiction have always led the way in 

representing the social and emotional upheavals of that time – Menon and Bhasin (1993) 

observe that “so far, only some ‘fiction’ have tried to assimilate the enormity of the 

experience” (WS-2) while Pandey (1994) comments that it is largely creative writers and 

filmmakers who have shown interest in capturing that traumatic moment in Indian and 

Pakistani history. This marginalisation of women’s experience in 1947 is baffling 

considering the systematic way in which they were brutalised by men of the rival 

Muslim, Hindu and Sikh communities. More recently, inspired in part by the fiftieth 

anniversary of India and Pakistan’s independence in 1997, much effort has been done to 

counter-act this under-representation of other histories of that event.5 Sidhwa’s novel thus 

plays its part in recovering the agency of minority and marginalized sections of society, 

depicting how communal politics affects women, the working-class, and the ethnic 

‘invisibles’ like the Parsees.                  
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            Sidhwa highlights through the character of Ayah the importance and indeed 

dependence by nationalist discourses on representations of femininity as part of their self-

legitimising strategy. This view is supported by Nasta (1992: xxi) who notes the tendency 

of nations to adopt the idea of women as mothers in order to build up their own 

narratives: “In the iconographies of nationalism”, she says, “images of mothers have 

conventionally invited symbols suggestive of primal origins – birth, hearth, home, roots, 

the umbilical cord of being – as encapsulated by terms such as ‘mothertongue’, 

‘mothercountry.” As a Hindu woman, Ayah is made to bear the burden of representing 

the very essence of her religion and ethnicity. Her abduction and rape by the rival Muslim 

community are the direct consequences of this dangerous elision from Ayah as a real 

woman to Ayah as the embodiment and ‘origin’ of the Hindu religion, community and 

nation. The new nations of Pakistan and India were borne not only of aspirations towards 

self-rule – their births also involved a negation of their respective Other’s strength, 

legitimacy and honour through organised sexual violence against women of the Other 

community. The fictional portrayal of one such “fallen woman” in Cracking India thus 

reveals the inherent flaws in the discourse of the nation – the idea of the nation often 

involves the transmutation of women from real, complex, individual beings into 

monolithic symbols of religious or cultural purity. The nation’s indifference towards 

these women by relegating them to silence emphasises the disposable nature of women 

according to this discourse. 

             Sidhwa criticises communal politics by pointing out that much of its rhetoric is 

based on an irrational obsession with the physical – bodies, clothing, and outer 

appearances become in communal politics the criteria for establishing one’s ethnic 
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identity. In the novel, the narrator, Lenny notes that communal segregation also brings 

with it irrational fears about the Other community, such as the perceived impurity of non-

Hindu bodies by the Hindus, the “fiendish”-ness, to Muslims and Sikhs, of the bodhi or 

tuft of hair Hindu men sport (CI, 103), and the taunting of Parsees as “crow-eaters” (CI, 

108). Sidhwa however proposes that one’s identity cannot be irrevocably reduced to a 

static marker – instead she depicts the instability of identity through characters that 

morph easily into several different incarnations. Ice-candy Man, Ayah’s lover and 

tormentor, transforms into a bird seller, a sage, a goonda and a poet as the story 

progresses. Ayah herself wears a sari in the style of Southern Indian women because 

Goan nannies fetch a higher price – she is originally from the Punjab. The inadequacy of 

limiting identity to an unchangeable trait thus exposes the danger and irrationality of 

communal politics.  

In the absence of forms of public recognition of the human cost of Partition, 

works of literature like Bapsi Sidhwa’s novel may be able to fulfil that function of 

remembrance, however partially. Among other things, one of its more important 

achievements is that it asks us to remember the past differently (Gilmore 2001). For the 

novel is written against the nationally sanctioned narrations of Partition, that exist as 

official records of parliamentary debates, treaties, legislation, and details of the national 

drama fought between leaders of the Muslim League and the Congress (Butalia 1993). 

The very nature of this novel, which privileges the subaltern experience – that of women, 

children, the working class, the lower castes, ethnic minorities – is perhaps the clearest 

indicator of its departure from the official discourse on Partition. In this way, Sidhwa’s 
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alternative history attempts to break the hegemonic, state-based accounts of Partition by 

‘interfering’ with oversimplified state-based discourses.  

 

Pakistani Women Poets 

       Yasmin Hameed and Asif Aslam Farrukhi have been responsible for translating 

many of Pakistani women poets’ works from Urdu and Sindhi to English. About 40 

poems were compiled in a special edition of Pakistani women’s writing in the 1994 

Pakistani Literature journal. In their editorial  message, it was pointed out that the 

selection was made based on the quality of works the writers offered and that the focus 

was on the women’s projection of their truths as never been uttered before.  

         Due to time and space constraints, this paper will focus on a few selected women 

poets whose voices may echo those around the world. 

 

Voices against marginalization 

Ada Jaffery was born in 1924. She is the pioneer of the modern stream of women 

poets in Pakistan. At the point Pakistani Literature (1994) was published, Ada Jaffery 

had 4 collections of Urdu poetry and was the recipient of  the Tamgh-e-Imtiaz award in 

1981. 

             In her poem entitled ‘Listen’, Jaffery reveals how her story is generally not 

approved by many people. Her stories have always been censored and by the end of it all, 

they would appear as beautiful as a rainbow with no tell tale sign of her lost dreams and 

despairing moments. She expresses her concern over not the inability of a woman to 
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express herself but the crime done to her by the ‘other’ (men in general) in altering her 

original ideas and thoughts. 

             Ms Jaffery repeats this loss of freedom to be herself and her despair over being 

excessively controlled by laws and local norms. In her poem ‘Even Today’ she shares her 

frustration of not being able to live true to her feelings: 

In these times, 
when sincerity, fidelity and love 
are decreed by authority, 
even the worth of tears is measured, 
it harbours 
the desire for a spontaneous, 
unabashed smile. (217) 
 

 
          It may be easy for us to assume that all women in Pakistan are denied human rights 

and these poems are testimonies to their marginalisation but there are poets who write 

against the image of women as victims. Zehrah Nigah is an example. 

        In many of her poems, Zehrah outlines the painful gap between the rich and the poor 

and this is evident in her poem entitled ‘My Playmate’.In this poem, she depicts the 

meeting of two old friends of different classes. She places modernity and wealth next to 

tradition and poverty in the characters of the two women friends. The speaking voice is 

that of the rich friend and she speaks as a free woman: 

…come, sit, I’ll teach you the ways of the world 
Tell you about places where I have been 
Let me teach you new ways, let me show you the latest style. 
All these sarees are from France, just look at the prints 
All these bags from Italy, have you seen the matching shoes 
All these sparkling stones are diamonds,did you know 
All these pearls are real, not artificial, did you know. (218) 
 

 

The poor friend listens and agrees that yes, she’s surrounded by mud walls and broken 

screens but points out that while she too dreams of comforts her rich friend now enjoys, 
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her dreams are robbed by the unequal distribution of wealth and the ever widening 

economical gap between the rich and the poor. The poor friend insinuates that it is not her 

wish to remain poor but what are her means? : 

You say this world has its comforts and realities 
What is the basis for these, what is the nature of the comforts 
What are the principles of truth, the bases of friendship 
On the brow of comforts shine my tears, did you know 
In the blood of these realities flow my dreams, did you know 
Behind those friendships are my heartaches and longings. 
Those forgotten stories upholding truth were about me 
Your dreams are in my keeping, you keep my memories for me 
If you can, take away all these things you have shown me. (219) 

 

Although not a direct voice, Zehrah Nigah inserts a socialist reading of the impact of 

unequal distribution of wealth in Pakistan. Amongst the 40 women poets compiled by 

Hameed and Farrukhi in this journal, we find that Zehrah Nigah as the most fiery voice 

when it comes to addressing issues of poverty and class difference between the rich and 

the poor in Pakistan. Her poem on the impact of poverty on Pakistani women is also 

strongly conveyed in ‘The Girl by the Lamp-post’ which displays her concern over why a 

woman becomes a social misfit. Is it to rebel against male dominance? The poet tries to 

justify. She wants to protect the girl prostitute who she sees as her own daughter. The 

poet leaves two possibilities to explain why women become 'bad' in the eyes of society. 

One, they rebel because they resist authoritarian rule over them. Two, they become who 

they are because the authority/society doesn’t care about them at all in their poverty and 

misfortune:  

                             I gently rebuked her 
For walking too fast. 
She had rebelled 
‘Gainst her hand being held. 
 
I had lost her then at a fair 
snatched from me by the crowds 
she had not found 
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the door to her own house 
 
Suddenly my heart longed 
to seize her in my arms 
to grab her and run away 
to take both her hands 
to kiss her brow 
and make up with her. 
 
Once again I longed 
to turn my veil into a nest 
so I could hide her. (221). 

 

             Zehrah Nigah seems to suggest that to cure the ills of society, one needs to love 

unconditionally. She shows much compassion and tenderness for the girl by the lamp-

post and doesn’t indulge herself in moral bashing against the girl trapped in the sex 

industry. What is evident is an image of a girl, the victim of a failed system (which could 

be political) or simply because of society’s failure to act. 

              Zehrah Nigah’s next poem is entitled ‘Hudood Ordinance’ which she dedicates 

to all girls suffering imprisonment under the Hudood Ordinance. Despite its title, the 

poem is not a protest against the hudood ordinance but a voice against patriarchal 

practices in Pakistan which grant freedom to sons and brothers rather than daughters or 

sisters. While the persona’s brothers were free to go to the mosque to study all God’s 

commandments, she was left at home, feeding and talking to birds. The poem ends with 

the belief that justice will prevail because God shall be the witness to all injustices done 

to her and women like her: 

And He shall be my witness 
who rules the world 
who is just and gracious. (223) 
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Voices for freedom of expression 

             There are many examples of works which focus on the need for freedom of 

expression. They include Azra Abbas, Fatima Hassan, Yasmin Hameed and Mansoora 

Ahmed. This paper will explore Azra Abbas’s writing as representative of these voices. 

              Azra Abbas portrays women as being insignificant in her society. In ‘Instead of 

this life’, she likens the life of a woman as worse than “a straw lying in a bundle of dried 

grass or a fungus multiplying near flowing water or the piece of grain that drops from 

some bird’s beak” (258). Pakistani women in her eyes will continue to be equally 

unimportant, cursed and isolated. Given the opportunity, she would respond or rather 

react adversely to her oppression. In another pessimistic poem ‘If my hands are freed’, 

she ends it with a suicidal thought and we believe the violence placed is done with a 

purpose which is to stress on the crime/injustice done to her as a woman: 

                        Before the storm of doomsday 
I would collect my rags 
I would feed my children 
for the last time 
and drink a cup of poison 
if my chain is loosened – 
Whose hand holds 
its end? (259) 

 

            The poem brings home the despair many women felt, given no choice to live as 

they wish. This poem is not our favourite but we include it in our discussion because it 

gives us an insight of a skewed thinking most of us, middle class and contented Muslim 

women, have not been exposed to. It gives us an understanding of what agony one would 

go through if the freedom we all take for granted is taken away. It also gives us an 

impression that despite the suffering portrayed in poems like that written by Azra Abbas, 
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Pakistani women writers continue to march forward, writing against injustices, no longer 

afraid of any form of intimidation. 

          The following example is that of another courageous Pakistani woman writer who 

choose autobiography as her genre and writes against her culture. 

 
My Feudal Lord: Writing Autobiography Against Culture 
  
          Tehmina Durrani’s autobiography My Feudal Lord is not a new book. It was 

published in 1994, said to have been immediately banned in Pakistan upon its publication 

but now is translated into Urdu and readily available in Pakistani bookshops. The book 

was a bestseller in Europe for some years. Autobiography as a genre was not seen as 

important until the 1980s when it became a central case for feminist criticisms, “exposing 

processes of exclusion and marginalization in the construction of literary canon” (Marcus 

1994:1). 

        Autobiography does not qualify to represent history as well. For most, it lies 

between fact and fiction and the narrator (who is also a character) is often seen as 

confessional, opinionated and more prone to sensationalize issues or events surrounding 

his/her life. Paul de Man (1979) dismissed autobiography as ‘disresputable’ and ‘self-

indulgent’ in comparison to other genres like the novel, poetry and drama. Tehmina 

Durrani’s autobiography did not escape this wild accusation as well. 

         For those who have not read the book, please be forewarned that the book is not 

about Mustafa Khar, a very influential feudal lord who later became a much feared and 

respected politician in Pakistan especially during the time of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. Mustafa 

Khar is still alive and after retiring from the public life, he is slowly making a comeback 

into the Pakistani political scene. Durrani has recently married Shabaz Sharif, the brother 
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of Pakistan’s former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. Shabaz Sharif is also a very 

formidable politician but much loved by the people of Pakistan. The Sharif family lives 

in exile in the United Arab Emirates. 

       By giving you the present background of key figures in Durrani’s life and book, 

imagine how dangerous it is to go back into her past. Probably, this would have been the 

concern of Durrani as well: 

When I decided to write this book, I was aware of the perils of 
exposing the details of my private life to a male-dominated 
Muslim society. But I had to cast aside my personal 
considerations in favour of the greater good. There is a deep-
rooted deficiency in the feudal-value system; it must be 
diagnosed before it is treated. ( v) 

 
           Durrani’s book is not a personal attack on Mustafa Khar per se. Neither is it an 

attack on Islam as is so commonly done by other Muslim writers who had encountered 

hardship living as Muslim women in their countries. Women writers like Taslima Nasrin 

of Bangladesh and a few Saudi women writers are known to have blamed Islam as a 

faulty and oppressive religion. Durrani is different in this sense. Nowhere in her 

autobiography has she blamed the religion she was born in. In fact, it is the religion that 

she finds solace in as she battles psychological and physical batteries by her husband and 

unsupportive family members especially her mother: 

I had been seven months’ pregnant when the Adila issue erupted – just as Sherry 
had been when she walked into the prefabricated cabin to find me, her husband’s 
other wife. I had felt embarrassed and awkward at the disturbance I had caused 
her. Now I felt her pain. The concepts of crime and punishment drove me to 
spending the nights crying over the Holy Koran for forgiveness – but only after I 
had completed my duties as a sexual object. When Mustafa slept I bathed and 
performed my ablutions, then drew away from him to the only One who still 
received me: Allah. (147-8) 
 

              At this point, Durrani found out that her husband was having an affair with her 

much younger sister, Adila and they had been carrying on in her own home for over three 
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years. Durrani had a breakdown but bounced back to life to tell her pain through this 

book. It is evident that the book is not intended to reveal the evil done to her but in many 

ways, the autobiography is also reflective of her own mistakes (her ‘sins’ as she terms 

them in many occasions in the book). Obviously, this autobiography is not about a 

woman much sinned against than sinning. Durrani takes equal blame for what has 

befallen her. 

          A few scholars we met to discuss the Islamic position on a woman (or even a man)  

revealing his/her private details of marriage gone wrong as that done by Durrani in her 

autobiography highlighted the concept of aib in which one is to protect not only the aib 

of the self but also the aib of others. Aib when loosely translated means disgrace/shame 

or anything that causes embarrassment to the person exposed. The Quran reminds 

mankind of this: 

O You who have attained to faith! No men shall deride (other) men: it may well be that 
those (whom they deride) are better than themselves: and no women (shall deride other) 
women: it may well be that those (whom they deride) are better than themselves. And 
neither shall you defame one another, nor insult one another by (opprobrious) epithets: 
evil is all imputation of iniquity after (one has attained to) faith; and they who (become 
guilty thereof and)do not repent – that is they,they are evildoers! (Al-Hujarat, 11) 
 

There are hadiths on protecting the aib of the self and of others as well. The scholars we 

spoke to had interpreted Durrani’s situation differently and we are happy that they 

thought differently! The beauty of Islam is the space to interpret differently and for the 

wise and learned, having the ability to arrive at the same point: justice and peace. This 

was what we found from talking to scholars (who come from various institutions and are 

well-respected in Malaysia as authorities on things Islamic) with differing views on 

Durrani’s autobiography: 

 

Scholar 1 (male): He believes that it would be going against Islamic values and tradition 
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by exposing details of one’s marriage or details of one’s spouse no matter how badly 

abused or sinned against one is by the other. His argument is that Islam allows a battered 

spouse to seek justice (even divorce) but it has to be channeled to the appropriate 

place/person. Details of injustice can be exposed in court or to a judge but exposing 

injustice in a  book for the world to read (and yet unable to solve the injustice) is not an 

answer and will not serve justice to the self and to the accused. He quotes the teaching of 

Islam : the worst place for someone who shames his/her spouse to return to (in the 

Hereafter) is hell. 

 

Scholar 2 (male): He sympathises with Durrani and is shocked to hear of the atrocities 

she experienced and sees the person who had inflicted physical and emotional pain upon 

Durrani as inhumane. He agrees with Scholar 1 (details could be given without any form 

of censorship in court/appropriate channel) but adds that if there is no way for Durrani to 

get the justice she so deserves except to write a book, then we should all be grateful to 

know such an injustice exists and if it helps improve the situation for a person, 

community, or nation, then we should do our best negotiating time and space for justice 

especially for women. He also points out the possibility of writing out of revenge but 

believes that one should think good of others all the time. The intention of the writer must 

be good (she is not out to defame or shame the other party) and since we are in no 

position to know the real intention of an autobiographer, it is best to leave it to Allah to 

judge.  

 

Scholar 3 (male): He believes that the concept of aib must be observed but adds that it is 
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permissible to expose aib to improve a situation or to bring about justice. He also adds 

that there are so many aibs in the Muslim states not fully exposed. 

 

Scholar 4 (female): She believes that Durrani is brave to do what she does and applauds 

her courage. She firmly believes that women need to expose injustices inflicted on them.  

 

Scholar 5 (female): She sympathises with Durrani and say that she believes Durrani was 

very selective in revealing what she did in her autobiography. She thinks not all was 

revealed by her and that it is impossible for anyone to be accurate in exposing his/her life. 

For a scholar of Islamic Studies, I was impressed by Scholar 5’s perception. Her views 

echo that of Helen Buss who says it is common for autobiographers to reveal only what 

they want to be known publicly (knowing that there is an audience reading the work). As 

such, Scholar 5 thinks there is nothing wrong in highlighting injustices encountered with 

the pure intention of wanting to improve the situation in her community/country. Like 

views expressed earlier, Scholar 5 believes that a lot depends on the writer’s intention 

and if it is to expose the ills of a feudal society or feudal mindset, then all support should 

be given to Durrani to assist her in her struggle to improve her society. 

             What seems problematic is that one cannot comment freely on the book or the 

characters in it because autobiography as a genre is not fiction. It is also not a historical 

or sociological document. The private and public narratives are interwoven so delicately 

that it is difficult to be objective when studying them without taking sides. A reader is 

easily drawn into the world of the narrator. One would only get to see/feel one way of 

seeing things: that of the narrator. Durrani's autobiography is a personal message not only 
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to her former husband but also all men like him. She has tried to be as objective as she 

can in this book (giving many good examples of Mustafa Khar as a politician, husband, 

father and friend).Leigh Gilmore in her book Autobiographics: a feminist theory of 

women's self-representation highlights the relation between identities (sexuality, race, 

gender and class) and institutions (politics, law, science and communities) (1994: 224-6) . 

She points out how 'truth' as told by women are constantly challenged by these 

institutions and from the responses cited earlier, it is evident Durrani is not spared of this 

challenge. 

           The story of Durrani writing against her culture is not the typical or stereotypical 

story of a Muslim woman oppressed. It is not even about Islam which is constantly seen 

as an oppressive religion especially in its treatment towards women. The controversies 

arising from women writing have always been there since time immemorial. Writing 

means having the authority to teach/preach and the opportunity to define the world as 

they see it. Women were not seen as capable of telling the truth and hence incapable of 

preaching/educating. Privileged but rebellious Renaissance women writers like Margaret 

Cavendish (playwright, poet and scientist) would be constantly ridiculed for any sign of 

intelligence they showed in their writings. Durrani has suffered similarly. However, 

Durrani finds strength in speaking out and has been a source of inspiration to abused and 

battered women in Pakistan. If Durrani had failed to change the world, she had at least 

transformed her own position from being a victim to someone who is in control of her life 

and destiny. She refuses to suffer in silence and rejects getting blamed for others' 

wrongdoing. 

          In writing My Feudal Lord, Durrani has emancipated herself as an individual 
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without sacrificing her faith in her religion, Islam and her nation, Pakistan. 

 

Conclusion 

          Stories of oppression, marginalization, poverty and other forms of injustices are not 

monopolies of one race, religion, class or even gender. This paper discusses the 

experiences of Pakistani women as portrayed by their women writers. While things are 

certainly not rosy, one cannot deny that there is hope for Pakistani women in the future. 

The voices projected in this paper show that women will continue to struggle for a better 

living and treatment. They will not be silenced. Their voices are Pakistani voices of 

progress. 

 
 
Endnotes 
                                                 
1 For example In her own write: short stories by women writers in Pakistan (ASR Publication ,1994); 
Parwaaz: a selection of Urdu short stories by women (New Delhi: Kali for Women, 1995); Hoops of fire: 
fifty years of fiction by Pakistani women (Saqi Books, 1999). 
 
2 Also published earlier under the title Ice-Candy Man. 
 
3 It is estimated that 75,000 women underwent this ordeal during the Partition riots (Butalia 2000). 
 
4 Creative works on Partition includes the short stories of Saadat Hasan Manto (in collected form as 
Kingdom’s end and other stories, 1987; Partition sketches and stories, 1991; Black milk: A collection of 
short stories, 1997), novels by Khushwant Singh (Train to Pakistan, 1956), Attia Hosain (Sunlight on a 
broken column , 1961) and Anita Desai (Clear light of day, 1980) and films by M.S. Sathyu (Garam Hawa, 
1973) and Deepa Mehta (Earth, 1998). Memoirs are not strictly creative works but worth mentioning all 
the same -  Anis Kidwai’s Azadi ki chaon mein (1990), an account of her experience as a social worker 
working with destitute women during Partition, is also a valuable source of Partition history. 
 
5 Urvashi Butalia’s historical memoir of Partition’s fallen women and the experiences of other marginalized 
groups, The Other Side of Silence (2000) is an excellent example of such efforts. 
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CINEMA AND VISIONS OF ARCHITECTURE 
 

Depictions of architecture in cinema are more than merely backdrop. Modern 

Architecture, for instance, is commonly associated with imagined cities for futuristic 

societies with perfect and organized spaces. At the turn of the 20th century, the 

fascination for the modern cities with tall skyscrapers spawned numerous, creative 

cinematograph interpretations. The renowned Russian director Sergei Eisenstein in his 

early movies, from 1925 to 1929, portrayed the modern metropolis through a frantic 

montage of shots. Eisenstein believed that this rapid way of showing the city would 

be deciphered by the Modern society and that this apparently confused way of 

presenting images and information would come to be used not only by cinema but 

also by modern cities themselves. He also envisaged that visual communication of all 

forms would became fast and heavily informative, seemingly disconnected and with 

strong visual appeal. An analogy with the post-modernist treatise Learning from Las 

Vegas (1972) by the architect Robert Venturi is immediately apparent. His work deals 

with the power of architecture in its ability to communicate with the modern man who 

travels through a city in his automobile at high speed.    

 

German Cinema in the 1920s was prodigious in interpreting the modern metropolis. 

In 1927 Walter Ruttmann showed his movie Berlin: Symphony of a Great City 

(Berlin, Symphonie einer Grosstadt), where he presented sound, movement and the 

growth of architectural forms of a nascent metropolis employing lyrical and, at the 

same time, mechanical language. Circadian rhythms and skyline silhouettes were 

portrayed with an evident admiration for the grandiosity and for the frenetic pulse of 

the modern world. Ruttmann, as with Eisenstein, used the same kind of language in 

this movie, replete with montages of shots and symbolic codification of images. In his 

generally optimistic approach towards the modern city, Ruttmann, however, did not 

conceal the sewers of the industrial Berlin.  

 

On the other hand, Modern Architecture was also treated by cinema directors as an 

oppressive and inhuman strain of architecture with catastrophic and, sometimes, even 

comic results. Directors such as Fritz Lang, Charles Chaplin, Jacques Tati, Orson 

Welles and Stanley Kubrick, to name but a few, developed their own ideas of what 

modernism in architecture could represent for society.  



 

Jacques Tati’s movies, released between 1949 and 1973, may be perceived as the first 

critique of the use of Modern Architecture in the reconstruction of the European cities 

after the Second World War. In his earlier movies, Tati shared his personal view 

about the resulting euphoria of the great urban intervention and the construction of 

vast housing complexes in Paris. Then, with refined critique and subtle sarcasm, he 

revealed the cultural and quotidian effects made by the excessive usage of Modern 

Architecture.    

 

In Mr. Hulot's Holiday (Les Vacances de Monsieur Hulot -1953), Tati introduced his 

most captivating character that experiences one hilarious predicament after the other 

because of his failure to adapt to the order of the modern world. Monsieur Hulot is a 

classic and comic example of human behaviour reacting to the imposition of 

mechanical chores upon daily life. The intimate relationship of architecture with his 

films is even emphasized by the name of his protagonist: “Hulot” was, in reality, a 

friend of Tati who was an architect. 

 

In My Uncle (Mon Oncle -1958), Tati explicitly revealed his aversion to Modern 

Architecture by contrasting Hulot´s daily routine, his apartment in an old quarter of 

Paris with the moderníssima house of his sister, Arpel, in a new part of the city. Tati 

established a binary opposition of two worlds: the new and the old, Hulot versus 

Arpel. Obviously this confrontation is not shown in a just way for Tati has his cards 

marked in favour of Hulot’s view of things that represents his own. While the Hulot’s 

apartment is capable of embodying Tati’s ideas of an architecture conceived for the 

human scale, Tati is compelled to show Arpel, the modern house, as ridiculously as 

possible. Tati’s ideal house was not only about dimensions, human dimensions, but 

also about its metaphoric meaning: of shelter, of comfort and an idealization of a 

domicile. 

 

This movie can be understood as an answer to the counting years of massive 

construction of modern architecture all over Europe, especially so in France. If the 

1950’s can be seen as the triumph of Modernism, it is during this decade that we find 

its most ferocious critics, and Tati was surely one of them. In many statements during 

that period, the French filmmaker puts forth all his hatred towards the French 



reconstruction plans where he blames Modern Architecture for the unpleasant 

monotony and uniformity of the new Paris. He also expressed his disgust with the 

continuing demolition of old Parisian neighbourhoods.  

 

Tati’s worth resides not only in his ability to present his criticism in a good humoured 

manner, but also in the use of architecture in his movies. His views about scale and 

sense of perspective of a building and of the city were manipulated with a refined 

craftsmanship. Few filmmakers have dedicated so much to the representation and in 

photographing architecture on film. Many architects may not like the way architecture 

is ridiculed in his films though. 

 

 Another characteristic of the cinema of Jacques Tati is the use of stereotypes of the 

modern world in order to alert society to the dangers of this mechanized lifestyle 

imposed by modernity. It is in this characteristic that his two films Mon Oncle and 

Playtime (1967) may be easily compared to one of Charles Chaplin’s master pieces 

Modern Times (1936). In this film, Carlitos, the Tramp, unwillingly causes an uproar 

when he is made to interrupt his robot like work in the assembly line for just a few 

seconds in order to scratch a mere itch. This mechanization of human functions and 

the fascist discipline of the industry pretends that the worker be made to perform his 

job even wile eating by way of a sophisticated feeding machine that the protagonist is 

made to test. This is meant to abolish the wasteful period during lunch hour. It is no 

surprise that this machine almost kills the pour tramp and this would certainly be the 

demise of any one who dares to work in this fashion, at least this was the view 

expressed by Chaplin.      

 

This analogy may be made to other classics as Jean-Luc Godard’s futuristic crime 

caper Alphaville, a Strange Case of Lemmy Caution (Alphaville - 1965) or Orson 

Welles’ adaptation of Kafka’s nightmarish novel The Trial (Les Proces  - 1962). 

However, in these movies, the use of architecture as a regulator of spaces, functions 

and human behaviour, is shown only by the use of some well constructed sets where 

every thing seems to obey the orthogonal pattern. Everything is portrayed as straight 

lines and angles. Never-ending corridors intercepted by even more corridors. The 

doors are all the same, the furniture are all rational in style, the use of uniforms, every 

thing working in perfect order, all this in the end invariably drives the human 



protagonist of the story to madness or suicide. 

 

The fear of this mechanized style of life turning us into robots is also very much 

present in Fritz Lang’s German expressionistic classic Metropolis (1927). Showed as 

a futuristic tale, the movie criticizes the modernist life style and inaugurates the 

design of impossible and futuristic cities. 

  

As there have been many interpretations of real cities throughout movie history, the 

movies have also been the place where we are subject to some very impressive urban 

visions of inexistent cities. Vastness and greatness are both part of the attraction of 

motion pictures and they are two of the things the cinema always prided itself in 

doing well. The architecture we see depicted in the darkness of the theatre may be 

imposing and impressive, that is until we realize they are all but well lit toys. They are 

nothing but illusion, made possible by the fertile imagination of the filmmakers which 

has been the single most important asset of moviemaking since the vast Metropolis of 

Fritz Lang to the black and white world of Robert Rodriguez’s Sin City (2005). 

  

As a matter of fact, the architecture we see in such fantastic movies do not exist, they 

are mere fiction and are nothing more than a pack of lies. Despite the apparent reality 

of building as seen from the outside in so many marvellous cities, the architecture in 

the movies can not possibly offer any real resistence or function. Their stair cases lead 

to nowhere and their corridors end up on a detailed painting of a pespective on a 

studio wall.     

 

There is no real need to be truthful in the movies. The sence of truthfulness is 

established in the way in which the filmmakers create their peculiar world, be it a 

simple as a cube as in the Canadian film Cube (1997) or the planet of Tatooine in the 

groundbreaking space opera Star Wars (1977). What is important is that the spectator 

can be transported to this make believe world for the amount of about 120 minutes. 

These fantasy cities have an architecture that does not seem to have any structural 

wall to hold it up. Even that being as it may many of these films still hold a great 

passage way to fantastical worlds and sometimes even possible ones. 

 

Even the most fantastic design up in the screen could be considered in fact as real 



architecture. Such as is undoubtedly the architecture that we can see in The Lord of 

the Rings trilogy (2001-2003), an architecture where the makers of the film not only 

depicted a world that existed in ancient times but elaborated on it to make a world that 

never existed. 

 

Nevertheless, this world is created in such depth and reality that one can say that it is 

just as real as the world in the Dark Ages. The creation of the architecture in The Lord 

of the Rings is just as much a creation of a character as the creation of the creature, 

Golum, who, like the architecture, also does not exist on the physical plane but was 

designed by artists to depict a life form that has never existed, but if it had, it could 

and probably move, talk and react just as he.  

 

The filmmakers went to great lengths to create a history and a culture for each object 

and building we see on the screen. The adaptation of Tolkien’s books can be seen just 

as the most recent example of the use of an imaginary architecture, but we can go to a 

time before Computer Generated Images, CGI, and Peter Jackson where George 

Lucas also created a world as if from thin air in the 1977 blockbuster Star Wars. In 

this movie, Lucas created a culture of its own along with a whole new language and 

history. In no place is this fantasy world made more real than in the architecture of 

those films. In it we are able to see a living breathing force that represents the culture 

and the personalities of the characters and can even serve as plot points such as the 

tunnels and the garbage disposal inside the Death Star. Actually, The Death Star in 

Star Wars, is something of a omnipotent character with many different functions to 

the story. It can be considered as a real world, a planet, a city, a symbol of power, a 

physical character and a plot point all into one. It is a piece of architecture that 

without, the film would be plot-less, as much as without the main character, Luke 

Skywalker. 

 

Lucas also created The Cloud City of the Empire Strikes Back (1980). It surely must 

have been an urban dream coming true from many bygone childhoods, but still the 

lunar base seen in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) could one day 

become a reality. This game play of trying to find out the turnout of the future is just 

one of the most passionate features of feature films. Real cities or just pieces of 

architectures may inspire all sorts of delirium in the big screen and vice and versa. 



The tower of Babel designed by Otto Hunte for Fritz Lang’s Metropolis can even 

today be found a likeness in some buildings in Japan. 

 

In Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982), the use of concrete moulds designed by Frank 

Lloyd Wright for California homes were the bases for the massive pyramid like 

buildings  we see in the decadent and futuristic Los Angeles. This same architect was 

the inspiration for the mint perfect world of the future we see in Gattaca (1997). This 

time real buildings were used to create the orderly world of the future where every 

detail represents the order and the beauty in which that society is run by.  

 

In the world of Brazil (1985) by the cartoonist turned director Terry Gilliam, it is the 

use of found objects of our every day life re-interpreted like some sort of Dr. 

Frankenstein and placed in a futuristic society that makes this film unique in its 

architecture. Olivetti typewriters connected to TV monitors from the fifties form the 

sophisticated computers that control everyone’s life though a maze of never ending 

autocracy. The buildings themselves are also nothing short of a fruit salad of 

architectural styles and tendencies. It is a world of straight corridors that run to 

infinity and modern highways that lead to rundown housing complexes.  The almighty 

“Ministry of Information Retrieval” is nothing more than a fascist reinterpretation of a 

modern office building with some art decó details. The criticism to the mechanization 

and autocracy in the society is explicit in the film by the way it shows the use of 

oppression found in modernist buildings. The clean white walls hide a network of 

wires and tubes that make the workings of this mechanized way of life possible, when 

revealed they have the appearance of worms and vermin hidden by the standardization 

of hygienic surfaces. As we are presented to all these fictitious buildings and spaces, 

to the end we are introduced to the real life architecture of Ricardo Boffil that in the 

film is shown as part of the central characters’ delirious state, as something that not 

even a fantasy world would be able to create. The use of architecture as a way not 

only to place the characters in a setting but also as a means to make a point or carry a 

message or sensation has been well used by the cinema since its beginnings.          

 

The main strength of cinema is probably its cunning capacity to transform an illusion 

into reality. It plays with our perceptions so we are wary of believing in the 

architecture depicted on the silver screen. Yet, sometimes we end up believing the 



opposite, that the real buildings we are seeing on the screen are nothing more or 

beyond a reflection of a completely imaginary world, with no relation to real physical 

architecture. However, even the most fantastic design up in the screen could be 

considered, in fact, as real architecture. 
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MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN BRAZIL: THE TROPICAL ALTERNATIVE OF 

PERNAMBUCO 

 

ABSTRACT 

In Recife, the capital of Pernambuco State on the northeast of Brazil, the discussions 

concerning the new architecture centres on a basic theme: the tropical climate. The identity 

of a country’s architecture will not only involve national features, but for a country of the 

monumental size of Brazil it is bound to have regional features too. The climate has been the 

principal excuse to support the creation of a new architecture that not only is able to respond 

to the necessities of a new modern era but also bring climate comfort, which is so important 

for a tropical country. 

 

In Pernambuco experimentation in trying to create formal elements in the architecture for 

climate adaptation has been the dominating characteristic of its modern architecture. The 

distinct styles, of modern Pernambuco architecture seem to have similar references. This can 

be seen by the proximity of the methods used in each project and the ideology of the 

architects working in this period. 

 

But the question remains, to which point do these elements really work? And was it really the 

architect’s intent to create a tropical modernism? 

 

To answer these questions it was necessary to collect data from 140 buildings, which were 

constructed between the 1950's, 1960’s and 1970's in the city of Recife.  

 

The objective was not only to gather and present modern architectural data from the State of 

Pernambuco, but to estimate if the buildings that were constructed at that time reflect the 

views so clearly expressed in the modern tropical speech of the period.  

 

This research was the theme of my master’s degree thesis, concluded in September 2002. It is 

the first data in Brazil that touches not only on theory and critical issues, but also uses 

thermal and lighting comfort methods to prove the adaptation of buildings, conceived under 

the cover of modern models, to the tropical climate of Brazil.  
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Brazilian architecture has long been seen as a tropical alternative to European modern 

architecture. Originally created and built for European countries, architectural modernism 

proposes a different design method inspired on new principles of rationality, which 

abandoned not only the classic patterns of design, but also other historic models. The concept 

of modern in architecture is closely related to something revolutionary and the breaking of 

traditions. Like other countries, Brazil received modern architecture when the vanguard ideas 

were still new, in the nineteen-twenties and thirties, therefore producing its own variations in 

the decades that followed.  

 

The Modern arrived in Brazil at the moment when the discussion of a national identity in 

architecture was topical. It is ironic that the formal modern prototype was seen not as a 

tradition breaking tool, but in fact as a tool of fusion of the colonial past with the visions of a 

progressive future for the country, creating a new and genuine Brazilian tradition. The work 

of Brazilian pioneers such as Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer and the adoption of modern 

architecture by the Brazilian government, guaranteed the victory of modernism as a symbol 

of a national architecture. Shortly after that, the movement would be crowned by the building 

of the new national capital, which was to become Brasilia.    

 

However, the discussions concerning the new architecture in Brazil had many different 

aspects. After the nineteen-thirties Brazilian architecture began to be characterized by a great 

diversity. The identity of the Brazilian architecture did not only have one unifying national 

feature; there were identifiable regional ones.  The modern discussion emphasized on the 

creation of an architecture adapted to the country’s climate conditions. This raises the 

question of considering the dimensions of a country like Brazil: the problem of defining its 

climate. The year around climate readings for all the regions In Brazil differ greatly.  If an 

architectural pattern was right for Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo, could it be right for the 

Amazon region, for example, or for Brazil’s northeast coast, where humidity and heat are so 



much higher? 

 

The idea of this paper is to talk about a kind of architecture created in the city of Recife, 

which represents the model built in the Northeast of Brazil from the nineteen-fifties to the 

late nineteen-seventies. With reference to this subject, there are two aspects that seem to be 

most intriguing. First is the formal diversity of the buildings of modern architecture in that 

region. The innumerable formal solutions and shapes that were built following the modern 

model makes it difficult to classify this architecture in a specific period, or even to consider it 

a result of a homogeneous production. The second aspect that calls attention refers to the way 

that this architecture, so distinct in its outer form, could produce interiors so sensorially alike. 

The answer to this is well accepted as the climate, which has been the main subject discussed 

by the Brazilian architects. Thus from a variety of logical reasons for constructing such 

different buildings, the climate quickly became the main justification for modern architecture 

in Brazil, and this was particularly so in the city of Recife.   

 

The Climate in the Northeast of Brazil 

It is necessary to first say something about the climate on the northeast region of Brazil. In 

that country most of its major cities are situated in the bay areas where the climate can be 

easily defined as Tropical-humid of low latitude. Among its many specific characteristics this 

climate is defined by its high temperature. 

 

In this type of climate the temperature does not have great variation between night and day 

nor between seasons. This is so because the constant relative humidity found in the air that 

does not allow for the sun rays to elevate the temperature in the day time and will not let the 

elements cool down too rapidly at night. The lack of great fluctuation of temperature the 

whole year round is explained by the low latitude and the constant and stable ventilation of 

the region (Hertz, 1998). 

 

Although the high temperature determines the heat sensation in this sort of climate, it is the 

relative humidity of the air that plays the most important role in our human perception. The 

large amount of water particles found in the air is what defines the relative humidity. With 

high humidity, our sweat cannot evaporate. Without a certain amount of evaporation, an 

uneasy sensation of heat is perceived. But if the body is subject to some ventilation, even 

with the temperature and the relative humidity at high levels, the sweat produced by our body 



is evaporated refreshingly (Hertz, 1998).   

 

Unfortunately, these simple but technical definitions were not known to the architects of 

Pernambuco in the beginning of the nineteenth century. Still it was common knowledge that 

European architecture simply did not work in hot and humid climates and that a good 

architecture was the one that made possible effective ventilation of internal spaces. So the 

question then became what would the external appearance of this tropical architecture be.     

 

Tropical Architecture: Neocolonialism Vs Modernism 

In Pernambuco, as in other regions of the country, the first alternative for the creation of this 

tropical architecture was the usage of the neocolonial style. This type of architecture was 

defined by its direct reference to the buildings constructed by the Portuguese during the 

colonial era in Brazil. Just as the neoclassic, the neogothic and the art decó, the neocolonial 

utilized decorative excess, receiving a great deal of criticism at the time. Still the search for a 

national and regional architecture was not dictated only by aesthetic discussions, but 

foremost by the question of the salubrity and hygiene of the buildings.  

  

In the late nineteen-twenties there came to be a second alternative for the creation of a 

Brazilian tropical architecture. Le Corbusier came to Brazil in 1929 and gave a series of 

lectures in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, cities based on the south of the country. 

His new ideas were brought to Pernambuco by Manuel Bandeira who, at the time, was a 

correspondent of one of the main newspapers of the state. Soon the modern ideas on 

architecture became known in Pernambuco and, initially, they were accepted not for their 

aesthetic notions, but for their constructive suggestions regarding salubrity (Bandeira, 1930).    

 

In the nineteen-thirties the government invited a group of young modern architects to run the 

department of construction of Pernambuco. That was the first public initiative in Brazil to 

adopt modernism as a style in architecture for the construction of public buildings and the 

only one before the federal government of President Getulio Vargas. Luis Nunes was to run 

the department of construction. Nunes is not a well-known architect internationally due 

perhaps to his short career; he died young. But among his staff were some young 

professionals whose work became well known, such as Roberto Burle Marx, who is known 

all over the world for his landscape design, work which he began in Pernambuco, and 

Joaquim Cardozo, who after the experience he gathered in Recife, became the chief engineer 



on works of Oscar Niemeyer, mainly in projects such as the Pampulha and the Brasilia 

National Capital.          

 

The Beginning of Modernism in Recife 

Between 1934 and 1937, Luis Nunes and his staff made ten buildings with a clear influence 

from European modernism, particularly that of Le Corbusier 

 
Fig. 1 Alberto Torres Rural School, Luis Nunes 
These buildings were different because they had some of the first artifices adopted and 

created to adapt modern architecture to the climatic conditions of Pernambuco.  
 
 
 
 
Factors such as the building’s function and its construction were viewed as far more 

important than its aesthetics. Elements such as decorations were not even considered. The 

idea was to create cheap and quick-to-build structures with well ventilated internal ambience. 

For this purpose, Nunes and his staff trained the labour on the production of concrete 

modular structural elements that where to be made at the construction site itself, and were 

designed in a way that was to be repeated in many projects so such elements could be reused. 

They also created the cobogós that have become immensely popular in the whole of the 

country. The cobogó consists basically, of a concrete block or ceramics full of holes which 

permit ventilation and the renewal of air while at the same time, partially stopping solar 

radiation. This element also gives an aesthetic unity to the building’s face well in tune with 

the modern architectural discourse (Vaz, 1989).      

 



The architects, engineers, painters and collaborators that worked with Nunes had no intention 

of creating an aesthetic language for the architecture of Pernambuco. But they did build 

homes that worked well in the tropical climate of the region and aesthetically were 

appropriate to international contemporary design. The solutions they came up with to 

ventilate the buildings were a great inspiration for a whole new generation of architects to 

come so too was the practice of giving incentive to creating new ways of adapting a building 

to the tropical climate.   

 

The Making of School of Tropical Architecture 

After the Luis Nunes experiments, not many modernist buildings were raised in the nineteen-

forties in Recife. But modernism was still a very palpable presence in Pernambuco. The same 

creativity in coming up with elements that allowed for a better adaptation to the climate was 

still the one characteristic most found in the modern architecture of that decade. It is curious 

to notice that the two most sought after professionals of the time were not architects, but in 

fact, artists. They were Helio Feijo and Augusto Reynaldo who were painters by trade and 

were both madly in love with the whole modernist movement, specially the creative liberty 

found in the modern style.       

 

For these two artists, the question of the adaptation to the climate now provided a functional 

excuse for creating aesthetic elements in the buildings. Feijo and Reynaldo made various 

murals and panels with the use of tiles that also served to cover and protect the external side 

of the building. Tiling was an excellent choice in the prevention of mold and mildew on the 

walls of buildings for practical concern salubrity provided the excuse for remarkable works of 

art: murals.  

 

Among the many elements created by Feijo and Reynaldo that would join functional 

characteristics and artistic input was the “ventilated sill” created by Augusto Reynaldo that 

would end up having various different versions and uses. The ventilated sill allowed a vent 

beneath the window so that air always flowed through even when the window shut. Curved 

lines prevented rain getting in. The design was also sculptural. 

 

In the 1950’s, modernism emerged more vigorously. The question of why since the nineteen-

fifties there was an adoption of the modern as the predominant style in the architecture of 



Pernambuco can only be explained by the academic upbringing of the architects graduated in 

Recife. The Faculty of Architecture of Pernambuco had four lectures to the end of the 

nineteen-forties, three architects and one philosophic teacher, and they had a decisive 

influence on a whole generation of professionals. The three architects where the Italian Mario 

Russo, the Portuguese Delfim Amorim and Acacio Gil Borsoi, who was from Rio de Janeiro. 

They all had a strong modernist background and had lengthy careers both as lectures and as 

architects.      

 

The skyline of the city of Recife was completely changed during the fifties, mainly because of 

an economic boost that occurred in that period. At that time, Russo, Amorim and Borsoi were 

responsible for planning many apartment buildings as well as important government 

constructions. As teachers, they taught the basic principles of modern design, and as 

architects, they would employ a great number of their students as trainees at their offices and 

afterwards, as architects. So, the construction site would invariably become a classroom 

where their teachings where to be put to practice.      

   

But in spite of these three architects having similar modernist background, each used different 

methods and had distinct aesthetic influences. The one element that united the three and later 

on would be recognized as the one characteristic of the School of Architecture, was their 

inventiveness in creating elements of adaptation to the climate. Following the experience of 

Nunes, the teachers systematically gave incentive to the creation or re-interpretation of 

constructive elements that could better adapt buildings to the tropical climate.  

 

Just about anything was valid, from the use of modern vocabulary, adaptation for the tropical 

climate, to the reinterpretation of effective solutions from previous architectural styles. We 

find an example of this re-interpretation on the use of tiling as an external coating that at the 

fifties weren’t used anymore simply as artistic murals, but as modern geometric motifs 



following the Old Portuguese tradition where the same pattern is repeated over and over 

  
Fig.2 Tile patterns details, Delfim Amorim design  
 

They also re-interpreted the Portuguese-Brazilian traditional colonial roofs. Return to 

traditional roofing was first made by Delfim Amorim in some projects of houses he designed. 

It is a simple solution he came up with, a concrete roof just a little tilted, over where one puts 

the roofing tiles without any type of wood to hold them by. 

 
Fig. 3 Typical House of Pernambuco – Delfim Amorim.   

As the wind velocity on the northeast of that country is very moderate, there is no question as 

to the dislocation of tiles. The type of ceramic tile that was used was the same as the ones 

used in the colonial era, with an important difference. In the colonial times, tiles were molded 

over the thighs of the slaves to produce their characteristic curved shape. Modern potteries 

reproduced the curve. The air in this sort of roofing tile would not be trapped as the tiles 



wouldn’t be completely sealed, there would be a constant renewal of air between the concrete 

and the tile. Although this ventilation isn’t strong enough to move the tiles themselves, it is 

enough to cool down the roof. And with a roof that’s less hot, the rooms inside the house are 

much cooler. With time, this type of roof became so popular and used in such a large scale 

that it has become one of the major characteristics of the houses in Pernambuco.  

 

Delfim Amorim arrived from Portugal with a modern European background where the 

geometric rigor was to stand out in the aesthetic of a building. But soon, he began to modify 

his method of designing to the social and economical conditions he found, as well as to the 

climatic conditions of Pernambuco. He then began to design and teach a less rigorous 

modernism, as well as a less geometrical one. His buildings allied modern geometrical 

volumes with the reinstate of traditional roofs and verandas. Amorim used to say that the true 

modern architect was the one who studies the problems and the necessities of his own time, 

with an analytical spirit that will permit him to come up with new solutions or to recycle old 

ones in order to realize the design of the building. He was also one of the first architects to see 

the value of the Brazilian traditional culture and the popular modification made to adapt the 

European architecture to the customs and the climate of the country (Amorim, 1989). 

 

With a different approach, the Italian architect Mario Russo understood that the climate 

condition was just one of the many aspects to be touched by architecture. Russo was a 

modernist, not just aesthetic and design wise, but also ideologically. His buildings followed 

the rational modern principles, searching for answers to the problems faced by the building’s 

design with a detailed study of its functions and necessities. In his method of design there was 

no space for aesthetic tastes to do with fashion or any type of regionalisms. Having said this, 

it is true that Russo did not depart from the modern flat roof even when a more traditional 

roof was otherwise more suitable. 

 

Russo was also an urban planner. He planned the Campus of the Federal University of 

Pernambuco, as well as the design of some of its most important buildings such as The 



Faculty of Medicine and the University Hospital 

 
Fig. 4 Faculty of Medicine, Mario Russo   

 
Fig.5 University Hospital 
He was one of the first architects in Brazil to give use of insulation and ventilation analyses in 

order to design windows and brises soleil. On a curious note, most of the buildings designed 

by Russo to this day, more than 50 years latter, are still used without much alteration, and it 

must be said that they still present remarkable thermal and natural lighting conditions.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Acácio Gil Borsoi came to Pernambuco from Rio de Janeiro, at that time, the National Capital 

of Brazil. Oscar Niemeyer’s influence on Borsoi can been seen in the use of plastic art forms. 

Both architects came from the same city and studied in the same school of architecture. This 

aesthetic approach was also one of Borsoi’s characteristics as a teacher at the Faculty of 

Architecture. But his greatest contribution can be found on the development of an 

architectural design methodology that latter on, was to be adopted by the majority of the 

architects from Pernambuco. This methodology, which by the way, was never truly defined in 

so many words, had to do with the detailed knowledge of the components of a given building: 

its materials and the construction technique to be used, the function of the spaces, of the 

windows, the doors, even of the hinges. Borsoi used to say that only by understanding how 

each material and every part of the building works can an architect be able to design. It is true 

that his methodology more closely resembled the ideology found in the Arts and Crafts 

movement than that of the Modernists. But as a Brazilian, Borsoi felt free to make his own 

interpretation of the modernist European movement which he believed, was open to additions 

and reinterpretations as long as this represented a positive gain to the building.  

 

Using his detail-specific methodology he systemized the thing that is considered the main 

characteristic of the architecture of Pernambuco, which is the creativity in finding elements 

for climate adaptation. He himself designed various alterations to the cobogos and to of the 

ventilated sill 

fig 6). 

 
Fig. 6 Detail of the cobogó design by Borsoi 
 
 



In 1963, Borsoi designed one of the most important projects of his career. It was a urban and 

architectural design for a housing estate that was made for the Social Organization of the 

shanty-town of Cajueiro Seco, at the time, one of the poorest shanty-town in Recife. He 

proposed a project that was to use the local workmanship and a system of construction that 

was well known to the poorer community, a system called taipa de pau-a-pique – lath-and-

plaster wall. This system consisted of the binding of a trellis of wood coated with clay. Using 

modern methods of organization and industrialization he modernized the old way of building 

this type of house turning it into a healthy, quick and cheap construction system. As it was 

still the same system, the community knew how to use it, so they could build themselves their 

own houses without the need of specialized training (Borsoi, 1974). 

 
 
Fig. 7 Cajueiro Seco House Design, 1963, Acácio Gil Borsoi 
 
 

To the end of the nineteen-sixties Borsoi’s office had a regular staff of more than 30 architects 

working on many projects for the whole of the northeast region of Brazil. The way in which 

he was always looking for better alternatives for each project had a great influence not only on 

those who worked close to him, but also on all students of the school of architecture. His 

influence, along with that of Delfim Amorim and Mario Russo made possible for the 



architecture of Pernambuco to conciliate the modern ideals with the region’s climatic needs. 

The aesthetic result of those buildings, nevertheless, didn’t show much uniformity. From the 

exterior, all building that was built in Pernambuco at that time, were clearly modern, but there 

were many aesthetic differences between one building to another. The only uniformity among 

them was their concern for climatic adaptation as well as for modern appearance.The interior 

quality of the buildings is accepted by the architects of Pernambuco as a direct influence from 

another one of the faculty’s teachers; he was the Sociologist Evaldo Coutinho.         

 

The different faces of a single school 

Without ever having designed one single building, Evaldo Coutinho was one of the most 

remarkable influences on the architecture of Pernambuco. He understood architecture as one 

of the most complex art forms and that it couldn’t simply be limited to physical aspects such 

as walls, sealing, and floors. A good architectural design must be related to sensations of 

wellbeing, where beauty was the most fundamental quality. In this way, Coutinho would 

stimulate his students to look for the characteristics that make one space more attractive than 

another. This was to translate itself to fundamental questions, like natural lighting and our 

perception of colors and textures, how vegetation changes the lighting diffusing it and 

creating shadows, how ventilation must be felt in a different way according to each space, and 

how the proportions of height, width and length greatly influences one’s perception of a given 

space (Coutinho,1998).          

 

With that in mind, the architects would search for the ideal ambience considering the climate 

of Pernambuco. And as they were all using the same references and methods, they came to 

similar conclusions, even though with very different aesthetic results.  

 

In some of these projects, the modern influence of aesthetic theory was quite obvious. They 

had geometrical volumes, there was a visible separation of the structure and the internal walls 



that enclose the ambient, and the windows were designed as a constant rip. 

 
 
Fig. 8 Faculty of History and Filosophy, 1956, Filippo Melina. 
 

The use of brises soleil, cobogos or of any other element of climatic adaptation, didn’t 

interfere in the plastic composition in fact, they seem to contribute to the geometrical 

character of the building. 

 
 

Fig. 9 The State Education Institute, 1957, Marcos Domingues. 



 

Other buildings show a greater fusion between the modern form and traditional elements such 

as Venetian blinds, verandas or details on roof tops, but still the modern form predominates. 

A good example of this type of integration can be found in the “Vila Mariana” Building 

designed by Wandekolk Tinoco in 1977. The building was designed as a pure white volume 

following the language of Le Corbusier. But the windows were pushed back 2 meters to give 

space for gardens in every floor. The intention of the architect was to create internal spaces 

that were similar to traditional residences of Pernambuco, where a vision of a garden filed 

with vegetation is very common. The natural light would be diffused by the vegetation and the 

apartment interiors would be as the interior of a traditional house. 

 
 
Fig. 10 Vila Mariana building, 1977, Wandekolk Tinoco 
 



Another aesthetic tendency of the school of Recife was the design of buildings deconstructing 

the modern pure volume. 

 
Fig. 11 CELPE (Electricity State Company),  1972, Vital P. Melo 
The nooks and crannies of the volume were justified by the search of better insolation and 

ventilation conditions. Brises Soleil were used as elements of adaptation to the climate as well 



as elements of aesthetic composition, giving a kind of rhythm to the façade of the building.  

 
 
 
Fig. 12 RFFSA Building, 1969, Marcos Domingues 
 

This search for an adequate architecture to the climate and to the economical reality of 

Pernambuco, was to have many paths, but maybe the most clear one was developed by the 

architect Armando de Holanda. 



 

Holanda designed many buildings but his great contribution wasn’t a physical one. He was the 

first Brazilian to formulate a theory that mix together in perfect harmony, modern design 

methods and northeast Brazilian tropics tradition. In 1976 he published his book 

“Architectural guide for constructing in the northeast” (Roteiro para Construir no Nordeste), 

where he developed lessons on how to make use of modern techniques to create ambience 

adequate to the climate as well as to the culture of Pernambuco. 

 
 
Fig. 13 Drawings based on Holanda sketches for “Architectural guide for constructing in the northeast” 
 



He put down his theory in a series of nine short chapters with a style of writing that was 

concise and almost poetic. Each one of Holanda’s ideas were put in abstract form, and 

accompanied by illustrations and project drawings, of a clear modernist inspiration. His 

architectural design were perfect examples of the use of his theory, and after his premature 

death in 1979, they became icons of a architecture adapted to the climate (Holanda, 1976).  

 

Conclusion 

The aesthetic diversity of the modern architecture produced in Pernambuco might lead to the 

conclusion that there existed many different currents with different attitudes and distinct 

design justification. But when one researches the generating process of this diversity of forms, 

one can come to see their unity. This unity could be related to the idea of a school of 

architecture that shared common characteristics and references and that conducted a single 

kind of process of architectural design.   

 

There is no doubt that the union of these characteristics and references in the works of the 

architects in Pernambuco was a direct effect from their academic upbringing in the Faculty of 

Architecture of Recife. The work and the design method professed by the teachers/architects 

Delfim Amorim, Acacio Gil Borsoi and Mario Russo, as well as the proposed approach by 

Evaldo Coutinho, generated this ideological unity.    

 

The incentive given to aesthetic experiments and the creation of climatic adaptation elements, 

contributed to a rich stock of solutions. The techniques, building methods and elements 

created and used by the architects, contributed to the quality and originality of their work. 

They also had a profound influence on the whole production of the northeast region of Brazil. 

To this day, anonymous architects and laymen builders make use of these elements of climate 

adaptation. Sometimes they make use of them to give some sort of plastic expression to their 

buildings.       

 

The modern architecture built from the nineteen-fifties to the late nineteen-seventies produced 

some remarkable examples of how to coexist adequately with the heat and humidity of a 

tropical climate, conciliating traditional references with the modern ones. Although the 

necessity to create a tropical Brazilian architecture had been the theme of great debate since 

the beginning of the XX century, it was only with the adoption of the modern design that the 

architects were able to realize their goal. The various aesthetic approaches used by the 



architects of Pernambuco still permit the recognition of the basic principles that gave unity 

and quality to the architecture produced in the capital of the state of Pernambuco. These 

principles qualify this architecture as the fruit of a school of tropical architecture: the design 

of the School of Recife.  
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Abstract 
 

Some students are forced to study literary texts used in class rather than 
appreciating the meaning and exploiting the structures to strengthen their 
command of the language. Apart from that, they may not be approaching 
the texts the way they want it to be due to factors, which are beyond their 
control. An alternative is hereby discussed so that everyone – students and 
lecturers - will benefit from the learning process. Kolb’s Learning model 
(Kolb, 1999) is used as a guide to provide a means for the students to 
enjoy the class as well as making it possible for them to get good grades at 
the end of the learning process. This paper will discuss a case study 
involving sample lessons using Looking for a rain God written by Bessie 
Head with undergraduate students in BA (English Literature) classes at 
Universiti Putra Malaysia. The experience was worthwhile in infusing 
literature and cultures in the process of learning a second language. 
Besides making students understand and appreciate other people’s cultures 
better, the learning process became more rewarding and exciting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Some students are forced to study literary texts used in class rather than 
appreciating the meaning and exploiting the structures to strengthen their 
command of the language. No doubt the pressure coming from the examination 
makes it even worse. Apart from that, they may not be approaching the texts the 
way they want it to be due to factors, which are beyond their control. 
 
Getting students to be ready to learn something in class requires a suitable and an 
accommodating environment that only a teacher can provide. If this condition is 
met, then the students are prepared to learn. (Brozo & Simpson, 1995). One of the 
simplest ways of making them ready to learn is by making the learning process 
fun. It would be rather difficult to find a better way of having fun in learning than 
having they learn in the way they like best. As Brozo & Simpson (1995) have 
indicated that active learners themselves are the ones who understand the 
necessary variables that can promote their learning.  
 

 
 

II. THE LEARNING PROCESS AND LEARNING STYLES 
 
What do learning styles mean? How relevant it will be to our teaching situation? 
Do you think the topic sounds interesting? Some of you might have thought of 
this. This is not surprising because teachers, like all learners, have their favored 
learning preferences. These preferences, or as they are often called, "learning 
styles," are the result of a complex interaction of age, educational experience, and 
cultural background. Thus, it is no surprise that learning styles defined by 
Litzinger and Osif (1992) simply refer to the different ways people think and 
learn. 
   
Van Lier (1989) states that students learn for all kinds of reasons in a variety of 
styles. Their academic success is influenced by emotional, biological, 
psychological, and cultural factors (Hainer, 1990). In order to facilitate academic 
success, it is important to provide learning experiences that are accessible to all 
students with all learning preferences.  
 
Brozo & Simpson (1995:31) remarked that “…learning does not take place in a 
vacuum [but] …within supportive learning environments that teachers create 
[which] …promote independent learning within a classroom context that is 
inviting, engaging, and nurturing of students’ risk taking.”  
 
One of the pillars in the KBSM (New Curriculum for Malaysian Secondary 
Schools) is to harness the maximum potential of individual student (Pusat 
Perkembangan Kurikulum, 1999). This indirectly implies that each student has 
his/her own strengths, which can be capitalized for the success of the learning 
process. Sugrue (1997) in stating earlier studies carried out by Froebel in 1987 
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points out this fact to the extent of maximizing learners’ autonomy so that 
individual needs can be met.  

 
The experiential learning model (Kolb 1984) tries to accommodate, within each 
learning situation, the principal styles that individual students bring to that 
situation. Since students with weak command of the language also bring diverse 
cognitive, conceptual, and behavioural modes into the classroom, Kolb’s model 
proposes to build on their experience by learning through preferred styles while 
expanding the range of styles available to them.  
 
Most teachers do recognize the fact that their students learn differently. They are 
not able to teach effectively using the same teaching techniques with different 
groups of students (Berliner, 1979; Abdul Ghani & Rosli Talif, 2001). Although 
most teachers are aware of this problem and they try as much as possible to cater 
for the students’ individual styles, it is still mostly a trial and error process 
according to Berliner (1979). This is because research on how to improve 
teaching practice has usually ignored this aspect. 

 
Maybe the real problem in our schools now is that the students no longer have the 
interest in what they are being taught (TIME, April 15, 2002, p. 49). In this special 
issue of TIME, the magazine takes a closer look at what is happening in Asian 
schools. They found out that many parents and students are fed up with the 
education system. It is to the point that they are willing to try anything even 
unconventional methods. Take for example, The Haja Centre in northwestern 
Seoul, in Korea. They are trying to put fun back into learning. The school is 
spending money to build a place where students can relax by lying on the mats or 
by hanging out in the playground. (TIME, April 15, 2002, pp.50-51). So, this is 
the catchword – interest. Schools have to find out ways how their students prefer 
to learn in order to make sure they are motivated enough to learn. We may not be 
able to do the same thing in our classrooms, but surely we can find a way to make 
learning fun for our students. 

 
This individual needs and interests has become an important catch phrase since as 
an individual each student has to be able to develop at his/her own pace as much 
as possible. Of course, there is only so much a teacher can do in a class of for 
example forty students within a forty minutes period. However, if teachers are 
aware of his/her students’ learning styles, s/he can group students with the same 
learning styles together and try to maximize their output for the lesson within the 
confinement of the given objectives. Sohaimi Abdul Aziz (Berita Harian, 1999, 
August 2) believes that the Ministry of Education's decision to introduce literature 
as a compulsory component in the syllabus has taken into consideration of 
students’ weak command of the language in the rural areas. To him, it is up to the 
teachers to make appropriate adaptations to their teaching methods to suit the 
students’ ability. This effort can be made simpler if the teachers have some 
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information of their students’ learning styles preferences. The students can be 
motivated to learn if they like the learning process carried out in class.   

 
If students are interested in studying in class, this knowledge may help them 
maximize their potential by utilising their preferred learning styles and 
simultaneously work on their least-liked areas. Mamchur (1996) points out that 
the knowledge gained by teachers on students’ learning style preferences and 
differences can help teachers in four ways. First, teachers can decide on a 
teaching style(s) which is/are flexible but adaptive enough to cater for the various 
learning styles preferences in the class. Second, teachers can send signal to their 
students that they take each learner’s individuality and integrity into account in 
preparing class materials. Third, in understanding students’ learning styles, 
teachers can understand their own teaching styles and strengths and weaknesses 
since teaching styles and learning styles are related. Last but not least, another 
significant reason for this study, which should be remembered by everyone 
involved in education is that “…our objective in education, at whatever level, 
should be to help students both to utilize their own learning styles most 
effectively, and also to transcend the limitations which those styles carry with 
them” (Entwistle, 1981:269). This reminder is most appropriate as one weakness 
in our education system is that our students are often not given alternative ways of 
learning. The many styles of learning preferred by students implies a need for 
students to make some choices, where possible, in the types of learning tasks to be 
carried out by them. 
 

III. LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE LEARNING 
 
The Ministry of Education has also reintroduced literature as one of the 
compulsory components in the English Language syllabus for the secondary 
schools that accounts for twenty percent of the total marks available starting from 
the year of 2000 (Pusat Perkembangan Kurikulum, 2000). This component will 
be introduced in stages starting with form one and four students in 2000.  The 
objectives of reintroducing this component include an effort to make learning an 
interesting process in the classroom. 

 
By studying literature, in this case short stories, students are expected to have 
more interesting activities in the language class – beyond mere memorizing lines 
after lines of the literary texts (Sohaimi Abdul Aziz, 1999; Malachi Edwin 
Vethamani, 2000). 
 
In discussing second language teaching between language and literature is often 
becoming an ambiguous topic some educationists think it is impossible to 
separate these two domains since it is important for both language and literature 
to be taught together because “…to learn a language is to develop skills; [and] to 
learn the literature written in [English] is to understand it.” (Raja, 1985:20) 
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Balakian (1977) points out that an English Language teacher is also a teacher of 
literature – they are inseparable. (Balakian, 1977; and in Rosli Talif, 1995) Both 
of them can become the vehicle or means to help students master the language. 
Instead of being a separate entity, they supplement and complement each other.  

 
John Lye (1996: http://www.brocku.ca/english/jlye/uses.html) sums up the 
advantage of using literature in language classes: 
 
 
 

Literature, like any art form, engages the reader in a complex set 
of emotional, symbolic, moral, intellectual and social 
consideration. Literature uses the normal means of communication 
-- language, images, symbols, codes, stories -- but uses them with 
more complexity and subtlety than is normal in everyday 
communication. As well, it avails itself of a certain sensibility we 
have to such things as form, sensual experience, rhythm, 
repetition, contrast, which sensibility we call the 'aesthetic'. 

  
  
 
IV. KOLB’S LEARNING MODEL 

 
Kolb’s learning model, (Kolb, 1984, 1999) is one of the information processing 
models based on theories put forward by Dewey, Lewin, Piaget and the 
experiential learning theory (Kolb, 1979). Bourne et al. (1986) states that 
although information processing is not a theory, it helps to explain how people 
behave. In our case, it gives some indication how students behave when they 
receive information or input from their teachers. Bourne et al. (1986) mention that 
human beings’ behavior is dependent on the available information and the set of 
processes for operating on that information or input. They state three sources from 
which a person has to work with at any moment; namely: 

 

 

(1) current circumstances, which include some focal 
source of stimulation; (2) memory, which is defined as 
information about past experiences and about functional 
skills; and (3)  feedback contingent upon action, that is, 
information that derives from sensing one’s own activity, 
and from the reaction of one’s social and physical 
environment to that activity. 

(Bourne et al. 1986:12) 
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In Kolb’s learning model, there are four phases or quadrants of learning 
describing different processes and abilities in acquiring new information, namely: 
concrete experience (CE), reflective observation (RO), abstract conceptualisation 
(AC) and active experimentation (AE) (Kolb, 1984; 1999; Kolb & Boyatzi, 1993). 
The model provides a framework for examining students’ strengths and 
weaknesses in learning (Cook, 1997). Kolb’s learning styles inventory (KLSI) 
measures students’ relative emphasis on four basic learning modes: CE – learning 
by “feeling”, RO – learning by “watching”, AC – learning by “thinking”, and AE 
– learning by “doing” (Kolb, 1984, 1999; Kolb & Boyatzi, 1993).  

 
Kolb (1984, 1999) suggests that an individual may display a preference for one of 
four possible learning styles, but these four styles derive from two dimensions 
presented as opposing elements of learning. This is a common feature of the 
research into learning styles is the frequency with which different styles are 
presented as being diametrically opposed. 

 

This model categorizes learners on two continuums – perception and learning 
process - concrete/abstract and active/reflective based on their preference for 
apprehending and processing new information (Kolb, 1984; 1999; Kolb & 
Boyatzis, 1993). It goes further to suggest that the best way to learn is to cycle 
through all four styles in order to fully understand a topic. The cycle starts from 
Concrete Experience (CE) then moves on to observation and reaction.  

Concrete Experience 

(CE) 

   

 

 

Active   Processing  Reflective 

Experimentation    Experimentation 

(AE)                (RE) 

 

  

  Abstract Conceptualization 

   (AC) 

 

Figure 1: Kolb’s learning model 
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It may be an over simplification but basically it suggests that the learners start 
wherever they are on the two spectrums and then systematically work their way 
through the other three modes of learning. For instance, students who are 
concrete/reflective learners might wonder what would happen if they tried to do 
some particular action with regard to the information being presented. They 
should try it and then observe carefully what the concrete results are. They should 
then reflect on these results thinking about the practical and abstract implications. 
Based on the new information gained they should then construct a next 
experimental action. 

 
Treuhaj (1996) and Blackmore (1996) pointed out that David Kolb has shown 
learning styles could be differentiated by how people perceive or process 
information and could be seen as a continuum running from: 
 
1. concrete experience: learning from specific experiences, relating to people, 

and sensitivity to feelings and people 
2. reflective observation: careful observation before making a judgment, viewing 

things from different perspectives, and looking for the meaning of things 
3. abstract conceptualization: logical analysis of ideas, systematic planning, 

acting on intellectual understanding of a situation 
4. active experimentation: ability to get things done, risk taking, influence people 

and event through actions 
 

 
Kolb posits that all four elements are required for effective experiential learning. 
Students have different preferences and natural styles, which can be represented 
as different points along each of the two dimensions. It is important for both 
students and teachers to be aware of their own positions on these dimensions, so 
that they can pay additional attention to tasks, which fall outside their natural 
preferences 
 

 
V. METHODOLOGY 
 

1. Purpose and Research Questions 
 
The purposes of this study are to investigate the following questions: 
2.-What is the learners’ learning style preferences when reading short 
stories? 
3.-To what extend does training in learning styles based on Kolb’s model 
affect comprehension of short stories? 
4.-To what extent do factors like learners’ attitude and motivation affect 
learners’ learning style preferences in the comprehension of short stories? 
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2. Subjects 
 

The subjects for the survey questionnaires were chosen from students, 
who were majoring in English literature offered by the Faculty of Modern 
Languages and Communication, Universiti Putra Malaysia. The 177 
semester three and above subjects were not selected randomly for all of 
them are already in their predetermined classes. 
 
 

3. Research Design, Data Collection and Analysis 
 
The study employed both the quantitative and the qualitative approach 
research. The use of triangulation, the application and combination of 
quantitative and qualitative research tools, is very much encouraged for 
studies of this nature (Denzin, 1990). Allwright and Bailey (2000) use the 
term triangulation for the different methods employed to collect the data. 
The use of multiple methods in a study is to overcome weaknesses or bias 
of using only a single method in a given research. Furthermore, 
researchers have stressed the need for having these two different tools in 
carrying out studies when dealing with classroom learning (Tikunoff & 
Ward, 1977 in Tikunoff, 1979; Greene et al, 1989; Denzin, 1990; 
Creswell, 1994). The data were collected qualitatively and quantitatively; 
so, the research design would be more appropriately called a mixed 
methodological design study (Creswell, 1994). This study had two phases 
of investigations. The first phase involved a survey through the use of 
questionnaires. The second phase involved conducting a quasi-experiment. 

Data collected quantitatively in this study were processed using the 
SPSSPC+ version 11.5 (Nie et al, 1975).   

 
 
VI. THE LESSONS 

 
1. The story: Looking for a Rain God (Bessie Head) 

Looking for a Rain God by Bessie Head is one of the short stories for form four 
students. The story has 1532 words. There are 32 paragraphs in the story and there 
are 80 sentences altogether. On the average, there are 8.8 sentences per paragraph 
and 18.9 words per sentence. Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) indicates that this story 
scores 77.4 percent, which is higher than a normal document, which hovers 
between 60 and 70. The higher a reading material scores in FRE means the 
reading material is easier to read. According to Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 
(FKGL), which rates texts on a U.S. grade-school level, this story’s level is 6.5. In 
FKGL, a score of 8.0 means that an eighth grader can understand the document. 
For most standard documents, the score is approximately between 7.0 and 8.0. 
Taking into account, our students are second language learners, the score of 6.5 is 
an acceptable one. 
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2. The writer 

Bessie Head is an African writer from a mixed parentage – her mother is an 
European and her father is an African. She was adopted after her mother passed 
away. After attending a mission school, she became a teacher in Botswana. She 
died at the age of just 47 in 1986. 

3. Synopsis 
 
The story is about an African family’s struggle against a terrible drought in the 
rural Botswana bush land. Life was terribly difficult for them. With the drought, 
their life was made even more difficult. They tried to offer a sacrifice to the Rain 
God so that they could have rain. Unfortunately, their sacrifice of killing innocent 
children was futile. At the end of the story, those who committed the crime were 
sentenced to death. 

 

4. The structured lessons 
 

Healey & Jenkins (2000) has suggested several activities, which can cater to the 
needs of these four different groups of students.  

CE – Concrete Experience  

 Activities involving relating own experience and knowledge or obtain knowledge 
by watching films or VCD, listening to music, getting involved in games, going 
on a field trip or involving in fieldwork, lab work and making general observation 
by watching display in order to gain experience or knowledge 

In case students do not have the appropriate experience to understand a given 
situation, teachers can provide what is termed as ‘substitute concrete experience’ 
(for examples: articles from The Star (Saturday, July 27, 2002) and New Straits 
Times (Tuesday, July 23, 2002). 

 

RO - Reflective Observation  

Activities involving keeping journals, discussions and questioning; reflecting 
events or process(es) relating to own experience if possible  

 

AC– Abstract Conceptualization 

 Activities like building models, writing papers, and creating analogies; analyzing 
and understanding concepts, events or situations, models or products - analyzing 
them in order to understand the whole process/issue/story 

AE - Active Experimentation  
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Activities like case studies, projects and simulations may attract the students’ 
interest; or projects like writing analysis or even presenting ideas on the subject 
matter – this is to gauge one’s understanding by carrying out activities  

 
Below is a possible sequence of lessons on the characters of the story (adapted 
from Healy & Jenkins, 2000.). 

 

Stage 1 (CE) 

Students read newspaper articles on people in other countries who experience the 
same problem. This is giving them a ‘substitute’ ‘concrete experience’. 

 

Stage 2 (RO) 

In groups of 3-4, students consider key questions like why there are people in 
different countries who believe in superstitious traditional ritual i.e. praying for 
the rain god. Here, students reflect on their reading of the story to sort of prepare 
them for the information they are going to receive in the next stage 

 

Stage 3 (AC) 

A brief lecture explaining key ideas on the reasons why people’s life depends on 
water, the formation of rain etcetera. At this point, a brief lecture on the various 
characters of the story can be carried out. 

 

Stage 4 (AE) 

Students in pairs or small groups are assigned to analyze each character’s action 
in the story – what their roles in the crime. They have to be ready to share with 
other class members. Likewise, they can write an analysis in groups and they can 
put up for the others to read what they think on the situation for the next stage. 

 

In the next class session, 

Stage 5 (CE) 

Students display their analysis and read other groups’ analysis (experience) 

 

Stage 6 (RO) 

Students reflect on the available analysis – may question the analysis by other 
groups. 
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Stage 7 (AC) 

In this stage, teacher leads a discussion on the different opinions given by the 
students.  

 

Stage 8 (AE) 

Finally, students write an analysis of the characters of the story.  

 

VII. DISCUSSIONS  

There were three research questions addressed by the study. The findings of the 
study had demonstrated that as a whole, the study had shown positive results 
which had indirectly demonstrated the significance of the study. 

The first research question is about learners’ learning style preferences in 
comprehending short stories or literary texts. Based on the questionnaires, the 
result indicates that the subjects were inclined towards divergent/convergent 
learning styles. This is supported by Kolb (1999) who found that those who were 
involved with literature are more likely to prefer divergent/convergent learning 
styles. 

The second research question covers the effects of the training on learners’ ability 
in comprehending short stories. The experiment which employed Kolb’s learning 
model might not provide all solutions with regard to comprehending literary texts’ 
difficulties. However, it was found to be a useful learning aid for literature 
learners. Learners became more aware of their learning style preferences and 
make full use of it in maximizing their learning potential in comprehending 
literary texts. The learners who were exposed to activities which were suggested 
by Kolb’s learning model were found to be performing better than the learners in 
the control group. The learners’ mean test scores in the experimental group were 
higher than the mean test scores of the learners in the control group. 

The last research question was to investigate to what extent learning style 
preferences affect factors like their attitude and motivation in comprehending 
short stories or literary texts. Naturally, if these learners were comfortable during 
their learning process, they would be motivated to push themselves further to 
succeed in the given tasks. Based on the analysis of the questionnaires, the 
learners across all four age groups had positive attitude towards employing short 
stories or literary texts in order to strengthen their command of the language. 

 

 

VII. CLOSING REMARKS 
 
I have discussed a possible suggestion as to how literature works for us teaching 
language classes in ESL setting through utilisation of students learning styles 
preferences. Definitely, they are tentative -- open to other ideas and changes -- 

http://www.cyg.net/~jblackmore/diglib/
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and not exclusive. My objective is to give all of you a sense of how one can begin 
to conceptualize how, aside from the fact that it might be fun and putting interest 
back into the learning process, one can profit from the reading and study of 
literature in ESL classes based on Kolb’s learning model. It is good to note that 
through literature – in our case a short story, as with any art form, reading and 
literature study are closely integrated: the more one learns how literature works, 
the more open one is to the effects that it can have -- one gains competency as a 
reader, which indirectly means one can work to improve on his language 
proficiency.  
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Abstract: 

  
    This paper explains how the artful film Akira Kurosawa's Dreams is an ethical and 
reflexive lesson about our ecosystem's destruction due to the misuse of science and 
technology, and how Kurosawa views an alternative for a harmonious human Natural 
Way of Life. Through the first two parts of the film we are shown the beauty of the Earth, 
water and air. And then, we can see how pollution, damaged these elements generating 
plant-life mutations resulting from nuclear contamination, as well as the desolation of 
war.  
    In the last part, in just four decisive minutes, Kurosawa presents his "hope-dream" 
about the natural way of life, which portrays the full, multigenerational participation of 
the villagers in their community's traditions, and their integration with nature, and life.  
From this film, young generations can learn the integrity of the air, land and water and 
the health of social economic life are both sustainable. This film and message can be used 
in School as Environmental Awareness. 
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Abstract  

The aim of this paper is to examine the phonology of suffixation and 
prefixation in Malay, particularly the phonological alternations that are derived due to 
the morphological process of affixation. It is apparent that the phonological behavior 
of suffixation in this language is quite distinct both in character and degree of 
generality from prefixation. Rules that are visibly active at the stem-prefix juncture 
are not permissible at the stem-suffix juncture, and vice versa. For instance, regular 
rules such as nasal assimilation and nasal coalescence are active at the prefix 
boundary but inapplicable at the suffix boundary. This asymmetry has not been 
satisfactorily accounted for in previous works. The present analysis attempts to 
account for this irregularity by adopting the theoretical framework of Optimality 
Theory (Prince & Smolensky 2004). The apparent irregularity is accounted for as a 
consequence of a candidate output satisfying more dominant constraints in the 
hierarchy. The relevant constraints that play significant roles here are the alignment 
constraints of the prosody-morphology interface, which require that the edge of some 
grammatical category coincide with the edge of some prosodic category. The prefix-
stem boundary is controlled by ALIGN-PREF, requiring that the right edge of a prefix 
coincide with the right edge of a syllable, while the stem-suffix boundary is governed 
by ALIGN-SUF, requiring that the left edge of a suffix coincide with the left edge of 
a syllable, and ALIGN-STEM, requiring that the right edge of a stem coincide with 
the right edge of a syllable. ALIGN-SUF and ALIGN-STEM are higher ranked than  
ALIGN-PREF in the hierarchy. This schematic ranking straightforwardly explains the 
irregularity in the prefixation and suffixation in Malay. 
            
 

1.0 Introduction 

As commonly observed in many languages, when morphemes combine to 

form words, some of the neighboring segments undergo phonological alternations. In 

the rule-based approach the generality in the alternation is captured and formalized in 

terms of input-based rewrite rules. However, current work in phonology, especially 

with the advent of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT), the phenomena cast under the 

conventional rule-based approach have now been reexamined and reformulated in 

terms of output-based well-formedness constraints.    

Accordingly, this paper attempts to examine the phonology of Malay, 

particularly the phonological alternations that are derived due to the morphological 
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processes of prefixation and suffixation. It is observed that the phonology of 

suffixation and prefixation in this language are quite distinct both in character and 

degree of generality.  Rules such as nasal assimilation and nasal coalescence that are 

regularly active at the stem-prefix juncture are not permissible at the stem-suffix 

juncture. This asymmetry has not been satisfactorily accounted for in the previous 

rule-based works. The present paper offers an account for this irregularity by adopting 

the theoretical framework of OT (Prince & Smolensky 2004). The apparent 

irregularity is accounted for as a consequence of the output candidate best satisfying 

the language’s constraint hierarchy.           

 

2.0 Data   

Malay has four underlying nasal consonants, namely /m, n, , /. Generally, a 

nasal segment which forms the coda of the first syllable is always homorganic with 

the following onset obstruent. Underlying non-homorganic nasal-obstruent clusters 

derived by morphemic concatenation undergo phonological alternations as follows:     

 

1. Morphemic concatenation at the prefix-stem boundary1 
  
          a   /m +balas/  [m m.ba.las]  ‘react’ 
        /m +data /  [m n.da.ta ]  ‘come’ 
             /m +gali/  [m .ga.li]  ‘dig’ 
      /m +t ada /  [m .t a.da ] ‘propose’ 
                   /m +d ilat/  [m .d i.lat]  ‘lick’ 
  
  b.   /m +pasa /     [m .ma.sa ]     ‘set’ 
         /m +tiru/         [m .ni.ru]     ‘copy’ 
         /m +ku ah/      [m . u. ah]    ‘chew’ 
         /m +sapu/       [m . a.pu]  ‘sweep’ 
 
2. Morphemic concatenation at the stem-suffix boundary 

 
/tanam+kan/  [ta.nam.kan]   ‘bury (imperative)’ 

  /t kan+kan/  [t .kan.kan]   ‘press (imperative)’ 
   /pasa +kan/  [pa.sa .kan]  ‘set (imperative)’ 
  

The phonological facts displayed above can be summarized as follows: (i) the 

final nasal of the prefix assimilates to the place of articulation of a following voiced 

                                                           
1 /m -/ and /-kan/ are verb-forming affixes which can be either category-maintaining or category-
changing. The former is an active voice marker, where as the latter is a transitive marker. 
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stop and affricate2 (1a), (ii) the final nasal of the prefix coalesces with the following 

voiceless obstruents (except for /t /) yielding a homorganic nasal consonant (1b)3, 

and (iii) nasal assimilation and coalescence do not apply at the stem-suffix juncture. 

These generalizations have not been satisfactorily accounted for in the previous rule-

based analyses. 

 
 
3.0 Nasal assimilation and Coalescence at the Prefix-Stem Boundary 

As mentioned, a nasal segment which forms the coda of the first syllable is 

always homorganic with the following onset obstruent, and this fact is captured in the 

previous rule-based approach by a very general rule called nasal assimilation (Farid 

1980:13, Teoh 1994:101). In Farid’s (1980) analysis, nasal assimilation is formalized 

as a feature changing rule as in (3), whereas in Teoh’s (1994) nonlinear analysis, nasal 

assimilation is interpreted as a process of spreading, that is, the nasal segment gets its 

specification for place of articulation through linking with the following consonantal 

segments, as illustrated in (4). 

 

3. Nasal assimilation as feature changing (Farid 1980:13) 

       α ant                               C 
    [+nasal]  →   β cor         /  ____        α ant  
                                       .                                  β cor 
                   .                                     . 
                      .                                     . 

 

 

 

4. Nasal assimilation as spreading (Teoh 1994:101) 

     X                X 

             root              root 
                                                           
2 Nasal assimilation involving voiceless stops occur in a few lexical exceptions (i.e. [m nt rna ] 
‘rear’ and [m kad i] ‘study’), and in borrowed lexical items (i.e. [m mpopularkan] ‘popular’ and 
[m katalog] ‘catalogue’). 
3 The behaviour of /s/ in connection with nasal coalescence is quite puzzling. The alveolar fricative /s/ 
is replaced by a palatal / / instead of /n/. Farid (1980:5) regards that /s/ is underlyingly alveorpalatal 
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    SL    SL 

                   SP               = 

   plc    plc 
   [F]    [F] 

 

Given the formulations of the rules in (3) and (4), we would expect nasal 

assimilation to apply accordingly at the stem-suffix boundary, because its structural 

description is fully met. This irregularity, however, is not addressed in Teoh (1994). 

Farid (1980: 13), on the other hand, regards this as an exception, as he notes, “Nasals 

always appear on the surface as homorganic to a following consonant, except in cases 

of reduplication, or if the cluster consists of nasal plus suffix-initial consonant [-kan]”. 

In an OT account, the irregularity of nasal assimilation at the suffix juncture is  

explainable. This process does not take place in the optimal output because the 

candidate in hand is not the candidate best satisfying the constraint hierarchy. In 

standard OT analysis (McCarthy & Prince 1993ab), nasal assimilation in natural 

languages is triggered by the CODA COND constraint, which is defined in prose as in 

(5). In later development, this constraint has been reinterpreted and reformalized in 

terms of an alignment statement requiring consonants to be left-aligned with a syllable 

(Ito  & Mester 1994), as formally defined in (6) below. 

 

5. CODA-COND 

 A coda consonant is a nasal homorganic to a following stop or affricate 

 

6.  CODA COND:   Align-Left (C, σ) 

 

The formulation in (6) generally implies that all consonants are ruled out from 

syllable final position. In more specific cases, however, the consonantal element  ‘C’ 

in (6) is often more narrowly circumscribed by referring to Cplace, marked Cplace, 

major segment types (resonant, obstruents), etc., and in this way CODA COND (6) is, 

properly speaking, an alignment scheme that in individual grammars is cashed in for 

some set of elementary alignment conditions (Ito  & Mester 1994:31). Following 
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voiceless fricative, where as Kroeger (1988) suggests that /s/ is better analyzed as a palatal stop /k’/. It 
is not the purposes of this paper to give an account for this issue.      



Ito  & Mester (1994), CODA COND constraint in Malay is formalized in terms of 

an alignment statement as in (7).    

 

7. CODA COND     

          Align-Left (CPlace Nasal, σ) 

 

The constraint in (7) penalises any occurrence of specified CPlace nasal in the 

coda. As widely known, CODA COND is subject to the Linking Condition (Hayes 

1986). Any segment which is doubly-linked to both rhyme and onset is immune to 

this constraint. Thus, geminates and place-linked clusters are not counted as a 

violation of CODA COND. Ito  & Mester (1994:34) call this ‘noncrisp alignment’, 

as opposed to the ‘crisp’ one. The difference between crisp and noncrisp alignments is 

as follows:  

 

8. a.     [wa i] ‘fragrant’            b. [tu gu]  ‘wait’ 

 
   σ            σ                                σ                σ 
   
 
          w  a          i                           t    u         g     u 
 
 

         CPl      CPl 

         [dorsal]      [dorsal] 

 

The CPlace in (8a) fulfils CODA COND, since it is exclusively linked as a 

leftmost syllable daughter (‘crisp alignment’). The CPlace in (8b) satisfies CODA 

COND as well, because it is linked to the left edge of the second syllable, in spite of 

the additional link to the preceding syllable (‘noncrisp alignment’) (cf. Ito  & Mester 

1994).  

Before I offer an OT account of nasal assimilation at the prefix-stem juncture, 

it must be noted that in previous studies, the C-final prefix in (1) is represented with 

nasal segment which is not specified for the feature node [Place] (cf. Teoh 1994, 

Kroeger 1988). This consonant gets its [Place] node from the following obstruent 

through spreading. It has been argued that underspecification is unnecessary in the 

analysis of OT (Prince & Smolensky 2004, Ito , Mester & Padgett 1995). As Ito , 
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Mester & Padgett (1995) point out, “Since there is no sequential phonological 

derivation in Optimality Theory, there is no sense in which (parts of) the phonological 

derivation could be characterized by underspecification”. Following this assumption, I 

construe the nasal-final prefix in Malay as fully specified in the lexical representation, 

and is represented as a dorsal nasal / /, since this segment appears before V-initial 

stems (i.e. /m +ubah/ → [m ubah] ‘change’) (cf. Farid 1980). 

In the rule-based approach, nasal assimilation in (4) basically involves two 

general procedures. First, the nasal segment loses its specified [Place] node by 

delinking, and subsequently it obtains a new [Place] node from the following 

consonant through spreading. The delinking of place node is captured in OT by a 

formal constraint IDENT-IO[Place] in (9). 

 

9. IDENT-IO[Place]  

The correspondent of the input segment specified as [Place] must be [Place]. 

 

It is apparent that CODA COND and IDENT-IO[Place] are in conflict 

situation, and therefore they have to be ranked with respect to each other. The relevant 

ranking has to be CODA COND >> IDENT-IO in order the assimilated form to 

emerge as the optimal output, as the following tableau demonstrates.  

 

10.   Nasal assimilation at the prefix-stem juncture  

/m +balas/ CODA 
COND 

 IDENT-
IO[Place] 

a.     m .ba.las *!  
b. m m.ba.las    * 

 

The failed candidate (10a) violates CODA COND, since the cluster is not 

homorganic. By contrast,  the optimal candidate (10b)  satisfies CODA COND at the 

expense of violating IDENT-IO[Place]. It must be noted that cross-junctural multiple 

linking at the prefix boundary has a significant effect on an alignment constraint of 

the prosody-morphology interface which requires that the edge of some grammatical 

category coincide with the corresponding edge of some prosodic category. The 

relevant constraint at play here is ALIGN-PREF, which belongs to a family of 

constraints, called generalized alignment (McCarthy & Prince 1993b).  ALIGN-PREF 

can be formally defined as follows: 
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11. ALIGN-PREF 

  Align (Prefix, Right, σ, Right) 

 

Constraint (11) states that the right edge of a prefix must coincide with the 

right edge of a syllable. Following Ito  & Mester (1994), ALIGN-PREF is construed 

in this paper as a ‘crisp’ alignment constraint, requiring a single linking 

representation.   

 

12. Nasal assimilation with multiple lingking  - ALIGN-PREF violation       

          σ             σ  σ 

  

   m          m           b    a    s     u     h 

                 ==  

                CPl       CPl 

  [dorsal] [labial] 

 

13. Unhomorganic nasal with a single linking - ALIGN PREF satisfaction      

          σ             σ  σ 

  

   m                     b    a    s     u     h 

                   

                CPl       CPl 

  [dorsal] [labial] 

  

The relevant prefix-edge is marked by a vertical line ‘|’. As can be seen in 

(12), the right edge of the prefix coincides with two syllable edges, one on the left and 

the other on the right. As McCarhty & Prince (1993a:39) state, “ALIGN requires 

sharply defined morpheme edges, but linking [as in (12)], undoes the desired relation 

between the morphological and prosodic constituency of a form”. Accordingly, 

multiple linking in a case like (12) does violate ALIGN-PREF. 
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Although the representation in (13) satisfies ALIGN-PREF, it is not the 

optimal output in the language. This suggests that ALIGN-PREF must be dominated 

by CODA COND in the hierarchy as illustrated in the tableau below.  

 

14.   Nasal assimilation:  CODA COND >>ALIGN- PREF >>IDENT-IO[Place] 

/m +balas/ CODA 
COND 

ALIGN- 
PREF 

 IDENT-
IO[Place] 

a.     m .ba.las *!   
b. m m.ba.las    * * 
 

Other possibilities of eschewing the CODA COND violation are by C-deletion 

and V-epenthesis.  Both strategies involve violations of faithfulness constraints MAX-

IO and DEP-IO respectively.  MAX-IO demands that all the input segments must 

appear on the surface regardless of whether the form has an illicit syllable structure, 

for instance a syllable with unhomorganic coda. This is to ensure that all underlying 

segments are parsed.  DEP-IO requires that every segment of the output must have a 

correspondent in the input, and this is to avoid the occurrence of epenthetic element  

in the output.  

It must be pointed out that inserting and deleting a consonant is permissible in 

the language but not a vowel4. The generalization that can be deduced from this is that 

the deletion/insertion of a vowel and the deletion/insertion of a consonant have a very 

different status in Malay.  In OT, this distinction is captured by positing two different 

and related constraints of MAX-IO and DEP-IO, namely MAX-IOVOW/ MAX-IOCONS 

and DEP-IOVOW /DEP-IOCONS. Constraints of these two types are distinct, and 

therefore they are separately rankable in the hierarchy. Given the facts of Malay, it is 

evident that the vowel faithfulness constraints, namely MAX-IOVOW/ DEP-IOVOW are 

highly ranked than the consonant faithfulness constrains MAX-IOCONS/ DEP-IOCONS. 

With respect to ALIGN-PREF constraint, if epenthesis were to apply, the 

presence of V-epenthetic segment which is not part of the prefix will shift the syllable 

edge away from the prefix edge. This causes a misalignment of the leading edges of 

the syllable and the prefix, an obvious violation of ALIGN-PREF. Equivalently, 

deleting the final consonant, a MAX-IOCONS violation, as a way to avert a CODA 

                                                           
4 It must be mentioned that Malay loan phonology demonstrates that borrowed lexical items containing 
clusters are generally resolved by schwa epenthesis. For example, English words like stamp, glass, 
class, club,  are realised as [s tem], [g las], [k las] and [k lap] respectively. 
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COND violation, can never bring a form into agreement with the syllable-prefix edges 

alignment. In short, obedience to ALIGN-PREF can only be achieved, if the prefix-

final nasal occupies the syllable coda position, as in (13). Putting all the constraints 

together yields the following set of ranking hierarchy:  DEP-IOVOW >> CODA COND 

>> ALIGN-PREF >> MAX- IOCONS  >> IDENT-IO[Place].    

 

15.   Nasal assimilation across the prefix-stem juncture  

/m +balas/ DEP-
IOVOW 

CODA 
COND 

ALIGN
-PREF 

MAX-
IOCONS

IDENT-
IO[Place] 

a.   m .ba.las  *!    
b.   m . .ba.las *!  *   
c.   m .ba.las   * *!  
d. m m.ba.las   *  * 

 

As can be seen, the ruled out candidate (15a) preserves the underlying nasal, 

and therefore it fatally violates CODA COND. Candidates (15b) spares CODA 

COND because the nasal segment is now syllabified as an onset of the second 

syllable. It is also ruled out because it is violating a more dominant constraint DEP-

IOVOW. Candidates (15c) and (15d) are both violating ALIGN-PREF and satisfy 

CODA COND equally. Thus, they tie with each other, the next available constraint 

MAX-IOCONS, which plays a decisive role here, selecting (15d) as the optimal output.    

Now let us move to a process called nasal coalescence in which the manner of 

C-final prefix (i.e. [+nasal] feature) and the place of articulation of C-initial stem are 

both maintained in the output. Traditionally, nasal coalescence is commonly referred 

to as nasal substitution, which is defined as a process of  replacing the initial voiceless 

obstruent of the stem by a homorganic nasal. This process is common to many 

Western Austronesian languages (Dempwolff 1934-1938) as well as in many African 

languages (Rosenthall 1989:50). 

In Farid (1980) and Teoh (1994) nasal coalescence is treated as two separate, 

but related rules, which are extrinsically ordered, namely, nasal assimilation (see 3 

and 4) and voiceless obstruent deletion (see 16 and 17 below). The rule of voiceless 

obstruent deletion only applies at the prefix-stem juncture, and not in any other word 

positions. To prevent voiceless obstruents word-internally and in the suffixed forms 

from being deleted, the structural description of the rule has to be conditioned by the 

prefix or stem boundary, as represented in the following rules. 
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16.   Voiceless Obstruent Deletion (Farid 1980:53) 

  C     →    ∅  /  N   -     ___ 
       [- voice]           [α F]     [α F] 
      Where ‘-‘ denotes a prefix boundary 
 
 
17. Voiceless Obstruent Deletion (Teoh 1994:98) 
 
   root  o                →    ∅   
         [-son] 
                
   Laryngeal tier  Supralaryngeal tier 
       [-voiced] 
                place 
 Place 
       [F] 
                              Stem 
 

 

The autosegmental rule in (17) says that a voiceless obstruent stem-initially 

with its place node multiply linked to a preceding segment as a result of nasal 

assimilation will be deleted at the root node. Theoretically, the formalization in this 

rule poses a serious analytical problem. Treating assimilation as a partly linked 

structure (Teoh 1994: 104) crucially violates the inalterability and integrity conditions 

(Hayes 1986), which disallow any segment forming half of a linked structure from 

undergoing a phonological rule. 

Pater (2004) argues that the postulation of the voiceless obstruent deletion rule 

is not phonologically motivated, because there is no attested case where this rule 

exists without nasal assimilation. Furthermore, the two-ordered rule analysis also fails 

to account for other related homorganic cluster phenomena attested in many other 

languages. Therefore, this phonological alternation is better analyzed as a single 

process called nasal coalescence, construed as fusion or merger of the nasal and 

voiceless obstruent driven by a universal and violable constraint *NC  (see Pater 

2004) which can be formally defined as in (18). 

 

18. *NC   

  No nasal/voiceless obstruent sequences 
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 Within the framework of Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995), 

the process of merging both the nasal and the voiceless obstruent can be interpreted as 

a two-to-one mapping from input to output - two input segments stand in 

correspondence with a single output segment. The correspondence relationship 

between the input and the output, which is indicated by subscript letters, can be 

illustrated as below. 

 

19. The representation of nasal coalescence: e.g.  / +p/ → [m] 

    Input             Output 

   X1    X2         X12     

  

            p                    p 

      

The [m] in the output is composed of features of the two elements of the input, 

the nasal feature of the / / and the place feature of the /p/. Nasal coalescence cannot 

be considered to be a MAX-IOCONS violation because pieces of every element of the 

input are maintained in the output (cf. Lamontagne & Rice 1995). Although nasal 

coalescence spares MAX-IOCONS since every input segment has a correspondent in 

the output, it does incur violations of other constraints. Nasal coalescence violates 

UNIFORMITY 5, which prohibits two or more input segments from sharing an output 

correspondent (McCarthy & Prince 1995,  Lamontagne & Rice 1995, Pater 2004).   

 

20. UNIFORMITY  ‘No Coalescence’   

  No element of the output has multiple correspondents in the input 

 

The process of nasal coalescence can never bring the right edge of the prefix 

in coincidence with the right edge of a syllable, an instance violation of ALIGN-

PREF. *NC  conflicts with ALIGN-PREF and UNIFORMITY, and therefore they 

have to be ranked with respect to each other. The relevant ranking to the process of 

nasal coalescence  must be *NC  >> ALIGN-PREF >> UNIFORMITY, in order for 

a coalesced candidate to emerge as an optimal output. 
                                                           
5  In his analysis, Pater (2004) employs a LINEARITY constraint instead of UNIFORMITY. According 
to McCarthy & Prince (1995), the former is adopted to rule out metathesis, whereas the latter bans 
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21.  Nasal coalescence:  *NC  >> ALIGN-PREF >> UNIFORMITY 
/m +pasa / *NC  ALIGN-

PREF 
UNIFOR 
MITY 

a.   
m m.pa.sa  

*! *  

b. m .ma.sa   * * 
 

 Another possibility as a means of achieving structural well-formedness is by 

C-deletion. This option gives another potential candidate, *[m pasa ]. This 

candidate spares *NC  and UNIFORMITY, at the expense of violating MAX-

IOCONS. In order to rule out *[m pasa ], MAX- IOCONS must be ranked higher than 

UNIFORMITY in the hierarchy. Resolving *NC  by V-epenthesis can never be a 

better option, since DEP-IOVOW is highly ranked in the language. Considering all the 

constraints mentioned above, the relevant ranking is as follows: DEP-IOVOW  >> *NC 

>> ALIGN-PREF >> MAX-IOCONS >> UNIFORMITY. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
coalescence. In Lamontagne & Rice’s (1995) analysis of Navajo Coalescence, they use a constraint 
called *MULTIPLE CORESPONDENCE (*MC). 
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22. Nasal coalescence at the prefix-stem boundary 

/m +pasa / DEP-
IOVOW 

*NC
  

ALIGN-
PREF 

MAX-
IOCONS 

UNIFO
RMITY 

a.   m m.pa.sa   *! *   
b.   m .pa.sa     * *!  
c.   
m . .pa.sa  

*!  *   

d. m .ma.sa    *  * 
  

The failed candidates (22a) and (22c) are ruled out, as they incur fatal 

violations of high ranked constraints DEP- IOVOW and *NC respectively. The 

competitive candidates (22b) and (22d) spare this violation, but disobey ALIGN-

PREF equally. Thus, they are in a tie position, and subject to evaluation by the next 

available constraint MAX- IOCONS, which rules out (22b) and pronounces (22d) as the 

winning candidate. A violation of UNIFORMITY is not significant because the victor 

has already been determined. 

 

4.0 Opacity of Nasal Assimilation and Coalescence at the Suffix Boundary 

As shown in (2), a final nasal segment of the stem fails to assimilate with the 

initial obstruent of the suffix /-kan/. Given the formalism formulated in the rule-based 

analysis, the opacity of nasal assimilation in this particular environment is very 

difficult if not impossible to account for. Arguably, this is the main reason why this 

well observed phonological fact has been overlooked in Teoh (1994) and treated as an 

exception in Farid (1980: 13).  

Given an OT account, the inapplicability of nasal assimilation at the suffix 

juncture is not merely exceptional but is an explainable phenomenon. Nasal 

assimilation is blocked as a consequence of a candidate output best satisfying the 

constraint hierarchy, in accord with the theoretical assumptions of OT. It is apparent 

that the relevant constraint that plays a central role in deriving the basic generalization 

at the suffix boundary is a prosody-morphology interface constraint called ALIGN-

SUF which can be formally defined as follows: 

 

23. ALIGN-SUF 

  Align (Suffix, Left, σ, Left) 
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ALIGN-SUF requires that the left edge of a suffix coincides with the left edge 

of a syllable. In order for ALIGN-SUF to be fully satisfied, all the feature content of 

the input of the C-initial suffix, as well as the root node, must have a correspondent in 

the output (cf. McCarthy 1993b, Lombardi 1995). Similarly to ALIGN-PREF, 

ALIGN-SUF is construed in this paper as a ‘crisp’ alignment constraint, requiring a 

single linking representation as proposed by Ito  & Mester (1994).        

 

24. Nasal assimilation with multiple lingking  - ALIGN-SUF violation       

          σ          σ           σ 

  

   t      a    n    a              k    a     n       

                          ==  

                       CPl       CPl 

         [labial]  [dorsal] 

 

25. Single linking in unhomorganic nasal – ALIGN-SUF satisfaction      

          σ          σ           σ 

  

   t      a    n    a     m         k    a     n       

                           

                       CPl       CPl 

         [labial]  [dorsal] 

 

Notice that in (24), if nasal assimilation were to apply, this will involve 

delinking and spreading. Delinking of the [Place] node of the C-final stem incurs a 

violation of IDENT-IO[Place]. Feature spreading creates multiple linking structure, 

and as can be seen the left edge of the suffix coincides with two syllable edges, one on 

the left and the other on the right, an instance violation of ALIGN-SUF. Similar to 

ALIGN-PREF, ALIGN-SUF requires sharply defined edges, a crisp alignment in 

Ito  & Mester’s terms.      

 The concatenation of nasal-final stems with the suffix /-kan/ forces the 

alignment constraint ALIGN-SUF to interact with the syllable structure constraint  

CODA COND.  Since nasal assimilation never applies across a stem-suffix boundary,   
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CODA COND has to be violated in this environment as a consequence of respecting a 

more dominant constraint ALIGN-SUF. If in prefixation CODA COND dominates 

ALIGN-PREF, inevitably in the case of suffixation ALIGN-SUF must dominate 

CODA COND.  The violation of CODA COND is compelled in order to secure the 

satisfaction of the high ranked ALIGN-SUF. The following tableau illustrates the 

points I just made.  

 

26.   Nasal assimilation is blocked at the stem-suffix juncture   

/tanam+kan/ ALIGN-
SUF 

CODA 
COND 

IDENT-
IO[Place] 

a.   ta.na .kan *!  * 
b. ta.nam.kan  *  

 

Other possibilities for eschewing the CODA COND violation without 

violating the ALIGN SUF constraint are by deleting the final nasal of the stem (i.e 

*[ta.na.kan]) and by inserting an epenthetic vowel to the stem (i.e *[ta.na. .kan]). 

Deleting an input consonant violates MAX-IOCONS, and inserting epenthetic vowel 

violates DEP- IOVOW. Given the schematic ranking established earlier where MAX-

IOCONS  is a lower ranked constraint, the grammar would predict the form with 

deletion as more harmonic than the actual surface form, as illustrated in the tableau 

below.   
 

27.   C-deletion at the stem-suffix juncture – incorrect result  

/tanam+kan/ DEP- 
IOVOW 

ALIGN-
SUF 

CODA 
COND 

MAX- 
IOCONS 

IDENT-
IO[Place] 

a.   ta.na .kan  *!   * 
b.   ta.na.m .kan *!     
c. *ta.na.kan    *  
d. ☺ta.nam.kan   *!   

 

As can be seen, ALIGN-SUF becomes irrelevant when C-deletion or V-

epenthesis applies at the stem edge. The candidate (27c) is chosen as the optimal 

output, as it minimally violates the lower constraint in the hierarchy. Nevertheless, the 

correct surface form is (27d), the candidate marked by ‘☺’. This suggests that the 

suboptimal candidate must be violating some other dominant constraints in the 

language, which brings about its elimination.   
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Recall the alignment constraint called ALIGN-PREF (11) and ALIGN-SUF 

(23) which require that a designated edge (i.e. left or right) of a syllable coincide with 

a designated edge (i.e. left or right) of a morphological constituent (i.e. suffix or 

prefix).   Both constraints prohibit epenthesis or deletion at the edges. To account for 

the prohibition of stem final epenthesis and deletion, we need another formal 

constraint which closely resembles ALIGN-PREF and ALIGN-SUF, namely, 

ALIGN-STEM, which is formally defined as in (28). 

 

28. ALIGN-STEM 

  Align (Stem, Right, σ, Right)  

 

Constraint (28) states that the right edge of a stem must coincide with the right 

edge of a syllable. In order for ALIGN-STEM to be fully satisfied, the final segment 

of the input stem cannot be deleted (i.e. underparsed) or syllabified with an epenthetic 

vowel (i.e. overparsed). Deletion and Epenthesis will cause a misalignment of the 

leading edges of the syllable and the stem. Considering the case under discussion, 

ALIGN-STEM must be ranked above CODA COND in the hierarchy, so that its 

satisfaction takes priority whenever a conflict arises. The relevant ranking of all the 

constraints mentioned is as follows: DEP-IOVOW >> ALIGN-SUF >> ALIGN-STEM 

>> CODA COND >>  MAX- IOCONS >> IDENT-IO[Place]. 

  

29. Opacity of nasal assimilation at the stem-suffix juncture 

/tanam+kan/ DEP-
IOVOW 

ALIGN-
SUF 

ALIGN
-STEM 

CODA 
COND 

MAX- 
IOCONS 

IDENT-
IO[Place]

a.   ta.na .kan  *!     * 
b.   
ta.na.m .kan 

*!  *    

c.    ta.na.kan   *!  *  
d. ta.nam.kan      *   
     

 As shown, by imposing the constraint ranking in (29), the interaction 

straightforwardly explains why nasal assimilation is opaque at the stem-suffix 

boundary. The evaluation reveals that the assimilated candidate is not the one best 

satisfying the constraint hierarchy. In candidate (29a), the underlying nasal /m/ 

surfaces as [ ] due to nasal assimilation, which involves delinking and spreading of 
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the Place node. Delinking violates the featural faithfulness constraint IDENT-

IO[Place]. A more serious effect of delinking is a fatal violation of ALIGN-SUF. The 

optimal candidate (25d) is featurally faithful to the input, and thus it obeys ALIGN-

SUF and ALIGN-STEM at the expense of disobeying the CODA COND constraint.   

Another significant aspect of the behavior of the nasal clusters at the suffix 

boundary that has not been addressed in the literature is the opacity of nasal 

coalescence. As mentioned, nasal coalescence is construed in this paper as a process 

of merging a nasal and a voiceless obstruent driven by a universal and violable 

constraint *NC , which prohibits nasal/voiceless obstruent sequences. Similarly to 

CODA COND, *NC  has to be dominated by ALIGN-PREF and ALIGN-SUF in the 

hierarchy. As noted earlier, the satisfaction of *NC  compels a violation of 

UNIFORMITY, and the ranking suggests that the latter is dominated by the former in 

the hierarchy (see 21 & 22). However, a serious consequence of nasal coalescence is 

that it fatally violates ALIGN-STEM and ALIGN-SUF respectively.  

 

30. Opacity of nasal coalescence at the stem-suffix juncture  

/pasa +kan/ DEP-
IOVOW 

ALIGN-
SUF 

ALIGN
-STEM 

*NC  MAX- 
IOCONS 

UNIFOR
MITY 

a.    pa.sa.kan.   *!  *  
b.   
pa.sa. .kan. 

*!  *    

c.    pa.sa. an.  *! *   * 
d.  pa.sa .kan.      *   

 

 The failed candidate (30c) undergoes nasal coalescence, that is, the cluster 

/ k/ is fused together and becomes a velar nasal / /. As can be seen, the consequence 

of this is that the stem-edge and the suffix-edge do not coincide with a syllable 

boundary, a fatal violation of ALIGN-STEM and ALIGN-SUF respectively. In short, 

the opacity effect of certain regular phonological processes at the suffix boundary is 

not an irregular phenomenon. The visibly active processes are inapplicable as a 

consequence of a candidate output to best satisfy the constraint hierarchy.    
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5.0 Conclusion 

Morpheme boundaries in Malay behave differently with respect to the 

phonological processes of the language. The prefix-stem boundary allows nasal 

assimilation and nasal coalescence, but not at the stem-suffix boundary. This 

asymmetry arises due to the alignment constraints of the prosody-morphology 

interface, which require that the edge of some grammatical category coincide with the 

edge of some prosodic category. The prefix-stem boundary is controlled by ALIGN-

PREF, requiring that the right edge of a prefix coincide with the right edge of a 

syllable, where as the stem-suffix boundary is governed by ALIGN-SUF, requiring 

that the left edge of a suffix coincide with the left edge of a syllable, and ALIGN-

STEM, requiring that the right edge of a stem coincide with the right edge of a 

syllable.  

 ALIGN-STEM, ALIGN-SUF and ALIGN-PREF are  distinct constraints, and 

therefore they are separately ranked in the hierarchy. In their interaction with CODA 

COND and *NC , the sub-ranking goes as follows: ALIGN-STEM, ALIGN-SUF >> 

CODA COND, *NC  >> ALIGN-PREF. This schematic ranking straightforwardly 

explains why cross-junctural nasal assimilation and nasal coalescence are transparent  

in the domain of prefixation, but they are opaque in the domain of suffixation.    
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Historical moments of mass violence challenge both our popular and academic 
sensibilities alike. The sheer brutality may defy our cultural self-perception as well as 
overwhelm our capacity to respond. This seems especially true when such proceedings 
involve the general populace. Yet, large-scale cases of individuals, without recognized 
clerical or governmental roles, actively participating in horrific scenes of merciless 
killing are relatively rare in recent history. The late 16th and early 17th C. played host to 
two separate series of events, wherein large groups of commoners willfully participated 
in ghastly scenes of torture and execution. On the European continent, the French Wars 
of Religion (1562-1629) afforded groups of average French citizens the opportunity to 
dismember their religious rivals and neighbors. The infamous season of Saint-
Bartholomew, in particular, was a zenith of such violent behavior. Across the Atlantic, 
French explorers were just beginning to learn of well-established Iroquoian traditions 
concerning the execution of prisoners of war. They would learn of common members of 
society, such as women and children, joining in the torture of captives.  
 

I propose that a comparison of these separate, yet in some ways similar, outbreaks 
of mass belligerence may prove rewarding, not in so much as it is able to isolate unique 
features leading up to either context, but in the way that it explores the religious 
dimension of torture. In contrast to many previous studies it is not my intention to embark 
on an unyielding quest for the social, political, or economic variables responsible for 
either the outbreak of religious rioting in France or the establishment of a prisoner of war 
execution ceremony in Huronia. While related issues will be addresses, the creative 
contribution of this work will effectively begin in the moment itself- mostly forsaking 
questions of why, in the pursuit of a better understanding of what and how. I remain 
optimistic that a consideration of the religious nature and function of the aforementioned 
events may, in turn, expose a common meaning that finds its root deep in the human 
character.  

 
I am intent, first and foremost, on mapping the variety of forms of torture 

recorded in both of these movements of popular violence. Looking ahead, I believe the 



tangible similarities between the types to be found in both contexts will, to no small 
extent, justify a comparison in and of itself. Beyond this, I shall focus on deducing the 
religious significance of the aforementioned events, for those involved. The extant to 
which the ritualized violence, in both contexts, may be said to reflect a process of 
undoing the victim is a point of particular interest. This study will bring us to consider the 
role of memory in these scenes of ritualized torture and killing.  
 
 
Methodology 
 

Ultimately, much of my concern lies with the actions and experience of ordinary 
individuals. That these actions, as recorded in the available sources, may be taken as a 
window of insight into the experience and understanding of the people in question is one 
of the foundational assumptions of this study. That the religious significance of different 
forms of torture may be deduced with some degree of certainty is, of course, another base 
postulation of this essay. It will be necessary to adapt a phenomenological approach, in 
order to facilitate a consideration of the experience of things as they disclose themselves 
to individuals in the moment. Such is my concern, as mentioned, over and above an 
exploration of the sociological, historical, and political causes lurking behind these 
events. I will also employ a semiotic methodology for the purpose of advancing the 
interpretation of the religious symbols in each context. As a measure of good scholarship 
I shall attempt to establish meaning in each context, separately, before attempting any 
comparison. 
 
 Studies of Native North American traditions of the 16th and 17th C. are inevitably 
limited by the scarcity of the sources. In order to deduce the nature and significance of 
the Huron prisoner of war ceremony, I shall rely on a number early French narratives, 
such as those of the explorer Samuel de Champlain; the Récollet missionary, Gabriel 
Sagard; and the Jesuit, Jean de Brébeuf. These documents shall be interpreted, with 
reference to modern studies on the authors and the period. The work of Michel Despland 
and Dominique Deslandres, among others, will compliment this approach.  A parallel 
consideration of Anthropological research on the Huron and Iroquois nations inhabiting 
the North Eastern coast of North America at this time in will be employed to facilitate 
this study. For this I shall appeal to the work of Bruce Trigger and Roland Viau, in 
particular, as well as that of Cornelius Jaenen. In order to establish the French context, I 
shall appeal to the scholarship of a few notable historians and theorists. My work will be 
influenced by the studies of Natalie Zemon Davis, David Nicholls, and Mark Greengrass. 
An effort will be made to consider not only the common ground, but also the divide 
between these academics and the way in which this present study offers resolution. 
Appeals to broader investigations into the French Wars of Religion will be used to 
complement this approach.  
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Abstract of paper:  

 
In the area of language teacher education, many studies have been conducted to 

investigate the roles of the triad members: student teachers, university supervisors, and 

cooperating teachers (Slick, 1997; Ergun, 2002; Strong & Baron, 2004).  However, few 

studies focused on the role expectations of the triad members in an EFL (English as a Foreign 

Language) context.  The present case study examines the role expectations of the EFL student 

teachers, university supervisors, and the cooperating teachers.  Specifically, this study 

attempts to answer the following research questions: (1) What are the expectations of the 

cooperating teachers, university supervisors, and the student teachers concerning the roles of 

cooperating teachers and university supervisors?  (2) Are there any differences among the 

triad members concerning the roles of the cooperating teachers and the university 

supervisors?, and (3) Are there any differences in the expectations of the student teachers 

concerning their roles at the beginning and end of the practice teaching program?   

This study was conducted at the Department of Foreign Language Education at an 

English-medium university in Istanbul, Turkey.  Data were collected through concept maps, 

structured and semi-structured interviews with the student teachers, supervisors, and the 

cooperating teachers.  16 student teachers, 3 university supervisors and 23 cooperating 
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teachers completed a concept map regarding their roles and responsibilities during practicum.  

Quantitative and qualitative data analyses were carried out for the purposes of the study.   

Findings reveal that the expectations of the triad members concerning the roles of the 

cooperating teacher focus on the instructional and classroom management skills of the 

cooperating teacher.  In other words, the cooperating teacher needs to be a good role model 

for the student teacher in the implementation of the effective teaching strategies and various 

classroom management techniques at different grade levels.   

The expectations of the triad members concerning the roles of the university 

supervisor were mainly in the organizational and instructional skills of the university 

supervisor.  The university supervisor has been perceived as a person who makes the 

necessary arrangements at the cooperating schools and introduces the student teachers to the 

cooperating schools.  Findings also indicate that there has been an expansion in the 

responsibilities of the student teachers concerning their own roles at the end of the practice 

teaching program.  More specifically, the student teachers’ responsibilities expanded towards 

themselves, the university supervisor, the cooperating teacher, the cooperating school, their 

peers, and the students in the cooperating schools.   
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ACTIONS TO SOLVE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS OF TURKEY 
 
 
Prof. Dr. Sevin Aksoylu 
Anadolu University 
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saksoylu@anadolu.edu.tr 
 
 
 
In the scientific literature of the last years, there has been growing concern about the 
environment, in particular, the incorporation of concepts such as “sustainable development” 
or “environmental quality”. According to Vagale (1977) environmental quality protection 
aims at planned action designed to preserve intact certain elements of the environment with a 
view to maintaining their natural and aesthetic characteristics, beneficial to man’s life and 
development.  
 
Access to safe and healthy shelter is essential to a person’s physical, psychological, social and 
economic well-being. Improvement in housing and community facilities is not only valuable 
by itself  but is also a means for raising standards oh health, education and productivity as 
well as for eliminating the most glaring inequities. To facilitate allocation of land to the uses 
that provide the greatest sustainable benefits is  also the basis for human living systems.  
 
In recent years, because of  the high rate of urbanisation and industrialisation, agricultural 
land resources are subject to stress from economic activities and unplanned housing 
developments in Turkey. Because, in rapidly growing urban areas , access to land is rendered 
increasingly difficult by the conflicting demands of industry, housing, land tenure structures 
etc.  Furthermore, the rising costs of urban land prevents the provision of basic services, 
Therefore sound urban management is essential to ensure that urban sprawl does not expand 
resource degredation over an ever wider land area and increase pressures to convert open 
spaces and agricultural land for development.  
 
This paper will apply some measures such as provision of technical and management 
manpower,  wide range of regulatory strategies at the state and local level, improving 
institutional capacity, providing the financial means and developing strategies etc. to be 
undertaken in the provision of basic services and prevention of conversion of agricultural land 
to urban uses.  
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The proposed presentation topic, CALL: Voicing Belief After 9/11, 
will address a performance project that occurred on September 11, 
2005, created and coordinated by Thomas Albrecht, Assistant 
Professor at the School of Art & Design, the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  
 
The project, entitled "Call", takes as its starting point 
language that was regularly used after September 11, 2001 to 
discuss the events that transpired that day in New York City, 
Washington, D.C., and a field outside Shanksville, Pennsylvania; 
the phrase "wake-up call" was used in multiple ways, by varied 
groups, to frame the event and subsequently posit a response. 
While many leaders in the U.S. government established military 
strategy, varied faith communities viewed 9/11 as an opportunity 
to reach out to other religious groups in an effort to foster 
greater mutual understanding. The concept of "call" in the three 
Abrahamic traditions is a shared tenet of belief: the biblical 
figure of Abraham — recognized by Jews, Christians and Muslims — 
being summoned to worship one God, his descendents bound in 
covenantal relationship as God's people. Thus the idea of 
covenant — the fundamental, sacred relationship, or contract, 
between God and humanity — involves a reciprocal movement between 
call and response.  
 
Considering such issues, on the morning of September 11, 2005, 
three adolescent children — one each from the Muslim, Jewish and 
Christian faith communities of Urbana-Champaign  — gathered 
outside of the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts on the 
campus of the University of Illinois to present a form of call 
particular to their belief system, marking the moment each plane 
crashed on 9/11/01. Video was taken of each child and streamed 
live to a website — www.awakeupcall.org — and a live audio feed 
was sent to remote locations throughout the Urbana-Champaign 
community, broadcasted in varied public spaces utilizing laptops 
and portable speakers. The establishment of a website extends the 
call of such young voices beyond the perimeter of an actual 
physical site, in a particular geographic location, to a 
potential worldwide audience without designated boundaries; a 
series of individual voices echoing beyond the ephemera of that 
morning.  
 
The project presents the tension inherent in religion between 
what is called out and what is responded to. The children — all 
separate, but located within the same general public space — call 
out to unseen ears, awaiting response that may or may not occur, 
or in ways that perhaps differ from the intentions of the 
original gesture. The project also examines the challenges faced 
when religion moves from a private site to a public sphere. 
Documentation of the event — in video, still images, and audio — 
focuses attention on how new forms of technology serve to carry 

http://www.awakeupcall.org


and transmit sound — the project paying particular attention to 
the transference of the human voice — and how such conduits 
disseminate sound/audio signal and mediate interaction between 
caller and those called.  
 
The piece is fundamentally an examination of the complexity of 
interpretation. How does an individual — let alone a group — 
receive an idea, perform the difficult task of exegesis, and, 
ultimately, articulate a response? How does a religious community 
interpret a particular disposition from a sacred text, and, in 
turn, extend such a call to others? How is a perceived divine 
call mediated by human voices, and heard by human ears, and 
responded to via human thoughts, words, and deeds? Such difficult 
questions confront communities of faith throughout the United 
States, as each attempts to forge response in light of the many 
challenges posed since our national awakening on that September 
morning in 2001. 
 
My presentation at the 2006 Hawaii International Conference on 
Arts and Humanities will involve a multimedia display critically 
examining both the performance on 9/11, as well as the 
corresponding website. The presentation will equally consider the 
public response to the project, both during its planning, as well 
as in its aftermath. The proposed topic for the conference will 
address a gamut of issues pertaining to such fields as the visual 
arts, religion, sociology and political science.  
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 My focus on issues of Blacks in French culture in the late-18th and early 19th 
centuries has taken me in two complementary directions.   The first has to do with the 
changing perception of Blacks as a result primarily of the slave trade and classification 
theories predicated on physiological factors.  The theoretical underpinnings of abolition, 
the humanitarianism and belief in natural rights, were offset by the simultaneous 
derogation of Blacks by philosophers, belles-lettrists, and naturalists.    Black skin color 
was identified with servitude and was considered reflective of the very soul of Black 
people.   Even those Enlightenment figures who criticized the slave trade and slavery 
rarely accorded Blacks their full measure of humanity.   A decade before the French 
Revolution, Blacks from the colonies were forbidden to enter France.  The rationales 
advanced included fears of the consequences of race mixing and the growing nervousness 
on the part of planter interests that Blacks visiting France would return to the colonies 
and infect the slaves with their sense of independence and mobility.  In my research on 
the place of Blacks in emerging racial theory I am trying to bring more clarity to the issue 
of the transition from cultural ethnocentrism to outright biological racism.  
  
 At the same time, the actual situation of Blacks in France was more nuanced.  
While the numbers of Blacks in France during the eighteenth and early-nineteenth 
centuries were relatively small, some Blacks and “people of color” experienced 
assimilation in port cities and Paris.  Obviously there were examples of race mixing who 
were not physically identifiable; but there are several examples of people of color who 
were recognized as such and were able to thrive in Enlightenment society.  I have been 
considering the roles of perhaps the two most outstanding examples of this phenomenon:  
Julien Raimond and Joseph Boulogne (Chevalier de Saint-George).   Raimond began as 
an octoroon with fortunate marriages and a legal career, but with no concern for the 
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plight of slaves, and later changed into a leading advocate of abolition.  Having earlier 
represented only the interests of the free people of color in restoring their rights specified 
under the Black Code of 1685, between 1789 and 1793 he led the people of color in a 
dual struggle against the segregationist order that had developed in Saint-Domingue 
during the eighteenth century and the plantation slave system. The mulatto Boulogne was 
more visible as a legendary swordsman who simultaneously became a major 
composer/conductor in Paris and for a while one of its leading celebrities.  Largely 
through the observations of his friends, we can observe the racial snares that he 
experienced even while he was patronized by many of the French aristocracy.  Raimond 
and Boulogne joined forces both in organizing a force of 1000 free people of color to 
support the French Revolution and in their embrace of the Haitian Revolution.  
 
 Relying mostly on primary sources, I discuss the important changes in attitudes 
towards Blacks in France during the late-18th century, arguing that the experience of the 
slave trade, new biological paradigms, and reactions to the slave uprising in Haiti all 
contributed to the increasingly rigid and negative perceptions of people of color.   Much 
of this was part of an Atlantic-wide phenomenon which set the stage for inter-racial 
conditions over the next two centuries. 
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Overview of Presentation 

 
While the general public is familiar with Richmond native Henry “Box” Brown’s 

daring and inventive escape, this and other cases are usually studied by textbooks and taught 
by teachers in isolation.  Although a great deal of information is available about the 
Underground Railroad in Virginia, little of it has been collected and presented to teachers in a 
comprehensive format.  Even the National Underground Railroad Museum limits its 
presentation to isolated situations and specific individuals who operated in Virginia, seeing 
the escapes from Kentucky and Tennessee as more active than anywhere else in the nation.  
It was Virginia, however, with its complex and interwoven waterways that functioned as the 
gateway for eastern North Carolina and provided a starting point for thousands of slaves.   
 Although the institution of slavery is often times seen as a purely rural phenomenon, 
Virginia had several large urban ports that were also slave centers. Richmond, Norfolk, 
Portsmouth, and Alexandria provided an urban environment for enslaved Africans and 
African Americans, allowing many of the slaves the mobility of free people to live and work 
apart from their masters.  As enslaved African Americans moved through the streets of these 
cities, often working in a variety of port-related occupations in the 1840s and 1850s, reports 
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came in from newspapers creating the perception that a clandestine organization was making 
considerable headway in undermining slavery in the Virginia.  
 This panel will discuss our research on Underground Railroad (UGRR) activities in 
Virginia and its national and international connections.  Our focus will begin in Hampton 
Roads, Virginia and highlight how the rivers and waterways of Hampton Roads provided 
fugitives with access to a larger network that continued to Petersburg, Richmond, and the 
surrounding counties, and ended in New Bedford or Boston, Massachusetts, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, or the area around Hamilton, Ontario.   

We have begun the collection and interpretation of the surviving threads of materials 
related to the operation of the Underground Railroad in Virginia (with an emphasis on 
Greater Tidewater, the area beginning in Richmond and extending to Hampton Roads).  
From numerous clues left by runaway slave advertisements, newspapers, oral accounts from 
the WPA ex-slave narratives, court records, William Still’s monumental work, The 
Underground Railroad, and the histories of local churches and free Black neighborhoods 
whose folklore credit them with providing sanctuary for runaway slaves (such as Emanuel 
A.M.E. Church in Portsmouth, the Shockoe Bottom district in Richmond, the Powhatan 
district in Petersburg, and St. John’s A.M.E. Church in Norfolk), we are in the process of 
construction and showcasing the operation of this most secretive of organizations that 
functioned in America. We intend to place this important episode of American history in the 
context of the ongoing quest by individuals to achieve the American dream of freedom and 
democracy.  

 
 

Abstract of Papers 
 

William Alexander – Panel Chair.  
 
Sheldon Collins – “The Tidewater Connection” 
Collins will discuss the accounts recorded by William Still of escapees from Hampton Roads, 
Virginia and, to a lesser extent, northwestern North Carolina who identified engineers, 
conductors, agents, and sympathizers working with the Underground Railroad.  He argues 
that the waterways of Hampton Roads served as the main corridor of opportunity for 
runaways attempting to escape aboard the various schooners and steamships that frequented 
the region.  Underground Railroad operatives, rooted in Portsmouth and Norfolk in 
particular, recognized the strategic value of their position at the heart of this confluence 
leading to the Atlantic Ocean, and, consequently, exhausted any and every means at their 
disposal to facilitate passage aboard those vessels for willing runaways.  
 
Cassandra Newby-Alexander – “Underground Railroad in Portsmouth” 
Newby-Alexander will discuss the Underground Railroad activities in Virginia that, at times, 
operated as a coordinated enterprise.  She notes that embedded in the accounts of the UGRR 
is an accurate snapshot of the individual’s experiences and family ancestry which, with the 
exception of a few individuals, has been ignored by historians.  Highlighting their 
background, escape routes, and destination points brings to light these accounts as a way of 
emphasizing the relevance of studying the UGRR and the connections that can be drawn to 
the present.  This study represents a radical departure from previous Underground Railroad 



investigations by locating some of the present-day descendants of fugitive slaves through 
genealogical research.  The results will bring light to an understanding of the cadre of people 
who emerged as a viable segment within Virginia’s Black leadership in the years following 
the Civil War.  Far from being accommodationists, these individuals would infuse the Black 
community with the fortitude to challenge the White oligarchy.  Not until after the mid-1880s 
would that leadership be replaced by a younger, more accommodating one whose self-
interests blunted criticism of segregation, leaving the masses without a strong advocate for 
equality.  
  
Jeffrey Littlejohn – “Designing Underground Railroad Websites” 
Littlejohn will present an overview of how to develop a website project in the classroom, 
showcasing the identified Underground Railroad sites and the ships that assisted in its 
operation. An important component in the dissemination of our project includes a website 
and a three-dimensional model simulation of Underground Railroad activities in Virginia.  
Littlejohn will illustrate how the website can be designed as a teaching and research tool for 
educators, laypersons, and scholars.  Included on the website are lesson plans and student 
projects section illustrating how teachers can incorporate this information into their lessons.  
This, in turn, can ignite interest by their students in creating original research projects with a 
website creation outcome. 
 
George Harrison – “Virtual Tour of Hampton Roads’ Underground Railroad Network” 
Harrison will demonstrate a newly created model simulation, as part of a two-year project, 
which will produce an interactive virtual tour of Underground Railroad activities in Virginia.  
This demonstration will focus on the use of 3 dimensional maps of Hampton Roads, 
showcasing the Underground Railroad’s intricate system that included wharves, safe houses, 
cultural landscapes, conductors, station masters.  Moreover, the model will illustrate the 
connection between how the slaves escaped and the slaveholders’ houses  in which they 
lived. 
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E. M. Forster, librettist of Benjamin Britten's opera Billy Budd, famously expressed his 
disappointment in Britten's music for the evil Master-At-Arms aboard H.M.S. 
Indomitable, John Claggart's Iago-like aria in which he expresses his desire to destroy the 
eternally good young sailor, Billy Budd: 'I want passion - love constricted, perverted, 
poisoned, but nevertheless flowing down its agonizing channel; a sexual discharge gone 
evil. Not soggy depression or growling remorse'. It was an opinion he was apparently 
later to  revise. However, Forster's original observation may not have been entirely 
misplaced, he may simply have been listening in the wrong direction. For, read as 
psychodrama, the entire opera and its characters can be viewed as an extension of the 
mind and person of the ships Captain, Edward Fairfax Vere, a perspective encouraged by 
Britten's introduction of a Prologue and Epilogue in which we encounter Vere as an much 
older man recounting events in the distant past. Such a dramaturgic strategy would enable 
Britten to 'displace' Claggart's 'sexual discharge' as Vere represses this (homoerotic) 
aspect of himself within the drama and the music. This paper will demonstrate, for the 
first time, the presence of such a disturbing image in the music of an earlier scene, indeed 
at a moment where Vere himself is listening, for Britten's dramatic purposes, in the right 
direction.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Reconstruction of Basic Design Lessons in Interior Design Education Programs with 

Computers as Tools of Design, An Experimental Study 

 

 

Computers are being used in realization of artistic objects from design period to production 

period in many artistic field.  Computers are involved in arts in a rising manner. This makes 

them taking the place of traditional tools and opening new perspectives in creation of art 

pieces. 

 

In the recent period where computers are highly involved in the field of arts, the reflections to 

the arts education is clearly observable. Computer lessons are being held in many education 

programs, in which computers are used as a tool, like graphic design, animation, architecture 

and interior design.  

 

Interior design is a field where computers are highly involved in practice. This situation 

causes a necessity of computer education in interior design education programs. Design 

principles are taught in basic design lessons in first years of education, by the aid of 

traditional tools as pencil, paper, etc. Computer lessons are usually held in following periods 

as a tool for visualization of designs. This situation causes difficulties for using the computer 

as an environment for design. Computers allow many design possibilities in their 3 

dimensional simulated environments. It will be possible to take advantage of computers in 

design by reconstruction of basic design lessons. 

 

In this study, reconstruction of basic design lessons in the field of interior design will be taken 

as problem. In the study, new methods of basic design in 3 dimensional computer 

environment which are counterparts of basic design in traditional tools will be researched. 

Researches will be observed on experiment groups and results will be shown. 
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Agencies and voices of Andean Women’ education. An ethnographic study. 
 

This presentation analyzes issues of agency and voice faced by young 
Andean women throughout their formal educations, as well as in their 
households and communities.  The ethnographic study, carried out in the 
Central-Western region of the Peruvian Andes, explores the social and 
cultural contexts of these young women, their search for a different future, 
and the educational system in which their voices are constantly challenged 
and silenced.  

The experiences and testimonios of these young women show that there 
is still much to do in a patriarchal society that persists in restricting their 
agencies and voices. 

  
The research objectives for this study were to explore the socio-cultural 

and educational contexts in which Andean young women live, understand how 
these contexts influence their agencies and voices; analyze the educational 
system, curriculum, teaching materials; teacher-student interaction; and gain 
insight on how these young women construct and discover their identities 
and agencies. 

  
The data used in this study was collected from field observations; 

interviews with students, teachers, staff, parents and authorities; and 
analysis of the educational curriculum, teaching materials, and other school 
documentation. 

  
The preliminary results of this study reveal that in spite of the multiple 

educational, cultural and social limitations that these young women 
experience in their lives, they have a firm determination to work for a 
future that allows them to receive a better education, have opportunities 
for advancement, and become active, recognized, and respected members of 
their society. 
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THE AMERICAN MOSQUE: DESIGN AND IMPACT 

 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF NEED 

 The increased presence of American Muslims in the United States has been accompanied by the 

development of distinctively built environments—services, businesses, and myriad institutions. These 

institutions include about 3,000 small and large Islamic centers, mosques, and prayer facilities. As the 

outward and visible symbol of Islam, mosques are springing up in cities and suburbs across America 

constituting a new architectural manifestation within the American urban fabric. 

While it is very well documented that Islam was in practice in the United States before the 

American civil war (Kahera, 1999), there is a substantial lack of studies pertaining to Muslim physical 

environments, specifically the mosque environment from an environmental behavioral perspective. 

Several reasons justify this lack. First, the mosque is a recent architectural phenomenon within the 

American urban fabric. Art historians believe that the establishment of the first mosque in America was in 

1926 in Highland Park (a city within the boundaries of Detroit) where the first Ford Motor Co. plant was 

located. The Council of the American-Islamic Relations (2001) reported in their extensive study “The 

Mosque in America: A National Portrait” that out of the sampling of 1209 mosques only 2% were 

founded prior to 1950. It is only during the last fifty years that custom built mosques start to proliferate 

through the American cityscape. The earliest significant building (custom built structure) the Islamic 

cultural center in Washington dates to 1950.  The second reason behind this lack is the fact that early 

Muslim immigrants, unlike recent immigrants, perceived America as a transitory economic station in their 

lives. They came to the United States, supposedly for a temporary period, in search of better employment, 

higher wages, educational opportunities, or escape from persecution and violence, and return to the 

country of birth to live in peace. This transient attitude yielded a passive lifestyle that limited Muslims 

architectural contribution to the host culture.  However, as time passed, the mindset of Muslim 

immigrants changed. The offspring emerging mentality, the unstable political and economic conditions in 

the homeland, the development of new familial kinship in the United States, and the enticement of the 
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“American dream” engendered a gradual metamorphosis of the original beliefs and values that resulted in 

the passage from sojourners to settlers. The third reason, as Kaheera (1999) suggested, is that art 

historians prefer to study traditional models in the Muslim world that virtually produced an abundant 

body of literature regarding the architecture of the mosque in the Muslim world. Likewise, the fourth 

reason revolve around the fact that the majority of mosques (55%) were existing structures1 (Council of 

American-Islamic Relations, 2001) that architecturally and aesthetically did not constitute an attraction 

for the art, architecture, and design communities.  

Demographically, Islam is the fastest growing religion in the United States. Because the U.S. 

Bureau of Census does not record religious affiliation, no official statistics exist on the number of 

Muslims in the US. However, Nimer (2002) reported that the Muslim population in the United States 

ranges between four and five million (p.27). It is predicted that Islam will be the second largest religion in 

the United States after Christianity. The 2000 United States Census indicates ethnic minorities make up 

24.9% of the population representing a 13.5% and 12.4% increase from ethnic minority statistics of 1960 

and 1970 census respectively (US Census Bureau). These findings indicate the desperate need for data not 

only of the mosque interior and exterior environments (environmental issues) but also people’s attitudes 

and meanings they associate with these environments (behavioral issues).  

Therefore the purpose of this research is: (a) to identify the influences that have shaped the 

American mosque interior and exterior’s physical environment, (b) to identify the meanings associated 

with the resulting spatial composition as pertaining to the social, psychological, and cultural contexts, 

and (c) to identify the spatial consequences of adaptation to the host environment. 

 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The point at issue is not the mosque's expressions of spirituality, geometry, and decorative arts 

that have been conveyed and understood since the inception of the first mosque. It is neither a celebration 

                                                 
1 The majority of mosques (55 percent) were existing structures – houses, businesses, schools, or religious 
buildings—that were restored to accommodate the mosque purposes. 
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of architectural monumentality that Muslims are proud to celebrate such as the Grand Mosque of Cordoba 

and other great mosques that represented the climax of the Islamic art and architecture, but it goes deeper 

into searching the meanings associated with its physical context with an emphasis on the interaction 

between people and places. Using an environmental behavior paradigm based on a holistic bi-directional 

approach2, this exploration attempts to understand American Muslims as producers of the environment 

(environmental approach) and as a respondent to the environment (behavioral approach).  

This holistic approach bridges the gap between environmental and behavioral studies as 

suggested in Moore’s (1987) integrative theory and later adapted by Wapner and Demich (2002) that 

ultimately links existing theories with the dimensions of people, place, behavior, and time.  

 

METHODOLOGY 

This study attempted to explore the American mosque using a qualitative approach, based on a 

grounded theory, to uncover and to understand what lies behind choices—phenomena about which little is 

currently known.   

Thirteen mosques purposefully selected from three states— Dearborn, Michigan; Chicago, 

Illinois and Houston and Dallas, Texas; encompassed the sampling data3.  

Because of the heterogeneity of the American mosque, purposeful sampling was used to include 

existing and custom built structures, early and recent structures, sizes, and locations. Two data collection 

techniques were used: 1) open-ended interviews, and 2) physical surveys that holistically provided cross 

data validity checks (Patton, 1990). 

During the open-ended interview sessions, whereby an interview guide was used, thirteen 

community leaders, imams, or members of the boards of trustees were interviewed in the mosque in 

                                                 
2  The holistic approach refers to the person context and the environment context as well as the interrelations 
between them are built into, and are an essential unit of analysis (Wapner & Demich, 2002, p.3). 
 
3 The limitation of the sampling is due to time constraint. The present research is an ongoing sponsored project, 
recently acquired from the college of human sciences, Texas Tech University. The study will include a larger 
representative sampling. 
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spaces of their choice. The physical survey session took place right after the interview sessions. 

Interestingly enough, the observation of the physical setting complemented the loopholes and unanswered 

questions of the interviews. Data were analyzed using open coding that consists of naming and 

categorizing phenomena through close examination of data (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 

 

DISCUSSION/FINDINGS  

Data analysis, specifically the process of categorizing phenomena, whereby phenomena were 

classified, resulted in several themes: a) importance of the socio-cultural and psychological dimensions, 

b) symbolism of the built environment, and c) synchronism and diachronism of the mosque . These 

themes were allowed to emerge and took the central stage of the present exploration.  

 

SOCIO-CULTURAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS 

It is evident from this investigation that the mosque plays a vital role in the establishment of 

Muslim communities. This role was reflected in four major activities: 1) the mosque is a place of worship 

2) a center for catering to the socio-cultural and educational needs of the community 3) a psychological 

buffer between American Muslims and stereotypes and insidious clichés and 4) a platform from which to 

plead for the fulfillment of community needs from American institutions.  

 

The Mosque: A place of worship 

The mosque's role is not limited to the religious activities, per se; it is more than that. The mosque 

besides its main role in the fulfillment of the daily, monthly, and yearly rituals; it accomplishes social, 

educative, and cultural activities. Hence, it generates an attraction. Funerals, weddings, holidays, youth 

activities, diverse celebrations are steadily conducted in the mosque. The mosque, as a place of worship, 

is used five times for the fulfillment of the daily rituals. At the end of the Islamic week, it holds the 

communal Friday congregation. On a yearly basis, it holds the celebration of two major Islamic fetes, the 

celebration of breakfast after the month of Ramadan, i.e., the month of fasting—nine month of the lunar 
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Islamic calendar, and the celebration of sacrifice. Likewise, being close to the mosque constitutes a 

convenience in terms of fulfilling the prayers, as is described by this interviewee: 

This may grant the believer with the benediction of the Creator in the worldly life and more 
rewards in the hereafter. The Qur'an clearly emphasis the importance of performing the prayer in 
the mosque and not on individual basis, isn’t it true that God says in His book: prayers: “The 
mosques of Allah shall be visited and maintained by such as believe in Allah and the Last Day, 
establish regular prayers, practice regular charity, and fear none (at all) except Allah. It is they 
who are expected to be on true guidance” (Qur’an c. 9, v. 18). 
 

 
 
The mosque: A place to cater to socio-cultural and educative needs 
 

On the socio-cultural sphere, the community support is another intriguing dimension that the 

mosque fulfills. This dimension is articulated around three components: brotherhood, chain migration, 

and employment. Brotherhood is established between the settlers and the immigrants, hence facilitating 

the adaptation of the immigrant to the new environmental conditions. Likewise, Muslim settlers and their 

mosque constitute a primary reception area for new immigrants. A pattern of family chain migration has 

been responsible for one family member sponsoring another in an ever-expanding circle. Once again there 

is a strong attachment to community support, which acts as an ‘employment agency’4 in directing and 

assisting friends and relatives in finding the appropriate position. 

In the educational arena, if early waves of American Muslims did not give adequate attention to 

Islamic education, recent Muslims have made of it a priority. Recent Muslims, who chose to settle in the 

United States, began to think of developing institutions and organizations to preserve their faith and to 

transmit it to their children. This need was triggered by several factors among them the parents’ higher 

level of education, the political instability in the homeland, the decision to settle, the alarming level of 

violence in public schools, but above all the codes of ethics, and morals that are conveyed in the public 

schools. One of the parents did not hide his feeling vis-à-vis this ethical issue: 

…however in terms of my kids’ education I am very concerned… we are living in a 
country where every thing is permissible, a certain degree of tolerance that goes against 
our values, ethics, and virtues. So, when I came here I never thought that I would have 

                                                 
4 Syntax originally used by Wigle (1974) An Arab Community in Michigan, in Arabic Speaking Communities in 
American Cities ed. B. Aswad. 
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these kinds of concerns but you know we are getting older, my family is growing, I am 
caught between two cultures… things are really changing for me on a daily basis. 

 
Therefore, the school environment attracts people since it enables the coming-together of other 

fellow compatriots, which in turns generates a community environment where the feeling of alienation is 

alleviated.  

When I moved here I did it for one purpose it is the school, I came from Cleveland 
[Chicago, IL.] because of the school. This neighborhood, because of its closeness to the 
shops but also because of the feeling it creates, you feel really at home, you don't feel 
stranger. Our wives can go in their traditional dress they don't feel alienated they feel in 
their environment. 

 
 The mosque: A psychological buffer 

Stereotypes and prototypes are other components that push American Muslims to move from a 

typical American neighborhood to the vicinity of the mosque. Muslim neighborhoods, in the vicinity of 

mosques, are less hostile and more diversely populated by Muslim families. This interviewee justifies his 

move from a typical American neighborhood to the vicinity of the mosque as follow: 

… one of the reasons that encouraged me to come here [vicinity of the mosque] is my wife…The 
neighborhood was very nice, we lived there for 22 years, I have always the feeling that we were 
excluded because of our appearance, our color, When you feel that you are pointed out because of 
your culture, race, color, or religion… My wife complained a lot and told me that many kids 
would tell her go back to your country when she strolls in the neighborhood and the like, we tried 
to be patient with it, but these things have really moved us, unfortunately people are brainwashed 
by the media that’s what it is. 

 
Unlike men, as it stems from the present study, women are the most vulnerable segment of the 

American Muslim population undergoing this problem of discrimination, since their Islamic character is 

revealed in their traditional dress. 

I owned a very nice house in Northern Suburbs of Chicago but I used to have neighbors 
who gave a very bad time to my wife because of her Islamic dress, Hidjab. The media 
has damaged our picture even with the closest neighbor who normally trusts his/her 
neighbor. We are considered as foreigners, we are immigrants, and whatever you do you 
are always a foreigner.  
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The mosque: A platform from which to plead for the fulfillment of community needs 
 

For instance, in Dearborn, a letter from the Imam5 to the principal of a Junior-High public school 

was sufficient to ban the serving of pork to Muslim students. The same goes with the issue of 

coeducational physical education classes. Girls and boys have had the same physical education class. The 

intervention of the Imam has paved the way for girls to conduct physical education classes separately 

from boys, if the student wishes so.  The following comment by an interviewee clearly depicts the extent 

of the mosque activity in such respect: 

…when your daughters don't like to mix with boys in physical education classes, a letter 
from the Imam clarifying that coeducation is not permissible in Islam; the student is then 
officially authorized not to take part in the aforementioned activity. Concerning the 
schools you know they do not serve anymore pig's meet. The responsible were very 
cooperative, we have twenty-five years here and we understand them and they understand 
us. So when we have informed the school administration about our dietary restrictions, 
they reacted promptly and positively taking care of our request.  
 

 
SYMBOLISM 

 Symbolism is the art or practice of using symbols especially by investing things with a symbolic 

meaning or by expressing the invisible or intangible by means of visible or sensuous representations.  In 

agreement with Lang (1987), Naser (1993) defines the term symbolic meanings as a result of a cognitive 

process whereby an object acquires a connotation beyond its instrumental use. For instance, the exterior 

of the mosques delineates conspicuously the concept of symbolism. Domes have since the seventh 

century embellished the fifth façade of the mosques, imitating the style of the dome of the Dome of the 

Rock-shrine in Jerusalem that is the oldest extant Islamic monument6. Nonetheless, and stunningly, the 

dome like the minaret, over time, have lost their functionality and significance. The dome provides a large 

span and illuminates the central space, whereas the minaret provides a landmark easily discernible from a 

distance and a place from which to make the call to prayer. Yet, they are still used symbolically and 

constitute one of the major issues to be debated before the construction of new mosques. In the prestigious 

                                                 
5 Muslim leader, generally leader of the prayers. 
6 The rock over which the shrine was built is sacred to both Muslims and Jews. The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), founder of 
Islam, is traditionally believed to have ascended into heaven from the site. In Jewish tradition, it is here that Abraham, the father 
of all three universal religions, is said to have prepared to sacrifice his son Isaac. 
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Islamic Center (Mosque) of Manhattan, designed by the prestigious firm of Skidmore, Owings and Merill 

(SOM) significant parts of the mosque, such as the school and the library, had to be delayed while the 

minaret's construction, despite its outstanding cost  

($ 1.5 million) went ahead. This brings into high relief the salience of the importance of symbolism or 

"old and familiar" (Horizon, Jan/Feb 1998).This also suggests an intriguing dimension that deserves 

attention that is the ‘synchronization’ of the mosque. 

 

SYNCHRONISM AND DIACHRONISM OF THE MOSQUE 

Borrowing Saussure's (1980) theory7 of synchronization and diachronization in linguistics, the 

built environment is also exposed to constancy (synchronization) and rapid change (diachronization) 

depending on the contexts. Contemporary environments are seen as modern, adequate, and decent since 

they parallel the technological development, diachronic environments. However, built environments that 

are still borrowing from tradition, customs, and cultural values are seen as rustic and archaic, since their 

adoption of technological advancement is minimal and cultural values are, to some extent, an invariable; 

synchronic environments.  

Consequently, an interesting finding of this study emerged. The mosque, at the architectural level, 

suggests a synchronism, whereas at the socio-cultural and educative levels, the mosque indicates a 

diachronism. The mosque’s interior and exterior compositions clung to the traditional aesthetics of the 

mosque suggesting a synchronism of the built environment. Domes, minarets, and arches adorn the 

building shell; mihrabs (recessed semi-cylindrical alcove located at the Qibla8 wall) and minbars (pulpit) 

on the interior constitute recurrent artifacts and a recalling of the traditional mosque. This synchronization 

can be explained by the religious, social, and kinship considerations that contribute to this synchronism of 

the mosque. The extended family structure remained a prevalent profile of the Muslim family, which is in 

                                                 
7 Saussure distinguished between synchronic linguistics concerned with constancy of usage of language over time 
and diachronic concerned with changes of usage of language over time. For more details see Geoffrey Broadbent in 
Signs, Symbols, and Architecture. 
8 Qibla, the direction towards Mecca in Saudia Arabia, is the direction that Muslims all around the world face during 
performance of prayer. 
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its turn impinging on the physical context of the mosque environment. Fulfillment of daily rituals is 

another daily activity that is synchronic since the advent of Islam, Muslim frequent the mosque five times 

a day, which in its turn influences the social and physical contexts of the mosque's environment.  

However, at the level of the socio-cultural and educative sphere, the mosque constitutes a 

diachronic institution. Its role and activities evolve through time with the quantitative and qualitative 

evolvement of its community. Myriad activities are conducted in the mosque encompassing religious, 

social, cultural, psychological, economic, educative, and sometimes political activities. This can be 

explained by the metamorphosis of sociological, educative and economical spheres. If early American 

Muslims remained much attached to their homeland cultural values, it is evident their offspring have a 

clear allegiance to the American cultural and ethical work values. Similarly, higher educational levels in 

comparison to early generation yielded more participation, rendering the mosque an effervescent platform 

of activities. Furthermore, higher levels of education engendered higher remunerations paving the way for 

better financial resources and achievements. Perhaps the most important factor contributing to the present 

diachronism of the mosque is the role of women in the mosque. Unlike the traditional mosque where 

women’s involvement was extremely limited, in the American mosque, the women’s role is clearly 

discernible and becoming more salient and undoubtedly translated in the importance of the women’s 

space within the mosque that is gaining momentum. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This study had three objectives: (a) to identify the influences that have shaped the American 

mosque interior and exterior’s physical environment, (b) to identify the meanings associated with the 

resulting spatial composition as pertaining to the social, psychological, and cultural contexts, and (c) to 

identify the spatial consequences of adaptation to the host environment. 

Through the use of grounded theory, this study has contributed to a limited database on the 

American mosque, and by the provision of this groundwork, this will pave the way for the establishment 
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of a research axis relative to this subject matter. This is important because the data indicates that Islam 

will be the second largest religion in the United States after Christianity. 

Similarly, this study has provided designers and others interested in the American mosque from 

an environment-behavior and humanities perspectives with information relative to the meanings 

American Muslims associate with the mosque but also provided some readings of the built environment, 

as well as the correlation between the users and built form. Likewise, this study has offered researchers a 

conceptual framework—holistic approach—that could be tested using alternative methods. 

Methodologically, this study has demonstrated the usefulness of the grounded theory using 

purposeful sampling and open coding to uncover and understand what lies behind a phenomenon about 

which little is yet known. This is important for not only the lack of information about the phenomenon 

under study, but also because previous studies have attempted to answer the behavioral question while the 

environmental problem remained untouched.  

A limiting factor in this study was that while it has addressed the first two objectives; it fell short 

of addressing the third objective that is to delineate the spatial consequences accompanying this process 

of adaptation. 

Another methodological limitation of this study was the use of a qualitative approach based on 

grounded theory that was the appropriate tool to enter the realm of American mosque since little is known 

about this line of inquiry in the United States. Nonetheless, future research shoud attempt to understand 

the American moque using a psychometric approach that would constitute a methodological cross validity 

check between the qualitative and quantitative methods. 
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Abstract: 
This paper is located within the narrative genre and epistemologies that have been 
redefining the field of “ethnic studies.”  I draw on a program of research with women and 
men from different linguistic and cultural heritages who have migrated to Canada. The 
purpose of these research studies was to understand issues of resettlement; illness 
meanings and the experiencing of illness; and, the economic, social and cultural contexts 
of suffering, healing and recovery.  Hundreds of ethnographic interviews were conducted 
with the newcomers and with the health professionals who provide care during times of 
illness.  Through extensive participant observation in health care institutions we observed 
interactions between health care professionals and hospitalized men and women. 
 
Starting from the ground, in this paper I draw attention to the complex nexus in which 
life is lived, and the social processes that organize the experiences of those who must 
navigate their way through health care and social systems, often with limited skills in 
English. Guided by the analytic framework of poststructuralism and postcolonial feminist 
scholarship, I examine how the racialized, classed and gendered body is constructed 
through the ongoing processes of everyday social encounters.  I use data to examine how 
assumptions about ‘ethnicity’ and the conflation of ‘culture’ and ‘ethnicity’ operate in 
ways that are often invisible. 
 
My central argument is that the uncritical use of ‘ethnic categories’ might unwittingly re-
inscribe marginalization.  A Foucauldian and postcolonial feminist perspective allows us 
to analyze, and bring to the forefront, taken-for-granted notions that operate in everyday 
social encounters.  This paper is theoretical, in so far as it shows how social categories 
are constructed and re-inscribed in everyday human encounters; it is also praxis-oriented. 
The analysis directs us to reflect, critically, on everyday practices, and how we might 
proceed to address them. 
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Only a small percentage of undergraduate courses in dance history are taught by full-
fledged dance historians.  Such courses are essential to a dance curriculum, yet most 
institutions cannot afford such a specialist.  I myself have taught dance history for years 
but still do not in any way see myself as a dance historian. 
 
Like many dance educators in higher education, I took several courses in dance history at 
the undergraduate and graduate levels but did not do scholarly work beyond what was 
required.  Additional knowledge of dance history has come through non-programmatic 
self education: reading, research, and talking with performers and choreographers who 
have worked with artists such as Martha Graham or Trisha Brown. 
 
The more I have learned in preparing to teach these courses, the more I realize that some 
of the material that I taught at the beginning was simply inaccurate.  This discovery, 
along with my experience and training as a Teaching Artist teaching aesthetic education 
through the Lincoln Center Institute and The Joyce Theater inspired me to change how I 
teach dance history. I could no longer teach a watered down version of a dance history 
class taught by a dance history expert.  Instead, I needed to utilize my own strengths as an 
artist, a dance educator, and an aesthetic educator to inspire student learning by mining 
dance works of art and letting the students’ engagement with the art fuel the historical 
investigations.   As dance educators are asked to provide courses in areas that may by 
outside our expertise, we must ask how can we better use our unique strengths --whatever 
they may be --to teach a breadth of classes with real depth, to for example, provide 
students with a genuine education in dance history despite the fact that we ourselves may 
not by historians. In this essay, I will discuss ways of constructing an engaging dance 
history class without being a dance historian.  However, the lessons might apply to the 
teaching of any subject matter.  You may have different areas of expertise:  somatics, 
notation, music etc... How can you use your expertise to investigate historical dance 
works? 
 
My Strategy:  Integrate Aesthetic Experiences and Participatory Activities into 
Dance History Classes 
 
Instead of lecturing, assigning readings, and showing excerpts of dance pieces on video, I 
decided to integrate aesthetic experiences into my dance history classes.  My strategy 
became to focus students’ attention on their experience of a particular dance work and 
letting that aesthetic experience fuel their investigation into the history of the work. 
Before they see a specific dance, I create participatory activities that draw upon students’ 
multiple intelligences to prepare them to view this work, using techniques I learned from 
The Lincoln Center Institute.  For example, if my students were fortunate enough to see 
Jawole Willa Jo Zollar’s “Soul Deep to the Bone,” I would study the work and create 
experiential classes that would prepare them for the performance.  Something I learned 
from the Lincoln Center Institute was to create a line of inquiry  - a driving question- to 
explore the elements in the work BEFORE they see the performance.  This is followed by 
activities that support that question.  So for her piece “Soul Deep to the Bone” my 
question might be, “How does text, specifically Ntozsake Shange’s poem ‘I live in 
music’, inspire Zollar’s choreography?”  I then would build a class fueled by that 



question.  If you were to teach this class to your students you could have students warm 
up to Jazz music and explore grounded, rhythmic, full bodied movement. Read Shange’s 
poem out loud and then circle words in the poem that inspire them.  Read the poem out 
loud as a group only saying those circled words in any order and really listen to the sound 
of the revised poem until it creates a song of its own.  Break the class into smaller groups 
and have the groups create movement that is inspired by the lines of the poem. This can 
be done with non-dancers and beginners - just create a warm up that will get them 
comfortable with simple movement first.  Show the groups’ work to the class.  Discuss 
what they saw.  Discuss what they experienced.  What were the common elements 
between the groups?  What were the differences?  What levels did you see?  etc...  Then 
do it again to Jazz music inspired by what you saw in the class and your deeper 
understanding of the poem.  Look at pictures created by Romare Bearden who was also 
inspired by Jazz music.  How does he express the music through his collages? Use the 
text, the collages, and the music to further influence your students’ movement studies. 
What are the connections you witness between the music, the movement, the Bearden 
paintings and Shange’s poem?  Now take your students to see Urban Bush Women’s Soul 
Dances.  How did their previous movement experience serve as an entry point into the 
work of art?  Reflect on the work.  Write about it.  Show through movement your favorite 
parts.  Discuss the work. Create another art work using Shange’s poem “I live in Music” 
and influences from the performance. These are only a few examples of how your 
students could reflect on the performance. 
 
After seeing Soul Deep to the Bone what else do the students want to know about this 
artist?   What are Zollars influences?  Who were her teachers?  What was happening 
during this time period in which this work was created?  What more did the students want 
to know about this style of dance?  How does it relate to other artists they may have 
already studied?  I use these driving questions to explore the historical context in which 
this piece was created through readings, viewings, research and discussion.   You can 
also use this experience as a springboard to other choreographers’ work or dance history 
subjects.   
 
By connecting the students with the readings and videos that come from historical experts 
or insights from the artists themselves, students are getting information from primary 
sources.  What does Zollar write or say about her process?  What do the Dance Historians 
have to share about this style of dance and its origins? I still lecture for those students 
who learn best from listening, but I find that my lectures are comprised of what I had 
been taught and what I have read.  Why not guide them to the original source material 
instead?  I now spend more time compiling interesting research packets, reading/viewing 
lists, and creating questions that can guide discussions, than creating lectures. 
 
Such experiences and activities are often a part of dance appreciation classes, but I have 
found they can also be a foundation for understanding and remembering dance history.  I 
use the word "remember” quite literally since I find I myself have trouble remembering 
much of what I “learned” in dance history as an undergraduate.  When I was 20, I wasn’t 
as interested in actually getting dance history grounding as I was with getting a good 
grade.  This was due partially because of my immaturity as a student, and partially 



because I was taught dance history through reading loads of text, watching short video 
clips of dance and writing.  It was dance history without the dance.  By contrast, I do 
remember much of what I learned in my 6th grade oceanography class where we actually 
collected sea animals, dissected fish, and performed hands on experiments. Unfortunately 
listening to lectures, writing, reading, and viewing dance videos did not inspire me to 
further investigate or even care about dance history.  I regret that a video clip of Eiko and 
Koma did not inspire me to go see them live when I had the chance.  I didn’t run to see 
the New York City Ballet even through I had just finished studying Balanchine. 
 
It seems to me that we must ask ourselves, how we can teach dance history so that “the 
young can become acquainted with the past in such a way that the acquaintance is a 
potent agent in the appreciation of the live present?” (Dewey, 23)  For me the answer has 
been to prepare my students to encounter and experience live dance through well planned 
participatory activities and to reflect on the aesthetic experience.  From this experience I 
hope they are moved to deepen their understanding of the art work, the artist, themselves 
and the world at large through reflection and research.  
 
Integrating Live Performances 
 
As aesthetic experience cannot happen without the actual work of art, and since most 
universities do not have the budget to bring companies like the Graham Company to 
perform for their classes, this poses a problem.  One way around this is to know who is 
coming to perform at your school and to prepare your students to see those particular 
works, and to relate them to what is being studied in class.  For example, prepare your 
students to see Mark Haim live (for some budgets he is affordable).  Find out specifically 
what pieces he plans to perform and use your expertise as an artist to bridge the gap 
between the students and the art.    (Attached is the class I designed to prepare my 
students to see The Goldberg Variations.) 
 
After the performance, reflect on the experience and use the experience to fuel their 
curiosity and their historical investigation.  With Haim’s performance one could then 
research musician/choreographer relationships such as Stravinsky/Balanchine, 
Cunningham/Cage and Tchaikovsky/Petipa for example.  How did these choreographers 
use music in their creative process?  What came first - the music or the choreography, or 
were they created independently of each other?  How does their work or process compare 
or contrast to Mark Haims’ performance of the Goldberg Variations?  You could also 
study the art of solo performance, or dances that use chance procedures. The list is 
endless.  You may want to guide their exploration or use their questions after the 
performance to decide what they should research next. 
 
While your guest artist is there (if you can get one) have him/her teach classes that 
address what you are currently studying.  Also, what dance is happening in your 
community or in close proximity?  Are you able to take your students to see live dance in 
the city closest to you?  If so, find out specifically what is going to be performed and 
prepare the students before you go.  How do the graduate student or faculty works that 
your students see live relate to dances done in the past?  



 
To be clear, this is not just about exposing your students to live dance performances or 
preparing them in general to see a dance company.  It is about providing entry points into 
the specific dance work and thus, having the possibility of deeper engagement with the 
work - perhaps a life changing experience and/or an impetus to study its history.  To 
deeply connect the students with the work of art and the artist through well-crafted 
experiential activities can foster imagination, ignite their desire to learn, and heighten 
perception, thus helping the students to grow and change. 
 
Watching Dance on Video 
 
When live dance is limited, preparing the students to watch dance videos can also be 
useful.  When showing dance videos remember to explain to your students that the video 
is NOT the work of art but a second-hand representation of it.  Although this is obvious, 
students need to be reminded of this.  Whenever possible, show the entire piece and not 
just an excerpt.  If class time is limited, put the tapes on reserve in the library and have 
the students watch the videos as homework.  I believe that preparing them to see an entire 
dance on video with activities to prepare them to see the work, can serve as an important 
function even if it does not bring about the aesthetic experience of seeing a live work.  
For example, explore the use of chance procedures to create movement before seeing 
Cunningham’s Suite for Five.  (See attachment for sample class).  Video excerpts are also 
valuable when showing the range of an artist’s works. 
 
Integrating Experiential Classes 
 
In addition to teaching classes in preparation for particular dance works, it is also 
important to teach experiential classes in the styles of dance that the students are 
studying.  We as dance artists with MFA’s or MA’s in performance or choreography are 
experts in this area.  Teach a modern, ballet, or African class when studying those dance 
forms.  Or, if you have a dance major and your students are already familiar with these 
dance styles, have the step team on campus teach a step class, or have the swing club 
teach a swing class when studying dance in Harlem.  Your students will remember these 
experiences, it will be fun, and they will look forward to doing the readings about dance 
that originated in America via the African Americans.  “The most important attitude that 
can be formed is that of desire to go on learning” (Dewey, 48).   
 
Conclusion 
 
Letting the dance work itself educate the student, and having experiential classes is an 
important foundation on which to then assign readings, discussions, written assignments 
etc... This way we can design the educational investigations to be fueled directly from the 
art and support the investigation with contextual information we gather from dance 
historians.  The more information the student can get from expert sources - the work of 
art itself, the readings and documentaries by dance historians, guided investigations 
created by ourselves as expert artist/educators and in whatever our specialty is,- the more 
true and engaging the information will be.  Again I ask, what are your areas of expertise, 



and how can you use them to create an interesting, engaging, inspiring dance history 
class? 
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Appendix 
 
I.  Classes to prepare students to experience Mark Haim’s The Goldberg Variations 
 
Line of Inquiry - How does Mark Haim express his interpretations of Bach’s Goldberg 
Variations through movement? 
 
Guiding Questions 
 
1) What is the relationship between Bach’s Goldberg Variations and Haim’s 
choreography? 
 
2) What are some ways choreographers like Haim can vary movement? 
 
3) What is the relationship between live dance and live music? 
 
5) How can we be better listeners of music and how does that then effect our 
interpretations of music? 
 
Posted on the wall and given as a packet is contextual information about Mark Haim, 
Andre Gribou, JS Bach, the history of Bach’s , and program notes. Also posted on the 
wall is the score of the aria that begins The Goldberg Variations, Marcia B. Siegel’s 
article on How to Look at Dance, and three articles discussing the blend of music and 
dance. Throughout the workshop post the following: documentation of the warm up 
which will provide the students with dance vocabulary, a descriptive word list after 
listening to the aria, music maps, and written documentation of the showings. 
 
First Exercise 
 
Introduction to basic dance vocabulary 
Exploring tools used to vary movement 
 
Guiding Questions: 
What tools can a choreographer use to vary movement? 
What are the words that we can use to both describe movement and use those 
words to vary movement? 
How can we better identify variations we both see and do in movement? 
 
Warm up to beginning aria 
 
Do a warm up that includes stretching and warming up the muscles, and explore varying 
levels, directions, tempos, sizes, weight, flow, dynamics, curves and angles.  
 
Recall and document warm up on an open journal- levels, size, direction, action words, 
body parts, weight, flow, curves and angles, tempo etc... 
 



Have students remember their morning. Create one movement from that recollection. 
They can alter it slightly to make it more visible or interesting. 
 
Get into groups of 4. 
Do 4 variations of each person’s movement by changing the level, direction, facing, body 
part, tempo, or size.  By the end each person should be doing 4 movements. 
 
Show groups, discuss, and document - what did they see, images? Which tools did they 
use to vary the movement? What was interesting to them? Why? 
 
If time, have one person do all the variations sequentially, not as a group. 
 
Second Exercise 
 
Materials needed - Paper, colored pens or crayons 
 
Focus for exercise: Introduction to Bach’s Goldberg Variations. Gain a deeper 
understanding of this music.  
 
Guiding Questions: 
 
How can one be a better listener of this music? 
What does it make you think of?  
What images come to mind? 
What kind of movement does the music inspire? 
How do you describe this music in depth? 
 
Make a music map by doing the following: 
 
Listen to the aria many times. Map out the music (draw to it) as they are listening to it 
each time. They can elaborate on the map each time they hear it or start a new one each 
time.  
 
Post the maps and discuss.  What do you understand about the music by looking at the 
maps? 
 
Listen to the aria again. What is the tempo? What is the tone? Mood?  Images? Does it 
remind you of anything?  What are words that describe the music? 
 
As a class make a word list answering those questions on posted butcher paper. 
 
Third Exercise 
 
Focus of the exercise:  Creating movement inspired from Bach’s music 
 
Guiding Questions: 



 
What movement does the music inspire? 
 
Using the music, the word list, and the music map, create four movements. String those 
movements together with transitions into a short phrase. 
 
Show, discuss,  and document this discussion on an open journal. 
 
If time, Fourth Exercise 
 
Focus of the exercise:  Exploring the technique that Haim uses when including the 
audience to help create another variation. 
 
Guiding Questions: 
 
How does Haim use the audience to further vary his choreography? 
What choices arise when working spontaneously? 
How can we quickly create varied movement as a group? 
 
Split class in half or in quarters - one person is the person to be moved and the others 
move him/her.  Play The Goldberg Variations during this exercise. 
 
Show, discuss, and document. 
 
What questions do the students have? 
 
Document questions and discussions on an open journal posted on the wall. 
 
 



II.  Cunningham Class for Suite for Five 
 
Line of inquiry: What happens when Cunningham uses chance methods to create dance 
works? 
 
Focus:  Using various chance methods to create dances.  Also working with music 
created from chance methods to be performed at the same time as the dances in a way 
that parallels how Cage and Cunningham brought music and dance together. 
 
Materials needed: 10 dice, 3 stacks of 6 cards, 14 pennies, 3 graphs, markers, open 
journal paper, John Cage CD, CD player. 
 
First Exercise - Introduction 
 
Purpose:  Warm up, introducing elements of Cunningham technique  
 
Have contextual information like this Susan Foster quote posted on the wall. 
Susan Foster - " Technique for Cunningham is to learn how to articulate the body.  Not to 
present perfect form like Balanchine, but to learn how to use the body as articulately as 
possible.  The body can then learn new combinations of movement." 
 
Do a Cunningham warm up or a “Cunninghamish” warm up that focuses on basic dance 
positions, upper/lower body separation, lines, joint articulation, etc… 
 
Second Exercise 
 
Purpose:  Developing the vocabulary 
 
Break into 3 groups 
 
Each group is given the same following assignment: 
 
1) Run in a circle clearly 
2) Move only the upper body while arms are in 2nd position and the lower body is still 
3) Jump 3 times clearly 
4) Create a reaching movement that brings you across the stage in the low level clearly 
5) Put your hand on someone else's shoulder while they are moving 
6) Make a clear shape with your body and be still for 15 seconds 
 
Determine how you are going to do each of those assignments.  For example, there are 
many ways one can run in a circle - fast/slow, forwards/backwards, a big/small circle 
etc..  How are you going to jump? In place?  Traveling?  With legs together? Apart? 
 
Practice the movements until you are comfortable with them.  (You don't need to string 
the movement together) 
 



Third Exercise 
 
Purpose: Organizing the vocabulary in terms of order, facing, and direction 
 
Each group will be given dice, a stack of 8 cards, and a 9-sectioned graph with a coin to 
drop on it. 
 
1) Each person rolls the dice 4 times to determine the movement and the order of the 
movement. For example if a student rolls a 5, then they do movement # 5 first.  If the 
next roll is a 3 so they do movement number 3 second. Each student writes down their 
personal assignment. 
 
2) Blindly pick one card from the stack of eight cards with the numbers 1 - 8 on them to 
determine which direction they will be facing when they begin. 1 - 8 (Make a poster that 
illustrates what number represents what direction) Have students write down their 
personal assignment. 
 
3) Throw a coin onto a 9-sectioned graph.  Where the coin lands on the 9-sectioned graph 
determines where on the stage the student will begin their first movement. Have students 
write down their personal assignment. 
 
Their personal assignment at this point will read something like this:  Begin the phrase of 
movement 5, 3, 6, 2 facing up stage while standing in the center. 
 
Have students practice their 4 movements.  
 
Fourth Exercise 
 
Purpose:  4a - Determine the amount of people in each section. 
 
There are 4 sections to this dance.  Roll the dice to decide how many people are in each 
section.  
 
Purpose:  4b -Who is dancing in each section? 
 
Once you know how many people are in each section, number each person 1 - 6 and roll 
the dice to determine who is in each section.  For example, if for section # 1 there are 3 
people in that section then you will roll the dice three times to determine which people 
are in that section. 
 
Fifth Exercise 
 
Practice the dances.  Exit in-between each section. 
 
Sixth Exercise 
 



Purpose:  To show, perform, reflect, to introduce music made from chance methods, and 
to explore the relationship between the music and the dance. 
 
Show groups.  Put John Cage music on while they perform.  Or maybe change the music 
for each group.  Include a Cage quote that deals with dance and music as independent art 
forms.  One art form should not be a slave to the other art form. 
 
Discuss and document discussion on an open journal.  
What are the results of using chance methods from what you see?  (For example, these 
are some things that the students may come up with:  amount of possibilities, great things 
happened that you may not have thought to create, surprises, the humanness of the work, 
they tapped into something other then our own limited choices, stage space was used 
differently, how the music and dance worked or didn't work together, how the audience 
read the work differently etc....) 
 
Quotes that can be integrated into the lessons 
 
Chuang Tzu  - "Let everything be allowed to do what it naturally does, so that its nature 
will be satisfied."   
 
Marcel Duchamp  - “Art must be part of life - not an interpretation of life, not a 
description of life, not an attempt to comment or improve on life, but a piece of life 
itself."  
 
Merce Cunningham - " The feeling I have when I compose in this way is that I am in 
touch with a natural resource far greater than my own personal inventiveness could ever 
be, much more universally human than the particular habits of my own practice, and 
organically rising out of common pools of motor impulses." 
 
See the Performance of Suite for Five (or a video of the performance if seeing the 
work live is not possible) 
 
Post Performance Classes 
 
The classes that would be taught after the students see the performance could include the 
following: 
 
1) Creating a list of questions that they have.  The questions at this point go unanswered.  
Later those questions will be revisited. 
 
2) Describing and analyzing what they saw in the performance (have them use the open 
journal lists on the board to help out) 
 
3) Seeing the Cunningham/Cage documentary video 
 



Homework:   reading material (texts and handouts) about Cunningham, Cage and other 
collaborators 
 
Then they would see the video of the same work - Suite for Five 
 
The classes that would follow the second viewing of the work (performance then 
video, or two video viewings) could be as follows: 
 
Revisiting the list of questions that they created and discuss. 
 
Discussion of the performances. 
 
A final paper. 
 
Have the students create a new dance work inspired by the performances. 
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Abstract 

Dakin (1971) said that one cannot make an assumption that correctness reflects 

that the person understands what has been taught and that mistakes show that 

they are not able to comprehend the lesson. Therefore, in assessing students’ 

reading ability a teacher cannot determine students’ understanding of a particular 

subject just by looking at the learners’ performance in the subject. A language 

teacher needs look at the process that the learners go through and the strategies 

that they use, apart from gauging the success of their learning through their 

performance. Thus, this study is conducted to look at the strategies employed by 

pre-service English teachers in Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris in 

understanding an English text. 

 

  

Introduction 

Students’ ability in comprehending a particular subject cannot be measured just by 

evaluating the learners’ performance in the subject matter alone. Such measurement is 

rather insufficient as “we cannot assume that correctness implies understanding or that 

errors indicate the opposite” (Dakin, 1971: 302). As mentioned by Brown (2001), success 

in second language learning depends a great deal on the language learning strategies 

employed by the learners. He further stated that successful learners achieved their goals 

in language learning through application of conscious and systematic battery of 

strategies. 

 

Literature review 
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Language learning strategies are viewed as strategies that are sometimes applied 

subconsciously because certain learners seem to have a “knack” for language learning 

and they are not conscious of the strategies applied (Richard et.al, 1985). Weinstein and 

Mayer (1986) look at learning strategies as the behaviors and thoughts that learners 

present in order to understand the learning process. The learners’ behaviors and thoughts 

are viewed as factors that are important during the encoding process. 

 

Mayer (1988) defines learning strategies as the learners’ behavior when processing 

information and it affects the learning process. Based on their study, O’Malley and 

Chamot (1990, p.1) view language learning strategies as “the special thoughts or 

behaviors that individuals use to help them comprehend, learn or retain information”. 

Oxford (1992) also provides a comprehensive definition of learning strategies. According 

to her, 

… language learning strategies – specific actions, behaviors, steps, 

or techniques that students (often intentionally) use to improve 

their progress in developing L2 skills. These strategies can 

facilitate the internalization, storage, retrieval, or use of the new 

language. Strategies are tools for the self-directed involvement 

necessary for developing communicative ability. 

                  (Oxford, 1992/1993, p.18) 

 

Based on the highlighted definitions of learning strategies, it can be concluded 

that learning strategies are a process that learners go through when learning. The 

process follows a few stages that start with learners receiving the information, till 

the stages of processing, storing and retrieving the information (Brown, 2004). 

The strategies can be visible such as behaviors and techniques as well as invisible 

like thoughts and mental processes. Apart from that, the strategies can influence 

learners’ language learning as it can promote learning ability and enhance 

competency.  
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Due to the significant influence of learning strategies in developing students’ 

competency and language learning, a number of studies have been conducted to 

further explore its contribution. Studies conducted by Naiman et.al (1978) and 

Weshe (1979 cited in Brown, 1987) prove that successful language learners used 

a wide variety of learning strategies. The strategies they used enable them to 

succeed in learning a language.  

 

Rubin and Thompson (1982 cited in Brown, 2004) highlighted that successful 

language learners employed strategies that help promote their understanding in a 

reading task. The usage of various strategies like linguistic knowledge, including 

knowledge of their first language has enabled them to perform better than others 

in a reading activity. Other than that, the students also attempted intelligent 

guesses and used contextual clues to generate meanings of unfamiliar words or 

phrases. 

 

Another researcher, Wendon (1985) stated that identifying and knowing the 

successful strategies employed by second language learners is significant as 

 

… the learning strategies are the key to learner autonomy, 

and that one of the most important goals of language 

training should be facilitating of that autonomy. 

                                                                             (cited in Brown, 1987: 94)  

 

Vann and Abraham (1990) conducted a study on language learning    strategies 

and their findings show that good and successful language learners are active 

users of language learning strategies. They also discovered that the unsuccessful 

learners on the other hand lack in the usage of metacognitive strategies that can 

enhance their ability in completing a task.  

 

Another study by Faizah Abdul Majid et. al (2004) prove that effective reading 

strategies determine the language learners’ success when given reading tasks. The 
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result shows that the proficient readers utilize effective reading strategies 

compared to the non-proficient readers. 

 

A comprehensive study on the usage of learning strategies is conducted by 

O’Malley and Chamot. Based on the findings from their study, they categorized 

the learning strategies into three categories namely Metacognitive strategies, 

Cognitive strategies and Social/ Affective strategies. 

 

Both O’Malley and Chamot define Metacognitive strategies as  learning strategies 

that consist of “thinking about or knowledge of the learning process, planning for 

learning, monitoring language while it is taking place, or self-evaluation of 

learning after the task has been completed” (1990:230). Both researchers 

identified seven categories of Metacognitive strategies that are Advance 

Organizers, Directed Attention, Selected Attention, Functional Planning, Self-

Management, Self-Monitoring and Self-Evaluation (See Appendix 1 for further 

descriptions). 

           

Another category is the Cognitive Strategies. It reflects “mental manipulation or 

transformation of materials or tasks” (1990: 229). The Cognitive strategies are 

used when learners wish to enhance comprehension, acquisition or retention of 

information when learning a language. O’Malley and Chamot highlighted 

fourteen types of strategies under the Cognitive Strategies. They are Repetition, 

Translation, Grouping, Note Taking, Deduction, Recombination, Imagery, 

Auditory Representation, Keyword, Contextualization, Transfer and Inferencing. 

(Refer to appendix 1 for more details). 

 

Finally, O’Malley and Chamot described  Social/Affective strategies as learning 

strategies that use either social interaction to facilitate comprehension, learning or 

retention of information, or “mental control over personal affect that interferes 

with learning” (1990:232). Based on their study, both O’Malley and Chamot have 
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classified videlicit co-operation and question for clarification as two types of 

strategies under Social;/Affective Strategies. 

  

Khazriyati and Intan Safinas (2001) conducted a research using the model of 

learning strategies designed by O’Malley and Chamot. The research was done on 

39 second year English Language studies (ELS) undergraduates of UKM. The 

findings reveal that “Auditory Representation” is the most highly occurred 

strategy among all the subjects, as well as the most popular strategy among the 

mid-average subjects. Besides that, the findings show that all of the high-average 

students related their learning of the subject matter to their previous knowledge. 

The subjects also transfer their knowledge on effective reading as well as their 

knowledge on sentence structures to make their reading more comprehensible. 

 

In conclusion, language learning strategies contribute to students learning of a 

language. It helps develop their ability and promote understanding. Thus, teachers 

need to plan and design their lesson accordingly to promote the wide usage of 

learning strategies.  

 

Purpose of the study 

This study was conducted to identify the strategies used by pre-service TESL 

undergraduates of Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris in comprehending an 

English text.  

 

Research Questions 

 

This study is designed to answer the following research questions: 

a. How many strategies were employed by the subjects in comprehending the 

English text? 

b. What is the most frequently used strategies by all the respondents? 

c. What is the least used strategy by all the respondents? 
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d. What are the strategies most favored and least favored by the high-

average, mid-average and low-average learners? 

e. Could there be a correlation between the number of strategies used with 

the subjects’ CGPA? 

Research Methodology 

1. The subjects 

This study was conducted on 30 students. The students are in their third 

semester and they come from various ethnic groups – Malay, Chinese, Indian, 

Bumiputera. All of them are majoring in Teaching English as a Second 

Language (TESL). The subjects will be divided into 3 categories i.e. (1) high-

average learners (whose CGPAs range between 3.00 and 3.50), (2) mid-

average learners (whose CGPAs range between 2.50 and 2.99) and (3) low-

average learners (whose CGPAs range between 2.00 and 2.49). 

 

2. Research Instrument 

Several instruments are utilized in the process of eliciting the strategies 

employed by the students. The first instrument used is a 1589 – word text 

entitled “Selecting and Developing Teaching/Learning Materials”. The text is 

an article written by Kenji Kitao and published in the Internet TESL Journal. 

The text is accompanied with a set of questions that is given together with the 

reading text to enable the process of eliciting the strategies used by the 

subjects goes accordingly. 

          Besides that, a personal data questionnaire (PDQ) is also developed for 

the study. The personal data questionnaire is specifically designed to gather 

information on the background of the subjects.  

         The last instrument is a strategy survey form (SSF) that is developed in a 

form of a checklist. When reading the text given, the subjects will have to 

circle either “True” or “False” on the strategy survey form depending on their 

feelings about the statements presented on the form. This method of data 

collection is similar to O’Malley and Chamot’s simultaneous introspection 

where the performance of the task and report of the strategies used occur 
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simultaneously. The subjects report their strategies by circling either “True” 

or “False” beneath each of the statements given in the form. All the questions 

on the SSF are designed to suit each of the strategies described by O’Malley 

and Chamot. Thus the first question on the SSF i.e. “Section A, Question 1” 

should correspond with the first metacognitive strategy in Appendix 1 i.e. 

Advance Organizers. 

 

The procedure of the study 

The instruments that are the text on “Selecting and Developing 

Teaching/Learning Materials”, PDQ and SSF are given to the subjects. They 

were asked to read the text and perform the exercises that accompany the text.  

 

The subjects were also briefed on how to answer the SSF. The researcher went 

through all the questions with the subjects and explains each one of them. The 

subjects were told to answer the questions on the SSF if not while, right after 

reading the text and performing the exercises. This is to ensure accuracy of 

their reports on their strategies. The subjects were also asked to fill in the 

PDQ so that the researcher can get the background information of the 

subjects. 

 

Results and Interpretation 

 

The data collected from the SSF were analyzed using descriptive statistics  

and are presented in the forms of tables. The data collected from the SSF are 

later compared to the five research questions presented earlier. 

 

1. Data collected from the Personal Data Questionnaire 

30 sets of PDQ and SSF were distributed to the respondents and all of them 

were returned. The PDQ collected from the respondents reveal that out of the 

30 respondents, 7 are male and 23 are female. The PDQ also revealed that the 

respondents consist of 21 Malay, 4 Chinese, 3 Indian and 2 Bumiputra. As for 
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their CGPA, 12 respondents age categorized under the high average learners 

as their CGPA range between 3.00 and 3.50. Another 9 respondents are 

categorized under the mid-average learners group and their CGPA range 

between 2.50 and 2.99. While another 9 respondents are categorized under the 

low-average group with CGPA between 2.00 and 2.49. 

 

2. Data collected from the SSF on the number of strategies employed by all 

groups of pre-service teachers 

In general, data from the the SSF shows that all the 23 strategies outlined    by 

O’Malley and Chamot (1985) were employed by the subjects in performing 

the task. However, individual observation on the strategies used indicates that 

none of the subjects from all three groups used all the 23 strategies. 

 

The highest number of strategies used by a subject from the high-average 

group is 21. As for the mid-average learners, the highest number of strategy 

used by one of the subjects is 16. Data from the low-average group shows that 

21 is the highest number of strategies applied by one of the subjects in the 

group. 

 

Overall, the data gathered from the SSF shows that the average number of 

strategies used by the high-average group is 14.1. The mid-average group 

employed an average of 13.9 strategies while the low-average group used an 

average of 16 strategies. (Refer to table 1) 

 

Table 1: The average number of strategies used 

Group Average 

High-average 14.1 

Mid-average 13.9 

Low-average 16 
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In conclusion, the findings show that the low-average learners employ a 

higher average of strategies compared to the high and mid-average learners.  

 

 

 

3. Data collected from the SSF on the most frequently used strategies by the 

respondents. 

 

Holistically, “Transfer” is the most favored strategy among the respondents. 

All respondents used the strategy in completing the reading task. Thus the 

strategy shows 100% occurrences. This is followed by another two strategies 

that are “Repetition” and “Advance organizers” with 96.7% occurrences and 

93.4% occurrences respectively. (Refer to table 2) 

 

Table 2: Most frequently used strategies by all groups 

Strategy Percentage 

Transfer 100 

Repetition 96.7 

Advance Organizers 93.4 

 

 

Based on the data, it can be concluded that all respondents used their previous 

knowledge in form or content to better understand the given text. Other than 

that, most of the respondents read the text a few times and practice saying 

some of the words in the text in order to comprehend the text. A majority of 

the respondents also preview the text by looking at the title, length and the 

words used to determine its level of difficulty. 

 

3. Data collected from the SSF on the least used strategies by all groups 
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The SSF data gathered from all groups reveal that “Note-Taking” is the least 

strategy used by respondents from all groups. It shows only 20% of 

occurrences. Other strategies that are least favored by the respondents are 

“Question for Clarification” with only 26.7 occurrences and “Functional 

Planning” that recorded only 36.7% occurrences.(Refer to table 3). 

 

Table 3: Least used strategies by both groups 

Strategy Percentage 

Note-taking 20 

Question for Clarification 26.7 

Functional Planning 36.7 

 

From the data presented, it can be summarized that most of the respondents did 

not write down the main ideas, important points as well as summarize the 

information read. A majority of them also did not ask for explanations or 

elaborations on the content of the text from the teacher or peers. Besides that, 

most of them also did not plan before reading the text.  

 

4. Data from the SSF on the most favored and least favored strategy among the 

high-average learners 

The findings show that “Repetition”, “Imagery” and “Transfer” are the most 

favored strategy among the respondents in this group. The results show that all 

(100%) of the respondents employed the strategies in comprehending the text. 

Thus all respondents read the text or parts of the text a few times to better 

understand the text. The subjects also relate new information gained from the text 

to visual concepts that are familiar to them. This helps them to comprehend the 

concepts or ideas presented in the text. They also transfer their knowledge of 

content and form in the target language to facilitate their understanding of the 

text. 

As for the least favored strategy, “Note-taking” recorder 0% occurrence while 

“Translation” and Question for Clarification” are recorded as the least favored 
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strategy with only 41.7% occurrences. This shows that almost half of the 

respondents did not use their first language to understand the text. They also did 

not ask their teacher or peers on parts that they did not understand thus need 

further explanations. (Refer to table 4). 

 

Table 4: The most favored and least favored 
strategies among the high-average learners 

Most favored 
strategy 

Percentage Least favored 
strategy 

Percentage 

Repetition 100 Note-taking 0 

Imagery 100 Translation 41.7 

Transfer 100 Question for 

clarification 

41.7 

 

 

5. Data from the SSF on the most favored and least favored strategy among the 

mid-average learners 

The results show that all respondents (100%) employed three strategies that are 

“Advance Organizers”, "“Resourcing” and "Transfer”. This reveals that all of the 

respondents preview the text before reading it. They look at the title, length and 

words used to determine the level of difficulty of the text. They also used the 

target language reference material in trying to understand the content of the text. 

In this study, they used their English – Bahasa Melayu dictionary to look up for 

meanings of difficult words. In addition, the subjects also use their language of 

form and content to help them in understanding the text. 

 

Nevertheless, results on the least strategy applied by the subjects show that all of 

the subjects (100%) did not use “Elaboration” as a strategy to understand the text. 

This shows that the subjects did not use the information they gained from the 

English class they attended in the university to understand the text. Besides that, 

most of the subjects (88.9%) did not use the strategy called “Deduction” and 

another 77.8% did not use “Question for Clarification”. This means that a 
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majority of the learners did not use their knowledge of the rules in grammar to 

better understand the text. Most of them also did not ask for examples and 

clarification from the teacher or peers on parts that they did not understand. (Refer 

to table 5). 

 

Table 5: The most favored and least favored 
strategies among the mid-average learners 

     

Most favored 
strategy 

Percentage Least favored 
strategy 

Percentage 

Advance 

Organizers 

100 Elaboration 0 

Resourcing 100 Deduction 11.1 

Transfer 100 Question for 

clarification 

22.2 

 

6. Data from the SSF on the most favored and least favored strategy among the 

low-average learners 

Based on the findings, all of the subjects (100%) used “Advance Organizers”, 

“Repetition”, “Resourcing”, “Contextualization”, “Transfer” and “Cooperation” 

as strategies in comprehending the text. The results show that the subjects 

preview the text before reading it. They also read the text or parts of the text a few 

times to understand it. Apart from that, they use the material in their target 

language that is the English- Bahasa Melayu dictionary to look up for meanings 

of words that they did not understand. In addition to that, they use the words that 

they found in the text in their own sentences. They also use their knowledge of 

form and content to comprehend the text. Lastly, they ask their friends to make 

sure that they have understood the text accordingly. 

 

As for the least favored strategy, “Functional Planning” is recorded as the strategy 

preferred by none of the learners and “Question for Clarification” is preferred 

only by 1 (11.1%) of the learners. Therefore, this proves that none of the low-
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average learners plan to search for main ideas or answers to the comprehension 

questions before attempting to read the text. Most of them like the high-average 

and mid-average group, did not ask the teacher for examples and elaboration. 

(Refer to table 6). 

 

Table 6: The most favored and least favored 
strategies among the mid-average learners 

     

Most favored 
strategy 

Percentage Least favored 
strategy 

Percentage 

Advance 
Organizers 

100 Functional 
Planning 

0 

Repetition 100 Question for 
clarification 

11.1 

Resourcing 100   
Contextualization 100   

Transfer 100   

Cooperation 100   

  

7. A correlation between the numbers of strategies used with the subjects’ CGPA 

 

As indicated in table 1, the average number of strategies used by the high-average 

learners is 14.1%. The mid-average learners used 13.9% average of strategies and the 

low-average used 16% average of strategies. The findings reflect a negative 

correlation between the number of strategies used and the students’ academic 

achievement. The reason being so is because the results highlight that the high-

average learners with high academic achievement and higher level of English 

language proficiency use less strategies compared to the low-average learners who 

are of lower academic achievement and are less proficient in the language. Thus, it 

can be synthesized that the high-average learners did not employ various strategies 

like rehearsing linguistic components to answer the comprehension questions and 

referring to the mother tongue materials) to facilitate their comprehension. 

 

Conclusion and Pedagogical Implications 
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Based on the findings, it can be synthesized that all of the subjects used their 

previously acquired knowledge of form and content especially the knowledge they 

acquire in their “Materials Development and Adaptation” course to facilitate their 

understanding of the text. Most of them also read the text or parts of the text a few 

times in order to understand the text better. 

 

The findings also reveal that generally “Advance Organizers” is one of the most 

highly occurred strategy among all the subjects especially among the mid-average 

and low-average group. This shows that most of the subjects make a general but 

comprehensive preview before reading the text. It can be concluded that the subjects 

feel that it is important in helping them to anticipate what they will be doing in the 

learning activity. 

 

This study also reveals that the “Note-taking” is among the least preferred strategy 

among the respondents. This could be due to the fact that they can easily understand 

the text without highlighting the main ideas or important details. Besides that, to the 

low-achievers they may have lack exposure to such strategy. Therefore, a majority of 

them did not apply the strategy. Apart from that, findings also show that most of the 

learners from all groups did not ask the teacher for elaboration and clarification. This 

could be because they are shy or worried that they may appear as weak learners. Thus 

teachers have to play their role in encouraging students to ask for clarification and 

examples on parts that they face difficulty in understanding. 

 

The findings also show that the high and mid-average learners used the strategy 

“Imagery” to facilitate their understanding of the text. They used their visual concepts 

in memory via familiar, easily retrievable visualizations, phrases or locations. This is 

an important breakthrough as the strategy is not a favorite among the low-average 

learners. What educators could do in future is to help learners use their visualizations 

of familiar concepts, phrases and locations to further understand a reading text.  
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The data also shows that “Translation” is the least strategy used by the high-average 

learners. This shows that the learners try not to rely on their first language to 

understand the text. Instead, they try to apply other reading strategies in order to 

facilitate their understanding. 

Based on the findings also, the mid-average and low-average learners use 

“Resourcing” frequently. This means that they use other materials in their target 

language like an English-Bahasa Melayu dictionary to help them understand the 

difficult words. 

 

As pointed earlier, there seems to be a negative correlation between the learning 

strategies used and the learners’ academic achievement. Studies by Naiman et al 

(1978), Weshe (1979), Rubin and Thompson (1982), Wendon (1985) and Faizah 

Abdul Majid et al. (2004) highlighted the findings that advance learners employed 

more strategies when learning. As a result, they performed better than other learners. 

The findings of this study in contrast show that the low-average learners used more 

strategies compared to the high-average learners. Nevertheless, the strategies were not 

able to help enhance their ability in completing the given task. 

 

Therefore, teachers and educators should adopt this finding when exposing their 

learners to learning strategies that promote reading comprehension. They should 

expose learners to strategies like “Imagery” and “Transfer”. This is because the study 

shows that the high-average learners understand better the given text by associating 

the new information with the familiar visual images in their schemata. They also used 

their knowledge of form and content to facilitate their understanding.  

 

Hence, teachers should always remind their students not to compartmentalize their 

learning. Weak learners are those that fail to associate what they have learned to the 

new information they gained. Thus, learners should be made aware that learning is a 

cumulative process. They should bring forward the knowledge gained from previous 

courses or lessons to make the process of learning more meaningful. 
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APPENDIX 1 

LEARNING STRATEGY DESCRIPTION 
Metacognitive Strategies  
Advance Organizers Making a general but comprehensive preview of the 

organizing concept or principle in an anticipated learning 
activity. 

Directed Attention Deciding in advance to attend in general to a learning task 
and to ignore irrelevant distracter. 

Selective Attention Deciding in advance to attend to a specific aspects of 
language input or situational details that will cue the 
retention of language input 

Self-management Understanding the conditions that help one learns and 
arranges for the presence of those conditions 

Functional Planning Planning for and rehearsing linguistic components 
necessary to carry out an upcoming language task 

Self-monitoring Correcting one’s speech for accuracy in pronunciation, 
grammar, vocabulary, or for appropriateness related to the 
setting or to the people who are present 

Delayed production Consciously deciding to postpone speaking in order to 
learn initially through listening comprehension 

Cognitive strategies 
 

 

Repetition Imitating a language model, including overt practice and 
silent rehearsal 

Resourcing Using target language reference materials 
Translation Using the first language as a base for understanding and/ 

or producing the second language 
Grouping Reordering or reclassifying, and perhaps labeling, the 

material to be learned based on common attributes 
Note taking Writing down the main idea, important points, outline or 

summary of information presented orally in the writing 
Deduction Consciously applying rules to produce or understand the 

second language 
Recombination Constructing a meaningful sentence or larger language 

sequence by combining known elements in a new way 
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Imagery Relating new information to visual concepts in memory 
via familiar, easy retrievable visualizations, phrases or 
locations 

Auditory Representation Retention of the sound or a similar sound for a word, 
phrase or longer language sequence 

Keyword Remembering a new word in the second language by (1) 
identifying a familiar word in the first language that 
sounds like or otherwise resembles the new word and (2) 
generating easily recalled images of some relationship 
between the new word and the familiar word  

Contextualization Placing a word or phrase in a meaningful language 
sequence 

Elaboration Relating new information to other concepts in memory 
Transfer Using previously acquired linguistic and/or conceptual 

knowledge to facilitate a new language learning task 
Inferencing Using available information to guess meanings of new 

items, predict outcomes, or fill in missing information 
Socio/Affective Strategies  
Cooperation Working with one or more peers to obtain feedback, pool 

information, or model a language activity 
Question for clarification Asking a teacher or other native speaker for repetition, 

paraphrasing, explanation, and / or examples 
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Arts Integration: Creating Meaning for Students 
 
Rationale: 
The arts are an integral part of learning and life and are fundamental to all cultures and time 
periods. They remain the primary form of human communication and aid the transfer of abstract 
concepts into concrete forms. They are socializing and humanizing as they assist us in creating 
meaning on a personal and universal level. Because of these attributes, arts are an effective 
vehicle to view the human experience. Through the arts we can begin to understand ourselves 
and others and the intricate relationships among humans. The arts make us aware of the social 
conditions of others. Engagement in the arts helps us act on that awareness.  It helps us express 
that awareness to others as we create meaning (Cornett, 2003).  Elementary school teachers and 
perspective elementary school teachers need experience with the arts so they can create strategies 
that will bring the arts to the children in their classrooms. 
 
Background: 
At our University, we wanted to make the arts education courses more relevant to our elementary 
education majors.  Although a course in each of the four art forms of dance, drama, music and 
visual arts was required for elementary education students at Brigham Young University (BYU) 
they were taken sporadically throughout the student’s course work and were isolated from each 
other. Under the direction of the McKay School of Education, the four art courses are now taken 
together the semester before student teaching. This semester, called the Arts Semester, was a 
direct outcome of the Arts in Teaching and Teacher Education (ATTE) initiative. The purpose of 
the ATTE model was to create an integrated arts program with creative and meaningful programs 
for students. The ATTE initiative established a partnership and collaboration within the 
university art education departments and also within the public schools (K-12).  Additionally, the 
ATTE initiative created a curriculum model that merged the arts into a social studies framework.  
This Arts Integration model resulted in a series of Arts Leadership seminars conducted by 
university arts education faculty for public school teachers. The seminars and ATTE workshops 
celebrated the best professional practices within the Arts curriculum and documented appropriate 
art activities and concepts.    
 
One result of the ATTE initiative was the creation of integrated arts lessons and activities.  This 
was achieved by utilizing a learning cycle format (aka spiral lesson format) to integrate music, 
visual art, dance and theater activities with the social studies objectives of our state core 
curriculum.  In this way, we were able to show that the arts can be helpful in supporting thematic 
learning and increasing meaning of activities and classroom learning within the K-12 curriculum.  
 
Conference Presentation: 
 
This presentation will demonstrate strategies using visual art, dance, music, and drama to 
enhance the meaning of a social studies idea.  The elements of each art will be examined to see 
show how learning in each art is also being addressed. 
 
Learner/Participant Outcomes:  
 
Participants will engage in activities and discussions showing how integrated arts strategies 
might be used to form meaning in a classroom.  Those in attendance should gain a broader 
perspective on how the arts create meaning.  The handout will provide background information 
as well as supplement the workshop activities. 



Methods: 
 
After a brief introduction (10 minutes) regarding the background of this initiative (which will be 
aided by a typed background history for those who would like more details) there will be an 
activity in each of the four art forms (i.e., music, drama, dance and visual arts). Each activity will 
last 15 minutes, after which an integrated activity on Black History will take 15 minutes. The 
remaining time (5 minutes) is for questions and summary. Handouts on resources and teaching 
aids will be available. Following is a brief description of each activity: 
 
Visual Arts 
 
Engaging with Art: The main purpose of this activity is to have students become involved with 
an artwork on a deeper level by providing guided questions to increase their observations and 
engagement. Using various art images the participants, in small groups, will address the 
following questions: 
 

• How does this work portray the individual in society and how would you characterize this 
particular individual? 

• How does this work portray the world (idealized, realistic, or most likely somewhere in 
between)? 

• Does this work imply some form of social inequity? If yes, what is it? 
• Does this work indicate some sense of “community”?  If so, what is it? 
• What are the varied roles of society depicted in this work? 

 
Each group receives the same questions but is assigned different artworks. The viewers are given 
several minutes to respond to the work and answer their questions. The individual groups will 
discuss their image and the various questions for the rest of the audience. Connections between 
the various images will be drawn and the merits of the activity will be discussed.  
 
Music 
Music and Our American Heritage: The music portion of this session will explore American 
Spirituals and native African music as resources to help children learn more about their 
American Heritage, to relate to the difficulties of the slaves in 19th century America and to 
explore their own problems and feelings. Music became a source of comfort, communication and 
expression for black people in early America.  Combining African rhythms and scales with 
European/American folk melodies and hymn tunes, Black Americans created a genre of music 
unique to the United States.   
 
Drama 
Process Drama and the Amistad Slave Revolt: Participants will engage in an intense hands-on 
process drama experience regarding the Amistad Slave Revolt of 1839. Process drama is a 
particularly valuable tool for educators wanting to find ways to help students connect more 
deeply with personal and social issues, literature, and other curricular subjects. 
 
Dance 
Comprehensive approach with Alvin Ailey: Alvin Ailey was an African American 
choreographer whose works are imbued with meaning and magic. Participants will engage in 
various activities that create deeper understandings regarding his work. There will be a review of 
his life through a children’s literature source that describes his early life and influences. After 



viewing one of his works a critique will be completed using a taxonomy of the characteristics of 
his work and then an aesthetic discussion will identify poetic and movement depictions. 
Participants will then choreograph a piece after the manner of Alvin Ailey. These activities will 
create a broad and meaningful connection with the dancer and choreographer Alvin Ailey.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

THE EFFECT OF REPORTING PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH IN NEWSPAPERS 

ON ORIENTING THE READERS 

 

Assoc. Prof. Nejdet ATABEK 

natabek@anadolu.edu.tr 

The Faculty of Communication Science 

Anadolu University 

TURKEY 

One of the most important sources of information related with the voters' preferences 

and the success of political parties in the elections is the public opinion research before the 

general elections in the country. The results of above mentioned public opinion research are 

often published in the newspapers as they have the news value. However, in what extent the 

results of quality public opinion research overlap with the results of the elections can only be 

seen after the elections and it is forgotten after a while.  

In this study, firstly the meaning of public opinion researches and their effects 

particularly on voters and politicians during the election campaings are discussed. Secondly, 

legal regulations especially about reporting of Turkish parliamentary election poll results in 

the newspapers are examined. Then, the results of public opinion research related with the 

general political elections in Turkey held between 1983 and 2002 and published in Hürriyet, 

Milliyet and Sabah which have the biggest circulation and which are the most prestigious 

newspapers in the country were examined to see in what extent they reflect the real results of 

elections. Finally, it was examined that in what extend these newspapers follow the criteria 

developed and suggested by international research organizations such as ICC (International 

Chamber of Commerce), ESOMAR (European Society of Market Research) and WAPOR 

(The World Association of For Public Opinion Research) in order not to orient the readers 

while reporting the results of public opinion research. 

In this study, which examines the public opinion research related with the political 

party elections and published in Hürriyet, Milliyet  and Sabah newspapers between 1983 and 

2002  quantitatively, the content analysis technique is used. The findings of this study have 

great value as they take attention to the orienting potential of quality public opinion research 

on the voters and readers. 
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When Religion Appears on A-1: A Content Analysis of Religious Terms in the Nation's Leading 
Newspapers During 9-11 

 
 

Introduction 

Statement of the problem 

 Prior to September 11, 2001, religion rarely found its way to headline news, unless it was  

related to some type of crime, abuse or revelation. However, that changed when the three 

commercial jets were used as weapons in that day’s terrorist’s attacks. Nearly every newspaper 

in the nation turned to spirituality as a way to give strength and faith to the readers. Each day it 

became apparent that something had changed in the minds of newspaper editors who had 

previously limited such stories to the Feature Sections.  

Significance of this study 

 Research about the relationship between the news media and religion is limited, 
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particularly as it relates to coverage 9-11. This study looks at religious terms used in the nation’s  

top newspapers and analyzes them in terms of who spoke the words, placement, context,  

frequency of use and tone. The content analysis shows a sharp rise in use of religious terms for 

the 30 days that followed the terrorist attack and a steady, almost dramatic decrease as time  

moved passed that date. This suggests that Americans, and newspaper editors, agree that  

spirituality is necessary for the healing of  a devastated nation. 

Review of the literature 

The relationship between media and religion goes way back in history, and for the most 

part this relationship was very positive (Sloan, 2000). In March of 1638 the first ever item to be 

published was a broadside, called The Oath of a Free-man. According to Sloan (2000), it was a 

set of rights and duties of the Puritans in Massachusetts to the government and God: 

“Moreover, I doe solemnly bind my self in the sight of God, that when I shal be called to 

give my voyce touching any such matter of this State, in which Freemen are to deal, I will give 

my vote and suffrage as I shall judge in mine own conscience may best conduce and tend to the 

publike weal of the body, without respect of persons, or favour of any man” (p.18).  

The first newspaper, Publick Occurences, was published in 1690 in Boston, and was 

strongly influenced both politically and religiously. However, the newspaper was suppressed 

shortly after and it took 14 years for another colonial newspaper to be published. The second one 

was called the Boston News-Letter. 

In the eighteenth century the majority of colonial newspapers’ readers were Protestants, 

who saw God’s influence on all kinds of events. Most news in papers consisted of sermons, 

baptisms, ordinations, obituaries, denominational meetings and scripture passages. According to 
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Sloan (2000), “even murders and executions often reflected society’s basic religious beliefs” (p. 

58). 

The early nineteenth century was the time when numerous religious newspapers and 

magazines were published in big numbers. However, even though the editors of these 

publications tried to mix religious and other materials together and not to focus on only one 

denomination, they rarely had any journalistic training and still saw newspapers from 

clergymen’s perspective. The main message in most publications of that time was to be more 

Christ-like in all daily activities and to concentrate on the spiritual health of the country. 

The renaissance era for religious coverage in press across the nation was 1940s and 

1950s, but, according to Sloan (2000), the most attention was focused on the “local events or 

scientifically oriented looks at religionists” rather than spiritual movements (p.146). During the 

next several decades Bible verses and daily Christian prayers ran on many editorial pages, giving 

American workers a spiritual boost. 

Coverage of Religion in the Past Decades 

  Even though newspapers and magazines have published religious stories for several 

centuries, in the last twenty years the number of reporters who cover religion has grown 

tremendously (Shepard, 1995). For example, the membership of the Religion Newswriters 

Association (RNA) in fifteen years has doubled. There are several reasons for this steady 

phenomenon in the news. First, the perception of news editors and reporters is that spirituality is 

very important for many people, and therefore they want to see it in the media. Second, even 

though readers are important, there are also personal reasons behind it. According to Shepard 

(1995), many reporters and news editors are aging baby boomers who are concerned about their 

mortality and/or their children’s spirituality.  
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Yet another reason for more religious topics in the news is recent terrorist attacks on the 

United States of America.  In the last year not only newspaper columns, magazine stories, but 

even comics went religious, i.e. “Wildwood” by Dan Wright and Tom Spurgeon is a comic about 

a bear Bobo becoming a pastor. Since the comic started focusing more on spirituality, the authors 

received a lot of positive responses from the readers (Astor, 2002). 

Even though the interest in religion and spiritual topics is very intense, some journalists 

consider it very difficult to write about religion, not only because of the complexity of the topic 

or a lack of background knowledge, but also because it is contradicting with the journalism itself. 

In Shepard’s (1995) article “The Media Get Religion”, a media analyst Hume says, journalists 

who are supposed to be skeptic and realistic feel a clash of cultures when covering religion 

which is about faith and beliefs. Shepard also discusses the issue of Islam and Muslim people, 

many of whom even in 1995 expressed their dissatisfaction with media’s portrayal of terrorism 

in the light of Islam and how the combination of the words “terrorists” and “Islam” negatively 

impacts their religion. 

Editors’ Perceptions 

 Spirituality may be very important to many people, however the editors’ perception of 

how important religion and spirituality is to their readers is questioned in the study by Bernt, Fee, 

Gifford and Stempel (2000). According to Bernt et al., editors sometimes overestimate their 

readers’ interests in religion as well as crime, the stock market, local business and politics. For 

this study researchers randomly selected a half of the Ohio daily newspapers with circulation of 

less than 50,000 and all newspapers with circulation of more than 50,000. They also conducted 

426 interviews with Ohio adults. Researchers asked the readers questions regarding their interest 

and news editors about their perception of readers interest in 11 different types of news: religion, 
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health, local schools, business, stock market, crime, governor taft, legislature, young people, old 

people and high school sports.  

 Bernt et al. found that editors were not very successful in predicting reader interests. 

While the news editors thought their readers wanted more of religion coverage, more of crime, 

more of business and stock market, and the same amount of legislature and older people news, 

the Ohio residents responded that they wanted the same amount of religion coverage, crime, 

business and stock market and more of legislature and older people news.  

Researchers suggest that even though there is usually a very diverse audience and it is 

difficult to imagine its preferences, the newspapers should get in touch with the readers more, 

probably by surveying or studying focus groups to better serve their needs. 

Use of Media    

 Especially after the September 11, 2001 events, religion became one of the most often 

featured topics in the newspapers and magazines. Americans, more than ever before, wanted to 

know about Muslim faith and different types of Islam, and the newspapers certainly felt that and 

tried to fulfill readers’ interests. However, another side of media use was discovered when the 

terrorists themselves tried to contact media for their purposes.  

According to Dickey (2001), egotism in addition to religious beliefs was a big driving 

force for Afghan-trained terrorists: “…these 21st-century terrorists are hoping for media impact, 

too. Members of [Ahmed] Ressam’s family told NEWSWEEK last year that he had trouble 

holding a job and spent hours watching Clint Eastwood videos. Ressam tried to join the Algerian 

police or military security before he opted for holy war” (p. 42).   

Prayer at School 
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 Another religious discussion that gained new strength after the September 11 events is 

prayer at schools. According to Schemo (2001), many schools have pregame prayers and 

moments of silence before each school day begins, even though the Supreme Court ruling 

banned them. Schools in South Carolina and Texas are trying to defend prayers at school, saying 

that they disagree with the Supreme Court’s decision. Some say that non-Christians should not 

stop Christian expression of faith because that is what this country is based on.    

Prayer after September 11, 2002 

After September 11, people turned to prayer and religion to heal their wounds. Spaniol 

(2002) says, that religion and spirituality help people in times of crisis: “Trauma, loss, and illness 

challenge what anchors us. These experiences can cause us to question what we believe. 

…Recovery, as a spiritual journey, can be seen as a process of building or rebuilding our 

connectedness to ourselves, to others, to our living, learning, and working environment, and to 

larger meaning and purpose” (p. 321-322). However, according Cox (2001), people after the 

terrorist attacks also learned that religion not only heals souls but also may cause wars. People 

learned more about Islam, and how the Koran can be read in various ways and be interpreted 

differently. For many ages religion was the reason for wars, says Cox, like Spanish Civil War or 

the Bolsheviks’ antireligious ideologies at the beginning of the Soviet era. Many priests and 

other spiritual leaders after September events started talking about how God in Christianity and 

Islam is different, and which one is better. According to Cox, religion and prayer got another 

depth to them in the aftermath of terrorist attacks, and even though many people turned to 

prayers, many others blamed religion for the events. 

Viejo and Dossey (2001) agree with the idea of awakened spirituality after September 11, 

2001. They say, that even though people were quick to condemn Muslim religion, they soon 
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remembered that many religions at some point in time were responsible for blood-marked events, 

and that prayer, forgiveness and compassion heal better than bitter hatred. When the president 

called the nation for prayer on September 14, many other countries joined the United States in 

the process of spiritual healing.         

 

Methodology 

In order to determine how much newspapers played a part in raising spiritual awareness 

during and after the terrorists attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, a quantitative and qualitative content 

analysis of the United States' top newspapers, based on circulations with over one million, were 

selected for this study. According to the 2001 edition of the Editor & Publisher Yearbook, the 

following newspapers fit the description: Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Washington Post 

and USA Today. Because it is not unusual to find religious terms or stories in special sections of 

the newspaper, the content on A-1 and the jump was analyzed (See coding sheet for terms and 

placement options, APPENDIX A). While the Quantitative design strives to control for bias so 

that facts can be understood in an objective way, the qualitative approach strives to understand 

the perspective of the stories in order to provide meaningful data. According to Bowen (1996), 

the advantages of combining the two methodologies include:  

• Combining facts and causes of behaviors. 

• Identifying and isolating specific variables within the context as well as seeking a 
holistic view of what is being studied.  

• Combining controlled conditions (quantitative) and observational occurrences 
(qualitative).  

• Seeking reliable and valid results that are consistent or stable as indicated by 
replication of the study (quantitative) and representation of the full picture of the 
constructs under investigation.  
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Combining methods makes a stronger research design with results that are more valid and 

reliable. The inadequacies of individual methods are minimized and more threats to Internal 

Validity are realized and addressed (Bowen, 1996).  

 

Data Anaylsis 

These data were analyzed using the SPSS for Windows. Descriptive statistics will be used to 

analyze the data and to answer questions about placement of stories in the newspapers. Data will 

analyzed using frequency distributions, percentages, means, standard deviations and one-way 

ANOVAs. Frequencies will be used to determine which terms are most frequently used and 

where these words are most often used, for example, headlines, lead paragraphs, cutlines, etc. 

Correlations will run to determine whether there’s a relationship between placement of particular 

religious terms and the faith, whether Christian, Muslem or Jewish; use of terms in conjunction 

with use of terms to describe terrorism or war. Regression analyses will be run to determine if 

the use of religious terms decrease as the threat of war decreases. The means of the responses 

will be used to determine levels of similarities of tone and placement of terms. The one-way 

ANOVA was used to determine the statistical significance of those responses based on the 

circulation variables. A significance level of .05 will be established for the statistical tests. 

Additional tests have yet to be determined. 
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Newspaper: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Publication Date: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Religious terms used in stories published between August 28, 2001 and October 25, 2001 on A-1 
of newspapers with a daily circulation of 1 million or more (Wall Street Journal, USA Today, 
New York Times, Washington Post), according to the 2001 Editor and Publisher Yearbook. 
Beginning on Aug. 28, researchers will review every third day of publication. 
 
Terms: God, Allah, evil, righteous, holy, Islam, Christianity, Holy War, pray, church, religion, 
spirit, spiritual, saints, sinners, Satan, saved, condemned, Jesus, savior, salvation, soul, Christ. 
 
Words listed in position where they appear 
 
Skybox ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Headline above the fold _________________________________________________ 
Subhead above the fold __________________________________________________ 
 
Headline below the fold __________________________________________________ 
Subhead below the fold __________________________________________________ 
 
Point size of headline ____________________________________________________ 
 
Cutline above the fold ___________________________________________________ 
Cutline below the fold ___________________________________________________ 
 
Pullout quote above the fold ______________________________________________ 
Pullout quote below the fold ______________________________________________ 
 
Brief above the fold _____________________________________________________ 
Brief below the fold _____________________________________________________ 
 
Jumps above the fold ____________________________________________________ 
Jumps below the fold ____________________________________________________ 
 
Lead above the fold _____________________________________________________ 
Lead below the fold _____________________________________________________ 
 
Second paragraph above the fold ___________________________________________ 
Second paragraph below the fold ____________________________________________ 
 
Third paragraph or lower above the fold _______________________________________ 
Third paragraph or lower below the fold _______________________________________ 
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Context was positive ______________________________________________________ 
Context was negative ______________________________________________________ 
Context was neutral _______________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
Note to research assistants: Make copies of all stories containing these words and highlight the 

word. Make sure name of newspaper and date are clearly marked on the copy.  
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    The research "Documentation of Iloko traditional chants in the life cycle" is envisioned 
as a    tool in the search for Ilocano identity. This documentary research was conducted 
not only to   revive a dying Ilocano tradition but also to identify and define Ilocano 
culture, specifically Iloko   folk music with the ultimate goal of transmitting this unique 
culture to succeeding generations. 
  

  
The Iloko folk songs that are documented in this monograph were carefully selected to 
depict the celebrated events in the life cycle of Ilocanos such as birth, love, courtship and 
marriage, and death. These are classified as Duwayya(lullaby), Dallot(courtship, 
bethrothal, wedding and presenting the mat), and Dung-aw(lamentation). 
  
The Duwayya has only one melodic line which is repeated several times with a limited 
pitch compass. It is unmetered and the note representation is arbitrary depending upon the 
chanter's preference. 
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The signature musical genre featured in this stage(love, courtship and marriage) of the 
Ilocano life cycle is called "dallot". This is a poetic joust between singers, dallotero 
representing the groom's side and dallotera, representing the bride's party. 
  
Dallot is sung to the accompaniment of native musical instruments like pito and kutibeng, 
a five-stringed Ilocano guitar. The melodic pattern features a sliding voice from high to a 
higher pitch, after which it becomes normal followed by low tones then back to high 
pitch. The wit and humor of the singers make the performance not a boring one. 
  
In the dung-aw, sincere sympathy and genuine grief are evident while tears gush down 
the cheeks of the wailing reciter who elicits a controlling influence on the listeners to 
grieve with her. It is elegiac in theme, poetic in rhyme and meter. 
  
This research project in Iloko music is envisioned as a permanent task for the nation; 
collection, documentation, and research of data on traditional music including performing 
them and transmitting and publishing of folk music as scholarly endeavors. 
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Abstract 

Social science literature has long given attention to the impact of leadership style on 

group decision-making. Whereas three styles of leadership (i.e., autocratic, democratic, 

and laissez-faire) have been the mainstay of communication research for over half a 

century, three additional perspectives have recently emerged to explain how leadership 

impacts group decision-making today. These alternative leadership styles include 

transformational (i.e., inspiration based), transactional (i.e., relationship focused), and 

servant (i.e., reflection based) leadership. In light of this development, this paper extends 

group inquiry by distinguishing communication as the way by which each leadership 

style is implemented and then reporting the results of an experiment that measures the 

effectiveness of each of these emerging styles on group member communication 

satisfaction and performance. Subsequent findings offer a comparison of how the level of 

communication satisfaction and performance differ when each leadership style is used in 

task completion. 
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The professionally furnished model home is a primary marketing tool of the 
contemporary housing industry in America.  These on-site, walk-through displays offer 
narratives of potential lifestyle and as such, stand as key promoters of idealized middle-
class values. This study is a consideration of the rhetoric of furnished model homes and 
how they assist in establishing culturally perceived norms while denying social, cultural, 
and economic realities.  It explores how these spaces are used as symbols that market 
social identity and the ways in which artifacts shape, and are shaped by, communally 
driven perceptions of middle-class values.  This paper explores the methods and 
meanings of these constructed narratives to articulate how specific values are 
communicated and received in presentations of domestic space and the process by which 
the symbolic nature of material goods is enlisted to market a particular style of family life 
and social interaction.   

This study considers the furnished model home as an agent of social value and a 
medium of communication. Drawing on theories of status and symbolism embodied in 
objects of everyday life, this study looks to specific examples of presentation in order to 
illuminate the participatory and coercive elements in the design, presentation, and 
reception of middle-class single family, speculative housing in America.  Its goal is an 
increased understanding of the utilization of artifacts by the housing industry and the 
manner in which these artifacts are encountered and received by their audience. 
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Abstract 

In 2004, Canada received 235,808 immigrants, a consequence of the immigration policy that has been in 
place for over three decades. The continuing wave of immigration to Canada includes a growing number of 
skilled immigrants, especially one-third of immigrant professionals intending to work as engineers, destined 
for the Canadian labor market. Among them, immigrants from mainland China have been the leading source 
of Canadian immigrants with exceptionally high skills and post-secondary educational qualifications for the 
past six years, and a steady increase of Chinese immigrant professionals declaring to work as engineers has 
been seen. By 2000, thirty-nine percent aimed to pursue engineering careers in Canada. Many stories that 
immigrant professionals tell are that they have been rejected by the Canadian business world due to a “lack of 
Canadian experience.” It seems that “under-utilization” is perennial despite the fact that they were highly 
trained before coming to Canada. As a result, Canada has seen a dramatic decline in immigrant application 
from mainland China since 2002. Beyond anecdotal evidence, little is known about how Chinese immigrant 
engineers try to find access to their specialized field in the Canadian labor force or what the response of the 
established local labor market is. It is, therefore, imperative to investigate the issues in order to gain a much 
clearer picture of their experiences in integrating into the local labor market, their reactions to policy 
initiatives, career services, and how they interact with and contribute to the improvement of these three 
aspects.   

 
This study seeks to investigate the occupational mobility of recent Chinese immigrant engineers in the 

Greater Vancouver region. Interviews focus on the job-seeking experiences of Chinese immigrant engineers to 
obtain personal perspectives. The study aims to address the experiences of recent Chinese immigrant 
engineers in finding employment in their specialized field in the local labor market. It attempts to provide some 
suggestions in terms of optimizing the career development strategy of recent skilled immigrants in Canada. 
 

Key words: employment, Chinese immigrant engineers, occupational mobility, post-migration 

development  

 

INTRODUCTION 

On June 28, 2004, a Chinese immigrant professional named Zhaohui Geng committed suicide. 

Being unemployed for over one year, Geng was so desperate that he put aside his obligation and 

responsibility as the husband of a jobless wife, and as the father of two small daughters. 

(CreadersNet, 2004, June 29) Admittedly, it is not a representative case, but it annotates the 

“status dislocation” (Larry and Luk, 1994: 150) of recent immigrant professionals. 

Canada received 221,352 new immigrants as permanent residents in 2003. This number 

has met the target range set out in the Annual Report to Parliament – 2003. The demographic 

objective for 2004 remained 220,000 to 245,000. Among the new arrivals to Canada, the number 
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of immigrants from China prevails over the other top nine source countries, as it has done since 

1998; likewise, the numbers of Chinese skilled immigrants to Canada has been dominant for the 

past three years, which includes one-third of Chinese engineers targeting to their previously 

specialized field in Canada1. A number of waves of immigration to Canada, especially by 

immigrants of Chinese origin, have been rendered possible by the open immigration policy in 

Canada and fast-paced globalization. The released figures show that “Toronto, Montreal and 

Vancouver…were home for nearly three-quarters (73%) of new arrivals.” (Statistics Canada, 

2004a) In the case of Vancouver, population of Chinese origin is the largest, in which merely the 

new immigrants from Mainland China account for approximately forty percent. (Statistics 

Canada, 1998:29) Nevertheless, the downward mobility among these recent immigrants is 

striking while newcomers continue to come to Canada. By 2004, the general unemployment of 

new immigrants was twice that of Canadian-borns, twenty-five percent vs. twelve percent. 

(Statistics Canada, 2004b) In addition, despite the official welcome rhetoric, the public seems to 

disapprove of the continuous waves of immigrants to Canada. A poll conducted in February 

2002 shows that half of the respondents believe Canada accepts too many immigrants, and 

sixty-one percent say they are more favorable to immigrants from Western Europe. (McKenzie, 

March 18, 2002: A4) It is likely that the possible contributions of recent skilled immigration 

have not been fully translated to the wider public, which might affect the acceptance of 

subsequent new arrivals by the Canadian labor force.  

The irony is that skilled immigrants are believed to fill in the looming labor shortage in 

Canada, however, they encounter many hurdles in transferring their knowledge and skills to the 

Canadian milieu. “Under-utilization” or “deskilling” is perennial among the recent skilled 

immigrants due to a lack of local experience, insufficient levels of official languages and non 
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recognition of foreign-obtained credentials. Much worse, recent research finds that immigrants 

are constantly over-represented among the poor. (Kazemipur and Halli, 2001) It seems that it is a 

dilemma: on the one hand, it is imperative for Canada to absorb more immigrants due to a 

growing reliance on immigrants as a source of rejuvenating an aging population. (Norris, 2004 

Oct. 22); on the other hand, Canada appears to constantly lack appropriate jobs to accommodate 

new immigrants. What does this dilemma tell us? Why does it happen? How can the reality be 

improved in one way or another? Sociological scholarly attention has shifted to studying the 

characteristics of the host society to diagnose the complexity of the issue. (Reitz, 2002) I will 

argue that current understanding of immigrant deskilling overlooks the relationship of specific 

human capital stock of immigrant professionals with the expectation and requirements of local 

employers, though a body of literature does emphasize the actual existence of a system of 

barriers that hamper immigrant professionals in finding appropriate jobs reflecting their 

education and professional training. I find that few studies have paid enough attention to the 

micro-level interaction between immigrant professionals and local employers when the former 

seek employment in different sectors of the local labor market. Thus, a seemingly sound 

reasoning is that immigrant professionals will be better off once their foreign credentials are 

recognized. However, my interviews with seventeen Chinese immigrant engineers in Greater 

Vancouver reveal that there is much more than that. I choose to look at the issue by borrowing 

human capital perspective, but propose to marshal political, social and cultural resources to 

enhance the development of immigrant professionals’ local specific human capital.  

With respect to its dominant number, downward occupational mobility affects Chinese 

immigrant professionals a great deal. As indicated: “Finding a job is one thing; finding 

satisfactory employment commensurate with one’s qualifications and experience is another; and 
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being able to continue with and to advance one’s pre-migration career is yet another matter….” 

(Larry and Luk, 1994: 151) What has excluded highly trained Chinese immigrant engineers from 

their pre-migration career or mismatched them in local labor market? If there are chances of 

getting a job matching one’s pre-migration qualification and experience, what are the factors that 

help one continue in his/her specialized field? What kind of vision should the Canadian 

immigrant program have had in terms of occupational development for post-migration skilled 

immigrants? This study will try to shed light on the issues.   

 

A Brief Review of the Literature 

A great deal of research has set out to gauge Canadian immigration policy, how 

immigrants integrate into Canadian society, and in which aspects immigrant professionals are 

blocked to continue with their professionally trained job. (Abu-laban, 1998; Avery, 1995; 

Burstein, 1998; Campbell, 2000; Creese, 1998; Green and Green, 1999; Knowles, 1997; Matas, 

1996) The striking downward occupational mobility of recent skilled immigrants has drawn 

scholarly attention in both empirical studies and theoretical pursuit in recent years. Many 

scholars account for “deskilling” of skilled immigrants by underscoring compound structural 

barriers, such as insufficient ESL training, local experience requirement, non recognition of 

foreign credentials, devalued foreign credentials in the Canadian labor market, etc. to examine 

the economic performance of recent immigrant professionals, especially those among visible 

minorities. (Herbert, 1998; Kirby, 1998; Aycan and Berry, 1996; Baker, M. and Benjamin, D. 

1994) For example, the Focus groups about immigrant experience in Greater Vancouver show 

deep dissatisfaction expressed by professionals who cannot achieve accreditation and hence 

cannot find employment in their professionally trained fields. (Herber, 1998: 37-38) Geddie 
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further theorizes in an institutional perspective when she investigates the multiple institutional 

barriers faced by immigrant engineers in finding employment in their trained, yet regulated, 

fields in Vancouver. She provides insights regarding how institutional forces are reflected in the 

straightforward experience of foreign-trained engineers in seeking to get their credentials 

recognized. (2002) In other words, the autonomy of professional associations makes it 

impossible for Canadian governments to respond to the pressing need of immigrant engineers in 

recognizing their foreign credentials. It is the socio-economic and political arrangement with 

which the non recognition of foreign credentials derives. Nevertheless, not engineers in all 

sectors of the labor market are regulated by local or national professional institutes. For example, 

IT engineers are qualified to work if they possess the general accreditations, for example, by 

Microsoft or Cisco. In other words, to recognize foreign credentials may help Chinese immigrant 

engineers in some sectors, but not all sectors of the local labor market. In addition, to be more 

realistic, a Chinese immigrant engineer without knowing what is actually happening in his/her 

field in Canada will not be able to work as an engineer immediately supervising his/her team, 

even if his/her Chinese credentials are recognized. Therefore, a number of them are only 

pursuing an access to their pre-migration fields, technician jobs in most cases, so that they can 

start building a solid foundation for their career in Canada. Nevertheless, much evidence shows 

that it is hard for them to get access, though they are seemingly overqualified and competitive 

enough for those entry-level positions. What is happening between immigrant professionals and 

local employers? Why does it happen? How can the situation be improved? It seems that we 

should still look at the micro-level in terms of the local employers’ demand and Chinese 

professionals’ supply of human capital.  
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To figure out why skilled immigrants are underutilized in Canadian society, researchers 

also look at the issue through a lens of “social (employment or racial, in the case of a visible 

minority) inequality.” To measure the human capital and economic performance of skilled 

immigrants during the post-migration period, research has found that they are likely to earn less 

and live under the cut-off line compared with their Canadian-born counterparts. A report from 

the Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD) finds that a large gap in employment and 

income opportunities exists between recent immigrants and other Canadians, i.e. poverty among 

recent immigrants was double the Canadian rate, and their annual wages and salaries were 

one-third less than those of other Canadians as it was in 1998. (Smith and Jackson, 2002) 

Research on Chinese skilled immigrants also emphasizes economic penalty due to their 

particular “Chineseness.” (Li, 1999) Speaking of Chinese immigrants, Peter Li states that 

Chinese immigrants continue to manifest many linguistic and social characteristics typical of 

first-generation immigrants, despite the increase of the Chinese-Canadian population, which 

hinders them in demanding greater equality in Canadian society. (1998) If the foreign credentials 

of Chinese skilled immigrants were recognized, credential devaluation and market discrimination 

of “racial” markers, as reflected in origin, birthplace, and linguistic characteristics of immigrants, 

are thought to considerably hamper social inclusion and disadvantage the life chances of 

“non-white” immigrants in Canadian society, Peter Li insists. (2001; 2003a) However, the 

interviews with a group of Chinese immigrant engineers show that they cannot feel how racial 

inequality plays a role in their employment difficulty. I will discuss this later.  

With a backdrop of “assimilation theory,” a “catch-up” model is provided to manifest the 

positive effect of duration in the receiving country, which believes that immigrants will acquire 

local-specific skills with increased residence duration and, therefore, will show an upward 
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occupational trend. A U-shaped pattern is geared to the occupational mobility of immigrants, i.e. 

an initial downward occupational mobility and a subsequent upward occupational mobility while 

duration in the receiving country increases. (Chiswick, Lee and Miller, 2003) A similar approach 

can be seen from the recent study by Wang and Lo. There is a significant gap between the 

earnings of Chinese skilled immigrants and their Canadian-born counterparts, which they believe 

will take more than twenty years for the former to catch up. (2004) However, my investigation of 

time effect on this group of Chinese immigrant engineers shows an insignificant correlation 

between duration of residence and occupational mobility. On the contrary, the Chinese 

immigrant engineers who have resided in Canada much longer continue doing general labor 

work, while those who managed to access their fields earlier exhibit better occupational mobility.  

Kazemipur criticizes the “assimilation” perspective by pointing out that the economic 

integration of skilled immigrants is much more uncertain than what the “catch up” model 

generalized. He proposes the economic sociological approach to examine the socio-economic 

status (SES) of skilled immigrants. The economic sociological approach emphasizes the 

interplay of many non-economic factors, including three intersections: race, ethnicity, 

immigration status, and occupation; race, ethnicity, immigration status, and education/income, 

and race, ethnicity, immigration status, and social capital, which have influenced or can 

influence the economic performance of immigrants. (2004) It is very enlightening that a range of 

intersected factors are combined to find out why the economic performance of immigrant 

professionals is unsatisfying. However, if anything is important, nothing is important. Thus, we 

cannot distinguish the micro-level factors and macro-level factors, and cannot provide effective 

micro- or macro- measures to solve the problem. In addition, if we compare the experience of 
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those immigrant professionals who have or have not showed an upward occupational mobility, 

how should we explain why these factors have negative effects on some but all of them?   

Admittedly, it is arguably a waste that the highly educated and professionally trained 

immigrants languish in their mismatched jobs or are even unemployed. The literature cited above 

has responded to this complex issue through empirical studies or theoretical analysis. It is helpful 

that the researchers attempt to understand the issue by situating it in an institutionalized 

socio-economic and political macro-context. Nevertheless, it is not sufficient yet to comprehend 

the complexity and resolve it efficiently. The studies above all take a stance against human 

capital theory, which neo-classic economists proposed. As a result, they also leave unattended a 

micro-interface where immigrant professionals directly interact with local employers by whom 

their access to pre-migration professional fields is determined.  

I will scrutinize the employment experiences of recent Chinese immigrant engineers from 

1996 onward to find out how they experience successfully or unsuccessfully negotiating 

professionally trained jobs in Greater Vancouver’s labor market. This may help us to understand 

economic integration of skilled immigrants in different sectors of the labor market, and provide 

more concrete policy implications.  

 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

 According to previous studies, the proportion of immigrants intending to work as 

engineers (all specialties combined, e.g., electrical and electronics Engineering, civil 

engineering, etc.) whose country of origin is China was thirty-nine percent in 2000, which was 

the highest among all immigration source countries. The “region-of-origin-specific human 

capital” plays an important role in the course of labor force integration. (Thomas, 2000) The data 
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of Landed Immigrant Data System (LIDS) are not available for this study, but Geddie charts that 

there are one-third of immigrants who are willing to work as engineers in Vancouver according 

to LIDS. (2002: 12)  

The data for this study was collected and analyzed with the host of qualitative method to 

examine how local employers respond to Chinese immigrant engineers and what determines the 

inclusion or exclusion of Chinese immigrant engineers in their pre-migration professional fields. 

Seventeen Chinese immigrant engineers living in Greater Vancouver were interviewed to obtain 

personal stories regarding how they attempted to find or have found jobs in the pre-migration 

fields. The interviews are semi-structured with 45 questions in four sections: first, recent 

employment experience and other relevant activities; secondly, social supports; thirdly, access to 

information; lastly, wrap-up and supplementary remarks. The interviews are taped with the 

exception of one respondent who preferred writing rather than an interview to answer questions. 

All taped interviews last one or one and one-half hours, and all respondents were required to fill 

in a questionnaire regarding personal information. Only four female respondents agreed to take 

part in the research. Four respondents were found through snowballing and personal ties, while 

the rest were found at a building industry job fair co-sponsored by Vancouver Central College 

and AutoCAD in the Vancouver Central Library on September 21st, 2005. In fact, seventeen 

potential respondents were identified at the job fair, while thirteen agreed to participate in the 

research. Though the job fair was open to all immigrants, the majority found to be composed of 

Chinese immigrant engineers, with a handful of other foreign-trained immigrants. The job fair 

was primarily for immigrant professionals in the building industry, so it to some extent limits the 

diversity of the sample, despite the fact that the building industry is comprised of a wide range of 

engineers with different expertise; electrical engineers, architects, structural engineers and 
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interior designing engineers, etc. In addition, the focus on Chinese immigrant engineers 

somewhat limits wider application of the data.  

     Among these seventeen Chinese engineers, four have Ph.D. degrees, seven have Master’s 

degrees in engineering, the remaining have Bachelor degrees. Five obtained their degree in 

Canada or the USA, while all others received their university education in China. On average, 

the duration of residence in Canada was three years, while the longest was seven years, and the 

shortest was two months. There is one chemical engineer, one mechanical engineer, one 

electrical engineer, one textile engineer, two telecommunication (IT) engineers, three architects 

(two also hold the credential of structural engineer), and the rest are all civil engineers with 

different expertise, such as structure, heating and ventilation systems, and construction budgeting. 

All respondents appearing in this paper are given pseudonyms.  

 

FINDINGS 

A spectrum of parameters applies to Chinese immigrant engineers who try to find 

professional jobs. First and foremost, North American (Canadian and American) degree holders 

are likely to enter their professional track more easily and faster, and feel less pressure to find a 

professional job. Four respondents of this study with Canadian/ American degrees have found 

professional jobs. Liu holds a professional engineer title; Zhao is a principal engineer; Qian is in 

a junior engineer position; Sun is an IT expert in a non-IT organization. Fu, a senior mechanical 

engineer in China, knows that he will find a job in the industry sooner or later, and is still writing 

his Ph.D. dissertation while going to interviews. Qian and Sun failed to find jobs one year after 

landing, so they turned to get another degree from a Canadian university. Upon graduation, they 

both found ideal jobs.  
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Secondly, previous experience working in leading multi-national technological 

corporations may help Chinese immigrant engineers to find jobs more quickly than their peers. 

Li worked for one of the world’s leading telecommunication corporations as an engineer before 

coming to Canada. He found his first job in a smaller IT firm, which quickly led him to a 

satisfying job in a leading IT company in Vancouver. Another case is Ms. Zhou, a construction 

budget engineer in China before coming to Vancouver, whose husband, a senior IT engineer in a 

world technology giant in China, got an offer for an engineer position five days after landing in 

Vancouver in May 2005. Both cases show an interesting phenomenon that experience gained 

from leading multi-national corporations can better facilitate Chinese immigrant engineers to 

transfer their experience and credentials across national borders.  

Last but not least, unlike what assimilation theory proposed, this case study finds that 

residential duration in Canada is not a significant factor for Chinese immigrant engineers to find 

upward occupational mobility. The Chinese immigrant engineers who have lived the longest 

time in Greater Vancouver remain excluded from their professional fields, and they merely 

migrate from one labor job to another with intervals of unemployment for five to seven years. By 

contrast, the immigrant engineers who entered their professional fields earlier and more quickly 

have displayed potential to have an upward career path.  

Non recognition does dislocate Chinese immigrant engineers from the local labor market, 

as discussed in the previous literature. The well known difficulty of credentials recognition 

discourages them from seeking local recognition of their credentials. Only one among seventeen 

Chinese immigrant engineers in this study attempted to get his professional credentials 

recognized, and actually went through the process to get a BC professional engineer title. He 

recalled:  
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I wanted to be recognized for my 15 years’ experience as a civil engineer in China 

and targeted to start my career in Canada as a professional engineer. I took courses at 

BCIT (British Columbia Institute of Technology) for half a year to prepare for the 

required exams, and also paid to take them. However, I was unable to obtain four local 

references2, since I could not get a job in the field to work one year under supervision of 

a local professional engineer. Later on, I gave up my part-time courses at BCIT right 

before the exams.  

The rest are very clear that they cannot continue to work as engineers with commensurate 

socio-economic status like they had in China. They believe that even if their credentials were 

recognized, local employers could also reject their job applications. Rather, they prepare to start 

from entry-level positions in their specialized fields and go upward with increased local 

professional experience, until they eventually acquire a local professional engineer title. 

However, civil engineers admit that it is far from easy to get an entry-level position as drafter or 

technologist in building companies.  

Generally speaking, the Chinese immigrant engineers in this study admitted that there are 

three common barriers hindering them from gaining access to their professionally trained fields 

in the local labor market. First, language is the biggest obstacle. Fifteen of them passed IELTS to 

meet language requirements of immigrant admission, and two-thirds participated in enhancing 

English programs taught by native English instructors before coming to Canada. Yu recalled:  

I attended an English program taught by a foreign teacher and got lots of 

opportunity to chat with him. It was very expensive. Actually, all things were learned at 

university, but I had never got opportunity to speak that much before the English 
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program. Nevertheless, I don’t think it is useful here. Too simple! Just to ask directions 

or to go shopping. I am still not able to communicate at a deep level.  

Jiang is a female civil engineer who has solid experience in port construction projects in 

China. She was lucky to get an interview when she sent out the first resume to a Vancouver 

company that was calling for an intermediate and/ or advanced level drafter position. She told 

me:  

I was called for an interview. You know, the company is doing exactly what I did in 

China. By the end of the interview, the interviewer suggested I enhance my professional 

English. I regretted that I did not prepare very well. For example, I was asked how I 

handled the documents for joint projects with the overseas company. I answered without 

hesitation that we had translators in my Chinese company. When I came back, I realized 

that I translated many documents by myself and did not solely rely on translators. My 

understanding of the position was that they expected me to explain things to other junior 

drafters and also to communicate with engineers, so language is a really big hurdle. 

     Mr. Wei spent considerable time to improve his English before landing, and he spent every 

weekend with a few native English speakers to practice English. When he came to Vancouver, 

he still felt that his English wasn’t good enough. When he worked in a building company as a 

frame assistant, he was the only Chinese engineer laborer who could work with local workers, 

and other Chinese had to work together due to their inability to communicate well in English. He 

said: 

Don’t think it is easy because it is labor work. The instructions from the boss are often 

very brief. If you don’t understand what he meant and you cannot communicate with 

co-workers, you cannot even survive at the lowest level in a building company. 
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     Secondly, the industrial “code” in Canada is very different from those engineers use in 

China. It can be seen in almost all engineering fields due to differences in using equipment, 

workplace protocol and labor division, though the extent may vary. For example, most civil 

engineers in this study were asked about familiarity with the local “building code” if they were 

called upon for interviews. Jiang was one of them, and her answer was “No”. In order to learn 

the local “building code,” she is taking a part-time course at BCIT to update her knowledge. As 

mentioned, Mr. Wei wanted to start his career in Canada from a frame assistant on construction 

sites. The first day was risk for losing his job, since he embarrassingly found that he was unable 

to cut wooden plank correctly with a circle saw. Wang is also a female engineer who had ten 

years’ working experience in China. However, when she borrowed a drafting book, she couldn’t 

understand the codes and had many questions in her mind until her friend took her for a field trip 

to a construction site. She showed me a building code book and said:  

Both code and practice are different in Canada. I can understand part of drafting, but 

not all of it. For example, they built pipe inside a wall, which was thought incorrect in 

China for maintenance concerns. I have to memorize all of them from the beginning. It 

takes time, no kidding!  

     Wei is getting EI (employment insurance) now, and he is also taking courses in building 

codes, industry standards, etc. His experience as a frame assistant on construction sites tells him 

that he would hardly get an entry-level drafter job if he were not familiar with the local industry 

codes.  

     Qian also mentioned the differences of industry standard, code and work habits in Canada 

and China. He had solid experience as a chemical engineer in the petrochemical industry in 

China, and he received a Master of Engineering degree in the USA, and became a professional 
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engineer two years ago. He is familiar with how his employer assesses a prospective employee. 

He commented that local employers do not want to take risks hiring immigrant professionals 

who may take a longer time to adapt to different local standards and work habits. In his view, 

apart from the actual differences in occupations across countries, the conservativeness of local 

employers is also due to their unfamiliarity with what the same industries in China are doing 

now, which affects their evaluation of Chinese immigrant engineers. In some sense, whether 

immigrant engineers have the specific human capital that local employers look for always 

determines their access in professionally trained fields. Different sectors of the labor market have 

distinctive requirements for prospective employees. With respect to engineering occupations, to 

distinguish local employers’ needs and what immigrant engineers lack is very important to help 

this highly skilled workforce prepare itself, and also to help policy makers and immigrant 

services provide appropriate instruments to facilitate knowledge and skill upgrades of immigrant 

professionals. Apart from the perceived hiring risk as mentioned above, the possibility of rising 

on-the-job training costs may be another concern for local employers to be less open to hiring 

Chinese immigrant engineers.  

     According to the Chinese immigrant engineers in this study, the third barrier is believed to 

be over qualification. Ms. Chen was an architect and structural engineer in China for many years, 

and she had abundant experience in designing commercial buildings, factories, schools and even 

prisons. However, her employment experience in Vancouver has been unpleasant. The same 

story happened with a senior architect, Mr. Lu. He always provides a photo album of his projects 

in China to potential employers, and the album was returned with a subtle smile because of his 

over qualification. Mr. Wei has also reflected upon the silence after sending out resumes, and he 
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is considering deleting the summary part of his achievement in China, which he thinks will be 

helpful for him to get a drafter position in any local building company.  

In spite of their determination to start over in a new country, these highly trained people 

feel it is difficult to access their own professional fields. It will still take more than courage for 

local employers to hire or invest in training recent immigrant professionals. “Local experience” 

is overstressed, though it is like a “catch-22” paradox: immigrant professionals need local 

experience to get a job, whereas fewer employers offer access to them to get local experience. It 

is a vicious cycle. Thus the likelihood for better employment is much narrower despite the 

governments’ limited programs to help. In this sense, how to provide incentives to local 

employers to hire immigrant professionals should be one of the short-term goals for policy 

makers and immigrant services dedicated to immigrant post-migration development. 

The last concern of Chinese immigrant engineers is that there is a lack of professional 

advising services available to them. Mr. Zheng and Mrs. Zheng were both engineers in China; 

now they are both working as part-time laborers. They were referred to different organizations 

for professionally related advice, but none could give them valid information. The general 

immigrant service organizations, such as S.U.C.C.E.S.S. and ISC (Immigrant Services Centre), 

cannot give them any suggestions regarding an engineer’s career path. The local professional 

institution, such as APEGBC, also lacks information on what it is like for a Chinese engineer to 

become a professional engineer in Canada. There is a Chinese professional association named 

Canada China Building Industry Society (CCBIS), which is in the earliest stage of its 

development. Therefore, the situation calls for collaboration of existing immigrant and 

professional services, even establishment of a new agency to deliver support to these recent 
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arrivals who were selected by harsh requirements to enter, but are left unattended during the 

post-migration period.   

 

POLICY IMPLICATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

I. Policy Implication 

Recent Chinese immigrant engineers are reasonably concerned about job availability and 

occupational advancement in Canada; so are prospective movers in China, the leading country of 

immigrant professionals to Canada. Canada is estimated to have a serious labor shortage in ten to 

fifteen years when the baby boom generation retires. However, without a clear vision of 

immigrant occupational development for both the short- and long-term as well as enhanced 

programs in all aspects, these highly skilled workers will fail to fill in the gap while their skills 

erode over time. Therefore, we would rather mitigate the problem with gradual and meticulous 

steps rather than wait for a panacea-like solution to come up ten years later. To recognize foreign 

credentials is one of the goals to better the employment conditions of immigrant professionals. 

Other than that, a far-reaching development strategy for immigrant professionals should be 

accomplished based upon a series of short-term measures, such as funded language enhancing 

programs, subsidized immigrant internships in local industries, to name just a few.  

Almost all immigrant professionals are eager to improve their English to fully engage in 

the Canadian labor market. However, the prevalent ESL (English as a Second Language) 

program seems unsuitable for immigrant professionals. Fourteen respondents in this study 

reported that they were all excluded from the government-funded ESL program (Level I, II, III) 

due to their “good command of English,” and only one got a place by making some obvious 

mistakes. The paid ESL (Level IV and up) is burdensome for workers due to their inability to 
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locate jobs in their professions. In addition, the daunting Level VVII English prerequisite turns 

out to be another barrier for them to upgrade their skills at BCIT, the most respected professional 

training institute by local employers. At present, three respondents in this study are claiming EI 

(employment insurance), and two of them received financial aid to gain particular skills 

corresponding to their failure to hold their jobs. Even though they attribute their temporary 

occupational failure to inadequate English, they are not allowed to use government funds to 

participate in an English program. Suppose the government fund contains a portion for 

enhancing work environment English, it will greatly help immigrant professionals to further 

improve their English and, therefore, increase the possibility of being hired in their specialized 

fields. In addition, immigrant professionals usually wait for one to two years for approval of 

permanent residence, thus a customized off-shore Canadian ESL program may be helpful for any 

prospective Chinese immigrant to get prepared beforehand and experience a smoother transition.  

     With respect to Canadian industry codes, more information and occupational consultation 

should be provided directly by professional institutions in Canada, such as the Canadian Council 

of Professional Engineers (CCPE) and Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC 

(APEGBC). In particular, the CCPE is identified by all Chinese immigrant engineers for 

certifying their engineer qualifications and experience in China. This plays a remarkable role for 

adding value on their immigration scores and providing them with information regarding a bright 

career in Canada. In short, Canadian professional institutions should be a resource for immigrant 

engineers to familiarize themselves with industry standards in Canada.  

Holding jobs in their hands, local employers play an exacting gatekeeper role in 

determining whether a Chinese immigrant engineer can enter his/her specialized field or not. 

However, the local employers’ limited knowledge of non-Canadian industry codes and 
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development especially in China, which is experiencing a technological boom now, may lead to 

a questionable judgment of the ability and potential of Chinese immigrant engineers to take up 

even an entry-level job relating to their professional background. Therefore, it is necessary for an 

industry-oriented dialogue and exchange to take place between Canadian governments and 

professional institutions with Chinese governments and professional institutions. Industry 

showcases at different levels may create opportunities for immigrant professionals to directly 

interact with the local employers, clear the latter’s doubts and attempt potential matches. 

Meanwhile, avoiding the risk of hiring a Chinese immigrant engineer also derives from local 

employers’ consciousness of minimizing on-the-job training costs. Under such circumstances, 

immigrant engineers are permanently disadvantaged in gaining access to his/her specialized 

field. Meanwhile, as Noorani indicated, Canadian employers, particularly those of small- and 

medium-sized businesses, need an incentive to hire immigrants, for example, a tax break. (2005) 

An alternative would be for governments to encourage local employers to hire new immigrants 

for short-term internships with wage subsidies, which may minimize the hiring risks of local 

employers, while helping immigrant professionals to take this most decisive step in Canada.  

II． Future Research 

This study was launched from an angle of Chinese immigrant engineers regarding their 

actual experience in seeking professional jobs in Greater Vancouver. There are innumerable 

similar anecdotes that tell of the experiences of Chinese immigrant professionals in terms of 

occupational attainment and socio-economic inclusion. Still, something missing from this study 

is the perspectives and hiring practices of local employers.  

As mentioned, there are a lot of Chinese immigrant professionals in Vancouver, so it is 

not surprising that thousands of Chinese immigrant professionals competed for two vacancies, as 
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MingPao Saturday Magazine reported. (2003 March 8, 8-11) More research is required to find 

out whether the heavy strain of immigration on the large cities of Canada may worsen the 

stagnant economic performance of recent immigrant professionals. The stringent pre-migration 

selection and lax post-migration “dredging” may contribute to the employment difficulties of 

recent immigrant professionals.  

Many studies declare that employment inequality does exist. To value Canadian 

credentials over foreign credentials by local employers is rather arbitrary and unfair to immigrant 

professionals. However, this study finds that the Chinese engineer participants show to a great 

extent understanding on local employers’ hiring practices. They feel they were treated with 

respect and paid respectfully if an interview or a job was offered. Interestingly, they imply that 

discrimination and exploitation is likely to take place between them and employers of Chinese 

origin. Hong Kong employers, in particular, cause them pain. In other words, it will be 

interesting to examine what is going on within local or national Chinese ethnic economies, and 

how internal diversity of the Chinese community shapes employment experiences of recent 

immigrant professionals. 

A survey in 2002 regarding recent Chinese immigrant professionals found that only 

twenty percent of the 1,345 participants indicated they would remain in Canada after obtaining 

Canadian citizenship. (World Journal January 10, 2003:30) The frustration of status dislocation 

has spurred many male Chinese immigrant professionals to return to China, a phenomenon called 

“inverted-flow” (Huiliu). Lu is just such an “astronaut” (Taikong ren). He is a state licensed 

architect and the head of a group of Canadian architects in a Chinese-Canadian owned 

architecture company in China. He failed to find a job in the local labor market due to 

over-qualification. As a breadwinner, he has to live apart from his family and continue his 
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projects in China. How can such family arrangements affect immigrant families and the second 

generation? More attention and social aid should be drawn to this prevalent phenomenon. 

There is a high volume of human capital transferring from recent Chinese immigrant 

engineers to the Canadian labor market. Apparently, many highly skilled engineers are still 

excluded from the Canadian work force. If an endeavor to recognize foreign credentials is a 

long-term goal towards economic integration and occupational development of these immigrant 

professionals, there should be many short-term measures to optimize available facilities. It is a 

challenge to researchers, policy makers and immigrant services, and also a gauge of success or 

failure of Canada’s immigration policy for the century.  
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1 The data are extracted from annual Facts and Figures: Immigration Overview from 1999 to 2002. Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada (CIC).  
2 He misunderstood that all references should be obtained in Canada. Actually, applicants are allowed to get 
references from China, but have to provide a reference from a local professional engineer under whose supervision 
the applicant has worked for one year by the time of application. 
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               Figure 1.  Stereo-lithography model.  

Introduction 
Digital fabrication is any technology that generates a product or part directly from a 
digital computer file.  These technologies are blurring the distinctions that have been 
traditionally drawn among simulation, modeling, prototyping, fabrication and 
construction.   New developments are changing the economics of innovation and are 
beginning to affect the way designers behave.  (Schrage 1999)  Where technologies 
developed during the Industrial Revolution facilitated mass production, automated 
fabrication technologies are paving the way for what some are calling mass 
customization.   

The value of these new technologies is not solely in the products they produce but, also in 
the new ways people are able to interact with production.  Leroi-Gourhan, an historian of 
science, contends that the evolution of the human mind is essentially the evolution of its 
expressive means.  These new tools and their products catalyze thought, spark 
conversation and have the potential to enhance human interaction. (Schrage 1999) Digital 
fabrication technology is transforming the design/creative process.  

As digital technologies play an increasing role in the building design and construction 
process, architecture programs are scrambling to acquire fabrication equipment and 
develop appropriate courses.   The need to keep up with current technologies has resulted 
in acquisitions that range from laser cutters and basic rapid prototyping equipment to full 
blown externally funded fabrication labs like the facilities found at MIT.  Unfortunately, 
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this equipment is expensive to purchase, operate and maintain.  It is also costly to train 
and/or hire faculty to thoughtfully oversee digital fabrication activities.  Rapid 
obsolescence only exacerbates this issue.  The question must be asked:  How should 
architecture programs approach digital fabrication technology? And more specifically, 
due to the costs involved; how should smaller or perhaps poorly funded, architecture 
programs thoughtfully address issues of digital fabrication?       

This paper focuses on a course that was developed and taught during a sabbatical year at 
a small liberal arts institution and its recently established architecture program.  The 
course employs strategies to access and utilize state of the art digital fabrication 
technologies by forming strategic partnerships rather than acquiring equipment. This 
paper will cover the methodology and structure of the course, as well as, the projects that 
were produced by the students.  The student projects include stereo-lithography 
modeling, investigations in kinetic mechanisms and full-scale building components for 
design construct projects.  In addition this paper will discuss how a three hour elective in 
digital fabrication can catalyze the design studio sequence and other components of an 
architecture curriculum.   

1 Course Methodology and Structure 

The course is taught in a seminar format.  The emphasis is placed on active student 
participation.  Information is delivered through presentations/lectures, reading 
assignments and focused discussions.  Students are required to work in teams to gather, 
analyze and present research on automated fabrication technology.   In addition, student 
groups must complete a project that utilizes automated fabrication technology which is 
due at the end of the semester.   

The first portion of the course focuses on providing an introduction and overview of 
digital fabrication technology, basic concepts/terminology and current applications.   The 
texts used in the class are listed in the reference section of this paper.  (It is interesting to 
note that as recently as three years ago there were no books dealing specifically with 
digital fabrication and architecture.  Now there are several.)  Toward the end of the 
semester the focus shifts to the student research, presentations and projects.   

Introduction to Digital  Fabrication 
The first part of the course is devoted to introducing the students to automated fabrication 
technology in a variety of ways.  They are given a brief history of machine tools and then 
receive a series of power point presentations on various architects currently utilizing the 
technology.  Presentations cover specific projects in which automated fabrication 
technologies is utilized.  A discussion follows each presentation where students are asked 
to discuss how the designer’s ideas, approach, software interface and process affected the 
use of the technology.  Architects and firms discussed include Frank Gehry, Greg Lynn, 
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Bill Massie, Kieran -Timberlake, SHoP and Doug Garafolo.  

Another series of presentations focus on building materials such as plastic, metal, 
concrete, stone and glass.  These presentations cover each material’s unique qualities and 
show how the material can be manipulated using automated fabrication technologies.  
Finally, there are presentations that focus on fabricators, this covers equipment, 
processes, capabilities, as well as, the company’s cost structures. The series culminates 
with a field trip to visit a fabricator to witness the fabrication process first hand.   

Readings are assigned for every class period and are coordinated with the various 
presentations.  These readings are selected to make students aware of additional resources 
and give them in-depth understanding to enhance class discussions.  At mid-semester the 
power-point presentations are less frequent and the readings become the focus of class 
discussions. 

Research  
Students work in groups of two to three to conduct a detailed investigation into a 
particular aspect of digital fabrication.  Student groups submit a proposal that must be 
approved.  If students are unable to generate a satisfactory proposal within a given period 
of time, a research topic is assigned to them.  For example, students might research a new 
material, an architect or fabricator.  They may examine how digital fabrication relates to 
the prefabrication industry, issues of sustainability or potential effects on labor and 
existing industries.  Each student group gives a mid-semester presentation and must 
respond to the suggestions and comments made by the rest of the class.  Groups then 
make their final presentations at the end of the semester.    

The research paper and presentation allow students to investigate topics that are of 
particular interest to them and share their findings with the rest of the class.  It is 
important to note that teaching a course that focuses on current technological 
developments can be challenging so the research conducted by the students should help 
keep the information in the class varied and continually current. 

 

Project  
Following their research, students continue to work in the same groups to complete a 
project.  The main requirement of the project is to utilize digital fabrication technology in 
some critical way.  Students are encouraged to fold their fabrication project into their 
design studio project, if possible.  If any student is involved in a design construct effort 
he/she is encouraged to use this project as a vehicle to advance that effort.  If identified 
early these opportunities may help focus a group’s research effort.  This type of project 
coordination requires the cooperation of the studio instructor, however based on my 
experience, the rewards are mutually beneficial.   This approach sends tentacles out into 
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the curriculum resulting in a greater overall impact.  

The project component of the class allows the students to apply the knowledge they have 
gained in an immediate and tangible way.  The ultimate challenge of any project should 
be to utilize digital fabrication technology to accomplish something that would be 
difficult, if not impossible, without the technology.  It would be inappropriate to use this 
technology to fabricate something that could be built using a conventional wood or metal 
shop.  The design and fabrication processes are documented by the student groups and 
presented to the class at the end of the semester.   

It is interesting to note that not having the equipment on site creates a built-in test as to 
whether a particular design should be fabricated.  When equipment is readily available 
machines are often used inappropriately and uncritically.  In the case of design /construct 
projects, fabrication often depends on the effectiveness of the team’s design process and 
approach.  If the project does not add significant value to the overall effort they generally 
do not get fabricated.      

One of the valid criticisms of traditional design construct projects is the time students 
spend as laborers rather than being engaged in critical thinking activities.  Digital 
fabrication allows student to spend the majority of their time thinking critically about the 
design and fabrication process without spending numerous hours in the shop or on the 
building site.  Utilizing digital fabrication technology should also help improve quality, 
minimize material waste, reduce build time and minimize risk of injury.  The other 
benefit of utilizing automated technology in design-construct projects is that the design 
can easily transcend the students skill set, which often limits ones ambition. 
 

Access to Equipment 
This course can be taught effectively without purchasing and maintaining the needed 
automated fabrication equipment.  A single piece of equipment can cost over a million 
dollars.  Beyond purchase there are overhead, staff and maintenance cost.  By developing 
relationships with open labs and fabricators, one can eliminate the need to own and 
maintain equipment.    

Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia is home to the Rapid Prototyping and 
Manufacturing Institute (RPMI).  This institute maintains an open facility equipped with 
several state-of–the–art Rapid Prototyping Technology systems.   The institute’s 
supporters include NASA, NSF, Coca-Cola, Eastman Kodak, 3M, Dupont, Lucent 
Technologies, Motorola and Siemens.   An attempt to reproduce these resources is neither 
wise nor cost effective for all but a few institutions.   Developing a relationship with the 
RPMI Lab at Georgia Tech. allows students to gain access to state-of-the-art technology 
on an as-needed basis at a fraction of the cost.  Due to the educational objectives many 
fabricators and labs are willing to provide expertise and offer their services at cost. 
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Moreover, this approach allows the course to adapt more quickly to technological 
developments and utilize the most recent equipment.  Rather than having research or 
teaching efforts revolve around the utilization of a particular piece of equipment, this 
approach gives students and faculty the flexibility to choose the most appropriate piece of 
equipment or fabricator for a given project. This approach also allows more time to be 
spent exploring the capabilities and limitations of different technologies rather than 
tinkering with software interfaces and learning how to operate/maintain one or two pieces 
of equipment.  The broad understanding developed with this educational strategy puts 
faculty and students in a leadership position.  It allows them to make informed decisions 
about how and when to utilize digital fabrication technology rather than assuming the 
role of a technician. 

2 Beginning Design Investigations 
Most architecture programs start their design studio sequence with a series of abstract 
projects that investigate basic three dimensional compositional strategies.  Rapid 
prototyping technology can be an excellent addition to these introductory exercises.   
Students can use any three-dimensional software program as long as the file can be saved 
with a .stl file designation.   The model shown in figure one was created using three basic 
modeling tools and measures 3” x 3” x 3”.   The machine used to create this piece cost 
over a million dollars and was state-of –the-art when these models where completed.  For 
a few hundred dollars students are able to access equipment most architecture programs 
could not dream of purchasing.   

Stereolithography is one type of rapid prototyping technology and essentially operates 
like a three-dimensional printer.  It builds up thin layers of material until it forms a three 
dimensional object.  This technology is extremely accurate, however there are size 
limitations.  The machine used in this course had a 12” x 12” x  24” (high) size 
constraint.  Most fabricators charge a flat set-up fee.  Ultimate cost depends on machine 
hours.  Therefore, the larger the piece the more expensive it is.  It is interesting to note 
that complexity and doubly curved surfaces have little or no effect on the cost.  Due to 
the cost of stereo-lithography I limit the build areas for these exercises and choose not to 
fabricate poorly formed models. 
 

3 Responsive and Interactive Investigations 

The accuracy of stereolithography technology has benefits but, it also creates new 
challenges.  Due to the technologies precision, students can easily design moving parts 
and explore responsive and interactive structures.  However, the problem with such a  
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precise fabrication process is that nothing around the designed piece is as accurate.  The 
following project is designed to make students aware of the both the opportunities and 
difficulties that arise when one utilizes digital fabrication technologies. 

Students are given a 9” x 9” x ¾” plywood board and asked to design and attach a small 
interactive object to the board.  The build area for this project is limited in size so that 
students will be able to produce a test build before they finalize their design.  After the 
test build students discover that the plywood, which they assumed was a stable and 
precisely manufactured material, is not.  They struggle to design an appropriate 
connection or interface between their piece and the plywood board.   This simulates the 
real life application of the digital fabrication technology in our built environment.  Some 
students embedded memory wire and motion sensors in their pieces so that they can 
respond to human presence.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Form Z model, Kinetic Investigation 
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Figure 3.  Completed stereolithography model, Kinetic Investigation 
 

4 Prefabrication or Off-Site Fabrication 

Digital fabrication technology is closely linked to prefabrication and offsite 
construction.  One student chose to use the stereolithography technology and 
animation software to simulate an off-site construction process.  This process 
involved creating a customized design within a precise, component based fabrication 
process.  This project presentation includes a computer animation showing the 
components of this building being assembled and disassembled.  Test pieces were 
fabricated and assembled to simulate the actual construction process.   By breaking 
the design into prefabricated element the student developed a deeper understanding of 
role each part played in the design and was able to refine those parts accordingly.
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Figure 4.  Perspective showing 3-D  digital model. 

 

Figure 5.  Perspective plan showing assembled pieces. 
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Figure 6.  Perspectives showing assembled stereo-lithography section model. 
 

 

Figure 7.  Perspective plan showing assembled stereo-lithography section model. 
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5 Development of Custom Building Components 

The students taking this course were 
involved in several design-construct 
projects.  The first was a thesis project 
that involved the renovation of a church 
based community center located in 
Chicago, Illinois.  The project program 
called for a baptismal font to be placed 
in the newly designed auditorium.  The 
font was to accommodate local church 
services that were to be held at that 
center following the renovation. 

This particular student designed a 
complex foam mold that would be cut 
with a five axis milling machine and 
would allow the font to be cast in place 
with a single pour.  

 

Figure 8.  Preliminary mold design. 

The second project was located at an arts center called Stone Meadow outside of 
Nashville Tennessee.  The construction was to take place during the summer of 2004.  
The students involved in this project focused on developing a screen wall that would link 
two hail-bale cabins.  The screen wall design involved cutting curved slats out of marine 
grade plywood using a water jet cutter.  The slats would span between posts, creating a 
doubly curved undulating wall. 

 

Figure 9.  Fabrication drawings for water jet cutter. 
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Figure 10.  Preliminary rendering on screen wall design. 
 

The following project was folded into a 1100 s.f home built for Habitat for Humanity in 
Baton Rouge, LA..  The project involved the development of a dropped ceiling that 
helped define the spaces in the kitchen, dining area and living room.  The surface masked 
the florescent lighting strips mounted to the ceiling and defused their light where needed.  
This project was designed and fabricated in less than three weeks and fit snuggly within 
the Habitat for Humanity construction budget of $55,000. 

The design required a three-axis digitally driven milling machine.  The software interface 
was completed over the internet by a firm in Nebraska and the fabrication was executed 
by a sign manufacturer located in Eros, LA.   Although the student responsible for this 
design traveled to Eros to witness the fabrication the entire process was initiated on his 
laptop computer from the design studio. 

In addition to providing an excellent design experience, this teaching methodology 
requires students to collaborate with people outside the academy and therefore adhere to 
strict schedules and budgets.  This real world experience provides a more complete 
understanding and gives students the practical tools and contacts they need to utilize this 
technology effectively as they move into the profession. 
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Figure 11.  Digitally fabricated light diffuser in habitat house.  
 

 

 
Figure 12.  Fabricated drawings for light diffuser. 
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6   Conclusions 

The development of emerging technologies is largely driven by those who engage them.  
Therefore, it is imperative that the architectural profession explore these technologies and 
continue to develop innovative and purposeful applications.  Architecture is the best 
equipped profession to thoughtfully guide the building construction industry through 
these technological transformations.  Failure to effectively educate our students about 
digital fabrication technologies will result in to a lost opportunity for the profession. 

Courses must be established in architecture programs to develop thoughtful leaders who 
can help guide the application of these technologies.  Digital fabrication courses should 
never be reduced to learning how to utilize or operate a single piece of equipment like a 
laser-cutter.  Providing a broad understanding of recent developments in fabrication 
technology is essential to the education of an architect.  Requiring students to visit 
fabrication facilities, conduct research in a collaborative environment, and interface with 
the technology, nurtures an entrepreneurial attitude and offers an invaluable learning 
experience.   

Developing critical courses in digital fabrication should not entail adding more subject 
matter to a chock-a-block curriculum, but rather finding ways to enhance educational 
efforts that are already underway.  Financial considerations should never keep courses 
like this from being developed.  By creating strategic partnerships and linking the course 
with ongoing design-construct efforts, new digital fabrication courses do not need to be a 
financial drain on departments or institutions. 

Nurturing an understanding in digital fabrication will have a positive, long-term impact 
on our economy.  Due to the automated nature of this industry, the jobs created by digital 
fabrication technology are less affected by labor cost and are therefore more likely to 
remain as a regionally based resource.   It may be surprising to some, but Louisiana has 
one of the most sophisticated construction infrastructures in the nation.  This is largely 
driven buy the shipbuilding and petrol-chemical industries.   These industries have been 
utilizing this technology for decades and many predict, will develop excess capacity if 
future markets are not found.  
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Abstract:  This paper examines the status of the individual during cultural 
transformations forged by developing market economies in East Asia.  Utilizing the 
criteria of well-being, desert and liberty that Nathanson proposes for assessing 
economic justice, the paper will analyze the philosophical and cultural impact of 
emerging market economies in East Asia, especially the interplay of increased 
economic rights and individual rights. The incorporation of a market economy in a 
country where there had previously been none requires the development of civil codes 
administered by the rule of law to guarantee foreign direct investment.  These 
Western imports variously influence, enhance or diminish understanding of the 
‘individual.’  It has been argued that the East Asian economies are not especially 
liberal or even consistently capitalistic, and for these reasons have not promoted 
rights in the way we understand them in western economies. (Ghai) Critics of market 
economies effectively point to the unbridled individualism the market culture fosters.  
It can also be argued that unrestrained markets crush individuals and undermine their 
integrity.  The paper argues that the status of the individual is as central to economic 
rights as it is to human rights.  
 
Embedded in the discussion of the impact of increasing economic rights are useful 
parallels with the debate over the supposed universality of human rights.  Are human 
rights ‘universal” or does such terminology mask yet another neocolonial imposition 
from the West?  Islamic scholars, Confucians, Rawlsian theorists, and economists in 
both hemispheres rest their cases convincingly on both sides of the human rights 
debate. (Shirin Ebadi, Abdullahi A. An-Na’im, Joseph Chan, Julia Ching, Wejen 
Chang, Henry Rosemont, Yash Ghai, Inoue Tatsuo, Milton Friedman, Amartya Sen, 
among others.)  These debates and their seemingly irreconcilable conclusions suggest 
we need further to examine to what extent the individual and the economic, legal, 
cultural and philosophical status of the individual is enhanced or diminished by the 
emerging market economies; and whether the very examination is overridden by 
cultural bias.  Are there acceptable grounds to claim individual rights, regardless of 
culture and regardless of market economies?  The paper concludes that one of the 
most important challenges for cultures in emerging market economies is to fine-tune 
or re-tool the traditional cultural mediation of individuality.  The philosophical 
formulation of the individual is not only the keystone to the debate over individual 
rights; recognition of individual rights might be just as important as the only defense 
against unrestrained markets.   
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Jung in “Sonny’s Blues” 

 Carl Jung contributed many ideas to modern psychology.  He theorized about the 

conscious and the unconscious and how each contributes to individual development.  He 

outlined a process in which the conscious and unconscious integrate to bring the person 

into a state of wholeness and called it individuation.  Jung solidified a system of symbols 

and archetypes that are useful not only in psychoanalysis, but also to interpret anything 

around us.   

 Most people in our modern society are familiar with the concept of the conscious 

and unconscious areas of our mind.  The conscious is oriented to reality and experience 

through sensation, thinking, feeling and intuition (Jung 49).  The unconscious are the 

things that are below the surface.  They can be things crowded out of our unconscious or 

they can be universal symbols that all recognize, though they can be unaware of them.  

Jung uses these terms in his writing to explain why we act the way we do and to explain 

the dissonance that is often present within a person.  The process of neutralizing that 

dissonance and becoming a whole person is called individuation. 
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 Near the end of his life Jung compiled a book of essays written by his closest 

followers that explained his theories in layman’s terms.  M.-L. von Franz wrote a chapter 

on individuation.  He describes the goal of individuation as “the realization of [the] 

uniqueness in the individual man” (163).  He talks about the unconscious leading us as if 

toward a secret design: our wholeness, our true potential. 

This paper will seek to examine this process of individuation in James Baldwin’s 

short story “Sonny’s Blues.”  This is the story of two black men trying to find their 

individual places in the world and reconcile their relationship and their different ways of 

thinking about life.  They are brothers who grew up in the tough streets of Harlem and 

made very different choices in dealing with the difficulties they encountered there.  What 

neither brother realizes is how the unconscious elements of their minds are affecting them.  

They each get caught up in trying to escape the hardships they face fail to realize their 

true journey is toward wholeness through individuation. 

The story begins with Sonny as a young adult, imprisoned for the possession of 

heroin.  However, we learn a lot about Sonny’s past and gain insight to the conscious and 

unconscious workings of his mind as the story progresses.  As we delve into Sonny’s 

youth it is much easier to understand his later choices and the process that he must go 

through to achieve the integrated state of individuation. 

Von Franz tells us that “the years of youth are characterized by a state of gradual 

awakening in which the individual slowly becomes aware of the world and of himself” 

(168).  This describes Sonny’s experience growing up.  He is a sensitive musician that 

reacts with strong emotion to the difficulties in his life.   
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Sonny’s brother is older and never named in the story.  Surely he has a name, but 

it is never revealed to the reader.  For us, this compounds his fragmentation as a person, 

his lack of integration.  He is only “I” or “me” in the story, also adding a poignancy to his 

search as each of us can identify with his struggle with the things he knows, finds out and 

wonders.  He is judgmental about his younger brother, Sonny, and his life choices to use 

drugs and become a musician.  However, the negative effect of these judgments is buried 

in his unconscious.  Sonny’s brother is not able to acknowledge this negativity until he 

receives a letter Sonny writes to him from prison, enlightening him as to Sonny’s 

emotional state.   

This dissonance in the brothers relationship forms the crux of the conflict in the 

story.  They are both seeking to be happy and to feel whole, but Sonny’s brother often 

impedes Sonny by expecting Sonny to follow the same path that he has chosen, stifling 

his individuality.  The brothers don’t really fight much in the story, but this inconsistency 

definitely creates distance and tension in their relationship.   

Another part of Sonny’s brother’s unconscious that affects his actions without 

him realizing is his suspicion of Sonny when he gets out of jail and lives a clean lifestyle.  

The brother does not admit to himself, or to anyone, what he fears about Sonny.  But he 

treats Sonny as though there is something wrong and as if he will revert back to his 

former potential-limiting lifestyle. 

Acknowledging and overcoming these obstacles are the older brother’s journey 

toward the individuation process.  By realizing and acknowledging his shortcomings he is 

able to become a more whole version of himself.  He finds “some meaning…to help him 

deal with the chaos both within and outside [him]self” (169).   
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 Both brothers experience mental distress because their conscious and unconscious 

minds are not integrated.  Sonny’s brother has conflict in his mind because he loves his 

brother and he feels the family connection.  Though many of the good memories and 

feelings of love are pushed into the unconscious to near non-remembrance, they still 

drive many of the brother’s actions.  Yet he is repulsed by the choices that Sonny makes 

on an immediate and conscious level.  This brother explores that dissonance throughout 

the story.  The resolution of the story comes when he can reconcile these things while 

listening to Sonny play at the club. 

 In the beginning of the story, Sonny’s brother seems to have forgotten about 

Sonny.  When he sees the young boys from his class he is connected with his 

unconscious image of Sonny.  He still thinks of Sonny as a young boy and sees Sonny as 

having all his potential out in front of him, rather than a grown man on his way to 

fulfilling that potential.  This gives the reader the first insight into Sonny’s brother’s 

disconnection with his unconscious. 

 When Sonny’s brother meets Sonny’s old friend he explicitly avoids the 

integration of his emotions.  His conversation with this young man brings back painful 

memories and expectations that he had for Sonny that are now disappointed.  This young 

man’s resemblance to Sonny is “carrying [him] somewhere [he doesn’t] want to go” 

(Baldwin 275).  This straightforward acknowledgement helps him start to realize that 

there may be some problems with the way he interacts with and thinks about Sonny.  

 As Sonny’s brother continues to reflect on his relationship with Sonny, he begins 

to wonder about the life that Sonny lives inside (277).  He realizes that it’s this inside life 

that has made Sonny who he is now.  Sonny is not the man he used to be and when 
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Sonny’s brother realizes this he realizes it’s his inner life that has made him this way.  

Sonny’s brother acknowledges Sonny’s unconscious first.  But his acknowledgement is a 

turning point for him and an important step for him.  It’s the beginning of the 

enmeshment of his conscious and unconscious and his start to individuation. 

 Sonny’s brother is comparing everything that has happened to a memory.  This 

memory was through the eyes of a child and needs revising to apply to his adult life.  

Sonny’s brother is a different man than he was at that time and he must acknowledge that 

Sonny will be different, too.  He must accept that people change.     

 Sonny explores different areas of his conscious and unconscious and experiences 

distress at the dissonance he finds there for much of the story.  He makes many of his 

choices based on what feels good at the moment, but doesn’t fully integrate his 

unconscious knowledge of the consequences that follow.  The dissonance between what 

he does and what he has been taught that he finds on these explorations, forces him to 

face the consequences.  He realizes what he really wants and what his true potential is.   

 Sonny’s journey parallels hi brother’s.  Sonny tries to be who he knows his 

brother wants him to be.  Part of his journey is trying to explain to his brother what he 

wants to do.  His brother thinks these things are “beneath” him (283).  This affects 

Sonny’s journey and his connections to his unconscious.   

 Sonny’s music is a big part of his journey.  When he first starts playing the piano 

it’s the expression of his unconscious.  It’s his attempt to reach out to that and hold it.  

But there are so many things that get in the way at that time: the loss of both his parents, 

his brother’s physical and emotional absence, his family’s lack of approval for his 

choices and his descent into drugs.  These are what impede his journey toward 
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individuation and what he has to reconcile before he can become whole.  In Jungian 

theory these obstacles could be described as a “[disruption of] normal unfolding” of the 

consciousness causing him to “retire from outer or inner difficulties into an inner 

‘fortress’” (Von Franz 169).   

 His mother seems to have achieved individuation.  She recognizes Sonny’s 

brother’s dissonance and tells him that he has a long way to go.  This positive influence 

and example help propel both brothers toward individuation and lead them on the path.  

After Sonny’s brother expresses his frustration with Sonny she tells him, “there’s a lot 

that you don’t know.  But you are going to find out.” (Baldwin 281).  This also helps 

Sonny’s brother move closer to the ultimate goal of individuation. 

    The brothers start to help each other on their journey.  When Sonny’s brother 

receives the letter written by Sonny in prison, he realizes how hard Sonny’s decisions 

have been for him, and he sees everything in a different light.  This becomes a turning 

point for him and their relationship starts to improve.   Sonny is able to come and live 

with his brother and his family and, as they are both further along the path to 

individuation than they were in the past, their relationship begins to heal.  

 The major obstacle the two have in their relationship is Sonny’s lifestyle, 

especially his music.  Sonny’s brother has always looked down on Sonny’s music and 

can not understand why it’s so important to Sonny.  When he goes to listen to Sonny play, 

he realizes how the music actually functions in Sonny’s life, he has an easier time 

accepting it and letting his own issues about Sonny go.  Jungian theory describes it this 

way:  “One is seeking something impossible to find or about which nothing is 

known…There is only one thing that seems to work; and that is to turn directly toward 
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the approaching darkness without prejudice and totally naively, and to try to find out 

what it’s secret aim is and what it wants from you.” (Von Franz 170)    

Sonny achieves individuation first.  He follows the path described by Von Franz, 

the path his music takes him on and, to his brother’s surprise, it takes him somewhere.  

“Everyone at the bar knew Sonny…[It was] Sonny’s world.  Or, rather: his kingdom.” 

(Baldwin 292)  Sonny became someone in this environment.  He was no longer defined 

by his relationship to his brother or his problems.  Sonny faced his darkness and made a 

choice to emerge with something good: his music.  His music can be seen as what the 

darkness Von Franz described wants from him. 

  When Sonny’s brother internalizes this, he has a clearer idea of what needs to 

happen within him for him to become whole.  His acknowledgement of Sonny’s journey 

becomes the starting point for his own.  He faces the darkness in his own way.  Sonny’s 

brother calls the darkness “the world” that is “as hungry as a tiger” (295).  This world 

consists of the pain in his past, the death that has touched him and the disappointment he 

has felt.  Sonny’s brother takes courage from Sonny’s performance and is finally able to 

accept his emotion about these things.  His courage frees him from the oppression of this 

pain and allows him to shed the dissonance he is holding and become whole.   

Creole plays a pivotal role in both Sonny and his brother’s individuation.  Sonny 

receives encouragement and support from Creole.  “He was Sonny’s witness that deep 

water and drowning were not the same thing—he had been there, and he knew” (293).  

Creole showed Sonny the way to let the music free him and become whole.  Seeing this 

relationship and how well it worked had a huge effect on Sonny’s brother, even though 

he didn’t really know Creole.  Seeing Creole’s successful individuation and his 
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encouragement of Sonny helped Sonny’s brother to overcome his judgments about Sonny 

and let go of the expectations that he had as a younger man.  This is an important step in 

his own journey to wholeness and complete individuation. 

Sonny’s brother realizes that there is more than one way to live as a complete 

person.  Seeing Sonny doing this in the bar helps him move closer to being whole.  When 

Sonny’s brother sends Sonny the drink to the stage and Sonny accepts, it can be read as a 

symbol that these two brothers accept each other as they are.  They accept the darkness 

each has faced and where it has brought them.  They have both reached out to their 

unconscious minds and allowed them in integrate with the conscious, thus moving closer 

to wholeness. 

Jung’s ideas about individuation and the conscious and unconscious are extremely 

helpful in helping us understand the brother’s relationship in “Sonny’s Blues.”  Through 

Jung’s systematized ideas we can see the logic in the brother’s actions and gain greater 

insight into the conclusion of the story.  Throughout the story these men are going 

through a process and the understanding they reach in the last scene is the culmination of 

that process and the ultimate healing of their relationship. 
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ABSTRACT 

WITOLD LUTOSLAWSKI: 
A STUDY OF HIS COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES 

WITH AN EMPHASIS ON 
MI PARTI 

EPITAPH FOR OBOE AND PIANO 
CHAIN 3 

 
By Dwight Banks, Ph.D 

 
 

 

The purpose of the paper is to examine specific compositional techniques inherent 

within the musical language of Witold Lutoslawski. The focus will be on works 

representing the transition from his middle to late periods and composed within a ten year 

span between 1976 and 1986: Mi-Parti (1976), Epitaph for oboe and piano (1979) and 

Chain 3 (1986). In examining these techniques, primary focus will be placed on Mi-Parti, 

with comparative references to Epitaph and Chain 3.  The techniques examined will be 

the following: 

Controlled aleatory/ Limited aleatory/Ad libitum technique 
Harmony 

Interval pairing 
Fixed register 

 
In order to clearly understand how and why Lutoslawski developed an interest in 

these techniques and made them a part of his compositional language, his activity as a 

composer will be placed in context with the musical climate of in the late 1950’s and 

early 1960’s.  
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Music Videos – for Classical Music! 
(Who said only pop and country music can have fun?) 

 
 

Authors: Dr. Jennifer Barker (University of Delaware), John Palmer (Visual Images) 
Panelists: Dr. Jennifer Barker, John Palmer, Laurie Baefsky (Virginia International Arts Festival) 
 
 
In May 2005 Meyer Media LLC released a CD/DVD of compositions, titled Geenyoch, 
by Scottish-American contemporary classical music composer, Jennifer Margaret Barker. 
The DVD contains four music videos of Barker’s compositions. The videos were filmed 
and directed by John Anthony Palmer, and Laurie Baefsky was a featured artist on both 
the CD and DVD.  
 
The four videos host a wide variety of images, including scenery from the Highlands of 
Scotland and the mountains surrounding Las Vegas, the James River in Virginia, classical 
solo artists in concert and outdoor settings, recording sessions with chamber ensembles 
and a young ballerina from England. Each film montage was created as a visual 
translation/presentation of Barker’s original compositions, two of which exhibit Scottish 
Celtic music characteristics.  
 
Regarded as ‘cutting edge’, music videos for classical music are the hot topic for 
discussion in the record industry. Indeed the global record industry has been discussing 
the possibility of creating classical music videos (along the lines of pop music videos) for 
some time. The future release of all genres of music on DVD instead of on CD is also 
being discussed. In recent months articles on this subject have started to appear in print. 
One such article is “What everyone’s talking about”, published in the July 2005 issue of 
Classic FM Magazine. A second article (in reference to the future replacement of CDs by 
DVDs), published in ‘The News Journal’ (Wilmington, DE) on August 8th 2005, 
discusses the upcoming release of internationally renowned rap-artist 50 cent’s entire 
discography on DVD.  
 
At the 4th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, this three-
panelist team wishes to present a case study on the Geenyoch DVD. Within the case 
study the panelists will present and discuss the pros and cons of creating classical music 
videos; the premise and history behind this new avenue; technical and aesthetic details in 
the making of this particular DVD; the viability of the classical music video as a new art 
form; and possibilities for the future of this new art form.  
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Globalization and Theater:  Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul 
 

  In the mid-1990s, after the groundbreaking success of Angels in America, a 

“fantasia” on American national themes, the playwright Tony Kushner began thinking 

internationally.  He became fascinated by Afghanistan and, in 1997, when an actress 

friend asked him to create a monologue, he produced an hour-long, extremely 

challenging reflection on Afghan history and contemporary psychological malaise. This 

was performed in London in 1999.  For the next two years Kushner worked on 

elaborating the monologue into a full-length play, slated to open in New York in the fall 

of 2001.  Since then, the drama has been performed around the United States, and 

Kushner has continued to revise the depiction of the family relationship. Its premier in 

December 2001 after the attack on 9/11 garnered much attention from the press for what 

the New York Times called its “eerily prescient” prediction that the “Taliban would come 

to New York”(Marks 20) and its “unsettling relationship to the zeitgeist”( Hitt 5 ).   

 This paper argues that Homebody/Kabul is indeed related to the zeitgeist of the 

new millennium because it is a meditation on the contemporary process of globalization.  

As a working definition for that multivalent and ubiquitous term, “globalization,” I will 
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use Manfred Steger’s statement that globalization can be understood as “a 

multidimensional set of social processes that create, multiply, stretch, and intensify 

worldwide social interdependencies and exchanges while at the same time fostering in 

people a growing awareness of deepening connections between the local and the 

distant” (Preface). 

 But why Afghanistan as a subject for drama about globalization?    Afghanistan 

stands at key crossroad between South and Central Asia; for thousands of years its history 

has been one of massive migration, of conquest and of displacement of one civilization 

by another. Some theorists who take the long view like Beynon and Dunkerley 

conceptualize these historical events as first phase of the process that we now speak of as 

globalization.  Focusing on recent history, Kushner confesses that he has always been 

“moved and disturbed” by the history of Afghanistan because of the Soviet Union’s 

actions and because of “American complicity in arming the mujahedeen and leading to a 

decade of slaughter” (Marks NYT).  

 Before I talk about the play’s exploration of issues in globalization, let me briefly 

summarize the way the action develops. Set in August 1998, Act 1 presents a long 

monologue by a depressed British housewife who lives in a world of books and words—

“my borders have only ever been broached by books” (13), she confesses.  She has a 

husband with whom she barely communicates and a daughter who returned home 2-years 

earlier after a failed suicide attempt. This daughter Priscilla has subsequently refused to 

leave the house. 

 One of the books that haunts the Homebody is an outdated guidebook to 

Afghanistan which covers the sweep of history from 3000 BC to the present moment on 
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the eve of the US bombing of Al Qaeda training camps in Afghanistan.  Interspersed with 

Afghan history in this monologue are narratives about the Homebody’s life, particularly 

her encounter with an Afghan shopkeeper in London, an encounter which leads her into 

fantasy of making love with him in a garden in Kabul. As the curtain falls at the end of 

the monologue, the Homebody puts on her coat and picks up the guidebook. 

 Act II is set in Afghanistan about a month after the opening monologue. The 

country is reeling under the oppression of the Taliban and is filled with people angry at 

the West because of the US bombing raids. The present political situation is saturated by 

the legacy of 19th century British colonialism, 20th century Soviet imperialism and 

American geo-politics. Into this charged landscape come the Homebody’s husband 

Milton and her daughter Pricilla searching for their mother/wife who has been reported 

murdered by a street mob. There is, however, some verbal evidence that she may have 

deliberately disappeared and joined the household of an Aghani doctor as his wife. We 

never know what happened to her.  The daughter, furiously angry with her mother, 

storms around Kabul until she is adopted by a Tajik poet who serves as her mahram—a 

male escort required for women.  As a result of her journey through the devastated 

landscape, the daughter comes to a new understanding of herself, her mother, and the 

world.  In the end she and her father save the life of an Afghani woman who is going mad 

under the repression of the Taliban and bring this woman to London where she takes the 

place of the lost Homebody.  

 Homebody and Key Issues of Globalization   

 As that brief plot summary makes clear, this is both a family play and a play 

about international and intercultural issues.  Specifically it explores three aspects of 
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globalization.  First, the plot exemplifies the continual exchange of people and goods—

in the form of migration and in the form of displacement or dislocation.   Second, it 

dramatizes the interdependencies which bring local and global into contact. Third, it 

explores the dialectic between the global forces that are moving the world toward 

sameness and identity and those that are fostering cultural diversity, “otherness.” 

 In the dramatic universe of Homebody/Kabul goods and people are continually in 

flux, constantly shifting their cultural contexts. The very dramatic structure of the play is 

ultimately shaped by these exchange flows.  As peoples historically have flowed into and 

out of Afghanistan as civilizations are displaced, so the British Homebody emigrates to 

Kabul at the end of Act I where her fate is indeterminate.  At the end of Act III an 

Afghani woman is rescued by the Homebody’s family, moves to London with them and 

takes the Homebody’s place in the household.  In addition, the Tajik man, Khwaja,  who 

shepherds the Homebody’s daughter around Kabul, himself has emigrated to London 

(where he sold vacuum cleaners) and then migrated back to Afghanistan where he may or 

may not be an agent of the Northern Alliance who oppose the Taliban.  

 Frederick Jameson observes that one way of thinking about globalization is in 

terms of the export and import of culture (98).  In the play this cultural interchange is 

signified somewhat humorously by hats and Frank Sinatra.  Seeking something to enliven 

her party, the Homebody wanders into a backstreet of London in search of one of those 

“abbreviated fezlike pillboxy attenuated yarmulkite millinarisms, um hats”(17). These 

hats occasion a reflection on the manufacture, distribution and significance of such 
objects in the globalized world . She enters a shop run by an Afgahni that is filled with 

“Artifacts, relics, remnants. . . little doodahs of a culture once aswarm with spirit matter, 
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radiant with potent magic. . . its magic now shriveled into the safe containment of the 

aesthetic which is to say consumer appeal. You know, Third World junk” (17). These 

hats whose origins are uncertain may have been produced by a “starveling-manned 

sweatshop or remote not-on-the grid village, poor yet resisting the onslaught of 

modernity “(17).  The Homebody observes that these are both “beautiful and sinister and 

sad” (18); both “bloody,” and also “marvelous, as dislocations are” (18).  

 Such dislocated objects are profoundly ambiguous for though they may be 

debased and ripped from their cultural context, it is nonetheless true that they retain some 

magic.  They open up an imaginative and erotic world for the Homebody which 

eventually leads to escape her depression by fleeing her homeland in search of the 

experience of the real thing—the real Afghanistan.  In addition, her comment on the dual 

character of dislocated objects also applies to her own eventual dislocation which is 

horrifically painful, but also marvelous in its results (it transforms her family).  

 Now we all know that goods and entertainment flow especially freely, in the other 

direction-- from Western English speaking cultures to the rest of the globe. That’s where 

Frank Sinatra comes in.  His music, particularly the song “it’s nice to go trav’ling “recur 

throughout the play.  At the end of Act I it serves as the Homebody’s theme song as she 

departs the stage, predicting her future departure from Britain. But in Acts 2 and 3 it 

reappears as exciting contraband in Taliban-controlled Afghanistan where all music has 

been banned. Just as debased as the fez- like party hats, this music nonetheless retains a 

magical imaginative power:   as the hats transport the Homebody imaginatively to 

another land and to erotic fantasy, so the music provides a fantasy outlet for Zai Garshi.  

An actor now barred from his craft by the Taliban, this character runs a hat shop in Kabul 
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but his imagination in lives the lyrics of Sinatra’s song.  Here he explains to Priscilla 

about how he discovered Sinatra:  

      Some few of these LPs my parents may they have the perfect happiness of 

 Paradise have leave to me when they are dead, some I have myself to buy at souks 

 in Egypt, Ashkabad, Tashkent, Alma-Ata, airplane tickets to romantic places, 

 Yes?  (79) 

 

 As one would expect in a world of such migration, there is a profound 

interconnectedness. Anthony Giddens has defined “globalization” as the” intensification 

of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local 

happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away” (Beyman and Dunkerley 

3). Tomlinson speaks of globalization as the “interconnection and interdependency of all 

global areas.”    

  On the political level, the play dramatizes the consequences of the United States’ 

global political involvement that led it first to arm Islamic extremists fighting against the 

Soviets and then to bomb the camps of Islamic terrorists who succeeded them.  Recently 

Scott Phillips has taken a pessimistic view that Tony Kushner’s vision of “globalism” is 

of a “grotesquely symbiotic relationship, in which western attempts to assist the Afghans 

(support for the Taliban during the Regan administration) create the very conditions that 

provoke a western retaliatory response (bombing).  East and West remain locked in a 

death grip” (15). 

 That intense vision of the connection between the local and the distant is most 

eerily illustrated in a speech given by the Afghani woman Mahala.  An educated woman, 
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a librarian, whose dialogue is a hybrid of many languages—Dari, Arabic, French, 

English, German, and Pashtun, Mahala  hates the Taliban   for their brutal 

dismemberment of Afghani culture and their repression of women.  Her angry apostrophe 

to America—“You love the Taliban so much bring them to New York! Well, don’t 

worry; they’re coming to New York! Americans!” in 2001 elicited gasps in the theater in 

2002 when I saw it.  

 Kushner has described this play as having “two hearts”—one political and the 

other deeply personal, even autobiographical.  On the personal level, interconnectedness 

is crucial:  British women and Afghani swap places; daughter find surrogate fathers in 

Afghan poets.  The Homebody herself is symbolic of the indeterminacy of the state of 

Afghanistan.  She may have been brutally beaten and ripped apart by mobs angry at the 

Clinton administration’s bombing or she may have chosen to go underground to become 

a cloistered Muslim wife. 

 Finally, the plays ask us to reflect on the fate of “otherness” in a world 

characterized by such global interconnectedness.  One of the key questions raised by 

commentators on globalization is whether this process is leading to a cultural 

convergence around Western secular values or fostering  richness and cultural diversity at 

the local level?  Many critics, among them  Appaduri and Jameson, are eloquent on the 

dual character of globalization which can be interpreted, depending on your perspective, 

as producing homogenization of world culture on the American model and or fostering 

rich  heterogeneity . 

 Kushner’s oeuvre is deeply invested in celebrating the power of otherness, of 

“Difference.”   In the “Afterword” he tells us that his play is about the process of 
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“learning through seeking out strangeness” about the encounter with otherness (142). On 

the level of character, the Homebody’s daughter is forced to encounter “strangeness” 

because of her mother’s disappearance; this in turn produces profound personal change. 

But, instead of focusing on the characters, I want to talk in conclusion about the way in 

which the language is used in this play to dramatize the encounter with otherness.  

Kushner dramatizes the play of Identity-difference, Homogeneity-multiplicity, One 

World Language (be it English or Esperanto) and plethora of local languages. 

Homebody/Kabul is a macaronic text -- in other words a text which mixes languages--  

Marvin Carlson has recently argued in “The Macaronic Stage” has argued drama which 

mixes language is a cross cultural staging of  “differences” (16). 

 Act I is Eurocentric.  English is the lingua franca and Afghanistan is a fantasy 

“other” known only by the artifacts that find their way from 3rd world country to first and 

by old book (1965) written in English.  Ironically, the solitary woman speaker in Act I is 

obsessed with English words, yet can’t seem to use them to express her deepest feelings. 

In a powerful moment of self-revelation she gives a picture of her own existential 

condition:  Standing “safe in her kitchen, on her culpable shore, suffering uselessly, 

watching others perishing in the sea, wringing her plump little maternal hands, oh, oh . . . 

She sinks. Terror struck, down, down, down, into . . . um the dangerous silent spaces. . . 

down, into the terrible silent gardens of the private, in the frightening echoing silence of 

which a grieving voice might be heard, chattering away, keening, rocking, shrouded, 

trying to express that which she lacks all power to express but which must be expressed 

or else-death”(27). 
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  In Acts 2 and 3, the Homebody herself has abandoned all speech. The English 

language is relegated to the margins and English speakers—including the audience—

become outsiders, others. So in a sense we replicate her experience in Afghanistan. 

Approximately one quarter of the time of the time dialogue is in another language Dari , 

Pashtun, French, Arabic or Esperanto . 

  

Mulah Aftar Ali Durranni (To Mahala in Pushtun) 

 Munzh-tah parwah neshhtah chech chertazeh, Angeleezee injalai she asnod cheh 

deh Afghanistan day Islami Imawrat marboo tadah warsara dah.  Ow haghah dah waw 

kawee cheh asnodo deh haghah la boxna relah shawneedah cheh woorsarah oos neshtah. 

Pause 

Mulah Aftar Ali Durranni (To Mahala in Pushtun, with menace) 

 T’khawmakhaw bayad mawtah za wab rawe klay! 

Mahala (in Dari) 

 Agar man bakhshawyesh az  showmaw jenawbay Mullah sahib.  May khaw ham 

shomaw bawyad khaw he sheh maw raw qabool conayd. 

The Guard (in Pushtun) 

 Muallah sahib, haghah khazah droghjana-dah. 

Milton 

 Might someone tell me what is going on?    (123) 

 

 The audience which hears this onslaught of unfamiliar and incomprehensible 

speech experiences what Bertolt Brecht calls “alienation”:  the audience is made to stand 
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back from the experience and think about it.   What is one of the things about which they 

think?  I believe that Kushner is asking his audience to query what Frederic Jameson has 

called “American blindness” that “inability to see the rest of the world outside of the 

frame of cultural and economic dominance” (59).  For just a few moments in this play the 

hegemony of English is disrupted, the cultural dominance of English and the English 

speaking audience is challenged.  We become “the other”—if not on the world stage, at 

least on the dramatic stage.  

 

 

 

 

.   
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”Neo-Romanticism and Post-Impressionism in the Vocal Music of Frederick Delius” 
  Samantha Ryan Barnsfather (University of Florida) 
 

Frederick Delius (1862-1934) is considered to have been an important contributor 

to both neo-romanticism and post-impressionism. However, writers do not agree on 

which movement he has had the most influence. The illustrative paper will present 

balanced arguments for his contributions to both neo-romantic and post-impressionist 

movements.  

Neo-romanticism describes the revival of folk culture in England from the early to 

the mid-20th century, including the “folk-inspired emancipation of English music from 

German hegemony.” 1 It also describes the tendency to return to traditional romantic 

elements such as sweeping melodies, regular rhythms, lush harmonies, and rich orchestral 

colors. Neo-romanticism has also taken a variety of forms. Some composers have 

combined the general harmonic language of the Romantic era with other musical trends. 

Others have used the Romantic style or the works of a particular composer literally. 

These elements appeared in the works of several twentieth-century English composers 

including Vaughan Williams, Holst, Tippett as well as Delius.  

Post-impressionist music is known for its embrace of melodic line and tonal color. 

These characteristics are paralleled in the paintings of post-impressionist painters such as 

Gauguin and Matisse. After Debussy’s death in 1918, various composers were falsely 

called post-impressionists because they continued to use impressionist techniques though 

sporadically. The most significant musical figure in the post-impressionist movement was 

                                                 
1 F. Trentmann, “Civilization and its Discontents: English Neo-Romanticism and the Transformation of 
Anti-Modernism and Twentieth-Century Western Culture”, Journal of Contemporary History, xxix 
(London: Sage Publications Ltd., 1994), 583.  
 



Maurice Ravel (1875-1937). In the vein of Debussy, Ravel and Delius were both drawn 

to images that fascinated Impressionist painters such as daybreak and other landscapes. 

Both borrowed elements from folk tunes to put into their music. Unlike Debussy, Ravel 

and Delius’s music convey different moods. In Ravel and Delius’s music, the rhythms are 

more incisive and the keys are firmer as opposed to Debussy’s music. Other composers 

who maintained the use of impressionistic technique were: Vaughan Williams in 

England; Lili Boulanger and later Messiaen in France; Bartók in Hungary; Szymanowski 

in Poland; Malipiero and Puccini in Italy; and Griffes in the USA. 

 The research paper will consist of three sections: 

• Section 1 will be a succinct biographical sketch of Frederick Delius. 

• Section 2 will be a review of literature that summarizes related research 

and expert writings on the subjects of post-impressionism and neo-

romanticism in relation to Delius’s vocal music.  

• Section 3 will include theoretical and historical analyses of each 

composition treated in the paper. 

Christopher Palmer, a Delius expert, said “The value of his legacy lies not merely 

in its great glory as art per se, but in its ability to stir its recipients to some hazy 

awareness of their own latent imaginative powers and to an eventual realization that, the 

longer and the better they live in Delius and all other fine music, the more their 

awareness of the wonder of the world will be increased, the more grateful they will be for 

the privilege of being alive.” 2 Even though Delius is better known for his orchestral 

works, it is the author’s hope to introduce his overlooked contributions in the vocal genre. 

                                                 
2 Christopher Palmer, Delius: Portrait of a Cosmopolitan (New York: Holmes & Meier Publications: 
1976), 193. 



The illustrative paper presentation will include the following vocal selections:  

“Twilight Fancies,” “Hör ich das Liedchen klingen,” “Mit deinem blauen Augen,” 

“Indian Love Song,” “Il pleure dans mon cœur,” “Let Springtime Come Then,” and 

“Chanson d’Automne.” 
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Reception Theory Aesthetics: A Tool for the Beginning English Major 
 
 Most students come to the study of literature believing that criticism is objective 
and that its program can be clearly articulated.  Though they would not be able to 
verbalize it, they believe, first, that the meaning of a literary text can be recovered 
according to the inner logic of its structure, and second  that the aesthetic principles by 
which we judge a work exist apart from history and political purpose. Through the 
1960’s, such students could find comfortable reassurance in the objective aesthetics of 
New Criticism, but since then, students confront a perplexing phalanx  of critical views 
arrayed against these “common sense” approaches to literature.  
 The paper I wish to present argues, first,  that in order for contemporary students 
to understand what it is they study and how to distinguish it from other cultural artifacts, 
they must identify the aesthetic principles that inform it (what Hans Robert Jauss calls the 
“horizon of expectation” [Toward an Aesthetic of Reception)], and second that 
comprehending the nature of the postmodern aesthetic requires a dismantling of what 
they believe to be common sense, which I describe as belief that the individual mind is 
the origin and source of meaning, that that mind imbeds a recoverable meaning in the 
literary artifact, and finally, that, because we share concepts derived from common 
experience, our ideas about literary value are likely concordant.   My own experience 
suggests that the best way to initiate new majors to the study of literature and criticism is 
through a  historicization of aesthetics that examines the often unconscious ideologies 
that inform them. 
 In this sense, the postmodern anti-aesthetic can be instructive.  Poststructural 
decentering of language, neo-Marxist emphasis on dialectical self-awareness, and post-
colonial analyses of cultural imperialism, all of which question the foundation of 
empirical criticism, make it clear that there can be no resurrection of objective criteria of 
beauty, yet demonstrate just as definitely that  just such a certainty forms the backdrop of 
all poststructural metacriticism. An aesthetic ideal haunts all schools of criticism, that is, 
even if only as a necessary fiction. The post-modern program is a deconstruction of 
tradition which, in the words of Hal Foster, “seeks to question rather than exploit cultural 
codes” in order to reveal their political and social implications (The Anti-Aesthetic: 
Essays on Postmodern Culture, xii).  Implicit here is the idea that all analyses of culture 
or history are necessarily predicated on the “aesthetic” that produces them. The field of 
aesthetics is much like other disciplines, such as economic theory, replete with 
hypotheses that purport to identify, contain, and regulate the field, but which are in fact 
organic, adapting and changing in imitation of the social forces that it is itself a part of. 
Identifying the particular aesthetic field that regulates and gives meaning to the system, 
however, is difficult because, as Paul de Man makes clear,  the set of conventions, 
expectations and beliefs that exist at the time of its construction are not “available to this 
consciousness in a conscious mode, just as, in a perception, conscious attention is 
possible only upon a background” (“Introduction,” xii [Jauss above]).  Reception theory, 
with its historical focus, is a powerful tool for identifying the aesthetic “presence” that 
structures and determines a literary text and an exceptional lens for a beginning student to 
examine postmodern aesthetic anxiety. 
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Moving beyond recognizably, culturally symbolic boundaries can present a 
problematic departure for the artist. When working with issues that are situated 
around social parameters that may define cultural safety and acceptability, a set 
of circumstances can evolve that render some facets benign and secondary to 
the main event. When we seek to show coherent discourse through these 
systems, and then throw the process of non-human collaboration into the mix, an 
emotive polarity of reception can often be witnessed. Ethical rationales can 
become the main focus for work because of the collaborative process and in 
spite of it.  
 
As an artist dealing with issues of politeness and social codifications, 
transgressions are examined through inter-linking visual manifestations that have 
an inherent co-dependency. Working across sculpture, live art and video these 
mechanisms are seen to overlap in approach, and this allows a tension to 
become established as to their hierarchical roles and functions. And when your 
collaborative partner is your dog a set of ethical and moral dynamics can become 
integrated into an already unstable viewing space, potentially making the work a 
site of conflict and focus for questioning on cultural abnormalities. As the work 
created may suggest unease, it is pertinent to ask a question by return as to the 
immediacy of mediation, and the resistance to go beyond the here and now, and 
to seek an answer as to the denial of the works’ existence beyond the given 
moment. 
 
This paper is offered as an exploration of an artist’s work who deals with 
boundaries both in its’ physical production, and emotive resonance.  
 
(Length of paper - 20 minutes) 
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Abstract 
 
For Māori the notion that the use of English by indigenous writers might be ‘enabling 
not disabling’ works only by claiming English to serve a Māori purpose. The 
expression of realities and experience exclusive to Māori, on the other hand, cannot be 
taken with impunity and transposed for Pākehā purposes. In both cases, whakapapa is 
the means through which a particular practice is authorized, or denied. 
 
As the basis for the organisation of Māori knowledge whakapapa defines an 
alternative discourse to Western-derived models of meaning and value. Its importance 
in relation to the term a Māori tradition of writing in English is that it provides a 
means of accessing the components of a Māori identity, cultural components which 
include distinctive textual functions for myth, orality, acts of naming, other acts of 
language, and symbolism. These functions are not readily available to a general 
readership. 
 
In examining a range of texts for linguistic and literary subtleties accessible to a 
Māori implied reader I will consider the role of myth in Patricia Grace’s Baby No-
Eyes and Potiki - why did Tawera act the part of Tawhaki in the school play and not 
some other mythic hero, and what was the connection between Granny Tamihana, 
Mahuika and Hine-nui-te-po? Atihana Johns’s playful subversiveness in ‘Number 
Two’ will reveal how the names a writer chooses for his characters, and place, follow 
traditional naming practices to tell a story and claim a landscape. In ‘The Carving’ 
Apirana Taylor had two native woods to choose from – what symbolic reasoning 
privileged one wood over the other? And what might the concept of notation achieve 
for Māori readers in assessing the oral features of a given text? 
 
From Jacqueline Sturm’s generic mapping of Māori identity in ‘E WAKA’ to Robert 
Sullivan’s ‘Star Waka’ and his ‘labour upwards into futurity’ with William Blake, it is 
an autonomous Māori character which meets Sharrad’s ‘quest for indigenous forms 
and styles and for local critical values’. Postcolonial orthodoxies abound. But, can 
anybody hear me?  
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Let me begin by saying this paper is a work-in-progress, and it is still in embryonic draft 

stages of a longer projected essay.  The subject of the paper was inspired in part by a 

course on critical theory and cultural studies that I have been teaching over the past few 

years in the Comparative Literature program at CSULB.  In that course, I have been 

concentrating on films that reflect current theoretical and socio-political issues.  Recently, 

I have been interested in the virtual explosion of East European cinema, especially over 

the past decade, since the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the consequent re-

establishment of independent national republics throughout Eastern Europe. This 

movement toward independence among former soviet so-called “satellite” countries (a 

questionable designation) has had two major consequences in terms of international 

cinema.  On the positive side, it has helped to liberate and promote numbers of 

independent filmmakers to produce their works without the constraints previously 

imposed upon them, and it has helped them find a receptive global audience for their 

films.  On a less positive note, the political, cultural, and military conflicts that have 

devastated Eastern and Southeastern Europe, particularly the rash of wars in the Balkans 

since the break-up of the former Yugoslavia, have often served as the unfortunate subject 

for cinematic productions from those areas.  Certainly one of the most popular and justly 

celebrated of such works recently is Danis Tanović’s No Man’s Land, a film that has 

garnered several of the world’s most prestigious awards since its release in 2001, 



including the Cannes Film Festival award for best screenplay, soon after its release, 

followed by the Golden Globe and the Oscar Awards for Best Foreign Film in 2002.  

Most appropriately, Tanovic was invited also to showcase his film during the summer of 

2002 at the Sarajevo film festival.  Sarajevo was his hometown until Tanovic moved to 

Belgium in 1994 to study filmmaking, then to Paris where he was able to script the film 

and find producers for it.  He recounts in an interview that only three days after pitching 

the film to the first executive producers he approached, they accepted it, although 

eventually the production was underwritten by four different companies, in France, 

Belgium, Italy and Slovenia, demonstrating the kind of international cooperation it often 

takes filmmakers in Eastern Europe to get their works produced.  The film was inspired 

by Tanovic’s experiences in Sarajevo, where much of the violence and carnage occurred 

during the Bosnian-Serbian conflict of the early 1990s.  Tanovic began his filmmaking 

career doing documentaries of the absurdities and atrocities that abounded during the 

conflict, and these experiences serve as the central axis of No Man’s Land.  I would like 

to focus on the political implications of that film for this presentation today.  I suspect 

many of you have seen the film.  For those who haven’t, I would recommend that you put 

it high on your list of priority viewing for the future.   

I would like to preface my own brief remarks with a quote from the first scene 

that illustrates the irony and black humor pervading the film as well as its serious 

political subtext.  In that scene, a squad of Bosnian soldiers gradually emerges from fog 

so dense we can hardly see them, and because they can’t see where they’re going, their 

squad leader recommends that they stop for the night.  They cannot be seen by the enemy 

either, a Serbian army unit entrenched just a couple hundred meters away.  The squad in 



the fog is composed of a group of replacements on the way to the front, where their unit 

awaits, positioned on the opposite side of the abandoned trench that serves as the “no 

man’s land” between the opposing forces.  It should be noted that Tanovic keeps the 

audience in the dark, or the fog, also in regard to the ethnic identity of either side—it is 

kept hidden from us deliberately—and, as a central proposition of the film, even the 

enemies can’t tell one from the other, a paradox I will explore in more detail later.  Thus, 

the fog in the opening scene serves as a metaphor of the increasing confusion throughout 

the film and, more importantly, the absurdity of a war predicated primarily on ethnic 

identity and difference.  It also serves as a metaphor of the way in which “seeing” may be 

manipulated, as it is by the press corps that appears later within the film (as well as in 

reality, by implication), and it serves as a metaphor of the magical, meta-reflexive mirror 

of film itself—“looking back,” as it were—manipulating our perceptions of socio-

political history and of subjective identity—another example of a “no man’s land” to be 

explored further on.  Returning to the scene of the film’s opening joke, and of the war-

crimes that set the tone of the film, we witness the squad of replacement soldiers waiting 

for dawn to come so they can see where they are going.  Two of the characters sit down 

to rest, back-to-back, symbolizing their interdependent relationship and the need to 

always be on guard, two essential elements of the troops involved in any war and perhaps 

a metaphor also of these particular cultures in conflict, since it is difficult for them to 

recognize the differences between them, a central theme of Tanovic’s film.  Another of 

the major suggestions throughout the film is that the Bosnian Croats and Serbs need to 

learn to co-exist peacefully because the two cultures are interdependent and intertwined 

historically as well as ethnically, but as the history of the area has proven, they also have 



to be on guard against each other constantly.  In the scene, as they sit down together, one 

of the pair jokingly asks his comrade-in-arms: “Know the difference between an optimist 

and a pessimist”?  “No, what,” the other replies.  The first soldier responds, “An optimist 

thinks things can’t get worse.  A pessimist knows they can.”  It is a joke that sets the tone 

of absurdity revolving around the paradoxical no man’s land of hope and hopelessness 

throughout the film.   

Following this opening scene, as the sun rises, the Bosnian squad awakens to 

realize that they are in full view of the enemy lines, and immediately they are fired upon.  

Only two survive by scrambling into a trench that lies midway between the opposing 

forces, and this becomes the “no man’s land,” literally and figuratively, in which this 

theatre of the absurd plays out.  One of the two survivors, named Cera (played by Filip 

Šovagović), who is unconscious from shell shock, is presumed dead by his comrade in 

arms and close friend Ćiki (played by well-known Slovenian comic actor Branko Đuric).  

Soon afterward, two Serbs are sent by their commander to explore the trench and search 

for any enemy survivors.  One of the Serbian soldiers is a combat veteran, the other a 

naïve recruit named Nino (played by Rene Bitorajać).  The veteran Serb discovers what 

he presumes to be the dead body of the unconscious Bosnian soldier Cera, and he decides 

to plant a “bouncing mine” under his body—a particularly effective type of mine, which 

was developed by the E.U., as he sardonically points out, a reference no doubt to the 

exclusion of Balkan states from the rest of Europe, economically, and to their cultural 

marginalization.  Although the mine device was engineered and perfected as a weapon in 

Europe, the Serbian veteran proudly claims credit for the strategy of placing the 

seemingly dead Cera’s body on the mine, with the intention that it will bounce up and 



explode when the other Bosnian soldiers come to retrieve the remains of their comrade, 

killing everyone within a radius of fifty yards.  Witnessing this atrocity from his hiding 

place in the trench, the enraged Ćiki emerges from cover, firing his automatic weapon.  

He kills the Serb soldier who planted the mine under his compatriot, but only wounds the 

other Serb, Nino.  During the remainder of the film, these two opposing soldiers jockey 

for the upper hand within the trench, first one, then the other gaining control of the 

weapon.  When Ciki has it, he forces Nino to confess that the Serbs started the conflict.  

When Nino gets control, he forces Ciki to confess that the Bosnians started it.  This 

political chess game shows that Tanović is not assigning overt blame on either side for 

the actual war, but merely illustrating the absurdity of the conflict, although he certainly 

aligns himself on the side of the Bosnians in more subtle ways in the film, and more 

overtly in interviews.  For example, when he was asked about the film’s political 

message, considering its apparent neutrality regarding the responsibility of either the 

Serbs or Bosnians for the war, he responded:  “Today nobody needs to explain that Jews 

were victims in [the] Second World War.  So why the hell should I explain again and 

again that Bosnians were victims?  Everybody who wanted to know what was happening 

in Bosnia knew that Bosnians were victims of this war.  So I didn’t want to insist on it.”   

Despite this unambiguous explanation, the overarching political position in the 

film is clearly anti-war in general, and a critical satire on the Bosnian-Serb war in 

particular.  Aside from a few cheap shots at the Serbs, such as the nude male pin-up 

photo that Ciki finds in the wallet of the Serb soldier he has killed, the representation of 

the Serbs and Bosnians is carefully even-handed.  In the director’s statement from the 

film’s official website, Tanović concludes:  “I wanted this film to be full of all different 



kinds of contrasts and disharmonies, but I wanted the outcome to be that disharmony and 

hate are unnatural, that they bring no solution . . . . If hate were the ruling principle, there 

would be no opposition left in the world.  But because fire and water exist, love must be 

the principle that rules the world.”  Returning to the situation in the film, the presumed 

dead Bosnian soldier Cera regains consciousness, and Ciki, who now has the drop on the 

Serb soldier Nino,  is overjoyed to see his friend is alive, but in panic lest he move and 

activate the mine planted beneath him, he rushes to explain to his friend that he must lie 

perfectly still until they can find a way to defuse the device.   

 Leaving these three in their impossible limbo momentarily, let me digress briefly 

by citing some statistics that are especially relevant to this dilemma serving as the central 

premise of the plot and one of the major absurdities explored by Tanović in the film.  

According to recent U.S. Department of Health statistics, there are an estimated 110 

million active mines in 70 countries throughout the world and an equal number 

stockpiled ready for deployment.  An estimated 2,000 people are killed or maimed by 

mines each month, most of them innocent civilian victims, primarily women and 

children, who become casualties long after hostilities have ended.  Buried land mines can 

remain active for over 50 years and, for every mine cleared, 20 new ones are laid.  The 

cost to remove all active mines is estimated at approximately $33 billion, and most 

experts estimate it would take 1,100 years to clear the world of currently existing mines if 

no more were deployed.  As a final note on this digression, in the same year that 

Tanovic’s film made its debut, 2002, in order to commemorate the fifth anniversary of 

the 1997 treaty prohibiting antipersonnel mines initially proposed and endorsed by the 

Clinton administration, President George W. Bush’s administration announced that the 



U.S. would keep its arsenal of anti-personnel mines, reversing a ten-year policy to 

eradicate these devices that really do amount to “weapons of mass destruction,” given 

their numbers and devastating effects.  This recent U.S. policy declaration stands in 

radical opposition to virtually the rest of the civilized world: 150 countries, including all 

of the other NATO nations, have endorsed and maintained the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty 

(www.icbl.org/news/2004/465.php).  This mania for mining the planet is just another of 

the dark absurdities parodied in the no man’s land occupied by the enemy soldiers 

entrenched throughout Tanović’s film.  The horrific consequences of this absurdity are 

manifest when we find, at the end of the film, that the mine planted under the hapless 

Cera is one ingeniously designed to blow up if any attempt is made to defuse it.   

 While the stalemate between the three entrenched soldiers plays out, Ćiki and 

Nino discover that neither the Bosnian nor the Serbian troops are able to determine who 

has survived in the trench, and they are subject to being shot by both sides 

indiscriminately, again a metaphor of similar confusion in the Bosnian war where it was 

difficult particularly to tell who was on what side.  Consequently, in one of the many 

inspired moments in the film, Ćiki has the bright idea to send Nino up on top of the 

trench, stripped to his boxer shorts, to see if his own Serbian comrades shoot at him.  This 

strategy at first produces confusion on the front lines, then a barrage of gunfire and 

artillery erupts from both sides, and horrified, in a humanitarian moment, Ćiki pulls his 

enemy Nino back down to safety.  Later, they adopt a more practical survival strategy, 

since both are now sitting ducks for either side.  They both strip to their shorts and 

emerge from the trench, making sure they are visible to the opposing front lines by 

dancing around waving white banners of surrender.  The ruse works, in that both sides 

http://www.icbl.org/news/2004/465.php


are afraid to fire, because they can’t recognize the identity of either soldier.  Another 

example of this confusion of identities is the insignia patches, worn on the sleeves of the 

Bosnian and Serb soldiers to identify their national allegiance and their specialized units.  

These patches are the sole means of distinguishing their national and ethnic identities, but 

unless the combatants are within fist-fighting range, they are virtually indistinguishable 

from each other, and Tanovic makes a point of this by focusing on them periodically.  

These situations serve as another metaphor of the absurdity of war in general, and in 

particular, perhaps, of wars fought on the basis of ethnic divisions, such as Bosnian-

Serbian conflict.  Thus, in the film, the unbridgeable ethnic difference between the 

characters collapses into the paradoxical aporia of différance, in Derrida’s sense, an 

irresolvable ambiguity erasing all traces of the fixed meaning of the signifiers that serve 

as markers of ethnic or cultural identity, or of logos in general—the claims to truth, 

rightness, and privileged positions of hegemony and ideology that lead to such conflicts 

as those in the film.  This is, perhaps, Tanovic’s central premise—he is challenging, 

through subtle but withering satire, the way in which subjectivity is predicated on ethnic 

or national identification, the ostensible rationale behind the Balkan conflicts in Bosnia, 

Croatia, Kosovo, and other regions of the former Yugoslavia, especially the insanity of 

“ethnic cleansing” campaigns, as instigated by former Serbian president Milosevic, who, 

by the way, although eventually convicted of war crimes a couple of years ago, still has 

managed to delay imposition of a sentence for those crimes.  Among other major 

atrocities in Bosnia, as most of you know, the mission of ethnic cleansing led to mass 

murder, organized mass rape, and torture.  As just one example, during the early phase of 

the conflict, tens of thousands of people, mostly Muslim males, were herded into 



concentration camps, where many died or were executed, and there were many 

authenticated reports of mass rape in the camps housing primarily women and children.  

As an alternative to ethnic identification, and the chauvinistic aggression against the 

Other that it leads to, several elements of Tanovic’s film promote the idea of hybridity, as 

explored by Homi Bhabha for example, in the positive sense of embracing multi-

ethnicity, figuratively crossing cultural and national borders, where we might find 

ourselves learning to co-exist more peacefully in the no man’s land, let me say the no-

person’s land, of subjectivity.   

This deconstruction of ethnic identities is compounded to a hilarious extent in the 

film when the cavalry finally arrives, in the form of UNPROFOR, an acronym for the 

United Nations Protective Forces that have been assigned to keep the peace among the 

combatants, but without the authority to intervene on either side.  Tanović mocks this 

policy because of its inherent absurdity and because it was hopelessly ineffective in the 

actual historical conflict, resulting in both sides ignoring the mandate and annihilating 

each other at will.  He singles out the bureaucrats in charge as a target of particular 

ridicule, as puppets of the imperialist national powers that sent them, and the neo-colonial 

ideology that they represent.  For example, the commander of the UNPROFOR forces 

(played by Simon Callow), refuses to get involved in the situation until forced to 

intervene by a French sergeant (played by George Sitiadis), who is finally fed up with 

merely serving as a witness to the carnage, and has a crisis of conscience that drives him 

to defy his commander by taking action to defuse the conflict between Ciki and Nino.  

Crossing both enemy lines, he makes his way to the trench with two of his fellow 

UNPROFOR soldiers.  When he discovers Cera’s predicament of being fatally wedded to 



the explosive device underneath his body, the French sergeant tries everything possible to 

defuse the mine that serves as the Damocles’ thread for all of them, and that serves again 

to metaphorize the mine of hostility and aggression waiting to explode on both sides of 

the Bosnian-Serbian standoff in actuality, an explosive threat that Tanović suggests may 

not be easily disarmed.  The sergeant soon enters into a conspiracy with a British 

television journalist (played by Katrin Cartlidge) to force the UNPROFOR commander 

into action.  He assists the journalist in permitting her crew access to broadcast to the 

world the situation from the trench where the principle characters are skirmishing for 

power and where Cera is the sacrificial hostage.  This publicity does result in the UN 

commander finally coming to investigate, accompanied by his secretary, who serves also 

as his mistress, pointedly wearing high heels walking over the field of battle.  After some 

pointless debate, they finally send for a German munitions expert to deactivate the mine, 

only to find that it cannot be done.  Meanwhile, the whole incident has turned into a 

media circus, or from a Bakhtinian perspective, a “carnival,” although the revolutionary 

potential here is stymied by the ineptitude of those involved and the ineffectiveness of the 

measures taken to resolve the situation.  The ironic humor in these scenes is compounded 

by the absurdity that no two of the different nationalities involved speak the same 

language, except for a little English, again a parody of the miscommunication in the 

actual conflict, but also a satire on identification with language difference that served in 

part as a basis for the conflict.  Even more absurd, throughout these scenes of deus-ex-

machina “rescue,” in keeping with the ironic spirit of the film, Nino and Ciki continue 

their chess game of one-upsmanship with tragic results.  Ciki winds up killing Nino even 

while under the UNPROFOR’S  protective surveillance, while Cera remains the reluctant 



witness to this tragicomic carnival.  In the end, we are all deliberately left in suspense 

about Cera’s fate.  As the caravan of U.N. forces and the media leave the trench, the 

camera focuses on Cera, still lying on the non-defusable mine, and pans slowly out of this 

no man’s land—without an explosion, without a resolution, without an ending—perhaps 

a final metaphor of the simmering landmine of the postwar Balkan situation.  The ending 

is particularly riveting, as the camera slowly leaves Cera to his inevitable fate, 

accompanied by the haunting lyrics of a Balkan folksong, marked by the percussive beat 

of dancers’ feet that mimic the sound of soldiers marching, which serves as an 

inconclusive funereal dirge.  Even though there is much more going on in the film, and 

certainly more to explore in terms of post- and neo-colonial issues, I will conclude with a 

clip of the ending, which speaks more eloquently to these issues than I ever could. 
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Abstract 

 
 
The expression of spirit in architecture can be divided into the strictly metaphorical, or 
poetic, and the explicitly spirit-ual, in which a building in form and ornament 
communicates a set of traditions and symbols depicting an explicit belief in a specific 
form of metaphysical reality – a religion.  The essence of religious architecture, however, 
goes beyond mere communication of symbols; the etymology of the English word 
“spirit” comes from the Latin word meaning “breath” – and the idea of a life which 
animates (in Latin, anima, meaning soul) and exists in duality with matter has almost 
always been a part of the idea of spirit in a material world.  The idea of a “spiritual” 
architecture is therefore often bound up both with the communication of a set of beliefs 
about a divine being, and, more subtly, with the creation of a sense of a world beyond 
matter – an aesthetic and psychological charge that calls upon the architect to make a 
building that reaches beyond itself, and, through form and material alone, sings of a 
world beyond space and time. 
 
This interweaving of appearance and transcendence that informs great spiritual 
architecture is especially interesting in buildings which have been specifically designed 
for interfaith congregations.  Here we see plainly the division of traditions – on one side, 
the crucifix, on the other, the ark holding the Torah.  But in such a building, we can also 
more plainly see the architect’s conception of that which is spiritual in a sense “beyond” 
religion – the attempt to immerse the worshipper in a sense of the divine, as opposed to 
simply involving her through symbol and representation in the narrative of her faith.  
 
One of the most interesting interfaith buildings of the twentieth century is Max 
Abramovitz’s Interfaith Chapel at Brandeis University.  This building includes three 
separate Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish chapels, arranged around a common area and 
pond.  We shall examine the differences and similarities in this building group, and 
investigate the language and semiotics by which Abramovitz expresses the ideas of each 
religion, and, throughout, a transcendent idea of spirit and divinity which can be 
expressed beyond specific theologies.  

 
 
 

Spiritual Architecture and Metaphysical Reality: Max Abramovitz’s Interfaith 
Chapels at Brandeis University  



 
In 1955 the architect Max Abramovitz was given the commission for an Interfaith Center 
on the Brandeis University campus.  Abramovitz took this opportunity to introduce three 
specific and distinct buildings representing three different religions built as a single 
University undertaking. Abramovitz states: “Following the development of a program at 
Brandeis University to provide equal indistinct facilities for the Catholic, Protestant and 
Jewish faiths, it became apparent after many studies that the best solution would be three 
distinct structures-not one with subdivisions or movable appointments within.  Each 
group would then have its own atmosphere and quality-possible only with special 
attention to individuals space and concern for specific religious ritual and procedure.  
Thus develop the idea of three chapels grouped around a pond, adjacent to a growth of 
trees.” While it is easy to call into question the obvious bias of the three religions chosen 
to be represented, the project does offer the opportunity to see an architect address three 
religious concepts in the three distinctly different buildings built at the same time and 
given similar material pallets as a single complex.  Using the same materials, similar size 
programs and construction techniques one has the opportunity to isolate specific 
decisions relating to the creation of a physical embodiment of the essence of belief.  
 
If one accepts the statement that religion serves as a means of creating a mental construct 
to understand the not provable aspects of human existence then any space designed to 
accommodate a religious activity must address those most intangible aspects of human 
belief and aspiration.  The expression of spirit in architecture can be divided into the 
strictly metaphorical, or poetic, and the explicitly spirit-ual, in which a building in form 
and ornament communicates a set of traditions and symbols depicting an explicit belief in 
a specific form of metaphysical reality – a religion.  The essence of religious architecture, 
however, goes beyond mere communication of symbols; the etymology of the English 
word “spirit” comes from the Latin word meaning “breath” – and the idea of a life which 
animates (in Latin, anima, meaning soul) and exists in duality with matter has almost 
always been a part of the idea of spirit in a material world.  The idea of a “spiritual” 
architecture is therefore often bound up both with the communication of a set of beliefs 
about a divine being, and, more subtly, with the creation of a sense of a world beyond 
matter – an aesthetic and psychological charge that calls upon the architect to make a 
building that reaches beyond itself, and, through form and material alone, sings of a 
world beyond space and time. 
 
The composition and distribution of the buildings on the site affords each structure an 
awareness of the others but never a direct view into another building. There is an obvious 
commentary on the relationship and understanding of religions that have some common 
source texts but have different theological interpretations. When one looks at the 
composition from a distance one sees great commonality in the nature of all the buildings 
and in fact, particular religious assignment is extremely difficult. There is an effort to 
create a single unified entity with distinction only of three particular structures. 
Abramovitz paid great attention to minimizing any overt iconography or direct 
symbolism in order to diminish the potential for competition between the structures.  At 
the same time differences in form, shape and shadow were utilized to create a distinct 
identity for each building. The entire composition lies on an orthogonal grid that 



corresponds to the main Brandies campus. The result of this alignment is that all the 
buildings are oriented at an angle oblique to North. This maximizes the impact of light 
and shadow on each building both daily and seasonally.  
 
One entire wall at an end of each chapel is enclosed with a glass curtain wall that creates 
an aperture to the outside world. This aperture permits occupants both a controlled view 
to the outside world as well as a means of bringing sunlight into the structure.  Sunlight 
and its movement through the sanctuary spaces becomes a means of giving form and 
animation to a sense of that which is beyond both in essence and concept.  Interweaving 
experience and transcendence has the potential to evoke deep spiritual aspiration. The 
light is both bright and warm; it pours into the spaces from the exterior and illuminates 
the contents within. The light is different at different times of the day; the light is 
different at different times of the year; the light is constantly in movement, the light 
reveals the divine.  Forms within the building as well the exterior form of the entire 
building are revealed in the play of light and shadow throughout the course of the day. 
Rectilinear walls and curvilinear walls are given distinctly different animation by the 
movement of the sun. Convex and concave walls create distinctly different shadow 
patterns giving them a send of movement and life.   
 
While overt symbolism is purposely denied we can certainly see symbolism indirectly 
associated with ritual and tradition. In these building we can read the division of 
traditions – on one side the rectilinear intersection of the crucifix, on the other an 
embracing curve, the ark holding the Torah.  But in such a building, we can also more 
plainly see the architect’s conception of that which is spiritual in a sense “beyond” 
religion – the attempt to immerse the worshipper in a sense of the divine, as opposed to 
simply involving her through symbol and representation in the narrative of her faith. By 
indirectly tying symbolism as a narrative of faith each individual at a personal level has 
the opportunity to link sense of place, light and materials to self awareness, cosmological 
relevance and their own specific and unique notion of belief.  While it is difficult to 
assign a specific set of characteristics to a specific religious order by creating three 
different spatial experiences and illuminating them in quite different manners Abramovitz 
creates the opportunity for a unique emotional connection tied to an observer's 
phenomenal logical experience.  
 
It was important to Abramovitz that the buildings create a feeling of unity and 
neighborliness and he accomplished this with harmony of form and consistency of 
material palette.  The similar forms and a simple set of materials applied in a most 
creative matter resulted in buildings that vary subtly in shape and design-expression only 
in their particular characteristics. The same materials formed in different ways and placed 
in different manners create distinctly different sensations. When an individual links these 
sensations to a particular ritual or religious activity the result is a powerful association of 
place and aspiration. This association between ritual and place, animated by sunlight, 
results in the possibility of the experience reaching beyond the constraints of the physical 
and into the realm of faith. Through this connection a belief in those things unknown but 
felt can be connected to architectural components not touched but experienced. In these 
structures we can feel the fundamental components of both the buildings and beliefs 



systems they attempt to represent. It becomes a personal investigation that transcends 
language and semiotics. Abramovitz expresses the ideas of each religion and, throughout, 
a transcendent idea of spirit and divinity expressed a fundamental need for aspiration 
beyond specific theology.  
 
 
 
Research contained in the preceding text was sponsored in part by a grant from the Alan 
K. and Leonarda F. Laing Endowment. 
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Light Explored as Symbolic Spirit   
 

Kurt Tyson Baumgartner AIA JIA 
 

University Of Illinois - Urbana /Champaign 
 
 
Architecture encounters and engages the meaning of spirit perhaps most forcefully in 
religious architecture.  Here the idea of spirit conditions (and is, indeed, a precondition 
of) the building itself:  The architectural object comes into being as the direct result of a 
human longing for communion with the divine.  Architects of religious buildings in most 
traditions wrestle with the difficulty of making the intangible concrete – that is, the 
creation of a physical place which explicitly addresses and brings into being a sense of 
spirituality.  One of the most successful strategies for approaching the spirit in physical 
form is through metaphor and symbolism; indeed, most religious traditions include a 
range of symbols meant to demonstrate to the believer spiritual power through concrete 
objects.  However, in certain religions, direct symbolism or iconography is prohibited; 
therefore, an abstract embodiment of the idea of the divine.  This paper describes an 
architectural design project for a Jewish synagogue which explores the expression of 
spirit in architecture through the use of light’s movement through space.   
 
Light itself has itself historically often been associated with the divine.  In Western 
culture, the merging of Platonic ideas equating light and the good with Christian theology 
gave rise to the Gothic cathedral, and stained glass windows – the very walls of the 
building dissolving into light and color for the glory of God.  Indeed, it is not implausible 
that the nature of light as a substance informs humanity’s basic idea of what divinity is:  
A radiant energy associated with the sun – itself too bright to look upon – that cannot be 
seen, yet makes all objects visible. In the Jewish tradition, as in Christianity, light is a 
potent symbol of divinity and spirituality; its power is a central force in the design.  The 
issue we are describing arose out of a project designed as a Jewish Community Center in 
Flemington, New Jersey, engaged via an international design competition in 2002.  The 
competition served as the departure point for exploration of the phenomenological 
qualities of light and meaning.  
 
Through renderings and detailed three-dimensional computer models, we have explored 
an ethereal sense of spiritual presence through the sculpting of light and shadow in a 
space dedicated to religious activities.  The text will provide a discussion and exploration 
of metaphor and symbolism in the project, creating a context through which the 
synagogue can be experienced and understood. One of the major concerns in the design 
of this particular competition was cost.  There was an extremely low-budget and so early 
on a design decision was made that the most fundamental architectural elements were 
needed to embody the notions of the building’s spirituality and religious content. For us 
the restrictions brought about as a result of the budget were an opportunity to more 
clearly focus on the fundamental issue of symbolism through abstraction. 
 



Light seemed like an obvious vehicle to initiate an exploration of the ethereal. In addition 
to its immediate necessity to illuminate the space it was clearly a very powerful vehicle to 
convey a sense of spirituality.  There were two primary surfaces which could serve to 
bring light into the building, the walls and the ceiling or roof plane. The two primary 
surfaces would be explored initially separately but ultimately in combination of effect.  
The wall was chosen rather than the roof, to be the principle aperture to bring the 
majority of light into the space. It would be through the surface providing the closed 
sense of enclosure which we would use to transform the space and through which light 
would pass. In exploring how light would enter through the wall we found the quality 
with which light poured through fabric to be the most compelling form of aperture. The 
notion that a wall, typically a heavy component in western building traditions, could have 
fabric like qualities offered the intellectual connection to wrapping the buildings 
occupants in the structure. A fabric like quality would mean that it could be permeable to 
light in its entirety rather than just have specific apertures across its surface. The 
aspiration was that the entire surface would be permeable to light but for pragmatic 
concerns primarily due to thermal and acoustic and also security issues, a balance had to 
be struck between the conceptual notion and pragmatic reality.  In order to more fully 
exploit the potential of contrast, a heavy masonry component wall was conceived as one 
part of the composite system. Components of both glass and masonry were to be 
combined so that light would permeate through the surface at a very high percentage in 
ratio of translucency to opacity. The sanctuary of this synagogue is enclosed by a 
composite wall through which light can enter the gathering space.  The effect in the 
sanctuary during daylight hours is of a diffuse screen of light enveloping the room, 
casting an intricate, delicate web of shadows, and floating the worshippers in a 
translucent shimmering weave.   
 
 In further consideration of shadow patterns, the overall geometry of this wall surface was 
designed to embrace the worshipers while continually curving onto the space itself. To 
deny an overly powerful sense of infinite directionality the initial pure circle geometry 
employed in the main sanctuary space quickly evolved into an ellipse. The elliptical form 
allowed both a multi directional nature but also created a directional force vector in two 
axial directions.  The elongation following the length of the eclipse created a thrust 
outward from the sanctuary while the narrowing aspect of the ellipse offered a sense of 
entry and vulnerability.  The ellipse allowed the sanctuary space to connect to other parts 
of the building and it also gave us the opportunity to create multiple centers within the 
religious space proper. As a result of the need for light to penetrate in a controllable 
manner and at times in a relatively diffuse pattern, the notion was developed that there 
would be two separate skins wrapping the building.  It was also decided that the space 
between the two skins could be inhabited. This led us to the decision that it would be not 
only able to be occupied but would afford us the opportunity to view the religious space 
in a tremendously ceremonial manner.  In a traditional Jewish synagogue women are a 
distinct and segregated group. They must enter the sanctuary via a different entrance and 
could thus be taken on a different pathway through the temple concluding in a balcony 
where they would then be segregated from the male members.  
 



In terms of the ceiling plane the decision was made that the ceiling should be relatively 
dark but that it should seem to float about the worship area. Light would be brought 
through the seam between the meetings of the wall and ceiling. Light entering from the 
very top of the space was to have a completely different nature than light brought in 
through the fabric wall. It was envisioned that as the day proceeded the quality of light 
would change and the resultant filtering would have a completely different ambient 
quality on the space. Light would filter through the connection between the wall and 
ceiling in an unimpeded manner. This light would then cast vivid, distinct and dramatic 
shadows onto elements within the sanctuary. 
 
Through the sculpting of light and shadow in a space, the ethereal sense of spiritual 
presence is identified. The physicality of the architectural mass in combination with the 
manipulation of light produces the moment in which a connection between the real and 
abstract is achieved.  Through the interaction of light and architecture, an association 
with spiritual meaning and with the abstract is more closely connected. The architecture 
of the Jewish Community Center explores the notion of light as a medium to the divine.  
The symbolism of light can be interpreted as the spirit of the divine animating the 
architectural reality. The elliptical form and the composite wall were exploited as means 
to achieve symbolism between the tangible and abstract.  The manipulation of light and 
its effects were explored in ways to create metaphor for human interpretation.  
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Joseph Conrad’s novel Heart of Darkness tells the story of Marlow’s journey into the heart of 
Africa in order to find a lost colleague. During the trip, he discovers the darkness of humanity 
depicted by the savageness of the Africans. V.S. Naipaul’s novel A Bend in the River describes 
the peripheral details that are only hinted at in Conrad’s novel. Naipaul explores the double 
consciousness and unhomeliness of the people of Zaire through the eyes of Salim, both a 
colonizer and colonized individual. The single consciousness of the European perspective is 
questioned by the postcolonial analysis of Conrad’s novel. In the retelling of Marlow’s journey 
through Salim, the complexities and multi-consciousness of Africans is acknowledge by Salim, 
who continuously struggles to come to terms with his feelings of isolation and inadequacy. 
Although there is no easy solution to the problems of double consciousness and unhomeliness, A 
Bend in the River acknowledges the existence of these issues whereas Heart of Darkness glosses 
over any details related to the Africans as unimportant in comparison to the white man’s journey. 
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Africa is a continent divided among various types of people who struggle to find 

their identities. Since colonial rule, very few countries in Africa have been able to 

organize their governments to pull the people together as one African unit. The problem 

lies partially in the fact that no one can define what it means to be an African. Instead, the 

people are stuck between two worlds. Postcolonial theorists often describe this lack of 

identity as a result of “double consciousness or double vision…a way of perceiving the 

world that is divided between two antagonistic cultures: that of the colonizer and that of 

the indigenous community” (Tiffin 368). When Britain colonized different parts of 

Africa, the indigenous people were forced to adapt to the new rulers, which included 

denying and repressing their own cultures and identities. During this process, the 

Africans began to change their customs until they became more Europeanized. This left 

the people torn between two ways of living: traditional African lifestyles or the new, 

modern European lifestyle. 

As a result of double-consciousness, Africans experienced a sense of 

unhomeliness, not feeling “at home even in your own home because you are not at home 

in yourself” (368). One begets the other; with double-consciousness comes the inevitable 

unhomeliness. Because Africans are torn between cultures, Europe and Africa, they 

cannot tell where home should be or what home should be like. Since the colonizer is 

always depicted as the more privileged, many Africans try to emulate them. However, 

this does not take away the sense of not belonging. Even if the African tried to reclaim 

their pure state of being before colonization, it never feels the same. They are forever a 

colonized people whose sense of self has meshed with another culture. Thus, the real task 
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for Africans becomes trying to come to terms with the feeling of double-consciousness 

and unhomeliness. 

As Africa and other formerly colonized lands try to reclaim and redefine their 

stolen identities, writers such as V.S. Naipaul reexamine and write back to canonical 

writers, such as Joseph Conrad, in order to bring marginal details that were hinted at in 

Conrad’s colonial writing to the center of modern-day postcolonial writing. Naipaul’s 

novel A Bend in the River parallels the journey described in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. 

Through this parallelism, Naipaul exposes the single European consciousness expressed 

through the characters in Heart of Darkness. Naipaul works to decolonize Africa by 

exposing the double-consciousness and unhomeliness that each character in A Bend in 

the River experiences. The characters must either come to terms with their sense of 

double-consciousness and feelings of unhomeliness or be continuously lost, both 

physically, in terms of their locale, and mentally, how they feel about themselves 

compared to others. Although Naipaul does not offer a solution to double-consciousness 

and unhomeliness, he does bring the characters, as well as the reader, awareness that 

these problems exist in the first place through the comparison with Heart of Darkness. 

 Joseph Conrad’s novel Heart of Darkness tells the journey of a man named 

Marlow who travels into the heart of Africa—the Congo, or modern day Zaire—to find a 

lost British explorer named Kurtz. According to Conrad, the novel is a piece of literature 

which tells the tale of “the conquest of the earth, which mostly means the taking it away 

from those who have a different complexion or slightly flatter noses than ourselves” (9). 

Marlow’s journey is into the center of an Africa imprisoned by European powers. 

According to one historian, Victor Ferkiss, King Leopold II of Belgium was “a vain and 
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power-hungry man” who led the European race to conquer Africa by claiming to further 

“the humanitarian causes of exploration, Christianization, and the suppression of slavery” 

within the Dark Continent (63). In actuality, he exploited the labor of the Africans and 

used them for his ivory trade. Thousands, if not millions, of Congolese were tortured, 

mutilated, and killed during Leopold’s reign, 1865-1909. Eventually, the administration 

of the Congo was turned over to the Belgian Congo, but King Leopold still retained the 

vast wealth he had acquired from the “deathlike indifference of unhappy savages” 

(Conrad 24). 

Although Conrad does address some of the mistreatment of the Congolese, he 

does so by marginalizing the brutality and filtering it through a European perspective, a 

single-consciousness. The horror he depicts and suggests in The Heart of Darkness 

“represents not what Conrad saw but rather his reading of the literature that exposed 

Leopold’s bloody system between Conrad’s return to England and the composition of the 

novella in 1898-99” (Childs 195). Similar to the historian Raymond in Naipaul’s A Bend 

in the River, Conrad does not let the Africans tell their own story of Africa. They leave 

out the important things, “often essential, that local people would know and gossip 

about” (Naipaul 181). Both Conrad and Raymond try to make Africa their own and to tell 

Africa’s history, but both men fail because they are not Africans. They are scholarly 

white men who filter their thoughts through a single, European consciousness. 

 Joseph Conrad has been criticized as a racist by many modern day post-colonial 

scholars because of the lack of voice he gives the Congolese and the manner in which he 

uses Africa as a setting for the larger tale of the two white men, Marlow and Kurtz. In 

Heart of Darkness, Africans are depicted as colonial subjects “taught to believe in British 
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superiority and…their own inferiority” (Tiffin 368). Conrad exposes both the exotic and 

savage African filtered through the eyes of Marlow. For example, Marlow describes 

Kurtz’s African woman as being “savage and superb, wild-eyed and magnificent” 

(Conrad 103). At the same time he describes the male Africans as “inhuman [as] they 

howled and leaped, and spun, and made horrid faces…ugly” (59). Conrad judges the 

Africans through Marlow, the civilized man of Britain. Marlow rarely interacts with the 

Africans nor does he take the time to speak with them. His journey takes him up the river, 

not through the African towns, as he glides “past like phantoms, wondering and secretly 

appalled as sane men would be before an enthusiastic outbreak in a madhouse” (59). 

Thus, Conrad is unable to acknowledge the double-consciousness and unhomeliness of 

the Africans because the characters in his novel are just observers passing through. 

One post-colonial critic, Chinua Achebe, attacks Conrad’s novel for his peripheral 

view of Africa and shows how Conrad uses Africa as a foil to the civilized European 

world. In “An Image of Africa: Racism in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness,” Achebe 

examines the African savages from an African point of view. He claims that Conrad’s 

novel “projects the image of Africa as ‘the other world,’ the antithesis of Europe and 

therefore of civilization, a place where a man’s valued intelligence and refinement are 

finally mocked by triumphant bestiality” (3). Achebe explains that Conrad describes 

Africa as being “the other world” because he wants to deny that England, the epitome of 

modernization, could have a kinship with the backwardness that is Africa. Conrad 

reduces the Africans “to the role of props for the break-up of one petty European mind” 

(12). Conrad further controls and dominates the Africans because he does not allow them 

to express their own sentiments about the colonizer; they are a voiceless people. They all 
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look alike and act alike: all the Africans “had faces like grotesque masks” (Conrad 21). 

Conrad takes away the Africans’ cultural distinctions and identities and gives them a 

uniform European self. In doing so, he dehumanizes the Africans as well as denies their 

reality—that of double-consciousness and unhomeliness. 

The dehumanization of Africa has not stopped since Conrad’s colonial times 

because the dominant image of Africans continues to be that of heathens. Although 

“Conrad did not originate the image of Africa,…[he did bring] the peculiar gifts of his 

own mind to bear on it” (Achebe 4). The humanity of Africans is called into question by 

Conrad’s novel, and until Africans find a way to reclaim their lost humanity, they will 

always be fighting the double-consciousness and unhomeliness that all colonized subjects 

wrestle with. As one Conrad critic stated, “Marlow’s journey [is a] descent into hell” 

(Stallman 162), the hell being Africa. Although one acknowledges that Conrad saw and 

condemned the evil of imperial exploitation, he was strangely unaware of his own racism 

which perpetuated this point of view. It is only through the acknowledgement of this 

racism and the new focus on the African perspective that Africans can find their own 

identity and home, not complicated by double-consciousness and unhomeliness. 

Naipaul reclaims the identity of Conrad’s Africans in A Bend in the River by 

acknowledging that these feelings of double-consciousness and unhomeliness exist in the 

first place. Naipaul takes the reader on a journey into modern-day Africa, one that is still 

not independent and free from the colonial past. A Bend in the River takes place during 

the mid to late 1970’s. The leader of the old Congo, now renamed Zaire, is General 

Joseph Mobutu, who eventually changes his name to Mobutu Sese Seko Kuku Ngbendu 

Wa Za Banga, in an attempt to sound more African. Even though he is African, Mobutu 
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is “like Leopold II [because] Mobutu owns Zaire” (Naipaul, The Writer 207). Thus, 

Naipaul continues to reaffirm Conrad’s more pessimistic perspective on Africans and 

their history in relation to Europe. Africa is stuck between the old traditions of pre-

colonial Africa and the new Africa, trying to modernize itself by striving for European 

standards. Since Africa itself is struggling with double-consciousness, it is implicitly 

understood that the people themselves are struggling with the same feelings. However, 

Naipaul’s retelling of the Heart of Darkness is unique because he brings the issues that 

are only hinted at by Conrad to the center of the conflict in his novel and focuses on the 

feelings of double-consciousness and unhomeliness of his characters. Naipaul’s retelling, 

though, is not truly African because his protagonist, Salim, is an Indian non-practicing 

Muslim who moves from the east coast to the west coast of Africa.  

 Salim is both colonizer and colonized. He has an ethnic duality, double-

consciousness, and sense of unhomeliness that Marlow does not have. He describes 

himself “as a foreigner, someone from the far-off coast, and an English-speaker” 

(Naipaul 6). However, despite the status of being a foreigner, he is a man of Africa. He 

explains how Africa had been his home, “had been the home of [his] family for 

centuries” (10). However, it is important to note that the east coast his family resides on 

is not the same Africa as the west coast. It is more an “Arab-Indian-Persian-Portuguese 

place, and we who lived there were really people of the Indian Ocean” (10). Salim 

decides to move from the east to the west coast of Africa because he does not feel at 

home with his family. Despite the move, he continues to feel unhomed. In point of fact, 

the change in location really affects Salim’s personality because it brings his own racist 

attitudes towards the Black Africans to the forefront of the novel’s actions. It emerges in 
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the way he deals with the different types of people within his village and is the same 

attitude that Marlow exhibits to the savages who dance on the sides of the rivers. 

However, instead of seeing the “savages” from an outsider’s point of view, the reader is 

thrust into the political and economic turmoil that has become part of Zaire.  

 Salim experiences the same journey that Marlow has within the heart of Africa 

but this time describes the different types of Africans that reside in modern-day Zaire. 

Zabeth is a traditional witch doctor who practices the old African religions; her son, 

Ferdinand, is a man in constant conflict with both sides of his African identity, the bush 

African and the European educated African. Mahesh, another Indian outsider, represents 

the modernization of Africa through imperial European businesses, while the white 

neocolonial historian Raymond claims to write the true story of Africa. Salim even 

describes encounters with nameless African thugs who join the various revolutionary 

armies, the same thugs who throw him in prison at the end of the novel. Salim explores 

and identifies all types of Africans through his interactions with them at his shop. For 

instance, Salim describes Ferdinand as a man wearing “African masks, in which features 

were simplified and strengthened” (37). Since Salim is able to interact with and get to 

know the different people of Africa, he is able to truly define the confusion and lack of 

identity that causes young men, such as Ferdinand, to wear masks throughout his life. 

In contrast to this perspective, Marlow identifies Africans with his single 

European consciousness. He describes them as being “a whirl of black limbs, a mass of 

hands clapping, of feet stamping, of bodies swaying, of eyes rolling under the droop of 

heavy and motionless foliage” (Conrad 59). The Africans Marlow sees from the boat 

have no individuality. He is afraid to set foot on the coast because he is terrified of 
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knowing the truth between him and the “savages,” the similarities between the two 

cultures. Marlow explains his fear by saying that “for a second or two, [he] felt as though, 

instead of going to the centre of a continent, [he] were about to set off for the centre of 

the earth” (15). Salim, however, forces himself to interact with the Africans, even though 

he sees them as being beneath him, because he wants the new opportunities that he 

believes Zaire can bring him—a budding business man. Unlike Marlow, Salim is forced 

to learn the real truth about Zaire when he settles into the heart of Africa. He discovers 

“other thing about the forest kingdom…the slave people were in revolt and were being 

butchered back into submission…the bush muffled the sound of murder, and the muddy 

rivers and lakes washed the blood away” (Naipaul 53). Salim sees the constant rebellion 

of Africa and Africans as they struggle against the double-consciousness that takes away 

their country, their home, within a postcolonial world. Africa’s identity and sense of self 

is constantly changing, almost as much as the President, also known as the Big Man. 

 The President in A Bend in the River is based off the historical person of General 

Mobutu. He is a man of many facets, which changes throughout the course of the novel 

and causes Zaire to lose itself even more within the European context. The President, “as 

a ruler was creating an area where he and his flag were supreme. As an African, he was 

building a new town on the site of what had been a rich European suburb, but what he 

was building was meant to be grander” (100). The President tries to make Africa compete 

against European standards of what is great. He wears styles of clothing similar to what a 

European might wear, such as cravats. Eventually, he changes his persona and places the 

emphasis on the old Africa and tries to reclaim the status of “a great African chief…a 

man of the people…the modernizer…the African who has rediscovered his African soul, 
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he’s conservative, revolutionary, everything” held before colonization (138). The 

President reflects the double-consciousness of his people and his nation because, just like 

them, he is unable to truly understand who he is within the context of his African and 

Europeanized self. By trying to change his own image, the President is trying to change 

the image of Africa and the way his home is perceived by the rest of the world. 

Unfortunately, the strategy the President takes is very unhealthy and dangerous for the 

Africans who are being unhomed in the process. 

Naipaul, the historian, describes the real president of Zaire as being a “colonel 

and commande,” the man who wears the cap and carries the stick of Africa (Naipaul, The 

Writer 205). The cap and the stick “are the emblems of his African chieftaincy…while 

the chief holds the stick off the ground the people around him can speak; when the chief 

sets his stick on the ground the people fall silent and the chief gives his decision” (206). 

This same description is told from a European woman’s perspective within A Bend in the 

River. Not understanding this Congolese tradition, she speaks when the stick is on the 

ground. She explains: “He had put his stick on the ground…I didn’t know I had to shut 

up, that in the old days of the chiefs, to talk when the stick was down was something you 

could be beaten to death for” (187). The reaction of the Africans is one of horror while 

the reaction of the woman is that of confusion. In this particular scene, Naipaul 

emphasizes the miscommunication between the two cultures which allows the 

perpetration of the double-consciousness and unhomeliness of the Africans. The Africans 

are angry at the disrespectful, neocolonial white woman while the woman is confused by 

the barbarity and inappropriate anger of the Africans. A wall is built between the two 

cultures and prejudices are formed. It is only through the recognition of these differences 
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and the appropriate blending between the two cultures, a hybridization of cultures, can 

the different peoples of Africa finally be comfortable within their own skins and their 

own country. 

 Naipaul’s novel A Bend in the River appropriates one of the dominant European 

discourses, Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. As Tiffin explains in her article “Post-

colonial Literatures and Counter-Discourses,” post-colonial cultures, such as Africa, “are 

inevitably hybridized, involving a dialectical relationship between European ontology 

and epistemology and the impulse to create or recreate independent local identity” (17). 

Whereas Conrad shows only one side of Africa, “the earliest beginnings of the world, 

when vegetation rioted on the earth and the big trees were king, an empty stream, a great 

silence, an impenetrable forest”, (Conrad55) Naipaul shows the complexities that are the 

reality of Africa, the “trading center for the region [as well as] the river, with the stretch 

of broken promenade near the docks…the repair yards with open corrugated-iron sheds 

full of rusting pieces of machinery, [and even] the official buildings from the colonial 

time” (Naipaul 87, 115) all amongst the very same bush that Conrad describes. Naipaul 

rewrites the world that Conrad describes from the safety of Marlow’s ship and shows the 

perspective of Salim’s two worlds, the privileged position of the insider and the 

unprivileged position of the outsider. Thus, through the use of parallel language to 

describe the surrounding area, Naipaul is able to deconstruct the European culture 

embedded in the culture of Africa. 

 A point of contention between the two novels is their respective views upon how 

Africa can regain its identity and come to terms with the double-consciousness and 

unhomeliness. Conrad doesn’t believe Africa has an identity other than the savageness 
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and bleakness that is expected of such an uncivilized and evil place, a place where a man 

as great as Kurtz can be turned into the raving lunatic that screams out “the horror, the 

horror” (118) right before he dies. Conrad describes Africa as being “beastly, beastly 

dark” (118) and despite the influences of the British, Africa is a truly lost continent 

“barred by a bank of clouds, and the tranquil waterway [that leads] into the heart of an 

immense darkness” (132). Conrad does not acknowledge the problems associated with 

double-consciousness and unhomeliness because he does not know they exist. However, 

as the postcolonial critic Christopher Wise points out, Naipaul “insists that only by 

forgetting and trampling upon the past may the social problems of the present be 

confronted and effectively resolved” (62). Salim eventually adopts this same attitude 

about the past through his interactions with an old childhood friend, Indar, a rich Indian 

friend from the East Coast. Indar explains how “it isn’t easy to turn your back on the past. 

It is something you have to arm yourself for, or grief will ambush and destroy you. That 

is why I hold onto the image of the garden trampled to the ground—it is a small thing, 

but it helps” (Naipaul 141). Africa does have an identity, even if it is an identity torn 

apart by cataclysmic changes ushered in by President Mobotu in order to decolonize and 

industrialize Zaire. In order for men like Salim and Indar to reclaim their identities, they 

must let go of the past, and, in a sense, let go of their feelings of double-consciousness. 

Although Naipaul does not leave the reader with any hope that this identity will be fully 

claimed within the near future, he does leave the reader with the knowledge that there 

exists some type of medium happiness, between old and new world, that is the 

appropriation of a variety of cultures, the blending of the two cultures to the point that is 

comfortable for each character to live with. 
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 On looking at the characters in each novel, the reader cannot help but see the 

similarities between Kurtz and Salim. Salim is an outsider, as is Kurtz, and stays in Zaire 

merely to exploit its resources and the people’s resources; they are both truly savvy 

business men. Unlike Kurtz, who is driven mad by the darkness that is Africa, Salim 

survives. Ironically, Salim is captured by the governmental army at the end of the novel 

for illegally trading elephant tusks, the very same elephant tusks that enslaved the 

Africans in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. As one critic, Harold Farwell explains, A Bend 

in the River “chronicles the problems of living through revolutionary changes and depicts 

the harsh reality for ordinary people behind the rhetoric of radicalization and 

nationalization” (2). The novel struggles with the same darkness that is depicted in 

Conrad’s, but Naipaul’s darkness is one that is influenced by the instability of the people 

who are torn apart by double-consciousness and unhomeliness, not to mention the 

political and economic situation in Africa. Conrad’s darkness, on the other hand, is 

inherent in the heart of Africa and the people of Africa because they are inherently evil. 

Salim’s ultimate conclusion is that “the world is what it is; men who are nothing, who 

allow themselves to become nothing, have no place in it” (Naipaul 3). A Bend in the 

River continually builds upon Conrad’s designs, but offers new conclusions about the 

double-consciousness and unhomeliness of Africans that was essentially left 

unmentioned in Conrad’s novel.  

 Although many critics take different perspectives regarding Conrad’s and 

Naipaul’s novels, Naipaul’s reflections on Joseph Conrad are what truly illuminate his 

interpretations of Heart of Darkness. In reading Conrad’s various novels, Naipul learns to 

contemplate “the juxtaposition of two cultures, one open and without belief, one closed 
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and ruled by old magic; one, ‘one the edges of outer darkness, exploring the world, one 

imprisoned in a small part of it” (Naipaul, Literary 164). Naipaul begins to understand the 

world that Conrad came from—a European educated society that shaped his ideas and 

cultural background as much as it shaped his writing. However, at the same time, Naipaul 

is held back by some of the conclusions he drew from Conrad’s novels. For example, he 

explains: “It came to me that the great novelists wrote about highly organized societies. I 

had no such society…I didn’t see my world reflected in theirs. My colonial world was 

mixed and secondhand, and more restricted” (168). This attitude, purely a Europeanized 

viewpoint of what constituted universally great literature, could have held Naipaul back 

from ever creating the masterpieces he wrote. Instead, he used Conrad as a form of 

inspiration. Through Conrad, Naipaul recognizes the double-consciousness that he 

inherited from growing up in a mixed society, being Trinidadian born, British educated, 

novelist of Hindu heritage and Indo-Trinidadian ethnicity. By being honest with himself 

and who he is Naipaul writes great pieces of literature. It is through Conrad’s 

“achievements derived from the honesty which is part of his difficulty, that ‘scrupulous 

fidelity to the truth of my own sensations’” (173), that Naipaul is able to write his truth. 

Thus, just as Conrad wrote what he knew, from a colonial perspective, Naipaul writes 

what he knows, the post-colonial perspective and his feelings of unhomeliness and 

double-consciousness. It is through this honesty that great writers are formed. Naipaul 

was inspired by Conrad’s writings not because they were hideously racist pieces of 

literature but because Conrad wrote how he truly saw the world during his time period 

and how he was raised during that time. Naipaul, likewise, is a man of his time, stuck 
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between two worlds, which can show the injustices and inequalities to be found in both 

places.  

 Africa is a place of many beliefs, religions, traditions, rituals, and types of people. 

Africa cannot truly be defined by one person or one writer because Africa is mixed with 

all types of people struggling to understand their place within their countries. Naipaul is 

just one man, one author, who took up the challenge to rewrite the colonial history as 

depicted by Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. By writing, he was able to express his own 

sense of double-consciousness and unhomeliness in relation to the characters in his novel. 

Naipaul challenges the status quo that holds Conrad’s novel as being one of the greatest 

British novels ever written by simply writing his truth about Zaire. Naipaul expresses the 

truth of Zairians by expressing their identity confusion caused by the blending of both the 

colonizer and colonized cultures. Although A Bend in the River is essentially a retelling 

of the journey into the heart of Africa as described by Heart of Darkness, Naipaul’s novel 

shows the essence of what a postcolonial society must fight in order to redefine its 

cultural identity—double-consciousness and unhomeliness. Only by recognizing that 

these emotions and feelings exist can the Africans in A Bend in the River ever truly be 

happy in their country. They need to reclaim their homeland, Zaire, and make it a place 

that all Zairians can live in.
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 The teaching of world history in American institutions of higher education is 

approaching a state of crisis, if it is not already there.  What is causing this crisis?  As 

this paper will explore, there are several converging issues.  The numbers of students 

seeking  world history instruction and the classes designed to meet this need are 

enormous (and growing), the organization of world history classes in universities is 

haphazard (even with those schools linked within the same university system), and the 

preparation of instructors to teach world history is negligible.  This paper will explore this 

situation in detail:  we will first look at the national statistics of world history courses---

how prevalent they are, how they compare with other historical fields, etc.---then we will 

survey how world history is organized in the largest university system in the country (the 

California State University system), and then, on a more anecdotal level (based on the 

personal experiences of the authors and our colleagues), we will touch on the 

background and preparation of the instructors of these courses, as well as some of the 

unique challenges they face.  The portrait that emerges is that world history is an 

increasingly important part of the university curriculum---but at the same time it is 

usually treated as relatively unimportant part of the curriculum, an afterthought. 

 The current state of the discipline of history at four year colleges and universities 

in the United States reflects a significant growth in the number of history majors.  The 

AHA Directory of History Departments, Historical Organizations, and Historians collects 
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information relating to the state of history as an academic discipline.  The relevant 

statistics indicate that majors in departments collated in the Directory rose 8 percent in 

the academic period from 2001-2002 to 2002-2003, while conferred Bachelor’s degrees 

rose 7.5 percent for the same period.1   These increases are found across the country 

and throughout all categories of program or type of institution.2   While there is no single 

cause for these trends, the fact that most of the surveyed schools reported consistent 

efforts to prepare both faculty (in terms of teaching) and students (in terms of general 

education requirements and even encouraging their enthusiasm for the subject) for the 

study of history helps explain the increasing student interest in history as a field of 

study.  It should be mentioned that there is an overall trend for rising student enrollment 

at colleges and universities in the United States.  The U.S. Department of Education 

concludes from the most recent data that the enrollment of undergraduates has risen 3 

percent while the enrollment of graduate students rose 2.3 percent.3  

 The change in history class size also reflects the growth in the number of history 

students.  Between the 2000-2001 and 2001-2002 academic years “...the average 

number of students enrolled in history classes at four-year colleges and universities 

rose almost 2 percent.”4   When looking at the enrollment differences between 

introductory classes and upper level classes, average class size for the introductory 

courses was almost 58 students per course compared to about 27 students per course 

for the higher level classes.5   There are also differences in class size as a function of 

school type.  Those schools that confer only Bachelor’s degrees had lower class sizes 

                                                           
1 All statistics presented in this paper may be found in Robert B. Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizeable 
Increases in History majors and Bachelors Degrees”, Perspectives  Vol. 42  #4, April 2004, p. 17.  The 
number of history majors in the past year increased to 94,232 from 87,003, and the number of history 
Bachelor’s degrees conferred rose from 23,014 to 24,736. 
2 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 17. 
3 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 18. 
4 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 19. 
5 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 18. 
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than Ph.D.-granting departments, a fact true both for introductory courses and for 

upper-level courses.6  

 These figures establish that there are presently more students studying history 

than ever before.  But what types of history do they study?  In particular, what is the 

present place of world history within the larger discipline of history?  The figures are 

striking.  When addressing world history on the undergraduate level (both lower- and 

upper-level courses) it is clear that the general trends of massive growth and increased 

demand noted above are applicable to the sub-discipline of world history.  For instance, 

when examining the overall average class size for world history on the introductory 

level, the most recent evidence demonstrates a class size second only to U.S. History---

101.72 students per U.S. course versus 97.26 per world history course.7   Looking at 

these numbers in another way, world history averages some 20 students more per class 

than european history (97.26 versus 78.40), and averages more than twice as many 

students per course than any other area recognized by the AHA.8  

 The story is much the same when one considers the type of institution offering 

world history courses.  For institutions that offer only the B.A., world history courses in 

fact have the highest enrollment at the introductory level (69.65 students versus 63.06 

for Western Civilization).  At those institutions that offer the M.A., world history is second 

to U.S. History when it comes to student enrollment (89.02 for world history as opposed 

150.10 for U.S. History).  Those schools that offer the Ph.D. represent a furthering of 

the trend---149.71 students per world history course compared to 139.96 for U.S. 

history courses.  When one turns to upper-level courses, the conclusions are 

                                                           
6 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 19.  The relevant numbers are:  B.A.-granting 
programs, 38.7 students per class for introductory course and 19.7 students per class for upper-level 
courses; Ph.D.-granting programs, 79.5 and 35.1, respectively. 
7 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 18.  The AHA  uses the following categories to 
define the overall field of history:  United States, Europe, Asia, Latin America, Africa, Middle East, world 
history and ‘other’. 
8 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 18. 
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unmistakable.  For every institution of every type, world history is either first or second 

in overall class size.9  

 Another approach usable for situating world history within the larger context of 

history is to examine the number of world history courses offered per History 

Department on the undergraduate level.  Once again the importance and high visibility 

of world history can be seen.  Overall, world history ranks third in the number of courses 

offered per department on the introductory level, behind U.S. History and Western 

Civilization.10   When examining the statistics for the different types of universities and 

colleges and lower-level offerings, world history is third at B.A.-only institutions, second 

at M.A.-only schools, and fourth at Ph.D.-granting schools.11  

 One can safely conclude that a very significant number of students take, either 

voluntarily or by requirement, world history courses.  Such a fact leads to a 

consideration of the preparation instructors have in order to teach world history.  The 

AHA-provided statistics suggest that most graduate students take few if any courses in 

world history.  The area with the highest number of graduate courses offered per 

department is, not surprisingly, U.S. History, followed by Europe, Asia, Latin America 

and Africa.  It is only at this point that world history appears, with an overall average of 

0.60 courses offered per department (the number for U.S. is 9.47; Europe 5.9; all of the 

remaining areas are either just above one course per department or offer fewer than 

one course per department).  As for specific types of institution, the results are similar:  

for M.A.-only schools, 6.92 courses in U.S. History are offered at the graduate level, 

with 0.38 offered per department in world history.  Ph.D. programs are a little better, 

                                                           
9 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 18. 
10 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 18.  The numbers are:  14.89 courses per 
department in U.S. History, 12.74 for Western Civilization, and 10.51 for world history. 
11 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 19.  The numbers are:  B.A. only, 9.97 courses in 
Western Civilization, 9.08 U.S., 9.07 World; in M.A.-only, 21.95 U.S., 17.75 World; Ph.D.-only, 16.80 U.S., 
13.12 Western, 5.76 Europe, 5.74 World. 
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offering 0.88 graduate classes in world history per department (12.42 for U.S.).12   One 

researcher in this area concludes that “...most history graduate programs do not offer 

graduate-level courses in fields outside of the United States and Europe.”13  

 To gain a clearer focus of our subject, we will now turn from the national world 

history figures to explore its place in a large state university system.  The 23 campuses 

of the California State University system---in which both authors of this study are 

employed---is the largest and most diverse university systems in the country, with 

approximately 400,000 students attending and 42,000 faculty and staff members.14     

The immense size of this educational behemoth should provide us a large (but still 

manageable) pool of data to answer some essential questions.  That is, how is world 

history actually taught in this vast educational system?  Is there a clear and uniform 

understanding of what is meant by ‘world history’, or do different campuses have their 

own sensibilities about the parameters of this field of study?  What kind of professors 

are taking on the teaching of this increasingly important subject?  Lastly, to what extent 

is this massive university system prepared for the ever-increasing demand for world 

history courses?   

 Based on the Fall 2005 schedules, the most notable feature of World 

History/World Civilization courses in the California State University system is the lack of 

uniformity throughout the system, the widely varied nature of the approaches taken by 

the different schools.  Two of the campuses----CSU Maritime (in Vallejo) and CSU 

Monterey Bay---do not even have established History Departments and do not offer 

conventional History courses.  Of the remaining 21 CSU campuses that do have 

organized History Departments, all of them offer some courses that explore world 

                                                           
12 Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, page 21. 
13 In the online version of Townsend, “Survey Shows Sizable Increases”, entitled “Latest Figures show 
Sizeable Increases In History majors and Bachelors Degrees” on the site 
www.historians.org/Perspectives/ Issues/2004/0404/r btstudents0404.htm  . 
14 From the California State University Home page, http://www.calstate.edu/. 
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history and civilization, but that is where their similarities in offering world history 

education end.  Four of these 21 campuses offer a single World Civilization course 

during the Fall 2005 term.  Double that number---more than a third of the CSU schools 

that have conventional History Departments (8 out of the 21)---offer a 3 part World 

Civilization series every Term, but even more (9 campuses) offer a 2-part World 

Civilization sequence.  This major difference is substantive, as we shall see, and can 

not simply be attributed to differences in the quarter or semester organization in the 

different campuses. 

 The eight California State Universities that provide a 3 part sequence of world 

history/civilization courses usually break the subject matter down into three broad 

thematic categories: the ancient world (usually understood as covering the origins of 

civilization until the year 500 C.E.), the medieval world (from 500 C.E. to 1500 C.E.) and 

the modern world (from 1500 to the present).  Still, there are significant variations within 

this 3 sequence schema; the middle course (medieval section) at CSU Bakersfield, for 

example, stretches from 500 C.E. to 1790 C.E., while at CSU San Bernardino the 

middle section explores world civilizations from 100 B.C.E. to 1450 C.E..  CSU East Bay 

(formerly CSU Hayward) breaks their courses down into 1) origins to 800 C.E., 2) 800 

C.E. to 1700, and lastly 3) from 1700 to the present. 

 As we turn to world history options that offer fewer classes in sequence, it is not 

surprising to see fewer ways to divide the material.  With 2 sequence courses, the 

general inclination among CSU campuses appears to be to conflate the first two 

sections, the ancient and medieval world history, into a single course.  An example of 

this approach can be seen at CSU Channel Islands, which offers HIST 211 ‘World 

Civilizations 1’, a course that spans the origins of civilization to 1500 C.E. (the course 

description for the course is taken verbatim from the CSU Long Beach catalog).   

 This data tells us that even in an otherwise well-organized, coordinated State 

University system, there is little organization or coordination when it comes to the 
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teaching of world history.  Beyond a lack of coordination, this evidence suggests that 

there are widely differing ideas about how world history should be taught, including a 

lack of consensus about what the appropriate parameters of the field might be.  

Obviously, this kind of variety in the structure of the courses---even when split into 

similar numbers of course segments---necessitates radically approaches and treatment 

from the instructors.  

 So who are these instructors exactly, and how are they prepared to face these 

challenges? 

 To provide a clear case-study, the authors will telescope the discussion down 

from the entire CSU system to a single CSU campus, their own (primary) employer, 

CSU Los Angeles.  ‘World Civilization’  courses at CSULA are always divided into 3 

sequences (labeled HIST 110A, 110B and 110C), and they make up the backbone of 

the schedule for the History Department every quarter.  More precisely, there are 

usually three or four sections of the first class (HIST 110A) offered every quarter, and 

one section of each of the later sequences (HIST 110B and 110C) are also offered 

almost quarterly.  Looking over the last year for the course offerings of HIST 110A, 

110B and 110C at CSULA, some interesting trends emerge for the instructors of these 

courses. 

 The most notable fact is the ratio of full-time, tenured or tenure-track faculty to 

part-time adjunct faculty---or, as the university administration terms this labor pool, 

‘temporary contingent labor’.  In the Fall 2004 Quarter, six World Civilization courses 

were taught at CSULA.  Half of these courses fell to adjunct faculty.  Much the same is 

true for the Winter Quarter of 2005, when seven World Civilization courses were taught, 

with three assigned to adjuncts.  The Spring of 2005 saw these trends continue with six 

World Civ courses offered, and 4 of them taught by adjuncts.  In the reduced Summer 
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Quarter of 200515 , only three World Civ courses were offered, and one of them was 

taught by an adjunct faculty member (for the only time in the year, no HIST 110C course 

was offered). To sum up, of the twenty two World Civilization courses offered by CSULA 

in the last academic year, exactly half were taught by adjunct faculty.   

 If this ratio holds true at campuses other than CSULA, then we can say that at 

least half of World Civilization classes are taught by adjunct faculty---and anecdotal 

information supports that most campuses have at least half of their World Civilization 

courses taught by part-time faculty, if not dramatically more.  Though some adjunct 

faculty might be less experienced than full-time members---but often are the most 

experienced teachers in a department---the large numbers of adjunct faculty (if not a 

preponderance of the faculty) teaching world history classes strongly suggests that 

those classes are a low priority.  Having fewer tenured faculty teaching a sequence of 

(usually required) classes suggests that those classes are not a high priority for that 

department, that they are staffed with whomever might want to teach them along with 

whomever else might be available from the pool of part-time lecturers.  Having part-time 

faculty members teaching mandatory classes, classes which regularly have very large 

numbers of students in them (many of whom may not be History majors), all suggest 

that those classes are something of an afterthought.  

 The data about the growing importance of world history courses for 

contemporary universities and the widespread reliance on part-time faculty to teach 

these classes is only part of the story.  It is also important to mention the preparation 

that such instructors are liable to receive, as well as the challenges that world history 

teachers can face from their students.  In exploring these areas, we will move from the 

hard statistics that were cited in the first portion of this paper to more anecdotal 

evidence based on the experiences of the authors (and their colleagues). 

                                                           
15 ‘Reduced’ because most full-time tenured or tenure-track faculty do not teach in the summer at 
CSULA, meaning that the vast majority of courses are assigned to part-time instructors. 
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 The preparation---or lack thereof---that most instructors of world history are given 

can certainly be viewed as additional evidence that these courses are an academic 

afterthought.  This lack of preparation is partly rooted in the intensely focused nature of 

graduate work and the incredibly broad parameters of world history survey courses.  

That is, most scholars in graduate school are steered toward an increasingly narrow 

range of historical areas and ideas (even prior to the dissertation).  Because of this 

tendency, it is unlikely that the experiences of the authors of this study were unique 

when they were confronted with teaching world history courses early in their careers:  

i.e., we had absolutely no formal background for many aspects of the world history 

classes we were expected to teach.  More precisely, our academic backgrounds are in 

traditionally focused and well-defined areas of European history---one Ph.D. in medieval 

religious and intellectual history from Fordham University, and another Ph.D. in ancient 

Republican Rome from U.S.C..  As worthwhile as these areas are, they left us 

completely unprepared to teach about the carved seals of Harappan society in India, or 

the ‘Bureaucracy of Merit’ in the Tang Dynasty in China, or what the Olmecs were up to 

in Mesoamerica (among many, many other things).  In addition to learning entirely new 

categories of historical events and constructing a coherent historical narrative for 

ourselves, we were also required to immerse ourselves in entirely new geographical 

facts.  Other problems also surfaced:  it is one thing to research new and unfamiliar 

material, it is quite another thing to comfortably speak about it; it took more than a few 

classes before names like “Chandragupta Maurya” or “Qin Shihuangdi” could easily slip 

off the tongue during a lecture. 

 The inherent challenges of learning completely new areas and eras---and then 

teaching them competently---was compounded in our case by a lack of guidance from 

our own History Department.  Little advice was offered about the basic elements of our 

world history courses.  Textbooks had to be ordered, but which ones?  The choices for 

textbooks are legion in number, bewildering in variety and outrageously expensive for 
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students (and this was before we discovered that many textbooks differ in substance as 

well as in style).  Looking over the texts previously used for the course was one obvious 

strategy (and the one used by the authors), whether one combed through the aisles of 

the campus bookstore or looked up the options in the archived syllabi.16   There were 

other pressing questions beyond the choice of textbooks, such as how to arrange the 

basic course content, syllabi, exams and other writing assignments.  Beyond those 

nuts-and-bolts questions, to what extent did our world history predecessors utilize visual 

aids, films, computer resources, etc.?  No one seemed to know for sure---except the 

representatives from the publishing companies, of course, who were VERY sure of what 

kinds of materials we should be using---but it was clear that some of our colleagues did 

use these things while others didn’t.  Once again, there was obviously very little in the 

way of a standard approach to these things.  Adding to the pressures of this situation 

was the fact that all of these decisions had to be made very quickly; we were assigned 

these world history courses with very little notice.  The CSULA History Department 

routinely assigns the next quarters courses with as little as two to three weeks lead-

time, which means that there was a very strict timetable which had to be adhered to for 

those kinds of decisions, as well as for the frantic note-taking and lecture-building that 

was required to educate ourselves about those  often gigantic----and for us, unexplored-

--areas of study.  While it is now fair to say that we have both achieved a firm grasp on 

the material and a solid competence when it comes to teaching world history, it was 

definitely on-the-job training. 

 There is another enormous challenge involved with teaching world history 

courses that deserves to be mentioned, one that has nothing to do with the increasing 

demand for such courses, or the varied arrangements at different universities, or the 

lack of preparation of the instructors.  This challenge involves the students themselves.  

                                                           
16 Both authors, incidentally, have since gone on to choose completely different textbooks for our World 
Civilization classes. 
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Some of the problems we have encountered with students are undoubtedly universal, 

but some of the issues involving the teaching of world history---and teaching it at 

CSULA in particular---are especially acute.  CSULA is one of the most diverse 

campuses in the CSU system, which is a great strength in many ways, though it does 

pose some special challenges.  The majority of students at CSULA matriculate from the 

Los Angeles Unified School District, which is one of the most problem-plagued large city 

school districts in the nation.  In part because of this, and in part because of the 

socioeconomic realities of East Los Angeles, many of our students have little or no 

experience in or guidance about post-secondary education; we teach many students 

who are the first in their families to attend college and therefore the home-related 

system of educational support is almost nonexistent.  Difficulties with language is a 

frequent barrier that must be overcome in our classes (ESL students make up a 

significant portion of the student body at CSULA), and many students lack basic 

academic skills (esp. writing ability).  Furthermore, these students know virtually nothing 

of world history when they enter the university.  Not only must we contend with students 

who are ill-prepared in terms of their academic abilities (a common complaint of post-

secondary educators across the country, of course), we must also confront students 

with little to no background in the subject matter.  Those who do have some prior 

historical knowledge, sometimes seem to view the purpose of history as an opportunity 

to build up their own self-esteem, an opportunity to celebrate their own 

ethnic/racial/national background.  Others, particularly in world history classes that 

cover the ancient world, often desire to have their own specific religious beliefs and 

perspectives confirmed.  Both types of students are liable to be very disappointed (and 

even offended) when their preconceptions are not realized.  Some students do not 

happily accept that while there may not be anything wrong with those motives being part 

of one’s exploration of world history, they should certainly not be the ONLY one. 
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 We are not saying that the students we teach should not be in college; rather, we 

are seeking to illustrate that when all of the various factors are added together, the 

problem of teaching world history for us (and undoubtedly for others as well) is a 

daunting one indeed.  Our students try very hard to succeed, and for the most part they 

desire to perform well.  At the same time, they face hurdles that make it all the more 

difficult for us to succeed when it comes to educating them.  Not only are we woefully 

unprepared to teach these courses (at least in the beginning), we are also faced with 

systemic problems in terms of who the students are, what their abilities are, and the 

extent of their previous education.  These facts taken together give a sense of the 

magnitude and variety of challenges one faces when teaching world history at CSULA. 

 Overall, the situation is this:  increasingly large numbers of students are enrolling 

in increasingly numerous world history classes; the intensity of this need seems to be 

borne out on a national, state and anecdotal level (though we are loathe to speak of our 

own experiences with our entirely respectable employer, CSULA, as anecdotal); there is 

little to no consistent approach to teaching this subject; and at least half (and probably 

most) of the teaching of this ill-defined subject is done by adjunct, part-time faculty 

(those with less pay, no job security, et al.).  In short, the teaching of world history 

appears to be an afterthought in the universities mentioned here.   

 This situation is a big problem, or as mentioned in the introduction of this paper, 

‘a crisis’...or is it? 

 It could be argued that the world history/civilization courses which most 

universities offer are not a problem at all, but rather an appropriate ‘minor league’ for the 

teaching of history, a proving-ground for both instructor and student, a place where the 

basics of the lore of history are imparted to new initiates.  Many tenured or tenure-track 

faculty may think (whether they openly admit it or not) that the current situation is 

entirely satisfactory and appropriate:  ‘The part-timers SHOULD be doing the broad 

survey courses, the grunt-work, because it is in these classes that they learn the craft of 
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teaching, how to organize lectures and coursework, how to deal with students, etc., etc.’  

As for the tenured and tenure-track faculty, so the argument might continue, they have 

earned the right to teach narrowly focused, upper-division classes to smaller, more 

serious, more dedicated groups of students.  Senior faculty, in any case, need time to 

research and publish, while part-timers do not have the same responsibilities, right? 

 Beyond considerations of departmental status, a broader point could be raised in 

support of the status quo:  who is to say that a varied, decentralized understanding of 

what world history is is a bad thing?  Yes, the current uncoordinated system may be 

disorganized, but should not the carving out of world history courses be left up to local 

institutions and their faculty.  Clearly there is little agreement about even the 

fundamental issues of history, e.g., whether history should be considered a Liberal 

Art,17  a Social Science,18  or something else again.19   Faced with such disagreements 

about these basic principles---and in light of those discrepancies, one may question 

whether it is appropriate to refer to history as a ‘discipline’ at all---should we not rely on 

the judgment of individual scholars to develop curricula that seems best suited to the 

needs of their own universities and students? 

 We would argue against these conclusions, if for no other reason than that they 

harm the very people about whom we should be most concerned:  our students.  These 

men and women deserve a faculty of instructors who are fully versed in the field they 

are teaching.  It makes no sense to send unprepared instructors into classes filled with 

equally unprepared students and then expect both students and teachers to excel.  

These students deserve better, and we believe that the instructors do as well.   

                                                           
17 As it is designated at the CSU campuses of Dominguez Hills, Long Beach and San Luis Obispo. 
18 As it is designated at CSU Los Angeles, San Jose and Sonoma; CSU Northridge, San Bernardino and 
San Francisco list history as part of the ‘Social and Behavioral Sciences’. 
19 At CSU Chico history is in the College of ‘Humanities and Fine Arts’; at Bakersfield and Fullerton 
history falls under the heading of ’Humanities and Social Sciences’, while Humboldt sets it in the College 
of ‘Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences’. 
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 While the preliminary nature of this study makes any attempts at solutions little 

more than speculation, that speculation should still be entertained.  One possibility 

would be to require graduate students to take a one or two semester/quarter survey of 

basic world history so that they would have at least some rudimentary preparation.  

Another option might be for the same students to incorporate a  comparative element in 

their graduate studies---’I study the Italian Renaissance, but what was going on in China 

at the same time?’  Right now there is no clear-cut answer to these problems, but they 

should be discussed nonetheless.  If it is a good thing to have (often) ill-prepared, part-

time faculty teaching increasingly large numbers of classes in our universities, then this 

fact should be openly acknowledged.  The authors of this paper disagree with that 

conclusion and hope that these issues will not only be discussed, but that serious 

teachers and scholars will find solutions to the problems that harm students and faculty 

alike.  Yes, the trends in world history teaching may be heading for a crisis, but it is 

worth remembering that the same Chinese character that represents ‘crisis’ also 

represents ‘opportunity’.  With the world continuing to ‘shrink’ or ‘flatten’ there has never 

been a more pressing need to have a more wide-ranging and integrated sense of the 

human past.  It certainly deserves to be treated as something more than an 

afterthought. 
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The paper aims to investigate claims to truth and reality in contemporary television 
journalism given the postmodern discursive context of the inevitability of constructed 
realities and the increasing unreality of our mediated culture. From a theoretical 
point of view, reality can only happen once, with any transmission of that, a re-
presentation, or simulation of it. While these simulations must naturally occur by 
virtue of the broadcast transmission, the manipulation of reality is further enhanced 
by a proliferation of melodramatic stylistic devices employed by news producers, 
invested in working within an “unreality industry” in order to garner larger and 
larger audiences. Serious subject matter, such as the war in Iraq, is imbued with 
melodramatic entertainment values, and, by suggestion alone SARS becomes a 
terrifying disease that cripples entire cities. As media advance as a reference for 
human experience, the virtual, inauthentic world has become the often-times 
dangerous measure by which viewers gauge their own existence. The paper will offer 
an interdisciplinary investigation into the increasing application of melodramatic 
constructs in televised journalism across the fields of journalism studies, television 
studies, film studies, and poststructuralist theory, and will provide a theoretical 
overview of the terrain of poststructuralist thinking on constructed reality citing the 
work of several key historical and contemporary theorists. It will posit television 
journalism through the issue of the crisis of believability created by the “unreality 
industry” providing data that illustrates the ways in which simulations and 
manipulations are eroding the values of trust among consumers of news. Finally, the 
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journalists as ways in which to meaningfully revitalize and transform the medium in 
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screen-based forms can change over time. This paper explores how typography in synchronous online 
learning environments can bridge the gap between the verbal content of a class and the physical 
experience of being in a classroom with other students. The online classroom offers a veritable world of 
new means for time-based forms of visual expression. But the chat interfaces currently used in online 
classrooms rarely exploit any of these opportunities. Though they exist within a time-based digital 
environment, the appearance of online chat interfaces is based on ‘writerly’ print conventions. In structure 
and form, chat text looks like a scrolling version of a static, printed page. Users have little or no control 
over the visual form of their words. Even basic print-based conventions, like bold for emphasis or italics 
for inflection are often out of the user’s reach. But as a medium, the digital environment offers new 
expressive means through time-based motion, depth and fluidity, to name a few. In his book, Deep Sites, 
design writer Max Bruinsma encourages designers to explore this newfound visual range :

Animating letters may at first seem rather odd in a craft that is based in the tradition of carved and printed 
words. However, as the legacy of cinematic titles by such designers as Saul Bass or Robert Brownjohn has 
shown, movement can be used effectively to accentuate the important words in a sentence (or those that 
the author or designer wants to draw to our attention), and to enhance the message’s associative field. 
...Such use of kinetic typography may be ‘ephemeral’ when applied as linear time-based sequences, but 
on the web it can become quite functional as an interactive device. Clicks or mouse overs change the size 
or accentuation of words; make words shift into other, related words; cause explanatory texts or further 
options to pop up; and set in motion small animations, which guide the visitor to the next level of a site. All 
these examples of animated typography take the notion of readability to the fourth dimension. Time-based 
typography, as we may now term it, is developing into a new brand of information design that uses type 
and motion (or action-dependent sequencing) to structure content in multilinear ways and to guide the 
reader through it. (Bruinsma, http://www.courses.ncsu.edu/gd573/lec/001/wrap/deepsites/two.htm)

The print convention approach to the design of chat interfaces ignores the fact that visual structure 
and form are part of language and contribute to its meaning. In Hypertext 2.0: The Convergence of 
Contemporary Critical Theory, design critic George P. Landow laments the conceptual separation of form 
and language in digital design, stating that it perpetuates the notion that visual information is of less value 
than verbal information (Landow, 62).
 In fact-to-face communication, people send and receive information through different channels. 
Verbal language, body language and tone of voice are processed simultaneously in order to decode an 
overall message. But in chat environments, users rely on static text and the occasional emoticons as their 
sole channel of communication.  The lack of other means of expression creates a void in the experience of 
dialog. We believe that a great opportunity lies in designing interface systems that are capable of receiving 
and expressing information about message, tone and inflection simultaneously, according to whatever 

Nothing is fixed in the 
digital environment.  
Unlike words on a printed page,  



might happen in that dynamic environment. A text-based system capable of expressing through visual 
form, on the fly, becomes more like a stage and less like a scrolling page. 
 Our interest in online chat environments began during a graduate seminar on new information 
environments at North Carolina State University. The seminar was conducted entirely through online 
chat, and was lead by Max Bruinsma, a design writer based in the Netherlands, and and Denise Gonzales-
Crisp, Graphic Design Department Chair at North Carolina State University. Much of our class discussion 
focused on analyzing and critiquing the medium in which we were working. Through observations, 
research, and visual studies that began in this seminar, we identified three core ways in which time-based 
typographic form can bridge the gap between literal text and the rich experience of face-to-face dialog: 
first, time-based typography can transform to convey an individual’s tone and inflection. Second, it aids 
in creating a visual ‘map’ of the classroom experience. And finally, time-based typography brings unique 
visual form to different dialogs. This addresses the cultural uniqueness of different students, subject 
matter, and education environments. At the intersection of  these three conditions is where on-screen text 
becomes rich, experiential dialog. We assert that exploiting the possibilities of time-based typographic 
form is an important step toward the design of ‘smarter’ chat environments, that will allow users to feel 
like they are they are speaking with rather than through the medium. 

The significance of chat as a medium for classroom communication

Digital technology allows for different mediums of communication in an online classroom, such as text-
based chat, audio/video feed, file sharing and image uploading. Our focus on text-based chat is rooted in a 
confidence that text-based chat is and will remain an intellectually valuable and technologically relevant 
form of classroom communiciation. Text and audio/visual chat are different animals, both in terms of the 
experience they deliver and the bandwidth they demand. While audio/visual chat may get some of our 
senses closer to the experience of a ‘live’ classroom, it’s not a substitute for text-based chat, which has its 
own important merits. Text-based chat addresses different communication styles and preferences than a/v 
or face-to-face discussion. In our personal experiences in synchronous online classrooms, we’ve observed 
that sometimes students who are reluctant to participant in face to face class discussions participate 
much more actively when the communication medium is text-based. Some students are more confident 
and adept at written than in verbal communication, and text chat allows them to flourish. It also removes 
a layer of social hierachy based on appearances that may keep some students at a distance from the 
discussion. Another asset of text-based chat is that it creates an accessible archive of the experience. Not 
only does this provide a transcript for later review, but it makes every part of a conversation readable and 
referencable at any point in the discussion.

Expressing personality and message through chat typography

Given the value of text-based chat in online classrooms, it’s our goal to expand the expressive capabilities 
of typography in chat interface design, taking advantage of the time-based nature of digital environments 
and creating a better experience for users. Before proceeding, we must define several terms that we use 
in describing the expressive qualities of typography in a chat environment. Personality refers to the 
expression of individuals’ emotions and sense of self. When we engage in face-to-face communication, 
expressions of personality bear a significant role in our understanding of message and meaning. Even 
in audio communications, we rely heavily on our understanding of tone of voice, inflection and emotion 
in order to decode meaning. In a text-based chat environment, we can rely on the meaning of the words 
themselves, but have little access to the individual’s personal expression of those words. Expressions of 
personality in a chat environment, through the use of emoticons, caps, underscores and spacing aren’t, 
in most cases, facilitated by the system—they are innovations on the part of users who are attempting to 
stretch the limits of a typographically restrictive environment. For example: 

Max Bruinsma>>FOLKS, I HAVE AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO MAKE 

Shravan R.>>_________________________________________ 

Max Bruinsma>>I don’t think I can be with you next week... 



In this case Shravan, a student in our seminar, jokingly made a ‘drum roll’ during our class’ online 
chat, using the available typographic means. One of the issues that we touched on in our seminar, and 
experienced directly, is the desire to express one’s emotions and state of mind in this medium and the 
different ways that this can occur. Our class also discussed how this can affect overall communication: 

Max Bruinsma>>> In RL [real life], the presence of facial and bodily expression is a large component of successful 

communication. For instance, the teacher can look at a classroom of empty stares and scrunched eyebrows and 

deduce a break in communication; more explanation is necessary on the topic at hand. Similarly, nods and smiles 

indicate comprehension and a mutual agreement to continue. 

Max Bruinsma>>so, should we design emoticons for that? ?nodding?, ?raised eyebrows?? the empty stare has 

one: :-| 

Max Bruinsma>>or could you do that by snippets of text... 

Max Bruinsma>>as in: 

Max Bruinsma>><nodding> i don’t think so </nodding> 

In looking at some existing examples of motion-based type in web design, we can imagine many ways for 
typography to express personality. beyond the use of emoticons or idiosyncratic text entry.  Peter Cho’s 
Letterscapes studies at typeractive.com are small interactive pieces that apply motion to individual letter 
forms. The pieces don’t convey any discernible meaning in and of themselves, but they are interesting as 
a collection of ‘possibilities.’ We can look at these behaviors and ask ourselves, “what does this imply, in 
terms of message or personality?” While some of the pieces only use motion to create eye candy, others 
begin to express something more. Responding to the movement of the user’s cursor, the letter B slips 
under the horizon line and then slinks back up, looking sneaky and subversive. Two letter Gs break apart 

and reconfigure themselves, shifting between background and foreground, implying a dialog of point–
counterpoint.
 Yugop.com, the personal website of designer Yugo Nakamura, offers some typographic studies 
that are interesting in terms of expressing personality. Study 17 in the “Rigid Body 01” interactive series 
is a “dynamic drag and throw” that demonstrates a way for users’ feelings and personalities to be revealed 
in the way that they interact with the text. While the study applies the “drag and throw” behaviors to the 



message-neutral words “one” “two” and “three,” it’s not hard to imaging it applied to a chat conversation. 
A user could either gently, respectfully pull someone else’s words out of the way, or fling them violently 
across the screen.
 Besides expressing the personality with which we say things, typographic form can also impact 
the message, itself. Simply put, message is what the users put into the system. More specifically, it is the 
meaning conveyed by whatever appears on the screen and the additional intent behind it (on the part of 
the user) which may or may not come through in translation to the chat medium. Our concern when it 
comes to message is finding typographic strategies that bridge this gap; taking the type on-screen from 
a state of closed meaning or “work,” to use the terminology of Roland Barthes in Image, Music, Text, to 
“text” which “only exists in the movement of a discourse” and in which meaning cannot be fixed, but 
rather depends on each individual user, context and particular moment in time (Barthes, 157). In Digital 
Mantras, Holtzman discusses Saussure’s structuralist views on meaning: Meaning and sense are discussed 
in terms of structure. Words are understood by their place within a system of other words that are in 
opposition to them and circumscribe them. Meaning is a question of positional value (Holtzman, 154):

Max Bruinsma [quoting Suguru Ishizaki]>>”However, in dynamic design, the same content may have a 

different value at different times, depending on the changes in the information itself and the reader’s intention, so 

the same information content may be expressed in different forms in order to be appropriate to the communication.”

As Bruinsma pointed out (via Ishizaki), the visual context of words can alter their meaning. This concept 
holds extremely important implications for the design of chat interfaces. To understand the relationship 
between visual context and meaning in its simplest form, consider the following excerpt from a class 
chat: 

Shravan R. >>(failure -> Recovery -> Strategies)

By positioning his words within a visual diagram of sorts, Shravan added to their meaning. “Failure” 
“recovery” and “strategies” retain their literal meaning, but with the addition of arrows ( “–” and “>” 
combine to create an arrow) a relationship between the words is expressed: failure leads to recovery which 
then leads to strategies. 
 Additionally, in time-based digital media the visual form of words and text, ergo their meaning, 
can change over time. A simple but powerful example exists at the intersection of html tags and visual 
form. Tags are keyword labels assinged to web content by users. On the photo sharing community 
website Flickr, users have the ability to ‘tag’ photos. The more popular a topic, the larger the type size for 

its tag. The simple typographic convention 
of changing size, creates a visual hierarchy 
through variations in scale that allows users 
to understand the site’s most popular topics at 
any given time.
 The addition of formal content, like 
scale and weight, to written information 
can also be found in the Lexicon Linkmap, 
part of the web supplement to Katherine 
Hayles’ book, Writing Machines (MIT, 2002). 
The Linkmap offers a good example of how 
typographic form and structure can visually 
reveal relationships between topics. Key words 
and phrases from Hayles’ book are spread 
across the screen surface of the lexicon. Some 
are clustered in illegible groups (fig. 1) which 
create visually dense clusters of content. 
These clusters indicate nodes of connectivity 
and importance and as you roll over them, 

they gently expand and disburse to reveal detailed levels of information (fig. 2). There is an element of 
excitement and discovery in interacting with the nodes—something that is missing from a traditional, 



print-based index. The excitement comes from seeing the text change its form over time. One moment 
the letters are illegible, the next they have moved into a configuration of connected words. In chapter 6 of 
Improvisational Design, Ishizaki describes a scenario in which an email message is delivered over through 
“space”: words and phrases make their way forward over time, taking on particular forms to express their 
meaning (Ishizaki, 112). This makes the experience of reading an email less like a letter and more like 
being spoken to.  

Typographic form as visual map

Message can be thought of at the micro level—the single utterance or what the look of a user’s name on 
screen conveys before they’ve ever said a word, or the “attitude” of a punctuation mark. It can also be 
thought of in terms of the macro level—the overall communication of course content: 

Denielle L.>>but what about remembering through the visuals of the class, the breadcrumbs, etc.... 

Denielle L.>>we don’t have to learn by seeing someone speak, or seeing who is next to us in the classroom 

Denielle L.>>so what if the tools of the class 

Denielle L.>>were actually the things that we remembered more than 

Denielle L.>>what the teacher was wearing that day? (not really related, but perhaps also applicable to type 

treatments? part of one’s memory of the experience? more immersion = better memory of the experience?) 

 
This student is describing a classroom chat environment that supports the creation of a visual map of 
the class experience. We believe this can be achieved by introducing more expressive capabilities into the 
typography of chat interfaces. In a traditional classroom, students can take visual and aural cues from one 
another and their surroundings through facial expressions, tone of voice, gesture, clothing, architectural 
environment, etcetera. These ‘extra’ bits of information can be used as mental markers; for example, you 
might think back to the instructor’s tone of voice and gesture or where you were sitting on a particular 
day in order to remember exactly how a homework assignment was worded. In comparison, a typical chat 
forum allows you to see the entire process of a class conversation through text (a definite asset), but with 
very little visual demarcation to draw upon in creating a memory of the experience: 

DENISE GC>>It seems to me that this medium affords expression of process where real time/space discussion 

reveals personality and message...

fig. 1

fig. 2



Currently the on-screen identity of the class has little personality of its own. There is hardly any 
distinction to be found between one block of scrolling text and the next, between content or even 
different days. Over the course of our seminar, many of us have found that in order to remember when 
and where something was said in class, we often have to think of what was going on off-screen at the 
time: who was in the room? where they were sitting? what were they wearing? In comparison, when the 
students in our seminar each made their own ‘digest’ of the first few chat sessions, all kinds of additional 
information emerged from the typography and imagery, including conversation rhythm, contextual links, 
individuals’ personalities and participation levels. Typographic form can add structure and positional 
value to the text, or the messages within the environment, giving context and setting in a space that 
inherently has none. In effect, typography can create clues and visual benchmarks to the lesson itself. The 
different forms of type will allow the students to remember lessons through both content and
visual form.

Designing expressive interfaces

Toward the end of our seminar, we began to discuss the design of interfaces in which both the users and 
the system can be visually expressive, on the fly:

Max Bruinsma>>again, that’s why I keep stressing the ‘scenario’ aspect of design for such environments:...

Max Bruinsma>>you don’t know exactly what will be going on (the specifics)...

Max Bruinsma>>but you _do_ want to make sure that whatever _is_ going on, will be facilitated by the design...

Max Bruinsma>>so you have to translate specifics into generalizations, which means that you will have to lay out a 

space in which people can improvise...

Max Bruinsma>>on a theme. Which in turn means you will have to compose the theme, set the parameters for 

improvisation, and prepare the stage...

Max Bruinsma>>in short: write the scenario. 

 
Our framework for this approach to design for dynamic environments is divided into two processes: 
the user-initiated process and the system process. User-initiated process is that which the user does to 
knowingly affect the interface (through its appearance or behavior). A simple example within a chat 
environment would be typing in all capital letters to communicate shouting or using an emoticon to 
express humor. System process, on the other hand, is that which the system does in response to changes 
in content or what it perceives as user behavior. An example would be if the system changes the type to 
bold whenever a meta-tagged word is entered or pulses the text if there if there is a particularly long lag 
time between entries. It is the ‘if–then–else’ scenario—if the user/content does this, then do this; if not 
then do this. Carried out on a sophisticated level, as in the systems proposed by Suguru Ishizaki in his 
book Improvisational Design (2003), this could potentially create an interface in which the user no longer 
needs to be aware of its tools. 
 This is similar to what we propose as system-initiated typographic expression. In our case the 
system would respond to a user’s behavior pattern. Actions or agents that might elicit a formal response 
could be things like number of entries per user or a lag in time between speakers. The system would 
allow for a typographic reaction to these conditions or variables in a user’s pattern. In his book, Ishizaki 
describes an approach to dynamic interfaces that involves the design of “smart agents”—system features 
that respond to changing content and user behavior. Ishizaki’s agents go beyond responding to change 
in a purely data-driven sense. They strive to enhance the communication of meaning and create more 
immersive, experiential environments.

What you wish to create is a visual design that can reflect the dynamic changes in both the reader’s 
intention and the information. But because information is available only at run time and locally to a reader, 
attributes of design elements, such as typeface and color cannot be predicted according to a particular set 
of information. Furthermore, because the changes in the context are continuous, it is simply impossible for 
you to solve a design problem by hand even if you were at the reader’s workstation. This leaves you with 
two options. The first is to give up and use rather simplistic templates. If this is not your choice, you must 



design a way of designing, or a design process, in order to solve this continuous problem dynamically over 
time (Ishizaki, 8-9).

In thinking about system-initiated process of expressing meaning, we were not only inspired by Ishizaki 
but also looked back to some of his predecessors. In Digital Mantras, Steven Holtzman writes about 
Noam Chomsky and Terry Winograd and the work they did on generative grammars. These processes 
“associate a structural description to each permissible sentence in a language”. In other words, they 
created digital forms and actions that responded to a specific word or words in sentences. The computers 
were programmed to recognize the quantitative difference between words like “tall” and “taller”. Within 
this environment “taller” would be quantified as “tall” and “er”. The ending result is that the computer (or 
machine in the case of Winograd) was able to in fact choose the taller object. The syntaxes were applied 
to a set of programmed rules allowing a natural language system to develop between the computer and 
the user (Holtzman, 146). Taking this one step further, a computer system that can ‘undertand’ aspects of 
language should be able to interpret them visually. For example the word “taller” would appear on screen 
taller than “tall.”

Conclusions
 
The visual design of online learning chat interfaces should not be applied as a simple template or 
container for content, but developed as a rich and highly adaptable component of the dialog. In this 
paper we have established that the medium and methods are available. Now it is the task of designers 
to integrate them into a better environment for online learning. We believe that designers can create 
interfaces that evolve formally over time, much like a home furnished by its occupants. In this way, 
dynamic content will be given dynamic form. 

We must, of course, ask ourselves how might students will respond to the potential visual complexity 
generated by this approach. The current generation of college-age students have been exposed to digital 
media and media-rich environments their entire lives. This exposure makes both current and future 
learners ideal candidates for e-learning, primed to flourish in visually stimulating environments. In fact, 
educators and researchers are suggesting that media-rich experiences are in fact essential for young 
learners. Educator and author Mark Prensky explains in his book, Digital Game-Based Learning that 
the abundant presence of media-rich environments have caused the under 40 generation’s minds to be 
literally altered or ‘rewired’ to receive information differently than previous generations (Prensky,39). 
Prensky’s research suggests that without the infusion of formal elements, chat-based environments can 
fail as successful education tools, because without visual content, lessons are not designed to address the 
learning styles and needs of the students. Overall, we believe that developing typography that enhances 
content through changes in visual form will generate richer, more responsive, self-evolving e-learning 
environments. The new medium of chat-based learning will only live up to its true potential when it is 
free from the ill-suited conventions, static conventions of the past. 

Visual Studies

As part of our investigation into typography for e-learning environments, we’ve made a series of small 
studies exploring type behaviors and structures that could express message and personality through 
either a user-initiated process or through system process. When possible, we’ve applied the behaviors to 
excerpts from our class chat logs. Our ideas for the visual studies came from our experiences working 
and learning in a chat environment (what sorts of communication problems arose that might have 
typographic solutions?), as well as from looking at variations in print-based typographic form (scale, 
weight, opacity, etc.). We also looked at examples of time-based typography and thought about what these 
forms might communicate in a chat-based e-learning situation. Our intent in making these studies was to
create small examples that we could react to in thinking about new directions for typography in e-
learning environments.
    The overall look of these studies is based on the standard appearance of a chat environment as we 
know it today. Although we deviate from this occassionally, we’ve made no attempt to reinvent the 



entire chat aesthetic (though we consider it a worthy pursuit.) Most studies are motion pieces, but for the 
purposes of paper, we have included screen-shots of a small selection of the total studies. In all cases we 
are showing the outcome of a user or sytem-initated behavior/action as opposed to its initiation.

Study 1 - Confusion / Need Clarification
A user-initiated behavior blurs a person’s name in order to indicate that they are confused about a point 
and would like clarification.

Study 2 - Anxious 
A user or system-initiatied behavior signifies that a student has been waiting to be addressed for a long 
time and is getting impatient. In our seminar, customary etiquette was to type a “!” and wait to be called 

upon. A user who has waited a long time or thinks they’ve been skipped could type several successive 
“!”s in order to make their text ‘fidget’ impatiently. Or the system could initiate this behavior if it senses a 
particularly long wait after someone has typed in a “!”



Study 3 - Private Message 
System-initiated behaviors attempt to add connotations of privacy to the form of private messages, which 
can be sent between two users without begin seen by the entire class. In this study, the private message 
appears on the user’s screen for a few minutes and then tucks itself away between lines of text until the 
user chooses to roll over and expand it again. In a subsequent (not shown), a scrambled private message 
appears on all users’ screens but only unscrambles itself for the intended recipient. This could indicate 
the frequency with which private messages are sent without violating the privacy of their content. In both 
studies, color is used to signify the identity of the sender.

Study 4 - Retracting a Statement  
A user-initiated behavior indicates that a person would like to retract a prior statement. The text
distorts and blurs and then disappears beneath the line of text below it, signifying mild embar-
rassment or the desire to 
‘erase’ what was just said.



Study 5 - Talking Over Each Other
Typographic response to users speaking out of turn. The system would acknowledge when the moderator 
had ‘given the floor’ to one user and if another user spoke between ellipses this effect would occur.

Study 6 - Pre-Class Greetings
System-initiated behaviors allow users’ text to enter the screen and move in a fashion that is more free-
form and organic than a typically structured conversation. In this study the system applies typographic 

structure and form that match the tone of the content (which in this case is casual and light-hearted at 
the start of class). Once the instructor indicates to the system that class is officially starting (for example, 
through a key command or with a particular phrase), the type transitions into a more organized, dialog-
oriented structure.



Study 7 - Moderator meltdown
A system-initiated action indicates that the moderator or instructor has prematurely left the classroom. 
Moderator gets kicked out of the room due to a technical glitch. 
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Abstract 
 
Recognizing the tremendous power of music to galvanize a society and communicate ideals, the 
leaders of the Soviet Union implemented strict controls on music production (performance and 
composition) and music education. These controls were theoretically in place to limit public 
commentary against the government and to propagate Communist ideology. In addition, large 
numbers of Soviet citizens, especially members of dissident or restricted groups––social, 
political, ethnic, and religious––were prohibited from receiving any formal music education. In 
spite of ongoing intense governmental scrutiny of their community, Ukrainian Christians used 
music as a means to create and maintain their unique identity, transmit culture, commentate on 
the milieu of the Ukrainian believer, and, finally, provide a means of subtle and constant 
resistance against the indoctrination of the social-atheistic policies of the Communist 
government. Music functioned in the above capacities even through the transitional period of 
Perestroika and into the era of democracy, beginning in 1991 and culminating with the Orange 
Revolution of late 2004. 
 
This paper looks at the role of music and music education in preserving and propagating 
Christian beliefs and constructing a new identity––including democratic ideals––during the 
Soviet Union, in the immediate post-Soviet era, and finally, in the early stages of the Orange 
Revolution. Material used in this investigation includes personal interviews with members of the 
Ukrainian Christian community, textual analysis of songs, and writings and commentaries 
published by political and religious leaders.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The ancient Greek word andreia, usually translated as 'courage' in English, 

originally meant something rather different.  In its most ancient uses andreia is 
associated with a bold, powerful, terrifying aspect.  I shall use the word 'bravery' for 
this ancient conception, taking full advantage of the etymology and connotations of 
this word. The English word 'bravery' comes originally from the Latin stem 'barbar-', 
meaning savage.1  It is cognate with 'bravado' (a word coming from Italian, meaning 
'swaggering'), and 'bravura' (also from Italian, referring to an especially daring style). 
In archaic English, 'brave' was a word used for a bully or an assassin.2  It is the 
outwardly daunting aspect of bravery that I want to use to capture the original sense 
of the Greek term andreia. 

The English word 'courage' is often treated as a synonym for 'bravery', but it 
actually denotes an opposite position on the spectrum of fear.  The English word 
'courage' comes from the French 'coeur', meaning 'heart', and refers to 'heartedness'.  
A courageous person is not fainthearted in fearful situations.  Whereas bravery (as I 
use the term) refers to an exterior aspect that causes fear in others, courage refers to 
state of character that allows one to face fear within oneself.  Bravery is daunting, 
whereas courage is undaunted. 

In ancient Greek poetry, from the time of Homer to the tragic and lyric poets, 
andreia is used in the sense of 'bravery'.3 By the time of Aristotle, it appears 
exclusively in the sense of 'courage'.4  Evidently, between the time of the poets and 
the time of Aristotle, a transformation occurred from a heroic to a moral conception of 
andreia.  It was Plato who brought about this transformation, and the way he did it 
was through aesthetics. Plato saw that the heroic conception of andreia was based 
primarily on an iconography of bravery, and he was able to point to defects in this 
iconography. In the Laches, Plato argued that the state of character people really 
desire (or should really desire) under the name andreia was not an outward 
appearance, but an inner state of character. Plato succeeded in showing that an 
outwardly daunting appearance was consistent with an inner state of cowardice, and 
this was sufficient to show that there is no necessary connection of real andreia with 
bravery.  He also showed that an inner state of courage, though it might not always 
appear frightening, was consistent with the ability to bear up under truly severe and 
frightening conditions. What he did not show was that there was no other desirable 
state of character consistent with andreia besides courage. 

A similar transformation occurs in ancient Chinese philosophy, and particularly 
in Confucianism. This transformation can be seen taking place in the Analects (Lün 
yu) of Confucius (Kungzi), in some Confucian passages of the Zhuangzi (Chuang 
Tzu), in the Mencius (Mengzi) and in the Confucian work, Zhongyong (Chung Yung, 
the Great Learning).  Across these several works one can see the amendment of a 
viewpoint about outward bravery, to include the inner character of courage.  But the 
transformation in ancient Chinese thought is less dramatic than in Greek philosophy, 
for two main reasons.  First, the traditional iconography is less uniform in ancient 
China.  Indeed, while there are some depictions of bravura in the pre-Qin period, it 
might be said that the traditional iconography stresses harmony over combat.  The 
second reason why the transformation from bravery to courage in ancient Chinese 
thought is less dramatic than in Greek philosophy, is that in Chinese philosophy there 
is no attempt to establish a single authoritative meaning for terms.  Mere bravery is 
distinguished from courage, and courage is preferred to it, but the distinction between 
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states of character is indicated through context, not through a mathematical rigidity 
about terms.5 

In this paper I will trace the iconography of courage in both Plato and ancient 
Confucianism.  I hope by this means to show the way that aesthetics made a 
difference to the progress of philosophy in both the East and the West.  I will begin 
with Plato. 
 

2.  Plato and the Iconography of Courage 
 

Most of what I have to say about Plato comes from the Laches, the dialogue 
specifically about courage.  But it will improve our understanding of Plato's view to 
examine a specific point made in the Protagoras, a slightly later dialogue, whose 
theme is the unity of virtue.  In the Protagoras, Socrates asks Protagoras whether the 
'parts' of virtue (by which he means the several individual virtues) are like parts of 
gold, each differing only in number and position from other equal-sized parts, or like 
the parts of a face, which differ in both appearance and function.  Protagoras thinks 
they are more like the parts of a face, but Socrates tries to force him towards the 
extreme position, according to which all the virtues are the same.  Late in the 
argument, Protagoras is prepared to concede that justice, holiness, moderation and 
wisdom are more or less the same, but he firmly denies that courage and wisdom are 
the same.  "My view," he says, "is that all these are parts of virtue, and that four of 
them resemble each other fairly closely, but courage is very different from all the rest. 
The proof of what I say is that you can find many men who are quite unjust, unholy, 
intemperate, and ignorant, yet outstandingly courageous."6   

It is clear from the way Protagoras argues that the concept he has in mind is 
what I have called 'bravery' and not courage.  For one thing, the frightening, daring 
behaviour that is especially associated with bravery is consistent with being unjust, 
unholy, intemperate and even ignorant. But more than that, he asserts that courageous 
men are "bold and keen to meet dangers from which most men shrink in fear"7 And, 
when Socrates argues that wisdom and courage are the same thing, Protagoras admits 
only that wisdom can improve courage; he continues to insist that boldness is its 
distinguishing feature (though not its identity condition): 

 
When you asked me whether the courageous are bold, I agreed, but I was not asked whether 
the bold are also courageous--if you had asked me that at the time, I should have said 'not all 
of them'--and you have nowhere disproved my admission by showing that the courageous are 
not bold. ... I deny that boldness and courage are the same ... the courageous are bold but not 
all the bold are courageous. Boldness ... may be born of skill, or equally of madness or 
passion, but courage is a matter of nature and the proper nurture of the soul.8 

 
The reason I have begun with this point from the Protagoras is to show two 

things. First, the conception of andreia in Socrates' time, even among intellectuals, is 
a conception of bravery, not of courage.  Second, and more importantly, the attempt to 
associate andreia more closely with wisdom than with boldness is the key to the 
transformation that Plato hopes to accomplish, because the wise person does not 
display the aspect of boldness and daring that the brave person does.  But Plato did 
not succeed in the Protagoras, partly because he did not do enough to undermine the 
association between andreia and bravery.  Plato did more to undermine that 
association in the Laches, and a good place to begin to show this is with the point 
about andreia and wisdom. 
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The Laches presents a discussion between Socrates and two generals (Nicias 
and Laches) about andreia.  It is set during a brief truce in the Peloponnesian War.  At 
a certain point in the conversation Nicias puts forward a definition of courage that he 
has heard Socrates himself espouse: 

 
Nicias: I have often heard you say [Socrates] that 'Every man is good in that in which he is 

wise, and bad in that in which he is unwise.' 
Socrates: That is certainly true, Nicias. 
Nicias: And therefore if the brave man is good, he is also wise. 
Socrates: Do you hear him, Laches? 
Laches: Yes, I hear him, but I do not very well understand him. 
Socrates: I think that I understand him, and he appears to me to mean that courage is a sort 

of wisdom.9 
 
As this line of argument develops, it becomes clear that this point of view is 

seen as inconsistent with the traditional iconography, according to which courage is a 
sort of bravery: 

 
Socrates: Then tell me, Nicias ... do you mean to affirm that courage is the knowledge of 

the grounds of hope and fear? 
Nicias: I do. 
Socrates: And not every man has this knowledge ... and they will not be courageous unless 

they acquire it--that is what you were saying? 
Nicias: I was. 
Socrates: Then this is certainly not a thing which every sow would know, as the proverb 

says, and therefore she could not be courageous. 
Nicias: I think not. 
Socrates: Clearly not, Nicias, not even the sow of Crommyon would be called by you 

courageous. And this I say not as a joke, but because I think that he who assents to your 
doctrine cannot allow that any wild beast is courageous, unless he admits that a lion, or 
a leopard, or perhaps a boar, has such a degree of wisdom that he knows things which 
but a few human beings ever know by reason of their difficulty. He who takes your 
view of courage must affirm that a lion is no more naturally disposed to courage than a 
stag, nor a bull than a monkey. 

Laches: Capital, Socrates. Upon my word, that is truly good. And I hope, Nicias, that you 
will tell us whether you really mean that those animals which we all admit to be 
courageous are in fact wiser than mankind, or whether you will have the boldness, in 
the face of universal opinion, to deny their courage.10  

 
This line of argument is very important to the iconography of courage. Ancient 

Greek mythology is filled with stories of fierce monsters and beasts. Many of them 
were children of the dragons Typhon and Echidna,11 including: Cerberus,12 
Chimera,13 Hydra.14 Medusa,15 Sphinx, the Nemean Lion16 and the Crommyonian 
Sow.17 These fierce animals are frequently depicted in vase paintings, being 
conquered by heroes who typified andreia: Hercules, for example, and Theseus.  

There is a trope in ancient Greek culture according to which a person, x, can be 
said to possess some predicate F just in case he can be established as superior to 
another thing, y, in virtue of y's possession of F.18  For example, in Greek mythology, 
Zeus is established as most powerful of the gods by defeating Cronus, who was most 
powerful before him.19  Or again, Protagoras established his wisdom by showing that 
he was more wise than the poet Simonides (whom all agreed to be wise).20  The same 
trope applied to the possession of andreia. In the iconography of early Greek painting, 
raw bravery was depicted as fierceness in the monstrous animals, and, by extension, 
bravery was attributed to the heroes when they are shown conquering these brave 
beasts. A further signification of this trope is found in paintings that show the hero 
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with some token or trophy of conquest: for example Hercules is typically depicted 
wearing the skin of the Nemean lion, and Theseus is typically depicted with a medusa 
on his shield. 

It is according to this iconography that, in the Laches, certain animals are said to 
be 'courageous' (i. e. brave, fierce).  A sign of how universal this iconography was is 
found in Laches' comment that these are animals "which we all admit to be 
courageous."21  The saying of Socrates, that courage is a sort of wisdom (of the 
grounds of hope and fear), is in direct opposition to the traditional iconography, 
because it repudiates the view that animals can possess this characteristic.  As Nicias 
himself states: 

 
I do not describe as courageous animals or any other creatures which have no fear of 
dangers because they are devoid of understanding, but only as fearless and senseless. Do 
you imagine that I should call all little children courageous, who fear no dangers because 
they have no understanding? There is a difference, to my way of thinking, between 
fearlessness and courage. I am of opinion that thoughtful courage is a quality possessed by 
very few, but that rashness and boldness, and fearlessness which has no forethought, are 
very common qualities possessed by many men, many women, many children, many 
animals. And you, and men in general, call by the term 'courageous' actions which I call 
rash--my courageous actions are wise actions. 197a-197b. 
 

This is the iconographic transformation that Plato tries to achieve in the Laches: from 
a conception of andreia as "boldness and fearlessness which has no forethought" to 
"thoughtful courage" and "wise actions". How does he accomplish this 
transformation? First by undermining the traditional iconography, and then by 
supplanting it. 
 
a.  Undermining the Traditional Iconography 
 

In many dialogues Plato attempts to show how traditional icons of virtue are 
actually consistent with vicious or impoverished states of character. Such depictions 
challenge us to distinguish essentials from accidentals.22  In the Laches Plato shows 
how the traditional icon of a heavily armed, fierce soldier is actually consistent with 
cowardice.  Yet ordinary Athenians did not think of heavily-armed soldiers that way. 
The traditional Greek iconography of courage was, as I have shown, combative; it 
was rooted in the mythological model of the hero-warrior.23 Between Homeric times 
and the time of Plato that heroic conception was updated to include the icon of 
military bravery.24 Again the trope I described above might be applied.  In Homer's 
Iliad, for example, the Trojans quake with fear when they see Patroclus riding forth in 
Achilles’ armour.25 Hector proves his bravery (fearlessness) by killing Patroclus, 
whereupon he strips the body of its magnificent armour and puts it on himself.  
Outfitted like this (like Heracles in the skin of the Nemean lion), Hector appears more 
fierce than ever. To defeat Hector and establish his supreme bravery Achilles requires 
even more formidable gear, armour so terrifying that “none dared to look straight at 
the glare” that blazed from it. 26   

Thus, bravery is associated iconographically with the armour itself: a person 
might prove his bravery by daring to wrest the armour from a fierce soldier.  The 
armour, of course, is only accidental.  The essential character (real courage) should  
control how the accidental (the shining armour) appears to us.  But we cannot see the 
essential character (as we can see the armour), so the accidental influences our grasp 
of the essential. When the connection between essentials and accidentals is long 
established, these accidentals may begin to control our conception. This was the case 
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with the military conception of courage. The armour, and particularly the shield of the 
soldier, which are accidental to military courage, were so magnified in the ordinary 
person's perspective that they obscured the essentials.  

The Laches begins from a conventional perspective.  It opens with a meeting in 
which two aristocrats—Lysimachus and Melesias—seek the opinions of two 
generals—Nicias and Laches, about the value of having their sons trained in armoured 
combat. Their meeting follows the display of a new science of martial arts27 by the 
sophist Stesilaus,28 and the aristocrats are wondering whether it would be worth their 
while to have their sons trained in this military science.  In his appraisal Nicias 
explicitly appeals to the traditional iconography.  He says: 
 

Let me add a further advantage, which is by no means a slight one--that this science will 
make any man a great deal more daring and resolute in the field. And I will not disdain to 
mention, what by some may be thought to be a small matter--he will have a more 
impressive appearance at the right time, that is to say, at the time when his appearance will 
strike terror into his enemies.29 

 
It is at this point that Plato undermines the traditional iconography, through the 

opinion of the other general, Laches. First, Laches suggests that if this military 
science had really been valuable, the Spartans, who make it their business to know 
everything connected with warfare, would have either invented it themselves or they 
would welcome teachers in it. But, he says, “these fighters in armour regard 
Lacedaemon as sacred inviolable territory, which they do not touch with the point of 
their foot” (183b2-5). Next, Laches speaks about the moral character of Stesilaus from 
his own experience (183c1-2). The passage is worth quoting in full: 

 
He [Stesilaus] was a marine on board a ship which charged a transport vessel and was 
armed with a weapon, half spear, half scythe; the weapon was as singular as its owner. To 
make a long story short, I will only tell you what happened to this notable invention of the 
scythe-spear. He was fighting, and the scythe was caught in the rigging of the other ship and 
stuck fast, and he tugged, but was unable to get his weapon free. The two ships were 
passing one another. He first ran along his own ship, holding onto his spear, but as the other 
ship passed by and drew him after as he was holding on to the spear, he let it slip through 
his hand until he retained only the end of the handle. The people in the transport clapped 
their hands, and laughed at his ridiculous figure, and when someone threw a stone, which 
fell on the deck at his feet, and he quitted his hold of the scythe-spear, the crew of his own 
trireme also burst out laughing; they could not refrain when they beheld the weapon waving 
in air, suspended from the transport.”30 
 

From this episode, which presents us with the most vivid images in the dialogue, 
we may surmise that Stesilaus is not just foolish, but also a coward, and “if the 
professor of this art be a coward,” says Laches, “he will be likely to become rash, and 
his character will be only more clearly revealed…”31 This episode makes a striking 
contrast with the famous Homeric account of Ajax's courage as he fought with his 
long spear, leaping from deck to deck when the Trojans had forced the Greeks back to 
their ships: 

 
Ajax' challenge—how could it please his courage still to hang back now … up and down 
the decks of the ships he went with his great plunging strides, swinging in hand his great 
polished pike for fights at sea, clamped with clinchers, twenty-two forearms long …32  
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Plato has taken a classical iconography of andreia and undermined it. He now 
takes the next step and supplants it with a new iconography, in which his own 
philosophical hero, Socrates, appears as the icon of wise, resolute courage. 
 
 
b.  Supplanting the Traditional Iconography 
 

In the dialogues of Plato generally the figure of Socrates presents a new hero, who 
replaces the heroes of myth and legend.33  One way in which Socrates replaces the old 
heroes is in point of courage.  Plato takes pains to show that Socrates was courageous 
in his duty as a soldier during the Peloponnesian War.  In the Symposium, Alcibiades 
describes Socrates' action in battle on two occasions, the first at Potidaea, and the 
second at Delium: 
 

[1] They gave me a decoration after one engagement, and do you know, Socrates had saved 
my life, absolutely single-handed. I'd been wounded and he refused to leave me, and he got 
me out of it, too, armor and all. And as you know, Socrates, I went straight to the general 
staff and told them you ought to have the decoration, and you can neither deny that nor 
blame me for doing it. But the authorities thought they'd rather give it to me, because of my 
family connections and so forth ...34   

 
[2] And then, gentlemen, you should have seen him when we were in retreat from Delium. 
... Our people were falling back in great disorder and he was retreating with Laches when I 
happened to catch sight of them. ... And I noticed for one thing how much cooler he was 
than Laches, and for another how--to borrow from a line of yours, Aristophanes--he was 
walking with the same 'lofty strut and sideways glance' that he goes about with here in 
Athens. His 'sideways glance' was just as unconcerned whether he was looking at his own 
friends or at the enemy...35 

 
There are two things we should notice immediately about these descriptions.  First, 
Socrates does not show his courage in bold and daring action against a fierce enemy 
as in the traditional iconographic trope, but rather in wise, resolute behaviour. Unlike 
fierceness, which is directly associated with outward appearance, resoluteness is 
directly associated with an inner state of character. And Socrates is not fatalistically 
resolute: he expresses resolution in contexts that are morally appropriate. Second, 
even Socrates' appearance does not fit the traditional iconography: his look was not 
fierce but "lofty" and "unconcerned", that is, not any particular look at all, neither 
fierce nor frightened.36  
 
In the Laches, too, Socrates' unusual courage on the battlefield is asserted: 
 

He [Socrates] was my companion in the retreat from Delium, and I can tell you that if 
others had only been like him, the honor of our country would have been upheld, and the 
great defeat would never have occurred.37 

 
But Plato goes much further in supplanting the traditional iconography of courage.  
He shows that the same resolute character Socrates displayed on the battlefield is 
typical of him in other circumstances where fierce, bold behaviour is out of place, and 
he shows that this character deserves to be called courageous in those circumstances 
as well.  Take, for example the following three comments from the Symposium: 
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[1] [Socrates] stood the hardships of the campaign far better than I did, or anyone else, for 
that matter. And if ... we were cut off from our supplies, there was no one who put such a 
good face on it as he. 219e 
 
[2] There was one time when the frost was harder than ever, and all the rest of us stayed 
inside, or if we did go out we wrapped ourselves up to the eyes and tied bits of felt and 
sheepskins over our shoes, but Socrates went out in the same old coat he'd always worn, 
and made less fuss about walking on the ice in his bare feet than we did in our shoes.38 
 
[3] I must tell you about another thing 'our valiant hero dared and did' in the course of the 
same campaign. He started wrestling with some problem or other about sunrise one 
morning, and stood there lost in thought, and when the answer wouldn't come he still stood 
there thinking and refused to give it up. Time went on, and by about midday the troops 
noticed what was happening, and naturally they were rather surprised and began telling 
each other how Socrates had been standing there thinking ever since daybreak. And at last, 
toward nightfall, some of the Ionians brought out their bedding after supper ... partly 
because it was cooler in the open air, and partly to see whether he was going to stay there 
all night. Well, there he stood till morning, and then at sunrise he said his prayers to the sun 
and went away.39 

 
In the first two passages, we see that Socrates' courage enables him to bear up under 
hardships of hunger and cold in ways that other men can not. Here a daunting aspect 
is of no use; one wants rather to be undaunted.  The third passage goes further.  It 
shows clearly that Plato is supplanting the traditional iconography, because it includes 
the Homeric tag about what 'our valiant hero dared and did'.40  For in that quotation 
we find the traditional depiction: the valiant, or brave, hero performs daring deeds.  
But notice that in the situation described in the Symposium, Socrates performs no deed 
at all, he simply stands in contemplation, resolute, unwilling to give up until he has 
thought his idea through. 

In the Laches, Plato follows through with this new image of courage, which does 
not involve daring deeds, but instead requires resoluteness in contexts that are morally 
appropriate.  The character Socrates asks about those who are: 
 

not only who are courageous in war, but who are courageous in perils by sea, and who in 
disease, or in poverty, or again in politics, are courageous, and not only who are courageous 
against pain or fear, but mighty to contend against desires and pleasures, either fixed in 
their rank or turning upon their enemy.41 

 
Here we see that, as in the passages from the Symposium, Plato has extended the 

idea of courage to facing hardships and temptations.  In neither case does one show 
courage through show of force, as in the old iconography.  And, just as the 
Symposium showed Socrates as "courageous in thought", so the Laches depicts the 
need for wisdom to determine which situations involving fear deserve to be faced 
resolutely.  The Laches even describes a new "courage of conversation,"  that is, the 
courage to "endure and persevere in the inquiry."42 Obviously this sort of 
"philosophical courage"43 is a far cry from bold, daring deeds seen on the battlefield; 
it stresses the love of wisdom above love of battle. In fact, courage to examine one's 
own thoughts requires letting defences down, allowing oneself to be stripped naked,44 
whereas fighting in armour is a way of covering up, protecting and at the same time 
not revealing oneself.  

Nothing so much reflects Plato's new conception of courage as Socrates' calm 
and resolute behaviour throughout his trial, imprisonment and execution.  It is 
interesting that the iconography of Socratic courage was eagerly embraced by the 
Stoic philosophers,45 and (as I mentioned at the outset) the conception itself seems to 
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have been accepted by Aristotle, but outside of the sphere of philosophy, the new 
conception did not appear to have much impact.  Roman, Medieval, Renaissance and 
Modern depictions in Western art largely return to images of bravery rather than 
courage. 

 
 

3.  Chinese Philosophy and the Iconography of Courage 
 
a. The Traditional Iconography 

 
Ancient Chinese mythology has an assortment of gods, fantastic creatures and 

terrifying monsters to rival that of ancient Greece. Pan Gu, with his head of a dragon 
and body of a snake,46 and Nü Wa, with her body of a snake and head of a human,47 
rival Typhon and Echidna. Other frightening creatures include, for example, Nian,48 
Gong Gong,49 ba she,50 peng,51 paoxiao,52 as well as ferocious tigers and wolves.53 A 
fantastic assortment of 204 mythical figures, most of them odd, imaginative creatures, 
can be found in the Classic of Mountains and Seas.54  The animals described in this 
book exemplify the motifs of polycephaly, polytheria, and the serpent, much as in 
ancient Greek myths.  Many of these mythical creatures can be found depicted in the 
Chinese bronzes of the Xia and Qin dynasties,55 and in some cases they are shown in 
their destructive aspect, killing or devouring human beings.56 

The main difference between the early iconography of fierce creatures in Greek 
and Chinese myth and art is that in the Chinese iconography, heroes are rarely 
brought into direct competition with either animals or nature.  There are stories of 
accomplished heroes, of course.  Hou Yi, for example, shows great skill and virtue by 
shooting eight of the nine original suns, or by fighting floods, or (more rarely) in 
combat with birds and snakes.  Heroic combat is not the norm however, and with the 
exception of Hou Yi and the nine suns, it is rarely depicted in ancient art.  One reason 
for this appears to be a different attitude towards the terrifying in ancient Greece and 
China.  Whereas Greek iconography shows a tendency to overcome or destroy the 
terrifying, the Chinese iconography shows a tendency to harness or incorporate it.  
Thus, where human-beast combinations in Greek iconography depict the horrific 
bestiality of which man is capable, the same combinations in Chinese art depict "the 
rising consciousness of human strength."57  Where Greek iconography depicts the 
killing of evil creatures such as Medusa, Hydra, or the Crommyonion Sow, Chinese 
art employs the iconography of "defeating the devil by its own image, using evil to 
fight evil."58 

A difference from the early Greek emphasis on bravery may also be found in 
early Chinese poetry.  Unlike the Greek epics, which are replete with heroic combat 
depicting deeds of bravery, the Shi Jing (Classic of Songs) favours verses having to 
do with harmony, nature, love, or friendship.  Even those poems that have a martial 
context are concerned less with bravery against the enemy than camaraderie between 
fellow soldiers.59 

One might say then, that in the earliest Chinese iconography there is little 
depiction of either bravery or courage.  Nevertheless, it is clear that the concept which 
I have here called 'bravery' was recognised by Chinese philosophers, and 
distinguished from the concept which I have here called 'courage'.  Perhaps the most 
explicit evidence of this distinction comes in the Zhuangzi, which states that, "great 
courage is not seen in stubborn bravery."60  The distinction is predominant, however, 
in Confucian philosophy: in the Analects, the Mencius, the Zhongyong, and in some 
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Confucian stories in the Zhuangzi.61  Interestingly, the distinction between courage 
and bravery is not merely presented in these texts, it is aesthetically depicted in 
illustrative stories or images, which solidify a new iconography. In what follows I 
shall examine the progression from bravery to courage in Confucian philosophy. After 
that I will conclude with some reflections on the effectiveness of the progressive 
iconography.  

 
 

b. From Bravery to Courage in Confucian Philosophy  
 

Unlike Plato, Confucius does not appear to have been faced with a culture 
whose deepest conceptions, as expressed in art, betrayed a penchant for displays of 
boldness, daring, or even hubris. Thus, passages that positively attack attitudes 
towards bravery are infrequent.  Occasionally, however, Confucius does undermine 
the association of fierceness and bravery with courage: 

 
The Master said, "I would not take with me [into battle] anyone who would try to fight a 
tiger with his bare hands, or to walk across the [Yellow] River and die in the process 
without regrets. If I took anyone, it would have to be a man who, when faced with a task, 
was fearful of failure, and who, while fond of making plans, was capable of successful 
execution.62 VII.11 
 
In this passage it is precisely not a brave man, but one like Socrates, solicitous 

and resolute, whom Confucius would have as a comrade in arms.  By depicting the 
courageous person as solicitous—a trait he assigns even to the legendary sage-kings 
Yao and Shun63—Confucius is undermining any association between wild, fierce 
bravery and true courage. 

If it was not so necessary for Confucius to undermine a traditional iconography, 
still, it seems to have been important to him to establish an original one, in which 
courage and not bravery was admired and sought after.  The following three passages 
show clearly that Confucius draws a distinction between bravery and courage, one 
that is strikingly similar to Plato's: 

 
[1] The Master said, "Unless a man has the spirit of the rites ... in having courage he will 
become unruly ... 64   VIII.2 
 
[2] The Master said, "Being fond of courage while detesting poverty will lead men to 
unruly behaviour."65 VIII.10 
 
[3] To love courage without loving learning is liable to lead to insubordination."66 XVII.8 

 
Notice that the translator, D. C. Lau, has used the term 'courage' in all three passages.  
This appears to be no mistake, but rather shows sensitivity to the subtle point 
Confucius is making.  The first passage may imply that one has the virtue of courage, 
at least incipiently,67 but it clearly also implies that incipient courage cannot be 
properly developed if one lacks the spirit of the rites: perhaps he has courage, but "he 
will become unruly." The second and third passages do not even imply that one has 
courage to begin with.  Rather, they emphasise how one can, with all good intentions, 
mistake bravery (unruliness, insubordination) for courage.  Being fond of, or loving 
courage without meeting some other conditions, won't lead to true courage at all, but 
to unruliness.  The third passage goes even further: to achieve courage one must also 
have philosophy ("love of wisdom").  This is very similar to Plato's view that wisdom 
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is essential to true courage; without it, one is just a show of force. It is clear, then, that 
for Confucius, a quality usually associated with courage, and often mistaken for it, 
leads not to courage, but to a dangerous way of being. 

In a later passage of the Analects this point is amplified: 
 
Tzu-Kung said, "Does even the gentleman have dislikes?" The Master said, "Yes the 
gentleman has dislikes.  ... He dislikes those who, while possessing courage lack the spirit 
of the rites.  He dislikes those whose resoluteness is not tempered by understanding."68 
XVII.24 
 

First we see the point of VIII.2 restated: courage without the spirit of the rites is not 
enough.  But then the passage goes on, showing that even resoluteness, by itself, is 
not enough; it must be "tempered by understanding."  Thus, we see a dialectical 
progression from boldness, to resoluteness, to wise courage.  This dialectic is 
brilliantly illustrated in a passage of the Mencius,69 which describes how three 
different persons thought courage could be cultivated. Here I shall excerpt the three 
views to highlight the dialectical progression: 
 

[1] The way Po-Kung cultivated his courage was by never showing submission on his 
face or letting anyone outstare him.  For him, to yield to the tiniest bit was as humiliating as 
to be cuffed in the market place.  He would no more accept an insult from a prince with ten 
thousand chariots than from a common fellow coarsely clad.  He would as soon run a sword 
through the prince as through the common fellow.  He had no respect for persons, and 
always returned whatever harsh tones came his way. 

 
[2] Meng Shih-she said this about the cultivation of his courage.  "I look upon defeat as 

victory.  One who advances only after sizing up the enemy, and joins battle only after 
weighing the chances of victory is simply showing cowardice in the face of superior 
numbers.  Of course, I cannot be certain of victory.  All I can do is be without fear." 

 
[3]Tseng Tzu said ... "I once heard about supreme courage from the Master [i.e. 

Confucius].  If on looking within, one finds oneself to be in the wrong, then even though 
one's adversary be only a common fellow coarsely clad one is bound to tremble with fear.  
But if one finds oneself in the right, one goes forward even against men in the thousands."70 

 
This sequence goes from Po-Kung's daunting bravery, to Meng Shih-she's 

fatalistic resoluteness, to Confucius' inner knowledge of what should and should not 
be feared.  That being resolute is superior to being brave is clear from the textual 
comment, "It is hard to say which of the two [Meng Shih-she or Po Kung] was 
superior, but Meng Shih-she had a firm grasp of the essential."  That the knowledge of 
what should and should not be feared is superior to fatalistic resoluteness, is clear from 
the textual comment, "Meng Shih-she's firm hold on his ch'i is inferior to Tseng Tzu's 
firm grasp of the essential."  This progression also shows that resoluteness, by itself, is 
more a disposition of character (having to do with ch'i) than a cognitive state.  This 
dialectic from disposition to cognition is strikingly similar to the one we find so 
dramatically illustrated in Plato. Its end-point is crystallised in the remark of the 
Zhongyong that, "a sense of shame is tantamount to courage."71  In this remark the 
term "sense" deftly incorporates both dispositional and cognitive elements. A 
disposition to shame determines one to act appropriately, while an understanding of 
shame reveals the appropriate action. Thus, we see the complete transformation from 
bravery to courage, for what bravery lacks is precisely a dispositional understanding of 
what one should and should not be ashamed to do. 
 

The new iconography of courage is reinforced throughout the Analects in the 
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conception of the chün-tsu or "gentleman"72  It is most dramatically illustrated, 
however, in the conception of the sage: 

 
The Master said, "If there was ever a ruler who achieved order without taking any action, it 
was perhaps, Shun. There was nothing for him to do but hold himself in a respectful posture 
and to face due South."73 XV.5 

 
In commenting on this passage Julia Kristeva asks "... how does one reach that 'point,' 
where one has only to face South to govern through inaction? It entails not forcing 
nature and history, not wanting to be heroic like Heracles, making water flow only 
'where it does not cause any trouble,'74  Notice how Kristeva explicitly contrasts the 
poise of Shun to the heroic bravery of Hercules, which, because it lacks wisdom and 
resoluteness, is prone to "cause trouble".  Though Confucius often denied that he was 
himself a Sage, his disciples cast him in an image not unlike that of Shun: 
 

The Master was mild, and yet dignified; majestic, and yet not fierce; respectful, and yet 
easy.75  VII.38 

 
This is not the aspect of bravery, but that of true courage.  It is almost identical to the aspect 
in which Plato cast his new hero, Socrates. 
 
 
c. The Effectiveness of the New Iconography 
 
It seems clear from subsequent texts of Chinese philosophy that the new iconography 
of courage was quickly accepted and promulgated.  An example can be taken from the 
Zhuangzi, in the story of Robber Kih, who asserts that robbers, too, have a kind of 
virtue, though it is corrupt. Kih claims that a robber will be the first to break into a 
house, and that this "shows his bravery."76  It is clear that the Zhuangzi derides this 
bravery as corrupt.77  But what is most striking is the association of the robber with 
bravery, for that is exactly the association found in Confucius:  
 

Possessed of courage but devoid of morality, a gentleman will make trouble, while a small 
man will be a brigand.78  XVII.23 

 
Other passages in the Zhuangzi which have a Confucian context clearly reinforce the 
new iconography, as the following two examples may suffice to show.  In both 
passages the speaker is 'Confucius': 
 

[1] .. the possession of one's original nature is evidenced in true courage. ... A man will, 
single-handed, brave a whole army. And if such a result can be achieved by one in search 
of fame ... how much greater courage can be shown by one [like Wang Tai] who extends 
his sway over heaven and earth and gives shelter to all things ..."79 
 
[2] "To travel by water without fear of sea-serpents and dragons, -- this is the courage of 
the fisherman. To travel by land without fear of the wild buffaloes and tigers, -- this is the 
courage of hunters. When bright blades cross, to look on death as on life, -- this is the 
courage of the warrior. To know that failure is fate and that success is opportunity, and to 
remain fearless in times of great danger, -- this is the courage of the Sage.80 

 
 
In the first passage we can clearly see Confucian transformation from bravery to 
courage.  The merely brave person is concerned with fame and will for that reason 
engage in exploits.  But perfected courage is shown in the realisation of one's whole 
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character.  Note that in this passage the Zhuangzi adapts the Confucian transformation 
to Daoist philosophy. Here courage involves is a realisation of ones original or 
natural self.  Here Confucius praises Wang Tai, who has a Daoist outlook. 

In the second passage we see something similar, but which again clearly 
indicates a Confucian source.  There Confucius distinguishes the special courage of 
the sage from the courage of others.  Note how the courage of the warrior described 
here "to look on death as on life", resembles the courage cultivated by Meng Shih-she 
(above), and how it is trumped by the courage of the sage, who knows when to remain 
fearless.  Thus, courage that involves understanding of what one should and should 
not fear is treated as superior to courage that involves only disposition.  Once again, 
however, the content of the understanding is given a Daoist rendition: the sage 
"knows that failure is fate and that success is opportunity." 

The new iconography of courage in Confucius is adapted in later Chinese 
philosophy, but the essential core remains: courage is distinct from bravery, it 
involves both a resolute disposition and a deep understanding of what one should and 
should not fear.  Unlike the transformation achieved by Plato, the transformation 
achieved by Confucius appears to have been very successful, not just with the 
philosophers, but in the subsequent history of Chinese literature, poetry and arts.  In 
both East and West, however, we can see the magnificent efforts of philosophers to 
establish new cultural iconographies of courage, for the sake of the good. 

 
Eugenio E. "Rick" Benitez 
The University of Sydney  
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NOTES 
 
                                                 
* This paper was written while on Special Studies Leave from the University of Sydney, at the 

University of Hong Kong, Wuhan University and Beijing International Studies University.   
1  Source: Whittaker's Latin Dictionary. 
2  Source: Webster's English Dictionary. 
3  Source: Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, 'andreia'. 
4  Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, III.6 
5  The famous Confucian interest in the "rectification of names" is not, in general, an Austinian attempt 

to restrict words to unique and exact denotations, but the more open practice of understanding and 
using words appropriately to a context. 

6  Plato, Protagoras 349d-e, trans. W. K. C. Guthrie, in Hamilton and Cairns. 
7  Ibid., 349e. 
8  Ibid., 350c-351b, italics mine. 
9  Plato, Laches 194d, trans. Benjamin Jowett in Hamilton and Cairns, bracketed insertion and italics 

mine.  Notice that the translator does not distinguish between bravery and courage here. 
10  Ibid., 196d-197a. 
11 Echidna and Typhon were dragon-creatures born of Tartarus (the Underwold) and Gaia (Earth). 

Echidna was half-woman and half-serpent. Her brother Typhon was a fire-breathing dragon with a 
hundred heads. According to tradition they lived in Asia.  

12 The three-headed dog who guards Hades. 
13 A monster with the wings of an eagle, the head of a goat, the body of a lion, and a serpent for a tail. 
14 The twelve-headed serpent who guarded the golden fleece. 
15 A monster with serpents for hair, whose gaze could turn people into stone. 
16 A monster with a human head and a lion's body; the Sphinx preyed on human flesh. 
17 According to Diodorus Siculus, the Crommyonian Sow was "a beast that excelled in both ferocity 

and size, which killed many human beings" (Library of History 4.59.4). This is the most common 
version, and the one depicted on vase paintings.  Plutarch, however, reports another tradition, 
according to which the Crommyonian Sow, "was a female robber, a woman of murderous and 
unbridled spirit, who dwelt in Krommyon, and was called 'Sow' because of her life and manners" 
(Life of Theseus 9.1). The Sow, or woman (as the case may be), was slain by the hero Theseus, in 
order to prove his bravery. 

18  Formally:  (x)Fx≡(∃y){Fy & F(x>y)}, where F(x>y) means "x is superior to y with respect to F". 
19   For a view of this trope in action see Plato, Euthyphro 6a ff.  There Euthyphro tries to establish his 

own credentials by showing that his action of prosecuting his father accords with the actions of 
Zeus and Cronus before him. 

20   See Plato, Protagoras 338e-339d, cf. 316c-317c. 
21  Plato, Laches, op. cit., 197a; see also 197c, where Laches says, in reference to the fierce animals, 

that Nicias seeks "to deprive of the honor of courage those whom all the world acknowledges to be 
courageous." 

22  I follow Sokolowski (1994) on two points here.  First, speaking of essentials and accidentals helps 
to avoid the tendency to treat an essence as "a substantial object in its own right" (p.691).  In 
following Sokolowski's usage I want to stress that the Laches does not separate courage from those 
who have it, or treat it as an independent Platonic essence (see Penner [1973]).  The second point 
concerns the relation between essentials and accidentals: "we could not receive the per se  just by 
itself, without playing it off against the per accidens" (p. 693).  It seems to me that what the Laches 
does so beautifully is just this, to play off the per se against the per accidens.    

23  See Schmid (1985:113, and the references at 124n2, esp. Iliad XII.310-28). 
24 See Schmid (1985:113).  The transition from hero to hoplite is partly a result of changes in warfare 

tactics (as Schmid notes), but it is also closely associated with the rise of democracy. For more on 
hoplites and democracy see Snodgrass (1965) and Detienne (1968). 

25 Iliad 16.326-331.  In Fagles translation: "The Trojans, soon as they saw Menoetius’ gallant son,/ 
himself and his loyal driver flare in brazen gear—/all their courage quaked, their columns buckled,/ 
thinking swift Achilles had tossed to the winds/his hard rage that held him back by the ships/and 
chosen friendship toward the Argives now." 

26 Iliad 19.17-18. Fagles Translation.  Notice the phrase "none dared", which shows that Achilles' 
appearance is so daunting that the bravery (daring) of everyone else is suppressed. 
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27 In the Laches, the art of fighting in armour is represented as something newfangled. There is no 

evidence for the art of hoplitics outside of Plato. The adjective oJplitikovn, used in the Laches, is 
unusual (see 182d8; cf. 191b6, d1; cf ta; oJplitika; ejpitedeuvein 183c4). It is used by Thucydides 
seven times, and by Xenophon fourteen times, but never in connection with an art of fighting in 
armour. For Thucydides and Xenophon the sense is always “the hoplitic (part of the army)” (see 
Thuc., Hist. IV.73§4.7, Xen. Hell. IV.2§7.2).  The name hJ oJplitikhv tevcnh, ('the art of 
hoplitics') in fact, is original to Plato (see Rep. 333d, Alc.  127a1, cf.Rep. 374d).  Plato is the first 
author to use the feminine adjective oJplitikhv (search conducted using the Thesaurus Linguae 
Graecae database). The setting of the Laches, then, has been skilfully constructed to make the 
conventional image of fighting in armour dispensable by transposing it from the realm of veneration 
to innovation. 

28 We wonder whether Stesilaus is a sophist, like Euthydemus or Dionysodorus, who were also expert 
at fighting in armour (see Euthydemus 271d). 

29  Plato, Laches, op. cit., 182c-d, italics mine. 
30  Ibid., 183d-184a, italics mine. 
31  Ibid., 184b. 
32 Homer, Iliad 15.780 ff., R. Fagles translation.  
33  In the Apology, for example, Socrates describes himself as a kind of "new Achilles" (see 28b-28d), 

and in the Phaedo, the misé-en-scene, which appeals to the legend of Minos' Labyrinth (see 58a-
58d) represents Socrates as a "new Theseus".  Other comparisons abound: Socrates as new Hercules 
(see Phaedo 89c), Socrates as new Odysseus (see Sophist 216c-217a), Socrates and Protagoras as 
Odysseus and Diomedes (see Protagoras 348c-349a), Socrates as Ajax (see Symposium 219e), and 
so on.  Perhaps this is one of the things Plato means in the second letter, when he refers to his 
character as "Socrates made noble and new" (314d). 

34  Plato, Symposium 220d-221a, M. Joyce trans., in Hamilton and Cairns, italics mine.   
35  Ibid., 221a-221c, italics mine. 
36  Indeed, we are easily led to speculate that one of the reasons, besides family connections (cf. "and so 

forth"), that Alcibiades was decorated and not Socrates, is that his appearance is more manly, fierce 
and daring; i.e. more like the traditional iconography. 

37  Plato, Laches, 181a-b, cf. 188e-189c. 
38  Plato, Symposium, 220a-b. 
39  Ibid., 220b-d, italics mine. 
40  See Odyssey 
41 Plato, Laches, 191b, my italics. 
42  Ibid., 194a. 
43  The term "philosophical courage" is Griswold's (1986:187, 189-93).  I think the term is apposite.  It 

is important to observe, however, that military and philosophical courage differ mostly in respect of 
the thing threatened: in battle the body, in philosophical contexts, the psyche. 

44 The metaphor of "stripping" the soul is very common in Plato.  See for example, Charmides 154e:  
"Then, before we see his body, should we not ask him to strip and show us his soul?" (trans. 
Jowett).  Cf. Protag. 352a:  "If a man were trying to judge by external appearances, of another's 
health or some particular physical function, he might look at his face and hands and then say, let me 
see your chest and back too, so that I may make a satisfactory examination.  … I want to go on 
something like this.  Now uncover another part of your mind Protagoras" (trans. Guthrie).  Note 
also that in the eschatological myth of the Gorgias the soul is to be judged naked (523c-524a). 

45  See Epictetus, Enchiridion, passim. 
46  From Records of Mysterious Things, vol. 9., quoted in Chen Wangheng, p. 52 
47  From Records of the Historian, quoted in Chen Wangheng, p. 52. 
48 A monster that eats people at the end of winter, famously depicted in the Spring festival.  
49  An evil water demon. 
50 A snake that could swallow elephants. 
51 A terrifying bird of great size and strength; sometimes referred to as "the Chinese roc". 
52 A terrifying, man-eating animal that combines elements of fierce and gentle creatures. The Classic of 

Mountains and Seas describes it as having, "the face of a human, the body of a sheep, the teeth of a 
tiger and the voice of a baby." See  Birrell, p. 

53 For example the shih lang, a jackal-wolf. See Birrell, p. 232. 
54 Versions of the book were already known in the Han dynasty, and it is clear that it contains material 

that is genuinely ancient. 
55  See Chen Wangheng, particularly chapters 1 and 2. 
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56  See, for example, the Hou'muwu ding, the largest (133cm) and most spectacular Shang ding yet 

unearthed.  On each ear is engraved a depiction of two tigers devouring a human head.  The tiger-
eating-man motif is present in many bronze vessels. 

57  Chen Wangheng, p. 67. 
58  Ibid., p. 39, my italics. 
59  See, for example, Wu Yi (Comradeship) and Zhuo (The Martial King); the first is about the fellow-

feeling between soldiers, the second about the feeling of admiration of a soldier for his leader. 
Neither is about conquest or daring deeds.  The first of these poems might usefully be contrasted 
with the paradigmatic scene of comradeship in the Iliad, in which Odysseus and Diomedes ("two 
going together"), make a daring night raid on the Trojan camp. 

60  Zhuangzi, 2.7, trans. James Legge, italics mine. Note that the contrast is not altogether unqualified, 
suggesting that there may be lesser kinds of courage and less obstinate forms of bravery that are not 
so distinct from one another.  There are of course many translations of the Zhaungzi, which convey 
sometimes wider, sometimes narrower differences of meaning/interpretation.  Other translations of 
this sentence suggest a weaker contrast (e.g. Lin Yutang's translation: "Perfect courage does not 
push itself out" [my italics]), but in any case it is clear that an inner state of resolute character is 
being contrasted with outer action, and that is just the contrast I have described between courage 
and bravery. 

61 When I speak about bravery and courage in "Confucian philosophy" I am referring to these texts.  
62 Ibid., VII.11, italics and bracketed insertions mine. 
63 See Analects VI.30.  
64 Confucius, Analects,  VIII.2., trans. D. C. Lau. See also XVII.23, which, I think makes the same 

point. 
65 Ibid., VIII.10. 
66 Ibid., XVII.8 
67 This would be consistent with the Confucian view of the goodness of human nature. 
68 Ibid., XVII.24, italics and bracketed insertion mine. 
69 Mencius II.A.2, trans. D. C. Lau. 
70 The doctrine attributed to Confucius here expresses more completely the view adumbrated in the 

Analects (II.24) that, "Faced with what is right, to leave it undone shows a lack of courage." 
71 Zhongyong 20.2, trans. A. Plaks.  
72  See, for example "a Gentleman must be strong and resolute" (VIII.7) and "devote yourself to 

learning, and abide to death in the good way." (VIII.13) 
73  Confucius, Analects, XV.5. 
74 Kristeva and Clemént, p. 168, italics mine. 
75 Confucius, Analects, VII.38. 
76 Zhuangzi, 10.2, Legge translation. 
77 There is an interesting twist, however, which exemplifies the different direction of Daoism.  The 

Zhuangzi also derides the sages, for promulgating a morality that few can attain and many misuse. 
The direction of Daoism through non-action is thought to be more pragmatic. 

78 Confucius, Analects, XVII.23, italics mine. 
79  Zhuangzi, 5.1, Lin Yutang trans., italics and bracketed insertion mine. 
80 Zhuangzi, Ch. 17.9.2, Lin Yutang translation. 
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Abstract: 
 
Jean-Jules Richard, a French-Canadian veteran who turned to writing shortly after his 
return from the front at the end of World War Two, relates in this, his first novel, nine 
individual days during the last year of the war, from the celebrated landing of Canadian 
troops on D-Day, June 6, 1944, to June 6, 1945, when liberated territory was occupied by 
allied troops. During the course of these nine days, the reader follows the ups and downs 
of a company of Canadian soldiers whose primary motivation is the hate engendered by 
conflict. We are speaking here of not only the obvious armed conflict which is war itself, 
this “Fifth Dimension”, as Richard calls it, but also of conflicts which flow from it: 
regional and national conflicts (the soldiers in Richard’s novel come from all corners of 
Canada), love-hate conflict, conflict between oppressor and oppressed and, of course, the 
primordial conflict between life and death. I propose in this paper to analyze all the 
manifestations of conflict as they appear in Neuf jours de haine in order to isolate the 
primary conflict that engenders all others: war, “this aberration that produces heroes, 
paradoxes, horror, absurdities and contradictions which cause us to question elementary 
human values.” (Jean-Charles Falardeau, Notre société et son roman, 90).  I hope to 
elucidate how war, paradoxically, can be seen as an affirmation of life.  
 
Nota: this paper will be presented in French 
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This paper explores the use of dance as a methodology to “celebrate” the ethnic diversity 
of America. In the late 1990’s, Oakland University mandated that departments 
throughout the university develop curricula within the core curriculum requirements  
which addressed ethnic diversity issues. In response to this mandate, the Department of 
Music, Theatre and Dance developed several courses in music and one in dance. The 
resultant course, DANCE 175, is titled Dance in American Culture.  
 
The course surveys four different ethnic dance forms in America through lectures, video 
material, written material and a dance “lab”, where students actually move their bodies 
are and taught the various dance styles. The main course objective is for the student to 
gain an understanding and appreciation of the role dance plays in the rich multi-cultural 
fabric of the United States. The active participation of learning the dance forms provides 
the student with the experience of dance as a cultural as well as a social/recreational 
activity.  
 
The paper presentation will explain the actual format of the class, use of  master teachers 
to present the dance forms to the students, use of written materials provided by the master 
teacher, video material from actual classes  and the rationale for having student write a 
research paper on comparing form and function of the dance forms.  
 
I believe that this type of class in a university setting creates a fertile environment for the 
discussion of various cultures and how they keep an identity through the art form of 
dance. The functions of these dance forms can be for ritual, social or folkloric intent. I 
think that university educators in the arts and humanities will find this an interesting 
cross-disciplinary way to present the idea of ethnic diversity 
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The Whale Rider vs. The Terminator: Resisting Indigenous Expectations in the Pacific 
Michael Lujan Bevacqua, mlbasquiat@hotmail.com  
University of California, San Diego, Department of Ethnic Studies 
 

With the international success of Pacific Islander films such as Whale Rider and 
Once Were Warriors there has been a resurgence of indigenous identity discussions 
revolving around the cultural imagery and metaphors these films propose. Whale Rider in 
particular has been seen as a centerpiece for emerging dialogues over Pacific Islander 
resistance and survival. While obviously an uplifting film, with its emphasis on cultural 
hope and pride, are there drawbacks or limitations to this type of representation that aren't 
being discussed? 

In analyzing Whale Rider as a site for articulating cultural resistance and survival 
I turn to the concept of "indigenous expectations." What this refers to is the ways in 
which the anthropological expectations of non-indigenous people are pressed down and 
imposed on indigenous people, becoming the expectations they have of themselves. 
Given the triumphant mainstream reception of Whale Rider and its iconic status in the 
Pacific, one must wonder if this success has come precisely because of the way the film 
forces so beautifully this matching of expectations? Philosopher Giles Deleuze once said 
"if you are caught in another’s dream, you are lost." Does the elevation of Whale Rider 
exhibit how indigenous Pacific Islanders are somehow trapped in the dreams, the desires 
and imaginations of others? And if this is the case, does it provide the best imaginary or 
metaphoric site upon which cultural resistance should be grounded? 

Through the use of a critical theoretical analysis of Whale Rider this paper will 
discuss the film’s positive possibilities while also attending to the processes of 
colonization which might lie beneath these representations. How does the film rely on 
Western expectations about indigenous cultures and cultural change, and how might these 
expectations continue to trap Pacific Islanders thus hampering them in their struggles to 
revitalize their cultures? This paper will conclude with a discussion about expanding 
indigenous imaginations beyond our expectations through the use of unexpected films 
such as The Terminator. 
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Abstract 
 
What’s Eating You:  Cannibals, Mad Cows, and Big Bad Wolves 
 
In this cross-disciplinary presentation, a psychologist, a biologist, and a Germanist will 
discuss how they bridged their academic disciplines to create a course examining some of 
the taboo topics that most frighten and fascinate us.  Course topics focused on diverse and 
provocative issues, including images of cannibals, serial murderers, vampires, and 
monsters in myth, literature, science, and popular culture.  For example, the psychologist 
examined social and environmental conditions that have led to particular acts of 
cannibalism; the biologist discussed diseases (such as kuru and mad cow) resulting from 
cannibalism; and the Germanist analyzed fairy tales like “Red Riding Hood” and “Hansel 
and Gretel” in connection to periods of famine and child neglect in Germany.    
 
The presenters will discuss the creation of the course, the selection of course materials, 
and their learning objectives and outcomes for the students and for themselves.  They will 
also share how their understanding of their own discipline – as well as those of their 
colleagues – has broadened and deepened through the experience.     
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The Tongue: A Medieval Evil?  Or a Gateway to the Restoration of the Singing Voice? 
                                                                                                                                      
  
 

Research Objectives 
This paper will trace the evolution of teachings on the Tongue as the 

chief articulating organ of song, or speech.  From Garcia to modern writers 
such as Clifton Ware and Richard Miller, how has this important organ 
been so ignored?  What was said?  What was left unsaid? 
 

In addition, a forgotten pedagogue who wrote in the first half of the 
20th century - Eugene Feuchtinger - will be discussed.  How does his 
technique of working directly with the Tongue as a voluntary muscle, the 
main articulator of song/speech, impact in terms of  Pop Culture’s 
fascination with Tongue, from piercing to TV commercials? 
 

Methodology 
In the hands of early voice teachers, many attempts were made to 

unravel the mysteries of this peculiarly ignored muscle.  Those who 
possessed an intelligent understanding of the singing voice, as well as 
those who were considered charlatan, managed to pass down some 
memorable remedies for tensions in the Tongue.  Memorable though they 
may be, most of these remedies fell tragically short of shedding any real 
light on the relationship between the action of the Tongue, and purity of 
voice.  These stories may sound comical, even ridiculous, to our modern 
perceptions, but these attempts indicate that there is a need to address this 
topic. 
 

This paper will trace the evolution of teachings concerning the 
Tongue from early traditions through modern writings, which will include 
Manuel Garcia II, Mathilde Marchesi, William Vennard, William Leyerle, 
Richard Miller, John Glenn Paton, Clifton Ware. 
 

How is it that in 250 years of pedagogical writing, Voice Science experts 



today, say little more about the tongue than these early writers? 
Abstract submitted by Sophie Bjerke                                                                                            
  

This segment of the discussion will also focus on a parallel phenomenon of 
pop culture’s fascination with Tongue as evidenced in piercing and TV 
commercials.  There will be an examination of  moral teachings concerning the 
Tongue, including a look at the role of sacred chants in terms of vowel formation; 
of aboriginal and shamanic attitudes toward this organ; of current trends in popular 
culture, impacting on how the field of Vocal Science/Pedagogy will address this 
organ. 
 

In addition, this paper will re-introduce a forgotten pedagogue who taught 
and wrote during the first half of the 20th century.  Eugene Feuchtinger, a speech 
therapist, laid down some effective guidelines and exercises concerning the 
Tongue.  Unlike any other pedagogue, his principles proved to be sensible,  
reflecting a view 75 years ahead of his generation. 
  

Conclusion 
The progression of Vocal Pedagogy, as it claims to be based in Voice 

Science, is now returning to some very important roots.  There has been a trend 
where voices, particularly women’s voices, have been pushed to a dark, and overly 
weighted quality of sound.  Currently, the trend is to restore voice to its pure, 
‘focused’ quality - the quality used by those early singers who premièred the very 
works we seek to preserve with historical authenticity.  Parallel to this return to 
older principles of singing, and voice production in general, there runs a cultural 
emergence of the Tongue in our Pop culture. 
 

Principles laid out by Eugene Feuchtinger have proven beneficial to this 
presenter, as a singer and teacher.  The technique has preserved a youthful quality 
of sound, promoting uniqueness, clarity of word, and evenness of tone.  An in-
depth discovery of the role of the Tongue in the development of pure voice, has 
preserved the attributes which Garcia first wrote about: accuracy of pitch, vowel 
purity, evenness of tone, flexibility, legato line.   
 

The expected outcome is as follows: Culturally, as pedagogues relax in their 
 reticence in addressing the Tongue,  1/ Vocal technique will move forward  in 
terms of a loop back into history;   2/ A new respect for the voice as an important, 
even sacred, centre will emerge, resulting in a firmer correlation between the 
scientist and the shaman;  3/ Feuchtinger will be recognized as the forward thinker 



he was. 
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Abstract: 
In December 1995, South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), according 
to the terms of South Africa’s negotiated settlement and its new constitution, began its 
inquiries into gross violations of human rights under apartheid. The hearings of the TRC 
were public and in them both victims and perpetrators of past abuses gave testimony that 
was widely circulated via radio, television, newspapers, and other media. One goal of the 
TRC process was to narrate the country’s past in order to signal a break from the culture and 
structures of apartheid and its thought. In other words, the TRC was explicitly conceived as 
a nation-building exercise, and its medium was narrative.  
 
In a cultural climate so self-conscious of the discursive construction of the nation, it is not 
surprising that post-apartheid fiction similarly attempts to imagine a “new South Africa” 
through narrative. Prominent in this fiction is the recurrent use of sexual relationships as 
templates for political ones. In particular, inter-racial sexual relationships—those which 
would have been termed “miscegenation” under apartheid—are imagined in novel after 
novel as sites of potential political reconciliation. Rather than signalling a break with an 
apartheid-era political and sexual imaginary, however, the focus on miscegenation not only 
employs a trope of apartheid-era protest fiction, but, more importantly for my argument, this 
focus inadvertently affirms the racial classifications and biological essentialism which defined 
apartheid. That is, in the metaphor of the inter-racial sexual relationship, the attempted 
rejection of racial segregation and of the idea of racial purity nonetheless makes the ‘race’ of 
those involved in the relationship the salient feature. In attempting to break down racial 
boundaries, what can be termed the idealization of miscegenation as a metaphor for political 
relations paradoxically entrenches, rather than rejects, the concept of race as the determining 
feature of individuals’ lives in South Africa.  
 
Racial categories may be largely metaphoric in the sense that they are constructed imaginaries, 
but, in South Africa especially, the effects of racial classification have been and continue to 
be real. To some extent, then, the problem of developing a post-apartheid metaphoric 
vocabulary is in fact the problem of distinguishing between metaphor and its effects. My 
paper focuses on two authors’ attempts to both invoke and demonstrate the limits of 
metaphor. J.M. Coetzee’s In the Heart of the Country (1978) uses the sexual relationship 
between a white woman and her non-white servants to establish the inextricably gendered 
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and racialized construction of colonial relationships, and Anne Landsman’s The Devil’s 
Chimney (1997) revisits this constellation of relationships in a narrative frame which explicitly 
relates the legacies of colonization in South Africa to the project of post-apartheid nation-
building. Both texts draw attention to their own narrative tactics in order to continually 
emphasize the status of their stories as metaphor. This in turn draws attention to race, 
gender and sexuality as narratives which structure both the characters’ understanding of 
themselves and the readers’ understanding of the characters. In the process of interrogating 
the workings of metaphor itself, Coetzee and Landsman disrupt the apartheid imaginary 
from within: they acknowledge that human thought and language are negotiated through 
metaphor, but still point to the limits of this process in capturing the material effects of 
metaphor’s own making. 
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Within anthropology, participant observation is a basic research approach or methodology 

which involves a researcher, such as an ethnographer, entering an often previously unknown 

social setting, getting to know the people within it, participating in the daily routines of the 

setting, and developing ongoing relationships with the people in the setting, all the while 

observing what is going on.  As the foundation of cultural anthropology, participant observation 

involves establishing a rapport with people so that they feel comfortable enough with the 

researcher, as a person, so that he or she can observe and record information about their lives.  

Also called “going native” and “ethnographic fieldwork,” the participant observation 

methodology requires the researcher to build relationships within a new community and to learn 

how to act so that people will go about their business as usual when a researcher arrives. 

While the various potential weaknesses of participant observation, such as the need for 

alternative language skills, the issue of objectivity, and the age, sex, and marital status of the 

researcher, have been frequently discussed within academic circles, the ways in which participant 

observation may present special difficulties, especially of the ethical variety, when used for 

studying religious movements and organizations are not often discussed. 

In November 1986, after the notorious Indian guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh was deported, a 

new institute for classical Indian studies opened in the United States.  The first ashram outside 

India teaching Vedanta and Sanskrit “traditionally,” Arsha Vidya Gurukulam, in Pennsylvania, 

offers Indian immigrants and their American-born children the opportunity to study sacred texts 

and perform temple services, communally.  Unlike Rajneeshpuram, AVG has never made 

headlines because of illegal activities; unlike the People’s Temple, the ashram has not ignited fear 

within the local community.  In spite of tremendous negative media attention on new religious 

movements (NRMs), AVG has existed comfortably within Saylorsburg, interacting peacefully 

with its surrounding community. 

For dissertation fieldwork, I lived at AVG and examined the accommodation and 

acceptance among ashram members and residents of Saylorsburg through examining public and 



private rituals and beliefs.  AVG has persisted and thrived by making cultural accommodations.  

However, AVG’s fundamental religious beliefs and practices have not changed.  By comparing 

the goals, successes, and failures of AVG with that of other communal movements, my studies of 

AVG shed light on other eastern-based NRMs and the utopian community movement in America.  

My case study also furthered research on contemporary NRMs and the history of social and 

religious movements in America. 

 This present study focuses on the participant observation methodology itself.  Using data 

from my case study of the ashram in Saylorsburg, I will argue that studying a religious movement 

such as AVG through participant observation adds additional special challenges to employing this 

approach.  However, by being aware of these difficulties and by creating plans of action for 

addressing the problems that arise by using participant observation as a research methodology 

within religious communities, I believe that researchers can effectively use participant 

observation for obtaining the very rich data that this method is known to generate.    
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Abstract for 4th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities: 
 
This paper presents the results of several on-going research projects designed by the 
author to analyze the linguistic features that distinguish Canadian English from varieties 
of English spoken in neighboring regions of the United States. 
 
Distinguishing Canadian English from that of Boston, New York City, the Southern 
United States, or Honolulu is not difficult, but establishing a set of features that uniquely 
and consistently separate Canadian English from the varieties spoken in the Midland and 
Western regions of the United States, and increasingly in other regions at certain social 
levels, is a perplexing challenge.  This is a matter of some concern to many Canadians, 
who like to see themselves as culturally distinct from Americans.  Given the growing 
continental homogeneity of so much of North American culture, from popular 
entertainment to fast food, dress, or architecture, language has taken on a new importance 
in the identification of regional cultures: to a great extent, North Americans can still tell 
what region someone comes from on the basis of speech.  What, then, are the features 
that identify Canadians as different from their neighbors in Seattle, Denver, or 
Minneapolis? 
 
A new survey of lexical variation in North American English finds a complex situation 
involving several types of variables.  Relatively rare are variables that comprise unique 
and exclusive words on either side of the border: 'washroom' and 'restroom', for a public 
toilet, is one example of this type of variation.  More common are variables that involve 
variation in Canada between an American word and a Canadian or British term, such as 
between 'bank machine' and 'ATM', corresponding to the more or less homogeneous use 
of 'ATM' in the U.S., or between 'bachelor apartment' and 'studio apartment', 
corresponding to the general use of 'studio' in American English.  Even more complex are 
variables involving several regional terms on each side of the border in varying 
proportions, for example the many different words for pizza with the standard set of 
toppings.  All in all, lexical variation provides some highly iconic indicators of Canadian 
distinctness, but fails to present a clear overall picture of the national linguistic divide. 
 
To the lexical evidence we can add data from a new study of pronunciation across 
Canada and in neighboring regions of the United States.  These data are derived from 
computerized acoustic analysis of the pronunciation of a common set of words by all 
participants in the study, allowing for strict comparisons of pronunciation at a precise 
level of phonetic detail, as reflected in the values of the first and second formants of the 
speech signal.  The acoustic data indicate that Canadian Raising -- the non-low 
articulation of the vowels /aw/ and /ay/ in words like 'south' and 'tight' -- and the 
Canadian Shift -- a lowered and retracted articulation of the vowels in words like 'set' and 



'sat' -- consistently characterize all of the Canadian participants but are not found to the 
same degree among the American ones.  Given the high frequency and perceptual 
salience of these phonetic variables, they are likely more effective than the distinct 
Canadian vocabulary items in sustaining the linguistic basis of Canadian cultural identity. 
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Abstract: 
 In the Inspired by Bach film series, YoYoMa collaborates with top artists in their 
own medium to add dimension and depth to his interpretations of J.S. Bach’s Six Solo 
Suites for Cello. The result shows what can be done when great talents interact. But it’s 
not just for professionals. I have found that such interaction can also be extraordinarily 
suggestive and powerfully evocative for budding musicians as well.  
 These developing professionals have sometimes found music’s analytical studies 
foreign and alienating -- fearing that the abstract thinking and symbol systems involved 
in music theory can ruin both the artistry of their performance and the magical qualities 
of the music they love. Theorists have begun to address some of these concerns by 
working narrative into analytical presentations, thus reconnecting the dramatic and 
technical components of a musical work. This paper suggests we can go even further, 
actually re-creating the technically-informed insight of an analysis through a different 
artistic medium, in the spirit of YoYoMa’s legacy.  
 The presentation examines the results of such a venture, featuring re-creative 
works done by upperclass collegiate music majors in their final music theory course. It 
begins by looking at four early examples that recast structuralist analyses of an early 20th 
century expressionistic piece into analytical poetry similar to some of the Princeton 
creations of the 70s published in Perspectives of New Music. It then shows how students 
have more recently expanded their artistic visions through other media, including a photo 
scrapbook, a 3-D model, an architectural schematic of traffic patterns in a restaurant, and 
a painting. It concludes by analyzing in detail one student’s Hubble-inspired log -- a 
narrative so clear, so suggestive, and so thorough, that despite his discomfort with 
English (not his native language), class colleagues were immediately able to discern the 
uniquely interpreted recording that he used as his creative resource.  
 Such artistic mixtures can provide multi-sensory metaphors for performing and 
understanding a piece of music visually, aurally, and kinetically...connecting an analysis 
with the non-verbal aspects of musical experience in a way that is reminiscent of 
YoYoMa’s Inspired By Bach videos. These interartistic re-creations have afforded us the 
opportunity to meaningfully transform analytical data into a different but related warmth 
of artistic expression, providing insights into the artistic process as well as into the ways 



in which art and analysis can reinforce and enhance each other. But just as importantly, 
the exercises show musicians-in-training how to create and nourish their own voice while 
reconciling it with a thorough study of performance and analytical tradition -- an 
important step in their intellectual and artistic development and an invaluable multi-
disciplinary experience no matter who they are or how far they go.  
 
 
 
  



“I think it’s important to speak both.” An examination of language practices and 
attitudes on the island of Malta. 
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Abstract 

The Maltese islands have a long and complex linguistic history.  Originating as a 
dialect of Arabic, the Maltese language, now recognized as a distinct language, has 
undergone sweeping linguistic and cultural changes as a result of the island’s occupation 
by and contact with Romance and English speaking peoples.  Since 1934 Maltese has 
shared the status of official language with English, a result of the British colonization of 
the island from 1800 to 1964.   

Initially, this study presents a brief overview of the interesting, yet sparse 
sociolinguistic research about Malta, which purports to reveal the patterns of language 
use, as well as the linguistic stereotypes and attitudes found on the island.  What factors 
determine one’s patterns of language use?  How do patterns of language use change after 
one enters the workplace?  How have many Maltese youths come to be predominantly 
English speaking, or even monolingual speakers of English? Why is Maltese 
monolingualism viewed pejoratively while fluency in the language is both sought after 
and considered valuable by English dominant individuals? 

This ethnographic case study seeks to investigate these questions through 
examining the language practices and attitudes of four bilingual Maltese individuals who 
have been raised in predominately English-speaking households.  The paper then 
explores the language practices and attitudes of each participant drawn from digitally-
recorded interviews with the case study participants.  Based on the interviews, a number 
of recurring trends were observed:  1) the existence of gender-based differences in 
patterns of language use, 2) the function of the workplace as a site of Maltese language 
maintenance and development 3) the role of the education system and the workplace in 
maintaining and perpetuating negative attitudes towards monolingual Maltese speakers as 
well as fostering linguistic insecurity in English-dominant Maltese—both of which are 
arguably forms of ‘linguicism’.   

This case study highlights both an understudied language community—the 
bilingual Maltese community, where Maltese, a Semitic language, has maintained a 
strong, although notably decreasing presence alongside English for two hundred years—
and an understudied linguistic situation—where an intolerable linguistic gap between the 
language of education (English) and the languages needed in the workplace (Maltese and 
English) is of great concern.   This situation points to the need for a detailed investigation 
of the factors underlying language practices and the emergence of an array of prejudicial 
attitudes toward both Maltese and English in this unique bilingual setting. 
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At the end of nineteenth century, Karpo Tobilevych, the father of the founder of the 
Ukrainian national theatre Ivan Tobilevych, petitioned the Russian Senate for 
confirmation of his nobility. He claimed to be the descendant of a certain brave 
Zaporizhian cossack of the seventeenth century. The latter was allegedly a bearer of the 
old Polish coat -of-arms, Trzywdar, granted for military merits. Ironically, Karpo 
Tobilevych's sons considered noble origin much less important than the noble behavior 
and artistic achievements, and refused to litigate. Furthermore, his oldest son Ivan, the 
founder of the theatre and a prominent playwright, used this story and described Karpo as 
the protagonist of one of the most popular Ukrainian comedies, Martyn Borulia. 
Naturally, the father disliked this Herostrates' fame and remained grossly offended till 
the end of his life. 
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Family and community in Algeria: the cases of Kabyles and Touareg 
 
 

Abstract 
 

 
This paper discusses, in a comparative perspective, the socio-cultural 
characteristics of two ethnic Berber groups in Algeria, namely the Kabyles 
and the Touareg. It is argued that despite centuries of colonial rules, 
profound post-colonial development programs, and socio-economic 
change associated with globalization, the Kabyles and Touareg have  
preserved the main elements of their culture and identity.  
 
The Kabyles and Touareg are two socially and culturally different groups, 
yet of the same ancestral origins. They are both part of the Berber 
population which include other ethnic communities in various regions and 
countries of North Africa. The Berbers settled in North Africa in ancient 
times then were scattered across various regions as a result of successive 
waves of foreign invasions. Historians disagreed on the origins of the 
Berbers. Some relate them to Mazigh, the son of Canaan in ancient 
Palestine, others trace them to the original inhabitants of Yemen, still 
others claim they were of European Caucasian descent.  
 
The Kabyles and Touareg are two ethnic groups in contrast. The Kabyles 
constitute the largest of the Berber groups who live in the Atlas mountains 
in Algeria. They are sedentary and historically consisted of small farmers 
and artisans. The Touareg, on the other hand, are the smallest of Berber 
groups who survived as nomads or semi-nomads in the vast Sahara 
(desert). Historically, their economic life revolved around animal 
husbandry and caravan trade. 
 
The socio-economic development, particularly, in the post-colonial 
period in Algeria has greatly affected the traditional way of life of the 
Kabyle and Tergui communities, yet, as will be argued, they still survive as 
ethnic groups with distinct socio-cultural characteristics. 
 
The methodology of this paper is based on field work conducted by the 
author in addition to historical research and analysis. 
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The Sahrawis of Western Sahara: the people, culture, and society 
 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
 
This paper discusses the socio-cultural characteristics of the Sahrawi 
people and society. First, I describe the elements of ethnic identity of the 
Sahrawi people, and second, I explain the social organization of Sahrawi 
society in both the Western Saharan territory (occupied by Morocco since 
1976) and the refugee camps located in the Algerian territory.  
 
Western Sahara is a territory in Northwest Africa currently disputed by 
Morocco and the Sahrawi nationalist movement for independence known 
as POLISARIO. Morocco claimed the historical right over the territory in 
1976 when Spain decided to unilaterally withdraw from it after nearly a 
century of colonization. As a result, tens of thousands of Sahrawis fled 
across the border to Algeria and settled as refugees, while tens of 
thousands more continue to live in the disputed territory under Moroccan 
occupation. Several attempts were made by the United Nations and other 
organizations and countries to resolve the conflict but without any notable 
success. In the midst of all of that, the people themselves as well as their 
culture and society remain little known to the outside world given perhaps 
their demographic size (less than three hundred thousand) and their 
political situation of no war, no peace. The socio-cultural characteristics of 
these “forgotten” people deserve, in my view, to be studied in their own 
right and this paper intends to do just that. 
 
The methodology of this study combines field observations and interviews 
conducted by the author in the refugee camps situated in Algeria as well 
as historical research.  
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Toward a New Poetics of Theatre: 
David Boynton’s Bacchae in Performance 
 
David Boynton and John Franceschina 
 
Abstract 
 
Throughout history, theatre theorists and practitioners have worked to make the theatrical 
experience relevant to contemporary culture: scientific innovations, current events, 
popular fads and fashions all managed to be woven in a kind of dramatic fabric that 
somehow suited the tastes of a particular period. In the twentieth century, for example, 
movements such as Dadaism, Surrealism, Expressionism, and Absurdism, all attempted 
to address the fragmentation of society through experiments in dramatic structure, 
techniques of presentation, and subject matter.  

More recent experiments in postmodern performance theory have explored ways of 
deconstructing texts, adapting techniques from performance artists and utilizing state-of-
the art technology, to mirror the computer-driven culture of the millennium. Although 
many, if not most, of these modern theatre experiments make use of computers, few seem 
interested in exploring the interplay between a single actor and computer image, relying 
more on the traditional practice of multiple actors playing multiple roles before a live 
audience. Yet, it is the symbiotic relationship between a single human agency and 
mechanical device that best represents the prevailing lifestyle of the twenty-first century. 
Perhaps it is time to reconsider theatrical theory and explore the deconstruction of the 
individual performer into an entire dramatis personae that can—through the use of 
computer imaging—actively engage in simultaneous discourse throughout the play. 
Euripides’ Bacchae, adapted and performed by David Boynton, is an experiment in this 
new poetics of theatre.  

The presentation will include a twenty-five-minute segment of the production, 
performed by David Boynton, live, and with computer projected images.  



Digital Design-Build as a Means to the Essence of Architecture 
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Introduction 
Based on digital and technological advancements and the introduction of new design and fabrication tools 

to architecture, a new way of design thinking has emerged resulting in new ways to express ideas and create and 
fabricate meaningful designed objects and environments. These developments can be seen as a catalyst to 
stimulate a designer’s mind, facilitating conception, representation, reflection and production. As a result, digital 
fabrication technologies are narrowing the gap between representation and building, between digital design and 
making.  Designers now have the ability to move seamlessly between the two processes, allowing one to inform the 
other, which in turn changes the way we think about making. But how do these design methodologies and 
fabrication techniques inform the experiential?   
 
Digital Design-Build 

"As educators and students, we should get back to what originally inspired us to become architects ourselves… Ultimately, it is the intimate 

connection to the process of making."1 

- Christiano Ceccato (Gehry & Partners), 2004  

 Although many architecture schools across the country are recognizing the need for students to participate 
in a hands-on engagement with the act of making in order to gain valuable insight about traditional construction 
practices, few are examining the ways in which technological innovations have impacted the act of making through 
the design-build model.  Digital design build makes use of digital design and fabrication as a way of providing 
students with the critical skills necessary to guide the future integration and development of these tools into the 
profession with the goal of bringing the architect ever closer to the act of making.2 Although the name simply 
suggests the addition of a new tool to the traditional model, the differences between the traditional design-build 
model and the digital design-build model are greater than expected.   
 In the traditional design-build model, the intent is to introduce the student to the world of construction as a 
means of viewing design and construction as a continuous, unified building process.  The advantages of this model 
are many, with the greatest being that the designer physically engaging him or herself with the natural environment 
experiencing the wind, light, topography and views.3  However, more often then not, the traditional design-build 
model separates itself into two distinct parts which occur in sequential order.  First, the design phase occurs, and 
only when the design phase is complete, can the build phase begin.  Although the experience of both phases is 



extremely valuable to a student, the traditional model does not work in the reverse order, allowing the "build" phase 
to inform the design.  The experience that is gained by a student is left to be integrated into future projects, but not 
the one at hand.   
 This inevitable threshold in the so-called “continuum” of the building process is further evidence of recent 
critiques of the architectural profession and its marginalization of roles in the overall process. In architectural 
practice today, the construction document defines the limits of the architect's role in the process. Despite the 
architect’s obligation to oversee the construction through completion, rarely does the supervisory experience in the 
making of the building find its way back into the design drawings. The drive for maximum efficiency in today’s 
process does not allow for it. 
 The digital design-build studio differentiates itself from the traditional model in that the ability to operate 
virtually presents a numbers of added benefits. The first advantage is the ability to visualize and represent the 
design proposal from any viewpoint or scale almost instantaneously. This benefit is strengthened when the designer 
begins to integrate data (view, topography, sun paths, wind directions, circulation patterns, etc.) derived from 
existing site conditions.  Secondly, the integration of computer aided representation through virtual parametric 
modeling provides students with a direct and seamless connection between themselves and the finished product. 
Parametric modelers are dimensionally driven and feature-based, containing a historical/hierarchical tree that 
records the design process.  Proposals are analyzed based on structure, motion and material. These tools not only 
allow students to virtually occupy the proposal, but in fact they require the student to virtually construct the proposal 
with the end goal being the creation of a physical artifact, not a representation of one. Probably the most important 
advantage can be found when we consider that the design-build model requires the full scale construction of a 
design. Therefore, in the digital design-build model, a method for extracting the design from the virtual environment 
into the physical, real world environment must exist.  Only then can the designer experience it fully, with all their 
senses, with the intent that what is learned from the physical object will be filtered back into the design process. 
 This critical stage in the digital design-build model is made possible with the integration of computer 
numeric controlled (CNC) fabrication machinery into the design process. Once fully resolved, these three 
dimensional constructs can be exported to various CNC equipments for the production of prototypes and scaled 
mock-ups through a “file-to-factory process”4 to physically test/visualize a design proposal.  The import/export 
phase of this design process becomes cyclical, continuously entering and exiting the virtual and physical worlds to 
be studied by the designers with the tools available to them.  Once the design intent is achieved, fabrication leads 
only to the assembly of component parts since the actual construction process has already occurred, albeit virtually. 
 
 
 



Studio Process 
 The pedagogical intent of the fourth-year digital design-build studio at The Catholic University of America 
was to examine how, through the use of digital fabrication technologies and given the framework of a digital design-
build studio, students could begin to address the “essence of architecture” during the design process, rather than 
during the "build" process. In addition, with the knowledge of what these digital tools were capable of, students were 
to engage in all aspects of the installation, understanding their proposals not only in a “physical” capacity but in a 
“metaphysical” one as well. 
 These issues were explored in a semester long studio that consisted of twelve fourth-year architecture 
students. Given the fact that the studio intended to design and fabricate one full-scale installation, it was necessary 
to work in groups, fostering a collaborative work environment.  The notion of "teamwork" was not only a necessity, it 
also mimicked real world conditions in which designers, consultants and clients contribute to the overall discussion 
and design process. The studio was organized similar to a typical design firm where team leaders, whose strengths 
varied from conceptualization and visualization to construction and fabrication to budgeting and scheduling, 
managed those who generated proposals and worked on production.  

The site chosen for the project is the main corridor in the School of 
Architecture and Planning (Fig.1). Students began the semester with site analysis, 
where groups focused on various conditions present ranging from circulation and use 
patterns to the movement of light and shadow.  Each group also documented sensory 
conditions of the site, noting the perception of sound, the speed of movement and the 
sectional relationships of the given site.  The students eventually chose to focus on the 
unique pattern of "wear" left from years of use on the existing wooden floor (Fig. 2). 
Made evident through these ghostly patterns was the life of the school: years of 
movement between studios, classrooms, labs, and exhibition spaces.  The hierarchy 
of spaces visible in the patterns subtly suggested more intimate occurrences and 
accounts between the major and minor spaces.  Arguably the most important surface 
of the building, the floor provided the departure point for the installation that would 
occur directly above it. 

Fig. 1 Site     The project quickly developed into an installation that mediates the conditions 
present both above and below itself to create a third condition previously nonexistent. Derived from the "wear 
pattern" on the floor, the initial topological surface deforms in height relative to the blurred representation of the 
worn floor areas (Fig. 3) These deformations were also examined relative to the path of the sun, since the 
installation was intended to perform as a device that would reflect, refract and filter light onto the existing surface of 



the floor. Not only would the floor mark a more historical passing of time through the worn surface, but it would also 
become a surface that revealed a more present temporal condition of the movement of light and shadow.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2  "Wear pattern" and blurred representations             Fig. 3  Height-field form generation 

 
The design development phase began with the construction of a three dimensional virtual model. The 

student groups shared the model over a network and used it to examine specific characteristics of the installation 
ranging from detailed connections to material studies and the resulting perceptual effects.  It was stressed that 
during this phase, information was gained from both virtual and physical representations.  Working collaboratively 
with J.P. Müller, a metal fabricator with OEC Engineering Corp. in Chantilly, VA, the students presented the design 
and development of the installation through virtual representations, including renderings and videos, and physical 
mock-ups, including hanging assembly, structural connections and materials (Figs. 4-7).  It was quickly evident that 
the use of CNC equipment allowed students to not only visualize their proposals, but also to experience them 
through full scale mock-ups of design studies.    

Fig. 4  Virtual Model        Fig. 5  Rendering of Structure         Fig. 6  Reflection Mock-up        Fig. 7  Truss Clamp Mock-up  
  
 Design development led to a structural understanding of the installation.  The decision was made that a 
grid-like framework would serve as the primary structure.  The virtual model was deconstructed using parametric 
modeling software to extract sectional members that acted as girders, beams and joists (Fig. 8) Eight individual 
panels would make up the length of the structure. Interlocking notches and bolt holes were parametrically modeled 
allowing for a linked relationship to all members in the installation. Understanding that each point of suspension 



varied from the next, a universal hanging system was developed, coined the "swivel sleeve," that provided a similar 
resolution to each unique condition.  Infill panels of clear acrylic fins were designed and extensively tested for the 
potential of light reflection and refraction. Three hundred and eighty-four individually shaped panels sit freely on the 
structural grid. (Fig. 9)  Students found that the cuts made by the three-axis milling of the acrylic left a striated 
marking on the edge of the fin. Although first thought to be undesirable, students developed a method for "flaming" 
the edge. By moving a hydrogen torch along each edge, a clear finish emerged without losing the striated marking.  
This process produced a unique prism-like condition when light passed through the edge.   
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8  Aluminum Plate / Structural Members Cut Templates    Fig. 9  Acrylic Fin Cut Templates 
 Final fabrication of the aluminum structural components occurred over several weeks, with students 
collaborating and working closely with experienced machinists and fabricators. In doing so, issues specific to 
materials and proper cutting techniques were resolved.   Students became versed in the use of CNC machinery, 
including high pressure water jet cutting and three axis milling. (Fig. 10) 
 Once the final components were delivered to the site, the process of assembly began.  A clamp-like detail, 
fabricated from standard aluminum extrusions, and the CNC milled "swivel-sleeves" served as the method of 
attaching the hanging rods to the existing trusses (Figs. 11-12) Once installed, the one-quarter inch stainless steel 
rods hung from the trusses awaiting the final structural framework.  Working on platforms specifically designed to 
slide along the existing mezzanine pipe rails, students assembled the individual panels of the undulating form.  
Once each panel was fully assembled, it was then hoisted into place using a one-way pulley system.  Each 
successive panel was assembled and erected. (Fig. 13) Once fully suspended, the acrylic fins were installed in their 
specific locations predetermined during the construction of the virtual model. The assembly was completed in 24 
hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10  CNC Water Jet            Fig. 11 Swivel Sleeves     Fig. 12  Hanging Clamp Axon         Fig. 13  Assembly 



The Experiential:  Technology & Place  
“Our real hope is that (technology and architecture) will grow together, that some day one will be the expression of the other. Only then will 

we have an architecture worthy of its name, an architecture that is a true symbol of our time.”5 

- Mies van der Rohe, 1953 

 

 In considering the aspects of the experiential qualities of the installation, the studio considered what makes 
“place” and how architecture (and other installations) is intertwined with the experience of a place.  In Steven Holl’s 
article Anchoring, he states,  

 

“Architecture is bound to situation… a construction is intertwined with the experience of a place... 
Building transcends physical and functional requirements by fusing with a place, by gathering the 
meaning of situation… When a work of architecture successfully fuses a building and situation, a 
third condition emerges. In this third entity, denotation and connotation merge; expression is linked 
to idea which is joined to site.”6 

 
 Holl suggests that "the essence of a work of architecture is found in the link between idea and phenomenon 
and is not yet fully evident until the moment when a building is realized.  During the design process, ideas are 
'unordered' and remain that until order is given through the introduction of site, cultures, and program."7  He argues 
that "the idea is still only a 'conception' and only until the building is realized can the 'intermeshing' of experiences 
occur, making 'place.'"8  Juhani Pallasmaa elaborates on this thought in "The Geometry of Feeling", describing the 
artistic dimension of any architectural work lies not in the "actual physical thing" but in the "consciousness of the 
person experiencing it."  He states that architecture is a "communicative power" and meaning in architecture 
depends on its ability to "symbolize human existence or presence through the spatial experience of the work." 9 
 
 Given the recent innovations in computer aided design and fabrication technologies, how should the built 
environment maintain the notions present in Holl's and Pallasmaa's writings? How should architectural schools 
teach technology with the intent of "place" making?  Today, technology is typically taught as topical course that 
encourage students to think about technology rather than through technology. This is an odd approach when we 
consider that the architect's role is one that adds technological imagination and place-making experience to the 
equation between the engineer and the contractor.10  If an architecture conceived through technology is to be 
worthy of a greater perceptual effect and ultimately define place and human experience, both the pragmatic and 
visceral aspects of building must be studied simultaneously through the tools employed.   
 Considering the digital design-build model previously discussed, the question was asked of the 
phenomenal effects and place-making abilities of the installation. How did the use of the computer inform the design 



process from conception to construction and on to assembly?  More importantly, how did the technologies 
employed inform or contribute to the installation’s ability to create a heightened awareness of the site through 
various phenomenological and perceptual effects? Consequently, the installation was a means through which the 
students asked how they, as future architects, are to deal with technology and place as "related phenomenon," and 
how they, as described by Kenneth Frampton, are "to better understand how the technologies that architects 
employ, influence the places we construct, and conversely, how the places in which we find ourselves influence the 
way we build.”11   
 Students investigated a number of experiential conditions during the design and build processes. The 
concepts of parallax, the "slowing of light" and figure/ground relationships ultimately focused on and became clearly 
evident in the final installation. 
 
PARALLAX 
 A perspective view presents the surrounding environment about a horizon line relative to the position of the 
viewer.12  Everyday, an infinite number of “perspective” views makes up our visual experience of our surroundings.  
Students examined how this concept could be further exaggerated through the formal manipulation of the 
installation.  

 Parallax, the apparent displacement of an object 
caused by a change in the position from which it is 
viewed, is clearly evident as one moves his/her position 
relative to the completed installation (Fig. 14). At various 
positions, the installation reveals itself as mostly 
transparent or opaque. As the viewer moves through the 

Fig. 14  Parallax Diagram     site, one can't help feeling as if he/she is being controlled  
by the installation itself, always trying to find the specific location where one can comprehend the exact nature of 
the installation's transparency (Figs.15-17).     
 Consequently, the installation acts as a space-making and controlling device, albeit from afar.  The 
undulating form of the installation plays a particularly important role as the embodiment of movement. Made 
possible through the use of computer modeling and fabrication, the form expresses the flow of movements found 
within the school. At key moments, however, the viewer takes command of the perceptual dialogue and aligns 
him/herself with installation through a framed view, intentionally located by the designers (Fig. 18).  These moments 
mark previously overlooked areas within the school and allow the viewer to experience them as never before.  



Figs. 15-17  Parallax demonstrated from multiple vantage points             Fig. 18 Aligned view   

 
THE “SLOWING” OF LIGHT 

 In The Strange Theory of Light and Matter, Richard Feynman describes how 
translucent and transparent materials allow light photons to pass through while partially 
reflecting others. (Fig. 19) The study of quantum electrodynamics suggests that the 
reflective activity on a material surface can account for up to 16% of the light particles that 
strike it, creating the visible reflection of light.13 This dynamic passing of light through a 
material is described by Feynman as the "slowing of light." 14 

Fig. 19  Slow Light    During the design of the installation, the students were particularly interested 
in the quality of the reflected and refracted light.  Students mocked up numerous alternatives that analyzed the 
shape and proportion of the acrylic fins relative to their numbers and spacing within the structural framework. The 
"slowing" of light creates a mysterious, veil-like effect that is sometimes transparent and sometimes translucent, 
creating a visual complexity from its multiple layers of surface reflections.  The final result is a visual effect that 
supersedes a view of the installation itself. When the effect is perceived, the "object" installation is dematerialized 
into a floating, weightless cloud hovering in the massive overhead void within the building.  The installation invites 
the viewer to gaze upon the effect, rather than through the installation or even at the installation itself. (Figs. 20-23) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figs. 20-23  The "Slowing of Light" 

 
 



 
FIGURE / GROUND 
 Edgar Rubin, a Danish “Gestalt” psychologist, was the first to systematically investigate the figure-ground 
phenomenon, where in perceiving a visual field, some objects take a prominent role (figure) while others recede into 
the background (ground).15  
 In the case of the installation, the students considered a number of relationships when conceiving of the 
experiential effects.  Relational fields, such as structure and infill, transparency and reflection, and light and shadow 
were examined.  Each of these binary conditions is revealed individually, but never simultaneously.  At times, the 
installation appears cloud-like, with no apparent external structure. At other times, the installation reveals its 
structure, pronouncing the rigorous grid-like framework.  The light that filters through the surfaces reflects and 
refracts between the many acrylic fins, creating an incomprehensible reading of transparency and opacity. The 
complexity of the sun-lit condition denies the reading of the installation as purely transparent or opaque.  One can 
only focus on transparent areas after changing his or her gaze from the reading of reflective areas. (Figs. 24-25) 
Light and shadows are also affected, not only on the multiple surfaces of the installation but, more noticeably, on 
the ground surface.  As one would expect, light finds its way through the undulating surface to the floor surface, 
projecting pools of light and shadow. Only here does the reading become more complex and engage the viewer to 
separate layers of light (Figs. 26-27).  Multiple opacities of light and shadow overlap on top of one another creating 
a confused hierarchical reading.  The viewer's gaze suspends itself on one or the other in order to make reason. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figs. 24-25  Figure/Ground of reflections on surfaces  Figs. 24-25  Figure/Ground of light on floor surface 

 
Conclusions   
“Architecture, more fully than other art forms, engages the immediacy of our sensory perceptions. The passage of time; light, shadow and 

transparency; color phenomena, texture, material and detail all participate in the complete experience of architecture.”16 
            - Steven Holl 

 

 The “Thinking as Doing” studio was successful on a number of levels. First, students gained valuable 
insight into the cyclical nature of design and construction through the use of the latest three dimensional 



visualization and design development software, as well as fabrication technologies.  Secondly, the digital design-
build model afforded the students the opportunity to fuse experiences gained in both the design and build portions, 
allowing each to inform the other throughout the process. Finally, and most importantly, students involved confirmed 
the importance of human experience in the built form.  For students who often felt frustrated by the feeling of 
confinement when working with purely virtually represented design proposals, CNC technologies provided the “out” 
for their virtual creations to be physically experienced. This opportunity to experience the reciprocal nature of work, 
the back and forth, the to and fro communication with the built form, becomes the essence of architecture.  Too 
often designers and architects speculate on (or even overlook) the potential of human experience with the built form 
are often disappointed with the end result.  CNC technologies require a fully resolved virtual construction. This 
studio sought to understand how these tools can assist the designer in understanding the experiential effects, not in 
the virtual worlds as previously was the case, but first hand, physically, in the final space of the site.  
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Carlee A. Bradbury 

 
 The imaginary Jew, a figure born of collective Christian imagination, appears repeatedly 

in a late 14th century devotional manuscript, the Hours of Mary de Bohun, now bound separately 

as a book of hours and a legendary.1  Though this manuscript was made in England long after the 

Jews were expelled in 1290, the figure of the disbelieving, male Jew, recognizable by costume 

and exaggerated physiognomy, appears without explanation.  My contention is that by the late 

14th century, the imaginary Jew did not need textual explanation - he was a deeply imbedded 

character in the daily devotional life of medieval women, vividly representing doubt and 

showing readers “what not to do.”  

 Mary de Bohun, wife of Henry Bolingbroke (ultimately Henry IV), died in 1393/4 giving 

birth to Philippa, who knew her mother only through the Hours of Mary de Bohun, which she 

was given before she left England to marry Erik of Pomerania and become Queen of Denmark.  

For Philippa this little book offered a connection point to her mother, whose image is on the 

opening hour, but also to her mother’s world of late medieval England.  As Philippa turned the 

pages, she was exposed to a web of connected images, many heavily laden with the visual 

vocabulary of late 14th century England:  the strong colors of the Bohun and Lancaster heraldry 

and the even stronger colors used to highlight the actions of the imaginary Jew.  

 Using new and traditional art historical methods, considering medieval reading practices 

as well as communal and memory theory, I will use the Hours of Mary de Bohun to examine the 

appearance and visualization the imaginary Jew as a behavioral anti-model for women.  I will 

conclude by asking, how such specifically English anti-Jewish imagery, part of England’s 

cultural imagination, traveled to medieval Denmark, a country with no memory of Jews. 

                                                 
1 Copenhagen: Konelige Bibliotek, Thott 547+ Thott 514. 
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The Arts in Healthcare:  How Imagery, Ritual, and Creative Process 

Enhance Healing  
 

The use of imagery and the arts in healing is as old as mankind.  In tribal cultures, 
dance, song, percussion, elaborately designed costumes, totems and other symbols and 
symbolic enactments were the core ingredients of healing rituals. This unified concept of 
both the arts and of healing practices has changed radically throughout the history of 
Western Civilization.  During the Middle Ages, the Christian Church’s doctrine of 
dualism, separation of body from soul, was one way in which this change progressed. By 
the time of Descartes and the Age of Reason, the concept of the separation of body from 
mind also assumed prominence.  This led to the separation of science from art and the 
development of the scientific method.  Body, mind, and soul were now seen as separate 
entities, and the mind and science took the leading role in the practice of the medicinal 
arts.1   

 
During the twentieth and twenty first centuries, the many accomplishments of 

science have been dazzling and have been accompanied by the growth of medical 
specializations and of the contemporary style of allopathic medicine, which treats specific 
symptoms rather than seeking to heal the whole human being.  Since the 1970s there has 
been movement toward re-humanizing health care.  This trend follows the discoveries of 
structures and processes in the human brain linking perceived and imagined images2 and 
cerebral activity with somatic responses.3  This holistic attitude has re-discovered the 
potency of the arts in the healing process at a time when the mechanisms that make this 
phenomenon possible have been documented. Thus, the 20th century saw the 
development of the creative arts therapies and arts education for the differently-abled, as 
well as a variety of programs using the arts to enhance general health and/or to promote 
the healing process.  

 
The latter approach seeks to engage the participant in a creative process in order 

to provide opportunities for insight, connection, and for the enhancement of health and 
healing.  This approach is now being used within healthcare institutions world-wide. 
These programs represent a rediscovery of the links between body, mind and spirit and of 
the unity between the art and science of healing.   The field recognizes and advocates the 
role of the imagination and creative process in developing and maintaining health. One of 

                                                 
1Bill Gottlieb, ed.  New Choices in Natural Healing.  Emmaus, PA: Rodale Press, Inc., 
1995, p. 86. 

2Jonathon Cheek, Ph.D.  Conquering Shyness.  New York: G.P. Putham’s Sons, 1989, p. 
45. 

3Bill Gottlieb, ed.  New Choices in Natural Healing.  Emmaus, PA: Rodale Press, Inc., 
1995,  pp. 88, 89. 



the country’s leading hospital programs is Shands Arts in Medicine at the University of 
Florida.  

  
 I have been involved as a Dancer-in-Residence with this program since 1996, and 
from the beginning have been awed by how vitally significant imagery is to the process 
and by how vivid and elemental the imagery is to the patients.  As Co-Director of the 
Center for the Arts in Healthcare Research and Education (CAHRE) at the University of 
Florida, I conducted a clinical study entitled Healing Motion,* with the goals of adding to 
the practical knowledge concerning the use of the arts in healthcare settings and of 
creating ways for disseminating this information.  I learned, first of all, that imagery 
chosen by patients to accompany their healing process is incredibly individual, and next 
that the process of working with such imagery is analogous to ritual structures as known 
since the dawn of time. Sections of text below appearing in italics are quotes from my 
journal of hospital activities. 

 
Imagery 
 

Imagery is the essence of ritual.  Images are pre-verbal mental constructs in any 
of the senses.  They are powerful expressions of the imagination and act as an interface 
between body, mind and spirit.  This integrating action is possible because the body/mind 
responds to vivid images as if they were real, i.e., the same electrical and chemical 
responses occur. Images involve firing of neurons in different areas of the brain. The 
firing neurons connect to the body in three ways: nerve pathways, hormones, and 
neurotransmitters.  Since images are initially held in areas of the brain responsible for 
sending signals to the muscles, the nerve pathways to body musculature are activated by 
vivid imagery. This explains the phenomenon of muscle memory and mental practice.  
As almost anyone who has practiced a musical instrument, dancing, or sports (and 
probably any number of other activities) has experienced, our muscles seem to remember 
actions we have learned even without conscious participation of the mind.  And dancers, 
athletes, and musicians can often go through a sequence in their minds to help keep the 
skill sharp even when there is no way to practice physically.  

  
 The right brain also sends messages to the lower brain areas that connect to the 

hypothalamus. The hypothalamus, in turn, activates the autonomic nervous system that 
balances blood flow, heart rate, breathing rate, and hormones for any activity, including 
healing.  This system has two branches.  The sympathetic branch controls fight or flight 
physiology. It speeds everything, creating the arousal response.  The parasympathetic 
branch controls the relaxation response in which all systems slow down, promoting 
healing, body repair, and preventive maintenance. The hypothalamus also sends 
messages to release hormones.  The arousal response causes the release of adrenaline and 
epinephrine.  Images can also cause specific areas of the brain to release endorphins and 
other emotion specific neurotransmitters.  These may act to relieve pain and cause the 

 
_______________________ 
*Funded by the University of Florida Office of Research and Graduate Programs through the Fine Arts 
Scholarship Enhancement Award Fund. 



immune system to work more efficiently, enhancing the effects of killer T cells and white 
blood cells.  Endorphins, for example, make a person feel expanded, at peace, connected, 
energized, etc.  
 
 

                                                

In the hospital, patients’ vital signs are often monitored, thus making it possible to 
witness first hand the somatic effects of the workings of the imagination.  Such a 
situation occurred when visiting Valerie, a lung transplant patient. 
  
 When we entered the room, Valerie’s oxygen saturation monitor read about 
 45%.  We began our ritual of Val telling me her imagery of the day and my 
 dancing that imagery for her. Today we pretended to be empty pitchers and filled 
 ourselves with water to flow softly.  We let this flow into a trip to the bridge (the 
 Granada bridge in Ormand Beach, Florida that goes from the mainland to the 
 sea). We were puddles now, having lost our outer shells.  We moved like amoebas 
 going under the bridge and floating in the river; looking at the sunset; and 
 becoming beautiful because we were reflecting the sunset. We watched sea turtles 
 being born, followed them into the water and watched them swim out to sea. Val 
 kept saying, “I wonder how many of them will survive.” We watched the moon 
 rise and we reflected her light.  Then someone came in, and that abruptly 
 brought us back. We noticed that during this little trip, Val’s oxygen saturation 
 had risen to 96%! 
 

For the mind to conceive a new image requires undivided attention, and when 
images in the mind are actually made into art by muscles, a deep level of concentration is 
produced.  This creative process automatically takes the person’s whole attention, thus 
distracting from other concerns.  This further allows the person to enter a state of 
consciousness resembling meditation or prayer, and transporting the person to a different 
level of reality:  from objective to subjective, from left brain to right brain, from corporal 
to spiritual. I witnessed this stunningly while visiting a little girl on the Pediatric 
Intensive Care Unit who had no arms.  She was painting with her toes holding the brush. 
She was concentrating very deeply and therefore was amazingly controlled with her 
brush work.  She exuded an aura of angelic peacefulness while being totally unaware of 
other activities and conversations going on around her. 

 
 Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D. describes this state with the Greek term kairos, or 
participatory time. One becomes so absorbed in the moment that there is no perception of 
time passing.4 The following description of an interaction with a young quadriplegic 
exhibits such a sense of timelessness. 
 

There had been a request in the Volunteer Services office to see a quadriplegic 
little girl her to help her draw with her mouth.  When we came in, there were at 
least four people with her putting her into a special wheel chair.  She had several 
wires and tubes attached to a monitoring device that beeped periodically.  She 
also seemed to have trouble communicating as no sound came out as she formed 
words with her mouth and she needed to be suctioned often. The whole 

 
4 Bolen, Jean Shinoda, “The Creative Encounter,” The Soul of Creativity.p. 59. 



atmosphere was certainly an “intensive care” situation.  Her nurse was very 
caring and jolly and quite glad that we had come.  She helped us get started by 
telling us some things the girl liked to do and by translating.  We told her that we 
were dancers but would help her color if that’s what she wanted.  She decided she 
wanted us to dance for her. I asked about several kinds of music and finally 
decided to use a tape with a variety of styles.  We danced to the music a little.  
Then we moved closer to her and I would move her hands for her and touch her 
face, and clap my hand with hers, etc.  She would get a look of utter joy on her 
face just from the sensation of being touched and of being moved.  Then she 
wanted to paint.  We put water on a paint strip, let her select a color and held the 
paper against a cardboard for her. She put the paint brush in her teeth and into 
the paint.  I helped rub the brush into the paint.  Then she would move her head to 
move the brush on the paper.  In what seemed like a blink of an eye, about an 
hour and a half had passed. Then she became very tired and the nurse came to 
suction her, so we said goodbye. 
 

 These states of consciousness activate a relaxation response even if the image 
from which the artist is working was one of arousal, as described below.  
 

When we first went to visit a little boy on the pediatric unit, he was just lolling 
about, purposely tipping himself over sideways.  He was not very responsive and 
seemed shy.  Finally his mom got him into beating on one of the drums we 
brought.  He sat up and the drumming grew to be really aggressive.  That 
somehow changed his mood.  He began quietly building by placing the drumsticks 
and drums into various arrangements. 

 
 Thus, making art, even expressing disturbing imagery, can ultimately stimulate the 
immune system toward healing.  Aviva Gold tells of her experience in painting during a 
difficult period of her life: 
 

But now in the midst of fear and despair, while painting I felt compelled to spill 
forth what was to be the most demonic scene.   . . . While painting I felt very 
emotional and nauseated.  I felt compelled to add paper on all sides of the 
painting, making room for strange little men with pointed hats that were drinking 
the body fluids.  I thought they were attacking and torturing me.  When I 
completed the painting, I noted that in addition to being a visually powerful 
painting, its shape was a Celtic cross, which is also the shape of the Red Cross. 
Although I was convinced of my insanity while painting, I was amazed to wake 
up the next morning with my arthritis gone (never to return) and a feeling of a 
positive shift in my life in general. 5 
 
 The more vivid the image, and the more sensory modalities involved, the more 

profound the effect is on the body/mind/spirit.  As a hospital artists-in-residence, I often 
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encourage imaging in a variety of senses and using a variety of media to objectify an 
image.  The aforementioned lung transplant patient (Valerie) was very adept at this. 
 

I put on some of my Ocean Song tape and we did an interactive visualization. We 
breathed the ocean air—smelled it, felt it relax the muscles and open the lungs, 
felt the warm sun on our backs, watched little fish darting about, took a walk 
down the beach.  She said she was surprised she had walked so far.  We felt icky 
seaweed that washed in with the waves.  She showed me with her arm how the 
waves were moving.  She was visualizing very vividly and telling me her story to 
direct my dancing.  

 
Classifications of Imagery by Method of Acquisition 

 
In the ancient Native American ritual of the Vision Quest, the young initiates 

participate in a sweat lodge ceremony and then depart into the wilderness for several days 
without food or water.  The purpose of these actions is to go into a trance state in order to 
receive imagery of animals to act as spiritual guides.  The symbolism of the power animal 
reveals information the person can use to guide his actions.  Achterberg, Dossey and 
Kolkmeier6 classify such imagery as receptive.  Receptive imagery can often answer 
questions concerning illness and health, and patients often receive revelations about their 
conditions in their imagery.  While dancing, a patient went very deeply inside her 
creative process and the beach imagery she was using. She suddenly opened her eyes and 
said, “Now I know I’m going to be all right.  All the seashells turned to jewels!”  
 

Active images, on the other hand, are consciously selected and can be used to 
“speak” to the body.  In the early 1970s, Dr. O. Carl Simonton began using active 
imagery with cancer patients.7  Simonton had patients who had been diagnosed with 
incurable cancer visualize strong white blood cells attacking weak cancer cells.  After 
four years, 40% of the patients, who had been told they had no more than a year to live, 
were still living and 22% of those were in full remission. Active imagery can also be 
symbolic rather than biologically correct and realistic, as described below.   

 
I went to see a sickle cell patient who was in a lot of pain and who was 

also infectious.  Anything that we took into the room had to stay there.  She said 
she might like to make jewelry, so we went to the art room to see if we had any 
beads.  When we returned, the woman seemed to be in even more pain. Her eyes 
kept closing, as if she were about to pass out. I asked her if she ever closed her 
eyes and imagined something soothing to help take her mind off the pain.  And I 
asked her what she would find soothing.  She never answered, but she did close 
her eyes and take a book onto her lap.  Then she started to move her hand in a 
very staccato fashion, and her face registered even more pain.  She said that her 
hand hurt and that it hurt more with movement.  I suggested that perhaps thinking 
of her hand as wax melting would help.  After a brief period of silence during 
which she had closed her eyes again, she asked for her glasses, and took some 
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markers and some paper that she cut.  She began copying from her book of 
poems. She kept writing and we talked some more.  She no longer registered 
obvious pain.  She got more and more chatty and kept moving the markers or 
scissors on the paper.  Then it just seemed to be time to go.  She gave us what she 
had been working on:  an envelope with a card on which she had drawn some 
flowers.  She had copied a poem from her book on the card.  She seemed to be a 
different person, more alert and in control.   

 
In hospital practice, I have noticed that patients sometimes receive symbolic 

imagery that can speak to the body much as consciously selected active images do.  This 
happened for Valerie when she learned that she would be sent out of the hospital to await 
her lung. 

 
We talked about her fear of being in an apartment alone at night. So I 

suggested that we do a relaxation and then, while she was in a relaxed state, 
visualize her getting through the night without panic.  She used an image of being 
on a party fishing boat out in the ocean at night; seeing lights from other boats, 
the stars, the moon; feeling the cool salt air moist on the skin, feeling the gentle 
rocking of the boat.  This brought back a childhood memory of sitting on the front 
of the boat with her feet over the edge and feeling the water lapping on her feet.  
She said that made her laugh—the water tickled.  Then when she was relaxed, I 
asked her to tell me what she would do tonight.  We “imaged” through the whole 
night trying to bring her relaxing image into her room and vice versa.  We were 
interrupted several times and each time she managed to get back into the image 
and pick up where she left off.   

 
Classification of Imagery by Style or Function 
 
 Concrete images are often active and biologically correct.  Achterberg, Dossey, 
and Kolkmeier8 cite the example using visual imagery of cells as they would look under a 
microscope.  The imagery described above that Simonton used actively for healing 
enhancement for cancer patients was concrete in style. 
  
 Symbolic images may be active or receptive and can be anything (e.g., cartoons,   
fantasy characters, shapes) that somehow represent a challenge, process, solution, etc.  
Valerie symbolized her recovery with an image of herself dancing across the Granada 
Bridge to the sea. This metaphor of crossing over an impasse to a different place was so 
potent, and the outcome so unknown to her that she was afraid to start crossing the bridge 
in her imaginary journeys until the outcome of a new life was clear to her.  
 
 Process imagery goes step by step to a goal. Such imagery may be actively 
chosen to aid recovery. When chosen to aid rehabilitation, these images are often 
biologically correct.  Even if process imagery is symbolic, the mechanics of the process 
may still be consonant with physical reality. It is also not uncommon for patients to 
receive process imagery, especially in symbolic form. A little girl undergoing a bone 
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marrow transplant would start each day’s dance with a ritual in which she would take 
stars from the sky, wipe them clean, and replace them, much as her own marrow cells 
were to be cleaned and replaced.  
 
 End State imagery represents the final healed or otherwise desired state either 
concretely or symbolically. It is often used actively after process imagery, but may also 
be intuited. A young girl danced just a little bit more each day during one of her hospital 
stays.  The image she used on her last hospital day at that time was flying like a bird, 
perhaps symbolizing her freedom to move without being tethered to her IV pole and 
without pain. 
 
Healing Imagery 
 
 General Healing images may be events, persons, things, places, etc. associated   
with healing.  They are often spiritual and may contain personal and/or cultural 
information. I often explain the term “healing image” as something comforting. 
Achterberg, Dossey, and Kolkmeier9 note that light of some type is a typical healing 
image.  These authors further state that one type of healing imagery involves seeking and 
discovering a wise entity or inner guide.10   For example, a young woman with a serious 
chronic disease uses the jungle panther as a healing image and indeed as a guide for her 
life, much the same as a Native American initiate might.  She identifies with and is 
inspired by the panther’s strength and uniqueness.   
 
 In the course of working with patients, I have noticed that quite an array of types 
of images can serve as healing for different patients. Water in some form is a common 
theme at Shands Hospital.  Valerie explained why water is such a significant image for 
her: “Water is forever.  It always flows and changes but it’s always there.”  In just one 
workshop, these healing images involving water were verbalized and painted onto tiles 
by patients and family members: 
 

Dancing in slow circles in the sand at the beach 
Floating in a tide pool 
Floating in a lake 
Floating down a lazy river 
A mountain “babbling brook” washing away pain 

 Under a waterfall 
 
 Healing images that I have noticed in working with hospitalized patients are not 
confined only to the sorts of things one might expect as indicated above. Seemingly 
mundane things like playing basketball, going shopping, or even a favorite TV show can 
be significant to a particular person. The images I have come across in hospital work fall 
loosely into several categories as illustrated below.   
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 Illness to wellness journeys:  These, much like process images, are patients’ 
personal stories of illness and healing and may be literal or even metaphoric. I often make 
art with or for a patient from information she gives about her journey through illness, and 
with the art image I try to bring about a positive resolution.  One woman told me her 
illness history as well as revealing her love for dolphins, crocheting, and her philosophy 
of giving from the heart.  I danced from this story, incorporated movement reminiscent of 
dolphins diving, and ended by forming a big heart.  Valerie led a fascinating illness to 
healing imagery process while she was recovering from her transplant surgery. 
 

Today, Valerie used a hawk and an egret she sees visit the pond outside her 
window.  She admired the strength of the hawk and the peacefulness of the egret.  
She let these qualities wash into her body to help deal with or erase pain and to 
help promote healing.  We used the sound and shape of the fountain:  the water 
seeping inside of her and healing the place where the lung is sewn.  Then she 
floated on a cloud to a place of her healthy future.  She found herself in a small 
boat on the ocean.  She felt safe.  She heard someone calling to her from 
somewhere in the water.  She didn’t know who it was or whether she should go to 
the voice or not.  Soon she decided the voice came from her guardian angel and 
went to the angel.  Then we imagined a glass mountain:  the guardian angel 
helped her to the top of the mountain where she watched herself heal.   

 
  Healing environments:  Most people would rather be almost anywhere other than 
a hospital. A patient and I often can transform the coldness of the hospital setting by 
using imagery of a patient’s favorite locale, or of an imagined environment. 
 

We went to the playroom and I took out my art supplies and asked her where 
she’d like to be—Hawaii!  So she made a grass skirt from tissue.  At first she 
didn’t want to wear it.  Then we talked about leis and made flowers for her and 
put them together to make a lei. We also hung flowers on her IV pole and made 
grass skirts for ourselves.  She kept saying she wasn’t going to dance.  Well 
somehow we got her to hit the tambourine and I showed her the basic hula step.  
Then she took us out in the hall so more people could see us and we all danced.  
Her nurse came by to free her from her IV pole because she “is such a good 
dancer.”  Then she lost all inhibitions.  We took turns playing tambourine and 
dancing, she began twirling and the hospital hallway became a luau.  

 
 Significant activities, events, people:  Often patients’ most significant images 
arise from family and other relationships that are even more appreciated under the 
circumstance of hospitalization. 
 

I followed a referral to see a woman hospitalized for rheumatoid arthritis.  At first 
she seemed intrigued, but didn’t know what to do and asked me for a fan.  I told 
her that I wasn’t the person to ask for the fan, but that I could bring her the ocean 
breeze!  I offered to play some music to help create the environment, but she said 
that she didn’t like music.  We ended up painting together:  I made a line, she 
made a line, etc.  We eventually painted ocean waves and as we painted she got a 



very specific image:  a man standing under a palm tree reaching out and holding 
a purple heart, which she said represented his grand daughter.  Though initially 
she had been luke-warm about painting, she now seemed to feel an urgency to 
create this image. 
  

Patients may also use imagery related to events or activities in their lives that others may 
not understand as healing, but that are nevertheless significant to the individual. For 
example, a young boy was observing a group activity in which all were contributing to a 
painting of a healing garden.  He was not interested in painting or giving suggestions.  He 
revealed that he was not really interested in flowers.  When I told him that he could paint 
whatever he wanted, he chose to create a football field.  And a young teenaged girl 
offered a fantasy journey to anywhere she desired, requested a shopping trip. 
 
 Hopes, dreams, aspirations:  These images are understandably quite potent and 
can range from deeply spiritual to lighthearted or even materialistic. Patients have used as 
imagery for art their hopes to continue giving and getting love from family members; 
their desires to express thankfulness for being alive; their aspirations to live each day to 
the fullest or to reach a lofty goal(such as graduating from college for lupus and cystic 
fibrosis patients); and one woman confided that she wanted to have a Lincoln continental 
and a cabin cruiser when she retired! 
 
 Life stories or personality essences:  These images are less often per/conceived by 
the patient than received by the artist through conversation.  I use these as a basis for art-
making if the patient doesn’t want to supply an image and/or is not interested or unable to 
make art himself.  Such personalized creations can act as a strong validation of the 
patient’s humanness at a time when he may feel that he has been reduced to a collection 
of symptoms or that his life is being threatened by illness.  I have learned some amazing 
stories by listening to the patients I visit. 
  

While visiting a woman and trying to help her find significant imagery she 
revealed a fascinating life story as well her love of water and fishing and hopes to 
take a cruise to the Bahamas. We decorated her room using the water and cruise 
imagery and then I asked if she would like me to dance her life story.  I recapped 
verbally to her the story highlights for her approval. Then I put on the Island 
Tranquility tape and danced her story for her.  I closed it with an enveloping and 
unfolding to heaven motif that I told her she could do anytime she wanted to 
remind herself of her loves and dreams.   

 
 Pure fantasy:  Pure flight of the imagination can be joyously healing.  Children 
are very adept at this, as exemplified by the description below of a session with a little 
boy. 

 
He has a very accessible and vivid imagination and directed a fantasy adventure.  
I became a tree, a fire (that he put out), and a bird.  We all became birds, 
monkeys, and children whom he rescued.  He seemed to see himself as a rescuer 
or aggressor—not ever as a victim.  We also made sounds:  clapping, stomping, 



or otherwise following each other.  His older brother was also very imaginative 
and forthcoming and the mom got involved a little. We stayed about an hour and 
a half and certainly could have played longer.   
 

It may be harder for adults to give themselves “permission” to use their imaginations in 
this way, but when they do the results are equally transformative.  In a hallway workshop, 
staff and adult patients contributed ideas for an imaginary place. We used music, singing, 
dancing, drumming, visuals taped to the walls, scarves, and storytelling. The hallway of 
the Bone Marrow Transplant Unit was almost magically transformed into party at a Tiki 
bar somewhere in the Bahamas.   
 
Ritual 
 

Rituals generally take place in three stages:  separation from everyday life/the 
physical world; transition to a new condition through a spiritual experience brought about 
by symbolic actions; and return to the everyday world, re-incorporating the new 
condition.  Many contemporary religious practices still use this age-old structure. For 
example, going to church involves a separation from the ordinary (wearing “Sunday 
best”, entering a special house of worship), and a transition through the sermon and other 
activities of the service (e.g., singing, prayers).  This is usually followed by a formalized 
return to more secular activities such as fellowship or simply greeting the clergy on the 
way out.  

 
The experience of illness, and particularly of hospitalization, can also be seen in 

these stages.  When one becomes ill, the usual daily activities are interrupted, and if one 
must be hospitalized, preparations are generally made to leave routine concerns behind.  
In the hospital, some kind of transformation of state occurs (illness to health is usually the 
desired goal) and then one can re-enter the outside world in the transformed state.  

 
Many artists likewise describe the creative process in ways that correspond to 

ritual structure, both for a single “work” session and for an extended period to make a 
product. The separation stage prepares the artist to receive inspiration; the transition stage 
involves defining the imaginative source and making the art; and the return stage includes 
reflection on the journey and at least for professional artists, showing the work to others.  
Jill Mellnick describes the process of creative expression for the soul’s sake as going 
through the following stages:  “intentional departures from ordinary awareness; inner 
journey into the imagination; return to ordinary awareness, and reflection on the 
journey.”11 

 
Twyla Tharp, a prolific and highly respected American contemporary 

choreographer12 describes a lengthy preparation, including rigorous research, as a 
necessary and primary component of her creative process.  This plus some mental 
techniques she recommends for relaxing the mind to allow images to float through, 
prepares her to make connections that become the idea for the work. Once she 
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receives/conceives what she calls the spine of a work, she continues the transformation 
stage through the process of developing and rehearsing the choreography. The return 
stage in this case would be the performance of the piece.  . 

 
 Separation/preparation:  This phase involves a disengagement from the ordinary 
physically, mentally, emotionally and/or spiritually.  One can feel his consciousness 
shifting to an altered state. This is sometimes called contacting the creative center, going 
into a meditative or prayerful state, accessing the imagination, switching from rational to 
intuitive, from left to right brain mode, entering “the zone,”etc.  Indeed, Hal Zina 
Bennett, Ph.D. describes the creative process of immersion in writing as synonymous to a 
trance state and is “ . . . more than ever convinced that the creative act has its roots in 
ancient shamanism.” 13 
 
 There are many ways to reach a receptive state.  Mary Dean Atwood’s14 
discussion of Native American rituals cites many instances using sensory deprivation of 
some sort (going without food, going into an isolated area, etc.), to facilitate the 
separation stage and calls this process shifting from left to right brain mode.  Tharp also 
recommends a practice of “going without” for a week to minimize distractions.  She goes 
without movies, multi-tasking, numbers, and background music in order to create a 
“bubble of monomaniacal absorption.”15  
 
 As mentioned earlier, the experience of hospitalization is a literal “separation” 
that involves deprivation of many of the trappings of everyday life.  Patients leave behind 
their usual functions (work, family) as well as most of their possessions and perhaps even 
their identities.  Before she was ill, Valerie, the lung transplant patient, was a mother and 
caregiver.  She could no longer function in these ways.  All her children had left her 
because they couldn’t handle the illness.  She felt that she was no longer capable of doing 
her former kind of work.  Without all the markers of her former identity, she was left in a 
very essential state that opened to her possibilities for her imagination to take flight 
easily.   
 
 

                                                

Most artists recall a certain degree of relaxation as necessary to reaching their 
creative centers.  
 

 When I am, as it were, completely myself, entirely alone, and of good 
cheer, --say traveling in a carriage or walking after a good meal—it is on such 
occasions that my ideas flow best and most abundantly.--Mozart16 
 

Many types of meditation are effective ways to achieve this sort of relaxation and to 
move from the outer to the inner world.  Don Campbell recommends making an 

 
13 Bennett, Hal Zina, Ph.D. “Creativity and the Heart of Shamanism,” The Soul of Creativity, p. 14. 
14 Atwood, Mary Dean. Spirit Healing:  Native American Magic and Medicine. New York: Sterling 
Publishing Co., 1991. 
15 Tharp, p.26. 
16 The Soul of Creativity, p. 1 



elongated “o” or “ooo” sound for five to six minutes to tap into a sense of vast energy. 17  
There are other meditation methods, such as mindfulness meditation, listening to guided 
imagery tapes, attending to breath, etc. that can accomplish the same mission.  
 
 Sometimes a more active method of “tuning in” can be effective.  Studies by Dr. 
Melinda Maxfield have shown that listening and preferably moving to fast drumming at a 
rate of three to seven beats per second for a twenty-minute period facilitates theta 
brainwave activity.18 This probably accounts for the trance like state accompanied by 
enhanced imagery that is experienced by anyone participating in African dance.  
 

 We visited a little boy and started by dancing to some music with 
drumming. He became very involved and made his mom dance, too.  This built 
into frenetic live drumming (by all of us) and then resolved into a quiet state for 
painting.  
 

Other repetitive actions can have similar effects.  I often experienced a shift in 
consciousness while swimming laps in a quiet pool. Many people likewise find yoga or 
Tai Chi practice can produce a similar state of peacefulness.   

 
 As noted earlier, participating in an art-making process takes complete 
concentration, thus facilitating a shift in mental state.  This happens automatically and 
does not require that the image used be significant.  In fact, I will often start the patient 
working on just anything (a project, a craft, just drawing lines, mirroring movement) and 
then can observe the patient relax to discover his personal imagery.   
 

Although the young man had asked for an artist visit, he was bored and angry and 
uncommunicative.  I finally brought a bunch of colored pencils, paints, markers 
and a big piece of paper and we did an add-on drawing.  During this activity he 
opened up a little more and let us know how much he missed being outdoors, 
especially the beach.  So we painted a beach scene together and mounted it on the 
glass partition.  During this time, he relaxed, opened up, became more positive, 
and created a finishing monument for the experience. 

  
 Dr. Betty Edwards, an art professor and lecturer, uses knowledge of brain 
function to help students develop their creative potentials.  She explains the separation 
stage of ritual as a shift to a right brain mode of thinking and advocates exercises that 
make use of the right brain’s strengths and left brain’s weaknesses to facilitate the shift19.   
The left hemisphere mode analyzes, abstracts, counts, marks time, plans step-by-step 
procedures, verbalizes, and makes rational conclusions based on logic. Left brain 
strengths are sequential, symbolic, linear, and objective. The right hemisphere mode is 
intuitive, relational, holistic, and time-free.  When the right brain is active we can 
visualize, understand how things exist in space and how the parts go together to make up 
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a whole.  Thus it is the right hemisphere that understands metaphors, dreams, and can 
create new combinations of ideas.  When things are too complex to describe in words, the 
right brain allows us to make gestures and draw pictures of our perceptions. Edwards’ 
exercises to facilitate left to right brain shift include figure-ground drawing, upside down 
drawing and contour drawing.  Each of these exercises “turns off” the naming and 
judging mode of thinking employed by the left brain by obscuring the identity of the 
object or by masking the drawing.  This forces attention to the details of lines and 
relationships, which are the provinces of the right brain. 
 
 

                                                

Many rituals begin with some repeatable practice to signify the beginning of this 
process and then use the same practice as part of the return at the end of the ritual.  
Atwood describes some specific drumming patterns for beginning the separation and 
return stages.20  

 
Transition:  This stage accomplishes some sort of change. In traditional rituals, 

this change is affected through specified symbolic actions.  A wedding ceremony is an 
obvious example.  The separation/preparation for this rite includes all the planning as 
well as the immediate preparation of donning special apparel, etc.  The ceremony itself 
involves many prescribed actions.  All wedding ceremonies, from a “big fat Greek 
wedding” to the simplest civil ceremony, at the very least use special words spoken by an 
official and by the couple.  Those ceremonial words and any other symbolic actions of 
the particular wedding, transform the individuals into an officially recognized couple. 

 
Transition stages of the healthcare ritual in western medicine use administration 

of drugs and/or surgery, for example to bring about a cure for the illness or alleviate 
symptoms of a condition.  In creative process, imagery in any sensory modality is the key 
to the transformation stage and will involve objectifying the image in some medium.  

 
 In creative process in general, and perhaps even more stunningly in creative 
problem solving, we often experience the beginning of the transition stage as an “Ah-Ha” 
moment: the point where everything seems to “fall into place.”  After the separation 
stage, which can includes both the preparation of research and mental relaxation, the right 
brain makes a leap of insight.21 For a producing artist, this signals the beginning of a 
productive work period.  As the work is created, the creator experiences a change by 
virtue of making his insight into an objective work. Later, after the artist has completed 
all the stages of the creative process ritual to produce the objective work, the audience 
can also experience a transformation by witnessing and contemplating the artistic 
product. 

 
Shared artist-patient creative process rituals, not unlike ancient animistic rites, 

may be specific to an issue or more general for a creative/spiritual boost. In a process to 
work on a specific issue, one could reflect on that issue (separation stage) in order to 
receive an informative or healing image, or could select some concrete and biologically 
correct or symbolic imagery to use in this phase, as the patient process described earlier 
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that involved using an image of warm and softening wax to help relieve arm pain.  Very 
frequently, artist-patient interactions aim toward more general healing, creativity or 
wellness. Sometimes this sort of process results in an almost literal transformation of the 
patient’s room into an environment that he/she would find more healing.  Decorating the 
room with symbolic representations of ocean waves and palm trees while playing 
“beachy” music and moving scarves in wavelike patterns appeals to several senses to 
make the imagery quite vivid, and therefore highly effective in facilitating 
transformation.  

 
During this phase participants are somehow changing.  In bedside work with 

patients, I have very often seen a transition from passive or lethargic to active and 
involved:   

At first the little boy wouldn’t even speak to us.  But his Dad and nurse 
were so positive that I persisted.  I showed him a feather from my bag and his 
eyes lit up.  A little at a time, he became more and more involved.  Finally he got 
out of bed and was playing “Indian hiding in the woods.”  He sent his dad out of 
the room, hid here and there, pretended to shoot me, etc.  He left the room briefly 
and when he came back he announced that he was “ready to pass out.”  His dad 
said that was the most active he had been for days. 

 
Indeed, creating art together can even transform the environment in which the process 
occurs.  
 

When we arrived in the waiting area for the dental wing, there were a few people 
sitting silently staring into space or reading. We began making beads and 
eventually got some people to work with the clay.  One woman drew with 
watercolor pencils.  I think no one in the waiting room would have even talked to 
each other if we hadn’t introduced an art activity.  By the time we left, they were 
all talking together—discovered some common ground, hometowns, etc.  The 
waiting area changed from the usual cool, boring, tense, awkward place to a 
warm, friendly atmosphere. 

 
 Return: This phase of ritual, much like the denouement in classical comedy, 
provides closure to the experience and a way of bringing the transformation back into the 
ordinary physical world.  Mellnick suggests that when one is ready to leave the inner 
realm, he should carefully allow the experience to come to a close and then reenter 
normal awareness. 22 In familiar rites, this stage is often formalized, as it is in the 
wedding ceremony.  The newly united couple may bring closure to their transformation 
through another extended group of actions, such as the reception, tossing the bouquet, 
honeymoon, etc.  Such formal structures can help “soften” the return from the inner to the 
outer world and help retain the new—and hopefully improved state. 
 
 

                                                

Leaving the hospital in the western medical model likewise involves a host of 
procedures otherwise known as “red tape,” as well as packing up items brought to the 
hospital and prescribed by the healthcare team.  In many cases, the transition back to 
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“ordinary” life takes some time and even special practices.  For example, physical 
therapy may be required.  Valerie, and other transplant patients, may be released from the 
hospital as a residence while still requiring frequent follow-up visits.  This actually gives 
time to slowly re-acclimate to a former state and to solidify the incorporation of new 
conditions. Valerie created a rich construct of metaphoric imagery around her return 
phase: 
 

We went to the bridge, under the bridge and finally began walking up the bridge 
from the mainland side.  When we got to the top and looked at the ocean, she 
cried out triumphantly, “I’m alive. . . and I can breathe!”  Then we went down to 
the beach and put our feet in the water, then floated on the water and generally 
spent a good bit of time in the ocean.  I think we stayed there in the end, and since 
she is going home to Ormond Beach tomorrow, that seems appropriately 
symbolic.   

 
 As mentioned above, creative process rituals often conclude with the completion 
of a product in the chosen medium.  The product may further be shown either publicly or 
privately.  In addition to having her works performed at the end of an extended creative 
process, Tharp likes to revisit her preparatory material to look back at her choices.23  In 
creative process rituals for healing, there may or may not be a final product.  The process 
itself is transforming for the patient.  When there is such a product, it serves as a symbol 
for the process and as a means of honoring the experience.  During an extended process 
with the quadriplegic girl, I made beads for her.  I had to take them elsewhere to fire. One 
day I returned with the finished beads to make necklaces.  She was going home that day.  
Giving her the completed necklaces was a perfect closure to the experience. 
 
 Even when there is not a closing product, finding a way to consolidate and honor 
the ritual provides a validation of the process and increases its significance. The return 
stage may be affected by simply defining the end state, amplifying the imagery and or 
sharing and honoring the experience.  Often, using another medium to express the 
process that occurred seems to be satisfying.  For example, after dancing some under the 
sea imagery with a young patient, she made a drawing of a mermaid we “saw” during the 
fantasy adventure.  Since dance is so ephemeral, I often give the patient the gift of a small 
movement motif, preferably something that the patient is physically able to do himself, 
which comes from the shared experience.  Journaling is another practical way of 
solidifying the transformation and easing the return to the hospital environment as usual.  
 
 

                                                

While this stage of the healing ritual may seem anti-climatic, it is essential.  It is 
only through the return mechanism that the healing transformation can take effect in the 
participants’ lives.  This is true even if the patient is not cured through the medical 
interventions.  Healing implies reaching a condition of wholeness of body, mind, and 
spirit, and creative ritual is a powerful instrument for achieving this condition.  One 
young cancer patient had made dancing an important part of her life while in the hospital.  
At one point, she had been deemed cancer free and left the hospital.  The next day, she 
told her mother that the “bad cells” were back.  Despite the previous day’s medical 
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release, her mother took her back for more tests.  Indeed, the bad cells were back and this 
time the medical team saw little hope for cure.  But the child told her family that all 
would be well because she would soon be dancing with the angels.  This image she left to 
her family was a powerful mechanism for healing their grief and facing a new life. 
 
 Valerie’s return phase extended beyond the symbolic process described above to a 
very literal return to her home and to health: 
 

Today (the fourth of July), I got a call from Valerie.  She had, just today, actually 
walked across the Granada Bridge to the sea and had stopped on top to do a little 
dance.  She was accompanied by reporters and photographers and her 
accomplishment will be recorded in the Daytona Beach News-Journal. 
 

I felt exceptionally honored to have been allowed to accompany Valerie on her journey. 
The next winter, I choreographed a dance based on this shared experience.  Creating the 
dance helped facilitate my own closure to this intense process. I was thrilled to have 
Valerie, still wearing a mask to protect her compromised immune system, attend the 
premiere performance! 
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Presentation Abstract 
 Blood, Sweat & Steel: Ethnic Blend—Process and Product 
 
Background 
 This past spring at Penn State McKeesport, my colleague Coni Koepfinger and I co-taught a 
workshop in theatre, working with a group of a dozen students, all non-majors in Theatre, to prepare 
and perform a theatre production.  We gathered our source material in cooperation with the Rivers 
of Steel Heritage Center in nearby Homestead, PA—oral histories from people who had lived 
through the heyday and decline of the steel industry in the Monongahela Valley near Pittsburgh.  
Our goal was to gather information, especially on the various ethnic conflicts, collaborations, and 
celebrations which also helped define this period of local history—and to turn this material into a 
theatre production at the end of the term. 

In Story Circles, suggested by the Swamp Gravy project in Colquitt, Georgia, we recorded 
stories and general information about the lives of our informants over a span of years from the 
1930s to the 1980s.  After some discussion of the playmaking process, the students in the workshop 
drafted scenes based on the incidents they had heard from the informants.  In class, we used their 
scenes as the basis for improvisations—to explore the characters and story elements and to flesh out 
the scenes. 

What emerged was a collage of sorts, a set of snapshots of the steelmaking era, with several 
common threads weaving through the scenes.  The community response was overwhelmingly 
positive, even though some of the stories of the steel industry’s decline were quite painful.  

 
The Process 
 Our collaborative process, Formative Stages, evolved in three phases, which may be 
summarized in the terms “split,” “spin,” and “spiral.”  The still photos in our presentation show the 
beginning of the process in Story Circles, the encounters of the students with the community 
informants.  The informants were storytellers in the sense that they were narrating their experiences, 
sharing elements of their culture with an audience.  One or two students sat with each informant, 
armed with a few prompt  questions and a tape recorder to preserve the informants’ narratives.  
During this informative phase, the students were beginning to document a reality that was separate 
from their own experiences (the “split”) and separate from the media accounts of the Monongahela 
Valley steel culture which might otherwise have formed their impressions.  They were assembling 
their raw materials, much as the steelworkers had assembled materials to create molten steel. 
 Next, the students selected incidents from the narratives and wrote drafts of scenes to depict 
them.  This was the “spin” portion of the creative process, in which the students began to reform the 
incidents they had heard about from the informants by creating dialogs and monologs which they  
could perform.  These created scenes presented various challenges for our students.  Since our intent 
was to document ethnic clashes and cooperation—and because our small group of actors, playing 
several different roles, could never “realistically” represent all the ethnic types in the stories—we 
established color-blind casting as our mode.  This actually enhanced our “ethnic blend” metaphor.  
We worked with the students in reading the scenes aloud and improvising alternative versions, 
details, and enhancements—always trying to stay true to the spirit of the informant’s narrative, but 
shaping and “spinning” the scenes with information from other informants and characterizations 
from the students’ own imaginations as well. 
 This led us into the “spiral” phase of rehearsal and final revisions—blending props, 
costumes, set pieces, lights, and sound into the scenes.  In this phase we worked to conform the 
scenes to a consistent dramatic style and to polish them for performance.  An overall metaphor 
suggested by one of the informants helped to shape the collage of scenes: that a father’s leaving his 
family (as happened in one of the early scenes) was as unthinkable during this era as the steel mills 



leaving the Monongahela Valley.  Our student actors were energized by the indomitable will and 
cooperative spirit which echoed through the stories provided by the informants, and they made 
every effort let those characteristics spiral through their final versions of the scenes.  
 
The Product 
 The video clips of the performances of Blood, Sweat & Steel: Ethnic Blend show some of 
how the double betrayal of trust played out in the scenes.  But they also show how the people of the 
Monongahela Valley endured, nonetheless, by falling back on family, church, community, and hard 
work.  Our black box staging allowed a variety of scene backdrops (sometimes behind parts of the 
audience) around the I-beam shaped playing space.  The production also included a “chorus” of 
steel workers to change the simple set pieces quickly and maintain continuity as the scenes moved 
from era to era—sometimes chronologically, sometimes thematically.  While some of the same 
characters turned up in multiple scenes depicting the ethnic conflicts, cooperations, and celebrations 
that characterized the community, the production did not develop solely around one character or set 
of characters.  What evolved, rather, was a “collage” of sorts—a series of “snapshots,” scenes of 
interactions spanning the steel-making era.     

We were especially gratified that our final script and production pleased our informants 
because we felt a responsibility to be true to their stories as well as to create a workable theatrical 
piece.  In addition, we were happy that the performances were well received by the community in 
general, in spite of its being, in part, a painful reminder of the loss of the economic and social 
solidity provided by the steel industry.  Our intent, after all, was to celebrate the resilience of the 
community in spite of that loss, and many audience members stayed afterward to recount stories of 
their own.  We hope to continue collecting stories in the community for future dramatizations. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 In terms of “form,” then, our development of the creative process has included   
   

1. Split: in-forming ourselves by encountering the raw material in the Story Circles   
2. Spin: re-forming the material through multiple scene drafts and improvisations   
3. Spiral: con-forming the material to appropriate dramatic form by rehearsing the scenes 
and bringing in sets, props, costumes, lights, sound 
    and finally  
4. Per-forming the final product for our campus and community as Blood, Sweat & Steel: 
Ethnic Blend. 
 
We believe the Formative Stages provide a useful model for teaching the creative process.  

In this case, the process also functioned as a means of preserving local history as well as a vehicle 
for introducing the elements of theatre production to our students. 

   
        
Jay Breckenridge    Coni Koepfinger 
Associate Professor of Theatre Arts  Instructor in Theatre 
Penn State McKeesport   Penn State McKeesport 
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 History and Memory in Sixteenth-Century Mexican Theater: The Battle 

Between Christianity and Native Popular Culture 

 

 By the time of the Spanish conquest of present-day Mexico in the early decades of the 

sixteenth century, the indigenous Mexica had in place a system of representational spaces within 

their capital of Tenochtitlán and other cities and villages in the Anáhuac valley.  They relied 

heavily on these performance areas because of the emphasis on representation in order to 

maintain cultural, social, and religious ideals.  These presentational locales permitted the 

performers to promote the social and cultural policies of the state, and preserve their oral 

histories.  The raised performance areas allowed large audiences to see, hear, and participate in 

these spectacles.  This pre-Columbian dependency on these permanently built structures and the 

ritualized performance as a means of communicating and influencing vast portions of the Aztec 

population would be of substantial benefit to the newly arrived non-Nahuatl speaking Catholic 

missionaries.1  The Augustinians, Jesuits, and especially the Franciscans--the first order to arrive 

in New Spain, would apply the autochthonous representational practices and edifices to their 

goals of preaching and conversion of the New World population, as ordered by the Spanish 

Crown. 

Shortly after the fall of Tenochtitlán in 1521, Hernán Cortés realized that his task and that 

of the Catholic kings had only just begun.  The Spanish quickly subdued the major native 

centers, such as Tenochtitlán, Tlatelolco, and Tlaxcala.  However, controlling and converting the 

spirit and religious practices of the autochthonous populations of New Spain was another matter.  

Cortés astutely grasped that a second form of “conquest” was necessary.  The Spanish 

conquistador proposed that it was essential for the Europeans to address the spiritual needs of the 
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Indians and convert the pagan traditions to Catholic practices in addition to physically 

conquering them.  Rodolfo Usigli describes this conquista espiritual: 

Cualquier hombre medianamente instruido en la historia de México sabrá que el 

teatro había sido, junto con las armas de fuego y los caballos, uno de los más 

vigorosos elementos de convicción empleados por los conquistadores, y con qué 

éxito fue utilizado. (Rodolfo Usigli as qtd. in Partida, Teatro mexicano historia y 

dramaturgia: tomo II, teatro de evangelización en náhuatl, 27) 

As Usigli states, arms of warfare and theater were both tools of conquest.  María Sten concurs 

with the sentiments of Usigli: 

La conquista española difiere de otras empresas similares de su época y de épocas 

posteriores en la medida que se usa, al lado de las armas tradicionales, un arma 

poco común: el teatro.  Y se puede decir, sin exageración, que el teatro fue en la 

conquista espiritual lo que los caballos y la pólvora fueron en la conquista militar. 

(7-8) 

Shortly after 1521 and the end of the majority of martial confrontations proved to be the time for 

the application of this second tool of conquest.  Theatrical representation, which crossed 

linguistic barriers, was the tool and would be the vehicle for the various facets of this second 

domination, a spiritual conquest. 

 In order to bring the newly conquered regions and its millions of pagan inhabitants 

completely under the reign of the Spanish Crown, Cortés--the Marqués del Valle, recognized 

certain spiritual and intellectual necessities.  First, it would be essential to administer the 

Sacraments to the inhabitants and, second, to educate the Indians in the Holy doctrine.2  With 
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these two purposes in mind, Cortés petitioned Carlos V requesting that the king send Catholic 

missionaries to New Spain, especially those who were adept at languages.  The first substantial 

group of religious men arrived in 1524, los doce, members of the Franciscan order.3  The initial 

Dominicans, also twelve in number, landed two years later.  Seven Augustinians, the last of the 

three major religious orders to send representatives to the New World during the early years of 

colonization, arrived in 1533.4  Language was the principal obstacle for these first clerics and 

their conversion of the natives.  During the initial years of evangelization, the religious men were 

at loggerheads with their goal of ministering to the indigenous multitude, a population with 

dozens of languages, and many distinct dialects.  Robert Ricard describes this difficult situation: 

Linguistic varieties continued, however, to be very many, and we know how 

extremely important languages are to the evangelization of a country. . . .  Here I 

shall only remark that this linguistic multiplicity was a grave obstacle to 

preaching, and that it was fortunately lessened by the spread of Nahuatl as a 

second language.  But the obstacle was still very great, because it was necessary 

to know at least five or six languages, not of course, for every missionary, but for 

the Order in general, and because all these languages were extremely difficult. 

(25) 

As Ricard states, the problem was somewhat alleviated because of the widespread use of Nahuatl 

among the Indians of New Spain.5  The European evangelists who knew Nahuatl would have 

immediate access to a multitude of tribes, in addition to the Mexicas themselves, because of the 

lingua franca quality of the Aztec language.6  However, it was still necessary for the first foreign 
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missionaries to spend years thoroughly studying this or other native languages in order to be able 

to preach the nuances of the Catholic doctrine. 

There were European detractors to the learning of indigenous idioms.  Many thought that 

the indigenous vocabulary and grammar were not capable of representing the refined concepts of 

the Sacraments, the Holy Triumvirate, and other minutia of the Christian dogma.  The most 

notable example of a disbeliever of the Indians’ intellectual abilities was Juan Ginés de 

Sepúlveda.  He argued in an Aristotelian vein that the New World inhabitants were intellectually, 

morally, and culturally inferior to the Europeans.  Sepúlveda adds that the indigenous languages 

and the natives’ linguistic capacity did not permit for a true understanding of the intricacies of 

Christianity.  Because of this, it was the responsibility of the European to limit the education of 

the natives, not allowing them to be tempted to misinterpret the Catholic doctrine through an 

imperfect comprehensive ability.  This position was not unique to Sepúlveda but common to the 

colonization process in general.  Ashcroft et al explain: “One of the main features of imperial 

oppression is control over language.  The imperial education system installs a ‘standard’ version 

of the metropolitan language as the norm, and marginalizes all ‘variants’ as impurities” (6).  

Sepúlveda believed that the Spanish and Latin languages were the norms to which Ashcroft 

refers.  According to this early Spanish intellectual, Latin and Spanish were the mediums of 

choice for the instruction of the New World Indians.  Until this educational goal was 

accomplished, it would be impossible for the native American inhabitants to fully comprehend 

Catholicism.7  However, it would prove as much of a folly to preach to the Indians of New Spain 

in Spanish, a language that very few natives understood in the 1520s and 1530s.  Othón Arróniz 
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describes this predicament as it related to Fray Pedro de Gante, also known as Mexico’s first 

educator: 

El teatro de evangelización parece haber nacido por una carencia: la dificultad de 

expresión encontrada por los misioneros antes las barreras de las lenguas 

indígenas.  Los naturales se negaron por años a escuchar los sermones de los 

religiosos.  “La gente común estaba como animales sin razón--dice Pedro de 

Gante--indomables, que no los podíamos traer al gremio y congregación de la 

Iglesia, ni a la doctrina, ni al sermón [en español], sino huían en esto, que nunca, 

como tengo dicho, los pudimos atraer, sino que huían como salvajes de los frailes, 

y mucho más de los españoles.” (31) 

Of all the cultural, religious, and social barriers, the linguistic hurdle proved to be the most 

daunting for the handful of newly arrived Franciscan, Dominican, and Augustinian friars. 

 Because of the language barrier between European and Indian, the missionaries relied 

heavily upon the plastic and representational arts, especially the audiovisual theater.8  Ángel 

María Garibay K. explains the importance of theater in the conversion of the native population 

and the link that representation created between the convert and the Spanish cleric: 

Los procedimientos de los misioneros se ajustaron a la más recta pedagogía de las 

masas.  La llamada apercepción no tuvo quizá en la historia de la cultura humana 

aplicación más benéfica y eficaz que entonces.  La “educación audiovisual”, hoy 

día tan ponderada, era cosa de la vida común para aquellos maestros de las 

multitudes. (123) 
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The already installed native system of audiovisual representation proved to be a very effective 

vehicle, sometimes the only means, for presenting the evangelical message.  Louise M. Burkhart 

further describes why the early religious orders adopted the use of theater for conversion 

purposes: 

The early friars found that the most effective--indeed, the only--way to attract 

significant numbers of Nahua converts was through the use of song, dance, plays, 

processions, and their accompanying pageantry and paraphernalia: saints’ images, 

crosses, costumes, banners, triumphal arches, musical instruments.  The friars 

recognized the importance of public ritual in preconquest religious life and 

considered these activities acceptable for the Nahua Church, provided that they 

now be Christian in content and purpose. (43) 

The application of these communicative means afforded time for the clerics to begin studying the 

native languages of the various regions of the Anáhuac valley and beyond while they used 

theatrical techniques for evangelical instruction.9  Though not a perfect solution for the 

Franciscans and other Orders, the pre-Columbian emphasis on performance did afford the 

European clergy many plusses as Horcasitas explains: 

El teatro novohispano indígena que floreció durante el segundo tercio del siglo 

XVI necesitó de escenarios para sus actores y de espacio adecuado para los 

espectadores.  Los misioneros tuvieron, como en otros aspectos de su labor, que 

afrontar condiciones nuevas, una de las cuales consistió en representar obras ante 

varios miles de espectadores.  Para resolver el problema los frailes tomaron 

soluciones de donde pudieron utilizando a veces antecedentes indígenas. (101)10 
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Armando Partida also describes the manner in which the Franciscans used predefined native 

forms and practices, and mentions the additional benefit of Nahuatl, the lingua franca of the 

region: 

Los evangelizadores franciscanos se encontraron con una compleja religión 

politeísta, que regía la vida cotidiana de los antiguos habitantes, traducida en 

ceremonias y rituales desde la madrugada al anochecer de todos los días del año.  

En su tarea de conversión los religiosos utilizaron fundamentalmente el náhuatl, al 

ser ésta la lengua oficial del imperio, la cual contribuyó sobremanera en su trabajo 

catequizante. (Teatro mexicano historia y dramaturgia: tomo II, teatro de 

evangelización en náhuatl 13-14) 

Because of this predefined native representational system and the proliferation of Nahuatl, as 

mentioned by Partida, the Franciscans and other religious orders promptly established 

conversional and evangelical theater practices.  The flourishing of theatrical and dramatic pieces 

from the genre of el teatro escolar quickly followed.11  The two earlier theatrical forms of el 

teatro conversional and el teatro evangélico incorporated many of the indigenous 

representational techniques.12  These performance practices included the presentation of an entire 

piece in Nahuatl or simply the insertion of native lexicography referring to flora and fauna, or 

religious deities used by the pre- and post-conquest native populations of Mexico and New 

Spain.  The use of actual Aztec performance areas or the copying of these sites by the early friars 

also enhanced the acceptability of the post-conquest dramas by the natives.  This application of 

indigenous performance traditions and languages combined with European theatrical practices 
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facilitated the conversion and instructional process in the New World and permitted for a new 

type of hybridized representation as used by the Franciscans in New Spain. 
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NOTES 
 

 

 

1 There are many accounts of Franciscan fathers who were able to learn one or several 

indigenous languages, cases being the Franciscans Motolinía and Andrés de Olmos--the author 

of Nexcuitilmachiotl motenhua juicio final, and the Augustinian Juan de Torquemada.  However, 

this learning process took time.  Many chronicles describe the monolingual friars’s frustration 

with the natives when trying to minister to the bárbaros.  One must ask if it was the Indian’s lack 

of ability to learn the Christian dogma, as proclaimed by many theologians, or if it was the 

ignorance of the cleric in the intricacies of Nahuatl and other native languages. 

2 In his Fourth Letter to Charles V, dated 1524, Cortés describes this need: 

Todas las veces que a vuestra sacra majestad he escrito he dicho a vuestra alteza 

el aparejo que hay en algunos de los naturales destas partes para se convertir a 

nuestra santa fe católica y ser cristianos; y he enviado a suplicar a vuestra cesárea 

majestad, para ello, mandase proveer de personas religiosas de buena vida y 

ejemplo.  Y porque hasta agora han venido muy pocos, o cuasi ningunos, y es 

cierto que harían grandísimo fruto, lo torno a traer a la memoria a vuestra alteza, y 

le suplico lo mande proveer con toda brevedad, porque dellos Dios Nuestro Señor 

será muy servido y se cumplirá el deseo que vuestra alteza en este caso, como 

católico, tiene. (Cartas de relación de la conquista de Méjico 282) 

However, Cortés’s intentions were not completely benevolent towards the spiritual welfare of the 

New World inhabitants.  He saw the natives as an indispensable source of labor for the building 

of monasteries and pious institutions, which would house the religious orders (Ricard 21). 
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3 As earlier stated, los doce were not the first clerics to adventure to the New World.  Three 

Flemish Franciscans under the leadership of Pedro de Gante had arrived a year earlier.  Though 

Gante is well known and instrumental for the establishment of the educational system in New 

Spain, his direct role in theatrical representations is thought to be slight and limited. 

4 I do not mention the Jesuits when speaking of the early years of Mexican colonialism and 

conversion.  Though their role in theatrical representations is important and their output great, 

they do not arrive in New Spain until the second half of the sixteenth century. 

5 Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin, in a comparable manner to Ricard, also remark on the 

importance of language during the conversion process of colonization: “Language becomes the 

medium through which a hierarchical structure of power is perpetuated, and the medium through 

which conceptions of ‘truth’, ‘order’, and ‘reality’ become established” (6). 

6 The work of Fray Alonso de Neira is one example of the effective combination of native 

languages and theater and drama for conversion purposes.  José Cid Pérez and Dolores Martí de 

Cid describe this cleric’s efforts: 

Enseñó a sus indios a componer todo género de versos en lengua achagua, 

conforme al método español, y en todas las fiestas cantaban en verso en esa 

lengua.  Compuso muchas comedias de vidas de santos y autos sacramentales, que 

habían de representar los indios, con las que los tenía embelesados, aficionados y 

cautivos, para atraerlos por este medio a la enseñanza cristiana, racional y 

política. (23) 
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7 Language, intellectual ability, and the native Americans is further discussed by Zamora 

(Language, Authority and Indigenous History in the Comentarios reales de los incas), Todorov, 

Phelan, Pastor Bodmer, Pagden, and others. 

8 Michael Karl Schuessler addresses the use of murals and painting in the education of the non-

Spanish speaking Indians of New Spain.  Jerry M. Williams (El teatro del México colonial: 

época misionera) and Fernando Horcasitas make brief mention of the use of non-theatrical arts 

for instructional purposes. 

9 Once the missionaries were familiar with the various indigenous idioms along with printing 

vocabularies and missals in the many native tongues, there was less need for the use of 

representations to relay the apostolic message.  The partial learning of Spanish by the Indians 

also contributed somewhat to the waning of the reliance on conversion dramas.  By the middle of 

the 1500s, the theatrical presentations used to convert the pagan masses had faded away for all 

practical purposes.  This disappearance can also be attributed to the fact that by this time the 

majority of the native inhabitants had been converted to Christianity.  However, not considered a 

form of conversion theater, the Jesuits carried on with their form of theatrical and dramatic 

tradition in New Spain through the writing and performance of their teatro escolar.  This was 

written for and produced by the students of the Jesuit institutions.  This trend flourished from the 

last third of the sixteenth century and well into the 1600s. 

10 In this citation, Horcasitas refers to “el teatro novohispano indígena” that flourished during the 

second third of the sixteenth century.  It seems that Horcasitas in his El teatro náhuatl: épocas 

novohispana y moderna incorrectly labels any New Spanish drama written in Nahuatl as “teatro 
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novohispano indígena” whether natives or Europeans knowledgeable in this American language 

wrote it.  In addition, Horcasitas generally does not differentiate between teatro conversional, 

teatro evangélico, and teatro escolar of the colonial period.  The difference is that theater of 

conversion occurred early, during the first few decades of the sixteenth century when there was a 

need for bringing large numbers of autochthon catechists into the Christian fold.  El teatro 

conversional, more often than not, dealt with the Holy Sacraments; this was a necessity for the 

conversion process of understanding the confession, taking communion, and the seriousness of 

baptism.  Evangelical theater usually presented material from the Gospels, which the clerics used 

to instruct but not necessarily to convert the audience.  This was also an early form of 

representation in the New World and continued in popularity for many decades.  El teatro 

evangélico did maintain its usefulness longer than el teatro conversional because once the friars 

had completed, more or less, the conversion process, the need for these techniques became less 

central in the conversional theater of the day.  El teatro escolar is associated with the Jesuits, 

though not unique to this order, which they developed during the last few decades of the 1500s 

and into the sixteenth century.  This type of performance endured longer than conversional 

theater because el teatro escolar was generally written in Spanish or Latin where as el teatro 

conversional, and at times el teatro evangélico, were commonly presented in native languages.  

Native language representations become less prominent once these idioms became less central to 

converting the native inhabitants.  These performances in Indian tongues gradually fell out of 

favor with the religious and civil authorities of New Spain as the censorship against anything 

indigenous became more fervent. 
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11 I use the Spanish term el teatro escolar since an English translation of “school” or “scholarly” 

theater does not truly portray the meaning of the phrase. 

12 The third genre, the teatro escolar of the Jesuits, was more of a scholarly and educational form 

of theater and drama.  It was educational in the sense of being a means of instruction used in 

Jesuit institutions.  The brothers of the Society of Jesus wrote the teatro escolar pieces in 

Spanish and Latin.  Their intention was to instruct their Spanish, almost all non-indigenous 

students, in the fields of Latin grammar, logic, rhetoric, and other areas of the trivium and 

quadrivium. 
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If Britten is numbered among the eclectics, it is not because he lacks his own 

musical language.  But that his music lacks some special element that makes it uniquely 

his may have some credence.  His genius, though, and thus his personal idiom, lies in his 

selective wisdom.  He selects features of composers and styles not for the sake of taking, 

and not randomly, and not for lack of his own creative prowess, but to carefully use them 

for their inherent musical greatness, and then to become the “catalytic agent” (Ewen) in 

ironically fashioning his own distinctive art. 

Britten wrote only one song cycle in German, the Sechs Hölderlin-Fragmente. 

They are his “distinctive nod at Lieder” (Carpenter).  Typical German Romantic song 

constructions are obvious.  The piano accompaniments are Schumannian in their 

independence, at times reflect Schubert’s simplicity and occasionally borrow Brahms’ 

counterpoint and hemiola.  Again, Britten’s eclecticism is put to great advantage, this 

time in the marriage of Romantic traits and contemporary language. 

This presentation will discuss Britten’s compositional style as it specifically 

relates to these songs and will cite his borrowings from German composers of song.  

mailto:rbrendel@leeuniversity.edu


Brief mention will be made of the poetry of Frederich Hölderlin. Examples will be played 

on recording. Singers, teachers and composers will find this information interesting and 

valuable, as this repertoire is seldom programmed or taught, but is worth inclusion in the 

standard repertoire. 

 

 



 
  
1.  Title of submission:  "Edgar Allan Poe’s Rejection of The Church of Scotland’s Calvinism."  
  
2.  Name of author:  Robert Densmore Brill. 
  
3.  Affiliation:  Poe Studies Association (Penn State U.), Member 
  
4.  Address of author:  76-231 Keakealani Drive, Kailua-Kona, Hi 96740. 
  
5.  E-mail address of author:  poeinscotland@aol.com. 
  
6.  Abstract of paper: 
  

    "Edgar Allan Poe’s Counterblast to The Church of Scotland’s Calvinism 
  
  
  
     The presence of Edgar Allan Poe’s knowledge of Greek and Latin in his works is well known.  
References of these languages in one of his “Helen“ poems: 
  

   "Thy naiad airs have brought me home 
   To the glory that was Greece, 

   And the grandeur that was Rome..." 
  
    among those quickly available, come to mind.  He knew both Ancient Greek and Latin at an 
early age.   For example, at both the University of Virginia, Charlottesville, as well as at the United 
States Military Academy at West Point, New York, have records of Poe’s scholarship in these 
languages that have been well researched and published by scholars.   
     But what of his Scottish connections?  What has been researched, written, and published of 
these facts?  Except for a word here, by Silverman, or a line there, by Arthur Quinn, only Hervey 
Allen, in his 1927 publication of Israfel, provided subsequent scholars of Poe with information of a 
Scottish Connection.  Allen entitled his discussion on the subject, “Israfel in Albion,” in his 
Chapter Five.   
 As reported in my American On Line web pages, and then more recently on my personal web 
pages, http://www. Poe in Scotland.com, I have informed those who visit that I used the 
information in Hervey Allen’s book as an itinerary to visit Scotland.  My first visit was as an 
ignorant pilgrim to an unknown land.  
     What I found in Scotland, of its history, its culture, especially of its religion, as well as the 
manic depressiveness in the personality of its people, and their influence upon Poe has been 
revolutionary.  For one’s understanding of Edgar Allan Poe’s hieroglyphic level in all of his works, 
one must first have knowledge of Scotland during Poe‘s time. Poe especially counterblasts the 
Auld Licht’s Calvinism, despised also by his cousin, the Scots poet, Robert Burns.  More 
precisely, one should know Ayrshire, and its inhabitants. The reason is that it was from that area 
from which the Poe ancestors immigrated, first to Ulster, Ireland, and then to Pennsylvania, in 
1742.  It was in Dundonald, from about 1750 to 1900, that I focused my interests and findings, 
with considerable success in learning the hieroglyphic level of Poe‘s works." 
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This paper reports on how an on-line learning management system (LMS), Moodle, was 

used to accommodate the learning styles of students in a Japanese computer science and 

computer engineering university.  In the tradition of student-centered communicative EFL 

classrooms, students are encouraged to express their ideas and opinions spontaneously. However, 

this approach when imported into the Japanese university classroom will most likely be resisted.  

Japanese students are not experienced with a "give and take" discourse model; moreover, they 

are ill prepared to "perform" in such academic contexts, and even the brightest students may 

seem dull and uncooperative when expected to respond in English. Takanashi (2004) notes that it 

is the Japanese sensitivity to issues of power and politeness that makes it difficult for Japanese to 

communicate easily in English.  Japanese cultural differences as reflected in their discourse 

models can lead to confused interpretations of students' behavior by non-Japanese teachers. 

In the Japanese university environment, the more appropriate approach is to 

accommodate the learning and interaction styles of these students through a sociocultural 

approach that supports communities of practice.  Following a situated practice approach, we used 

an LMS to structure the activities that replicate the in-class social organization that students are 

familiar with, or in other words, a situated practice approach.  We provide a brief background on 

the use of computer-mediated communications (CMC) in language teaching, and describe the 

learning styles of Japanese students, followed by a brief description of some of the problems 

non-Japanese teachers face in the classroom.  Then we outline the university program, the 

students, and the academic writing course in which a CMS was used to support the construction 



of knowledge within a sociocultural framework, a pedagogical model based on Vygotsky's 

(1986) learning theory, which emphasizes the co-construction of knowledge within the social 

and cultural context.  Finally we describe our specific implementation of Moodle, the LMS used 

to support this model, and evaluate the suitability of Moodle to support group work structures. 

Background 

Computer-mediated communications, such as electronic mail and web conferencing, for 

authentic communication have been widely explored and discussed by computer-assisted 

language learning (CALL) researchers and teachers (Chapelle, 2001; Fotos & Browne, 2004; 

Warschauer & Kern, 2000).  However, social and cultural aspects of CALL have not been widely 

discussed in the literature. Tanaka (2005) reports that while Vygotsky's sociocultural theory is 

appealing to researchers in CALL, the research has been limited mostly to examining online 

interaction rather than analyzing collaborative interaction. 

Since LMSs, such as WebCT, Blackboard, and Web Crossing have become more widely 

used, considerations of the social, cultural, and institutional learning contexts have become more 

prevalent.  Furthermore, the relevance of accommodating cultural learning styles has become 

more apparent, since LMS permits innovative social groupings and workflow that were not 

possible with earlier software.  

The Japanese education system 

Japanese students' classroom behaviors reflect their cultural beliefs and their social expectations. 

Hierarchical relationships exist between teachers and students, interpersonal harmony and group 

interests are perceived as more important than individual interest (Bohn, 2004). In Japanese 

schooling, the formal curriculum is often viewed only as a means to other goals: character 

formation, moral development, group consciousness, and peer solidarity. The learning and 



teaching focus is on the interdependent dimensions of self with others, as opposed to the 

independent dimensions of self.  Japanese teachers believe it is important for children to learn to 

alternate the direction of their activity between being regulated by the teacher to being self-

regulated and peer-regulated (White, 1987).  

From kindergarten through high school, teachers assign Japanese children into small 

mixed-ability groups called han. The children not only work in their han during teacher assigned 

times, but they also work as a group on many shared common tasks.  These groups play together, 

work together, eat together, and learn together. 

The leaders of the han are referred to as hancho and are responsible for acting as a 

teacher's apprentice and reporting the han's status to the class (White, 1987).  Other forms of 

student leaders are the toban, or the class leaders responsible for mediating problems among the 

students, and the “teaching children” called oshiego (White, p. 118, 129). One result of using 

student groups and leaders is that children are taught to regulate their own social harmony on a 

small scale, as they must maintain peace among their peers in the han.  This is the model of 

classroom behavior and expectations that students bring to the university classroom. 

The Japanese EFL university classroom 

Based on observations of his own Japanese EFL classrooms, Anderson (1993) described 

Japanese university classrooms as manifesting four primary categories of communication 

behavior: group-mindedness, consensus-checking, formalized speech-making, and listener 

responsibility. According to Anderson, group-mindedness is the continual awareness of peer 

expectations. Consensus-checking consists of consulting with other students in the class before 

responding to the teacher. Formalized speech-making refers to students’ reluctance to speak 

unless well prepared. Finally, listener-responsibility involves a greater requirement for the 



listener to understand than for the speaker to explain.  Students anticipate that asking for further 

explanation in front of the class might be considered disruptive, draw unwanted attention, or 

insult the teacher.  

Potential areas of conflict 

EFL teachers, new to Japan, often agree with Anderson's categorization of university 

classroom behaviors (Brine & Johnson, 2000).  They comment on the difficulties they have 

getting students to participate and communicate in the classroom, and the students’ reluctance to 

speak in front of their peers.   There is also the widespread belief among Japanese that they have 

trouble learning other languages and that they are inherently shy. These factors may also 

contribute to the students' hesitancy and self-conscious behavior in the classroom.  Hinenoya and 

Gatbonton (2000) found that Japanese students who believed that Japanese people have trouble 

learning other languages and who self-assessed as having the Japanese traits of shyness and 

inwardness were negatively affected in their second language acquisition (see Matsumoto, 1994, 

for further discussion on Japanese cultural and personality traits).   

Additionally, King (2005) notes that non-verbal discourse norms, such as silence, are 

valued in the Japanese classroom and that Western teachers are at "risk of misunderstanding 

...cross-cultural encounters as a result of ethnocentric perceptions of silence" unless they become 

knowledgeable about such differences (p. 13).  This relates to Japan being considered a high-

context culture, meaning that contextual cues and previous knowledge provide more information 

than the verbal message. Non-verbal cues, such as silence, demand greater attention in Japan 

than in a low-context culture such as North America, opening the door to cross-cultural 

misunderstandings (Donahue, 1998). 



In addition to cultural variations affecting student-teacher classroom interactions, 

incongruent teaching methodologies between what students previously experienced in high 

school and communicative-based university classrooms also complicate matters. In a recent 

study of Japanese high schools, Taguchi (2005) found that, while given a mandate by the 

Japanese Ministry of Education to implement a communicative approach, over half the class 

period in the observed classrooms was dedicated to grammar drills and quizzes.  All activities 

were teacher-centered with additional class time devoted to listening exercises (fill in the blank) 

and choral repetition, both of which also focused on grammatical analyses without any 

connections made among the linguistic units being presented.  Japanese teachers' preference for 

grammar-based instruction and exams and high school students' development of study habits 

(rote learning and memorization) to prepare for university entrance exams are thought to have an 

inhibiting effect on their performance in university EFL classrooms (McVeigh, 2004).  

A recent example of a Japanese teacher's attempt to include a communicative activity 

shows a somewhat naive approach to English language teaching: In a summer workshop for 

middle school and high school teachers, each teacher was asked to submit her or his "best 

practice," a tried and true communicative classroom activity, to share with other teachers.  The 

facilitators of the workshop had been trying to impress upon these teachers the importance of 

communicative classroom activities.  One teacher submitted a card game that he played in his 

middle-school classroom; unfortunately, he had arranged it so the "loser" of the card game was 

punished by having to produce an English sentence!  The teacher was asked to consider 

restructuring that game so that English was not seen as a punishment, but rather as a reward.  

This is what we often find in our university classrooms--students see English as unpleasant task, 

or worse, as a punishment. 



Teachers caught in the headlights 

The Japanese teacher-centered classroom with a focus on grammatical forms, the communication 

behaviors as described by Anderson (1993), and the typical social practices for organizing 

Japanese students in their own classrooms often conflict with the assumptions underlying EFL 

pedagogical practice, as taught in applied linguistics programs. Many foreign-trained EFL 

teachers, assuming that communicative language teaching is appropriate for all students, may 

actually contribute to and exaggerate the characteristics Anderson has described. 

Teachers may overlook or not understand implicit cultural influences and differences.  

One teacher reported having to regroup and restrategize after attempting a communicative task at 

the beginning of a semester.  Students had submitted lists of the "characteristics of a good 

language learner" that, she felt, were well-thought out and perceptive for first year university 

students.  The problems arose when she put the students in a circle and asked them to share the 

characteristics that they had brainstormed.  After not finding any volunteers, she called on 

students.  These students had been in the university for two weeks, and they had not formed any 

groups for support or friendship.  After 10 painful minutes, with a couple of short responses and 

a couple of refusals to respond (lowered heads, no eye contact, painful silence), the circle was 

disbanded and students returned to their desks.  Both the teacher and the students were utterly 

disheartened by the activity.   

Another example comes from Cummings (2004), who provides an account of her first 

day teaching at a Japanese University.  She describes the first face to face encounter with her 

students as "a blow to the solar plexus"(23).  She shares with readers some of the entries from 

the diary she kept.  For example, during her first class, students had been given time to freewrite 

on any topic.  Then she asked them to turn to the person sitting next to them and read what they 



had written.  She provides the following from her journal: "'Say hello,' I tell them. Then say, 

'Listen to this,' and read your freewriting aloud.  They shudder. I may as well have told them to 

take a giant pair of pliers and start pulling out their own teeth" (25).  

Such experiences are not unusual when teachers new to or unfamiliar with the cultural 

learning background of the students enter the Japanese classroom.  Cummings acknowledges, 

"...how utterly unsuited for each other my students and I seemed to be, at the outset" (24). 

Cummings moved to a CMC classroom to lower students' inhibitions.  At the end of the 

semester, she found that the CMC environment had permitted her to learn more about her 

students, had stimulated more student interactions with her and with each other, and had changed 

their attitudes towards the writing process.  

Institutional context  

The University of Aizu opened in 1993 as Japan’s first university devoted entirely to computer 

science. Approximately forty percent of the permanent faculty are non-Japanese, and the 

undergraduate students are required to write a graduation thesis in English.  The writing courses 

offered by the Center for Language Research (CLR) are designed to prepare students to write the 

graduation thesis, as well as provide students with language background that is career-oriented. 

Approximately 30 students are enrolled in each writing class, which meet once a week for 90 

minutes. 

The first academic writing course is taught during the second year to students grouped 

according to last name rather than ability.  In general, most have low-level English language 

skills and little, if any, prior experience with academic writing.  The objectives of the course are 

to provide students with basic academic writing skills, which will be built up through a series of 

writing courses over two years, culminating with their graduation thesis.  The skills focused on 



in this first writing course include paragraph and essay organization, summarizing and 

paraphrasing, research methods, and attention to basic punctuation and grammar, as needed. 

Computer-Mediated learning 

Communicative language teaching methodology intersects with the Japanese students' classroom 

cultural learning style in terms of group work.  Teachers have reported that they do more group 

work in Japan because of Japanese students' preference for it (Stapleton, 2000).  However, the 

long enduring structured groups in the Japan education system are unlike those found in the EFL 

classroom where groups are often transient from class to class.  This difference was taken into 

account in the design of our CMC course. 

 The authors are interested in the relationship between Japanese cultural learning style and 

the implementation and use of an LMS for foreign language teaching and learning. Moodle 

(Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment), an open source LMS developed in 

Australia, was installed and configured to support the academic writing course.  

Our decisions leading to the organizing, managing, and forming of groups that would be 

effective within the sociocultural framework described above were informed by work done by 

Oakley, Felder, Brent, and Elhajj (2004). Oakley et al (2004) describe elaborate strategies for 

coordinating and evaluating large engineering classes. We modified their strategies and adapted 

a simplified version to our academic writing classes.  In part, these strategies involve organizing 

students into groups of four.  Typically, students choose their own groups and within the group 

each student selected one of four separate task roles: coordinator, recorder, checker, and group 

process monitor. The coordinator is responsible for scheduling and organizing meetings, and for 

making sure that the other team members know their responsibilities and deadlines. The recorder 

is required to take notes and prepare intermediate drafts and the final written product for 



evaluation. The checker verifies the correctness of the final product and posts it to the LMS or to 

a weblog.  The group process monitor verifies that each team member understands what to do to 

accomplish the final product. This includes not just the purpose of all the roles, but also the 

process of creating a final written product. Taking on different roles enables students to attempt 

smaller aspects of an overall task (Cole & Engestrom, 1993).  In addition to their roles, all 

students are responsible for content.   

In each class, students created self-selected groups of 4. The students selected their roles 

(i.e., coordinator, recorder, checker, and group process monitor) and the instructors provided the 

students with descriptions of the roles. Following the establishment of the groups and individual 

roles and responsibilities, student teams were given several writing assignments carried out over 

a period of 6 weeks.  The following are examples of the writing assignments: a weblog on a 

technical topic (described below), a glossary of technical terms, a report on interviews with 

computer science professors, which included researching the interviewed professor's area of 

expertise, a website evaluation (posted to blog), and a final research paper.  To illustrate the use 

of roles, the weblog assignment is described. After students had had an individual experience 

making a weblog, the groups of four were asked to choose a technical topic and research two or 

three articles using English language sources. They were required to write a weblog post that 

combined the ideas in the articles and post this into a new group blog along with reference links 

to the articles. The monitors were given instructions about finding content and the procedure to 

summarize the articles. They were expected to guide their group members in this task and ask the 

instructor questions whenever needed. The checkers were given instructions about what to look 

for in each member's summarizations and in the overall weblog. The recorder was told how to 

assemble the summarizations, and how and where to post the weblog.  The coordinator was to 



oversee and verify the completion of the entire task. After posting, each group had to comment 

on another group’s blog with one positive comment and one constructive criticism. Ultimately, 

each group constructed a slide presentation based on the group weblog content 

Issues with group work support 

The group formation and role assignment phase of our study was not problematic. Students 

understood the writing assignment, weblog construction, and the corresponding roles.   Groups 

are difficult to reinforce and coordinate since the teacher normally meets the students only once a 

week; therefore, an LMS can compensate by providing an online reference point with posting 

areas, schedules, and content for groups to consult throughout the week and to fulfill work that 

could otherwise be carried out only during the weekly class meetings.  

The major problem was constructing an LMS environment that supported our groups and 

roles.  In Moodle, it is impossible to have students belong to different groups.  So, for example, 

if we had wanted to group all of the note-takers or coordinators, this would not have been 

possible because they had already been placed in a group in Moodle, e.g., Group A, Group B, 

etc. Tools for tracking and managing different roles held within ongoing groups are not 

available, nor are there tools for displaying a group portfolio of weekly work.  In addition, 

communications within Moodle is problematic, e.g., sending emails to a specific group is not 

possible.   

Issues with evaluation of group work 

Moodle allowed for the organization of groups, but postings to forums must be individual, so 

that the corresponding evaluation is also individual. It is possible for one member to post on 

behalf of a group, but in large classes it is difficult to determine whether all groups have posted. 

Furthermore, only the individual who posts has an evaluation registered and displayed in 



Moodle, but not the other members of the group. It is not possible to post as a group and be 

evaluated in a straightforward manner. Thus, only the evaluation for the checker (poster) is 

registered and not the other members of the group. In addition, there is no way to allocate a grade 

proportional to the individual contribution to the group and there are no tools that permit a 

collective display of group member access and contribution (with, for example, color-coded 

differentiation between roles).   

Conclusion 

Social and cultural differences can be the cause of conflicts and misunderstandings between 

students and non-Japanese teachers in the Japanese university EFL classroom.  However, 

through the use of an LMS, Moodle, we were able to accommodate the learning styles of our 

students in an environment that encouraged collaboration and interaction as well as supported the 

goals of the academic writing course, those of constructing new knowledge and developing 

writing skills through communities of practice. 

We used Moodle to design a course using some of the group work procedures 

implemented by Oakley et al (2004) in large engineering classes. These procedures are similar to 

those experienced by Japanese students in their public school education, but are also suggested 

by the role-based group work system described by Cole and Engestrom (1993). We found that 

the implementation of a role-based approach to group work was well accepted by students, but 

the management of the system using a LMS needs improvement. We make two main 

recommendations for the improvement of group work tools: 1) the composition of groups 

requires increased flexibility, and 2) group monitoring and evaluation tools are needed. With the 

addition of these enhancements it would be easier to manage group work processes and 

individual roles that match the culturally-based processes that our Japanese students are familiar 



with.  In addition a researcher's ability to examine collaborative interaction in CALL within a 

sociolcultural research paradigm would no longer be restricted.   
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Abstract: 
Principles from the Chinese military strategist Sun Tzu can be used effectively to teach 

Communication students about public relations and its role in organizational management. Sun 
Tzu’s classic, The Art of War, is based on the central premise that battles are won by those 
organizations or individuals who have the greatest competitive advantage and who make the 
fewest mistakes. His principles are outlined in the Appendix of Donald G. Krause’s 1995 
interpretive treatise The Art of War for Executives. Although centuries old, Sun Tzu’s strategies 
provide useful present-day commentary and guidance on such timeless topics as leadership, 
strategy, organization, and cooperation and how these articulate with foundation topics in public 
relations instruction. Krause’s 10 summary statements based on Sun Tzu’s principles provide an 
effective way to illustrate the role of public relations in organizations. Because public relations 
focuses on an organization’s desire to achieve positive image and goodwill among constituents, 
these ideals result from setting goals and reaching objectives based on the successful 
implementation of strategies and tactics.  Typically, this incorporates various written and oral 
communication techniques to present an organization’s key messages and themes.  Krause’s 
interpretation of Sun Tzu’s teachings demonstrates that ancient Chinese wisdom can be useful in 
educating Communication students concerning good public relations practices and reputation 
management in modern organizations. 
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Whether their conflicts have occurred on a battlefield or in a corporate boardroom, 
military and business leaders over the years have studied and applied the principles of Sun Tzu to 
successfully engage and overcome their opponents.  Sun Tzu’s thoughts on waging and winning 
war became the premise for his classic The Art of War, considered to be the first of the “martial 
classics” (Griffith, 1971).  

Sun Tzu lived in Northeastern China during the time of the philosopher Confucius and 
was considered an expert in military strategy because of his numerous battlefield victories during 
the so-called Warring States period of ancient China, which lasted from the fifth to the third 
century B.C.E. (Cleary, 1988; Krause, 1995). During this period, more than 300 wars were 
fought between the separate states of China and against the ruling Chou Dynasty (Wing, 1988). 

Sun Tzu’s central premise is that battles and competitions are won by those organizations 
or individuals who have the greatest competitive advantage and who make the fewest mistakes. 
According to Sun Tzu, the ideal general brings this about by first developing his own character 
over time and by creating critical strategic advantages over his enemies.  

Despite having been written 2,500 years ago, Sun Tzu’s principles continue to provide 
useful commentary and guidance on such timeless topics as leadership, strategy, organization, 
competition, and cooperation.  Because these topics are closely connected to organizational 
success or failure, Sun Tzu’s principles can effectively enhance the instruction and application of 
modern public relations concepts. While public relations, in a general sense, focuses on an 
organization’s desire to achieve positive image and goodwill among its various constituents, 
these ideals result from setting goals and reaching objectives based on the successful 
implementation of strategies and tactics—commonly used public relations terminology with 
obvious military and business applications.   

Several books (Griffith, 1971; Cleary, 1988; Wing, 1988; Cleary, 1989; Krause, 1995; 
McNeilly, 1996; Li, 2000; McNeilly, 2001; and Tarver, 2002) have been written based on 
concepts adapted from The Art of War. Among the more popular publications dedicated to this 
topic are Samuel B. Griffith’s 1971 translation and commentary on Sun Tzu, Thomas Cleary’s 
1988 translation of Sun Tzu’s principles and Cleary’s 1989 translation of the Zhuge Liang and 
Liu Ji commentaries on Sun Tzu, R. L. Wing’s The Art of Strategy (1988) which he calls a “new 
translation” of Sun Tzu’s concepts, and Donald G. Krause’s 1995 interpretive treatise entitled 
The Art of War for Executives. 

Krause’s (1995) version, which provides the inspiration for this paper, includes brief 
passages from a literal translation of the original text blended with Krause’s contemporary 
interpretation adapted for modern business settings. Krause approaches Sun Tzu’s strategies 
from the perspective that modern organizations fight to win the battles which occur within the 
minds of those who comprise the constituents of those organizations. 

Today’s battles are information battles because information determines both perception 
and opinion.  Those who use information weapons effectively, both to attack and to 
defend, will win. Those who do not will lose.  Sun Tzu’s ancient wisdom for fighting 
traditional battles applies equally well to fighting information battles. (p. 7)   
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Krause (1995) identifies organizational constituents as customers, employees, stockholders, 
politicians, news reporters, or suppliers—those groups the public relations practitioner would 
typically refer to as “publics.” Krause (1995) further writes, “Organizations and individuals win 
and lose on this battlefield based on how effectively they manipulate the perceptions and 
opinions of constituents” (p. 7). Although boardrooms, rather than battlefields, have become the 
setting for managing today’s corporate conflicts, the fight to gain constituent attention and 
allegiance is no less intense than was the armed combat of Sun Tzu’s day.  

While some may question the metaphor of business as warfare, in reality, an 
organization’s main goal is survival.  This survival is often based on direct conflict with 
competitors or by capitalizing on opportunities that can give the organization a competitive 
advantage. Therefore, regardless of the industry, viewing business in terms of strategies for 
winning battles can affect an organization’s ability to survive in a highly competitive 
marketplace. And one of the best weapons at management’s disposal is a successful public 
relations program based on effective communication between the organization and its 
constituents. 
 

Preview of Ten Principles 
Krause (1995) concludes his interpretation with an Appendix that outlines Sun Tzu’s 

principles in 10 summary statements. These 10 principles, Krause believes, form the foundation 
for competitive success.  They are: (1) Learning to Fight; (2) Show the Way; (3) Do It Right; (4) 
Know the Facts; (5) Expect the Worst; (6) Seize the Day; (7) Burn the Bridges; (8) Do It Better; 
(9) Pull It Together; and (10) Keep Them Guessing.  

Because of their directness and clarity, these 10 principles provide an effective way to 
teach Communication students about foundation public relations concepts presented in a typical 
undergraduate public relations curriculum.   These principles were successfully introduced to 
two groups of students as a reading assignment in an upper-division Public Relations Campaigns 
course taught at a four-year state college in the western part of the United States during Spring 
Semester 2004 and again in Spring Semester 2005.  When asked for feedback regarding the 
reading assignment and the subsequent class discussion on applying these principles to public 
relations campaign planning, the students in these two courses—most of whom reported no prior 
knowledge of Sun Tzu and his strategies on warfare—said they felt the principles served as an 
effective teaching aid to illustrate public relations concepts. 

 
a. Identifying Key Concepts 
 Sun Tzu’s principles can be used to illustrate foundation concepts such as (i) the 
boundary management role of public relations practitioners as liaisons between the organization 
and its publics; (ii) the situation analysis and how it is used to identify potential problems and 
construct effective strategies to manage these problems; (iii) the need for applied and theoretical 
research in decision making; (iv) issues management and crisis planning to forecast potential 
challenges and develop appropriate organizational responses; (v) communication with special 
publics such as investors, customers, the media, and employees; (vi) opportunities for publicity, 
and the effective use of information and technology, including an efficient Internet presence.   
 
b. Positioning the Organization: 

When applied to public relations instruction, Sun Tzu’s principles can illustrate to 
students how effective public relations can successfully position the organization in the minds of 
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its various publics—including its competition—by helping to create the desired public image.    
A positive image that results from effectively positioning the organization also can help to 
reinforce public perceptions that the organization has effective, progressive leadership. 
 
c. Understanding the Organizational Environment:  
 Another useful concept proposed by Sun Tzu that can be applied to public relations 
instruction is the idea of the “natural organization.”  Sun Tzu said natural organizations have 
three characteristics.  First, they exist to serve a defined purpose. Second, they are information-
centered. And, third, natural organizations are completely flexible and totally adaptable.  Natural 
organizations also can be referred to as “open systems” (Burke, 1982) because of their 
dependency on the social, economic, and political environment in which they reside and operate. 
Burke (1982) contends that any human organization is an open system, and, as such, is 
dependent on the environment in which it resides.  

As organizational leaders consider the impact of these three vital environmental elements, 
they must identify the needs of their various publics; evaluate the products and services designed 
to help meet the needs of the publics; and interpret probable future growth, decline, or change of 
those needs (Culbertson & Jeffers, 1992). Effective public relations can construct appropriate 
key messages necessary to respond to issues that may arise regarding these three critical 
environmental elements. 
  
d. Dealing with Change:  
 Sun Tzu’s principles can help students to understand how the challenge of change can 
impact organizations and the role public relations practitioners can play in helping organizations 
and their constituents prepare for and adapt to change. According to Krause (1995), a primary 
facet of “oriental philosophy” is the idea that the universe is constantly changing. “To survive, 
human beings need to be flexible and adaptable in response to these changes. Natural 
organizations are completely flexible and adaptable” (p.6).  

This concept is especially applicable to public relations instruction because operating in 
open systems guarantees that organizations will need to address issues that generate change. 
“How we educate students to the practice will determine how they serve the profession. That 
premise is vital to the understanding of responses to the dynamics of change” (Heath, 2001, 
p.187). 
 
e. The Expanding Role of Public Relations: 

Studying the strategies and teachings of Sun Tzu can help students to understand the 
expanding role of the public relations function into that of relationship management and 
organizational positioning. This is further supported by Turk (1989) and by Cropp and Pincus 
(2001), who propose that public relations education include more business training. Cropp and 
Pincus (2001) feel that public relations professionals need to be “integrally involved in managing 
stakeholder relationship and in strategically positioning their organizations’ reputations with 
those stakeholder groups” (p. 201). Cropp and Pincus (2001) further write that while public 
relations practitioners need such tactical skills as writing, graphics, and media relations, they 
should also have a “business” set of competencies and frame of reference that is not historically 
typical of all professionals (p. 201). 

In essence, they will need to think, make decisions, and communicate as savvy and 
believable members of their organizations’ management teams. Tomorrow’s 
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practitioners—and scholars, for that matter—must be able to understand not only public 
relations and communication strategies and tactics but also economic and organizational 
change strategies. (p. 201) 

Because of this expanding role, many public relations students at the undergraduate level are 
being encouraged to take a second major or at least a minor in one of the business disciplines as 
a way to broaden their knowledge of how organizations operate so that they can offer meaningful 
advice to management.  
 
f. The Management Function of Public Relations 

Despite the somewhat nebulous understanding that many people have regarding public 
relations and its role in organizations, the industry has taken the position that public relations is, 
in fact, a “management function.” The publication Public Relations News defines public relations 
as “the management function that evaluates public attitudes, identifies the policies and 
procedures of an individual or an organization with the public interest, and plans and executes a 
program of action to earn public understanding and acceptance.” While public relations is 
typically associated with such duties as media relations or company publications, practitioners 
impact all levels of the organization. Seitel (2004) suggests that public relations tasks can be 
divided into four broad categories: 

•Advice provided to management on organizational decisions and policies, to ensure that 
they are consistent with the public interest. 

•Communication services including the outward communication of information to 
various external publics and the inward communication of corporate philosophy, policies, and 
programs to employees. 

• Research and analysis of public issues that identify, evaluate, and communicate to 
management the external information that may be most relevant to organizational policies and 
programs. 

•Public relations action programs designed to generate goodwill through comprehensive 
programs focused on a particular issue or audience. 

These four broad categories allow public relations practitioners to act in the role of 
“management interpreter” by disseminating the organization’s vision and that of “public 
interpreter” by finding out what the public, in turn, really thinks about the organization (Seitel, 
2004). And certainly, public relations activities can affirm the organization’s commitment to 
ethical business practices that coincide with the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) 
Code of Ethics, official corporate codes of conduct, and corporate social responsibility efforts 
which demonstrate that in the community, the organization is considered a good corporate 
neighbor.  

Another important issue emerges here. As students study Sun Tzu’s principles to better 
understand the role of public relations in organizations, they also can gain insights necessary for 
their own character development as future leaders and effective communicators. 

 
Learning to Fight 

According to Sun Tzu, competition in life and in organizations is inevitable and often 
occurs when individuals or organizations have something important to gain or are in danger 
(Krause, 1995). While Sun Tzu based his strategies on actual military conflicts between the 
warring states of his era, today’s battles take place in corporate boardrooms where organizations 
fight for market share and positive image.   
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From a public relations perspective, the organization is concerned about three aspects of 
image: creation, enhancement, and protection.  Image creation results from building positive 
awareness about the organization.  Image enhancement occurs when opportunities to strengthen 
already established goodwill present themselves.  Image protection is necessary when the 
organization must fight to save its good name in times of crisis. 

Thus, learning to fight for the organization by adapting Sun Tzu’s principles allows the 
public relations staff to help the organization to position itself to establish and maintain what 
Metzler (2001) refers to as “organizational legitimacy” (p. 321). Simply stated, organizational 
legitimacy is an organization’s right to exist and conduct operations (Metzler, 2001). 

Sun Tzu warns that in competitive situations, participants should not allow emotions to 
govern actions because emotion clouds reason and destroys objectivity—both of which are 
necessary for competitive success (Krause, 1995).  Public relations practitioners utilize their 
expertise to help the organization to engage in effective warfare by utilizing a process that avoids 
emotional reactions, and, instead incorporates methods of inquiry. Through research and 
analysis, the public relations practitioner determines what position the organization currently 
occupies in the minds of its various publics and then constructs appropriate responses based on 
key messages and themes to bring about the desired behavioral change in those publics.  Public 
relations programs also utilize structured evaluation methods to measure and communicate 
campaign effectiveness.   

 
Show the Way 

In Sun Tzu’s opinion, leadership alone determines success (Krause, 1995). According to 
Nanus (1992), vision is the key to leadership and the right vision attracts commitment and 
energizes people.  While the leader may ultimately be responsible for the success or failure of the 
organization, effective public relations practices can be instrumental in helping those in 
leadership positions to reach external and internal constituents at all levels of the organization.   

For public relations to be an effective instrument in any situation, management must have 
a clear conception of the breadth of its role—such as in counseling, research and 
planning—beyond communication, and the PR practitioner must be prepared to assume 
any aspect of that role. (Newsom, Turk, and Kruckeberg, 2000, p. 22)  

It is evident that the public relations function should be viewed as part of the management 
process (Seitel, 2004).    

Researchers (Grunig, Grunig, & Ehling, 1992 and Fearn-Banks, 1996) have long 
contended that the public relations head is an important part of top management and, as such, the 
public relations department should be privy to and part of all major decision making regarding 
the organization. This is especially important regarding issues that have the potential to become 
crises for the organization. 
 Dozier and Broom (1995), in their discussion of the evolution of the manager role in 
public relations practice, contend: 

 As a management function, public relations must participate in the governance of 
organizations. Participation can take the form of a communication liaison role; the 
practitioner creates opportunities for management and key publics to communicate with 
each other. Participation can involve a role of facilitating processes whereby the 
dominant coalition (including public relations management) makes decisions about 
public relations issues. Participation also can take the form of expert prescription; the 
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practitioner makes policy decisions about the organization’s public relations programs 
and is held accountable for their success or failure. (p. 5) 

Through their counseling role, coupled with their expertise in written and oral communication, 
public relations practitioners can effectively direct the informative or persuasive messages or 
instruct company executives on the best approach to communicate management’s point of view.    
 Despite an increased focus on the importance of corporate reputation in light of recent 
financial scandals, mismanagement, and ethics violations involving several major corporations, 
Resnick (2004) found that most executive managers still fail to take the necessary steps to 
protect their company from damaged reputation. And the findings of a recent PRSA study to 
identify currently available coursework in reputation management in the curricula at leading U.S. 
MBA programs indicated that MBA students are receiving little, if any, preparation on how to 
manage corporate reputation issues (Bess, 2005). According to the study, only seven of 19 top 
MBA programs offered coursework in corporate communications and public relations. This 
makes the public relations function to the organization even more critical. 

In addition to reputation management, effectively trained public relations practitioners 
can help their leaders to recognize and hopefully avoid the five character flaws that Sun Tzu said 
could lead to organizational failure. Among these flaws are recklessness, timidity, emotionalism, 
egoism, and overconcern for popularity (Krause, 1995)—deadly “sins” that, if not properly 
addressed, could result in undue public scrutiny and image problems for the organization. 
 

Do it Right 
Sun Tzu counsels that all competitive advantage is based on effective execution, which 

results from proper planning (Krause, 1995). That competitive advantage arises from creating 
favorable opportunities and then acting on these opportunities at the appropriate time (Krause, 
1995). This principle illustrates the “proactive” (rather than the “reactive”) mentality that public 
relations practitioners should have when considering ways to favorably position their 
organization in the minds of their various publics.  Tin addition, this principle articulates well 
with the research-planning-communication-evaluation process commonly used in constructing, 
executing, and evaluating public relations campaigns.   

This principle also illustrates how public relations practitioners can contribute to the 
effective execution of organizational plans by functioning in the role of boundary managers 
(Seitel, 2004), meaning that “they function at the edge of an organization as a liaison between the 
organization and its external and internal publics” (p. 87). As stated earlier, this role allows the 
public relations practitioner to be both management’s interpreter and the public’s interpreter 
(Seitel, 2004). This is particularly important in light of the social, economic, and political 
environments that can impact the “open system” in which organizations operate. 
 

Know the Facts 
Information, or the lack of it, determines the probability of success, says Sun Tzu 

(Krause, 1995).  If sufficient reliable information is available, he added, victory is certain. He 
also taught that there are two aspects to information management: gathering information and 
giving it out. His views on information management, while founded on the idea of intelligence 
operations, do illustrate to students the need for positive interaction with such special publics as 
employees, investors, customers, or the news media, and the need to create effective 
organizational policies outlining the relationships with these publics. 
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Sun Tzu also believed that even before considering a confrontation, it is essential to 
calculate a complete analysis of the situation (Wing, 1988). This principle is an effective way to 
teach the value and application of the situation analysis to determine whether the need exists to 
launch a public relations campaign (Matera & Artigue, 2000).  It also can help to determine what 
type of research might be needed in connection with campaign planning.    

Matera and Artigue (2000) define the situation analysis as “a program for researching the 
atmosphere in which an organization exists so as to identify issues, trends, problems, or 
opportunities that affect the organization” (p. 131). Common questions relating to the 
organization that public relations practitioners should attempt to answer in connection with a 
situation analysis are: Where are we now? Where do we want to be? What holds us back? What 
is in our favor? These questions, which can help to determine the degree of research necessary in 
connection with the campaign, also can help to determine how wide or how narrow the 
“credibility gap” is between the organization and its various publics. “Without research, those 
who administer public relations, public affairs, promotional, and related communications 
programs and activities for their organizations would be operating in the dark, without any 
guidance or clear sense of direction” (Lindenmann, 2003, p. 1).  

Sun Tzu also warns against relying on what might be called “folk wisdom” when making 
decisions, since this approach is often based on unproven assumptions (Krause, 1995).  He 
admonishes the use of “agents and informants” to gather and transmit firsthand information—
what modern public relations practitioners would call applied primary research to investigate 
organizational problems (Seitel, 2004).  

Because reliable facts precede successful actions (Krause, 1995), Sun Tzu’s principle 
regarding intelligence gathering illustrates the need for systematic collection and interpretation 
of information based on such research applications as the “research continuum” (Poindexter & 
McCombs, 2000) which encourages rejection of low credibility, informal, unscientific research, 
and stresses high credibility, structured, scientific research.  This principle teaches students about 
the importance of effective research techniques and their value in organizational decision 
making. 

 
Expect the Worst 

Sun Tzu warns that because one’s competition will always try to win the battle, adequate 
preparation is always necessary (Krause, 1995).  He encourages wise leaders to expect and 
prepare for the worst in order to succeed—a basic premise of crisis management. Like Sun Tzu, 
Udwadia and Mitroff (1991) propose that organizations adopt an anticipatory model of crisis 
management as a way to be crisis prepared. Sun Tzu’s teachings also illustrate the concept of 
issues management, a five-step process that includes identifying and analyzing issues with which 
the organization must be concerned, considering the various strategic options available to the 
organization, implementing an action program to communicate the organization’s views, and 
evaluating the outcome in terms of reaching organizational goals (Seitel, 2004).  

Public relations practitioners can assist management through effective issues 
management strategies that include “scanning the horizon” for situations that have the potential 
to impact the organization in a positive or negative way. Managing these potential issues 
properly can allow management to take advantage of opportunities that can benefit the 
organization and avoid problems that could threaten it. If students are not clear on the importance 
of crisis planning and management, neither they, nor the organization for which they eventually 
work, may have much of a future when the proverbial winds of adversity begin to blow. 
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 Like Sun Tzu, Nanus (1992) suggests that effective leadership can reduce the possibility 
of unpleasant surprises. “There are three sources of surprises: something you expect to happen 
doesn’t, something you don’t expect to happen does, and something you never even thought 
about happens, with unfortunate consequences for your vision” (p. 169). Being prepared for 
crisis can hopefully alleviate “surprises” and avoid or at least minimize problems that could 
affect the organization’s image and possibly impact its financial stability. 

 
Seize the Day 

According to Sun Tzu, speed and innovation are the keys to staying ahead of the 
competition (Krause, 1995). Although the weapons of war and conflict are different than in Sun 
Tzu’s day, the struggle for what Wing (1988) refers to as “ideological supremacy and the control 
of resources” continues to exist. This Sun Tzu principle helps to teach the effective use of 
technology in public relations practices, the most significant of which has been the increased use 
of databases for collecting and storing information about prospects, clients, audiences, media, 
competitors, and industries (Lordan, 2001). It also illustrates how innovative and creative 
opportunities for publicity can be utilized to create awareness and generate positive impressions 
about the organization.   

 
Burn the Bridges 

When people are unified in their purpose, no obstacle can stand in their way, says Sun 
Tzu (Krause, 1995).  He added that when people face failure if they do not work together, they 
will be unified in their purpose and will maintain their commitment to a set of goals and 
objectives. Du Mu, a Chinese poet of the late Tang dynasty and one of the commentators cited in 
Cleary’s (1988) translation, supports Sun Tzu’s position and contends, “When superior and 
subordinate are in harmony, equally brave in battle, that makes for strength” (Cleary, 1988, p. 
47).   

While some might question the social wisdom of “burning” one’s bridges, this action can 
have great strategic consequence in organizations because it creates a mindset in leaders, 
employees, and constituents alike, that the organization can only move forward or it may not 
survive its current state. This principle is especially important, for example, when a company is 
facing a major event such as a corporate re-organization because of a merger or acquisition or a 
financial crisis because of a decline in the economy. It also illustrates the importance of effective 
employee communication during these situations, which can lead to positive team building and 
can help the organization to overcome its current obstacle. 

 
Do It Better 

Sun Tzu said that in war there are only two types of tactics: expected and unexpected 
(Krause, 1995).  Effective commanders combine expected and unexpected tactics according to 
the requirements of the situation.  Here, he again stresses the importance of innovation because 
he believed it gives the user a tactical advantage.  “Those executives who are skillful at 
encouraging and implementing innovative ideas have infinite resources in a competitive 
situation” (Krause, 1995, p. 114). Through the boundary management role, public relations 
practitioners can share leadership’s vision regarding implementation of innovations with the 
organization and gather useful feedback. 

Another valuable concept that students can learn from this principle is the importance of 
good customer relations and what management can do through effective integrated marketing 
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communication to foster ongoing goodwill with this vital public.  Utilizing appropriate 
innovations can help to create an organization that will maintain a competitive advantage in the 
marketplace and a positive perception in the minds of constituents. As Seitel (2004) states, 
making customers and building sales is the primary consumer relations objective.  “A satisfied 
customer may return; an unhappy customer may not” (p. 346).  
 

Pull Together 
In Sun Tzu’s opinion, training, organization, and communication are the foundation of 

success. He said if leaders organize and train their constituents clearly, these leaders would be 
able to control the actions of their constituents in competition.  Proper training, therefore, is an 
essential element in getting people to pull together (Krause, 1995). This training, which effective 
public relations can help to promote, can take the form of actual employee training programs to 
enhance job performance or the dissemination of key messages to “educate” other organizational 
publics regarding its activities. 

Equally important is the need for effective communication between organizational 
leaders and employees.  Kazoleas & Wright (1998) state that corporate communication has a 
large impact on organizational performance, culture, and well being. Furthermore, they propose 
that frustration, fear, uncertainty, dissatisfaction, and a sense of hopelessness often coexist in 
organizations with poor communication systems. This poor communication can affect employee 
performance, which can result in reduced productivity. 

Research by Farmer, Slater, & Wright (1998) suggests that public relations practitioners 
may best spend their time helping their organization’s leader craft messages about the 
institutional vision.  This, they contend, presents an excellent opportunity for public relations 
practitioners to assume their rightful place as counselors to top management during periods of 
organizational change. Buckingham (2005) stresses that it is the leader’s job to make people in 
the organization feel more confident about its future.  And it is the public relations practitioner’s 
job to effectively manage that important boundary between these leaders and their publics so that 
organizational harmony exists. 

Sun Tzu’s principles regarding effective communication skills can teach how public 
relations practitioners can assist their leaders in reaching people at all levels of the organization.  
“For any organization to communicate effectively, senior leadership must set the tone by being 
visible, accessible and open.  Top leaders should be walking examples of clear, candid 
communication” (Schumann, 2004, p. 32).  

 
Keep Them Guessing 

To get control, seize something your competitor wants or needs, Sun Tzu said. “What 
does it matter if a competitor has greater resources?  If I control the situation, he cannot use 
them” (Krause, 1995, p. 116). The ideal strategy is to make a competitor’s products or services 
obsolete through innovation (Krause, 1995). “The skillful executive conquers with knowledge 
and imagination. He creates better products; he uncovers unmet needs; he provides greater 
satisfaction” (p.27). And he utilizes an effective public relations program to create, enhance, and 
protect his organization’s image. 

The skillful leader also knows the importance of flexibility, which Sun Tzu stresses 
throughout his writings. “Only a general who is flexible and knows how to adapt his strategy to 
changing circumstances can command victorious troops” (Krause, 1995, p. 60). Flexibility, an 
important characteristic of natural organizations, should be a factor when considering public 
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relations activities that could be affected by changing attitudes in the organization’s social, 
political, and economic environment. Viewing flexibility as an element for consideration during 
public relations planning can discourage complacency that could lull organizational leaders into 
a false sense of security.  This, in turn, could put the organization at a disadvantage by making it 
vulnerable to its competition, which could then subject it to potentially negative scrutiny from its 
various internal and external publics. 

 
In Conclusion: the Old Meets the New 

 Sun Tzu’s wisdom can be useful in educating a new generation of professional 
communicators about the role of public relations in organizations because his centuries-old 
teachings have modern-day relevancy. “[Sun Tzu’s] ‘natural organization’ exists to serve a 
defined purpose; it is information-centered; and it is flexible. These characteristics appear among 
those commonly associated with the most successful organizations existing now” (Krause, 1995, 
p. 6). Utilizing Sun Tzu’s principles from The Art of War for Executives can enhance student 
comprehension of the public relations function in the following ways: 
 

•Sun Tzu’s principles can promote greater student understanding of and appreciation for 
the public relations function and its overall value to organizations and their various constituents.  

 
•Applying Sun Tzu’s principles can encourage students to view public relations as a 

legitimate “management function” and a necessary element in helping the organization to 
maintain legitimacy (Metzler, 2001) while working toward its various goals. 
 

•Sun Tzu’s principles can encourage students to view the public relations function from 
an organizational perspective rather than limiting their perspective to such traditional duties as 
press release writing. 

 
•Sun Tzu’s principles affirm the position taken by academics and professionals alike that 

public relations instruction should include a more management-oriented framework for educating 
future practitioners about business practices (Turk, 1989; Cropp & Pincus, 2001; Ressnick, 2004; 
and Bess, 2005). 

 
•Sun Tzu’s use of the “natural organization” as a reference point helps to illustrate the 

importance of the public relations function in typical open-system organizations—whose 
operations can be impacted by the social, political, and economic environments in which they 
exist. 

 
•Sun Tzu’s principles can help students to understand the ever-present challenge of 

change that all organizations face and the need for effective responses. 
 
•Sun Tzu’s principles demonstrate the importance of effective communication to 

encourage team building among employees, which can lead to greater cohesiveness, 
productivity, improved customer service, and greater profitability.  
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•Sun Tzu’s principles illustrate the need for organizations to gain and maintain a 
competitive edge while also encouraging their leaders to remain ethical through positive 
character development.  

 
•Sun Tzu’s principles are relevant in today’s competitive business environment because 

they illustrate the reality that doing business is, in fact, a form of warfare that requires effective 
public relations strategies if organizations hope not only to survive, but to flourish.  
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BRIDGING EVIL AND HUMANITY: 
REPRESENTING THE ‘GREY ZONE’ IN HOLOCAUST FILM 

  
Abstract 

 
In 1986, Primo Levi gave definitive voice to a phenomenon that had troubled him since 
his experiences in Auschwitz.  He coined this la zona grigia (the ‘grey zone’).  This 
signifies a morally ambiguous space that exists between the Holocaust’s victims and 
perpetrators, a ‘grey’ realm of human behaviour that resists the simplistic, black-and-
white classification of ‘good’ and ‘evil.’  In contrast to what much of the popular 
Holocaust literature and films suggest, the victims were neither heroes nor saints, and 
their persecutors were neither monsters nor beasts.  While some perpetrators acted with 
kindness and ‘humanity,’ or at least displayed some reluctance, some victims, often under 
extreme levels of coercion, performed horrendous deeds at the expense of their fellow 
prisoners.  Both prisoners and captors were capable of selfless and selfish acts.  They 
were, simply human, with all its spectrum of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in the same entity. 
     Holocaust feature films have attracted responses that range from high suspicion to 
outright dismissal.  Hollywood films in particular, such as Steven Spielberg’s 1991 
blockbuster Schindler’s List, invariably display Manichean tendencies, resorting to 
stereotypes that fail to portray the human complexities that are evident from survivor 
testimony.  Even films that deviate to some extent from mainstream popular conventions 
encounter problems in this regard.  Tim Blake Nelson’s The Grey Zone (2001), a film 
that eschews Hollywood-style spiritual triumph, emotional simplification and cathartic 
heroism, accomplishes a nuanced representation of perpetrators.  Attempting to delve into 
the heart of Levi’s ‘grey zone,’ Nelson constructs an individual who clearly displays 
human features, although towards the end, veers precariously close to the demonised 
Nazi stereotype.  On the other hand, through its overemphasis on the redemptive power 
of music and its protagonist’s bout of ‘Stockholm Syndrome,’ Roman Polanski’s The 
Pianist (2002) unhesitatingly absolves its German rescuer of any complicity in the 
Holocaust.  Drawing on Levi’s writings, the paper analyses the representation of 
perpetrators in these two Holocaust films.  I will argue that it is necessary to portray 
perpetrators as inhabitants of the ‘grey zone,’ and that cinema, despite generic 
constraints, is capable of a sophisticated and nuanced representation. 
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BRIDGING EVIL AND HUMANITY: 
REPRESENTING THE ‘GREY ZONE’ IN HOLOCAUST FILM 

 
 
In 1986, one year prior to his tragic suicide, Primo Levi gave definitive voice to a 
phenomenon that had troubled him since his experiences in Auschwitz.  He coined this la 
zona grigia (the ‘grey zone’).1  The recent focus of renewed interest, Levi’s concept has 
impacted on the fields of philosophy, feminism, theology, history and popular culture.2  
This paper will focus on Holocaust films, and the issue of whether or not these texts can 
represent the perpetrators of the Holocaust as what Levi termed ‘grey zoners.’  Much 
critical attention has centred on the cinematic representation of victims and bystanders,3 
yet comparatively little discussion has focussed on the portrayal of perpetrators.  In what 
follows, by applying Levi’s concept, it will be argued that perpetrators of the Holocaust, 
so often portrayed in film as vicious sadists, can and should be represented as human 
beings.  An exploration of two recent Holocaust feature films will show that cinema, 
despite generic obstacles, is capable of a sophisticated and nuanced representation. 
     The ‘grey zone’ signifies the morally ambiguous space that exists between the 
Holocaust’s victims and perpetrators, a ‘grey’ realm of human behaviour that resists the 
simplistic, black-and-white classification of ‘good’ and ‘evil.’  Indeed, the tendency of 
much of popular culture to represent human behaviour in these Manichean terms formed 
part of Levi’s motivation for acknowledging the complexities of the Holocaust 
experience.  In contrast to what much of the mainstream Holocaust literature and films 
suggest, the victims were neither heroes nor saints, and their persecutors were neither 
monsters nor beasts.  It was the system, the genocidal machine itself, which was evil.  
While some perpetrators acted with kindness and ‘humanity,’ or at least displayed some 
reluctance, some victims, often under extreme levels of coercion, performed horrendous 
deeds at the expense of their fellow prisoners.  Both prisoners and their captors were 
capable of selfless and selfish acts.  They were, simply human, with all its spectrum of 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ in the same entity.  In the last pages of his final book, The Drowned and 
the Saved, Levi concludes that the Holocaust’s perpetrators were ‘made of our same 

                                                 
1 See Levi’s chapter on ‘The Grey Zone’ in The Drowned and the Saved, trans. Raymond Rosenthal, 

Abacus, London, (1988) 1998, pp. 22-51. 
2 See, for example, Jonathan Petropoulos & John Roth (eds.), Gray Zones: Ambiguity and Compromise in 

the Holocaust and its Aftermath, Berghahn Books, Oxford & New York, 2005 [to be published at the 
time of writing]; Giorgio Agamben, Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witness and the Archive, Zone Books, 
New York, 1999; Claudia Card, ‘Groping Through Gray Zones’ in Claudia Card (ed.), On Feminist 
Ethics and Politics, University Press of Kansas, Lawrence, 1999, pp. 3-26; Christopher Browning, 
Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battallion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland, HarperCollins Publisher, 
New York, 1992; Inga Clendinnen, Reading the Holocaust, The Text Publishing Company, Melbourne, 
1998; Bryan Cheyette, ‘The Ethical Uncertainty of Primo Levi’ in Judaism: A Quarterly Journal of 
Jewish Life and Thought, vol. 48, no. 1, Winter 1999, pp. 57-67. 

3 See, for example, Omer Bartov, The “Jew” in Cinema: From The Golem to Don’t Touch My Holocaust, 
Indiana University Press, Bloomington & Indianapolis, 2005; Joshua Hirsch, Afterimage: Film, Trauma, 
and the Holocaust, Temple University Press, Philadelphia, 2004; Judith E. Doneson, The Holocaust in 
American Film, 2nd edn., Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, (1987) 2002; André Pierre Colombat, The 
Holocaust in French Film, The Scarecrow Press, Metuchen & London, 1993; Ilan Avisar, Screening the 
Holocaust: Cinema’s Images of the Unimaginable, Indiana University Press, Bloomington & 
Indianapolis, 1988. 
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cloth, they were average human beings, averagely intelligent, averagely wicked: save for 
exceptions, they were not monsters.’4   
     Throughout all of his writings, Levi was obsessed with human nature, and his eleven 
months of suffering in Buna-Monowitz caused him to fluctuate between optimism in 
humanity’s potential and despair in its fallibility, until the end of his life.  His highly 
articulate accounts are replete with portraits of ambiguous characters based on 
individuals he had encountered during his captivity.  Levi’s essay on ‘The Grey Zone’ 
focuses primarily on the Holocaust’s victims, namely the highly ambiguous prisoner-
functionaries of Auschwitz, such as the Kapos and Sonderkommandos.5  The 
controversial members of the Jewish councils and their police forces in the ghettos can 
also be readily classified as ‘grey zoners.’  Nevertheless, Levi made it clear that some 
perpetrators were also to be situated within the ‘grey band.’   
     In Levi’s words, the ‘grey zone’ is a realm of ‘ill-defined outlines which both separate 
and join the two camps of masters and servants,’ a zone that often confuses ‘our need to 
judge.’6  However, Levi rightfully stresses the need to maintain the distinction between 
those who were systematically subjected to the program of dehumanisation and death, 
and hence forced into compromises, and those who organised and implemented that 
program.7  While perpetrators could also be affected by the extreme situations they 
helped to create, they must not be absolved from their responsibility.  Accordingly, 
Dominick LaCapra writes that ‘one may judge quite harshly and with little qualification 
Nazis who were instrumental in creating the situation that gave rise to the grey zone.’8  In 
short, perpetrators must still be held responsible for their actions.  While any moral 
ambiguity on their part should be acknowledged, persecutors are not to be confused with 
their victims.9 
     Holocaust feature films have attracted responses that range from high suspicion to 
outright dismissal.  Hollywood films invariably display Manichean tendencies, resorting 
to black-and-white stereotypes that fail to portray the human complexities that are evident 
from survivor testimony.10  Annette Insdorf, a leading scholar of Holocaust film, writes 
that while the first two decades of Holocaust-related feature films focussed on Jewish 
victims and Nazi perpetrators; the second wave, beginning in the mid-1980s, concentrates 
on rescue and resistance – themes that clearly lend themselves to conventions favouring 

                                                 
4 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 169.  For other survivor accounts which stress that perpetrators were 

human beings, see Ella Lingens-Reiner, Prisoners of Fear, Victor Gollancz, London, 1948; Hermann 
Langbein, People in Auschwitz, trans. Harry Zohn, The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill 
& London, (1972) 2004. 

5 In Auschwitz and other camps, Kapos (‘captains’) were often supervisors of forced labour squads, while 
Sonderkommandos (‘special squads’) were forced to aid the killing process by operating the crematoria. 

6 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 27. 
7 Ibid., pp. 32-3. 
8 Dominick LaCapra, Writing History, Writing Trauma, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore & 

London, 2001, p. 210, n. 18. 
9 Ilona Klein stresses this to the point of defining two ‘grey zones’: one between the Jewish prisoners, and 

‘another entirely different gamut of ambiguous shades of grey’ between the prisoners and the Nazis.  See 
Klein, ‘Primo Levi: The Drowned, the Saved, and the “Grey Zone”’ in The Simon Wiesenthal Center 
Annual, vol. 7, 1990, p. 85. 

10 For a recent overview of Hollywood’s representation of the Holocaust, see Daniel Anker’s documentary, 
Imaginary Witness: Hollywood and the Holocaust, Anker Productions, 2004. 
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clear-cut oppositions.11  Such films include numerous works portraying German rescuers.  
Steven Spielberg’s 1993 blockbuster, Schindler’s List,12 which has attracted much 
criticism, is a prime example of this genre.  In positioning both victims and perpetrators 
on clearly defined sides of the ‘good’ versus ‘evil’ binary opposition, the film refuses to 
seriously represent either complicity on the part of Jews or weakness and despair on the 
part of their persecutors.  Instead, in the figure of Nazi Commandant Amon Goeth, 
played by Ralph Fiennes, the film delivers an unstable, deranged and monster-like Nazi.  
The critical response to Schindler’s List constitutes an industry in itself, and so will not 
be discussed at length here.13  However, Spielberg’s epic can be seen to have marked a 
crucial turning point in some filmmakers’ endeavours to represent this highly complex 
historical event.  To be sure, films that represent the Holocaust using a black-and-white 
Manichean allegory continue to be made, however there have arisen several important 
exceptions to this.  Nevertheless, as will be demonstrated below, feature films still face 
significant obstacles when trying to resist this trend. 
     Drawing on Levi’s conceptual framework, writer-director Tim Blake Nelson 
consciously sets out to explore these issues in his film, The Grey Zone (2001).14 In 
addition to Levi’s essay of the same name, Nelson draws partly on the memoir of 
Auschwitz survivor Miklos Nyiszli15 to portray a group of Jewish men from the twelfth 
Sonderkommando unit assigned to work the extermination machinery of Auschwitz.  
Focussing on the Sonderkommando’s armed revolt of 7 October, 1944, The Grey Zone 
may be classified as a resistance film, although it does not glorify and trivialise historical 
events as many other works have, such as Jon Avnet’s television miniseries, Uprising, of 
the same year.  Aptly described by one reviewer as a ‘Holocaust horror story without a 
Schindler,’16 Nelson’s film eschews Hollywood-style spiritual triumph, emotional 
simplification and cathartic heroism.  Accomplishing a nuanced representation of 
compromised Jewish prisoners, the film also delivers a sophisticated portrayal of 
perpetrators, although it does encounter some problems.  In his representation of SS 
Oberschaarführer Mühsfeldt, a historical figure Levi uses as a case study in his essay, 
Nelson constructs a perpetrator who clearly displays human features, although towards 
the end, veers precariously close to the demonised Nazi stereotype. 

                                                 
11 Annette Insdorf, Indelible Shadows: Film and the Holocaust, 3rd edn., Cambridge University Press, 

Cambridge, (1983) 2003, p. 247.  For examples of this ‘second wave,’ see Escape from Sobibor (1987), 
Korczak (1990), Good Evening, Mr. Wallenberg (1990), Just This Forest (1991), Divided We Fall 
(2000), Bonhoeffer: Agent of Grace (2003) and Rosenstrasse (2003). 

12 Steven Spielberg (dir.), Schindler’s List, Universal Studios & Amblin Entertainment, 1993. 
13 For useful critiques of this film, see Bryan Cheyette, ‘The Uncertain Certainty of Schindler’s List’ in 

Yosefa Loshitzky (ed.), Spielberg’s Holocaust: Critical Perspectives on Schindler’s List, Indiana 
University Press, Bloomington & Indianapolis, 1997, pp. 226-38; Michael Andre Bernstein, ‘The 
Schindler’s List Effect’ in American Scholar, vol. 63, no. 3, Summer 1994, pp. 429-32.  

14 Tim Blake Nelson (dir.), The Grey Zone, Millenium Films & Killer Films, 2001. 
15 Miklos Nyiszli, Auschwitz: A Doctor’s Eyewitness Account, trans. Tibère Kremer & Richard Seaver, 

Arcade Publishing, New York, (1960) 1993.  For two other sources of the film, see Filip Müller, 
Auschwitz Inferno: The Testimony of a Sonderkommando, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London & Henley, 
1979; Jadwiga Bezwinska & Danuta Czech (eds.), Amidst a Nightmare of Crime: Manuscripts of 
Prisoners in Crematorium Squads Found at Auschwitz, Howard Fertig, New York, (1973) 1992. 

16 Kristin Hohenadel, ‘The Grey Zone: A Holocaust Horror Story without a Schindler,’ The New York 
Times on the Web, 7 January, 2001, <http://www.nytimes.com/2001/01/07/arts/07HOHE.html> 
(accessed 23 September, 2005). 
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     Throughout the film, Mühsfeldt, played by Harvey Keitel, treats the Jewish 
Sonderkommandos solely with contempt.  The film’s overwhelming use of staccato 
dialogue restricts any intimacies between the prisoners, much less between these and 
their captors.  However, Mühsfeldt is also shown briefly discussing politics and the 
course of the war in a semi-civil conversation with the character of Nyiszli, based on a 
Hungarian Jew who served as physician to all crematoria personnel, including the SS 
guards, and played a key role in the notorious Dr. Josef Mengele’s medical 
experiments.17  After a medical check-up, Mühsfeldt soon gets defensive when Nyiszli 
suggests to the SS officer that his health problems may be the result of his increased 
participation in executions.  Mühsfeldt aggressively contends: ‘If I get upset, if my head 
aches, if my heart’s fast, it’s because I drink too much.’18  The audience is positioned, 
however, to reject such an explanation, and is fully aware that Nyiszli’s diagnosis is 
correct.  Indeed, in a later scene, the camera lingers on an apparently exhausted 
Mühsfeldt, who drinks a glass of alcohol before refilling it with a shaking hand and, 
between deep breaths, empties it twice more.  The gesture points to Nyiszli’s comment 
towards the end of his memoir that ‘for days at a time [Mühsfeldt] remained locked in his 
room, drinking, with an apparently unquenchable thirst, to forget both the past and the 
darkly looming future.’19  In his pre-production notes, Nelson stated that while 
Mühsfeldt, ‘by all accounts, was an absolutely horrible man… Harvey [Keitel] and I will 
do all we can to make a dimensional character out of him.’20  Nevertheless, the film does 
not hesitate to reinforce the egregiousness of Mühsfeldt’s actions.  When he helps Nyiszli 
save his wife and daughter, he makes it clear that he is only doing so on the condition that 
Nyiszli surrender any information he hears regarding the Sonderkommando’s rumoured 
uprising.  Significantly, each scene between Mühsfeldt and Nyiszli ends with the former 
delivering to the latter a menacing insult.   
     The simultaneous vulnerability and reprehensibility of the character is well established 
in a scene where, shortly after lamenting to a group of Sonderkommandos that ‘It’s 
miserable outside… I’ve grown to hate Poland,’ he shoots one of the Jews for being in 
the wrong building, his dialogue markedly changing tone: ‘That’s how it will go for all of 
us… The last thing to do is smile… We’ll dispose of as many of you as we can….’21  In 
his essay, Levi himself locates Mühsfeldt within the ‘grey zone,’ for even he was not a 
‘monolith,’ and may even have been ‘like any other common man’ under different 
circumstances.22  Nyiszli notes in his memoir that Mühsfeldt, who was undoubtedly a 
cruel and efficient killer, showed signs of reluctance several times.23  On one occasion, he 
deferred from personally shooting a young Jewish girl of sixteen who had survived the 
gas and had been revived by the Sonderkommandos.  Mühsfeldt instead assigned the task 
to a subordinate.  Referring to this incident, Levi writes:  
 

                                                 
17 For a discussion of Nyiszli’s problematic association with Mengele, see Robert Jay Lifton, The Nazi 

Doctors: Medical Killing and the Psychology of Genocide, Basic Books, New York, (1986) 2000. 
18 Nelson, The Grey Zone, 2001. 
19 Nyiszli, Auschwitz, pp. 199-200. 
20 Tim Blake Nelson, The Grey Zone: Director’s Notes and Screenplay, Newmarket Press, New York, 

2003, pp. 156-7. 
21 Nelson, The Grey Zone, 2001. 
22 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 40. 
23 See Nyiszli, Auschwitz, pp. 105, 120 & 183. 
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That single, immediately erased sense of pity, is certainly not enough to 
absolve Muhsfeld.  It is enough, however, to place him too, though at its 
extreme boundary, within the grey band, that zone of ambiguity which 
irradiates around regimes based on terror and obsequiousness.24   

 
However, it is here that the film decides to attribute a greater degree of maliciousness to 
Mühsfeldt than the historical record attests.  In his representation of the fate of the girl 
mentioned above, Nelson decides not to show Mühsfeldt delegating the task to another 
out of apparent reluctance.  In one of the film’s final scenes, Mühsfeldt watches the girl 
pass by him with a look of utter contempt.  He then casually draws his gun and shoots her 
from behind as she runs away.   
     In contrast to this, Roman Polanski’s The Pianist (2002)25 displays different problems 
in its representation of perpetrators, although it must be noted that it was not the 
filmmaker’s intention to explore the concept of the ‘grey zone.’  Indeed, the director’s 
comment that ‘there are good Germans and bad Germans’26 in the film does not raise 
one’s expectations about any preoccupation with moral ambiguity.  Polanski’s close 
adaptation of eminent musician Wladyslaw Szpilman’s memoir depicts the survivor’s 
harrowing experiences inside and outside the Warsaw ghetto from the Nazi invasion 
through to his liberation.  Although The Pianist, like The Grey Zone, does for the most 
part resist mainstream Hollywood conventions, when it comes to its representation of its 
only substantially developed German character, the film strays towards trivialising 
sentimentality.   
     While the vast majority of the German characters are depicted as two-dimensional and 
barbaric, the film’s closing scenes depict Szpilman’s discovery and rescue in the ghetto 
ruins by a humane German officer, Captain Wilm Hosenfeld, played by Thomas 
Kretschmann.27  Identified in Szpilman’s memoir as a man in his late-forties, Polanski 
represents Hosenfeld as a man half this age, who is deeply passionate about music, thus 
emphasising his similarities with the Jewish pianist.  Hosenfeld, who portrays himself in 
his journal as a deeply religious man disillusioned with Nazism despite his initial support 
for Hitler, is nevertheless an inhabitant of the ‘grey zone,’ albeit of a much lighter shade, 
so to speak, than Mühsfeldt.28  In 1942, Hosenfeld wrote about the persecution of Jews:  
 

If what they are saying in the city is true… then it is no honour to be a 
German officer, and no one could go along with what’s happening… we 
are colluding when we allow these crimes to be committed.29 

 
While the Wehrmacht officer did aid several individuals,30 he remained to some degree 
complicit in the atrocities.  Importantly, the film makes no secret of Hosenfeld’s active 

                                                 
24 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, pp. 40-1. 
25 Roman Polanski (dir.), The Pianist, Focus Features, 2002. 
26 ‘Story of Survival: Behind the Scenes of The Pianist,’ Universal Studios, 2003 (special feature on DVD). 
27 Significantly, Kretschmann had already established a ‘good German’ persona in the film Stalingrad 

(1985). 
28 For extracts from Hosenfeld’s diary, see Wladyslaw Szpilman, The Pianist, trans. Anthea Bell, Phoenix, 

London, (1946) 2002, pp. 191-208. 
29 Ibid., pp. 198 & 200.  In his entry of 14 February, 1943, Hosenfeld reveals his support for the war as ‘a 

search for free subsistence and living space’ (p. 203). 
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role in the Nazi bureaucracy.  In one brief scene, he is shown striding through military 
headquarters respected by all and signing several orders.  However, by the end of the 
film, Hosenfeld is thoroughly absolved of any complicity in the Holocaust.  This 
redemption is partially brought about by the film’s rather sentimental correlation between 
love of music and moral decency. 
     Upon finding Szpilman hiding in an abandoned building, Hosenfeld, who was 
presumably playing the piano music heard by Szpilman in the previous scene, orders the 
Jew to ‘play something’ to verify his claim to being a pianist.  Szpilman’s passionate 
recital of Chopin elicits a rare moment of emotional intensity, with a ray of blue light 
symbolically forming a halo above his head, and reflecting off Hosenfeld’s badge, cap 
and ring.  Although Hosenfeld initially seems to threaten by standing menacingly over 
the pianist, the music inspires him to sit and watch respectfully.  The camera alternates 
between lingering close-ups of Hosenfeld’s admiring gaze and Szpilman’s passionate 
facial expressions and graceful hands.  Hosenfeld is moved by the music, visibly 
shuddering as it reaches an emotional crescendo.   
     Like Spielberg’s ‘Schindler,’ Hosenfeld undergoes a redemption of his own, only on a 
smaller scale.  He subsequently ensures Szpilman’s survival by providing him with food 
and clothing.  During their last exchange, Hosenfeld modestly dismisses Szpilman’s 
gratitude with ‘Thank God, not me.  He wants us to survive… Well, that’s what we have 
to believe,’ as he hands the Jew his coat.  Upon learning Szpilman’s name, Hosenfeld 
smiles, remarking ‘Good name for a pianist.’31  A bright ray of light then envelops him as 
he strolls out of the attic.  Significantly, Szpilman displays a stronger bond in this scene 
with Hosenfeld than he does with any member of his family.  For example, when he tells 
his sister Halina, ‘I wish I knew you better,’ as they are walked towards the deportation 
train earlier in the film, her broken eye contact and nervous reply of ‘Thank you’ imply 
surprise at such emotional intimacy.  Indeed, after Szpilman’s family’s deportation to 
Treblinka, it is not mentioned again.  In stark contrast to this, Szpilman’s memoir 
engages in no such absolute forgetting, containing numerous reflections on Szpilman’s 
love for his family and his later mourning for their loss, both before and after he 
describes Hosenfeld’s assistance.32 
     Polanski’s focus on Szpilman’s unsuccessful efforts to locate his rescuer after the war 
in the film’s closing scenes overshadows the fate of the Holocaust’s victims.  In an 
apparent case of ‘Stockholm syndrome,’ Szpilman finds an empty field where 
Hosenfeld’s internment camp once stood.  He sighs deeply and peers forlornly at the sun 
setting on the horizon, wondering where his saviour is.  This involves a considerable 
reworking of the memoir, which ends with a pessimistic, unsentimental reflection on the 
fate of his murdered family: ‘A human skeleton lay by the wall of a building… There are 
no such remains left of my sisters… I shall never find a grave where I could go to pray 
for their souls.’33  Despite being briefly represented as a ‘grey zoner’ in the film, 
Hosenfeld is turned into an unambiguous figure of redemption and martyrdom.  In the 
film’s last scene, amidst an uplifting orchestral performance led by Szpilman, the final 

                                                                                                                                                 
30 See Wolf Biermann, ‘Epilogue: A Bridge Between Wladyslaw Szpilman and Wilm Hosenfeld,’ in 

Szpilman, The Pianist, pp. 217-20. 
31 ‘Szpilman’ literally means the ‘man who plays.’ 
32 Szpilman, The Pianist,’ pp. 72-3, 105, 112-113, 117, 136-7, 159, 182 & 186. 
33 Ibid., p. 186. 
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legend informs the audience of Hosenfeld’s fate: ‘All that is known is that he died in a 
Soviet prisoner-of-war camp in 1952.’  Thus a tribute to the Nazi saviour replaces any 
memorialisation of the six million murdered Jews. 
     The preceding analysis of two recent Holocaust feature films has shown that, despite 
some generic obstacles, the medium has much potential for representing often highly 
dubious perpetrators as human beings.  Although by the films’ closing scenes, Mühsfeldt 
and Hosenfeld are respectively demonised and glorified, they are to varying degrees 
portrayed as ambiguous ‘grey zoners.’  Despite being written in a different context, 
Levi’s comment that the ‘grey zone’ is ‘indispensable to know if we want to know the 
human species, if we want to know how to defend our souls when a similar test should 
once more loom before us,’34 rings true here as well.  Perpetrators can and must be 
represented for what they were: sometimes obscene; sometimes pathetic; always human.   

                                                 
34 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, pp. 25-6. 
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The Christ-Code 
 

A “blessed” way that enables a person to tap into the Source of  
exquisite joy and peace, develop pro-social brain wiring, 

and become “one” with God. 
 
 

Abstract: 
 

A study of Christians who reported having a joyous, spiritual encounter with God 
shows that, prior to their epiphany, each arrived at similar attitudes of heart.  These 
attitudes coincide remarkably with Christ’s declarations of “blessed” ideals in his Sermon 
on the Mount.  Known as the Beatitudes, these blessed ways are actually a description 
of Christ’s own perfect character.  All of his actions and teachings can be categorized 
under a Beatitude.  As Christ declared that he became “one” with God through an 
infusion of God’s glory, Christ’s ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving provide a code 
that one can embrace, which enables one’s soul to resonate on God’s same spiritual 
frequency.  Embracing Chris’s code thus allows an ordinary person to likewise tap into 
God’s positive energy flow and experience his love and joy. 

 Christ’s code contains ten multi-faceted attitudes – ways of thinking and feeling 
– that build on each other.  As one blessed attitude is embraced, it enables a person to 
embrace the next.  Once fully embraced, Christ’s code generates an increased level of 
personal joy, inner-peace, and pro-social behavior.  

New brain research shows that through the remarkable characteristic of neural 
plasticity, the actual physical structure of the brain can be changed by thoughts, new 
learning, and experiences.  Choices of what to think, read, hear, see, or do become 
wired within the brain and affect who one becomes.  The brain is also designed to 
reward pro-social behaviors with feelings of pleasure, thus encouraging people to value 
and want to repeat them.  

 Christ’s code provides the basis for an ideal behavior modification program that 
helps wire the brain for pro-social behavior.  His ways of thinking, feeling, and treating 
others can be broken down into small, doable steps that can be taught and given 
positive reinforcement until they become part of a person.  Embracing and then adhering 
to Christ’s code results in inner joy and peace, creates emotionally healthy brain wiring, 
and leads to pro-social behavior that benefits both the individual and society.   

 
 
 

Many Christians, both ancient and modern, believe that positive energy resonates from 

God to fill all of space.1  Through this energy, or “light,” God is in all things, through all things, 

gives life to all things, and can even discern a person’s thoughts and feelings.2  Adherents say 

that tapping into this creative, loving energy flow fills them with an exquisite sense of joy, peace, 

and spiritual well-being.  They have an assurance that, despite their weaknesses, they are loved 

and accepted of God.  Those who have experienced it, which many referred to as an epiphany 

or a born again experience, say that it is like living water to a parched soul.  One woman 

recounted:  

 1
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“Several of us were asked to write Sunday School lessons to help our young women use 
the teachings of Jesus Christ in addressing life’s challenges.  We met once a week to 
critique our lessons.  I began with enthusiasm, but soon discovered that I was pregnant, 
and had terrible nausea that got worse as the day progressed.  One evening I was so ill 
my husband suggested I skip the meeting.  However, I wanted very much to keep my 
commitment, and so departed with my lessons in one hand and a throw-up bag in the 
other.  As I drove, my decision seemed foolish and I wondered if my friends would 
understand why I was doing this crazy thing.  As I neared the church, I forgot that 
thought, and began planning how I would keep my mouth tightly shut the whole evening 
to save embarrassment.   We started our work session with prayer, and to my horror our 
group leader called on me to pray.  I gulped, and then began, “Our Father in heaven…” 
That was as far as I got when suddenly it was as if the heavens opened and a tangible 
essence that I can only describe as ‘liquid light” seemed to pour over me.  With the 
sensation of light came a rush of the most joyous love I have ever experienced; and I 
heard God respond to my previously forgotten thought with the words, ‘I understand; and 
I appreciate it.’  Never had I experienced such an exquisite sense of love and joy!  It 
astounded me and caused my whole being to radiate with a love that was so joyous it 
was indescribable.  I finally realized that people were waiting for me to finish my prayer, 
and mumbled something to get through it.  But then I sat there, utterly astounded that 
God had heard my thought and responded to me—even when I had been grumbly for 
being sick.  All I did was speak his name and he was there!  I was astonished that he 
was aware of insignificant me.  My perception of God changed dramatically for he was 
not the stern God that I had previously imagined, but full of love and compassion.  The 
tangible radiation from my joyous encounter with God lasted for several days, and my 
prayers took on new meaning and faith.  For the first time I understood why there would 
be “weeping and wailing” among the wicked who refused to live Christ’s ways.  To finally 
meet God and feel his tangible, exquisite, joyous love and then to be shut out of his 
presence would be the worst fate.”3 
 
This paper will discuss similar Christian spiritual connections with God and the resultant 

joy they experienced, examine the attitudes or thoughts they had just prior to their epiphany, 

and show how many of their attitudes corresponded precisely with the Beatitudes—the 

“blessed” ideals Jesus Christ taught in his Sermon on the Mount, thus establishing a code that 

can be taught and replicated with similar results.  The paper will show that the Beatitudes are 

actually a description of Christ’s own perfect character and thus a pattern for achieving harmony 

with God and the universe, as did Christ.  The paper will also discuss the benefits of embracing 

Christ’s code, including healthy brain wiring and pro-social behavior, noting that the code can be 

broken down into small doable steps and taught even to children. The paper will further discuss 

how Christ’s code can be embraced on a secular level by non-Christians, thus serving as a 

basis for world peace and prosperity.  Citations are placed as endnotes for ease in reading. 

 
According to the New Testament, many early Christians experienced a divine, light-filled 

connection with God, described by gospel writers: “Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and 

peace in believing, that ye may abound in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost.”  “And the 

 2
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disciples were filled with joy, and with the Holy Ghost.”4  Many Christians today, who “receive” 

Christ in the fullest sense of the word, report similar experiences.  One person shared: 

“When I finally realized that “receiving Jesus as the Lord of my life” meant that I was to 
surrender my will to God and allow his will to govern my life, I felt justifiably convicted.  I 
had been willful as a child and age had not improved my disposition.  After a few hard 
difficulties in my personal affairs, I finally determined that God’s all-knowing will was 
superior to my limited will, and went to him in prayer.  I felt great remorse for my past life 
and repented of all my willful and sinful behavior.  I offered God my whole soul, and in 
the name of Jesus, I promised to do God’s will as soon as he made it known to me, all 
the rest of my life.  As I ended that heart-felt prayer I felt a remarkable sensation in my 
chest that began like a trickle of joy that crescendoed until I felt full and abuzz with joy 
and light. I wanted to laugh out loud.  I wanted to praise the Lord, though I had never felt 
any of those feelings before.  I stayed on my knees a long time, just basking in that 
feeling of love.  When it subsided, I rose to my feet a new man.  I knew God lived, that 
he loved and knew me, and I wanted to serve him all the rest of my life.”5 

 
 After connecting with this divine source of love and joy many report that their self-worth 

soars, their desire for negative behavior dramatically decreases, their emotional wounds begin 

to heal, and their compassion and desire to do good expand.6  They find they are kinder, have 

more integrity, enjoy happier relationships, and feel a greater desire to excel to bring glory to 

God.   

Although Christians say their lives were never without challenges, those who felt this joy 

of spiritual rebirth also reported an increased access to grace—gifts of divine power—to assist 

them as they endeavored to put their new Christ-like attitudes of heart into practice.  These gifts 

of grace were never so constant or overtly obvious as to override the necessity of faith, which 

requires making a choice to believe and act upon that which one cannot see.  Yet these gifts of 

grace appeared often enough to convince them that they were being divinely tutored and 

assisted by God.  Gifts of grace included comfort, strength, enlightenment, help during 

difficulties, answers to prayers, and a greater ability to purely love others.7 

A study of those who have experienced this spiritual phenomenon shows that they 

developed ten similar attitudes of heart before they experienced their divine encounter.8  The 

first five were things they did as they reached out to God in prayer; the next five were things 

they were willing to do:  One, they made a choice to believe in God, to the point that they could 

address him in prayer.  Two, they abandoned pride and humbly acknowledged their 

dependence on God for life and all that they had, and on Jesus Christ for salvation from sin.  

Three, they felt profound sorrow for sinful behavior and were willing to repent, confess, and 

make amends.  Four, they promised to obey God’s will and accept his rule over them.  Five, 

they felt an intense longing to be made right before God and prayed for forgiveness and for the 

grace of Christ to make them clean.  They were determined to become a disciple of Christ and 
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follow his merciful, pure, peace-loving, and courageous ways despite persecution, and make a 

positive difference for good in the world.  While some experienced other feelings prior to their 

epiphany, these stood out as key characteristics.   

 
The Ten Blessed Ways of the Beatitudes 

A comparison of these born-again attitudes with the qualities Jesus Christ called 

“blessed” in his admonition to Thomas in John 20:29 and his Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 

5:1-16, shows a remarkable similarity.9  Jesus declared:  

(1) “Blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed.”    
(2) “Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”  
(3) “Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.”  
(4) “Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth.”  
(5) “Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be 
filled.”   
(6) “Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.”   
(7) “Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God.”   
(8) “Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the children of God.”   
(9) “Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake: for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven.”   
(10) “Ye are the salt of the earth....   Ye are the light of the world….  Let your light so 
shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father which is in 
heaven.” 
 
Today these blessed ways are referred to as the Beatitudes.  They are multi-faceted 

attitudes of mind and heart that build on each other.  Once a Beatitude is embraced, it enables a 

person to progress and embrace the next blessed state.  Given as ideal attitudes at the 

beginning of Christ’s sermon, the counsel that follows gives clues of how to put the Beatitudes 

into practice.  Brian MacArthur, former associate editor of the London Times, made this 

observation: “When his disciples came to him on a mountain, Jesus of Nazareth Christ delivered 

the most famous and enduring speech in Christendom.  Nearly 2,000 years later, the moral 

code contained in the Sermon on the Mount remains the foundation of Western morality.” 10   

A study of the life and teachings of Jesus Christ shows that these blessed qualities are 

actually a description of his own perfect ways and character.  All his teachings, miracles, acts of 

compassion, and parables can be categorized under one of his Beatitudes (see Appendix 2).  

Jesus urged his followers to embrace his ways, for this enabled them to love one another—the 

one distinguishing characteristic of a true disciple.11  If they embraced his teaching, he gave 

them the assurance that, regardless of whether he walked with them on the earth or resided in 

heaven, they would be able to spiritually “abide” in him.  This would allow them to feel the 

resonance of his love and joy as he experienced it from God: “Abide in me, and I in you. . . . If 
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ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love; even as I have kept my Father's 

commandments, and abide in his love.  These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy might 

remain in you, and that your joy might be full.”12  Those who took Christ’s advice and embraced 

his ways insist that such a state of joy and peace exists, because they experience it—even in 

times of trouble, and sometimes on a daily basis.13 One woman wrote: 

“The nightmare began when we received a call that our gentle, compassionate daughter 
and her husband had been hit by a drunk driver and her two children were being life-
flighted to a children’s hospital near our home.  ‘How can this be happening to us?’ we 
wondered in disbelief as the helicopter landed and our two unconscious grandsons were 
whisked past us.  As the youngest died in our daughter’s arms, and his brother lay 
writhing in pain in a body cast, the horror and grief we experienced were beyond 
anything I had ever imagined.  Feeling like I would explode with grief, I wanted to open 
the doors and scream out all the pain we were suffering; but afraid of alarming those 
around me, I kept silent and poured out my heart to God.  Within a few hours, a 
comforting peace settled upon us and we sensed, as we never had before, the very 
tangible presence of God.  It was a real and tangible power of love, compassion and 
comfort.  It was so real that all of us, even our teenaged children, noticed and 
commented on it.  The presence stayed with us for a full three weeks, and then gradually 
departed as we learned to handle the grief on our own.  At times, the grief still comes 
back unexpectedly in waves; but when it becomes too painful, I cry to God in prayer, and 
he lifts the burden, takes the grief away, and replaces it with a comforting peace.”14 

 
A Christian Perspective of Jesus Christ 

To give perspective to this claim of peace and joy, a brief citing of the Christian view of 

the historical Jesus is useful.  Christian tradition holds that Jesus Christ was born of a mortal 

woman—thus allowing him to suffer all the ills of mortality and be tempted like others—but not 

of a mortal man.15  Instead, a righteous virgin by the name of Mary was overshadowed by the 

Holy Spirit, who deposited within her womb the necessary godly matter to conceive a child, 

making Christ the “only begotten son of God the Father.”16  From his mother Christ inherited the 

ability to suffer and die.17  From God, his father, he inherited the ability to hold onto life until he 

had suffered fully for the sins of all mankind.  After his crucifixion and death, his divine heritage 

enabled Christ to reclaim his lifeless body and transform it into a tangible, yet immortal state, 

filled with the power and glory of God.18 

Yet, for Jesus Christ, life did not begin at birth.  Before birth, he existed as a powerful, 

radiant being of light and spirit in the presence of God, the Father.19  Through the innate energy 

of his being and under the direction and authority of God, Jesus Christ created the earth and its 

surrounding heavens. 20 Directing the earth’s development to its current form, he established a 

beginning for the age of man; and with the Father, He created people, male and female, in the 

image and likeness of God.21  While in both his spiritual and earthly states, Jesus Christ became 

“one” with God through an infusion of God’s glory—a tangible presence that emanates from 
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God—into his soul. 22  He invited all who believed in him to participate in this oneness, praying, 

“That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in 

us: that the world may believe that thou hast sent me.  And the glory which thou gavest me I 

have given them; that they may be one, even as we are one.”23 

Jesus Christ’s mission on earth was three fold: First, Christ was sent by God to suffer 

and die to atone or pay for the sins of all mankind in order to satisfy the demands of the eternal 

law of justice, which decreed that those who willfully disobey God must suffer to pay a penalty 

for sin.24  His atonement, or payment for sin, allowed God to be both perfectly just and yet 

mercifully forgive sins of those who would believe in Christ’s sacrifice and repent.25  The 

atonement for sin also allowed Jesus Christ to cleanse people of sin, rendering them spotless 

before God.26   

Second, Christ had the power and responsibility to conquer Satan, with his bastions of 

evil, and take from his grasp the keys of death and hell,27 thus eventually ushering in a universal 

resurrection,28 and a glorious redemption for those who received Christ as their Savior.29  The 

full exercise of this power will not take place until after Christ’s second coming, when the 

resurrection will begin and a millennial period of peace will ensue.30  

Third, Christ was to teach humankind, by his doctrine and perfect example,31 how to live 

and love others so that, by choosing to follow him and through his enabling grace, they could 

become “one” with God, receive an infusion of his glory, and enter God’s presence,32 which 

privilege carries with it a fullness of eternal joy.33 

 
Jesus Christ’s Example 

A brief review of Christ’s life and teachings shows he lived true to the blessed ways he 

described in the Beatitudes:  Jesus Christ believed and obeyed the words of God, his father.  

He declared that all his teachings came from this Source: “I do nothing of myself; but as my 

Father hath taught me, I speak these things.” “The Son can do nothing of himself, but what he 

seeth the Father do.” 34 Jesus not only taught, but also obeyed, all the words of God, an 

essential component of faith: “The Father hath not left me alone; for I do always those things 

that please him.”35 Jesus Christ also believed in the plan of salvation the Father planned “from 

the foundation of the world,” in which Christ was to come to earth, live a perfect life, and as a 

“lamb without blemish” suffer and die as a sacrifice for the sins of the world.36 He testified of this 

mission, “For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever 

believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the 

world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be saved.”37  He encouraged 
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others to likewise believe so that they might enjoy the blessings of this gift: “Ye believe in God, 

believe also in me.”38 

Jesus was poor in spirit or deeply humble and viewed all persons as equals.  When a 

rich young man came to Christ and remarked on his goodness, Christ humbly reminded him: 

“Why callest thou me good?  There is none good but one, that is, God.”39  Teaching the 

appropriate role of leaders, he explained, “Whosoever will be great among you, let him be your 

minister; And whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant: Even as the Son of 

man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many.”40  

Showing the value and dignity of all people, “He riseth from supper, and laid aside his garments; 

and took a towel, and girded himself  . . . and began to wash the disciples' feet”—a job usually 

delegated to the lowliest servant.41  Jesus chastised those who loved the honors of men, made 

a conspicuous display of wealth, or coveted the perks of power, saying, “Whosoever shall exalt 

himself shall be abased; and he that shall humble himself shall be exalted.”42 “Take heed that ye 

do not your alms before men, to be seen of them: otherwise ye have no reward of your Father 

which is in heaven.”43  He condemned those who thought themselves superior or favored the 

rich over the poor.44  He invited the poor, the publicans and the sinners to his home for dinner, 

and encouraged all to do the same.45 

      As an essential part of change and repentance, Jesus urged his followers to mourn, or feel 

godly sorrow, for their sins.46 Though he was sinless, Jesus Christ also mourned as he suffered 

for humanity’s sins.  Looking toward his coming sacrifice, he declared, “With desire I have 

desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer.”47 His mourning began in the garden of 

Gethsemane, where “in an agony he prayed more earnestly: and his sweat was… like great 

drops of blood.” 48  There, an angel appeared to strengthen him.  His mourning continued 

through his scourging49 and crucifixion, and culminated only at his death on the cross:  “When 

he had scourged Jesus, he delivered him to be crucified.”50 “Father, into thy hands I commend 

my spirit: and . . . he gave up the ghost.”51 

Jesus Christ was meek, meaning he was totally submissive to God’s will.  He set the 

perfect example by declaring, “I seek not mine own will, but the will of the Father which hath 

sent me.”52  “My meat is to do the will of Him who sent me and finish His work.”53 “Not my will 

but thine be done.”54  He was likewise obedient to the righteous requests of those God placed in 

authority over him, namely, Mary, his mother, and Joseph, his step-father.  After discovering him 
missing during a family trip to Jerusalem, Mary and Joseph found him in the temple teaching the 

elders.  They requested he immediately desist and return with them, and “Jesus went down and 
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was subject unto them.”55  Meekness was one of the few personal traits he called attention to in 

himself, declaring humbly, “Learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart.”56 

Jesus hungered and thirsted after righteousness, evidenced by his familiarity with the 

scriptures,57 and daily taking time to commune with God in prayer: “Rising up a great while 

before day, he went out, and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed.”58 “He went up 

into a mountain apart to pray.”59  Before beginning his official ministry he spent time in the 

wilderness communing with God in fasting and prayer for forty days and forty nights.”60 

Jesus was merciful, exemplifying all the qualities of this multi-faceted character gem.  

“When he saw the multitudes, he was moved with compassion.”61 He noticed the needs of the 

widow of Nain and healed her son;62 took time to teach the woman who became healed as she 

touched his robe;63 and fed the 5000 when they tarried late to hear him preach.64  He refused to 

criticize the woman taken in adultery, but gently admonished, “Neither do I condemn you.  Go 

and sin no more.”65  He willingly forgave those who harmed him, saying, “Father, forgive them; 

for they know not what they do.”66  He urged us to likewise be merciful: “Love one another as I 

have loved you.”67 “As ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise.”68  

“Why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest not the beam that is in 

thine own eye?”69 “Give alms of such as ye have.”70  In the end, he explained, being merciful 

would be in our own best interest: “Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn not, and ye 

shall not be condemned.”71  “If ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also 

forgive you: But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your 

trespasses.”72  “Give, and it shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken 

together, and running over, shall men give into your bosom.  For with the same measure that ye 

mete withal it shall be measured to you again.”73 Jesus explained that when we are merciful 

unto one of the least of our brothers or sisters, we are actually offering the kindness to God, for 

God sees and feels peoples’ pain and needs.  Jesus declared that in the end, only the merciful 

would be allowed to live in the presence of God, for only they would be like him.74 

Jesus was pure of heart—meaning that he was totally honest, and had great respect, 

even reverence, for the power of procreation.75  This innate purity of soul was part of Christ’s 

divine character even before he set foot on the earth.  In describing him, the psalmist, and later 

the apostle Paul, declared of Christ: “Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity; 

therefore God, even thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows.”76 

His teachings on moral purity to the rich young man included the commandments: “Thou shalt 

not commit adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness.”77  He explained 

that impure thoughts and actions defiled a person’s soul:  “Out of the heart proceed evil 
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thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies: These are the 

things which defile a man.”78  There were no double standards of morality for Jesus,79 and he 

required his disciples to have clean thoughts as well as actions: “Whosoever looketh on a 

woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart.”80   

Jesus was a peacemaker, manifest by his patience and long-suffering in teaching his 

disciples who refused to understand his coming sacrifice for sin, as well as his long-suffering 

with those who tormented and reviled him. When Jesus and his apostles arrived in a Samaritan 

village at night, seeking lodging, they were turned away because they were headed to a rival 

city, Jerusalem.  Angered, the apostles sought permission to call down fire from heaven for the 

disrespect afforded the Son of God.  But Jesus patiently “turned, and rebuked them, and said, 

Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of.  For the Son of man is not come to destroy men's 

lives, but to save them.  And they went to another village.”81  Of his patience the apostle Peter 

testified, “Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example, that ye should follow his steps:  

Who did no sin, neither was guile found in his mouth:  Who, when he was reviled, reviled not 

again; when he suffered, he threatened not; but committed himself to him that judgeth 

righteously.”82  Jesus admonished his followers to likewise be peacemakers: “Whosoever shall 

smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.”83 “Love your enemies, bless them that 

curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and 

persecute you;  That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven.”84 

Jesus was constantly persecuted, yet he remained faithful to his divine mission, and 

never persecuted others.  Matthew gives us a glimpse of what he endured:  “When they had 

platted a crown of thorns, they put it upon his head, and a reed in his right hand: and they 

bowed the knee before him, and mocked him, saying, Hail, King of the Jews! And they spit upon 

him, and took the reed, and smote him on the head.  And after that they had mocked him, they 

took the robe off from him . . . and led him away to crucify him.”85 While Jesus took steps to 

protect himself from harm until it was time to offer up his life,86 he accepted persecution willingly, 

explaining that those who did it “loved darkness rather than light because their deeds were 

evil.”87  On the night of the Passover, when Peter tried to prevent him being taken and 

imprisoned, Jesus explained, “Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to my Father, and he shall 

presently give me more than twelve legions of angels?  But how then shall the scriptures be 

fulfilled?”88 In addition, although Jesus Christ called people to repentance, he never persecuted 

them.89 When his disciples saw a person not readily affiliated with them doing good in Christ’s 

name, they complained, “Master, we saw one casting out devils in thy name, and he followeth 

not us: and we forbad him, because he followeth not us.  But Jesus said, Forbid him not: for 
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there is no man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can lightly speak evil of me. For he 

that is not against us is on our part.”90  In sending his apostles to preach, he instructed them to 

act likewise: “Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: be ye therefore wise as 

serpents, and harmless as doves.”91   

Jesus sought, his whole life, to make a positive difference in the world, and in so doing 

he became the salt of the earth and a light to the world.  Jesus declared of his life’s mission, 

“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the 

poor; he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and 

recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised.”92 His sacrificial offering 

for sin offers hope and salvation to the repentant. In the word of the apostle John, “If we walk in 

the light, as he is in the light . . . the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin. . . . 

If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all 

unrighteousness.”93 Ancient prophets declared: “With his stripes we are healed.”94 His example 

of loving kindness continues to inspire; His teachings, if lived, would bring peace to the earth.  

Jesus himself declared, “I am the light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in 

darkness, but shall have the light of life.”95 

Since the Beatitudes describe Jesus Christ’s ways, if one accepts the assertion that he 

became one with God through an infusion of the Father’s glory,96 then it stands to reason that 

these blessed qualities are also God’s ways.97  This being so, the Beatitudes thus offer the 

world a perfect but simple way for individuals to know, connect with, and become one with God. 

 
The Christ Code: A Blessed and Happy Way To Live 

If one were to accept these assumptions at face value, the Beatitudes become a code—

a Christ Code—that if embraced, would enable one’s soul to resonate on God’s same spiritual 

frequency thus allowing an ordinary person to tap into the divine, joyous energy flow that 

resonates throughout the universe.   Connecting with God’s love and light would fill him or her 

with joy and peace and provide access to enabling grace.98  This becomes significant in light of 

the Newsweek poll in August 2005 that revealed that 79% of Americans view themselves as 

“spiritual” and the majority of them participate in religious activities to find meaning to life and a 

personal relationship with God.99  Christ’s code may be the way to achieve what so many are 

looking for. 

Jesus Christ often taught in code, using symbols and parables so that he did not force 

knowledge on those who were unready or unwilling to learn.100  When his twelve apostles came 

with questions, he taught them privately.101  He instructed his followers to ask, seek, and knock 
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to gain understanding, for this prepared them to live divine truths.102  He promised that all those 

who made the effort would find comfort and extraordinary gifts of knowledge through the Holy 

Spirit, which he referred to as “living water.”103 

Each statement in Christ’s Code is like a multi-faceted gem, with different attitudes or 

facets making up his declaration of a Christian ideal.  Once a blessed ideal is believed and 

embraced with the mind and heart, it later becomes polished through putting the attitude into 

actual practice—a harder chore.  Categorizing Christ’s teachings under his Beatitudes shows 

their multi-faceted nature, and gives direction as to what people feel, say, or do as they 

embrace each blessed way.   

The Code begins gently, with one simply having a desire to know and making a choice 

to believe.  As the apostle Paul counseled, “If ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts.”104 

While one may begin addressing deity as, “God, if there is a God,” once a person adds daily 

scripture study and willing obedience to meditative prayer, faith usually begins to develop. The 

value of the word in nourishing faith can not be underestimated.  Paul directed, “Be ye 

transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, 

and perfect will of God.”105 Christ’s code provides a system of spiritual progression that allows a 

person to know the perfect will of God, as each blessed way builds on the previous one and 

enables a person to embrace the next.  A look at the different facets of each Beatitude shows 

how they progress and build from one blessed state to another. 

 
Those who choose to believe:  

• Readily accept that God has all power and knowledge, that He loves them, and always 
acts in their best interest.106 

• Accept that Jesus Christ suffered and died to pay for their sins; and they believe that he 
was resurrected and lives today at the right hand of God.107 

• Believe that Jesus can forgive sins, change desires, fill a person with joy, and give gifts 
of divine redeeming power, or grace, to those who believe.108 

• Accept that the Holy Spirit loves them and will comfort and teach them.109 
• Believe that God’s words are the only true way to live, and they desire to obey them.110 

 
Once people believe in the goodness and greatness of God, and his infinite knowledge 

and holiness, they begin to recognize their own nothingness without God to give them life and 

Jesus to save them.  They begin to feel humble, or poor in spirit.111   

 
Those who are poor in spirit: 

• Are humble, acknowledging that without God to create them, and Jesus to save them, 
they would be nothing.112 

• Know that everything in the universe really belongs to God, and not to human beings.113 
• Believe that all people are of equal and infinite worth; value and treat all persons as 

equals to themselves.114 
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• Do not boast or brag or do things to attract the praise and honors of men.115 
• Strive to excel and do well to bring glory to God, not to themselves.116 
 
Once people understand God’s holiness and infinite knowledge, and the supreme worth of 

every human being, they begin to feel remorse for having violated God’s laws and harmed 

others or spiritually polluted themselves.  They begin to feel godly sorrow for sin. 

 
Those who mourn for their sins: 

• Recognize that in choosing to sin and go against God’s will, they rebelled against God 
and became carnally-minded.117 

• Pray to feel such deep, godly sorrow for all their sins that they come to hate them—even 
despising the pleasure or benefit their sins brought them.118 

• Repent completely of all sin, decide to embrace Christ’s ways, and pray to be 
strengthened in temptation.119 

• Willingly confess their sins to God and to those they harmed, and ask their 
forgiveness.120 

• Strive to do all they can to make up for any harm they caused.121 
 

Once people feel profound sorrow and repent of sin, they decide they want to always be 

obedient to God’s laws.  They thus progress to become meek, or submissive to the will of God. 

 
Those who are meek, meaning submissively obedient to God: 

• Recognize that in every moral choice they only have two options: the will of God or the 
will of Satan; and they know that choosing God’s will brings freedom.122   

• Trust God enough to submit their will totally to his, and make a promise to obey God’s 
will in all things, as soon it becomes clear to them.123 

• Desire to offer their whole heart and soul to God, so Jesus can change their hearts in a 
spiritual rebirth.124 

• Are willing to walk in Christ’s ways.125 
• Are willing to obey the righteous requests of those God placed over them and the just 

laws of the land, and seek legal means to change the unjust.126 
 

Once people sincerely repent and seek God’s will, they long to be made spiritually clean, 

to know that they are accepted of God, and to become one with his ways.  This longing is often 

expressed as a “hunger” or “thirst.” 

 
Those who hunger and thirst after righteousness:  

• Feel a great desire to be cleansed of sin, filled with the Holy Spirit, and become one with 
God’s ways and will.127 

• Pray fervently for Christ’s atoning grace to cleanse them and change their heart.128 
• Take time every day to study God’s words and ponder key scriptures during the day.129 
• Take time every night and morning to talk with God in meditative prayer and listen for his 

guidance.130 
• Ask God to show them their weak areas and help them become one with God’s ways.131 
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As people come to God with these attitudes of faith, humility, repentant sorrow for sin, 

complete submission to God’s will, and an intense longing to be made clean through Jesus 

Christ, they report feeling a connection with a divine Source of love and joy.  They feel so 

grateful for this joy and change of heart that thereafter they want to follow Jesus and be merciful 

to others.132 

 
Those who are merciful: 

• Seek to become Christ-like by noticing others’ needs, and by being kind, compassionate, 
and helpful whenever possible.133 

• Are unselfish and share with the poor and needy, as they are able.134 
• Never mock, make fun of, or belittle others.135 
• Cease to fault-find, blame, criticize, or speak evil of others; but instead try to build and lift 

others.136 
• Forgive those who offend or harm them, and give up their anger, hurt feelings, and 

grudges to Jesus so that his healing love can enter their hearts and make them whole.137 
 

As they put aside selfishness and grudges, they feel intense love and forgiveness from 
God, which makes them want to remain in a pure state, to enjoy the presence of his spirit. 
 
Those who are pure in heart:   

• Ask God to help them love truth, and make a firm commitment to never lie, steal, cheat, 
defraud, or attempt to deceive others.138 

• Have reverence for the power to create life and desire to be chaste, keeping all sexual 
activities solely for the marriage relationship.139 

• Make a commitment to look at, listen to, and speak only those things that invite the Holy 
Spirit, casting out sinful thoughts that arise and allowing only pure, true thoughts to stay 
in their mind and enter their heart.140 

• Recognize that their body is a temple wherein God’s presence may dwell, and therefore 
choose to dress modestly; and never abuse addicting substances nor use illegal 
drugs.141 

• Keep the Sabbath a holy day of worship so they can have time to connect with God, feel 
his spirit of love and joy, and rejuvenate their commitment to remain pure.142 

 
Once people stop loving the lustful things of the world and become pure in heart, they 

begin to see that contention also pollutes their soul. They desire to be a peacemaker.143 

 
Those who choose to be a peacemaker: 

• Desire to avoid contention and not harm to others; they apologize and seek to make 
amends if ever they do offend.144 

• Seek to understand others’ points of view, respect their right to choose differently, and 
look for their good intentions.145 

• Express their own views in calm, polite, articulate ways, speaking privately with those 
who offend them.146 

• Are patient and slow to anger; are willing to take offenses and not retaliate, return good 
for evil, and pray for their enemies.147 

• Never give the first offense, resist fighting, and avoid danger when it presents itself.  But 
if God directs, they will fight to preserve virtue, life, and liberty, knowing God will help.148 
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Those who become peacemakers recognize that there will be people who, loving darkness 

and hating light, will seek to silence them.  But they love the joy Christ offers more than they 

fear persecution.  

Those who are willing to endure persecution and remain faithful: 
• Stand as a witness for God and Jesus Christ at all times.149 
• Boldly, but respectfully, stand up for what God has revealed is right and true.150 
• Decide that they will endure persecution for God and Christ and remain faithful.151  
• Take their sorrows and wounds to Christ, to be healed through His love and joy.152 
• Determine that they will never, in any way, persecute other people.153 
 

Those who embrace these blessed ways naturally stand out from the crowd and 

sincerely desire to be God’s hands in doing good.  They therefore strive to make a positive 

difference wherever they are and seek to share the joy of Christ they experienced.  They 

thereby become the salt of the earth and a light to the world. 

 
Those who are willing to become the salt of the earth and a light to the world: 

• Strive to be a faithful steward by taking good care of their health, developing talents, 
using time wisely, doing jobs well, taking care of possessions, and nurturing family 
relationships.154 

• They ask God to direct their efforts and they work hard to supply their needs.155 
• Seek to make a positive difference for good in the earth, beginning in their family.156 
• Actively look for ways to share their love and witness of Jesus Christ with others.157 
• Invite others to come unto Christ, the true Light, to be taste of His love and joy.158 
 

Embracing these blessed ways of Jesus Christ allows people to “receive” Jesus as their 

Savior in the fullest sense of the word.  The process begins gently in the mind and heart, by 

simply making a choice to believe, sometimes even on a superficial level.  But those who persist 

in daily scripture reading, prayer, and trying to treat others as Christ would, find they have 

embarked on a great spiritual adventure.  Christians report that once they have fully embraced 

Christ’s ways with their mind and heart, God immediately provides challenging opportunities to 

put his ways into practice in their lives.   

“We were on vacation taking a tour when we received word that my cousin’s apartment 
complex had burned and she lost all her things.  She had lived a very loose life, drinking, 
smoking, and sleeping around, and my first thought was perhaps God was trying to get 
her attention.  It turned out he was trying to get mine.  As we sat in a beautiful old church 
and listened to the guide, my thoughts turned to my cousin and I felt the Holy Spirit 
whisper, “Blessed are the merciful.” “Give and it will be given unto you; good measure, 
pressed down, shaken together, and running over.”  I was immediately convicted of my 
unmerciful attitude and determined that as soon as we returned home I would send her a 
check for $500.  I further promised the Lord that I would put my selfishness behind me 
and take his yoke of mercy upon me.  Leaving the building, the tour director handed out 
apples to tide us over until dinner.  I put mine in my coat pocket, and proceeded to look 
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about the grounds.  As I neared the bus, everyone was carrying apples but me, and 
supposing I had none, the director’s wife handed me another.  As I started to get on the 
bus, I looked at the bus driver and had the very powerful and distinct impression that I 
should give him one of my apples.  But the old selfishness and scarcity mentality got the 
better of me, and I walked on past with my two apples.   As I slunk into my seat, I began 
to immediately justify why I needed two apples, but a voice in my head interrupted with, 
‘You lied. You said you would give up selfishness, and at this first opportunity I provided, 
you failed.  Blessed are the merciful – not the selfish.’  And I began to mourn at my sin 
and asked, ‘How do I get over this, God?’  And he replied, ‘Don’t buy anything personal 
for yourself for six months, except needed disposables, like nylons and lipstick.’  I was 
panicked, for I loved to shop.  ‘What if I need something, Lord?’  He replied, ‘I will 
provide. Trust  me.’  I did, and it worked.  I’m now almost free of selfishness.”159 
 

Most Christians believe that simple belief in Christ’s teachings is inadequate—action is 

also necessary, for living Christ’s ways shows that they really work.  Christ explained, “If ye 

continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth 

shall make you free.”160  As the apostle James put it, “Faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being 

alone... I will show thee my faith by my works.”161  The apostle Paul thus encouraged, “As ye 

have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him: Rooted and built up in him, 

and stablished in the faith.”162   

While they admit to often failing in their first attempts, Christians claim they are not alone 

in their efforts.  If they ask in sincere prayer, they maintain that Jesus offers them gifts of 

enabling grace until his ways become part of who they are.163  Christ’s code thus provides not 

only a way to connect with God, it also is an ambitious personal development plan that 

engenders pro-social behavior and provides myriad personal benefits.   

 

Positive Benefits of Living the Christ Code 
Jesus Christ promised rich blessings in heaven to those who embraced his code.  He 

said they would be “comforted, filled with the Holy Spirit, obtain mercy, be called the children of 

God, inherit the earth, enter the kingdom of heaven, and see God.”  But Christians claim that 

embracing Christ’s blessed ways can actually produce positive results in a person’s life here 

and now.  Following are some of their examples: 

Choosing to believe gives one an awareness of, and connection with, a higher power.164  

Believing in a divine source provides a reason for living a moral life and gives a person purpose 

in life.  As a result, he or she becomes more positive and hopeful.  Those who draw strength 

and comfort from their religion recuperate better after elective heart surgery.165 Choosing to 

believe in possibilities that are not seen develops the brain to be creative.  It helps one imagine 

things that have not yet come to be—to see outside the box—and to help bring about good 
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things that would not otherwise happen.  It may possibly wire the brain for another level of 

awareness that sees beyond the standard five senses. 

Choosing to be humble, or poor in spirit, enables a person to see the greatness and 

grandeur of God and opens the spiritual pores of the soul to receive of God’s light and love.  It 

also gives a person the ability to see the true worth and equal value of every human soul.  As he 

or she abandons the pride that makes one think that those who have more wealth, talent, or 

beauty are superior to others, it frees that person from false social fears.  This increases one’s 

own confidence and self-worth.  It also enlarges his or her ability to feel gratitude to God for 

creation, which are two major components of human happiness.   

Mourning, or feeling profound sorrow from acting outside God’s will and injuring 

themselves or others, gives a person “eyes to see” the true limiting and polluting effects of sin.   

Mourning also increases a person’s ability to change bad habits, because the sin becomes 

distasteful.  Mourning thus enables a person to progress and grow through abandoning harmful 

ways of thinking and acting and replacing them with emotionally healthy ways.  It propels a 

person to apologize and seek to make amends for past wrongs, thus restoring harmed 

relationships to health.  Morning for sin also qualifies a person for forgiveness and cleansing of 

sin, thus lifting the burdens of guilt and replacing them with feelings of comfort and joy. 

Becoming meek or submissive to God’s rule allows one to abandon his or her own weak, 

imperfect and limiting will, and take on God’s perfect, all knowing will.  It enables a person to 

merit God’s trust us.  Being submissive to God’s will, and to those whom he has placed in 

authority over a person, makes a person more willing to take direction, a key requirement of 

successful employment.  It also enables people to become more law abiding, which is 

necessary for social order.  Obedience to just law gives strength to a democracy and protects 

freedom.   

Hunger and thirsting after righteousness entices a person to pray and nourish his or her 

soul on God’s light and love.  It prompts a person to strive for excellence and enables one to 

take on the attributes of Christ.  It also generates the power and intensity within a person to 

effectively call on Christ’s redeeming grace, and to be filled with the joy, comfort, and inspiration 

of the Holy Spirit.  Hungering for righteousness also enables one to see and value the things of 

God, which may help reorient the brain’s pleasure-reward center to truth.   

Developing the quality of mercy allows a person to discard his or her inordinate ego and 

notice the humanness and needs of other people. It enables a person to become more altruistic 

and concerned for others, and keeps one from becoming stingy or operating on a scarcity 

mentality.  Becoming merciful helps people see their own role in relationship problems, and 
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helps them stop blaming and start thinking of solutions.  Since the merciful stop fault-finding, 

they are more pleasant and better liked.  The merciful person thus has more of his or her own 

emotional needs met and develops better relationships. Becoming merciful also allows a person 

to forgive and forget offenses, leaving vengeance to God and the justice system.  This frees him 

or her from carrying around the wounds of anger so the past offense doesn’t continue to harm.  

Becoming merciful qualifies one to receive mercy in return and allows one’s soul to heal.166   

Deciding to become pure of heart opens a person’s mind to value truth.  It develops 

one’s ability to be completely honest, even in difficult circumstances.   As one chooses to be 

totally honest, he or she garners the admiration and respect of others.  This leads to confidence 

and self-respect.  In addition, the pure in heart never feel the guilt of lying and nor the stress of 

covering up truth.   

The pure in heart also practice chastity before marriage and complete fidelity afterwards.  

One of the greatest gifts God offers a man and woman is to participate in the creation of life.  He 

decreed that the intense sexual pleasure that accompanies this gift is to be reserved strictly for 

marriage.167  Dr. Daniel Amen, a psychiatrist and neuroscientist, notes that because the brain is 

hard-wired to bond with those who caress and sexually stimulate us, reserving sexual 

stimulation solely for the marriage relationship allows a person to better bond with his or her 

spouse, providing deeply satisfying, intimate relationships.168  Dr. Dean Ornish, a heart 

specialist writing on the healing power of intimacy, wrote that “being in a committed, 

monogamous relationship has given me more joy and freedom than ever.”169  Being faithful to 

one’s spouse also helps preserve the sanctity of the home, provides for more emotionally stable 

children, and protects oneself and society from sexually transmitted diseases.  Because the 

pure in heart know their body is a temple for the Holy Spirit, they avoid addicting material and 

consequently don’t have to worry about substance abuse problems.  The pure in heart thus 

have increased access to the Holy Spirit and a superior sense of joy and satisfaction. 

Developing the qualities of a peacemaker offers positive health benefits as it helps a 

person to feel less stressed, become angry less often, and develop more loving relationships.170  

It also helps a person be more positive and pleasant.  As one learns to notice and respond to 

others’ good intentions, it increases communication and relationship skills.  Learning to disagree 

without becoming disagreeable brings satisfaction and inner peace.  The resulting peaceful 

relationships at home and at work vastly increase a person’s level of contentment.   

Life will never be easy, and one will often have to defend his or her beliefs.  Developing 

the quality of courage to stand strong in the face of persecution creates confidence and a 

feeling of power.  It also conjures more respect from others.  Refusing to persecute another 
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human being for his or her beliefs is an unspoken, but understood facet of this quality.  This 

makes one a friend to all and a coward to none.  

Endeavoring to become the salt of the earth by becoming a faithful steward and learning 

to manage one’s time, money, opportunities and possessions so as to make a positive 

difference in the earth, beginning with family, increases a person’s capacities and self-esteem.  

Working hard and developing these talents and skills will produce success in almost every noble 

endeavor.  Becoming a light, by setting a good example so that others can be drawn to a better 

life, produces great joy and satisfaction.   

Observed in this way, Christ’s code begins to have greater appeal as a happy and useful 

way to live.  There are practical ways to wire Christ’s code within the neurons of our brain.  One 

does this by choosing to read Christ’s words, deciding that it is in his or her best interest to 

believe them, and making a commitment to wholeheartedly live them.  Next, one needs to 

create a written plan to incorporate each facet into his or her life.  To be effective, the plan 

needs to anticipate challenges and offer short-term rewards for small successes.  It also needs 

to involve as many senses as possible, including music, poetry, active visualization, and 

physically role-playing Christ’s ways in potentially difficult circumstances. 

Understanding and creatively using the five steps of change described by psychologists 

Carlo DiClemente, PhD, and James O. Prochaska, PhD allows a person or family to more easily 

embrace Christ’s code.  These stages include: 

1- Pre-contemplation, where a person clueless, or denying there is a need to change. 
2- Contemplation, where a person is thinking about changing, and responds to education 
and feedback. 
3- Preparation, where a person is committed to changing and seeking a plan of action. 
4- Action, where a person is actively changing behavior by putting the plan into action 
and receiving social reinforcers, which are very important. 
5- Maintenance, where a person is striving to maintain new behavior; but relapses 
occasionally and recycles back through the stages, often at a deeper level.171 
 
Understanding the benefits of Christ’s ways and the process of change helps committed 

Christians alter their behavior to match Christ’s.  And they claim God himself provides the 

greatest social reinforcers.  Jesus said, “Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear 

my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.”172 

One person wrote: 

“Until I began embracing Jesus’ blessed ways, I had no real concept of what he meant 
when he said he would give us ‘living water.’  Now that I’ve experienced it, I know what it 
means to ‘sup’ on Christ’s living water—it is to have your soul filled with his love and 
light.  There is truly nothing more resplendent nor joyous.  And I never experienced it 
until I began to study and embrace his blessed ways.  I swear it is worth every effort or 
sacrifice I’ve made.”173 
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Most compare becoming Christ-like to an un-layering process: A person embraces a 

blessed way, repents, comes to God in humble, meditative prayer and feels His spirit of love 

and approval.  Then several days, or even weeks, later God taps him or her on the shoulder and 

says, “Not yet…” as he shows the person another weak area he or she hadn’t noticed before.  

Then the process begins again.174  One person said, “One day I said a sarcastic remark to my 

wife, and then the realization hit me that I cannot do one small, mean thing to another human 

being without harming my own self.”  Another noted, “God always shows me my weak areas in 

some form of public humiliation.  I wish I’d just wise up and start being more Christ-like on my 

own.  It would make life a whole lot less painful.”  Those who wince at these revelations of their 

own need to change do, however, take comfort in God’s declaration, “As many as I love, I 

rebuke and chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent.”175  One person said, “The nice thing 

about God is that he seems to appreciate my sincere efforts and rewards my approximations.”  

Most also claim that God does not leave those who seek his ways to struggle alone, for he will 

tutor and strengthen them if they humbly pray for grace.176  They also report he forgives sins 

when they make mistakes.  One young woman reported: 

“In college I was a social gadfly and spent more time dating than studying.  One young 
man became particularly attached to me and although I often felt I should stop dating 
him because I had no real interest in him, I ignored the impressions because he was 
persistent and I enjoyed the attention.  He was devastated when we finally broke up, and 
I felt guilty. One night I began to contemplate how I had injured another human being 
and felt full of remorse.  I determined to repent of my self-centered ways, return his gifts 
and offer a better apology.  I was so full of grief I began to weep, and went to the 
bathroom, shut the door, and knelt by the tub to pray.  I confessed my sins to God, 
determined to do right, and prayed fervently for forgiveness.  A scripture I learned as a 
child came to mind: ‘While we were yet sinners Christ died for us, and since we are 
justified by his blood, we will be saved from God’s wrath.’  Almost without knowing why I 
began to pray intensely that the blood of Christ would make me clean.  As soon as I had 
prayed these words, I felt a flood of joy come into my heart.  Only a few moments before 
I had been so full of grief and remorse and suddenly it was replaced with a lilting feeling 
of joy and comfort.  I knew I was forgiven.  I immediately began praying for the young 
man, and felt that the Lord would answer my prayer and heal him as well.  I was so 
surprised. I could hardly believe what had happened to me.  I had prayed for forgiveness 
before, but had never felt anything.  I had no idea that praying with faith in the blood of 
Jesus could produce such a miracle.”177 
 
Why make the effort to embrace Christ’s code?  Devoted Christians believe that the 

need for conformity to God’s ways in necessary for their souls to resonate on his same spiritual 

frequency and connect with his light and love.  If they willfully choose to sin, they become like a 

foreign body to God, and he can’t dwell in them.  They say this is clearly spelled out in the 

gospel: “He that saith, I know him, and keepeth not his commandments, is a liar, and the truth is 
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not in him.  But whoso keepeth his word, in him verily is the love of God perfected: hereby know 

we that we are in him. . . . Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world.  If any 

man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him.”178  “Be ye doers of the word, and not 

hearers only, deceiving your own selves.”179  They maintain that the benefit is worth the effort, 

because they not only feel loved and valued by a divine, trusted being of light,180 they learn 

things from God that they could not otherwise learn.  One lady wrote: 

“My day was really hectic because I was leaving work early to see my son’s last high 
school wrestling match.  I had missed most of his tournaments because they were held 
in the afternoon and he was really counting on me coming.  I was about to leave when I 
saw a notice saying today was the last day to mail over-seas packages to arrive in time 
for Christmas.  My older son was stationed in Europe and I wanted very much for him to 
receive the Christmas package I had prepared for him.  I raced home, taped up and 
addressed the package and headed for the post office.  Then I noticed the time.  If I went 
by the post office (which was in the opposite direction of the high school) I would miss 
my son’s time on the mat, for he was a little guy and always wrestled among the first.  If I 
didn’t go to the post office, it would close and my other son would have nothing for 
Christmas.  As I neared the “T” in the road that would take me in one direction or 
another, I prayed, ‘Lord, what should I do?’  And I heard a voice speak clearly to my 
mind that said, ‘Go to the post office.  You will still be able to see your son wrestle.’  
Surprised, but trusting God’s voice, I turned left, mailed my package, and then hurried 
across town in heavy traffic. I entered the gym forty-five minutes late, just in time to see 
my son walk onto the mat for his match. I was amazed. He won his match, and on the 
ride home explained that the whole tournament had been delayed because of technical 
difficulties. There was no way I could have known that on my own.”181 
 
Another person wrote of learning divine knowledge on a less practical, but potentially far 

reaching matter:  
“I was in the shower one day and as I reached for the soap I noticed my hand and began 
to marvel at how truly extraordinary it had been created. Then I thought on the incredible 
qualities of the human skin that could self-heal cuts, keep out dirt and yet let in 
chemicals like my estrogen patch.  This led to other musings: on the remarkable ability 
of the eye to catch beams of light and send signals to the brain, allowing us to see color 
and shape.  And then I began to think of death, and how my body would eventually all 
decay into dust, and wondered why such an awesome creation should go to naught.  I 
began to wonder if it were possible that such a thing as a resurrection, as Jesus 
promised, would really one day take place.  Still musing on these ideas, I got out, put on 
my robe and started down the hall.  Then all at once, between one step and the next, I 
suddenly knew that one day my body would be resurrected and I would have it again, 
only in a perfect, immortal state.  I didn’t suppose it or conclude it… it was just given to 
me to KNOW.  From an outside source—through and through me—I just knew.”182 
 

In addition to feeling God’s love, reaping social benefits, and learning things from God, 

there appears to be another benefit.  As they make an effort to change not only their thoughts 

and feelings, but also their actions, those who embrace Christ’s code actually rewire their brains 

in the process, affecting who they become.   
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Christ’s Code and Positive Brain Wiring 

Christian assertions aside, Christ’s claim that he is “the way, the truth, and the life”183 

takes on a new, interesting twist in the light of recent brain research.  Often called the “last 

frontier of science,” brain researchers are just beginning to understand the intricacies of the 

human brain.  The brain regulates much of our happiness and future behavior through a 

complex pleasure-reward system.  Through the medium of neural plasticity, humans can 

actually reformat some of the physical structure of their brain by what they choose to think, see, 

hear, say and do, especially before the age of twenty-five.  In the words of Dr. Jay Giedd, Chief 

of Brain Imaging, National Institute of Health, “Teens, through their choices and actions, have 

the power to direct the development of their own brains.”184   

This occurs through a process of neural development.  The brain is made up of more 

than 100 billion nerve cells called neurons, which look somewhat like a gangling tree.  In simple 

terms, the “branches” contain receptors that receive chemical messages from other neurons.  

The top of the “trunk” generates and houses an electrical power supply.  Like a telephone line, 

the length of the trunk carries electrical charges, called action potentials, from the power supply 

to the “roots.’  At the end of each root is a tiny sack filled with different chemicals called 

neurotransmitters.  Every thought, emotion, and action happens as a result of neurons sending 

electrical and chemical messages to each other.  However, unlike a telephone line, neurons do 

not touch.  There is a tiny gap between each neuron called the synapse.  When the branches 

receive a message from another neuron, they forward it to the power supply at top of the trunk.  

An electrical charge is sent down the trunk to the roots. The roots excrete a supply of 

neurotransmitter, which floods across the synapse and is picked up by the neighboring 

receptors.  A neural connection is then made.  This whole process takes place in nanoseconds.   

If a thought is emphasized, the nucleus of the neuron synthesizes proteins that turn the fleeting 

thought into an enduring memory.   If a thought or action is repeated often, a larger supply of 

neurotransmitter is sent.  The receiving neuron then creates more branches and receptors to 

receive it.  The neuron begins to look like a very bushy tree and the synaptic gap becomes a 

dominant neural pathway.  By contrast, neglect a neuron for a long period of time, and the brain 

begins to prune off the unused branches. A person can thus direct certain aspects of the 

physical development of his or her brain through repeated thoughts, new learning experiences, 

and actions.185 

Knowing one has a choice in how the brain develops compels one to take a new look at 

the value of embracing Christ’s code for both individuals and society.  Studies on Risk and 
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Protective factors show that adhering to pro-social philosophies, such as those found in Christ’s 

Code, leads to happier, stable families, whose children who are less likely to use drugs or 

participate in anti-social behaviors.186   

Christ’s code appears to work because the human brain is designed to reward positive 

actions—those that are important to the well-being and survival of the species—with feelings of 

pleasure.  That way, a person values and wants to repeat them.  These feelings can range from 

an intense emotional high to a happy sense of satisfaction that comes from doing a job well or 

doing a kind deed.  Humans remember feelings of pleasure from a neuro-transmitter called 

dopamine.  Dopamine sends “feel-good” messages to our brain and body, connecting the 

pleasure-feeling to the activity or thing we enjoyed.  This creates an emotional bonding to the 

ideal we have embraced.187 

The attributes Jesus Christ called blessed do indeed promote personal happiness and 

deep satisfaction.  By contrast, if a person chooses ways that are out of harmony with Christ’s 

code, he or she limits the positive brain wiring that these attributes promote.  Engaging in anti-

social behaviors often causes a person to become less happy, and he or she may feel an 

emotional longing or emptiness.  Christians attribute this to a withdrawal from God’s positive 

energy flow.  Whatever the reason, research shows that Christ’s code is a pro-social philosophy 

that works to create happy people, and it could create stable societies.   

 
Variations of Christ’s Code Found in Success Programs 

Because they work, large portions of Christ’s code can also be found in today’s success-

oriented publications.  A prominent newspaper, the Investor’s Business Daily, “spent years 

analyzing leaders and successful people in all walks of life and found that most have 10 traits 

that, when combined, can turn dreams into reality.” 188 Each day the IBD highlights one trait, 

most of which can be categorized under a facet of Christ’s code of conduct.  Variations of 

Christ’s code are embedded in Alcoholic’s Anonymous 12-Step program.189  Norman Vincent 

Peale discussed them in The Power of Positive Thinking.190  Embracing Christ’s code at even a 

basic level provides one of the most effective methods of character education and development 

available.   

Christ’s code can be broken down into small doable steps and taught even to children.  

Dr. Michele Borba lists seven elements of his code as “essential virtues” in her book, Building 

Moral Intelligence – the Seven Essential Virtues That Teach Kids to Do the Right Thing.191 She 

has developed a rating system to see if students possess these qualities, lists what people do or 

say who have these qualities, and gives ideas and resources to teach them.  Taught on a 
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secular level, Christ’s code also forms a central part of Father Flanagan’s Boys’ Town, a 

successful facility for troubled teens.  Using behavior modification techniques, trained “teaching-

parents” teach, demonstrate, role-play, reinforce and reward these principles as essential 

“Social Skills.” Once incorporated into behavior patterns, most delinquent boys become model 

citizens.192 

 
Christ’s Code Can Also Be Embraced on a Secular Level 

Christ’s code, though uniquely put, is not new.  The foundation for Christ’s teachings can 

be found in the Jewish Old Testament.  While the old law addressed behavior, Christ addressed 

the feelings that led to the behavior, creating change that lasted beyond the moment.193  Most 

major religions also incorporate similar themes.  Mohammad, the founder of Islam, believed that 

Jesus Christ was a great prophet and taught specific elements of Christ’s Code.  He urged his 

followers to believe, be humble, pray often, give alms, use kind words, forgive offenses, be 

modest and pure, seek peace, and do good.194  While Christians believe there is a more 

abundant supply of joy, enabling grace, and forgiveness of sin offered to those who receive 

Christ as their Savior, it appears that all who believe and align their ways with Christ’s code will 

feel more peace and inner joy.  The Beatitudes can thus be embraced on many different levels 

which engender pro-social behavior.  Most aspects of Christ’s Code can even be stated in 

secular terms, so that all can embrace it—a person need not be Christian to do so (see 

Appendix 3).  Hindus could employ Christ’s code to develop good karma, for most solutions to 

the problems of life and human behavior can be solved using one Beatitude or another.195 

Christ’s code would aid Buddhists as they seek to be enlightened through the Four Noble 

Truths, the Five Skandhas, the Six Realms, and the Eightfold Path to spiritual liberation.196 Even 

atheists can choose to embrace Christ’s blessed way as a sensible, happy way to live, 

incorporate his code into their belief systems, and make it part of their lives.  As they do, they 

will also benefit from the positive brain development and happier personal relationships that are 

inherent in Christ’s code. 

 
 

Conclusion: 
When we look at the trouble in the world around us, we realize that it affects us all.  

None of us is free from it—either though personal experience or paying exorbitant taxes to try to 

curtail the effects of wrong choices.  The reality we live with is full of broken homes, heartache, 

crime, illegitimacy, drug abuse, greed, sexual exploitation, rioting, wars, oppression, and turmoil. 
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We need to take another look at what the Prince of Peace came to offer mankind.  Within his 

Sermon on the Mount is offered the solution to all the problems the world faces today.  Without 

it, we are cast adrift on a sea of moral relativity that is neither spiritually nor emotionally 

satisfying.  Worse, it leads to an unraveling of the social fabric of society.   

Jesus Christ, in his Beatitudes, presents an extraordinary code that allows those who 

embrace it to experience a connection with a positive, joyous energy flow that resonates 

throughout the universe.  As they do, it fills them with profound joy and peace.  This encounter 

with the divine changes the way they feel and behave, so they become happier and more pro-

social.  As people choose to think, feel, and then act in ways that are in harmony with Christ’s 

code, it activates the brain’s pleasure-reward system, producing feelings of happiness and 

emotional well-being.  Repeated, those thoughts and actions then become wired within the 

neurons of their brains.  This creates emotionally healthy brain wiring and positive dominant 

pathways, changing who they become.  These neural pathways influence their lives and affect 

how they interact with other people.  They become kinder, happier, and more successful.  

Christ’s code thus promotes emotional stability, personal happiness, success, and pro-social 

behavior.  It seems plausible that if enough people understood, loved and adopted Christ’s 

code, peace and prosperity would come to the earth.   
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Concert Program Proposal 
 
The saxophone is a newcomer to the realm of classical music.  Invented by 
Adolph Sax in 1840 which is both recent for a musical instrument and unusual in 
being invented and not evolved, it has had a shorter time in which to accrue 
repertoire than instruments such as the violin, flute, piano or voice.  As a result, 
saxophonists in the classical tradition have often been at the forefront of finding 
new modes of non-jazz or popular expression, often involving compositions 
using computer generated and pre-recorded music. The medium of combined 
pre-recorded and live sounds is a relatively recent combination.  The first work 
of the kind was Musica su due dimension (for flute, cymbals and tape) by Bruno 
Maderna, composed in the 1952.  Composer Serge Garant was the first Canadian 
composer to compose such a work, in 1954.  This program of recent compositions 
for saxophone and electronic media demonstrates the use of the saxophone in 
very different compositions but using the same instruments and technology.  The 
illusion of improvisation is at times evoked in the interaction of the saxophone 
with the recorded sounds though the musical score is strictly notated.  As well, 
this genre of composition is notable for the varied combinations of timbre, 
layered sounds, texture and tempi that an acoustic instrument achieves in 
combination with recorded sounds.  The varied programmatic intent achieved 
through the use of minimalism, elaboration of a canon, recorded natural sounds 
and altered recorded sounds is of interest to composers and performers as it can 
make reference to many styles and mercurial combinations of sounds not 
possible with just acoustic instruments. 
 
Night Bird (1996)      Karen Tanaka (1961) 
for alto saxophone and pre-recorded sound 
 
…que la terre s’ouvre… (2000)   Laurie Radford (1958) 
for soprano saxophone and electrocoustic accompaniment 
 
New York Counterpoint (1986/1995)  Steve Reich (1936) arranged by 
Susan Fancher 
for soprano saxophone and pre-recorded saxophone choir 
 



Resound (2005)     David Eagle (1956) 
For alto saxophone and electrocoustic accompaniment 
*World Premier Performance of this version by the composer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jeremy S. Brown is Professor and Head of the Music Department at the 
University of Calgary where he is teaches saxophone and conducting.  In 1999 he 
was awarded the University of Calgary Student’s Union “Teaching Excellence 
Award.”  He earned the Doctor of Musical Arts degree from The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio where he studied principally with James Hill, 
Christopher Weait and Craig Kirchhoff in saxophone and conducting. 

Dr. Brown has published numerous articles in the Instrumentalist, Journal of 
Band Research, Journal of the World Association of Symphonic Bands and 
Ensembles, Saxophone Symposium, Canadian Band Journal and Canadian 
Winds.  He is a contributing editor to Canadian Winds.  He performed at the 
1997 World Saxophone Congress in Valencia, Spain in the European premier of 
works by composers Kelly-Marie Murphy and Allan Gordon Bell.  At the 2000 
World Saxophone Congress in Montreal he premiered works by David Eagle and 
Tim Brady with pianist Jennifer Snow.  Altogether, he has commissioned more 
than twenty new works for saxophone by Canadian composers.  He has also 
been artist-in-residence at the Banff Centre.  Artistic Director Isobel Rolston calls 
him “A distinguished teacher and performer.” 

He has recorded for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation as a solo 
saxophonist numerous times and premiered Fallibility, Logic and the Return of 
Wonder by Kelly-Marie Murphy with the Calgary Philharmonic in 2002 and 
again in the United States premier of the work at the 2003 World Saxophone 
Congress in Minneapolis. His recordings in recital and on record have been 
played many times across Canada.  His new CD recording, In the Company of my 
Soul, with pianist Charles Foreman, has been recently released to great acclaim. 

He is the featured soloist on the compact disc recording Scaramouche with the 
Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra.  His performances have met with considerable 
critical acclaim:   



“Calgary Herald: “ …afforded Brown the opportunity to tease a wide variety of 
tone colors from his instrument and to shape the expressive phrases with 
delicacy and poise.”  (November 10, 2002) 

 
American Record Guide:  “Saxophone soloist Jeremy Brown’s creamy 
smoothness, graceful elegance, and singing tone are ideally suited to 
Milhaud’s Scaramouche.  Maestro Graf offers such a jazzy and spirited 
orchestral backdrop that for once I did not miss the original two-piano 
scoring”.  (December 2002) 
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abstract 

 
 
 
 
Abortion clinics have been politically and spatially polarized in our 

culture for many decades. Depending on where in the country one is 

located, the issue has been and still is surrounded by much controversy 

- a topic bringing with it much debate, anger, and protest. Is this 

place spatially specific? How does one understand this place, both in 

terms of its relationship to society and society’s relationship to it?  

 

This project seeks to understand what is architecture’s relationship 

with abortion clinics, how is this space defined in and outside of a 

clinic, and whether it is institutionally specific? How does the 

psychological and sociological issues affect the architectural issues? 

And because this space is so politicized within our culture, how is an 

identity constructed that does not make problematic both the woman who 

comes to the clinic and those who work there. Is this possible? And 

ultimately questioning what architecture’s responsibility in all of 

this is. 

 

The first phase of the project has been spent researching the history 

of abortion and many rulings that have resulted. The next phase will be 

spent visiting and documenting various abortion clinics in the United 

States. Through oral histories, archival research, review of public 

records, photography, and drawing I will compare clinics that have 

received significant attention - be it through protest or the media - 

versus those that have not, and those that have an urban presence 

versus those that reside in smaller towns – a few examples of the mode 

of inquiry the proposal will use.  

 

This comparison has the potential to reveal differences/commonalities 

in the various social, political, and ethnic geographies of our 

country. The results of my study will be disseminated through a 

traveling exhibition and via publications such as peer-reviewed 

articles and a monograph compilation. 
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  TWENTIETH CENTURY WELL-TEMPERED CLAVIER 
  24 Preludes and Fugues, Opus 87, of Dmitry Shostakovich 

 
 
Abstract 

 
 In 1950-51, inspired by his visit to Leipzig, Germany (the host city for the Bach 

Festival in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of his death), Dmitry Shostakovich 

composed his collection of 24 Preludes and Fugues, opus 87, for piano.  This work, 

though originally intended to be strictly an exercise in polyphonic writing, turned out to 

be as significant as Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier. 

 In this paper, consisting of two parts, I will examine how the collection came to 

be. The Preludes and Fugues will, to some extent, be compared to Bach’s WTC, since it 

served as the model for opus 87. 

  In Part One I will discuss Shostakovich’s fugal procedure. Included in this are his 

principals of writing which encompass the tonal plans of fugues, relationships between 

the preludes and fugues, the specifics of his tonal and modal language, his use of 

contrapuntal devices, and the composer’s monogram embedded into most mini-cycles (a 

mini cycle is a pair of a prelude and a fugue). 

 Part Two will concentrate on performance aspects of this work. Attention will be 

given to tempo markings, pedal, and spacing issues.  The history of how the collection 

was received will be discussed along with different approaches of various pianists. An 

analysis of one mini-cycle will be provided which will be geared towards performance of 

this work.  The paper will also include a survey of other 24 Preludes and Fugues written 

since opus 87 by various composers. 
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Perambulations with the Men of No Popery: Traces of Orange Order Rites in the 
Art of Francis Bacon 

 Lynn Brunet 
 

 
 

This paper will address the work of the British artist Francis Bacon (1909-1992) 
in terms of its use of ritualistic imagery. As many critics of Bacon’s work have noted, the 
artist was never able to give a satisfactory explanation for his emphasis on religious 
themes, professing instead a staunch atheism. This disparity between the artist’s atheism 
and the presence of religious and ritualistic themes in his paintings has remained one of 
the more intriguing aspects of the artist’s work. Bacon’s biographers have all noted the 
harsh experiences of his youth as well as the unsettling times of Irish unrest and the role 
of war in his early years and have interpreted many of his images as a response to these 
experiences. This paper will suggest that there is another layer of experience revealed in 
his work that can explain the contradiction at the heart of his practice. It will demonstrate 
that embedded in the work are references to the beliefs and practices of the fraternal 
Order of Orangemen, otherwise known as ‘Men of No Popery’. It will argue that the 
ritualistic imagery within his paintings suggests an early indoctrination process that ties 
him indelibly to historical and religious concerns and to ancient warrior values. It will 
suggest that Bacon absorbed these practices in childhood through an initiatory process 
known in contemporary parlance as ritual abuse. As Bacon himself stated: “I think artists 
stay much closer to their childhood than other people … they remain far more constant to 
those early sensations.”1 Given the nature of these initiatory processes it is highly 
unlikely that he would have consciously remembered the experiences, but their 
subconscious presence, as the following discussion will suggest, would have indelibly 
permeated his work. 

Anthropologists have long convinced us that cruel initiations of the young during 
puberty rites are common practice within many exotic or archaic cultures but Western 
society on the whole finds it difficult to countenance the possibility that it, too, conducts 
initiations on its own young in equally torturous and terrifying ways. The debates 
surrounding ritual abuse that appeared in the 1980s have largely subsided in recent times 
but this is due more to a general sense of disbelief rather than any collective 
acknowledgement of the practice’s existence. Amongst the sector that does acknowledge 
it one generally accepted definition of ritual abuse is that it is: 
 

abuse that occurs in a context linked to some symbols or group activity 
that have a religious, magical or supernatural connotation, and where the 
invocation of these symbols or activities, repeated over time, is used to 
frighten or intimidate the children.2  
 

Recent research into the history and sociology of the practice in the West suggests 
that it appears to have been handed down amongst religious cults, secret societies and 
fraternal groups over centuries and to be connected with Gnostic practices and the 
Scottish and Irish Druidic traditions that spread across the western world through 
migration.3 As a number of authors suggest there are many similarities between accounts 



of ritual practices amongst children that imply a common thread of initiatory practices 
across western cultures.4 The following discussion will suggest that this theme may, in 
fact, appear in the work of some of our most important artists and that by incorporating a 
knowledge of hidden ritual practices into the analysis of some of our most significant 
artistic texts they may become more transparent.  
 
 
 

Francis Bacon was born in Dublin in 1909 to Protestant parents and his early 
years were spent in the context of the Irish Civil War. As the various biographical studies 
have suggested his father, grandfather and great-grandfather were all military men and 
members of the English gentry resident in the prosperous rural districts around Dublin.5 
Bacon describes his family as the enemy of the Sinn Fein.6 As English Protestants and 
members of the British army in Ireland it is highly likely that this description implied 
affiliation with the Orange Order as many gentry of the period saw it as an expression of 
their attachment to British values.7 Membership records for the Order in southern Ireland 
in the early twentieth century have, however, been largely lost or destroyed.8 As the 
following discussion will suggest elements of Orange rites and rituals appear in Bacon’s 
work confirming this interpretation of his description. 

Secret societies have been highly influential in Ireland and most have been 
established in response to battles and skirmishes.9 The Orange Institution was established 
in 1795 after a battle near Loughall.10 It derives its name from the Protestant Prince 
William of Orange and commemorates the earlier the Battle of the Boyne in 1690 and 
William’s deposition of the Catholic James II from the throne.11 The Order began 
amongst the labouring and poor working class Protestants but soon gained the support of 
the gentry and members of the British military.12 After the Home Rule Bill of 1886 the 
gentry, clergy and the business and professional classes became more heavily involved. 
Then, according to the members, it became a completely respectable and exceedingly 
powerful religious political organization.13 By the turn of the twentieth century the 
Protestant Ascendancy had ruled for 250 years. The Protestants held most of the land 
around Dublin and in the homes of the gentry, such as Francis Bacon’s family, Roman 
Catholics acted as servants in upper class Protestant households.14  

The Orange Institution borrowed many of its symbols, rites and practices from 
Freemasonry but its prime purpose was the suppression of Catholicism and the 
maintenance of Protestant ascendancy.15 Many of the attributes of Orangeism permeate 
Bacon’s imagery, although he appears to have been unconscious of their relationship to 
his work. The artist’s favourite colour was orange and he used it as a background colour 
in many images, although he says, “I couldn’t explain in any satisfactory way the reasons 
why I find it such a beautiful colour.”16 Among the works that represent religious or 
ritualistic themes are many with stark orange backgrounds such as the triptych that 
launched his artistic reputation, Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion 
1944. In a portrait study Sphinx – Portrait of Muriel Belcher 1979 the subject is 
represented as a sphinx and is set on an orange background with a long magenta rectangle 
behind her. Bacon had admitted to being fascinated by ancient Egyptian art and had 
visited Cairo briefly in 1950, but it is relevant to this discussion that the Grand Royal 
Arch Room for a current Royal Arch Chapter in Ireland is furnished on an Egyptian 



theme. The room includes replicas of two sphinxes, one on either side of a tall 
rectangular scarlet covered throne and attendant chairs. The walls of the room are painted 
orange.17  

Orangemen are distinguished by their dress, which they proudly wear during the 
12th July marches that commemorate William’s victory at the Battle of the Boyne. This 
includes a dark business suit, bowler hat, black umbrella and an orange sash. Anonymous 
men in dark business suits are scattered throughout Bacon’s paintings such as in Study for 
Portrait 1953, Three Studies of the Human Head 1953 and Two Seated Figures 1979. A 
male figure in a black coat whose head is partially hidden under a black umbrella is the 
central figure in Painting 1946 and in a second version done in 1971 the figure has a 
bowler hat on his lap. As the artist says: “I hope to be able to do figures arising out of 
their own flesh with their bowler hats and their umbrellas and make them figures as 
poignant as a crucifixion.”18 

The Orange Order contains a number of degrees, the original Orange degree and 
the Purple Marksman, Royal Arch Purple, Scarlet, Black, and so on, that developed over 
time.19 The first meeting of the Grand Royal Arch Purple Chapter of Ireland was in 
1911.20 In Royal Arch rites the initiatory space is set up to resemble the tabernacle where 
the Ark of the Covenant was kept during the Israelites’ journey across the desert. 
According to biblical accounts the tent’s interior contained ten curtains that were 
arranged “so that they could be fastened together along their edges, by fifty loops on one 
edge of each, and fifty hooks of gold.”21 In the initiatory space an elaborate system of 
curtains or veils is suspended from a framework in the centre of a windowless room. 
There is a blue veil, a purple veil, a scarlet veil and a white veil and “the altar is placed 
about two paces east of the white veil leaving sufficient room between the Altar and the 
dais for perambulations.” Instructions suggest that the veils can be plaited around poles or 
looped over wires.22 In Ireland, the ceremony of ‘Passing the Veils’ constitutes a very 
important part of the rites. The veils are stretched right across the Chapter room and are 
intended to make a lasting impression on the Candidate.23  

Bacon produced many images containing curtains and a rectangular structure in 
the centre of a windowless space. He had said, “I’ve always wanted to paint curtains, I 
love rooms that are hung all around with just curtains in even folds”.24 Many of his 
images of popes as well as other portraits and figure studies contain curtains in the 
colours listed in the rites. In Crouching Nude on Rail 1952, for example, the curtains are 
blue, in Pope I 1951 they are purple, and in Study after Velazquez II 1950, scarlet. In Man 
at Curtain 1949 the figure appears to be either opening or closing whitish coloured 
curtains that are ‘fastened together along their edges’ with safety pins. In most of the 
images with curtains there is some sort of frame structure, either a simple rectangular 
shape or a more complex set of structures that suggest multiple curtain rails, some with 
curtain rings.  

Circular shapes, round rooms and round dais shapes appear in many of his images. 
In Study From Innocent X 1962, for example, a Pope figure sits atop a round red dais 
against a scarlet background. In Royal Arch Masonry the circle is regarded as the symbol 
of eternity, having no beginning or end, and said to be a kind of God without beginning 
of days or end of years. It was thought to protect everything inside from external evil.25 
The symbolic colour associated with Chapters of Royal Arch is scarlet.26 Bacon’s Three 
Studies for a Crucifixion 1962 depicts an orange floor and scarlet walls in a round shaped 



room. The Order was known to hold some of its proceedings within round-shaped rooms, 
among them the Round Room of the Rotunda, one of the feature rooms of the Rotunda 
Lying-In Hospital in Parnell Square in Dublin.27  

These initial visual clues suggest that Francis Bacon appears to have been exposed 
to the interior of an Orange Lodge and Royal Arch Chapter and that the activities he 
depicts may be associated with events that occurred within these spaces. That he relates 
obvious pleasure in the colours and appearance of these spaces is one of the attributes of 
the degrees: many members describe the rites as ‘beautiful’ because they can produce an 
intense emotional experience or elevated spiritual state amongst those in attendance. One 
Orangeman describes the rites as “a heady mixture of folk memory, rural Ulster 
Protestant tradition and ancient ritual,” which Ruth Edwards claims is for many, “a 
moving experience, a rite of passage from boyhood to manhood, the admission to an 
historic brotherhood bonded by centuries of blood, fire and persecution and a spiritual 
experience couched in terms of the language of deliverance and pilgrimage of the 
children of Israel.”28  

But the tradition of fraternal initiation, as anthropologists note, generally involves 
a profoundly humiliating, terrifying and even painful process which the initiate undergoes 
before being elevated in status. Victor Turner notes that initiatory rites ‘put people 
down’, humbling them before permanently elevating them.29 He says, “[the] novices are 
taught that they did not know what they thought they knew. Beneath the surface structure 
of custom was a deep structure, whose rules they had to learn, through paradox and 
shock.”30 The sacred instructions being imparted during the initiation include 
‘exhibitions’, ‘actions’ and ‘instructions’ and can incorporate crude gestures.31 These can 
be conveyed through pantomimic displays and scenic representations. Mircea Eliade 
notes the retention of ordeals, special teaching and secrecy in contemporary initiations, 
and the pattern of initiatory torture, death and resurrection in ancient practices.32 The 
concept of a terrifying initiatory ordeal appears to have been retained within the Orange 
Order. As Anthony Buckley notes, “[t]he Royal Arch Purple [degree] is considered to be 
something of an ordeal for the initiate … Of all the degrees through which the initiate 
must pass, it is both the most elaborate and the most terrifying.”33 

In Royal Arch rites the process through which the candidate is led follows a 
defined pattern of movement termed ‘perambulations’, signifying the wandering of the 
Israelites across the desert. One of Bacon’s favourite films was Sergei Eisenstein’s The 
Battleship Potemkin, which he saw many times. The film depicts an uprising of ordinary 
sailors against their officers and is a celebration of fraternity in the context of the Russian 
Revolution. The victims include the women and children and, as many critics have 
observed, the scene that influenced Bacon the most was that in which the nanny is shot 
and the woman loses control of the pram and it crashes down the Odessa Steps, 
endangering the life of the child within.34 In the context of the initiatory experience, 
losing control of the ‘perambulator’ can signify a loss of control of the rites so that they 
are not performed according to the stipulations of Grand Lodge but are modified to 
include any number of bizarre behaviours combined with the traditional rituals. In 
Masonic circles this misuse of the rites is termed ‘irregular practice’.35 The initiation of 
children is one variation and can amount to a criminal application of the rites. As Laurie 
Matthew notes, “this usually involves [the children] taking part in forced sexual activity 



of some kind [and] responding to the abuser’s demands in a multitude of different ways, 
both physical and sexual violence …”36 

Bacon addressed the theme of ritual crime in his notes. Scrawled into the 
endpapers of one of his sourcebooks, V.J. Stanek’s, Introducing Monkeys, c. 1957, were 
handwritten notes concerning the themes of some of his paintings.37 Here he refers to the 
scene of a crime that appears to be taking place in a round space. He notes:  
 

The bed of crime in centre of circular room 
with carpet – non-patterned carpet. 
 
man pulling screaming child in centre of circle 
mans figure against tent 
 
Figures fucking in middle of carpet possibly 
chair as in Vatican picture at side. 
 

He then summarises these individual themes into a strategy for painting: 
 
Concentrate all ideas for paintings in back of book into studies 
Images of the human body 
Turn the local image + movement into ritual image. 38 

 
However, when pressed as to the meaning of the narrative elements in his work 

Bacon had always maintained that there was no literal meaning and that the paintings 
were simply “the pattern of one’s own nervous system being projected on the canvas.”39 
The ritual abuse of children is generally carried out over an extended period in childhood 
and is comprised of a series of terrifying and sometimes painful events.40 Due to these 
acts of repeated trauma the child’s natural defence mechanism of repression is induced, 
so that he effectively forgets the events that have taken place.41 As trauma theory tells us, 
the events are no longer stored in the brain in narrative form, available to verbal 
recollection, but are stored as a series of dissociated images, sensations, ‘bodily 
memories’ and affective states that remain in compartmentalised form and as intense as 
the original experience.42 Bacon’s insistence that his paintings were imprints of his 
nervous system on the canvas, rather than a narrative that could be explained, correlates 
with these explanations offered by trauma theory. For Bacon himself there was no story 
to tell: it appears to have been effectively lost to consciousness and he was unable to put 
words to the feelings. A number of his images from the 1970s such as Self Portrait 1973, 
Triptych 1976, Figure at Washbasin 1976 and Figure Writing Reflected in a Mirror 1976 
represent a piece of paper on the floor containing a jumbled text that in the context of a 
trauma reading can represent the confusion and loss of language associated with 
traumatic experience. 

Powerful threats are also employed in the ritual context as strategies to ensure that 
the child, even if he does remember, never speaks of the events. During the rites the 
initiate is confronted with various threats, enacted as scenic representations, to maintain 
his silence about the content of the degrees. At one stage the initiate is required to repeat 
what he has seen in the rites and the words are: “Death in all its horrors, staring me in the 



face, a spear to pierce my heart, a sword to run me through, and a gun to shoot me, 
should I divulge.”43 In 1980 Bacon had painted Three Figures, One with Shotgun. The 
figures are arranged on a scarlet coloured podium set on an orange background. One is 
looking down the barrel of a shotgun directly towards the viewer. It is not uncommon for 
fraternal initiations to go to extreme lengths to trick the initiate into believing that they 
are literally confronting death face-to-face and cases in which candidates have been shot 
dead during the rites have been noted in the history of the Orange Order.44 Bacon’s 
preoccupation with the image of the nanny being shot in the face in The Battleship 
Potemkin may be a response to such an initiatory trial. A traumatic encounter such as this 
may well have been lost to consciousness but the sensations associated with it, what 
Bacon describes as the patterns of his nervous system, appear to have surfaced in his 
images. His many portraits in particular portray fragmented faces as if they have been 
damaged or mutilated. In Three Studies for a Portrait of George Dyer 1969 each of the 
three portraits contains a depiction of a hole in the face that could suggest a bullet hole. 
His series of self-portraits Three Studies for Self-Portrait 1974 and a similar series in 
1976 depict his own face distorted and include black oval spaces at various points on the 
faces, as if depicting a range of possible positions where a bullet may have hit.45 

Further to these enactments of the threats, the initiate swears an oath that includes 
three ‘solemn penalties’ that he will undergo before divulging the secrets of the rites. The 
first two penalties are: 
 

First - That I would suffer my throat cut across from ear to ear, my 
tongue torn out by its roots, and with my body buried in the rough sands 
of the sea, two and a half cable toe lengths from where the tide ebbs and 
flows, about twice in a natural day, before I would divulge. Second - 
That I would suffer my left breast torn open, my heart and vitals taken 
therefrom, and with my body given to the vultures of the air, or the wild 
beasts of the field, as a prey, before I would divulge.46   

 
In Triptych 1976 Bacon depicts a black suited figure with a wounded ear in the 

left panel, while the central panel depicts several dark birds of prey attacking a headless 
figure with a mutilated chest and exposed organs, illustrating aspects of the first and 
second penalties.47 Another triptych painted over the same period Triptych 1974-77 
depicts three crouching figures, two of them under black umbrellas, with ominous male 
portraits against black squares, all set at the seaside, while Sand Dune 1983 depicts an 
area of dune sectioned off by a rectangular form against an orange background. An arrow 
points to a particular spot on the dune and a light switch hangs above.48 The latter two 
images connect the seaside with the ritual space, linking them to the first penalty. 
 
The third penalty states: 
 

That I would suffer no less a penalty than that of having my body severed 
in two, one part carried east, the other west, taken to the top of some high 
hill or mountain, the parts thereof burned to ashes, the ashes scattered to 
the four winds of heaven, so that not a vestige of such a vile or perjured 
wretch as I should remain amongst men, more especially Royal Arch 



Purplemen, should I divulge, part or parts, secret or sign, sign or token, 
of anything I had received …49 
 

While an adult may be regard such threats as a puerile form of bluff, impressed 
upon the fragile psyche of a child, and in the context of the reality of death and war that 
surrounded the young Bacon, such threats would have been powerfully imprinted. The 
animal carcase split in two depicted in Painting 1946 is one of the iconic features of 
Bacon’s work. As Bacon had said of his fascination for butcher’s shops: “[i]f I go into a 
butcher’s shop I always think it is surprising that I wasn’t there instead of the animal.”50 
It is relevant to note here Bacon’s request for his own death, that there be no funeral 
service and no friends were to be invited and that he be unceremoniously cremated. 
Bacon had remarked that in relation to the disposal of his remains, that the gutter or a 
ditch was good enough for him.51 While Bacon’s atheism has generally been offered as 
an explanation for this request, in the context of the initiatory material presented here it 
implies that he may have taken the threats to his deathbed and that, perhaps through 
exposing the themes in his art, had in his own eyes become the ‘vile and perjured wretch’ 
of the Orangeman’s oath. Bacon was unable to piece together the narrative in his own 
lifetime; however, given the transcripts of Orange Order rites and the knowledge of ritual 
abuse available today it is possible to piece together something of the horrifying 
experience that is depicted in his work. 
 
 

The candidates are prepared for Royal Arch initiation in the following way.52 The 
Principal Sojourner prepares three candidates by having them take off their coats, 
supplies them with a veil and slippers and ties a bandage around their eyes as a blindfold. 
The rites state that not less than three candidates can perform the ceremonies and so if 
there are not three then volunteers from the fraternity must make up the trio. In Painting 
1946 and the centre panel of Three Studies for a Crucifixion 1962 Bacon depicts three 
blinds in the rear of the images, suggesting these three ‘blind’ candidates. In Three 
Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion 1944 the central figure is blindfolded. 
Many of Bacon’s faces are rendered without eyes and there are also many references to 
blind cords in his images suggesting the loss of vision that the blindfolded initiate would 
have experienced.  

At the beginning of the initiation the Principal Sojourner leads the candidates into 
the ritual space stating: “[c]ompanions, you will follow me. I will bring the blind by a 
way they know not: I will lead them in paths they have not known; I will make darkness 
light before them, and crooked things straight. These things will I do unto them, and will 
not forsake them. Stoop low, brethren: he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.” 
Meantime the brethren form two lines facing each other and each locks his fingers with 
those of his opposite companion creating a Living Arch. As the candidates pass through 
the brethren knuckle them upon the necks and backs, kneading them pretty hard 
sometimes, and prostrating them on the floor so that they have a good deal of difficulty in 
forcing their way through.53  

Crouching figures appear frequently in Bacon’s images and the regular beatings 
he received under his father’s orders would no doubt have been significant here.54 
However, accompanied by the signifiers of the initiatory space (the curtains and their 



rectangular frames) they imply the cowering position assumed by the initiates as they 
passed through the Living Arch. These figures appear in Crouching Nude on a Rail 1952, 
Two Figures in a Room 1959, Figures in Landscape 1956 and others. In the left panel of 
Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion 1944 a figure is draped with a veil 
and has a bowed head exposing an exaggerated neck and shoulders. The emphasis on this 
part of the body suggests that Bacon may have been depicting a ‘body memory’, not only 
of the sense of humiliation of the crouching stance, but also of the physical impact of the 
initiatory knuckling on the back of the neck. 

At a certain point in the ritual the candidate’s blindfold is removed and a 
frightening scene confronts him. Afterwards the candidate is questioned by the Principal 
Sojourner and asked, “[w]hat did you stand in most need of?” The candidate answers, 
“light”. He is then asked, “[d]id you get that light?” The candidate answers in the 
affirmative and is then asked, “[w]hat did you first behold?” and the candidate replies as 
stated above, “[d]eath in all its horrors …”55 The representation of light bulbs and 
switches permeates Bacon’s images. In Triptych. March 1974 a figure in a butcher’s 
apron appears to be turning on a switch while in the centre panel a figure is recoiling as if 
away from the light or the vision that is before him.  

Painting 1946, one of Bacon’s favourite works, may be an example of such a 
vision.56 It depicts a dark dictator-like figure under a black umbrella, positioned in front 
of a large animal carcase with what appears to be entrails hanging above. There are two 
slabs of meat in front skewered by the curved railing, suggesting the piercing of the spear 
and sword in the words of the rites and what appears to be several pairs of kidneys 
arranged around the central carcase. The three ‘blinds’ appear in the background. This 
image may be demonstrating aspects of the ancient rituals upon which the Orange Order 
has drawn. Bull sacrifice in early Ireland is well documented and the Druidic arts 
involved the foretelling of future events through the examination of the animal’s entrails 
as well as the chewing of raw animal flesh in front of their idols.57 In Bacon’s painting 
the figure in front of the carcase has what appears to be blood on his upper lip. As James 
Bonwick notes, the bull in Ireland was sometimes referred to as the Deity of the Ark.58 
Beef carcase symbols appear on cairns in County Meath at megalithic sites such as the 
Hill of Tara, the site where the ancient kings were crowned.59 Tara’s sister hill Uisnech, 
as well as the great burial mounds at Brú na Bóinne, near the River Boyne, formed the 
mythological centre of Ireland. The legendary Fintan was said to describe the relationship 
between Uisnech and Tara using the expression “like two kidneys in a beast.”60 The 
inclusion of the pairs of kidneys in Painting 1946 may have been a response to the words 
spoken in the rites that echoed these much older practices.  

If, as the argument is suggesting, these scenes were enacted in front of Bacon as a 
child, involving secrecy, bizarre rituals, and the pomp and ceremony of a group of 
powerful and important men, their impact would have been far greater and more indelibly 
imprinted on his ‘nervous system’ than on that of an adult who may have perceived the 
rites as exaggerated and even laughable theatrics. As one Orangeman observed, “[t]he 
initiation is a bit amusing … when you come home you think it is a bit silly.”61 David 
Sylvester had noted that Bacon was concerned with the excessive nature of this image but 
nevertheless felt that it was a serious and important painting. Sylvester’s comment was 
that these themes in his work might even prove laughable for future generations.62 
Nevertheless, for a child the impact of such an impressive display would have been 



profound, but undoubtedly would have translated as the product of a vivid imagination if 
he were to describe it.  

In the ritual abuse of children the exposure to frightening scenes is intended to 
shock the child and to silence him. The process involves repeated applications of shock 
that are graded according to the age of the child. Each shock is more frightening than the 
last and each is intended to confuse and alarm the child to the point where he or she faints 
with terror and, in losing consciousness, loses all conscious access to the information. 
The series of images on the theme of the Crucifixion appear to be representing an even 
more terrifying layer of experience than that already discussed. As Michael Peppiatt had 
perceptively observed, Bacon had remarked that in painting a Crucifixion “he was in 
reality expressing his own private feelings and sensations …[and that] …a Crucifixion 
came almost nearer to a self-portrait.”63  
 Fragment of a Crucifixion 1950 depicts a mutilated and legless figure draped over 
the top of a cross and a vaguely owl-shaped figure with an open human mouth beneath. 
Bacon’s familiar frame structure implies that the scene is set within the context of the 
Royal Arch initiatory space while loosely sketched pedestrians and vehicles imply the 
simultaneous everyday life of passers-by outside the space. The cross depicted here is not 
that associated with Christ’s crucifixion, it is the ‘T’ shape of the Tau cross, the central 
symbol for the Royal Arch Purple degree. The Masonic author Gilles Nullins notes the 
relationship of the Tau cross to the ancient symbol of the swastika, the symbol that the 
Celts called ‘fylfot’, also present in Royal Arch rites.64 Bacon had famously denied that 
the swastika in Crucifixion 1965 had been intended to denote Nazism.65 If Bacon was 
representing his own crucifixion in these images then his handwritten notes that the child 
was pulled screaming into the centre of the circle, that the bed of crime was in the centre 
of the room (with carpet) and that there were figures fucking in the middle of the carpet, 
it suggests that the images may be representing some form of ritual rape conducted on the 
carpeted dais. This would place the initiation in accord with ancient practices. The charge 
of rape would not be inconsistent with the details of his sexual brutalisation by his uncle 
and the early sexual encounters with his father’s stable hands to which the artist has 
openly admitted.66 During such an ordeal the child’s legs may feel paralysed giving rise 
to Bacon’s preoccupation with Muybridge’s photographs of a legless boy. The 
combination of human form and beef carcase, which appears in Crucifixion 1965 and in 
Three Studies for a Crucifixion 1962, may also relate to legendary Irish stories of the 
sacrifice of youths and boys. In one late medieval romance involving the Irish king 
Céadchathach the sacrifice of a boy was replaced at the last minute when “a strange 
woman appeared and offered a cow as victim in his stead.”67  

A woman and a disabled child appears in After Muybridge – Study of the Human 
Figure in Motion – Woman Emptying a Bowl of Water, and Paralytic Child on All Fours 
1965. Here the child crawls in the foreground around a circular rail while a woman in the 
rear, also perched on the frame, pours water from a bowl. In the Royal Arch rites there is 
an action performed by the Master of the Third Veil. The Master takes a vessel of water 
and pours out a little on the floor and explains that it represents the sign given to Moses 
by God when he commanded him to pour water upon the dry land, and it became blood.68 
The figure of a woman pouring water from a bowl, however, may relate to an important 
female deity in Irish mythology. The female companion of Daghda (the father god or 
sungod) was often depicted pouring water from a jar or pot to symbolise the role of water 



as an agent of fertility. All Irish rivers are given female names for this reason and the 
various titles of the mother goddess such as Boinn (related to the river Boyne) and 
Brighid evolved from this concept.69 As Brighid she was later Christianised as St Brigid, 
the second most important patron saint after St Patrick. She had a number of roles in 
mythology; among them she was the patroness of war, thereby explaining her appearance 
in Orange rites.70 But she was also regarded as a healing goddess and still retains this role 
in Christian form.71 Bacon’s image portrays the paralysed boy in some form of reciprocal 
relationship with the woman. Both are positioned on the same round frame located in the 
orange ritual space suggesting the ‘rounds’ associated with Druidic ritual performances. 
They are however, moving in an anti-clockwise direction, regarded as an ill omen and 
signifying a demonic use of the rites.72 As contemporary accounts of the ritual abuse of 
children note, the children are sometimes referred to as ‘the sacrifice’, the ‘vessel’ or the 
‘offering’.73  

The legs on the frame in this image are shaped like those of the dolmen, otherwise 
known as the Druid’s Altar. Figures perched on awkwardly shaped and altar-like benches 
appear in Triptych 1974-77 and in Triptych – Studies of the Human Body 1979. Ross 
Nichols, a former Chosen Chief of a contemporary Order of Druidry, argues that the 
dolmens may have been an incubation space for male initiation, a ‘bed’ in which visions 
were perceived.74 He suggests that this concept of a site for visionary experience may 
have gradually been transformed into the concept of ‘beds’ in the mating sense. The 
presence of the many round beds in Bacon’s images may be relevant here. In the triptych 
Studies of the Human Body 1970 the three panels are set on the familiar orange 
background, with the centre panel containing a mating couple on the top of a round grass-
coloured bed. As Tony Gray notes early Orange initiations followed peasant-agrarian 
traditions with initiations and oaths administered on hilltops and behind hedges.75 A 
round dais of this colour may have been a way of representing, in an interior ritual space, 
the sacred grassy mounds or tumuli scattered throughout Ireland. These tumuli were 
regarded by the early Christians as the dwellings of the pagans who turned ‘left-hand’ 
known as sidhaighi or ‘mound-dwellers’.76 Bacon’s written reference to the carpeted bed 
of crime in the centre of the circular room and his visual representations of coupling 
figures on round beds suggests a further connection between the ritual crime and ancient 
pagan concepts.  

Bacon’s comment that his triptych Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion 1944 was 
specifically concerned with the role of the Greek Furies in Aeschylus’s play Oresteia, 
which he saw as an adult, may also confirm a forensic reading of his work.77 According 
to Hesiod, the Furies, known by the propitiatory names of Eumenides (the ‘kindly’) and 
of Seminae (‘the holy’), were primeval beings born of the blood of the mutilated Uranus, 
avengers of crime, especially crime against the ties of kinship.78 Bacon had detailed the 
incestuous relationship with his uncle and commented on the fact that his father had 
tacitly allowed his son to be abused by him and so the Furies would have been an apt 
expression of his justifiable anger. As Peppiatt has observed, the theme that appears in 
the dramatic literature to which Bacon most responded was that in which the hero is not 
guilty on his own account, but has the sins of the father visited upon him.79  

But the Furies also appear in Irish battle-lore as well as in Orangemen’s 
language.80 An ancient Orange ditty that appeared in the Contemporary Review for 
August 1896 may have been another source of the artist’s response to this theme. 



Expressed in the harsh language typical of Orangemen’s songs and its sentiments directed 
towards the Catholic Church it may nevertheless have expressed some of the feelings 
harboured in the young injured boy. It states: 
 

Scarlet Church of all uncleanness, 
Sink thou to the deep abyss, 

To the orgies of obsceneness, 
Where the hell-bound furies hiss; 

Where thy father’s Satan’s eye 
May hail thee, blood-stained Papacy! 81 

 
Bacon’s written comment “figures fucking in middle of carpet possibly chair as in 
Vatican picture at side” implies that the initiatory torture may have been carried out in the 
presence of an image of the pope. As many critics have noted Bacon had commented that 
Velázquez’s Portrait of Pope Innocent X of 1650 “had ‘overcome’ and ‘overwhelmed’ 
him” and that he was ‘hypnotized’ by the image.82 As James Bonwick notes, Druidic 
practices involved the use of hypnotism.83 Bacon was interested in the theme of 
hypnotism, as a number of photographs and books he collected attests.84 His obsessive 
rendition of screaming popes may therefore suggest a form of transference of the child’s 
pain onto the accompanying Vatican picture, possibly with the assistance of an 
indoctrination process that laid the blame for his plight onto Catholicism.  

All these images suggest a gruelling and painful experience for the boy initiate, 
but the onlookers, those men who participated in the initiation, could well have 
responded to the child’s humiliation with uproarious laughter giving rise to Bacon’s 
anonymous portraits such as Three Studies for the Human Head 1953. Bacon had said 
that he didn’t accept the idea that his open-mouthed subjects are all necessarily screaming 
but that their open mouths could also represent other expressions.85 As anthropologists 
note, one of the aspects of the initiatory process is the ‘trickster’ element and displays of 
puerile humour accompany the more serious aspects of the rites.86 The mockery of 
Catholicism and all it stands for has also been central to the less respectable versions of 
the Orange Order.87 The 12th July marches have historically included papal mockery as 
part of the sideshows accompanying the celebrations and date back to practices during 
the Restoration period where Apprentice Boys hauled effigies of popes and cardinals to 
the stakes.88 Bacon’s pope series of the 1950s and ‘60s depict his popes articulating a 
range of gestures including what may be interpreted as raucous laughter.89 His Pope and 
Chimpanzee 1962 conveys the sense of mockery typical of these displays. 

 
 
 
The Orange Order was conceived in the context of a history of ongoing struggle 

between two sectors of the Irish community.90 Bacon’s images suggest that one of the 
strategies used in the context of this struggle was the indoctrination of the Protestant 
young through a cruel process of initiation aimed at toughening them according to an 
ancient set of warrior values.91 Amongst these values is the intention to create hardened 
individuals who can dissociate from pain as a survival strategy and confront scenes of 
death dispassionately, disconnecting from their emotional impact. As Bacon’s 



biographers have noted, “[s]tories abound of the artist’s capacity to withstand physical 
pain,” and he is famously quoted as admitting that he failed to see the horror that others 
perceived in his images.92 As a form of ‘battle magic’ ritual abuse practices on children 
are not meant to be remembered but the values they embody are intentionally embedded 
into the core psychic structure of the individual and foster attitudes that are aimed at 
maintaining an ongoing resistance to the enemy across the generations. 

Bacon actively resisted this cruel form of indoctrination and rejected in every 
possible way the examples of masculinity that surrounded him in his youth. But the price 
of this indoctrination process can be a profound form of psychic fragmentation that 
Bacon captured in his images. The style of painting he developed in his portraits and self-
portraits, while aesthetically a response to the work of Picasso and other European 
Modernists, was, as this argument suggests, derived from a deeper socialisation 
experience that had its roots in local practices. His comment, “I wanted to paint a head as 
if folded in on itself, like folds of a curtain,” relates more closely to the ritual practices 
described above than to specific artistic preoccupations.93 The psychic fragmentation that 
his work depicts elicits strong reactions from his audience, and critics such as Ernst van 
Alphen have discussed the profound sense of loss of self that the work can produce in the 
viewer.94 Bacon’s friends have also observed the fragmentary nature of his personality 
and his ability to be all things to all people. As Michael Peppiatt states, “Bacon could not 
be pinned down. The closer you got to him, the more likely he was to turn nasty or 
simply disappear – to go through a wall into a life where you could not follow.”95 These 
characteristics are typical of victims of extreme abuse as are the relationship difficulties 
that plagued the artist throughout his adult life. 
  Bacon’s famous working method in the midst of chaotic confusion is a classic 
representation of the confused psyche of a victim of ritual abuse practices. As he said 
himself of his studio, “[t]his mess around us is rather like my mind; it may be a good 
image of what goes on inside me, that’s what it’s like, my life is like that.”96 As trauma 
theory tells us the information about the traumatic events are stored as separated details 
that, until such time as the memory is retrieved, remain in a state similar to the mixed up 
fragments of a jigsaw puzzle. For an artist working from traumatic material the artistic 
process involves dipping into this chaos to draw out elements that can become familiar 
motifs used in the imagery. In Bacon’s case the colour and texture of curtains, the 
geometric forms of the curtain rails, the round dais shapes and the texture of carpets 
perpetually resurface along with visual interpretations of concepts. These include the 
candidate’s blindness symbolised by window blinds and their cords, and his need for 
‘light’ represented as light switches and light bulbs; while memories of body positions 
during the trauma are translated as figurative poses. The artist repeatedly draws on these 
motifs in multiple attempts to piece together the fragments of the initiatory puzzle and, 
contrary to the original pain and humiliation, draws much pleasure from this repeated 
artistic process and the sense of agency it permits. As Bacon said, “I like working in all 
this mess … In the end, I like my paintings to look very ordered, but if they are going to 
be any good I think they have to come up very freely out of chaos.”97 

But the chaotic confusion of both his life and his working space may have been 
even more directly linked to some of the expressions found in Orangemen’s language. 
Another verse from the Orange ditty cited above goes as follows: 
 



Harlot! Cease thy midnight rambles 
Prowling for the life of saints, 

Henceforth sit in hellish shambles 
Where the scent of murder taints 

Every gale that passeth by- 
Ogre – ghoul of Papacy!98 

 
Bacon’s nightly wanderings, sometimes wearing make-up and fishnet stockings, 

and his daily struggles with the canvas amidst the shambles of his studio, where he 
grappled with the memories of his own ‘soul murder’, as well as the many years of his 
preoccupation with ghoulish images of popes, suggest that Bacon lived this verse on a 
daily basis.99 Implanted indelibly at a subconscious level through a terrifying series of 
initiations the depths of his indoctrination into the practices of the Orange Order were 
profound, daily influencing his personal movements as well as his artistic expression, but 
all the while remaining unavailable to the conscious mind of the artist. Indeed, it appears 
that the sins of the fathers, not just of his personal family but also of the collective fathers 
of the Orange Order of his childhood, have been visited in full measure on Francis 
Bacon. Such an ordeal would have undoubtedly formed his attitude of disdain towards 
religion generally, even though consciously he was unable to explain in any satisfactory 
way the reasons for his continued depictions of ritualistic imagery.100  

Nevertheless, by remaining true to the imprints on his nervous system Bacon has 
provided us with an insight into a hidden practice of initiation of the young that appears 
to have survived centuries of contrary religious teachings. Concealed behind the closed 
doors of fraternal organizations and contrary even to their own professions of ‘regular’ 
initiatory rites lies the opportunity for members to resort to ‘left-hand’ pagan practices for 
the purpose of brainwashing their own young in the service of particular ideologies. In 
the context of the Anglo-Irish troubles in Bacon’s youth such brainwashing appears to 
have been intended to indoctrinate the young with the core values and beliefs of the 
Orange Order. Bacon resisted such an indoctrination process in many ways, but in doing 
so and in translating his experience into art, it may be that his art was, and still is, 
endorsing the power of these ancient practices over the individual psyche. The result of 
his resistance, as we know, was a unique vision that was to alter the direction of 
contemporary art in Britain and have a lasting impact on western art practices generally. 
As this paper has suggested the artist’s legacy is not only an artistic one but also one that 
asks us to address the historical and social conditions that have allowed these hidden 
initiation practices to exist and to look for its traces in the work of other artists.  
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Introduction 

 “In the eleventh hour one understands life in a wholly different way.”1  Many of 

Soren Kierkegaard’s (1813-1855) works, both pseudonymous and signed, briefly address 

the issues of death, and thinking about death in order to change the way one lives, within 

the context of a broader topic.  However, in Three Discourses on Imagined Occasions 

(1845) he dedicates an entire discourse, “At a Graveside,” to these issues.  It is in this 

short work that Kierkegaard explicitly, and in his own name, recommends the thought of 

death for guidance on the road to living earnestly.2  Around the same time that 

Kierkegaard is making this recommendation and confronting his own impending death, 

on the other side of the world, the long era of feudalism in isolated Japan is drawing to a 

close.3  Interestingly, some of the more thoughtful members of the ancient warrior class 

that epitomize this feudalism, known in the Western world as “samurai,”4 advocate a life 

with death in mind that is uncannily similar to the one Kierkegaard prescribes.  For 

example, Yamamoto Tsunetomo (1659-1719) approvingly recounts a conversation in 

which it is claimed that, “ ’Death is the only sincerity… becoming as a dead man in one's 

daily living is the following of the path of sincerity.’ ”5  The accord between Kierkegaard 

and the samurai on the subject of approaching life through death is remarkable 

considering the extreme divergence in culture and religion of these thinkers.    

Given this similarity, and the long history of Japanese scholarly interest in 

Kierkegaard’s writings,6 one might expect to discover some literature from Japanese 

scholars, if not from Western scholars, devoted to the comparative study of Kierkegaard 

and the samurai.  In fact, Finn Hauberg Mortensen mentions several times that some 

Japanese thinkers are inclined to understand Kierkegaard as “a sort of samurai.”7  
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Mortensen and the Japanese scholars he interviews claim that reasons for making this 

comparison include the issues of pietism, emphasis on the individual, and the 

consideration of martyrdom in the works of both Kierkegaard and the samurai.8  

However, despite their claims, remarkably little comparative work, if any at all, has been 

done in this area.  After spending some time reading Kierkegaard’s works, primarily “At 

a Graveside,” and several samurai texts, primarily Yamamoto’s Hagakure, two things 

seem clear.  First, the comparison of Kierkegaard with the samurai deserves more 

attention than it has received historically.  Second, there are more issues to consider and 

more benefits to be had from engaging in this comparative study than Mortensen and his 

interviewees seem to take into account.  Among these neglected issues is the 

extraordinary similarity between Kierkegaard and the samurai on the subject of the value 

and method of approaching life through death.   

One possible way to provide an analysis of this similarity is to critique one notion 

of approaching life through death from the point of view of the other.  This critique 

should demonstrate the potential worth of using the works of Kierkegaard to help gain an 

understanding of samurai philosophy, and vice versa.  In “At a Graveside” Kierkegaard 

distinguishes between two ways of thinking about death.  He advocates the earnest 

thought of death and discourages viewing death from any of the various moods he 

describes.9  The purpose of this paper, then, will be to determine whether or not 

Kierkegaard and the samurai actually recommend approaching life through death in the 

same way and for the same reasons, and, if not, to determine whether or not Kierkegaard 

could accuse the samurai of being in a mood.  In order to realize this goal it will first be 
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necessary to describe the proper way to take death into account, and the value of doing 

so, according to both Kierkegaard and the samurai.  

 
Kierkegaard: The Thought of Death 

Kierkegaard begins “At a Graveside” with the story of someone dealing with the 

death of a loved one.10  He makes use of this imagined occasion to remind each 

individual reader of death.  One might think it is unnecessary to remind people of such a 

thing, but Kierkegaard clearly disagrees.  He states that humans “want to shove away the 

thought of death and shove death out of life as much as possible.  Men desire to live as if 

there were no death.”11  According to Kierkegaard, failing to think about death ensures 

that one will not be able to live properly.  However, it is not just any thought of death that 

has this life-altering effect.  Death must be thought of earnestly.  Kierkegaard claims, 

“the thought of death gives the earnest person the right momentum in life and the right 

goal toward which he directs his momentum.”12  Before one can understand the effect 

that the earnest thought of death can have on one’s life, one must first understand what is 

involved in thinking earnestly about death.  Kierkegaard offers four aspects of this 

thought: the appropriation of death, the awareness of the certainty of death, the 

remembrance of the uncertainty of death, and the appropriate fear of death.13  

Corresponding to each of these aspects is a possible way one might fall short of earnestly 

thinking about death by giving in to a mood.  The purpose of this section of the paper is 

to explain each of Kierkegaard’s four aspects of thinking earnestly about death, and the 

problems that arise from giving in to each aspect’s corresponding mood, and then to 

depict the life that results from this thought.   
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The first aspect of earnestly thinking about death is appropriation.14  When 

considering death, Kierkegaard believes that each individual should consider his or her 

own death. It is not enough simply to believe that death is “the human condition.”15  

While this way of thinking about death is not incorrect, there is a deficiency in thinking 

of death only in this way.  Kierkegaard claims that in order to have a complete view of 

death, it is important to realize that each person dies as an individual, not as a group, and 

surely not as humankind.16  Failure to realize this fact results in the mood of objectivity 

towards death.  Kierkegaard uses Epicurus as an example of someone in this mood.17  He 

claims that Epicurus is willing to think of death in general terms, but it seems that he 

would rather not “think about and take into account his own death.”18  To take into 

account only an abstract idea of death, without sincerely applying it to oneself, does not 

only display an incomplete view of death, it displays a lack of earnestness according to 

Kierkegaard.  It is only a trivial contemplation of death unless “you are thinking it as 

your lot.”19  Because everyone is alone in death20 Kierkegaard emphasizes appropriation 

as the first aspect of earnestly thinking about death. 

The second aspect of the earnest thought of death is awareness of the certainty of 

death.  After birth, of all of the possible events in one’s life there is only one that must 

take place.  When Kierkegaard states that “death is the only certainty”21 he points out 

something that most people claim to be aware of, or at least acknowledge from time to 

time in casual conversation.  How then, he wonders, can people be so dismayed when 

faced with an instance of the death of another?  After all, it should come as no surprise 

when the only event regarded as certain comes to pass.  It seems that even if one adheres 

to the first aspect of earnestly thinking about death, one might still fall into the mood of 
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excessive sorrow at the death of a loved one by failing either to realize or maintain 

awareness that death is certain for every individual.22  If one is truly aware of the 

certainty of death, then while one might feel some sorrow, for example, when coming to 

terms with the impossibility of fulfilling the desire for the company of the deceased, one 

will already be prepared for this impossibility.23   Prepared in this way, such a loss cannot 

become “soul-destroying.”24  Beyond simply using the awareness of the certainty of 

death to prevent the mood of excessive sorrow, Kierkegaard recommends keeping this 

awareness in the subjective context produced by the first aspect of the earnest thought of 

death in order to avoid falling into the mood of objectivity towards death. 

To the awareness of the certainty of one’s own death, Kierkegaard adds a third 

aspect of the earnest thought of death, the remembrance of death’s uncertainty.25  If what 

is certain is that one will die, what is uncertain is when one will die.  One’s death will 

come at its leisure and no one can know for sure when this will be.  Kierkegaard states 

that death “can at any moment be at hand… it is very advisable for you to bear this in 

mind.”26  Unless one remembers the possibility of one’s own death at any moment, one 

might fall into the mood of postponement.  This is the mood of one whom, feeling so 

secure in the idea that there is a long life ahead, puts off thinking of one’s own death. 27  

It may well be the case that one has many years left, but there is no indication of this 

longevity in life.  Neither youth, nor health, nor wealth, nor any other condition of life is 

a factor in determining when one will die.28  If one is deceived by any of these conditions 

into putting off the thought of death, one can use the notion of death’s uncertainty as a 

reminder that death is always a relevant issue, regardless of one’s conditions.  

Kierkegaard believes that the best way to remember the uncertainty of death is to treat 
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each day as one’s last day.  He states, “If death says, ‘Perhaps this very day,’ then 

earnestness says, ‘Let it perhaps be today or not,’ but I say, ‘This very day.’”29   

The fourth aspect of the earnest thought of death is the appropriate fear of death.  

Even with the awareness of the certainty and the remembrance of the uncertainty of one’s 

own death, Kierkegaard still seems to believe that one can fail to think earnestly about 

death.  This failure is the result of one’s having an inappropriate fear of death.30  There 

are two ways, or moods, in which one’s fear of death can be understood as inappropriate.  

One can either have an excessive fear of death, or one can have an insufficient fear of 

death.  Kierkegaard spends a great deal of time in “At a Graveside” considering the mood 

of the insufficient fear of death.  This mood is exemplified by one who uses metaphorical 

descriptions of death to mitigate death’s frightening nature by personifying it, or by 

depicting it as a kind of sleep or transition.31  Kierkegaard believes that these mitigating 

metaphors, as they remove fear from the thought of death, can actually lead one to fear 

life more than death.  The danger in fearing life more than death is that one might 

eventually come to desire the “peace” of death more than the troubles of life.32  If death is 

to be thought of earnestly, it should be feared instead of longed for.   

The mood of the insufficient fear of death is also exemplified by one who “wants 

to conspire with death”33 in order to attack a life that one is unsatisfied with.  In this case, 

one might use the idea that death makes everyone equal as consolation when one’s 

inferiority in some facet of life is demonstrated.34  If one fears death sufficiently, then one 

will not be so quick to turn on life when, by comparison with others, it seems unfair.  

Like the use of mitigating metaphors, the use of the thought of death for attacking life is a 

perversion of the first three aspects of earnestly thinking about death, according to 
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Kierkegaard.  The thought of death is recommended for enhancing one’s life, not 

negating it.  Kierkegaard claims, “earnestness does not scowl but is reconciled with life 

and knows how to fear death.”35   

In order to complete this explanation of Kierkegaard’s notion of the appropriate 

fear of death, the mood of the excessive fear of death must be considered.  One is in this 

mood when, paralyzed by the first three aspects of thinking earnestly about death, one is 

unable to continue participating in life’s activities.36  Although in the case of being 

excessively afraid of death one does not intentionally misrepresent or misuse these 

aspects, Kierkegaard seems to have the same basic problem with being in this mood that 

he has with being insufficiently afraid of death.  That is, one in this mood retreats from 

life, and therefore, is unable to reap the benefits for life of being aware of the certainty 

and remembering the uncertainty of one’s own death.37  Without maintaining the 

appropriate fear of death, the fourth aspect of thinking earnestly about death, one’s life 

cannot be affected in the way that Kierkegaard advocates.   

What remains to be determined is how exactly Kierkegaard envisions the life of 

one who holds together these four aspects and earnestly thinks about death.  In his 

journals Kierkegaard states, “ ’as the captive animal paces around its cage every day for 

the sake of movement or measures the length of its chain, so I measure the length of my 

chain every day by turning to the thought of death—for the sake of movement and in 

order to endure living.’ ”38  What he refers to as the endurance of life in this passage 

Kierkegaard calls, in “At a Graveside,” “the retroactive power in life,”39 and he claims 

that attaining this power is the subject of this discourse.  It is by earnestly thinking about 

death that one can in some sense assume the point of view of oneself as dead while 
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remaining alive.  George Connell points out that it is perhaps incorrect to speak of death 

as having a point of view, rather than as being the absence of a point of view.  However, 

the expression “point of view of oneself as dead” in the present context takes into account 

this very absence.  That is, this expression refers to the viewing of one’s life while 

considering one’s impending lack of life.  Connell refers to this view of life as 

“anticipatory non-recollection.”40  From the point of view of oneself as dead one not only 

has the power to reflect on one’s life and alter how one lives, but this viewpoint also 

allows one a different understanding of how one ought to live.   

The understanding provided by assuming the point of view of oneself as dead is 

that, because one’s life is limited and no amount of time is guaranteed, one should make 

good use of whatever time remains.41  Making good use of an undetermined amount of 

time means realizing that there is no place in one’s life for concern about accidental, or 

incidental, matters.42  An incidental matter is any matter that, because it focuses primarily 

on what is at stake, requires some certain amount of time to address or complete.  

Kierkegaard states, “with regard to the accidental, the length of time is the decisive 

factor.”43  It seems absurd to get involved too seriously with incidental matters since one 

cannot even be sure that one will be around long enough to address these matters.  As 

opposed to a life concerned with incidental matters, Kierkegaard recommends a life that 

focuses primarily on how one is going about whatever one might be doing, regardless of 

the time one may or may not have left.  He claims, “earnestness, therefore, becomes the 

living of each day as if it were the last and also the first in a long life, and the choosing of 

work that does not depend on whether one is granted a lifetime to complete it well or 

only a brief time to have begun it well.”44  It is only through thinking earnestly about 
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death that one is able to gain the retroactive power that is necessary to eliminate 

incidental concerns and alter one’s life. 

This brief account of Kierkegaard’s four aspects of the earnest thought of death 

and the life of one who practices this thought probably leaves some questions about the 

coherence of Kierkegaard’s endeavor unanswered.  For example, Connell wonders why 

Kierkegaard believes that one’s time becomes precious once one realizes that one’s life 

could end at any time.45  Questions of this nature must be addressed if one is to have a 

complete understanding of Kierkegaard’s motivations for recommending the earnest 

thought of death.  By the end of this paper it should be possible to address these 

questions; however, they will have to be addressed within the context of the larger project 

of determining the degree of similarity between Kierkegaard and the samurai on the 

subject of approaching life through death.  Before any such determination can be made 

one must first consider the samurai conception of keeping death in mind.  

 
The Samurai: Death in Mind 

The development of the samurai notion of a life focused by death can be seen in 

the course of their writings over centuries of warfare.  However, it is not until after 

almost one hundred years of isolation and peace that this notion receives its most 

thorough and explicit treatments.46  Perhaps the most significant of these treatments can 

be found in Yamamoto’s Hagakure.  In the second chapter of this extensive work, 

Yamamoto expands on his famous claim that “the Way of the Samurai is found in 

death,”47 when he states that “the Way of the Samurai is, morning after morning, the 

practice of death, considering whether it will be here or be there, imagining the most 

sightly way of dying, and putting one’s mind firmly in death.”48  Yamamoto and other 
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samurai agree that unless death is kept in mind, one will not be able to live properly.  

Daidoji Yuzan (1639-1730) states, “a mind that is negligent and forgetful of death will 

beget a lack of prudence.”49  It is important to notice, however, that one must realize 

certain characteristics of death, and relate to death in certain ways, in order for life to be 

properly impacted by keeping death in mind.  The samurai seem to consider four aspects 

of keeping death in mind in this properly life-altering sense: attention to one’s own death, 

meditation on the inevitability of death, recollection of the ever-present possibility of 

death, and resolution towards death.  The purpose of this section of the paper is to explain 

each of these aspects, and then, to depict the life that results from keeping death in mind 

in this way.   

 The first aspect of keeping death in mind in the right way is the attention to one’s 

own death.  Although the relevant samurai authors do not make a point of explicitly 

mentioning this aspect, acknowledging it is consistent with the preceding presentation of 

Kierkegaard’s approach to life through death and this acknowledgment will, therefore, 

facilitate the forthcoming comparison of Kierkegaard with the samurai.  Furthermore, it is 

not as though these authors fail to present this aspect implicitly.  Despite the fact that 

both Yamamoto and Daidoji seem to spend much of their time emphasizing the 

consideration of death in general, they both clearly see the importance of each 

individual’s realization of his or her own death.50  In the context of discussing other 

aspects of keeping death in mind in the right way, the individualistic language these 

samurai authors use demonstrates the importance they see in this realization.   

The second aspect of keeping death in mind in the right way is the meditation on 

the inevitability of death.  Yamamoto states, “meditation on inevitable death should be 
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performed daily.”51  This meditation is necessary in order to prevent people from 

behaving as though death is not coming for them.  If one never, or only occasionally, 

considers the inevitability of death, one can easily become so involved in daily affairs 

that one forgets, or fails to realize, that one’s life will ultimately end in death.  It does not 

matter “whether people be of high or low birth, rich or poor, old or young, enlightened or 

confused, they are all alike in that they will one day die.”52  With a daily reminder of this 

fact of one’s existence, the samurai believe that one is taking an important step toward 

viewing one’s daily affairs in a new light.  However, the awareness that one’s life will 

end, brought about by regular meditation on inevitable death, must be maintained in 

conjunction with the following aspect of keeping death in mind in order to achieve this 

new way of looking at things. 

 The third aspect of keeping death in mind in the right way is the recollection of 

the ever-present possibility of death.  In addition to meditating on the inevitability of 

one’s own death, the samurai strive to remember that one could die at any time.53  It is in 

an attempt to remind his clan’s young retainers of this latter fact that Yamamoto quotes a 

saying that goes, “’step from under the eaves and you’re a dead man.  Leave the gate and 

the enemy is waiting.’”54  Because one might die at any time, the samurai believe it is 

foolish to behave as though one has many years ahead.  Yamamoto states, “while 

knowing that we will die someday, we think that all the others will die before us and that 

we will be the last to go.  Death seems a long way off.  Is this not shallow thinking?”55  

One may in fact continue to live for quite a while, but there is no way of knowing 

whether or not this will be the case.  Without this knowledge, the samurai recommend 

viewing each day as one’s last opportunity to address one’s responsibilities.56  The proper 
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way to go about addressing these responsibilities, assuming that today is one’s last, 

remains to be explained. 

 The fourth aspect of keeping death in mind in the right way is the resolution 

towards death.  Even if one is always cognizant of the inevitability and the ever-present 

possibility of one’s own death, the samurai still seem to believe that one’s life might not 

be affected in the proper way by focusing on just these aspects of keeping death in mind.  

One must also resolve oneself towards death.57  That is, one must prepare oneself to die 

and even pursue a daily course of action that might lead to one’s own death.  In one of the 

more extreme accounts of the samurai resolution towards death Yamamoto states that the 

samurai “plunges recklessly towards an irrational death.”58  The more mainstream 

account is that the samurai, if faced with a situation in which death seems possible or 

even likely, will not avoid this situation, but will knowingly persevere.59  Whichever 

account one considers, it is curious why the samurai believe that this resolution towards 

one’s own death is important. 

According to the samurai, failing to resolve oneself towards death can actually 

have unfortunate effects on the life of one that adheres to the other aspects of keeping 

death in mind.  As an example of these effects, Daidoji tells the story of the monk who 

lives in constant fear of his own death.  This fear is the result of the monk’s meditation on 

and recollection of, the inevitability and ever-present possibility of his own death; and 

because of this fear the monk is unable to address life’s responsibilities. 60  If one is 

unable to engage in life, one cannot reap the benefits for life of keeping death in mind.  

What the monk lacks is resolution towards death.  The samurai believe that it is only by 

becoming resolved towards one’s own death that fear of one’s own death can be 
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overcome, and the proper impact on life of keeping death in mind can be had.61  Once 

one has eliminated the fear of dying, one can learn a great deal about life from the other 

aspects of keeping death in mind.   

The samurai believe that with the recognition that one’s death will both take place 

and take place at an undetermined time comes the recognition that time is limited, not 

guaranteed, and not to be wasted on self-indulgent trivialities.62  Yamamoto states, “it 

will not do to think in such a way and be negligent.  Insofar as death is always at one’s 

door, one should make sufficient effort and act quickly.”63  Rather than wasting one’s 

limited time trying to satisfy one’s trivial personal desires, whatever time one has left 

should be spent addressing one’s responsibilities.64  While the samurai recommend 

keeping death in mind as an aid in remembering the importance of presently attending to 

one’s responsibilities, they also keep death in mind, as previously stated, to help them 

understand the proper way for one to go about addressing these responsibilities.   

Because one does not know when one will die, one also does not know whether or 

not one will be able to successfully, or completely, address a given responsibility.  

Yamamoto claims, “the Way of the samurai should be in being aware that you do not 

know what is going to happen next… Victory and defeat are matters of the temporary 

force of circumstances.  The way of avoiding shame is different.  It is simply in death.” 65  

While one cannot control what one accomplishes, one can control how one goes about 

trying to accomplish things.66  Because one should only be held accountable for what one 

can control, the samurai conclude that it is less important for one to complete a project 

than it is for one to strive diligently to complete it.  Yamamoto states, “to say that dying 

without reaching one’s aim is to die a dog’s death is the frivolous way of sophisticates.  
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When pressed with the choice of life or death, it is not necessary to gain one’s aim.”67  By 

keeping death in mind every day, one is able to live a life focused on one’s 

responsibilities, but with the understanding that the proper way to address life’s 

responsibilities involves simply putting forth one’s best effort and being free from 

excessive concern as to whether certain ends are realized.  Yamamoto asserts, “if by 

setting one’s heart right every morning and evening, one is able to live as though his 

body were already dead, he gains freedom in the Way.  His whole life will be without 

blame, and he will succeed in his calling.”68   

This brief account of the samurai notion of life while adhering to the four aspects 

of keeping death in mind leaves room for questions of the same nature as those one could 

ask Kierkegaard.  That is, it remains unclear why either of them believes that the 

subjective acceptance of, and relation to, certain facts about death should teach them 

certain ways to approach life and not others.  Despite these unresolved issues, this 

account should provide the basic understanding of a life approached through death 

according to the samurai, which will be necessary to proceed into the comparative portion 

of this paper.  Furthermore, since the relevant unresolved issues for the samurai approach 

are of the same nature as those one might bring up in considering Kierkegaard’s 

approach, it will certainly be possible to address these issues in the course of assessing 

the similarity of these thinkers.  This assessment will be the subject of the next section of 

this paper.  

 
Kierkegaard on the Samurai: Earnestness or Mood? 

 Without engaging in any further consideration of the matter, it is quite apparent 

that there is a great deal of accord between Kierkegaard and the samurai on the subject of 
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approaching life through death.  They both notice the certainty/inevitability and the 

uncertainty/ever-present possibility of death.  They both also emphasize not only the 

importance of acknowledging these characteristics of death, but some of the same 

potential problems of lacking this acknowledgment as well.69  With all of this similarity, 

it would seem difficult for Kierkegaard to accuse the samurai of being in a mood.  Even 

in the case of the lack of an explicit consideration of death’s subjectivity, parallel to 

Kierkegaard’s, on the part of the samurai, it is clear given the individualistic language the 

samurai use that they are not in the mood of objectivity towards death.  It is not until one 

compares the samurai resolution towards death and Kierkegaard’s appropriate fear of 

death that one potentially telling difference stands out.  The purpose of this section of the 

paper is to determine whether this difference is substantial enough to justify the claim 

that Kierkegaard could accuse the samurai of being in a mood.  However, in order to 

understand the importance of considering this lone troubling difference between 

Kierkegaard and the samurai, their overall similarity must be more firmly established by 

exploring another very significant similarity that may not be as apparent as those 

mentioned above. 

 This similarity pertains to the previously mentioned issues that are left unresolved 

by the accounts presented in the first two sections of this paper.  It is not that these 

accounts are incomplete or inadequate.  At least, the author certainly hopes that this is not 

the case.  Rather, the issues in question are unaccounted for because neither Kierkegaard 

nor the samurai clearly identify certain key assumptions, the omission of which leads to 

these troublesome issues, as factors in their notions of approaching life through death.  

Thus, in order to address these issues, it will be necessary to point out and question these 
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assumptions, which make up the very foundations of each of their approaches to life 

through death.  By noticing and questioning these assumptions, one can see not only the 

motivations that underlie each of their interests in death, but one can also see that these 

motivations are really quite similar.   

 Connell observes that the primary assumption at the root of Kierkegaard’s 

recommendation of the thought of death is the existence of the Christian God.70  This 

observation seems to be accurate given Kierkegaard’s theological interests and some of 

the claims he makes in “At a Graveside.”  For example, Kierkegaard states,  

the person who is without God in the world soon becomes bored with 
himself—and expresses this haughtily by being bored with all life, but the 
person who is in fellowship with God indeed lives with the one whose 
presence gives infinite significance to even the most insignificant.71  
  

When Kierkegaard begins “At a Graveside” already in the context of belief in the 

Christian God and this belief’s corresponding concepts about finding significance in life, 

he already has a certain agenda.  That is, Kierkegaard’s project in this discourse is to 

explain how one can live as God would want one to.  While his presentation of the value 

of thinking earnestly about death might seem to be independent of theological 

considerations, in reality, what Kierkegaard is recommending can only be compelling to 

one who already wants to live a Godly life.  Therefore, the apparent shortcoming of 

Kierkegaard’s description of thinking earnestly about death is not that, 

phenomenologically speaking; it misses some important fact of death.  Rather, it is 

simply that the way of life he derives from the earnest thought of death does not follow 

for one who does not first make Kierkegaard’s assumption.  Without this assumption it is 

easy to see how issues or questions might arise, such as, “why should the prospect of the 

‘all is over’ galvanize the self into action?”72   
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Like Kierkegaard, the samurai also assume that there is a right way to live before 

making the recommendation to keep death in mind in order to learn how this life is 

possible.  However, the samurai do not rely on belief in the existence of a supernatural 

force to provide them with an idea of the proper pursuits in life.  Their assumption is that 

one ought to serve one’s feudal lord, or “daimyo,” to the best of one’s ability.73  For the 

purposes of this comparison, it seems possible to understand the relationship between a 

samurai and his daimyo in the same way that Kierkegaard understands his relationship 

with God.  Just as “At a Graveside” is meant to explain how one can live as God would 

want one to, the Hagakure, for instance, is meant to explain how one can live in the way 

that will be most pleasing to one’s daimyo.74  Furthermore, just as the earnest thought of 

death can only bring about a Godly life for one whom already wants to live a Godly life, 

keeping death in mind in the right way can only bring about a life of dedicated service to 

one’s daimyo for one who first values such a life.  Finally, as in Kierkegaard’s situation, 

given that the sort of life the samurai arrive at by keeping death in mind in the right way 

is dependent upon the samurai assumption, it follows that this sort of life need not be 

accepted by one who does not, or cannot make this assumption.75  Without such an 

assumption there is no reason to learn one way of life rather than another from keeping 

death in mind as the samurai recommend.   

Despite their reliance on assumptions that only some would be willing to make, it 

would not be fair to accuse either Kierkegaard or the samurai of providing a flawed 

notion of approaching life through death.  After all, it is not clear that they ought to be 

attempting to provide notions of this kind of approach to life that would be compelling to 

absolutely anyone, and it may not even be possible to accomplish such a feat.  Regardless 
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of its questionable possibility, accomplishing this feat is precisely what Martin Heidegger 

attempts to do in Being and Time.76  Whether or not Heidegger is successful, and Jean-

Paul Sartre, for one, doubts that he is,77 one need not assume that Heidegger’s attempt is 

superior because of its apparently universal application.  Both Kierkegaard and the 

samurai are addressing very specific audiences and there is no sign that either ever 

intended their work for anyone outside of these audiences. 78   If they did not intend for 

their approaches to life through death to be applicable universally, then it should hardly 

count against them that these approaches are not universally applicable.   

Even though neither Kierkegaard nor the samurai make a point of openly 

acknowledging their assumptions as key factors in deriving specific ways of life from 

their particular approaches through death, once these assumptions are identified it 

becomes clear what their motivations are in looking to death for guidance in life.  

Kierkegaard is motivated by a desire to eliminate all concerns that are not relevant to 

being a Christian from individuals who would be Christians.  The samurai, on the other 

hand, are motivated by a desire to eliminate all concerns that are not relevant to being a 

samurai from individual samurai.79  With comparable assumptions about how to live, 

similar motivations for turning to death, and some practically identical aspects of their 

respective approaches to life through death, it is no surprise that Kierkegaard and the 

samurai turn out to be so similar when considering the lives that result from each of their 

approaches.  

For both Kierkegaard and the samurai the respective ways of life they advocate 

emphasize how one goes about whatever one might be doing rather than what one is 

attempting to accomplish.  For Kierkegaard, this emphasis means a life in which one has 
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no significant concerns other than going about one’s work in a way that is pleasing to 

God.  For the samurai, this emphasis means that one need only be concerned about 

striving, in any particular task, to be useful to one’s lord.80  With only one important 

difference in the basic structure of using death to alter life, the kind of life brought about 

by this structure according to Kierkegaard is almost interchangeable with the kind of life 

brought about by this structure as presented by Yamamoto, Daidoji and other samurai 

authors.  Despite this otherwise complete interchangeability, however, this one important 

difference leads to characteristics of the life of a samurai that Kierkegaard would 

probably not condone. 

Because the samurai differ in that they do not acknowledge the possibility of 

having an insufficient fear of death, Kierkegaard would likely accuse them of being in a 

mood towards death.  Unlike other apparent “oversights” in the samurai notion of the 

value for life of keeping death in mind, their obvious lack of sufficient fear leads to 

fundamental disparity between themselves and Kierkegaard, particularly concerning the 

value they attribute to life itself.  Kierkegaard, in his journals, regards life as meaningful 

suffering, the endurance of which is necessary in order to demonstrate to God one’s 

longing for eternal life.81  On the other hand, the samurai, who perhaps not incidentally 

are without an explicit notion of eternal life,82 seem to believe that life is cheap and 

meant to be cast off easily.83  It is this apparent eagerness for death on the part of the 

samurai that Kierkegaard would find unacceptable. 

An example of this eagerness is the samurai practice of “seppuku.”  Seppuku is a 

ritualized form of suicide that samurai perform for any number of reasons that would 

probably seem trivial to Western observers.84  However, this sort of behavior is not 
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without precedent in Western history.  As Kierkegaard points out in his journals, the 

Stoics also reserve the right to take one’s own life for some trivial reasons.85  Beyond 

simply pointing out this fact, Kierkegaard goes on to condemn this stoic practice.  Even 

though he acknowledges the similarity between Stoicism and his understanding of 

Christianity in that they both make “life intensive with the thought of death,”86 

Kierkegaard claims that Stoic reliance on suicide is really just a sign of cowardice in the 

face of life.  This fear of life is precisely the danger he sees in having an insufficient fear 

of death.  Fleeing life when it is about to become most difficult or undesirable is a display 

of fear that can only be avoided by having an appropriate fear of death.  Because the 

samurai, like the Stoics, are so willing to turn on life and embrace death, Kierkegaard 

would accuse them of being in the mood of the insufficient fear of death. 

 Having demonstrated why Kierkegaard would be critical of the samurai approach 

to life through death, it only seems fair to consider why the samurai might criticize 

Kierkegaard’s notion of life with the earnest thought of death.  It may be the case that the 

samurai intentionally avoid discussion of having too little fear of death because they 

believe that the potential dangers, if they should even be called dangers, of having an 

insufficient fear of death are outweighed by the potential dangers of allowing for any fear 

of death at all.  That is, maybe the samurai believe that it is better to hate life and to lose 

it than to risk being paralyzed in life by the fear of death.  If this interpretation of the 

samurai is correct, then they would likely criticize Kierkegaard for his excessively lenient 

account of the fear of death.  Because he allows for some sort of fear of death he provides 

an avenue of escape for cowardice in the face of death, along which one can avoid true 

resolution towards death and even some of one’s responsibilities.87  For example, since 
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Kierkegaard’s understanding of the appropriate fear of death seems to exclude the 

possibility of suicide, one who maintains this fear would find it difficult to perform 

seppuku even when it is one’s responsibility to do so.   

 
Conclusion 

 Mortensen and the Japanese scholars he interviews are certainly on to something 

when they suggest that Kierkegaard and the samurai have much in common.  Even 

though it seems that Kierkegaard and the samurai must ultimately part company on the 

issue of a life approached through death, the acknowledgment of the extreme similarity of 

these thinkers from such different backgrounds is illuminating in several ways.  The most 

obvious of these ways is the result of using of one of their respective notions of 

approaching life through death to critically analyze the other.  Through this analysis it has 

become clear both how Kierkegaard and the samurai differ on an important topic, and 

how considering the other’s approach might enhance each of their notions.  The 

comparison presented in this paper is also illuminating in ways that are in need of further 

exploration.  For example, this paper suggests that there may be value for the 

understanding of Christianity in having an understanding of the samurai.88  As for the 

present, I can only hope that this paper is a good starting point for future research in this 

area.    
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that his ideas would ever be read by anyone outside of his province.  Furthermore, he actually demands the 
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incineration of the notes that become the Hagakure once he has died; although one might doubt that this is 
a sincere demand (Yamamoto 1979, pp. 15-6; Yamamoto 2002, p. 3). 
 
79 Yamamoto 2002, pp. xiv-xv. 
 
80 Yamamoto 1979, p. 21.  The samurai notion of serving one’s master is very broad.  For example, this 
notion even includes suicide as an act of service (Yamamoto 1979, p. 169). 
 
81 JP, v. 4: 4733. 
 
82 This is not to say that the samurai are without any concept of life after death (Yamamoto 1979, p. 49). 
 
83 Yamamoto 1979, pp. 17, 30, 109. 
 
84 Among other reasons, the samurai perform seppuku out of duty on the occasion of the death of one’s 
master, in order to protest perceived injustices, to avoid shameful behavior, as penance for shameful or 
mistaken behavior, and as punishment for even righteous illegal behavior.  (Allyn, J. The Forty-Seven 
Ronin Story. Rutland, VT: Charles E. Tuttle Company Inc., 1970, pp. 238-9; Yamamoto 1979, pp. 20, 100, 
121, 124-5, 133, 164). 
 
85 JP, v. 4: 4518. 
 
86 JP, v. 4: 4513. 
 
87 Yamamoto 1979, p. 17. 
 
88 One might also consider how the work presented in this paper might illuminate the origins of the 
Christian movement in Japan, the relative popularity and long history of Kierkegaard scholarship in Japan, 
and, more broadly, the connection between Western and Eastern philosophy. 
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6. Abstract of paper: 

 Better known and critically-acclaimed for his novels such as Continental Drift 

(1985) and The Sweet Hereafter (1992), the latter of which was made into an award-

winning film, Russell Banks has also written a prolific number of short stories over the 

past some thirty years, the best of which (or, as he says in his concluding “Author’s 

Note,” “those that did not on rereading make me cringe with embarrassment” [504]) are 

revised and included in his most recent collection, The Angel on the Roof (2000).  Most 

of them are set in Banks’ native, small-town New Hampshire and chronicle the blue-

collar, hard-drinking, and often desperately-violent lives of the author’s characters, many 

of whom are dogged by broken marriages, economic deprivation, and physical and 

emotional isolation and abuse.  For instance, in the poignant “The Child Screams and  
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Looks Back at You,” a divorced mother and day-laborer at the local tannery must 

confront the death of her adolescent son to meningitis and the subsequent guilt she feels 

for not seeking proper medical attention for him sooner; or, in “The Burden,” a middle-

aged, single father is finally driven against his will and more benevolent nature to break  

with his no-good, freeloading adult son.  The majority of these inter-connected stories, 

which often share overlapping characters as well as the same desolate trailer-park setting, 

underscore a dominant theme running throughout Banks’ fiction: how through trauma 

and tragedy ordinary people can find a glimpse of redeeming wisdom or sense of 

hopefulness for their otherwise seemingly deterministic and narrow lives. 
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Abstract 
 
Sindh, the historically most important province of Pakistan comprises 
approximately one third of the over all population and space in the country. 
Sindh, as a home of diverse civilizations dates back to 5000 years. The city 
of Mohen-Jo-Daro, centuries-long cynosure of world archaeologists and 
anthropologists as well as sociolinguits, stands, even today, as a monumental 
proof of political and Sociolinguistic significance of this southern most 
province of Pakistan. 
 
In early history Sindh saw successive onslaughts by foreign invaders and 
influx of immigrants, due to its stable prosperity and strategic geographical 
position who brought with them their languages and cultures. Its culture and 
language were enriched as a result of the mingling of various ethnic groups 
but the culture and language retained its peculiarities incorporating some 
features of other languages and cultures. But Sindhi society on the whole 
remained monolingual with some dialectal variations in the speech. 
 
In 1843, Sindh was invaded by British and was annexed with British India. 
During British rule (1843-1947), Sindhi obtained the status of official 
language with some use of English and Hindustani and by this way some 
people become bilingual. The year 1947 saw Pakistan appearing on the map 
of the world as an independent state. Pakistan, then comprised of five 



provinces, all having indigenous languages but of course without having any 
one nationally adopted or accepted as lingua franca.  
 
Sindh now saw the largest influx of Muslim immigrants in her history: over 
two million people from India, the majority of whom spoke various dialects 
of Hindi/Urdu, and exodus of about 0.8 million Sindhi speaking Hindus to 
India. Urdu, the language brought by Indian immigrants, some how gained 
the position of national language, while English was adopted as the medium 
of official communication. By the adoption of both foreign languages, 
Pakistan was made an exoglossic country.  
 
Sindhis now felt politically marginalized and began to struggle to procure 
Sindhi its earlier rightful rank. They quoted mammoth bulk of world-class 
literature in Sindhi as an evidence of the richness of their language. As a 
result Sindh was made official language of Sindh province. Sindhi and Urdu 
both stems from the Indo-Aryan origin. Sindhi picked up influences from 
Prakrit languages, whereas Urdu was an outcome of Indian multicultural 
environments. 
 
During the course of History Sindhi has been able to assimilate hordes of 
words, terms and ideas from the concurrent languages. But during the course 
of years since Urdu was adopted as the sole national language of Pakistan 
the extent and degree of bilingualism has increased rapidly in Sindh, with 
exposure to Urdu involving most sections of the speech community. Suffice 
it to say, today in the urban areas of Sindh, virtually every one has a 
command of Urdu. 
 
The paper investigates the extent of linguistic change in Sindhi speech 
community as result of bilingualism, taking linguistic as well as social 
variables of age, education and sex in account. 
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   Prisoners of the Tree: 
   Lee Blessing’s Theatrical Expulsions from Eden 
 
   a study by Steven Dedalus Burch 
 
 
 
 
 
  “The apple on its bough is her desire, 
  Shining suspension, mimic of the sun. 
  The bough has caught her breath up, and her voice, 
  Dumbly articulate in the slant and rise 
  Of branch on branch above her, blurs her eyes. 
  She is a prisoner of the tree and its green fingers. . . .” 
    Hart Crane, from “Garden Abstract,” White Buildings 



 American culture has almost from its beginnings claimed what may be the 

western world’s primary Judeo-Christian metaphor, that of the Garden of Eden.  The 

vastness of its wilderness, the newness of its culture, the plasticity of its identity allowed 

both its citizens and many outsiders to embrace their vision of America as a manifestation 

of humanity’s earliest boon from its deity.  In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, 

this metaphor has continued to be called forth at moments when the country’s soul was 

perceived as being tested by the failure of American capitalism in the Depression, the 

country’s tentative stretches toward Empire in southeast Asia and the Middle East, and 

the Faustian unleashing of the atom at the end of the second World War. 

 Much of this material is exceedingly well-covered by a multiplicity of scholars 

and artists.  Within the last two decades yet another American writer has found this 

metaphor to be a fertile field, and he has brought his theatre to examine the costs not just 

of the loss of our innocence but of our knowledge of that loss.  While not as well known 

as such contemporaries as David Mamet, Suzan-Lori Parks, August Wilson, and Sam 

Shepard, Lee Blessing has been a writer constantly on the verge of being recognized as 

one of our finest playwrights.i  What separates him from the others has been his steady, 

accumulating probe of this peculiarly American myth of innocence and the knowledge of 

its loss.  In the theatre of Lee Blessing, it is precisely in that knowledge where we may 

find both our national tragedy and our slim hope for re-birth. 

Referred to as “the American theater’s most prolific cause-oriented playwright,”  

Blessing at first does appear to use the bully pulpit of the theatre to address particular 

social and political themes.  Such concerns as murder, child abuse, serial killing, nuclear 

proliferation, AIDS, hostage-taking, media manipulation, the corruption of sports and 



racism are deeply rooted in his plays (Thief River, Going to St. Ives, Lake Street 

Extension, Down the Road, A Walk in the Woods, Patient A, Two Rooms, The Authentic 

Life of Billy the Kid, Oldtimers Game, and Cobb) and are dramatized with such skill that 

one never feels that the plays are merely didactic.  In his review of Two Rooms Philip 

Brandes asserted that a “poetic brand of psychological and social paleontology has 

always proved [his] greatest strength as a playwright.”ii 

 But it is this other thematic link that runs through each of these plays and their 

connection to our time and place: America’s sense of moral identity and how it has 

evolved and at what cost at the end of the twentieth century and beginning of the twenty-

first.  This theme began to take shape for me during the rehearsals for a production of 

Down the Road at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  While assisting the director of 

this chilling tale of a married pair of crime writers interviewing a serial killer, I was 

struck by the thought of Bill Reach, the killer, possessing the knowledge of evil and by 

Iris’ and Dan’s need or desire to possess that knowledge.  And, of course, once in 

possession, it destroys their marriage (and, possibly, themselves).  Exploring this thought 

further, I realized that Iris and Dan had begun the play in a sort of Edenic state: a 

blissfully happy marriage (still fairly new) and, from this bliss, the desire to create and 

procreate a new life (as parents) and career (as successful crime writers) for themselves.  

Except that they couldn’t resist the serpentine Bill with his knowledge and, like that 

earlier couple, such knowledge gained expels this couple from their previous state of 

innocence and happiness. 

 While this particular storyline is not repeated in any of the other plays, each of 

them connects to the idea of a current life that has been corrupted in some form from the 



life previously lived, or from the life that might have been.  Focusing on The Authentic 

Life of Billy the Kid (1979), Oldtimers Game (1980), Down the Road (1989), Lake Street 

Extension (1992), Patient A (1993), Thief River (2001), and Going to St. Ives (2003) this 

essay will explore Blessing’s theme and its cultural significance as part of a tradition of 

American narrative.  Whether developed as a major theme or a minor one in these plays, 

each of Blessing’s main characters palpably yearns for a connection to a more innocent 

time, a time before knowledge of themselves or of their world changes them utterly. 

 To place this in its proper context, from the beginning of the colonization of 

North America, the idea of a regained Eden and a renewed innocence accompanied 

literature, religion, political discourse and philosophical writings.  Carolyn Merchant 

notes that, “in the seventeenth century and proceeding to the present, New World 

colonists have undertaken a massive effort to reinvent the whole earth in the image of the 

Garden of Eden.”iii  As the British New World was founded by various religious groups, 

especially the Puritans, a sense of renewal for the faithful and a return to the Garden, as 

America’s vast unspoiled wilderness was conceived, became predominant in the 

imaginations of the colonists.  Instead of humans’ actions forcing an expulsion from the 

Garden through their lust and desire for God-like knowledge, now through human actions 

Paradise could be recovered, re-attained and redeveloped.  “Human labor would redeem 

the souls of men and women, while cultivation and domestication would redeem the 

earthy wilderness.”iv 

 This cultural narrative became synonymous with the settlement and cultivation of 

the American wilderness.  Merchant writes that the “Enlightenment idea of progress is 



rooted in the recovery of the garden lost in the Fall”v and that the configuration of Judeo-

Christian tenets provided a powerful “legitimation for settlement of the New World.”vi 

 Of course there are several layers of meaning to the story of the Fall and in 

modernist and postmodernist readings it may be difficult to reconcile the Biblical 

teaching that Mankind’s expulsion was the result of female agency, with Adam as the 

“innocent bystander, being forced to pay the consequences as his sons are pushed into 

developing both pastoralism and farming [while] fallen Eve becomes the nature that must 

be tamed into submission.”vii  Yet leaving aside the feminist concerns along with the 

historical narratives concerning the Biblical foundations of agriculture and labor, the idea 

of Innocence is itself a powerful and assertive idea, one that continues to bury itself and 

fester under our collective skin. 

 So American had this idea of Innocence become that much of our developing 

literature in the nineteenth century was filled with Biblical images of this lost paradise.  

According to R.W.B. Lewis, “the American myth saw life and history as just beginning . 

. . [and it] described the world as starting up again under fresh initiative, in a divinely 

granted second chance for the human race, after the first chance had been so disastrously 

fumbled in the darkening Old World.”viii  In such significant nineteenth-century works as 

Hawthorne’s The Marble Faun and Melville’s Billy Budd, which make “literal use of the 

story of Adam and the Fall of Man,”ix to Thoreau’s Walden and perhaps most 

significantly Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, which “brought to its climax the many-sided 

discussion by which - over a generation - innocence replaced sinfulness as the first 

attribute of the American character,”x the story of the Fall and the expulsion from the 



Garden became seemingly permanently ingrained as part of the great American cultural 

myth. 

 Blessing’s work consistently concerns itself with the primary repercussions of that 

expulsion, i.e., the loss of innocence (ignorance of good and evil) and the necessity for 

re-evaluating, restructuring and redefining one’s place in this newer, corrupt world.  In an 

interview Blessing acknowledged the thematic linkages in a writer’s work, concluding 

that “some writers tend to mine material that’s in a relatively narrow vein, and the 

measure is how deeply they mine it.”xi 

 It is perhaps telling that the earliest of Blessing’s plays to be published takes place 

in the most formidable geographic icon of American Edenic innocence, the West, and 

that it replays and restructures one its most potent myths: the life and death of Billy the 

Kid.  Titled after the ‘actual’ 1882 biography (The Authentic Life of Billy the Kid: the 

Noted Desperado of the Southwest, Whose Deeds of Daring and Blood Made His Name a 

Terror in New Mexico, Arizona and Northern Mexico by Pat F. Garrett, Sheriff of 

Lincoln Co., N.M., by Whom He Was Finally Hunted Down and Captured by Killing 

Him:  A Faithful and Interesting Narrative), Blessing’s drama opens on the night of 

February 28, 1908, in the last hours in the life of Billy’s killer, Pat Garrett, and it 

examines the effect of Billy’s killing upon Garrett’s  life and, most importantly, his 

identity. 

 In an vivid rearrangement of history, Blessing begins his play with the arrival of 

Ash Upson, Garrett’s biographer and co-writer of The Authentic Life, to Garrett’s ranch 

after an absence of fifteen years.xii  In their initial reminisces of their shared youth in the 

romanticized West, Ash and Garrett begin to reconstruct the reality of that West: 



 ASH.  Long ago.  We were poor, but we were never happy, eh?  (ASH laughs.  

 PAT laughs.) 

 PAT.  Things were all right. 

ASH.  No, they weren’t.  You know why?  We never understood the West.  It’s 

mostly gone now, of course.  But at the time, we never understood the West is 

what you make of it.  That’s all it is.  Outside of that it doesn’t exist.  We failed to 

become men of means.  A man’s got to have the means, or he . . . or he falls 

apart.xiii   

 Ash is 80 years old and has stumbled upon a sure-fire money-making scheme: a 

replay of the ‘Killing of the Kid.’  Before Garrett can dismiss the idea Ash introduces 

him to a middle-aged bartender and driver who insists that he is in fact the real Billy, and 

that Garrett had shot and killed the wrong man in 1881.  Though Garrett scoffs at the 

notion, by the end of the first act he has come to accept that this Billy is the real one and 

he accepts Ash’s plan to market Garrett and Billy in a spectacular theatrical re-enactment 

of the fatal gunfight that will make them rich.  More importantly, it would return all three 

to the ‘garden’ of their yesteryear. 

 Though openly hostile at this middle-aged intruder into his memories, Garrett 

quietly tells Billy “I know it’s you”xiv and agrees to rehearse the gunfight.  Ash becomes 

nervous, as does Billy, when Garrett muses about killing the 48-year-old Billy: 

 PAT.  Ash, what if I kill him?  (A silence.) 

 ASH.  No tour. 

 PAT.  I couldn’t do the tour myself?  (ASH shakes his head, “no.”)  I’m within 

 my rights.  He’s under a death sentence. 



 ASH.  That’s a long time ago!  Why should you kill him?! 

 PAT.  It was my job. 

 ASH.  Are you crazy?  He’ll make you rich, if you let him! 

 PAT.  He’ll make me a fool!  I’ll be the man who didn’t kill Billy the Kid.xv 

 Later in the second act, Garrett receives a visit from a mysterious stranger named 

Miller, based on the real life Jim ‘Killer’ Miller, “Texas bad man and murderer for 

hire”xvi who liked to call himself a Deacon and “dressed pretty much like a preacher, 

wearing, it was recalled, a Prince Albert coat and black bow tie as part of his outfit,”xvii 

who later in the play hints that he is to be Garrett’s assassin.  Billy and Garrett , at Ash’s 

insistence, re-enact the killing for their guest.  During this ‘attended rehearsal’ Billy 

becomes upset at the thought that Garrett might actually kill him because he, Billy, would 

be the real star: 

 BILLY.  You want to know why? ‘Cause Pat knows what that tour’d do to him.  

 Sure.  How could he stand it up on that stage for a year with crowds shoutin’ 

 nothin’ but Billy!  Billy the Kid!  An’ Pat Garrett never got him at all! 

 PAT.  That ain’t why I’d kill you. 

 MILLER.  Then why would you? 

 PAT.  Because I’m supposed to.xviii 

 By the end of the play Garrett does indeed point his gun and shout, “Who am I!?  

Pat Garrett!”xix and shoots Billy dead, denying the re-entry Ash, Billy and even Garrett 

desire.  But it is knowledge that haunts Garrett more.  Knowing that he has been set up to 

be ambushed the next day by Miller, Garrett accepts that not re-entering the Garden will  

mean death as well for himself, but that his constructed identity will remain intact.  When 



Ash laments that Garrett will die a failure, Garret, looking at Billy’s corpse, replies, “I’ll 

die after him.”xx 

 The Garden of The Authentic Life of Billy the Kid is the youth of the antagonists, 

and in the dreams of a ghost (Ash) they are invited and almost seduced into reliving that 

carefree paradise where they could be the heroes of Ash’s fiction.  In this retelling Ash 

serves as the serpent who tempts the men with his invitation to return to a time where 

Billy and Garrett were not the empty vessels of alcoholism and penury they are now.  In 

the current desert where each has been forced by both circumstances and their own 

personalities to roam as a notorious Judas and to labor as an anonymous drunk, Garrett 

and Billy are indeed tempted.  That Garrett ultimately denies for all a return to this 

previous state is a reassertion of an identity that had been constructed twenty-seven years 

earlier. 

 Oldtimers Game continues this image of a past Eden, in this case a time when 

baseball was played for the joy it gave and not for the money that replaced it.  Set in the 

present time in the locker room of a minor league team, The Northshore Otters, from the 

fictitious town of Northshore, Minnesota, Oldtimers Game explores the underside to 

baseball: its businessmen and its career-oriented players.  No longer ‘the boys of 

summer,’ the Otters consist of men hungry for the fame and fortune of professional sports 

in America.   

 Sut Davis is a twenty-year-old African-American right-fielder whose current stats 

and league-leading hits make him the player most likely to advance to the majors before 

the season has ended.  For Sut there is no pleasure to be found in the game, just pure 

monetary rewards, and he possesses a tunnel-visioned focus on his goal of leaving the 



Otters.  Likewise catcher and practical joker Harley Nix, an irresponsible and 

irrepressible 34-year-old who was in the majors and has been sent down to the minors 

because of his attitude, is also desperate to return to the majors. 

 Between these two are an assortment of players, both past and present, gathered 

for the first annual Oldtimers Game, celebrating the former Otters with the current team 

in a three-inning ‘match.’  One of these aging players is Old John Law, a taciturn Hall of 

Fame pitcher, who shuns the spotlight and who bitterly rejects the fans who have no real 

understanding of the game.  Opposite Old John is Crab Detlefsen, a third baseman who 

only made it to one single major league season before he was forced into early retirement 

from a fastball to his head.  Crab truly and deeply loves the game, an attitude that strikes 

the others as embarrassing and naive. 

 Another former Otter is a current major-league star, Dave Pearl, who somewhat 

wistfully shares his current mental withdrawal from the sport with Old John: 

 DAVE.  Yeah?  Don’t get out to the park much, huh? 

 JOHN.  Nope. 

 DAVE.  Well, me neither.  ‘Cept to play, I never go out.  Ain’t that something?  

 When I was a kid I never went home.  Now it just steals time, you know?xxi 

 Blessing fills out the rest of the cast with a crew of genial losers, players who 

have made their peace yet are quietly attempting to advance themselves still, like former 

second baseman Jim Nealy who now writes about and broadcasts for the Otters.  There is 

a new owner of the team, Mr. Thompson, who is full of the bottom-line capitalist spirit, 

ready to fire anyone who will not win for him: “I am going to build a team on attitude 



alone”xxii and who insists that his players will play every game with the rage, the will and 

the need to win at any cost. 

 Yet for all this baseball remains a boy’s game.  For Crab and even Old John, to 

return to their youth (like Billy and Garrett) becomes a temptation impossible to ignore 

and resist, and Old John reveals this truth when, as he attempts to re-dress and escape 

before the game begins, Crab needles him about why he accepted the invitation: 

 JOHN.  Because I . . . love baseball.  It’s the people I don’t like.  

 (Embarrassedly.)  I don’t like people.  Why do you think I run a resort in 

 Northern Wisconsin?  For the crowds? 

 CRAB.  You don’t like people? 

 JOHN.  Well, it’s not so strange.  Some people don’t like fish. 

 CRAB.  But how do you . . . How do you live, if you . . .  

 JOHN.  I just keep away from situations.  That’s all.  Today I got tempted.  

 Baseball always tempts me.  It was a mistake to come. 

 CRAB.  Why do you hate people? 

 JOHN.  I don’t hate ‘em.  I just don’t like ‘em.  They don’t know the first thing 

 about baseball.  They don’t know why they’re playing it.  They don’t know what 

 it’s for. 

 CRAB.  I know what it’s for. 

 JOHN.  Ignore the beauty of an entire world, just to eke out another buck, or beat 

 out somebody else, or . . . use somebody up.xxiii 

Crab understands implicitly and ultimately talks Old John into going out on the field and 

playing just for himself. 



 In the play’s second act tensions mount and rumors abound that Thompson may 

in fact make changes in the team and actually send someone up to the majors.  Blessing 

scores some points on an obvious conflict between Sut and Harley and the dynamic of the 

locker room is well explored, but in the end, it isn’t Thompson’s bottom-line mentality 

that destroys the garden for these men, though he does tempt the younger players with the 

possibility of advancement.  All they cede to his temptation is any and all behavior that 

would be quaintly regarded as sportsmanlike.  But the true destroyer which Old John 

reveals to all is time, which will truly banish these young Adams from their Eden: 

 JOHN.  (Rising.)  You’re sorry, period.  You’re all sorry.  There isn’t a real 

 ballplayer in the lot of you.  Just a bunch of fools and fakes, dreaming of the big 

 leagues.  But I’ll tell you something: you don’t know what the big leagues are.  

 You couldn’t even guess.  You want to know?  You want to know what they 

 really are?  (He suddenly pulls open his shirt, revealing his withered chest.)  This!  

 This is the big leagues: lungs that don’t work, bones that are brittle, muscles that 

 forget they’re muscles anymore.  This is the goddamn big leagues.  And guess 

 what?  You’re all going to make it!  (A beat, then quietly.)  This body could do 

 things . . . that made people dance with joy.  They danced in the streets.  What’s it 

 matter now?  I may as well have been a bill collector.xxiv 

 A fight erupts and Thompson does indeed make changes that affect the team, 

including terminating Harley’s contract.  Expelled from his garden, Harley threatens to 

become a younger image of Old John’s bitterness and he even succeeds in destroying the 

manager’s office.  In the end, however, it is Crab’s grace and good-natured acceptance of 

life’s disappointments that keeps Harley from total despair. 



 In these early plays Blessing’s Edenic narrative lays in the youth of his 

protagonists, in a more carefree time where life could be experienced without the layering 

on of the emotional and economic detritus that clings and slows down, a life and time 

where even killing one’s best friend was a vital part of that Eden.  But the later plays of 

the late eighties and early nineties become darker, and it is not just old age that expels his 

characters from their garden. 

 In the fiction of the nineteenth century Lewis writes that the Adamic myth that 

was central to it began to evolve into a more peculiarly American form, a “historic 

transformation whereby the Adamic fable yielded to what I take to be the authentic 

American narrative.  For much of that fable remained in the later narrative: the individual 

going forth toward experience, the inventor of his own character and creator of his 

personal history; the self-moving individual who is made to confront that ‘other’ - the 

world or society, the element which provides experience.”xxv  In Down the Road, Lake 

Street Extension, and Patient A, Blessing’s protagonists confront Lewis’ “other” only to 

find their experience has destroyed them. 

 When he was writing Down the Road, Blessing plunged himself into the psycho 

personality of the serial killer and found that the “essence of a serial killer is somebody 

who is so isolated from society, so isolated from any human empathy, that he can do 

these kinds of things.”xxvi  Blessing also determined that the play was to be seen through 

his reporters’ experience of that isolation, of “suddenly finding themselves in a universe 

that is almost as bleak as the one that this man has been inhabiting psychologically for a 

long time.”xxvii 



 In this Edenic fable, Dan and Iris Henniman are a newly married pair of 

journalists who attempt simultaneously to secure their chosen careers as crime reporters 

by interviewing Bill Reach, a mass serial killer of young women, and to create an 

extension of their marital ‘paradise’ through parenthood.  By the play’s end, their 

marriage is in ruins, Iris has walked out on the book (and possibly her career), and both 

reporters are seemingly forever tainted from the knowledge of evil that Bill Reach has 

shared with them. 

 From the start each is excited about what this book could do for their reputations 

as writers, and Iris particularly wants to find out the answers as to why Reach killed.  

When she strikes a nerve in him during an interview session, she excitedly reports it to 

Dan: 

IRIS.  Somewhere, somehow Bill Reach - a man with no identity, but a real gift 

for the twentieth century - found a goal: to become unforgettable, at any price.  

Because something taught him that nothing else matters.  Don’t you want to know 

what that something is?xxviii 

 But the cost for that knowledge is extremely high, even for professionals who try 

and tell themselves that they’ve heard and read everything about Reach.  In the play’s 

darkest scene, Reach taints Dan with the knowledge the couple have been seeking 

throughout the play, and seductively pulls Dan into an understanding that will haunt him 

and us: 

REACH.  You want to know how it feels?  I’ll tell you.  It feels like . . . the 

middle of space.  Floating.  Alone.  Driving late at night on a deserted road.  

Heading directly into a perfect dark that somehow gets darker.  And the road and 



woods  and sky all roll up together into a huge gateway that’s always opening - 

just opening as you get there.  The feeling of the steering wheel and the dashboard 

is so familiar, so . . . owned by you.  The girl - the victim - is in the seat beside 

you.  And you’re more alone than if she wasn’t there.  You understand?  (A beat.)  

A lot of guys would try to deny this.  But I feel we can be honest here, don’t you?  

(A beat.)  That victim owes you her breath.  It’s not hers anymore - from the time 

she trusted you.  From the time she failed to protect herself.  If you don’t want her 

to breathe, if it gets to you, at any point - what do you do?  Dan? 

 DAN.  You kill her. 

 REACH.  That’s logic.  Then you get out of the car, and stand there on the road, 

 in the absolute dark.  And you feel a silence, a stillness, that sounds better to you 

 than any human voice you’ve ever heard.  You can’t even remember your own 

 voice - or that you ever had one.  Then you think about that body, and the clothes 

 still on it, and her bag on the floor of the car, and the things in that bag - and you 

 decide what you want to keep, and what you want to throw away.  (A beat.)  You 

 open the car door - the only light’s the little courtesy light in the door - and you go 

 through that bag, and through those clothes and through that body.  And anything 

 you want is yours.  (A beat.)  You print that.  That’s what they want to readxxix 

 When Dan returns to the motel room after this interview session, he reveals to Iris 

that Reach’s confession “generously provided me with a glimpse into yet a lower circle 

of hell.”xxx  Yet this is the knowledge he and Iris have been seeking throughout their 

weeks of interviews.  And Reach has played the serpent with them by holding out the 

possibility of sharing this knowledge: of his own motivations, and of previously unknown 



bodies to be dug up.  By referencing Dante, Dan attempts to remove himself from the 

taint.  After all he is only a tourist here, in hell.  He can leave.  However, as critic Misha 

Berson wrote, Dan and Iris have “made a pact with not one devil, but several.”xxxi  Dan 

has deluded himself, as has Iris, and she admits this to Reach just after she wakes from a 

dream during which she has had intercourse with the murderer: 

IRIS.  (Hesitating, staring at Reach.)  I wanted to prove . . . I wanted to prove that 

I could listen to the worst crimes.  That I could hear what killers did from the 

killers themselves.  That I could face . . . (Moving away from Reach, looking out 

the window.)  That I could work with you, write the story without becoming . . . 

(A beat.)  I thought I could look at you for what you are: both a cause and a result, 

both human and . . . something else.  A final judgment, and a warning of 

something even more final.  (She looks at Reach.)  Part of me - as you were once, 

part of a woman - and part of nothing.  That’s all I wanted: to record each detail, 

one after another, no matter how . . . foreign - without getting lost.  And I could, 

once. 

 REACH.  Before me. 

 IRIS.  Before you.xxxii 

 At the end of the play, a pregnant Iris leaves the interviews and her husband - and 

her marriage - as Reach dangles yet another piece of knowledge for them: an unknown 

killing.  But Dan cannot leave, and so foregoes both his marriage and forthcoming 

paternity, addicted to the forbidden fruit Reach feeds him, the possibility of knowing why 

he kills. 



 In referring to his ideas behind A Walk in the Woods, a two-character play based 

upon an actual incident during an arms reduction negotiation session in Geneva between 

the diplomats from the U.S. and the Soviet Union (and where each man recalls the pre-

nuclear world as a more innocent time and each actively yearns to turn back the clock and 

return to that world), Blessing said that a “country is really the sum of the myths it builds 

up as it goes along”xxxiii and this is equally true for the examination of community and 

personal myths surrounding what Blessing calls his “Three-Reprehensible-Men-In-A-

Basement play,”xxxiv Lake Street Extension.  Only these myths concern male sexuality, 

parenthood, repentance and moral regeneration. 

 In Lake Street Extension Blessing creates a middle-aged man, Fuller, “who is at 

once confronted with both the best thing and the worst thing he’s ever done”xxxv and 

Blessing examines whether this man - and, by extension, all of us - can ever really “atone 

for what he’s done in the past.”xxxvi   Set in 1982, the play presents a fifty-year-old Fuller 

who through his church brings to his home an illegal immigrant, a young refugee from El 

Salvador, Gregorio.  On the first night Fuller’s nineteen-year-old son Trace appears and a 

struggle ensues over who gets to sleep in Trace’s room. 

 Trace is a hustler, a male prostitute, and is explosively angry over the intrusion 

into his room, even though he no longer lives at home.  Throughout the play he taunts 

Fuller by threatening to reveal their past incestuous relationship, a relationship that 

culminated one night when nine-year-old Trace was sexually assaulted by a client of 

Fuller’s: 



TRACE.  He was real smooth.  I didn’t even know what was happening to me.  

He gave me money too, to stay quiet.  It was the first time anybody ever gave me 

money. 

 FULLER.  Shut up!! 

 TRACE.  You guessed, didn’t you?  I hardly said a word for a week.  You could 

 tell by the way I looked, though.  You knew what he did. 

 FULLER.  Trace, believe me - I never would’ve left you if I’d known that he was 

 going to -  

 TRACE.  Do what you did?  At least he paid.  And like I say, he liked me . . . xxxvii 

 Gregorio also has his secret: he was a former soldier in the Salvadoran ‘death 

squads’ and he had participated in the brutal massacre at El Mozote where an entire 

village was murdered by the army.  Though he claims not to know where the play came 

from, Blessing feels that for the first time he “wrote a play without a single idealistic, 

essentially innocent character in it.”xxxviii 

 Whether through the repeated seductions by a father of his son and the final rape 

of a young boy by a stranger or through the repeated murders of babies by a soldier who 

could no longer bear to hear the screams, Lake Street Extension’s primary concern is with 

the death of children, the ultimate in lost innocence (a reminder of pregnant Iris’ escape 

in Down the Road).  Fuller and Gregorio are both supremely guilty of this and are 

profoundly guilt-ridden and both are attempting to reconstruct the identities they have 

soiled through their past actions: Gregorio has faked a suicide in El Salvador and is now 

in the U.S. with a new name; Fuller has joined a new church and is devoting himself to 

selfless, charitable works. 



 Confronting Fuller with “both the best thing and the worst thing he’s ever 

done,”xxxix Blessing’s primary question poses perhaps the thorniest question of all: if the 

Serpent repented of what it had done in the Garden - could it gain an absolution from its 

past?  We know from the Bible that Adam and Eve were made mortal and their lives - 

and all of humanity’s - are spent expiating for their ‘original sin.’  But what about the 

Serpent? 

 When Trace returns, Adam has regained entry to the Garden only to find it 

overgrown, despoiled, and occupied by a stranger, yet another serpent.  When Fuller 

remembers the past, it is neither his nor Trace’s innocence that is remembered, but 

Fuller’s ‘seduction,’ the day he played the Serpent and showed his Adam the Garden and 

excited the boy’s wonder: 

 FULLER.  When Trace was . . . nine, I think - just after his ninth birthday - he 

 came to me and asked me to take him to the park.  In school they were studying 

 trees, and everyone was supposed to get leaves to bring to class.  All sorts of 

 leaves.  I took him to the park, and we walked around and got the usual: maples, 

 elms, oaks.  He kept wanting to find the best specimen of each leaf, so it took 

 some time.  I didn’t mind.  Beautiful morning.  May.  Finally, we had everything 

 the park could offer.  He didn’t want to stop.  Normally he didn’t like to spend 

 that much time with me, but this particular morning he didn’t want to stop.  I took 

 him to the arboretum.  I said there were lots more kinds of trees there - we could 

 look all day if we liked.  And we did.  We sneaked around, even took leaves right 

 off the trees sometimes.  Palm trees, live oaks, magnolias, trees from rain forests 

 with names - you couldn’t even tell what language.  That night he went to bed at 



 seven.  Completely tired out.  I just sat and looked at all the leaves.  Never had a 

 drink, all night.  Never went to his room.xl 

 The Serpent had already seduced his seven-year-old Adam, and rewarded him 

with a garden and a companion (himself), and for his pains, Fuller even refrained from 

the ongoing corruption that night, so that he could be a father not a Serpent.  But the boy 

already knew about good and evil and that the real garden - innocence and love - had 

ceased to exist. 

 That Garden - what once was or perhaps could have been in a character’s past - is 

at the heart of each of these plays.  Michael, the American hostage in Beirut of Two 

Rooms, creates in his mind’s eye each of the rooms he used to inhabit before his reality 

was forever changed with the kidnapping: “Some days I go around a room at home.  Any 

room.  Doesn’t matter, they’re all wonderlands compared to where I’m kept.”xli  In Thief 

River, a middle-aged Ray writes a letter in which he understands that the Garden was the 

summer he and Gil shared their bodies and their love as teenagers: 

Gil, I was down at the place where the river hooks around that rock, where it gets 

lazy in the sun and the fish swim in circles over sand.  I stood there a long time, 

remembering how you laid on that rock . . . How my hand went over your 

shoulders and down your beautiful, slim back, and over . . . [and] down between 

your legs and found you there – hard, warm like the rock.  Our last time there.  

We didn’t know it.  We laid there the whole day, staring at the sky.xlii 

For Kim, the dying, HIV-infected young woman of Patient A, that Garden was the great 

before: before disease, before imminent death, before exposure to the media-obsessed 

world.  In perhaps her most telling scene, she describes a balloon trip she took during that 



last year.  In her monologue, Kim remembers the feeling of being separated from the 

earth:  

Floating again.  For a few minutes, it seemed like a different planet.  I started to 

imagine who might live down there.  Maybe it was people who were not greedy, 

not vicious, not afraid.  Maybe they felt pain when others suffered, joy when 

others  succeeded.xliii 

 For Blessing the Garden not only does not exist anymore, it cannot possibly exist.  

Placing himself as a character in Patient A, he surrounds his narrative with Andrew 

Marvell’s “The Nymph Complaining For the Death of Her Fawn” and concludes that the 

Nymph - and by extension, Kim - “can’t survive in a world that has murdered 

innocence.”xliv  The question this play implies - in fact all of his plays imply - is can we 

survive in this world? 

 Carolyn Merchant contends that the attempt to recreate Eden, the Recovery 

Narrative central to America’s celebration of its innocence, has been greatly diminished 

among postmodern thinkers, and cultural feminists see and “depict a slow decline from a 

prior golden age, not a progressive ascent to a new garden on earth.”xlv  Yet this myth 

remains nonetheless central and that a recovery through a cultural feminist and eco-

feminist approach could take precedence over its current decline, which has been initiated 

through centuries of patriarchal dominion.  Merchant even cites the current chaos theory 

of the universe as connected to a “reemergence of nature as power over humans, nature as 

active, dark, wild, turbulent, and uncontrollable (fallen Eve).”xlvi 

 Whether the Garden’s meaning is stable or is recreated into new methods of 

observing myths and their cultural hegemony, it remains one of the singular codes of 



western and, specifically, American culture.  As our early nation was economically based 

and forged through the slave trade and the suppression and eradication of its native 

populace, it became imperative to construct a parallel myth of our own innocence.  But 

writers such as Hawthorne, Melville and Twain, among many others in the nineteenth 

century, contested that myth or accepted it as the story of our own Fall from Grace. 

 As the twentieth century progressed in America, racial strife, wars of colonialism, 

economic and legal repression of minorities, atomic mass murder, political corruption 

and assassinations eroded any cultural notions of our innocence.  Since Vietnam, the 

deaths of the Kennedys, King, Malcolm X, the existence of the CIA’s Phoenix program, 

My Lai, the Cambodian invasion and bombing, Watergate, Iran-Contra, and the countless 

local and national corruption scandals have put the lie to any stable narrative that 

continues the American Eden.  As we approach the beginning of the new millennium, our 

once exalted naiveté seems as quaintly absurd as a whalebone corset. 

 Blessing’s world precludes any such Grace as ever existing.  But it must have 

existed once because in these plays the Fall occurs and each of his characters experiences 

that occurrence as they face a world without the protection of their innocence.  Garrett, 

Old John, Dan and Iris, Michael, Trace and Kim are corrupted, destroyed, and denied 

even a glimpse of that Edenic state, except in their imaginations.   Which, Blessing seems 

to imply, might be where Eden ever existed anyway.  But Blessing’s characters do not 

give up nor do they succumb to a philosophical despair.  They continue to wrestle with 

their knowledge and to adjust to their expulsion: Old John still shows up to play the 

game; Garrett resists the commercialized mockery of his name; Dan clings to the hope of 

discovering a new victim and ending another family’s silent torment; Michael re-creates 



his prior life’s rooms each day; Trace still returns home to seize a kind of closure to his 

nightmare; the elderly Gil finally accepts Ray’s invitation to share his house as his 

partner; and Kim continues long after her corporeal death to convince all of us that her 

death wasn’t tragic, but tragically unnecessary. 

 Going to St. Ives may be Blessing’s penultimate exploration of his theme.  May 

N’Kame, the mother of an African dictator (e.g., Amin, Doe, etc.) visits Dr. Cora Gage in 

England to request that Cora operate on May’s failing eyesight.  Cora agrees, but she has 

an agenda: to save the lives of four doctors from summary execution by May’s son.  But 

May also has a hidden agenda: she seeks poison from Cora in order to kill her murderous 

dictator son.  At first, Cora rejects May’s request, revealing that her own son was killed 

accidentally in a drive-by shooting when Cora decided to drive them through a dangerous 

gang-infested neighborhood in Los Angeles, a decision that Cora will never be able to 

forgive herself.  Both women feel complicit in the ‘murders’ of their sons and in the 

death’s of May’s son’s victims.  In helping May, Cora loses her sense of her own 

innocence: “When I chose to help you – more than your son was destroyed.  I . . . defaced 

something in myself.  The person I planned to be.  The innocent – or at least the 

unmurderous – person I thought I had the right to have inside me.”xlvii 

 May and Cora both understand how much Cora has lost, and that knowledge of 

good and evil pries them from the community of unknowing innocents in the world 

around them.  And as both women feel utterly estranged from their neighbors, each needs 

to know the other.  In Act One May probes Cora’s psyche; in Act Two it is Cora’s turn to 

dig into May’s.  The structure of the play is constructed on their shared knowledge of 



each other and their shared knowledge of the evil of murdering one’s child, which in this 

play amounts to the same thing.  And Cora feels forever tainted by this: 

I wish I’d never met you!  I could have slept.  I could have slept in St. Ives – 

without dreams, the rest of my life.  Now I’ll never close my eyes but I’ll see 

you.xlviii 

A renewed examination of Blessing’s theatre reveals a twenty-five year long 

compositional fugue on our great and persistent national myth, a threnody for the 

American soul where the only answers lie in our succumbing, individually and nationally, 

to that terrible and terrifying knowledge.  Yet Blessing’s plays also note that bonds 

between antagonists may also be acquired along with that knowledge.  Maybe that is our 

one note of grace: that we both experience and fall together, as do Cora and May when, 

awaiting May’s departure for her execution, they take their final tea in the garden while 

Cora considers May’s offer of immigrating to Africa and bringing her medical specialty 

to May’s impoverished country.  And, in the end, Blessing’s dramatic canon suggests that 

is our greatest and most profound knowledge: not of good and evil, but of the loss itself, 

what each of us – individually and collectively – has lost and will forever continue to 

lose. 
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Cohousing – A Future for Affordable Housing Alternatives: 

Hope in the Wake of the Projects 

 One of the greatest and most persistent complications among American poverty, 

especially within the inner-city and red light district projects, is a desire to leave such 

destitute conditions. When residents in need of low-income, government-subsidized 

housing receive cramped, cheap, cell-block structures to provide a roof over their heads, 

deeper problems quickly surface. This situation, because it is condensed and not inclined 

to a sense of belonging, but of societal neglect, results in an environment high in crime, 

prostitution and drug trafficking – no wonder the system has failed those whom it seeks 

to serve. 

 In the aftermath of hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis and other global natural 

disasters, initiatives for building low-income housing around the needs of the residents is 

essential in combating the recovery of some of the world’s highest poverty and murder 

capitals. While researching numerous current and past affordable housing policies, and in 

light of escalating urbanization and gentrification patterns, my project proposes an 

alternative not entirely new to American society. Clearly, the projects and crowded 

solutions of the 60’s failed, but one post-project movement remains successful today. 

Cohousing, from its beginnings in Denmark in the 1970’s, aims to reconnect people to 

the work of building community in a lifestyle of sharing, instead of perpetuating a 

commercial, isolative and class-divided society. The current state of cohousing in 

America points towards this mentality for residential living as a useful tool for 

approaching low-income housing in the 21st century. Cohousing responds directly, and 
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with convincing power, to the needs of low-income families beyond housing. Support 

systems, motivation for community improvement, ownership, identity and self-

importance are all values that a cohousing community fosters. 

 Cohousing entails a group of people with one purpose in mind – figuring out a 

way to live with one another in order to provide social, economic and emotional support 

– redefining neighborhoods. Proponents of cohousing strive to transform the present 

concept of neighborhood into something reminiscent of society at the turn of the 19th 

century. Far from utopian or communistic ideals, cohousing looks realistically at the 

current state of residential landscape.  

 Cycles of failure and confusion cause the impoverished to isolate themselves in 

distrust of society, government, and the private organizations all working to offer aid. 

Isolation is one of the main factors cohousing seeks to prevent. In the lowest levels of 

income, that isolation results in high crime and a lost sense of security. Loss of security is 

reflected in the modern picture of “family” in the 21st century. There remains a great rift 

between the offered market of architectural housing and the needs of a shifting family 

configuration. One study explores the structure and status of available housing in contrast 

to the ever-fluid state of the nation’s households across the income class divide. 

Households are no longer dominated by a corporate father, homemaking mother and 1.5 

children.  Although this image remains the “American dream,” the presence of such an 

image does not recur in the majority of America’s homes today.  

 Our society functions on a cycle of middle- and upper-class proliferation. The rich 

are getting richer. The lower-classes find themselves neglected, forgotten or ignored.  

“All over the world, underdeveloped areas are facing economic ruin  
because the jobs, and then the people, move toward the largest cities,  
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under the influence of their economic gravity …”  
[Alexander, Patterns 18] 
 

In his book, Patterns of Language, Alexander presents the gentrification cycle of most 

major cities in America. “In the end the region may have the highest standard of living in 

the world at its center, yet only a few miles away, at its periphery, people may be 

starving” (Alexander, Patterns 18). Undoubtedly, such cities exist throughout the world. 

On an individual level Patterns of Language begins to explore the situation of identity in 

residents of poor urban conditions.  

 “If, everyday …’ response to [actions] is different even when  
 [consistent], the situation becomes … [grossly] confusing.  
 Faced constantly with an unpredictable changing social world,  
 people no longer generate the strength to draw on themselves; they  
 draw more on the approval of others [instead]. … When attitudes,  
 values, beliefs and habits are highly diffuse and mixed up, as they  
 are in a metropolis, it is almost inevitable that the person [raised] in  
 these conditions will be diffuse and mixed up too. Weak character  
 is a direct product of the present metropolitan society.”  
 [Alexander, Timeless 46-7] 
 
 Alexander offers an answer, “This can only be halted by policies which guarantee 

an equal sharing of resources, and economic development, across the entire region” 

(Timeless 47). But the state of the nation, far from equal, leaves a portion of its citizens in 

the desolation of ghettoes; failed government projects.  

 “Many people are mis-housed, ill-housed or un-housed because of the lack of 

appropriate options” (McCamant 9). Author Kathryn McCamant, a leading architect in 

the cohousing movement, looks at the current housing situations in this country, offering 

hope, “The cohousing concept reestablishes many of the advantages of traditional 

villages within the context of late twentieth-century life” (McCamant 9). One modern 

cohousing community has “adapted old factory buildings. In the inner city, residents 
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renovated nine deteriorated row houses to create a charming community in the inner city” 

(McCamant 44). The use of old, abandoned buildings for establishing a cohousing 

community made the housing more affordable, and thus more available to low-income 

households.  

 The current situation of low-income housing, or lack thereof as the cohousing 

debate stands, concerns the structure and availability of housing in relation to the 

structure of the modern family. Blatant inconsistencies come into view at this point in the 

conversation. What matters less is the availability of housing. The government can 

support all the housing construction that time and money will allow, and yet the problems 

of low-income substandard housing will not bring us any closer to a solution. The 

essential problem lies in what type of housing is available. “[In cities of] low density, 

residential zoning provides economic support for the ‘American Dream’ of each family 

owning its own home, where mom stays at home to raise the children and dad goes off to 

work…” (Hemmens 108). This is the current state of most housing, whether in suburban, 

rural or urban settings. But Hemmings establishes the evolution of the American people 

to the present day, “… the ideal American family has dwindled to encompass a 

decreasing proportion of the population.” If we have drifted away from a two-parent, 1.5 

child nuclear household, then what is the state of the American “family” today? 

McCamant introduces the real facts, “the number of single-person and single-parent 

households has increased dramatically. Meanwhile the surge in housing and living costs 

has placed increasing financial demands on these smaller households” (200). While 

valuable property real estate economics escalates, household occupancy decreases, and 

families become trapped in the face of inadequate, costly options. 
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 In 1985, a 15-week architecture studio explored new approaches for low-income 

households. The following were primary concerns in the elements of architectural design: 

- private and shared living space 
- child-care or elderly day-care, counseling and/or business space 
- economical use of space and means of construction 
- flexibility in accommodating families of varying sizes 
- an architectural setting for a changing community in which personal support is 

a top priority 
 

(Franck 189). These five issues are of primary importance when applying the concept of 

cohousing to the needs of single-parent families. 

 In addition, mobility is a huge concern among low-income housing issues. 

Mobility includes ease of transportation to and from home, work, public facilities and 

commercial venues (Franck 162). When a single parent cannot get from place to place, 

the ability to acquire a job, provide for child care, manage the house or apartment and 

maintain a fulfilling existence from day to day is nearly impossible. “Block dwellers … 

more likely … headed by women, … were unable to benefit from the city’s resources in 

terms of jobs and services because they lacked either the income or the access to 

automobiles that would allow mobility” (Franck 162). As the conversation on cohousing 

unravels, “the discussion of mobility acts as a framework for understanding … designs 

for … nontraditional households” (Franck 161).  The cohousing conversation begins with 

the topic of mobility in low-income households. Additional issues arise out of this 

question of mobility, and cannot be addressed by any particular housing structure; 

however this is a pivotal consideration when seeking to meet individual and class-wide 

needs among low-income citizens. 

 The first element from the architectural standpoint addresses private and shared 

living space. “Resident stability is important in any neighborhood. If people must move 
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from the development simply because their house[hold] no longer fits, the long-range 

benefits of a stable community are jeopardized” (McCamant 190). “Shared housing 

reinforces family and community values and contributes to neighborhood stability 

through the ability to share housing with those who could not otherwise remain” 

(Hemmens 131). Single-family zoning fails to meet the economic needs of the 

diminishing number of adults in low-income households. Low-income households have 

already adapted to this circumstance. 

 Sharing among low-income families is not a new concept. “House sharing is 

embedded in a context of informal helping” (Hemmens 32). Hemmens’ data revealed that 

low-income needs were met informally either by other family members or groups; such 

as a church or close friends. Urgent and long-term needs involving dependency were met 

through informal means. Money was the most frequently used form of informal help. 

Food was the most frequent use of formal help (Hemmens 27-28). These facts need to 

remain foremost in filtering through the needs of low-income citizens as federal, state and 

private groups seek to provide adequate solutions. Here the conversation presents some 

incongruity among low-income households, and within the context of low-income 

housing solutions.  

 Hemmens looks at single-parent data, summarizing that, when offered the idea of 

shared housing from outside sources,  

 “Women who had experienced privacy and security at home and  
 who had a greater sense of control of their lives had a greater desire  
 to share with others some sense of the amenities of cohousing.  
  But for women who had never been able to have any  
 privacy in their residences, the idea that they would always have to  
 be sharing was not appealing 
  Ideas for combining privacy and sharing must be  
 considered in terms of people’s sense of control over their lives and  
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 their living spaces.” 
 [Hemmens 59] 
 
At times, there has been a general perception throughout society that the poor are 

unwilling to accept “aid” because the solutions create an endless cycle of dependency. 

“The conventional understanding of the relationship between need and dependence 

suggests that increases in household vulnerability or need would correlate positively with 

the incidence of informal help” (Hemmens 28). Current housing attempts have left non-

nuclear households without affordable housing. They naturally turn to one another for 

support. There is a key difference between “dependence” and “sharing.” Circumstances 

demand that citizens look to family for immediate needs. Seeking aid outside of family 

admits helplessness. Accepting aid from organizations suggests dependence, especially 

when that aid is long-term. The more informal help low-income citizens need, the more 

dependent they become, to the point at which federal solutions no longer serve as 

transitional and mobilizing aid, but the chronic, rock bottom alternative. “Originally 

conceived as temporary housing for the working poor, public housing has become the … 

last resort for a large number of people with few skills and little money” (Hays 180). 

Unless aid promotes independent sustainability, help from authorities easily leads 

downward. “Isolated from the rest of society, unable to evolve their way of life, and often 

intolerant of ways of life different from their own,” (Alexander, Pattern 44) low-income 

households look to those within their similar state of housing for support.  

 Often, informal support systems cause further instability, insecurity and 

dependence. “In today’s fast-paced world of competition and lonely individualism we 

need a place to belong, where we feel safe and supported. And yet, when we need to get 

away, we need a place to be by ourselves – quiet, separate and secure” (Hanson 1). Low-
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income households aspire to take control of their opportunities and decisions. “Ideas for 

combining privacy and sharing must be considered in terms of people’s sense of control 

over their lives and their living spaces” (Hemmens 59). Franck offers the solution, 

“Cohousing fills the gap between shared and single-family houses, offering the 

advantages of an intergenerational community with the autonomy of private units” 

(Franck 124). However, Hemmens poses a caution, “like any form of housing, it is not 

the ideal solution for everyone” (59). Housing, in the end, is just a physical structure. The 

history of the federally-subsidized projects, especially in a metropolis such as New York 

or Chicago, reveals that housing alone will not provide a means for the upward mobility 

of the poor. 

 In exploring cohousing as a tool for federally-subsidized low-income housing, 

there is more to the situation than housing. Cohousing is an approach to housing rather 

than a way of life (McCamant 17). The second criterion for the architecture studio’s low-

income housing alternatives addresses a very important issue. Housing needs to provide a 

system of supports and practical, real-life options such as: “child-care or elderly day-care, 

counseling and/or business space” (Franck 189). Leavitt, a professor of Urban Planning 

states, “work places designed into public housing developments, encouraging residents to 

provide goods and services according to their skills, increase income and self-sufficiency 

for residents who have few options” (Hemmens 130). Increasing options for life choices 

increases mobility. “The artificial separation of houses and work creates intolerable rifts 

in people’s inner lives” (Alexander, Pattern 52). In society today, divided roles between 

personal, professional and public may seem rather “schizophrenic. You show one side of 

yourself at work and another side at home, you may begin to wonder who you are. 
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Cohousing can give you a sense of reference as [a complete] individual” (McCamant 

119). Self-sufficiency is rooted in confidence. A person’s self-esteem comes from a 

chance to express identity in a safe, accepting, consistent and nurturing environment. 

Cohousing aims at decentralizing professional concentrations in the modern metropolis 

(Alexander, Pattern 53). As the economic zoning of a city comes into view, research 

reveals large concentrations of industry and commercial business in the center of a city, 

whereas the residential and retail concentrations fan out from there. “Separating 

residential from commercial areas drives people into their cars as they commute outside 

their communities to work” (Scarlett 333). Such divisions encourage gentrification and 

urbanization in major cities worldwide. The consequences seem incongruent, but when 

real estate and business success are more important than citizens’ well-being (a natural 

condition to any capitalist society), many are lost in concentrated ghettoes, or pushed out 

of the city because of condominium transformations and rising land value. Suburban and 

rural alternatives provide cheaper land and more affordable housing, but break down the 

informal support network of family and neighbor.  

 The solution for a cohousing community is to build domestic residences “into the 

fabric of shops, small industry, schools, public services, universities – all those parts of 

cities which draw people in during the day, but which tend to be ‘nonresidential’” 

(Alexander, Pattern 258). In the midst of pre-set zoning standards, capitalist success 

structures and financial need, the question arises as to whether integration of work and 

home are even possible. No city is void of its abandoned buildings, empty lots and failing 

businesses.  

 “A design of affordable housing should not start with the question  
 of how to build least expensively to meet certain space requirements,  
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 but what is the maximum amount of space that can be provided for  
 someone who can pay a certain rent or mortgage. In fact, bedrooms  
 in the traditional sense can be eliminated entirely, or the number  
 reduced, if we get away from the idea that space has to be assigned  
 a function.” 
 [MacDonald, 411-412]  
 
Cohousing, in its ability to combine the private with the shared community, becomes a 

reasonable alternative for those households which lack support, yet still require a system 

by which they can become increasingly more independent. 

 There are many challenges that accompany innovations in low-income housing. 

The greatest concern for cohousing, when it comes to housing a low-income population, 

is affordability. The idea of cohousing is attractive. The problems of social isolation and 

lack of mobility that it seeks to eliminate are reason enough to actively pursue the most 

efficient means of making this type of housing available. 

 There are three elements to designing affordable housing. The first concerns 

zoning, the second relates to the architectural design, and the third is the use of the 

housing as an end-product. “Planners ‘downzone’ urban areas to reduce crowding and 

congestion. But by ruling out low-cost, high-density housing, they block the ability of the 

market to respond to people’s needs” (MacDonald 335). There is little room for 

acceptance in zoning circles. Cities normally approve potential construction projects in 

zones designated commercial, public or residential. Quite a few successful cohousing 

neighborhoods combine all three. “State judicial review of shared housing provisions 

remains unfinished” (Hemmens 111). At this juncture, it is apparent that current zoning 

ordinances relate “function to place, rather than place to people. Separating family values 

from a particular form of household structure represents a crucial distinction in the effort 

to make room for sharing housing arrangements” (Hemmens 113). Cohousing, as it 
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grows in frequency around the nation, needs to address these inconsistencies in zoning 

for citizens, instead of cities. Zoning efforts need to aim at establishing multi-family and 

commercially zoned property, and the potential for combining these.  

 The second element in creating economic housing is architectural design. 

“Consequently, the basic designs have to meet categories of needs within a range of 

budgets” (Hemmens 408).1 In some cases, cohousing success will hinge on a combination 

across income brackets. When cohousing groups incorporate low-, middle- and upper-

income households into one community, the underlying goal of removing class 

distinctions becomes challenging.  

 There are several examples of successful cohousing that have been able to 

effectively combine a diversity of incomes and households. Public officials doubted that 

owners and renters could ‘manage’ in the same project. All parties, despite their housing 

situations, are equally involved in all aspects of management, such that visitors cannot 

distinguish who rents and who owns (McCamant 118). At West Shelter, a cohousing 

community that specifically provides permanent and transitional housing for low-income 

families, houses a licensed family child-care provider (Franck 159). There is a unity built 

into the process of cohousing that naturally dissolves class distinctions. 

 The third and fourth points in low-income housing are intermingled in the 

cohousing conversation. Economical use of space and means of construction must 

incorporate flexibility. A flexible and simple architectural design of the space will 

decrease construction costs. But flexibility lends itself to propagating more economic 

options within the community and fostering clear opportunity towards self-sustainability.  

                                                 
1 See Appendix B “Flexible Living – Chameleon Houses” for charts and pictures of architectural flexibility 
in low-income, affordable structures 
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 In exploring more economic functions of modern housing architecture, 

MacDonald addresses this central issue – affordability. Reducing the cost of housing 

requires a change in the current housing standards. There is a self-centered assumption 

that impoverished residents must get what they want, whether or not they can afford it. 

As a result of this capitalistic hoarding, some have no housing at all. MacDonald insists 

that this way of thinking needs to be reversed. Cohousing groups should approach the 

matter of affordability by establishing the maximum amount of space available to a 

resident at an established rent or mortgage rate payable (411). When the options are laid 

out given the current budget, expectations are realistic and houses are designed for 

people, not markets. 

 Budgeting for cohousing is integral to the success of a cohousing-based 

neighborhood. “Many people assume that a cohousing community will cost considerably 

less than other types of housing. Unfortunately, this is not generally the case. Without 

subsidies, a cohousing group can expect to pay market rate for land and construction 

costs” (McCamant 277). The final product is much different than normal land and 

construction aims. There exist several construction and architectural companies familiar 

with the cohousing approach, and already adept in zoning, federal and private aid, etc. 

Relying on the businesses and cohousing communities that already exist will determine 

the success of these new affordable alternatives. 

 Since they can’t afford to create cohousing on their own, or because they have, or 

hope to have, low-income members, groups assume that they should solicit government 

aid to support their cohousing dreams (Hanson 51). Both Hanson and McCamant, among 
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others, provide extensive options available to cohousing groups outside of federal 

funding.2 

 In terms of actual design, purchasing empty lots is not the only option. Although 

cohousing designs are not apparent in the market of residential housing, old houses can 

be made new. In one cohousing community, “High-rises and sections of huge housing 

projects have been converted to cohousing to overcome impersonal environments that 

encouraged vandalism and high turnover” (McCamant 45). A single-room-occupancy 

project that provides transitional housing for low-income households steered its design 

with the residents for whom the building would serve. In light of their established 

budgets, they were able to cooperate and realistically design a housing situation that was 

economical and desirable to meet their needs (McCamant 279). There are numerous 

examples of cohousing communities applying the ideas of cohousing to traditional 

residential structures. This strategy alone provides a basis for low-income affordability. 

 As an end-product, cohousing structures do not necessarily have to align with 

standard house floor plans, within certain code parameters. “As the life in a building 

changes, the need for space shrinks and swells cyclically. The building must be able to 

adapt to this irregular increase and decrease in the need for space” (Alexander, Pattern 

14) There remains plenty of room for diversity that would better accommodate the needs 

of a cohousing community. Flexibility is the most important aspect to consider when 

providing an affordable and desirable end-product. “The design responds to the 

transitional nature of the residence by providing ‘flexible’ rooms – which are between 

private units and which can be linked to them for use as additional bedrooms, depending 

                                                 
2 See Index A – “Alternative Financing Options for the Cohousing Movement” 
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on the family size” (Franck 189).3 Planning for rentable space before the project is 

complete allows middle- and upper-income residents to connect with low-income 

residents in an equal environment. Pre-planning also creates a means for low-income 

residents to move from renting to owning without a significant, and sometimes 

embarrassing, change in social status. Cohousing cannot be successfully carried out 

without the direct involvement of the residence who will inhabit the space as it is in pre-

planning stages. Since all of the houses are flexible, and rented spaces are, with growing 

families, sometimes needed for the entire household, the separation of rented and owned 

units is not obvious.4 Alexander presents a sensible provision for conducting rent among 

cohousing residents, “face-to-face rental, with the owners occupying the main structure, 

is the one kind of rental relationship that is reasonably healthy” (Alexander, Pattern 721). 

The equality of space minimizes potential conflicts related to social and economic status. 

Another possibility, though less equal in status, is to build rental or supplementary rooms 

in the common facilities (McCamant 191). This, however, can easily create divisions of 

independence that low-income households need to overcome in order to promote 

mobility. 

 Finally, low-income housing practices must address a diverse community, setting 

up a system of support as the primary goal. “Experience shows that only people who seek 

new residential options for themselves will have the motivation to push through the 

arduous planning and design process without compromising their initial goals. Cohousing 

developments help to stabilize neighborhoods and make them more desirable” 

(McCamant 39). Participation in planning in the cohousing process establishes a common 

                                                 
3 See Appendix B “Flexible Living – Chameleon Houses” for charts and pictures of architectural flexibility 
in low-income, affordable structures 
4 See Appendix B, picture 1-c and picture 2 for examples of rental space options 
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motivation for better housing. Those low-income citizens truly dedicated to rising out of 

their current state, must be supported throughout the process and involved equally in all 

of the planning – including costs and aid. The challenge then becomes a matter of 

gathering those who seek to change their environments around the common purpose. 

McCamant proposes “Four Sale” a set of criteria for a group of people “sold” on the goal 

of creating cohousing for the community. A particular cohousing advocate will be: 

 1 – sold on the concept of cohousing 
 2 – sold on the community of existing members 
 3 – potential members need to be sold on the location of the project 
 4 – potential members need to be sold on the home they will be buying 
 
With these “Four Sale” points in mind, a community needs to build an environment of 

cooperation. Support systems already appear to be an obvious need in low-income 

communities. Currently, the lack of social ties in low-income neighborhoods offers 

people few incentives to stay and no motivation to stay involved. The pattern of urban 

transience is clearly the result of an isolated community, void of a crucial, positive 

support system. Alternately, those who are tied to a mobilizing community and 

supportive relationships seek out a change of environment less frequently. Cohousing 

offers people an opportunity to overcome the current pattern of segregation – by interest, 

age, income, and household composition – that they deem undesirable. In choosing 

cohousing, residents also choose to respect each others’ differences while building on 

their commonalities (Franck 123).  

 One key element to a successful support system is the fact that those who will be 

living in the cohousing community are the people who manage it. Public housing 

agencies have previously cited the empowerment of a community of self-managers, but 

the monies to support this have assumed that resident management alone is the cure 
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(Hays 161). Certainly, a group of low-income residents who get together and decide they 

want to change the current situation will have a lot of motivation and a great possibility 

for success. However, similar to cohousing as a roof over the low-income household’s 

head, resident management programs alone will not solve the issue of low-income 

housing. Hays asserts that resident management has proven to be successful in the past, 

and is sometimes both appropriate and necessary. But he warns that when it works, it 

comes out of a larger process of community empowerment and development. It cannot be 

legislated into being, nor should it be viewed as … replacement for all conventional 

public housing management (171). Many government attempts at solving the issues of 

substandard housing have resulted in failure because of a combination of over-regulation 

and the assumption that a particular legislation is the answer to the world’s problems. In 

light of moderation and balance, MacDonald reflects on the past history of government-

controlled low-income housing solutions. Many critics of urban development attempts 

still insist that the government should not abandon the poor. However, there is a need for 

the government to restore rights and responsibilities to the people.  

 As the cohousing conversation has developed, it becomes apparent that those 

within the low-income bracket, and those working alongside them, are the experts on 

solutions for a better structure of mobilization. Even at the base of the American housing 

structure, zoning and codes support divisions in social, economic and class status. 

Cohousing has within its proposed improvements, the ability to unite a disparate situation 

of housing. It is not the only solution, however, the direction of conversations from 

advocates of cohousing and innovative architecture seems to suggest that, in the least, 

cohousing naturally establishes necessary systems of support, and therefore can easily be 
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incorporated into a structure of successful housing policies. Barriers of zoning and codes, 

as well as financing and subsidies need to be overcome; however, cohousing, in a 

proactive design for meeting the needs of low-income families, has the potential 

necessary to sustain a mobilizing environment. 

 As the architecture studio of 1985 addressed pertinent considerations when 

approaching low-income and single-parent households, it establishes a good criterion for 

supporting cohousing as an affordable alternative among low-income communities. 

Citizens need balance and a sense of privacy for individual security as well as a share in 

the greater community that supports them. Cohousing offers the kind of balance and 

support that, in places like West Shelter, will encourage meeting the needs of low-income 

families such as child-care, elderly day-care, counseling and business space. The current 

state of the cohousing conversation admits that this tool is not the only option for low-

income solutions, nor is it the solution for every low-income community. Economic 

construction and flexibility of space allows for a diverse population that has defined the 

American population from its beginnings. Evolving family configurations call for a new 

kind of housing that meets the needs of people instead of the profit of pre-fabricated real 

estate markets. Cohousing is a grass-roots movement, so it does not presume to be an 

immediately applicable or viable option; however, the state of low-income housing and 

the perpetuation of isolation in any residential community means that future low-income 

solutions must address a system of support that is directly linked to the housing it 

provides. 
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Appendix A - Alternative Financing Options for the Cohousing Movement 

Simple Partnerships – each partner takes a share of the profits and pays the taxes on that 
amount, whether it is actually distributed or retained by the business. 
 
For-Profit Corporation – owners, shareholders, decide on the management of the 
corporation but are not liable for the debts or lawsuits. “limited liability” 
 
Subchapter S Corporations – enables a small business (or community) to escape unfair 
situations, such as double taxation, while still obtaining the benefits of limited liability. 
Created to help small businesses. 
 
Limited Liability Companies (LLC) – more flexible tax rules than S corp - +35 
shareholders “members” can participate; trusts, estates, corporations, partnerships and 
non-American individuals and businesses can become members; there are no restrictions 
on income sources; greater planning flexibility in reimbursing any founding members 
who leave. 
 
Limited Partnerships – not a corporation, allows a business or intentional community to 
raise money, especially in times when loans are tight or interest rates are high. 
‘general partners’ – found the org, assume all the responsibilities and take all risks 
‘limited partners’ – investors who contribute money, land or other assets and take the 
entrepreneurial risks 
 
Nonprofit Corporations – primarily organized to serve some public benefit; not 
expected to make money and so may obtain IRS and state approval for special tax 
exemption. 
 
Cooperative or Mutual Benefit Corporations – “co-ops” often used by consumer 
(food, credit union etc.) cooperatives, worker cooperatives, or producer cooperatives and 
are … for communities with good state laws governing cooperative corporations 
 
501(c)(7) – “Social and Recreation Clubs” – none of the net earnings go to any 
member. 
 
501(c)(3) – Educational, Charitable, or Religious Corporations – must provide 
educational services to the public, offer charitable services to an indefinite class of people 
(not specific individuals), combat negative social conditions or provide a religious service 
to its members and/or the public (IRS ‘religious’ = self-described spiritual beliefs or 
practices) 
 
501(c)(2) – Title-Holding Corporation – designed to collect income from property, it is 
a useful option for owning, controlling and managing a nonprofit group’s property 
 
501(d) – Religious and Apostolic Associations – spiritual focus and common treasury 
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Private Land Trusts – legal mechanism to protect a piece of land from various future 
uses such as being sold for speculative gain 

- can be preserved for public use as wilderness, rural farmland, low-cost 
housing 

- set up by communities with specific purpose for land, or to preserve it for 
future generations 

- 3 parties: donor (gives land to the trust for a specific purpose or mission), 
board of trustees (administer land and protect its mission), and beneficiaries 
(use or benefit from the land) 

- revocable by the original donors 
 
Community Land Trusts – only one-third of trustees live on land 

- ensures that donors or land-resident beneficiaries also trustees cannot change 
their minds about the purpose or mission of the trust, use the land for some 
other purpose, or sell it 

- the two-third who live off land guarantee the mission and are not tempted by 
monetary gain 

- usually irrevocable 
- sometimes nonprofit with tax-exempt status 
- holds actual title to the land and grants the land residents long-term, 

renewable leases at reasonable rates 
- for those who wish to ensure that the original purpose is unchanged for future 

generations and unaltered by subsequent requirements for quick cash, loss of 
commitment or unforseen conflicts 

 
Homeowners Associations, Condominium Associations – real estate term for members 
who individually own their own plots of ground and dwellings and are each members of a 
nonprofit 
 
Housing Cooperatives – mutual benefit corporation 
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Abstract:   

In this paper I examine a scene from Charles Dickens's novel Great Expectations (1861) 

and contrast this scene with the comparable scenes in David Lean's Great Expectations of 

1946 and Alfonso Cuarón's up-dated version of 1998, two film adaptations 

that simultaneously interpret the original and reflect on the era of their own creation.  In 

the novel, when Joe Gargery visits Pip in London, Pip's behavior reveals that money has 

transformed Pip into an ungrateful snob instead of a gentleman.  But more than that, he 

has become a Frankenstein's “monster” who will never obtain the ideal he has imagined.  

Dickens's use of metaphor and literary allusion indicates the essential nature of the scene, 

which brings together many of the themes of the novel.  In each version, Pip's 

contemplation of his own behavior anticipates his future maturation conveyed by the 

ending chosen for each of the works.  The comic nature of the scene in Lean's film points 

to the happiness he will find at the end of the movie; whereas Cuarón's use of an art 

gallery in the 1990s demonstrates the ability of the themes of this novel to 

be applicable to every generation. 
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Abstract, Visit-US 
 

Visit-US explores the ways in which national border controls have been updated and 
expanded through the use of digital technology and electronic surveillance.  The transition from 
an emphasis on physical border controls to an emphasis on virtual border controls reflects a 
paradigm shift from a disciplinary society to a control society.  Whereas in the past, visas and 
passports offered only a limited amount of foreign individuals’ data at physical borders, new 
technology allows nations to instantaneously collect, monitor, and control a far greater amount of 
personal data from decentralized virtual access points.  Computer networks and databases have 
added a digital dimension to Foucauldian panopticism and expanded the ways in which nations 
can continually monitor and control visitors’ entry to their borders. 

 
In Visit-US, green and red spheres travel along a network of transparent information 

highways that connect to a virtual border.  To pass through this elastic and modulating dynamic 
border, spheres must be cleared at gateways.  The green spheres, representative of the data of 
those who have been cleared to enter the nation, are granted access to the border via open 
gateways.  In contrast, the red spheres, representative of the data of those who have been denied 
access to the nation, are prohibited from entering the gateways.  On the network, green and red 
spheres are constantly monitored as data is dynamically updated.  As the spheres approach the 
border, the transparency of the information highways allows observers to easily monitor the 
visitors’ data.  This instantaneous access to massive amounts of personal data allows nations to 
increase the surveillance and control they have over the visitors who wish to cross their borders. 
 
 

Bio 
 
David Burns received his MFA in Design and Technology from Parsons School of Design.  After 
practicing digital art in New York City for a decade, David now works as an assistant professor 
in the school of Mass Communication Media Arts at Southern Illinois University Carbondale.  
He specializes in 3D computer modeling, animation and digital video. 
 
David’s academic research explores how technology influences man’s behavior, creativity, and 
environment.  He takes an interdisciplinary approach to art combining a variety of mediums 
including 3D animation, video, physical computing, drawing, and painting to push the 
boundaries of artistic expression and showcase man’s relationship with technology in the digital 
age.  His research and artwork have been presented both nationally and internationally. 
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Abstract 
 

 

 The muquarnas designs have a long and complex history within Islamic 

architecture even continuing to modern day approaches to the historic style.  From the 

initial conception, this work of art was more than an aesthetic pleasure.  Intricate 

geometry, repetitive patterning, and strong spatial thinking were the basis of and helped 

to mold the designs of the muquarnas.  Most importantly, muquarnas became a 

representation of theological interpretations as well as an outlet for artistic interpretation.     
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Conference Program Description/Abstract 
 
The development of interdisciplinary exercises, courses and curricula often provides an 
opportunity for faculty to interact with others in professional areas not traditionally 
considered for pedagogical inspiration. The success of this workshop is dependent upon a 
mix of participants from a variety of educational background who are interested in the 
prospect of learning more about overlapping areas of study. The primary intent is to 
provide insight into the development of exercises, courses and curricula that incorporate 
technology, knowledge and practice from other established areas of theory and practice. 
An analysis of the historical development of the information taught has led to a 
comprehensive model for future instructional revision in visual studies. 
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Project Title: Island Life a Photographic Survey 

Topic Area: Visual Arts 

Presentation Format:  Poster Session (would also consider Paper Session) 

Author:  

Departments:  Central Michigan University-Art Department, Photography 

Mailing Address: 1026 South Dr., Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858 or 

c/o Central Michigan University, School of Music, 289A, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859 
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Phone: 989-774-1268   Fax: 989-774-3766 

Abstract/Project Summary:  

To present one set of 12-11 x 14 prints from newly created 35MM images.   The 
images will be focused on connecting traditional island life with the struggle to find a 
place in a rapidly expanding world marketplace. 

In an accompanying essay I will be examining, how as a culture, the Isle of Man 
has faced the same issues currently faced by coastal New Englanders, with the impact it 
has had.   As they move towards a more finance, technology and tourist-based economy 
while away from subsistence and commercial fishing, how are the people dealing with 
and adapting to their new place in society?  How are they attempting to maintain their 
cultural heritage and identity while this change is taking place?  What part do the people, 
no longer one of the ‘mainstays’ of the economy, now play in this new high-income 
industry model?  Home life, work life, and their place in the global society are 
transforming.   

It is my goal through photography to capture the faces and places of this change.   
Showing both the positive and negative sides of this economic development.  I hope to 
capture in action those men and women still making their livings from the sea, 
highlighting the fusion of traditional and modern techniques.    

I am attempting to offer a human face to go with the changes that have happened 
both to the landscape and to the traditional island life.    

In Themes on Contemporary Art, Steve Edwards references the work of Allan 
Sekula saying,  

 
“The maritime world, Sekula believes, is depicted in contemporary culture 

as an anachronism, some vague remnant of an earlier system of trade.  Seafarers 
and port workers once occupied a central place in the imaginative life of 
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capitalism but now only barely figure in representations. “1  “ The invisibility of 
the sea in modern culture is paradoxical, since the profits and lifestyles of those in 
the affluent economies depend on the maritime world.”2 
 
The social issue at the heart of this is the effect of: “progress” on the family and 

the landscape of a community.  How is the community identity changed when traditional 
businesses are forced to change?  As the 70’s and 80’s saw the loss of the family farm in 
many Midwest communities, we ourselves are changing the face of our communities in 
the name of progress.  
 

I have just returned from Man and am in the process of writing the essay and processing 
and printing the photographs.  
 

 

Bio-Corinne Butler 

I am a graduate student at Central Michigan University in the MFA program.  Inspired by 

the works of Allan Sekula and Eugene Atget.  Currently, I am seeking to document the 

changes that have impacted various coastal communities, as they strive for a new place in 

the global economy.    

 

Sources 

Dome Island website, www.domeisland.com/destroyers/bath.html 

The Island Institute Newspaper, Vol 17, No. 6, July 2004, Rockland, ME 

Island Institute website, Rockland, ME www.islandinstitute.org  

Themes in Contemporary Art, Ed. by Gill Perry and Paul Wood, 2004, Yale University 
Press London.  Pgs. 170-174 
 

                                                 
1, Themes in Contemporary Art, Ed. by Gill Perry and Paul Wood, 2004, Yale University 
Press London.  Pgs. 170-174 
2 Pg. 170 
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Here are some examples of my previous work.: 
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Spectrography has been used for the diagnosis of speech irregularities for decades and, more 
recently, has been employed by voice teachers as a diagnostic tool in their music studios 
(Nair 1999).  This study was undertaken to explore the use of the spectrogram in the applied 
low brass studio as a tool for work on fundamental concepts of sound production, e.g., 
articulation, volume, and tone. 
 
The study begins with a review of literature addressing the educational value of various 
forms of feedback, similarities between the vocal and brass player’s sound-producing 
mechanisms, and a brief history of the visualization of sound. 
 
A number of quantitative studies indicate that improving quantity, variety, and immediacy of 
feedback results in improved learning (Rucker and Thomson 2003; Dihoff et al. 2004; Lalley 
1998). This study used the spectrogram to provide this additional feedback in the author’s 
one-on-one trombone, euphonium, and tuba lessons with students ranging from 6th grade to 
11th grade (0–6 years playing experience) (n=24) from U.S. public schools.  Through 
accompanying spectrographic figures, the study presents evidence that the spectrogram can 
effectively provide feedback (and affect change ) in the areas of: resonance, loudness, 
attacks, note-shape, slurring, stopping the tone with the tongue, performance with a 
metronome, and loudness of inhalation, which is an excellent indicator of resistance to 
breath-flow. Implications for further research and practice are included. 
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Who intends epideictic fu as moral suasion? Who praises the aesthetic value of 
fu?: 

The transformation of reader community and its influence on literary thought in 
the Han and Wei-Jin periods 

 
Abstract 

 
The most prominent achievement of early Chinese literature, the Han dynasty 

literary form sometimes translated as “epideictic fu” (dafu 大賦), are distinguished by 

lavish description yoked to sketchy moral messages.  Puzzled by the relationship between 

these two seemingly unrelated components, students of Chinese literature have put 

forward different theories about their connection. For example, while both assume that 

epideictic fu were composed to persuade emperors and princes of the merits of particular 

moral positions; Knechetges thinks that the elaborate descriptions themselves serve as a 

vehicle for its sketchy moral messages whereas Watson contends that the very 

magnificence of these descriptions distracts its readers from the moral message, making 

the fu ineffective in its goal of persuasion. Recently, in his articles, Kern brilliantly 

argues that the epideictic fu is a performing art, and that its didactic function is achieved 

in the context of aural performance, rather than through any literal message. Kern holds 

that Eastern Han ru 儒(Confucian) conservatives such as Yang Xiong and Ban Gu forgot 

that in the Western Han dynasty, epideictic fu were appreciated in the form of recitations, 

or as sung to music, and instead began to prescribe the necessity of moral messages for 

epideictic fu. Furthermore, Kern argues that the “Biography of Sima Xiangru” in the Shiji 

has been altered by later scholars, since he thinks the didactic function the author reads 

into Sima Xiangru’s fu does not accord with the way the people of the Western Han 

perceived the form, but must have been influenced by Ban Gu and Yang Xiong’s 

opinions.  

In this paper, I will compare the literary views expressed in the “Biography of 

Sima Xiangru” of the Shiji with those put forward by Yang Xiong and Ban Gu. I will 

argue that whether we ascribe “Biography of Sima Xiangru” to Sima Qian or not, the 

comments this text makes on the epideictic fu differ significantly from Yang Xiong and 



Ban Gu’s. The dynamic change in the perception of epideictic fu from the text of the 

“Biography of Sima Xiangru” to works produced by Eastern Han scholars indicate that 

the former was not contaminated by the views of Eastern Han ru, as Kern claims.   

In addition, I will explore the relationship between the lavish descriptions and the 

sketchy didactic messages of epideictic fu from a new perspective. I try to argue that two 

different reader communities existed within the Han dynasty. Emperors and princes were 

the direct readers the epideictic fu was intended to serve, while scholar-officials 

constituted a second group. Although scholar-officials no doubt enjoyed the aesthetic 

pleasure provided by the epideictic fu, they were more concerned about the morality of 

the emperor. This very tension can explain why a didactic message is always abruptly 

tacked onto an epideictic fu, and why the voice that praises the beauty of the fu is often 

suppressed in Han texts. Furthermore, we can observe that as soon as scholar-officials 

themselves become the primary audiences of fu, critics begin to openly advocate its 

aesthetic value, and to ignore its didactic function. From this perspective, I call into 

question the scholarly convention that attributes the so-called “literary self-awareness” 

that arose in the transition between Han and Wei-Jin periods primarily to the decline of 

Confucian ideology. I try to argue instead that the transformation of reader community 

was what led to the revolution in the Wei-Jin period literary discourse—a revolution that 

takes aesthetic value, rather than the didactic function, as the defining characteristic of 

literature. 
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Cause means: (1.) that from which as present material something is made; (2.) the form 
or pattern, that is, the essential formula, and the types of things comprising this, and the 
parts of the formula; (3.) that by which a change is begun or stopped; (4.) the final end, 
that is, that for the sake of which something else is.1 

And again: 
 

What opposes unites.2 
 

Cause and effect are mutually creating/created terms; neither exists without the 
other, in the sense that it seems inappropriate to speak of causes that produce no effects 
or an effect that is without cause.  It is a unity forged in memory: this happened because 
of that. Likewise, notions of “difference” and “opposition,” as well as terms like 
“similar” and “identical,” suggest memory and unity.  Without this unity, we would 
experience a succession of spaces – A, B, C, etc. – without contrast, without comparison. 
Or perhaps, we would retreat into a perpetual experience of here.  It is significant that this 
is not the case. 

As architects are asked to design for increasingly diverse communities, it is 
important that we acknowledge our obligation to design named, knowable, and defensible 
spaces. To say this differently, there are contexts in which it is appropriate to make 
spaces that maintain and promote a culture’s sensibilities to the exclusion of others; for 
example, few people believe a synagogue has to be transparent, physically or 
conceptually, to Christians, Muslims or Hindus. It is equally important, however, that we 
understand the dangers of erecting impassable barriers. Without openings for comparison, 
without windows and doors so to speak, a solipsistic worldview threatens to undermine 
all identities, not just those of the “other”.  

My intent in this paper is to develop a framework for designing open but distinct 
cultural spaces. I will begin by briefly outlining a general theory of how barriers emerge 
from both phenomenological and psychological experiences of space. Then, I will test 
this theory through an analysis of three seminal religious sites in Jerusalem: the Church 
of the Holy Sepulchre (the holiest site in Christianity), the Western ‘Wailing’ Wall (the 
holiest site in Judaism), and the Dome of the Rock (the third holiest site in Islam). The 
results of this analysis are intended to serve future research into the making of 
intercultural space. 

 

                                                 
1 Aristotle, “ Metaphysics,” in On Man in the Universe, ed. and trans. by Louise Ropes Loomis (Roslyn, NY: Walter J. 
Black, 1943), Part V, Chapter 2. 
2 Heraclitus, Fragments: A Text and Translation with a Commentary, trans. and ed. by T. M. Robinson (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1991), fragment 8. 
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1. Encounter Narratives 

In The Conquest of America, Tzvetan Todorov asks the question why the 
encounter of one culture with another must lead to domination, violence and the 
destruction of the weaker culture.  The discovery of America was the “most astonishing 
encounter of our history”; and it was also, with 70 million dead out of a population of 80 
million (in 50 years!), the “greatest genocide in history.”  Todorov notes pointedly, “We 
are all children of Columbus” (12).    

In Orientalism, Edward Said asks a related but more  specific question: What sort 
of representation of the other results from the encounter between European and Arab 
cultures?  In Culture and Imperialism he broadens this inquiry to the encounter between 
Western nations and the third world.  Said’s topic is how the imperial power controls the 
discourse of and about the encounter with the colonized culture as a means of 
domination.  He notes that as scholars we have come to see the problem of representation 
(“its production, circulation, history and interpretation”) as central to our contemporary 
concerns, but we do not often consider this problem, as he puts it, “in its full political 
context, a context that is primarily imperial.”  Because of its debasing of discourse 
through simplifications, stereotyping, omissions and the assumption of superiority by one 
side of a dialectical relationship, and above all because of the violence used to assert this 
assumption, the question of empire is the central question for humanist scholarship (56-
61). 

A typical encounter narrative is Bradford’s account in his History of Plymouth 
Plantation of “the First Encounter” (180) with the natives of North America and of the 
subsequent wars:  “It was a fearful sight to see them thus frying in the fire and the 
streams of blood quenching the same, and horrible was the stink and scent thereof; but 
the victory seemed a sweet sacrifice, and they gave the praise thereof to God” (197).  
Encounters between Indians and Europeans constitute a whole genre of American 
literature; another example would be James Fenimore Cooper’s The Last of the 
Mohicans.  However, there are also encounters  between Africans and Europeans.  The 
American slave narratives, such as those of Harriet Jacobs and Frederick Douglass  depict 
this encounter as seen from the other side, by the colonized other within the dominant 
culture.  The Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano shows us the journey of encounter 
from East Africa into slavery in western Imperial society. 

My first point is that Othello is an encounter narrative of this sort: The Moor, who 
is black, Arab and African encounters the dominant Venetian culture and meets, finally, 
with disastrous results.  At the beginning of the play, he has assimilated to his adopted 
culture to the extent of becoming a very successful soldier and marrying a woman from 
one of its prominent families.  Yet he has just sidestepped momentarily the violent 
encounter which, when it comes, takes the personalized shape of Iago. 
 The depths of Othello’s encounter with Venice, where it leads him to his 
destruction, is with the language and the mores of the country—with its discourse, its 
modes of representation.  This is where Iago masters and destroys him, for Iago is a 
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master orientalist who not only devises the story of the colonial other but even succeeds 
in selling his story to the native.  He portrays Othello as a black African moor, interprets 
him even to the Moor himself; and (as an all-round councilor and cultural guide) he 
interprets the signs of Venetian life to Othello.  He becomes Othello’s source of truth, 
including the truth about himself as husband, Moor and African; he tells Othello what is 
“natural.”  He is the custodian in the play of the word “nature.” 

This reading of Othello concerns how Iago destroys by means of representation, 
and how Shakespeare regards this orientalist discourse within his own—leaving us with 
the question whether this is an orientalist text in Said’s terms or becomes an anti-
orientalist text, such as Johnson’s Rasselas.  The question arises because the character of 
Othello that Iago so skillfully misleads is essentially the one that Shakespeare creates.  
He reads him well. The answer lies in how closely Shakespeare examines this discourse 
of imperialism within his text and in how he sees his own discourse in relation to it.  In 
Rasselas, Johnson questions the narrative discourse which is used to represent Arabs in 
European discourse (see Campbell, “Johnson’s Arab”).  Likewise Shakespeare takes as a 
theme the nature of orientalist discourse itself or, more generally, any dominant imperial 
discourse, since he includes women among the victims of its domination.   He 
demonstrates the destruction of the colonized other by means of misrepresentation. 
 
 
2. Iago’s Orientalism 
 

Iago’s orientalism works, of course, which is indicative, him being the 
consummate villain.  He reads Othello as the full-blooded, bluff, honest, sincere naïf—
the noble savage and the “lusty Moor”: 

The Moor is of a free and open nature, 
That thinks men honest that but seem to be so, 
And will as tenderly be led by th’nose  
as asses are. (I.3.393-396) 

Note also that Othello’s foolish faith in Iago’s “honesty” includes an idea of Iago as a 
scholar of human nature, a kind of homespun anthropologist: 
  This fellow’s of exceeding honesty, 
  And knows all qualities with a learned spirit 
  Of human dealings. (III.3.255-257) 

Iago’s imperial policy, which is all a matter of analytical discourse, succeeds by 
reading the Moor well enough to sell him on a reading of Venice which ends with Othello 
reading his wife as “that cunning whore of Venice/ That married with Othello” (IV.2.88-
89).  He manipulates Roderigo, Brabantio, Cassio and Desdemona along the way, but 
always with the same underlying essentialist discourse:  men and women are ruled by 
lust; “These Moors are changeable in their wills” (I.3.342-343) and are “lusty” (II.1.286); 
it is unnatural for people of different cultures and colors to be attracted to one another; all 
women betray their husbands.  Of particular interest to us is Iago’s opinions on race, 
gender, and cultural essences. 
 The language of racism in the play is established by Iago and his confederate 
Roderigo in the first act and connected to animal imagery.  Roderigo speaks of Othello as  
“the thick lips” (I.1.67) and “a lascivious Moor” (I.1.127).  Iago develops the figurative 
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language which specifically demeans Africans in relation to whites and, as is his wont, 
makes the demeaning a sexual process: 
  . . . An old black ram 
 Is tupping your white ewe . ..  
  . . .  the devil will make a grandsire of you (I.1.89-92) 
 

“You’ll have your daughter covered with a Barbary horse; you’ll have your 
nephews neigh to you; you’ll have coursers for cousins, and gennets for germans. 
(I.1.111-114) 

  
Your daughter and the moor are now making the beast with two backs. (I.1.116-
118) 

 
Iago plants the image of the black beast attacking the white woman, inspiring Brabantio 
in speaking to Othello to refer to “the sooty bosom/Of such a thing as thou” (I.2.70-71).  
 Allied to his racism is a cultural analysis of Venice and its relation with non-
Venetians in which Iago convinces Othello that his wife is unfaithful because she loved 
him, since it is unnatural to love those of other races or cultures: 

[Of Desdemona, to Roderigo] her delicate tenderness will find itself abused, begin 
to heave the gorge, disrelish and abhor the Moor; very nature will instruct her in it 
and compel her to some second choice. (II.1.226-228) 

 
 [to Othello] Look to your wife; observe her well with Cassio. 
   . . . 
 I know our country disposition well: 
 In Venice they do let God see the pranks 
 They dare not show their husbands; their best conscience 
 Is not to leave’t undone, but keep‘t unknown. (III.3.195-202) 
 
 OTHELLO  

And yet, how nature erring from itself-- 
 IAGO 

Ay, there’s the point: as, to be bold with you, 
Not to affect many proposed matches 

 Of her own clime, complexion and degree, 
 Whereto we see in all things nature tends, 
 Foh! One may smell in such a will most rank, 
 Foul disproportion, thoughts unnatural. 
 But pardon me: I do not in position 
 Distinctly speak of her, though I may fear 
 Her will, recoiling to her better judgement, 
 May fall to match you with her country forms, 
 And happily repent. (III.3.226-236) 
Othello picks up the racial and cultural stereotyping from Iago and considers this as a 
cause for Desdemona’s supposed betrayal: 
   Haply for I am black 
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  And have not those soft parts of conversation 
  That chamberers have. . . . (III.3.260-262) 
   
    Her name, that was as fresh 
  As Dian’s visage, is now begrimed and black 
  As mine own face. (III.3.383-385) 
Iago’s language is a type of the arrogance of imperial discourse that, Said says, “treat[s] 
the whole of world history as viewable by a kind of Western super-subject” (35); his 
accounts of people, races, gender and cultures are, in Said’s words “separating, 
essentializing, dominating  and reactive” (37). 
 
 

3. Shakespeare’s Orientalism? 
 
We must consider whether Shakespeare shares in Iago’s orientalist discourse.  Four 

points argue against this.  First, the opposition of black and white is disrupted by such 
remarks as the Duke’s to Brabantio, “If virtue no delighted beauty lacks/ Your son-in-law 
is far more fair than black” (I.3.286-287).  The Duke refers to Othello’s blackness within 
the cultural norm but paradoxically Othello does not live up to the stereotype that equates 
black with inferiority.  Actually, Iago himself does much to relativize the concept of 
black versus white, since he is so eager to spin gold into straw, love into murder, virtue 
into pitch:  
    How am I then a villain . . .? 
  When devils will the blackest sins put on, 
  They do suggest at first with heavenly shows, 
  As I do now.  For whiles this honest fool [Cassio] 
  Plies Desdemona to repair his fortunes, 
  And she for him pleads strongly to the Moor, 
  I’ll pour this pestilence in his ear: 
  That she repeals him for her body’s lust; 
  And by how much she strives to do him good, 
  She shall undo her credit with the Moor. 
  So I will turn her virtue into pitch; 
  And out of her own goodness make the net 
  That shall enmesh them all.  (II.3.338-352) 
There is also Iago’s joking remark to Desdemona at the beginning of act II about a 
woman who is “black and witty”: 
  If she be black, and thereto have a wit, 
  She’ll find a white that shall her blackness fit.  (II.1.131-132) 

The second point in dissociating Shakespeare’s discourse from Iago’s is that Iago 
is the villain of the piece and he is a villain of discourse.  Thirdly, Shakespeare gives his 
play a reflexive turn in treating the themes of language, discourse and interpretation.  He 
does this primarily in the story of the handkerchief, the deceptive signifier of 
Desdemona’s guilt.  Finally Shakespeare associates women with his protagonist and 
gives them a voice in response to Iago’s destructive discourse. 
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4. The Story of the Handkerchief 
 

Othello is certainly about cultural  misreadings; quite literally so: writing is the 
figurative focus of Othello’s tragic death; and the plot turns on the question of one 
signifier, the handkerchief.  Othello struggles with the Madonna and the whore problem.  
Desdemona is so fair.  She is an angel, a thing of heaven, or a whore.  The handkerchief 
becomes the signifier that will decide Othello’s dilemma over (his) woman. 

In the story of the handkerchief, we see the operation of a text within the text of 
the play --a text which has different meanings for different characters, but all its 
meanings are controlled by Iago.  Emilia sees it as a way of pleasing her ever-jealous, 
disapproving husband. When it comes into his hands, Cassio will have the work copied—
to the detriment of his affair with Bianca, who sees it as a gift from a rival lover.   The 
handkerchief defines the characters’ relationships, a sort of précis within the play.  It is a 
text to be copied and published abroad—both Cassio and Emilia want to make copies.  It 
is the key element of the “web” with which  Iago says he will “ensnare Cassio,”  Othello 
and the others.  All fall to his reading:  Roderigo, Cassio, Desdemona—all accept Iago’s 
readings before Othello.  The crux of his web of signifiers is the handkerchief: “There’s 
magic in the web of it,” says Othello to Desdemona, echoing Iago and implicitly equating 
the woven object with the weaving of a plot.  However, the handkerchief has a 
significance outside of Iago’s web; it represents Othello’s cultural identity. 

This is a play ultimately about reading and writing and especially imperialist 
writings about the black African Arab and women.  Iago’s plot is to catch everyone in his 
web—to get Cassio to persuade Desdemona to plead for him and make Othello read this 
pleading as proof of her preference for her adulterous lover.  All the threads of his plot 
interlace in the handkerchief, which Iago compares to a text: 

I will in Cassio’s lodging lose this napkin, 
And let him find it.  Trifles light as air 
Are to the jealous confirmations strong 
As proofs of holy writ (III.318-321)  

 The handkerchief will prove the text of “truth,” while  Iago’s reading of it  is imaged as 
the poison which he feeds his enemy:  

The Moor already changes with my poison; 
 Dangerous conceits are in their nature’s poisons, 
Which at the first are scarce found to distaste, 
But with a little act upon the blood 
Burn like the mines of sulphur.  I did say so: 
Look, where he comes!   (III.3.322-227) 

Iago’s mastery of Othello is managed by “conceits,” that is, by language.  At this point in 
the plot, that mastery is shown to be complete, since what Iago says (“I did say so”) 
becomes acted out by Othello’s poisoned mind which, Iago mocks, no medicine can ever 
cure.  At this point Othello enters the scene in agony as if “on the rack,” as he says. This 
is the moment when Iago’s play within a play takes over the main plot. 

Thus Othello is a text very conscious of itself as language, just as Othello is of 
himself in his suicide speech: 
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   I pray you in your letters 
  When you shall these unlucky deeds relate 
  Speak of me as I am: nothing extenuate, 
  Nor set down aught in malice. Then must you speak 
  Of one that loved not wisely but too well. (V.2.336-340) 
How people are represented in discourse is a matter of concern throughout the play.  
When Othello hits Desdemona in public and generally acts the fool before his superior, 
Lodovico suggests that “the letters [did] work upon his blood,/And new-create this fault” 
(IV.1.277-278).  Thus this is a pleasurable text for those that look for literature to be 
about the operation of language.  It is a play in which the dialogue considers the effects of 
letters and the exact meaning of words such as “honest” and “whore” and in which the 
villain talks about what it means to act like a villain.  Iago starts this ball rolling by using 
the magic word, “sign” in a quite Lacanian way, calling into question its relation to any 
specific signified: 
  I must show out a flag and sign of love, 
  Which is indeed but sign.  (I.1.157-158) 
But the play focuses on a particular sort of signs used to misrepresent the colonial other 
to the imperial culture and to himself. 

In his speech about letters, Othello identifies himself with his colonial origins, 
comparing himself to “the base Indian [who] threw a pearl away/ Richer than all his 
tribe” and to “the Arabian trees” that drop “their medicinal gum” as fast as he drops tears 
(V.2.343-347).  This story of Othello as Arab is also embodied in the handkerchief which 
Iago uses as a device to indicate Desdemona’s guilt. The handkerchief is the sign of the 
signifier, the symbol of “letters,” a kind of mirror of and in the text.  As a signifier, it is 
not fixed to a signified but travels from hand to hand, gaining different meanings in each 
context.   

The handkerchief is a central signifier of this encounter narrative, this encounter 
of discourses, and one important aspect of its significance is Othello’s identity as African 
and Arab.  When Othello demands that Desdemona produce the missing handkerchief, he 
embroiders it with stories of his family and his culture.  That this cultural history is used 
against him to bring about the tragedy through misreading is a significant aspect of this 
mirror in the text.  Othello’s fantastic stories about himself are the quality which won 
Desdemona’s love; and he describes the handkerchief as the token/charm of their love, 
the signifier that determines events rather than just representing them: 

That handkerchief 
Did an Egyptian to my mother give: 
She was a charmer and could almost read 
The thoughts of people.  She told her, while she kept it. 
‘Twould make her amiable and subdue my father 
Entirely to her love; but, if she lost it 
Or made a gift of it, my father’s eye  
Should hold her loathed, and his spirits should hunt 
After new fancies.  She, dying, gave it me, 
And bid me, when my fate would have me wive, 
To give it her.  I did so.  (III.4.55-65) 
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Thus the handkerchief  carries the story of Othello’s cultural and family origins; it is the 
marker of his African identity.  It was his first gift to Desdemona and so is also a symbol 
of that which originally won her love, his ability to tell exotic stories: 
  ‘Tis true: there’s magic in the web of it. 
  A sybil, that had numbered in the world 
  The sun to course two hundred compasses, 
  In her prophetic fury sewed the work: 

The worms were hallowed that did breed the silk, 
And it was dyed in mummy, which the skillful 
Conserved of maidens’ hearts. (III.4.69-75) 

This is an eastern tale to thrill any young girl’s heart, but with a heavy touch of gothic 
gore, the image of maidens’ hearts foreshadowing Desdemona’s “sacrificial” death. 

Desdemona is sacrificed to a reading of the Moor, of Venice and of women which 
the villainous Iago sells to Othello.  Iago’s success in poisoning Othello’s mind and 
completing “the net/ That shall enmesh them all” is marked by his accomplishment in 
having Othello adopt his reading of the handkerchief which is the very text of Othello as 
Moor, as African, as son of his parents, as lover, as soldier/story-teller.  Iago subverts to 
his own purposes  this  text, within Shakespeare’s text, which  represents  the actuality of 
the colonial other; that it is a mirror of the text is significant, for Shakespeare, in his self-
consciousness of cultural discourse dramatizes how the racist, essentialist, sexist 
discourse of bigotry and hatred can take over a text, even his own.  Iago is the chief 
interpreter of the play, and so it is his reading of the handkerchief which carries the day. 

If family and folk legends are the stuff of Othello’s embroidery, what are the 
strawberries with which Iago decorates the text of the handkerchief, what is the texture of 
his web?  In keeping with its nature as a reflexive narrative image, the first strawberry on 
Iago’s version of the handkerchief is the handkerchief itself, “spotted with strawberries, 
in your wife’s hand” that he then suggestively images: “Such a handkerchief . . . did I 
today/ See Cassio wipe his beard with” (III.3.431-436).  Thus begins Iago’s embroidery 
of the handkechief with the tale of Othello’s cuckoldry.  He reads the handkerchief as a 
pornographic novel in which Othello becomes a voyeur of his wife’s dalliances:  “Would 
you, the supervisor, grossly gape on?/ Behold her topp’d?” (III.3.392-393).  From Cassio 
wiping his beard, Iago’s embroidery of the handkerchief proceeds to the image of 
Desdemona “naked with her friend in bed/An hour or more, not meaning any harm” 
(IV.1.3-4) and the commentary, “’tis a venial slip./ But if I give my wife a 
handkerchief—“ (IV.1.9-10).  Honour or dishonour in a woman is invisible, “but for the 
handkerchief” (IV.1.18).   Then Iago’s play on the word “lie”-- “With her, on her, what 
you will”—leaves Othello babbling: “Lie with her!  Zounds, that’s fulsome!  
Handkerchief—confession—handkerchief!” (IV.1.34-37).   Finally, to round off the 
story, Iago proposes to make Cassio “tell the tale anew,/  Where, how, how oft, how long 
ago and when/ He hath and is again to cope your wife” (IV.1.84-86).  In the scene 
following, when Bianca confronts Cassio about his request for her to copy the strawberry 
design while Othello spies on them, Iago merely lets the handkerchief, thus embroidered 
with lurid images, work its magic, so that Othello’s “unbookish jealousy must construe” 
the scene “quite in the wrong” (IV.1.101-103).  Again we see Othello as the victim of 
misreading as directed by Iago—a misreading that overwrites and supercedes the story of 
Othello’s native culture.  In his mastery of the handkerchief, Iago handles the signifier 
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itself, which takes on a life of its own.  Bianca’s reading of it as a sign of betrayal, the 
whore’s jealousy, confirms for Othello his misreading and seals his fate.  In losing 
control of the meaning of the handkerchief Othello loses everything. 

The handkerchief as signifier migrates from one signified to another, as it passes 
from hand to hand; it shifts from love token to magic charm, with its own traditional and 
familial legend, to proof of adultery.  In its significance as the marker of Othello’s 
otherness as Moor and African, its oral tale and oriental legend contrast with the letters 
which give the “unbookish” hero a headache.  Iago is Othello’s reading teacher who 
teaches him to (mis-)read Venice, himself and his wife.  The imagery insists on this 
relation of the tragedy to language: 
  Was this fair paper, this most goodly book, 
  Made to write “whore” upon? (IV.2.70-71) 
The story of the handkerchief thus marks the destruction of the identity of Othello as 
other to the Venetian imperium; its use to bring about his downfall is an allegory of 
orientalism—the destruction of a people by superimposing a villainous reading over the 
medium of the native culture--a hateful, merciless and violent domination of the sign 
itself, the means of discourse.   
 
 
5. Women Represent the Misrepresented 
 

That it is Bianca’s performance, her interpretation of the handkerchief, which 
convinces Othello identifies the protagonist with the play’s one loose woman; his 
response to the scene reflects that of the hysterical woman.  This unmanning by 
association is foreseen in Othello’s remark earlier that he may prove Desdemona’s 
“haggard”; i.e. her courtesan (III.3.257).  The loss of narrative which indicates the 
absence of the colonial subject is thus associated with the subject’s loss of self 
(“Othello’s occupation’s gone” [III.3.354]) that becomes figuratively a loss of gender as 
well. The absence of the true character of the colonial other is filled with the story of the 
handkerchief but also, in a sense, by the subplot concerning women.  Only there do we 
find resistance and rebellion against the destructive dominant discourse. 

Beside the identification of Othello with the play’s most maligned woman (the 
only one who may actually be a whore, but again we have only Iago’s word for this), and 
his earlier self-description as a “haggard” or courtesan, the animal imagery connected to 
the Moor at the beginning of the play attaches to the women at the end.  Bianca is called a 
“monkey” by Cassio (IV.1.128) and Desdemona is compared by Othello to a “crocodile” 
(IV.1.246) and to “goats and monkeys” (IV.l.265). Here women are made the equivalent 
of animals, as was the black Moor in the early scenes of the play. 

The point of Iago’s discourse on women has been to reduce them all to whores.  
His wife he suspects with Othello and Cassio; Bianca he calls a strumpet outright and 
Desdemona will be made to seem a lustful adulterous schemer by the interpretation he 
will put on her good deeds.  Women are as much the victims of his essentializing 
discourse as is the Moor.  However, the women speak back to the dominant discourse, 
mainly in the words of Emilia. 

Emilia is an interesting figure who, although killed in the end by Iago, reveals the 
truth to Othello before she dies, corrects all his misreadings and takes Iago’s place as his 
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reader’s guide, revealing the true nature of his tragedy.  “I will not charm my tongue; I 
am bound to speak,” she tells her threatening husband (V.2.183); and she speaks the truth 
of the handkerchief: 

O thou dull Moor! That handkerchief thou speak’st of 
  I found by fortune and did give my husband.  

For often, with a solemn earnestness— 
More than indeed belonged to such a trifle— 
He begged me to steal it. (V.2.223-227) 

Emilia becomes Othello’s schoolmaster at the end; she shows that all the evils that have 
occurred are not, in her husband’s words, “the fruit of whoring” but the fruit of Othello’s 
misinterpretation due to Iago’s misrepresentations.  

Emilia speaks back.   Alone with Desdemona before the tragic conclusion  she 
answers the dominant discourse on women with a feminine discourse on men.  First she 
images the dominance of men over women as a kind of imperialistic cannibalism:  “They 
are all but stomachs, and we all but food;/ They eat us hungrily, and when they are full,/ 
They belch us” (III..4.100-102).  After this discourse of rebellion, she answers Iago’s 
image of “jealousy . . . the green-eyed monster” that must be fed, in which the husband is 
assumed to be a “cuckold” (III.3.164-165), with her own image of a monster born 
specifically without sexual contact:  “Jealous souls . . . are not ever jealous for the cause, / 
But jealous for they are jealous.  It is a monster/ Begot upon itself, born on 
itself”(III.4.156-158).  Finally she tells the story of being betrayed from the woman’s 
point of view.  Hers is the one contrapuntal voice in the play, where the victim of the 
imperial discourse represents herself in her own voice: 
    Let husbands know 
  Their wives have sense like them: they see and smell, 
  And have their palates both for sweet and sour 
  As husbands have.  What is it that they do 
  When they change us for others?  Is it sport? 
  I think it is.  And doth affection breed it? 
  I think it doth.  Is’t frailty that thus errs? 
  It is so too.  And have not we affections, 
  Desires for sport, and frailty, as men have? 
  Then let them use us well: else let them know 
  The ills we do, their ills instruct us so. (IV.3.92-102) 
 
   
5. Conclusion 
 

Othello concerns itself with cultural misreading, makes its villain the agent of lies 
about Venice, women and Moors which are essentialist, exclusivist and very effective; 
Iago’s successful orientalist/imperial discourse and cultural analysis are thereby 
destructive, symbolically, of the fabric of the hero’s native culture and, actually, of  the 
inter-racial and inter-cultural marriage with which the play begins. However, 
Shakespeare makes us aware of the operation of this imperial discourse specifically in 
regard to native culture through the story of the handkerchief and, by aligning his Arab 
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protagonist with women, gives a voice to those who are obscured or obliterated by the 
dominant forces of representation. 
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Abstract 
The Poetry of French-speaking Oblate missionaries in Canada (1845-1965) 

Glen Campbell 
University of Calgary 

 
 The Oblates of Mary Immaculate, a Roman Catholic congregation, were 

founded in southern France in the early nineteenth century by a young priest, Eugène de 

Mazenod, who would later become Bishop of Marseille. Deriving from the Latin oblatus, 

the word “oblate” means “offered,” or “dedicated.”  Initially, members of the 

congregation dedicated their lives to helping the poor, especially those impoverished by 

the French Revolution. Later, their objectives expanding, they moved to other lands to aid 

the deprived and to bring Christianity to them. Their motto was Evangelizare pauperibus 

misit me: ‘He sent me to evangelize the poor.’ 

 The first Oblates arrived in Eastern Canada in 1841, moving westward four years 

later.  To enable them to achieve their apostolic objectives, first and foremost, they had to 

learn the languages of the Aboriginal peoples.  As the principal Roman Catholic presence 

in the West, they diligently pursued their goal of converting and ministering to the Native 

and Métis communities.  As well, they tended to the spiritual needs of newly-arrived 

immigrants, and of workers building the Canadian Pacific Railway.  Besides their 

religious duties, the missionaries, in order to survive, had to hunt and fish, and often act 
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as carpenters, cooks, and medical practitioners. Above all, they served as educators, in 

many cases, teaching in schools that they themselves had built.  As Eastern Canadians 

and Europeans began settling in the West, Oblates were instrumental in establishing 

colleges, hospitals, and orphanages, in founding newspapers, and in fighting for the 

linguistic and religious rights of French-speaking Catholics. 

The influence of the Oblate missionaries, especially in the North West, cannot be 

underestimated.  Many Canadian cities, towns and villages are named after them. Their 

evangelization of Native populations, their educational role in residential schools, with 

the subsequent controversial ramifications, the value of their dictionaries and grammars 

of indigenous languages, and their efforts in the creation of communities in the Far North 

and in Western Canada have all been well documented, and continue to be studied.   

One area, however, that has not been researched until now is their creative 

writing.  Since a number of these missionaries composed poetry, some of which is of 

distinct historical and biographical significance, it is a subject worthy of scholarly 

consideration.  A search of Roman Catholic periodicals of the late nineteenth and the first 

half of the twentieth centuries has revealed numerous poems written by Oblates.  Many 

more poetry manuscripts have been uncovered in Oblate archives.  A few of the poems 

are rich, evocative and show true poetic inspiration.  Others are of lesser quality, and are, 

to a large extent, occasional, written in celebration of certain religious or historical 

events.  Motivated by their spirituality or by their creative impulses, the poets 

undoubtedly desired to capture some specific moment, either for their own esthetic 

pleasure or for the pleasure of others.  
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 Certain poems were obviously tailored for their colleagues, as a means of 

encouraging them in their ecclesiastical endeavors. Others, especially those appearing in 

church publications, were penned for a larger audience. The avid reader of travel 

literature would assuredly be drawn to poems depicting, in epic-like manner, the Oblates’ 

heroic adventures in the Far North, or their first encounters with Native peoples.  Other 

works, such as the “chants patriotiques” of several Quebec-born Oblates, were composed 

to instill patriotism and to motivate possible benefactors to contribute financially to 

missionary causes.  These songs are imbued with a strong element of French-Canadian 

nationalism where the themes of race, language and faith are woven into the poetic fabric.   

The manner in which Canada’s First Nations are portrayed in the poetry shows 

that the missionaries approached their apostolate with certain preconceived notions. The 

future proselytes are labeled, in some poems, as “poor savages” or as “children of the 

forest”, and are characterized as being unhappy and spiritually dispossessed because they 

live without the benefits of Christianity.  “Liberating” them from their “false beliefs” is 

seen by the missionary-poet as his principal objective.  The acculturation process 

exhibited in the poems along with the Eurocentric vision of the missionaries stem, not 

from any personal animosity or racial prejudices on the part of the Oblates but from the 

predetermined ecclesiology in which they were obliged to carry out their duties. 

The poetry of the Oblate missionaries, while not always of high literary value, 

offers a different insight into the work and times of these courageous and resourceful men 

who left such an indelible mark on Canadian history.  
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Paper Abstract:   
 
What began as two friends living in two very different places (Richmond, VA and Doha, 
Qatar) wanting to collaborate soon blossomed into a project that had some pretty amazing 
implications.  By opening up new lines of communication between the students using 
“real time” meeting software and weblogs, we created a way of crossing the (cultural, 
political, and emotional) abyss that has been created by wartime. It is difficult to get to 
know someone from a different culture when one is bombarded by images funneled 
through manipulative media and couched in the rhetoric of patriotism and nationalism 
(what Giroux terms “jingoistic bravado” (par. 25)).  Through an internationalist 
perspective, coupled with a process approach to writing, students had the opportunity to 
think for themselves about a multitude of topics. They were also able to see for 
themselves that they are not so different, that they share common interests and encounter 
common problems in their daily lives. 
 
In Teaching to Transgress, bell hooks asks us to make “the university classroom…a place 
of promise and possibility” rather than a “place of punishment and confinement” (4).  In 
order to create this place of promise and possibility, we believe that we must work with 
our students toward dismantling hierarchies, using the imagination, utilizing democratic 
and dialogic methods of instruction, and exploring multiple intelligences and literacies to 
probe the radical and transformational potential of our students’ creativity and power to 
shape, not only their own writing, but also their experience in the world, and by 
extension, the world itself.  Creating a classroom with an internationalist perspective was 
crucial to our attempt to transform the classroom into a place of promise and possibility 
and to create a community between two very (seemingly) different cultures.  The use of 
current technology facilitated this community building and learning/teaching of writing in 
our course. 
 
Our paper focuses on the pedagogical and practical implications of teaching a cross 
cultural international writing course.  We draw from diverse political, cultural, and 
pedagogical theorists and scholars in order to enlighten our practical experience teaching 
our course.    
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 In the last years, in Italy and abroad, the research on the relationship between 
classical myth and Italian literature of the XXth century received a great impulse. 
Scolars discovered more and more how many mythological items occur in 
contemporary Italian literature, in despite of romantic pretence of scattering every 
heritage of the past. Ancient names hold: they guard characters, everyone with each 
distinctive feature, whereas stories change to adapt behaviours and actions 
corresponding to new contexts (Fedra by d’Annunzio, Edipo re by Pasolini): any new 
works reply traditional patterns from classical myth. Moreover a great number of 
mythic names are mentioned everywhere, in the poetry, in the novels, in the writings of 
reflection: these names (proper names) form a linguistic subcode with a “semantic 
content” (features and actions of each character). Ulysses, for example, can be found in 
several works during the whole century, from Pascoli, d’Annunzio, Saba to Malerba. 
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Abstract  
A Collaborative for Creative Technologies in the Arts and Design to bring together 
research and scholarship in the digital arts across the university.  This Center will bridge 
the initiatives of  Critical Technologies and Arts, Humanities and the Social Sciences. 
The Collaborative for Creative Technologies in Arts and Design (CCTAD) has provided a 
platform for interdisciplinary research and practice in digital arts.  It offers the necessary 
training to understand and translate existing media into digital form and potentially create 
and manipulate new media forms and genres. The Collaborative is focus on the inte-
grated, parallel development of digital media technologies and digital media content. 
Therefore, critically aware cultural practitioners, theoreticians, and researchers are 
needed to work across traditional disciplinary boundaries. In addition to media research, 
the programs of the Collaborative would seed new technology and production 
enterprises in the region.  
 
Virginia Tech is  exploring the boundaries of technology. It is clear that one driver of the 
cutting edge of digital technology will be interactive media arts. History tells us that as 
people create new technologies, others are inspired to create new media, which in turn 
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are subdivided into new genres. This widening of the applications of new technologies is 
both a search for the new and a means to understand where we are. As institutions such 
as MIT, the University of Illinois, and USC are discovering, the interplay of content, 
production/performance, media, and audience is not well understood and those 
complexities require a multi-disciplinary approach to create the intellectual framework to 
create and understand them.. The proposed collaborative will complement two college 
centers already in place, the Center for Applied Technologies in the Humanities (CATH) 
and the Center for Digital Discourse and Culture (CDDC), as well as a University Center 
– the Internet Technology Innovation Center at Virginia Tech. Research and study areas 
include embodied interaction, embedded and ubiquitous computation, distributed and 
wireless technologies, issues of scale and location, modes of expression, and the 
elaboration of networked, distributed, and online cultural practices.  
 
The 3D Animation and Gaming area continues to be an important growth sector of the 
U.S. economy.  This area is becoming a new area of technological research. 3D 
Animation, Visual Communication Design, Digital Design is our nations third largest 
business and is constantly expanding as we enter this new generation visual media.  It is 
quite obvious that we are emerged into the digital age of design. Designers that know 
how to digitally and conceptually create, print, use and transfer information in a visual 
context will become highly successful in their intended careers.  
 
This initiative is designed promote learning and development among undergraduate 
design students. I will present an overview of how a 3D Animation Studio and computer 
labs has been developed at Virginia Tech Art and Art History Program. The primary 
emphasis of this 3D Animation and Research facility/ lab and studio is adapt ting to new 
and current trends in art and visual design. Also how in the real world environment this 
new Net Generation of students is altering our direction in 3D Animation and Cyber Arts. 
Animation Studios and agencies throughout the country seek out many of our recent 
graduates in this new field of Cyber Arts.  
 
The purpose of this research presentation has been to evaluate the effectiveness of 
projects that foster student learning and development both inside and outside the 
university. To accomplish this task funding was obtained from a Cluster Hire Grant 
Proposal of 650,000 dollars that helped in the initiation of an innovated creative outreach 
research and exhibition studio and research lab for 3D Animation, Installation Digital Art 
and Digital Design. My presentation would overview the development of this new and 
innovated Collaboration for Creative Technologies in Art and Design at Virginia Tech. 
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Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is one of the most widely studied and 

critiqued works in the American literary canon.  The complexity, originality, and richness of his 

masterpiece have delighted and offended readers for over a century.  Huckleberry Finn deals 

with controversial themes such as racism, slavery, morality, and the hypocrisy of society.  An 

enormous amount of academic work has been devoted to tackling these subjects and justifiably 

so.  Another significant aspect which deserves scholarly attention is the prevalence of 

superstitious beliefs.  Both Huck Finn and the slave Jim unquestioningly accept superstitious 

doctrine.   

Upon first glance, it may appear as though Twain uses superstition in a condescending 

manner toward his characters, projecting Huck as a foolish, crude orphan and submitting to 

nineteenth-century racist stereotypes about blacks in his development of Jim.  Careful 

examination, however, reveals that he had other motives.  Twain ardently subscribed to the 

precepts of realistic novel writing; thus, one of his greatest concerns would have been crafting 

believable characters.  As superstitious beliefs were quite common between both blacks and poor 

whites in antebellum Missouri, the setting for Huckleberry Finn, Twain appropriately sketches 

Huck, Jim, and others with a fear of witches, snake skins, and other omens, ultimately arriving at 

well-developed, realistic characters.  In addition, Twain uses superstition to challenge the 

credibility of certain institutions of his era, including Christianity, romanticism, and of course, 

slavery.      

Realism and the Magic Hairball: 



Twain’s Use of Superstition in Huckleberry Finn 
 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is one of the most widely studied and 

critiqued works in the American literary canon.  The complexity, originality, and richness of his 

masterpiece have delighted and offended readers for over a century.  Huckleberry Finn deals 

with controversial themes such as racism, slavery, morality, childhood, and the hypocrisy of 

society.  An enormous amount of scholarly work has been devoted to tackling these subjects, and 

justifiably so.  Another important aspect of this influential novel which deserves scholarly 

attention is the prevalence of superstitious beliefs.  Both Huck Finn and the slave Jim 

unquestioningly accept superstitious doctrine.  Upon first glance, it may appear as though Twain 

uses superstition in a condescending manner toward his characters, projecting Huck as a foolish, 

crude orphan and submitting to nineteenth-century racist stereotypes about blacks in his 

development of Jim.  Careful examination, however, reveals such thoughts to be incorrect.  Mark 

Twain heartily subscribed to the laws of realistic novel writing; thus, one of his greatest concerns 

would have been crafting believable characters.  As superstitious beliefs were quite common 

between both blacks and poor whites in antebellum Missouri, the setting for Huckleberry Finn, 

Twain appropriately sketches Huck, Jim, and others with fears of witches, snake skins, and other 

omens, ultimately arriving at well-developed, realistic characters.  In addition, Twain uses 

superstition to challenge the conventional wisdom of his day.      

The main objective of this study is to focus on Twain’s use of superstition in order to 

craft a realistic novel.  Before this subject can be elaborated upon effectively, it is essential to 

commence with a good working definition of what is meant by the term realistic novel.  The 

Bedford Glossary of Critical and Literary Terms describes it as “a type of novel that depicts 

characters, settings, and events in accordance with reality or, at least, in accordance with reality 



as readers perceive it” (Murfin 399).  Simply put, the objective of the realistic novel is to portray 

life as it truly is or, at least, as we understand it.    In Criticism and Fiction, noted literary critic 

and friend of Twain, William Dean Howells, lays out the guidelines which a writer of realistic 

fiction should follow.  The most important objective is projecting truth.  Howells writes: 

I confess that I do not care to judge any work of the imagination without first of all  

applying this test to it.  We must ask ourselves before we ask anything else, Is it true?— 

true to the motives, the impulses, the principles that shape the life of actual men and  

women?  (99) 

Howells, considered the father of American realism, serves as an authoritative source on the 

subject.  According to Howells, the author’s most important objective is to faithfully represent 

real life in her or his work.  Twain agreed with this principle and uses superstition to develop 

Huck and Jim as realistic characters. 

To understand how Twain used superstition to craft realistic characters, it is necessary to 

identify the major examples in the text and to discuss their origins.  The earliest example of 

Twain’s use of superstition to develop his characters occurs in the first chapter.  As Huck sits 

alone and afraid in his room late in the evening, waiting for Tom Sawyer to arrive, he feels a 

spider crawling up his shoulder.  As a reflex, he flicks the spider away, and it lands on a lit 

candle, quickly shriveling up (221).  The superstitious Huck understands immediately that this is 

a terrible omen, saying, “I didn’t need anybody to tell me that that was an awful bad sign and 

would fetch me some bad luck, so I was scared and most shook the clothes off of me” (221).  

The simple act of flicking a spider into a burning candle serves as an obvious harbinger of future 

misfortune for Huck.   
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Huck Finn responds to the uncertainty caused by the spider’s fiery death with further 

superstitious activity: “I got up and turned around in my tracks three times and crossed my breast 

every time; and then I tied up a little lock of my hair with a thread to keep witches away” (221-

22).  To the superstitious protagonist, the spider’s death is an invitation for witches to come and 

torment him.  In his study Folklore in the Works of Mark Twain, Victor Royce West explains 

Huck’s concern over the dead spider: 

All “crawly things” were thought to bring bad luck, under certain circumstances.  When 

Huck accidentally killed a spider, he performed the most powerful remedial ceremonies 

he knew in order to ward off the evil effects.  Never having heard of a charm to  

counteract the ill luck of killing a spider, he selected two of the commonest methods of 

keeping witches away.  (59) 

Huck sees his superstitious practices as the only way to keep witches away, because that is what 

he has been taught to do in his culture.  The fear of witches was common among the people of 

his time and socioeconomic background, and his reaction is typical and thus realistic. 

The roots of Huck’s spider superstition are English and date back to the 1500s.  In 

English folklore, it is said that during the nativity, a spider spun a beautiful web above the Baby 

Jesus to protect him from evil.  Due to what the poorly-educated would consider religious 

obligation, it was considered unlucky to kill a spider (Opie 371).  As is the case with many of the 

superstitions in Huckleberry Finn, the spider superstition was passed on for several generations 

and across the Atlantic Ocean to America.  It is very likely that a poorly-educated orphan such as 

Huck would have been exposed to it. 

In Chapter II, Tom and Huck decide to play a trick on Jim, who is sleeping next to a tree. 
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As Jim rests, Tom removes his hat and places it on a tree limb.  When Jim awakens, he believes 

that the prank is the work of witches.  He later swears that the witches flew him around the world 

and that the devil left a five-cent piece for him, which was actually left by Tom to compensate 

for candles stolen from Miss Watson.  The five-cent piece becomes a sacred ornament to the 

superstitious Jim, as Huck explains: “Jim always kept that five-center piece around his neck with 

a string and said it was a charm the devil give to him with his own hands and told him he could 

cure anybody with it and fetch witches whenever he wanted to [. . .]  (223).  Though a fear of 

witches is present in Jim throughout the book, in this case, the mythical beings are beneficial to 

him, as he becomes a local celebrity among other slaves (West 47).  These slaves came from 

many miles away to view Jim’s souvenir from the devil, which enables him to emerge as an 

authoritative expert on the subject of witches (223).  Throughout the novel, Jim is seen as an all-

knowing source on witches and other superstitious beliefs. 

Fear and awe of witches were common among African-Americans and poor whites in 

antebellum Missouri.  Generally, only those who were educated questioned the existence of such 

beings (Chestnutt 370-01).  Twain would have grown up amongst those who believed in and 

feared the power of witches.  Thus, Jim and Huck emerge as realistic portrayals of the average 

enslaved black man and impoverished white boy of that period.  Twain’s devotion to realistic 

writing is apparent again.    

The next superstition encountered in Twain’s novel is the classic salt over the left 

shoulder.  One morning at breakfast, Huck happens to knock over a saltcellar.  Following 

superstitious orthodox, he proceeds to throw some of the spilt salt over his shoulder, but he is 

interrupted by Miss Watson.  The failure to toss the salt over his shoulder, of course, means that 
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Huck is in for more misfortune.  Huck states, “The widow put in a good word for me, but that 

warn’t going to keep off the bad luck.  I knowed that well enough” (229). 

The origin of the spilling of salt superstition dates back to the beginning of civilization.  

Salt was a staple in the diet of early cultures and was widely used as a preservative.  Soldiers of 

the Roman Empire were compensated in salt (From here, the word salary has its origin).  It was 

also used in baptismal rituals, especially in the Catholic Church.  In addition, in Leonardo da 

Vinci’s painting, The Last Supper, Judas is seen accidentally knocking over the salt as Jesus 

informs the disciples that one of them will betray him (Brasch 1-2).  Throughout history, salt 

became an essential and even sacred item, so the waste of such a precious commodity came to be 

viewed as a harbinger of bad luck to come.  With this superstition being amongst the most 

widely-practiced, it is again likely that a poor, nineteenth-century orphan such as Huck Finn 

would have faithfully subscribed to it.   

In Chapter IV, after discovering the footprints of Pap—his abusive, alcoholic father—

Huck decides to consult Jim to learn about Pap’s intentions.  Jim seeks wisdom from his magic 

hairball, a superstitious prop, as Huck tells us: “Miss Watson’s nigger, Jim, had a hair-ball as big 

as your fist, which had been took out of the fourth stomach of an ox, and he used to do magic 

with it.  He said there was a spirit inside of it, and it knowed everything” (229).  Unfortunately 

for Huck, the hairball does not respond to Jim’s request.  Huck is disappointed by the defective 

superstitious device, but Jim offers a revealing suggestion, saying, “sometimes it wouldn’t work 

without money.”  Huck has a dollar on him, but he tells Jim that all he has is a counterfeit 

quarter.  After examining the coin, Jim decides that it could possibly work.  This time, the 

hairball “talks” to Jim, offering Huck a generic statement about his father’s intentions (229).  In 
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his essay, “Superstition and Folklore of the South,” Charles W. Chestnutt reveals that it was a 

fairly common practice for slaves to use their powers summoned from the great beyond “for a 

consideration” (375).  As many slaves of the time would have done, Jim tries to make a profit by 

appealing to superstitious beliefs.  This episode is one of the most humorous of the novel, as Jim 

is fooling Huck out of a counterfeit quarter, while Huck is neglecting to tell Jim that he has a real 

dollar in his pocket.  As made evident by his request for money, it is doubtful that Jim actually 

believes this superstition and questionable whether or not Huck does.  Both, however, were 

aware of the mysterious power that a hairball from an ox was said to have, according to popular 

superstitious beliefs.   

Like most of the superstitions in Huckleberry Finn, the power of the hairball has 

European origins.  It was said that one could place a spell on another person if she or he buried a 

hairball from the stomach of a cow or ox under that person’s doorstep.  The superstition 

eventually expanded, as the hairball was seen as an amulet that could protect a person from 

spells.  While the hairball superstition originated in Europe, it became quite popular among 

African American slaves (Puckett 231).   Apparently, Jim further broadens the power of the 

hairball, making it also capable of forecasting the future.  Jim’s awareness of this superstition 

and his attempt to profit from its faux powers reveal him as a man of his times and thus a well-

crafted, realistic character.  In addition, like Huck, he invents his own superstitions as he goes 

along. 

Later in the novel, in Chapter VIII, Huck meets Jim on Jackson’s Island, after both run 

away from threatening circumstances.  At first, Jim fears that Huck is a ghost—because it was 

thought that the orphan had been murdered—and begs him “doan’ do nuffn to Ole Jim, ‘at ‘uz 
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awluz yo’ fren’” (244).  Eventually, however, Huck is able to convince Jim that he is still alive, 

and the two exchange stories about their escapes.  A few birds appear, flying along and then 

walking in a row.  Jim informs Huck that it is a sure sign that rain will soon come.  Of course, 

Jim tells Huck that this rule applies to chickens for sure, but he figures that it could be extended 

to include all birds.  Huck thinks about catching a few of them, but Jim warns him against such a 

dangerous idea, as Huck reveals: “I was going to catch some of them, but Jim wouldn’t let me.  

He said it was death.  He said that his father laid mighty sick once, and some of them catched a 

bird, and his old granny said his father would die, and he did” (247).  Here, Jim is willing to 

extend the established superstition—that chickens lined-up together meant that rain was on the 

way—to cover all birds and that it could possibly have a fatal outcome for anyone who decides 

to interrupt them.  Once again, Jim is not only an authority on superstition but also an originator 

of new ones.  He presses forward, educating Huck about other signs of bad luck, including one 

that claims that if a man who owns a bee hive dies, one should be sure to let his bees know about 

the loss.  Otherwise, they would stop working and die too (247).  Like any good student, Huck 

shows that he is impressed by the lessons from his teacher when he says, “I heard about some of 

these things before, but not all of them.  Jim knowed all kinds of signs.  He said he knowed most 

everything” (247).  In this important scene, Jim emerges as an expert on superstition and an 

educator for Huck. 

In his study Folk Beliefs of the Southern Negro, Newbell Niles Puckett confirms the wide 

use of the chicken/rain superstition, saying, “If chickens dust themselves or huddle all together in 

a bunch, the Negroes say that it indicates rain” (508).  In England, this superstition came to 

include the idea that if a cock crowed while it was raining, sunshine was on the way.  If the cock 
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were to crow before midnight, however, this was an indication that a change in weather could be 

expected (508-9).   

If a man who owned bees died and his bees were not informed, it was considered bad 

luck for his family, with the possibility of even being fatal (Puckett 361).    Jim neglects to 

mention this aspect of the superstition, but generally, he has the idea.  Like most of the 

superstitious beliefs in Huckleberry Finn, the previous two began in England but flourished 

among African American slaves.  It is reasonable to conclude that Jim would possess such 

beliefs.   Clearly, Twain’s character is further developed realistically. 

Jim’s extensive knowledge of bad omens prompts Huck to ask if he knows of any signs 

of good luck.  Jim replies: “Mighty few—an’ dey ain’ no use to a body.  What you want to know 

when good luck’s a-comin’ for? want to keep it off?” (247). To satisfy Huck’s curiosity and to 

reconfirm his expertise of the subject, Jim thinks of a relevant example to share.  He states, “Ef 

you’s got hairy arms en a hairy breas’, it’s a sign dat you’s agwyne to be rich” (247).  The hairy 

breast and arms superstition is one of the two most important in the novel.  When Huck points 

out that Jim has a hairy breast and arms and asks if he is rich, Jim says, “No, but I ben rich 

wunst, and gwyne to be rich agin.  Wunst I had foteen dollars, but I tuck to specala’n’, en got 

busted out” (247).  Jim had once possessed wealth and lost it, but his hairy breast and arms 

assured him that he would one day become wealthy again, foreshadowing the conclusion of the 

novel. 

Once again, Twain uses a superstition with European roots which spread broadly among 

African American slaves.  It was widely believed amongst slaves that physical attributes served 

as indicators of personality qualities or one’s future.  Some examples include: a hairy breast and 
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arms forecasts that one will be wealthy; a perspiring nose indicates meanness in that person; long 

fingers reveal a talent in music; and dark pink fingernails show that a person is deceitful (Puckett 

455-56).  Jim, a product of his environment, takes this superstition seriously and looks forward 

to the day when he will be wealthy.  Again, Twain’s knowledge and use of various superstitious 

beliefs common in the Pre-Civil War era Missouri of his childhood help construct characters 

based in reality. 

In Chapter IX, a dead man is discovered floating along the river in a frame house.  Jim 

discovers that the man has been shot and, wisely, refuses to allow the teenage Huck to view the 

corpse.  Shortly after this discovery, Huck wants to talk about the corpse, but Jim prevents him 

from engaging in such dangerous dialog, as Huck explains: “He said it would fetch bad luck; and 

besides, he said, he might come and ha’nt us; he said a man warn’t buried was more likely to go 

a-ha’nting around than one who was planted and comfortable” (251).  Jim didn’t talk about the 

corpse for two reasons: first, the dead man was Pap, Huck’s father, and Jim wanted to protect the 

young boy from grief; second, it was considered bad luck to talk about dead people who were 

not yet buried.  Both reasons contribute to the development of Jim’s realistic character, but it is 

the latter one that conforms to the scope of this study.   

In Folk Beliefs of Negro Southerners, Puckett states that the above superstitious belief 

was common amongst African American slaves.  Consistent with most other superstitions in 

Huckleberry Finn, this one is European in origin.  If a person dies in a violent manner, according 

to this belief, he or she is more likely to haunt others.  A dead person who has not yet been 

buried is also a bad sign.  They, too, are more likely to go haunting (81-2).  In Pap’s case, he fits 

both criteria, as he has been shot and left unburied.  The superstitious Jim decides to be 
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extremely cautious with this delicate situation, not willing to risk being haunted.  

The second of the two most important superstitions in Huckleberry Finn occurs in 

Chapter X when Huck handles a snake skin.  Jim warns him about the certainty that bad luck is 

to come from such an activity, but it is good luck that comes their way initially.  Huck corrects 

Jim about the snake skin saying, 

Now, you think it’s bad luck; but what did you say when I fetched in the snake-skin that 

I found on the top of the ridge day before yesterday?  You said it was worst bad luck in 

the world to touch a snake-skin with my hands.  Well, here’s your bad luck!  We’ve 

raked 

in all this truck and eight dollars besides.  I wish I could have some bad luck like this 

every day, Jim.  (251). 

According to Huck, his handling of the snake skin is good luck, as after the incident occurs, 

Pap’s frame house comes floating their way, giving them money and supplies.  In spite of 

Huck’s evidence, Jim remains persistent in his beliefs, as he states, “Never you mind, honey, 

never you mind.  Don’t you git too peart.  It’s a comin’.  Mind I tell you, it’s a-comin’” (251).   

Jim’s superstitious beliefs prove to be correct again, as bad luck follows the duo 

throughout the novel.  Later in Chapter X, Jim is bitten by a rattlesnake after a foolish prank 

played on him by Huck (Twain 252).  In Chapter XVI, they get separated in a fog and miss 

Cairo, which is supposed to be the beginning of the path to freedom for Jim.  Of course, Jim 

attributes their unfortunate circumstance to superstitious beliefs, when he says, “Doan’ less talk 

about it, Huck.  Po’ niggers can’t have no luck.  I awluz ‘spected dat rattle-snake skin warn’t 

done wid it’s work” (284).  Jim is right; the rattlesnake skin is not finished with them.  In 
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Chapter XIX, their journey is hijacked by the deceitful duo of the duke and the king, who take 

Huck and Jim along on a lengthy spree of swindling naive people out of their wealth (301-56).  

In Chapter XXXII, the duke reveals to Huck that the king has sold Jim to a farmer (360).  

Finally, Jim is left in captivity for some time, tortured by Tom Sawyer’s foolish romantic escape 

plots (371-401).  As made evident, the bad luck caused by the snake skin is indeed considerable. 

An intriguing aspect of the snake skin, when compared to other superstitions in the novel, 

is that it brings both good and bad luck.  Clearly, it brings more bad luck than good, but it is the 

only superstitious belief in Huckleberry Finn that is thought to be capable of bringing both.  

Surprisingly, the origins of the snake skin superstition reveal that it was more commonly 

associated with good luck.  The snake skin superstition dates back to fourteenth century England 

and was used to ease childbirth, preserve health, and protect the home (Opie 363).  In fact, snake 

skins were often used by doctors to cure an ailment.  For example, to cure a headache, a doctor 

would prescribe a snake skin worn around the head (Redford 221).  As with other superstitious 

beliefs in Twain’s novel, such was commonly practiced by African American slaves and 

impoverished white people (Puckett 363).  The snake skin superstition was most often identified 

with good luck, but there is some evidence to support that it could have been considered bad luck 

as well. 

It was believed mostly by African American slaves that Satan could be summoned by the 

handling of a snake.  This superstition breaks from the pattern previously established in this 

study, in which the superstitions have European origins and later flourish among the slaves.  

Conversely, seeing the handling of the snake as a means to summon Satan appears to be of 

African origin (Puckett 552).  Here, Twain’s genius for detail—a substantial asset for a realistic 
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novelist—is evident.  The author is able to distinguish a superstition that is almost exclusively 

African American and attribute the possession of it to Jim.  So, when Howells asks “Is it true?– 

true to the motives, the impulses, the principles that shape the life of actual men and women?,” 

the answer is a resounding “yes!”  Twain is able to do this with both Jim and Huck, as they 

consistently prove to be well-developed, realistic characters. 

The narrative concludes with one final example of superstition: Jim’s hairy breast and 

arms successfully predicts that he will gain wealth.  Indeed, Tom Sawyer pays him forty dollars 

for the entertainment that his potential escape provides.  More importantly, Jim is a free man.  

Tom finally announces that Miss Watson has died and decided to free Jim in her will (406).  

Freedom is the greatest wealth that Jim could know.  He is sure to inform Huck that his 

superstitious belief was right along, saying, 

Dah, now, Huck, what I tell you?—what I tell you up dah on Jackson islan’? I tole you 

I got hairy breas’, en what’s the sign un it; en I tole you I ben rich wunst, en gwineter 

to be rich agin; en it’s come true; en heah she is!  Dah, now! doan’ talk to me—signs 

is signs, mine I tell you; en I knowed jis’ ‘s well ‘at I ‘uz gwineter be rich agin as I’s 

a stannin’ heah this minute! (406)  

Jim’s superstitious beliefs prove to be correct again.  He is free and wealthy.                        

To the educated person of the twenty-first century, the superstitious beliefs embraced by 

Jim and Huck seem quite ludicrous.  To the poorly-educated (if educated at all) person of the 

nineteenth-century, however, the superstitious practices in Huckleberry Finn would likely seem 

appropriate for certain situations.  In his study, West reveals that such practices were common 

among citizens of antebellum Missouri.  Twain was well aware of such beliefs and incorporated 
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them skillfully into his work.  He grew up around superstitious people in Hannibal, Missouri, 

and their influence on him is evident in his writing, especially Huckleberry Finn (5-6).  As a 

young boy, Twain absorbed the culture and customs of those around him, including their 

superstitious beliefs, and incorporated them into his literary works.  The superstitious beliefs of 

Huck and Jim were based on experiences from the author’s childhood.  In Huckleberry Finn, 

Twain channels the culture of his youth into his characters, basing them in reality. 

Adding to the realistic development of Jim’s character is the fact that he has to know 

some of the superstitions were invalid.  For example, Jim appears to have a belief in witches and 

the devil, but he is surely aware that he never went around the world with witches.  Actually, 

Jim’s witch story starts with him riding to New Orleans but is embellished each time he tells it 

(223).  In addition, Jim knows that the power of the magical hairball is a hoax.  It actually serves 

as a money-making technique for him.  With such evidence in mind, Jim emerges as an even 

more complex and fascinating character.  He knows that certain beliefs are bogus, yet he holds 

on to others, such as the snake skin and hairy breast superstitions.  The complexity and 

uncertainty of his beliefs help to further develop him as a realistic character, instead of a flat 

racial stereotype.  Regardless of whether or not Jim believes in superstition, he is unquestionably 

an authority on and a worthy teacher of the subject.   

Throughout the novel, Jim acts as a teacher of superstition to Huck, who is an ardent 

subscriber to such beliefs and thus an eager student.  Huck, however, is certainly not an amateur 

in the world of superstition knowledge.  Both characters, being of what was considered lower 

socioeconomic backgrounds and education levels, are likely to embrace such beliefs.  To shed 

further light on their beliefs, it will be useful to compare and contrast the superstitions of both 
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Huck and Jim.    

In many cases, their beliefs are similar.  Both are aware of the perceived power of the 

magic hairball.  Jim, of course, has one in his possession and has a better understanding of it than 

Huck.  Also, Huck and Jim share a belief of witches.  In the opening chapter, Huck is terrified 

after accidentally flicking a spider into a burning candle.  Jim displays this same fear when his 

hat is found on a tree limb and proudly tells everyone about his experience riding around the 

world with the witches.  Obviously, the two characters share some of the same superstitious 

beliefs. 

Examining these beliefs along racial lines, however, may reveal more about the realistic 

quality of the text.  While most of the superstitions in Huckleberry Finn are European in origin, 

they flourished and were more widely-accepted in African American circles.  This was largely 

due to a lack of education.  While a poor white like Huck does not have the same access to 

formal education as a middle-class Caucasian like Tom Sawyer does, he is likely to have more 

formal opportunities to learn than a black man such as Jim.  Thus, it makes perfect sense that 

most of the superstitious beliefs in the novel are introduced by Jim instead of Huck.  Among 

these superstitious beliefs unknown by Huck but taught by Jim are the chicken/rain, hairy breast 

and arm, talking about dead people, dead man and bees, and snake skin superstitions. 

The last of these, the snake skin superstition presents the most significant contrast 

between their superstitious beliefs.  Huck believes that the snake skin causes good luck, a 

perspective Eurocentric in origin.  Jim, however, views the handling of the snake skin as a bad 

omen, which is, as previously stated, a predominately African American perspective.  In this 

instance, Twain pits the Eurocentric viewpoint against that of the African American, and it is the 
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latter that proves to be valid.   The snake skin episode shows the depth of Twain’s writing.  This 

particular superstition is not included exclusively to create believable characters, but it also 

functions as a statement about race: white people should not disregard the voice of African 

Americans, because they deserve equality and have something significant to contribute to the 

American culture.  Additionally, Huck is the one who learns from Jim, not vice versa as the 

conventional wisdom of the time would anticipate. 

Another intriguing aspect of Jim’s superstitious beliefs is that they always prove to be 

accurate.  The above-mentioned snake skin superstition accurately forecasts the trouble that Jim 

and Huck will endure throughout their adventure.  The hairy breast and arms superstition also 

proves to be accurate, with Jim ultimately emerging as a free man with forty dollars in his 

possession.  Even less significant beliefs, such as the chicken/rain superstition prove truthful.  

After Jim sees the little birds together and knows that rain is coming, he and Huck row the canoe 

to a cavern, where they live the good life, enjoying fish and staying dry (249).  Jim’s prediction 

comes true again, as he tells Huck, “Well, you wouldn’ a ben here, ‘f it hadn’ a ben for Jim.  

You’d a ben down dah in the woods widout any dinner, en gittn’ mos’ drownded, too, dat you 

would, honey.  Chickens knows when its gwyne to rain, en so do de birds, chile.  (249). 

Throughout the novel, Jim’s superstitious beliefs are proven accurate, defying the conventional 

wisdom of the time. 

As briefly alluded to early in this study, crafting a realistic novel was not Twain’s only 

motivation for using superstition so broadly, though it has been the main focus here.  It is 

obvious that Twain has made Jim’s superstitious beliefs so successful in this novel to challenge 

what was considered the conventional wisdom of the day, which included (but was certainly not 
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limited to) religious beliefs, Romanticism, and the biological inferiority of African Americans.  

These other motivations contribute to the depth of the novel.  Huckleberry Finn is indeed a 

realistic novel, but it is much more than that. 

In Huckleberry Finn, superstition is seen as a viable alternative to the religious practices 

of the day.  For example, in the first chapter, Huck is warned by Miss Watson and the Widow 

Douglass to behave so that he can go to “the good place” (221).  Huck has little interest in going 

“around all day long with a harp,” but nevertheless tries prayer.  He concludes, “She told me to 

pray every day, and whatever I asked for I would get it.  But it warn’t so.  I tried it” (226).  His 

feelings toward religious practice are complicated even further when he bonds with Jim.  Like 

most white people of his era, Huck was conditioned to believe from religious institutions that 

slavery is a just institution.  In one of the most frequently-quoted passages in the novel, Huck 

later decides that he would rather go to hell than deny Jim his freedom (359).  Religion does not 

make sense to Huck; superstition, however, does. 

Superstition also serves as an alternative to what Twain perceived as the foolish notions 

of Romantic writing, such as those enjoyed by Tom Sawyer.  Tom’s talks about robbers, genies, 

and “rich A-rabs” all prove to be lies and huge wastes of time (227-28).  Toward the end of the 

novel, Tom’s Romantic notions prove dangerous, as he nearly gets killed during his elaborate 

and unnecessary plot to help Jim escape (396).  Immediately after Tom is shot, he persists with 

his foolish ideals, as Huck describes: “We was all as glad as we could be, but Tom was the 

gladdest of all, because he had a bullet in the calf of his leg” (396).  Romanticism is shown here 

as quite dangerous and ridiculous.  Superstitious beliefs, however, when heeded, protect Huck 

and Jim from harm.  When they are not heeded, the results show why they should have been. 
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The conventional wisdom of Twain’s time also claimed that African Americans were 

biologically inferior to Euro-Americans, and they were thus treated as commodities.  This belief 

is made blatantly clear by the institution of slavery, which subjugates Jim.  Unarguably, Jim is 

the wisest character in the novel.  Yet, according to the conventional wisdom of the day, foolish 

white people, such as Tom Sawyer, Pap, Miss Watson, the duke, the king, and Aunt Sally are 

superior to him.  In one particularly appalling scene, Aunt Sally asks Huck (she thinks that he is 

Tom at the time) if anyone was hurt in a steamboat explosion.  Huck replies, “No’m.  Killed a 

nigger,” to which she responds with relief, “Well, it’s lucky; because sometimes people do get 

hurt” (363).  The key word in her response is people.  She apparently perceives the dead African 

American as insignificant.  This pattern of thinking was what Twain sought to challenge in 

Huckleberry Finn.  It is clear that Twain is arguing against not only the institution of slavery but 

the more-resilient institution of racism as well.  Like superstition, racism arises from ignorance, 

but this was certainly not seen as the case in Twain’s time.   

As illustrated, superstition was used by Twain as an alternative to the conventional 

wisdom of antebellum America.  Of course, Twain is not endorsing superstition as an accurate 

way to see the world.  Instead, he is doing something quite clever: he is taking a practice seen as 

primitive by the formally-educated and projecting it as superior to their accepted ways of looking 

at the world.  In Huckleberry Finn, Twain turns America’s way of thinking upside down, 

exposing its faults and hypocrisy.   

Twain’s use of superstition is among the most important aspects of Huckleberry Finn and 

is certainly worthy of scholarly attention.  He uses superstition to craft Huck and Jim into 

believable characters.  This strategy proves effective, as most blacks and poor whites of his era 
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subscribed to such beliefs.  In addition, Twain cleverly challenges the conventional wisdom of 

his time, such as religious beliefs, Romanticism, and the institutions of slavery and racism.  The 

end result is a powerful realistic novel which challenges society to examine itself.   For this 

reason alone, Huckleberry Finn should remain a significant part of the American literary canon 

for as long as there is American literature. 
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Et ars et  vita breves sunt:  Beckett’s Theatre 
 
 

 The vita brevis theme is one of Beckett’s principal obsessions, and it is found in 

virtually all of his plays.  “They give birth astride of a grave,” explodes Pozzo in Wait-

ing for Godot, summarizing in one vivid image the brevity of life.  “Birth was the death 

of him,” begins A Piece of Monologue, a short and succinct piece representative of 

Beckett’s later theatre.  The final words of That Time are “come and gone in no time 

gone in no time,” reformulating the title of the play to reiterate that life is fleeting. 

Breath, the 30-second sketch he wrote for Oh! Calcutta!, is a striking illustration of the 

same theme. 

 Beckett goes on to deny the customary consolation of the writer, that his art will 

endure.  Performance art is by its nature evanescent; Beckett uses the metaphor of the 

telling of a tale to tie the end of life to the end of a story.  In Endgame, both Hamm and 

his father Nagg tell a tale; Nagg’s is about creation.  The storytelling functions as the 

creation of an alternate (though joyless) reality in response to the misery of existence.  

The need to tell a story appears in later plays as well.  The last spoken words of Ohio 

Impromptu are, “Nothing is left to tell.”  The link between the end of the story and the 

end of life emphasizes the fact that the old man is an artistic creation and that the life of 

the play is over when the lights go out.  In Footfalls, May invents a story about a girl 

named Amy who vanishes from the story just as May vanishes from the stage at the end.  

By juxtaposing the end of the tale with the fading away of May, Beckett has prolonged 

his expression of the brevity and uselessness of life to include the ephemeral nature of art 

itself.   
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Abstract:  
 

This article explores how piano students can benefit from folk music, with its genuineness and its freedom 

to vary a repetition according to the meaning of the moment, while learning to interpret European art music 

of the l7th, l8th, and l9th centuries. Western musicians of the classical tradition often find it difficult to 

initiate a circle of communication with an audience, whereas the Bedouin poet-singer sings from the heart 

in the improvisatory style of the aural tradition with a free spirit and considers the presence of the audience 

a necessary stimulus. With the generous support of the American Center for Oriental Research (ACOR), I 

undertook the project “The Collection and Preservation of Traditional Jordanian Folk Music and Heritage” 

in recognition of the fact that the indigenous musical heritage of Jordan is disappearing at an alarming rate. 

Folk music is an essential element of every country’s precious cultural heritage, highlighting both the 

uniqueness and universality of the societies of the world, which are passed from generation to generation 

primarily in the form of aural tradition. During my research, it became apparent that the rich music heritage 

of the Bedouin tribal society had revealed the essential skills of musical communication necessary to 

facilitate interpretation of the classical piano repertoire through its integration of the form, the shape and 

the meaning of a composition. 
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In l994-l995, I received a grant from American Center for Oriental Research (ACOR) to fund the 

project “The Collection and Preservation of Traditional Jordanian Folk Music and Heritage” in recognition 

of the fact that the indigenous musical heritage of Jordan was disappearing at an alarming rate. 

Contributing factors include cultural dilution brought on by forced migration as well as technological 

advances, such as satellite communications, that promote globalization of music. One result is that many 

young people in the region had little appreciation for their own music heritage. I found that my Arabic 

tutor, a student at Jordan University, considered folk music boring because it was not modern, i.e., country-

western or rock and roll. I hoped to encourage her and others to explore the great musical heritage of her 

culture, currently endangered, as well as to appreciate the variety of the world of music, while cherishing 

that of her own.   

Folk music is an essential element of every country’s precious cultural heritage, highlighting both 

the uniqueness and universality of the societies of the world, which are passed from generation to 

generation primarily in the form of aural tradition. The transmission of aural traditions all have certain 

common characteristics most often found in the master-teacher and student relationship. Even with the 

highly developed media of today, as in both printed and recorded forms of music, person to person 

transmission is still required to best learn the intricacies and unravel the mysteries that constitute the 

challenges of communicating through music.  

The eminent ethnomusicologist Anthony Seeger wrote, “Music is a form of communication 

produced by members of a community that communicates with other members.  Music cannot exist 

separately from its performers and audiences”.1 The heritage of the Bedouin tribal society, both nomadic 

and sedentary, illustrates this statement through its rich music heritage of songs of all facets of their life 

styles.   Work songs are one of the more prevalent genre. 

 Work Songs 2  

In Middle Eastern traditional music, there is a musical poem for almost every activity of life. The 

work songs make collective work easier and cooperative. There are unique and beautiful songs sung on 

shore for the pearl fishers at different diving depths. There are songs for plowing that help the horse to 

move the plow along, songs for winnowing the wheat in the field and songs for pounding coffee beans. The 
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most famous coffee song has a melody to grind the coffee, to boil the coffee and to serve to the man to 

make him brave as he rides off to war.  

A myth is told about how a camel can be affected by the camel driver’s song. The camel starts the 

long trek across the desert slowly.  The driver wants to move faster so he sings to the camel.  The song 

spurs the camel to move to a full gallop for hours and hours not stopping for water or rest. Soon the journey 

is completed in one day when it should have taken four days.  The driver was delighted and the camel loved 

the song but when the journey was finished the camel dropped dead.   

The poetic song is crucial in all facets of the Bedouin life. The little shepherd boy herds sheep 

with a song on his nai (flute). Songs accompany shearing the sheep, washing and dyeing the wool, spinning 

the yarn and weaving the rugs and cloth. There is even a song for the sheep’s death. Sakher Hattar, 

conductor of Arab Music Ensemble of the National Conservatory of Music of the Noor Al-Hussein 

Foundation in Amman, is delighted to add a song sung by women making tabouli (a popular salad) to his 

collection of over 500 folk songs. 

An apocryphal story is told of the Bedouin caught out in the blistering desert without water for a 

life threatening time period.  He approaches a lone tent on the landscape to ask for water.  The expected 

protocol for the request is to sing an improvised poem for the asking.  If this desperate request is not 

couched in a beautiful song-poem, he would be considered a very boorish, undesirable character and might 

not be welcomed. 

Professional Poet-Musicians 

I had the good fortune to interview the Tawfik Nimri, the legendary singer, composer and oud 

player (the oud is the parent of the European lute3). Before Jordan became a country, Tawfik Nimri was 

attached to the British Army in 1941, where his duties included singing an improvised account of the news 

of the day. He traveled from Haifa to Bagdad and back singing the day’s events as if he were a troubadour 

in the Middle Ages of Europe. Through his long career, he became a very revered musician, widely known 

as a folklore researcher, who notated manuscripts of the folk music of Jordan, a most unique and forward-

looking endeavor.  

At the time of our interview, Tawfik was general manager of the music division of Radio Jordan 

and director of the Orchestra of Radio Jordan. He described how, during a recording session or 
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performance of a song, he would call out a maqam (scale) and the orchestra would modulate seamlessly 

while improvising to the new maqam. The Arab scale system, based on the quarter tones, employs 

approximately 120 maqams. To this day these songs of poetry continue to speak from the heart.   

Another moving interview was that of Salwa Al-Ass, who at the age of 13 became one of the first 

singers for Radio Jordan.  She is now a most elegant and beautiful woman, whom I interviewed at her 

home.  Salwa is an artist comparable to Um Kathoum of Egypt and Fairuz of Lebanon. Her husband, 

Jameel Al-Ass plays the solo buzq with such clean technique and artistry of phrasing that his music makes 

one catch a breath in anticipation of hearing more.  Salwa made an impassioned plea for Jordan to support 

their singers and instrumentalists of traditional folk music in the tradition of a true artist. She said, “While 

singing a Jordanian folk song a lady’s make-up should be simple rather than lavish.  She should reflect a 

true Jordanian housewife, not a fashion model surrounded by lights and artificial stage settings.  I am the 

lady of the house, a mother of young men and maidens.” Fortunately, Jordan is hearing her plea and her 

career is moving forward again supporting her traditional style of singing from the heart. King Abdullah of 

Jordan has now formed a ministry for the preservation of folkloric traditions. 

Tribal Poet-Musicians  

Tawfik Nimri, Salwa Al-Ass and Jameel Al-Ass are renown as professional musicians and many 

younger professionals have followed in their footsteps as recording artists. However, there is an even older 

group of poet-musicians that define the soul of each tribe.  The instrument they use is called the rebab, 

ancestor to the violin.  The rebab has only one gut string strung across a hollow box with a stick attached 

for the neck. The bow is a bent stick strung with horsehair.4 In the hands of these legendary poet-singers 

this very primitive instrument speaks to the heart and souls of all people of the tribe.   

In the desert, having a horse, a sword, a poetic tongue and the skill to make the rebab speak 

commanded the greatest respect.  The poet of the Sarayrah tribe was the head Sheik who sang about the 

death of his favorite son. His poem sang of the falcon circling over the dying boy at such a height that he 

was not visible. Then, suddenly from this height, the falcon swooped down to pluck the heart of the 

deceased son to carry it to Allah.  

I was able to interview and record a poet-musician for the Shogran tribe in Ramtha, a town on the 

Syrian border.  First, his family served a wonderful meal as a gesture of hospitality for which the Arab 
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culture is famous.  Suddenly, Abdul Rahman Shogran burst into the room with cape flying, flung himself 

onto the floor divans and started singing while accompanying himself on the rebab.  He sang for about one 

and a half hours about war, raiding, of love and courting, of manhood, and humor.  When questioned about 

how often he sang, his answer was “If I don’t sing at the wedding the bride and groom are not considered 

married.” 

Music for Weddings 

In Jordan, weddings frequently go on three continuous days and nights and there is a different 

song for each part of the celebration, some for the bride, some of the groom and the others for their 

togetherness. There is music for dancing, for singing, for cooking, for eating, punctuated with gun fire and 

fire works. Since this celebration is so expensive for people in this poor country, there are often multiple 

weddings at the same celebration.  A video was given to this collection in which four brothers married at 

the same time.  

Music for Weekly News Review 

In Aleppo, Syria, I was invited to a weekly gathering held at 10:00pm every Saturday night in 

which a group of men would meet to sing about the news, happenings and philosophical comments on the 

events of the past week.  This particular evening was attended by a physician, a butcher, a businessman, a 

university student, a baker, two others who played violin and tambour and most impressive was a muezzin.  

The muezzin had a beautiful rich voice at 78 years of age and still sang the call to prayer 5 times a day from 

one of the minarets. The physician, wearing a 3-piece western business suit, was a superb qanun (zither) 

player. If the singer started in one maqam and slipped into another as he sang his improvised comments, the 

qanun player would quickly flip the hinges to retune his instrument to the new maqam without losing a 

beat.  It was an incredible performance even though this ritual happened weekly. 

The Bedouin poet-singer has learned his aural skill from past generations.  The poet-singer can 

naturally make the music speak the meaning and emotion from his heart. The form of the songs comes from 

the circumstance for which it is created.   

What Can the Modern Musician Learn from the Bedouin’s Poetic Songs? 

What can the genuineness of folk music with its creative improvisation and its freedom to vary a 

repetition according to the meaning of the moment teach students learning to interpret European art music 
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of the l7th, l8th, and l9th centuries? One could compare learning these scores to the long and difficult 

process of learning a foreign language in which the words have no meaning, i.e. one is just memorizing 

sounds, letters, or grammar.  When one finished this laborious task, there would be no natural expression 

because the meaning of the ideas is absent. It is necessary to understand the meaning and the spirit of the 

music in order to learn the score and be able to communicate this meaning to an audience.  But how does a 

performing musician discover the spirit and the meaning of the music if there is little or no connection to 

what the notes mean? 

  The historical context of a composition is important. It is helpful to know the political 

circumstances, the art, the architecture, and the dress of the period of a particular piece which can define 

parameters of style for the performer.  However, the musical score is so powerful and telling that one can 

find the meaning of an 8 measure melody or a whole symphony through a few basic steps of investigation 

and a burning commitment to communicate the meaning of the music.  

 Burton Kaplan, professor of violin and viola at Manhattan School of Music and New York 

University, has written, “ Musical expression motivates by integrating technique and musical expression 

from the start. In traditional musical pedagogy, the student is asked to leave out feeling and personal 

interpretation until technique is incredible.”  In order to help the student find the musical expression, 

Professor Kaplan uses the Technique of the Narrative in which the student is asked, “If the music you are 

playing were the music for a movie, what scenario might be appropriate?”  To answer this question, the 

student must form a mental image of tone and timing that expresses the emotion suggested by the score.5 

Imaging sound is to a classical musician what visualizing is to a painter or a wedding is to the Bedouin 

poet-singer. Each artist gives meaning and shape to their art. 

Another approach to creating musical expression comes from Murray Perahia when speaking of 

interpreting Bach, who said “The only way to understand this music is from an organic whole.  One can’t 

see this little bit, that little bit-because it wasn’t put together that way.  Where is it leading, where is it 

going?” “What’s more important is that I want to hear that music means something to them - that they’re 

not just playing a harmony, but that the harmony has entered them.” He said that Vladimir Horowitz 

“always talked about how music should never be played without intensity….more than anything, that’s 

what I got from him. Because I also feel a burning commitment inside, a burning love for music”. Horowitz 
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also said to him “that when he studied a piece he spent a long time working harmonically.  His sense of 

color came from a harmonic sense”. Periah continues, “If one looks at Bach’s orchestrations, it becomes 

clear that the same pattern is never orchestrated the same way, because variety is the most important law in 

music”.6 

Kenneth Drake is a noted interpreter of the performance practices found in the Beethoven 

manuscripts. He writes, “Let the Composer Teach the Piece” by “letting imagination breathe upon the 

printed page. …. Belief in one’s imagination is the medium through which the composer shares authority 

with the interpreter.”7 

Western musicians of the classical tradition often find it difficult to feel the circle of 

communication with an audience if an interpretation has no freedom to change.  The music must have 

meaning to project to an audience or one is only playing notes without intensity or phrase shaping. For 

music to have intensity and meaning, the performer must know what the organic whole is, what the large 

form is, then how to shape the phrases and cadences to define the form.  

The Bedouin poet sings from his heart in the improvisatory style of the aural tradition with a free 

spirit. He finds the presence of an audience is a stimulus and a necessary condition for improvisation. When 

alone he may find improvisation difficult and even pointless. His song may have one or many variations as 

he retells the story and he is able to express the emotions and meaning of the poem at that moment. The 

classical musician must follow the score as written by the composer. However, due to our minimal, sparse 

interpretation marks for dynamics and articulations, the performer is considered gifted if able to give a 

burning meaning and intensity to the notes of the score.  This is where the freedom to use imagination to 

interpret the meaning is prevalent.  The interpretations need not be written in stone as the instrument or the 

acoustics of the hall or the audience may dictate different levels of dynamics highlighting other meanings 

of the notes.  

However, when studying a new score, one can self-discover a way to make even an 8 measure 

piece of only 3 pitches have a meaningful shape.  Such a song is Au Claire de la Lune: C C C D E – D – 

C E D D C - - - - C C C D E – D – C E D D C - - - -.  Instead of playing or singing the song in the usual 

sing-song manner, one could decide which note is most important in the complete song (to explore the 

organic whole).  There are several possible answers but for now let’s say the first E was chosen as the most 
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important note. Playing or humming the complete piece, one sees an exact repetition.  Should the repetition 

sound the same? Maybe yes, maybe no.  If we do use the same important note in the repetition, perhaps the 

repetition could be a softer dynamic level, giving the whole melody a complete musical shape. There are 

several variations to this musical shape and interpretation depending on the meaning of the music the 

performer wishes to communicate. This is similar to the poet-singer who shapes his musical line according 

to the meaning of the poem and the occasion. 

In every performance the interpretation of a composition will be different for it is impossible to 

perform an exact copy of a previous performance.  Strangely enough, this empowers the performer with a 

freedom that brings the music to life.  Charles Rosen states, “Within limits, the familiarity given by 

repeated performance does not remove spontaneity from the playing: on the contrary, the greater ease and 

larger awareness of what one is doing allow for new inspiration and a less mechanical rendition.”8 

Thus the classical musician learns from the Bedouin poet-singer that by integrating the form, the 

shape and the meaning of a composition is the most effective and gratifying means of communicating with 

anyone and everyone. The sound of music is to be experienced as a means of communication that brings 

joy, sorrow, or enlightenment to the listener.   

                                                           
1 Seeger, Anthony, Ethnomusicology: an Introduction, ed. Helen Meyers, Chapter IV- “Ethnography of 
 Music”, London: Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1992: 89. 
2 New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. I, “Arab Music”, London: Macmillan Publishers 
 Limited, 1995:534. 
3 The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Musical Instruments, Cologne: Konemann, 2000: 112. 
4 Ibid, 114. 
5 Kaplan, Burton, “Musical Expression Motivates: Integrating Technique and Musical Expression from the 
 Start”, American Music Teacher, October/November, 2003. 
6 Isacoff, Stuart, “Murray Perahia – The Structure of Musical Passion”, Piano Today, Bedford Hills, NY: 
 Keyboard Classics, Spring 2004:54-5. 
7 Drake, Kenneth, “Let the Composer Teach the Piece”, Artistry Journal, Vol.1. No.1, 1988:2. 
8 Rosen, Charles, Piano Notes, The World of the Pianist, New York: Free Press, 2002: 38. 
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Abstract 

Religious Polyphony in the Novels of Nuruddin Farah 
 

Norman R. Cary 

Bakhtin's concept of the dialogical novel as encompassing 

characters who express a variety of "idea-feelings" was gleaned 

from the fiction of Dostoevsky but has been recently applied to 

postcolonial fiction as well.  Though Nuruddin Farah's novels 

have been regarded as protests against gender and political 

oppression, he avoids a monological stance towards religion by 

creating major and minor characters in whom there is an 

internal, psychic dialogue as well as external related language 

which echoes the cultural polyphony of Islam, African 

Traditional Religion, and Christianity in modern Somalia.  For 

some characters, Islam is cynically or piously associated with 

sexual and political oppression.  For others, Islam is perceived 

as supporting sexual and political liberation, though their 

resistance to oppression is likely to be vitiated by the 

confusion of an internal dialogue which may include not only 

Islam and Traditional Religion but incongruous cultural 

compulsions which can lead to destructive and even suicidal 

violence. When Christianity is part of the internal dialogue, it 

is associated with European colonialism and neocolonialism, as 

well as with a skepticism which produces alienation from the 

Somali culture and political scene. Only recently does Farah 



 

 

move beyond religious ambiguity to create characters who 

represent positive religious polyphony. 
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Religious Polyphony in the Novels of Nuruddin Farah 

 

 Mikhail Bakhtin's notions of dialogism vs.the monological, 

of carnivalesque heteroglossia vs. conservative monoglossia, 

link internal and external discourse with historical/social 

power, and can be "translated" into post-colonial and feminist 

readings of Anglophone texts throughout the world (Pechey; 

Sullivan).  Particularly helpful are Bakhtin's opposition to 

monophonic ideological authoritarianism and his countervailing 

endorsement of the polyphonic, and the subversive nature of the 

carnivalesque in literature.  His paradigm is provided by the 

novels of Dostoevsky, in which there is a "plurality of 

independent and unmerged voices and consciousnesses."  Bakhtin 

asserts that Dostoevsky's characters articulate not the views of 

the author; rather they embody in their personalities fully 

contradictory "idea feelings" regarding class behavior, 

politics, morality, and religion (Problems 6, 10). Nuruddin 

Farah, by contrast, has usually been viewed as a monological 

writer who incorporates in his fiction his strong views against 

political and gender oppression in his native Somalia, though 

Petersen recognizes the polyphonic in Farah when she notes "the 

characters' (and perhaps the author's) inability or 

unwillingness to commit themselves to a final point of view" 



 

(93). If most of the critics are correct in identifying Farah's 

monophonic authority, one would expect his attitude towards  

Eurocentric Christianity and the dominant Somali Islam to be  

negative as well; instead, Farah is as suspicious as Bakhtin of 

any authoritative truth about religion, composing instead a 

polyphony of religious "voices" ranging from the cynically 

hypocritical to the sincerely mystical.  These "voices" include 

minor characters who have no notion of their contradictory 

beliefs, and major characters who resemble Bakhtin's notion of 

the Dostoevskian hero and are more or less aware of an inner 

heteroglossia of competing beliefs (Problems 28-29). 

 Bakhtin claims that Dostoevsky in his fiction embodied the  

contradictions of his time and place (Problems 27). The same can 

be said about Farah, for Somali religious life in the twentieth 

century includes not only Islam but elements of African 

Traditional Religion (Lewis, Religion 96-103), as well as the 

influence of the Christianity which missionaries and European 

conquerors brought with them.  Farah has acknowledged this in a 

speech "Celebrating Differences," in which he notes that he was 

exposed to missionary Christianity as well as to Islam and the 

oral poetry of his mother (Emerging Perspectives 15-17), an oral 

tradition which, if his novels are any indication, contains 

elements of indigenous African religion. The function of these 

in Somalia is contradictory. Islam often supports the forces of 

 



 

sexual and political oppression, so that Ewen is partially 

correct when he says that "it is no longer effective as a 

spiritual or moral force" (204).  It is often hybridized with 

African Traditional Religion, so Somalis often attempt to solve 

their problems through magic--a practice which, in Farah's 

novels, usually proves powerless. But Farah does not 

monologically enforce a pessimistic view of religion, for there 

are characters who interpret Islam as a liberating force; that 

they typically fail is not due to any defect in their religion 

but because they are beset by an inner dialogue between opposing 

beliefs which marks them to be as "unfinalizable" as 

Dostoevsky's characters, an inner conflict which hinders their 

ability to devise effective strategies against the Siyaad Barre 

dictatorship and the interclan anarchy which has followed his 

downfall. Christianity is also the occasion for inner psychic 

juxtaposition: on the one hand it is associated with colonialism 

and postcolonial oppression; on the other hand Joycean 

rebelliousness provides a model for one major character.  Only 

in his most recent novel does Farah abandon such religious 

ambiguity to present positive characters who are described in 

religiously polyphonic terms. 

 Islam is often felt by Farah's characters to be complicit 

in  

sexual and political repression; in some, the two are linked.  

It is used cynically by men who have no religion, and by devout 

 



 

 

people who believe that female subordination is sanctioned by 

Allah.  The two men Ebla marries in From a Crooked Rib observe 

the forms of Islamic matrimony, though they have no respect for 

it.  Awill, the young bureaucrat Ebla accompanies to the city, 

acts out of an inner dialogue between Islam, customary male 

behavior, and  

his European education. He swears by "the Great Allah" that he  

will call in the sheikh to solemnize their marriage; then beats 

her until he can deflower her like a traditional Somali groom 

who forces himself on his bride, exulting in her pain as a sign 

of his virility.  He also beats her, a traditional gesture of 

male domination (Lewis, Marriage 29; Petersen 100). Because of 

this inner dialogue Awill sees no inconsistency between this 

conduct and his participation in the religious ceremony the next 

day. He is also unable to see the inconsistency between his 

unorthodox method of obtaining a wife outside the clan system, 

and his abuse of her.  Tiffo, the rich man who takes up with 

Ebla after Awill flies off to Italy, has no more respect for 

Islamic marriage than Awill has. Tiffo too calls in a sheikh, 

but despite this formality, Ebla seems little to him but a woman 

of convenience to take the place of his estranged wife. His 

inconsistency, however, is not the result of an inner dialogue 

but is rooted in the traditional Somali double standard: "wives 

are expected to remain faithful to their husbands and misconduct 



 

 

by women is regarded as more serious than a man's illegitimate 

relations" (Lewis, Marriage 35).   

 More reprehensible but equally complex is the religiosity 

of Keynaan, the twin's father in Sweet and Sour Milk. Keynaan 

was a career policeman until he was dismissed for his 

womanizing; now, anxious to be rehabilitated, he cooperates with 

the regime's effort to make his son Soyaan a martyr to the 

revolution. Keynaan is also cruel to the present women in his 

life, beating Qumman his wife and getting his mistress Beydan 

pregnant, then justifying his misogyny in religious terms: 

"Women . . . are not to be trusted with secrets.  They can serve 

the purposes Allah created them for originally, and no more" 

(84). The other element of his psychic dialogue is African 

Traditional Religion which moves him to blame his wife for 

bewitching his mistress and causing her to die in childbirth. 

But after Soyaan's death he orders Loyaan to read from the 

family Koran in order to receive divine blessing.  

  Other characters, more pious than Keynaan, also support 

male domination, and sometimes political domination as well. The 

inner dialogue of Ebla's grandfather is between Islamic piety 

and Somali custom. He is a devout man who has loved his 

granddaughter; but when she avoids an arranged marriage by 

disappearing, he curses her.  Resentment at his granddaughter 

for breaking tribal convention overshadows his piety. Another 

sexual traditionalist is Idil, Medina's mother-in-law in 



 

 

Sardines, whose ideas about sex are ostensibly Islamic but in 

fact are tribal (King 6). Idil advocates infibulation (female 

circumcision) for her granddaughter, and also feels it her duty 

to provide a replacement for Medina after she leaves her 

husband. Like Ebla's grandfather, she has no inkling that her 

feelings are contradictory, maintaining that all her values are 

sanctioned by the Koran: "What I always say is this . . . we can 

tell the world what pleases the ears of the world.  But facts 

are facts, and God is God.  It is all in the book." (79). 

 Idil's conduct does not seem to have any political effect, 

but this is not so with Qumman in Sweet and Sour Milk, who is 

suspicious of Western medicine but accepts African Traditional 

medicine along with her Islamic faith. She calls in a native 

healer to Soyaan's bedside, and after he dies, she refuses 

permission for an autopsy, assuming that her son's death is due 

to witchcraft.  Her traditional beliefs unwittingly assist the 

government cover-up of the poisoning.  Africanized belief in 

From a Crooked Rib does not harm Ebla, but neither does it help 

her.  After Awill's departure she is unhappy, and Asha the 

landlady takes her to a savant; the interpretation of a woman's 

frustration over a jilted love as spirit-induced is conventional 

(Lewis, Religion 29). The fortune-teller appeals to both Islam 

and Traditional Religion: "Take her to a medicine-man, a priest 

and then he should read the Holy Book over her" (148). Asha 

arranges for a sheikh to come to the girl's room, where he 



 

 

writes words in Arabic which Ebla assumes are from the Koran, 

washes the ink off the slate with water, and has her drink the 

water as a cure. This treatment of Scripture as a talisman, an 

example of the Somali practice of seeking spiritual remedies for 

sickness (Lewis, "Islam" 140). 

 Sometimes religion is seen to be supportive of liberation.  

When Ebla is unsure whether she should join a caravan out of her 

village, she "put her faith and her fate along with it into the 

hands of God," praying, "I am certain that God will understand 

my situation.  And of course, He won't let me down" (19). In 

town at her cousin's, she asks God to decide whether she should 

stay or leave; but when God does not respond, she reassures 

herself in a long prayer that Allah wants her to make up her own 

mind.  Certainly she seems to have few religious qualms later 

about marrying Tiffo. She wonders to Asha whether her marriage 

to Awill is legal according to Islamic law, then quickly drops 

Tiffo when Awill returns.  

 Ebla's "unfinishedness," to use Bakhtin's term, is 

emphasized when she reappears in Sardines sophisticated and 

wealthy. She remembers that she has broken with the traditional 

restrictions on women but still argues to her Westernized 

daughter Sagal, who is pregnant, that a woman should not avoid 

childbearing. God decides one's fate, she says; Allah blessed 

childbearing when Mary conceived without knowing a man; then she 

repeats the legend of woman being made of Adam's crooked rib. As 



 

 

if to complement the power of religion, Sagal's acquiescence to 

her mother's advice is motivated in part by the timely 

reappearance of a mendicant who had been told by his "favourite 

saint" in a dream to appreciate his female children. This is 

more than just a hint of "a greater human possibility" (Adam 

40); devotion to saints is a central feature in Somali piety 

(Laitin and Samatar 45), though in the context of Somali 

misogyny, such a religious validation of the worth of female 

children is surprising. 

 Commendable attitudes towards politics and gender roles do 

not, however, guarantee success, especially when they lead to 

violence. A number of religious figures collaborate with the 

government--Loyaan thinks of such people as clowns and 

arrivistes who on the one hand "have blind faith in Allah's 

doctrine" but also proclaim Marxist-Leninism (Milk 133). 

Loyaan's cynicism should be seen in the context of recent 

history. After he seized power in 1969, General Siyaad Barre 

tried to associate himself with earlier heroes of Somali 

history, including Sayyid Muxammad Cabdillle Xasan, a religious 

leader who led a revolt against the British in the first quarter 

of this century. But when Siyaad Barre "proclaimed himself the 

divinely guided saviour of his people, some Somalis were heard 

to mutter, under their breaths, that Somali socialism was a 

religion" (Lewis, History 225). To counter such an accusation of 

infidelity to Islam, Siyaad Barre tried to enlist the support of 



 

 

religious leaders, and when this was not effective, he executed 

ten sheiks for opposing his regime (Laitin and Samatar 109-10; 

Samatar 95). Loyaan's inner dialogue is between distrust of 

religion and respect for Islam; despite his skepticism, he seems 

to admire the sheikhs' integrity--he even told the General that 

their sentencing was unconstitutional and against the Koran. 

Neither religious opposition nor Loyaan's remonstrations have 

had any observable political effect.  

 Old Deeriye in Close Sesame is even more contradictory than 

Ebla's grandfather. Like the grandfather, Deeriye is a follower 

of Sayyid Muxammad. Like his hero, Deeriye is not bound by clan-

divisiveness and he opposes tyranny; his favorite poem, composed 

by the Sayyid, vividly describes the bloody death of the madcap 

British soldier Colonel Richard Corfield in 1913 (Samatar 176).  

Unlike the Sayyid, whose religion was austere and puritanical, 

and also unlike Ebla's grandfather, Deeriye has a positive 

attitude towards the women in his life. He respected and loved 

his wife, he has not stood in the way of his daughter when she 

pursued an advanced education in medicine, and he is fond of his 

Jewish daughter-in-law.   

   As admirable as Deeriye is, his religious feelings are 

finally directed to suicidal violence. His prayers and love of 

the Koran, and his non-legalistic approach to religion, are 

characteristic of the Sufi approach (Lewis, "Sufism" 149-51). He 

also has somber discussions with his son Mursal about the 



 

 

appropriateness of retaliative violence against a tyrant, for he 

has a deep concern for all who are oppressed. Deeriye is such a 

virtuous character that he reader is prepared to accept his 

visions of his dead wife Naadifa as authentic, even though they 

might be labeled pagan by fundamentalist Muslims (Lewis, 

Religion 63, 95). After Mursal vanishes, Deeriye begins to think 

of his son, who he suspects has been involved in a plot to 

assassinate the General, as a martyr for the cause of God. In 

addition, he feels that Naadifa is accusing him of fruitless 

political gestures and quietistic devotion and urging him to 

revenge Mursal's death. However, when he confronts the dictator, 

he pulls out his Sufi rosary instead of a gun, and is evidently 

killed by the General's bodyguards.  How do we interpret a 

character whose inner dialogue includes a deep faith and a broad 

tolerance but also a propensity for violence? It may be that he 

is blinded by his finitude, as is suggested by an interpretation 

of Koranic Sura 36 (Phillips 192). Or the clue may be in his 

veneration of the Sayyid, a man who similarly was both a 

religious mystic, a Sufi who was sometimes guided by visions, 

and a bloodthirsty warrior. Samatar concludes that the Sayyid 

"wanted wholeheartedly to satisfy both the pious tranquility of 

his faith and the stormy duties of his career as a warrior 

chieftain, and the dogged pursuit of these contradictory 

objectives led him, on occasion, into 'erratic behavior'"(194).  

Samatar's comment incorporates both Deerye's willingness to 



 

 

become a martyr and the fact that assassination would be "an 

unforgivable crime against his faith" (Phillips 194).   

 Religion in Maps is again quixotically associated with 

self-defeating violence. Askar the protagonist is a younger, 

less devout version of Deeriye whose inner dialogue is even more 

confusing, for it includes not only the attraction to revenge-

murder but conflicting religious vocabulary (both Islamic and 

Christian), and sexual confusion (Kelly 20-26). In the depiction 

of Askar, Farah has gone beyond confusion to a polyphony of 

madness.  Askar is a personality who can be associated with the 

macabre side of the "carnivalesque," the overturning of normal 

restraints of normality to celebrate the irrational and erotic 

(Bakhtin, Rabelais). Many of Askar's memories and dreams are 

about Misra, who brought him up after his parents' death.  As a 

child he was so attached to her that he disliked her lover Aw-

Adan the priest, who beat him and thought him satanic. Aw-Adan 

is a hypocrite, however, for he is guilty of an adulterous 

affair he began while teaching Misra to read the Holy Book and 

for he is liable to die according to Shariah law (Mazrui 212). 

Perhaps his memory of this affair explains why Askar remembers 

his youthful religion in sexual terms, recalling that he slept 

with the Holy Word between his legs for comfort. Now he cannot 

forget religion even under the aegis of his secularized uncle in 

Mogadiscio. After Askar apparently learns that Misra has been 

mutilated and killed, he remembers that during a rite when meat 



 

 

was "read" as a clue to the future, she prophesied disaster and 

perhaps her own death--surely this is a ritual with its roots in 

African belief.  He recollects the divination after deciding 

that even Salaado, his uncle's wife, has become religious and 

wants to sacrifice a goat. It is not clear how accurate Askar's 

perceptions are; his rambling about blood and guilt may be 

symptomatic of an unbalanced psychic state. By the end of the 

novel Askar is beginning to resemble Deeriye in his self-

questioning and his hinted involvement in the revenge-death of 

Misra, who has been suspected of aiding murderous Ethiopians.  

  Christianity in A Naked Needle is also faulted, because of 

its association with Italian imperialism and its cooperation 

with European and Somali dictatorships. The young bureaucrat 

Koschin is reminiscent of the young Awill in his internalization 

of conflicting impulses, though he is more lost and less 

vicious. He is knowledgeable about avant-garde Western 

literature (he has written a thesis on James Joyce) but is 

estranged from his own culture, although he momentarily seeks 

its power when he desires the magical wisdom in an amulet left 

him by his dead mother--though he cannot even get the amulet 

open. Is the alternative Eurocentric Christianity? Koschin 

contrasts his inability to access traditional wisdom to the 

serene Christian faith of Nancy, his European mistress. Still, 

he imagines himself telling her he is repulsed at both her white 

color and her religion, which is associated with the violence of 



 

 

Fascism. Christianity has not been averse to Somali dictatorship 

either; Koschin expresses his disapproval of the special tax-

free status the General's government gives to the Church's 

enterprises, probably a vestige of ecclesiastical privilege 

under Italian rule.    

 Koschin thinks of himself as a skeptic, and in fact uses 

the language of Christian and Muslim eschatology to reinforce a 

kind of metaphysical nihilism. When a widow approaches him and 

Nancy as they tour Mogadiscio, Koschin speculates ironically 

that the woman "[m]ust have lost her man into the earth. From 

which he will resurrect only with the accompaniment of the Bugle 

of the Angels, Insha'allah!" (22). When his friend Meyran 

welcomes him to her apartment, Koschin misquotes to himself the 

first stanza of The Divine Comedy: 

Midday this day I'm bound upon 

I woke to destruction in a dark day 

Where the right path is wholly gone! (48) 

Here he may be providing a hint that the novel is a parody of 

the pilgrim's quest: he is also lost in a spiritual and cultural 

wood, and finds what fulfillment he can in a woman, but neither 

Meyran nor Nancy is a Beatrice, and there is certainly no 

beatific vision.  Much later, he mentally rambles for an entire 

paragraph about last things in a passage which calls to mind the 

retreat sermon in Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 

which precedes Stephen Daedalus's renunciation of Christianity; 



 

 

here Koschin is alluding to his own dismal experience with 

bureaucracy as well as voicing his despair. Koschin is unable to 

escape the God he wants to deny, however. He imagines his friend 

Barre as a Buddhist monk "pulling him towards the arena where he 

may recognize the complete inability of man to turn his back 

totally on God" (30). What he thinks is a cynical attack on 

religion but may be rather an admission that he cannot forget 

the religious question: 

I'm a Muslim, surely, although I don't practice it. 

The early morning and the afternoon prayers, my God!  

But why have all the important religions, all the 

faiths that continue to flourish, why have they all 

originated in the Middle East and its environs? I ask. 

That I have yet to find out. Perhaps it is the knack 

of Asiatic craftsmanship? I don't know.  (102) 

For all his fulminating against religion and his alienation from 

his own culture, Koschin too will become an impotent rebel; the 

last we hear of him he has been tortured into mental 

incompetence. 

 In Gifts Islam is associated with the subordination of 

women by Duniya's young brother Mataan who cites Islamic 

scholars who claim that "women aren't permitted to leave their 

husbands' homes without their husbands' permissions" (173). But 

there is no evidence that Mataan is a practicing Muslim.  

Duniya, for her part, reflects often on the subordinate status 



 

 

of women in Somali society, and is quite touchy about 

manipulated by men, though she is reticent about taking her 

daughter's suggestion that she wear her hair uncovered, and 

seems to seek the approval of her elder brother for her 

relationship to Bosaaso.  Moreover, her speech, her daytime 

fantasies, and even her dreams include Islamic superstitions and 

legends, though she and her friends also allude to Islamic 

"mythology," a term which suggests a psychological distance from 

Islamic faith. There are several allusions to Christianity as 

well, since Duniya's set are aware of what is happening in 

Europe and North America. Duniya's first husband Taariq, for 

example, is rather caustic when he talks about the self-serving 

motives of bible-belt Christians of North America when they give 

aid to starving Africans. There are even positive comparisons of 

indigenous polytheism as against an imposed Islam.  Dr. Mire 

delivers a disquisition about indigenous vs. monotheistic 

creation myths, and Taariq compares Islam with modern 

neocolonial aid for Africa (196). . 

 Secrets is set when Siyyad Barre is fighting for survival 

against the clan militias which will eventually divide Somalia 

among themselves, psychological and cultural polyphony are 

explicit. Kalaman the major narrator describes his "fragmented 

self...a jigsaw puzzle of physical anomalies, one instant a man 

treading on broken glass, the next moment some altered form" 

(146). His grandfather, Nonno, describes him as "a citizen of 



 

 

the crossroads where several roads meet" (236). This is true 

also in a religious sense. In this novel, unlike some of the 

others, the polyphonic composition contains very little 

Christianity but an interweaving of Islam and African 

spirituality. Kalaman is not religious himself, though he is the 

observer of other people's religiosity. Brushing off a pigeon 

which has landed on his arm, Kalaman remarks that he is "no 

Franciscan." In his only other reference to Christianity he 

notes that his putative grandfather, Nonno, interprets the 

occupation of Yaqut (the man Kalaman assumes to be his father) 

as a carver of funeral monuments, often with Christian 

inscriptions, as "meddling with death"(73). This may seem like a 

simple dismissal of Yaqut until we realize that most of the 

characters meddle with death in some way.   

 If Christianity is less alluded to here than in Farah's 

other novels, Islam and African spirituality are, as is typical 

elsewhere, sometimes referenced separately and often together.  

Yaqut, despite his carving of Christian tombstones, is noted for 

carving the Koranic sura "The Opening" in leather and giving it 

to Nonno, who in turn gives it to Kalaman as an infant. Yaqut 

also "spent a great deal of his time in the House of God, never 

missing the weekly Friday get-together and never failing to take 

part in the activities marking the days of the saints" (71). 

 More important is the influence of Islam on Nonno, who was 

trained as a boy to be a Koranic scholar but as a teenager fled 



 

 

his north African community with the conviction that he is 

cursed by his instructor for meddling with a magical text, 

though he is no longer clear about this. As an old man he has 

been given a nickname which indicates that he no longer prays, 

so it is rather a shock when Kalaman comes upon him facing Mecca 

and praying. The mood, which Kalaman says has been changed by 

Nonno's praying, shifts again and becomes more ambiguous when he 

tells his grandson: "My deeds are wrapped in thunder and 

lightning. . . .All my life I have made sure that my deeds are 

charged with the extraordinary static of static of secrecy in 

celebratory deference to higher powers." Kalaman does not see 

this as mere deathbed piety; he sees his grandfather "sounding 

like his usual self, not the cowed, cautious, do-not-sin-at-any-

cost born-again Muslim fundamentalists (290).  Nonno then 

refuses a doctor and a priest and dies uttering, "Bless the day" 

(298). This language is not so much a simple affirmation of 

Islam but language connected to Nonno's kindness to the young 

man and his role as substitute for Kalaman in fathering the 

child Sholoongo wanted from him.   

 We must not forget, however, that Nonno warns Sholoongo 

against having intercourse with him and suffers from a nerve-

wracking itch afterwards. Is this a sign that she has inherited 

Nonno's secret curse after all?  This would make sense, because 

from the first Sholoongo has been associated with traditional 

African religion. Though she is described as not being 



 

 

religious, she is a self-admitted shaman and shape-shifter; she 

is also a duguun, a baby who should have been buried and thus "a 

woman full of hate" (141). Kalaman experiences her as a foul 

odor and a ghost and refuses to give her the child she demands 

of him.   

 But Nonno, as we have seen, inseminates her, though this 

may result in the curse of disease. The notion of curse may also 

be strengthened by Yaqut's recollection that his father "fed my 

son [Kalaman] with a juju base, pure sorcery" (169). 

Furthermore, in the scene in which Kalaman sees his grandfather 

searching for documents related to his own identity, it becomes 

clear that the old man is delving into magic which is associated 

not only with Somali tradition but with Islam: he is seeking 

"the secret keys to the mysteries of embryonic magic . . . These 

in their respective ways owed their origin to an inspired 

reading of the Holy Scriptures, the Prophet's Tradition, and the 

Saints" (238). Does he gain magic powers in his search?  Soon he 

finds the false document relating to Damac's marriage, which in 

turn is followed by his Islamic death. 

   That Islam is dominant, and oppressive even in the last 

days of the Barre dictatorship is indicated by the socially 

acceptable abuse by Faahiye of his wife, Shanta. Jeebleh has 

returned from the United States to Mogadiscio to find Raasta, 

the niece of his friend Bile, and Raasta's retarded friend 

Maaka, and to pay his respects to his dead mother. Quickly 



 

 

Jeebleh notices with distaste that traditional Shariah legalism, 

lately buttressed by imported fundamentalism, punishes theft 

with amputation. He is also upset when his aid of a pregnant dog 

is seen as polluting, and his friend Bile's lifesaving delivery 

of Raasta is condemned because he "touched" a pregnant woman. 

Islam is associated as well with greed and profiteering. 

Jeebleh's clan elders mouth pious formulas when asking him to 

finance their battle-wagon. The mysterious Af-Laawe claims that 

his NGO gives Islamic burials to the corpses littering the 

streets of the battle-scarred city, but Jeebleh suspects it is a 

cartel for selling body parts. His half-brother Caloosha, who 

has abducted Raasta, thanks God for providing him with a young 

girl to seduce. After Caloosha is assassinated, the imams who 

recite at his funeral read a Koranic verse against tyrants while 

taking "basketfuls of money" (330).  

 Sometimes religious experience is presented in seemingly 

positive terms, but as we have seen in other novels, even 

positive religion is linked with violence. Faahiye is a 

traditional Somali Muslim whose religion is monologic, but he 

appears after the return of Raasta and his reconciliation with 

his wife to be obsessed with ritual absolutions; Jeebleh is 

reminded of Caloosha's death and Lady Macbeth's handwashing. For 

Jeebleh and Bile religion involves not only Islam and 

Christianity but traces of African tradition as well Though 

Jeebleh is not religious and does not pray nor fast, he appeases 



 

 

his mother's spirit by erecting an Islamic tomb for her. And his 

interior religious dialogue includes European Christianity--he 

wrote his dissertation on Dante's Inferno, and his mind is often 

filled with Dantean imagery. When he prays at his mother's tomb 

he kneels as a Catholic would but retains his European 

skepticism.  

 Bile's sensibility is even more polyphonic. When he learns 

that Jeebleh has arrived in Somalia he remembers the 

mistreatment of Caloosha and is so nervous and frightened that 

he momentarily abandons his Eurocentric skepticism, searches for 

a prayer rug and obsessively mutters prayers like a mystic.  

Despite his momentary piety he disapproves of Jeebleh's desire 

to avenge himself on Caloosha, rejecting his friend's lex 

talionis, "the Old Testament law of retaliation" (51). This 

rejection is acted out in his service as physician to the 

children of the Refuge, which is modeled on an institution for 

orphans and widows run by the ancient pagan philosopher 

Plotinus, and housed in the dormitory of a former Catholic 

school.  Nevertheless Bile feels guilt over Caloosha's death. 

 As if the reference to classical paganism is not enough 

complication, there are hints of African traditional religion.  

Jeebleh associates the violence of the civil war with a Somali 

myth of the sun being fed by sacrificial blood, and thinks of an 

African story about the hare symbolizing eternal life and the 

chameleon symbolizing mortality; the chameleon delivers the 



 

 

message and the distracted hare does not pass on the message of 

immortality (61).  When he gets out of the battle wagon taking 

him from north to south in the city, Jeebleh kneels as if 

supplicating the "god of peace, or Mother Earth" (76). At his 

mother's tomb he associates his crouched position with a 

primitive man "deferring to a sky god" (257). Yet this 

polyphonic religiosity does not keep him from hiring the 

assassination of Caloosha.  

 The housing of a pagan-inspired Refuge in a Catholic school 

may either be a respectful allusion to Catholic education, or 

its replacement. The ironic use of Christian imagery to describe 

the moralistic but destructive behavior of the American military 

in Mogadiscio is clear. The American President, Jeebleh's Irish 

friend Seamus recalls, says that U.S. troops came to Somalia to 

do "God's work," and the soldiers were described as "saints and 

angels" (260). Instead hey were unnecessarily violent and killed 

many innocent civilians but could not brook the killing and 

humiliation of their own troops. 

 Thus far the religiousness in this novel been associated 

with positive piety but also associated with hypocrisy and 

violence. Surprising exceptions to this are the descriptions of 

Raasta and the other "miracle children." Bile knows that Raasta 

is considered by the people as "protected" and the protector as 

well of people around her. Her name means "hope." Faahiye has 

said that "peace of mind will descend, halo-like, on whoever 



 

 

holds the girl in his or her embrace" (53). Faahiye is a 

conservative Muslim, but these "miracle" peacemakers have 

appeared not only in conflict-torn Muslim societies--a boy in 

Tanzania is rumored to have been born chanting "There is no 

other god but Allah"--but in non-Muslim countries like Colombia 

and Peru, to bring peace out of violence.  To recover Raasta is 

one of the main goals of Jeebleh's return to Somalia, and her 

return brings joy and reconciliation to all the major 

characters.  By foregrounding Raasta and Maaka, Farah is 

disassociating them from the ambiguities of any particular 

religious tradition, and making them agents of universalizing 

love and reconciliation. 

 Surveying Farah's nine novels to date, we see that his 

presentation of religion is richly polyphonic. He does not 

charge Christianity directly with Eurocentrism or imperialism, 

as many writers do, though Christianity is linked to indigenous 

authoritarianism, imperialism, and neocolonialism. With respect 

to Somalia's dominant religion, Turfan is correct when she 

states that "Farah's own attitude towards Islam is by no means 

hostile.  Rather, it is the distortion of Islam by its 

practitioners and by those who seek to use it to their own 

advantage that provokes his criticism" (177). On the other hand, 

though Islam is part of the thought-world of Farah 's 

characters, they do not usually find it to be an effective 

source of social and political liberation, though it sometimes 



 

 

provides inspiration to those who seek sexual and political 

freedom.  When these individuals fail, it is likely to be not 

because of their religion but because the polyphony of impulses 

they experience hampers effective action against sexual and 

political oppression.  When they succeed, religion does not seem 

to be decisive in their achievements. It is only is his most 

recent novel that Farah creates characters who embody the 

religious polyphony of other characters but are free from the 

ambiguities of their internal dialogue 
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LEWIS MUMFORD’S BAY REGION STYLE: 
A CASE STUDY OF REGIONAL MODERNISM ON THE PACIFIC RIM 
JANE CASTLE 
 

In 1947, in his regular column ‘Sky Line’ in The New Yorker, Lewis Mumford 

wrote of the twentieth century domestic architecture of the San Francisco 

area, naming it ‘The Bay Region Style.’ He believed the school to be broadly 

Modernist and yet more mature and suited to America than the International 

Style, which was generally accepted as representing Modernist architecture in 

America. There was significant opposition to Mumford’s definition of the style, 

and architectural Modernists, including Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer and 

Henry-Russell Hitchcock, used the 1948 ‘What is Happening to Modern 

Architecture?’ symposium at the New York Museum of Modern Art to dismiss 

Mumford’s analysis.1 Bay Region architects were also unreceptive to 

Mumford’s suggestion that their work could be classified as part of an 

identifiable style.2 However, that a distinct Regional Modernist school of 

design existed in the Bay Region for much of the twentieth century is clear 

from the architectural and critical record.3 The school may have been 

dismissed as redwood cottage style by Breuer and Gropius, but many have 

praised it, including Mumford and architectural writers Marc Treib and Gail 

Fenske, the latter describing the Bay Region Style as a “vital, modern, 

regional architecture…with a lasting intergenerational identity.”4 

 

                                            
1 The symposium was convened by MoMA director Alfred Barr and International Style founder 
and theorist Henry-Russell Hitchcock specifically to refute Mumford’s claim that the Bay 
Region Style was an important regional modern architectural form in America. 
2 See Wurster, W., Hill, A., Dinwiddie, J., Dailey, G,. Langhorst, F., McCarthy, F., Royston, R., 
Violich, F. & Williams, E. 1949, ‘Is There a Bay Region Style?’ in Architectural Record, FW 
Dodge Corporation, New York, May 1949, p.92 
3 This record of the Bay Area architecture’s uniqueness includes exhibitions such as ‘America 
To-Day’, an exhibition of Bay Region architecture, which travelled around Australia in 1948, 
‘The Domestic Architecture of the San Francisco Bay Region’, at San Francisco’s Museum of 
Art (later the SF MoMA) in 1949 and ‘An Everyday Modernism: The Houses of William 
Wurster’, at San Francisco’s MoMA in 1995-96. Influential books on Bay Region architecture 
include Marc Treib’s An Everyday Modernism: The Houses of William Wurster, which 
accompanied the 1995-96 MoMA exhibition, and Sally Woodbridge’s Bay Area Houses, 1976. 
4 Fenske, G. 1997, ‘Lewis Mumford, Henry-Russell Hitchcock and the Bay Region Style’ in 
The Education of the Architect: Historiography, Urbanism and the Growth of Architectural 
Knowledge, ed M. Pollack, The MIT Press, Cambridge and London, p.75; Breuer’s and 
Gropius’ comments were published in ‘What is Happening to Modern Architecture? A 
Symposium at the Museum of Modern Art’, The Museum of Modern Art Bulletin, Spring 1948: 
Vol. XV, No.3, Museum of Modern Art, New York 
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While the bulk of Modernist designers took a tabula rasa approach to 

history and culture in the development of uniquely modern forms, the 

architects of the Bay Area studied their own region’s social and built history 

for inspiration and understanding. Treib described how regional Modernism 

was distinct from the Modernist movement in general: 

 
Modernism implied that one could design virtually free from one’s 
locale, as if the prevailing aesthetic zeitgeist dissipated the influence of 
location, climate and client. The regionalists, on the other hand, 
exhibited stronger ties to local traditions than to current social and 
technical trends. A third group – today termed regional modernists – 
tried, in various ways, to create an architecture that simultaneously 
acknowledged its time and place.5 

 

For more than two generations the architects of the Bay Region produced 

modern, yet regionally unique built forms, that incorporated vernacular 

precedents from both California and around the Pacific Rim, while referencing 

European Modernism and, through early Bay Region architects such as 

Bernard Maybeck, elements of the Beaux Arts school and the Arts and Crafts 

movement.  

 

It was no coincidence that Regional Modernism should have developed 

in the Bay Region given the unique circumstances surrounding the area’s built 

development around the period when Modernist ideas began to supplant 

those of the Romantic era. In the early twentieth century there was a renewed 

interest in the Californian State’s strong pioneer roots and an increasing 

tendency for architects to draw on vernacular architectural forms; the end of 

the frontier period and rapidly growing population in America created a 

nostalgic romanticising of frontier pride.6 This, coupled with a perceived 

distance from the ideas and influences of both Europe and the American East 

Coast, enabled architects in the Bay Region to reflect on California’s 

architectural heritage and its position in the Pacific Rim, to develop new 

regional architectural forms. The vernacular building methods of Japan were 

                                            
5 Treib, M. (ed) 1999, An Everyday Modernism: The Houses of William Wurster, University of 
California Press, California, p.9 
6 See for instance: Sunset Magazine staff in collaboration with May, C. 1948, Sunset: 
Western Ranch Houses, Lane Publishing Co., San Francisco, September 1948 
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especially influential in the Bay Area, where similar topography, climate, 

availability of timber and likelihood of earthquakes made them suitable 

prototypes; consequently areas of the Bay Region today have a distinct 

Japanese appearance in both natural and built environments. 

 

Furthermore, as opposed to European attitudes or those on the East 

Coast of the U.S.A., the people of California perceived influences from the 

Pacific as appropriate architectural precedents. In Mumford’s Roots of 

Contemporary American Architecture (1972), a collection of essays by 

America’s architectural writers spanning more than a century, he reflected on 

the importance of vernacular buildings from Pacific cultures in the 

development of regional architecture on the West Coast of the United States. 

The influence of architecture from the tropics was strong in California, and the 

tropical style, popularised through the publication of Robert Louis Stevenson’s 

house in Samoa (c1890), was suited to the West Coast climate. Stevenson’s 

house, according to Mumford, introduced to the U.S.A. the elements of “wide 

window spaces and porches adapted to climate.”7 Similarly, around the turn of 

the century, the influence from India where houses contained all the rooms on 

one floor helped shape the form of the now ubiquitous Californian bungalow. 

Mumford also highlighted the impact of traditional Japanese form and 

elements in modifying local ideas about space and order.8 The Japanese 

philosophies of purity and simplicity drawn from both dwellings and prints 

enabled American architects to realise the importance of design modules and 

standardisation.  

 

Mumford’s approach was non-doctrinal and generalist, and allowed him 

to study cultural forms in an original way, in the process developing a unique 

regionalist approach as his method of cultural analysis. Liane Lefaivre, who 

with fellow architectural theorist Alexander Tzonis developed the theory of 

                                            
7 Mumford, L. 1972, Roots of Contemporary American Architecture: 37 Essays from the Mid-
Nineteenth Century to the Present, Dover Publications, New York, p.27; According to 
Mumford the Samoa house “Vailima” was “widely reproduced in photographs in the heyday of 
his [Stevenson’s] popularity” 
8 see for instance Mumford 1972., p.27 
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‘Critical Regionalism’ in the 1980s, claimed that Mumford’s Regionalism had 

been the genesis of her own work, and argued: 

 

…the originality of [Mumford’s] position cannot be overestimated. For 
the first time a regionalism becomes an exercise in overcoming 
contradiction rather than reinforcing it. It steers a middle course 
between the particular and the universal. It perceived nothing mutually 
exclusive between one region and another, or between one region and 
the globe. In fact it sees not only the possibility, but the necessity for 
mutually beneficial negotiating to be carried out within a wider scheme 
of things. To repeat: this marked a major cognitive swing away from a 
centuries-old mental pattern of regionalist thinking based on an 
adversarial stance, on resistance to one based on what might be called 
engagement and in-betweening.9 

 
While the established method of regional analysis was to set each region 

apart from all others by distilling its unique regional features, Mumford, 

throughout decades of analysis of American cultural forms developed a 

philosophy which held that the region was necessarily an indeterminate entity 

and could only be defined as a complex between itself and universal 

influences.10  

 

Lewis Mumford: regional architecture in America 

Lewis Mumford was a cultural critic and social 

commentator in America between the 1920s and 

the 1980s whose ambitious and autodidactic 

study of American society and culture found 

expression in highly original critical analysis, 

particularly of architecture, literature, art and the 

study of technology. He made valuable 

contributions to the development of urban and 

regional planning, emphasising the ecological  

and social impact of the built environment. 

Mumford’s writing had wide appeal both inside and 

outside the United States; he was a generalist who approached the problems 

Figure 1: Lewis Mumford, 1940s 

                                            
9 Tzonis & Lefaivre 2003, p.27 
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he perceived in science and culture in a popularist and cross-disciplinary way, 

nevertheless gaining stature as a respected intellectual voice in America. 

Robert Wojtowicz, author of Lewis Mumford and American Modernism (1996) 

summarised Mumford’s importance: “for almost half a century, Mumford was 

the pre-eminent critic of architecture and urbanism in the United States and 

the leading advocate of modernism.”11 

 

In his architectural writing before World War II, including Sticks and 

Stones (1924), The Brown Decades (1931) and The South in Architecture 

(1941), Mumford documented his experiences after researching and travelling 

extensively throughout the U.S.A. seeking out regional examples of uniquely 

American built form. At that stage he had yet to acknowledge the importance 

of architecture on the West Coast of America and Sticks and Stones, although 

one of the seminal works on American architecture, largely ignored the bulk of 

the country; even the Chicago School was only briefly mentioned, and 

Mumford had by that stage only seen it in photographs.12 He rectified the 

omission of a serious study of architects Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd 

Wright in The Brown Decades, however it was not until 1947 that his 

architectural writing finally referenced the history of the Bay Region, through 

to William Wurster and other mid-century West Coast architects. Mumford 

lauded the Bay Region Style as a “native and humane form of Modernism”13 

and contrasted it with the “tags and cliches”14 of the International Style. In The 

South in Architecture (1941) Mumford summarised his position on 

architectural regionalism: “regional forms are those which most closely meet 

                                                                                                                             
10 Architectural writers Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre picked up Mumford’s writing on 
regionalism in the late twentieth century, developing the term “critical regionalism,” which has 
much in common with Regionalism as Mumford described it. 
11 Wojtowicz, R. 1996, Lewis Mumford and American Modernism, Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, p.1 
12 The Chicago School is the name assigned by Henry Russell Hitchcock in his book Modern 
Architecture: Romanticism and Reintegration (1929) to the group of architects developing 
commercial structures in Chicago in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. Important 
practitioners in the Chicago school were Louis Sullivan, Daniel Bernham, John Wellborn Root 
and Henry Hobson Richardson. Frank Lloyd Wright’s work is sometimes referred to as 
Chicago School, however is more usually distinguished from these commercial structures and 
referred to as Prairie School architecture.  
13 Mumford 1947, p.97 
14 Mumford, L. 1949, ‘The Architecture of the Bay Region’, in Domestic Architecture of the 
San Francisco Bay Region, San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco, unpaginated 
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the actual conditions of life and which most fully succeed in making a people 

feel at home in their environment.”15 

 

Mumford published over 30 books and hundreds of journal articles and, 

uniquely, imagined an America made up not of large cities, but of ecological 

regions, planned according to local environmental conditions. He was directly 

influenced by Patrick Geddes, the Scottish biologist whose approach was 

similarly interdisciplinary, and by Ebenezer Howard, founder of the British 

Garden City Movement.16 Western architecture in the period after the 

publication of Sticks and Stones in 1926 was dominated by European 

Modernism, yet Mumford continued to advocate the theory, deeply rooted in 

the work of Ruskin, Morris and Geddes that Modernist architecture could 

remain modern while meaningfully referencing, although not mimicking, 

regional and historical sources. Mumford’s own theories of Regionalism, 

which were developing during this same period, also began to distance him 

from the earlier Arts and Crafts writers. He became increasingly aware that 

their anachronistic approach was an inadequate response to technological 

and societal changes. The Arts and Crafts writers, such as Morris, who had 

preceded him, had actively ignored the important influences of technology and 

universal culture, rendering their work irreconcilable with contemporary 

society.  
 

Mumford recognised in the Bay Region Style a counterpart to his 

architectural writing: he believed that his own arguments for Regionalism had 

been vindicated by a thriving American architectural school, and not just by 

the rare individuals he had previously encountered, such as Frank Lloyd 

                                            
15 Mumford, L. 1941, The South In Architecture, Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, 
p.30 
16 Patrick Geddes (1854-1932), the Scottish biologist and botanist is colloquially known as 
the “professor of things in general” and he was perhaps the most formative influence on 
Mumford in his early career, particularly as a model for a generalist, approach, as opposed to 
one based on preconceived academic disciplines. Essentially an environmentalist he 
described himself as a Landscape Architect, introducing the term to Britain. Ebenezer Howard 
was the originator of the Garden City movement in England, profoundly influencing town 
planning in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. His concept of a city designed to be 
integrated with its own agricultural production was described in his 1898 book To-Morrow: A 
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Wright and Henry Hobson Richardson (Figure 2) in whose work Mumford had 

discerned authentic regional development. His enthusiasm for the 

intergenerational school in the San Francisco Bay region was evident, 

although there was little immediate support for Mumford’s analysis within the 

architectural community. He was not alone, however, in identifying a 

regionally distinct architectural school on the West Coast of the U.S.A. In 

1954 for instance, architect Harwell Hamilton Harris, wrote a treatise on the 

authentic regional development of the San Francisco area. Like Mumford, 

Harris noted the West Coast’s liberation from Modernism’s rigidity and 

contrasted California’s architecture with the International Style architecture 

prevalent in the Eastern states: 

 

In California in the late Twenties and Thirties, modern European ideas 
met still-developing regionalism. In New England, on the other hand, 
European Modernism met a rigid and restrictive regionalism that at first 
resisted and then surrendered. New England accepted European 
Modernism whole because its own regionalism had been reduced to a 
collection of restrictions.17 

 

Figure 2: Henry Hobson Richardson: Ames Gate Lodge (1880-81), North Easton, Massachusetts | Frank 
Lloyd Wright: Robie House (1909), Chicago  

It is not surprising that Mumford should have been among the first to 

theorize that the built forms of the Bay Region may constitute a Regional 

Modernist approach to architecture. Throughout his architectural writing 

Mumford had sought just such a movement, and had maintained a desire to 

                                                                                                                             
Peaceful Path to Real Reform and realised at Letchworth, a development built at the turn of 
the century and again, after World War I in the development of Welwyn Garden City. 
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see an American regional form developed in response to American 

conditions. Wojtowicz wrote that Mumford believed a successful building was 

one that “was connected to its region…was oriented for maximum light and 

ventilation…functioned efficiently…eliminated useless and costly decoration 

and, most importantly…served human needs properly.”18 In Bay Region Style 

architecture Mumford had recognized an original, modern, functional and yet 

regionally adapted form. Ironically, given that Mumford saw these features as 

reinforcing the ideals of the Modernist movement, he found himself 

immediately at odds with other Modernist architects and theorists in the 

U.S.A., most of whom were aligned with International Style architecture. The 

acrimony between Mumford and the architectural establishment was 

exacerbated by the exclusivity of his position, arguing in favour of the regional 

during a period of design dominated by the rise of internationalism and 

European architectural theory.19 

 

The identification of the Bay Region Style represented the culmination 

of Mumford’s study of the history of American architecture and his desire to 

discern authentic regional development within it. Like the designers of the Arts 

and Crafts movement, the Bay Region architects incorporated regional history 

into their work, but while this was an end in itself for the Arts and Crafts 

architects, it represented in the Bay Region one small part of a far broader, 

forward-looking philosophy. Despite its relative obscurity, Mumford saw the 

work of these Regional Modernists as greatly significant to the direction of the 

architectural Modernist movement as a whole, arguing that the work of 

architects such as those in the Bay Region “means only that modern 

architecture is past its adolescent period, with its quixotic purities, its awkward 

self consciousness, its assertive dogmatism.”20 The Bay Region architects 

                                                                                                                             
17 Quoted in Frampton, K. 1985, Modern Architecture: A Critical History, Thames and Hudson, 
London, 1985, p.320 
18 Wojtowicz 1996, p.74 
19 The “architectural establishment” is understood as the community of theorists and 
practitioners centred on the East Coast and affiliated with the New York Museum of Modern 
Art, which had hosted Philip Johnson’s and Henry-Russell Hitchcock’s 1932 exhibition 
‘Modern Architecture’. This group, which included Johnson, Hitchcock, MoMA director Alfred 
Barr, and architects such as Marcel Breuer and Walter Gropius, represented the intellectual 
force behind the International Style, and rigorously defended it against Mumford’s criticisms. 
20 Mumford, L. 1947, ‘The Sky Line’, The New Yorker, October 11, p99 
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were unmistakably Modernists, but to Mumford, their ability to incorporate the 

local and the historical made their Modernism more worldly and mature than 

that of much contemporaneous European Modernism and International Style 

architecture.  

 

 Until his discovery of the Bay Region Style, Mumford had thought that 

only a few isolated individuals in American architecture, beginning around the 

1880s had picked up any “thread of historical continuity”21 and created a 

modern regional architectural type, distinct from both the rigidity of European 

Modernism and the banality of copied styles. However it was to his delight 

that in the mid-twentieth century, within the domestic architecture of the Bay 

Region, he found that: “The best architects of California, untouched by the 

Eastern reversion to the forms of colonialism and imperialism, carried on the 

domestic tradition of the eighties, which 

passed unbroken – though with fresh 

innovations – into the work of William 

Wurster and his colleagues.”22 

 

Regional Modernism in the Bay Area 

The Bay Region Style began its 

development in the late nineteenth 

century when Beaux Arts-influenced 

architects, including Bernard Maybeck, 

Julia Morgan, Willis Polk, Ernest 

Coxhead and John Galen Howard began 

practicing on the relatively undeveloped 

American West Coast.23 Geographically 

and culturally the West Coast of the U.S.A. 

Figure 3: View of San Francisco Bay from 
Berkeley Hills (photo Jane Castle) 

                                            
21 Mumford 1972, p.10 
22 Ibid., p.12 
23 The Bay Region is a strip of land about 200 kilometres long on the West Coast of the 
U.S.A. centred around San Francisco Bay. It lies between the Pacific Ocean and the Coast 
Ranges, which run parallel to the coast, about 60 kilometres inland. The region is loosely 
bounded to the north by the canyons just beyond Berkeley and to the south by the Big Sur 
coastline beyond Santa Cruz. Beyond the Coastal Ranges to the east the land opens into the 
farming belt of the San Joaquin Valley before rising into the Sierra Nevada mountains.  
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was defined by its position on the Pacific Rim as well as by its relationship 

with the rest of the United States. Californians were far more exposed to 

Pacific and Asian influences than were the more European-influenced 

Americans on the East Coast. The influence of Japanese vernacular 

architecture on the buildings of the Bay Region for instance extends right 

through the twentieth century, evident in the work of builders and carpenters, 

as well as architects like Bernard Maybeck at the turn of the century and 

Charles Callister in the 1950s.  

 

The early Bay Region architects were keen to look beyond their 

European training to find inspiration in regional owner-built and vernacular 

structures. Maybeck, in particular, became fascinated by a timber dwelling 

near Berkeley, built (c1876) by a neighbour, Swedenborgian Church minister 

Joseph Worcester (Figure 4). Maybeck’s client and friend, writer Charles Keeler 

later wrote that Maybeck found the building’s lack of ornamentation and raw 

timber finishes “a revelation,”24 and it is only a small exaggeration to describe 

this building as the original Bay Region design. The dwelling, while 

Figure 4: Worcester house, Piedmont (c1876) (photo Jane Castle) 

                                            
24 Keeler, C. c1920, unpublished essay ‘Bernard Maybeck: A Gothic man in the 20th Century’, 
one chapter of Friends Bearing Torches an unpublished manuscript made up of sketches of 
the lives of early Californians, unpaginated  
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deliberately simple and unadorned, was intended to imitate the beauty of 

nature or God, influenced by Worcester’s religion and his reading of Ruskin, 

particularly The Seven Lamps of Architecture.25 Worcester and A. Page 

Brown, with input from Maybeck, subsequently designed the influential 

Swedenborgian Church building (1894) in San Francisco (Figure 5).  

 

Architectural writers Leslie Freudenheim and Elisabeth Sussman wrote 

that Worcester’s use of natural materials “awakened San Francisco’s 

architects to an appreciation of natural materials and a freedom from rigid 

historicisms.”26 They point out that Worcester “must have seen and 

appreciated the vernacular architecture of the state’s early history as well as 

its rough shelters,”27 and his Piedmont house also reveals the influence of the 

roof forms, overhangs and porches of California’s early adobe architecture. 

 

Figure 5: Worcester et al, Church of the New Jerusalem, Swedenborgian (1895), San Francisco  
(photos Jane Castle) 

Maybeck was an influential figure among the early Bay Region 

architects, a group whose work quickly developed unique regional elements 

based on the area’s materials and vernacular influences. Maybeck found 

relatively wealthy and open-minded clients in the region, willing to allow him to 

experiment with modern designs that incorporated elements of Californian 

and Japanese vernacular architecture. Mumford identified Maybeck and his 

contemporaries as having begun the regional design tradition of the area that 

                                            
25 Freudenheim, L. & Sussman, E. 1974, Building With Nature: Roots of the San Francisco 
Bay Region Tradition, Peregrine Smith, Santa Barbara, p.10 
26 Freudenheim & Sussman, p.3 
27 Freudenheim & Sussman, p.11 
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continued throughout much of the twentieth century.28 He wrote in his 1947 

‘Sky Line’ article “the style is actually a product of the meeting of Oriental and 

Occidental architectural traditions, and it is far more truly a universal style 

than the so-called international style of the nineteen-thirties, since it permits 

regional adaptations and modifications.”29 However despite the originality of 

this regional school, the Bay Region’s architects had remained largely 

unevaluated by architectural critics before Mumford’s article, which was 

published well into the second phase of the Bay Region Style, the period 

dominated by William Wurster’s work.  

 

After Mumford’s article, in which the Bay Region Style was defined as a 

“native and humane form of Modernism”30 and the subsequent MoMA 

symposium which, less than a year later, called the very existence of the style 

into question, the San Francisco Museum of Art held an exhibition of ‘The 

Domestic Architecture of the San Francisco Bay Region’ (1949).31 Mumford 

stated in the exhibition’s catalogue: “This exhibition repairs a serious omission 

in the existing histories of American architecture: it establishes the existence 

of a vigorous tradition of modern building, which took root in California some 

half a century ago.”32 

 

Many of America’s Modernists who felt that the Bay Region Style was 

at best a rustic subset of International Style architecture, were moved to 

publicly discredit Mumford’s position.33 Ironically though, due to the ensuing 

                                            
28 While Mumford had mentioned Maybeck’s importance in founding the tradition of the Bay 
Region Style, the three distinct phases, beginning with Maybeck’s generation, that are now 
generally used to describe the Bay Region Style were discerned in 1976 by Sally 
Woodbridge; see Woodbridge, S. 1976, Bay Area Houses, Oxford University Press, New York 
29 Mumford 1947, p.99 
30 Mumford 1947, p.99 
31 Despite the acrimony that followed the MoMA symposium, by 1949 Lewis Mumford felt 
resolved enough about it to describe it as “the proverbial (tea-with-lemon) tempest.”; 
Mumford, L. 1949, ‘The Architecture of the Bay Region’, in Domestic Architecture of the San 
Francisco Bay Region, San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco, unpaginated 
The San Francisco Museum of Art is now The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art - SF 
MoMA 
32 Mumford 1949, unpaginated 
33 For example Alfred Barr, Director of Museum Collection at MoMA said at the 1948 
symposium: “That there has developed during the past ten years an informal and ingratiating 
kind of wooden domestic building cannot be denied. But if one studies British, Swiss and 
Scandinavian architectural magazines, it is clear that this style, too, is international. Indeed, I 
think we might call this kind of building the International Cottage Style, for it appears to be a 
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contradictory publicity and scrutiny, architects and the public of all regions 

became influenced by Californian bungalows, ranch houses, Japanese-

inspired timber joinery, sunny decks made livable by overhung roofs and 

removable walls, gardens designed to be a part of the house and attractively 

enigmatic concepts like the kitchen 

cave, the room without a name and 

the indoor/outdoor room.34 

 

Architectural writer and critic 

Esther McCoy in 1964 described the 

Bay Region Style as “regional in that 

it used the materials at hand, carried 

forward an indigenous usage and 

took advantage of the mild climate.”35 

However despite critical acceptance 

and international interest in the Bay 

Region’s architecture, when nine of 

its most significant practitioners were 

asked whether there was a Bay Area 

Style by the journal Architectural 

Record in 1949 (Figure 6), all said no.36  

Figure 6: Architectural Record (May 1949), 
showing cover image of a Clarence Mayhew 
design in Burlingame, San Francisco 

 

                                                                                                                             
kind of domestication of the International Style itself.”; Barr, A. 1948, ‘What is Happening to 
Modern Architecture? A Symposium at the Museum of Modern Art’, The Museum of Modern 
Art Bulletin, Spring 1948: Vol. XV, No.3, Museum of Modern Art, New York, pp.7-8 
34 Lefaivre claimed that beyond academic disagreement, there was a financial motive behind 
the very public attack on Mumford’s attempts to position Regionalism as a viable alternative to 
International Style Modernism: “The MoMA meant  business. Understandably the stakes were 
high. Among other things, the United Nations Headquarters building, the most prestigious 
commission of the immediate post-war period internationally was hanging in the balance...the 
credibility of both the MoMA and the International Style hinged on the success of the UN 
building.”; See Lefaivre, L. 2003, ‘Critical Regionalism. A facet of Modern Architecture since 
1945’ in Tzonis, A. & Lefaivre, L. 2003, Critical Regionalism, Architecture and Identity in a 
Globalized World, Prestel, Munich, p.27 
35 McCoy, E. 1964, ‘West Coast Architects II: William Wilson Wurster’, Arts and Architecture, 
July 1964, Environmental Design Archives, University of California, Berkeley: Biographical 
MSS II.28, unpaginated 
36 The nine were: William Wurster, Albert Hill, John Dinwiddie, Gardner Dailey, Frederick 
Langhorst, Francis McCarthy, Robert Royston, Francis Violich and Edward Williams 
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Lewis Mumford perhaps felt he was owed more by this group, who had 

been critically accepted around the world on the strength of his arguments, 

and he took issue with their reticence. “It is useless to complain” he wrote in 

1949 “as a Bay Region patriot did a little while ago in the Architectural Review 

of London that the Bay Region architects didn’t want to be ‘discovered’ and 

theorized over by Eastern critics…such critical revaluation is the price of 

maturity.”37 Mumford chided the practitioners for their reluctance to give their 

ideas the literary expression which may have increased national 

consciousness of their work, arguing that while labels of theory and style may 

seem restrictive, “there comes a point, in every human development…where 

further growth is impossible without achieving a certain degree of self-

consciousness.”38 And yet it is certainly true that a major difficulty in defining 

the Bay Region Style lay in the individualism of its architects and their 

tendency to take exception to whatever critical analysis was applied to their 

work; McCoy grouped the area’s buildings not as a style, but as “a tradition of 

disobedience established by Maybeck and others in the Bay Region”39 

 

While Mumford was not the first to notice a significant architectural type 

in the Bay Region, he was the first to define and defend it, describing it as a 

dwelling type that had grown organically from the work of Maybeck and Gill. 

These two architects, Mumford believed, had responded to the American 

West in much the same way as Richardson, Sullivan and Wright had been 

influenced by the East and Midwest.40 Their work, he argued “shows qualities 

of boldness, directness and human sensitivity, combined with a certain quiet 

restraint, that seems embedded in the very character of the region. The Bay 

Region architects have given form to their very informality.”41 Mumford argued 

that this informality meant Bay Region architecture was distinguished by its 

                                            
37 Mumford 1949, unpaginated 
38 Mumford 1949, unpaginated 
39 McCoy, 1964 
40 Two earlier commentators had at least recognised the originality of Bay Region 
architecture: In Sunset Magazine in 1906, New York critic Herbert Croly wrote of a “radically 
new approach to design” in the Bay Region. In 1941 another East Coast writer, Talbot Hamlin 
in his article ‘California Fair Houses’, recognised the continuance of a regional tradition in the 
work of the Bay Region school, particularly in its association with the turn of the century 
California bungalow and the nineteenth century California ranch house. 
41 Mumford 1949, unpaginated 
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variety of forms, with room for “personalities as different as Maybeck and 

Dailey and Wurster and Kump”42 and not by the consistency usually 

associated with architectural styles.  

 

Architectural historian Elizabeth Kendall Thompson, who researched 

the Bay Area’s architecture for the 1949 ‘Domestic Architecture of the San 

Francisco Bay Region’ exhibition, characterised the movement as possessing 

an “individualistic insistence on principle rather than style,”43 the formal 

qualities of which was based on a relationship with the site and the client 

rather than determined by 

aesthetics. This is not to say that 

loose stylistic characteristics may 

not be associated with the work of 

the Bay Region architects as a 

whole. The buildings are 

generally small-scale residential 

and often clad both internally and 

externally in redwood (Figure 7). 

David Gebhard in his introduction to Woodbridge’s Bay Area Houses (1976) 

observed “they suggest a visual mode which is vernacular and anti-urban.”44 

Despite the increasing population, Bay Region design tended to retain 

qualities more readily associated with rural sites than with the dense, 

suburban landscapes of San Francisco and Berkeley, such as large plot 

sizes, detached housing in varied styles, concentration on aspect, emphasis 

on landscaping and trees and unfinished timber façades.  

Figure 7: William Wurster: Lyman House (1941), 
Tiburon (photo Roger Sturtevant) 

 

The Bay Region Style existed because California’s architects 

augmented the themes of the Romantic era with the new spatial forms of 

Modernism as well as with vernacular precedents from California and Japan, 

to produce buildings that uniquely reflected their context. Nor was the growth 

of the style simply organic: much early twentieth century built development in 

                                            
42 Mumford 1949, unpaginated 
43 Kendall Thompson, E. 1949, ‘Backgrounds and Beginnings’ in Domestic Architecture of the 
San Francisco Bay Region, San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco, unpaginated 
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the Berkeley hills area, adjacent to the 

University of California where Maybeck taught 

and Wurster and many of his colleagues 

studied, was determined by the guidelines set 

out in the pamphlets (c1906) of the Arts and 

Crafts-based ‘Hillside Club’ (Figure 8). These 

guidelines represent the earliest codification of a 

type of building particular to the Berkeley area, 

and began a tradition of architecture calling for 

sensitive regional development and the building 

of homes that incorporated the outdoors and 

suited the topography and climate.  

 

The Japanese influence 

There is much evidence of the influence 

California’s own vernacular architectural history 

had on the Bay Region’s architects, however another distinguishing feature of 

the region’s architecture is a very clear reference to Japanese vernacular 

forms. Many Japanese workers came to the U.S.A. as contract labourers in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and San Francisco’s Pacific Rim 

location made the city their natural point of arrival. The Japanese community 

was originally segregated by prejudice, however its influence is now evident 

not only in the architect-designed buildings of the region, but in buildings of all 

types throughout the Bay Area. The climate and topography of Japan and San 

Francisco are similar and promote the borrowing of methods and ideas 

between cultures. In some parts of the Berkeley hills the architecture and 

topography bear an uncanny resemblance to Japan and many mundane, 

builder- or owner-designed suburban houses contain some juxtaposed timber 

reference to the simple and elegant spaces and construction of Japanese 

houses. (Figure 9) Bay Region architect Clarence Mayhew, in his essay ‘The 

Japanese Influence’ (1949) observed: “The Japanese have been designing 

Figure 8: Cover of Hillside Club's 
booklet (1906), designed by Bernard 
Maybeck  
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44 Woodbridge, S. 1976, Bay Area Houses, Oxford University Press, New York, p.8 



for these conditions for so long a time that they have reached many admirable 

solutions which are easily adaptable to our local conditions.”45 

 

Figure 9: Japanese influences in Berkeley 
1. Los Altos Drive fence detail  
2. Charles Callister: Flowers House (1952) seen from below in Tamalpais Road  
3. Japanese style timber joinery, suburban house, Berkeley  
(photos Jane Castle) 

Several cultural and environmental features may be identified, to 

connect architectural design in San Francisco and Japan. Perhaps most 

importantly, timber is the basic building material in Japanese domestic 

architecture and in the early twentieth century it was the most suitable and 

available material in earthquake-prone San Francisco, and it remains so for 

much domestic architecture. The clearly-expressed structural elements and 

avoidance of ornamentation in Japanese vernacular architecture allowed 

natural materials and expressed joinery to decorate built structures, also a 

feature of the work of early Bay Region architects. Maybeck in particular 

insisted that structure rather than façade should be the ornament of a 

building: Keeler noted Maybeck’s belief that “everything that concealed the 

construction should be done away with. There should be no shams, no false 

fronts.”46 Japanese buildings also have a distinctly inclusive view of the 

                                            
45 Mayhew, C. 1949, ‘The Japanese Influence’ in Domestic Architecture of the San Francisco 
Bay Region, San Francisco Museum of Art, San Francisco, unpaginated 
46 Quoted in Keeler c1920; Maybeck’s hatred of sham was so strong that his odd habit of 
dressing only in flowing robes, according to Keeler, arose because the men’s clothing of the 
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garden, just as the integrated relationship of internal and external living had 

been part of the consciousness of the Bay Region’s Arts and Crafts-

influenced designers since the late nineteenth century.47 These architects 

were also inspired by the Japanese use of screens for spatial flexibility, 

promoting maximum ventilation and natural lighting. 

Figure 10: Charles Callister designs 
1. View from balcony, Flowers House (1952), Berkeley 
2. Entry from Rose St, Flowers House 
3. Dwight Way residence (1948), Berkeley 
(photos Jane Castle) 

 

During the 1950s several prominent Bay Region architects, including 

George Rockise and partners Charles Callister and Jack Hillmer, replicated 

and reinterpreted Japanese form and methods. The latter two showed the 

most literal interpretation of Japanese architecture, their designs emphasising 

a use of timber common to Japanese dwellings, both in structure and joinery. 

Callister’s houses in particular consciously incorporated several traditional 

Japanese methods and qualities, most evident in the Flowers House (1952) 

(Figure 10) and Dwight Way residence (1948) (Figure 10) in Berkeley.  
                                                                                                                             
period invariably called for a waistcoat, an affected garment that has the appearance of a 
small coat but is made with a “false” satin back. Consequently, Maybeck refused to wear one.  
47 The garden was a key factor in design for The Hillside Club, the powerful resident’s group, 
of which Maybeck was a member, that attempted to persuade development toward 
“Maybeckian” architecture throughout the Berkeley hills, for instance through the distribution 
of pamphlets prescribing how new landowners should build. Their residential design 
philosophy was: “Hillside Architecture is landscape gardening around a few rooms for use in 
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In both houses Callister has used heavy unpainted timber members to 

suggest a geometrical pattern of spatial and structural division, which is 

repeated on smaller scales throughout the building in the same timber.  

 

In Callister’s work, as in many Japanese buildings, structure, 

doorways, window frames, balustrades and screens are related to each other 

by material choice, colour and scale, while his landscaping, paving and 

fenestration all have qualities characteristic of Japanese vernacular 

architecture. Callister deliberately sought to initiate the evolution of a new 

architectural language in the region. He wrote in 1950: “Rather than reform 

the architecture of San Francisco, I would wish to find the inspiration which is 

in the traditions of the area. I will use the new techniques within the traditional 

sense as I am now using prevailing techniques. My concern is not with 

recreating the old, but rather with creating our own unique eclecticism.”48 He 

hoped that by synthesising California’s vernacular past with Japanese and 

Modernist techniques a new architectural language could emerge that would 

unify architecture with its landscape. 
 
Conclusion 

The Bay Region Style complemented Mumford’s notion of a regional 

architecture in which society and the environment, rather than formal criteria, 

determined built form. The development of the Bay Region Style from its Arts 

and Crafts roots to its Modernist “conclusion”, makes it clear that while 

practitioners may have disliked Mumford’s unification of their work within a 

style, there is much evidence not only that a regionally unique architecture did 

appear, but indeed that it was inevitable that it should have developed in the 

twentieth century in the San Francisco region. The cultural and topographic 

conditions were unique: the affluent and educated population was growing 

quickly; the area was undeveloped and land was affordable and available 

near major cities; Modernist ideas were revolutionising domestic architecture 

worldwide; the diverse cultural influences of Europe, Eastern America and the 

                                                                                                                             
case of rain”; Maybeck, B. 1906, Hillside Building (Hillside Club Pamphlet), Berkeley, 
unpaginated 
48 quoted in Woodbridge 1976, p.220 
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Pacific were available to be synthesised; and the nostalgia associated with 

the American West gave architects a unique vernacular palette from which to 

draw inspiration. 

 

The sustained theoretical study begun by Mumford and continued by 

writers Woodbridge, Fenske, Treib and others has been the only process by 

which the elements of Bay Region architecture could be scrutinised and 

extended universally, and while Fenske suggested that the original school 

was the casualty of Mumford discovering it, this appears to be only 

superficially the case.49 Many of the methods and qualities of Bay Region 

Style architecture have been accepted by the generations of architects since 

the mid-twentieth century, and some have been adopted into Western 

domestic architectural language. 

 

The historical background to the Bay Region Style can be traced to the 

confluence of domestic and global architectural ideas, European, Pacific and 

Oriental, that coalesced in the late nineteenth century on the relatively 

undeveloped West Coast of the U.S.A. The first-phase Bay Region architects, 
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49 see Fenske 1997  

Figure 11: First phase Bay Region Style: 
Bernard Maybeck: First Church of Christ Scientist (1910), Berkeley; Main entry | Altar | Ceiling detail  
(photos: Jane Castle) 



such as Maybeck (Figure 11) and Howard were greatly influenced by Ruskin 

and the British Arts and Crafts movement and subsequently developed a 

unique architecture from the application of this Arts and Crafts influence to 

precedents found in the owner-built vernacular of the San Francisco Bay area. 

This tendency to maintain locally developed solutions while incorporating 

universal architectural ideas carried through into the next generation of Bay 

Region architects, who applied tenets of emerging Modernism to the receptive 

palette of the unique regional architecture developed by the generation before 

them. While there was no sense of each generation copying the style of the 

last, there was a strong tendency in the Bay Area, unlike most other 

Modernist schools in Europe and the U.S.A., to intentionally synthesise 

historical and regional precedents with modern design practices and 

technologies in the development of modern architecture. 

 

Regional Modernist architects such as those in the Bay Region have 

seamlessly and unproblematically integrated the historical and regional into 

modern design, in spite of the generally accepted credo that Modernism 

presented the architect with a tabula rasa, distinct from historical or cultural 

reference. 
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In his Preface to Lyrical Ballads, William Wordsworth details what he attempts

in his poetry, and to what degree it succeeds. He defends what poetic language can

accomplish, and also reveals to what it cannot hope to aspire; that is, he reveals,

intimately, his hopes for his poetry, and, even more intimately, concedes that this hope is

futile. Wordsworth, in the Romantic fashion, desires to reveal the human experience,

what constitutes human motivation, but is self-admittedly inhibited by the inability of

language to speak authentically: “the language… must, in liveliness and truth, fall short

of that which is uttered by men in real life, under the actual pressure of those passions,

certain shadows of which the Poet thus produces, or feels to be produced.”1 Even while

treating language with reverence, Wordsworth recognizes its limitation.

This recognition is most poignant in Wordsworth’s comparison of poetic language

to the physical body when he comments that “Poetry sheds no tears ‘such as Angels

weep,’ but natural and human tears.”2 The purpose of this comparison is to illustrate the

degree to which language is imperfect: its body is a physical one, destined to the biologic

process of mortality. Language is not divinely able to aspire to authentic expression,

perfect revelation. Wordsworth uses Milton’s line to represent the frustration with

language which preoccupies him throughout his Preface: Milton’s angels are divine in

body, yet they weep physical tears, showing the degree to which they differ from the

                                                  
1 William Wordsworth, Preface to Lyrical Ballads, ed. Vincent B. Leitch et. al. The Norton Anthology of
Theory and Criticism. New York: Norton, 2001. 656.
2 Ibid., 654.
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perfect divine essence that is God. Though Wordsworth’s aspiration for poetic language

is to express the fundamental propensities of human life, he knows his medium to be

insufficient even as he employs it: language can only imitate the desires that inspire it,

making Wordsworth’s aspiration futile.

To construct an understanding of why it is impossible for Wordsworth to achieve

with language what he desires, it is first necessary to understand his implementation of

Milton’s line as an illustration of the predicament in which Wordsworth finds himself.

Mlton’s angels have a very physical composition; they are not spirit-essences, but rather

material presences. However, their bodies are not confined within a biological

progression towards death. Milton explains this contradiction by distinguishing between

the type of matter that makes up an angelic presence and that which makes up the human

body:

… one Almighty is, from whom
All things proceed and up to Him return
If not depraved from good, created all
Such to perfection, one first matter all,
Indued with various forms, various degrees
Of substance and in things that live, of life,
But more refined, more spirituous and pure
As nearer to Him placed or nearer tending,
Each in their several active spheres assigned
Till body up to spirit work in bounds
Proportioned to each kind.

[PL V.469-78]

The angel Michael speaks these lines to a curious Adam when, in the fifth book of

Paradise Lost, the man questions his angelic visitor about cosmic nature, and the nature

of the angels’ divine form. In this passage, Michael instructs Adam historically, teaching

him that the bodies of man and angel are far more similar than Adam supposes. By
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enlightening Adam as to the emergence of the created world, Michael causes Adam to

see that man and angel are composed of the same substance, that “one first matter,” and

that they only differ in terms of their vicinity to their divine creator, God: “As nearer to

Him placed or nearer tending.”  Though Adam and Michael both have a material corpus,

their respective materials are refined to different degrees. The angel Michael has a

divinely immortal physical body, and Adam’s physical composition is less pure, farther

from the perfection of his creator.3

Wordsworth echoes Milton’s distinction in terms of the extent to which language

can describe the human experience; that is, the degree to which language is able to

express the pure essence of human feeling. This ability is Wordsworth’s aspiration for

poetic language. He writes, “The Poet, singing a song in which all human beings join

with him, rejoices in the presence of truth as our visible friend and hourly companion.

Poetry is the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge.”4 What Wordsworth wants the poet

to accomplish is the voicing within his poetry of what is true for every person, and that

this all-encompassing truth will transcend time. “Poetry,” Wordsworth writes, “is the first

and last of all knowledge—it is as immortal as the heart of man.”5 Ironically,

Wordsworth is correct in the exact moment that he recognizes the futility of his

aspiration. It is with a note of sadness that we realize poetic language is exactly as he

says—“ as immortal as the heart of man,” and therefore not immortal at all. Poetry cannot

                                                  
3 My disuse of the word “mortal” here to refer to Adam is deliberate; in the Edenic state, Adam’s body is
not yet absolutely mortal; his physical composition, as of yet, still retains the potential to lighten and ascend
to angelic immortality.
4 William Wordsworth, Preface to Lyrical Ballads ed. Vincent B. Leitch et al., The Norton Anthology of
Theory and Criticism. New York: Norton, 2001. 658.
5 Ibid.
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contain the universal truth that is able to transcend time; it can only attempt to describe it.

Immortal, transcendent truth eludes Wordsworth’s aspiration for language.

The aspiration, however, is undeniably present, and in recognizing this, it is quite

clear why Wordsworth refers to Milton’s angels in his discussion of his desires for poetic

language and his disillusion at what language lacks. Wordsworth’s previous assertion,

that poetry is “the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge,” mirrors exactly Milton’s

description of an angel’s physical composition: “more refined, more spirituous, and pure /

As nearer to Him placed” (PL V.475-76). In Paradise Lost, it is Adam whom inspiration

plagues when the angel Michael confides in him what will come to pass if Man does not

stray from the path of ultimate goodness and virtue God sets before him:

… time may come when men
With angels may participate…
Your bodies may at last turn all to spirit,
Improved by tract of time, and winged ascend
Ethereal as we or may at choice
Here or in heav’nly paradises dwell
If ye be found obedient and retain
Unalterably firm his love entire
Whose progeny you are.

[PL, V.494-5 & 497-503]

This promise to Adam, that he may “participate” with angels not only as a guest in their

heavenly realm but as one of their number with a body “all to spirit” as theirs, is Adam’s

desire and aspiration, and, filled with hopeful purpose, he fervently replies, “Well hast

thou taught the way that might direct / Our knowledge, and the scale of nature set… / By

steps we may ascend to God” (PL, V.508-9 & 512). Adam of course wants to “be found

obedient” and virtuous in the eyes of his maker, but it must also be noted that his

enthusiastic commitment to this obedience comes only after Michael tells him what will
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come to pass if he mirrors such divine virtue: Adam (here representing the entirety of

Men) will literally be able to embody it. He will become of that finer, more pure and

“spirituous” matter of which angels are made, and he will have the ability to “winged

ascend” in this lightened and “ethereal” body. This is not a prophecy; it is a promise, one

that will only be filled conditionally. Just as we experience Wordsworth’s moment of

sadness when he realizes his aspiration can never be fulfilled, we now experience

Milton’s: the angelic body, and nearer vicinity to God by residing in this body, that Adam

craves will never be his. It is unattainable: only just out of reach in the Edenic state,

Adam falls from innocence, beyond even the hope of attaining such immortal, divine

grace.

Wordsworth’s desire and aspiration for language do not possess the comfort of

hope either. Milton knows the progression of Adam’s story and the futility of his divine

aspiration, and thus displays nearly exact similarity to Wordsworth’s own knowledge:

unlike the innocent Adam, who will recognize what he cannot achieve only after he falls

from innocence, Wordsworth is, in the terms of Milton’s discourse, already the product of

the fallen race Adam begins. Wordsworth writes,

However exalted a notion we would wish to cherish of the character of a Poet, it is
obvious, that, while he describes and imitates passions, his situation is altogether slavish
and mechanical, compared with the freedom and power of real and substantial action and
suffering… no words, which his fancy or imagination can suggest, will be to be compared
with those which are in the emanations of reality and truth.6

To return to Adam’s moment of innocence, when attaining that purity of form (which is

Wordsworth’s desire for poetic language) is immanently possible, is a desire that cannot

                                                  
6 William Wordsworth, Preface to Lyrical Ballads, ed. Vincent B. Leitch et al., The Norton Anthology of
Theory and Criticism. New York: Norton, 2001. 656.
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and will not be fulfilled. Wordsworth’s “wish” for a poet, for himself, is a wish he knows

will not be granted; that any words such as his “fancy or imagination can suggest” could

possibly compare with those “which are in the emanations of reality and truth” is

idealism only.

For Wordsworth, the consequence of such a futile aspiration is a pervasive

recognition of failure; for Milton, it is, literally, hellish misery. It must be noted that

while Man may aspire to angelic form, angels must be content with their own physical

composition, and the nearness to the divine perfection of their creator that this

composition affords them. To aspire to be as an equal with God will result in banishment

from his holy vicinity. Michael explains the angels’ servitude to Adam:

… freely we serve
Because we freely love, as in our will
To love or not; in this we stand or fall:
And some are fall’n, to disobedience fallen,
And so from Heaven to deepest hell.

[PL, V.538-542]

What Michael alludes to here is Satan’s expulsion from Heaven when he conspires

against God and the Messiah, the Son. Satan becomes discontented when God declares

that his Son deserves ultimate reverence as his “right hand” (PL, V.606) and that all the

heavenly host “shall confess him Lord” (PL, V.609). Though Satan (Lucifer as an

archangel) resides in the highest order of angels, he envies the Son’s higher status in the

eyes of God:

… he of the first,
If not the first archangel, great in power,
In favor and pre-eminence yet fraught
With envy against the Son of God, that day
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Honored by his great Father and proclaimed
Messiah king anointed, could not bear
Through pride that sight and thought himself impaired.

[PL, V.659-65]

The Son’s higher status, and thus his ability to not only be near God but actually to

occupy the same physical space that denotes equal rank, causes Satan to feel suddenly

inadequate. Formerly satisfied to be “of the first / If not the first archangel,”  Satan is now

only aware of what he lacks in comparison with the Son: the Son’s being is fused with

God’s; together they are an absolute totality, and Satan (Lucifer, at this point), no matter

how great his archangel status, will never be a part of this complete being. His utter

discontent and jealous rage cause him and his company of rebellious angels to be flung

out of Heaven, into the depths of hell, where “Tears such as angels weep burst forth” (PL,

I.620) from his eyes as he attempts to rally the rebel host. Satan’s desire for complete

fusion of being with the divine Omnipotent is impossible, and his aspiration to fulfill this

desire leaves him weeping in the darkness of hell.

Wordsworth’s aspiration for the capability of language mirrors exactly the way in

which Milton’s Adam desires to attain angelic form and thus a place within the heavenly

realm of God. Both desires bespeak the wish to ascend to a purer, finer

form—Wordsworth with his words’ ability, or rather, inability, to express the

fundamental passion, desire, and fear that constitute the ultimate propensities of human

life, and Milton’s Adam with his possibility of his lighter, ethereal body sharing Heaven

with the angels. These pursuits toward a more refined, divine state allow the realization

that their desires are one in the same. The most poignant aspect of these desires, the point

where they become one overarching desire, is the realization that they can never be
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fulfilled: Wordsworth and Adam can only know what they lack; they cannot attempt to

claim what it is they most want. The aspiration to obtain the most perfect form, perfect in

its absolute completeness of unity, is utterly futile, and it is coveting this form that can

never be achieved that sends Satan and the rebel angels to the depths of hell, and

Wordsworth into constant vacillation between unreachable dreams for language and

despair that his dreams can never be realized.

An existence fused with what is already a totality itself is impossible; a complete

whole needs no addition, and thus bars from its realm senseless jealousy and the insistent

attempt of what is inauthentic, what can only imitate its whole, to fuse with it. A totality

created by the fusion of being and the ability to describe it is impossible; the ultimate

totality is already in place— the authentic truth, divine in its purity of form. It needs no

description, no further authentication. To describe it, to aspire to it, only heightens the

awareness that this authentic truth cannot be reached. A vicinity “so close, yet so far”

provides no comfort, and thus Milton’s rebel angels weep in the darkness of hell, and

Wordsworth’s language aches with the disillusion of the Romantic dream.
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In this lecture recital, selected piano works written by contemporary Chinese composers Doming 

Lam (b. 1926), Chen Yi (b. 1953) and Alexina Louie (b. 1949) were discussed and performed.  

Specifically these works were Mr. Doming Lam’s Moonlight over Spring River, Ms. Chen Yi’s 

Ba Ban, and Ms. Alexina Louie’s Warrior and Memories in an Ancient Garden.  All these three 

composers came from very different backgrounds.  Yet their music contains a remarkable 

combination of Chinese as well as western elements.  These compositions are excellent materials 

for both performing and teaching. 

 

Doming Lam’s Moonlight over Spring River 

 

Doming Lam was born in Macau and spent a large part of his life in Hong Kong.  He was a 

graduate of the Royal Conservatory of Music in Toronto and University of Southern California 

in Los Angeles.  He served on the faculty of University of Hong Kong as part of his teaching 

career.  His compositional output includes scores for films, orchestral works, chamber music, 

piano music, songs, and electronic music.  Having made more than thirty pieces of arrangements 

from Chinese folk materials, he devoted a large part of his creative efforts to the modern 

interpretation of traditional Chinese music.  Through such an endeavor, he aims at using 

traditional Chinese music as a foundation for re-interpretation and personal expression by the 
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modern musician.  He also hopes that through using musical instruments that are played 

internationally, such as the piano and other western instruments, the younger Chinese generation 

can easily enjoy and perform such music as well as help to disseminate the best of Chinese music 

overseas. 

 

Written in 1971, Moonlight over Spring River is the first of two pieces from the suite Gu-Chu: A 

Transcription for Piano after the Fashion of Chin and Pipa.  This piece is based on a pentatonic 

“Gu-Chu”, or an ancient Chinese melody, which is first stated and then varied throughout the 

work.  Lam uses the piano to imitate the sound qualities of Chinese instruments chin and pipa.  

The original very popular Chinese melody had various titles, namely “The Flutes and Drums at 

Sunset”, “The Pipa of Shin-Yang”, and “Moonlight at Shin-Yang”, and consisted of ten sections 

in its structure.  Lam chose six of them for this piano piece, namely “The Chiming Bells of River 

Tower”, “Moon over East Mountain”, “Flowery Shadows”, “The Distant Chirps of Dawn”, “The 

Returning Waves” (Fantasia), and “The Homeward Boat”. 

 

This fascinating composition is very effectively and cleverly constructed in many ways.  Having 

a strong Chinese flavor its musical language, style and notation are rather distinct from that of 

western music.  It is basically pentatonic, with the melody played on the black keys of the piano.  

Instead of using conventional key signatures throughout, Lam uses a large flat and a large sharp 

as key signature in the movements which call for the use of all the flat or sharp black keys on the 

piano.  To imitate certain idiomatic sounds from the Chinese instruments chin and pipa, there is 

constant use of repeated notes and figures, tremolos and trills, as well as broken chords and 

glissandi.  There is even an instant that calls for tapping on the wood of the piano with 

fingernails.  Of particular interest is the use of palm clusters and elbow clusters in the movement 

“The Returning Waves”. 



Chen Yi’s Ba Ban 

 

Chen Yi was born in Guangzhou, China, and was trained at the Beijing Conservatory of Music.  

She was the first woman composer to graduate in China with a Master of Music degree in 

composition.  Subsequently she obtained her doctorate degree from Columbia University in New 

York.  She was composer-in-residence for various performing groups such as the Chanticleers, 

and her music has been commissioned by such major orchestras as the Los Angeles 

Philharmonic.  Among the many major awards she has won includes first prize in the Chinese 

National Composition Competition and the prestigious Charles Ives Living Award in 2000.  

Currently she is serving on the faculty as Distinguished Professor in Composition at the 

University of Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory. 

 

Written in 1999, the piano piece Ba Ban is based on a Chinese traditional instrumental piece and 

folk melody of the same title, as well as influenced from Chen’s general impressions of the style 

of Chinese mountain song singing and Chinese instrumental playing.  In Chinese “Ba” means 

eight, and “Ban” means beats or phrases in traditional Chinese music.  As its title implies this 

folk melody is largely pentatonic and consists of eight phrases, each with eight beats.  An 

exception occurs in the fifth phrase, which consists of four additional beats at the point of the 

Golden Section.  The structure of the piece was taken from that of many Chinese folk solo 

pieces, in which the theme is first stated and then developed in subsequent sections.  In Ba Ban, 

Chen uses the first phrase of the folk tune as the theme.  It is stated at the beginning of the piece 

and then varied and developed in four sections that follow.  A section of cadenza-like virtuosic 

octave passages leads to the climax of the piece, which uses a hint of jazzy rhythms and 

numerous jumps from the low register of the piano.  Utilizing the complete range of the piano 



keyboard, the soft coda that follows ingeniously carries all the motivic and rhythmic materials, 

including the complete rhythmic grouping of the folk melody. 

 

Besides using the various Chinese elements described above, Chen also incorporates western 

compositional techniques in Ba Ban.  They include dodecaphony, which involves a twelve-tone 

row, as well as an ascending five-note motive.  These materials are used in various manners such 

as horizontally and vertically, as well as in primary and transposed forms. 

 

Being a brilliantly constructed and highly complex piece in many respects, this composition may 

pose numerous challenges for the performer and interpreter.  Performing it successfully requires 

advanced technique and mature musicianship.  Melodic lines are often divided between the 

hands.  The angular contour and large melodic intervals within each hand could be challenging 

for the pianist to maintain a good flow.  Mastering the big chords within each hand, the virtuosic 

octave passages, as well as frequent jumps in the extreme registers of the keyboard can be a very 

exciting experience for the performer.  Sometimes the right hand needs to play in the low 

register, and at other times the left hand needs to be in the high register.  As a result this involves 

a frequent change of clefs on the score.  Rhythmically it is very complex, as there are frequent 

changes of subdivisions of the beat and use of syncopations.  Extreme ranges of dynamics are 

used.  Since the piece is developmental in nature, with gradually accelerating tempi within and 

between sections throughout the piece, the performer needs to keep a secure sense of beat amidst 

the tempo changes as well as bring out the overall structure of the work.   

 

Despite these challenges, learning and performing the piece can also be a very rich and satisfying 

experience.  The amazingly wide range of expression and color, together with its unique 



amalgamation of Chinese and western elements, makes this work an excellent performing and 

teaching piece. 

 

Alexina Louie’s Warrior and Memories in an Ancient Garden 

 

Alexina Louie is Chinese-Canadian composer born in Vancouver, Canada.  She received her 

undergraduate musical training at University of British Columbia, holds a master’s degree in 

composition from University of California at San Diego, and was awarded an honorary doctorate 

degree from University of Calgary.  She taught piano, theory and electronic composition at the 

City Colleges of Pasadena and Los Angeles.  Currently she lives in Toronto where she works as 

a freelance composer.  Her compositions have been highly recognized and widely performed in 

Canada and internationally.  Among the many awards and recognitions she has received includes 

being named Composer of the Year by the Canadian Music Council in 1986.  Her works have 

been performed by major Canadian and international orchestras and soloists. 

 

Warrior and Memories in an Ancient Garden are the first two of three pieces in the set Scenes 

from a Jade Terrace that Louie composed in 1988.  The work was commissioned and premiered 

by pianist Jon Kimura Parker.  According to the composer, these two pieces “are reminiscences 

of an imaginary lone figure seated on a terrace in ancient China.  This terrace overlooks a 

fragrant garden set against the backdrop of a valley.”   

 

In the powerful Warrior, the ghost of an ancient Chinese warrior is depicted in fiery and heavy 

outer sections that contrast with a more contemplative and poetic middle section.  The resulting 

sonorities are very exotic, striking, powerful and original, with an undeniable Asian flavor.  

Haunting sounds are created by soft, scalar passages and note clusters on the highest and lowest 



keys on the piano.  Chords with open fifths and melodic lines with parallel fourths between the 

hands are used, often notated on three staves like Debussy did in his later piano music. 

Reminiscent of music for Chinese instruments such as the chin and pipa tremolos, trills and 

repeated notes are used.  According to Louie, elements of Yin Yang are employed in this 

composition.  Examples include simultaneous use of black and white keys in chords and 

passages, simultaneous chords played on the extreme ranges of the keyboard, and passages 

played in contrary motion between the hands.  Unconventional rhythm, meter and tempo are 

used and hence accordingly notated.  They change frequently throughout the movement.  There 

is a time signature at the beginning of the movement, but it changes constantly beginning from 

measure three.   Rhythmically some passages are notated “without measure”, ie without a meter 

and in free rhythm, with the duration listed in terms of seconds.  

 

Memories in an Ancient Garden is brilliant and fascinating in its conception.  The pianist is 

instructed to play in a rubato style, “as if intoxicated by the scent of a thousand blossoms.”  

Besides using much of the special techniques mentioned above, the music contains passages that 

call for playing on the strings inside the piano in a manner similar to what a string player would 

sometimes do on a string instrument.  There are instructions to create glissandi on the strings by 

strumming them with fingernails, generate overtones by dampening the strings with fingertips 

while playing on the keys with the other hand, and strike the lowest strings with an open palm.  

Towards the end of the movement, the pianist would stand up to reach the low strings inside 

piano in order to create the special overtones.  The overall effect is almost ghostly, “as if the 

pianist is conjuring up ghosts of the distant past for the seated figure.” 

 

These two pieces are extremely original in its unique fusion of eastern elements and western 

techniques.  The use of varied metrical organization as well as exotic-sounding scales, 



harmonies, textures, and sonorities result in a piano piece that resembles a rich, symphonic 

poem.  The effect is strikingly mesmerizing and fresh. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, all three Chinese composers presented in this lecture recital are unique and 

extremely effective in their amalgamation of Chinese and western elements in their piano works.  

All these compositions can serve as excellent performing repertoire and teaching materials.  

They have been very well received by audiences internationally, whose experiences have 

undoubtedly been enriched through this east-west encounter. 
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This paper is a report of the successful service-learning activities of university piano students 

who performed in nursing homes and assisted living places in the community.  It also discusses 

the benefits and effects of such activities on the students and the audience, as well as wider 

implications of the project. 

 

The Power of Music 

 

It is a widely known fact that music has powerful effects on the human mind and body.  Music is 

used in many healing practices both in institutions and in the comfort of one’s own home.  It has 

been used during surgery, massage therapy, chemotherapy treatments, Reiki healing sessions, in 

the dentist’s office, as well as in last-stage care in nursing homes and hospices. 

 

Healing properties of music were known and practiced throughout history.  As early as in the 

times of ancient Greece, Pythagoras and others believed in such properties and practiced music 

healing in their work.  In such processes, the human mind and body respond to harmonious 

vibrations of music, which can create a sense of wellness.  According to various research 

findings and other experience, it has been discovered that music can directly affect many 
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functions of the body.  It can relax tense muscles, lower blood pressure, decrease basal 

metabolism and respiration rates, reduce stress, aid digestion, and stimulate the brain’s output of 

endorphins which reduce pain and increase the efficiency of the immune system. Various types 

of music have been found to be especially effective, including chants, music composed by 

Hildegard von Bingen, Bach, Mozart, as well as Celtic music.  It is believed that live music 

works better than recorded music. 

 

Music therapy is widely used in the medical field.  It can help to ease pain, anxiety and 

depression with patients, including women undergoing childbirth and those with cancer.  People 

who are mentally, emotionally or physically handicapped often respond well to music, whether 

they are moderately or severely handicapped with mental retardation, autism, learning 

disabilities, or other problems.  It may come as a surprise to many, but those with neurological 

disorders that prevent them from moving or talking are sometimes able to sing or even dance to 

music. 

 

Goals of the Project 

 

While a graduate student on the east coast, the author had the opportunity to perform several 

times in Jewish homes and hospices as a piano soloist and chamber musician.  The experience 

turned out to be extremely rich and deep.  Besides sharing music with the residents, the author 

discovered a special meaning when performing for such underserved communities.  

Subsequently the author hoped that her students would have the opportunity to be involved in 

similar service activities and learn through the experience. 



In this particular project, a service-learning component was incorporated into the studio piano 

syllabus with the hopes that this outreach project would enhance the students’ learning 

experience as well as enrich the lives of the audiences in the underserved communities. 

Specifically the goals of the project were fourfold: 1) students would develop a stronger sense of 

community awareness; 2) their work would have an impact on the community; 3) the 

performances would serve as opportunities for students to run through their programs prior to 

required major performances at the university, such as examinations or a recitals; and 4) students 

would be able to utilize their experience when performing under more stressful conditions.  

Students were given the option to perform these service-learning activities as part of the course 

requirements.  Those who chose to participate in the project would give individual and/or group 

performances in nursing homes and assisted living places in the area.  Following each 

performance students would write a reflective report of their experience in lieu of another written 

assignment.  

 

A set of guidelines was given to the students for writing their reflective reports.  The students 

were asked to write freely about their experience, describing their feelings and perceptions, as 

well as their ideas and questions about what happened during the occasion.  They were 

encouraged to write without stopping the flow of their thoughts, and to be candid in using their 

senses and observational skills.  As a reflective and analytical activity journaling could help 

students to identify their accomplishments and other positive learning experiences, as well as let 

them deal with problems and frustrations.  Through the process, some students were able to 

discover new aspects and gain new insights about themselves.  Their writing also reflected their 

personal and musical growth and development. 



The project was well received among piano students, especially those who were stronger 

performers.  In each semester several students in the studio were eager to participate in the 

project. 

 

Results of the Project 

 

The results of the project far exceeded the author’s initial expectations.  The contents of the 

journals revealed some powerful stories in terms of the students’ reactions to their experience.  

Significant personal and musical benefits were noticed in their writing.  Subsequently some of 

these elements were reflected in their musical performances as well.   As a result, this project 

provided an avenue for students to experience both personal and musical growth. 

 

In their journals some students expressed an awareness of an enlarged view of the world while 

they developed greater sensitivity towards the needs of others.  Many expressed a caring attitude, 

such as a desire to bring peace, comfort and joy to the residents.  They saw meaning in what they 

did, and felt a stronger sense of identity, well-being, happiness, and security.  Through the 

experience they improved in areas of self-confidence and positive thinking.  They were eager 

and able to give their best. 

 

Such performance experiences proved to be extremely beneficial in the area of reducing 

performance anxiety, a common problem among performers.  Students reported that they were 

able to get into a more relaxed and yet focused mentality while performing for such an 

appreciative and supportive audience.  Some even said that the feeling of fear and pressure was 



removed, and that they felt joy and pleasure while playing.  They were able to feel a stronger 

connection between themselves and the music, as well as between themselves and the audience.  

Under such a non-judgmental and positive environment, they were able to play with more 

imagination.  In short, they were simply able play better! 

 

The audience and staff at the nursing homes and assisted living places showed much positive 

feedback and appreciation for the delightful music brought to them.  They enjoyed the company 

of the students, and were open with sharing their previous life experiences with them.   Some of 

the elderly residents were musicians themselves when they were young.  Some would sing along 

with the music, especially when the students played pieces or songs they knew.  Thank-you cards 

full of appreciation were sent to the students following their visits.  The residents reported that 

they felt delighted, blessed and uplifted by the experiences.  One resident said that thirty minutes 

of music would give her a day of joy.i 

 

Implications of the Project 

 

This project confirmed a need in the community for such activities, which help to strengthen the 

relationship between the university and its community.  The educational benefits of such music 

service-learning projects are significant.  While the experience contributed to the value and 

character education for the students, it also supported the students’ musical and artistic 

development and hence their academic achievement. 

 



Conclusion 

The transformational nature of this successful service-learning experience is apparent and 

strongly reflected for both students and residents.  All four initial goals of the project were met 

and expectations were exceeded.  Students were able to develop a stronger sense of community 

awareness.  Their work had a definite impact on the community.  Students were able to use these 

performances as excellent avenues to run through their programs prior to their required major 

performances at the university.  These performance opportunities have proven to be invaluable 

experiences they could fall back on when performing under more stressful conditions; in fact, the 

degree of stress in the latter situations was subsequently noticeably reduced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
i This project was reported in the following articles: Vogt, Andrea. “The Right Chord.” The 
Spokesman-Review (Spokane) June 12, 2000; Nella Letizia. “Playing by Heart.” Universe: A 
Magazine of Research, Scholarship, and the Arts (Washington State University) Winter 2000-
2001: 20-22. 
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Abstract 

 
This research is mainly based on case studies of examining translation 
examples from mainly translated literary works. The five elements are 
culturally significant when comparing with the linguistic usages of 
English. The differences between standard and non-standard Chinese 
language are sometimes not clearly distinguished in some published 
works, thus affecting writing style and hence translation skills, for 
instance, the English culture allows plenty of passives, but this 
phenomenon is not the same in Chinese culture. The problem behind 
this circumstance may have been the existing distorted indications to the 
definitions of standard Chinese and the different cultures of translation 
studies in nowadays Hong Kong society. 
 
The research is analyzed with over 100 specific examples of the 
phrases attached to the components of “bei” [被, passive indicator] “zhe” 
[著, continuous indicator] “di” [地, adverb indicator] “de” [的, possessive] 
and “he” [和 , conjunction]. The research will cover mainly prose 
translations and the results will be compared with the usages adopted 
by Hong Kong students, who are generally not familiar with the 
translation of these phrases given the huge difference between Chinese 
and English. Problems will be based on some misuses of phrasal 
components in forming complete sentences. 
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The most distinctive feature of the thought of Luis de Molina, and the resulting Molinist 

tradition, is the way in which he reconciles libertarian freedom with the strong traditional notion 

of divine providence.  According to Molinists, humans have libertarian freedom in a very robust 

sense because their free actions and decisions are independent of God’s creative act of will.  

What a creature would or would not do in any given certain situation, known as counterfactuals 

of creaturely freedom, are known by God through his Middle Knowledge in a non-temporal 

“moment” between his Natural Knowledge and his Free Knowledge.  However, if God 

knowingly places persons in situations which he knows will result in moral evil how does one 

argue that God does not intend moral evil?  During the course of this paper, I will argue that the 

Molinist account faces a very serious objection that God does more than foresee or permit evil.  

Rather, the existence of Middle Knowledge pushes the Molinist into the theologically 

unacceptable position that God intends moral evil.  Most attempts to deal with this issue, 

including Kenneth Perszyk’s “General Strategy” proposal and Alvin Plantinga’s more 

formidable “Free-Will Defense” are inadequate. 

 According to the Molinist picture, God’s has three logical moments of knowledge.  The 

more uncontroversial types of knowledge are his Natural Knowledge and his Free Knowledge.  

God’s Natural Knowledge includes all necessary propositions such as logical and mathematical 

truths.  These truths are independent of God’s free will, and thus are prevolitional.  God also 

knows by his Natural Knowledge all possibilities; if something is possible, then it is necessarily 

possible.  God’s post-volitional Free Knowledge includes all those contingent truths that are 

actualized by his creative act of will.1   

                                                 
1 Luis de Molina, On Divine Foreknowledge: Part IV of The Concordia, trans. Alfred J. Freddoso (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1988) Disputation 52, section 9 (p. 168).  



 

 To account for divine providence and libertarian freedom, Molinists introduce a middle 

moment of knowledge:  

...by which, in virtue of the most profound and inscrutable comprehension of each 
faculty of free choice, He saw in His own essence what each such faculty would 
do with its innate freedom were it to be placed in this or in that or, indeed, in 
infinitely many orders of things—even though it would really be able, if it so 
willed, to do the opposite.2 
   

This Middle Knowledge provides God with those truths that are both contingent and independent 

of his free will.  Thomas Flint in Divine Providence: The Molinist Account offers the following 

example to better illustrate the concept of Middle Knowledge.3  Suppose there is a situation C in 

which Cuthbert can either freely buy an iguana or freely refrain from buying the iguana.  As a 

result of God’s Natural Knowledge which reigns over all possibilities, God knows that there are 

two possible worlds, one in which Cuthbert in situation C freely buys the iguana and another in 

which Cuthbert in situation C freely refrains from buying the iguana.  Suppose further that what 

Cuthbert would actually do if placed in situation C is freely buy the iguana.  God would know 

this counterfactual truth by his Middle Knowledge.  Suppose that by his Creative Act of Will, 

God places Cuthbert in C; he thereby knows by Free Knowledge that Cuthbert will buy the 

iguana.  The possible world in which Cuthbert in C refrains from buying the iguana is infeasible 

for God because God’s actualization of such a world, though logically possible, would infringe 

upon creaturely libertarian freedom. 

 Given the fact that God engages in his Creative Act of Will while guided by truths known 

through his Middle Knowledge, how can one make sense of the existence of evil in the Molinist 

picture?  If God knows before his Free Knowledge that by placing a certain person in a specific 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
2 Molina, Disputation 52, section 9 (p. 168). 

 
3 The following example is simplified and summarized from Thomas P. Flint, Divine Providence: The 

Molinist Account (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998) 44.  



 

situation, the person would freely commit evil, then God seems to orchestrate evil acts by 

actualizing the specific situation.  Most Molinists will agree that God is responsible for the moral 

evil since he actualizes the situation and holds everything, including the free moral agents who 

commit moral evil and their effects, in being.  However, the Molinist claims that God is not 

morally responsible or culpable for the moral evil because the human agent acts freely and 

independently of God’s will.  Thus the Molinist maintains that for God, there is a very real 

distinction between the permission of evil and the intention of evil – God permits the moral evil 

that is intended by free human agents.  Molina defines permission as such: “Now someone is 

said to permit that which he (i) foresees as going to be unless he prevents it, (ii) is able to prevent, 

and yet (iii) does not will to prevent.”4  Since God fulfills the above requirements, he can 

properly be considered as permitting and not intending the moral evil intended and performed by 

free moral agents. 

But, is this a satisfactory definition of permission that accords with our intuitions about 

culpability?  To explore this question, let us pose an analogous situation.  Mathilda is Hilda’s 

older and influential sister.  Hilda confesses to Mathilda that although she gave up chocolate chip 

cookies for Lent, her craving for cookies is at the moment so strong that if she were to walk into 

the kitchen and find chocolate chip cookies, she would devour them.  Hilda sincerely hopes that 

she will not be placed in the situation, but knows that she would freely eat the chocolate chip 

cookies.  Mathilda, still angry at her younger sister for an earlier grievance, covertly sneaks 

chocolate chip cookies onto the kitchen table.  Mathilda then goes to Hilda and asks her to go to 

the kitchen to fetch a glass of water.  Hilda, who admires her big sister, happily skips to the 

kitchen.  Intending to fetch a glass of water, Hilda spots the cookies, freezes momentarily, then 

reaches for a cookie and quickly gobbles it down.  She then notices that Mathilda is smugly 
                                                 

4 Molina, Disputation 49, section 14 ( p. 122).  



 

standing outside of the kitchen.  Cold realization hits Hilda as she grasps that she has broken her 

Lenten promise because of her sister’s sly manipulation of the situation. 

 Under Molina’s definition, Mathilda permits the evil that ensues, since 1) she foresees 

that her younger sister will eat the cookies unless she prevents the situation; 2) she is able to 

prevent the situation by not placing the cookies in the kitchen and then asking for a glass of 

water; and yet 3) she clearly does not will to prevent the situation.  Is Mathilda then to be 

absolved of blame?  Surely Hilda bears the bulk of the blame, since she freely ate the cookies.  

But most parents, and indeed younger sisters like me, will readily argue that Mathilda, too, not 

only should be held responsible but at least partially culpable for the situation.  After all, 

Mathilda knew that Hilda would rescind on her Lenten promise to not eat the cookies if Hilda 

were placed in that particular situation.  Armed with this knowledge, Mathilda proceeded with 

her plot.  Of course, the above scenario is a bit trivial and no moral evil is truly committed.  

Nonetheless, the analogy still holds.  If we apply the same assessment to the case of God placing 

humans in specific situations with full knowledge of how they will act, then it seems as though 

God, like Mathilda, should be held at least partially culpable for the presence of evil in the actual 

world.  Although God can be properly said to permit evil under Molina’s definition, the Mathilda 

and Hilda case shows that Molina’s definition is unsatisfactory and does not accord with our 

intuitions concerning culpability.   

 Faced with this objection, the Molinist would quickly point out that there is an obvious 

disanalogy between the God and Mathilda that becomes clear upon focus on the role of intention.  

Whereas Mathilda goads Hilda into the evil of consuming the chocolate chip cookies because she 

has revenge as her intent, God has no such intention.  Rather, the Molinist holds that God’s 

intention is placed in some good, and any moral evil is outside of God’s intention of the desired 



 

good.  If this is the Molinist solution, the Molinist must clearly provide an account of God’s 

intention.  If not in the evil action or the evil outcome, where does God’s intention lie?  Can God 

truly be said to not intend evil when he knowingly places a person in a certain situation even 

though he knows that the person will freely commit moral evil?   

 One possible answer is to say that God intends some greater good that results from the 

moral evils caused by free human agents.  Some thinkers argue that the world in which God 

permits moral evil is, in the end, a better and more desirable world than a world in which there is 

no moral evil.  In such a world, God can demonstrate his abundant love for creatures who have 

sinned, can pour out his grace, show his mercy and kindness, effect more significant creaturely 

conversions, etc.  However, it seems that in such an approach somewhat reminiscent of 

utilitarianism, moral evil is a necessary means to some greater good (such as a greater amount of 

good).  The type of morally complex world supposedly intended by God necessitates the 

presence of moral evil as a means.  To intend the end is also to intend the means to this end, and 

therefore this picture forces the Molinist to admit that God intends evil as a means to his ultimate 

plan.  In any situation in which moral evil is a means (though it need not be a necessary means) 

to some greater good, moral evil is nonetheless intended as instrumental, and not merely foreseen 

or permitted.5  If God has a chosen goal in mind, and guided by his Middle Knowledge places 

                                                 
5 Double effect reasoning (DER) is often seen to be pertinent in this discussion concerning the difference 

between foreseen (though unintended) effects and intended effects.  However, DER cannot be used to absolve God 
of culpability in those cases in which he intends the greater goods that result from the existence of moral evil as 
instrumental means.  Evil as a means is never morally permissible, as Joseph M. Boyle explains the DER tradition: 
“If the evil effect is brought about as a means to the good effect, then the evil effect must be intended, and the 
bringing about of the instrumental state of affairs is morally impermissible.  The bad effect is intended if it is chosen 
as a means because it becomes something which the agent is committed to realizing.  The bringing about of this 
instrumental state of affairs is a morally impermissible act because the state of affairs—the bad effects—determines 
the moral character of the undertaking.” Joseph M. Boyle, Jr., “Toward Understanding the Principle of Double 
Effect”, The Doctrine of Double Effect, ed. P.A. Woodward (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2001) 
11.  



 

people in certain situations to effect his goal, then this chain of events including free human acts 

and their ends is intended by God, from beginning to end. 

 In his paper “Molinism and Theodicy”, Kenneth Perszyk concedes that it is very difficult 

to understand how a God with Middle Knowledge can be said to not intend, but only permit, evil.  

However, Perszyk claims that the Molinist can maintain a firm distinction between the intention 

and the permission of evil with a “General Strategy” solution, which he picks up from William 

Hasker.  Perszyk suggests that although God has specific providence (which Perszyk takes to 

mean that God either specifically intends or permits every action), this does not entail that God 

needs a specific intention for every free action.  Rather, it may be the case that God intends a 

general strategy:  

By his middle knowledge, he sees which strategies are and aren’t open to him.  It 
might well be in virtue of his middle knowledge that God decides on one strategy 
(open to him) rather than another.  He sees what would result on the condition that 
he pursue each strategy.  E.g. he sees what would result from all possible 
combinations of creatures if he created them with libertarian freedom (along with 
the results of his interventions along the way or the lack of them).  He sees what 
would result from all possible combinations of creatures with compatibilist 
freedom.  He sees what would result if he created no (free) creatures at all.  He 
sees what would result from all possible combinations of indeterministic natural 
causes, and what would result from complete determinism in nature.  He sees 
what would result from various combinations of natural laws, or from different 
sets of laws of varying complexity; he sees which ones would allow for the 
emergence of significant finite free agency, and which would not.  He compares 
the results and picks one or more of them.6 
 

There seem to be two ways of understanding Perszyk’s “General Strategy” proposal – 1) God 

decides on a general strategy first (such as libertarian freedom), surveys all the possible worlds in 

which there is libertarian freedom, and then actualizes the possible world with the least amount 

of evil; 2) God looks at all possible worlds that are feasible, surveys the results, and then intends 

                                                 
 

6 Kenneth Perszyk, “Molinism and Theodicy,” International Journal for Philosophy of Religion 43 (1998): 
171.  



 

the general strategy that will yield the world with the desired results.  Either way, God sees the 

possible worlds that are feasible to him in terms of general strategies. 

 However, both of these interpretations of the “General Strategy” suggestion are 

objectionable.  It is difficult to see how the God of Option 2 differs significantly from the God 

who intends specific ends and the instrumental means.  God still chooses a certain world based 

on its results, so God must also intend the means, including free human acts and their 

intermediate ends, toward obtaining the desired results.  By stipulating that God desires a general 

strategy does not get around the objection explored above because God bases his decision on a 

strategy based on the foreseen results of the world.   

 The more significant objection to both of these options, however, is that the God of the 

“General Strategy” picture vastly differs from the traditional conception of God who specifically 

creates each being in a manifestation of love.  In the “General Strategy” picture, however, God 

seems cold, distant, and impersonal.  His decision of which world to create is not based upon 

creating specific creatures, but is primarily focused on picking a general strategy.  Thus, the 

creation of specific creatures is no longer God’s priority, but becomes the consequence of 

deciding which general strategy to pursue.  Such a God goes against tradition and Scriptural 

passages such as Jeremiah 1:5, “Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were 

born I dedicated you, a prophet to the nations I appointed you”, which suggest that God 

specifically appoints each person whom he brings into existence out of his divine providence and 

love, not to provide for a desired strategy.7  

Having rejected Perszyk’s “General Strategy” solution, we now turn what I consider to be 

the most formidable account that the Molinist has to offer - Alvin Plantinga’s “Free Will 

                                                 
7 All Scriptural references are from The Catholic Study Bible, ed. Donald Senior et al. (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1990). 



 

Defense”.  What Plantinga proposes is at heart a Molinist position, though he does not explicitly 

articulate it as such.  he writes that a world with moral good is possible only on the condition that 

there are agents endowed with libertarian freedom who can freely engage in morally good 

actions.  Moral agents also have the option to commit moral evil.  Given this picture, Plantinga 

proposes that perhaps there is no feasible world in which there are free human agents and no 

moral evil whatsoever.  For, it is possible that all possible creatures are plagued with trans-world 

depravity (TWD) – in every possible world in which the free moral agent exists, he commits at 

least one morally evil action:  

Obviously it is possible that there be persons who suffer from transworld 
depravity.  More generally, it is possible that everybody suffers from it.  And if 
this possibility were actual, then God, though omnipotent, could not have created 
any of the possible worlds containing just the persons who do in fact exist, and 
containing moral good but no moral evil.  For to do so He’d have to create 
persons who were significantly free (otherwise there would be no moral good) but 
suffered from transworld depravity.  Such persons go wrong with respect to at 
least one action in any world God could have actualized and in which they are 
free with respect to morally significant actions.8 
   
Armed with this Free Will Defense, the Molinist may have an avenue of argumentation 

that will allow him to posit that even with Middle Knowledge, God can genuinely be said to not 

intend evil.  Rather, God wills the good of creation and desires that all creatures be morally good, 

but the resulting moral evil is a foreseen and unintended effect.  However, how plausible is the 

Free Will Defense and the theory of TWD?  Plantinga himself writes that the Free Will Defense 

is not intended to be a theodicy, but rather is merely meant to establish a possibility and the fact 

that the existence of God is not incompatible with the presence of evil in the world:  

                                                 
8 Alvin Plantinga, “The Free Will Defense”, Philosophy of Religion: Selected Readings, ed. Michael 

Peterson et al., 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001) 300. 
  



 

A theodicist, then, attempts to tell us why God permits evil.  Quite distinct from a 
Free Will Theodicy is what I shall call a Free Will Defense.  Here the aim is not 
to say what God’s reason is, but at most what God’s reason might possibly be.9  
 

Although it may be a logical possibility, whether or not the Free Will Defense actually holds is 

quite a different question, a question that the Free Will Defense itself was not designed to tackle. 

 In “On Creating Worlds Without Evil – Given Divine Counterfactual Knowledge”, Josh 

Rasmussen argues that although Plantinga establishes a logical possibility with his Free Will 

Defense, the actual probability that all creatures are trans-world depraved is very close to zero, 

given an infinite number of possible persons.  Rasmussen points out that “If there are an infinite 

number of personal essences, then there will be an infinite number of worlds in which an 

instantiation of an essence faces a single moral choice, since there will be one such world per 

essence.”10  For example, suppose that God places P in the Garden of Eden and tells P to not eat 

of the Tree of Knowledge, and the world is so restricted that P only faces this one moral decision.  

Given that there are an infinite number of personal essences that God could place in the Garden 

to take the place of P, correspondingly there is an infinite number of possible worlds, each world 

with a different personal essence placed in the same situation.  As the number of personal 

essences approaches infinity, then the probability that every single personal essence chooses evil 

in these limited worlds rapidly approaches zero.11  If one continues to argue that TWD exists in 

                                                 
9 Plantinga 286.  

 
10 Josh Rasmussen, “On Creating Worlds Without Evil – Given Divine Counterfactual Knowledge,” 

Religious Studies 40 (2004): 460.  
 

11 Rasmussen explains two ways in which one could conceive of the possibility of there being an infinite 
number of personal essences.  The first way is to posit that for every type of person, there could be infinite tokens of 
this one type: “According to this assumption, if there is even a single type of person, then there will be an infinite 
number of possible persons of that type” (460).  Rasmussen acknowledges that this argument may not be conclusive, 
so proposes that there could be an infinite number of persons if properties come in degrees: “This assumption is 
countenanced by Plantinga’s account of personal essences, according to which some of the properties contained in a 
person’s essence include world-indexed personality traits and temperaments.  If the traits range over a non-discrete 
continuum, then the number of distinct essences appears to be infinite” (461).  See Rasmussen pp. 460-61 for a more 
detailed explanation of how there may be infinite personal essences. 



 

such minimal worlds, then one faces the problem that human nature looks deterministically 

depraved.   Human nature looks to be so flawed and naturally corrupted that each person always 

freely chooses evil. 

 Of course, Rasmussen sees that one main objection to the above solution is that worlds in 

which there exists only one free moral agent who makes one moral decision and then is quickly 

annihilated is so impoverished that it is undesirable.  Rather, what Rasmussen needs to argue for 

is whether there can be a feasible world “…just like the actual world in terms of the number of 

people and quantity of moral choices, and if no-one in that world ever freely performs evil 

acts.”12  After a detailed and complicated argument that compares the possible cardinalities of 

personal essences with the possible cardinalities of moral choices, the reproduction of which is 

beyond the scope of the present paper, Rasmussen concludes that such a possible world, where 

free moral creatures always choose the good, is indeed feasible if the number of personal 

essences is greater than the number of morally significant actions.13  Rasmussen shows that those 

possibilities in which the cardinality of personal essences is not larger than the cardinality of 

morally significant actions are very unlikely, thus concluding that “Therefore it looks as though 

we have a probabilistic reason to think that there are in fact evil-free, feasible worlds with as 

many persons and independent moral choices as there are in the actual world.”. 

 However, perhaps the theist, and particularly the traditional Catholic theist, can argue 

against TWD using a different approach.  TWD entails that all moral agents endowed with 

                                                 
12 Rasmussen 462.  

 
13 Rasmussen concludes on p. 468: “Notice that in the most plausible cases, the probability that there is an 

evil-free, feasible world like the actual world is 1.  The probability can only be zero if there are a finite number of 
possible persons, or else persons are continuously making independent moral choices, and I have offered reasons to 
doubt both of these scenarios.  Also, I have given three plausible scenarios in which there would only be a finite 
number of independent choices, and if any of these scenarios describes the actual world then, given an infinite 
number of persons, the probability that there is an evil-free, feasible world like the actual world is exceedingly high, 
in the absence of countervailing reason.”   



 

libertarian freedom will always choose evil in at least one situation in every feasible world in 

which he exists.  The simplest way to reject this claim is to offer a counterexample; for the 

Catholic, such a counterexample exists – the Virgin Mary.  Tradition has long held (and the 

doctrine of the Immaculate Conception confirms) that the Virgin Mary was preserved from sin in 

the actual world by God’s grace.14  If the Virgin Mary, fully human, always freely chose the 

good and never committed any moral evil, then she proves that TWD does not afflict all free 

moral agents, possible or actual.  God’s grace did not infringe upon Mary’s freedom, hence the 

significance of Mary’s consent: “Behold, I am the handmaid of the Lord.  May it be done to me 

according to your word.”15   

 Faced with the counterexample of the Virgin Mary, it seems that the committed Free Will 

Defense proponent has two options.  First, he can try to tell some story about why the Virgin 

Mary is the only person exempt from TWD, while the infinite other personal essences (who may 

differ from the Virgin Mary only in very slight degrees) are trans-world depraved.  Finding such 

a story will be very difficult indeed if one is to avoid any objection of presenting an ad-hoc 

argument.  Further, the relevant difference between the Virgin Mary and all other trans-world 

depraved personal essences must lie in the Virgin Mary herself since Molinists hold that a 

person’s free actions are independent of God’s will.  I conjecture that any attempt to propose a 

relevant difference will be either arbitrary or inadequate to account for the Virgin Mary’s unique 

free response of complete obedience to God’s divine will. 

                                                 
14 The section from the papal encyclical declaring the Immaculate Conception of Mary reads: “We declare, 

pronounce, and define that the doctrine which holds that the most Blessed Virgin Mary, in the first instance of her 
conception, by a singular grace and privilege granted by Almighty God, in view of the merits of Jesus Christ, the 
Savior of the human race, was preserved free from all stain of original sin, is a doctrine revealed by God and 
therefore to be believed firmly and constantly by all the faithful.” Pope Pius IX, “Ineffabilis Deus” 1854, 
<http://www.papalencyclicals.net/Pius09/p9ineff.htm>.  
 

15 Luke 1:38.   



 

The other alternative is to simply concede that trans-world depravity does not hold.  If 

TWD was supposed to show that God could only carry through with the inherently good act of 

creation by actualizing a world with moral evil, then the Free Will Defense proponent must 

consider that there may be a possible and feasible world with free moral agents who never 

perform moral evil.  Then he must return to the question of why God chose to actualize this 

actual world alpha instead of a world without moral evil, and he ends up back at square one, 

facing the original problem once again. 

 Literature focusing on the Molinist argument in recent years has shown very little and 

insufficient treatment of how to account for the presence of evil, given God’s Middle Knowledge.  

Although Molinism has enjoyed resurging popularity, prompted primarily by Plantinga’s “Free 

Will Defense”, if it is to continue its success, it must deal with the very serious issue of the 

presence of evil.  Solutions offered thus far have proven to be inadequate as they either force the 

Molinist into the undesirable position that God intends evil, or they offer controversial theses 

that are subject to counterexamples.  Time and time again, God’s Middle Knowledge proves to 

be problematic in trying to come up with some way to maintain that God does not intend evil.  If 

subsequent Molinist literature continues to fail to offer at least a satisfactory framework to deal 

with the presence of moral evil, then the Molinist picture must either be refined or rejected.   
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Indigenous Folk Music in Elementary Music Education of Taiwan since 

1987 
 

ABSTRACT 

Social and political developments in Taiwan after the lifting of the martial law 

in 1987 reflected a radical reformation of music education. This research examines 

five important factors involved in incorporating indigenous folk music into the 

elementary music education of Taiwan, and seeks to find how these broad social 

issues influenced music education. These five factors include: (1) Taiwanese 

Localization Movement—viewing Taiwan as an independent entity and focusing on 

local cultures; (2) Educational Reform—an outcome of the Localization Movement 

beginning in the 80s to meet the demand of social changes; (3) Political 

transformation—Lee Teng-hui’s Presidency denotes a political power shift from the 

Mainlanders to local Taiwanese since 1988; (4) The pursuit of national 

identity—establishing an ethnic shared identity, the ‘Taiwanese people’ with 

‘Taiwanese consciousnesses’ rather than ‘Chinese’; (5) Internationalization in music 

education—incorporating foreign music educational ideas and practices that have 

received most global attention. I will reflect on my own personal teaching experience 

to exemplify the musical means for achieving localization and internationalization in 

Taiwan’s recent educational reform in the elementary music educational system. 



Three firsthand song examples are provided and analyzed to illustrate the typical 

Taiwanese indigenous folk music and styles. Finally, I reflect on the complicated 

interplay of internationalization, localization, and the pursuit of national identity that 

influence reform in Taiwanese music education today and affect the incorporation of 

indigenous folk music in the elementary music education. 
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Missions after Death: Persuasive Discourses Employed in 
the Whole-body Donation Campaign in Taiwan 

 
Abstract 

 
 Whole-body donation, as an innovative idea in the Taiwanese society, is closely 
related a taboo topic in Chinese culture—death. It is definitely not easy to persuade 
people to adopt a practice so closely associated with such a taboo. Initiated by the 
Buddhist Compassion Relief Tz-Chi Foundation in Hualien, Taiwan, the campaign 
launched in 1996 was deemed to be a failure due to all sorts of challenges at the 
individual, social, cultural and religious levels. Surprisingly, the campaign has drawn 
overwhelming responses from its targets with over 15,000 secured donors and pledges 
to date.  
 The success of the campaign is therefore worthy of scholarly investigation. How 
did the Tzu-Chi Foundation counter the traditional Chinese values deep-rooted in the 
psyche of Taiwanese citizens? What were its persuasive strategies and how did they 
convey the campaign message to the target and make it more acceptable? This study, 
as one component of a comprehensive project to examine the campaign efforts, 
intendsto explore the persuasion process from the perspective of source and message 
elements. Specifically, it analyzes how the campaign source frames the message, 
establishes dialogues and negotiates attitudinal and behavioral compliance with the 
targets. 
 This paper employs a discourse analysis methodology to examine the discursive 
practices employed by the Foundation to gain public compliance. Speeches, sermons 
and interpersonal conversations of the Foundation’s spiritual leader, Dharma Master 
Cheng-Yen, which are well documented in book and/or electronic formats are 
analyzed to explore articulation of relevant discursive themes that link into, and 
perpetuate the mythology of “missions after death.” 
 Preliminary findings revealed themes of “being at ease with illness and death,” 
“self-empowerment/actualization,” “blessing and joy of giving,” “foremost utilization 
of body usership,” and “values of life and meanings of death” as the dominant frames 
within the persuasive discourses employed by the Foundation. The coding also 
identified a number of education-related metaphors (e.g., “teachers after death,” 
“mentors for medical students” and “contribution to medical advances”) that added 
persuasive traction to the identified themes found. 
 This study on the whole-body donation campaign in Taiwan indeed explores a 
new turf in health communication—traditional health communication campaigns 
typically deal with the quality of life and emphasize risks/benefits related to one’s 



well-being. In contrast, Tzu-Chi’s campaign for body donation deals with the values 
of death and stresses one’s altruistic contributions to the society that one leaves 
behind after death. Implications of the findings to health communication/persuasion 
campaigns will be discussed.        
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Abstract 

 

Peer tutoring is usually used in education of children, which is defined as a 

teaching method and has a feature of increasing learning performance by teaching 

and leaning by each other that had similar background. In this study, peer tutoring 

was applied to the evaluation of usability of computer software, in order to suggest 

a new method for usability engineering method. Besides, for examining the effects 

of peer tutoring, Co-discovery method and Thinking-aloud method were also used 

in experiments which were defined as effective tools for evaluating usability.  

There were three experiment methods in this study, including the peer tutoring, 

the co-discovery method, and the thinking-aloud method. Firstly, through the 

observation during the experiments, we got 71 usability problems in the peer 

tutoring method, 119 usability problems in the co-discovery method, and 77 

usability problems in the thinking-aloud method. 

Secondly, the analysis processes of results were divided into two parts: the 

qualitative analysis and the quantitative analysis. In qualitative analysis, the 

differences of causes and functions were compared between three methods. In 

quantitative analysis, the satisfactions of users’ were also analyzed by one-way 

 II



ANOVA, as well as the scatter plot chart of averages and standard deviations.  

Through this study, the peer tutoring approach was effective in observing the 

usability problems of computer 2D software which were performed with adult 

experimenters. The peer tutoring approach also has a feature of easy executed 

since its low loading on both time and mental. The co-discovery method is the 

better method for observing various functions and understanding experimenters’ 

opinions and favors. On the contrary, thinking-aloud method need the most 

cognitive loading of the experimenters between three methods also is cleared. 
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Abstract 
  
 The critically acclaimed musical The King and I (1951), which has been immortalized by R 
& H music and the legendary Yul Brynner, originated from four articles published in the Atlantic 
Monthly in 1870, by a woman commonly known as Anna Leonowens.  

Contrary to the general belief that the narrative of the legendary Anna is the factual account 
of the battle between Anna, an English Governess, and a Siamese king and his court, the musical is 
actually an American cultural production aimed to engage American audiences. Unbeknownst to 
audiences, the narrative is embedded with American idealisms, which are crucial to the 
popularization and immortalization of this narrative, so much so that it has been reproduced time 
and again with financial successes. American audiences did, and some still do, believe in the 
alleged historical facts presented in the musical.  
 The crux of this presentation focuses on these idealisms and the strategies employed in the 
productions of this popular American-made narrative and the re-creation of the legendary Anna, i.e., 
the various manipulative methods of the media industry to authenticate their fabricated versions of 
the Anna narrative, such as the ‘reality-show effect’ and the ‘eye-witness effect’. The paper 
discusses the real auteur of all versions, from the 1870 original articles and book, to its 1951 
musical and the latest and most historically disputed 1999 movie version; and, how each auteur has 
successfully engaged their audience. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 This presentation is an extension of my previous research on the musical, The King 
and I (1951), in which I have already established that the Anna story is an American 
cultural production re-created entirely for the American audience.  
 Historical veracity is crucial to the Anna narrative. It was what the audiences over 
time believed to be true and what they paid for. Therefore, for mutual understanding, it is 
perhaps better to begin with a brief introduction of the persona involved in the narrative. 
 

I. Historical Background 

A. The Siamese Court and King Mongkut   

 King Mongkut or Rama IV (r. 1851-1868) was the fourth king of the present Chakri 

Dynasty of Thailand (formerly Siam, whose capital city was Bangkok, established in 1782 

as the fourth kingdom of the Thai people). 

 King Mongkut was considered "the first and foremost democrat" of Siam, a very 

'liberal' monarch, 1 dedicated to the modernization of his country so that it could be well 

‘respected’ in the international political arena. Amidst the maelstrom of vigorous 

colonization efforts of several Western powers in Southeast Asia, Siam remained the only 

country in the region never been colonized by any Western nations, despite its vulnerable 

geographical location and political position at the time. The king's efforts resulted in the 

opening of the country to Western cultures and the influx of trade ambassadors and 

missionaries. A few of them had already begun trading with Siam in the reign of Mongkut’s 
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half-brother, Rama III (r. 1824-1851). 

 However generous and liberal, Mongkut’s prior status as rightful heir of his father 

made him more inclined to act cautiously lest the then king was suspicious of his intention. 

He left the secular world entirely and remained a devout Buddhist monk during the 27-year 

reign of his half-brother. To gratify his zealous desire to learn western technology, he 

started studying French and Latin, as well as learning about Christianity, with the French 

bishop, Monsignor Pallegoix. 2 

 Mongkut's English lessons with American missionaries began in 1845 with  

Rev. Jesse Caswell (1809-1848). Mongkut asked Caswell to give him, and ten other monks, 

lessons in the English language. In return, he provided a room in his temple where Caswell 

could "preach the Gospel" and distribute Christian writings to Siamese monks and "a large 

company of royal personages and their attendants" who regularly came to visit Mongkut. 3 

 In addition to learning several Western languages, Mongkut was also very interested 

in astronomy and several other branches of Western knowledge, such as printing, ship-

building, administrative style, sanitation, and medicine, all of which he deemed useful for 

the modernization of Siam.  

  

B. The Real Anna Leonowens 

 Several researchers had arduously researched on Anna Leonowens' life—not 

without difficulty. Born Ann Harriet Edwards (1831?-1915), she took the name Leonowens 

after her husband's death in 1859. She had never disclosed her life before the Siamese Court 

to anyone, not even her own family members. Two detailed and extensive research on her 

life history are Bristowe’s book, Louis and the King of Siam (1976), and Leslie Smith 

Dow's book, Anna Leonowens: A Life Beyond The King and I (1991).  

 Bristowe's and Smith Dow's stories of Mrs. Anna Owens together constitute a 

singular account of her life. They concur that Anna’s father was an enlisted soldier, a 

Sergeant Thomas Edwards (not Crawford, as publicized by Landon’s 1944 book). Her 

mother, Mary Ann Glasscott of Bombay, was believed to be "coloured". 4 This might 

explain why Leonowens had a rather dark complexion, which her Victorian American and 

Canadian audiences interpreted as having been "ruined by the climate of the Orient". 5  
 Leonowens’ parents were married in 1829 at St. James' Church in Bombay. Their 

daughters, Eliza (b. 1830) and Anna Harriet (born three months after her father's death) 

were born at Ahmednugger. At the time of his death in 1831, Sgt. Thomas Edwards was 

literally penniless. Within five months, his widow re-married an Irishman, Patrick 

Donoughey, a second Corporal in the Engineers before being later demoted to Private for 



bad conduct. Anna was never willing to talk about her stepfather and her childhood, nor did 

she maintain contact with her only sister. 6 

 In 1845, the 14-year-old Anna met a thirty-year-old clergyman, Rev. George Percy 

Badger, the regimental chaplain of the East India Company in Puna, where her family was 

living at the time. When Badger was transferred to the Middle East, Anna accompanied him 

and lived abroad for more than a year. 7   

 A year after her return from the Middle East to India, Anna married a Mr. Thomas 

Owens on December 25, 1849. She was eighteen. He was twenty-two. When their first 

child, Selina, was born in 1851, he was an assistant in the Military Pay Office in Bombay. 

They later moved to Malaya. In 1859 Thomas died of apoplexy in the Prince of Wales 

Island (Penang). 8 

 In 1859, Anna Leonowens surfaced in Singapore as a schoolteacher, probably at a 

British garrison school. 9 In 1862, Mr. Tan Kim Ching, a Chinese merchant, the then 

Siamese consul in Singapore, extended an invitation for her to come to the Siamese court as 

governess to the children of King Mongkut. Anna Leonowens arrived in Bangkok with her 

son Louis in March 1862, after having sent her daughter, Avis, to a boarding school in 

England. 10 Leonowens and her son Louis were to remain in Siam until July 1867. She was 

then granted permission for a six-month vacation, presumably to arrange for her son's 

education. Near the end of her vacation, she sent a letter to King Mongkut asking for a loan 

of $200 and a raise in her salary. The king, however, did not agree to her request, and 

Leonowens was never again invited to resume her teaching position. 11 When the king 

passed away in October 1868, she was in New York.  

 The obscurities of Anna's ancestry and her reluctance to talk about her family made 

it almost impossible for people to know the truth about her early life. 12 It is not inaccurate 

to contend that the life of ‘Anna Leonowens’ actually began when she accepted the 

teaching position at the Siamese court, the job of a lifetime. 

  

C. Anna Leonowens at the Siamese Court (March 1862- July 1867)  

 There is little historical evidence about Leonowens' activities at the Siamese Court. 

However, the king's scribe (Phra Alack in Leonowens' account) once referred to her in an 

official letter to the Siamese deputy-consul in Singapore: 

          Ma'm Leonowens, who is the royal children's teacher, is 
          getting more naughty, putting this with that, and that with 
          this, and getting bolder. A few days ago while we were having  
          an audience in the evening, she sent her son into the throne 
          hall, requesting an audience, saying that she had an urgent 
          business. The king told her to come in, but she might have 



          been intimidated by the fact that there were several  
          ministers and nobles in the congregation. The king  
          suspected that she might have been sent by the British  
          consul, to discourage the king from sending our envoy to 
          London, and then encourage the idea of sending Sir John 
          Bowring instead, [In which case,] she might be able to  
          collect some thousands [for her reward]. 13  
      
 Claiming Louis’ few letters to his sister Avis as evidence, Bristowe contends that 

Leonowens’ life in Siam was not exactly what she had depicted in her book. Because of his 

youth, the young Louis might have been more resilient and adaptable to the new 

surroundings. In his letters, he gave a completely different picture from that of his mother's. 

The king had been generous and kind to him and his mother. The king took them on 

excursions with his family. The palace people were also good to them. 14  

In addition, we know that Anna and Louis Leonowens were well provided for. In 1861, 

after the Westerners’ petition for a road to go riding to entertain themselves as they were 

used to in their own countries, the king had the first road constructed after the Western 

fashion, which is still called New Road today. 15 Louis and Anna each had a pony for their 

morning rides. Louis's love for horses would persist into adulthood. In 1865, the king took 

them on another expedition to "a beautiful Watt temple far away in the country called Phra 

Pa Thom" (about thirty miles south of Bangkok). In February 1865, he wrote Avis that, "I 

am very happy. All the people loves [sic] me and Mama." He played with the little princes, 

including the future King Chulalongkorn, to whom Louis once gave a black eye. 16  

Rev. Dan B. Bradley, Mongkut's arch-critic, recorded an incident in the Bangkok Calendar 

when Mongkut was giving a dinner reception to the newly-appointed American Consul, J. 

M. Hood. 

 There was none at the table but the Consul and his suite and a lad, son of Mrs.  
 Leonowens, the teacher of the King's children. This bright boy his majesty 
 seemed to regard as an adopted son. 17  
 
 The Siamese life style and the palatial splendor that he witnessed in the royal court 

must have made very significant impressions during Louis's formative years. Despite his 

mother’s label of the Siamese Court as "the most hideous place on earth,” Louis came back 

to Siam in 1881 and lived his life to the fullest, in the country--and the Siamese fashion--

that his mother had publicly condemned. In 1884 he married his first wife, Caroline Knox, 

a daughter of the British Thomas Knox and a Siamese lady. Despite his love for his wife, 

he kept a large harem in Northern provinces where he frequently visited as an agent on a 

teak venture for the Borneo Company. After her 1893 death of kidney trouble, their two 

young children, George and Anna Harriet, were brought to Leonowens in Halifax, Canada, 



and were raised in the family of his sister Avis. 18 In 1899, Louis, then 43, married a 

twenty-year-old Australian, Reta Maclaughlan. 19 Louis and Reta resided in Siam until after 

his retirement from Louis T. Leonowens Company in 1906. In 1919 Louis died of influenza 

in London. His wife donated most of her share of his inheritance to certain Siamese 

charities. 20  

 

 

D. Anna Leonowens' Literary Career after the Siamese Court (1867-1915) 

 When the news of King Mongkut's death reached Anna Leonowens, she was living 

in New York. The newly enthroned King Chulalongkorn, her former student, sent a reply to 

her letter of condolences. He did not, however, invite her back to the Siamese court.  

Mrs. Leonowens thus started teaching school on Staten Island, with the assistance of her 

daughter Avis. 21 

 In 1870 the Atlantic Monthly published Leonowens’ first four articles in its spring 

and summer editions (April, May, June and August). They were an instant success. The 

articles were expanded into a book published in the same year with the original title, The 

English Governess at the Siamese Court. The book was dedicated to Mrs. Katherine Cobb, 

wife of Dr. Cobb of Boston who had supposedly introduced her to the American ideal of 

abolitionism and abolitionist literature. It was Dr. Cobb who had recommended her to the 

editor of the Atlantic Monthly. 22 

 In 1872 Mrs. Leonowens spun her second set of articles for the Atlantic Monthly, 

"The Favourite of the Harem" and "L'Ore, the Slave of a Siamese Queen." These were also 

expanded into a book with a new title, The Romance of the Harem (later, Siamese Harem 

Life, 1872). By that time Mrs. Leonowens had become a literary celebrity of New York 

City. Writing and lecturing became her lucrative occupation, bringing her more fame. Her 

audience sometimes had to pay up to $ 60 admission fees to attend her lecture. According 

to Smith Dow, Anna Leonowens became known as "an Orientalist" and was well accepted 

into Victorian New York circles, as well as in Canada, where she moved (in 1878) to reside 

with her daughter's family until her death in 1915. 23  

 

II. The Power of the Auteur 
 In order to establish mutual understanding regarding the term ‘auteur,’ it is crucial 

to clearly state that the term used in this discussion is borrowed from François Truffaut’s 

1954 article, though only partially or loosely. 24  Whereas Truffaut has defined that ‘the 

auteur’ is the one person, normally the director, who could impose his/her creative will on 



a production. In this discussion, the word will be used more broadly. In the case of the 

Anna narrative, this author contends that the ‘auteur’ of each version, which has essentially 

influenced the audience or the reader, can be the author, the director, the producer, or even 

the managing director of the particular studio which produces the movie.  

 In the case of The King and I, the auteur of each version has reconstructed the Anna 

mythical narrative and the character of Anna with different techniques to reinforce 

historical veracity so that her heroic role becomes convincing to the audience, and thus 

capable of adding credibility to her stories. Imbedded within the story, however, are the 

persistent themes to promote American ideals and values. The auteur has successfully 

imprinted in the audience the desirable images of Anna and her noble mission. 

 The original ‘auteur’ of the Anna myth was Mrs. Anna Harriet Owens, commonly 

known as Anna Leonowens. In her 1870 four original articles and book, historical veracity 

arises from two significant elements of the accounts. Firstly, they are articles written in the 

memoir style with ‘real’ characters, settings, and historical period of time. In the 1870 

book, Leonowens uses sketches of real places in Siam as illustrations, which conveniently 

add to the credibility of her accounts. Her audiences at the time had no means to prove or 

disprove her stories. For example, an illustration in her book shows the king receiving 

someone on an ornate sedan chair. The illustration caption reads “Presentation of a 

Princess”. 25 As a matter of fact, that sketch was copied from a photo from the topknot 

cutting ceremony for King Mongkut’s son, Prince Chulalongkorn. Everything in the 

illustration and the original photo is identical, except for the person seated on the sedan 

chair. In the original is the prince in ceremonial costume whereas in Leonowens’ 

illustration is a long-haired woman. In other words, the author manipulates the ‘reality’ 

surroundings to authenticate the fictional character.  

 I have labeled this approach the reality-show effect. It is being exploited to the 

fullest today in ‘reality shows’ on television such as The Bachelor, Survivors, and many 

others. Audiences never stop to think that once on camera, either partially or even sketchily 

scripted, no shows can be ‘real.’ They are as fictional as any screenplays or scripted stage 

performances. The real-life surrounding elements are simply exploited to authenticate the 

happenings. They also help manipulate the audiences into believing that they are watching 

‘reality’ accounts unfolding before their eyes.  

 Leonowens’ second approach to authenticate her alleged ‘historical’ records of the 

Siamese and to give credit to her tall tale was to establish herself as an “Orientalist,” an 

expert in anything Oriental. In addition to the stories, she possessed the looks and the dark 



sun-burnt complexion. 26 She also spoke the language. In her articles and during her 

lectures, Leonowens liberally quoted several exchanges in the Siamese language, and 

translated them for her audience. 27 The fact that her translations belied her inadequate 

knowledge of the language she meant to show off eluded the audience of her time. Unable 

to understand the language themselves, the audience must have been impressed by 

Leonowens’ linguistic prowess.  

 The crucial approach Leonowens used to enhance her social status as an Orientalist 

and to authenticate her ‘historical’ recollections was to popularize the stories. She appeared 

at societal gatherings and even conferences to ‘lecture’ about her experiences at the 

Siamese Court. In so doing, Leonowens had enhanced the sense of reality to her stories. 

The audiences could hear from the horse’s mouth all the stories they were prepared to 

believe. They all had the ring of truth because the author herself appeared before their eyes 

to relate the story. Leonowens had successfully ‘factualized’ her allegedly historical 

recollections of the Siamese Court.  

 The next--and perhaps the most-- influential auteur of the Anna mythical narrative 

was Margaret Landon (1903-1993), wife of a Presbyterian missionary to Siam.  

 The credibility of Margaret Landon’s Anna story lies mainly in the claim that her 

version of Anna and the King of Siam (1944) is "seventy-five percent facts and twenty-five 

percent fiction based on facts". In addition to the information from Leonowens' two books, 

she also did her own research at the Library of Congress and the National Archives. 28  

 The most crucial source of Landon’s research, which helped confirm her credibility 

and claims of veracity was the fact that she had access to diaries, letters, and other family 

materials given to her by Leonowens' granddaughter, Avis S. Fyshe of Montreal, Canada. 29 

Combined with her assertion that her version contains “75% truth,” Landon’s story seemed 

more convincing to the reading public. It was then easy for the public to accept all historical 

claims Landon made in her books as factual and accurate.  

How Landon manipulated the ‘facts’ she had also eluded her audience. 

 Although Smith Dow maintains that having a respectable and genteel family lineage 

was crucial to Leonowens 30 in order to be accepted into the Victorian New York circle 

whose obsession for aristocracy and class distinctions was legendary, 31 it was Landon who 

established the noble family background for her. Leonowens, as a matter of fact, never 

directly referred to her family background in her books. To complement the gaps in 

Leonowens' version, Landon’s account depicts Anna as a genteel Welsh-born lady, living 

the usual life of an officer's daughter in the Imperial British Army, whose father died “a 



soldier’s death” when she was seven. So she traveled to India at the age of 15 to joined her 

mother and stepfather who "held a prominent position" in the Public Works Department in 

Puna, a city in India. However, Landon never mentions Anna's sister. 32 

          She was only six years old when her parents sailed for India.   
          Captain Crawford and his regiment had been ordered to reinforce 
          the troops there in the face of impending war. His little daughter 
          was left with a relative who conducted a school for girls. 33 
  
 According to Landon, Anna married a Major Thomas Leonowens in 1851 and lived 

a life of comfort with “an army of servants” at her beck and call. It was only after her 

husband’s death on a tiger-hunting trip that she began to face hardship. 34 

 Another decisive aspect in Landon’s book is the new persona she has given Anna. 

The high-handed, condescending governess in the original book has been made to look 

gentler, more genteel, and more religious. It is this version that establishes the immortalized 

image of Anna as frail but courageous, fighting against the “relentless despot and his 

crawling minions”. 35  

 It is also in Landon’s version that the emphasis on American ideals manifested in 

Anna's character is much more pronounced than in Leonowens' original book. Exploiting 

the rhetoric of the American Declaration of Independence, Landon has turned Anna into an 

idealist with American values and democratic ideals. Landon emphasizes three 

characteristics: Anna the Emancipator, Anna with her Manifest Destiny, and Anna the 

feminist, to allegedly free the Court ladies from their suffering and enslavement, and the 

king from his innate ignorance and natural barbaric inclinations. 

 Landon’s success as an influential auteur of the Anna narrative is evident in the re-

production of the first cinematic version, Anna and the King of Siam (1946). 

 When Landon’s book was translated into this black-and-white movie, starring Rex 

Harrison (as the king) and Irene Dunn (as Anna), the narrative of the film was significantly 

altered from that of the book. In this movie, Anna remains in Siam until 1870, three years 

longer than the real Leonowens did in flesh and blood. Even before the story begins, the 

producer claims historical accuracy for the movie and conditions the audience into 

believing it. The movie is introduced with the following prologue. 

 In the Victorian era of the early 1860s, a young English woman faced 
          with the then difficult problem of earning her own living had 
          accepted a post teaching English to the children of the King of Siam. 
          Her arrival in Bangkok marked the beginning of the necessary but  
 almost terrifying adventure into the strange and still half-barbaric country. 36  
 
 
 Furthermore, the narrative version confirms that Anna is to bear “the white 



woman’s burden” to remain in Siam in order to extend "knowledge and civilization" to the 

heathen barbarian king and his subjects, with her indispensable presence and wisdom. The 

destiny is repeatedly pointed out to Anna by many characters in the story. She is ‘sent for’ 

to be by the king’s deathbed. At the end of the film, the producer uses cinematic affirmation 

technique to imprint in the audience’s mind how important she has been to the 

modernization of the country. The audience is allowed to see Anna remain in Siam to 

oversee the new king’s proclamation to abolish slavery and his other efforts to ‘civilize’ the 

country. 

 It is arguable who was the real auteur of this movie version. From Rudy Behlmer’s 

book, Memo from Darryl F. Zanuck (1993), it is evident why the 1946 movie version is 

quite different from Landon’s 1944 book upon which it has claimed to be based. George 

Custen in Twentieth Century's Fox: Darryl Zanuck and the Culture of Hollywood (1997), 

studies the influence of Zanuck, who often imposed upon his films Midwest small-town 

attitudes and values recognized as fundamentally American, on the Hollywood productions.  

Custen mentions that a producer like Zanuck had "far greater influence and impact on a 

film than audiences would have realized." His "suggestions" and reactions to a script called 

for immediate adaptation and alteration of the original script. By the time the film appeared 

on the screen the character's viewpoints as expressed in the film were already Zanuck's. 37 

 The most significant role of the Anna story in Landon’s version and the 1946 b/w 

film is the re-creation of the Anna character. From then on, Anna Leonowens has 

established, at least among American audiences, her genteel lineage, her devout-Christian 

personality, her unconquerable and courageous character, her egalitarian aspiration, and her 

American democratic ideals, as Landon had wanted her to be. This mythical image and 

personality has lived on ever since.  

 Therefore, unbeknownst to her audiences, when Anna Leonowens appeared on 

stage in 1951, she had gone through several stages of fabrication and re-creation. The 

general public had known her, or known of her, for some time. More importantly, it had 

believed in the story and images the several auteurs of the pop culture industry had created 

for her. The mythical image of Anna would still be ‘re-touched’ and re-staged in the much-

acclaimed musical by Rodgers and Hammerstein, The King and I, which would 

subsequently be immortalized in its film version produced by the Fox studio in 1956.  

 Thematically speaking, the 1951/1956 musical is evidently the signification of the 

American ideals of democracy. The aspiration of the narrative is the idealistic notion of 

liberty and freedom for all, which, historically, was not yet achieved in the 1950s America. 

The focus of the 1951/1956 musical, however, seems to be on the romantic effect of the 



narrative and the American idealism that the righteous Anna strives to establish in this 

untamed frontier, the land of Siam. Yet, in a detailed study of Rodgers and Hammerstein 

musicals in his book Rodgers and Hammerstein (1992), theater historian Ethan Morddan 

contends that "the changes from script to musical wholly reimagines the piece" and that 

"the feeling is greatly altered". 38 A totally new theme emerges in the musical, which is non-

existent in the earlier versions, the emphasis on love and the freedom of choice regarding 

love. So many narrative alterations occur in the musical, which also employs music scores 

and lyrics to advance its plot and character development. That R & H never meant to focus 

on historical or cultural facts is evident from Rodgers’ record about the musical in his 

memoir, Musical Stages (1975). 

It was obvious that the story of an English governess who travels to Siam  
to become a teacher to the children of a semi-barbaric monarch had the 
makings of a beautiful musical play. There was the contrast between 
Eastern and Western cultures; there was the intangibility of the attraction 
between teacher and king; there was the tragic subplot of the doomed love  

  between the king's Burmese wife and the Burmese emissary; there was the 
  warmth of the relationship between Anna and her royal pupils; there was  

the theme of democratic teachings triumphing over autocratic rule; and  
lastly, there was the added features of Oriental pomp and atmosphere. 39 

  
 In this memoir, Rodgers further makes a metaphorical comparison of his production 

to that of an American painter who would “put his impressions of Bangkok on canvas. It 

would look like Siam, but like Siam as seen through the eyes of an American artist”. 40 The 

producers’ attitude to the narrative and the production techniques they employed has 

resulted in a new mythical narrative. It is evidently a Western romance with the king as the 

bad guy in the barbaric frontier of Siam. The producers create yet a new persona for Anna. 

She has become a larger-than-life legend. She symbolizes the force of Western virtue, who 

finally wins the heart and respect of the barbaric un-Christian despot. Her conquer is a 

cultural domination, not territorial. The American ideals which she represents and preaches 

are adopted by the new leader. Anna has fulfilled her “white woman’s burden.” 41 

 The English governess in the 1951/1956 versions is thus glorified and immortalized 

not because of her being a British national or her British ideology. It is her American-ness 

and the American ideals signified in the narrative that help authenticate Anna’s character 

and her story. The musical simply reconfirms to the American audiences what they are 

ready to accept as real and authentic.  

 It is crucial to identify the auteur of the 1951 stage musical and the 1956 musical 

film. It is obvious, from all available evidence, that the auteur of the 1951 Broadway 

musical was Rodger & Hammerstein. They both were responsible for all the imagery 



presented on stage. It was them who handpicked Yul Brynner for the role of the despotic 

king because the actor fit in their mindset of the savage Siamese. 

 The first candidate who walks out from the wings was a bald, muscular fellow 

 with a bony Oriental face. [. . .] He looked savage, he sounded savage, and there 

  was no denying that he projected a feeling of controlled ferocity. When he read for  

 us, we again were impressed by his authority and conviction. Oscar and I looked at 

 each other and nodded. 42 

 

 The above-discussed points also confirm the argument that R&H had decisive 

images of the musical and the characters, despite the fact that it was originally meant to 

serve as a vehicle for Gertrude Lawrence who had retained its production rights before 

having commissioned R&H to stage the musical for her. 43  

  The 1956 musical movie, in contrast, was greatly influenced by the Fox Studio and 

its mogul, Darryl F. Zanuck. He asserted several ‘comments and suggestions’ to the 

director. For example, before filming the musical, Zanuck ‘strongly suggested’ to R&H 

about the length of the staged musical and thus the film. In his memo, he contended that, 

"no successful musical picture, to [his] knowledge, has ever run longer than two hours and 

twenty minutes". 44 Therefore, six songs from various scenes of the 1951 stage version were 

not included in the film, along with the two intermediate scenes (after act 1, sc. 4, and after 

act 2, sc. 4) and several small episodes. They also retained the hilarious effects of the 1946 

b/w movie, which Zanuck had found amusing and marketable. The final version of the 

1956 musical picture in its initial release ran two hours and thirteen minutes and was a great 

success. The omissions, however, greatly shift the thematic ‘voices’ in the film version.  

 It is then not too far-fetched to assert that the auteurs of the 1956 film were not only 

R&H, but also Darryl Zanuck of the Twentieth Century Fox Studio.  

 The Fox Studio would eventually become the auteur of the most recent version of 

the Anna narrative, the 1999 movie entitled Anna and the King. 

 The long history of the musical’s box-office success convinced the Fox Studio to  

re-make the musical into a film. In addition to the marketable stock incidents or ‘formula’ 

such as the bridge-blowing scene from The Bridge of the River Kwai and the charming 

children scenes from The Sound of Music, including some additional ‘historical’ incidents, 

the auteur of this production has made several crucial changes. Unlike its predecessors 

whose romantic undercurrents remained subtly implied, the 1999 version seems to be a 

romantic but tragic love story of two lovers with uncompromising ideological disparities. 

And unlike the previous versions, the auteur has implemented a crucial and subtle 



presentation technique, which adds credit and veracity to the narrative: the eye-witness 

approach. The whole story is told through the eyes of Prince Chulalongkorn. It begins with 

the prince’s voice-over introducing the audience to “the first English woman [the prince 

has] ever met.” At the end of the story, the ‘eye-witness’ tactic is emphasized in the last 

tableau. The prince is a ‘voyeur’ witnessing the farewell dance.   

 KING: Until now, Madam Leonowens, I didn’t understand supposition man can 

  be satisfied with only one woman. 

 PRINCE (voice-over) I was only a boy, but the image of my father holding  

  the woman he loved for the last time has remained with me throughout  

  the years. It is always surprising how small a part of life is taken up by 

  meaningful moments. Most of them are over before they start although 

  they cast the light on the future and make the person who originated 

  them unforgettable. Anna has shine [sic] such a light on Siam. 45 

   

 A remarkable happening involving the production of this movie is the fact that the 

producer did make an effort to appear concerned about historical accuracy. Firstly, they 

wanted to film the entire movie on actual locations in present-day Siam (Thailand). 

Secondly, the producer hired a team of researchers headed by a well-known Thai scholar on 

their crew. Thirdly, the producer sent in a ‘corrected’ script for the approval of the Thai 

National Film Board. Finally, the opposition cry against the film’s distorted historical facts 

concerning Rama IV (the king in Anna’s narrative) prompted an unprecedented measure to 

popularize the related historical information about the two central characters, e.g. the A & E 

documentary.  

 Other remarkable attempts are apparent in the characterization, the simulated-

authentic Siamese settings constructed in Langawi, Malaysia, and the down-play of the 

“Western better, Oriental stupid” attitude which has been predominant in all the preceding 

versions. The Siamese characters in this movie version played by American and Hong 

Kong Chinese actors, at times, even speak (heavily accented) Thai! The king in this version 

is more human, more reasonable, more motivated, more courageous, more respectable, and 

more loveable than in the others. Anna, as usual, remains the paragon of virtue and 

righteousness. The villains are the snobbish British diplomats, the invisible Burmese army, 

and the rebel leader (Phra Alack, actually the position of a royal scribe with no military 

power). In addition, Anna is made into the king’s almost-equal partner, not his ‘better’ as in 

the other versions. However, it is still her decisive and ingenious action, which saves the 

king and his family from the rebels’ hand. Her absolute victory is manifested in the last 



tableau where the king confesses his love. It is still the West (as signified in Anna), which 

has won over the East (as symbolized by the king). 

 Two aspects remain incorrigible. Firstly, the added historical aspects further mar the 

movie’s claim of historical accuracy. Even worse, the romantic innuendo is explicit and 

outrageous. In all the preceding versions, the only occasion when the king and Anna made 

any physical contact was when they danced. They never even once showed overt 

sentimental feelings towards the other, either verbally or non-verbally. The producers had 

seen to it that the two characters did not cross the racial and ideological lines. In the 1999 

version, Anna makes a few declarations of her feelings for the king. The king himself 

blatantly confesses his feelings for her, touches her cheeks longingly, and kisses her hands 

in the farewell dance scene.  

 Despite all the auteur’s above-mentioned efforts to authenticate the Anna narrative, 

the 1999 version was not well received beyond the initial hoopla of the Yul Brynner legacy. 

The story line is actually difficult to understand. The widely publicized additional historical 

information is even more distorted. For example, the alleged Burmese attacks were 

historically impossible during Anna’s stay at the Siamese Court. Burma became  

“a province of British India” since 1827.  All the alleged ‘historical information’ only 

makes the narrative harder to follow. Added to the dialogue in heavily accented Thai, the 

narrative is simply impossible to understand. It is not surprising that the movie, despite 

additional efforts by the production studio, did not receive good review from movie critics. 

It also fails to establish the historical veracity the Anna myth has claimed. Most importantly 

for the production studio, it did not bring in financial success. 

 

Conclusion 

 Evidently the legend of Anna Leonowens has traveled a path similar to that of 

Lawrence of Arabia 46 and several other mythical figures. It is a path paved by the 

entertainment industry. However, these myths are just a fraction of the industry's creative 

business. In his discussion of Hollywood and its powerful creation of legends and myths, 

Ian Scott contends that the industry merely re-confirms what American audiences want to 

believe about themselves and their fellow Americans.  

          In one sense, Americans really do want to believe in  
          the innocent wonder of these citizens who are no more 
          than the  creation of Hollywood fantasy, and they wish  
          to partake in their crusade to do good and their innate 
          belief in the American way. 47  
 



 It is noticeable but not surprising that in the production processes discussed earlier, 

either by Rodgers and Hammerstein or the Fox Studio, none of the various auteurs have 

expressed any concern about the socio-cultural or historical accuracy of the story, while 

exploiting real settings and historically real characters. The emphasis is more on the 

marketability of the end product than the authenticity or veracity of the legend itself. None 

of them has shown any sensitivity towards the Siamese or other Asian cultures casually 

dumped into their creations. The auteurs of all versions have their personal agenda, and 

their version of the Anna story has been made to meet that agenda, at the expense of the 

Siamese revered institutions and culture. 
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ABSTRACT
This study examines voice onset time (VOT) production for phonetically

voiceless word-initial stops in Chinese and in English as spoken by 11 Taiwanese
Chinese speakers and 4 British English speakers. The subjects were all female and
the recordings were made in the phonetic lab at University of Newcastle upon Tyne.
The aim of this paper is to compare Chinese and English VOT patterns and to
categorize their stop realizations along the VOT continuum. As expected, voiceless
aspirated stops in Chinese and in English occupied different places along the VOT
continuum and the difference reached significance. Results also suggested that the
three universal VOT categories (i.e. long lead, short lag, and long lag) were not fine
enough to distinguish the voiceless stops between these two languages.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, beginning with the classic article by Lisker &

Abramson (1964), a considerable number of studies have investigated voicing
contrasts in stops by the use of voice onset time (VOT). VOT has been regarded as
one of the important methods of examining the timing of voicing in stops (especially
in word-initial position) and it has been applied to many languages. However, only
few attempts have so far been made to examine VOT patterns in Chinese, with fewer
still concentrating on Taiwanese Chinese. It is known that there are three universal
categories for phonetically voiceless stops (Lisker & Abramson, 1964), and that
Chinese and English occupy the same place along the VOT continuum according to
the general categorization. Nevertheless, a difference between the voiceless stops in
both languages does exist. To the best of our knowledge, no studies have ever tried
to compare the VOT patterns in these two languages. Therefore, the aim of this
present study is to provide a comparison for phonetically voiceless stops in Chinese
and in English, and pinpoint the differences between their VOT patterns.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Voicing contrast in stops has been widely discussed in phonetics and phonology.
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Voice Onset Time (VOT), the universal acoustic cue which is used for measuring the
timing of voicing, was first coined by Lisker & Abramson (1964) in their well-known
cross-language study of voicing in initial stops in 11 languages. According to Lisker
& Abramson (1964: 388), voice onset time serves as a device for‘separatingthe stop
categories of a number of languages in which both the number and phonetic
characteristics of such categories are said to differ.’ The authors also indicated that
the measure of VOT has been found to be highly effective in separating phonemic
categories, such as voiced and voiceless, although these languages differ both in the
number of those categories and in the phonetic features. For example, in English,
the minimal pair‘pan’and‘ban’can only be distinguished by voicing contrast. Thus
it can be seen that VOT plays an important role in differentiating voiced from
voiceless stops, especially for lexical purposes.

VOT definition
VOT has been defined as ‘the time interval between the burst that marks release

of the stop closure and the onset of quasi-periodicity that reflects laryngeal vibration’
(Lisker & Abramson, 1964: 422) and it has been applied in examining word-initial
stops in eleven languages in their study. Following this, a considerable number of
studies on many languages have been undertaken, including a report on VOT in 51
languages by Keating, Linker & Huffman (1983), and another more recent report by
Cho & Ladefoged (1999) on VOT in 18 languages. Although VOT is now in
widespread use for measuring the timing of voicing in stops, its role as a reliable
measure to distinguish between voiced and voiceless stops has been questioned and
argued by other researchers. In terms of Bohn and Flege’s findings (1990), they
suggested that VOT, the acoustic parameter of voicing contrasts in word-initial stops,
may not be as important as is commonly supposed in the perception of stop voicing.
Docherty (1992) argued that voice onset time had narrowly focused on the timing of
voicing in word-initial stops but no other positions in word-final and word-medial.
Caramazza et al. (1973) also concluded that VOT was an ‘insufficient’cue to the
voicing contrast for French-English bilinguals. On the other hand, some researchers
provided other acoustic cues that play a role. For example, in English, Klatt (1975:
695) suggested that there are five equally important acoustic cues other than voice
onset time, that is, low frequency energy in following vowels, burst loudness,
fundamental frequency, pre-voicing, and segmental duration. Despite some research
showing the limitations of voice onset time, it has been regarded as one of the
important acoustic parameters and has been used extensively in measuring
word-initial stops.
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VOT category
Lisker & Abramson (1964: 388) examined eleven languages and classified them

into three groups in terms of the number of stop categories each language contained.
They also proposed that each stop category overall fall into three ranges,–125 to–75
ms, 0 to +25 ms, and +60 to +100 ms respectively (p. 403). Following Lisker &
Abramson’s categorisation, both Chinese and English fall into the two-category group
of languages and they occupy the same range along the VOT continuum, that is, 0 to
+25 ms for /b, d, g/ and +60 to +100 ms for /p, t, k/. However, this classification is
too general to note the subtle variation between the two languages. Cho and
Ladefoged (1999: 223) went into detail and classified the range for voiceless aspirated
and unaspirated occlusives, concentrating on velar stops across 18 languages in
particular. They presented four categories and granted a name to each of them—
unaspirated, for velar stops with VOT mean of around 30 ms, slightly aspirated, with
a mean of around 50 ms, aspirated, with a mean of around 90 ms, and highly aspirated,
with a mean of over 90 ms. Based on the definition of Cho and Ladefoged (1999:
223), Chinese and English do not occupy the same place along the VOT continuum,
especially for voiceless aspirated stops. Further information about the VOT
categories for Chinese and English stops will be discussed in section 2.4.

Effect on VOT
Voice onset time (VOT) is well known to vary with place of articulation. The

general principle is that the further back the place of articulation moves, the higher the
VOT values are (Fischer-Jorgensen, 1954; Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Docherty, 1992;
Cho & Ladefoged, 1999). Cho & Ladefoged (1999) replicated several explanations
for the principle, including laws of aerodynamics, movement of articulators and
differences in the mass of the articulators. Based on the aerodynamic law, the main
reason for the velar stops with longer VOT than the alveolar or bilabial stops is the
relative size of the supraglottal cavity behind the constriction. As a result of the
smaller cavity behind the velar stop, greater air pressure builds up in the vocal tract.
Thus, it takes longer for the pressure to fall at the beginning of the release phase. In
accordance with Lisker & Abramson (1964), velar stops always have consistently
higher VOT values than the other stops. Both Rochet & Fei (1991) and Chao (2003,
unprinted) who examined Chinese stops also demonstrated this principle in their
studies. In spite of different VOT values obtained from their data, they showed the
same trend that velar stops always accompany the longest VOT. They also found
that, in Chinese voiceless aspirated stops (i.e. /p, t, k/), the apical stop had a slightly
lower value than the labial one which did not conform to the general agreement.
Even if Chinese voiceless unaspirated /b, d, g/ followed the principle, that is, the
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further back the place of articulation the longer the VOT, the differences between
apical and labial stops were very small.

Vowel quality is another intrinsic effect which plays a crucial part in affecting
voice onset time. Although Lisker & Abramson (1967) claimed that vocalic
environment did not have a major influence on VOT, others questioned their claim in
a number of reports (Klatt, 1975; Weismer, 1979; Port and Rotunno, 1979).
Generally, it has been found that the tense high vowels have longer VOT than lax low
vowels (Klatt, 1975; Weismer, 1979; Port and Rotunno, 1979). Still, due to
language-specific variation, the correlation between voice onset time and vowel
quality does not allow any definite conclusions. Rochet & Fei (1991) stated briefly
that the mean VOT for both sets of Chinese stops had greater values when they were
followed by a high vowel /i/ or /u/ rather than the low vowel /a/. Chao (2003)
elaborated further on the interrelation between VOT length and the following vowel.
The findings showed that the high vowels (including /i/ and /u/ based on her study)

had longer VOT than the low vowel /a/ and the diphthong /a/. These two studies
provided some information on the phonetic features of VOICED and VOICELESS
stops in Chinese. In this study, capital letters for VOICED and VOICELESS will be
used to refer to the phonological status of the stops while small letters ‘voiced’and
‘voiceless’will refer to their phonetic type. More instrumental studies are needed in
order to establish more complete and reliable Chinese VOT patterns.

Chinese and English stops and VOT patterns
As mentioned above, a sizable body of studies has been carried out to investigate

the phonetic characteristics of voiced and voiceless stops in many languages by the
use of voice onset time as an important acoustic cue. Most previous studies have
concentrated on English (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Klatt, 1975; Port & Rotunno,
1979; Weismer, 1979; Keating, Linker, & Huffman, 1983; Docherty, 1992). Other
languages examined include Spanish (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Flege & Hammond,
1982; Flege & Eefting, 1987; Fellbaum, 1996), French (Caramazza, Yeni-Komshian,
Zurif, & Carbone, 1973; Rochet, Nearey, & Munro, 1987), Arabic (Flege, 1980;
Khattab, 2000) and Japanese (Shimizu, 1990; Riney & Takagi, 1999). Among these
investigations, there is much less data available on VOT in Chinese word-initial stops,
especially on accents of Taiwanese Chinese. It does not appear that Chinese VOT
patterns have been examined extensively. To our knowledge, only two studies have
been implemented; one is Rochet & Fei’s (1991) report which examined Mandarin
Chinese and the other is by Chao (2003), who focused on Taiwanese Chinese.

Only syllable initial stops will be discussed in this study due to the absence of
stops from any other position in Chinese. It is known that in word-initial position
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English VOICED stops are voiced or voiceless unaspirated, and that the VOICELESS
stops are voiceless aspirated (Keating, Linker, & Huffman, 1983; Keating, 1984;
Docherty, 1992). Although there might be two possible phonetic implementations of
English VOICED stops, Keating (1984: 43) indicated that ‘English divides up the
VOT continuum with some lead values but mainly short lag vs. long lag.’ In terms
of Lisker & Abramson (1964), VOT measurements occurring before the release burst
are assigned to negative values and called voicing lead while VOT measurements
occurring after the release burst are assigned to positive values and called voicing lag.
Lisker & Abramson (1964: 395) also provided two sets of values for /b, d, g/, (VOT
with both lead and short lag) and suggested that only one single type of /b, d, g/ would
be produced by each native speaker. By and large, English is ascribed to have short
lag vs. long lag VOT patterns. In comparison with English, Chinese shows less
variation of the implementation. All Chinese stops are phonetically voiceless and
the only discrepancy is aspiration. According to the data provided by Rochet & Fei
(1991) and Chao (2003), VOT duration for Chinese /p, t, k/ ranges between 90 and
110 ms while that of Chinese /b, d, g/ ranges between 10 and 25 ms (depending on the
place of articulation). In the light of Keating (1984), Chinese and English stops are
classified as the same at a phonetic level and both of them fall into short lag vs. long
lag patterns; however, there are still some subtle differences between these two
languages.

Table 1 gives a view of the detail measurements of English VOT means and
ranges, including American English which was adopted from Lisker & Abramson
(1964) and British English which adopted from Docherty (1992). VOT patterns in
Taiwanese Chinese (adopted from Chao, 2003) and Mandarin Chinese (adopted from
Rochet & Fei, 1991) are also presented against each other in Table 2. According to
Cho & Ladefoged’s (1999) definition for voiceless stops, both Chinese and English /b,
d, g/ fall into ‘unaspirated’range which VOT is under 30 ms. However, for
voiceless aspirated stops (i.e. /p, t, k/) Chinese occupies the‘highly aspirated’position
along the VOT continuum while English occupies the ‘aspirated’region. The table
also indicates that although /p, t, k/ in Chinese and English fall into two categories,
they are not completely different because the VOT ranges in these two languages
overlap.
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Table 1: VOT means and ranges in English.
(AE=American English; BE=British English)

Lisker & Abramson, 1964 (AE) Docherty, 1992 (BE)

Mean Range Mean Range

/p/ 58 20 :120 42 10 :80

/t/ 70 30 :105 64 30 :110

/k/ 80 50 :135 62 30 :150

/b/ 1 0:5 15 0:50

/d/ 5 0:25 21 0:50

/g/ 21 0:35 27 10:60

Table 2: VOT means and ranges in Chinese. TC=Taiwanese Chinese; MC=Mandarin
Chinese. (Note: Rochet & Fei provided the mean VOT for voiceless aspirated /p, t, k/
but not for voiceless unaspirated /b, d, g/ and the VOT ranges.)

Chao, 2003 (TC) Rochet & Fei, 1991 (MC)

Mean Range Mean

/p/ 95.23 55 :160 99.6

/t/ 93.95 55 :158 98.7

/k/ 101.41 68 :170 110.3

/b/ 12.73 5:37

/d/ 13.19 7:25

/g/ 22.44 13:48

Methodology
Aims of the experiment

As mentioned above, there are a few instrumental studies which have examined
VOT in Chinese, but none of them have examined the Taiwanese Chinese variety in
particular. Apart from this study, the only research carried out on VOT production
of Taiwanese speakers comes from Chao (2003). No other studies have attempted to
compare VOT patterns in Chinese and English. This experiment examines subtle
differences in VOT production between these two languages and investigates if
Chinese and English stop realizations occupy the same place along the VOT
continuum.

Linguistic material
All Chinese stops occur only in the initial position. The experiment examined
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two sets of phonetically voiceless stops, that is, aspirated [p’, t’, k’] and unaspirated
[p, t, k]. Three peripheral vowels followed each of the stops; two of them were high
vowels /i/ and /u/, and the other was a low vowel /a/. Only two exceptions were the
velar stops /k/ and /g/ followed by the high front vowel /i/; as no Chinese lexical items
could be found for the relevant sequence; the rest of the words were all real words.
There are two points to be noted. First of all, unlike English, every single character
in Chinese has one syllable only and it can exist independently. However, two or
more characters usually stand side by side to form a ‘word’which is more complete
and more meaningful. Take‘da ying’for example, the sound‘da’can have various
meanings; however, ‘da ying’means ‘to promise’which makes subjects easy to
understand. Words were chosen rather than single character as in some previous
experiments (e.g., Rochet & Fei, 1991; Chao, 2003) because they made more sense to
the subjects, and because words fitted the testing format better than characters.

Secondly, Taiwanese Chinese and Mandarin Chinese share many similarities at
the phonetic and phonological levels but differ in the orthographic transcription
system. The alphabet used in Taiwan is called zhu-yin-fu-hao while it is called
pin-yin in Mainland China. Although the system of phonetic transcription is quite
different, both of them refer to the same thing in substance. Table 3 shows the
inventory of all words in Chinese followed by three vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/ in order.
Every word was accompanied by both pin-yin and zhu-yin-fu-hao in order to help the
reader understand. The individual target character was bold and always occurred in
the initial position in the word.

Table 3: Inventory of Chinese stops followed by two high vowels /i/ and /u/, and a
low vowel /a/.

ㄅ

/b/

ㄉ

/d/

ㄍ

/g/

ㄆ

/p/

ㄊ

/t/

ㄎ

/k/
ㄧ

/i/

逼迫

/bi po/

低聲

/di sheng/

霹靂

/pi li/

踢球

/ti qiu/
ㄚ

/a/

八年

/ba nian/

答應

/da ying/

嘎嘎

/ga ga/

趴下

/pa xia/

踏過

/ta guo/

卡鎖

/ka suo/
ㄨ

/u/

布丁

/bu ding/

杜葳

/du wei/

故宮

/gu gong/

撲倒

/pu dao/

土匪

/tu fei/

苦苓

/ku ling/

In designing an English word list, the guidelines below should be followed.
First, Chinese word-list designing was adopted in order to obtain comparable material
in English and Chinese. Accordingly, all the English stops examined here were in
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the word-initial position and the target words contained two high vowels (/i/ and /u/)
and one low vowel (/a/). Velar stops /k/ and /g/ followed by the high front vowel /i/
were not included due to their absence in Chinese. Second, disyllabic words were
chosen rather than monosyllabic materials because in Chinese word-list two
characters were put together to make a target word. All efforts have been made to
find Chinese and English words whereby the stops would be followed by ‘similar’
vocalic and consonantal contexts; however, it was very difficult to find a list of
homophones in these two languages owing to phonetic and phonological differences.
Table 4 shows the list of English words followed by three vowels /i/, /u/, and /a/ in
turn. The corresponding meaning in Chinese and English is given in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 4: Inventory of English stops followed by two high vowels /i/ and /u/, and a low
vowel /a/. Note: In order to find the homophone for /d/ followed by the tense low

vowel /a/ in English and in Chinese, /d/ was chosen rather than /da/ for the sake of
maintaining the vowel quality.

/b/ /d/ /g/ /p/ /t/ /k/

/i/ beetle decent peeling teacup

/a/ bath tub darling gagging passion tackle castle

/u/ booting duvet google poodle tooth paste cooling

Table 5: The corresponding meaning for voiceless aspirated stops /p, t, k/ followed by
three vowels /i, a, u/ in Chinese and in English.

Table 6: The corresponding meaning for voiceless unaspirated stops /b, d, g/ followed
by three vowels /i, a, u/ in Chinese and in English.

/b/ /d/ /g/

Chinese Gloss Chinese Gloss Chinese Gloss

/i/ /bi po/ to force /di sheng/ whisper

/a/ /ba nian/ eight years /da ying/ to promise /ga ga/ quack

/u/ /bu ding/ pudding /du wei/ people’s name /gu gong/ the Palace Museum

/p/ /t/ /k/

Chinese Gloss Chinese Gloss Chinese Gloss

/i/ /pi li/ thunderbolt /ti qiu/ to kick

/a/ /pa xia/ to prostrate /ta guo/ to step on /ka suo/ lock

/u/ /pu dao/ to beat /tu fei/ bandit /ku ling/ people’s name
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Subjects
11 Taiwanese Chinese speakers participated in this experiment. They were all

females, aged between 19 and 35 (Mean=27 years). All of these subjects were born
in Taiwan where Chinese is the predominant language. None of them had a marked
regional accent although they were raised in different areas of Taiwan. All the
Taiwanese subjects were students who were recruited from various departments at the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne. Four female native speakers of British English
participated in this experiment as a control group. The native speakers of English
were older than the native speakers of Chinese (Mean=32 vs. 27 years). They were
born and raised in the UK, except one subject was a postgraduate (named Janice), the
others are secretaries and were recruited from different departments affiliated with the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne at the time of the recordings. Taiwanese
Chinese speakers produced materials in Chinese while English speakers produced the
English speech materials in order.
Procedures

In order not to let the target sounds be predictable by some subjects who might
have a linguistic background, all the speech materials, including Chinese and English,
were put in a random order. Target words were equally divided into two subgroups
in each language due to the limitation of the recording. There were two preparation
words added at the first and last positions in each group for the sake of avoiding word
list effect on intonation and duration of initial and final items (the full list of words is
given in Table 7 and 8). The subjects were recorded individually straight onto the
computer in a sound booth and were asked to start reading each utterance when they
were ready. The words were read five times in a row at a comfortable speed but the
first recording was not analyzed. This was to ensure that the subjects were familiar
with the entire procedure of recording before they were actually analyzed.
Instructions were given to all the speakers in Chinese and English. The subjects
were told that the experiment examined speech but they were not told that their
productions of specific sounds (i.e. stops) would be assessed.

Table 7: Two subgroups of the target words in Chinese for native Chinese speakers.

Group 1 列寧想像逼迫趴下杜葳踢球苦苓卡鎖撲倒嘎嘎秘密取笑

Group 2 致富來去低聲八年布丁霹靂踏過故宮土匪答應巧思懂事
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Table 8: Two subgroups of the target words in English for native Chinese and English
speakers.

Group 1 Group 2
marker racket

shower soccer

cooling peeling

bath tub tooth paste

teacup passion

duvet beetle

google gagging

decent poodle

castle darling

tackle booting

liquid football

reader nanny

Measurements and analyses
Acoustic measurements of the speech material were made using Wavesurfer

software. According to Lisker & Abramson (1964), VOT was measured using the
interval between the beginning of the release burst and the onset of quasi-periodicity
that reflects glottal vibration in F1 in the following vowel (p.422). VOT was
measured spectrographically in initial stops of a total number of 800 tokens in
Chinese (11 subjects x 16 target words x 5 times). A mean VOT value was
calculated for the stops produced by each of the subjects. There were a few missing
measurements due to discarded tokens or the invisible release burst which made it
difficult to measure VOT. The analysis involved displaying the two panes
(spectrogram and waveform) on separate portions of the screen, and using a manually
controlled cursor for durational measurements. Measurement reliability was
assessed by re-measuring three randomly selected stops in each group from duplicate
spectrograms. The average difference between the two measurements was 2.2 ms,
with a range of 0-5 ms. T-tests were used for comparison of results and calculation
of significance.

RESULTS
Overall results for Chinese VOT
VOT means and distribution

The results for Chinese VOT reported here replicated the findings by Chao (2003)
that were carried out on five Taiwanese Chinese speakers. In order to obtain more
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reliable VOT values, the current experiment examined 11 Taiwanese Chinese subjects
and used more natural elicitation (i.e. disyllable words) than the previous study.
Figure 1 presents the mean VOT values for each of the six Chinese stops. Visual
inspection of the figure shows that the velar stops /k/ and /g/ have higher VOT values
than the other stops. This supports the finding reported by Lisker & Abramson
(1964) in their classic cross-language study. Looking at voiceless aspirated stops
first, it can be seen that the mean VOT value for /t/ (VOT in 81.9 ms) is slightly lower
than that for /p/ (VOT in 82.2 ms) which does not conform to the general agreement
that the further back the place of articulation, the longer the VOT. However, the
difference between /p/ and /t/ does not reach significance (result significant at
p=0.8921) and it concurs with Rochet and Fei’s result that the mean VOT for /p/ and
/t/ are not significantly different with each other. T-tests reveal that the VOT value
for the velar stop /k/ is significantly higher than either /p/ or /t/ (p= 0.0000685 for
/k/+/p/, and p= 0.00000297 for /k/+/t/). Turning now to the voiceless unaspirated
stops, one may notice that the mean VOT for /g/ (27.3 ms) is higher than that for /d/
(16.4 ms) which is higher than VOT for /b/ (14.4 ms). As compared with voiceless
aspirated stops, unaspirated /b, d, g/ even more accord with the general consensus
which has been reported in the literature. T-tests were carried out to determine if the
differences among /b/, /d/, and /g/ are significant. The results show that the velar
stop is significantly higher than the other two stops (both results significant at p< 0.01)
and there is a significant difference between /b/ and /d/ (p= 0.000725) as well.
Taken all the findings together, very similar Chinese VOT patterns are observed in the
present study and the preliminary reports by Chao (2003) and by Rochet & Fei (1991).
Both authors found that the mean VOT for /t/ is slightly but not significantly lower
than that for /p/. They also stated that /b, d, g/ conform even more to the general
principle than /p, t, k/, a trend also shown in this study.

Figure 1: Mean VOT values for all Chinese stops
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VOT distribution for all Chinese stops is shown in figure 2 (detailed
measurements of VOT ranges are given in Table 9). As the figure indicates, the
VOT ranges for voiceless aspirated /p, t, k/ are 35-147 ms, 45-123 ms, and 50-138 ms
respectively. However, one can see that the VOT distribution for /p/ centralized in
the range of 45 to 130 ms and it is intensive in the range of 58 to 125 ms for /k/. The
results presented here are lower than Chao’s (2003) finding because the stops in
monosyllables would have higher VOT values than in the disyllables. As for the
voiceless unaspirated stops, the VOT ranges for /b, d, g/ are 7-65 ms, 7-33 ms, and
15-65 ms respectively. VOT distribution centralized in the range of 7-28 ms for /b/
and that of 15-50 ms for /g/. It is interesting to note that the ranges for /t/ and /d/ are
narrower than the other stops, that is, the bilabials and the velars allow more
variations than /t/ and /d/ do.

Figure 2: VOT distribution for all Chinese stops

Table 9: Detailed measurements including the VOT ranges and the general means (ms)
for Chinese stops.

/p/ /t/ /k/ /b/ /d/ /g/

Min 35 45 50 7 7 15

Max 147 123 138 65 33 65

General means 82 81 92 14 16 27

Vowel quality
As mentioned above, vowel quality is another important effect influencing voice

onset time. Generally, the assumption of the tense high vowels with longer VOT
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than the lax low vowels is now widely accepted (Klatt, 1975; Weismer, 1979; Port and
Rotunno, 1979). Figure 3 and 4 show the mean VOT for Chinese stops followed by
three peripheral vowels /i, a, u/. According to the figures, one can see that all the
stops have longer VOT when they are followed by the high vowel, either /i/ or /u/,
than by the low vowel /a/ (detailed measurements are shown in Table 10 and 11). A
series of t-tests were carried out to determine if the differences between the stops and
the following vowels are significant. The results indicate that all the stops, except /t/
which does not yield a significance, have significantly longer VOT when the
following vowel is /i/ or /u/ than it is /a/ (p= 0.637 for /ti/+/ta/, p= 0.584 for /tu/+/ta/,
p< 0.05 for the rest of the results). The present results are in keeping with the same
trend reported for the correlation between VOT and vowel quality in Rochet & Fei’s
finding. In Chao’s (2003) preliminary study, the same tendency was apparent for
voiceless unaspirated stops but not for aspirated ones, although VOT for /p, t, k/ was
longer when the high vowels (/i/ + /u/) were combined together and compared with /a/.
To sum up, it may safely be assumed that Chinese stops generally fit in with the
assumption that the tense high vowels will contribute to longer VOT in the preceding
stop than the lax low vowels.

Figure 3: Mean VOT for Chinese voiceless aspirated stops /p, t, k/ followed by two
high vowels /i, u/ and a low vowel /a/. (Note: there were no tokens with the velar stop
/k/ preceding /i/ because of the non-existence of lexical items with this sound
sequence in Chinese)
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Table 10: Detailed measurements of the mean VOT values, in ms, for /p, t, k/ with
three following vowels /i/, /a/ and /u/

/p/ /t/ /k/

/i/ 90 82

/u/ 87 82 98

/a/ 70 81 86

Figure 4: Mean VOT for Chinese voiceless unaspirated stops /b, d, g/ followed by two
high vowels /i, u/ and a low vowel /a/. (Note: there were no tokens with the velar stop
/g/ preceding /i/ because of the non-existence of lexical items with this sound
sequence in Chinese)

Table 11: Detailed measurements of the mean VOT values, in ms, for /b, d, g/ with
three following vowels /i/, /a/ and /u/

/b/ /d/ /g/

/i/ 13 18

/u/ 18 17 33

/a/ 12 14 22

Overall results for English VOT
Figure 5 shows the mean VOT values produced by British English speakers. It

can be clearly seen that the place of articulation has an effect on VOT for /p, t, k/ but
not for /b, d, g/. Looking at /p, t, k/ first, the mean VOT for velar stop /k/ (91 ms) is
significantly higher than that for /t/ (76 ms, p= 0.0000185), and for /p/ (67 ms, p<
0.001). T-tests also reveal that there is a significant difference between /t/ and /p/
(p= 0.00098). As for /b, d, g/, it is no doubt that the mean VOT for both /d/ (26 ms)
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and /g/ (24 ms) are significantly longer than that for /b/ (11 ms, both results
significant at p< 0.001). The point to observe is that the mean VOT values for /d/ is
slightly higher than that for /g/ which does not support the general agreement that
velar stops are usually produced with the longer VOT. Figure 6 presents the mean
VOT for English stops by British English speakers without Janice. The figure shows
almost the same trend as the figure 5 which included Janice but only differs in two
places. First, the mean VOT values for all the English stops, especially for /p, t, k/,
are lower when Janice is excluded. One explanation for this situation may be that
Janice is the only English-Chinese bilingual among all the subjects and this is also
reflected in the distribution (see Figure 7 and 8). Secondly, VOT duration for /g/ is
slightly higher than that for /d/ which conforms more to the general principle although
the difference between /d/ and /g/ does not yield a significance.

Figure 5: Mean VOT for English stops by British English speakers

Figure 6: Mean VOT for English stops by British English speakers without Janice
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VOT distributions for all the English stops including and excluding Janice are
displayed in figure 7 and 8. Based on figure 7, it can be seen that the VOT ranges
for /p, t, k/ by all the speakers are from 22 ms to 117 ms, 48 ms to 105 ms, and 65 ms
to 145 ms respectively while that for /b, d, g/ are 7-18 ms, 13-68 ms, and 13-40 ms in
order. Some higher values are those of Janice, such as the highest value for /p/, the
top two values for /k/ and the values from 52 ms to 68 ms for /d/. In comparison
with the results from Lisker & Abramson (1964) who examined American English
and the results from Docherty (1992) who concentrated on British English (their
findings are provided in Table 1), VOT distribution in the present study generally fits
in with the ranges reported in either of the previous research.

Figure 7: VOT distribution for English stops by all the British English speakers

Figure 8: VOT distribution for English stops by all the British English speakers
without Janice
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DISCUSSION
With respect to the issue of comparing VOT patterns in Chinese and in English,

the results obtained in this study corroborate the claim that significant differences do
exist between these two languages, especially for voiceless aspirated stops. It is
known that all the Chinese and English stops are phonetically voiceless and aspiration
becomes the common way to distinguish the homorganic pairs. In terms of Lisker &
Abramson’s categorization, both Chinese and English belong to the two-category
group of languages whereby the VOT ranges from 0 to +25 ms for unaspirated /b, d,
g/ and +60 to +100 ms for aspirated /p, t, k/. As expected, Chinese and English
follow the short lag vs. long lag VOT patterns; however, the results from the present
study and other two reports by Rochet & Fei (1991) and by Chao (2003) show that the
classification is too general to observe the subtle differences between Chinese and
English. There is no interest in comparing the unaspirated stops in both languages
due to the same region occupied along the VOT continuum and the closer VOT means.
As for the aspirated stops, one can note that Chinese /p, t, k/ often have higher VOT
values than English /p, t, k/ do. The findings for the high VOT means in Chinese are
generally consistent with the ones reported by Rochet & Fei (1991) and Chao (2003),
however, the values obtained here are slightly lower than those two previous studies
because of the disyllabic words used in this experiment (detailed mean VOT values
are shown in Table 12). Being aware that the three universal categories (i.e. long
lead, short lag, and long lag) are not fine enough to distinguish the different regions
along the long-lag VOT continuum, Cho & Ladefoged (1999) suggested four
categories rather than three for defining voiceless stops depending on the amount of
aspiration. In the light of Cho & Ladefoged’s categorization, it is clear that English
/p, t, k/ fall into the‘aspirated’place with VOT ranges from 50 ms to 90 ms; however,
there is a slight variation for Chinese /p, t, k/. As the table 6 indicates, all the VOT
values for the two previous reports by Rochet & Fei (1991) and by Chao (2003) are
over 90 ms while there is only one value (the velar /k/) which is over 90 ms in the
present study. Following Cho & Ladefoged’s categorization, the VOT means for
Chinese /p/ and /t/ might not fall into the‘highly’aspirated place but this may not be
of great relevance. What is more important is that the aspirated region should not be
regarded as one big continuum because it will overlook the fact that languages do
occupy different places along the long-lag VOT continuum. At this point, the results
of this current study agree with Cho & Ladefoged’s claim that more than three
categories for aspirated stops are needed to be taken into consideration.

There are other things that worth noting. In the study by Cho & Ladefoged
(1999), they presented only VOT means for the categorization, however, the
distribution is even more important. Figure 9 provides a simplified (but clear)
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schematic representation of the places that Chinese and English stops occupy along
the VOT continuum. As is noticed from the figure, Chinese occupies wider ranges
and higher values than English does; moreover, it is difficult to draw a line between
the two sets of VOT values for Chinese and English /p, t, k/ due to the considerable
overlap between the two distributions. Knowing that there is a great deal of overlap,
it is interesting to find out whether the difference between Chinese and English reach
significance. The findings show that all the t-test results for /p, t, k/ in both
languages yield significance. Thus, the answer to the first question is that Chinese
and English occupy the same place along the VOT continuum for voiceless
unaspirated stops while the two languages belong to the different categories for
voiceless aspirated stops. Furthermore, /p, t, k/ in Chinese and in English differ
significantly. Further studies are required using a greater number of monolingual
subjects and examining /p, t, k/ in different contexts (in isolation or in sentence) in
order to describe the VOT patterns of the Chinese stop categories more accurately.

Table 12: Mean VOT values (ms) for Chinese voiceless aspirated stops by three of the
studies MC= Mandarin Chinese, TC= Taiwanese Chinese

Rochet & Fei, 1991 (MC) Chao, 2003 (TC) The present study (TC)

monosyllables monosyllables disyllables

/p/ 99.6 95.23 82.2

/t/ 98.7 93.95 81.9

/k/ 110.3 101.41 92.1

Chinese
English
______|______|______|______|______|______|______|______|______|___________

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Figure 9: Schematic representation of the VOT ranges for English and Chinese /p, t,
k/ along the VOT continuum

CONCLUSION
By and large, an important conclusion can be drawn from the present study.

The VOT patterns in Chinese and in English are similar but not completely the same.
For voiceless unaspirated /b, d, g/, the stop realizations in both languages occupy the
same place, which is the short lag region along the VOT continuum. However, for
voiceless aspirated /p, t, k/ Chinese seems to fall into the ‘highly aspirated’region
along the VOT continuum while English falls into the‘aspirated’position. It cannot
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be over-emphasised that even if the two languages occupy different places along the
VOT continuum, the discrepancies between Chinese and English are subtle due to the
considerable overlap. More noteworthy is that although the two languages differed
slightly, T-tests showed the results were still significant. Clearly, additional research
with more monolingual subjects and a more natural setting (i.e. to obtain natural
speech rather than lab speech) will be needed in order to accurately pinpoint the VOT
patterns of Chinese stops. In the result section, when VOT means for voiceless
aspirated stops in Chinese and in English were compared, it was interesting to note
that two out of the three stops (/p/ and /t/) had significantly different VOT
distributions in each language. One explanation for the non-significant result for the
aspirated velar stop may be the existence of target words whereby the velar is
followed by a high front vowel /ki/ in English but not in Chinese. Further studies are
required to compare the VOT means in both languages either by measuring the VOT
without /ki/ tokens or by inventing a nonsense word for Chinese /ki/.
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Abstract 

The author is a current graduate student at Illinois State University.  This paper is 

her proposal for future research on Thai children’s fantasy literature.  Nowadays, some 

Thai folktales can be found in English version in the picture book format.  In Thailand, 

the most popular and typical fantasy tale is called Jak Jak Wong Wong or heroic tale 

about the fortunate commoners and the royal class.  Magical elements in these tales are 

crucial to studies of development of Thai children’s fantasy literature.  The main research 

project aims at 1) analyzing roles of magical elements in Thai children’s fantasy literature 

influenced by Hinduism, and 2) applying Western literary theories to studying Thai 

children’s fantasy literature.  In this paper, the author will discuss characteristics of 

magical elements in selected tales that reflect the influence of Hinduism on traditional 

Thai tales as told to Thai children in the past: magical Hindu gods, magic spells, and 

magical objects.  Four Thai fantasy tales to be discussed include The Horse-Faced Girl, 

The Little Princess and Magic House, The Princess of Golden Words, and The Charming 

Girl and the Toad Carcass.  The author will analyze the tales through the Western 

feminist and archetypal approaches.  Through these lenses, the tales not only represent 

literary appreciation but also cultural and folklore values.  The author hopes that the 

research paper will provide interested scholars possible ways to teach and introduce Thai 

children’s fantasy tales to children of the world.   

  Chareonbutra 
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Art of the Five Pandava Rathas: 
 

Monolithic Temples at Mahabalipuram, 
Tamilnad, India 

 
 
 
Mahabalipuram, or Mamallapuram was founded in the 7th century by the  

 
Pallava kings. It is documented that King Mahendra Varman (600 – 630 A.D.)  
 
introduced the monolithic free standing style of rathas (chariots) temples cut out of live  
 
rock. The so called “seven pagodas” at Mahabalipuram are now five rathas named after  
 
the five Pandava brothers Dharmaraja (Yudhisthira), Bhima, Arjuna, Sahadeva, Nakula,  
 
and Draupadi; wife of Arjuna of the Hindu epic Mahabharata. Similar in style, the rathas  
 
vary in shape and architectural style. Due to the hardness of the granite stone,  
 
ornamentation is kept at a minimum. A lion, a Lord Shiva’s nandi (bull), his vehicle; and  
 
an elephant dwarpala (door-guardian) are coarsely carved on other granite boulders.  
 
Like the rathas, they are in their original natural position. Thus, they seem ill-placed.  
 
The elephant dwarpala should face the natural entrance to the entire shrine of these  
 
temples. Instead, it faces an awkward side position. 

 
As one enters the complex, one sees Draupadi’s ratha on the far left. It is a simple  

 
monolithic hut dedicated as a temple to goddess Durga. Supported by four corner  
 
stambahs (pilasters), it is surmounted by a makara torana (ornamental arch depicting a  
 
semi-aquatic mythical beast) on its three sides. Human female dwarpalas flank the main  
 
entrance with a makara torana. Other taqs (niches) exhibit the godess Durga. On the  
 
side she is represented as Mahisasurmardini (the one who severed the head of the  
 
buffalo demon Mahisasur). A standing Durga as Korravai, with two worshippers and  
 
four ganas (demon dwarfs), followers of Lord Shiva; are placed inside the hut. The  
 



monolithic lion faces the front of this ratha. 
 
Arjuna’s ratha is a typical example of a small Dravidian style southern temple.  

 
Half finished, it  stands next to Draupadi’s ratha. Five decorated panels adorn three  
 
sides of the ratha; with human dwarpalas in the corners. On the southern panel one  
 
witnesses Lord  Shiva with his vehicle Nandi, the bull, while on the east Lord Indra (god  
 
of storms) is on his elephant vehicle Airavata. Lord Vishnu (the great hero teacher) is  
 
with his vehicle Garuda (mythical goose) on the northern panel. All around, Mithunas  
 
(couples) in three quarter views; probably depicting many royal Mamallas are well  
 
portrayed. Elephants and lions alternate on the lower kapotas (basement mouldings) of  
 
the ratha. Kudus (gavaksa or chaitya), arch motifs and mandwas (pavilions), decorate the  
 
ratha in the same manner as its larger replica; the Dharmaraja’s ratha. Again, due to its  
 
natural granite position, a colossal half finished nandi is behind this ratha. 

 
Like Bhima’s size, his ratha is the largest on this complex. It is a southern temple  

 
plan with a gopura (southern gateway) roof and its crowning sala. False chaitya (kudu)  
 
windows and mandwas decorate the temple like Dharmarajs’s ratha. Only the upper  
 
part of the temple seems to be finished. 

 
Like Arjuna’s ratha, Dharmaraja (Yudhisthira)’s ratha is a typical later southern  

 
plan. It is also the highest among this group. A pyramidal square plan which is  
 
unfinished. Only the first level is finished. Durga, as Korravai  is depicted in the single  
 
inner sanctum with a larger granite lion. The shikhara (top-most part) represents a live  
 
rock with salas and sitra-salas as diminishing storeys and kudus placed above stambhas  
 
(pilasters) and mandalas (brackets). On four corners of the main bada walls. Harihara,  
 
Brahma, Skanda (Gurumurti), four armed Shiva, king Narasimhavarman, and an  
 
ardhanarishvara (Shiva as a male and female) are depicted. Images in the central  
 
taqs (niches) depict Gangadhara (Shiva as the originator of the river Ganga) in the north.  



 
On the central taq panel Lord Vishnu with a shankha (conch-shell) is seen with Garuda.  
 
On other taqs, a four armed Shiva is seen dancing on Apasmara (the demon dwarf);  
 
while Shiva as Visapaharana, the blue throated one and destroyer of poison, leans on his  
 
nandi. Other panels show Shiva comforting Arjuna (the elder Pandava) after presenting  
 
him his  pasupata (the miracle weapon). It is also interpreted that Arjuna is carved like  
 
Chandeshvara, a Pallava royal. This can also be reinterpreted as Shiva with Bharata  
 
with whom he declared the science of dance. Other panels depict the dancing Shiva as  
 
Natya Dakshinamurti with Bharata or Tandu and Shiva as Vinadharadakshinamurti.  
 
Southern central panel taq depict a standing Vishnu with his chakra (wheel) and  
 
shankha. On the right is Lord Krishna vanquishing the three headed naga (cobra); while  
 
on the left a four armed Shiva conquering the demon Yama or Andhaka. Other four  
 
panels repeat images of Shiva as Vinadharadakshinamurti and Natya Dakshinamurti  
 
with Bharata. Western panel taqs depict a female devotee with a basket of flowers;  
 
dwarpalas, and Shiva as Kankalamurti. Several Sadhus (ascetics) are also depicted near  
 
the eastern steps of the temple. Prominently displayed on the east is Surya (sun); Shiva  
 
with his jattamukuta (crown of matted hair) in the south, Somaskanda (Shiva’s second 
son)  
 
in the west, and Shiva with his consort Uma with younger Skanda joined by Lord  
 
Brahma and Vishnu on either side. 

 
The last ratha in the complex is jointly named after the twin brothers Sahadeva  

 
and Nakula. The temple plan is a southern apsidal form. The bada walls remain  
 
uncarved. The typical southern stambhas with lion kumbhis (bases) are a Pallava  
 
style. Two such stambhas are carved in front of an unfinished mukha-mandapa (porch).  
 
An elephant as a dwarpala is carved on a monolithic granite boulder nearby. 

 
 While named after the five Pandava brothers and Draupadi, these monuments 



 
have no other relation to the heroes of the great Hindu epic Mahabharata. Simply  
 
stated, they are temples of worship for the Hindu deities.   
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Pallava Granite Art at Mamallapuram, India: 
Arjuna’s Penance, (Kiratarjuniya?), or the Descent of Ganga 

 
In the seventh century, the famous Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang described 

 
Kanchi (Kanchipuram) as the port of the Pallava rulers in South India. Obviously he 
was  
 
in-correct; in that the famous “Varanasi of the South” is an inland city known for its  
 
Hindu temples and world famous silk sarees. Tsang must have meant to describe the  
 
port city of Mamallapuram, now known as Mahabalipuram. Most of the rock-cut  
 
temples and granite carvings at Mamallapuram and its immediate vicinity were  
 
patronized by the Pallava ruler Narsimhavarman I, surnamed Mamalla ( circa 630-670).  
 
He also bestowed the city a title: ‘city of Mamalla.’  
 

At Mamallapuram, a unique relief of Indian art is represented on two granite  
 
boulders; seperated by a narrow cleft in between them. In Indian art, it is regarded as  
 
the most remarkable sculptural composition. The scene represents three stories. It is  
 
known as Arjuna’s Penance. A very popular story based on Hindu epic Mahabharata. 
 
A sacrificial rite involving confession of sins by Arjuna (of the Pandava brothers), and  
 
the acceptance of the penalties and forgiveness. Arjuna is depicted in repentance before  
 
Lord Shiva, standing on one leg and his two arms upraised, requesting Shiva’s Pasupata  
 
(weapon) from him. 
 

The sculpture is also identified as the Descent of Ganga (Ganges) in which Lord  
 
Shiva granted Bhagiratha (after his penance before him); by releasing the river Ganga  
 
from his jatamukuta (matted locks of hair). The river flows through lush forest in the  
 
presence of gods and goddesses. Gods Surya (sun) and Chandra (moon) are depicted  
 
along with other demi-gods, rishis (sages) kiratas (wild-hunters), kinnaras (bird gods: 
half  
 



bird-half human), and apsaras (celestial fairies). In seventh/eighth century, water 
flowed  
 
from a tank above, through the cleft to a reservoir below. 
 

Poet Bhairavi (sixth century), based his poem Kiratarjunya on the Mahabahrata  
 
story. Thus the sculpture is also identified as Kiratarjunya? 
 

A small dravidian (southern style) deul (shrine) attended by a meditating rushi 
 
with an abhung (erect) posed Lord Vishnu; is seen below. While on the right side of the  
 
cleft one observes a pair of elephants as dwarpalas (door-guardians). Nearby, a cat is  
 
shown in penance in an attempt to fool some mice. 
 

An earlier unfinished version of the same theme is on another granite boulder; a  
 
short distance to the left. It is often stated that the supernatural significance and realism  
 
in art of these figures, with the lively animated character of the entire composition; has  
 
“never been surpassed.” 
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The pivotal figure in a traditional whodunit is the detective. On his or her shoulders 

falls the task of restoring order to the chaos that surrounds or results from the 

committing of a crime. For the writer who wishes to produce a series of crime novels 

the detective plays another important role – he or she must be interesting enough, 

likeable enough or possess enough quirky charms to keep the reader begging for 

more. For this reason the vast majority of detectives are characters drawn from the 

writer’s (and the reader’s) own culture. One of the exceptions to this rule was Arthur 

Upfield’s Chief Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte, a part Australian Aborigine.  

 

While it may be argued that Upfield’s creation was simply a gimmick, an intriguingly 

likeable but exotic detective, in most of Upfield’s stories it is Bony’s Aboriginality 

that enabled him to solve the crime. Moreover Upfield’s murder scenes were devised 

to suit Bony’s talents. Upfield preferred the Australian outback as his setting, settings 

where the murder scene had been disturbed not by man but by time and nature. They 

were murder scenes where only a man like Bony could hope to succeed. In this paper 

I will explore Upfield’s settings and the construction of Bony’s character and attempt 

to demonstrate how these were based on contemporary held assumptions about the 

nature of Australia’s Aboriginal people. 

 

Arthur William Upfield was born in Gosport, England in 1888. He emigrated to 

Australia in 1911 and within six months had talked a stock and station agent to hire 

him to maintain the dog fence that ran between SA and Queensland. He was struck by 

he termed the “wandering Millies” and, apart from a stint in the Australian Army 

during World War I, spent the next thirty years of his life as an itinerate labourer 



moving between Broken Hill and Wilcannia in western NSW with occasional forays 

into the Diamantina district of south west Queensland. During these years he worked 

as a boundary-rider, offside driver, cattle-drover, rabbit-trapper and cattle-station 

manager. In the 1920s, he turned to an early passion, writing and tried his hand at a 

number of genres including crime novels and psychological thrillers. His first two 

publications The Barrakee Mystery (1929) and The House of Cain (1930) sank 

without trace but his third novel, The Sands of Windee (1931) caused a sensation 

when Upfield’s description of the disposing of a body was used to try and cover up a 

murder. This brought Upfield instant fame and created a demand  for his work. 

 

Upfield was to write over thirty novels based on his experiences in the Australian 

outback, the majority of which were published between 1939, when he gained an 

international reputation by winning the Golden Dagger Award for The Mystery of 

Swordfish Reef, and his death in February 1964. Surprisingly, given the often 

plodding pace and Upfield’s florid language, his books were very popular, both 

nationally and internationally. In the late 1960s they were made into a joint 

Australian/British television series which ran over two seasons, and the books are 

regularly reissued, with the last reprint occurring in 2000.  

 

The popularity of Upfield crime novels can be attributed to their settings and his 

charismatic and likeable detective. Upfield setting was either the outback station or 

the small Australian country town. These provided Upfield with a venue every crime 

writer desires, a closed community with a limited number of suspects. Upfield 

populated his novels with square jawed, tough but kind-hearted policemen, the odd 

eccentric or two, habitually drunk public servants, worthy shop keepers, old 

prospectors, hard working farmers and station hands, and, of course, a good natured 

bar tender who was also the main source of gossip.  

 

Even though the exact occupation of the people in Upfield's stories changed to suit the 

novel's location their character did not. While most of the men were described as hard 

drinking, they were also portrayed as hard working. For example, in Bony and the 

Mouse one of the novel's principal characters, Melody Sam, was first described sitting 

in the cellar under the town's only pub, roaring drunk and threatening to blow the pub 

sky high if anyone tried to interrupt his drinking spree. When sober Melody Sam 



turned out to be the hard working ex-prospector who single handedly had built his 

own town in West Australia's gold mining district and then cajoled the government 

into providing essential services for the local miners. He was some-what eccentric and 

was given the nickname Melody because of his tendency to wander around the town 

playing a violin whenever the mood took him. Despite his immense wealth Melody 

Sam did not put on airs and graces, and would drink with any congenial fellow, 

including itinerant `half-caste' horse breakers, the disguise adopted by Bony in this 

story.  

 

Variations of Melody Sam can be found in all of Upfield's novels with the genus 

Australian male generally being characterised as hard-working, hard-drinking jovial 

types, ready to accept anyone on equal terms as long as they were willing to fit in. 

They were all distinguished by a single ability, the ability to come to terms with the 

harshness of the Australian bush. As Upfield put it 

This Australia does strange things to men. Some men it frightens almost to 

death, and drives them back to the costal cites where they can browse like 

steers in a herd. Other men it cures. With the heat of the sun and the abrasive 

action of the wind and sand grains, it cures as smoke will cure sides of bacon. 

(Bony and the Black Virgin: 11) 

The genus Australian female was similarly hard working, but mainly at baking scones 

and making endless cups of tea. She did not drink as much the male but usually 

tolerated their excesses.  

 

Upfield claimed that these were the men and women who had made Australia great, 

they were the people who had conquered the Australian bush and made something 

from nothing. They were fictional versions of what all white middle-class Australians 

like to believe of themselves, battlers who joined together to defeat the harsh 

Australian climate and who shared a tradition of equality with their fellow workers. 

Part of Upfield's popularity rested on this image of the `real dinky-die Aussie', an 

image most of his readers could identify with. This made Upfield's descriptions of 

Aboriginal life all the more potent for the believability of his white characters added 

verisimilitude to that of his Aboriginal characters. 

 



In Upfield's novels Australian Aborigines fell into three categories:-- wild, semi-tame 

and half-caste. His descriptions of Wild Aborigines were romanticised and coloured 

by the commonly held beliefs of contemporary White Australian. They had little or no 

contact with white Australians, lived in roving groups of thirty to fifty people and 

were controlled by a wily old headman and a medicine man who was distinguished by 

the hole in his tongue. As Upfield put it 

They had no home; they had never known the meaning of home nor need to 

know its meaning. They owned nothing; everything -- every tree and boulder, 

hill and creek-bed: every grain of sand and every mica speck -- owned them. 

Only the dead possessed homes. They found their homes in tree-trunks, in 

boulders, in hillocks, in stony glades. They, the living, were journeying on, 

ever journeying from place to place within the borders of their tribal land, and 

pausing awhile to tidy here a ceremonial ground, and there a grave mound, 

and here beside a water hole to rest and take courage from the visiting birds 

and rodents to whose totems they belonged. In the secret places the young men 

had been initiated, and sealed into the tribe, and the young girls had been 

initiated into the duties of womanhood. (Bony and the Mouse: 76) 

Wild Aborigines were shackled by tradition following a fixed formula in all their 

social dealings.  

 

Semi-tame Aboriginal women were depicted as domestic servants, proud of their 

aprons and caps; the men were black trackers of dubious reliability or stockmen, horse 

breakers and drovers living on cattle stations. These Aborigines were often described 

as belonging to a particular station, their behaviour a reflection on the character of the 

station owner. Similarly the behaviour and successful of black trackers reflected on 

the abilities of their white police `handlers'. The characteristics and social 

organisation of tame and wild Aborigines remained the same whether the novels were 

set in the north, the west or central Australia. The only concession Upfield made for 

regional differences was their dialect. Aborigines from western NSW spoke fairly 

good English while those in remote northern and Western Australia spoke a type of 

pidgin English. Both wild and tame Aborigines were gauged according to perceived 

levels of assimilation.  

 



Half-castes were depicted as shiftless, lazy or uppity  with the only romanticised 

image being that of Upfield's detective, Chief Inspector Napoleon Bonaparte, or Bony 

to his friends. Like the settings and other characters in Upfield’s books, Bony was 

also based on Upfield’s own experiences. Upfield claims to have hit on the idea of 

making his detective part Aboriginal following a chance encounter with an old work 

mate, a Queensland Aboriginal man, Upfield called Tracker Leon. Upfield and 

Tracker Leon had worked as together as boundary riders for five months in the early 

1920s and were re-aquatinted around the time that Upfield was struggling with the 

second draft of his first crime novel, The Barrakee Mystery. According to Upfield’s 

biographer, Jessica Hawk, they pent the night, swapping stories and a load of book 

and the following day, 

Upfield watched the man and horse dwindle until they topped the distant sand 

dunes and vanished, and in the moment came the impulse to change his white 

detective to a half-caste. The advantages were instantly apparent. No white 

man could track like and aborigine or as expertly as a half-cast, and no white 

man in all the world could read the Book of the Bush as knowledgeable as 

Tracker Leon. 

 Upfield fingered the two hundred-odd pages of the second writing of 

his fourth novel, and decided to scrape it and introduce a half-caste 

investigator, Tracker Leon, who possessed the acume of the aborigines plus 

the reasoning ability of the educated white. 

 …Days later, he glanced at the books left by Tracker Leon. One was 

The Last Days of Pompeii and the other was Abbot’s Life of Napoleon 

Bonaparte. Napoleon Bonaparte! Why not! Aborigines were known as Pontius 

Pilate, Little Willie, Sir Galahad. Why not Napoleon Bonaparte? (Hawke: 

169) 

 

Bony also shared a number of Leon’s characteristics. Upfield described Bony as a 

slightly built man with straight black hair, dark skin, nordic features, penetrating blue 

eyes and the marks of a fully initiated man on his chest and back. Hawke provided the 

same description for Leon. Bony's origin was inauspicious. He was found under a 

banyan tree lying in the arms of his dead mother, who was thought to have been killed 

because she gave birth to a white man's child. Leon was found near his dead mother in 

the shade of a sandalwood tree and raised on a mission station, went to High School 



and worked as police tracker for a few years. Bony was raised by the matron of the 

local mission, `a saint of a woman' who gave him a good education. His only 

complaint about her behaviour was the name she gave him. Being named after the 

Emperor of France he claimed placed great demands upon him. Still he did sometimes 

think of himself as the emperor of the bush.  

 

He won a scholarship to Brisbane University and gained a Master of Arts degree. He 

was destined for further studies when he was disappointed in love and took to the 

bush in a fit of depression. He ran with the wild Aborigines for two years learning 

their ways and was lured back to civilization by Colonel Spender, future 

superintendent of the Queensland Police Force, who used Bony's tracking skills to 

solve a particularly troublesome case. Bony joined the police department, married, 

sired three sons and worked his way up the position of Chief Inspector specialising in 

particularly puzzling murders or disappearances.  

 

These essential characteristics remained unchanged throughout the thirty odd novels 

with Bony’s dual nature providing the key which enable him to unlock the mysteries 

he called on to solve. Bony was a man of two tribes, fully initiated into the rites of 

both cultures. His university degree was the highest obtainable in Australia before the 

1960s, and his two years running wild in the bush left him with the marks of a fully 

initiated man. His success as a detective derived from his ability to combine what he 

had learnt from both cultures. His tracking powers were superior to other black 

trackers because, unlike the black trackers who were little more then bloodhounds 

capable of following only the trail pointed out to them, Bony was able to read all the 

signs written on the `Book of the Bush' and fit them into an overall picture of activity 

around the scene of the crime.  

 

Also he was able to solve crimes that puzzled ordinary white policemen because of 

that innate ability of all Aboriginal people, imperviousness to the passage of time. As 

he warned one of his protagonists 

 My patience is inexhaustible. I am able to exclude from my mind the 

inherent sense of Time. Time is the Great dictator ruling the human race...

 (but)   

 Time is on my side... What Time has covered, Time will uncover... 



 Call me a primitive, and I shall not mind. I believe in the Being which 

rules this Land, who watches from behind every tree and every sandhill. 

Respect it, and one lives to grow old. Ignore it, flout it and it will first send 

you mad and then slay you. Every aborigine knows and respects it. This spirit 

of the Land is subject to many moods. It can be benign, jealous, vengeful and 

it has a sense of humour. It assisted the murders of Dickson and Brandt by 

giving them plenty of time before the first body was discovered... 

 Doubtless it has been sniggering at the efforts of hurrying policeman, 

and of every white man who is alien to itself... it will not snigger at me, but it 

will try my patience, my human patience, because I am with it and of it 

through my maternal forbearers. (Bony and the Black Virgin: 54 and 61) 

 

While Bony might wear the trappings of civilization, for example he liked to dress in 

light grey suits, could quote Shakespeare and a number of philosophers and preferred 

to sleep in a bed, he was continually at war with his maternal inheritance. 

Significantly Bony's Aboriginal side was pushed into the background when he worked 

in areas, such as southern Victoria, where European occupation had destroyed much 

of the original landscape. Here he behaved like an ordinary policeman relying merely 

on his inherent patience to solve the crime. But when he was exposed to the raw 

nature of the Australian outback only his pride prevented from answering the lure of 

the land. This pride was built on his ability to solve crimes that no white man could 

solve. Bony claimed that if ever he should fail to solve a crime then that pride would 

be destroyed and he would return to running naked with the wild Aborigines. He was 

constantly aware that he was on trial as a `white man' and often claimed that his 

superior said he was not fit to be a policeman's bootlaces, that he was kept on purely 

for his abilities as a detective. Unlike his fellow policemen whose one success would 

negate many failures, Bony's single failure would wipe away memory of all his 

successes. 

 

The essence of Bony's character was capture most dramatically in two book, Bony 

and the Black Virgin (1956) and The Bone is Pointed (1938). In The Bone is Pointed 

Bony is called in to investigation the disappearance of a jackaroo, Jeffrey Anderson. 

Anderson had mistreated the local Aboriginal women and badly beaten one of their 

young men. He had also ambushed and tied to a tree the owner of the next station, 



John Gordon, whose family had been acting as self appointed Aboriginal Protectors 

for a number of years. Gordon's blood brother, Jimmy Partner a member of the local 

tribe, killed Anderson to stop him from flogging Gordon. When Bony started his 

investigations the Aboriginal head man had the bone pointed at him hoping Bony 

would be frightened off.  

 

Most of the story revolves around Bony's efforts to overcome the effects of this 

ancient custom which was presented as a struggle between Bony's rational European 

and his irrational Aboriginal inheritance. In the end Gordon ordered the boning 

reversed and Bony agreed to be content with finding Anderson's body. He keep the 

identity of the culprit secret because the resultant police inquiry would disturb a 

previously untouched tribe. Both Bony and Gordon felt that the only way this 

particular tribe could survive in its traditional state was to keep it isolated from 

outside influences for as long as possible. 

 

The Bone is Pointed appears plays on the stereotypes of native people found in many 

pulp fictions novel – black magic, primitive rituals, sullen natives, a seemingly 

educated Aborigine brought down by innate stone-age superstitions, and a white man 

saving the day. The racial stereotypes of white-rational: black – irrational can be 

found in a number of Upfield’s books. In The Mystery of Swordfish Reef for example, 

Bony almost gives way to the irrational impulse of revenge, stripping off his clothes, 

painting his face and going after the murdered with a knife clenched between his 

teeth. He is apologetic when brought to his senses, blaming on his mother’s side. This 

scene, like those in The Bone is Pointed reflect the commonly held views of 

essentialists, who argued that a person can never escape their racial/cultural impulses. 

 

Similarly, the aspects of Bony’s character that Upfield ascribes to his maternal 

inheritance (affinity with the land, the ability to read the land, and a timeless patience) 

fall into line with stereotypic views of Australian Aboriginal culture. However these 

views were usually reserved for the “wild Aborigines” and were rarely applied to the 

“half-caste”. For the first half of the 20th century “half-castes” were more commonly 

depicted as less than human, degenerate forms of their Black ancestors. This view was 

express by the director Charles Chauvel in the book of the film Walkabout, published 

in 1959. Of the Aboriginal people he filmed, Chauvel wrote 



But the mighty black men of these mountains, the aborigines, have gone. 

There is little trace of them left except the beautiful-sounding names of the 

mountain peaks and rivers and the poor remnants of mixed bloods, whom to 

my disgust the authorities and people insist in calling aborigines, and treating 

their terrible problems as thought they were the problems of the black man, 

Once having known and lived with the tribal full-blooded aborigines, as we 

have, we don’t want their problems equated with the mixed bloods. (Chauvel: 

16) 

Chauvel, like many fellow Australians felt that the only true Aborigine were those of 

pure descent, living a traditional life-style. By often referring to Bony as “the half-

caste” Upfield was challenging this notion.  

 

In Bony and the Black Virgin, a book published in the same year as Walkabout 

Upfield underlined Bony’s half-caste origins. One of the first people Bony 

encountered in the story was Robin Pointer, a painter of pictures with disturbing 

themes. When she showed him the picture she was working on Bony felt 

uncomfortable 

In the centre of the picture, extending from foreground to background was 

what appeared to be a narrow fogbank. To the right was a youth in running 

gear, trying to reach the fogbank, but held back by gossamer threads held by a 

group of white people. On the other side a nude aboriginal girl was striving to 

reach the bank of coloured fog, and she was held back similarly by a group of 

her people, who had the bodies of animals and birds. The expression on the 

faces of the boy and girl was of eager anticipation, and on the faces of those 

restraining them, either horror or despair. 

 "You call that?" he asked harshly. 

 "Kipling: `never the Twain shall Meet'" 

 "Appropriate. But the East often meets the West." 

"Physically, of course," Robin conceded. "Mentally, spiritually, never." 

"Kipling, was wrong. You are too. The East and the West met in me...." (Bony 

and the Black Virgin: 65) 

This scene encapsulated both Bony's dual origins and the usual reaction onlookers 

when confronted with black/white desire. 

 



In Bony and the Black Virgin, Upfield said a number of things about the nature of life 

in outback Australia. First, all Australians, not just the Aborigines could be seduced 

by the primitive beauty of the countryside. This was a recurrent theme in many of his 

novels, that men could be driven to extreme and rash acts if they did not come to 

terms with the limitations the Australian bush placed upon them. Many of Upfield's 

murders ultimately resulted from the white man's inability to adapt to his new 

environment. Secondly, that the man most adept at understanding Australia and the 

effects it had on men's minds was Bony. His duel inheritance allowed him to live 

comfortably on the land without being seduced by it or degenerating into a criminal. 

These were themes which ran throughout all of Upfield's novels.  

 

By choosing to make his detective part Aboriginal, Upfield created a character who 

could understand every facet of life in the outback. Bony could understand both the 

demands of the natural environment and the needs of a civilised community. While 

Upfield may have been motivated by the desire to create an unusual detective to 

enhance to appeal of his novels, he also created a detective that was uniquely suited to 

solving crimes in the Australian bush. Not only could Bony read the Australian 

countryside; like Australia, a country that has often been called a timeless land Bony’s 

patience was timeless. In most of Upfield’s books Bony is sent by the commissioner 

as a final attempt to solve the crime. In The Mystery of Swordfish Reef the fishing boat 

and crew Bony was sent to find disappeared the year before: in The Bone is Pointed 

Anderson had been missing for over a year. These were the type of case Bony relished 

because they relied on his patience to solve. They were the crimes most suited to his 

nature. Therefore, while Upfield may be criticised as being pandering to racial 

stereotypers and his detective may have originally been a gimmick most of his novels 

only worked because of the relationship between Bony and the crime scene. Upfield 

wrote crimes that only Bony could solve: and Bony could only solve the crime 

because he was part Aborigine. 
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Abstract 

 
Kansei engineering is becoming a new research area which explores the 

relationships between design elements and users’ psychological reflections and then, 
contributes to better development for new products satisfying users’ psychological 
needs. Among previous studies in this area, foci were usually set on single Kansei 
image and the contributing product form. However, in the real world, most of the time 
multi-Kansei are used instead in describing both the appearance of a product and 
users’ psychological preference. For example, the Apple’s iPod can be described as 
“both clean, modern, and light”. And an ideal MP3 for Taiwanese youth may be “both 
sporty, cute and succinct”. Indeed, people are accustomed to multiple thinking and 
speaking in daily life. Hence, this paper will propose a new concept, multi-Kansei, and 
some achievements we have done in single-Kansei for product design. 

The idea of multi-Kansei is different from that of single Kansei. To exemplify, most 
previous studies regarded each Kansei image is independent to the other. In other 
words, the complex relationship among Kansei adjectives may not be clearly verified. 
As a result, synonyms, antonyms or irrelevant adjectives may be grouped together to 
describe a product. Even though some statistical analysis such as factor analysis or 
multi-dimensional scaling could be applied to isolate these improper adjectives, they 
would become a strange point in data explanation. Therefore, the initial study of 
multi-Kansei must focuses on its nature and basic issues that indicate the structure of 
users’ psychological perception in product appreciation. Although it is just an 
infrastructure in design research, it reviews what we ignored before. 

There are at least five obvious possible combinations of any two single 
independent Kansei images. Taking “cute” and “sporty” as example, there are: equally 
strong, equally moderate, equally weak, “cute” stronger than “sporty” and “cute” 
weaker than “sporty” (Figure 1). Furthermore, regression analysis can be used to 
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integrate infinite possible combinations of the two independent Kansei images (Figure 
2). However, we can expect more complicated situations while describing three or 
more Kansei images at the same time. Therefore, it is very important to be able to 
separate all the Kansei images as well as rank for each of them. In the end, we shall 
be able to construct a Kansei space for deriving multi-Kansei images. 
 
Keywords: Psychological perception, Multi-Kansei images, Kansei space, Kansei 
engineering, Affective design, Product design 
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ABSTRACT
The mainstream of research on language development has searched for

universal patterns or similarities among children, but inter-linguistic and
intra-linguistic variability has long been neglected. This study was designed to
address these two critical issues in early phonetic development and to fill the gaps in
knowledge from previous empirical studies, which are limited in two significant
aspects. First, those studies focused mostly only on the second year of life and above,
thus giving less attention to the development of vowels than to consonants. Second,
most of those studies were based on Indo-European languages. The present study
addressed these limitations by analyzing vocalic utterances from Mandarin-learning
infants aged 0-24 months. Two questions were investigated. 1) Are language
development patterns universal or language-specific? 2) Do common processes and
patterns of language development shared by all children or are there major individual
differences among children?

Data from the longitudinal study were audio-taped and analyzed with both
perceptual transcription and acoustic measurement. The results indicate that: 1)
universal, innate mechanisms and the linguistic environment fully interact in
contributing to phonological development, and 2) individual differences are obvious
by 12 months of age. Major findings in the first year of development are: 1) The

vowels /, , / were the three major vowels produced by infants in the first year of
life. 2) Vowel // occurred most frequently for infants younger than 6 months. This
was similar toKent and Murray’s (1982) findings that the first three formants in early 

vowels remained about 1, 3, and 5 KHz. 3) Vowel // occurred most frequently in
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infants 7 to 12 months old.
Major findings in the second year of development are: 1) The clear distribution

patterns of two gathering areas in vowel space for /a/ and // found in the first year of
life gradually diminished due to the influence from the ambient language through
early word production. 2) Frequency of high vowel /i/ and back vowels /u, o/
increased. However, it was difficult to identify these vowels which had low amplitude
and short duration at this stage of development. 3) Diphthongs, triphthongs and
vowels with nasal endings appeared. However, they were unstable, weak, abrupt and
incomplete in the transition. These caused great difficulty in perceptual judgment and
acoustic analysis. 4) In the vowel combinations in early word production, medials
before or after nuclear vowels in target forms tended to be deleted, and nasal endings
were often omitted.
Keywords: vowel development, infant babbling, Mandarin
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An Empirical Research on a Collaborative Task-Based 
Reading-to-Writing EFL Instruction in Taiwan 

 
Pi-Ching Chen  Chien-Ying Chen 

 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature 

National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan 
 
 

Creating a more interactive and authentic learning environment for EFL 
learners is a crucial research direction for the instructors and educators in 
all levels of the educational system in Taiwan. The purpose of the study was 
to examine the effectiveness by using a collaborative task-based 
instructional approach in the teaching of reading and to explore EFL 
learners’ attitudes toward reading-to-writing English instruction. The study 
sample was 37 junior high school students randomly selected from an 
English learning language center in the Tainan City, in Taiwan. This 
qualitative and quantitative study included both an experimental 
reading-to-writing instruction and a questionnaire survey. The Scale of 
Reading and Writing Attitudes (SORWA) was used to collect the study data 
to analyze. The finding showed that EFL learners expressed fairly positive 
attitudes toward the collaborative task-based reading-to-writing English 
instruction. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
In the twenty-first century, new information emerges every second, spreading 

much fasted than expected.  As such, reading provides an available access to the latest 
information so that we are more likely to keep up with the changing world.  Similarly, 
writing, viewed as a productive skill with respect to language learning, “enables the 
writer…to sense the power of…language to affect another” (Greenberg & Rath, 1985, p. 
12).  Consequently, in the field of the first (L1) and second (L2) language acquisition, 
reading and writing are regarded as two important language skills. There have been a 
lot of studies conducted to explore an effective instructional approach to teach both 
reading and writing. However, there is no single theory or approach that is adequate 
during a class design for reading or writing (Raimes, 1991). It is important for a 
language teacher to be equipped with recognitions of the diversity of students and of 
the complexity of language teaching and learning. In other words, EFL teachers need to 
prepare themselves for the sound knowledge of teaching theories and methodologies. 
With the professional knowledge, EFL teachers as facilitators not only know how to 
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teach effectively but also beware of students’ individual needs responsively. 
 
Statement of the Problem 

It is widely acknowledged that “English is a global language” (Crystal, 1997, p. 
1).  This point makes the English language a most important communication tool 
among the people in the global village.  As for the emphasis of teaching and learning 
English, Taiwan is no exception.   Many students in Taiwan start to learn English as a 
foreign language (EFL) ever since their learning at the elementary schools since the 
2001-02 academic year. It might therefore be assumed that these students are able to 
master four language skills, including listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The 
students may perform well in the field of L2 listening and speaking, while they need to 
make more efforts in the learning of reading and writing. In Taiwan, mainly because of 
the examination-guided EFL instruction and heavy focus on lecturing about selected 
textbook materials, the majority of students fail to read “alive, creative, and 
imaginative” reading materials in terms of literature, not to mention learning to express 
their ideas in a well-organized way. 

For many EFL learners, it is not until senior high school that writing is included 
in pedagogical mainstreams. As a result, most students seem to have performed better 
in the field of L2 reading, while most do not know how to generate writing ideas, to 
organize coherently, to use discourse markers and rhetorical conventions to put them 
cohesively into a written text, to revise text for clearer meaning, to edit text for 
appropriate grammar, and to produce a final product in terms of L2 writing. Reading 
extends one’s knowledge while writing provides the passage toward reflecting on one’s 
knowledge after reading. Therefore, reading and writing can be two of the language 
skills that go together. 
 
Purpose of the Study 

The main purpose of the study was to explore EFL learners’ attitudes toward the 
English instruction in integrating reading with writing. Specifically, the study tried to 
probe an EFL classroom how the teacher and students acquired best interaction, how 
the teacher actively engaged students in learning activities, how the teacher made 
students interested in learning in and outside the classroom. Demographic 
characteristics analyzed in the study included the learners’ English proficiency level 
and their performance of a series of tests on new vocabulary selected from the reading 
materials. In the teaching of reading, a teacher-centered approach was adopted. That is, 
the teacher chose reading materials and design learning tasks appropriate for the 
students’ level of proficiency. At the same time, a process-oriented approach, along 
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with a task-based approach, was mainly applied to the teaching of writing. In other 
words, the students were allowed to have time and opportunity to decide on the topic of 
writing, while a controlled composition completion was demanded. 
 
Research Questions 

This qualitative and quantitative study included both an experimental 
reading-to-writing instruction and a questionnaire survey. A survey instrument, The 
Scale of Reading and Writing Attitudes (SORWA), was designed to collect the data to 
investigate EFL learners’ attitudes toward a collaborative task-based reading-to-writing 
instruction. Additionally, EFL learners’ vocabulary learning performance was also 
evaluated. The research questions of the study focusing on the quantitative part of the 
study were as follows: 

 
1. What were EFL learners’ attitudes toward reading activities in a task-based English 

instruction? 
2. What were EFL learners’ attitudes toward reading-to-writing activities in a 

task-based English instruction? 
3. What was EFL learners’ vocabulary learning performance? 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
To explore EFL learners’ attitudes toward the English instruction in integrating 

reading with writing in an EFL classroom, the following four sections of literature were 
carefully reviewed studies on: (1) the nature of reading, (2) the effects of vocabulary 
acquisition and reading strategies on reading comprehension, (3) the process-oriented 
writing instructional approach, and (4) the linkage of reading and writing. 

 
The Nature of Reading 

It is generally acknowledged that reading is viewed as word decoding and 
recognition. Nunan (2003) points out, “the goal of reading is comprehension” (p. 68).  
Reading can be broadly divided into print decoding and comprehension process (Norris 
＆ Hoffman, 2002). The process of print decoding includes visual processing of the 
shapes of print and the auditory phonetic characteristics of the speech sounds 
represented by the print. Besides, these decoding processes also include recognition of 
knowledge of syntactic structure that helps to narrow the meaning of the word in 
decoding print. 

It seems that reading can be simply defined as extracting meaning from written 
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words, sentences, and texts (Aarnoutse & Van Leeuwe, 2000), while it is a complex 
process. From the view point of psycholinguistics, reading is “a psycholinguistic 
guessing game” (Goodman, 1967, p.126). To achieve the success of guessing the 
meaning of texts, good readers are actively involved in an interaction between thought 
and language. That is, proficient “comprehenders” achieve successful reading 
comprehension by means of the mastery and flexible use of both metacognitive and 
cognitive strategies that facilitate text comprehension. Cognitive strategies can be 
defined as mental and behavioral activities, such as reading, activating background 
knowledge, and adjusting reading speed, used to increase the likelihood of 
comprehending (Van Den Brock & Kremer, 2000). The role of the reader’s background 
knowledge has been formalized as “schema theory” (Rumelhart, 1980). 

According to schema theory, proficient readers withdraw information already in 
“the known” individual’s knowledge bank and then retrieve information not yet in “the 
unknown” individual’s bank ( Pearson and Spiro, 1981). The previously acquired 
knowledge structures are called “schemata.” Based on readers’ schemata, L2 reading 
comprehension is viewed as a process that involves the combination and integration of 
various sources of knowledge (Nassaji, 2002). In other words, comprehending a text is 
“an interactive process between the reader’s background knowledge and the text” (Chen, 
1995; Nassaji, 2003). 

In addition to cognitive strategies, metacognitive strategies are self-monitoring 
and self-regulating activities, focusing on the process and product of reading. They 
include the readers’ awareness of whether or not they comprehend what they have read, 
their ability to judge the cognitive demands of a task, and their knowledge of when and 
how to employ a specific cognitive strategy as a function of text difficulty, situational 
constraints, and the readers’ own cognitive abilities (Gourgey, 2001; Van Den Brock & 
Kremer, 2000). 
 
The Effects of Vocabulary Acquisition and Reading Strategies on Reading 
Comprehension 

It is widely recognized in theories and researches that the development of L2 
vocabulary happens in the course of reading for comprehension. Also, Yang (1996) 
points out that it is essential for language teachers to emphasize the instruction of 
vocabulary and reading strategies. Vocabulary is one of the keys to achieving the 
success in terms of L2 reading comprehension (Al-Nujaidi, 2003).  Recently, a number 
of researchers in Taiwan have conducted studies on the relationship between EFL 
learners’ vocabulary size and their reading comprehension ability. The findings 
supported that vocabulary size and L2 reading comprehension correlated highly with 
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each other (Huang, 2005; Yang, 2005; Hsu, 2005; Jiang, 2004; Lai, 2003; Huang, 2003; 
Huang, 2001). 

Also, Yang (1996) points out that it is essential for language teachers to emphasize 
the instruction of vocabulary and reading strategies. For EFL young learners, a teacher’s 
effective instruction on vocabulary processing strategies would help them understand 
the importance of increasing one’s vocabulary size and make good progress in learning 
vocabulary (Hsieh, 2003; Huang, 2003). As to the lexical processing strategies (i.e. 
ignore, consult, infer), research suggests that L2 learners who are left on their own 
generally ignore unfamiliar words, infer only when there is a specific need, and consult 
on a very selective basis (Bensoussan & Laufer, 1984). Because attention to an 
unknown word seems to be a prerequisite for any learning to occur (Ellis, 1994; Gass, 
1988; Schmidt, 1994), high rates of ignoring would thus severely limit the learning 
potential. 

To be more successful in terms of lexical learning, L2 learners are encouraged to 
ignore and mark unfamiliar vocabulary while reading the text for the first time. The 
reasoning is that inferring word meanings is potentially a productive strategy for 
vocabulary learning. That is, through the use of lexical inference most L2 learners 
engage themselves in “considerable hypothesis and testing about word meaning” and, at 
the same time, “the rich psychological and linguistic context that text provides can act 
as a cognitive hook for the memory of new words” (Fraser, 1999). 

On the other hand, studies have shown that when L2 learners infer and then 
consult a dictionary or another individual, they have a higher retention rate than if they 
infer or consult alone (Schouten-van Parreren, 1989; Fraser, 1999).  Additionally, a 
recent study in Taiwan conducted by Yeh & Wang (2004) has shown that “poor learners 
tended to learn new words in isolation more often than good learners,” and that good 
learners used “most frequently” such vocabulary learning strategies as “take notes in 
class,” “study the sound of a word,” “electronic dictionary,” “verbal repetition,” and 
“guess from textual context.” Based on the studies above, in this study, to acquire a 
higher retention of the meaning of new words encountered while reading for 
comprehension, the L2 students were required to consult a bilingual dictionary or their 
classmates after reading the text first time. They were also required to be able to read 
the unfamiliar words aloud before writing the “checked” words in their vocabulary 
notebook in a dictionary-like style. In so doing, they might memorize some words and 
develop their potential for vocabulary while inferring in the reading material for the 
next time. 
 
The Process-Oriented Writing Instructional Approach 
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In the late 1970s, a number of teachers and researchers reacted against a 
form-dominated approach to writing, and gradually developed a process approach. That 
is, the process approach becomes a new trend in the teaching of L1 and L2 writing and 
this approach encourages students to explore a topic through discussion, reading, and 
writing. Furthermore, instead of emphasizing “accuracy and patterns,” the process 
approach is characterized by the use of peer tutoring (Falchikov, 1995; Topping, 1998; 
Rada, 1998), authentic reading materials such as journal articles, and even “revision” 
(Raimes, 1991). With respect to the growing use of revision, students share drafts with 
peers as well as teachers, and they revise the following draft by using each previous 
draft and by consulting peer and teacher feedback as a basis of improvement. The above 
characteristics lead the process approach to a student-centered approach, which allows 
students to acquire autonomy in language learning (Brandl, 2002). 

Writing represents literacy, and its teaching in the classroom is thus essential to 
improve students’ literacy (Almog & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1999). Some studies have 
shown that writing is a complex composing processes, including planning, translating, 
and reviewing (Flower & Hayes, 1980, 1981). According to their studies, the planning 
process includes setting goals, and generating and organizing ideas. The translating 
process translates the writer’s ideas into words. Reviewing, including evaluating and 
editing, takes place when the writer is not satisfied with his own work, considers 
alternative ideas, or does not plan his work successfully. Of all the three processes, 
reviewing is the most important one. That is, a writer must be aware of the reasons why 
he is unhappy with his work and he is expected to be able to correct his own writing, 
and to substitute words and phrases or even rewrite his entire work. 

Based on the theory of project-based learning, some studies support the 
pedagogical advantages of this approach (Stoller, 1997; Omaggio-Hadley, 2001). It is 
suggested that project work is potentially motivating, stimulating, empowering, and 
challenging. Project-oriented work also lies at the heart of autonomy in language 
learning. Some supporting research has shown that a project-oriented approach offers 
learners the passage toward a range of goals in terms of effective language 
learning—being responsible for deciding what is to be learned, when, how, in what 
order, and by what means (Holec, 1981; Legutke & Thomas, 1991). Therefore, project 
work is seen as cooperative rather than competitive. Students can work on their own, in 
small groups, or as a class to complete a project, sharing resources, ideas, and expertise 
along the way. 

Instead of focusing on the teacher’s authority in a L2 writing class, it is the 
emphasis on learners’ “autonomous status” (Horner, 1997) that forms the foundational 
concept with respect to the teaching and learning of L2 writing in the present study. 
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That is, this study was conducted to investigate whether EFL young learners would 
benefit in general writing performances from such a process-oriented approach with 
structure guidelines designed according to the organization of the reading text in terms 
of simplified texts from the literature designed by the world famous educational 
publishers to provide EFL learners a choice of enjoyable reading material. In this 
section, to further explore the effects of peer tutoring on reading and writing, the 
literature is carefully reviewed. 
 
The Role of Peer Tutoring in Reading Comprehension 

Peer tutoring can be defined as “people from similar social groupings who are not 
professional teachers helping each other to learn, and learning themselves by teaching” 
(Topping, 1996, p. 322). From this point of view, peer tutoring provides children a good 
way to learn how to “teach” others of lower-level English proficiency through such 
communication skills as give-and-take. That is, one of the paired peers takes on the role 
of tutor, while the other tutee. When the tutor gives individualized assistance to help his 
partner to make progress in both making use of beneficial reading strategies, the tutee 
needs to learn how to respond to the tutor’s teaching, provide feedback, actively gets 
involved in the atmosphere of learning from his peer, and therefore improves his 
reading comprehension ability. 

Hopefully, a form of collaborative language learning takes place through the 
interactively peer-led discussions and mutual communication. However, it is important 
for the teacher to attentively take on the role of an observer, monitoring the students’ 
response and progress in the paired peer tutoring and providing feedback when 
necessary. By so doing can engage students in learning language skills and necessary 
social and communication skills as well (Bentz & Fuchs, 1996; Fuchs, Fuchs, Hamlett, 
Phillips, Karns, & Dutka, 1997). 

Traditionally, the interaction pattern of an EFL reading classroom usually goes as 
follows: teachers ask questions, students answer questions, and then teachers offer 
comments and make evaluation. This seems insufficient for the development of the 
deeper meaning of texts (Cazden, 1986). Too much dependence on the teacher may lead 
to a serious problem—students become passive learners. What’s worse, they do not take 
the responsibility of learning or thinking critically about what they should learn to 
improve their language skills in terms of learning L2 reading. In contrast, in order for 
students to become active, self-regulated readers and thinkers, they need to be actively 
engaged to reading activities which aim at peer-led interaction in an EFL reading 
classroom. 

A number of research results indicate that interaction between peers encourages 
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students not only talk about what they are reading but they also about what they do 
while reading (McCarthey, Hoffman, & Galda, 1999). Through discussions, peer 
conferences, peer tutoring, and cooperative activities students interactively share each 
other with useful reading strategies in developing comprehension, actively modify one’s 
own learning strategies, and hopefully promote effective reading comprehension (Keer, 
2004; Palincsar, David, Winn, & Stevens, 1991). In this way, students’ knowledge about 
reading and reading strategies, including their ability to apply relevant learning 
strategies to other classes, increase when listening to others talk about their reading 
process. 

Since peer tutoring is viewed as a feasible method of enhancing the practice of 
teaching and learning within the classroom, over the last twenty years more and more 
research results prove that peer tutoring have positive effects on academic achievement, 
for both tutor and tutee, especially for those children who have leaning problems 
besides reading (Bentz & Fuchs, 1996; Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982; Fuchs, Fuchs, 
Mathes, & Simmons, 1997; Keer, 2004; Klingner & Vaughn, 1996). Based on the 
positive findings, the present study was conducted to explore the EFL young learners’ 
development of reading comprehension ability.  
 
The Role of Peer Tutoring in Guided Writing  

Generally, writing is a way of life in school. For students, without some ability to 
translate their ideas into words, they cannot pass the course. However, writing is also a 
social activity, in which social learning helps individual learning, cognitive structure 
and interaction (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987). Writing and cognition are 
interdependent processes. Writing explores one’s thoughts, ideas, and bodily 
experiences. To be successful in terms of putting forth the “untidy” ideas and of 
presenting an “organized” product, writers need to learn writing skills, along with 
cognitions of complicated writing processes. Writing is an untidy repetitive process.  It 
is a recursive rather than a straight line (Cohen, 1990). Writers must not only be abele to 
write, but also to plan, edit, revise, receive or exchange feedback with others, and then 
write again and again, repeating these processes until they are satisfied with their work 
(Cosby, 2005). Thus, writing is also an essential communication skill other than 
listening, speaking, and reading. 

Apart from the development of writing ability, good interactive social learning is 
another important concern in this study. In modern times, with the busier and busier 
lifestyle most young children are often troubled by the failure to build a solid friendship 
with others in the real world. Sadly, the failure might lead those young children to 
unhappy interpersonal growth. With the concern of “individual learning, cognitive 
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structure and interaction” in mind, the principle of guided writing task and of peer 
tutoring is embedded in the present study. Specifically, to help students foster the 
reviewing skill with respect to a process-oriented writing approach and produce good 
interactive social learning, accompanied with individual learning, peer assessment 
(Byrd, 1994; Edge, 1996; Falchikov, 1995; Rada, 1998; Topping, 1998; Villamil & de 
Guerrero, 1996) was adopted to design the assessment criteria. 

Through interactive assessment of themselves and their peers, students will have 
the chance to read, draw upon and correct one another’s work. A recent study conducted 
in Taiwan shows that most students are capable of discriminate good and poor writing 
(Yang, Ko, & Chung, 2005). In their study, a total of 2,510 elementary school students 
composed and submitted their writing on the computer. Each work was evaluated via 
Internet through the three assessment mechanisms: the expert assessment, 
self-assessment, peer assessment. The expert and peer assessment was practiced at the 
same time. Before the students reflected on their own work and graded it by themselves, 
they could not refer to the scores and comments by the experts and peers. The project 
lasted more than two years. The results indicated that the more submissions the students 
made, the more they interacted with other students and got the opportunity to review 
peers’ writing. They were active in correcting errors and tried to provide “constructive” 
feedback, enabling them to gradually nurture the reviewing skill. 

Taken the strengths of peer tutoring into consideration, the writing guidelines and 
workshops have several advantages. First, they communicate high expectations that 
improve the quality of student writing (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). The phased 
production of draft, and final production of draft, and final product, with feedback at 
each stage, makes students learn to cut off redundant information and organize their 
ideas into an interesting writing. 

Second, this method has both “a process and product orientation” (Brandl, 2002). 
As Brown points out, the “current emphasis on writing must of course be seen in the 
perspective of a balance between process and product” (Brown, 2001, p. 337). In this 
study, the product was the collection of students’ work—a class book based on the text 
The Phantom of the Opera. To achieve the ultimate goal, the students went through the 
process of prewriting, drafting, revising and editing. Without that final product firmly in 
view, they could hardly come up with an effective solution to any problem during the 
process of writing. 

Third, a task-based project is “potentially motivating, stimulating, empowering, 
and challenging” (Brandl, 2002). After the experience of creating a class book 
collaboratively, the students found themselves more confident in expressing their own 
ideas in English, evaluating peers’ work, and developing a sense of dignity as well as 
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improving their own language skills, content learning, and cognitive abilities. 
Finally, project work is student-centered, though the teacher plays a major role in 

offering support and guidance throughout the process. Better interaction is acquired 
between the teacher and students, and among the students themselves. Based on the 
responses of the questionnaires from the students, the majority expressed that the 
project-based learning activity led them to better comprehension of the reading material, 
more knowledge of the correct use of vocabulary, and that they learned to organize their 
ideas through writing. Many said that the guidelines would be useful for their reading 
and writing in the future. 

Given the cognitions of complex writing processes, writers will benefit more if 
they are aware that the learning of writing should be an integrated rather than an add-on 
part of the overall English language program.  Moreover, they will take the advantage 
of writing when such social learning as a “one-to-one” or “one-to-many” pattern of 
interaction is reflected from the peer-led response to their writing. 
 
The Linkage of Reading and Writing 

In the 1980s, a whole language approach has been widely sweeping through the 
pedagogical instruction. The popularity of the approach lies in its emphasis on the 
“wholeness” of language; the interaction and interconnections between oral language 
(listening and speaking) and written language (reading and writing); the importance of 
the development of both oral and written language ability (Brown, p. 48). 

Observing from the development of children’s language acquisition, researchers 
propose that the abundant input and output of listening and speaking is prior to reading. 
Language consists of sounds and signals. Recognizing sounds is the process of listening 
and speaking learning, while studying signals reading and writing learning (Goodman, 
1986; Vygotsky, 1978). 

Traditionally, the above-mentioned four language skills were treated separately. 
Yet, there is a new trend toward “skill integration” (Brown, p. 232). In the light of the 
principles of the whole language approach, a course that deals with reading skills will 
also deal with related listening, speaking, and writing skills. 

Research has shown that reading and writing are closely related. The findings of 
studies conducted by Stotsky (1983) support the belief that good readers are good 
writers. Based on the findings, immense reading helps more in improving language 
skills in terms of writing than grammar exercises or additional writing assignments do. 
Further, the link between reading and writing is a bi-directional connection (Carson et 
al., 1990; Shanahan, 1984). According to them, reading and writing are both interactive 
and interdependent. Reading and writing are interactive because the teaching of reading 
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helps improve writing and that of writing also promotes large progress in reading when 
instruction in reading and writing focuses on common elements (Belanger, 1987). On 
the other hand, reading and writing are interdependent because writing is a recursive 
process, moving from composing, to reading one’s text, to composing again, a 
recognition which underscored the necessity of reading as a means of discovering or 
clarifying meaning (Pearl, 1979). 

Apart from research and studies on the highly-correlated reading and writing, 
positive research results indicated that it was possible to successfully apply the whole 
language approach to an EFL classroom (Chen, J., 1992; Chen, C. L., 1999; Lems, 1995; 
Tseng, 1997a, 1997b). Inspired by the scaffolding theory, along with the foundational 
concepts of the whole language approach, one of the researchers designed the present 
study to investigate whether EFL young learners would benefit from the skill integration. 
However, to control variables of the sample population, the present study focused 
mainly on the relationship between reading and writing, regardless of the fact that the 
teaching of listening and speaking was also practiced during the design of reading and 
writing activities. 

 
METHODOLOGY 

 
Study Sample Selection 

The subjects of this study selected a class from an English learning center in the 
City of Tainan, Taiwan. A total of 37 junior high school students participated in this 
empirical research. All of them took two 80-minute-long classes as their English 
supplementary course per week after school. Twelve out of the 37 students have passed 
the elementary level of the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT)1. All of them have 
been studying English for at least three years. One of the researchers has instructed the 
class for more than two years. 
 
3.2 Procedures 

This qualitative and quantitative study included both an experimental 
reading-to-writing instruction and a questionnaire survey. This collaborative task-based 
instruction contained three stages: READING, WRITING, and EVALUATING.. The 
first stage focused on reading activities, and the feedback for this stage was to compose 
an adapted story. The second stage emphasized writing activities, and the feedback for 
the writing stage was to create a class book. The third stage was evaluating this EFL 
collaborative task-based instruction. The survey instrument, The Scale of Reading and 
Writing Attitudes (SORWA), was used to understand EFL learners’ attitudes toward this 
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collaborative task-based reading-to-writing instruction. The framework of this study is 
shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 

Task-Based 
Reading-to-Writing 

The Reading Stage: Composing an Adapted Story 
 

Task 1.  Previewing (by pre-reading chapters) 
 
      Task 2.  Interacting (by answering text-related questions) 
 
      Task 3.  Reviewing (by watching the film) 
 
      Task 4.  Mastering (by giving vocabulary quizzes) 
 

Task 5.  Feedback (telling an adapted story) 
 

The Writing Stage: Compiling a Class Book 
 

Task 1.  Draft 1 (within-50-word paragraph) 
 

Task 2.  Draft 2 (within-70-word paragraph) 
 

Task 3.  Draft 3 (within-100-word paragraph) 
 

Task 4.  Editing and publishing a Class Book 
 

The Evaluation Stage: Administering the SORWA 

The Scale of Reading and Writing Attitudes (SORWA): 

 

 Questionnaire for EFL Learners’ Reading Attitudes (RA) 

 Questionnaire for EFL Learners’ Reading-to-Writing Attitudes (RWA) 
Figure 1.  The Framework of the Study 
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The Reading Stage: Composing a New Story 
The text used in this study was a simplified reading material, The Phantom of the 

Opera, written by Jennifer Bassett in 2000. Overall, there were 10 chapters, including 
the story introduction, in total 40 pages with 400 headwords. In this collaborative 
task-based instruction, the reading stage was composed of five tasks. The first task was 
previewing; the second task was interacting; the third task was reviewing; the fourth 
task was mastering; the fifth task was feedback. 

 
 Reading Task 1: Previewing 

To develop students’ better understanding of the reading material, they were 
required to pre-read two chapters at home before each class. They also had to consult a 
bilingual dictionary or their classmates when they were unable to guess the meaning of 
any unfamiliar vocabulary while reading. Then, they were supposed to put those words 
in an alphabetical order in their notebook. 
 

 Reading Task 2: Interacting 
After each previewing, the students should have mastered the language points 

before coming to attend class. The main job of the teacher was to check if they had 
previewed the assigned chapter. In class, the teacher gave them three or four 
“while-reading” questions. Keeping these questions in mind, they were first asked to 
read aloud the text randomly. Then they shared their answers to the questions in pairs or 
individually. After that, they volunteered to tell the main ideas of the text, or give a brief 
summary in class. 
 

 Reading Task 3: Reviewing 
Alternatively, the teacher asked questions about specific information to make sure 

the students understand the details of the text. In addition, to master the main linguistic 
knowledge, the students were asked to the whiteboard to do paraphrasing or to give 
explanations and examples. The students’ linguistic capability taken into consideration, 
they were assigned extra homework in the first class—watching the film The Phantom 
of the Opera at home. A week later, three girls out of the thirty-seven students watched 
the DVD together and they shared their opinions in class. One of the girls Wendy said, 
“I have become more interested in reading the novel after watching the DVD. I also 
seem to be able to hear the singing in the novel after that.” 
 

 Reading Task 4: Mastering 
To increase the young learners’ attention to an unknown word while reading for 
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comprehension, they were given a quiz on unknown vocabulary after finishing every 2 
chapters. Also, they had to complete some writing assignments that required them to 
demonstrate a good comprehension of the reading text. To trace the learners’ awareness 
of the meaning of unfamiliar words after reading the whole 10 chapters, they were given 
a final test on all the previous unknown vocabulary. Though the outcome of the 
vocabulary tests was an effective way to know if the L2 young learners had made efforts 
to be familiar with new words, yet it was not the only method of showing the learners’ 
growth during the process of reading. The main purpose of reading such materials as 
The Phantom of the Opera was a good way to encourage L2 young learners to read texts 
other than school textbooks and guide them to expand a global comprehension while 
reading. 
 

 Reading Task 5: Feedback 
In the reading class, writing was an alternative of presenting what the learners had 

read. Writing is indeed “a thinking process” (Brown, 2001). There are a number of 
specific reasons for encouraging L2 students to express their own ideas in rewriting or 
revising the reading text. Above all, writing stimulates their creativity and improves 
their self-concept. It is important to make EFL learners aware that they really are 
capable of writing in English. Even if a student’s first attempt is nothing more complex 
than a simple picture with a one-word caption underneath, that he or she has 
successfully produced a piece of writing in English. Simple writing activities can 
gradually aid the self-confidence of the young learners and improve their ability to write 
more complex ideas. Guided writing activities can be also applied to reinforce 
vocabulary development and provide additional practice in basic grammatical 
structures. 
 

The Writing Stage: Compiling a Class Book 
Working together to produce a class book (see Appendix 1) ensures that all the 

EFL learners in the class carefully pay attention to minor details to make sure 
everything is correct and that the finished product looks attractive. The majority of 
learners are much more motivated to spell accurately and write grammatically correct 
sentences for a joint project that will be turned into a book than for normal written 
exercises completed in individual workbooks. 

 

For most instructors, reading and responding to students’ writing drafts may be 
too time-consuming. One possible effective solution is the “writing workshop,” which 
involves guided peer review of student drafts. 

For the writing workshop, about two weeks into a 5-week course, students 
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submitted a first draft, not less than 50 words. The teacher began the 60-minute-long 
writing workshop classes by asking students about difficulties they had with their 
writing or drafts. The teacher wrote some of the most common problems on the 
whiteboard and told her students some general suggestions on how to solve them. The 
teacher then briefly discussed general guidelines about responding to another’s work. 
They could make generalized comments about content, e.g., “good description” or “add 
details.” After that, the drafts were distributed randomly to the students. 

During the remainder of class, students read, thought about, and corrected 
possible errors in their peers’ drafts. While they did so, the teacher circulated around the 
room, scanning the drafts, ascertaining that students were trying hard to find possible 
errors, and acting as a resource. Then, the students were asked to grade their peers’ 
drafts. On hearing this, all of them were reluctant because they did not want to “hurt 
others’ feelings.” Emphasizing the importance of constructive rather than hurtful 
criticism, the teacher encouraged the students to build confidence in “giving and taking” 
advice or comments on their peers’ writing, or even on their own. Surprisingly, the 
students re-approached their peers’ work with care and respect. Some of them said, “It 
was not easy, but this was my first step to speak good or ill of others in public.” 
 

 Writing Task 1: Draft 1 (within-50-word paragraph) 
Given limited time and resources, the students first discussed on how to show 

their comprehension of the text The Phantom of the Opera. After 10-minute discussion, 
they gave up the idea of performing a soap opera based on the story. Instead, the 
students chose to rewrite the story and revise some of the plot because they liked or 
disliked certain characters. They wanted to create a class book. Once an agreement was 
reached, students began to select the chapters that they were much interested in. To well 
make use of limited time and complete the writing project within two weeks in four 
classes, they wrote their first draft at home, and then sent it to each other by E-mail 
before the next class. This meant that they students had a general idea of one another’s 
first draft before coming to class. 

As Zeiser (1999) emphasizes, writing is a “recursive process” involving a 
dynamic of thinking, writing, rethinking, and rewriting. Through the processes of 
thinking and writing, the students moved toward their goal—collaboratively creating a 
class book. One of the students’ first draft writing sample for “Chapter 9: The House on 
the Lake” is shown as follows. 
 

Raoul could not find Christine Daae, he was very angry. But the Persian 
helped him. Unluckly, the Persian took Raoul to the Erik’s torture room! 
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Erik found them and ask Daae to marry him. Daae accepted Erik’s ask. In 
the end, Christine was free, she and Raoul’s love together forever.      __  

 
 Writing Task 2: Draft 2 (within-70-word paragraph) 

For the 60-minute-long workshop in the second class, the students submitted their 
revised drafts, not less than 70 words. With the prior experience, they placed more 
knowledge of a sound basis for presentation and writing, both healthy emphases for any 
exercise aimed in part at improving communication skills. After the second class, the 
teacher reviewed the drafts, as well as the comments, and corrected “uncorrected” errors 
to provide additional feedback by the next class. There was one thing to be noted here. 
As long as some of the students felt like rewriting their work, they were aware of the 
importance of coherence and cohesion between their own work and the others’. One of 
the students’ second draft writing sample for “Chapter 9: The House on the Lake” is 
shown as follows. 
 

Raoul could not find Christine Daae, so he was very angry. But the Persian 
helped him. Unluckily, the Persian took Raoul to Erik’s torture room! Erik 
found them and asked Daae to marry him. If she married him, Raoul and the 
Persian could be safe and free. Daae accepted Erik’s proposal, but Erik was 
affected their affect.  In the end, Christine was free, she and Raoul’s love 
together forever.                       _______________________    

 
 Writing Task 3: Draft 3 (within-100-word paragraph) 

For the workshop in the third class, the students submitted their revised drafts, not 
less than 100 words. Because of the stimulation of their imaginations, and the controlled 
writing activities, most of the students were able to write well-constructed paragraphs. 
After reviewing all the peers’ drafts, they started to discuss how to present a final 
product. One of the students’ third draft writing sample for “Chapter 9: The House on 
the Lake” is shown as follows. 
 

Raoul could not find Christine Daae, so he was very angry. But the Persian 
helped him. The Persian took him to a big mirror and taught him some rules 
to solve Erik’s tricks. The Persian said, “Because if you don’t abide the rules, 
Erik can kill you easily.”Unluckily, the Persian took Raoul to Erik’s torture 
room! Erik found them and asked Daae to marry him. If she married him, 
Raoul and the Persian could be safe and free. Daae accepted Erik’s proposal, 
but Erik was affected their affect. In the end, Christine was free, she and 
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Raoul’s love together forever.          ____________________________  
 

 Writing Task 4: Editing a Class Book 
The text for the class book was due in the fourth class. The teacher collected the 

work on the due date. Then she helped them edit and publish the class book as an 
evidence of the students’ learning portfolio. All the students were satisfied with 
achieving their own work by sharing ideas with one another. 
 
The Evaluating Stage: Administering the SORWA 

To understand EFL learners’ attitudes toward the collaborative task-based 
reading-to-writing instruction, a survey instrument entitled The Scale of Reading and 
Writing Attitudes (SORWA), was designed for gathering the study data. Besides five 
demographic items, the 22-item SORWA was a combination to investigate EFL learners’ 
reading attitudes (RA) and reading-to-writing attitudes (RWA). The 10-item RA section 
was used to investigate EFL learners’ attitudes toward reading learning, while the 
12-item RWA section to understand their attitudes toward reading-to-writing. A 
five-point Likert-type scale was adopted to measure the items of the SORWA: Strongly 
Agree = 5, Agree = 4, Uncertain = 3, Disagree = 2, and Strongly Disagree = 1. The 
higher the score is, the more positive the attitude expresses. 
 
Data Collection 

After a pilot study, the revised survey questionnaires were distributed to 37 
students. A total of 37 responses were collected. Among the 37 surveys, all of them 
were usable, resulting in a 100% usable return rate. 

The first part of the survey instrument was comprised of three items of 
demographic information pertaining to EFL young learners’ gender, English proficiency 
level, and English learning background. The respondents’ demographic data were 
summarized in Table 1. Data on respondents’ gender show that more than half of the 
respondents were male students (n = 21, 56.76%). Female students (n = 16, 43.24%) 
accounted for approximately less than half of the survey instruments returned. 

Based on their English proficiency levels, all the respondents were classified into 
two groups as level-A and level-B. Twelve respondents (32.43%) in the level A class 
have passed the GEPT elementary level. Over two-thirds respondents (n = 25, 67.57%) 
in the level-B class neither take nor pass the GEPT. 

The study identified three types of students in terms of the amount of time spent 
on English learning experiences: 3 to 4 years, 5 to 7 years, and 8 to 9 years or more. 
Less than one-third respondents (n = 9, 24.32%) reported that they had studied English 
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for 3-4 years, 17 respondents (45.95%) for 5-7 years, and 11 respondents (29.73%) for 8-9 
years. 
 
 

Table 1.  Summary of Respondents’ Demographic Data 
Characteristics Frequency Valid Percentage 

Gender   

Male 21 56.76 

Female 16 43.24 

English Proficiency Level (EPL)   

Level-A 12 32.43 

Level-B 25 67.57 

English Learning Experience   

3 ~ 4 yrs 9 24.32 

5 ~ 7 yrs 17 45.95 

8 ~ 9 yrs 11 29.73 

Note. n = 37. 
 
 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
 

In order to explore EFL learners’ attitudes toward the collaborative task-based 
reading-to-writing English instruction, the study was guided by three research questions 
(RQ). To answer RQ-1, Table 2 presents the mean values and standard deviations for 
EFL learners’ reading attitudes. To answer RQ-2, Table 3 shows the mean values and 
standard deviations for learners’ attitudes toward reading integrated with writing. To 
answer RQ-3, Table 4 presents the six test results of the learners’ performance for 
unfamiliar vocabulary based on the reading text, The Phantom of the Opera. 

 

EFL Learners’ Reading Attitudes 
EFL learners’ attitudes toward reading activities in a task-based English 

instruction were explored on a 5-point Likert-type scale. According to Table 2, the mean 
values for the dimension of reading attitude (RA) ranged from 3.54 to 4.54. The 
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composite mean value for EFL learners’ attitudes toward English instruction in reading 
was 4.15, which was higher than the middle point 3.00. This composite mean value 
indicated that the majority of EFL young learners had fairly positive attitudes toward the 
use of a simplified novel for English instruction in reading. 

Among the 10 RA statements, five items (01, 03, 06, 09, and 10) were over the 
composite mean value (M = 4.15). That indicated that most EFL young learners showed 
rather positive attitudes toward the effects of reading activities. Of the 10 items for the 
reading attitudes, the highest mean value was 4.54 (Item 1). That indicated that most 
EFL young learners expressed that watching the text-related film could enhance their 
reading comprehension. This study also found that EFL learners considered reading the 
selected simplified novel as a very interesting task for their English learning (M for Item 
10 = 4.41) as long as the reading materials were well suited for their English proficiency 
level. 

Nevertheless, in reference to the mean values for Items 02 (M = 3.54) and Item 08 
(M = 3.92), along with more than a half of the learners not passing the GEPT 
elementary level, it was not surprising to find that these learners would consider reading 
the selected materials as more difficult and less interesting than expected. 
 

EFL Learners’ Reading-to-Writing Attitudes 
EFL learners’ reading-to-writing attitudes (RWA) were explored under the 

dimensions of writing (Items 11, 13, 17), reading-to-writing (Items 12, 14, 21), and peer 
tutoring (Items 15. 16, 18, 19, 20, 22). Table 3 presents the mean values and standard 
deviations for EFL learners’ attitudes toward English instruction in integrating reading 
with writing. The composite mean value for EFL learners’ reading-to-writing attitudes 
was 3.65, which indicated that learners had positive attitudes toward English instruction 
in integrating reading with writing. 

Of the 12 items for the reading-to-writing attitudes, the first two highest mean 
values were 4.27 (Item 17) and 4.08 (Item 13), which indicated that most of the EFL 
young learners considered writing as an important language skill and as an effective 
way to improve their capability of using L2 vocabulary. However, the low mean values 
for Item 11 (M = 3.22) and Item 16 (M = 3.11) showed that most EFL learners didn’t 
feel comfortable to express their own ideas in English and were not accustomed to peer 
tutoring activities in the writing class. 
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Table 2.  EFL Learners’ Reading Attitudes (RA) 

Survey Items M SD Rank 

01. Watching the film of the text enhances my reading 

 comprehension. 

 

4.54 

 

0.50 

 

1 

02. My reading proficiency level is similar to my 

classmates. 

 

3.54 

 

1.10 

 

10 

03. It is challenging to read with classmates whose 

 English proficiency levels are not similar to mine. 

 

4.35 

 

0.79 

 

3 

04. Reading interesting texts enhances my motivation 

in the learning of English. 

 

4.05 

 

0.72 

 

8 

05. The reading material chosen by the teacher is 

suitable for my English proficiency level. 

 

4.08 

 

0.72 

 

7 

06. The task-based reading class enhances my learning 

efficiency. 

 

4.25 

 

0.56 

 

5 

07. Group discussion activities helps me to interact 

with peers. 

 

4.08 

 

0.92 

 

6 

08. The learning tasks designed by the teacher are 

suitable for my English proficiency level. 

 

3.92 

 

0.71 

 

9 

09. Language learning becomes more interesting when I 

read a text suitable for my English proficiency level.

 

4.27 

 

0.72 

 

4 

10. Reading a simplified novel to learn English can 

enlarge my English vocabulary. 

 

4.41 

 

0.72 

 

2 

Note. The composite mean value was 4.15. 
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Table 3.  EFL Learners’ Reading-to-Writing Attitudes (RWA) 

Survey Items M SD Rank 

11. Expressing myself in English does not scare me  

at all. 

 

3.22 

 

1.03 

 

11 

12. Writing in English enhances students’ reading 

   efficiency. 

 

4.05 

 

0.79 

 

3 

13. Learning English through writing is very necessary.  

4.08 

 

0.95 

 

2 

14. I am interested in English instruction in integrating 

reading with writing. 

 

3.76 

 

0.84 

 

5 

15. Correcting peer drafts enhances my reading ability. 

 

 

3.70 

 

0.94 

 

6 

16. I feel comfortable when I correct peer drafts. 

 

 

3.11 

 

1.13 

 

12 

17. Writing improves my ability to use vocabulary. 

 

 

4.27 

 

0.65 

 

1 

18. Correcting peer drafts enhances students’ learning 

efficiency. 

 

3.35 

 

1.10 

 

9 

19. Correcting peer drafts is interesting. 

 

 

3.54 

 

1.13 

 

8 

20. Correcting peer drafts enhances my writing ability. 

 

 

3.81 

 

1.01 

 

4 

21. I hope English teachers will integrate reading  

   with writing more often. 

 

3.70 

 

1.05 

 

6 

22. I hope English teachers will give me more 

 opportunities to correct peer drafts. 

 

3.24 

 

1.03 

 

10 

Note. The composite mean value was 3.65. 
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Test Outcomes for Vocabulary Learning Performance 
Overall, six tests were conducted to indicate EFL learners’ memory of new words, 

along with their knowledge of words based on the reading text. The total of 100 new 
words was coded (a maximum of 20 words per chapter per test). The results presented 
in Table 4 indicated that there existed a fairly positive potential in vocabulary learning 
among EFL young learners with different English proficiency level, including level-A 
learners of passing GEPT and level-B of not passing GEPT. 

According to Table 4, four of the students scored below 70 on the first quiz for 
Chapters 1-2, while none of them below 80 on their final quiz for Chapters 1-10. The 
progress indicated that both level-A and level-B learners thought it important to 
memorize new words. Moreover, the memory of new words helped to build up their 
English proficiency and confidence in reading the following chapters. Additionally, one 
student scored below 50 on Quiz III for Chapters 5-6, and one below 40 on Quiz V for 
Chapters 9-10. The former result was caused by her forgetting to prepare for the test, 
while the latter by his suffering from chicken pox during the period. 
 
 
Table 4.  Test Outcomes for Vocabulary Learning Performance 
Scores 
(Points) 

100-90 89-80 79-70 69-60 59-50 49-40 39-30 

Quiz Ⅰ 

(1-2) 

16 

(43.3％) 

13 

(35.1％) 

4 

(10.8％)

1 

(2.7％) 

2 

(5.4％) 

1 

(2.7％) 

0 

-- 

Quiz Ⅱ 

(3-4) 

17 

(46.0％) 

11 

(29.7％) 

4 

(10.8％)

3 

(8.1％) 

2 

(5.4％) 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

Quiz Ⅲ 

(5-6) 

22 

(59.5％) 

8 

(21.6％) 

5 

(13.5％)

1 

(2.7％) 

0 

-- 

1 

(2.7％) 

0 

-- 

Quiz Ⅳ 

(7-8) 

21 

(56.8％) 

10 

(27.0％) 

5 

(13.5％)

1 

(2.7％) 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

Quiz Ⅴ 

(9-10) 

24 

(64.9％) 

11 

(29.7％) 

1 

(2.7％) 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

1 

(2.7％) 

Quiz VI 

(1-10) 

28 

(75.7％) 

9 

(24.3％) 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 

0 

-- 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

Conclusion 
In learning a language, reading and writing are two essential language skills along 

with speaking and listening. While reading extends one’s lexical development and 
improves one’s comprehension ability, writing provides a good way for language 
learners to express what they have learned. The writing process is a valuable learning 
experience for most language learners. It is especially important for young learners to 
start writing as early as possible. Even if they can write a one-word or one-sentence 
caption for a picture, this will be a good starting point of nurturing such language skills 
as reading and writing. 

This study found that most EFL young learners supported the effects of reading 
on vocabulary learning. Furthermore, the learners thought it necessary that writing not 
only strengthened the effects of reading but helped to improve their capability of using 
either familiar or new words. That is, they benefited from a task-based 
reading-to-writing lesson design. Furthermore, the improved lexical knowledge helped 
the learners comprehend the reading materials better and enhanced their efficiency in 
learning English. Specifically, along with class time spent discussing problems with 
writing drafts or giving peer commentary on their work, and in-class writing workshops, 
the EFL young learners collaboratively achieved their goal--composing a class book 
based on the theory of task-based learning (Stoller, 1997). 

Importantly, the writing workshops encouraged a form of critical thinking that 
required the students to integrate others’ ideas and communicated their own views in a 
clear, concise, and timely fashion. Interestingly, most of the learners made comments 
like “Nice!” or made suggestions about revising a sentence in their peers’ work. For the 
young learners, it was indeed a good experience of “social learning” as well as language 
learning. 
 
Recommendation 

Since Taiwan has played an important role in the international arena, so the 
increased use of the English language is inevitably necessary among its citizens.  How 
to promote EFL students’ learning performance and how to enhance EFL teachers’ 
instructional effectiveness is a crucial issue to be discussed and to be studied.  To be 
successful in increasing EFL young learners’ involvement in both reading and writing, 
the use of the World Wide Web (WWW) seems to be a helpful resource for language 
learning materials. Partly because over half of the websites have been created by using 
the English language, partly because schools in Taiwan have installed computers, the 
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use of instructional technology (IT) in English language teaching (ELT) is expected to 
bring “authenticity, literacy, interaction, vitality, and empowerment” to learners 
(Warschauer, Shetzer, & Meloni, 2000). In addition, the use of IT in ELT, such as 
surfing the Internet with a language teacher’s in-time assistance, will allow the learners 
“not only to interact directly with information to be learned, but also to add their own 
information and construct their own relationships” (Chun & Plass, 2000). 

In Taiwan, studies have shown that applying the Internet in the EFL classroom not 
only increase learners’ reading and writing skills, but generate three positive 
outcomes—an improved level of writing skills, a higher awareness or consciousness of 
the world, and active communication (Chen, 2004; Lin, 2004; Yang, Ko, & Chung, 
2005). Also, well-designed online language learning activities, such as e-mail exchange, 
not only help improve learners’ rhetorical knowledge but also lead learners to potential 
progress in reading, thinking, and writing (Kern, Ware, & Warschauer, 2004; Greenfield, 
2003; Li, 2004). All in all, it is implied that with active teacher involvement, based on a 
clear pedagogical rationale, the use of Internet not only has potential to bring about an 
effective and authentic EFL instruction, but leaves much to be designed in the next 
further studies. 
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When I walked in the first day I said to the class, among other things, “We’re going to be 

giving birth to a brand new book.”  

* 

I’d been teaching College Writing II for two-and-a-half years. At first I had no idea what I 

was doing. Like most community college adjuncts freshly arrived from the university down 

the road, I hadn’t been trained in composition theory; in fact, I wasn’t even close. My 

specialization was modernist and postmodern poetry, avant-garde at that, and when I told my 

dissertation director that I’d be teaching writing he chuckled and said that he’d done the 

same thing for five whole years after finishing his dissertation. He made a tent with his 

fingers, sat back in his chair and smiled. “I would lecture for an hour on the ontology of the 

semicolon.”  

* 

Such perversity notwithstanding, I had to figure out what to do. For the first year or so I had 

students write the standard four essays a semester, taking them through revision workshops, 

discussions of sample essays, critical thinking exercises. I took them on Library tours and 

discussed the evaluation of sources. Every now and then I slipped something adventurous 

onto the syllabus, a Dada poem, a Brakhage movie, anything that might keep me interested 

as the months of job searching wore on. And I was always surprised by the students’ 

reactions to this. Some found these things exhilarating; others, though puzzled, would ask 

questions that could spark an hour-long debate; and some, of course, were just happy not to 



be bored. Even if someone hated what we were looking at, at least we had interesting 

conversations. (My experience at the community college was completely different from the 

one I’d had at the university; there, students were almost totally resistant to innovation, but 

here, they seemed to embrace it. Why? Whenever I assigned literacy or educational 

autobiographies—which I stopped doing, because of the hair-raising tales I had to read—I 

found that many of my community college students had horrendous experiences with 

learning. This led me to believe that unlike their better-prepared, university-bound 

counterparts, they had been just as discouraged by traditional modes of teaching as by poorly 

funded schools. I also suspected, without much more than a cliché to support me, that 

university-bound students are simply better at following rules. They also like clear objectives; 

open-ended experimentation isn’t likely to advance a career.)  

* 

So I began designing courses that were wholly interdisciplinary, eventually mixing essays 

from the composition anthology with poems, paintings and films. As I did this, of course, 

my engagement with the material, as well as my classes, dramatically increased. I took the job 

of teaching writing seriously. And I began to realize that exposing students to the kinds of 

texts and films that I was could have a profound effect. I remember one summer when a 

female student, after I showed Maya Deren’s Meshes of the Afternoon, told me she decided that 

she wanted to make movies. Apparently the course was set: my job was to create avant-garde 

artists. But then I was struck by an absolutely basic problem the very next semester.  

* 

The problem, at the outset, seemed simple. For the past two semesters I had been teaching 

three sections of College Writing II in a row and one of those sections, the middle one, 

always had low attendance. I couldn’t figure it out. Was it the time (noon)? Was it me (my 

energy spent in the previous hour, my second wind still gathering)? Was it them (exhausted 

without lunch)? Or some combination of factors? There was no way of telling. I needed to 

shake up that middle section with something very different from what the other two were 

doing. I had to change direction in the middle of things, just to keep myself awake. I hoped 

that the change for me might mean change for them. So I decided to get them a different 

anthology, and to plan a new series of readings. It might mean a little more work for me, but 

it was worth it. 

* 
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But somewhere in the planning stages something new occurred to me. It’s difficult to pin 

down the exact moment the thought arrived, since it was in a constellation with others. 

Earlier in the year I’d written a short encyclopedia-style article for a book on contemporary 

poetry, and it struck me that the skills I was using to write the article were exactly the skills I 

wanted my Writing II students to learn: research, reading of primary materials, reading and 

evaluation of secondary materials, synthesis, citation. I also, in an unrelated context, 

happened to be paging through Georges Bataille’s Encyclopedia Acephalica, the critical 

dictionary of culture he co-wrote with a group of banished Surrealists called the Acéphale (or 

“headless,” as in “leaderless”) Group. That book is strange, comic, renegade, challenging to 

even sophisticated readers in its offering of sidelong critiques of such random subjects as 

Angel, Museum and Skyscraper. But I thought: Why don’t I turn my class into a collective? Why 

don’t they write an encyclopedia?  

* 

The first thing was to figure out the requirements. Okay. Each student had to produce five 

two-page entries. The entry would be on a subject of their choice. The only restriction was 

that each entry had to begin with a letter I’d randomly assign them at the beginning of the 

semester (as I handed out 3x5 index cards, on each of which I had printed a large block 

letter in green ink, I told them, “You will only have to suffer the tyranny of the alphabet”). 

Also, and this was key, entries would be of two distinct types: Objective and Critical. 

Objective entries, I told them, should make an unbiased presentation of the fruits of 

research on a subject and thereby demonstrate a consensus view of a thing. Critical entries, 

on the other hand, had to challenge or overturn the reader’s assumptions about their subject. 

Students were required to write two Objective and two Critical entries; the fifth one was 

their choice. I also explained that one of their entries could be fictional; if they chose to do 

this, however (and wrote, for instance, an Objective entry on something wholly imaginary), 

they had to cite properly from imaginary sources, and the language of the entry had to be 

persuasive.  

But what would it be an Encyclopedia of? Simple: since the entries would be dictated 

entirely by the students’ interests, the Encyclopedia would grow organically over the course 

of the semester. We would discover what we were doing, rather than set out with a particular 

goal in mind. In other words, the book would be entirely theirs. They would assume 

responsibility for its content and quality. And, to introduce a level of metacognition I never 
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had in any other class, I wanted the students to locate patterns and themes in the very work 

they were producing. So I built days into the semester whose only purpose was to talk about 

the direction and shape of our emerging book. After the first Objective entries were written, 

for instance, we would take time to discuss what people had done and to consider any 

common content. I knew it might be a while before a real contour began to develop; it could 

require the writing of two, maybe three entries; but the book would eventually gain enough 

mass and momentum to earn itself a name. 

* 

Needless to repeat, the class was shocked the first day. When I explained that such a thing, a 

course devoted to the creation of an encyclopedia written entirely by students, had, so far as I 

knew, never even been attempted before, and that’s what I expected them to do instead of 

writing regular essays, I saw a mix of bewilderment, wonder and surprise. I might as well 

have sworn aloud.  

* 

The first week, all we did was talk encyclopedias. I showed them the Greek root of 

“encyclopedia” and took the word back to its Indo-European origins. “Encyclopedia” can 

be traced to the IE word kwel-, whose derivatives include the terms “culture,” “colony” and 

(most satisfyingly, considering the smiles this elicited from the class) “cult.” We would be a 

cult devoted to the creation of new knowledge, a colony arranged around the writing of a 

book. And since, as Blanchot points out, “the Encyclopedia is tied to a certain form of 

culture,” fundamental to our task was to grasp, at the most immediate level, just how the 

encyclopedia produces an image of the time and place in which it is written. (I pointed this 

out when a student suggested that they write an Encyclopedia of contemporary culture.) In a 

word, I prepared them. I lectured on representation. I discussed the various ways an 

encyclopedia could be arranged. I talked in abstract terms about the nature of the book. At 

the finish of all this, we began to examine actual encyclopedia entries in order to learn the 

requirements of the form.  

* 

(Yes, these were high goals. What did I think I was doing? I had to ask myself that question 

all the time. I kept another syllabus in my bag just in case the class tanked, which it could at 

any moment. Of course I never told them this. Nor were they aware that I felt a little like 

Fitzcarraldo, with the scheme of pulling a boat over the face of a mountain. So much 
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depended on their ability, and mine. So much was open to chance. On top of everything I 

felt woefully inadequate. I’d once led a week-long collaborative translation workshop in a 

creative writing class; I’d written a book of poems for my Master’s thesis and another one 

for my dissertation; nothing prepared me for a project of this size. And a level of uncertainty 

in the room, detectable the first weeks, contributed to my concern. Even though they 

showed up every day, appearing enthusiastic, curious and willing, the students were mostly 

quiet. Maybe my level of enthusiasm and general craziness would help. Or at least I hoped it 

would. Colleagues said to me, when I told them about the class, “You know, I once had 

students put together a little book of poems that the Copy Center bound for us. Did you 

ever do that? Did you start out small first?” Embarrassed, I had to say no.) 

* 

An interesting thing happened when we examined the real encyclopedia entries: The class 

criticized them. I had chosen the essay on “Stanley Kubrick” from several different sources 

ranging from a single page overview to a sprawling account of his life and work. According 

to my students the Britannica article was the best, since it covered the major films and 

offered a concise, illuminating discussion of the director’s life. Others earned different 

degrees of ire. Some were too short, or didn’t make enough connections between Kubrick’s 

life and his movies, or forgot to mention some important work altogether. They had nothing 

but scorn for Encarta. “Too flabby,” they complained. “What is the point of this paragraph?” 

And, my favorite: “Why are they talking about his house here?” Clearly they were crossing the 

bridge from being readers to becoming writers. Little did they know that all it takes is 

irritation.  

* 

Time passed. They wrote their first Objective entries (which were in some cases little more 

than exercises in plagiarism, but even those came in handy since I was able to teach the rules 

of citation through negative examples), then their second. We had meetings to discuss the 

direction of the book. Several patterns were emerging: There were entries on music, 

literature and religion; on pop icons such as Stan Lee; and certain authors in the room, we 

noticed, seemed to be developing an indelible signature: even if they hadn’t begun with the 

same letter, who else but the writer of “Torture” would produce the article on 

“Trepanation?” (Answer: the same guy who said, the first day, that he had a fully illustrated 

19th century medical encyclopedia he could bring in and show around.) All the entries, so far, 
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were of a very high quality, and a kind of anonymous house style sprang into being more or 

less simultaneously. (We never discussed this. Harmonizing the language of the entries 

hadn’t even been on the table. But I had told the class, early on, to try to write as authorities 

on their subject. In fact, I went so far as to ask for their performance as authorities—all they 

had to do was pretend. So they performed the role of authorities on their subjects, and wrote 

the same kind of straight-faced, no-nonsense prose they were used to encountering in books. 

They had entered a discourse community.) But there was still one problem: the book so far 

lacked a name. And worse than that: we still had no real direction. 

* 

About midway through the semester I found a term for what I was doing: problem-based 

play. Problem-based play is, according to one source, “activity that captures and engages 

children in the creation of knowledge. Learning both adds to the play and is a by-product of 

the play. But the real focus is on creating an understanding of the world.” Problem-based 

play is meant to teach certain skills (such as the use of the alphabet or the number system) by 

using play in a collaborative environment. Under the guidance of an adult, whose role is 

mainly to help clarify difficult patches or ask questions that provoke further thought, 

children interact with each other in order to invent solutions to a given problem. Of course, 

problem-based play is usually the province of young children. But my goal of teaching 

students to master the skills of writing, research and citation was being accomplished 

through the use of a problem-based play-type game.  

* 

The atmosphere in the classroom began to change at the end of the first month. Whenever I 

walked in I thought, “This is getting to be like a sleep-over.” 

* 

In other words the classroom was relaxed. They talked to each other, they talked to me. The 

retention level was very high. It was the highest I’d seen it the whole time I’d been there. A 

student who’d dropped out of my class one year, then the next, showed and stayed for the 

Encyclopedia class. Even when circumstances forced him to withdraw from all the rest of 

his courses at the end of that semester, he stayed. (He was some kind of homegrown Borges; 

he wrote fictional entries of such force and clarity I allowed him to do five.) Everyone was 

engaged. Students who couldn’t make it in would email their commentary to me and I’d read 

it to the class. And when one day I couldn’t make it in, I cancelled my first and third sections 
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of Writing II but left the book class with instructions: “Finish ordering the last part of the 

text.” Which they did. And they reported when I returned. “Things went better when you 

weren’t around.” Because I was the disruptive influence. 

* 

When my other sections found out what the encyclopedia class was up to, they rebelled 

against me. They didn’t want to write regular essays anymore. Why hadn’t I chosen their 

class to experiment on? What was wrong with them? Besides, they all hated the anthology 

they were using—or, at least, they all hated the readings I’d chosen from it. When I explained 

that a) I had never tried an encyclopedia class and had no idea if it would work and b) that 

I’d never used that particular anthology before, this calmed things. But both sections were 

still upset. A student in one of them said she’d looked through the book and found better 

essays in there. So I told both sections: from now on, you choose the readings; you prepare 

short talks on them; each week, in class, we’ll go over your readings. You can then write 

about your readings. This worked out pretty well. And it eventually branched out—soon 

students were doing presentations on readings outside the anthology too. The encyclopedia 

class had disrupted everything. 

* 

At midsemester we switched to writing Critical entries. I had them read Bataille’s 

encyclopedia for inspiration. They went from reporting on things to analyzing them. They 

learned irony. I had them choose entries from Bataille and give short presentations on them, 

in which they were specifically asked to discuss the different strategies of the Encyclopedia 

Acephalica. Classroom time was always dominated by the students’ voices. 

* 

The class also seemed to become a kind of dumping-ground. Misfits from other sections 

eventually joined in. At one point a colleague called me and said that a particularly talented 

but cocky student was being moved into my course from a lower one. “He says he doesn’t 

belong in College Writing I. He’s pretty convinced. I talked to him about it, but he’s refusing 

to do anything that’s beneath him. I thought, if he wants a challenge, I’d hand him over to 

you, Dave. Is that okay?” I was worried about this, since the class was already well along and 

working so well as a unit that they might not want to absorb someone new. But I said yes, 

and the student showed up the next day. When I came in he was already relating the story of 

his transfer to the rest of the class. Since he wasn’t shy, I sat down and explained that he was 
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there on a purely provisional basis—just like Survivor, the class could vote him out. He was 

okay with that; when I asked the class to explain to him just what we were doing, he was 

okay with that too; when I handed him his letter, the only one left, it happened to be Z. 

With this, too, he was fine. 

* 

He ended up writing some of the most insightful, original, and funniest articles in the class. 

* 

I should say something about workshops. I had students read their work aloud. It was 

something I’d been doing since the previous summer, and I found that, just as in creative 

writing, it worked well. I encouraged students to read aloud as they were composing, just like 

professional writers did, and because practice would make in-class readings go more 

smoothly. They’d hear problematic words and phrasing. And, as in creative writing, the real 

job is performed by the listeners, who comment on the work and learn more revision 

techniques than they would otherwise. Each entry went through two rounds of in-class 

workshop before I provided written comments. Entries became more readerly this way, 

since the writer always assumed a listener.  

* 

I really did very little. I mainly kept the conversation going. I pointed at things. I said, 

“Here’s an idea for the book.” One day I took a sheet of paper and turned it on its side. I 

said, “I think the pages should be landscaped; they shouldn’t be portrait style. It would be 

like a children’s book. Like this. What do you think?” They agreed. 

* 

One day I said, “A book should be turned in the direction of the future.” And they did that.  

* 

The book was, in fact, ordered as we went along. By the third entry, patterns that were 

faintly discernable before became clear: there were sections on pop culture, literature, myth, 

unusual phenomena, representation, and prophesies for the future. As they recognized the 

emerging shape, they wrote their new entries according to it. We devoted entire class days to 

drawing up tentative organization plans, coming up with nearly a dozen before settling on a 

final one. Then they came up with a name. They wanted something that expressed the nature 

of their book, which was a hybrid consisting of both analysis and research, sincerity and 

irony, facts and fiction—in many cases, fiction that passed for fact. After a number of 
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brainstorms, trials and combinatorial games, they finally arrived at a title: The Encyclopedia 

Apocrypha. 

* 

The end of the semester came very quickly. After they organized the book into sections, all 

they had left to do was choose an image for the cover and a format for the pages. Again, my 

contribution was slight; I suggested Garamond as the font. Everyone formatted their pages 

the same way, to give the text a uniform look. They wanted Guernica on the cover; someone 

brought in a copy that was sized appropriately.  

* 

The Copy Center was kind enough to do the copying for free. Altogether, the book totaled 

200 pages, and I had thirty copies made. After doing some research into binding options, 

they decided that a comb binding from Kinko’s would work well, and was cost-effective at 

four dollars a book. 

* 

(I had no idea and I still have no idea why this worked. Nor do I understand why it 

continues to. Since then I’ve led many more book classes, not just to create encyclopedias 

but books on different subjects, generated out of readings as various as The Poetics of Space 

and Henry Darger. All of them are on permanent reserve in the Library and copies sit in the 

college archive. They make a very unusual collection. I feel like I preside over a proliferating, 

energetic and ultimately utopian enterprise. Anyone who writes imagines books that are 

never written, yet, out of the barest ideas, and with little to start from, these unlikely texts 

keep appearing. I ask myself, as I have always asked myself, Where do books come from?) 

* 

When I walked in the last day of class, I was carrying a box from Kinko’s. A student I’d 

enlisted followed me in with a second one. Since it was December, I opened the box and 

said “Merry Christmas.” I began handing books around. They were a little stunned, I think. 

Some people just held them in their hands, turning them over for awhile. Then they began 

paging through them, searching out their entries, reading others. For the first time in a long 

time, they were quiet. I didn’t quite know what to do. I’d thought about certain things to say 

to them, about their accomplishment, but none of them were coming out. The last week had 

been rushed and it was almost a miracle that I’d arrived in class with the completed texts, 

since the binding had taken longer than expected. In fact, I’d just come from Kinko’s. So I 
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said a few things that came to mind, asking them what they thought about the book they’d 

written, and I expressed some regret at the fact of not having more time to think about what 

they’d done, even just another day, since we could gain something important through 

reflection on the task. But they loved it. When they were done looking through their copies 

(some had more than one, for relatives) they sat looking at me, the book before them like a 

prized object. I rapidly handed around student evaluation sheets, got my things together, told 

them it was a pleasure writing a book with them, and left nearly without saying goodbye. I 

was a little flustered.  

 Outside, as I climbed in my car, phrases I should’ve said came to me. They were still 

coming to me the next day. The best one was, “We spent the semester dreaming about a 

book together.”  
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Aesthetic Perception of Digitized Art Image in Cyberspace: 
Toward A Phenomenological Experience 
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Abstract:  
 

In 1936, when Walter Benjamin published an essay under the title, “The Work of 

Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” it caused a stir among scholars who 

concentrate on studying authentic/original creation and its reproduction because this 

essay challenged them to acknowledge the relationship and meaning between originality 

and reproduction.  Since the Internet and digital technology have become the more 

popular communication technologies, human beings are experiencing simultaneously 

different representational worlds, the physical and virtual world.  Most of the traditional 

research has been based on the Cartesian philosophy, which considers that reality consists 

of two basic types of substances usually taken to be mind and body or two basic types of 

entities, mental and physical.  The Cartesian philosophy, however, is problematic in 

perceiving today’s Internet.  This paper proclaims that the spectator exists in a unified 

world of physicality and virtuality; also the existence of art in the real world and 

cyberspace cannot simply split into a physical space and a non-physical one.  This paper, 

therefore, attempts to address the key issue confronting art by employing a 

phenomenological point of view, and provides a new horizon toward the situation of 

authentic art in cyberspace.  The aim of this paper is to provide a philosophical and a 

cultural discourse which is more interdisciplinary in its essence.  This paper thus is an 

interrogation into the phenomenon of authentic art in cyberspace.  The focus is the 

existence and spatial transformation of authentic art in the digital era, rather than art 



created by digital technology.  By applying an interdisciplinary methodology including 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s Existential Phenomenology, Walter Benjamin’s Critical 

Theory, and Wofgang Iser’s Reception Theory, this paper examines the aesthetic 

perception of digitized art image in cyberspace.  
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 In the tenth month of 665 Emperor Gaozong of the Tang Dynasty (618-906) 

departed from the eastern capital Loyang on his most adventurous journey to the holy Mt. 

Tai. The imperial procession, winding hundreds of miles, comprised several hundred 

thousands of civil and military officials, functionaries, and soldiers, as well as foreign 

nobles and their attendants. The size of the procession was then thought to be 

unparalleled in history. Gaozong and his followers reached Mt. Tai near the end of the 

year, proceeding to the most essential part of the feng and shan rites. These rites, 

performed only six times throughout Chinese history, were considered the most divine 

ceremonies that only the sagely ruler who had successfully harmonized the human and 

cosmic orders were qualified to carry out. Because the political and economic conditions 

in the last six hundred years did not allow any ambitious emperor to perform these holy 

rites, Gaozong's campaign was the most daring ritual experiment in medieval China. Its 

significance in Chinese political and religious history still awaits full explorations today. 

 

 The state ritual program of the Tang underwent significant changes during the 

period between 660s and 750s. Recent scholarship in Chinese ritual studies maintains that 

the context for such changes was the competition between the theories of Confucian 

commentators Zheng Xuan and Wang Su regarding the nature of the supreme deity 



Heaven. Zheng's idea was dominant by the 650s, which divided Heaven into six. In the 

late 650s, however, the leading compilers of Gaozong's state ritual code began to advance 

Wang's idea and argued that "there is only one Heaven," venerating the one and only 

"Lord-on-High of Supreme Heaven" (Haotian Shangdi) and reducing the status of the 

other five. Modern scholars such as Howard Wechsler, David McMullen, and Kaneko 

Shuichi all concur that when Haotian was esteemed as the sole, highest object of worship 

in the sub-system of the Tang suburban sacrifices, these rituals would help reify the 

conception of the emperor as the corresponding absolute authority in the human world. 

 

 However, my research indicates that the theoretical disputes between Zheng's and 

Wang's schools cannot explain the frequency of ritual innovations and the forms of those 

new changes during the period in question. Instead, it was the performance of the feng 

and shan rites on Mt. Tai in 666 that dictated the development of state rituals in the next 

hundred years. Because it was the first successful attempt for the Tang imperial house to 

conduct feng and shan, the glory that the classical ritual tradition had invested upon them 

made it one of the greatest achievements in Gaozong's reign, repeatedly praised by 

contemporaries and the later generations. Consequently some of the new practices that 

this performance had created, though arbitrary and unconventional, were soon duplicated 



and introduced into various sub-systems of the state ritual program. None of them 

encountered any opposition in the court, and most of the new changes did not concern the 

debate on the nature of Heaven. The feng and shan observance in 666 should be seen as a 

paradigmatic performance. The authority of these non-recurrent ceremonies was lent to 

the revision of such recurrent rituals as suburban sacrifices and the rites at the Hall of 

Light (mingtang). Their influence was even noticeable as late as in the new structure of 

several grand sacrifices revised in the last decade of Emperor Xuanzong's rule (r. 

712-755). 

 

 This paper explores the dynamic relationships between rituals and traditions. 

Gaozong and his ritualists encountered a dilemma when composing the manual for the 

feng and shan rites. Leading Confucians by the Tang times had argued that the classical 

system of ritual and music had acquired its perfect form because it was the invention of 

the ancient sage rulers. Therefore Gaozong's new rites could not break too far away from 

the classical Confucian tradition, for serious deviations would deprive the new rituals of 

their legitimacy. The implication of this argument, however, was that if the emperor 

intended to imitate those sage rulers, he would have to invent a new system. This idea, I 

believe, was responsible for the frequent and bold reforms of the state ritual program in 



this period. Furthermore, when the feng and shan series was completed in 666, it soon 

became an authoritative tradition itself. Its forms were to be reproduced by later rulers 

and its authority borrowed, but it was also to be violated by ambitious successors who 

also aspired after a sagely repute. This dilemma served as the most important dynamics 

behind the state ritual reforms during the hundred years from Gaozong's reign till 

Xuanzong's. A thorough study of this dynamics would not only shed lights on how ritual 

practices absorb various traditions, but would also help us better understand how they 

construct traditions. 
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Abstract 
The proposed presentation introduces preliminary results of a research project 
investigating acquisition of French by elementary school children coming from different 
language background (francophone and non-francophone families) in Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan, Canada. The study involves learners who attend second and third grades 
of French Immersion and francophone schools. The specific feature of the study is in 
linking linguistic characteristics of language acquisition progress with socio-cultural 
characteristics. The study involves the linguistic analysis of audio and video-records of 
children producing samples of spontaneous speech with visual prompts as well as 
sociolinguistic analysis of data obtained with the help of a questionnaire. The 
questionnaire is administered to children’s parents/guardians/caretakers and focuses on 
the language use and exposure in their families.  In particular, the presentation reports the 
parameters of speech rate, numbers of actively acquired verbs, nouns and adjectives and 
the percentage of correct verbal forms along with the results of sociolinguistic 
questionnaire analysis.  

 
 

I. Introduction 
French is one of Canada’s two official languages, and it therefore plays a very important 
role in language planning and education on all educational levels. The fundamentals of 
language are acquired in elementary school. The elementary school learners of French in 
minority settings have to face a range of problems, such as insufficient funding and 
number of qualified teachers, as well as the challenges brought on by different types of 
French language education programs such as Core French, French Immersion and 
francophone schools (Hubbard, 1971; Husum, 1991; Fleming & Whitla, 1990, etc.)   

A substantial body of literature is devoted to characteristics of Saskatchewan 
French (Jackson, 1969; Leon & Jackson, 1971; Jackson, 1974; Senior, 1987) and the 
specific features of educational, cultural and socio-linguistic settings of acquiring French 
in the Fransaskois minority settings (e.g., Hubbard, 1971;  Duhamel, 1985; Rainey, 1988; 
Moeller, 1989; Julien, 1995).  

However, no attempts have been made so far to trace the acquisition of French in 
elementary school settings of different types (French Immersion and francophone). In 
addition, we have found no attempts to link the success and speed of French acquisition 
in these settings the socio-cultural characteristics of families and community.  The 
reported study is aimed at filling this gap, providing scholars, parents, educators and the 
community with objective evidence of the linguistic features of elementary school 
children’s French in two educational settings against the background socio-cultural 
characteristics. 
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II. The objectives and scope of the study 

The study is being conducted with the following objectives: 
a) creating sound records of elementary schoolchildren’s spontaneous French speech 
within Fransaskois minority settings; 
b) converting and storing the records into a sound + text database of elementary school 
children’s French; 
c) investigating and comparing French speech development of elementary school children 
enrolled in francophone and French Immersion schools (grades two and three) in 
Saskatoon  with the use of database browsing tool; 
d) establishing a range of socio-cultural factors related to the acquisition of French by 
children (such as the use of French within families, within and outside Fransaskois 
community, etc.) 
e) tracing the relationship between sociocultural factors and the success of French 
acquisition by children; 
f) investigating the effect of educational settings (francophone vs French Immersion) on 
the success and rates of French acquisition by children; 
g) gathering feedback from parents regarding their satisfaction with the available 
opportunities to acquire French in the community, and their suggestions on possible 
improvements. 
 

The research study is a pilot project which will be the first stage of a large-scale 
investigation of the acquisition of French by children with different socio-cultural 
backgrounds enrolled in francophone schools, French Immersion schools and by children 
currently learning French in the home.   
 

III. Methods 
The study combines two parts:  
The first part of the study (speech production) includes obtaining, digitizing and 
analyzing spontaneous speech samples from 2nd and 3rd grade children enrolled in 
Francophone and French Immersion schools in Saskatchewan. Children are presented 
with a cartoon, and asked to tell the story describing the cartoon content. The story is 
recorded, digitized, compiled into a database, transcribed and analyzed to produce the 
following data: 

1) speech rate (measured in number of words per minute) 
2) vocabulary acquisition (measured in total number and frequencies of different 

lexemes as well as frequencies of lexeme types by the part of speech) 
3) acquisition of selected morpho-syntactical structures (such as pronouns, tenses 

and verbal forms). Only those structures which have been covered in the school 
French class curricula  will be considered. 

 
Approximately 25 children of both genders representing each grade and school type take 
part in the experiment, with the total number of participants being 100 children. 
 
The second part of the study (socio-cultural background) is conducted with the help of a 
questionnaire, which requires parents to fill in answers to questions regarding the socio-
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cultural situation in the families (such as the parents’ use of French at home, outside in 
the community), their degree of satisfaction with the educational settings as well as their 
suggestions regarding the possible ways of improving the teaching of French as the 
Second Language, and increasing its use within and outside Fransaskois community.  
Parents/caregivers of children participating in the first part of the study are invited to 
contribute questionnaires, with the total number of adult participants being approximately 
100. 
  
The presentation reports work in progress describing the first results of the study for a 
group of 10 children. The parameters of speech fluency, vocabulary acquisition by parts 
of speech and acquisition of grammatical structures by children are reported. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Reflections of a senior professor on teaching excellence and its evaluation. 
 
According to Richard Leblanc of York University in Ontario, “Good teaching is about the 
creative balance between being an authoritative dictator on the one hand and a pushover on the 
other”. This paper will expand on that thought to examine where the balance lies between 
didactic exercises and passionate presentation of the topic.  It is clear that the excellent teacher 
has mastered the art of instilling a passion for the topic in the students, but it is also clear that the 
teacher must have mastered the material and have the ability to pass that knowledge on in such a 
way that students will be stimulated to learn.  The excellent teacher will inspire students to be in 
awe of the body of knowledge presented, but the excellent teacher must also make that body of 
knowledge accessible to the students.  If students leave a class with excellent command of  
biological facts, for example, but do not wonder at the marvel which is life, the teacher has 
failed.  On the other hand, students who just “love biology”, but don’t have a good base of facts 
from which to extract knowledge, have been also poorly served by the teacher.  All of which 
serves to illustrate the “creative balance” cited by Leblanc as a hallmark of good teaching.  In the 
final analysis, excellent teaching is an art, an intangible talent much of which can be learned, but 
which must lie within the excellent teacher. 
 
In this era of accountability, it is inevitable that evaluation of teachers and teaching will be of 
great importance.  But if excellence is really an art, an intangible talent, how can a number be 
attached to that teacher’s ability?  Most teacher evaluations are comprised of peer review, 
supervisor opinion, and student evaluations, with the latter being often of greatest importance.  
This presentation will point out the strengths and weaknesses of each of these modes of 
evaluation. Student evaluations are used by many institutions as the main tool for identifying 
excellent teachers, but it is very clear from a number of studies that this evaluation process can 
lead to grossly incorrect conclusions.  Likewise, peer evaluation and supervisory review have 
serious deficits which can lead to erroneous evaluations.  There is probably no one procedure 
which is completely satisfactory for identification of excellent teaching, but this presentation will 
attempt to stimulate discussion and contemplation about this important issue. 
 
Dr. Gudrun Clay 
Professor of German 
Metropolitan State College of Denver 
clayg@mscd.edu 
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CONVERSATION PARTNERS PROGRAM: 

A MODEL FOR CROSS-CULTURAL ENRICHMENT 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Serving as a bridge between cultures, the Conversation Partners Program at 

The University of Tennessee Martin is a joint effort by the Tennessee Intensive 

English Program and UT Martin to provide cross-cultural experiences for both 

international and American students on campus.   In this paper session, the author 

will present the program’s design, its implementation, the program’s benefits to 

both American students and international students, and feedback from 

participating students and professors.   The author will discuss the need for 

international cultural awareness programs on college and university campuses and 

the ways in which the Conversation Partners Program at UT Martin addresses that 

need.    As an extension of regular curriculum and Intensive English courses offered 

on campus, this program enhances course content and seeks to prepare university 

students for the global community in which students will live and work.  

Additionally, the program broadens the American student’s world and improves 

cross-cultural understanding.   International students who participate in the 

program can practice their English with a native speaker, learn about American 

culture, and may even develop lasting friendships that offer much-needed support 

and confidence as they pursue their studies in a new country and culture.  In this 

session, the author will provide booklets with detailed components of the program 

and photos of student participants.  
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3  affiliation(s) 1*ANADOLU UNIVERSITY FINE ARTS FACULTY, HEAD 

OF THE CERAMIC DEPARTMENT  
2*ANADOLU UNIVERSITY FINE ARTS FACULTY, CERAMIC 
DEPARTMENT RESEARCH ASSISTANT 

4   mailing address ANADOLU UNIVERSITY, FINE ARTS FACULTY 
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(same address for each author) 

5   e-mail address(es) 1* zcobanli@anadolu.edu.tr  2* ehakan@anadolu.edu.tr 
6 Abstract “Ceramic Pillows” 

 
Pillows have an importance in human life as cushions to support the head of a sleeping person 
and provide comfort as a piece of everyday use. Particularly in the Far East, the concept of 
pillows differs from the Western perspective. While they are perceived as means of a comfortable 
sleep in the West, they have been significantly commemorated by another acceptation in the Far 
East since present-day. They seem to have a function of sleep defying object due to a belief that 
sleeping on a soft pillow robs the body of its vitality.  
 
The most renowned examples of these aforesaid pillows are seen in the Chinese culture. 
Therefore in this research the ceramic pillows seen in China are examined in terms of their 
specialties from an historical perspective. During the Tang dynasty, (618-906) the Chinese people 
began to make ceramic pillows, which kept their popularity through the Song and Yuan Periods. 
Wood and ceramics have been the most common materials for those which had extreme shapes, 
such as polygons, leaves, some animal and human figures, vases, clouds, beans ext…By means 
of this use, ceramic has received a new extent as a material at those dates. Having a narrative 
history in the Chinese Dynasties the inscriptions on the pillows sign that, they were presented to 
the just married couples as  congratulatory objects and not only made for burial. Decorative 
elements such as floral designs and calligraphic inscriptions and figure drawings, applicated on 
the surfaces were spiritual and spellbound. Furthermore ceramic pillows were believed to have 
therapeutic property by their aesthetic beauty. 
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the study of Terra Cotta Play Objects which 
designing for children while sampling in different designs and structures in 
Ceramic Art History. One of the basic narratives of humans, plays, and play 
toys  are as old as human history according to studies conducted. Play is the 
most important aspect of children culture and play toy is the most important 
element of this culture. Plays and toys were the key pieces of development 
and structuring of children characteristics, which theoriced by Platon and 
Aristoteles approximately 2500 years ago, 4th century B.C., as today. Platon 
and Aristoteles believed that children plays and toys had to be for their 
education in terms of practicality and ethics. Imitations of elder’s world, 
today’s toys, were also the most valuable pieces in Antique times.  
 
It must not be surprising that the children’s readiness for real life experiences, 
come partly through copying elder’s all vehicles and materials to their own 
little and simple examples. Undoubtly, weak material’s use in these examples 
caused most of these toys absence today, but some of the questions were 
answered through awailable terra cotta examples. This study defines the 
importance of Terra Cotta play objects in Ceramic Art World with some visual 
samples and some questions and searches. 
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Affiliation of the Author: Istanbul Technical University – Center for Advanced 
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Abstract of paper: The aim of this study is to investigate the “East-West” synthesis 

works in Turkish classical guitar repertoire in a historical and theoretical context. 

Cultural policies emphasizing Westernization, which had begun in the Ottoman 

Empire in the early nineteenth century and reached its peak after the foundation of the 

Turkish Republic, have been taken into consideration, and their reflections on 

classical music and specifically on classical guitar repertoire of the last three decades, 

have been analyzed. Compositions/arrangements of guitarists and composers in this 

field have been examined in order to investigate the compositional issues that arise 

when the idioms of makam-based Anatolian music are incorporated into music 

intended for the equal-tempered classical guitar. For this purpose, related works of 

one Turkish and one foreign guitarist have been analyzed comprehensively. 
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Introduction 
 

Today classical guitar music in Turkey is a lively area compared to the period 

before the 1980s. There are many universities and conservatories that have classical 

guitar departments as well as private institutions offering classical guitar courses. In 

this musical climate, while some guitarists launch a performance career on standard 

repertoire, others choose to create their own music by incorporating influences from 

Anatolian music1.   

 
  These compositions/arrangements are generally based on Anatolian themes, 

motives or forms. The idea of composing/arranging this fusion with an equally-

tempered Western instrument is not a phenomenon of the last twenty years in Turkey. 

The history of, what is mostly referred to as “East-West” synthesis in culture, had 

already begun in the Ottoman Empire in the early nineteenth century and reached its 

peak after the foundation of the Turkish Republic (1923). Thus, this idea covers a 

period of almost 180 years. The history of this cultural policy towards East-West 

synthesis and its reflections on the music of Turkey will be discussed in the following 

section, in order to understand the classical guitar compositions/arrangements of 

today. 

 

After this historical perspective, major classical guitarists and composers in 

Turkey will be introduced, and their approaches to arrangements and compositions of 

synthesis pieces will be categorized. Two case studies of works by classical guitarists 

Bekir Küçükay and Ricardo Moyano will be presented in the last part of the paper in 

order to answer the question, “How do they compose/arrange these makam-based2 

Anatolian folk themes so as to be played on an equally-tempered Western instrument, 

such as classical guitar?” 

 

 

 
                                                 
1 Throughout the text, the term “Anatolian Music” refers to the music in the multi-cultural Anatolian 
region of Turkey that was for ages comprised of Turkish, Kurdish, Armenian, Greek, Circassian, Laz 
and many other cultures.  
2 Makam is a complex modal system used in Turkish art music and Anatolian folk music. It can be 
described superficially as “the organization of pitches in a hierarchal order to define a musical center”. 
There are more than 500 makams. 
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The Historical Roots of the “East-West” Synthesis Experiments in 
Turkey 
 

In a country like Turkey, where the aim has been to achieve the civilization 

level of the West in the last 180 years, it is interesting to reveal the harmony and 

conflicts between the ‘traditional’ East and the ‘modern’ West in all areas, and 

culture, in particular. Especially after the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923, 

as a result of the systematic cultural policies imposed by the government, dramatic 

changes occurred in the cultural area with the purpose of creating a new nation-state. 

Classical music repertoire in this Westernization period was highly influenced by 

these policies.  

 

The Westernization process in the Ottoman Empire (1299-1923) started during 

the eighteenth century in the military field, as a result of the continuous defeats by the 

Western empires. It was mostly a technological imitation rather than a cultural one. 

But starting from the early nineteenth century, cultural life in the Ottoman Empire, 

especially the ‘seraglio’ and its institutions, started to be influenced by the West. The 

critical moment was the disbandment of the Janissary army, which had served as the 

Ottoman military force since 1362, and had opposed all military reforms. As a 

consequence, the monophonic army band of the Janissary army, known as mehter, 

was also abolished. A new Westernized army was founded, namely Nizam-ı Cedid, 

with its new polyphonic ensemble called Mızıka-ı Humayun (Imperial Music). 

Giuseppe Donizetti (1788-1856), the elder brother of the famous figure of Italian 

opera Gaetano Donizetti, was entrusted with the task of organizing Mızıka-ı Humayun 

by Sultan II. Mahmud. In addition to organizing the ensemble, Donizetti also 

composed numerous marches for the army in the Western style. After Giuseppe 

Donizetti, Callisto Guatelli Pasha (1820-1899) directed Mızıka-ı Humayun from 1861 

to 1899.   

  

In 1833, Saray Mızıka Mektebi (Court Brass Band School) was founded. “In 

1846, Donizetti added strings to Mızıka-ı Humayun, thus forming the first orchestra of 

Constantinople” (Mansel 1995: 246). Many European musicians, including Franz 

Liszt in 1847, visited the empire to give concerts in the Ottoman court. The first 

opera, Arif’in Hilesi (Arif’s Trick) was written by an Armenian resident of the empire, 
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Dikran Çuhacıyan, in 1872. Operas, operettas, marches and other compositions of this 

era can be considered as the first examples of “East-West” synthesis experiments in 

the Ottoman Empire. 

 

After the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923, a completely new period 

started for Turkey in every area. The ideology of the Turkish Republic was clear: 

Westernization to achieve the civilization level of West and Turkification to create a 

Turkish nation-state. Social and cultural reforms were put into practice to serve this 

ideology. For the secular Republic, it was unacceptable to turn back to the Ottoman 

past.  As stated by Orhan Tekelioğlu, there was a total rejection of multi-cultural 

Ottoman heritage (Tekelioğlu 1999: 146). Therefore, cultural policies were 

implemented to create a new Turkish identity in all respects. 

 

Music was given a special emphasis among other fields of cultural reforms.  

As Woodard stated, “…the Turkish Republic used the Westernization of its music to 

support its ideology of secularism and Turkish nationalism” (Woodard 1999: 2). 

Although Westernization in music had already begun in the Ottoman Empire, 

Republic reformers despised these initiatives. Ahmed Adnan Saygun, famous 

composer and a leading figure of the musical policies of the new Republic, criticized 

the music reforms of the Ottoman Empire as “depending only on superficiality” 

(Saygun 1987: 71).  

 

Turkist and sociologist Ziya Gökalp, a strong advocate of these reforms, who 

overtly supported the ideology of the Republic in his essays, summarized the musical 

policies of the new Republic as follows:  
Which one is our national music? We see that Eastern music3 is ‘sick’ and non-national. Folk 

music is our national music and Western music is the music of our new civilization. Hence, our new 

national music should be a synthesis of folk music and Western music… If we collect our folk songs 

and harmonize them in Western styles, we will have both national and European music. (Behar 1985: 

1225).  
 

 

                                                 
3 Gökalp refers to Ottoman Art Music by the term ‘Eastern music’.  
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As Woodard described, the effect of Gökalp’s views on the reforms was quite 

influential:  
Although Gökalp had no training in music, his ideas concerning the reform of music had far-

reaching consequences both in the actual practice of music and in attitudes toward different music 

traditions in Turkish society. His short prescription for a Turkish national music represents the basis for 

practically all the music reforms enacted in the early years of the Republic and predicts the conflict that 

would ensue between musicians of Eastern and Western traditions (Woodard 1999: 7). 

 

Hasgül summarized Gökalp’s policies in three phases: Rescuing 'National 

Turkish Music' from pre-Ottoman, Byzantine influences, collecting authentic national 

music from Anatolia, and finally, arranging polyphonic versions of these Turkish 

songs to achieve a synthesis of East-West, as well as opening new education 

institutions, training music students, and making these policies widespread via radio 

and newspapers (Hasgül 1996: 32-33). Gökalp’s opinions were supported by the 

Republic’s intellectuals, including Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the founder and first 

president of the Turkish Republic.  

 

The abolishment of Tekke and Zaviyeler (dervish lodges) as a result of the 

secular reforms of the Republic, had a drastic negative effect on Eastern music, since 

these places were crucial in the reproduction of the Ottoman art music4 tradition. 

Moreover, the Ministry of Education sent a directive to all schools prohibiting 

Ottoman art music education in 1926. 

 

Meanwhile, the institutionalization process for creating 'Modern Turkish 

Music' had already started. The inception of Musiki Muallim Mektebi (Music 

Teachers School) in 1924 was the first step towards a Western-oriented conservatory. 

Also a state policy of sending gifted students to cultural centers of the West, such as 

Paris, Vienna, Leipzig and Prague, was put into practice. These students, namely 

Hasan Ferit Alnar, Necil Kazım Akses, Ulvi Cemal Erkin, Cemal Reşit Rey and 

Ahmed Adnan Saygun would later establish the 'Turkish Five' (in imitation of the 

Russian Five).   

 

                                                 
4 The term Ottoman art music refers to the music of the Ottoman court. It was named Türk sanat müziği 
(Turkish art music) after the foundation of the Republic, with the purpose of linking this music to the 
Turkish culture.  
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In 1925, the Istanbul Municipal Conservatory started collecting songs from 

Anatolia, in accordance with Gökalp’s views, so as to make folk music ready for 

future polyphonic arrangements by next generations.  By 1929, 850 türkü (folk songs 

of Anatolia) had been collected at the end of four visits made to several regions of 

Anatolia. The process of collecting of songs through conservatory fieldwork lasted 

until 1957, resulting in a total of almost 10,000 folk songs. 

 

However, some problems occurred during the notation stage of these türküs. 

In some cases, for instance, due to the omission of komas5 in the equally-tempered 

Western notation system, the makam structures were erroneously disregarded in the 

notation process of folk songs. The ornamentations that impart a special flavor to 

türküs were not written down exactly. The rhythms of many folk tunes were slightly 

modified or notated incorrectly6.  “…the local characteristics of vocal/instrumental 

styles and improvisational structure in the performance, both of which gave folk 

music its unique and special character, were eliminated” (Stokes 1992: 65).  

 

In 1934, the cultural policies of the state became more extreme: The ban of 

Turkish Art Music from radio broadcasts was a breaking point in the implementation 

of cultural reforms since 1923. Even some songs from Lüküs Hayat and Deli Dolu, 

operettas written by Cemal Reşit Rey, a member of the Turkish Five, were not 

allowed to be played (Hasgül 1996: 35). This prohibition lasted for twenty months. 

 

In 1934, an important meeting took place between the leading composers of 

the era, including Cemal Reşit Rey, Ulvi Cemal Erkin, Hasan Ferit Alnar, Necil 

Kazım Akses and Halil Bedii Yönetken. Rey narrates the details of this meeting in his 

memoirs as follows:  
The meeting opened with a funny sentence: ‘We have to make a music reform, but how?’ 

Every ten minutes, the telephone rang; it was a call from Ankara: ‘How is the music reform going?’ 

Even, one of the participants who was fed up with the telephone calls, suggested to ban monophonic 

singing in Turkey, but this wasn't accepted (Rey 1963: 6). 

 

                                                 
5 In the makam system, one whole tone is divided into nine and each ninth section is called a koma. 
6 Martin Stokes discusses this point for songs collected from the Eeastern Blacksea region of Anatolia 
(Stokes 1992: 94-108).  
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Paul Hindemith and Béla Bartók were invited to Turkey in 1935 and 1936 

respectively, to give advice on the music policies of the state. Besides making 

fieldwork in the Southern regions of Turkey, Bartók gave important lectures that 

influenced the young generation composers of the Turkish Republic:  
In his lecture Bartók described three distinct ways in which ‘peasant music’ is assimilated into 

‘modern music’: the first method is to ‘take over a peasant melody unchanged or only slightly varied, 

write an accompaniment to it and possibly some opening and concluding phrases’; in the second 

method ‘the composer does not make use of a real peasant melody but invents his own imitation of 

such melodies’; the third method is evident when ‘neither peasant melodies nor imitations of peasant 

melodies can be found in [the composer’s] music, but it is pervaded by the atmosphere of peasant 

music (Woodard 1999: 37-38).  
 

These three methods were adopted by the Turkish Five, as well as by future 

generations. The first examples of “East-West” synthesis pieces written by the 

Turkish Five during the first years of the Turkish Republic, were disappointing. 

Pieces like Saygun’s opera Özsoy, written in honor of Iran’s Shah Pahlavi’s visit to 

Turkey, and Akses’ opera Bayönder, were criticized strongly in the newspapers of the 

era. For instance, one of the criticisms was as follows: “These unsuccessful pieces 

were proofs of the big gap between desired goals and actual possibilities, and the fact 

that the music reform would not be realized as promptly as other reforms, like the cap 

or letter reform” (Oransay 1983: 1521). 

 

 After these unsuccessful attempts, members of the Turkish Five started to 

create pieces, some of which gained national and international acclaim. For instance, 

Saygun’s Yunus Emre Oratorio was performed in Western cultural centers like Paris 

and New York. “…not only did Yunus Emre bring Saygun success in Turkey but also 

resulted in international recognition” (Woodard 1999: 45). 

 

The authoritarian policies of the Turkish Republic towards Westernization in 

search of a national modern music, started to lose ground in the 1940s.  
In 1945, the world was changing and accordingly, the formal cultural policies of the state were 

losing their effect gradually. As a result, we were faced with a major transformation in 1950. That’s 

when the second generation of composers, referred to as the ‘1950 Modernists’ emerged. The 

representatives of this second generation were İlhan Usmanbaş, Bülent Arel and İlhan Mimaroğlu. This 

generation was the first to discuss modernism in Turkey (Köksal 2001: 128).  
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The output of this second generation of composers was totally different than 

that of the Turkish Five, including atonal, aleatoric, electro-acoustic, electronic, 

dodecaphonic and serial compositions, among others. 

 

However, this would not be the end of “East-West” synthesis experiments:  
The introverted output until the 1940s had transformed into a completely Western-oriented 

output after the 1950s; therefore this tendency could not initiate new trends anymore. We observe the 

consequences of this in the 1960s. The Ankara-based nationalist movement revived in 1960s (Köksal 

2001: 130).  
 

Woodard extends this period further: “One reason for Saygun’s increasing 

popularity in Turkey during the 1970s and 1980s was a renewed interest in aspects of 

Turkish culture which represented the Republic’s secular foundation” (Woodard 

1999: 46).  

 

Today, even though most of the Turkish composers are neglected in the West 

(in terms of actual performances and acknowledgment of composers/pieces in 

Western musicology literature), “…several orchestras, performers, and organizations 

in Turkey have provided performances and recordings of Saygun’s music as well as 

works of other Turkish composers in order to give appropriate attention to the work of 

the Republic’s own composers” (Woodard 1999: 46).  
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“East-West” Synthesis Experiments in Turkish Classical Guitar 

Repertoire  

 

Until the middle of 1970s, there existed no academic institution with classical 

guitar departments and specialized teachers in Turkey. Andrea Paleologos, who gave 

private classical guitar lessons until 1964, was a key figure in the history of classical 

guitar in Turkey. He had many students, who would be the leading figures in classical 

guitar education, performance and compositions after mid 70s. From 1977 onwards, 

conservatories in Istanbul and Ankara opened classical guitar departments. The first 

“National Guitar Music Composition Competition” was organized in 1983. In 

addition to the attempts in institutionalization, the guitar scene in Turkey was 

enlivened by the participation of famous international classical guitarists in festivals 

and master classes. Numerous classical guitarists flourished in this musical climate.  
  
 In the master’s thesis of Ahmet Kanneci, a famous Turkish guitarist, some 

early compositions/arrangements for classical guitar are cited (Kanneci 2001: 39-43): 

 

• Can Aybars, Vals-Gülnihal: This classical Turkish theme was arranged 

for guitar in 1965. 

• Cemal Reşit Rey, Guitar Concerto: Originally it was a piano concerto 

based on an authentic theme, Katibim. It was arranged for guitar and 

orchestra in 1975. Famous guitarist Alirio Diaz premiered this piece on 

April 26th, 1976, with the Istanbul Opera and Ballet Orchestra, 

conducted by Cemal Reşit Rey himself.    

• Ahmet Adnan Saygun, İnci’nin Kitabı (Inci’s Book): Originally it was 

written for solo piano in 1934. In 1977, Siegfrid Behrend arranged this 

piece for two guitars. The piece is in seven movements: Inci, Playful 

Kitten, A Tale, The Giant Puppet, A Joke, Lullaby and A Dream. 

 

The number of pieces written for classical guitar in a Western and Eastern 

style increased after the 80s. These works can be classified according to the 
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composer/arranger: The first group7 comprises of guitarist composers/arrangers, 

namely Bekir Küçükay, Ahmet Kanneci, Doğan Canku, Hasan Cihat Örter, Melih 

Güzel, Ricardo Moyano, Carlo Domeniconi, Erkan Oğur, Mutlu Torun, Mesut Özgen, 

Kemal Belevi, Cem Küçümen and Savaş Çekirge.  The second group (non-guitarist 

composers/arrangers) includes Ekrem Zeki Ün, Ertuğrul Bayraktar, Turgay Erdener, 

Ertuğ Korkmaz, İstemihan Taviloğlu and Nejat Başeğmezler.  

 

 Furthermore, the works belonging to the composers/arrangers listed above can 

be divided into two main categories with respect to their compositional context: 

 

1) Works involving the harmonization of a folk melody 

 

Almost all composers/arrangers cited above, have written pieces that match 

the first method of Bartók:  “…take over a peasant melody unchanged or only slightly 

varied, write an accompaniment to it and possibly some opening and concluding 

phrases”.  

 

  Composers/arrangers writing for guitar have generally preferred to reach folk 

melodies from the archives of collected Anatolian folk tunes, rather than finding their 

original recordings. As mentioned above, the process of collecting folk songs was 

realized with the purpose of harmonizing them, and some modifications could have 

been made (rhythmic changes, omission of komas, etc.) to make these pieces ready for 

the equally-tempered system.  Hence, mostly the melody was not taken unchanged but 

slightly varied.  

 

 But there are some exceptions to this argument. Erkan Oğur invented fretless 

guitar to be able to play the melodies close to their authentic performances. In Ricardo 

Moyano’s Kara Toprak arrangement, which will be analyzed comprehensively in the 

next section, bending technique is used to produce the koma of the song’s makam.  

 

 

                                                 
7 This list was prepared in consideration of composers/arrangers whose works are published in audio or 
score format.   
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In addition to the different harmonies applied to the melody, the way of 

playing the same melody differs between guitarists. For example, the famous 

Anatolian folk tune Yemen Türküsü, is harmonized by Bekir Küçükay, Hasan Cihat 

Örter and Ricardo Moyano. When the melody is analyzed by itself, it is observed that 

all three guitarists have their own interpretations: Some specific notes, use of 

ornamentation and duration of some notes are different. 

 

The harmonization approach has been strongly influenced by the composers 

that were mentioned in the previous section, especially the Turkish Five. Also the 

music theorist Kemal İlerici and his theory developed to harmonize makams, has had 

an impact on some guitarists and composers.  

 

Some guitarists have used folk melodies in a variation form. Carlo 

Domeniconi’s Variations on an Anatolian Folk Song is a famous example with its 

structure of theme, 5 variations and finale. Also Kemal Belevi used the same form for 

the Katibim theme.  

 

Several playing techniques have been applied in these pieces: The adaptation 

of bağlama8 techniques, such as rasgueados or ornamentation style, to classical guitar 

is a common method. Also special classical guitar techniques like tremolo or use of 

harmonics have been used to play the melodies. For example, Kemal Belevi in his 

arrangement of Ilgaz, or Hasan Cihat Örter in his arrangement of Bir Ateş Ver have 

used tremolo technique to play the melody.  

 

 

2) Compositions with Western and Anatolian characteristics 

 

In this category, rather than a direct reference to a folk melody, Anatolian 

forms, ornamentations, motives, rhythms or modes provide the Anatolian 

characteristics of the piece. 

 

                                                 
8 Bağlama is one of the major Anatolian folk instruments, that has mostly three double strings, a long 
neck and a round body.   
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For example, Bekir Küçükay’s Anatolian Suite has four movements, each 

named after one of the main forms of Anatolia. Two of these movements will be 

discussed in detail in the next section. Carlo Domeniconi’s Concerto di Berlinbul for 

Bağlama, Guitar and Chamber Orchestra combines the Western concerto form with 

Bağlama. “It can be said that in the whole concerto, melodic lines are more Eastern 

and the form is more Western” 9.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 CD liner notes in “Domeniconi, Carlo. Concerto di Berlinbul – Koyunbaba. Raks Müzik, 1991.”  
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Two Different Case Studies 

a) Kara Toprak, arranged by Ricardo Moyano 
 

This particular song is an arrangement of Aşık Veysel’s10 Kara Toprak (Black 

Earth) by the Turkey-based Argentinean guitarist/composer Ricardo Moyano.  

 

Ricardo Moyano requires a different tuning system in this piece. (see Figure 1) 

 

Figure 1. Kara Toprak:  Tuning System  

 

    
This tuning system has some similarities with Bekir Küçükay’s chords in Ağıt, 

which will be discussed in the next case study. Since F-sharp is the root, the 

constructed chord includes the 5th (C-sharp), 7th (E) and 11th (B) chordal members. 

 

Moyano’s tuning system allows the performer to play the melody of the song 

with continuous arpeggios from different strings. For example the F-sharp at the 

beginning of the melody (see Figure 2) is intended to imitate the sound of a pedal 

point in bağlama. To achieve this, he requires that each F-sharp be played on a 

different string, which is challenging in the standard tuning system of the classical 

guitar. 

 Figure 2. Kara Toprak:  Beginning of the Melody 

 

 

                                                 
10 Aşık refers to the poet-musicians in Anatolia. Veysel Şatıroğlu (1894-1973) was one of the most 
well-known aşıks in Turkey. 
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The introduction is worth-mentioning in this arrangement: It functions as a 

taksim11 which is a characteristic feature of Anatolian music. Here Moyano makes use 

of various ornamentations, which evoke the feeling of bağlama. (see Figure 3)  

 
Figure 3. Kara Toprak:  Introduction (opening)  

 

 
In the second line of the excerpt in Figure 3, we encounter a G which has a 

koma accidental. This one-ninth koma is derived from the Hüseyni makam of Kara 

Toprak (see Figure 4).  

  
Figure 4.  Hüseyni Makam Scale12  

 
 

                                                 
11 Taksim refers to a form of Turkish art music which is impravizatory and non-rhythmic.  
12 The koma on B of the Hüseyni makam scale is notated differently in folk music and art music. See 
Figures 4 and 5.  
Figure 5.  Hüseyni Makam Scale in Turkish Art Music 
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Since the tonal center of the melody is F-sharp, the koma is on the second 

scale degree, i.e. G-sharp. This koma makes the G-sharp lower than its value. The 

actual performance of that note requires a little bend in the G. This koma is also 

encountered several times later in the melody.  

 

 The final section of the song consists of up-and-down strokes to all strings, 

another characteristic feature of bağlama playing. The melody of the final section of 

the song is elaborated with this technique. (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Kara Toprak:  Excerpt 
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b) Anadolu Süiti (Anatolian Suite) by Bekir Küçükay 

 
Bekir Küçükay composed Anadolu Süiti in 1983. This piece can be 

categorized under the compositions that have Western and Anatolian characteristics. 

It is in four movements: Ağıt, Oyun, Şarkı and Halay. He has given the English 

translation of these words as Elegio, Folk Dance, Song and again Folk Dance. Each 

movement represents one of the major forms of Anatolian music culture.  

 

In this section two of these forms (Ağıt and Halay) will be examined by giving 

the definitions and identifying the characteristics. These pieces will then be analyzed 

in order to demonstrate how Bekir Küçükay gives the expressions of these forms in 

his compositions. Also it will be demonstrated that some of the musical elements that 

Bekir Küçükay used are common techniques applied by other composers. 

 
1. Ağıt (Elegio) 

 
The word Elegio (Elegy) means “a funeral song, a mournful or plaintive 

composition”.   In Anatolia, these kinds of songs are called Ağıt (Mourning Songs). 

 

          Mourning songs can be defined as melodic folk poems that explain a tragic 

event with deep sorrow which causes it.  The pain that comes from catastrophic fires, 

epidemics, wars, scarcity or misery due to someone’s loss, are subject matters of 

mourning songs.  It is a universal idea through the history that people try to lessen 

their pain by singing mourning songs.   

 

      "Almost in all countries there have been rituals for the dead.  Each ritual fits 

in the culture of that place and has different characteristics.  However, a common 

feature of these rituals is that people sing mourning songs" (Kemal 1992: 10). 

 

       Most of the time, these songs are sung by weeping women, expressing their 

grief by holding onto the clothes or ornaments of the dead body during the ritual.  The 

language used is quite sensitive and the lyrics of the songs are very effective.  So the 
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listeners are deeply affected from these mourning songs and almost everybody listens 

to them with tears in their eyes. 

 

         With respect to these characteristics, in Bekir Küçükay’s Ağıt it can be seen 

that the composer has tried to give a profound expression of sorrow in every part of 

the song.  

 

A harmonic analysis reveals that the song has a particular modal characteristic 

which is close to E Phrygian mode. The Phrygian mode is significant for composers 

who are influenced by Anatolian music, because it has some similarities to the Kürdi 

makam, which is one of the major makams found in Anatolian music. (see Figure 7 

and Figure 8) Hence, the Phrygian mode is used in many composers’ pieces.  

 
Figure 7. E Phrygian Mode  

 

          
  

Figure 8. Kürdi Makam Scale 

   
  

The beginning of the piece is rhythmically free. The opening chords reveal 

one more characteristic: The composer omits the chordal third. This is a common 

technique used for avoiding conventional triadic sonorities. For instance, the chords in 

measures 1, 4 and 7 have 5th, 7th and 11th chordal members, i.e. B, D and A 

respectively. (see Figure 9)  
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Figure 9.  Ağıt: Chords 

 
 
In the middle section, Küçükay creates an atmosphere of a lament with rapid 

double arpeggios of 32nd notes. (see Figure 10) 

 

 
Figure 10. Ağıt:  Middle Section 

 

 
 
 This kind of arpeggio can also be seen in the works of the famous Brazilian 

composer/guitarist Heitor Villa-Lobos, especially in his well-known Etude No. 11. 
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 2. Halay (Folk Dance) 
 
 

The word halay refers to a kind of traditional folk dance that is performed with 

at least three people (Baykurt 1976: 92).  This dance is frequently associated with the 

East and Southeast regions of Anatolia. The halay dancers can be both male and 

female, who are usually arranged in a line, in a close circle or semicircle. 

 

      Halay is especially performed in the open air.  The tempo can be slower or 

faster according to the characteristic of the music. Generally, authentic instruments 

such as davul and zurna are preferred to accompany the halay, which can be played in 

various rhythms. Bekir Küçükay chooses a fast halay and expresses this with rapidly 

rising 16th notes.  

 

 Generally in Anatolian songs, half-tone trills are used. Instead of playing this 

trill with the legato technique as played on bağlama, Küçükay uses arpeggio 

technique to ornate the trill. (see Figure 11) 

 
 Figure 11. Halay: Opening 

 

 
 

   
When the melody is analyzed, an augmented 2nd interval can be observed 

between F and G sharp. This interval is a typical feature, especially of the Hicaz 

makam. Bekir Küçükay uses this interval to impart a flavor of this makam.  
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Conclusion 
 

 The lack of research on pieces by Turkish classical guitarists/composers 

inspired me to write this paper. The issue becomes more interesting when we live in a 

country which links the continents of Asia and Europe, i.e. East and West. The 

Westernization objective and the resulting “East-West” syntheses in both the Ottoman 

Empire and the Turkish Republic, bring in their harmony and conflicts. Analyzing 

these two issues will help the new generation of guitarist composers and non-guitarist 

composers to create their avant-garde works.   
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ABSTRACT
Codes of Authority in Directing Pedagogy: Liberatory Pedagogy and Directing in Higher

Education

This study surveys liberatory pedagogical texts by bell hooks and Paulo Freire to
isolate trends and concepts which may be applied to the pedagogical questions that
arise when directing in higher education. A theoretical toolset culled from hooks’ and
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Many undergraduate musicianship programs focus on theory training of music in 
major and minor tonality.  Musicianship skills include sight-singing, rhythm, dictation 
and keyboard skills.  Music written in the 20th century to the present has no set rules.  In 
order for students to read, interpret, perform and understand this music, it is beneficial to 
present modal, tonal, chromatic and atonal materials. Students must sensitize their ears to 
new combinations of sounds and rhythms so that they can understand the musical 
gestures and perform them convincingly.  Students who might have been reluctant to 
perform “new music” feel very confident with their interpretations of the music.   

Many serious undergraduate music majors at liberal arts colleges are undecided 
about a future as a professional musician.  For those who choose to go into another field, 
this may be one of their last music courses.  Exposure to contemporary music and 
musicianship skills may foster a lifelong love of new music. In a workshop or paper 
presentation, many of these atonal exercises will be presented. 
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ABSTRACT

Special Problems in Fight Directing: Marisol and Hyper-realism in Stage Violence

Contemporary drama is increasingly placing an emphasis on film-like transitions,
visual juxtaposition, and extremely demanding scenes of physical violence, often
staged in an intimate space. The theatre audience is also growing more and more
sophisticated: the stage combat techniques of twenty years ago are well known to our
more savvy audiences, and the typical audience member has a highly developed ability
to spot “fake” violence. The demands of the new drama coupled with a more
discerning audience have created new problems in staging scenes of physical violence.
This workshop presentation, using  José Rivera’s Marisol as an example, will explore
new theories of close combat work, contact hits and grappling which allow actors to
more fully engage in the scenes of violence while maintaining actor safety. A
discussion and slide show will also be presented, to examine how the special effects
required by this show (setting someone on fire, firing an Uzi onstage, hitting someone
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Abstract of Paper: 
 

This paper is based on the author's doctoral research regarding the use of touch in teaching dance—in particular, 
modern and contemporary dance.  Fieldwork took place at four institutions: University of Oregon, University of 
Utah, Iowa State University, and Lane Community College (Eugene, Oregon). The author engaged in                     
(a) observations of four instructors and their classes and (b) interviews with these instructors and their students. The 
dance teachers who served as the primary sources for this research are Steven Chatfield, Ed Groff, Laurie Sanda, 
and Mary Seereiter. The writings of Nel Noddings, Deidre Sklar, Andrew Kaplan, and Irene Dowd are among the 
other important sources for this research.   

 
The dance class is, in itself, a unique culture—one that allows for and is enhanced by the use of touch. Touch is 

a valuable learning and teaching tool for dance. As with any choices dance teachers make, when they incorporate 
touch in their classes they demonstrate and impart their values. These may be values relating to good training in 
dance technique—such as dancing without tension, or values that reach beyond dance technique—such as helping 
students become more observant individuals.  One class of values imparted through touch can be described by the 
term Meta-dance Practice. The author uses this term to describe dance teaching and learning that goes beyond, 
transcends, and is more comprehensive than merely developing the technically proficient dance performer. When 
students are involved in a hands-on interaction, or "tactile dialogue" during a dance class they engage in meta-dance 
practice; they arrive at understandings for themselves through multiple layers of simultaneous learning.   

 
Seven layers of learning identified by the author through this research are:  
 
1. An attitude of care 
2. Acts of paying attention 
3. A search for appropriate responses 
4. A flexible approach 
5. The cultivation of relationships 
6. Acts of confirmation 
7. Experiences of kinesthetic empathy   
 
In order to create an environment for touch, it is essential for teachers to acknowledge their students' 

narratives—their personal histories and cultures—and how those narratives intersect with the teacher's own 
educational paradigms.  This acknowledgement reflects a teacher's value of demonstrating respect for each 
individual student. College dance classes include students from a variety of national and international cultures. This 
factor adds to the challenge and interest of creating a pedagogy of touch that serves every student.  

 
Through touch, teachers can express their value in empowering students. Every touch interaction in a dance 

class has the potential for empowering the student.  Personal empowerment is, in part, experienced as increased self-
knowledge.  Touch can lead students to more thoroughly hear and apply the corrections their teachers offer them; it 
can also move them to speak, dance, and touch with greater integrity and authenticity.   

 
Respect and empowerment are revealed in a teacher's recognition of the importance of touching with clear 

pedagogical intent, or "intentional touch." A teacher's use of intentional touch (or a teacher's inability to touch 
without clear intention) has political, sociological, cultural, psychological, and artistic ramifications.  
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Sendak:  A Model of a Successful Children’s Writer 
 
 It has been forty-two years since Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are was first 

published.  Today it remains a landmark book for children’s literature:  “Wild Things has yet to 

shed its initial fascination as an epic staring match in which the reader gets caught in the 

crossfire” (Special 703).  In the Night Kitchen and Outside Over There, the latter already twenty-

four years old, are likewise still going strong.  Most scholars would consider this trilogy of works 

to be canonical.  The question is then asked, why?  What makes Sendak’s trilogy particularly 

successful, and what methods were used to secure its success?  Through an explanation of the 

factors that determine the success of a piece of children’s literature today, and, followed by a 

closer examination of the works of Maurice Sendak, the reasons for his success can be found, as 

can a model for future children’s writers striving for success of their own. 

In order to understand how a children’s literature work becomes successful today, 

whether considered popular, classical, or even canonized, one must know for which of the many 

children’s book aspects critics are looking.  In some critics’ eyes, a successful work of children’s 

literature must overcome the stigma in today’s society that a children’s book should not be taken 

seriously.  For many years now, there has been a “battle against the marginalization of children’s 

literature,” which is being slowly fought by a “wealth of books with titles joining children’s 

books and literary theory” (Thacker 1).  Obviously, children’s books must be “known to be 

highly appreciated by a large, statistically verifiable number of children,” but they must also be 

known “by many critics as well” in order to have their popularity and significance carried on 

from one generation of children and scholars to the next (Tabbert 2).  If a work of children’s 

literature can be treated seriously enough to be studied by various scholars, then it sometimes has 

the potential to become, in historical terms, a work often labeled as a classic. 
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 Although some may consider breaking into the world of literary scholarship important, it 

is only a small step on the path to lasting success for a piece of children’s literature.  “Canon 

formation, largely a concern of literary scholarship,” has only recently “turned its attention to the 

genre of children’s literature,” and it has been the decisions of others that have held the most 

sway on the genre (Stevenson 113).  In fact, for decades it has been librarians who have not only 

been the most noted critics, “but have…influenced distribution, marketing and readership” 

(Stevenson 113).  Also, if one considers that, unlike adult literature, “ultimately, the popular 

judgments of sentimental regard” for children’s books by adults and children alike, “not 

academic lists of significance, create and control the canon of children’s literature,” then literary 

theorists determining a work’s success become of almost trivial importance (Stevenson 113). 

 Although the effect that librarians have had on the success of pieces of children’s 

literature has been great in the past, and certainly can not be overlooked today, advancements 

made with the advent of the internet and with the rapid growth of international media, television, 

movies, and advertisement have changed the amount of influence that a librarian may wield in 

determining what children read.  Unlike in the past, when librarians were some of the few 

outside the scholarly world who made or received critiques on which children’s literature should 

be read, many more adults and even children can now make or read their own critiques due to 

these media advances.  Now, more than ever, if children or adults go to a library to find a book, 

they often rely on outside information to determine which books are popular and desirable 

choices, as opposed to waiting for a librarian to determine what constitutes a worthy piece of 

children’s literature. 

The most important hurdle that a piece of children’s literature must overcome is to appeal 

enough to children, and especially to adults, that it gains popularity enabling it to span multiple 
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generations of readers.  Most successful works in children’s literature have very similar 

characteristics.  First, “successful children’s books” provide a major function in literature:  the 

“fulfillment of wishes” (Tabbert 2).  These wishes may be granted in the forms of adventures 

had, lessons learned, treasures won, or simply a story well-told.  Usually these wishes, “what is 

presented as desirable, whether as figments of an individual imagination or as ‘dreams that a 

society dreams’ (Peter Dickinson’s definition of myth), tend to be idealized and opposed to 

something demonized,” which especially provides children with a “simple dynamic” which 

might “propel them to overcome anxieties” (Tabbert 3).   

 The successful children’s book author, in creating necessary appeal, must also endow the 

book with a sense that produces strong emotional connections and/or humor.  Strong emotions 

provided by a piece of children’s literature can make lasting impressions affecting a person from 

childhood through adulthood.  Humor “conveys a sense of freedom by questioning norms or 

conventions, yet because the questioning is not meant to be absolute…but playful and temporary, 

it may also reinforce a sense of social integration,” which helps children relate to the world 

around them (Tabbert 3).  Both effects are aspects of life that often are “highly welcome” to 

children and adults alike (Tabbert 3).   

 Setting and characterization are also very important tools that make a piece of children’s 

literature enticing.  The setting must be a place that becomes “attractive through an atmosphere 

charged with a particular emotion,” (Tabbert 3) thus making the readers want to attach 

themselves even more to the story.  The children’s book must then provide strong central 

characters which are “especially relevant to the reading process because they lend themselves to 

identification.”  The main characters “become accessible…with an ordinary reader,” and the 

reader either “looks up admiringly to or looks down sympathetically at the central figures” 
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(Tabbert 4).  Thus, another strong emotional connection is made with these two key elements of 

a children’s book, making it more likely to be remembered beyond the first or even second 

readings. 

 However, the best settings and the strongest characters can easily have their emotional 

ties to the reader broken if the book was set up in the wrong manner.  The technical format of a 

children’s book can easily determine whether a child will be interested in the material placed 

before them.  “A book must be neither too difficult to read as far as print, layout, and length are 

concerned, nor too difficult to understand as far as vocabulary, syntax and facts are concerned” 

(Tabbert 5).  If an author takes his readers too seriously he may produce only excellent teaching 

material instead of a classic (Tabbert 5).  

The emotional connection that a piece of children’s literature makes with children is very 

important today, because “what most children are looking for is something that engages them 

from the very beginning—due to a significant offering of emotion or humor, atmosphere, 

identification or suspense” (Tabbert 5).  However, this appeal and emotional connection made 

with children is less crucial than that made with adults.  Unlike most adult literature, children’s 

works are not purchased by the people for whom they are intended.  “They are purchased by 

librarians, by parents - in short, by adults” (Stevenson 117).  “Children’s literature practitioners 

are fairly conscious of the tendency of children’s literature to please adults rather than children” 

(Stevenson 118).  If a piece of children’s literature connects with an adult emotionally, it is 

usually through that emotional state linking the adult to his/her inner child.  “A text’s usefulness 

to children is relevant; more important is its connection to childhood.  There are both old and 

new children’s books that are more significant to adult readers than children” (Stevenson 119).  

If a children’s book does not have a significant emotional link to childhood in general, then an 
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adult reader is very unlikely to purchase for or pass down to their children a particular work and 

thus helps to ruin its chances of becoming popular, let alone classic.  “A text need not be popular 

with a multitude of contemporary children in order to be classic.  It must however, speak of 

childhood…to adults” (Stevenson 119).  

 The emotional connection for adults is not the only important aspect of a children’s book.  

An overwhelming popular approval of a text might persuade an adult that a book is worth buying 

before an emotional connection is made with it.  “The fact that a book’s moving millions does 

matter to the popular canon” (Stevenson 114-115).  The economy of a time may also affect 

whether or not books are bought.  “The economic aspects of publication and distribution should 

not be underrated” (Tabbert 5).  But neither of these factors comes close to the pull that an 

adult’s emotional link to a children’s text might have in his/her decision to buy it. 

An adult’s emotional connection with a piece of children’s literature can usually be 

linked to his/her search for his/her inner child, or id.  Carl Jung’s investigations into the id, “the 

predominately passionate, irrational, unknown, and unconscious part of the psyche” (Murfin 

311), have helped to explain why much of the success of a piece of children’s literature is 

connected to its ability to stir the adult’s desire to reconnect with his/her inner child.  Jung’s 

studies attempted to show that symbolic images have inhabited the dreams, mythology, and art of 

human beings for ages, and that these images are pieces of life itself, connected to the living 

individual by a bridge of emotions.  It is when the conscious mind becomes more aware of the 

unconscious that these images are released.  The realization of the unconscious, the “inner 

child,” also allows adults to regain qualities of childhood such as wonder, imagination, and 

creative spontaneity that they locked away upon maturing and deemed as belonging to 

“childhood” (Cech 26-28).  A successful piece of children’s literature will provide an adult with 
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a chance to connect with his/her inner child and allow the adult to bring forth qualities of 

childhood that may have been repressed.  It will also allow adults to once again deal with their 

fears and tribulations through such outlets as fantasy and imagination.  These qualities in a piece 

of children’s literature then become very desirable for the matured audience.  

 With all these things in mind, if a novice children’s book writer were to go looking for 

examples of successful children’s literature meeting the aforementioned criteria, then he/she 

would have to venture no further than to Where the Wild Things Are, In the Night Kitchen, or 

Outside Over There.  These three books by Maurice Sendak, possibly his most famous, are 

excellent examples of his ability to create works of children’s fiction that have remained highly 

successful from the time they were written through today.  

 The Caldecott-winning Where the Wild Things Are, first published in 1963, has been one 

of the most influential children’s picture books of the modern era.  The story is about a boy 

named Max, who, through various acts of bad behavior, provokes his mother into sending him to 

his room without any dinner.  This results in Max becoming angry with his mother and creating 

an imaginary ship to escape to a land where wild monsters are.  Max eventually becomes King of 

the Wild Things and has a “wild rumpus,” but he eventually tires of this, succumbs to his 

loneliness, and returns from his imaginary land to his bedroom, only to find that his mother was 

indeed kind enough to provide him with the evening’s meal.   

In Where the Wild Things Are, Sendak broke from the models of “nostalgic innocence 

and sweetness” (Maurice 11) and presented more controversial themes and images than were 

being conventionally used by his contemporaries.  “Many critics and educators complained that 

the monsters were too frightening for children” (Maurice 18).  Maurice Sendak had “cast 

shadows over the ‘calm and sunny picture of childhood’” (Cech 110).  Where the Wild Things 
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Are was seen by many as a work that was “thoroughly subversive in one way or another,” or 

even as one expressing “feelings not generally approved of or even recognized by grown-ups” by 

“making fun of honored figures and piously held beliefs” such as mothers, the sanctity of 

motherhood, and the safety of childhood (Cech 111).   

 Sendak “never wrote a book where (he) taught a lesson” (Cary 3), but he has always 

believed that his books revealed at least in part the true nature of childhood, particularly his own.  

He admits that as a child he was ungracious and ungenerous.  He resented the fact that his 

mother would invite relatives over every week to eat at their table.  Sendak did not want to share 

his food or time with his relatives.  The aunts and uncles became monsters to him, and, on 

occasion, when the food wasn’t quite ready, they would say to him, “you look so good; I could 

just eat you up.”  These childhood memories easily became the foundation for Where the Wild 

Things Are (Sendak 213-214).  When responding to critics saying that Where the Wild Things 

Are was too harsh for children, he rebuked them by stating that: 

“The realities of childhood put to shame the half-true notions in some 
children’s books.  These offer a gilded world unshadowed by the least 
suggestion of conflict or pain, a world manufactured by those who can 
not- or don’t care to- remember the truth of their own childhood.  
Their expurgated vision has no relation to the way real children live” 
(Sendak 153). 
 

The real story of Max in Where the Wild Things Are is about a boy, who, “like all children, 

believes in a flexible world of fantasy and reality, a world where a child can skip from one to the 

other and back again in the sure belief that both really exist” (Sendak 152).  Sendak’s unique 

portrayal of his own childhood helps the reader to connect to his/her own inner child and deal 

with the emotions of fear, loss, and a sense of abandonment while in a fantasy setting that is fun 

instead of traumatic.   
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 In the Night Kitchen, published in 1970, conveys another story of an imaginary journey, 

but this time it is for a young boy named Mickey.  Mickey, who has that childhood dream of 

staying awake later than his bed time hours, makes a journey to the Night Kitchen, where 

unfortunately he finds himself being baked into a cake.  Through imaginative ingenuity, he 

manages to escape and eventually save the day by finding the milk, the needed ingredient to 

replace him in the cake.  Thus he becomes a hero, and according to the end of the book, “that’s 

why, thanks to Mickey, we have cake every morning.” 

 In the Night Kitchen has not escaped controversy, either.  Due to Mickey’s full frontal 

nudity on pages within the book, many librarians and book sellers would not allow the book to 

be within their buildings unless the nudity was censored, usually by covering the naked Mickey 

with some sketched on diapers.  “Sendak has frequently declared that he had not intended to be 

deliberately controversial in In the Night Kitchen” (Cech 196). 

 In the Night Kitchen is one of Sendak’s most personal works, being linked in many ways 

to favorite childhood memories.  The buildings in the background of the Night Kitchen are 

homage to New York, a place he has loved to visit since he was a child.  The airplane in which 

Mickey saves the day is much like the model airplanes that he and his brother used to make.  The 

three Oliver Hardy-like bakers, an obvious dedication to one of Sendak’s favorite comedy teams, 

are connected to his memories of the slogan “We Bake While you Sleep.”  And of course there’s 

Mickey himself, named for Sendak’s favorite comic character, Mickey Mouse (Cech 198-200).   

 The author’s favorite childhood memories, though, lie in “contrast to… a sickly 

childhood and old-world parents who did not always fully understand or appreciate Sendak’s 

temperament, talent, or interests…in American popular culture” (Cech 200).  In the Night 

Kitchen allows us to see Sendak’s sympathy for all the readers who, “like himself, had suffered 
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from the anxiety associated with going to sleep…because of the association of that nightly loss 

of consciousness with the experience of death” (Cech 181).  We also see Sendak’s inner child 

triumph over his childhood struggles to break free from his parents’ suppression of his interest in 

American culture.  Because of his parents, Sendak had difficulty deciding to which culture to 

belong.  Mickey’s struggle to break free from the suffocating bakers allows the reader to see 

Sendak, like so many other Jewish writers, “turning inward and focusing on such themes as the 

struggles and ambivalences about…the identity problems created by the lure of integration into 

American culture” (Tannenbaum 371).  In the Night Kitchen can be seen as Sendak’s 

unconscious self releasing that “confrontation of intensely fearful, potentially annihilating forces 

that are defeated through a triumphal act of choice and creativity” (Cech 179).   

 Outside Over There, published in 1981, is yet another story about a journey made into a 

fantasy world.  It tells how Ida, who, not wanting the responsibility of caring for a sibling, 

neglects her baby sister, which allows goblins to kidnap the baby and take it away.  Ida then 

travels to the goblin land and rescues her sister after regaining the bond of love for her.   

 Maurice Sendak has called Outside Over There “his masterpiece” (Cech 214).  As a 

reader closely investigates the book, one can see why.  Outside Over There is probably Maurice 

Sendak’s work most closely representing the struggles he feared and faced in childhood.  Outside 

Over There comes to terms with the love/hate relationship that he had with his older sister 

through his memories of her treatment of him as a youngster and of the time she lost him at the 

1939 New York World’s Fair (Sendak 209).   

The book also deals with Sendak’s childhood fear of the Lindbergh baby kidnapping 

case.  Sendak was particularly sickly during the time of the kidnapping, and for some reason 

connected himself with the thought that if the baby were returned safely, then everything would 
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be fine with himself as well.  Unfortunately the Lindbergh baby was never returned, leaving the 

fear of death on Sendak’s four year old mind.  In Outside Over There, Sendak is the Lindbergh 

baby, but this time Ida saves him (Sendak 210).  Outside Over There exorcises the fears and 

struggles of Sendak’s inner child, especially the fear of death. 

Maurice Sendak has said that his “particular gift lies in the fierceness with which he’s 

retained those experiences- the feelings of childhood that enrich (his) life as an artist, that 

galvanized (him) into being an artist” (Cech 13).  By merely looking at the ongoing sales 

numbers today, the reprinting of anniversary editions of his trilogy, the number of media 

productions based on his works, the general acceptance of his works in libraries across the nation 

and throughout the world, and the number of academics still studying his works, one can see that 

Sendak clearly has been able to create successful children’s literature.  However, Maurice 

Sendak “bristles at the very suggestion that he writes and illustrates for children” (Delacoma 1).  

Sendak said, “I have avoided that all my career and don’t know what it means to do books for 

children” (Delacoma 1).  It appears, then, that if one were to follow Maurice Sendak’s example, 

a key element to writing a successful piece of children’s literature would be for an author to 

reveal his/her unconscious, or inner child, by writing about childhood as opposed to writing for 

children.   

Sendak’s works have to do with “how all children manage to get through childhood from 

one day to the next, how they defeat boredom, fear, pain, and anxiety and find joy” (Cech 19).  

His works show us that children “survive otherwise overpowering moments because of their 

ability to step into fantasy, creating scenarios that compensate for the lack of physical or verbal 

defenses.  In fact, Sendak shows us that children come back restored” (Cech 123).  Sendak’s 

works show us that childhood is about dealing with complicated emotions such as love, hate, 
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jealousy, and fear of death.  His works also show us the “capacity of a child to accept and press 

on” after abandonment or a significant loss (Cech 239).   

All the above qualities of Maurice Sendak’s works point to his ability to express his inner 

child.  Adults implicitly understand this and want to recapture the same feelings of wonder, joy, 

and creative spontaneity.  Through Sendak’s books, adults are relearning what they lost as 

children:  to “trust themselves and their imaginative powers, to rely on their ability to get to the 

fantastical bottom of things,” and to come out renewed and restored.  Throughout his works, 

Maurice Sendak has provided the adult audience with what they seek in a successful children’s 

book, thus ensuring that their inner children will keep them coming back. 

 The way Maurice Sendak has used his inner child to create successful children’s 

literature about, rather than for, children can certainly not be overlooked by anyone attempting to 

write a children’s book.  “Surely Sendak realizes the significant role his unconscious plays in his 

creative life” (Cech 23).  “Those messages from the unconscious simply ‘well up,’ Sendak 

explains.  ‘Just as dreams come to us at night, feelings come to me, and I rush to put them 

down.’” (Cech 23).  It is through his unconscious or inner child that Maurice Sendak has 

reminded adults that “children live in wonder, a state that opens them nakedly to joy, desire, and 

a world full of sudden and fearful possibilities” (Cech 112), and adults want to rejoin that world.  

In allowing the world to see his inner child and his aptitude for writing about childhood, Sendak 

has appealed to children, but more importantly he has opened ways for adults to relate to their 

own unconscious or inner children.  It is not through the children, but through the adults Sendak 

continually reaches, that his works have been pushed to a canonical status, thus making him an 

excellent model of a successful children’s writer. 
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Summary: This paper will examine the implications of the French rejection of the European constitution not 
only in terms of European construction but also in terms of global relations, in particular between the EU 
and the US. Are the French “non” and the Dutch “nee” hiccups resulting from a poorly prepared meal eaten 
on the run, or symptoms of a more serious malady, which will cripple the European behemoth and possibly 
send him to an early grave? In the pages that follow I will argue that it is primarily the latter. Although I 
will focus on France, I will refer to several other countries in passing, especially Britain and Germany. In 
Part I, I will review what happened in France and elsewhere in Europe and situate events in context; in Part 
II, I will explore the reasons why the French rejected the European constitution; in Part III, finally, I will 
address the impact of the French “non” on global relations. 
 
 
 
Part I: The French and Dutch Rejection of the European Constitution and Its Aftermath 
 
     French voters overwhelmingly rejected the proposed European constitution by 55% in 

a referendum held on Sunday, May 29, 2005, making France the first nation to say “no” 

to an even more tightknit Europe. The proposed constitution ostensibly would rationalize 

the decision-making process in the 25-member EU, making it easier to implement full 

economic and political integration. Voter participation in France topped the 70% mark.1 

No doubt this seismic day will haunt the EU for years to come and likely reduce 

President Jacques Chirac to a lame-duck president. He dissolved the Chamber of 

Deputies back in 1997 to obtain a stronger majority for reform (including escalated 

European integration) and this year grudgingly called for a popular referendum on the 

constitution (Brussels mandates that member states ratify it), but, lo and behold, he ended 
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up losing both votes. Because of a plethora of domestic problems the referendum 

amounted to a plebiscite on Chirac himself, so small wonder that the result was a shock. 

His popularity stands at a rock bottom, never before seen 21%. The ever unpredictable 

Chirac, a veritable “Jacques in the Box,” in a surprise move reshuffled his government in 

a futile attempt at damage control, appointing his long-time protégé and presumed heir 

Dominique de Villepin Prime Minister and reappointing his old nemesis “Sarko,” the 

diminutive modern-day Napoleon, free market maverick gunslinger, and likely next 

president of France, Nicolas Sarkozy Minister of the Interior.2 How did Sarkozy thank his 

benefactor (who admittedly had no choice but to appoint him either Prime Minister or 

Minister of the Interior)? By comparing him to the ineffectual and diddling Louis XVI on 

the eve of the French Revolution. In an informal speech on Bastille Day, July 14 (which 

is the French national holiday), the brazen Sarkozy announced, alluding to the king’s 

hobby of taking apart locks and putting them back together again:  “Je n’ai pas vocation à 

démonter tranquillement les serrures à Versailles pendant que la France gronde” [“I do 

not intend to sit here and dismantle locks while France is grumbling”] (Ridet, “Lors de sa 

‘garden-party’”). The animosity between the two men is wellknown. Only a year earlier, 

just before banishing Sarkozy from the government when he took the helm of the right-

of-center governing majority UMP (Union pour la Majorité Présidentielle), Chirac had 

declared: “Je décide, il exécute” [“I decide, he obeys”]. Now Sarkozy has elbowed his 

way back into the government and looks like he will stay for the duration, poised to move 

into the Elysée palace in 2007 when Chirac leaves office. 

                                                                                                                                                 
* This paper was completed in July 2005, before all the immediate outcomes of the French vote were 
known. I added a few remarks in October 2005, regarding the recent elections in Germany. All translations 
are my own unless otherwise indicated.  
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     When the results of the referendum became known, Chirac also conferred with 

German Chancellor Gerhardt Schröder, so that the erstwhile Franco-German power 

couple could develop a plan of action to present at the upcoming meeting of the European 

Council in Brussels, which would be discussing a new long-term European budget for the 

period 2007-2013 and salvaging what it could of its public image. France and Germany 

had essentially engineered the evolution of the EU (Jean Monnet and Robert Schuman 

were both Frenchmen, Konrad Adenauer a German), spearheading all the grand 

initiatives that created a single market, from the European Steel and Coal Union in the 

1950s to the single currency; but they have lost their preeminence in an enlarged EU. 

Once again Chirac appears to be a loss for what to do, justifying former President 

François Mitterrand’s oft-quoted sarcastic remark: “Chirac runs fast but knows not 

where.” The very notion of holding a summit to discuss not the No vote but the budget 

for an organization in crisis appears preposterous even to seasoned political observers, as 

though leaders across Europe were in a state of denial or at least bewildered and at a loss 

for what to do next. 

 

     It came as no surprise to anyone, therefore, that budget negotiations in Brussels 

collapsed. It was too much to expect that leaders could focus on the budget when the very 

identity of the EU seemed to be in question and voters everywhere (and not only in 

France and the Netherlands) demanded accountability. “Domestic politics and national 

interests defeated lofty notions of sacrifice and solidarity for the benefit of all” (Sciolino, 

“Shame and Anger as EU Budget Talks Collapse”), underscoring the EU’s lack of a 

common vision for the future. In point of fact, there was no shortage of issues to disagree 
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about. For example, the French were as intransigent on their farm subsidies as the British 

were on the $6 billion annual rebate of their contributions to the EU budget. The EU’s ten 

new members3 were watching this latest installment of the time-honored and never 

ending battle between “Sweet France” and “perfidious Albion” from the stands, hoping 

that they would not go home empty-handed, but generous or perhaps savvy enough to 

give up some short-term aid in order to reach an agreement that would benefit them in the 

long run, causing more than a little embarrassment among the six founding members of 

the EU. As the disappointed Prime Minister of Poland, Marek Belka, said: “Nobody will 

be able to say that for Poland, the European Union is just a pile of money” (Sciolino, 

“Shame and Anger as EU Budget Talks Collapse”).  

 

     Less than a month earlier (on May 12), the German Bundestag (lower house of 

Parliament) had overwhelmingly voted to ratify the European Constitution, just before 

(on May 22) German voters gave Chancellor Schröder a humiliating thumbs-down in 

regional elections in the heartland of North Rhine-Westphalia, the country’s most 

populous state, where Social Democrats (SPD) had not lost an election in almost four 

decades. The defeat of the Social Democrats was expected; what was not expected was 

the German chancellor’s response: feeling that he no longer had a mandate to govern, he 

decided to call for a snap election in September, which still, on the eve of the European 

Studies Conference in October, have not produced a working German government. This 

turn of events is ironic since the Christian Democrats (CDU) (led by East German-born 

Angela Merkl) is likely to impose even harsher reforms of the welfare state, which will 

further alienate many of the very same voters who rejected Schröder in the first place. 
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Obviously, a protest vote usually has limited appeal in the long run because what voters 

get is often worse than what they already have: they are not likely to appreciate what the 

French call a “horse cure” to jumpstart the German economy, even though the long-term 

effects might be beneficial, as was the case in Great Britain, whose GNP recently surged 

ahead of France’s. The only political parties that are likely to post long-term gains in 

Germany are extremist and populist.  

 

     Meanwhile, in the UK, Tony Blair just barely won reelection in May 2005, but he 

wisely postponed any discussion of the European Constitution, waiting to see how it sat 

with voters in the six founding nations of the EU (France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Luxemburg). Now he has publicly called for a “time for reflection” 

(Sciolino, “French ‘No’ Vote on Constitution Rattles Europe”) before deciding whether 

or not to entrust the fate of the Constitution to British voters. Basically what Blair wants 

is more of an emphasis on a free market with no barriers of any kind, and he will use 

Britain’s six-month-long presidency of the EU, beginning on July 1, to promote his 

scaled-down, back-to-basics, Anglophone vision of Europe, which has more in common 

with the erstwhile EFTA (European Free Trade Association)4 than it does with the mutant 

hegemon in Brussels that we now call the European Union (previously the European 

Community [EC] and the European Economic Community [EEC]). Moreover, Blair is 

not alone. Most of the Scandinavian countries, as well as a number of former Soviet 

satellites, such as Poland and Estonia, share his distrust of political integration and argue 

that much still remains to be done to implement full economic integration, which is 

absolutely essential if Europe is to be able to compete with China or emerging economic 
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powerhouses such as India in the decades to come. If London’s successful bid to host the 

2012 Summer Olympics is any indication (London beat out Paris in a down-to-the-wire 

competition),5 it is the British vision of Europe that will prevail. All things considered, 

this has been an annus horribilis for Chirac and for France. Being awarded the Games 

would have provided a welcome distraction for a nation in crisis, done wonders for the 

president’s bruised ego, and bolstered the French people’s faith in their nation’s ability  

to lead Europe.  

 

     Three days after the French referendum, on June 1, Dutch voters also said “nee,” an 

even larger majority (61.6%) rejecting the constitution. Clearly, the EU is facing its worst 

crisis ever; as the Prime Minister of Luxemburg, Jean-Claude Juncker, the outgoing EU 

president, stated: “Europe is not in a crisis. It is in a profound crisis” (Gumbel). However, 

as for right now, the long-term outcomes of the French vote are still difficult to gauge. 

There may never be another referendum in France (if the EU decides to drop the idea of a 

constitution), or it may be postponed indefinitely, or a second referendum may be held in 

the near future after a period of reflection. It is too early to tell what will happen.  

 

     Although, as of June 1, 2005, ten nations approved the Constitution (Lithuania, 

Hungary, Slovenia, Italy, Greece, Slovakia, Germany, Spain, Austria, Luxemburg), it 

nevertheless seems doomed after being rejected by two of the founding nations of the 

EU. The “yes” vote by new member states in eastern Europe has less weight, for obvious 

reasons, since there is a widespread perception in many quarters that they are motivated 

above all by economic self-interest. Actually, in most European nations it is the 
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politicians and not the people who ratify the constitution, fueling populist resentment 

everywhere against such an undemocratic and elitist notion of a “referendum.” The 

bottom line is that the Teflon smart alecks in their fancy suits flying around Europe in 

business class would do well to read the history books, in order to remind themselves of 

what transpired in France in the summer of 1789. The people presented their grievances 

in special Cahiers de doléance, to be brought forward by their representatives to the 

Estates General at Versailles, but political leaders did not see the writing on the wall, and 

before they knew it a revolution had begun and the Old Regime existed no more. Today, 

too, the people demand to be heard, and it would not be wise to pretend that nothing has 

happened. As Tony Blair blurted out after meeting with Chirac on June 14, “Let’s be very 

honest: If there was a referendum in most parts of Europe at the moment, the answer 

would be no” (Sciolino, “For EU Leaders, a Bitter Tussle Over Money”). For the EU to 

move on, there must be a prolonged period of consultation with the people and a renewed 

focus of attention. Is the  EU expanding just for the sake of expanding (as now seems to 

be the case)? Would it not be wiser, instead, to focus on measures that would improve the 

quality of life for Europeans? Whose organization is this, anyway? To many people the 

EU has degenerated into an irresponsible, unwieldy, and even corrupt organization whose 

main purpose seems to be to guarantee a comfortable lifestyle for tens of thousands of 

aloof and self-important Eurocrats.  Perhaps the “no” vote will empower ordinary citizens 

everywhere to take charge, which is bad news for Turkey and other nations hoping to 

gain admittance in the near future. However, as William Pfaff writes, for the EU to be 

able to help others it must first put its own house in order: “the first obligation of any 

political society, whether national or multinational, is to itself, its own security, integrity, 
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and successful functioning. The European Union has to be a success in order to have a 

constructive influence on others, and this is what has seemed in jeopardy” (Pfaff “What’s 

Left of the Union?”). 

 

     The European constitution must be ratified by all 25 member states, and the 

ratification process is supposed to continue until November 2006, if all goes according to 

plan, but now everything is up in the air. Government leaders in France and the 

Netherlands are mulling their next move, and are likely to ask that the Constitution be 

revised before they send it back to the people again in a few years’ time. In the meantime, 

the ratification process will most likely be suspended, all the more so since Danish voters 

are very likely to vote no as well in September. Tiny but powerful Luxemburg is the only 

country that decided to conduct a referendum after the French vote and, not surprisingly, 

the constitution carried comfortably by 56.5%. However, not too much ought to be read 

into this approval by voters because Luxemburg with its 459,000 inhabitants, has always 

been at the vanguard of European integration and, like it or not, clearly is not comparable 

to either France or the Netherlands in size, population, GNP, or socioeconomic diversity. 

 

     In fact, few European nations have provisions in their constitutions for a referendum 

(France is a notable exception in this regard), entrusting monumental decisions to 

parliament (which, of course, does not always reflect popular will on a particular issue!). 

Governments seldom listen to the people for long, or only long enough for the people to 

forget, and then pretend that nothing has happened. The rhetoric coming out of Paris 

these days is hardly encouraging from a democratic point of view. After his defeat at the 
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polls, Chirac declared with Olympian understatement: “Le vote en France et aux Pays-

Bas traduit des interrogations, de fortes attentes, des préoccupations” [“The vote in 

France and in the Netherlands expresses questions, high expectations, preoccupations”], 

adding that “dans le respect du message des Français, je m’emploierai dans les semaines 

à venir à assurer nos partenaires de l’ancrage de la France dans l’union et de la force de 

son ambition européenne” [“as far as the message sent by the French people is concerned, 

I will work hard in coming weeks to assure our partners of  France’s solid place in the 

Union and of the strength of its European ambitions”] (AP). This last statement 

completely contradicts the results of the referendum and ignores the fact that it followed 

the most intense public debate on the EU ever held in France. Which part of the word 

‘no’ did Mr. Chirac not understand? Perhaps he thought that this ‘no’ was ‘no, not now’  

and not a ‘no, never.’ For once, ordinary folks had taken the trouble to become informed 

about a complex question. Never before had there been an issue that so galvanized public 

opinion and encouraged people to familiarize themselves with the facts, dissect the sterile 

prose of the constitution, and examine its implications--at town hall meetings, in study 

groups, and, of course, in cafés. If the French people voted no, they did so for a reason, 

because in the words of the editor of Le Monde, Jean-Marie Colombani, “une majorité 

des Français n’a pas, ou n’a plus, envie d’Europe” [“A majority of the French does not 

want or no longer wants Europe”] (Colombani, “L’impasse”). 

 

     Governments everywhere (and not only in Europe) seem to have a predilection for the 

tango: two steps forward, one step back. No “no” is forever. Just look at Québec, where 

citizens in the 1990s voted several times not to withdraw from Canada and where 
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referendum upon referendum was still held, as though the pro-independence government 

did not want to accept the people’s verdict. The same is likely to happen in France, where 

the government will submit draft upon draft until it finally gets its way and can 

triumphantly announce that the sovereign people have spoken and given their seal of 

approval. As the inimitable and perspicacious columnist William Pfaff wrote with his 

typical panache, the situation is positively Brechtian. After the East German workers’ 

revolt against the Communist authorities in 1953, the Communist poet-sage wistfully 

remarked that “the times required electing not a new government but a new people” 

(Pfaff, “EU’s problem with ‘no’”). However, today it is as though governments around 

Europe really did not get the message: voters did not reject Europe as much as what they 

perceive to be an open-ended expansion project which eventually would include not only 

Turkey but also virtually every other independent and not yet independent state that is a 

part of the greater European landmass, and, why not, North Africa and the Middle East, 

too. Bulgaria and Romania have already been promised admission in 2007. Albania and 

Ukraine would be next in line. Russia has well-known European ambitions. Where do 

you draw the line? How many members can fit into the EU before it comes apart at the 

seams? Thirty? Thirty-five? After all, the Council of Europe has forty-six members and 

contains many of the states just mentioned, including Turkey, Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, 

several Balkan countries (which will never be members of the EU so long as they refuse 

to surrender war criminals from the former Yugoslavia), and a few of the Caucasian 

states. It does not, however, include the Middle East or North Africa since these regions 

do not fulfill the rigorous yet controversial definition of Europe provided by the Council 

in 1994, according to which a member state’s territory must be “situated in part or in 
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whole on the European continent and its culture must be closely linked to European 

culture” (Le Monde June 24, 2005).  

 

     If the Council of Europe can accommodate such a mishmash of nations, why can’t the 

EU do the same? However, the two organizations are fundamentally different. Whereas 

the EU strives to promote political, economic and social cooperation and integration, the 

Council of Europe, historically, has been more concerned with the “protection of 

democracy and the rule of law; the protection of human rights; the promotion of Europe’s 

cultural identity and diversity; addressing problems facing European society, including 

discrimination, xenophobia, environmental protection, AIDS, drugs and organized crime; 

and encouraging democratic stability via reform” (Wikipedia). The impact of the EU on 

ordinary people’s lives is far greater, and today ordinary folks everywhere are demanding 

a voice about their future. What it all boils down to is that the common man and woman 

are rejecting attempts by Brussels to “de-Europeanize” Europe and, at the risk of 

appearing politically incorrect, would rather cling to what remains of the odd blend of 

Christianity and the Enlightenment that makes up the core of European values, instead of 

committing to some half-baked abstract internationalist notion of Europe concocted by 

bureaucrats out of touch with and far removed from the electorate they supposedly serve. 

At the very least leaders could have done a better job of explaining to the electorate why 

Europe needed a constitution and, more specifically, what the 450 million citizens in the 

25 member states of the EU stood to gain from it. The perception today in many quarters 

is that the EU costs more to run than it is worth. 
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     European integration has progressed at a rapid rate of late and increasingly has an air 

of inevitability about it, so much so that it is hard to imagine that anything short of a full-

scale war on the European continent would cause the EU to shelve its plans for full 

economic, political, and military integration in accordance with the Maastricht Treaty of 

1992, which was ratified by all member states (18 at the time). Nonetheless, the EU is 

facing a crisis, the worst in what will soon be its fifty-year history. True, the organization  

will not go away anytime soon--existing treaties ensure that it will continue to function 

much as before; however, political integration is on hold indefinitely, and negotiations 

with aspirant members such as Turkey (the EU agreed in late 2004 to open negotiations 

with it in October 2005) are likely to be a prolonged and perhaps inconclusive process. 

 

 

Part II: Why the French Rejected the European Constitution 

    Essentially, the “no” vote does not represent a rejection of the 448 articles of the 

Constitution, which far from all voters fully understood despite their best efforts since it 

is written in virtually impenetrable “bureaucratese,” which various government-

sponsored brochures for public consumption and a slough of other publications did little 

to offset. Nor is the “no” vote a rejection of the EU as a whole. Rather, the vote expresses 

a heartfelt “no” in extremis to the many implications, real and especially perceived, of the 

constitution. The French “no” is a signal to Brussels to slow down, to give member 

nations a much needed time-out in order to tend to other, more urgent matters first. In 

France, voters are probably more concerned about record-high unemployment (11%), the 

likely membership of Muslim Turkey, and the ills of globalization/Americanization than 
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they are about the separation of powers among the various branches of the EU (or any of 

the other 448 articles of the Constitution), more worried about the erosion of the welfare 

state and the gradual elimination of rights and benefits (les acquis sociaux) that took 

decades to implement and that are now slowly being dismantled; (just this year, for 

instance, the French government decided that Pentecost Monday would no longer be a 

public holiday, and it has been nibbling away at the recently instituted 35-hour work 

week. However, more than anything else the average voter, on the Left as well as on the 

Right, is fed up with the haughty and heavy-handed ways of anonymous Eurocrats in 

Brussels who can pontificate on everything from the size of park benches in faraway 

Sweden to arcane articles of bureaucratic procedure and yet cannot solve “simple” 

problems such as illegal immigration, human trafficking, and drug smuggling.6  

 

     Of course, these problems are not all the fault of the EU, but there is a widespread 

perception among people everywhere that the EU is somehow responsible for the steady 

outsourcing of jobs to low-wage countries and that the EU has been transformed from 

what used to be an exclusive circle of highly developed and prosperous nations into a 

paupers’ United Nations of Europe that will accept virtually anyone. In Western Europe 

in particular (in the Netherlands it was a major reason why the constitution was defeated) 

it is widely assumed that certain wealthy countries pay more than their fair share and 

therefore have little or nothing to gain from membership. The EU would respond to these 

allegations that its main raison d’être is to make Europe more competitive and that more 

reform, not less, will be needed to put it on a par with the US and enable it to respond to 

the challenges and opportunities of the twenty-first century.    
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     In a purely French context, the “no” vote, however, could also be construed as a 

protest against the growing alienation between the people and the institutions of 

government, thus as a desire to reform the constitution undergirding the Fifth Republic, a 

constitution that was created by General de Gaulle in 1958 and has been in effect ever 

since with few modifications (the most important of which was the election of the 

president through a popular vote). Following the referendum the debate in the French 

press on a possible Sixth Republic was once again revived (see, for example, Mathieu 

Castagnet), and its proponents on both the Left and Right argued for what would amount 

to a British-style regime, in which the prime minister would be directly responsible to 

parliament and not, as now, to the president, who appoints the government and can 

dissolve parliament. When the French people in a referendum in 2000 approved the new 

five-year term for the president, they did so thinking that it would increase voter 

influence and reduce popular disaffection with the government; but it is unclear how an 

executive presidency that has diminished powers can coexist with an executive 

government that has increased authority. The dilemma of French politics since the early 

1980s has been recurring “cohabitations” when the president and prime minister have 

belonged to different sides of the political spectrum (Left, Right), reducing the 

effectiveness of both and creating the impression that no one is really in charge. 

 

     Brussels has become a modern-day Babel that is better at having its mountains of 

documents translated into all the member languages than providing for their constituents 

and solving the problems they face in their everyday lives. As one right-wing observer, 
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Philippe de Villiers, put it: “On a tous une raison de voter non” [“We all have a reason to 

vote no”] (Colombani). Now it is time to gauge the French reaction. As for right now, 

official France appears shell-shocked. In the words of Jean-Luc Dehaene, a former 

Belgian prime minister and one of the architects of the Constitution: “It is clear that the 

French ‘no’ brings Europe to a kind of standstill.… The French are completely without 

orientation and in a period of complete uncertainty” (Sciolino, “French ‘No’ Vote on 

Constitution Rattles Europe”). For all practical purposes the European Constitution is 

dead: no other nation’s vote matters any longer, now that voters in one of the founding 

members have rejected it. Ironically, even in defeat, France stands tall, but, granted, 

French officialdom would have preferred another outcome on May 29! For now, the 

wheels of the EU will grind on, albeit under a cloud of uncertainty. 

 

 

Part III: The Impact of the French “no” on Global Relations 

     After looking at some of the implications of the French rejection of the European 

Constitution in terms of European construction, let me now consider the impact of the 

French “no” with regard to global relations, in particular between the EU and the US. 

President Bush must be rubbing his hands with glee since the Europeans appear to be 

self-destructing right before his eyes. He must wish that the French vote had come two 

years ago as he prepared to launch his war in Iraq and when the threat of a Franco-

German front against US militarism was still semi-credible. Although most of official 

Europe (popular opinion everywhere, however, was strongly against the war) stood 

behind President Bush at that time (Britain, Italy, Spain, and even Denmark, as well as all 
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of the new eastern European NATO and EU members), France and Germany (together 

with Russia) apparently commanded sufficient respect to make Bush at least think twice 

before giving the go-ahead to launch the assault on Iraq. Today the situation is quite 

different. Dominique de Villepin, the outspoken French foreign minister who confronted 

Colin Powell at the UN in the spring of 2003, is now the prime minister of France; 

however, he is a much diminished, indeed emasculated figure with no experience in 

economic matters and must now deal with more mundane problems such as 

unemployment, sluggish economic growth, and a falling Euro ($1.23 on June 3). The 

dollar has risen 12% against the Euro so far in 2005 (and 7% against the yen), which 

suggests that the dollar will once again become the world currency of choice… for better 

and worse. On the upside, foreign lenders and investors will find the US more attractive, 

so interest rates will remain low. On the downside, American exports will suffer, imports  

will increase, and the trade deficit will continue to grow exponentially.  

 

     France is emblematic of European woes (low growth, high unemployment, and a 

reluctance to restructure in order to become more competitive in world markets), and de 

Villepin, who has never held elected office, hardly measures up this time round. The 

strapping 6′4″ “silver fox” with dashing looks, French accent, and monogrammed shirts 

was a formidable presence in the General Assembly on that memorable day in the spring 

of 2003 when he argued forcefully against going to war in Iraq, living proof that de 

Gaulle’s dream of France representing a credible “third way” was not dead. But now this 

haughty aristocrat is a fish out of water in Paris, out of touch with the electorate. Indeed, 

most everyone across the political spectrum in France called his move to Matignon (the 
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office and residence of the French prime minister) an insult to the French people. He is 

hardly a threat to Washington any longer, even though his appointment must be seen with 

suspicion inside the Beltway (if you are Donald Rumsfeld, someone like Dominique de 

Villepin still looks, talks, and acts “frog”). 

 

     Adding to the general instability in the world is the UN’s unfortunate loss of clout--

some would even say relevance--after the American decision to go to war in Iraq despite 

the recommendation of the world body to exhaust all peaceful options; its decline has 

been so steep that Bush, adding insult to injury, has nominated John Bolton as UN 

ambassador. Since the Iraq war began, Secretary-General Kofi Annan has called it 

“illegal” (just before the presidential election, in fact, which was hardly a coincidence) 

and again has badgered the US about its unwillingness to recognize the International 

Criminal Court and to pay its obligatory dues. The inability of the UN to prevent the war 

in Iraq, as well as recent charges of misconduct by its peacekeepers abroad, coupled with 

graft and corruption that reach all the way up to its highest echelons,7 have seriously 

crippled it, making it a prime candidate for radical downsizing. After some hesitation, 

Bush has nevertheless decided to continue supporting Kofi Annan (whom the US 

installed in 1997), believing that a weak UN better serves American interests. Despite its 

failings it is undeniable that the UN has done much good8 and that the world certainly is 

better off with an imperfect world body than without it. 

 

     It stands to reason that the French “no” to the European constitution has ramifications 

well beyond Europe and no doubt will facilitate US hegemonic aspirations, justifying 
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American unilateralism, as it were, and even lending it an aura of respectability. Chirac 

had hoped that a European Constitution would issue in a multipolar world order in which 

Europe (and especially France) would be able to act as a counterbalance to the US and 

mediate in global security issues, for example, Iran’s nuclear program. Such an 

arrangement would usher in a new Atlantic modus vivendi between rival siblings 

separated by an ocean: they would enjoy a feeling of independence and be free to snub 

each other from time to time (usually to please a home audience), but would surely come 

to each other’s aid if necessary, as they have on numerous occasions in the past. 

However, after the “no” vote” in France, Chirac’s multipolar world order is not likely to 

come to pass any time soon. Not only is Europe already divided (witness the war in Iraq, 

which was supported by most of the EU except France and Germany), but it still lacks a 

credible military deterrent and is unwilling to acquire one, since, first, it still is content to 

live under the American nuclear umbrella, and, second, believes, rightly or wrongly, that 

the so-called “war on terror” is best fought by counterintelligence at home, rather than by 

soldiers on the ground in a foreign country. 

 

     Seen from the vantage point of the White House, the EU is about as capable of self-

governance and action as the UN, where France and Germany tried hard to stave off the 

American-led war in Iraq. However, to Washington a divided Europe (along with a 

divided France) is to be preferred to a united France/Europe that is anti-American. 

According to the twisted logic of geopolitics, a divided enemy is the ultimate reward of 

Realpolitik, but divided allies rank a close second since such a situation enables the US to 

plot its next move on the chessboard of international relations and consolidate its 
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dominance over one and all.9 Historically, the US supports a strong and unified Europe, 

which contributes to prosperity and stability everywhere, but at the same time it is clear 

that Washington “would rather deal with a divided Europe that can be picked off one 

nation at a time” (Eizenstaat). Nevertheless, a prosperous and democratic Europe, with or 

without a constitution, is in America’s best strategic interest because we share a 

commitment to democratic values and human rights. The peaceful transformation of 

eastern Europe, which presumably is in our national interest (at least it coincides with the 

official rhetoric coming out of Washington these days about the spread of democracy and 

national self-determination) never would have been possible without the EU. For most 

former Soviet satellites the prospect of one day joining the EU has invariably 

strengthened efforts to make a fundamental change from a Soviet-style dictatorship to a 

free-market democracy. Thus, once the dust has settled in Brussels, one would hope that 

the US would work harder to restore and develop good working relations not only with 

the individual nations that make up the EU, exerting an extra effort to make up with 

France and Germany, but also with the organization’s executive branches. Europe may 

never have a president or foreign minister, but the US should ignore then Secretary of 

State Henry Kissinger’s quip that he would not know whom to call if he wanted to call 

Europe. Europe is more unified today than it ever was in the past and, to continue 

Kissinger’s simile, if Washington wanted to call Europe there would be someone to take 

the call in the European Commission and the European Council, the two executive 

branches of the EU. Actually, President Bush has already placed such a “call,” because 

when he visited Europe in the spring of 2005 he went first to Brussels, where he met not 

only with several heads of state (including Chirac and Schröder) but also with the leaders 
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of both the European Council (representing the governments of member states) and the 

European Commission (the executive branch of the EU). Regardless of what happens to 

the European constitution, a growing working relationship between Washington and the 

upper echelons of the EU is bound to develop in the future if for no other reason than that 

the EU already has considerable executive power in a wide range of domains. It is easier 

to deal with one interlocutor than with 25, even though the diversity represented by so 

many member states would seem to preclude a consensus on many important issues and 

make bilateral negotiations between the US and the EU difficult and frustrating.   

   

   Finally, the emergence of an Anglophone, Eurosceptic, and Atlanticist Europe, led by 

Britain and including most of the recent member states in eastern Europe, will be 

welcomed by Washington, which has wisely refrained from commenting officially about 

the quagmire of the EU constitution. This “new” Europe, which the Bush administration 

contrasted with the “old” Europe during the buildup to the Iraq war, no doubt will 

become more prominent in the future, but this is not to say that Europe forever will be 

divided into a pro-American and an anti-American camp. European sensibilities are 

complex, and political allegiances will shift according to the needs of the moment. Spain 

backed the Iraq war to begin with but replaced its pro-war prime minister after the 

Madrid bombings. The same is likely to occur in recessionary Italy, where the post-

Berlusconi age looms ever closer and there is absolutely no reason to believe that 

conservative Danish Prime Minister Rasmussen will remain in power for long when 90% 

of Danes are against the war. A Sarkozy presidency in France presumably will mean that 

France, too, will embrace far-reaching structural reform and move toward a more liberal, 
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deregulatory, “Anglophone,” “free-trade-first” Europe. The truth of the matter is that the 

European Union is too complex today for there to be anything like a consensus on 

important issues of foreign, economic, fiscal, or environmental policy. In the future we 

are likely to see more of what we are seeing today: a multi-network Europe, i.e., 

subgroups or short-term alliances between states that share similar interests in one area or 

another and cooperate out of self-interest. E pluribus unum still may be the dream of the 

six founding members of the EU (a “United States of Europe” certainly was the dream of 

many of the visionaries who conceived of a union between European nations after World 

War II), but the reality today is another and Ex uno plura has become the inoffical and de 

facto motto of Europe. No one is prepared to fight and die for Europe yet, so European 

construction has a long way to go before there can be anything that remotely resembles a 

European identity. In the meantime we are stuck with European-unionized, globalized 

nations that are gradually losing their national characteristics and trying to come to grips 

with who they are and what they want from the future.  

 

Conclusion 

     To conclude, the rejection of the European constitution by French and Dutch voters 

will interrupt the ratification process in the short term, possibly leading to the scrapping 

of the constitution altogether, produce a stalemate in efforts to rationalize the French 

economy (the status quo between modernizers and traditionalists might continue 

indefinitely), and, finally, reduce Chirac to a lame duck president, paving the way for the 

hyperambitious Nicolas Sarkozy to succeed him. Until now Chirac has harbored plans to 

run for reelection once again, in 2007, for a record third term;10 however, this scenario is 
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not likely to happen after the referendum. As noted above, France may also seriously 

consider reforming its own constitution, possibly leading to a Sixth Republic. In addition 

to growing economic and political uncertainty at home, France is facing the inevitable 

decline of French as a world language, which is a real blow to its pride. Since the end of 

its colonial empire (which, just like the EU, served national prestige as much as or more 

than economic gain) France has clung to the illusion that French still was a world 

language. Today French has lost ground to English, which is the new lingua franca of the 

international community. Not only has the study of French declined worldwide (including 

in the former French empire), but today meetings of the European Council in Brussels are 

typically held in English and only one-third of all official documents are now translated 

into French (McGuire). In the long term, continued integration and, of course, indefinite 

expansion of the EU will become more difficult, not to say controversial. It is unlikely, 

for example, that France will continue to support Turkey’s bid for membership. Most 

important, it can only be hoped that governments everywhere will listen to and address 

voters’ concerns and take this opportunity to step back and reflect on the future identity 

of Europe. 

  

   Globally, the rejection of the constitution in France and the Netherlands, as well as the 

growing hostility not only to the constitution but also to European integration, period, is 

likely to lead to a weakened Europe in the short term. However, I predict that the EU will 

emerge from this crisis both more focused and just as effective as it is today, albeit less 

ambitious. No doubt there will never be a “United States of Europe.” Rather, what we 

will see is a multifaceted, multiple-track Europe concerned mainly with economic 
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integration but open to political, fiscal, judicial, environmental, and educational 

integration for those member states that desire it.  

 

 

Notes 

1 This was the 10th referendum in the 47-year history of the Fifth Republic and only the second time that 
voters  rejected a proposal by the President of the Republic. In 1969 de Gaulle resigned after losing a 
referendum on a plan to reform the Senate. 
  
2 The Bush government has given its imprimatur to Sarkozy. Witness this accolade by the American 
ambassador to Paris coming just three months after de Villepin’s remarkable speech in the UN: “Vous êtes 
le ministre le plus efficace et le plus populaire depuis Fouchet” (Philippe Ridet,  “Nicolas et Dominique”).   
  
3 The EU went from 15 to 25 members in 2004 when Cyprus (the Greek part), the Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia joined. 
 
4 EFTA was founded in 1960 by Austria, Denmark, Britain, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, and Switzerland to 
offset the formation of the EU. Britain, which of course was not allowed to join the EEC (the predecessor 
of the EU) as long as de Gaulle was in power, spearheaded EFTA but has since joined the EU, as have all 
the other EFTA nations except for Norway and Switzerland. 
 
5  However, if the terror attack against public transport in London had happened just one day earlier, there 
is every reason to believe that London would not have been awarded the Games. 
 
6 For an in-depth discussion of social issues in contemporary France, see Kokoreff and Rodriguez. 
 
7 “Kofigate” is growing in magnitude as I write. Although Kofi Annan in all likelihood has not profited 
himself, it now appears that he lied about his contacts with the besieged consulting firm Cotecna, which 
oversaw the UN’s “oil-for-food” program with Iraq and siphoned off $10-$15 billion in bribes and kick-
backs to various individuals around the world, including the Deputy Secretary-General of the UN, Benon 
Sevan. 
 
8 Yet the United Nations also can claim “many real accomplishments: decolonization, elimination of 
apartheid, peacekeeping missions, behind-the-scenes peacemaking, the development and extension of the 
rule of law, the promotion of the norms of human rights, gender empowerment, assistance to refugees, and 
collective action for such common problems as resource depletion and environmental degradation. On 
balance, the world has been a better and less bloodier place with the United Nations’ help” (Thakur). 
 
9 For a good discussion of the French referendum’s impact on Franco-American relations, see Eizenstaat. 
 
10 According to the French constitution, no one may run for reelection more than once; however, since the 
term limit was changed (also by referendum) from seven years to five in 2000. Chirac may run again since 
technically speaking his third term would only be his second five-year term. 
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Knut Hamsun’s (Mis)Reading of Mark Twain’s Innocents Abroad1 
 
by 
 
Tom Conner, Ph.D. 
   
 
     When Americans remember him at all, they no doubt think of Knut Hamsun (1859-

1952) as the author of Hunger or as the Norwegian who, along with Vidkun Quisling, 

betrayed his country by supporting the Nazis during World War II. Yet Hamsun, winner 

of the Nobel Prize in 1920 for his novel The Growth of the Soil, was and remains one of 

the most important and influential novelists of his time. In his early newspaper articles 

and essays he was also an astute, though not always perfectly objective, observer of 

America, and it is his reflections on America that will be the subject of my presentation 

today. Here I would like to accomplish two things: first, recount a few specifics regarding 

Hamsun’s American odyssey and, second, look at a few of the articles that make up his 

first installment of articles about America, Fra Amerika (From America), in particular the 

piece entitled “The American Character,” which, although quite harsh and unforgiving in 

its tone, I believe is representative of Hamsun’s mindset and overall opinion of America. 

Although Hamsun had much to say about America that was good--he was impressed with 

Americans’ generosity and work ethic, for example--his views were more negative than 

positive. Also, I would like to look at Hamsun’s ten-page article on Mark Twain, which 

offers some interesting insights not only into Hamsun’s views on the state of American 

letters but also on those American values most closely associated with Twain, among 

 
1 All quotes from Hamsun are from Richard Nelson Current. 
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them common sense, grass roots democracy, a suspicion of high culture, a tongue-in-

cheek sense of humor, and a healthy skepticism toward authority in general. In these 

pages Twain emerges as the quintessentially American writer, for better and for worse.  

 First, let me provide you with some background information. Knut Hamsun 

Remembers America (2004) is a recently published collection of thirteen essays and 

stories, including two short articles published under the title Fra Amerika, and deal with 

Hamsun’s experiences in the U.S. as a young man. Many of these pieces have never been 

published before in an English translation (though the editor seems to ignore Sverre 

Arestad’s 1970 translations of four early stories by Hamsun). At any rate, none is readily 

available anywhere today.  

     The Norwegian Nobel laureate and novelist Knut Hamsun lived in the U.S. for about 

four years as a young man in the 1880s, in two separate stints of two years each, criss-

crossing the Midwest, trying his hand at widely different occupations: itinerant (and, may 

I assume, poorly paid) lecturer on Norwegian and European literature, store clerk, farm 

hand on the prairie, personal assistant to an eccentric Unitarian minister in Minneapolis, 

manual laborer and streetcar conductor in Chicago, the equivalent of a modern-day slave-

laborer on a so-called “bonanza farm” (i.e., an immense wheat farm) in North Dakota 

(15). As you can see, Hamsun saw many different facets of this country; however, he 

never experienced the upperclass, highbrow East coast patrician society, which explains 

his categorical condemnation of America as a cultural wasteland.  

     Unlike 90% plus of his Scandinavian compatriots, Hamsun chose not to stay in the 

U.S. “I am a European, thank God,” he exclaimed upon his felicitous return to the old 

country, “happy to be back on Norwegian soil” (quoted by Harald Naess); however, it 
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would not be long before his feet began to itch, and he found his way back across the 

Atlantic. Like so many Norwegians, Hamsun was dirt-poor and aspired, quite literally, to 

make his fortune in America. Many Scandinavians came to this country in the nineteenth 

century; by 1915 almost 800,000 Norwegians had emigrated to the New World, at a rate 

second only to Ireland’s in the percentage of total population. 

     Hamsun went on to become the famous novelist we know, but many of his earliest 

writings--newspaper articles, literary vignettes, and various personal reminiscences--

reflect his experiences in the American Midwest and articulate, albeit in embryonic form, 

several of his fundamental preoccupations, such as a deep-rooted distrust and suspicion 

of modernity, as well as a taste for literary experimentation. In these pieces one also 

recognizes his particular brand of humor: a self-deprecating, ironic, and extremely 

pugnacious wit that demolishes anything or anyone in its way, be it the formidable and 

inimitable Mark Twain or the so-called values, national characteristics, customs, and 

institutions associated with America. Unlike Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, who also lived 

briefly in the U.S. and was enthusiastic about American democracy, Hamsun’s American 

experience was more spontaneous, less focused; it was not a study tour but rather a real-

life immigrant experience. And Hamsun’s experiences were not all happy ones, which no 

doubt helps explain his bitterness. As it turns out, Hamsun was one of the first Europeans 

to engage in this sort of love-hate relationship with the New World and to write about it 

at such length. But he was hardly the only critic of America, foreign or American, for that 

matter. Not much of what Hamsun has to say about America is really all that original 

(even though he might have thought so himself); Twain, for one, shares much of 
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Hamsun’s distrust of the mechanical age and, like Hamsun, celebrates the “little fellow” 

who tries hard to make it on his own, sometimes against overwhelming odds.   

     Ironically, Hamsun left Scandinavia at a time when Swedes, Danes, and Norwegians 

were contributing so greatly to world literature (Naess 10). Just look at Ibsen, Strindberg, 

and Georg Brandes. However, I believe that Hamsun always thought that he would return 

home--sooner rather than later--and, moreover, that he would use America as a source of 

inspiration to achieve greatness at home, in Norway.   

     As Isaac Bashevis Singer observed, “the whole modern school of fiction in the 

twentieth century stems from Hamsun.” Hamsun is one of the earliest and, in my opinion, 

most important exponents of literary modernism. Much has already been written on the 

subject of Hamsun’s literary modernism, but his essays on America have not attracted as 

much attention, which is a shame because they comment incisively on the complex 

relationship between the artist’s vocation and the evolution of society. To what extent 

does the artist have a responsibility to be a social critic? Moreover, Hamsun’s reflections 

on America are a welcome contribution to the current debate on American 

“unilateralism” and the role of the U.S. at the vanguard of the Western world. How will 

the uncontrolled growth of capitalism known as globalization and the explosion of 

cynical materialism ultimately affect the evolution of core values in the West? “God is 

forgotten, and the almighty dollar seems to be taking His place, and machinery provides 

no relief for the soul” (132), Hamsun exclaims in frustration.  

Hamsun published a first and incomplete edition of these American essays in 1889 

under the title The Cultural Life of America (Fra det moderne Amerikas Aandsliv). They 

began as a series of lectures delivered at the University of Copenhagen upon his return 
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from America, and their successful reception by students and the general public alike 

persuaded him to publish them. Hamsun was still struggling to make it as an artist, and I 

imagine that his daily life was not at all unlike that of the hero described in his novel 

Hunger, so his lecture fees provided him with a small income and, of course, were good 

PR. Hamsun clearly was ambitious and desperate to make the most of every opportunity. 

It is difficult to ascertain the degree to which any of these essays were genuine social 

criticism and the degree to which they were simply street-smart self-promotion (xx). 

Hamsun certainly demonstrated an uncanny grasp of American publicity stunts when it 

came to advertising his book; also, it is clear that he overestimated the radicalism of his 

articles and the possible hostility of their reception (xxi). Curiously, Hamsun would later 

disavow his American writings altogether, saying that they did not reflect favorably on 

his reputation as a novelist, and flatly refused to have them published in a new edition. 

They remained out of print in any language (not counting a small Nazi-sponsored 

German edition that appeared during the War) and were not available until 1969, when 

Harvard UP brought out a complete English-language version. And 2003 saw the 

publication mentioned above of a new translation by Richard Nelson Current of a collec-

tion of thirteen essays and stories based largely on Hamsun’s experiences during the four 

years he had spent in the United States as a young man.  

     Richard Nelson Current’s book is organized chronologically, the pieces selected 

falling into three categories: Critical Reporting, Memory and Fantasy, and Mellow Rem-

iniscence (which includes a selection from Hamsun’s 1949 memoir On Overgrown 

Paths). The Critical Reporting section includes articles that appeared in Norwegian or 

Danish newspapers soon after each of Hamsun’s two visits to America and gives his 
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views on a variety of American subjects. One also finds an intriguing essay on Mark 

Twain in which the Norwegian blasts Twain’s gross ignorance and sharply rebukes him 

for writing a book such as Innocents Abroad. Memory and Fantasy comprises narratives 

of life in America, most of which are presented as personal experiences but which 

actually are blends of fact and fiction. Mellow Reminiscence includes later and fonder 

recollections and impressions of the United States. The reader who is familiar with 

Hamsun’s major novels will rejoice in reading the short stories and vignettes included in 

this collection, written in Hamsun’s inimitable anecdotal, disjointed, and impressionistic 

style. It is obvious that Hamsun was always first and foremost an author who delighted in 

telling a story and in telling it well. 

     Hamsun’s feelings about America and American ways were complex. They were 

more negative than positive, and they found expression in many of his writings--mostly 

in his articles and only very rarely in his fiction. In The Cultural Life of Modern 

America, his first major book, he portrayed the United States as a land of gross and 

greedy materialism, populated by illiterates--cretins and ignoramuses--who were utterly 

lacking in artistic originality or refinement. Americans, he wrote, were ogres and morons 

who threatened the very fabric of Western culture. Although the pieces in this collection 

were not all anti-American, most of them emphasized the strangeness and 

unpleasantness, as the author saw it, of life in what he called “Yankeeland.” His 

memories of life “over here” were not all bad (Hamsun grudgingly pays tribute to 

American initiative and inventiveness); however, they were nothing to write home about, 

either. Hamsun clearly established himself as an early and most vocal critic of America 

because he identified modernity as a specifically American phenomenon. Many of his 
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observations were fashionably anti-American, and they are sure to catch the eye of more 

than one reader today, who will see Hamsun’s reaction to life in an urban metropolis like 

Chicago or New York City as an early representative of a school of anti-American 

writing that culminated in France during the last decades of the twentieth century. 

Interestingly, both English-language editions of his writings on the U.S. are readily 

available in university libraries, even more so than many of his novels, so clearly, 

Hamsun’s thoughts on America in some small way must be relevant to a contemporary 

American audience. 

     Here and there, Hamsun also vents his Anglophobia, which would become notorious 

in the period between the wars, as well as a curious but very pronounced dislike of Irish 

Catholics and an almost equally passionate distrust of Mormons. Among other 

phenomena in the New World that attracted the ire of the great man were the power of 

women, the omnipresence of religious life, and the relative mediocrity of education. 

Every subject is controversial and sure to stir up passionate feelings even today, despite 

the fact that we have a tendency to forgive and forget prejudice that stems from 

ignorance--especially in the case of an up-and-coming writer of genius such as Hamsun.  

     Let’s look now at the article entitled “The American Character.” This article was first 

published in Aftenposten in January 1885, a few months after Hamsun returned from 

America, and presents in embryonic form the criticisms Hamsun would later develop in 

the book The Cultural Life of Modern America. Here is the opening paragraph, which sets 

the tone of Hamsun’s article and anticipates his many grievances: 

“On the other side of the ocean lies a country as big as twenty kingdoms and 

incomparably rich--America, the Millionaires’ Republic. People here 
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in Norway are acquainted with it from geography lessons, America letters, and published 

lectures. I have been over there and have just come back. I went as a young man full of 

enthusiasm for the world’s freest country and people, abounding in confidence that its 

society was sound. By the time I left, a few years later, my enthusiasm and my faith had 

been badly shaken. The same thing will happen to others. We live up here in the hills that 

rise like a second story above other European lands. Now and then a din carries from 

down below, from the noisy, lively, lusty world. We feel the impact of the storm’s 

exhilarating gust, and we are excitedly drawn along with it. This is the result of the 

America letters and the lectures. So we leave home--with preconceived notions and great 

expectations. And we are often disappointed. Not in the hope of making money, for 

anybody can do that over there, nor in our appetite for a lot of food. No, our 

disappointment is strictly a matter of morality; it comes when our eyes are opened to the 

base, disreputable ways, the terrible abuse of what is legally permissible. We then get a 

sense of the danger that arises from the mixing of different kinds of people in a free, 

uncontrolled, capricious environment” (17). 

     Hamsun is disappointed by the discrepancy between, on the one hand, the potential of 

the American Dream, what he calls “America’s principles” (18), and, on the other, 

everyday life in America. Hamsun calls the Declaration of Independence “one of the 

noblest documents of history” (18), not only because of its emphasis on humanity and 

freedom but also because it is “the first declaration in accordance with which a group of 

people has actually tried to practice independence, not only with respect to other 

countries but also among themselves” (18). However, Hamsun is disappointed by the 

reality he finds in this great land across the ocean, where the morality of the American 
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people falls short. “The principles do not deliver what they promise” (18), he states rather 

matter-of-factly. This is due both to the selfishness of Americans and, more importantly, 

to their ethnic make-up. An inscription on the base of the Statue of Liberty urges the 

world to give America its “poor, hungry and huddled masses,” but Hamsun does not see 

this generosity on the part of a young nation with uncertain prospects as the source of 

American greatness or, as a matter of fact, as anything to be proud of. Quite the contrary: 

he warns of the danger of “the mixing of different kinds of people in a free, uncontrolled, 

capricious environment” (17). “The danger is all the greater in America, where shiploads 

of immigrants--diseased and degenerate human raw material--stream in every day from 

all over the world” (17-18). With hindsight it is easy to recognize in such dire predictions 

the racist overtones of Hamsun’s later philosophy of self-reliance and wariness of modern 

civilization. America represents modernity, what Hamsun calls “Machinelust” (21), that 

is, technical ingenuity, which Hamsun is very much against unless it can somehow be 

harnessed and not become the moral foundation of an entire civilization. Thus the hero in 

The Growth of the Soil rejoices over each little invention that saves him time and effort; 

however, at the same time he is pursued by the relentless forces of modernity represented 

by the insatiable prospectors who come back each spring with ever more sophisticated 

machinery looking for more riches hidden in the ground.  

     The problem with America, as Hamsun sees it, is that the much celebrated principle of 

liberty translates into actual liberties, and by that Hamsun means that Americans are a  

“people taking liberties” (19), practicing their freedom by doing exactly as they please-- 

with disastrous results, of course, since Americans are not morally prepared to handle 

their freedom responsibly.  Americans are obsessed with the relentless struggle to get 
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ahead in life, at the expense of their neighbor, and to make the most of every opportunity. 

“The Americans are a restless, ambitious people. It is as if gigantic wheels were driving 

their whole existence with roaring speed. Once they hit upon an idea for getting ahead, 

they pursue it compulsively, working as hard as a slave, with boundless hope and great 

leaps of faith. People in other countries may be said to be engaged in a struggle for well-

being--for a kind of carnivorous, satiating existence, with the ability to afford intense 

sensual pleasures along with fat horses and rich food” (20). “Onward, onward! is the 

eternal cry, and onward they go eagerly, greedily” (21). Thus Americans accumulate 

wealth but pay the price by remaining underdeveloped, morally speaking. Little wonder, 

then, that the “typical American has no real artistic sense or substantial literary, religious, 

political, or social interests” (20). Finally Hamsun makes this dire prediction: “It is a 

historic impossibility for America, with the same kind of citizens, to survive as long as 

other nations” (18).  

    The essay “The American Character” and the other pieces that make up Hamsun’s 

American oeuvre offer penetrating, if not sometimes cruel, insights into contemporary 

American life, several of which are still relevant today, pertaining for example, to the 

concern about money in politics and the debate on illegal immigration. His vivid, though 

frequently distorted, image of America should at least make us think. Crass materialism 

continues to reign supreme and, if anything, money is an even greater part of politics 

today. We still argue about the outcome of elections because, despite our “Machinelust,” 

we seem to be unable to conduct them properly. Just look at Florida in 2000 or Ohio in 

2004. 
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     Hamsun’s reflections on American letters are equally provocative, especially his essay 

on Mark Twain. However, Hamsun’s very perceptive insights on Twain are complicated 

by what appears to be a complex on his part. If Twain had been aware of the up-and-

coming Norwegian writer’s feelings toward him, one might talk of a rivalry; however, a 

literary rivalry, like any game, assumes more than one player. As anyone who has ever 

read Hamsun is well aware, his impressionistic, anecdotal style emulates Twain’s. And 

his interest in what Cultural Studies today call “tramp life” is distinctly American and 

reminiscent of Twain. Why, August in the novel Vagabonds is a character straight out of 

Tom Sawyer or Huckleberry Finn. However, Hamsun is loath to admit a debt since he 

bears a grudge against Twain for what he, mistakenly I believe, considers his cavalier 

dismissal of the Old World in his hugely successful travelogue Innocents Abroad (1869), 

a book largely responsible for launching his career. As a young man, Twain set sail for 

Europe and the Holy Land with the first organized pleasure party ever assembled for a 

transatlantic voyage and produced a travel book upon his return. This is an interesting 

parallel, which sets the stage for an imaginary rivalry between the two writers. Twain’s 

first success was a travel book about Europe, Hamsun’s a book of essays about America. 

People have asked, “who was Twain to criticize 2000 years of European civilization?” 

But the same question could be posed of Hamsun: who was this, a peasant youth from 

puny Norway with an aristocratic demeanor, to talk about America with such authority 

and such condescension? 

     Now, it is doubtful that Hamsun read The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, which was 

published the year before he wrote his article on Twain, and one wonders if he 

understood Twain very well in the first place. For starters, Hamsun’s grasp of English 
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was never very solid, and much of Twain’s tongue-in-cheek humor therefore must have 

eluded him. Moreover, Hamsun’s experience of what might be called l’Amérique 

profonde, i.e., Twain’s America, was limited, to say the least. Hamsun was never quite 

the authority on America that he imagined himself to be, though many of his comments 

are thought-provoking and not without merit. For example, Twain’s remark that the 

French emperor Napoleon III might have been an American for all his “energy, 

endurance, and spirit of enterprise” (54) is insightful, though he was not the first to make 

the point. Moreover, Hamsun is very well aware of the originality of Twain’s language, 

which is “a mixture of the most diverse localism and neologisms--powerful, sinewy, 

audacious expressions--like new shoots on linguistic stems. He has taken up, studied, and 

made use of American folk language, which blends everyday speech with Indian terms 

and with immigrant dialects” (56).  

     Let me take you through Hamsun’s article and make a few points along the way. 

Hamsun is quite right to argue that America as a young nation has not yet had the self-

indulgent leisure to pursue the arts, always being obsessed with what he calls “material 

interest” and “social importance and influence” (45). Small wonder that only one 

American painter thus far has been awarded a gold medal at the Paris Exhibition. 

However, this hardly justifies Hamsun’s caustic remark: “this only goes to show that, 

among 51 million Americans, one was finally found who could paint a picture with some 

content in it” (45). According to Hamsun, American letters are hardly in better shape, 

having produced only three writers of any note: Longfellow, Bryant, and Whitman, and 

they are too influenced by English models to be able to express a distinctly American 

character. Not so Mark Twain, whose language is highly original and who has given 
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“humorous writing” (46) or American humor writing (48) its lettres de noblesse. 

“Absorbed as the American is with his material striving, and preoccupied as he is with his 

busy life on the gallop, he still has time to read the newspapers--and the humorists” (46), 

who include Twain, Bret Harte, Washington Irving, Holmes, Lowell, and Artemus Ward. 

Other, arguably better writers, such as Emerson and Poe, gather dust on the book shelves 

because the average American has neither the time nor the patience to read them as they 

deserve to be read. “The American in general is more inclined to the comic, to noisy fun, 

than to introspective meditations” (47). Hamsun assumes that Twain reflects the 

shallowness and crassness of American cultural life. In all fairness to Hamsun, however, I 

should point out that he would later express admiration for the achievements of American  

arts and letters; and, as stated above, he never was willing to reedit any of his earlier 

writings about America. 

     Hamsun correctly identifies travel as Twain’s main source of inspiration. Twain’s  

keen observation, coupled with his “bold and natural truthfulness” (50), explains his 

“unpredictable” and “startling” (48) images and comparisons. And his irreverent laughter 

is contagious: “Twain is no introspective man, no fine ironist who stands there with a 

supercilious smile and makes cutting remarks; he comes out roaring with laughter--and 

strikes” (49). However, I think that Hamsun is wrong when he asserts matter-of-factly 

that “Twain is by no means a European author, interested in finding veiled meanings, 

hidden thoughts. He is simply a straightforward, fun-loving American who no doubt can 

mock and scoff but who knows the people he is writing for, and most of them only want 

to be amused” (50). There is plenty of food for thought in Innocents Abroad. Twain’s 

style is direct and unpolished at times, very often satirical, usually superior and 
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condescending, but many of his observations are not entirely off the mark. Twain is an 

American through and through, for better and for worse. He “exposes his narrow-

mindedness and his undeveloped philosophy of life, while he also shows himself to be, 

by virtue of his nationality, a genuine Son of Freedom, a democrat, in contradistinction to 

the unfree and downtrodden (and superstitious) people he meets on his travels” (51). 

Unfortunately, Hamsun seems to be unaware that Twain, too, was hostile to the age of 

mechanization. If he had read A Connecticut Yankee in the Court of King Arthur, perhaps 

he would have been less hostile to Twain.  

     Hamsun is right, though, in asserting that Twain was ill-equipped to judge the peoples 

and civilization of Europe. Says Hamsun: “[Twain] came from a remote part of a country 

itself remote, from his beloved miners, …uneducated, hard-fisted bandits… Now he was 

sailing out into the world to look at European life and art! How did he react to the new 

and great things he got to see? Quite consistently, as a humorist and an ignoramus” (51). 

     However, as even a cursory reading of Innocents Abroad suggests, Twain did 

appreciate much of what he saw (especially in France and Italy, though not at all in the 

Holy Land). At times, yes, he did make fun of his hosts and yes, he lacked the 

“education, experience, and perspective to judge” (52) European civilization. However, 

he did admire the Raphaels in the Vatican Museum, which is more than one can say 

about his Italian-born guides who had nothing but scorn for Raphael,1 considering him 

one notch above the barbaric painters of the Middle Ages. So I don’t think that Hamsun 

is quite fair when he states that Twain was “utterly incapable of appreciating the art” (52) 

of the Old World. Nor is it accurate to suggest that “if lava should bury an American city 
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(like it did Pompeii), we would hardly find a single ruin of any significance under the 

ashes” (53). America is not without culture, though for obvious reasons there are no 

authentic Gothic cathedrals in Yankeeland. To some extent, though, Twain’s frustration 

is perfectly understandable. How many miles of paintings can one look at in the Louvre 

before growing tired? I think we can all identify with the weary traveler who feels 

compelled to see everything in just a day or two but who longs for nothing so much as 

putting his feet up and enjoying a cold one… 

     The bottom line is still that Twain could not do justice to Europe. Hamsun rightly 

concludes that Twain’s travel book is full of humor and spirit, witty thoughts and 

paradoxes, but is marred by bad polemic, an absurdly underdeveloped philosophy, and 

weak powers of reflection (54). Although Hamsun may be right in dismissing Twain’s 

critique of America as shallow and superficial, I still think he could have expressed 

himself with a little more grace and empathy. Perhaps it is Hamsun’s attachment to the 

Old World that explains his anger with Twain; perhaps it is a sense of professional 

jealousy and entitlement. Whatever the reason, Hamsun does not readily acknowledge 

that one can learn from Twain. At the time he wrote his article Hamsun was hoping to 

deliver some public lectures of his own and was curious about Twain’s success as a 

speaker; he seldom attracted more than a handful of sometimes very drunken 

Scandinavians to his own lectures. Is this why he dismisses Twain the public speaker? He 

writes, “Twain’s speeches are entertaining but have absolutely no content” (55). 

     In conclusion, a foreigner’s perceptions are usually very interesting but seldom tell the 

whole story. Hamsun was right on target about many things, but his inner demons, by 

                                                                                                                                                                             
1 I have since discovered that Twain mistook Rubens for Raphael, which perhaps explains the hostile 
attitude of his Italian-born guides who, one assumes, had nothing but the highest praise for their native son 
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which I mean his aristocratic nature, made it impossible for him to fully appreciate the 

the genius of American democracy, which is the cult of the common man. In another 

article entitled “Festina lente,” Hamsun uses Twain’s words to call himself “an innocent 

abroad” (132). Perhaps he, too, could have profited from the Ancients’ wisdom and 

heeded the aphorism attributed to the emperor Augustus and not leap to conclusions. My 

time is up and I must end here. I hope that I have been able to give you some sense of 

Hamsun’s understanding of America and its most popular author and that my many and 

sometimes lengthy quotes have given you a flavor of his caustic and sometimes 

venomous wit.  
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Abstract 
The ‘search for authenticity’, especially in anthropological literature has been a 

frequent topic of consideration in the last decade.  What has become clear is that 

empirical conceptions of authenticity are not valuable for the study of touristic 

phenomenon. The ambiguity of the concept has left the door open for scholars to 

construct their own definitions and criteria for what is ‘authentic.’  This research suggests 

that authenticity can be a more useful topic of inquiry, when analyzed from the purview 

of the tourists themselves. Through an ethnographic study of hill tribe trekking tourism in 

northern Thailand, my research has shown that how tourists interpret an ‘authentic’ 

experience is highly correlated with their ability to procure an intimate encounter with the 

toured Karen people.  As Lauren Berlant has shown, intimacy is about a shared 

experience, often in the private as opposed to public realm, where interaction is 

considered part of ‘real’ life (2000).  Moreover, the intimate experience and private realm 

are salient in the construction of self-identity.  Thereby, in hill tribe trekking tourism, the 

intimate encounter is the primary criterion by which the authenticity of experience is 

judged.  
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Public Space Shaping the Metropolitan Development of Western Sydney 
 
Abstract 
 
This paper will report on the early stages of a research project that aims to understand and articulate how people 
value urban open space in the ‘heartland’ of Western Sydney. The geographical focus of the investigation is the 
Western Sydney parklands (WSP), an open space corridor of land in Western Sydney that extends some 26km north to 
south and encompasses 5500 hectares of land. In total, this assemblage of property represents 25 times the area of 
Sydney’s main urban park, Centennial park, positioning the corridor to potentially become the ‘Central Park’ of Western 
Sydney over the next 20-30 years. For the past 30 years, the NSW State Government has been assembling thee lands 
with the long-range vision of providing open space/recreation facilities for an expanding population. The vision of a 
great parklands in the city’s west has been a component of various metropolitan master plans for many decdes. 
 
This research explores what makes different parks special for different people. That is, how and why do people 
recognise and ‘know’ different open spaces, and how do they respect, feel attached to and have memories for these 
places. What re some of the tensions for the use of open space given the different values and aspirations of people 
and parks? Are shared public open spaces increasingly important in a world wracked by uncertainty and instability? 
 
Of central concern is, how will visitors relate to this vast parklands? Will they realistically only be able to relate to those 
one or two places that they visit regularly? Or will programming events in the parklands that take advantage of, say, a 
full-length bike/pedestrian trail system start to help create an identity for the entire corridor? What kinds of activities 
encourage attachment to place, eg bush regeneration volunteer groups, regular use of specific facilities, eg for sports 
or picnicking, unique features or programmed events. How much do people rely on just the knowledge that these open 
spaces are available and they value them whether or not they actually use them? 
 
There are many ways in which ‘connectedness’ to and within place can manifest itself, whether that connection is to 
nature, as in biophilia; to ecosystem that one inhabits, as in bioregionalism; to special aspects of the landscape, 
whether rolling farmland or the Manhattan skyline; to the history of a place; or, perhaps, most relevant to… the human 
and human-made elements of the place in which one lives. These feelings of connection, in all their forms, combine 
place, promoting stewardship and the assumption of responsibility for others and for one’s surroundings. They also 
remind us of the importance of presenting those special connections for future generations. 
 
This project is in the very early stages of collecting, construction and assisting in articulation the community’s collective 
identity of the Western Sydney Parklands from both objective and subjective perspectives. We are keen in our 
investigations to add other descriptive thematic layers to the technical understandings of the corridor, in order to 
amplify the geographic information system (GIS) database with more qualitative descriptors and would be keen to test 
some early ideas and assumptions with colleagues on this approach.  
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The Shaping of the Urban Landscape and Public Domain in Hong Kong’s New Towns 
– the Contribution of Australian Landscape Architects, 1975 – 1985 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
This paper will present the findings of the early stages of a research project which is documenting and 
analysing the unique contributions of Australian landscape architects to the design and development of the 
public domain in the new towns in Hong Kong’s new Territories between 1975 to 1985. In this period of 
Hong Kong’s recent history, there was an urgency to house thousands of immigrants moving across the 
border from mainland China to escape the Cultural Revolution. Australian landscape architects were 
intensely involved in the master planning of several new towns and town centres. Their work supported the 
Hong Kong Government’s initiatives to accommodate this burgeoning population. 
 
Initially the approach to providing housing focussed on providing the road and services infrastructure and 
construction massive tower blocks, as quickly as possible. This work was largely led by consulting engineers 
and little attention was paid to the design of the public spaces in and around these new housing estates. 
With the arrival of landscape architects, mostly from Australia to begin with, there was an emphasis placed 
on more careful siting of buildings and design of infrastructure, attention to the principles of feng shui and 
other cultural considerations and, considerations and, importantly, a more integrated approach to urban 
planning and design. Most of the first landscape architects working in Hong Kong at this time were 
associated with private architectural firms based in Australia. Later, landscape architects began to arrive 
from the UK, as well, many with experience on the English new town programs. This export of professional 
services effectively established a new profession in Hong Kong, but their contribution to the development of 
the city and its new towns has not been comprehensively documented. 
 
This investigation will examine the new town planning after 30 years of implementation and draw 
comparisons between the planning and design undertaken then with the current urban design and 
landscape planning taking place in China. In particular, will be a comparison of the attention given to the 
design of public open space. 
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“Seeing and Feeling: dance performance on cross-modal, vision and touch cognition.”

This oral presentation follows a 10 minute modern dance performance featuring three

principal dancers: Adriana Suarez and Gianni Di Marco, from Boston Ballet, and Kristen

Corman, from Hartford Ballet, Michael Uthoff , Director. I have choreographed this piece

on Ms. Suarez and her husband, Mr. Di Marco, not only because I admire each dancer’s

uniquely sensuous artistry, but also because I am impressed with Mr. Di Marco’s work in

teaching dance in community Outreach Programs in the Boston area. I am grateful for

their participation in this interdisciplinary presentation as both distinguished artists and

teachers.

I am a retired dancer who has just completed a doctorate in English at Boston College. As

a dancer, trainer, and visual artist, I have a long-standing interest in many forms of visual

imagery. My dissertation in English applies cognitive neuroscience on cross-modal vision

and touch (Randolph Easton, Rock and Victor, Heller et al.) to how readers and viewers

understand movement-rich, metaphoric imagery (Catherine Dent) in Charles Dickens’s

literature. In academic parlance, this work falls under the category of cognition (Antonio

Damasio, embodied language (Lakoff and Johnson, Elaine Scarry), and the kinesthetic

aspect of embodied metaphors (Raymond Gibbs).

During my past career as a dancer, I would take class every morning. Now, as an English

professor, I write every morning. This dance is composed of movement images that

irrupted into, and blended with, my early morning thoughts as I researched and wrote

about cognitive studies on physical motion for the dissertation.  I thought, why not make

a dance out of these creative associations?

These dance images spring from the following question:  how do we see and feel shapes

and their motion according to cognitive studies on cross-modal vision and touch?  Here,

dance shapes, rhythms, and motions are limited to the issue of cross-modality, and visual

capture.

I have loosely structured the dance trio around the theme of “memory,” a term defined by

neuroscientist Antonio Damasio. Damasio treats recognition, consciousness, and memory

as a neural event. Consciousness is a continual, millisecond by millisecond reconstruction

of information that has been taken into the brain via our senses of sight, touch, hearing,

smell, feeling, and somatic sense. Crucially, our consciousness is based on these bodily

senses, and their information that has been taken in during both the past and the present.

Much of thought, imagination, feeling, and consciousness is not conscious. Memory, or

recall, is a reconstitution of perceptual information that has been stored in the brain in a

parcellated, fragmented fashion. We are not aware of how these fragments are

reconstructed to make recognition or thought.  Upon recall, sensory elements are

reconstituted --  reconstructed  -- into a whole that we experience as, for example, our

perception of a continuous, temporally and spatially seamless reality.

As the dance opens we see 2 dancers who embody touch and vision. At different

moments, each dancer represents the senses’ interdependent coordination. They exchange
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roles: vision may overtake touch, and then become touch; touch may be the basis for

vision, and then become vision. Rather than create an abstract picture of this, I have

choreographed a narrative form with music that suggests a story-telling quality (the

original composition is based on Russian folktales). The dancers’ narrative is of a short

life together. But whose memory, or narrative point of view, do we watch? Touch’s or

vision’s. These are not gender specific roles. Neither is complete without the other’s

influence. Both overlap and exchange orchestrations, as our actual process of memory

itself does. This is the keystone of the dance: an exchange of memory, an exchange of

simultaneous, physical influences.

I.

Two cognitive concepts from the dissertation are relevant to this dance. First, our eyes

only see in two dimensions. We learn the third dimension, depth perception, through our

life-long experience of touch.  Each time we see something, our minds reconstruct the

three-dimensionality of that sight through our memory of touch (Hoffman). Touch, or the

haptic system, includes sensations of the skin, muscle, viscera, emotional feelings, and

somatic memory of all bodily states. Bodily states can be both conscious, such as the

sensation of emotional feeling, and not conscious, such as the state of the body (somatic

marker). This reconstruction is what we’ know’ of the present moment, and is what we

encounter as the present moment. What we see in the moment is also a matter of, then

past knowledge, or memory.

II.

The second cognitive point that is relevant to this performance of dance images concerns

visual bias or domination (“constraint”) of touch. The cognitive term for this is called

“visual capture” (Easton, Rock and Victor). One of the central questions of my

dissertation explores how under certain circumstances, for example, under optically

disorienting stimuli, vision “constrains” or  “captures” touch. This constraint makes us

feel in our bodies what the eye wants us to see. For example, if we see our hand under an

optically distorted lens, and the lens makes us see the hand displaced to the right of where

we feel our hand actually is, vision will constrain haptics and make us feel and see the

hand placed to the right (even though the hand is still actually where it is, over to the

left). Under such disorienting conditions, where two sensory systems receive conflicting

information, visual capture dominates, “captures,” or “biases” touch.

Research also shows that visual capture relates to nineteenth-century studies on

“suggestibility,” which relate to following twentieth-century studies on “priming”

(Easton). In short, if we see something, especially repetitive or distinctively shaped

sights, this can urge or constrain us to feel it the way we see it.

While my dissertation asks, to what extent does visual capture play a role in normal

vision and in metaphor comprehension of motion-rich visual imagery, my dance process

asks, does the ‘mechanism’ of visual bias in cognition (and priming, and suggestibility)

relate to the ‘mechanism’ of how a choreographer makes us see line in dance? My

imagination played with the feeling of what a dancer feels as the movement and the
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illusion of what the audience sees. I collected images of how the feel of motion not just

indicated dimensional depth in space but also indicates the whole tenor of the muscular

physics (feeling) and visual appearance of certain motions: motions outward or inward.

III.

The dance images centered on feelings of the two basic precepts, the physical rules that

govern and generate all bodily dance movement: motion away from the supporting limb

(be it leg, arm, or other bodily part), and motion toward the supporting limb.  In ballet,

these terms designate motion to the outside, away from the supporting limb (endehors),

and to the inside, toward the supporting limb (endedans). Though very few scholarly

studies have been done on the cross-cultural experience of shapes and motion in dance,

the global appreciation of dance tells us that audiences understand the feeling of certain

shapes.  Motion that opens the body outward (to the outside, endehors) has a different

feel than motion that envelopes the body inward, (toward the inside, endedans). A simple

example of this found in everyday movement is seen when a person expands and opens

their arms outward, as opposed to wrapping them inward. Both gestures communicate a

visceral feeling that has both conscious and not-conscious qualities. This is not to say,

binaristically, that all endedans movement, motion heading toward the body, is

introspective or protective and all endehors action is extroverted. But a choreographer,

with an eye on constructing a more complex level of visual interest in hip hop, modern,

ballet, or the hula, gets her or his sensation across by weaving the two basic directionals

in an interesting pattern. With guidance from an arts lecturer, a person can see these

directionals, or angled movements of the body, almost literally “spelled out” in other art

forms by da Vinci, Michaelangelo, Rodin, or Henry Moore.

IV.

As a dancer, I am interested in extending my study of cross-modality to the study of

mirror neurons, neurons that are activated specifically when an ape, and presumably a

human, sees specific hand movements that enact grasping, tearing, and placing actions.

Mirror neurons activate not only when a monkey makes his or her own hand motions, but

also when the animal observes another make these hand motions. Does cross modality

influence mirror neuron hand (touch-vision) processes? I also investigate the role of bias

in visual capture with the role of bias in representational momentum studies.

Music for the dance is by composer, Igor Tkachenko. Thanks are extended to Green

Street Studios and Boston Ballet for rehearsal space.
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6.  Abstract 

 

A qualitative research approach was utilized to develop a collective profile of current 

attitudes about and preferences for the design of interior spaces in reference to users with a 

physical disability and designers and managers of the built environment. 18 case studies 

comprised of the two groups of participants: 1) users with a mobility disability, and 2) designers 

and managers of the built environment were analyzed.  The findings revealed the depth of the 

schism between users who have a mobility disability and designers and managers of the built 

environment, and illuminated the nature of discrimination and social stratification that is 

perpetuated in our designed environments. Results of the analysis showed that users with a 

mobility disability focused almost exclusively on accessible attributes of interior spaces in contrast 

to designers and managers who focused on sensory stimulation and meaning.  

The findings of this study clearly communicate how the built environment negatively 

impacts individuals who have a physical disability, not only in terms of accessibility, but also the 

social psychological ramifications of exclusionary spaces. In particular, this study illuminates how 

environmental challenges faced by individuals with a physical disability negatively impact their 

sense of self and the quality of their lives.  

The implications of this study provide a foundation for increasing awareness of the 

diverse needs of all users, and question our reliance on the Americans with Disabilities Act as a 

measure for inclusionary and accessible spaces. It further calls for increased sensitivity among 
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designers and managers of the built environment to the physical and psychological impact of the 

designed environment on users with physical disabilities. 
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Formulating a Scaffolding Taxonomy to Help Explain Cognitive Change: 
A Philosophical Analysis 

 
Monica R. Cowart 

 

In the developmental psychology literature, scaffolding is traditionally defined as 

a process in which persons simplify, support or otherwise assist a child in performing a 

new or complex task; this task would normally not be performed at the same level of 

competency (or at all) if this structure was not present (Vygotsky, 1978). Traditional 

scaffolding examples cast the child in the role of the novice and the parent (or adult) in 

the role of the expert. It is then the adult’s responsibility to structure the child’s 

experiences so that a particular goal can be achieved (e.g., learning to ride a bike). 

Although the above stated conception of scaffolding has led to a number of 

theoretical advances, I argue that there is good reason to expand and further reformulate 

this traditional conception. Before discussing my definition of scaffolding, I will 

characterize a number of misconceptions that I identify with the more traditional 

formulation. Upon correcting these misconceptions, I find that a more accurate analysis 

of the scaffolding process emerges; I call this more precise formulation embodied 

scaffolding.  

The misconceptions I diagnose can be understood as false assumptions that often 

are attributed to the general scaffolding process. In some cases, the assumptions are false 

because the traditional notion of scaffolding has been too narrowly defined and primarily 

understood in terms of stereotypical examples. For instance, just as it would be 

problematic to exclusively define the category of chairs solely in terms of the one in 
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which you currently sit (i.e., those specific features), I maintain that the general definition 

of scaffolding must be theoretically precise, yet flexible enough to take into account all 

instances.1  

I further argue that the prevalence of examples that focus upon developmentally 

sensitive periods in childhood has contributed to this misunderstanding of the general 

scaffolding process. These examples serve to reinforce false assumptions about the 

process, possibly explaining why the serious limitations embedded in the traditional 

formulation have remained largely unaddressed in the literature. Yet, research is 

beginning to question this narrow conception of the traditional definition of scaffolding; 

these researchers point in different ways to the manner in which adult cognitive 

processing can be enhanced and supported through a highly scaffolded environment 

(Cowart forthcoming, Clark 1997, Hutchins 1995, Dennett 1997). Building from this 

research, I will expand the notion of embodied scaffolding by demonstrating how it 

differs from earlier definitions. Next, I will define three major categories of embodied 

scaffolding (naturalistic/environmental, sociocultural, and cognitive). Finally, I will 

briefly sketch how these scaffolding distinctions provide an important first step towards 

developing a non-question begging theory of developmental change mechanisms. 

Specifically, this expanded notion of embodied scaffolding can be used to shed light on 

the emergence of variability. 

 

I. Isolating the Assumptions 

In this section, I will isolate the assumptions associated with the traditional view 

of scaffolding. Given this goal, it will be helpful to keep in mind a particular scaffolding 
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example that observes many of these more common assumptions. This scenario will be 

used as a concrete aid in helping to illustrate a number of the inaccuracies I isolate; my 

analysis will clarify why some of the false assumptions that are attributed to the 

scaffolding process seem to be so deceptively intuitive.  

  

The “First Steps” Scaffolding Scenario-- A mother is trying to teach her toddler to 
walk. She lifts the child up to a standing position, and holds her arms out to support the 
child’s upper body. She then encourages the child to walk forward. The child is able to 
take three steps and then collapses into her mother’s arms. The child is wearing a new 
pair of tennis shoes that further support her feet as she takes those initial steps. The 
mother has recently read a book entitled Baby Super-Walkers which encourages the 
parent to repeat these sessions three times a day. The mother has decided to follow the 
walking plan outlined in the book. 
 
 
This can be considered a typical scaffolding scenario because a number of common 

assumptions are in place:1) the person being scaffolded is a child (i.e., child as 

novice/learner), 2a) an adult or parent is directing the situation in a manner that will 

facilitate the learning of the desired task (i.e., adult as expert), 2b) the adult has a plan or 

map that will serve to structure the interaction, 3) tools/artifacts play an important role in 

creating a suitable learning environment, and 4) the dynamic assumes that a novice is 

being directly influenced by an expert. While I agree that a number of these conditions is 

often in place during the scaffolding process, a problem emerges when commonplace 

conditions are viewed as necessary and sufficient conditions for scaffolding. In what 

follows, I will briefly explain why each scaffolding assumption must be viewed as false, 

if it is viewed as representative of all scaffolding cases.2 In other words, when common 

or frequently occurring conditions are understood mistakenly as necessary conditions, 

then the understanding of the general scaffolding process has been compromised.   
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Assumption 1: Child as Learner—First, traditional conceptions of scaffolding tend to 

focus upon examples in which the person being scaffolded is a child. For instance, in the 

above scenario, one encounters a child who is being taught how to walk by her mother. 

The problem with the child-as-learner assumption is that it incorrectly narrows the 

applicability of the concept of scaffolding, so that it seems that scaffolding can only 

occur during childhood .I claim that scaffolding is not limited to children, even though 

the majority of cited examples involve children. Instead individuals of any age can learn 

in a scaffolded environment if the right conditions are in place.  

 

Assumption 2a: Adult as Expert--Another assumption that I question is the belief that 

an adult or parent will necessarily structure the scaffolding experience by playing the role 

of an expert. Once again, I acknowledge that a large number of scaffolding scenarios do 

embody this structure, but it is not difficult to envision one that deviates from this 

structure. For instance, a ten year old who has been taking music lessons for three years, 

might teach her mom or her classmate how to play a simple song on the guitar. Granted, 

one might argue that this young guitar player may not have the ability to explain guitar 

playing to the same degree that an adult could, but it would be problematic to generalize 

and state that every ten year old, based on age alone, is incapable of creating a learning 

environment that would promote the acquisition of this basic ability. Without consciously 

invoking the concept of scaffolding, the young guitar player might utilize some of the 

same teaching techniques that she was exposed to as an introductory guitar student. These 

strategies--some more adeptly applied than others--would enable the guitar player to 
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teach her classmate or her mother how to play a simple song. Although the scaffolding 

techniques employed in the above example might be more simplistic, it would be 

problematic to claim that at the magic age of 18 the child has transformed into an adult 

and now has the ability to scaffold another. Yet, prior to that age, the child could only be 

scaffolded! Thus, as illustrated in this example, it is often the ability, and not the age of 

the individual, that will determine the role the individual plays in the scaffolding 

scenario. Granted ability and age are linked, but a more precise conception of scaffolding 

will focus upon individual abilities, and will use ages as a mere indication of those 

abilities. For this reason, it is problematic to assume that an adult will always play the 

role of an “expert” during the scaffolding process; it is possible to refer to situations in 

which children have scaffolded adults, adults have scaffolded other adults, and 

individuals have scaffolded themselves. In all of these cases, the explanatory power of 

scaffolding would be overlooked if the process was limited to those cases in which an 

adult acts as an expert whose function it is to oversee a child’s learning of a task. 

 

Assumption 2b: Expert as Active Planner vs. Learner as Passive Follower—A 

further assumption that is often made about the scaffolding process is that the expert sets 

up the structure in advance, has almost complete control over the situation, and can 

anticipate—for the most part-- how the scaffolding session will unfold. In many cases, 

the expert also is viewed as having a fully developed plan or map in her head while the 

novice is characterized as embodying a more passive role during the learning experience. 

Yet, by primarily defining scaffolding in terms of the actions of the expert, the 
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contributions of the novice(s) to the scaffolding process are obscured; these contributions 

are especially overlooked when they come from children.  

While the traditional model maintains a strong distinction between individual 

action and the structuring role of the scaffolding, I define scaffolding as an interactive, 

embodied process. For instance, in the “First Steps” scaffolding example explained 

above, the adult will adjust her scaffolding techniques to the specific needs, abilities, and 

actions of her child. Yet, it is important to recognize that the child’s own actions will also 

play a constitutive role in the scaffolding process since many of the issues or problems 

that might emerge during a session cannot be anticipated by the mother. Moreover, even 

when certain problems can be anticipated in advance, there is no guarantee that any of 

these potential problems will be actualized during a particular session. For these reasons, 

the expert-centered perspective of the traditional scaffolding definition must be re-

adjusted so that the actions and contributions of all parties are depicted as crucial to the 

overall process. Since my conception of scaffolding stresses the embodied nature of the 

scaffolding process, the force of assumption 2b is greatly diminished. Instead, the 

opposite of assumption 2b is more likely to be true. Novices actively contribute to their 

own learning experiences, and experts, when present, will most likely have a “working” 

plan that will need to be revised often in response to ongoing feedback. 

 

Assumption 3: Narrow Understanding of Tools—An additional scaffolding 

assumption is typically made about the role of tools and artifacts during the scaffolding 

process. Although tools and artifacts are commonly viewed as physical objects, I expand 

the notion of tools/artifacts to also include other persons and language. However, this 
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does not imply that specific instances of scaffolding will necessarily involve the presence 

of other persons and language. Yet, given the correct conditions, these elements often 

will play a pivotal role in the scaffolding process. 

 

Assumption 4: Novice/Expert Dynamic in Place—By defining scaffolding as an 

interaction that occurs between a novice and an expert, an emphasis is placed on the 

ability of another person to control the situation. While the structuring and supportive 

actions of others is common to most scaffolding situations, this characteristic only 

embodies one category of scaffolding, which I call socio-cultural scaffolding. There are 

additional ways in which environmental events can support and structure individual 

action, even if they are less common. A further point is that my taxonomy of embodied 

scaffolding will also demonstrate that it is possible for an individual to scaffold 

themselves; I call this subcategory of embodied scaffolding: cognitive scaffolding. The 

existence of additional forms of scaffolding, such as embodied scaffolding, will require at 

the very least a broadening if not an entire re-thinking of the novice/expert dynamic 

stipulated in assumption 4. Once again, a problem materializes when any common place 

assumption is mistakenly viewed as a necessary condition of a concept, such as 

scaffolding. The above analysis explains why these isolated assumptions should not be 

viewed as necessary and sufficient conditions of scaffolding. While this analysis has 

provided some preliminary insights into the scaffolding process, it still has not resulted in 

a fixed definition of embodied scaffolding. This further analysis will be supplied in the 

next section. 
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II. Understanding Embodied Scaffolding 
 
 Elsewhere (Cowart, forthcoming), I have formulated an expanded notion of 

scaffolding that is based upon an embodied cognition perspective. This preliminary 

analysis includes a three-tiered scaffolding taxonomy that was utilized to help explain the 

development of abstract thought.3 Building from these definitions, I have extended and 

elaborated this initial analysis. In the prior section, I highlighted a number of limitations 

and misconceptions I identify as existing within the traditional notion of scaffolding. In 

particular, seemingly unproblematic assumptions become false when they are over-

generalized and viewed as constraining/defining every instance of scaffolding. In this 

section, I will extend this analysis by introducing my general notion of embodied 

scaffolding. This analysis will more fully define the precise nature of the scaffolding 

process. Once the general concept of embodied scaffolding has been defined, I will 

discuss the further categories and subtypes that I have isolated. Let’s first consider how 

the general notion should be defined: 

 

Definition of Embodied Scaffolding:  
 

Embodied Scaffolding is defined asMore than one form of embodied scaffolding can be 
in place at a given time (layering), but the particular context and the embodied nature of 
the interaction will determine which layer has the primary focus in any given moment.  

 
 
A. Socio-Cultural Scaffolding: Emphasis on the role of others 
 
B. Naturalistic and Environmental Scaffolding 
      ---Emphasis on the role of the environment 
 
C. Cognitive Scaffolding—Emphasis on role of self 
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III. Creating A Developmental Theory of Change Mechanisms 

 
In the previous sections, I discussed how my new conception of scaffolding differs 

from the traditional formulation, defined embodied scaffolding, and sketched a number of 

key scaffolding types: cognitive, socio-cultural, and naturalistic/environmental. With 

these distinctions in mind, it is now possible to explore the issue of how variability and 

novelty occur and are utilized during the embodied scaffolding process. I will use a 

conceptual example and a research oriented example to help illustrate three inter-related 

points. First, the pervasiveness of embodied scaffolding helps to account for the 

emergence of variability and novelty in a greater number of situations than the narrower 

more traditional formulation of scaffolding.4 Second, multiple forms of scaffolding can 

be present at once; particular forms can continue to drop out and resurface before a goal 

is completed, or skill is mastered. Moreover, these different forms can reinforce one 

another so that a greater degree of support is created.5  

Finally, the embodied nature of the scaffolding process, especially when multiple 

forms are simultaneously present, further encourages the emergence of novelty and 

variability, as well as promoting their recognition and utilization during the learning 

process. In fact, in some cases the variability is so great, despite attempts to control it or 

suppress it, that it can interfere with the effectiveness of the scaffolding process (e.g., if 

the variability is not addressed directly). Yet, the emergence of variability should not be 

viewed necessarily as a negative, since, if redirected or assimilated into the existing 

structure, it can be used as a tool to heighten skill development and enhance overall 

learning. Variability can be used to one’s advantage when its precise nature can be 

quickly assessed, so that elements of the scaffolding structure can be modified to 
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accommodate it.6 In some cases the variability is so great that a completely new 

scaffolding structure is required. However, it is the embodied nature of the scaffolding 

process that ultimately will enable one to determine if the degree of variability will 

necessitate a completely new approach. 

  Instead of fighting against the emergence of variability, in some cases embracing 

the occurrence has the potential to make the original embodied scaffolding structure even 

more effective.  This is because a willingness to relinquish oneself to the embodied 

nature of the scaffolding process will enable an individual, regardless of their role within 

this process, to be more open to making use of the resources that seemingly emerge while 

acting in a particular environment. The ability of an individual to use these unexpected 

instances of variability as further resources for learning often results in more powerful 

scaffolding structures that exhibit increased explanatory power. Let’s now turn to the first 

scenario that will help illustrate these points. 

 

a. Conceptual Example: The Writing Process 

The Highly-Scaffolded Writing Process: Jon, a graduate student in English, has been 
assigned to write a paper on William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury for his Southern 
Literature class. His professor has lectured on the material, devoted multiple class 
discussions to deconstructing the text, and distributed a detailed handout outlining the 
specific requirements for the essay. Jon spends the next week at home surrounded by his 
journal articles and the primary text. He often has his coffee in hand as he re-reads his 
notes; his favorite Charlie Parker CD plays in the background as he religiously devotes 
three hours a day to his writing. As notes turn into an outline, he works steadily until he 
has written a lengthy draft. He then brings two copies of his draft to his next English class 
so that he can take part in the optional peer review process. When he arrives at class, he 
notices that the chairs in the room have been moved out of the typical semi-circle 
configuration used to encourage discussion. Instead, the chairs are in pairs of two that 
face one another. Jon’s professor hands out a list of questions to guide the students 
through the peer review process. After marking up his partner’s paper with suggested 
revisions and discussing the paper comments with her, Jon gets his own paper back and 
switches partners with a pair of students who have finished at the same time. At the end 
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of the class, he has two sets of suggested revisions, and he decides to go home and sort 
through the revisions while the changes are fresh in his mind. Upon arriving at his 
apartment, Jon learns that his roommate Chris has decided to throw an impromptu party. 
Annoyed yet determined to finish the paper tonight, Jon packs up his laptop and heads to 
a local coffee shop. After making great progress, he is unable to salvage his section on 
character development. Around that time, a couple sitting next to him begin to fight 
intensely. At first Jon is annoyed by this interruption, but he quickly realizes that their 
problem is similar to one of the character conflicts discussed in the novel. He then uses 
insights obtained from overhearing this conversation to guide the revisions of his 
character analysis. 
 
 
Multiple Instances of Scaffolding and Impact upon Variability and Novelty:  
 
Using the highly-scaffolded paper writing scenario as a starting point, I will isolate a few 

of the instances of scaffolding that are present. At some points, more than one kind of 

scaffolding is present at a given time. These instances of layered scaffolding will also be 

pointed out. In addition, I will discuss the manner in which instances of variability and 

novelty emerge and are utilized during the scaffolding process. Since context and 

environment weigh heavily in any embodied scaffolding analysis, I will break up the 

above scenario into the three environments that are specifically mentioned: the 

classroom, the apartment, and the coffee shop. To simplify this analysis, I will discuss the 

forms of embodied scaffolding in terms of category, and not specific subtype. This level 

of analysis will be sufficient for indicating the occurrence of multiple categories of 

scaffolding that mutually specify and support one another. 

 
In the classroom: (Layers: socio-cultural and environmental) It is not uncommon for 
multiple instances of scaffolding to be located within the classroom environment. In the 
above example, instances of socio-cultural scaffolding occur when the professor lectures 
on the assignment, answers questions about the essay, and constructs a detailed 
assignment sheet with step by step instructions. Moreover, by setting aside class time to 
monitor a lengthy peer review session, she further creates an environment that facilitates 
the emergence of advanced paper writing. These instances of socio-cultural scaffolding 
are further supported by instances of environmental scaffolding. For example, on exam 
days the classroom desks are put into rows to discourage cheating; on discussion days, 
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the desks are arranged in a semi-circle to encourage participation; on peer review days or 
group work days, the desks are arranged in small groupings that face one another to 
encourage collaboration. When the students enter the room, they know roughly what to 
expect on a given day by looking at the configuration of desks (assuming that they have 
not already consulted their syllabus).  
 Variability takes on a number of interesting forms in the classroom. For instance, 
from the professor’s perspective, each classroom dynamic is very different based upon 
factors such as the time of day, number of majors in a class, size of class, backgrounds of 
students, etc. Based on these various factors, a professor can teach two sections of the 
same class, use the exact same lecture notes, and encounter differing degrees of success. 
For instance, if the majority of the first section has seen the movie The Matrix then they 
might find it helpful to use the movie as a concrete example for discussing a number of 
the abstract arguments Descartes raises in Meditations 1 and 2. However, if no one in the 
second section has seen the movie, then the parallels between the two works will not be 
understood. In such a situation, the professor might be better served trying to find a 
different means of making the same conceptual points.  

Similarly, from the student’s perspective, variability can surface in a number of 
interesting ways. For instance, in the above writing scenario, even if every student 
present takes part in the peer review process, not all will take it as seriously as others. 
Moreover, some have a better understand of Faulkner’s writing and this will directly 
affect their ability to write helpful comments, no matter how devoted they are to the peer 
review process. Thus, there are countless examples of variability that occur during the 
scaffolding process.  

Often one becomes aware of instances of variability when the scaffolding process 
is slightly compromised because an assumption has been made about the participants that 
does not hold true (e.g., members of a class have seen movie X, have a basic 
understanding of concept Y, etc.), or an unplanned event has occurred (e.g., the 
discussion goes in an unexpected direction). If one can capitalize upon these unexpected 
variations, then the scaffolding process will be strengthened (e.g., the tweaking of the 
lesson plan as it occurs in real time to accommodate or correct a problematic 
assumption). For instance, if a professor sets aside an entire class period for peer review 
and no one shows up with a rough draft, then the professor will need to quickly reassess 
the situation. Perhaps the time could be spent understanding why no one had completed 
the assignment (e.g., was it to difficult, were they being lazy, did the majority of the class 
decide to take the course pass/fail?).  

In summary, from this part of the scenario I have extracted two categories of 
scaffolding that mutually support one another: environmental and socio-cultural. 
Moreover, multiple instances of variability are also present, both from the student and the 
professor’s perspective. Paying particular attention to instances of variability will help all 
parties monitor the effectiveness of the scaffolding situation; in some cases the presence 
of unanticipated variability is an early warning sign that a correction must be made in the 
scaffolding structure since a false assumption by a party within the scaffolding scenario 
has been made. This false assumption may be influencing that individual’s actions and 
potentially compromising the learning experience. 
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Due to space constraints, I will only sketch the remaining scaffolding structures from the 
highly-scaffolded writing example. 
 
At home: (Layers: cognitive and environmental)  

It often seems that I have more control over the actions and routines that I 
perform in my own home. While this might be true, variability still enters the picture: 
Mindset/Health 
Actions of Other People (e.g., roommate throwing a party, interrupting spouse) 
Changes in work environment (e.g., termite swarm on your desk, broken heat, etc).  
 
Routines can be a mixed blessing. They can aid in scaffolding when tailored to specific 
circumstances, but without a degree of flexibility individuals are unable to address the 
eventual occurrences of variability that will surface. Variability will always be present, 
but some instances can be ignored (e.g., background noise) if they do not greatly disrupt 
the immediate goal. Greater degrees of variability must be addressed in some manner. 
 
 
At the coffee shop: (Layers: cognitive and environmental) 
Less control than at home; utilizes instance of variability from overheard conversation to 
solve writing problem.  
 
 
Does Everything Become Scaffolding?  
Anticipation and Refutation of the “No Boundary” Objection 
 

Due to the prevalence of scaffolded environments, one might be tempted to argue 

that there is a danger in my expanded notion of scaffolding. Specifically, does the notion 

of embodied scaffolding result in everything being viewed as a form of scaffolding. This 

would obviously be problematic because if the concept has no boundaries whatsoever 

then it will become meaningless, or at the very least theoretically inert. I grant that my 

expanded notion of scaffolding might raise this issue in some minds, but this potential 

objection can be answered adequately.  

While I grant that embodied scaffolding is a pervasive process, especially when 

one considers the number of ways in which it can be actualized (i.e., the various 

categories and layers outlined here), I contend that the widespread use of scaffolding 

should not be surprising given its effectiveness as a learning strategy. Yet, it would be a 
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mistake to conclude that simply because a process is widespread that it necessarily lacks 

boundaries, thus rendering it meaningless. I maintain that my embodied definition of 

scaffolding, when supplemented with the various subtypes, is capable of enabling one to 

differentiate scaffolded situations from un-scaffolded situations. This effectively 

dismantles the potential objection concerning every possible process being viewed as 

some form of scaffolding. Moreover, Cowart’s notion of layering provides the necessary 

tools to track the emergence and disappearance of multiple scaffolding structures as they 

surface and retreat in real time. Thus, the precision resulting from this analysis allows 

researchers to not only determine the presence of scaffolding structures, but to also map 

the progression of these scaffolding structures in relation to skill acquisition. In fact, there 

are still many instances that I can point to where no type of scaffolding is being utilized. 

Given this, the following scenario what the writing process might look like if it occurs in 

an un-scaffolded environment. 

 
The Un-Scaffolded Writing Process: Tom is taking the same Southern Literature class 
in which Jon is enrolled. Tom has attended a number of the lectures on The Sound and 
the Fury, but he does not take notes during class. He does not feel that it is necessary, 
since he read the same book in another class three years ago. Tom decides to write the 
paper based on his previous knowledge of the book. He does not pick up the detailed 
assignment sheet, research secondary sources, nor attend the optional peer review 
session. He has no class notes, but he does own a copy of the book--somewhere. After an 
unsuccessful search for his book, he decides to sit down and write the paper in one 
sitting. He continues to write until he has reached the fifteen page minimum. He does not 
make multiple drafts, or follow an outline. He simply does not have time to consider 
these strategies, since the paper is due in eight hours. 
 
 
Thus, the no-boundary objection can be overcome.  
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1 I am invoking a Wittgenstinean notion of family resemblance to understand categories. In this case, a 
metal chair, a rocking chair, and a recliner are best understood in terms of function and family resemblance. 
When these same chairs are explained in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions the analysis quickly 
breaks down. 
2 In effect, these assumptions only become problematic when they are over-generalized, and confused with 
necessary and sufficient conditions. Given this, I are not claiming that these assumptions are false within a 
given context. They often pertain and describe a scaffolding situation. Yet, it is possible for scaffolding to 
occur when one or many of these assumptions are not present. It is for this reason that they should not be 
viewed as scaffolding constraints. I further maintain that the narrow applicability of the traditional 
understanding of scaffolding also obscures the power of the scaffolding process. Once the scaffolding 
process has been re-formulated, it can be viewed as having broader applicability. The pervasiveness of the 
scaffolding process will be an important point when I consider the link between scaffolding and variability 
in section III of this paper. 
3  
4 My notion of embodied scaffolding requires a broadening of the traditional concept, directly resulting in 
the awareness and recognition of more instances of scaffolding. The newly understood pervasiveness of 
scaffolding is important when I consider how it impacts an analysis of variability and novelty. If novelty 
and variability were found to emerge from embodied scaffolding, but these scaffolded situations were rare, 
then the importance of my findings would be greatly diminished, since some other process would need to 
be identified to account for variability. However, I find that the opposite is true; my analysis of variability 
and novelty is even more compelling when one considers the pervasiveness of embodied scaffolding. 
5 However, it should be reiterated that to increase overall effectiveness the scaffolding process must be 
tailored to an individual or group’s experiences and abilities. In effect, an ideal support structure for person 
X1 or group X2 may be of little use for person Y1 or group Y2. Thus, even though different forms of 
scaffolding can reinforce one another, it is a mistake to assume that there is a one-size-fits-all scaffolding 
structure. Differences among individuals (e.g., abilities, experiences, environments, etc. ) preclude a more 
simplistic analysis of the process. 
6 An art teacher was attempting to teach a small group of first graders how to paint. The majority of the 
kids kept pushing down too hard on the paintbrush. After many unsuccessful attempts at correcting this 
error (e.g., modeling, distancing, directing, etc.), the teacher was even more frustrated when one of the  
mother’s brought their family dog into the room. At this point, all the kids dropped their paint brushes and 
ran over to pet the dog. After a few minutes, the teacher told the kids to return to their easels and the class 
resumed—although the kids were clearly still thinking about the dog. The teacher then told the kids that she 
noticed how kindly and gently they petted the dog. She then encouraged them to pick up their paint brushes 
and to put the paint on the paper as if they were petting the dog. The kids squealed with excitement, and all 
began to paint in a much gentler manner. In this particular scenario, the art teacher was able to capitalize 
upon an unusual event (i.e., a dog visiting the classroom). While the appearance of the dog initially 
distracted the children further and decreased their ability to correctly paint, the teacher was able to use the 
appearance of the dog as a means of re-orienting the children toward the original task. In fact, this art 
teacher still uses the “petting the dog” metaphor as a means of teaching students how to paint while 
applying the correct amount of pressure. 
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“Song, Meaning, and the Relevance of Place in the Performance of Restoration Stage Works” 
 
 Some of the most frequently performed works on the colonial American stage were 

Restoration dramatic works.  An examination of the extant lists of the works produced in the 

various seasons in colonial Charleston and a close reading of all these plays is revealing.  The 

content of these works suggests that they were not chosen arbitrarily or according to the latest 

theatrical fashions.  In fact, their revival supports the notion that their messages resonated with 

colonial Charlestonians, paralleling many of the contemporary social issues such as morality, 

gender roles, and so on.  Unfortunately, scholars of the Restoration stage tend to overlook the 

performance situations of these works outside of England and ignore the music to accompany the 

printed song lyrics because it is often absent from the script.  In performance, however, spoken 

prose and sung verse are very different, and the distinction between the two can be made clearer 

by an analysis of the formal and melodic characteristics of the music composed to accompany 

the lyrics.  

 Writers of Restoration plays clearly agreed upon the importance of song for conveying  

meaning, as illustrated by the numerous examples in the stage repertoire.  The integration of 

lyrics and music into the fabric of their works demonstrates great ingenuity, and the functionality 

of song in drama is justified by its well-considered placement and relation, no matter how 

tangentially, to the drama.  The musical settings of the song texts illustrate how composers for 

the Restoration stage conveyed meaning by specifically musical devices, in poetry that often 

makes no attempt to reflect its content and emotion in sound or rhythm.   

 A specific example with a marked social commentary is William Congreve’s Love for 

Love (1695), one of the Restoration works most frequently performed on the colonial Charleston 

stage.  The lyrics of three songs are printed in Congreve’s play and each song presents complex 

conceits, confusing imagery, and double meanings that could cause many problems in the 

musical setting of the text.  The imaginative settings of these texts by John Eccles (d. 1735) and 

Godfrey Finger (ca. 1660-1730) illuminate the ways in which each composer interprets 

Congreve’s poetics, and forges distinct musical structures that convey the meaning of the text.  

Decades later, the same texts and their musical settings were revived in places like colonial 

Charleston, finding new currency in a city forging its social identity during most of the colonial 

era.  
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                       READING AS AN INTERPERSONAL DIALOGUE:  
     TOWARDS AN ATTRIBUTION-BASED MODEL OF LITERARY RESPONSE 
 
 

A work of prose fiction is a different experience for each person who engages it. 

Each individual mind may constitute a literary text in various different ways at different 

times and under different personal circumstances.   The Catcher in the Rye, On the Road, 

or Lolita are hardly the same encounters at twenty as they are at fifty.  They may not be 

the same experiences for most women as they are for most men.  One might find nothing 

in common with a writer like Shakespeare, for example, when first introduced to him at 

the age of fifteen. However, through a gradual process of “getting to know him” by way 

of education, reading, and theatre-going, one might eventually encounter him as a true 

companion  by the time one  is forty.  Recent literary theory and criticism has been 

particularly concerned with the problem of our idiosyncratic responses to literature, 

especially since the publication in 1929 of  I. A. Richards’ Practical Criticism.1  This 

seminal study showed us that responses to texts not only vary greatly with the individual 

reader, but that the logic (in the sense of making logical connections between causes and 

effects) behind our disparate readings often produces misguided or inadequate 

interpretation of the text in question.   The impelling psychological force that drives such 

interpretations is essentially the same as that force that binds us to each other in the social 

world.   Human attribution may be the most potent part of that force.  When we attribute 

causes to the behaviors of other people (whether real or fictional), we are making what 

we tacitly assume to be viable connections between actions and the situational or 

dispositional forces that impel those actions. These connections may or may not follow 

rules of formal logic; the point is that we assume that they do.  

Readers who intend to perform a text for an audience may have an approach that 

is essentially different from that of the common reader. One of the primary ways in which 

performers constitute literary texts is as “utterances” by other consciousnesses rather than 

as an objectified “work of literature.” Current literary theory evokes the names of some 

of these consciousnesses with terms like “narrator,” “speaker,” “persona,” “voice,” and 

“character.” The academic study of oral interpretation and performance has been perhaps 



 
 

more closely aligned with this perspective than with the objectivist stance represented by 

the New Criticism and the Prague structuralists. This paper will review the increasing 

importance of the interpersonal metaphor in recent critical theory, and by doing so will 

explain why oral interpretation has exhibited a growing felicity with current views of the 

act of literary response. Finally, attribution theory (arguably the principle paradigm of 

interpersonal communication) will be proposed as a basic model of literary response. In 

order to focus this discussion, I will use a consistent example my own interpretive 

responses to a particular story, William Faulkner’s “A Rose For Emily.”  

 

Evolution of the Interpersonal Metaphor  

Different readings of texts are what make them exciting, renewable sources of 

creative raw material for the performer. And yet, a story such as “A Rose for Emily” 

cannot be read and interpreted in any way a reader chooses. However, the performer can 

approach the story by alternately foregrounding an astonishing number of different 

elements, levels, or “voices.” This study concentrates on the performer’s creative 

experience of just one of those voices: The voice of the narrator, the story-teller, the epic 

speaker. But if the model I am building from attribution theory is to be valid and 

worthwhile, it must also be applicable to the performer’s constitution of any of the voices 

inherent in a text. These might include the voice of implied authors, characters, or even 

ideological “voices” such as the voice of religious doctrines, social causes, or political 

movements.2   But before we enter into a discussion of this interpersonal perspective, it 

will be helpful to trace its roots.  

Perhaps the most common way in which readers experience a literary work is 

simply to conceive of it as a separate and complete entity, a “thing-out-there” that we call 

the “text,” the “book,” or the “story.” The New Criticism and its relatives (e.g. the Prague 

structuralists and the Russian formalists) are responsible for the primacy of this view in 

the middle years of the last century. Edward Proffitt has recently taken the New Criticism 

to task for its failure to balance the idea of the inviolable text with the idea that literary 

works are experiential, requiring active engagement by a reader.3   The image of the critic 

as a scientific “close reader” studying the poem for its intrinsic meaning has had its 



 
 

backlash in the post-modern renunciation of the sanctity of the text by the recent schools 

of deconstruction and reader-response criticism. 

Certainly the objectivist view is valuable, but the experiential reality remains. 

Rehearsals for a performance of literature are more properly studied as experiences than 

as the mere contemplation of an object. If I am asked to write a critical essay on some 

aspect of “A Rose For Emily,” I would probably begin with some analysis of the 

constituents of the story and end by describing how those parts fit into the text as a 

whole.  In such a case I think of the text not as discourse, not as experience, not as 

communication or dialogue, but as an object called the “story:” a complete and separate 

entity whose parts I must come to understand. That is, I attend to the text as “content” 

rather “process.” But a performance of that text goes beyond the understanding of an 

object, because once the object is understood, it must be embodied by the performer and 

translated in terms of unfolding human experience.  

The objectivist approach to literary study is useful in its insistence on logical 

close readings of particular works. But for the performer who seeks a more experiential 

entrance into the text, the objectivist model is often too one-sided, suggesting that a 

systematic analysis on the part of the reader can most adequately explicate the work. A 

performer must remain open to all of the intrinsic possibilities of a work in rehearsal, but 

he or she cannot deny the affective experience of that work. To do so would be to suggest 

that a “right reading” of a text never includes the reader’s response. 

The perspective of the symbolic interactionists, particularly that of Kenneth 

Burke, has done a great deal to adapt the objectivist paradigm so that it becomes much 

more felicitous for performers who view the literary experience in terms of interpersonal 

communication. Burke, Don Geiger and their successors extended the objectivist model 

to include the dramatic and situational context of the words themselves. Their perspective 

allows us to view the text as the complete and objectified utterance of an implied speaker. 

Because it is based on a theatrical metaphor, this perspective came to be called 

dramatism. Dramatism was not yet a totally interpersonal perspective in that it focused 

primarily on the speaker of the utterance. However, because it did acknowledge 

situational factors as well as the listener to the discourse, it did represent an important 

move in an interpersonal direction.  



 
 

Dramatism requires that I ask, first of all, who the speaker of the text is.4   This 

argues for a concrete “other” in the text: an agent, a voice, a speaker to whose discourse I 

listen and respond. I must also ask about the identity of the implied listener to this 

discourse, since that listener is an important element in the speaker’s “scene”. Answering 

these questions will cause me to attribute dispositional qualities and motives to the 

speaker and perhaps indirectly to the implied listener. In approaching the text 

dramatistically I must also ask specific questions about the intentions (purposes) of the 

speaker’s actions and about the situation or context (scene) in which those actions occur. 

These questions will elicit my critical attributions concerning the relationship of the 

speaker’s environment to his or her discourse.  

In short, the dramatistic perspective on performance requires that the reader make 

attributions about a text’s behavior. I use the term “behavior” advisedly as the symbolic 

actions of the speaker of the text. These attributions will concern individual dispositions 

of speakers or of characters and the literary world or environment in which they exist. 

The dramatistic analysis of literary works was at the forefront of an evolutionary period 

in literary criticism that has focused more and more on the interactions between texts and 

readers, thereby increasing the relevance to criticism of interpersonal communication 

theories such as attribution. A selective glance at several other “interpersonal” views of 

literary response will reinforce the notion of applying models of human behavior to the 

act of literary interpretation.  

It would seem that speech act theory has taken a vital place in the recent evolution 

of literary criticism. This theory, promoted by linguist such as John R. Searle and J. L. 

Austin, and by literary theorist such as Mary Louise Pratt, has, like attribution, been 

appropriated from the social sciences. Speech act theory can be described as a focusing 

on the acts of the actions, both literal and metaphorical, of the utterance. As such, it is a 

direct outgrowth of the dramatistic perspective. The basic premise of speech act theory  is 

that words are usually signs of physical or psychological actions . 5   In terms of literary 

response, speech act theory would lead us to a concentrated examination of literal or 

metaphorical verbs. And example will serve to illustrate.  

 

 



 
 

The narrator of “A Rose For Emily” begins an utterance this way:  

 When Miss Emily Grierson died our whole town went to her funeral…”6. 

 

Using a speech act approach, the performer of this sentence, seeking to embody this 

narrator and make his actions clear to an audience, would concentrate on the narrator’s 

“action” on this particular line. That is, the performer would attribute causes for this 

utterance of the narrator. One performer might perceive the action as “to protest,” 

suggesting that there has been some negative criticism of the townspeople’s reaction to 

Emily immediately prior to this sentence. Another performer might attribute the action to 

“boasting,” implying that one of the narrator’s motives for telling this tale is to gain a 

positive reaction from the listener concerning the communal caring of the people of 

Jefferson, Mississippi. Many other interpretations of the action of this line are, of course, 

possible. The point here is that we can experience the language of a text not only as the 

utterance of an other, but, on a more interpersonal level, as the motivated actions of that 

other. Since Stanislavsky and the Moscow Art Theatre, this technique has been used in 

the theatre to clarify and vivify the actor’s performance of dramatic characters. 

     Concentration on the actions of literary others means that we, as readers, respond to 

those actions. As performers, the structure of our response is attributional: we infer 

causes for the interpreted actions of narrators, authors, or characters. “Why,” we must 

ask, “is the narrator boasting?” The answer to this question will enable us to go beyond 

the words of the story to suggest dispositional or situational causes for the narrator’s 

speech act. Inferring motives is the primary interpersonal dynamic of performer’s attempt 

to know the other in the text. And without knowing there can be no real (i.e. subtextual) 

embodiment of the speaker. Speech act theory, then, has shifted dramatism’s emphasis on 

the speaker, to the “listener’s” interpretation of that speaker’s actions. This shift in focus 

from the speaker to the listener has been sharpened by the reader-response theorists.  

The decade of the seventies witnessed an extraordinary growth in reader oriented 

criticism. This school, while it has taken many different forms, is important to the 

performer because it seeks to understand the subjective, idiosyncratic nature of our 

responses to literature. In the social world, subjective responses are controlled to a large 

extent by attributions. In the literary world, the same may be said to be true, and current 



 
 

literary concerns have concentrated on the comparison of the reader of literature to the 

listener in social encounters. Many disparate critics have been grouped together under the 

aegis of reader-response criticism. Their perspectives range from conservative to radical 

and often reveal new ways in which readers and performers constitute literary others. 

They have concentrated to a large extent on what this author refers to as the interpersonal 

metaphor, particularly in the sense of dyadic communication. This view of the act of 

literary interpretation suggests that theories of interpersonal communication can 

illuminate our understanding of and our experience with literature. In the last decade of 

literary history, dramatism’s quasi-objectivist view has been incorporated into the more 

pragmatic yet hotly contested context of reader-response, and it is here that attribution 

theory can be particularly helpful in informing us about the dyadic communication 

between the work and the reader.  

 

The Basic Elements of Attribution Theory 

 Attribution is an over-arching theory of human perception that is primarily 

concerned with how we arrive at determinations of the causes of everyday events, 

particularly the actions of the others in our world. In terms of how we interpret actions, 

attribution theory presents three basic assumptions: (1) we attempt to determine the cause 

of behavior, (2) we assign causes systematically, and (3) we are affected by the assigned 

cause. It is a basic human trait to perceive that the actions of others are caused by either 

(1) some external or environmental force or (2) by the peculiar disposition of the actor.7 

Futhermore, our attributions are determined by the degree to which we believe that the 

other person is consciously trying to produce a particular effect. Our interpretation of 

Faulkner’s narrator(s) may depend on whether or not we think he  is trying to make us 

feel positive about the way the inhabitants of the town care about each other. On the other 

hand, we might attribute this perceived action by the narrator to the collective guilt the 

town feels for Miss Emily’s tragic life. In the latter case, we would be attributing his 

actions to environment more than to dispositions. The more a perceiver can discount 

external causes, the more he or she can explain the behavior by internal or dispositional 

causes.8  



 
 

 The scope of this paper obviously precludes any attempt to explicate what has 

been called “the primary paradigm in contemporary social psychology,”9   but there is one 

other important attributional element that must be cited. We make our strongest and most 

important attributions about the personalities of others when we notice a behavior that is 

unusual, distinctive, or that is not consistent with the other behaviors of the person. 

Faulkner’s narrator consistently exhibits an admiration for Emily Grierson, but at one 

particular point in the narrative, he reveals a chauvinistic attitude towards women in 

general. When he speaks of the story Sartoris had dreamed up about Emily’s father 

giving some land to the town and thereby exempting her from her taxes, he says 

 Only a man of Colonel Sartoris’ generation could have invented it, and only a 

women could have believed it.10  

 This behavior is distinctive and might well alert the read to an inherent sexism in 

this narrator. It is precisely this behavior, incidentally, that leads me to assume that this 

narrator is a man. It is also the behavior that has lead me to attribute an admiration on the 

part of the narrator for those qualities in Emily Grierson that are “masculine,” such as her 

refusal to be intimated by the male tax committee or the druggist. My responses to this 

narrator’s actions then, are attributions that will help me to interpret his personality and to 

realize it vividly in performance. 

 

Reader-Response and the Interpersonal Metaphor 

 If we retain our interpretation’s focus on the narrator or speaker, it is obvious that 

interpersonal theories such attribution can inform our critical reflections. This is 

particularly true in light of the evolutionary growth of the interpersonal metaphor in 

literary criticism, a trend that has been heightened by recent theories about how we 

response to literature. Indeed, most of the reader-response critics have shown a 

particularly strong attraction for interpersonal metaphors. David Bleich, a radical 

exponent of the subjectivity of literary response, has based his model in part on D. W. 

Harding’s study of the similarities between the situation of social gossip and the response 

to literature.11  Both, says Harding, are in the mode of response of an “on-looker at actual 

events.”12   In characterizing the other in the text as analogous to a social gossip, Harding 

maintains that the correspondent of the gossip-reader is not a collection of real people 



 
 

“but only personae created by the author for the purpose of communication.”13   While 

this is but one example, the use of an interpersonal metaphor seems appropriate to the 

(apparent) relish with which Faulkner’s narrator tells this lurid local tale. It supports and 

reinforces the view of the narrators as a definite others for whose verbal behavior we 

posit causes. 

 Georges Poulet, a leading phenomenological critic, also sees a close resemblance 

between social and literary encounters. He describes the readers’ interaction with  

 

  …the consciousness of another, no different from the one I automatically 

assume in every human being I encounter, except in this case the 

consciousness is open to me, welcomes me, lets me look deep inside itself 

and even allows me, with unheard of license, to think what it thinks and 

feel what it feels.14 

 

Here Poulet has identified a fundamental difference between social and literary 

encounters, but this is not a problem. An attributional theory of literary response would 

welcome the fact that we can reflect on literary language more carefully than on 

transitory social discourse. The longer we reflect, the more “verbal behaviors” we can 

isolate; the more verbal behaviors on which we can intentionally focus, the more 

attributions we can make; and the longer we study a literary discourse, the more careful 

those attributions can become. The task of the performer is somehow to manage to clarify 

his or her attributions during the performance. When a text is embodied, the literary 

discourse becomes much closer to everyday discourse in its rapid and inexorable 

delivery. In performance, the fundamental distinction between permanent written 

discourse and ephemeral human speech almost ceases to exist. It is for this reason that 

clarity of intention on the part of the performer is so important. Whatever methods of 

literary analysis the performer uses, he or she will embody the textual voices for an 

audience who will not have time to go back and gaze at length into an “open 

consciousness.” Performance is never static. That is its richness and its danger.  

 Whether the critical perspective is dramatistic, speech act, phenomenological, or 

some pluralistic combination of all of these, the performer must first constitute the textual 



 
 

other in order to embody him, her, or it. And somewhere behind these fictional others 

(narrators, characters, etc.) there is always the voice of the author: a voice of which we 

are aware even as we attend to narrators and characters.  

 

The Implied Author 

 Wayne C. Booth is a critic who, for the past twenty years, has provided literary 

perspectives that have acknowledged the evolution of the interpersonal metaphor. While 

his theories have grown out of the rhetorical tradition of the Chicago Aristotelian School, 

they have embraced dramatism as well as ethical criticism (which he refers to as the 

after-effects of a text).15   For the purposes of this study, Booth is important as an 

exemplar of the reader’s constitution of the other in the text as an “implied author,” a 

consciousness created in the minds of the reader with whom, Booth, says, it is often easy 

to “make friends.”  Most readers do reflect on authorial intentions at least occasionally. 

The writer’s intentions are a valid and time-honored clue to meaning. Experientially, the 

implied author is yet another of the textual voices that can arise in a reader’s 

consciousness against the background of the Gestalt experience of literary response.  

 When I prepare “A Rose For Emily” for performance, I concentrate on the 

narrator’s voice. However, I am familiar with other works by Faulkner and at times 

during my rehearsals, I reflect on (or constitute) a voice in the text as Faulkner’s voice, a 

voice that is separate from the voice of the narrators, although it is contained within it. 

Gathering Faulkner’s voice into the multi-level experience of the text is, according to 

Booth, a requisite critical method. 

 

Particularly when you read three of four books by the same author, you 

start making inferences [attributions] that go beyond the individual imaginative 

act. You can’t resist and I don’t think you should resist the temptation to start 

thinking about the qualities of the creature behind all that. I think that because of 

certain modern dogmas about ruling out the intentions of the author, we have 

needlessly ruled out some very interesting kinds of criticism by saying that’s none 

of our business.16 



 
 

 Put briefly, the implied author is the reader’s perception of the person who wrote 

the story. The implied author, then, is not to be confused wit the read author, the flesh-

and-blood human being who created the text. Rather, he is a construct of the reader of 

that particular story or work. Booth implied that the constitution of this implied author is 

an integral part of the reading experience. 

 The value systems we attribute to implied authors are most important. For 

example, we might attribute a high degree of intelligence and rhetorical sophistication to 

Faulkner, a sense of cynical humor to Twain, a sense of worldliness to Fitzgerald or 

Thomas Mann, a sense of detachment to Hemingway or Robbe-Grillet. The ideologies of 

a writer are certainly a part of these implied value systems. The values, beliefs, and 

attitudes that we attribute to the implied authors of literary works are key determinants of 

our eventual interpretation and performances. In terms of attribution, the degree of 

identification we feel with the implied author’s voice, that is the degree of “balance” 

between the implied author, and ourselves often directs our response to the events and 

characters of the story. 

 Booth’s ideas, grounded as they are in the rhetorical tradition, appropriate the idea 

of “shared meanings” between readers and the various voices of the text. Booth takes the 

idea of like-mindedness from Plato (whose term is homonoeia) and sees it as a 

prerequisite for establishing what he calls “friendship” with implied authors.17   This 

concept is, incidentally, the seminal feature in one of the primary theories of attribution, 

the “symmetry theory” of Theodore Newcomb, who calls the tendency to seek “balance” 

with our partner in dialogues as a “strain toward symmetry.” 18   Newcomb’s well-known 

model includes three elements, a person (P), an other (O), and the monetary object (X) of 

their discourse. The relationship between the three elements are controlled by P’s “degree 

of liking” for both O and X. Booth’s scheme, similarly is to determine the degree of (1) 

intensity and (2) reciprocity in the relationship between the implied authors and the 

reader based on the work’s apparent purposes or intentions. These might include the 

apparent purpose or intentions. These might include the simple production of pleasurable 

reactions while reading, utilitarian or pragmatic response (as in “social” works such as 

Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle or the feminist works of Simone de Beauvoir, works 

designed to have some rhetorical social purpose), or simply the intrinsic values of the 



 
 

relationship between “poem” and person. It is fascinating to compare the similarities 

between Booth the literary critic and Newcomb the communication theorist on points 

such as these. Such comparisons are rich fodder for the performer of literature.  

 

An Application 

 Although my project focuses on the constitution of a narrator’s voice, it is often 

impossible to bracket the implied authors as I form a performance. When I prepare” A 

Rose For Emily” for the public, I cannot forget my previous reading of and thinking 

about William Faulkner.  A good example of my personal choice about how to convey 

both the narrator’s and the implied author’s intentions can be illustrated by the line about 

how Colonel Sartoris had “fathered the edict that no Negro woman should appear on the 

street without her apron…19.” 

 As I ponder this problematic and ambiguous phrase I position myself 

philosophically in relation to two significant others in my life: my father and the William 

Faulkner I have come to know through his works. Both are Southern men whom I feel 

that I know, regardless of the fact that one is real to me and other a construct of my 

consciousness. I have, in a sense, constructed them both in terms of their relationship to 

the idea of historical racial relations in the American South. The cognitive process by 

which I constructed them was attribution. I attribute their behavior to the contextual 

influences of Southern racial relations.  

 My personal reaction to the edict mentioned in the story is to call up the concept 

of “inherited guilt.”  The concept that all white Southerners are, to some extent, guilty for 

the social persecution of black Southerners was first presented to me through Faulkner’s 

works. Although the concept may not be crucial to this particular story, I cannot help but 

gather it into my reading experience, at least peripherally.  

 As a teenager, I recall discussing these concepts with my father, who would often 

become angry at the idea that he, as an individual supportive of “civil rights,” should feel 

guilty for the racial inequalities produced by Southern society. In terms of Newcomb’s 

symmetry model I (P) was engaged alternately with two others (O1, O2), my father and 

William Faulkner, concerning the inherited collective guilt of white Southerners (X). At 

this time in  my typically rebellious youth, I felt more affinity with Faulkner on this 



 
 

subject that I did with my father. My positive “degree of liking, “that is, my respect and 

admiration for the intelligence and accomplishments of Faulkner,  bought me into 

balance with his ideas about collective guilt. In the language of attribution theory, my 

positive relationship to Faulkner causes a “strain toward symmetry” that urged my 

positive response to his ideas about inherited guilt and away from the ideas of my own 

father.  

 

+Person 
   (me) 
Person 
   (me) 

Other 
(Faulkner) 
 Other 
(Faulkner) 

+/- +

    X “inherited guilt”     X “inherited guilt” 

 

 My stormy relationship with my father was comparatively negative on this 

subject. At this time I did not know how to articulate “why” this was so. Now, because of 

my knowledge of the structure of attribution, I do. I attributed dispositional qualities to 

my father based on the intensity of his denunciation of the notion of collective Southern 

guilt. Although I did not have a word for it at the time, I could intuitively sense the 

dissonance, imbalance, and distress the idea and our discussions of it caused my father. I 

decided (attributed) that the cause of this intense reaction was my father’s suppressed 

individual guilt about racial conditions and his personal  prejudices. I believed that my 

father had brought himself into psychological balance with this concept, by insisting on 

his own individual innocence. On the other hand, I attributed Faulkner’s ideas to his 

egalitarian social stance and his admiration for Southern blacks expressed primarily in his 

famous Nobel acceptance speech, a speech that I know well and that  I gathered into my 



 
 

reading of all his works. Whether I was right or wrong, the literary as well as the social 

interpretation exhibited the structures of attribution.  

 In performing the narrator’s comment about the edict in “A Rose For Emily,” I 

cannot help but gather in my attribution of where both Faulkner and the narrator stand in 

relation to the edict. And, as the symmetry model (P-O-X) requires, I must determine not 

only where I stand qualitatively in relation to the edict, but why I stand there. In 

performance, I must embody (become) the narrator’s voice but I must remain critically 

aware of his stance in relation to the constituents of the story. I must “be” both the 

narrator and, somewhere, on the horizon of my consciousness, objectify that narrator. It is 

the tensive pull between these two intentions of the narrators’ character that has long 

distinguished the essential nature of the performance of literature. 

 The pull between the constitution of the narrator as an objectified “other” and the 

narrator as a voice to be embodied, also distinguishes rehearsal from an actual 

performance of a text. As I prepare to perform “A Rose For Emily,” I reflect on the 

nature of the narrative voice. I attribute causes for the narrative behavior. I possibly 

consult outside sources for critical insights into the text. I vary performance choices in 

order to see which ones mostly honestly support and illuminate the text. I seek to 

understand the words as I rehearse them. In short, I focus my attention on the text as an 

other; that is, I conceive of the narrator as a part I must play, a role I must take on, at least 

during part of the rehearsal process. As I near performance, the text as an entity recedes 

as I move closer to visceral, pre-reflective embodiment of the narrative voice. When I 

successfully embody that text, when I “become” the narrative voice, the figure in the 

ground of my consciousness is whatever object or idea is foregrounded in the narrator’s 

consciousness at any given moment.  

 For example, when the narrator imagines Emily Grierson framed in the distance 

behind her father’s “spraddled legs,” I  (as narrator) “see” this image also. I see what the 

narrator sees because experientially I am the narrator; his vision is my vision. And yet, at 

the same time, I am dimly aware of any extrinsic criticism or personal experiences during 

the rehearsal that have prepared me to see this narrative image in the idiosyncratic way 

that I do. Performance of the speaker’s voice always gathers into performing 

consciousness all of one’s previous experience with a literary work, just as in the social 



 
 

world we bring all prior experience of a person to bear on the present encounter with that 

person.  

 Obviously, shared meanings have a great deal to do with our degree of attraction 

for and our communication with the various others in a text, whether we constitute the 

principle voice as implied author,  narrator, a character within the discourse, or even as 

on objectified text. When different readers constitute a literary work they must, of 

necessity, constitute different texts. The reason, according to a recent critic, that different 

reader’s interpretations of a given text are as much alike as they are is that the readers 

belong to “shared interpretative communities.”20   Whether or encounters are social or 

literary, our life experiences shape our interpretations.  

 I share social tendencies with William Faulkner, but not necessarily with the 

narrator or the characters in his story. An interpersonal perspective on the performer’s 

response to literature allows a performer to reflect on how he or she perceives and 

interprets the behaviors of the individual who populate the great literary works. If we 

constitute these literary others as communicative beings whose behavior we must 

understand, we may find the attempt to embody the through performances more complex, 

more relevant to our human behaviors. We can certainly find a growing body of evidence 

in recent critical theory to support this interpersonal perspective.  

 

Conclusion 

In the final analysis, performers do more than embody the printed page; they 

allow the others in the text to inhabit their physical selves, making performance a rich 

synthesis of text and performer. Like a young actor who studies and “reads” an old man 

he knows because he has been assigned the role of Polonius, the performer reads “A Rose 

For Emily” in order to “portray” the epic voice.  

Attribution theory can provide a viable means of accomplishing this synthesis. If, 

in rehearsal, we reflect on the causes of the verbal behavior of the narrator, we are going 

to think about the pre-reflective mental activity that has resulted in that narrator’s 

behavior – word choice, tone, stance, choice of imagery, level of linguistic sophistication, 

or any other rhetorical device for which we attribute a cause. If we can use the structures 

of attribution as a guide to thinking about the causes of a narrator’s discourse, we are 



 
 

doing something similar to what an actor attempts when he or she creates a “subtext” for 

the spoken lines of a character. When the causes of a narrator’s behavior are attributed to 

environment, we are  constituting the “world” of the text. When we attribute verbal 

behavior to a narrator’s disposition we are building the inchoate, pre-reflective basis of 

our own embodiment of that narrator. In both cases we are seeking a psychological 

balance between ourselves as performers and the narrator with whom we are engaged.  

Contrary to much of what has been said against recent trends in literary response  

criticism, its uses of the interpersonal metaphor have opened a particularly felicitous door 

for the field of performance and criticism in general and the field of oral interpretation in 

particular. This interpersonal perspective, while never denying the sanctity of the 

objectified text, grounds the performer’s experience of that text in visceral human life. 

The comparison of literary encounters with social ones is hardly a new concept, but its 

increasing prominence in the critical thinking of the latter half of this century, points to a 

rich heuristic marriage between theories of social and literary communication.  
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Oral Interpretation as a Course in Civic Engagement and Public Values 

 Performance invites us to stand with others, to feel one another’s fears and joys,  

 to expand our lived-world, and then to strive to make it a better one, for us all. 

       (Park-Fuller, 2003, p. 307) 

 This manuscript was written so that my colleagues could experience, step by step, 

the excitement and rewards attendant to the transformation of the usual academic upper 

division speech course into one that incorporates civic engagement and public values—

and do it too!   

Introduction and Background 

 Oral Interpretation is a course in which students learn the art of taking words on 

the page—whether poetry or prose—and bringing these words to vibrant life on stage.  In 

order to enhance the students’ enjoyment of becoming skilled at the art and to increase 

substantive learning, the course is designed so that each semester’s work also revolves 

around a different theme.  Thus, for example, in the process of mastering the ability to 

present the written word well orally, students become more familiar with the poetry and 

prose of say, African-American Literature, American-Indian Literature, or perhaps the 

Literature of Immigration, or of World War II.  Such a strategy, in turn, also makes for 

interesting and educational Readers Theatre performances presented for the entire 

university community at the conclusion of each semester.  In these performances, 

students of oral interpretation have the opportunity to showcase their accomplishments, 

even as audience members themselves become more acquainted with the art and, 

concomitantly, with various literatures.  The titles of some past Readers Theatre 

presentations:  “Slaves No More: The African-American Experience,” “Of Mother Earth, 
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Father Sky, and the Way of the American Indian,” “Of Our Mothers, Grandmothers, and 

Great-Grandmothers: Immigrants to America,” and “The Price of Freedom: A Readers 

Theatre Commemoration of World War II.” 

 The above is how I would describe the workings of my oral interpretation course 

for a good number of years.  Everyone loved it.  I always collected many written and 

verbal “bravos,” even as I was eagerly asked when I would be doing “the next one.”  

Faculty recommended it to their students—the Speech, English, and History Faculty 

especially, for obvious reasons.  Students eagerly signed up for the course.  It got the 

“word of mouth” reputation of being “fun” learning.  Administration, Faculty, Staff, and 

Students came to see the presentations for the pleasure of it.    But somehow, I felt there 

was much more this course could offer . . .   

 True, throughout those years I also arranged for additional performances at 

Blythedale Children’s Hospital, the Pleasantville Cottage School, the Brandywine 

Nursing Home, and the Chappaqua Library—expenses graciously paid by my 

department.  These additional performances benefited my students.  They had another 

place to practice their art.  The positive reaction they received from non-university 

audiences underlined the real world value of what they were learning.  At the same time, 

the audiences, who were frequently from underserved populations, had an event to look 

forward to and enjoy.  Still, I wanted more . . . 

 I began to work much more closely with our university’s Center for Community 

Outreach Office.  This led to Readers Theatre performances at the Ruth Taylor Institute, a 

nearby nursing home on the grounds of the Westchester Medical Center.  Through the 
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involvement of the Community Outreach Office, expenses were paid by our Arts and 

Science College’s Endowed Fund for Community Service. 

 Then, my university ratified a revised undergraduate core curriculum to require a   

3 credit “Civic Engagement and Public Values” course.  The “primary aim” of this course 

was to “`aid students to be involved and responsible in the community, to act with 

informed awareness of contemporary issues in their historical contexts, and to understand 

diversity.’”  The course itself was to: 

1. “Incorporate civic engagement by working with the community 

directly; 

2. Connect academics with community-based experiences, rather than 

simply performing service; 

3. Develop partnerships with communities that are reciprocal, 

meeting both a need in the community with a goal of educating our 

students on what it means to be civically engaged in one’s 

community.”  (Pace University, 2002, p.1) 

Not long after that, charged with determining just who among the faculty might 

be interested in creating such a course, I was contacted by our Center for Community 

Outreach.  Thus was born “Oral Interpretation as a Course in Civic Engagement and 

Public Values,” supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.  

And the rest?  “The rest”—as the cliché goes—“is history,” to be related here . . .   
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Purpose 

Description 

 “Oral Interpretation as a Course in Civic Engagement and Public Values” retained 

the goal of learning the art of taking words on the page and bringing them to vibrant life 

on stage.  However, now there was an additional goal: the investigation of a 

contemporary social issue, the theme of the course.  After much thought, I decided the 

general theme would be “Growing Older in America.”  And, in conjunction with that 

theme, I decided we would take a long hard look at “ageism,” defined as the “process of 

systematic stereotyping of and discrimination against people because they are old” 

(Butler, 1975, pp. 11-12) . . . and somehow become worthless.  

 Why “ageism?”  Because it’s the latest form of discrimination; it seems to be 

appearing just about everywhere, and it is effectively frightening everyone getting 

older—which means all of us!  Indeed, just a glance at the booming cosmetic and 

cosmetic surgery industry more than substantiates this.  People willingly go under the 

knife to have the chance to look younger—no matter what the cost.  And they do it again 

and again . . .   

 Must things be this way?  Why have we, in America especially, come to glorify 

youth to the detriment of every other period in a person’s life?   Why have we made it a 

kind of “sin” to age? What must it be like then to grow older in such an environment?  To 

be a senior?  How do you handle it?  What changes could our society make?  How do we 

compare to other countries in the world?  To other cultures? 

 These were just some of the questions that I hoped students would come to ask 

themselves and think about by way of oral presentation exercises, assigned readings, 
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journal reflections, and, particularly, in the very process of their turning seniors’  own 

personal stories into poetry and prose pieces as artistic responses to class visits to a senior 

community.  There, I envisioned, seniors would talk about their lives and students would 

fashion these narratives into their literary texts.  Then these texts would be performed for 

this selfsame audience at the conclusion of the semester.  The title of the Readers Theatre 

presentation to be:  “Over 21 and Still Counting . . . ”  

 The design of the course was a result of my theatrical background, most 

especially my 25 years as a professional Method actor/director.  In truth, I thought about 

how actors prepare to play a role.  I thought about how they go to books, to places to get 

the “feel” of a particularly singular environment, to significant people and, where 

possible, to the very person to be portrayed—all in search of information, all with the 

hope of more fully understanding the character they will be creating “on the boards.”    

Then I thought about how they reflect on their findings, and proceed to make acting 

choices.   

 I decided that my students would do much the same.  Their oral presentation 

exercises, their assigned readings, their meetings with seniors was their opportunity to 

collect information . . . and gain understanding.  Then they would reflect on it all, noting 

their thoughts in journal entries to be discussed in class.  Finally, they would proceed to 

write their texts and present them. 

Stakeholders and Expectations 

. I could foresee many benefits accruing to all stakeholders a party to this project.  

For seniors this experience would offer relevant and meaningful service to them  
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by: (a) empowering and giving a voice to a marginal group (seniors), (b) fostering 

generational connection, (c) acknowledging life experience, and (d) allowing a 

community to learn more about itself (seniors) through the eyes of others (students). 

 For students this exercise would enhance academic learning by: (a) allowing them 

to learn more about a particular community (seniors) and a social issue, (b) encouraging 

active learning, (c) developing and strengthening listening and critical thinking skills, 

and (d) fostering creativity.  This exercise would also present students with purposeful 

civic learning by offering lessons in diversity, inter-and intra-personal learning, social 

responsibility learning, and political learning.  

 For myself, a professor of communications, this exercise would present varied 

and exciting challenges.  (a) As a teacher, I would be working with a new class format.  

This meant I would need to be flexible and adjust to “unexpecteds.”  (b) As a 

communicator, I would be responsible for creating the kind of environment where 

seniors would feel comfortable talking to students and students to seniors.  (c) As a 

theatre artist, I would be putting together a Readers Theatre presentation in a whole new 

way.  This meant I would be harnessing all my abilities: my M.F.A. in theatre directing, 

my Ph.D. in performance studies, and my many years appearing in and directing shows.   

 For the university, because I was just about their first instructor to incorporate 

“Civic Engagement and Public Values,” I would be pretty much a trial balloon and, 

hopefully, the inspiration for more such endeavors. 
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A Final Stakeholder: RSVP 

 In order to coordinate with a senior community, the Center for Community 

Outreach at my university put me in touch with RSVP, the Retired and Senior Volunteer 

Program of Westchester. I explained my ideas and goals to them.  There was an 

excitement in the air.  We all quickly saw that the success of this project would guarantee 

that it would be done again and again with my university and other universities. 

 There was discussion on a number of important issues.  First on the agenda was 

the choice of the “right” senior community for this type of project.  We agreed it had to 

be a senior community where: (a) they would enjoy this kind of program, and (b) they 

would participate.  For there are senior groups that are only open to the standard show, 

say a singer or a humorist.  And there are senior groups where members are simply too ill 

to interact. 

  We talked about how many students would be participating.  I answered, “about a 

dozen.”  Instinctively I felt that a larger number—twenty, for example—would be too 

many.  Seniors could easily feel overwhelmed.  They wouldn’t feel comfortable.  And, 

most importantly, they might feel so intimidated that they wouldn’t speak.  Additionally, 

too many students might create a control problem and that would be awful! 

 We talked about the form that the information gathering and the presentation parts 

of this project would take. 

 At any rate, it wasn’t long before the “perfect” senior community for this project 

was found . . . and very near the university.1 
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An Example of the Course in 

Process 

 “Oral Interpretation as a Course in Civic Engagement and Public Values” 

registered fifteen upper division students.  It would meet for three hours once a week for 

fourteen weeks. 

Preparatory Work with Students 

 For seven weeks prior to meeting with seniors at the senior community, students, 

utilizing Judy E. Yordon’s book Roles in Interpretation (2002), explored and honed their 

oral interpretation skills.  They discovered the talents of voice and body needed to 

communicate text well—without scenery, props, or costume. They learned how to 

analyze prose, drama, and poetry for the purposes of oral interpretation.  They applied 

this knowledge to in-class exercises.  Thus, prose excerpts from Willard Scott’s  The 

Older the Fiddle, the Better the Tune: The Joys of Reaching a Certain Age (2003), and  

Chicken Soup for the Grandparent’s Soul (2002), edited by Jack Canfield, Mark Victor 

Hansen, Meladee McCarty, and Hanoch McCarty; excerpts from dramas such as  

Robert Anderson’s You Know I Can’t Hear You When the Water’s Running (1967), and  

Herb Gardner’s The Goodbye People (1974);  as well as poems like Amy Lowell’s “A 

Lady” (Lowell, 2002, pp. 285-286) were analyzed and presented in class. 

 Concomitantly, students were assigned readings on “ageism” and its various 

aspects.  For example, they read excerpts from books including: Georgia M. Barrow and 

Patricia A. Smith’s Aging, Ageism, and Society (1979), Robert N. Butler’s Why Survive: 

Being Old in America (1975), and Bill Bytheway’s Ageism (1995).  They read part of 
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D.A. Huffman-Parent’s online thesis entitled The Effects of Images in the Media on the 

Female Audience (2001).  They read from other on-line sources including:  

Charles F. Kettering’s  Problems of Ageism in Literature (2002),  Barbara N. Kupetz’s 

Overcoming Ageism through Children’s Literature (n.d.), and Aliza Sherman’s 

Hollywood’s Ageism and The Silver Screen (2001).       

 Students were directed to keep a journal.  As a first journal entry, they were 

assigned to write about their feelings vis-à-vis the elderly and about getting older 

themselves.  This exact assignment was repeated at the conclusion of the semester to see 

what changes, if any, had occurred because of the course. Generally, though, students 

were to reflect on their readings in these journals.  Many of these readings boldly 

underlined the prejudices we hold regarding the elderly, especially in “industrialized 

cultures” (Barrow & Smith, 1979, p. 307).  Put simply, in such cultures we feel seniors 

have little worth and have nothing much to offer.   Moreover, we learn this throughout 

our lives, particularly through the media. Ironically, it is in these same cultures that the 

media sells us its many magic potions to supposedly ward off age!  

 Finally, students were assigned to interview individuals over 35 years of age in 

their environment and ask them about their lives.  More specifically, they were to ask 

them either about a first memory of some kind, or, perhaps something they miss.  

Unfortunately, because it is plainly insulting in our society even to ask someone how they 

feel about growing older—the very world “old” has such a terrible connotation: one 

become “weak,” “senile,” or “worn out” (Bytheway, 1995, p. 59)—the above queries, I 

decided, would inadvertently and ever-so-gently get interviewees to think about time, its 
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passing, and growing older . . . without saying it.  Students turned this raw data into their 

written texts.  Then they prepared these texts for oral interpretive presentation in class. 

 The above led to discussions on interviewing and writing specifically for this kind 

of assignment.  Since these were upper division students that basically knew how to 

interview, the discussion quickly turned to just who to interview in order to gather 

material that wasn’t just superficial and general. In the end, we all decided that it was best 

to choose: (a) someone who you know has experienced a good bit of life, and (b) 

someone who doesn’t mind sharing it with you.  In fact, I would have liked to have 

required all my students to interview someone over 65 years of age for this assignment—

but a number said there was no one over 65 in their immediate environment.   

 The discussion on writing for these students with experience in writing for other 

courses, focused on what in a text makes it particularly ripe for oral interpretation.  Thus, 

among other things, we talked about similies, metaphors, and sensory images and what 

they do for a piece.   We talked about how words sound and that the use of one word in 

preference to another because of its sound makes a difference in the preparation of 

creative work to be presented orally.  Writing drama (monologues and scenes) led 

students to realize that people generally speak in fragments and not complete sentences.  

Moreover, there are some words like thus and hence that are not used in spoken speech.  

We talked about the inherent excitement of a text that captures an individual’s accent and 

speech rhythm. 

 Because I felt this last assignment was especially valuable, I gave it more than 

once.  It gave students experience in: (a) interviewing and listening to a variety of 

individuals, (b) writing various kinds of texts, and (c) practice in oral interpretation.  
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Additionally, it offered students an opportunity to critique each others written and verbal 

skills.  It also was the best way I knew of to prepare my students for their work with a 

senior community. 

Visits to the Senior Community 

 The class and I initially made two visits to the senior community to collect 

information for students’ prose and poetry writings, respectively.  A large street level 

recreation room was set up for us with chairs placed in a big circle.  About fifteen or so 

residents came down to the event at each visit.  Everyone sat comfortably, together. We,  

RSVP and I, had earlier come to the decision that senior speakers would address the 

entire group and students could ask them questions in this same setting.   The public 

nature that student information gathering took was, admittedly, a result of our (RSVP and 

I) insecurity.  For we were, as it turns out, needlessly afraid that students meeting one-on-

one with seniors they didn’t know might say something improper or embarrassing.  So, 

we played it “safe” and decided that the mood of our gathering would dictate if students 

would be given time to meet with seniors individually after the public session. 

 In order to make up for any nervousness seniors might feel addressing the entire 

group, we decided seniors would speak from their seats.  We also decided not to use a 

podium.  These two strategies, we felt, would also help to create an informal friendly 

environment—and that was very important! 

 As the moderator, I began the program with an “ice-breaker” introducing myself.   

Some things I talked about were where I’m from, what I do at the university, and what I 

teach.  Then, one by one, I had my students introduce themselves. They each gave their 
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names, where they were from, their interests, their majors, and what they hoped to be 

doing with their lives in the future.   

 I could see that the seniors were interested.  They were smiling.  They were 

nodding as each student spoke. 

 At that point I noted the purpose of our visit to them.  “We are very interested in 

knowing about your lives and, particularly, about growing up in the twentieth century.  

So,” to give them a little direction, I said, “perhaps there are some ‘firsts’ in your lives 

you’d like to tell us about, or maybe, something you miss.”  Then I added that my 

students—one to two assigned to each senior—would be fashioning their words into 

prose and poetry texts to be compiled and presented for them as a Readers Theatre 

offering in a few weeks. 

 The reader will note here that, once again, as with the preparatory assignment I 

gave my students when they interviewed someone in their environment, I avoided using 

any form of the word “old” in any statement or question.  I did not say: “We want to 

know what it’s like to grow older in America.”  Asking about “firsts” and what they 

“miss” would get us there, and did.  Indeed, as I finished speaking to my senior audience 

I could almost feel the thinking going on . . . and then came the talking, a joyful lot of it! 

 Some seniors talked about emigrating to America, their grandparents, their 

parents.  Most all talked about growing up in the Bronx or Brooklyn, of schooldays, of 

the simple kind of fun they used to have playing stickball, double-dutch, marbles, or 

“skully [sic],” a game played with soda caps; of the excitement of Saturday afternoon 

movies where for 10 cents admission you could sit and watch films for three and more 

hours; of the fascination they had with their crystal radio sets; of the troublesome yet 
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hilarious nature of ice-boxes on the blink at the most inopportune times. They laughingly 

talked about their first jobs—sales, delivery—and very low paying.  They talked about 

military service during World War II.  They talked about their first loves that, more often 

than not, they married: how they met by chance, how full they made their lives as a 

married couple.  Often they had beautiful pictures of themselves from years past with 

them and happily showed them to my students. 

 Seniors went on to talk about their todays.  Not surprisingly, most all of them 

proudly noted that they were grandparents.  But that wasn’t the be-all and end-all of their 

lives now.  No, not by a long shot.  They had interests and activities—lots of them.  They 

were into dancing, singing, acting, reading, playing bridge, going to the movies, going to 

the theatre, traveling.  One was a “dedicated baker.”  Another looked like he loved to run.  

A goodly proportion gave their time as hospital volunteers, tutors, and mentors. 

While the seniors were speaking, I could see my students listening 

conscientiously and taking copious notes.  However, it was in students’ questions, which 

I allowed them to interject after each speaker—and not always directed to the particular 

senior students were assigned to write about—where I truly saw how interested they were 

in this meeting of the generations. 

One asked where exactly a senior grew up in the Bronx, and—when they got their 

answer—laughingly commented that they were living in that neighborhood now.  

Another wanted to know more about the game “skully [sic].”  One asked again just how 

much it used to cost to go to the movies, and marveled—along with the rest of us 

(students and professor alike!)—at the price and what you got for it.  Another student 

asked how long a senior couple had been married, and the answer, a number of decades, 
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left all the students in awe and applauding.  Then this same student asked for tips on how 

to keep a marriage long and happy—obviously this senior couple, holding hands, knew.   

One student asked the lady who so enjoyed baking just what mandelbroyt, a delicacy she 

especially noted she liked preparing, is.  After she explained, happy with his new-found 

understanding, the student burst out with, “Oh, you mean it’s like Jewish biscotti!” 

Still, surely the most serendipitous and touching of meetings here was that 

between a senior in the group who was also a Holocaust survivor, and a student in the 

Oral Interpretation class who was also in my Propaganda class—then studying the 

Holocaust.  With utmost grace she modestly summarized the story of her imprisonment 

by the Nazis at the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, of survival with her sister, of 

liberation by the British, of her initial move to Sweden, and then, to America and her life 

in the States.  My student, I saw, was completely absorbed by what she said.  All that we 

had been studying about the Holocaust in my Propaganda class was suddenly made very 

real to him.  For right in front of him was someone who had lived through that inhuman 

time and had lived to tell the terrible tale.  It was an educational moment that no amount 

of classroom study could equal. 

As it turned out, the time at our first meeting—an hour and a half—flew by so 

quickly that there was none left to allow students to meet individually with seniors.  For I 

had found no reason not to let them.  At our second meeting, though, I was more 

cognizant of time.  After an hour of public interaction, I left a half hour for one-on-one 

meetings.  During this period I watched and, as inconspicuously as possible, listened.  

Seniors and students eagerly conversed over the soda and chips the senior community 
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always graciously offered us.  There were smiles.  There was laughter.  In fact, after a 

while, students had to be reminded, “We’ve got to be going!” 

Back in class, after each visit, students presented the prose and poetry pieces they 

had written based on the individual stories they had heard from seniors.  We discussed 

the content and its deeper meaning.  We critiqued the oral interpretive abilities shown by 

students.  I then thematically coordinated these pieces into our Readers Theatre 

presentation entitled: “Over 21 and Still Counting . . .”  We rehearsed it.  And soon we 

were on our final visit to the senior community to perform it.  

Outcomes 

The Show 

 For the senior community it was a special day.  We, my class and I, felt it the 

minute we entered the building.  The recreation room, where we always met and where 

we were going to perform, seemed happier and brighter.  The refreshments, always laid 

out for us, looked somehow especially festive and delicious.  Many of the chairs in the 

room, all placed in a large circle, were already occupied by our seniors who, themselves, 

seemed particularly dressed up for the occasion.  Put simply, as we took our seats in the 

circle we could feel a wonderful sense of anticipation and excitement. 

 “That’s me!  That’s me!”  We heard that said a lot during presentations as 

individual audience members joyously recognized themselves in students’ writings. Other 

times it was: “That’s you!  That’s you!”   This was usually echoed by a cheerful choir of 

senior audience members to one sitting in their midst.  In both instances, a hush would 

follow as all intently listened to the student performing for them.  Then came smiles . . . 

some tear-filled eyes . . . laughter . . . and applause, lots of applause.  
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 I could see how moved seniors were realizing how much students paid attention 

to and remembered what they had said: about their neighborhoods, the schools they went 

to, their growing up years, their adult lives, their lives today.  I could see how moved 

seniors were by how much students took note of everything about them: their kind eyes, 

their clear voices, their fine sense of clothing style, their energy, their enthusiasm and 

zest for life and living.  I could feel how validated they all felt when those tips on how to 

keep a marriage long and happy were so eagerly and thankfully embraced by students as 

revealed in their writings.  Finally, the seniors as well as I, could acutely sense such 

appreciation, admiration, and respect coming from students’ work for them—all of 

them—that it was genuinely wonderful. 

 And my students?  What of them?  Like actors on the stage, feedback from the 

audience—whether verbal or non-verbal—made them even better at oral interpretation.  

They began to read their texts with even more care.  There was more sensitivity in their 

communication.  There was more compassion.  It was a Method actor/director’s dream.  

There was no longer any need to remind them to think about what they were saying, or to 

feel what their character feels.  They were . . . and they felt the value of their work in a 

truly immediate way. 

 As each student completed their presentation, I had instructed them to present 

their written work to the senior audience member who was its subject.  I hadn’t put too 

much thought into this.  It just felt right . . . and, as it turns out, was very right.  For as I 

watched each student approach their senior, and present their work to them, the student’s 

verbal tribute to the senior suddenly became much more.  It became a substantive tribute, 

enhancing both parties to the act.  Yes, indeed, that was a wonderful idea . . .   
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 The applause at the end of our hour and a half presentation was hearty and 

sincerely heartfelt.  The socializing after between seniors and students was just as hearty 

and meaningful.  There was hugging.  There was kissing.  Age wasn’t an issue here for 

anyone any more.  We were all just people who enjoyed each others being. 

 And in the midst of all this, the senior who told her story of Holocaust survival 

shyly gave me an article to give to the student of mine who was both in the Oral 

Interpretation class and my Propaganda class.  It went into painstaking detail as regards 

survival and liberation at Bergen-Belsen.  She had not gone into that much detail 

publicly.  It was obviously painful for her.  It still is for many survivors.  Yet, she wanted 

my student to know what happened there . . . through me. 

 Goals Met . . . and More 

 For seniors, expectations were more than met.  They felt they were really being 

heard because they saw their stories reflected in students’ writings.  Seniors and students 

truly enjoyed the opportunity to interact.  Seniors felt that they and their life stories 

mattered and found it exceptionally interesting to see themselves reflected in students’ 

prose and poetry selections.  Moreover, seniors were thrilled to get their own copies of 

these writings to keep. 

 For students, expectations were also more than met.  In fact, the following 

observations and realizations which came out in class discussions and journals—

especially as a result of meeting seniors first hand—often found students confronting 

their own “ageist” views, gingerly spread by our society and unwittingly absorbed by 

them.  The result:    
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 “After completing this course, I can honestly say that I have a much different 

 attitude toward the elderly . . .  I’ve come to realize that growing old doesn’t  

 necessarily mean becoming sickly . . .  Our visit to [the senior community]  

 allowed me to see elderly people who still participate in activities, travel, and 

 enjoy their retirement . . .  [And] they have so much to contribute . . .” 

Another student: 

 “I never thought of ‘getting old’ as a good thing . . .  Visiting the [senior 

 community] helped change that perception.  The people we worked with 

 were extremely friendly and lively (student’s emphasis).” 

And, still another student: 

 “My perception of the elderly now is a lot better than what it was in the  

 beginning of the semester . . .  After we left the [senior community] I  

 thought to myself, wow they are really nice . . .  I learned so much from  

 them . . . ”  

 Students found that going out and meeting with a real senior community was a 

wonderful way to experientially learn about seniors and, concomitantly, the fallacious 

nature of “ageist” discrimination: 

 “I really enjoyed the course and the time spent [with the senior community]  It 

 was far from the normal classroom setting and made for a better learning  

 environment.  The love stories and the tragic stories all made for good listening, 

 and it was almost like a culture course.”  
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Another student: 

 “I don’t think that they [seniors] should be discriminated against like they are . . . 

 If people just take the time to sit down and talk to someone who has a couple of 

 years on them, they will learn more than they ever knew they could . . .  I just  

 think people should not cast people aside so quickly . . . ” 

 Students writing prose and poetry pieces strengthened their listening, thinking, 

and creative skills.  Particularly rewarding to me here was reading journal entries noting 

how the design of the course worked, entries like these: 

 “The course allowed me to think from the mindset of an older generation” 

Another student: 

 “Having to write about an older person and then present it . . . increased my  

 understanding of how they . . . feel.” 

 In relation to purposeful civic learning for students, the following was boldly 

revealed in final discussions and journal entries: (a) meeting seniors one-on-one gave 

students a greater respect for them and their worth as part of our greater community, and 

(b) meeting seniors made students more interested in what society can do to make the 

lives of all seniors better. 

 As a teacher, communicator, and theatre artist, I found this work exceptionally 

exciting and creative.  It, undoubtedly, played a large part in my university awarding me 

the Kenan Award for Teaching Excellence. 

 For the university, because the course was so successful: (a) this course is assured 

of being offered again and again, (b) other courses will be offered incorporating “Civic 
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Engagement and Public Values,” and (c) more courses will deal with seniors and senior 

issues. 

 Finally, RSVP, joined and strengthened by its affiliation with the Westchester 

Department of Senior Programs and Services, which came on board a bit later in this 

project’s history, couldn’t have been happier with the way things turned out.  

Consequently, in hopes of getting other universities to do the same as mine, they quickly 

produced a brochure highlighting my class and its work with seniors.  Presently, an in-

house book including an introduction by me explaining the course, how it worked; 

followed by my students’ prose and poetry texts presented for the senior community is 

being created by them.  . . . And we look forward to working together again . . .   

Unexpected Outcomes 

 #1.  I am sure that this next came as a result of seniors seeing how eager students 

were for their advice.  On the day of the show, one senior asked if he could read a short 

poem he had written for us.  I happily obliged, curious myself.  It was entitled, “Ode to 

Fellow Students.”  In it he warmly offered advice to my students on how to live life.  His 

prescription:  enjoy it fully, every bit of it; sorrow little, if at all; relish it, delight in it.  

Make it wonderful . . . every day. 

 It struck a deep and responsive chord with my students.  They loved it.  They 

asked for copies to keep.  They all commented on it in their final journal entries  

. . . frequently, alongside something else that was on their minds from the start . . . and 

very, very surprising . . .  

 #2.  Actually, I first began to notice this in student discussions.  Then I felt it 

increasingly in their journals.  And then I realized what I was really reading.  In short, our 
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society is doing a terrible thing.  It makes 18-21 year olds already afraid of growing 

older.   In fact, one of my students used the word “terrified” when she referred to aging. 

 For them, taking this course—meeting seniors so interesting, active, and engaged 

--determinedly ended that way of thinking.  Indeed, one student who felt a truly 

substantial “sense of relief” (her words) about one day being a senior, gratefully wrote: 

 “I must say, I have learned more than I ever thought I would in this class, 

 perhaps more than in any other class I have taken before . . .  I got to meet several 

 older people who changed the way I feel about getting older . . . ” 

While another student simply summed his feelings up with: 

 “They [seniors] made it . . . clear to me that age is just a number!” 

 #3.  Finally, about two weeks after the semester ended, I received a beautiful little 

essay in the mail written by the same senior who had previously written the poem for my 

class.  In the essay he wrote about how successful the class was, how much the seniors 

enjoyed working with my students, how perceptive and sensitive they found them to be, 

and, moreover, how good they all felt knowing that there are such fine and caring young 

people around.  It filled seniors with hope for themselves.  It filled them with hope for 

society . . .  Not long after that, I received another copy of this essay—now a published 

article in a local newspaper.  Accompanying it was a marvelous picture of us all—seniors 

and students—enjoying each other.  

Reflection 

 I could never have imagined that my course would prove so meaningful to so 

many.  I look forward to offering it again.  I look forward, too, to applying the ideas of 
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“Civic Engagement and Public Values” to other courses I teach.  I look forward to doing 

more work with and about seniors.  It’s needed.  It’s purposeful.  It’s rewarding.     

 A final thought:  As a baby-boomer, it’s good and important to be reminded that 

life is NOT about counting your years, but LIVING them.   
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Notes 

1  For purposes of privacy, I’ve decided not to name herein the senior community 

my students visited for this project. 
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A multilingual/multicultural experiment in two Italian Schools. 
 
Introduction  
This essay considers and highlights the importance of knowing more than one foreign 
language and culture in a multilingual Europe, due to a process of migration and 
minorisation. So, a discussion concerning the organization of a multilingual school 
program needs to examine four main areas:  
1) the role of migration as a social phenomenon, and consequently the social and 
educational configuration of European countries;  
2) the shift from bilingualism to multilingualism;  
3) the importance of cultural inputs during language learning: - a foreign language is 
not only a system based on words and structures different from other systems, but it 
emerges from another reality which is a combination of anthropological and 
geographical values -,  and 
4) finally, the rise of English as a world language.1  

As a consequence, the focus of this study is on multilingualism where the 
cultural values become the core of language learning/teaching. In fact, by fostering 
cross-cultural communication and multilingualism children increase their self-esteem 
and self-confidence; in addition the teacher stimulates their general cognitive growth 
as well as their socialization even in those who show a reluctant learning/social 
attitude.  
       The idea behind this research is supported by 1) a phenomenological and 2) an 
educational perspective. It derives  from a longitudinal observation of some  primary 
and secondary school pupils in the region of Campania in the south of Italy. Here, as 
all over Europe, the variety of ethnic group children is becoming considerable 
especially in our state schools. The focus of this study is, of course, on minority 
children, but also indigenous children have contributed to enrich the final results 
because of their emotional and intellectual reactions. In particular, the program has 
been stimulated by a girl from Tunisia who, at the beginning of the school year, even 
speaking only Arabic, because of her age (8 years old) had to join the Italian third 
primary form. She looked miserable and shy; it was impossible for her to follow the 
lessons and to interact with anybody about anything. She did not react to any stimuli, 
and at last she was isolated even by the children speaking her home language. In sum, 

                                                 
1 “…the most striking example of ‘language expansion’ this century” (J. B. Platt, H. Weber, L. Ho 
(1984) The New Englishes. Boston: Routledge and Kegal P.: 1) has ever experienced. While spreading 
as a means of interaction spoken as a first, second or third foreign language English has also developed 
a proliferation of linguistic as well as cultural varieties in order to adapt to the country in which it was 
adopted: language change and language spread are two phenomena that have traced the evolution of 
English giving it the chance to acquire a multicultural identity (cf. J. Brutt-Griffler (2002) World 
English. Clevedon, Buffalo, Toronto, Sydney: Multilingual Matters).  
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she rejected and was rejected by the whole class. On the other extreme side there was 
a boy from Morocco (age 9) who did not know a word of Arabic, but, even more, he 
was not interested in this language and refused to speak about his land of origin. He 
said: Sono napoletano e questo è tutto! (I’m Neapoletan and that is all!). In addition, 
he had adopted an Italian name, he loved to be called Michele.  In the middle there 
were: a) twelve Italian children who seemed very interested in learning about the 
language and the culture of their foreign peers, b) two children from Morocco, and c) 
two from other countries who seemed well integrated.  

1) The phenomenological perspective centres on anthropological evaluations and 
implies a multicultural context where children coming from Albania, Ukraine, 
Romania, Poland, Turkey, Asia, Africa try to mix with the Italians during the school 
hours. As usually, among the many languages spoken, Arabic emerges as the most 
vital one in the schools examined: one primary school in Scafati (age range 9 – 11) 
and one secondary school in Monteforte Irpino (age range 12 -13). In both schools at 
least 10% of the pupils (2% belonging to other languages; 8% speaking Arabic) have 
to balance between two different domains: a domestic and a public. In fact, at home 
language transmission involves parents and children, and it often enlarges to friends 
and relatives; at school communication occurs between pupils and teachers, and it 
implies a different system, very often unknown to them. 

Another important difference emerges between the two registers connected to the 
languages examined: one informal and familiar belonging to the home language, 
mostly implying only the spoken skill; the other more formal practising and using the 
four abilities (listening – speaking - reading and writing). 

2) The educational perspective suggests opinions on how to develop a 
multilingual program and induces three main aims:  

a) to stimulate language maintenance and language improvement;  
b) to develop the language of origin for those children who use at home the 

language of the host country, and 
c) to give indigenous (Italian) children  the possibility to learn, beside English 

and/or French, Spanish, German,  another language: Arabic – a language and a culture 
felt as far from their world. (The accepted foreign language in the primary school is 
only English, while secondary school has already a schedule where apart from 
English another foreign language to be chosen between French, Spanish and German 
can be added to the student curriculum).  
      The process linked to stimulation is based on intergenerational transmission for 
those immigrant children who use at home a linguistic system different from that 
employed in the school domain. By involving in this project also the parents we want 
to enlarge their horizon and give them the chance to get in touch with their language 
not only within the group of immigrants they usually contact, but also with other 
people in order to avoid the phenomenon of linguistic standardization and/or 
diglossia. In the meantime, we provoke the phenomenon of linguistic revitalization. 
Living in a foreign country and interacting outside home in the host language 
endangers the mother tongue reducing it to a kind of language restricted only to 
interaction about familiar matters (familiar interaction). Then, since immigrant 
children are more inclined to use the host language, the mother tongue loses its 
fluency within the family domain; this condition standardizes its use even during  
parents’ speech acts. Then, because these children usually learn the mother tongue 
only through ‘folk’ usage at home and furthermore, without extensive formal 
exposure to the home country ’s culture they experience limited linguistic inputs.  
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As said before, this research wants to emphasize the shift from bilingualism into 
multilingualism if we consider these terms in a broad sense. My project, in fact, aims 
at introducing a multilingual system in the current school curriculum. It comes from 
data collection derived from longitudinal and cross-sectional observation of 60 pupils 
belonging to a lower – generally the immigrant children - and an average social class 
– generally the Italian children.  

Lindholm-Leary,2 Extra-and Gorter, and also Lyotard’s theory on differences 
have been a strong influence when discussing about multilingualism as a consequence 
of migration. In fact, while these authors examine the multilingual situation in many 
European countries3 as well as in the USA, Africa, Australia, Palestine, India etc. the 
problems linked to language minority maintenance emerge steadily. 

To follow Kathryn Lindholm-Leary’s distinction between Dual Language 
Education and bilingualism seems vital, because she has explained the difference 
between these two processes very clearly. In fact, while Dual Programs focus on 
minority language students, bilingual education centres on a limited number of 
privileged students: in the main, those children whose parents decide to give them a 
bilingual education. So, bilingualism is generally linked to upper social classes, while 
Dual Language Education is more closely associated with economically 
disadvantaged people who have experienced the loss of their own country. Then, the 
main object of Dual Education coincides with that of my project: to abolish ethnic 
prejudices discrimination while promoting multilingualism/multiculturalism in 
Europe and especially in Italy, where now live many immigrants following various 
cultures, religions, and speaking different languages.  

In sum, migration becomes a cultural as well as a socio-economic condition 
influencing the whole organization of the host country, in our case those European 
countries where various ways of life, religions and languages emerge in contrast to a 
previous monolingual and monocultural reality. 
 
1) The role of migration. 

The history of migration can be traced on the basis of three words: assimilation, 
integration and multilingualism - multiculturalism. 

1) Assimilation is the first object to be reached. In the past it meant the loss of 
anything which might remind mother tongue and mother country; in the present age 
the situation is not so drastic even considering the many problems still linked to 
migration. 

2) Integration is the second step, and centres on the linguistic system; so it 
involves the education but also the socio-economic system, since it has to offer 
immigrant children the possibility to establish a relaxed relationship with their native 
peers (to have books, to go to the cinema, to share parties, etc.). Compared only to a 
few years ago, the gap between the immigrants’ mother tongue and the language of 
the host country has almost been reduced. The school system, in fact, accepts many 
different projects on a variety of subjects, which most of the time describe and 
analyze cultural and linguistic realities different from the one well established in the 
host country. 

                                                 
2 Kathryn J. (2002) Lindholm-Leary Dual Language Education, Multilingual Matters, Clevedon, 
Buffalo, Toronto, Sydney.     
3 Basque in Spain and France; Welsh in Great Britain; Gaelic in Scotland and Ireland, Frisian in the 
Netherlands; Slovenian in Carinthia; Sami and others in Sweden, Swedish in Finland: cfr. Guus Extra 
and Durk Gorter eds. (2001) The Other Languages of Europe, Multilingual Matters, Clevedon, Buffalo, 
Toronto, Sydney.    
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3) Multilingualism and multiculturalism can be considered the final step of this 
process; a process which tries to establish a more balanced relationship between 
immigrants and native people. The school, by embracing education and religion 
focuses on languages and traditions which are the core of children cognitive growth. 

Australia, as depicted by Ozolins and Clyne, offers a clear picture of this 
evolution, and consequently stimulates further considerations: “The immigration 
programme thus demonstrated a crucial responsibility that was assumed by the 
government – if NESB migrants were to be brought to the country, it was the 
government’s responsibility to help them linguistically; it was the government’s 
responsibility to assist them to assimilate, rather than ignore their plight. This was not 
a programme of fostering cultural diversity, but rather one of submersion of other 
cultures and languages, in accord with the assimilationist assumptions of the day. 
However, this fundamental assertion of responsibility was to have profound 
consequences, and stands in sharp contrast to the position of some other governments 
in nations of immigration who assert that fitting into the society is the individual 
migrant’s own responsibility.” (Ozolins and Clyne, 2001, in G. Extra and D. Gorter 
eds.: 378). 

The psychological, cultural, behavioural and linguistic attitude of the flows of 
immigrants invading Europe, invites us to be more sensitive and more open to accept 
other cultural realities. These people have decided to leave their homes because of 
their highly traumatic situations, either political or socio-economic, and often even in 
the host country they accept to live in very precarious conditions helped only by the 
hope of a better future at least for their children. The host country government 
endures huge responsibilities in organizing their life according to their expectations 
without frustrating the life of native people, who also have to re-consider their 
interpersonal relationship behaviour. The school system, too, in order to grips with the 
needs of the minority languages students, has to re-consider school curricula planning. 
      Compared with the United States, Europe has had somewhat less experience of 
this phenomenon, so that the language education models experienced by the American 
system of education and described in the literature give a larger variety of examples to 
be analyzed and to be evaluated. Apart from the USA, in the past, certain European 
countries, either for their particular political situation or for their possibility to offer 
more job opportunities, have already experienced a mixed ethnic population, but 
mostly based on immigrants moving from the south to the north of Europe. In that 
case, the cultural gap was not so striking as it is now when people from other 
continents come to Europe. Beside linguistic and cultural differences also 
physiological features mark this diversity, and so enlarge the gap between natives and 
immigrants. As a consequence, these European countries (Switzerland, Belgium, 
Luxembourg,4 Germany) have planned advanced multilingual programs, which can be 
examined when discussing the emergency situation of a new immigrant country such 
as Italy is. These are not details but urgent problems, which, while favoring the 
implementation of an educational model more suitable to the real needs of the 

                                                 
4 An excellent example is offered by Luxembourg. This small country with its linguistic heterogeneity 
has promoted a fascinating trilingual education system. The purpose of this program has two sides: the 
first, based on socio-psychological reasons, is that of facilitating national identity and integration; the 
second, based on occupational aims, seeks to develop a high degree of proficiency in the language 
recognized as strategic in order to achieve an economic position (in that particular context, German and 
French). Of course, the extra-curricular conditions have facilitating language learning, so that the 
majority of children show adequate proficiency in more than two languages.  
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particular student population in our schools, ensure a strong link between academic 
and real life.  

The surrounding environment becomes a kind of linchpin which educators have to 
consider when attaining the development of a multilingual system of education. In 
fact, when we plan a school program including immigrant pupils, the most urgent 
problem refers to their social and economic organization. At present, European 
countries are putting a great deal of efforts into co-ordinating efficient curricula, the 
nature of which also affects the whole organization of the host country. Of course, any 
aim linked to education includes many other areas: motivation, cultural background, 
parents’ level of instruction, psychological reactions, and most importantly, economic 
support. 

Starting from the declaration of Oegsgeest,5 Europe has been moving from 
bilingual to multilingual education by enhancing the variety of minority languages 
scattered all over Europe. In the light of the frequent relationship established among 
peoples because of political and economic situations also multilingualism and 
multiculturalism seem just as necessary and natural as they are useful.  

Immigration shows two opposing facets: one can be seen as the cause of 
neglecting minority languages, the other as a stimulus to spread more languages and 
more cultures in a country – Italy is my example - that traditionally has always shown 
a monolingual and monocultural preference. In fact, when people abandon their home 
– generally a country where political, religious and economical discomfort have 
imposed low living conditions -, we are driven to think that they also have to forget 
about their culture and their tongue in order to embrace another language and another 
culture. But nowadays this is not the case. In contrast to the situation that pertained a 
few years ago, the new immigrants seem more concerned to maintain their roots, 
helped also by the fact that people throughout the world are more used to get in touch 
with other ways of life, due either to globalization or media communication or 
travelling.  

Immigrant people are no longer asked to forget about their tongue and their 
culture in order to speak and behave according to the host costumes; they are no 
longer stifled beneath prejudices and cultural misunderstandings.6 But, in addition, 
                                                 
5 The third article of the Declaration of Oegstgeest (January 30 2000) by pointing at a successful 
general cognitive development which embraces different areas and different ages, wants to move away 
from monolingualism and monoculturalism: “European, national, regional and local action programmes 
should be set up to upgrade the status of regional, minority and immigrant languages in public 
domains, in particular the domains of: Education, Audiovisual media and the written press, public 
libraries and information/internet services, Books and translations, Occupational requirements.” Extra 
and Gorter 2001: 448. Anyhow, the problems related to foreign language development started with the 
Treaty of Rome in 1958, when all national languages of the EU member states gained equal status. 
6 It seems appropriate now to mention Lyotard’s theory. The problem has philosophical roots and 
springs from socio-linguistic evaluations. Lyotard’s position is based on the value of differences. He 
claims that “différends,” while stimulating the flow of linguistic interaction, point on the role of the 
sensitivity, from which derives the actual differends in our contemporary society. Imagination, 
creativity and singularity are the three pillars of Lyothard’s philosophy. It reminds me of the 
Chomskian theory of creativity, when he claims that a speaker has the faculty to construct and 
understand a large number of novel sentences, even sentences never heard before. Moreover, s/he does 
this naturally without a conscious application of the grammatical rules s/he has formally studied 
(Chomsky, 1968).  
       When examining Lyotard’s theory we can start from two points: 1) from his refusal of “the very 
modern project of a universal language” from which “the confusion lies” (Lyotard (1993): 65), and 2) 
from his statement: “to speak is to fight.” From the first point, we understand that he is against the 
search for universal foundations and mutual understanding as established by Haberman (Haberman’s 
universals aim at facilitating those conditions which permit mutual understanding during linguistic 
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they have to accept new rules, which will not fade out their identity. On the extreme 
side it might happen that some children do not know the language of their family; so, 
from my own point of view, it is extremely necessary to give them evidence that the 
language of origin is as urgent and valuable as the language of their new home 
country.  When immigrant children are involved in a multilingual program, which 
mainly focuses on English, Italian and, in our case Arabic, they might be deprived of 
the chance to study also either French or Spanish or German as planned by the Italian 
system of education. But, by revitalizing their language we offer them the advantage 
of recognizing their own identity while maintaining and developing their relationship 
with the mother tongue and the mother country. Then, if they like, nobody will deny 
them the opportunity of joining another class during the 2nd formal language timetable 
schedule.7  

A multilingual education is necessarily linked to the socio-linguistic context in 
which it develops, and so to the use of the languages involved. It is an ambitious 
program which poses many challenges and offers various stimuli: while implementing 
integration, it also clearly states that a balanced identity is most important for a 
satisfactory and mature general cognitive growth.   

In sum, while developing school curricula, based on a deep concern about the 
tremendous surges of immigrant people, and consequently about the increasing 
number of language minority students in our schools, we are forced to consider some 
important points:  

a) the students’ previous educational experience; 
                                                                                                                                            
interaction). In order to achieve linguistic interaction Lyotard is in search of différend instead, which 
“occur when we link onto another so-called phrase. Therefore, his theory can rightly be called 
phraseology.” (Vandenabeele (2003) Lyotard, Intercultural Communication and the quest for ‘Real 
people’ in Language and Intercultural Communication, Vol. 3:1, p. 20-35. 21). A différend occurs 
when we link a phrase onto another because I believe it depends on their readiness to establish the links 
with the context in order to give real meaning (content) to the speech act. “A différend takes the form 
of a civil war, of what the Greeks called a stasis: the form of a spasm. The authority of the idiom in 
which cases are established and regulated is contested. A different idiom and a different tribunal are 
demanded, which the other party contests and rejects. Language is at war with itself, and the critical 
watchman posts guard over this war.  … In the différend, something cries out in respect to a name. 
Something demands to be put into phrases, and suffers from the wrong of this impossibility. … 
Humans who believe that they use language as an instrument of communication and decision learn, 
through the feeling of pain that accompanies the silence of interdiction, that they are conscripted into 
language.” (Benjamin (1998). 
      Linkages are infinite, they generate linguistic interaction, as Chomsky’s kernel sentence has infinite 
possibilities to generate other sentences useful to achieve communication. The second point assumes, 
following Wittgenstein’s perspective, that language is a game, and has also rules to follow; rules which 
nevertheless are never so strict. Linguistic games do not constitute a rigid classification of rules 
determined by a strict calculation, but rather they offer alternative possibilities to valuate a linguistic 
expression according to its effective use. As the move participants make during a game shows a kind of 
invention, so, new phrases, new words, new meanings show creativity; a creativity which determines 
language evolution. The language modifies also because of the contact established by other languages 
flowing together.  
Wittgenstein’s view of language “as being separated from itself” is very near to Lyotard’s statement: 
“to speak is to fight.” They both, in my opinion, centre on communication ambiguity.  The metaphor of 
the maze, used by Wittgenstein to describe the movements and the evolution of the language is very 
appropriate. Language is no longer a unified, complete system, rather it is “a maze of little streets and 
squares, of old and new houses, and of houses with additions from various periods”(Witttgenstein): a 
maze which always modifies according to creativity and language contacts.    
7 Multilingualism has showed many advantages not only from the linguistic point of view, but above all 
from the general cognitive growth. The Foyer project developed for the Italian community in Belgium 
is an example. Cf. Cummins (1976); cf. Thomas (1992); cf. Swain et al. (1990); see also Lopez Garcia 
and M. Molina in Extra and Gorter eds. for Moroccan children,  and Arabic in Spanish schools.  
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b) their parents’ educational background; 
c) their social class; 
d) their level of capacity to integrate within the group, and above all  
e) their wish to maintain their cultural and linguistic heritage. 
Consequently, while these points offer a wide scale of evaluation, the school staff 

has the responsibility to establish a certain equity within the whole class; so that all 
students can feel at ease, and can satisfy their own academic and social expectations 
as well as those of their teachers and parents.  

From the educational perspective, as K. Lindholm-Leary suggests, there are some 
basic characteristics the school should adopt when approaching a multicultural and 
multilingual program: “… effective and supportive administrative leadership, a 
positive school climate that promotes achievement and positive performance for all 
students, well-trained teachers with high expectations for achievement of all students, 
faculty cohesion and program planning, and an appropriate well-paced and 
challenging instructional emphasis that comprises higher-order skills and assures that 
low achievers master academic skills. In addition, the program must experience actual 
integration within the total school. Furthermore, the program must be viewed as a 
long-term enrichment program, comparable to specialized math or technology 
programs, as opposed to a temporary compensatory program, as is typical of most 
bilingual programs. The programs also require an equitable share of resources. High 
quality educational materials in both languages and appropriate staff training are also 
essential for an enrichment program to develop high levels of students competence in 
two languages.” (Lindholm-Leary, 2002: 45).  

Another important point to consider concerns the effect of stimuli, which, not only 
influence the child’s academic outcomes, but also her/his general cognitive growth. In 
fact, stimuli promote self-esteem, ethnic relations and cross-cultural attitudes. Stimuli 
are mainly related to high-quality programs studied in order to facilitate the 
apprenticeship of linguistic and non-linguistic subjects, and therefore staff and 
administrative attitudes play a relevant role in fostering the child’s personality. Stimuli 
will greatly develop and promote satisfaction especially when the aim is to achieve an 
adequate multilingual and multicultural proficiency. 

The languages involved in my project, as said before, are: Italian, English and 
Arabic. Italian is, of course, the lingua franca of the school environment; English is 
the official foreign language everyone has to study in order to facilitate interaction 
with foreign people, and Arabic, being the mother tongue and, sometimes, the only 
language of some of the children involved in the project, will be the second foreign 
language in this experiment. 

My idea is to develop Arabic for the whole class in order to achieve three aims:  
1) to stimulate interaction among pupils, but principally to provoke a feeling of 

certainty in those children who feel emarginated;  
2) to tell the ones who have forgotten about their origins that it is important to 

maintain their roots, and  
3) to stimulate the Italian children towards the acquisition of more than one 

foreign language and one foreign culture. In this situation, of course, English acquires 
a central role, since, by being a foreign language for everybody it constitutes an 
aggregating moment. The three languages mix together alternating one after the other; 
in so doing, the children become the main protagonists according to the language they 
speak and they use during the lesson. Very often the children speaking Arabic 
substitute the teacher. A communicative approach offers the occasion to concentrate 
on structures that establish an immediate interactive relationship within the whole 
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class, and furthermore, it focuses also on the basic sentences previously studied in 
English. I have decided to concentrate on the written language, too. So we start with 
Italian, then we proceed with English and finally with Arabic. The written system of 
this language (Arabic script) is expressed with its own letters but underneath them we 
also write its pronunciation using the Latin letters. My project started in November 
2004 and finished in May. We used to meet the children two hours a week for a total 
number of 60 hours. The program will continue in 2006 and it will consider a more 
advanced level.  

During the project I personally developed the English section, while two 
undergraduate students of Arabic helped me to teach this language. I also asked help 
to some of the parents and to some of the children who were fluent enough in Arabic. 
To tell the truth, except for two children, no one of them was very fluent in their home 
language. All the Arab children attending the school (13) joined the Italian children in 
the 3rd form.  

From the methodological point of view we have established a few steps to follow 
during the course: 

 a) In order to stimulate all the pupils we used to create a short conversation; this 
exercise, based on pragmatic situations and also on inventiveness, has been the focal 
point of each lesson. Every child was supposed to ask and answer questions in order 
to establish and increase a direct interaction with the partner.  

b) Then we teachers used to write questions and answers or short sentences on the 
blackboard, first in Italian, then in English and finally in Arabic. Each pupil was 
asked to come near the blackboard to read the sentences. If these were questions and 
answers two pupils had to come in order to simulate a short conversation. 

c) The next step was that they had to copy from the blackboard only the English 
and Arabic version and add the meaning in Italian at home.  

d) Finally they had to do some homework, and the parents were asked to help 
their children in order to stimulate them in facing the foreign languages with 
enthusiasm and spontaneity. 

 e) Those parents who accepted to be involved in the project had also to come to 
school time by time to teach songs or nursery rhymes or simply to speak about their 
traditions especially shortly before either religious or cultural festivities connected to 
the three languages (Halloween, Ramadan, Christmas, etc.). Within those specific 
sessions we have successfully organized cooking lessons where children and parents 
enjoyed preparing their traditional dishes. Sometimes the foreign parents, in order to 
maintain links with their language and their cultural roots, had to stimulate their shy 
children by promoting their traditions as a sign of prestige. In other words they had to 
explain them that their country is as important as the one where they are living at the 
moment. Only a few parents have been reluctant, and have refused to participate; 
however, their objection was caused by the fact that they had to go to work and so, 
they had no time to support this project. Most of them seemed very interested and 
eager to contribute to the development of my program. The main reason was that they 
were very proud of their language and culture, but above all they had realized that the 
school curriculum had gained in prestige because of their contribution. Furthermore, 
they were very surprised to find that all the teachers and all the children had shown a 
great interest in learning and spreading their linguistic and cultural system. They 
confessed that they had never imagined that they would ever teach their mother 
tongue in Italy. The most positive aspect concerning both parents and children was 
that their attitude towards their roots as well as towards the new people had 
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completely changed; at last they looked satisfied, because their hopes seemed to have 
found a right direction.  

f) As a final step, the entrance test has been compared with the tests regularly 
given every two weeks, and with the final test. The sum of the marks divided by the 
total number of the tests has produced the final grade. This has been registered on the 
diploma we have awarded to each child during a ceremony the school staff and the 
parents have organized at the end of the course. The experiment has been enriched 
with video recordings to which the children have reacted positively. The recordings 
have a double aim: 1) to attract the pupils and to give them a central role, 2) to 
analyze and observe their development, but above all to compare the different phases 
of their learning process. After one year course the result seems positive, at least 
because the children asked us to come back next year to improve the three languages: 
Italian, English and Arabic. Of course they had a lot of fun during the lessons, and 
learning has always been associated with playing and acting. In brief, I can now 
realize that the three aims have achieved satisfactory results:  

1) the Arab children speaking only Arabic have acquired a behavioural and a 
linguistic command of both the Italian language and culture; in particular the little girl 
is no more so shy and isolated;  

2) the Arab children speaking only Italian have learned to appreciate their roots; 
in particular Michele’s attitude towards his origin is no longer so negative, and  

3) the Italian children have learned about the Arab world directly through its 
language. In addition all the pupils have developed a clear idea about the many 
varieties linked to this system, since they have realized that it is spoken in so many 
countries. The English language, too, seems to have gained in spontaneity and in use. 
The children, in fact, have perceived that very often they use English words during 
their common everyday conversation. As a result, English appears to be more familiar 
to them and closer to their way of life. In fact, most of the food they usually eat and 
most of the clothes they wear every day come from the Anglo-American market 
(Coca Cola, Hamburgers at McDonald’s, jeans, etc.). Even though Arabic resulted 
very difficult, especially at the beginning of the course, because of its script as well as 
its pronunciation, helped by their inventiveness, they have been able to find 
similarities and associations between the sounds and the words belonging to the three 
languages and to their regional dialect.   

At last, multilingualism has resulted a natural process easier than bilingual 
programs principally as it was experimented at the beginning of the last century, 
either when it was linked to upper-class children or when it involved immigrant 
children; at least it reduces the stress of psychological emotions. It seems as if it fades 
out the feeling of betrayal: the choice between one language and one culture in favour 
of another. The language of the mother or that of the father? The language of home or 
that of the host country?    

     
2) Bilingualism   

The first studies on bilingualism, which reflected the negative effects of being 
exposed to two languages, were merely the results of inconclusive experiments, where 
neither age nor social class were taken into account.  

At present, the study on bilingualism has improved, and, since the social context 
acquires a relevant role during a process of language learning, researchers now 
distinguish different types of bilingualism: coordinate, compound, partial, additive 
and subtractive (Romaine, 1989). Because I want to compare bilingualism to 
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multilingualism within a migration context, it is better to concentrate on additive and 
subtractive bilingualism.  

The former is generally linked to those upper-class children who learn two 
languages in order to improve their level of education; as such, it is a benefit for their 
cognitive growth, since they retain two languages and two cultures within a highly 
stimulating atmosphere, and, above all, within a natural context where both parents 
contribute to their linguistic and cultural development. The latter shows a totally 
different socio-economic background. It is linked to immigrant children who, in the 
past, were urgently obliged, even by their own parents, to assimilate/integrate into the 
host society as quickly as possible. This process required them “to put aside or 
subtract out their ethnic language for a more necessary, useful, and prestigious 
national language.”(Lambert, 1984: 19). 

Under these constraints, multilingualism is far better than bilingualism. It has 
more advantages, and one of these is that it fades out the dilemma of having to choose 
between two languages and two cultures; it eliminates the trauma of having to forget 
one’s own mother tongue in order to become acquainted to another language and 
another culture: the three/four etc. can easily stay together. One of the positive aspects 
of a bilingual education is that it prepares the future learning of other languages. 

There are different strategies to be implemented when developing a multilingual 
program, but one point should remain fixed: “a child who acquires her basic literacy 
or numeracy concepts in one language can transfer these concepts and knowledge 
easily to her second or third or other-acquired languages” (Tucker, 1998: 12). I 
personally believe that this statement is not circumscribed to children only, but it 
might be applied to adults too, either when they are involved into a specific foreign 
language learning program or when they live in a foreign country. 

“… The putative cognitive advantages of bilingualism might facilitate the 
acquisition of additional languages; in other words, multilingual acquisition is 
enhanced by the greater cognitive flexibility and metalinguistic awareness that is 
reported to develop as a consequence of bilingualism. The experience of acquiring a 
second language optimizes the development of specific processing strategies that can 
enhance multilingual acquisition.” (Cenoz and Genesee, 1998: 24). 

Learning only two languages can be even considered negative, especially from the 
psychological point of view. This assumption does not wish to reinforce the 
evaluation performed at the beginning of the last century; rather it is a pretext of 
reinforcing and stimulating multilingualism. While in the past the stimuli immigrant 
children received were negative, since they did not have the chance to choose between 
two or more languages, and very often they had to hide their origins, at present, our 
international society has diminished the strength of these feelings. Immigrants know 
that they can retain both their own traditions and their mother tongue. In addition, 
they learn other languages and provoke a multilingual/multicultural process.  

Multilingualism offers various situations, since it may develop naturally in 
countries offering more languages to cover intra-communicative settings, or it may 
formally be included into a school curriculum in order to cover socio-psychological 
problems. Then, it may start during childhood, adolescence or even adulthood, 
breaking the rule that learning a foreign language is a matter better developed before 
the ‘critical period.’ We experience many adult immigrants who learn the host tongue 
easily and quickly; thereby elevating motivation to a higher position. The problem 
linked to the critical period refers mostly to coordinate bilingualism, where the aim is 
to achieve a perfect balance between the first and the second language. A multilingual 
situation such as the one we are experimenting now in Europe because of the flow of 
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immigrants, even though it will be introduced formally during school hours to 
increase the oral and written proficiency in the mother tongue as well as in the foreign 
languages, is far too long to be associated to a balanced bilingualism. That is to say 
that the aim of a multilingual program is not to approximate the ideal native speaker’s 
competence in Chomsky’s terms. Overall, multilingual education plays a role in 
facilitating communication as needed by specific groups in their day-to-day lives. It 
has also to satisfy interactional needs within the discourse of domains requested. 

A more favorable situation, however, is faced by those immigrant children 
regularly attending Italian state schools. They will learn the language of schooling (in 
our case Italian) throughout their academic career, so that they may be expected to 
perform in this language at a high level covering diverse and various settings within 
the school as well as outside. As a consequence, they will be engaged in a context-
based curriculum, because they are asked to speak in the host language about the 
different disciplines included in the curriculum in order to increase their general 
cognitive growth. The other foreign languages they have to study follow a more 
linguistic based approach, even if all state schools aim at interrelating the language 
classes with other subjects in a kind of interdisciplinary thematic approach. Besides 
this, they follow the instructivist perspective. This, while focusing on linguistic 
details, never follows a procedure that points only to vocabulary, grammar or 
pronunciation. These linguistic and formal features are never separated from the use 
of the language included in authentic spoken or written interaction: a real-life 
interaction as one experiments daily when involved with real-life purposes on a daily 
basis. 

“Decisions about the content of the language curriculum and instructional delivery 
require thoughtful reflection on the purposes of language education, the desired 
outcomes of the language program, and the types of instructional experiences that will 
help students to attain those outcomes” (Met, 1998: 39).  

To sum it up, multilingual education is an ambitious program brought about 
mainly by the changing configuration of Europe. My project follows the main ideas of 
other experimental programs, of course adapting them to the pragmatic situation in 
which it develops. It opens many questions, the first of which is to accept that other 
communities share our own territory while contributing to evolve and improve our 
mother tongue, our culture, our behaviour, and our attitude. Following these aims 
means to give traditions and anthropological details the main role, so that cultural and 
linguistic inputs determine the growth of a positive identity perception.  
  
3) Culture 

Culture learning may be considered to be particularly important in a multilingual 
syllabus, because we live in a multiethnic society. In fact, we are continually asked to 
interact appropriately within situations that include participants from diverse 
languages and cultures. It may happen, for example, that, while traveling from Naples 
to Rome, a man from Gaza sitting next to you hands you with great proud an Italian 
translation of the Koran he is reading during the journey.   

“… many industrialized Western European countries have a growing number of 
immigrant populations which differ widely, both from a cultural and from a linguistic 
point of view, from the mainstream indigenous population. In spite of more stringent 
immigration policies in most EU countries, the prognosis is that immigrant 
populations will continue to grow as a consequence of the increasing number of 
political refugees, the opening of the internal European borders, and political and 
economic developments in Central and Eastern Europe and in other regions of the 
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world. It has been estimated that in the year 2000 about one third of the population 
under the age of 35 in urbanized Western Europe had an immigration background” 
(Extra and Gorter, 2001: 12). 

 From the above example and the above quotation, which both show how 
frequently we get in touch with foreign cultures, it becomes vital, within a formal 
school situation, and above all within a foreign language driven course, to 
acknowledge the vital role that culture plays in allowing for effective communicative 
interaction. Gestures and signs are vital and authentic cultural communicative 
features, which very often substitute linguistic forms. As a consequence, people 
learning a foreign language need to know how to interpret these signs especially if the 
context in which they are asked to interact uses this language as a first means of 
communication. The principle is that what is recognized acceptable in one culture 
may lead to misunderstanding in another. For this very reason when we talk about 
bilingualism, we also include biculturalism; consequently this issue should be 
attached to multilingualism, too. The urgency becomes much higher, when one 
interacts within a multiethnic society. 

Besides formal or explicit language instructions - about, for example, the use of 
tenses, or the constructions of statements and questions, etc. -, a language course 
should never ignore those details which are relevant in regulating the role each person 
acting in a speech situation is expected to play. A relation of kinship, familiarity or 
power and so on, is stressed by a particular use of the language; a use that includes or 
excludes formality and/or informality; a use that centers on:  “… indigenous forms of 
grunting, snorting, laughing and enthusing, … variously labelled joking, jibing, 
warning, titillating, etc. In so far as these expressive features are not unmodified 
innate responses to certain stimuli, then they are linked to or are part of verbal 
behaviour.” (Robinson, 1972: 71-72). 
     They are linked to personality, too, but they also show the grade of participation or 
involvement during communicative interaction. Their use also indicates that the 
speaker can manage the context/content, being able to decide whether or not to 
introduce these linguistic/cultural cues: “appropriate non-verbal experience will also 
be a necessary condition of attaining the mastery … in the switching of conversational 
roles, direct questions, the use of intonation in unfinished sentences, and head and eye 
movements may serve to help switch roles smoothly” (idem: 74). 

A balanced multilingual program helps to acquire a wider cognitive dimension. It 
also helps to avoid a kind of conflict between the values linked to the country of 
origin and the ones belonging to the host country. The European dimension is the goal 
that Western Europe has been developing, so that school children are encouraged “to 
become aware of their belonging to a greater entity than the state” (Byram, 1998: 
104).  

At this point we need to go back to Lyotard again, because his thought is very 
influential when talking about cross-cultural communication. Here again the notion of 
différend takes the privilege against “a universal civic identity” as intended by 
Western societies. The Declaration of Human Rights, claims Lyotard “deprives 
peoples of their narrative legitimacy” and people find themselves fighting in order to 
establish their own cultures and maintain their own way of life: “It is as though the 
immense effort, signaled by the name of the Declaration of Rights, that has been made 
to strip people of a narrative legitimacy which lies, so to speak, downstream in 
historical terms, and to make them adopt as their sole legitimacy the Idea of free 
citizenship, which lies upstream … it is as though an effort that has, in various ways, 
been going on for two hundred years, had ended in failure. We might even find a 
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harbinger of its failure in the very designation of the author of a declaration with a 
universal import: ‘We, the French people’ ” (Lyotard  Benjamin eds. 1989: 322-23). 

Our way of thinking is relative to our culture, so that differences are inevitable; 
even “the world market is not creating a universal history in modernity’s sense of that 
term. Cultural differences are, moreover, being promoted as touristic and cultural 
commodities at every point on the scale” (idem: 323). These differences are not 
simply “decided” by the culture people live in, as Rorty affirms when accentuating 
ethnocentricity. Rorty says that foreigners should agree with the Western bourgeois 
values (Rorty, 1984: 32-44; 1985: 1-15). 

Lyotard wants to avoid the idea of homogeneity of cultures, of pluralism, of 
globalization, he points on differences, which, while provoking a quarrel, a dispute: ‘a 
différend,’ shape both language and behaviour. During the process of language 
change, we create new words, new meanings, new languages, and in so doing we also 
stimulate new values, new forms of life: “to imagine a language means to imagine a 
form of life,” says Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein, 1953, 2000: 19).8 These forms of life, 
too, though relating to culture, are again flexible, and generate new behaviours 
because of the cultural contacts among people: a fruitful process that accelerates 
multilingualism and multiculturalism while giving assimilation/integration a negative 
sense. As said before assimilation and multiculturalism represent the two opposing 
extremes ‘of the spectrum.’ They offer a good perspective which helps us to 
understand the whole of migration history. The idea that a homogeneous culture 
followed by monolingualism would drive our world towards the death of many 
languages and many identities is the central point not only of the works of the above 
quoted authors, but also of the social and educational formal structure of European 
planning. Going back to my project, pointing out differences has been the main aim, 
because differences, valued under a correct perspective, reinforce identity while 
accepting diversity. Differences emphasize cultural details, even those concerning 
everyday life events, as for example food and clothes.  

In conclusion, we find once again the idea of contrast, the same contrast stressed 
between bilingualism and multilingualism: multiculturalism is far better than 
biculturalism.  

To go back to my first point, a multilingual/multicultural Europe has to adequate 
school curricula to the many children coming from different countries. Pilot programs 
have been developing in many countries for a few years, and are about to be 
developed in many others; they aim at overcoming problems linked to identity, 
religion, beliefs, values, law, etc. When those advanced programs become effective 
realities, researchers will apply the most accurate observations to new programs in 
order to give children and adults the opportunity to maintain and enhance effectively 
their relationship with both their mother country and the host place. Intercultural 
education needs a strict collaboration between parents and school, since the focal 
point of these programs is to promote cross-cultural interaction while reducing the 
tension between different cultures meeting in the same place.  

Continuity between the culture of the home domain and the different cultures of 
the school domain is better achieved if the emphasis is on tolerance: a tolerance for 
other identities: for the ‘other.’ It is extremely necessary to have mother tongue 
teachers during this process, not only for linguistic purposes, but moreover, for 
                                                 
8 Malinowsky in 1935 had already stressed this notion when he talks of ‘social heritage:’ In every act of 
tribal life, there is, first, the routine prescribed by custom and tradition, then there is the manner in 
which it is carried out, and lastly there is the commentary to it, contained in the natives’ mind” Aspects 
of Language (Bolinger, 1935 eds.): 525.  
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cultural goals. In general, people embody spontaneously the cultural traits in which 
they grow up, thus a native teacher transfers in a natural vein her/his ways of life; the 
children, in turn, compare them to the reality in which they behave while developing 
intercultural competence. Overall, culture, language and content are better understood 
and retained when embedded in authentic contexts: when their development is 
cognitively engaging and demanding.    

From the pedagogical point of view, a further point needs consideration. As it is 
essential to have a native speaker to teach culture and language, so it is also necessary 
to have a strict collaboration between family and school for a further reason: to 
stimulate cultural contacts. We know that cultural changes are as frequent as linguistic 
changes. Very often, in fact, immigrant people retain the culture they left, without 
considering that culture changes habits, and then it evolves according to many 
different socio-economic evaluations. So, it is of crucial importance to focus on 
intergenerational transmissions and to stay at pace with any form of cultural change. 
Of course, cultural evolution affects all cultures. Malinowsky, one of the first and 
most important scholars of anthropological matters, as well as Paulstone, who points 
to an anthropological view of bilingual education, emphasize this notion clearly:  

‘ … culture change in Africa does not differ profoundly from that which is at 
present transforming the rural and backward countries of Europe from peasant 
communities … into a new type closely akin to the proletariat found in the industrial 
districts of the United States, England or France’ (Malinowsky, 1945: 2).  

‘The use of two or more languages as media of instruction should also include 
comparative analysis, in pedagogically appropriate methods, of the ways in which 
different languages express different cultures, so that learners can become aware of 
differences and relationships which they have to mediate as intercultural 
speakers’(idem:113).  

‘… becoming bicultural is not just a cognitive process which can be carried out 
apart from the members of the culture. In this aspect becoming bicultural differs from 
becoming bilingual. …it is also possible to become bilingual without becoming 
bicultural, while the reverse is not true’ (Paulstone, 1992: 120). 

 
Conclusion 

Our present linguistic and cultural situation in Western countries is still chaotic, 
even though many efforts are taking place in order to give status to the many 
languages which are entering into a hitherto mainly homogeneous condition. Thus, 
education goes back to its old double role:  

1) to encourage the acquisition of notions in order to improve behaviour, and  
2) to encourage the death of prejudices in order to evaluate differences. 
 These two points drive to a world more open to accept contrasts: Seattle against 

globalization; a wide ordered world based on accepted differences, where lowbrow 
and highbrow knowledge are no longer separated. Speaking more than one language 
and understanding more than one culture is the aim of our post-modern society. 

So, my research is not an isolated plan. It concentrates not only on the contextual 
situation of many European countries, but above all, on the urgency to improve the 
relationship among the people living around the Mediterranean sea. In order to 
establish a cultural and a peaceful dialogue with these communities, the linguistic 
means seems central. The languages suggested for this project are the same the Italian 
Government is suggesting for other national researches - Italian, English and Arabic. 
The core of my program, which centres on the idea of Peace, follows the linguistic 
and the cultural inputs: the very idea of Peace develops throughout the knowledge of 
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foreign languages, since languages derive from a combination of geographical, 
cultural, political and religious conditions. Peace is not an abstract word; it is a way to 
understand other peoples, and one is able to understand foreigners only when one 
talks their language. In other words a mutual understanding among people happens 
when one accepts other ways of life which, while shaping the language also reflect its 
system.     

“Being able to ‘communicate’ – that is, talk openly and honestly about one’s 
experiences and feelings – is held to be the key to solving problems and improving 
relationships with significant others. Many self-improvement activities not only 
emphasize this point in general terms, they also teach or model particular ways of 
‘communicating’ ” (Block and Cameron, 2002: 75).  
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Abstract 

 

A banknote is the most exchanged artwork in the world.i 
Paul Martin Lester, Author, Professor and Guide 

 

 
Image 1. Cartoon by Hector Breeze from The Guardian, 9 Jan 1996. (Image from Williams, et al. 
Eds., 1998, p. 15). 

 

Money. It is handled by billions of people every day but hardly noticed during 

exchange. From a communications perspective, the scale and influence of the messages 

and metaphors adorned on a currency note are awe-inspiring. Although one may learn 

about a country’s identity from the images on its money, its primary objective is with its 

exchange value. The social, psychological and communicative facets of money are 

ignored in contrast to its economic identity. Given the prominence of this issue in public 

discussion in Europe with the launch of the Euro in the recent years, the neglect of this 

subject in academic literature is disturbing. This research is a starting step of addressing 

this gap and acknowledging the contribution of graphic design as a tool for building 

national identity. In this study, the newest entrant in the world of money, the Euro, is 

studied as a medium of communicating the new European transnational identity via its 

imagery and design. 
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Introduction 

 

I want the Queen’s head on the banknotes. The point about national identity is a 
very important one.ii 

Archbishop of Canterbury  
 

Until recently, opponents of the European Union’s common currency project were 

still expressing their concern that the abandonment of national currencies would “dilute” 

their national identity. (Helleiner, 1998)  Even strong supporters, such as the European 

Commission, were forced to recognize that “for some people, the change will almost feel 

like a change of identity.”  

As one Greek citizen’s reaction in a recent study indicated, changing currency 

affects personal identity: 

Why must we give up the drachma within Greece? She means more to us than just 
our money. She is a mirror of who we are. She’s in our math books, our history 
books, our folk tales, and our daily parlance. She’s everywhere.iii 
 
The Drachma is Europe’s oldest currency with a history of nearly 2,600 years 

(Henneberger, 2001), so it comes as no surprise that the Greeks feared that they have lost 

an integral part of their identity. 

The combinations of images on currency notes are chosen not only to meet the 

practical objectives of indicating the issuing authority and denomination but also to 

reflect subjective ideas of aesthetic appeal and national image. The results range from 

blatantly propagandist to carefully neutral, sometimes emphasizing either change or 

continuity, using classical or contemporary imagery and style. The intricate patterns, 
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national heroes, revered places, unusual flora and fauna reveal to the world each 

country’s character via the imagery emblazoned on it.  

 

  

       Image 2. The note for 5,000-rials (on the left) of the Bank Markazi Iran, 1981, depicts a 
cheering crowd declaring loyalty to the Ayatollah Khomeini. Earlier banknotes carried a portrait 
of the Shah of Iran. These notes were in circulation after his deposition in 1979 until the fresh 
notes reflecting the new political order were issued. The head of a buffalo adorns a 100-rand note 
(on the right) of the South African Reserve Bank, 1994. Landscapes and indigenous wildlife as 
this are popular themes for bank note designs, being both attractive and politically 
uncontroversial. (Images from Williams, et al. Eds., 1998, p. 246-247). 
 

Elaborate iconography on money thus plays a major role in issues of national 

identity. The canvas is small compared to most graphic art forms, but the uses to which it 

has been put are creative and imaginative.  

 

Design is art with a purpose. As a profession graphic design has existed since the middle 

of the twentieth century, finding its roots in the development of printing. The profession 

has evolved as a means of identification, information and promotion. The significant 

difference between design and art is that the designer’s message serves the expressed 

needs of the client or sponsor. Although its form may be determined or modified by the 

designers’ aesthetic preference or prejudice, the message has to be put in a language 
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recognized and understood by its intended audience. Secondly, unlike the artist, the 

designer plans and is sometimes responsible for mechanical production.  

 

Design of the Euro. Prior to the launch of the Euro, currency design was commissioned 

only to engravers and/or employees of central banks. However the launch of the Euro 

changed this exclusivity. Even though the Euro existed in the virtual economy from 1999, 

and the banknotes and coins circulated in physical form three years later in 2002, the 

actual design process of the Euro started almost six years before!  

It is the design coup of the century: a chance to put your work in front of millions 
of people for years and years to come. (Steinmetz, 1998) 
 

The Council of the European Monetary Institute (EMI), the predecessor to the European 

Central Bank (ECB) launched a design competition in February 1996. The competition 

was open to experienced note designers, the central banks of each nation nominated their 

banknote designers. The two themes given to these designers were decided on the 

recommendation of an advisory group of art historians, graphic designers and perception 

experts. The first theme was the “ages and styles” motif with ideas related to specific 

periods of European cultural history (from classical to modern). The other was the 

abstract theme, which meant a modern design representing “abstract or figurative” 

elements. The rules also prohibited designers from using any image that could be 

associated with a particular country. That meant that Beethoven, Vivaldi, the Eiffel 

Tower, or the Coliseum, were all out. The basic colors like the name and the symbol were 

also predetermined. Thus, the final Euro denominations, its colors, sizes, and design 

theme, were pre-decided. 
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The judging for the final design consisted of two parts. First the EMI 

commissioned a survey among nearly 2,000 taxi drivers, retailers, moneychangers and 

others who handled a lot of cash on a daily basis with Gallup Europe. After they 

registered their opinions on the forty-four different entries, ten were short-listed and a 

panel of fourteen design and communication experts took the final decision. Robert 

Kalina, graphic designer and head engraver at the Austrian National Bank, won the 

competition. Even though most designers were working on anonymous figurative 

elements, he chose another concept -- Europe’s architecture. His education in illustration 

and graphic design helped him sketch out his first notes. He tried columns and domes but 

was unsuccessful in relating these with any particular architectural era so he picked gates 

and windows. The idea according to him was to “symbolize the future.” For the back of 

the bills, he decided on bridges, figuring that they were an ideal motif to represent a 

“united” Europe.  

The 14 billion “kalinas” (as dubbed by the Austrian press) were to be in 300 

billion European pockets in a span of six months, which was the estimated time for the 

changeover. Kalina’s job as a graphic designer however did not end there; apart from 

being praised as well as criticized for his designs, he also had to spend his time on the 

road visiting various mints to assure that the printing quality was consistent. He also had 

to work on the final details of the anti-counterfeiting measures to keep the crooks at bay. 

 

Currency Counterfeiting, Design & Technology. Some authors call counterfeiting 

money’s evil twin. However, if it weren’t for counterfeiting, the world would be denied 
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of seeing some of the mind-boggling designs that adorn currency notes. Its intimidating 

presence has had a major effect on paper money. A whole new range of arsenal is now 

available to graphic designers-- watermarked paper, secret threads, holographic windows, 

special inks, etc. It is indeed true that necessity is the mother of invention. Graphic 

designers thus also have counterfeiters to thank for their inspiration to create bold, 

abstract designs with the sneaky little details hidden co-existing with cultural symbols on 

this miniature canvas.  

 
 

Image 2. The over-the-top complexity actually says something about Swiss fussiness regarding 
money. Pictured here is Le Corbusier, the visionary architect and city planner on the 10 Franc 
note. Born in 1887 as Charles Edouard Jeanneret in La Chaux-de-fonds, a watch-making city in 
Switzerland, he pioneered functionalist architecture with the use of reinforced concrete and the 
concept of a house as a "machine for living."The Swiss symbol of the cross is outlined in a 
combination of 3 colors. A sketch of the younger architect in action is seen on the top left corner. 
The numerals “10” are repeated five times from top to bottom along the left side of the note in 
different colors and screens along with seven alphabets moving from “A” to “H” in very small all-
caps type. The contrast of color and white, with different patterns and screens makes this note 
really difficult for anyone to grasp, let alone copy. (Image from http://www.banknotes.com) 
 

Rise of nationalism, Identity & use of currency. Money tells distinctive narrative stories. 

The rise of national currencies as the masses’ media of monetary circulation and of 

nationalism as mass sentiment is no coincidence. Not only are image and identity both 

variable over time, but also both certainly vary according to the population among whom 
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different symbols circulate and what institutions circulate them. The evidence suggests 

that national currencies reinforce the expression of national identity in their imagery, in 

their provision of a sense of common destiny and common national fate, and in their 

reliance for their effectiveness on faith in the nation itself.  

Banknote imagery is significant to official nation building. A starting attempt of 

understanding the power of nationalistic imagery on money is mentioned by Helleiner 

(1998). According to the chief clerk of the U.S.Treasury, images on money guarantee a 

much larger audience than images carried by other media. Images on money are 

especially effective in conveying messages to the poor and illiterate with who states have 

difficulty communicating through other means such as newspaper and schooling. So in 

contexts where infrastructural reach of the state is weak, imagery on money offers the 

only means to convey symbolic messages to vast numbers of citizens. Second, images on 

money are also particularly effective tools of propaganda because they are encountered so 

regularly in the context of daily routines. 

 

Semiotics & Currency. Currency notes boast of a juxtaposition of evocative images 

related sometimes in dissimilar ways to a series of distinct central themes, some 

complementary and others overlapping. For currency communication, the role of design 

is critical in the selection of the apt symbolic images. Building on a well-established 

semiotic tradition, currency notes demonstrate that the symbols chosen are not just for the 

messages they convey but how they convey them. On closer observation currency notes 

reveal that their symbolic designs are neither a product of simple indigenous 
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characteristics as conventional wisdom suggests nor are they designs that are solely 

credited to the specific, sometimes unique sociopolitical events that surround a symbol’s 

adoption. Instead they reveal considerations by demonstrating that the symbols of 

national identity represent themselves as generated by broad social forces. They follow a 

set of social structural factors that demarcate the rules of symbolic expression within the 

global political community. The content of currency note imagery and themes is similar 

to other nations but their usage in immense variation strikes each to be distinct. The 

syntactic structure followed on this petite canvas embodies the strategy by which 

information is conveyed and identity is constructed.  

Communication theorists, particularly semioticians, enlighten us by emphasizing 

that the syntactic structure orders and organizes the symbol’s various elements and 

although the content of different symbols, currencies in this case, may be identical or 

similar; repeating content elements, emphasizing one element over another, or altering 

the way in which the elements are combined can change both the meaning and the 

effectiveness of the symbol’s message.  

As artifacts of a culture, currency notes signify more than merely tokens of 

payment. Their designs convey concepts like prestige and authority, or communicate 

information and propaganda. There are patterns of design that emerge from adoption 

decisions waged in seemingly distinct historical moments. Using their strong 

propagandist images, currencies have contributed to national identity. Modern nation 

building has entailed the incorporation of all internal differences; so that whatever 

regional and ethnic differences may pre-date the nation’s formation they all become 
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subservient to the greater national entity. Local differences are absorbed into a “code of 

larger significance.” The elements of national space are linked together to constitute 

practical and symbolic imaginary geographies, which confirm the nation as the pre-

eminent spatial entity. These elements from the culture, symbolic institutions, 

performances, practices, objects, people, architecture, etc., produce meanings in their 

representations. The meanings generated are through the semiotic design elements. They 

produce meanings that are dynamic and are continuously reproduced due to their 

intertextuality.  

 

Currency as a national symbol. National identity is constituted out of a huge cultural 

matrix, which provides innumerable points of connection; nodal points where authorities 

try to fix meaning, and constellations around which cultural elements cohere. Culture, 

according to this conception, is constantly in the process of becoming, of emerging out of 

the dynamism of popular culture and everyday life whereby people make and remake 

connections between the local and the national, between the national and the global, 

between the everyday and the extraordinary (Edensor, 2002). Currency is one such 

everyday symbol depicting national identity, exchanged by all for its value and 

sometimes as this research indicates, for more than just it’s worth! 

Before the launch of the Euro, over 1,400 banknotes belonging to the old and new 

Europe were studied for the existence of contemporary values. Designers of the Euro 

attempted to maximize its chances of setting new trends in post-modern imagery by 

incorporating those values into its banknotes (Hymans, 2002).  
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The Euro and European Identity. The argument that money has been a part of national 

identity construction sheds an interesting light on European monetary integration as well. 

While economic and other political motivations may be more dominant, the Euro is in 

part also an explicit project for identity creation. It is a component of the construction of 

a new European political architecture that transcends the nation state. It is certainly no 

coincidence that the gateways (primary image on the fronts) also represent an orientation 

toward the future and that bridges (primary images on the backs) represent links between 

people. The use of architectural themes also serves as a fitting metaphor for the project of 

“building” Europe. The design of the Euro reflects a desire to develop a European 

consciousness and to shape deliberately people’s cognitive orientation toward Europe. In 

that sense, the Euro is an attempt at identity construction.  
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Methodology 

 
A descriptive analysis of banknotes is needed. The unlimited satirical force of 
such a book would be equaled only by its objectivity. For nowhere more naively 
than in these documents does capitalism display itself in solemn earnest.iv  

Walter Benjamin, Philosopher and Historian 
 

The layers of meaning to be dug out of visual forms like national symbols inform 

us about the culture and the subconscious strife for self-identification of its members. The 

bids of these everyday objects to assert themselves are in parallel to a culture’s effort to 

express distinctiveness for its members. Currency as this discussion has revealed is a 

medium rich in possibilities for the expression of identities.  Currency notes boast of a 

juxtaposition of evocative images related sometimes in dissimilar ways to a series of 

distinct central themes, some complementary and others overlapping.  

Aldus Huxley once wrote, “the more you know, the more you see.” The goal of 

visual analysis is that one observes much more than casual viewing would reveal by 

intently studying an image, the technique also chosen by me in this research. Any type of 

visual analysis begins with identifying the object or image that needs to be studied—

sensing, focusing on key elements—selecting, and understanding its intended—both 

literal and symbolic meanings, and its role in the larger structure of its existence—

perceiving.  

To answer the research question, how currency imagery and design communicates 

identity, the Euro was analyzed within a framework of personal, historical, technical, 

ethical, cultural, and critical perspectives as a starting point in understanding the different 

messages and meanings it intended to project.v  A simple yet comprehensive approach 
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where conclusions are based also on rational rather than just emotional responses, which 

can to some extent combat subjectivity, one of the main criticisms of visual analysis.  

The first, the personal—is based on gut reaction to the work. The second, 

historical—is the determination of the importance of the work based on the medium’s 

timeline. The third, technical—includes a relationship between the recording medium and 

the presentation of the work. The fourth, the ethical—involves the moral and ethical 

responsibilities, which are very important especially regarding money. The fifth, the 

cultural—which is my personal favorite, includes an analysis of the symbols used and 

conveys meaning within a particular society at a particular time. The final step is the 

critical perspective—redefines the initial perspective, with producing a more informed 

outlook—going back to the start, “the more you know, the more you see.” 

 
Euro & its analysis. As a part of the primary research, seven different denominations of 

the Euro were analyzed in detail within the above mentioned framework and wherever 

relevant were compared to the replaced 81 currency notes of the 15 member nations of 

the European Union that were also analyzed by the researcher for this study. In addition, 

as secondary research, a review of published and printed information during and 

following the launch of the Euro from the European Union and European Community 

Bank and from all other published media on the images of the new currency and the loss 

of images of the old replaced currencies, as well as the feeling of gain or loss experienced 

by citizens of the different countries, were also studied and summarized. 

The qualitative method of research was used for analyzing images and meanings. 

A detailed visual analysis of the fourteen banknotes of the Euro (its seven denominations 
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both front and back) was carried out. A comprehensive list of all their elements was 

generated, and then analyzed to investigate how currency imagery communicates national 

identity. The Euro was analyzed within a framework semiotic principles using Peirce’s 

notion of sign types, iconic, indexical and symbolic, along with Barthe’s notion of codes, 

to frame its design communication.  
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Analysis & Findings 

The objects which surround us do not simply have utilitarian aspects, rather they 
serve as a kind of mirror which reflects our own image. 

Ernest Dichter, founder of motivational research in The Strategy of Desire 
 

Designers and visual communicators share important responsibilities, in terms of 

functionality as well as aesthetics, while creating images and objects. The different 

meanings communicated by their designs also have a cultural, social and historical 

significance. Currency design as this study has shown, is one such challenge. 

Designer and engraver Robert Kalina, chose architecture integrated in the 

different ages and styles of Europe as the main theme for the Euro’s imagery. The images 

he chose to portray these styles were doors and windows on the fronts and bridges on the 

backs. To understand how these images are styled it is critical to study the unique 

features associated with each architectural era, as shown in Table 1.  

Some of the observations regarding the design of the Euros, as an outcome of this 

research, are as follows-- 

First, the Euro notes lack movement overall and are very static. The doorways and 

windows on the front look like cutouts and are a bit dull. The bridges on the back also 

lack dynamism. In the process of covert identity, the images have not only lost their 

nationalities but also their glory and grandeur. The designs probably could have used 

more depth and movement especially for communicating powerful symbolic messages 

like open doors and easy communication with its doorways, bridges, and logo. 

Second, there is very little use of text on the Euro series. The only text is the 

words “EURO” in English and Latin, which is not used by most countries on their 
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currency notes except the Greek-drachma, the rest of the text are abbreviations. Hence 

making it difficult for citizens to really identify with the currency note. The notes have a 

weak existence, with a general association towards Europe but no specific language tie-

in. The deliberate omission of text on the Euro could be an outcome of postmodernism, 

where images play a more important role than words. With technolgical advances and the 

newer media being more “occulocentric” (image-centered) and less “logocentric” (word-

centered) (Berger, 1995). 

Third, it is clearly noticed that the €5 note is very different from the rest of the 

series. It has the front and back primary images not in the usual straight, front perspective 

but a side, lower left angle for the front doorway and the bridge on the back. Both images 

look very static and lack movement. The bridge at the back has no reflections and thus 

looks hanging in mid-air kind off like a classical spacebridge. It also is a dull gray, 

making it look the most somber of them all. For a note that will be most widely circulated 

and exchanged it does not make a good impression of the new Euro. Even though the 

choice of the images was the same, the design style is very different. During early stages 

of identity construction, different styles may lead to confusion and diffusion of message 

communication through note imagery.  

And fourth, there is a style-design conflict. The Euro is a modern looking 

currency launched in the twenty-first century. But as per the earlier point regarding the 

five-Euro and also looking at the ten-Euro there seems a style-design conflict. The older 

architecture looks very bulky and detailed while the rest of the currency note looks 

simpler, less cluttered and minimalistic. There is a non-matching of images, typeface, and 
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style in opposition to the concept of unity. When viewed as an entire series they look well 

coordinated but the notes that are in circulation look a little mismatched in terms of 

conflicting design philosophies. 

A comparison of the images on the replaced, older currencies and those on the 

Euro was also carried out and is summarized in Table 2. This analysis revealed that the 

older replaced currencies were more iconic and indexical, while the Euro relies more on 

symbolism, which is ironical, as one would have expected older currencies to be more 

symbolic in their imagery since they are more established as nations and cultures. But 

this research proved otherwise. The Euro contains images of bridges and doorways that 

can be identified as similar to ones found in Europe’s landscape, they cannot be 

recognized as belonging to any specific place. That is the real strength of these images; 

not only do they represent the culture of Europe without reference to a specific country of 

origin, they symbolize openness, a journey, a connection between all the people using 

architectural elements, an apt metaphor for building the new Europe.  

In addition to representing different styles, the Euro’s images communicate 

hidden meanings that are beyond the apparent. In Tables 3 & 4 the sysmbolic elements 

directly related to the EU and not related to the EU are as also summarized within the 

Piercian semiotic framework.  

How these symbols will create and retain European identity is something that only 

time will tell. In support, the European Central Bank has been quite positive towards the 

launch of the Euro and its contribution to the new trans-national identity. According to 

the President, Wim Duisenberg:  
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The Euro is much more than just a currency. It is a symbol of European 
integration in every sense of the word. In terms of economic integration, the Euro 
is a symbol of successful enterprise and initiative which has crossed borders and 
removed barriers to people working, trading, and living together. In terms of 
political integration, the Euro is a symbol of stability and unity. Countries from a 
continent which, throughout the ages, has so often been ravaged by war, have 
together vowed to uphold the values of freedom, democracy and human rights. In 
addition to the economic and political benefits which the Euro brings, it will help 
to change the way in which we think about one another as Europeans.vi 
 

Apart from all these observations, criticisms and projections, the most important 

finding of this research proves that the design of the Euro has surpassed all its 

expectations.  

The most significant result of this study was the observation made between the 

similarity of the design of the currency note and the EU flag. No other investigation of 

the Euro has revealed this finding so far. The analysis concluded that, being the oldest 

and strongest symbol of European integration, the flag was used as a backbone for the 

Euro’s design.  

The flag of the EU, the deep blue, azure, with the golden star ring was designed 

and adopted by the European Coal and Steel Community-- one of the first bodies that 

represented European integration in 1955.  

It is printed on the top left corner on the front of every Euro. But that is its 

obvious and noticeable use, it also has a covert existence on each and every note.  

Each note has a code embedded in it that is not as apparent on initial observation. 

The ring of stars on the center of the note makes an extremely powerful image. Going 

back to the concept of camouflage where the ring of stars took a secondary position as 
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compared to the doorways on the front, it is now in spotlight, on deciphering this hidden 

message-code. Each note actually looks like the flag with the ring of stars in its center.  

On close observation one can notice that the spine of the design of the currency 

note is actually the EU’s flag. Each note when shed of all its other elements resembles the 

latter. If it were possible to pass each note through an x-ray machine, the resulting image 

would look like the flag. Europeans are now all carrying little flags, the symbol of 

European integration for almost fifty years, in their wallets.   

 

             

Image 3. From left to right, a €50 note, the superimposition of the flag on the note and the flag of 
the EU. The note image is from www.banknotes.com, the flag image is from www.ecb.int while 
the researcher has created the central superimposed image.  
 
 

Even though the Euro was intentionally designed faceless, with no portraits and 

no specific associations with the old Europe, this analysis has shown that it is highly 

symbol-laden. Merging the old European symbols and creating new ones, in its journey 

of image creation, the notes have one clear message--creating a “new” transnational 

identity. And even though the Euro may feel alien now, over time, the Euro notes should 

feel like familiar icons in the new integrated Europe. 

http://www.ecb.int/
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Conclusion: a new beginning?  

 

Banknotes are the business cards of a nation.vii 

 

This study concludes that the use of symbolic imagery via graphic design on the 

Euro has reinforced the process of identity building in Europe. Its contribution to identity 

building has elevated the Euro’s position to being one of the pillars on which the 

foundation of the European Union rests. The introduction of Euro banknotes and coins 

has surpassed money’s role as a vehicle of national identity to one of forming a new 

transnational identity.  

As said by Arthur Berger (1984), 

Artifacts do not exist alone, isolated and unrelated to other aspects of a culture. 
That means we can use artifacts to discover interesting things about culture and 
we can use culture to help interpret artifacts. 
 

The issue of identity creation with reference to the Euro imagery follows the same 

interdependence between the EU and the Euro. It is reciprocal and image construction by 

both will contribute to one another. The European Union is already banking on its new 

symbols. A good example of the reciprocal identity is the use of the old Euro symbols 

and new ones on its website, where the “open-door” concept from the doorways on the 

Euro note is merged with the EU flag as shown  on www.europa.eu.int. 
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Image 4. Image from www.europa.eu.int 

 

This study has opened new doors for continued investigation of similar nature. 

Europe’s coins and their imagery can be studied and compared to the new Euro coins to 

see if and how it further contributes to identity building. Iconography on stamps could 

also be another interesting research with reference to the old and new Europe.   

More importantly, this study has contributed to the field of graphic design and 

communications by encouraging research of similar icons in popular culture that are 

ignored because of their economic role, thereby aiding in their design and/or redesign as 

effective media. 

Rarely perceived as important national cultural icons, currency notes and their 

designs are artifacts ripe for continued investigation. If this analysis is any indication of 

the growing significance of currency imagery, one expects that the world will listen when 

money talks. 
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Endnotes

                                                 
i This quote was Professor Paul Martin Lester first response when the topic of this research was introduced 
to him.  
 
ii Cited from Eric Hellenier’s article “National Currencies and National Identities,” American Behavioral 
Scientist, 41(10), p.1413. 
 
iii In May 2002, a qualitative study was conducted by the European Commission to study the perception of 
the EU citizens following the introduction of the Euro. Retrieved on October 27, 2004 from 
http://ecb.int/pub/html/en.info.html. 
 
iv Quoted in Mark C. Taylor. (1992) “Disfiguring: Art, Architecture, Religion.” Chicago: The University 
Press. 
 
v This approach has been adopted from Paul Martin Lester’s book Visual Communication: Ideas with 
Messages. Wadsworth/Thompson, CA. 
 
vi Retrieved on 27 October, 2004 from http://www.cnn.com/2001/WORLD/europe/08/30/euro. 
 
vii From the catalogue of Geiseck & Devrient, www.gi-de.com 
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Tables 
 
TABLE 1. EURO IMAGES with respect to architectural styles 

 
Denomination Ages & Styles of 

Europe 
Description of style 

€5 Classical It replaced the wooden pillars with stone ones using stone 
columns with capitals elaborately carved in floral hoops. 

€10 Romanasque It involved the invention of concrete as a sustitute for stone 
also using colorful chips of stone inset into cement- mosaic. 

€20 Gothic It was characterized by the ribbed vault, the pointed arch, and 
flying buttresses. Its highlight was window tracery, 
decorative ribwork subdividing the window opening.  

€50 Rennaissance It meant “rebirth or re-creation” and encouraged the revival 
of naturalism and classical forms ornament in architecture, 
such as the column and round arch, the tunnel vault, and the 
dome. 

€100 Baroque & 
Rococo 

Baroque became the description of any contorted idea and in 
this period, architecture, painting and sculpture were 
integrated into decorative ensembles. While Rococo replaced 
the baroque by replacing its vivid colors to pastels, and its 
violent surface relief was smoothened. 

€200 19th century Iron 
& Glass 

It emphasized preference for curvilinear, floral, tendrilous 
ornaments with extensive use of iron complemented with 
glass. 

€500 Modern 20th 
century 

Composition of bald, functional blocks and brash use of steel 
frames, strong silhouettes, and logic in their plans. 

 
 
TABLE 2. SYMBOLIC IMAGERY FOUND IN FORMER EUROPEAN CURRENCY 

 
Country/ 
Currency 

Type of symbol  
(Icon, index, symbol) 

Description 

Belgium/ 
Franc 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic/ Indexical 
(Related imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Sketches of achievements but they are also 
indexical as the inventor or creator is not present but 
can be linked to.  

Denmark/ 
Kroner 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Indexical/ 
Symbolic 
(Unrelated imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions. 
Back: Sculpted motifs from different churches in 
Denmark with a myriad of geometric patterns in the 
background. The sculptures are difficult to make a 
direct connection to a specific church and so they 
are more symbolic of Danish culture and 
architecture.  

Germany/ Front: Iconic Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
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Country/ Type of symbol  Description 
Currency (Icon, index, symbol) 

Deutschemark Back: Indexical 
(Related imagery) 

their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Sketches of achievements but they are also 
indexical as the inventor or creator is not present but 
can be linked to. 

Italy/ 
Lira 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Indexical 
(Related imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Sketches of achievements but they are also 
indexical as the inventor or creator is not present but 
can be linked to. 

Greece/ 
Drachma 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic 
(Partially related 
imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions. 
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   

Spain/ 
Peseta 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic 
(Partially related 
imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions. 
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   

France/ 
French Franc 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic/ Indexical 
(Related imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Sketches of achievements but they are also 
indexical as the inventor or creator is not present but 
can be linked to.  

Ireland/  
Pound 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic 
(Unrelated imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions. 
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   

Luxembourg/ 
Franc 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic 
(Unrelated imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions. 
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   

Netherlands/ 
Guilders 

Front: Symbolic 
Back: Symbolic 
(Related imagery) 

Front & Back: Abstract, modern-art, metallic gears, 
flowers, piano-keys, clock- dial, more like the 
backdrop of a sci-fi film, all the images are left open 
to imagination.  

Austria/ 
Schilling 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic/ Indexical 
(Partially Related 
imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   
Sketches of achievements but they are also indexical 
as the inventor or creator is not present but can be 
linked to. 

Portugal/ 
Escudo 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Indexical 
(Related imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   
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Country/ Type of symbol  Description 
Currency (Icon, index, symbol) 

Sketches of achievements but they are also indexical 
as the inventor or creator is not present but can be 
linked to. 

Finland/ 
Mark 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic/ Indexical 
(Partially Related 
imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   
Sketches of achievements but they are also indexical 
as the inventor or creator is not present but can be 
linked to. 

Sweden/ 
Kroner 

Front: Iconic 
Back: Iconic/ Indexical 
(Partially Related 
imagery) 

Front: Portraits of different people with sketches of 
their achievements or contributions.  
Back: Mix of sketches of people, architecture, art, 
etc.   
Sketches of achievements but they are also indexical 
as the inventor or creator is not present but can be 
linked to. 

England/ 
Pound 

Front: Iconic/ Symbolic 
Back: Iconic/ Indexical 
(Unrelated imagery) 

Front: A sketch of the Queen is on all fronts also 
symbolizing British Monarchy. 
Back: Sketches of achievements but they are also 
indexical as the inventor or creator is not present but 
can be linked to.  

 
 

TABLE 3. RELATED SYMBOLIC ELEMENTS OF THE EURO 
 
Image on the 
Euro notes 

Icon 
(Representation) 

Index 
(Association) 

Symbol 
(Cognition) 

EU flag It is an actual 
drawing or sketch 
of the flag. 

It associates 
itself with the 
European 
Union. 

It stands for a representation and a 
guarantee of the European Union. 

Map of 
Europe 

It is a sketch of 
the physical map 
of Europe. 

It is a part of a 
larger map of 
the world. 

It belongs to Europe. The map 
mentions its specific place, its people.  
The map also has no borders or internal 
boundaries, thus communicating a 
single, integrated Europe. 
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Image on the 
Euro notes 

Icon 
(Representation) 

Index 
(Association) 

Symbol 
(Cognition) 

Epsilon It is the Greek 
letter “E” epsilon. 

It associates 
itself with the 
Euro and is the 
accepted 
symbol of the 
currency.  

The “E” stands for Euro and Europe. It 
has the two lines running through its 
center that denote stability.    

“EURO” in 
Latin and 
Greek 

It is the word 
“EURO” in Latin 
and Greek. 

It directly 
associates itself 
to the Euro-
zone, European 
Union, 
European 
Central bank, 
etc. 

It has its associations with the old 
Europe, with Latin and Greek scripts. 
The common language of the Euro-
zone long before individual countries 
and languages existed. It also 
represents the new identity that the 
Euro wants to project- an integrated, 
trans-national Europe which has its root 
in the old Europe. 

Ring of stars It is a ring of 12 
stars forming a 
circle. 

It associates 
itself with the 
European 
Union as it uses 
the ring of stars 
quite often in 
most of its 
different 
programs and 
communication.

It stands for completion. The twelve 
stars could be associated with the 12 
countries since the Euro zone in its first 
phase ironically is made up of 12 
countries. But the EU website claims 
that the number has no relevance to its 
membership and looks complete with 
12 stars. (Ref)  
It is a circle of stars and thus relates to a 
constellation, also a gathering of 
prominent persons or things or like in 
this case, nations.  
Since it is circular it also represents a 
wheel, symbolizing progress.  
It can also looks like the dial of a clock 
with 12 hours, symbolizing continuity 
like time. 

 
 

TABLE 4. UNRELATED SYMBOLIC ELEMENTS OF THE EURO 
 
Image on the 
Euro notes 

Icon 
(Representation) 

Index 
(Association) 

Symbol 
(Cognition) 

Doorways, 
windows 

They are sketches 
of actual doorways 
and windows. 

They portray some 
kind of entry point 
and also are part of a 
larger structure like a 
building or palace. 

They refer to “open doors” they 
communicate an approachable 
image to Europe and the rest of 
the world.  

Bridges They are sketches They portray some They refer to “bridging the gap” 
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Image on the Icon Index Symbol 
Euro notes (Representation) (Association) (Cognition) 

of actual bridges. kind connecting point 
for unconnected 
places.  
In some cases where 
there is clear 
reflections it shows 
that they could be 
over water bodies 
that cannot be usually 
crossed. 

thus symbolizing better 
communication in Europe, 
internally and externally.  
They also stand for building 
relationships and newer, easier 
and swifter means to get from 
one point to another.  
They also symbolize a path, a 
road, and a journey. 

The copyright 
©symbol 

It stands for the 
copyright symbol. 

It is a tool for design 
protection. Thus 
associating this 
currency note and its 
imagery to be an 
intellectual property 
belonging to a 
specific entity. 

It stands for an assurance of an 
entity backing it. It warns 
anyone from copying or 
misusing it.  
It also contributes to the 
authenticity of the note.  

Holographic 
techniques 

They have the Euro 
symbol and 
denomination laser 
printed on them. 

They portray 
security. 

They deter anyone from 
copying or forging the note. 
They also contribute to the 
authenticity of the note.  
Also use of such techniques is 
expensive and thus enhances 
the image of the quality of the 
note produced. 
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Design and the Imperative of Ethics: from Freedom to Moral Freedom 
 
 
Abstract 
It is not possible to understand design without grasping the fact that as an 
intentional action design has to be envisioned as an ethical praxis. The paper 
asserts that the act of design brings the designer to contemplate three levels of 
freedom: the ontological freedom, the freedom of will, and the moral freedom. 
From the standpoint that man is freedom, as it is well explained by sartrean 
existentialism, the designer cannot choose not to be free. Thus the designer is a 
free being constantly making choices within the envisioning of a project; and that 
he cannot avoid. Therefore the designer has a certain power upon the others and 
upon the world, this is the second type of freedom. This concrete freedom is 
initially important for the questions concerning how to treat the others through the 
act of design and the project. This is where the moral freedom enters into 
consideration. The moral freedom, like the concrete freedom, is the freedom to 
engage in the world. But unlike the concrete freedom, it concerns a freedom that 
engages the designer within the world with other people in some particular ways. 
Moral freedom is chosen and created as a self-other relationship project in the 
world. 
 
In the pedagogical context, the student in design should be put in situation so as 
to become aware of the reality of being a free human in the world, who designs 
himself while designing the other and the world according to the three modes of 
freedom. It is within that state of consciousness, which relates to conversion and 
feeling, that the student in design can create himself as "being-ethically-in-the-
world".  
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Introduction 
Design as an intentional action takes place within complex situations where all 
individuals and the relation self-other face ambiguity at the moment of choices 
and decisions. When he chooses, the individual lies in ambiguity because he is 
free to choose among options. Thus, any ethics must necessarily be 
conceptualized within the frame of the condition of ambiguity where subjectivity is 
the only basis for choice and action, namely the person and her choice. Indeed, 
general principles cannot really accommodate the ambiguity of complex 
situations where the designer acts and chooses. This is why the ethical issue of 
design has to be situated within an ethics of ambiguity and free subjectivity. In 
that regard an insightful path for understanding the ethical issue in design as an 
ethics of ambiguity that asserts freedom, choice, and subjective responsibility can 
be explored through the linkage between ontological freedom, i.e., the ontological 
description of human reality, and moral freedom, i.e., man as a free ethically 
engaged acting agent. The core question rests on the relationship freedom-ethics 
as a self-other reality, which is concerned with the passage from an ontology, 
man as freedom, to an ethics, man as responsibility for others. 
 
Ontological Freedom and Moral Freedom 
The starting point is that human freedom is the source of moral obligation. Free 
subjectivity is the central theme of the ontological study of humans by the 
existentialist philosophy. The concepts developed by that specific understanding 
of humans in a phenomenological way are relevant for developing an 
understanding of design as the making of the realities of humans, design is the 
disclosure of the self and of the others through free choices. We then assume the 
existence of human freedom as starting point for addressing ethics in general. 
Consequently, design ethics participates in an ethics of freedom because design 
is a conscious free action humanly situated within the relationship self-other. 
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However, it is not possible to base design ethics on freedom if freedom only 
means subjectivity. Indeed, to be free does not imply to act ethically. To be 
ethical involves not only to be free but to "will" oneself free. By saying that we 
make a distinction between two types of freedom that allow the passage from 
ontology to ethics, passage that rests on authentic ethical choice. That sets the 
path for establishing a basis for an ethics of freedom and subsequently for design 
ethics. The first type of freedom is referred to as "ontological freedom" and it is 
the definition of freedom that we encounter in the work of Sartre. It is the second 
type of freedom, the moral freedom, which could not exist without ontological 
freedom, that is of particular interest for design ethics since it is a situated 
freedom in the practical life, or a freedom that we choose as opposed to 
ontological freedom. Moral freedom is possible due to the two different ways to 
relate to ontological freedom. The designer cannot not to be free, because 
freedom is an ontological structure of human existence, but the designer can fail 
to choose to will himself free. Given the fact that humans are always free, the 
designer can and must choose freely the attitude to have toward his own 
freedom. The individual can persist in the pointless desire of being and not to will 
himself free. Or, he can will himself free by accepting his freedom and by making 
himself active transcendence in a project; this choice leads him to achieve moral 
freedom. 
 
Design as Disclosure of Projects 
The freedom of the designer regarding the choice of a project and the choices 
during its development is meaningless unless it unfolds in relation to the 
existence of others. This existence is what provides significance to the designer's 
actions. To some extent, the existence of others, which are humans that are free, 
is the very condition of the designer's freedom. This is due to the fact that 
humans are projects, they are in a constant state of becoming. These existential 
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projects call for the projects that the designer carries out through design, which 
are also part of the designer's existential project. Indeed, people make 
themselves projects, which means lack of being, in order that there is being. 
Being means the human world in which each object is embodied with human 
meanings that are related to human praxis as a whole; here the praxis is design 
from both the designer and the users. Consequently, because people are 
projects, or free acting agents that are conscious, the human world exists. In that 
sense being is disclosed as meaningful by the design act and the project for both 
the designer and the user, the self and the other. 
 
It is important here to point out that both ontological freedom and moral freedom 
disclose the world, but it is the attitude related to the disclosure of each of them 
that makes the difference. In designing the designer is always disclosing the 
world or being, regardless of how bad that world can be. And even at the level of 
ontological freedom the world disclosed through freedom, or the free conscious 
act, is the human world inhabited with human meanings, which is the unique 
world to disclose. The human world, which is in this case the designed one and 
the project, rests entirely on the existence of the others and the meanings 
embedded into it are inter-subjectively construed as communion. 
 
In summary, since the designer and the others, users and clients, are 
ontologically free they always disclose a world through the projects. But the 
designer can go beyond ontological freedom by reaching authenticity of his 
ontological freedom, namely moral freedom. This leads to a different relation to 
and disclosure of the world. The difference lies in the will to disclose being. The 
will of the disclosure of the world and the realization of the designer's freedom, or 
existential project, are inclusive. We could say that design designs the self and 
the others by revealing the world as meanings. As a matter of fact, as conscious 
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beings, designers, users, and clients can't help but disclose the world through 
design and projects, and the whole point is to actively will that disclosure. Only 
then true moral communion involving people as projects happens. 
 
Choosing Design as Moral Freedom 
Although the connection between the designer's freedom and the others' freedom 
is intrinsic at the ontological level as explained previously, it is at the level of 
moral freedom that we encounter the most relevant relation between the two 
freedoms. Indeed, the source of the designer's moral responsibilities to others 
lies in that relation consisting of the simultaneity of the development of his moral 
freedom while working for the development of the others' moral freedom. This 
leads to have any design act to further ontological freedom into moral freedom. 
At this point we have to stress that the basis of the relation between the two 
freedoms, the designer's and the others', is found in the desire to disclose the 
world actively and consciously. Since humans are ontologically free they are 
always disclosing being, regardless of their wishes to do so or not. This is why 
moral freedom is an opportunity to actively assume this existential reality, and by 
assuming it ontological freedom turns into moral freedom. In order for that to 
happen we must consider the role that the future plays in the existence of the 
designer and of the others. 
 
The designer as consciousness that discloses being through making choices 
within the frame of a project that pushes him in the future could not exist without 
the temporal dimension. Indeed, a moral attitude in terms of the design acts 
implies that the designer has to be aware that what he does now will matter in the 
future. He has to grasp that in the future what is now the present will become the 
past and to act morally requires both the capacity to grasp the temporality of 
existence and the will to affirm it. It is clear that a design action can only unfold in 
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the direction of the future, which means that the future is the meaning and matter 
of all design acts because the designer's action is inhabited with purposefulness. 
The significance of design actions goes beyond the present. 
 
At this point we encounter a paradox in the fact that the future gives meaning to 
the designer's actions but does not exist yet. The future cannot be certain since it 
is embedded into human freedom. Consequently, how can it give meaning to the 
actions of the designer in the present? It is the existence of other people that 
gives the designer a way to apprehend the paradox. The others open the future 
for the designer. They create the future in the present through their projects and 
plans, and even if this future may never happen it serves to give meaning to the 
present actions of the designer. The designer cannot invent a future alone in 
isolation; unless he engages with others a project has no meaning and will not 
happen. Any designer's project is involved in other people's projects. 
 
Thus, we can say what is to be considered by the designer is that "the" future 
does not exist but "a" future is always being elaborated in the projects of 
interacting people and the significance of the actions in the present of any 
designer comes from this future. In addition, people's projects are concretely 
engaged and are defined in terms of particular situations. 
 
It is through the involvement of the designer in the situated concrete projects of 
the others that his moral freedom is related with that of others. Indeed, the 
designer cannot reach moral freedom unless it is reciprocally engaged with the 
others. In order to reach moral freedom, the designer has to pursue the 
realization of the existence of the others as projects. The existence of others' 
moral freedom is the very condition of the designer's moral freedom. If the 
designer is to will himself free he must desire to disclose the world, which means 
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to desire also that others disclose it, so the world is endowed with human 
meaning. In a sense, the morally free designer seeks to have other active people 
who are inventing the world and the future as well. For the designer, moral 
freedom can only be reached if users and people in general can carry out the full 
dimension of their existence in the same way through the projects at the 
existential and at the artefactual levels. To make oneself a project by disclosing 
the world implies that the project of the other be supported. 
 
Conclusion 
The designer faces in fact three different types of freedom in the exercise of 
design. The first one, that all humans possess, is the ontological freedom and it 
cannot be taken away from the individual. The second type of freedom is power 
and it relates to the concrete and practical aspect of the designer's will to act on 
the world. At this level, the designer "can" do whatever he wants. This freedom 
can be used for the bad or for the good in regard to the treatment of people 
through the design acts and the project that the designer chooses freely. This 
calls for moral freedom, which is the third type of freedom. This freedom is to be 
contemplated in the perspective of choosing the disclosing of the world within the 
communion of self and other as freedoms and projects. Moral freedom is the 
freedom that engages the designer in the world with others in specific manners. 
This means that the designer's choices have impacts on people's future and 
projects. Whereas concrete freedom is concerned with what can be designed, 
moral freedom is concerned with what out to be designed in terms of self-other 
disclosure of existence. This is the threshold of value and meaning for the lives of 
both the designer and the others. 
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Darlington & Mulvaney 
Applying Reciprocal Empowerment 
 

 
 In this paper we discuss results of a recent which suggest that women have difficulty 

 
applying powerful skills learned in the private sphere to the public sphere (Darlington & Mulvaney 
 
2003). We then discuss potential ways to alleviate this problem. 
 

An Introduction to Reciprocal Empowerment 
 

 In an earlier work (Darlington & Mulvaney 2003), we defined reciprocal empowerment as a  
 
discursive and behavioral style of interaction which is grounded in reciprocity and initiated by people who  
 
feel a sense of personal authority. Personal authority provides an individual with a level of knowledge  
 
necessary to develop a healthy self confidence that fosters action. We believe this action can, in turn,  
 
facilitate movement from the private to the public sphere. Reciprocal empowerment, then, enables people 
 
with mutual self-interests to rise above obstacles based on social and political structures and to 
 
use personal authority to discuss and act on issues openly and honestly in order to effect change. 
 
Because reciprocal empowerment focuses on mutuality, it works to provide a process that 
 
eliminates the potential for interactions to degenerate into traditional power-over exchanges. 
 

In addition, we argue that the reciprocal empowerment process transcends existing 
 

notions of power that contain tensions embodied in gendered discourse. Typically, power has 
 
been masculinized by the public discourse of patriarchy. Reciprocal empowerment offers a 
 
degendered form of interaction that transcends both the masculinized models of power as well as 
 
the feminized empowerment model popular during the first wave of feminism. 
 

Reciprocal empowerment, then, combines the attributes of self-determination, 
 

independence, knowledge, choice, and action embodied in personal authority with the early 
 

empowerment attributes of compassion, companionship, collectivity, consensus, and competence 
 
to enhance oneself and others, thereby creating an egalitarian environment that fosters mutual 
 
attention, mutual empathy, mutual engagement, and mutual responsiveness. 
 

We want to make clear that first and foremost our model of reciprocal empowerment is 
 

descriptive. It describes a process influenced by a particular concept of power. Second, our 
 
model of reciprocal empowerment is prescriptive in that we believe it is especially appropriate for 
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anyone wishing to transcend potential problems shaped by the traditional power-over concept. 
 
That is, we believe reciprocal empowerment is effective for individuals, spokespersons, and 
 
groups seeking an egalitarian interaction, a non-hierarchical process of arguing and of decision 
 
making. 
 

We have already begun the process of examining how women feel about various forms of 
 

power. The purpose of our first study was to determine what women from seven different 
 
racial/ethnic backgrounds living in the United States (African-American women, Asian-American 
 
women, Caribbean-American women, European-American women, Latin-American women, 
 
Middle-Eastern women, and Native American women) think about the attributes that we have 
 
associated with four different forms of power: traditional power, empowerment, personal 
 
authority, and reciprocal empowerment. 
 

Transcending the Private Sphere: Stumbling Blocks 
 

Overall, the results of our initial study indicate that women recognize and respond 
 

favorably to the reciprocal empowerment perspective of power. In particular, the women we 
 
surveyed and interviewed often identified their power in the home and to a lesser extent at work 
 
in terms associated with reciprocal empowerment. However, when asked about power in politics 
 

and religion the women had little to say. Furthermore, unlike the areas of family and work, the 
 
women made very few comments at all that we could interpret as descriptors of power. In fact, 
 
Native American women were the only group whose responses to the question asking how power 
 
is used in religion suggested evidence of personal authority attributes. 
 

These results raised one major question: why did these women demonstrate such a marked 
 

disinterest or disassociation with the areas of politics and religion particularly in terms of how 
 
power should be used in these arenas? In the few responses concerning religion five major 
 
themes emerged across the seven cultures interviewed. In general, the women felt that men held 
 
all the power in religion.  God held the power, power was not associated with religion, power 
 
should not be used in religion, or the women indicated that the only power they had was the 
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power to pray. As one woman said, "I have the power to watch all the priests and other men 
 
conduct a mass. Its been that way since the beginning of time. Why make a fuss now?" Other 
 
responses included "There is no power, God is all powerful," "The church has the power," "God 
 
himself is the almighty power," "I require no power in my church," "I have the power to pray," 
 
and power should be used "just as it is, nonexistent." 
 

The issue of women's subordination and their seeming acquiescence to male dominated 
 

religious tenets, illustrated by some of the above quotes, is not new. Feminist scholars and 
 
activists have traced this problem back to the usurping of the goddess by a monotheistic male 
 
god. In the video Seneca Reflections: Celebrating 150 Years of Women's Rights (1998) Sally 
 
Roesch Wagner, Director of the Matilda Joslyn Gage Foundation, says that suffragettes Elizabeth 
 
Cady Stanton, Mary Baker Eddy, and Matilda Joslyn Gage believed there was an issue greater 
 
than getting the vote, which was  

 
the teaching of the church that women must be subordinate to men. They said that it 
 

was the removal of the female in the godhead and the creation of a single male god that 
 
had pushed women into a devalued position. [This was done] along with the inclusion 
 
of the teachings of St. Paul, of women's subordination, that had taken Christianity 
 
away from its original foundation. They believed that the true work that they had to do 
 
was to rid women of what they called their "religious superstition"-that is, the belief 
 
that they were indeed created by god to be inferior to men. The true religion, Gage 
 
said, is that which sets people free. 
 

The change to a male oriented, hierarchical, monotheistic religious structure may well be one of 
 
the original sources of power-over relationships that still exist today. This power-over 
 
relationship is especially evident between man and woman. Daly (1973) argues that 
 

As a power-relation, then, monotheism invariably creates a hierarchy-of one god over 
 
others, of stronger over weaker, of believer over unbeliever. In addition, the new 
 
concept of a personal relationship between man and his god, since God has chosen to 
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create him in his own image, led to the idea of the Father God as vested in every human 
 
patriarch. [Therefore], woman could not recover from one primal overwhelming 
 
disability-she was not male. . . . If God was male and woman was not male, then 
 
whatever God was, woman was not. (pp. 69-70) 
 

Contemporary feminist scholars supply one possible explanation why the women we 
 

interviewed were more opinionated about the role of power in family and work than they were 
 
about religion. For example, Stone (1976) suggests that "Biblical attitudes may no longer be 
 
justified to many contemporary women-or men as being vital or absolute because the Lord has 
 
decreed that they were so, but centuries of having followed these religiously based precepts have 
 
provided the next argument-people have 'always' accepted them as right; therefore, they must be 
 
the natural normal way of being" (pp. 239-240). Contemporary women may be prepared to assert 
 
themselves at home and at work, but we believe that this age old familiarity with patriarchal 
 
religion may have resulted in the few responses we received in the twenty-first century, where 
 
power was associated repeatedly with God, the pope, priests, rabbis, pundits, pastors, ministers, 
 
and church elders. Consequently, a subordinate position was articulated by the women in 
 
responses such as "I need to pray more," and "I'm a subservient person when it comes to 
 
church. " 
 

These types of responses were not unique to the answers related to religion. They were 
 

also evident in the few responses we received in relation to questions concerning politics. It was 
 
evident, from the one question to which the women seemed to respond with some albeit limited 
 
enthusiasm, that several of the women were optimistic about the roles of women in politics. 
 
However, we identified three themes in the less positive responses. First, most of the women 
 
were unwilling to associate themselves with any form of political activity. Second, many of the 
 
women associated important power positions to men. Finally, some of the participants believed 
 
that women are not mentally or emotionally capable or prepared to undertake political challenges. 
 
The first theme was illustrated by the fact that of the 136 women interviewed only 19 women, or 
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14% indicated that they were affiliated with a political organization or cause. Of these 19 women, 
 
only a few noted that this affiliation resulted in actual voting. The second theme was evident in 
 
statements such as "My father thinks that women don't belong in high ranking political positions," 
 
"Women are not as powerful as political men," "This society is only pretending to let us see 
 

women as having power," and "Women are still outnumbered and outspoken by male roles." As 
 
for the third theme, some of the women we interviewed suggested that "Women are still lacking 
 
the ability to achieve the highest level" "Women are not to be trusted. They are weaker; men are 
 
stronger," "Society never gave women a chance to become strong political leaders," "I think 
 
women could have great power in politics if they concentrated less on becoming independent and 
 
more on family. What is their role in the family structure? They should become more oriented 
 
with nature and the natural progression of things," and "What if the woman has a baby or PMS?" 
 

The paucity of responses to questions on politics, as well as the character of the few 
 

responses we did receive, requires some discussion. First, we suggest that a relationship between 
 
the arena of religious frameworks and political activity exists and is longstanding. According to 
 
Stone, who quoted Lucy Komisar's study, The New Feminism, abolitionists Sarah and Angelina 
 
Grimke raised the ire of the church when they assumed political positions by speaking out against 
 
slavery. They were chastised in the following statement: "The power of a woman is her 
 
dependency flowing from the consciousness of that weakness which God has given her for her 
 
protection. . . when she assumes the place and tone of man as a public reformer, she yields the 
 
power which God has given her for her protection and her character becomes unnatural' (pp. 
 
231-232). Simone de Beauvoir argues (as cited in Stone, 1976) that it is this position by the 
 
church that led many women to shun political activism: "Man enjoys the great advantage of 
 
having a god endorse the code he writes; and since man exercises a sovereign authority over 
 
women it is especially fortunate that this authority has been vested in him by the Supreme Being. 
 
For the Jews, Mohammedans, and Christians among others, man is master by divine right, the fear 
 
of God will therefore repress any impulse towards revolt in the downtrodden female" (p. 237). 
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Since religion has the power to describe ultimate reality and the dominant religions leave women 
 
out of their characterizations of the public sphere, then it follows that few women would risk 
 
engaging in overtly political activities. 
 

Additional explanations are articulated by McGlen and O'Connor (1995), who say that 
 

"Five interrelated barriers exist that continue to prevent women from fully exercising their 
 
political rights: (1) negative public attitudes toward the role of women in politics, (2) the lack of 
 
appropriate careers and preparation for political activity, (3) family demands, (4) sex 
 
discrimination, and (5) the political system" (p. 93). The interview responses we quoted illustrate 
 
at least the first four barriers described by McGlen and O'Connor, and we believe that the lack of 
 
political participation by most of our respondents supports the validity of these barriers. 
 

While we think the women we interviewed recognized these barriers, we saw little 
 

evidence that they were willing to participate actively in creating change in their situation. Our 
 
concern with these results is that the position of women in society cannot improve without their 
 
participation. As Gloria Steinem argues in the video Equality: A history of the women's 
 
movement in America (1996) 
 

Most of us have learned that women's position in life is not due to biology, or Freud, 
 
or god; it's due to politics, in the deepest sense of politics. And similarly, men and 
 
women of color, their position is not due to any racial theory of intelligence, or 
 
separation of the races; it's due to a system of power. And the minute you realize that 
 
[is] the minute you realize there's hope, there's change, that there's a future that can be 
 
different. 
 

We argue, then, that our participants' general complacency with current power relations in 
 

religious and political institutions does not bode well for women's future well-being. 
 

Suggestions for Moving from the Private to the Public Sphere 
 

Given results thus far, it follows that women might not, at first glance, associate an 
 

alternative like reciprocal empowerment with the public sphere. This situation provides us with a 
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two-pronged challenge: (1) How do we assist women in becoming knowledgeable about the 
 
different forms of power available? (2) How do we assist women in recognizing that reciprocal 
 
empowerment is applicable to the public sphere? Indeed, any social or political changes beneficial 
 
to women may require their active participation in a process such as reciprocal empowerment. 
 

Our first challenge deals with education. We are convinced that the foundation upon 
 

which all change rests is education, and only through education can we begin to take 
 
responsibility for our own conditions. This responsibility also extends beyond ourselves to others 
 
around us. We must undertake a learning process that will help us understand how power 
 
relations are constructed. Women need to understand that power relations, as Foucault has 
 
noted, constrain certain voices by forbidding speech, by labeling some speech as madness, and by 
 
creating societal metanarratives (Gill, 1994). All of these processes have been applied, at one 
 
time or another, to the condition of women, silencing them in various areas of the public sphere as 
 
well as circumscribing their voice even in the private sphere. This has been done, for example, 
 
through religion, psychology, and politics. The writings of Saul of Tarsus, better known as the 
 
apostle Paul, still function as the foundation for much Christian teaching. He commanded the 
 
following: "Let women learn in silence with all subjection. I permit no woman to teach or to have 
 
authority over men; she is to keep silent" (I Tim. 2. 11-15). In the nineteenth century, Otto 

 
Weininger and Sigmund Freud were cohorts in composing pseudo scientific explanations for 
 
maintaining women's position in the private sphere. Women, frustrated by the narrow roles 
 
available to them in Victorian society, were labeled hysterical and thus prescribed "rest cures" 
 
which amounted to solitary confinement either at home or in sanitariums (Miles, 1989). In that 
 
same century, as women began the struggle to gain suffrage, they were opposed by a society that 
 
denied them the right to speak publicly. Based on the "cult of domesticity" separating work and 
 
home, no "true woman" would engage in public activity. Campbell (1989) explains "she was to 
 
remain entirely in the private sphere of the home, eschewing any appearance of individuality, 
 
leadership, or aggressiveness. Her purity depended on her domesticity" (p. 10). 
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Only through understanding these historically constructed constraints can women begin to 
 

"break the bonds of power to give voice to those not in powerful roles, those who are silenced 
 
(Gill, p. 183)." We must also come to understand the interconnectedness among various social 
 
institutions and the impact they have on our positions as women. Through this educational 
 
process we may begin to recognize that the structures of these social institutions create in people 
 
subsequent feelings of power or powerlessness. 
 

The process of educating women, we realize, is daunting since women are positioned 
 

differently: as students in the classroom, as women who work at home, and as women who are 
 
employed in various positions in the paid workforce. All these women must be reached. 
 
Educational curricula generally designed using the traditional male oriented power paradigm must 
 
be revised to incorporate alternative methods of gaining and using power, since, according to 
 
Wood (1993), ". . . many people are unaware of the range of ways in which educational 
 
institutions devalue and disadvantage women. If lack of awareness is a problem, then a promising 
 

solution is to make people conscious of practices that inadvertently devalue and marginalize 
 
women" (p. 227). We believe the past focus on traditional power does just that. 
 

Women who work at home may be more difficult to reach; however, they cannot be 
 

ignored. As feminist researchers, we believe one of the primary values in conducting research is 
 
to take the results of such projects back into the participating communities and discuss the 
 
relevance of findings in terms of the impact they may have on women's lives. A way to do this is 
 
to conduct forums and open discussions and to make the effort to familiarize various communities 
 
with new ideas and new concepts from which they may benefit. 
 

Women in the workplace can be reached through various networking opportunities 
 

available to them. We, as feminist researchers, have an obligation to share with these networking 
 
groups information drawn from the results of our studies. These networks allow women to "share 
 
ideas, contacts, strategies for advancement, and information. In addition to furnishing 
 
information, these networks provide women with support and a sense of fit with other 
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professionals like them. A number of established professional women also mentor younger 
 
women in their fields, even though doing so requires heavy investments of time and energy" 
 
(Wood, p. 284). We consider this mentoring process an excellent demonstration of reciprocal 
 
empowerment. 
 

Our second challenge rests on assisting women in applying the reciprocal empowerment 
 

process to various institutions that are a part of the public sphere. The educational process we 
 
have in mind allows women to become aware of the fact that social procedures are used to make 
 
human-made constraints appear natural. Once this educational process occurs, we believe the 
 
reciprocal empowerment many of the women seem to be practicing in their families and with their 

 
friends can then be applied more readily and frequently to their communities and to political 
 
causes and campaigns. 
 

To assist us in better understanding how successful women have used reciprocal 
 

empowerment in the public sphere, we intend to conduct a second qualitative study, one more 
 
narrowly focused and methodologically complex. To develop the kind of educational 
 
program we have in mind we first need to analyze, in depth, reciprocal empowerment strategies 
 
used by women who are already powerful. In our project we will select one woman in each of 
 
several arenas traditionally considered part of the public sphere (politics, social/political activism, 
 
religion, business/industry, education, science, arts/entertainment, mass communication) and ask 
 
permission to examine reciprocal empowerment enacted by using the following three research 
 
methods: (1) The Open-Ended Interview: We will conduct lengthy interviews in which we will 
 
gather relevant biographical information as well as information about how the woman interviewed 
 
feels about power, how she implements power in her arena, what skills and resources she has 
 
brought with her from the private sphere, etc., (2) Participant/Observation or Direct Observation: 
 
We will spend a day with each woman and observe how she works with people in her arena to 
 
better understand the interpersonal dynamics associated with reciprocal empowerment, and (3) 
 
Rhetorical Criticism: We will analyze discourse generated by each woman to further determine 
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how the concept of reciprocal empowerment may be reflected in rhetorical style. 
 

These three methodological procedures will allow us to triangulate our research, giving us 
 

a variety of materials from which to compare, contrast, synthesize, and draw conclusions about 
 
how woman conceive of and enact reciprocal empowerment. We hope to then be in a better 
 
position to compile suggestions based on our findings and to use this information to assist in 
 

developing a proposed educational program. Enactment of this program via a service learning 
 
project will allow us to actually teach these materials and skills to targeted audiences of women 
 
such as adolescent girls in high schools, migrant workers, new immigrants, military wives, etc. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Bringing education regarding the formation and subversion of traditional power relations 
 

to women is an ongoing challenge not quickly met, but well worth the effort. Instead of advising 
 
women to mimic stereotypically male behaviors in order to be powerful, reciprocal empowerment 
 
urges women to expand the use of tools and skills many of them already wield in the private 
 
sphere. As the resulting reciprocity and inclusiveness infiltrates the largely masculine arenas of 
 
the public sphere, women will be in a better position to positively impact their own lives as well as 
 
those of their sisters. 
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6.   Abstract  
 

Fidelity and Freedom: The Politics of Translation 

 

Translation has traditionally aimed at establishing a relationship of equivalence between the 

source text and the target text.  The first part of the paper explores the concept of equivalence and 

the closely linked but conflicting principles of fidelity and freedom in translation theory and 

practice.  The issues involved in practical translation stem from a critically selective combination 

of freedom or fidelity on the part of the translator. Adherence to or manipulation of either one of 

them may well lead to a certain problematic.  

 

The paper next moves on to pose the question of why translation is perceived to be the 

Wandering Outcast of Western thought and answers that the politics of language is responsible 

for this. It looks at the post–structuralist theory of Barthes and Derrida as vindicating the 

translation enterprise by affording it a more mainstream space. 

 

The second part of the paper examines the tradition of literary translation in India, revealing in 

the process subtle nuances and complexities involved in the act of translation. Examples are 

culled from translations of religious works that have played an important role in Indian history 

notably epic translations of the Ramayana and Mahabharata; the Indian folk story tradition; 

translation in medieval India and as a tool for the colonial and imperialistic agenda in India; and 

contemporary Indian English literature.  

 

The paper makes a case for the need to advocate greater freedom in translation following 

Derridean theory, and postulates how it is quite suited to India' 
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FIDELITY AND FREEDOM: THE POLITICS OF TRANSLATION 

 

There is an old joke about a dreaded Indian dacoit and a police officer: the dacoit held up a bank 

but was captured by the officer after a long chase. The officer, who couldn’t speak the local lingo, 

Bihari, asked his deputy to ask the dacoit where he’d hidden the money. The Bihari said he’d 

forgotten. The cop put a gun to the dacoit’s head and said to his bilingual deputy: “Tell him that if 

he doesn’t tell us where the money is right now, I’ll blow his brains out.” On hearing the 

translation, the dacoit broke down and said in Bihari: “It is buried at the foot of the banyan tree 

near the old Shiva temple.” Impatient, the officer cocked his gun and asked the deputy for the 

translation. The deputy replied: “He says you haven’t got the guts to pull the trigger.” 

 

I would like to begin with the conclusions drawn from this anecdote and work backwards, 

following Jonathan Culler’s injunction: “Discursive argument does not clear the ground to build 

from the ground up, on a foundation. You start wherever you are, in medias res.1 The conclusions 

are that translation is political because, both as activity and product, it entails a certain degree of 

negotiation among different agents—authors, translators, critics, publishers, editors and readers; 

between an “original” work and its target-language rendition. A dialectical politics pervades all 

translations. As a tool, it may be manipulated in the hands of translators who, as target text 

producers and source text interpreters, may play with language to give the text a certain slope, 

embed it in our discourses and our thought, in language and thus, in all symbolic systems. 

Second, and to stretch it further, a translator has the license to add, omit and alter the original and 

need not attempt to transport the communicative intent of the author of the source text.  

 

This throws up a gamut of questions: What is the translator’s responsibility in shaping our world 

view? Shouldn’t a translator be perturbed about his/her translation? Is he/she not bound to the 
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reference point? Is not the act of choice an act of commitment? Who judges the quality and 

quantum of changes? If the translation deviates from the original, what is the justification?  Is it to 

create a particular effect, to be more acceptable to the reader? What is more important—reflection 

of the original ideas or refraction? A text means what it means by virtue of what it says and how 

it says it. Does one follow the fidelity commandment and admonish, ‘Thou shalt not deviate from 

the original”? Or does one just follow the freedom principle? Is it better to consider a not-up to-

the–mark translation as a failure to achieve equivalence, adequacy and accuracy? What does 

equivalence mean? Does it mean a) an identical text, b) a co-text, c) a co-polant text, d) an 

extreme replication of the original text, e) a free rendering of the original text? Is equivalence not 

a redundant term in a post structuralist context? When one translates discourse from one culture 

to another, one extends discourse across cultures and thereby turns discursive politics into 

geopolitics. In vexation one asks, “Is translation impossible or inevitable? 

 

These questions bring us to the concepts of equivalence, fidelity and freedom, all of which are 

much debated terms in translation studies. Definitions of equivalence emerge from definitions of 

translation, for instance, J.C. Catford’s: “the replacement of textual material in one language (SL) 

by equivalent textual material in another language.”2  The underlying premise is that the source 

text constitutes the model after which the translation is to be shaped. Anton Popovic in Dictionary 

for the Analysis of Literary Translation gives a typology of translation equivalence that ranges 

from linguistic through paradigmatic equivalence, through stylistic to syntagmatic equivalence.3 

Eugene Nida distinguishes between two types of equivalence, formal and dynamic.4 The former 

throws light on the message itself, in both form and content. Here the translator’s concern is with 

‘such correspondences as poetry to poetry, sentence to sentence and concept to concept’ and it 

aims to allow the reader to understand as much of the SL context as possible. “Dynamic 

translation” is based on the principle of equivalent effect i.e. that the relationship between 

receiver and message should aim at being the same as that between the original receiver and the 
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SL message. Once, we move away from close linguistic equivalence, the problems of determining 

the exact nature of the level of equivalence aimed for begin to emerge. For instance, Nida’s 

example of substituting the Greek idea of “greeting with a holy kiss” for “give a hearty handshake 

all around” in English seems pretty weak. In the translation of idioms and metaphors, we see most 

clearly that translation involves a lot more than replacement of lexical and grammatical items 

between languages.  How, for instance, do we translate “What nerve!” “Such cheek!,” “You 

lucky dog!” “cold feet”  and “kitsch” into a language like Hindi or the terms maryada, jhuthan, 

laxman rekha, maya, kshatriya, karma, brahma, dharma, roti , dhoti culturally specific to India, 

which are not equal to the English: morality, leftovers, constraint, warrior, illusion, deeds, 

essence, duty/religion, bread and trouser? Words also change complexion over time. Take for 

instance, the words “hot” and “cool” which are used colloquially to convey the same meaning; for 

instance, “he is a cool dude”, “she is quite hot”.  Today, “cool” is “hot” and “hot” is “cool”.   

How do we account for the basic property of languages—the hyperbole of Indian languages, the 

understatement of the British context (“not too bad”), the over refinement in the French context 

(The French je suis enchante, translated as “I am enchanted” could flatter an Englishman who 

does not know the difference.) How do we translate slang, for instance, the American phrase “It 

sucks!” into other languages? Big multinationals have often been seen to run into trouble because 

of language and cultural difference in the international market which they have to crack. 

Scandinavian vacuum manufacturer Electrolux used the following in an American ad campaign: 

“Nothing sucks like an Electrolux.” It doesn’t require much imagination on our part to realise 

what happened to the product in the US.  

 

Such problems notwithstanding, if equivalence is the goal of translation, the conflict intrinsic to it 

manifests itself in the form of the notions of fidelity and freedom, where the former is gauged in 

terms of accuracy in rendering the meaning of the text, and freedom is understood as 

independence from the source text.5 The translator is expected to critically select one or the other, 
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or walk a delicate tightrope between the two. An ideal translation, it has been traditionally 

believed, thrives on the paradox between them; it does not obliterate the original but makes 

allowances for a new transparency and creativity.  

 

Writers and translators align themselves with one or the school of thought and engage themselves 

in a debate that necessitates a choice between “the letter” and “the spirit”.6 Faithfulness is a 

chimera in literary translation and must go beyond mere equivalence. The process is slippery and 

uncertain when we closely examine the nature and origins of language. For instance, what are 

distinct meanings in one language often turn up as a single merged meaning in another—we drink 

water, eat bread and smoke cigarettes in English, in Bangla all three verbs translate as kha (eat). 7 

There is something to be said about freedom, after all as Woodburn says “literature is language 

that presents itself as art, and so by its nature is more bold and ambitious, experimental, elusive 

and coy than language in its more straightforward manifestations.”8 In literature, language has 

greater vitality and enjoys greater experiment and innovation. Woodburn continues: “In other 

fields such as technical or academic writing, a high degree of concordance on the meanings of 

words is attained: these are fields in which the prescriptive functions of dictionary and grammar 

act to clarify parameters and minimize ambiguities. Literature, on the other hand thrives on 

ambiguity, for it is the ambiguity of language that provides it with richness of nuance and 

connotation.”9  

 

Considering this, translated literature ought to be accorded a fair amount of respect. However, in 

the traditional Western literary world, translated literature tends to be the Wandering Outcast; to 

occupy a peripheral and marginal position in the literary system. Purists perceive the translated 

text as a cultural heretic with an insidious subversive intent. A long line of logocentric thinkers in 

Western thought, Plato down, including Paul de Man, hold the position that “The translator, per 
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definition, fails. The translator can never do what the original text did. Any translation is always 

second in relation to the original, and the translator as such is lost from the beginning.”10  

 

It is post-structuralism in the West that dispels the notion of translation as an ancillary activity by 

discarding notions of a flawless translation and dislodging hierarchies. It sounds the death knell 

of the author11 and replaces the “person” of the author by simply the “subject.” What the author 

does or does not intend as a person is not material here. Raman Selden comments: “This 

grammatical category (the subject of a sentence) is an open space, or place, within the structure of 

language waiting to be filled in a particular context.” 12 Barthes’ “The Death of the Author” 

rejects the traditional view that the author is the origin of the text, the source of its meaning and 

the sole authority for interpretation.13 And “literature …by refusing to assign an ultimate meaning 

to the text (and to the world as text), liberates what may be called an anti-theological activity.” 14 

By 1970 with S/Z, Barthes upholds a text as that which has no determinate meaning, but is plural 

and diffuse, dynamic and open ended. There is a pronounced absence of beginnings, ends, 

irreversible sequences, or levels of meanings. Such a text draws our attention to the nature of 

language. It displays logical contradiction, instability and becomes free of all centred systems of 

meaning. He concludes that reading a text in terms of what we think is authorial intention is no 

longer acceptable. In the absence of the author, the readers (who could be translators) interpret 

texts by setting them against their own ideological framework; they constantly subject the text to 

erasure. In such a scenario, the translator acquires greater agency, and becomes an equal 

stakeholder to the author in the whole exercise; in fact, the translator becomes the ideal reader.   

 

Barthes foreshadows Derrida whose translation deconstructionist theory enables translation to 

reach the moment of maximum freedom. Derrida is averse to identity, centre and presence, and 

advocates the heterogeneity and limitlessness of language. He knows that we cannot break free 

from the conceptual universe which forms our legacy, but insists that we break free of the 
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bondage of “logocentrism” which imposes a binary system on us—a hierarchical system in which 

one term is accorded privileged status: nature/culture, speech/writing, good/evil, 

identity/difference, original/imitation, source text/ target text, original text/ translation, etc. Here 

the first term is conceived as anterior, essential or central and is privileged over the second seen 

as a complication, derivation or semblance of the first and, hence, marginalized. The second is 

always seen as a deviant and cross-grained version of the first. Thus evil is the lack of good, 

difference is the obstruction of identity, and so translation is a derivation of the OT, a 

supplementary activity, a second hand product. Derrida not only reverses this “violent hierarchy”, 

but also, with his deconstructive reading, goes on to displace any new hierarchy that may be 

created, leaving us with a sense of the necessary indeterminacy of all signifying processes. 

Deconstruction explores the peculiar relations within texts and between texts. In fact, 

deconstruction goes a step further and looks for breaks, gaps, slippages, and contradictions within 

texts. As Terry Eagleton says, “It promotes the dissolution of meaning in order to bring down the 

power structure of texts.”15 Derrida de-stabilises not only the author but also the reader-translator.  

If language is always imploding, if meaning is always deferred in an endless sequence, how can 

there be any determinate or ultimate meaning, how can any one language, or one Weltanschauung 

have hegemony over others? Translation then becomes an open “space of liberated intertextuality 

where languages endlessly merge or migrate.”16 Therefore, translation is an unceasing and free 

play of signification, where the deferment takes place. It is in translation that languages achieve 

their meaning. It is in translation that meaning comes into being. Both the translation and the 

original mutually determine each other. 

 

For Derrida, translation is neither an image nor a copy, free and not beholden to any duty to 

transmit the prototext’s content, but must show “the affinity between languages, must exhibit its 

potential.17” In “Des Tours de Babel,” he contends that translation does not reproduce or copy an 

original, does not translate translation, and one cannot translate a name or a signature: for these 
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reasons a translated work “does not simply live longer, it lives more and better, beyond the means 

of its author.”18 He goes further to contend that the source text is an unoriginal expansion of a 

preexistent idea, and thus itself a translation.19 This position is in line with Walter Benjamin’s 

axiom that through translation “the life of the original attains… its ever-renewed latest and most 

abundant flowering.”20 Derrida reverses the hierarchy by saying that “the original… begins by 

lacking and by pleading for translation” 21 because “the translation will truly be a moment in the 

growth of the original, which will complete itself in enlarging itself…And if the original calls for 

a complement, it is because at the origin it was not there, without a fault, full, complete, total, 

identical to itself.” 22 He categorically states that the original is not richness or plenitude, that 

translation is a means of completing what the original text lacked, due to the fragmentary nature 

inherent in the language of its expression. He concurs with Walter Benjamin’s thesis that both the 

original and the translation are recognizable as fragments of a greater language, just as fragments 

are part of a vessel.23 This greater language is “a pure language fully formed in the linguistic flux 

…which no longer means or expresses anything but is, as expressive and creative Word, that 

which is meant in all languages—all information, all sense, and all intention finally encounter a 

stratum in which they are destined to be extinguished. 24 This is a realm where all languages 

manifest themselves as transparent to one another.  

 

This “pure language” necessarily is a “metaphysical third language”25 that serves to bridge the 

gap between the source and target languages. Seen like this we turn a full circle and reach the 

notion of equivalence again.  The translator’s dilemma of whether equivalence is the standard by 

which a translation is to be judged remains intact. However, by acknowledging the multiplicity of 

languages, Babel and hence, Derrida avoids the disempowerment that may result from the 

hegemony of one language. His pronouncement, “the original is the translation”, lays the onus of 

determining meaning on both the author and the translator and makes for collective authority. 

Susan Basnett concurs, translation “enables a text to continue life in another context, and the 
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translated text becomes an original by virtue of its continued existence in that new context.” 26 

She corrects the skewed equation that favours the original text, and declares the autonomy of the 

translated text. Venuti sums up how poststructuralist theory redefines the notion of equivalence in 

translation by assuming from the outset that the differential plurality in every text rules out a 

simple correspondence of meaning27 However, the Derridean approach is not to be misunderstood 

as a carte blanche for freeplay of meaning and complete anarchy or unintelligibility. 28 Neither 

does it mean a complete disregard for the precedence of the original text. His is a primordial 

translation that is done for the joy of translating. The reason for extrapolating at length on 

Derrida’s perception of translation is to look at some examples that show how traditionally, the 

Indian enterprise of translation has enjoyed a similar overspill of meaning and has been a 

democratic and secular exchange between languages. 

 

In India, translation has always been a vital part of Indian literary culture. Indian translation 

activity, in general, can historically be located in three phases: oral, written and printed. In the 

multilingual Indian context, we have two different terms, for the act of translation that attach no 

stigma to the translated text or the act of translation. These are rupantara and anuvaada29. 

Anuvaada literally means “speaking after” or “following,” while rupantara is understood as 

“changed form” or “translation.” The pursuit of anuvaada, which Homi Bhabha dismisses as 

“mere mirror images,”30  is like the principle of reflection; it enabled simple re-tellings of the 

classical epics. The Ramayana and the Mahabharata, the two great epics of India from the 

ancient classical language Sanskrit were retold in other ancient languages such as Prakrit, and not 

only captured their spiritual essence but were easily understood by the people. 31  Jnaneshwara’s 

translation of the Bhagwad Gita from the elitist Sanskrit to the humble Marathi in the fourteenth 

century is another such example. The movement from Sanskrit to Indian languages is like the one 

in the West from Latin to Vulgate. Unlike the Bible translations, however, the Indian mode of 

translating, more rupantara than anuvaada, is never faithful. Rupantara, that emerges in the 
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written phase of translation activity in medieval India is more like the phenomenon of refraction; 

it leads to a more interpretative and inventive method of first, understanding deeper processes and 

structures, locating gaps and fissures (not different from that in deconstruction methodology), 

articulating the silences, and then re-visioning and recreating them by adding episodes, anecdotes 

and the like. For instance, the Buddhist monks who translated the Indian sutras into Chinese often 

skewed the translation to better adapt to China’s very different culture, for example, by stressing 

on notions such as filial piety. Since epic translation in India has much scope for fluidity and 

multiple rendering, numerous versions and retellings of both exist in many Indian languages and 

the stories in each are different from one another. For example, in Valmiki’s Ramayana, Ahalya 

is cursed by Gautama to become a spirit but in Kamban’s Tamil version of the Ramayana, for the 

first time she becomes an inanimate stone. Certain other episodes such as the squirrel episode and 

the Shabri episode are attributed to Tulsidas and not to Valmiki. So the canonized Ramayana is 

actually a melting pot of different creative episodes and ideologies that construct new texts.  

 

The enterprise of rupantara, divorces the epics from their classicism, gives them a new aesthetic 

dimension, a local environment, and artless sensibility; the epics have both rootedness and 

immediacy in terms of time. Some critics use the term “transcreation” for such a translation. 

Tulasidas transcreated the Ramayana in the sixteenth century in Awadhi and gave a classical 

Sanskrit myth, mass appeal. It makes for cultural, and collocation accommodation if not always 

for ideological; his famous “a drum and a woman are meant to be beaten,” acknowledged today 

as a derisive text for women. Atukuri Molla’s 16th century Molla Ramayanam in Telugu, which 

focuses on Sita’s trajectory through life, was quite revolutionary in her time as it was much closer 

to the spoken forms of Telugu. 32 Further translations enabled other Prakrit language speakers to 

also access or read the Ramayana, but appalled purists who considered these to have caused the 

three cardinal sins of violating the rules of the TL, belying the meaning, and thus the cosmos of 

the original, and introducing needless changes in the style of the original. This is similar to the 
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furor the Catholic Church raised over translations of the Bible and other scriptures. But the 

revolutionary fact is that the scriptures, hitherto inaccessible to the underprivileged classes, free 

themselves “from the monopolist custody of Sanskrit pundits”33 and reach them.  

 

During India’s struggle for Independence, Mahatma Gandhi and especially Bal Gangadhar Tilak 

used the Bhagwad Geeta to rouse nationalist feelings and define the Indian nation. Tilak’s 

translation of the Geeta seems precisely aimed for this purpose and even today retains its 

popularity.  

 

Sometimes, as in the last couple of decades, you have a more hermeneutic enterprise with 

appropriated texts based on the unique perspective of a character from the epics, which once 

printed and published, get canonized. Madhusudan Dutt’s Meghnad Baddha (in Bengal) and 

Pratibha Ray’s Jagyaseni (in Oriya) are cases in point. These enterprises are possible only 

because of the fluidity, liberty and space for multiple rendering inherent in the Indian tradition of 

translation, which allows the common folk to juggle even with Sanskrit which was the language 

of the “cultured;” a space analogous to the Derridean one. This is visible in the gross failure of 

the endeavors to assimilate the multiplicity of meanings in the Sanskrit language while translating 

the Upanishads into English. An alternative corpus of literature thus comes into being for - and 

leading to - alternative audiences. 

 

Even in the folk tradition of India, say in the realm of the folk tale, we see considerable 

flexibility. A.K. Ramanujan, in the Introduction to his book Folktales from India, speaks about 

the repertoire of shared folk materials—riddles, proverbs, tales—in the many languages and 

regions of India.34 Yet these shared items may carry different meanings and uses in different 

regions. He observes that the proverb, “it is dark under the lamp” is used in both Kannada and 

Kashmiri. In the former, it means that a virtuous man, like a lighted lamp, may have dark, 
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shadowy places, and hidden vices. In Kashmiri, it means that a beneficent king may have evil 

henchmen. So a translator would have to be doubly careful if he merely sees a literal equivalence. 

The contextual meaning could become very erroneous. Ramanujan gives another example which 

shows the necessity of freedom and dynamic equivalence. In many languages, folktales have 

characteristic endings. In Assamese, a tale often ends with the sentence, “We had to send our 

clothes to the washerman, so we came home.” In Telugu, “The story went to Kanchi and we came 

home.” In Kannada, “They are there, we are here.” In Gujarati, “So they ate, and drank and ruled 

well.” In Oriya, it is a small song. When translated into English, it always becomes, “and they 

lived happily ever after.” However, we need to remember that the popular tradition enjoys a 

greater degree of freedom than the classical tradition.  

 

In medieval India, by the twelfth century, with the Sultanate rulers in Northern and Central India 

and with the Mughals, Turkish, Arabic and Persian languages came into India. All aspiring 

darbaris or courtiers had to be fluent in these languages which became the ruling languages of 

power and of commerce.  Literature in these languages slowly became available to the Indian 

elite through translations, and conversely, the literature in Sanskrit and Prakrit was translated into 

these languages. A potpourri language, Urdu, also resulted from this interaction. With European 

imperialism, there was a spate of translations from and to regional languages such as Dutch, 

French, Portuguese, Danish and English; but the political agenda therein led to a change in the 

tradition of  translation and is another story altogether.  

 

The spate of translations from Sanskrit into English by Indians—of poetry, drama and treatises—

in the nineteenth century exhibits a fair amount of liberality. Notably, Romesh C. Dutt’s 

renderings of the Ramayana and Mahabharata (in 1888 and 1899), are free but invested with a 

specific underlying agenda. They attempt to elevate the status of these two epics and bring them 

at par with the two great epics of the Western world, Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey. He is not only 
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seeking to arouse a sense of respect for Indian cultural mythology and ancient civilization in the 

minds of the British colonizers, by depicting two sides to the Indian identity—of the good and 

righteous person rooted in domesticity and the heroic warrior– but also trying to reclaim India’s 

cultural heritage from Orientalist translators that preceded him.  The fact that he employs the 

Tennysonian Locksley Hall metre, popular in Victorian age literature, is not entirely innocuous 

for he is clearly addressing the Western reader.  

 

Till now we have looked at the translation enterprise from Sanskrit into English, and into Indian 

bhasha literature, and of bhasha literature into English. Another vital strand of translation activity 

in India—that from European languages into Indian languages— has also maintained a fair 

amount of vigour, popularity, and stability. A case in point is the way Shakespeare has been 

Indianised in India; known in Kannada theatre by the names of Sheikh Pir and Sheshappa Iyer. 

These are fairly unrestricted and free translations that endorse India’s tradition of freedom.  

 

To get back to the point, translation in India has almost never drawn attention to its own status, 

creating a notion of seamless narratives that are a part of an entire body of writing from a single, 

but plural culture. There has also been a healthy and robust tradition of translation from one 

regional language to another without the mediation of English; a way of cultural exchange and 

interaction.35 So, a reader of Gujarati could access literature in Bangla or Malayalam directly. 

This is a tradition that has declined in the postcolonial era with the rise and importance of its 

linguistic register, the English language, which has in turn led to a rise in translations from 

bhasha literatures into English. If translations slowly got marginalized in India, and the 

“originals” rose in status, it is because of the advent of printing after 1800. Venuti shows how the 

translator gradually becomes “invisible” in all capitalist countries and the specter of the high 

status “original” as superior comes about,36  a specter that Basnett and Trivedi say is “linked to 

the emergence of the idea of an author as “owner” of his or her text.37 
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The state supported publishing house, Sahitya Academy, and the numerous publishing houses that 

have from the 1960s gradually published English translations38, and especially four independent 

publishing houses of Kali for Women (1984), Penguin India (1985), Katha (1988), and Rupa- 

Harper Collins (1991) with diverse agenda and ideology have all played different roles in the 

dissemination of translations. In the colonial and post colonial contexts, translation into English 

has its own imbedded politics.39 We must never forget that there is a power imbalance between 

the regional languages and English, even if these languages do find a Benjaminian ‘after life’ 

through the wider readership. If every translation complements the original, every source text 

would then perhaps face extinction if it were not to be also translated into many more languages 

besides English. One of the most positive contributions of the capitalist publishing industry to the 

sustenance of source texts is their commissioning of novels like Arundhati Roy’s The God of 

Small Things, to be translated into several other languages almost simultaneously with the 

English source text.  

 

India is a quantum soup of languages and cultures that have a geographical, cultural and cognitive 

affinity with one another. The multilingual and multicultural set up of India has allowed 

translation from one bhasha literature to another, and into English, to evolve freely and creatively 

and not be pinned down by theories or enable articulation by any theory. If we understand literary 

translation as a means by which a culture influences another culture, introducing new and foreign 

impulses in the receiving one, and if we look for a theory of translation that will serve us best 

internally as well as in our interaction with an increasingly global, pluralistic world, then the 

deconstructionist approach of Derrida seems to fit the bill. It is most appropriate for the kind of 

translation or rupantara that I have been talking about, that might call into question a comparison 

with the Other, and yet complement it; bring in a togetherness, a completion.  
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In a post-liberalised India in a globalizing world, where the global and the local fuse into glocal, 

where the great Indian middle–class that forms the bulk of the English reading public is an 

“undifferentiated” and “indeterminable” mass, 40 where diversity and opening-up are the 

dominant mantras, albeit where translation from and to Indian bhasha literatures is still 

floundering for lack of legitimacy and recognition, the need of the hour is to realise that the 

traditional essentialist concepts of fidelity and freedom are outdated and illusionary now since we 

look for other things in a translation than mere reproduction of a meaning; that a text finds 

perfection in its linguistic dissemination, rather than in the original, which is only the starting 

point of such dissemination; that there has to be a move from equivalence to polyvalence.  Every 

translation contributes to enhancing the potentialities of the original by transcending all 

boundaries—linguistic, cultural, and historical. In the ultimate analysis, the abiding point is not 

how faithful the oeuvre is, but in what significant ways it adds depth to the layered meanings 

intrinsic in the work which afford the text greater longevity.  

 

The point may be driven home by another anecdote. The admirer of a novelist tells her that her 

stories are much better in translation. The author replies: “I know. I tend to lose something in the 

original.”  
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ABSTRACT 
 

Fidelity is a crucial element in opera; however, the emphasis given to this 

faithfulness varies widely. An examination of the collective ethos in the Da Ponte operas 

of Mozart shows a fidelity imbalance stratified by gender and social status, and 

consequently illuminates many issues of sexuality in eighteenth-century Enlightenment 

society.  The philosophical movement known as Enlightenment is characterized by 

individuality, independence, practicality, and logic.  Writers such as Rousseau, Locke, 

Voltaire, and the notorious de Sade advocate a type of “practical morality,” or a morality 

that does not interfere with the natural desires of the self.  Such a philosophy, when 

applied to relationships, does not necessarily support a strict monogamous bond but, 

rather, allows for a certain amount of sexual freedom. However, eighteenth-century 

adherence to this principle was not universal.  In the libretti of Le nozze di Figaro (1786), 

Don Giovanni (1787), and Così fan tutte (1790), upper-class older men and lower-class 

younger women subscribe to the enlightenment viewpoint, seeing infidelity as a fact of 

life that need not be a source of anxiety. In contrast, the upper-class women and the 

lower-class younger men remain strictly committed to fidelity and recognize the perils of 

promiscuity.  Furthermore, a dichotomy of viewpoints coincides to gender and social 

divisions regarding adulterous fault, sexual scandal, loyalty expectations, and the use of 

sexuality to gain power.  This research is an attempt to aid scholars and performers 

studying these operas or their individual roles and to provide the tools to better view the 

issues of fidelity through the lens of Enlightenment morality without retroactively 

attaching contemporary ethics to eighteenth-century relationships.  
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Introduction and Methodology 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this study is to provide a comparative analysis of fidelity, within 

the confines of three libretti: Le nozze di Figaro, Don Giovanni, and Così fan tutte.  

Through this process, several paradigms emerge that reflect the social and sexual culture 

of the late eighteenth century: covert morality often conflicts with overt morality, 

accountability is an issue only for what was perceived as “the weaker sex,” and desire 

becomes companion to reason.  

The drama in all three of these operas, as in most examples of this genre, is driven 

by relationships.  In offering a new perspective on these relationships, this analysis can 

provide tools for performers, directors and scholars wishing to study these operas or 

individual roles.  The characters themselves are revealed in clearer detail as their morals 

are juxtaposed with the collective philosophies of the Enlightenment, and these 

characters’ expectations for their relationships are examined and consequently stratified 

by gender and social positioning.   

This is not an attempt to unearth new research in the areas of gender, sex or 

relationships in the Enlightenment, but rather to provide insight into a crucial aspect of 

love and commitment as portrayed in art and therefore to substantiate the existent 

research on the prevailing ideology of an era.  The genesis of this work therefore is the 

libretti.  Most comparisons and discoveries will be derived from these primary sources, 

with secondary sources offering context and additional support.  A comparative analysis 

with the musical aspects of Mozart’s scores, albeit interesting and provocative, is beyond 

the scope of this particular study and will not be included.  The study will include,  



2 

however, a social context for the libretti and an examination of the ways resultant 

observations are consistent with other eighteenth century sources in literature, philosophy 

and the dramatic arts.  

 

Review of related research 

Within the last thirty years, there has been a proliferation of texts dealing with 

gender, sexuality, and social issues within the context of existent viewpoints of history.  

These sources have begun to reshape the canon of historical review to provide not just a 

new view of history, but a new view of “her-story” as well.  This burgeoning body of 

research has extended into music and, emerging from this dialectic between gender 

studies and opera, is this particular study of eighteenth-century fidelity as seen in the 

Mozart-Da Ponte operas. 

Scholarship on the Enlightenment era as a whole is abundant.  As a philosophical 

movement it is standard material in most related textbooks and in both musical and non-

musical histories.  Authors such as Peter Gay in his text, The Enlightenment: A 

Comprehensive Anthology, have selected primary source materials and arranged them 

with major topic headings for ease of research.1  Such text selection does, however, 

reflect a personal viewpoint of the Enlightenment and should be approached accordingly.  

The body of writings of the philosophers at the time, while vast, is widely available in 

translation and provides a fundamental basis of research. 

                                                 
 1 Peter Gay, ed., The Enlightenment: A Comprehensive Anthology (NewYork: Simon and 
Schuster) 1973. 
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Some more recent texts address general views toward women and sexuality 

during the Enlightenment.  These texts draw from the wealth of primary sources, 

including those that are widely available as well as the more obscure ones, and provide 

excellent insight into the special topics from the era.  Mary Seidman Trouille’s text, 

Sexual Politics in the Enlightenment: Women Writers Read Rousseau, provides a feminist 

viewpoint on the extensive collection of essays and texts written by the significant 

Enlightenment philosopher and novelist. 2  Merry E. Weisner’s Women and Gender in 

Early Modern Europe, contextualizes Enlightenment views by discussing women’s roles 

and their social and self-images in the eras leading up to and including the eighteenth 

century.3   Weisner’s book also includes ideas and laws governing women at the time.  As 

in any era, atypical sexuality and practices form counterpoints to the more widespread 

model. Sexual Underworlds in the Enlightenment, which was edited by G.S Rousseau 

and Roy Porter, is a collection of essays that addresses those on the sexual fringe in the 

eighteenth-century, including that which may have occurred, but was seldom discussed.4  

Sexual Knowledge and Sexual Science: The History of Attitudes to Sexuality, edited by 

Roy Porter and Mikulàš Teich, also puts sexuality in context.  This collection of essays 

provides an overview history of sexual knowledge and sexual advice.5 Thus, it describes  

                                                 
2 Mary Seidman Trouilee, Sexual Politics in the Enlightenment: Women Writers Read Rousseau, 

(Albany, NY: State University of NewYork Press, 1997). 
 
3 Merry E. Wiesner, Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2000). 
 
4 G.S. Rousseau and Roy Porter editors, Sexual Underworlds of the Enlightenment (Manchester, 

UK: Manchester University Press, 1987).  
  
5 Roy Porter, ed., Sexual Knowledge and Sexual Science: The History of Attitudes Toward 

Sexuality (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
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what would have likely been the sexual understanding of both the creators of the operas 

and their characters. In addition to the basic knowledge and the espousals of the 

Enlightenment philosophies, there existed concurrently a multitude of texts and moral 

narratives that dealt directly with the expectations of women in terms of marriage and 

their relationships. Vivian Jones’s text, Women in the Eighteenth Century: Contructions 

of Femininity, is an excellent example of a collection and discussion of primary source 

materials ranging from moral narratives to pamphlets, conduct manuals, articles and other 

sources.6 At the time they were written, these selections, were intended to educate women 

on their social expectations and duties, and provide a structure for the female’s overt 

identity.   Also included with the more conservative texts are examples from a more 

radical feminist view of Enlightenment.  Feminine issues were very complicated, and 

there was a struggle between the social image of virtue and the practical acceptance of 

promiscuity.  Leslie Richardson’s article“Who shall Restore My Lost Credit?”: Rape, 

Reputation, and the Marriage Market7 provides an excellent illumination of these 

complexities and the plight of women struggling to socially succeed in the eighteenth 

century. 

All of these aforementioned sources do not speak directly to the issues of fidelity 

in the Mozart-Da Ponte operas.  Rather, they provide social context for the characters in  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
 

 
6 Vivien Jones, Women in the Eighteenth Century: Constructions of Femininity (London, New 

York:Routledge, 1994). 
 
7 Leslie Richardson, “‘Who Shall Restore My Lost Credit?’: Rape, Reputation, and the Marriage 

Market.” Studies in Eighteenth Century Culture, 32 (2003): 19-44. 
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the time they were conceived.  A few sources deal more directly with sexuality in the 

Mozart settings, but none specifically compare issues of fidelity in the libretti and its 

reflection of society.  Most of the relevant research on all of these operas appears to be 

divided into categories of sexual issues.  Le nozze di Figaro is noteworthy for the 

illustrations of the relationship between power and social class; Don Giovanni fuels 

extensive research regarding the nature of seduction, betrayal and redemption (or lack 

thereof), and the analysis of Così fan tutte creates a forum for discussions of morality in 

terms the physical and ideological seduction of youths.   

Of these sources, the most relevant is one written by Charles Ford, Così?: Sexual 

Politics in Mozart’s Operas.8  This text provides insight into the effects of the 

Enlightenment philosophy on the individual as well how such philosophy affects the 

viewpoints of sexuality.  Furthermore, it is an exceptional source for some of the more 

general sexual issues that emerge in these three operas.  Fidelity is touched upon, but it is 

not truly explored, nor are its manifestations in the libretti compared.  In addition, while 

Ford provides preliminary social and philosophical research, he justifies his specific 

observations more musically than socially. 

Ultimately, a window has been left open for a discussion of fidelity in the Mozart-

Da Ponte operas.  A significant body of research lays the foundation for the background 

of the study, but prior to this point, an in-depth examination of sexual expectations and 

the practice of faithfulness in these operas within a social context has not yet been 

undertaken.  The existing research when combined with the primary material of the Da  

                                                 
8 Charles Ford, Cosí? Sexual Politics in Mozart’s Operas (New York: Manchester University 

Press, 1991).  
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Ponte libretti justifies any hypotheses regarding the characters’ actions or dialogues and 

allows for a better understanding of the characters’ dilemmas.  Issues of fidelity in the 

eighteenth-century are clarified, and, in doing so, a more multi-faceted and sympathetic 

interpretation of the characters and their predicaments can be obtained. 

 

Methodology 

The fundamental sources for this research are the three the libretti of Lorenzo Da 

Ponte as they were used by W.A. Mozart, namely Le nozze di Figaro (1786), Don 

Giovanni (1787) and Così fan tutte (1790). The libretti themselves do not stand as 

separate entities nor were they ever intended as such.  They were created or adapted with 

the idea that they would be attached to a musical collaboration.  Therefore, the musical 

scores become the primary source for the text within them.  As with many operatic works 

in the standard repertoire, a plethora of editions are available.  Those published by 

Bärenreiter, Ricordi, Schirmer, Kalmus and Peters are most common.  Among the sets of 

scores, there are various discrepancies.  The most significant difference is the matter of 

scene divisions.  For this document and its appendixes, all text extractions and scene 

numbers are consistent with the Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke9 for Mozart.  This 

comprehensive collection is the most critical edition currently available without gaining 

access to the original manuscripts.  The Neue Ausgabe provides only the original Italian  

                                                 
9 Mozart, W.A. Neue Ausgabe semtlicher Werke, Werkegruppe 5: Opern und 

Singspiele, band 16, Le nozze di Figaro; band 18, Così fan tutte ossia la scuola degli 
amanti; Band 20 Don Giovanni  (New York: Bärenreiter Kassel, 1973, 1991, 1968, 
respectively). 
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text; English translations were compiled and translated by the author for the purpose of 

this study. 

The method of research for this subject began with an examination of any and all 

lines of text within the three libretti that deal with fidelity.10 Once these were compiled, 

they were organized into emergent ideas, motifs, and questions and then examined in 

terms of social context, class and gender.  Hypotheses that resulted then became the basis 

for study and were substantiated and elucidated by eighteenth-century and Enlightenment 

scholarship. 

For this discussion, fidelity or faithfulness will be confined to reciprocated 

romantic commitment between two individuals not limited to marriage, but excluding 

one-sided infatuation.  In other words, the relationships of Dorabella and Ferrando, 

Fiordiligi and Guglielmo in Così fan tutte, all of whom are not married, will be included; 

however, Cherubino’s unrequited lust for the Countess in Le nozze di Figaro will be 

excluded.  Breaches of fidelity may be physical or emotional, and both aspects will be 

explored. 

                                                 
10 The decisions regarding text selection as well as the any emergent thoughts and inferred trends 

are wholly those of the author.  Certainly other passages and issues could also be gleaned from the same 
libretti. 



Society and Context 

The Changing View of Enlightenment 

 The Age of Enlightenment encompasses the greater portion of the eighteenth 

century and extends roughly from the publication dates of Issac Newton’s text 

Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica in 1687 and John Locke’s texts letters on 

Toleration (1689), and An essay on Human Understanding (1690) to the end of the 

eighteenth century with the French Revolution (1789-1799).  Yet, as an era, it is unique 

in human history; it is not defined by solely by events, but rather by a philosophical 

movement.  However, the interpretations and understanding of these philosophies and the 

ramifications thereof have shifted in recent years.  For the most part, historical reflection 

up to the later portions of the twentieth century had been concerned with how this 

philosophical movement affected the Christian, Western-European male.  The canon of 

historical research did not readily include viewpoints such as the feminine response to 

Enlightenment or the effect of Enlightenment on the lower classes, non-Western-

European cultures or indigenous peoples. These groups had previously been defined as 

being outside the central human community.   

Earlier definitions of the Enlightenment era were seemingly concrete and 

universal. The highly influential text by Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) epitomizes the 

prevailing sentiment.  In 1784, Kant took part in a prize competition to answer the 

question “What is Enlightenment?”  The opening portion of his response has been quoted 

numerous times and has provided a foundation for historical scholarship. 

Enlightenment is man’s emergence from his self-nonage.  Nonage is the inability 
to use one’s own understanding without another’s guidance.  This nonage is self- 
imposed if its cause lies not in lack of understanding but in indecision and lack of 
courage to use one’s own mind without another’s guidance. Sapere aude! (Dare to 
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know!)” Have courage to use your own understanding,” is therefore the motto of 
the Enlightenment.11 

 
Through the writings of Kant and the other defining philosophers such as Montesquieu, 

Locke, Voltaire, Rousseau, and Hume an image was created for the era.  Enlightenment 

came to be defined as “The Age of Reason.” It was an age characterized by the desire to 

be governed by the independence of one’s own rational mind rather than by faith or 

superstition.  An Enlightened individual believed that, through the power of reason, one 

could be liberated from the constraints of custom and authority.  Science defined truth, 

and nature beheld the ultimate truth.  “Whatever is, is Right” became a pervasive 

mantra.12  

While modern scholarship acknowledges a majority of the aforementioned ideals, 

writers are beginning to place more emphasis on the inconsistencies that arose with the 

collective philosophies, and the problems that were inherent in the new way of thinking.  

Many of these issues were cited by the philosophers themselves; however, they were not 

among the ideas typically extracted by the creators of the historical canon.  Contemporary 

research is now focusing on debates such as the balancing of unrestricted inquiry with the 

need to assume stability in the state and society, and the dilemma of finding a place for 

other groups including women, lower social classes and non-white races, and cultures.   

 

 

                                                 
11 Immanual Kant “What is Enlightenment,” trans. by Peter Gay, in Enlightenment: A 

Comprehensive Anthology ed. Peter Gay (NewYork: Simon and Schuster, 1973), 383. 
 

12 Alexander Pope, “An Essay on Man, Epistle I,” from The Works of Alexander Pope, 10 vol. 
[1871] in Enlightenment: A Comprehensive Anthology, ed. Peter Gay (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1973), 213. 
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Enlightenment and Gender 

Issues of gender spurred heated debate in the eighteenth century.  The 

misogynistic philosophies of writers such as Jean-Jacque Rousseau have survived and 

become standard hallmarks of the Enlightenment era; however, a feminist viewpoint also 

existed.  These authors actively pointed out the many flaws in so-called rational thought.  

Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), in her text The Vindication of the Rights of Women, 

exclaimed, “Who made man the exclusive judge, if women partake with him the gift of 

reason?”13  She imbued women with the same aptitude for logic as their male 

counterparts and was not tolerant of the forced intellectual submission of her time. Mary 

Astell (1666-1731) was another early advocate of rectifying the imbalance of the sexes.  

In her text ‘Sophia,’ from Beauty’s Triumph: or, The Superiority of the Fair Sex 

invincibly proved, which was published in 1739 and reissued in 1751, she argued that 

women are not subordinate to men, but that in many ways they are superior.   

Men seem to conclude, that all other creatures were made for them, because they 
themselves were not created till all were in readiness for them.  How far this 
reasoning will hold good, I will not take upon me to say.  But, if any weight at all, 
I am sure it must rather prove, that the men were made for our use than we for 
their’s, as we were not produc’d till they were form’d to receive us, and till it was 
judg’d by the Creator himself, that they could not be happy without our Society.14 

 
Astell went on to argue that any imbalance in perceived intellect was in fact an imbalance 

in education. 

                                                 
13 Mary Wollstonecraft, “Vindication of the Rights of Women” [1792] ed. M.B. Kramnick 

(London, 1982), 87; quoted in Dorinda Outram, The Enlightenment (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 80. 
 

14 May Astell, “‘Sophia,’ from “Beauty’s Triumph; or, The Superiority of the Fair Sex invincibly 
proved,” [1751] Part One, “Woman not Inferior to Man,” [1739] in Women in the Eighteenth Century: 
Constructions of Femininity, ed. Vivien Jones (London, New York: Routledge, 1994), 225. Emphasis in 
original. 
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Let it be observed, what a wretched circle this poor way of reasoning among the 
Men draws then insensibly into.  Why is learning useless to us? because we have 
no share in public office.  And why have we no share in public office? because we 
have no learning.  They are sensible in the injustice they do us, and are reduced to 
the mean shift of cloaking it at the experience of their own reason.  But let truth 
speak for once: Why are they so industrious to debar us that learning, we have an 
equal right to with themselves, but for fear of sharing with and outshining them, 
those public offices they fill so miserably?15 

 
The crux of this debate about women’s place in society hinged on defining what 

was, or was not, natural.  Enlightenment philosophers based ultimate wisdom on nature, 

but determining what was natural as opposed to what was customary caused the dilemma 

in defining gender roles.  Certainly, roles of childbirth were naturally confined to women; 

however, through their roles in the home as childbearers and caretakers, women also 

became the custodians of virtue and religion and were excluded from education.  The 

question then became: Was this natural or merely customary in society?  Women were 

expected by many to be superior in virtue, but inferior in intellect, which by the 

arguments of Astell and others caused problems in logic and reason.  The rightful status 

of women as equals or subordinates was justified and debated and women themselves 

were on both sides of the controversy.  Many happily accepted their station in life, but a 

select few fought to vindicate their gender.  

This aura of debate and the desire to delineate the difference between customary 

social divisions and natural social divisions fuels an era that is striving for Enlightenment.  

It was an era of paradoxes.  Individuals may have been inclined to support one side or the 

other on any given subject, but there was a diversity of philosophies across gender and 

class lines. The eighteenth century, through modern scholarship, is therefore  

                                                 
15 Ibid., 228, emphasis in original. 
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characterized by a watershed in the interaction and manner of debating ideas, opinions, 

and social and political structures. 

 

What is Fidelity? 

Enlightenment philosophies provide an ideal arena in which to study fidelity, but 

first it is necessary to explore the nature of the term.  Fidelity is an allegiance–a 

commitment to constancy.  In love and marriage, it can be the defining factor that sculpts 

the expectations of the relationship. However, interpretations of fidelity extend well 

beyond individual contracts of love and commitment; within a population, they reflect a 

hierarchy of sexual power, societal ethics, and gender and class divisions. In the context 

of a given era, fidelity illuminates and substantiates the collective philosophies of that 

era, and by examining fidelity, one examines humanity.   

The covenant of vows and their fulfillment gives only partial insight into the time 

period.  True insight comes from the particulars surrounding faithfulness or the lack 

thereof.  The ethics and philosophies of a culture emerge as the answers to a series of 

questions. The first group of these questions centers on devotion.  Is one individual 

faithful to another out of love and personal connection, or out of a socially imposed 

morality?  In other words, do the individuals want to be faithful, or do they feel that they 

should be faithful in order to maintain a social position of honor and integrity?  Is 

constancy important in the eyes of the self, in the eyes of the partner, or in the watchful 

eye of society?  There are also issues regarding the state of marriage at the time.  How is 

fidelity related to love, and what is the difference in cases of adultery when the bonds of  
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matrimony are entered out of love versus those entered for financial or social reasons?  

How is fidelity measured, and does the overt appearance of a commitment fulfill the 

contract of marriage?  Questions of equality are also raised.  In a male-female 

relationship, are the expectations of fidelity equal for both individuals, or does one 

gender have more sexual freedom than the other?  Fidelity also has the potential to be 

stratified by social class.  Do some classes have more socially stringent expectations for 

faithfulness than others, and what happens when a sexual liaison crosses class lines?  

Furthermore, there is the question of value.  How important is fidelity?  In a society 

driven by religion or morality, fidelity can be of paramount importance, but in a society 

driven by logic, reason, or nature, it may be considerably less important, and may even 

go against the governing philosophies that mark the era.  In the latter case, one may 

advocate a more practical monogamy that is governed by an adherence to natural desires 

as opposed to socially imposed ethics.  Finally, there is the matter of consequence.  What 

are the penalties for a breach in fidelity?  Are the ramifications personal, social, or legal, 

and are these consequences doled out equally or is one group more likely to assume 

responsibility than the other?   

The answers to these questions can be found most poignantly in art.  Art reflects 

the society in which it was created and gives direct and indirect clues into the ideals of 

the artist and his or her projected audience.  The three libretti for the opera-buffa written 

by Lorenzo Da Ponte (1749-1838) for his musical collaborator Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart (1756-1791), are excellent examples of socially reflective art.  The characters are 

multifaceted individuals with rich emotional lives and complex relationships.  They  
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represent various age groups and social standings, and they deal with eighteenth-century 

issues from seemingly authentic eighteenth century perspectives.  By studying these 

characters and their circumstances, we can better understand the ethos of the society in 

which they were created – the society of the Enlightenment.  



Fidelity in the Mozart-Da Ponte Operas 

Così fan tutte, Le nozze di Figaro, and Don Giovanni :  

A Stratification of Infidelity 

 The three Mozart-Da Ponte operas were chosen for this study for a number of 

reasons.  To begin with, they represent a finite collection of operas which were written at 

the culmination of the Enlightenment era by a pair of collaborators. Therefore, they can 

provide relatively concise insight into a narrow time frame.  Furthermore, they exemplify 

opera buffa or drama giocoso, and, within this genre, they present some of the most 

complete and honest characterizations of the time.  However, the most persuasive 

argument is that these three operas provide clear stratifications of infidelity. 

 Così fan tutte represents fidelity in transition. It is the best study of the first 

lessons in love and relationships.  The two pairs of lovers (Fiordiligi and Ferrando, and 

Dorabella and Guglielmo) are both naively and fervently faithful in the beginning of the 

opera. Through the course of the plot, they come to understand the Enlightenment 

philosophy through their more experienced teachers, Despina and Don Alfonso. With this 

understanding, comes a loss of innocence and an acceptance of a more practical reality.  

They transition from an absolute belief in fidelity to a culturally dictated acceptance of 

infidelity. 

 In contrast, Le nozze di Figaro displays the workings of fidelity and infidelity in a 

full spectrum of situations.  This libretto presents the widest variety of relationships and 

greatest diversity of class and gender.  The characters represent a cross-section of society 

within the confines of one household, and they display a broad scope of the issues and  
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ramifications of infidelity. Here infidelity becomes much like a cubist painting by 

Picasso; one can view multiple perspectives of the single entity at once. 

Don Giovanni exhibits infidelity in the extreme.  The title character’s wanton 

disregard for women and his compulsive sexuality make the Don a representation of 

infidelity exceeding the socially acceptable level.  The libretto features three central 

female characters, all of whom are sexual victims of the leading character. These women 

are assailed by three types of socially unacceptable treatment.  Donna Elvira is the 

archetype for the abandoned wife, and Zerlina and Donna Anna represent possible rape at 

the peasant and aristocratic levels, respectively.  Don Giovanni’s actions are considered 

outwardly unacceptable by society, but the victimized women still have to struggle with 

social restraints, stereotypes, and expectations in order to preserve their honor and social 

standing. 

 From an aggregation of these three libretti, fidelity can be studied and cross-

referenced.  Similar characters and situations create a commonality of philosophies, and 

through an analysis of these shared principles and behaviors one can gain cultural insight.  

Fidelity or infidelity is revealed not in black and white or right or wrong, but in a full 

spectrum of gradations and repercussions.  

   

Honor: Saving Face vs. Saving Relationships 

In the European Enlightenment culture, fidelity was strongly tied to honor.  Honor 

determined an individual’s place within social class structures and its importance was 

eminent.  For women, the rules of social conduct demanded an overt appearance of piety  
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and sexual restraint in order to maintain their own honor and that of their families.  In 

reality, a clandestine affair was of minimal concern, but the slightest hint of an open 

scandal could be ruinous.  Love was desirable, but not a necessary component of 

marriage; honor, however, was imperative.  For these reasons, most individuals were 

much more concerned with the ways their actions, or those of their partner, would affect 

their honor as opposed to the ways their actions would affect their personal relationships.  

The ideals Da Ponte’s of characters reverberate with those of their eighteenth-

century counterparts.  Throughout all three texts, both male and female characters express 

their concerns regarding the integrity of their honor and the maintenance of a pristine 

social façade.  In Così fan tutte, for example, the two sisters Dorabella and Fiordiligi, are 

fervently faithful to their lovers.  They renounce the advances of the “Albanians” and 

claim eternal devotion to their sweethearts in their recitatives, ensembles, and in 

Fiordiligi’s fiery aria, Come scoglio (Act 1, sc. 11 no. 14). The sisters chastise their 

pursuers for endangering their honor: “Sarà ver; ma tante smorfie fanno torto al nostro 

onor [That may be so, but such goings-on imperil our honor.]” (Act I, sc. 16) 

Furthermore, they fear for their reputations and the effect such gossip would have on 

their lovers: “ . . . Credi tu che vogliamo favola diventar degli oziosi?  Ai nostri cari sposi 

credi tu che vogliam dar tal tormento? [ . . .Do you think that we would want to be a 

target for idle gossip?  Do you think we wish to cause our dear lovers such pain?] 

(Fiordiligi, Act II sc. 1).  The sisters are pious, constant, and unwavering until their maid, 

Despina, offers them a possible alternative: “Anche per questo c’è un mezzo sicurissimo; 

io voglio spagar fama che vengono da me” [also for this there is a secure means; I will  
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say that they came to see me] (Act II sc.1).  Once Despina has offered to accept 

responsibility for the comings and goings of the two suitors, the dilemma of what others 

might think has cleared, and the girls are suddenly free to pursue their flirtations. In the 

ensuing duet, “Prenderò quel brunettino” [I will choose the brunette one], the once-

virtuous girls have not only decided to break their vows, but are playfully telling each 

other which of the two suitors they will choose.  Despina’s offer has liberated them from 

social restraints and any personal devotions become, at least temporarily, trivial.  

In Le nozze di Figaro, Basilio also references the need to save face in a 

relationship when he speaks to Susanna after suspecting her of having a relationship with 

Cherubino: “…io mi credea che perferir dovreste per amante, come fan tutte quante, un 

signor liberal, prudete e saggio a un giovinastro, a un paggio” [I’d like to think that for a 

lover you would prefer, like any other woman, a generous, prudent and discreet nobleman 

to a youngster, a pageboy] (Act I sc. 7).  Basilio is not horrified by what he suspects to be 

Susanna’s affair, but he is surprised that she appears to have chosen someone who would 

not be prudent and discreet.  Even as a member of the serving class, Susanna is a woman 

and therefore, as such, must maintain her honor.  If the young page were to brag about his 

exploits, Susanna could be considered an undesirable employee of the household, and 

might not only lose her current employment, but also sacrifice her future chances of 

employment elsewhere. While it was not unusual for them to be engaged in affairs with 

the men of the household, women of the serving class needed to maintain discretion in 

order to maintain their positions.   
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For women of the aristocracy, honor determined their security within society.  

Their social reputations validated them as individuals and ranked them as desirable or 

undesirable contacts.  A woman’s sexual prudence affected not only her honor and social 

standing, but the honor and status of her husband as well.  The Countess Rosina 

Almaviva addresses this fear of lost reputation as she pleads with her husband in the Act 

II, scene three trio of Le nozze di Figaro.  She begs the Count not to “hazard a lady’s 

reputation” when she fears that Cherubino is innocently locked in her closet.  Later, in 

scene six, when they return with the tools to break open the door, the Count reiterates the 

importance of honor and reputation as he accuses the Countess of having sought to 

disgrace him with her affair: “Un’fida, un’empia sei . . . e mi cerchi d’infamar” [You are 

faithless, wicked and you have sought to disgrace me].   They do not discuss how an 

affair affects their trust, love or commitment to each other. The Count is focused on the 

social perception of this situation, not on his personal feelings.   

In Don Giovanni, Masetto, the young bridegroom, appears to be more emotionally 

invested in his relationship.  He loves his bride, Zerlina, and his suspicions fuel jealousy 

and heartache.  However, it is still the dishonor for which he chastises his bride when he 

suspects her unfaithfulness.  He refers to this act as a mark of shame upon his own head: 

“Porre in fronte a un villano d’onor questa marca d’infamia “[to put on my head this 

dishonor- this mark of shame] (Act I sc. 16). Thus, her actions have marred his honor. 

The sexual escapades of Don Giovanni and Count Almaviva represent the 

opposite sides of the spectrum.  Unlike the aforementioned women, who were merely 

suspected of deceit, these men are admitted and unabashed adulterers. They make little, if  
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any, attempt to be discreet about their affairs; yet their honor is never marred by their 

promiscuity.  Their promiscuity is accepted.   

The Count’s advances toward Susanna are widely known throughout the 

household and among other members of society.  However, his status is not diminished 

by his own adulterous tendencies.  Only his wife and Susannah suffer from his actions 

and bear the sexual responsibility.  Susannah must fight to preserve her honor and 

delicately ward off the unwanted advances of her employer while the Countess, as will be 

discussed later, languishes alone for her loss of love and absorbs personal fault for the 

waywardness of her husband. As dictated by their stations in society, both women react 

in the only manner that is considered appropriate and acceptable.  

Don Giovanni, whose wanton infidelity borders on criminal extremes, also meets 

no direct social repercussions for his consensual affairs. His attempted or successful 

conquests are met with disdain only when they rise to the level of rape. His reputation for 

seduction is a matter of personal pride, not personal shame.  It is only his victims that 

truly meet consequences for his sexuality.  His actions mar their honor, but have little 

effect on his own.  Yet, even the women who are directly affected are advised not to take 

his infidelity too seriously.  Donna Elvira, who has a vehement reaction to the 

waywardness of her husband Don Giovanni, is counseled and somewhat mollified by 

Leporello.  Through his famous catalogue aria, Madamina! Il catologo è questo, he 

ineffectually attempts to temper the fury of Elvira by listing the extensive affairs of Don 

Giovanni: “Eh, consolateve! Non siete voi, non foste, e non sarete nè la prima, nè la 

ultima; guardate, questo non picciol libro e tutto pieno dei nomi di sue belle; ogni villa,  
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ogni borgo, ogni paese, è testimon di sue donnesche imprese.” [Calm Yourself! You are 

not, were not, and will not either be the first or the last.  Look: this little fat book is 

entirely full of names of each of his sweethearts. Each town, each district, each region 

testifies to his affairs with women.] (Act I sc. 5, recitative prior to no. 4)  Leporello’s 

intent is not to shame or dishonor Donna Elvira by informing her of her husband’s 

actions, but rather to make her understand that Giovanni’s unfaithfulness is not worthy of 

so much emotional distress; it is simply part of his character.  Leporello’s feeble attempt 

is clumsy and lacks any genuine insight into the female mindset.  Rather than truly 

comforting Donna Elvira, his aria becomes a point of ironic comedy in the opera.  

The two unfaithful men in Così fan tutti, Ferrando and Guglielmo, also voice no 

concern anywhere in the libretto for the effects their actions may have on their honor.  It 

is a moot point, not even worthy of mention by the young men.  Furthermore, when the 

entire ruse is discovered at the end, they meet absolutely no outward consequence for 

their perfidiousness, thus reinforcing the fact that it is inconsequential.  Their only lesson 

is the cold comfort gained when they are “enlightened” enough to forgive the same 

unfaithfulness in their lovers. 

The notion of honor was highly gender-specific in the eighteenth century. While it 

could be affected by the integrity of one’s associations, the requirements to establish 

one’s own honor were based on gender and social class.  Men of the upper class could 

define their honor by acts of physical bravery and loyalty.  For the bourgeois and most of 

the working population it was honesty, good craftsmanship, and integrity that comprised 
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their honor, but for women of all classes, honor was a sexual matter.16 A woman’s honor 

was entirely tied to her sexual purity.  It was a double-standard that existed across class 

lines.  Leslie Richardson stated in her article “Who Shall Restore my Lost Credit?” Rape, 

Reputation and the Marriage Market, “a tradeswoman’s chastity was considered a 

measure of her honesty, while no tradesman would be judged on his sexual continence.”17 

For a young woman in the marriage market, it was essential that she maintained her 

purity, or at least the illusion of her purity, in order to secure a desirable husband. 

Women of the servant class could lose their jobs over a scandal, and a married woman of 

the aristocracy, although maintaining her economic security, faced possible social 

expulsion if her affairs were not discreet. 

A woman’s honor was also directly tied to a man’s honor.  The unwed girl’s 

actions affected the honor of her father or brothers, and if she was married, her honor was 

tied to her husband.  Much like a financial investment, she could either be a credit or a 

liability and would affect the man’s social standing accordingly.  This connection can be 

seen in Masetto’s scolding of Zerlina for Don Giovanni’s advances, as well as the 

Count’s chastising of his wife for disgracing him through what he assumes to be an affair 

with Cherubino. The man’s honor is vested in the woman’s sexual prudence and any 

promiscuity is a disgrace to his honor, as well.  In contrast, a man’s sexual escapades 

 

                                                 
16 Merry E. Wiesner. Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe, 2nd Ed. (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2000), 40. 
 
 

17 Leslie Richardson, “‘Who Shall Restore my Lost Credit?’: Rape, Reputation and the Marriage 
Market”  Studies in Eighteenth Century Culture 32 (2003) 24. 
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have little effect on his honor and translate to his wife merely as her own inadequacy in 

keeping his interest.  In both cases, she absorbs the fault. 

 

Regaining Honor 

Once a woman’s honor was lost, it was extremely difficult to reinstate. For a 

woman, honor may have been all she had, and if blemished it could mean her ruin.  If she 

were unmarried, she would be considered undesirable in the marriage market and could 

lose her chance at economic security and comfort altogether, as these luxuries were 

typically only obtainable through marriage.  She would most likely become a liability to 

her father or brothers, or if she were married, she would bring tremendous shame to her 

husband’s household.   

How could a woman redeem lost honor?  In most cases, the best way to deal with 

a breach of fidelity, or a sexual misjudgment, was to hide it.  A secret deflowering was 

better than a public vindication since a public vindication implied a prior suspicion of 

misconduct. Upper-class women were expected to internalize their shame and allow the 

men to vindicate them.  If honor was stolen from them, as in the case of rape, it could be 

taken to court.  Rape was considered a capital crime at this time and a father could sue for 

“trespass and damage” to his property.18   Proving such incidents, however, was 

extremely difficult. The woman had to prove that she cried out and made attempts to 

repel her attacker, and she had to make such charges within a set amount of time.  If the 

woman became pregnant from her rape, this caused further difficulties.  It was believed  

                                                 
18 Merry E. Wiesner. Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe, 2nd Ed. (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2000), 61. 
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by many at the time that a female orgasm was necessary for pregnancy.  This was 

unfortunate for a rape victim as it signaled her enjoyment and, at times, effectively 

nullified her charge.  However, women were usually more concerned with reinstating 

their reputations than punishing their aggressors.  Some women even requested that their 

rapists be forced to marry them. By contemporary standards, this would seem 

unfathomable, but it was often the easiest way for a woman who was no longer a virgin to 

establish an honorable social identity as a married woman.19  

In the libretti, only three women truly risk losing their honor – two as result of a 

possible rape and one due to abandonment.  All three occur in Don Giovanni and are the 

result of the actions of the title character himself.  Donna Anna and Zerlina are the 

victims of attempted rape and Donna Elvira is the abandoned woman.  Donna Anna 

appears to be vindicated.  She has admitted to no one that anything beyond simple 

aggression has befallen her (whether anything actually did occur is unclear in the libretto) 

and she claims to have performed all of the appropriate duties of crying out and fighting 

off her attacker.  Fortunately, her betrothed, Don Ottavio, believes her, pledges to avenge 

her, and still wishes to marry her.  The actions of Don Ottavio are nothing spectacular by 

modern standards and audiences would in fact be outraged if he abandoned her, but for 

his era, Don Ottavio’s gestures are extremely noble and, particularly after the death of her 

father, represent perhaps the only chance for Donna Anna’s social and economic 

salvation.  

                                                 
  19Ibid., 61. 
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Zerlina is also vindicated with relative ease.  She cries out against her attacker 

while she is at a large social gathering with plenty of witnesses.  This, in turn, enrages the 

other guests who quickly come to her aid.  Even Masetto, who originally blamed his 

young bride for Don Giovanni’s advances, seeks to kill the Don once he perceives 

Zerlina to be in danger of having her honor stolen.  Masetto’s reinstated faith in Zerlina 

and the couple’s reunification allow Zerlina’s honor to be restored so that she can recover 

socially.  As long as a woman of the peasant class could retain her husband’s faith, any 

other consequences would have been secondary. 

Donna Elvira’s actions are exemplary.  She is tricked and abandoned by a man 

she believes to be her husband, and she does the unthinkable in social terms.  First, she 

attempts to avenge herself by pursuing her wayward husband and forcing him to come 

back to her. She threatens that if he does not, he will meet with dire consequences: “Ah se 

ritrovo l’empio e a me non torna ancor, vo’farne orrendo scempio gli vo’ cavar il cor.” 

[Ah , if I can find the villain and he will not come back to me, I will make an example of 

him, I will tear out his heart.] (I sc.5, no.3) Then, she willingly admits to her own 

dishonorable state in order to prevent her husband from taking actions against another 

young woman (Zerlina), thus relinquishing her own honor to save that of another. “Ho 

perduto la prudenzale tua colpe ed il mio stato volgio a tutte palesar.” [I have lost my 

modesty. Your guilt and my situation shall be known to all.] (Act I sc.10).  Again, these 

actions are under-appreciated by the modern audience. Through the lens of contemporary 

society, Elvira seems unattractively desperate to regain the affections of Don Giovanni.  

It is difficult to comprehend why a woman would go to such lengths for a man who is  
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quite obviously a cad.  However, when examining her in the context of her own society, 

she is unusually strong.  Fighting for a woman’s honor was a job that, by society’s 

standards, was reserved exclusively for a man representing the dishonored women. 

Returning Don Giovanni to her side as her husband is her only option for social 

acceptance, other than committing herself to a life in a convent, and she battles 

vehemently for the first alternative.  Furthermore, she is willing to sacrifice herself in 

order to save a stranger (Zerlina) from a similar fate.  When put in historical context, she 

transforms from what by today’s standards could be seen as a pathetic romantic to a 

heroic force with which to be reckoned. 

 

A Question of Fault 

Since the dawn of time, women have risked the physical consequences of an 

affair.  An untimely pregnancy has always been irrefutable proof of a female’s sexual 

activity and historically this potential has limited her sexual freedom.  Since the female 

obviously carried the physical manifestation, it was a logical evolution of ideology for 

her to socially absorb the fault.  Female sexuality became something to be restrained 

whereas male sexuality, which bore no outward consequence, was something to accept.  

Rousseau and Porter’s text Sexual Underworlds of the Enlightenment substantiates this 

premise with a quote from Samuel Johnson who argued that, “sensible wives would turn 

a blind eye to their husband’s infidelities; after all, no harm was done (the husband did 

not foist bastards onto his wife.)”20  Such a sentiment prevailed in the eighteenth century.  

                                                 
20 G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter editors, Sexual Underworlds of the Enlightenment (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 1994), 5. 
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Women were blamed for being the sirens who drove men’s desires.  In the eyes of 

society, they were responsible both for their own waywardness and for causing the 

advances of men.  Women were trained to attract the appropriate men when they were in 

the marriage market and were responsible for maintaining the interest of their husbands 

once they were married.  Women’s conduct manuals and moral narratives of the time 

formed an entire sub-genre of literature which educated women on their duties of 

fulfilling the needs of men and the importance of moral restraint in terms of their own 

desires.  Through such training and the pressures of society, women came to accept the 

burden of all sexual accountability. They carried the responsibility for maintaining virtue, 

eliciting wanted or unwanted advances, and they were also to blame when men lost 

interest in them. 

This burden of sexual fault is evident throughout the Da Ponte libretti.  As a case 

in point, one needs only observe the entire ending of Così fan tutte.  Although Don 

Alfonso has set up the two young men, Ferrando and Guglielmo, to seduce the other’s 

fiancèe, once this is successful and both sets of partners have expressed feelings for their 

cross-matched lovers, only the women are blamed for this perfidiousness.  Absolutely no 

fault is given to the men who willingly play the roles of seducers and whose hearts are, at 

least partially, committed to the other women.  Dorabella and Fiordiligi claim full and 

complete fault: “Ah, signore, son rea morte, a la morte io sol vi chiedo; il mio fallo tardi 

vedo; con quel ferro un ferite, che non merita pietà” [Ah, signore, I am mortally guilty, 

and death is all I ask of you; with this sword pierce my breast which is not worthy of 

mercy] (Act II sc. 18).  Masetto, in Don  Giovanni, similarly blames Zerlina rather than  
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the Don for Don Giovanni’s advances. He accuses her of shaming him and threatens her: 

“…porre in fronte a un villano d’onor questa marca d’infamia! Ah, se non fosse 

scandodlo, vorrei…” [to put on my head this dishonor- this mark of shame! Ah, if it were 

not for the scandal I would like to…] (Act I sc. 16).   However, because she occupies a  

lower social status than the Don, Zerlina has very little power to refuse him.  Still she 

claims that she has been tricked and accepts the blame.  In her aria, Batti, Batti, she begs 

Masetto to punish her.  “Batti, Batti. O bel Masetto, latue povera Zerlina; stratò qui come 

agnellina le tue botte ad aspettar. Lascierò straziarmi il crine, lascierò cararmi gli occhi, 

e le care  tue manine lieta poi saprò baciar.”  [Beat me, beat me my dear Masetto. Beat 

your poor little Zerlina.  I’ll stay here like a little lamb and await your every blow.  I’ll let 

you pull my hair out.  I’ll let you gouge my eyes out and then happily will I kiss your 

wonderfully sweet hands.] (Act I sc. 16 no. 12) Whether she actually wishes for a 

bludgeoning or she uses this clever ploy to soften his anger is not entirely apparent.  In 

either case, however, Zerlina willingly accepts responsibility for the wanted or unwanted 

advances of Don Giovanni. 

In Le nozze di Figaro, not only does the Countess acknowledge the faithlessness 

of her husband, “Come il sono i moderni mariti : per sistema infedele, per genio 

cappricciosi, e per orgoglio poi tutti gelosi” [That is the way of modern husbands, on 

principle unfaithful, by nature fickle, and by all pride jealous.] (Act II sc. 1), but in her 

plaintive aria Dove sono and its preceeding recitative she also mourns his departure and 

prays that her constancy and yearning would change him.   
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(recitative) Oh cielo! A quai umil stato fataleio son ridotta da un consorte crudel! 
che dopo avermi con un misto inaudito d’infedeltà, di gelosia, di sdegno! prima 
amata indi offesa, e alfin tradita, fammi cercar mia serva aita! 
 
(aria) Dove sono i bei momenti di dolcezza e di piacer? Dove andro i giuramenti 
di quel labbro mezongner? Perchè mai, se in pianti e in pene perme tutto si 
cangiò, la memoria di quel bene dal mio sen non trapassò? Ah! se almen la mia 
costanza nel languire amando ognor mi portasse una speranza di cangiar 
l’ingrato. 
 
[(recitative) Oh Heaven! To what humiliation I am reduced by a cruel husband, 
who after having first loved me, then neglected me and finally deceived me in a 
strange mixture of infidelity, jealously and disdain, now forces me to seek help 
from my servant!  

 
(aria) Where are those happy moments of sweetness and pleasure? Where have 
they gone, those vows of a deceiving tongue? Then why if everything for me is 
changed to tears and grief has the memory of that happiness not faded from my 
breast? Ah, if only my constancy in yearning lovingly for him always could bring 
the hope of changing his ungrateful heart.] 
(Act III sc. 8, no. 20) 
 

In essence, she carries the burdens of his misdeeds in her own heart, long before her 

husband admits to any remorse.  She blames herself, wishing her own acts could evoke a 

reunification.   

Donna Elvira, in Don Giovanni, consistently expresses the same fervent devotion 

regardless of her beloved Giovanni’s deeds. While she may be enraged at times, she 

never denies him salvation.  She seeks to redeem him and accepts him even to the bitter 

end.  Her desire to absolve the injustices committed against her with no demands for his 

accountability and her willingness to go to incredible lengths to make him return imply 

personal fault for his straying love.  
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 In Così fan tutte, Fiordiligi also expresses extreme guilt.  Her guilt, however, is 

for her blossoming feelings for the disguised Ferrando in her aria Per pieta. (Act II sc. 7, 

no.25) 

 Per pietà, ben mio, perdona all’error d’un’alma amante; 
 Fra quest’ombre e queste piante sempra ascoso, o Dio, sarà, 
 Svenerà quest’empia voglia l’ardir mio, la mia constanza, 

Perderà la remembranza che vergogna e orror mi fà. 
A chi mai mancò di fede questo vano ingrato cor! 
Si dovea miglior mercede, caro bene, al tuo candor! 
 
[Have pity, my love, forgive the fault of this loving soul; 
among these trees and shady groves it shall remain hidden forever, O God.  
My passion, my constancy will empty my veins of this impious desire, 
will drive away the memory that causes me such horror and shame. 
And whom did this empty worthless heart betray! 
You deserved a greater reward, my love, for your sincerity.] 
 

In this case, Fiordiligi represents an honest and strong sense of duty toward love.  She 

feels remorse not for her reputation or his reputation, but for the heart of her beloved.  

Her tremendous guilt is not for any actions, but rather she feels she has compromised 

their bond by the new feelings stirring within her.  It is interesting that her particular 

morality is deemed as youthful foolishness and that she is considered to be a student in la 

scuola degli amanti21 who must be taught otherwise. 

 

“Reasonable” infidelity 

The Age of Enlightenment was also the age of sexual enlightenment.  During the 

eighteenth century the quantity of advice printed on sexual matters increased  

 

                                                 
21 La scuola degli amanti [the school for lovers] is the secondary title to Così fan tutte 
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dramatically.22 Regarding fidelity, two main genres of literature emerged with two very 

different viewpoints and two very different readerships. 

The conduct manuals, moral narratives and other books and periodicals (the most 

famous being Addison and Steele’s Spectator) were predicated on the idea of female duty 

to man and her subordination.  They targeted a growing feminine readership and helped 

define the identity of a newly formed middleclass.  Wetenhall Wilkes published his 

advice in 1766, and it illustrates the typical sentiment: 

The duties of a wife to her husband, in every degree and state of life, can be no 
less than love, fidelity, and obedience to all his lawful desires, and prudent 
counsels; so that, according as she is disposed, in herself, to perform these duties, 
every circumstance of life is to give her pleasure or pain.23  

 
The second body of literature is aligned with the Enlightened school of thought 

and is meant to illuminate the minds of reasonable men.  The Age of Reason is based on 

a foundation in science where logic and the understanding of nature prevail.  Through 

discoveries, such as the highly influential taxonomy of noted biologist and botanist 

Carolus Linneaus (1707-1778), eighteenth century scholars began to recognize the 

fundamental sexuality of all living beings.  Human sexuality became natural and 

reasonable as opposed to arcane.  Restricted monogamy was not considered reasonable.  

It involved inhibiting the natural desires of the passions and to go against nature was 

certainly to go against logic.  Through this viewpoint, infidelity and reason become  

 

                                                 
22 G.S. Rouseau, ed and Roy Porter ed., Sexual Underworlds of the Enlightenment. (Manchester, 

UK: Manchester University Press, 1985), 7. 
 
23 Wetenhall Wilkes,  “A letter of Genteel and Moral Advice to a Young Lady” in Women in the 

Eighteenth Century: Constructs of Femininity, ed. Vivian Jones (London, New York: Routledge, 2000), 35.     
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natural bedfellows.  Charles Ford observed this sentiment in the writings of David Hume 

(1711-1776). 

If sexual desire was imbued with guilt, it was only because civil society had felt 
the need to constrain its impetuosity.  Now that the developing sensibility of the 
ascendant bourgeoise could be taken as a sign of civilized humanity’s moral 
maturity, it seemed possible to loosen these constraints on nature for the sake of 
individual happiness.24 

 

This espousal of sexual freedom appears to contradict issues of honor and the 

preservation of integrity.  However, the two ideologies were able to coexist because one 

serves as the overt, idealistic morality, whereas the other functions as a covert, practical 

reality.  Certainly the Enlightenment literature does not advocate a reckless, adulterous 

lifestyle, but rather a civilized, reasonable amount of sexual promiscuity.  Men are to 

remain faithful to their wives in terms their financial support and social responsibility and 

women are to remain faithful to their husbands through maintaining the appearance of 

piety and obedience.  However, both men and women are instructed not to take harmless 

affairs and wayward sexuality too seriously, for it is only a natural folly. 

The Da Ponte libretti support the latter Enlightenment school of thought.  In both 

Cosi fan tutte and Le nozze di Figaro there appears to be a pervasive belief that a certain 

amount of infidelity is reasonable and sensible.  Faithfulness is foolishness and youth or 

other unenlightened individuals should be instructed accordingly. Indicators of this 

sentiment are abound.  In act four, scene six of Le nozze di Figaro, Basilio responds to 

what he feels is foolish jealousy from Figaro:  

 
                                                 
 

24 Ford. 25-26. 
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In quegli anni in cui val poco la mal practica ragion, ebbi anch’io la stesso foco 
fui quel pazzo ch’or non son ma col tempo ecoi perigli Donna Flemma capitò; e i 
capricci ed punigli dalla testa mi cavò. 
 
 [In those years when reason, little practiced, carried little weight, I too had the 
same fire, and was the kind of fool I no longer am, but with time and dangers, 
Dame Discretion appeared and drove caprices and scruples out of my head.]  
 

In Così fan tutte, Despina and Don Alfonso train their young apprentices to expect 

infidelity from the opposite sex.  In her aria, In uomini in soldati, Despina laughs at her 

young mistresses’ naive faith in their lovers.  She instructs Dorabella and Fiordiligi that 

all men are unfaithful and that women should therefore be allowed to love in accordance 

to their whims as well. 

In uomini, in soldati sperare fedeltà? In uomini sperare fedeltà? In soldati 
sperare fedeltà? Non vi fate sentir, per carità! Di pasta simile son tutti quanti; le 
fronde mobili l’aure incostanti han più degli uomini stabilità. Mentite lagrime, 
fallaci sguardi, voci ingannevoli, vezzi bugiardi, son le primarie lor qualità. Io 
noi non amano che il diletto; poi ci dispegiano neganci affetto, nè val da’barbari 
chieder pietà. Pagiam, o femmine, d’egual moneta questa malefica razza 
indiscreta; amiam per comodo, per vanità! 
 
[You think men and soldiers will be faithful? You think men will be faithful, you 
think soldiers will be faithful? Don’t let anyone hear you for goodness sake! They 
are all made of the same dough; the fickle leaves, the inconstant winds have more 
stability than men.  Lying tears, false glances, deceitful voices, treacherous 
caresses, these are their only outstanding qualities.  They love us only for their 
own pleasure, then they despise and deny us love.  Nor is it worthwhile asking 
mercy of these barbarians. Oh women, let us pay back in their own coin the 
pernicious, impertinent race of men; let us love to suit ourselves, for our own 
gratification.] 

(Act I sc.9 no. 12) 
 
Don Alfonso also condemns the foolishness of blind devotion in his brief aria 

(Act II sc. 13 no. 30).  He claims that the lover who finds himself deceived in the end 

should not condemn the other’s folly, but his own; whether young or old, beautiful or  
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ugly, all women are like that –“così fan tutte.”   The final chorus of the opera sung by all 

the principle characters reiterates Don Alfonso’s sentiment: 

Fortunato l’uom che prende ogni cosa pel buon verso 
e tra i casi e vicende da ragion guidar si fa.  
Quel che suole altrui far piangere fia per lui cagion di riso  
e del mondo in mezzo i turbini bella calma troverà. 
 
[How happy is the man who looks on the bright side of everything 
and in all his circumstances and trials lets himself be guided by reason 
Something that only makes others weep gives him cause to laugh 
and amid the storms of the world he will find peace.] 

(Act II final chorus) 
 

Johann Pezzl, who belonged to the same Masonic lodge as Mozart, further reinforces this 

idea in his Sketch of Vienna.  His text comments on the daily lives and philosophies of the 

Viennese from 1786-1790 and his observations are marked by a strikingly similar lesson 

in Così fan tutte. “Thanks to our malleable morals, our inclination to laugh at everything 

our refined way of thinking, we have been freed from the desperation of unrequited 

love…Nowadays there is no more pathetic figure than a languishing lover.” 25  

The lesson for the lovers is clear.  They are not to dwell on mere acts of infidelity, 

for their occurrence is unequivocally certain, and they will fair far better if they can find 

amusement in it. In this Age of Reason, they are taught that is foolish to stifle desire for 

the sake of civil society.  If desire exists, then to go against it is to go against nature.   

 Even the story of Don Giovanni, which ostensibly speaks against the actions of 

wanton sexuality and, in many ways, more closely resembles the moral narratives, still 

does not fully admonish infidelity.  Don Giovanni is ultimately punished for a multitude  

                                                 
25 Johann Pezzl, Sketch of Vienna translated in Mozart and Vienna, H.C. Robbins Landon, 

(London: Thames and Hudson 1991), 113. 
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of sins: murder, assault, atheism, rape and sexual overindulgence.  Had he returned to 

Donna Elvira after only having his affairs, she clearly would have forgiven his 

waywardness and Don Giovanni would have been a very short opera.  For the Don, it was 

not adultery which caused his final ruin. His lack of fidelity is actually a minor detail.  

Rather, it was his unwillingness to repent that brought about his demise.  

Reasonable infidelity in the Enlightenment era is a concept that is not singular to 

the Da Ponte libretti.  Other contemporaries of Da Ponte teach comparable lessons.  A 

notable similarity is found in Choderlos de Laclos’ novel, Les Liaisons Dangereuses, 

which was published in Paris about the same time (1782).  Here, the Marquise de 

Merteuil instructs the young Cécil Volange, who is feeling guilty about an affair: 

If you could but persuade yourself to reason a little, you would soon find yourself 
to be glad rather than to complain.  But you are ashamed and that troubles you! 
Hey! calm yourself; the shame love causes is like the pain; we only feel it once.   
We may feign it afterwards, but we do not feel it.  However the pleasure remains, 
and that indeed is something.26 
 

Again, the older wiser Marquise instructs a young woman who is new to love.  As with 

Fiordiligi, her guilt and moralistic views are deemed unreasonable and, while perhaps 

endearing, they are the foolish idealism of youth. 

Donatien Alphonse François de Sade (1740-1814), otherwise known as the 

Marquis de Sade, repeatedly writes that love is not only a ridiculous enslavement, but 

also an erroneous misconceived approach to Enlightenment.  He claims that love 

seriously endangers the autonomy of the self. 

                                                 
26 Laclos, Choderlos de, “Les Liaisons Dangereuses,” [1782] trans. 1925 by 

Richard Aldington in Great French Romances, selected with intro. by Richard Arlington 
(New York: Pilot Press, 1946), 426. 



If this extravagence [sic] never did more than lead us to ardent intoxicated 
possession, it would only be an absurdity; but since it leads us to a certain  
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metaphysic that, by transforming us into the thing loved, makes its acts, wants and 
desires as dear to us as to our very own, by this alone it becomes excessively 
dangerous; for it takes us out of ourselves too much and causes us to neglect our 
own interests for those of the thing loved.27 
 

The Marquis’s warning imbues love with a bitter taste.  If one loves, then he loses self 

and in losing self, he loses reason.  Therefore, if one is to gain reason he must join the 

ranks of Don Alfonso, Don Giovanni, and Count Almaviva and seek only detached, 

erotic conquests that remain free from emotional commitment.   The Marquis de Sade, 

unlike the Marquise de Merteuil, limits the choice in sexual freedom to the male.  A 

woman may have many partners, but only if the male chooses.  The Marquise, on the 

other hand, overtly admits that the male thinks he has control, but in her view, the female 

has the power to manipulate him for her own pleasure using a more tacit approach.  

 Barbarina (Le nozze di Figaro) provides an excellent example of a female using 

her sexuality to gain power.  She is merely the gardener’s daughter, but she makes her 

plea with the Count in the presence of his wife.  “Eccellenza, voi mi dite se spessso, 

qualvolta m’abbracciate e mi baciate: Barbarina, se m’ami ti darò quel brami.” [Your 

Lordship, you have told me so often when you have kissed and caressed me: “Barbarina, 

if you’ll love me I’ll give you what ever you want”] (Act III sc. 12) She then continues 

“Or datemi, padrone in sposo Cherubino e v’amerò con amo il mio gattino” [Sir, do 

please give me Cherubino as my husband and I’ll love you as my kitten.] (Act III sc. 12). 

The young woman cleverly manipulates the Count into allowing her to marry his young 

godson, who she knows is more concerned with sexual pleasure than with choosing an  

                                                 
 
27 Sade, Marquis de, 1797 as quoted in Charles Ford, Così? Sexual Politics in Mozart’s Operas 

(New York: Manchester University Press, 1991), 30. 
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honorable bride. The thwarted Count may subscribe to the Enlightenment philosophy 

toward sexuality and promiscuity in practice, but at this point he has been caught.  

Barbarina’s actions thus result in successfully moving her family up the proverbial social 

latter and earning the praise of her father. “Brava, figliuola! Hai buon maestro che ti fa la 

scuola.” [Well done, my child! You have learned your lessons well.] (Act III sc.12).  

Lessons encouraging or simply observing promiscuity are relatively 

commonplace in the literature of the Enlightenment.  The unusual nature of Laclos’ 

Marquise and Barbarina is that they represent a strain of feminist Enlightenment which 

allows for female freedoms to equal those of men.  A far greater portion of literature is 

aligned with the Marquis de Sade in his provocative text, Philosophy in the Bedroom: 

Women should not be bound by the exclusive property rights of marriage, but be 
freely available to all men. Women were mere moments in the totality of an 
undivided nature to be harnessed as the objective incarnation of subjective male 
desires.28 
 

Certainly many women, even those favoring a more equal approach to Enlightenment, 

suffered from this misogynistic philosophy.  For many, such demeaning commentary 

may have brought bitterness or apathy.  The outspoken maid Despina clearly maintains 

resentment toward the men who have loved and left her, as evident in her aforementioned 

aria In Uomini in Soldati, which scorns the deceitful ways of men.  She supports women 

as sexual equals in society and encourages her young mistresses to do the same. Her 

                                                 
28 Sade, Marquis de, Philosophy in the Bedroom, coll. in The Marquis de Sade, 

compiled and trans. R. Seaver and A. Wainhouse, (New York: Grove Press, 1965); as 
quoted in Charles Ford, Così? Sexual Politics in Mozart’s Operas (New York: 
Manchester University Press, 1991), 138. 



attitude toward men is simply the inversion of the claims by authors such as de Sade. “Un 

uom adesso amante, un altro n’amerete; uno val l’altro perchè nessun val nulla.” [Now  
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you love one man, then you’ll love another; one is like the other because they are all 

worthless.] (Act I sc. 9) 

 

Natural Balance of the Sexes 

 The scholar Jean-Jacque Rousseau played one of the larger roles in shaping the 

ideals of the Enlightenment Era, and in addition to his thoughts on politics and social 

order, his writing also commented on the appropriate balance between the sexes.  He 

explained the imbalance in fidelity as nature.  Through his novel Emile ou de l’education, 

he expresses the nature of man to be free and equal and it is the nature of women to be 

unequal, subordinate and dependent: 

Since dependence is a state natural to women, girls feel themselves made to obey; 
they have or should have, little freedom…Destined to obey a being as imperfect 
as man, a woman should learn to suffer – even suffer injustice – at an early age, 
and to bear the wrongs of her husband without complaint.  You will never reduce 
boys to the same point; their inner sense of justice rises up and rebels against such 
injustice, which nature never intended them to tolerate.29 
 

This philosophy reverberates with several of the Da Ponte characters.  Perhaps most 

poignantly, it describes the plight of the Countess.  In both of her major arias, Dove sono 

and Porgi amor, she laments the injustice brought on by her husband’s sexual 

abandonment.  Furthermore, in both cases she languishes alone as commanded by her 

social culture.  However, through Mozart’s tender musical setting and its poetry, the 

Countess generates empathy.   

                                                 
29 Rousseau, Jean-Jacque, Emile ou de l’education, in Œuvres complète (Paris:Gallimard, 

Bibliothèque de la pléiade, 1969), v. IV, p 710-711, as quoted in Sexual Politics in the Enlightenment, 
Women writers Read Rousseu by Mary Suidman Trouille (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 1997), 17. 
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Although the situation may have been presented as one that was commonplace and 

natural, our voyeuristic view into her bedroom and heart tolerates questioning about its 

justice.  Rousseau’s words also describe the Countess’s operatic commiserators, Donna 

Elvira, Donna Anna and, to some extent, Dorabella and Fiordiligi.  In addition, his 

sentiment elucidates the ending of Così fan tutte, explaining both the fury of the men who 

have suffered a betrayal—an injustice—and also the complacency of the women who, 

while they suffered a similar betrayal of trust, beg for forgiveness and never once accuse 

the men. 

 

Social Divisions 

Although not all characters pontificate about fidelity in these libretti, certain 

social groups emerge as the most consistently outspoken on the subject.  These are 

divided along gender and class lines but are not stratified solely by one or the other. 

Those who frequently expound on the virtues of fidelity or the perils of infidelity are 

females of the upper class (Countess Rosina Almaviva, Donna Elvira, and Donna Anna), 

and males of the lower-class (Figaro and Masetto).  Characters most consistently candid 

about infidelity as a fact of life are the lower class females (Despina and Barbarina) and 

the upper-class males (Don Alfonso, Don Giovanni, Count Almaviva, Dr. Bartolo, and 

Basilio).  This dichotomy of class and gender is consistent with the very nature of the 

sexual act.  Metaphorically, sexual relations imply a physical conquest of male over 

female or a surrendering of the female.  It is only logical then, that the conquering would 

occur down the chain of class with the higher-class males having relations with the  
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lower-class females.  This, in turn, creates anger and helplessness in the lower class 

males who can do nothing when their wives or sisters are preyed upon and it perpetuates 

the sense of abandonment common to the upper class women who are likewise helpless 

in controlling their mates. 

 

Female Solidarity 

Enlightenment may have brought individuality to man, but it seems to have brought 

solidarity to women.  In all operas under study, the females bind themselves together as a  

unit against the male forces.  In Don Giovanni, Donna Elvira helps Donna Anna and the 

two of them together try to rescue Zerlina.  In Le nozze di Figaro, the Countess seeks 

friendship and a kindred spirit in her maid, Susanna, even though she is very person who 

is distracting her husband.  Marcellina also offers her solidarity to Susanna in the final act 

of Le nozze di Figaro. Her bond of femininity is stronger than her bond to her son, 

Figaro, even though she in not certain of Susanna’s innocence. “Ah! quando il cor non 

ciarma personale interesse, ogni donna è portata alla difensa del suo povero sesso. Da 

quest’uomini ingrati a torto opresso.” [Ah! when the interest of her own heart is not 

threatened, every women is bound to come to the defense of her own poor sex, so put 

upon by these ungrateful men.] (Act IV sc. 8 recitative prior to no.25) Likewise, the two 

sisters in Così fan tutte supply a united front against their unwanted suitors and sing 

almost all of their defenses in tandem.   

The women created by Mozart and Da Ponte suffer injustices of infidelity by 

twenty-first century standards, but in their own era they were taught to accept social  
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mores and they found a common bond through them.  They were taught to bear guilt, 

abandonment, and even abuse.  They learned to maintain a reputation and overtly give 

power while covertly maintaining control.  They are women defined by weakness but 

vindicated by their strength. They are like that –così fan tutte! 

 



Conclusion 

In summation, the study of fidelity in the Mozart-Da Ponte Operas, Le nozze di 

Figaro, Don Giovanni and Così fan tutte, elucidates the relationships and sexual 

expectations of the characters with the context of eighteenth-century society. Women of 

all classes maintained honor by their overt sexual piety.  However, they were trained to 

accept a reasonable amount of infidelity in their husbands.  They alone carried the social 

burden of sexual responsibility and were held accountable for men’s wanted and 

unwanted sexual advances; in addition, they suffered the blame when these men lost 

interest.  Men, on the other hand, did not have the same sexual restrictions.  For them, 

honor was not related to their own sexuality, but rather the appearance of sexual piety in 

the women associated with them.  Men’s sexual desire was deemed natural and to go 

against nature was to go against reason.   

In these three operas, true unblemished fidelity is seemly unattainable, idealistic 

and unrealistic.  The characters are taught that, in order to find happiness, they must learn 

to accept the waywardness of their partners.  Men of the upper class subscribe to an ethos 

of reasonable infidelity for themselves and expect the appearance of fidelity from their 

wives. Serving class females have learned to accept infidelity as a way of life and upper  

class women have learned to carry any injustices from their husbands silently and in 

solitude. It is only the youthful lower class males that still are outraged by faithlessness 

and they are regarded as foolishly lacking reason.  

 The Age of Reason had a profound effect on fidelity.  Men became individuals 

through the Enlightenment and sought to maintain their reason by refusing to let the 

emotional fog of love to cloud their intellect.  Women, however found unity – a fidelity  
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of sorts for their own sex.  They found strength and compassion in each other across the 

class lines and learned to endure and thrive under a veil of virtue. 
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A. Introduction 
 
“Westerners” who first came upon the Hawaiian Islands appear 
to have been frequently delighted by Hawaiian culture (just as 
many visitors seem to be today).  Hawaiian culture appeared to 
spawn an enthusiasm for living, a love of the land, of the sea, of 
plants and animals, and of other people that was astonishing 
and inspiring.  The overall judgment appears to have been (more 
or less) – “Here be a legendary paradise!” 
 
Ironically, the original “western”, or European civilization – that 
of the Minoans (Baikie, 1910; Fitton, 2002) from the Greek 
islands – appears to have been strikingly similar to Hawaiian 
culture in many ways.  Minoan culture, as suggested by its 
artifacts, also radiates cheerfulness, a love of flowers, animals, 
and other people, and a passionate, buoyant mastery of life.   
 
The world today seems to hunger for guidelines for living well.  
Perhaps it would make sense to look at Hawaiian and Minoan 
cultures, and see what kind of hints for living better they might 
have to offer.  Perhaps even more useful would be to try to blend 
the two into a sort of prototype set of guidelines. 
 
B.     Methodology 
 
This proposal might sound impossible.  However, this model-
building process is a staple of organizational consulting, and 
perhaps applied social science in general (Ilgen & Hulin, 2000).   
The basic thinking goes something as follows.  Societies and 
cultures (or, organizations and their traditional rules) form 
“objects”, or systems that can be can be analyzed, and 
assessed with regard to criteria, for example, “healthiness”, or 
“friendliness”, or “artistry”, or “casualness”.   Some of these 
criteria might be considered  “benchmark cultural 
characteristics”, or “best practices” – desirable, and perhaps 
worthy of imitation.  Initially, data is analyzed intuitively, and 
then some sort of appropriate overall framework is eventually 
dropped onto the data as a means of organizing it in some 
conventional way. 



 
This process of seeking to identify benchmark cultural 
characteristics by analyzing what appear to be successful 
organizations is a means of trying to improve other systems.  
The more successful systems, according to certain selected 
criteria, can be imitated, in whole or in part, by other systems 
which desire to acquire those characteristics. 

This allows people to “test” the model proposed.  But the model 
needs to be publicized in some way to a sympathetic audience.  
Ergo, this paper for this conference . . . !  

(It is understood that not all of a culture’s practices might be 
considered a “best” practice.  It is intrinsic to the method that 
those aspects of a culture that appear to be “best practices” are 
identified and emphasized, and less healthy practices are 
dropped from the model.  I will observe that approach here.) 
 
First, I will review in an overall way the history and situations of 
Hawaiian and Minoan Islands.  Then I will list what appear to be 
the key similarities of Hawaiian and Minoan situations -- the 
geographic and political elements that may have shaped these 
cultures.  Then I list what appear to be cultural similarities per 
se.  This integrated list could then function as a sort of model, or 
the beginnings of a model, for explorations in the transformation 
of other cultures, should a society be interested in this list of 
possible benchmark cultural traits. Then I will apply the theory 
of human operations (Davidson, 2000) to the “Hawaiian-Minoan” 
set of traits as a means of organizing them in a prescriptive way. 
 
C.     Background – Historical and Archaeological 
 
The Hawaiian Islands encountered by “westerners” seem to 
have been populated and dominated primarily by people from 
Tahiti.  There was apparently some traffic between Hawaii and 
Tahiti for a while, which then stopped, in a sense isolating 
Hawaii.  Hawaii remained independent for hundreds of years, 
until it encountered “western” cultures.  It valiantly strived to 
maintain its independence, until it was overwhelmed by superior 
and uncompromising force. 



 
Minoans – the original “westerners” -- may have emigrated from 
Anatolia, in the Middle East, moving west, to populate islands of 
the eastern Mediterranean, especially Crete and Santorini.  They 
sustained trade and communication with other parts of the 
Middle East, but otherwise were able to thrive in a relatively 
protected setting.  Minoan culture appears to have been largely 
sovereign in the eastern Mediterranean for thousands of years, 
until overwhelmed by one of the greatest natural disasters of all 
time, the explosion of the volcano at Santorini (sometimes called 
Thera).  Subsequent to the explosion, Minoan culture was 
overrun by other peoples, such as the combative Myceneans.  
Minoan culture went on to evolve and express itself in the form 
of Greek mythology, the Odyssey, and classical Greek culture 
(which traced many of its roots to Crete). 
  
Thus, Hawaiians and Minoans have a certain historically- and 
archaeologically-based similarity of background, not the least of 
which is prominent experience with volcanoes.  But what is 
perhaps most striking about them is how these two island 
nations, who were able to evolve their cultures uninterrupted for 
hundreds of years, arrived at such an apparently similar 
configuration, in so many ways (though, of course, not in all 
ways).  The commonalities I selected below draw on some extant 
records of early European contact with Hawaiians (Ellis, 2004), 
and current writings on the “Aloha Spirit” (Kane,  1991,1997; 
Provenzano, 2003), and draw on extant artifacts of the Minoans 
(Castleden, 1990). 

 
D.      Apparent Similarities in Situation 

 
1. Cultures developed on islands. 
2. Islands bountiful  -- relatively easy to make a living. 
3. Beautiful flora – an intrinsically attractive 

landscape; their world is a relatively beautiful 
place. 

4. Minimal dangerous animals – animals are largely 
useful, friendly, beautiful, interesting (e.g., 
dolphins, birds). 

 



5. Islands relatively secure – others didn’t know 
where they were, or couldn’t seem to find them 
easily; difficult to attack; negligible evidence of 
outside invasion. 

6. Culture shaped, to marked extent, by powerful, 
intelligent, fair individual – Kemehameha, recently, 
in the case of Hawaii, clearly an historically-verified 
personage; and “Minos”, in the case of Minoan 
society, possibly an amalgam of founding leaders. 

7. Evidence indicating that disruptive, violent internal 
dissention was rare, thus society was relatively 
stable, and could explore cultural options. 

8. Men are often away at sea, leaving women and 
children to manage homes and gardens 
themselves. 

9. A vigorous lifestyle – farming and sailing, requiring 
fit individuals. 

 
E.      Apparent Similarities of Culture 

 
1. Goddesses were prominent – Pele in Hawaii, and 

“Aphrodite” (at least, that is her Greek name – 
Minoan writing remains un-translated), in Minoan 
culture.  Goddess/priestesses are prominent in 
Minoan art. 

2. Women managed a great deal of society – de facto, in 
Hawaii, since men were often away, and by 
implication of their art and history, in Minoan culture, 
since Minoans were prominently involved in ocean 
commerce, and had a powerful navy. 

3. People seemed comfortable with and pleased with 
their bodies. 

4. Both ended up being called “Islands of Love”. 
5. The people seem to have been uncommonly friendly. 
6. Signs of paranoia, terror of foreigners and of “the 

other” appear minimal. 
7. The entire culture seems bathed in an atmosphere of 

a remarkably easy, casual style. 
8. Flowers, animals, and the sea seem loved, are 

prominent in art. 



9. There is an emphasis on craftsmanship, and beauty 
in all things 

10. There is an emphasis on civic order, guided by 
reason (especially, in the case of Hawaii, with regard 
to Kamehameha, who apparently proclaimed his own 
version of the Magna Carta’s protection of 
commoners from royal whim.) 

11. A risky (sailing and trading) leitmotif of living 
may have promoted an adventurous, entrepreneurial, 
“can-do” mentality and behavior. 

 
F.     An Operations Analysis of a Prototype Hawaiian-Minoan  

    Culture 
 

It might be useful to provide an example as to how a prototypical 
“Hawaiian-Minoan” frame of mind could be analyzed within a 
personality structure, and to show how that analysis could be 
transformed into a set of prescriptions for living – to facilitate 
imitation.  The following analysis/set of prescriptions, draws on 
the theory of human operations, a personality model published 
in 2000 (Davidson).  This model posits nine basic components of 
the personality:  Values, Thinking, Feeling, Ego, Action, 
Objectives, Outcomes, Feedback, and Defenses, all linked 
together in a rational, goal-seeking system.  The following 
assessment is “close to the data”, and thus is biased toward a 
sea-faring, farming culture in language.  (I hope the reader can 
generalize from the specific examples, and apply them towards 
modern-day examples.) 

 
1. Values:  Be hospitable.  Trust others.  Genuinely care.  

Share.  Cooperation is important.  A smoothly-functioning 
society gets more done and has more fun.  Take great 
satisfaction in beauty in all things and all people – inner 
grace as well as a gracious appearance.  Physical strength 
and fitness are necessary to support economics; 
vivaciousness is a plus.  Yet learn the knack of achieving 
success with a sort of sweet, modest casualness.   

 
 
 



2. Thinking:  Be alert.  Be smart.  A brilliant navigator, or 
leader, is much better than a lost one. Intelligent 
management of resources, careful and effective boat 
design, and brilliant navigation (i.e., cognitive competence 
and technical mastery) are essential. Learn what you need 
to learn, and learn it well.  Training is important.     

3. Feeling:  Love.  Be passionate about life.  Be close to 
family.   Savor your existence in all its sensuous glory.  
Life is a joy!  Live beautifully. 

4. Ego:  Be confident, and robust.  Don’t get taken advantage 
of.   Be secure within yourself, your family, your people.  
Be fair, while mastering your life. 

5. Action:  Play with animals.  Bathe in the sea.  Go sailing.  
Talk to friends and family.  Learn an art, and let your 
artistry be a triumph.  Grow a garden.  Work hard.  Sing 
while you work!  Have a party!  Be active as well as 
cheerful. 

6. Objectives:  Think in a commonsense way of what would 
be a good idea.  Do that.  A strong boat.  Straight houses.  
A neat stone wall.  Vigorous plants in the garden.  A clean 
body.  Comfort with the sea.  Good friends.  Family 
harmony.  No need to get too complicated!  It’s the basics 
that are essential! 

7. Outcomes:  Everything good takes effort.  That’s OK.  
That’s the cost.  Pay the price cheerfully to get the benefit!  
No point in worrying about how “life’s unfair”!  But keep 
everything in balance – family and work, perfection and 
casualness, neatness and comfort, and so on. 

8. Feedback:  Listen and learn!  Lots of people have already 
acquired skills and knowledge you may not have.  You can 
learn from their efforts.  Don’t be shy!  Open your ears and 
your eyes!  Adapt!  Be flexible. 

9. Defenses:  “Getting defensive” -- not too helpful.  Don’t 
take it personally!  If someone points out something that’s 
true, take it in, absorb it if it’s useful.  Don’t get defensive, 
and block out the truth just because it hurts!  Hey – we’re 
all “one” anyway!  Let’s grow together! 

 
 
 



G.     Discussion 
 
One of the most striking aspects of Minoan legacy is how clearly 
the Greeks seem to cite them as progenitors (e.g., Zeus and 
Aphrodite, major Greek mythological figures, were both “born” 
on Crete) . . .  yet how cavalierly modern society seems to treat 
this “first European civilization”.   No doubt numerous elements 
contribute to this neglect.   
 
For example, all that remains of Minoan architecture is partial 
reconstructions, at best, amid rambling archaeological sites of 
scattered stones and walkways.  Minoan language (Linear A) has 
yet to be translated.  There appears to be scant actual literature 
in any case.   No one has ever unearthed a life-size marble 
Minoan statue as dramatic and cleanly iconic as the Greek 
“Winged Victory”.  And so on. 
 
A fundamental problem in appreciating Minoan culture may be 
that what prominently seems to characterize it is its informal 
felicity (at least, so far as one can infer from remaining artifacts).  
Yet this quality seems to register only with difficulty in the 
modern psyche. 
 
The classical Greeks are more familiar to us, seem more 
comprehensible, and seem to register as a more believable 
template of an effective society.  They were clearly dangerous.  
Weapons and combat figure prominently in their art and 
literature -- Homer’s Iliad is a war story.  Their sculpture portrays 
them as somehow massive and serious.  Even their architecture 
(however beautiful), seems ponderous and impressive – like a 
modern bank, or a courthouse. 
 
The Minoans, by contrast are something of an enigma.   Their art 
portrays them as cheerful and lively, charmed by animals, 
plants, and the sea.  Their architecture seems to collect people 
into close-knit groups among twisting, well-lighted, colorful 
thoroughfares, and to emphasize an artistic, creative, chummy 
quality, even light and breezy.   
 



And their palace/religious centers, unlike the Parthenon, appear 
intimately tied up with their living space.  There are minimal 
fortifications, and negligible signs of warfare or unrest.  The 
implication from remaining artifacts, altogether, is of a rather 
light-hearted, friendly and high-spirited people.   
 
Nonetheless, they appear from all evidence, physical and 
historical, to have dominated the eastern Mediterranean 
militarily, economically, and culturally for hundreds, if not 
thousands of years.  Their manufactured products, such 
daggers, were of outstanding design and quality, and Minoans 
manufactured out of the highest quality materials, such as gold 
and lapis.   
 
One could argue that the modern sensibility is geared for a 
certain style in an extraordinarily “successful” culture and 
society.  We may have been primed by exposure to Solomon’s 
Temple, the Great Wall, the Parthenon, the pyramids of Egypt, to 
expect the massive, the grandiose.  We may have been primed 
by exposure to Alexander, Genghis Khan, Napoleon to expect 
the scorched-earth conqueror who sets no limits on territory.  
We may have been primed by exposure to the Rothschilds, the 
Morgans, the Vanderbilts to expect the limitless investment 
engine.    
 
Thus, perhaps, it is easy to overlook the brilliance and what 
might be considered the “higher order” survival insights of 
Hawaiian and Minoan cultures, which seem to present us with 
something of a paradox in the Minoans:  How is it that a lively 
people, in love with an exuberant life, came to exert a light but 
firm, semi-permanent control over their region?    It is perhaps 
this question that an investigation of the Hawaiian-Minoan 
connection chiefly needs to pursue – the power and influence of 
a warm and affectionate view of all living things. 
 
H.     Conclusion      
 
There is a charming, and perhaps ultimately fitting similarity that 
can be perceived between the Hawaiians and the Minoans.  One 
of the most admired, if not the most admired activities of the 



ancient Minoans appears to have been acrobatically leaping 
over huge bulls, front first, without injury . . .  unique among the 
world’s peoples.   Just so, Europeans were amazed to see 
Hawaiians, commoners and kings, surfing -- leaping, essentially 
-- over huge waves, without injury . . . unique among the world’s 
people.  Is it just coincidence that these two brilliant peoples 
should have developed into an art-form such feats of daring, 
such a bold and lighthearted statement as to their love of and 
mastery of nature . . . in a nearly harmless way?  What could 
more perfectly proclaim to themselves and to others their spirit 
of daring, their creativity, their panache?  
 
Finally, to the extent that this Hawaiian-Minoan comparison 
might be valid, it is fascinating to consider that Hawaii might 
amount to a kind of living proof that a “Minoan” type of culture 
could exist.  Many people have looked at the extant array of 
Minoan artifacts, and asked, less than rhetorically, “How could 
people be so happy?  How could people be so healthy?  How 
could they be so energetic?  How could they be so warm?  How 
could they be so brave?  How could they be so brilliant?  How 
could they be so modest?  How could they be so well-
organized?  How could they be so prosperous?  How could they 
be so artistic?  And how could they be all of those things at 
once?” 
 
Let them come to Hawaii! 
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 Alfarabi, Maimonides, Aquinas: How three philosophers in 

three religious traditions dealt with Aristotle and philosophy.  
 

        These three thinkers  are linked together by two factors: the belief in a 

Sacred Text revealed by God, and the belief in the expertise in philosophy 

and science of the Greek thinker Aristotle.  Each of them had to figure out 

for himself and his - coreligionists—believers in Islam, Judaism, and 

Christianity-- the relationship between human learning and God’s 

Revelation.  For all three, Aristotle was called simply “ The Philosopher.”  

He received the admiration we might give to someone who authored the 

Encyclopedia Britannica by himself, since he had written extensively on 

scientific matters—biology, zoology, astronomy, physics, meteorology-- as 

well as philosophical questions like God and the world..  Aquinas, in a way, 

was the most fortunate of the three, thinkers, since he had the benefit of the 

work of the other two (Alfarabi died in 950, Maimonides in 1204, Aquinas 

1274.).  

  Alfarabi who lived and taught in Baghdad was a pioneer in 

philosophy within the Islamic community.  He separated philosophy, 

embodied in the works of Plato and Aristotle from Theology, the latter being 

the study of God the next life, and the social responsibilities of Islamic 

believers.        Alfarabi was one of the first in the Islamic world to discuss 

reason in regard to faith.  In his short and succinct work Enumeration of the 

Science , He discusses “dialectical theology” the art of defending the 

opinions and practices of religion.  (Butterworth,  p. 41, 5.) He distinguishes 



several approaches, each of which he criticizes, if only obliquely.  The first 

position is a partial fideist/fundamentalist position.  It takes the opinions of 

Religion as Divinely Revealed and without need of any rational 

interpretation.  Furthermore, it suggests that things that the  intellect objects 

to and cannot accept as true  are true according to the divine intellect.  This 

view sees us as adolescents objecting to what they cannot understand, but 

later accepting the same things they objected to when they mature.  The 

source of the Revelation is the truthful prophet who is shown to be truthful 

by miracles or the testimony of others as to his truthfulness.  In some of this 

I see an echo of Tertullian’s famous “I believe because it is absurd”, out an 

out fideism, which Christians long before Thomas rejected ( Cf. St. Basil the 

Great, “To Young Men on Making Good Use of Greek Literature,” in Pegis, 

9-26.).              Furthermore, I see a reluctance on Alfarabi’s part to accept a 

Divine Revelation of anything that could not be discovered by reason.  He is 

critical of the dialectical theologians who argued  that it reason could know 

everything, then Divine Revelation would be superfluous (ibid.), 

       Alfarabi places philosophy at the apex of all knowledge, human and 

Divine, and sees religion as a development in society that presented the truth 

learned in philosophy to the masses in imaginative language (Cf. Alfarabi, 

The Attainment of Happiness, 41 1-5; 10-15,) .    

 Philosophy gives an account of the ultimate principles (that is, the 
essence of the first principle and the essence of the second incorporeal 
principle) as they are perceived by the intellect. Religion sets forth their 
images by means of similitudes of them taken from corporeal principles and 
imitates them by their likenesses among political offices….Also in 
everything of which philosophy gives an account that is demonstrative and 
certain, religion gives an account based on persuasive arguments. 
 
 In his Book of Religion 5, Alfarabi writes,  

 



The theoretical opinions that are in religion have their demonstrative 
proof in theoretical philosophy and are taken in religion without 
demonstrative proofs    Therefore, the two parts of which religion consists 
[theoretical and practical] are subordinate to philosophy.”  

 
In his discussion of Philosophy and Religion in The Perfect State 

Alfarabi states,  
The philosophers of the city are those who know these things [The 

First Cause and its qualities, immaterial substances, the heavenly bodies], 
through strict demonstration and their own insight…But others know things 
through symbols, which reproduce them by imitation, because neither nature 
nor habit has provided their minds with the gifts to understand them as they 
are.  Both are kinds of knowledge, but the knowledge of the philosophers is 
undoubtedly more excellent. 
 

It seems clear that Alfarabi’s view doesn’t just legitimize Reason’s 

role in Religion, but just about eliminates the concept of a Divine 

Revelation. For, in his view, in religious writings, God only tells plain folks 

in picture language things that smart people have already figured out, or can 

figure out.   Demonstrative knowledge is the highest form of knowledge and 

that comes in philosophy.  Religion only gives persuasive arguments, and 

thus does not generate the intellectual conviction that comes from 

philosophy. 

       



 

Moses Maimonides, who grew up and wrote in Cordova before 

emigrating to Cairo when Islamic Spain became a place inhospitable to 

philosophers, wrote his Guide for the Perplexed while in Spain to help 

Jewish students to reconcile their newfound learning in philosophy and 

natural science with the Religion they had learned as children with its quite 

literal interpretations. Maimonides mentions Alfarabi six times in the Guide. 

Sometimes he agrees with Alfarabi, occasionally he disagrees with him.  He 

praises Alfarabi for rejecting the view that equates the range of imagination 

and the range of intellect.  It is not true that what is imaginable is possible, 

and what is unimaginable is impossible; the intellect, not the imagination, 

determines possibility and impossibility. ( Alfarabi,  Letter, 11-

12.Maimonides, Guide. 1, 73)   Moses also agrees with Alfarabi’s 

refutations of those who would try to show by various appeals to the concept 

of infinity that the world had a beginning. Aquinas would later use some of 

the same arguments in disagreeing with his contemporary St. Bonaventure as 

to the logical incoherence of an eternally existing created world. (Guide I, 

74;S.T. I. a. 46, Q 1 and 2 .  The translator of the Guide states that the text of 

Alfarabi here is lost.) 

 Maimonides also uses Alfarabi’s explanation of how the intellect 

understands without moving from potentiality to actuality as a support for 

the concept that Creation need not imply a movement from potentiality to 

actuality in God, something that would make God changeable and not God, 

thus rendering the idea of Creation impossible.  (Guide II, c. 18; Alfarabi, 

Letter p. 32,, 9-10.)  Maimonides also holds with Alfarabi that the individual 

human being, not just the species humanity, as Aristotle held, is the subject 



of Divine Providence (Guide, III, 19.).  Moses did, however, restrict 

Providence to care for creatures with intellect. Dogs, and cats, and plants and 

rivers are not subject to Divine Providence. The basis for Moses claim about 

man is the special dignity that humans have as rational creatures.  His denial 

of Providence for everything else is rooted, I think, in his view that a special 

Divine decree would be required for a left to fall ff a tree, or a spider to 

catch a fly.(ibid.) When Aquinas, to jump ahead for a moment, treats  of 

Divine Providence he mentions Maimonides by name and agrees with his 

view that humans are subject to Divine Providence. (S.T. I Q 22, a. 2) 

However, he reasons that since God is the Creator of everything and directs 

all thing to their ends, His Providence extends to everything created, 

whether, incorruptible as the heavenly bodies were thought to be, and angels 

and human souls, or corruptible as all the things on earth, living and non-

living. (Ibid.) 

   Lawrence Berman has argued that Maimonides also adopted that 

view of giving to philosophy superiority over religion, and consequently  

 was truly a “Disciple of Alfarabi.”(The title of his article in Buijs, 195-214.)   

However, I see Maimonides as giving normative value to Sacred Scripture.  

He upholds Creation from nothing and in time because “In the Beginning 

God created heaven and earth” (Gen. 1:1 Guide 2, 13.)  He cites Scripture as 

teaching “the existence of God, the Unity, the Omnipresence, the 

Omniscience, the Will and the Eternity of God. (Guide II, 18).  Furthermore, 

the special place Maimonides assigns to Moses and the miracles associated 

with Moses indicates to me that that he does believe in a God that 

communicates with humans and at times intervenes in human affairs  

Maimonides is clearly breaking with the Aristotelian concept of God as 

“Thought thinking Thought” (Metaphysics 12) with no regard for what is 



beyond Himself.  Maimonides also made a list of thirteen propositions, 

Articles of Jewish Faith in his commentary of the Mishnah and they have 

been used in Jewish worship (Maimonides, Commentary, c. 10). Proposition 

eight reads “The belief in the divine origin of the Torah.” (ibid.)      

 The texts of The Guide for the Perplexed and The Summa Theologiae 

reveal a much greater relationship between Aquinas and Maimonides than 

between Maimonides and Alfarabi.  In Aquinas Summa Theoolgiae, 

Maimonides is cited 22 times by name—as “Rabbi Moses.”  Historians of 

Philosophy like Etienne Gilson see a considerable influence of Maimonides 

on Aquinas (Gilson, Philosophy of St. Thomas, 34 n. 34.)  Furthermore, their 

situations were analogous.  Both were trying to reconcile the new learning 

represented by Aristotle with their religion.  And both took a stance against 

literalists and traditionalists, even having their books reported to authorities 

as filled with errors. Both recognized the limitations of reason and were alert 

to the danger of trying to defend religious belief by weak arguments. A look 

on their views on Creation will illustrate this point, and also illumine their 

views on the relationship of faith and reason. 

 Moses did adhere to the doctrine of Creation. That meant God made 

the world without using any pre-existing material, That God alone existed 

prior to the world, and that God freely, not necessarily, made the world. 

Aristotle, however, had taught that the world was eternal, existing with God 

always, and he offered arguments that some thought were powerful. 

Maimonides argued, and Thomas followed him in this, that none of 

Aristotle’s (or anyone else’s) arguments proved the eternity of the world 

(Guide I, 71).   “”But the Eternity of the world has not been proved; a mere 

argument in favor of a theory is not sufficient reason for rejecting the literal 

meaning of a Biblical text and explaining it figuratively.” (Ibid.)  Moses 



does not believe we can prove Creation by Reason either, “The utmost that 

can be effected by believers in the truth of Revelation is to expose the 

shortcomings in the proofs of the philosophers who hold that the Universe is 

eternal,” (Guide I, 71) and he adds ”and if forsooth a man has   effected this, 

he has accomplished a great deed.” (Ibid.) 

Maimonides later on in the text says: 
 
        What I myself desire to make clear is that the world’s being created in 
time according to the opinion of our Law.  .  . is not impossible and that all 
philosophic proofs from which it seems that the matter is different from 
what we have stated, all those arguments have a certain point through which 
they may be invalidated and the inferences drawn from them against us 
shown to be incorrect…. it (Creation in time) should be accepted without 
proof because of prophecy, which explains things to which it is not in the 
power of speculation to accede.  For as we shall make clear, prophecy is not 
set at naught, even in those who believe in the eternity of the world.” (Guide 
II, 16) 
 
 
 Aquinas’ statements on Creation and on the relation of Reason and 
Revelation concur:  
         
It is useful to consider this (the Creation of the World) as an article of faith, 
lest anyone pretending to demonstrate what is of faith should bring   forward 
arguments that are not cogent; for this would give the unbelievers occasion 
for ridicule, thinking that on such grounds we believe what is of faith. (S.T I. 
Q 46, art. 2, reply) 
 
And more generally 
 
If, however, anything is found n the teaching of the philosophers contrary to 
faith, this error does not properly belong to philosophy, but it is due to an 
abuse of philosophy owing to the insufficiency of reason. .  Therefore, also, 
it is possible from the principles of philosophy to refute an error of this kind, 
either by showing it to be altogether impossible, or not to be necessary.  For 
just as those things which are of faith cannot be demonstratively proved, so 



certain things contrary to them cannot be demonstratively shown to be false, 
but they can be shown not to be necessary. (S.T. I Art. 2, Q 3 ). 
 
In sum,  these citations are making two points:  We can’t prove some of the 
things that our faith teaches, but we can disprove any arguments that try to 
show they are false.  Secondly and particularly, the Creation of the universe 
in time as the result of the free act of God is not something that can be 
proved or disproved by human reason. 
  

Maimonides made this view of the indemonstrability of Creation and 

the non-eternity of the world-a pivotal point in his proofs for God that we 

have already seen.   He granted for the sake of argument that the world was 

eternal and argued to God as the world’s Prime Mover and First  

Necessary Cause.  “There is one proposition which we do not accept, 

namely the proposition which affirms the Eternity of the Universe, but we 

will admit it for the present, because by doing so we will be able to clearly 

demonstrate our own theory.”(Guide I, 71;II, 1).  Thomas was not as 

explicit, but it is understood that when he rules out an infinite series of 

Causes, as he does in each of his proofs, that he is not arguing temporally 

back to a first beginning, but at this moment to an adequate cause to explain 

dependence. (See. Copleston, Medieval Philosophy 341-42.) 

  
In regard to the discussion of the nature and attributes of God, 

Aquinas both agrees and disagrees with Maimonides. Aquinas does agree 

with Maimonides that we can never comprehend the Divine Essence. (S.T. I, 

Q 13 Art 2; Guide I, 54, 59) God is transcendent.  Aquinas also agrees that 

the negative way or “way of remotion” using statements like ‘God is not 

changeable, not in time, not in space’ do point to God’s unchangeable, 

eternal and omnipresent Nature. (Summa Contra Gentiles I, 14)   Aquinas, 

however, takes issue with the extent of Maimonides negative Theology, for 



Maimonides argues that positive names like good, intelligent, living cannot 

b applied to God substantially.  (Ibid. I, 13, Art. 2, Guide  I, 50,59.)  

Maimonides concern is for safeguarding the Unity of God, partially, it has 

been suggested because of his understanding of God as the ultimate One of 

the Neo-Platonic Philosophy of the third century thinker Plotlines (Herrera, 

“St. Thomas and Maimonides”, etc. 187). Aquinas, in contrast to 

Maimonides allows for an analogous predication of such positive traits 

such as goodness, life intelligence,  based on the insight that causes resemble 

effects.  Analogous predication occupies for Aquinas, as it had for Aristotle, 

a midpoint, between univocal and equivocal predication.  Univocal 

predication occurs when the same word has exactly the same meaning as 

applied to each individual referred to by that name, e.g. “human” as applied 

to all of us here, “chair” the pieces of furniture we designate as chairs  

Equivocal predication occurs when the same word is used with two entirely 

different meanings. For example,  “light” meaning not heavy and “light” that 

which illumines, or “box” meaning a container for holding items and “box” 

to try to strike an opponent with your fists without getting hit yourself.  

Analogous predication occurs when there is a resemblance between the two 

things the meaning is applied to.  For example, a good friend, a good car, 

and a good meal are all of them “good” but not good in exactly the same 

way.  In regards to God, we, according to Aquinas can say God is good, 

living, and intelligent, even though He is just one absolute perfection, and 

his goodness, life, and intelligence are not just what we have raised to the 

nth degree, but in a class by themselves, as God’s being is. (See S.T. I, Q 13, 

a. 5.) 

 

 



Philosophers, like other intelligent readers, often of new applications 

of the ideas that have read about.  Maimonides has an extensive discussion 

of the difficulty of metaphysics and why it should be not be the first things 

studied in the body of knowledge, but the last. (Guide 1,34.) He cites the 

difficulty and profundity of the subject, the limitations of human minds, the 

necessity of preliminary studies, the physical constitution of men, the 

necessity of supplying bodily wants.  (Ibid.)  St. Thomas sees these reasons 

in a different light, as reasons why it was necessary that Divine Revelation 

be given to man. ( Summa Contra Gentiles I, 4; S.T.  I, q. 1 a. 1 and Armand 

Maurer, “Maimonides and Aquinas on the Study of Metaphysics” in Hacket 

et al.. A Straight Path  206-215.) He mentions explicitly “physical 

constitution”, “concern for the necessities of life” and the profundity of 

truth”.  (Ibid.) Now these are reasons why it is fitting for God to reveal to 

humans teachings, such as the existence of God, and life after life, truths that 

could be discovered by the light of reason.   

   In comparing the three philosophers it seems that Aquinas took the 

strongest stance in regard to the normative character of Religious 

Revelation.  The faith communities of Judaism suspected Maimonides of 

heresy and even reported him to the inquisition in France.  Alfarabi was the 

object of the criticism of the Islamic philosopher Algazali (Copleston,  

195,203.) His strong stance against Averroistic teachings placed him on the 

side of orthodox.  He seemed less to elevate Aristotle to the heights that 

Alfarabi and Maimonides did.  However, he did take a position that was later 

at least implicitly condemned at Paris by the local bishop in 1277, namely 

that ach angel was a species in itself, a view rooted in that only matter could 

individuate form, and hence angels having no matter could not be 

individuated into individuals of one species. (S.T. q 50. a. 4, resp. See 



Gilson, History, p. 406 n. 52.) The wider Church has never followed up on 

the matter and it is a dead issue in religion and for some still a lively 

question in philosophy.   

  

 

 Appenxidx: A Note on Maimonides and Aquinas on specifically 

Religious issues. As I pointed out earlier Aquinas references Maimonides by 

name almost two dozen times in his Summa Theologiae. Surprisingly to me 

the bulk of the references are to his discussion of the Ceremonial Precepts of 

the Law and the Moral Teachings of the Law.  He often cites with approval 

Maimonides’ observations.  For example, this one: “Take the body out of 

worship and men will be prone to idols.”  (Literally “It behooves not to 

attenuate the bodily worship of God so as to allow men to fall into the 

worship of idols.”( S.T. I-II, Question 101, a.3 Reply Obi. 3)  He justifies the 

building of the Temple in Jerusalem as a replacement for the portable 

Tabernacle by appeal to the literal reasons given by Maimonides—security 

and internal peace (Ibid. 102. a.4 Reply Obj. 2).   Aquinas also agrees with 

Moses’ argument that family integrity and chastity are best promoted by the 

forbidding of marriage between blood relatives. (Ibid. Tertia Pars, Q 54 Art. 

4). 
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 ABSTRACT 
 
 England and France: The American Contra Dance Connection 
 

The Country Dances of England and the French Quadrilles had great influence on the 
development of Contra Dance in America, starting with the beginning of the thirteen colonies. 
There have been references to English Country Dance dating as far back as the 1400's however, 
it was first mentioned in England in the middle of the sixteenth century. It is well known that 
English Country dances flourished during the time of Queen Elizabeth I where they were viewed 
as social dances of the time.  The dances were not seen as spectacle for the entertainment of 
others, as much as dance for it=s own expression. Though there were no existing recorded 
dances of the times, a few dances in the first edition of Playford=s collection, which were written 
seventy-five years later, have forms and movements which are similar to the dances of Queen 
Elizabeth=s Court, 

The first published English Country Dance descriptions and tunes were published in 1651 
 called The English Country Dancing Master, a John Playford collection.   The steps of the 
Country Dance was not the most important aspect.  The symmetrical floor design made by the 
dancers as they would weave around one another gave the beauty to the dance.   The dances 
were most interesting seen from above due to the kaleidoscopic effect on the floor. The dances 
were first danced in sets of two, three, or four couples in round, square, or longways formations.  

Later, Country Dances were exported to France where in 1706 Raoul Auger Feuillet 
introduced English dances to the court of King Louis XIV.  Many of Feuillet=s dances were 
adapted from the Playford Collection, but  he added his own style to the contre-danse.  With 
Country Dances fashionable in the French courts, they immediately spread to many other part of 
Europe, including: Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and reemerging in Italy. A revival 
also happened in England where the dances came home to more supportive and excited dance 
enthusiasts. In many countries, the Playford Collection helped to preserve these dances and tunes 
for later generations. 

Looking at the popularity of the country dances, they had their greatest support from 
1800 to 1815 until other fashionable dance styles came to the ballroom, such as the waltz, 
quadrille, and eventually the polka. Solely the Sir Roger de Coverley managed to exist into the 
twentieth century.  The twentieth-century folk-dance revival caused a turning back to the 
traditional sources of dance and they started ABarn Dance@ parties where there was a mixture of 
a old country dance, an old-fashioned version of >The Lancers=, couple dances, and a quickstep. 
Village barn dances helped to preserve the traditions established long before.   

The country dances crossed the ocean to share the European tradition and the connection 
gave American Contra Dance its roots for development. In New England, especially, during the 



early 1800's, Americans eagerly embraced the English Country dances. Today there are various 
Contra Dance groups throughout the United States, still embracing the dance form. In almost all 
of the states of the union, such as New England, Missouri, Oklahoma, Virginia, Utah, California, 
the dance still goes on with a fun evening of dancing the Contra.  

The historical path of the English Country Dance/Contra Dance is an exciting and 
enticing one for anyone interested in history, Ethnic Studies, American Studies, Anthropology or 
the Art of Dance. 
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 WORKSHOP 
  
 Everybody Dance Now: American Contra Dance 
 

Contra Dance has flourished since the 17th century in England where it came to 
the thirteen colonies with the early settlers.  The Contra has a rich and diverse history 
and has developed over the years in America to be one of the dance forms practiced 
and loved.  The dance has some similarities to Square Dance, but is done in longway 
sets. The caller cues the dancers for the figures that are performed, with a simple  
walking step as the basic movement.  

In America, there are numerous groups and clubs that engage in Contra Dancing 
on a weekly bases. One can find a Contra Dance event in almost every state of the 
Union. It affords the dancer mental, social, emotional,  physical, cultural and historical 
benefits.  This workshop will allow the participants the opportunity to do contras 
representative of the very earliest time period in American history, such as; The Hole in 
the Wall (1600's) and the Contra Dances that are on the scene at the present time, 
Broken Sixpence. Dances that use proper/improper, duples, and triples will be danced.   

One of the beauties of Contra Dance is that it strives for simplicity and enjoyment 
of the dancers. It is truly a communal event.  Everyone is dancing together in unison to 
form a feeling of unity and excitement. Like one of the participants who goes to Contra 
Dance nights said: AIt=s amazing to have so much fun with people I have never met 
before@.   Contra Dance is for everyone!  
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Title:   The Hebrew Verbs hd(r( and vb1K( in Genesis 1: 26, 28 
 
Author: Darian C. De Bolt 
 
Affiliation: University of Central Oklahoma 
 
Address: 100 N. University Dr. 
  Edmond, OK 73034 
 
E-mail: ddebolt@ucok.edu 
 
Abstract:   Some investigators have claimed that some of the historical roots of our 
current ecological crisis may be traced back to the first creation story in the Old 
Testament/Hebrew Scriptures.  I examine critical verbs in specific verses and interpret 
those verbs within their context in the Priestly narrative of the creation story.  I argue that 
those verbs do not support such an interpretation.  Rather, the verses in fact give 
humankind the responsibility to maintain the goodness of God’s creation. 
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The Hebrew Verbs hd(r( and vb1K( in Genesis 1: 26, 28 
 

 Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness; 
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and 
over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every creeping thing 
that creeps upon the earth.”  Gen. 1: 261 
 
 God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the 
earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the 
air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.”  Gen. 1: 28 
 
 In a subsequently published lecture, the historian Lynn White observed, 

…Christianity inherited from Judaism not only a concept of time as 

nonrepetitive and linear but also a striking story of creation.  By gradual 

stages a loving and all-powerful God had created light and darkness, the 

heavenly bodies, the earth and all the plants, animals, birds, and fishes.  

Finally, God had created Adam and, as an afterthought, Eve to keep man 

from being lonely.  Man named all the animals, thus establishing his 

dominance over them.  God planned all of this explicitly for man’s benefit 

and rule:  no item in the physical creation had any purpose save to serve 

man’s purposes.  And, although man’s body is made of clay, he is not 

simply part of nature:  he is made in God’s image (1205). 

White goes on to conclude, “Man’s effective monopoly on spirit in this world was 

confirmed, and the old inhibitions to the exploitation of nature crumbled” (1205).  In his 

account, White specifically uses the two English verbs that are typically used to translate 

the Hebrew.  In this paper, I examine those two verbs in order to see if they support 

White’s interpretation. 

 

                                                 
1 All English translations are from the NRSV. 
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 The Hebrew verb translated ‘have dominion’ in both of the above verses is hd(r( 

(rādā).  The Hebrew verb translated ‘subdue’ in Gen. 1: 28 is vb1K( (kābaš).  In verse 

twenty-six, hd(r( occurs in the pure stem or Qal form of the third person masculine plural 

imperfect tense.  In verse twenty-eight, hd(r( also occurs in the Qal form of the 

masculine plural imperative tense.  In both cases, the verb is preceded by w (waw) in 

slightly different forms, but in each case the w has conjunctive force.  Also in each case, 

the verb is properly translated ‘have dominion’ or ‘rule (over)’.  The cognate Arabic 

means ‘tread’ or ‘trample’, while the cognate Syriac and the cognate Assyrian, radû, 

means ‘chastise’ and ‘go’ or ‘flow’ (Gesenius s.v.).  The Hebrew verb vb1K( that occurs 

in verse twenty-eight has the Qal form as well and is in the masculine plural imperative  

with a third person singular feminine suffix.  In this case, the verb is also preceded by the 

conjunctive w.  The feminine suffix h (he) functions as a pronomial direct object that has 

as its antecedent the noun ;r6a6 (eretz) that means ‘earth’ or ‘land’.  In this context, the 

verb is properly translated ‘subdue’ or ‘dominate’.  The verb is cognate with the Aramaic 

and Syriac verbs for ‘tread down’, ‘beat a path’, or ‘subdue’ and the Arabic ‘press’, 

‘squeeze’, ‘knead’, but also ‘attack’ or ‘assault’ (Gesenius s.v.).  Let me now compare the 

Hebrew with the Greek of the Septuagint (LXX). 

 The translators of the Septuagint used the verb a[rcw to translate hd(r( and the 

verb katakurieuvw to translate vb1K(.  In this context, a[rcw is generally translated ‘rule 

over something or someone’ when in the active voice and with the genitive case as occurs 

here.  This verb occurs as early as Homer.  Katakurieuvw is usually translated ‘be 

master’, ‘lord it (over)’, or ‘rule’ (Danker s.v.).  This verb does not appear in Greek until 
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the Hellenistic period.  In verse twenty-six, a[rcw occurs in the form ajrcevtwsan, that is, 

the third person plural present imperative active.  Because English does not have a third 

person plural imperative, this imperative in Greek is usually translated ‘let them rule 

over’.  In verse twenty-eight, the same verb occurs in the form a[rcete, that is, the second 

person plural present imperative active.  In verse twenty-eight, katakurieuvw occurs in 

the form katakurieuvsate, that is, the second person plural aorist imperative active.  As 

may be seen from this evidence, the semantic content of the Greek is not quite as harsh as 

the semantic content of the Hebrew.  However, the Greek verbs chosen by the translators 

of the Septuagint may well reflect their understanding of the use of the Hebrew verbs in 

this context.  If this is the case, then it would be inaccurate to place too much weight on 

the semantic background of the Hebrew verbs.  Despite this consideration, as 

knowledgeable Hebrew speakers of the time, they probably would have been aware of 

some of the background of these verbs.  So, what are to make of these verbs? 

 Most biblical scholars agree that Genesis 1-2:4a is a carefully crafted story from 

the Priestly (P) source which is the latest of the four major sources out of which the 

Pentateuch was composed and redacted.  Although P taken as a whole is a literary 

composite (Fohrer 183), this passage is a literary unit (Brueggemann 30).  Furthermore, 

the P creation story exhibits this literary unity despite the fact that it incorporates many 

elements from previous Mesopotamian myths and cosmologies (Brueggemann 34).  

Much of the difficulty in interpreting this text is due to its richness.  The text contains so 

many elements that are intertwined that it presents particular difficulties in unraveling the 

different strands.  Although my purpose is not to give a full exegesis of the text, let me 
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familiarize the reader with some of the elements, both formal and substantial, in this 

story. 

 The very first word intimates that what follows is a primeval history.  The first 

verse serves to introduce the specific acts of creation that are to follow.  In the second 

verse, God starts his creative activity by working on a pre-existing watery chaos.  There 

is no implication that this is a creatio ex nihilo.  We do not have warrant for such a 

doctrine until 2 Maccabees 7:28.  The next several verses (vv. 3-31) detail the first six 

days of creation.  The six days are presented with a narrative symmetry in which the first 

and fourth days are paired as are the second and fifth and the third and sixth.  Just as God 

creates order out of chaos so also does the narrative structure present its own order.  This 

structuring of the narrative seems to be a self-conscious act of the Priestly redactors.  The 

ordered cosmos that emerges is not unlike that which appears in prior Mesopotamian 

creation myths, for example, Enuma elish (Pritchard 60-72, 501-03; Speiser 9-10).  

However, there are significant differences from those prior creation myths.  One striking 

example is that the heavenly lights are not named and thus they are de-divinized as 

compared with the Mesopotamian creation myths.  Another distinctive feature is that the 

creation of living things is an act of general creation as opposed to specific creation.  That 

is, classes of living things are created rather than species.  This feature was noted by 

Charles Darwin (462-64). 

 A clause that recurs throughout the narrative with some variation is the statement 

“and God saw that it was good”.  The first occurrence is in verse four during the first day 

of creation and it has the wording:  “And God saw that the light was good….”  The use of 

the clause is absent during the second day of creation.  But the clause occurs twice in the 
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third day of creation, in verses ten and twelve.  In verse ten, the clause occurs after the 

lower waters had been gathered and dry land appears and God names them “Earth” and 

“Seas”.  The second occurrence during the third day of creation is after plants have been 

brought forth from the earth.  The clause occurs again during the fifth day of creation, in 

verse twenty-one.  Here, God creates the lights in the sky for the purpose of 

chronological sequencing, that is, as signs marking the passage of the seasons, days, and 

years and, also, for lighting the earth.  The passage also specifies the creation of the Sun 

and the Moon and the stars.  The last occurrence in this P narrative occurs twice during 

the sixth day of creation.  The first occurrence is after God has the earth “bring forth” 

animals “of every kind” in verse twenty-five.  The second occurrence is at the end of the 

sixth day, when God’s creative activity is summed up with the statement that “God saw 

everything that he had made, and indeed, it was very good” (v. 31). 

 The first occurrence of the word bWf or ‘good’ during the sixth day of creation is 

just before God, along with his heavenly host (“let us”, v. 26), creates humankind (von 

Rad 57).  The next and last occurrence of the word bWf in this P narrative is after God 

has commanded humankind to subdue the earth and given humankind dominion over all 

the living things encompassed by the world, that is, those creatures that live in the sky, 

under the sea, and on the earth.  The fact that the creation of humankind and the reception 

of dominion by humankind are sandwiched between the two occurrences of ‘good’ is 

significant.  The occurrence of ‘good’ at the end of verse twenty-five refers specifically 

to God’s creation of animals, but, I believe, it also sums up God’s judgment with regard 

to the products of his creative activities to this point.  The occurrence of the word in this 

place also sets the stage for God’s last creative activity—the creation of humankind.  The 
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last occurrence of ‘good’ clearly refers to the entirety of the products of God’s creative 

activities particularly including the creation of humankind—the only creature created 

after the occurrence of ‘good’ in verse twenty-five.  The adverb ‘very’ not only 

emphasizes the goodness of all creation, but particularly, the creation of humankind and 

humankind’s relationship to what has been created as the culmination of God’s creative 

activity.  Thus, at the beginning of book two which is the end of the P narrative, God’s 

final act is to cease from creative activity and to rest. 

 It is in the final part of this narrative that the authorial and redactional intent of the 

Priestly tradition is clearly revealed.  In Genesis 2:2, God’s resting on the seventh day is 

expressed by the verb tb1v9.  The primary meaning of this verb can be seen from the 

cognate Assyrian šabâtu, ‘cease’, ‘be completed’.  The noun tB9v1, ‘shabbat’ or 

‘Sabbath’ does not occur until later.  However, in Genesis 2:3, the Priestly tradition 

explains the Sabbath by arguing, “So God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it, 

because on it God rested from all the work that he had done in creation”.  Thus, the 

culmination of the P narrative is a theologically grounded etiological explanation of the 

Sabbath.  This fits in rather nicely with the other numerous etiological elements that are 

found throughout this narrative.  Much of the narrative consists of utilizing previous 

existing Mesopotamian mythological material to account for the origin and structure of 

the cosmos and the contents of that cosmos (Boadt 114-17).  However, the Priestly 

tradition has profoundly reshaped this material in accordance with that tradition’s 

theological faith and commitments.  God exists separate from this world, but, 

nonetheless, involved in it.  God, however, does not physically form the world; rather he 
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creates it by verbal fiat.  This is evident by the recurring phrase, “And God said”.  

Furthermore, God completes his creation; he sees it to its very end (Gen. 2:1-2). 

 An equally, if not more profound, claim is the assertion that the totality of 

creation is good.  Obviously, this claim relates directly to the evaluation of the product of 

creation by God.  However, it also reflects the nature of the creator.  The implication 

contained in the narrative is that the goodness of creation is due to the goodness of the 

creator.  Thus, the narrative communicates some of the fundamental theological 

commitments of the Priestly tradition.  Among those commitments is God’s total 

responsibility for creation.  God created that which is good, and he “finished the work 

that he had done” (Gen. 2:2).  No one else is responsible for that which is created.  We 

are now in a position to understand the verbs in verses twenty-six and twenty-eight. 

 As I noted above, the very last part of Genesis 1:25 is “And God saw that it was 

good”.  The beginning of the last verse of the chapter is “God saw everything that he had 

made, and indeed it was very good”.  In the verses in between, God creates humankind 

and provides sustenance not only for humankind (v. 29), but also for all the other animals 

in creation (v. 30).  Now it is rather doubtful in this context that the Priestly tradition 

redactors intended that humankind was given the power and authority by God to do 

whatever they wished with God’s good creation.  This brings us to verse twenty-six in 

which God creates “…mankind in our image, according to our likeness”.  As is well 

known, much insightful exegetical work has been written about these words.  However, I 

think that Gerhard von Rad is quite correct when he writes,  

The interpretations…are to be rejected which proceed from an 

anthropology strange to the Old Testament and one-sidedly limit God’s 
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image to man’s spiritual nature, relating it to man’s “dignity,” his 

“personality” or “ability for moral decision,” etc.  The marvel of man’s 

bodily appearance is not at all to be excepted from the realm of God’s 

image.  This was the original notion, and we have no reason to suppose 

that it completely gave way, in P’s theological reflection, to a 

spiritualizing and intellectualizing tendency (56). 

Now I do not find von Rad’s explanation persuasive (56-57).  However, I do find one 

which I believe more closely follows the text.  The three major themes in the P narrative 

are creativity, the goodness of the created, and rest after such activity.  God creates the 

cosmos out of a formless void and a watery chaos.  God separates, orders, and names.  

Humankind, as Homo faber, is able to create within the limits of human capability.  

Humankind too can separate, order, and name.  Given these powers by the creator, 

humankind, created as a creator, is appointed by God to rule over that which has been 

created—both the non-human world and mankind itself.  Humankind now has a dual 

responsibility—humankind is responsible for the earth and responsible to God for the 

earth.  Since that which has been created by God is good, humankind has been appointed 

to maintain that goodness—the goodness of the non-human parts of creation and of 

humankind itself.  Just as God rested after his work, so also should humankind rest after 

its labors.   

 Therefore, these verses are not to be interpreted as a license provided to 

humankind to do as it wishes with the world.  Rather, humankind is given the 

responsibility to maintain the goodness of God’s creation.  As von Rad observes, “The 

expressions for the exercise of this dominion are remarkably strong…”(58).  The Priestly 
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tradition chose the verbs it did in order to impress on humankind the depth and the 

fullness of it responsibility towards both the earth and God.  That responsibility is to 

maintain the earth’s goodness.  Any interpretation which reads these verses and the verbs 

contained therein as a license to exploit is either a misinterpretation or a distortion 

whether that interpretation comes within or without the Judeo-Christian traditions. 
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Reading to Transgress: Prison Autodidacticism from The Autobiography of Malcolm 

X to Monster 

 

“This is a college to me.  I’m training in revolutionary science.  I’m locked in my cage 

and usin’ what I have to get what I want.” 

Sanyika Shakur, “60 Minutes” Interview, 1994. 

 

 We can understand how Malcolm discovered—more likely rediscovered; recall 

his success as a student back in Lansing—his love of reading in prison: “Ten guards and 

the warden couldn’t have kept me out of those books.” But it’s harder to understand the 

next sentence: “Not even Elijah Muhammad could have been more eloquent than those 

books in providing indisputable proof that the collective white man had acted like a devil 

in virtually every contact he had with the world’s collective non-white man” (177).   

What books?  Those donated to the progressive Norfolk Prison Colony in 

Massachusetts by “a millionaire named Parkhurst” whose “special interests” were 

“history and religions” (157).  Even the non-professional, non-specialist reader who 

won’t bother to read farther than just The Autobiography to find out the titles of those 

books knows that no more than a tiny fraction of that library, accumulated by a New 

England millionaire before World War II and donated to a prison for the purposes of 

rehabilitation, is other than Eurocentric and standard-canonical, at least not explicitly--the 

Durants’ Story of Civilization, for example, and Wells’s Outline of History  (Malcolm 

does mention John Hope Franklin’s favorite book, Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folks, 

which, in case I have to remind you, contains more than just dated “Talented Tenth” 
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elitism and much more incendiary pronouncements than just that “the problem of the 

Twentieth Century is the problem of the color line”: Malcolm ‘s Muslim awakening was 

no doubt directly encouraged by such among Dubois’s many militantly anti-Christian 

observations as that  “nothing better suited  [slaves’] condition then than the doctrines of 

passive submission embodied in the newly learned Christianity.  Slave masters early 

realized this. . . “ [146].).   

So how can Malcolm implicitly claim—even taking into account that he had 

broken with the Nation before beginning work on The Autobiography—to have achieved 

proto-postcolonial theoretist critique unaided?  And he certainly didn’t learn from Elijah 

Muhammad—and likely not from Alex Haley, either—so carefully to purge his rhetoric 

of racialist bias: “collective white man,” ”like a devil,” “virtually every contact,” “world’s 

collective non-white man.”  Malcolm’s spectral visitation in prison—that “man sitting 

beside me in my chair,” “dark suit,” “he wasn’t black, and he wasn’t white.  He was 

light-brown-skinned, an Asiatic cast of countenance” (186): Spike Lee has him being 

Elijah Muhammad, but, . . . maybe Edward Said? 

 And we can understand how, many years after Malcolm’s time in Norfolk, 

the Crip OG Monster Kody while locked up in California’s Pelican Bay Prison turned 

into the devout Muslim and proponent of the New Africa movement, Sanyika Shakur.  

But it is equally difficult to understand—so difficult that whenever I teach Monster I have 

first to play a recording of the “60 Minutes” interview to persuade my undergraduates 

that the book isn’t some kind of hoax—how he mastered not just standard English, and 

not just the standard rhetoric of fiction (Monster reads much more like a novel than a 

memoir), but the highly specialized rhetoric of left-leaning Baby-Boom white male 
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nostalgia—the idiom, not accidentally, of the demographic of the audience for “60 

Minutes,” and also that of the target readership, initially, of the memoirs of a Crip OG: 

“Helicopters hovered heavily above, often no higher than the tree-tops that dot the 

battlefield.  Staccato vibrations of automatic gunfire crack throughout the night,” this 

being not Vietnam in the 1960s and 70s but Watts after the Rodney King verdict (xi). 

 Twentieth-century African-American male prison autobiography seems to 

me to have interesting theoretist implications, looking forward, and interesting links to 

African-American male slave narratives, especially Douglass’s, looking backward.  I’d 

like to explore a few of both as they can be seen to be present in The Autobiography of 

Malcolm X and Monster. 

 Spike Lee was roundly criticized—primarily by middle- and upper-class African-

American activists and intellectuals—for spending so much screen-time, and so many of 

the millions with which he was entrusted as a young and largely untested filmmaker to 

make the screen version of The Autobiography, on Malcolm’s street life before his 

change in prison.  Beyond the question of the movie’s aesthetic, or even its political, 

fidelity to the source, both of which I will take up in a moment, this criticism overlooks a 

number of the unfilmed accomplishments of Lee that were necessary to the launching and 

the completion of the movie: for example, the significance to African-American culture 

in general of Lee, as a young African-American outsider insisting that Malcolm would 

have demanded that only a black director be entrusted with filming The Autobiography, 

having dared to take on the entire American film industry to accomplish the rather 

astonishing feat of wresting control of the project, which by the 1980s had been in 

development for a generation after Malcolm’s assassination, from one of the most 
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powerful, and most impeccably liberally and multi-culturally credentialed, directors in all 

of Hollywood (who, to my knowledge, never forgave Lee for it), Norman Jewison, the 

Academy-Award  winning diaspora Jew who had directed In the Heat of the Night; for 

example, Lee’s transforming from political activist and movie-maker into diplomat to 

negotiate with Saudi authorities the right, never before granted to a western filmmaker, to 

film in Mecca, and so to represent Malcolm’s Haj occurring on the location where it had 

actually taken place; for example, Lee’s transforming from political activist and 

filmmaker and diplomat into political fundraiser, persuading such African-American 

sports and entertainment celebrities as Bill Cosby, Michael Jackson, and Oprah Winfrey 

personally to contribute the additional money needed to ensure that control of the film, 

which nearing the end of principal photography was running way over budget, not 

devolve from the director to the studio.   Whatever encouragement to do the wrong thing 

might be inferred by young black males from Lee’s filmic celebration of Malcolm’s 

ghetto romance in Boston and Harlem, the results of Lee’s having successfully become 

jack of nearly every trade in order to bring Malcolm X to theaters carries on the ancient 

and honorable African-American tradition of managing to turn nothing, more often much 

worse than nothing, into something, into much more than something, that extends all the 

way back to spirituals and soul food. 

 And two scenes, at least, from the first half of the movie can be said very much to 

follow the spirit, if not necessarily the letter, of the original in reading transgressively 

what to Spike Lee would be cinematic counterparts of those Eurocentric and standard- 

canonical texts to which Malcolm was restricted in prison.  Lee’s process-shot 

dramatically silhouetting against an impossibly huge moon the night-riding Ku Klux 
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Klan that has just terrorized Malcolm’s mother and older siblings in Michigan—the scene 

with which Malcolm, who was in utero at the time of the incident, begins The 

Autobiography (1)—is structurally demoted by Lee; rather than beginning the movie, it’s 

interpolated later as a flashback in the midst of Lee’s much more extravagant, opening 

bravura representation of Malcolm following Shorty—who is played, self-mockingly, by 

Lee, himself-- into a life of conked hair, zoot suits, and dancehalls, culminating in 

Malcolm’s abandoning church girl Laura for blonde bombshell Sophia.   The scene 

references not only the book, however, but also, and much more subversively, a signature 

scene devised by a dominant, and of course a white, cinematic predecessor that has 

become iconic—indeed, it has become a trademark—, and does so in a way that very 

subtly uncovers, in a way that Malcolm can easily be imagined to applaud, the profound, 

underlying racism of the cinematic original.  When Steven Spielberg, whose liberal and 

multicultural credentials are more than the equal of Norman Jewison’s, devises the 

famous process-shot silhouetting against an impossibly huge moon a little boy impossibly 

riding a bicycle through southern California’s mid air with the enabling, supernaturally 

liberating/caring extraterrestrial leading the way in the bicycle’s basket, he is himself 

quoting another, earlier, signature process shot, this one silhouetting against an 

impossibly huge moon a string of children holding hands impossibly sailing through 

London’s mid air with the enabling, supernaturally liberating/caring governess in the 

lead.  By substituting the Klan for Spielberg’s  E.T. and Disney’s Mary Poppins, Lee 

derides, from a uniquely African-American perspective, the utterly implicit racial 

complacency that can often enable American popular culture: the weakest and most 

neglected among us—be they the victims of Edwardian parental obtuseness or southern 
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Californian divorce and overworked motherhood, so long as they be cute and white, will 

somehow become taken care of.  Lee’s transgressive cinematic (re)reading of these 

scenes powerfully implies that African-Americans cannot share in these enormously 

popular, and superficially innocent, American fantasies of the perfect safety net, and 

while rearranging the order of The Autobiography remains faithful to one of its most 

troubling cultural insights: that while still the pet, he calls himself the “mascot,” of 

Midwestern white society—“’Malcolm, we’re just so proud of you!’” (31)--Malcolm 

“remember[s] one thing that marred this time for me: the movie ‘Gone with the Wind.’  

When it played in Mason, I was the only Negro in the theater, and when Butterfly 

McQueen went into her act, I felt like crawling under the rug” (32).   Did Martin Luther 

King, who as a young black child in the choir singing spirituals was allowed into the 

same Atlanta premier of Gone With the Wind from which the actress Hattie McDaniel, 

“Mammie,” was barred--because she was, well, black--, have the same reaction?  And do 

all of the most successful American popular entertainments encourage forgetfulness of  

one of the two great crimes that accompany the birth of the nation—not just blockbusters 

like Uncle Tom’s Cabin and Birth of a Nation and Gone With the Wind whose racism is 

innocently dated nowadays only to America’s paleoapologists—but also Mary Poppins 

and ET, and maybe even Titanic, which only just outearned Gone with the Wind as the 

most profitable film of all time, and whose sinking might be interpreted as a catastrophic 

exception that indirectly portends not the end of a doomed world but the beginning of a 

brave new one, a classless microcosm in which all, white, Americans, whether 

hyphenated or pure, whether in steerage or in staterooms, will in due time be integrated, 

just another clever variant of the old American dream that of course must always 
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somehow repress the historical memory of the middle passage that, routinely and over the 

course of centuries, produced a black body count that makes white body counts, resulting 

from all but the single, greatest, American catastrophe, seem trivial. 

 The second, much more elaborate and seemingly even less faithful, scene to 

which I referred is Lee’s Roseland sequence, for which there is no single counterpart in 

Malcolm’s account of the many sybaritic pleasures of the ghetto, and which might be 

seen to exemplify all of that for which Lee was condemned by his critics.  But while 

departing even more obviously from the letter of The Autobiography than does Lee’s 

filming of the aftermath of the Klan attack, the Roseland sequence functions similarly 

both to undermine, and in this case also to rival, a dominant cinematic predecessor—the 

predecessor now being the Academy-Award winning Best Picture of 1961 (it won a total 

of ten Oscars), West Side Story, and particularly Jerome Robbins’s attempt 

choreographically to merge natural dialogue, movement, and setting with the set-piece, 

stylized production numbers of traditional stage and movie musicals of the 1950s and 

early 1960s.   Lee’s racial politics in finding as much ethnic dignity in the black ghetto’s 

dance competitions as Robbins and Leonard Bernstein had in Spanish Harlem’s gang 

wars, and to do so without the crutch of alluding to Shakespeare, is, I suppose, obvious; 

less obvious is the significance of Lee’s replacing Latino violence with African-

American rhythm, and thereby implicitly refuting one of the most pernicious and 

enduring of the white stereotypes of African-American culture—a refutation that, as we’ll 

see, is implied also, and just as slyly, by Sanyika Shakur in Monster.  But most subtle, 

and arguably most faithful to the spirit of The Autobiography, is Lee’s attempt to improve 

upon the aesthetics of the celebrated white original by integrating, much more seamlessly 
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than in the original, spontaneous behavior with balletic movement: only repeated 

viewings will discover the moment when the loosely coordinated couple and group tricks 

of the type that doubtless were actually performed at Roseland—and whose 

contemporary equivalent is still televised weekly in the perennially-running “Soul 

Train”—turn into the perfect unison leaps, lifts, and spins with which the dancers 

conclude (and for which amateurs Denzel Washington as Malcolm and Theresa Randle as 

Laura had to rehearse for weeks before beginning to film the sequence).  Recall now 

Malcolm’s capsule social history in The Autobiography of how black dance halls 

transformed the Lindy—giddy, stiff, white, popular cultural display of national pride in 

Lindbergh’s west-to-east, oedipally counter-colonizing Atlantic flight—into the Lindy-

hop—where “long-suppressed African instincts broke through, and loose.  Having spent 

so much time in Mason’s white environments, I had always believed and feared that 

dancing involved a certain order or pattern of specific steps—as dancing is done by 

whites.  But here among my own less-inhibited people, I discovered it was simply letting 

your feet, hands, and body spontaneously act out whatever impulses were stirred by the 

music” (57).  Roseland remakes Afrocentrically West Side Story’s rumble the way, 

according to Malcolm, the Lindy-Hop remakes the Lindy, and so Spike Lee can be said 

to earn the right to have probably spent more per frame on the Roseland sequence than on 

other part of the movie, and to have probably earned the right also to sign the work as his 

own, sliding as Shorty headfirst between the legs of his dance partner into the close-up 

with which the sequence ends.  

As I mentioned earlier, I screen the 1994  “60 Minutes” interview with Sanyika 

Shakur for my students to support the book’s claim actually to have been written by 
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Sanyika Shakur, a.k.a. Monster Kody, a.k.a. Kody Scott.  I point out, for example, that 

one of the most difficult rhetorical tactics that the book repeatedly employs, the attempt 

to mainstream and normalize what is to most, both whites and blacks, the extreme and 

ultrarepellant violence of African-American gangs, is performed extemporaneously by 

Shakur in the presence only of the interviewer and two guards in his cell: “How many 

people have you killed?” Steve Croft asks, to which Shakur responds, “I don’t know.  I 

wonder how many people Oliver North has killed?  I wonder how many people Norman 

Schwarzkopf has killed?  I don’t know,” and, later, when told by Croft that Bambi 

Moyer, the California prosecutor who put him in prison, “described you as the perfect 

psychopath, somebody who uses what he can to get what he wants,” Shakur, instantly 

cognizant of the synonymy between the standard, even the somewhat specialized, English 

“psychopath” and the street slang “monster,” responds, “Sounds like Robert Dole, 

doesn’t it?” 

 Shakur is less expansive about his prison reading in Monster than is 

Malcolm in The Autobiography.  But in an interesting, and racially very suggestive, 

reversal of America’s most famous, standard-canonical, endorsement of experiential 

learning—Ishmael’s boast in Melville’s Moby-Dick that “a whale-ship was my Yale 

College and my Harvard” (102)—Shakur notes that, unlike white predecessors for whom 

enough sissy leisure time to be positioned correctly for conventional reading, if not 

necessarily the Ivy League, is what can be taken for granted, for the contemporary black 

gangster all that manly outdoor work, what Shakur regrets as just plain “motion,” is 

unhappily too much his “closest companion” while he’s, so-to-speak, free, whereas for 

him “repose,” as Fitzgerald’s Dick Diver once effetely named the gift possessed by no 
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American male other than himself (51), comes only when he’s, so-to-speak, in jail: 

“Never could I have been touched by such teachings in the street” (103, 223).  The first 

of the two books Shakur does list as having actually read in prison, is, of course, The 

Autobiography of Malcolm X , which Shakur seems to have taken, not surprisingly, 

straight, learning perhaps directly from Malcolm the paradoxical uses of the adversity of 

incarceration—“In fact, up to then, I had never been truly free in my life” Malcolm says 

of beginning his studies at Norfolk Prison Colony (173)--, and also perhaps directly from 

Malcolm to attend primarily to the style and rhetoric of the representation prison inmate 

Shakur finally has the time to appreciate, and only secondarily, if at all, to precisely what 

was being represented: it’s not the Thoreau that Bimbi,  Malcolm’s fellow inmate and 

“the library’s best customer,” expounds upon that captivates Malcolm but “that he was 

the first man I had ever seen command total respect . . . with his words” 154), and it’s 

less the content of the preachments of “the black ayatolloh” Muhammad to whom Shakur 

listens in prison, or even the content of those of Malcolm, himself, in The Autobiography, 

than the power of the words—than the “signifying,” in nonstandard, Black, English—that 

identically captivates Shakur: “The language was heavy, and I was impressed by it”; “I 

floated to my cell, totally high on Muhammad’s revolutionary speech” (215, 216). 

The second of only the two books Shakur names may be more unexpected, at 

least to those unfamiliar with the hybridized cultural preferences of African-American 

gangsters, both the real ones in the street and the faux ones in hip-hop studios.  After 

reporting that he tried at first to read Mario Puzo’s The Godfather straight, the way he 

evidently read The Autobiography, as a guide for how to reorganize and improve African-

American gangs according to the Corleone model, Shakur concludes that to try to do so 
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ignores the peculiar severity of the African-American identity crisis:  “the Italians had a 

clear sense of who they were.  That is, they overstood [the only consistent substitution of 

Black for standard English in all of Monster , and one that implies a rather sophisticated 

exploitation of patois to critique the inextricable tie joining knowledge to power] their 

heritage and their relation to the world as European people.  We, on the other hand, were 

just Crips with no sense of anything before us or of where we were headed.  We were 

trapped behind a veil of cultural ignorance without even knowing it.  Yet here I was, 

trying to pattern our set after some established people, Europeans at that” (208). 

But suppose this is to dismiss not the book, but only one way, the conventional 

way, of reading it, a way that would imprison the mind of Shakur, that would keep him 

and his people behind the “veil of cultural ignorance,” that would collaborate with the 

ongoing theft of African-American identity, a fate that would just as surely befallen 

Malcolm had he read the Eurocentric and standard-canonical Norfolk prison library 

straight—or, similarly, would have befallen Spike Lee had he aspired only to film 

homages to Disney, Robbins, and Spielberg.  Related to Monster as the Durant’s Story of 

Civilization and Wells’s Outline of History, and even Gone with the Wind, is related to 

The Autobiography, The Godfather might suggest to Shakur how a fourth, unnamed and 

entirely implicit, identity might provide for himself and his people as “clear a sense of 

who they were” as is possessed by the Italian-American gangsters whom the African-

American gangster Monster Kody can only impotently envy. 

This fourth and final identity cannot, strictly speaking, be Sanyika Shakur, insofar 

as Shakur is limited to some vaguely, and out-of-date and utopian, religio-political 

activism, one that a little eerily recalls the original, crazed, irredentism of the Nation from 
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which Malcolm seceded in the early nineteen-sixties, and which in the time since has 

been allowed quietly to lapse by Farrakhan and the rest of its current leadership.   But we 

hear this fourth person speaking throughout the “60 Minutes” interview, it is he who 

composes the very first words of Monster—“Helicopters hover heavily above . . . “--and 

it is he who arguably composes all of the rest of the book, as well.  In particular, it is he 

who represents how, indelibly and with evidently incontestable authenticity, Monster 

Kody acquires the mark of a Crip OG by surviving being shot six times by three rival 

gang assassins, and who manages, pretty much single-handed and handicapped by both 

his wounds and unsuspecting, “civilian,” interference, to survive again when the three 

assassins show up a second time to finish the job while he’s recuperating in the hospital.   

This sequence reenacts, with some critical improvements, a comparably crucial 

sequence—arguably the most crucial sequence, where identity is concerned—in The 

Godfather, in which the Don survives being shot six times in an assassination attempt by 

a rival gang leader, and who survives again when assassins show up a second time to 

finish the job while he’s recuperating in the hospital.  Perhaps the most convincing 

indication of the similarity between the two sequences is the presence in both of an 

apparently marginal character, an unnamed hospital nurse in The Godfather whose 

officious regard for hospital rules must be conquered in order to prevent the Don from 

being killed, and Eloise, the hospital  nurse in Monster whose officious regard for 

hospital rules must be overcome in order to prevent Monster Kody from being killed.  

 The most obvious difference between the two lies in the differing focuses. The 

hero/villain of the former is not the Don, but his son Michael, whose accidental presence 

at the hospital is necessary not only for his father to be saved, but for Michael to discover 
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that his true gift is not for legitimate politics, for which is what he is being groomed—

Puzo’s little inter-ethnic in-joke designed to remind his readers of the unsavory origins of 

the Kennedy political dynasty--, but to become his father’s criminal heir: Michael’s 

charisma overcomes the nurse’s objections and enlists Enzo, the baker, another civilian 

who has happened upon the scene; his cunning contrives the hoax that will succeed in 

scaring the assassins away; and his total sang-froid is confirmed when afterward he takes 

the match away from the shaken Enzo , lights his cigarette, and stares down at his steady 

hands, the importance of which moment is affirmed by Frances Ford Coppola, who films 

it in Godfather I, as it were verbatim.  The hero of the latter is solely Monster Kody, who 

manages each of Michael’s three feats unaided, from his hospital bed, drugged and 

wounded, with I.V. tubes dangling from his body.   

Both the transgressiveness and the intelligence of Shakur’s reading goes  farther 

still, however.  Less obvious than just to show how the African-American gangster 

manages to make so much more with so much less than his Italian-American predecessor, 

the entire remainder of Monster can be seen very subtly to mock the entire remainder—

indeed, the whole underlying irony—of the original: from the hospital sequence forward, 

the rest of The Godfather amounts to a revenge tragedy, with Michael serving as the 

instrument, both during his father’s life and even after his father’s, natural, death, to 

ensure that every single one of his father’s and his family’s enemies will pay personally 

for the attempt on his father’s life, no matter how often Michael and the rest insist that all 

the killing is “only business,” culminating in the massacre with which the book 

controversially, and the movie even more controversially, concludes; after saving himself 

both from the initial shooting and the attempted follow-up, Monster Kody, newly minted 
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Crip OG whose life and dignity has never before, or after, been so at risk, spends neither 

a single thought nor a single action, as far as the book tells, on getting even, as difficult as 

this would be to credit, stepping back to be freed from the very persuasive rhetoric of 

Monster.  Thus, at the moment in the book that would seem above any other designed 

most to confirm it, is very subtly denied what I earlier referred to as that most pernicious 

of all stereotypes of the African-American male.  I might not want to argue to the face of 

Sanyika Shakur, even an entirely reformed and rehabilitated Sanyika Shakur, that the 

hospital scene from Monster is inspired less by first- than by second-hand experience, but 

I’m intrigued by the possibility that it represents a transgressive reading both of an 

enormously popular, popular cultural entertainment, and at the same time of the 

enormously widespread popular cultural prejudice that African Americans are the most 

violent of all the young, hyphenated, males in the U.S.  And what could be more 

genuinely businesslike than a young black male who forgoes revanchism, either criminal 

or even political, in order to identify himself ultimately as an African-American 

entrepreneur who bids to make as much profit out of converting African-American gang 

violence into popular entertainment as his legion Italian-American counterparts have 

succeeded in doing over these many long years with that of their own ethnicity. 

 I promised at the start to look forward to contemporary literary theory, 

which I’ve been doing throughout by emphasizing Malcolm’s/Lee’s/Shakur’s emphasis 

on representation, which is to imply a skepticism in all three toward the metaphysics of 

presence, no matter that all three had, perhaps not altogether that different but certainly 

much more concrete, adversaries consciously in mind.  I promised also to look back, in 

particular to Douglass, who was, after all, the most effectively imprisoned, and who had 
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as a result to be the most autodidactic, of them all.  I would like in conclusion to put a 

little more emphasis on one aspect of The Narrative of the Life of an American Slave that 

has been noticed before, but that has not, I don’t believe, been connected much either to 

the autobiographical works of later African-American men, or, more broadly, to the infra-

literary or infra-representational dimension that has come virtually to define post-modern 

writing.  What if the mastery that proved to Douglass the greatest threat, and at the same 

time the most insistent prompt for his own writing, were not the crude Southern white but 

the condescending Northern white variety.  What if The Narrative could be read not just 

as politically abolitionist but as discursively counterabolitionist, as answering back in 

important ways and in famous passages to Northern white abolitionist forensic and 

literary conventions. 

I wouldn’t relish telling Douglass to his face that Mrs. Auld, with her conversion 

from loyalty to secession, to play on the title of John De Forest’s insufficiently-read Civil 

War novel, were less significantly a true-to-life portrait of a fickle northern working-

woman turned almost instantly into a bigoted Southern mistress than an allegory of the 

transgressive reading of the complacent celebration of transplanted northern femininity 

and domesticity as the natural and absolutely reliable advocates for African-American 

slaves, as well as the reformers of white southern husband-masters, by Stowe and so 

many other sentimental nineteenth-century U.S. Abolitionsts.  Nor would I relish telling 

him that his friend and fellow-slave Sandy, with Sandy’s talismanic root that does, it 

would seem black-magically, save Douglass from the slave-breaker Covey, is less a 

transparent account of a slave whose African birth somehow kept him in contact with his 

natal animist heritage, than an allegory of a transgressive reading of the salvific promises 
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of Christianity, and thus suggesting a much more radical and incendiary apostasy, and a 

proto-Malcolmian and proto-Shakurian cultural preference for other-than-western beliefs, 

than do Douglass’s explicit  accusations that religious institutions tended in the South 

supinely to capitulate to America’s peculiar one, which accusations were themselves 

incautious enough to earn Douglass the condemnation, which he tries to answer in 

appendices to The Narrative, of some of his political allies in the very Christian, the very 

minister-led brand of Abolitionism that began to find a foothold, belatedly, in the first 

third of the nineteenth century in the U.S.  And I would hesitate, finally, before 

reminding Douglass that, almost immediately after mentioning “the slave poet, Whittier,” 

whose indignant and moving anti-slavery verse was written without the benefit of any 

first-hand experience of southern slavery whatsoever, delivers himself of a virtuoso elegy 

in sonorous cadences representing moment-by-moment the final, faltering, steps and 

breaths of his ancient grandmother, who, after a lifetime raising slave children like 

himself in those parodies of daycare centers instituted by southern plantation owners to 

hide from slave children what was in store for them as soon as they became big enough to 

fetch and carry, was abandoned to die alone, without anyone either to comfort her or to 

witness her death—least of all Douglass, himself, who admits (or maybe boasts?) before 

launching into his surpassingly Whittier-ish apostrophe, that he had been in Baltimore on 

the other side of the Chesapeake Bay on the day he was later told his poor neglected 

grandmother died somewhere on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. 
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Abstract
After many years of immersion, 
researching and working with 
visual language, as well as in the 
development of a personal language, 
I decided to pursue a conscious, 
formal, and structural approach to 
visualize the concept of an artist’s 
designed universe. 
Th is project presents an approach to 
image making, in which a series of 
visual modules (forms) were created 
by blending the essential graphical 
attributes of natural and synthetic. 
Th ese attributes derived mainly 
from a photographic research. 
In this designed language, the 
modules are repeated, transformed, 
and combined to generate unique 
visual compositions. Th e goal was to 
develop a visual vocabulary of forms, 
and rules of use, which together 
constitute an expressive generative 
visual language. Th e choice of using 
the integration between natural 
and artifi cial forms points to the 
perpetual issue of our separation 
and belonging to the natural world. 
Th is theme is relevant at a time 

when nanotechnology and genetics 
manipulate nature’s building blocks, 
making the distinction between 
human made and natural even 
harder to trace.
Unlike its counterparts in the 
fi elds of algorithmic art, artifi cial 
life, and argenic design, this 
project did not seek a digital and 
automatic mean to apply visual 
linguistics rules, although it would 
be a fairly direct progression to 
transform the resulting language 
into an automated algorithm. 
Th e vocabulary was created using 
gouache, ink, and paper. Th e result 
is a language, a system, which I can 
use to create new bodies of work 
in the visual arts fi eld. But as much 
as it is systematic, it also preserves 
the organic, the unexpected, 
the intimate, the spiritual, and 
the mysterious qualities of the 
relationship between the artist’s 
imagination and the materiality of 
paint, brush, and paper.

Goals
• Expand my knowledge, creative 
 work and research on visual 
 language.
• Off er a synthesis of visual language  
 from a personal, professional and  
 scholarly perspective.
• Make a contribution to Visual   
 Communication’s general body of  
 knowledge. 
• Formalize an expressive and usable  
 generative visual language.

Process
• Research the contrast between  
 natural and human made forms.  
•  Produce photographs, capturing  
 objects that exemplify those forms.  
•  Use the photo research as source  
 of inspiration, and for analysis of  

 those forms’ graphical attributes.
•  Blend the essential attributes of

natural and human made in   human made in   human made
 graphical elements. 
•  Create a new and unique visual  
 vocabulary based on those   
 graphical elements. 
•  Apply digital and traditional
 techniques to depict those   
 elements, and compose pictures. 

Contents
Th is text describes the construction 
of the Natura Synthetica visual 
language in a chronological manner, 
and then explains its grammatical 
formula and main concepts. 
Some parallel explorations, and 
the author’s artistic history were 
included to support and to further 
clarify the process.
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Introduction

Visual Language
A visual language tends to evolve 
over a long period of time, from 
the interaction between creator 
and creation, not usually from a 
highly defi ned and intentionally 
structured process [2]. Conscious 
attempts to analyze, formalize, 
and describe shape grammars 
and visual languages have been 
applied to the existing works of 
famous artists and architects such 
as Joan Miró, Richard Diebenkorn 
[8], Juan Gris [9], Frank Lloyd 
Wright, and Wassilly Kandinsky 
[10]. Computer algorithms have 
been used to describe the grammar 
of  visual styles, and to generate 
multiple variations of its application, 
checking the validity of its rules.

Artists have also pursued this 
analytical process at the inception of 
the artwork. Kandinsky [6] and Paul 
Klee [4], creating and describing 
formal and structured visual 
grammars, and applying them in the 
production of images. More recently, 
Harold Cohen’s AARON [4] is an 
example of an artifi cial intelligence 
visual language, in which human 
and computer collaborate in 
formalizing a continuously evolving 
hybrid (human-machine) language. 
Th ere are many other examples 
in music, architecture, design and 
visual arts, that seek a structured 
language for composition, some of 
them are Celestino Soddu [16][17], 
Shoenberg, Le Corbusier, Xenakis 
[4], or in the fl ourishing fi eld of 
algorithmic or generative art [20]. 

A very important reference for the 
development of this project were the 
writings of professor Peter Stebbing 

about a Universal Generative Visual 
Grammar [15].

Human x Nature
Humankind’s attempt to understand 
the concept of nature, and our 
separation and  belonging to it, has 
a long history [3]. So, why focus 
on a theme that has been around 
from immemorial times? Why is 
this theme so important to me? It 
has always surrounded my work - 
naturalizing technology. Th is project
builds upon previous pursuits: 
the consolidation of an aesthetics 
or visual language that accords 
natural and synthetic. But this time, 
humanizing or naturalizing is not 
the key -  conciliation fi ts better. My 
personal motivation, is related to a 
deeper understanding of humanity 
and to an existential reconciliation. 
Th erefore this project is an alchemic 
initiative: it joins the two ends of 
duality. 

If we look at this theme within 
a larger panorama of current 
controversial topics such as 
artifi cial life [13][20], human 
cloning, transgenic art [5], and 
environmentalism, it’s clear that 
the dichotomy is very pervasive in 
contemporary society and as painful 
as ever. Th e basic premise, that there 
is a separation between humans 
and nature might be the core of our 
unhealthy understanding of life [3]. 
Trying to reconcile that, which 
had never been apart, is somewhat 
an act of insanity. But what is art 
anyway? And it provides me with an 
interesting challenge.

Rodrigo De Toledo

Version prepared on October 2005, for the 
4th Hawaii International Conference on Arts 

and Humanities
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Synthetic
Manufactured products were the 
main target of this observation. 
Th e photos attempted to capture 
shapes and forms that could be 
labeled artifi cial,artifi cial,artifi cial  synthetic, or human 
made. Th e photos were shot and 
analyzed taking in consideration the 
assumption that a culture’s make 
up and its natural environment 
infl uences the shapes of the objects 
it produces. 

Photographic Research

Th e subject of the imagery is the 
contrast between natural and 
synthetic forms, and it was captured 
in parks, streets and supermarkets. 
Th e imagery is used both as a source 
of inspiration, and for the analysis of 
its formal graphical attributes. Th ese 
images are a small sample of the 
hundreds of photos that were taken 
on the natural and natural and natural synthetic subjects. synthetic subjects. synthetic

Nature
Plants and insects were the main 
target of this observation. Th e 
photos try to capture shapes and 
forms that could be labeled natural.natural.natural

Graphic Reduction
Th e premise of this phase is that 
by subtracting unnecessary visual 
elements the formal essence is 
reached - a subtractive design 
method to achieve the essential 
attributes of natural and natural and natural synthetic. 
Color was removed, so the shapes, 
which are the main concern for 
the visual vocabulary, became more 
evident. Parts of the photos were 
cropped,  highlighting specifi c 
shapes of interest.  Among hundreds 
of possible selections, these shapes 
and some others were used as an 
inspirational starting point for 
sketching the fi rst visualizations of 
the vocabulary.
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Sketches
Th e material that was selected and 
analyzed in the research phase was 
used for image creation, as image 
sources, or graphical inspiration. 
Drawings and sketches were 
produced, attempting to capture 
the essence of the researched 
forms. Th e syncretism started to be 
visible. Many tests, and iterations 
where done with the intention 
of testing the eff ectiveness of the 
visual syncretism. Several shapes 
were isolated, applied and tested 
as potential vocabulary components. 
Th e essential attributes of natural
and synthetic were integrated in synthetic were integrated in synthetic
graphical elements, constituting the 
visual vocabulary. 

Visual Vocabulary 
Development
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Th e Vocabulary Diagram 
Again, a few options among 
nearly endless possibilities were 
chosen. Subjectivity was allowed, 
as universality was not a required 
attribute of the vocabulary. Th is 
approach to visual language is 
personal, although the concept of 
a universal generative grammar is 
used as a framework. Subjective 
aesthetics perception is a key 
criteria here. Th e vocabulary is not 
considered a complete set, but rather 
a sample, a system, a pool of forms 
from which the grammar will take 
visual elements, and apply its rules.
Th e diagram  shows the visual 
vocabulary and its vectorized  vocabulary and its vectorized  vocabulary
components. Th e vocabulary was 
divided in four sub-groups: 
Bodies, Surfaces, Appendices, and 
Terminations. Th e visual syncretism 
ultimately takes place by combining 
these components in visual 
compositions.
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Syncretism
Th e type of syncretism sought with 
this vocabulary could be labeled 
absolute syncretismabsolute syncretismabsol , where natural 
and synthetic features can no longer 
be recognized. Two other kinds of 
syncretism were identifi ed during 
this project, which were labeled: 
deformative syncretism and symbolic 
syncretism.  Th ose will be discussed 
later.
Th e image  shows most of the 
vocabulary’s components applied 
in a single arrangement. As a 
metaphoric parallel to the natural 
and the manufactured worlds, 
this kind of arrangement is called 
an object-creature, and could be 
described by a formula which 
resembles a DNA string and a 
product’s serial number combined.

Applying the vocabulary

Green study
Just one main color (green) was 
used, with the purpose of focusing 
solely on shape. Th ese object-
creatures and some others were creatures and some others were creatures
created using the components from 
the vocabulary, and applying its four 
sub-groups.
(1) Body: blob; Surface: circuitry, fur, 
dots, grooves, curvy lines; Appendices: 
cavities. (2) Body: stem; Surface: 
dots, spikes, bolt; Termination: pointy. 
(3) Body: blob. (4) Body: stem; 
Surface: dots, lines, screens, grooves, 
bolts; Appendices: arms, (?=wings); 
Terminations: fl at, roundfl at, roundfl . at, round. at, round

1 2

3 4
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Stylistic Explorations with 
Components

Th e vocabulary was then applied in 
the creation of these images, and 
the results diff er dramatically from 
the Green Study. Th e use of several 
colors certainly makes a diff erence, 
but mainly, the diff erence is due to 
the use of various stylistic features, 
such as the handling and the speed 
of the trace, the variance in line 
thickness, and fi nally the permission 
to make fi gurative references.
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Grammatical Modules
Bush, Cluster, Rock

Th ese images present a grammatical 
module or arrangement that could module or arrangement that could module
be labeled bush, rock, or cluster. Th e 
four examples show the application 
of the vocabulary’s elements 
creating various visual results, but 
all of them share the same form of 
vocabulary grouping or arrangement. 
Grammatical modules like these can 
be used in conjunction with other 
modules and other object-creatures 
to compose complex pictures.

Grammatical Modules
Tree, Animal, Human

Other examples of grammatical 
modules: Image (1) shows a 
symbolic grammatical module: a 
human, and inside the human shape 
the vocabulary elements are applied. 
Images (2) is an exploration of the 
animal concept. Image (3) shows animal concept. Image (3) shows animal
a tree grouping making use of a  tree grouping making use of a  tree
variable or surprise element of the 
vocabulary: baby-humans. Image 
(4) shows a tree module or grouping tree module or grouping tree
with two vocabulary components: 
blobs and lines of dots. 

1

2

3 4
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Th e Visual Language 
Compositions

Th ese images were created using the 
Natura Synthetica Visual Language 
- the medium is acrylic on canvas. 
Syncretic object-creatures and 
grammatical modules interact in the grammatical modules interact in the grammatical modules
compositions. Th ese compositions 
further explore the visual language’s 
syntactical possibilities.
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Visual Language 
Generative Grammar Formula

Th is formula-diagram depicts the 
complete conceptual model of the 
visual language. Th is model parallels 
Linguistics in its approach to visual 
language. Th e model outlines the 
components of the visual vocabulary, 
shows how the formal syncretism
is achieved and how grammatical 

modules are used to compose modules are used to compose modules
pictures by applying a spatial syntax, 
therefore constituting a generative generative g
visual language. 
Th e concept of generative fi ctional 
universe is explained as when universe is explained as when universe time
and narrative are added to a visual narrative are added to a visual narrative
language. 
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Tangential Explorations 
Other Syncretisms

During the process of creating the 
graphical vocabulary, photography 
and sculpture were used as parallel 
explorations. Th ese explorations 
not only provided for alternative 
ways and media to render the 
syncretism between natural and 
synthetic, but also to extend the 
idea of grammatical modules and rammatical modules and rammatical modules
spatial syntaxspatial syntaxs  by creating additional patial syntax by creating additional patial syntax
relational, spatial, and three-
dimensional arrangements.
Image (1) and (2) exemplify 
deformative syncretismdeformative syncretismd , where 
synthetic objects (tupperware plastic 
top and rubber ball) were deformed 
by melting and other destructive 
processes, creating shapes that 
look organic. Images (3), (4) and 
(5) present the symbolic syncretismsymbolic syncretisms
concept. Image (6) achieves 
syncretism by using the grammatical 
module cluster, in a series of plastic 
soldiers organically grouped (inside 
plastic bags). Image (7) is a digital 
vector, a wireframe, but also a 
natural, organic, and almost baroque 
shape.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Imagination’s Syntax

One of the parameters in the 
generative visual grammar formula 
is the spatial syntax or conceptual 
models of composition - these images 
present an explanation of this 
concept: Image (1) to (6) show 
tridimensional compositions using 
plastic objects and applying diff erent 
spatial syntax models. Th ese spatial 
arrangements could be understood 
as if contained in 3D chess boards, 
where the placement of the ready-
made sculptures are defi ned by a 
spatial syntax model. Th e models 
provide a combination of chance 
and a coordinate system for object 
placement. Image (7) shows the 
relationship between the vocabulary, 
the grammatical rules, and the 
spatial syntax (generative cubespace, 
grid or spherespace - as examples of 
syntactical models). 

1

2

3

4
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Deconstruction
and Reconstruction
Backward / Forward

Th roughout the project, as I dealt 
with issues of shape and style, many 
times I went back to look at various 
artwork that I created years ago. 
Th is current presentation of my 
visual language has embedded in it 
all my previous works. Many times 
I consciously deconstructed old 
works, and its intrinsic vocabularies, 
just to reconstruct it again applying 
Natura Synthetica’s vocabulary. 
It was a process of going back to 
the past, and again to the present, 
many times, deconstructing and 
reconstructing vocabularies of shape 
and color, to fi nd my own language, 
as it stands now. Th at’s why I 
show some of my older artwork, 
to showcase the visual language 
evolution. Th e selected works have 
a pursuit in common, they seek an 
integration between natural and natural and natural
synthetic. It seems that my artistic 
expression have been permeated by the 
attempt to naturalize technology. 
(1) Th e early explorations of visual style 
in the gouaches series, 1984. 
(2) The digitally fabricated systematic 
and organic mandala universe of the 
animation video “Logod”, 1990.
 (3) Th e attempt to create organic in the organic in the organic
virtual space of the “Virtual Anatomy”
digital paintings, 1992. 
(4) Th e introduction of a viral human 
mythology in the digitally ruled 
universe of “Uneaten Future: Sacred 
Bytes” CD-ROM, 1995.

1

2 3

4
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AN ANALYSIS OF NOT THAT SENTENCES 
“NOT THAT THERE’S ANYTHING WRONG WITH THAT”* 

 
GERALD P. DELAHUNTY 

Colorado State University 
 

 
1.  Introduction 
 
This paper presents a pragmatic analysis of a construction that I call a Not that sentence (NTS). 
Not that sentences consist simply of not, that, and a complete clause or sentence, like the 
italicized expression in (1):  
 
(1) Her aunt [ . . . ] had never attempted to make her a match. The effort would have been 

regarded as comic throughout the baronies. Not that [S Christina wasn’t well liked.] She 
was. (O’Brien 1987[1931]: 293) 

 
My goals for this paper are to answer two related questions:  
 
(2) a.  What interpretation is assigned to NTSs in context? 
      b.  Why is this the assigned interpretation?  
 
The short version of the answer is: 
 
(3) The NTS structure encodes procedural instructions to the effect that an NTS is to be 

interpreted as the rejection of a conclusion derivable from contextual assumptions. 
 
 
2. A brief description of NTSs 
 
NTSs look like subordinate clauses with not taking scope over the entire clause. However, their 
punctuation suggests that, from a discourse point of view, they function as main clauses 
(Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 811). Example (4) illustrates their typical sentence-level 
punctuation: 
 
(4) Not that it follows. (Le Carré 1962: 27) 
 
They can even begin paragraphs and book chapters: 
 
(5) “Yes,” said Mr. Cunningham, the outgoing principal, and “Yes,” said the young 

freshfaced priest whose name was Desmond Stokes, who would one day be almost 
insanely loathed by the man whose hand he now shook, and whose heart he was also 
destined to break. 

 
  Brothers 



Not that it seemed like that back in those days of course, oh no. (McCabe 
1995:87) 

 
My analysis is based on 88 NTSs collected from a variety of genres, including: 
 
(6) poetry   newspapers  essays   news magazines 

novels   email   history   biography 
literary criticism linguistics  various sciences  

 
 
3.  Prior analyses 
 
As far as I can discover, this construction is unknown in the research literature, except for brief 
mentions in Collins CoBuild English Grammar (Sinclair 1990) (CC), Huddleston and Pullum’s 
(H&P) (2002) Cambridge Grammar of the English Language and Horn’s (1989) Natural History 
of Negation. I briefly discuss these in order. 
 
 
3.1. CC 
 
CC categorizes NTSs as concessives, saying, 
 
(7)  You can use ‘not that’ instead of using ‘although’ and a negative. For example, instead of 

saying ‘I have decided to leave, although no one will miss me’, you can say ‘I have 
decided to leave—not that anyone will miss me’ (1990: 359). 

. 
 Some of my examples can certainly be paraphrased reasonably closely by although and a 
negated clause. For example the NTS in the following can be replaced by a negative although 
clause, although it doesn’t matter: 
 
(8) “Mr. Harriman?” 

“Major,” he replied lightly. “Not that it matters, old boy.”  
(Le Carré 1962: 96) 

 
 However, not all of my examples can be paraphrased in this way. For example, the NTS 
in the following cannot be replaced by a negative although clause: although Christina wasn’t not 
well liked, or by a positive although clause which eliminates the double negative: although 
Christina was well liked. 
 
(9) Her aunt . . . had never attempted to make her a match. The effort would have been 

regarded as comic throughout the baronies. Not that Christina wasn’t well liked. She was. 
(O’Brien 1987/1931: 293) 

 
 
3.2. H&P 
 



According to H&P (p. 811),  
 
(10) “[t]his construction may be glossed as ‘This is not, however, to say/suggest that . . .’. In  

each case, the not calls up a proposition that might be naturally assumed or expected in  
the context, and denies that it is in fact true”. Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 811). 

 
 This is accurate as far as it goes, but it doesn’t go very far. We need to know whether the 

proposition “called up” by the NTS really is expected in the context, and whether the NTS 
denies the truth of that proposition. We would also like to be able to explain how an NTS does 
whatever it does.  

Contrary to H&P’s claim, many NTSs in my data occur quite unexpectedly. Their 
relevance is apparent only after they have been processed, as (11) demonstrates: 
 
(11) The voices of the choir rose loudly in the Te Deum, [ . . . ]. Anastasius kept his face 

expressionless, [ . . . ]. He had never grown accustomed to the Frankish chant, whose 
unfamiliar tones grated upon his ears [ . . . ]. Remembering the pure sweet harmonies of 
the roman chant, Anastasius felt a sharp stab of homesickness. 

Not that his time here in Aachen had been wasted. (Cross 1996: 349-50) 
 
Nothing in the paragraph prior to the NTS provides a basis for bringing time-wasting to mind. 
Anastasius’ homesickness appears to be due to the unfamiliarity of the Frankish chant. Only 
after processing the NTS might one think of time being wasted as a factor in homesickness or 
that homesickness might cause one to waste time. 
 Examples like (12) show that NTSs do not necessarily deny the truth of an utterance: 
 
(12) I was getting along splendidly, not that I’d say it myself [ . . .] (Mc Laverty 2002: 339) 
 
As we will see, an NTS rejects, not the truth of its proposition, but its relevance as a conclusion 
derivable from the (prior utterance and its) context. 
 
 
3.3. Horn 
 
Horn (1989: 435-6) claims (i) that what NTSs express “can be expressed as” negative 
inferentials (which he calls clefts with propositional scope) such as: 
 
(13) a. It is not that it matters. 
        b. It is not that Raphael cared. 
        c. It was not that his time here in Aachen had been wasted. 
 
And (ii) that NTSs are one of the many surface forms that metalinguistic negation can take. I 
begin with his claim that NTSs and negative inferentials express the same thing. 
 Horn does not develop his claim, but if NTSs were syntactically derived from inferentials 
by a relatively free deletion of It is, the alleged paraphrase relationship between the two would 
be explained. Indeed, I have found no other structure that can be so simply related to the NTS 
structure. However, the two display several significant formal differences.  



First, negative inferentials allow a modal in the matrix; NTSs, having no matrix clause, 
cannot, as (14a, b) show: 

 
(14) a.  It may be that no teacher is teaching about language itself. 
        b.*May that no teacher is teaching about language itself.  

 
Second, root transformations, such as subject/auxiliary inversion, may apply in the matrix 

of inferentials, but again, because NTSs have no matrix, these transformations cannot apply to 
them, as (15a, b) show: 
 
(15) a.  Nor was it that he did not write [. . .] (London Times 1988) 
        b. *Did not that he did not write [. . .] 
 

These structural differences are less important for our purposes here than the question of 
whether the two sentence types can substitute for each other in discourse. The answer to this is 
not a simple yes or no. Some NTSs, like that in (16), accept being replaced by a negative 
inferential: 
 
(16) “The boy’s an absolute fool; I told Fielding at the beginning of the Half that he wouldn’t 

possibly get his Remove. Perkins his name is, a nice enough boy; head of Fielding’s 
house. He’d have been lucky to get thirty percent. . . . sixty-one, Snow gave him. I 
haven’t seen the papers yet, of course, but it’s impossible, quite impossible.” 
 They sat down. 
 “Not that I didn’t want the boy to get on.  He’s a nice enough boy, nothing 
special, but well-mannered. [. . .]”. (Le Carré 1962: 74) 

 
The inferential, It’s not that I didn’t want the boy to get on, seems to work just as well as the 
NTS here. About half of my NTS examples allow substitutions like this, but the other half do 
not, for example (17a, b): 

 
(17) a.   Madonna loves England—and the English press, who have remade her into a British  
  everywoman, love her back. Not that they got invited to her highly public private  
  wedding. By Carl Swanson. (Brill’s Content March 2001: 99) 
        b.*Madonna loves England—and the English press, who have remade her into a British  
  everywoman, love her back. It’s not that they got invited to her highly public private  
  wedding. By Carl Swanson. 
 

Horn (1989: 402) also claims that an NTS is a manifestation of metalinguistic negation, 
which he claims is compatible only with positive polarity items. His examples include (18a, b): 
 
(18) a. Like hell, I{still love you/*love you anymore} 
        b. Like fudge, he’s {already washed up/*washed up yet} 
 
NTSs are certainly compatible with PPIs, as the following show: 
 
(19) a. Not that I still love you. 



        b. Not that he has already left. 
  

However, many of the instances of NTSs that I have collected contain negative polarity items, 
italicized in (20a, b): 
 
(20) a. Not that he was doing anything wrong (Irish Emigrant 5/22/2000) 
        b. Not that it mattered all that much. (McCabe 1995: 18-19)  
 

Another of Horn’s defining characteristics of a negative metalinguistic utterance is that it 
is an expression of the form  . . . not X but Y . . ., that is, as a rejection of some utterance, X, “on 
any grounds whatever” (1989: 374), followed by a “rectification”, Y, introduced by but (1989: 
402 & ff). Some of my examples are like (21) in being followed by rectifications introduced by 
but: 
 
(21) This frightened the witness and prompted him to stop accepting payments from Tom 

Brennan—not that he was doing anything wrong but he feared that others might reach 
the wrong conclusions! (Irish Emigrant 5/22/200) 

 
However, NTSs are not always, or even typically followed by rectifications. In some cases the 
utterance following an NTS expands on the utterance prior to the NTS, as (22) shows: 
 
(22) She was wearing something dark green with a skirt that came far below her knees. She 

had pretty knees, not that he’d seen them often, and pretty ankles. (Hillerman 1990: 281) 
 
Here, the NTS comments on the assertion that she had pretty knees, and the post NTS utterance 
adds that she also had pretty ankles. The NTS feels like an interjection here. 
 Overall, fewer than a third of my NTS examples are followed by a rectification. The 
remainder are followed by utterances with a variety of discourse functions, whose specifics will 
have to await further research. 
 Carston (2002: 295), in her discussion of metalinguistic negation, claims that a 
metalinguistic utterance taken descriptively is a truth conditional contradiction. However, (23) is 
not contradictory: 
 
(23) By conventional standards I made a bad job of being a mother. So I apologise. Not that 

that’s much use now. (Lively 1987: 82) 
 

Carston also claims that addressees are often garden-pathed by metalinguistic negation, in 
that their first interpretation of the negative sentence is descriptive, and, when they process the 
next sentence, they find they must “go back” and reanalyze the negative sentence as 
metalinguistic. This is not the case for NTSs, probably because, as I noted, there is often no 
rectification to force a reanalysis, and because of their idiosyncratic structure. Conceivably this 
special structure is a device to prevent garden-pathing, thus saving hearers the extra processing 
required by reanalysis. We can conclude this section by rejecting the MLN analysis of NTSs. 
 
 
4.  Some potential alternative analyses 



 
In this section I briefly investigate the potential of three important research strands concerned 
with non-canonical sentence types to see if any of them can account for the discourse 
characteristics of NTSs. 
 
 
4. 1. Information structure 
 
The first approach attempts to correlate “information structure” with syntactic structure. This 
approach traces its origins to the Prague School of linguistics and is currently closely associated 
with the work of Ellen Prince (e.g., 1978, 1985), Gregory Ward, and Betty Birner. Information 
structure is conceived of in terms of old and new information, and more delicately, discourse 
old/new and hearer old/new. These researchers have provided analyses of a range of non-
canonical structures, including clefts of various sorts, preposed and postposed constructions, left 
and right dislocated constructions, expletive there constructions, passives, and inverted 
constructions. Their basic principle is that given or old information occurs before new, though 
individual constructions impose their own specific discourse/hearer old/new configurations. For 
example, Ward and Birner (2004: 162-3) argue that the left dislocated phrase in sentences such 
as, One of the guys I work with, he said he bought over $100 in Powerball tickets (their [2]) may 
be either discourse or hearer new. The issue for this paper is whether this approach provides an 
adequate account for the discourse characteristics of NTSs. The answer, I believe, is “no.” 
 It must be said at the outset that (as far as I can determine) information structure theorists 
have not proposed an analysis for NTSs, consequently I do not know whether they would regard 
NTSs as representing old or new information. However, given that the S of an NTS represents a 
proposition to be understood as a conclusion derived from its local context, it would seem 
reasonable to say that at least that proposition is old information. However, as this old 
information is rejected, it is also reasonable to assume that this rejection is new. Paradoxically 
from the information structure point of view, the negator is in the canonical old information 
position, viz., sentence initial, and the S is in the canonical new information position, viz., later 
in the sentence.  

NTSs can occur as discourse openers, and indeed, along with a rationale clause, as the 
sole utterance in a discourse. 

 
(24) Not that I want to embarrass you, but you have egg on your tie. 
 
In cases like this the NTS can only represent new information, presumably new to both the 
discourse and the hearer. 

Remember that I claim that NTSs represent the rejection of a conclusion. However, there 
is nothing in the metalanguage of the information structure approach that is equivalent to 
“conclusion.” The closest might be “inferable” from earlier versions of this approach. However, 
“inferable” simply means connected in some way with prior discourse but not having been 
already evoked. Later versions of the approach incorporate inferable under discourse-old. 
Information that is discourse-old “has been explicitly evoked in the prior discourse” (Ward and 
Birner 2004: 155). Information may be evoked by partially ordered sets, posets, such as 
“type/subtype, entity/attribute, part/whole, identity, etc.” (Ward and Birner 2004: 159). While 
the specific poset to which “conclusion” belongs, logical relations, is not included in the lists 



provided by Ward and Birner or Hirschberg (1991), given the unconstrained nature of such lists, 
there is nothing to prevent us from adding another relationship. However, we must be fully 
aware of the ad hoc nature of this addition and should prefer an analysis in which “conclusion” 
is a principled element.  

The information structure approach deals with elements of sentences, e.g., NPs, PPs, 
VPs, etc., which are in non-canonical positions, placed there by movement or other device, 
depending upon the syntactic analysis adopted. While NTSs are clearly non-canonical, they are 
so in ways that differ from the kinds of constructions with which information structure theorists 
have been concerned. Conceivably NTSs are to be derived by the raising of not from a canonical 
intra-sentential position (putting aside the issue of the provenance of that). Even if we could 
articulate this rule in some non-ad hoc way, it remains unclear how NTSs are to be construed in 
information structure terms. 

Furthermore, while the information structure approach looks to context for elements from 
which to make bridging assumptions, based on antecedently known knowledge frames, for 
example, fridges have doors, beds have feet, the RT approach is much less constrained in that the 
hypothesized bridging assumption need not have been connected to its antecedent before the 
NTS is interpreted; rem. my discussion of (11) above. Overall, the information structure 
approach appears unable to provide an adequate account of the discourse uses of NTSs. 
  
   
4.2. Levinson’s markedness heuristic: default generalized implicature 
 
Levinson’s (2000: 38-39) markedness (M-)heuristic states that, “What’s said in an abnormal way 
isn’t normal,” “What is said simply, briefly, in an unmarked way picks up the stereotypical 
interpretation; if in contrast a marked expression is used, it is suggested that the stereotypical 
interpretation should be avoided.” Note that this is phrased in the negative. It simply says, 
“When confronted by a marked construction, avoid the stereotypical interpretation.” It does not 
at all predict which of the potentially infinite number of non-stereotypical interpretations to 
choose. 

Levinson goes on to provide four illustrative examples. The first contrasts a simple 
positive sentence with its corresponding double negative whose interpretation “suggests a rather 
more remote possibility.” The second contrasts a simple sentence with stop with the 
corresponding explicit causative with cause to stop whose interpretation “suggests some 
deviation from the expected chain of events” . . . ‘indirectly, not in the normal way, e.g., by use 
of the emergency brake’.” The third contrasts a simple description, Sue smiled, with an elaborate 
paraphrase, The corners of Sue’s lips turned slightly upward, which, again, suggests a deviation 
from the stereotypical. The fourth contrasts the interpretations of expressions with pronouns 
(which induce “assumptions of local coreference”) and those with full lexical NPs (which resist 
“local coreference”). 
 I don’t think that anyone would want to argue that NTSs are unmarked forms, so I won’t 
make that case.  Levinson’s approach would involve the implicit contrast between an NTS and a 
corresponding unmarked form. This leaves us with the problem of determining what that 
unmarked form might be. In some cases the choice is unproblematic; it is simply the canonical 
negative, Not that it matters/It doesn’t matter. In other cases it is a positive, Not that Christina 
wasn’t well liked/Christina was well liked. In many cases such a contrast is impossible in the 
context: 



 
(25)  When I thought of it this way, I could hardly refuse. 
  Not that I could refuse in any case./?I could not refuse in any case. 

I remembered how I had once grieved over my fate when Father told me I was to 
marry, and then gradually I recovered. (Dalby 2001: 245) 

 
 Levinson’s M-heuristic seems inappropriate as the device to account for the 
interpretation of NTSs for the following three reasons. First, there is no single unmarked form 
corresponding to NTSs: sometimes a canonical negation corresponds; at other times a positive. 
Second, sometimes no corresponding unmarked form will fit in the context of the NTS. Third, 
the interpretation of NTSs can always be paraphrased as “Do not assume/conclude that S.” This 
uniqueness is in stark contrast with the heterogeneity of interpretations derivable via the M-
heuristic. While the apparent underlying interpretation in all of Levinson’s cases (“deviation 
from the stereotypical”) remains constant, its local interpretations exhibit unconstrained 
variability.  
 
 
4.3. Carston’s analysis of juxtaposed utterances: fact/explanation of that fact 
 
Carston’s (2002), (see also Blakemore 1987: 123), discussion of the interpretation of juxtaposed, 
as opposed to conjoined sentences, suggests another possible analysis for NTSs. NTSs are 
typically juxtaposed to the utterances upon which they depend for their interpretation. It is to be 
expected therefore that the interpretation of NTSs would be similar to that of juxtaposed 
utterances, as Carston views them. She argues that when two utterances are juxtaposed the 
dominant or default interpretation is that the first represents a fact while the second represents an 
explanation of that fact. She illustrates this with examples such as the following from Bar Lev 
and Palacas (1980): 
 
(26) a.  Max didn’t go to school; he got sick. 
        b.  Max fell; he slipped on a banana skin. 
        c.  Max can’t read; he’s a linguist. 
 
 Further plausibility is added by the fact that it seems to be impossible to preface an NTS 
with a conjunction, as Blakemore’s (1987) and Carston’s (2002) analyses predict: 
 
(27) a.  However, I don’t want to commit suicide—not that I’m a Christian, but I simply don’t  
  want to do such a thing.” (Osaragi 2000: 151 ) 
        b.*However, I don’t want to commit suicide—and not that I’m a Christian, but I simply  
 don’t want to do such a thing.”  

 
 However, discourse analysts who like to name the relations between utterances/text 
segments, have identified a range of such relations. According to Blakemore (1997a: 2), some 
analysts (Hovy and Maier [cited as forthcoming]) recognize a large number (70) and others 
(Sanders et al. 1993) a small number (4). Clearly the range of interpretations that may obtain 
between pairs of juxtaposed utterances is far broader than just fact/explanation, as a quick 



selection of pairs of juxtaposed utterances/sentences from any text will demonstrate, for 
example: 
 
(28) (a) I noticed that the rows of clerks behind us had stopped their incessant writing and 

appeared to be listening with rapt attention to our conversation. (b) Forbes observed this 
lapse of discipline as well, and one stern look from him was enough to send the clerks 
back to their labors. (Millet 1998: 90) 

 
Although sentences (a) and (b) here are juxtaposed, they are not related (or relatable) as 
fact/explanation of that fact. Sequences such as this undermine Carston’s analysis of the 
interpretation of juxtaposed utterances, and make that analysis inapplicable to NTSs.  
 And indeed one of Carston’s own examples seems not to fit her analysis particularly well. 
Of (29) she writes, 
 

the forward directed cause-consequence relation is strongly favored in the  . . . 
conjunction cases, . . . this is not inevitably so for the juxtaposed cases. In [these], the 
second sentence might well be taken as giving the cause or the reason for the behaviour 
described in the first. Both  . . . interpretations are compatible with commonsense 
assumptions about human interactions, and, without further contextualization, neither is 
obviously preferable to the other.  

 
(29)  He hit her. She screamed. 
 
So (29) should be interpretable as either She screamed because he hit her or He hit her because 
she screamed. While both of these interpretations may be available to (29), the first, contra 
Carston, is considerably stronger. 
 Carston’s (2002) conception of juxtaposition is undefined. She simply illustrates the idea, 
assuming that everyone knows what juxtaposition means, viz., side-by-side placement. She 
claims that (26c), Max can’t read; he’s a linguist, is interpreted as Max can’t read because he’s 
a linguist, i.e., that the second of the two sentences explains the fact represented by the first. 
 However, this approach runs into at least the following four problems. First, as I noted 
above, various discourse analysts have identified relations between utterances ranging in number 
from four to seventy.  

Second, we can interpolate an interjection between the two utterances/sentences and the 
two relevant ones retain the fact/explanation interpretation: 
 
(30) Max can’t read. Watch your step! He’s a linguist. 
 
So Carston’s notion of juxtaposition needs to be replaced by one that allows for a relativized (or 
relevant) juxtaposition, namely that in the interpretation of one utterance, an interpreter can 
ignore some utterances in the search for an utterance that provides the relevant context for the 
utterance being interpreted. In the example above, the interpreter would go back to Max can’t 
read, ignoring the interpolated, Watch your step! because s/he would find the latter irrelevant to 
the interpretation of He’s a linguist, whereas the former would provide an appropriate context. 
 Third, if we reverse the order of the two utterances/sentences, we can get the same 
interpretation: 



 
(31) Max is a linguist. He can’t read. 
 
Here again, though it is the first in the sequence, the utterance/sentence Max is a linguist 
explains why He can’t read. This interpretation is not as strong in this order as it is in the other, 
but it is nonetheless there. 
 Finally, according to Carston (2002), explanation includes premises, conclusions, 
elaborations, and evidence. While some of my examples allow for some of these interpretations, 
all of my examples can be interpreted as conclusions. It is important to note that the examples 
that Carston adduces in support of her position are unmarked. It is reasonable, as Levinson 
(2000) argues, to expect that a marked construction will have a range of interpretation distinct 
from that of its unmarked counterparts (see Levinson 2000). In fact, because markedness 
provides extra information, we should expect marked constructions, such as NTSs. To have more 
specialized interpretations than their unmarked congeners.  
 
 
5. NTSs as implicated conclusions 
 
Each NTS in my data rejects a conclusion; this is the only interpretation common to all my 
examples. It follows that any account must involve either a general pragmatic principle that 
applies when the form is used, or that the form encodes a specific meaning. In this section I 
discuss two potential RT accounts for the interpretation of NTSs: (a) that they license the 
creation of a higher order explicature of the form “Do not conclude/assume that S,” and (b) that 
they encode procedural instructions on how to integrate them into their contexts (see Blakemore 
1987, 1997b) on the conceptual/procedural distinction). I will argue that the latter analysis is to 
be preferred. However, before we deal with these possible RT anlalyses of NTSs, let’s take a 
brief overview of how RT imagines utterances are to be interpreted in context. 
 According to Sperber and Wilson (1995 [1986]: 270), every “ostensive stimulus,” such as 
a linguistic utterance, carries with it a Presumption of Optimal Relevance (revised), which they 
define as: 
 
 a.  The ostensive stimulus is relevant enough for it to be worth the addressee’s effort to  
      process it. 

b. The ostensive stimulus is the most relevant one compatible with the communicator’s  
     abilities and preferences.  

 
Consequently, the hearer sets out to construct a hypothesis about the speaker’s intended meaning 
that is consistent with the principle that an utterance conveys its own optimal relevance. A 
stimulus is relevant to the extent that it licenses adequate contextual effects for no gratuitous 
processing efforts. 

Contextual effects are “the ways in which a new piece of information may interact with 
contextual assumptions to yield an improvement in the hearer’s overall representation of the 
world. They are not confined  to new assumptions derived from combining new information with 
contextual assumptions, but may also include increased evidence for existing assumptions or 
even the elimination of existing assumptions” (Blakemore 1997b: 93-4). The central claim of 
this paper is that NTSs eliminate assumptions, though not necessarily ones that exist in the mind 



of the interpreter prior to the processing of the NTS. Contextual effects come with processing 
costs: the lower the processing cost, the greater the relevance of a communication; the greater the 
processing costs, the lower its relevance. 

Establishing the relevance of an utterance, requires several steps, synopsized in Wilson 
and Sperber (2004: 615) as subtasks in the overall comprehension process: 
 

a. Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about explicit content (EXPLICATURES) via 
decoding, disambiguation, reference resolution, and other pragmatic processes. 

b. Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual assumptions 
(IMPLICATED PREMISES). 

c. Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual implications 
(IMPLICATED CONCLUSIONS). 

 
 The first possible RT analysis is that an NTS licenses the creation of a higher order 
explicature such as “Do not assume/conclude that S.” I see two main problems with this analysis. 
First, because explicatures are developments of the linguistic content of an utterance, there is no 
basis for this explicature. One could argue that it is motivated by something like Levinson’s M-
heuristic, but then the same criticisms I leveled at that would apply here also. Second, the 
imperative mood and the verbs assume and conclude suggest procedures rather than explicatures, 
which typically are in the indicative and include speech act terms such as say, believe, regret, 
and manner adverbials such as frankly. 
 The second RT approach seems more likely, namely that the NTS encodes a procedure to 
the effect that the interpreter is to reject the proposition represented by the S of the NTS as a 
conclusion derived from local context. In support of this analysis we have the fact that NTSs are 
always interpreted in this way, strongly suggesting a conventional, encoded interpretation. In 
support of the claim that the interpretation is procedural, we have the facts that with one 
exception (an interjection between not and that), none of my examples includes anything in 
addition to not that, or allows further structure; that not that cannot be altered without changing 
the interpretation of the sentence; and that that has no paraphrasable meaning. So not that is a 
fixed structure with a fixed interpretation, namely a procedural instruction to the interpreter to 
interpret the proposition associated with the S of the NTS is an assumption derived from local 
context as a conclusion which is to be rejected. In the following paragraphs I show how I believe 
this works.  
 Let’s look at (8) again: 
 
(8) “Mr. Harriman?” 

“Major,” he replied lightly. “Not that it matters, old boy.” 
  (LeCarré 1962: 96) 
 
This NTS is to be interpreted in a context in which Harriman has just corrected Smiley’s choice 
of address term. We might hypothesize that the basic explicature of “Major” is “My correct title 
is ‘Major’,” or the like. The basic explicature of the NTS might be “It doesn’t matter which title 
you address me (Harriman) by.” Given this correction we might hypothesize that the implicated 
premises are: 
 
(32) If X corrects Y about Z, then Z matters to X. 



 Harriman has corrected Smiley about Smiley’s choice of title for  
Harriman. 

 
From these premises we can hypothesize the following implicated conclusion: 
 
(33) Smiley’s choice of title for Harriman matters to Harriman. 
 
The NTS rejects this conclusion. 

The general pattern appears to be that an NTS instructs the interpreter to construct a 
derivation in the following way: 
 
 a. Construct a basic explicature and higher level explicatures for the NTS 

b. Construct implicated premises: 
i. If C (assumptions derived from context), then P (assumption represented by S 
of  
   NTS) 
ii. C 

c. Derive the implicated conclusion(s) P 
d. Reject P. 

 
 C must be constructed as part of the search for optimal relevance; the proposition 
represented by the S of NTS is an explicature developed from the S of the NTS also according to 
the search for optimal relevance. 
 This is very similar to the analysis of so proposed by Blakemore (1987, 1988, 1996, 
1997b, 2002, 2004). According to Blakemore (1997b: 95) “linguistic meaning may encode not 
just constituents of conceptual representation but also instructions or procedures for 
manipulating them in inferences,” thereby minimizing processing costs. She claims that so 
encodes a procedure that, 
 

constrain[s] the inferential computations that [a] proposition enters into—or, in other words, 
its relevance. . . . More specifically, so encodes the procedural information . . . : 

 
 Process the proposition expressed [by the sentence introduced by so] as a conclusion.  
 (1997b: 95) 

 
 Up until now the research focus on expressions encoding procedural instructions has 
been on words and phrases, such as so, still, afterall, well, anyway, and the like. This paper 
shows that constructions may also be interpreted as encoding procedures. 

Like so, NTSs indicate that their complement propositions are to be integrated with their 
contexts as conclusions. They differ from so in that these conclusions are to be rejected. To see 
this, let’s look at some examples taken from Hobbs (1979) and used in Blakemore (1997b and 
elsewhere) to demonstrate the discourse work done by so.  
 
(34)  a.  Tom can open Bill’s safe. 
         b.  He knows the combination. 
         c.  So he knows the combination. 



 
According to Blakemore, (34b) is indeterminate between an interpretation as a conclusion 
derivable from (34a) and other contextual assumptions, or as evidence for (34a). Because of the 
presence of so, (34c) can only be interpreted as a conclusion derivable from (34a) and other 
assumptions. Consequently so eliminates a potential interpretation, thereby reducing the 
interpreter’s processing costs.  
 To the set above we can add: 
 

d. Not that he knows the combination (but . . . ) 
 
The NTS in (34d) instructs the interpreter not to derive the proposition (34b) as a conclusion 
from (34a), thereby eliminating an unintended reading and reducing the interpreter’s processing 
costs. Just as it is unsurprising that languages include expressions that direct interpreters toward 
intended interpretations, it is equally unsurprising that languages include expressions that direct 
interpreters away from unintended interpretations. 
 So and NTSs are similar also in that neither requires a prior utterance. Blakemore (1997b: 
fn. 1) provides the following scenario: The speaker sees someone arrive home laden with 
shopping, and says, So you’ve spent all your money. Although none of my collected NTS 
examples is discourse or text initial, the constructed example (24), repeated here, shows that 
NTSs can also occur without a prior utterance: 
 
(24) Not that I want to embarrass you, but you have egg on your tie. 
 
So, while so instructs its interpreter to construct an implication such that the proposition it 
introduces is a consequent whose antecedent is derived from the context, an NTS instructs its 
interpreter to construct a series of inferential steps such that the proposition associated with its S 
is derived as a conclusion to be rejected. The steps are premises derived from a relevant context, 
which may include relevant local utterances and relevant non-linguistic context.  
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
To conclude I summarize the role that NTSs play in discourse and speculate very briefly on why 
some of my examples may be interpreted as rejecting either premises or conclusions. 
 Because the NTS form is marked, we expect it to communicate more than its unmarked 
congeners. It encodes a procedural instruction to its interpreter that its S represents an 
assumption to be derived from local, relevant context as a conclusion to be rejected. Marking a 
proposition as a conclusion to be rejected allows a speaker to provide an interpreter with a cost 
effective way of avoiding an unintended interpretation of an utterance. 
 How might the fact that some NTSs seem to license either premises or conclusion be 
accounted for? Most likely the type of implication selected is determined by the amount of effort 
involved—i.e., the one that involves the least amount of effort in the context is the one chosen.  
 
 
Note 
 



* This example of a not that sentence is from “The outing” episode of the TV show “Seinfeld,” 
in which Jerry is thought to be gay. He denies this, and immediately follows his denial with the 
example in the title. Part of the mystery and humor of examples like this is that they undercut 
their own credibility. Although Jerry is saying that there is nothing wrong with being gay, 
somehow we are not fully convinced that he believes this. I am grateful to Debbie Thompson for 
bringing this example of a not that sentence to my attention, and to Cathy Topf for tracking it 
down. 
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Abstract 

 

The numerous societies of the world have each developed their own unique culture; 

which in turn, has led to a diversified interpretation of what constitutes proper and 

acceptable behavior within any given society. The most serious norms of any society are 

known as laws. In simplest terms, a crime is a violation of societal law. Because of the 

diversity of culture, laws—and the corresponding social control efforts—vary from one 

society to the next. This paper examines the concept of culture and the diversity of 

culture and its impact on the creation of social mores, norms and laws. A multi-cultural 

analysis of crime in different nations reveals the great diversity of perspectives on what 

constitutes criminal activity.  
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Crime and Culture: A Multi-Cultural Analysis 

 

 The study of culture is one of the most important things that sociologists do. The 

study of culture is critical to sociology because of the impact of culture on individual and 

group behavior and the social structure. Furthermore, each culture sets standards for 

acceptable behavior and creates the means to enforce such cultural expectations. 

Inevitably, there are those who will violate the norms of society, and in some cases, 

commit crime. Some people violate cultural norms inadvertently because they are 

unaware of laws specific to certain societies. Thus, when traveling to different nations it 

is important to be aware of local customs and cultural expectations. 

 

Culture and Its Diversity 

 

 What is culture? Kendall (2004) defines culture as “the knowledge, language, 

values, customs and material objects that are passed from person to person and from one 

generation to the next in a human group or society” (p. 43). Culture involves everything 

found in society. The knowledge, values, customs, norms, behavioral patterns, artifacts, 

and social institutions (e.g., the criminal justice system) found in society are all a part of 

culture. Culture refers to a set of ideas that are shared within a society. For example, most 

of us believe that hard work and dedication should be rewarded. Culture is a social 

determinant of “proper” behavior. In other words, the prevailing culture of a society will 

dictate what is “right” and “wrong” behavior.  
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Everyone is society is expected to act a certain way. Culture is like a script for 

“acceptable behavior”—it puts order into our life. Culture pre-exists our birth and 

therefore provides social stability and social control. This last point is emphasized by the 

fact that culture does not change every time a child is born—that would be absurd. 

Consequently, we are born into a system filled with expectations. This system is culture. 

Clearly, culture is very powerful and difficult to change. It is worth noting that the terms 

“culture” and “society,” although related, have different meanings. “Culture is a shared 

way of life or social heritage; society refers to people who interact in a defined territory 

and share culture. Neither society nor culture could exist without the other” (Macionis, 

2004:25).  

In simplest terms, there are two components of culture: material and nonmaterial. 

Material culture includes the physical, tangible products of a society (e.g., merchandise, 

cars, computers, stereos, etc.). These physical objects have value and meaning in society. 

For example, a new car is more valuable than an old car that has trouble starting and 

running. Nonmaterial culture includes the more abstract creations of society, such as 

beliefs, values, ideology, and norms. Of particular importance are social norms—the 

rules that govern behavior and generally reflect shared expectations of behavior. 

Sociologists generally acknowledge three different types of social norms: folkways, 

mores and laws. Folkways are the conventional rules of everyday life that people follow 

almost automatically (e.g., holding a door open for someone and other basic manners). 

Violating a folkway is met with mild forms of sanctions (such as laughter and finger-

pointing). Law enforcement is not involved. Mores are stronger norms that dictate 

specific ways in which people are supposed to act.  Mores actually constitute demands, 
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not just expectations of behavior. They have moral significance and include society’s 

taboos (a norm so ingrained into society that the very thought of its violation is met with 

revulsion). Examples include the incest taboo and cannibalism.  

A very peculiar case of cannibalism occurred in Germany in late 2003. Armin 

Meiwes, a German computer expert, placed an ad on the internet seeking “a young man 

for slaughter and consumption” (The Post Standard, 12/4/03:A4). Meiwes said that he 

received 400 responses before he chose his victim. Meiwes videotaped himself stabbing 

his victim, dismembering body parts, storing them, and over time, eating them. Clearly, 

people in nearly all cultures would find this type of behavior as a crime against morality, 

let alone civility. However, in the United States, only in Idaho is cannibalism a 

punishable criminal offense, where a maximum 14-year term in the state prison is 

prescribed upon conviction (Starrs, 2005).  

Mores are established for the general well-being of society and, because of that, 

their violation may evoke strong emotional responses (anger and/or violence) by the 

citizenry. Violating society’s mores may also lead to strong forms of punishment. In 

many cases, mores are so important that they are expressed in written form, called laws. 

Laws are formal norms that have been written down by a political authority. Violating 

formal norms may lead to specific punishments that may include incarceration. In a 

bizarre case that combines both violations of morality and civil law, a Long Island (New 

York) woman pleaded guilty to second-degree rape for providing the hotel room and the 

liquor so her 13-year-old daughter and a 14-year-old friend could have sex with two older 

male teenagers. The woman told her daughter that it was time for her daughter to “have 

sex and get it over with” (The Post Standard, 9/23/05:A8).  
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Diversity of Culture 

Cultures vary a great deal and each is unique in several ways. The diversity of 

culture is the result of each society’s adaptation to their specific natural environments 

(e.g., climate and geography) and a number of traditional customs, habits, values and 

norms that develop over time a form a way of life for people. Some nations, such as 

Sweden, are referred to as homogeneous societies because they consist of people who 

share a common culture and are generally from similar social, religious, political and 

economic backgrounds (Kendall, 2004). On the other hand, some nations, such as the 

United States, are heterogeneous societies because they consist of people who are 

dissimilar in regard to social characteristics such as religion, race/ethnicity, politics, and 

economic backgrounds. For obvious reasons, diversity in cultural viewpoints often leads 

to conflict and tension; as behaviors that may be acceptable in one society are not 

necessarily acceptable in another. For example, an Israeli couple who were married in a 

traditional Hindu ceremony in the northwestern Indian town Pushkar were arrested for 

public displays of affection—they embraced and kissed following the wedding. The 

Hindu priests filed a police complaint because they were so incensed. One of the quotes 

stated, “We will not tolerate any cultural pollution of this sort” (The Post Standard, 

9/22/05:A2). 

A number of behaviors are tolerated in Pakistan that would never be allowed in 

the West. Hundreds of attacks—including gang rapes, “honor killings” of wives accused 

of having affairs and brides murdered fro marrying without family consent—are reported 

each year. Most go unpunished (Pennington, 2005:A-4). 
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There was a time when young people, in any culture, would abide by any adult 

who scolded an underage person for misbehavior. Today, not only do most youth, 

especially in the United States, ignore adults who point out their misbehavior, the parents 

of these unruly children get upset at such adults. In August, 2005, an official overseer of 

traditional affairs in Swaziland disciplined (via a physical beating) a young woman for 

flouting tradition during the monarch’s annual bride-choosing festivities. The young 

woman was the eldest daughter of King Mswati III. The princess was playing loud music 

and hosting a party where alcoholic drinks were served. Swazi culture allows for any 

parent to discipline any child for unruly behavior in public. Mswati choose a 17-year girl 

as his “bride in waiting.” He has one other bride in waiting and 12 other wives. This 

practice of polygamy would be condemned in most cultures of the West. Marrying a 

child (a minor under age 18) is also generally frowned upon in Western societies.  

Tension and conflict often occurs because of ethnocentric thinking. 

Ethnocentrism is the tendency for members of a society to use their culture’s norms and 

values as standards for judging other cultures. Ethnocentrism allows people to feel proud 

of their heritage and who they are. It reinforces social stability and promotes group 

loyalty and solidarity (e.g., celebrations on St. Patrick’s Day and Cinco de Mayo in the 

United States). However, ethnocentrism may also block cooperation among groups and 

societies and sometimes stimulates people to feel superior to others because they believe 

their culture is the best culture.  

In short, even the use of simple hand symbols can result in an inadvertent insult to 

members of a different culture. George W. Bush gave the “Hook ‘em ‘horns” hand signal 

(used at the University of Texas) during his 2005 inauguration as the University of Texas 
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marching band walked by. This hand symbol (a raised right hand with the index and 

pinky fingers raised and the thumb in front of the two other fingers) is equated to the 

“Devil Sign” in a variety of cultures (e.g., Norway). This is also a popular sign among 

heavy metal groups and their fans. Deaf people use this sign as an expletive for 

“bullshit.”  

 

Crime and Social Control 

 

Judging other people’s behavior is typical. As Goode (2001) explains, “Humans 

are evaluative creatures. We continually make judgments about the behavior of others” 

(p.3).  We cannot help but evaluate others because there are so many expectations that we 

all must meet. Sooner or later, everyone will do something that someone else disapproves 

of. These violations may be mild, such as belching in public or “flipping the bird” 

(raising the middle finger) to someone, or they may be more serious acts, such as assault 

or murder. Either way, when people violate the norms of a group or society, they risk 

potential negative reactions from others.  

A simple definition of crime is any deviant behavior that violates a law. 

However, intent is often a critical aspect of criminal activity. Bartol (1995) states, 

“Intentional means that the behavior did not occur accidentally or under duress. To be 

held criminally responsible, a person must have known what he or she was doing during 

the criminal act and must have known that it was wrong” (p.17).  Macionis (2004) 

explains that an even further elaboration of crime is needed.  “All crimes are composed of 

two distinct elements: an act (or in some cases, the failure to do what the law requires) 
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and criminal intent (in legal terminology, mens rea, or “guilty mind”). Intent is a matter 

of degree, ranging from willful conduct to negligence. Someone who is negligent does 

not set out deliberately to hurt anyone but acts (or fails to act) in such a way that results 

in harm. Prosecutors weigh in the degree of intent in determining whether, for example, 

to charge someone with first-degree murder, second-degree murder, or negligent 

manslaughter. Alternatively, they may consider a killing justifiable, as in self-defense” 

(Macionis, 2004:146).  

The crime rate has been declining in the United States for the past decade. 

Researchers offer different explanations for this occurrence. Some criminologists cite the 

aging baby boomer generation (older persons are far less likely to commit crime), 

improved home security systems, and tougher prison sentences. It should be noted that 

the United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world. There are more than two 

million Americans incarcerated; a figure nearly 8 times the rate in 1975. According to the 

Bureau of Justice Statistics (2003), violent and property crimes dipped in 2002 to their 

lowest levels since records started being compiled 30 years ago and have dropped more 

than 50 percent in the last decade. The BJS identified 23 million crime victims in 2002, 

far lower than the 44 million recorded victims in 1973. Among the findings from the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reports (2003) men are more likely to be 

crime victims than women; blacks are more likely than whites or Hispanics, people below 

age 24 more than those who are older and urban residents more likely than residents in 

the suburbs or in rural areas. In 2002, women and girls were most often victimized by 

someone they knew, while men and boys had a greater chance of being victimized by a 

stranger. Households with annual incomes of $50,000 or more were less likely to be 
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victimized by property offenses than those with lower levels of income (Bartol and 

Bartol, 2005). 

In Western Europe, Australia, and South Africa especially, the use and size of 

prison systems is expanding. For instance, from 1992 to 1998, the prison systems of 

Germany grew by 37 percent; Spain by 27 percent; the Netherlands by 80 percent; 

Australia by 32 percent; and South Africa by 27 percent (Jacobson, 2004). Great Britain 

saw one of the largest percentages in prison population increase in the world, from 

44,570 in 1993 to 65,300 in 1998, an increase of 47 percent. Prison population growth 

was even more dramatic in the following countries (from 1983 to 1997): The Netherlands 

by 240 percent; Spain by 192 percent; and Portugal by 140 percent (Jacobson, 2004). 

More than 187,000 sentenced prisoners and inmates awaiting trial are behind bars 

in South Africa. The number of inmates serving life sentences almost doubled and the 

number serving more than 10 years nearly quadrupled (Ambrasky, 2005). In France, the 

prison population is estimated to be 350,000 and this figure is rising. “Prisons are over-

crowded and it is not uncommon for three inmates to share a small cell intended for one” 

(Obembo, 2002:739). 

 

Weapons and Gun Control 

 

 Guns and knives (or other cutting instruments) are the two preferred instruments 

for inflicting death. Nationwide data indicate that firearms were used in over 70 percent 

of all homicides committed between 1993 and 2002 (FBI, 2003). Knives or other cutting 

instruments were used in less than 13 percent. Nearly 80 percent of firearm homicides are 
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committed with handguns; 6 percent with shotguns; 5 percent with rifles; and 7 percent 

with unspecified firearms. Furthermore, for every gun homicide, there are roughly six 

gun crime victims who receive less-than-mortal wounds (Cook and Moore, 2003). The 

United States has one of the highest homicides rates in the world (7.7 per 100,000 in 

1996) (Schmalleger, 2004).  

Guns are relatively prevalent in American households. “The General Social 

Survey by the National Opinion Research Center found that 41% of American 

households include at least one firearm. Approximately 29% of adults say they personally 

own a gun” (Cook and Moore, 2003:303).  About 14 million American adults carry 

firearms for protection. Two-thirds of those who carry guns keep them in their vehicles, 

while others sometimes carry them on their person. About every 14 minutes someone in 

America dies from a gunshot wound. About half of those deaths are suicides, about 44 

percent are homicides, and the rest are unintentional shootings. As logic would dictate, 

households with guns are far more likely (3 times compared to gunless households) to 

have a member of the household die as a result of gun. Guns do not cause violent crime 

and homicides; the accessibility to guns facilitates it. In other words, guns do not kill 

people, people with guns kill people. Most societies have laws that attempt to control the 

sale, distribution and ownership of guns. However, because of the easy access to illegally 

purchased guns, laws are generally an ineffective deterrent to gun-related violent crime.  

 

Gun Control in the United States 

 There is a big debate about gun control in American society, as well as societies 

throughout the world. American pro-gun advocates point to the U.S. Constitution for 
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their right to bear arms. The Second Amendment (ratified December 15, 1791) states: “A 

well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the 

people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” The term “militia” referred to the 

“army” of the day. It is highly debatable whether this right was ever intended to extend to 

every individual as nowhere does the Constitution guarantee individuals the right to bear 

arms. This is just one small part of the gun control issue. Some people believe that the 

crime rate would be reduced if guns were restricted. Others believe that possessing a gun 

makes them safe from being victimized by a violent crime. “The challenge of 

implementing effective gun control measures in the United States is daunting in the face 

of the considerable uncertainty about what works, especially when coupled with the 

profound national disagreement about which values concerning guns are most important” 

(Cook and Moore, 2003:314).   

 “The United States as about 20,000 gun control laws. However, these laws are 

mostly state or local laws. Such laws vary widely from state to state…Thirty-five states 

have neither registration nor licensing requirements for any type of gun, thirty-one states 

have no waiting periods for handguns, and only two states have banned private assault 

weapons” (Spunt and Sylvia, 2002:808-809). To observers around the globe, the United 

States is a lawless society characterized by gun-toting criminals. It is often hard to argue 

with this conclusion. “Although gun control legislation has helped limit illegal firearm 

purchases, decrease gun-related crimes, deter criminal gun trafficking, and reduce overall 

gun violence, loopholes allow guns to be accessible to children and criminals. These 

loopholes exist largely because of the intransigence of the gun lobby” (Spunt and Sylvia, 

2002:809).   
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Canada 

 Canada has very restrictive gun control policies. There are only 7 million 

handguns in Canada compared to the estimated 240 million in the U.S. Canada has a 

national culture of gun control compliance: 80 percent of Canadians support a full ban on 

military kinds of weapons and 70 percent want a complete prohibition on handguns. In 

1995, Canada passed a gun-control law, The 1995 Firearms Act, which makes it 

mandatory that Canadian gun owners apply for a license. Most Canadians, however, view 

gun registration as an infringement on human rights (Gabor, 2003). Not surprising, 

Canada has a very low gun-related homicide rate. 

 

Japan 

Japan has such a low crime rate that most police officers do not carry guns. Gun 

control is generally not an issue in Japan. A prospective gun owner must first attend gun 

classes and pass a written test. Next, the prospective gun owner must pass a mental 

examination to ensure that the applicant is not suffering from any sort of mental problem 

(Kopel, 1993). Upon successful passing of these examinations, the gun owner must report 

to the authorities the location of the gun and ammunition and every three years the gun 

must be checked at a police station. As a result of strict gun control, Japan has one of the 

lowest homicide rates in the world.  

 

Switzerland 

 In Switzerland, the cultural attitude toward gun ownership is quite different from 

the previously discussed nations. People can own as many guns and ammunition as they 
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wish. During World War II all males were required to carry a gun. All male citizens must 

join the military by age 20. Most men today are still required to keep guns and 

ammunition. Despite the prevalence of guns in Switzerland’s society, there is almost no 

gun-related crime and the nation enjoys a very low homicide rate (1.1 per 100,000).  

 

The Netherlands 

 In the Netherlands, there is a general prohibition against the possession and 

carrying of all firearms unless a permit has been granted by the local police chief (Carter, 

1997). Applicants must belong to a gun club, have a clean criminal history, no reported 

history of alcohol abuse, and pass a gun safety test. Approximately just two percent of 

households possess a gun. There is a low rate of gun-related violence and homicides in 

the Netherlands.  

 

Brazil, Papua New Guinea and Yemen 

 These three nations share a gun-related crime problem as bad, or worse, than the 

United States. Brazil has a low gun-ownership rate but a high homicide rate. The great 

poverty of Brazil is a leading contributor to high rates of crime. 88 percent of murders 

(about 57,000 annually) are attributed to guns. Papua New Guinea has major gun-related 

crime problems. As found in the U.S., illegal guns are used for a variety of crimes. In 

Yemen, the government wants to control gun ownership but the citizens do not want 

restrictions. Most people have at least one gun. There are an estimated 60 to 80 million 

guns owned by 20 million Yemenians.  
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The Death Penalty 

 

 The death penalty issue is as controversial as gun control. “In a monumental 1972 

decision by the US Supreme Court, all but a few death penalty statues in the United 

States were declared unconstitutional (Furman v. Georgia, 408 US 238). Consequently, 

each of the 630 or so inmates then on America’s death rows was resentenced to life 

imprisonment” (Radelet and Borg, 2003:333). Over the next four years (1972-76), the 

Supreme Court reversed its own decision to abolish capital punishment by approving 

several newly enacted capital statutes (Gregg v. Georgia, 428 US 153). By mid-1999 

there were approximately 3500 men and 50 women on death rows in 38 states and two 

federal jurisdictions (NAACP Legal Defense Fund, 1999). By the end of 2003, 32 states 

and the federal government had executed 885 prisoners since the Supreme Court 

reinstated the death penalty in 1976. New York State abolished the death penalty in 2004. 

The Assembly’s majority Democrats, who spearheaded the end of the death penalty in 

New York, stated that the state has spent almost $170 million administering the death 

penalty law (since it was reinstated in 1995) and yet, not a single person had been 

executed under the statue (Kriss, 2004). Based on public opinion research, nearly three 

out of four Americans have consistently supported the death penalty in the United States 

for the past three decades (Radelet and Borg, 2003).  

 Why do such an overwhelming number of Americans support the death penalty 

when most societies of the West consider it a barbaric form of punishment? Proponents 

of the death penalty cite three common reasons. The first reason is tied to the idea that the 

death penalty serves as deterrence—it discourages others from committing similar 
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offenses that warrant punishment via execution. Despite this belief, “There is widespread 

agreement among both criminologists and law enforcement officials that capital 

punishment has little curbing effect on homicide rates” (Radelet and Borg, 2003:334). 

The incapacitation argument is the second most popular reason for favoring the death 

penalty. The incapacitation hypothesis argues that we need to execute the most heinous 

killers in order to prevent them from killing again. Thus, according to this point of view, 

we need the death penalty to protect the public from recidivist murders. “While the 

incapacitation argument might have made sense in an era when there were no prisons 

available for long-term confinement, the empirical evidence suggests that today’s prisons 

and the widespread availability of long prison terms are just as effective as capital 

punishment in preventing murderers from repeating their crimes” (Radelet and Borg, 

2003:335). The third primary argument in favor of the death penalty involves costs. It is 

the popular belief that executing convicted criminals is cheaper than housing them for the 

rest of their lives. Once again, empirical evidence proves the opposite. The costs 

(primarily related to the costs related to the appeal process) involved in executing inmates 

far exceed the cost of housing inmates over a lifetime.  

 The minority of Americans that are against the death penalty point to the above 

arguments to abolish it and add these two primary points of concern. First, there are a 

number of people who are wrongly convicted (and proven to be innocent via DNA 

testing, etc.) and if they are executed, it is, obviously, too late to help the convicted 

person; whereas, if the inmate was still incarcerated, they could be set free (if found 

innocent at a later date). A second concern centers on racial bias. “According to the 

Washington-based Death Penalty Information Center, the death penalty has been imposed 
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disproportionately on racial minorities throughout most of American history” 

(Schmalleger, 2004127). The victim’s race of a capital crime has a great deal to do with 

whether someone is sentenced to the death penalty. “The findings of research examining 

the effect of race on the capital sentencing process are consistent. Study after study has 

demonstrated that those who murder whites are much more likely to be sentenced to 

death than those who murder African Americans” (Walker, Spohn and DeLone, 

2004:289). According to a recent study published by the Santa Clara Law Review, in 

California, suspects who murder whites are almost four times more likely to be sentenced 

to death than those who kill Hispanics, and three times more likely to be sentenced to 

death than those who killed blacks. 

 Nations across the globe have differences of opinion of the validity of the death 

penalty. The following is a brief review of the death penalty in England, the People’s 

Republic of China, Singapore and Japan. 

 

The Death Penalty in England 

 England has traditionally supported the use of capital punishment. It reached its 

peak in 18th century when there were 200 distinct offenses that called for punishment via 

execution. Capital punishment was abolished completely in England in 1965. Although 

the overall crime rate in England is much lower than in the US, the murder rate has 

doubled since 1965 (Williams, 2002). Even so, the number of homicides in England and 

Wales ranges from only 65 to 70 per year (Williams, 2002). US cities such as Buffalo, 

New York have a higher annual homicide count than all of England.  
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People’s Republic of China 

 China has the death penalty. In fact, capital punishment had a strong history in 

China well before the establishment of the People’s Republic in 1949 (Scobell, 1990). 

Capital punishment is used for a variety of offenses ranging from tax evasion, fraud, 

embezzlement, kidnapping and murder. Not surprisingly, China executes more people in 

one year (5000 executions in 2004) than the rest of the world combined. The accused are 

routinely denied the right to a lawyer. From 1990 to 1998, Amnesty International (1990) 

recorded over 25,500 death sentences in China and over 16,760 executions. The executed 

are disproportionately lower educated and from the lower social classes. China currently 

uses two methods of execution. The most common is execution involves a single shot in 

the back of the neck designed to expand upon impact, resulting in the destruction of the 

brain. The other method is lethal injection.  Capital punishment in China is as much as 

political tool as a form of criminal justice punishment. 

 

Singapore 

 Singapore has a reputation for a low tolerance toward law-breaking behavior. As 

a result, it has a very low crime rate (along with fewer personal freedoms). Singapore 

may execute murderers and drug traffickers. Hanging is the primary method of execution 

in Singapore. In a five year period (1998-2003) there were 138 hangings (110 of them for 

drug offenses) in Singapore (Zuckerbrod, 2004). Singapore justifies the use of the death 

penalty by declaring itself the “safest place in the world to live and work in” (Amnesty 

International, 2004).  
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Japan 

 Japan has the death penalty but uses it sparingly. Hanging is the method used for 

executions. No press coverage is allowed of these hangings and often the names of the 

criminals are released a week or two after the hanging. Such discretion is used to prevent 

shame on family members related to the offender. This reinforces the traditional Japanese 

regard for honor and family. There are generally just 4 or 5 executions a year in Japan. 

Even so, there are 18 offenses, ranging from murder to crimes against the state that may 

lead to death penalty charges (Amnesty International, 1998). The overall low crime rate 

in Japan leads to a general support of the limited use of the death penalty in that country.  

 

Final Thoughts 

 

 Despite the spread of Western material culture (especially from the influence of 

the United States) throughout the world, the non-materialistic aspects of individual 

societies still prevails in determining social norms, laws and officially-sponsored forms 

of punishments. Visitors to foreign countries need to be aware of the rules, customs, 

norms and laws of the cultures that they visit. Additionally, alarmists that believe 

globalization will forever transform the individual make-up of nations around the world 

should realize that non-materialistic aspects of diverse cultures will supercede the 

materialistic ones. 
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Emotion-driven design has emerged as an important area of design research. 

This has been fuelled by the fact that the digital revolution has turned most 

products into complicated and unusable black boxes, driving designers and 

academics to explore the links between design and emotion. Functionality; 

attractiveness; ease of use; affordability; sustainability; latest technology and 

safety are all attributes now expected as given in a good design, and as users, 

we are expecting more from products.  

Desmet (2002) has identified three different situations where a product can elicit 

emotions in a person: buying a product; using a product; and owning a product. 

This paper focuses on emotions elicited by the appearance of products and 

discusses the various methodologies employed to explore emotions related to 

our perception of products, and to some extent to our preferences and decision 

making. Appearance, or in other words, the “wow factor” (Design for Future 

Needs, 2001) is important, especially when it is now widely accepted that 

attractive things make people feel good, and are easier to interact with. Feeling 

good, in return helps people to think in a more creative way, allowing them to 

understand the function of a product more easily (Don Norman, 2003). 

Research looking into the brain 

How far will we go to try to uncover the links between design and emotion?  The 

immediate answer to this is: right into the brain. Design research is merging with 



scientific research when it comes to subconscious emotional appeal of products, 

as most of what lies beneath user preferences is unconscious. Research 

investigating the brain activity has demonstrated that memory and emotions play 

a significant role in brand loyalty, being related to people’s impulsive need for 

power, sex, and sustenance (Wells, 2003).  However, this is somewhat different 

for products such as clothing, household appliances, electronic items, and 

furniture as all these have the potential to be judged before being purchased. “… 

customers make decisions based on feelings, perceptions, values and reflections 

that usually come from gut feelings” (Spillers, 2004).  

Ad executives and scientists are joining their forces with Emotional Mapping 

methods in neuromarketing, a recent methodology seeking scientific credential, 

used in marketing research to understand the subconscious world of feelings and 

emotions. Neuromarketing employs techniques such as functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fmri), a 12-ton medical imaging scanner that looks directly 

into the human brain, to see what happens when people are seeing or thinking 

about desirable and undesirable objects (Singer, 2004).  

During such scan tests, it was discovered that an area in the brain, associated 

with self-referential thinking, sense of identity and social image activates when 

people look at pictures of things they love (Singer, 2004). In this situation, people 

somehow identify themselves with the product. This identification may come from 

our memories and from our upbringing background. One other interesting finding 

was that in many instances, it was fear, and not admiration or attraction, that was 

unconsciously driving use to make decisions on certain products. This is the 

feeling of being seen as “not cool” by others and the fear of social exclusion if we 

do not possess certain items (Hotz, 2005).   

Besides, in a series of different brain studies conducted by Daimler Chrysler, it 

has been uncovered that, when looking at the front of a car, a part of the brain 

responding to faces is coming alive. Among the many reasons why this may 

happen is the fact that the headlights are looking like eyes, creating “faces” for 

cars (Wells, 2003). 



Hotz (2005) maintains that “the creation of belief is the essence of marketing” 

thus criticising neuromarketing. Among the many problems that Neuromarketing 

engenders are that it is still a controversial new field of marketing which uses 

medical technologies mainly to sell products; it opens up the possibility of new 

forms of manipulation, and it uses brain cells in the same way as in a focus group 

(Hotz, 2005).  The Ethical impacts on volunteers and beyond are yet to be 

determined. On the other hand, Formosa (2005) points out that Emotional 

Mapping methods are part of an overall picture in the quest to know more about 

the links between emotional responses and product preferences. 

Research looking at our reaction to products 

Among the many methodologies involved in research looking at human reactions 

and behaviour related to products, the most commonly used are: Listening to 

people (words); and observing people in context (images of behaviour). 

However, these two methods are often giving contradictory results. Sanders 

(2002) has expanded on the fact that finding out what people really think, and 

understanding how they feel would provide implicit knowledge to designers and 

allow them to empathize with the people they are designing for. Going even 

further deeper, towards discovering what people dream and imagine could allow 

designers to better shape their future. Among the various methodologies and 

tools employed to explore these avenues and empathise with people are the 

emotional and cognitive Make Tools (Sanders, 2002), ethnography, envisionment 

exercises, future workshops, prototyping & mock-ups, organizational games, and 

the use of animated comic characters expressing emotions (Desmet, 2002); all of 

them finding ways to establish resonance with people and work “with them to 

deliver what they want, when they want it and how they want it”, in an attempt to 

reveal concealed needs (Sanders, 2002).  In a different study, a selection of 

images of favorite cartoon/comic characters and products, each classified as 

either ‘abstract’, ‘iconic’ or ‘realistic’ (see Figure 1) were compared on the basis 

of preferences (Demirbilek, et al, 2004). The subsequent data analysis focused 

on exploring any correlations between consumers’ stated attraction to 

cartoon/comic characters and to the various products. Preliminary results have 



shown that cartoon/comic characters have an effect on the choice of products 

and that ‘Iconic’ objects and comic/cartoon characters are the most popular ones 

among the respondents, mainly due to the fact that we can associate ourselves 

to the humanized look of products having certain cartoony features (Demirbilek, 

et al, 2004). 

 

Figure 1.  Iconic, realistic, and abstract products (source: Demirbilek, et al, 2004). 

 “Emotional appeal” or the aspects making a product attractive to our 

perception 

Product success is said to be closely linked with the emotional connections it 

engenders. Further more, products and services need to relate emotionally and 

physically, as well as perform well, and be safe, effective, dependable and 

interesting during use (Formosa, 2005).  Because emotions are personal and 

because people have different emotional responses towards a product, it is 

difficult to manipulate or predict the emotional impact of a design (Desmet, 2002). 



According to Norman, Ortony, and Russell (2002), we perceive and interpret 

product attractiveness through a parallel processing system, which is the 

combination off our cognition and our emotions. The cognitive mechanisms help 

us to interpret, understand, reflect upon, and remember things about the world. 

On the other hand, the system of affect and emotion helps us evaluate events, to 

provide an assessment of a subjective overall value: + or -, good or bad, safe or 

dangerous, desirable or undesirable, etc. (Norman, Ortony, and Russell, 2002).  

Desmet (2002) has identified 14 basic emotions, seven negatives and seven 

positive ones. Among the basic human emotions, six of them, such as anger, 

fear, happiness, surprise, disgust, and sadness have a very high ratio of 

recognition, regardless of the country, culture, or the age group of people 

(Goleman, 1995). Furthermore, Fenske and Eastwood (2003) have 

demonstrated by that people have a tendency to focus on threatening or vital 

information. They argue that faces expressing a negative emotion confine 

attention to themselves more effectively than faces expressing a positive 

emotion. On the other hand, attractiveness is somehow related to positive 

emotions, which are related to ideo-pleasures, associated to the values that a 

product and its use represent or support (Jordan, 1997). 

All basic design principles are based on our own past experiences in life, on 

insights from semantics and psychology. According to the closure Principle of the 

Gestalt Theory, we see things where they are not, and perceive something else 

or remember something familiar; where lines form different parts and segments 

but we perceive their combination as a whole. The same applies to three-

dimensional objects, where the visual spatial organisation facilitate the 

perception of the closed continuity of the object surface, its form, texture and 

colour, and its contrasting interaction with the background (Demirbilek, 2005). 

Line, as design element, plays an important role in the expression of emotions 

(McCloud, 1994). Lines form different parts and segments but we perceive the 

whole and the context is very important in shaping our perception.  



In cartoon characters and comics, line is the most powerful design element and 

tool for expressing emotions. In products, the same role is played by the 

combination of shapes, forms, proportions, materials, surface finishes, textures, 

silhouettes and colour combinations. While cartoon characters and comics are 

addressed to our vision and perception, products are addressed to almost all of 

our senses. This gives even more opportunities for designers interested in 

emotion driven design (Demirbilek, 2005). 

Human aspects and familiarity play an important role in emotional connections 

with products.  The smile and the smiling face have been used and abused 

widely in marketing campaigns. We can see many examples of this from smiling 

cars to soft drink cans. The same applies to product design with the latest 

invasion of our homes and offices by little humanised fun products (see Figure 

2). 

 

Figure 2.  Humanised products from Koziol and Alessi. 

Conclusion 



Successfully designed products still have to be intuitive in use in such a way that 

the user knows how it works and what it does without any instructions; or they 

should be attractive, and have an emotional impact so that one can feel 

comfortable to spend time discovering it’s function and use. The combination of 

these two approaches would most probably result in remarkable designs. 

Scientific research involving brain studies is moving forward very fats and will 

most likely result in useful and/but dangerous findings about the way emotions 

are governing our behaviour and product choices. Designers on the other hand, 

are more involved into design research methodologies allowing them to 

empathise with the people they are designing for.  
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Abstract 
 

My research is a study on the effectiveness of the treatment of carpal tunnel 

syndrome. The purpose of the study is to determine whether or not treatments for carpal 

tunnel syndrome are being effective.  It looks at some of the different treatments and the 

treatments recommend by some people.    To gather information we used a survey that 

was sent to different factories, people around Indiana State University’s campus, and 

people in other parts of Indiana.   The surveys were eleven questions long and focused on 

symptoms and treatment.  The surveys allowed the person completing it to give their 

opinion as well as factual information as to what the best treatment was for them. One 

important component of the survey was if carpal tunnel syndrome was believed to be 

work related.  This information will be reviewed and summarized. My paper discusses 

the methods of prevention and diagnosis as well.  The concept of prevention is often lost, 

but it is a very important aspect of dealing with the problem that many employers have 

with carpal tunnel syndrome. The review of literature shows how different people believe 

that different treatments work the best.  It also explores the treatments that are more 

unconventional. Some people only know about the most talked about treatment, and 

confuse that with the most effective. The research also explains what some of the 

different treatment methods are. This study has allowed me to form my own opinions 

about the most effective treatment for carpal tunnel syndrome. Hopefully it can allow 

consumers to be more aware of their options, and choose the treatment best suited for 

them. We believe that the expected outcome will be that the treatments are in fact 

effective. 
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Abstract 
 
 

 This research is a study on the effectiveness of the treatments of carpal tunnel 

syndrome.  It looks at some of the different treatments and the treatments that are 

recommend by some people.  To gather information a survey  was sent to different 

factories, people around Indiana State University’s campus, and in other parts of Indiana.   

The surveys were eleven questions long and focused on symptoms and treatment.  The 

paper discusses the methods of prevention and diagnosis as well.  The review of literature 

shows how different people believe that different treatments work the best.  Some people 

only know about the most talked about treatment, and confuse that with the most 

effective.  Hopefully it can allow consumers to be more aware of their options and choose 

the treatment best suited for them. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 Ergonomics plays a very important role in the world of carpal tunnel syndrome 

(CTS).  The word Ergonomics comes from two Greek words: ergon, meaning “work,” 

and nomos, meaning “laws.”  Ergonomics literally means, “laws of work.” Ergonomics is 

the study of the relationship between people and work. Thus, whenever a human becomes 

part of the operation of a system, ergonomics becomes a necessary consideration (NSC 

2). Ergonomics can reduce the number of carpal tunnel syndrome related cases.  

 There are two types of  ergonomics reactive and proactive.  Reactive ergonomics 

is taking corrective action after an event occurs, protective ergonomics is really accident 

prevention which means taking action before an injury or illness occurs (NCS 3). There 

are many benefits to having a good ergonomic program. Workplaces need to be aware of 

the warning signs, which include numbness and tingling in the fingers, and react to them 

before the problem is allowed to escalate. 

 Many things are affected by ergonomics like back injuries, Epicondyltis, 

Hypothenar Hammer Syndrome, Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome, and many other 

Cumulative Trauma Disorders (CTD). Cumulative trauma disorders are hand, wrist, and 

upper extremity injuries that are aggravated by repetitive motion tasks and task stresses in 

industry. Carpal tunnel is one type of cumulative trauma disorder.   Other types of the 

disorders include Tenosynovits, Tendinitis, Ganglion Cysts, Trigger-Finger Syndrome, 

and a few more. 
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 There have been studies conducted in the United Kingdom that found that 

surgery was the most effective treatment for carpal tunnel syndrome.   The literature 

review produced many opinions about the best treatment for CTS. This is one reason why 

it is such a debatable topic. There are a lot of opinions on it. Some people are fans of non 

traditional medicine, others think that surgery is the answer for everything.   

 

 

Statement of the Problem 

There are several treatments for carpal tunnel, and the most effective treatment 

has to be sought out.  

Need for the Study 

In order to determine the effectiveness of the treatment for CTS a study is needed. 

Limitations 

-There was only an eight week time frame in which the research was to be completed.     

-All surveys were not returned. 

-  There was only $100 allotted for this study. 

Delimitations 

 - How in depth the survey was and the questions that were asked.   

-The analysis of the data retrieved from the surveys and the way it is presented are also 

within control. 
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Objectives 

-Qualify for theIRB (human subjects) 

-Conduct a review of literature 

-Develop survey 

-Distribute survey 

-Collect data 

-Analyze data 

-Summarize findings 
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Definition of Terms 

Ergonomics -the applied scientific/ engineering discipline concerned with the interaction 

among systems and the people who operate and maintain them. According to the 

Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) ergonomics is the study of the 

design of requirements  of work in relation to the physical and psychological capabilities 

and limitations of people; that is, ergonomics seeks to fit the job to the person rather than 

the person to the job. 

Cumulative Trauma Disorder- when hand, wrist, and upper extremity injuries are 

aggravated by repetitive motion tasks and task stresses in industry. 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome- a condition caused by compression of a nerve where it 

passes through the wrist into the hand and characterized especially by weakness, pain, 

and disturbances of sensation in the hand. 

Tenosynovitis- tendon sheaths in the wrists and fingers become sore and inflamed 

because of repetitive motions and awkward wrist position. 

 Ganglion Cysts- tendon sheaths or joint capsule disorders that often appear as bumps on 

the wrist.  These bumps contain synovial fluid and can be surgically removed. 

Trigger-Finger Syndrome-  another form of tendonitis, caused by repetitive flexing of 

the fingers against vibrating resistance. Eventually the tendons in the fingers become 

inflamed and dexterity in the affected fingers may be reduced. 

Hypothenar Hammer Syndrome- injury to arteries above the carpal bones, restricting 

blood flow to the hand. 

Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome- formally known as vibration white finger syndrome 

comes from using electric or pneumatic tools that vibrate. 
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Epicondylitis-  Also known as tennis elbow, an inflammation of tissues on the thumb 

side of the elbow. In industrial environments, this disorder may be caused by tasks in 

which the forearm rotates the palm up aganist resistance, or by a violent or highly 

repetitive action such as the use of a screwdriver. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of Literature 

   

Effectiveness of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
 

 There is always a debate on what is the best approach to treating carpal tunnel 

syndrome.  Carpal tunnel syndrome receives its name from the eight bones in the wrist 

called carpals that form a tunnel like structure.  The tunnel is filled with flexor tendons 

which control finger movement.  It also provides a pathway for the median nerve to reach 

sensory cells in the hand.  Repetitive flexing and extension of the wrist may cause a 

thickening of the protective sheaths which surround each of the tendons.  The swollen 

tendon sheaths, or tenosynovitis, apply increased pressure on the median nerve and 

produce carpal tunnel syndrome. No one knows why some people get CTS and others do 

not.  CTS has many causes, and most doctors and researchers believe that CTS is caused 

by many factors that all attribute to the problem. Atencio writes that sleeping is one of the 

factors that may help contribute to carpal tunnel, due to the alterations in the body’s fluid 

balance. There  are doctors who believe that certain sleeping postures tend to aggravate 

CTS (27). Another cause of CTS is known as cumulative trauma.  When the hand is used 

repeatedly over long periods of time, the muscles and tendons become susceptible to 

microscopic tearing and fatigue.  Excessive amounts of hyperflexion and/or hypertension 

can cause the joints and tendons to become inflamed (Crouch 6). The number of CTS 

cases is constantly rising, even though the problem may be often misdiagnosed 

(Montgomery 19).  If doctors were properly diagnosing the problem, the numbers may 

possibly skyrocket. 
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 Crouch states that when trying to get a proper diagnosis orthopedic testing is a 

good place to start in order to detect problems in wrist and hands.  This is useful because 

it allows the doctor and patients to decide if they want to continue testing.  Orthopedic 

doctors are often familiar with CTS and can be very helpful.  Two of the most used test to 

determine CTS are Phalan’s test (wrist flexion test) and Tinel’s test (median nerve 

percussion test)(45).  A number of hand, arm, and even shoulder conditions not related to 

the median nerve can cause symptoms that resemble those of carpal tunnel syndrome.  

Symptoms of CTS include burning, itching, and pricking or tingling feelings in the wrist.  

The median nerve can be compressed at other spots which would not be considered 

carpal tunnel (McCabe 7).  A sure sign of carpal tunnel syndrome is pain, tingling and 

numbness in the thumb, index, and middle fingers of the hand.  A physician knows the 

warning signs and should begin treatment (Bonomo, Seidler 115). 

 Prevention is the best solution to any problem, and carpal tunnel is no exception.  

One of the ways to prevent CTS is to “stay in neutral.” According to Atencio the “best” 

position for the body is the one that generates the least strain.  Using the wrist as an 

example, if you were to extend your forearm and wrist so that there is a straight line 

down the arm, the hand and fingers, this would be considered the neutral position.  In 

other words, the position that puts the least amount of work on the wrist joint (64).   

While this method may prove useful occasionally it is not practical for everyday life.  

Being aware of the position of body parts may be helpful.  When on break or when the 

hand is beginning to hurt putting it in the neutral position can be helpful.  The frequent 

changes of activity, with breaks for five minutes every hour, can help prevent overuse.   
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Ergonomics is a huge part of prevention.  If the ergonomics are good it will decrease the 

cases of carpal tunnel.  The position of an employee’s body and limbs must constantly be 

considered when the work station is being designed.  Administrative controls can also 

play a part in prevention. Employees can be rotated within the company or department; in 

order to prevent so much consecutive movement.  According to the National Safety 

Council there are steps to prevent CTS. The overall program includes placement, 

training, administrative, and engineering aspects. Some of the ergonomic aspects include 

reducing the following: frequency, force, deviation, duration, and restriction(67). 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health  (NIOSH) recommendations for 

controlling carpal tunnel syndrome have focused on ways to relieve awkward wrist 

positions and repetitive hand movements, and to reduce vibration from hand tools. 

NIOSH recommends redesigning tools or tool handles to enable the user's wrist to 

maintain a more natural position during work. Other recommendations have involved 

modified layouts of work stations. Still other approaches include altering the existing 

method for performing the job task, providing more frequent rest breaks, and rotating 

workers across jobs. As a means of prevention, tool and process redesign are preferable 

to administrative means such as job rotation. Once prevention makes it to the top of the 

priority list, companies will see the benefits in the healthcare premiums as they decrease. 

 Treatment of the particular syndrome is a widely debated topic.  There are many 

methods of treatment available.  Butler writes it is essential that tendons be able to move 

easily under the reinaculate to prevent many of the symptoms of CTS (107).  This point 

of view goes along the line of doing hand and wrist exercises and stretching.  Other forms 

of non conventional treatment include   acupuncture, dietary therapy, and aromatherapy.  
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Surgery is the most common treatment chosen for this problem. According to the NIOSH 

website, treatment of CTS may involve surgery to release the compression on the median 

nerve and/or use of anti-inflammatory drugs and hand splinting to reduce tendon swelling 

in the carpal tunnel.  Such medical interventions have been met with mixed success, 

especially when an affected person must return to the same work conditions.  Wrist 

splints may be used to keep the wrist in a neutral position. These are normally useful in 

early cases of carpal tunnel syndrome.  Many believe that steroid injection directly into 

the carpal tunnel is unnecessary and undesirable.  Steroid (with some local anesthetic) 

may reasonably be inserted either to the redial or ulnar side of the median nerve, just 

proximal to the wrist crease.  Injecting steroids rarely can accidentally injure the nerve.  

As with any treatment there are side affects and risks involved. One should be aware 

when deciding on a treatment to pursue. 

 Research is constantly going on to find the best way to treat CTS and to find out 

why some people get it.  This research will help determine which option is considered 

superior by those treated for CTS.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Procedures 
 

 In order to obtain the Indiana State University’s Institutional Review Board’s 

(IRB) approval for human subjects there was a training course that had to be completed 

with a grade of 70% or higher.  The training was computer based and had eight modules 

to complete.  At the end of every module there was a test that had to be taken, and the 

score was recorded(please see Appendix A).  After the training was complete the results 

were submitted to those monitoring the research. 

 A literature review was conducted in order to get a better understanding of what 

others thought about the subject chosen for research.  Several books were gathered from 

the library, read, and analyzed in order to gain more knowledge on the subject. The rough 

draft was turned in to Tom Weller for review and feedback. The review of literature dealt 

with the many different aspects of treatment and people’s views on which is most 

effective. 

 The development of the survey was a crucial part of the research. A lot of thought 

had to be put into the questions to ensure that the information would help with the 

elements that would help with the research topic at hand.  Some questions were asked 

about age, weight, and occupation. The survey mainly focused on symptoms and the 

treatment received. Some of the questions were: 

-How long have you had carpal tunnel? 

-Was it related to your job? 

-What treatment do you think helped the most? 

 -What was perceived to have helped you the most? 
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 The surveys were distributed to local businesses, students around Indiana State 

University’s campus, and businesses across the state.   On campus volunteers that had 

CTS filled out the survey; the rest were mailed to the businesses and returned to myself. 

 Collection of data was a matter of receiving the surveys in the mail, along with 

calls to remind people to send them back.  This was one of the most difficult factors.  

With no incentives, the response was not as fast and in the amount hoped for.  The 

surveys done on campus were collected anonymously.  

 Once the surveys were back in the office the data was analyzed.  The information 

was put into the computer system and double checked.  Graphs were created to help 

visualize the findings. Different graphs were used to show different aspects of the 

information that was gathered. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

The survey was dispersed throughout different parts of Indiana in order to get a broad 

sample. There was a variety of questions asked please see Appendix B. These are the 

graphs of the findings as a comparison of before treatment and after treatment. Those 

surveyed range in age from twenty-five years old to sixty years of age. The range in the 

amount of time that those surveyed have had carpal tunnel has also varied widely from as 

little as two months to as long as eighteen years.  All of the people who completed the 

survey thought that their carpal tunnel syndrome cases were work related.  When asked 

about the frequency of their symptoms before and after treatment the responses are below 

in figures 1 through 6. 

Pain before Treatment

0%

37%

38%

25%

Never
Sometimes
Most of the Time
All of the Time

Pain After Treatment

19%

56%

25%

0%

Never

Sometimes

Most of the Time

All of the Time

 

Fig. 1- Pain felt before and after treatment 

The percentages for “sometimes” and “never” increased while the percentages for “most 

of the time” and “all of the time” decreased.  This is proof that the treatment is working. 
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Tingling Before Treatment
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Tingling After Treatment
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Figure 2- Tingling felt before and after treatment 

Numbness Before Treatment
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Numbness After Treatment
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Figure 3- Numbness felt before and after treatment 
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Symptoms at Night Before Treatment
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Symptoms at Night After Treatment
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Figure 4- Symptoms at Night before and after treatment 
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Symptoms during the Day After 
Treatment
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Figure 5- Symptoms during the Day before and after treatment 
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When asked what treatment the people surveyed thought worked best for them, 

33% said surgery was the most effective.  Therapy and exercise came in a close second at 

28%. Administrative controls/ergonomics made up 22% and medication accounted for 

the remaining 17%. 

 

 

 

What Helped the Most?
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Figure 6- Most effective treatment  
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Chapter 5 

Summary/Conclusion  

 The numbers in the graphs can be misleading if not paid close attention to.  

Before treatment many people reported more symptoms “Most” or “All” of the time. 

After treatment those numbers drastically decreased in most areas. This made the 

numbers in “Never” and “Sometimes” categories increase, which is a good thing.  The 

people went from having symptoms often to having them less frequently.  The findings 

show that treatment is in fact working.  Those surveyed feel that surgery was the most 

effective. This can still be misleading because they may not have tried any other form of 

treatment, as far as therapy, or exercising, but none the less treatment is working. In 

another study I would recommend having a sample group that has had all of the same 

steps of treatment, if they are seeing improvement at one step they would stop there.  

Then, compare the number of those who stopped at treatment step one, two, three, and 

ect. to see which treatment was truly most effective.  The effectiveness of carpal tunnel 

treatments has been shown through this research.  
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         Tango: Dance, Power and the Female Aggressor 

 
Tango is unquestionably the most provocative, elegant and intriguing social  
dance. The tight embrace of a man and a woman quietly dancing together 
evokes numerous feelings in the spectators of this sensual performance. The 
analyses that follow these performances lead to questions on the role of the 
man, the woman, and the on the concepts of desire and power.    
 
 Traditionally, tangueros; whether enthusiasts, scholars, or performers, 
have intended to answer these questions by analyzing the dance from a 
historical point of view placing the male as the epicenter of power and the 
female as the object of desire. However, new readings and interpretations of  
tango, which I identify as progressive, focus on the cultural historical 
evolution of women within the dance and how they redefine their role 
through the performance of gender. This research discusses the two 
predominant views of the tango performance: the traditional and the 
progressive and how they conceive the relations that exist between: gender, 
desire and power. I intent to demonstrate two things: (1) in tango there is an 
evident quest for power that is expressed through the body, (2) from the 
progressive view, the woman becomes a contender for power and 
subsequently an aggressor, by using her body as the vehicle to control the 
dance and the man’s desire.    
 

I divide my research in three parts. The first part discusses the 
meaning of performance and how I relate tango to Frederic Lacan’s concepts 
of power, and desire. The second part discusses the traditional and 
progressive interpretations of tango, focusing on the evolution of the female 
aggressor. The third and final segment is a set of conclusions on the 
performance of women in tango and their ascendance to power.  
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Maintaining the Image of a True Philosopher 
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Abstract: 
 
 In Plato’s Republic, a Phoenician story is told that every person is made up of a 
different metal; gold, silver, or iron and bronze.  Whereas we might call this myth a lie, 
Plato considers it to be a ‘useful falsehood’ that controls the community in hopes of 
creating justice and harmony within the city.  But Plato also states that the True 
Philosophers, (the rulers) of the community should not lie; they despise falsehoods.  If 
these philosophers are to rule the community, it would seem that this myth contradicts the 
role of the ruler as a True Philosopher.  This paper will discuss the role of lying in the 
Republic as it pertains to the nature of the True Philosopher and it will give argument to 
show that there is no contradiction with this myth in the context of Plato’s Republic.  I 
will show that such ‘useful falsehoods’ are of a great utility for the rulers of this 
community and that this myth is a necessity for creating a happy and just city in Plato’s 
Republic. 
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 In Book III of the Republic Plato1 tells a story that leads to the basis of civilian 

life within his just city.  This Phoenician story (414c-415c) will help the rulers control the 

behavior of the citizens by explaining how they all came to be and why they should be 

pleased with whom they are.  This is a useful falsehood that Plato believes is necessary 

for the happiness of the city; if all the citizens are content with their lives then harmony 

can be achieved within this city.  But doesn’t Plato see this as a contradiction?  Isn’t it 

wrong for the rulers to tell lies in this just city of the Republic?  Deception of this level 

not only seems wrong but isn’t it also paradoxical to the nature of a true philosopher?  If 

this is so, then how does Plato justify that useful falsehoods like these are acceptable for 

the rulers in the Republic?  The aim of this paper is to see how Plato justifies these so-

called ‘lies’ by (1) discussing the role of lying in the Republic as it pertains to the nature 

of a true philosopher, (2) to show that lying of this sort is not contradictory within the 

context of the Republic, and (3) to argue that falsehoods such as the Phoenician story are 

truly useful in maintaining harmony within the city and that such falsehoods are 

necessary for the happiness of a just city. 

 The Phoenician story, (which I will refer to as the “myth”) is told to the citizens to 

help control their behavior by making them believe that their bodies all contain a specific 

metal, (enclosed within their souls).  The guardians contain gold, the auxiliaries have 
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silver, and the producers (farmers and craftsman) have iron and bronze.  Mixing of the 

metals is not permitted but sometimes a ‘silver’ will give offspring to a ‘gold’ or vice 

versa, but this is alright since all men are considered brothers within this myth.  But if a 

‘gold’ gives birth to a mixture of ‘iron and bronze’ it must be given to the producers for 

its correct education and placement in life.  And if a mixture of ‘iron and bronze’ is found 

to have an offspring of ‘silver’ or ‘gold,’ it should be honored and educated as such.  The 

myth also states that an oracle previously prophesized that if a person of ‘iron’ or 

‘bronze’ status is ever honored as a guardian, then the city will fall. (414c-415d) 

 The myth of the metals is seen to Plato as a useful falsehood (414bc), one that 

could allow for the control of a just and happy city.  Since Plato believes that the lower 

two classes, (auxiliaries and producers) can not understand genuine value, the myth is a 

necessity for the city to achieve his vision.  Since the central feature of this city is to 

create a community where happiness is the ultimate goal (for the city as a whole), then 

for the citizens that can not understand how things should truly be, the myth is the only 

way for them to live in harmony with the others who do understand genuine value.  

Seeing that the majority of the city falls into the category that clearly lacks understanding 

of genuine value, the only way to prevent them from pursuing a life less than acceptable 

would be to tell them this myth.  Because of this view about the non-philosophers, Plato 

believes that such falsehoods are useful tools for preventing people from acting badly.   

 
“When any of our so-called friends are attempting, through madness or ignorance, to do 
something bad, isn’t it [useful falsehoods] a useful drug for preventing them?” (382c)   
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Ignorance in the city must be dealt with by the creation of a myth so that those who do 

not, or can not understand why things must run a certain way, can be at peace with the 

way things truly seem to them. 

 It must be understood that this myth will be told to everyone.  The guardians, the 

auxiliaries and the producers will all be told this story and the only reason that anyone 

would chose to believe it would be because they can not understand life in any other way 

than this.  In other worlds, the guardians through their education and mental capacity will 

most likely be the only people to understand that this is truly a ‘myth’; hence, true 

philosophers do not believe in such a myth.  As for the others, since they can not 

understand genuine value, they can not comprehend the truth.  Plato utilizes the myth in 

such a way that anyone can choose not to believe it if they have the mental capacity to 

see through the falsehoods that this myth creates.  Even if those who lack understanding 

of genuine value were educated to the level of the higher class, (the guardians) Plato still 

believes that they could not accept the reality in front of them and would fall back into 

the belief that makes their lives more complete and harmonious; back into the ‘myth’.   If 

you are one of the unlucky citizens that can not understand genuine value, then this myth 

gives to you a life where you have goals and reasons for living; it allows for harmony 

within the classes of the non-philosophers.   

 Since the myth is aimed at creating harmony in the lives of those who lack the 

understanding of genuine value, it is controversial to see the myth as a typical, deceptive 

lie; its purpose is not simply to deceive the citizens but to help them achieve happiness in 

the city by way of explaining value in terms that they can comprehend.  Without this 

myth, the city could not achieve their goal of happiness since the lower classes lack the 
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understanding of such values.  This myth is a useful tool to help non-philosophers 

understand the “truth” as best as they could possibly understand it; since they can’t 

understand genuine value.  Due to the non-philosophers lack in understanding, to Plato, 

this myth is the next best thing. 

 At this point, Plato acknowledges that those who can understand genuine value 

are therefore trying to help those who lack such understanding simply by utilizing the 

myth; it’s essentially ‘for their own good’.  But is it really acceptable for a true 

philosopher to lie?  It is understood that this myth is a useful falsehood and is necessary 

for a just and happy city, but one nagging question still arises; isn’t telling such a myth 

against the true nature of a philosopher?  Plato clearly states that truth is vital to a 

philosopher; “And who are the true philosophers?  Those who love the sight of truth.” 

(475e) 

 It is crucial to this argument that we bring up a possible contradiction in Plato’s 

view of the true philosopher.  No one could read the Republic and not get a sense that 

‘truth’ is central to the nature of a true philosopher. 

 
“They [true philosophers] must be without falsehood – they must refuse to accept what is 
false, hate it, and have a love for the truth…And could you find anything that belongs 
more to wisdom than truth does?  Of course not.  Then is it possible for the same nature 
to be a philosopher – a lover of wisdom – and a lover of falsehood?  Not at all.” (485c) 
 

This passage clearly affirms that when the questions of falsehoods arrive, a true 

philosopher can only love wisdom; a lover of truth can not possibly be a lover of 

falsehoods.  If the nature of a true philosopher despises falsehoods, then it seems that 

telling the myth to the community would be nothing more than a lie which is 

contradictory to the nature of a true philosopher as a lover of truth.  
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 So can the rulers lie and still preserve their nature of a true philosopher?  Dr. 

Bruce Hauptli strongly believes that there is no contradiction in Plato’s ethics concerning 

the true philosopher.  Within the context of the Republic, Dr. Hauptli believes that Plato’s 

argument is valid since: 

 
 P1  Justice is doing one’s job 
 P2  The ruler’s job is maintaining the right social order 
 P3  “The myth of the metals” is necessary for social order 
 C    Therefore telling the “myth” is just2 
 

Dr. Hauptli notes that since the Republic strives for justice within its ‘just’ city, then the 

myth is simply the just thing to do.  The philosopher king must take it upon himself to 

ensure the right social order of the city.  Along with the myth, ‘justice’ is finally 

understood as part of Plato’s ‘principle of specification” which for our purpose states 

that, within the city, each citizen has a specific trade that he/she must perform and one 

should not interfere with trades that do not pertain to them.  If justice is doing one’s job 

and justice is something that is surely strived for in the city, then the rulers utilizing the 

myth is the right action to take; keeping social order in the city is their job, their duty, the 

just thing to do. 

 If we are to read Plato correctly, we can not hold him to Kantian views of ethics 

and simply say that this myth is using the lower classes as a means to an end.  The 

question at hand here is, is it against a philosopher’s nature to tell this myth?  Christopher 

Bobonich interprets Plato’s ethics in a way that suggests this myth would be better for 

those who can not truly understand genuine value than to let them live their lives in 

disharmony.  Bobonich notes that even though this myth does not benefit these people in 

the normal way that we usually represent the idea of ‘benefit’, it is still better than 
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allowing them to run their own lives through bad desires; the myth is the ‘lesser of two 

evils’. 

 
“Getting people to do the right thing out of unreflective habit or because they are 
deceived about the reasons for doing it, would fail to bring them into the right relation to 
values and would thus not benefit them. (Although Plato might think that even this is less 
bad for such people than allowing their bad desires to have free expression3.)”  Page 204 
 

Bobonich sees that in the light of the lack of comprehension of the non-philosopher, it is 

better to deceive them through such means to help them cultivate the amount of ‘good’ 

that they do possess.  Given the information that Plato displays in the Republic about the 

non-philosopher, Bobonich continues: 

 
“Nevertheless, if one could be brought to grasp and love genuine value by a route that did 
not fully respect the person’s autonomy, Plato would not have the grounds for objection 
that Kant would…It is better to have something akin to such rule imposed on one from 
outside than to have no kind of order in one’s life.”  Page 204-205 
 

The non-philosopher can not understand genuine value so instead of allowing them to 

“freely express” their bad desires, (as Bobonich states) this myth is the next best thing.  

The myth is not using the non-philosopher as a ‘means to an end’, but is merely allowing 

them to live their lives in harmony as best as they possibly can. 

 It seems that the myth is nothing more than a parental law that is enacted for the 

purpose of helping non-philosophers from harming themselves.  If this is true, Thomas C. 

Brickhouse and Nicholas D. Smith were truly onto something in their article, Justice and 

Dishonesty in Plato’s Republic4.  They agree that Plato firmly believes that there are truly 

three classes of people.  Only the highest class can understand genuine value and the 
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lower two classes need help (to understand value and to create harmony within the city) 

and the myth is the best way to convey the understanding of basic truths. 

 
“Thus, these truths must be conveyed in highly mythical language, for that is the only 
way to gain their acceptance by the members of the lower classes in the city”.  (Page 81) 
 

Brickhouse and Smith agree that the myth is a parental tool that helps for the proper 

development of the non-philosopher.  Even Plato noted that education must first start out 

with falsehoods in hopes that proper morals and training will be instilled within our 

children: 

 
“Do you not understand that first we tell the children myths – such things as are on the 
whole false, but that have truth in them?”  (377a) 
 

Once again, the myth is shown as nothing more than a tool to help encourage the lower 

classes in better understanding of various values and to help harmonize their lives.  From 

this view, it does seem that this myth truly is initiated for the good of the city, and hence, 

for the good of the people. If their argument is valid, Brickhouse and Smith could surely 

be correct in stating that “one is not deceived by a proper myth; one is enlightened by it.” 

(Page 82) 

 At first it seems ridiculous to say that a community would be enlightened by a lie 

of this magnitude, but as I shall note, we initiate myths of this caliber everyday in our 

natural lives.  We all have ‘national myths’ that we are told that are either emplaced to 

control our behavior, to give us a patriotic view of our homeland, or to create moral 

standards that our society is accustomed to.  (I’m sure that there are more reasons to 

create such myths, but these seem to be the most obvious).  We are told simple ideas that 
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control our behavior very early on in our lives, some so absurd that when we get older, it 

is very obvious that they are only there to serve a purpose of control; like the belief in 

Santa Claus or the clichéd sex talk of the ‘birds and the bees’.  Other national myths are 

not so obviously seen until you educate yourself enough (and in the right way) to 

understand that these myths are nothing more than lies, or better yet, useful falsehoods to 

keep us harmonized as a society; like the belief that Americans never eradicated the 

Native American population or believing that Abe Lincoln was “Honest Abe,” or even 

that age old saying “anyone can be President.”  Although we would love to believe that 

these ‘sayings’ are true, they are nothing more than ways to help us understand our 

society and are usually told to us for the purpose of control and motivation. 

 These national myths serve the same exact purpose as Plato’s myth of the metals; 

these useful falsehoods are initiated for the sole purpose of harmonization within a 

society which in turn creates a just, (happy) community.  The national myths that we are 

brought up on are made for everyone in the community; just as Plato’s myth.  The few 

who can see through the myth are similar to the Guardian class that Plato creates; through 

education and “genetic” mental capacity, we can learn that the myth is nothing more than 

a useful falsehood.  If we look back and truly ask ourselves, “would we want to know the 

truth about everything while we grow up,” we may say, “Sure, why not?,” but if that were 

our reality, would we really help create harmony in the community?  It seems that if we 

knew the truth about everything, then either we wouldn’t live here, or we would be such 

“hardcore” activists we could potentially destroy the harmony in the community.  It’s a 

hard call to make; either we are brought up on falsehoods, or we potentially destroy our 

homeland.  Such controversial debates drove Plato to believe that a “national myth” was 
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truly a useful falsehood that helped harmonize non-philosophers as much as it helped 

harmonize the city.  Remember, if even the non-philosophers did want to know the truth, 

Plato believed that they were incapable of such understandings, so what good would the 

truth be? 

 This myth was created for the purpose of bringing about as much ‘good’ as a 

society could achieve.  Since philosophers were the only ones that could understand 

genuine value, the myth aided the citizens as much as it possibly could to bring about the 

‘good’ in the average non-philosopher.  But some may ask, “Why the myth of the metals; 

why this exact model?”  If the philosopher-rulers could understand genuine value, was 

this truly the next best thing for those who couldn’t? 

 As we have already stated, Plato believed that falsehoods can be told by the 

philosophers if they are for the good of the city and they are close to the truth.  As Plato 

states himself, the Phoenician story has been told to many people from the mouths of 

poets. (414c)  Obviously Plato believed that this myth was close to the truth, (since he 

ousts all ‘bad’ poetry that poorly imitates reality, he must believe that this is an example 

of ‘good’ poetry, therefore a myth that is close to the truth; a good imitation) and being 

that it is close to the truth, its intent is to “convey at least the sense of what Plato regards 

as truths” to the non-philosophers.* (Brickhouse & Smith, pg. 83)  Plato wishes to 

achieve justice in the city and it is obvious that only true philosophers can see justice; the 

next best thing is “only a sketch.” (Brickhouse & Smith, pg. 89)  The philosophers are 

essentially going for the Form of Justice and since non-philosophers can not comprehend 

Forms, the rulers create the best image that can be understood by the lower classes.  So in 

                                                 
* This could equally be said about the Myth off Er which essentially suggests that morally good people do 
get rewarded after death for their deeds and morally bad people do get punished for their deeds.  
(614b-620d) 
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effect, it’s the philosopher’s love of wisdom/truth that requires them to create a myth so 

that those who lack genuine understanding can get closer to comprehending the truth in 

hopes of achieving harmony and justice within the city. 

 The philosopher-rulers are concerned with the truth.  They will do anything in 

their powers to allow for the truth to be understood as best as possible.  If understanding 

‘truth’ means creating falsehoods for lower classes in hopes that they will have a better 

understanding, then it is not only the right action to take but it is their duty to create such 

useful falsehoods. 

 
“Thus, when Plato says that the rulers of his ideal city are singlemindedly devoted to 
alhqeia (truth), he need not be committed to the view that they are always concerned 
to “tell the truth,” that is, to declare only what is the case.  He might mean that they are 
unwaveringly concerned with “what is real,” or “what is good.”  
(Brickhouse & Smith, pg 86) 
  

           Up until this point we have only discussed the falsehood that pertains to the 

Phoenician story and have left out one of the other great “lies” that creates controversy 

within Plato’s Republic.  This lie is that of the “lottery” in the case of marriage rites.  

Plato creates this façade of lotteries in order to control marriage within the city when in 

reality it is fully under the ruler’s control.  This way, the inferior groom blames bad luck 

for his ‘faulty’ bride instead of directing his discontent at the rulers. (459e)  I bring this 

up only after discussion of the myth and how it does not contradict the true nature of a 

philosopher for the purpose of easily showing that this lie is not that different than the 

myth.  I agree with Brickhouse and Smith that since the lottery does not convey any 

element of truth, we must call it a lie and not a myth. (83)  But as we have stated 

numerous times, lying as such is not contradictory to the nature of a true philosopher, it is 
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their duty to keep harmony within the city.  Given that Plato truly believes that there are 

three classes of humans, (characterized as the Guardians, Auxiliaries, and the Producers) 

he initiates marriage rites for the good of the city.  And if this lottery was not fabricated, 

upon the lower classes finding out that they could only breed when the rulers allowed it, 

there would be great disharmony and injustice. 

 
“Hence, assuming that arrangements must be made for breeding these people, it is better 
to lie to them about these arrangements than to tell them the truth, for to lie to them 
shows more concern for their personal interests, as well as the interest of the state.  
(Brickhouse & Smith, page 90) 
 

 Lying is obviously not the best way for issues to be resolved, but in the case of the 

myth and in the ‘lottery lie,’ some degree of deception is needed to create harmony 

within the city.  The myth is clearly more ethical than the lottery since it actually tries to 

convey some idea of ‘truth.’  The lottery is simply a lie that is useful for maintaining 

justice and harmony within the city.  I must note though that we shouldn’t be so quick to 

judge the ‘lottery lie’ as a big unethical problem.  Many historians/philosophers believe 

that Plato’s Republic is more of a political treatise rather than an ethical work (although 

some philosophers would strongly disagree with that label) and ethics is simply not the 

main concern of Plato’s in the creation of Kallipolis, (the name given to his just city); his 

purpose is to simply create an ideal city where harmony and justice are achieved allowing 

for moral excellence and happiness to flourish within the city. 

 Within this ideal city, we may scorn in disbelief the notion that Plato truly 

believes that the myth is the best thing for the city, but we must remember that our 

contemporary ideals of ethics are not the same standards that the ancient Greeks went by.  

Plato did truly believe that there are three classes of citizens and each had their own 
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specific mental capacity that set them apart from the others.  In today’s era, we have 

come to the realization that such caste systems tend not to hold water; for example, the 

diminishing cultural, social, and ethical acceptance of the caste system within the Hindu 

religion.   Based upon this assessment, we should not look at his model from an ethical 

view centered on our democratic “equality for all” approach.  Plato believed that men are 

not all created equal and the highest of those men should be the rulers since they can 

understand genuine value; they are the best qualified for the job of the ‘rulers’ in this 

ideal city.  It would be a shame to take Plato’s ground-breaking theories and trash them in 

our contemporary ethical views simply because we are looking at the Republic from a 

Kantian or modern ethical analysis. (Remember, one of my main objectives of this paper 

is to view the role of lying within the context of the Republic.  This includes trying to see 

the Republic from the view point of Plato; with all the ideals that he studied and took to 

be true).  As I have already stated, many believe that the Republic is essentially a political 

piece, rather than an ethical work so if we want to trash it, let’s base those debates on the 

political views given by other philosophers like Marx or Rawls. 

 The last point that I would like to briefly discuss is an idea brought up by Melanie 

Alexander, (in The use of Deception as a Means of Maintaining Harmony and Unity 

within the State5, a philosophy paper written while she was a graduate student).  She 

brings a radical approach to the myth in the Republic.  She states that since the only 

‘truth’ that is real is that of the Forms, “to lie about the nature of the forms is never 

justifiable because it deprives people of the truth.” (Page 5)  This idea surely seems 

consistent with the arguments that Plato displays in the Republic and her conclusion is 

thus: 
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“Plato claims that the only real truth is knowledge of the Forms; everything else we claim 
to know are merely images.  In this sense then Plato [or more to the point, his guardians] 
is not really lying, because the only thing that is real according to Plato is knowledge of 
the Forms and Goodness.  In order to lie, you must speak untruth, but to Plato, everything 
is “untruth” with exception of the Forms.” (Page 5) 
 

If every word uttered from our mouths is “untruth,” then a lie is never a lie unless it is a 

lie about the Forms.  It is not clear that this idea would be accepted by many 

philosophers, not because it is controversial, but I am not sure whether this was truly in 

the mind of Plato when he utilized the myth.  I bring to light this argument because 

although it may drastically hard to prove, it does bring up a serious question of the nature 

of ‘untruths.’  For this argument to be valid, it would seem that one should meticulously 

read Plato’s ancient Greek texts to find if this was truly the intent of Plato or just some 

interesting way to interpret the myth.  I personally do not believe that this was precisely 

Plato’s validation for the Phoenician myth; although it does question the nature of Forms 

and the truths that Plato believes is held within them. 

 Aside from this controversially interesting view, we can conclude that the myth 

told to the citizens is not used for the purpose of deceiving or misguiding the lower 

classes, it is there to help maintain justice, social order, and create harmony within the 

city.  Neither justice nor harmony would be seen in a city overran by non-philosophers 

who don’t have the slightest clue of what genuine value truly is.  This myth is truly a 

“noble falsehood” (as Plato states, 414c) that is a useful tool to aid others from harming 

themselves by their bad desires which in turn will create harmony and justice in the city.  

Being that this is a myth told in hopes of promoting a better life and harmony within the 

city, I can not say that it contradicts the nature of a true philosopher.  A true philosopher 
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would only be honored with such a title if he did do exactly this; create a useful falsehood 

that truly benefits the good of the city and steers non-philosophers away from their bad 

desires.  Telling this myth is not against the nature of a true philosopher and in Plato’s 

Republic, such a myth is a necessity for harmony and justice. 
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UNQUIET RESURRECTION: DE MARCHI’S CRISIS NOVELS 
Cinzia Di Giulio 

 

 The purpose of this paper is twofold. First of all, it draws attention to a prominent 

19th century Italian novelist who is little known outside of Italy. Secondly, it investigates 

the elements of modernity in De Marchi’s novels, while examining his narrative 

techniques and his struggle for identity as a modern writer. De Marchi’s work spans the 

last quarter of the 19th century and epitomizes the problematic situation of the Italian 

novel at that time. Following the example of the Italian Romantic tradition initiated by 

Manzoni, De Marchi strove to “write for the public,” but found himself in the midst of 

the numerous contradictions of a newly born Italy and of a steadily growing publishing 

industry. De Marchi reacted to this state of affairs by constantly redefining his role as a 

writer and by experimenting with different types of novels, from the serialized novel to 

the novel of ideas.  

 My main interest has been to investigate how De Marchi promoted a model of 

communication between writer and public based on dialogue, with a seemingly simple, 

conversational style that consciously went against the new-born fashion of aestheticism. 

Quite differently from the superhuman heroes of  the mainstream literature of this period, 

De Marchi put common people at the center of his novels and made them heroes of both 

the endless daily struggle for survival and the daily quest for unattainable self-fulfillment.  

 De Marchi’s concern with the issue of identity is a constant in his work. 

Moreover, the repeated treatment of the themes of change, death, and transformation 

point to the writer’s sense of his being in between, where, as he wrote in a letter to a 
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friend, “the old is worn out and the new has not been woven yet.”1 However, although he 

often mourns the loss of faith in the old Romantic tradition, his work speaks to the 

modern mind, opening a passageway to the uncertainties of the 20th century—as very few 

of his contemporaries could. 

* * * * * 

Redivivo’s diaspora 

 Shattered by the indifference that greeted his two major works Demetrio Pianelli 

and Arabella, De Marchi returned to the serial novel of a more mannered type with 

Redivivo (revived, brought back to life) in 1894. According to Alessandra Briganti (156), 

it is likely that, after the commercial failure of his two preceding novels, the author hoped 

to win back readers’ favor with Redivivo. The work appeared in the same daily 

newspapers that had published his best-selling serialized novel Il cappello del prete: first 

in “Il Mattino” of Naples, under the title Il morto che parla (dead man talking) in 1895 

and, the following year, in the journal “Italia del popolo” under its final title Redivivo. 

Anita Sacheli-Grixoni (53) states that De Marchi was dissatisfied with this new 

experiment and he withheld it permanently from reprinting. In 1909, eight years after his 

death, the novel was published in book form, without his ever having had time to rework 

it. 

 Rejected by the author himself, Redivivo is De Marchi’s weakest and most 

critically condemned work: “the most unfortunate of De Marchi’s novels, so distant from 

the others as to not appear to be his work” (Branca 172); “a totally misconceived book” 

(Cecconi 1963: 107); “an absolutely second rate novel, very nearly worthless” 

(Monteverdi 99); “justly repudiated by the writer” (Spinazzola 1971: 147); “a feuilleton 
                                                 
1 Lettera a L. Venturini, Varietà e inediti, 790. 
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in his degenerate form” (Gorini-Santoli 109). Redivivo found no favor with the public 

even though De Marchi had followed very closely the requisites of the most 

commercially successful serials. 

 Redivivo represents an attempt at compromise—but it is a forced compromise that 

failed to adhere to the canons to which De Marchi had previously remained faithful. The 

shortcomings of this novel are due not only to hasty composition alone; quite evident in it 

is also the bitterness of an author who, after initial success, has been spurned by the 

public and by the critics. It is little wonder, therefore, that this openly commercial effort 

by De Marchi met with none of the hoped-for success with the public. 

* * * * * 

 Even as a serial novel, Redivivo differs radically from Il cappello del prete. After 

the failure of Demetrio Pianelli and Arabella, De Marchi gives an entirely new meaning 

to his rule of “writing also for readers.” Abandoning for the moment the gray and smoggy 

milieu of Milan and its environs, De Marchi sacrifices his work to the demands of 

adventure and escape—even if it is a matter, as will later be shown, of concessions which 

are in large measure merely formal. First-person narration, rather different from that of 

the narrator in Il cappello del prete, serves as a frame to long monologues in which the 

protagonist tells the story of his life and his struggle against a genuine villain—a rather 

rare case in De Marchi’s storytelling. This villain is a female character, modeled on la 

belle dame sans merci (a common device in so many serial novels), who has brought the 

protagonist to the brink of ruin. The whole plot is based on a clear opposition of positive 

characters against negative characters, all of whom are lacking in the psychological 

complexity usually found in De Marchi’s novels. 
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 The plot is highly contrived and based purely on action and on coups de scène. 

The setting is entirely suffused with the foreign and the exotic: faraway Japan, Germany, 

Switzerland, France, and South America. The span of time is clearly indicated: the 

narrator framing the tale makes explicit reference to Pierre Loti’s Madame Chrysantème, 

published in France in 1887, and the protagonist, Alfred Bausen, mentions the Paris of 

1858 and the events of the Franco-Prussian war. Alfred Bausen bears the traits typical of 

the characters favored by De Marchi and found in almost all his fiction: he is “the 

ingenuous man, who labors and is not rewarded, and who at the end sacrifices himself” 

(Sacheli-Grixoni 52).  

 Bausen is the brilliant son of a school-caretaker and aspires to be a university 

professor, although unable to do so for lack of money. He is forced eventually, due to 

adverse circumstances, to give up his home, his family, and his very identity. Shortly 

after a serious train accident, which he survives, Bausen inadvertently takes as his own 

the documents of a traveling companion, a Swiss bookseller who died in the accident. 

Having thus acquired the bookseller’s identity and after long wanderings through the 

world, Bausen finally settles, almost as if punishing himself, in the most “foreign” of 

countries, the exotic Japan, so fashionable at that time in popular literature.  

Bausen’s tale is introduced within a frame: its narrator is a young Genoese ship’s 

doctor stranded in Japan. After a tangled series of events and almost at the point of death, 

he finds the “redivivo.” Alfred Bausen takes him in and, within three days, cures him and 

tells him his own story (in Japan he became a court doctor). Both the main narrator and 

the secondary narrator are thus doctors; moreover, the narration itself, as will be seen, 

functions as “medicine” or as a therapeutic cure. 
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* * * * * 

Beside traits of the serialized genre novel, some valid and interesting elements are to be 

found in Redivivo, particularly on the thematic and metanarrative level. Along with a 

renewed insistence on the theme of the interchangeability of the ego, a typical theme in 

De Marchi’s work (the “death” of Bausen and his “resurrection” as Oertli the bookseller), 

one is struck by the role given in this novel to money and economic concerns. In his 

youth, Alfredo Bausen was a promising chemist obliged to “sell himself” for lack of 

money. In his conversations with the young ship’s doctor he describes with abundance of 

detail the nature of the scientific and economic experiments to which he had to sacrifice 

his profession. He faithfully lays out the marvels of new capitalism, which are paired 

with the horrors of failure and bankruptcy, lawyers and moneylenders. 

 Bausen’s monologue is, from this viewpoint, a lesson on the harsh laws of 

economics which govern life and reduce people to things; it is, to quote the words of the 

protagonist, a warning against “money in its thousand metamorphoses, fecund as an 

Indian divinity; money which is incarnated in speculation and generates the miracle of 

the hundredfold profit. And like true pagodas of the goddess speculation arise the 

factories of industry with their gaping maws that swallow down men and coal” (230). 

 Investments and speculations; experiments first with dyestuffs and with 

aluminum, then with chemical pharmaceutical glue; journeys abroad to establish contacts 

or to set up branch offices; Redivivo is surprising in theme and language, quite foreign to 

the Italian narrative of the period. And one can only wonder why the author chose those 

particular places (especially Germany and Japan) as a stage for his novel. A plausible 

answer is that, in the industrial development of Germany and other countries, particularly 
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Japan, De Marchi tried to mirror the Milan of the impresarios and the entrepreneurs—that 

Milan which had recently been declared the industrial capital of Italy by the Fair of 1881. 

The writer’s ambivalence regarding the disorderly progress towards which his country 

was heading—and whose contradictions De Marchi could only fear—finds its solution in 

the example of Germany and Japan, countries in which industrialization seemed to have 

positive effects: 

The development which chemistry has undergone in these recent years and 
the many applications of chemistry’s principles which are made in 
industrial products and processes, along with Germany’s victory in 
warfare and its political and economic progress can give you an idea of 
what Alfred Bausen might have become in life.  (210) 

 
 The example of “immovable China,” alter ego of rural Italy, is set against that of 

Germany and Japan, but not in a negative sense: as the ship’s doctor sees it, the Japanese 

are “an intelligent and gay people who love progress and are in the process of acquiring 

and mastering it at will,” whereas the neighboring people, the Chinese, “perhaps, after 

having sampled progress, spat it out. Who is right? History will tell us in a century: but 

then it is unlikely that any of us will have the time to bother with these trifles” (192). 

 The problematic nature of progress, nonetheless, has an impact also on Germany 

and Japan, no strangers to the collateral effects of industrial development: speculation, 

corporate failures, closure of factories and rampant unemployment crowd the tale of 

Alfred Bausen, a victim himself of the reckless investments of his former classmate, the 

wheeler-dealer Goetz. The image of the train, a classic image in the European narrative of 

this period, represents fear in the face of advancing progress and change. In De Marchi’s 

narrative, the train is the bearer of transformation and, frequently, of that change par 
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excellence which is death: it is precisely during a train journey, as we have seen, that the 

“death” of Alfred Bausen is made to happen.2 

 The “dark side” of progress—its utilization for selfish ends—is embodied in 

Giovanna Culmberg, the “snake woman” who seduces the young Alfred Bausen and 

transforms him from a pure scientist into a technician in service to a factory. Giovanna, 

daughter of a theology professor, is a social climber who has assimilated the principles of 

the new order based on mobility and initiative. A relentless arriviste, she passes from one 

husband (or lover) to another, rising through the entire spectrum of social classes: from 

modest Bausen to the entrepreneur Goetz, from there to Gessner (a representative of the 

clergy) and finally up to Baron Baumberg.  

 Described in strident colors, solely in negative terms and with no concession to 

psychology, Giovanna is the only example of a female villain in De Marchi’s novels. Her 

psychological depth is so minimal (even compared to other characters in Redivivo) that 

she is almost turned into a non-character, a mere abstract figure. This permits Bausen to 

claim that he would have had a brilliant career, “if he had not run into the snake upon his 

path, I mean a woman” (210); and a little later to declare: “woman is the cruelest enemy 

of science. Between the one and the other there is something irreconcilable. Science is 

absolute and inexorable truth; woman is the embodiment of flattery and illusion” (211). 

The exaggerated sensuality and materialism of Giovanna Culmberg (and of “woman” in 

general) leave no room for the ideal, but suffocate it and render it futile. These themes are 

                                                 
2  Critics have noted and debated the affinity of this episode to Pirandello’s Il fu Mattia Pascal. Nino 
Borsellino’s observation is suggestive: “Among the few surviving books of Pirandello’s library, the 
inventory records a copy of Redivivo in the posthumous one-volume edition and thus later to Il fu Mattia 
Pascal. But the writer must read it in its serial format. . . In 1897, using the pseudonymous anagram 
Giulian Dorpelli, he had reviewed Giacomo l’idealista and had appreciated in it ‘that never excessive tinge 
of genuine humor with which scenes and characters are painted’” (xv). 
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brought out again and again in many points of the narration in an almost prosecutorial 

fashion. On a descending slope is Bausen, a “weak” man—as he describes himself 

frequently—a failure led astray by the “snake.” The trajectory of his career mirrors that 

of the artist-idealist who has strayed from the world of the pure ideal into that of applied 

art, by definition bound up with the material. 

 It is particularly indicative that Bausen finds himself in the guise of the “seller of 

books” Oertli, whereas in the past he had been a “writer of books.” De Marchi’s failure to 

gain popular acceptance haunts Redivivo in the spectral shape of the ponderous chemical 

treatise that was to have brought Bausen fame and glory (and a chair at the university of 

Berlin), but merely dissolved into a useless waste of energy and paper. Ironically, 

Bausen’s labored book plays a seemingly marginal part in an episode of Bausen/Oertli’s 

return to his native land. Inquiring of a minor dealer in used books if he has a copy of 

“Bausen’s chemistry treatise”, he discovers that his work is quite unknown. The book 

dealer asks for information from a bibliophile chemist, who asserts that he had “never 

known a scholar by that name” (303). Upstaged by Oertli who, in the meantime, has 

found an old catalogue listing a title by a Bausen printed in Leipzig (303), “thirteen or 

fourteen years”3 earlier, the learned chemist fires back:  

  -- I study living science, not dead science. A ten-year-old book is just a 
corpse for science. If this Bausen of yours hasn’t published anything in the 
last ten years, it indicates that he too is dead and he’s lies buried in his 
books like a fossil lizard encased in stone. 
  The learned chemist laughed again. 
  -- And we believe in the glory of the world! – I exclaimed, smiling 
myself with a touch of irony.  
  -- The living have too much to do to bother themselves about the glory of 
the dead, especially when it is of no use. 

                                                 
3  It may be pure coincidence—in which case it might an interesting Freudian slip—but that is the same 
time span dividing the publication in book form of Demetrio Pianelli and the composition of Redivivo. 
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  On saying this, professor Hartman patted the old bookseller’s shoulder, 
who put down his catalogues muttering: 
  -- Then why do you guys waste so much paper?  (303-4) 

 
 Chapter 21 ends with this question: why waste so much paper? Bausen has wasted 

so much paper because he strayed from pure art—by letting himself be seduced by the 

materiality of a woman and letting himself be bogged down in the necessities of practical 

life. And yet, to the question “why keep on living?” (and why keep on writing), the 

redivivo answers by means of his own narrative: even at the risk of being no more than a 

vox clamantis in deserto, one must go on, one must not remain silent. Against the 

frustrations of the practice of his trade, the artista-redivivo opposes his “poetics of 

resistance”:  

Studying in nature I continually discover the power of little beings, whom 
the strong feed upon, but who, through the renewal of perpetual sacrifice, 
maintain the vitality of the world. When you return to the world of the 
living, tell big bullies who think themselves so necessary: strength is in 
resistance.  (367) 

 
 Besides being a reference or an appeal to Daniel Defoe, self-made novelist and 

model of the modern novel, the repeated identification that the redivivo makes between 

himself and Robinson Crusoe can also be understood as praise for the self-made man par 

excellence, of the new man who wins in the name of perseverance: strength is in 

resistance. 

 Within the limits imposed by an unfortunate moment and an unfortunate choice, 

Redivivo thus appears as a literary j’accuse of the professional writer: a story-confession 

of a failed artist, a victim caught in the gears of the laws of the marketplace. It is, 

moreover, a suggestion for a redemption of the craft bound, as it were, to “literature that 

keeps the pot boiling” (letteratura alimentare). The redivivo is ultimately transformed 
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from a “seller of books” into a doctor: thoroughly versed in the language and the tricks of 

the economic trade, Bausen manages to survive just as Crusoe did, and to become a 

healer-cum-narrator. Thus, there persists in Redivivo a sense of the need to endure, to 

acquire a capacity for resistance; and it is on these notes that the testament of the “dead 

man talking” ends: one must keep on writing. 

* * * * * 

Return to the Lake. 

“Ending well is always an arduous undertaking 
Both in real life and in the fantasy life 
And I feel that not all readers will be pleased 
By the solution that I have nearly reached.”4 
 
 

                                                

Undoubtedly, De Marchi’s last novel proposes a hard-to-solve problem. The 

difficulty has divided the critics into two diametrically opposed factions: on the one side, 

those who claim that You Don’t Play with Fire (Col fuoco non si scherza) is among his 

best novels; on the other side are those who are thoroughly convinced that it is one of his 

least successful novels—if not actually the very worst of them. Never had the critical 

response to De Marchi been in such disagreement. 

 Serially published in “Rassegna Nazionale” starting on January 1st, 1900, this last 

literary effort of De Marchi preceded his death by only a few months in 1901, and was 

issued in book form posthumously in the same year.5 The novel is set in places normally 

not found in De Marchi’s narrative and presents what seem to be equally unusual themes. 

The plot is set on the shores of Lake Como, in the resorts of the aristocracy scattered 

 
4  From a letter to T. Friedmann. Varietà e inediti, 798. 
5  Monteverdi points out that later editions of this novel were “innumerable” (114). 
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around Tremezzo, and revolves about the theme of love, treated in every one of its 

possible manifestations.6  

 Another aspect, rather unusual in this writer’s work, is the lack of a protagonist in 

the strict sense. The story follows the amorous misadventures of three main characters: 

Ezio Bagliani, young, aristocratic, self-centered but fundamentally good; Flora Polony, a 

distant cousin of Ezio’s, young, romantic and passionate, deeply and desperately in love 

with Ezio; and, lastly, Beniamino Cresti. A family friend of Ezio and Flora, Cresti is a 

landowner, by nature solitary and with marked asocial tendencies. He is, nonetheless, in 

love with Flora and hopes to marry her. At the last moment, when Cresti and Flora’s 

wedding date has already been set, Ezio is challenged to a duel by an outraged husband 

and loses his sight. Flora realizes she cannot marry Cresti and chooses to follow her 

beloved cousin. Ezio, in turn, feels it dishonorable to take Flora away from his friend 

Cresti, and departs from America, leaving Flora alone with her bitter regrets. The plot 

ends up, thus, in a series of disappointed hopes and useless sacrifices. The three 

characters are left without prospects for the future and, in Cresti’s case, death remains the 

only solution—due to a veritable exhaustion of vital energies. 

 Benedetto Croce approved of De Marchi’s concentrated treatment of the love 

theme to such a degree that he placed Col fuoco non si scherza alongside Demetrio 

Pianelli, De Marchi’s best work. Monteverdi, following Croce’s example, praised this 

novel as an organic and coherent work: “Rarely has a governing intention been realized 

with greater rigor without giving the game away and without a pedagogical treatise 

blossoming out of the novel” (115). Angela Gorini-Santoli perceives within the novel “a 

                                                 
6  For an impressive catalogue of the various “loves” portrayed in the novel, see Vittore Branca (1946: 
196). 
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design. . .a single strand” (130) focusing on the sentimental education of Ezio Bagliani; 

she sees this character as representing De Marchi’s political ideal for the “new 

aristocracy.”  

 Vittore Branca studies the matter from an entirely opposite point of view. He sees 

in this novel a step backwards compared to the writer’s earlier work: 

Born in the months in which the battle with his pen was as its hardest and 
almost fatal to him. . .[the book] could not even receive its last revision by 
the author. Perhaps he would have completely refashioned it; or perhaps, 
as he had done to Redivivo, he would have condemned it with utter rigor 
as a tribute to sad practical needs.  (Branca 1946: 195) 

 
Accusing this novel of superficiality and frivolity and calling it “drawing-room chit-chat” 

in the manner of the most vacuous Fogazzaro (198), Branca asserts that “De Marchi’s last 

narrative expression does not end his experience in a dull, minor tone, but remains almost 

on the margins of it and leaves it unfinished and truncated” (196). Even the concentration 

on the theme of love, according to the critic, only renders the novel unfocused and 

scattered. This judgment is shared by Alessandra Briganti, who sees in the novel “the 

pure and simple representation of a convulsive act, devoid of any order whatsoever and 

of any sort of self-awareness” (172).  

 You Don’t Play with Fire thus seems to be the result of a “profound disorientation 

in the writer’s poetic norms” (Briganti 172) and the sign of a “spiritual and physical 

crisis” (Gorini 122). Yet, precisely this viewpoint opens new interpretive possibilities for 

this strange attempt in De Marchi’s narrative—a new perspective that unexpectedly puts 

into relief the philosophical and ideological aspects of this novel: “In this novel, all the 

characters are portrayed as they obsessively chase, not things, but their image, stricken by 
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a tired form of narcissism which reduces their line of sight to the single individual’s 

limited sphere of reality” (Briganti 175). 

 If it is indeed true that “De Marchi’s anguish arises also from the fear that his 

ethical construction, which he arrived at through a life-long effort, may find no 

counterpart in reality” (Gorini 123), it is also true that the writer was in constant pursuit 

of new reasons and new solutions. A few years earlier, in 1897, after the publication of 

Giacomo l’idealista and the tragic death of his daughter Cesarina, De Marchi had 

answered his friend, Domenico Oliva, regarding some observations that the latter had 

made on his Giacomo:  

You have read correctly, and you have also glimpsed between the lines a 
moral tendency which I do not deem useless, especially for our country. 
However many attempts may be made nowadays to reject those ideas, I 
feel that we must believe in the good out of pity for humanity. The human 
heart must correct nature.7   

 
As a matter of fact, the distance between Giacomo l’idealista and Col fuoco non si 

scherza is enormous, even on the stylistic level. The narrator disappears and becomes 

utterly omniscient, leaving room for direct discourse and descriptions of landscape which 

seem to have a purely decorative function. Thus, the narration no longer passes judgment, 

at least in appearance, but advances in the unfolding of the plot with the heaviness of 

fatality, as if the characters were caught unawares in the sport of Thomas Hardy’s 

capricious gods. 

 Can a rip really have split De Marchi’s narrative design? What accounts for such 

a wide discrepancy? One might attribute so abrupt a change, as many critics have done, 

to the author’s illness, brought on by his daughter’s death. De Marchi was a writer who 

always combined love for his family with civic, social and educational commitment. 
                                                 
7  The letter is quoted by Gaetano Mariani (1972: 650). 
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However, another disaster had harshly tried his vital strength: the tragic events of May 

1898: after much social turmoil in Milan—due to the constant raise in taxes and the 

discontent about the African campaigns—Italy’s king, Umberto I, had put the city under 

the control of the military, led by General Bava Beccaris. On May 7th, during a 

demonstration against the raising of the price of bread, the General ordered his soldiers to 

fire cannonades upon the crowd—a veritable massacre which left hundreds of dead and at 

least one thousand wounded. For many months after the event, a deeply shaken De 

Marchi had given up writing fiction to concentrate exclusively, with La buona parola 

(The Good Word), on educational literature.  

 It is here that the principal change can be clearly seen: De Marchi seems to have 

become aware of the unbridgeable gap created between his own commitment as a 

“popular” writer and the public. On the one hand, he withdrew behind the mask of an 

omniscient and detached narrator, and, on the other hand, he totally eliminated the most 

openly “popular” element, which had been the cornerstone of his earlier fiction. The 

setting among ordinary people disappears almost entirely, limited as it is to the figures of 

the boatman Amedeo and his fiancée Regina—the gardener’s daughter, a stock figure 

taken, one might say, right out of that army of “blushing country maidens” that he so 

frequently derided in the past.8 

 The public Col fuoco non si scherza is no longer, in this sense, the public of Il 

cappello del prete: the writer seems to have reserved for these readers the instructional 

pamphlets of La buona parola. This time, De Marchi returns to a more select public, as 

he had done in the period of “La Vita Nuova,” that is, to the origins of his fiction, 

                                                 
8  This critique was especially conspicuous in his writings from the “Vita Nuova” period. The fact that the 
character of Regina belonged to the stereotypes of rustic literature and to the tradition of bucolic poetry was 
underlined also by Vittore Branca (1946: 199). 
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revisiting the places and plots of his first efforts as a writer, for instance as in Il signor 

dottorino. However, the “return to the lake” of De Marchi’s last novel is not a pure and 

simple return to his beginnings. Abandoning the ironic vein of his early production, the 

return to Lake Como seems to signal once and for all the defeat in 1900 of the Manzonian 

narrative model. No longer is it possible to communicate with the common people 

through a novel: they are distant, very distant—now massed behind the barricades. This 

is hinted at, if only once, by the aristocratic friends of Ezio Bagliani: 

  There was talk of politics, of regattas, of Lake Como compared to the 
Swiss lakes, of the ugly news from Sicily, where once again the 
revolutionary activity of the socialist fasci was making itself felt. Bersi, 
whose drinking was always a bit out of control, found only one remedy for 
the disturbances: 
  -- Gunpowder and lead… as General Radetzky was wont to do with the 
Milanesi of ‘48.  (97) 

 
The reference to the Sicilian fasci (1892-94) places the action of the novel around the 

middle of the decade, while also referencing the constant unrest of Southern Italy to the 

new rule of the Savoia. As mentioned before, “gunpowder and lead” were exactly the 

treatment given to the Milanesi by General Bava Beccaris in 1898—perhaps a bitter 

comparison of the new Italian government with the not-so-old Austrian rule.  

Apart from this small reference to the political news of that time, the world of the 

common people seems to remain firmly outside of Col fuoco non si scherza—and this 

notable absence gains historical weight by virtue of the rupture between social classes 

that was occurring in Italy and in Europe in those years. Fiction is no longer enough to 

communicate with the common people—the “great invalid,” as the author had defined it.9 

De Marchi (both as teacher and communicator) believed that the way to reach the 

                                                 
9  In his letter of resignation from the Vita Nuova editorial staff, De Marchi wrote: “I would like to carry 
out the education of the common people slowly, as one would treat an invalid, and not chop off their head 
in order to heal their thoughts” (Varietà e inediti 772). 
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common people at this point was through a more practical and concrete medium—what 

translated into the “good words” of his La buona parola. Yet, even in this new 

undertaking we can glimpse moments of discouragement in which the author seems to 

question the effectiveness of his work.  

 By now the writer is clearly aware of an element of irrationality—which the 

narrator of Col fuoco non si scherza calls “temperament” (9)—resistant to every call of 

reason and upbringing. The reflection on both the power and the limits of upbringing is 

seen throughout the novel and is fully portrayed in the characters of Beniamino Cresti 

and Flora and in the story of their relationship. These two characters function as 

instructional models and at the same time serve as living proofs of the limits the positive 

force of will. Flora has a real passion for teaching and will finally choose this career with 

her move to Turin. In the course of the narration, however, Flora also tries to “educate” 

her beloved cousin Ezio,10 finally persuading him to change.  

 On the other hand, Cresti is an educator/gardener who has limited the sphere of 

his own action to the world of gardens and vegetable patches. Cresti, a solitary man, 

“already little inclined to believe in the goodness of man,” had thus settled for living 

alone in his house,11 separated from everything and everybody, “in order to grow 

cabbages and roses” (8). And there is in his ability to make plants and flowers grow 

something magical and wonderful, because Cresti manages to “bring up life” (educare) 

even in the most unreachable corners and in the most hostile seasons.12  

                                                 
10  “She had almost convinced herself that Heaven had chosen her to exercise a beneficent influence on the 
frivolous young man” (37). 
11  His house is called Il Pioppino, or “the little poplar tree,” and it is perhaps significant that poplar trees 
are used to delimit rural boundaries and to block harsh winds. 
12  Cresti’s garden is described in detail on pages 131-33. 
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 It may also be for this reason that the narrator lingers so readily over descriptions 

of landscapes on the lakeshore, a perfect example of nature educated by the hand of man. 

This detail was highlighted by Pietro Dettamanti in his essay on Lake Como as it appears 

in Col fuoco non si scherza:  

The romantic image of the lake is marked, in the last pages of the novel, 
by a particular taste for the gradations of light, for the flecks of color, the 
perfumes of gardens, while nature, having lost every terrible or sublime 
aspect, appears, more than anything else, as the harmonious result of 
man’s intervention.  (185) 

 
The critic lingers in particular over descriptions of the celebrated gardens of Villa 

Carlotta.13 In so doing, Dettamanti correctly defends the structural importance of 

landscape descriptions in De Marchi’s last novel, insofar as these descriptions do not 

serve a merely decorative function, but are meant to express the author’s love and 

attention for these places (Dettamanti 188). One should add to this the more 

straightforwardly narrative aspect of De Marchi’s reflection on the human capacity to 

have an influence over the world—over things as well as over persons: the descriptions of 

the lakeside landscape, of the villas and of the gardens, serve as a magical background, 

almost as a setting for an exorcism against the no-holds-barred struggle which unfolds 

between eros and pathos, between love and persuasion.  

 But even man’s work educating nature has very precise limits. And it is once 

again Cresti’s character who incarnates the eternal struggle of Man vs. Nature. In this 

case, it is Flora herself who symbolizes Nature (the word play between Cresti the 

gardener and the object of his interest is only too evident here): if on one hand Cresti 

cultivates his relationship with Flora, the young woman shows herself ever fugitive, ever 

                                                 
13  It should be noted, moreover, that the gardener of Villa Carlotta happens to be the father of Regina, a 
well-rounded character who turns out to be one of the most positive and balanced of the novel. 
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refractory, ready to show, like “a wild herb with a strong aroma” (36), her unforeseeable 

and untamable side. 

* * * * * 

 The relationship between Cresti and Flora can, moreover, take on another 

coloring. Flora is the only character in the novel to be defined on a number of occasions 

in economic terms. The young woman is, in fact, poor: having lost her father, Flora, 

along with her mother, barely gets by, thanks to the help offered by her aunt and by 

Cresti himself. Her dream of love with Ezio is thus limited, right from the beginning, by 

the social gap which separates her from her cousin (36), just as her yearning for 

autonomy is frustrated by poverty. The actions of this passionate descendant of martyrs 

for liberty14 are often based on the principle of self-determination, at times even as an end 

in itself. Cresti’s timid powers of persuasion can do little against such steadfastness. He 

lacks the gift of communication and so is incapable of initiating a true dialogue. Despite 

his repeated attempts at persuasion and his appeals to reason, Flora, the granddaughter of 

a revolutionary, rebels against the future set before her—even if that future might result 

in her own happiness and that of many others. In her case too, temperament bears upon 

her decisions, just as Cresti’s temperament prevents him from really coming out of his 

shell. 

* * * * * 

 In De Marchi’s last novel, then, faith in the force of endurance disappears even 

more than the optimism of the will. Cresti, the magical gardener and the creative force in 

                                                 
14  These martyrs were rather exotic: her father, of Polish descent, had fought for the independence of Italy 
and had died in battle; her grandmother had been a hero in Poland, having stabbed to death a Russian police 
commissioner. 
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the novel, lets himself die on a frigid night, very near Christmas—a detail which serves to 

negate every possibility of rescue or redemption. It is with his death that the novel ends—

with an event that brings the curtain down on any future prospect. 

 As is the case of almost all the characters in the novel, Cresti’s failure is above all 

a failure of communication; indeed, you must not play with fire. Surely, we are to 

understand, as did Croce, that the fire of title is love/passion; but it also, and above all, is 

the other—the other as the ever-elusive object of passion, of persuasion; and, as it were, 

historically, as the object of General Bava Beccaris’s brutal cannonades. 
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Due to their highly individualistic surface qualities and subject matter, the 

Symbolist painters of late 19th century France have garnered numerous definitions of 

their ideal, which have lead to various means of measure for a visual artist’s place within 

Symbolism. Writing in 1985, Sharon Hirsh suggests that “style as well as subject” must 

be considered when defining the Symbolist aesthetic.1 When focusing on the creative 

process of the Symbolists, Reinhold Heller, in the same journal, states that the surface of 

the canvas announces its materiality as a symbolic function.2 The insistency of “artificial 

art”3 is interpreted by the Symbolist critics as a means to revealing the message of the 

symbol.  The poet, Jean Moréas, in “A Literary Manifesto—Symbolism” (1886) gives 

insight into the movement’s suggestive quality: “…symbolist poetry endeavors to clothe 

the Idea in a form perceptible to the senses…”4 Idea, Platonic Idea, is more than an 

element of the Symbolist painting; it is its purpose. In 1890, the Symbolist critic, G.-

Albert Aurier, declares that the decorative quality of the surface is the doorway to Idea, 

the “essential substratum of the work…and final cause.”5 The role of the symbolist 

                                                 
1 Sharon Hirsh, “Editor’s Statement: Symbolist Art and Literature,” Art Journal vol. 45. Summer 1985: 96. 
2 Reinhold Heller, “Concerning Symbolism and the Structure of Surface,” Art Journal vol. 45. Summer 
1985: 146-153. 
3 Heller 151. 
4 Jean Moréas, “A Literary Manifesto—Symbolism(1886),” Symbolist Art Theories: A Critical Anthology, 
ed. Henri Dorra (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994) 151. 
5 G.- Albert Aurier, “The Lonely Ones—Vincent van Gogh(1890),” Symbolist Art Theories: A Critical 
Anthology, ed. Henri Dorra (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994) 223. 
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canvas, as a vehicle to the pure eternal beauty of Platonic Idea, is dependent on the use of 

artifice for imaginative transcendence. Although their surfaces and subject matter differ, 

Vincent Van Gogh, Gustave Moreau, and Paul Gauguin’s use of artifice is a unifying 

factor, for the creative ideals and processes of their visual language is rooted in Charles 

Baudelaire’s explanation of sensory correspondence, ultimately, the conduit of Platonic 

Idea.  

The need to seek the eternal through art was due in part to the bourgeois 

materialism that surfaced in the collapse of the Second Empire in the aftermath of the 

Franco-Prussian war. Van Gogh, Gauguin, and Moreau all abhorred this mentality and it 

is exemplified in Huysmans’ Decadent novel, Against Nature (1884). The core aspect of 

the novel is that the senses have become deadened, for “idiotic sentimentality combined 

with ruthless commercialism clearly represented the dominate spirit of the age…”6 The 

post-war frivolity of France generated an anti-bourgeois anti-materialistic attitude that 

pervaded the mindscape of the symbolist painters: upon arrival in Papeete, Tahiti, 

Gauguin writes,  

it was Europe—the Europe which I had thought to shake off—and that under the 
aggravating circumstances of colonial snobbism, and the imitation, grotesque 
even to the point of caricature, of our customs, fashions, vices, and absurdities of 
civilization.”7  

 

Van Gogh also laments that he must recover from “…the stultifying effect of our so-

called civilization…”8 to create a purer form of art. In this era of waning spirituality and 

                                                 
6 Joris-Karl Huysmans, Against Nature, trans. Robert Baldick (London and New York: Penguin Books, 
2003) 161. 
7 Paul Gauguin, Noa Noa, trans. O. F. Theis (The United States of America: The Noonday Press, Inc., 
1960) 7. 
8 Vincent Van Gogh, The Letters of Vincent Van Gogh, ed. Ronald Leeuw. trans. Arnold Pomerans 
(London and New York: Penguin Books, 1997) 414. 
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unabashed capitalism, the eternal symbol must be veiled in a form that is capable of 

permeating suffocated senses. Warning that the “savage love of coarse reality” would 

ultimately thwart the ability to correspond with the “ideal,”9 Moreau intended his canvas, 

a “visual spectacle,” to fill the void of spiritual guidance in the wake of capitalist 

materialism.10 In terms of the Symbolist aesthetic, artifice is the representation of the 

external, but it makes what is natural supernatural and, therefore, better than nature. 

Artifice is used to awaken the dormant imagination with jarring visual stimulation and is 

not a representation of the themes or context of the era. For Plato, only the dialectician 

could be trusted with the divine task of allowing for transport to the eternal.11 Artifice 

elevates Symbolist art to a higher purpose, sensory stimulation--the threshold of Idea.  

The Symbolists also believed that the subject matter of the Impressionists and 

Realists was rooted in materiality. Moreau rejected Realism and Impressionism “as an art 

appealing primarily to the senses and thus unthinkingly pandering to the materialist spirit 

of the times in its emphasis on tangible reality.”12 The canvases of the Realists and the 

Impressionists, anchored in the external world, do not allow for imaginative 

transcendence. Aurier asks if realist painters are “…stupid prisoners of Plato’s cave,” 13 

confined to the illusion of an insipid reality. He further condemns the Impressionists, for 

they are “devoid of any sense of the beyond, of the purely sensory impression of a 

sensation (Aurier’s italics),” and that the only purpose of realist art “is to represent the 

                                                 
9 Douglas W. Druick, “Moreau’s Symbolist Ideal,” Gustave Moreau: Between Epic and Dream, ed. 
Geneviève Lacambre (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 1999) 35.  
10 Druick 35. 
11 Erwin Panofsky, Idea, trans. Joseph J.S. Peake (Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina Press, 
1968) 6. 
12 Druick 35. 
13 G.- Albert Aurier, “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891),” Symbolist Art Theories: A Critical 
Anthology, ed. Henri Dorra (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994) 198. 
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outer aspects of matter.”14 In Modern Art (1883), Huysmans, in a comparison between 

the Realism of Millet to the early figurative work of Gauguin, recognizes an imaginative 

quality breathing under the surface of the paint and differentiates the early work of 

Gauguin from that of the Realists: “It is called Study of a Nude [1880]…the flesh is 

glaring; it is no longer the flat, smooth poreless skin of Millet, that skin uniformly dipped 

in a rose vat and passed under a warm iron by all painters. It is epidermis, red blood 

pulsing beneath it and nerves that twitch.”15 In a letter to the painter Emile Bernard from 

November of 1888, Gauguin reveals that the use of pure color is evocative of the 

suggestion of feeling and “avoids” the use of color to model an external form:  

Look at the Japanese who are certainly excellent draughtsmen, and you will see 
life depicted in the open air and in the sunshine without shadows, colour being 
used only as a combination of tones, diverse harmonies, giving the impression of 
warmth…I regard impressionism as an altogether new research…That is why I 
would avoid as much as possible that which gives the illusion of the thing, and as 
shadow is the trompe l’oeil of the sun, I am constrained to suppress it.”16  
 
Like Gauguin, Van Gogh also used color to communicate emotive associations, 

breaking with the ideals of the impressionists: “…I am going back to the ideas I had in 

the country before I knew the impressionists…For instead of trying to reproduce exactly 

what I see before me, I make more arbitrary use of colour to express myself more 

forcefully.”17 In doing so, Van Gogh feels the higher calling of art’s relationship with the 

unknown: “…I was doing things after nature, without giving a thought to 

impressionism…I allowed myself to be lead astray into reaching for stars…”18 The 

emphasis of imaginative use of paint medium and subject matter sets the Symbolist 

                                                 
14 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 197-198. 
15 Paul Gauguin, Letters to his Wife and Friends, ed. Maurice Malingue, trans. Henry J. Stenning (Boston: 
MFA Publications, 2003) appendix I. 
16 Letters to his Wife and Friends 112. 
17 Van Gogh 390. 
18 Van Gogh 469. 
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painters distinctly apart from the Realists and Impressionists, for the Symbolists are not 

laboring under the pretext of describing their material surroundings. This ideal is 

poignantly defined in Baudelaire’s “The Salon of 1859.” Baudelaire explains that the 

importance of the imagination and its role in the creation process is what separates artists 

creating from their inner sensibility away from those whose aim is to represent the 

external: 

‘realists’…I propose to call them ‘positivists’; and they say, ‘I want to represent 
things as they are, or rather as they would be, supposing that I did not exist.’ In 
other words, the universe without man…the imaginatives’—say, ‘I want to 
illuminate things with my mind, and to project their reflection upon other 
minds.’”19   
 

The Symbolists hold fast to what they deem to be true, to what they define is real, and 

they imaginatively communicate their inner soul--imagination being the only vehicle 

capable of transporting the senses that are immersed in the external, impeded by the 

material, to the eternal. 

It is also in the “The Salon of 1859” that Baudelaire defines imagination as the 

“Queen of Faculties” with a “relationship” 20 to the beyond: 

It is sensitivity, and yet there are people who are very sensitive perhaps, who 
have none of it. It is Imagination that first taught man the moral meaning of 
colour, of contour, of sound, and of scent. In the beginning of the world it 
created analogy and metaphor. It decomposes all creation, and with the raw 
materials accumulated and disposed in accordance with rules whose origins 
one cannot find save in the furthest depths of the soul, it creates a new world, 
it produces the sensations of newness. As it has created the world…it is proper 
it should govern it…Imagination is the queen of truth, and the possible is one 
of the provinces of truth. It has a positive relationship with the infinite 
(Baudelaire’s italics).”21   
 

                                                 
19 Charles Baudelaire, “The Salon of 1859,” Art in Paris, trans. and ed. Jonathan Mayne (London and New 
York: Phaidon Publishers INC., 1965)162. 
20 “The Salon of 1859” 155.   
21 “The Salon of 1859” 156. 
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Imagination is a primordial human ability that houses the “precious power of the soul.”22 

It drives us beyond an Earthly domain, beyond nature, and beyond human invention, all 

of which is artifice. Conversely, Van Gogh, in a letter to his brother Theo written in 1888, 

expresses how the imaginative feelings he conveys with saturated color exist as 

definitively as tangible nature: “that’s certainly no realistic tropme l’oeil, but something 

that really exists…”23 For Baudelaire and Plato, religion, government, objects, and our 

earthly surroundings are artifice. Nature is artifice. The external is a façade that clothes 

the eternal: “…question first of all whether they were quite certain of the existence of 

external nature, or whether they were quite certain of knowing all nature, that is all that is 

contained in nature (Baudelaire’s italics).”24 Imagination allows, according to Baudelaire, 

our senses to exist. And as such the higher power of imagination is a construction of a 

soul sensitive attuned to his/her own nature. The special sensibility of an artist’s “inner 

eye”25 was also emphasized in Plato’s writings. Platonic and Baudelairean beauty is 

composed of a dual--eternal and transitory. Baudelaire’s dual is defined in the “Painter of 

Modern Life” (1863). Plato, however, believed in the transcendence of the body and soul 

to Idea, a constant eternal beauty.26 Whereas Baudelaire believed that transcendence 

cannot occur, for the corruption and decadence of the Romantic era Baudelaire was 

writing in eroded the pathway to Idea. For Plato, life is a progression and if bodies and 

souls become beautiful because they resemble Idea, they are transient and fold into 

perpetual existence. This beauty already exists in the mind of an artist and it is up to the 

                                                 
22 “The Salon of 1859” 146. 
23 Van Gogh 395. 
24 “The Salon of 1859” 155. 
25 Panofsky 13. 
26 Wladyslaw Tatarkiewicz, History of Aesthetics: Ancient Aesthetic, Vol. 1. Ed. J. Harrell, trans. Historia 
Estetyki and Estetyka Starozytna (Paris: PWN-Polish Scientific Publishers, 1970) 118. 
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artist’s soul to recognize the pure ideal of beauty within. This beauty cannot take a 

material form; their representation, Plato stated, was simply an illusion able to reveal a 

“truth” through intellectual communication.27 

Baudelaire, in the first pages of “The Salon of 1859,” calls for a “profound, 

brilliant, or acute remark, to make one ponder or dream—in short, a suggestive 

remark.”28 Imaginative interpretation can only be induced if a symbol is suggested, not 

named. “…To suggest is to dream…mystery …constitutes the symbol.” These words of 

Stéphane Mallarmé, a poet whose admiration for Baudelaire is evident in the suggestive 

mystical qualities of his work, elucidates a central theme of the Symbolist canvas. In 

naming a symbol it becomes a relic of a didactic past; it is alive and capable of inducing 

thought if its meaning remains a mystery.29 Mallarmé’s words reflect those of Moréas, 

and they are both emphasizing contemplation, a crucial element in Symbolist work. 

Thought may only be evoked if the symbol is suggested and, therefore, clothed. Naming 

the symbol would not ignite interpretation. Gauguin, Van Gogh, and Moreau translate the 

color and surface of the canvas into artifice to veil the symbol in a “form perceptible to 

the senses” while the “Idea, remains subordinate.”30 Idea can never take a materialized 

form. Moreau states: “I have never looked for dream in reality or for reality in dream. I 

have allowed my imagination free play…”31 Thus the Symbolist artists transform the 

monotonous natural landscape and project their imagination in a form of artifice. Artifice 

awakens the senses with an external interaction.     
                                                 
27 Panofsky 13. 
28 “The Salon of 1859” 147. 
29 Pierre Brunel “The Beyond and the Within: The Place and Function of Myths in Symbolist Literature,” 
The Symbolist Movement in the Literature of European Languages, ed. Anna Balakian (Budapest: 
Akademiai Kiado, 1984) 406. 
30 Moréas 151. 
31 Geneviève Lacambre, Gustave Moreau: Between Epic and Dream (Chicago: The Art Institute of 
Chicago, 1999) XI. 
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Aurier’s writings on Van Gogh and Gauguin are anchored in the ideals of 

Baudelaire, as are Huysmans’ criticisms of Moreau. Aurier positions the Symbolist image 

on the precipice of revelation, for their intellects are acutely aware of their imagination 

and able to suggest the nuances of the eternal: “…let us return to men who, have broken 

their chains, find ecstasy in contemplating the radiant sky of ideas, far from the crude jail 

in which they were born.”32 Aurier’s criticisms describe how the “strict duty of the ideist 

painter is to make a reasoned selection” from the material world. Therein lies a “partial 

symbol” inherent in all objects that the artist, the “comprehensive articulator,” can use to 

decode the “hieroglyphic texts” of nature in an effort to project the beyond.33 The artist as 

the communicator of the signs of nature stems from Baudelaire’s “The Salon of 1859.” 

Baudelaire relegates nature to a “storehouse” a mere “dictionary”34 where vast pre-

existing signs and symbols await for the poet/seer, gifted with imagination, to 

contemplate the truths that are suspended beyond the illusion of nature.35 Imagination 

gives a “relative place and value” to the external, a “pasture the imagination must digest 

and transform.”36 The poet/seer focuses on a present symbol that is relevant to the 

him/her and enters into a reciprocal analogy with the external. The hidden relationships 

that bind the external and the eternal then reveal the truth of the poet/seer’s state of 

mind.37  Sensory correspondence is also exemplified in Baudelaire’s 1857 sonnet, 

“Correspondences.” The poem is the foundation for Symbolist thought in that it 

illuminates the mode of communication between the external world and human body with 

                                                 
32 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 198. 
33 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 200. 
34 “The Salon of 1859” 159. 
35 F.W. Leakey, Baudelaire and Nature (London: Manchester University Press, 1965) 195-250. 
36 “The Salon of 1859” 162. 
37 Leakey 195-250. 
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that of the infinite. Baudelaire’s “confused words” of “Correspondences” analogously 

exist, in a “forest of symbols,” and are pending the contemplation of an artistic soul. 

“Long echoes” call from beyond and “mingle” in a distance with no end. The senses of 

scent, sight, and hearing simultaneously “respond to one another” and give “flight of 

spirit and the senses.” 38 After his sense of sight is intoxicated with Moreau’s color, 

Huysmans depicts an analogous experience in his critique of a Moreau show, for he 

“escapes into distant realms.”39 Aurier and Huysmans build their criticisms on the pillars 

of Baudelaire’s sensory correspondence and reciprocal analogy, all of which begins with 

a focused concentration on an element that is affecting the seer. Both Huysmans and 

Aurier focus on artifice.    

In another Baudelairean notion, Aurier defines the Symbolist painters’ artificiality 

as a means to communicate with the senses and lead to Idea. He states that ideist art, in its 

decorative form, is “true and absolute;” decorative artwork is a manifestation of “ideist, 

symbolist, synthetic, and subjective” ideals.40 He describes how the artist’s canvas takes a 

form that enables a swift journey away from the external. The selection that the artist/seer 

takes from the material world must be articulated in the “lines, forms, general and 

distinctive colors” that allow for the “ideic significance” of the object to be “described 

precisely.”41 Baudelaire also describes how artists of the imagination are to transcribe the 

“dictionary” of nature into a tangible form. He urges artists to become intimate with their 

materials and to not spend time studying the techniques of the past. The antiquated 

                                                 
38 Charles Baudelaire, Flowers of Evil. trans. George Dillon and Edna St. Vincent Millay (New York and 
London: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1936)197. 
39 Joris-Karl Huysmans, “Gustave Moreau(1889),” Symbolist Art Theories: A Critical Anthology, ed. Henri 
Dorra (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994) 47. 
40 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 200-201. 
41 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 200. 
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techniques of the external painter have no place in illustrating what can communicate 

with the imagination. The painter must overcome the harness of painterly techniques in 

order to let their imagination be projected onto the canvas “as neatly as possible” with an 

execution that is “deft and unerring.”42 Baudelaire further explains that the “language of 

the dream” must be developed very rapidly and that nothing can hinder the artistic 

process while communicating with the imagination. Aurier refers to the creative process 

of the Symbolist artists as ecstasy. The decorative arts, Aurier points out, are, like our 

imagination, primitive modes of artistic communication. The ecstasy of the artist’s 

creative process is directly affected by their “superior”43 temperament. Baudelaire also 

clarifies that the artist of dream may vary the rules of creation to suit his/her 

temperament.44 In the state of ecstasy they are able to contemplate the beyond and free 

themselves from the prison of materiality. They create with a spiritual awakening that 

allows for the Symbolist artists to infuse their paintings with the ideas of their 

imaginations so a seer can enter their vision with out being reminded of the world their 

bodies are in.                

The Baudelairean ideals that lead to Platonic Idea can be applied to the paintings 

of Moreau, Van Gogh, and Gauguin to collectively view their Symbolist works. Their 

creative process and use of canvas as artifice grow from their desire to correspond with 

the senses. Artifice is the first step on the path to the imagination and the element of their 

canvases that is unwavering in its role as sensory correspondent. Artifice is a prevalent 

quality in all of their Symbolist artworks. This ideal was also called for by Baudelaire in 

“The Painter of Modern Life.” Artifice is the transitory element of his ideal of beauty. He 

                                                 
42 “The Salon of 1859” 160. 
43 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 199. 
44 “The Salon of 1859” 161. 
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gives the example of fashion, for it is constantly changing and able to reveal something 

pertinent of its time period.45 He asked that painters paint the subject of modernity and 

abandon the subject matter of didactic myth and classical nymphs. Modernity as a genre 

is evident in the subject matter and paint application of Edouard Manet, for he paints the 

artifice of his fellow Parisians with a pastiche of painting techniques, ideals he adopted 

from his friend Baudelaire. The artifice of the Symbolist canvas has transcended the 

picture plane and is the tangible form of dream, eye candy for the senses in a material 

world void of the visual language of imagination except in art, Symbolist art. With this 

shift of artifice to the gestalt of a canvas, the Symbolists took their place as oracles of the 

imagination.   

Gustave Moreau (1826-1898) received the complete works of Baudelaire in 1869 

from Baudelaire’s mother.46 Baudelaire’s works were among the many in Moreau’s 

extensive library, and it is known that Moreau read and respected his works.47 

Baudelaire’s influence pervades Moreau’s canvases and writings and helps us to view his 

subject matter, empirically mythical, from a Symbolist perspective. Gauguin recognized 

the importance of Moreau’s work and, in his “Racontars de rapin,” listed him as one of 

the most influential artists of the latter half of the 19th century.48 Moreau’s influence is his 

imaginative use of reconstructing the icons of history and myth into original works. He 

constructed his subject matter void of the narrative teachings of the past and thus opens a 

passageway for the imagination. In a response to what makes Moreau’s depiction of 

                                                 
45 Charles Baudelaire, “The Painter of Modern Life,” The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays, ed. and 
trans. Jonathan Mayne (London and New York: Phaidon Press Limited, 2001) 3. 
46 Lacambre 284. 
47 Larry J. Feinberg, “Gustave Moreau and the Italian Renaissance,” Gustave Moreau: Between Epic and 
Dream, ed. Geneviève Lacambre (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 1999) 8. 
48 Druick 33. 
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history modern, Odilon Redon, an artist and friend of Moreau, states that he 

“yields…above all to the inclinations of his own nature.”49 In other words, he depended 

on his imagination. As is exemplified in Moreau’s subject matter, in Baudelaire’s final 

passage defining imagination’s role in the painter’s life, adds that a painter, drawing from 

his soul, could “magnify…a religious scene or the modest landscape”50 as long as they 

followed their imaginative vision.  

Although his works are representational, they seek to embody Moreau’s “fixed 

dream.”51 This is essentially Baudelairean, for it is a dual of an eternal and transitory 

element. Moreau’s fixed dream, however, aims to create a tension between the “ideal” 

and the “divine” to “awaken the sleepwalking life.”52 This tension was, in Moreau’s 

words, “penetrating and tenacious” and of a “physical nature that resists [it].”53 In “The 

Painter of Modern Life,” Baudelaire justifies the use of mythical subject for a modern 

painter by stating: “In religious art, the duality is evident at first glance.”54 The seer, 

knowledgeable of his/her religion, myth in Moreau’s instance, is able to read through the 

veil of the transitory figures and understand the divine eternal. By setting the 

Baudelairean elements of beauty in opposition to each other, Moreau charges the works 

with an “indecisive and mystical character,” which is inviting the seer to enter into 

contemplative thought. There the seer does not realize a narrative, only the suggestion of 

the universal for the imagination to ponder. The educated seer can understand the 

imaginative ideal as a falsified version of universal myth, open his/her mind to 

                                                 
49 Druick 34.  
50 “The Salon of 1859” 162. 
51 Druick 35. 
52 Druick 35. 
53 Druick 35. 
54 “The Painter of Modern Life” 3. 
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interpretive thinking, and then be revealed their present state. Moreau entices the seer 

with the subject matter of myth because it is one with which the seer is already familiar 

and comfortable. Through the primal communicatory mode of myth, Moreau reveals, the 

eternal.     

Thus Moreau intended to make the swift induction to the eternal as Baudelaire 

calls for in “The Salon of 1859” through myth as well as artifice. An apotheosis of art 

historical, architectural, and mythical references convene on the canvas. Some of the 

works are laden with jewel-like detail, particularly Salome Dancing before Herod (1874-

1876) and The Apparition (1874-1876). Fittingly, both of these works are favorites of 

Des Esseintes, the sensitive scholar of Huysmans’ Against Nature—artifice being a key 

factor in the novel. Des Esseintes enters into deep contemplative thought as he stares, 

mesmerized by the artifice of the canvas that “sparkle[s] brightly with precious stones,”55 

and questions the significance of the figures. He then realizes the “lusts and fears of 

common humanity.”56 This is further exemplified in Huysmans’ criticism of Moreau, 

published in Certains (1889). Focusing on the “minutiae of their strange details,”57 

Huysmans enters into a Baudelairean correspondence through the artifice of Moreau’s 

canvas: 

The execution of these jewels…flowers pertaining through their shape to religious 
vessels…all this surprising chemistry of supershrill colors…having reached their 
ultimate stage, went to the head and intoxicated the senses, causing the departing 
visitor, totally blinded by what he saw projected…grope his way out.”58 

 

                                                 
55 Against Nature 56. 
56 Against Nature 55. 
57 “Gustave Moreau(1889)” 46. 
58 “Gustave Moreau(1889)” 46-47 
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Huysmans describes reaching the pure eternal beauty of Moreau, Idea. The deplorable 

state of the Paris, soaked in the vile materialism of the day, is then revealed to him. 

Huysmans also connects Moreau’s gem-encrusted Salome to Gustave Flaubert’s 

temptress, Salammbo, in Salammbo (1862).59 Flaubert’s Salammbo is able to read the 

hidden signs of the universe and see through to the eternal: “Her eyes seemed to look 

far away beyond Earthly realms.”60 Her body was fused with the exquisite gems and 

was metaphorically described as a jewel; her body is artifice. And every time she 

appeared, she stood, motionless. Moreau translated these elements to the surface of 

his canvas: the artifice-encrusted detail piled upon detail and the stasis of the dancing 

temptress. Salome’s antithetical stillness is meditative. Therefore, the seer is given the 

elements needed to induce transport. Moreau intrigues the imagination with the 

artificial glimmer of the bedecked canvas; he shuts out the material world familiar to 

us with a meditative stillness and subject matter with no historical roots and, 

ultimately, transports our imaginations.   

 Vincent Van Gogh (1853-1890) mentions the writings of Baudelaire in his letters 

to his friends and family, particularly the “Painter of Modern Life.” His letters, especially 

those written from Arles, reflect the importance of the imagination exemplified in “The 

Salon of 1859” and the suggestive quality of artificial color. When he began work on the 

The Night Café (1888), Van Gogh wrote, “All those things—family, country,--are 

perhaps more appealing in the imagination…”61 The effect intended by Van Gogh was to 

                                                 
59 Against Nature 53. 
60 Flaubert 25. 
61 Vincent Van Gogh, “Letters on The Night Café(1888),” Symbolist Art Theories: A Critical Anthology, ed. 
Henri Dorra (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994) 214. 
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convey the underside of the café, the melting pot of humanity’s vices.62 There is an 

unresolved dissonance created between the contrast of the crimson red and viridian green; 

in Van Gogh’s words, it is ugly.63 It is an uncomfortable balance of color to look at 

because the properties of these two colors do not relate to each other. They push away 

from each other rather than complement one another, and can, therefore, not be blended 

mentally. “Well, if one were to apply the color just right, or draw just right, one would 

not convey those emotions…(Van Gogh’s ellipses)”64 Hence, it is the undulating color 

only a painter could produce, the color of nature injected with the imagination that allows 

Van Gogh to communicate his inner self. In May of 1888, Van Gogh calls for “…the 

painter of the future” who “will be a colourist the like of which has never yet been 

seen.”65 It was to be him. Later that year, in September, when Van Gogh articulated his 

use of suggestive color, a term that embraces the Baudelairean ideals of sensory 

correspondence, he pinpointed the means with which he projects the intricacies of his 

imagination: “I am going back to what I was trying to do before I went to 

Paris…suggestive colour…”66 

 During the 15 months he spent in Arles, Van Gogh painted over 200 paintings. 

The impasto brushstrokes take on a three-dimensional sculptural appearance, weighting 

the painting down in the material world.  The intense anti-natural color stimulates the 

senses, lifting the mind away. In transforming the natural world, Van Gogh sought to 

create a reality “truer than the literal truth.”67 He wanted to “…paint men and women 

                                                 
62 Meyer Shapiro, Vincent Van Gogh (U.S.A.: Harry N. Abrams, 1950.) 70.   
63 Shapiro 70. 
64 “Letters on The Night Café(1888)” 216. 
65 Van Gogh 350. 
66 Van Gogh 404. 
67 Van Gogh 307. 
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with a touch of the eternal, whose symbol was once the halo, which we try to convey by 

the very radiance and vibrancy of our colouring.”68 In the same month that he wrote 

about the “halo” of color, Van Gogh painted himself as a bonze in Self Portrait (1888) 

and dedicated it to Gauguin. His form is modeled with thick strokes, and his head is 

swathed in a color blended of the colors of the sky and sea. The “veronese green with 

orange”69 is painted as a halo around his head and is also the color of the whites of his 

eyes. Appearing hollow and as part of the background color, the whites of Van Gogh’s 

eyes suggest that his body is artifice, for he is merely a mirage in front of the eternal halo 

of color. We see through Van Gogh’s eyes and into the infinite. Van Gogh chooses to 

represent the intangible “storehouse” of nature with color of the highest frequency. His 

soul can read the halos of exuding color. Color is clothing the eternal, and it is able exalt 

our senses: “the enjoyment of any beautiful thing is like coitus, a moment of infinity.”70   

Van Gogh further differentiates between color and the external and, ultimately, 

thinks of color as an intangible element; color is otherworldly: “…I am always caught 

between two currents of thought…material difficulties…and then, the study of 

colour…”71 He believes, as Aurier articulated, that color is in direct correlation to his 

temperament. Van Gogh also describes the ecstasy that Aurier defines when the 

imagination eclipses the creation process: “…for if I am at all capable of spiritual ecstasy, 

then I feel exalted in the face of truth…”72 It is also Aurier who understood the 

“magical”73 properties of Van Gogh’s color, and in 1890 writes a critique of his work that 

                                                 
68 Van Gogh 394. 
69 Van Gogh 414. 
70 Van Gogh 377. 
71 Van Gogh 395. 
72 Van Gogh 468. 
73 “The Lonely Ones—Vincent van Gogh(1890)” 223. 
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peers through the canvas, feels his color, and transcends to Idea. As per Baudelaire’s 

poetic instructions, he focuses on the artifice of “nature given to excess…flowers of the 

richest jewelry” and corresponds with the “universal, mad blinding glitter…nature in its 

entirety…this fleshy flesh.” 74 And then, Aurier’s soul sees the thought, the Idea, and it 

was the “dazzling symphonies of color and line”75 that spoke to Aurier’s soul and swept 

him to the universal of Van Gogh’s imagination. 

 Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) is the self-proclaimed quintessential Symbolist, and in 

1891 he published an illustration of himself and Moréas with the inscription, “Be a 

Symbolist.”76 In a passage in Noa Noa (1897), he illuminates the viable role Baudelaire’s 

ideals played in his work: “…fought out within myself against the corruption of an entire 

civilization…the battle of a soul that had chosen between truth and untruth. It awakened 

loud echoes in the forest.”77 As he is being lead through the Tahitian forest by a native, 

Gauguin has to chop down a tree, a primitive chore, and metaphorically describes his 

truer relationship with the eternal. He can now read the symbols of the universal, for he 

has freed himself of the vices of his European life. In an aural correspondence, the sound 

of his axe reveals the call of the beyond and echoes Baudelaire’s forest: 

Strike down to the root the forest entire! 
Destroy all the forest of evil, 
Whose seeds were once sowed within thee 
      By the breathings of death! 
Destroy in thee all love of self! 
Destroy and tear out all evil, as in the  
     autumn we cut with the hand the flower  
     of the lotus.78 

                                                 
74 “The Lonely Ones—Vincent van Gogh(1890)” 220-223. 
75 “The Lonely Ones—Vincent van Gogh(1890)” 223. 
76 Hirsh 95. 
77 Noa Noa 49. 
78 Noa Noa 50-51. 
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It is also in Noa Noa that Gauguin thoroughly explains the two “universal principles of 

life”79 of the Maori culture: Taaroa, the masculine, is the spirit and subject to 

transformation; Hina, the feminine, is matter. Like the duality that exists in Baudelaire 

and Plato’s beauty, the Maori also believe that the universe is the “shell” of Taaroa. Hina, 

matter, veils the eternal.80  

The duality of life and man are inherent in the canvas Spirit of the Dead Watching 

(1892). The girl is Tahura, his Tahitian wife, whose primitivism, leads him to discover 

the deepest truths of the world.81 He pens, in a letter dated December 1892, a description 

of his thought process. The Kanka, a Tahitian culture, believe that evil spirits awaken the 

dead, and appear as phosphorescent light at night. In the background, Gauguin paints 

“imaginary flowers” as “sparks”82 of the spirits that lurk, the Kanka believe, in the eternal 

shadows of the forest.83 He paints the linen a “greenish yellow…because it suggests 

artificial light.” Like Van Gogh, Gauguin understood the complex language of color: 

“Colour which is vibration the same as music is, reaches to what is most general and 

therefore vaguest in nature: its interior force.”84 It is, however, the figure-ground 

relationship of his painting that ultimately declares the artifice of the canvas. As is also 

depicted in the Vision after the Sermon (1888), painted after he returns from his first trip 

to Martinique, Gauguin simultaneously presents the spiritual realm and the material 

world in these compositions. This ideal is embodied in the Oceanian belief of the Maori 

explained in Noa Noa. They believe that throughout eternity, spirit and matter exit 

                                                 
79 Noa Noa 108. 
80 Noa Noa 109-111. 
81 Noa Noa 144-147. 
82 Letters to his Wife and Friends 178. 
83 Noa Noa 55. 
84 Letters to his Wife and Friends 216. 
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together and will always be present: “…light and the object which it strives to 

illuminate.”85 Gauguin eliminates the sense of space between the material and the  

spiritual  to express “…in symbolical form presenting a double aspect; a form which first 

materializes the pure Idea to render it more palpable; and then the second aspect which 

gives it spirit.”86 The collapsed space is further conveyed in the painterly fresco technique 

he used.87 His surfaces are not visually heavy with sculptural detail and impasto 

brushstrokes; instead, they appear flat. He mixed his oil paint with a chalky primer.88 

This technique is exemplified in Sacred Mountain (1892). On the surface is the residue of 

a primer or gesso-like material, for the value of its white is dead flat. It mixes with the 

color medium, and, although Gauguin’s color may be striking, it is interrupted by the 

stone-cold color of the medium. Thus one is reminded of its wall-like materiality.89 

At the end of his criticism of Gauguin, Aurier cries for Gauguin, the genius 

“decorator,” “tamer of monster illusion” to be given “walls” on which to project the acute 

symbolic language of his imagination. On these walls, the metaphorical divide between 

this world and the beyond, Gauguin painted his gateway. Aurier recognizes that his wall-

like paintings may be part of a larger mural, and that they are always ready “to burst the 

frames that unduly contain them.”90 They are a part of something larger; they are a part of 

the beyond. Gauguin has simplified the “confused words” of the “forest” with his 

simplified line, form, and color. “I have tried in suggestive ornament to translate my 

dream…”91 He has translated the exact form of artifice to lead to Idea. Aurier names 

                                                 
85 Noa Noa 112. 
86 Letters to his Wife and Friends 221. 
87 Heller 148. 
88 Heller 148. 
89 Heller 148. 
90 “Symbolism in Painting: Paul Gauguin(1891)” 203. 
91 Letters to his Wife and Friends 217. 
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Gauguin as the true artist as he is the decipherer of the eternal and offers us, standing 

before his canvas as artifice, a glimpse of dream. 

Van Gogh, Gauguin, and Moreau were not trying to portray the imagery of Idea 

or that of the eternal in a material form, for Idea lasts eternally in the imagination.  These 

three artists, all in self-imposed exiles, shed the constricting formalities of the bourgeoisie 

and sought to find the reason for material existence within their own souls. They were not 

bound by the tropme l’oeil affects of the representational painters that had come before 

them, nor were they recounting or reinventing a past didactic. Instead, they recalled the 

imaginative and correspondent ideals of Baudelaire and developed a language to speak to 

the imagination. In turn, they elevated their mundane surroundings by transforming them 

into artifice. With this, they allowed for an interactive art, one that depended on the 

imagination of another, one that believed in the power of the senses. The varied canvases 

of these artists are a testament to the central role of the imagination in their creative 

process. Their use of the canvas as artifice opens the doors to the vast pure beauty that 

lies beyond, one that, as Plato stated, exists without pain. Redeeming the imaginations of 

those with souls sensitive to their visual language is the goal of Symbolist Idea.     
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Ditsler 2 

The purpose of this paper is to undertake as comprehensive and as complete a 

comparison of the Leibnizian and Kantian views on space as possible in order to show that Kant 

fundamentally misunderstands Leibniz’s doctrine and, consequently, fails to give any cogent 

arguments against it.  In 18th century Europe, the thought and the philosophy of Leibniz was 

ascendant.  Raised in this intellectual climate, it should come as no surprise that Kant was 

strongly influenced by Leibniz’s thought as it was expounded by the leading Leibnizians of the 

period, Christian Wolff and Alexander Baumgarten.  Throughout his intellectual career, Kant 

exhibits a preoccupation with Leibniz, usually more subtle than overt, but that is nonetheless 

present in his works.  Both in many of his pre-critical works such as the 1770 dissertation as well 

as in the works of the later, mature Kant, Leibniz is always in the background.  It was Leibniz’s 

conviction that humans could attain certain and indubitable knowledge in the realm of 

metaphysics that Kant would largely react against and that would inspire him to develop his 

“critical” philosophy.  Whatever strengths Kant may have found in Leibniz’s philosophy, they 

were mitigated by this intellectual hubris that he thought to be philosophically indefensible.  

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason is his attempt to show not only the errors of Leibniz and his 

followers in particular, “Dogmatic” philosophers he calls them, but more broadly, to demonstrate 

that any and all similarly ambitious metaphysical programs will never be able to get off the 

ground.  They inevitably become entangled, Kant argues, in patent self-contradictions, twist 

themselves into knots, and, ultimately, lead to nowhere.   

Kant’s theory of space and time, as presented in the Transcendental Aesthetic, serves as 

the foundation for this critical project.  His discussion of each sets the stage for all that follows in 

Critique, and then leads the way into it.  In developing his own theory of space and time, Kant 

takes Leibniz’s as his point of departure.  The importance of Leibniz’s views on space cannot be 
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overstated to anyone who wants to understand Kant’s theory, as Kant would develop his theory 

explicitly in opposition to Leibniz.  Before taking up Kant, then, it will first be necessary to 

provide a brief overview of Leibniz’s own theory, which, in turn, will require a brief look at Sir 

Isaac Newton’s theory of space, which Leibniz viciously and relentlessly attacked, to frame the 

general debate.  Besides the importance of the explicitly philosophical content involved, the 

historical aspects themselves are, I think, of considerable philosophical importance.  Although 

Kant considers himself to be overturning the Leibnizian conception of space, I think he shares 

more in common with Leibniz than he realizes.  This is the result, at least partially, of Kant’s 

fundamental misunderstanding of Leibniz’s doctrine.  To Kant’s credit, this is probably less his 

fault than the fault of the Wolffian-Baumgarten take on Leibniz that Kant was exposed to and 

that pervaded the intellectual and philosophical circles of his time.  That would be an interesting 

topic to pursue in itself that is, unfortunately, beyond the scope of this paper.  Here, I primarily 

hope to show through a close analysis of Leibniz’s theory and a critical reading of the 

Transcendental Aesthetic, the Anticipations of Perception, and the relevant portions of the 

Amphiboly, that Kant’s criticisms of Leibniz cannot be sustained. 

To understand Leibniz’s theory of space, the best place to start is perhaps with Newton’s 

theory.  Newton, of course, advanced a theory of Absolute space that holds space to be a sort of 

giant container that objects are put inside.  “Absolute space, in its own nature, without relation to 

anything external,” Newton writes in his Scholium, “remains always similar and immovable1.”  

Space, in this sense, has an ontological status on a par with any object of our experience insofar 

as it is a real feature or aspect of the empirical world.  While space cannot be perceived, only the 

objects that occupy it can, it is just as much a part of reality as the objects that occupy it, and 

also, therefore, has an existence that is independent of them.  Space is, moreover, logically prior 
                                                 
1 From Earman, p. 20.  See bibliography 
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to matter.  Matter could not exist without space for it to occupy, but there would still be space 

even if no matter existed to fill it.  Newton thought space was something, though exactly what he 

was apparently not quite sure himself.  In an early work in which he discusses the nature of 

space, “De Gravitatione et Aequipondo Fluidorum,” Newton rather mysteriously describes space 

as an effect of God.   He denies the substantiality of space in the same work, where he also writes 

that space is neither an accident nor an attribute, and then, to complicate matters, proceeds to 

assert that space more closely resembles the nature of a substance than that of an attribute 

(Winterbourne 2).  Though the precise ontological status of space Newton leaves unanswered, he 

argues for a number of different features or characteristics of space, some peculiar to him, that 

constitute the received view of Absolute space.   

 Firstly, Newton claims that space is the sensorium of God, the perceptual apparatus or 

organ through which God is able to sense all of creation.  Another closely related characteristic 

of space that Newton identifies is that it, like God, is infinite.  It is impossible, Newton thinks, 

even to conceive of a limit to space, since we cannot help but imagine more space beyond any 

limit that we might attempt to conceive.  As Newton puts it in the "Gravitatione," "For we cannot 

imagine any limit anywhere without at the same time imagining that there is space beyond it."  

That it is also impossible to imagine infinite space Newton concedes, but, he says, it is still 

possible to understand space as infinite, even if the imagination cannot represent space as such.  

Space, as the effect of an eternal and immutable God, must also be eternal and immutable.  This 

is essentially the same point Newton makes with regard to the logical priority of space, only 

here, in affirming the eternality of space, he seems to take a stronger stance and assert that not 

only could space exist independently of matter but that it in fact did exist prior to the creation of 

matter.  Space is an eternal effect or consequence of God's eternal existence, whereas matter 
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would only come into existence through an act of God's creation at some definite point in time.  

For Newton, as we will also see for Kant, matter presupposes space.  An object, a material object 

more precisely, cannot exist independently or outside of space and so must necessarily be, or 

appear for Kant, in space.  If matter is given, then space is given also.  Newton also affirmed the 

indivisibility of space.  Though different parts of space can be marked out in the same way that, 

say, a border might be drawn to form the boundary of a country or a fence erected to enclose a 

yard, since space is uniform, continuous, and a unity it cannot actually be divided, separated, or 

split (Koslow 227-243).   

Leibniz argues against Newton’s Absolute theory of space in his correspondence with Dr. 

Samuel Clarke, who defends Newton’s theory against Leibniz’s criticisms, sometimes, it is 

widely believed, with the help and assistance of Newton himself (Broad 56).  Leibniz’s main 

objections to Newton’s theory of Absolute space are rooted in his strong commitment to the 

Principle of Sufficient Reason.  For Leibniz, truths can be divided into two kinds, necessary and 

contingent truths.  In On Contingency, Leibniz defines necessary truths as "those that can be 

demonstrated through an analysis of terms, so that in the end they become identities, just as in 

algebra an equation expressing an identity ultimately results from the substitution of values (for 

variables).  That is, necessary truths depend upon the principle of contradiction (28)."  Necessary 

truths in Leibniz’s philosophy, like the proposition "God exists", are truths that are true of all 

possible worlds.  Not only is it impossible for a necessary truth not to have been true, the 

converse of a necessary truth implies a contradiction.  Contingent truths, like the proposition 

"Caesar crossed the Rubicon," are truths that could have otherwise been false.  The converse of a 

contingent truth, like "Caesar never crossed the Rubicon," implies no contradiction.  So even 

though it is in fact not true that Caesar never crossed the Rubicon, it might possibly have been 
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true as the proposition implies no contradiction in itself.  Every truth in Leibniz's philosophy, 

both necessary and contingent, must be true for some reason, but in the case of contingent truths 

in particular there must be a sufficient reason for the truth of a contingent truth and the falsity of 

its converse.  This is Leibniz's Principle of Sufficient Reason (Broad 161-162).    

 If Newton’s theory of Absolute space were true, Leibniz argues, the created universe 

could possibly have occupied a different region of space than that it actually does.  Since space is 

uniform and homogenous, though, God would not have had a sufficient reason to place the 

universe in one region of space rather than another and, consequently, God would never have 

created the world, which is demonstrably false (Broad 57).  In his third letter to Clarke Leibniz 

explains this point quite lucidly.  “Space is something absolutely uniform, and without the things 

placed in it, one point of space absolutely does not differ in anything from another point of 

space,” and therefore, Leibniz concludes, for the universe to occupy one region of space rather 

than another, “something would happen for which it would be impossible that there should be a 

sufficient reason- which is against my axiom (325).”   

Leibniz probably gives his most thorough and complete presentation of his own views on 

space in his correspondence with Clarke.  Against Newton’s theory of Absolute space, Leibniz 

advanced a Relational theory of space.  In his third letter to Clarke Leibniz defines space as “an 

order of things which exist at the same time, considered as existing together, without entering 

into their particular manners of existing (Leibniz 324).  Contrary to Newton, for whom space 

existed independently of the objects that occupy it, Leibniz claimed that the existence of space 

depended on the existence of the objects that are normally thought of as occupying it.  Space, for 

Leibniz, just is the relationship of different objects to one another and no more.  Without these 

objects, space would not exist.  “To put the matter somewhat generally,” Nicholas Rescher 
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writes of Leibniz, “one can say that the core of Leibniz’s theory of space and time is that these 

are nothing apart from the things ‘in’ them, but owe their existence and indeed their very nature 

to the ordering relations that obtain among things (p. 84).”    

Leibniz offers his fullest account of his Relational theory of space in his fifth letter to 

Clarke.  At any given time, Leibniz explains, an individual is aware of the simultaneous 

existence of many things, like a chair, a desk, a bookshelf, or any other nearby items whatever 

they may be.  An individual would observe about these cotemporaneous items an order of 

coexistence or relation that is their situation or distance relative to one another.  The bookshelf, 

for example, might be 5 feet to the left of the desk, and the chair might be in front of the 

bookshelf.  When any of these objects changes its relation in respect to the others, which remain 

fixed in their positions, we would say that the object comes to occupy a different place.  If the 

chair were to be moved from its spot in front of the bookshelf to a new spot in front of the desk, 

we would say that it has changed places.  “And that which comprehends all those places,” 

Leibniz writes, “is called space (338).”  A place, then, is simply one possible relation of situation 

or distance that co-existent objects could have, like the chair’s position in front of the bookcase.  

Space, the totality of all places, is just all of the possible relations of situation or distance that co-

existent objects could have relative to one another.  As such, space is nothing more than an 

abstraction formed on the basis of relations of distance and is, therefore, ideal.  A family tree 

provides an analogous situation.  Individuals in a family tree have a determinate place in the 

familial order based on their relationships to one another.  One person could be identified as a 

father, son, or brother (or alternatively a mother, daughter, or sister) depending on the person’s 

relationship to another member of the family.  A person’s “place,” then, in the family tree refers 

only to the relationships that the person bears to other members of the family.  To talk of an 
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individual’s “place” in a family tree in an Absolute sense, as outside or apart from the 

relationships involved, would be absurd and meaningless.  A family tree is just a way to 

schematize the relationships between individuals in the same family and is not something else 

that exists in addition to those relationships.  Space, Leibniz thinks, is similar (Reichenbach 54).  

The major problem that Leibniz identifies with Newton’s theory of Absolute space, that it 

controverts the Principle of Sufficient Reason, is not an issue for the Relational theory.  If space 

is just the order of relations that prevail among coexistent objects and comes into existence only 

with the creation of those objects, it would be ridiculous to suggest that those objects could have 

been created in a different region of space (Ballard 54). 

In Leibniz’s correspondence with Clarke, three important theses about the nature of space 

emerge.  Firstly, as has already been discussed, space is not an entity in itself but only a relation 

of objects.  Without these objects, there would be no space.  Secondly, spatial relations apply 

only to simultaneously existing objects or bodies and are, therefore, reducible to them.  This 

differs from the Newtonian view that spatial relations hold between different regions of Absolute 

space and only secondarily and accidentally hold for any physical bodies in space.  Thirdly, as 

outlined above, the theory requires a frame of reference that must include at least two actual 

physical bodies that can be assigned spatial positions relative to one another and to which other 

physical bodies, whether actual or possible, can also be assigned spatial positions (Khamara 472-

474).   

Leibniz repeatedly asserts in his correspondence with Clarke that space is not real but 

ideal, a conclusion that he is forced to reach on the basis of his metaphysics.  He consistently 
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stresses the ideality of space throughout his life.  Here are just a few samples from Leibniz’s 

writings:2 

“I acknowledge that time, extension, motion, and the continuum in general, as we  
understand them in mathematics, are only ideal things- that is, they express possibilities,  
just as do numbers” (Hartz 496). 
 
“Accurately speaking. . . extension is merely something modal like number and time, and 
not a thing, since it is an abstract designation of the continuous possible plurality of 
coexisting things, while matter is in fact this very plurality of things itself and hence an 
aggregate of the things which contain entelechies” (Hartz 498). 
 
“But being neither a substance nor an accident, it (space) must be a mere ideal thing, the  
consideration of which is nevertheless useful” (Leibniz 339). 

Explicitly idealistic characterizations of space appear in a number of other places in his 

mature works as well.  In Leibniz’s ontology, the only genuine substances are what he calls 

“monads,” simple, immaterial, non-spatial entities that underlie all corporeal bodies.  Strictly 

speaking only monads exist for Leibniz.  Corporeal bodies are only well-founded phenomena 

that depend on monads for their reality.  Leibniz conceives of the relationship monads have to 

corporeal bodies as that of part to whole.  Corporeal bodies, he says, are aggregates or 

collections of monads.  The word “aggregate” is misleading in this context as it generally 

connotes physical and spatial contiguity, whereas, for Leibniz, since monads are simple 

substances and, therefore, without parts, materiality, and spatiality, corporeal bodies cannot be 

aggregates of monads in the way that a house might be an aggregation of bricks and other 

materials or the way the human body is an aggregation of flesh and bone.  Monads do not exist in 

space and consequently cannot be adjacent to one another (Mates 204-205).  They only perceive 

themselves as aggregates.  To avoid getting too deep into Leibniz’s metaphysics prematurely, 

that explanation will have to suffice at present, no matter how unsatisfactory it may be.  Leibniz 

                                                 
2 In some of his earlier works Leibniz would use “space” and “extension” interchangeably, though he would 
eventually drop this practice.  For more on this, see Hartz and Cover, p. 498. 
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at times refers to space, like a corporeal body, as a well-founded phenomenon.  Even so, space 

must be of a lesser order since it is just the relations of corporeal bodies to one another, which in 

turn are nothing more than the perceptions of individual monads that merely represent 

themselves as bodies in space.  That is, since it is neither a substance nor an aggregate of 

substances it must be wholly ideal.   

Like the Empiricist-Rationalist dichotomy in Epistemology, most discussions of space in 

philosophy have been within the framework of the Absolute versus Relational controversy, 

represented by Newton on the one hand and Leibniz on the other.  Kant, in the Critique of Pure 

Reason, is concerned to transcend this dichotomy.  In his exposition of the concept of space, the 

Newtonian and Leibnizian views are always in the background.  Near the beginning of the 

Transcendental Aesthetic, for example, Kant writes, “Now what are space and time?  Are they 

actual entities?” like for Newton, or “Are they only determinations or relations of things, yet 

ones that would pertain to them even if they were not intuited,” like for Leibniz.  Or are they, as 

Kant thinks, something else entirely, “Are they relations that only attach to the form of intuition 

alone, and thus to the subjective constitution of our mind, without which these predicates could 

not be ascribed to anything at all (A23/B38)?”  Kant’s dissatisfaction with both the Newtonian 

and Leibnizian views push him toward the development of a third way that he hopes will be able 

to succeed where Newton and Leibniz both fail. 

 Even before Kant had come to his mature views on space as they are presented in the 

Critique of Pure Reason, he had concluded that Leibniz’s Relational theory of space was 

inadequate.  In his 1768 essay “Concerning the Ultimate Foundation of the Differentiation of 

Regions of Space” Kant presented a refutation of Leibniz’s relational theory on the basis of 

incongruent counterparts.  If it is imagined that the first created thing were a human hand, it 
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follows that it would have to be either a right hand or a left hand.  On the Relational theory, 

however, it could be neither a right hand nor a left hand since the relation and situation of the 

parts of two hands that are mirror images of one another are identical.  This shows, Kant thinks, 

that the difference between right and left must accordingly be rooted in an internal principle that 

the Relational theory cannot explain (Earman 137-138).   

 For the Critique, Kant dropped the argument from incongruent counterparts in favor of a 

different approach.  Both Newton’s and Leibniz’s failures, he would argue, stem ultimately from 

their unjustified metaphysical speculations.  Each tries to go beyond experience in order to get at 

the fundamental reality underlying the structure of experience.  Where Newton posited the 

Absolute reality of space, Leibniz argued backwards from the phenomenal world of appearances 

to the world of monads to explain the nature of space.  They both overreach, Kant thinks, as the 

limits of reason preclude the success of any such project.  Kant draws a sharp distinction 

between phenomena and noumena, that is, between appearances and things-in-themselves.  All 

appearances must conform to the human mode of cognition as Kant lays it out in the 

Transcendental Aesthetic.  At the base of human cognition is the faculty of sensibility, through 

which all the objects of experience are filtered.  The faculty of sensibility is a purely passive 

capacity to receive the appearances of the objects of experience as they affect it.  Appearances 

contain both a material and a formal element.  The material element of appearances is the cause 

of sensation, the hardness of a brick or the color of a painting, for example, or any other 

empirical information that can be learned about an appearance through experience, that is, a 

posteriori.  If all of the material elements of sensibility could be subtracted from an appearance, 

only the formal elements would remain.  The formal elements constitute the basic framework or 

structure of experience that the mind furnishes a priori and according to which all appearances 
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must be given.  The two formal elements of all sensibility, Kant claims in the Transcendental 

Aesthetic, are space and time. 

Behind all appearances, and the ground of their reality, are the things-in-themselves, 

noumena.  Noumena, unlike appearances, are not objects of sensible intuition and, consequently, 

can never be experienced.  Since they are always outside the bounds of human cognition, reason 

cannot establish on secure grounds any knowledge of them.  Much like the negative theologian 

denies that it is possible to have any positive or definite knowledge of God, Kant denies that it is 

possible to have any positive or definite knowledge of noumena.  They always remain 

completely opaque to the human mind.  At most they can be understood only negatively, as not 

appearances, not objects of experience, not sensible, as, in other words, entirely ineffable.  To 

ascribe any positive characteristics to noumena would be the sort of metaphysical hubris that 

Kant so strongly deprecates in the Critique.  Newton’s account of space as an Absolute reality 

and Leibniz’s explanation of space as the result of monadic perception are both examples of the 

sort of metaphysical speculation that Kant warns against. 

While both are equally guilty of overreaching, Kant reserves his strongest criticisms for 

Leibniz.  Though Leibniz’s distinction between phenomena and monads exactly parallels Kant’s 

distinction phenomena and noumena or things-in-themselves, Leibniz makes an epistemic leap 

from knowledge of phenomena to knowledge of monads, a leap that Kant maintains is never 

warranted.  Had Leibniz used the monad as a purely negative concept like his noumena, as the 

reality that underlies all phenomena but that is beyond sensible experience and intuition, he 

would have been on safe ground and immune to the sorts of criticisms that Kant levels against 

him.  Leibniz, however, imputes to monads the properties of appetition and perception, and 

further, according to Kant, reduces the properties of the phenomenal world to these monadic 
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properties.  Leibniz often writes that the phenomenal world expresses the monadic world.  In 

Leibniz’s usage one thing expresses another “when there is a constant and regular relation 

between what can be said about one and about the other.”  If the phenomenal world expresses the 

monadic world in this sense, then it would seem that there must be some properties that the two 

share such that, where this is the case, what can be said of the phenomenal world must also be 

true of the monadic world (Langton 77-79). 

Kant also accused Leibniz of holding the stronger thesis that appearances are the things-

in-themselves.  On the surface this seems to be an absurd claim insofar as Leibniz, like Kant, 

divided the world into two realms, a phenomenal realm and a monadic realm and also sharply 

distinguished between appearances and reality.  But where Kant completely divorced the two and 

put reality beyond the reach of human understanding and knowledge, Leibniz, at least according 

to Kant, thought that it was possible to come to knowledge of the monadic world through the 

phenomenal world.  It is a well-known Leibnizian thesis that every monad perceives everything 

else in the world from its own point of view, and this is the basis for Leibniz’s theory of space.  

This perception, however, is always confused.  In Leibniz’s famous, and paradoxical, 

formulation, every monad is “omniscient but confused (Rescher 70-71).”  Kant concludes from 

this aspect of Leibniz’s thought that he held appearances to be the confused perception of reality, 

such that, in a very real sense, appearances disclose reality, albeit in a confused and distorted 

manner.  For Leibniz, Kant writes, the “appearance was the representation of the thing-in-itself 

(A271/B327).”  Were this the case, according to Kant, Leibniz’s Relational theory of space 

would be correct.  “And so would it in fact have to be if the pure understanding could be related 

to objects immediately, and if space and time were determinations of the things in themselves 

(A267/B323).” 
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This last criticism, I think, largely misses the mark.  In the first place, Kant 

fundamentally misunderstands the relationship between the phenomenal world and the monadic 

world in Leibniz’s philosophy.  Monads represent or perceive themselves as bodies, and every 

individual monad also perceives as bodies the way that all the other monads represent 

themselves.  So, a perception of another body is just a perception of the way another monad 

represents or perceives itself as a body.  A helpful analogy might be to think of each individual 

monad as an occupant of a different movie theater, each of which is screening the same movie.  

Each monad watching this movie represents itself as a different character in the film, but each is, 

however, completely ignorant of its own true identity, like individuals behind Rawls’ veil of 

ignorance, as well as completely ignorant of the reality behind the perceptions that it has as a 

character in the movie, much like the prisoners in Plato’s cave.  Nowhere in the Leibnizian 

corpus is there any support for Kant’s claim that “Leibniz took the appearances for things-in-

themselves (A264/B320)” or that the “appearance was the representation of the thing-in-itself 

(A271/B327).”  Monads are omniscient, as Leibniz says, but only of the phenomenal world.  

Their confused perceptions, similarly, are not perceptions of monads since monads themselves 

cannot be perceived, but only confused perceptions of the phenomenal world.  Kant’s accusation 

in the Amphiboly that Leibniz takes spatial relations to be relations of the things-in-themselves is 

perplexing.  One of the chief characteristics of monads is that they are non-spatial, and he 

frequently reminds his readers of this.  The spatiality of monads is, interestingly, a distinctive 

feature of the Wolffian interpretation of Leibniz, which would suggest that Kant was just misled 

here due to a lack of familiarity with the primary Leibnizian texts (Calkins 357).  As is well 

known, most of Leibniz’s philosophical writings were scattered and never published until well 

after his death.  He never presented his philosophy in a systematic work, and as a result, it has 
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been a laborious task to piece together his thoughts from the fragments of them he left behind.  

Even today, many of these still remain unknown to the scholarly community.  With far less at 

Kant’s disposal, it is probable that he just might not have had access to many of Leibniz’s most 

important works.         

Kant’s principal criticisms of Leibniz’s theory of space appear in the Transcendental 

Aesthetic, where he also presents his own theory of space.  Kant argues firstly in the TA, against 

Leibniz, that the concept of space could not be formed on the basis of experience alone.  Leibniz, 

in his fifth letter to Clarke, provides a brief sketch of the way that individuals come to form the 

concept of space in just such a manner based on their empirical observations of the relations of 

distance between co-existent objects.  To begin his account, Leibniz writes, “I will here show 

how men come to form to themselves the notion of space,” and he continues, “They consider that 

many things exist at once, and they observe in them a certain order of coexistence, according to 

which the relation of one thing to another is more or less simple (337-338).”  So, for Leibniz, 

individuals first have an experience of different objects and then derive the concept of space 

from this experience.  Kant thinks that Leibniz has it backwards.  The concept of space is not 

derived from experience Kant asserts.  Rather, experience presupposes the representation of 

space.  For an object to be an object of experience it must be represented as in space.  If an object 

were not represented as in space, then it could not be an object of experience.  “Thus the 

representation of space cannot be obtained from the relations of outer appearance through 

experience,” Kant writes, “but this outer experience is itself first possible only through this 

representation (B38/A24).”  The concept of space is generated completely independent of and 

prior to empirical experience.  It is, then, a necessary, a priori representation.  Without this 

representation of space, no experience of objects would be possible.  The representation of space 
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is a fundamental constituent of all experience, so much so that it is impossible to imagine the 

absence of space.  As the first representation that is the prerequisite or condition for all other 

intuitions, along with time, the representation of space must be included in every intuition. 

Thus, Kant concludes, “Space represents no property at all of any things in themselves nor any 

relation of them to each other (A26/B42).”  This line of argument, unlike that of the Amphiboly 

that I addressed previously, appears to have promise.  At the end of the day, though, I am not 

sure that it works, or, for that matter, that it is even substantially different than Leibniz’s theory.  

In the Anticipations of Perception, Kant argues that it is impossible to have an experience of 

space or time.  Only appearances, he writes, are sensible and have intensive magnitudes 

corresponding to the degree to which they are sensible.  The strength or the intensity of the 

sensation of an appearance is measured as an intensive magnitude of a certain number, much like 

the intensity of a sound is measured in decibels.  Space and time, the two pure forms of intuition, 

are only the forms that appearances must take in order to be objects of experience, not 

appearances themselves.  Each, Kant writes, has an intensive magnitude of zero.  Unlike 

appearances, then, they are not possible objects of experience themselves as they are not possible 

objects of sensation.  For Kant to fault Leibniz for making space a concept “drawn from outer 

experience” strikes me as hypocritical given that, for Kant, space cannot be represented except 

through appearances, that is, in empirical experience.  This conflicts, moreover, with an 

important claim that Kant makes about space in the Transcendental Aesthetic.  There, he writes, 

“One can never represent that there is no space, although one can very well think that there are 

no objects to be encountered in it (A24/B39).”  Here Kant avers that empty space can, in fact, be 

thought or represented.  Yet, to try to think of space without any objects in it would be to try to 
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represent space as a pure intuition, which Kant denies is possible in the Anticipations of 

Perception. 

 If space were an a pure, a priori intuition as Kant claims, it would not be possible to think 

of empty space, since all representations of space must occur in an appearance.  That it is 

possible to think of empty space is undeniably true.  This is, in large part, the reason for the 

intuitive plausibility of Newton’s idea of space as a giant container or receptacle that objects can 

be placed inside or taken out of.  Take out all the objects and only space remains.  Leibniz’s 

relational theory of space might appear to be subject to the same objection that I have leveled 

against Kant.  If space is just a relation of distance between objects, how is it possible to think of 

space as empty of these objects?  The solution to this apparent difficulty is that space is an 

abstraction.  To think of empty space one takes the particular measurements of distance that have 

been observed among objects, and omits both the particular measurements and particular objects 

involved to form the concept of distance.  This corresponds perfectly with the typical usage of 

the concept of distance, which is what I take to be Leibnizian space.  Someone might observe 

two houses and say of them, for example, “Those two houses are separated by a distance six 

feet,” or, alternatively, observe two cars and say of them, “Those two cars are separated by a 

distance of six feet.”  Omit the particular objects involved and that leaves only the particular 

measurements, six feet.  This same person might also observe two other houses across the street 

and note that a distance of ten feet separates them.  Omit the particular measurements involved, 

six and ten, to abstract the relation of distance, which can then be thought as any distance, an 

infinitely large distance (10 feet, 100 feet, 1000 feet, etc.), or an infinitely small distance (10 feet, 

1 foot, 1/10 of a foot, 1/100 of a foot, 1/1000 of a foot, etc.).  To think of empty space is just to 
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think of this relation of distance -six feet, eight feet, sixteen feet, whatever- while omitting the 

particular objects involved.  I can envision in my mind two tables as ten feet apart, eliminate the 

tables from my thought to isolate the relation of distance, and then keep that relation in my mind 

as an abstraction.  That relation can, moreover, be extended infinitely in a greater direction or 

divided infinitely in a smaller direction.  Kant’s objection, in that case, that, “no concept of 

relations could bring with it a principle of their infinity (A25),” falls by the wayside. 

 Where Kant’s criticisms of Leibniz’s relational theory are not misdirected in the first 

place, as in those passages where he ascribes to Leibniz the view that spatial relations obtain 

between monads, they are unpersuasive.  His central argument against Leibniz, moreover, 

applies equally to himself.  “Thus the representation of space cannot be obtained from the 

relations of outer appearance, through experience (A23/B38),” Kant writes, yet it is only through 

appearances, for Kant, that it is possible to represent space.  Kant not only patently contradicts 

himself, he also veers dangerously close here, I think, to the Cartesian view that extension and 

space are identical (Northrop 424).  Leibniz sharply distinguishes between the two.  Extended 

bodies are real in the phenomenal sense insofar as they are well-founded phenomena, space is 

ideal or mental.  He writes, “It follows from the very fact that a mathematical body cannot be 

analyzed into primary constituents that it is also not real but something mental and designates 

nothing but the possibility of parts, not something actual.  A mathematical line, namely, is in this 

respect like arithmetical unity; in both cases the parts are only possible and completely…. But in 

real things, that is, bodies, the parts are not indefinite –as they are in space, which is a mental 

thing (Hartz 499-500).”  Just as bodies superven on monads, space supervenes on bodies.  This I 

take to be the heart of Leibniz’s claim.  Space and extension are distinct.  The former is added to 
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the concept of the latter, but is not a component of it.  Not only are Kant’s objections to 

Leibniz’s theory toothless, then, Leibniz is also, in my opinion, able to give a superior account of 

the metaphysics of space than Kant.   
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Rousseau, as an Enlightenment thinker, wrote in an environment in which liberal 

thought flourished.  The intellectual currents in philosophy during his time, especially in 

political philosophy, strongly favored a notion of freedom often described as “negative 

liberty,” perhaps best defined as freedom from coercion, and that, in one way or another, 

was defended by some of the most notable liberal thinkers of the Enlightenment and 

Early Modern period.  Besides the social contract writers, Locke, Hobbes, and, as I hope 

to show, Rousseau, liberalism and negative liberty had advocates in Voltaire, 

Montesquieu, Adam Smith, de Tocqueville and many others of the leading intellectuals 

of the period.  Of these thinkers, only Rousseau is identified more closely with the 

tradition of “positive liberty,” freedom as self-mastery, than that of negative liberty.  

Though there are aspects of the latter that can be found in his thought, just as aspects of 

positive liberty are often implied in Locke or Mill, the general consensus is that Rousseau 

held more of a positive notion of liberty than a negative one.  Though Rousseau seems to 

unequivocally endorse negative liberty when he writes in The Social Contract that the 

problem of political philosophy is “To find a form of association that will defend and 

protect the person and goods of each associate with the full common force, and by means 

of which each, by uniting with all, obey only himself and remain as free as before (49-

50),” the general tenor of his thought seems to run in the opposite direction.  In The 

Social Contract he also writes, for example, “that whoever refuses to obey the general 

will shall be constrained to do so by the entire body: which means nothing other than that 

he shall be forced to be free (53),” and again later, “If the State or the City is only a moral 

person whose life consists in the union of its members, and if the most important of its 

cares is the care for its self-preservation, then it has to have some universal and coercive 
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force to move and arrange each part in the manner most conformable to the whole (64).”  

It is hard to imagine two clearer formulations of positive liberty.  Yet given both the 

milieu in which Rousseau lived and wrote and the presence of a noticeable sympathy 

toward negative liberty found in his works, I think it a plausible hypothesis that Rousseau 

is more in the tradition of negative liberty than many think.  In this paper I will explore 

Rousseau’s thought to show just that. 

Rousseau and Positive Liberty 

First, let’s examine in greater detail the evidence against my hypothesis.  Stephen 

Ellenburg, in Rousseau’s Political Philosophy, contrasts Rousseau’s understanding of 

individual liberty with Locke’s, the paradigm case of negative liberty, and argues that the 

tendency of some to lump Rousseau together with Locke and other liberal thinkers is 

mistaken as Rousseau’s understanding of liberty seems to be radically different from that 

of the liberal tradition that Locke represents.  Liberal philosophy is both atomistic and, as 

Ellenburg points out, fundamentally individualist in orientation.  Society, in liberal 

philosophy, is a word best placed in scare quotes to emphasize the dubious nature of its 

ontological status.  Liberal theorists have continually fought the reification of society, 

advancing instead a reductionist thesis that society is nothing over and above the 

individuals that comprise it.  Discussions of liberty in liberal theory, taking this as their 

starting point, revolve around mainly, if not exclusively, the relationship of the individual 

to some authority, usually political in nature.  Whatever is not relevant to this relationship 

is, therefore, not a proper subject of political philosophy.  What counts as relevant is 

determined primarily by what the liberal theorist considers to be the natural rights of 

individuals, usually identified as the rights to life, liberty, and property, which place strict 
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limits on the scope of political authority and provide clear and simple criteria to separate 

the political from the nonpolitical, the public from the private. 

 Thus, in liberal theory the boundary between the individual and society is both 

rigid and clearly demarcated.  Government, the political authority in a society and its 

representative, is expressly forbidden to transgress this boundary and to interfere in the 

private lives of individuals except to protect those whose life, liberty, or property has 

been threatened by another.  As an aggregation of distinct individuals, society has a 

derivative ontological status and is in some sense artificial, whereas the individual is 

authentic and can be considered apart from society.  Perhaps Ellenburg describes this 

relationship the best when he writes that, for the liberal theorist, “Individuals make, but 

are not made by, political society (36).”  The individual is, then, unchanged by entering 

into society and retains a separate identity that is not necessarily influenced by society. 

 According to Ellenburg, Rousseau’s understanding of the individual is radically 

different.  For Rousseau, the individual “is a socially dependent creature, deriving his 

identity from the cohesive, social involvement in which he originates and of which he 

remains an indivisible part (51).”  Where the liberal theorist posited a boundary between 

the individual and society, for Rousseau there is no such boundary.  Individuals in society 

are influenced or informed by their surroundings in significant ways, so much so that it is 

impossible to understand any individual apart from society or to separate a person’s 

private and public lives.  Also, for Locke and others in the liberal tradition civil society 

naturally develops out of the state of nature as a response to the dangers, insecurity, and 

myriad other deficiencies of the latter.  Societies and governments are formed to remedy 

the problems of the state of nature while also preserving the natural freedom that is a 
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condition of it.  Civil society and the state of nature, while different, share much in 

common in liberal theory, at least insofar as there are many of the same institutions in 

both, such as family and property, that presuppose some degree of sociability.  Not so for 

Rousseau, for whom the transition to civil society marks an important turning point that, 

quite literally, transforms individuals and represents a revolutionary change.  In 

Rousseau’s state of nature, individuals are entirely presocial, lacking even a sense of their 

own identity.  They are solitary, guided by instinct, and concerned only with the 

immediate moment and the satisfaction of their physical needs.  Encounters with others 

he supposed were random and would leave no lasting impression if even remembered at 

all (Ellenburg 58-66).  Only gradually and over the course of a long time would 

individuals come together to form societies, and then they would develop only 

accidentally as external circumstances would bring individuals into closer proximity that 

resulted in more frequent contact (Ellenburg 69). 

Rousseau and the General Will 

So, we have seen how Rousseau’s notion of the individual differs from that of the 

individual of the liberal tradition as well as the contrast between how the individual 

relates to society for each.  These aspects of Rousseau’s thought, though they diverge 

from liberal theory, are in themselves not incompatible with negative liberty.  They share 

much in common, however, with some of the most fundamental ontological claims that 

positive liberty makes, and since how he develops these principles seems to be consistent 

with positive liberty Rousseau is more often placed in that tradition.  Most of all, it is 

Rousseau’s idea of the general will that seems to show his preference for positive liberty.  

What exactly Rousseau means by the general will has been intensely and endlessly 
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debated and has long been a source of controversy.  Rousseau’s rather vague descriptions 

of it, and his seemingly contradictory characterizations of it, have only contributed to the 

confusion surrounding it.  The general will is first introduced in Book I, Chapter VI of 

The Social Contract where Rousseau writes, “Each of us puts his person and his full 

power in common under the supreme direction of the general will; and in a body we 

receive each member as an indivisible part of the whole (50).”  Even at its first 

introduction Rousseau’s use of the general will seems to correspond perfectly with the 

notion of liberty favored by those in the positive tradition, both in the idea that the whole 

is “indivisible” and more than just a sum of its parts, and also in the implication that the 

general will is an instrument to be used to perfect or improve those under its authority. 

 Rousseau often personifies the body politic or the sovereign, referring to it as a 

person, a body, or a self.  In The Social Contract, for instance, he writes, “At once, in 

place of the private person of each contracting party, this act of association produces a 

moral and collective body made up of as many members as the assembly has voices, and 

which receives by this same act its unity, its common self, its life and its will (50).”  At 

the start of Book II, Chapter IV, Rousseau refers to the City or the State as a “moral 

person.”  The general will is the voice of this person.  What is perhaps most interesting 

about the general will is that, according to Rousseau, it never errs.  The general will he 

writes, “is always upright and always tends to the public utility (59).”  Those who refuse 

to obey will be forced to comply with the general will, which means, as Rousseau 

famously says, that they will be “forced to be free (53).”  From this it follows that any 

individual with a particular will at odds with the general will is in error and needs to 

correct or revise it so that it conforms to the general will.  Only when there is this 
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harmony between the particular will of the individual and the general will is the 

individual free.  Observe the striking similarities between what I have just described and 

the notion of positive liberty as Isaiah Berlin presents it in Two Concepts of Liberty.  

Positive liberty, says Berlin, starts with the premise that the individual can be divided into 

two selves, an authentic self that represents the self’s higher nature, and a counterfeit self 

that represents the self’s lower or base nature.  The authentic self strives to fulfill the true 

desires of the individual while the counterfeit self is misled and deceived by false desires.  

As Berlin writes, “This dominant self is then variously identified with reason, with my 

‘higher nature’, with the self which calculates and aims at what will satisfy it in the long 

run, with my ‘real’ or ‘ideal’, or ‘autonomous’ self, or with my self ‘at its best’; which is 

then contrasted with irrational impulse, uncontrolled desires, my ‘lower’ nature, the 

pursuit of immediate pleasures, my ‘empirical’ or ‘heteronomous’ self, swept by every 

gust of desire and passion, needing to be rigidly disciplined if it is ever to rise to the full 

height of its ‘real’ nature (179).” 

 The opposition between the particular will and the general will in Rousseau’s 

thought parallels this division of the self.  Just as the desires of the “higher self” in 

positive liberty are the true and authentic desires of the individual that are, however, 

sacrificed so that the desires of the “lower self” can be satisfied, the general will is what 

every individual would will were some not prejudiced or blinded by their particular wills.  

In Rousseau’s words, “Indeed, while it is not impossible that a particular will agree with 

the general will on some point, it is in any event impossible for this agreement to be 

lasting and constant; for the particular will tends, by its nature, to partiality, and the 

general will to equality (57).”  A particular will, by its very nature Rousseau thinks, tends 
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toward conflict with the general will, and so must always be subordinated to it if the body 

politic is to be preserved.  Thus Rousseau’s rather startling and ostensibly illiberal 

assertion that “Just as nature gives each man absolute power over his members, the social 

pact gives the body politic absolute power over all of its members (61).”  This social pact 

arises when individuals have “reached the point where the obstacles that interfere with 

their preservation in the state of nature prevail by their resistance over the forces which 

each individual can muster to maintain himself in that state (49)” and they are compelled 

to unite and form one body in order to overcome those obstacles to their self-

preservation.  In so doing, they agree to a contract that is “everywhere the same, 

everywhere tacitly admitted and recognized,” and which entails “the total alienation of 

each associate with all of his rights to the whole community (Rousseau 50).”  They, in 

other words, voluntarily renounce their particular wills and put themselves under the 

direction of the general will. 

 All this, the opposition between the general will and particular wills and the 

precedence of the former over and against the latter, comes out clearly in The Social 

Contract and has been a large reason why Rousseau is so closely identified with the 

tradition of positive liberty.  Nevertheless, I think this interpretation of Rousseau is 

misguided and rests on, ultimately, a selective reading of Rousseau that fails to take into 

account the entirety of his thought on the general will.  Neither in The Social Contract 

nor in any of his other works does Rousseau present a long or sustained explanation of 

the general will, an omission which has left his interpreters, scholars, and casual readers 

largely in the dark about what he meant by it.  Perhaps it is easiest to understand the 

general will by contrasting it with Rousseau’s understanding of a particular will, which, 
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unlike the general will, he characterizes with much greater specificity.  Particular wills, as 

we saw earlier, tend toward partiality, that is, they take into account only private interests.  

The general will, by contrast, tends toward equality and takes into account the common 

or general interest.  Whereas particular wills, since they take into account only private 

interests, necessarily conflict, the general will, as the “will of the body of the people 

(58),” represents the collective or shared interests of the citizens of the body politic.  

Consequently, the general will cannot be an aggregation of particular wills, or the will of 

all as Rousseau calls it, otherwise it would be in conflict with itself. 

If not the sum of all particular wills, then, how is the general will determined? 

Since the general will must be the will of a group or some association of individuals and 

that the association or group Rousseau has in mind is the body politic, the natural 

response is to suggest that it be determined by popular vote.  This possibility, however, 

Rousseau also seems obliged to reject, insofar as a direct vote would just seem to be 

another way to add up the particular wills of individuals and to balance them against each 

other so that what would result would not be the general will but only the will of a part of 

the people.  “For either the will is general or it is not,” Rousseau writes, “it is either the 

will of the body of the people, or that of only a part.  In the first case, the declaration of 

this will is an act of sovereignty and constitutes law; in the second case it is merely a 

particular will, or an act of magistracy; at most it is a decree (58).”   

Rousseau actually explains, albeit briefly, in Book II, Chapter III of The Social 

Contract, how the general will is determined.  There, he notes the difference between the 

general will and the will of all, but also explains that the general will can be derived from 

the will of all if, from the latter, “one takes away the pluses and minuses which cancel 
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each other out (60).”  The will of all, as merely the sum of particular wills, inevitably 

contains contradictory and opposed wills insofar as the private interests of individuals 

necessarily conflict. These are the pluses and minuses to which Rousseau refers, as is 

evident in the footnote to the aforementioned passage where he explains the significance 

of a quote he attributes to the Marquis d’Argenson.   “If there were no different interests,” 

Rousseau writes, “the common interest would scarcely be sensible since it would never 

encounter obstacles: everything would run by itself, and politics would cease to be an art 

(60).”  The resolution of this conflict of different wills, the art of politics, yields the 

general will, what every particular will has in common with every other, or, alternatively, 

the shared interests of all (Lemos 148). 

A preponderance of evidence, I think, confirms that Rousseau conceived of the 

general will as reducible to the interests that the particular wills of individuals have in 

common.  If this is the case, that leaves only the question of what exactly these interests 

have in common to be answered.  Ramon Lemos proposes in Rousseau’s Political 

Philosophy that, since for Rousseau every individual is moved primarily by self-love, 

each wills his or her own good in common with every other individual, and that, 

moreover, each individual thereby also implicitly wills in common that no other 

individual interfere in such a way as to prevent its attainment (148-152).  Because every 

will shares these in common, they constitute the general will, which, then, can be 

formulated as follows: the good of each individual insofar as it is compatible with the 

good of others. 

Approached from this angle an entirely different picture of Rousseau’s political 

philosophy emerges that raises serious doubts about his placement in the tradition of 
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positive liberty.  Negative liberty, freedom from coercion, means, according to Berlin, 

“not being interfered with by others (170),” the very sense of freedom which this 

interpretation gives of Rousseau.  Liberal theorists, generally, ground their defense of 

negative liberty on a view of human nature that assumes individuals to be fundamentally 

motivated by self-interest, and from this common nature they construct a political theory 

that tries its best to guarantee that all will be permitted the freedom to work to achieve 

their own good in whatever way it may be conceived so long as it is compatible with the 

good of others.  “The only freedom which deserves the name,” Mill writes in On Liberty, 

“is that of pursuing our own good in our own way, so long as we do not attempt to 

deprive others of theirs, or impede their efforts to obtain it (16).”  In Rousseau’s theory 

the two fundamental principles of human nature are self-love and natural compassion.  

Self-love, which he describes in The Discourse on the Origin of Inequality as the 

principle that interests us in “our own welfare and preservation,” self-interest in other 

words, is moderated by the principle of natural compassion, which causes us to recoil at 

the sight of another’s suffering or misfortune and causes us to will the happiness of others 

in addition to ourselves.  Insofar as individuals are motivated simply by the principles of 

self-love and natural compassion, then, a harmony of interests of the sort that Rousseau 

envisions as necessary to produce the general will is possible (Lemos 85-89). 

Rousseau and Rawls 

Richard Dagger, in his article Understanding the General Will, takes a different 

approach to the problem of the general will that ultimately leads to the same conclusion 

that Rousseau more properly belongs in the tradition of negative liberty than of positive 

liberty.  To understand the role of the general will in Rousseau’s thought, he argues, it is 
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first necessary to grasp the dual nature that individuals have as members of a society for 

Rousseau.  Taken apart from society, every individual is unique, with his or her own 

particular identity and set of interests.  As a member of a society, however, every 

individual is alike insofar as each is a citizen of the body politic and has a common 

interest in its welfare and preservation.  From this distinction between the private 

individual and public citizen, Rousseau draws a parallel between the particular or private 

will of an individual and the general will of the body politic.  The particular will desires 

to realize the interests of the private individual, the general will aims to fulfill the 

interests of the individual as a citizen.  Insofar as every individual is a citizen, the 

interests of all coincide.  Among private individuals, however, there is a diversity of 

interests, not all compatible.  As private or particular individuals, moreover, each is 

predisposed to favor his or her own set of interests over and against the interests of 

others.  Simply put, the particular will is biased, it, as Dagger states it, “places a higher 

value on the interests of the self than on the interests of others (360),” whereas the 

general will is impartial and gives equal consideration to the interests of all insofar as all 

are citizens. 

Thus, says Dagger, the general will performs the same function in Rousseau’s 

theory as the veil of ignorance in John Rawls’ theory (360).  Rawls seeks to show in A 

Theory of Justice that individuals in a suitably defined “original position” would come to 

an agreement establishing the terms of their social arrangement that all would consider 

just and fair.  Though conceived differently, for Rawls the original position essentially 

serves the same purpose as the state of nature in Locke’s theory, and to a lesser extent 

Rousseau’s, as it defines the conditions operating on individuals before the formation of 
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society that influence their deliberations about the social contract.  In Locke’s theory, for 

example, individuals in the state of nature have certain knowledge about themselves and 

their circumstances that could influence their preferences and ultimately their decisions 

when it comes time to settle on the terms of the social contract.  Rawls would see this as a 

major deficiency that would undermine the objectivity of individuals and also thereby the 

legitimacy of the social contract.  If such a knowledge of particular circumstances were 

allowed, the terms of the social contract, Rawls thinks, would be “biased by arbitrary 

contingencies (141).”  To protect against this possibility, Rawls’ hypothetical original 

position includes a veil of ignorance that prevents individuals behind the veil from having 

any knowledge of particulars.  Rousseau, for much the same reasons, asks individuals 

only to regard themselves as citizens of the body politic in determining the general will.  

Individuals in Rousseau’s theory must consider themselves exclusively as citizens for 

particular interests to be eliminated from the will of all and thus to derive the general 

will, just as the veil of ignorance is needed in Rawls’ theory to exclude any particular 

interests or knowledge of particular facts that could potentially lead to bias in order to 

ensure the fairness of the agreement that individuals reach about the terms of their social 

arrangement.  The veil, he writes, is needed to “nullify the effects of specific 

contingencies which put men at odds and tempt them to exploit social and natural 

circumstances to their own advantage (136).” 

In essence, the veil deprives individuals of any information regarding their 

personal identities and forces them to come to a decision on the terms of the social 

contract from a completely objective position.  Behind the veil of ignorance, Rawls 

writes, “No one knows his situation in society nor his natural assets, and therefore no one 
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is in a position to tailor principles to his advantage (139).”  These limitations on the 

knowledge of particulars available to individuals behind the veil of ignorance, especially 

knowledge about their identities, results in a situation in which “each is forced to choose 

for everyone (140).”  That is, because no individual has any knowledge of his or her own 

particular situation, interests, personality, or identity, individuals behind the veil of 

ignorance would only agree to a social arrangement that would be acceptable to all 

individuals, since otherwise they could agree to terms that could be unfavorable or 

disadvantageous to them.  Rousseau uses almost identical language to express the same 

idea.  “The commitments which bind us to the social body are obligatory only because 

they are mutual, and their nature is such that in fulfilling them one cannot work for others 

without also working for oneself.  Why is the general will always upright, and why do all 

consistently will each one’s happiness, if not because there is no one who does not 

appropriate the word each to himself, and think of himself as he votes for all (61)?”  

When each thinks of himself or herself as a citizen as opposed to a private individual, 

each thinks of what is best for all.  The purpose of both Rawls’ veil of ignorance and 

Rousseau’s general will, then, is to mitigate as far as possible, assuming that their 

complete elimination is impossible, the influence of private interests on the State, a goal 

that they both share with liberalism. 

To quote Rousseau again, “Thus by the nature of the pact every act of 

sovereignty, that is to say every genuine act of the general will, either obligates or favors 

all Citizens equally, so that the Sovereign knows only the body of the nation and does not 

single out any one of those who make it up (63).”  Nozick’s phrase of choice for this 

same idea is that governments should be scrupulously neutral with regard to their 
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subjects.  Particular wills, as we have seen, are particular for the reason that they tend 

toward partiality, they take into account only private interests whereas the object of the 

general will is the common interest.  So long as the citizens obey the general will, 

Rousseau writes, they obey their own will and remain, therefore, free.  To the extent that 

they are forced to obey the will of another, they are enslaved.  Hence, the absolute 

necessity of eliminating all private interests from the general will, as only then will every 

individual be able to “obey only himself (50)” and not be subject to the will of any other. 

Rousseau and Negative Liberty 

How to make sense, then, of passages in The Social Contract like those cited 

earlier, as when Rousseau writes “that whoever refuses to obey the general will shall be 

constrained to do so by the entire body: which means nothing other than that he shall be 

forced to be free (53),” and, “If the State or the City is only a moral person whose life 

consists in the union of its members, and if the most important of its cares is the care for 

its self-preservation, then it has to have some universal and coercive force to move and 

arrange each part in the manner most conformable to the whole (64)?”  This is actually 

done quite easily.  Consider, for example, the case of an individual who might be an 

extraordinarily skilled burglar.  Such an individual would clearly find it in his or her 

private interest to utilize such a talent, but, as a citizen, that same individual would find 

laws against burglary to be in his or her interest.  Since the individual’s interest as a 

citizen should take precedence over the individual’s private interests, this potential 

burglar should respect the law as it is expressed in the general will (Dagger 360).  

Whenever, and only whenever, an individual acts against the common interest, the State 
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may intervene to punish the responsible party, just as the State, in liberal theory, may 

only use force in retaliation against those who initiate it. 

Ultimately, I think, Rousseau’s notion of freedom fits squarely into the tradition 

of negative liberty.  To prove that this is the case, I first sought to demystify the general 

will and to show that the general will is, in fact, nothing more than the common interests 

of all the particular wills of the members of the body politic.  Rousseau is explicit on this 

point.  “While the opposition of particular interests made the establishment of societies 

necessary,” Rousseau writes, “it is the agreement of these same interests which made it 

possible.  What these different interests have in common is what forms the social bond, 

and if there were not some point on which all interests agree, no society would exist (p. 

57).”  If anyone remains unconvinced, a few pages later Rousseau also writes, “What 

generalizes the will is not so much the number of voices, as it is the common interest 

which unites them (62).”  Rousseau could not have been more clear and forceful on this 

point.  Not only is the evidence for this interpretation solid, it is, I think, the only 

plausible way to make sense of the general will anyway. 

After establishing this, that left me with the question of what exactly every 

particular will has in common.  Though Rousseau never directly addresses this question 

in The Social Contract, I think the answer lies in Rousseau’s two fundamental principles 

of human nature, self-love and natural compassion.  In The Discourse on the Origin of 

Inequality Rousseau writes that self-love “is a natural feeling which leads every animal to 

look to its own preservation, and which, guided in man by reason and modified by 

compassion, creates humanity and virtue (Lemos 22).”  Since self-love is natural, and 

therefore, present in every individual, it is a good candidate to fill the role of the common 
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interest.  This insight led me a second, that insofar as each individual wills his or her own 

good, each also implicitly wills that no one else interfere in such a way as to prevent its 

attainment.  Since every particular will shares these two features in common, they form 

the basis for the general will.   

In the last part of my paper I compare Rousseau’s theory of the general will to 

Rawls’ work in A Theory of Justice in order to show the similarities between the two, 

especially with regard to Rousseau’s general will and Rawls’ veil of ignorance.  The idea 

of both the general will and the veil of ignorance is that in matters of law or public 

policy, particular or private interests should be excluded.  Rousseau asks individuals to 

think of the common interest they all have as citizens and not as private individuals, 

Rawls asks individuals to imagine themselves behind the veil of ignorance so that they 

have no particular knowledge of themselves or their private interests.  Only when people 

reason in this way about matters of law and public policy, for both Rousseau and Rawls, 

will the result be both just and fair.  What is more, for both Rousseau and Rawls, when 

these conditions are met, agreement on what results is unanimous.  “To begin with,” 

Rawls writes, “it is clear that since the differences among the parties are unknown to 

them, and everyone is equally rational and similarly situated, each is convinced by the 

same arguments.  Therefore, we can view the choice in the original position from the 

standpoint of one person selected at random (139).”  At least one reason Rousseau has so 

frequently and mistakenly been placed in the tradition of positive liberty stems from a 

similar idea in his thought that as citizens all have the same interests even though as 

private individuals their particular wills may conflict with the general will.  On this 

interpretation, however, this is easily cashed out in a way compatible with negative 
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liberty.  The general will on this interpretation, remember, prohibits, just like negative 

liberty, any individual to interfere in the life of another so as to prevent that person’s 

attainment of the good.  For a particular will to be in conflict with the general will, then, a 

person would have to interfere in the life of another individual in just such a manner.  

There is a tendency among some, I think, to assume that by definition a particular will is 

incompatible with the general will.  Rousseau, however, only states that a particular will 

may be in conflict with the general will.  He writes, “Indeed each individual may, as a 

man, have a particular will contrary to or different from the general will he has as a 

Citizen.  His particular interest may speak to him quite differently from the common 

interest (52).”  So long as a particular will directs a person to seek his or her own good in 

a way compatible with the good of others, it is not in conflict with the general will.  

Private interests may, for example, lead a person toward a career in medicine or law, or 

private interests could lead someone to theft and burglary.  It should be more than clear 

that the only private interests that conflict with the general are the latter, those that lead 

individuals to take actions that benefit themselves at the expense of others. 

In the end, even though the subtlety and complexity of his arguments often 

obscure it, I think there is no way to escape the conclusion that Rousseau more properly 

belongs in the tradition of negative liberty than of positive liberty.  Rousseau, in fact, I 

think is perhaps the most ardent and eloquent advocate for negative liberty.  I agree 

completely with Ellenburg, who writes, “The persistent requirement within Rousseau’s 

political thought is absolute ‘negative’ liberty for all men: each man must be completely 

independent of the will of every other (118).”  The presence of this is felt so strongly 

throughout The Social Contract that it is almost palpable.  Rousseau’s main concern is to 
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preserve the autonomy of every individual, as comes out most clearly when Rousseau 

states that his goal in The Social Contract is, “To find a form of association that will 

defend and protect the person and goods of each associate with the full common force, 

and by means of which each, by uniting with all, obey only himself and remain as free as 

before (49-50).”  Rather than an exception to an Early Modern period dominated by the 

likes of Locke and others who pushed for a notion of negative liberty, Rousseau was 

perhaps the best representative of it. 
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If the thought of Wittgenstein is allowed to remove the stereotypes of the explanatory 
direction and the non-communicability of the artwork, it is within the expressive power of the 
body that one could recognize it. However, would it be a language of the body? How is the 
body represented in this theory that while breaking with the traditional philosophy marks the 
bases of another one that is in becoming ("en devenir" in terms of Deleuze)?  
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expression by its imitation? Could one replace an artwork by a "paraphrase"? 
 
Finally, we will consider this "body" statement from the point of view of the language by 
exploring the assumption that the language is "always" that of the bodies by posing the 
question: does the body teach us something on the emotions and the intentions by playing a 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This lecture-performance of music for violin/violoncello duo features the music by 
composers who perished during the Holocaust. The composers Gideon Klein and 
Zikmund Schul were among the many artists who were imprisoned in the Terezín 
(Theresienstadt) concentration camp. Erwin Schulhoff was imprisoned in numerous 
concentration camps before he perished in 1945. The Terezín concentration camp was 
intended by the Nazis to be a “model camp.” The camp was visited by the delegations 
of the Red Cross twice, the last visit as late as the Spring of 1945. The Red Cross 
argued that the camp “inhabitants” were well cared for and that reports about Nazi 
atrocities had been wildly exaggerated. Most of the inmates were artists from all over 
Europe who were encouraged to continue their artistic endeavors in the camp. Many 
compositions were composed or reworked in the camp, including the children’s opera 
“Brundibar” by Hans Krása. Numerous official and unofficial concerts are testimony to 
the desire of the inmates to create art despite the horrendous conditions. Many of the 
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most accomplished musicians and composers from all over Europe contributed to the 
rich cultural life in the camp.  
 
The presentation features not only the music but poetry and visual art works that were 
created at Terezín (Powerpoint), and uses an interdisciplinary approach to explore this 
subject. The presenters strongly believe that putting music into its historical context 
helps students and audiences to better understand the composers’ intent and emotions. 
 
Outline: -historical context (Terezín) 
  -the composers and their music 
  -readings of poetry, diary excerpts, and exhibit of art works from Terezín 
  -performance of duos by Klein, Schulhoff, and Schul 
 
 



THE EMERALD DUO 
 

Susan Doering, violin 
, violoncello 

 
 
The Emerald Duo explores the unusual repertoire of original compositions for violin and 
violoncello. The duo has played in the United States and Canada, and has performed 
and taught in Europe on a regular basis since 1988. They completed a two-week, ten-
concert tour of Germany in 1998.
 
The duo has commissioned and premiered several pieces by young American 
composers, and is always interested in discovering new pieces for this musical 
combination. Their research in Europe has yielded a plethora of compositions for violin 
and violoncello.  
 
The Emerald Duo has presented programs of music from the Holocaust in Colorado, 
New Mexico, and California. 
 
 
Susan Doering holds degrees from the University of Southern CA, the University of 
Michigan, and the University of Maryland and has performed throughout the United 
States, Europe, and the Far East as a soloist, recitalist, orchestra, and chamber 
musician. Her principal teachers include Alice Schoenfeld, Camilla Wicks, and the 
Guarneri Quartet.  She has recorded five CD’s on various labels and her many 
television and public radio broadcasts include featured performances on NPR’s 
Performance Today and satellite broadcasts from China.  A former tenured Associate 
Professor of Violin, she taught at Southwest Missouri State University from 1988 to 
1997, at Arizona State University from 1997 to 2000, and at CSU Fresno from 2001 to 
2004.  Doering currently teaches violin and viola at Fresno Pacific University and is also 
a board certified music therapist.  
  
Dieter Wulfhorst studied with Friedrich-Jürgen Sellheim, and with Evelyn Elsing and the 
Guarneri Quartet at the University of Maryland at College Park. A winner of the Homer 
Ulrich Competition and recipient of four consecutive Guarneri Fellowships, he was 
awarded the Master of Music degree and his Doctor of Musical Art. For the last fifteen 
years he has held faculty positions at Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colorado; Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania; and at the University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg.  
In 2001 he joined the faculty of California State University Fresno. He has given 
presentations for the College Music Society. For further information visit his web site at:  
http://wulfhorst.tripod.com 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

PERFORMATIVE WRITING AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO FILM CRITICISM IN 

CONTEMPORARY CINEMA 

 

Arseli Dokumacı 

 

 

On the basis of the experiences of two films, Possible Worlds by Robert Lepage 

(2000, Canada) and Vanilla Sky by Cameron Crowe (2001, USA), this study tries to 

question film criticism in contemporary cinema and offer a different approach to it 

through performative writing. In this context, the problematic of logocenterism 

prevailing in criticisms is pondered on and the role of language is compared to the 

role of cinematic apparatus in the creation of a ‘second reality’. The study further 

attempts to re-animate the encounters with the above mentioned films, which are first 

and foremost visceral, by being aware of the discursive power of the representative 

tools operating in between.   
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Abstract 
 

The aim of my paper is to examine the novel as a philosophical argument.  In my 
paper I present the initial use of this in the philosophy of Kierkegaard and its 
continuation in the novels of Simone de Beauvoir.  Beginning with Kierkegaard’s 
case against objectivity as expressed in the pseudonymous text Either/Or I 
demonstrate that his claim “Truth is subjectivity” allows for a different kind of 
philosophical argumentation in which truth can no longer be sought after within a 
logical system. The question of existence in fact requires a new method of inquiry.  
This change in philosophical thinking, introduced by Kierkegaard, provides the 
background for my analysis of the novel as philosophy. What is of interest for us in 
Kierkegaard’s work, and I claim carried through and expanded upon by de Beauvoir, 
is not only the content of the argument itself but also the manner in which it is 
argued, namely, with literature. I explain that these two elements are inseparable 
considering the nature of the investigation into existence (as that which cannot be 
accounted for in a logical system). I then introduce the fundamental themes de 
Beauvoir wishes to explore in literature: an existential investigation into the dynamics 
of mortality, death, and the aspects of existence as an embodied self. Following this, I 
present an analysis of de Beauvoir’s novel All Men Are Mortal, which I believe 
serves as an appropriate example of literature as philosophy.   

In a lecture titled “Literature and Metaphysics” De Beauvoir explained: “The 
novel…represents the concrete singularity of experience in all its ambiguity.  In the 
novel, reality is shown as a living synthesis between action and emotion before 
coming thought.”  The novel then, I argue in this spirit, calls our attention to and 
reveals an essential part of existence prior to and outside of abstract thinking. I will 
not be looking for philosophical ideas in her novel or say that this novel properly 
resides in the study of “Literature and Philosophy,” thereby implying that the novel is 
literature “plus” philosophy; rather I will say that the novel is philosophy.  The 
outcome of this project then is to investigate what philosophy written in the manner 
of a novel accomplishes, what issues it may successfully address, and can this manner 
achieve an expression of a philosophical argument that a logic or systematic text 
cannot.   
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5. abstract of the paper 
Meditation enhances teaching skills and improves students’ learning abilities. 

Meditation practices range from the formal to the eclectic, encompassing quiet sitting, 
writing, as well as yoga and the Alexander Technique. Benefits that can be received from 
meditation practice that apply to teaching are better observation skills, sensitivity to 
students’ learning processes and increased ease when introducing new material. Adding 
some meditation exercises to class plans increases students’ ability to focus both 
individually and as a group, brings them immediately into the present moment in class 
and helps them leave behind any frustration or preoccupation left over from previous 
activities. This article focuses on adding meditation to dance technique classes, however 
these ideas can be adapted and applied to any classroom instructional environments. 
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Meditation in the Dance Studio 
Increasing Teachers’ Awareness 

Developing Students’ Focused Attention 
 
 

 
Meditation enhances my teaching skills and improves my students’ learning 

abilities. My personal meditation practices are eclectic, encompassing quiet sitting, 

writing, as well as yoga and the Alexander Technique. Some of the benefits I receive 

from my practice that apply to my teaching are better observation skills, sensitivity to 

students’ learning processes and increased ease when introducing new material. I have 

observed that adding some meditation exercises to my class plan increases my students’ 

ability to focus both individually and as a group, brings them immediately into the 

present moment in class and helps them leave behind any frustration or preoccupation  

left over from previous activities. While my article focuses on adding meditation to dance 

technique classes, I believe that these ideas can be adapted and applied to classroom 

instructional environments. 

When I was majoring in dance in college I studied yoga and began a lifelong 

exploration of meditation practices. After twenty-five years, I’ve blended these separate 

studies into a movement, education and life philosophy based on noticing what is, 

embracing process and allowing change. The daily repetition of dance class has become a 

form of movement meditation for me: narrowing the mind’s focus to a predefined series 

of actions; requiring the body to complete these actions in a set amount of time, to 

specific musical counts, with a certain quality or emotional content; confronting fear; and 

forgetting one’s separate self while moving in harmony with the music and other dancers. 

I’m not certain how many of these qualities I developed by submitting myself to the 
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discipline of dance and how many I brought into the dance studio from my other studies. 

I do know that focused attention, self-discipline, and an acceptance of repetition are 

essential to mastering any skill whether physical, mental or spiritual.  

Recently, I had the good fortune to teach dance to two Buddhist monks who have 

maintained mediation practices for many years. This experience highlighted for me the 

benefits of meditation practice as the foundation for learning any new skill. It provided a 

situation in which vague ideas I’d had about the relationship of dance study and 

meditation were made explicit. Unlike average adult dance students, the monks entered 

the studio immediately ready to focus on the task at hand. The clutter of daily living with 

all its attendant extraneous thought was left at the door. Their easy but concentrated 

attention allowed them to absorb new material both mentally and physically. I was able to 

teach more movement exercises, give detailed corrections and explain theoretical ideas in 

greater depth than is usually the case with adult beginners. The monks had no problem 

repeating a limited set of movements until they have mastered them. From their 

meditation practice they understood the value of repetition to learning and had developed 

the discipline necessary to confront the boredom that often accompanies repetition. 

Additionally, I believe that their meditation practices helped them develop increased 

observation skills so that they were able to recognize subtle improvements in the 

exercises they were repeating. 

The result of the monks’ willingness to move slowly and methodically allowed 

me to give them a stable foundation on which to build their dance technique in the first 

three master classes. In addition, because the monks were in retreat, I only taught them 

three to six technique classes every third month. In between our classes they practiced 
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alone without mirrors. I believe the monks’ experiences of ordering their minds through 

meditation gave them a structure on which to base their learning of dance technique, and 

the dedication and perseverance to improve in this atypical situation. The crucial 

elements: self-discipline, acceptance of repetition, and focused attention were there, 

ready to be applied to the new skills I set before them. I believe any skill approached with 

these qualities would be learned more quickly than normal.  

Fall of 2001, I had the opportunity to put my beliefs to the test with children ages 

five-eleven in Project Shine, an after school arts program in Tucson, Arizona. Generally, 

when teaching children in a traditional dance technique situation, self-discipline, 

acceptance of repetition, and focused attention are gradually developed through sustained 

study in two or more classes per week for six to ten years. This kind of long term 

consistency is not possible in a public school arts intensive. In the past, I have been 

frustrated by the lack of discipline and focus in the students in public school programs 

and limited in the limited amount of material I could offer them. With Project Shine I 

began immediately to incorporate elements of yoga and movement meditation with more 

traditional dance exercises. Based on my experiences with the monks, I felt that I could 

use meditation and breathing techniques to focus the children and move them into a 

frame of mind usually found only in dance students who had studied consistently for 

several years. I made direct links between breathing in a yoga stretch and breathing in a 

dance kick, between alignment in a yoga pose and a dance shape.  

The children responded very well to the combination of meditation and dance. 

The breathing and slow stretching tuned them into their bodies immediately. I selected 

yoga poses which were challenging but achievable, this engaged them physically while 
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the nature of the poses was inherently centering and calming. The movements were slow 

or stationary so I was able to focus on alignment and form and communicate the 

importance of these elements to even the youngest students. By repeating some of the 

exercises in each class and asking the students to tell me about the progress of their form 

or the increase in their stretch their observation skills as well as their movement skills 

increased. After a couple of weeks they had memorized a few simple routines and were 

thrilled to recognize the repeated patterns in them.  

At the end of class I finished with a quiet time asking the children to either lie 

down or sit comfortably. Dance is a stimulating activity and it is easy to build up lots of 

energy then send students out the door on an exuberant tide allowing that energy to flood 

over into their next activity. For my Project Shine classes I used the ending meditation 

time to center and calm the children before sending them on to their next class. I found 

that if we quietly reviewed the material we covered through question and answer their 

retention was enhanced. I used this time to remind the students of their accomplishments 

that day and I mentioned things I wanted them to think about, observe or practice before 

the next class. They used this time to practice their favorite stretches or to rest for the 

next class.  

The students often commented on how good the stretching and getting into other 

positions besides standing or sitting felt to them. I think that in a traditional classroom 

with desks simple standing and bending yoga poses can be used effectively. I believe 

that the focused attention brought about by breathing and moving as a group can be  

used to refresh the body, focus the students and enhance academic learning as well as 

kinesthetic learning. 
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Based on previous arts-in-schools experiences I have had, this technique of 

combining meditation with dance proved very effective. The students were engaged and 

actively monitoring their own improvement as well as cheering their classmates’ 

achievements. Without speaking directly about spirituality an atmosphere of acceptance 

and mutual respect was developed and the learning environment became much more 

pleasant for the students, my assistant and me. I will continue incorporating meditation 

into my classes and look for ways to expand the process. 

 

 

 

Bio 6-2005 
Laura Donnelly is a multi-disciplinary artist. When creating her work she focuses on being aware of the 

present moment and her goal is to bring that awareness to both participants and viewers. 
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5. abstract 
 Dancers, students, and dance teachers may experience numerous benefits by applying the 
concepts and principles of the Alexander Technique to their dance classes. These benefits include but 
are not limited to: fewer injuries, less severe injuries, faster recovery from injuries, longer careers, 
increased range of motion, enhanced movement quality, and expanded awareness of self and others. 
     The Alexander Technique is often classified as a somatic system. However, it is actually a 
system of re-education that one chooses to employ, not a type of somatic therapy to which one submits 
one’s body. The Alexander Technique is not a series of exercises that must be mastered. It is a method, 
the application of which teaches one to notice the use of the body in both active and resting states. With 
observation and experimentation, one begins to recognize the appropriate amount of effort needed for 
every activity. Utilizing the principles of the Alexander Technique, one discovers a new balance in the 
body by releasing unnecessary tension. At all times, the decision to notice and make choices about the 
use of the body resides with the individual. 
     People who practice the Technique often experience improvement of numerous physical 
conditions including back ailments, postural problems, and breathing disorders. Alexander considered 
these secondary problems caused by what he called poor Use of the self. Throughout his life Alexander 
emphasized improving Use--the choices people make about what to do with themselves--not curing 
symptoms. Practicing the Technique promotes a continually improving coordination, support, flexibility, 
balance, and increased ease of movement.  
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Definition, brief history, and development of the Alexander Technique 
 “The Alexander Technique is an indirect method of improving human use and functioning. 
Practice of the Technique promotes a continually improving coordination, support, flexibility, balance, 
and ease of movement.” (ATI)  
 
 The Alexander Technique is often classified as a somatic system. However, it is actually a 
system of re-education that one chooses to employ, not a type of somatic therapy to which one submits 
one’s body. The Alexander Technique is not a series of exercises that must be mastered.  It is a method, 
the application of which teaches one to notice the use of the body in both active and resting states. With 
observation and experimentation, one begins to recognize the appropriate amount of effort needed for 
any activity. Utilizing the principles of the Alexander Technique, one discovers a new balance in the 
body by releasing unnecessary tension. At all times, the decision to notice and make choices about the 
use of the body resides with the individual. 
 
 F.M. Alexander developed this technique from personal experimentation. Alexander made his 
living performing as an actor. His rigorous schedule included many presentations of solo recitation and 
required extensive touring throughout Australia. Alexander began having trouble with his voice during 
performances in the 1890’s. Doctors told him to rest his vocal chords. Each time he stopped performing 
for several weeks his voice recovered, but as soon as he returned to the stage, Alexander became hoarse 
and lost his voice again. Frustrated with the lack of help he received from the medical profession, 
Alexander decided he would have to cure himself. Since his voice recovered when he did not perform, 
Alexander decided that he must be doing something when reciting which continued to create his vocal 
problems.  
 
 Alexander purchased three large mirrors and positioned them in his room so that he could see 
himself from all angles. He began to observe what happened when he recited. He found that when 
preparing to speak he threw his head back, thrust out his chin which depressed his larynx, and gasped for 
air—all this before uttering a sound. Alexander decided not to do these movements which he deemed 
unnecessary to the act of reciting. But, when he attempted to speak without performing the above listed 
actions, Alexander found that he carried out these unconscious movements in direct opposition to his 
conscious intentions. He repeated his physical experiment many times in order to find out why he 
continued to execute the movements that he did not wish to perform and which interfered with the health 
of his voice. As part of his process of experimentation Alexander articulated five concepts and two 
principles based on the discoveries he made as he learned to change his unconscious movement habits.    
 
 The articulation and refinement of these ideas took a number of years. Alexander continued 
performing during this period and began teaching his ideas to others. He eventually moved to England in 
order to reach a wider audience for his work which he called the Alexander Technique. People who 
practice the Technique often experience improvement of numerous physical conditions including back 
ailments, postural problems, and breathing disorders. Alexander considered these secondary problems 
caused by what he called poor Use of the self. Throughout his life Alexander emphasized improving 
Use—the choices people make about what to do with themselves—not curing symptoms.  
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Concepts, principles and benefits of the Alexander Technique 
 
  To explain the benefits of applying the Alexander Technique to dance a brief description 
of the concepts and principles that comprise the Technique is needed: 
 

• “Primary Control” describes the dynamic relationship of the head, neck and torso functioning as 
one unit. 

 
• “Psychophysical Unity” is a state of oneness of mind and body, thinking and action. This 

concept, readily accepted today, was a radical idea in the early twentieth century. Alexander was 
one of the first people to express this idea and to understand the implications of applying it to the 
functioning of the human body. 

 
• “The Universal Constant” is the idea that the quality of Use (either good or ill) influences the 

general functioning of the whole self.  
 

• “Faulty Sensory Appreciation” is the incorrect perception that develops in kinesthetic awareness 
due to habitual misuse of the body. Alexander defined the physical feeling one has about how to 
move one’s body as “Sensory Appreciation.” 

 
• “End-Gaining” is acting from the belief that goals must be achieved at any cost—physical, 

mental, or emotional.  
 
  Applying these concepts to himself and his students, Alexander derived two principles, 
implementation of which produce beneficial Use. First, the “Principle of Prevention on a General Basis” 
or “Inhibition and Conscious Direction,” states that the initial step in improving Use is to inhibit the 
unconscious habits of the body when performing an action. Next, one must stay alert while performing 
the action, in order to prevent the habitual patterns from activating. This awareness in action is achieved 
by noticing the relationship of the head to the neck and reminding oneself to allow the head to move 
forward and up, which allows the spine to lengthen. These are the conscious directions one may give 
oneself to inhibit the habitual response which is to pull the head back and down. The second principle, 
“Indirect Action” or the “Means Whereby Principle,” states that paying attention to the process of how 
one moves rather than focusing on the desired outcome improves the overall function and Use of the 
body.   
 
  Dancers, students, and dance teachers may experience numerous benefits by applying the 
concepts and principles of the Alexander Technique to their dance classes. These benefits include but 
are not limited to: fewer injuries, less severe injuries, faster recovery from injuries, longer careers, 
increased range of motion, enhanced movement quality, and expanded awareness of self and others. 
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Conceptual conflicts and physical difficulties encountered when applying the Alexander Technique  
to dance 
 
  Since the “practice of the Technique promotes a continually improving coordination, 
support, flexibility, balance, and ease of movement” (ATI) it seems that all dancers would employ it. 
However, Alexander’s concepts present numerous challenges for dance students, dancers, and their 
teachers. The conceptual conflicts and physical difficulties perceived from the dancer/student 
perspective: 
 

• “no pain, no gain”  
o Psychophysical Unity 
o Universal Constant 
o Faulty Sensory Appreciation 
o End-Gaining 

 
• the belief that a dance career is short so that one must “make it” very young and very quickly 

o End-Gaining 
 

• the idea that being small and petite  (for women this translates to excessively thin) is preferred 
o Psychophysical Unity 
o Universal Constant 
o Faulty Sensory Appreciation 
o End-Gaining 

 
• athleticism 

o Faulty Sensory Appreciation 
 

• mandatory skill achievement  
o End-Gaining 
o Psychophysical Unity 

 
• ideas of control 

o Faulty Sensory Appreciation 
 

• focus on correcting separate body parts 
o Psychophysical Unity 
o Universal Constant 

 
• postural set 

o Universal Constant 
o Faulty Sensory Appreciation 
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General suggestions for incorporating the Alexander Technique into dance technique classes 
 
  The teacher is responsible for establishing the learning atmosphere in the dance studio. 
During the dance technique class the teacher and the student have the same goal—the student’s 
improvement. For this reason, I believe that both the student’s and the teacher’s attachment to End-
Gaining presents the greatest difficulty conceptually and physically when applying the Alexander 
Technique to dance class. Faulty Sensory Appreciation is the second obstacle which must be addressed. 
As has been demonstrated earlier, all five concepts of the Technique are interrelated so movement issues 
involving Primary Control, Psychophysical Unity, and The Universal Constant, will eventually arise 
when applying the principles of the Alexander Technique to dancing.  
 

• begin by exploring their belief systems 
o make changes before injuries occur 

 
• address ideas of End-Gaining and Faulty Sensory Appreciation 

 
• stress Means Whereby Principle 

 
• plan carefully to achieve final performance objectives without excessive End-Gaining 

 
• teachers watch own use 

 
  To create a learning environment in which the principles of the Alexander Technique are 
present the teacher must maintain awareness of the Use of self while demonstrating, speaking or giving 
verbal cues, when making tactile corrections, while creating the structure and emphasis of the class, and 
when choosing metaphors and making word choices.  
 

Incorporating the concepts and principles of the Alexander Technique into the structure 
and emphasis of the class allows the teacher to focus concurrently on dance goals and the best way to 
achieve these goals. Rather than using the Technique solely as a way to correct bad habits after exercises 
are learned, the teacher is able to integrate the Means Whereby Principle with the learning of new skills.  
 
  Applying the principles of the Alexander Technique to the process of choosing metaphors 
and making word choices in dance class, allows the teacher to use images that help students change their 
thinking habits. Acceptance of the Means Whereby Principle and letting go of End-Gaining are two of 
the most difficult aspects of the Alexander Technique for dancers and students to embrace. Therefore, it 
is especially important for teachers to praise the process (the Means Whereby) not just the achievement 
(the End-Gained). By carefully choosing how to speak about learning to dance and the acquisition of 
skills the teacher is able to reinforce the values of the Alexander Technique throughout the dance class.  
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                                                       Abstract 
 
 
                           Charles Carrington and the Commerce of Desire  
 
     Between 1890 and 1921 the publisher/editor/bookseller Charles Carrington produced 
over 250 books in Europe.   While Carrington has been described as the Paris erotica 
dealer who dominated the English-language field for over twenty years, and most of the 
brief studies of Carrington emphasize his erotic publications, he also produced a number 
of books in areas such as anthropology, history, biography, philosophy, criminal behavior 
and literature, often, but not always, with some sexual content and frequently of admirable 
scholarly and artistic quality.  Carrington has been  described as “chameleon-like” because 
of his ability to publish works on both sides of that invisible line that divided the erotica 
that British authorities wanted to keep out of England (and which led to Carrington’s  
expulsion from France), and works that had a certain amount of anthropological, 
historical, philosophical or literary value. The response of Victorian England to publishers 
such as Carrington may have been to “push certain writers towards the twilight zone 
between literature and pornography” and to blur the line between what was and was not 
acceptable.  
     At least 125 of Carrington’s books were “openly” published under his name; the 
remainder, however, might have been published under such names as “Maison d’Edition 
Scientifiques,” “Librairie des bibliophiles,”  “British Bibliophiles Society,” “The 
Gutemberg  Press,” and “The Athenian Society.”  Evidence that these were Carrington 
books is found in the design or type face of the title page, advertisements, or in such 
details as the name “Paul Ferdinando” (Carrington’s real name) appearing in several 
publications.  
      The subject matter of Carrington’s publications and his editorial comments in prefaces 
reveal his attitudes about sexual matters and race, as well as his appeal to his audience(s).    
Carrington employed several scholars, was not above advertising that Oscar Wilde 
translated his Satyricon, and used illustrations by Albrecht, Wely, van Maele, Lebuge, von 
Bayros and others. In addition, archival documents show how businessman Carrington, as 
bookseller, editor, and publisher, attracted readers with such items as monthly brochures 
listing books or manuscripts for sale,  and provided “application forms” so that English 
readers could buy his books through the mails.  Carrington saw his “open” books as 
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superior to those published by other “firms pretending to be booksellers” and his 
advertisements were directed to “approved adult Subscribers, not to the multitude.”  
     The variety and quality of Carrington’s books indicate that he is much more important 
a publisher than has been suggested by previous studies that concentrate on his strictly 
pornographic publications and that his intended audiences ranged from those who were 
looking for simple erotica to those with more sophisticated tastes. Scholars need to pay 
more attention to publishers such as Carrington who have often been ignored because of 
their supposedly inferior publications. Carrington’s life and works give us some insight 
into the contradictions in Victorian society.  
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 ABSTRACT: 
 
  The Black Arts Movement and Afri-Cobra: 
 An Assertive Pursuit for Black Identity and Self-Determination 
 
 As sensitive members of their community, African American visual artists, 
like the musicians and writers, intermittently direct their creative efforts 
to express their concerns, discontents and anger at the conditions and the 
situation that confront African people. By analyzing the visual art of 
artists of African descent, one can detect that since the emancipation of 
African people in America, their artistic expressions reflect and signify 
their reaction to the main currents of Americas changing socio-political 
circumstances, especially their treatment as citizens or the role that they 
are expected to perform in order to be accepted. This inquiry focuses on the 
decisions and assertive behavior by certain African American activists who 
initiated the change of the Civil Rights Movement to the Black Liberation 
Struggle. Moreover, it concentrates on the artists who joined that struggle 
giving rise to the Black Arts Movement, specifically the Afri-Cobra. Further 
this inquiry examines philosophical concepts and esthetic principles 
formulated by the Cobra members and how they were practiced in the creation 
of their artistic productions. My analysis is substantiated by slide 
reproductions of specific works.  
 
 Thank you. 
 R. Douglas, Professor 
 Art History, University of Louisville 
   
PS, This is a slide presentation and I will need  two  slide projectors. 
      Please let me know if this is a problem and what I must do to insure that I will have 
projectors. 
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“The Rise and Fall of the Jokeloric New Russians” (abstract) 

Emil Draitser, Hunter College of CUNY 
 

This paper is concerned with content analysis and sociological interpretation of 
jokelore about the New Russians which recorded dramatic changes in Russian post-
Soviet social consciousness. At its first appearance in public discourse of the early 1990s, 
this joke cycle represented an outright verbal assault of the newly-rich. With significant 
impoverishment of Russian population brought about by the collapse of the Soviet system 
and the introduction of market economy, these jokes reflected psychological resistance to 
the new economic reality and served as a safety valve of growing frustration about the 
state of economic affairs. The jokes dismissed those few who benefited by these 
developments as deviants from the norm, as “a lousy sheep that wormed its way into the 
flock.” In that capacity, the jokelore about the New Russians filled the shoes of ethnic 
practitioners of “shadow economy” of Soviet era. That explains the preponderance in the 
new joke cycle of re-dressed items borrowed from a vast repertory of folkloric barbs 
directed in the past at such minorities, as the Georgians, Jews, and Ukrainians. 

At this stage, the jokelore portrayed the New Russian as a representative of the 
whole nascent entrepreneurial stratum accusing it in being morally corrupt and culturally 
impoverished, therefore, utterly undeserving its wealth.   
 The economic crisis of the late 1990s produced a shift in public perception of 
business community and led to its gradual rehabilitation in the public eye.  People began 
realizing that entrepreneurial activities profited not only the businessmen but the society 
as a whole. As a result, an unprecedented phenomenon of jokelore took place: the jokes 
took it upon themselves to destroy the very stereotype they reinforced a decade earlier, 
that is, they began stripping the character of the jokeloric New Russian, usually portrayed 
as inept, inarticulate, vulgar, and stupid, of its very name and make his image fade away 
as a historical anomaly.   



 In part, this change of heart toward the business community was also prompted by 
the growing national self-consciousness of the Russians who began taking pride in the 
achievements of its new economic elite. As it had been the case in the sphere of 
scholarship and science in the 18-th century, now the Russians included trade and 
business into the areas in which they felt capable of proving to the capitalist West that, in 
Mikhail Lomonosov’s words, “the Russian soil is capable of giving birth to their own 
Platos and quick-witted Newtons.”      
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Drake - Queen Lili'uokalani's Autobiography

HAWAII'S STORY BY HAWAII'S QUEEN:
QUEEN LILI'UOKALANI'S  AUTOBIOGRAPHY  AS POLITICAL

  WRITING AND LITERARY TEXT

Queen Lili'uokalani, author of Hawaiis Story by Hawaii's Queen, was
the Constitutional head of the sovereign state of Hawaii.  She was the
leader of the Hawaiian nation, selected according to Hawaiian tradition,
and confirmed in her position according to the laws of the modern
Hawaiian state.  She was in a line of succession that the Hawaiian people
traced back almost 1500 years.

As such she was the head of one of the oldest duly constituted line of
leaders of sovereign nations in her time. Her country's independence was
recognized throughout the world — including by the United States - when
a group of resident American businessmen  backed by a contingent of
United States Marines overthrew her and her government  in a coup on 17
January 1893.

In 1898, the United States followed up on the coup by annexing
Hawaii as a territory, against the will of the Hawaiian people.
Lili'uokalani's autobiography was published the same year.



The overarching cultural narrative of the politically and militarily
dominant  society - in a word, its version of history — becomes a principal
means of maintaining its hegemony. Resistance to that hegemony
necessitates a contradicting cultural narrative. The writing of the people
who were overthrown becomes a vital means of contradicting that
hegemony, a crucial ground of contestation between hegemonic narrative
lines of history and the dissenting cultural narratives of the oppressed.
This cultural contradiction is essential to changing the power balance in
the world. The present article constitutes a reading of Queen
Lili'uokalani's  text that shows it to be a sophisticated entry in the annals
of such vindicationist texts by indigenous resistance leaders to post-
Columbian Western imperialism, and a beautifully-written literary work
organized elegantly around a central literary motif deeply rooted in her
Hawaiian sensibility and her understanding of ancient and contemporary
Hawaiian cultural and political realities. This motif is the relation of the
Hawaiian people to voyages across the sea.

The present article consists of an analysis of the structure of Hawaii's
Story; an analysis of Queen Lili'uokalani's intended audience; an analysis
of the densely packed opening paragraph; and an analysis of a central
organizing Hawaiian mascon, or motif, the use of which accounts for much
of the literary balance and beauty of the book.

I. THE CONCEPT OF THE MASCON

Stephen P. Henderson proposes the concept of the mascon in his
book Understanding the New Black Poetry.  Henderson adopted the term
'mascon' from the U.S. space program. It comes from 'mass concentration'
and refers to substances beneath the surface of a celestial object which



exert unusually strong pulls on approaching objects such as a space probe.
For Henderson - and for me - a "mascon" in literary study is a word which
for historical and cultural reasons exerts an emotional pull on readers
sensitive to that history and culture, and thereby becomes available as a
powerful resource in artistic work. To fully understand its literary affect -
and effect - a reader must understand this history and the charge that the
history imparts to the word.

In my article "Third World Writing in the United States"  I develop
the idea of the mascon further, to include themes or images that function
as cultural motifs available as literary resources, but not easily recognized
or given their full literary charge or value when viewed from the
perspective of the dominant culture. In my book on the Guyanese novelist
Wilson Harris, A New Architecture of the World: Wilson Harris and the
Modern Tradition, I propose the motif of first contact with Europeans for
the great indigenous urban states of the Americas as the Man on
Horseback - a Native American view of the hegemonic narrative line of the
Lone Cowboy who Won the West.

Hawaiians settled their lands across the greatest expanses of sea ever
traversed by human beings. Since they had settled an archipelago,
communication between the eight islands of Hawaii nei was by boat. The
coming of the Europeans in their ships  brought a far different meaning to
the ocean voyage. The motif of the ship appearing over the horizon
bearing haoles - starting with the 1778 appearance of Captain Cook - and,
over the next century, ships from the same Euroamerican cultures bearing
the recognized traditional leaders of the Hawaiian people away, often
never to return, constitutes a Hawaiian mascon, charged with a particular
intensity of meaning and therefore available to imbue literary works with
a particularly Hawaiian significance. This Hawaiian mascon is a central



organizing motif for Queen Lili'uokalani's  autobiography. From the first
sighting of Captain Cook's sails off Kaua'i to the view of the USN Boston
steaming into Honolulu to overthrow the Hawaiian government, foreign
ships off  Hawaiian shores have significance for Hawaiian life that give
their use as a literary motif a very different charge than when  viewed from
the perspective of the hegemonic cultural narrative.

II.   THE STRUCTURE OF HAWAIIS STORY

Hawaiis Story  consists of:
 1) 374 pages of text.
 2) Following the text, 19 pages consisting of Appendices A through G.
 3) Appendices A through D document matters pertaining to her
government and the coup that overthrew it.
4) Appendices E through G are detailed genealogies of the ruling families
of Hawaii,  going back over a century.

The book includes twenty-one photographs portraying members of
Lili'uokalani's family, governmental officials, I'olani Palace, the royal
family's official residence, and governmental buildings, various public
events, other scenes of Honolulu, and scenes from other parts of O'ahu and
other islands.

The 374 pages of text are divided into 57 chapters, of about equal
length. The table of contents gives descriptive chapter titles. Some chapter
headings are followed by more detailed brief descriptions of the content to
follow; this was customary with American and English books of the time.

This work is an autobiography but of a particular kind, indicated by
the precision of Queen Liliu'okalani's title. Her personal story, and the
reason for its importance, is inseparable from "Hawaii's Story"; what fits



her specially to tell Hawaiis story, and, conversely, gives her
autobiography its claim to interest, is the fact that she is "Hawaii's Queen."

In the context of the events of 1893-1898, her title-statement that she
is "Hawaiis Queen" becomes an assertion of the illegality of the coup that
overthrew her government, and of the paper she was forced to sign in 1895,
under penalty of seeing her compatriots executed for rising against the
coup leaders, in which she abdicated.

The title serves notice that she does not recognize the overthrow or
the legitimacy of her forced abdication; and the genealogies of the
appendices document that she is Hawaiis legitimate traditional queen, and
the queen was head of the government,

The context of writing and publication further serves notice that this
book is an act of contestation, an assertion - even a warning - that the way
the world seems to be structured (after the coup, in the year of annexation)
not only is not the way it should be but in fact on some deeper level is not
the way it is structured - she is Hawaii's Queen and Legitimate Ruler, coup
and forced abdication or not. She remains the legal and legitimate head of
state and head of government. Implicit in this structure is the intent in
writing the book to return the world to this correct state that obtained
before the overthrow of the Hawaiian government.
 The title informs us, then, who it is who is addressing the reader –
Hawaiis' Queen – and what story she has to tell – Hawaii's story. The act of
writing and publishing asserts that the world should, even had better,
attend.

III. QUEEN LILI'UOKALANI'S TARGETED AUDIENCES



Until the coup, Hawaiian governmental business was conducted in
both Hawaiian and English. A flourishing Hawaiian-language press
existed at the time.  All Hawaiians even if educated in Western schools,
knew Hawaiian as their first language and spoke it almost certainly more
often than any other language. Western-educated Hawaiians knew
English; some, like Kalakaua, Liliuokalani's brother and her immediate
predecessor, were fluent in other European languages as well. Most
prominent Hawaiians in contact with Westerners would have known
English, although not all: a notable exception was Kapi'olani, Kalakaua's
Queen, who by choice never learned English. At Lili'uokalani's trial by the
English-speaking usurpers of her state in 1895, in an act of assertion of the
legitimacy of the Hawaiian government and herself as its Head, the Queen
insisted on addressing the court in the Hawaiian, not the English,
language.

Therefore Lili'uokalani could have written in Hawaiian and gained
an audience of literate Hawaiians.  Since she wrote it in English, we know
at once that one of her targeted audiences for Hawaii's story by Hawaiis
Queen was not Hawaiian but foreign and English-speaking. She was
contradicting the official U.S. and settler versions of what had been done
to the Hawaiian government.

 IV.    THE FIRST PARAGRAPH OF HAWAII'S  STORY

    HAWAII' S  STORY
         CHAPTER I
A SKETCH OF MY CHILDHOOD

The extinct crater or mountain which forms the background to the city
of Honolulu is known as the Punch-Bowl; at its base is situated the Queen's
Hospital, so named because of the great interest taken in its erection by
Emma, the queen of Kamehameha IV. ... very near to its site, on Sept. 2, 1838,



I was born. My father's name was Kapaakea, and my mother was
Keohokalole; the latter was one of the fifteen counselors of the King,
Kamehameha III, who in 1840 gave the first written constitution to the
Hawaiian people.

– Hawaii's Story, p. 1
A close analysis of the content and structure of the opening

paragraph of the text in terms of such categories as targeted audience, style,
selection and juxtaposition of incident and of descriptive detail, supports
the interpretation that Hawaii's Story by Hawaii's Queen is a skilfully and
consciously constructed work of vindication of the Hawaiian people and
culture and of the legitimacy of their government and of Lili'uokalani as
its rightful leader.  She tells us who she is by locating her birth in the heart
of Hawaii, by giving us her genealogy, the good work done by another
member of her traditionally governing group, and her political heritage
through her mother, asserting thereby the important role women played in
governing Hawaii traditionally, posed against the Victorian European
assertions that a woman should not be head of state.

V. A CENTRAL ORGANIZING LITERARY MOTIF OF HAWAII'S
STORY:  A HAWAIIAN MASCON

Queen Lili'uokalan divides her story almost exactly in half, in
dramatic fashion. The first half proceeds through what is at the same time
the presentation of the contemporary representatives of the Hawaiian
governmental figures and other members of the ali'i (traditional Hawaiian
nobility), and an almost domestic story. We read of comings of age, balls,
marriages, births, illnesses, deaths, and always the transition of leadership,
largely smoothly, in accordance with Hawaiian tradition.  The overall
narrative pace is even and largely untroubled. The settlers' dissension with



the way she handles the smallpox epidemic during her regency of 1881,
and the ruckus between the supporters of Emma and Kalakaua in the
transition after Lunalilo's death, are little more than large waves, rough
passages soon put behind.

This tranquil tone changes drastically on p. 173. Queen Lili'uokalani
and her party are in England for Queen Victoria's Jubilee. After the final
garden gathering with Queen Victoria that draws the festivities to a close,
the Hawaiian group returns to the place where they are staying to hear the
shocking news from Hawaii of an attack on Kalakaua's government by the
downtown party (representing the U.S. settlers.)  They abort the rest of
their planned trip to France and Germany, and return at once to Honolulu
in the grip of an intense anxiety.
From this point on in the book we encounter a different narrator and a
different world: the queen contesting openly the United States and settler-
promulgated hegemonic narrative line of the overthrow of the Hawaiian
government.

The heart of the book is this abrupt turning about of the party in
London to return to Hawaii, the trip across half the world, the final portion
of the journey, by ship, across the vastness of the  Pacific,  and its
culmination as they disembark in Honolulu, not knowing what state of
affairs they will find. She describes in affecting detail the party's reception
by the Hawaiian people at the shore:.

This is the central example, coming at the center of the book, of the
Hawaiian mascon motif. Ships coming bring disaster; Hawaiians who
depart by ship either do not return or reurn to treachery perpetrated by
non-Hawaiians.



As our vessel was entering the harbor of Honolulu, a smaller steamer
came off to meet us; and being made fast alongside, we were transferred, and
at once made for the shore.  Here we found the people assembled to give us a
royal welcome.  The wharves were lined with throngs of men and women.
The shipping, too, had been utilized for points of observation, and the decks
and rigging of all the vessels were filled with those eager to watch the
coming of the royal party.  And yet, mingled with all the joy felt at our safe
return, there was an undercurrent of sadness as of a people who had known
with us a crushing sorrow.  There were traces of tears on the cheeks of many
of our faithful retainers, which we noticed, and of which we knew the
meaning as we passed by.  They knew, and we knew, although no word was
spoken, the changes which had taken place while we had been away, and
which had been forced upon the king.

Hawaii's Story, p. 175

 Both at the time the events took place and at the time she wrote the
book, Queen Lili'uokalani was aware of the significance of this near-coup
against her brother in 1887 as forerunner of  the successful coup against
her six years later by the same interests and indeed the same individuals.
What gives this episode its particular power, however, is that it is a
Hawaiian rhythm, a charged theme  - a Hawaiian mascon.

The entire remarkable history of the modern Hawaiian nation-state
occupied less than 100 years; and the individuals who became the
Hawaiian leaders were a close group, interwoven with each other in terms
of their lineages, their life-experiences, and their sense of place in
Hawaiian descent and history.

Queen Lili'uokalani, like many of the children of the ali'i (the
traditional Hawaiian nobility) after the 1820's, was educated at the Chiefs'
School, founded and run by the  Congregationalist missionary Amos Starr
Cooke and his wife Julia.

Six of these children grew up to lead the Hawaiian nation in a series
of almost entirely orderly  transitions according to Hawaiian governmental
tradition.



They reigned as Kamehamemeha IV. (Alexander Liholiho);
Kamehamemeha V. (Lot ), the last of the direct biolological family of
Kamehameha I. to occupy the throne; Lunalilo (William C.); Kalakaua
(David),  first of the family of Keawe and Lili'uokalani's older brother; and
Lili'uokalani, born Lili'u Kamakaeha, given the European name of Lydia at
the school.  These six individuals,  and their fellow classmates at the
Chiefs' School (notably including Princess Pauahi, Bernice Bishop,
founder of the Kamehameha Schools) were by and large close relatives and
throughout their lives social and political intimates, friends, and
sometimes romantic partners and spouses. They were a remarkable group
moulded by and moulding a remarkable era in the long and continuing
history of their people.
 Kamehameha II. and III. were brothers.  Kamehameha IV. and V.
were both  Kamehameha III.'s nephews, and were brothers and
companions close in age to each other.  Lunalilo, who succeeded
Kamehameha V., was a school classmate, as were Kalakaua and
Lili'uokalani. These were people whose personal lives as well as their lives
as members of the Hawaiian ali'i were intimately bound together; and who
knew not only the stories of their immediate relatives who had preceded
them since Captain Cook's arrival, but knew the individuals or their close
relatives and descendants.   They knew, intimately, the life of Hawaii and
of the individual leaders who shaped Hawaii, in relation to the Hawaiian
mascot of the European ships bearing Hawaiians away.

THE BASIS OF A HAWAIIAN MASCON: THE MOTIF OF OCEAN
VOYAGING IN THE HISTORY OF THE HAWAIIAN MONARCHY, 1800-
1893



1) (c)1800:  Early in the century, Kamehameha I.(Kamehameha the
Great) sends the heir apparent known as Alexander out into the world so
he might return knowing better how to guide Hawaii in the post-
Columbian contact era. The young man disappears in China while
presumably under the wardship of an English sea captain, and never
returns to Hawaii. Some say Kamehameha I., who learned of his son's
disappearance only in 1806, long after the fact, died in 1819 still deeply
grieving this loss.
2) 1823: Kamehameha II. Liholiho, who succeeds his father
Kamehameha the Great after his half-brother Alexander never returns, sets
forth  in 1823  to London with his wife Kamamalu. The intent of the
voyage, like those of Kalakaua later, was to try to secure Hawaii's
independence, in this case as a protectorate of England. Liholiho and
Kamamalu die of measles in London on the same day.  This event occurs
only fifteen years before Liliu'okalani was born.

Upon sailing from Hawaii for England,  with her husband Liholiho,
Kamehameha II., 27 Nov. 1823, Queen Kamamalu uttered the following
extraordinary oration to the Hawaiian land, and to the Hawaiian people:

"Ye skies, ye plains, ye mountains and great sea. Ye toilers, ye people of
the soil, my love embraces you! Tothis land farewell!  Yea, land for whose
sake my father was eaten by deep sorrow, farewell!  Alas!  Farewell! ... We
both foresake the object of thy toil.  I go according to thy command; never
will I disregard thy voice.  I travel with thy dying charge, which thou didst
address to me."

3)   Kamehameha III., Keaukaouli,  in accordance with the arrangement
made before the king and queen departed, succeeds to the throne at the age
of nine with Kaahamanu, a widow of Kamehameha the Great, as regent.
We have seen that in the first paragraph of Hawaii's Story Liliu'okalani
tells the reader that her mother,  Keohokalole,was a member of the



traditional Council of Advisors to Kamehameha III. The Council's task
was to help the ruler steer his course.
4)  Keaukaouli experiences the death of the king, his half-brother
Kamehameha II. Liholiho, in London together with the Queen .  Thus both
of his elders ,Alexander and Liholiho, the designated rulers of Hawaii ,
have sailed away across the horizon in European ships, never to return;
and during Keaukaouli's reign  the French warship of George Paulet sails
into Hawaii and is barely prevented from seizing Hawaii permanently.
5)  1881: King Kalakaua sets forth on a trip around the world, aimed at
securing Hawaiis independence vis-à-vis Western powers.  Kapi'olani
fears for him and Lili'uokalani reassures her that Hawaiians no longer die
in foreign lands of diseases as they had so recently.
6}  1887: Kapi'olani, Lili'uokalani and others set forth to Queen
Victoria's Jubilee to represent Hawaii diplomatically;  Kalakaua
personally, and the Hawaiian state, are shocked to their foundations while
the party is far away in London by the revolt of the U.S. settlers.
7) 1891:  Kalakaua goes to the United States to represent Hawaii
diplomatically.  He dies in San Francisco on 20 January 1891. (There
remains a belief among some in Hawaii that Kalakaua was poisoned by
the representatives of the Settler Party; and - among some - that the 1906
San Francisco Earthquake was the Hawai'an goddess Pele's retribution for
this treachery.) No one in Hawaii knows that Kalakaua has died until the
morning of 29 January, 1891. The entire city of Honolulu is decorated for
his return, ready for balls, parties, and public feasts, when word spreads
that the ship has been sighted rounding Le'ahi (Diamond Head) draped in
mourning, flags at half-mast, except for the royal standard, "for the King
never dies."



Lili'uokalani writes movingly, as follows, about her apprehensions
before his departure from Hawaii:

Three days before his departure the king came to see me, and told me of
his intention to visit the United States. I did all I could to dissuade him from
the journey. I reminded him of his failing health, and informed him that I too
was not in my usual vigor.  Cold weather, too, to which he was
unaccustomed, was fast approaching; and if anything happened to him, how
would I, with my feeble health, be able to meet the increasing burdens of my
station...And so my poor brother said good-by to us all, and bade farewell to
his beautiful Islands, which he was never to look on again.

...Just before he sailed I went to the palace...At eleven o'clock he
exchanged his last words with Queen Kapi'olani and myself, and then
hastened rapidly away to the wharf....Crowds witnessed his departure, all
the shipping was gay, the vessels saluted the out-going ship, a royal salute
was fired, and he was gone.

Hawaii's Story, pp. 206-7

8)  1893:   The USN Boston  sails into Honolulu, lands a contingent of
United States Marines, and overthrows the legitimate government of
Lili'uokalani, bringing to a millennium and a half of unbroken Hawaiian
rule an interruption not yet ended.

This  Hawaiian perspective structures the graceful and powerful text
penned by Lili'uokalani, teller of "Hawaiis story" as "Hawaiis Queen,"  an
indomitable figure in a long and astonishing line of leaders, in a struggle
continuing today, to maintain a tradition of respect for Hawaiian culture,
in Hawaiian land, with Hawaiian autonomy.

Sandra E. Drake
Professor Emerita
Department of English, Program
in A f r i c a n  a n d  A f r i c a n -
American Studies

Stanford University
Stanford, California, U.S.A.
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RAISE IT FROM THE DUST: THE BEACH NEAR WAIKIKI

Emma's tumultuous thoughts came so fast she felt dragged along
behind them.

Pearlie, the sixteen-year old niece who lived with her, and called
herself "Leilani" now, made stiff attempts to speak Hawaiian, a
language she and her friends had to learn as if it were a foreign tongue.

At first Emma dismissed their efforts with embarrassment. But as
the words and phrases took life in the air around her, something
unexpected happened.

Emma remembered — for the first time in years — the shame and
pain and anger she had felt the day the teacher reprimanded her for
speaking Hawai'ian at school.  Ordered her to make the most of her
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opportunities, show respect, and learn to speak English, a real, grown-
up language.

And then she began to remember other things.  She remembered
her mother's and her grandmother's story, of the one trip they had ever
made off this Big island, when Emma's mother was fourteen:  to
Honolulu when the  Queen died.

So many things forgotten all these years, until Pearlie-Leilani
began to speak.

Just yesterday there had been a terrible quarrel.  Emma and Will
had walked into the kitchen at the Pine Tar restaurant, which Emma
and her husband Ben, from Minuvonga Island in Micronesia, owned
with Will,  Ben's  self-styled cracker friend from East Texas. Ben and
Will had been friends for years, had traveled on mysterious business
together around Southeast Asia before they settled in Hawai'i, and Ben
courted, then married, Emma.

Will was jauntily swinging his keys on their leather loop.  Pearlie
Leilani sat drinking coffee at the big scrubbed wooden table.

Emma went to the cupboard to put groceries away. But Will
halted just inside the door, letting the swing of the keys die away.

The tension between him and Pearlie Leilani was palpable;
although, thought Emma, grieving, Will had carried Pearlie on his
shoulders when she was a smaller girl.

"Well now, ain't this nice. Here we all are, together in Paradise."
Will's best East-Texas cracker drawl, though cheerful, trailed mockery at
its edges. "But I do get a feeling there's trouble in Paradise. Piliki for
sure. "

"The trouble came with you haoles," returned Pearlie Leilani
curtly. Emma froze at her rudeness, and wondered again if the girl
would behave so angrily if she hadn't lived those first years of
childhood in California, before her mother died when she was nine and
she came to Emma.

The air sparked with their mutual hostility.
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"I know, I know, Little Princess," said Will. "You says you was
purely descended from the Highest Ali'i. Well, I'm descended from
Scottish chiefs, so you better not behead me for throwing my shadow
across you or whatever. Scottish mana's right powerful too. My hapa-
fellow-countrywoman, the Heiress Apparent, Princess Kaiulani, must
have been really humming with it."

"You don't understand anything about Hawaiian culture," she
said bitterly.

"No? How about warfare? Don't give me that peaceful-world-in-
the-traditional-life stuff. Does that punk Kimo you hang around with
wear that picture of a Hawaiian Superman in a gourd hat on his T-shirt
because of the Peaceful Tradition?"

"You leave Kimo out of it! How dare you insult him?"
"One of these days Ben or me's  gonna tan your britches  and

make sure you keep on the straight line. I don't like the way that punk
looks at you. And as for his version of Hawaiian history — "

"His version! You always make fun of anything but the haole
version  — "

"Yeh, Little Princess, I'm telling you that Wailuku River right
over yonder ran bloody enough long before the White Man came, red
for days, they say, and I reckon there's not a river on any of these
islands you couldn't say that about."

He got up and from the cupboard above the sink rummaged out
the bottle of Johnny Black that was kept waiting for him there. He took
a pull, and sat backwards in a chair he dragged to the center of the floor,
facing them both. He held the bottle to the light, giving it exaggerated
scrutiny.  "Johnny's getting low here. Little Princess, why don't you
rustle me up another? Let's see a little aloha hospitality around here, if
we're getting so traditional. "

"Very funny," the girl snapped at Will, her eyes blazing. "Just
about what I'd expect out of you. I hope you remember what happened
to Captain Cook when he returned. One of the few happy recollections
about that time."
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Will opened his mouth, his eyes narrowed. Emma roused herself
finally.

"Stop it," she cried then; and both of them did, suddenly, as if
appalled, themselves, to be tearing each other apart.

Seated alone, Emma went on remembering her life while she
sorted through quilt squares. Gradually, her tumbling thoughts sorted
themselves into elements of a talk-story she would have liked to speak
aloud, but first it would have to speak itself out to her in her head.
Silently, she arranged it as she would speak it to Will, about whom she
cared: but not as she would to Hawai'ians.

 People who think the Valley  is far out and hard to get to today,
should have known it then. Especially when the rains came and washed
out the road, washed the sides of the hills down into the valley.  It was
like there was nothing, no place in the world but that valley. But the land
was very good. That's why people came. So Auntie Evie told me, when
Auntie Evie was old and I was a little girl.

Auntie Evie's father had a sister, Ellen, who married into a
pureblood Hawai'ian family near Honokaa, and they went to fish and
farm there.  Then -- this was  after the Americans overthrew the Queen --
an American bought the land and planted cane. Her sister and her
husband had to sell to him, and they went to work on the American's
plantation cutting cane. They had three children, two boys and a girl.

They died in the big epidemic that killed so many Hawaiian people,
the same year as Russia and Japan fought a war that Japan won.  All of
them died -- five in five days. All gone. No more pureblood Hawai'ians in
that part of the land. Almost all pureblood Hawai'ian people gone in all
the islands now. But the Hawai'ians aren't  all gone — I'm still here.  And
so are plenty of others. I married Ben Miller from Minuvonga, and what
would our children have been if not Hawai'ian?

 My older sister Rebecca married Nicholas Jenkins who was
Hawai'ian and English and Chinese and Ukrainian -- a far far place right
near Russia -- and Pearlie Leilani is  their daughter.
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 So Emma didn't know where she got the idea about being
pureblood Hawai'ian.  To Emma that rubbish  was part and parcel of
other things coming in from the Mainland, drugs and schemes to make
quick money. Because that was how Pearlie Leilani came to be in the
land, and if Emma, her own mother's sister, couldn't tell her genealogy,
who could?

Emma heard her mother's voice, her grandmother's voice, the
voice of her tutu, speaking Hawai'ian:  Emma's first language, she
realized now with a kind of wonderment:

the Hawai'ian crown was glorious on top of  the plumed canopy of
the Queen's burial carriage.  The wind swept down the Pali,
swaying the huge branches, and perhaps it was the wind but the
crown was knocked from its place: A whisper from the people: The
rule of the Hawai'ians is at an end.  The crown lies at the feet of
the haole, tumbled in the dust.
Tears dripped from Emma's eyes, onto the quilt squares. Steadily

she snipped and stitched and arranged, laid out patterns, and came into
the power of her own remembered life, considered the kind of world
that she would like to see. It would be a world that was good for the
Hawai'ian people, acknowledged their special place in the land, and
made a place too for other good people who lived here now.

Some of the young people spoke about a House of the Ali'i, along
with the kind of government Hawai'i had now. As Emma considered,
she liked the idea of  recognizing the long line of  high mana   in the
land again. That idea of Pearlie's was good. Emma arranged and
rearranged her quilt squares, her hands trembling slightly.  But some
other ideas of hers, like denouncing Emma for making quilts instead of
kapa!

How could Pearlie say quilting wasn't Hawai'ian? Emma knew a
lot about quilts and she didn't think any people anywhere had ever
made more beautiful ones with more original, traditional designs, than
Hawai'ian women. Were Hawai'ians so stupid they couldn't take
something from other people and improve on it? Didn't the girl know
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that all the while the Queen was under house arrest, she had sewn
Hawaiian history into a quilt? Emma remembered her grandmother
telling her that all during that time, she had quilted too.

What a terrible time it must have been for the Queen, bearing the
burdens of all her people, with soldiers all around,  her brother  the
King and her husband both dead in just the three years past! Emma
thought she must have drawn strength stitching her quilt, sitting a
prisoner in the Palace. Making her decisions about caring for her
people, drawing comfort from the firm softness of quilt squares beneath
her palms, drawing ideas from arranging and rearranging them.

As she worked, a new strength and sense of continuity arose in
Emma. Much had been shattered at the Palace, on the day in 1893 when
under haole guns and for love of the people the Queen set her name on
paper;  it remained unmended despite the night two years later, when
guns failed to undo guns on the beach near Waikiki. But the Hawaiian
people were still here, and would raise the Crown from the dust.

Emma quilted.
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“Mulier in the Middle: The Contradictions of a Medieval Manuscript Miscellany in Its 
Own Time and in Victorian Oblivion” 
 
Bodleian Library Manuscript Misc. 57 is an unassuming quarto containing a rich variety 
of short texts. Owned and most likely anthologized by a monk of St Mary’s Abbey, 
Leicester ca. 1300, it includes various sermons, prayers, hymns, and pious instructions in 
both Latin and Anglo-Norman French. One opening in the MS particularly stands out: at 
the top of page 20 verso  Proprietates mulieris, a rhythmic anti-feminist rant; on the 
opposite page, 21 recto is the text of the hymn Ave maris stella (also rubricated, as on the 
previous page) accompanied by a careful exposition of the text. The Proprietates mulieris 
itself spins off into a series of unrelated notes, perhaps glosses on a text not in the 
manuscript itself, before the end of page 20 verso. 
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ages. 
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INSTANT REPLAY: HOW ADVERTISERS SPIN CURRENT EVENTS  
TO SELL PRODUCTS ON SUPER BOWL SUNDAY 

 
Bonnie Drewniany 

University of South Carolina School of Journalism and Mass Communications 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Super Bowl commercials are snapshots of our society. They reflect the mood of our 

nation when we’re at peace and when we’re at war. They capture when we’re feeling optimistic 

about the economy as well as when we’re pessimistic. And they record what’s important to us, 

from freedom and global harmony to athletes and pop stars. In some cases, the commercials 

parody real life, along the lines of a Saturday Night Live skit. And in other cases, the historical 

reference is so subtle that it becomes apparent only after examining the commercials years later. 

This paper chronicles the Super Bowl commercials that use a historical approach and 

references the USA Today ad poll,1 which began in 1989, as a gauge of the popularity of this 

technique among viewers. 

 

1989 

Pepsi showed how its youth revolution had spread to the Soviet Union. The late 

1980s were a period of astonishing change. The world witnessed the surrender of the Communist 

monopoly, the remaking of the Soviet state, and the beginning of the disintegration of the Soviet 

empire. Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev promoted glasnost (openness), perestroika 

(restructuring), and demokratizatsiya (democratization), which led the way for economic, 

political, and social reform in the Soviet Union. Several American companies were eager to be a 

part of that change, including Pepsi. 

                                                 
1 Approximately 100 adult volunteers rate the commercials on a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being high likeability), using 
handheld meters and the results are published on the Monday after the game. 
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In Pepsi’s 1989 “Glasnost” commercial, a soviet teenager listens to rock music with his 

punk friends as his father sits at home, brooding about the changes that have taken place with his 

rebellious son (and as some viewers might infer, with his country as well). A voiceover explains, 

“Not very long ago, America introduced Pepsi to the Soviet Union. And while it might be just a 

coincidence, a lot of refreshing changes have taken place ever since.” The commercial, which 

was the first U.S. ad ever shot in the U.S.S.R., cuts back and forth between the father and son and 

shows glimpses of the old and new Soviet Union. The young people, who are wearing cool-

looking leather jackets and sunglasses, say things like, “Hey dude! Totally awesome day!” 

Meanwhile, older women wearing babushkas, scowl at the changes and ask, “What’s this 

craziness?”  The boy’s mother, who seems to have accepted the changes, tries to calm the father, 

“Yuri, come on, lighten up,” and hands him a Pepsi. To make the commercial seem more 

realistic, the dialog is spoken in Russian, with English subtitles.  

America had lofty ambitions in the late eighties. In late 1988, two and a half years 

after the Challenger explosion, NASA launched two missions, Discovery and Atlantis.  

Enthusiastic crowds of Americans gathered at the launches and landings to show their support 

and to see history in the making. Six commercials carried a space theme in the 1989 Super Bowl. 

A 60-second commercial for Dodge Spirit opens as a crowd of spectators is looking up at 

the sky, awaiting the return of a shuttle. Suddenly someone spots the new Dodge Spirit and the 

crowd gathers around it, trying to determine if the car is Japanese-, European- or American-made, 

nearly missing the space shuttle landing. The voiceover, which sounds as if it is coming from 

within the shuttle, says “This is a proud moment for all of us.” Dodge Spirit also ran a 30-second 

spot, which used a similar shuttle-landing theme.  

That same year, Hyundai used a space theme in two commercials. In one, a family is 

floating weightlessly around the Sonata as an announcer says, “Space, the last frontier, has been 

conquered by the new Sonata from Hyundai.” After the family floats into the car, the announcer 

continues, “There’s room enough for the whole crew” in the Sonata’s “inner space.” The 
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commercial closes, “And with the most powerful standard engine in its class it can fly.” The other 

Hyundai commercial promised the car could “really take off.” And Gillette, which showed a 

montage of men in their “Best a Man Can Get” campaign, included a scene of five astronauts in 

both the 30- and 60-second versions that aired in 1989. 

1990 

Super Bowl ads reflected the sense of freedom the world felt in January 1990. The 

Berlin Wall, perhaps the most vivid symbol of the Cold War, came down in November 1989. The 

following January, Super Bowl commercials reflected the global harmony Americans were 

feeling. 

A Federal Express commercial showed people receiving packages all over the world as a 

jingle captured the spirit: “Hands across the borders, where the human race is running, we’ll be 

there… We carry confidence over the continent…We’re the best way to ship it over there.” 

Another commercial featured a Federal Express employee who can track a package around the 

world but can’t find his own eyeglasses. Delta also showed scenes from all over the globe, as a 

voiceover explained, “From the Far East to Europe, across the Caribbean and throughout North 

America, only one airline covers so much of the world with so much warmth.” That same year, 

Coca-Cola showed hundreds of young people from around the world singing, “I’d like to buy the 

world a home and furnish it with love…Grow apple trees and honey bees and snow white turtle 

doves…I’d like to teach the world to sing with perfect harmony.” 

A few commercials made direct references to the changes that were taking place. Jay 

Leno told viewers, “This guy writes to me: ‘Because of this Berlin Wall thing, will there be 

enough Doritos Tortilla Chips to go around for my Super Bowl party?’” U.S. Sprint showed 

scenes from the Berlin Wall and closed with the slogan, “It’s a new world.” And CBS News ran a 

commercial announcing, “The world isn’t getting smaller. It’s getting closer,” as it showed quick 

cuts of the Berlin Wall coming down, Ronald Reagan shaking hands with Mikhail Gorbachev, 

and the Pope waving to a crowd.  
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1991 

Ads reflected the sense of tension Americans felt in January 1991. On January 17, just 

ten days before Super Bowl XXV, U.S. allies launched an attack on Iraq and there was talk that 

the game should be postponed because of concerns that the United States might be attacked. As 

Advertising Age reported, “You don’t need to shoot down F-15s or detonate explosives to mount 

a terror campaign. All you need to do is create terror, which Saddam certainly achieved in Tel 

Aviv, Tampa and on Madison Avenue.”2 Some advertisers were scrambling right before the 

game, changing commercials that they felt were too light-hearted in a time of conflict. And the 

ABC network conceded that there was a possibility that some ads could be displaced in the event 

that major developments in the Gulf demand prolonged news bulletins.3 

In the 1991 Super Bowl, Federal Express wasn’t promoting shipping “over there” as it 

was in the 1990 game, it was shipping “over here,” promoting its 10:30 delivery promise. The 

commercial opens on a shot of the World Trade Center and dissolves to other locations around 

the country as the announcer says, “On Wall Street fortunes are won and lost --and won again--

before 10:30. Amid the walls of ivy, the best ideas often come and go by 10:30. And on the back 

lots of Hollywood, love often blooms and fades before 10:30. Which is why Federal Express 

delivers before 10:30 at more places around the country than anyone else.”  

Other companies took rah-rah America themes in 1991. A commercial for Panasonic 

showed scenes from small towns across America. AT&T opened its spot with the national anthem 

and showed a variety of scenes that could have come right out of a Norman Rockwell painting. 

Budweiser featured a patriotic jingle, “Made in America. That means a lot to me. I believe in 

America and American quality. Here’s to you America. The best I give to you.”  

Coca-Cola had planned to run humorous commercials for a Diet Coke sweepstakes— 

“Crack the Code for Real Refreshment” —starring Leslie Nielsen as a bumbling police detective. 

                                                 
2 Bob Garfield, “Saddam sacks Super Bowl ads,” Advertising Age, 28 January 1991, 46. 
3 Thomas R. King, “Super Bowl’s sponsors watch Gulf warily,” The Wall Street Journal, 24 January 1991, B1, B4. 
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However, executives at Coca-Cola feared it would look insensitive to run lighthearted 

commercials while people were risking their lives. Coca-Cola pulled its original commercials and 

ran a black screen with scrolling white type. A somber announcer read the message that appeared 

on the screen, “Prior to the Middle East crisis, Coca-Cola scheduled a Super Bowl promotion 

which will be aired later. However, we also want to recognize what is truly important: our men 

and women serving in the Persian Gulf. Today, on your behalf, the Coca-Cola Company donates 

$1 million to the USO.”  The commercial came in a respectable 9th place in the USA Today ad 

poll. However, a second Coca-Cola spot tanked, coming in 22nd in the ad poll. In the second 

Coca-Cola spot, the announcer acknowledges the service men and women and then adds, 

“However, we also feel an obligation to fulfill our promise to our consumers. So at this time we 

invite all of you who have “Crack the Code” game pieces to decode them now.” The black screen 

changes to red as the announcer invites viewers to hold their game pieces up to their television 

sets or to Coca-Cola vending machines.   

Pepsi dropped the phone-in promotion it had planned during the game after telephone 

companies warned that calls to Pepsi’s 800 number could enough to swamp the telephone lines 

and create chaos during a time of conflict.4 However, the soft drink company kept its three 

lighthearted commercials that starred Ray Charles singing the new Diet Pepsi jingle, “You got the 

right one, baby. Uh-huh.” The first spot showcased Ray Charles in an elaborate production with 

the Uh-Huh Girls. The second spot featured people singing the jingle all over the world. And the 

third spot featured auditions of celebrities—from Tiny Tim to Bo Jackson—trying to sing the 

jingle. The Diet Pepsi spots came in three of the top five spots in the USA Today ad poll. 

Ad critics praised Pepsi and panned Coca-Cola. “The Diet Coke ads were terrible. 

They’re really trying to have their cake and eat it, too. It was a dishonest posture—‘We’re not 

going to do this ad, however…’ They just should’ve done the ad,” Irma Zandl, a marketing 

                                                 
4 Ibid. 
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expert, told USA Today.5  Phil Lempert, editor of the Lempert Report, agreed, “The high point 

was clearly the Ray Charles Diet Pepsi commercial. It was brilliantly done, and every time they 

added something else. By the end of the Super Bowl, I knew the slogan. I wanted to be Ray 

Charles. The low point was Coke. It was a cheap shot. They told us: ‘We aren’t going to do (the 

promotion), but here it is.””6 Robert Lauterborn, professor of advertising at the University of 

North Carolina-Chapel Hill, also agreed, “(Diet Pepsi) had a huge presence, and if you’re going 

to advertise on an extravaganza that’s overproduced like the Super Bowl, you have to have an 

overproduced extravaganza yourself. They did. They’re winners, especially against Coke, which 

was pathetically weak. Their ads were cheap, phony, patronizing and holier-than-thou.”7 

The final word on who won the cola ad war that year came during the halftime break 

when news anchor Peter Jennings cut to Saudi Arabia and showed 75 soldiers enjoying a Pepsi as 

they watched the Super Bowl. Propped next to the TV the troops were watching was an oversized 

Pepsi sign. Talk about the ultimate product placement coup!  

1992 

Diet Pepsi did a parody of the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings. Prior to the 

confirmation vote on Clarence Thomas’ nomination to the Supreme Court, Anita Hill, who 

worked for Thomas, charged that he told dirty jokes, graphically described pornographic videos, 

boasted about the size of his penis, and even accused Hill of leaving pubic hairs on his can of 

Coca-Cola.8 The hearings were broadcast live and seemed straight out of the daytime talks shows 

of Sally Jessy Raphael and Maury Povich.9 Thomas denied the allegations and the Senate 

approved his nomination to the Supreme Court on October 15, 1991.  

                                                 
5 “Three experts’ opinions of the super pitches.” USA Today, 28 January 1991, 5B. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Testimony of Anita F. Hill, Professor of Law, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK, 10/11/99, 
www.mith2.umd.edu/WomensStudies/GenderIssues/SexualHarassment/hill-thomas-testimony  
9 Steven D. Stark, Glued to the Set: The 60 Television Shows and Events that Made Us Who We Are Today (New York: 
The Free Press, 1997), 271-277. 

http://www.mith2.umd.edu/WomensStudies/GenderIssues/SexualHarassment/hill-thomas-testimony
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During the 1992 Super Bowl, Ray Charles and the Uh-Huh Girls appeared in a Diet Pepsi 

commercial titled, “Mr. Charles Goes to Washington.”  The commercial opens with the Uh-Huh 

Girls who are sitting at a long table behind microphones, as if at a congressional hearing. Older 

men ask questions of the trio: “Do you have any knowledge of a secret ingredient in Diet Pepsi?” 

to which the trio respond, “Uh-Huh.” The congressmen turn to Ray Charles, who is seated next to 

the Uh-Huh Girls, “Would you tell us what this ingredient is?” Charles answers, “Uh-Huh.” A 

congressman, annoyed by the run-around, asks angrily, “Well what is it?” Charles responds by 

knocking the microphones off the witness table, which turns out to be a piano. As he does this, 

the Uh-Huh Girls remove their business suits to reveal gold cocktail dresses. Charles sings, “You 

know it’s Uh-Huh cause the taste says Uh-Huh baby.” A congressman yells, “That’s it!” and 

starts dancing to the jingle in an over-the-top production, featuring a chorus of about 50 skimpily 

clad women.  

It was the economy, stupid, that was on people’s minds in January 1992. The 

Washington Post reported that the 1991 Gulf War led to a spike in oil prices and a fall in 

consumer confidence that helped tip the country into a recession, costing President George H.W. 

Bush his chances of reelection.10 Additionally, Bush’s reversal of his “read my lips” promise not 

to raise taxes also led to his defeat.11  

Taxes and the economy made their way into an Isuzu commercial that ran in the 1992 

Super Bowl. The commercial cuts back and forth between visuals of things people can buy (beach 

front homes, lobster, canned tuna, socks, etc.) and a pie chart, which shows the allocation of these 

items in a person’s budget. The announcer says, “If this were a perfect world, we’d all be driving 

expensive cars and living on beach front property.  But in the real world you have to eat... and 

you have to buy stuff…like socks and shoes and CDs. Fortunately, the people at Isuzu have to 

buy stuff, too. That’s why they created the Rodeo, the four-wheel drive vehicle you can afford. So 

                                                 
10 Michael Dobbs, “U.S. facing bigger bill for Iraq war,” www.washingtonpost.com 1 December 2002. 
11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_H.W._Bush.  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_H.W._Bush
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now you can buy more stuff. Oh—we forgot to mention taxes.” The pie chart bursts like a bubble 

when taxes are added to it.  

In 1992, American automobile manufacturers were on the right track. After years of 

being outperformed by Japanese and German competitors, American automobile companies were 

starting to turn their businesses around in the early 1990s. In a 1991 Gallup Poll, Americans were 

equally split between domestic and imported cars when rating for overall quality.12 Several Super 

Bowl XXVI commercials reflected this new confidence in American-made cars. And one was 

even from a foreign brand. 

A Toyota commercial showed American workers at an assembly plant as a voiceover 

explains, “There’s a new automotive standard emerging in this country with a reputation for 

quality second to none and a desire to make it even better. Introducing the men and women of 

Toyota manufacturing in Georgetown, Kentucky. They just couldn’t leave well enough alone.” 

Three General Motors commercials stressed the quality of their cars and trucks. One 

showed a high school teacher lecturing her students, “You may have heard about how the 

American industry has lost its edge…about how our workers don’t care any more.”  The teacher 

picks up a report and continues, “Well, listen to this: There’s a profound change taking place. 

American workers are proving they can deliver quality products. For example, at General Motors 

new products are so improved it gives real hope for the future. There’s a lesson here and not just 

for industry. If anybody ever tells you that you can’t be the best at something. If you believe that 

person, you will fail. But if you have courage and will power, there is nothing any one of us can’t 

achieve.” The commercial cuts to images of G.M. cars and trucks and closes with the tagline, 

“The people of General Motors, putting quality on the road.” 

 

1993 

                                                 
12 “Learning to trust American cars,” American Demographics, October 1992, 20. 
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Rookie Shaquille O’Neal cleaned up in 1993. In 1992, Shaquille O’Neal left Louisiana 

State to sign his first NBA contract with the Orlando Magic for a reported $40 million.13 That 

year he helped his team win 41 games and impressed fans with two backboard-shattering dunks, 

both captured on national TV.  Shaq was named “Rookie of 1992-1993” and became a sought-

after endorser.  

In a 1993 Reebok Super Bowl commercial, basketball legends Bill Walton, Kareem 

Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Russell and Wilt Chamberlain test Shaq to see if he’s ready for pro basketball. 

Shaq dunks the ball, shattering the backboard. But the legends don’t think that’s enough to prove 

he’s worthy. Wilt Chamberlain gives Shaq a dustpan and broom and makes him clean up the 

mess. Shaq muses, “Oh, this must be a rookie thing, or something.” 

1994 

Fans were stunned when Michael Jordan announced his retirement from basketball. 

On October 6, 1993 Michael Jordan shocked the sports world by announcing his retirement from 

basketball, saying his decision was based on the negative press that came from his gambling 

indiscretions, the murder of his father over the summer and his belief that he had nothing more to 

prove.14  In November, the Bulls retired Jordan’s number 23 and unveiled a statue of him in front 

of the United Center, the Bulls’ new home.  

Nike ran two commercials during the 1994 Super Bowl that spoofed Jordan’s retirement 

announcement. In the first spot, Steve Martin plays the role of an investigative reporter and 

interviews people who insist Jordan has been playing basketball using different aliases. In the 

second spot, Martin plays a tape that shows Jordan playing under the alias “Johnny Kilroy” and 

scoring 79 points in one quarter. Martin concludes, “Michael Jordan, the greatest basketball 

player of all time, is letting nothing stand in his way of what he loves to do and that’s just play 

basketball.” Did Nike know something the rest of us didn’t? Curiously, Jordan came out of 

                                                 
13 “Forbes faces: Shaquille O’Neal,” www.forbes.com 17 October 2000. 
14 “Michael Jordan chronology,” www.usatoday.com/sports/basketba/skn/jordan02.htm 15 November 1999. 

http://www.forbes.com/
http://www.usatoday.com/sports/basketba/skn/jordan02.htm
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retirement in March of 1995, returning to the Bulls wearing the number 45, the same number he 

wore as a basketball player in junior high. In 1999, Jordan retired from basketball a second time, 

saying he was “99.9 percent” sure he would never return.15 Maybe Nike knows the other 0.1 

percent of his intentions. 

Nancy Kerrigan’s no pushover. On January 6, 1994, figure skater Nancy Kerrigan was 

clubbed in her knee at the U.S. Figure Skating Championship in Detroit. Although she was unable 

to compete in nationals, she recovered and was granted berth on the Olympic team, and finished 

second in Lillehammer.  

Three weeks after the accident, Kerrigan starred in a Campbell Soup commercial that 

aired in the Super Bowl pre-game show. The commercial starts out with fairytale-like footage of 

Nancy skating and cuts to her eating Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup as the voiceover explains 

that soup gives her so much energy she’s thinking of pursuing other sports, too. The mood of the 

commercial changes abruptly as she body-checks an on-rushing hockey player, knocking him to 

ground. The commercial closes: “Never underestimate the power of soup.” 

You say “potato chip,” Quayle says “potatoe chip.” On June 15, 1992, a Trenton N.J. 

sixth grader had to teach the Vice President of the United States that potato is not spelled with an 

e on the end. During a spelling bee, Dan Quayle told a twelve-year-old boy who had correctly 

spelled the word potato, “You’re close, but you left a little something off. The e at the end.” The 

spelling blunder made national news. Quayle reflected about the incident in his autobiography, “It 

was a defining moment of the worst kind imaginable…there was an avalanche of late-night jokes 

and Democratic sound bites. ‘Quayle gets baked, mashed and fried,’ said one tabloid.” Quayle 

added, “There’s something crazy about our national life, or let’s say our national discourse, when 

                                                 
15 “It’s official: Jordan retires,” www.usatoday.com/sports/basketba/skn/jordan04.htm 15 November 1999. 

http://www.usatoday.com/sports/basketba/skn/jordan04.htm
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something as trivial as this incident becomes a major event—yes, an entire chapter—in a political 

figure’s life.”16 

A year and a half later, Quayle appeared in a Lays potato chip commercial, which aired 

during the Super Bowl XXVIII halftime show. This time Quayle didn’t make any attempts at 

spelling, but the commercial still showed him being outfoxed by a kid. In the 1994 commercial, 

which aired during halftime, child actor Elijah Wood bets football fans that they can’t eat just one 

Wavy Lays potato chip. Fans who lose the bet must give up their Super Bowl seat. Wood wins 

each bet and gradually makes his way to Quayle who is forced to give up his primo seat. But even 

Quayle’s seats aren’t good enough for Wood, who challenges Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman 

and ends up exchanging places with him on the football field. Quayle explained why he appeared 

in the spot, “I love football and potato chips, so this was a natural. Potatoes have become a big 

part of my life, but this time I’m enjoying them.”17 Quayle donated the proceeds earned from his 

appearance to charity. 

1995 

Defeated Democratic governors Richards and Cuomo learn to accept change in 

Super Bowl XXIX. Ann Richards, the former governor of Texas, and Mario Cuomo, the former 

governor of New York, starred in a 1995 commercial after they lost their re-election bids in 

November 1994. In the commercial, which aired during the halftime show, the two defeated 

governors are shown emptying out their desks, musing about how difficult it is to face change. 

Richards comments, “I should have seen it coming.” “Maybe so,” Cuomo responds, “but now we 

ought to accept this change, embrace it… because change can be very exciting.”  It turns out 

they’re not talking about losing their elections and leaving office. Instead, they’re talking about 

the new taste and look of Doritos. At the end of the commercial Cuomo quips, “Too bad about the 

Cowboys” to which Richards responds, “They always won when I was governor.” 

                                                 
16 Dan Quayle, Standing Firm: A Vice Presidential Memoir (New York: HarperCollins, 1994) 330-336. 
17 “Dan Quayle’s problems with spelling,” www.xmission.com 

http://www.xmission.com/
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1996 

The Summer Olympics were held in Atlanta in 1996. Visa, Worldwide Partner of the 

Olympics, ran two lighthearted commercials promoting the upcoming summer games.  In one 

spot, American Dream Team Olympian Hakeem Olajuwon welcomes the rival teams at an 

elegant banquet and says he is going to “treat them to lunch.” As the crowd toasts Hakeem, 

Scottie Pippen taps on him on the shoulder and tells him that he was supposed to say he was 

going to “eat them for lunch.” Whoops! Fortunately, Hakeem has a Visa Gold card. As he’s 

handed the bill, the announcer says, “When you need a world of purchasing power, it’s time to go 

for the gold. Visa Gold.”  In another Visa commercial, people from all over the world try to learn 

a Southern dialect so they won’t look like tourists when they visit Atlanta. After they practice 

ordering grits and bumble Southern expressions, the announcer says, “Luckily, there’s only one 

thing they need to say—Visa—the only card accepted at the Olympic Games in Atlanta.” 

Budweiser showed its blimp flying over the world. As scenes from Kenya to Venice to 

New York flash on the screen, the voiceover announces, “It’s not often we can all set aside our 

cultural differences. So this Olympic year we’d like to salute friendship with a worldwide 

celebration…over two weeks long…197 countries…five billion people. We’re going to need a lot 

of Budweiser. The Bud World Party during the 1996 summer games.” 

1997 

Bob Dole showed he could laugh at himself. Dole may have lost the presidential 

election in 1996, but he didn’t lose his sense of humor. A 1997 Super Bowl spot for the Visa 

Check Card showed Dole returning to his hometown of Russell, Kansas and being greeted by an 

adoring crowd. Everyone calls him “Bob” and boasts about how long they’ve known him. 

However, when he attempts to pay for his meal by check, the cashier demands to see some I.D. 

As he reaches for his I.D., Dole turns to the camera and admits, “I just can’t win.”  

1998 
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Shopping online was a growing phenomenon in 1998, but consumers still needed to 

be convinced to travel in cyberspace. More than $2.4 billion worth of goods were sold online in 

1997, about four times the volume of 1996.18 As more people were venturing online, so were 

hackers and thieves. In 1997, hackers broke into Yahoo’s homepage and left a message 

demanding freedom for hacker Kevin Mitnick. A Swedish hacker jammed the 911 emergency 

phone system throughout west-central Florida. And college students claimed they could break 

into the Pentagon’s computers.19 

Network Associates, a company that makes software to protect computer networks, 

capitalized on the fear of cyber fraud and terrorism. The 1998 commercial shows two Russian 

security guards who launch a nuclear warhead in response to an alarm. One of the guards asks, 

“What if someone sent us a bogus launch command—you know, a hacker—and we sent off a 

nuclear missile?”  As the missile heads toward Los Angeles, the other guard retorts, “Bummer.” 

Ad critic Bob Garfield called the commercial “Dark, but funny. And effective, for selling system 

protection software.”20 However, participants in the USA Today ad poll didn’t seem to appreciate 

the dark humor, and gave low scores to the commercial. 

Two Intel commercials featured an insider job at a computer chip processing plant. In the 

first commercial, viewers are told of a missing Pentium II processor and are asked to help solve 

the mystery by logging online and voting for the guilty party. In the second commercial, the 

whodunit mystery is solved. Both commercials bombed in the USA Today ad poll, coming in 47th 

and 51st place. As the adage goes, crime doesn’t pay. 

1999 

In 1999, people were worried about the Y2K Bug that threatened to create havoc with 

computers that weren’t programmed to recognize the year 2000. Government officials were afraid 

                                                 
18 Elaine Walker, “Online Shopping rising fast; $17 billion in sales expected by 2001. The Houston Chronicle, 24 May 
1998, 1.  
19 Robert Trigaux, “The underbelly of Cyberspace,” St. Petersburg Times, 14 June 1998, 1H. 
20 Bob Garfield, “Bud lizards electrify Super Bowl ads,” Advertising Age, 26 January 1998, 53. 
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that the computers in charge of foreign nuclear missiles might not be updated in time. Bureaucrats 

were panicked that records would be destroyed. And average citizens were concerned that their 

bank accounts would be wiped clean.  

In response, Apple Macintosh ran a commercial during the 1999 Super Bowl where 

HAL, the computer from 2001: A Space Odyssey, offers an explanation: “The human 

programmers never taught us to recognize the year 2000. When the new millennium arrived, we 

had no choice but to cause a global economic disruption. It was a bug, Dave. I feel much better 

admitting that now. Only Macintosh was designed to function perfectly, saving billions of 

monetary units. You like your Macintosh better than me, don’t you, Dave?” 

Steve Jobs introduced the HAL commercial during his keynote speech at Macworld Expo 

in San Francisco on January 5, 1999. “HAL is the perfect spokesperson to address the Y2K issue 

because he lives in the year 2001 and can speak from experience. Plus, HAL is the world’s 

foremost expert on things that can go wrong with computers.”21 Apple put the commercial on its 

Web site, and more than 250,000 copies of the commercial were downloaded in less than three 

weeks.22 

2000 

In January 2000 the stock market was running with the bulls. The stock market 

seemed unstoppable in early January 2000. Record highs were being set almost daily and 

investors were willing to plop down good money in dot-com stocks, even if the companies 

weren’t close to realizing a profit. Seventeen dot-com ads made up more than 40 percent of the 

bowl ads in 2000. Computer.com spent about $3 million for a Super Bowl package that included 

one ad during the game and two in pre-game shows. Despite the fact that the company was in the 

red at the time of the media buy, the chief executive of the company said,  “If I had to spend 10 

                                                 
21 “Apple’s HAL commercial to air on Super Bowl; famous computer reveals Macintosh is free from Y2K Bug,” PR 
Newswire,  www.superbowl-ads.com/articles_1999/html_files/HAL.commercial.apple.htm  
22 Ibid. 

http://www.superbowl-ads.com/articles_1999/html_files/HAL.commercial.apple.htm
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times that amount, I could still probably rationalize the return.”23 Ourbeginnings.com, an online 

stationery store, was expected to generate less than $1 million in revenue in its first year but spent 

$3.5 million for a Super Bowl package that included one commercial during the game, four ads 

before the game and an exclusive sponsorship of a pre-game show.24  

The confidence (and in some cases, arrogance) of investors was reflected in several of the 

commercials that treated $2.2 million, the going rate of a 30-second commercial, like a joke. 

Pets.com used a sock puppet with mismatched eyes and an off-key voice. E*Trade announced it 

“just wasted 2 million bucks” by showing a dancing monkey in their commercial. And 

LifeMinders.com boasted it had the worst commercial on the Bowl game.   

2001 

By 2001, investors realized the previous dot-com bowl was really the dot-com bust. 

“For many dot-com companies, it was a very foolish mistake to spend a large percentage of their 

budgets primarily on TV ads to gain access to a wide audience," said Paul Ritter, a Yankee Group 

analyst. “While such campaigns certainly help raise brand awareness and boost traffic to a site, 

there is little evidence that they actually help drive sales,” Ritter said.25 

A number of dot-com advertisers that spent $2.2 million in 2000 were out of business, or 

close to it, in 2001. Not only were dot-coms hurting, so were investors. The NASDAQ, where 

many of the dot-coms were listed, dropped from 4,069 on January 1, 2000 to 2,470 on January 1, 

2001.26 Just 10% of Super Bowl XXXV advertisers were dot-com companies, compared with 

40% the previous year. The E*Trade monkey from the previous Bowl game returned, only this 

time he was riding a horse through a wasteland of abandoned dot-com headquarters. In the 

E*Trade commercial, the Pets.com sock puppet is tossed out of the eSocks.com building that’s 
                                                 
23   Skip Wollenberg, “Internet companies help push average Super Bowl ad prices to $2 million,”  
    www.sfgate.com 29 November 1999. 
24 Ibid. 
25 “Call it a sign of the times,” www.computerworld.com 8 January 2001. 
26 “Stock market downturn of 2002,” 
www.worldwidewebfind.com/encyclopedia/en/wikipedia/s/st/stock_market_downturn_of_2002.html (10 October 
2004). 

http://www.computerworld.com/
http://www.worldwidewebfind.com/encyclopedia/en/wikipedia/s/st/stock_market_downturn_of_2002.html
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being demolished and lands at the monkey’s feet. The monkey cries as he holds the tattered sock 

puppet and the commercial closes with the message, “Invest wisely.” 

An ad in 2001 recounted the loose chad debacle of the 2000 presidential election. The 

2000 election was the tightest U.S. presidential election in four decades. Because the vote was so 

close in Florida, election officials enacted a mandatory recount.  The media followed the story, 

showing Florida’s officials holding ballots up to the light, squinting as they tried to interpret the 

intention of voters whose ballots had dimples or hanging chads. Gore conceded the presidential 

election on December 13 after the United States Supreme Court halted the Florida recount. While 

Gore won the election in popular votes, he lost the election in electoral votes. Some people insist 

that Gore won the election no matter what standard for judging ballots is applied.27 

A commercial for Ruffles new flavored potato chips, which aired on the Kickoff Show of 

Super Bowl XXXV, spoofed the Florida recount. The camera zooms inside the courthouse as a 

voiceover explains, “To prove Ruffles Flavor Rush are completely covered with flavor we 

enlisted the vote counters of Broward County Florida.” The camera captures close-ups of people 

holding the Ruffles potato chips up to the light to see if there are dimples and hanging chads. As 

the drama unfolds, messages are superimposed on the screen: “Selection 2001. Unprecedented 

coverage,” “Dimpled chips under review,” and “More absentee bags to come.” One by one the 

examiners declare that their chips are “absolutely covered”…”totally covered”…” completely 

covered.” Then one man eats a chip and admits he’s lost count of how many chips he’s eaten, 

adding a final zinger to the recount that had taken place just a few weeks before.  

Man vs. Machine: The ultimate brain match. In 2001, one year after defeating former 

world chess champion Gary Kasparov, Vladimir Kramnik announced a match against computer 

Deep Fritz. This was the first man vs. machine chess showdown since 1997, when IBM Corp.’s 

Deep Blue RS/6000-based computer defeated Kasparov 3.5 points to 2.5 points.  

                                                 
27 www.democrats.com 10 October 2004. 

http://www.democrats.com/
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Kasparov sought revenge in a 2001 commercial for Pepsi, which opens with Kasparov 

winning a chess game against the Neutron 9000. He gloats, “I find it amusing… all machines are 

but wires, nuts and bolts… they’re stupid by nature!” As Kasparov says this, he enters an 

elevator, which goes haywire. After he manages to climb out of the elevator, which is stuck 

between floors, he tries to get a Pepsi from a vending machine, which also goes haywire and 

shoves Kasparov back into the elevator. Fans of 2001: A Space Odyssey likely saw the spirit of 

HAL in this timely 2001 commercial.  

2002 

The September 11 tragedy was weighing on people’s minds during the 2002 Super 

Bowl. In a spot for Monster.com, former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani delivers a heartfelt 

message with the city’s skyline as a backdrop: “As a New Yorker I am very proud of the strength 

and resolve of all of our people. For all New Yorkers I just want to say, ‘Thank you America.’” 

The commercial ends with the tagline, “This tribute was made possible by Monster.com.” As part 

of its deal, Monster donated $350,000 to the Twin Towers Fund to help the families of victims of 

the terrorist attacks. Giuliani received no compensation for the spot.28 In another spot that year, 

the Budweiser Clydesdales prance across the United States, and when they reach the outskirts of 

New York City, they stop and bow in unison, as if to honor the victims and survivors of 

September 11. 

Two commercials from the White House Office of National Drug Policy stated that 

purchasing drugs funds terrorists. The first spot showed someone assembling a bomb and listed 

the prices for various things needed for a terrorist attack: fake I.D $3000; safe house $7299; 

computer $1200; box cutters $2; explosives $1200; AK-47 $250; bribes $4000; ski mask $5; wire 

transfer $200; gas $22. The commercial closes, “Where do terrorists get their money? If you buy 

drugs, some of it might come from you.” In the second spot, teens confide, “I helped murder 

families in Columbia”…. “I helped kidnap people’s dads”… “I helped kids learn how to kill”… 
                                                 
28 Colin C. Haley, “Monster helps ‘America’s Mayor’ say thanks,” www.internetnews.com 18  January 2002. 

http://www.internetnews.com/
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“I helped kill policemen”…“I helped a bomber get a fake passport”… “I helped kill a judge”… “I 

helped blow up a building” In between the confessions are excuses, “It was just innocent fun”… 

“I was just having some fun, you know”… “Other kids do it”… “My life. My body”…”It’s not 

like I hurt somebody else.” At the end of the spot the following message appears on the screen: 

“Drug money supports terror. If you buy drugs, you might too.”  

Cynical.com gave mixed reviews to Budweiser and scathing reviews to Monster.com, 

“Our distinguished panel was split on the Budweiser Clydesdales commercial…some felt it was 

just another commercial exploitation, while others saw it as a plausible tribute. Rudolph 

Giuliani’s commercial was a different story. Nobody had any problem with what he had to say… 

(but the) entire panel groaned when Monster.com’s logo appeared at the end. The message: We 

like it if Giuliani cares about New York; we hate it if Monster.com tries to attach itself to his 

popularity.”29 Although the $350,000 donation by Monster was a nice gesture, it paled in 

comparison to the $2 million price tag to air the commercial. The White House Office of National 

Drug Policy commercials also got bad reviews. One critic commented, “It’s fine to make people 

think about the consequences of their consumption habits in a global economy, but what’s the 

implication here? American dope-smokers funded Al-Qaida? Come on. Of all the various 

attempts to use tragedy to make a point, this is among the most transparently manipulative.”30 

2003 

The sky’s not the limit if you have enough money. Lance Bass of the pop group 

N’SYNC announced he was going to take a Soyuz taxi mission from Russia to the International 

Space Station in October 2002. However, the U.S. pop star didn’t make the flight into space 

because his backers, who hoped to make a reality TV series out of his experiences, failed to come 

                                                 
29 “Super Bowl 2002,” www.cynical.com/020204.html 4 February 2002. 
30 Rob Walker, “Ad report card: Super Bowl special,” http://slate.msn.com, 4 February 2002. 

http://www.cynical.com/020204.html
http://slate.msn.com/
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up with the $20 million to secure his seat.31 Still, the idea of buying a spot on a Russian space 

ship was fascinating and sparked the idea for a Sony commercial.  

During the 2003 Super Bowl, Sony showed an older American man learning Russian on 

his portable CD player, watching a space landing on his big screen TV, checking out a Russian 

weather map on his computer, and then flying to Moscow where he boards a Russian space 

shuttle. The screen cuts to the message, “When your kids ask where the money went, show them 

the tape.” The commercial closes as the man digitally records the view of earth from space.  

2004 

Pepsi turned young outlaws into stars in 2004. In September 2003, the Recording 

Industry Association of America (RIAA) began cracking down on illegal downloads of music off 

the Internet. In the five months leading up to the 2004 Super Bowl, RIAA filed more than 900 

lawsuits against people who downloaded music off the Internet without paying for it.32  

A 2004 Pepsi commercial featured 14-year-old Annie Leith, one of the teens sued by the 

RIAA, who holds a Pepsi and says, “We are still going to download music for free off the 

Internet.” The commercial then goes on to explain the Pepsi iTunes Giveaway. Leith, who along 

with her sister and brother, downloaded 950 songs over three years, said she will use some of her 

ad fee to help pay for the $3,000 settlement with RIAA.33 A Pepsi spokesman said the 

commercial was “all in good spirit. This has been a huge cultural phenomenon. It’s highly 

relevant and topical for consumers. We’re turning people to buying music online vs. stealing it 

online.”34 

2005 

                                                 
31 Chris Kridler, “Russian cosmonaut to take Lance Bass’ seat on Soyuz,” Florida Today, 
http://www.space.com/missionlaunches/soyuz_021013.html 
 
32 Theresa Howard, “Pepsi ads wink at music downloading,” www.usatoday.com 22 January 2004. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid.  

http://www.space.com/missionlaunches/soyuz_021013.html
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The “Crude” Bowl of 2004 led to the “Censored” Bowl of 2005. One of the big 

headline-making moments of 2004 occurred during the Super Bowl halftime show when Janet 

Jackson had a wardrobe malfunction and revealed her breast for one half of a second, resulting in 

542,000 complaints to the Federal Trade Commission.35 Complaints started rolling in about the 

commercials that aired that year as well, and critics bashed advertisers who showed farting 

horses, crotch biting dogs, and used other sophomoric jokes as a ploy to get noticed.   

In 2005, Anheuser-Busch created a spoof of the Janet Jackson incident but chose to air it 

on their Web site, rather than during the game. But advertiser GoDaddy.com ran with its spoof in 

the first quarter of the game in which a buxom actress appears before a committee of censors 

assembled in Salem, Massachusetts. As the actress is talking at the proceedings, which are being 

aired on “G-Spin,” her spaghetti strap breaks from her skimpy tank top. After a few gasps from 

committee members, the proceedings continue. When asked what she plans to do on the 

commercial in question, she explains she could do a routine and proceeds to gyrate like a go-go 

dancer. An elderly committee member grabs his respirator while another member says to the 

woman, “May I suggest a turtleneck?” The commercial closes, “See more Coverage at 

GoDaddy.com.”  

EBay proved Americans would buy almost anything. In November 2004, 

GoldenPalace.com paid $28,000 for a 10-year old grilled cheese sandwich that bore the image of 

the Virgin Mary. EBay initially pulled the sale, saying it didn’t post joke items. The sandwich, 

complete with a bite taken out of it, was restored after the online auction site was convinced that 

the owner would deliver on the bid.36 So if a 10-year old sandwich could get people’s attention, 

imagine what kind of buzz a French fry that looked like Abe Lincoln could deliver. At least that’s 

what McDonald’s was hoping for when it created its 2005 Super Bowl “mockumentary” about its 

Lincolnfry that encouraged viewers to go to a custom Web site that had a fake blog. However, the 

                                                 
35 Neil Callanan, “Super Bowl advertisers get cautious on content,” Financial Times, 6 February 2005. 
36 “‘Virgin Mary grilled cheese’ sells for $28,000,”  www.msnbc.com, 23 November 2004.  

http://www.msnbc.com/
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spot fizzled, coming in ninth from last in the USA Today poll. Maybe Americans aren’t that 

gullible after all. 

American troops were still fighting in Iraq in 2005. Although George W. Bush 

declared in May 2003 that major combat in Iraq was over, the casualty figures continued to climb. 

By September 2004, more than 1,000 U.S. troops had been killed in. In a touching tribute to the 

men and women who risk their lives, an Anheuser-Busch commercial showed U.S. troops 

walking through an airport, apparently home on a respite. A few passengers in the waiting room 

look up from their books and papers and begin clapping as they see the troops walking past them, 

dressed in desert fatigues. The applause builds until finally everyone is giving the heroes a 

standing ovation. This tribute earned the Top Spot in American Online’s Super Sunday Ad Poll, 

won the Business Week Online Grand Brand Award and got top marks from Advertising Age. 

Still, there were skeptics. Stuart Elliot of The New York Times commented, “Some viewers may 

have wondered whether ‘Busch’ had been misspelled.”37 

DISCUSSION 

Super Bowl commercials are a mirror of our society and reflect our thoughts, from the 

sublime to the ridiculous. One moment we’re worried about terrorism and the next moment we’re 

finding divine inspiration from a grilled cheese sandwich. Does the tactic of using current events 

for creative inspiration work? As chart 1 shows, this creative approach meets with mixed results.  

Patriotism during a time of conflict works if it seems sincere. Three of the top ten 

commercials in 1991 had a patriotic theme. AT&T opened its commercial with the national 

anthem. Panasonic showed scenes from small-town America. And Coca-Cola talked about its 

USO donation instead of showing the lighthearted commercial it had planned to run. Coming in 

11th that year was Budweiser’s jingle, “Here’s to you America.”  Anheuser-Busch also used 

patriotic themes in 2002 and 2005 with positive results. The 11th most popular spot in 2002 

                                                 
37 Stuart Elliott, “Marketers show that caution does not preclude cleverness at this year’s Super Bowl,” The New York 
Times, 7 February 2005, 8. 
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showed the Clydesdales bowing their heads in front of the New York City skyline. And the 

brewer’s tribute to U.S. troops came in third in 2005.  

Hard sell and patriotism don’t mix. Coca-Cola’s second commercial in 1991 came in 20th 

in the ad poll. The second commercial acknowledges the troops and then plugs a game. Likewise, 

Monster.com’s 2002 commercial, in which former Mayor Giuliani gives his heartfelt thanks to 

everyone who helped New York, got mixed results, coming in 18th in the poll. Critics said they 

appreciated Giuliani’s message, but resented Monster.com’s logo at the end.  

Not every company seems to have the “right” to wrap its message in the American flag. 

Toyota, which talked about the quality of American workers at its Kentucky plant, came in at the 

bottom half of the 1992 poll. In comparison, GM, which talked about how American-made cars 

are getting better, came in the top half of that year’s poll. Both automakers had similar themes, 

but U.S. automaker G.M. seemed more justified in talking about the American work ethic than 

did a foreign company. 

Viewers like the notion of global harmony. Two of the top ten commercials of 1990 used 

a global theme.  But more interesting is the fact that the number one spot in 1991, in the midst of 

the Gulf Conflict, also used a global theme. The Diet Pepsi commercial, which showed people 

from all over the world singing the new jingle, came out on top of the USA Today poll in 1991. 

Somehow the absurdity of seeing a Buddhist monk chanting “Uh-huh, Uh-huh, Uh-huh!” and a 

southern gospel choir singing about the glory of “Uh-Huh” were just what Americans needed in a 

time of conflict. 

Celebrity news works. Ray Charles testimony before Congress came in sixth place in 

1992, although the high ratings may have had more to do with the popularity of the singer than 

the spoof of the Clarence Thomas hearings. The Reebok commercial that showed basketball 

rookie Shaq doing one of his glass-shattering backboard dunks was the 5th most popular spot in 

1993. Both Nike spots that questioned whether Michael Jordan faked his retirement did fairly 

well, tying for 13th place. Likewise, Hakeem’s little speech misstep got Visa in the top ten in 
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1996. And Bob Dole’s admission that he just can’t win earned Visa the number 15 spot in 1997. 

Each of these spots did well, but the use of a celebrity may have had more to do with the positive 

ratings than did the reference to a current event. 

Negative news doesn’t work. Gloom and doom messages don’t belong in the midst of 

humorous and celebrity-infused commercials. Isuzu’s message about the bad U.S. economy came 

in 40th in 1992. It seems viewers didn’t need to be reminded of the things they couldn’t buy, or the 

high taxes they had to pay. Likewise, viewers didn’t need to be reminded of problems associated 

with computer viruses or hackers. The 1998 commercial from Network Associates, which joked 

about a hacker causing a nuclear missile to be launched toward LA, came in 39th. The next year, 

Apple Computer’s spin-off of HAL talking about the Y2-K bug came in 39th.  

Two commercials from the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy bombed 

in 2002, coming in 36th and 49th. Suggesting that buying marijuana is the same as supporting 

terrorism seemed to be too much of a stretch for viewers in the months following September 11th. 

And Pepsi’s iTunes spot, which featured teenagers who were sued for illegal downloads, came in 

49th place in 2004. The Pepsi commercial did not resonate with the people in the USA Today poll, 

who may have been turned off by the law, or turned off by the defiant teens. 

 “Forcing” a current event into the message doesn’t work. The two commercials that 

showed the Dodge Spirit distracting spectators from the landing of the Challenger scored in the 

bottom half of the 1989 ad poll, coming in 28th and 32nd. Scoring even lower that year, at 42nd and 

45th, were Hyundai’s commercials that also used a space theme. All four commercials failed to 

make a relevant connection between the idea of space travel and driving a car. 

Another commercial that seemed to force a current event into its message was 

GoDaddy.com’s spoof of a censorship hearing, which came in 28th place in 2005. Likewise, 

McDonald’s Lincoln fry spoof of the Virgin Mary sandwich tanked at 47th place, earning it the 9th 

least popular spot of the 2005 game.  
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The litmus test of whether this technique will work depends in large part on the 

relevance of the current event to the brand being advertised. Sensitive topics, such as war, 

terrorism and the bad economy, need to be approached with care. Done right, a message that uses 

a current event can make the brand seem topical. Done wrong, it can make the advertiser seem 

insensitive and out of touch with its audience. 
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Chart 1: USA Today ad poll results  
 

Year Ranking Commercial 
1989 13 Pepsi Soviet teenagers and parents 
1989 28 Dodge Spirit, shuttle (:60) 
1989 32 Dodge Spirit, shuttle (:30) 
1989 42 Hyundai close encounters 
1989 45 Hyundai weightless family 
1990  6 Coca-Cola Hilltop singers 
1990  7 Delta world scenes 
1990 16 Doritos Berlin Wall- make more chips 
1990 28 U.S. Sprint 
1991  6 Panasonic small-town U.S.A. 
1991  7 AT&T people talk across U.S.A. 
1991  8 Diet Coke donation to USO  
1991 11 Budweiser made in the U.S.A. 
1991 15 Federal Express a lot happens before 10:30 
1991 20 Diet Coke decode game piece 
1992  6 Diet Pepsi Ray Charles testifies in Congress 
1992 15 GM quality on the road 
1992 16 GM lesson in quality 
1992 19 GM quality awards 
1992 34 Toyota workers in Kentucky 
1992 39 Isuzu Rodeo economy 
1993  5 Reebok- rookie Shaq and basketball legends 
1994 13 (tied) Nike Did Jordan fake retirement? 
1994 13 (tied) Nike Who is mysterious player? 
1996 10 Visa Hakeem buys dinner 
1996 20 Visa southern accents 
1996 22 Budweiser Bud blimp 
1997 15 Visa Bob Dole’s homecoming 
1998 40 Network Associates computer hackers 
1998 47 Intel Whodunit part I 
1998 51 Intel Whodunit mystery is solved 
1999 39 Apple Computer HAL & Y2K 
2000  5 Pets.com puppet sings 
2000 11 E*Trade dancing monkey wasted $2 million 
2000 47 Lifeminders worst commercial 
2001  7 E*Trade monkey in dot-com wasteland 
2001  9 Pepsi machines get techno revenge 
2002 18 Monster.com Mayor Giuliani thanks Americans 
2002 36 PSA-drug buying equals supporting terrorists 
2002 49 PSA-drug use hurts more than drug user 
2003 14 Sony man packs for Russian space rocket 
2004 49 Pepsi kids prosecuted for unauthorized downloads 
2005  3 Anheuser-Busch American troops get standing ovation 
2005 28 GoDaddy.com censorship hearing 
2005 47 McDonald’s Lincoln fry 
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Reconstructing the Life of Lady Hao 
By Mara Dučkens 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
In recent decades gender studies have begun gaining momentum in the field of Early 
Chinese Art History.  At the center of this developing study is the life of Lady Fu Hao. 
This paper examines her role as queen and confidant to King Wu Ding (13th Century 
BCE) and her involvement in the Shang military.  A major focus of this study is to 
challenge the idea that Fu Hao was the “first female general” of the Shang army as some 
scholars have concluded.  Archaeological data indicates that she may have been one in a 
long tradition of female soldiers.  By using evidence from oracle bone scholarship and 
the tomb of Fu Hao, this study intends to provide a new perspective on the contributions 
of noble women to the success of the Bronze Age and to rethink today’s gender study.  
 



YUNAL: Magico-Religious Mnemonics and Motifs found in Prayer Tattoos of   
                Leyte, Philippines 
Presented by: Prof. Dulce C. Anacion, UPV Tacloban, Leyte, Philippines 
 
I’m here to talk about YUNAL. To the Waray tribe (Leyte-Samar), the term “yunal” or 
“ginyunalan” means “to mark” or “to brand permanently”. “Yunal” could also be a 
general term for a birthmark or tattoo. The inclusion of the prefix “gin”, describes the 
past action done on the object. This particular brand I have in mind is the Orasyon 
Tattoo. It is termed generally by the respondents of my study as “yunal”. 
 
Slide Presentation: 
Map of Philippines/Leyte Province 
Tattoo Map  
Pintados 
Kalinga Tattooed Native 
Modern Tattooed Native 
Paleolithic Shaman 
 
What do we mean by the “Magico-Religious”? 
Before Man learned to define his beliefs as Religion, its simplistic form was Magic. It 
was commonly defined as a practice, a rite, of attaining objectives, acquiring knowledge, 
through feats of wonder through supernatural or non-rational means. The early cave man 
acted out gestures of a reindeer or dressed in the skins of one so he could be successful 
when he hunts it down later. The early cave man artist depicted bulls and bisons as 
symbols in cave art paintings in order to kill the real animals in some way. Painting them 
on the walls could have been a symbolic act or rite. When civilization encroached and 
man started connecting more to his mortality, his earlier instinctual self evolved into the 
acknowledgement of a Power larger than himself. His rituals, acts, and symbols evolved 
into the belief of an omnipresent Spirit where all things in this universe were engaged. 
This sacred engagement to this Spiritual Reality that forms part of human life was called 
Religion. Yet, a thin line is drawn between Magic and Religion. Magic is widely 
practiced in primal and traditional societies. In such context magic is not simply a pre- 
scientific way of attaining practical ends—it may also involve at least a partial symbolic 
recognition of the society’s spiritual world view and of its gods and myths.1 In this 
respect magic often merges with religion. Religion, however, is usually regarded as the 
public acknowledgment of spirituality, while magic tends to be private and oriented 
toward power and gain by supernatural means rather than toward worship. A distinction 
can also be drawn between white and black magic: White magic is employed for benign 
ends, and black magic is used to harm others. Black magic is sometimes referred to as 
witchcraft or sorcery, although many people who practice witchcraft do not seek to cause 
harm.2 
     With these in mind, we now situate the Yunal in this process: Where does the magic of 
these prayer tattoo end and the religion start? Are there hidden correspondences or 
mystical relationships between these tattoos in magic and religion? What is the role of the 
                                                 
1 James, William. The Varieties of Religious Experience. New York: Random House, 1936. 
2 Gardner, Gerald “Witchcraft Today” 



Yunal in Art? What are the these artistic motifs and symbols found in this tattoo that are 
termed as “magico-religious”?     
 
What is tattooing? 
Generally we know what tattoos are and how they look like. The Dictionary of World 
Origins traces the term “tattoo” to an east island origin: Maori “ta” meaning “to scar” and 
Tahitian “tatu”-pricking. 3 It could be well described as a painful process of skin 
decoration or “flesh carving” with a sharp instrument and in which plant dyes or ink are 
“tapped” or rubbed on the skin wounds to embed permanently like a scar. The effect is a 
virtual body decoration or haberdashery. Tattooing in the some cultures was considered 
to be a rite of passage, symbol of status or mark of belongingness to a certain tribe or 
group. 
 
What are Orasyones? 
Ordinarily, an “orasyon” or “orasyones”(plu.) is prayer in the Spanish-Christian context. 
Fr. Francisco Demetrio on his treatise “On Magical Prayers and Living Christianity” in 
the book Myths and Symbols Philippines described Orasyones as “a mishmash of lines 
lifted from the Roman Missal, the Latin Vulgate, and a dash of Visayan and Spanish 
prayers mixed with gibberish and “lam-lam” (cebuano colloquial term for nonsense).”4 
 
Slide Presentation: 
Pacific Island Tattoos and Tattooing 
Orasyon Tattoo Shaman 
Librito 
Various Anting-Antings (Talismans) 
Orasyon text 
 
What do these prayers mean? 
The seemingly puzzling “orasyon” text can actually be partly or totally deciphered and 
understood through simple educated guesswork—that is, getting the Spanish and Latin 
meanings for Spanish/Latin derived words and the original signification for those 
appearing to be corrupted vernacular terms. The following orasyon, for instance, may 
appear perplexing at first blush: 
 
                  ORASYON PAGLOSAD HAN IMO BALAY 
 
                        Los todos Piligros eko Pedera Deyom Jesus Magnem 
                                       Espirito Salbame Egusom Amen  
 
It is possible to uncover the hidden message. “Los todos Piligros” is a misspelling of the  
Spanish equivalent for “all dangers.” “Eko” is possible a corruption of “ako” or “Me” or a 
Celtic/Gaelic term of ancient origin, while “pedera” comes close to the Spanish “perder” 
or to lose. “Deyom” is a vernacularized spelling of the accusative case (Deum) of Deus—

                                                 
3 Joseph T. Shipley, Dictionary of Word Origins, 2nd ed. (New York: The Philosophical Library,1945), p  
  351. 
4 Demetrio, Francisco S.J. Myths and Symbols Philippines (NBS Trade Books,1978). 



God. “Magnem Espirito” is most likely taken from the Latin Spiritum Magnum, Great 
Spirit or Holy Spirit. Salbame is a misspelling of “salvar”-to save. And “Ego Sum is the 
Latin for “I am” or “I exist”, and this variant is very common in the formulaic prayers of 
the orasyones. The orasyon above may then be translated in this wise: 
 
                              PRAYER FOR GOING DOWN YOUR HOUSE 
 
                     Lose me and Save me Lord Jesus Holy Spirit from all Dangers. 
                                                Therefore, I am, Amen. 
 
These prayers, in the Leyte folk belief are considered to be a type of “Anting-anting” or 
talisman, or amulet that has a preventive force against malevolent attacks and aggression 
from other-worldly beings like demons and untoward supernatural forces. It could also be 
used to guard against sickness, accidents and the like-- the overall function which is to 
bring good luck or transmit new qualities. 
 
So, when these prayers transform from text or verse to tattoo in human skin they become 
some sort of a brand, a mark or YUNAL, its purpose we will discuss later. 
 
Who does these tattoos? Who is the tattooer? 
In this particular tattoo, the tattooer, ist, has a multi-faceted role. He is High Priest, Artist, 
Shaman, Healer or Witch Doctor…The ranking of these roles are ambivalent and usually 
in a case-to-case basis.  
 
As High Priest or Prayer Shaman- the common term for them in Leyte is “Parapamatbat” 
from the dialect “sabat” or “to pray”. The parapamatbat is a keeper of the orasyones or 
magical prayers in a “librito” (a small book of potent orasyones kept secretly and closely 
guarded). These prayers as I reiterate could have been “lam-lam” or “hudim-hudim” 
(waray.) with texts lifted from religious medallions or estampitas. Some parapamatbats 
disclose that their prayers were “original” and “concocted” and could not be found 
anywhere (Fermin Sevillano of Javier Leyte).Others state that their prayers come in 
dreams or “dictated by Jesus, Mama Mary, etc.” The Parapamatbat as compared to the 
Tagalog “Espiritista” is cross-current since the latter, also with the parapamatbat makes 
use of prayers as a method of mediation with the natural and supernatural world. 
 
As Shaman, Healer or Witch Doctor – the common term for this personage is 
“Mananambal”. The Mananambal is aware that sickness and ailments are not due to 
physical or organic causes. They believe that illnesses may be caused by the onslaught of 
the supernatural where beings wreak havoc on the human Soma…(soul).The common 
phrase “ginsangkayan hit dire sugad ha aton” (befriended by beings not like us) 
concludes that the person affected is sick with some sort of malady and usually attributed  
to the supernatural world or was bewitched by a “mambabarang” (sorcerer). Thus he 
consults a mananambal who goes thru the pageant of healing methods: “lo-on” 
(fumigation), “paspas” (fanning) or better still, utter orasyones or incantations to put the 
patient in hypnotic trance, or render the “mambabarang” paralyzed. 
 



As Artist- When a diagnosis has been made, when the malady has been identified, and 
the potent prayers selected from a “librito” to cure a malady; the 
parapamatbat/mananambal gives to the patient the orasyones to be recited by him in 
specified time or day. It could be a certain period or for the rest of his life..But yet there is 
the common worry of forgetfulness or losing the paper where the orasyon is written, so 
the parapamatbat opts to tattoo the prayer on his body so he could carry it everywhere he 
goes without the danger of losing the potent prayer. Furthermore, once the prayer is 
embedded on his skin and pain and drawing of blood has been done; the mark, the 
orasyon becomes more potent. I would like to add the conception that in most cases, the 
wearer of the permanent mark of the orasyon tattoo is believed to be invincible, 
invulnerable after the tattoo “operasyon”. 
 
Now where does the Artistry come in? 
As I have observed and gathered, certain orasyon tattoo shamans resort to motifs and 
mnemonics to embellish the desired prayers, Here are Samples of the popular Motifs: 
 
(Slide presentation)5 
Abbreviated prayers 
The Cross 
Geometric Figures 
The Eye 
The Sun 
Babayin or Alibata 
Letters,Vowels and Numbers 
Icons: Madonna 
          Angels 
          Face of Christ 
 
It is uncanny to note however that these motifs and symbols have deep hidden meanings 
or transcribed to ancient knowledge to which the Parapamatbat could not have tapped or 
acquired through nonliterate means. It is amazing how their coincidental associations to 
occult knowledge seem accurate. 
 
What happens to the Tattooed Person (Ginyunalan)? 
Unlike our tattooed forebears, wherein their tattoos were haberdashery, decoration of 
rank and order; the orasyon tattoo becomes a talisman or “anting-anting” to the wearer. 
Donned with the nature of the anting-anting, I have observed two facets of the yunal: 

a) As “orasyones pangontra” (protective talisman): Usually worn by people who 
have been exposed to or wary of the malevolent force of supernatural beings and 
of the “Panulay” (devil). Women, children aside from men sported these tattoos. 

b) As “orasyones panlalaki” (talisman for invincibility or prowess): Worn by people 
who are at war against elements in the natural and the supernatural world. It 
means rendering invincibility to bullets, blades, bolo hacks, stakes, etc; or doing 

      magical feats like becoming invisible, flying thru the air or levitation. Many  
                                                 
5 Note: Most of the Mnemonics and Motifs found in the Yunal are executed by hand by the author since the 
            respondents refused to be photographed for fear of losing the “potency” of their tattoos. 



      respondents of these tattoos were Alsa Masa members and other nativistic cults,  
     and some inmates of the provincial  and city jail. Historically, Pulahanes of Samar 
     sported tattooed crosses in their face.  
 
Slide Presentation: 
The Waray Pulahanes 
Alsa Masa 
Some “Nativistic”6 Cults in the Philippines: 
    PBMA (Philippine Benevolent Missionaries Association) 
    Rizalistas 
 
How were these tattoos executed? What was the so-called tattoo operation? 
Since these were special kind of tattoos, there is a special process in executing them. 
It consists of a full participation of patient or seeker (as in the case of the orasyones 
panlalaki) and the witch doctor. Before the “operation”, the Parapamatbat instructs 
the seeker, to do certain preparations like fasting, some basic prayers or be placed in a 
trance. If patient is able, he could do the same else he/she could be too sick to take 
part in the preparation. The Parapamatbat himself prepares his tools to execute the 
operation, the main instrument which is a tattooing wand, a bundle of twenty-four big 
needles joined permanently with wax. The pointed tips partly show and form a slight 
arc. A bottle of permanent ink called “indelible”, a couple of towels, and minimal 
sterilization procedures like the use of alcohol and cotton. It is given that the 
parapamatbat himself has done his share of “tahas” (feat of daring). The session 
takes place for an hour or more depending on the intricacies of the prayer itself. It 
may be rendered abbreviated, written in full, or embellished with meaningful designs. 
 
Slide Presentation: 
Tattoo Ritual in the City Jail 
The Tattooing Wand 
Example of “Tahas” 
 
Conclusions: 
Here then I can conclude the following on the Yunal and its mnemonics and motifs: 
 
1.) The orasyon tattoo motif is a synthesis of magical and religious elements which 

effect social control. 
2.) The orasyon tattoo motifs are symbolic phenomena: It is an expression of Cosmic 

Activity. 
 
In all major aspects in folk life in Leyte, the supernatural takes a part, the belief that 
otherwordly elements participate in the whys and wherfores of life is strongly 
observed. Fr. Leonardo Mercado SVD has explained a reason to that of Filipino 
worldview. His point of departure is in the people’s existential postulates to looking 
at the world. He talks about the Leyteno’s (or in the whole, the Filipino) non-dualistic 

                                                 
6 Nativism—“any conscious, organized attempt to revive or perpetuate selected aspects of culture.”—Ralph  
  Linton, “Nativistic Movements,” American Anthropologist, XLV (1943). 



way of looking at the world. That he does not dichotomize between mind and matter, 
body and soul, between one and many, thought and reality or the objective and the 
subjective.7 This altogether explains the Filipino type of religiousity, a syncretism of 
the bane and the sacred wherein the folk still cling to ancient animistic practices that 
have not been totally eradicated by Christianity. What the colonizers of yesteryears 
considered as profane practice, the Filipino has imbued in his way of worship today. 
 
The Tattoo as an expression of cosmic activity is explained by the following: 

a) It is a Sacrifice: The mystical and the magical. The mystical as seen in the 
shedding of blood and the concept of pain. To the Waray tribe, when blood is 
involved, it could mean raw feelings, for example the colloquial phrase: 
“Mabug-at iton dugo”(“heaviness in the blood” idiom for antipathy).  The act of 
sacrifice guarantees and equally latent force to invert a given situation. The 
tattoo is expected to “reciprocate” the amount of sacrifice done by the wearer. 

b) It is symbolic: We could theorize that the tattoo evidences representations of 
earlier practices and experiences. Although there is not much to work on the 
anthropological connection to the Pintado tattoo, which is the closest frame of 
reference, we aver that the Yunal still remains culture bound to practices of the 
past through form and intent. 

 
Insofar as we have discussed the Yunal as a magico-religious and symbolic 
phenomenon, this paper predisposes that Art is just a part of its experience and, in 
some cases, a catalyst for social control. It is supported by the fact that in magic and 
religion, artistic forms like these motifs and symbols presented are seen in its rituals 
(orasyon tattoo session). And yet, not all artistic forms are concerned with ritual 
means. But as symbol, the Yunal presents hidden meanings; graphic interpretations 
of their natural and cultural premise effect these meanings. The Yunal is a complex 
piece of symbolic art, which is culture-bound combining the aesthetic and the 
therapeutic. 
 
Glossary of Waray Terms: 
 
Anting-anting                      Amulet or Talisman 
 
Alibata                                Ancient alphabet in the Philippines which traces 
                                            its origins to the Indo-Aryan “Sanskrit” language 
 
Alsa Masa                           A paramilitary counterinsurgency group composed of  
                                            barrio folk and believed to have folk religious practices  
                                            in their tactical training. 
Babayin                               Another term for “Alibata” 
 
Dire sugad ha aton              (phrase) “not like us”, a fairy, an unearthly being 

                                                 
7 Mercado, Leonardo N. S.V.D. “Elements of Filipino Theology” DWU Publications, Tacloban City, 1975 
 
 



Estampita                             A religious leaflet or bill with pictures of the Saints. 
 
Espiritista                             A type of healer who heals patients thru divination,  
                                              prayers and offerings to evoke harmful or benevolent 
                                              spirits. 
 
Ginsasangkayan                    (Root: “Sangkay”-friend) to be courted or befriended 
                                               by unearthly beings. 
 
Ginyunalan                            (Root: “Yunal”- brand, tattoo) tattooed or to be  
                                                tattooed 
 
Lam-lam                                 (Visayan) Gibberish 
 
Librito                                     Small book of orasyones or prayers, possessed by a  
                                                prayer shaman or parapamatbat 
 
Lo-on                                       A fumigation ceremony or ritual 
  
Hudim-hudim                          A mish-mash of vocables or words that form an  
                                                 incantation 
 
Indelible                                  Permanent ink for tattooing 
 
Mambabararang                     (Root: “Barang” – Sorcery) Sorcerer 
                 
Mananambal                           (Root: “Tambal”- heal) local medicine man who uses 
                                                 herbs and poultices for healing patients  
                      
Operasyon                               Colloquial for the surgical operation as in this case  
                                                 the tattooing session 
 
Orasyon, Orasyones                Prayers, usually prayers with nonsensical Latin or  
                                                 Spanish words mixed with the vernacular 
 
Orasyones Pangontra              Protective and healing prayers against ailments  
                                                 caused by unearthly beings 
 
Orasyones Panlalaki                Prayers for manly prowess and virility 
 
Panulay                                    the Devil 
                                  
Paglosad imo Balay                 “to go down the house” as in this case to venture or  
                                                  go on a journey  
                                   
Parapamatbat                           Prayer Shaman 



Paspas                                     Fanning afflicted areas of the body such as skin  
                                                diseases or rheumatism with medicinal plants or herbs 
 
Pulahan, Pulahanes               (Root: “Pula”-Red color) Peasant rebels in Leyte and  
                                                 Samar who were noted for their red uniforms and  
                                                 anting-antings when they fought the Americans and  
                                                 guerillas during the prewar era.  
 
Rizalista                                  A folk religious cult professing the national hero Jose  
                                                Rizal as a demigod. 
 
Tahas                                       a feat of bravery or daring done to acquire special  
                                                 powers 
 
Yunal                                        tattoo, brand, tattoo mark 
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 Colonialism entertains a kind of natural relation to multiculturalism. It implies a 
meeting between different cultures and no matter how unequal the relationship, colonizer and 
colonized have to find a cultural arrangement of sorts. They are forced to live together in a 
situation where “creaolisation”, assimilation, and apartheid, the radical separation between 
groups and cultures, constitute possible strategies of resistance and of oppression. The 
relationship between colonialism and multiculturalism can also take a variety of surprising and 
unexpected forms. In this workshop we wish to inquire into three of these which relate to 
Japanese colonial experience past and present. Japan is particularly interesting in this context 
because historically it was both colonized and colonizer and because of its difficult and reticent 
present relation to multiculturalism.  
 Nana Sato-Rossberg inquires into the relationship of the Japanese governments with 
the Aynu since the annexation of their homeland the island Ezo, now known as Hokkaido. She 
will analyze the impact of the 1899 “Protection of the Former Primitive People Act” as well as 
the development of the Aynu “Rights Recovery Movement” especially since its recognition in 
1993 by the United Nations indigenous peoples program. This is a classical colonial situation. 
Hokkaido was for the Meiji and Imperial regimes of Japan a typical population colony and 
assimilation was the centerpiece of the official policy towards the local population. She will 
close with an analysis of the 1997 law for the “Protection and Promotion of the Aynu Culture” 
and evaluate how much Japan today accepts to see itself as multicultural society.   

According to Noah McCormack, in the 1860s certain Japanese domain officials 
offered status upgrades to outcaste men, in return for the performance of military duties. The 
logic of this exchange would reappear in future relations binding together nation and state. The 
state would guarantee certain ‘rights’ equally to all. In return, citizens would all bear equally 
certain ‘obligations’: to make patriotic sacrifices, to kill and be killed for the country, and so on. 
However, the military hierarchy was made to match social hierarchy, as based on differences of 
former status, gender, place of origin, and class and functioned to reproduce and reinforced 
existing social hierarchies that it itself embodied. In consequence discrimination towards former 
outcaste continued. In this case of “internal colonialism”, the effort to assimilate internal 
minorities in the process of modern nation building prefigures the attitude Japan would later 
have towards its colonial populations.  

The third case study brings us to present day Japan. During the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries there was an important Japanese emigration to Brazil. During the last 20 years many 
descendants of these emigrants, second or third generation Brazilians of Japanese descent came 
back to Japan in search of economic opportunity. They form today the Japan’s third largest 
foreign community. As Lilian Terumi Hatano describes, the reality they face in Japan is quite 
different from what they expected, especially in schools where children of different 
backgrounds are forced to hide their identity. This discrimination can be interpreted as a 
colonization process, through which are created poorly educated minority groups of disposable 
laborers condemned to limited social opportunities. This strange colonization in reverse where 
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colonizers are now colonized upon their return to their country of origin illustrates a changing 
world situation where territorial expansion has been replaced by economic migration as a 
condition of economic success. 

Paul Dumouchel in a theoretical introduction will present a quick analysis of the 
relationship between colonialism and various forms of multiculturalism. Following a suggestion 
by Nagao Nishikawa who described certain aspects of globalization as “colonialism without 
colonies” he will argue that multicultural situations not only often are the historical results of 
colonialism but also a way in which colonial policies are continued today. 
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Multiculturalism in Japan －The Case of the Aynu Indigenous People 
The Workshop:Multiculturalism and Colonialism, Three examples from Japan’s past and present 

Nana Sato-Rossberg 
 
Introduction: 
 

In 1997, was promulgated the “Law for the Promotion of Aynu Culture and Dissemination and 
Cultivation of Knowledge of Aynu Tradition” (LPAC). It replaced the “Law for the Hokkaido 
Former Aborigines Protection” (LHFAP) which had been in place since 1899. 

As specified in the LPAC, the Organization for the Promotion and Research of Aynu Culture 
(OPRAC) was established in Sapporo. In accordance with its official purpose, the organization 
began to support groups that promote and preserve the traditional culture of the Aynu people, 
publications about the Aynu, or invitations of Aynu for the purpose of cultural exchange. A Research 
Center of Aynu People’s Culture was also established in Sapporo. It regularly publishes a bulletin. 
Furthermore, two Aynu cultural centers were established, one in Sapporo and one in Tokyo. These 
centers are used for cultural exchange, and hold a “Popularization and Cultivation” seminars 
regularly. This represents a clear move towards the promotion of Aynu culture. 

However, there are problems that question the overall value of LPAC. For example it does not 
relate to the “Native Rights” as defined for example in the Draft Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples (DDRIP) of United Nations (U.N.)i.It also contains ambiguities regarding the 
scope and procedure for the compensation of Aynu who possessed shared (group) land and property 
rights, which lead to complaints being field to the first trial in Sapporo. 

In the remainder of this paper, I will analyze the concept of Aynu culture as it is used in the LPAC 
and in the “Aynu Shared Property Trial” (see Chapter 2). My goal is to see if from the viewpoint of 
multiculturalism, this new law constitutes or not one step in the right direction in order for Japan to 
accept “others”. 
 In 1970, Canada and Australia had announced that they adopted multiculturalism as a national 
policy. In order to solve the problems which indigenous people face, the United Nations (U.N.) 
declared 1993 as “The International year for the Indigenous People”, and the period from 1994 to 
2004 as the “Decade for Indigenous People”.  

These developments also had an influence on the Japanese policies towards the Aynu, which I will 
explain. 
 
1. A brief summary of the history of Aynu property rights 
 
 In 1869, the Meiji government established the Kaitakushi administrationii in the northern island 
Ezo, and renamed it to Hokkaido. The Aynu were forced to comply with Japanese family register 
requirements, and traditional religious celebrations and customs, such as earrings and mustaches 
were prohibited. The fishing of salmon and the hunting of dear (both important food for the Aynu) 
were restricted. Because many “Wajin”iii migrated into Hokkaido, the conditions in which the Aynu 
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lived changed rapidly, and they were often forced to move from the locations they traditionally 
occupied. 
 In 1886, the Hokkaido government was established, and in 1899 it became responsible for 
enforcing the LHFAPiv. This law was mainly aimed at encouraging Aynu people to engage into 
farming and at sending their children to school. 
 According to Humoto (2002), the modern policies towards the Aynu (including the LHFAP) were 
made to solve problems of land and property. 
 According to the Kaitakushi administration, the Aynu obtained land rights and funding, e.g., from 
the imperial household government, the Ministry of Education, Gyoukou (funding related to visits 
from the Tenno, the Japanese emperor), profits of partnership fisheries, and from the so called 
“indigenous people’s planed cultivation land, protection land”. However, the Aynu were not allowed 
to possess these as individuals, but only as “shared property” owned by local groups. 
 However many Wajin deceived Aynu and obtained money or land from them. For example, the 
“indigenous people’s regulator” borrowed money from the shared money of Aynu and did not return 
it for a long time. These problems were so widespread, that the government could not ignore them. 
From the proceedings of government meeting, we can see that the abundance of problems lead the 
government into enacting the LHFAP. According to the LHFAP, the Hokkaido government began to 
control the Aynu shared land and properties. 
 Yet, after the LHFAP was enacted new land problem emerged. For example, the government 
refused to give the Asahikawa Aynu Land to the Aynu and decided that the army would use it instead. 
In opinion to oppose this decision of governor, the leader of “Aynu Liberation Alliance”, went to 
Tokyo in order to petition the central government. 
 After the Second World War, a democracy movement developed in Japan. The government decided 
on a land reform (Nouchi-Kaikaku), and landowners had to give their land to the peasants. In 
consequence, Aynu landowners who had obtained land through article 3 of the LHFAP lost it again. 

 With the rise of democratic ideas, a movement of Aynu rights recovery began and the Utariv 
Association (UA) was established. It demanded the abolition of discrimination against Aynu, as well 
as economic support. The UA also started to publish a journal, and by the end of 1970, the UA 
started to work and argue based on their history as natives, that the government should make a new 
law to replace the LHFAP. In 1984, it developed a “draft of a law for the Aynu”. This draft made it 
clear, that they should not treated as recipients of welfare, but as a nation. 
 After 1980, the UA engaged into exchange with other indigenous peoples, and learned, for example, 
of the Bilingual Policy of New Zealand for the Maori.  

Through theses activities, the level of consciousness for Native Rights and Indigenous rights and 
self-determination was raised. 

In 1992, the leader of UA went to the U.N. General Assembly, on the 10 of December, and gave an 
inauguration speech. Finally, in 1997, these activities proved fruitful and a new law, replacing the 
LHFAP was adapted.  
 
2. The LPAC 
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 The “LPAC” consists of 13 main articles and the supplementary provisions of 6 articles. The 
purpose of this law is to contribute to the development of cultural diversity in Japan through the 
dissemination and cultivation of the knowledge of Aynu tradition. 
 There are two main opinions about this law. Some argue that “By the rich variety of projects 
supported by the LPAC, it plays a substantial role in supporting Japanese multiculturalism”vi. 
Others say that “Through the backdoor of cultural promotion the law tries to lure Aynu people into 
the framework of the Japanese nation state”vii. 

According to the LPAC, the OPRAC supports measures to train people to carry on Aynu culture or 
research, and to disseminate or cultivate the traditional Aynu culture. 
 The notion of “Aynu culture” in the LPAC was previously criticized by Ueno (1999) and in the 
dialogue of Hanazaki and Tanaka (1999). Ueno compared the concept of culture in the DDRIP and 
LPAC. He concluded that “The LPAC, does not accept the tradition of Aynu spirit and religion; 
therefore these are not object of promotion and dissemination”. Comparing the ruling in the 
“Nibutani dam trial” and LPAC, Hanazaki and Tanaka concluded that the ruling acknowledges also 
the role that land plays in the Aynu culture, and its importance for life, but the Aynu culture 
described in the LPAC, it is only folklore. 
 Article 2 of the LPAC says that the definition of Aynu Culture is “the Aynu language and the 
cultural products which have been developed, such as music, dance and industrial arts that have been 
inherited by the Aynu”. But after Edward Taylor, for example, the word culture refers to a 
multiple-integral that also involves social systems and ethics, as well as knowledge, belief, arts, 
moral, law, and custom. The social system and the world view and ethics of Aynu, which were based 
on oral tradition, have mostly been lost as a result of the Japanese policy at the beginning of the 
Meiji period. Even if the government now seems to make efforts to promote only Aynu folklore, it 
unfortunately appears to be just a repetition of the fatal policy adopted 100 years earlier, where, after 
essential elements of religious belief had been prohibited by the government, Aynu were still forced 
to do “bear festivals”, to dance or to sing for the emperor or tourists. The simplistic idea of culture 
adopted by the LPAC also restricts the group of the carriers of Aynu culture to those engaged in 
folklore, excluding many other Aynu descendants. 

Thus the criticism of Ueno, Hanazaki and Tanaka is justified. But the direction towards which it 
points also implies the romantic idea that, under appropriate conditions, Aynu culture, including its 
social, ethic, and religious foundations could be revived.  However, such a scenario is hard to 
conceive. A reflection of the historical processes that brought about these rapid changes of social 
system and with them a new world view exposes the shortcomings of the LPAC and shows why the 
inclusion of the principles underlying the DDRIP would have brought more legal clarity. 
 
3. The “Aynu Shared Property” trial (ASPT) 
 
 This case is based on the Supplementary Article 3 of LPAC, which says “the Hokkaido governor 
must manage the Aynu shared property which had been managed by the  Hokkaido government 
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under the LHFAP, until it returns to the Aynu or the Corporate Body designated under Article 10, 
Sections 1 to 4 (the OPRAC).” Based on this law, in the name of the Hokkaido government, this 
information was advertised in newspapers, and published in the government’s bulletin Kanpo. Aynu 
who believe that they have a right to the properties were asked to apply and would then be heard by 
the “Hokkaido Former Aborigines Shared Property Clearance Committee”. Applications were to be 
filed within one year after this announcement. If some properties were left, these would 
automatically belong to the OPRAC and be used for the Promotion of Aynu culture. Until the 
deadline, September 4th, 1998, 46 people had applied and 38 applicants were accepted by the 
clearance committee. But 24 people of these 38 sued the Hokkaido government, stating several 
reasons: The Hokkaido government had left it unclear what exactly constituted the funds now 
described as “Shared Aynu Property”. How had these funds had been managed by the Hokkaido 
government? How was eligibility of ownership to be determined? And why were the funds 
considerably smaller than expected? Furthermore, applicants for the funds had asked the Hokkaido 
government to suspend the restoration process until these questions had been clarified, but the 
request had been rejected.  

In the first and second instance, the claims were rejected on the grounds that “there are no 
disadvantages for the plaintiffs”.  

The OPRAC, who’s tasks include the support of research on Aynu, receives more than 99% of its 
budget (721 million yen in 2000) from the Hokkaido government.  This may explain why the 
OPRAC does not support research related to shared Aynu land and property financially or by 
supplying related documents. 
 If the “Native Rights” as the Aynu had been included to the LPAC, the result could have been 
different. However the LPAC is only a law that promotes an Aynu culture that is conform to what the 
Japanese believe Aynu culture should be. What the ASPT shows is that “the realization of a society 
which respects the pride of Aynu people” is not possible if only Aynu folklore is promoted. 
 It appears that the law respects Aynu culture only if it can be a source for tourist attractions. ”Native 
Rights” and the economic support which Aynu requested to be present in the law were ignored All 
that is preserved is the Aynu culture that can be used as a tourist attraction is preserved. 
 According to Oowaki (2001), who is a member of the supporting group of the ASPT, one of the 
problems that appeared after the LPAC came into force “is competition between Aynu about money. 
If we cannot develop or pass on the culture on and seek national cultural continuity, there is no hope 
of having real development of culture. I feel that the Japanese Nation is trying to solve the culture 
problem using money”. 
 The ASPT points to a basic and probably the most important problems which Indigenous people 
face: the dis-appropriation of land, in other words, colonialisms. 
 The case is now being examined by the Supreme Court. Together with the progress of the ASPT, 
discovering and decoding new documents about Aynu shared property and land has begun. The 
Hokkaido government cannot ignore these problems anymore where it is faced with written 
documents. 
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Epilogue: 
 

If I am asked if “the LPAC will be one step for Japan to accept others or not”, the answer is “no”. 
Only the promotion of Aynu folklore cannot lead to multiculturalism. If the government protects and 
supports one nation’s culture extremely, it may cause the rise of nationalisms, and give the illusion 
that culture can divided into clear categories. Regarding the LPAC, Native Rights were ignored and 
only culture was promoted, as a result, this law contributes to assimilation rather than 
multiculturalism. 

The DDRIP exposes several issues that remain unresolved in Japan. For example, Article 10 of 
part2 states that, “indigenous peoples shall not be forced from their lands or territories. No relocation 
shall take place without the free and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after 
agreement on just and fair compensation and, where possible, with the option of return” and Article 
12 of part3, “indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and 
customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future 
manifestations of their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artifacts, designs, 
ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature, as well as the right to 
restitution of cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free and 
informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs”. 

Yamanouchi，who was a member of the “expert group for Utari policy”, worried about new 
inequality which was caused by granting Native Rights, because it would be against articles 14 and 1 
of the Japanese constitution. He points to the important question, “Who are the Aynu? Who can have 
advantage from the law?”. 

The point of Yamanouchi is adequate. But if the constitution worked well, problems like those of 
the Aynu would not emerge. In this case it is important to make affirmative actions which involve 
also the provision of Native Rights. 

The problem of membership is important but complicated. It always involves the danger of racism. 
Either accepting or denying membership can lead to borders between internal and external Aynu.  

Furthermore, there are also other native people in Japan. If the Aynu are given Native Rights others 
also should have such rights. The LPAC was enacted as a result of long-term Aynu action and it is an 
improvement compared to the LHFAP.  

But by supporting the Aynu exclusively, it creates new inequalities and new native minorities. 
For reasons similar to why the notions of “race” or “nation” have been criticized, the notion 

“native” might be misunderstood as suggesting some kind of natural difference. I think “native” is a 
political notion, and agree with Uemura (1997) who argues that “the necessary condition for 
asserting Native Rights or Native Peoples is the historical confirmation of colonialisms and the 
structure of denying rights”. 

When native people attempt to recover rights of land, space, and dignity, native groups are 
necessary as political subjects, determined politically and historically. 
 The important thing is not to deny this notion of Native Peoples, but to use it efficiently and 
carefully in order to prevent it from being understood in a naturalistic sense or being the cause of 
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conflicts between peoples. A positive notion of Native People is something we will not be able to do 
without. 
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Foot-note 
                                                        
i The introduction of DDRIP says, “…concerned that indigenous peoples have been deprived of 
their human rights and fundamental freedoms, resulting, inter alia, in their colonization and the 
dispossession of their lands, territories and resources, thus preventing them from exercising, in 
particular, their right to development in accordance with their own needs and interests…” 
the Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of United Nations, 
http://www.usask.ca/nativelaw/ddir.html 
ii Kaitakushi: The government which administered Hokkaido and the islands which belong to 
Hokkaido from 1869-1882. 
iii Wajin: ”Japanese” who immigrated from the mainland of Japan to Hokkaido. This term is used for 
distinguish Aynu and “Japanese” clearly. 
iv Hokkaido Former Aborigines Protection Act (Law No 27, March, 1899) consists of 13 articles. 
Article 1, 2, and 3, which relate to farming and land possession are cited hereafter. 
Article 1. Those former aborigines of Hokkaido who engage or wish to engage in agriculture shall be 
grated free of charge no more than 15,000 tsubo (49,590m2) per house hold. 
Article 2. The land granted according to Article 1 is subject to the following conditions. 
1] It must not be transferred except by inheritance. 
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2] No right of pledge, mortgage, superficies, (use or disposal of surface rights), or perpetual lease 
can be established 
3] No servitude can be established without the approval of the Secretary of the Hokkaido Agency. 
4] It cannot be the object of a lien/a preferential. The land granted by Article 1 shall not be object to 
land tax or local taxes until after 30 years from the date of grant, nor shall it be subject to registration 
fees. The land already owned by the former aborigines shall not be transferred, nor shall any of the 
real rights (jus in rem) referred to in paragraphs 1 through 3 be established upon it, without the 
approval of the Secretary of the Hokkaido Agency. 
Article 3. Any part of the land granted by Article 1 shall be confiscated if it has not been cultivated 
after 15 years from the date of grant. 
v Utari: It means fellow in Aynu language. Some people use this term instead of Aynu. 
vi Aida Mitsuzo, [2000:119] 
vii Onodera Masami, [1997:636] 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Title: Headfirst into the Gap: Probing the Holes in Dance Education 
 
I am a dance educator.  I routinely use words like technique, theory, process, and practice 
in reference to particular components of dance education. Recently, I used the word 
praxis in a dance aesthetics class.  The students in the class discussed their understanding 
of praxis as indicating the practical side of dance.  When pressed for a clearer description 
of what exactly they meant, these students answered, almost unanimously, that the 
practical side of dance was technique.  Thus, we began to map out our experiences and 
understandings of dance on a path that began with technique classes, or practice, at the 
“Practical” end and ran through choreography, performance opportunities, dance history, 
pedagogy, and somatics until arriving at theory on the “Impractical” end.  When I asked 
why dance theory had been isolated at the impractical end of our path, my students were 
quick to respond with two acutely critical statements: “We don’t use it because we can’t 
understand it.”  This searing response prompts me to posit what I think is a crucial 
question for contemporary dance education:  how can we, as dance educators, identify 
and confront the ideologies that allow for the existence and maintenance of the gap 
between dance practice and dance theory?   
 
The observation that dance theorists publicize their work in a language that is largely 
inaccessible to the constituency of dancers whom the research concerns is of some 
urgency.  Likewise, the tendency of dancers to avoid the language of dance theory except 
in designated areas, such as pedagogy or aesthetics classes, suggests that there is no 
immediate need to search for common ground.  I would argue that this reciprocal 
avoidance illustrates the complacency with which dance theory and dance practice sit and 
occupy opposite corners of the field, and that it is doing much to create a generation of 
dance practitioners who are estranged from the complexities of the field itself. In 
addition, I would submit that this complacency shelters a critical hegemony that has 
created a dance “other” whose forms are devalued, subordinated, and disregarded within 
dance education. 
 
 
My objectives in moving forward with this research are twofold: primarily, I aim to bring 
a heightened awareness to the gap between dance theory and dance practice, and to the 
ideological structures that work, perhaps subconsciously, to maintain it; secondarily, I 
aim to expose how the maintenance of this dichotomy in dance academia works to 
marginalize certain dance forms whose practitioners do not speak the language of the 
dominant academic majority. The methodologies that I will use to work toward these  
objectives include: triangulation of quantitative statistical data from accredited collegiate 
dance programs in the United States; historical inquiry concerning the establishment of 
dance as an field of study within higher education; philosophical inquiry concerning the 
aesthetic values associated with distinct forms of movement and how those values are 
aligned with social class, race, and gender; and reviews of related literature with specific 
emphasis on the examination of meaning and value in written language. 
 

 
 



I recognize that in suggesting that dance education is perhaps not a completely 
democratic entity, I am creating the potential for controversy.  That controversy works as 
a research outcome as it evolves into discussion.  I use the word discussion rather than 
discourse because I am intent on breaking through the notion that critical ideas must be 
clothed in the veils of jargon in order to be academically valuable. In addition, I note that 
the expected outcomes of this research are not product-oriented; I am concerned with 
exposition of what I observe to be hierarchical and hegemonic systems at work in dance 
education rather than with instant reformation of curricula and canons.  I do expect 
however, that the outcome of exposition will be a catalyst for reevaluation of and critical 
inquiry into the meanings behind the ways that dance is taught and learned.  These 
proposed outcomes, working together, become a first step to bridging the gap.  
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 Ronsard’s Order of Illusion:  A Study of Fantasy and Form  

 

Terrence Cave describes Ronsard’s artistic milieu as one of decorative 

abundance or “copia”; the regulating aesthetic principle was of a 

seemingly organic, though certainly decorative, excess of interrelated 

elements that, by way of the resulting mélange of scenes and themes, 

fragmented the spectator’s attention and enflamed his imagination.  The 

contemporaries of Ronsard pasted the walls of Chateaux Fountainbleu 

and Anat with concatenations of “scenes and motifs” surrounding highly 

ornate themes while “public fêtes” blossomed under triumphal arches 

and elaborate tableaux.1  The tendency toward such a “copia” infiltrated 

courtly life even up through the rings of academia:  De Copia Rerum et 

Verborum, written by Erasmus, lays out the “method” by which a student 

should increase his scholarly aptitude through such a practice of excess.  

The student compiles “things” (or exempla, explains Cave, sententiae, 

images and themes) and words from a stockpile of classical references 

that he will eventually use to flavor his work.2  While not directly 

influenced by Erasmus, Ronsard characterized his own work as one of a 

similar “copieuse diversité” that he did not doubt would upset those 

“oreilles de nos rimeurs, et principalement des courtizans, qui 

                                                 
1 Terence Cave, “Ronsard’s Mythological Universe”, Ronsard the Poet, ed. Terrence 
Cave (London, Methuen Co Ltd: 1973) 162. 
2 Ibid. 169. 
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n’admirent qu’un petit sonnet petrarquizé”.3  Ronsard was an avid reader 

of classical material, from which he compiled references in such a way as 

to produce a new and uniquely “Ronsardian” synthesis therein.   

 

Withstanding the academic method alone of accumulation, how else 

might Ronsard have evidenced abundance in his work?  Is the concept 

amenable to deliberate design?  Can “copia”, which is most simply the 

generous gathering ad infinitum of speculative (Cave calls them 

“mythological”) allusions, be made an “order”?  Then, and more 

problematic still, may the aesthetic order of copieuse diversité –if such 

exists— be one inspired not by the generosity of copia itself but a very 

delimited desire for individual glory or, on the mythical timeline, 

immortality?4  For whom is that desire realizable:  the poeticized Helene 

or Ronsard the poet? 

 

Section 1:  Background to Copieuse Diversité 

The second book of Hymnes, in which two poems center upon the 

exploits of twins Calais and Zetes, then of Castor and Pollux, introduces 

copia as duplicity.  Each twin mirrors the other, by definition; their 

stories, in turn, are references to that of the Argonauts; and, in the 

“Hymne of Castor and Pollux”, the structure itself of the hymn is divided 

                                                 
3 Ibid. 166 (citing Ronsard, Odes, 1550 preface).   
4 Ibid. 
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into two, with each half devoted to one of the twins.5  Contrary to prose, 

the “common language” ruled by strict exchanges between a word and its 

meaning, Ronsard’s poetry plunges its readers into the supplemental, 

abundant, necessarily duplicitous and “even gratuitous”, according to 

Cave, world of the imagination.6  

 

But Ronsard could not have been entirely opposed to the everyday; 

“mimesis”, or imaginary recreation or imitation, blurs the borderline 

between reality and fiction by presenting imaginary events in distinct 

focus while aestheticizing more historical ones.  As it is evidenced in 

Ronsard’s work, mimesis transposes the everyday into an ideal realm to 

reveal the excesses that are proper to the ordinary; there can be no world 

apart of the imagination alone, only a more ornate one.  In “Chant 

Pastoral” (1559) the architecture of the “grotte” fades into a “fureur 

saintement insensée” until the everyday structures of “le plan, le 

frontispice, et les pilliers rustiques” yield to miraculous colors 

 

  Des préz, quand la saison les diapre de fleurs, 
  Ou comme l’arc-en-ciel qui peint à sa venue 
  De cent mille couleurs le dessus de la nue. 
 

The awe experienced by the two shepherds who observe takes root not in 

some supernatural excess but in a very human one of architectural 
                                                 
5 Ibid.  
6 Ibid. 167; the “gratuitous” or excessive character of copia will be further explored in 
section three of this analysis.    
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wonders.  In the light where reality becomes idealized and the ideal is 

seen to illuminate the real, a study of Ronsard’s poetry should emphasize 

the fantastic energies that are released therein “rather”, as Cave 

explains, “than … make [his poetry] conform to a pre-established pattern 

of ideas”. 7  Such a pattern might be, for example, one that distinguishes 

absolutely the “everyday” from the “imaginary”. To that order the poems 

cannot conform. 

  

As a poet, however, Ronsard considered himself enactor of a system of 

“certainty” that must provide a certifiable referent or external 

“correlative” to any evidence of abundance.  Malcolm Quainton explains 

the stance in his book Ronsard’s Ordered Chaos:  if “God the creator and 

Nature reveal their unity, perfection and ultimate stability through 

variety and movement, the work of art is a sort of discordia concors held 

in ‘libre contrainte’ by the poet-creator, a microcosm whose beauty 

depends on a controlled energy, a unified and harmonized variety and 

dissonance, a balanced proportion of multiple forces”.8  With Quainton’s 

“ordered chaos” in mind, take Ronsard’s “Ode de la Paix”:   

 

Tousjours un propos deplaist  
  Aus oreilles attendantes, 
  Si plein outre reigle il est 
  De parolles abondantes. 
                                                 
7 Ibid. 178. 
8 Malcolm Quainton, Ronsard’s Ordered Chaos (Manchester, Manchester U. Press: 
1980) 55. 
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  Celui qui en peu de vers 
  Etraint un sujet divers, 
  Se mét au chef la couronne: 
  De cette fleur que voici, 
  Et de celle, & celle aussi, 
  La mouche son miel façonne 
 
  Diversement…9 
 

We find “peu de vers” that give way to “un sujet divers”; and this careful 

weighing or economizing of words, from which might arise “parolles 

abondantes”, is what the superior poet who “se mét au chef la couronne” 

must master.   Few words lend themselves to abundant ones, abundant 

because imaginary, which then compress once more into a single product 

that is honey.  Honey is Ronsard’s art; provided there be the structuring 

agent of measure, the finished product might render pleasure that serves 

no end other than that of pleasure itself.  This end is the aim of a master 

poet, in which all his diverse endeavors – gleaning inspiration from “cette 

fleur que voici, / Et de celle, & celle aussi” – must find order.  In the rest 

of this ode duplicity, such as is evidenced in the second book of Hymnes, 

is not linked to an idea of the supplement – that which is added on top or 

en “outre” – but to a regulated form of antithesis:  between peace and 

war, Quainton notes; birth/infancy and death; light and dark; chaos and 

creation.  Each element calls insistently for the other and, combining as 

                                                 
9 ll. 291-301. 
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it were “des biens et des vertues ensemble … en un”, renders proper 

measure to the whole of the ode.10   

 

Section 2: Glory and Abundance, Narrated 

While the technique of “copieuse diversité” might generate a “wayward 

and fragmented narrative”,11 one might at the same time expect to find a 

certain number of those narrative bits to hint at the emergence of a 

structural unity:  the “un” professed by Ronsard.  In this hope Evelyn 

Vitz applies the “Acantantial System” first developed by A.J. Greimas to 

Ronsard’s Sonets Pour Hélène to uncover possible plots and role 

distributions, as well as their respective functions within the text. The 

sonnets, she writes, do indeed conceal a “micro-narrative” or the “seeds” 

of a narrative, as well as a veritable castlist of characters that indicate a 

whole syntactical design: Sujet, Objet, Destinateur, Opposant, and 

Adjuvant. 12  Sonnet 24 of book 1 will illustrate the function of each of 

these titles.  Ronsard begins by introducing himself as the Sujet, the “je” 

that launches the sonnet and is followed by action: 

 

  Je liay d’un filet de soye cramoisie 
      Vostre bras l’autre jour, parlant avecques vous: 
      Mais le bras seulement fut captif de mes nouds, 
      Sans nous pouvoir lier ny coeur ny fantaisie. 
  Beauté, que pour maistresse unique j’ay choisie, 
                                                 
10 Ibid. ll. 29-32. 
11 Cave 168. 
12 “Ronsard’s Sonets Pour Hélène:  Narrative Structures and Poetic Language”, Romanic 
Review 67.4 (1976): 251. 
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      Le sort est inegal : vous triomphez de nous. 
      Vous me tenz esclave esprit, bras et genous,  
      Et Amour ne vous tient ny prinse ny saisie. 

Je veux parler, Maistresse, à quelque vieil sorcier, 
      Afin qu’il puisse au mien vostre vouloir lier, 
      Et qu’une mesme playe à nos coeurs soit semblable. 
  Je faux : l’amour qu’on charme est de peu de sejour.   
      Estre beau, jeune, riche, eloquent, agreeable, 
      Non les vers enchantez, sont les sorciers d’Amour.13   
 
 

Ronsard is the Sujet and the Objet is Helene’s “bras”:  literally, in that 

Ronsard desires to posses her arm and figuratively, since she is the 

object of his desire.  The “J’ay choisie” equally signals Ronsard as the 

Destinateur (or initiator) of the project, the third of Greimas’s character 

designations, whereas the phrase, “Amour ne vous tient ny prinse ny 

saisie”, labels “Amour” as Opposant to (or inhibitor of) the destinateur’s 

plan for action.  Love leaps behind the syntax that then enthralls and 

orders it.  The following phrase, “Je veux parler, Maistresse, `a quelque 

vieil sorcier” introduces the magician as Adjuvant or helper of the 

Destinateur, offering a recourse that unfortunately fails even before it is 

applied to the situation;  for the subject acknowledges that “l’amour 

qu’on charme est de peu de sejour”.  The poem does not consist in a 

narrative fact or fulfillment of an event:  only a project or intention that 

Ronsard introduces and refuses.14   

 

                                                 
13 Pierre de Ronsard, Sonets Pour Hélène (Paris, Librairie Droz: 1947). 
14 see Vitz 251-2. 
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By the second book, the sonnets are saved from a depressed spiral into 

incompletion with the change of Objets from Helen to his poety itself – 

and, by extension, to Ronsard’s own immortality as a poet.   

  (…) 
Quand je suis amoureux j’ay l’esprit & la vois,  

  L’invention meilleure & la Muse plus forte.   
 
  Il me faut donc aimer pour avoir bon esprit,  
  Afin de concevoir des enfans par escrit, 
  Prolongeant ma memoire aux despense de ma vie.   
 
  Je ne veux m’enquerir s’on sent apres la mort: 
  Je le croy : je perdrois d’escrire toute envie: 
  Le bon nom qui nous suyt, est nostre reconfort.15   
 

As the Adjuvants shift from sonnets 4 to 24 to 50 from, respectively, the 

“demonstative” rhetoric of flattery (“tout ce qui est de sainct, d’honneur & 

de virtue … Ma Maistresse en naissant en l’estprit l’avoit eu”); to the 

considered and rejected aid of a magician in sonnet 24; and, in sonnet 

50, to the “deliberative” rhetoric of argumentation entailing such clauses 

as “Bien que…”, “Si…”, “Or...”, and the conclusion, “Tel dire n’est sinon 

qu’imagination / Qui embrasse le faux pour les choses cognues”; so, in 

sonnet 68, shift the Adjuvant to love and the Objet to Ronsard’s own 

poetry.  Love generates inspiration and voice in the poet, as the first 

verse cited above states, a gift surpassing all others as the “invention 

meilleure”.  In sonnet 24 we saw that love was the Opposant because 

Helene did not share her poet’s affection; now, having failed in his first 

project, Ronsard shifts the plan to one of inspiring poetry and using his 
                                                 
15 Book 2 sonnet 68 (hereafter cited: 2.68), ll. 7-14. 
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own love as helper.  “Il me faut donc aimer pour avoir bon esprit”, to 

receive inspiration and to prolong his “memoire aux dépense de ma vie”.  

But not only has he moved his attention from the other’s love to his own, 

this new project is the “meilleure” of all, which involves, heretically 

enough, his own immortality as a poet (for “Le bon nom qui nous suyt, 

est nostre reconfort”) instead of the courtship of another.   

 

Ronsard doesn’t love being in love, Vitz writes.16  He loves writing about 

love, and writing about Helene serves only insofar as it sustains the 

poet’s “nom” and “memoire” into time.  The poet’s “service”, as Ronsard 

describes it in sonnet 74, is not at all selfless; he expects “recompense” 

or reimbursement for his travail.  Helene is no longer the object of his 

words.  The Sujet is the poet; the Objet, the poet’s work and notoriety; 

and the Adjuvant, the poet’s love.  Where then might Helene fit into this 

new schema?  Has the importance of all but her name alone been 

expelled from her sonnets?  What function has the name in Greimas’s 

narrative chart?  Our poet does not mince words in response: she is a 

production for his gain.  “Te chantant m’honorer, et non pas toy”, he 

states in sonnet 55.17  Or again:  “mille chansons d’Helene, et de moy lui 

souvienne”.18  In sonnet 56, however, he concedes that “Ayant telle 

                                                 
16 Vitz 256. 
17 2.55, l.7. 
18 2.72, l.11. 
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Maistresse, / Le Laurier est a moi, je ne scaurois pas faillir”.19  While the 

derisive tone seems similar to that of the preceding two citations, here 

the poet concedes that it is Helene who will help him, as Destinateur, to 

achieve the desired Laurier that is poetic glory.  While Helene’s intrinsic 

value is still in question, at least she is acknowledged insofar as Adjuvant 

to the Ronsard’s poetic aspirations.   

 

But it is still Ronsard who composes, and Ronsard who therefore ensures 

Helen’s import to be one of utility.  Vitz notes that he compares himself 

to a swan in the last poem; the “Cygne”, which is also “sign” in French, 

remarks Ronsard’s self-assertive will to maintain stature as a poet.  And 

as poet above all, he is not the lover but creator of Helene.  The other 

swan in Helen’s life, as Vitz highlights in her article, was Zeus, her 

father; now it is Ronsard who assumes the authority.20   

 
Ne romps point au mestier par le milieu la trame 

      Qu’Amour en ton honnneur m’a commande 
      Ne laisses au travail mes poulces engourdir 
      Maintenant que l’ardeur a l’ouvrage m’enflame : 
  Ne verse point de l’eau sur ma bouillante flame, 
      Il faut par ta douceur mes Muses enhardir : 
      Ne souffre de mon sang le le bouillon refroidir, 
      Et tousjours de tes yeux aiguillonne moy l’ame. 
  Dés le premier berceau n’estoufe point ton nom. 
  (…)21 
 

                                                 
19 2.57, ll.13-4  
20 Ibid. 261. 
21 1.59, ll.1-9. 
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He commands her not to interrupt his poetic task and to foster the 

flames of his inspiration; he declares his work to be one of “ouvrage”, 

which carries strong connotations of divine creation; and he reiterates 

(ll.5, 7), which is to recreate on the level of language, this work to be a 

“bouillante” one, bubbling over with generative possibilities for 

continuing life.  Most importantly perhaps, the excited substance of his 

“ouvrage” ensures, as Ronsard writes in a later sonnet, that “Longtemps 

apres la mort je vous feray revivre”:22  for “Dés le premier berceau 

n’estoufe point ton nom”.  As long as she bids the demands of his 

inspiration and acknowledges his work to be a fertile one, Ronsard will 

and indeed does give life to Helene – by way of that “premier berceau”, 

and then again and again.  She gleans her life from his verse and must 

exist, as it follows, only upon a linguistic register.  Only her name will 

not be étouffé.   

 

Note also that when the subject is Ronsard the master poet and object 

relegated to Helene the product, when he commands and frames Helene 

within imperatives and self-assertive declarations, and when he willfully 

emphasizes his own poetic capabilities or “ouvrage” in face of her 

fabrication, here then the “vostre” changes to “ton”.  The depreciative 

tone reinforces the stature of Ronsard as master of his project, which is 

Helene, and which he might either choose to continue or not. Or he 

                                                 
22 2.2, l.10. 
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might further her name only to later douse it with slander, as in sonnet 

43 where he calls her a “vieille accroupie” that rejects his love – and by 

extension his poetry, in so far as the former is Adjuvant of the latter. 

 

Perhaps because of her rejections his authority remains perversely 

intact. The poet subsumes any power as Adjuvant that Helene might 

have held; and by the final sonnet she is at best substitutable.  Ronsard 

is only “amoreux d’une Helene”, one Helene among many.  Perhaps worse 

yet, the singing “Je” that launches the verse taints any generous proof of 

affection:  “Je chantois ces sonnets amoureux d’une Helene”.23 Both the 

pure vision of love and its object are subsumed within the determination 

of the poet’s own song.  We might conclude, as indeed Vitz does, by 

dividing the Sonets Pour Helene into two narratives:  one in which 

Ronsard supplicates the woman and fails, and another in which he woos 

poetry itself and is vainqueur. This second narrative contains the 

directing impulse behind Ronsard’s copieuse diversité that Quainton was 

correct to suppose as present:  an order of amorous visions that turns 

around an assertive self-validation. 

 

Ronsard uses the idea of Helene as woman as well as her mythological 

associations, both of which he can only slander in the process, to 

reinforce his own repute; and one might draw a similar conclusion 

                                                 
23 l.1 
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regarding his copious use of classical texts, especially those connected 

with Petrarch.  Rennaissance scholar Grahame Castor has commented 

that Ronsard accepts and simultaneously dismisses the Petrarchan 

influence in order to emphasize his own particularity – and to craft yet 

another tradition – within courtly poetry.24  In this regard Castor 

emphasizes the first sonnet of Ronsard’s Sonets Pour Hélène: 

 
Ce premier jour de may, Helene, je vous jure 

      Par Castor, par Pollux, vos deux freres jumeaux, 
      Par la vigne enlassee a l’entour des ormeaux, 
      Par les prez, par les bois herissez de verdure, 
  Par le nouveau Printemps, fils aisne de Nature, 
      Par tous les rossignols, miracle des oiseaux, 
      Que seule vous serez ma derniere aventure.  
  Vous seule me plaisez, j’ay par election 
      Et non a la volee aime vostre jeunesse : 
  Aussi je prens en gre toute ma passion, 
  Je suis de ma fortune autheur, je le confesse : 
      La vertu m’a conduit en telle affection. 
      Si la vertu me trompe, adieu belle Maistresse.   
 

To swear by Castor and Pollux that the lover seeks no other interest than 

Helene recalls Petrarchan love poetry.  Despite the initial framing, 

however, Ronsard soon shows himself to be more willful than a 

conventional love poet:  “j’ay par election … / … aime vostre jeunesse”, 

he writes, which inverses the ring of Petrarch’s phrase, “non per elezione 

ma per destino”.25  Analogue to the manner in which his address slips 

from “vostre” to “ton” as he melts Helene’s unicity into substitutability, 
                                                 
24 Graham Castor, “The Theme of Illusion in Ronsard’s Sonets Pour Hélène  
and in the Variants of the 1552 Amours”, Forum for Modern Language Studies 7 (1971) 
361-73. 
25 Sonnet CCXLVII, Rime. 
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now in face of Petrarch Ronsard similarly manages to steal back the 

powers of self determination by casually dismissing “destino” in favor of 

“election” – with the supplemental qualification of “à la volée”.  And still 

again:  the amorous quest is labeled an adventure, which carries a far 

too worldly connotation for Petrarch to have used a similar term; four 

lines later Ronsard reiterates that he is his own author, or authority, of 

his fortune; and, understanding the terrestrial quality of his “aventure”, 

so his love might decay – “si la vertu me trompe, adieu belle Maistresse”.  

This is a surprising fashion in which to end the first love sonnet of the 

two book series; it is as though Ronsard were treating the traditions 

established by the great Helene and Petrarch alike as sounding boards 

or, in Greimas’s terms, unlikely Adjuvants in a very self-absorbed quest 

for glory.   

 

These are Castor’s final words on the matter; as much as this quest must 

be a directed one, Quainton might accord with the conclusion. The 

subject is Ronsard; the object, Ronsard’s poetry; the helpers, loving 

inspiration, a mythological and substitutable name, as well as past 

exempla; and the order is one of a copious diversity or, as this analysis 

will call it, the order of illusion.  
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Section 3: Master of Speculation 

 
  D’un solitaire pas je ne marche en nul lieu, 
      Qu’Amour bon artisan ne m’imprime l’image 
      Au profond du penser de ton gentil visage, 
      Et des propos douteux de ton dernier Adieu. 
  Plus fermes qu’un rocher, engravez au milieu 
      De mon coeur je les porte : et s’il ny a rivage, 
      Fleur, antre ny rocher, ny forest ny bocage, 
      A qui je ne les conte, a Nymphe ny a Dieu. 
  (…)26 
 

Sonnet 49 begins with a removal from the time/space continuum and 

transposition to a “non-place” where creative wellspring occurs, the 

encounter in “nul lieu”.  Here the poet might, in accordance with the 

confessionalist tradition, share his passions with an uninhabited 

landscape, that is, as Matthew Gumpert qualifies it in his article 

“Poetics/Cosmetics: Ronsard’s Sonets Pour Helene”, read signs as a 

private affair.27  Whereas the Petrarchan poet flees from the 

inauthenticity of the signifying chain to which he must, as poet, be 

acutely attune, Ronsard here seems to find joy in the illusive “production 

and reproduction” of textual signs.  The poem itself is one such sign; the 

speaker’s confession is another; then follows a reading of the sign that is 

his confession by Love itself, which is in turn a reproduction or “image” 

of the beloved’s “visage” and “propos”.  Gumpert considers Ronsard to 

have “dispelled all terror” proper to unattainable Lady of courtly love, for 

                                                 
26 1.49, ll. 1-8. 
27 Qui Parle 11.1 (1997): 121-151. 
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the excess of the poet’s affection is now “regulated” within a system of 

“endless” circulation.28   

 

Ronsard directs the order of illusion, which by now has subsumed 

Helene’s name as one sign of a whole speculative series. The diction he 

uses to describe Helene, as the numerous names and gowns he gives her 

throughout the sonnets, signifies in the sense of pointing toward some 

extra-linguistic referent and, at the same time, back to themselves, a 

certain resemblance they might hold with each other as with the generic 

“Helenes” of past mythologies.  In the end Ronsard’s Helene can only 

straddle the space between what is supposed as determinate and what 

amounts to, in the final count, a series of excessively non-referential 

speculations.  Take the first quatrain of sonnet 4 of the first book: 

   
  Tout ce qui est de sainct, d’honneur et de vertu, 
      Tout le bien qu’aux mortels la nature peut faire, 
      Tout ce qu l’artifice peut contrefaire, 
      Ma maistresse en naissant dans l’esprit l’avoit eu.  
 
 

Ronsard launches the poem with “tout”, a word of measure forgoing 

exception or condition.  Withstanding any fixity of the term, however, its 

absolute inclusion introduces speculation.  What “all” must signify, by 

definition, must in turn exceed all limitation; the determined generality 

ensures its excess.  The qualification “ce qui” might put in relief, at least 

                                                 
28 Ibid. 143. 
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temporarily, the “all”:  for “all” now might be defined and the threat of 

totality slightly tamed.  But “ce qui” does not qualify.  “Ce qui” points 

neither here nor there, up nor down.  Analogue to musical notes that are 

neither tonic, nor dominant, nor fundamental without having been 

artfully composed by man into a score, “ce qui” has no meaning that its 

semiotic framework does not absolutely condition, no literal meaning – a 

case that some have argued to be true for all words – peculiar to itself.  

“Tout” points on ahead to “ce qui”; “ce qui,” now, entreats us to looks still 

further.  It is “de” something else:  saintliness, honor, and virtue. What 

are these names?  Or, more precisely, in what do we find saintliness, 

honor, and virtue?  Facing us, for the third time, are three ambiguities.  

Honor, saintliness, and virtue must be embodied; they must find some 

sort of exemplification in the human world to be understood as such.  

Yet the verse, sliced in its belly, and with this caesura all promise of 

signification aborted, leaves its readers hanging mid-thought. 

   (…) 
   Tout le bien qu’aux mortels la nature peut faire,  
 
 
“All” begins once more the second verse; yet here replacing “ce qui” is “le 

bien”.  We understand “le bien,” now, only as what nature can do to 

mortals.  While this line has also been translated to read “all the good 

that nature can do for mortals”, the interpretation seems to change the 

sense of this verse.29  “À” carries the weight of a certain imposition while 

                                                 
29 For an example of one article in which this occurs, see footnote 27. 
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“for” tends to be linked to more a positive, less aggressive action. To 

maintain the semiotic function of “à” we must understand “the good” 

spoken of here as that which nature does to us, not for us.  And what is 

this “good”?  Ronsard gives no explanation.  Perhaps, as Gumpart 

contends, the many guises in which Ronsard drapes his Helene (from the 

names, for example, of Penelope to Merveille de Nature to Pasithee to 

Pandora) amount to a certain testing and rejecting of competing objects 

or examples (or words such as “tout”, “ce qui”, “saintliness”, “honor”, and 

finally “the good”) that should discourage us from centering upon any 

particular one.  Because signification is delayed or undone with every 

syntactic move, analogue to a kind of striptease30 that plays at revelation 

while denying it, the power of Ronsard’s poetry might lie in the very way 

it calls attention to itself (it makes us ask: all what? of what? in what? 

what is being re-presented?) at the moment it effaces itself; truth is 

promised and, with every new speculation this promise engenders, 

indefinitely deferred.  

   (…) 
   Tout ce qu l’artifice peut contrefaire,   
 
 
It is artifice that defers (or undoes or contrefait) “all the good that nature 

does to mortals”.  Artifice might, as might Ronsard’s semantic play, 

manipulate those givens imposed upon us by nature that declare a 

substance to be valuable in itself, complete with an obvious or unique 

                                                 
30 cf. Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text (1973).   
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worth or truth.  What the third verse puts most obviously in question is 

the primacy of “the” good, any good with a naturally distinct (preordained 

or imposed “aux” mortals) existence, in light of man’s saving ability to re-

make, refashion, contrefaire or duplicate in the virtual what is offered by 

nature: whatever given determination.   

   (…) 
   Ma maistresse en naissant dans l’esprit l’avoit eu. 
 

Moving to the last line of the quatrain, we can assume the “l’” to stand in 

for the repeated “tout”, the “all” that is saintliness, honor, and virtue; all 

that Nature can do to mortals; and all, as the third verse contends, that 

artifice can undo.  “Ma maitresse,” then, is the element that is always, 

has always, and will always rest somewhere between the three – human 

ideals, Nature, and artifice – and that we assume to be the elusive 

subject of our sonnet thus far.  She is primordial:  quite literally the 

verse states that she had “all” already at birth.  On a more semantic 

level, we can decipher three indications of continued action without 

evidence of any determinate start or finish:  “en naissant” is the verb 

“naître” in its continued-present tense; “l’esprit” carries obvious 

references of immortality or continual being; and “avait” is the verb 

“avoir” in imperfect, which again, analogue to the continued-present, 

signals an indefinite taking-place.   
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To be primordial is both absolutely determined – it is always there, was 

always there, will always be there, by definition – and entirely 

speculative.  Our narrator’s mistress is (and has) the “all” that begins the 

first three verses just as she is akin, perhaps, to the “the good” that 

redirects attention back to the fact of language itself – and away from 

some deeper or natural truth to be made particular within.  She is the 

ideals which do not find verifiable evidence within the poem; the nature 

that is given yet (or therefore) prey to artificial reconfigurations; and the 

agent of the speculative (that is artistic) process itself in that her essence 

lies in a series of superimposed signs, one pointing from itself to another, 

in view of which “finding meaning,” as Foucault characterizes 

Renaissance epistemology in Les Mots et Les Choses, becomes “a 

question of bringing to light resemblances”, free from accredited truth.31  

Truth, after all, would put an end to the act of speculation, which is the 

act of thinking itself, as to the act of writing.  If it were truth that 

Ronsard’s poetry gave us, neither this analysis – nor the many analyses 

before, nor “the pleasure” that “dreaming, thinking, and thinking again” 

engenders – could have come about.32 

 

Speculation is not irrational because it cannot be verified; it is only a way 

of using reason to engender a certain excess, a copia of illusions, or an 

endless production of thought.  In this light we can make the case that 
                                                 
31 (Paris, Gallimard: 1966) 53. 
32 Ronsard, Amours 23 (ll.12-14). 
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Ronsard’s work is epic indeed – in its own right, in its very artificial, that 

is to say, illusive and copious, order – not because Helene is distinct from 

those heroines that came before her but that she might remind us of 

them, as one word hints to another, from the “tout” to the “ce qui” to the 

“le bien”, creating of the lines a lived (because speculated upon) series of 

semiotic presentations upon presentations, and, as Ronsard would add, 

re-presentations again.  This is the order of illusion that will carry his 

verses through time.     

 

Section 4: Ronsard’s Conclusion 

But can an aging poet follow?  What happens to our narrative of glory by 

the final sonnet?  Helene is “primordiale” while Ronsard is “en automne 

encore malhureux”, grey-haired and old.33 “Trois ans sont ja passez” as 

early as the fourteenth sonnet in the collection; Ronsard the man 

remains acutely aware of the passing years in the course of the 

succeeding poems, as well as of his own impatient, resentful, and 

flagging body that cannot manage to keep up with the demands of Helene 

– and of his own verse, insofar as the former is the substance of 

Ronsard’s poetic copia. In the last sonnet of Ronsard’s collection, whose 

first line we have already studied as it regards Helene’s substitutability 

and her poet’s aspirations towards glory, Ronsard straddles “deux 

                                                 
33 2.10, l.9. 
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diverses douleurs, / la rigueur de ma Dame, et la tristesse enclose / Du 

Roy”, 

    Que j’adorois pour ses rares valeurs. 
  La vivante et le mort tout Malheur me propose : 
      L’une aime les regrets, et l’autre aime les pleurs : 
      Car l’Amour et la Mort n’est qu’une mesme chose.34  
 
 
The “Dame” is the only “vivante” while the king, in relation with Ronsard 

through the human ties of affection and duty, has slipped from his 

throne into a dirt coffin.  Ronsard, king of poets, who can create and 

recreate a poetic copia with “peu de vers”, must mediate a similar battle 

between a very mortal body and a royal art of “vigueur” that should live 

on, insistently and copiously, within the imaginations of each new 

reader; for its order is the illusive one of the poetic word.  How Ronsard 

resolves the fight is through a strict morality: love, necessarily illusory 

and without bounds, and death as evidence of mortality, must be 

coupled.  They take shape in the written word, which binds the 

speculative spirals of fantasy (or “regrets”) to a corporeal medium (such 

formal devises as ink or “les pleurs”).  “La Dame” will live on only 

because her author will die, that is, because the finalizing form that is 

mortality must underline her own fantastic return. 

Verse, which marries fantasy and form, cannot be defined 

otherwise.  Immortality may remain a constant, but it is the immortality 

                                                 
34 ll. 9-14. 
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of an organic and copious verse in strict relation with a very (de)limited 

authority.   
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Willed Space in the Work of Rousseau and Wittgenstein 

 
 
 
 

It was in March 2001 that Philosophy Professor Kathleen Dean Moore began an 

interview by declaring her colleagues to “fret… that the world would disappear 

if they turned their backs”. 1 The observation is a rehearsed one, and spans 

centuries:  Martin Heidegger famously characterized it as the “default of God”.2  

In his scenario, as in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s romantic one, with the heightening 

of consciousness comes man’s growing alienation from Nature – or from the 

“ground”, as Heidegger calls it, of his “being”.3 Reflection breeds comparison, 

distinction, and then, “over and against the world as object”, man self-assertively 

rises as his own “producer”.4  The absolutely generative Word of God is no 

longer, and “at bottom, the essence of life is supposed to yield itself” to very 

human, willful imperatives.5  But of course philosophers would think that if they 

stopped speaking the world would stop existing.  They will the earth into their 

proper production.   

 

                                                 
1 Derrick Jensen,  “A Weakened World Cannot Forgive Us”, The Sun, Mar 2001. 
2 Martin Heidegger, “What Are Poets For?”, Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert 
Hofstadter (New York: 1971) 89. 
3 Ibid. 90. 
4 Ibid. 108. 
5 Ibid. 109. 
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How might we begin to treat this “problem” of willing?6 Can the will be 

reimagined?  Can one will, say, ambiguity?  Would the will still be a productive 

one?  Is production necessarily “progressive”, leading to “the inevitable misery 

of social life” spoken of by Rousseau,7 or simply “generative”, “that which 

arises” (Heidegger) 8 “for good or ill” (Rousseau)?9  This analysis will trace the 

development of Heidegger’s short essay, “What Are Poets For?”, which will 

simultaneously serve as a scaffolding to the laments of Rousseau and, then, to a 

certain creative response proffered by Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Philosophical 

Investigations.  Throughout the question will remain one “of intention” and “of 

willing” – just reasoned over again, and from the beginning. 10    

 

 
And “one does not begin by reasoning,” writes Rousseau, “but by feeling”.11  His 

statement carries two implications:  firstly, that there was a “beginning” to 

human life;  secondly, that at the beginning was “feeling” – from which, if we 

were to carry the thought, sprung “vital and figurative” languages whose 

emotive resonance lay in shifting tones of voice, in the “sounds, the accents, and 

                                                 
6 Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, trans. G.E.M. Anscombe (New 
Jersey: 1958) 71. 
7 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, On the Origin of Languages, trans. John H. Moran (Chicago: 
1966) 38. 
8 Heidegger 98. 
9 Rousseau 10. 
10 Wittgenstein 71. 
11 Rousseau 11. 
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all sorts of modulations that are the main source of energy for a language”.12  The 

“energy” fueling the originary speech was the “feeling” itself of the speaker, a 

feeling that “has its accents;  and these accents, which thrill us, these tones of 

voice that cannot fail to be heard, penetrate to the very depths of the heart, 

carrying there the emotions they wring from us, forcing us in spite of ourselves 

to feel what we hear”.13  And we hear what we feel.  In the beginning the 

transmittal of feeling – if transmittal at all it was – came to pass not only by 

means of vocalized gestures, by way of those accents and modulated tones alone; 

at the source of speech was a shared emotive core that took shape in the 

sonorous flesh of speech itself.  Speech rendered direct access to the rhythm of 

the heart.  In the beginning, then, when man was grounded in nature and the 

only harmony was unison, communication would have been more akin to bodily 

exchange, artful acts of “penetrat[ion]” into the common “depths” of “feeling” 

men, than to dialogue between distinct beings.14  For distinction had not yet been 

invented.  Speech acts were neither true nor false, only felicitous or infelicitous; 

the only criterion was effect, or affect, that is, how efficiently the speech exposed 

or touched the heart.   

 

Now, if social life were held to mimic the “successive impressions” of those more 

ancient fashions of discourses that speak to our fundamental nature, the 

                                                 
12 Ibid. 22. 
13 Ibid. 9. 
14 Ibid. 
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foundations of our communities must echo the human one that is its 

constituency.15 Its discourse must be full of “passionate accent” to express the 

“pity, cries of sorrow and joy, threats and groans” that lie at the core of 

mortality.16  Its law must reflect a similar movement as that of its subjects’ 

feelings.  For this reason “men would have to have already become before the 

advent of law that which they become as a result of law”:  social order must 

recall “an authority of another order, one which can compel without violence 

and persuade without convincing.”  Its law must be one of “sublime reasoning” 

that does not direct but realize shared human passions.17  And why “sublime”? 

To sublimate, as in all instances of creation, “means to fetch from the source,”18  

from the muddy ground out of which something – “for good or ill” – might rise 

forth.19  Etymologically, the word signifies a rising up out of the mud:  

abstraction at the same time as a tracing of origin.  In chemistry the traced return 

is most clear in that “sublimation” refers to a solid transforming into gas, and 

then back to a solid.  In psychoanalysis libido energy is sublimated into a 

superego, whose strength is directly proportionate to the initial intensity of the 

former.  In the development of languages, now, the passions sublimated into 

speech find concrete reference in the voice:  if those passions are intense, the 

                                                 
15 Ibid. 8. 
16 Ibid. 57. 
17Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract, trans. Maurice Cranston (New York: 
1968) 87. 
18 Heidegger 118. 
19 Rousseau, On the Origin of Languages, 21. 
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voice is warm.  If they are austere, blunted by “cries of physical need,” there 

lacks those “stirrings of the soul” that characterize more vibrant manners of 

speech.20  For all that is sublimated harkens back to some origin;  “nothing”, in 

other words, “is manufactured,” Heidegger writes, only recalled. To speak of a 

reason that is sublime is therefore to speak of a reason that, in turn, speaks only 

of its source – which, at the beginning, was feeling.    

 

Rousseau’s lament is that our reasoning is not sublime, that we have lost our 

footing, and, similar to Heidegger’s thinking, that “there fails to appear for the 

world the ground that grounds it”.21  This “ground of beings is Nature,” 

Heidegger explains, and goes on:  “[poet Rainer Maria] Rilke calls Nature the 

Urgrund … because it is the ground of those beings that we ourselves are”.22   So 

the “source” is the “ground”, the “ground” is “Nature”, and this “Nature” is 

what “we ourselves are”.  The terms are interchangeable, and to all, according to 

both philosophers, modern man has no connection.  In lieu of an innocent 

proximity to the ground of our beings, our proper feelings, comes a network of 

associations to things and persons outside of ourselves, what UC Berkeley 

Professor Thomas Kavanagh describes as an “endless” series of “mutually 

                                                 
20 Ibid. 57. 
21 Heidegger 90. 
22 Ibid. 98-9. 
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defining relationships”.23  While in the beginning man lived “within himself,” 

the social man “knows only how to live in the opinion of others;  and it is,” 

continues Rousseau in Discours on the Origin and Foundation of Inequality Among 

Mankind, “merely from their judgment of him that he derives the consciousness 

of is own existence”.24  It is, as Kavanagh notes Rousseau to have contended, “the 

simultaneous discovery of metallurgy and agriculture which marks the real 

inauguration of civil society:  the farmer becomes dependent for his tools upon 

the metallurgist;  the metallurgist becomes dependent upon the farmer for his 

food supply.  Once so bound together each must surrender to definition by the 

other”.25  

 

“With the heightening of consciousness” – which gives rise to those “mutually 

defining relationships” spoken of by Kavanagh, “the nature of which, for 

modern metaphysics, is representation” – “the standing and the counterstanding 

of objects are also heightened”.26  This “counterstanding” of objects then gives 

birth to reflection since “it is the plurality … that leads to … comparison”.27   

Replacing presence is outward bound reflection and the self, once defined by its 

own intensities, yields to a recognition of its own as the other of another, or as an 

                                                 
23 Thomas Kavanagh, “Patterns of the Ideal in Rousseau’s Political and Linguistic 
Thought”, Modern Language Notes, Vol. 89, No. 4, French Issue, May 1974, 565. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 566-7. 
26 Heidegger 106. 
27 Rousseau, On the Origin of Languages, 32. 
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other tout court.  Distinction is born and ground is lost.  Similar to the notes 

described by Rousseau that are “neither tonic, nor dominant, nor harmonic nor 

fundamental” stripped of their score, man has come to find definition within the 

constructs of social schema he has webbed around himself.28  It is neither natural, 

nor foundational, nor, evidently, sublime.  

 

“The higher its consciousness,” the more definition reigns sovereign and “the 

more the conscious being is excluded from the world.  This is why man … is 

‘before the world’.  He is not admitted into the Open” (106).  To be “in” the 

“Open”, according to Heidegger, is similar to a Rousseauian being “in” 

“Nature”, “in” the “beginning”: “in” as in “included and drawn, unlightened, 

into the drawing of the pure draft”.  Plants and animals are “in” the Open insofar 

as they “draw on in boundlessness” and are “incapable of encountering anything 

unusual, or indeed anything at all.” For “where something is encountered, a 

barrier comes into being”.29  The Open is without bounds, barriers, and therefore 

has no outside.  In the most ordinary terms, the Open is whatever social man is 

not; only the latter has any “experience of the strange” with which to compare 

and define himself.  Since the consciousness of an outside or of the “strange” 

leads to an enlightenment of the self, that is, an “examin[ation] of the familiar”, 

plants and animals, as “primitive man,” are “dim”, according to Heidegger.  

                                                 
28 Ibid. 63. 
29 Heidegger, 104. 
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They do not, in Rousseau’s words, “even understand themselves”.30  But then the 

dimmed creatures do not really “understand” anything at all.  Kavanagh writes 

that they “exist… outside the opposition of present to future,” know “no desire,” 

conceive “no future in terms of which [their] present would be defined as 

insufficient”.  Their existence “unfolds itself as an undistinguishable 

concatenation of full moments existing outside any real sense of temporality”.31   

Everything in the Open, everything that belongs to Nature, to the “draft” of 

“Being”, is left always as it is – that is, as it was or will be; no temporal 

distinction applies. Only social man wills his existence into a distinct one.   

 

This willing marks both the advent of time as a concept and its destitution.  Not 

only has our “self-assertive” consciousness “excluded [us] from the world” – 

from our selves, our source, Being, Nature, the Open, the ground, all these words 

work since none is definite – but also “the time of the world’s night has grown so 

destitute, it can no longer discern the default of God as a default”.32  This 

“default”, Heidegger explains, “means that no god any longer gathers men and 

things unto himself, visibly and unequivocally, and by such gathering disposes 

the world’s history and man’s sojourn in it”.33   The heightening of consciousness 

distinguishes inside from outside, self from other, self from “god”, and therefore 

                                                 
30 Rousseau, On The Origin of Languages, 33. 
31 Kavanagh 565. 
32 Heidegger 89. 
33 Ibid. 
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from self-as-source that was at the “beginning” – if such ever was;  “in the time 

of the world’s night” man wills his own reinscription, “disposes” his proper 

“history” and “sojourn” within the resulting space of loss, or destitution.  This 

destitution is most simply distance:  the touch of a law that separates self from 

source (or world or god) and permits the happening of language.  Now “modern 

man …rises up as producer who puts through his own self” as one, it is feared, 

that “surpasses his palpable reality”.34   Linguistic production replaces creation 

insofar as the former carries with it the weight of modern self-assertion and the 

latter a more primitive “fetching” from the “source”. “Over and against the 

world”, man “sets himself up as the one who deliberately pushes through all this 

producing”.35   

 

Herein lies a danger: the “humanness” of man and the “thingness” of things 

“dissolve into the calculated market value of a market which not only spans the 

whole earth as a world market, but also… subjects all beings to the trade of a 

calculation that dominates most tenaciously in those areas where there is no need 

of numbers”.36  Nature as absolute openness calls for no distinction;  yet “at 

bottom”, writes Heidegger, we assume our wills to be the effective substitute for 

the generative Word of God – whose default our growing consciousness has 

assured — while the whole “earth and its atmosphere become raw material”.  

                                                 
34 Ibid. 111. 
35 Ibid. 108. 
36 Ibid. 112. 
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“At bottom,” he continues, “the essence of life is supposed to yield itself” to the 

assertion of our wills.37  

 

But this danger is not “the danger”. “Willing,” Heidegger contends, “has in it the 

character of command;  for purposeful self-assertion is a mode in which the 

attitude of the producing, and the objective character of the world, concentrate 

into an unconditional and therefore complete unity”.38  Danger lies not only in 

this self-assertive willing, in the growing consciousness of man, or in the loss of 

presence and of the “ground”, a loss that comes to be countered by acts of 

reinscription or (what Heidegger calls) representation. Man, after all, “has not yet 

come into ownership of [his] own nature”, he writes;  that is, the Rousseauian 

beginning that “begins by feeling”, when we touched the source and were dim 

and unlit, never was.39  We have “not yet”. Our time is destitute because it was 

always destitute, because we have always lived in the default of god, willfully 

and self-assertively; our destitution becomes more dangerous, becomes indeed 

“the danger”, when the “complete unity” constructed “over and against the 

world as the object” becomes so idealized that we no longer perceive its very real 

constructedness.  This is to say that acts of representation begin to draw a “queer 

connection” between our words and the objects they claim to represent : 40  “one 

                                                 
37 Ibid. 109. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 94.  
40 Wittgenstein, 10. 
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thinks,” Wittgenstein explains, “that one is tracing the outline of the thing’s 

nature over and over again, and one is merely tracing round the frame through 

which we look at it”.41 

 

The danger lies in the very clarity of our representations – representations that 

occur with the “heightening of consciousness” and ensuing “counterstanding” of 

objects, which, in turn, allows for reflection and the use of words.  We 

“construct”, Wittgenstein writes, “ideal languages” whose logic is not an 

empirical one but the “logic for a vacuum”, absolutely abstracted from the 

“rough ground” of “the thing’s nature,” that is, its real world applications.42  This 

is what Wittgenstein alludes to in his statement that “philosophical problems 

arise when language goes on holiday”:43  problems happen when words leave 

behind their work, their actual uses, in favor of a “crystalline purity of logic”44 

where, to recall Heidegger’s words, “there is no need of numbers” – and this in 

view of its producers’ craving to renew some holistic meaning.  But what is 

meaning, Wittgenstein asks?  “—No such thing [is] in question here, only use”.45   

Descriptions are appropriate only for a “narrowly circumscribed region”, the 

rough particulars of a “use”, “not for the whole [one] claim[s] to describe”.46  

                                                 
41 Ibid. 48. 
42 Ibid. 38. 
43 Ibid. 19. 
44 Ibid. 46. 
45 Ibid. 3.  
46 Ibid.  
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And what is “the whole”?  It is the whole of “language and the actions into 

which [language] is woven”,  Wittgenstein responds, the “whole” of the “uses” 

that determine the “meaning” of a word and the “whole of the rest of the 

mechanism” that lends this word its scaffolding.  This “whole”, then, harkens 

back to the ground that has absented itself within representative – or 

philosophical (Wittgenstein) or metaphysical (Heidegger) or reasoned 

(Rousseau) – language.  The “whole” is what is missing, while assumed present 

(and this is “the danger”) within our discourse.  We speak in a crystal clear 

fashion of this whole, of the “ideally rigid machine which can only move such-

and-such a way”;  but all the possibilities of this machine’s movements, that a 

part could break off or self-destruct, the “whole” of its possible functionings as it 

were, remains “shrouded in a particular atmosphere, which dissipates when 

[one] look[s] closely”.47  

 

The problem with the deceptive “crystalline purity”48 of our language “is 

connected with the problem of the nature of intention,” Wittgenstein writes, “of 

willing”.49  But there must be a way to salvage this “will” – since we have always 

willed, according to Heidegger, and therein must not lie “the danger” to “the 

problem”.  The danger, we recall, is threefold:  we lost our god –since always—, 

our ground –since always—, and, at some discrete point in time (for the danger 

                                                 
47 Ibid. 71. 
48 Ibid. 46. 
49 Ibid. 71. 
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lies precisely in the “technology” of pointing itself), the recognition of our loss as 

such.  Now, to see this final danger and repeat the gesture which led to our 

blindness, to “point it out, there must be mortals who reach sooner into the 

abyss”.50   Indeed there must be those who “will even more”, who will doubly, 

and so reiterate or “stake out the markers along the path to the abyss”.51   

 

Expose the rough ground of which language signals the default:  this is perhaps 

Wittgenstein’s project.  We can find the re-marked abyss throughout 

Philosophical Investigations.  His text is coarse, fragmented, sliced open by an 

excessive use of dashes and aphoristic observations.  The resulting gaps – 

between the numbered paragraphs and the individual words themselves – carve 

open a space that is not ideally crystallized in perfect philosophical speech but 

exposed, abyssal and raw, ready for the emergence of some other voice to take 

up and use the words Wittgenstein offers in an unforeseeable manner.  The 

emphasis is on “use” because it is precisely the application of his philosophy that 

Wittgenstein wills – for this is a question “of willing” – to rest undetermined, 

unheard, and so, in a sense, rough and real.   

 

Take his declaration that “we have come up against the great question that lies 

behind all these considerations”.  While tempting us in this way with the 

                                                 
50 Heidegger 115. 
51 Ibid. 97. 
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possibility of an answer (“a picture” of “the question”), instead of a final 

revelation he arrests the thought with a period, then a dash:  “—For someone 

might object against me…”.52  The dash, in poetic theory, slices into a text so that 

the imagined addition of another voice might be given space to arise.  This 

peculiar use of the dash is constant throughout the Investigations.  But not only 

is space thereby freed for some other voice to be imagined, this “other voice” is 

recalled directly, insistently, in the very dialogic nature of the Wittgenstein’s 

work. The philosopher asks it questions (“What is common to them all? –Don’t 

say…”); commands it (“Look!”, “Consider…”, “—Don’t say…”); and 

hypothesizes its response (cited above: “—For someone might object…”).53  As 

an elusive placeholder to his text, Wittgenstein’s other voice has the gravitational 

pull of the Heideggarian “unheard-of-center” that paradoxically “holds one 

being (or word, or idea) to another in mediation and gathers everything in the 

play of the venture (or philosophical endeavor)”.  It absolutely determines the 

textual organization of the Investigations.  And while the effects of the unheard-

of-voice can be neither foreseen, nor intended, nor willed, much like gravity itself 

– and therein lies its rustic charm –, the possibility of some unknown effect has 

been totally determined by the philosopher.  We do have here a question of 

“intention” and of “willing”, as Wittgenstein was right to contend:  a question of 

willing and intending “even more”, of willing an abyss of possibility.    

                                                 
52 Wittgenstein 31. 
53 Ibid. 
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The objective of Michel Foucault’s smashing exposé of the generative effects of 

the human will (or “will to knowledge”, as he calls it in The History of Sexuality, 

Volume I) is to elucidate the discursive nature of modern power that serves as 

“both [a] support and [an] instrument” of the body it represses.54 The resurfacing 

of human sexuality within accredited discourse is perversely ensured by the 

intensity of its silencing:  a previously unheard-of-center that is sex now emerges 

within juridical, psychoanalytic, even military discourse because, precisely, it is 

“made to mirror, at the outer limit of every actual discourse, something akin to a 

secret whose discovery is imperative”.55 “Silence itself”, Foucault writes,  

 
— the things one declines to say, or is forbidden to name, the discretion that is 
required between different speakers – is less the absolute limit of discourse, the 
other side from which it is separated by a strict boundary, than an element that 
functions alongside the things said, with them and in relation to them within 
over-all strategies (27). 

 
 
In Wittgenstein’s own self-assertive willing of “different ways of not saying … 

not one but many silences” (or unheard-of-voices), might he be implementing a 

similarly strategic silence?56  And for what purpose, if not to keep veiled the 

determining “whole” of his work’s applicability that would otherwise either 

“dissipate” under close analysis or risk a deceptive crystallization – which is “the 

danger”?  To what extent is our body’s sexuality – insofar as it is “the most 

                                                 
54 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: 1978) 12. 
55 Ibid. 35. 
56 Ibid. 27. 
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speculative, most ideal, most internal element,” Foucault writes, “through 

[which] each individual has to pass in order to have access to his own 

intelligibility” – similar to the absolutely determinative, while imagined, voice in 

Wittgenstein’s Investigations?57   And to what extent does its silence “conjure” an 

even more forceful presence, to then get “caught up in a circular, imaginary 

production of its own making”?58 How might we distinguish this elusive 

placeholder in Wittgenstein’s text from the invisible and boundless “draft” of 

“Being” that is “the drawing and all-mediating center of beings”?59  Or from, in 

more ordinary language, the original ground of humanity that is passion, that 

which has no words but drives us to speak nonetheless, and to speak vibrantly 

and truly? 

 

The problem with Rousseau’s conception of an originary, vibrant speech is that it 

could never be “true”, not only because once articulated words exit the mouth 

they grow “cold and monotonous”;60 nor because the beginning that began by a 

direct access to feeling, by an absolutely present-in-himself man who was 

“complete” in his “solitude,” is a myth (and not only Jacques Derrida but 

Heidegger, in his simple addition of “not yet”, contended as much);61  but 

because, even if presence were not a fiction and interrelation indeed happened 

                                                 
57 Ibid. 155. 
58 Judith Butler, Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Performative (New York: 1997) 131. 
59 Heidegger 101. 
60 Rousseau, On the Origin of Languages, 27. 
61 Rousseau, The Social Contract, 84. 
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through certain exposures in our bodies that spilled passion directly onto and 

into another’s similarly exposed heart, the default of language would have to 

substitute for the Heideggarian default of god. An impossible presence-in-self – 

which, Heidegger notes, “because presence conceals itself at the same time, it is 

already absence” – would override exactly that of which Rousseau thought 

himself a staunch proponent:  humanness.  Rousseau admits in his On the Origin 

of Languages that conventional language is “natural, not acquired”, and 

“belongs only to man. This is why man makes progress … and why animals are 

unable to do so.  This single distinction … can be explained, they say, by 

biological differences”.62  Or, in Heideggarian simplicity, “mortals are.  They are, 

in that there is language”.63  But can there be language at Rousseau’s beginning?   

 

If “tones of voice … cannot fail to be heard”, as Rousseau states, and if linguistic 

representation might arise only within absence, that is difference, as Heidegger 

contends, speech would be neither “true” nor false: only successfully 

performative, that is effect-ridden, or not. Blood would replace words, 

experience would rule out ideas.64  Only grammatical, that is prosaic, speech is 

comprised of signs that refer to an idea outside a specific linguistic organization, 

to a meaning that can withstand the dismemberment of its lexical elements 

                                                 
62 Rousseau, On the Origin of Languages, 10. 
63 Heidegger 94. 
64 Credit goes to Walter Benn Michaels for this insight.  See The Shape of the Signifier 
(New Jersey: 2004) 70-2. 
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through, say, translation or reinscription;  Rousseau’s speech, if speech it is, 

would lie in the flesh of the word itself.  For this reason poetry – which Rousseau 

holds to be the highest form of “speech” – is said to be inexhaustible as well as 

obstinately opposed to any political agenda, insofar as an agenda directs the 

development of some sort of a meaning or idea. An agenda that leaves all as it 

was, is, and will be, is no agenda; a dialogue between self-same bodies is no 

dialogue.  

 

In this light it is no wonder that “difference” has so ruled modern thought.  The 

space that allows for something “else” to arrive was, even “in early thought …, 

the nature of life”: the “phusis, that which arises”.65  Its possibility must be 

ensured by the gap – or prohibition (Judith Butler), repression (Foucault), 

fragmentation (Wittgenstein), abyss (Heidegger) – that allows a happening, “for 

good or ill”, and gives way to an excess of unforeseeable effects.  Then, insofar as 

self-assertion or reinscription is simultaneous with a space of loss, the “formative 

and constitutive” gap (for life) remains inextricable from the human will. The 

goal might be to will this life-to-come, these effects-to-come, which are the tacit 

placeholders of all our discourse as of Wittgenstein’s, to remain elusive:  we must 

will, but will only life – that is, the space for some other happening. We must, in 

Heidegger’s words, “recall”, “trace”, and “stake out a few markers” first to 

expose the technologies that allow us to will at all, that hold us “over and against 

                                                 
65 Heidegger 98. 
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the world”, and second to dare any remaining pretense of proximity. “Dare 

language”, he concludes; dare to expose the distance it marks already.66  

Fragment your text.  Dare, in a Foucaultian sense, to find “different ways of not 

saying” so that the whole remains “holy”, in Heidegger’s words, rough and 

untouched – absolutely alive and, perhaps more importantly, “true”.67   Trace the 

distance with forceful and willful self-assertion.  And intend to leave it as it is.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
66 Ibid. 129. 
67 Ibid. 115. 
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Mozart’s Sonata for Violin and Piano in E Minor, K.304 
 
 
January 2006 marks the 250th anniversary of the birth of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
(1756-1791), which provides a fitting opportunity to reexamine his prolific output and its 
relationship to the adverse circumstances of his short life.  This presentation will focus on 
the year 1778, perhaps the most pivotal in Mozart’s life, as his passage from adolescence 
to adulthood was marked by bitter disappointment and tragedy.  Accompanied by his 
mother, Mozart spent the year traveling in search of a lucrative court appointment in 
Mannheim and Paris.  His desire for financial security was matched only by his search for 
independence from his manipulative father.   In addition to his failure to secure either 
ambition, Mozart not only experienced his first love and broken heart, but also the 
untimely death of his mother.   

Perhaps no composition better captures the turmoil and sadness of his 22nd year 
than the Sonata for Violin and Piano in E Minor, K.304.   Written in the Summer of 1778 
in the weeks surrounding his mother’s illness and death, this sonata is Mozart’s only 
instrumental work in the key of E Minor and his only violin sonata in a Minor key.  This 
lecture recital will present the chronological events surrounding its composition with 
excerpts from Mozart’s correspondence with his father, Leopold Mozart.  A formal 
analysis of the brief two-movement work will reveal both Mannheim and Sturm und 
Drang influences as well as his Mozart’s use of Baroque rhetorical devices, unusual for 
the late 18th century.  The presentation will conclude with a live performance of this 
extraordinary sonata. 
 
 
Program: 
 
Sonata for Violin and Piano in E Minor, K.304   WA Mozart 
 I:  Allegro 
 II: Tempo di Menuetto 
 
Edward Eanes, Violin 
David Watkins, Piano 
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Abstract:  This critical study of Gerard Manley Hopins’ sonnet “Andromeda” demonstrates 
how the sonnet is not only a metaphor for his poetic and spiritual odyssey but also a sonnet 
revealing many of the fin de siécle period’s central concerns, namely a transgressive attitude 
and aesthetic.  Additionally, Hopkin’s spiritual journey parallels Andromeda’s rite of 
initiation within the sonnet. This study examines how his Jesuit training informs his sonnet, 
and how Hopkins the poet and Hopkins the priest, for a glorious short while, are unified.  
By looking at Hopkins’ poetic methodology and understanding how intricately laced it was 
with his spiritual practices and aspirations, we can come to realize how Hopkins is a true 
force within the fin de siécle period.  By studying visual art forms depicting the mythological 
Andromeda, we can appreciate how Hopkins completely recasts and redefines the centuries-
old interpretation of her.  As he transforms Andromeda into a literary creation rivaling 
Milton’s Eve, Blake’s Jerusalem, or Eliot’s Dorothea, he transforms himself.   
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Abstract: 
 
Beginning Design Education, crucial to professional education should deal with the 
conditions that surround design thinking.  This paper proposes an analytical framework 
that concentrates on the mind-set necessary for studying design as an acquired ability to 
resolve environmental/spatial conflicts. 
 
A set of six, permeable conceptual parameters  are given to guide and to limit the 
programmatic fixed points for student-faculty investigations.  Spontaneity, Origin, 
Economy, Hierarchy, Closure and Congruency are given as expansive generators for 
exploration. 
 
Framed within a five year BArch degree these referents can be effectively mapped 
onto emerging conditions of advanced study and future professional design practice. 
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Beginning Design Education: An On-going Architecture Studio Experiment 

The Foundation Design Program at Virginia Tech has been operationally 
formulated as a two-year cycle of study for architects and designers in a 5 
ear BArch Degree Curriculum.   y 

Other than an introduction to architecture, the most pressing mission of 
this first cycle of study (t1) is to initiate, and sustain the attitudes and value 
systems, thought, and action, which distinguish architectural design as an 
ability to identify and resolve environmental/spatial conflicts.   
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Design as active dialogue between recognition, intention, and artifact 
must focus on the underlying structural nature rather than the exterior 
image of phenomena.  This is to actively address the form making 
consequences of the way one perceives, thinks and works.   
 
Organized in a laboratory setting the faculty and students explore through 
design processes, the problems with which the profession of architecture 
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must address and the attitudes and skills that the architect must develop 
to productively engage future situations not currently defined. 
 
While it may be the convention that design is a “problem solving” ability --- 
design education must deal with the nature of conflicts within recognized 
problems.  So rather than problem solving the Foundation Design 
Program puts emphasis upon problems of identity, presentation and 
alternative models of built consequence.  The Educational premise is one 
of dependence upon restricted means in gaining control of significant 
expression – the vehicle of expression is controlling the means of end 
results rather than the “end” form alone.   

 
Through a study of design situations, changeable exercises, assignments, 
lectures and discussions are formulated which encourage individual 
experiences with the interactive consequences of design decisions.  That 
is to say that how and what one makes may offer possibilities other than 
what one originally intended.   
 
Goal oriented behavior is deemphasized with respect to predicted 
outcomes or prescriptive methods. (1) Emphasis is placed upon the 
exploration of inherent limits within the means of design realization.  The 
educational framework, which restricts and identifies our foundation 
program strives to be fundamental (expansive) rather than elemental 
(reductive) and consequently puts the obligation on the faculty, students, 
and the facilities to abstractly deal with differences in kind over differences 
in type. (2) This position, for example, will naturally stress the presentation 
of shared structure within apparently different forms.  Our obligation is to 
investigate design studies from a generic (genus) position, which allows 
transference of principles among changing situations and changing scales 
of inquiry.   
 
The educational setting must then become an environment of individual 
achievement restricted by a set of conceptual parameters deep enough to 
sustain a significant range of different individual representations and 
interpretations. 
 
As a collaborative enterprise, our efforts should elaborate the permeable 
quality in design of: 
 

1. Simultaneity - Multiple views of the same object is a well-known 
presentation from the Cubists and simultaneous recognition of 
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near, middle and far within the same horizon orients us in 
conventional landscapes as well as in a single room.   

 
FIVE = ONE                2005 
 
 
2. Origin - Maintaining the trace of a form’s geometry, for example, 

read through situational claddings can address the “roots” of 
building inhabitable space - remembering the original shape of a 
carved space. 

ARONGO TOY DESIGN COMPETITION, “BLOCKHEADS”, Wooden Cubes     Lowe Museum, Miami 1981 
 
3. Economy - All architecture faced with attempting to do “a lot with a 

little” much of the time has less to do with the budget and more to 
do with creating a system that can address many scales and 
functional demands.  Modular lessons abound in nature. 

         C. H. Waddington, The Modular Principle and Biological Form 
VISION + VALUE SERIES, Module, Proportion, Symmetry, Rhythm, Edited by Gyorgy Kepes, George 
Braziller, New York, 1966, p. 36 
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4. Hierarchy - Recognizing the decorum of an expected order gives 
specific necessity to the tertiary, readable character of any space. 

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Addition to existing Post Office/Train Station, Agno, Switzerland                                          Proposal - 1984 
 
5. Closure - In addition to the obvious need to enclose space, bringing 
    conclusive closure to an investigation provides a valuable resource 
    for continued studies.   Just properly ending a line closes movement. 

                        Mobile: Black Crescent – Alexander Calder 
VISION + VALUE SERIES, The Nature and Art of Motion, Edited by Gyorgy Kepes, George Braziller, New 
York, 1965, p. 84.  
 
6. Congruency -. Seeking agreement among the parts of any 

ensemble requires an elusive simplicity that can be very difficult to 
  maintain over changing time and place 

                     The Moon on the Sea – Tito, SALA II, Rome, 1975 
       TITO, Le Grandi Sculture Alla Fortessa Spagnola, Edizioni Accademia Degli Incolti, p. 27       Roma, 1993 
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Our pedagogical obligation conceptually framed by these parameters and 
functionally framed by the profession of architecture is a two-fold directive 
that, while we are restrained by requisite formulations, we must expand 
rather than reduce the contingent opportunities for design achievement.   
 
Our natural tendency, in an open educational environment, to improvise 
and respond to individual direction must be checked by our deliberate 
return and sequencing through concurred fixed points of the educational 
framework.  Flexibility in our operation is not one of content but one of 
timing and recognition of varying degrees of significance in any one event 
both in student work and in the faculty originated assignments…. that the 
measure of achievement is not within the assignments given but within the 
range of alternative expressions allowed by our willingness to develop 
renewed manifestations of common design concerns. 
 
The first year will concentrate upon finding and presenting design events 
within commonly known situations while the second year is obliged to 
transform commonly known situations into new design events and 
opportunities.  
 
Finding and presenting evidence of the six conceptual parameters should 
begin to demonstrate the appropriateness and degree to which 
architecture and the architect may assimilate such principles in particular 
situations.  The principals which may guide our pedagogical approach 
may not in fact form the significant questions with which architecture must 
ultimately deal, but should realistically deal with the means and the 
problems within the means with which an architect must work.    
 
Professing architecture as the conventional frame for our daily activity 
should provide a presence of both formal and informal dialogue.  The 
experience- based processes of the faculty and particularly the students in 
laboratory should not be artificially replaced by deterministic formulations. 
(3) Our experimental storage should continually be brought into focus as 
an ongoing reference to be refined, articulated and expanded.   
 
The persistent problem with effectively studying our experience is to 
rescue it from the numbing effect of familiarity without denying the 
enormous human capacity for empirical wisdom.  In effect our method 
should not overshadow our mission.  We must recognize that the study 
and making of architecture is in fact our mission and that any current 
different program definitions simply relate to articulated methods and the 
pressing specificity of production.   
 
The Foundation Design Program attempts to differentiate method from 
mission in that professing architecture includes but is not defined by the 
practice of architecture’s ever growing “specialties”. 
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Notes:  (All illustrations are by the author unless noted in the text) 
 
(1) John Dewey’s discussion of Francis Bacon as the real father of modern 
thought summarizes his inductive methods as “…a logic of discovery, not 
a logic of argumentation, proof and persuasion.”  Dewey, Reconstruction 
in Philosophy, Boston, The Beacon Press 1960, p. 31. 
 
(2) Rudolf Arnheim’s discussion of “what an abstraction is not” clearly 
illustrates a conceptual concern with abstraction as a description of 
structural properties rather than as the extraction of an endless list of 
particular traits.  Arnheim, Visual Thinking, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1969) p. 174. 
 
(3) In an attempt to be informed by outcomes of design processes 
(changes of state, developmental findings, direct experience) Douglas 
Browning, Philosophers of Process, New York, Random House (1965), p. 
xxiv, builds a convincing case that classical (Cartesian) Philosophies of 
Being, sustaining principles of absolute substance and causality, should 
be balanced with the principles of contextual processes and creativity 
promoted by the immerging Philosophies of Process. The late nineteenth 
Century philosophers William James, Alfred N. Whitehead, Charles Pierce 
and John Dewey expand the valid plurality of experience versus universal 
linear determinism. 
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Photographical picturebooks by Anna Riwkin and Astrid Lindgren 

 

Astrid Lindgren (1907-2002) is the most famous Swedish author. She wrote 

many beloved childrens books and she also worked as an editor of Rabén & 

Sjögren, the largest publishing house for childrens literature for 25 years. At 

Rabén & Sjögren Astrid Lindgren met the world famous photographer Anna 

Riwkin (1908 in Belorussia -1970 in Israel) and together they made 14 picture 

books with photographic pictures. Astrid Lindgren wrote the text to half part of 

these books and she edited all of them. These books are interesting for many 

reasons, but they are almost forgotten today and are no longer read by any 

children. The books are all of children from different cultures, they tell of 



Swedish children i.e. the lives of the of the lapp-girl Elle-Kari (1951, text by 

Elly Jannes), of the japanese girl Noriko-san (1956) and the boy Eli in Israel 

(1964). These books were the very first picturebooks with photographical 

pictures telling a story. The books were a great success in many countries and 

they were translated to many languages. In my paper presentation I will make a 

cultural analyse aswell as an analyse of the photos and the texts, and discuss the 

stories and the values that these books carried. I will set the books in the time 

were they where published and popular, and also discuss the development of the 

photographical picturebook in Sweden up to now. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 The most recent development in both applied linguistics and cognitive 

psychology research is how adult learners of English make linguistic decisions 

in problem-solving domain, and how they display their strategic thinking in 

reaching solutions for linguistic problems.  The major question of this study is 

“How do L2 learners solve linguistic conflict?, and what their strategies in 

doing so?”. 

 This study beings with reviewing some with reviewing some pertinent 

issues such as (1) they key steps involved in solving problem; (2) the 

differences between problems that have a clear path to a solution versus 

problems that do not; (3) some of the helps and hindrances to problem-solving, 

and (4) some of the strategies that guide human decision making.  Also, this 

study reports on the results of an experiment conducted on some L2 learners.  

Based on these results, some pedagogical applications are suggested. 
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Introduction 

 
 In a world characterized by dynamic change, it is productive to develop 

an attitude of sensitivity to new information.  This attitude can provide the 

flexibility that will permit us to change our ideas in the face of new evidence. 

 Advanced societies demand citizens who can do more with their 

intelligence than just survive.  Rapid change requires the ability to cope.  In this 

regard, Dacey and Travers (1989: 243) point out that “25 percent of the 14- to 

18-year old group are no longer in school.  We can only question how many 

young people are adapting.  Concern about these and similar statistics has 

prompted renewed interest in two topics that have been with us for years: 

critical thinking and problem-solving”. 

 All of us need the skills and strategies that enable us to be the productive 

members of our society.  The famous American educator John Dewy was 

worried about these years ago.  In his classic work, ‘How We Think’, Dewey 

(1910/1991) remarked that reflective thinking begins with doubt or uncertainty 

that causes us to search for the materials that will remove the perplexity.  

Dewey believed that we go through states of thinking, such as the following: 1) 

we make suggestions as we look for possible solutions; 2) We search for the 

cause of the uncertainty and attempt to be precise about what is blocking us; 3) 

we formulate hypotheses, which we use to guide our search; 4) we mentally 

test these hypotheses, and 5) we physically test the hypothesis that seems best 

suited to resolve our difficulty. 

 Therefore, a modern system of education should provide conditions 

under which a statement can develop facilities and habits to set a problem, to 

build and optimize models, make decisions under conditions of uncertainty and 

learn how to get knowledge (Guffey, 1998; Claridge, 2003). 

 
Statement of the Problem 

 
 Although research on problem-solving extends back to the roots of 

psychology, the theoretical basis of current work has only been developed in 

the last 40 years, to a large extent by Newell and Simon (1972). 
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 A major difficulty in discussing problem-solving seems to be a lack of 

any clear-cut agreement as to what constitutes a ‘problem’.  According to 

Bransford and Stein (1984: 15), “even when people explicitly try to solve 

problems they often fail to use appropriate strategies.  This is because, in part, 

some people seem to be unaware of the importance of talking strategic 

approaches to problems.  In other cases, people may be aware of the general 

importance of strategies yet may not have learned the specific strategies needed 

for a problem they are trying to solve”.    

 Interest in language learning strategies (behaviors that learners engage in 

to learn a second / foreign language) and in attempts at remediating the 

strategies of unsuccessful language learners have blossomed in recent years.  

Yet learner strategy research, for all its promise is “embryonic” with 

conflicting methods and results and few unequivocal findings. 

 When people begin to analyze their approaches to various problems, 

many discover that they frequently employ a “let me out of here” approach 

when a problem seems difficult and an answer does not immediately come to 

mind. At times like this there is a natural tendency to attempt to get out of the 

situation and to do something with a higher probability of success.  In this 

connection, Bransford and Stein (184: 4) maintained that “people who avoid 

dealing with problems place limitations on themselves that are not necessarily 

there to begin with”. 

 In his classic book, How Children Fail, Holt (1964) emphasizes the 

importance of attention.  He suggests that “most of us have very imperfect 

control over our attention.  Our minds slip away from duty before we realize 

that they are gone” (p. 69). In this connection, Bransford and Stein (1984) 

argue that lack of attention to a task is not simply a result of ‘disinterest’ or 

‘laziness’.  Attention can also be affected by fear and anxiety.  It can be very 

difficult to focus attentively on a problem while we are concerned with 

competing thoughts about personal problems or about fears that we may fail.  

Negative reactions not only keep us from solving problems that we could solve, 

they can also keep us from exploring new areas. 
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 The behavior of actually walking away from important problems is a 

relatively extreme negative approach to problem-solving.  In other cases, 

people may mentally ‘walk away’ without physically removing themselves.  

Bransford and Stein (1984: 6) provided the following example “people 

frequently think that they are diligently trying to complete tasks, yet when 

prompted to stop and think about it, they realize that they have not been 

attending to the problem to be solved”. 

 Problem-solving is a process.  It is the means by which an individual 

uses previously acquired knowledge, skills, and understanding to satisfy the 

demands of an unfamiliar situation.  The student, then, must synthesize what he 

or she has learned, and applies it to the new and different situation (Heylighen, 

1998). 

 

Rationale 

 
 The important point about problem-solving is not that some people are 

better at it than others.  Instead, the important point is that problem-solving can 

be learned.  It frequently is not learned because it is not taught.  In school, for 

example, we are generally taught what to think rather than how to think. As 

Bransford and Stein (1984: 3) argue “this is not due to some great conspiracy to 

hide the secrets of thinking and problem-solving from the general public.  

Instead, many teachers are simply unaware of the basic processes of problem-

solving even though they may unconsciously use these processes themselves.  

It therefore never occurs to them to make these processes explicit and to teach 

them in school”. 

 That we may be good at solving problems in some domains does not 

guarantee that we are also good problem-solvers in other domains.  Problem-

solving requires learning.  By becoming aware of the processes we use when 

solving problems successfully, we can learn to apply them to new situations.  

To do this, however, each of us must attempt to overcome a common tendency, 

the tendency to avoid problems that we can not easily solve (Shibata, 1998; 

Holmes, 2002). 
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Purpose / Motivation 

 
 The most recent development in both applied linguistics and cognitive 

psychology research is how adult learners of English make linguistic decisions 

in problem-solving domain, and how they display their strategic thinking in 

reaching solutions for linguistic problems.  The rationale, here, is that learners 

of English as a foreign language should develop skills in solving linguistic 

problems and in making strategic decisions.  With this in mind, the major 

question of this study is “How do L2 learners solve linguistic conflicts? And 

what are their strategies in doing so?”. 

 The motivation for conducting this study is that researchers, in their 

attempts to improve the effectiveness of foreign language instruction, have 

focused their attention in recent years on language learning strategies. For 

example, Oxford et al. (1990: 199) point out that while “all language learners 

use strategies, the more effective students use them more consciously, more 

purposefully, more appropriately, and more frequently than less effective 

students”. 

 With this in mind, this study attempts to review relevant issues such as 

(1) the key steps involved in solving problems; (2) the differences between 

problems that have a clear path to a solution versus problems that do not; (3) 

some of the helps and hindrances to problem-solving, and (4) some of the 

strategies that guide human decision making.  In addition, this study reports on 

the results of an experiment conducted on some second language learners.  And 

based on these results, some pedagogical applications are suggested. 

 

Methodology 

 
 The subjects of this study are 80 advanced students in the faculty of 

Arts, Minufiya University.  They are students in the department of English, in 

their fourth year of academic study.  They are equally divided into two groups: 

1) the male group (N=40) and the female group (N=40). 

 In the first phase of the study, the experiment used in this study was 

conducted on 300 advanced students; males and females.  In the second phase 
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of the study, 80 students were randomly chosen to serve as the subjects of the 

study. 

 The instruments used in this study are of two kinds: (1) sentence 

completion task (15 sentences); and (2) error correction task, which consists of 

(25) grammatical problems. 

 In my first meeting with the subjects, I asked them (males, and females) 

to work on the sentence completion task.  They took a break for half an hour 

and, then, gathered to work on the second task.  Instructions were given to 

them in English and Arabic.  For each problem, they were asked to do three 

things: 1) to detect the word or phrase that must be corrected for the sentence to 

be correct; 2) to provide correct form for the erroneous item, and, 3) to provide 

their rationalizations for their detection and correction of the error. 

 The first task (Sentence Completion) was analyzed quantitatively. Each 

sentence was worth one point; so, the total score of this task was 15 points.  

Some descriptive statistical procedures were applied to see the difference 

between the males and the females in the sentence completion task; if there is 

any.  The subjects’ performance in this task was used just as an indication of 

their accumulative linguistic progress. The rationale, here, is that students’ 

metalinguistic performance is said to be interrelated to their linguistic progress 

or level in a language (A p p e n d i x  1 ) .  

 The subjects’ performance in the second task (error correction) was 

analyzed qualitatively (See Appendix 2) .  

 

Literature Review 

 
 Problem-solving is a central aspect of everyday life.  Informally, one can 

say that a problem arises whenever somebody wants to achieve a certain goal, 

while it is not immediately obvious how this goal could be attained, or while 

direct access to the goal is somehow prevented or restricted.  Typically, solving 

a problem involves two successive stages.  First, a mental representation of the 

problem needs to be constructed.  Next, the cognitive operations that will yield 

the solution are carried out. 
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 As obvious as it may sound, individuals must recognize that a problem 

exists before they can solve it.  In other words, individuals need to identify and 

define the givens and goals of the situation.  Sometimes the givens and goals of 

a problem are well defined and obvious; often they are not (Lynch & Wolcott, 

2001). 

 The first step in problem definition is to encode the critical elements of 

the problem situation (Newell & Simon, 1972).  Encoding involves storing 

features of the problem in working memory and retrieving from long-term 

memory information that is relevant to these features. 

 A very useful and informative way to think about this process is in terms 

of search of a problem space.  These concepts were introduced by Newell and 

Simon (1972).  They proposed that problem-solving involves the progression 

from an initial mental state to a goal state, through a sequence of cognitive 

actions.  These actions are called operators, and their effect is a transformation 

of the current state of the solution process into a new state.  For some 

problems, the search process is relatively simple and straightforward.  If a 

problem space is not too large, it can be searched in a very systematic manner.  

The problem solver can simply try different paths, until a path is found that 

leads to the solution (Cotton, 2001). 

 The two problems that characterize the modern psychology of thinking 

are mental representation and mental computation.  The general idea is that 

thinking is something internal or cognitive rather than behavioral.  This means 

that thinking goes on more or less invisibly and that we have no direct 

observational access to it. 

 After a problem is encoded, the solver must determine what is known, 

what is unknown, and what is being asked in the situation.  Problems vary in 

how well the goals and procedures are specified (Greeno, 1980).  As the name 

implies, well-structured problems have well-defined initial states and goal 

states.  In other words, the givens and goals of these problems are usually easy 

to identify and specify.  In contrast to well-structured problems, ill-structured 

ones do not have well-defined given and goal states.  Many of the insight 

problems studied by the Gestalt psychologists are of this nature.  The difficulty 
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in solving these problems often lies in defining the problems in novel ways.   

Many of the problems found in the real-world are ill-structured and they are 

often more difficult to identify and define than are school-like problems or 

problems found on standardized tests (Hayes, 1981). 

 After a problem has been identified and defined, individuals must make a 

“mental map” of the elements, the relations among the elements, and the goals 

found in the externally presented problem. Information is mentally inserted, 

deleted, and interpreted from the original situation and held in memory (Hayes, 

1981). These internal representations allow people to understand a problem and to 

think through its solution.  Kotovsky, Hayes, and Simon (1985) describe three 

advantages to creating mental representations of a problem.  One advantage is that 

good representations allow the problem-solver to organize blocks of planned 

moves or strategies as a single “chunk” of memory.  In other words, good 

representations help reduce the memory demands found in many problems.  

Second, good representations allow the problem-solver to organize the conditions 

and rules of a problem and to determine whether certain steps are allowable and 

productive.  Finally, good representations allow the problem-solver to keep track 

of where he or she is in terms of reaching a solution and to foresee potential 

obstacles to reaching the solution. 

 There is no single representation that is best for all problem situations.  For 

some problems, such as geometric analogies, an attribute value representation may 

be most efficient.  For other problems, such as animal-name analogies, a spatial 

representation may be best (Sternberg & Gardner, 1983).  Just as no single 

representation is best for all situations, there is no single representation that is best 

for all individuals.  Different people often represent the same problem in different 

ways.  For example, younger children tend to organize information about concepts 

in terms of function, whereas older children tend to organize the same information 

taxonomically. Without sufficient knowledge about a class of concepts, taxonomic 

organization is not possible for the younger children.  Cognitive abilities can also 

determine how a problem is mentally represented.  Individuals who are high in 

verbal ability are likely to form verbal representations whenever possible, whereas 
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individuals who are high in spatial ability are likely to form spatial representations 

(MacLeod, Hunt, & Mathews, 1978; Sternberg & Weil, 1980). 

 Frequently individuals change or develop their mental representations 

during the course of solving a problem (Hayes, 1981).  Changes can occur as 

people gain a more complete understanding of the givens, goals, and restrictions in 

a problem or as they find some information that has been previously overlooked.  

For example, many insight or nonroutine problems are difficult to solve because 

the problem solver does not have a familiar representation and set of procedures 

that can be used. According to Davidson and Sternberg (1984); Sternberg & 

Davidson, 1983), new mental representations are constructed through three related 

mental processes: selective encoding, selective combination, and selective 

comparison. 

 Selective encoding involves seeing in a stimulus, or set of stimuli, one or 

more relevant features that previously have been nonobvious.  Selective encoding 

contributes to insight by restructuring one’s mental representation so that 

information that was originally viewed as being irrelevant is now seen as relevant 

for problem solution.  Also, information that was originally seen as relevant may 

now be viewed as irrelevant and, therefore, eliminated from one’s mental 

representation.  There are many instances of selective encoding in real-world 

performances.  Professors, for example, often have too much information to 

present to a class; an insightful professor focuses on the information that is 

relevant to the students’ needs and abilities (Messina, 2005). 

 Selective combination involves putting together elements of a problem 

situation in a way that previously has been nonobvious to the individual.  This 

new way of combining the problem’s elements results in a change in the solver’s 

mental representation of the problem.  There are numerous examples of how 

selective combination insights operate in real-world situations.  An insightful 

professor is able to fit facts together to form a coherent package for her/his 

students. 

 Selective comparison involves discovering a nonobvious relationship 

between new information and information acquired in the past.  It is here that 

analogies, metaphors, and models are used to solve problems.  The person having 
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an insight suddenly realizes that new information is similar to old information in 

certain ways (and dissimilar to it in other ways), and then uses this information to 

form a mental representation based on the similarities (Reynolds, 2005). 

 In sum, these three processes form the basis for a theory of insightful 

thinking.  To the extent that there is a commonality in the three processes, it 

appears to be in the importance of selection and relevance.  In encoding, one is 

selecting elements from the often numerous possible elements that constitute the 

problem situation; the key is to select the relevant elements.  In combination, an 

individual is selecting one of many possible ways in which elements of 

information can be integrated; the key is to select a relevant way of combining the 

elements in a given situation.  In comparison, an individual is selecting one (or 

more) of numerous possible old elements of information to which to relate new 

information.  There are any number of relations that might be drawn; the key is to 

select the relevant comparison or comparisons to make for one's purposes. 

 Not every instance of selective encoding, selective combination, or 

selective comparison leads to an insight.  The products of these operations are 

referred to as “insights” when an individual suddenly realizes which relevant 

information to select for encoding, combining, and comparing.  This realization 

results in a change in the problem- solver’s mental representation of the task.  If 

individuals do not know an appropriate set of procedures for a problem, they must 

search through a space of alternative ways of approaching the problem.  They can 

guide this search by (1) looking for and recognizing previously overlooked 

relevant information in the problem (selective encoding), (2) looking for and 

recognizing previously overlooked ways of combining information (selective 

combination), and (3) looking for and recognizing previously overlooked 

connections between prior knowledge and the problem situation (selective 

comparison). Successful search for, and selection of, this relevant information 

leads to a change in problem-solvers’ mental representations of the problem.  In 

contrast, non-insightful applications of encoding, combination, and comparison do 

not involve nonobvious search nor do they lead to a sudden change in mental 

representations. 
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 Some problem situations contain hints or clues about the problem’s 

solution (Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983; Kaplan & Simon, 1990).  When used 

successfully, hints seem to guide the problem-solver in forming a new mental 

representation.  Many hints; however, are too general to help problem-solvers 

change their mental representations.  Hints such as “there is a trick way that does 

not involve trying to cover the board” (Kaplan & Simon, 1990) or “use the prior 

problem” (Gick & Holyoak, 1983) often lead problem-solvers to abandon their old 

representations, but do not guide them to the correct mental representations that 

they need to solve the problems. 

 After a problem has been identified and mentally represented, the 

solver must decide which steps and resources to use in solving the problem.  

Planning often involves dividing a problem into subproblems and then devising 

a sequence for how the subproblems should be completed (Hayes, 1981). There 

are three general characteristics of planning.  First, individuals are more likely 

to engage in planning when the problem situation is novel and complex.  

Because people do not have well-known paths and strategies to follow in these 

situations, they must plan how to proceed.  A second characteristic of planning 

is that it tends to be relatively abstract, rather than concrete and complete.  As 

people proceed through a problem, they revise their plans based on how well 

the plans are working and on what opportunities for modification are available.  

A final characteristic of planning is that it has both costs and benefits.  Plans 

take time and cognitive resources to develop but, in the long run, they can 

improve the efficiency of problem-solving (Harris, 2002). 

 Implementing a plan involves the selection of a set of lower order, 

strategic processes to use on the problem.  Selecting a nonoptimal set of 

processes can result in incorrect or inefficient problem-solving performance.  

These lower order processes must also be sequenced in a way that facilitates 

task performance, and a decision needs to be made about how exhaustively the 

processes will be executed.  For example, younger children tend to process 

with early termination the same stimuli that older children tend to process 

exhaustively (Brown & DeLoache, 1978; Sternberg & Nigro, 1980; Sternberg 

& Rifkin, 1979).  Overuse of a self-terminating strategy can result in a large 
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number of errors (Sternberg, 1977; Sternberg & Rifkin, 1979).  Overuse of an 

exhaustive strategy can result in an increased amount of time spent on the 

problem (Sternberg & Ketron, 1982). 

 As individuals work on a problem, they must keep track of what they 

have already done, what they are currently doing, and what still needs to be 

done (Flavell, 1981). Solution evaluation includes an individual's control over 

the internal representations he or she has formed and still needs to form for 

understanding and solving a problem. Often, new strategies need to be 

formulated as a person realizes that the old ones are not working. 

 In general, solutions for ill-structured problems are difficult to evaluate 

because the desired state is often not clearly defined.  Metcalfe (1986) found 

that although feelings of knowing an answer are predictive of memory 

performance, they do not predict performance on insight problems.  In addition, 

high feelings of confidence (warmth) that one is converging on the solution to 

an insight problem seem to be negatively predictive of correct solution of these 

problems.  In other words, subjects who felt they were gradually getting closer 

to solving the problems tended to arrive at incorrect solutions, whereas 

individuals who felt they were far from solving the problems and then suddenly 

felt they knew the answers tended to give correct solutions (Metcalfe, 1986. 

Metcalfe concluded that insight problems are correctly solved by a subjectively 

catastrophic process rather than by accumulative processes.  This view fits the 

Gestalt notion that insight involves a sudden realization of a problem’s 

solution. 

 

Importance of Problem Representation 

 
 Problem representation is a framework for thought that may provide 

new insight that did not exist before; it may suggest new alternatives, new 

connections, or cues to information known but not retrieved before; or it may 

help us identify the need for unknown information.  It may even lead to the 

conclusion that there is no problem, or that a problem exists but should be 

ignored. 
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 The key point is that often we move too quickly into a problem-solving 

mode when we should spend more time on problem representation.  A problem 

well understood and well stated is often half solved.  Our creativity is often 

sparked not only by what we do but by how we think about something and how 

we perceive it.  We see more of an object when we look at it from a number of 

positions.  What may have been hidden from one vantage point is revealed 

from another.  A representation is a frame of reference.  The picture changes as 

we change the frame of reference.   

 A problem exists when the following elements are present in the mind of 

a human problem solver: 1) a perceived percent or initial state; 2) a perceived 

desired goal or end state, and 3) perceived obstacles that prevent bridging the 

gap between the present and goal state. As Rubinstein (1986: 8) points out, “the 

anatomy of a problem focuses on three main elements, initial state, goal state, 

and processes.  A process may consist of actions that can bridge the gap 

between the initial and goal states.  The goal state must include what we wish 

to achieve as well as what we wish to avoid”.  It must be noted that problems 

are not solved in a vacuum; the context must be considered in the 

representation because as the context changes the nature of the problem 

changes. 

 Problem representation is seen as the first aspect of cognitive processing 

involved in problem-solving.  According to Palumbo (1990: 68) “to understand 

the concept of problem representation, one must first look at the area of 

memory responsible for problem representation”.  In this regard, Newell (1980) 

states that the problem space is the fundamental organizational unit of all 

symbolic activity and is the starting point for all problem-solving.  Card, 

Moran, and Newell (1983) state that the problem space is the activities used to 

solve problems that involve (a) a set of knowledge states; (b) operators that 

allow one to more from one state to another, (c) the specific constraints for 

applying certain operators, and (d) the knowledge needed to decide which 

operators to use in specific situations. 

 A second key element that makes up the problem representation is the 

concept of the task environment.  Task environment can be seen as the set of 
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knowledge, information, facts, and relationships needed to solve a particular 

problem.  The problem space is the mental representation of this task 

environment.  One needs both an accurate and sufficient task environment, one 

that provides all the accurately encoded information necessary for a successful 

solution to a particular problem (Newell and Simon, 1972). 

 Problem situations become more complex as the relationships between 

elements in the problem space are more obscure, and thus require more 

operations to reach a solution.  Problems in which all the information is 

presented in the problem statement are therefore easier to solve than these with 

missing or obscured information.  Riley, Greeno, and Heller (1981) address the 

type of problems in which all the information is not clearly presented in the 

problem statement.  This type of problem requires a type of cognitive network 

of facts and interrelations among facts for the problem to be solved 

successfully.  This semantic network can consist of the information presented 

in the problem statement, related information retrieved from the Long-Term 

Store (LTS), the desired goal state of the problem, and any interrelationships 

that can be drawn. 

 The Long-Term Store contains the semantic information needed to solve 

a particular problem.  For this information to be used, however, it needs to be 

activated into working memory.  Once activated, the processing of information 

is then contingent on the limitations of working memory.  Processing is also 

affected by the conditions of the information as it is stored in the Long-Term 

Store.  Well-practiced and well-integrated information is more automatically 

and therefore more effortlessly, processed into working memory.  This 

information requires less space and attention for activation of the desired motor 

subsystem.  The quality of the information is also substantially increased 

through practice. 

 Domain-specific knowledge can also influence the content and 

effectiveness of the mental representations used in problem-solving.  Experts in 

a particular domain tend to have representations that are tied to abstract 

principles of the domain.  In contrast, the mental representations of novices 

tend to be based on concrete surface features of the problem (Chi, Glaser & 
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Rees, 1982; Larkin, McDermott, Simon & Simon, 1980).  Also novices spend 

less time than do experts in representing the problem and they are less able to 

add new evidence to their representations than are experts (Lesgold, 1988; 

Lesgold et al., 1988). 

 

The Distinction between Novices and Experts 

 
 One of the pervasive findings in the problem-solving literature is that 

there are distinct differences between the ways novices and experts solve 

particular problems.  Larkin (1980) states that novices and experts use different 

cognitive processes in solving problems.  Experts, such as chess grand masters, 

process the necessary information in more efficient or larger ‘chunks’ whereas 

the novice problem-solver tends to work with smaller, less integrated units of 

information.  Experts develop a concise, easily remembered overview of the 

task environment from which they generate a qualitative analysis of the 

problem. 

 One of the reasons experts tend to solve problems much faster than their 

novice counterparts is that experts often need not go through the time-

consuming and distracting process of independently selecting each individual 

principle (or chunk of information) necessary to solve the problem. 

 Yet, without extensive knowledge there can be no expertise.  In this 

regard, Simon (1980) points out that one can not become an expert in chess 

without years of practice and exposure to the task environments involved.  

Therefore, the issue of training and instruction can not be overlooked in the 

acquisition of problem-solving skills.   

 The knowledge base of experts differs from that of novices and 

beginners in several ways.  The experts’ body of factual knowledge is more 

complete and coherently organized.  Beginners often use concepts and 

principles that are more incomplete, intuitively defined and poorly connected.  

Apart from these deficiencies, beginners lack large and well-organized systems 

of procedural knowledge.  The knowledge of experts is organized in problem 

schemata derived from tacit information contained in problem statements.  

Related to this problem schemata are schemata of fundamental principles, their 
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conditions of applicability, and specific procedures for special situations.  

Because beginners lack most of this knowledge and knowledge organization, 

they work much slower, make more mistakes and show a less systematic, if not 

quite chaotic, approach. 

 

The Present Study 

 
 The present study was undertaken with a  major purpose in mind: 

investigating advanced students’ performance in solving multi-dimensional 

grammatical problems; that is, problems that contain four alternatives to choose 

from. Two tasks of such a kind were used: 1) sentence completion task in 

which students had to choose the one word or phrase that best completes 

incomplete sentences. The focus, in this task, is on the meaning of the sentence 

rather than the form, although accurate understanding of the formal properties 

of language is a must. 2) Error Correction task in which students were t o  

identify the word or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to be 

correct. Furthermore, students were asked to correct the erroneous item, and 

rationalize their detection and correction of the error (See Appendix 1 & 2). 

 Analyzing the subjects’ performance in both tasks shows that both males 

and females perform at a high level, particularly in the first task. This can be 

taken as an indication of high level of linguistic ability. One may expect, then, 

that these subjects will demonstrate the same high level of performance in the 

second task. This expectation can be true if their performance is systemic and 

stable across various language tasks. However, this is not the case in the 

present study. Comparing the subjects’ performance within and between groups 

clearly shows that these advanced students' metalinguistic ability is not a 

unitary construct. That is, regardless of being classified as advanced students, 

their performance varies from one language task to another. It all depends on 

three factors: 1) the nature of the language task/ grammatical Problem: whether 

it is simple or complex: whether it is requires straightforward application of 

a rule, or thinking strategically; 2) the type of knowledge required by the task 

itself, and (3) the accessibility of such knowledge. These three factors will be, 

discussed next. 
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1.  The nature of the Language Tasks/ Grammatical problems: 

 
 A convenient means for dichotomizing language tasks is to consider 

their relative emphasis on code - related features of the language or 

communicative use of the language.  This distinction has been expressed by the 

terms “Formal” and “Functional”, language respectively (Bialystok, 1981).  In 

this regard, Allen (1980) has included a third component which is intermediary 

to these.  Thus, according to his interpretation, when a fluent speaker uses 

language he draws upon three aspects of language: a structural aspect, which is 

concerned with the formal features, of language including pronunciation, 

grammatical rules and vocabulary; a rhetorical aspect, which is concerned with 

the development of generalized rules of spoken and written discourse; and an 

instrumental aspect, which involves the ability of the speaker to interpret or 

express the conceptual meaning which is appropriate to a given context.  In this 

regard, Bialystok (1981:33) rightly points out that:   

The application of this tricomponential model to the 

description of language tasks concerns the extent to which 

the purpose of the task is to focus the learner’s attention on 

the formal, the rhetorical, or the instrumental aspects of 

language.  A grammar task, for example, relies primarily on 

knowledge of the formal features of language, while a 

communication task can incorporate formal, rhetorical and 

instrumental aspects in various degrees. 

 With the above - discussion in mind, one can argue that the first task 

(Sentence Completion) is an example of communicative task, in which the 

subjects draw upon the structural, rhetorical and instrumental aspects, 

previously discussed.  On the other hand, the second task (Error Recognition) 

relies primarily on knowledge of the formal features of language.  As 

previously stated, the subjects of the study (both males and females) perform at 

a remarkably high level in the first task. This is why we can argue that these 

subjects are quite aware of the structural, rhetorical and instrumental aspects of 

English as a foreign language. Unfortunately, this argument turns out not to be 
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necessarily true. Their performance in detecting the error; correcting and 

providing accurate rationalizations for their detection and  correction of 

the error, was not at the same high level of excellency.  To put it simply, 

some grammatical problems were very easy for the subjects to solve 

correctly, and some other problems were extremely difficult to handle.  In 

other words, some problems were easy because they require simple and 

straightforward application of certain rules. As Skemp (1978) points out, 

such problems require what he calls “instrumental understanding”. Other 

grammatical problems require what he calls “relational understanding”, 

because of their complexity; and therefore, students had to think 

strategically to solve them.  The following discussion will show how the 

subjects handle both “difficult” and “easy” problems (See Appendix 3).    

 

1. Grammatical problems (2, 8; 9; 11; 13; 21, and 24) constituted a 

great deal of difficulty for all the females), as the following discussion 

may illustrate. 

 

 Grammatical problem (2) deals with using nouns as an object of 

preposition; so, instead of saying... “for the reduces* in traffic fatalities”, 

we should say “for the reduction in”.  Only seven subjects (five males and 

two females) were able to detect; correct, and provide accurate 

rationalizations for their total performance. Twenty-nine subjects (13 

males and 16 females) were not able to detect the error; rather, they made 

other choices which were grammatically correct. Their rationalizations 

for making such choices were also incorrect. Twenty-nine subjects (16 

males and 13 females) were able to detect the error; however, they failed 

in correcting it, and their rationalizations for both detecting and 

correcting the error were not grammatically accurate. Ten subjects (3 

males and 7 females) made no response on the basis that the sentence is 

correct, and no correction is required. Five subjects (3 males and two 

females) were not able to justify or rationalize their accurate detection 

and correction of the error in the sentence. 
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 Grammatical problem (8) deals with another specific rule: (the 

noun clause marker “that” should be used to introduce a statement).  Only 

twelve subjects (8 males and 4 females) were able to detect; correct, and 

provide accurate rationalizations for their total performance. Eight 

subjects (4 males and 4 females) were not able to detect the error; rather, 

they made other choices, which were grammatically correct. Their 

rationalizations for snaking such choices were also incorrect.  Forty-nine 

subjects (22 males and 27 females) managed to detect the error in the 

sentence correctly; however, they failed to correct it or, even, provide 

accurate or any rationalization for such a detection. Eleven subjects (6 

males and 5 females) were not able to justify or rationalize their accurate 

detection and correction of the error in the sentence. 

 Grammatical problem (9) deals with the correct use of the 

prepositions “at” and “within”; that is, subjects should know that “at” 

indicates a specific place, and “within” - indicates “being inside a certain 

area”. All subjects (males and females) failed in detecting; correcting the 

error and providing accurate rationalizations. That is, no one of the 

subjects did the three things successfully. Instead, fifty-one subjects (23 

males and 28 females) were able to detect the error; but they failed to 

correct it and their rationalizations for detecting the error were incorrect.  

Twenty-two subjects (12 males and 10 females) couldn’t detect the 

erroneous item, and made other choices although they are grammatically 

correct. Seven subjects (5 males and 2 females) made no response on the 

basis that the sentence is correct; and no change is required. 

 Grammatical problem (11) deals with a very specific rule; that is, 

the “clause marker ‘when’ should be used to indicate at what point 

substances emit electrons”.  Only one subject (male) was able to detect and 

correct the error, and provide accurate rationalizations for his performance. 

Thirty-one subjects (15 males and 16 females) couldn’t detect the 

erroneous item; rather, they chose other items, although they are 

grammatically correct. Thirty-nine subjects (19 males and 20 females) 

failed in correcting the error they had successfully detected, and their 
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rationalizations for their detection and correction of the error were not 

grammatically correct. Nine subjects made no response, on the basis that 

the sentence is correct and no change is required. 

 Grammatical problem (13) deals with the passive rule. Only fifteen 

subjects (5 males and 10 females) were able to detect the error and correct 

it, and provide correct rationalizations for their performance.  Thirty-four 

subjects (25 males and 9 females) couldn’t detect the erroneous item; 

rather, they made other choices although they are grammatically correct. 

Sixteen subjects (4 males and 12 females) were not able to correct the error 

they previously detected, and their rationalizations were not correct. Ten 

subjects (4 males and 6 females) were not able to justify their correct 

detection and correction of the error.  Five subjects (2 males and 3 

females) made no response on the basis that the sentence is correct.   

 Grammatical problem (21) deals with the correct use of simple past 

tense.  Although this problem appears to be rather simple, only nine 

subjects (5 males and 4 females) were able to detect and correct the error, 

and provide accurate rationalizations for their performance. Forty-three 

subjects (15 males and 28 females) failed in correcting the erroneous item 

they had previously detected, and their rationalizations for their detection 

of the error were not correct. Sixteen subjects (10 males and six females) 

could not detect the erroneous item, and made other choices although 

they are grammatically correct.  Ten subjects (8 males and 2 females) 

made no response on the basis that the sentence is correct.  Two subjects 

(males) failed in rationalizating their accurate detection and correction of 

the error. 

 Grammatical problem (24) deals with another specific rule: “using 

certain noun form in an object position”. Only one subject (male) was 

able to detect, correct the error, and provide correct rationalization for his 

performance.  Twenty-seven subjects (14 males and 13 females) couldn’t 

detect the erroneous item; rather, they made other choices although they 

are grammatically correct.  Eleven subjects (8 males and 3 females) made 

no response on the basis that the sentence is correct.  Forty-one subjects 
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(17 males and 24 females) were not able to correct the error they 

previously detected and their rationalizations for their detection of the 

error were incorrect. 

 

2. Grammatical problems (1, 3, 7, 15, 18; 19, 20) constituted the easiest 

ones; that is, most of the subjects demonstrated a high level of 

performance.  The following discussion will shed light on the 

characteristics of these problems; and how the subjects (males and 

females) performed on these problems. 

  

 Grammatical problem (1) deals with a straightforward, simple rule; 

that is, “we should use infinitive without ‘to’ after modal verbs”. Because 

of its simplicity, seventy-one subjects (37 males and 34 females) were 

able to detect the error; correct it, and provide accurate rationalizations.  

Also, all subjects made linguistic responses; that is, they had certain 

opinions towards the sentence, and only two subjects couldn’t detect the 

erroneous item. Four subjects (3 males and 1 female) were able to detect 

and correct the error, although they failed to rationalize their successful 

detection and correction of the error.  Only three subjects (Females) were 

not able to correct the error they had successfully detected, and their 

rationalizations were not accurate. 

 Grammatical problem (3) deals with another straightforward and 

simple rule; that is, the correct uses of “which” and “who” as relative 

pronouns.  Because of its simplicity, seventy-one subjects (34 males and 37 

females) were able to detect the error; correct it, and provide accurate 

rationalizations. Also, all subjects made linguistic responses; that is, they had 

certain opinion towards the sentence; and only four subjects (2 males and 2 

females) couldn’t detect the erroneous item.  Also, only four subjects (males) 

were not able to correct the error or rationalize their successful detection of the 

error.  In addition, only one subject (Female) was not able to rationalize her 

accurate detection of the error and successful correction of the error. 
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 Grammatical problem (5) deals with “the redundancy in using the 

pronoun (it).  Forty-two subjects (20 males and 22 females) were able to detect 

the error; correct it, and provide accurate rationalizations for their performance. 

Twenty-one subjects (11 males and 10 females) were not able to detect the 

erroneous item in the sentence. Fourteen subjects (7 males and 7 females) were 

not able to rationalize their successful detection and correction of the error. 

Three subjects (2 males and one female) were not able to correct the error they 

detected, and their rationalizations were incorrect. 

 Grammatical problem (7) deals with a very simple rule (Subject-Verb 

Agreement).  Fifty-six subjects (32 males and 24 females) were able to detect 

and correct the error, and provide accurate rationalizations.  Only eleven 

subjects (5 males and 6 females) were not able to detect the erroneous item.  

All subjects made linguistic responses; that is, each subject was able to 

formulate a certain opinion towards the sentence.  Eleven subjects (3 males and 

8 females) were able to detect and correct the error, but their rationalizations 

were not accurate.  Only two subjects (females) were not able to correct the 

error they successfully detected, and their rationalizations were not correct. 

 Grammatical problem (10) deals with “the redundancy in the object 

pronoun (them).  Forty-two subjects (17 males and 25 females) were able to 

detect the error; correct it, and provide accurate rationalizations for their 

performance.  Only eight subjects (5 males and 3 females) were not able to 

detect the erroneous item in the sentence.  Seventeen subjects (11 males and 6 

females) failed to rationalize their successful detection and correction of the 

error.  Also, thirteen subjects (7 males and 6 females) were not able to correct 

the error they successfully detected and their rationalizations were not correct. 

 Grammatical error (14) deals with “putting the noun in the plural 

form, on semantic basis, in the first place”. Fifty subjects (31 males and 19 

females) were able to detect the error, correct it and provide accurate 

rationalizations for their successful performance.  Twelve subjects (4 males 

and 8 females) were not able to detect the erroneous item in the sentence.  

Eight subjects (females) were not able to rationalize their successful detection 

of the error, and accurate correction of the error.  Seven subjects (3 males and 
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4 females) made no response, thinking that the sentence is correct. Three 

subjects (2 males and one female) were not able to correct the error they 

successfully detected and their rationalizations were not correct. 

 Grammatical problem (15) deals with the correct uses of “its; their, as 

demonstrative pronouns”. Fifty-Five subjects (31 males and 24 females) were 

able to detect the error, correct it and provide accurate rationalizations for 

their performance.  Ten subjects (4 males and 6 females) were not able to 

detect the erroneous item, and only one subject (male) was not able to make 

any response, claiming that the sentence is correct and nothing wrong in the 

sentence. Eight subjects (females) were not able to rationalize their accurate 

detection of the error. Only six subjects (4 males and 2 females) were not able 

to correct the error they successfully detected, and their rationalizations were 

not accurate. 

 Grammatical problem (16) deals with “the superlative forms”. Forty-

four subjects (19 males and 25 females were able to detect the error, correct 

it, and provide accurate rationalizations. However, twenty-four subjects (14 

males and 10 females) failed in detecting the erroneous item in the sentence. 

Ten subjects (6 males and 4 females) failed in rationalizing their correct 

detection of the error and their successful correction of the error. Only two 

subjects (1 male and 1 female) were not able to see anything wrong and, 

therefore, they made no response. 

 Grammatical problem (18) deals with the correct use of the pronoun 

“it”.  This is a very straightforward and simple rule.  Sixty-three subjects (28 

males and 35 females) were able to detect the error; correct it and provide 

accurate rationalizations for their successful performance.  Only four subjects 

(2 males and 2 females) were not able to detect the erroneous item in the 

sentence. Five subjects (2 males and 3 females) couldn’t make any response; 

that is, they thought that the sentence is correct and, accordingly, error 

detection is not requires.  And only 4 subjects (males) were not able to 

rationalize their accurate detection of the error, and their successful correction 

of the error. 
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 Grammatical problem (19) deals with the correct use of “the + Adj + 

est”.  This is a very simple and straightforward rule.  Sixty-two subjects (29 

males and 33 females) were able to detect the error; correct it and provide 

accurate rationalizations for their successful performance.  Only six subjects (4 

males and 2 females) couldn’t detect the erroneous item in the sentence.  Only 

two subjects (males) were not able to make any response on the basis that the 

sentence is correct.  Only two subjects (females) were not able to correct the 

error they successfully detected, and their rationalizations for such detection 

were not correct.  Seven subjects (5 males and 2 females) were not able to 

rationalize their successful detection and correction of the error. 

 Finally, grammatical problem (20) deals with “the redundancy in using 

pronouns”.  This rule appears to be simple and straightforward.  Fifty-three 

subjects (22 males and 31 females) were able to detect the error, correct it, and 

provide accurate rationalizations.  Only one subject (male) was not able to 

detect the erroneous item in the sentence.  Four subjects (2 males and 2 

females) fail to see anything wrong in the sentence and, therefore, made no 

response. Twenty subjects (15 males and 5 females) were not able to 

rationalize their successful detection of the error and their accurate correction 

of the erroneous item.  Finally, only two subjects (females) were not able to 

correct the error they successfully detected, and their rationalizations for their 

detection and correction of the error were incorrect. 

 In addition to the nature of the grammatical problem (being simple or 

complex; requires instrumental or relational understanding) as a factor in 

shaping foreign language learners’ performance, the type of the knowledge 

required by the task is another factor. 

 

2.  The type of knowledge required by the task: 

 
 In thinking about foreign language learners’ performance as an object of 

study, the essence of the underlying knowledge that accounts for their 

performance must be examined. This examination of the learners underlying 

knowledge will in turn uncover the basis for the strategies they use in solving 

language problems. In this regard, Gass (1983: 277) suggests that for 
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foreign language learners the ability to think and talk about language 

might involve abstract analyses of a number of different types. It might 

include; for example, analyses of their own language, a comparison 

between their native language and the target language, a comparison 

between their native language and other languages previously learned, or 

even a comparison between the target language and other languages 

previously learned. And, as Johnson (1988) maintains, when learning a 

language is viewed as learning skills, the process appears to be usefully 

broken into two or three phases. The first is the development of 

declarative knowledge; however, “declarative linguistic knowledge 

cannot be employed immediately but only through procedures activating 

relevant parts of declarative knowledge in speech reception and 

production” (Farch and Kasper, 1985:51). In the second or associative 

phase, the skill is performed. In the third phase, the skill is continually 

practiced, and becomes automatic and faster. 

With the above background in mind, one can argue that deficiency 

in the subject’s declarative knowledge may result in (1) failure to detect 

the erroneous item that must be corrected for the sentence to be correct; 

(2) failure to decide whether the sentence is correct or incorrect; and, in 

most cases, the sentence seems grammatically correct although it violates 

a certain “invisible” grammatical rule. 

The data provide us with many examples that sustain the above 

argument. Twenty-nine subjects (13 males and 16 females) were not able 

to detect the erroneous item in grammatical problem (2). Also, twenty-

nine subjects (16 males and 13 females) failed to correct the error they 

previously identified. They also failed to provide any rationalizations for 

their seemingly successful detection of the error.  Only seven subjects, 

out of 80, were able to detect and correct the error, and their 

rationalizations were correct. This situation can be clearly seen in 

problems (4; 5; 9; 13; 16; 17; 24; and 25). 

 In addition, because there was no link between declarative and 

procedural knowledge, many subjects (males and females) failed to 
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correct the item they identified as erroneous, or provide accurate 

rationalizations for their performance.  Therefore, examining the 

relationships between declarative and procedural knowledge is a worthwhile 

pursuit since students often fail to recognize or construct these relationships, and, 

sometimes are able to reach correct answers for problems they do not really 

understand. 

 In his discussion of this issue, Carpenter (1986) points out that three 

different models have been proposed to describe the relationship between 

conceptual and procedural knowledge. The first model hypothesizes that 

advances in procedural knowledge are driven by broad advances in conceptual 

knowledge. The second proposes that advances in conceptual knowledge are 

neither necessary nor sufficient to account for all advances in procedural 

knowledge. The third model concurs with the first that advances in procedural 

skills are linked to conceptual knowledge but proposes that the connections are 

more limited than those suggested by the first model.  Relatively, it seems that 

the best way for effective classroom instruction and for improving our students' 

performance is to link conceptual with procedural.  Hieber and Lefevre (1986) 

maintain that linking conceptual and procedural knowledge has many advantages 

for acquiring and using procedural knowledge. These advantages are: 

a) Enhancing problem representations and simplifying procedural 

demands; 

b) Monitoring procedure selection and execution; and   

c) Promoting transfer and reducing the number of procedures 

required. 

 
Moreover, linking conceptual knowledge and procedural knowledge has 

some benefits for conceptual knowledge. According to Anderson (1983), 

problems for which no routine procedures are available are solved initially by 

applying facts and concepts in an effortful and laborious way.  As similar 

problems are solved repeatedly, conceptual knowledge is gradually transformed 

into set routines (condition-action pairs) (for solving the problem. The condition 

action pairs constitute the basic elements of the procedural system.  Thus 

knowledge that is initially conceptual can be converted to knowledge that is 
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procedural. In addition, procedures can facilitate the application of conceptual 

knowledge because highly routinized procedures can reduce the mental effort 

required in solving a problem and thereby make possible the solution of 

complex tasks). Case (1985) explains this phenomenon by pointing out that 

efficient procedures require less of one’s limited cognitive processing 

capacity.  Gelman and Meck (1986: 30) point out that “Knowledge of the 

correct principles does not guarantee correct performance. Principles specify 

characteristics that a correct performance must possess, but they do not 

provide recipes for generating a plan for correct performances. Nor do they 

guarantee correct execution of plan”. 

 
3.  Access to knowledge: 

 
 The results of this study show that the existence of knowledge for a 

learner is not sufficient to distinguish skilled or fluent performance from less 

skilled. Through practice and experience the learner must gain easy access 

to that knowledge. Cognitive psychologists describe this difference in access 

as “automatic” or “not automatic” or “controlled”. In other words, foreign 

language learners may appear to have the necessary knowledge to make 

correct responses; however, they are unable to display this knowledge in 

multi-dimensional tasks such as “Error Correction” task used in the present 

study.  In such a task, learners are required to do more than one thing 

simultaneously.  This argument is compatible with the principles of the 

attention theory.  In this connection, Ellis (2002: 299) points out that “we 

are now at a stage at which there are important connections between SLA 

theory and the neuroscience of learning and memory”.  And, the concept of 

attention has become especially important because of its crucial role in so 

many aspects of SLA theory such as input, processing, variation, 

development, and instruction.  According to Tomlin and Villa (1994), there 

are four conceptions of attention in SLA.  One is that of attention as a 

limited capacity system.  The limitations of attention refer not only to the 

amount or duration of attention that may be given to a single stimulus but 

also to the number of stimuli that may be attended to simultaneously. This 
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leads to a second conception of attention, namely that it constitutes a 

process of selection.  That is, the overwhelming amounts of incoming 

stimuli force the attentional system to be selective.  The third conception 

of attention is that it involves controlled rather than automatic processing 

of information.  The underlying assumption here is that some tasks require 

more processing effort, and hence a higher degree of attention, than others.  

The fourth conception of attention is that it must involve a process of 

coordination among competing stimuli and responses.  In this process, 

attention must be established, maintained discontinued, and redirects in 

order to perform different actions. 

 Relatedly, much of Schmidt’s research (1990; 1994 a, b; 1995; 

2001) ties finding from cognitive psychology into SLA theory.  As Ellis 

(1994: 10) points out, “Schmidt is one of the few linguists who have 

adopted the conceptual and experimental rigours of experimental 

psychology in answering questions concerning the role of consciousness in 

L2 acquisition”.  Reviewing the psychological literature on consciousness 

has led Schmidt to propose the Noticing Hypothesis, which states that 

“noticing is the necessary and sufficient condition for converting input into 

intake” (1990: 129).  The results of the present study provide strong 

evidence for Schmidt’s hypothesis, as previously discussed. 

 
Pedagogical Implications 

 
 The question that imposes itself, here, is that what can the teacher do 

to assist the students develop their problem-solving skills? The following 

are some suggestions: (1) teachers should create an atmosphere of success; 

(2) they should encourage students to solve problems of interest to them; 

(3) teachers may ask students to work together in pairs or small groups; (4) 

teachers may suggest alternatives when the present approach has 

apparently yielded all possible information; (5) teachers may raise creative 

and constructive questions that provide students guidance; and (6) teachers 

must emphasize creativity of thought and imagination (Malouff, 1999). 
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 It is important to induce in learners, a conceptualization of the task 

being tackled that lead them to consider the structure rather than the detail 

of related knowledge. This is achieved by providing appropriate tasks, so 

that learners are not reduced to retaining and producing discrete and 

unrelated facts.  Bransford and Stein (1984) provided a model that can be 

used to improve problem-solving and decision making.  This model 

integrates many of the contemporary ideas and research findings related to 

problem-solving into an easily understood framework. The components of 

the model are represented by the acronym IDEAL.  Each letter in IDEAL 

stands for an aspect of thinking that is important for problem-solving.  As 

Bransford and Stein (1984: 11) argue, “an exploration of the five 

components that comprise the IDEAL approach can be a very helpful way 

to become more aware of your own problem-solving process and hence to 

improve your thinking and learning skills”. 

 The first letter of IDEAL stands for the act of identifying potential 

problems.  The second aspect is defining and representing the problem as 

carefully as possible.  In this regard, Bransford and Stein (1984: 15) point 

out that ‘boundaries between various stages of problem-solving are fuzzy 

rather than sharp; nevertheless, there are important differences between 

problem identification and problem definition.  For example, a group of 

people can agree about the existence of a general problem yet disagree 

about the way in which the problem should be defined …….. different 

definitions of the problem will often lead to different treatments. 

 Moreover, it is easy to define simple problems without experiencing 

a strain on short-term memory capacity.  However, as the problems we 

work on increase in complexity it becomes more and more difficult to keep 

track of all the information relevant to the definitions of a problem.  It 

must be noted that in some situations the procedures necessary to keep 

track of all the information relevant to a problem’s definition become the 

most difficult task. 

 The third component of the IDEAL approach to problem-solving is 

to explore alternative approaches for solving problems.  This involves “an 
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analysis of how you are currently reacting to a problem plus a 

consideration of options or strategies that might be employed” (p. 18). 

 The fourth and fifth components of the IDEAL approach to problem- 

solving are acting and looking: “we can not really be sure about the 

adequacy of our problem definition and strategy selection until we act on 

the basis of them and look carefully to see if they work” (p. 21). 

 Finally, Bransford and Stein (1984: 27) argue that “each of these 

components is involved in any attempt to solve a problem; furthermore, 

people must frequently move through the IDEAL cycle a number of times 

to arrive at a satisfactory solution”. 

 Moreover, problem-solving and decision making are facilitated 

when students learn to work strategically.  Figure (1) below presents a 

model for problem-solving and decision-making. 

 The problem-solving / decision-making sequence begins by helping 

students identify a problem.  According to Carin (1993: 27) “to do this, the 

sequence shown on the top left side of figure (1) can be used. That is, 

assist your students to use their experiences, observation and prior 

knowledge to make them aware of discrepancies in phenomena and events.  

This should load them to raise questions, and the questions will help them 

define the problem”. 

 Once students have identified a problem by constructing a precise 

question, they can proceed with problem-solving using the model. And, 

once students learn the tasks for each step, they will be able to use them, 

either consciously or automatically to solve problems.  Shown across the 

top of Figure (1) are the tasks at each step: 
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Figure (1):  Model for problem-solving / decision-making. 
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 As Bransford and Stein (1984: xii) point out, “if you think of an ideal 

problem solver as someone who always knows or can immediately derive the 

answer to every problem, then the answer is no; we are not ideal problem-solvers.  

Our ideal problem-solver is someone who continually attempts to improve by 

paying attention to his or her processes and by learning from any mistakes that are 

made.  It is this commitment toward becoming an ideal problem-solver, toward 

continuing to learn each day, that we endorse and try to live by …… it is an 

exciting commitment because we learn something new almost every day”. 

 Some educators assume that expertise in problem-solving develops 

incidentally as one solves many problems.  While this may be true in part, most 

people today agree that problem-solving skills should be considered as a distinct 

body of knowledge, and should be taught as such.  Problem-solving permits 

students to learn and to practice heuristic thinking.  A careful selection of 
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problems is a major vehicle by which we provide a ‘sharpening’ of problem-

solving skills and strategies so necessary in real life (Becker, 2000).   

 Moreover, although we can not easily determine what it is that makes some 

students good problem-solvers, there are certain common characteristics exhibited 

by good problem-solvers: 1) a good problem-solver has a desire to solve 

problems; that is, problems interest him or her because they offer a challenge; 2) 

problem-solvers are extremely perseverant when solving problems.  That is, they 

are not easily discouraged when incorrect, or when a particular approach leads to a 

dead end.  They go back and try new approaches again and again. They refuse to 

quit.  If one method of attacking a problem fails to yield a satisfactory solution, 

successful problem-solvers try another.  A variety of methods of attack are usually 

at their disposal; 3) good problem-solvers show an ability to skip some of the steps 

in the solution process.  That is, they make connections quickly, notice irrelevant 

detail, and focus more on salient parts of the problem; 4) good problem-solvers are 

not afraid to guess.  They make ‘educated guesses’ at solutions, and then attempt 

to verify these guesses.  In addition, they rarely guess wildly, but use their own 

intuition to make carefully thought through guesses.  Good problem-solvers are 

students who hold conversations with themselves.  They know what questions to 

ask themselves, and what to do with the answers they receive as they think 

through the problem (Benson, 1995; Harris, 2002). 

 As Davidson, Deuser and Sternberg (1994) point out, further research 

needs to be done on the role of metacognition in problem-solving.  In particular, 

context and interactions between the metacongnitive processes need to be 

examined.  How do the processes work on different types of problems?  How can 

the use of the processes be enhanced, both in and out of natural settings?  To the 

extent that we want to identify and develop good problem-solvers, we need to 

focus as much on the metacognitive processes of problem-solving as the cognitive 

ones. 
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Appendix (1) 

Results 

A. Sentence Completion Task (Sc): Quantitative Analysis 
The following table presents the scores of the subjects; males (N=40) and females 
(N=40) in the sentence completion task. 
 
Table (1):  Subjects’ raw scores in the sentence completion task. 
 

S. Males’ Scores  
(TS = 15) 

S. Males’ 
scores 

(TS = 15) 

S. Females’ 
scores 

(TS = 15) 

S. Females’ 
scores 

(TS = 15) 
1 14 21 10 1 14 21 11 
2 14 22 10 2 14 22 10 
3 13 23 10 3 14 23 10 
4 13 24 10 4 14 24 10 
5 13 25 10 5 14 25 10 
6 13 26 10 6 13 26 10 
7 12 27 10 7 13 27 10 
8 12 28 09 8 13 28 09 
9 12 29 09 9 13 29 09 
10 12 30 09 10 12 30 09 
11 12 31 09 11 12 31 09 
12 12 32 09 12 12 32 9 
13 12 33 09 13 12 33 09 
14 11 34 08 14 12 34 08 
15 11 35 07 15 12 35 08 
16 11 36 07 16 12 36 08 
17 11 37 07 17 12 37 07 
18 11 38 07 18 11 38 07 
19 10 39 06 19 11 39 06 
20 10 40 05 20 11 40 05 

Total  410  Total Score 425 
 
Table (2): Means and standard deviation of both males and females in the 

Sentence Completion Task. 
 
 Number Means Standard 

Deviation 
T Significant 

Males 40 15.25 2.15 0.75 Insignificant
Females 40 10.63 2.31   

 

 The above table clearly shows that there were not significant statistical 

differences between the scores of the male subjects and the female subjects in the 

“Sentence Completion Task”.  The T value was 0.75 which is not statistically 

significant. 
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Appendix (2) 

 

Table (3):  Summary of the subjects’ performance in the Error Correction Task. 
(+) detection 
(+) correction 
(+) Ration 

(+) detection 
(+) correction 
(-) Ration 

(+) detection 
(-) correction 
(-) Ration 

No response (-) detection # of 
problem 
 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 

1 37 34 71 3 1 4 - 3 3 - - - - 2 2 
2 5 2 7 3 2 5 16 13 29 3 7 10 13 16 29 
3 34 37 71 - 1 1 4 - 4 - - - 2 2 4 
4 20 16 36 2 3 5 3 1 4 1 - 1 14 20 34 
5 20 22 42 7 7 14 2 1 3 - - - 11 10 21 
6 10 16 26 13 6 29 3 7 10 2 4 6 12 7 19 
7 32 24 56 3 8 11 2 - 2 - - - 5 6 11 
8 8 4 12 6 5 11 22 27 49 - - - 4 4 8 
9 - - - - - - 23 28 51 5 2 7 12 10 22 

10 17 25 42 11 6 17 7 6 13 - - - 5 3 8 
11 01 - 01 - - - 19 20 39 5 4 9 15 16 31 
12 20 12 32 12 12 24 - 5 5 2 - 2 6 11 17 
13 5 10 15 4 6 10 4 12 16 2 3 5 25 9 34 
14 31 19 50 - 8 8 2 1 3 3 4 7 4 8 12 
15 31 24 55 - 8 8 4 2 6 1 - 1 4 6 10 
16 19 25 44 6 4 10 - - - 1 1 2 14 10 24 
17 13 17 30 4 2 6 5 1 6 5 2 7 13 18 31 
18 28 35 63 8 - 8 - - - 2 3 5 2 2 4 
19 29 33 62 5 2 7 - 2 2 2 - 2 4 2 6 
20 22 31 53 15 5 20 - 2 2 2 2 4 01 - 01 
21 5 4 9 2 - 2 15 28 43 8 2 10 10 6 16 
22 13 14 27 4 4 8 10 11 21 5 4 9 8 7 15 
23 22 15 37 11 16 27 01 5 06 01 2 3 5 2 7 
24 01 - 01 - - - 17 24 41 08 3 11 14 13 27 
25 20 19 39 02 - 02 - 3 03 9 1 10 9 17 26 
 

To understand it, the reader is advised to consider the following cues: 

1. (+) Means that the subjects succeeded in doing the task. 

2. (-) Means that the subjects failed in doing the task. 

3. (No Response) mean that the subjects considered the sentence correct and, 

therefore, no response was made. 
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Living the Don Juan Myth; Psychoanalyzing Iceberg Slim’s Pimp: The Story of My Life 
It is a popular belief within American society that pimps signify and represent the 

apex of male masculinity; women are so enamored by this real life Don Juan that they 

allow themselves to be sold by him sexually.  Our collective notions of the pimp, 

however, have been glamorized and filtered through such media outlets as the Hollywood 

film industry and more recently through the hip-hop recording industry.  If our popular 

notions of the pimp, however, are constructed through both these media outlets and the 

pimp sub-culture itself, then our collective notions of the pimp may in fact be false.  

Robert Beck exposed the hidden pimp sub-culture in his 1969 text, Pimp: the Story of My 

Life.  Though Beck was able to reveal his own the conscious motivations for wanting to 

become a pimp, his unconscious motivations, by their very nature, are unrevealed to us as 

readers of his text.  Because Beck’s text is in the form of an autobiography, we might 

apply psychoanalysis to his text in the same manner that Sigmund Freud applied 

psychoanalysis to the autobiography of Dr. Schreber in “Psycho-Analytic Notes on an 

Autobiographical Account of a Case of Paranoia” in an attempt to reveal the unconscious 

factors that motivated Beck to become a pimp.  Through psychoanalysis, we might 

uncover not only the unconscious motivations of Robert Beck, a.k.a. Iceberg Slim, but 

also the unconscious motivations of pimps as a collective sub-culture in our society.  This 

process might also prove valuable in helping us to determine the pimp’s true nature in 

relation to male masculinity.        

Psychoanalytically speaking, Beck’s text does not uphold the culturally held 

belief that pimps are the apex of male masculinity; rather, it reveals that pimps are 

subconsciously motivated to become such as a defense against their own repressed 

subconscious homoerotic desires for men.  Specifically, Robert Beck’s hyper-masculinity 
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as exhibited through his pimp persona of Iceberg Slim is in actuality an elaborate defense 

mechanism through which his own subconscious homoerotic desires can be contained.  

To this extent, if we are to take Iceberg Slim’s autobiography as a template for the pimp 

profession as a whole, one might conclude that the profession of pimping is, in fact, an 

elaborate defense mechanism reacting against the desire to sleep with men.   

Due to his experiences as a young child, Beck is seemingly preconditioned to 

become a pimp in his adult life.  The one incident that must be considered a catalyst for 

Beck’s movement to that of becoming a pimp, above all others, is his experience of being 

sexually molested at the age of three his female babysitter, Maude.  Recalling the 

experience, Beck states: 

Her name was Maude and she “Georgied” [sic] me around 1921.  I was only three years 
old.  Mama told me about it, and always when she did her rage and indignation would be 
as strong and as emotional perhaps as at the time when she had surprised her panting and 
moaning at the point of orgasm with my tiny head wedged between her ebony thighs, her 
massive hands viselike around my head…I have tried through the years to remember her 
face, but all I can remember is the funky ritual…  I remember more vividly the moist, 
odorous darkness and the bristle-like hairs tickling my face and most vividly I can 
remember my panic, when in the wild moment of her climax, she would savagely jerk my 
head even tighter into the hairy maw.  I couldn’t get a breath of air until like a huge black 
balloon she would exhale with a whistling whoosh and relax limply freeing my head.  I 
remember the ache of the strain on my fragile neck muscles, and especially at the root of 
my tongue. (19-20) 
 
This “funky ritual” as Beck relates it happened continually until Beck’s mother came 

home early one night from work and caught Maude in the act of sexually abusing her son.  

As Freud explains, the act of being exposed to the naked female genital is, for a young 

boy, often a traumatic experience.  It is natural assumption on the part of young boys to 

assume that females have penises, so when they are exposed to a naked female genital, 

they consequentially assume that the penis the female once had has since been castrated.  
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The notion that a penis can be castrated, is to a young boy, horrific in that young boys 

take an unusual amount of pride and satisfaction from his penises.  Freud writes: 

Probably no male human being is spared the fright of castration at the sight of a female 
genital.  Why some people become homosexual as a consequence of that impression, 
while others fend if off by creating a fetish, and the great majority surmount it, we are 
frankly not able to explain. (154) 
 

We must consider that the long term psychological effect upon Beck can not be 

underestimated in that not only was he exposed to a naked female genital, which in and 

of itself, can be psychologically traumatic to a young boy, but that he was also forced to 

perform cunnilingus on Maude, an experience which he describes as not only as 

frightening and painful, but smothering as well.  We might also consider that though 

Beck probably had feelings of deep resentment towards his abuser Maude, these feelings 

of resentment were probably transferred to his mother as well in that Maude was and 

acted as a surrogate mother figure to the young Beck.  As Freud explains:  “Generally 

speaking, every human being oscillates all through his life between heterosexual and 

homosexual feelings, and any frustration or disappointment in the one direction is apt to 

drive him over into the other” (121).  If we accept Freud’s theory that every person 

oscillates between heterosexual and homosexual feelings in life, and we apply this 

concept to a young boy whose Oedipus complex is beginning to develop and emerge, and 

because this experience with Maude was so decidedly negative and psychologically 

traumatic, then it is reasonable to conclude that this experience might have driven him 

away from identifying with his mother and or females as his choice of love object.  We 

might say then, that instead of wanting to posses his mother sexually as normal libidinal 

development would dictate for a young boy, Beck might instead have developed an 
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aversion to this instinct or coupled with the instinct of wanting to possess his mother 

sexually, he may have also developed an equally compelling aversion to this notion.   

Beck’s Oedipus complex, then, might have been reconfigured so that he instead 

identified with a male, a father figure as his choice of love object.  By the age of ten, 

Beck’s mother had married small business owner, Henry Upshaw, pillar of the Black 

community and committed churchgoer.  At an age when most young boys view their 

father as a rival for their mother’s affection, Beck exhibits no such feelings of rivalry.  

Instead of feeling satisfaction when his father, in this case his step-father, was away so 

that they can spend time alone with their mother, Beck relishes in spending entire days 

with Henry helping his step-father at his dry cleaning business in the summer.  Beck 

exhibits strong emotional feelings toward Henry, a man who he had only known for three 

years.  Beck states: “I loved Henry with all my heart.  He was the only father I had ever 

really known” (23).  Earlier in the chapter, Beck states: “I guess I fell as hard for him as 

he fell for Mama” (21).  When reading the later statement, one might attach an erotic 

sentiment to Beck’s statement in that the love that Henry displayed for Beck’s mother 

was obviously an erotic one.  The notion that Beck fell as hard for Henry as Henry fell 

for his mother is elucidating in that it could be interpreted as an erotic sentiment in that 

the sexual attraction Henry had for Beck’s mother is the same erotic sentiment that Beck 

had towards Henry, albeit in a repressed, unconscious form.   

One gets the sense that instead of viewing Henry as the rival for his mother’s 

affection, Beck viewed his mother as a rival for Henry’s affections.  The type of affection 

that Beck displays toward his step-father Henry is similar to the type of affection that a 

ten-year-old-girl would experience in the development and resolution of the Electra 
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complex.  To state that Beck was merely experiencing an Electra complex as opposed to 

an Oedipus would be something of an oversimplification, however, for it is impossible 

for a male boy, due to his very nature of being male, to experience an Electra complex.  If 

a young boy, for whatever reason, has a strong bisexual disposition, as I am claiming 

Beck probably had, then the Oedipus complex as Beck was experiencing and resolving 

would be decidedly different and more complex than that of a normal or more 

conventional Oedipus complex.   As Freud explains: 

A further complication arises when the constitutional factor we call bisexuality is 
comparatively strongly developed in a child.  For then, under the threat to the boy’s 
masculinity by castration, his inclination becomes strengthened to diverge in the direction 
of femininity, to put himself instead in his mother’s place and take over her role as object 
of his father’s love.  But the fear of castration makes this solution impossible as well.  
The boy understands that he must also submit to castration if he wants to be loved by his 
father as a woman.  Thus both impulses, hatred of the father and being in love with the 
father, undergo repression…  Of the two factors which repress hatred of the father, the 
first, the direct fear of punishment and castration, may be called the normal one; its 
pathogenic intensification seems to come only with the addition of the second factor, the 
fear of the feminine attitude.  Thus a strong innate bisexual disposition becomes one of 
the preconditions or reinforcements of neurosis. (183-184)     
 
The time Beck would spend with his step-father Henry, would be short lived, however, as 

Beck’s mother would leave Henry for another man.  When Beck reminisces about the last 

day he would see temporary step father, Henry, he writes: “for the next thirty-five years 

this last day would be remembered vividly as the final day of real happiness for me (23). 

Regarding his mother and the new boyfriend she left Henry for, Beck goes on to state: “I 

have wished to Christ, in four penitentiaries, that the lunatic lovers had left me in 

Rockford with Henry when they split” (25).  Whereas most young boys in the midst of 

their Oedipal complex would, given the choice, choose to live with their mothers and 

without their fathers, Beck is the exact opposite, in that he would rather live exclusively 

with his step-father, Henry.  Beck’s mother, then, is the sexual rival that keeps him from 
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being with Henry, much like the mother represents the rival force that keeps daughter and 

father apart in the Elektra complex.  Beck desires to take the mother’s place and to live 

exclusively with his “father,” Henry.  Unlike a young girl in the midst of resolving her 

Electra complex, however, there is the unconscious realization that in order for Beck to 

be loved by Henry, in order to be loved by Henry as a woman, he must first be castrated.  

Because the thought of castration is so traumatic a young boy, this love for, this desire to 

be with Henry or the desire to be with any man for that matter on the part of a young boy, 

becomes repressed.   

Beck’s further comments about his mother’s disposition when she left Henry are 

elucidating as well in that Beck states his mother’s face was: “as cold as an executioner’s, 

which she was.” (25) Might we discern from Beck’s use of the word executioner that it is 

probable that associated with the term executioner; there is also the connotation that an 

executioner often cuts off the heads of its victims or dismembers its victims.  If we then 

take this connotation further, a person who dismembers their victims, a dismemberer, one 

who separates a part of the body from the victim could also be a castrator, a person who 

cuts off a man’s penis.  To Beck then, the fear and hatred that is usually reserved by boys 

towards their fathers in that they view their fathers as potential castrators, is instead felt 

by Beck towards his mother.  If we are to accept the notion that Beck has a repressed 

desire to sleep with Henry, then it is also likely that the corresponding guilt Beck feels 

regarding this desire asserts itself as an unconscious fear that his mother will castrate him 

just as a young boy fears castration from his father for his subconscious desire to sleep 

with his mother.  Again it is memorable to note that when Beck was sexually abused, he 

was exposed to naked female genitalia, which is likely he interpreted to be a castrated 
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penis.  This notion may have only served to reinforce the notion that the penis-less 

mother/mother surrogate could also be a castrator.   

Beck’s comments regarding his mother also serve to illustrate a very particular 

psychological state.  Just as Freud indicated that a boy with a strong bisexual disposition 

can love, desire his father sexually, and hate, want to replace or take the role of his father, 

could these very feelings also be applicable to his mother as well?  As I’ve already 

shown, Beck equates his mother’s treatment of his one-time step father Henry as that of 

an executioner, and associations of an executioner could be that of a dismemberer and 

possibly a castrator as well.  Given the concept that Beck does indeed view his mother as 

an executioner and castrator and given that it’s likely he has a strong psychological 

inclination towards bisexuality, might it also be possible that he both loves and hates his 

mother, that along with wanting to sleep with his mother as normal Oedipal development 

would dictate, he also wants to take his mother’s place and sleep with his step father 

Henry, to kill his mother.  I would argue that just as Beck has to repress his love and 

hatred for his step father for fear of castration, he also has to repress his love and hatred 

of his mother as well for fear that his mother will also castrate him for desiring to both 

take her place and wanting to kill her.  This would indicate that Beck represses both his 

love for his father and mother and consequentially, in his later life, he will repress his 

love for both men and women.  Beck neither desires men nor women and thus, becomes 

virtually asexual in his later life.         

We see that in Beck’s later life, he is seemingly guided unconsciously by the 

desire to form relationships with older men he views as mentors or father figures.  One 

early mentor of Beck’s was a recently released ex-con who went by the street moniker of 
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“Party Time”.  Beck actively seeks to form a friendship with Party Time when he sees 

Party Time in the window of a motel getting paid to have sex.  The strangeness of this 

episode is that Party Time is paid by a man to have sex with the man’s female companion 

while the man watches the situation and cheers Party Time on.  Beck states:  

There was a “Fast sheet’ joint with the trick rooms in the rear, right on the alley.  I was 
peeping one night into one through a frayed shade when I saw “Party Time” for the first 
time.  My eyes were bugging when I saw the tall Viking type white man, his tiny, but 
voluptuous female white companion and “Party Time” taking their clothes off.  Finally 
they stood there naked…. The white joke was tenderly hefting “Party Time’s” weapon in 
his hand like maybe it was Ming Dynasty Pottery.  He said excitedly to the Broad, “Oh! 
Honey, can you believe the size, the beauty of it.” (34) 
      
Beck himself is sexually excited by the unfolding situation.  Beck states: My trouser front 

was “tented as I pressed even tighter against the window”. (34) The question we might 

ask here is: what is it about the situation that arouses Beck?  Is it the sight of the naked 

woman and Party Time, the association that the female’s male companion is there as 

well, or the fact that the three of them are all there together?  We might conclude that it is 

all three participants’ interaction in the scene that Beck finds to be arousing as he is 

attracted to both men and women though he unconsciously represses this attraction.     

 A pimp is often associated with the Don Juan character found in countless literary 

texts produced over the centuries in that the pimp and the Don Juan character are 

characterized by the series of women they both “posses.” This leads us to Otto Rank’s 

interpretation of the Don Juan myth.  Rank states: 

Here we can see the mechanism by which the trait that really characterizes Don Juan [i.e., 
the series of women] could arise: through the most extreme alteration, the poet has made 
a horde of women out of the horde of brothers.  The serial form of female sexual objects 
thus arises from a wish-fulfilling transformation of the harassing clan of brothers…This 
explains why the original Don Juan is no darling of women, but rather a seducer, partly 
by force and partly through cunning, who does not shrink from using any weapon, so that 
he really struggles against the women as he does against the men. (p. 89-90) 
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The “harassing clan of brothers” that Rank refers to are not necessarily the blood 

relations of the Don Juan like hero, but rather may be thought of as the other men the 

hero has to defeat in order to have the woman he desires.  After the Don Juan hero has 

possessed and left the woman, defeated her, the brothers and potential suitors of the 

woman want to enact some type of revenge on him.  As the Don Juan hero has to 

constantly overcome or defeat a series of men in order to have the woman, he must also 

defeat either the same or another series of men before he can posses the next woman.  As 

the hero has more and more women, his interactions and challenges from the “brothers” 

grows exponentially.  For the Don Juan like hero then, there is the constant association 

that in order for him to possess a woman, he must before and after defeat a series of men 

as well.  The Don Juan hero, however, views the women that he must defeat in order to 

posses not as love objects, but as adversaries.  He also views the brothers in the same 

light, as adversaries.  For the Don Juan hero interrelated with the act and process of 

possessing and defeating the many women, there is the implicit act of defeating and 

possessing the many men as well.  While the Don Juan hero defeats the women and 

posses them sexually, unconsciously, he also desires to posses the horde of brothers he 

has defeated sexually as well.  This explains why the Don Juan hero can never be 

satisfied with the innumerous women he does posses sexually; because he actually 

desires, on an unconscious level, to defeat and posses, to have sex with the men as well. 

 It is this very concept that influences our notions of the Don Juan character and 

his representation as the pinnacle of male masculinity in that he not only possesses and 

defeats the series of women, but he also defeats and possesses the series of men.  He is 

thought of, or constructed, as something of a super-male; the male who has defeated and 
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stands above the other men and women.  We might think that these connotations 

influenced Beck in his desire to meet and befriend Party Time in the previous scene in 

that Party Time is viewed by Beck as a hyper-masculine, super-male.  Soon after, Party 

Time becomes Beck’s mentor and partner in street hustles.  One such con, dubbed “The 

Murphy” had Beck dressing as and impersonating a female prostitute.  Beck would pose 

in a dark alley and Party Time would solicit passing men to have sex with his prostitute.  

After receiving the money from the unsuspecting mark, the victim, Party Time and Beck 

would both discreetly flee the scene keeping the mark’s money and splitting it later.  Just 

as Beck saw Party Time receive money for having sex, Beck himself becomes a 

prostitute in the Murphy Con he and Party Time enact.  In the con, however, Party Time, 

as the Don Juan like hero, plays the role of the pimp to Beck’s prostitute.  Party Time, 

then, is not only the defeater and possessor of Beck, but he is also the pimp who “turns 

out” Beck, introduces him to prostitution.  Could Beck’s role in the Murphy Con actually 

betray a repressed desire to not only become a female prostitute, but specifically a female 

prostitute who gets paid to have sex with men.  In this scenario, it is Party Time as Beck’s 

pimp, who represents Beck’s desired love object.  Beck and Party Time’s relationship 

would soon come to an end, however, as Party Time would be beat up by a disgruntled 

mark and thereafter arrested by the police.   

After seeing Party Time physically defeated by the “injured third party”, the 

mark, Beck would have to search out a new father figure/mentor, a new ego ideal, in that 

Party Time could no longer represent the Don Juan ideal that Beck had associated him 

with.  Beck would find his new ego ideal, father figure, in the form of Glass Top.  To a 

prostitute, a pimp who is extremely handsome has more earnings potential because his 
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beauty will allow him to gain more prostitutes and thus, make the pimp more money.  

Just as a prostitute is attracted to a pimp both because of his aesthetic beauty and 

perceived success, so too is Beck, or Young Blood as he was calling himself at that time, 

motivated to become friends with Glass Top.  The rationalization Beck/Blood uses in 

wanting to meet Glass Top is that he might be able to introduce him to Sweet Jones who 

at that time was the most successful black pimp in the country.  For Blood, however, 

there seems to be an apparent attraction to Glass Top’s beauty as well.  Blood states:   

That glassy-top stud with a face like a pretty whore’s might be the tunnel to ‘Sweet.’  I 
took my sponge out and freshened my makeup.  I got out of the Ford and walked into the 
“Roost.”  The joint was getting crowded.  I was lucky.  There was an empty stool in the 
middle of the log.  The beautiful joker was on a stool next to it. (125)  
 
Blood and Glass Top soon develop a fast friendship.  In Glass Top, Blood, who had just 

obtained his first prostitute, found not only an all too willing new pimp mentor, but also a 

connection for drugs like cocaine and heroin.   

Glass Top would soon become Blood’s mentor in the realm of drug usage as well.  

After checking Blood’s street qualifications to make sure he wasn’t a cop, Glass Top then 

feels safe enough to sell Blood the drugs he desired.  The amount of enthusiasm and 

affection that Glass Top displays toward Blood seems to extend beyond the normal 

enthusiasm of a simple drug deal, however.  We should also remember that this was only 

a short time after the two had first met.  Glass Top states to Blood: “I believe you are a 

‘down’ young stud.  I got news for you.  You can score right with me.  I got the best ‘girl’ 

and ‘boy’ in town.  Even my reefer is dynamite.  Blood, I love you.  You got heart”. 

(128) Glass Top is immediately stoking Blood’s ego and stating his love for him.  

Perhaps their friendship is influenced by the notion that Glass Top finds Blood as 

attractive as Blood finds Glass Top to be and that just as Beck/Blood represses his love 
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for, his desire for men, so too might Glass Top repress his love and desire for men as 

well. Consequentially, when Glass Top tells Blood “you can score right with me” we 

know he is referring to the drugs that Blood will obtain from him, but imbedded within 

the colloquial usage of the term “scoring” is that of a sexual metaphor as well.  For 

Blood, the separate connotations of scoring, that of obtaining drugs and that of having sex 

will seemingly be fused into one singular, erotic act, however.   

Just as a pimp “turns out” a woman and introduces her to the world of 

prostitution, Glass Top turns Blood out by introducing him to the world of banging, or 

injecting, first cocaine and later heroin.  Before they begin injecting cocaine, though, 

Glass Top suggests that both men take off their clothes and strip down to their underwear.  

Glass Top tells Blood: “You may as well shed your threads and get in the groove”. (130) 

Blood had never shot up before, so Glass Top injects the drug into his arm for him.  Glass 

Top, then, penetrates Blood with his needle, his phallic like object.  Beyond the act of 

penetration, however, Beck’s describes the actual experience of being high on cocaine in 

terms of a homoerotic sex act.  Beck states: 

I shivered when it daggered in.  I opened my eyes and looked.  My blood had shot up into 
the dropper.  He was pressing the bulb.  I saw the blood-streaked liquid draining into me.  
My ticker went beserk. [Sic]  I could feel it clawing up my throat.  It was like I had a 
million “swipes” in every pore from head to toe.  I was like they were all popping off 
together in a nerve-shredding climax. (131-132)  
 
When Beck uses the term “swipe”, it is a colloquialism for a penis.  The sensation of 

being high on cocaine is equated by Beck to the feeling of being penetrated by a million 

miniature penises into every pore of his body.  The pinnacle or peak of his high is as 

though all those pores and penises were having one simultaneous orgasm.  The metaphor 

is particularly illuminating in that Beck himself equates it to a homoerotic love act, one in 
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which Beck is the passive love object and Glass Top, is the initiating, active male.  We 

must also remember that the entire act of injection and the high itself is experienced in 

not only a nearly naked state, but sitting right next to another man.  The act of injecting 

cocaine, then, as Beck describes it, is very much the equivalent of being made love to by 

a man.  Beck would soon become both a cocaine and heroin addict and we might think 

that the act of injecting drugs serves as a substitute for the act of being made love to by a 

man. 

 Though Young Blood does find a mentor in Glass Top, Young Blood eventually 

finds an even better suited mentor/father figure in the form of the previously mentioned 

Sweet Jones.  The same unconscious motivation that drove Blood to meet and befriend 

Glass Top is the same drive that motivates Blood to cultivate a relationship with Sweet 

Jones.  In the pimp hierarchy, Sweet Jones had ten prostitutes to Glass Top’s five.  In 

terms of his Don Juan-ness, Sweet represents an even more hyper-masculine figure than 

Glass Top in that he has conquered more women than Glass Top.  In the course of his 

mentorship, Sweet Jones would relate to Blood the secret oral tradition of The Book 

which can be said to contain the secret history, ideology and code of conduct of the black 

pimp.  Whenever Blood would have a problem with one of his prostitutes that he couldn’t 

find a solution to, Sweet would always have the right pimp strategy to solve the 

conundrum.  Sweet’s advice to Blood was similar in scope to the 10 Commandments, 

rules which should never, under any circumstances be broken.  The foundation of pimp 

principle, as contained within The Book, is that a pimp does not have sex with his 

prostitutes because it’s bad for business.  A pimp is supposed to be so in control of both 

his mind and body that he isn’t tempted to sleep with his prostitutes.  Sweet relates this to 
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Iceberg Slim, as he was now known, when he tells him: “‘Slim,’ pimping ain’t no game 

of love, so prat ‘em and keep your swipe outta ‘em”.  (274) A true pimp, a pimp who 

“pimps by the book,” doesn’t have sexual relations with his prostitutes for any reason, 

ever.  In terms of the Don Juan myth, however, the pimp principle of not sleeping with 

one’s prostitutes undermines the notion of the pimp representing the apex of male 

masculinity in that the entire Don Juan myth is predicated on the notion that the Don Juan 

hero is sleeping with a series of women.   

Because a pimp has sex with neither his prostitutes nor other women outside his 

stable and the thought of having sex with a man is for a pimp, nearly unspeakable, he 

must be considered to be almost entirely asexual.  This asexuality represents a regression 

in Iceberg Slim’s libido, specifically, in that as he was, previous to becoming a pimp, a 

heterosexual male; he no longer allows his heterosexual drive and instincts to act as such.  

Freud writing about the regression of the ego states:  

This result may be produced by anything that causes the libido to flow backwards (i.e. 
that causes a “regression”): whether, on the one hand, for instance, the libido becomes 
collaterally reinforced owing to some disappointment over a woman, or is directly 
dammed up owing to a mishap in social relations with other men-both these would be 
instances of “frustration”; (138)      
 
Iceberg Slim states on numerous occasions that he did, in fact, abide by the very sacred 

pimp principle of not sleeping with women.   Iceberg states: “I pimped strictly by the 

book for the next three years” (224) Even later in his pimping career, Iceberg states:  “For 

seven years I had devoted myself to getting hip to that pimp’s book.  I had labored with 

the zeal of a Catholic Brother agonizing for the Priesthood.  I had thought and acted like a 

black God”. (232) The notion that Iceberg Slim did not have sex for seven years 

illustrates the regression of his sexual libido.  It may be important to note that the 
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megalomania evident in the previous quote could itself be considered a byproduct of his 

repressed or “cut off” sexual libido.       

     If we are to agree with the notion that Iceberg Slim’s libido was in a state of 

regression, his relationship with Sweet Jones as his pimp mentor and father figure closely 

resembles that of a reconfigured Oedipal/Electra like relationship.  Consequentially, this 

could indicate that Iceberg Slim’s libido has regressed to a state similar to that of a young 

boy experiencing and resolving the Oedipus complex.  As transmitter of the unwritten 

Book of pimp wisdom and promoter of the principle that a pimp does not sleep with his 

prostitutes, Sweet Jones obviously represents the father of the Oedipus complex who 

forbids his son to sleep with his mother.  The mother or “unattainable mother” as Rank 

refers to her are the prostitutes whom Sweet forbids Iceberg to sleep with.  Though Sweet 

Jones certainly represents the father figure to Iceberg Slim in a metaphorical sense, 

Iceberg Slim literally refers to Sweet Jones as his father; Sweet likewise refers to Iceberg 

Slim as his son as well.  Telling Sweet Jones about his love for him, Iceberg Slim states: 

“’Sweet,’ I’d have a bitch of a time trying to cop another friend like you.  I feel like 

bawling just to think about it…You know I loved you like I loved Henry.  Maybe I love 

you, ‘Sweet’ more than I love Mama.” (236) From the preceding quote we can clearly see 

that Sweet not only represents the father in the Oedipal sense to Iceberg Slim, but that 

like Henry before him, Sweet represents Iceberg Slim’s desired love object.  Given a 

choice between loving either his “father”, who is not his real father, or his actual mother, 

Iceberg Slim chooses his father just as when he was a young boy, he would have chosen 

to live with Henry instead of leaving with his mother. When Iceberg Slim states that he 

loves Sweet like he loved Henry, we can only be reminded of how Iceberg’s feelings 
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towards Henry mirrored that of a girl in the midst of resolving her Electra complex.  

Iceberg’s feeling towards Sweet are a mirroring of the feelings towards the only other 

father figure he had in his life who was Henry.    

 An occupational hazard of the pimp industry is paranoia.  A pimp is constantly in 

fear because he has to not only worry about the police and possibly the F.B.I., but he also 

has to worry about being betrayed or hurt by disgruntled prostitutes.  A pimp also has to 

worry about other pimps trying to “steal” or recruit his prostitutes to his stable.  

Sometimes the fears of the pimp are justified and at other times they are overstated.  

Freud claims that paranoia is caused in part by the frustrated libido.  Freud writes: It 

therefore appears to me far more probable that the paranoiac’s altered relation to the 

world is to be explained entirely or in the main by the loss of his libidinal interest”. (151) 

Paranoia, however, is the byproduct of not only the loss of libido, but also from being in a 

regressed psychical state similar to the states experienced when resolving the Oedipus 

complex.  Writing about the mechanism of paranoia and its subsequent projection onto a 

former loved one, Rank states: 

Since Freud’s psychoanalytic clarification of paranoia, we know that this illness has as a 
basis “a fixation in narcissism,” to which corresponds typical megalomania, the sexual 
overrating of oneself.  The stage of development from which paranoids regress to their 
original narcissism is sublimated homosexuality, against the undisguised eruption of 
which they defend themselves with the characteristic mechanism of projection.  On the 
basis of this insight, it can easily be shown that the pursuit of the ill person regularly 
proceeds from the originally loved persons (or their surrogates)…We know that the 
person of the pursuer frequently represents the father or his substitute.  (p. 74-75)  
 
As Ranks states, paranoia is often projected onto the father or a father figure in that the 

father represents a person who was originally loved by the projector of the paranoia.  The 

father is also often projected on as the persecutor because he is the also the source of 

sublimated homosexual feelings on the part of the projector.   
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A constant fear of Iceberg Slim’s was having his prostitutes stolen by Sweet 

Jones.  At one point in his career, fearing arrest by the police and F.B.I., Iceberg Slim 

took all his belongings and moved out of his luxury apartment and into a rat-infested 

ghetto tenement.  Sweet Jones was one of the only people who knew exactly where 

Iceberg Slim was hiding.  In an attempt to move both his prostitutes and his operations to 

another town, however, Iceberg Slim is nabbed by the F.B.I. as he had multiple 

outstanding warrants his arrest.  Once word hit the street that Iceberg Slim had been 

arrested, his stable was stolen by a rival pimp named Poison and the entirety of his 

possessions were stolen by fellow resident of the tenement hotel who had noticed the 

room abandoned.  Receiving the news from one of his last remaining loyal prostitute, 

Chris, Iceberg Slim immediately thinks Sweet Jones is the party responsible not only for 

the loss of his prostitutes, but for landing him in jail.  Though he has no evidence to 

confirm this, he even thinks that Sweet has turned Chris against him.  Iceberg Slim 

writes: “‘Poison’ or ‘Sweet’ has stolen this Judas-bitch from me.  I’m in a cross.  One of 

them has rehearsed this bitch.  She’s a sonofabitching actress”. (245) Though Iceberg 

Slim eventually comes to the conclusion that Sweet Jones was not responsible for his 

betrayal in any way, because he is both a father figure and possibly his desired love 

object, Iceberg Slim projects his paranoia onto Sweet and thinks of him as his betrayer.  

Even after Iceberg Slim is released from jail, he doesn’t feel comfortable resuming his 

old relationship with Sweet Jones because the idea of Sweet betraying him is just too 

painful. 

Though our typical association of the pimp is to think of him as the hyper-

masculine male, Iceberg Slim reveals through the course of his text, Pimp: the Story of 
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My Life, that the pimp is not the apex of male masculinity, but rather the repressor of 

homoerotic inclinations.  The desire to become a pimp and to exude the pimp persona is 

very much the desire to hide the pimp’s own homoerotic desires from society at large.  

Iceberg Slim, as the victim of sexual abuse at the age of three, may have identified with 

his stepfather, Henry, as his desired love object instead of his mother due to the fact that a 

mother surrogate abused him.  This could have created a strong bisexual inclination 

within the young Beck in which he desired to love, have sexual relations with, and hate, 

want to kill, both his mother and father, an near merging or synthesis of the Oedipus and 

Electra complexes.  Because normal child experiencing either of these complexes feels 

guilt for these desires, they repress their desires for either their mother or their father.  

Beck/Iceberg Slim may have repressed both of his desires to sleep with his “father” and 

mother, and thus, repressed his desire to form normal sexual relations with either men or 

women.  Beck/Iceberg Slim’s desire to have male father figures seemingly guides him, 

unconsciously, to form relationships with older men throughout his life.  These older men 

serve as mentors to Beck/Iceberg Slim both in street hustles, pimping and drug use, but 

the overt desire to live in “The Life,” in the underworld subculture, seemingly exposes a 

repressed desire to form strong, lasting bonds between the members of this subculture, 

other men.   

Iceberg Slim represses not only his homoerotic inclinations towards men, but also 

his “hetero-erotic” inclinations towards women as well.   These repressed urges create an 

asexuality, specifically, within Iceberg Slim, but also within the pimp subculture who 

lives by, follows the rules as dictated by the Book, the unwritten orally translated pimp 

Bible.  Though pimps usually do not engage in homosexual activities, the fact that they 
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have unlimited opportunity to, but do not sleep with women undermines the notion of 

their hyper-masculinity.  We see that in all of Iceberg Slim’s relationships, however, 

there was, seemingly at every turn, an older mentor hustler/pimp willing and exuberant to 

reciprocate the repressed homoerotic affection that Iceberg Slim displayed towards them.  

We might conclude then, that the very repressed homoerotic feelings that propel Iceberg 

Slim to form these relationships are the very repressed feelings that motivate these older 

pimp/mentors to also form relationships with Iceberg Slim.  If we are to take the text of 

Pimp: The Story of my Life as a template for the pimping subculture as a whole, we 

might conclude that it operates on a current of homoerotic energy.  The drive to pimp, 

then, can be thought of as the desire not only to repress homoerotic inclinations, but the 

desire to keep these inclinations disguised and hidden from society at large.  The pimp 

revels in his recognizable status as a real life Don Juan, but hidden and unconscious from 

the very pimp himself is desire to spend the majority of his free time, which is ample, in 

the company of other pimps, other men who have similar repressed desires as he.   
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Abstract:  This paper aims to investigate recent trends in digital design and 
manufacturing.  The case study in this paper illustrates a parametric approach to 
designing and building complexly shaped architecture.  The selected project, 
designed by the primary author for an international design competition, 
demonstrates benefits and problems associated with the use of advanced digital 
design and manufacturing techniques.  

The development of sophisticated digitally based environments has led directly to 
a preoccupation with their use in developing forms and shapes involving highly 
complex geometric forms and manipulations.  A common approach here is to 
define a building envelope in terms of a series of parametrically defined elements 
such as the structural ribs.  A contrasting parametric approach would be to define 
measures that control the geometric definition of the outside envelope directly 
and generate the supporting structure subsequently. 

The latter approach is exemplified in a highly transparent pavilion that is built of 
doubly curved acrylic skin over hollow-tube steel ribs.  The complex external 
shape is a priori determined.  Sectional planes are passed at regular intervals 
through the whole shape; and the geometry of the intersection is used to define 
the shapes of structural members.   As a result, orthogonal egg-crate structural 
system is formed of planar but curvilinear ribs.  Shorter ribs are assigned primary 
structural functions.   

Keywords: CAD, CAM, CNC, Digital Forms, Structure  
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6.  Abstract of Paper 
 
 A culture’s attitudes towards the natural environment are frequently expressed in  
 their rituals and artistic practices including those involving music.  Particularly 
 revealing is ritual music related to birds of prey – eagles, vultures, hawks and  
 owls.  This presentation explores this musical repertory as it relates to various 

U.S. subcultures’ relationships to the environment including Native American  
eagle dances, 19th century concert music, an African American “Buzzard Lope,”  
Sousa marches, Charles Ives’ Transcendentalist mourning song “Like a Sick  
Eagle,” and traditional Hawaiian music celebrating the Pueo, or owl spirit. 
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Abstract 
 

Conflict:  A Literature-and-Politics Framework for Analysis 
Karen Erickson and W. P. Shilton 

 
 
Through representative disciplines of the humanities and social sciences – English and 
political science – we establish a framework for analysis of the commonalities of conflict 
in different historical eras.  The current proposal will (1) discuss a systematic approach to 
understanding the nature and attributes of conflict through the medium of literature and 
politics, and (2) relate the approach to critical decisions, historical turning points, or  
times of trouble.  How do works of literature and principles of politics illuminate the 
terms of conflict under given conditions?   
 
New times call for new tools.  It is obvious that scholars and practitioners alike were 
unprepared for the sudden changes wrought by the fall of the Soviet Union and end of the 
Cold War.  Analysts nevertheless rallied to the surprise turn of events and became 
equally comfortable “explaining” the post-cold war decade as they had been secure in 
describing the era of the Cold War.  The seers were quickly jarred from their reality, 
however, by a violent and unique attack on the United States in September of 2001; the 
explanations of post-communism had fallen short of an understanding of global 
complexity.  A distinction between “explaining” and “understanding” may appear slight 
but it is sufficient for scholars to realize the inadequacy of conventional approaches, and 
to canvass the possibilities provided by cross-disciplinary research into causality and 
consequence.     
 
Our proposal is an effort to add a new dimension to interdisciplinary literary and political 
analysis:  the study of causation at different levels of interaction.   Generalized causes of 
human responses in conditions of conflict might be categorized as follows:  (1) human 
nature is inherently aggressive; (2) human beings do not act in time; (3) people are 
predisposed to conformity and complacency; (4) fate decrees our destiny; (5) unresolved 
internal struggles are transferred to the external realm; and (6) societies are ineffectively 
organized.   Furthermore, responses occur at a number of levels of interaction: 
intrapersonal; interpersonal; intrasocietal; intersocietal; and global.  We suggest that a 
framework for the analysis of conflicts in literature as well as [international] politics can 
be developed on the basis of probable cause and the level of interaction that most closely 
approximates the conflict venue.   
 
The working hypothesis is that the more frequent the coincidence of  cause and level of 
interaction in literary and political conflicts, the greater is the probability of predicting the 
characteristic types of conflicts.  In other words, using causation and level of interaction 
as tools of analysis, one can test the potential of an intertextual/political context for 
exploring the enduring nature of conflict in human relations. 
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Abstract: 
 
The act of storytelling in many ways is an act of return. This is especially so in the case 
of the first person narrator. The narrator’s return to the past as a means of coping with the 
present is a device used in Tim Burton’s recent film Big Fish (2003). While the role of 
storyteller in Big Fish is adopted by a number of characters, in each case is there is a 
strong sense of nostalgia elicited in the face of grief, loss and death. Often this nostalgia 
appears to be for something or someone that never was. The retelling of a fantastical or 
unreal past is not a simple act of fantasy for the storyteller. It is a performance closely 
connected to issues of memory, trauma and the ambivalent relationships the storyteller 
holds toward both. Drawing on Juliet Mitchell’s work Mad Men and Medusas: 
Reclaiming Hysteria and the Effects of Sibling Relations on the Human Condition (2000) 
this paper argues that, when faced with the possibility of death or the psychic equivalent, 
the storyteller resort to nostalgic recollections of past experiences. Through the use of the 
fantastic these recollections displace traumatic experiences that are recalled in the 
moment of mortal awareness. This experience, typical of that of the hysteric as discussed 
by Juliet Mitchell (2000), is a means of reassuring the storyteller of his or her continued 
existence. The representation of the ‘Freak’ in Burton’s Big Fish is a product of the 
storyteller’s hysterical tendencies. The fantastical nostalgia of Big Fish is focused on a 
collection of physical and social outcast. In the re-imaginings of past events characters 
are created as expressions of trauma and sites of displacement. The trauma of the 
storyteller is displaced onto the physically, mentally and/or socially abnormal. Drawing 
also on Elaine Showatler’s understanding of ‘narratives of hysteria’ in Hystories: 
Hysterical Epidemics and Modern Media (1997) this paper explores the storyteller as 
hysteric and contextualises the filmic representation of the ‘Freak’ in these narratives as 
the site of traumatic displacement.  
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Abstract 
 
I have implemented a project in my Spanish class where I invite native speakers to help 
my students practice their Spanish.  The native speakers present mini-lessons, give 
presentations and conduct interviews.  This communicative approach allows students to 
connect new input to prior knowledge, the experience linguistic complexity (the Input 
Hypothesis of Krashen) and to be exposed to large quantities of comprehensible input. 
The real-life situations and the one-on-one activities allows students to use Spanish at a 
higher level.  The data is encouraging: the class working with the native speakers has 
higher scores on the oral exams.  However, the results on the final exam indicate that the 
writing component is hurt by focusing solely on communication.  The class with no 
contact with the native speakers did better on the written final exam.  This indicates that 
there has to be a balance between the oral and the writing component when teaching a 
language.  Nevertheless, the students in the controlled group were motivated and were 
aware of the importance of the native speakers in the classroom as evidenced by the 
following comments: 
“I love speaking with the native Spanish speakers.  It is very helpful.” 
“ I like that most of the class period is conversational and not “lecture.” It is a good 
practice in this environment and it’s hard to learn when you simply listen to an instructor 
speak about the language and grammar.” 
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Abstract 
 

 The Village of Secoton by John White is a documentary portrayal of the artist’s 

observations of the Secotan tribe of the area known today as Virginia.  White, who was 

active from 1585 to 1593, journeyed to the east coast of North America as part of a group 

of English settlers sent by Sir Walter Raleigh to found new colonies.  White was assigned 

the duty of employing his artistic skills in recording anything unknown to England.  His 

images were reproduced in a series of engravings published by Theodor de Bry in the 

1590s.  These engravings were part of a multi-volume series on America and, as such, 

were part of a propagandist movement aimed at promoting colonization of the New 

World.  The course of America’s indigenous peoples was forever altered by English and 

European newcomers to the New World during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  

The significance of John White’s art may be best understood for the role it played in 

altering that course. 



 The Village of Secoton by John White is a documentary portrayal of the artist’s 

observations of the Secotan tribe of the area known today as Virginia.1  The artist, who 

was active from 1585 to 1593, journeyed to the east coast of North America as part of a 

group of English settlers sent by Sir Walter Raleigh to found new colonies.  White was 

assigned the duty of employing his artistic skills in recording anything unknown to 

England.2 

 The drawing, overpainted in watercolor, measures eighteen by thirteen inches.  

Figures, buildings, crops and trees within the village are rendered in a fashion 

characteristic of cartography.  The composition indicates the location and shape of 

thoroughfares, a body of water and planting fields, the latter of which are labeled.  Also 

labeled with the intent of illuminating practices particular to the Secotan are objects and 

scenes depicting human activity.  White’s composition seems intended to present not just 

a catalogue of elements comprising a Secotan village, but his interpretation of the 

Secotan culture. 

 The artist delineated geographic areas as orderly, rectilinear spaces.  A path leads 

from a body of water at the top of the frame to a wider roadway, which divides the 

composition vertically.  On the right, different crops, clearly labeled, are rendered in 

shorthand as schematized patterns in square spaces depicting fields of new, green and 

ripe corn.  In the left foreground, beneath the open field scattered with trees, is a fire used 

in prayer and a building housing a sacred tomb, all indicated by the artist’s labels.  At the 

top of the center roadway is a fire tended by two figures in the midst of a cluster of 

buildings.  Most of the composition’s thirteen buildings, with their clean, rectangular 

footprints and symmetrically arched roofs, are rendered with one side parallel to the 



picture plane.  Emphasis is placed on the uncluttered, neatly divided interior spaces and 

simple, effective construction methods, rather than on accuracy of scale and spatial 

recession. 

 While reproductions of the work vary, descriptions of the original state that the 

pallet is muted, comprised primarily of tan, browns, green, with some blue, and lettering 

in dark brown ink.  The artist employed his media of lead and watercolor with a linear, 

draftsman-like technique.  An attempt was made at indicating overall recession of the 

landscape through varying sizes of figures and objects, but clarity and comprehensiveness 

were, evidently, the artist’s main objectives.  Use of shadow is scarce, and chiaroscuro 

altogether absent.  Most elements of the composition are rather static, adding to the 

cartographic and cataloguing effect. 

 However, White attempted a task greater than creating a visual list of structures, 

layout and geography of the village.  By rendering and labeling figures engaged in 

various activities, he adds a list of cultural practices to his catalogue.  In the right 

foreground is a circle of people in various dance-like poses.  Adjacent to this group is 

another, seated and bowing their heads toward the circle.  The two groups compose a 

scene labeled as a prayer ceremony.  Further into the center of the village are figures 

seated at a mat with three large circular objects, reportedly eating a meal, with another 

standing near and holding a staff or weapon as a guard might.  Scattered throughout the 

village are individuals and pairs in gesturing, standing, walking and running positions.  

No effort was made in White’s inscription to link the scenes thematically.  Instead, each 

group is a vignette displaying a separate activity, a different aspect of Secotan life.     



 Identity and representation play important roles in the overall effect of White’s 

figurative depictions.  As suggested by his use of the word “their” in such labels as, 

“Their rype corne,” the artist portrayed a group of people to which he did not belong.  He 

also identified himself and the work’s anticipated viewers as being of a culture other 

than, and unfamiliar with, that of his subjects’ by describing the dancers’ gestures as 

“strange” in the adjacent inscription.  Figures in mid-action poses throughout the 

composition evoke a high-energy, physically expressive people.  Moreover, each figure 

bears brown skin and minimal clothing as signs of being a Secotan villager.  Feather 

headdresses or feather-like hairstyles are carefully rendered.  Descriptive detail of the 

villagers’ appearances further connotes their “otherness.”      

 Considering that White’s work was documentary in purpose, it must be assumed 

that he expected his viewers to accept his renditions as factual.  By the labeling, 

technique, composition and overall stylistic approach employed, he presented the image 

as a catalogue of elements composing the village he studied.  But he also attempted to 

translate the ways of a people into a set of simple representations, equivalents to symbols 

on a map.  His role as an observing stranger imbued his work with many signs of what he 

perceived, and expected viewers to perceive, as profound “otherness.”  The Village of 

Secoton reads as a synecdoche of the Secotan culture as interpreted by White. 

 Many questions arise in considering this interpretation.  For example, to what 

extent was White’s manner of representation in The Village of Secoton fueled and 

exaggerated by the very nature of his assignment to record anything foreign to England?  

By his lack of cultural relativity, could the artist have been truly unaware of similarities 

between his own countrymen and those he observed in the New World?  How did 



colonialism’s attitudes toward indigenous peoples of the colonies influence White’s 

perceptions and representations of the primitive or exotic?  The full weight of White’s 

work might be better understood by investigating aspects of the cultural climate into 

which his images, the originals and widely disseminated reproductions alike, were 

introduced, as well as the role such images played in England’s colonial efforts in North 

America. 

 Some historical background of the imaging of the Americas’ indigenous peoples 

helps to put The Village of Secoton into context.  In the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, European culture reflected a fascination with anything found to be unusual or 

exotic, anything that might be considered a “marvel.”3  By 1550, European imagination 

had for many years entertained tales of mystical animals and human and inhuman 

monsters.  Myth, lore and supposedly factual reports of such oddities had profoundly 

influenced expectations of what might be found in foreign lands by the time exploration 

of the Americas was begun in earnest in the sixteenth century.  Previously unknown 

animals of the New World, such as the sloth or the toucan, were thought to be even more 

remarkable than unicorns and phoenixes of traditional lore.  However, the human beings 

encountered were found to be far less monstrous than expected.  No explorer returned 

with tales of the New World cyclops or tribes of dog-headed people.  Instead, here were 

human beings resembling Europeans in all ways except in their cultural practices, which 

made them all the more surprising.  Of course, reports and images, such as an engraving 

published by Theodor de Bry in 1592 of Brazilian tribes practicing cannibalism, fed the 

sixteenth century European’s hunger for the marvelous, and perhaps even the monstrous.4  

But as the findings of later explorers were reported, the peoples of the New World were 



more frequently represented as relatively normal, healthy human beings with 

recognizable emotions, exotic though their life-ways, technologies and personal 

adornments were to the European mind.5 

 A European, and by extension, English taste for the marvelous may certainly have 

informed the manner in which John White perceived and represented his subjects.  

However, White’s assignment to record all things unknown to England served a greater 

drive than the quest for novelty: namely, English colonization.  Around 1550, the English 

were developing a keen interest in overseas expansion in America.  It has been argued 

that a genuine, morally driven interest in the salvation of the Americas’ indigenous souls 

helped form England’s goals for exploration, trade and colonization in the New World.6 

   The English were widely aware of Spain’s preceding attempts to forcibly spread 

Catholicism to the Americas.7  In fact, until about 1590, English propagandists writing to 

promote colonization used as models the works of Spanish authors who portrayed 

America’s native peoples as lying, treacherous savages deserving of the harshest 

treatment.8  Later, the English became sensitive to the cruelty suffered by indigenous 

people at the hands of Spain, such as that shown in a 1596 de Bry engraving depicting the 

massacre of Peruvian villagers.9  But even when England’s attitudes swayed toward 

sympathy for the native peoples of the Americas, principal propagandists rejected the 

possibility that native rights should be considered in colonial ventures.10  Further, a pair 

of paintings evincing the relative success of Dutch colonists in their attempts to convert 

the Tupi and Tapuya tribes of Brazil sends a clear message that to leave the Americas 

uncivilized was to leave the souls of the New World in the hands of evil.  The first of the 

pair is a depiction of a Tupi woman who has been taught to sufficiently cover her 



genitalia and tend responsibly to her child and daily chores in the midst of a peaceful 

plantation below.  The second portrays a Tapuya woman who has not been successfully 

civilized by Dutch efforts; depicted as a savage, she stands mostly naked in the wild, 

toting human body parts for her family’s next meal, her immodest stance permitting a 

mangy canine to drink from the stream between her feet.11  Evocative images such as 

these are emblematic of the sixteenth and seventeenth century belief that the Americas’ 

indigenous peoples were in great need of, and would be more or less receptive to, 

transformation. 

 Dramatic fluxes in attitudes toward those whose souls were targeted for salvation 

are reflected in the propaganda literature promoting English ventures in America up to 

the year 1625.  These writings, and the illustrations that often accompanied them, defined 

America to a national English audience in terms that justified displacement of indigenous 

peoples from their native lands on the basis of their supposed need for England’s 

civilizing influence.  But shifting levels of sympathy and force considered appropriate in 

England’s dealings with the tribes belies England’s perception that there was more at 

stake in its expansion to America than the betterment and care-taking of native peoples.12 

 Earlier Spanish and French travelers had reported and widely circulated tales of a 

rich and fertile land with gold and silver oozing from every crevice by the time England 

first embarked for America.  These tales were supported by visual representations such as 

a painting dated 1564 by the earliest European artist known to have worked in America, 

Jacques Le Moyne, who later met John White through Theodor de Bry.  In the late 1500s, 

de Bry published engravings of both artists’ works in his multi-volume series on 

America.  Le Moyne’s René de Laudonnière and Chief Athore shows the fruits of a 



wealthy harvest, a verdant landscape and peaceable natives venerating a column 

embellished with the fleur-de-lis of France, emphasizing the ease with which the French 

were, for the moment, colonizing America.  A de Bry engraving from his America series 

shows Peruvians bringing mass quantities of gold to the Spaniard Pizarro as ransom for 

their captured king.  Such depictions of New World bounty fueled England’s explorations 

and colonial drive.13 

 English propagandists were faced with the challenge of balancing the book-selling 

shock value of native cannibalism and savagery with their responsibility to attract 

potential colonists and investors to embark upon the profitable settlement of America.  

America’s peoples had to be shown as clearly in need of a level of moral instruction 

which could only be accomplished by English habitation on American lands.  But they 

also had to be shown as having the potential to become good neighbors.14 

 John White’s drawings seem to embody this dualistic sensibility.  His portrayal of 

tribal members in A Festive Dance reflects joyfulness and playfulness in celebration or 

ritual, cultural elements not foreign to England.15  As seen in The Village of Secoton, his 

images of Secotan people praying or worshipping illustrate a context in which religious 

ideology and sacred ritual are already in place, merely awaiting corrective revision.  

Flourishing crops laid out in orderly fields demonstrate practicality, industry and social 

organization.  Neatly constructed domiciles and meeting places are reminiscent of an 

English peasant village and evoke a sense of community.16  In his rendering of an 

Algonquian woman and her daughter, valuable ethnographic information is presented, 

such as the tribe’s practices of facial tattooing and body painting.17  But perhaps just as 

important to White’s audience, the woman’s stance is gentle and calm; her water vessel 



shows she is industrious; the areas of her body considered most private by English 

sensibilities are sufficiently covered.  Her young daughter is rendered in a lively, girlish 

pose as she delightedly holds up a doll for her mother’s admiration.  White’s inclusion of 

this doll, which is fully dressed in Elizabethan clothing, stands as a symbol of all things 

civilized which the English might bring to the children of native American peoples.  The 

child’s obvious pleasure with the doll suggests her readiness to embrace civilization.  

Whether or not White actually witnessed all that he portrayed just exactly as he portrayed 

it, and whatever his personal inspiration for representing the Secotan village and native 

people as he did, his documentary images would have communicated to England that the 

people of the Americas existed on a cultural platform which might be easily adapted to 

civil English morality. 

 Of course, White’s original images were not seen by the masses.  As they were 

translated into the engravings de Bry would publish, subtle changes took place which 

may have had profound effects on English impressions of the people they would meet in 

the Americas.  Illustrative of this point is a comparison of White’s original watercolor 

drawing showing the manner in which an Algonquian couple took their meals to de Bry’s 

widely disseminated engraving of the same subject.18  The female figure in White’s 

drawing may have been titillating enough to men living in the high-collared, stiff society 

of sixteenth century England.  However, in de Bry’s engraving, she is no longer just the 

wife of an Algonquian man unselfconsciously taking a meal in her traditionally minimal, 

yet sufficient dress.  She is transformed to a modest, yet still fully accessible woman of 

slightly more graceful proportions, gazing coquettishly at the viewer with just the hint of 

a smile on her slightly parted lips.  De Bry’s engraving surpasses White’s ethnographic 



study of a native custom and adds to its import a suggestion to would-be explorers of 

America that, among its many treasures, primitive sensuality awaited in the New World.  

 White’s drawings and de Bry’s engravings succeeded in promoting English 

colonization of the region, in combination with years of European and English literary 

propagandizing of the Americas as lands rich with fertile soil, gold, silver and many other 

treasures for the taking.  Specifically, White’s portrayals of the indigenous people of 

coastal North America fostered the idea that productive involvement with those whose 

lives would be affected by English expansion was a moral necessity.  Further, he set out 

to reassure interested parties that colonists would not be met with formidable resistance 

to their efforts. 

 White was, after all, personally interested in the success of the first Virginia 

colony.  His initial voyage to America under assignment to capture images of the New 

World took place in 1585.  Apparently, White’s findings and those of his scientist 

companion Thomas Harriot greatly impressed England, and he was sent back to the 

region as governor of a second colony in 1587.  Interestingly, during his service as 

governor, White found need to return to England to secure necessary supplies for the 

Roanoke Island colonists.  When he returned, the entire colony had mysteriously 

disappeared, including his own family.  One theory was that natives had attacked the 

colony and survivors relocated, but White never made this widely known.  His visual 

reports of the cheerful native people and their homely activities were never tainted by his 

personal misfortune.19  

 Clearly, White’s watercolor drawings greatly influenced English attitudes about 

the indigenous people of coastal North America, specifically the Chesapeake region 



being considered for major colonial development.  In May of 1607, a group of London 

entrepreneurs called the Virginia Company arrived on Jamestown Island under a charter 

granted by King James I.  White’s pictures did not foretell the repeated attacks by 

Algonquian people which plagued the Jamestown colonists.  However, the Powhatan 

tribe, which often replenished the colony’s food sources through trade, may have better 

met expectations fueled by White’s selective interpretations.20  The relations that 

developed between various tribes and settlers are indeed varied and wrought with 

complicated nuance.  In summation, the course of America’s indigenous peoples was 

forever altered by English and European newcomers to the New World during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  And the significance of John White’s art may be 

best understood for the role it played in altering that course. 

 

                                                 
Notes 
 
 
     1 No. 1 on Image Source List; “Secotan” is the common spelling in current usage, 
versus White’s spelling, “Secoton.” 
  
     2 The British Museum, “John White, A Festive Dance” (http://www.thebritishmuseum 
.ac.uk/compass), accessed October 11, 2004. 
 
     3 Joy Kenseth, The Age of the Marvelous (Hanover, New Hampshire: Hood Museum 
of Art, Dartmouth College, 1991), 25. 
      
     4 No. 2 on Image Source List. 
 
     5 Kenseth, 133-4. 
 
     6 K.R. Andrews, N.P. Canny, P.E.H. Hair, eds., The Westward Enterprise: English 
Activities in Ireland, the Atlantic, and America 1480-1650 (Liverpool: Liverpool 
University Press, 1978), 175-6. 
 
     7 Rachel Doggett, Monique Hulvey, Julie Ainsworth, eds., New World of Wonders: 



                                                                                                                                                 
European Images of the Americas 1492-1700 (Washington, D.C.: The Folger 
Shakespeare Library, 1992), 153. 
 
     8 Andrews, Canny, and Hair, 180-1. 
 
     9 No. 3 on Image Source List. 
 
     10 Andrews, Canny, and Hair, 183. 
 
     11 Nos. 4-5 on Image Source List; Michael Jacobs, The Painted Voyage: Art, Travel 
and Exploration 1564-1875 (London: British Museum Press, 1995), 113-4. 
 
     12 Andrews, Canny, and Hair, 175-8, 188-93. 
 
     13 Nos. 6-7 on Image Source List; Doggett, Hulvey, and Ainsworth, 150. 
 
     14 Andrews, Canny, and Hair, 175-8, 188-93. 
 
     15 No. 8 on Image Source List. 
 
     16 No. 1 on Image Source List. 
 
     17 No. 9 on Image Source List. 
 
     18 Nos. 10-11 on Image Source List. 
 
     19 Hugh Honour, The New Golden Land: European Images of America from the  
Discoveries to the Present Time (New York: Pantheon Books, 1975), 71-2; “Roanoke 
Revisited Heritage Education Program: John White,” Fort Raleigh National Historic Site, 
National Park Service (http://www.nps.gov/fora/jwhite.htm), accessed October 11, 2004. 
 
     20 The Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities, History of Jamestown 
(http://www.apva.org/history/), accessed November 30, 2004. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This presentation is a report on the institutional, social-cultural and political issues involved in the 

establishment of a 6 semester credit-hour cultural diversity graduation requirement.  All students earning 

a baccalaureate degree from Minnesota State University, Mankato since 1991 must complete this 

requirement.  The paper will address the issues and dynamics involved in defining the content and 

standards to have a diversity course approved for this graduation requirement.  Procedures and 

methodology used to define core and related cultural diversity courses will be presented.  The 

presentation will be presented in a lecture/discussion format to maximize audience participation. This 

presentation will allow the audience to examine the politics of establishing a cultural diversity graduation 

requirement which ensured that all students received basic course work in the areas of minority/majority 

relations, sexism, racism, disability, homophobia, age, gender and sexual orientation in a cultural 

pluralistic society. 

During this presentation, participants will examine a check list used by Minnesota State University, 

Mankato’s Curriculum Diversity Sub-Committee to determine if a core course meets the definition of a 

core diversity course or a related diversity course.  The operational definition for a core or related 

diversity course will also be examined.  Diversity at the time of installing the cultural diversity graduation 

requirements was defined as the following: 

A core diversity course must be at least 75% devoted to topics of race, gender, sexual orientation, age, 

class, or disabilities as they occur in the United States society. 

A related diversity course must be at least 25% devoted to the above topics or to a global perspective 

on topics related to African American, Asian, Hispanic or Native American inhabitants of the United 

States. 
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Abstract: 

 

Throughout west central Italy during the Late Middle Ages, here defined as the twelfth through 

fourteenth centuries C.E., a unique image of Satan in anthropomorphic form becomes standard in 

scenes of the Last Judgment. This portrayal of Satan has yet to be fully investigated in terms of its 

regional specificity. In this article, I propose that localized sources for anthropomorphic Satan were 

readily available to and resonated particularly with Late Medieval Italian artists and audiences – the 

funerary art of the Etruscans.   

Etruscan civilization continued to have lasting presence in Italy long after its Roman demise. 

Tomba Bartoccini near Tarquinia is one example of the reuse of sacred space. Along the tomb walls 

are inscribed religious symbols indicating its use as a Christian place of worship as early as the 12th 

century. In Montepulciano, the facade of Palazzo Bucelli is adorned with Etruscan funerary urns 

stacked three to four urns high. Most are decorated with rosettes, mythological figures, and Latin 

and Etruscan inscriptions. Evidence suggests that not only did the Etruscan civilization impose a 

lasting presence throughout much of Italy, but that also chance rediscoveries of tombs, artifacts, and 

art objects were quite influential upon the artistic traditions of subsequent Italian peoples. 

  A comparison between Etruscan underworld deities Charu and Tuchulcha with the Late 

Medieval Satan of west central Italy reveals notable similarities. Compare a canonical representation 

of Charu and Tuchulcha, such as Tomba Dell’Orco [c. 4th century B.C.E.], with Satan in Battistero Di 

San Giovanni attributed to Coppo di Marcovaldo [13th century C.E.]. Charu is depicted as an aged 

male figure, colored either blue or green, and has untidy hair and beard. He wears boot-like shoes 

and a short, belted tunic. His human-life face is embellished with a pronounced aquiline nose and 
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animal teeth and ears. Tuchulcha is an anthropomorphic, masculine figure often outstretched, 

holding a sword or snakes. Tuchulcha has a large beak-like nose, long animal ears from which 

snakes protrude, and serpentine hair. This figure is usually bare-chested, partially clothed around the 

waist, and colored either blue or green.  

Similarly, Marcovaldo depicts Satan as an enormous anthropomorphic figure. Like Charu 

and Tuchulcha, his skin is unnatural in coloration – blue, purple, and green. Two sharp horns grow 

from Satan’s head, which has a large hooked nose reminiscent of the animal features embellishing 

the human-like faces of Charu and Tuchulcha. Also remarkably similar are two large animal ears 

from which snakes protrude, each clutching in their mouth a human figure by the torso. A curling 

black beard falls across his bare-chest, his nakedness covered by a partial wrap around his lap. 

Satan extends his arms to viewers offering two human bodies, which recalls Tuchulcha’s 

outstretched arms.  

A study comparing the iconography of Satan with Charu and Tuchulcha not only supports the 

notion that Etruscan models were utilized by Late Medieval Italian artists but that they resonated 

particularly with contemporary Italian audiences. The practice of reusing region-specific imagery 

often visually authenticates a particular ancestry, in this case an Etruscan ancestry. Cities such as 

Florence could claim a legendary naissance more ancient, and consequently more powerful, than 

that of Rome and Siena. In addition to celebrating ancient heritage, the reuse of Charu and 

Tuchulcha in Christian iconography visually signified the Christian triumph over the ancient, classical 

world. Much as the blessed Christian souls prevail over the damned souls in scenes of the Last 

Judgment, so too does Christian imagery prevail over ancient, non-Christian imagery through the 

Late Medieval adaptation of Etruscan models.  

Notorious for a macabre fascination of Hell and its punishments, there really is no longer 

reason to doubt that artists and audiences of Late Medieval Italy were familiar with Etruscan art and 

endowed it with significance. 
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“Building bridges, hands on” 
 
Case Study “Building bridges, hands on” examines academic experience gained by teaching cross-disciplinary courses at 
the University of Illinois. Five cases are discussed, two in detail. 
 
Main focuses in these multi-disciplinary projects is on students’ exposure to areas across their disciplines that are 
nominally within reach, but rarely explored practical terms. Auxiliary benefits constitute of the wide range of opportunities 
to complement proficiency in latest technological intelligence closely connected to the existence in virtual space with more 
traditional hands-on experience. 
Throughout the presentation, written/spoken word is illuminated with ample photo documentation. 
Faculty and students came from various disciplines within fine and applied arts. 
 
 
TunnelVision   case study #1. 
   course brief/objective/learning outcome 
 
 
Cross-disciplinary course involving students from the fields of architecture, design and sculpture. 
Design brief: to redesign and remodel an underground tunnel connecting Main and Undergraduate library on UIUC 
campus in order to bring it both functionally and visually to a campus of 21st century. Possibility of implementation existed 
at onset (modest funding form student government and library, later fully implemented with help of funds injected by 
Chancellors Office, ready for official opening this fall). 
Academic challenge: to harmonize and mutually strengthen output from students of different backgrounds. 
Structure: students self-selected teams of 4-5, mixing different majors to assure knowledge transfer. Students were 
meeting once per week with faculty, outside advisors, professionals, but more frequently within individual groups. 
Students targeted 3 main areas: inadequate lighting, seating, vending, but most importantly an overall “drab feel”. 
Number of creative solutions were envisioned, synthesized, developed and later implemented. The final design brief 
developed by students called for creation of a destination space where casual interaction and socializing could take place 
in a contemporary setting. 
 
Course duration: 2 ½ semesters  
 
Course phases: 
 
0.  existing space assessment 
1.  ideation  and concept envisioning 
2.  concept synthesis / development / refinement / technical documentation 
3.  implementation / construction 
 
Approximate final budget: $ 140,000 
 
Student work was well received by both fellow students and University administration (Provost and Chancellor’s offices) 
Opportunity for course improvement: earlier and more assertive stand by advisors when students first realized that “it 
could really happen” and became petrified. 
Collaboration: Prof. Jeffery Poss from School of Architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Highlights from the TunnelVisio segment of presentation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
existing space assessment 
seating: rigid, commanding, discouraging impromptu 
social gatherings, incompatible with A.D.A. 
 
lighting: green cast, uniform throughout 
 
vending: unappealing, scattered around 
 
result: drab place, point A to B space 

 
goal:  
 
turn the Tunnel into a destination, a happening place where “cool” things exist 
 
allow for more casual social interaction among young people 
 
 
design brief: 
 

use steps as a metaphor and practical solution for most informal way of 
space allocation,  
casual socializing and contemporary resting in public space by college 
population 
reclining, lounging and socializing should be possible in a variety of settings 

of the person to group continuum (individual rest to mini lectures) 
 
use of color (both walls and lighting) transitioning to achieve   

a/ dynamic transition from one end to the other 
b/ orange to stimulate appetite 
                blue to allow for study and calm 
 

focus vending in one area and provide furniture to provide for a  quality “on the go”  
vending and dining experience for a wide range of people of different abilities 
 
 
outstanding opportunities: 
 
flat screen installation to allow for promotion of University activities/initiatives, movie 
screenings 
 
advertisement for the Tunnel “above ground” and in library spaces 
 
 
 
 



TunnelVision      Glass Reflections 

 
Glass reflections in design   case study #2.  

 

ross-disciplinary course involving students from fields of architecture, design and sculpture. 
d utility by grouping 

nts, each dealing with different process and setting, e.g. sand casting and public 

t scales, “feel the material”, ability to suspend of rational argument, 

ture students: hands-on approach, ability to suspend of rational argument, dealing with intuitive, 

sculpture students: production planning, wide collaboration 
work. 

ollaboration: Prof. William Carlson from School of Art & Design 

   course brief/objective/learning outcome 

 
C
Academic challenge: to creatively synthesize conceptual approach with practical functioning an
students from different majors on same project thus allowing cross-pollination among different processes. 
Medium involved: glass – blown, cast 
Course structure: series of 4 assignme
space, mold-blowing and personal space. Each project was briefed, thoroughly discussed, developed and implemented. 
Different teams worked on different assignments. 
Challenge for design students: dealing with differen
dealing with intuitive 
Challenge for architec
smaller scale 
Challenge for glass 
Main benefit for students appeared to be tangible (real thing) result unlike outcome in their regular course 
 
C
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FALLOWS REVISITED: THE PRESS AND THE FUTURE  

 
OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 

 
 

Abstract 
 
 

Ten years ago James Fallows, Washington correspondent for The Atlantic Monthly, 

stunned practicing journalists and media scholars when he wrote, Breaking the News, a 

bestseller that was considered one of the most important books on journalism in 1996.  

Simply, he indicted the American press for not doing its job and for getting in the way of 

Americans doing their jobs as citizens.  He predicted that the way journalists covered 

politicians and politics made the public cynical toward both.  This cynicism in the end 

would result in the undermining of American democracy.  This paper looks at Fallows 

ten years later.  What it found was that Fallows produced a wave of media criticism.  

Prominent contemporaries of Fallows say that cynicism toward politics and politicians by 

media professionals and the public is only half the story. Government policies which 

foster corporate ownership of media, censorship of the media in the name of national 

security, as well as a spineless press which is afraid to tackle the important issue of the 

day, may place democracy on life support. 
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FALLOWS REVISITED: THE PRESS AND THE FUTURE  
 

OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 
 

James Fallows, Washington editor of  The Atlantic Monthly, turned journalism on 

its head in 1996 when he told Americans and its news professionals that the nation’s  

press is undermining democracy by creating an electorate that is cynical toward 

politicians.   

Not only is the press not doing its job, Fallows wrote in his groundbreaking tome 

Breaking the News, it is actually getting in the way of Americans doing their jobs as 

citizens.  In laying down the gauntlet, Fallows offered a razor-sharp indictment of the 

American press and its high-paid news stars.  He told the press that it better change its 

ways or risk being blamed for ending this experiment in governance, the envy of the 

world, crafted by our Founding Fathers.  

Simply, he asked: Have the news media become so arrogant, cynical, and scandal-

minded that they have undermined the principles of American democracy?   

At the time, Fallows and his followers said yes, because the values of journalists 

changed, their practices undermined the credibility of the press, and their actions, he 

predicted, would affect the future prospects of every American by distorting the 

processes by which the nation chooses its leaders and resolves its public problems.  

He won a lot of support.  Presidential adviser James Carville, for one, went even 

further in his indictment of the American press. If you read the nation’s press, the 

electorate should not only have a cynical attitude toward politicians, but they ought to 

look at them as axe murderers. “The nation’s press is destabilizing democracy,” Carville 
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told a Pasadena, Ca. audience. “Why? Because the press so disallows us to be responsible 

citizens.”  

Marvin Kalb, a former CBS and NBC correspondent, said, “If [citizens] are 

cynical, it’s in large measure because of what they read or watch.  That, in turn, is a 

function of the press. The process is chasing its own tail.” 

Ten years later the question is:  Was Fallows correct in his assessment of the news 

media and his prediction about the state of American democracy?  This paper will 

attempt to answer that question.  We’ll first review Fallows’ prediction and then analyze 

it in context of what other media practitioners and scholars have to say. 

 

In Retrospect: The Changing Values of Journalists 

In 1996 Fallows was disgusted by the fact that journalism was becoming more 

celebrity oriented, resulting in the loss of the essence of real journalism—the search for 

information of use to the public.  Fallows and other media critics pointed to 60 Minutes 

as the culprit. Why? Thanks to 60 Minutes, Fallows said, we saw a shift from authority to 

celebrity in TV news. “It changed TV journalism for one simple reason: it made money.” 

 It made money for networks and individual journalists who gained the potential to 

command power, riches, and prestige that few of their predecessors could have hoped for. 

Journalism is not known as a lucrative profession, but for the most prominent network 

stars there is a payoff, reported the Frontline broadcast of “Why America Hates the 

Press.” For example: 

• Christine Amanpour of CNN signed for $2 million a year for three years to 

become the highest paid field correspondent in TV news.  
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• According to USA Today, Diane Sawyer of ABC News renewed her contract for 

$7 million annually. 

• Both Ted Koppel and Dan Rather reportedly were earning $6 million a year.  

• Barbara Walters is said to have a base salary range of $4 million with additional 

fees for her specials that add up to an annual salary of $7 to $8 million. 

Others earn thousands on the lecture circuit.  

• Columnist David Gergen in one year earned $239,000 for 50 speeches.  

• 60 Minutes correspondent Mike Wallace gets a reported $25,000 per talk, while 

colleague Lesley Stahl receives $20,000.  

• ABC correspondent Sam Donaldson receives a $30,000 lecture fee, while his 

colleague Cokie Roberts commands $20,000.  

• New York Times columnist William Safire also receives a $20,000 lecture fee. 

• CNN’s Judy Woodruff earns $7,500 per lecture as does NBC News correspondent 

Lisa Myers.  

 But celebrity journalists have always existed. Charles Dickens reported from the 

American frontier; Nellie Bly raced around the world by ship, strain, horseback, and 

rickshaw for Pulitzer’s New York World; Edward R. Murrow broadcast from 

Czechoslovakia and London as it was bombed; and Eric Sevareid, Charles Collingwood, 

Howard K. Smith and Walter Cronkite became famous wartime reporters. The difference, 

Fallows says, is that these journalists carried with them a sense of authority, “based 

mainly on their on-the-scene wartime reporting, rather than sheer celebrity or the 

spillover importance they got by being assigned to a major beat like the White House.” 
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 Other media critics say the big bucks that journalists command affect the value 

they place on those they write about. Michael Lerner, who, to his dislike, has been called 

“the guru of the White House,” said the wave of cynicism in politics that prevailed over 

the time Fallows wrote his book resulted from the national media’s belief that human 

beings are rarely motivated by anything beyond material self-interest. 

 “Media moguls and national columnists tend toward this view with the same 

ferocity and irrationality that they attribute to religious fundamentalists,” Lerner wrote in 

book, The Politics of Meaning. “Anyone who challenges this belief, the media people 

reason, must either be stupid or a manipulator for his or her own self-interest.” 

 Lerner said the result of such cynicism was a no-holds-barred assault on Hillary 

Clinton. For example, the New Republic suggested that the New York Senator and former 

First Lady was merely reflecting on her own lack of ethical center during her ascendancy 

to power, saying, “If she wants to talk about the discontents of her own climb, and the 

spiritual emptiness she feels, congratulations to her for real candor. But that doesn’t mean 

everyone else is a moral failure.” 

 

The Changing Practices of Journalists 

Still other media critics at the time said these celebrity journalists set an example 

that began to erode the quality of the news we received and threatened journalism’s claim 

on public respect. Fallows, for one, said the star system distorted the news through the 

phenomenon of the “Bigfoot” at newspapers and news magazines. Bigfoot is the star 

columnist or writer who is paid more than most normal reporters and is happiest when 

writing about the main story each week. 
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 The Bigfoot system discourages other reporters and subtly twists the news. Unlike 

beat reporters, regular correspondents who cover a given agency or region, the Bigfoot 

doesn’t understand the issues. Bigfoots appear to be more interested in pure politics—the 

way a new proposal will “play” in the Congress, how it will help or hurt the contenders in 

the next presidential race. 

 What results is “horse-race politics,” neglecting the why of issues in favor of how 

they’ll affect the next presidential race. As Michael Robinson and Margaret Sheehan put 

it in Over the Wire and on TV: CBS and UPI in Campaign ‘80, “Horse-race coverage 

permeates almost everything the press does in covering elections and candidates.” “Horse 

race” and “character” have become the two most newsworthy aspects of political 

campaigns, according to Stephen Ansolabehere, Roy Behr, and Shanto Iyengar in The 

Media Game. They write: “News reports on the candidates’ standing in public opinion 

polls, their advertising strategies, the size of the crowds at their appearances, their fund-

raising efforts, and their electoral prospects far surpass coverage detailing their issue 

positions, ideology, prior experience or decision-making style.” 

 The reasons for the prominence of horse-race and character coverage in the news 

is that it is relatively easy to cover for the reporter with or without big feet (and fees), big 

attitudes and big bylines. One reason, according to authors of The Media Game, is that 

most of the major news organizations have themselves become public opinion pollsters. 

“This type of information is therefore readily accessible to reporters (in many instances, 

at the touch of a computer key),” they explain. Another reason is that horse-race coverage 

produces good pictures. 
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 However, the horse race aspects of political campaigns tend not to be what is on 

the minds of the typical citizen. “The citizens ask overwhelmingly about the what of 

politics,” Fallows writes. “What are you going to do about the health care system? What 

can you do to reduce the cost of welfare? The reporters ask almost exclusively about the 

how. How are you going to try to take away Perot’s constituency? How do you answer 

charges that you have flip-flopped?” 

 When ordinary citizens have a chance to pose questions to political leaders, 

Fallows says, they rarely ask about the game of politics. “They mainly want to know how 

the reality of politics will affect them—through taxes, programs, scholarship funds, 

wars.” 

 Fallows’ views were supported in a 1997 survey conducted by the Roper Center 

in conjunction with the Newseum.  It illustrated the gap between what the public wants to 

know and what they get from the press. Some forty-two percent of those surveyed 

complained that journalists don’t ask elected officials the kinds of questions that are 

important to most Americans. About seventy-six percent said the press spent too much 

time reporting on the private lives of public officials. 

 If citizens are interested in policy questions, then why are the media preoccupied 

with the character issue? Norms of campaign journalism have shifted. According to Larry 

Sabato in his book Feeding Frenzy: How Attack Journalism Has Transformed American 

Politics, in the 1950s and 1960s an incident concerning a candidate’s private life was 

considered irrelevant “unless it seriously impinged on his or her public performance.” 

 It was Watergate and several instances of bizarre and inappropriate behavior by 

congressmen that caused the current shift which suggests that personal weakness can 
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have political relevance. “Private conduct is a road map to public action,” veteran 

political correspondent Robert Novak is quoted in Feeding Frenzy.  Thus Ansolabehere, 

Behr and Iyengar write the candidates’ love lives (Gary Hart, Ted Kennedy, Bill Clinton), 

control over their emotions (Ed Muskie and Pat Schroeder), language (Jesse Jackson, Bob 

Kerrey), law school records (Joe Biden), avoidance of military service (George W. Bush 

and Bill Clinton), and even food tastes (George Bush and broccoli) have all been deemed 

newsworthy. 

 But is this what the public wants? In their book Nothing Sacred, Beverly Kees 

and Bill Phillips revealed the results of a survey of 599 journalists, 561 politicians and 

605 members of the public. They found that the public and even some journalists and 

politicians have three major concerns about current coverage. They are that 1) stories are 

based on speculation, 2) stories are blown out of proportion, and 3) the press beats stories 

to death. 

 They found that members of the public don’t trust much of what they read and 

hear because it is speculation, allegation, or spin. Jack Nelson, Washington bureau chief 

for the Los Angeles Times and a veteran of national political coverage, cites Whitewater 

coverage as an example of poor reporting. “We’ve lowered our standards on what we put 

in the papers these days. We publish stories that are based on a single source or a 

questionable source. We raise questions we don’t answer. We jump to conclusions 

without having solid evidence. We let the tabloids dictate the pace. We run stories based 

on relatively little solid information and figure if we call up the person to ask for his 

reaction, we’re covered.” 
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 Kees and Phillips also found that “stories are often blown out of proportion to 

their significance.” Remember the story about Jennifer Fitzgerald, who was alleged to be 

George Bush’s mistress although neither party ever confirmed it nor was any solid proof 

made public? The long-whispered story came out during the Bush-Clinton campaign and 

was based on a footnote quoting a dead source. 

 Says Deborah Mathis, Gannett News Service White House correspondent: 

“Sometimes where there is smoke, there is smoke. And that’s all you are every going to 

get.” 

 Finally, the public, journalists, and politicians told Kees and Phillips that “the 

press too often beats stories to death.” One such story involved Mathis. During the 1992 

presidential campaign she was alleged to be a Clinton girlfriend. She denied the 

allegation to several reporters who then tried to build a story out of suggestive facts. “I 

had heard the rumors off and on about me and about 3,000 other women in Arkansas over 

time, and they were promptly dismissed.” But she says the questions went on to build the 

appearance of possibility. “And that can be just as indicting as anything else,” Mathis 

says. 

 

Undermining Democracy 

Fallows and his supporters at the time said these changing values and practices of 

journalists undermined our democracy. Such a view was supported in a 2000 Gallup poll 

that revealed that Americans have very little trust in their political leaders. When asked to 

compare occupations on a scale of honesty—from very high to very low—respondents 

ranked most politicians in the bottom half of 45 professions.  Members of Congress came 
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off the worst—only 1% of those surveyed rated the members “very high” when it came to 

honesty, and only 10% said they were “high.”   

Meanwhile, a 2002 Pew Research Center poll found about 30% of the public 

believe all or most of what President George W. Bush says, while only 12% say they 

believe anything former President Bill Clinton has to say. 

The same poll found that the credibility of major news organizations by the public 

has remained fairly stable over the past two years.  Among major TV outlets, the ratings 

are unchanged or show a slight decline with  CNN continuing to be rated the most 

believable television news source.  Some 37% of Americans say they believe all or most 

of what they see and hear on CNN.  However, this is a modest slip in credibility from a 

peak of 42% in 1998.  The public’s evaluation of local and network news believability 

also has slipped in the past two years.  About 27% said they can believe all or most of 

what they see on their newscasts. 

The poll also revealed that the public has low regard for the media’s values, but 

favor their watchdog role by even greater margins than recorded in November 2001. 

Some 59% of respondents said press criticism keeps political leaders from doing thing 

that should not be done. 

 So what’s wrong with the news media?  In the Pew Research Center poll, when 

journalists and news media executives were asked to describe in their own words the 

most important problems confronting journalism today: 

• 50% in national markets and 40% in local markets listed a decline in quality and 

standards, including sloppy reporting, an erosion of standards and increased 

sensationalism. 
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• 40% in national markets and 37% in local markets listed financial and business 

pressure, including a decline in audience/readership and competition with other 

media. 

• 17% in national markets and 30% in local markets listed loss of credibility with 

the public, including a decline in trustworthiness and confidence. 

When journalists and news media executives were asked to name valid criticisms 

of the press: 

• 71% in national markets and 72% in local markets said the too little attention is 

paid to complex issues. 

• 69% in national markets and 68% in local markets said the line between reporting 

and commentary is blurred. 

• 57% in national markets and 51% in local markets said the press is out of touch 

with the public. 

• 53% in national markets and 55% in local markets said the press is too cynical. 

• 40% in national markets and 55% in local markets said reporting is full of errors. 

• 49% in national markets and 44% in local markets said little reporting of positive 

developments exists.  

• 34% in national markets and 33% in local markets said the press is too 

adversarial. 

 This final finding is an interesting one because it deals with how the press reports 

on politicians and government. Hall Jamieson and Cappella conducted a study to see how 

the tone of news coverage affected public attitudes toward politicians and government. 

Citizens in six cities other than Philadelphia read and watched news about the 
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Philadelphia mayoral election. Half of the sample was shown real newspaper and TV 

stories that emphasized underlying strategies, poll results, charge and countercharge, and 

examination of candidates’ potential character problems. Other readers read and heard 

real stories that primarily dealt with solutions the candidates were offering to the city’s 

problems. 

 “The results were clear,” the researchers write. “Those who read and saw the 

‘strategy-based’ reporting were more likely to conclude that the candidates were 

posturing, deceptive, self-interested, and unconcerned with the welfare of the city.” 

 In sum, media critics point out that values and practices of journalists have 

changed. Meanwhile, ratings experts continue to tell media managers that negative news 

sells and that coverage of disasters and crimes keeps viewers hooked. The end result is 

that mainstream journalism has fallen into the habit of portraying public life in America 

as a race to the bottom, in which one group of conniving, insincere politicians ceaselessly 

tries to outmaneuver another. Politicians seem untrustworthy while they’re running, and 

they disappoint even their supporters soon after they take office, and by the time they 

leave office they are making excuses for what they couldn’t do.  The great problem for 

American democracy today is that because media people barely trust elected leaders or 

the entire legislative system to accomplish anything of value, they are, in the end, 

“undermining American democracy.” 

 

A Legacy of Mistrust 

Since the birth of the United States, the relationship between the news media and 

the nation’s politicians has been a rocky one. In his book The American Journalist: 
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Paradox of the Press, Loren Ghiglione writes that the American journalist began as a 

part-time amateur who put partisanship ahead of professionalism. Sam Adams and his 

fellow propagandists for the American Revolution were followed by John Fenno, Phillip 

Freneau, and other mouthpieces for political parties. 

 Editor Freneau in his National Gazette wasted no time in vilifying the first U.S. 

president. Wielding one of the most vindictive pens in the nation’s history, Freneau 

called George Washington the front man for the Federalists. To Washington’s dismay, 

the hateful editor wrote: “The first magistrate of a country seldom knows the real state of 

the nation, particularly if he be buoyed up by official importance to think it beneath his 

dignity to mix occasionally with the people.” 

 Meanwhile, opposition editors attacked Thomas Jefferson’s character, opinion 

and politics. Richmond Examiner editor James Callender charged Jefferson with 

dishonesty, cowardice and of having sexual relations with Sally Hemmings, a slave 

woman on his plantation. A disgusted Jefferson retorted with the following in 1807: “The 

man who never looks into a newspaper is better informed than he who reads them; 

inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to truth than he whose mind is filled with 

falsehoods and errors.” 

 Such falsehoods by vindictive newspapers, alleged Andrew Jackson, caused his 

wife’s early death after they published articles saying his marriage was illegal and sinful. 

However, Jackson was the first presidential manipulator of the news. Many of the most 

influential members of his “Kitchen Cabinet” were journalists. According to John Tebbel 

and Sarah Miles Watts in their book, The Press and The Presidency, John Quincy Adams 

was so upset at these appointments that he quipped: “The appointments, almost without 
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exception, are conferred upon the vilest purveyors of slander during the late 

electioneering campaign, and an excessive disproportion of places is given to editors of 

the foulest presses.” 

 The sharpest sting by these “purveyors of slander” was saved for Abraham 

Lincoln, who was the most involved with the press, owed the most to it and suffered the 

most from it, according to Tebbel and Watts. The vicious press called him a “monkey 

face,” the “personification of evil,” a “Black Republican” who would destroy the South. 

But it was Lincoln who refused to have a “party newspaper” and championed an 

independent and free press. 

 Not so different from modern times, this independent media found that gossip 

sold well. Press reports about Grover Cleveland’s sexual indiscretions— which produced 

a son born out of wedlock—tarnished his image as a pillar of the community. It was the 

press that led the chant: “Ma! Ma! Where’s my pa? Gone to the White House, Ha! Ha! 

Ha!” 

 But the press had a change of heart with the administration of Theodore 

Roosevelt. He consolidated the power of the presidency and manipulated the media to 

promote himself and his causes to a degree never before seen. His rise to the presidency 

paralleled the nation’s Progressive Movement.  Frustrated by the exposes of Upton 

Sinclair, Lincoln Steffens, David Graham Phillips, and Ida Tarbell, among many, about 

the excesses and corruption of business and government, Roosevelt branded them 

“muckrakers.” Professor Thomas Leonard in his Powers of the Press concluded that the 

work of these muckrakers was a major factor in the decline of political participation by 

the electorate during that era.  “It was,” he writes, “the discrediting of some basic 
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assumptions about how democracy worked that made muckraking both shocking…and a 

message to pull back from political life.” 

 By the presidency of Teddy Roosevelt’s cousin, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the news 

was much more upbeat. The nation’s political leaders were treated by journalists with 

deference and respect in the 1940s and 1950s, according to Ellen Hume, former executive 

director of Harvard’s Joan Shorenstein Barone Center on the Press, Politics and Public 

Policy. At the start of his presidency, FDR captured the American public and the media. 

He was an extension of the newsgathering process, taking direct questions from 

correspondents, and discussing confidential policies informally. He also was not shy in 

telling reporters how he would fashion a story. His sexual indiscretions and physical 

conditions were never reported. 

 Also an artful news manager, Dwight D. Eisenhower won over the public and 

press. However, the public’s confidence eroded in 1955 when Ike suffered a heart attack. 

According to Tebbel and Watts, the president’s staff told the press he had “suffered a 

digestive upset in the night.” It was not until six-and-a-half hours later, doctors admitted 

it had been a heart attack. 

 What changed everything were the lies of the Vietnam War, Watergate, the Iran-

Contra scandal and Iraqgate, according to Hume. “Now journalists are locked into the 

negative assumption that the government and political leaders are lying much of the 

time,” she said. 

 The Pentagon Papers showed that presidents for four decades lied about American 

involvement in Southeast Asia. Former Secretary of Defense Robert Strange McNamara 
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came clean thirty years later when he wrote that much of the information disseminated to 

the press and public about American involvement in Vietnam was based on official lies. 

 But it was Watergate that left the most lasting effects on the public, the press and 

the government. In their book Communications Ethics, Jaska and Pritchard write that 

public trust had been shattered, that the deceit had been so widespread that the public 

wondered how long it might be before a semblance of trust in the highest levels of 

government could be restored. 

 As for reporters, this gap in trust produced an adversarial relationship between the 

press and public officials. For some, that may not be so bad. Says Nicholas Horrock of 

the New York Times in a Newsweek article on “The Legacy of Watergate,” “A lot of 

young reporters today are more likely to ask the right questions of the right people than 

before Watergate.” 

 Public confidence in government increased with Ronald Reagan’s first term in 

office. This lasted until the New York Times published a Lebanese weekly magazine’s 

report that the United States had secretly sold arms to Iran. The article explained how the 

United States had arranged for shipments of arms valued at $100 million to the Iranians, 

through the cooperation of Israel, at least seven times between August 30, 1985, and 

October 29, 1986. Payments from the arms-to-Iran deal had been deposited in a Swiss 

bank account and then redirected to aid the Contras, rebel forces fighting the socialist 

government in Nicaragua, circumventing official U.S. government policies and 

procedures. 

 Polls following a Joint Senate-House Investigating Committee about the arms-to-

Iran deal showed a cynical public. An ABC News poll, for example, showed that fifty-
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two percent of the public believed that the president was not telling the truth about what 

he had known. 

 According to Jaksa and Pritchard, the cumulative effect of the deceptions that 

occurred during Vietnam, Watergate and the Iran-Contra affair has contributed to a crisis 

of confidence in public officials and makes the restoration of trust a serious challenge to 

U.S. society. 

 This dramatic transition from lap dog to watchdog to pit bull, Hume told the late 

Los Angeles Times reporter David Shaw, has created the phenomenon of “gotcha” 

journalism a, “constantly cynical framework [that] doubtlessly feeds the public’s 

cynicism and distrust of its political leadership—and of the piranha press corps which 

seems willing to devour anyone, at anytime, for frivolous infractions as well as for 

serious ones.” According to Shaw, this has led, over time, to both diminished confidence 

in the media and diminished voter turnout at the polls. 

 

Fallows in Retrospect 

 The questions ten years later is: Was Fallows’ correct in his assessment of the 

American press?  Is the spiral of cynicism out of control and, thus, continuing to 

undermine democracy in America? 

 To begin with a poll by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press 

suggests that this spiral of cynicism may have played itself out.  The post-Sept. 11 poll 

sees the public giving the press high praise for its performance, with the press receiving 

the best grade for accuracy since 1922.  And in its latest survey on public trust in 

government, the Pew Research Center found that forty percent of the 3,147 interviewed 
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trust government.  That’s a modest rebound from results of its 1988 survey when only 

twenty-six percent said they trusted government.  

 “I’m not so foolish to think that this represents some sea change in attitudes 

toward the press nor does the changing attitude toward government represent a complete 

reversal and distrust of government,” says Andrew Kohut, director of the Pew Research 

Center for the People and the Press.  Instead, he says, the blip may reflect the way people 

are responding  to these institutions at a time where they feel great need to know, and 

where they view the performance as pretty good.   

 However, another story is told if one closely looks at the latest numbers.  “When 

you look at the data there are almost 50% percent of Americans who think that news 

organizations are politically biased; there are 50% percent or so that think that stories that 

they read are inaccurate; and stunningly, there are more than 50% who say that the media 

get in the way of society solving its problems,’ says Steve Hess, co-host of the 

Brookings/Harvard Forums.  “So there are real problems that we have to face there.”  A 

closer look at the Pew Research Center poll on trust in government shows that fifty-nine 

percent of Americans do not trust government. 

 Prior to the Sept. 11 attack on America, a poll by the University of Chicago’s 

National Opinion Research Center found that only eleven percent of those surveyed felt 

“a great deal” of confidence in the press. An earlier Pew Research poll showed that the 

public appeared to be far more cynical than the news media about government officials. 

About seventy-seven percent of the 1,819 Americans surveyed said they distrusted public 

officials in Washington. By contrast, the survey showed that journalists, in their private 

beliefs, were not very cynical at all. Many of them said they respected individual 
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politicians. Some fifty-three percent thought public officials as a class were more honest 

and honorable than the general public was. 

 A generational element exists to this cynicism, according to Kohut. The poll 

found that the most cynical members of the public are 30 to 39 years old, followed by 

those 40 to 55. “These are people who came of age when Watergate and Vietnam 

dominated the news. They would have a pretty jaundiced view of their national leaders,” 

Kohut told Times reporter Stanley Meisler. 

 

Today’s Forces Undermining Democracy  

  Before Fallows, Benjamin Franklin, America’s quintessential citizen and 

founding father, didn’t see much hope in America’s experiment in democracy ever 

succeeding.  It wasn’t the press that would undermine democracy.  Instead, he predicted--

foolishly, according to some colonial leaders--that eventually the people would become 

so corrupted that they would need a despotic government. 

At 81 and too feeble to address the Constitutional Convention, Franklin asked his 

friend to read his prediction for the American experiment: “I agree to this Constitution 

with all of its faults, if they are such: because I think a General Government necessary for 

us, and there is no Form  of Government but what may be a Blessing to the People  if 

well-administered; and I believe farther that this is likely to be well administered for a 

Course of Years and can only end in Despotism as other forms have done before it, when 

the People become so corrupted as to need Despotic Government, being incapable of any 

other.”  
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Some two centuries and sixteen years later, Franklin’s prediction for some may 

not seem so off the wall.  Fourteen former Enron executives and employees, including its 

chief Financial Officer Andrew Fastow, face criminal charges for money laundering and 

conspiracy.  One Enron “whiz kid,” 37-year-old Ben Glisan already has been sentenced 

to five years in prison on a conspiracy to commit fraud.  Meanwhile a former Dynergy 

Inc. tax executive, Jamie Olis, was sentenced to 24 years in prison for his role in an 

Enron-style scheme to burnish the company’s finances by disguising a $300-million debt.        

But Fallows and others say it is not the corruption of business leaders that are 

undermining democracy.  Fallows said it was  the American media.  In recent years 

others have acknowledged Fallows, and, to some degree, agree with him, not Franklin.  

They also agree that American is in the midst of a full-blown journalistic crisis that will 

truly undermine democracy.  In a 2005 essay, the respected Bill Moyers says three 

powerful forces are undermining our very freedom.  They are the reluctance of 

government to operate in the sunshine of disclosure and criticism and the tendency of 

media giants to exalt commercial values at the expense of democratic value—which 

Edward R. Murrow forty-five years ago called broadcasting’s “money-making machine.” 

Simply, he says megamedia conglomerates may do the system in.   

Finally, he points to what he calls a quasi-official partisan press ideologically 

linked to an authoritarian administration that, in turn, is the ally and agent of the most 

powerful interests in the world. Media reformer Robert McChesney in his newest book, 

The Future of Media, calls it the corruption of our electoral system.  “Our media are not 

solely or even primarily responsible for the corruption of the electoral process—though 
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the windfall of TV political ads has made the corporate media’s relationship to campaign 

finance similar to the NRA’s relationship to gun control,” he writes.   

 

In the Name of National Security 

 In earlier times, Moyer says, governing bodies squelched journalistic freedom 

with “blunt instruments of the law—padlocks for the presses and jail cells for outspoken 

editors and writers.”  Though such actions  have been struck down by the courts, new 

ones have been found in the name of “national security.”  

 “And beyond what is officially labeled ‘secret,’ there hovers a culture of sealed 

official lips, opened only to favored media insiders, a culture of government by leak and 

innuendo and spin, of misnamed ‘public information’ offices that churn out blizzards of 

releases filled with self-justifying exaggerations and, occasionally, just plain damned 

lies—censorship without officially appointed censors,” writes Moyers in The Future of 

Media. 

 Russell Newman and Ben Scott in that same book add that a full-blown 

journalistic crisis prevails in the United States because of the cheerleading news coverage 

of the war in Iraq.  This, they say, has lead to widespread public disaffection.   

 “They exposure of economic and political influence on the reporting of major 

newsrooms has badly injured credibility of the ‘free press.’  Americans have been driven 

to the BBC and the international press to obtain trustworthy news on American foreign 

policy,” they write. 
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 They also point out that such respected organs have been tamed by the current 

White House. As an example, they point to the New York Times which felt it necessary to 

publish a long apology for its mistaken coverage of the Iraq war. 

 

Media Consolidation and Democracy 

The irony of America’s free press is that its sword is double-edged. As an independent 

press from the earliest days had a great deal to do with advancing democracy, so does 

today’s corporate press, where ownership is concentrated in the hands of a few mega-

moguls, have the ability to reduce or eliminate democracy while convincing people, 

under increased civil restriction and shrinking prosperity, that freedom and economic 

boom are actually on the rise. 

 Moyers adds that consolidated media empires are digesting the bones of 

swallowed independents.  “And you’ve got a major shrinkage of the crucial information 

that thinking citizens can act upon,” Moyers says. 

Wasn’t it democratic reformer Henry Adams, talking about the failure of the news 

media in his day, who decried the decline in democracy as the robber barons rose to 

power in the nineteenth century. “The  press is the hired agent of a monied system,” he 

wrote, “and set up for no other purpose than to tell lies where the interest are involved.” 

 In a May 2004 article, Jim Hightower and Phillip Frazer of the Hightower 

Lowdown, write that Henry would give today’s media barons a verbal scorching because 

they are not merely hired agents of monied interestes—“they have become the interests, 

fully corporatized, conglomerated … and well-practiced in the art of journalistic lying to 

perpetuate the power and profits of the elites.” 
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 They may not be off the mark considering that a handful of self-serving corporate 

fiefdoms now control practically all of America’s mass-market sources of news and 

information.  For example, five corporations have a lock on TV news.  They are GE now 

owns NBC, Disney owns ABC, Viacom owns CBS, News Corp. owns Fox, and Time 

Warner owns CNN.   Then take the fact that of the nation’s 1,500 daily newspapers, only 

281 are independently owned.  Some three companies control 25 percent of the daily 

news circulated in the entire world.  

 We also can add that Clear Channel Inc. now owns 1,200 radio station—a third of 

all the stations in America.  Its top executive, Lowery Mays, said: “We’re not in the 

business of providing news and information…We’re simply in the business of selling our 

customers’ products.” 

 Historically in the United States the Press was a separate entity, mostly intended 

as business for profit. Cover price and advertising copy provided the income for the 

owners, and desire for information provided the impetus for consumers to purchase the 

issues. While newspapers always were a business, and reflected always in some ways 

business interests (shaping labor coverage, for instance, or minimizing populist 

movements at home or abroad) there was a dynamic commitment to “getting the story 

right.” Today, with ownership of media concentrated in fewer hands, the print press and 

electronic press both have become more subservient in content to corporate interests 

whose commitment to shareholder profit trump a belief in reporting. 

 As Pierre Tristam of the Daytona News Journal has written, “Most news 

organizations aren’t answerable to their audiences but to their shareholders. That’s not 

necessarily bad. Quality and profits aren’t mutually exclusive, and in the best hands 
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ought to be mutually reinforcing. Almost unrivaled in the media landscape of the 1950s 

and 1960s, newspapers were stodgy, provincial, and as vividly written as stock tables. 

Television newsh had its moments, but rarely. The race for profits and audiences 

improved both immensely. If it has made them compelling in an entertaining sense, it 

hasn’t made them more relevant, more responsible, less misleading, or less pliant to the 

power structures they’re meant to question. Speaking truth to power has cowered to 

speaking power’s truths. 

 The June 15, 2004, issue of The Progressive Populist pointed out that true  

journalism would have uncovered the corruption of corporate boards long before the 

ruinous scandals of the last three years.  The magazine says that “deference to 

shareholders made that impossible.”  It points out that more responsible and less coddling 

journalism wound not have taken three years to begin discovering the rank dishonesties at 

the root of the war on terror, the war in Iraq, the war on taxes, the heist of the 

Constitution in the name of security, and the plundering of government regulations and 

safety nets in the name of bottom-line driven efficiencies.  Simply, the magazine  states 

that the “news media don’t miss most stories. They choose to let them slide.”   

 As Greg Palast, BBC reporter and investigative reporter for The Guardian, has 

noted in print and interview, an investigative report takes time and costs money. Sources 

have to be tracked down, complex information has to be digested and verified, and often 

weeks pass while an edifice is constructed from facts building on facts. The result, 

frequently an important story about corruption, thievery, or deception, can take time for 

its implications to seep into consciousness. It is much more cost effective, he points out, 

for a publication to run a photo, headline, and blurb about celebrity sleaze, and that result 
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is often more palatable to a public increasingly dumbed-down by stories no longer than 

soundbites.   

Significant majorities of journalists have come to believe that increased bottom-

line pressure is “seriously hurting” the quality of news coverage, according to a May 5, 

2004, poll of 547 national and local reporters, editors and executives by the Pew 

Research Center for the People and the Press.  This was the opinion of some 66 percent 

of national news people and 57 percent of the local journalists. 

 The combined result of increased corporate ownership, shrinking in-depth 

reporting, and the public’s dependence on shorter stories, often mere headlines, will 

cripple democracy, which in any century and on any continent must have an active, 

involved majority for its survival.  

The danger, write Newman and Scott, is that these media conglomerates have 

cozy relationships with the administration in an effort to garner its protection.  For 

example, they write that in the fall of 2003, CBS canceled the broadcast of a television 

movie about the life of Ronald Regan after GOP leaders judged it insufficiently 

laudatory.  CBS also refused to sell advertising time to the progressive group 

MoveOn.org.  CBS said the network did not accept political ads.  That’s from a 

corporation that takes in millions for political ads during election time. 

 Ted Koppel was censored when he attempted to recite on Nightline that names of 

soldiers killed in Iraq. Koppel’s action, according to the broadcast network, “appears to 

be motivated by a political agenda designed to undermine the efforts of the United States 

in Iraq.”  

 
Corruption of the Electoral Process  
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 Finally, McChesney points to media coverage of political campaigns which, he 

believes, is undermining democracy.   For starters, he looks at voter turnout in America—

which ranks among the lowest in the world.   He says voter turnout is determined by 

class. The richer one is, the more likely he or she will are to vote.  “Over time, this 

political debility reinforces a growing inequality that undermines the foundations of 

democratic self-governance, breeding corruption and cynicism,” he write in The Future 

of the Media. 

 Another problem, he says, is that our print journalism tends to acknowledge as 

legitimate only those candidates with big war chests.  It also allows big money candidates 

to dictate the themes of their campaigns through TV ads. “In short, the news media pour 

gasoline on the fire,” he says. 

Many reporters know they sound cynical or write negative stories. They also 

know that people blame them for it. But most reporters say it is not their fault;  their 

stories merely reflect society. Others say they are covering the issues but must compete 

with entertainment-driven information programs. 

 Robert MacNeil, former executive editor and co-anchor of the MacNeil/Lehrer 

NewsHour, agrees. “The media reflect the temper of the times,” he writes in “Regaining 

Dignity.” “They do not create that temper, although they may shape it, crystallize it, 

magnify it, make it more extreme, and raise its pitch.”  For example, reporting on 

presidential elections reflects the system and the type of campaign, writes Hal Bruno, 

political director of ABC News, in “The System Is the Problem.” The media do not 

invent the campaign, nor did they create this process. But critics accuse the media of 

treating it like a horse race. 
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 “And the reason we do [treat it like a horse race] is that it is,” Bruno writes. “They 

created a horse race, which is held every week on a different track. Those that finish in 

the money advance to the next round. Those who don’t, run out of money. And under the 

process the reformers created, when you’re out of money, you’re out of the game.” 

 The cynical tone is also justified by the relentless “spin” of the politicians they 

write about. If anyone is undermining American democracy, it is these “spin masters”—

these political handlers—not the media. In the April 1997 issue of Campaigns & 

Elections, four top “spin doctors” teach candidates and handlers how to deal with the 

press and get one’s earned media messages across to the right audience, at the right time, 

in the right way. Says Craig Shirley, one of those spin doctors: “In this ‘hyperspeed’ 

world of mass communications, the idea of a newscycle is anachronistic. News travels 

and changes constantly.” In other words, the alternative media are no longer a gap filler 

when the New York Times won’t cover a story.  Another spin doctor, Robert Shrum, says, 

“News organizations increasingly accept negative stories without disclosing that they’re 

obtained directly from campaigns.” 

 Because of such actions, the press is criticized for not covering issues. Fallows 

and his followers, for example, say citizens want to know about the “what” of politics, 

but reporters dwell exclusively on the “how.”  “This is probably the biggest myth since 

Cinderella,” Bruno says. “The issues are the news of the day. We cover them on the 

evening news in a shorter form. We cover them in depth and detail on Nightline, on the 

magazine shows, on the weekend programs. Everything we cover is related to where the 

candidates stand on issues. But when people say that we’re not covering the issues, I find 

myself wondering, What are they watching?” 
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 What they aren’t watching is network news. The mainstream press is slowly 

losing the game. Chunks of the population, and the democratic electorate, no longer get 

their information from the networks. According to Roper surveys, the nation once 

received percent of its news from the networks. That fell to 77 percent by 1980 and 52 

percent in 1995. Instead millions of Americans are getting their news from talk shows 

that grow more lurid and leering, life crime  Q`and rescue shows, syndicated tabloid 

news, docudramas and re-enactments. Even more disturbing, Roper says, half of the 

nation finds these programs “fairly credible sources of information.” 

 Increased competition in the marketplace may be the enemy of conventional 

standards of journalism, according to MacNeil. “The question is whether these hot new 

kinds of information programming, with their high entertainment values and appeal to the 

young, are forcing serious journalists to follow them for survival.” 

 Take the O.J. Simpson story, which made for great tabloid fare—a rich sports 

celebrity involved in an interracial marriage with a history of domestic violence. 

President Bill Clinton’s state of the union address was even interrupted to announce the 

latest Simpson verdict. Would journalists have spent so much time on the story if Hard 

Copy, Current Affair, and the National Enquirer had not? 

    The public appears to have an almost insatiable appetite for such material, and 

the media are responding to this demand. In the 1960s Daniel Boorstin noted that 

American audiences wanted excitement and drama in their news and information 

programming. He said that since the “real” world couldn’t provide this, the news media 

had turned to coverage of what he coined “pseudo-events”—a staged action to draw 

attention to an individual or event.  This demonstrates that the media will get serious only 
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when they see the country getting serious, when they see the audience for serious stuff 

out-rating the audience for circuses, MacNeil says. 

 It is not the value and practices of the mainstream media then that have 

undermined American democracy, say critics of Fallows, but the lack of competition in 

the marketplace.  

 

Resolution 

The answer, Fallows argues, is public or civic journalism. “Fundamentally, what 

it’s saying is that journalists have to take seriously the effect of what they do on public 

life,” Fallows told David Gergen in a special Online Forum. “For example, if they 

present all political issues as just being a mud fight among politicians, they have to 

recognize what this will do to the public sense of politics in the long run.” 

 According to Jay Rosen in “Getting the Connections Right: Public Journalism and 

the Troubles in the Press,” public journalism calls on the press to help revive civic life 

and improve public dialogue—and to fashion a coherent response to the deepening 

troubles in our civic climate, most of which implicate journalists. “At a time of grave 

doubts about the future of the press and broad concern about the health of American 

democracy,” he writes, “those involved see this as the hour for creative experiment and 

piecemeal reform, for serious discussion about ultimate aims and possible ends, for 

innovations as bold and lasting as the arrival of the Op-Ed page.”  Rosen says journalists 

experimenting with public journalism have rediscovered the power of the democratic 

ideal as an organizing principle for their work. “Self government, public deliberation, 
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participatory democracy—these familiar themes, if taken seriously, can re-charge the 

batteries of the press and show the way to much-needed reforms.” 

 Media reforms need to take place, according to Moyers.  He says: “Working 

journalists have something special to bring to this movement, and, therefore, have 

important questions to ask.  What laws are needed? What advocacy programs and 

strategies? How can we protect and extend the reach of those tools (such as the Internet, 

cable TV, community-based radio and public broadcasting systems, alternative journals 

of news and opinion) that give us some countervailing power against media monopoly?”  

 In particular, he says the gates to the Internet need to be open to all. “The Web 

has enabled many new voices in our democracy—and globally—to be heard: advocacy 

groups, artists, individuals, nonprofit organizations.”  

 Furthermore, Moyers says we must take Tom Paine’s example and reach out to 

regular citizens.  “Those interested in media must carry the fight to radio talk shows, 

local television, and the letters column of our newspapers. We have to get our fellow 

citizens to understand that what they see, hear, and read is not only the taste of 

programmers and producers but also a set of policy decisions made by the people we vote 

for.” 

 Still other recommendations include: 

• Fostering a regulatory, market, and public-opinion environment that lets local 

and community-based content be heard rather than drowned out by nationwide 

commercial programming.  

• Placing limits on multiple and cross-ownership of TV and radio stations, 

newspapers, magazines, publishing companies, and other information sources. 
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• Expanding a noncommercial media system which can be made possible by 

new digital spectrum awarded to PBS stations and fight attempts to privatize 

what’s left of public broadcasting. 

• Creating opportunities to allow marginalized media players into more 

ownership of channels and control of content.  

• Having journalists keep a critical eye on public and private power through 

investigative reporting and informing—not simple or entertaining news or 

about celebrities or news good for the bottom line, but real news that will 

produce an informed electorate.  

• Training university journalism majors to be more hard-boiled and street smart 

than the present crop. 

• And, finally, training university journalism majors to have a strong sense of 

public service.  

 In “Has Democracy Gone Awry?” Boston Globe writer Anthony Flint says that if 

the experts can’t agree on whether cynicism permeates our society, and if it does, what 

we should do about it, then part of the problem may be the terms of the debate. 

“Whatever their differences, the warring Cassandras and Polyannas start out with the 

same premise,” he says. “Both camps—those warning of civic decline and those 

responding that our civic impulses have simply been rechanneled—believe that any 

slippage from the communitarian ideals that Tocqueville observed in the early 19th 

century is cause for concern.” 

 If Tocqueville were alive today, he might be surprised to learn that his 

observations are still held up as a standard at all. Indeed, Flint says, instead of seeing 
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cynicism as a warning that the country is falling apart—or denying the existence of the 

phenomenon altogether—we might begin viewing it as a permanent, but not disabling, 

feature of a mature democracy.  Under this analysis, Flint says citizen discontent is 

something that America must learn to live with, the way that Europe has. In fact, he says, 

disenchantment can even be seen as a sign of health. 

 “Since Tocqueville visited America,” he says, “the country has experienced 

childhood growing pains, adolescent struggles, adult traumas. Cynicism may simply 

represent the nation’s wrinkles and worry lines—not always attractive, but hardly life-

threatening.” 

 However, such cynicism when coupled with corporate creed, censorship in the 

name of national security, and a timid press afraid to investigate public and private power 

may place democracy on life support, according to Fallows, Moyers and McChesney.  
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TAMING THE DREAM FACTORY: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE ATTEMPTS 

 AT FILM CENSORSHIP IN AMERICA 
 
 

Panel Session Proposal  
 
 

 
Motion pictures and circus lions have a lot in common.  Someone is always trying 

to tame the beasts.  Ever since motion pictures first emerged as a form of entertainment 

and art, citizens’ groups, the Catholic Church, and the government have demanded some 

form of censorship to protect public morals.  They received the blessings of the U.S. 

Supreme Court when it ruled in Mutual Film Corp. v. Industrial Commission of Ohio that 

Ohio authorities had the right to censor a film.  It set a precedent that stood for 37 years: 

movies were not protected by the First Amendment, the court said.  The court believed 

these unsophisticated films lacked artistic quality, dismissing them as frivolous a form of 

entertainment as circus acts. 

It wasn’t until 1952 when New York authorities banned Italian filmmaker Robert 

Rossellini’s film called The Miracle, the story of a peasant girl who encounters a stranger 

she believes to be the Biblical Joseph and gives birth to a child she imagines to be the 

Christ child. Catholic Cardinal Francis Spellman led a group of religious leaders to 

prevent showing of the film.  The film board agreed that it was “sacrilegious” and 

prohibited further showings.  The decision was appealed in Burstyn v. Wilson, when the 

U.S. Supreme Court for the first time said films are “a significant medium for the 

communication of ideas” and afforded them First Amendment protections.   

The decision didn’t stop state and municipal governments as well as Protestant 

and Catholic reformers to tame the beast.  Conservative politics, pop psychology, and 

Catholic ideology were mixed together to create a set of rules that would control the 

content of Hollywood films for three decades.   

This panel of media history experts traces the early history of film censorship, 

offers new insights about the causes of the blacklisting period, and the current 

administrations attempts to purify motion pictures at a time when their future as a popular 

entertainment vehicle wanes in the United States.  
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“Water is the only drink for a wise man” 
- Henry David Thoreau  

 
 

Mineral, purified, distilled, carbonated, oxygenated, vitamin enriched or 

flavoured, bottled water is everywhere. Drawing on David Brooks’  critique of ‘Bobo’ 

culture in Bobos in Paradise,  this paper will  explore how a product, specifically bottled 

water, acts as a display of taste, probing  why and how  a colourless, odorless, and 

essentially tasteless substance, like water, has been able to sustain a billion dollar a year 

global industry. 

Through a discussion of the major marketing techniques used by the leading 

brands and the popularity of water bars and ‘tasting’ events which strive to transform the 

natural element of water into a “must have” product with a hefty price tag, this research 

examines the varying ways in which major players in the water bottling industry have 

attempted to situate themselves as  both a symbol of healthy lifestyle, but more 

importantly, a marker of social status. By creating connotations of purity, superiority, and 

naturalness,  and attributing exotic histories to their products, bottled water  

manufacturers have worked to simultaneously  frame tap water as the impure, dangerous, 

and, thus, inherently inferior choice of subordinate consumers. 
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6. Abstract of Paper: 
 
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin was such a nineteenth-century literary sensation because it 
appealed to so many perspectives that could question and debate race and slavery.  By 
culling slave narrative motifs and putting sentimental theory into literary praxis, Stowe 
generated sentimental stereotypes that crossed racial and class boundaries.  In the midst 
of her popular stereotyping, Stowe made cross-cultural appeals that undermined pro-
slavery ideology, but at the same time she reinforced stereotypes and demarcated a 
liberalized colorline.  This paper considers how Stowe’s iteration of racial imagery can 
simultaneously constitute a critique of itself.  By comparing Stowe’s literary 
representations to nineteenth-century images of race that were attached to the novel and 
to Kara Walker’s modern art that debunks and mocks racial stereotypes, I open up how 
Stowe’s novel is less about perpetuating “othering” than about critiquing “othering” and 
its implications.  Stowe’s awareness of and allusions to leftist political and literary 
movements in Europe position her in dialogue with early Marxist agitation.  Stowe 
provides a meeting ground from which to examine the relation between 
sentimental/domestic ideals and images and leftist programs for undermining oppressive 
social relations.  A central sentimental narrative, even with its intense conservatism, 
conveys a ruthless urge for critique, even of its very own tropes and codes. 
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The Work of Art in the Age of Powerpoint Presentations: 

Visual Media, Victorian Poetry, and the Vindication of Aura 
 

Abstract 
 

 In his well-known essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” 
Walter Benjamin argues that technologies allowing the mechanical reproduction of art (versus 
originals or replicas produced by hand) radically changed the idea of art as representing the 
genius of an individual artist and as testifying to the specific historical moment of its production.  
Tracing the disappearance of “aura” with the development of printing, lithography, photography, 
and film, Benjamin concludes that “the technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced object 
from the domain of tradition.”  Today, the popularity of the internet, from which images can be 
downloaded at the click of a mouse, and the increasing use of powerpoint, which can transport 
these images to “smart” classrooms, have disengaged the study of art from the history of 
production to an extent that Benjamin could not have foreseen in 1936.  While such technologies 
might open up new pedagogical channels, allowing teachers to reach students who respond more 
readily to visual stimuli and encouraging mass participation in critical discourse, they also 
obfuscate the historical context without which a work of art cannot be fully comprehended. 
 Marking the 70th anniversary of Benjamin’s foundational essay, this paper re-evaluates 
the idea of “aura” by addressing the question of whether and how works of art can be located in a 
history of production by means of technology that devalues this productive history.  Using 
traditionally paired poems and paintings by Pre-Raphaelite artists of nineteenth-century Britain 
as my test cases, I argue that by studying art and literature together, teachers might raise 
precisely the questions of authenticity, mimesis, and spectacle that Benjamin problematizes.  
Rather than assuming complimentary works of art and literature directly correspond to one 
another in an unmediated dialogue, teachers might stress how different modes of representation 
alter narrative and in this way use the technology of mechanical reproduction to forefront the 
issue of production itself without abandoning the political domain of criticism.  In an age of 
increasing interdisciplinarity, this paper hopes both to facilitate a dialogue between specialists 
from literary and artistic-visual fields and to broaden the perspectives of students engaged in 
both disciplines. 
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Conference Paper 
 

                         Minstrelsy as Performance of Imagined Blackness 
 

By Thomas “Tony” Fitzgerald 
 

Abstract 
This essay discusses the historical significance of blackface minstrelsy and its impact on 

American theatre. I examine this concept using Suzan-Lori Parks’ Topdog/Underdog as a 
modern theatrical example where elements of blackface minstrelsy are used to engage the 
spectator in a social and political dialogue on race and representation. Parks’ “minstrelyzed” 
characters are not in blackface but nevertheless represent tropes of racial discourse indicative of 
minstrel politics. I explore the particular problems that a modern playwright using “blackface” 
encounters when she attempts to incorporate this peculiar entertainment into her work. As the 
most celebrated and profitable performance genre in antebellum America I use the history of 
blackface minstrelsy to foreground the discussion of Parks’ work in relation to discourse on 
racial identity, and the performative sustainability of whiteness. Both the history of blackface 
minstrelsy and the discussion of Parks’ play are excerpted and edited from a much larger project.  

 
For it is the force of ambivalence that gives the colonial stereotype its currency; ensures its 
repeatability in changing historical and discursive conjectures; informs its strategies of 
individuation and marginalization; produces that effect of probabilistic truth and predictability 
which, for the stereotype, must always be in excess of what can be empirically proved or 
logically construed.          

Homi Bhabha (95) 
 
Lean in close and watch me now: who see thuh black card who see thuh black card I see thuh 
black card black cards thuh winner pick the black card thats thuh winner pick thuh red card 
thats thuh loser… 

Lincoln from Topdog/Underdog (Parks 56) 
 

History not remembered gets told anyway. 
       Robbie McCauley (Diamond 142) 

 
 

 
Themes of racial tension and class struggle in performance history reveal a society’s progress 

or lack of progress in racial discourse. Blackface minstrelsy is an obvious example of a popular 

from of American theatre as referent in examining collective attitudes on race. Indeed the 

incorporation of history in modern theatre lends itself to an invocation of “performative cultural 
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politics” (Conquergood 325) or in the case of blackface performance “minstrelyzing” as a 

dramaturgical element to focus the spectator on the communal treatment of the disenfranchised. 

For example, playwright Suzan-Lori Parks’ Topdog/Underdog uses “minstrelyzing voices” that 

turn the mirror of minstrelsy back on to the American spectator in order to shake their 

complacency, and to unhinge their sensibilities. In order to illustrate this point, I want to briefly 

explore the history of blackface minstrelsy, and then to examine the use of elements of blackface 

minstrelsy as it relates to themes of racism and classism in Parks’ play. 

In Love and Theft Eric Lott tells us, “in many kinds of racially fraught cultural production—

novels, cultural histories, and minstrel commentaries no less than antebellum blackface 

performance—minstrelsy has been a ground of American negotiation and contradiction, based on 

the antebellum collision course of competing modes of production and the various historical 

transformation in its aftermath”(30). Consequently, the legacy of minstrelsy has slipped 

insidiously under the skin of every American. I intend to use historical survey as the method of 

exploration to tract the beginnings of black imaginings in popular culture from the antebellum 

period to the early 1900s. In particular, the essay will focus on the corporeal and the economic; 

the way white Americans look at black Americans and the way black Americans look at 

themselves as well as the financial impetus for this curious entertainment. 

The appropriation of blackness manifested itself in many ways. Joseph Roach writes 

about effigy in Cities of the Dead. Roach goes on to describe the symbiotic relationship between 

effigy and performance:  

Effigy’s similarity to performance should be clear enough: it fills by means of surrogation a 
vacancy created by the absence of an original, there are more elusive but more powerful effigies 
fashioned from flesh. Such effigies are made by performances. They consist of a set of actions 
that hold open a place in memory into which many different people may step according to 
circumstances and occasions. (36) 
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If the definition of effigy holds up as the crude image of a hated figure, then blackface 

minstrelsy would have to be considered bricolage on the historiographic landscapes of the 

performance genre. The spectator is asked to gaze upon the hated image but not to engage it. 

Blackface minstrel dramaturgy exacerbated whites’ simultaneous attraction and repulsion of 

blacks. Such ambivalence would set the stage for the violently contentious debate to follow. “For 

it is the force of ambivalence,” Homi Bhabha assures us, “that gives the colonial stereotype its 

currency; ensures its repeatability in changing historical and discursive conjectures; informs its 

strategies of individuation and marginalization; produces that effect of probabilistic truth and 

predictability which, for the stereotype, must always be in excess of what can be empirically 

proved or logically construed” (95). The binary of attraction/repulsion would be responsible for 

the tenor of American racial discourse and identity politics for generations to come. 

Paradoxically, freedoms were curtailed for the Other at the same time hegemonic 

America constructed attitudes of benevolence towards the Other. This culture of benevolence 

spawned anti-slavery and proslavery positions. In antebellum America, politics could not be 

discussed without a reference to the curious institution of slavery. It was then a country pulled 

apart and fractionalized from a very young age. The debate was never to be resolved either. The 

argument set up by both sides became the basis of racial discourse for generations to come. In 

part, it was a debate that was fed by a faulty premise: only the self-sufficient should be allowed 

to be citizens; blacks were not self-sufficient therefore they did not deserve the privileges of 

those who were. However, this kind of logic excluded many from the American political body. It 

was abjection at it most disingenuous.  
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Blackface performance was a way for whites to render blacks invisible. But we know 

black people could not not be visible in America. How could black people be invisible when 

two-thirds of their people were held in captivity in the southern half of the country? The 

blackface performer merely reinforced the presence of black people by caricaturing them on 

stage. The idea of being one percent black was a national obsession. I posit black people were 

very much present in the minds of white people. Peggy Phelan in Unmarked tells us, “ Visibility 

and invisibility are crucially bound; invisibility polices visibility and in this specific sense 

functions as the ascendant term in the binary” (26). So minstrelsy compartmentalized blacks in 

the minds of whites as invisible yet ever present. Though disregarded as equal to whites both in 

prevailing empirical theory and in law, the black body nevertheless had a profound effect on the 

evolving narrative of the young nation. Lott writes, “ Minstrelsy’s focus on disruptions and 

infractions of the flesh, its theatrical dream work, condensed and displaced those fears, imaged in 

the ‘black’ body, that could be neither forgotten nor fully acknowledged” (Lott 147). Therefore, 

it was the clever theatricality of the minstrel milieu, its “escapist” entertainment, it’s very 

humbuggery, that was responsible for its widespread appeal, particularly among working class 

white men.  

Frantz Fanon reminds us in Black Skin White Masks “…as long as one race is defined by 

its difference from the other race, both will be fettered by racist formations” (Wyrick 41). He 

concludes that, “Negrophobia” (Fanon 160) is the cause for these misrepresentations. 

Exaggerated images of blacks as decidedly inferior presented a kind of comforting balm to 

assuage the irrational fears of whites, north and south. It became almost necessary to 

ventriloquize blacks as a tactical move to keep them in a subservient position for fear of their 
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bodies and the even more real fear that these bodies would take their jobs. Was there a historical 

explanation regarding the progression of the blackface minstrel performance? A crushing 

depression in the north in the middle 1830s set forth a scrambling to make livelihood amongst 

lower class whites. Considering there was no state system of unemployment, times of economic 

insecurity raise anxiety levels and escape is the only recourse after a hard day of looking for 

work and being told there are no jobs for you today. What was a white workingman to do? 

Drink, of course. The place of drink was the common bond for these Americans and immigrants. 

It is in this space where blackface minstrelsy was staged and thrived. It is in this atmosphere of 

narrative and economic strife that we find Pierre Bourdieu’s habitus of minstrel America. 

“Defined as a way of occupying and coping with the world based on a collection of past 

encounters, habitus structures and is structured by a spatial field—elements of the world that an 

individual confronts, moves in and modifies” (Jackson 26).  

If there was no discernable way to include free Africans, Native Americans and later the 

Irish, then socializing with these groups was not going to make it any easier to have them about. 

The concerted effort to remove the Native American was the way to deal with that problem. The 

Irish would not be thought of as white for many years to come but their assimilation into 

American society would come to be acceptable because at least they had white skin. The blacks 

were another matter. Blacks reminded whites of the untidy democracy they had so handily put 

together in 1776. So whites dealt with the Negro problem in a couple of ways: first, by enslaving 

them, and second, by attempting to make them invisible through surrogation. Joseph Roach tells 

us “in the life of a community, the process of surrogation does not begin or end but continues as 

actual or perceived vacancies occur in the network of relations that constitutes the social fabric” 
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(2). The epistemological harboring of faulty collective memory, a remembering and a forgetting, 

created a tremendous uncertainty in the minds of whites in their aptitudes toward the non-whites. 

Therefore a kind of misrepresentation was performed to compartmentalize these irrational fears. 

Roach tells us further that performance is an effort at memory. (3) Here then is the genesis of 

blackface minstrelsy. 

Surrogation, a substitution of one for the Other, could only take place in an atmosphere of 

unwelcome experienced by many new immigrants such as the Irish. Thus in this context of 

scratching out one’s existence in a hostile land, whites on the bottom rung could at least say they 

were not black. Yet, the one could not have survived without the other. Historically, it is 

chronicled that much masking in public revelry took place in early 19th century America with 

blacks “ for the moment, ambiguously on top” (Lott 29). Minstrel representations hence could be 

used for many descriptive relations between blacks and whites. It could be for curiosity sake or it 

could be flattery on some perverse level or it could be the vehicle for whites to feel superior. 

Whatever the case may be, the sentiment was one of fear and distrust. Bhabha says, “The 

stereotype is not a simplification because it is a false representation of a given reality. It is a 

simplification because it is an arrested, fixated form of representation that, in denying the play of 

difference (which the negation of the Other permits) constitutes a problem for the representation 

of the subject in significations of psychic and social relations” (107). The damage done to the 

black body was not just the misrepresentation; the damage came from the repetitive act of 

misrepresentation because the spectator began to believe all black people behaved this way. It 

became a matter of folklore versus “fakelore.” Fakelore is defined as inauthentic, manufactured 

folklore, which is created in the hope that it will be accepted as genuine and/or legitimate. This 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folklore
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faux act had a way of insinuating its destructive imagery into the consciousness of a young 

nation whose narrative shifted from year to year. 

The projection of all things other onto the black body begins a close association of whites 

and blacks that in times would devolve into an act of ventriloquism. The frustration being that 

once the image took hold in the popular culture it continued reproducing itself to disturbing ends. 

Blackface minstrelsy was such a phenomenon that the art evolved over several decades, adding 

more elements of distortion as it went along. 

In my research of blackface minstrelsy as a performance of imagined blackness, I sought 

performance theory to define and expand on the idea of the pedagogy of minstrelsy. Schechner’s 

Between Theatre and Anthropology mixes performance and anthropology. I found within his 

case studies an interesting observation on the nature of performance. He explains that 

performance can be divided into two categories; transformation and transportation. Obviously, 

transformational performance offers the spectator and performer an altered consciousness 

resulting from the performance. Transportational performance takes the actor and spectator on a 

journey, goes full circle and then returns them to the place where the performance began. I found 

this definition to be in line with black face minstrel performance. 

The spectator does not experience anything close to reality, there is no catharsis, and 

there is no rumination other than being amused or not amused by the onstage antics. I would 

posit that blackface minstrelsy was perfect for a country with a fractured narrative experiencing 

its own identity crises because it offered entertainment without a need to go within. It’s the ideal 

opiate for the masses but here’s the rub: the more the performance is repeated, the more it takes 

hold in the imagination and acts as a narcotic to cover the pain of an unexamined life. So it might 
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be safe to presume that blackface minstrelsy was not cerebral entertainment meant to brainwash 

the spectator. As we have seen with Lott’s description of the Rice drawing, many did not pay any 

attention to the performer at all “because performance behavior,” as Schechner points out, “is 

free or easy it never wholly belongs to the performer” (118). Roach would add, “The paradox of 

the restoration of behavior resides in the phenomenon of repetition itself: no action or sequence 

of actions may be performed exactly the same way twice; they must be reinvented or recreated at 

each appearance” (Roach 29). Performance can never be recalibrated. Therefore, the variables 

that went into any performance of imagined black behavior by a darkened white actor would 

have seemed viscerally inauthentic from viewing vantage of the white spectator. But the politics 

of the performance is another matter. The blackface minstrel show as performance was 

responsible for a nuanced reading of racial relationships in antebellum America. 

According to Lott, there is another element in the racial discourse surrounding blackface 
minstrelsy to consider:  
 

White workers evinced split perceptions in regard to race, identifying, for example, with 
individual black men and tolerating various kinds of interracial practice, but disavowing ideally, 
and ideologically, all modes of intercourse with black people, from “amalgamation” to 
abolitionism, although this is not the only spilt one might construct on the basis of the evidence. 
The minstrel show was a form that at some “imaginary” level negotiated and attempted to resolve 
such contradictions in antebellum American culture, contradictions that stalled organized 
interracial labor radicalism in the 1830s and early 1840s. Not only were both moments of the 
contradictions present in minstrelsy, as we have seen in the equivocal character of 
representations; but they were also responsible for and infused the ambiguous form of the show 
itself. (127) 
 
 

The misrepresentation of blacks was a source of connection with a marginalized class of 

disenfranchised citizens. The suggestion made by Lott that the attraction of whites to blacks was 

on the surface a necessary gauge of socioeconomic distinction and second an underlying sexual 
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fetish would explain the complicated performativity of blackface minstrelsy as the interstices of 

interracial practice.  

At this point, we might ask what is the reason that blackface minstrelsy was so appealing 

to whites? The idea that this form of derisive spectacle, which existed to dehumanize a group of 

people, was overwhelmingly popular among the white working class is perplexing. Certainly, the 

historiography informs us that the period in the American narrative was a continuously unfolding 

development, a true confluence of conflicting ideologies. Eric Lott and William Lhamon posit 

the idea that blackface was a manifestation of a repulsion/fascination binary that white men, 

working class white men in particular, subscribed to. The arena for this performance of blackface 

minstrelsy was a male affair and the homosocial atmosphere lent a certain tantalizing freeing of 

the white imaginary about the black male body. A brief examination of this notion of “imitation 

of admiration” is a crucial link to understanding the proliferation of blackface minstrelsy beyond 

the antebellum years. 

Lott and Lhamon present a scenario where whites are more likely to identify with the 

plight of blacks than heretofore realized. It is an argument that is densely theorized and not 

without much to recommend. Phillip Deloria in Playing Indian, a treatise on the ways non-

Indians have acted out their fantasies about Native Americans, provides illuminating rhetoric to 

add to the contentions of Lott and Lhamon. Deloria writes: 

For whites of all classes, the quests for personal substance and identity often involved forays into 
racial Otherness. Among many boundaries that separated “inauthentic” Selves from Others 
imagined to be real and pure, race was perhaps the most visible and the most interesting. … The 
conjoined issues of race and social opportunity, on the one hand, and authenticity and meaning, 
on the other, converged in a widespread reworking of notions of color and culture. Many 
Americans began playing with the categories into which people seemed so naturally o fall, 
wondering how those boundaries could (or could not) be bridged, and becoming dimly curious 
about what it meant to take some part of somebody else—music, speech, authenticity—some part 
of you. (132-133)  
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White working class men, unable to fit snugly into the stringent codes of class in antebellum 

America, turned toward surrogation of the Other to sustain their whiteness. It was a precarious 

slope to navigate but the gaze over the gulf that divided white and black must have been too 

arresting and breathtaking to dismiss. 

Indeed, Lhamon writes, “ Minstrelsy in its early decades was a staging among marginal 

youth of the social pressures bearing down on them” (280). As the culture of benevolence spread 

through the emerging American middle class, the anti-slavery movement would unify a certain 

section of the white lower class that saw their own degradation de-emphasized by the focus on 

ending slavery. However, at the same time, the economically deprived white male realized that 

profound financial insecurity would result if slavery were allowed to spread to the new western 

acquisition. Lhamon further intones, “Deprecation of blacks was low on their [white males] 

agenda. Rather, their blackface costuming, their songs and dances were a way of abstracting their 

own victimization” (277). Lhamon is correct when he points out that lower class whites had very 

little chance of moving up socially in antebellum America. Whereas middle class whites could 

use the art of elocution and oral interpretation to class themselves up, such options were not 

available to immigrants, and poor whites. 

Blackface, then, became a way for white working class males to rebel against the status 

quo. Lhamon posits the same phenomenon would recur during the Jazz Age of the 1920s and 

also during the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s, where working class white youth could 

follow the tradition of masking themselves like the Other without “corking up.” Lhamon 

suggests that the legacy of blackface minstrelsy actually provided a bridge as to how we “might 

stay different together.” Given these arguments, perhaps, blackface was never about the 
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performance of black people but rather the performative sustainability of whiteness. What if 

whites used blackface to remind themselves of their whiteness?  

Clearly, given the rising tension around race in a country preoccupied with race and class, 

the theatrical remove of blackface minstrelsy was one area where whites presumed to celebrate 

the black body. The very visibility of the enterprise could not help but elicit a closer scrutiny of 

the problems caused by the enslavement of an Other. Moreover, it was to be the only olive 

branch offered between the races at this time. Lhamon suggests that the legacy of blackface 

minstrelsy actually provided a bridge as to how we “might stay different together.”  As the 

country soon discovered, this question of “difference” would become more complicated as the 

performance of imagined blackness escalated and spread. 

It is the performance of imagined blackness that contributed to the inauthentic American 

storyline, binding the black American identity in a chaotic pattern. Once the minstrel 

performance caught on to the white imaginary and seeped into popular culture, especially into 

the white working class, a phenomenon took place that has as yet to loosen itself from its 

dominant hold on the history of the United States. It was a clever way that racism embedded 

itself into all classes of American society amid popular notions of benevolence, notions that 

resonate in the culture today. What became a construction of supposed history marginalized a 

race of people, characterizing them as inferior beggars. A cohesive identity, or as Michel 

Foucault contends, “technologies of the self, which permit individuals to effect by their own 

means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, 

thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain 

state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” (18), were denied blacks in every 
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aspect of developing American life, whether that participation came in the form of self-

representation, reading and writing or artistic contribution. Even though spokespeople both white 

and black would rail against the machinery of hegemony, the ideas of inferiority, insufficiency 

and thus invisibility remains the epistemological basis of our imaginings about this Other in 

present day popular culture.  

Let me suggest that the only thing that working class whites and blacks had in common 

was survival in a hostile environment. Antebellum America vilified beggars and that sentiment 

survives to this day. Beggars were associated with those on the bottom of the social scale and 

these were blacks. Throughout this country’s post-industrial history, from the Progressive 

movement to the Civil Rights Movement, the rigid stratification of class would intensify, a 

culture of benevolence would remain as a guiding language for those who strove to speak out 

against class distinctions and the plight of the underclass, yet a substantial portion of the 

population would still associate beggars with blacks, with the most recent example being Ronald 

Regan’s “welfare queen.” 

By the turn of the nineteenth century, the black performer had acquired some freedom of 

movement. It was at this time that a re-visioning of blackface minstrel image was introduced into 

theatrical conventions. The re-imagining of minstrel characters emerged out of an overall 

strategy embraced by the black community. The strategy was to reclaim the negative images and 

to invert the old racist tropes to their advantage. It is a valiant endeavor to move performative 

acts of imagined blackness and to redefine the black identity in the eyes of whites. It was as 

strategy based on a specific type of knowledge, “one sustained and determined by the power to 

provide with one’s own place” (de Certeau 36). The black community in order to survive the 
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diminishing prospects for their race within an exclusive society, sought to rearrange whites’ 

preconceived notions of blacks by applying a visible image of hardworking decency. Phelan calls 

it an “ideology of the visible, an ideology which erases the power of the unmarked, unspoken, 

and unseen” (7). 

Bert Williams, an African American blackface minstrel, is an example of the vaudevillian 

black performer who sought to invert the stereotypical images heretofore present in the mind of 

the white spectator. By the time Williams began performing, the blackface minstrel image of 

black people was embedded in American culture. Williams was one of the first African 

American performers known in the white as well as the black community who sought to reclaim 

those negative images in order to alter whites’ perception of blacks. It is to Williams’s credit that 

he was a consummate actor, and thus, able to provoke a thoughtful response from the white 

spectator. Forbes tells us Williams strategy to re-present blackface minstrelsy was consistent 

with the strategy of the black community to “uplift” the race through a dignified presence so the 

incongruity of minstrelsy would finally be laid to rest. I wanted to use Forbes theories to help 

formulate my thinking on possible solutions regarding blackface minstrelsy’s effects on the 

problems of black identity. 

Camille Forbes in her essay, “Dancing with Racial Feet,” describes Williams’s particular 

gifts for transformational performance: 

Throughout his act, Williams adapted his performance techniques to speak to the divided 
audience. In both his style of presentation and his material, he revised the “darky” character that 
his blackface mask seemed to signal to his audiences. Furthermore, he did so in a performance 
that managed the audiences both separately and jointly. He spoke to the audience in varying ways 
within the theatrical space, using deliberate gestures and calculated speech, drawing them into the 
worlds of song and story that he created. At the same time, in the midst of the frenzied vaudeville 
scene, Williams made his audiences and fellow vaudevillians slow down—even take a dramatic 
pause—using the same control he displayed in the act itself. His approach was extremely 
understated, and devastatingly effective. (619) 
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Finally, “the real is read through representation, and representation is read through the real” 

(Phelan 2). But where did that leave racial discourse in the early twentieth century? I submit, 

white spectators gained more respect for the black performer but their comfort zone was not 

challenged by Williams’ genius. By the time Williams became well known, the audience 

demographics had shifted from the lower class to solidly middle class. Williams was a well-paid 

performer and a wealthy black man in a nation still very much divided economically and racially. 

Other black celebrities in music and sports would adopt the same strategy—perform your talents 

well and lead a publicly decent lifestyle. Some would manage the performance and others would 

succumb to the pressure of trying to sustain an image of assimilated black that was in direct 

contradiction to the political realities of the day. Phelan states that we must be aware of the 

“traps of the visible” (11). All strategies have their winners and their losers. 

Indeed, more disturbing events were yet to come. Effigies of blacks were molded into 

objects and sold as nostalgic keepsakes. It is as if the bodies of black folk were resuscitated from 

a dead past, and then refashioned into disposables for the purpose of advertising and heedless 

cupidity. The blackface industry turned distorted images of blacks into things that could be 

bought to signify and display the lower class status of blacks. The birth of film would simply 

recapitulate and recodify the negative black images of the preceding century, forever encoding 

and once again commodifying the stereotypical blackface characters for future technological 

innovations such as television. 

Ironically, we are back at transportational performance. Full circle. 
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Topdog/Underdog’s History Lesson 

 Based on this history of racism and classim, the modern playwright has much to contend 

with if their narrative involves even a hint of cross race representation. Imagery derived from 

appropriating blackness has embedded itself in the consumer driven culture of postmodern 

American life, eliciting an almost predictable response to racialized representations. It is no 

wonder that the spectator reacts predictably at misrepresentation because of its enduring 

familiarity. Americans have been exposed and educated in the deception for generations. 

Therefore, if the legacy of blackface minstrelsy as collective heritage is inescapable, how does 

the modern American theatre practitioner in their  “obsessive exploration of representation and 

its limits” (Fortier 180) seek to provide solutions to societal issues such as the marginalization 

and disenfranchisement of the Other as well as the hegemonic policy to divide the races still 

afflicting the country? 

Blackface minstrelsy can be discussed as tradition versus modernity. The way we 

incorporate history into the narratives is an interesting phenomenon because drama can reflect a 

wider range of Americans than heretofore experienced. Women, people of color, gays are now 

able to tell of their lived experiences in America that may seem slightly different than from 

conservative textbook studies of American life the “melting pot” ideology as a way to include 

and not include those who are not the majority. This opening to a commonality or the depiction 

of how a certain group sees the same situation from a very different vantage point has allowed 

spectators of all hues and classes and gender to witness the events of history differently.  
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In the 1960s, black playwrights such as Amiri Baraka and Adrienne Kennedy began to 

play with the notion of black/white identity. Baraka’s Slave Ship and Kennedy’s Funnyhouse of 

a Negro directly challenged notions of historic (mis) representation. Given the proliferation of 

the blackface minstrel image, the centrifugal force adopted by these innovative artists to 

revolutionize the way people of color were viewed in the theatre laid a foundation for a counter-

minstrel genre even though it could not be seen strictly as theatre of social protest. These 

playwrights were in the vanguard of an evolutionary process in the pedagogy of performance. 

Their aim was to re-present the minstrel marker in historical context and re-educate the spectator. 

However, the effort to invert the images of minstrelsy in an attempt to upend images of racism 

could be problematic.  

 

Performing Blackness in Parks 

 Suzan-Lori Parks is an example of a modern black playwright writing about history and 

the legacy of blackface minstrelsy, in particular her work Topdog/Underdog. Although some 

cultural critics have included her work in the category of “neominstrelsy,” I would beg to differ. 

“Neominstresly” is an idea usually associated with critics of rap music. The term gained 

notoriety in the mid-1990s as “gangsta” rap began to be exploited by the mainstream media as a 

kind of irresponsible poor people’s contribution to a general lawlessness then the topic du jour 

for news organizations and conservative politicians. I want to suggest Parks’ work rather as a 

“new–look” at minstrelsy. Though the practice is still rooted in the commodification of 

blackness, the aesthetics of Parks’ work, particularly her use of language to explore the 

universality of minstrelsy, is a different view of minstrelsy worth discussing.  
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After a performance of Topdog/Underdog, a white friend told me he wasn’t sure if he 

should be laughing at the brothers “minstrelyzed” comedic patter. He felt “embarrassed.” I 

thought this was an interesting response from a spectator Parks would no doubt have wanted to 

reach, a white spectator could learn something of the socialization of poor people in America, a 

socialization that traps many of the underclass in a repeat of historic class issues.  To be sure, 

Topdog/Underdog is not epic theatre, yet the hint of Brecht plays around the edges of Parks 

plays.  However, Topdog/Underdog is actually two plays; a minstrelyzed presentation of the 

relationship between two brothers and a realistic social drama. It is the uneasy fit that I want to 

discuss. 

Parks’ plays are not easy to decipher and I still feel somewhat ambivalent about this 

particular work. I have no wish to impugn her talent but I see that sometimes, an 

“understandable” play might sacrifice the daring and brilliance shown in a playwright’s earlier 

less bourgeois theatre milieu. However, her ideas about black folks, particularly poor black men, 

as surrogates for the plight of the American underclass remains insightful as well as the magic of 

her theatricality. 

Topdog/Underdog is a two-character play set in an anywhere America. The entire mise en 

scene takes place in a poor person’s rooming house. The inhabitants are two brothers, one named 

Lincoln and the other named Booth. When Booth asks his older brother, Lincoln, why their 

father would name them such, Lincoln replies, “It was his idea of a joke” (24). Booth doesn’t 

work but practices Three-card Monte like his brother did before him. Except Lincoln was good. 

Lincoln works at an arcade where, dressed as Abraham Lincoln in whiteface, visitors pretend to 

shoot him. Booth is more dependent on Lincoln than Lincoln is on Booth. Booth desperately 
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wants to learn the card game so he can make some money and impress his girlfriend. Lincoln is 

more level headed and tries to steer his brother away from a life of crime. Booth says: 

 
Here I am interested in an economic opportunity, willing to work hard, willing to take risks and 
all you can say you shiteating motherfucking pathethetic limpdick uncle tom, all you can tell me 
how you dont do no more what I want to be do. Here I am trying to earn a living and you standing 
in my way. YOU STANDING IN MY WAY, LINK! (Parks 21) 
 

The jealousies and envy emerge as the play progresses. Inheritance becomes a central theme. 

When Lincoln tells his brother he won’t go back to that life of hustling cards, Booth retorts, “ 

You play Honest Abe. You aint going back but you going all the way back. Back to way back 

then when folks was slaves and shit” (22).  The knotted rope of tension begins to draw tighter as 

Booth loses each time in the moral debate with his brother. But Booth doesn’t give up trying to 

pull his brother back into the game. Booth tries everything to get his brother to teach him the 

secrets of the card game. Lincoln holds out until the very end of the play when both of their 

options have run out. Lincoln looses his job. Booth has lost his girlfriend, Grace. They have 

nowhere to turn except each other. But it is too late. Lincoln finally plays the card game with 

Boot. Lincoln wins. Booth reveals he has killed his Grace because she was cheating on him. He 

then shoots Lincoln. However, this time, it is real. Destiny has been fulfilled. History wins. Full 

circle. 

In a mintrelyzed America, I suggest the brothers are playing out a minstrelyzed version of 

their lives. In so doing, they have not allowed themselves to move beyond their immediate 

situation. It is the acceptance of the ubiquitous imagery of “fakelore” that seeks to enervate those 

who strive.  Parks posits that we must guard against this political trickery. Still the brothers are 

like rats in a maze where the mise en scene dances in the mind like shadows cast on the wall of a 
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tenement slum showing two figures, both indistinguishable, but one figure is wearing a stovepipe 

hat, leaning over the other figure, their faces, skin color, all indecipherable but clearly we can 

understand it as the iconic image of Lincoln freeing a slave, while in the background we hear a 

long low slow note from Miles Davis’ trumpet.  The past and the present inform one another. 

Lincoln observes, “People are funny about they Lincoln shit. Its historical. People like they 

historical shit in a certain way. They like it to unfold the way they folded it up. Neatly like a 

book. Not raggedy and bloody and screaming” (Parks 52).  

Topdog/Underdog asks where does the disenfranchised fit in postmodern America? Parks 

locates her characters in a dog-eat-dog environment where the repercussions of being poor have 

so pressured the brothers that taking employment of any kind even in an arcade where the one of 

the preposterous attractions is shooting President Lincoln seems strangely viable. At one point, 

Lincoln relays why he likes impersonating Abe Lincoln, “ It’s a sit down job. With benefits. 

(53).  So no matter how absurd the job may be, these are the options offered the poor in America. 

How can self-esteem be raised in this kind of economic system? It is a question Parks wants her 

audience to ponder. 

Yet in her stylistic approach to a systemic underclass problem, the theatre that would 

have helped to illuminate the problem for a middle class audience is not used. I am speaking of 

Brecht and “Brechtian historicization.”  

It is important to define Brecht’s historicization in relation to his epic theatre. Elin 

Diamond says, “the crux of ‘historicization’ is change: … spectators observe the potential 

movement in class relations, discover the limitations and strengths of their own perceptions, and 
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begin to change their lives” (49). The idea behind Brecht’s epic theatre is to move the spectator 

from identification to active participant in the drama of life. In his own, Brecht explains: 

The field has to be defined in historically relative terms. In other words we must drop our habit of 
taking the different social structures of past periods, then stripping them of everything that makes 
them different; so that they all look more or less like our own, which then acquires from this 
process a certain air of having been there all along, in other words of permanence pure and 
simple. Instead we must leave them their distinguishing marks and keep their impermanence 
always before our eyes, so that our own period can be seen as impermanent, too. (Willet 190) 

 
Elin Diamond sums up Brecht’s theory this way, “Historicization is, then, a way of seeing 

and the enemy of recuperation and appropriation” (49). She goes on to say: 

In historicized performance gaps are not to be filled in, seams and contradictions show in all their 
roughness, and therein lies one aspect of spectatorial pleasure—when our difference from the past 
and within the present are palpable, graspable, possibly applicable. (50) 
 

Parks brothers want to escape an existence that at the play’s outset seems alterable. But the 

weight of a social history of abandonment, low self-esteem and money problems are too deep a 

hole for them to climb out of. Booth constantly reminds his brother of his impersonation of the 

dead president. Lincoln says, “All day long I wear that get up. But that dont make me who I am” 

(Parks 29). Impersonating Lincoln is not his life it’s his job.  

  Parks’ choices are therefore more stylistic than embracing, circumventing Brecht. 

Marxist theorist Frederic Jameson says we must think of postmodern art in terms of pastiche. He 

writes: 

In postmodern pastiche, the recollection of the earlier style does not provide a new understanding 
of the past, nor does it illuminate our contemporary historical situation. Instead, pastiche 
denatures that style by removing it from history, and history from it. Style becomes exactly that: 
simply another option. Winnie’s many quotations from English literature in Happy Days, the 
vaudeville performance of Sprenger and Kramer in Churchill’s Vinegar Tom, and even the 
American domestic-drama setting of Forne’s Mud are perhaps part of this complex problem, for 
in each case the “past” is presented to the audience in terms of an artistic style that is largely 
emptied of its force as history. (Worthen 738) 
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Parks’ pastiche seeks to wed a bit of the avant-garde, minstrelsy and social drama. I don’t mean 

to imply that her play is politically shallow. As a postmodern playwright, she obviously chose to 

access a number of stylistic options in trying to override the dictates of mediatization in modern 

life.  

Yet, Topdog/Underdog cannot be considered epic theatre.  The play is linearly structured 

and includes more spectacle than Brecht would have allowed defying his own definition. I 

include to associate Parks with a politically tinged theatre that has more potential in than that 

area than does not totally embrace the Brechtian concept because the play is staged with literal 

spectacle to discount Brecht’s spartan theatricality yet her play aims to grapple with the problem 

of reification, identity, and class.  

This brings me to the most unsatisfying aspect of Parks’ work. Parks tells us in the 

foreword to her play, “This is a play about family wounds and healing.” But the family’s wounds 

are not healed in the end but rather end in the tragic murder of Lincoln by Booth. Yes, it is 

history repeating itself but it is also purports to resolve the conflict. I liken narrative closure to a 

law being passed, where there is very little debate but the law gets enacted and everyone must 

abide by it. In Acting (Re) Considered, Phillip Zarrilli writes: 

By moving inevitably to this figurative “tying up of loose ends” classic realism “ensures the 
reinstatement of order, sometimes a new order, sometimes the old restored, but always intelligible 
because familiar. This what Jill Dolan calls the “authority of narrative closure” which “offers the 
relief of catharsis but that the price of being subjected to that authority. (264) 
 

Historically, people achieve their freedom by doing, not talking about doing. The 

brothers do dream of a better life but their conditioning has paralyzed them. Parks does remain 

neutral in her politics but the sad denouement is evident of her sympathies. This actional 

behavior is self-destructive. We have one brother killing the other, another black on black crime 
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in modern media parlance, and there it ends. The brothers had choices; they simply could not get 

beyond history; their immediate history and the historic annihilation of the underclass. After 

killing his brother, Booth says, “Ima take back my inheritance too” (Parks 110).  Yet, he now 

faces imprisonment. Therefore, it is legacy that Parks says are valuable, what is given and what 

is received. There can be no healing until that is fully digested. The power in that message might 

have been retained had Parks stayed true to an underlying Brechtian impulse. 

What stylistic choices then does Parks make to locate her play in a minstrelyzed 

America? She relies on language.  

 

       Parks and the Language of the Underdog  

 Parks is masterful at invoking class through her characters speech. The brothers speak a 

mix of black dialect, ghettoisms, slangy jazz rift-like with dashes of hip-hop. Derrida would call 

Parks’ use of black vernacular “ethnographic bricolage” (287) defining it “as borrowing one’s 

concepts from the text of a heritage which is more or less coherent or ruined” (285). In Playing 

in the Dark, Toni Morrison suggests, “ white writers use African American dialect as a marker of 

difference. (Williams 32). Parks borrows that concept and defiantly turns it on its ear or rather on 

our ears. For what we hear is a very minstrel-like patter between the brothers, but Parks is not 

writing minstrel characters. This is dialogue written by a black writer about black people. She 

establishes a brotherly relationship that is human, meaning humor and anger is present. It is for 

the spectator to move beyond their pre-conceived notions of how poor black people express 

themselves, and to listen more closely than they are used to. For example, Lincoln intones, “Lean 

in close and watch me now: who see thuh black card who see thuh black card I see thuh black 
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card black cards thuh winner pick the black card thats thuh winner pick thuh red card thats thuh 

loser” (Parks 56). Parks writes for Booth in a slangy rhythmic tempo, spelling his words 

phonetically. It is a style appropriated by many writers to show the education level of their black 

characters.  

The speech patterns because of its similarity to the phonetics of minstrel skit language of 

the 1830s and 1840s. Minstrel performers would mispronounce words to depict the inferior 

elocution of blacks.  For instance while eating Chinese take-out, the brothers call “shrimp” 

“skrimps” (16).  Booth and Lincoln mispronounce words because it is a game but Parks still uses 

it for humor and to establish their rapport. Parks adopts the pattern to illustrate a connection with 

the past, and because the speech patterns are very real to blacks of a certain education and 

economic level. After having seen so many television shows with blacks speaking a certain way, 

the language would seem to center the spectator in a place where that are comfortable with the 

familiar set up. Yet, the ruse in Parks’ play is that the language just seems to be familiar. To 

Parks, the play should not be considered to have a center to make the spectator comfortable. 

Parks’ aim is to open up the situation so all spectators can relate. Even if the situation presented 

seems minstrelyzed, Parks asks us to look again; life among the lowly is more complicated and 

more devastating than the simplistic solutions a secular humanist society can offer. The play’s 

message is that the community in order to build a better community must listen to the language 

of the disenfranchised, the outsider. Hegemony wants the abandonment of the Other to seem 

normal so it constructs an arcade where history becomes distorted. Hegemony plays to win at 

Three-card Monte, too. 
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Parks’ dramas have usually been about history. Some of the titles, Venus and The 

America Play deal directly with historical events conveyed through a prism of multi-

perspectives, formatted in a nonlinear structure. Topdog/Undergdog is also about history but 

differs from her earlier work by way of realism. Aside from the plot point she borrows from The 

America Play, that being the assassination of Abraham Lincoln as an amusement park attraction, 

the play moves along in linear storytelling. It is from this dramaturgical element where my 

ambivalent feelings begin to creep in about the playwright’s intent.  Even though I know Parks 

wants to address a past that assaults and deceives, the denouement becomes distorted in the 

process of narrative closure. I will explain more about this later.  

The names of Booth and Lincoln are meant to be ironic for the black brothers. The 

markers foreshadow events to come. It could be a chance for history (there’s that word again) to 

play out differently. It is the unreality of their lives that the brothers seem to be connected to. As 

spectators we want the brothers to succeed, to get out of their predicament because we identify 

with them. Or do we? In terms of an unchecked capitalism and the shrinking of educational 

opportunities for the poor, the play want to escape history into this brave new world of just 

“family problems” but Parks cannot escape the history. It is embedded in her soul and the 

characters she produce want to speak out like a Sister Souljah but are continually hemmed in by 

Parks wish to change the discussion from actional behavior to an historic recycle of 

conservatives saying you have made your own bed, now lie in it. If I were to look at from a 

socialist perspective, Parks does not offer many options for her poor characters but then, how 

many options do the poor have in America? I would submit that the play was dramturged in a 
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way as to be more palatable to a middle class audience that is, comprehended by a middle class 

audience because Parks’ previous works have been very difficult to decipher.  

Indeed, the first act relies on fast pace rhythmic patter between the brothers that is 

reminiscent of two stand-up comedians. The introduction of Lincoln made up to look like 

President Lincoln moves the spectator momentarily from realism into a realm of the absurd. The 

impersonation prompts several noteworthy exchanges between the brothers on history. Some 

may argue Parks diffuses the tension with humor, even in a dire situation. But this is the 

convention she opts for to put the audience at ease, and perhaps to draw the spectator in for 

purposes of identification. Professor Robert Faivre, wrote a review of the play from a Marxist 

perspective in the on line magazine, The Red Critique, “By deploying the funny moment, Parks 

undermines the logic of the systemic operation of racism not only by rendering the recognition of 

it as an effect of cultural ‘paranoia’ rather than of history, but by making a site of social tension 

into a site of laughter and thus diluting the social tensions” (2). However, Parks argues: 

…on one hand we're erasing a historical moment, and on the other hand we're fucking with it. 
Both of those together, not just fucking with it, not just saying, 'I denounce this moment, and 
American culture.' We're saying, 'Let's play!' It's like when Black folks-or any folks-play with 
language. There's a great joy in it. You embrace your American English, and yet you fiddle with 
it. It's fun. Yeah, it's fun! There's also a little bit of sadness in it because of all the other things. 
But it's basically funny in a very deep and profound way that makes you think about 9 million 
things. As you fuck with it, it fucks back. But it's not just painful or meaningful. People reduce it, 
people forget how much fucking fun we're having. It's not all about pain-by saying it's all about 
pain we deny ourselves the pleasure. By saying it's all about a certain group pushing down 
another certain group, we deny ourselves an existence that occurs without the presence of any 
other group."  
 
 
Parks grapples with the solution to a systemic racist society by affirming universality.  

Performance theorist Philip Auslander argues, “although all cultural production is politically 

compromised, postmodern performance restores critical distance, which strategically allows us to 
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reconsider the world we live in, thereby performing a resistant political function” (Fortier 181). 

However, the postmodern idea of neutrality in politics may be far too subtle a strategy for the 

audience to grasp. Parks admits she wants to “fuck’ with language because its “fun.” It is the 

reconciliation of minstrelsy in modern life that is in peril of being misunderstood. “As Auslander 

admits, the difference between being inside the postmodern situation and representing it is a 

‘small one’ (181). Here Parks’ play suggests the poor do the best that they can. It is in sync with 

a way the poor are historically portrayed in American culture. bell hooks in Outlaw Culture 

writes: 

Contemporary culture in the United States rarely represents the poor in ways that display integrity 
and dignity. Instead the poor are portrayed through negative stereotypes. When they are lazy and 
dishonest, they are consumed with longing to be rich, a longing so intense it renders them 
dysfunctional. Willing to commit all manner of dehumanizing and brutal acts in the name of 
material gain, the poor are portrayed as seeing themselves as always and only worthless. Worth is 
gained only by means of material success. (168). 
 

Booth and Lincoln have forgotten their history yet they manufacture a history based on 

issues from their past. Fear of abandonment and petty jealousies is the framework of their life. It 

is what they believe in. Yet, if you have very little at your disposal such as opportunities or mere 

hope then there’s little chance of changing your life.  The spectator must remember their history 

for them. Playwright and performance artist Robbie McCauley tells us, “History not remembered 

gets told anyway”(Diamond 142).  It is a bit of an ironic statement that rings true for the brothers 

because society has a way of reminding you who you are even when you wish it otherwise. In a 

2000 interview with the online magazine, In Motion Magazine, McCauley says, 

The mythology in this country is that one is an individual and that one comes to one’s own 
thoughts, but I think that the reality is not either or. The reality is that you are constantly 
struggling with that and therefore the need to question to try to make sense of misery is important. 
But accepting human misery doesn’t seem like the right thing to do. There is a right thing that one 
should always be struggling for. (Paget-Clarke) 
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However, the right thing is an obstacle too large for the brothers to get around suggesting 

the cumulative effect of dwindling choices and desperation economic situation result in 

decidedly unhappy endings.  Hence, mintrelyzing oneself has dire consequences for the 

unsuspecting Other. 

 

Conclusion 

I have established the brief history of blackface minstrelsy in order to discuss 

Topdog/Underdog in relation to tradition and modernity. Parks turns the tables exchanging 

blackface with whiteface to illustrate the interchangeability of race that allows the spectator to 

consider the possibility of a commonality heretofore unrealized or simply forgotten. Ironically, 

embedded in the American character is the ability to forget and to remember at the same time. 

Like blackface minstrelsy, it is part of our heritage. 

But the confusion between folklore and “fakelore” continues to confound and astound. 

The legacy of blackface minstrelsy and the commodification of blackness have coalesced to form 

a lucrative industry. Indeed the effect can be seen in advertising, film, sports and “Negro” 

collectibles just to name a few of the avenues where this antebellum entertainment has shown 

fortitude and enduring power. It is to the credit of artists like Parks to keep the form alive in a 

theatrical setting to reach an audience able to hopefully theorize the insidiousness of prejudice to 

put into perspective our collective history as inhabitants of a North American land mass. The aim 

of the modern theatre practitioner is to re-vision these tropes of racism for the sake of 

community. 
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Even if history cannot be erased, the horrendous misunderstandings between peoples 

brought about by imagined differences could be amended if we work toward this endeavor.  
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From the pre-European traditional chanters to the popular singers of today, 

Hawaiian singing and song has become instantly recognizable.  Largely a folk style, it 
continues to evolve from a rich oral tradition.  Modern Hawaiian song demonstrates how 
Western musical structures and native Hawaiian cultural viewpoints have cross-
pollinated over the last two hundred years.  Recent recordings and scholarly publications 
of Hawaiian song indicate continued interest in this genre. 
 

I will present a brief history of Hawaiian song discussing important composers 
such as Hawaii’s last monarch, Queen Lili'uokalani, well-known singers, significant 
contributions to the canon of song and other interesting musical and socio-political 
influences. 
 

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of Hawaiian song is the actual vocal 
coordination required to perform these pieces. For instance, much Hawaiian vocal 
technique requires leo ki`e ki`e (a type of falsetto or head voice singing) and ha`i ha`i 
(intentional registration breaks).  While these vocal gestures occur in other styles of 
singing, Hawaiian song emphasizes a uniquely graceful approach. 
 

In an attempt to bring greater understanding and clarity to both performers and 
listeners, I will demonstrate several salient features of Hawaiian song. The session will 
include discussion, the use of visual aids as well as recorded examples. 
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ABSTRACT: 
  
     The Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR) composed of the provinces of Abra, 
Benguet, Ifugao, Kalinga, Apayao, Mountain Province and the City of Baguio is the 
home of the seven (7) major tribes in Northern Luzon. These tribes have rich cultural 
heritage such as ethnic songs, games and dances that must be revived, appreciated and 
perpetuated. 
  
     The "Igorot" Dances or the Cordillera Ethnic Dances are dances of the different 
provinces in the Cordillera. It contains simple Ethnic Dances based on the tradition and 
culture of the Cordillara accompanied by bamboo instruments, solibaos and gongs. The 
purpose of combining the steps is for solidarity, unity and identity. 
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Abstract  
Linguists doing research in the field of language and the law, (broadly termed forensic 
linguistics), as it relates to analysing the discourse of the courtroom, have always 
acknowledged the usefulness of the court transcript as a possible means of data (Eades 
2000, Moeketski 1999, Fiener 1997). The court transcript however might be regarded as 
second hand data since it is not produced by the particular researcher nor is it produced 
with linguistic analysis in mind. In the absence of the researcher’s own verbatim notes, or 
where jurisdictions prohibit tape recording of court proceedings (such as in Jamaica), the 
courtroom transcript becomes the sole source of the court proceedings. Courtroom 
reporters in Jamaica are trained at the Justice Training Institute (JTI) in the Ministry of 
Justice in the use of the steno machine and how to effectively record the verbatim 
proceedings of the court trial. This paper focuses on a particular research design (see 
Appendix to paper) which is designed to: 

a) Test the relative accuracy of court reporters presented with a recording of three 
different mock court proceedings representing increasing difficulty 

b) Examine how well court reports transcribe the “second language” of the Jamaican 
courtroom – Jamaican Creole (JC) – which does not have a nationally recognized 
orthography 

c) Test the overall level of transferability and error margin that can be expected from 
court reporters operating in the Jamaican courtroom 

 
The paper will finally consider (i) the limitations of the research design and (ii) the 
viability of the court transcript as a source of data for forensic analysis in light of the 
results of the research. 
 
 
Topic area: Linguistics 
Type of presentation: Paper presentation 
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Student 
Address: 1115 Cottonwood Ave, Iowa City, Iowa, 52245 
Email: erin-foster@uiowa.edu 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
Mexican surrealist painter Frida Kahlo spent much of her life bedridden after a bus 
accident shattered her pelvis and broke her spinal column at age 18.  A strong, 
determined woman, she turned to painting as a way to rise above her captivity, and she 
gained control of her life by adapting her physical surroundings to reflect her personality.  
These surroundings in turn became instantly recognizable icons of the artist and added to 
her exotic, mythical persona.  Any filmic representation of Frida’s life must recognize the 
importance of set design to the artist and use it to enhance her character in a way that 
simple narration and dialogue cannot.  In Frida (2002), director Julie Taymor and 
production designer Felipe Fernández del Paso utilize a distinct look in the film that is 
based on Frida’s own style of painting, which creates a rich visual character study that 
underpins the restrictive narrative structure typical to the biopic genre.  The overall effect 
of the film is that set design and cinematography tell us much more about the artist than 
any line of dialogue or dramatic plot device could.  The film uses a number of innovative 
visual techniques to augment the commonly-known events of Frida’s life, and it provides 
a unique perspective of the artist not only in her beloved Mexico, but it also captures her 
“outsider” status when she encounters the alienating Art Deco-infused New York and Art 
Nouveau Paris of the 1930s. 
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1. Title:  Art Songs of American Composer 

Kathleen Lockhart Manning (1890-1951)  

2. Authors:   Jane Foster, Soprano & Carla Mariani, Piano 
Kathleen Lockhart Manning (1890-1951), Text & Music 

3. Affiliation: Independent 

4. Mailing Address:  Jane Foster 
728 East Passyunk Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA  19147  USA 

5. e-mail: wjfoster@voicenet.com 

6. Workshop & Recital Abstract 
 

The objective of this workshop is to introduce the Art Songs of American Composer 
Kathleen Lockhart Manning (1890-1951).  Her song cycle, Sketches of New York, will be 
used to discuss her life and compositions.  

Sketches of New York (1936) First line published by G. Schirmer, Inc. approximate time  
1. Along the East River In my heart a dream is singing 1:17 
2. Street Scene Poor little newsy stands in the cold 0:44 
3. Tenement Windows Thro’ their prison windows 1:01 
4. Greenwich Village Nights A tavern dimly lit 1:22 
5. Fifth Avenue Shop windows glitter 0:58 
6. The St. Regis Roof By a window low and wide 1:56 

 
A recital will immediately follow the workshop.  The songs selected for the recital are 
representative of Mrs. Manning’s compositions and illustrate her ability to craft striking 
impressions, often in miniature.  The Vignettes are her most personal expressions of 
love and loss.  The Japanese Ghost Songs and Chinese Impressions are evocative of 
these countries and are audience favorites.  Two of Mrs. Manning’s most popular 
songs: “The Lamplighter” and “In the Luxembourg Gardens” are found in Sketches of 
Paris.   The Art Gallery was composed later in her career and illustrates the character 
of each painting and the viewer’s relationship with it. 
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Recital – Songs of Kathleen Lockhart Manning (1890-1951) 

Jane Foster, Soprano & Carla Mariani, Piano 

Song Title  Publisher  
Vignettes (composed 1929-1933)  G. Schirmer, Inc.  

Offering 
Illusion     
By a Lonely River 
Siren 
Frost 
House-Guest 
Departed 
L’Amour 
Barren 
Promenade 
Beloved 

Japanese Ghost Songs  Carl Fischer, Inc  

The Maid of Mystery (1929)  
In the Bamboo (1924)  

Chinese Impressions (1931)  G. Schirmer, Inc.  
Pagoda Bells  
Chinoise  
Nang-Ping  

Sketches of Paris (1925) G. Schirmer, Inc.  
River-Boats  
The Lamplighter 
In The Luxembourg Gardens 

The Art Gallery (1938) 
Mona Lisa  Willis Music Company  
An Old Portrait 
Madonna of the Tear 

 
 
• Jane Foster has appeared in opera and recital in Europe and the United States.  Her 

independent research into the compositions of Kathleen Lockhart Manning was sparked by a love 
of Art Songs, including French Mélodie and German Lieder. 

• Carla Mariani is an accomplished pianist who currently resides in Philadelphia, PA.  Carla & 
Jane have recorded 35 of Mrs. Manning’s songs on a CD: “To the Mart of Dreams/Songs of 
Kathleen Lockhart Manning (Vol. 1)” 
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Abstract 

In recent years pro-wrestling has become an unstoppable craze amongst young adult 

males.  Hollywood has added more lights, muscle, music, and conflict to this once dieing 

form of entertainment.  The appeal varies from realistic looking battles between giants to 

beautiful women on the arms of chiseled wrestlers.  During most of the examples of pro-

wrestling, women are depicted in a variety of ways.  For the most part they act purely as 

sex symbols, but a new version of the “new” pro-wrestling called WOW (Women of 

Wrestling) features voluptuous women wrestling one another.  The subjects in this study 

were self-identified pro-wrestling fanatics.  After watching a twenty-minute segment of 

women’s wrestling, the subjects participated in a focus group that identified the appeal of 

such programming and their perception of women based on these viewing habits.  Of the 

major findings participants felt that their perceptions of women had not been effected by 

watching pro-wrestling, but they agreed that younger viewers’ perceptions could be 

affected.   
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Literature Review 

 In uses and gratifications theory, consumers of television media have social needs 

that are met by programs that provide for those needs and give the viewer some sort of 

gratification.  Numerous studies have been conducted on the audience use of television 

news. Vincent and Basil (1997) described uses and gratifications as a chain of events 

leading from news gratifications sought, to news media use, to current events knowledge.  

In addition, much work has been cited in the uses and gratifications within the televised 

political realm.  Becker (1979) identifies three distinct viewer motivations: avoidance 

motivations, vote guidance and surveillance, and excitement seeking, reinforcement, and 

use of the media for communicatory utility.  Benefits from television include quelling 

boredom, being cheered up, being given great excitement, being helped to calm down, 

and relaxation (Zillmann & Bryant, 1994).  By using televised media to meet needs and 

gratifications, viewer’s perceptions of the world around them are often changed (Gerbner, 

1998).  Uses and perception changes that occur during viewing are paramount to this 

study.  These gratifications can be derived from three distinct sources: media content, 

exposure to the media per se, and the social context that typifies the situation of exposure 

to different media (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch 1974).   

 Women are regularly portrayed in stereotypical ways on television.  Women are 

generally cast in romantic roles, as sex objects, or homemakers (Milkie, 1994).  

Signorielli (1990) claims that heavy television viewers generally have greater 

stereotypical views of gender than light viewers.  In the world of televised wrestling the 

characters fall into stereotypical categories like ditzy blonde, smiley cheerleader, and 

dominating disciplinarian.  Primary uses for this program (i.e., wrestling) are 
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entertainment with a sexual gratification.  Because there is a great emphasis placed on 

women’s physical attractiveness, this teaches young males to focus on females’ physical 

appearances and sexual availabilities (Silverstien, Perdue, Peterson, & Kelly, 1986) thus 

affecting the programming and the viewer’s perceptions. 

Research Questions 

RQ 1:  Will wrestling fans claim that their perceptions of women have been 
altered by viewing such material?  
 
RQ 2:  Will wrestling fans claim that the perceptions of women by younger 
viewers will be altered by viewing such material?  
 

Method 

 After viewing a twenty-minute television scene from WOW, Women of Wrestling, 

subjects participated in discourse pertaining to their perceptions of women.  Focus groups 

were used as a springboard for the discussion.  This study lends itself to qualitative 

analysis because of the need to establish the framework for further research.  This paper 

explores the perceptions that male pro-wrestling fans have of women.   

Participants 

 Qualitative methodology was used in part because of the ability for the researcher 

to select the exact type of subjects needed; in this case, self identified pro-wrestling fans.  

Eleven male college students participated in the present study.  Of the participants, one 

was Hispanic, one was African-American, one was Hawaiian and eight were Caucasian.  

Participants’ ages ranged from 19 to 23 and they came from a variety of socioeconomic 

backgrounds.  The participants were self-identified pro-wrestling fans.  They were 

sophomores and juniors seeking degrees in communication.  Because this study involved 

men’s perceptions of women, females were excluded from the participant pool.  
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Participation was done on a voluntary basis and all records were kept completely 

confidential. 

Procedures 

 To understand the perceptions of women by self-identified pro-wrestling fans, the 

primary investigator conducted two focus groups.  Before conducting the focus groups, 

this study was approved by the university institutional review board.  Informed consent 

was obtained from each participant prior to each focus group, and participants were 

ensured their responses would remain anonymous.  The focus groups were stationed in 

the campus lounge and each took approximately one hour and thirty minutes.  The focus 

group sessions were audio taped and later transcribed by the primary investigator.  The 

following is a list of questions posed to the subjects, minus the demographical inquiries: 

1. Describe your interest in viewing pro-wrestling.  How long have you been 
watching and why? 

 
2. Discuss your impressions of the perceptions of women in the segment you just 

watched. 
 

3. Discuss your reactions to the depictions of women. 
 

4. Describe your perceptions of women outside of wrestling.  Do you feel this show 
influenced the way you view women in general?  Why or why not?  

 
Participants did not have to answer the questions posed to them, and they were given 

no inducements for volunteering.   

The Video 

 Participants were shown a twenty-minute segment from WOW, Women of 

Wrestling.  WOW airs weekly on Friday nights at 12:00am.  The segment was 

uninterrupted and included the original telecast commercials recorded during the 

program.  Two wrestling matches were presented during the twenty-minute segment.  A 
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total of six female wrestlers addressed the camera at different times throughout the 

segment.  The wrestlers were attractive and fit with theme oriented and revealing outfits.  

It was obvious that the program was directed towards a male audience; in fact, of the 

handful of commercials, one was advertising a phone sex line and the other was 

promoting a breast enhancer cream.  To no surprise, the participants acted in a 

stereotypical male fashion to these messages. 

Verification 

 For the sake of maintaining consistency amongst qualitative research standards, 

member-checking follow-up interview methods of verification were used in this study.  

After the fieldwork was completed a member check and follow-up interviews were done 

to test interpretations.  When the entire piece was near completion, a second member 

check was done. 

Data Analysis 

 To maintain validity and keep personal bias out, an established coding process 

was used to identify themes.  During preliminary screening of the transcripts, a full copy 

of the full transcript was kept in order, and in a safe place.  Codes were used for 

organizational purposes.  The organized coded data texts were evaluated using steps 

suggested by Lindlof (1995). 

Thematic Analysis 

 During the course of the focus groups, participants were asked to identify their 

perceptions of women.  Their responses did not parallel the types of women presented in 

pro-wrestling.  They claimed that watching pro-wrestling had no effect on them.  

Paradoxically, participants did feel that younger viewer’s perceptions of women would be 
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affected by watching pro-wrestling.  In the following I will discuss two of the major 

themes that emerged from the data. 

POW (Perceptions of Women) 

 The participants adamantly denied the idea that watching pro-wrestling affected 

their perceptions of women.  In the following statements, participants respond to this 

inquiry.  

 Moderator: Do you feel that this show changed your perceptions of women? 

 Focus Group 1: All participants responded with no’s.  

 Focus Group 2:  All participants responded with no’s. 

 Moderator: Describe your perceptions of women outside of wrestling. 

 “Jay”: I believe they actually have intelligence and morals. 

 Moderator: This (wrestling) is immoral?  

“Jay”:  They’re making money off that, I guess it’s a good move but they’re 

trying to take advantage of the male audience. 

 “Travis”: I think women are fragile, that’s my perception of women is that they’re 

 fragile, you know, delicate people that are so much…actually emotional,  

constantly mood swings, some have to get their way some don’t care they just go  

with the flow, that’s my perception. 

 “Adam”: I think it depends on how they look, I mean all of  ‘em have their look, 

 like around campus you have the big ol’ wrestling girls and you don’t look at  

 them and think fragile, sensitive, and everything like that, I think it’s just how  

 they look how you create different perceptions about them. 

 “Jeff”: They cry too much.  (Laughter) No, they’re pretty cool they just they just  
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 cry about little things. 

 “Jarred”: They’re more fragile, guys are more like the blue collar, when they do  

 work they do more physical work like they fix cars and they do this and do that  

 while women, you know, they’re used to like the white collar work and stuff like  

 that besides the traditional housewife stuff.  I think the reason that they do that  

 though is because they’re body couldn’t take it because they’re fragile. 

 “Jeff”: Most of them are kinda weak though, mentally weak ‘cause they’re always  

 ‘can you do this for me?’ and stuff like that it’s just, I don’t know really. 

Analysis shows that the word “fragile” was used often by the participants to 

describe, “what women are”; yet the female wrestlers were anything but fragile.  

Interestingly, in both focus groups the participants seemed to back track on their earlier 

statements, now claiming that they could have been affected.   

Moderator: So you’re saying that you all were not influenced by this (wrestling) 

but because of a change that’s been made (in the way wrestling is presented now) 

“Travis”:  I’m sure to a certain extent, back in our day, we were I’m sure that we 

all remember jumping from the “top rope” on the bed. 

CPOW (Children’s Perceptions of Women) 

 The participants did feel that young viewers of pro-wrestling would likely have 

their perceptions of women affected in an adverse way.  The following statements 

support their claims.  

 “Travis”: Those kids see that (wrestling) and they think, ‘I want to be like that’. 

 “Adam”:  My little brother thinks it’s real. 

 “Jeff”:  Yea, mine too, he’s like 13 he’s ‘it’s so real, it’s real I can do that move’  
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 he tried to do that move on the bed. 

“Adam”: Yea, my brother had this bat, I was home one weekend and he was 

playing around wrestling with a bat and he was hitting a bag on the bed that had 

my cell phone in it, and I guess he tore my bag up and my cell phone fell out in 

pieces and he was like, ‘was your cell phone broken?’ and I was like ‘no’ and he 

started balling and everything and I looked at it and it was shattered.  When I 

asked what he was doing he said ‘aw, I was just playing around a wrestling’. 

 In addition to the themes established above, much of the discussion within the 

focus groups was geared towards modeling pro-wrestling.  As stated the participants 

observed younger siblings reenacting what they saw on televised pro-wrestling.  

Interpretation and Discussion 

 Several themes emerged from the data beyond the previous notations.  Overall the 

show WOW was not very appealing to the participants.  Although they seemed to enjoy 

the sexual nature of the program they were very critical of the technique displayed by the 

female wrestlers.  WOW was obviously a lesser caliber program then they were used to 

watching; in fact only one of the participants had seen the program before.  For this 

reason it is important that future research of this kind utilize more mainstream programs 

to identify effects.  That being said, WOW did have merit in that it was different from 

programs that the participants were used to watching, and therefore gave them a chance 

to reflect on the “sport” as a whole. 

 During both focus groups, comments were made by the participants that identified 

a sexual appeal from the program.  One of the participants claimed that he would watch 

in hopes that “something would fall out,” an obvious sexual reference.  Another 
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participant stated that, “they must have turned the fans up,” another obvious sexual 

reference.  Overall the participants displayed a sexual attraction to the idea of female 

wrestling, but agreed that, “these weren’t the kind of girls that they would take home to 

their mothers.”  Their ideas of appealing women fall in line with Reiss (1956) who 

claimed that women are divided into two categories: good ones who are chaste, 

marriageable, and socially acceptable partners and bad ones who are sexual and 

unacceptable for marriage. 

 The answer to RQ 1 was that the participants would claim that pro-wrestling did 

not affect their perceptions of women.  Although the participants were adamant about 

this, they did begin to reflect on the idea that perhaps they were in fact affected.  As the 

primary researcher I feel that the data suggests that the participant’s perceptions were 

affected by long-term exposure to viewing pro-wrestling.  This falls in line with previous 

research done on television effects.  The participants received a form of sexual 

gratification from the program and even stated the pro-wrestling would not be the same 

without the women.   

 In response to RQ 2, participants did feel that younger viewers perceptions of 

women would be affected by watching pro-wrestling.  This claim by each of the 

participants in both focus groups points to the idea that if youth today are being affected 

by such material then the participants themselves must have been affected as well.  By no 

means does this research claim to be the end all of pro-wrestling effects; quite the 

contrary, this study emphasizes an area that is begging for more research.  There are 

numerous avenues for future research on this topic and others and hopefully they will be 

addressed.    
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A Cross-disciplinary Approach to Short–Term Study in Japan 
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Boise, ID 83725 
Email: jfrancis@boisestate.edu 
 
 
This paper considers a strategy for creating, and the benefits of, a Japanese design-based 
study-abroad course. Considerations addressed in this presentation are based on the 
author’s experience in developing a short-term program of design study in Japan. 
Although Japanese design is unique, complex, and culturally referential, it is under-
explored by Western design educators. Contemporary Japanese culture blends Western 
rationalism with an indigenous spiritual tradition. There are other dualism that can 
arguably be used to describe Japanese culture and design as well: the ancient and modern,  
the simple and the complex, materialistic and acetic. Japanese culture may be Western 
influenced, but is at heart fundamentally Japanese. 
 
The program is structured to encourage students to explore the commonalities and 
differences between American and Japanese culture via design-related activities. The 
course was designed to be cross-disciplinary in its appeal to students of graphic design, 
architecture, art, art history, anthropology, landscape architecture and second language 
studies. The impetus for establishing this program was to provide a diverse cultural 
experience for the geographically isolated and primarily ethnically homogenous students 
of Boise State University. 
 
A broad definition of “design” was used in order to attract students from a variety of 
backgrounds. Japanese design disciplines considered in the course of study include 
graphic design, typography/calligraphy, industrial design, textile design, ceramic design, 
papermaking, and landscape design. Students visit, as completely as possible, the 
significant ancient and modern design-related sites such as gardens, temples, and 
museums. Additionally, tours of design studios and manufacturing facilities, and 
seminars at educational institutions are arranged. It was also determined that a homestay 
program in Nagoya would provide an opportunity for students to explore other aspect of 
Japanese culture. From a pragmatic perspective, this paper will also include how to 
identify interpreters and tour guides and how to overcome the language barrier to make 
vital contacts important to the success of this project. 
 
It is hoped that this study will prove important and relevant for art and design and other 
educators as one paradigm for a field of inquiry in cross cultural education. 
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Frazier 1 

Galeotes, Free Will and Freedom from Governmental and Social Controls in Don Quijote I 

From Cervantes’s first work, the Galatea, to the posthumously published Persiles we 

find that the protagonists and characters of these works are constantly faced with the necessity 

of making decisions that will ultimately help to determine their fates.  In other words, we can 

say that a common thread that runs through Cervantes’s works is the importance of individual 

freedom and one’s ability to express his or her free will.  Although this may seems 

commonplace in a contemporary novel, it was most innovative for Cervantes’s time.  

Furthermore, Cervantes utilizes the world of delinquency in several of his works without a 

moralizing or justificatory tone to express this issue from yet another perspective.  Why is it 

that Cervantes chooses to express this perspectivism, as Leo Spitzer called it, through the 

delinquent world, a marginalized, non-official domain? One possible reason for the use of 

delinquent worlds in order to express the importance of free will may simply be the popularity 

that picaresque works, like the Guzman, are enjoying during the period the Quijote is 

published.  Although this may be one of the reasons he choose to use the delinquent world in 

his works, like with most elements found in Cervantes’s works we know it is surely not the 

only reason. 

The majority of this paper will deal with such a delinquent world, as represented in the 

galley slave episode, and its relationship to the debate about free will versus authority control. 

Nevertheless, the starting point of this argument begins much earlier in the novel.  There are 

many scenes in the Quijote of 1605 that make negative reference to authoritarian behavior: 

That is, the expression of any authority imposing its will over another in an attempt to control 

the other’s free will.  Therefore, in order to place the galley slave episode in its correct 

context it is necessary to view some of these other situations, taking into account that they 

also seem to take place in one of the many marginal worlds found in Cervantes’s Don 

Quijote. 
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For sake of time I will only discuss two main scenes prior to the galley slaves.  

Starting with chapter 11 Cervantes presents us with another type of marginal world, that of 

the pastoral.  Nonetheless, this first presentation begins not as literary pastoral, but with actual 

shepherds and sheep.  This world is designed, at first, to be an actual marginal world 

recognized by the official world or the establishment.  As Don Quijote and Sancho wonder 

along after their encounter with the vizcaíno looking for an inhabited place in which to spend 

the night, the come across some goatherd’s huts and decide to spend the night there.  Upon 

arriving to the huts the goatherds invite Don Quijote and Sancho to dine with them and they 

seat Don Quijote on a “small wooden feeding troth” turned upside down.  Sancho still 

standing, Don Quijote invites him to sit next to him saying: 

[Q]uiero que aquí a mi lado y en compañía desta buena gente te sientes, y que 

seas una mesma cosa conmigo, que soy tu amo y natural señor [...] porque de 

la caballería andante se puede decir lo mismo que del amor se dice: que todas 

las cosas iguala. (I, 11, 154) 

 

I want you to come to my side and, in the company of these good people, to be 

seated, so that you may be seen as my equal – I who am your master and 

natural lord [...] for we can say of knight errantry as one says of love: it makes 

all things equal. (I, 11, 58) 

Here we have Don Quijote identifying himself as the authority figure, “que soy tu amo 

y natural señor,” inviting his inferior to be seen as equal to him.  For, according to Don 

Quijote, in the world of knight-errantry all become equals and have equal rights.  Cervantes 

here, even in its most basic analysis, is telling us how an authority figure should behave.  That 

he should remember that he is not any more important than any other man, even though he 

holds a place of authority.  To this generous invitation Sancho replies: 
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¡Gran Merced! [...] pero sé decir a vuestra meced que como yo tuviese bien de 

comer, tan bien y mejor me lo comería en pie y a mis solas como sentado a par 

de un emperador. (I, 11, 154) 

 

A thousand Thanks! [...] But I’ve got to tell you, your grace that when I have 

enough to eat I can eat just as well, and even better, on my feet and by myself, 

as sitting next to an emperor. (I, 11, 58) 

Sancho continue on to explain that by himself he can do things that “la soledad y libertad 

traen consigo” (I, 11, 154) / “all [...] that goes along with privacy and freedom” (I, 11, 58).  

These things that Sancho talks of are obviously the grotesque behavior we are accustomed to 

from Sancho -and this is where the little criticism that exists regarding this scene has focused 

its analysis-.  So, here is Don Quijote emphasizing his position of authority while at the same 

time demonstrating that in his ideal world all men should be treated as equals and have the 

same rights.  On the other side, we have Sancho exercising his free will in declining the 

invitation so he can behave as his libertad allows him.  At this point Cervantes’s brilliance 

becomes utterly clear.  Instead of allowing Sancho to go his way and eat by himself, thereby 

allowing Sancho to freely exercise his free will, Don Quijote’s reply is, “Con todo eso, te has 

de sentar; porque a quien se humilla, Dios le ensalza” (I, 11, 154) / “But in spite of all that, 

you’ve got to sit down here, because who humbles himself is magnified by God” (I, 11, 58).1  

In other words, Don Quijote, making reference to an even higher authority than he, orders 

Sancho to sit by his side, eliminating the status of equality just granted and making a parody 

out of the actual behavior employed by established authority of the time.   

                                                 
1 Toward the end of the first part Sancho again expresses his desire to go off and eat while Eugenio recounts his 

tale during the episode that has come to be known as the “false Arcadia.”  It must be noted though that at that 
point in the first part Don Quijote has all but lost every bit of authority he might have had.  He has accepted 
his “enchantment” and is being transported home in the back of an ox cart. He has freely given up his free 
will. 
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 More evidence regarding the issue of authoritarian control prior to the scene with the 

galley slaves is presented on the very next page in Don Quijote’s speech on the Golden Age.  

When speaking of Justice Don Quijote says: 

No había la fraude, el engaño ni la malicia mezclándose con la verdad y 

llaneza.  La justicia se estaba en sus propios términos, sin que la osasen turbar 

ni ofender los del favor y los del interese, que tanto ahora la menoscaban, 

turban y persiguen.  La ley del encaje  aún no se había sentado en el 

entendimiento del juez, porque entonces no había que juzgar, ni quien fuese 

juzgado. (I, 11, 156) 

 

Truth and simplicity were unmixed with fraud, deceit, and malice.  Justice 

remained firm and sure, neither troubled nor offended against by patronage and 

self-interest, as today she is so grievously tainted and troubled and persecuted. 

Judges did not feel themselves, as they do today, entitled to be tyrants, because 

in that time there was nothing to judge, and no one to be judged. (I, 11, 59) 

In this Golden time that Don Quijote speaks of, and wishes to reinstate, authority had 

not yet been corrupted as it is in Cervantes’s time and as he will indicate again when speaking 

to the galley slaves.2  Authority, in Cervantes’s time, infringes on the individual’s rights in 

favor of those, in this case, that the judge favors.  Back in the Golden Age, everyone lived by 

his own accord, in piece with one another, each respecting the other’s rights. 

 The last evidence I will provide that builds up to the galley slave episode comes just a 

couple of chapters later while still involved in the pastoral world, by now converted into a 

more literary pastoral world, in the story of Marcela and Grisostomo.3  We start with the 

                                                 
2 Recall the third galley slave who did not have the necessary money to bride the clerk and lawyer in order to 

gain his freedom and escape from the galleys.  
3 Although J.B. Avalle-Arce has demonstrated that this episode may originally have belonged to another part of 

the novel, it nonetheless helps to set the appropriate tone for the galley slave episode. 
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description of the orphaned Marcela and her uncle the priest.  Although the priest wanted to 

marry off Marcela as soon as possible, her being of age, he decides not to do so without her 

consent.  Cervantes continues the story in the voice of the goatherd and states that the priest 

was doing the right thing for, “no habían de dar los padres a sus hijos estado contra su 

voluntad” (I, 12, 165) / “He said [...] that parents have no right to push their children into a 

way of life against their will” (I, 12, 65).  Here Cervantes again marks the correct behavior for 

authority, this time in the form of the parent, not to push one to do something against one’s 

will.  Later, Cervantes comes right back to this same point when Marcela appears at the 

gravesite of Grisostomo in defense of her name.  She explains that it is unreasonable to blame 

her for anyone’s pains and less for Grisostomo’s death just because she did not return his 

love.  She states: 

Hízome el cielo, [...] hermosa, y de tal manera, que, sin ser poderosos a otra 

cosa, a que me améis os mueve mi hermosura, y por el amor que me mostráis, 

decís, y aun queréis, que esté yo obligada a amaros.  Yo conozco [...] que todo 

lo hermoso es amable; mas no alcanzo que, por razón de ser amado, esté 

obligado lo que es amado por hermoso a amar a quien le ama. [...]  Y [...] el 

verdadero amor no se divide, y ha de ser voluntario, y no forzoso. (I, 14, 185-

6) 

 

Heaven [...] has made me beautiful [...] – so very beautiful that you are moved, 

unable to help yourselves, to love me, and because of the love you show me I 

am obliged you say, as also you desire, to love you. [...] I know [...] that 

everything beautiful is lovable, but I do not understand how, because it is 

loved, that which is loved for its beauty is obliged to love whoever loves it. [...] 
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And [...] true love is not divisible, and must be voluntary, not forced. (I, 14, 

77) 

Although we can see that Cervantes is also providing us his ideas about love, Marcela’s main 

point in her defense is that it is not right to force another person’s will.  A moment later she 

states: 

 Yo nací libre, y para poder vivir libre escogí la soledad de los campos. [...] 

[Yo] tengo libre condición y no gusto de sujetarme [...]” (I, 14, 186).4 

 

 I was born free, and I chose the solitude of the fields so I could live free. [...] I 

live freely, and have no desire to let anyone rule me. (I, 14, 78) 

Marcela expresses that she is free, has every right to be so and has no intention of 

subjecting herself to the control and authority of any man, which is exactly what marriage 

would do to her.  Once married she would then be obliged to recognize her husband as 

authority and bend her will to his.  Therefore, in order to escape from the control of authority 

she exiles herself to the “soledad de los campos” where she only shares herself “with trees 

and the streams.”  It is interesting to note that the only way for Marcela to “completely” 

escape authority is in the form of isolation away from established society.  She voluntarily 

places herself on the margin of society, where she still has still found it difficult to escape the 

authoritarian behavior of men.  This episode, obviously, can also serve to indicate some of 

Cervantes’s opinions on the role of women in his society.  Unfortunately, we don’t have time 

to delve further into that issue right now. Nonetheless, it should be clear that this episode is 

another example of how Cervantes promotes the idea that authority has a way of 

overextending its reign and imposing its will on free men and women, thereby attempting to 

restrict the individual’s expression of free will. 

                                                 
4 “I was born free, and I chose the solitude of the fields so I could live free. [...] I live freely, and have no desire 

to let anyone rule me.” (I, 14, 78) 
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Now, with regards to the galley slave episode, much of the contemporary criticism, 

deemed by some as neoconservative, has pointed out the parody in this episode based on its 

carnavalesque aspects: in other words, they express that the scene simply intends to show -yet 

again- Don Quijote’s inability to accept established reality, in his newly constructed knightly 

world.  This is similar to what the conservative critics of the early part of the 20th century 

were saying, but now making use of carnavalesque theory.5   Along these lines, Augustin 

Redondo adds that Don Quijote’s speech in support of one of the galley slaves, that is, the 

pimp, is also just a parodic sermon meant to have the opposite meaning of its expressed ideas 

and therefore does argue in favor of Don Quijote as arbitrista through parody (686).  This is 

one of the only contemporary analyses I have found that attempts to split the difference 

between the “conservative” and “liberal” critics in that it speaks to both parody and 

sociopolitical criticism on Cervantes’s behalf.   

Prior to Redondo’s type of criticism and opposed to the conservative critics of the 

early 20th century are the “liberal” critics of the 1960s and ‘70s.  These critics rose up against 

their conservative predecessors’ ideas that this scene only consisted in a parody of the novels 

of chivalry.  The “liberal” critics attempted to explain the episode as Cervantes’s ability to set 

Don Quijote’s view of reality in opposition to that of the establishment’s.  These analyses 

pointed out that there existed a dualism between either ideal justice versus royal justice, 

human justice versus divine justice, or the charity and forgiveness of Don Quijote versus the 

authoritarian justice of the times. These dualisms were presented by Ángel Ganivet, Miguel 

de Unamuno and Luis Rosales, respectively.    

Nonetheless, even though the issues raised by these critics are valid in and of 

themselves and one must agree with James R. Browne’s comment that Don Quijote is an 

“anachronistic knight-errant and must behave as one” (463), it seems, for the most part, that 
                                                 

5 For an example of this type of analysis: Redondo, Augustín. “De las terceras al alcahuete del episodio de 
los galeotes en el Quijote (I, 22). Algunos rasgos de la parodia cervantina.”  
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these two sides are arguing one reality of Cervantes’s talent against another, with exception 

for a few like Redondo of which I include myself, who, although they support the ideas of the 

early conservative critics, they also acknowledge or support the possible social-political 

criticism that now seems so apparent in cervantine literature.  Even so, what has been 

basically neglected is the importance of this scene with regards to the general theme of free 

will and individual freedoms, with which I opened my talk.  For as Mario Vargas Llosa 

recently wrote in his essay Una novela de hombres libres, it is Don Quijote’s: 

[...]desmedido amor a la libertad, que él, si hay que elegir, antepone incluso a 

la justicia, y su profundo recelo de la autoridad, que, para él, no es garantía de 

lo que llama de manera ambigua "la justicia distributiva", expresión en la que 

hay que entrever un anhelo igualitarista que contrapesa por momentos su ideal 

libertario. (“Una novela de hombres libres”)6 

 

 [H]is boundless love of liberty, that he, if he has to choose, even places ahead 

of justice, and his profound suspicion of authority, that, for him, is no guaranty 

of that which is called in an ambiguous manner “distributive justice,” an 

expression in which one must read into it a breath of equalitarianism that 

counterbalances at moments his libertarian ideal. 

It is this idea of individual freedom that Vargas Llosa makes reference to and the 

expression of free will in the Quijote that are set in direct contrast to the controls placed on 

both of them by the establishment: religious, social and governmental authority.  Now, any of 

these three forces cannot be considered individually in the 16th century.  As we all know, each 

one implies and evokes the others.  Furthermore, although other critics, including some of 

those already mentioned above, have mentioned that this scene with the galley slaves indeed 

                                                 
6  Unfortunately, at the time of this paper I only had access to a fragment of his original text found at  

<http://universalia.usb.ve/articulos/novela.html>. 
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deals with the issue of free will and how the slaves are being taken to the galleys to row 

“against their will” they seem to only analyze this episode in isolation or only in direct 

reference to the idea of royal authoritarian behavior.   

However, it is my contention that Cervantes makes use of the delinquent domain that 

the galley slaves represent and forces his protagonist to interact with this world in order to 

demonstrate that the same establishment that promotes the idea that every individual has free 

will (recall the importance of the resolutions of the Council of Trent regarding the 

reaffirmation of the importance of Free Will and Grace in the process of Salvation) at the 

same time does what it can to limit, restrict or prevent the expression of this free will in an 

oppressive and unjust manner.  In addition, Cervantes makes full use of this world in order to 

express his ideas about authority control because it is within this type of marginalized world 

that the actual authorities themselves would only see a reinforcement of their behavior and not 

a criticism of it.  

Now, why would Cervantes continually utilize marginalized literary worlds like that 

of the delinquent world to express criticism of the establishment?  Given the time period in 

which he wrote and the extensive possibility for censorship, or punishment, it would have 

been impossible for him to explicitly criticize how the establishment imposes its will on 

others and does what it can in order to limit, if not eliminate people’s free will, while at the 

same time openly promoting its importance with regards to the salvation of the individual’s 

soul. 

Let us not forget, in this chapter7 Cervantes overlays Don Quijote’s knightly world 

over that of a delinquent world through a spontaneous encounter with a group of galley slaves 

being escorted to the royal ships by several guards and a commissioner.  Unlike in other 

cervantine works, in the Quijote Cervantes maintains the protagonist on the fringes of the 
                                                 
7 All quotations regarding the Quijote are from: Cervantes, Miguel de. El ingenioso hidalgo don Quijote de la 
Mancha.” Ed. Luis Andrés Murillo. 5ª Ed. Madrid: Clásicos Castalia, 1978. All English equivalents are from: 
Cervantes, Miguel de. Don Quijote. Trans. Burton Raffel. New York: Norton, 1999. 
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delinquent world and only involuntarily involves or implicates him in this world.  That is, at 

no time does Don Quijote wish to deliberately become a part of the delinquent world and in 

fact, he eventually assumes the role of the oppressor when he tries to force the freed men to 

bend to his will.  Therefore, even when Don Quijote comes into contact with a marginalized 

world Cervantes does not have him become part of the world, instead Don Quijote provides 

the reader with an alternative view of this world from the outside in and also, in order to 

maintain the structure of his chivalric tale.  This could be contrasted to Carriazo from the 

Ilustre fregona who transforms himself into a delinquent in order to live the “free life” 

associated with delinquency.  In this type of situation, Cervantes still provides the reader with 

a new perspective of the marginalized world, but from the inside out. 

Consequently, what Cervantes presents in the Quijote is a lunatic that challenges the 

authority of the establishment and its right, and its desire, to limit individual freedom, but in 

such an environment, the marginal, and in such a way, having the delinquents rise up against 

their liberator, that the same establishment would interpret the scene in the opposite manner.   

That is, once Don Quijote is able to conquer the representatives of the establishment: the 

guards, he then takes on the role of authority and requests that the now free men travel 

together to Toboso to prostrate themselves before Dulcinea and tell her “punto por punto, 

todos los que ha tenido esta famosa aventura hasta poneros en la deseada libertad” (I, 22, 275) 

/ “in order that you might tell her, blow by blow, everything which took place during this 

famous adventure, up to the point where you recovered your longed-for freedom” (I, 22, 

133)..  

Of course, Don Quijote, who has now assumed the role of establishment in attempting 

to control the free will of other men, is immediately questioned and then openly challenged 

and defeated by the delinquents whom he has just freed.  A conservative critic, representing 

the establishment, might provide the interpretation that Don Quijote is being punished for 
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upsetting the balance of society in his efforts to free guilty men.  However, what Cervantes is 

actually doing is challenging the motives and behavior of the establishment, first through Don 

Quijote’s defense of the “desdichados” and secondly, through the overthrow of Don Quijote 

by the same “poor fellows” he frees.  Although, José F. Martín has suggested something of 

this sort with his dialogical analysis of this episode, it is a shame that he did not delve deeper 

into the subject.  He not only neglected an extremely important aspect of Don Quijote’s 

statement about what the freed slaves are to do, but he also does not mark that this is just one 

piece of a larger puzzle regarding Cervantes’s thoughts on authority control of man’s free 

will.  

 Martín falls right back into the trap Lúdovik Osterc has accused the neoconservative 

critics of.  That is, Martín attempts to simply argue one side over the other.  In this case, he 

argues the sociopolitical analysis over that of parody.   As we can see, not only does Don 

Quijote request that the delinquents do something against their will, thereby taking on the 

same role of the official authorities, but Don Quijote also requests that they should go to 

Dulcinea “cargados de esa cadena que quité de vuestros cuellos.”(I, 22, 275) / “[...] take these 

chains, which I have struck from around your necks [...]” (I, 22 133). Not only must they go 

and see Dulcinea together, but also Don Quijote requires them to carry the same chain of 

authoritarian oppression that was originally placed around their necks.  It is this aspect that 

Ginés de Pasamonte makes direct reference to in his reply,  

Lo que vuestra merced nos manda, señor y libertador nuestro, es imposible de 

toda imposibilidad cumplirlo. [...] [P]ensar que hemos de [...] tomar nuestra 

cadena, y a ponernos en camino del Toboso [..] es pedir a nosotros eso como 

pedir peras al olmo. (I, 22, 275-6) 
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Señor, our dear Liberator, what your grace asks of us is [...] the most 

impossible of all impossibilities. [...] But to expect us now [...] to set out [...] 

on a chaingang [sic] pilgrimage down the road to Toboso – is [...] very like 

asking an elm tree to give you pears. (I, 22, 134) 

First note that Ginés uses the world “liberator” when addressing Don Quijote.  Where Martín 

uses these lines to suggest that these “desdichados” are not by nature evil, what he fails to see 

is that Ginés is actually reminding Don Quijote of what his role is supposed to be, “liberator” 

and not authoritarian oppressor.  Next, Martín completely misses the importance of the 

symbolism of the chain in this “dialogical” interchange.  A clear symbol of authoritarian 

power which Ginés and the other freed prisoners have no intention of subjecting themselves 

to voluntarily.  Of their free will they choose not to accept these chains of oppression and 

since they have been removed from their necks they are going to do whatever it takes to 

prevent their return to the role of the oppressed, even stone Don Quijote and Sancho, which is 

what eventually happens. 

 Taken in isolation one may insinuate that there is just enough evidence in the episode 

to support either the “liberal” view of the ‘60s and ‘70s or the neoconservative view of more 

modern times.  However, if we take this scene into account with other ideas that Cervantes 

presents in anterior pages what we see is that Cervantes has actually been building up to this 

episode in which he demonstrates authority’s intent to limit or eliminate freedom of choice, in 

other words, to control the individual’s free will that it says it so cherishes and promotes for 

the salvation of every Christian soul.  A message Cervantes is able to pass by the censors by 

placing the criticisms in the mouths of a lunatic and “gente non sancta” (I, 22, 267). 

In conclusion,  viewing the situation of the galley slaves in isolation can provide 

contradictory interpretations.  Interpretations, I remind you, that I do not believe are so 

contradictory, being that in most other parts of the Quijote most critics are now agreed that 
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Cervantes was able to combine multiple ideas and concepts into one scene, if not one 

sentence, in order to provide multiple levels of understanding.   However, taking into account 

other episodes that deal with different presentations of authority, as we have seen here, 

demonstrates how Cervantes has provided us with a complete example of the corrupt state of 

virtually all levels of authority, the intoxicating affect authority has on men, causing them to 

feel they have the right to abuse others and take away their freedom and ability to express 

their free will, and a possible warning about tearing down authority just to replace it with 

another that will also insist on making man’s will bend to its own desires. The role of the 

Quijote, therefore, in contemporary society should be that of a warning to humanity about the 

importance of balancing individual freedom with the power we give to the authorities to place 

restrictions on that freedom. 

Brian L. Frazier  

University of Iceland /  

University of California, Santa Barbara 
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Recently, architecture seems to have become a reactive discipline. Current
notable designs for such things as Holocaust museums or the rebuilding of
Ground Zero respond to existing or past tragedies. Many other designs seek
validity through adaptive re-use, through their adherence to vernacular tradi-
tion, or to their ability to become part of an existing context.

Yet there is a long and distinguished tradition of visionary design proposals
that point to where we might go in years to come, perhaps starting with Plato’s
Republic, and certainly including Leonardo Da Vinci’s sketches for cities with
separate pedestrian and vehicular routes, Claude Nicolas LeDoux’s designs
for an Ideal City at Chaux, Wright’s Broadacre City, and Le Corbusier’s Radi-
ant City. And while many of these, as well as the built experiments from the
Amana and Shaker communities to Fourier’s Phalanstere, might well subscribe
to Kant’s categorical imperative and be quite content to see their propositions
cover the whole world, perhaps only Buckminster Fuller’s 1927 4D Dymaxion

Time-Lock and Paolo Soleri’s 1970 Arcology are bold enough to propose global visions for an ideal viable form
for our home planet.

Thirty five years and many increasingly critical issues later, it may well be time once again to explore the genera-
tive power of proactive design to lead us to a comprehensively sustainable future for our collective home, Earth.

This paper briefly reviews some promising recent ideas by others (Ambasz, Calthorpe, Yeang.) The main part of
the paper presents investigations taken over the course of two decades both through personal design research
and in collaboration with advanced architectural design students, Fifth Year Thesis Students in the B. Arch.
Program at NYIT. While each individual project focused on its own immediate concerns, taken together they may
begin to outline a healing and sustainable path to at last realizing our paradise on earth. These studies are
distinguished by rigorous adherence to standard architectural concerns like life safety, accessibility, structure,
and functional organization while generating new combinations of space and utility.

Resurgence of practical utopian design

Utopians — dreamers of the perfect world, do not often appear to intersect with
practical problem solvers. However, sometimes what appears to be an “impossible
dream” is merely a prelude to a perfectly reasonable solution beyond current tech-
nical or intentional means. Plague outbreak in the city of Milan in 1484 inspired
Leonardo da Vinci to plan an advanced “ideal city” with communications, services,
and sanitation —not actually achieved until modern times. His drawings envision-
ing a city where pedestrians and traffic are safely separated had to wait nearly 500
years for automobile traffic and highway engineers to apply their needs to the
method he proposed. As Buckminster Fuller once observed, a good idea may wait
a generation to be accepted. A truly great idea may wait at least two generations.

Ideal City 1484
Leonardo da Vinci



The architects of the Heroic Period of Modern Architecture in the early 20th Century imagined radical transforma-
tions of the human built landscape. In some cases, like Frank Lloyd Wright’s Larkin Building, Unity Temple, and
his early Prairie Houses, these new visions were built and inhabited. In other cases, such as Le Corbusier’s
Radiant City, the full proposal only exists in drawing and model.

Immediately after Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic in a solo flight, R. Buckminster Fuller drew his 1927 4D Dymaxion
Time-Lock. In a series of drawings for this vision, he proposed that dirigibles could carry lightweight 10 story
aluminum apartment houses to anywhere in the world, drop bombs in the ground to create foundation-craters,
and set the buildings into them as a gardener plants flowers. One ramification of this idea is that we would no
longer need roads. Today, maps of Alaska show unconnected strips of roads, there are settlements in the 49th

state that are only connected by air.

Paolo Soleri’s has proposed the radical idea of human settlements as three dimensional objects at truly mam-
moth scale, as a means to recover all the landscape outside of where we live as wilderness, eliminating the
choking ooze of suburban sprawl. For New York, he designed a tilted hollow cube that would be home to 3 million
people, each of whom would have an inner window or balcony to a central public realm, and an outer one to an
untamed landscape stretching to the horizon. His vision is millennial but his method is evolutionary— his ongoing
construction of Arcosanti may be understood as the cornerstone of a much larger Arcology (a city as a single
building), the beginning of a new kind of Gothic Cathedral project, to be completed in the course of many
generations.

Contemporary Propositions in the Profession

According to contemporary architect Ken Yeang in his 1996 book The Skyscraper
Bioclimatically Considered, “the bioclimatic skyscraper might be regarded as a new
genre of tall building type... it is the application of the (already well known) bioclimatic
approach to building design to skyscraper design.” Yeang defines the bioclimatic high-
rise building as one “whose built form is configured by design, using passive low-
energy techniques to relate to the site’s climate and meteorological data, resulting in a
tall building that is environmentally interactive, low energy in embodiment and opera-
tions, and high quality in performance.” Thus his design proposals and actual built
structures seek to bring together “seemingly disparate disciplines of architecture, en-
gineering, landscape, ecology, land-use planning, embodied energy studies, recy-
cling and pollution control to create a single approach to ecological design.” His verti-
cal landscapes and ecological skyscrapers suggest radically new ways of inhabiting
the high-density realm of the city.

Emilio Ambasz, has succeeded in bringing his transformations of nature into archi-
tecture on a grand urban scale through such projects as his award winning Fukuoka
Prefectural International Hall in Japan.

Perhaps more modest in the degree of radical form, if no less ambitious in the scope
of regional intervention, Andres Duany and Peter Calthorpe have developed a re-
gional planning model known as the “Transect Concept,” which sets a pattern for
“smart growth” without suburban sprawl. The fundamental element in this concept is
a continuum of zones from the city business district core outward through a high-
density, mixed-use city center; a general-use area, including multifamily housing; an
edge area of single-family housing and schools; and, finally, reserves of green space
that might be developed and preserves that cannot be developed. City growth is
contained within its boundaries through infill development rather than outward sprawl.

Calthorpe suggests that the concepts of connectivity and diversity can be applied to regional planning as well as
at the neighborhood scale. Where neighborhoods depend on pedestrian access for connectivity, regions rely on
transit systems. Where neighborhoods have clinics and K-12 schools, regions have hospitals and colleges. He

bioclimatic skyscraper
proposal by Yeang

Fukuoka Prefectural Hall
by Ambasz



argues that neighborhoods and regions have distinct edges that need to be preserved. Where those edges are
blurred, you don’t see green fields, you see paved suburban strip development and abandoned manufacturing
sites. The key to changing these back into neighborhoods is to reconstruct nature, provide a mix of uses, and
recreate the sense of neighborhood boundaries. His proposals like Bay Meadows Plan for Palo Alto CA, and the
Green City Philippines Master Plan change how people live their day to day lives, while seeming to preserve an
outward similarity to contemporary home styles.

Already there are places on Earth that offer entirely new ways to think about how we occupy the planet. White
Cliffs is a town in the middle of the outback of New South Wales Australia which is entirely powered by the sun.
Its beautiful array of parabolic solar collectors focus sunlight on water vessels. The intense energy turns the
water to steam which is fed to turbines that produce all the electricity  and heat needed for the town.

Perhaps even more than practitioners, advanced students of architectural design often seek to articulate visions
of alternative modes of living in which carefully ordered sets of program volumes facilitate these new ways  to
dwell on the earth. The indomitable ambitions of talented young people provide the energy to work out the
technical and plastic ramifications of their search with little regard for either compensation or compatibility. How-
ever, the best of these often appear to fit quite well in their selected contexts, despite the fact that the final forms
are often unforeseen at the outset. In this way the new may become the contemporary, and perhaps someday
the traditional. This is a pattern as old as the Pyramids and the Parthenon.

The studies presented in the following pages fall into a few broad categories, each illustrated with workable and
resolved architectural plans. There is no reason why many of these ideas could not begin to be implemented as
early as next week. The following concerns have been looked at in some detail by a number of architectural
thesis students under the author’s direction at NYIT in the course of their progress towards their first professional
degree in the School’s Five year the Bachelor of Architecture Program. The general areas include:

A. Reconfiguring the City
B. Healing mid-density exurban sprawl
C. Eliminating traffic and fossil fuel consumption through design
D. Creating prototypes for new social institutions
E.  Establishing parameters for new architectural contexts, planet-wide and beyond

Each area has spawned a number of different approaches, a select few of which are briefly described and
documented below. They all share the virtue of being measurable and testable, since they are all made out of the
stuff common to both popular and architect’s dreams; that is, plans. For architects plans show both how to build
and how to inhabit, they indicate sizes of seats doors as well as columns and beams, and they include sections,
elevations, and models as well as floor plans. Policy makers make plans in the form of rules-- zoning, building
codes, covenants, and the like, but architects make plans in the medium of space.

Together the sixteen projects in these five areas shown below suggest nothing less than a way to remake the world.

White Cliffs NSW Australia, by 1980, a town totally powered by solar energy



A. RECONFIGURING THE CITY

1. Urban Vertical Forest, by Bill Means, c. 1990

Before 1990, an architectural thesis student presented the intention of “doing something with nature and archi-
tecture.” His earliest sketches proposed nailing short lengths of 2 x 4’s to a tree, suggesting that as the tree grew,
it would be possible to climb higher up to an evolving constructed tree-house. This naive expression evolved into
a very sophisticated and beautifully realized design for an Urban Vertical Forest.

Three hollow 18-story cubes are stacked one above the other. The northwest and northeast sides of these cubes
contain apartments, whose thick residential walls and floors as well as the climate controlled air inside act as
insulation for the arboreal cubes against the harsh north winds. The southeast and southwest sides are large
nine-square windows, whose mullions and spandrels are 8-foot high and wide access and service tubes. In the
summer these sun walls may be completely open, in winter, they may be closed to maximize the greenhouse
effect for the building’s southern sun exposures. The floor of each cube supports up to nine climax-growth
deciduous and/or conifer trees. Each cube includes almost 200’ of height to accomodate their growth. The
ceiling of each cube uses the fire-safety sprinkler system as controlled rainfall for the trees, while the floor acts
as a drain, whose pumps can recycle the water back up to the sprinkler system as needed.

The designer calculated that the structural load of the apartments was so much greater than the combined load
of the tree spaces, that the southern corner of the cubes and indeed the entire building could be cantilevered.
The building that emerged from these designs is beautiful, well-proportioned, appropriate in its program, and
eminently buildable. Siting studies which included considering the shadows cast be the building indicated that a
city built of these apartment forests could more than double the original woodland coverage that preceded the
founding of the city!

Urban Vertical Forest by Bill Means
For the record, this was done in 1990, before Yeang



2. Communal Dwelling Type Urban London, by Christine Caine, 2003

A few years ago, a student found
urban conditions in Italy Spain
and Britain, that were very differ-
ent from those in the US. She
wrote a clear statement of her
belief that architectural design
can envision and empower new
worlds for us to live in:

” As architects, we directly shape the
social conditions and functions of
present day. We do so by shaping
the forms and spaces which people
occupy daily. As a result we ulti-
mately form the patterns of move-
ment in and around these forms
and space. These daily patterns of
movement exemplify our social ten-
dencies. As technological advance-
ments continue, aspects of home,
workplace and communal gathering
reshape and transform our culture.”

Her analysis continues by observ-
ing that the urban city, epitome
of modern technology, is subject to direct impact made by these technological advancements. However, she
notes that in cities, technology also seems to separate elements of home, work, and community further isolating
individuals from one another.

London became the focus for investigating urban communal decay. London currently faces a dire need for
housing and has begun to “solve” this issue by building intrusively large apartment units just outside the city’s
center. Her proposal is that London stop turning its back on the city’s center by building on its outskirts. Instead
she sought to create a community dwelling type in the heart of London. In scale with the existing fabric of the city,
it is designed to promote reintegration of local social gathering into the lives of Londoners. The  program for this
intentional community includes not only social pieces for neighborhood integration, but also programmatic ele-
ments to unite the residents into their own internal community.

This living community typology can be inserted in many locations throughout London, each modified according
to the particulars of its local site conditions, such as infil, end-condition, free-standing etc. Each of these commu-
nities is ideally located within walking distance to schools, parks, leisure activities, and places of work.

Illustrated here in detail is the infill condition, perhaps the most difficult site condition to resolve, since access to
natural daylight is limited only to front and back facades. Architecturally, the uniting element that gives identity to
the community is a large internal multi-story skylit volume. At its street facades are arrayed apartment dwellings
in configurations to allow a variety of individual pair and family groups. Each subgroup enjoys its own living
lounge that serves as a balcony to the collective life within the whole structure.

At grade are shops and access to homeless shelter, public theater, and entry to the apartments above. Sus-
pended in the central space is the communal dining hall. The plus 56 foot plan shows the collective kitchen which
serves the adjacent main indoor dining hall and exterior dining terrace. The plan at plus 32 feet shows the section
break according to the overall three dimensional tartan grid that permits the entire floor to become communal,
housing programmatic elements such as the homeless shelter, computer conference and meeting rooms, and
the communal library. The architecture of this project is well proportioned and at imitate human scale, while
simultaneously providing a monumental scale and natural daylighting appropriate to its collective intentions. It is
a marvelous demonstration of how to unite the indissoluble binomial of the individual and the collective.

Community Dwelling Prototype for Urban London, Christine Caine



B. HEALING MID-DENSITY URBAN SPRAWL

3. Home for Generations, by author 1985-2005

The author has independently in-
vestigated the problem of how to
make our most common dwelling
condition-- single family automotive
suburbia-- into a sustainable,
healthful, and beautiful environ-
ment. The decades-long study has
culminated in a project called
Home for Generations. This work
was briefly documented in our sub-
mission to last year’s Third Hawaii
International Conference on Arts
and Humanities. This architectural
investigation of alternative settle-
ment patterns for middle density
dwelling areas, the typical subur-
bia we know around our cities to-
day, explores how to build homes in such a way that all heat and electrical energy comes from the sun, that the
exposed north side is sheltered by modifying the landscape through carefully calculated cut and fill excavation,
and that the vehicle itself gets its daily commuting “fuel” through its own dedicated photovoltaic garage. This can
be assured through careful planning of the entire site strategy, which guarantees each home and its neighbors
sufficient sunlight for these energy needs. For each house fields open to the south and forests grow on the north
cool wet slopes. Over time these homes can accomodate far more than the “Ozzie and Harriet” nuclear family-
- they can provide room for an extended multi-generational family or intentional living unit of well over 30 people.

4. Home for Dysfunctional Family, c. 1992

Not all studies of suburban problems have focussed on generic or strategic situations. In some cases students
have investigated very particular conditions, from lifetime learning home, to life cycle housing, to a house for
divorcing parents. Shown above is a House for a Dysfunctional Family, whose members include alcoholic and
obsessive siblings. It provides for separate entries for those who want to be or live alone, and meeting places
that can make it easy for members with disparate life-styles to give each other mutual support. There is even a
small chapel in the garden.

Home for Generations by author

House for a Dysfunctional Family, by unidentified student



C.  ELIMINATING TRAFFIC AND FOSSIL FUEL CONSUMPTION THROUGH DESIGN

5. The Pedestrian PARKway, by Chris Hunt, 1999

Many of us who live in automotive-scale suburbs have just about lost the sense of a day’s walk or bike trip.
Before Europeans settled Long Island NY native Americans could well have fished in the Long Island Sound in
the morning and walked to a clam bake at an Atlantic Ocean beach in the same evening. A student was shocked
to discover that the trip that now may take two hours bey car in heavy traffic might take not much more on foot.
This led to a proposal to utilize current parkway rights-of way for walking, bike-riding, baby-strolling, and the like.
He determined that at least two speeds of no-motor vehicle traffic must be accommodated, and developed
independent but periodically meeting systems for each. A rhythm of safety comfort stations and rest stops was
the essence of the proposal. The Pedestrian PARKway is a design for a regional foot and bikeway that will use
the open space along the Meadowbrook Parkway and the Northern Stale Parkway to form a linear park network.
The center or heart of the network will be at the intersection of these two major highways. The Pedestrian
PARKway will join the Long Island Sound (Hempstead Harbor) and the Atlantic Ocean and Jones Beach. The
linear parkway would also connect the surrounding neighborhoods and eventually transform into a complete
network of pedestrian spaces, thus transforming Nassau County into a pedestrian city.

6. Transformation of Existing Highways, by Guy Page, 1989

Perhaps through the development of
something like the Mag Lev Regional net-
work described below, we may someday
no longer need limited access high-speed
roadways like the Interstate Highway sys-
tem and its regional city ring road supple-
ments. After all, for thousands of years
most people lived without fear of being
run into at speeds great enough to in-
stantly kill them. And it was the rare road
indeed that was paved to glass-like
smoothness without interruption across
continents. Even in the US, it is only in
the last fifty years that we have connected
our paved streets to guarantee that a citi-
zen can now drive from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific without needing to even halt for a stoplight or stop sign.
If we ever develop a Star Trek Transporter, what will we do with the rights of way, the enormous amount of our
national real estate given over to pavement, access roads, overpasses, and cloverleafs?

 Regional Foot and Bikeway by Chris Hunt

Transformation of Existing Highways by Guy Page



7. LI Regional Transit  by Professors Michele Bertomen and Paul Koch

There may come a time when the
automobile is recognized for its
inefficiency and inequality. There
are too many people living in sub-
urban realms that demand the
ability to drive a car to guarantee
personal liberty and indepen-
dence. Sadly, we are now seeing
the outcome of the young fami-
lies who moved into Levittown
and its knock-offs right after
World War 2. The children have
grown and may resettle happily
in those or newer suburbs, but
their aging parents become in-
creasingly dangerous to them-
selves and others as their eye-
sight and reaction time falls be-
low the standards needed for safe
driving. Thus we find that suburbs
have at least three groups who
are functionally disenfranchised
by their physical inability and/or lack of mature judgement to safely drive a car: the elderly, children, and the
inebriated. Of course, even those who drive well enough to commute between suburb and city every day for their
livelihood face the frustration of traffic and uncertainty of schedule, never knowing how much time to leave for a
commute which may be only 20 miles each way but which may vary in time from 20 minutes to two hours,
depending on weather, accidents, or even the presence of a visiting dignitary.

Colleagues here at NYIT undertook to investigate effective alternatives to regional transit. Some time ago they
 proposed a moderate speed magnetic levitation elevated “monorail” system. Unlike Japan’s Bullet trains, and
others which work on the same principle, Bertomen and Koch’s scheme proposes moderate speed transport.
Small transit cabs, for perhaps only four or six people at maximum, would travel from start to finish at a steady 60
miles per hour. This is guaranteed by two elements of the system, all transit is computer controlled, and the
system is a network, with redundant and alternative path to nodes throughout the region. A user would walk, or
perhaps ride a modified golf cart from home to nearby station, punch in the destination desired when the access
card is presented, and the central management system would bring up the next waiting car to  meet the passen-
gers and take them smoothly to their destination. If one of these cars derails or breaks down, the central proces-
sor could simply reroute other passengers around them, much as nationwide phone wires may send your mes-
sage from LA  to Chicago via Boston.

The revolutionary implication of this simple design proposal is simply this: that in a region such as the greater
New York City Metropolitan region, everyone could count on getting from anywhere to anywhere else in the
network at the steady  rate of a mile a minute. This means that most suburbanites could not only get from their
home to Times Square in a matter of perhaps 20 minutes, every time, but they could also go from suburban New
Jersey to suburban Connecticut in perhaps no more than 40 minutes-- and sleep all the way! Send your kids to
Grandma, and then go out drinking and meet them there later. No doubt this may be expensive to build and
maintain, but so is the highway system we currently suffer under. And quite possibly, the investment in treasure
will reap a harvest of life time that is immeasurably more valuable.

We might even take the next imaginative leap and propose not a monorail but a “zero-rail”, whereby the cabins
would be guided from one lone stanchion to the next by electromagnetic pulse. This would be an especially
appropriate application in wilderness areas, where even infrastructure could cover its own tracks.

   LI Regional Transit  by Michele Bertomen and Paul Koch



D. CREATING PROTOTYPES FOR NEW SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

8. Interactive Community Planning, by Anthony Pisano, 2004

Anthony Pisano, a student skilled in both architec-
tural design and computer applications, developed a
method to  make visible to all political constituencies
both the land potential of a site and the dimensional
requirements of proposed cultural elements for it with-
out prejudicing a particular design approach of the
arrangement of these elements.  This work was briefly
mentioned in our submission to last year’s Third Ha-
waii International Conference on Arts and Humani-
ties, Thoreau’s Number and Other Measures:  Value
and Visibility in Humanism.

Together, we identified needed elements such as a zoo, theme park, and large municipal park, and rendered
these as plan elements from scale maps or aerial photographs. These are set to the same scale as an aerial view
and site plan of an actual site and placed on magnets to a metal board with an aerial view of the entire site. This
apparatus make is easy for the general public and policy makers public to visualize “what happens if” the Zoo
goes next to the shopping mall, or if it is the County Library instead.  This method is especially useful for very
large parcels in complex jurisdictions. The student applied this approach to an existing 16 square mile site in
Nassau County NY and was welcomed as a useful tool by the County Executive.

9. Immigrant Health Care Community, by Ian Carnow, 2004

Ellis Island once saw thousands of refugees a day stream
through its doors. These immigrants were on their way to a
better life and opportunity, and Ellis Island symbolized si-
multaneously the end of their journey from their homeland
and the beginning of their new life in a new world. The stu-
dent felt that this is missing in the experience refugees have
in coming to the United States. Currently, they fly into ap-
proved airports and are taken directly to low income hous-
ing where they are left to fend for themselves. He proposed
a facility that not only serves as the end of a journey from a
refugee’s homeland, but also serves as a gateway to their
new life and new country.

This project is a new building type designed to house and acclimate refugees coming to the United States for a
period of approximately 6 months, after which time they can be relocated to other communities within the coun-
try. This facility will offer housing, educational and social services, office space for nonprofit groups who work to
provide services to refugees, and a satellite office for US Government agencies such as INS, DHS, and the State
Department. These program elements are geared toward helping refugees adjust to their new lives in the US,
but there are also programmatic components of the project dedicated to sharing the culture and experiences of
refugees with the community. The refugee awareness and cultural center, which includes refugee art and music
centers, a multi-cultural foods store, a native crafts store, and a gallery space which promotes awareness of refu-
gees and their struggles, is designed to allow the refugees to give back to their new community and provide an
interaction that is about the community learning about the immigrant. The architectural strategy is to create a
volume that allows two entities to intersect, in this case two cultures meeting or two time periods in a person’s life
overlapping to ease the transition. The project site is located 7 blocks south of the United Nations on the east
side of Manhattan in a primarily residential neighborhood. It is in close proximity to the entrance to the Queens
Midtown Tunnel and has easy access to the FDR as well as a site for New York water taxi service. It one block
away from NYU Medical Center and is directly opposite a local park.

Immigrant Welcoming Settlement by Ian Carnow

                       Interactive Community Planning, by Anthony Pisano



10. Terminal Dignity Health Care Community by Maria Di Natale Scotto, c. 1990

One student was interested in
the architectural problem of the
spaces appropriate for the
transition between life and
death. She identified as a criti-
cal area the architecture of
hospices. She found that too
often the architecture was if
anything a hindrance rather
than an aid to these complex
changes in life’s phases.

While many hospices have
been sensitively designed to
accomodate both patient and
family needs in terms of light-
ing, privacy, acoustics, and
services, too often the patient
is stuck in a single room for the
duration of the stay. She
wanted to investigate how ar-
chitecture could not only facili-
tate and ease these transi-
tions, but also ennoble the ex-
perience of the patient and
provide dignity to both indi-
vidual and community aspects
of the experience.

She located her proposal  on
the island of Melun in the River
Seine, linked to the center of
the old city of Melun, France
around it by a bridge, but also
separated by its surrounding
water  way. Her Terminal Dig-
nity Health Care Community
can provide a needed transi-
tional element for the commu-
nity while giving a deeper meaning to the bridge connection linking them. The place, accessed by a bridge, will
itself be a bridge from a dying person’s known existence to the unknown future beyond. The most important
consideration in the scheme is to provide areas of interior and exterior space appropriate to each physical and
mental stage of the progress of the disease. Three basic zones in the plan recognize the different needs of the
patients at each stage of their illness. The basic unit is the bed, which stays constant as the setting around it is
modified to accomodate the changing needs of the terminally ill, who progress through stages of increase debil-
ity. Their needs for stimuli and support from the outside world, and this design is sensitive to these changes,
altering the section to provide increasing intimacy as needed, but minimizing its constricting effect by providing
views to gardens outside the patient’s window. Recognizing the terminally ill person’s conflicting impulses to
seek more comfort and support while at the same time refusing to submit to the ravages of the disease, the
student sensitively developed a sectional strategy that allows the lower level of each zone ( and each stage of the
illness) to become the upper level of the next stage of the scheme. This stepping down of the section ultimately
leads to the dock and island beyond at the island’s end.

Terminal Dignity Health Care Community by Maria Di Natale Scotto



11. Home for Three Ladies, a Mutual Support Retirement Dwelling, by Jason Campagna, 2002

This one is more subtle, and perhaps not to be taken literally. The transition from working/family life, through
retirement, and on until dying, is the focus of this study of an actual problem that had emerged some time earlier
when a colleague was approached by 3 women friends who wanted a design for a single dwelling they would
share as they made the transition through these phases of life. By the time this problem was presented in a
thesis design studio, the original ladies were no longer potential clients. The student was able to extract from this
a program at once more generic and more specific by suggesting that the three women could be identified
mythological archetypes—Joan of Arc, the chaste leader, Aphrodite Monroe, the love goddess, and Grandma
Moses, the Earth Mother. Each of these archetypes are given one of the 3 mutually perpendicular axes (X, Y, Z)
to be their primary line of movement and identity. Where the lines interact, spaces of mutual interest and support
are formed, so that in the end the dwelling provides for both individual and collective identity and security. For
example, Joan is given a retreat set into the western hillside, and a long corridor leading to a speaker’s platform
in the east. Her corridor is designed to be relatively isolating, although it provides easy access to the home’s
library, so that she can preserve her concentration and purity as she moves between acts of leadership and times
of planning and recollection. On the other hand, the line of Grandma Moses extends from the preschool at the
top of the hill to the north, to the gardens at the south slope of the site. Her movement through the volume is
expansive and open, and links kitchen and dining in direct relation to the southern exposure. Aphrodite’s axis is
vertical, and moves up from earthy lust to the observatory under the stars. One can dance upward along this
vertical path, performing theatrics from a balcony for people in the living room before retiring to the private tryst
in the tower. The entire project becomes a thoughtful meditation on how we all manifest a variety of personae
throughout our lives.

Home for Three Ladies by Jason Campagna



Ocean Going Floating City by Jennifer Rusch

E. ESTABLISHING PARAMETERS FOR NEW ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXTS

12. Ocean Going City, by Jennifer Rusch, c. 1995

Three quarters of the earth’s surface is covered by the sea. As our population swells to 6 billion and beyond, it is
only natural to wonder if humanity can live as well and as comfortably on the ocean as on the land. Jennifer
Rusch took this challenge for her thesis investigation, and developed a plausible and provocative design for a
city that would drift with ocean currents.  The most important concern was the enormously destructive power of
rough seas. Using the engineering parameters of offshore oil-drilling platforms, she determined that the critical
design constraint needs to be the ability to survive hundred foot  waves.

The city would be a vast space-frame, hundreds of feet across, that would support housing, working, helipads
and landing strips, and all the other necessities and amenities of a small sized city. The virtue of this frame was
that it was large enough and open enough to allow much the destructive force of angry seas to pass right through
it without any resistance. Each of the struts in this triangulated space frame was 8 feet  in diameter, large enough
for a person to walk through. So these struts were both service ducts and foul-weather circulation pathways.
Harvest from the sea would be the primary economic base-- fishing, mineral extraction, and the like. Around the
entire space frame was a ring of wave baffles, designed to make the inner harbor of the city relatively calm. An
arched gate allowed ships to pass in and out of this harbor. Photos of the partially completed model give a sense
of the scale of this project.



13. A  Permanent Home for the Olympics by Ernie De Maio and Clay Smook, 1986

Almost a quarter of a century ago, two students decided to find a resolution to a problem that was both extremely
ancient and as modern as could be. (So perhaps it is now halfway to recognition and acceptance.) They won-
dered about the expense and implicit waste of needing to rebuild all the necessary arenas and stadia for the
quadrennial event of the International Olympics. Their curiosity was piqued when they read the original brief for
the reestablishment of the Olympics in modern format, formulated by Baron Pierre de Coubertin of France in
1892. The first modern games were held in Greece two years later, in 1896. Coubertin proposed that there be
world competitions for the best in a variety of fields-- not just athletics but also in a cultural festival that would
include chess, dancing, poetry and music. The students wondered if the original intention of this more ecumeni-
cal vision of these global competitions could not include seeking and rewarding the best in all walks of life-- so
they conceived the idea of an Olympic village inhabited by the best baker and best librarian and best traffic cop,
as well as the best swimmer or sprinter. The reward for winning the Gold Medal in your field would be the
opportunity to live in this Olympic Village until the next challenge, four years later. While Coubertin originally
insisted that the Olympics be held in a variety of venues around the world, despite the hopes of the first host
Greece, that it would remain with them, De Maio and Smook’s idea logically suggested a permanent home for
the Olympics. They also reasoned that since most people do not get to go to the actual Olympics, and rather
watch the competitions on television, our satellite-supported global television network could be most enhanced
by intensive and permanent broadcast facilities, so that we would all continue to enjoy the competitions “right in
our own homes.”

After carefully studying the history of the original Olympic cycle in Greece, the students looked for a permanent
home appropriate to its heritage. They finally settled on the island of Zakinthos, in the Adriatic just off the western
coast of Greece. Their beautiful and elaborate designs took advantage of the magnificent prospects of the site,
not only for the sporting arenas and other competitions, but also for the housing, arrayed in fanlike fashion on the
cliffs facing the sea to the south.

 A  Permanent Home for the Olympics by Ernie De Maio and Clay Smook



    Earth Light Lodge by author

14. Lunar Natural Park by author, 1989

Eventually, humankind will expand beyond the
confines of our home planet. A likely first stop
will be the Moon, and if past experience is any
guide, one of the most likely early destinations
will be to tourist attractions. If at first it does not
seem that the Moon offers anything of interest
to the casual tourist, more careful consideration
reveals a host of possibilities.

Both time and space will be experienced quite
differently on the Moon. A lunar day is the same
as a lunar month, about four weeks long. So at
the lunar equator there are two full weeks of sun-
light followed by two weeks of darkness. Be-
tween these, lunar dawn and dusk each take a
matter of hours and even days rather than the
minutes for earth’s daily sunrise and sunset. A
corollary to the fact that we always see the same
face of the Moon is the fact that the Earth in the
lunar sky does not move-- it always stays in the
same position. The gravity of the Moon is one-
sixth that of Earth.

These simple facts lead to some very provoca-
tive possibilities, first explored by the author in
Earth Light Lodge, a proposal for a hotel and
natural park in the crater Aristarchus.

The hotel is located in the interior wall of the
6000 meter deep crater, taking advantage of the
lunar regolith to provide protection against the
intense radiation of the infrequent solar storms.
Air and fresh vegetables are provided by the gar-
dens and forests below the rooms. Solar collec-
tors on the wall below them are fitted with large
shutters that open during the day fortnight to collect radiation energy, and close during the lunar night to feed
extra heat and energy into the hotel. All rooms have spectacular views. Side trips to the crater’s interior and
elsewhere are available.

What is really unusual is the human experience of the place. One-sixth earth gravity means that a person who
can climb a staircase with 8-inch risers can go from one floor to another eight feet above it with only a half landing
at four feet above the floor. So staircases are replaced by platforms. By the same token, a person who can jump
and touch the ceiling on Earth will be able to jump six floors high on the moon. So the hotel corridors are six
stories high. With a one-earth atmosphere air density, guests will be able to take advantage of the triple lunar
height (18 stories) lobby, and soar and fly freely simply by spreading the wings of their flying garments attached
to their wrists and ankles. Children will enjoy 3D rides hanging onto hot air or helium balloons.

Time changes as well. Water falls half as fast. Bathtubs will become splash pools. The waterfall in the lobby falls
slowly. Diners in the Earthlight Lounge Restaurant will be able to sit carefully aimed to the view of an Earth four
times as large as our full moon, sitting stationary just a bit over the crater’s horizon. It will never stray from that
spot. However, there is a compensation. The face of the Earth will itself move. As pearly clouds swirl over blue
oceans, diners over the course of a two hour dinner will be able to watch the progress of a storm across the
Florida panhandle.



Zero Gravity Resort by Rick Borruto

Asteroid Golf by author

15. Asteroid Golf by author, 2005

Going a step beyond the Moon we can envision unusual spacial and architectural properties of unearthly real
estate beyond the Moon. Nearby, in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter exist myriad small bodies, each
with their own micro-gravity. Some of these, like the asteroid Eros, tumble end over end as they orbit the sun. An
asteroid say the size of Manhattan, perhaps no more than 20 miles long, will have enough gravity so that some-
one taking a bath at the front end will float gently off the surface (with the water in the tub!) when the tumbling
asteroid places the tub in the rear of the mass, trailing the rest of the asteroid is it moves ahead in its orbit. He or
she will hover free in space for a moment, before the rotation and acceleration bring the bather and water back
down for the front seat ride at the next tumble.  This phenomenon suggests interesting applications. For ex-
ample, we can envision a most challenging game of golf on such an asteroid, especially if tunnels and other
holes were drilled clear through the rock. A golfer could plan a tee shot with just enough power so that it  would
fly through the tunnel and out into space before the weak gravity of the asteroid pulled it back onto it  surface,
perhaps miles away and around the corner from both the tee box and the tunnel exit. The game would demand
exceptional timing.

16. Zero Gravity Tourism, by Rick Borruto, c. 1993

An unusually dedicated thesis student took these musings to perhaps the ultimate architectural site-- the realm
of the black void of space itself. While many designers have wrestled with this condition, most seek to minimize
the effects of no gravity by artificially inducing gravity through rotation or other means. Paolo Soleri’s Asteromo
is one example. The student wondered if it were possible to make architecture uniquely appropriate to the
condition of no gravity, rather than seek to eliminate it. He reasoned that while long-term residence in zero-
gravity seems to have a debilitating effect on bone strength, short stays might be wonderful. So a weightless
hotel was proposed. To take full advantage of its unique environment, guests were to feel that they had the
freedom of the space, they could go anywhere in it. Since there is no automatic up or down without gravity,
orientation was an issue.  The most distinguishing feature of his solution is the intersection of two independently
oriented organizing three-dimensional grids that weave through each other everywhere in the structure. One set
of orientations is for the guests, the other for the staff.



Conclusion

Together, these studies begin to reveal a promise for our immediate physical design environment. They help us
to envision our collective home as a place where there is no dependence on petroleum for domestic heating, cooling,
power, or commutation; where sustainable land use and reclamation is widespread, where even urban and suburban
forests are enlarging, where houses and workplaces are increasingly customizable personal environments, where
nuclear family housing is only one of many dwelling options, and life-cycle health care with dignity is available for
all, where people care for and care about each other in spaces expressly designed to help this happen, and
where new architectural inventions increase the range of places in which people can live and thrive.
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MUSIC, MEMORIZATION, AND PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE 

I. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 

A. Rational 

 The purpose of this research is to investigate relationships between score memorization by 

the conductor and the performance of musicians in an ensemble. Score memorization has become a 

standard part of the training of young conductors and is advocated by experts in the field. However, 

current research relating the conductor's ability to internalize the score to an ensemble's ability to 

perform a piece of music is conspicuous in its absence. Data from this study and replications of this 

study will allow teachers of conductors to assign some scientific worth to the practice of score 

memorization.  

 Information regarding the practice of score memorization and its influence on ensemble 

performance could alter the pedagogy of the conductor. By defining the continuum of memorization 

levels, this study will perhaps build a lexicon for further investigation into the task of music 

memorization. Results from memorization studies are applicable along a wide variety of topics. If 

memorization can increase performance effectiveness in wind ensembles and symphonic bands, will 

it also follow that score memorization by the conductor can improve the performance of all musical 

ensembles such as orchestras, choirs and chamber groups? Also, value may be derived from the 

study of how to quantify the largely aesthetic realm of music in such a way that the information is 

useful to the practical musician.   

B. Statement of Research Questions 

1. What effect does score memorization by the conductor have on a musical ensemble’s ability to 
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play music accurately? 

2. What effect does score memorization by the conductor have on a musical ensemble’s ability to 

play music aesthetically? 

3. What effect does score memorization by the conductor have on a musical ensemble’s self 

evaluation concerning accuracy, aesthetic enjoyment, and overall scoring. 

C. Research Hypothesis 

 A positive relationship exists between the memorization of a musical score by the conductor 

and the accuracy and aesthetic value of the musical experience as experienced by members of the 

ensemble and expert evaluators. 

D. Null Hypothesis 

 There is no difference between a conductor memorizing a score or not memorizing the score 

in relation to ensemble accuracy and aesthetic enjoyment. 

II. DATA COLLECTION 

A. Variables 

 This study will look at the dependent variable of musicianship as defined as accurate 

execution of notes and aesthetic delivery of a musical composition. The dependent variable will be 

measured by the subjects in the form of a questionnaire and by expert listeners in the form of 

evaluating tape recording of the performance. 

 The independent variable of score memorization will be the primary focus of the study. Its 

values are defined below: 

 Eyes Up Conducting (EUC-code 1): Conducting a piece of music with the appearance of 
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score knowledge by looking at the group while conducting without knowing the score well. 

 Page Only Conducting (PGC- code 2): Conducting without looking at the group; only 

focusing on the printed score. 

 Status Quo Conducting (SQC-code 3): Conducting while referencing the score when 

necessary to bring instrumentalists in, indicate tempos, meters and musical elements in the score. 

 Score Memorization Level One (SML1-code 4) : The ability to conduct a score from 

memory with knowledge of metric design, volume, macro-form, and 50% of the phraseology and 

instrument entrances. In SML1 conducting, the musical leader has a deep knowledge of the score 

and has conducted it before without referencing the score. 

 Score Memorization Level Two (SML2-code 5) : The ability to conduct a score from 

memory with deep knowledge of metric design, volume, macro-form, 90% of the phraseology and 

instrument entrances, along with a definitive understanding of the composer's intent, key centers, 

and timbre groupings, etc.. 

 Secondary independent variables will be reviewed including evaluation of aesthetic and 

accuracy in relationship to instrument played (woodwind, brass, percussion), class major (music 

major, non-music major), gender and physical well-being. 

 Extraneous variables  of significance include: 

The effect of differing compositions on the aesthetic and accuracy ratings by students 

The environmental effect concerning room temperature, humidity, and acoustic interruption. 

B. Description of Instruments 

 The primary instrument of data collection will be a questionnaire asking each student to rate 
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their accuracy and aesthetic enjoyment of each trial on a five-point scale. Student responses will 

include information on gender, instrument played, class standing, physical well-being and major 

area of study. 

C. Data Collection Procedures 

 Data will be collected from subjects evaluating their performance execution of musical 

composition. Ensemble A will be asked to filter out extraneous factors effecting their performance 

and focus on the musical elements at hand. Ensemble B will be given more general instructions. 

The subjects will be asked to rate their individual musical performance in the area of technical 

execution (accuracy) on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being outstanding and 1 being poor. Additionally, 

subjects will be asked to make comments as to their feeling of the performance level including a 

numeric estimate of the number of mistakes. All the ensembles will be trained in evaluating 

performance and guided to the different levels of technical execution. A second question will focus 

on how students rate the aesthetic component of their performance on a scale of 1-5 with 5 being 

outstanding and 1 being poor. 

D. Coding and Organization of Data 

 Score memorization levels will be coded 1-5 as indicated above 

 Accuracy and Aesthetic scores will be coded 1-5 as follows: 

1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good,  4 = excellent, and 5 = superior 

 Instrument played, will be coded 1= Woodwind, 2=Brass, 3=Percussion 

 Student well-being will be coded 1-5 as follows: 

1= feels terrible, 2= feels below average, 3=feels average, 4= feels above average, and 5=feels great 
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 Major will be coded, music major = 1, music minor = 2, and other major = 3  

 Gender will be coded 0=female, 1=male 

III. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Rationale  

 Data will be analyzed using the appropriate descriptive statistics for ordinal data. Because 

the independent variable of score memorization is ordinal in our study, and the dependent variable 

of musicianship can be viewed in an ordinal or interval manner, the central tendency of median and 

variability of range will be determined. By using a variety of parametric and non-paramentric tests 

on the results it is hoped that a clearer view of the relationship between score memorization and 

musicianship will become apparent. Data obtained from student self evaluation of performance 

concerning musicianship as defined as the accurate execution of a composition and the level of 

aesthetic energy obtained will be analyzed using regression and ANOVA techniques. By focusing 

statistical efforts on determining whether student groups performed at higher levels when the 

conductor memorized the score than when the score was not memorized, one will be able to 

determine if conductor memorization is a significant factor at the .05 level. Regression analyses will 

be used to determine the unique and shared effects of conductor memorization on musicianship as 

well as provide some insight into other possible factors contributing to musical excellence. Isolating 

the value of conductor memorization will help in designing future training for conductors. The 

relative value of memorization can then be evaluated on its impact concerning musicianship versus 

other conductor pedagogical areas of training such as baton technique, score analyses, 

musicological depth of knowledge, rehearsal technique, and human motivation.  
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B. Exploratory Analysis 

 Frequency Distributions of all variables will be run in order to screen outlying data and view 

intervariable trends in addition to checking codes for inappropriate inputs to coding schemes. This 

initial view of the data will steer  areas of further research and serve as basis for improvement in the 

coding aspect of future studies. 

 Histograms will be run for all appropriate variables to evaluate distribution symmetry and 

data direction and likelihood. 

 Scatter plots will be run for appropriate independent variables to determine patterns within 

the data and to highlight unusual combinations of values. A scatter matrix pairing aesthetics and 

then accuracy with the focus variables of memorization level, and health will be run to further 

highlight data relationships. 

 Stem and Leaf output will be reviewed to determine further data trends while supporting 

normality assumptions of distribution. 

 Box plots will be produced to visually highlight outliers, central tendency and the overall 

skewness of data. 

 Q-Q Normal Probability Plots will be run to support assumptions concerning samples from a 

normal population. 

 Crosstabulations will view the dependent variables of aesthetics and accuracy by the 

independent variable score memorization and extraneous variables class major, and physical well 

being. The crosstabulations will help identify trends among variables and act as an initial screen for 

compatibility with ANOVA analyses. 
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C. Description of Analysis 

 The significance of score memorization by the conductor as an influence on musicianship as 

defined as the sum of aesthetic excellence and accuracy will be determined using ANOVA after 

data is collapsed to provide compatibility with this test. Groups performing under conductor score 

memorization at a lower level will be compared to groups performing under higher level 

memorization situations. The dependent variable of aesthetic excellence and technical accuracy will 

be analyzed for variability when influenced by the independent variables of  conductor 

memorization and student health or well being. 

 Multiple linear regression will be used to ascertain the various powers and relationships of 

the independent variables of score memorization, physical well-being, class major, gender and 

musicianship as defined by aesthetic and accuracy inputs. Simultaneous regression will be run first 

followed by a hierarchical stepwise regression with independent variables entered in this order: 

score memorization, physical well-being, and class major. 

 From these analyses, conductor memorization stands to gain some statistical support in 

either its value to conducting pedagogy and musical excellence or its overemphasis as part of 

conductor training.  

IV. RESEARCH DESIGN 

A. Sample 

 The ideal population for this study would be a group of fine musicians who have experience 

working together and have maximized the performance of a specific piece of music. However, the 

costs involved in purchasing an ensemble of this expertise and magnitude accompanied with the 
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time needed to accomplish the various treatments while neutralizing the threat of instrument decay 

dictates that convenience samples be used. An additional value in using convenience samples at The 

George Washington University may be derived from the practical application of results from this 

study to a wide variety of groups in educational settings. The subjects in Ensembles A are 41 

university musicians at The George Washington University. The 41 students are members of the 

university wind ensemble and have been chosen for their proficiency on their instrument. The group 

consists of 18 male and 23 female participants with 11 of the members being music minors, 5 

declared music majors, and the rest of varying major. Ensemble B is comprised of 80 students of 

wide musical ability. Audition is required for entry into the group, but all levels of musician are 

accepted. The ensemble consists of 28 males 52 females. Both the ensembles have had 6 months 

experience working together and have performed in several concerts. All subjects will be given the 

freedom to participate in the study and will receive a summary of the results following their 

participation.  

B. Research Design 

 An experimental research design will be used to ascertain the relationship between score 

memorization and ensemble performance. A three-treatment, two-group counterbalance design will 

allow for the measurement of an ensemble’s performance under the conductor’s variable 

memorization levels as indicated in table one. Students will evaluate their performance under the 

differing treatments without knowledge as to order, treatment, or specific experimental hypothesis. 

 

 

 



Table One: Four-Treatment Counterbalance Design 

Trial I II III 

Ensemble A X1 X4 X3 

Ensemble B X2 X3 X4 

Key 

 X1 = Status Quo Conducting (SQC) 

 X2 = Score Memorization Level One (SML1) 

 X3 = Page Only Conducting (PGC) 

 X4 = Score Memorization Level Two (SML2) 

C. Internal and External Validity 

 The primary threats to this study’s internal validity are of instrumentation and testing types. 

 Decay caused by students naturally improving accuracy of musical execution and increase in 

aesthetic enjoyment over repeated trials is a definite threat to validity. While instrument decay was 

controlled for by selecting works that the students had clearly mastered, the fact that familiarity can 

effect musicianship (positively or negatively) is one of the primary threats to this study.  

 Over 15 participants missed the trials around Easter/Passover holiday. This event may also 

have effected how the participants viewed the trials as well as the actual number of trials entered 

into the data. This combination mortality and history threat can be controlled for in future studies by 

using a shorter time frame in obtaining data. 

 Threats from maturation and statistical regression are less severe than those mentioned 

above and can be controlled for in future studies by decreasing the length of time between pre and 

post tests while increasing the sample size and random assignment. 

 Perhaps the most significant threat to validity involves the fact that the researcher was in 
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fact his own control for the primary independent variable of conductor memorization. The level at 

which scores were memorized was not validated additional test, nor was memorization level 

“frozen” during the study. One of the key challenges for future studies in this area will be to 

develop a testing procedure to determine the level of score preparation by the conductor. The 

implementer threat is powerful throughout this study and should be controlled for by using a 

“neutral” conductor in future research. 

 This sample’s unique, private university, non-music major characteristics reduce the 

generalizability of the finding to the larger musician population. Studies at various levels of musical 

development in settings as distinct as beginning bands and professional orchestras could serve to 

support or refute the conclusions in this study. 

D. Statistical Conclusion Validity 

 The validity of the conclusions in this study are jeopardized by significant violations of 

independent random samples needed for statistical validity in both ANOVA and regression. 

Students were tested in a four treatment counter-balanced format and were entered into the data set 

as separate cases when in reality, cases 1,2,3 and 4 are related. This violation of independence can 

be corrected in future studies by using a significantly larger sample and having respondents answer 

only one pre-test, post-test series. The original data could be recoded on a case-by-case basis to 

reflect a true independence of observations, but the corresponding decrease in sample size would 

create other validity concerns. 

 Normality of distribution, while not perfect when viewing original data used in the 

regression analysis is approaching normality; again, larger sample size will help. The distributions 
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used in the ANOVA work represents significant departures from the normal distribution. This was 

caused by the incorrect collapsing of data in an effort to provide better fit the needs of ANOVA. 

The distribution is so abnormal as to render the ANOVA conclusions weak. 

 Distribution variances of dependent variable for values of the independent variable tend to 

remain more or less the same when viewing plots of residuals vs. predicted values. 

V. RESULTS 

 References to the location of  output supporting conclusions will follow conclusion 

statement in brackets  for example [A]. 

 A. Descriptive Findings 

 Descriptive statistics were run to produce, Mean, Variance, Minimums, Maximums, 

Skewness, Range, and Standard Deviation. These observations gave numeric support to the 

statistical and graphical support below.[A] 

 Frequency distributions and the supportive histograms indicate basic normality in our 

distributions. Some positive skewness in the area of student accuracy (STUACC) may normalize as 

the sample increases or it may be a reflection of students overstating their overall accuracy in the 

trials. The 39% music minor in the population certainly does not match the groups historic 

description and may normalize as sample increases. Of interest is the dominant number of males 

57% in the surveyed results - certainly atypical of the general population. Distributions also indicate 

some incorrect data entries, most importantly, the single case of MEMORY 1, because Eyes Only 

Conducting was not presented in any of the trials. 

 Histograms were run on all appropriate variables. Indications of data following symmetric 
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distributions were the norm with the following notable exceptions: 

 Student Accuracy (STUACC) by Score Memory Level 2 (MEMORY) indicated positive 

skewedness, while STUACC by Status Quo Conducting was negatively skewed. Additionally, the 

histogram for excellent HEALTH by STUACC was single peaked at the level 4. [C] [C1][C2][C7] 

 Scatter plots run on all key variables indicated a tendency towards a loosely positive, linear 

relationship. Positive relationships appear to exist between the independent variables of score 

memorization and student health and the divided dependent variable of musicianship ( accuracy + 

aesthetics).  

 Stem and Leaf outputs generally support normality assumptions with the same exceptions 

listed in Histograms; additionally, outlying data is easily spotted.[D] 

 Box plots indicate some extreme spreads and outlyers concerning good and excellent health 

as it relates to aesthetic satisfaction. 

 Q-Q Normal probability plots indicate that data are normal. Linearity assumptions appear to 

reasonable.[D] 

 Crosstabulations of the 100 values were used to attempt to compress and resample data to 

make it compatible with ANOVA requirements. Crosstabulations of 500 values were used to 

compare the compressed and resampled data with the original data. 

B. Inferential Findings 

ANOVA 

Concerning Student Accuracy 

 Analysis of variance for student accuracy (NEWACC) indicate that both memorization of 
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the score by the conductor (MEMORY) and student well being (NEWHEALT) produce significant 

and strong differences between groups.[E41] [E43] Student declared major (STUMAJ) was 

significant, but produced less of a difference between groups.[E49]  

 Two-way interactions were significant in all three cases dealing with the dependent variable 

NEWACC. [E56] 

 The scheffe test for significant differences between MEMORY groups (.05 alpha) indicates 

that while some level of memorization produces a differences between groups, increased level of 

memorization do not produce significant differences. Scheffe output explained below: [E42] 

 Significant difference between page only conducting and status quo conducting. 

 Significant difference between page only conducting and score memory level one. 

 Significant difference between page only conducting and score memory level two. 

 Significant difference between status quo conducting and score memory level one. 

 Significant difference between status quo conducting and score memory level two. 

 No significant differences between memory levels one and two. 

 The scheffe test for significant differences between NEWHEALTH groups (.05 alpha) 

indicates that personal well-being creates significant differences between all groups.[E44] 

 The scheffe test for significant differences between STUMAJ groups (.05 alpha) indicates 

that while music minors produced significant differences in data than either music majors or other 

majors it is interesting to note that no significant difference was found between music majors and 

those not minoring in music, but with other majors.[E50] 

 Concerning Aesthetics 
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 Analysis of variance for student aesthetics (NEWAESTH) indicate that both memorization 

of the score by the conductor (MEMORY) and student well being (NEWHEALT) produce 

significant and strong differences between groups.[E45] [E53] Student declared major (STUMAJ) 

was significant, but produced less of a difference between groups.[E47]  

 Two-way interactions were significant in all three cases dealing with the dependent variable 

NEWAESTH. [E55] 

 The scheffe test for significant differences between MEMORY groups (.05 alpha) indicates 

that while some level of memorization produces a differences between groups in aesthetic level, 

increased level of memorization did not produce significant differences.[E54] 

 Scheffe results concerning NEWHEALTH by NEWAESTH and STUMAJ  by NEWAESTH 

yielded results identical to those concerning the dependent variable NEWACC.[E46] [E48]. 

 Practical Significance 

 The largest standard deviation in the data set comes from MEMORY at SD=1.09. [A2] One 

quarter of MEMORY’s SD = .27. None of the groups found to be significant in their differences 

through the Scheffe test generated mean differences of less than .27. Therefore, group differences 

have practical significance. [E41] [E43] [E45] [E47] 

 Multiple Linear Regression 

 Regression analysis yields the following conclusions concerning the relationship among the 

dependent variable of Student Accuracy (STUACC) and the independent variables of score 

memorization by the conductor (MEMORY), student well-being (HEALTH) , student major 

(STUMAJ) and gender. 
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 MEMORY and HEALTH are significant at the .05 level, while STUMAJ and GENDER 

are not significant at the .05 alpha level.[F8] 

 MEMORY and HEALTH are nearly equal predictors of STUACC with unique effects 

near .07 R-squared and unique and total effects near .1 R-squared.[F] 

 Females scored slightly higher than males in evaluating their own accuracy: 

Variable B mean Product 

MEMORY .24 3.82 .92 

HEALTH .26 3.44 .89 

STUMAJ .06 2.39 .14 

GENDER .21 .57 .12 

CONSTANT   1.15 

 

   Y-intercept (female STUACC) 3.22 

     male STUACC 3.10  [F13] [A2] 

 Regression analysis yields the following conclusions concerning the relationship among the 

dependent variable of Student Aesthetic Experience (STUAESTH) and the independent variables 

of score memorization by the conductor (MEMORY), student well-being (HEALTH) , student 

major (STUMAJ) and gender. 

 MEMORY and HEALTH are significant at the .05 level, while STUMAJ and GENDER 

are not significant at the .05 alpha level.[G4] 

 HEALTH is better predictor of STUAESTH than MEMORY.[G] 
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 Shared + Unique Effect Unique Effect 

HEALTH .15 R-sq. .1 R-sq. 

MEMORY .07 R-sq .04 R-sq. 

 

 Females and males were nearly equal in evaluating their aesthetics (STUAESTH): 

Variable B mean product 

MEMORY .175 3.82 .66 

HEALTH .317 3.44 1.09 

STUMAJ .178 2.39 .42 

GENDER .125 .57 .07 

CONSTANT      .73 

    

   Y-intercept (female STUAESTH)  2.97 

     male STUAESTH 2.90  [G10] [A2] 

V. Conclusions 

A. Interpretation of findings 

 Most of the data presented indicate that the independent variables of score  

memorization by the conductor and student well being have a significant and positive  

influence on musicianship as defined. Although the relationship is not overpowering, it  
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may be that these variables have the greatest influence on musical improvement after the variable of 

musical training, talent, or preparation have been removed. By increasing 

sample sizes, statistical strength will most likely increase slightly and complement the  

already practical significance of these findings on musicianship. 

 Student well being appears to be on an equal level of importance with  

memorization. 

B. Implication of Findings 

 Memorization of scores needs to continue to be a part of conducting pedagogy,  

but the level of memorization may require further research. This study appears to imply  

that conducting from incomplete memory still benefits the overall musical effort of the  

ensemble. The lack of negative effect may encourage young conductors to attempt  

conducting from memory even if scores are not 100% memorized.  

 The discovery of student well-being as an equal contributor to musicianship implies  

that conductors should work diligently and sincerely to energize, nurture and support the  

ensembles with which they work. Time spent in studying human motivation and  

psychology would increase the musicianship in ensembles. Techniques and definitions from this 

study may prove useful in developing statistical support for the decisions we make regarding the 

education of tomorrow’s musical leaders. 

C. Suggestions for Future Research  

 Future researchers will be wise to address the threats validity commented on in section IV. 

The ability to control many aspects of the study of an aesthetic experience proved to be challenging. 
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By working to further isolate musicianship’s many variables in a systematic and quasi-scientific 

fashion, we may be able to increase both the enjoyment of music for all involved while applying 

quantitative research techniques to a field largely dominated by anecdotal based conclusion. Future 

studies should attempt to isolate whether the results in the study parallel external evaluation, i.e., 

does a recording of and ensemble in good to excellent health with a conductor who has memorized 

the score sound better to the expert listener than the poor health, non-memorized conductor lead 

ensemble?  Future studies may focus not on the primary variable of conductor memorization but on 

the larger question of what makes for superb musical performance. 



THE UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DIRECTOR AND 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

By Jacqueline Frost 
 

One of the most important creative collaborations on a film is between the 

Director and the Cinematographer (or DP-Director of Photography).  Their 

communication begins with the script and continues throughout production and 

into color timing and completion.  This delicate relationship has been compared 

to something similar to a marriage; there must be trust and communication 

throughout the entire process, as well as admiration and respect.  I would like to 

spend this time discussing the nature of this relationship citing specific examples 

of working collaborators throughout the history of film.  

 

“Films are light.” This statement by Federico Fellini, is the essence of the 

cinematographer’s art and function. One of the most essential skills of the 

cinematographer is to see light and remember it. “Light memory” for the 

cinematographer is similar to music memory necessary for a musician.  For 

example, when Sven Nykvist and Ingmar Bergman were in preproduction for 

“Winter Light” they spent an entire day observing the changes in light in a 

country church in Northern Sweden in order to be able to reproduce that winter 

light on a sound stage.  For the Cinematographer, watching the light becomes 

second nature, so they can contribute to the visual character of the film.  

 

As Sven Nykvist  (Fanny & Alexander, The Unbearable Lightness of Being) has said;   

The most important task of the cinematographer is to create an atmosphere-to interpret 

the mood and feeling the director wants to convey…There is a saying that a good script 

tells you what is being done and what is being said, but not what someone thinks or feels, 

and there is some truth in that.   Images, not words, capture feelings in faces and 

atmospheres and I have realized that there is nothing that can ruin the atmosphere as 



easily as too much light.  My striving for simplicity derives from my striving for the 

logical light, the true light.  

 

 

 

The Definition of Cinematography, according to the ‘American Cinematographer 

Manuel, 9th edition” states; 

Cinematography is a creative and interpretive process that culminates in the 

authorship of an original work of art rather than the simple recording of a 

physical event.  Cinematography is not a subcategory of photography. Rather, 

photography is but one craft that the cinematographer uses in addition to other 

physical, organizational, managerial, interpretive and image-manipulating 

techniques to effect one coherent process.  These visual images for the cinema, 

extending from conception and preproduction through postproduction to the 

ultimate presentation and all processes that may affect these images, are the direct 

responsibility and interest of the cinematographer. The images that the 

cinematographer brings to the screen come from the artistic vision, imagination 

and skill of the cinematographer as he or she works within a collaborative 

relationship with fellow artists.   

 

The film director is essentially the star “creative” entity in a film production.  The 

director’s name appears above the film title, or directly at the end of the 

production, and is the name associated with the style and content of the film. 

Names such as Steven Spielberg, George Lucas, Oliver Stone, Martin Scorsese, 

Nora Efron, Mira Nair, Ridley Scott, Francis Ford Coppola, Alfred Hitchcock and 

other luminaries have frequently created box office magic.   

 

The director deserves this high status because they conduct all the elements 

comprising the cinematic orchestra.  He or She must have the artistic integrity 



and toughness of mind required for making the final decisions on the screenplay 

as an equal partner with the writer and producer; playing a decisive role in the 

selection of cast and staff; directing the acting, cinematography and other aspects 

of production; supervising visual effects and exercising the right of the first cut in 

editing.  The director must have a vision of the finished film before it has been 

photographed in order to understand how all the complex elements of this art 

form relate to the whole.  (“Working Cinema” Roy Paul Madsen) 

 

The director is the first to be praised if the film is successful or the first to be 

attacked by critics if it is not.  So they have a heavy burden to carry, and often 

need the support and confirmation of their collaborators.  Usually the first 

person they will look to for that support and confirmation is their 

cinematographer. 

 

“You have to trust the director and the director has to trust you.  I feel that if you are in a 

situation where you feel that the director trusts you, you can take your work further, 

even if it’s as simple as exposing a shot a little darker.  You don’t take those risks with 

people you don’t know, especially if you are doing a studio production.  The last thing 

you want is to go into a screening room at dailies and have everyone whining because the 

shot is too dark.”  (Roger Deakins, ASC, The Village, Fargo) 

 

So how does one select a cinematographer?  Many Directors choose a 

cinematographer much as they would cast an actor.  They look at their body of 

work to evaluate their style and experience.  Often a director will screen several 

films shot by a prospective cinematographer to see if their visual style meshes 

with their vision.  The next step would be to send the cinematographer the script, 

so they can see if the material speaks to them, and finally have a meeting to see if 

their personalities connect, and if their vision for the project is on the same page. 



The Cinematographer has to understand the script and feel that they can bring 

something to it, to bring the Directors vision to life.    

 

“The Director is the most important collaborator for a DP.  He or she, along with the 

script, should be our primary source of inspiration.”  (Wally Pfister, ASC)  

 

“After you have read the script and you like it you must bring forth a lot of enthusiasm.  

Basically that’s what they want to hear and see; how interested you are in the project.  

Then you can discuss the points that you relate to.” (William Fraker, ASC) 

 

“I don’t believe in personality interviews, I must read the script first.   I let the director 

know that I am a ready collaborator and explain what I am able to supply to the project.”    

(Woody Omens, ASC) 

There is an overlapping of knowledge between the cinematographer and the 

director; a good cinematographer will understand the duties of directing, such as 

blocking the shots, and selecting the best camera moves and compositions to 

underscore the emotion or action of the scene, while being constantly aware of 

how the footage being shot will cut together in the editing suite.  A director 

needs to understand the basics of cinematography, such as lenses, focal length, 

and devices needed to move the camera to be able to communicate more 

effectively with the cinematographer.  The DP (Director of Photography) has 

some duties that are entirely technical, and the director has responsibilities with 

the script and the actor’s…. but they are both focused on the same basic task, 

which is storytelling with the camera. 

 

“Every shot has to be organic with what the director and production designer are trying 

to do.  On the set I try to attune myself to what the director is feeling.  You have to learn 

to read the directors body language because sometimes it’s difficult to express with words 

what he wants from the lighting or framing or camera movement.  You also have to be a 



little bit of a psychologist to know how and when to sell your ideas to the director.” 

(Rodrigo Prieto, ASC) 

 

Alexander is director Oliver Stone’s fourth collaboration with Rodgrio Prieto, but 

it is their first narrative feature together.  They first teamed up in 2001, when 

Stone signed on to direct the drama Beyond Borders and tapped Prieto to be his 

cinematographer; after several weeks of prep, Stone left the project and Preito 

went on to shoot Frida with Julie Taymor.  Stone and Prieto reunited for the 

documentaries Comandante and Looking for Fidel, and Persona Non Grata, which is  

about Palestine leader Yasser Arafat.   Prieto recalls that Stone first mentioned 

Alexander to him when they were en route to Ramallah to interview Arafat in 

2003.  (American Cinematographer, 11/04) 

 

“Oliver said he’s had a dream about actually being there in Alexander’s times, what it 

was like to feel the temperature, smells the atmosphere. Of course I was intrigued, but the 

project we had in front of us at that moment was quite daunting and scary…Oliver gave 

me the script to read that night, and it was strange to read it in that state of mind, with 

that feeling of imminent danger.  But the very next morning we started talking about our 

idea’s.”  (Rodrigo Prieto, Alexander, Frida) 

 

John Bailey, ASC states that over the years he’s had two qualitatively different 

kinds of initial meetings with directors:  those who have written the script vs. 

those who haven’t.   

 

“The two most important relationships that I’ve had as a cinematographer were those 

with writer/director Paul Schrader (American Gigolo) and Lawrence Kasdan (The Big 

Chill and Silverado).  I’ve found that in my initial meetings with these directors, who by 

virtue have lived with the material, the interviews were fraught with specific ideas and 



reference points and not just visually but for character, the narrative line and it’s 

relationship to the photography.”  (John Bailey, ASC) 

 

“A director who may have come onto a project not much earlier than me, may be involved 

in substantial 11th hour rewrites and in many of those cases may have his/her back 

against the wall and so there is a high level of anxiety and frustration.  That kind of 

meeting would be more exploratory—you would take a different tack because the material 

is not locked down yet.”  (John Bailey, ASC) 

 

The Cinematographer embraces the director’s vision and uses his/her visual 

talent and technical knowledge to capture the director’s inner thoughts and put 

them on the screen. (Film lighting, Malkiewicz)  Working closely with the director, 

the cinematographer is the force behind the invisible character present in every 

film we see, the camera.  Actors are the flesh and blood of a film, but the camera 

is its guiding spirit. (cinematography: screencraft). 

 

“ I like realism.  I love the interaction of actors.  I love watching good actors get together 

with a good director and a good script.  To me, that’s filmmaking.”  (John Seale; 

Rainman, Cold mountain, English Patient, City of Angels). 

 

The interaction between director and cinematographer is often critical to the 

success of the film.  As Vilmos Zsigmond has said; 

 “Much depends upon the temperament and the experience of the director.  The 

Cinematographer must never push his or her perception of how the film should be 

photographed, or assume the functions and prerogatives of the director-or even make 

suggestions-until it is apparent that such is willingly accepted by the person designated 

the director.”  (Working Cinema) 

 

When the Director walks around the set and peers through the director’s 

viewfinder, he or she will be thinking about the scene, whose scene it is and how 



they are going to cover it, what focal length will work best, and whether or not it 

is a moving or static shot.  The Cinematographer will be right there for 

consultation if needed.  

 

“The Cinematographer is responsible for everything that goes through the lens from 

production through post production.  If the Director is looking for confirmation on a shot, 

approval of an image, lock eyes before shooting.”  (Laszlo Kovacs, ASC) 

 

The Director and Cinematographer should constantly be discussing camera 

angles, color, lighting, blocking and movement of the camera.  The director 

(should) know what they want.  How it gets done is up to the cinematographer.  

They offer up ideas and accept rejection.  

 

Spielberg’s cinematogapher Januez Kaminski says; “ The story is always the most 

important aspect of my work, and it always leads me to find the visual style that works 

for a given movie.  Sometimes cinematographers get caught up in doing lighting that 

looks nice but doesn’t reflect the story.  For me, finding a visual approach that’s relevant 

to the story is the part of my work that’s the most fun.”  (American Cinematographer, July 

2004) 

 

Some historic pairings of Directors and Cinematographers include, D.W. Griffith 

and Billy Bitzer, whose collaboration created the first true cinematic experience 

in the history of American Cinema, Birth of A Nation.  Alfred Hitchcock and 

Robert Burks collaboration lasted over a decade with over ten films credited 

together creating the look of Hitchcock’s films in America; Rear Window, Vertigo 

North by Northwest, The Birds, The Trouble with Harry, The Man Who Knew Too 

Much, just to name a few. Woody Allen’s collaboration with Gordon Willis 

created some of Allen’s best films, such as Annie Hall, Manhattan, Stardust 

Memories, Purple Rose of Cairo, Broadway Danny Rose, Zelig and Interiors.  Francis 



Ford Coppola and Gordon Willis, created the epic Godfather trilogy. Orson 

Welles and Gregg Toland reinvented deep focus cinematography with ‘Citizen 

Kane’ and John Ford working with Gregg Toland, created the iconic images 

synonymous with the classic Western shot in Monument Valley.   

 

More contemporary collaborations include, John Toll and Cameron Crowe, 

(Almost Famous, Vanilla Sky and the not yet released, Elizabethtown), Tim Burton 

and Phillippe Roussault who have collaborated on Burtons past three projects 

including the current Willy Wonka and The Chocolate Factory, Ellen Kuras and 

Rebecca Miller (The Ballad of Jack and Rose, Personal Velocity, Angela), and Ellen 

Kuras with Spike Lee, who worked on five films together (4 Little Girls, He Got 

Game, Summer of Sam, Bamboozled and Jim Brown All American). Martin Scorsese 

with Michael Chapman  (Taxi Driver and Raging Bull) and Michael Ballhaus who 

has worked with Scorsese on six films including (Gangs of New York, Goodfellas, 

The Age of Innocence, Last Temptation of Christ, The Color of Money and After Hours), 

Oliver Stone and Robert Richardson, (who I will return to later, have a solid 

body of work together starting with Salvador and continuing through U-Turn, 

Stone worked with Rodrigo Prieto on four documentaries and Alexander). Steven 

Spielberg and Januz Kaminski, who worked on nine of Spielberg’s recent films 

starting with ‘Schindlers List’ and including ‘War of the Worlds” which is currently 

in theaters, they are now in pre-production on Spielberg’s next directorial effort 

which will mark their tenth collaboration. 

 

Orson Welles famously shared his title card for directing and producing “Citizen 

Kane” with the visionary Gregg Toland, a rare but poignant acknowledgement of 

how important the director/cinematographer relationship is. Marriage 

metaphors abound when cinematographers talk about their collaborations with 

directors, for if the relationship is to succeed a deep level of trust, understanding 

and joint commitment is required.  But it’s not a modern marriage of equals 



because, in the final analysis, there’s no doubt that the director always holds the 

reins of power and is responsible for the overall vision of the film.  The 

cinematographer is the visual storyteller, interpreting the Directors words and 

ultimately creating his/her vision. 

 

Most cinematographers readily accept this, especially when working with 

director’s who respect and encourage their creativity.  As Darious Khondji says:  

“I see my job as helping the director to visualize his film.  This can be a very intense 

process, so my relationship with the directors I work with is never just professional; very 

often we become close friends during the course of our collaboration.”   

 

Director Kevin Smith was given the opportunity to work with veteran 

cinematographer Vilmos Zsigmond on ‘Jersey Girl’.    Of the experience Smith 

said;  “We brought Vilmos on to give the film a certain look, and to bolster my visual 

storytelling. Working with him was the best film school education a non-shooter like 

myself could get.  In 55 days, I learned what I might have learned in four years of film 

school.”  (Kevin Smith, Master Class, www.theasc.com) 

 

If the camera is an invisible character in the film, then cinematographers can be 

likened to actors; with each film they have to adapt their creative and technical 

abilities to the requirements of different dramatic subjects.  Both acting and 

cinematography are interpretive arts, whereas the film director and 

screenwriter’s role is closer to an act of origination.  But this is not to demean the 

cinematographer’s special importance, which lies in the simple fact that film is 

primarily a visual language, and the defining moments in its evolution-such as 

the example of Citizen Kane-have almost always come about as the result of the 

creative chemistry between the director and cinematographer.  (Cinematography, 

Screencraft, Peter Ettedgui) 

 

http://www.the/


As Caleb Deschanel, ASC has said; 

‘I always read the script three or four times and generally along the way, I discuss it with 

the director, and then start to come up with an overall visual concept that I seek for the 

film.  It does not mean that this concept is ironclad.  Just the way an actor comes up with 

his character, I think, the cameraman comes up with his way of seeing a movie.  Then 

hopefully you are in sync with the director.  It is important to develop an idea about the 

story early enough, so that at least you will find out whether you think the same way as 

the director.” 

    

Ellen Kuras and Rebecca Miller have collaborated on several films (Angela, 

Personal Velocity and most recently The Ballad of Jack and Rose) they have formed a 

symbiotic relationship in which they can practically finish each other’s sentences. 

Kuras says;  “I always value the time with the director before photography, because for 

me the film really gets made during those discussions.  It creates a common language 

between me and the director to be able to understand the look and what the “third eye” is, 

in a way; what the vision of the film is.  This usually entails talking about the look in 

general, looking at different tear sheets or pictures or paintings, and then going through 

the script blow by blow”  (Ellen Kuras, ASC   Moviemaker magazine)  

 

On ‘The Ballad of Jack and Rose” Rebecca Miller challenged the relationship further 

by choosing the shoot the entire film in continuity, a choice that would enable the 

actors to sustain emotional continuity yet would complicate matters for the crew.  

Kuras has described the shooting of Jack and Rose to be “the most intimate, intense 

experiences of my life with a camera.”  Kuras had won Best Cinematography prizes 

at Sundance for work she had done for Miller, and the two began discussing 

‘Jack and Rose’ a decade prior to the film actually being shot.  So finally getting 

to shoot the film enabled Kuras to release images she had been carrying around 

in her head for years.  It also enabled the Director and DP to have a crystal clear 



understanding of how the film was to be shot and completed.  (Including the DI 

(digital intermediate) process in post. 

 

 “In my mind once a cinematographer starts working on a film and begins a collaboration 

with a director, they should never actually stop being a part of that film-ever…other than 

the director, they’re the only people on a film directly involved with the visual content 

throughout the entire production process.  They essentially are the eyes of the film”  

(John Toll, ASC, The Thin Red Line, Legends of the Fall) 

 

The collaboration between Oliver Stone and Robert Richardson has produced 

some the America’s most artistic political statements in American film: Platoon, 

Wall Street, Talk Radio, Born on the Fourth of July, The Doors, JFK, Heaven & 

Earth, Natural Born Killers, Nixon, and U-Turn.  The association between Stone 

and Richardson is reminiscent of Griffith/Bitzer or Eisentsein/Tisse, for every 

film shot for Stone, Richardson has achieved a new look, a new texture while 

maintaining a dynamic moving camera. 

 

A signature technique that Richardson has utilized while working with Stone is 

the interweaving of textured imagery in order to amplify emotions; using super 8 

reversal stocks, black and white 16mm films, and various video formats 

intertwined with vintage stock footage and silky smooth 35mm color 

anamorphic images, which are all carefully blended by Stone and his editors.  

 

Collaboration on Natural Born Killers proved to be a hurdle for Richardson and 

tested the boundaries of their friendship.  Richardson said in the November 1994 

issue of American Cinematographer; “the situation was quite clearly that I didn’t 

want to do the film. I simply didn’t have the level of respect that I’d had for the written 

material on say, Born on the Fourth of July or JFK.  Both of these aroused me in a great 

historical respect and intellectual curiosity.”    Stone had requested as a friend that 



Richardson stay on the film with him and he agreed to do the film, “only out of 

love for Oliver and our relationship.”  Once the project began it was a nightmare, 

but, “ In the end all my strife was what provided me with the creative juices to do my 

work, had I been in love with the material, I might not have been so aggressive in my 

approach; my angst wouldn’t have been as much a part of the camerawork.” 

 

Later, while working together on Nixon, the filmmakers reflected on the nature 

of their friendship, with Stone remarking, “We know each other like a husband and 

wife do.  We fight.  We disagree.  But it doesn’t get so emotional that we lose our bond.  It 

was something we felt right from the beginning.  It was one of those situations where 

someone walks into the room and you just know that he’s going to be connected to you in 

this life.” 

 

How do the Director and Cinematographer Communicate? 

 

“Viewing movies together is the most immediate way of having some common points of 

reference when discussing style.  Good knowledge of a wide range of painters and 

photographers is the next important step in facilitating the communication between the 

director and the cinematographer.  Being able to describe a certain style as one resembling 

a given painter, or knowing where to look for examples of a palette of desired colors helps 

immensely in arriving at the mutually understandable look of the film.”   

(Caleb Deschanel, ASC) 

 

Period photographs, Edward Hopper paintings, the light of Caravaggio, 

Vermeer or Rembrandt, a black and white film from the silent days, music, old 

Life magazine pictures, the light in a specific location at a certain time of day and 

any number of combinations of these things is the visual language in which 

directors and cinematographers communicate.   Many cinematographers feel that 



they are essentially painting with light, so the specific artistic references are 

extremely important in the director communicating with the cinematographer. 

 

Working with Director Peter Weir, John Seale explains;  

“ We picked out Vermeer as a reference for Witness (1985).  He seemed to have hit on a 

style, using light from a window as the complete, absolute source of light, and allowing it 

to fall away into the dark corners of the room.  Additionally, Peter gave me a wonderful 

little lighting challenge:  at first, when he’s (Harrison Ford character) at his sickest, the 

blinds were to be almost completely drawn, so the room was really in darkness.  As he 

recovers, we raised the blinds up and up until he’s well again, when it’s really quite 

bright.” 

 

Januez Kaminiski was influenced by Goya’s paintings for the look of Steven 

Spielberg’s Amistad, as well as the cinematography in Interview with a Vampire by 

Phillippe Rousselot.  “My goal was to achieve beauty without sentimentality.  I didn’t 

want the photography to be lyrical or nostalgic, I wanted it to be raw.”   

 

 

Sven Nykist has said, ‘A great deal of my inspiration has come from paintings and still 

photography”.  For example in preparing Pretty Baby with Louis Malle, the 

cinematographer and director spent a lot of time studying the paintings of 

Vermeer, specifically the way he uses light. 

 

The notion of painting with light or sculpting with it, is echoed by many 

cinematographers, and it is a reminder that although their basic technical tools 

and procedures are directly related to those of the still photographer, the work of 

the cinematographer often has deeper roots in the history of art.  The 

Renaissance painters, striving for a greater sense of three-dimensional realism 

than had previously existed in painting, introduced the concept of source 



lighting, as well as many of the dramatic effects we see in feature films, such as 

chiaroscuro (a great example of that being the ending sequence in Apocalypse 

Now, where Vittorio Storaro created a single source chiaroscuro effect on 

Brando).  And their influence, as well as that of later painters and artistic 

movements is evident in countless films. (Cinematography, Screencraft) 

 

The collaboration between the director and cinematographer is one of two 

creative entities coming together and joining forces to create something even 

greater than if done alone.   It is also a lasting bond that goes beyond a simple 

working relationship frequently turning into a deep friendship.  The 

cinematographer is much more than a technician; he/she is an artist who 

translates the written word into unforgettable images. 

 

“A handful of principles have defined my life as a cinematographer.  Be true to the script.  

Be loyal to the Director. Be able to adapt and change one’s style.  Learn simplicity. I 

would also say that a cinematographer should direct at least one film.  As a cameraman, 

it is very easy to become a technical freak.  The experience of writing and editing a film 

enables one to understand the whole creative process. “  

(Sven Nykist, Cinematography, Screencraft) 

 

Ingmar Bergman wrote, “I do mourn the fact that I no longer make films…most of all I 

miss working with Sven Nykvist, perhaps because we are both utterly captivated by the 

problems of light…” 

 

Their collaboration began with Sawdust and Tinsel (1953) and spanned three 

decades producing 22 films, ending with Fanny and Alexander in (1983). 

 



The relationship between the Director and Cinematographer is one of the most 

important, delicate and loving relationships in the cinema and has produced 

some of the most historic films in the history of motion pictures. 
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“THE READER AND THE SPECTATOR: 
THE IMAGINATIVE TEXT” 

 
 
 

My field of investigation in the use of dramatic devices (including the aside, soliloquy, 
monologue, and metatheatrical situations) in early drama of Spain has led to a new area of 
inquiry for me, the accurate positioning of both the spectator and the reader in the realm of text 
itself.  My principal approach of examining the dramatic devices in exacting detail has been 
serving me well, in terms of establishing the communicative ability of the spectator and reader 
with the characters.  The active spectator and reader have industrious imaginations and are able 
to truly believe in what they are witnessing on stage or reading on the page.  Much has been 
written on the types of dramatic texts:  first, the written text, or the version that the playwright 
actually wrote.  The subsequent text is the director’s text, which can stray quite far from the 
written text.  Finally (traditionally), there is also the performance text, which changes with every 
production, and with every performance of each production.  For example, in Lire le théâtre, 
Anne Ubersfeld discusses the relationship between the dramatic text, its representation, and the 
audience.  She explains that the dramatic text contains gaps which must be filled in by the 
performance but then interpreted by the spectators.  Jean Alter, Marco Di Marinis, and Michael 
Issacharoff, among others, have also published similar and related theories.  However, they do 
not recognize what I have coined as the “imaginative text.”  Utilizing the above named drama 
theorists’ research as a springboard, I will present my findings regarding the imaginative text, 
which manifests itself in several ways.  By applying my theories to early dramatic texts from 
Spain, as well as to contemporary performances of said texts, I will demonstrate that indeed there 
is a fourth level of the dramatic text, one that is fluid and weaves itself among the other levels of 
text, and it has been overlooked for far too long:  the imaginative text. 
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Foster’s Justification of Enumerative Induction 
 

 
Abstract 

 

 

Philosophers seem to have all but given up on justifying induction these days, but 

John Foster in a recent book courageously attempts to offer not only a justification of 

induction, but an a priori justification which depends heavily on the notion of inference 

to the best explanation.  More specifically, what Foster is interested in justifying is, as he 

puts it, the inference from "the knowledge that all the examined F-things have been G to 

the conclusion that a certain unexamined F-thing is G, or that a certain group of 

unexamined F-things are G, or that all F-things are G”.  So when he uses the term 

“induction,” he is not referring to any non-deductive inference in general, but only to 

what we would call enumerative induction.  We shall attempt to show that both of the 

premises in Foster’s main argument are independently weak or can be strengthened only 

at the price of requiring empirical assumptions. 

 



 
 

Foster’s Justification of Enumerative Induction 
 

 

Philosophers seem to have all but given up on justifying induction these days, but 

John Foster in his recent book1 courageously attempts to offer not only a justification of 

induction, but an a priori justification which depends heavily on the notion of inference 

to the best explanation.  More specifically, what Foster is interested in justifying is, as he 

puts it, the inference from "the knowledge that all the examined F-things have been G to 

the conclusion that a certain unexamined F-thing is G, or that a certain group of 

unexamined F-things are G, or that all F-things are G” (4).  So when he uses the term 

“induction,” he is not referring to any non-deductive inference in general, but only to the 

type which he calls “extrapolative inference.”  We would call it enumerative induction. If 

all observed ravens have been black, and we have observed them in a wide variety of 

circumstances, etc., then we are justified in concluding that all ravens are black, and 

therefore that subsequently observed ravens will be black. 

 

Foster examines and rejects several previous attempts to justify extrapolative 

induction: inductive justifications (Braithwaite, Black), pragmatic justifications 

(Reichenbach), linguistic justifications (Strawson),2 a priori theories of probability, and 

Popperian attempts (claiming that we do not need induction).  His attempted justification 

of extrapolative induction is going to appeal to two ideas: first, that the notion of a law of 

nature, taken in a certain way, is a coherent one; and second, that inference to the best 

explanation, sometimes called abduction or retroduction, is a legitimate, independently 

acceptable form of inference requiring no additional empirical assumptions.  His overall 

idea is that from the inductive premise (all F’s observed so far have been G’s), we can 

infer that there is a universal law of the form "All F’s are G’s", and then of course use the 

universal law to justifiably predict that future F’s will be G’s. 

                                                 
1 The Divine Lawmaker:  Lectures on Induction, Laws of Nature, And the Existence of God (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 2004). 
2 These first three “solutions” he rejects as “non-starters” (12). 
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Foster’s overall argument 
Let’s begin with a few background points:  First, in helping himself to inference 

to the best explanation, Foster is helping himself to a non-deductive inference pattern.  

His goal, therefore, is much more modest than that of justifying enumerative induction 

deductively.  His idea is that we can justify one type of induction in terms of another, 

without making any additional empirical assumptions.  Second, his argument requires 

that we can make coherent sense of a law of nature as something stronger than that of a 

mere regularity.  We need to think of laws as forms of “natural necessity – as laws whose 

obtaining ensures that things behave and interact in certain regular ways” (2).  Third, 

Foster thinks that this type of necessity can only be accounted for by the existence of a 

certain type of deity.  We can, and shall, go along with Foster’s second claim that the idea 

of laws of nature as forms of natural necessity is coherent, but remain skeptical, and 

hence ignore, his third point about this type of necessity requiring the existence of God. 

 

 We can now sketch Foster’s main argument: 

 

(1)  The sequence involved in the claim that all examined F’s have been G’s so far, is of a 

type that calls for explanation.  

(2)  The best explanation of this sequence is that there is a universal law that all F’s are 

G’s. 

 

(3)  Therefore, it is likely that there is a universal law that all F’s are G’s, and we can 

justifiably predict that future F’s will be G’s. 

 

We have observed in the past, to use one of Foster’s favorite examples, that bodies have 

always behaved gravitationally (i.e., that they behave in ways that conform to Newton’s 

theory of gravity).3  The past consistency of gravitational behavior calls for explanation.  

Given the infinite number of possible ways in which bodies might behave or could have 

 2

                                                 
3 Foster notes that this example could, and possibly should, be handled using Einstein’s General Theory of 
Relativity, but that it is easier and more illuminating if we think of the situation in the traditional way. 



behaved non-gravitationally, it would be “astonishing if this coincidence were merely 

coincidental” (45).  There must be some explanation, some reason, to account for this 

behavior.  The most plausible explanation is that it is a law of nature that bodies behave 

in this way, from which we may conclude (deductively) that bodies will continue to 

behave this way in the future.  It is naturally necessary that they behave this way, always.  

Foster calls this the Nomological-Explanatory Solution. 

 

What we will try to show   

What would count as a criticism of Foster’s argument?  Foster himself indicates 

that any attempt to justify extrapolative induction by appeal to claims about the 

uniformity of nature, or any related claims, is unsatisfactory.4  So if it turns out that he 

sneaks in presuppositions or premises about the uniformity postulate or about other 

empirical laws, which themselves would have to be justified using extrapolative 

induction, then we would have to reject his account on grounds of circularity.  This, of 

course, is one of the main things that we intend to do.  We shall attempt to show that both 

of the premises in Foster’s main argument are independently weak or can be strengthened 

only at the price of requiring additional empirical assumptions.  Let’s refer to these 

premises as the “calls- for-explanation” claim and the “best-explanation” claim. 

 

The “calls-for-explanation” claim 
 Foster’s first claim is that the standard inductive premise, “All observed F’s have 

been G’s,” describes a sequence or regularity of a type that calls for explanation.  To say 

that a regularity calls for explanation is to say that “it is rational to believe that it has an 

explanation (to believe that there is a reason why things have been regular in that way), 

and that it is rational to believe this independently of our knowledge of what the 

explanation is or is likely to be” (59).  As Foster notes, the claim that a regularity calls for 

                                                 
4 In a clever criticism of Popper, for example, he argues that Popper’s method of falsification and 
corroboration cannot avoid sneaking in assumptions about the uniformity of nature when trying to decide 
what kind of theory to choose as a replacement for a theory which has been falsified by the failure of one of 
its predictions (11).  He also rejects probabilistic attempts at justifying induction which appeal to the notion 
of random sampling, claiming that they all contain a “version of the assumption of the uniformity of 
nature” (29).   
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explanation does not entail that it has one.  Furthermore, and this is essential to the 

Nomological-Explanatory Solution, regularities call for explanation “simply in virtue of 

the phenomenon of regularity they exhibit” (60).  In other words, the existence of the 

regularity itself, and nothing else, makes it rational for us to believe that there is an 

underlying reason or cause for its so being.   

 

Foster anticipates and attempts to rebuff an objection – he calls this the empiricist 

objection – which claims that even when there are grounds for thinking that a regularity 

has an explanation, these grounds always depend on our possession of additional 

empirical evidence.  Thus the mere existence of the regularity itself is not sufficient to 

call for explanation.  He credits this objection to “radically empiricist” philosophers like 

Hume, Ayer, and others of that ilk.  While he concedes that there is no conceptual 

problem with the notion of a regularity obtaining for no reason, he denies that the only 

remaining considerations must be of an empirical nature.  With little argument, and in a 

tone reminiscent of Descartes in the First Meditation, he claims that if we approach the 

issue in the proper way, with an open mind (i.e., not already committed to “radical 

empiricism”), we will see “that this is not so, and that the implications of [the calls-for- 

explanation claim] are correct” (61).  

  

What Foster does offer is essentially an invitation to examine the gravity example 

in a little more detail.  The analysis, he claims, depends upon three “facts:” (i) that for 

any body existing at a certain place and time, there is an infinite range of logically 

possible behaviors open to that body at that time, only one of which is correctly described 

as “gravitational,” (ii) that there have been numerous past observations of many objects 

under many conditions such that we would have observed “non-gravitational” behavior 

had such behavior occurred, and (iii) that on none of these occasions has non-

gravitational behavior ever been observed.  Now consider two alternative hypotheses: 

(H1) that past consistency in the gravitational behavior of bodies has occurred for no 

reason – it is all purely by chance; and (H2) that there is an underlying reason, or cause, 

for bodies to behave in the way that they do (i.e., gravitationally).  Again conceding the 

point that there is nothing logically incoherent about H1, Foster rejects it on the grounds 
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that its obtaining would be “very strange” – that it would warrant “huge surprise.”  And 

this surprise, he claims, would be of a purely conceptual nature.  It has nothing to do with 

any additional empirical evidence.  He compares it to the kind of surprise we would feel 

if a non-biased coin came up heads repeatedly over a long sequence.  

 

Foster’s reply to the empiricist objection seems unconvincing.  Even if we grant 

(i) and (iii) above, it is hard to see why Foster thinks that (ii) is not empirical.  Why 

should we assume that if non-gravitational behavior has occurred in the past that we 

would have observed it?  Surely we can conceive its denial without contradiction.  It 

seems that (ii) is defensible only if we make certain assumptions regarding randomness 

or uniformity, for example, that when we have observed the behavior of physical objects 

in the past, we were seeing a representative or random sample of behaviors of this sort.  

While this may seem plausible, it is surely not true a priori.  And Foster is quite 

unambiguous in his rejection of probabilistic accounts which attempt to justify induction 

by appealing to the notion of random sampling, saying that “the assumption of 

randomness cannot standardly be made in ordinary cases of induction,” and “we have no 

reason to extrapolate [from random samples] unless we have some independent reason 

for thinking that the [unobserved] population is likely to be similar to the [observed]” 

(28-9).  Such assumptions, he claims, all contain some version of the uniformity of nature 

postulate, making them unsuitable as part of a justification of extrapolative induction.  

 

Furthermore, to conclude from (i) – (iii) that it would be “objectively hugely 

surprising that, with so much opportunity for non-gravitational behavior to occur and 

manifest itself, and with nothing to prevent or discourage it, such behavior has never 

shown up” (62), seems to depend on another sort of empirical assumption, namely, that if 

it is possible for a behavior to manifest itself, then over a sufficiently long sequence, it 

will.  Again, while this seems plausible, it does not seem to be true a priori.  With the 

coin example, we know from repeated experience – not just the abstract possibilities – 

that heads and tails usually occur with equal frequency in the long run.   
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But there is another problem with the calls-for-explanation claim as well.  It 

concerns the origin of the data sequence described in the inductive premise.  Let’s stay 

with the gravity example.  The inductive premise states that in the past, bodies have 

always been observed to behave gravitationally.  How do we know this?  Is it true?  One 

of the “facts” Foster cites in defense of the calls-for-explanation claim is that non-

gravitational behavior has never been observed.  What does this mean?  Well, let’s take 

the simplest example of gravitational behavior:  falling bodies.  If I release my chalk, it 

falls to the floor.  Snow falls down, not up.  And so on.  Unsupported bodies fall toward 

the Earth.  But wait!  What about that airplane overhead?  Or those birds?  Sometimes in 

a storm I see snow swirl around sideways and even go straight up.  And at the county fair 

I saw a magician levitate a woman.  How do we deal with these prima facie 

counterexamples? 

 

Well, the obvious answer is that the plane and birds would fall if unsupported, but 

they aren’t really unsupported.  Their wings produce lift sufficient to counteract the force 

of gravity.  The snow would fall, but this time it is the wind and air currents which 

provide the explanation for its apparently deviant behavior.  And the magician, of course, 

must have been using an electromagnet.  In each of these examples, what may have first 

appeared to be a counter-instance to Newton’s theory was explained away by appealing 

to other physical theories (aerodynamics, meteorology, electromagnetism).  Now a 

hypothesis can provide an explanation for a set of data only if we can specify what those 

data are – in this case past instances of gravitational behavior.  What these examples 

show is that enumerating what those data are is not just a simple matter of observation.  It 

requires theoretical considerations, which are empirical.  To put it simply, observations 

are theory-laden.  We fit observations and theories together, piece by piece, making 

adjustments as necessary, trying to make the best possible sense of the whole picture. 

 

To sum up so far:  Foster’s first step is to say that some sequences of events call 

for explanation.  We have argued that in order to be justified in holding that a sequence 

calls for explanation, we are forced to make empirical assumptions that are inductive.  

And this will be so even in the simplest cases.  
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The “best-explanation” claim 
Even if we assume that Foster can overcome the above obstacles to adequately 

justifying the calls-for-explanation premise, there remain serious problems with the 

second premise, the best-explanation premise.  Sticking with the gravity example, let us 

assume both that we know that all bodies observed so far have behaved gravitationally 

and that this past regularity calls for explanation.  The best-explanation premise holds 

that the best explanation of this past gravitational regularity is that there is a universal 

law that all bodies behave gravitationally.  It is to this premise that we now turn. 

 

The central difficulty with the claim that the universal-law hypothesis provides 

the best explanation is that there are many other competing hypotheses, indeed an infinite 

number of them, that cover the past regularity.5  Think of  hypotheses of the form “It is a 

law that at all times before T bodies behave gravitationally, but not after T,” where 

substitutions for T are the present and all later times.  Foster considers the case where T is 

the present moment (70).  Call this the temporally restricted hypothesis. 

 

To defend the best explanation premise we need to rule out the temporally 

restricted hypothesis, and other similar competitors.  How to do so?  One might try to 

argue that the concept of a temporally restricted law is incoherent since it is a conceptual 

truth that laws are temporally universal.  But this is just wrong.  And Foster agrees with 

us here.  Our concept of a law of nature has “some notion of generality built into it,” so 

that the idea of a law that is restricted to a single object at a single time is incoherent; but 

that does not mean that laws have to be temporally universal (72). 

 

Simplicity and comprehensiveness6 are two other notions which might be 

employed to show that the universal hypothesis provides a better explanation than the 

                                                 
5 See Howson (40-42), who cites Jeffrey (61) and Goodman, for a discussion of a variety of ways in which 
competing hypotheses can be generated.  
6 Armstrong (80) appeals to comprehensiveness. 
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temporally restricted one.  But there are serious problems with both.7  To take just the 

second, the idea of comprehensiveness is ambiguous.  More comprehensive might mean 

successfully predicting more actual data, or it might mean having in addition the potential 

to predict, successfully or unsuccessfully, possible, including future, data.  In the first 

sense the universal hypothesis and the temporally restricted hypothesis are equally 

comprehensive.  In the second sense the universal hypothesis is more comprehensive.  

The trouble is that being more comprehensive in the second sense is not a mark of being 

a better explanation. Suppose that my only data about trees involve oaks: all the oaks that 

I have observed have been less than 150 feet tall. Two competing explanations of this 

regularity are first that it is a law that all oaks are less than 150 feet tall and second that it 

is a law that all trees are less than 150 feet tall.  The second law is more comprehensive in 

the second sense.  But surely it does not provide a better explanation for the simple 

reason that it is false (think of redwood trees) and the first law is true.  Or, if one still 

wants to insist that the second more general law provides a better (potential) explanation, 

then one will have to give up the view, central to Foster’s argument, that inference to the 

best explanation is an acceptable inference pattern.  

 

Foster does not appeal to simplicity or comprehensiveness.  Rather he has two 

other arguments to attempt to show that the universal hypothesis provides a better 

explanation than the temporally restricted hypothesis.  The first argument appeals to the 

idea that the universal explanation is more typical, the second to the idea that it is less 

mysterious. 

 

 Foster says that restricted laws run “counter to the grain of nomological 

explanation,”  “serve its purpose” less well and provide less “satisfactory” explanations 

than do universal laws (72).  It is not clear what Foster means here, but a plausible 

interpretation might go as follows.  Just as there are typical, or representative, examples 

of types, or categories, of object, such as fruit, bird, and so on, so there are typical 

examples of explanation.   An apple is a more typical fruit than an olive, a robin a more 

                                                 
7 See Goodman’s (59-84) classic discussion of the difficulties in ruling out the grue-like hypotheses on the 
bases similar to simplicity.  
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typical bird than a penguin.8 Similarly, explanations involving universal laws are more 

typical explanations than those involving restricted laws. Further, more typical 

explanations are better explanations and hence (again, accepting that inference to the best 

explanation is legitimate inference pattern) more likely to be true. 

 

 There are two difficulties with this argument from typicality, however.  First, 

although people certainly do have pretty clear intuitions about what counts as a typical 

bird or fruit, this does not seem to be so in the case of explanation.  Are why-explanations 

at the macro level that point to a sufficient condition more typical explanations than those 

at the quantum level that point only to a necessary condition?  We have no clear 

intuitions here. Nor do we have clear intuitions in the universal and restricted cases 

above. 

 

  Second, and more important,  even we grant that we do have a clear notion of a 

typical explanation and strong intuitions that the universal-law explanation of the gravity 

regularity is a more typical explanation than the temporally-restricted-law explanation, 

the conclusion that the universal-law explanation is the better explanation, and hence 

more likely to be true, does not follow.  This is because it is implausible to think that 

typical explanations are better explanations.  Since we tend to lack clear intuitions about 

what would count as a more or less typical explanation, we shall turn to an analogy.   

Newspaper articles, of sports events for example, may be more or less typical.  A typical 

such account of a baseball game might begin with an overall summary of the game and 

then follow with a detailed inning-by-inning account beginning with the first inning. A 

report that started off describing a middle inning in great detail would be somewhat 

atypical.  Clearly, however, typical articles are not necessarily better than atypical ones.  

Indeed, even other things being equal, the typicality of an article is irrelevant in 

determining how good it is.         

  

                                                 
8 See Smith (3-31) for a nice discussion of typicality. 
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 Foster’s second argument for the claim that the universal gravitational explanation 

is better than the restricted explanation is that the universal explanations generates less 

mystery.  According to Foster, “a law whose scope is restricted to some particular period 

is more mysterious, inherently more puzzling, than one which is temporally universal.”  

The temporally restricted explanation generates the mystery of why T should have “this 

unique significance in the structure of the universe” (71). 

 

 Mystery depends on background assumptions.  Peter finds the explanation that 

Charles’ rash was caused by poison ivy less mysterious than the alternative that it was 

caused by poison oak.  This is because he believes that there is poison ivy but no poison 

oak in Michigan, and that Charles stayed in Michigan over the summer.  Nevertheless, 

the rash was caused by poison oak. Unbeknownst to Peter, Charles spent a week in 

California. This shows that less mysterious explanations are not always the best 

explanations.  Still, where the mystery depends on true, or at least justifiable, background 

assumptions, the connection between less mysterious and best explanation is more 

plausible. 

 

 This will help Foster, however, only if he can show that the universal 

gravitational explanation is less mysterious than the temporally restricted explanation 

relative to true, or at least justifiable, background assumptions.  Further, as we pointed 

out in the beginning, in order to avoid circularity he needs to appeal to background 

assumptions that can be justified a priori and to avoid any reliance on the uniformity of 

nature or other empirical laws.  

 

  What background assumptions might make the universal gravitational explanation 

less mysterious than the restricted one?  Nature operates according to the principle, more 

of the same: past regularities continue into the future.  All events, past, present, and 

future, are covered by some law of natural necessity.  Laws of nature hold uniformly 

through space and time.   Fundamental properties of physics such as mass and force are 

projectible properties.  All of these generalizations are either restatements of the 

uniformity of nature principle or closely related to it.    
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Conclusion 
John Foster’s attempt to justify enumerative induction by appeal to inference to 

the best explanation is an admirable one.  It summarizes the important issues very clearly, 

offers clever new insights into traditional “solutions” to the problem of induction, and 

helps to clarify, as well as raise questions about, our intuitive notions surrounding the 

concept of inference to the best explanation.  It cannot, however, be counted a success 

because of its central difficulty of sneaking in empirical presuppositions that cannot be 

defended without circularity.   
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Abstract 
Representing Perrault & Gadbois:  Multimedia and Architecture 

 
Author:  Denis Gadbois 
 
 
 
This paper examines the multimedia works on the architecture firm Perrault & Gadbois 
1921-1947 designed by the author.  The firm have still many significant buildings 
standing  in Montreal, Canada.  The Perrault family was involved in the field of 
architecture since 1848.  Henri-Maurice Perrault was the architect of the Montreal City 
Hall and the Monument National.  Formed by tradition Romeo Gadbois worked for the 
father of Jean-Julien before becoming its partner in 1921.  A full CD-Rom of the work of 
the firm is now available at the Canadian Center for Architecture in Montreal. 
 
Metaphors borrowed from the movie industry are used.  The work is separated in three 
categories: the teaser (web design), the trailer (short movie) and a full interactive 
multimedia catalogue acting as the movie.  The process of creating the multimedia work 
relevant to the historical preservation, just as the final product, relied on a wide variety of 
media and the exploration of them. No single material were sufficient to describe or 
create an entire structure, and similarly, no single form of abstraction and/or 
representation were suitable for an entire design.  
 
 
In the field of conservation and popularization of culture, there are many tasks that can be 
resolved only by means of an electronic production. One such task is that of virtual 
conservation of a relic (monument etc.) or a group of relics of architecture and art. A CD-
ROM containing the necessary amount of historical and supplementary information 
concerning the monument; architectural measurements, video tracks (possibly VR) and 
photographic illustrations fixing the actual state of the monument, reconstructions of its 
lost details; 2D and 3D animation models - all this offers the possibility to preserve in the 
most complete and adequate way not only its external view, but also its architecture, the 
peculiarities of its decorative elements and other aspects of its existence - in the context 
of the region’s political history, the history of art and architecture in general or of this 
very region etc.  
 
The differences between the goal and objectives of the different parts ( web, movie and 
CD-ROM) will be explained, and several examples provided. 
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Sweeter Than Roses                                                                                        Henry Purcell 
                                                                                                                         c. 1659-1695 
 
From Hamlet                                                                                            Ambroise Thomas 
Recitative: A vos jeux, mes amis                                                                       (1811-1896) 
Aria: Pale et blonde                                                        
 
From I Puritani                                                                                            Vincenzo Bellini 
Recitative: Ah rendetemi la speme 
Qui la voce                                                                                                         (1801-1835) 
 
From Lucia di Lammermoor                                                                    Gaetano Donizetti 
Recitative: Il dolce suono                                                                                   (1797-1848)   
Aria:  Ah, l’inno suona di nozze 
 

Intermission- Five Minutes 
 
From La Sonnambula                                                                               Vincenzo Bellini 
Recitative: Ah non credea mirarti                                                                    (1801-1835) 
 
From Linda di Chamounix                                                                      Gaetano Donizetti 
Recitative: Ah tardai troppo                                                                              (1797-1848)    
Aria: O luce di quest anima                            
 
 

 
 



From Hamlet  Scene et Air D’Ophélie    Ambroise Thomas 
 
Recitative: A vos jeux, mes amis       In your games, my friends 
Air:  Pale et blonde    Pale and blonde 
 
A vos jeux, mes amis   In your games, my friends 
Permettez-moi de grâce   Will you allow me 
De prendre part!   Tot ake part? 
Nul n’a suivi ma trace!  No one follows my path! 
J’ai quitté le palais   I left the palace 
Aux premier feux de jour  At day break 
Des larmes de la nuit   The tears of the night 
La terre était mouillee  The earth was dampened 
Et l’alouette,     And the lark 
Avant l’aube éveillée          Awoke before dawn 
Planait dans l’air   Soaring through the air. 
 
Mais vous, pourquoi vous parler bas?  But you, why do you speak so low? 
Ne me reconnaisez-vous pas?  Don’t you recognize me? 
Hamlet est mon époux…   Hamlet is my spouse 
Et je suis Ophelie!   And I am Ophelia! 
S’il trahissait sa foi   If he were to betray me 
J’en perdrais la raison!  I would lose my reason. 
Partagez-vous mes fleurs!  Share these poor flowers with me! 
A toi     To you 
Cette humble branche   This humble branch 
De romarin sauvage   Of wild rosemary, 
A toi      To you 
Cette humble branche   This humble branch 
De romarin sauvage   Of wild rosemary 
A toi     To you 
Cette Pervenche    This periwinkle 
Et maintenant ecoutez ma chanson! And now, listen to my song! 
 
Aria:   
Pâle et blonde dors sous l'eau profonde Pale and fair, sleeping under           
        The water  
La Willis au regard de feu!   La Willis, with a gaze of fire! 
Que Dieu garde celui     May God protect anyone  
qui s'attarde dans la nuit,    Who loiters at night 
au bord du Lac bleu!    By the shores of the blue lake! 
Heureuse l'épouse aux bras de l'epoux!  Happy wife in the arms of her  
                                       Groom! 
Mon âme et jalouse d'un bonheur si doux!My soul is jealous of such a  
                                       Sweet happiness!  
Nymphe au regard de feu, helas!   Nymph with the firey gaze, alas!  
tu dors sous les eaux du Lac bleu!  You sleep under the waters of  
                                       the blue lake!   
Heureuse l'épouse aux bras de l'époux! Happy wife in the arms of her  
                                      Groom!  
Mon ame et jalouse d'un bonheur si doux! My soul is jealous of such a  
                                       Sweet happiness! 
Ah! La la la 
Ah cher epoux!                        Ah! Faithful husband! 
Cruel, tu vois mes pleurs!            Cruel one, you see my tears! 
Ah, cruel, je t'aime!   Ah, cruel one, I love you! 
Pour toi je meurs!   For you I die! 



 
 
 
Qui la voce, Elvira's aria from I Puritani 
 
Qui la voce sua soave             Here his soft voice 
Mi chiamava...e poi sparì.      Called me...and then vanished.                   
Qui giurava esser fedele,          Here he swore to be faithful, 
Qui il giurava,                       This he was vowing, 
E poi crudele, mi fuggì!              And then cruelly fled from me! 
Ah, mai più qui assorti insieme      Oh! No longer to be joined  
                                      Together 
Nella gioia dei sospir.               In the joy of sighing. 
Ah, rendetemi la speme,               Oh, return my hope 
O lasciate, lasciatemi morir.         Or let me die. 
 
Vien, diletto, è in ciel la luna!     Come, beloved, the moon is in the  
                                      Sky! 
Tutto tace intorno intorno;           Everything is quiet around us; 
Finchè spunti in cielo il giorno,      Until day breaks in the sky, 
Vien, ti posa sul mio cor!            Come and alight upon my heart! 
Deh!, t'affretta, o Arturo mio,       Hurry up, oh, my Arthur, 
Riedi, o caro, alla tua Elvira:       Return, my dear, to your Elvira: 
Essa piange e ti sospira,            She cries and sighs for you, 
Vien, o caro, all'amore, etc.          Come, my dear, to love... 
 
Translation by Manuel A. Gutiérrez  
 
 
Ah! non credea mirarti,               Amina's aria from La Sonnambula 
 
Ah,non credea mirarti           Oh, I didn't believe to see you 
Si presto estinto, o fiore;           So quickly extinct, O flowers; 
Passasti al par d'amore,            You have passed away like love 
Che un giorno sol(o) duro.           That one day only lasted. 
 
Potria novel vigore               Perhaps new life 
Il pianto mio recarti        My tears will bring to you 
Ma ravvivar l'amore              But to revive love 
Il pianto mio, ah no, non puo.      My tears, O no, cannot. 
 
Ah, non giunge uman pensiero    O, inconceivable human thought 
Al contento ond'io son piena:       A wave of contentment I am full: 
A miei sensi io credo appena;       In my feelings I can hardly   
                                      believe                        
Tu m'affida o mio tesor.             You assure me, O my treasure 
 
Ah, mi abbraccia, e sempre insieme,    O, embrace me, and always  
                                      together 
Sempre uniti in una speme,           Always united in a single hope, 
Della terra, in cui viviamo          Of the world, we live in 
Ci formiamo un ciel d'amor.         We will make a heaven of love. 
 
Translation by Elise Curran  
 
 
 



Il dolce suono, Lucia's aria from Lucia di Lammermoor 
 
Il dolce suono mi colpi di sua voce!  The sweet sound, hits me,  
                                              his voice! 
Ah, quella voce m'e qui nel cor discesa! Ah, that voice into my  
                                              heart descends. 
Edgardo! io ti son resa, Edgardo, mio!  Edgardo, I surrender to  
                                              you. 
Fuggita io son de tuoi nemici.   I flee from your enemies. 
Un gelo me serpeggia nel sen!   A chill creeps into my   
                                              breast!                                  
Trema ogni fibra!    Trembles every fiber! 
Vacilla il pie!     Falters my foot! 
Presso la fonte meco t'assidi al quanto! Near the fountain next to  
                                              me, sit for a while.   
Ohime, sorge il tremendo fantasma e ne separa!Alas! There arises a huge 
                                              Phantom and separates us! 
        
Qui ricovriamo, Edgardo, a pie dell'ara. Here let us take refuge,                  
      By the foot of the altar. 
Sparsa e di rose!    Strewn is it with roses! 
Un armonia celeste, di, non ascolti?  A harmony celestial,  
                                              Do you not hear? 
Ah, l'inno suona di nozze!   Ah, the marriage hymm  
                                              Plays! 
Il rito per noi s'appresta! Oh, me felice! The ceremony for us draws  
                                              Near! 
Oh gioia che si sente, e non si dice!  Oh, joy that one feels and  
      Does not speak of! 
Ardon gl'incensi!    The incense burns! 
Splendon le sacre faci, splendon intorno! Brilliant the sacred   
            Torches shining all about 
Ecco il ministro!    Here is the minister! 
Porgime la destra!    Give me your right hand! 
Oh lieto giorno!    Oh, joyous day! 
Al fin son tua, al fin sei mia,  At last, I am yours, 
      At last you are mine, 
A me ti dona un Dio.    To me you have been given  
                                              By God.                          
Ogni piacer piu grato,    Every pleasure is more  
      Grateful. 
Mi fia con te diviso    It is to me, with you,  
      More sweet. 
Del ciel clemente un riso   From peaceful heaven a    
la vita a noi sara.    Smile life to us will be 
 
Translation by Ilya Speranza  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From Linda di Chamounix 
Recitative:   Ah! Tardai troppo 
Aria: O luce di quest’ anima 
 
Linda 
Recitative:  
Ah! Tardai troppo, el al nostro favorito  Ah, I delayed too long , and have 
Convegno io non trovai    not found my dear Carlo 
Il mio diletto Carlo.     At our favorite meeting place 
E chi sa mai quant ‘egli avra sofferto! Who knows how much he will have 

suffered? 
Ma non al par di me.         But not as much as I. 
 
Pegno d’amore questi fiori lascio! He left me these flowers as a token 

of love! 
Tenero core!  E per quell core io l’amo, Tender heart!  And for that heart 
Unico di lui bene I love him dearly, him alone. 
Poveri entrambi siamo,  We are both poor, 
Viviam d’amor, di speme We live in love, in hope: 
Pittore ignoto ancora Though still an unknown painter 
Egli s’innalzera co’suoi talenti! He will rise by his talents! 
Saro suo sposa allora.  Oh noi contenti! Then I will be his wife: how happy 

we shall be!!! 
 
Aria: 
O luce di quest’ anima O light of my soul 
Delizia, amore e vita Delight , love and life, 
La nostra sorte unita Our lot will be united 
In terra, in ciel sara. On earth and in heaven. 
 
Deh vieni a me, riposati O come to me 
Su questo cor che t’ama On this heart that loves you, 
Che te sospira e brama, That sighs and longs for you 
Che per te sol vivra. And will live for you alone. 
 
Vieni al mio core, che te sospira, Come to my heart that sighs for you 
Che per te solo, si sol vivra. And will live for you alone. 
 



Suzanne Galer    
 

     First-place winner of the New York Vocal Artists' Competition, coloratura soprano Suzanne 
Galer has played the role of the Queen of the Night in Mozart's Magic Flute with many 
companies including Whitewater Opera of Indiana, Sorg Opera of Ohio, Indiana Opera Theatre of 
Bloomington, The Lake Charles Symphony (LA), and Italy's Rome Festival. 
 
     While in New York, Galer made her CAMI and Weill Hall debuts and sang with numerous 
companies including the Long Island Lyric Opera, The Opera Company of the Hamptons, The 
New Rochelle Opera, The Rockland Opera, and The West Park Chamber Society. Galer was a 
regional finalist in the Metropolitan Opera Competition and a national finalist in the Chicago 
Lyric Opera Young Artist competition. She also won prizes in the U.S. Information Agency and 
Queens Opera competitions. 
 
     Dr. Galer's career has spanned the United States.  She has performed the role of the Governess 
in Britten's Turn of the Screw with The Inspiration Point Festival (AK), The Mother Abbess in 
Puccini's Suor Angelica with the Bel Canto Northwest Festival (OR), Najade in Ariadne auf 
Naxos with Shreveport Opera (LA), supporting roles with Cincinnati Opera (OH), and sacred 
solos at both California's Crystal Cathedral and New York City's Marble Collegiate Church. Her 
oratorio performances include Honegger's King David with the Midland-Odessa Symphony and 
Orff's Carmina Burana with both the Jacksonville Masterworks Chorale (FLA) and the Lake 
Charles Symphony (LA). 
 
     Galer holds the Doctor of Music and Master of Music degrees in vocal performance from The 
State University of New York at Stony Brook and a Bachelor of Arts degree from Hope College of 
Holland, Michigan. 

Dr. Galer’s published articles include Memorable Mnemonics for Singers, published in the NATS 
Journal in 1999 and reprinted in the Journal of the New York Singing Teachers Association in 
2000.  Galer has presented this paper for the Buzan Mind-Mapping Centers of London, England, 
and is a Qualified Mind-Mapping specialist.   
 
Coordinator of the vocal area  at Indiana Wesleyan University, Galer has performed the role of the 
Dew Fairy in  Hansel and Gretel with the Indianapolis Opera, and the role of Serpina in La Serva 
Padrona with The Crossroads Opera Company.   She also has performed with the Marion 
Philharmonic Orchestra (IN), The Manistee Chamber Orchestra (MI), and the Cambridge Music 
Society (OH). 
 
     Galer is director of Opera Workshop for Indiana Wesleyan University, where she teaches 
diction, pedagogy, song literature,  and voice. Prior to obtaining her doctorate, Galer was the 



Director of Opera for Sam Houston State University of Huntsville, Texas, and directed the 
Camerata for Centenary College of Shreveport (LA). Galer's operatic staging credits include 
Mozart's Magic Flute, Menotti's Hand of Bridge, Mollicone's Face on the Bar Room Floor, 
Mozart's Impressario, Barab's Game of Chance, Ten-Minute Opera by Root, Gilbert and 
Sullivan's H.M.S. Pinafore and Pirates of Penzance;   Strauss's Die Fledermaus, Act II, Johnson’s  
Five Note Opera , Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas, and Moore’s Gallantry.   

    In 2001, Galer founded, and continues to direct, the Manistee Bel Canto Studios a regional 
opera festival in Manistee, Michigan. 

A specialist on the topic of operatic mad scenes, Dr. Galer has presented tonight’s program at 
venues including Indiana University at South Bend, The State University of New York, and the 
Manistee Women’s Festival.  In January she will present “Operatic Madwomen, Freedom of Form 
and Expression” for the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities.   

 

Pianist Phoenix Park-Kim joined the faculty at Indiana Wesleyan 
University in 2005. 

A native of Seoul, South Korea, she received Highest Honors for 
Academic Excellence from Yonsei University in Seoul, where she 
earned Bachelors degrees in both Piano Performance and English 
Literature. She went on to Miami University on a full tuition 
scholarship where she was awarded a Masters of Music and served 
as a graduate teaching assistant. She continued her education at 
the UMKC Conservatory of Music under the tutelage of Dr. Robert 
Weirich and served as his teaching assistant. 

Phoenix has won numerous scholarship awards and piano 
competitions, including 1st place in the Miami Concerto Competition, 
the Jefferson City Concerto Competition and Kansas City 
Philharmonia Concerto Competition. In addition, she has also 
appeared as a soloist with the Korean Philharmonic Orchestra and 
the UMKC Conservatory Orchestra. 

Phoenix enjoys a varied career as a soloist, chamber musician, and 
teacher. She has received the Outstanding Graduate Teaching 
Assistant Award from UMKC for superior teaching as recognized by 
both students and professors. She has performed in various music 
festivals including the Aspen Summer Music Festival, ARIA 
International Summer Academy, and the Summer Music School in 
Siena, Italy. She has collaborated with many ensembles including 
the Oxford String Quartet. 
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Maverick American composer and pianist Henry Cowell (1897-1965) embarked on

several highly acclaimed and controversial concert tours through Europe and the U.S. in the

1920s and 1930s and attained worldwide fame and notoriety with his percussive pianism.

Controversy surrounding Cowell’s techniques quickly manifested in the visual culture. First

appearing in printed media along with written criticism, Cowell’s characteristic clubbing soon

became a standard, if surprisingly tacit, part of animated cartoon sight gags.

Raised in poverty by philosophical

anarchists, largely self-taught, and steeped in

Irish, Japanese, and Chinese folk music in the

San Francisco Bay area, Cowell began

experimenting with sound and delved quite

literally into the piano. Reviews of Cowell’s

performances, which ranged from invective to

accolades, invariably focused on his

unconventional and characteristic tone clusters – combinations of notes achieved by depressing

immediately adjacent notes on the piano with an open hand, closed fist or entire forearm.

An early and favorable New York Times report from 1922 offers a glimpse into Cowell’s

biography and noteworthy social circle:
1

Greenwich, Conn. July 12 – All musical and fashionable Greenwich was

present this afternoon at a musical causerie given at the home of Mrs.

Ernest Thompson Seton for the benefit of the Anna Howard Shaw

Memorial.
2
 In illustration of a brilliant lecture on “Modern Tendencies in

                                                  
1
 “New Work in Music/Given at Mrs. Ernest Thompson Seton’s Home in Greenwich/Special to the New

York Times,” New York Times, 13 July 1922, p. 9
2
 Née Grace Gallatin (1872-1959), Mrs. Seton served as president of the Connecticut Women's Suffrage

League, organizer of a woman's mobile relief unit in France during World War I, author of seven travel

autobiographies, and president of the National League of American Pen Women. In 1896 she married the English-

born Ernest Thompson Seton (1860-1946) who established his reputation with animal stories and played a pivotal

Cowell demonstrating his “tone clusters”
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Music” by Miss Jeanne de Mare, a musical composition of a completely

revolutionary character, providing a new idiom in music, called “The

Tides of Manannann [recte Manaunaun],” by a young Western composer,

was given in public for the first time.

This composer is Henry Cowell, born in Menlo Park, Cal., in 1898 [recte

1897]. He played the violin in public at six years of age but his health

breaking down, had to abandon music until his sixteenth year. From

twelve years of age he supported his mother by selling flowers in the

street, at last obtaining a job as a gardener to a musician in exchange for

lessons. He was heard playing his own composition by a San Francisco

musician, who was so impressed that he obtained a scholarship for him at

Stanford University.

“The Tides of Mannannan” [recte Manaunaun] is the first part of an Irish

trilogy founded on an Irish myth discovered a year ago, and dating back to

Druidical times. It is a series of remarkable clusters of tones and overtones

and the bass is played entirely with the whole forearm, the elbow end

playing the low notes of the bass harmony, and the fingers the high notes

forming melodies in counterpoint. The theme is played with the right hand

in a steady rhythmic flow which, in conjunction with the great “tone

clusters” composed of the higher harmonics from the eleventh up in units,

gives a magnificent stirring whole which is entirely new on every point.

The work was played by Mme. Margaret Nikoloric, who is the only

pianist, save Mr. Cowell himself, who has been able to master its technical

difficulties.
3
 Mme. Nikoloric was recalled many times, and finally

consented to play the piece over again.

Two days after Cowell’s debut at Aeolian Hall in London on December 10, 1923, the

Glasgow Evening Times accompanied a sarcastically slanted stab at Cowell’s unusual technique

with the image of a pianist banging away at a keyboard with his elbows. One cannot help but

notice the performer appears as if he were trying to hold his ears as well. The unnamed critic

offers a titular promise of “Brighter piano recitals”:

                                                                                                                                                                   
role in the formation of the Boy Scouts of America. Their divorce became final in 1935. They’re only daughter,

Anya Seton, authored historical novels. Mr. Seton married the much younger Julie Moss Buttree in 1935.

The Rev. Dr. Anna Howard Shaw (1847-1919), America’s first female ordained Methodist minister (1880)

physician, and associate of Susan B. Anthony, supported women’s suffrage. She served as a member of the

Women's Christian Temperance Union, the president of the National American Woman Suffrage Association (1904-

1915), and published her autobiography, The Story of a Pioneer, in 1915. At the lead of the Women's Council of

National Defense during WWI, She stands out as the first woman to receive the Distinguished Service Medal for her

dedication to world peace.
3
 Nikoloric produced at least eight Welte-Mignon Reproducing Piano Rolls including HC’s “Three Irish

Legends” – No. 1 The Tides of Manaunaun, An Albert M. Petrak, a classical radio announcer from Cleveland Ohio,

has produced an extensive list of piano rolls.
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A distinguished pianist having set the

example of playing the piano with his elbows

as well as his fingers, someone will no doubt

try to improve on his method … It will,

however, be a novelty … to see on the

concert platform a pianist in immaculate

evening dress thus use his feet on the

keyboard. He might even go further and

employ not only his feet and elbow but also

his nose or chin.

Over the next year, reviews continued to present written and drawn depictions of Cowell

battling pianos. A French critic for Paris Qui Chant compared Cowell’s skills displayed at the

London premiere to those of American boxer Jack Dempsey.
4
 New York Telegraph critic Ben

Deacon wrote up his review of a Carnegie Hall recital as a boxing match and reported that

“Despite a steady rain of lefts and short-arm jabs which [Henry] Fortissimo [Cowell] showered

upon him throughout the whole twenty rounds, Kid Knabe was on his feet at the finish.”
5

Deacon’s inspiration did not end there, as he included a quatrain:

                                                  
4
 “Musique ultra-futuriste,” Paris Qui Chante, 15 February 1924. [in French] [Cowell Collection]:

“Blanches ou noires, les touches en voient de dures lorsqu’il en assomme une douzaine d’un coup de poing digne de

Dempsey.” (Author’s translation: White or black, the keys see abuse when he strikes them with a dozen blows of the

fist worthy of Dempsey.)

Jack Dempsey (1895-1983), a.k.a. “the Manassa Mauler,” held the rank of world heavyweight champion

from 1919 to 1926. Dempsey established his reputation in his first title fight by sending Jess Willard “the

Pottawatomie Giant” (1881-1968) to the mat seven times in the first three minutes of the match. After losing his title

to Gene Tunney (1898-1978) in 1926, Dempsey reclaimed the prize in a rematch with a legendary 14-second ‘long

count.’
5
 Ben Deacon, “Kid Knabe takes heavy punishment, but is on his feet at end of bout,” New York telegraph,

12 February 1924.

Knabe pianos reached their pinnacle of fame as the official piano of the Metropolitan Opera in 1926.
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“The New Piano Art”

       If the world adopts tone clusters

And departs from old traditions,

Then our best piano busters

Will become our best musicians

Indeed, even Cowell’s friend and conductor of Cowell’s orchestral music, the legendary

music lexicographer Nicolas Slonimsky, labeled the young composer a “pugilistic pianist.”

Nate Collier (1883-1961), an illustrator for Life, The Saturday Evening Post, and Will

Rogers’s 1924 book, The Illiterate Digest, opened the door for tacit references to Cowell in a

cartoon which ran in the weekly satirical Judge on July 18, 1924. George Jean Nathan (1882-

1958) resurrected Collier’s drawing to accompany a review of the 1923-24 theatrical season in

American Mercury – a monthly Nathan had founded with erudite arts critic H. L. Mencken

(1880-1956). While neither publication specifically identifies Cowell by name, the association is

clear. Cowell’s compositional and performance techniques had grabbed enough headlines in such

prominent newspapers as the New York Times, Washington Post, Christian Science Monitor, San

Francisco Examiner, and San Francisco Chronicle – as well as myriad other papers both in the

U.S. and abroad – for him to be commonly linked with any image of a performer pummeling a

piano.
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While Marion Todd handled Cowell with kid gloves in her 1925 Collier’s article, “He

Thumps His Way to Fame,” an unnamed illustrator would treat the accompanying image of

Cowell with boxing gloves:

To-day Cowell is giving the

musical world something to think

about. His “technique” is

something new. What he beats or

caresses out of a piano isn’t easy

to classify; but the great throbbing

sounds – the tones, overtones and

weird harmonies – that he evolves

unquestionably have unique

beauty.

Cowell’s connection to critical commentary in print carried on well past his concertizing

career. Indeed, in the Soviet Union, Cowell’s maverick piano playing echoed well into the late

1940s. Two years after the Central Committee of the Soviet Party launched its assault on

“decadent bourgeois culture” in 1946 and threatened the livelihood and safety of Soviet
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composers such a Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953) and Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975),

Sovetskaya Muzyka published a cartoon of Cowell launching his own assault on a grand piano

and exemplifying everything wrong with music.
6
 In 1949, Vladimir Nabokov’s cousin Nicolas

addressed an enduring universal concept of Cowell in the Partisan Review along with a

translation of the two Cyrillic quatrains beneath the drawing:

In the U.S.A., the main offenders, according to

the Soviet press, are Gian-Carlo Menotti [b.

1911] and Henry Cowell … The July, 1948,

issue of Sovietskaya Muzyka carried a cartoon

of Mr. Cowell, his feet swimming in air,

beating the keyboard of a piano with his right

fist and at the same time plucking the strings

with his left hand.
7
 The reference, of course, is

to certain experiments with “note-clusters”

conducted by Mr. Cowell twenty-five and more

years ago, some of which were published at that

time, I believe, by the Soviet State Music Press.

Below the cartoon is a rhyme which says,

“Cowell bangs it (the piano). Hop-la! Look out,

or I’ll kill you. The listener sits silent, afraid for

his life. Look at the brute! He is a hysteric, and

about to collapse … All this is good business in

America, where music is used to make money.”

                                                  
6
 Other “first offenders against the mores of Soviet music” included Aram Khachaturian (1903-1968),

Vissarion Shebalin (1902-1963), Gavril Popov (1904-1972), and Nikolai Miaskovsky (1881-1950).
7
 Sexual orientation remains a valid point to ponder as a catalyst for caustic critique. Menotti maintained a

lifelong and intimate relationship with American composer Samuel Barber (1910-1981), and the grave plot next to

Barber’s has been reserved for Menotti’s mortal remains. Despite an ill-fated engagement (his fiancée died in a train

accident), Cowell had served nearly four years in prison for a homosexual encounter with a 17-year-old neighbor.

Shortly after his parole and subsequent pardon, Cowell married ethnomusicologist Sidney Robertson (1903-1995).
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While Cowell established a picture perfect reputation in contemporary classical music

culture, pioneers such as Hugh Harman, Rudolf Ising and Dave Fleischer endeavored to create

their own legacies in American animated art. Looking for substance beyond simple sight gags,

these directors and others like them turned to commentary on contemporary culture, which

included apparent – if tacit – allusions to Cowell.
8

In 1929, former Disney animators Harman and Ising teamed up to produce a pilot reel,

Bosko the Talk-ink Kid. In a marriage of live action and drawn animation, Bosko emerged from

Ising’s inkbottle to interact with his creator and become the first

cartoon character to actually speak dialogue in primitive lip sync.

Ising pens an upright piano for Bosko and the derbied

vaudevillian blackface caricature launches into song and dance

before returning to the bottle. Antics include a bit of tongue

wagging that requires Bosko to retract his glossal organ by

pulling a hair, and an unproductive encounter with the piano stool

that leaves Bosko a bit unwound. Although he participates in no

piano pounding, The Talk-ink Kid sets the stage for playful Cowellisms to come.

Warners picked up the Harman-Ising production in 1930

and Bosko became a series under the Looney Tunes label. Each

episode invariably featured music and turned to such popular tunes

of the day as Walking My Baby Back Home by Maurice Chevalier

                                                  
8
 Perhaps the strangest manifestation of a contemporary political figure reference comes in three Harman

and Ising productions, Goopy Geer (1932), Wake up the Gypsy in Me (1933), and I Love a Parade (1939). Eastern

Indian pacifist Gandhi appears briefly in each – most notably as a laughing alcohol-induced hallucination in Goopy

Geer. Enigmatically, the early images come in the wake of Gandhi’s 1930 Salt March.
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(1888-1972) and Chinnin’ and Chattin’ with May.
9
  One of the 13 theatrical releases that year,

Big Man from the North, contained a barroom scene in which a pianist punches the keyboard

during a performance.

Bosko’s Woodland Daze (1932) offers an uncanny

foreshadowing to the 1948 Sovetskaya Muzyk image as

Bosko’s fantastic dance on a giant keyboard includes a

handstand.

Characteristically Cowell-like piano techniques turn up in the repertoire of several other

Warner Brothers characters. For example, Goopy Geer (1932) introduced a long-legged

showman of the same name. Sporting top hat and tails, Goopy

performs at the piano and sings, “I have not studied music. I do

not know my notes. I’m just a slave to music. No time to sow

my oats (not much).”

Coincidentally, aside from brief studies in counterpoint and composition at the University

of California at Berkeley and the Institute of Musical Arts in New York with no terminal

degrees, Cowell stands out as an autodidact, and despite two

honorary doctorates, Cowell only ever completed third grade.

In true Cowell style, Goopy twice strikes the instrument to

launch keys into the air. Goopy even plays “by ear” and when

an inebriated fire-breathing horse destroys the piano, continues

playing the harp-like structure with strings exposed.

                                                  
9
 Written by B. Fields and F. Simmons, several bands recorded this hit in 1930 alone and include Bubber

Miley and his Mileage Makers, Jessie Stafford and his Orchestra, and Harry Reser and his Orchestra.
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Piano playing continues to play a prominent role in Bosko cartoons throughout the 1930s,

but commercially available copies are relatively rare.
10

 Moreover, in descriptive tomes such as

Friedwald’s comprehensive annotated list, clear cameos of prominent personalities ranging from

Jimmy Durante to Franklin Roosevelt generally overshadow any subtler allusions to the

classically controversial Cowell.
 11

 Much as the sarcastic writer for the Glasgow Evening Times

had idealized over a decade earlier, animators expanded comedic playing techniques to regularly

include a variety of body parts, as comedic cacophony eclipsed credit to Cowell. For example, in

Porky the Giant Killer (1936), our hero leans on a celesta-like piano, and a 1938 Walter Lantz

cartoon, Boy Meets Dog, depicts a performer attacking the keyboard with feet and beard.

One cartoon in particular, however, clearly characterizes Cowell in an allegorical parallel

to the composer’s controversial role in 20
th

 century classical art music – The Spinach Overture

(1935) from Adolph Zukor’s (1873-1976) Paramount studios and featuring Popeye.
12

Directed by Max Fleischer (1883-1972), the action opens on a rehearsal hall nestled in an

unappreciative neighborhood – as evidenced by the prominent “For Sale” and “To Let” signs.

Popeye conducts an ensemble in which Olive Oyl plays harp and Wimpy performs on drum kit.

Reinforced with flute and trombone, Olive occasionally plucks strings with her feet, and Wimpy

cooks a hamburger over a sterno-heated cymbal as Popeye interjects tap-dancing to snippets of

the Sailor’s Hornpipe.

                                                  
10

 Aside from two rather poor quality collections – Uncensored Bosko, No. 1 (1929). (Image

Entertainment, 2000), and  Uncensored Bosko No. 2 (1931). (Image Entertainment, 2000) – Bosko cartoons exist

scattered haphazardly on DVDs such as Attack of the 30's Characters (1930) (Thunderbean Animation, 2005) or

rare VHS tapes which each generally contain only a few episodes.
11

 Will Friedwald and Jerry Beck. The Warner Brothers Cartoons (Metuchen, NJ and London: The

Scarecrow Press, 1981).
12

 In 1935, a survey of schoolchildren in the U.S. discovered Popeye’s star outshone Mickey Mouse’s – a

fact much lamented by writer/director /producer William de Mille (1878-1955) who deemed this a sign of “definite

degeneration of domestic ideals” in a 1935 essay entitled “Mickey versus Popeye.”
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From a neighboring room, Bluto and his orchestra mock the amateurish musicianship,

and Bluto – a black-haired version of legendary conductor Leopold Stokowski – barges in to

announce, “Let me show ya how.”

Bluto (Blutowski?) performs with virtuosity on violin while backed by Popeye’s

musicians. Popeye attempts to answer the challenge and fumbles through his passage only to end

in a twisted heap with broken strings. Bluto then turns to the piano. Once again, Popeye’s

competitive performance pales in comparison with an arrhythmic effort filled with wrong notes.

Popeye’s musicians desert him as a tuxedoed Bluto invites them to, “C’mon and join a

good band.” In an era when Europeans and European-trained musicians dominated the American

classical music scene, the image was all too familiar. American-born composers and musicians

trained in the U.S. had considerable difficulty gaining stage time domestically.
13

When Popeye naturally resorts to

his trademark spinach, he launches into an

acrobatic piano solo. Our protagonist

punctuates rapid improvisatory playing

with a smack that sends keys flying into

the air and with a flourish of tinkling with

his toes. The clear Cowellism arrives as

Popeye pounds out the tune with his elbows. Wrapping up with a scat, Popeye sets out to

challenge Bluto with a retaliatory, “Now let me show ya how.” With a punch, Popeye dons the

Stokowski coif and proceeds to conduct an ensemble through an adventurous rendition of Poet

                                                  
13

 Russian-born Sergey Koussevitzky (1874-1951) ranks as one of the very few pioneering conductors of

American classical music. A contemporary of Stokowski, Koussevitzky took over the Boston Symphony Orchestra

in 1924 and would premiere over 70 works by U.S. composers during his reign.
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and Peasant by Franz Suppé (1819-1895). As the musicians pound out the beat, Popeye beats up

on Bluto.

Henry Cowell continues to gain recognition in contemporary scholarship for his pivotal

role in American music history. His activities range from controversial composer to adventurous

academic. Operatic composer Hugo Weisgall (1912-1997) aptly deemed Cowell a “champion of

new music, impresario, performer, lecturer, critic, editor, teacher, and sponsor of the young,” and

John Cage (1912-1992) called him the “open sesame of new American music.”
14

Cowell’s unique piano style in the early 20
th

 century challenged the staunch formality of

European traditions, and like the spinach-scoffing sailor, Cowell the piano punching performer

clearly left an indelible impression on American visual culture – an impression in which he

simply offers, “I yam what I yam.”

                                                  
14

 Hugo Weigsall. “The Music of Henry Cowell,” Musical Quarterly. 45, no. 4. October 1959, pp. 484-

507. Born in Moravia, Weisgall (1912-1997) emigrated to the U.S.A. with his family in 1920. He is best-known as a

composer of 11 operas which utilize atonality. He died March 11, 1997 – the centennial of Cowell’s birth.
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Invariably, educational art documentaries strive to accurately portray the lives of artists in

their proper contextual historical and political settings. To accomplish this, film producers

employ images of actual paintings, sketches, and drawings by the featured artists and narrations

that may even include pertinent writings from contemporaneous diaries and letters. Some

producers go as far as to dramatize aspects of artists’ lives with actors in period clothing. The

effects can be quite astounding. They can also be quite disappointing and lose educational

currency when the producers carelessly turn to anachronistic music for their soundtracks.

Focus on an academic apex in these productions opens a career opportunity for

musicologists to serve as consultants. To illustrate the poignancy of a proper soundtrack, I have

centered this study around the pre-Revolutionary career of French painter Jacques-Louis David

(1748-1825).

Born into a prosperous family of tradesmen, Jacques-Louis David lost his father to a

1757 duel and grew up largely under the guidance of his godfather, the writer Michel-Jean

Sedaine (1719-1797). Rococo painter François Boucher (1703-1770), a distant cousin,

encouraged David to commence art studies with neo-classicist Joseph-Marie Vien (1716-1809),

and David began attending the Académie Royale. After four failed attempts at the Prix de Rome

left him with an enduring grudge against the Acaémie, David finally attained the elusive prize in

1774 with his painting Antiochus and Stratonica.

By the 1780s David had established himself as the most influential and prominent painter

and instructor of neo-classic art in France with works based on classic topics such as such as

Belisarius (1781). In the first of many  opportunistic if ironic career moves, David sought and

attained acceptance as a full Academician in 1783 with Andromache Mourning Hector.
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Jacques-Louis David. Andromache Mourning

Hector. 1783. Oil on canvas 9' 10 1/2" x 6' 8"

Musée du Louvre.

Indeed, David’s talents as a political chameleon

assured his success past the ancien régime,

through the Revolution – during which he voted

for the execution of Louis XVI – and into the

Napoleonic era as the Emperor’s official painter.

A brief survey of documentaries on David

reveals typical and significant musical errors –

compositions misplaced both in time and place.

By exploring the musical activities of

contemporaneous artists and composers,

programs for regional performance venues, and

original source readings, it is relatively easy to identify clearly the three most prominent

composers and musical pieces that are regionally and chronologically appropriate and with

which David would have been acquainted. The cornucopia of music provides a wide array of

moods to complement a realistic portrait of David’s oeuvre between the years 1770 and 1789.

Five documentaries focused wholly or in part on David’s life and oeuvre exemplify a

range of treatments. Art historian and British novelist, Anita Brookner, wrote and narrated a 15-

minute presentation on The Lictors Bearing to Brutus the Bodies of His Sons (1789) as part of

One Hundred Great Paintings, a series produced by Films for Humanities.
1
 Contained within the

section subtitled “Grief,” Brookner narrates her segment on location at the Louvre in Paris.

Unaccompanied by music, Brookner turns to the camera and launches into her essay on

the painting. She provides a well-written and effective evaluation and compares this painting

                                                  
1
 All titles and dates for David’s paintings are consistent with Simon Lee, David, Phaidon Press Limited:

London, 1999.
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with three other works by David: The Oath of the Horatii (1784), The Death of Socrates (1787),

and Marat Breathing his Last (1793). Without music, however, the result is stark, stilted and

echoey. Theme music for the series comprises an introduction with a classical era string quartet

and closing theme with solo cello. As these same themes begin and end each segment of the

series, which covers art work from the middle ages to the 20
th

 century, little consideration is

given to contextually appropriate music. In this production, as with others I have examined,

compositional credit is completely lacking save for those pieces written specifically for the

productions.
2

The 1984 docudrama Jacques-Louis David: The Passing Show, manufactured by Home

Vision Entertainment (Public Media Inc), relies primarily upon French baroque music from the

17
th

-century. Compositions include Sonnerie de Sainte Geneviève du Mont-de-Paris by Marin

Marais (1656-1728), and typify the musical style throughout the film. While this era represents a

high point of French composition in western art music, it is also represents the reign of Louis

XIV and music long out of fashion by David’s lifetime.

One might be able to forgive anachronisms if the music coordinator had at least made an

effort to link topics. For example, Giovanni Legrenzi (1629-1690) and Gaetano Donizetti (1797-

1848) both treated the topic of Belasarius – Legrenzi in his 1677 opera Totila and Donizetti in

his 1836 work Belasario. But no such effort appears. Worse still, the film contains no music

credits at all, and correspondence with Home Vision Entertainment reveals they “never received

music credits.”
3

                                                  
2
 Wherever possible, I identified individual compositions based on previous experience but otherwise

based regional and time assessments on characteristic musical styles.
3
 In an e-mail dated September 1, 2004, Marc McClellan of Home Vision Entertainment responded to my

inquiry regarding music credits with the following:

“Dear Gary: The Library Media Project asked us to respond to your inquiry since we manufactured JACQUES-
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UCLA’s Eugen Weber offers a pair of videos from The Western Tradition series.

Alternating lectures before an audience and voice-over narrations, Weber employs

contextualizing period paintings and illustrations. Each installment underscores Weber’s heavily

rolled Rs with music ranging from the 1600s to modern made-for-production pieces. The

opening theme, by WGBH senior designer Gene Mackles, mixes blatant quotations of

Beethoven’s Fifth and Ninth Symphonies with scalar runs on now horribly antiquated

synthesizers. Despite his Juilliard education, Mackles, selects several 20
th

-century works –

possibly originals – but offers no credits.

“Reason and Enlightenment,” volume four of The History of Western Art series from

Ambrose Video Publishing, opens with music from Johann Sebastian Bach’s (1685-1750)

Brandenberg Concerto No. 5 – a work composed in 1721 and which antedates David’s birth by

27 years. Bach, for his part, never traveled outside the Germanic lands and was considered old-

fashioned in his own homeland by the end of his life. His oeuvre fell largely into obscurity until

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) resurrected St. Matthew’s Passion in 1829 – four years after

David’s death. Aside from this problematic pairing, most of the soundtrack is in the classical

style written between 1750 and 1800, and this film comes closest to creating successful

contextual links. Unfortunately, it also lacks credits for musical compositions.

Instrumental music, including both sonatas and concerti, comprises the bulk of music in

“Reason and Enlightenment.” Three of David’s works – The Oath of the Horatii; Marat

Breathing his Last; and Bonaparte Crossing the St. Bernard Pass (1800) – are matched with an

                                                                                                                                                                   
LOUIS DAVID: THE PASSING SHOW.  I went back through our original files from 1986 when we acquired the

U.S. distribution rights to this program, but unfortunately, we never received music credits.  Sorry I can't be of more

help. – Marc McClellan/Home Vision Entertainment (Public Media Inc)/4423 N Ravenswood Avenue/Chicago, IL

60640-5802/Tel:  773 878 2600, ext 211/Fax: 773 878 8406/mmcclellan@homevision.com/www.homevision.com”
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unidentified flute concerto and the 1791 Clarinet Concerto in A, K622 by Austrian composer

Wolfgang Mozart (1756-1791) – a work written just two months before the composer’s death.
4

Mozart’s travels as a child prodigy between 1763 and 1766, which included France,

established him throughout Europe as a keyboard virtuoso and composer of instrumental music,

but by the early 1770s, the teenager’s musical activity resided almost exclusively in Salzburg.

Mozart’s time in Paris as a mature artist came in 1778 but proved unsatisfying for the 22-

year-old for several reasons – not the least of which was his mother’s death there in July.
5
  In a

letter to his father dated April 5, 1778, the young composer observed, “What annoys me most of

all in this business is that our French gentlemen have only improved their taste to this extent that

they can now listen to good stuff as well. But to expect them to realize that their own music is

bad or at least to notice the difference – Heaven preserve us!”

Mozart’s only significant contributions to the Parisian stage came with Symphony No. 31,

K297 – the “Paris Symphony” – and incidental ballet music, Les petits rien.
6
 A sinfonia

concertante for flute, oboe, bassoon and horn, and a set of Miserere choruses composed at this

time have not survived. Despite Mozart’s standing in contemporary historiographies, his music

held comparatively little currency outside Germanic lands in the late 18
th

-century, and it is

unlikely David would have had opportunity to hear much Mozart in Paris.

So, what would David most likely have heard? And what would provide an appropriate

soundtrack for the artist’s pre-Revolutionary works?

                                                  
4
 Austrian musicologist Ludwig von Ritter Köchel (1800-1877) published a chronological catalog of

Mozart’s works in 1862 prompting the use of K numbers in compositional names.
5
 The Court of Guines failed to pay him for his Flute and Harp Concerto, K299 and Mozart supposedly

declined a position as organist for Versailles.
6
 The “Paris Symphony” reached the stage of the Concert Spirituel on June 18, 1878 with repeat

performances, and Les petits riens was performed along with Niccolò Piccini’s (1728-1800) opera Le finte gemelle.
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Contemporaneous politics play a role in identifying another legendary Austrian composer

for consideration. While serving as American Minister to France from 1784 to 1789, Thomas

Jefferson kept records of his activities and recorded details pertaining to 35 musical

performances he attended in Europe. All but three concerts were in Parisian venues – including

the Panthéon, Comédie-Italienne, Paris Opéra, and Concert Spirituel – and provide a valuable

glimpse into Parisian musical culture.

 While the number of composers represented is

sizeable, two names dominate the list and attest to their

popularity: André-Ernest-Modeste Grétry (1741-1813)

and Joseph Haydn (1732-1809). Twelve concerts

feature one, and sometimes two, symphonies by

Austrian composer Joseph Haydn.

Haydn composed a total of 104 symphonies

throughout his lifetime. During his highly prodigious

30-year career as musical director for the Esterházy

family, weekly operas, symphonies, and various

chamber pieces filled the stages and rooms of

Esterháza and afforded him the opportunity to hone his

entertainment skills and share his music with countless dignitaries and traveling musicians from

throughout the world.
7

                                                  
7
 Haydn served four family members: Paul Anton (1711-1762); Paul’s brother Nikolaus (Joseph) ‘the

Magnificent’ (1714-1790); Nikolaus’s son (Paul) Anton (1738-1794); and Anton’s son Nikolaus (1765-1833).

Jean-Antoine Houdon. Bust of Thomas

Jefferson. 1789. Marble. Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston
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Pirated copies of Haydn’s works began to appear in print in Paris in 1764. Between 1777

and 1790, French publishers printed dozens of his compositions (including dubiously spurious

attributions) for mass consumption, and the

Concert Spirituel presented 256 performances of

Haydn’s works at the Tuileries – immediately

adjacent to David’s home at the Louvre.

Musical patron Claude-François-Marie

Rigoley, Comte d’Ogny (1757-1790), a

Freemason like David, recognized the

implications of Haydn’s popular reception in Paris

and commissioned Haydn to compose six

symphonic works for Le Loge Olympique – the

largest orchestra in Europe at the time.
8
 Written

between 1785 and 1786, Haydn’s symphonies 82

through 87 are known as the “Paris Symphonies.”

Each symphony contains Haydn’s characteristic compositional charm as heard in the

folk-like themes and dramatic pauses. Haydn’s appeal to broad audiences comes through his use

of simple balanced themes and musical devices that frequently earned nicknames from the

general public. For example, Symphony No. 82 attained the moniker L’Ours (the Bear) from the

opening ostinato bass passage in the finale. Audiences came to know Symphony No. 83 as La

                                                  
8
 Haydn’s initiation as a Freemason came on February 11, 1785, but he never attended another meeting and

by 1786 his name disappeared from the membership list of a Viennese lodge.

Le Loge Olympique boasted 40 violins, 10 double basses as well as a large wind section. Renowned for

flamboyant performances, each member, including the violinist and future famed composer Luigi Cherubini (1760-

1842), sported a sky-blue dress coat and sword.

J. E. Mansfield, engraving of Haydn, 1781.
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Poule (the Chicken) for clucking strings and wind instruments in the first movement. Haydn

clearly had a Parisian audience in mind as the second movement of Symphony No. 85 comprises

a set of variations on the French folk-song La gentile et jeune Lisette.

Shortly after their highly successful premieres in 1787 with Le Loge Olympique, the Paris

Symphonies would be repeated at the Concert Spirituels. While Marie Antoinette (1755-1793)

proclaimed Symphony No. 85 her favorite, earning it the name La Reine, their appeal to the

general public prompted the Parisian publisher Jean-Jérôme Imbault (1753-1832) to offer scores

for sale starting in January 1788 with the qualification:

These symphonies … cannot fail to be eagerly sought by those who have the good

fortune to hear them, and also for those who do not know them. The name of

Haydn answers for their extraordinary merit.

The overwhelming presence of Haydn’s music in Paris, its wide appeal to common folk

and regents alike, as well as its proximity to David’s residence to the Tuileries, assure David

would have been familiar with this composer’s music.

The name of Christoph Willibald Gluck (1714-1787) held extraordinary merit throughout

Europe by the 1770s with over 40 successful Italian operas behind him including his highly

successful comic opera Le diable à quatre, ou La double metamorphose (1756)
9
 with libretto by

none other than David’s own godfather, Sedaine. Gluck enjoyed focused attention in Paris as an

operatic reformist after the premiere of his operas Iphigénie en Aulide (1774) and Orphée et

Eurydice (1774) – a largely rewritten French version of his Italian opera Orfeo ed Eurydice

(1762). François Louis Gand Leblanc du Roullet (1716-1786), Gluck’s new librettist and an

emissary with the French embassy in Vienna, arranged Gluck’s inception into the Paris Opéra by

                                                  
9
 Haydn quotes an air from this opera as the theme of his first movement in Symphony No. 8 “Le soir” (c.

1761).
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way of an open letter to Antoine d’Auvergne, Director of the Académie Royale de Musique.

Published in the Mercure de France and fraught with blatant flattery, Roullet’s letter appealed to

both nationalistic pride and pecuniary prudence.
10

 Gluck followed up with his own appeal. Upon

review of Gluck’s work, d’Auvergne acceded with the stipulation that Gluck commit himself to

six operas for the Académie “Otherwise it cannot be played, for such a work as this is calculated

to kill all the old French opera.”
11

 Gluck agreed to the terms and successfully sought the

patronage of his former harpsichord student, the Austrian-born dauphine of France, Marie

Antoinette.

Gluck’s efforts to dispense with ostentatious and highly decorated vocal displays and

resurrect realistic declamatory consistent with Greek tragedies initially met with resistance in

France reminiscent of the Querelle des Bouffons.
12

 Inside the concert hall, Gluck fought to

control a belligerent orchestra and contain lead singers, such as Sophie Arnould (1740-1802).

Outside the hall, Gluck met sharp criticism from Louis XV’s mistress, Madame du Barry (1743-

1793), and supporters of traditional French opera who began a 10-year long pamphlet war.

Nevertheless, Gluck found staunch articulate support from figures such as Voltaire and Jean-

Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), established the trend of conductor as full production supervisor,

                                                  
10

 Roullet declares, “the Italians in their dramatic creations have departed from the true path … [and] that

the French style is the true one for the musical drama.” He goes on to claim, “Last winter, the town of Bologna put

… [Orfeo] in M. Glouch’s [sic] absence. Its success in this town drew more than 20,000 visitors … [and] more than

80,000 ducats, about 900,000 French livres.”
11

 The additional four operas composed for the Académie during this period include Alceste (1776),

Armide (1777), Iphigénie en Tauride (1779), and Echo et Narcisse (1779).
12

 Nearly two decades earlier, Friedrich Melchior Grimm (1723-1807) and Rousseau had waged the

polemically charged Querelle des Bouffons in literary circles by two condemning the weighty decorated tragedies

(opera seria) of Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1784) and favoring of the invading Italian style. Approximately, 60

letters and pamphlets pitted the works of the aging Rameau against performances by Eustachio Bambini’s (1697-

1770) Italian “Bouffons.”
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and provided a model for dramatic musicals that endured well into the 20
th

 century.
13

 During a

sojourn to Vienna in 1783, Gluck attended a concert in which Mozart improvised 10 variations

based on the aria “Unser dummer Pöbel meint” from the elder composer’s opera, La recontre

imprévue (1764).

Surely David noted French regard for Gluck as

manifested in a 1775 portrait by the elder Joseph-

Siffred Duplessis (1725-1802) or the bust by Jean-

Antoine Houdon (1741-1828). Even David’s time in

Italy would not have insulated him from the decade of

debate over operatic reform in France, as detractors of

Gluck’s style pitted this composer’s works against

those of Italian operatic composers such as Niccolo

Piccinni (1728-1800) and Antonio Sacchini (1730-

1786).

Whatever David’s prejudices regarding Marie-Antoinette, they did not prevent his

friendship with those admired by or in service to her. For example, David associated freely with

many of her portraitists before the Revolution, including the Ducreux family. Indeed, his

                                                  
13

 Rousseau’s writings included Lettre à M. Burney sur la musique, avec fragmens d’observations sur

l’Alceste italien de M. le chevalier Gluck (c.1777) and Extrait d’une réponse du petit faiseur à son prête-nom, sur un

morceau de l’Orphée de M. le chevalier Gluck (c.1774),

Bruce Alan Brown and Julian Rushton point out the imfluence of Gluck’s style on Mozart’s Idomeneo, Don

Giovanni, and Die Zauberflöte. In addition, continued impact appears in the works of Romantic composers such as

Hector Berlioz (1803-1869) and Richard Wagner (1813-1883) and 20
th

-century composers such as Richard Strauss

(1864-1949).

Joseph-Siffred Duplessis. Cristoph

Wilibald von Gluck at the Spinet.

1775. oil on canvas.

Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.
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association with the royally favored family is particularly notable as one daughter was the

godchild of Marie-Antoinette herself.
14

English musician, composer, and pioneering music

historian Charles Burney (1726-1814), provided first hand

accounts of music performances during his research in France

and Italy in 1770. Burney’s friendships and contact with

famed European composers such as C. P. E. Bach (1714-

1788) and Gluck testify to Burney’s widespread repute as a

man of letters well-respected within the music community.

Burney identifies André-Ernest-Modeste Grétry, as

“the best, and, at present, the most fashionable composer of

comic operas.” Thomas Jefferson attended at least nine

concerts which included performances of works by Grétry

For 20 years immediately preceding the

Revolution, Grétry’s works dominated the Paris Opéra,

premiered in Bourgogne, Fountainbleau, and Versailles –

including the wedding festivities for the Comte d’Artois

and Marie Thérèse of Savoy in 1773. At the height of his

career, Grétry’s fame spread to Italy, Germany, Austria,

and the Low Lands,

                                                  
14

 McColl, in a 1938 article, argues for authenticity of an otherwise elusive work, Portrait of Madame de

Montgiraud, which bears a 1788 date and David’s signature and for which a receipt in the artist’s hand exists. The

portrait reveals sheet music – a Rondo allegretto – and a bound score for Oedipe à Colone possibly by Burney or

Sacchini. Given the paucity of information regarding this painting, I have limited discussion to this footnote.

Elisabeth-Louise Vigée Le

Brun. Andre Ernest Grétry.

1785. oil on canvas. Château de

Versailles.

Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-

1782). Portrait of Charles

Burney,. 1780. Oil on canvas.

National Portrait Gallery,

London,
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Not unlike David, Grétry’s career contains political juxtapositions. The composer

established his reputation in 1768 with the opera Le Huron. Jean François Marmontel (1723-

1799), who had published his politically provocative novel Bélisaire
15 

a year earlier, based the

libretto for Le Huron on Voltaire’s [né Francois Marie Arouet] (1694-1778) short story

L’ingénu – a work published under the pseudonym Dulaurens and banned within days of its

Parisian release.
16

 David would read Marmontel’s novel in Rome around the same time he

produced his sketch, Belisarius Recognized by a Soldier (1779). Easily interpreted as a wry satire

on the French political and religious culture, L’ingenu presents the story of a 17
th

-century

Canadian raised with the Huron Indians and who finds himself a prisoner of conscience in

France.

Not surprisingly, Le Huron reveals deference to censors as it omits the more contentious

elements of the story, such as ostensible critique of Catholicism. Controversy continued as

Grétry and Marmontel were forced to abandon work on Le connaisseur in 1769 when the

Comédie-Italienne of Paris objected to content. Marmontel destroyed the libretto and this work

has never seen the stage.
17

A year later, in 1770, Grétry’s opera Silvain – again with libretto by Marmontel –

extolled the merits of virtue over noble blood as well as two operas, Les deux avares and

L’amitié à l’épreuve, for the marriage celebration of the Dauphin to Marie Antoinette. Grétry

dedicated the latter work to the future queen.

                                                  
15

 Gretry’s affiliation with Marmontel placed him in company with the Encyclopedists including Denis

Diderot (1713-1784) and Jean-le-Rond D’Alembert (1717-1783).
16

 L’ingenu quotes Bélisaire in chapter 11: “Truth shines with its own light, and minds are not enlightened

by the flames of the stake.” Remarkably, Voltaire stands second only to Shakespeare in the number of operas his

writings have inspired. During his lifetime, his tragedies alone served as the source for over 70 operas.
17

 Further disapproval of Marmontel’s librettos by the Comédie-Italienne’s reading committee eventually

ended his professional relationship with Grétry.
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Two more works premiered at court in 1771 – L’ami de la maison and Zémire et Azor.

Grétry dedicated Zémire et Azor, based on the story of Beauty and the Beast, to Madame du

Barry (1743-1793, née Marie Jeanne Bécu), Louis XV’s mistress. The 1773 marriage celebration

for le Comte d’Artois and Marie Thérèse of Savoy also witnessed Céphale et Procris, ou

L’amour conjugal, and Grétry’s appointment as Marie Antoinette’s personal music director in

1774 attests to the new queen’s fondness for his work.
18

Moreover, it is the opinion of famed opera comique

librettist and David’s own godfather, Sedaine, which renders

Grétry particularly relevant. Sedaine selectively sought out

Grétry and penned the libretti to eight of the composer’s

operas including the pre-Revolutionary works Le magnifique

(1773), Aucassin et Nicolette (1779), Thalie au nouveau

théâtre (1783), Richard Coeur-de-lion (1784), Amphitrion

(1786), Le comte d’Albert (1786), and Raoul Barbe-bleue

(1789).

Grétry reached the pinnacle of his fame in the mid-1780s with simple Rousseau-like

melodies. In a 1791 performance of Richard Coeur-de-Lion given the very month Louis XVI

promulgated the Constitution, the Opéra-Comique modified lyrics for the air, “O Richard, O mon

roi” to contain, “O Louis, O my King. Thy friends surround thee, Their love envelops thee!”

With rapidly changing sentiments came the Convention’s ban on this air.

                                                  
18

 It is around this time that Marie Antoinette sang the lead roles of Jenny in Pierre-Alexander Monsigny’s

(1729-1817) Le roi et le fermier (1762) and Colette in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Le devin du village (1752).

Jacques-Louis David. Portrait of

Michel-Jean Sedaine. c. 1772. Oil

on canvas. Private collection.
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Despite his popular decline and virtual retirement after the Revolution, he attained honors

under the Empire, produced a post-Revolutionary one-act historic drama entitled Joseph Barra

[sic], and completed the operas Guillaume Tell (1791) and Basile (1792) with Sedaine.

The 20-year working relationship between Grétry and Sedaine suggests David knew the

composer and probably attended operatic premieres and performances. Grétry’s marriage to

Jeanne-Marie Grandon (1746-1807), the daughter of famed portraitist and Jean-Baptiste

Greuze’s (1725-1805) mentor, Charles Grandon (c.1691-1762), also provided ample opportunity

for socialization with David.
19

 Between 1785 and his death in 1813, several prominent French

artists, including Académie members Augustin Pajou (1730-1809), Elisabeth-Louise Vigée Le

Brun (1755-1842), and Jean-Baptiste Stouf (1752-1826), would capture Grétry’s likeness on

canvas or in stone.
20

The ultimate challenge of assigning a soundtrack for a survey of David’s pre-

Revolutionary works lies not in its identity but in its acquisition. Of the three composers

explored here, Haydn’s work is the best represented commercially. The Paris Symphonies exist

together on over a dozen compact disc sets, but only five of Gluck’s six Parisian appear complete

on digital recordings. Grétry’s works, however, suffer severe neglect. Complete scores survive

for 37 operas written and premiered during the era discussed, yet only four operas produced

between 1770 and 1789 – Zémire et Azor, L’amant jaloux (1778), Le Jugement de Midas (1778),

and Richard Coeur-de-Lion – count among those currently commercially available in their

                                                  
19

 Edgar Munhall reports in his New Grove article on Greuze that “around 1750 … [Grandon] went to Paris

to join his son-in-law, the composer André Grétry.” Only around nine-years-old and likely pre-pubescent at that

time, the young Grétry would not marry the artist’s daughter until 1771.
20

 Henri Joseph Rutxhiel (1775-1840) – Belgian sources consistently list his name as given here, but New

Grove Art mentions him in a single sentence as  “Ruxthiel” – selected Grétry for his first mature work, and is the

first to sculpt Le Roi du Rome in the early 19
th

-century.

Posthumous statues by Guillaume Geefs (1805-1883) in 1842 and Nicholas Victor Vilain (1818-1899)

between 1854 and 1855 stand in the Place de la Republique in Liege, Belgium and in the courtyard of the Palais du

Louvre, Paris, France, respectively.
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entirety. Scattered fragments from these and nine additional works come by way of excerpted

overtures and arias on compilation discs.
21

Together, Grétry, Haydn, and Gluck represent the basis of high art music in Paris during

David’s pre-Revolutionary development. The proliferation and popularity of their collective

oeuvre, their presence in contemporaneous society and iconography, as well as familial

associations, would easily have David lending an ear. The diversity of mood and style in the

arias, recitatives, choruses, and symphonic movements composed by these masters provides a

full and rich pallet of contextually appropriate sounds to color any meritous portrait of David.

                                                  
21

 Disques Pierre Verany has also produced a CD of Grétry’s six string quartets from 1765 (André-Ernest-

Modeste Grétry. String Quartets. Quatour Via Nova. Audio CD. Pierre Verany [Catalog: #98102], 1999).

Composed in Rome during his studies at the Collège Darchis, these works represent a departure from the

conventional string quartet as devised by Haydn and stand as an oddity in view of his predominate devotion to the

operatic genre.
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Pre-Revolutionary works by David, Grétry, Haydn, and Gluck
22

Grétry Operas and Ballet Music (1770-1789):

Le Huron (1768)*

Lucile (1769)*
Le tableau parlant (1769)*

Momus sur la terre (1769)

Silvain (1770)*

Les filles pourvues (1770)

Les deux avares (1770)*
L’amitié à l’épreuve (1770)*

L’ami de la maison (1771)*
Zémire et Azor (1771)

Le magnifique (1773)*
La rosière de Salency (1773)

Céphale et Procris, ou L’amour conjugal (1773)*
La fausse magie (1775)

Les mariages samnites (1776)

Amour pour amour (1777)  

Matroco (1777)

Le jugement de Midas (1778)

Les fausses apparences, ou L’amant jaloux (1778)
Les événemens imprévus (1779)

Aucassin et Nicolette, ou Les moeurs du bon vieux tems (1779)

Andromaque (1780)

Emilie, ou La belle esclave (1781)

Colinette à la cour, ou La double épreuve (1782)

L’embarras des richesses (1783)

Thalie au nouveau théâtre (1783)

Le caravane du Caire (1783)
L’épreuve villageoise (1784)*

Richard Coeur-de-lion (1784)
Panurge dans l’île des lanterns (1785)

Amphitryon (1786)

Les méprises par resemblance (1786)

Le comte d’Albert (1786)

Le prisonnier anglais (1787)

Le rival confident (1788)

Raoul Barbe-bleue (1789)

Aspasie (1789)

                                                  
22

 Music compositions in bold represent commercially available recordings. An asterisk indicates only

excerpts are available.
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Haydn “Paris Symphonies”:

Symphony No. 82 “L’Ours” in C Major (1786)

Symphony No. 83 “La Poule” in g minor (1785)
Symphony No. 84 in E-flat Major (1786)

Symphony No. 85 “La Reine” in B-flat Major (1785)
Symphony No. 86 in D Major (1786)

Symphony No. 87 in A Major (1785)

Gluck “Paris Operas”:

Iphigénie en Aulide (1774)

Orphée et Eurydice (1774)
Alceste (1776)

Armide (1777)
Iphigénie en Tauride (1779)

Echo et Narcisse (1779)

David’s pre-Revolutionary paintings and sketches:

The Combat of Mars and Minerva (1771)
Apollo and Diana Attacking Niobe and her Children (1772)

The Death of Seneca (1773)
Sorrow (1773)

Portrait of Mademoiselle Guimard as Terpsichore (1773/4)
Antiochus and Stratonice (1774)

Portrait of Michel-Jean Sedaine (1772)
The Funeral of Patroclus (1778)

Hector (1778)
Patroclus (1780)

The Funeral of a Hero (1778/80)
St. Roch Interceding with the Virgin for the Plague-Stricken (1780)

Portrait of Count Stanislas Potocki (1780)
Belisarius (1781)

Christ on the Cross (1782)
Andromache Mourning Hector (1783)

Portrait of Dr. Alphonse Leroy (1783)
Oath of the Horatii (1784)

The Death of Socrates (1787-9)
Paris and Helen (1788)

Portrait of Antoine-Laurent and Marie-Anne Lavoisier (1788)
The Lictors Bring to Brutus the Bodies of His Sons (1789)
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ABSTRACT 

The arrival of colonizers in Mexico and Peru happened in the midst of a debate over 

idolatry that was taking place in Europe and would continue in the newly-discovered territories. 

They were times of self-definition, and it was Spain’s duty to incorporate this “New World” into 

the European scheme. In this overwhelming crossroad, Spain used the concept of “idolatry” to 

label not only that which was undesirable, but especially that which was unknown. But, at the 

very same time that Hernán Cortés and his men were encountering idolatry in the indigenous 

people, Germans began to define Catholic symbols and rituals as idolatrous with nearly identical 

language.  

The goal of this essay is to study the concept of idolatry in the context of the cultural 

encounter between the Spaniards and the native Indians in the 16th-17th centuries, all the while 

keeping an eye on the Reformation movements. I aim to answer a number of under-explored 

questions: What is the use of heresy in the period around the "discovery" of America? What is 

the relationship between heresy and idolatry? What is the significance of the concept of 

“idolatry" in Protestant Europe vis-à-vis the increasingly hegemonic Spain?  

To anticipate my conclusion, I argue that idolatry does not have a single meaning and, 

although I make an effort to offer my own definition in this context, I want to emphasize the 

polyvalent nature of the concept. It is malleable and so are its applications, making it an 
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important point of reference that crosses the main debates of the period.  In my opinion, 

recovering this concept speaks not only about some crucial behavior that was taking place in a 

particular space and time, but also about the process of colonization itself. It refers both to the 

nature of the Indians and to that of their colonizers, and touches the very mechanisms of 

hegemony and coloniality.  
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ARTICLE TO BE PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS 

Downtown is packed.  There are thousands of chairs aligned all over the city and the 

population has doubled again this year. For a whole week, nobody will go to bed before 1am 

with the most assertive blessing of the Church. As the nazarenos process, the spectators eat their 

sandwiches and enjoy the show. Suddenly, silence takes over the street as the first image shows 

up far, far away. The marching bands stop playing and the sandwiches find their way back into 

the plastic bags as we all make an effort to see over everybody’s heads. A white shadow 

approaches and as it comes closer, the spectators become practitioners, a category that includes 

everybody, if only this week. The sepulchral silence is suddenly broken as a loud applause fills 

the air.  

–“Está andando, está andando!”1- somebody screams as he follows the wave in the tunic 

of the image as he is rocked right in front of us. And el Cautivo passes by, in his white robe, 

followed by an estimated 5,000 people who rely on this image to heal a relative, get out of 

                                                 
1 “He is walking, he is walking.” 
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bankruptcy, or even pass the final exams, since nothing is too difficult for this image of Christ 

which is said to be the most miraculous one in the Holy week in Málaga2.  Not the ones in front 

or behind, not the ones still to come in the following days (it is only Monday), but this very one, 

this image that seems to walk over the crowd. And, what to say about the images of the Virgin, 

processed all over the city followed by people screaming ¡Guapa!?  

These scenes are repeated year after year in Southern Spain where, for a week, the 

general public establishes a relationship with these figures that only a small percentage maintains 

during the rest of the year. The images become real. They are cared for, dressed, and adorned 

with special devotion. They walk the streets; they become the object of our prayers and songs, of 

our devotion, our affection and the source of our rivalries, since the member of the other 

cofradias will always say that their images are the best looking this year. And, in the view of 

this, that forms part of some of my dearest memories, I wonder: am I an idolater? Is this 

paganism happening in the core of the very Catholic Spain? What would Erasmus, Luther or 

Calvin say if they saw this? How would Spaniards have reacted if, instead of the Virgen del 

Rocío it had been Pachamama on that throne, that is, if the Incas were celebrating like this?  

Would have they been punished for idolatry? And if so, why are we not? 

The goal of this essay is to offer a corpus of the most necessary definitions when dealing 

with idolatry in the context of the cultural encounter between the Spaniards and the native 

Indians in the 16th-17th centuries, and I aim to answer a number of simple but under-explored 

                                                 
2 The image of the Cautivo is one of the most famous in the Holy Week in Málaga, Spain. It presents the image of Christ 
standing and with his hand tied up as he has been captured. He is wearing a crisp white robe that, moved by the rocking of the 
throne and the breeze from the Mediterranean sea, makes him look like he is actually walking himself. He is surrounded by 800 
nazarenos and carried by 240 men that, joined by the thousands of spontaneous petitioners and the throne of Maria Santisima de 
la Trinidad, make for an eight-hour walk around the main streets of the city. 
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questions: What is heresy? What is its use in the period around the "discovery" of America?3 

How is this concept transformed because of the "discovery"? What is the relationship between 

heresy and idolatry? What is the significance of the concept of “idolatry" in Europe in the period 

around the "discovery"? How was it used and to who was it referred?, etc. To anticipate my 

conclusion, I argue that idolatry does not have a single meaning and, although I make an effort to 

offer my own definition in relation to the context of colonial Peru and Mexico in the moment of 

the first encounter with the Spanish invaders, I really want to emphasize the polyvalent nature of 

the concept, a feature that makes it possible to be used and redefined constantly, in very different 

instances and contexts. It is a malleable concept and so are its applications, making it a very 

interesting point of reference that crosses the main debates of the period.  Therefore, in my 

opinion, recovering this concept, not only speaks about some crucial behavior that was taking 

place in a particular space and time, but it is also embedded in the process of colonization itself. 

It refers both to the nature of the Indians and to that of their colonizers, to the nature of God 

himself and his worst enemy and touches very deeply into the mere mechanisms of hegemony 

and coloniality. 

Christianity has spent most of its beginnings trying to define what is true versus false 

religion, what is accepted or not, and therefore, who belongs and who doesn’t, setting the 

boundaries for what is considered the norm in a particular context, while encoding beliefs and 

behavior in everyday life. Following this tradition, Pedro Ciruelo (1470-1548), professor of 

theology, author of A Treatise Reproving all Superstitions and Forms of Witchcraft (1538), and 

teacher to Phillip II of Spain, when discussing the meaning of false doctrine wrote that “what 

                                                 
3 I prefer to use discovery in quotes since those territories had already been discovered and populated for years. The event of 
1492 only incorporates them to the Western world, but it is not a discovery in the pure sense of the word. 
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superstitions teach is false and deceitful and it is not the teaching of God, who abhors 

superstitions: rather, it is the devil, the father of lies (as Christ said), who takes delight in vain 

superstitions.” (Ciruelo 1977: 90-1)  But this idea was completed by including a component of 

inclusiveness/exclusiveness that makes the doctrine the perfect instrument to appeal to the right 

people: 

That witchcraft and superstition deserve heavy punishment both from the prelates and by 

civil judges, as well as expulsion from the lands of Christian peoples as very evil and poisonous 

things which are known to be extremely prejudicial to the honor of God and very dangerous and 

hazardous for Christian souls, will be seen as a certainty. In the end, they draw down the anger of 

God upon the nations, cities and villages where they are tolerated. (Ciruelo 1977:77) 

This way the root of true religion is presented at the same time that he demonizes any 

ritual not sanctioned by the Catholic Church, establishing who, in his point of view, is in or out, 

who belongs to it and who does not. But as Christianity expanded and it came in contact with 

other peoples and other forms of worshipping it became impossible to keep realities so neatly 

divided into what was true or false doctrine, and syncretism seemed a much more difficult goal 

to attain4. Christian religion and its practice thus, resulted in an ever-changing dichotomy playing 

differently in diverse circumstances and constantly defining and rearticulating the reality that it 

was trying to label. This process of encountering the other normally results in the coexistence of  

a multi-layered religiosity that combines orthodox Christian beliefs together with pre-Christian 

rituals, that is, with other behaviors and beliefs that the Christian authorities would end up 

calling “superstition”, “heresy”, “idolatry”, etc.  This dichotomy, which can be seen as an 

                                                 
4 I understand “syncretism” as the process by which elements of one religion are assimilated into another religion that becomes 
dominant. It is not a fusion, since one religion almost eliminates the other, but there may be remaining elements of the dominated 
religion that maintain a separate identity.  
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expected differentiation between an “official religion”, defended by the Christian authorities, and 

a “popular religion” that collects the excess, the native rituals not contemplated by the Christian 

norm, has not always coexisted in peace, but rather, has resulted in animosity and persecution5. 

Heresy and idolatry are two concepts that, throughout history, have determined the life 

and, more accurately, the death of many individuals in Europe and its colonies. Understood 

differently in different parts of the world at different times, these two concepts were closely 

interwoven in the discourses about imperialism and construction of hegemony that were 

developing in the times around the “discovery” of America, a period when the position relative 

to these terms could close the distance between life and death. 

But what exactly is heresy? What are the characteristics that make it unique? What is the 

relationship between heresy, apostasy and idolatry? What was its use in the period around the 

"discovery" of America?  And, how was this concept transformed because of the "discovery"?  

These are some of the questions that I will attempt to answer below. 

Etymologically, the term heresy means choice, that is, it refers to the possibility of 

choosing to believe in things other than what a particular faith establishes and, therefore, in the 

eyes of that established faith, heresy is seen as erroneous in such a way that the believers should 

try to separate themselves from the heretic and that church, as a whole, ought to create a distance 

away from all who choose differently. It is important to take into account that we are not talking 

about a decided abandonment of a particular religion, but rather a deviation in some aspects of 

that faith, a choice about what dogmas to believe in and what not within that religion. This is, 

therefore, the main difference between “apostasy” and “heresy” where the believer accepts the 

                                                 
5 For an extended study on the meaning of “popular religion”, see Carlos Eire’s article:  “The concept of popular religion” in 
Popular Religion in Mexico, edited by Martin Nesvig, University of New Mexico Press, 2005. 
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whole deposit of dogmas as proposed by the church; the heretic accepts only the parts of it that 

meet his own approval; and the apostate abandons the faith altogether. 

Nevertheless, in all cases, for these deviations to take place, it is necessary that the heretic 

be a previous believer, that is, he needs to belong to an structured religion such as the Catholic 

Church before he can distance himself from it; in other words, in this case, baptism becomes a 

necessary requirement for becoming heretic, and also the main ingredient that differentiates 

heretics from idolaters, since the latter had not been baptized when they worshipped a god other 

than the Catholic one. 

This emphasis on choice has been stressed in the inquisitorial literature for a long time 

and Eimeric’s Directorium Inquisitorum (1376) dwells heavily on it. He places the heretic 

between the total sum of truths revealed in the true doctrine and the perverse and erroneous 

version of it chosen by the sinner (Eimeric 1983:57). Heresy, thus, is presented as an intellectual 

error maybe motivated by pride or exaggerated trust on one's own insight, the illusions of 

religious purity, the attractiveness of political or ecclesiastical power, or the relationship with 

material interests and personal status. According to Eimeric, it isolates the person or group that 

falls in it and weakens the community as well as the church that has to fight it. Saint Thomas of 

Aquinas joins this point of view and defines heresy as “a species of infidelity in men who, 

having professed the faith of Christ, corrupt all his dogmas” (II-II 11:1), stressing the intellectual 

aspect of heresy and the importance of free will after baptism in this religious deviation.  

But, this is not necessarily true in all cases, and in other contexts, heresy is devoid from 

that emphasis on free choice to become the result of ignorance of the true creed, erroneous 

judgment, or imperfect apprehension and understanding of dogmas, leaving the pride to one side 

to just becoming the victim of a misinterpretation and not an agent of deviation or religious 
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disagreement. A situation like this is what can be said to have occurred in the Spanish colonies in 

America where, once baptized and far from syncretism, the Indians developed a mixture of their 

native rituals and the newly learnt ceremonies of the Catholic cult, coming up with a 

combination that was considered heretical. But, whereas in these cases, preaching and deeper 

understanding of the doctrine could potentially help the situation until its complete resolution, in 

the case of the heresy by pride, obstinate denial or rejection of some aspects of the creed seem to 

be much more difficult to eradicate and can even turn into the seeds of schism. 

It is St. Thomas who defines superstition as: "a vice opposed to religion by way of 

excess.”(II-II:92:1). Superstition sins by excess, that is, it constitutes worship to an improper god 

or in an improper way, according to the Catholic Church. From this point of view, there are four 

species of superstitions, of which idolatry, the worship of idols, is only one. It is accompanied by 

improper ways of worship of the true God; divination; and vain observances, which include 

magic, witchcraft and all the occult arts. All of these behaviors are heretical and superstitious and 

have been fiercely fought throughout history. 

Therefore, idolatry is a superstitious act and, therefore, a form of heresy. The reason why 

I choose to concentrate on this term (“idolatry”) rather that in any other (like superstition or 

heresy) is because, although, they are very closely related, it was idolatry, and no other 

manifestation of religious deviation what happened in the Spanish colonies, as perceived from 

the eyes of the colonizers. This is the way the Spaniards decided to refer to the native religion 

which, because it worshipped idols not known by the Catholic conquerors, was considered 

idolatry. Also, this label was used to define the Indians for opposition to the newly-arrived who 

chose to call themselves Christians as it is reflected in their accounts at almost all times.  
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The word idolatry is formed from two Greek words: eidōlon, “image” and latreia, 

“adoration” so, from a purely etymological point of view, idolatry means “adoration of images”6.  

In the same line, the Diccionario de Autoridades describes idolatry as “the worship or cult that 

the Gentiles give to creatures or statues of false idols”7, understanding Gentiles to mean “non 

Jew” and, eventually, all pagans. Idolatry, therefore, as described above, is the worship of a 

creature instead of God, but it also implies in some cases the adoration of idols made by man, 

who is himself a creature, so it puts the creation of man above that of God Himself, as it is 

emphasized by Isaiah 44:9-18.8 

In dealing with the Spanish colonies, we can clearly appreciate two opposing movements. 

On the one hand, we can recognize those who, based on the Old Testament, think that idolatry is 

a sin that needs to be fought and, therefore, becomes one of the main reasons why preaching by 

Spaniards and tremendous efforts in pursuing the evangelization of the Indians are required9. On 

the other hand, there are those who, following Saint Thomas, think that idolatry is not a sin but 

merely misguided practices that do not justify the presence of Spaniards in America.   

Among the latter, Vitoria stands out in considering that the idolatry among the Indians 

was not a sin but rather a calamity, and concludes that neither the Pope, nor his Christian 

representatives on earth (in this case, the king of Spain) had the right to use violence to fight the 

behaviors of those who were not their subjects. 
                                                 
6 Eliade, Mircea et al. Encyclopedia of Religion, New York, N.Y.: Macmillan, 1987, Vol. 7, 72-81. 
 
7 My translation. 
 
8 These are some of those verses: “Idol makers all amount to nothing, and their precious works are of no avail, as they themselves 
give witness. To their shame, they neither see nor know anything; and they are more deaf than men are. Indeed, all the associates 
of anyone who forms a god, or casts an idol to no purpose, will be put to shame; they will all assemble and stand forth, to be 
reduced to fear and shame...The idols have neither knowledge nor reason; their eyes are coated so that they cannot see, and their 
hearts so that they cannot understand.” 
 
9 Ginés de Sepúlveda participated in this idea. 
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Bartolomé de las Casas, the Dominican friar and later bishop of Chiapas, insists on this 

point and suggests that idolatry is a natural occurrence. According to his opinion, all men have a 

natural thirst for finding a superior being, a primary reason for everything and he believes that, 

when this natural desire is not well guided, the Devil sometimes takes advantage of the situation 

and pushes people to worship false idols. Therefore, in his opinion, idolatry is nothing more than 

a badly oriented desire to know God and, because of this, is both natural and universal. 

He bases this idea on the episode in the Garden of Eden and he considers that, once man 

betrayed God, there was a breakage in the direct communication with the divine. From that point 

on, revelation could only occur via learning from man to man, that is, only when man gets to a 

particular degree of learning through the teaching of other men can he connect with God, but the 

condition for this to happen, that is, the natural drive, has to be there first. 

In this sense, Las Casas establishes a link between the degree of idolatry in a particular 

group of people and its degree of civilization, implying that native Indians are living in a more 

primitive state than the Spaniards who found them and that, necessarily, civilization brings 

Christianity with it, idea that Garcilaso would retake in his writings. 

More and more, and throght the contributions of Francisco de Avila, Cristobal de Molina 

and Acosta, among others, idolatry became the face by which America was recognized and a 

synonym of the innate incapability of the Indians. A sample of this can be found in some of 

Calderón de la Barca’s plays that deal with the Indies and the issues around evangelization. 

The most definitive shift in the evolution of the concept of idolatry takes place at the end 

of the decade of the 1560s and the beginning of the 70s, coinciding with the rebellion of the 

taquiongos. This movement, whose name literally means “dancing sickness” or the “disease of 

the dance”, constituted the first attempt of Native American resistance. It preached the total 
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rejection of Spanish religion and customs and instead, it proposed their coming back to the 

teaching of their predecessors, to the worship of the Sun, their huacas (sacred entities or places) 

and their mallquis (the mummified remains of their ancestors).  

This movement was met by the brutal repression of the visitador Albornoz and the 

viceroy Toledo, who decided to exterminate this possible focus of distress before it really 

became a threat, and Tupac Amaru was publicly beheaded in 1572. However, what is most 

relevant about this event is that the repression of the Taki Onqoy marks the final moment in the 

progression that we saw above. Idolatry, once considered some misguided practices with no evil 

intentions, now definitely becomes a major sin, one that puts at risk the supremacy of the 

Spanish empire and that has to be fought fiercely. 

This final shift that insists on the diabolic nature of idolatry finds in Acosta its main 

supporter. He assures us that the main causes from which idolatry originates are the arrogance of 

the Devil and the mortal hate and enmity that he has towards men (Acosta 1894: 3-4). 

But at the same time, and perhaps this came as surprising collateral damage, the fact that 

Spaniards insisted on the association of the Indians with the Devil backfired on them. This 

insistence in the Incas’ diabolic way of life gave them the possibility of using this very strong 

alliance for their own cause and, for the first time, if Spaniards adopted the flag of Christianity, 

they handed Indians the flag of the Devil. Therefore, that which had been different, exotic, or 

strange in the first encounters, is now armed with a diabolic force that the Indians did not even 

know was there for their advantage.  

At this point, I would be tempted to describe idolatry, in the context of colonial Mexico 

and Peru, as those beliefs and practices of the natives that do not conform to those of Catholicism 

and become, for this reason, the target of the Spanish colonizers. It is that irreducible excess of 
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indigenous culture that persists in spite of the imperialistic attempts, the remains of a subjectivity 

that, once colonized, becomes sinful, erroneous and false. 

Idolatry, taking this approach, is used as part of the huge machinery that Spaniards put 

together with the intention of developing their plans for imperial expansion. Among the 

functions it performs, it is used to alienate the others and unite them in an artificial category 

defined by what Spaniards were not. Idolaters in colonial Peru and Mexico are, therefore, those 

who eat what we do not, worship what we do not, look different from us, speak something that is 

unintelligible to us, etc. But the creation of this heterogeneous group creates an enemy to attack: 

their diabolic nature which, only by the virtue of its existence, gives purpose to the hundreds of 

friars who were sent to the colonies, the innumerable soldiers who accompanied them, and what 

is more important: the birth of a diluted, non-concrete, invisible enemy guarantees and justifies 

the maintenance of an internal policy of expansionism in Spain that otherwise may have been 

impossible to sustain. Also along these lines, the characteristics of the enemy makes him one that 

will never be fought enough, one that we can never be sure is destroyed, one that can scare 

populations for indeterminate periods of time and one that can always be blamed for all kinds of 

excesses. The fight, therefore, has long moved away from the mere discussion of religious 

matters and develops, rather, in hegemonic terms: it is embedded in the process of colonization 

itself and shapes the reality of the dominant group as well as that of the invaded. 

But, at the same time that the concept of idolatry was being defined in the “New World”, 

those in the purest orthodoxy in the colonies, that is, the Spanish, also known as Christians, were 

being called “idolaters” back in their own continent, producing an ironic situation that run 

parallel in many ways. If we take a careful look at the events of those years, we can see that the 

incorporation of America into the European imaginary and the Protestant and Catholic 
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Reformations were taking place at the same time and, what it is more important, they were not 

isolated events. I think it is remarkable that at the very same time that Hernán Cortés and his men 

were encountering idolatry in the New World, in 1521, Germans began to define Catholic 

symbols and rituals as idolatrous with nearly identical language.   

But it is not only through chronology that these two key events are related. In fact, they 

are interwoven together and are two expressions of the same phenomenon. Idolatry is, at the 

bottom of it, a late medieval development and a part of a new system of ethics. Therefore, it was 

not a concept invented for Europeans to refer to the other in the colonies, and although it was 

applied in this situation, the concept of idolatry was created by Europeans to refer to themselves, 

to other Europeans that had gone beyond the set boundaries and thus, the plasticity of the term. It 

was created to discover the enemy within, either by confession or other methods, and it was only 

convenient to reshape it in order to describe the other, although that was not the primary goal of 

this concept. I think it is essential to point out these connections and to them I will devote the 

remainder of this essay. 

As we have seen, Zwingli was very thorough in presenting the differences between true 

and false religion as a way of creating a distance between reformed protestants and old-fashioned 

Catholics, but this distinction can also be found in the chronicles of Bernal Díaz del Castillo, a 

soldier in Cortés’ army who, when confronted with the reality of New Spain, cannot help to 

marvel at the expressions of false religion that fill the “new” territories: 

 

Lleváronnos a unas casas muy grandes, que eran adoratorios de sus 

ídolos y estaban muy bien labradas de cal y canto y tenían figurados en 

unas paredes muchos bultos de serpientes y culebras y otras pinturas de 

ídolos, y alrededor de uno como altar, lleno de gotas de sangre muy 
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fresca; y a otra parte de los ídolos tenían unas señales como a manera de 

cruces, pintados de otros bultos de indios; de todo lo cual nos 

admiramos, como cosa nunca vista ni oída. (Díaz del Castillo 1999:69) 

In this description, there is an obvious correlation between the images of the pagan idols 

and the diabolic and, in spite of the true admiration that all that fine work produces in the 

Spaniards, the viewing of the temples is accompanied by a negative judgment of the Indians. In 

this case, they are presented as civilized enough to build marvelous places of worship, an 

intellectual capacity that will be necessary in the process of being evangelized; but, on the other 

hand, these places are not consecrated to the right divinity, but rather to the symbols of the Devil, 

including the infamous serpents. 

In this situation, Bernal shows the Spaniards as taking charge of the process of 

eliminating idolatry, presenting the true religion and incorporating the Indians to the Western 

imaginary all at once: “Los españoles aceptan gustosos el regalo, pero exigen que los indios 

abandonen sus cultos y abracen el cristianismo. Pese a la fuerte resistencia local, los españoles 

destruyen los ídolos, construyen un altar con una cruz y una imagen de la Virgen y bautizan a los 

indios” (Bernal Díaz del Castillo 1999:174)  

We are witnessing a process of substitution of symbols: the Spaniards take down the 

snakes and put up the image of the Virgin while there is no mention of any attempt to educate the 

Indians. Even more, sometimes the symbols are the same, as happens in the case of the crosses, 

(the Indian replaced by the Catholic) and it is only the meaning attached to it what is in question. 

But the meaning of the second cross does not stress the triumph of Christianism over paganism, 

or the spreading of the evangelization, but rather the change of hegemony.  It is, therefore, a 

campaign based on the visibility of the symbols, not on doctrine, obsessed with erecting big 
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crosses as a sign of the Spanish colonial power, in order to show their increasing territories, a 

gesture that leaves the Christian creed in a secondary position. But, in spites of the differences in 

context, both Zwingli and Bernal Díaz agree on the fact that false religion is based on false 

worship and idolatry, although these terms refer to very different realities in the two cases. 

Therefore, if idolatry was understood by Las Casas and St. Thomas of Aquinas as 

excessive devotion, that is, as a misguided thirst to connect with a superior being, there were 

numerous opinions to the contrary such as the ones coming from Zwingli, Bernal Díaz, Luther, 

Calvin, Acosta, and Francisco de Ávila, etc., who cannot separate idolatry from its superstitious 

roots and its links to the diabolic. In the first group, the deviation in the natural drive to find God 

is due to a number of factors which include, above all, ignorance, a crucial element that would 

exonerate Indians from guilt and put it on that who takes advantage of this ignorance, that is, the 

Devil. According to Garcilaso, the Andeans (pre-Inca empire) were in this situation: they were 

idolatrous, but not by choice, a state that can be easily remedied through preaching. This is the 

same position that Erasmus would adopt in relation to the Catholics, since he thought that their 

corruption was based on lax, ignorant ways, but never on a servitude to the Devil himself. 

The difference with the second group is quite big, since in the latter, it would be the 

corrupted and devilish nature of the Incans themselves that would consciously open a door to the 

actions of the Devil. Therefore, Acosta, as the reformers did, believed in the diabolic and 

manipulative nature of the corrupted natives, an element that made the evangelization that much 

harder and that, in the context of Europe, meant the schism of the Church. 

In relation to this, Luther saw the Pope as the biggest worshipper of idols, since he adored 

the Virgins and saints and the reformer attributes this fragmentation of deity to his corrupt ways. 

This same phenomenon takes place in the Indies, where the Andeans, just like the Catholics, 
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have many idols that, as the saints or Virgins, are used for specific purposes. For these reasons, 

Zwingli and Calvin want to abolish and destroy the images, and although, in principle, Bernal 

Diaz agrees, in his case, he differentiates between pagan images and Christian ones. This 

distinction had no place in the reformers’ set of mind, since for them the visible could not 

contain the invisible, and therefore, no material could even attempt to represent the divine 

without corrupting it, but both the natives Indians and the Catholics thought otherwise. 

Luther argues that the images are not corrupt in themselves, but their use is, so he insists 

on the power of preaching rather than that of the destruction of the idols, an idea that is reflected, 

at roughly the same time, in the thoughts of Ginés de Sepúlveda and Las Casas. But Calvin 

observes that the pagan rituals are sneaking into the Christian universe, disguised as Christian 

themes that were, in reality only occult pagan beliefs, as was happening in the New World as a 

product of an impossible synchronism. 

As we can see, the dialogue between Protestant Europe and the Indies was well 

established and the points of debate were numerous. The matters that were being treated in the 

two poles were parallel and, although they referred to very different realities, the search for 

establishing a true religion seemed to have idolatry as its core. The attempts at defining it, 

understanding it, and fighting it occupied a good number of centuries, but the questions could be 

reopened today, as I tried to point out in my description of the Holy Week in Málaga (Southern 

Spain). Therefore, the answer about my idolatrous ways (or not) will depend on the approach 

taken on this superstitious act. As I have tried to show, idolatry does not have a single meaning, 

but it is a term full of plasticity, that refers back to a heterogeneous reality and, this is the aspect 

that fascinates me, defines the point of view of that who approaches as much as the practices 

themselves. It defines the observer even more than the observed practices and in doing that, it 
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places itself in the center of the debate about identity, and the struggles between the dominant 

and the subaltern, the colonizer and the colonized. 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this essay is to examine the issues around the interaction of cultures in the 

Iberian Peninsula in the times preceding the “discovery” of America and to ask the following 

questions: How did Spain react to the first "infidels" they came in contact with: Jews and Moors? 

What were the mechanisms displayed to other them and establish the basis for a national project 

which alienated these groups? What were they accused of? Did the treatment of Moors and Jews 

change after the "imperial moment"? 

Jumping ahead, I would like to anticipate some of the points that will be part of my 

conclusion. I think that the expulsion of these two groups (Moors and Jews) was motivated not 

only by the intention of maintaining the purity of the Christian faith, that is, it was not motivated 

solely by religious reasons or even by racism alone. I will argue that it was a political decision, 

one that was motivated by state reasons and made by a modern state in the making, one that had 

outlined a plan for itself and was determined to follow through with it. Needless to say, this plan 

did not include the other within. 

This conscientious decision-making process became the core of a state that set itself apart 

from the rest: it was a modern state in the sense that it was determined to enjoy autonomy in 

domestic, economic and social policies; it was willing to assert itself without interference from 

other states and powers; and, it presented itself as the Catholic state but, at the same time, out of 

the shadow of the Church of Rome, that is, ready to evangelize unknown territories but under the 

auspices of the Catholic king and queen, rather than the Pope. This way, although religion was a 

fundamental ingredient in the mix, the Spaniards monarchs intervened in these issues with the 

weapons of a modern state, through state (not ecclesiastical) institutions like the Inquisition, and 

based their power on a political construction that would, ultimately, rule the world. 
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The last century saw the fall of beauty defined by purity. This one 
will define beauty as hybridity. Hardly any of our pursuits, not the 
sciences, certainly not the arts and more and more not even ourselves 
are complete without an ampersand. We live in a world where things 
are judged by modularity, malleability and most importantly their 
context. Craft has been replaced by technical appropriateness, but 
were does quality fit in? I’m an artist & a designer & an educator & 
an administrator & an entrepreneur, is that good, is it bad, or just 
a reality that we need to prepare our students for? 
 
In this world, educating our cultural producers to create in 
verticals developed by the markets of the past is ill advised. They 
would be better served by an education equipping them with the 
ability to select the appropriate tool for the job and leverage 
technology to create solutions to problems of their choosing. This 
will allow cultural producers; artists, designers, musicians, etc., 
to define their work by the ideas, not the way they choose to 
communicate them. In doing this we yield a creative cultural producer 
limited only by their own imagination and not the craft or technology 
they have mastered. (Certainly the commercial world they will enter 
has already realized the advantages of malleable thinkers/workers.) 
This educational model allows us to fulfill a basic academic mission 
in equipping our students with the ability to educate themselves and 
start a lifetime of learning and productivity. Together these results 
make creative explorers that can realize ideas in ways that create a 
substantial impact.  
 
New-Media affords us an opportunity to realize this future and 
digital technology is a key. As a malleable tool, the computer makes 
possible a wide variety of output with the mastery of one tool, 
leaving time and creative space for ideas to take the lead.  
I will present the Multimedia program at The University of the Arts 
as an example of what is possible, and how it can work, as an 
education for the realities of contemporary practice and culture. One 
that takes advantage of what we already have by flipping the tables 
and building something new from the pieces. 
 
Some New-Media programs follow a BA model and allow for the 
development of ideas but have limited attention given to production.  
 
Others follow a BFA model and create a digital discipline parallel to 
other art and design disciplines with little time dedicated to 
academics. 
 
We need both! Pushing the extremes of both these models and lowering 
the boundaries between practice & theory. Teaching our students to 
think and make with equal emphasis.  
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Abstract 
Katherine Hoover’s compositions Kokopeli and Winter Spirits have become part of the standard flute 
literature.  These works evoke the richness of Native American Culture from the Southwest.  Her music 
captures the landscape, spirits, and legendary heroes of a people who possess a kinship with the land.  Her 
compositions and the compositional techniques utilized to create this soundscape are examined and 
performed.  
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Versailles and the Pastorale: 
Of Performance as Representation 

 
 
 In the mid-seventeenth century, Versailles, as setting, functioned as emblem of 
the King’s authority, amply discussed by Louis Marin in his text, Le Portrait du Roi. 
Serving as locus of representation signifying a unity of terrestrial and celestial powers, 
Versailles also represented the King in the performances of ballets through such elements 
as dress, gesture, and ornate ritual that were regally displayed in natural settings.  
  
 Reifying nature, Versailles contained magnificent edifices surrounded by gardens, 
fountains, and grottoes wherein danced performance paid homage to gods of Greece and 
Rome.  In early ballets, such as Le Ballet de la Nuit (1653) and Le  Ballet de Pélée et 
Thétis (1654)  wherein he danced the role of the God, Apollo, Louis XIV was both 
subject and object of representations that were, in turn, enhanced by less important 
natural elements: flora, wild animals, and fountains.   Able to join together the Kings 
public and private realms, the pastoral setting would reify habits and customs of the King 
and his court not only in Versailles, but also in such lesser performance venues as the 
hunting lodge and retreat of Chambord through later comédie-ballets presented by 
Molière such as Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme (1670) and Monsieur de Pourceaugnac 
(1669).  
 
 As settings for danced performance, symbolic meaning in nature that extended 
from Versailles functioned as emblem of the late-seventeenth century’s idealized 
allegiance to the King, an emblem that would be transformed during the eighteenth 
century to homage to the individual.  The changing face of the pastoral would encompass, 
by the late-eighteenth century, the retreat from the city to the country as haven essential 
to the individual’s moral development.  In this regard, Versailles, as setting for 
performance,  was used by Jean-Jacques Rousseau for a first private representation for 
the King and his court of the intermède,  Le Devin du village (1751).  Allegorizing the 
importance of the country as morally superior to the city,  the character Colin seeks 
retreat from city life and chooses as a mate Colette rather than a dame de ces lieux (lady 
of these parts), symbolically achieved in the final act as an elaborate pantomime.  
 
 By the late-eighteenth century, the pastoral as emblem of nature would change 
from a realm of courtly artifice and cosmopolitan habits to one of moral superiority 
gained from seeking retreat in a private repose.  Throughout a century wherein the 
opposition of the public realm to the private came to be reified through cosmopolitan 
habitats that were opposed to countrified settings, Versailles heralded change through its 
remaining a setting for performance.   Changing from a natural display to complement 
royal pastime into one reifying individual retreat, Versailles as pastoral setting 
encompassed the changing meaning of dance, and by extension performance as 
representation. 

  
 
 
 



Objectives: 
 
      The purpose of this paper will be to compare and contrast Versailles , and to a lesser 
extent Chambord,  as settings for specific performances taking place during the late-
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  It will also examine the role of setting as intrinsic 
element of representation for theatrical dance during both periods. 
 
Methodology: 
• Literature review of  libretti surrounding ballets and other genre performed at 

chateaux of Versailles and Chambord; 
• Examination of danced performance practice evolving from ballets performed in late-

seventeenth century at Versailles to late-eighteenth century performance in intermede, 
Le Devin du village by Rousseau and other works. 

• Assessment/analysis. 
 
Outcome of Research: 
• An understanding of the role of the natural setting as functional element of 

performance; 
• A comparison and contrast of performative elements contrasting late-seventeenth 

with late-eighteenth century performance. 
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Abstract: Many Eliot scholars have noted the influence of the British idealist philosopher 
F. H. Bradley’s thought on Eliot in his doctoral dissertation and in his poetry and plays.  
Although most references are to Bradley’s epistemological work Appearance and Reality 
(the subject of Eliot’s dissertation), few references have been made to the influence of 
Bradley’s Ethical Studies.  My contention is that the latter work had more of a profound 
influence on Eliot and his works than did the former.   In Ethical Studies Bradley asserts 
the following ideas, all of which are central to Eliot’s world view and which were never 
modified or repudiated by Eliot (as was the case with Bradley’s metaphysics as presented 
in Appearance and Reality): morality as a conflict between the good and the bad self, 
reality known and expressed as a “concrete universal,” the necessity for community and 
tradition as a prerequisite for self-transcendence and completion, and the recognition that 
morality in itself is insufficient and that therefore “[r]eflection on morality leads us 
beyond it.  It leads us, in short, to see the necessity of a religious point of view.” 
 
 
 T. S. Eliot wrote his Harvard philosophical dissertation, Experience and the 

Objects of Knowledge in the Philosophy of F. H. Bradley (reprinted as Knowledge and 

Experience in the Philosophy of F. H. Bradley, New York: Farrar, Straus, 1964) on F. H. 

Bradley’s epistemology, particularly as presented in Bradley’s Appearance and Reality.   

If one looks at Anne Bolgan’s appended bibliography of works cited in the published 

dissertation under the heading “Bradley,” one finds eleven works, four books (including 

one collection of essays) and seven articles.  Of the four books, one major Bradley book 

is missing: Ethical Studies (originally published in 1876; second edition published 1927).  

The lack of this book being cited is troubling: no dissertation writer would fail to mention 

and provide at least one citation to a major work by one’s dissertation subject.  One 

cannot argue that the book is irrelevant to the topic: as Eliot notes in his review article,  
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“Those who return to the reading of Ethical Studies, and those who now, after reading the 

other works of Bradley, will be struck by the unity of Bradley’s thought in the three 

books and in the collected Essays” (402).  Although  Ethical Studies is primarily 

concerned with ethics, there is also an epistemological cast to the work.  It is my 

contention that Eliot almost certainly read Ethical Studies but did not cite it because his 

topic was narrowly epistemological, because the book was closer to Eliot’s more deeply 

held beliefs than the other Bradleyan books, and because with the writing of his 

dissertation Eliot could say goodbye to a future career as a philosopher and could instead 

become an ethical poet.  (On this change in career, see, for example, Ackroyd, 69, and 

Schusterman, 31.)  

One outcome of Eliot’s failure to mention Bradley’s Ethical Studies in his 

dissertation and to refer to it only in a review article written on the occasion of the 

publication of the second edition in 1927 is that the majority of scholars who have 

discussed the influence of Bradley on Eliot do not mention Ethical Studies.    Instead, the 

majority of Eliot scholars have read Eliot’s works in light of his dissertation.  Although 

these attempts are interesting and insightful, I contend that Bradley’s Ethical Studies is a 

better guide to understanding Eliot’s ethical beliefs and his spiritual quest.  What I 

propose to do in this presentation is to articulate the central ideas about ethics and 

religion in Bradley’s Ethical Studies but not apply them to a close reading of Eliot’s 

poetry and plays.  This application will be the subject of an longer study. 

Bernard Bergonzi separates himself from the rest of those scholars and critics who 

have seen Bradley’s influence on Eliot as important and asserts that Bradley’s influence  
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is minimal or doubtful.  Rather than being a major influence, Bergonzi contends that “. . . 

Eliot’s study of the philosopher [functioned] as an intense but somewhat self-contained 

phase in his career” (24).  The only influence Bergonzi notes concerns “the disintegration 

of the substantial self” (24).  Bergonzi dismisses this influence, commenting that it was a 

commonplace theme in European literature from modern literature.  Bergonzi does assert 

that Bradley served to reinforce Eliot’s skepticism (25) and as a model of prose style 

(26). 

 According to Graham Martin, J. Hillis Miller maintains that Bradley influenced 

Eliot from his early poetry until approximately 1923, after which Eliot moved away from 

Bradleyan skepticism to faith in a transcendent Christian God.  As Graham Martin 

comments, Miller “. . . shows that Eliot moves away from the Bradleyan idealism which 

dominates his thought up to about 1923 to a position of a Christian for whom a 

transcendent God has established the objectivity of time, space and the natural world” 

(Martin, 128).  

One of the first scholars to discuss Eliot’s indebtedness to Bradley was Hugh 

Kenner.  In The Invisible Poet, Kenner advances the view that Bradley’s influence 

colored Eliot’s skepticism and irony, his account of immediate experience, his view of 

tradition, and his religious views.  According to Kenner, these four themes derive, 

however, from Appearance and Reality, and not from Ethical Studies (40-69, esp. 45, 46-

7, 55-6, and 55-6). 

 Another prominent scholar who saw Eliot influenced primarily by Appearance 

and Reality is Jewel Spears Brooker.  In “T.S. Eliot and the Revolt Against Dualism,”  
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Brooker argues that Bradley advocated monism against Cartesian dualism, and that it was 

this position that animated Eliot in his dissertation.  Brooker sees six Bradleyan 

contentions as significant to Eliot’s dissertation: 1) “Reality is experience”; 2) “Reality is 

one”; 3) “Reality is all-comprehensive”; 4) Reality is systematic”; 5) “All relations are 

internal”; and that there are “degrees of truth, degrees of reality” (311).  Brooker’s article 

“The Structure of Eliot’s ‘Gerontion’” is also based on Eliot’s dissertation and is a tour 

de force.  Although her depiction of the disintegration of the self and skepticism of 

“Gerontion” is solidly based on the dissertation, the matrix for understanding fails to 

account for the religious insights of this and later poetry and plays. 

 Of all the scholars who see Bradley’s influence on Eliot stemming from 

Appearance and Reality, the most important is Anne Bolgan.  Bolgan, the first scholar to 

view Eliot’s previously unpublished dissertation and the person who urged Eliot to have 

it published, has done magnificent service to Eliot scholars with her monograph What the 

Thunder Really Said.   Her study, excellent as it is, is limited by seeing Eliot through the 

lens of Bradleyan epistemology derived from Appearance and Reality rather than by 

seeing how other of Bradley’s works could more pointedly illuminate Eliot’s oeuvre. 

It is important to see Bradley’s Ethical Studies in the context of the book’s 

publication.  As several Bradley scholars (especially Richard Wollheim and Eliot) have 

commented, Bradley’s intention in the first three chapters ( “The Vulgar Notion of 

Responsibility. . .,” “Why Should I Be Moral,” and “Pleasure for Pleasure’s Sake”) was 

to distinguish his view of ethics from the British empirical and utilitarian traditions.  As 

Eliot states in his review essay about Bradley, “. . . the Ethical Studies are not merely a  
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demolition of the Utilitarian theory of conduct but an attack upon the whole Utilitarian 

mind” (Selected Essays, 398).  In addition to the attacks on these two important British 

philosophical traditions, Eliot also sees Ethical Studies as a critique of Matthew Arnold 

(Selected Essays, 395, 398-402). 

 In his review of Ethical Studies, Eliot observes that Bradley maintained a 

consistent unity of thought in his published books.  This consistency, Eliot avers, is not 

because Bradley was fixed in his thought but because he continued to develop the 

implications of his thought over a long period of reflection (Selected Essays, 402).   

Morality as a conflict between the good and bad self:                                                                            

 Eliot’s initial philosophical encounter with the good and the bad self did not 

originally come from Bradley but instead from his Harvard Professor of Comparative 

Literature, Irving Babbitt. Babbitt distinguished these two selves hierarchically by calling 

the good self the “higher self” and the bad self the “lower self,” and he further held that it 

was our duty to listen to our inner voice and to exercise what Babbitt termed “the inner 

check” when contemplating performing any given act.  Those acts that tended towards 

fragmentation of the self were bad, and those that tended towards consolidation and order 

were good.  Speaking about Aristotle, Babbitt comments that  

. . . Aristotle recognizes that man is the creature of two laws: he has an ordinary  

or natural self of impulse and desire and a human self that is known practically as 

a power of control over impulse and desire.  If man is to become human he must 

not let impulse and desire run wild, but must oppose to everything excessive in  
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his ordinary self, whether in thought or deed or emotion, the law of measure 

(Rousseau and Romanticism, 26-27). 

(See chapter 4 [“Romantic morality: the Ideal”] and chapter 5 [“Romantic morality: the 

Real”] in Rousseau and Romanticism for additional discussions of these moral tensions.) 

 Bradley asserts that our experiences as moral beings are rooted in teleological 

experience.  The goal of our acts is self-realization.  Our self is “. . . neither a collection 

of particular feelings nor . . . an abstract universal” (ES, 161).  The self in action is 

centered in volition or will.  Bradley carefully distinguishes his meaning of ‘will’ as 

different from “. . . the natural will, or the will as it happens to exist and finds itself here 

or there. . . .” (ES, 161).  The will is not restricted to our experiences of space and time, 

but is manifested in the metaphysical distinction between the descriptive and the 

normative realms. Like Babbitt, Bradley makes a metaphorical spatial distinction 

between the two selves when he comments that the will “. . . realizes an end which is 

above this or that man, superior to them, and capable of confronting them in the shape of 

a law or an ought” (ES, 162).  This transcendent law or ought is not bound by the 

individual or his society; instead, it is absolute and is not contingent on opinion, place, or 

time.  In fact, Bradley’s absolute, transcendent morality is in the Kantian tradition of the 

categorical imperative, as this extended quotation from Ethical Studies makes clear. 

 This superior something, further, which is a possible law or ought to the 

 individual man, does not depend for its existence on his choice or opinion. 

 either there is no morality, so says the moral consciousness, or moral 

 duties exist independently of their position by this or that person: my duty 
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may be mine and no other man’s, but I do not make it mine.  If it is a duty, 

 it would be the duty of any person in my case and condition, whether he 

 thought so or not: in a word, duty is ‘objective’, in the sense of not being 

 contingent on the mere opinion or choice of this or that subject (162). 

 Bradley asserts that the good self, in addition to manifesting the “concrete 

universal” is also something that fits the “real” human nature.  The good self, he holds,  

“. . . satisfies us because it answers to our real being.  It is in the main a harmony, it is 

subordinated into a system; and thus, in taking its content into our wills and realizing 

that, we feel that realize ourselves as the true infinite, as one permanent harmonious 

whole” (ES, 303).  The bad self, on the other hand, is both self-contradictory and 

contradicts the good.  The bad self also lacks a unified personality because “. . . the 

content of the bad self, though connected into partial centres, yet has no one centre to 

which it is subordinated” (ES, 304).  Echoing Hobbes, Bradley comments on the nature 

of the bad self when he stipulates that 

 . . . the bad self is anarchical, and that evil lusts and appetites are all each  

for himself, and wage a war of every one else who stands in the way; and  

that, from the very nature of the case, they must be perpetually in the way  

of one another.  Thus the bad is no unity, no system, no concrete universal  

(ES, 304). 

Reality known and expressed as a “concrete universal”:       
  
 Having asserted that morality and its attendant duties are transcendent, 

compelling, and universal, Bradley takes pains to characterize this morality as being  
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specific, not abstract.   As noted earlier, because it is the human will that is the key factor 

in our moral lives it follows that the formation of the upper or the lower self is 

determined by the acts which choose to perform.  By our acts we make our developing 

self specific and concrete.  If we choose the upper self, then we manifest the transcendent  

in the world of space and time, we make a “concrete universal” (ES, 162).   

The necessity for community and tradition as a prerequisite for self-transcendence and  
 
completion:                                                                                                                              
 

Such manifestations of the higher self is more than individual: it is a corporate 

enterprise.  The proper functioning of each human being depends upon each member 

intellectually realizing his “station” in life and acting according to the duties appropriate 

to the particular station each person is designed to fulfill.  Bradley proclaims the 

corporate nature of humanity when he describes self-realization as a social enterprise. 

 It is the self-realization of each member, because each member can not  

find the function, which makes him himself, apart from the whole to  

which he belongs; to be himself he must go beyond himself, to live his  

life he must live a life which is not merely his own, but which, none the  

less, but on the contrary all the more, is intensely and emphatically his  

own individuality (ES, 163). 

 
I suggest that Eliot will make use of these social views in such works as Choruses from 

“The Rock” and The Idea of a Christian Society. 
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Recognition that morality in itself is insufficient and that therefore “[r]eflection on 

morality leads us beyond it.  It leads us, in short, to see the necessity of a religious point 

of view”:        

 If morality requires consolidating the self into an organized, unified system whose 

acts manifest a transcendent order, it follows that for Bradley that morality requires more 

than space and time; it requires eternity.  Caught as we are in the endless conflict between 

the claims of the good and the bad self, embodied in a world containing others caught in 

moral conflicts, it is clear that our true nature cannot be manifested in our worldly, 

natural, and social existence.  Because “[m]orality is an endless process, and therefore a 

self-contradiction; and, being such, it does not remain standing in itself, but feels the 

impulse to transcend its existing reality” (ES, 313).  Man is therefore a contradiction.  

However, we are aware of our contradictory lives and thus we partially transcend our 

contradictory situation (see ES, 313).   

 Aware of our contradictory natures yet craving wholeness and self-completion, 

we, Bradley concludes, require a religious solution to our predicament.  As Bradley 

crisply puts it, 

[r]eflection on morality leads us beyond it.  It leads us, in short, to see the 

necessity of a religious point of view.  It certainly does not tell us that  

morality comes first in the world and then religion: what it tells us is that  

morality is imperfect and imperfect in such a way as implies a higher,  

which is religion (ES, 314).    
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What religion offers, for Bradley, is completion of ourselves as we are connected with  

“. . . the real ideal self” (ES, 320).   Expanding on this conclusion, Bradley continues: 

 [i]n the very essence of the religious consciousness we find the relation of  

our will to the real ideal self.  We find ourselves, as this or that will, against  

the object as the real ideal will, which is not ourselves, and which stands to  

us in such a way that, though real, it is to be realized, because it is all and the 

whole reality (ES, 320).     

In Bradley’s later works, this monistic ideal self that is the goal of all human  

striving is termed by Bradley “the Absolute,” and his most thorough discussion is in the 

primary source Eliot examined in his dissertation: Appearance and Reality. 

 Undoubtedly Bradley’s Absolute has a certain appeal to a certain kind of 

philosopher, but one questions if it would satisfy the deepest needs of most human 

beings. This philosophical deity apparently did not meet Eliot’s needs, as seen in his 

being received into the Church of England in 1927.  In addition, despite how much Eliot 

appreciated Bradley’s irony, it was ritual, dogma, and religious experiences that satisfied 

Eliot more than an ethical leap into the possibility of self-completion after our earthly 

existence has ended.                                                                                                 
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ABSTRACT OF PAPER 
 
From the beginning of Japan's contacts with Western powers, the Japanese 
government was keenly conscious of being on view by the rest of the world. 
Sensitivity to the gaze of others was sharpened by the activity of the 
greatly expanded public media of the late Meiji period, when new forms of 
visual representation, including lithographic prints and photographs and 
eventually motion pictures brought to the fore new and striking visual 
images of foreign places and their inhabitants, as well as the landscapes 
and citizens of Japan, and made the public ever more aware of the appearance 
and status of Japan in the world. As a corollary to the sense of the world 
as spectacle and sensitivity to the gaze of strangers, what emerged in the 
later half of the second decade of the twentieth century was a tendency on 
the part of some of the most cosmopolitan Japanese writers of the time to 
construct works featuring miniaturized toy worlds bounded by strictly 
defined limits of space and time: peep show worlds in which events were 
captured as frozen tableau and narratives connected to everyday life yielded 
to a very different sense of time--the time of fantasy. I will venture to 
show that the peep show world in these works was influenced by the visual 
aesthetics of imported technologies of stereoscopes and motion picture and 
that their appeal was shaped by certain psychological and political 
conditions of the times. I will attempt to demonstrate this by analyzing 
stories by Sato Haruo, Akutagawa Ryunosuke and Uno Koji within the context 
of writings by philosophical thinkers of the time.  
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The clarinet studio at the University of Memphis prides itself on bridging cultural differences in the 
Memphis community.  As such, it works to tutor young clarinetists, 
support academic excellence, and familiarize music lovers with the rich cultural history of symphonic 
literature and ethnic music in the American mid-south. Early on, the clarinet studio tackled the issue of 
music sight-reading. A scanning technique that stressed a clear 
quick comprehension of pulses, upbeats and downbeats, was developed that trained students to observe, 
identify, and mark these beats was presented in the videotaped tutor, " How to Make All-West."  
 
The next experiential gap we addressed was that of familiarity with key signatures. Using the famous 
"Kroepsch Studies" for clarinet, we applied the aforementioned scanning technique to a broad expanse of 
key signatures. We added concepts of alternate fingering and reed adjustment to the performance of these 
studies, first with downbeats, then with down and upbeats, and lastly in their original format ( without 
isolating either down or upbeats ).  Students evidenced great confidence both in reading ability, 
adaptability to more challenging keys, and tone production. Two teaching bridges, two videotaped tutors; 



the second called " Kards in the Key of Kroepsch!"  
 
Subsequent to these tapes, was a tape called " Project Solo." This tape was conceived with the idea of using 
Memphis Symphony conductor and clarinetist Alan Balter, to guide clarinet principal James Gholson 
though a preparation and presentation of the " Fantasy Pieces" by Robert Schumann. This entertaining and 
informative effort presents musical ideas for student consumption and gives them the opportunity to 
perform the piece with piano accompaniment.  
 
 
On the heels of  "Project Solo," we developed an electric bulletin board system called UNITUS, later 
renovated, revised and enhanced to be the UNITUS web site, http://www.unitus.org! The bulletin board 
system was devised to mentor thirty young African-American males in local Memphis high schools.  Each 
student showed an average gain of 33 percent in their academic achievement, grade-wise. 
 
Our latest effort, called ExcerptsMinder, funded by a TAF grant from the University of Memphis, created a 
" virtual orchestra" using symphonic midi files, so that student clarinetists at UMemphis can hone their 
performance skills right in their own personal computerized orchestra. Incidentally, we have received 
wonderful and generous support for these projects from the Tennessee State Department of Education, The 
Memphis Arts Council, and America Online for these trans-cultural teaching bridges in musical literacy. 
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title
Still Green

abstract
A series of drawings and prints investigates the impact of urban development on native
woodlands. 

proposal 
"A culture is no better than its woods."—W. H. Auden, Bucolics II: Woods

This is a proposal to present a new series of prints and drawings investigating the
impact of urban development on native woodlands. While the impetus for this body of
work is the disappearing trees in my local environment, the issues of urban growth and
environmental resources are broad ones that affect many communities. 

The Still Green series depicts cuttings taken from native oak trees cleared from newly-
developed land. Both the subject and the title of the series reference a field test per-
formed by arborists, gauging the condition of a tree. The cut branches are temporal:
the inner cores are still green, but the leaves have begun to curl and wither. While the
drawings document an act of destruction, they suggest restoration: "For there is hope
for a tree, if it is cut down, that it will sprout again, and that its shoots will not cease . .
. . at the scent of water it will bud and put forth branches like a young plant (Job 14:
7—9).

The body of work entitled Dwellings represents birds whose habitat has been compro-
mised; these displaced animals consider manufactured birdhouses with naive optimism.
These absurd works provide a counterpoint to the somber outlook of the tree images.

background

My interest in urban planning and forestry developed six years ago during a residency
at Sitka Center for Art and Ecology, which is located near the Siuslaw National
Experimental Forest on the central Oregon coast. The idyllic setting, combined with
ongoing dialogue between fellow artists, writers and ecologists, prompted me to learn
more about environmental philosophy and to explore relationships between natural
and manufactured forms in my work. 

Advocating environmental issues on a nature preserve presents few obstacles; the
greater challenge is to raise awareness in an urban location. When I relocated to
Dallas—the fastest growing metropolitan area in the state of Texas—I found that the
rate of land development far outpaced efforts to monitor natural resources (with the
notable exceptions of oil and minerals). Recently, concerned citizens have begun to
meet regularly with business leaders and the local government to discuss ways of pre-
serving and replenishing woodlands while encouraging economic growth. Given the
momentum for change, now is the ideal time to present a body of work addressing
these issues. 



methodology

“How greatly pictures assist the understanding of these matters and place them more
exactly before the eyes than even the most precise language.”—Vesalius

Images have long been used as a means to disseminate information and create social
change. Yet visual images cannot be widely distributed—and consequently under-
stood—without the aid of economical, consistent reproductions. Consequently, prints
have served this purpose since the sixteenth century, when artists such as Hans Holbein
the Younger and Lucas Cranach spurred the Protestant Reformation by producing and
distributing popular broadsheets. In the eighteenth century, William Hogarth and
Francisco Goya tapped the conscience of European society with satirical prints; and
this tradition has continued in the twentieth century with artists such as Sue Coe. In
recognition of this rich history, the proposed body of work will include prints. 

However, printmaking is a medium that has traditionally been associated with the use
of toxic materials and the production of hazardous waste, which has led me to seek
alternatives to potentially harmful techniques. In particular, my research has focused on
simulating traditional graphic effects without the use of caustic substances. Significant-
ly reducing the consumption of paper products and concentrated solvents has been an
additional area of interest. 

The investigation of non-acid printmaking processes led me to discover the mezzotint,
an essentially non-toxic medium which has been dismissed as anachronistic in Western
Europe since the late eighteenth century. At the height of its development, the mezzo-
tint existed as a means to provide affordable reproductions of paintings for the bour-
geoisie; yet with the advent of more efficient photographic reproductive processes, it
was deemed technologically obsolete. The mezzotint might have been forgotten, were it
not for the many Japanese printmakers who continued to use this demanding medium
and shared their knowledge with students. 

In the past three decades, renewed interest in the mezzotint as a viable means for artis-
tic expression has surfaced in Western Europe and America; however, the process
remains largely underutilized. An abundance of misinformation, combined with a
paucity of specialists, has prevented many artists from understanding and exploring this
challenging technique fully. In her recent book, The Mezzotint: History and Technique,
printmaker Carol Wax emphasizes the need to reconsider this medium within a con-
temporary context. Completing this project will make the mezzotint process accessible
to other printmakers, both as a means for expression and as a safer way to make prints. 

The proposed series of prints and drawings will explore relationships between trees and
the spaces they once occupied, demonstrating the impact of urban growth. By using a
reductive method—specifically, the mezzotint—in which the plate is gradually scraped
away, I hope to suggest the gradual disappearance of our woodlands (the drawings are
also developed reductively, by gradually removing pigment from paper). Additionally,
the mezzotint is  an appropriate way to represent changing topographies because it can
be used to develop sequential imagery, where impressions are made gradually as a plate
is changed. 
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In his book, Non-Toxic Intaglio Printmaking, Keith Howard describes a contradictory
impulse shared by many contemporary printmakers. Many recognize the fact that tra-
ditional techniques are not only harmful to the environment, but dangerous to the
people who use them. The need to develop and utilize processes that are not reliant on
toxic chemicals is clear; however, many printmakers are loathe to relinquish the time-
honored materials and practices to which they are accustomed. This refusal to address
safety issues by adopting new methods is counterproductive to the future of printmak-
ing; clearly, the discipline will only progress when its creative potential is enlarged
through technical innovations that address current needs. 
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Installation Art: Community, Concept, and Context 
 

Abstract 
 
 

Installation art can fundamentally alter the artistic practice. It has helped define the postmodern 
from the modern by compromising the boundaries between the visual arts and other cultural 
forms including video, architecture, and performance. An installation in the art-historical sense is 
a usually temporary environment created for viewers to allow their immersion. Viewers of 
installations participate in the work of art by entering it literally and/or engaging with it 
intellectually. 
 
In this visual presentation, I will discuss the process of using a non-traditional studio art 
classroom emphasizing to students the social context of art making. In particular, I will discuss my 
graduate art seminar that focuses on the new genre practice of installation art. Contemplating this 
hybrid form of installation art, students focus on the potential relationship between art objects and 
their context. Their installations typically explore concepts of space, place, personal, and 
community identity. Comprised of a multidisciplinary student body - including painters and 
printmakers, ceramicists, sculptors, photographers, fiber artists, graphic designers, and video 
artists - the course provides a challenging forum for each individual artist to rethink her/his 
practice in light of site specific large scale volumetric space. Drawing on the various histories, 
physicality, and architectural identity of a particular site, as well as its surrounding urban scene 
and outlying rural landscape, students use these buildings to inspire experimental work. Using 
elements of object and image making, video, film, performance, and interactivity, students explore 
the application of their technical abilities alongside contemporary notions of art making. At the 
same time, drawing from each other’s discoveries and perspectives during the production 
process, students come away with a broader capacity for locating their own disciplines in the 
midst of a larger interdisciplinary dialogue. Overall, this experience provides them with strategies 
for both making and critiquing traditional media and new genre work. 
 
This non-traditional classroom has consisted of various industrial, commercial, and culturally 
historic sites throughout the West Lafayette and Greater Lafayette, Indiana, communities that 
surrounds the Purdue University campus. Examples of exhibition titles and the sites included in 
this discussion are:  
 
Coming Attractions: Installations by 15 Artists, was conducted at the former Lafayette Theatre on 
the corner of 6th and Main Streets in downtown Lafayette, Indiana. This 10,000 square foot 
abandoned art deco movie theatre was built in 1928.  
 
116 N. 3rd Street, was conducted across from the courthouse square at 116 N. 3rd Street in 
downtown Lafayette, Indiana. The first floor and basement of this late 19th century storefront 
space was formerly used as a gunpowder and dynamite store, a women’s hosiery store, a knick-
knack shop, and an antique store.  
 
Installations, was conducted at the Riefer’s Center in downtown Lafayette, Indiana. This turn of 
the century site for decades served as a furniture warehouse and showroom and currently 
houses a medical office, an architectural firm, a law firm, and a photographic co-op.  
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Title: 
Cannes Laughter: 

Global Messages, Global Media 
 
 

Abstract: 
 

     Each year, advertising executives from around the world gather at Cannes to judge the 
best advertising created during the previous 12 months. Judges are selected from North 
America, Europe, Asia and Africa. The winning entries in various media receive a 
“Golden Lion,” which has significant cache in the global world of marketing 
communications. How can experts from such varying locations and cultures reach 
agreement? What criteria seem to apply across the continents for assessing effective, 
persuasive communication? If there are some sorts of universal guidelines and standards, 
even in such seemingly culture-specific, nuanced communication like humor, how can 
we evaluate the criteria themselves? In this paper and presentation I will show selected 
television commercials, principally humorous ones, which have received honors at 
Cannes, offer content analyses of these contemporary cultural artifacts, and explore their 
commonalities and differences in order to ascertain clues to global messages in global 
media today. 
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Paper Proposal    

4th Annual Hawaii International Conference on the Arts & Humanities

Title: Deseret Alphabet, a re-interpretation

Background: The Deseret Alphabet was a regional nineteenth-century attempt in English spelling re-

form that failed due to a multiplicity of factors. (See Emigre 52.) A primary factor in it’s failure was the 

design of the alphabet letterforms. This proposal chronicles a project which challenges students in a 

beginning typography class to familiarize themselves with the basic principles of typography (includ-

ing type anatomy and letterform design) by using the Deseret Alphabet as a case study. Along the way, 

they research the specifi cs of the alphabet, draw their own conclusions about it and then attempt to 

correct the typographic shortcomings of the original alphabet.

Why is this project different?  In addition to the standard pedagogy of basic typography, the project 

addresses several issues: 1) a need to focus students on the ‘micro’ aesthetics of letterform design be-

fore rushing headlong into the ‘macro’ world of typeface selection; 2) to show the relevance of typogra-

phy and letterform design in a more broad, social and historical context (without putting the students 

to sleep); and fi nally, 3) a desire to package the subject matter into a more intriguing question (to be 

solved by the student) rather than the passive, multiple choice question they expect.

The process?  During the fi rst stage of the project, students learn type terminology, anatomy, classifi ca-

tion and function. They hand kern the alphabet to experience it’s shortcomings fi rst hand. They are 

exposed to historical criticisms of the characters (some of which were written in great detail by those 

trying to use the alphabet). Next, they undertake the process of letterform creation by designing a key-

word—the phonetic equivalent of the familiar ‘hamburgevons’. They render letterforms in a geometric 

space, look at positive and negative shapes, uniformity and consistency, and fi nally draw the characters 

in a digital environment. Since the original alphabet lacked lower case characters, the assignment in-

cludes developing both an upper and lower case alphabet. The original alphabet characters are com-

pletely unfamiliar to most students and as a result, they are forced to focus on the micro view before 

addressing the macro.

The outcome?  Students report the project to be one of the most challenging of the semester, specifi -

cally mentioning a new found appreciation for type designers in particular (the micro perspective I 

was looking for). They are also much more aware of context and it’s relationship to good type design. 

Based on the amount of both student effort and class discussion, they are much more engaged in the 

project than they were when the basics of type were confi ned to slides, lectures and rote memoriza-

tion. 
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 Roots:  Classical Musics of India and the West 
 
 Bryan Gillingham 
 
 It is a commonplace to note that musicology has for decades concerned itself with narrowly 
focused minutiae of musical process and context.  It is nice to know about every tree in the forest, 
but sometimes a broader look can generate useful information.  To make it manageable, this paper 
will be highly selective at the conceptual level, isolating phenomena which are normally not 
compared in the study of Eastern or Western music. 
 
 There is obviously a great difference between, say, a raga played on an Indian sitar and a 
symphony of Beethoven.  On the other hand, there has recently been a great coalescence of east-west 
styles in popular music, both in the West and the audio-video context of ‘Bollywood’ films. But if 
we move back in history, the striking differences are less pronounced. Comparisons must of 
necessity be fair.  It is not appropriate to compare late developments in Western music with highly 
traditional music of the Indian sub-continent.  Music of the West and India have both changed over 
the centuries, but the European fetish for novelty, linked to dialectical process, has led to more 
drastic change. However, by moving in historical retrograde in the two cultures, we find increasing 
parallels between them: the further back in time, the greater the similarities.  Although a thorough 
exploration of the roots of the two streams is a colossal, if not impossible task, there are embedded a 
number of clear similarities, both of a general and particular nature, that elucidate subsequent 
developments.  The exploration which follows will reach into the murky past of the two cultures, as 
far back as the ancient Greeks in the West, and even further in Indian culture, and will not proceed 
much ahead of the European Middle Ages.  
 
 As the records of Indian music are older, a very brief sketch of early Indian cultures, such as 
the Indus Valley Civilization (2500-1500 BC), Vedic literature and music (1500-500 BC) will be 
noted, then joined with ancient Greek culture from 500-200 BC.  A comparative time line in tabular 
form will illustrate points in common in the ancient development of the two cultures.  This will 
continue into what we would call the dark and middle ages.  The point of this is to establish a very 
broad historical context from which the comparisons/contrasts will emerge. 
 
 Given the context, the focus can shift to the similarities and differences in approach between 
the two streams of  music.  In broad terms, similarities can be found in  teaching style, religious 
context, oral transmission of the culture, and more detailed musical elements (melodic modes, 
rhythmic approaches, performance context, etc.).  The parallels will be illustrated through 
Powerpoint tables (and/or handouts?).   
 
 The presentation will end with a few selected excerpts of recorded music to reinforce the 
concepts dealt with above. 
 
 [Technical needs: equipment for Powerpoint; CD player.] 
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From Modernism to Postmodernism: The Apostasy of George Rochberg 

(Abstract) 

This is largely a primary source study based on a nearly forty-five-year 

correspondence between the American composer and scholar George Rochberg (1918-

2005) and the Canadian composer and scholar Istvan Anhalt (b. 1919) which I have 

recently edited for publication. In nearly 400 letters written between 1961 and 2005, 

Rochberg and Anhalt traverse a considerable epistemological territory—cultural, 

political, sociological, philosophical—in the process providing unique personal 

glimpses of their creative lives and aesthetic theories. Drawing from this rich source, as 

well as on personal communications between Rochberg and myself which continued 

until about a month before his death on 29 May 2005, this paper provides insights into 

the composer’s much-publicized rejection of musical modernity—in particular 

serialism—in the early 1960s. 

The paper will explore Rochberg’s concepts of musical time and space, duration 

in music and its relationship to the roles of memory, identity, intuition, and perception 

in the shaping of lived experience, and explain his notion of the “metaphysical gap 

between human consciousness and cosmos,” which is derived in part from 

Wittgenstein’s proposition that ethical and aesthetic judgements lie outside the 

property of language.  

Finally, and on a less abstract level, Rochberg saw what he called the “Iron Age” 

of modernism as largely an American phenomenon, fuelled by the universities which, 

especially in the post-World War II period, embraced artists of all kinds, native-born 

and émigré alike, in record numbers. Academia became a necessary refuge for the 

dreamers in a highly utilitarian society that has from the beginning tended to view art—

as opposed to entertainment—as nonessential. Such insularity would signal the death-

knell of modernism, in Rochberg’s view, as the isolation of the ivy tower bred (and 

inbred) an art increasingly divorced from the outside world and seemingly oblivious to 

“the hungers of the human spirit.” 
 
  



 
Alan Gillmor 
Professor Emeritus 
Carleton University 
Ottawa, Canada 
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6) Abstract of Paper 

 
De-constructing Construction Sites 

 

 

Construction sites are an elementary component in our experience of 
daily urban life. They belong to the symbolic landscape of the 
modern and post-modern city. Compared with the durability of a 
completed building, the construction site marks for a short period 
of time an opening in the expanse of city facades. It therefore 
disrupts our well-known image of the city as a location. And yet, as 
a materialization of urban transformation, it is a substantial part 
of it. «Only construction sites, as elements of perturbation, allow 
space, and let room appear in an optimal condition.»1 
As architects, engineers or building professionals we enter the 
«microcosm» of a construction site almost everyday. At the same time 
we encounter it as neighbors, inhabitants, passers-by or tourists. 
Nowadays, we even sign in even for guided tours and lunches on the 
site, or we find an information box with a visitor’s platform. We 
associate positive («cinema for the retired») or mostly negative 
(noise etc.) connotations with it. One striking point is, that 
usually all actors on the construction site are male: laborers, 
craftsmen, construction managers, architects, engineers or owners/ 
investors. Very rarely, women appear on the scene. Men still almost 
exclusively dominate the world of construction and the setting of 
this workplace. Furthermore the construction site continues to 
represent the “tower of Babylon” - a place where workers of 
different nationalities and cultural backgrounds have to cooperate, 
even sometimes in vertiginous heights. Finally it is an arena where 
different forms of knowledge and skills, like scientific knowledge, 
professional know-how and local knowledge, meet and are negotiated. 

Its complexity is hard to grasp for the outsider: the processes, the 
tacit rules — it thus remains a fascinating «black box». Curiosity 
strikes us when we discover a gap in the hoarding. It is this 
fascination that the project connects to and from which it evolves 
its driving force.  

The project’s objectives are to explore the construction site as a 
workplace reality, the practices and the habitus, the implicit 
hierarchies, the explicit and the tacit rules, the historical 
context and its gender specificity. Additionally, issues will be 
addressed on innovative attempts in marketing construction sites. 

Methods used will be grounded in cultural analysis as well as 
architectural theory. This involves interviews with different 
actors, field research, visits and observation of construction 
sites, image and literature research, photo documentation, theories 
of planning and construction management, collection of figures and 

                       
1 Friedrich Achleitner, «Zur Wahrnehmung altstädtischer Räume. Das touristische 
Paradoxon», in: Wiener Architektur: zwischen typologischen Fatalismus und 
semantischem Schlamassel, Wien Köln Weimar 1996, S. 209; Original in Deutsch: 
«Lediglich Baustellen, Elemente der Störung, geben den Platz frei, lassen den Raum 
optimal in Erscheinung treten.» 
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costs of major projects, e.g. Shanghai, Ground Zero New York, 
Potsdamer Platz Berlin. To ensure the multidisciplinarity of the 
approach a literary essay as well as historical and contemporary 
photographic documents will be included.  

The outcome will be an innovative edited volume with articles by 
authors in the fields of architecture, cultural analysis, social 
anthropology, urban planning, social geography and contributions by 
photographers and writers. For partners and sponsors in the 
professional field this product will provide an overview and an 
evaluation of marketing strategies. It will be serving as a new 
instrument for better communication e.g. with clients, investors and 
affected neighbors. 
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Abstract 
 
Capturing the Art of Motion: Issues and Techniques of Concert Dance Documentation 
addresses the urgent need in the dance field for documenting and preserving cultural 
expression as displayed in the form of concert dance.  In an ephemeral art such as dance, 
the documentation product is often the only means by which knowledge of the event 
survives beyond the moment of performance.  Dance that is not properly documented is 
often absent from historical record.  These issues motivate and justify my research 
interests. 
 
By analyzing dance-specific documentation issues, and by investigating the potential 
technological applications of our time, we may develop new models for capturing the art of 
dance that promote the production of quality media products and better represent the 
genre. Working from specifically established criteria and employing new technologies when 
needed, these models will serve our culture by ensuring the preservation of precious dance works.  
Dance reconstructions of historical dances in the future will benefit from such thorough 
documentation.  This will be particularly valued in situations when dances no longer exist in the 
body memory of dancers, and neither the choreographer nor original performers survive. 
Financially, the dance community may benefit through better quality documentations that can lead 
to higher visibility and increased financial resources. 
 
Experimental work, to date, has included site visits to documentation facilities and field-
testing of documentation components including: stage graphing, synchronized multi-
camera shoots, camera placement, spatial imaging, verbal cueing by the choreographer, 
and costuming for documentation.  The dancer’s point of view as the benefactor of 
documentation initiatives has influenced post-production planning, including navigational 
menus and viewing angles. By combining a focus on documentation, specifically for 
restaging the detailed intent of choreographers, with knowledge of technical skills such as 
focus, white balance, and exposure, a very effective archive of dance media may be 
established. 
 
General research goals may be broken into three chronological categories: Preliminary 
Investigation of Current Practices, Development of New Models, and Production of a 
Documentation Series.  The Development and Production stages are long-term results of the initial 
Preliminary Investigation. My overall goal is to help establish new standards, means and 
methodologies for documenting concert dance, to become well informed in order to positively 
influence the field, to offer this knowledge through courses and workshops, and to make quality 
contributions to the nation’s dance archive. 
 
This research may be illustrated by examples of my work as video consultant/videographer for the 
Paul Taylor Dance Company’s Repertory Preservation Project and as consultant for the 
Nikolais/Louis Foundation for Dance, Inc. Additional samples of this work-in-progress may be taken 
from the Dan Wagoner: Dolly Sods After the Flood documentary DVD, which I directed while 
serving as Technology Director for the Maggie Allesee National Center for Choreography at Florida 
State University. 
 
The outcomes from this research are relevant to the general field of dance.  Like all arts, dance 
can serve to encapsulate, reinforce and transmit cultural traditions and values.  This work becomes 
a worthwhile aid for preserving the dance itself, the choreographer’s process, and the inspirational 
contexts of the era in which concert dances are being created. 
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Northfield, Minn. 55057 

gloviczk@stolaf.edu  
 

Abstract: With the advent of television, the role of the journalist has been 
radically transformed. Accordingly, the way in which journalists are portrayed in the 
media has been impacted as well. In the words of Neil Postman: “As the printing press 
did in an earlier time, television has achieved the power to define the form in which news 
must come, and it has also defined how we shall respond to it. In presenting the news to 
us packaged as vaudeville, television induces other media to do the same, so that the 
information environment begins to mirror television.”i With this in mind, when we 
examine the way in which journalists are presented in the media, we recognize that if 
television has transformed the news into Vaudeville, then journalists have become the 
actors who grace the Vaudevillian stage. From the way in which the newscasters on 
Fox’s “Family Guy” employ humor when referring to a serious scandal, to the unethical 
journalism represented in Broadcast News and Network – which ignores ethical 
considerations in order to cater to the desires of the audience - and the captivating 
imagery of the Reporters Without Borders advertisement, journalists are portrayed not as 
reporters, but rather, purely as entertainers.  
                                                           
i Postman, Neil. 1985. Amusing Ourselves to Death. New York: Penguin Books. p. 111.  
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ABSTRACT 

“Global Westernization” is the most prominent characteristic of the 20th century. 

The whole culture, design and art form lean towards the West. Western products, like 

German products can be seen in markets all over the world. But where are the Chinese 

products? As an Industrial Design thesis, this research was conducted to study the 

product design from the perspective of the Chinese culture. Among the heritage of the 

Chinese culture, Chinese calligraphy was chosen in this study. The relationship between 

product form and the aesthetics of Chinese calligraphy was studied. The emphasis of this 

research was to create a link between contemporary product form design and traditional 

Chinese calligraphy. Comparisons among the four different styles of Chinese calligraphy 

and their uniqueness were the goal of this research. Once the guidelines are set, product 

designers can incorporate these elements into their designs. They can not only design 

what is so called a Chinese product, but also a Kai-style product or a Cao-style product. 

China’s population is about 21.3% of the world’s population; therefore, Chinese-focused 

products will have a huge potential market. In this thesis, the guidelines were applied to a 

series of design of a product to help illustrate the uniqueness and characteristics of each 

calligraphy style and to demonstrate how the transformation was carried out. 
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Guidelines To Develop Product Forms From Chinese Calligraphy 

Introduction 

“Global Westernization” is the most prominent characteristic of the 20th century. 

The whole culture, design and art form lean towards the western (馮永華, n.d.). “Otto 

Wagner, an architect and protagonist of Viennese Jugendstil – a late and predominantly 

rectilinear manifestation of Art Nouveau – wrote in 1895, representing this view that all 

modern forms must correspond to new materials and the new requirements of our time, if 

they are to fit modern mankind”(Sparke, 1986, p.42). 

Products are an essential element in our daily lives, and the way of living is a part 

of one’s culture. For this reason, it is important for a designer to design a product based 

on the users’ cultural background. The study of culture is very broad, and the first image 

that the user has of a product is based on its appearance. Therefore, the study of the 

aesthetic elements of a culture was needed. 

According to statistical data from the National Bureau of Statistics of China (n.d.), 

the population of China (excluding Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan) was approximately 

12.8 billion at the end of 2001 and the world’s population was approximately 60 billion. 

In other words, China’s population was about 21.3% of the world’s population. With 

such a large population, products that meet their needs will have a huge potential market. 

Therefore, there is a great need to develop products that are Chinese-focused. 

Chinese calligraphy was chosen as the focus in this study. This focus created a 

checklist for industrial designers to design products called the Chinese products, or even 

more specifically the Zhuan-style products, the Li-style products, the Cao-style products, 

or the Kai-style products. 

The development of the Chinese calligraphy is shown below: 

jia gu wen（甲骨文）          da zhuan（大篆）         xiao zhuan（小篆）         li shu（隸書） 

 

                       zhang cao（章草） 

                                                                 jin cao（今草）              kuang cao（狂草） 

                       kai shu（楷書） 

                                                                xing shu（行書） 
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The development of the Chinese words was from pictograph to stylization 

(Willetts, 1981). Jia gu wen whose inspiration came from the natural is the most 

pictographic. Kai shu which is simplified and has an abstract form is the most stylized. 

Jia gu wen（甲骨文）, da zhuan（大篆）, and xiao zhuan（小篆）can be 

categorized into zhuan shu.  Jia gu wen was the engraved pictograph on bones and shell, 

its character is thin, rigid, sharp, vigorous, straight and well-balanced (Translated from 瘦

硬、尖刻、剛勁、正直、勻稱) (富強 & 柯林, 2003, p.9). Da zhuan is a general name of 

zhou wen, gu wen, jin wen and shi gu wen.  Jin wen was engraved on bronze ware used in 

sacrifices and ceremony, so it is dignified, steady and neat (Translated from 端莊、穩重、

規整) (富強 & 柯林, 2003, p.9). The character of xiao zhuan is slim, dense at the top and 

sparse at the bottom, like the appearance of human body. It is the reflection of the beauty 

form of human body (Translated from 字形修長、上密下疏、與人體頗為相像 and 人體形態美

的一種投射). Moreover, xiao zhuan has the aesthetic of well-proportioned, clean and 

succinct stroke (Translated from 線條勻稱、純淨簡約的美感) (富強 & 柯林, 2003, p.9). 

During the Qin dynasty, a simplified form of words was created - li shu. The 

feature of li shu is thin and flat. The revolution of li shu not only reformed the style of 

words, but also ‘emancipated’ the characteristic of the brush and the movement of fingers 

and wrist. It elevated the rhythm of visual art, and even endowed the musical sense of 

time to the two-dimensional strokes (Translated from 隸書的革命性，不僅僅使改革了漢字之

體，而且 “解放” 了毛筆的特性和指腕的運動。提高視覺藝術的節奏感，甚至使二維空間上的點畫

具有了像音樂一樣的時間感。) (柯林, 2003, p.9). 

Zhang cao（章草）, jin cao（今草）, and kuang cao（狂草） can be categorized 

into cao shu. Cao shu is a style that intensifies and enriches the expression of strokes in 

Chinese calligraphy, and that is the key point to appreciate the beauty of cao shu 

(Translated from 強化和豐富了漢字點畫符號的線條化表現能力，這是草書審美意義的關鍵所

在。) (富強 & 柯林, 2003, p.11). 

The cultural personalities of xing shu are practical and understandable. It suits 

both refined and popular tastes, and this is its artistic personality (Translated from 通俗易

懂是行書的文化個性，雅俗共賞是行書的藝術個性) (富強 & 柯林, 2003, p.12). 
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Kai shu is one of the symbols of the Tang’s culture. The form of Kai shu is square, 

conscientious and careful, harmonious and moderate. Kai shu has an important effect on 

training a writer’s art quality and expression on the coordination of the eye, the mind and 

the hand (Translated from 唐楷是唐文化的標誌之一 and 楷書形體方正謹嚴，和諧適度。對書寫

者眼、心、手三位一體的藝術素質和表現力的訓練，都有著重要作用) (富強 & 柯林, 2003, 

p.13).  

This study focused on zhuan shu, li shu, cao shu, and kai shu. The guidelines 

developed were applied to the design of a smell recorder. The purpose of this product is 

to help people remember the smell that they would like to keep in memory, and to share 

the smell between two products via a network. This product records, emits and transfers 

smells, sounds and images. 

 

 

Developed Design Guidelines for Zhuan style product  

 

A. Overall principle: 

I. All edges are fillets 

 

B. Overall shape: 

II. Height: Width = 3 : 2 

III. Symmetrical 

IV. Taper-bottom or taper-top with concave curves or convex curves on both sides.  

• Taper-bottom with concave curves: the apex of each curve does not 

exceed the tangent of the bottom point;  

• Taper-top with concave curves:  the apex of each curve does not exceed 

the tangent of the top point; 

• Taper-bottom with convex curves: the apex of each curve does not exceed 

the tangent of the top point;  

• Taper-top with convex curves: the apex of each curve does not exceed the 

tangent of the bottom point;  
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V. Proportion between top and bottom = Narrow width / wide width = 0.5~0.8 

 

C. Detail: 

VI. The proportion between the details is: bottom portion >upper portion 

VII. Most circular shapes look like squares or rectangles with big fillet edges 

instead of perfect round shapes. 

VIII. All curves and lines are continuous, without sharp angles or corners. 

IX. Have repetition of shapes or lines and each of them are parallel to one another.  

   

      D. Relationship between surfaces in zhuan style product: 

The edges between the adjacent faces are fillets, no sharp edges or corner. The 

radius of the fillets should be constant in a single edge between two faces.  

 

Zhuan style smell recorder 
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Guideline VI

 

Zhuan style smell recorder 

 

 

Developed Design Guidelines for Li style product 

 

A. Overall principle: 

I. All shapes have the gesture of expanding to the left and right. 

 

B. Overall shape: 

II. Height: Width = 1.7:3.0, with a tolerance of 0.3 on each side. 

III. Asymmetrical. 

IV. Emphasis of the sweeping horizontal shape with a sharp tip an

sweeping rightward and inclining leftward shapes. 

V. The sweeping horizontal shape with a sharp tip goes down slig

and right sides. The angles of the upper curvature on both ends

ten degrees. 

VI. The bottom curvature of the sweeping horizontal stroke with a

distance from the apex of the curve to the line drawn from the 

point is approximately 1/8~1/11 of the distance between two b
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VII. The oblique angle of the sharp tip is between 25~45 degrees. 

VIII. The inclining-leftward shape is rounded at both ends but the left ends are 

thicker than the right ends. 

IX. The sweeping-rightward shape has a thicker end on the right. Moreover, the 

falling right shape has a sharp tip after the thickest point, which is similar to 

the sharp tip of the sweeping horizontal stroke.  

X. The curvature of the inclining-leftward line: the distance from the apex of the 

curve to the line drawn from the two ends is between the range of 1/2 and 1/12 

of the distance between two ends. 

XI. The horizontal lines are slightly convex towards the top. The angle of the 

convexity does not exceed five degrees. 

 

C. Detail: 

XII. Round shape at the left end of the transverse shape, and top end of the vertical 

shape.  

XIII. The left end of the horizontal shape is thicker than the right end. Its thickness 

gradually becomes thinner when it approaches the right end.  

XIV. The top end of the vertical shape is thicker than the bottom end. Its thickness 

gradually becomes thinner when it approaches the bottom end. 

XV. Circles are in oval-shape with the top wider than the bottom, or the left wider 

than the right. 

 

      D. Relationship between surfaces in li style product: 

The edges between the two adjacent faces can be fillet. The cross-section of 

each face or form can be slightly convex.  
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Li style smell recorder 
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Developed Design Guidelines for Cao style product 

 

A. Overall principle: 

I. All the lines are curved. 

II. Curves are smooth and continuous. 

III. Sense of movement in each shape or line. 

 

B. Overall shape: 

IV. Proportion: more on vertical than horizontal. 

V. Smooth curve outline. 

VI. Asymmetrical. 

 

C. Detail: 

VII. Triangular arrangement between details. 

VIII. At least one end of the curve lines has a sharp tip. 

IX. Thickness of every curve or shape is not constant. 

X. None of the two lines is parallel to each other. 

XI. No perfect circle. 

XII. The thickness of the product is not constant. 

XIII. The joint of two surfaces can be a fillet with multiple radii. The radius can be 

gradually increasing or decreasing, or even mutually superseding. 

XIV. The cross-sections of each form or surface can be curves. 

XV. Each shape or form does not have to be aligned. 

 

      D. Relationship between surfaces in cao style product: 

The relationship between the surfaces in the Cao style is much freer than the 

relationship in the other styles. The joint of any two surfaces can be a fillet with 

multiple radii. The radius can be gradually increasing or decreasing, or even 

mutually superseding. Also, the cross-sections of each form or surface can be 

curves.  
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Guideline  
V, VI 

Guideline  
I, II 

Guideline 
IX, X, XV 

Guideline XII

Cao style smell recorder 
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Developed Design Guidelines for Kai style product 

 

A. Overall principle: 

I. The form is very angular.  

II. The form has a stable appearance. 

III. All edges are chamfers. 

 

B. Overall shape: 

IV. Height: width ratio is approximately 2:1.6~1.7.  

V. Upright and square. 

VI. Transverse lines are not perfectly horizontal. The left ends are always lower 

than the right ends and the transverse lines are oblique, at an angle not more 

than 20 degrees from the horizontal base. 

VII. Lines are either straight or with small curvatures. 

VIII. The top right edges have a thick 30-45 degrees diagonal corner 

IX. Asymmetrical 

 

C. Detail: 

X. All shapes have sharp tips on one side 

XI. Transverse lines are thinner than vertical lines  

XII. Descending left shapes have thick and angular starting points and sharp tip at 

the bottom left ends. 

XIII. Descending right shapes have thin starting points at the top left ends and 

thickest width around 4/5 of the stroke length measured from the left. The tip 

at the right is sharp. 

XIV. Most of the shapes have an angle between 30 degrees and 45 degrees at the 

starting points which is the top or the left of the strokes 

XV. Most of the shapes are thick and angular at the end(s) or corner(s) 

XVI. There is no round circle 
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XVII. The transverse lines are not perfectly horizontal. The left ends are always 

lower than the right ends and the transverse lines are oblique, at an angle not 

more than 20 degrees from the horizontal base. 

XVIII. Lines are either straight or slightly curved. The depth of an apex, which is the 

distance from the apex to the straight line connecting two ends, does not 

exceed 1/7 of the length of the stroke. 

 

  

      D. Relationship between faces in kai style product: 

According to the angular and sharp characteristics in kai shu, the relationship 

between the surfaces is chamfer instead of fillet. A chamfer has an angular form. 

Furthermore, x and y setbacks of the chamfer can be the same or different 

according to the need of the product form.   

Guideline  
XVII, XVIII

Kai style smell recorder 
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Guideline XI
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II, IV, V, IX

Guideline XV

Kai style smell recorder 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this research, four styles of Chinese calligraphy (zhuan shu, li shu, cao shu, and 

kai shu) were used to help design products that have Chinese inspired characteristics. 

Four design guidelines were developed based on the four styles. Four product forms were 

then designed to demonstrate the application of these guidelines. 

Designers may use only a partial checklist to design a product form according to 

their needs. However, the more conformity to the guidelines, the more characteristics of 

the particular style the product will have. Designers may also use a combination of 

guidelines from different styles and apply it to a product form design. Since there are four 

guidelines and 10 to 15 items in each guideline, many different combinations are possible. 
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Abstract: 
My topic is the attitude to joy, laughter and foolishness in the western Christian tradition, 

especially in the Franciscan writings, taking in consideration the post-modern perspective.  
In the Medieval society comic, laughter and humor are represented at the different levels 

and in the different forms of cultural life. The marginalia, exempla, medieval anecdotes and 
amusing stories and much other can me mentioned here. But I limit myself by some aspects of 
medieval tradition, first of all Franciscan one, that are connected with the understanding of the 
important cultural phenomena, as a joy, laughter, foolishness and martyrdom. 

St. Francis combined the features of saint, martyr and fool. Each from these ones was 
present in the image of Jesus Christ in one way or another. In the first two cases Christ himself 
was model for all subsequent saints and martyrs. He had been perceived as buffoon and fool 
only by the unbelieving and ignorant consciousness until resent time. St. Francis imitates 
Christ, as far as this is possible, in the many important episodes of his life and sermon, in his 
corporal suffering he reaches obtaining of stigmas. But, in contrast to Christ, he can be 
imagined as smiling, joyous and laughing. He sings, dances and preaches to animals. He 
enriched the concept of fool by the holy naivete, sincerity and very personal relation to the 
God, preserving to a certain degree carnival nature of this personage. At the same time St. 
Francis felt true and perfect joy through the self-humiliation and the suffering. This theme was 
especially developed in the letters by St. Clare, treatises by St. Bonaventure, Peter John Olivi 
and in others Franciscan writings. Byzantine iurodivyje disturbed the world very much and 
violated various rules and regulations. But this phenomenon proved to be localized in the 
history. In the postmodern discourse not this personage, but Christ, christocentric and joyous 
vision of the Christianity and the Catholic saint, who embodied this vision, were actualized. 
Naturally the Franciscan tradition was renewed. Besides, joy and laughter has been considered 
more and more in the modern world as some universal medicine and practical means for the 
illness’ recovery. But from other side Christ has become too human and his carnivalization has 
become possible. It has been result of “the Death of God” and other phenomena in so-called 
religious postmodernism.  

Previously I can conclude that Franciscan tradition was partly marginal phenomenon for 
the orthodoxy, though officially its marginality was caused not by issues of joy and foolishness, 
but with a question of poverty. St. Francis didn’t speak directly about the laughter and didn’t 
preach it. In the postmodern discourse the precisely Franciscan concept of joy appears on the 
foreground. But in the postmodern it provokes the theme of laughter. In the Franciscan 
tradition the themes of laughter, death and marginality are combined, it is what contemporary 
western culture is interested exactly in. In the Orthodox Christianity the concept of joy 
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remained self-sufficient. Catholicism more greatly has came into contact with the theme of 
death and suffering during the whole its history. Theme of laughter as theological theme but 
refracted through the irony, carnival and grotesque, has became more organic and adequate for 
the modern perception. 

Considering the phenomena of holiness, foolishness and laughter I use the definitions that 
the modern authors propose, for example M.A. Screech considers the folly as the mode of the 
pious man who loses his mind to spiritual realities as his soul soars aloft, enraptures by his love 
for God. As for laughter, I’m going to take my attention in the established views, formed 
mainly by Bergson’s theory, as well as in the modern theories, for example, W. Whedbee. In 
my methodology I’m going to be guided by careful studying of the sources and their 
comparative analysis and partly semiotic approach. 

I’m planning to use first of all historical sources concerning Franciscan epoch, as writings 
of St. Francis, St. Clara and his disciples and followers, First Life and Second Life of St. 
Francis by Thomas Celano, The Chronicle of Salimbene de Adam and many others. The huge 
stratum of the medieval exempla and other writings that contain comic vision, especially 
Chaucer will be taken into consideration. Naturally, research of the works of St. Bonaventure, 
Duns Scotus, Peter John Olivi, William Occam and other Franciscans will be included. 
Speaking about postmodern aspect, I mean as Eco’s novel “The name of the rose” and his 
theoretical writing just as many works devoted to the medieval epoch both from new historical 
point of view (M.M. Bakhtin, D.S. Likhachev, V. Darkevich, A. Gurevich, G. Le Goff etc.). 
But the laughter in the theological context has just recently proved to be in the focus of the 
Cultural Studies and Theology. Moreover, some theologians took their attention to this issue of 
the ironical and comic readings of the Bible and even Christ’s image. These are writings of 
such authors as M.A. Screech, I.S. Gilhus, K.J. Kushel, M. Hyers, David L. Miller, G. Jr. 
Aichele, O. V. Dan, H. Cox, J. William Whedbee, E. Good, G. Webster etc. I am planning to 
involve this literature. 

I’m going use the idea of “concept”, used, for example, by Jeffrey. B. Russell in his works 
about devil and medieval witchcraft. He means it as some phenomenon that concentrates 
historical and mythological semantic in the context of the various epochs and beliefs. 

Full paper: 
“The laughter of a monk – an excellent subject for thought or meditation, especially in a 

world tends to snigger because it no longer knows how to laugh. On the usefulness of laughter 
in human relations. On laughter as a means of relaxation or communication. On laughter as a 
weapon; everybody knows that it can be implacable. The laughter of the master and the smile 
of the wise man – a laugh of sweetness, a smile of strength. But also a smile of understanding 
and reassurance, and of serenity too, the reflection of a very particular sense of whimsical 
humor, as polished as a pebble worn smooth by the years or centuries, through lifetimes of 
surge and shift. A smile of spume and fever. A laugh like a sword blade – it cuts through ties, 
whether of ignorance or hypocrisy. A grave, fine laughter, for it reflects an echo of plenitude” 
[Levenson B. Claude. The Dalai Lama: a Biography. – London: Unwin Hyman, 1988. – P. 
127] “A wink, a warm handshake, a slight nod of the head, hands joined at chest level, the level 
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of the heart. A smile to heal all the ills of the world, and a laugh to give courage for every day” 
[p. 135]. The western person has mainly lost it and not accidentally, that by the 
acknowledgement of the author of the book, it is difficult to describe by the words for him. But 
if the words come, they reflect the perception of laughter and joy as a some medical means, 
medicine for the recovery of various ailments, which have become ever more common in the 
contemporary western world. However, the prehistory of the holy joy in the western society is 
another issue. 

According to Christian outlook, the life has been given to man once. It isn’t possible to 
correct anything anymore. The Buddhist understanding of the human existence is known. The 
smile of Buddhist monk appears as eternity itself, serene and indifferent to the fleeting and 
transient. However, in Christianity joy has became a religious question and religious problem, 
because it is aimed in spite of the tragedy, dramatic nature, and the final end of our life. But the 
theme of joy obtained greatest value and the complete theological comprehension precisely 
when in the western culture the theme of death and subsequent punishment for sinners, who 
were not prepared properly for this death, was actualized. The sermon of St. Francis of Assisi is 
in the core of this tradition of the 12-13th centuries. 

In the Medieval society comic, laughter and humor are represented at the different levels 
and in the different forms of cultural life as well in the marginalia on the fields of the medieval 
books [Bakhtin and medieval voices/ ed. by Thomas J Farrell. – Gainesville, Fl.: University 
Press of Florida, 1995]. The exempla, medieval anecdotes and amusing stories and much other 
can me mentioned here. M.M. Bakhtin set the issue of laughter in the medieval popular culture 
and its connection with the carnival. Both monasticism and clergy in this context was rather the 
object of laughter. The laughter, irony and other manifestations of comic spirit in the monastic 
life, in the Church and in the Bible have become the object of study and interpretation only 
recently. Partly this is connected with the excessive development of this theme in the modern 
humanities. 

Here I shall not pay special attention to all aspects of joy and laughter in the Middle Ages. 
I shall limit myself to some aspects of Franciscan tradition, connected with the understanding 
of some cultural phenomena, first of all joy, laughter, foolishness and martyrdom. Not 
accidentally the founder of this tradition was named as God’s Fool, and his foolishness and his 
joy were tightly connected with the grief and the suffering. This partly reflects on the 
paradoxical nature of western thinking, which, on one side, generates the dance of death and 
black humor, and on other side, reflects on the unique nature of the personality of St. Francis 
himself. 

The joy itself is born from the suffering. The Christianity, according to Pope Ioann Pavel 
II, doesn’t solve the problem of suffering, but even sharpens it more. In 1984 Pope John Paul II 
delivered a pronouncement “in liturgical remembrance of the Blessed Mary, Virgin of 
Lourdes”. The Pope quoted one of the epistles of St. Paul: “I am happy in the suffering that I 
endure for you”. He said: “The joy comes from the discovery of the meaning of suffering… 
What we express with the word “suffering” seems to be particularly essential to the nature of 
Man… Suffering seems to belong to Man’s transcendence… Christianity… is not a system into 
which we have to fit the awkward fact of pain… In a sense, it creates, rather than solves, the 
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problem of pain” [John Bowker. The meanings of death. – Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993, c1991. – P. 4].  

The issue of joy and laughter for the medieval consciousness is at the same time an 
unavoidable issue about the pain, suffering and death. In the medieval outlook violence for the 
innocent and death for everybody refer to the present, violence and suffering for the sinners 
and joy for the righteous men are referred in the future, in the apocalyptic time. For St. Francis 
the suffering is concentrated in the present. Future itself approaches man and joy will be not in 
the apocalyptic future, but here and now, though through the suffering. Francis suffers without 
being violated himself, but he reaches the identification with Christ at the moment of his 
greatest suffering and humiliation. This is actually the theme of death without the death itself. 

The Franciscan ideal was based above all on the imitation of Christ. Perhaps, most attractive of 
all was the quality of joyousness, akin to the joyousness that Francis had shown prior to his 
conversion, but directed now toward spiritual ends. Contemporaries referred to Francis 
affectionately as “God’s own troubadour”. Pious people of other times have fled the world; the 
albigensians renounced it as epitome of evil. But Francis embraced it joyfully as the handiwork of 
God. [C. Warren Hollister. Medieval Europe: a short history. – N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1990. – P. 
202] 

Through Christ's history the Christians perceive the value of Creation. Embracing their 
life after the historical life of Christ, they establish deeper personal relation with the word, 
which is in the center of the created and the imperfect reality. It is hence clear, why St. 
Bonaventure shares interest in human nature of Christ overall for Franciscans. “This is key to 
the disclosure of entire reality, value of Christ's poverty and especially the secret of cross. This 
is not only a question of piety and spirituality, but systematic theology too. The mystery of 
cross leads to the mystery of God’s love as to the understanding the dynamism of spiritual way 
to God”. [The history of Franciscan theology / ed. by Kenan B. Osborne. – St. Bonaventure, 
N.Y.: St. Bonaventure University, 1994] 

“The focal point of the faith and holiness of St. Francis was his love and imitation of Christ” 
[Franciscan theology: selected texts, translations and introductory essays / ed. by Damian 
McElrath. – St. Bonaventure, N.Y.: Franciscan Institute, St. Bonaventure University, 1994, 
c1980. – p. 2]. “So deep was his faith in Christ and so ardent his love of him, that Francis longed 
to do what he had done, to say what he had said, to suffer as he had suffered, above all in his 
passion and death. In a word, he wanted nothing else save to walk in the very footsteps of Christ. 
At Greecio on Christmas night 1223 he reproduced the circumstances of Christ’s birth in 
Bethlehem. In memory of the Lord’s forty days’ fast Francis went out to fast on an island in Lake 
Trasimene. On a least three occasions, according to Bartholomew of Pisa, he re-enacted exactly 
the account of the Last Supper. Two years before he died he received the marks of the stigmata 
on his hands and feet and side. By this his desire to follow Christ down to the last detail of his life 
was by God’s grace for him fulfilled. [p. 3]. 
But Christ didn’t preached the birds and he didn’t sing. St. Francis had prepared change in 

the traditional ideas about Christian saint and sainthood, which through several centuries lead 
to the radical innovations in Christ's image. [By the end of the Middle Age the identification of 
sainthood with martyrdom was only a memory. // Andre Vauchez. Sainthood in the later 
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Middle Ages. – Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997. – P. 417]. The transformation 
of martyrdom into holy foolishness and the priority of the theme of joy partly caused this 
change. Among all directions of western theology the joy obtained, perhaps, most complete 
embodiment precisely in the Franciscan tradition. 

Francis expressed his love to Eucharist mot clearly in his Letter to a General Chapter: Our 
whole being should be seized with fear, the whole world should tremble and heaven rejoice, 
when Christ the Son of the living God is present on the altar in the hands of the priest. [Letter to a 
General Chapter, in St. Francis of Assisi… English Omnibus of the Sources for the Life of St. 
Francis, ed. by Marion A. Habig, Franciscan Herald Press, Chicago, 1973, pp. 105-106]. [Here 
p. 8] 

St. Clare of Assisi was, probably, the most faithful follower of St. Francis. In his letters to Blessed Agnes [the third 
letter, 1238] she wrote:  

“From Clare, humble and unworthy handmaid of Christ and servant of the Poor Ladies: may the 
joy of salvation be yours through the Author of salvation and every good thing that can be 
desired.  

You also, my dear sister, ought to rejoice always in the Lord and never let sadness or 
despondency envelop you. Beloved in Christ, joy of the angel and crown of our sisters, set your 
mind before the mirror of eternity, place your soul in the splendor of glory, fix your heart on the 
form of the divine being, and transform yourself totally by contemplation into the image of the 
Godhead”. [P.31, 33]  

Christocentric vision of the Franciscan school and doctrine of Christ’s absolute primacy was formulated and 
expounded by the learned doctor of the Order Alexander of Hales and John Duns Scott.  

Richard of St. Victor, St. Antony of Lisbon/ Padua, St. Bonaventure and others who 
considered the Sacred Heart as center of Christ’s Humanity influenced Franciscan teacher of 
theology James of Milan. In the preface to his treatise Stimulus Amoris [The goad of love] 
[lived in 13th century, Latin edition of 1905] he wrote: ”One should willingly give thought to 
the suffering of Christ. Such meditation on His suffering is very fruitful. [p. 99]. Treatise about 
the love and about the heart as the focus of this love begins from the reference to suffering. 
Further the true apology of suffering follows: 

O desirable suffering and admirable death! What is more full of wonder, than that death is 
life-making, that wounds give healing, that blood whitens and cleanses, that so much pain brings 
in so much sweetness, and the opening of a side makes a joining of heart to heart… His hands 
nailed to a cross set us free, his feet nailed together make us run, and giving up His spirit he 
breathes life into us, dying on the cross he calls us to heavenly things. 

O lovable suffering…Always looking on his Lord who has suffered, a person wants to carry 
the cross with Him… to be with Him on the cross being mocked…[p. 101]. Wanting to sorrow 
with Christ, one made joyous; wanting to be much afflicted together with Him, one is comforted 
with Christ; wanting to suffer with the Suffering One, we are made happy; we want to hang with 
Christ on the cross, and very lovingly Christ embraces us; with Him we want to bow our face 
filled with death’s anguish, and Christ lifts up our head and sweetly gives a kiss. O lovable death, 
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delectable death! …I will not only show myself crucified with her Son, but going back even to 
the manger with Him I will lie there as a little one, so that there I may merit to be sucked with 
Her Son at her breasts. [p. 103] 

Further we can see absolute confluence with Christ, almost sensual ecstasy. 

… Or at least I know what to do: however much He might bring me to birth, I know for sure 
that His wounds are always open, and through these wounds I will enter His womb again, and I 
will re-open it time after time until I shall be inseparably enclosed within it. [p. 103] 

The joy is eliminated from suffering and nonexistence as any form is being done from the 
formlessness. So, suffering isn’t good in itself. But it is necessary and unavoidable as way to 
good and knowledge. Provençal Franciscan Peter John Olivi (1248-1298) wrote in his “Letter 
to the Sons of Charles II”: 

“Thus, the meaning of Christ’s world is clear – “It was necessary for Christ to suffer and to 
enter into the glory of his kingdom” (Luke 24:26). 
For martyr it isn’t necessary. He makes martyr himself. 

The same is true for the apostle’s saying that we have to enter the Kingdom of Heaven through 
many tribulations (Acts, 14:21). Listen to the Lord’s brother James telling us: “Hold it / all joy, 
my brothers, when you fall into various temptations, knowing that the proof of your faith creates 
patience, and patience possesses a perfect work” (James 1:2-4). 
In approval and support to the supreme act of love we ought to prefer eagerly and joyfully 

every form of pain and death for the love of Christ who loved us so much and redeemed us so 
dearly. [Apocalyptic spirituality: treaties and letters of Lactantius, Adso of Motier-en-Der, 
Joachim of Flore, the Franciscan spirituals, Savonarola. (Classics of Western spirituality) – 
Paulist Press, 1979. – P. 176] 

… A trustworthy man told me that even your father the King feared that you would be made 
beguines [heretics], or, to speak more properly, that you would be made fools of in religious 
matter through my fine words. If he believed that it would happen according to the way the 
apostle describes when he says, “We are fools for Christ” [1 Cor. 4:10], or, “Whoever wishes to 
be wise in this world must become foolish in order to be wise” [1 Cor. 3:8], or, “The foolishness 
of God is wiser than men” [1 Cor. 1:25] that is, than the human wisdom of the world, then I do 
not have the wisdom and power to fill you with this supremely wise foolishness. If he spoke 
about the opposite kind of foolishness, far be it from me to want to pour back my foolishness or 
that of others into you or anyone through silly talk or advice. [p. 179-180] 
Nevertheless, the full imitation of neither Christ's sufferings nor his foolishness is 

impossible. The reason is not only in the greatest physical and moral tortures. It is important 
that in the same apology these ones cease to be tortures, showing the ability to exceed the 
limits of human nature, after coming into contact with divine sphere and find the joy and 
sweetness in it. But Christ's sufferings were deprived both any affectation and sweetness, they 
were no softened or transformed in any way. These sufferings were renewed with highly 
dramatic and tragic feelings in the Catholic Church. The apology of suffering in the work of 
James of Milan is not about the suffering of martyr. Here actually joy and pain have by their 
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source the affected religious feeling under impression of the same image that is suffering 
Christ. All this doesn’t lead to its own understanding, but it helps to understand God, first of all 
in his corporal nature, which doesn’t exist anymore. This is not expiating suffering, but 
necessary one. In the case of martyr and even more in the case of holy fool affectation and 
tradition should be combined. Partly they were the imitation of Christ; partly Christ himself 
had inherited them. 

So, joy should be transition mode from the human to the divine in order to transform even 
suffering into the enjoyment. “How blind are the sons of Adam, who know not how to enter 
into Christ through these wounds! In vain they labor with all their energies, and the doors to 
peace are open. Or are you ignorant of the fact that Christ is the joy of the blessed?” [p. 104] 
The affectation of death and suffering is replacing by the affectation of complete confluence 
with Christ, and then by the affectation of joy and happiness. A question is not about why man 
doesn’t want to share Christ's suffering, but why he doesn’t want to share joy, all the more 
these sufferings are shared with Christ, and it gives extraordinarily emotional, sensual and 
partly even erotic effect.  

And if the flesh can have that sweet experience, do you not believe that the soul, which through 
those openings is joined to the heart of Christ, will be flooded with even more sweetness? 
Certainly, I cannot express it to you, but experience it for yourself and you will know”. [p. 105] 

Enter through the opening of the wounds, therefore and with the knowing you will obtain 
delights. 

O how blessed the spear and blessed the nails which merited making such an opening. [p. 105]  

You will then be amazed about the blindness which you and others have had concerning this; and yet you will be 
rejoicing over the great sweetness which you are feeling, and out of your body and materially live in Christ’s wounds [p. 
107]. 

Other Franciscan theologian Peter John Olivi wrote about Christ: ”He had shown human frailty through the 
suffering of his passion and death. [p. 121] “Also he made us into priest, that we might offer him inwardly our heart, our 
self and all our good works, that we might dedicate even our death or martyrdom to his praise”. [p. 125] 

John Duns Scotus considers whether the soul of Christ could enjoy God pleasurably to a 
supreme degree without the highest grace. I say then that God could immediately cause fruition in 
any soul whatsoever, and that soul would formally enjoy without habitual grace, but no soul could play 
an active role in such enjoyment according to the established causal order unless it had grace as a 
second cause it could use in acting. [P.167] So holy joy descends from God and it is shared with 
God. But the experience of joy becomes complete and perfect when it is morally justified. For 
St. Francis the humbleness and poverty and preach became appropriate motivation. 

In his theology St. Bernardine of Siena discuss the problem of the name of Christ's Jesus. In the Sermon 49 under the 
title The glorious name of our lord Jesus Christ he wrote: “Sense fails, the tongue cleaves to the palate and speech runs dry, 
when the human mind propose to speak about the name of the Lord Jesus and its glories. [p. 211] St. Bonaventure said 
about St. Francis’s reaction to this name: “When he pronounced the word “Jesus” or heard someone say it, he was filled 
with joy and he seemed to be completely transformed, as if he had suddenly tasted something marvelous or caught the strain 
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of a beautiful harmony”. [St. Bonaventure, Major life of St. Francis, c. X, n. 6, in English Omnibus of the sources for the 
life of St. Francis, ed. by Marion A. Habig, Franciscan Herald Press, Chicago, 1972, p. 710]. 

So, the main ideas of St. Francis were systematized, integrated and commented in the 
Franciscan tradition. And the concept of joy became one of the key concepts, or perhaps even 
most key one, that unites the whole complex of ideas and categories. Though St. Francis 
searched for the patronage of the Pope and legalization of the order, the writings of such 
Franciscan theologians as Peter John Olivi, William of Ockham and others were subjected to 
special commissions and mainly condemned or scrutinized for heresy; first of all in the 
problem of poverty. But actually the theme of joy, laughter and foolishness in the sermon and 
life of St. Francis was much mostly new and fruitful. 

No one of Francis’s followers could approach the holiness and the personality, which 
were embodied by St. Francis. He combined the optimistic, joyful perception of life, the 
adoption of life in its whole complexity, including suffering and pain, the practical character of 
the doctrine and extraordinary spirituality and mysticism. 

He had always longed to die as a martyr; this time he fully intended to achieve his 
ambition [Moorman, p. 48]. However, Francis wasn’t martyr, he even didn’t imitate Christ, but 
he followed him, by the mode of his life and death up to the stigmata and this did not contain 
any provocation for him. The Byzantine holy fools who wished to hide his authentic nature 
from those who was occasionally or consciously witness of the manifestation of their holiness, 
seem much more hypocritical and more contradictory, because all the way of life for them is 
provocation. The martyr is also much more theatrical and provocative. Francis as nobody else 
imitated the life, suffering and idea of Christ, adding to his image what was essential and 
specific part of his personality and what made possible to name him as God’s Fool. In his 
Testament he speaks: The ideal friar was to be idiota et subditus omnibus [from the Testament 
of St. Francis in Opuscula, p. 79]. Francis once declared that when a learned man entered the 
Order he ought to divest himself even of his learning so that he might offer himself naked to 
Christ [Moorman, p. 54]. 

The Byzantine holy fool, iurodivyj provokes to be beaten and mocked. He puts the mask 
of stupidity on himself in order to save other’s soul. [S.A. Ivanov. Vizantiiskoe iurodstvo. – 
M., 1994]. He is "fool for Christ", but St. Francis isn’t fool for Christ, he is God’s fool but for 
the people, there is no provocation in him, but there is a form of frank religious experience. 
Nobody raises the question about stupidity or actual foolishness of St. Francis. He is fool 
precisely in the religious sense of infantilism, openness, and sincerity. 

Symeon the Stylite engaged in a painful battle with his body bound on top of the column, 
the bones and sinews visible on his feet due to the pain. Symeon loved his pain so much that 
he tortured himself to death [Ariel Glucklich. Sacred pain: hurting the body for the sake of the 
soul. – Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001. – P. 24]. Francis didn’t love pain, but assumed 
it. He loved people and world, but he understood all mighty of sacrificial love, with which 
Jesus Christ assumed suffering and death. He assumed the inevitability of pain and suffering in 
the world and assumed pain as that through the sufferings mostly unites him with the world, 
from one side, and Christ, from other. 
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In the image of St. Francis the imitation to Christ appears perhaps most complete and 
organic. At the same time it concentrates in itself both the tragedy and sublimity of Christ's 
crucifix through the stigmata and the mockery, which Christ underwent, through 
transformation of this clownish element into the image of God’s fool.  

Symeon the Fool manifests violence above himself. St. Francis suffers without the 
violence; stigmas are not received as sacrifice. This is border that the imitation of Christ’s 
sufferings and identification with him reaches, without being converted into the pathologic 
phenomenon. 

The distinctive feature of St. Francis’s mysticism is the self-identification with Christ, 
especially in his sufferings, imitation of Christ, personal proximity to him, in his joy and grief. 
He feels special joy during the holiday of Christmas, but as in the other cases, this joyfulness 
was inseparably combined with the sorrow. Through the Feast of the Nativity was always been 
to him the festum festorum, which brought him great joy. Behind the joy there always lay a deep 
and poignant sorrow that the Christ should suffer from the very beginning of his life, that 
beyond the stable lay the cross, and all this was done because of human sin and forgetfulness of 
God [Moorman, p. 257].  The Dies Irae, Dies Illa, still the core of the Roman Church’s liturgy 
for the dead, comes from the heart of a Franciscan shocked by his saint into proclaiming the 
sufferings, fears and hopes of mankind. Suffering and joy are inseparable in this Franciscan 
hymn, or rather poem – it is both secular and religious” [Heer, p. 186]. 

In the first version of Francis's life St. Selano writes that that of up to 25 years was 
experienced in all kinds of stupidity. It caused admiration in all and was attempted to exceed 
others in the vain behavior, the jokes, the eccentricities, the indistinct and useless 
conversations, the songs, ever making himself foolish, and the people avoided him. 

Francis and other saints could be actually the subjects of carnival, to sing, dance, but in 
others this generates holy joy. This is almost iurodstvo, but the true iurodstvo isn’t carnival, but 
a provocation from one to others. Here brothers were singing and were glad together with 
Francis [Medieval popular religion, 1000-1500: a reader / ed. by John Shinners. – 
Peterborough, Ont., Canada: Broadview press, 1997, р. 74]. The main occupation of the friars 
at this time was the preaching of repentance, in which Francis played a large part. That his 
sermons were delivered with much passion and fervor is certain; and their effect upon people 
was sometimes startling. Celano, who had probably heard Francis preach, spoke of his 
introducing “ardent gestures and movements” and on a famous occasion when he preached 
before the pope has began to dance, and Cardinal Ugolino, who had arranged for the sermon to 
be given, was terrified that the Sacred Congregation would laugh. But people did not generally 
laugh when Francis was preaching; they were far more likely to cry, as they did in Assisi on the 
day when he preached naked on the nakedness of Christ and the beauty of poverty [Fioretti, p. 
30]. 

Nevertheless in the beginning of his religious life St. Francis experienced the mockery 
and humiliation; therefore perhaps in Christ's perception in the Franciscan tradition precisely 
this moment is important.  In the passion narrative from pseudo – Bonaverture’s meditations 
on the life of Christ (late 13th cent.) some times is outlined that Christ was mocking and was led 
back and forth, scorned and reproved, turned and shaken “here and there like a fool and an 
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imbecile.” [p. 78]. This is rare in Christian literature likening of Christ himself, but not saint 
who imitates him, to a fool. Mainly in this quality St. Francis imitates Christ. Herod also is 
thinking about him as fool [Medieval popular religion, p. 78]. Thus you see how everyone 
regarded him not only as a criminal but also as a fool; but he bore everything most patiently [p. 
78]. No one martyr was perceived as buffoon, but rather as criminal. Buffoon represents 
feigned death, game, for the criminal everything is reality. But this makes death of the martyr 
final event. In the case with Christ death is only the beginning of universal history. They 
mocked him as though he wished to rule but did not have the power [p 80]. All mocked above 
him, “not only did he endure their gathering together the whole company for great mockery, 
but also their leading him before Pilate and all the people to mock him publicly, wearing the 
crown of thorns and the purple robe.” [p. 80] They laugh him and mock at him who is the true 
and eternal God and hasten his death [p. 80]. The nakedness and defenselessness of Christ are 
emphasized some times. For the fool nakedness isn’t the symbol of defenselessness, but 
ambiguous freedom from the social conventions. For Christ there is no necessity to prove, to 
show or to imitate something or somebody by his nakedness. This even more intensifies the 
feeling of tragedy and stresses dramatic nature of the action, the description of those tortures, 
by which this body was undergone, whereas this adds not tragic, but comic or farcical element 
faster for the foolish. They don’t know about the divine nature of Christ and they mock above 
him first of all as above the man, above the fool. But he is not fool. The fool can’t be God, and 
God can’t be defenseless and exposed before the mortal person, hence pseudo-Bonaventure 
calls to look to Christ precisely as to the man, moreover this is even deeper religious 
experience, that combine joy and suffering. 

Francis, Dominic and others are the saints, but not martyrs. Though their enthusiasm, 
persuasion and internal force didn’t be inferior, but rather exceeded the same in other martyrs. 
They didn’t become outcasts, but they established significant and not simply religious, but 
social institutions within the framework of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church. Their sermon 
and method of persuasion and behavior could not be less theatrical, than in the Byzantine 
saints. They don’t obtain such extent of provocation and ambiguous profanation. In the eastern 
Christian tradition the theme of iurodstvo, buffoonery and carnival of saint is more stuck out, 
though its truly meaning remains more out of the text. In the Catholicism it is exists rather in 
the latent form, but where it is exist; it is experienced with much more dramatic or even tragic 
effect. Nevertheless, if not obvious buffoonery, then the irony and self-irony are quite inherent 
in the Catholic saints. If in the Byzantine saints the imitation is provocation and way of 
stressing the human insignificance, in St. Francis the imitation is identification and confluence. 
But in this case it potentially contains in itself those meanings and possibilities, which fools 
shows publicly, and which became much more provocative in the sense of further development 
of western Christian tradition. At the same time Byzantine iurodstvo remained mainly cultural-
historical phenomenon. 

The issue of laughter and joy in Christianity paradoxically refers to the monasticism and 
its reception in the medieval society. It seems inevitable, though this is a social institute, which, 
it seems to have little in common with any reflections on laughter. The monk is “the person 
who, on an individual or collective basis, separated from the rest of society in order to live in a 
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privileged relationships with God. Or, following one of the many mediaeval definitions of the 
monk: Is qui luget [he who weeps], who wept for his own sins and for the sins of humanity and 
who sought, with a life of prayer, meditation and penance, to obtain personal salvation and the 
salvation of all mankind”. [Introduction by Jacques Le Goff “Medieval Man” / The Medieval 
world / ed. by Jacques Le Goff, trans. by Lydia G. Cochrane. – Lnd.: Collings & Brown, 1990. 
– p. 2] The man is in the center, but this is the religious man, the creation of God. It is only in 
the 12-13th century that there appeared a tendency towards domination of the optimistic image 
of man, as the reflection of the divine image, capable to continue of the creation on the earth 
and its own salvation. The suffering man was personified, first of all, in the image of Christ. 
Hence the theme of suffering, trials, grief and piety has appeared. The "modesta hilaritas" was 
considered as appropriate mode for the Christian. It implied not simply abstention from the 
laughter that could be understood as the vain and proud attempt to become similar to Christ, 
but not involvement in it absolutely, otherwise a man could be returned into the authority of 
devil. Medieval theologians thus assumed. At the end a good Christian should be hope on the 
encounter with God’s joy, while bad Christian committed himself to devil, that meant, in 
accordance with some theologians, mockery above God, laughing above him and making thus 
with his rescuing impossible.  

Death is not perceived as something serious in the contemporary world. It can be serious 
only as personal experience. The battles, the thousands of killed, wounded and crippled people, 
the mass fatal diseases and other calamities of peaceful and military times occurred during all 
history of mankind. But only after the appearance of mass media all these events have become 
plot among many others. The language of visual images can express it first of all. In this way 
the individuality and the uniqueness of a man, a thing and an event have been almost 
completely lost, circulated and depreciated by their cognitive value, associated with the 
perception of object itself, but not with its image. 

If the realism represents close-up, modernism is splitting, close-up with respect to the 
separate fragments of mosaic, out of the organic and two-way communication with whole. 
Hence secularized laughter and “black humor”. "Black" in this case means exactly that it has 
lost sacral and morally positive character deprived of light, therefore in any case devilish, 
satanic. But this is not intention, and it means there isn’t reincarnation of sacral here. This is 
demonology without the serious attitude, game, irony; this is death of devil as demonic figure 
and the return to God, who has being secularized by the last decades. The previous intimate 
perception of Him is almost impossible; it has been reached much more hardly in any case. 
Then the ironic vision prevails. This is a relation to close-up God, who is settled into the 
context of the social and political existence of the modern person. The man simply can’t be in 
another reality, except as in the reality of the modern post-information space. 

Vladimir Karasev made a fundamental notion about the fact that "the laughter always 
goes near the evil". The evil is being dissolved and degenerated in the laughter and precisely in 
this moment the history of Homo ludens begins [p. 33]. But neither the dissolving nor the 
degenerating, which is obviously not the same thing, can be applied to the laughing evil. The 
death is actually so ambivalent event that is happening to be dual in many cultures. It does not 
have clearly marked limits and forms, involved in the series of the symbols of the birth and 
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death. Many of these symbols allow comic attitude, depending on context. Therefore the evil 
can be overcome by laughter attributes. But the evil itself receives defined moral and 
theological mark. In its literary and artistic embodiment, it doesn’t seem to be dissolved or to 
be degenerated. [Not speaking about the myth, where, unlike the death, the theme of evil as 
something morally negative, is problematic.] If we speak about the evil in the man, we can note 
those so-called Christmas stories with their inevitable and at the same time improbable happy-
end, have an effect of artificiality, which pursues non-artistic, moral purposes. But if we speak 
about the authentic overcoming of evil inside a human nature, about the deep and truthful 
experience of internal catharsis in the Christian context, this means that the evil didn’t capture 
the man. It was subdued by shame, and then by the faith, for which the feelings of shame and 
self-humiliation open the way. And then the laughter of demons tempting saints gives the way 
to smile, calm and pacified joyfulness of saint. 

"The immortal God can’t laugh as mortal man" [Karasev, p. 59]. Therefore in the modern 
secularized philosophic and theological world Christ laughs on the cross, so at the moment 
which emphasizes the mortality of his human nature. Either just before the Crucifixion or, on 
the contrary, at the final moment of creation, not the immortal substance of God, but His 
creative potential comes forward. This is an additional moment of God’ humanizing. This is in 
his creative activity, either of the Tower of Babylon or of some brilliant work of art, of the new 
forms of social life, where the man comes most near to the idea of Man as God. 
[Chelovekobozhestvo] At the moment of Creation there is still nothing determined yet. The 
boundaries of death and immortality are not yet outlined. The laughter of God at the moment of 
His celebration and sublimity will finally indicate His death as Christian God and transform 
into Homeric and pagan God. The laughter of Christ on the cross will destroy His image as 
Martyr. 

Martyrdom, as asceticism, should be the intimate enterprise. But actually death of martyr 
is public, this strengthens its effect and underlines some theatricality and even falsity. 
Scapegoat is the obvious victim, which is banished beyond the borders of community so that 
the violence would not turn against community itself. [Rene Girard] However, in the case of 
martyrdom the violence in its concentrated form is brought down to the martyr, who frequently 
himself attempts to make his death as possible more theatrical and memorizing, as L. B. Smith 
demonstrated on his examples. This moment of publicity and theatricality makes buffoon and 
fool similar characters and the guarantee of the tragic and dualistic image of the fool himself 
can be seen in this. However, fool is more involved in an eventual and semantic context of the 
life of community and whole universe. He has been presented always, and therefore semantic 
of death and laughter in his words and actions is completely organic, therefore as relation to 
death as component in the consequence revival – dying, youth – old age, flowering – 
decrepitude and so on was always dual, ritualized and mythological. It balanced between 
weeping and ritual laughter. Martyr, on the contrary, goes against the will of community, and 
then community transforms into the crowd, which punishes and mocks him. Only after a 
certain time it can acknowledge the guilt and mistake and, similar to brothers – patricides from 
Freudian myth, expiate the guilt surrounding memory about tortured and killed fellow by the 
halo of martyrdom. Initially Christ was mocked by Roman soldiers as fool, he was scoffed and 
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crowned by the thorny corona, which was equivalent of fool’s cap actually, but soon became 
clear that he had been ready to death and he had expected it, that He was martyr. 

The evil, "laughing above itself, weakens, degenerates and departs to nonexistence" 
[Karasev, p. 209]. It disappears. But it takes the man too, just as we can see in the 
contemporary sculpture in front of the building of CEU Conference Center. There the figure of 
the martyr Giordano Bruno goes into the earth by his headfirst. The terrestrial element was 
always connected with death. Symbolically this withdrawal combines the individual act of 
martyrdom and the widespread archetype. The martyrdom makes the death extraordinarily 
meaningful and individual, possibly, much more than the prayer of monk directed, on the 
contrary, upward, to God. The prayer can be collective, universal, and then it is characteristic 
for the Orthodoxy. Since the western culture, especially theology and philosophy, is 
individualistic, the Catholicism gravitates mostly around the individuality, the persona, but not 
simply around the man. In the Catholicism the perception of the death is more stressed and 
dramatic, so, that sometimes face of the medieval man distorted by the grimace of fear and 
suffering transforms in the laughter, but not in the smile. The presage of the corporal tortures 
converts in laughter of body, but not laughter of mind. The intellectual reception is possible at 
that level of culture, which is originally ironic. For the popular carnival culture this is 
impossible for the irony to be away. The irony is possible for Rabelais, who creates the meta-
carnival, refracted through his worldview, but it is not possible for the medieval outlook. 

The buffoon, jester, and clown are subjects of laughter in the medieval society. They are 
in the crowd and among the crowd, and they don’t resist to it. The martyr is distinguished and 
individualistic. He is above the crowd even in the sense of space – on the cross or on the 
bonfire, but we can hardly consider this place as something like stage. The fool, the buffoon 
opens the truth, which is intuitively known to him better than to the crowd. The martyr doesn’t 
open the truth; he isn’t the conductor of God’s word. He opens himself to God as victim as if 
he tells God: "Look, how am I dying". In this sense Christ's death is exceptional, but its 
uniqueness has been just profaned by the carnavalization of Christ and his identification with 
the carnival personages of buffoons and fools. 

Until the 19th century the history of Christ, His wonderful deeds, the temptations and His 
death had remained a model for constructing various images in the long history of the Christian 
hagiography. The irony of narration and irony of the hidden correlated meanings of the 
hagiographies of Christ and saints has originated from the biblical text. These biographies had 
being added the more and more new features into the image of Savior, keeping him at their 
basis, nevertheless, as he had been formed and comprehended within the Christian theology. 
But in the past century those special features of behavior and nature of the saints, that 
frequently puzzled researchers and made it necessary to depict not always single-valued 
parallels with the Evangelical story, now directly were attributed to Christ, first of all 
connection with carnival, theatricality, buffoonery. Not so much Christian martyrs as Christ 
himself was set in one line with the buffoons, fools and traitors [Lacely Baldwin Smith. Fools, 
martyrs, traitors: the story of Martyrdom in the Western World. – Northwestern University 
press, 1997].  
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It is significant, that the controversy about the content of Aristotelian text concerning the 
comedy and in connection with this the medieval understanding of laughter and at the same 
time controversy around the Franciscan sermon of poverty is in the center of novel. Catholic 
saint, the apologist of Christian joy and special foolishness, proclaimed this sermon, i.e., the 
phenomena, that are frontier to the laughter itself, i.e., have with them the certain overall 
historical cultural and semantic field. 

Here I shall not analyze this novel in detail as T. Coletti did in her excellent book [Coletti 
Theresa. Naming the rose: Eco, medieval signs, and modern theory. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 1990, c1988]. But some details of this novel are very important in our 
context. First of all, it is necessary to note that Eco not only involves the reader in the conflict 
within the Franciscan order on the issue of poverty. He doesn’t choose accidental personage as 
his main protagonist. Eco has confessed that this kind of investigator that he had in mind – a 
keen observer with a gift for interpreting evidence – had to be a Franciscan. We can also 
mention that William is devotee and student of Occam, who was also a Franciscan. As Coletti 
noted, when Jorge excoriated Saint Francis as the clown who 

preached sermons giving a performance like a mountebank’s … spoke with animals and plants, 
transformed the very mystery of the Nativity into a village spectacle, [and] called the lamb of 
Bethlehem by imitating the bleat of a sheep” [478] 
He in effect summarized episodes from Franciscan theology that illustrate the saint’s 

particular talent for exploiting language and interpretative traditions in his mission. The Name 
of the Rose examines in detail two overlapping issues of Franciscan hermeneutics: the order’s 
alliance with Joachite apocalypticism and the question of poverty. [p. 87] 

The question about the Franciscan poverty refers directly to the question about joy, 
because St. Francis’s true joy could exist only in the humbleness, the self-humiliation and the 
poverty. It doesn’t exclude, but it even enriches the intellect, not through the ratio and the book 
knowledge, but through the very personal relation to Jesus Christ, through the integral 
perception of his human life, through sermon, sufferings and miracles. St. Francis's stigmata 
become the apotheosis of this feeling. 

A refugee from his native village, always poor and always hungry, Salvatore brings 
together in a single unwitting interpretive act the voluntary poverty of his social marginality. 
Listening to the Franciscan preachers, Salvatore “understood that the poor and vagabond life he 
led should be taken, not as grim necessity, but as a joyous act of dedication, and he joined 
penitential sects and groups whose names he couldn’t pronounce properly and whose doctrine 
he defined in highly unlikely terms”. [191] 

But Eco hints how the looking for the new ways of religious life can be dangerous when 
the carnival of turned over order is being transforming in the disorder, apotheosis of violence 
and immorality. Dolchino was "a man who did insane things because he put into practice what 
many saints had preached" [119]. In this connection we can think of St. Symeon, who reaches 
utmost iurodstvo and scandalous and shameless behavior, being justified by hagiography. This 
is dangerous provocation, because it involves other people into the sin, while they not always 
possess necessary bravery and strength of spirit. 
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William’s defense of Adelmo’s marginalia is thoroughly appropriate to his role as a 
Franciscan. The exemplarist tradition’s emphasis on the uses of the material world provided a 
foundation for the techniques of the Franciscan spiritual mission, which was distinguished by a 
consistent appeal to carnal sensuality and physical participation. The Franciscans regularly 
conjoined imaginative fictions and images “operating within the world of sensible objects with 
a profound inner spirituality which sought to transcend the corporeal world” [John Fleming, An 
Introductory to the Franciscan Literature of the Middle Ages, Chicago: Franciscan Herald 
Press, 1977, p. 248 and 254-55]. 

Jorge’s response to William’s defense of imaginative art criticizes precisely the 
characteristics that form the backbone of the Franciscan’s justification. He invokes Bernard of 
Clairvaux’s famous rejection of architectural ornament and asserts that the “man who depicts 
monsters and portents of nature to reveal the things of God per speculum et in aenigmate, comes 
to enjoy the very nature of the monstrosities he creates”. [80] He tells William the real danger 
of laughter: “He who laughs does not believe in what he laughs at, but neither does he hate it” 
[131]. Like the good use of metaphor, which, according to Aristotle, “perceives resemblance”, 
laughter obscures distinctions and encourages ambiguity and contradiction [Poetics 1459a, 
trans. M.E. Hubbard, in Ancient Literary Criticism, ed. D. A. Russell and M. Winerbottom, 
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972, p. 122]. “Laughter foments doubt”, which must be resolved by 
recourse to an authority” [132]. The problem of laughter is a problem of interpretation. The 
apocalyptic prophecy of Jorge after fourth death in the novel warns against the knowledge 
beyond the commentary of the fact that is truth and life. Language is a sacred mediator of 
human participation in God’s plan. Since expression of the highest reality is beyond its 
possibilities so silence, cultivated in the monastic life, is more appropriate. But most pointedly, 
Jorge’s stance in this speech fulfills the prohibitions adumbrated in the discussions of laughter. 
His objections to the equivocation of comedy, metaphor and marginalia, his insistence that 
speech “be yes or no”, are justified by his observations here on the appropriate role of language 
and leaning in the cloister; the sermon provides the interpretive context for his desire to 
suppress laughter. [p. 123] 

Adso’s vision of the, probably, composed in the fifth or sixth century Coena Cypriani 
confirms what Jorge had said about laughter: that it is “something very close to death and to the 
corruption of the body” [96]. Adso’s dream of the Coena Cypriani concentrates the interpretive 
issues of the stories of love, heresy, and laughter in an energetic endorsement of an 
ambivalence that mediates between high and low, serious and comic, spirit and flesh, life and 
death. It is the culminating sign of the reading of medieval culture that structures the novel. [p. 
139] Carnival is the world up down, but Christianity and Christ are also the world up down, the 
inverted world, change of the social roles. 

Jorge is a Platonic extremis; his aversion to Aristotle’s philosophy is an aversion to the 
material nature imaged in laughter, which is “weakness, corruption, the foolishness of our 
flesh” [474]. Laughter summons the “dark powers of corporal matter … that are affirmed in the 
fart and the belch” [477]. Jorge’s lengthy diatribe against laughter reiterates the identification 
of laughter with the cultural “other”: it is a “defense for the simple”, a tool for plebeians, 
rebels, and kings of fools. The blind monk tellingly identifies William’s “otherness” with his 
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Franciscanism: “You are worse than the Devil, Minorite… You are a clown, like the saint who 
gave birth to you all” [477-78]. William’s identity as a Franciscan is important to the novel’s 
Medievalism and to its reflections on the organization of culture; it is as central to the role he 
plays as the Franciscan debate on poverty is to the novel’s larger treatment of the problem of 
interpretation… William further focuses the semiotic significance of the Franciscan presence. 
When Jorge condemns William as a follower of the saint who “de toto corpore fecerat linguam” 
[478] [“who made his whole body a tongue”], he makes explicit his earlier approval of the 
Franciscan attraction to “merriment” and “nonsense” [79, 133]. But his aversion to Franciscan 
frivolity, like his aversion to laughter, is merely a token of a more fundamental objection to 
everything William’s order stands for. [p. 147]. 

The novel consistently identifies the saint from Assisi with the characteristics of the 
cultural other: the mission of Francis’s was to make insiders of the outcasts [201-3]; his 
ministry employed strategies of reversal. William summarizers Francis’s accomplishments 
well: “Francis taught people to look at things from another direction” [478]. William’s position 
coincides with a recent view of the order that sees its worldly and profane spiritual strategies as 
a “carnavalized Catholicism”. The “originality of Francis’s religious genius” lay in his “attempt 
to identify the paradox of the carnival with the Christian paradox itself. [Coletti, pp. 147-148] 
as Coletti notes, the laughter was rehabilitated not by Aristotle, but by Francis, and this even 
much more eroded the bases of religious practice, cloister life and Christian behavioral 
standard. “William may be the “Minorite clown”, but he can more appropriately be considered 
a messenger between the center and the margin, hegemony and difference, official and 
unofficial culture” [p. 154] 

Owing to its not-orthodoxy the Franciscan tradition of joy has remained mainly on the 
periphery, and Catholic and especially Protestant tradition remained opened to other readings 
of the theme of death and laughter up to avant-gardism, secularism, "religious postmodernism" 
or "Christianity without Christ" and other directions of radical theology. The marginality is the 
buffoonery, and stupidity, and poverty, and St. Francis combines this all. In the contemporary 
cultural and information space St. Francis ever more leaves from the shadow, his image even 
becomes the fragment of Internet – space and mass culture, but Franciscan tradition in many 
respects remains marginal phenomenon and the radical directions of Christian theology prevail. 

Many monographs and articles of the last several decades have considered Bible as a 
whole or its separate parts from the point of view of the joy and laughter's presence1. The 
                                                           
1 Weeping and Laughter in the Old Testament: A Study of Canaanite-Israelite Religion, Kobenhavn, 
1962; Good E. Irony in the Old Testament, Philadelphia, 1965; Miller D.L. Gods and Games: Towards 
a Theology of Play, 1970; Theology of the Joy / Ed. by Johann-Baptist Metz and Jean-Pierre Jossua, 
N.Y., 1974; Dan O. Via. Kerygna and Comedy in the New Testament, Philadelphia, 1975; Dart J. The 
Laughing Savior, N.Y., 1976; Aichele George Jr. Theology as Comedy. Lahman, 1980; Hyers M. 
Conrad. The Comic Vision and the Christian Faith, N.Y., 1981; Hyers M. Conrad. And God Created 
laughter: The Bible as Divine Comedy, Atlanta, 1987; Roberts Robert C. Sense of humor as a Christian 
virtue // Faith and Philosophy 7:2 (1990); Kushel Karl-Josef. Laughter: A Theological Reflection, Lnd., 
1994; Kathleen M. Sands. Ifs, Ands and Butts: Theological Reflections on Humor //Journal of 
American Academy of Religion 64:3 (1996), 499-522; Gilhus Ingvild S. Laughing Gods, Weeping 
Virgins: Laughter in the History of Religion, Lnd., N.Y., 1997; Berger P. Reeding Laughter: The 
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image of Christ has undergone transformations towards conscious carnavalization or even 
acquiring of tragicomic, farce, grotesque features. Such metamorphoses are connected with 
general secularization of culture in the 20th century, modification and liberalization of Catholic 
Church's attitude to some forms of human spiritual activity, with the ironical outlook of the 
modern intellectuals, strengthening interest to comic in its various forms. The names of the 
novels "Comedians" by Graham Green and "Antic Hay" by Aldous Huxley became symbolic 
for English and European culture in general in that period because they reflected perception of 
life as grotesque carnival or somber performance, where there are no positive heroes, but the 
so-called anti-hero dominates. He is deprived of any ideals or his ideals were lost under the 
influence of various reasons.  

Harvey Cox [Cox H. The Feast of Fools. A theological essay on festivity and fantasy. – 
Cambridge, Harvard Univ. press, 1969] writes that the western man lost the vital elements of 
his life. «These elements are festivity – the capacity for genuine revelry and joyous celebration, 
and fantasy – the faculty for envisioning radically alternative life situations [p. 7]. Cox adds to 
well-known definitions of a man the title Homo festivivus [p. 10] and Homo fantasia [p. 11].  

«Our culture in its spirited attempt to deliver us from our capacity to the past has collided 
with a theological problem, albeit one that few theologians recognize: how can we toast all the 
daughters of time? How can we celebrate the past, delight in the present, and gladly anticipate 
the future without sacrificing one to other? The question must be asked: Does Christianity have 
anything to contribute to the solution of this problem?» [p. 42] It does, if it will renewal spirit 
of the free imagination, fantasy and dance. 

If God returns we have to meet him first in the dance before we can define him in the 
doctrine» [p. 28]. People who have rejected Christian ideas in their didactic form can 
sometimes affirm them in festivity…People who cannot hope may be able to laugh [p. 54] 

The appearance in our time of Christ the harlequin and the Lord of the Dance should 
provide a double cause for rejoicing [p. 54] 

“The new monasticism we need will, of course, differs from the old in a number of ways” 
[p. 91]. Franciscans also became new phenomenon in the monastic life. The new time again 
required monk and knight (Berdiayev). Cox writes about necessity of the new utopism. But in 
St. Francis's sermon we can reveal the signs of religious utopism and idealization of that way 
of life, to which Francis proposed to follow. The apocalyptic works of Franciscans haven’t 
exactly eschatological nature, but contain all signs of dream and fantasy about New Jerusalem. 

Cox mentioned two movements, which had the specific potential of development and 
realization of the spirit of renovation. These are neomystics and new militants. The religious 
contemplation bases on the long mystical tradition, but it can be understood in the broader 
sense, as a total way of life. “It is a basic attitude toward all things, including detachments, 
perspective and an element of irony” [p. 103]. So it is closer to festivity. Cox writes about 
neomystics, that “so, like the first Franciscans, they walk the streets in happy poverty 
conversing with the birds and angering the sensible, thrifty pillars of the society. [p. 114] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Comic Dimension of Human Experience, 1997; Whedbee J. William. The Bible and the Comic Vision, 
Cambridge, 1998; M.A.Screech. Laughter at the Foot of the Cross, Lnd., 1998 etc. 
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There are various ways of overcoming of the current religious crisis. First of all, these are 
radical theology (T.J.J. Alitizer) and the theology of hope (Moltmann, Johannes Metz). Last 
theologian is the editor of the book «Theology of joy» [ed. by Johan Baptist Metz and Jean-
Pierre Jossua. – N.Y.: Herder & Herder, 1974]. The theology of joy can be alternative to 
carnival Christianity of H. Cox. It is proposed by some protestant theologians and is from my 
point of view no less demonstrate if not secularized Christianity, then, in any case, reformed 
one, or Christianity, which has intention to reform. As the authors of collection "Theology of 
joy" suppose, theologian is forced to experiment in order to express in Logos the answer to the 
world, which suffers from the unjustified non-acceptance of imagination, suffering and 
passion. Johann Baptist Metz in the preface to this collection asks: "is an insistence on “mood” 
of this sort anything more than mere nostalgia, a regressive splitting up and paralysis of the 
state of consciousness we have finally reached after so much struggle? What cognitive, 
functional and even political significance is contained in these “pathetic” dimensions of our 
lives? What are the results of this suppression? And what particular form should practical 
responsibility for the Christian faith take in this situation, given that the Christian message 
emphasizes joy?" [p. 8] Although the theology is capable of discussing more frequently and 
more convincingly about the grief and the misfortune, precisely, Christian joy embodies the 
tendency to recognize this mortal and hostile world; to say "yes", when so much provokes to 
say "no". The Christian joy is nothing without the love. The joy without the practical interest of 
love is self-deception. Love without friendly joy degrades into morality. 

Cox proposes more radical way that is Theology of Juxtaposition. The juxtapositional 
approach is a method for theological jesters. Although the jester does often make us laugh, his 
function is to sharpen our critical awareness. He mocks and ridicules the every thing we are 
most reticent to reexamine [p. 136]. Martyr has not similar goal. He deals with settled, present 
conceptions about good, evil, sacral, martyrdom. The jester does not belong to society. At the 
same time jester “must frequent good society so as to know what is deems holy, and to be able 
to indulge in his impertinence” [p. 138]. [From Kolakowski] 

The modern equivalent of monastic communities has already begun to appear in today’s 
communes and co-ops. And the image of Christ as the jester hag begun to appear too.” [p. 138] 
Enter Christ the harlequin: the personification of festivity and fantasy in any age that had 
almost lost both. Coming now in greasepaint and halo, this Christ is able to touch our jaded 
modern consciousness, as other images of Christ cannot. [p. 139] A weak, even ridiculous 
church, somehow peculiarly at odds with the ruling assumptions of its day, can once again 
appreciate the harlequinesque Christ. His pathos, his weakness, and his irony – all begin to 
make a strange kind of sense again. 

“But why a clown Christ in a century of tension and terror?” [p. 141] Cox defined his 
relation to Christ as “one of conscious play and comic equivocation. Only by assuming a 
playful attitude toward our religious tradition can we possibly make any sense of it. Only by 
learning to laugh at the hopelessness around us can we touch the hem of hope. Christ the clown 
signifies our playful appreciation of the past and our comic refusal to accept the specter of 
inevitability in the future. He is the incarnation of festivity and fantasy”. [p. 142] The comic is 
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rooted in faith. This assertion opens way to another reason for the reemergence of Christ the 
clown [p. 152]. 

Medieval man, for all his limitations, placed a higher value on imagination than we do. 
He could make believe more easily. His saints and holy people did thing we would not permit. 
“Would St. Francis and St. Theresa escape incarceration, at least for purpose of observation, in 
the modern world?” [p. 161] Cox again returns to St. Francis in the appendix, enumerating the 
most significant sources of his theory: “The Middle Ages and especially the thirteenth century 
are valuable because produced St. Francis, the troubadours and those raucous student-drinking 
songs cannot be all bad”. [p. 171]  

It is significant, that the interest to the Middle Ages appeared in Cultural Studies, first of 
all, in the works of M.M. Bakhtin, Le Goff etc., who examine the medieval peace from 
different points of view, but both note ambivalence, complexity, discrepancy as the important 
paradigm of this world. For Bakhtin this is the carnival, which isn’t totally positive, glad and 
optimistic, for Le Goff this directly the theme of death. In the fiction U. Eco's novel "The name 
of the rose" became sign event. This novel belongs to mass culture and at the same time it is 
the object of serious research studies. Here the theme of medieval laughter and treatise about 
the laughter is combined with untangling of the chain of deaths. This scheme is made 
complicated by the death of the book, when this text of Aristotle about the laughter was lost in 
the fire in the library. 

The edition of Eco’s novel and its problematic reflect the sharply increased interest in the 
Middle Ages and its culture, religion and daily life. But these Middle Ages are read in the 
context of the postmodernism. It is natural that not Walter Scott but Umberto Eco is in the 
center of the medievalist’s debates and not the Romantic concept of the individual, but the 
semiotic approach is the method of the study in the world of cloister manuscripts and 
theological disputes. Though Theresa Coletti understands the semiotics as the phenomenon, 
formed at its basis by precisely medieval culture.  

The jester and fool represent other side of the interest in medieval culture, corresponding 
also with Franciscan tradition. The fool’s extreme type, iurodivyj, is social outcast. The fool 
exceeds the social borders. St. Francis exceeds the human borders in order to come nearer to 
divine. But for St. Francis the divine is the image of Jesus Christ first of all, Jesus Christ in his 
human form and in his suffering. The jester and martyr comprehend joy through the suffering 
and marginality. For the Franciscan tradition is at least in the some periods, the marginality 
more theological is inherent, although it concerns the question about the poverty, which has 
social context. 

In the modern western society there are almost no boundaries, which fool steps over in 
order to become outcast. It is more hardly to become the outcast. Many phenomena, which 
were received as marginal, easy have become Bohemian and then popular and fashionable. 

Franciscan tradition was partly marginal phenomenon for the orthodoxy. But its 
marginality was connected not with understanding of joy and foolishness, but with a question 
of poverty. St. Francis didn’t speak directly about the laughter and he did not preach it. In the 
Franciscan tradition the themes of laughter, death and marginality are combined, it is that 
contemporary western culture is interested exactly. In the Orthodox Christianity the concept of 
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joy remained self-sufficient. Catholicism much more has come into contact with the theme of 
death and suffering during the whole its. The theme of joy and laughter as theological theme 
became here more organic in the West. Only the laughter, refracted through the irony, carnival 
and grotesque, has became adequate for the modern and postmodern perception. 
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Abstract: This paper looked into the nature of spatial 
utilization in informal settlements.  A survey of two 
informal housing settlements with contrasting locations 
was conducted to determine the way space is ‘utilized’ 
in relation to the geographical and demographic 
characteristics of the localities.  Preliminary results of 
this initial study show that considerable differences 
indeed are manifest, altogether obvious though, 
coming as it should from the effects of geographic & 
economic factors involved.  But the informal settlers’ 
utilization of the spatial elements of the house shows a 
number of things more.  Among others, it points to a 
common tendency among informal settlers to 
rationalize and to rise above geographic & 
demographic limitations, such that the resultant 
spaces being created are manifestation of an attempt 
to privacy, organization and utility –albeit how crude 
these might be. 
 
Keywords: Informal settlements, spatial elements, 
spatial utilization 
 
 
I. BACKGROUND 
 
 The Philippines is bedeviled by a 
perennial housing problem.  Continuous high 
population growth and economic crisis 
compounded by other equally debilitating factors 
contribute to the inadequacy of housing.  Every 
year, housing backlog is increasing adding to the 
already mounting deficiencies.  Despite the odds 
however, people find ways to provide themselves 
with shelter, most often regardless of location and 
the propriety of law governing ownership and use 
of land.  As a result, informal settlements 
nowadays appear to becoming an inevitable 
component of most communities and a pervasive 
element in the urban fabric. 
 
 The formulation of a structured solution 
to the housing problem may require both a 
comprehensive and intensive study to understand 

the underlying factors that characterize it.  One 
aspect however, which could be of enormous 
interest to many is the nature of spatial utilization 
in informal settlements.  How do informal settlers 
make, organize, render, use, or lay out spaces? 
Would there be significant differences or 
similarities on how spatial planning elements in 
informal settlement houses are determined, 
organized and utilized by residents who have 
perhaps little knowledge of formal design or 
planning, and whose only claim to practice is that 
there is a necessity for space - a need for shelter 
over their heads?  How do the varying 
geographical features of the site as well as its 
demographic condition bear on the nature of 
spatial utilization4?   
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This fundamental study, being a part of 

a larger research project in Housing, addressed 
this issue with the aim of clarifying and 
understanding the nature of informal settlements.   

 
 

II. SCOPE AND METHOD OF STUDY 
 

A survey was conducted in 2 informal 
settlements located at (a) 500 meter radius from 
Burnham Park in Baguio City (Fig. 1) and (b) 
within 500 meter radius of Lapu-Lapu Shrine in 
Barrio Mactan, Lapu-Lapu City (Fig. 2). 

 
 
 

                                           

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Location of Surveyed Area with Inset 
Map of   Baguio City   

 
 

4 Spatial utilization, as used in this study, is how the 
residents make, create, organize, build, render, 
compose, lay out, use or utilize the spatial elements of 
the house.  No existing single vocabulary encapsulates 
all these actions in one word.  It can be all, one of the 
actions, or group of these, that may manifest either the 
intangible or tangible resultant of the space. 



Fig. 2 Location of Surveyed Area with Inset Map of 
Mactan, Lapu-lapu City  

 
 

Table 1 Profile of the 2 Sites 

 
Fig. 3 Surveyed area in Baguio City 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 Surveyed area in Lapu-lapu City 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Two contrasting locations were chosen 

to test the notion that spatial utilization in informal 
settlements does not vary greatly despite 
contrasting geographic & demographic 
characteristics.      

 
The geographical character of the sites 

was documented through field investigation 
employing among other things actual 
measurements, mapping, photographs, taking 
into account key physical features and the size & 
type of roads & path arteries. The spatial 
elements of selected houses were also recorded 
via this method.  Initially, 20 informal houses in 
each of the 2 sites were chosen as subjects.   
Personal interviews and interaction with the 
residents elucidated demographic data that 
include among others the number of family 
members, income, and types of occupancy. 

 
Cross analyses of the data obtained 

from the 2 housing sites attempted to draw out 
patterns, inclinations, or trends that will lead to a 
better understanding of the nature of spatial 
utilization in informal settlements.  
 
 
III. DATA PRESENTATION: FINDINGS AND 

ANALYSIS 
 
 GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES & Its 
Bearing on Spatial Utilization 

 
Table 1 summarizes the contrasting 

features of the two sites.   Comparison of the two 
surveyed areas reveals a notable difference in 

the average length, width, and configuration of 
road or path arteries.     
 

Category Baguio Lapu-lapu 
Soil Type  Clay Limestone 
Average Temperature 16 24 °C 24 32°C 

Width 10 m.  8 m. 
Major 

Length 44 km. 19.6 km. 
Width 6 m. 5 m. Second

ary Length 2.8 km. 1.1 km. 
Width 0.70 m. 1.0 m. 

Road/Path 
Artery 

Classification 
Foot 
Path Length 180 m. 158 m. 

Average Change in Eleveation/100 m.  33.33 % 0.30% 

 
Figures 3 & 4 show the location, 

orientation, and adjacency to road or path 
arteries of surveyed houses in Baguio City and 
Lapu-lapu City, respectively.   
 

 
 

 
 
 

A closer look at Tables 1 & 2  
(Road/Path Artery) (Orientation) in conjunction 
with Figures 3 & 4 will indicate a tendency of 
orientation or location of houses in a rather 
variety of ways.  This is because of the 



indiscriminate way also that the path arteries5 
(where informal houses normally line along) are 
curved out from the major access road.  This 
holds true particularly in Baguio City.  The case of 
Lapu-lapu City indicates a tendency for houses to 
be oriented a little bit uniformly, incidentally 
because the path arteries stem almost uniformly 
perpendicular from the main access road.   
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The type of terrain where the houses 

stand can be classified into four (4) based on the 
ranges of percentage of slope and elevation, as 
illustrated by Figures 5 & 6.   Fig. 7 Comparative House Classification 
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Type A refers to a house located on a 
relatively flat terrain that runs generally the whole 
of the informal settlement area ranging from 0% 
to 10 % slope.  Type B house is located on an 
area with 30% to 70% slope but the lot, being the 
footprint of the house, is a flattened area.   Type 
C is located on a plateau type area (0% to 10 % 
slope) within a 30% to 70% sloped terrain.  Type 
D is one whose terrain (30% to 70% slope) is 
maintained and followed by the configuration of 
the house (Fig. 6). 

 
Figure 7 compares the surveyed areas 

in relation to the four types of houses previously 
identified.  It shows that 100 percent of subject 
houses in Lapu-lapu City are under Type A 
classification while those in Baguio City are 
distributed among the B, C, and D types, 

emphasizing the stark geographical contrast 
between the two informal settlements. 

                                            
5  Path arteries are informal footpath corridors or small 
irregular alleys usually originating from a major road 
access found in informal settlements and on which 
houses usually line along. 

 
 
 

 
MACTANLAPU-LAPU CATEGORY Baguio Lapu-lapu 

Maximum 66 sq.m. 60sq.m. House 
footprint Minimum 22 sq.m. 8.28 sq.m. 

Maximum 162 sq.m. 108 sq.m. House Area Minimum 22 sq.m. 8.28 sq.m. 
North  35% 60% 
East 30% 20% 
West 5% 5% Orientation 

South 30% 15% 
Light Indigenous 10% 15% 
Wood/Bamboo 0% 45% 

Combined 
Wood, Concrete 

& G.I. 
40% 35% Material 

Concrete and 
Steel 50% 5% 

BAGUIOBAGUIO 

SECTIONSECTION SECTIONSECTION

Fig. 5 Comparative Sections of the Sites 

 30% - 70% slope 

0% -10% slope 30%-70% 
slope 

0% - 10% slope 

Fig. 6 House Classification Based on Terrain 
able 2  Profile of Houses

 

Table 2 also shows the floor area and 
materials of construction profiles of the houses in 
the two settlements.  While noticeable is the big 
difference in the use of materials of construction 
of the houses, a deeper look will show that 
interestingly, the houses did not vary greatly in 
terms of maximum house footprint although 
differing considerably in the minimum house 
footprint and in both their maximum and minimum 
floor areas. 
 
 Vertical expansion, resulting to a greater 
number of floors (and therefore the total floor 
area), as a consequence of the geographical 
character of the terrain, explains the tendency of 
the houses in Baguio City to be of larger floor 
area (Fig. 8).   Lapu-lapu City has higher density 
of houses than Baguio City as shown in Table 3.  
This to some extent limited the range of the 
house footprints.  Given this condition, Lapu-lapu 
City houses could have followed the path of those 
in Baguio City, i.e., its houses expanding 
vertically also.  But it did not turn out that 
way, as shown by the data.  Other factors 
may have come into play here and as the next 
section would indicate, the economic conditions 
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of the settlers in large measure bear influence on 
the nature of spatial utilization too. 
 

ig. 8 Vertical Profile of Houses 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Lapu-lapu Baguio 

  

 
Figure 9 compares the spaces6 found in 

the surveyed houses, showing that not so much 
variation exists in the types of spaces identified in 
both settlements except for the provision of attic 
area found in those of Baguio City, which 
obviously is a direct offshoot of its distinct climatic 
condition.   
 

But noticeable is the higher incidence7 of 
space used as a combined living-dining area 
particularly in the case of Lapu-lapu City.  This 
feature, taken together 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
with that of the low incidence of living, dining and 
kitchen as distinct8 spaces, arises from the fact 
that the Lapu-lapu City informal settlement is of 

lower economic level compared to that of Baguio 
City (Table 3). 

                                            
6 These are the spatial planning elements such as BR, 
kitchen, dining, living, toilet, etc. which are common 
spaces found in a house. 
7  This denotes frequency, value, or amount achieved 
by an item under consideration, e.g., number of 
bedroom space identified from the survey, etc. 
8 This means that the space is a distinct, identifiable 
area representing a particular function and not in 
combination with other uses. 

 
There is a clear intention here on the 

part of the informal settlers, especially those 
belonging to lower income bracket identified in 
Table 3, to rationalize in the way spaces are 
made and utilized.  Combining dining and living 
functions in one small space is an obvious 
attempt to maximize utility, characteristic of 
informal housing where dwellers usually ‘pack up’ 
different functions within one spatial element.  It 
is not uncommon to find in depressed areas 
houses of one very limited space serving the 
functions of living, bedroom, kitchen & dining, 
bath & toilet, etc., all rolled into one.   And this 
applies to both Baguio City and Lapu-lapu City, 
which have settlers of less economic means who 
cannot afford to have decent housing of their 
own. 

 
The organization of spaces as affected 

by the physical conditions of the site is further 
illustrated in Figure 10. Such is clearly exhibited 
on the location of the main entry that depends on 
the type of terrain (Fig. 6) and orientation to path 
arteries (Figs. 3 & 4) of surveyed houses. 

 
As shown, the locations of the main 

entry of surveyed houses in Lapu-lapu City are 
generally on the ground level as an effect of the 
flat terrain of the area.  It follows that second level 
areas are usually allotted for private spaces such 
as bedrooms while the living spaces remain in 
the ground floor area. 
 
 Comparatively, 55 percent of houses in 
Baguio City have main entry located on the 
second floor level. Such houses are usually 
classified under Type B (Figs. 6& 7) whose 
access to path arteries is also on the level of the 
second floor.  This type maintains living areas in 
the second floor level.  Bedrooms then tend to be 
located in either the ground or upper floor levels. 
  
 Another 30 percent of respondents in 
Baguio City have main entry located on the 
ground floor.  Type C houses (Fig. 6) have this 
characteristics.  This classification is similar to 
those of Lapu-lapu City.  It follows a similar 
upward direction in the organization of private 
spaces.   
  
 
 
 
 



Table 3 Demographic Profile 

Legend:
living room         kitchen bedroom

dining room                                      t & b others
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living room         kitchen bedroom

dining room                                      t & b others
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Fig.10 Organization of Spaces per Floor Level  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The remaining 15 percent have main 

entry on the third floor and spaces are organized 
such that living areas are located on the third 
floor and bedrooms are located downward on 
lower floor levels.  Type D houses (Fig. 6) are 
mostly in this category. 
 
 In both settlements, regardless of the 
house types identified in Figure 6 but belonging 
to higher income bracket identified in Table 3, 
living areas are grouped or located in the same 
floor levels and private areas such as bedrooms 
occupy a particular level or are located farther 
from the main entry.  Furthermore, living areas 
also follow the location of the main entry, which is 
usually oriented toward the nearest path artery. 
 
   The relatively flat terrain in Lapu-lapu 
City demonstrates a single upward direction of 
the composition of spaces.  While in Baguio City, 
this tends to vary in both upward and downward 
directions from the point of the main entry where 
the house connects to the path artery.  
 

As has been demonstrated, the 
difference in the organization of spaces in the two 
settlements is apparently attributed primarily to 
the geographical conditions of the sites.  But 
regardless of geographic or physical influences 
however, it becomes evident that settlers, in 
particular depending on economic level, 
demonstrate a somewhat unwritten rule being 
followed in how the internal spatial elements of 

the house are made and organized.   This is seen 
in the way the living spaces and the private 
spaces such as bedrooms are placed with 
observable segregation, albeit in a rationalized, 
(and in rather) rudimentary way. 

  
Clearly, this can be considered a strong 

demonstration of how the concept of privacy is 
inherent to all people regardless of the absence 
of practical training in architecture and design in 
them. 

 
 
DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURES & Its Bearing on 
Spatial Utilization 
 

Category Baguio Lapu-lapu 
Density per 1,000 sq.m. 9.0 15.72  

1-4 members 40% 30% 
5-8 members 35% 60% 

No. of 
Family 

Members 8 above 25% 5% 
Below P3,000 35% 40% 

P3,001 – 
P10,000 40% 20% 

P10,001 – 
P15,000 20% 25% 

Income 
Bracket 

P15,001 
Above 5% 15% 

Single Family 40% 40% Type of 
occupancy Extended 

Family 60% 60% 

 
  
 

 
The density of houses in Lapu-lapu City 

is 40 percent greater than in Baguio City as 
shown in Table 3, apparently brought about 
partly by its mountainous condition.  Shown also 
are statistics on the number of family members 
as well as income levels indicating considerable 
differences between the two settlements.   Based 
on the figures of family size and income, Lapu-
lapu City settlement is of lower economic level 
than that of Baguio City. 

 
Figure 11 shows the status of 

occupancy in both informal settlements.  In Lapu-
lapu City, 50% are house and lot owners, 25% 
are renting the lot, 20% are squatters and only 
5% are renting the house and lot.   While in 
Baguio City, 60% are house and lot owners and 
15% are renting house and lot, 15% are renting 
the lot and 15% are squatters. 

 
It is shown that both informal 

settlements have dwellers falling under the 



category of squatters9.  These are households 
who do not have tenure on the lot they occupy.  
As the survey data shows, this type of dwellers 
belongs to the low-income bracket of the 
population.  Close investigation of the houses 
they built, both in Baguio City and Lapu-lapu City, 
shows that mostly, these are those with small 
house footprints and limited floor areas.  Further, 
these houses are those exhibiting multiplicity of 
functions per spatial element basis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Looking back at Figure 9 now (Spaces 
in Surveyed Houses), and relating its contents 
with those of Table 3 (Demographic Profile) and 
Figure 11 (Occupancy Status), it is noticeable 
that some types of space have very low 
incidence, especially in the case of Lapu-lapu 
City, indicating that there are houses with limited 
spatial provisions that even the very basic 
bedroom is not existing as a distinct functional 
space.   As already indicated, dwellers with less 
in life tend to rationalize in their use or utilization 
of space too such that the simple floor area of the 
house ends up as a virtual staging arena where 
multiplicity of functions takes place.  The 
economic factor which is at work here in fact, 
cannot be overemphasized as a non-physical 
determinant of spatial utilization.  
 
 Figures 12 & 13 look at the need10 for 
additional space in relation to income level of 
households.  It is evident that dwellers in Lapu-
lapu City, particularly those belonging to an 
income level of Php 3,000 & below, have need for 
more spaces than those of Baguio City who have 
the same income bracket. 
                                            
9 It does not necessarily follow that squatters are low-
income earners.  Many of this type of settlers in urban 
areas are known to be well off and in fact termed as 
professional squatters.  Recently, questioned about its 
political correctness, the word is accused of having 
derogatory meaning.  The use of the word in this study 
however, should have nothing of that sort. 
10 Household respondents were surveyed as to what 
other spaces in the house they need. 
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Fig.13 Need for Additional Space in Relation to 
 Income Bracket (Lapu-lapu City) 
 

There appears to be a glaring 
discrepancy and perhaps there are varied factors 
that are coming into play here.  The context by 
which the two different settlers responded to the 
query may not at all be discernible at this point.  It 
could be economics exerting more bearing over 
the respondents than its geographic counterpart, 
or vice versa.  Or it maybe that the point at hand 
is yet beyond the domain of this initial study to 
resolve.  Whatever the case maybe, it is apparent 
that spatial utilization is indeed a multifaceted 
front in the study of informal settlements and 
should be further pursued.  The on-going 
research project intends to carry on with this 
daunting task. 
 
 
IV. CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
 Spatial utilization is analyzed in this 
paper through an investigation of two different 
urban informal settlements with contrasting 
geographic & demographic characteristics. 
 

The findings reveal considerable 
differences in the way informal settlers create, 
organize and utilize the spaces of the house; 
primarily an obvious manifestation of the 
influences geographic and demographic 
limitations can have in particular people and 



place.  As shown, such differences can be 
observed in things tangible like orientation, the 
internal organization of spatial elements, or even 
the functional nature of the spaces themselves. 

 
But as used in this study, spatial 

utilization denotes not only actions that require 
corresponding physical manifestation in the 
house or space.  It also carries with it the idea of 
intangible display of action the informal settlers 
can have vis-à-vis the space, or the spatial 
elements of the house. 

  
The study shows that regardless of 

geographic and demographic conditions, informal 
settlers can be unanimous in certain aspects of 
spatial utilization.  In this regard, they will rise 
above economic and physical limitations and will 
reflect no great variations in their attempt to 
achieve privacy, organization and utility in their 
quest for space.  This becomes apparent even in 
the absence of formal training in design and 
architecture, and regardless of how crude the 
resultant space can be.   

 
The study is still in its initial stage.  

Further attempt should be done to deepen the 
consideration of varied factors dealing with 
spatial utilization.  The scope and the subject 
households shall be enlarged further to enable 
the derivation of patterns or trends that would 
establish clear and accurate understanding of 
informal settlements.  The mechanics of analysis 
advanced in this study can be reconsidered, 
overhauled if necessary, so that in the end a 
more binding description of spatial utilization is 
achieved. 

 
------00------ 
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layers behind this secret to reach the core that is Jane Eyre. My argument is that 

juxtaposing the three texts produces an even more complex reading of each in isolation 

via the synchretization that occurs when one reads these texts as a unified whole.  As 

Rhys and du Maurier fill in the circumstances of these first wives, (circumstances that 

Brontë only hints at in her portrayal of Rochester’s first wife in Jane Eyre), readers 

experience a variety of responses, including disgust toward the uncontrolled misogyny 

directed at the first wives, and shock at recognizing the seemingly endless instances of 

collusion between these three Gothic classics.  One goal of this paper is to illuminate the 

myriad parallels that inform the fates of the heroines in these texts as the women move 

from freedom to imprisonment and back again, weaving archetypal metaphors of female 

captivity but also ultimately of empowerment.  
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What Does Blogging Have to Do with the Creative Process?

Abstract
Graphic Design
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Kim K. Grable, Assistant Professor

The web has become design studio, news source, literary wellspring and interactive performance 

space for growing numbers of design practitioners as well as students.

As the web becomes increasingly more a destination for designers, how do the proliferation of 

online blogs, journals and zines impact design discourse? What significance and meaning do 

blogs have on design standards, aesthetics, personal creativity and the creative process? And 

whether regarded as whimsical, annoying or ‘cutting edge adventure’, these online venues im-

pact our professional practices, our classrooms, our everyday lives.

This workshop offers participants the opportunity to create and sustain the basic weblog, or blog, 

and offers a brief glimpse into a wide range of current blogs and online magazines, specifically 

those of particular interest to designers.
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Abstract 

Gestalt psychology was developed during the 1920’s by three German psychologists, 

Max Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang Kohler. Visual artists and educators of the 

twentieth century adopted gestalt perceptual factors to enhance and organize their two-

dimensional work such as paintings, photographs and graphic designs. Numerous books 

including Gyorgy Kepes’s Language of Vision (1944) and Rudolf Arnheim’s Art and 

Visual Perception (1954) interpreted these gestalt perceptual factors and codified them 

into visual principles still widely used in art and design education. What these scholars 

could not have anticipated is the recent evolution of interactive designs such as web 

pages and multimedia CD’s, and how gestalt visual principles apply to interactive 

documents. This article examines a select group of major gestalt visual principles in order 

to place them within the context of interactive media design. The author provides static 

two-dimensional figures along with motion interactive figures to help define these 

principles and to prove their application to interactive media design. 
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Introduction 

 This interdisciplinary project seeks to ascertain the importance of Italian 

philosopher, Gianni Vattimo to the field of mass communication research by situating his 

work in The Transparent Society1 and his book chapter “Democracy, Reality, and the 

Media: Educating the Ubermensch”2 with several other important scholars in the field.  

We argue that Vattimo’s work offers a fresh perspective to mass communication research 

particularly because his philosophical perspective enables research in mass media studies 

to venture beyond the very limited effects-centered orientation that has long dominated 

the field.  Vattimo offers a fresh perspective, which enables scholars in the field to think 

beyond limited disciplinary-bound research paradigms and further allows research 

questions to take larger social questions into consideration.  As such, we compare and 

contrast his work with Stuart Hall3, a pioneer in the field of social media studies.  Hall’s 

work brought to the foreground of mass media studies questions of ideology and 

domination and as such, again worked to broaden the scope of mass communication 

research.  Vattimo’s work, in contrast raises questions concerning social ideology, but 

primarily because he foresees the end of ideological hegemony in the field of mass 

media.  Thus, we seek, in this comparison to appraise Vattimo’s contention that research 

can go beyond these questions of ideological hegemony initiated by Hall.  As the 

comparison between Vattimo and Hall initiates a discussion of the role of the audience in 

the effects of mass media upon society and social experience, we move to a discussion of 

Vattimo and John Fiske.4  Fiske’s work, while quite complicated itself, in part, concerns 

itself with the role of the audience in relation to the media texts, which they consume.  

Whereas Hall allowed the audience a minimal amount of autonomous agency in the face 

of ideological hegemony, Fiske moves to attribute to audience members a much wider 

spectrum of agency, and as such, resonates with a perspective much more consonant with 

Vattimo’s.  In addition to understanding the importance of audience participation and 

                                                 
1 Vattimo, G.  (1992).  The Transparent Society.  Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press.  Hereafter 
TS. 
2 Vattimo, G.  (1999).  “Democracy, Reality, and the Media: Educating the Ubermensch,” in Democracy 
and the Arts, pp. 130-158.   Ithaca, NY and London: Cornell University Press.  Hereafter DRM. 
3 Hall, S. (1982).  “The Rediscovery of Ideology: Return of the Repressed in Media Studies,” in Culture, 
Society, and the Media (pp. 56-90).  New York: Routledge.  Hereafter RI. 
4 Fiske. J. (1987).  Television Culture.  London and New York: Methuen.  Hereafter TC. 
Fiske, J (1989).  Understanding Popular Culture.  Boston: Unwn Hyman.  Hereafter UPC. 
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agency in establishing the meaning of mass media texts, we argue, along with Vattimo, 

that it is essential to respect the plurality of meanings and significations allowed media 

texts.  To this end, we situate Vattimo’s writing in conversation with Frank Zingrone5 in 

order to problematize a paradox embedded in our media landscape, which Zingrone 

understands as a simultaneous over-simplification of media messages at the same time 

the vast amount of possible messages is made more complex.  Thus, Zingrone works to 

establish the field of mass media not as merely a simplification of viewpoints, complicit 

in an ideological hegemony, but to show that simplification is one aspect of a total 

system, the complexity of which cannot be underestimated.   

 Situating Vattimo in conversation with these established media scholars permits 

his work to be seen as providing an important contribution to the field that has been 

overlooked.  Vattimo’s philosophical perspective allows for new research questions in the 

field of mass communication to emerge, and for important social questions concerning 

ideology, audience, and complexity to be seriously considered. 

Vattimo on the Mass Media 

 Vattimo states in The Transparent Society that contemporary societies have 

arrived at a postmodern state.  This means for him, we have reached the end of 

metaphysics, understood as a quest for certain realities and eternal, unchanging truths, as 

well as the end of unilinear conceptions of history.  These dispositions are, for Vattimo, 

key constituent parts of the postmodern era.  This postmodern state is an era in which we 

experience the dissolution of being as objectivity.  Following Friedrich Nietzsche, 

Vattimo describes this as a state of being in which objectivity and absolute philosophical 

thinking no longer remain central components to our theories of knowledge and reality.  

Modernity, then, is marked by progress.  Inherent in the modernist commitment to 

progress is the notion that history and humanity are marching toward a better tomorrow, 

which is based on Enlightenment concepts of rationality and normative ideals.  In this 

Enlightenment, modernist world-view, humankind set goals that determined its view of 

history.  Thus, if one of the primary goals of humanity is determined to be progress, this 

necessitates a singular, linear perspective of history.  Humanity must be coming from a 

                                                 
5 Zingrone, F.  (2004).  The Media Simplex:  At the Edge of Meaning in the Age of Chaos.  Cresskill, New 
Jersey: Hampton Press.  Hereafter MS. 
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singular perspective of what was worse to a singular perspective of what is better.  

Modern philosophical conceptions and world-views predicated on goals thought to be 

decisive for humanity, goals that would inevitably lead us to a more progressive future, 

failed to take into consideration the singular perspective from which this notion of 

“better” and of “progress” came from.  Vattimo asserts that the postmodern era is one in 

which we are fully aware of the plurality of voices and concerns co-existing and each 

establishing a perspective of what is real, what is true, and what is valuable.  According 

to Vattimo, modernity ends and postmodernity begins precisely once this commitment to 

singular progress is “overcome.”  Modernity was a process of overcoming and shedding 

the old in a linear progression, which never actually detached itself from the past whereas 

postmodernity breaks with the past in order to allow space for uncertainty and plurality.  

Furthermore, postmodernity can be understood, according to Vattimo to be precisely 

when the “overcoming” of the past is finally achieved.  Once commitments to 

philosophical and normative absolutes are rendered incoherent, the past, which is 

modernity, is overcome and postmodernity dawns.  Thus, a modernist historical 

framework, linear in form, maintains this notion of the need to overcome the old, but 

inevitably fails to enact it.  An historical perspective which repudiates this linearity is one 

in which emphasis is no longer situated on an overcoming per se, or on an endless march 

toward a better future, but rather on an interpretative structure locatable in the present.  

Thus, the movement, the overcoming of this commitment to linearity and the privileging 

of more circular and ambiguous readings of the past serve to displace the modern promise 

of epistemic certainty and therefore also serves to initiate postmodernity.  For Vattimo, 

the end of history, simply is the end of a unilinear history and the end of the notion that 

there is only one, correct, or right reading of the past and consequently, also of the 

present.  Embedded within this Enlightenment, modernist view of history and of 

epistemology is a consonant assertion of metaphysics.  Modernism, philosophically 

shores up a world-view, an historical and theoretical framework in which it is believed 

that there is only one, singular reality, and that reality can be rendered epistemologically 

certain and absolute.  Thus, Vattimo champions the overcoming of metaphysics at the 

same time he eschews unilinearity and univocity in history.  This opening up of 

philosophical perspectives, the denial of absolutes, is what paradigmatically signifies 

 4



postmodernity.  The process of dissolving absolutes and epistemic certainty that marks 

the end of modernity has coincided with the rise of the mass communication society.  At 

the “end of metaphysics” the world has become a milieu of conflicting interpretations of 

meaning.  The mass media provide a state for this conflict.  Vattimo’s assessment of the 

role of mass media in this process is not the outcome of a thoughtful theory of mass 

media, strictly speaking.  Nevertheless, Vattimo’s positive philosophical articulation of 

the relevance mass communication has to postmodern thought ought to be carefully 

considered by mass media scholars, particularly because he offers an insightful, if not 

counter-intuitive understanding of the postmodern experience of nihilism. 

 Nihilism is inherent in and necessary to the postmodern condition, according to 

Vattimo.  Consequently, mass media have an important role in effecting this particular 

form of nihilism.  Vattimo’s reading of nihilism here suggests that it is a state of being in 

which absolute meanings are put into question, such that certain or definite meanings are 

no longer tenable.  Instead, a hermeneutical play is initiated, which consequently opens 

up the possibility of multiple meanings existing concurrently.  This ought not be a source 

of despair or aggression, however.  On the contrary, this form of “meaninglessness” 

ought to be embraced for its emancipatory potential.  Drawing on Nietzsche’s conception 

of the Ubermensch, Vattimo denies that the person deeply engaged in a process of 

overcoming philosophical absolutes exerts force in the face of insecurities.  Rather, the 

Ubermensch is a person of moderation.  Once this person comes to see that there are no 

absolute or sustainable moral, epistemic or social systems, there are no absolute values or 

laws, room is made for a play of interpretative schemes in which human creativity can 

find realization and can flourish.  The strong, on this account, are not those who answer 

meaninglessness with aggression or a display of brute power, but are those who answer 

with moderation precisely because they have overcome the need to subscribe to extreme 

or absolute principles in order to find life meaningful.  Ubermenschen are those who can 

overcome the deeply held, traditionally modernist view that absolutes must define reality.  

They are those for whom the question of certainty is laid to rest and as such, they are free 

to actively, but moderately participate in this hermeneutical play.  The temperament 

required in the era of postmodernity is that of moderation precisely because the need for 

extremist epistemological or metaphysical commitments and promises is shed.  This 
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moderation is the exact opposite of dogmatism.  It allows for and embraces uncertainty in 

such a way that it avoids despair altogether.  Despair at this postmodern situation in 

which all absolutes are rendered meaningless can only flourish if one remains, 

dogmatically identified with modernist philosophical paradigms.  Mass media allow for 

the Ubermenschen to actively engage in this moderate hermeneutical play by allowing for 

a plurality of interpretations regarding reality and meaning to be articulated. 

 The disenchantment that accompanies the realization that this plurality of 

meaning and interpretation exists can be liberating precisely because it shows that there is 

no longer a “true” world to serve as a criterion for all subsequent truth and value.  Thus, a 

capacity for “producing symbols that are not ‘ideological,’ that is not unwittingly 

functions of the establishment and maintenance of relations of domination” is allowed to 

flourish.6   Vattimo’s Ubermensch is no longer interested in overcoming nihilism, 

understood as a meaningless worthy of despair.  The Ubermensch resists the normatively 

modernist impulse to establish a new foundation for absolutes upon the rubble of 

modernity.  Emancipation, rather, is in the ability to find beauty in that rubble:  “The way 

to “overcoming” the negative aspects of nihilism is not to overcome nihilism itself – 

thought as foundationless – but to change one’s attitude towards it.”7  For Vattimo, the 

foundationlessness and relativism that marks the end of history and postmodernity need 

not lead to despair, but to an affirmation of life.  It is within this affirmation of life that 

emancipation is grounded. 

 For Vattimo, the rise of generalized communication has facilitated this end of 

modernity and allowed for the possibility of life to be affirmed.  Vattimo believes that 

mass media have not been a homogenizing force in society, but that on the contrary, the 

rise of mass media has given way to the fragmentation of our reality that allows for the 

recognition of plurality.  In the society of generalized communication, “[other] 

possibilities of existence are realized before our very eyes, in the multiplicity of ‘dialects’ 

and in the different cultural universes opened up by anthropology and ethnology.”8  

Vattimo rejects the fears of Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer that mass media will 

                                                 
6 TS, p. 99. 
7 Woodward, A.  (2002).  “Nihilism and the Postmodern in Vattimo’s Nietzsche,” in Minerva – An Internet 
Journal of Philosophy, 6. 
8 TS, p. 10. 
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lead to a homogenized society by claiming that mass media have actually caused our 

views of reality to become fragmented instead.9  Mass media have given way to a 

multitude of perspectives, a polytheism of values that has replaced the monotheism of 

values associated with modernity.  In this fragmented media landscape, more and more 

subcultures are being given a voice.  By exposing us to this multitude of voices, mass 

media have made us aware of the untenability of a unilinear history, based upon a single 

truth. 

 It is up to the individual in this context to be both a poet and a person of faith with 

regard to this interpretative explosion.  The individual must take responsibility for 

articulating a view of truth, all the while acknowledging that this view is not the only 

interpretation available.  Furthermore, the individual must regard this interpretative 

framework as an object of faith, upon which everything is staked.  Thus, Vattimo avoids 

endorsing a kind of quietism, allowing people platforms upon which to act and speak 

without falling into dogmatism.  One still must commit to a truth, but not with the 

fundamentalist attitude of one who presumes to know that to be the only possible truth.  

Vattimo stops short of an absolute relativism, though, as this truth one articulates 

provides one with access to the world while existing within a field of multiple 

possibilities.  In the recognition that other possibilities exist, space is made available for 

negotiations and agreements about truth to emerge.  Absolute relativism is assuaged 

precisely because the postmodern subject is always aware that other viable alternatives 

and narratives or explanations exist simultaneously.  According to Vattimo, the mass 

media provide us with a mix of historical awareness and skepsis that facilitates this 

disposition:  we all know that TV lies.  We all know that every alleged reality is merely a 

viewpoint, an interpretation laden with prejudices.  Because of this awareness, the world 

of conflicting interpretations and the polytheism of values enabled by mass media 

produce a “weakening effect” of absolutist or foundationalist discourses.10  Mass media 

have an emancipatory effect because they help to overcome metaphysics through “a 

                                                 
9 C.f.  Horkheimer, M. and Adorno, T., John Cumming, trans.  (2000).  Dialectic of Enlightenment.  New 
York: Continuum.  See specifically the chapter entitled, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass 
Deception,” pp. 120-167. 
10 DRM, 156. 
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process of weakening and dissolving the ‘strong’ traits of the structures of social life and 

of the individual personality as well.”11 

Vattimo’s Ambiguity 

 Vattimo’s claims regarding the mass media are both bold and original, and it is 

somewhat surprising that Vattimo has remained relatively unstudied and neglected in 

mass communication research.  This may be because Vattimo’s discussion of the mass 

media is not specific and is devoid of particular examples and empirical data.  For this 

reason, his claims and assumptions are not unproblematic, especially since it is not 

always clear whether Vattimo is descriptive or normative in his assessment.  In the 

opening pages of The Transparent Society, Vattimo states clearly that mass 

communication has been instrumental in bringing along the “end of history” while his 

article, “Democracy, Reality, and the Media: Educating the Ubermensch” points to the 

potential for emancipation mass media provide to the new Ubermensch.  This is a 

problematic aspect in Vattimo’s writing.  These claims are particularly important here.  

Vattimo claims that (1) mass media have played a decisive role in the birth of a 

postmodern society, (2) that they have not made society more transparent, but on the 

contrary, more complex, and (3) that in this chaos, our hopes for true emancipation are to 

be located. 

 While the first claim and the last claim are consistent, the role of the audience is 

somewhat ambiguous.  The last claim, which locates our collective hopes for social 

emancipation in the chaos of postmodernity, suggests the individual can make use of 

mass media.  The first claim suggests that media have had a very inescapable effect on 

society as a whole; the third claim suggest possibilities for the individual audience 

member to use the chaos of the media landscape for true self-development, to embrace 

the foundationlessness reflected in the mass media.  The first claim assumes a powerful 

effect from the mass media upon a passive audience; the last claim assumes a less 

powerful media effect, as it is dependent upon a few active audience members that have 

the right disposition in order to truly benefit from the emancipatory effect of the mass 

media.  These Ubermenschen are only a select few, and most people may indeed still be 

too stuck in a modernist view on society, and still use the media to find foundations for 

                                                 
11 DRM, 154. 
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their world-views as well as absolute Truths.  Vattimo does not discuss where people 

without this “right” disposition are left in the era of generalized communication.  

Consequently, Vattimo runs the risk here of a specific form of privileging those with the 

right disposition, these Ubermenschen, over and against those either without the 

moderate attitude reflective of postmodernity, or those who are passive in their 

consumptive comportment toward media. 

 It is also noteworthy that the emancipatory effect of the mass media does not take 

into consideration relations of power or ideology in Vattimo’s discussion of those groups 

who are, all of a sudden, given a voice in the proliferation of communication. 

“Recent decades in the United States have seen minorities of every kind take to the 
microphones.  Cultures and subcultures of all sorts have stepped into the limelight of 
public opinion.  Of course, one could object that having a voice does not correspond to 
true political emancipation – economic power is still held by the capital.  This may be so: 
I won’t pursue the issue here.  But the fact remains that the very logic of the information 
‘market’ requires its continual expansion, and consequently demands that ‘everything’ 
somehow become an object of communication as more and more subcultures ‘have their 
say’ is the most obvious effect of mass media.”12 
 
As this quote indicates, Vattimo chooses to skirt around the issue of power and ideology 

in mass media.  However, in the following sections, we place Vattimo’s work in dialog 

with some media scholars who have focused on this question of ideology and power in 

order to further clarify Vattimo’s contribution to the field. 

Stuart Hall and the Introduction of Ideology in Mass Communication 

 Vattimo can be regarded as standing at the end of a tradition initiated by Stuart 

Hall.  Whereas Vattimo declares the end of ideology, Hall introduced the concept of 

ideology by criticizing the narrow effect-based scope of American communication 

research.  Not only did American research lack a critical component, according to Hall, 

but it also identified power primarily with respect to the ability of media images to 

influence individuals.  For example, political communication studies primarily looked at 

how media can and do influence voting behavior.  This approach, according to Hall, 

ignored larger questions of power, class formation, institutional power relations, political 

shifts, and social structures that preceded the actual election process.13  In contrast, 

                                                 
12 TS, p. 6. 
13 RI, p. 59. 
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cultural studies, the research tradition initiated by Hall, focused on the role ideology 

plays in social formation.  By referring to French Structuralism and Post-structuralism, 

Hall argued that meaning is the outcome of a social process of signification and not 

simply an innate quality of things and events.  In other words, he argued that meaning is 

produced through language.14  Since meaning is produced, it follows that different kinds 

of meanings become dominant, not because of a random process, but as the result of an 

intentional struggle.  Thus, dominant meanings are those that usurp other possibilities in a 

struggle for prominence.  Media, then, as the institutions responsible for describing and 

analyzing events, play an important role in this process of assigning meanings and 

adjudicating conflicts between possible meanings. 

 For Hall, the power to signify is not a neutral force in society.  Signification, the 

meaning ascribed to events is determined through a process of struggle.  It is the means 

by which collective understandings are created – and thus the means by which consent 

for particular outcomes can be effectively mobilized.  In Hall’s model, then, media play a 

crucial role in creating and reinforcing certain images and significations.  By ignoring 

this fact, and only focusing on the narrow question of how media have an effect on 

individuals or groups, the hard-nosed empirical tradition of mass media research 

remained blind to larger questions of power and ideology. 

 Hall’s theory is indebted to Marxist theory in that it deals with class struggle.  It 

departs from classical Marxist theory, however, because Hall maintains that media have a 

centrality in establishing and maintaining power relations.  Thus, Hall understands power 

to extend beyond a simple reading of property ownership and the means of production.  

Hall takes issue with the standard Marxist approach to ideology, which maintains that in 

every epoch the ideas of the ruling classes are the ruling ideas.15  If those who own the 

means of production will also be able to impose their worldview(s), ideology is rendered 

a dependent variable.  In this case, it would suffice to study the means of production in 

order to determine what ideologies are or are going to be dominant.  Hall challenged this 

traditional Marxist picture by arguing that the idea that domination occurred by overt 

force or ideological compulsion on a subordinate class was too simplistic.  Instead, he 

                                                 
14 RI, p. 67. 
15 RI, p. 84. 
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argued that dominance is accomplished as much on the unconscious as on the conscious 

level.  Dominance is asserted on a cultural level rather than on a merely material or 

economic level.  This larger dominance by consent through culture is defined by the 

Gramscian concept of hegemony.  This concept served as an explanation for an 

unresolved question in early Marxist thought, which regarded why and how the 

“governed” consent to their domination by the ruling class.  The media help the dominant 

class in society’s manufacturing consent by producing and reproducing images and ideas 

in a way that supports the ruling class.  For Hall, this process needs to be studied by 

media scholars instead of the narrow empirical questions of mass communications 

research. 

 Hall’s reintroduction of the concept of ideology was, in part, a reaction to the 

uncritical, empirical, narrow effects-based research tradition that existed in the United 

States as well as to the pessimistic outlook offered by Frankfurt School theorists like 

Adorno and Horkheimer, who predicted a powerful negative effect of popular culture on 

its audiences.  In his influential paper, “Encoding/Decoding in the Television Discourse,” 

Hall constructs a theoretical framework for studying the relationship between text and 

audience in which more autonomy is given to the audience.  Relying on Roland Barthes’ 

distinction between “denotative” and “connotative” codes, Hall argues that the 

ideological influence of television takes place at the connotative level.  He assumed that 

media texts, as discussed above, contain a certain ideological spin in the way they present 

reality.  This connotative meaning is inscribed in the text by the hegemonic framework 

(media routines, pressure from advertisers, government regulation, etc.) that governs 

production of mass media texts.  This way, the assumed meanings that serve the socio-

economic interests of the dominant groups are conveyed via the mass media.  This 

meaning is the preferred meaning, the meaning the encoders intend to inscribe into the 

media texts.  Encoding sets the parameters for interpretation of a given texts, while the 

decoders, the audience members, adopt these interpretations and the preferred meanings 

set within them.  However, this is by no means always the case.  Hall distinguished 

between three “decoding” positions: dominant, negotiated, and oppositional.  The first of 

these, which is the dominant, hegemonic position is one in which the viewer (as in the 

case of television) adopts and accepts the connotated meaning at face value and opens 
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him or herself up to ideological domination.  Secondly, the negotiated position is one in 

which there is an ambivalent reading and the audience member accepts or opposes certain 

elements of the dominant reading.  Lastly, the oppositional position is taken when an 

audience member understands the denotative and connotative meaning of the hegemonic 

message, but chooses to make sense of it in an alternative frame of reference.  This model 

assumes that media texts do not have one fixed meaning at all, but rather, that different 

meanings can be given to a media text.  These differing meanings can be given in 

addition to or in opposition to the dominant meaning.  However, the preferred meaning 

still dominants other alternative meanings.  The audience members are given an active 

role in the interpretation of texts based on their own backgrounds.  However, given the 

fact that the signifying mechanisms of the message promote the dominant reading, 

audience members are more likely to adopt dominant readings.  While Hall allows the 

audience members an active role in the interpretation of texts based on their respective 

backgrounds, the fact is that signifying mechanisms promote the dominant reading and as 

such, it is more likely that audience members internalize and adopt these meanings. 

John Fisk: The Next Step in Audience Autonomy 

 John Fiske takes the notion of the autonomy of the audience noted in Hall above 

one step further.  He accepts Hall’s notion that culture is a battlefield for meaning and 

that reception of cultural texts should be seen as the creation of meaning, but he assigns 

still more autonomy to the audience than did Hall.  Fiske ascribes to the audience a 

greater capacity to resist dominant significations and meanings of texts.  Primarily 

focused on studying television, he argued that it is a polysemous medium; television 

invites a variety of responses and interpretations from the audience.  While accepting the 

constraints put upon audience members by the dominating class of capitalist society, 

Fiske suggests audience members have the freedom and the autonomy to act as members 

of a semiotic democracy.  That is, they can interpret television texts and signify them 

with meanings in order to serve their own personal needs.  Fiske argues that the medium 

of television, as opposed to print media, for example, lends itself to being interpreted 

heterogeneously.  Since television produces more meaning than it can control, it is an 

ineffective means by which to transfer a preferred reading or tool to ideologically 

dominate. 
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 According to Fiske, television programming has an excess of meanings.  Because 

of this excess of meanings, the arbitrariness of those social norms and ideological control 

becomes evident.16  As a conveyor of the dominant ideology, television also shows the 

arbitrariness of this dominant ideology.  So, television is at the same time an affirmation 

and a denial of the dominant ideology.  In this sense, Fiske comes very close to Vattimo’s 

analysis.  Both assume that the proliferation of meanings that are disputed through the 

mass media expose the untenability of ideological meanings as singular and absolute.  

While Vattimo assumes that television exposes us to a multitude of viewpoints 

(“Weltanschauungen”), Fiske assumes that television still presents a rather unified 

message that can be interpreted in many different ways.  Thus, Fiske identifies the 

possibility of plurality in audience interpretation and participation and Vattimo seems to 

suggest that media inherently preserve this plurality.  For Fiske, the television audience 

creates polysemic interpretations of the television text.  The text itself is not the locus of 

polysemy, but rather, audience interpretation is.  Therefore, television empowers its 

viewers by allowing them to take mass communication products and extract meanings 

from them in order to articulate and create meanings that serve their own ends and needs, 

not simply those of the dominant class.  As culture can only be created from within 

interpretative communities and not from without, the ideological power of television 

producers is weakened. 

Vattimo: Another Step in Audience Autonomy? 

 As previously discussed, Vattimo arrives at his discussion of the mass media 

through a philosophical path that does not concern itself with problems of power and 

inequality, though vaguely identifies them as problems that need to be overcome by his 

reliance upon terms like “emancipation.”  Vattimo is aware of the fact that minorities’ 

access to the mass media does not equal economic emancipation.  He simply chooses to 

ignore the issue and instead focuses on a liberatory potential enabled by the proliferation 

and diffusion of world-views.  His observation that minorities are given a voice in 

television conflicts with the assumptions of Fiske and Hall that there is a hegemonic force 

working in television that causes the messages conveyed through mass television to be 

presented in a way that serves the interests of the ruling class.  While Hall gives some 

                                                 
16 UPC, pp. 114-116. 
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power to the audience to resist this dominant meaning, Fiske does this to an even greater 

extent.  Both depart from the Marxist assumption that cultural messages have a dominant 

meaning that one finds across all cultural texts in television.  Vattimo does not share this 

view and argues that the era of generalized communication has also caused a proliferation 

of viewpoints to be heard and seen on TV, whereas Fiske and Hall assume that 

underneath this apparent proliferation of viewpoints, there is still a larger unified 

ideological message that is being conveyed. 

 Vattimo assumes that the proliferation of mass media had led to a proliferation of 

viewpoints being articulated.  Perhaps his outlook is the one of someone who has, for the 

majority of his life, only been exposed to one official broadcast station, as was the case in 

his native Italy.17  In fact, in the United States, particularly since cable television has 

come to prominence, we have witnessed an increase in niche programming directed 

toward specific segments of society.  Vattimo’s claim that market pressures may drive 

and feed this need for more viewpoints in this light, does not sound so far-fetched.  Fiske 

also acknowledges this point.  He states that the economics of television work against 

ideological domination.  In order to reach as wide an audience as possible, television 

stations must diversify their programming and attempt to appeal to as many specific 

market segments as possible.  The power of the audience, then, is also rooted in the fact 

that they have power as consumers.  Both Vattimo and Fiske refer to this market pressure 

as a catalyst for this variety of voices that arise in the media landscape.  At this point, the 

difference between Vattimo and Fiske is minimal. 

 It is well documented that cable television has indeed led to a proliferation of 

viewpoints to some extent.  Cable and satellite channels have come to target specific 

audience groups, even minority groups, but this niche broadcasting, or “narrowcasting” 

has led to a result opposite the one Vattimo describes.  Due to the proliferation of media 

channels, it has become impossible to actually follow or watch them all.  As a result of 

the information overload, media users only pick out a few channels that serve their 

specific interests and needs, without actually being exposed to all the different voices that 

do exist and are represented.  So, rather than being aware of all the different perspectives 

and voices out there, mass media users may shut themselves off to different opinions and 

                                                 
17 Until the late seventies, the Italian state-run RAI had a television monopoly. 
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seek out only those media outlets that confirm their already-held beliefs.  A 2004 study 

by the Pew Research Center for the People and Press indicated that news audiences have 

become more and more politicized, with conservatives turning to Fox News and Rush 

Limbaugh, and Democrats turning to NPR.18  Vattimo acknowledges this to some extent 

when he states in “Educating the Ubermensch,” that the mass media society provides 

opportunities for emancipation but that it is up to the individual with the right disposition 

to grasp and take advantage of these opportunities.  It is as if many people have not yet 

adopted this disposition.  As we have pointed out above, if many people are still stuck in 

a modernist frame of reference, Vattimo’s claim that the era of generalized 

communication has caused the end of history and foundationalism becomes very suspect.  

Perhaps it would be more appropriate to suggest that the postmodern era is dawning and 

the end of totalizing accounts of history are near.  If this is the case, Vattimo can be read 

as offering an account, which is forward looking and full of emancipatory potential.  

Additionally, if we read Vattimo with this orientation toward the future, by implication, it 

is clear that mass media have an important role to play in the formation of this new 

postmodern era. 

 The main difference between Fiske and Vattimo is that they have different 

accounts of television content.  Fiske argues that most television narrative is conservative 

and supports the status quo, and that the audience has quite a bit of power to resist this.  

Vattimo, on the other hand, sees a polytheism of values expressed in contemporary media 

messages.  Fiske’s minimizing of the power of ideological content in mass media texts 

stops short of dismissing it altogether.  Vattimo, then, can be regarded as representing the 

next step in this process of dissolving the importance of ideology for mass media 

research.  Rather than taking mass media research back to a narrowly focused empirical 

study, Vattimo’s work can actually lead to the formation of a new research agenda more 

appropriate to media research in the postmodern era. 

Frank Zingrone and Gianni Vattimo: Media Complexity 

 Vattimo is not the first scholar to have observed the multiplicity of voices that 

have come to comprise our media landscape.  However, Vattimo’s optimism about the 

postmodern media landscape, particularly the television landscape stands in stark contrast 

                                                 
18 Pew Research Center for the People and Press. (June 8, 2004).  News Audiences Increasingly Politicized. 
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to the pessimism of other scholars who lament the dumbing down of public discourse 

because of the growing impact of television.  Canadian scholar, Frank Zingrone, for 

example, observed a similar paradox in our media landscape: While this landscape has 

become more and more complex, the messages conveyed through it have become more 

and more simplistic.  This “simplex,” as he calls it, ultimately negatively effects the way 

we perceive reality.  The media, he argues, offer simple causal explanations for 

complicated problems.  The scope of this paper does not allow us to do justice to the rich 

and complex analysis of Zingrone, but it is clear that he interprets the modern media 

landscape similarly to Vattimo.  In the very least, his description of the situation is 

consonant with Vattimo’s.  However, his evaluation of the effects of the fragmented 

media landscape could not be more different.  Zingrone cautions his readers that there is a 

dire negative counterpart to media diversity, which he identifies as the loss of meaning. 

Zingrone writes, “To begin with, it is necessary to understand the most important 

negative aspect of the richness of media diversity: the loss of meaning.”19 Thus, the 

crucial difference between Vattimo and Zingrone here regards the question of nihilism. 

 For Zingrone, the mass media have an alienating and disconnecting effect.  The 

barrage of information provided by modern mass media has not created an increased 

awareness, but a desensitized and overstimulated audience lacking real understanding of 

themselves or their surroundings.  Of course, Vattimo would rebut these claims with the 

criticism that Zingrone’s theory is still deeply grounded in a modernist metaphysical 

world-view.  However, like Vattimo, Zingrone embraces the potential of the mass media 

to weaken social structures: 

“We are presently experiencing a fundamental deterioration in the quality of experience 
as a result of the electrification of the globe.  This is at once the worst thing and the best 
thing that could happen to us.  The numbness we are experiencing, generated by the 
continuous hits of information assaulting our battered senses, results in a diminished 
appreciation of all our perceptions, particularly our most cherished, inherited beliefs.  On 
the other hand, getting away from the shibboleths of religion and party politics, an 
ineffective justice system, and a very inequitable redistribution of the commonwealth is a 
necessary separation from old experience.  We are given a chance to reconfigure these 
formerly sacrosanct areas of thought and feeling.”20 
 

                                                 
19 MS, p. 11. 
20 MS, pp. 211-212. 
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Vattimo and Zingrone both observed the alienating effect of mass media, but while 

Vattimo’s evaluation of this process seems completely positive, Zingrone qualifies the 

benefits he finds.  Zingrone only sees the process as positive when people are empowered 

to rethink inequitable social institutions.  However, the deterioration of experiences as a 

result of mass communication certainly cannot be underestimated in Zingrone’s work.  

For Vattimo, of course, this whole disconnective process is positive and rather than 

identify it as problematically alienating, he emphasizes the plurality of perspectives 

finally rendered possible.  A disconnect is created between human beings and tradition, 

for Vattimo, because media use is removed from true or deep expressions or 

understandings of the world and society.  This is, for him, a necessary and a beneficial 

estrangement. 

 For Zingrone, individual media users should try to see through the clutter of the 

media landscape with its complex structure and simple messages in order to reclaim 

meaning by recognizing greater patterns of meaning rendered invisible by the chaos of 

mass media: 

“Whether we notice it or not, it is the relationship between the simple and the complex 
that splits the world in those capable of pattern recognition, real perception, and real 
work, and those who are being left behind in the information revolution.  The simple 
linear, logical, and categorical minded are left groping for simple cause and effect 
connections between events.”21 
 
This leads Zingrone to advocate a new definition of media literacy.  Just as someone who 

speaks many languages, a media literate is someone who is well versed in the 

“languages” of the different media: 

“It takes strong mental effort, however to become perceptually expert in both print and 
electronic forms of communication.  Some deliberate study is involved in acquiring such 
expertise.  If people are not rigorously educated to such virtuosity, it is unlikely to happen 
by accident.”22 
 
He therefore calls for a rethinking of media literacy as it is taught in schools, focusing 

more on the understanding of “media effects on the whole being of the user” instead of 

merely encouraging social commentary of media content.  Thus, Vattimo’s call for active 

                                                 
21 WS, p. 12. 
22 WS, p. 237. 
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participation in creating meaning and interpretations of media texts fits well with 

Zingrone’s call for new media literacy. 

 Vattimo and Zingrone both can be read as encouraging new ways of interpreting 

media literacy in the face of a postmodern media field.  Their different evaluations of 

how one can realize one’s full potential amongst this multiplicity of media languages and 

media texts remains an unsettled dispute, but one that has important practical 

consequences regarding how to teach media literacy to children and adults.  Vattimo’s 

voice in this debate is new and original and deserves attention from media scholars and 

media educators alike. 
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This philosophical research paper is an attempt to formulate a philosophical 
conception of hope.  Considering that historians have frequently identified the 20th 
Century as one of, if not the most violent in human history, the question of hope for a 
viable future is timely.  

Kant’s concern with hope, as it found articulation in the question, “For what can I 
hope” in the Critique of Pure Reason, emerged for Kant as a foundational and necessary 
issue for philosophy.  Kant asked this question of hope in conjunction with two other 
primary philosophical questions, one of knowledge and one of ethics.  These three topics, 
in conjunction were an expression of the nature of the human condition for Kant.  Thus, 
understanding these three points enable a further understanding of the human.  Ironically, 
for theorists of hope like Gabriel Marcel and Ernst Bloch, understanding what the nature 
of the human is, or how human beings come to find themselves as constituted identities is 
precisely what under girds discussions of hope.  They answer this question of what the 
human is in order to facilitate an understanding of how the human comes to the situation 
of hope.  What is perhaps most fascinating about this juxtaposition, however, is that the 
conceptions of human personhood embedded in Marcel’s and Bloch’s discussions of 
hope resists the sort of subject formation instituted by Kant.  It is questionable whether or 
not this is why they are led to presuppose this question as fundamental to all others, 
whereas Kant seems to intone that the question of the human subject is discernable only 
after philosophy answers other questions at hand concerning human knowledge, ethics, 
and happiness. 

It is worth pointing out that Kant makes a clear connection between hope and 
happiness.  Human beings in the Kantian scheme hope for happiness.  Marcel’s account 
of hope is not directed toward happiness, but rather, maintains a kind of elusive and 
mysterious quality which allows the experience to be present in a whole host of human 
situations wherein happiness remains an overly abstracted concept not specific enough to 
render hope meaningful.  Interestingly, on this view, I am ethically obligated to maintain 
a particular kind of meaningful relationship to myself in order to prevent the other’s 
experiences of affliction, despair, and apathy.  I am compelled to survive any trial I may 
experience and render my hope meaningful because I am compelled to find hope in you.  
In this way, hope is a kind of social glue, born of responsibility, obligation, and 
reciprocity.  Marcel brings hope to light in relation to experiences of trial or confinement.  
Hope emerges in this context as the result of a kind of confining context (not necessarily 
physically so) such that as a human expression, it’s end can never be rationally delineated 
or made the object of any particular problematic situation.  To reduce the question of 
hope to a rational negotiation of a context or situation is for Marcel, to discuss something 
other than hope.  Hope must remain mysterious in the sense that it can neither be 
subjected to abstraction, nor to answering for the human psychological state as a 
problem.  Bloch shares this relegation of the hopeful to the mysterious to some extent.  
Where Marcel and Bloch diverge is on the issue of the story of the origins of hope, which 
includes discussions of our primordial being as a state of unity.  Marcel clearly resists this 
philosophical move.  Bloch, absorbed in a kind of Marxist political sensibility attempts to 
relate hope to a kind of world historical movement – one may be said to find hope in the 
historical trajectory wherein libratory politics are rendered viable.  Marcel, while still on 
the side of emancipating the human from outright oppression and violence, resists such 
Hegelian historicism.  He, again, motions his readers away from the momentum of 



academic “periodization” and in so doing, cautions against the overly abstract character 
of such theoretical positions. 

Within the context of each of these three theories of hope, a specific relationship 
between the human person and their psychic life is revealed.  That is to say, Kant grants 
hope as the movement toward, or the desire to move toward our happiness.  Bloch 
underscores our relationship, as persons, to something much larger, mythically larger 
than our mere existence as persons.  As such, Bloch understands the person in a state of 
hope to be properly responding to overcoming a subject-object dialectic that for the most 
part, impedes the realization of the authentic comportment of hope.  Of course, this 
implicates a particular relationship to time and to historicity that must be further 
explored.  Marcel, underscoring the ineffable quality of hope relates the person to him or 
herself such that the drive for knowledge becomes questionable.  That is to say, in 
Marcel’s conception, there is a humility with which the hopeful person responds to 
problematic situations.  Marcel’s person of hope does not confront hope as if it were an 
epistemological answer to an abstract philosophical question.  Instead, Marcel’s person of 
hope bears witness to a complicated set of circumstances with an openness that has no 
pretense of fully knowing the situation as it exists presently, or of how it will be resolved 
in the future. 
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Abstract: 
 This paper argues that Jane Austen, in Pride and Prejudice, at first appears to 
create sharp distinctions between the public images of the characters and their individual 
private lives, between their reputation and their behavior when no one is watching, and 
most of all, between those characters who appear to conform to propriety and those who 
seem to rebel against it.  Throughout the course of the novel, however, these seemingly 
clear binary oppositions prove difficult to maintain, as demonstrated when complex, 
contradictory figures such as Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet suffer the consequences of 
their inaccurate first impressions.  The reader, along with Elizabeth, discovers the danger 
of forming too hasty judgements, since one's public persona does not always display 
one's private behavior.  In fact, as Mr. Wickham illustrates, a public image which 
conforms to accepted codes of conduct can conceal private vices.  The paper concludes 
that Austen’s purpose in collapsing the distinctions between public and private may have 
been to criticize the essence of a society which emphasizes reputation and external 
appearances over private thoughts and actions, and which permits a character like Mr. 
Wickham to deceive people through his charming public image.  At the same time, in 
witnessing the impetuous, flirtatious actions of Lydia Bennet, and her resulting 
elopement with Mr. Wickham, the reader begins to appreciate and even respect the 
necessity of adhering to some standard of behavior. 

 



 From the start of Jane Austen’s novel Pride and Prejudice, a sharp distinction 

appears to be drawn between the public images of the characters and their individual 

private lives, between their reputation and their behavior when no one is watching, and 

most of all, between those characters who appear to conform to propriety and those who 

seem to rebel against it.  The main example of this apparent binary opposition of public 

reputation and private reality as it occurs in Pride and Prejudice may be seen in Elizabeth 

Bennet’s first impression of Mr. Darcy as a prideful, arrogant man, an opinion shared by 

nearly all the participants of the first ballroom gala.  This inclination of Elizabeth and the 

reader to believe the worst of Mr. Darcy predisposes both to enjoy Mr. Wickham’s 

company, especially when he relates the tale of his “cruel mistreatment” at Darcy’s 

hands. 

 The novel appears to divide the characters into four distinct categories: those who 

are haughty and rude, keeping at a distance anyone outside their circle of companions 

(like Mr. Darcy); those who are charming and pleasant company, insinuating themselves 

into people’s confidences (like Mr. Wickham); those who observe the social code, always 

monitoring their actions and behavior so as to avoid saying or doing anything that might 

be construed as improper (like Mr. Collins); and finally, those who freely speak their 

mind and do as they please, refusing to be constrained by convention (like Elizabeth).  

These four categories of people appear, at first glance, utterly opposed to each other.  A 

person hoping to be viewed as respectable cannot deviate from the social code, and an ill-

mannered person will never adopt easy manners or a charming personality.  At the start 

of this novel, Austen seems to demarcate the divisions among these four character types, 

as though preparing the reader for a conflict among them. 



 For example, the reader’s first impression of Fitzwilliam Darcy is that of “the 

proudest, most disagreeable man in the world” (Austen, 8), an opinion formed by 

observing his behavior at the first ball of the novel.  According to the narrator, “Mr. 

Darcy danced only once with Mrs. Hurst and once with Miss Bingley, declined being 

introduced to any other lady, and spent the rest of the evening in walking about the room, 

speaking occasionally to one of his own party” (8). When called upon to explain his 

refusal to dance by his charming friend Mr. Bingley, he responds: 

 

 You know how I detest it, unless I am particularly acquainted with my partner.  

At such an assembly as this, it would be insupportable.  Your sisters are engaged, and 

there is not another woman in the room, whom it would not be a punishment to me to 

stand up with (8). 

 

 Such a response from a newcomer in a situation designed for his benefit strikes 

the reader as odd but somewhat explainable.  There is much less excuse for the harsh 

comment Elizabeth later overhears.  When asked to dance with her, who “had been 

obliged, by the scarcity of gentlemen, to sit down for two dances”, he coldly replies, “she 

is tolerable; but not handsome enough to tempt me; and I am in no humor at present to 

give consequence to young ladies who are slighted by other men” (8).  While Darcy does 

not say this to Elizabeth directly, she cannot help but overhear it, something he should 

have taken into consideration. 

 Jane Austen presents the reader with a character whom one, like Elizabeth, is 

encouraged to immediately dislike.  One’s sensibilities are offended at his insult of 



Elizabeth, and one’s initial impression of Darcy as proud, haughty, and uncivil is 

confirmed.  One feels that this sort of behavior at a public function, where newcomers are 

to meet others and form friendships, is completely inappropriate, even if one recognizes 

that there is a sort of superficiality to such a social situation.  His insensitive remark and 

disengagement from others shock both Elizabeth and the reader, for they seem to 

demonstrate Darcy’s utter disregard for the conventions of polite society.  As Patricia 

Michaelson explains, “Darcy’s pride expresses itself in his refusal to participate politely 

in conversation; his utter unwillingness to please others generates Elizabeth’s original 

dislike of him” (Michaelson, 203).  By making no attempt at politeness or civility, Darcy 

upsets the standards of decorum practiced by the other characters in Pride and Prejudice 

and, quite likely, the reader, predisposing nearly everyone to dislike him entirely as an 

outsider.  One incident thus determines his whole character. 

 Darcy’s insulting behavior at the ball has the effect of prejudicing Elizabeth, the 

townspeople, and the reader against any of Darcy’s later actions or comments.  For 

example, when Elizabeth is ministering to Jane at Netherfield, Darcy asks her if she 

would care to dance.  After a brief pause, Elizabeth explains “I could not immediately 

determine what to say in reply.  You wanted me, I know, to say ‘Yes,’ that you might 

have the pleasure of despising my taste” (45).  She interprets his somewhat subtle 

attempts to get to know her better as ways of further criticizing and insulting her, which 

of course she resists.  As the reader has been cued to view Darcy’s actions and speech in 

a negative light, each time one encounters him, one remembers his cruel words about 

Elizabeth, and one makes the assumption that he is constantly searching for ways to 

criticize her further.  One thus becomes wary of his conversations with Elizabeth and 



eager for her to avoid his possible traps.  One applauds her witty retorts, which cleverly 

extricate her, while at the same time mocking his solemnity and pride as ridiculous.  One 

does not trust Darcy’s motives and is delighted that someone like Elizabeth can attack 

him in such a humorous manner.  Austen thus allows the reader to assume a cruel nature 

in Darcy, which one later learns, is a mistaken notion. 

 His unsocial behavior also affects this society’s engagement with him, preventing 

those who are not already well-acquainted with him from getting to know him better and 

seeing his full, generous character.  They assume that what they saw of him at the ball 

and what they have heard about his character from others is his entire nature.  And in 

fact, as Elizabeth’s case demonstrates, they perceive his intentions to be worse than they 

actually are, entirely misjudging his actions and seeking to avoid the brunt of his ill 

humor. 

 This situation sets the stage for the appearance of George Wickham, a man 

completely opposite from Darcy.  In spite of the differences between them, Darcy and 

Wickham form a natural pair in the novel, since the negative impression of Darcy formed 

at the start of the novel helps the reader to form a much higher opinion of Wickham when 

he first appears.  It is crucial for the reader’s initial perception of Wickham that he be 

presented after encountering Darcy’s ill-mannered, snobbish behavior, because in the 

wake of such rudeness, Wickham appears even more gracious and charming.  Such a 

presentation also allows Wickham to confirm the community’s opinion of Darcy by 

discussing his loss of a Church living at the gentleman’s hands.  Wickham’s version of 

events is readily believed by the community, which, after watching Darcy in action, is 

quickly prepared to sympathize with Wickham and view Darcy as a selfish man with 



absolutely no respect for convention.  Jane Austen thus conditions the reader to form a 

warm attachment to Wickham. 

 In his very first appearance, Wickham displays his ability to charm and ingratiate 

himself with Meryton society.  Having been invited to tea at Elizabeth’s aunt, 

 the agreeable manner in which he immediately fell into conversation, though it 

was only on its being a wet night, and on the probability of a rainy season, made her 

[Elizabeth] feel that the commonest, dullest, most threadbare topic might be rendered 

interesting by the skill of the speaker (67). 

 

 He offers a pleasing contrast to Darcy’s stiffness and unsociability.  Almost 

immediately, Elizabeth is taken by this man, who can make any topic seem interesting.  

And the topic she most desires to hear from Wickham, having learned of this before, is 

his relationship with Darcy.  Wickham does not disappoint her; in fact, he “began the 

subject himself”, innocently at first, asking “how far Netherfield was from Meryton”, and 

then wanting to know “how long Mr. Darcy had been staying there” (68).  Having piqued 

her interest, Wickham then reveals this piece of information, that “you could not have 

met with a person more capable of giving you certain information on that head [Darcy] 

than myself - for I have been connected with his family in a particular manner from my 

infancy” (68).  Since the reader is already prejudiced against Darcy, believing him 

capable of deliberately searching for insults, when Wickham speaks of his evil treatment 

at the hands of Darcy, Wickham rises in one’s estimation while Darcy falls.  It strikes the 

reader as perfectly logical that Darcy would cut off Wickham from his Church living out 

of pure malice.  One believes Wickham’s insights into Darcy’s character because the two 



men seem so dissimilar and because Wickham is so much more affable than Darcy.  

Elizabeth falls for Wickham for these very reasons, and as the reader has had no reason 

thus far to doubt her judgement, one is further encouraged to trust Wickham.  Everything 

about Wickham, particularly his connection to Darcy, prompts the reader to trust him.  

He appears to steadfastly uphold the standards of propriety, and thus Austen creates a 

seeming binary opposition, with Darcy and Wickham as the examples from the respective 

sides. 

 However, through the course of Pride and Prejudice, these clear divisions begun 

at the start of the novel, between public image and private life, reputation and reality, 

adherence and deviation from the code of conduct, begin to collapse and blur together.  

Mr. Darcy demonstrates this alteration through his great generosity and kind assistance to 

the Bennet family during their scandal concerning Lydia and Mr. Wickham.   Mr. 

Wickham also serves as an example of the blurring of these distinctions through his 

seduction of Lydia, which reveals his complete disregard for propriety.  Elizabeth 

discovers through the course of her adventures that a man who appears charming and 

well-mannered can in reality be devious and scheming for easy money, while one who 

appears aloof and ill-mannered can act as a true gentleman ought, with knowledge of and 

respect for the social code. 

 As the novel progresses, for example, Darcy’s character seems to shift depending 

on the perspective.  As Reuben A. Brower asserts in his essay “Light and Bright and 

Sparkling: Irony and Fiction in Pride and Prejudice”, “Mr. Darcy is hardly recognizable 

as the same man when he is described by Mr. Wickham, his housekeeper, or Elizabeth, or 

Mr. Bingley” (Brower, 69).  The novel begins to challenge the accepted opinion of Darcy 



during Elizabeth’s conversation with Mrs. Reynolds at Darcy’s Pemberly estate.  Mrs. 

Reynolds, who has known Darcy “ever since he was four years old,” has “never had a 

cross word from him in my life” (Austen, 218).  She also claims that as a child, he “was 

always the sweetest-tempered, most generous-hearted, boy in the world” (219).  This 

account is so strikingly at odds with the seemingly ill-tempered man at the first ball and 

the Netherfield ball that the reader, like Elizabeth herself, may at first be tempted to 

believe Mrs. Reynolds’ praises stem from “family prejudice” (219) or from gratefulness 

at having “a liberal master” (227-228).  At the same time, however, this remarkable 

conversation prepares the reader for the later part of the novel when Elizabeth personally 

encounters Darcy’s more attractive, gentlemanly qualities.  The reader is being given new 

information which will force a re-evaluation of Darcy’s character. 

 In fact, before this scene with Mrs. Reynolds, Austen has already provided a 

valuable insight into Darcy, upsetting Elizabeth’s previous perception of him.  His letter 

to Elizabeth, given after he confesses his love to her and has been flatly refused, reveals a 

surprising adherence to the code of conduct.  He admits that he aided Miss Bingley in 

keeping Mr. Bingley away from Jane, explaining that he was mortified by “that total want 

of propriety so frequently, so almost uniformly betrayed by [Mrs. Bennet], by your three 

younger sisters, and occasionally even by your father” (176).  Elizabeth’s family at the 

Netherfield ball were so ill-mannered that Darcy felt compelled “to preserve my friend 

from what I esteemed a most unhappy connection” (176).  This intense concern with 

manners seems completely contrary to what has been seen so far of him in public, 

slighting ladies and not speaking to guests unknown to him.  One might have assumed 

that a man as seemingly disdainful of the rules of decorum as Mr. Darcy would not have 



cared about Mrs. Bennet’s aspirations for having Mr. Bingley as a son-in-law and the 

material benefits it would confer.  But Darcy is clearly offended by such behavior, so 

much as to halt the romance between Bingley and Jane.  He thus clearly possesses a 

strong respect for propriety and proper manners, a side of him until then unknown. 

 This adherence to the social code is also reflected in his letter revealing Mr. 

Wickham’s character and the attempted elopement of Wickham and Georgina Darcy.  He 

explains how Wickham, after spending his inheritance, relinquished all claims to a 

preferment in exchange for “more immediate pecuniary advantage” (178), and after going 

through that fund, then asked Darcy to make the Church post originally intended for him 

available.  Darcy thus reveals Wickham as a spendthrift, leading “a life of idleness and 

dissipation” (179), not at all the kind of person with whom Elizabeth ought to associate.  

Darcy’s account of Wickham’s seduction of Miss Darcy, motivated both by her 

inheritance and “the hope of revenging himself” on Darcy (180), confirms Wickham’s 

scheming, wicked nature along with Darcy’s respect for the social code.  If Darcy were 

truly set against the mores of society, as the reader might have been led to believe, he 

would, in all likelihood, have hardly given the attempted elopement a second thought.  

But Darcy is so far from ignoring Wickham’s actions that he not only personally arrives 

to put a stop to it, but also ensures that there is no “public exposure” (180) of the affair.  

He admits in his letter that “no obligation less than the present should induce me to 

unfold” this unfortunate incident “to any human being” (179), trusting that Elizabeth will 

keep this newfound knowledge in strictest confidence.  Darcy’s concern with propriety 

and his love for his sister combine in this situation to form an intense compulsion against 

speaking about what almost happened between Wickham and his sister to anyone.  These 



are neither the feelings nor the actions of a man resisting accepted codes of conduct. 

 At the same time Elizabeth and the reader are re-adjusting their judgement of 

Darcy, they undergo a similar experience with respect to Wickham once Darcy reveals 

the true story of how he lost the preferment, and which is later confirmed by his 

elopement with Lydia.  Elizabeth soon realizes that Wickham’s charming manners and 

relaxed disposition conceal “an affectation and a sameness to disgust and weary” (206).  

With Darcy’s revelation of Wickham’s true nature, Elizabeth and the reader can first 

comprehend how odd it was for him to tell her about his misfortune with Darcy at their 

first meeting, and later how conventional and bland his manners and attention to decorum 

appear when examined in the light of this new information.  In fact, according to Patricia 

Michaelson, “among the lower-status speakers, Austen tends to represent the proposal of 

a conversational topic as rude” (Michaelson, 209).  The reader should remember that 

“Wickham directs his first conversation with Elizabeth toward Darcy’s imputed unjust 

behavior”, and that “again and again through this conversation, Wickham introduces 

topics and speaks at length, while Elizabeth merely responds to him” (Michaelson, 209).  

This improper behavior should have provided a clue into Wickham’s true character for 

Elizabeth and the reader, but both were seduced by his charm and attention to propriety in 

other areas.   Wickham, as Elizabeth tells Jane, has “all the appearance of goodness” 

(199), but lacks any substance behind him.  He knows what words will play upon 

Meryton society’s need for proper conduct, as well as how to raise his own worth at the 

expense of others.  Wickham is, then, a shrewd manipulator of convention, using it to 

ingratiate himself into the community and taking advantage of their distaste for 

unconventional behavior to satisfy his desires.  As long as his reputation for virtuous 



conduct keeps him in his preferred style of living he maintains the facade.  When such 

deception no longer works, he is perfectly willing to relinquish the appearance of 

convention and engage in blatantly improper actions.  The telling disparity between his 

private actions and his public behavior is only fully revealed in his elopement with Lydia 

and his return to Longbourn at the promise of a sufficient, guaranteed income. 

 This elopement, which has the potential to become a tragedy for the Bennet 

family, actually has the effect of putting Darcy’s generosity and strong defense of 

propriety on display,  finally proving to Elizabeth and the reader Darcy’s complex, 

contradictory nature.  On his own and to everyone’s surprise, he tracks down the fugitive 

couple and from his own resources, pays a dowry on the condition that they return to 

Meryton.  This willingness to assist a former friend, a man Darcy has described as 

possessing “vicious propensities” (178) and whom he would never willingly wish to 

encounter again, done on behalf of a woman who only recently accused him of “unjust 

and ungenerous” acts (170), who hails from a family with intolerable manners, strikes the 

reader and Elizabeth as quite amazing.  Darcy helps her in this family emergency, and in 

addition, keeps his role a secret until Lydia reveals it.  Instead of telling Elizabeth of his 

service, which must present a great temptation, since it would alter her opinion of him, he 

seems content to remain in the shadows, even if the two of them never meet again.  By 

the end of Pride and Prejudice, Darcy is shown as a fully fleshed-out human being, one 

to whom the labels of propriety or impropriety cannot fully apply, as different 

circumstances invoke different responses from him.  He who once seemed easy to 

categorize now stands revealed as a man, with his full share of faults and contradictions.  

Elizabeth and the reader have learned “that knowledge of a man like Darcy is an 



interpretation and a construction, not a simple absolute” (Brower, 68). 

 Elizabeth herself subverts the categorizing process introduced at the start of the 

novel.  She is first presented as a strong, independently thinking young woman, willing 

and capable of intelligently speaking her mind to anyone, male or female.  She “prides 

herself on being an observer of character” (Stewart, 58), not reliant on popular opinion 

for her judgements concerning people.  Yet the first hint of Mr. Darcy’s negative 

character comes to her whilst overhearing the general consensus of those attending the 

ball.  Much later, when she asks her father to restrain Lydia’s flirtatious behavior, 

claiming that “our importance, our respectability in the world, must be affected by the 

wild volatility, the assurance and disdain of all restraint which mark Lydia’s character” 

(Austen, 205), she displays at least some concern for propriety and reputation.  Elizabeth, 

having been presented as a "free spirit” at the start of the novel, possesses many 

conventional characteristics which help to dissolve the seeming division between 

convention and non-conformity established at the beginning of the novel.  Interestingly, 

Claudia Johnson argues that “Lydia is a decoy who attracts the disapproval to which 

Elizabeth herself could otherwise be subject” (Johnson, 77).  She further contends that 

“by lamenting Lydia’s glaring excesses, Elizabeth is cleared for her less egregious but 

still ‘improper’ rambles, conceit, and impertinence” (Johnson, 77).  Whatever one thinks 

of this particular contention, it is clear that compared to Lydia, Elizabeth is a steadfast 

adherent to the code of conduct, and after seeing the consequences of Lydia’s reckless 

behavior, one must recognize that Elizabeth’s occasional defiance of the code of conduct 

is not nearly as serious as one may have first assumed. 

 Nietzsche contends in Beyond Good and Evil that “the metaphysicians’ 



fundamental belief is in the opposition of values” (Section 1, part 1).  Whether or not his 

statement is valid for the study of philosophy, the sentiment certainly applies to first-time 

readers of Pride and Prejudice.  Upon reading the initial judgement of Darcy, they may 

believe that Jane Austen has established a world of definite oppositions, where a 

character exhibiting certain characteristics will always do so, never altering his or her 

behavior to suit the circumstance.  Austen may indeed depict such a world at first, 

leading readers to imagine these divisions are permanent, but she quickly turns such 

assumptions on their head, complicating the distinctions between public and private, 

reputation and reality, adherence and deviance.  What at first seems clearly opposed soon 

becomes blurred and confusing.  Trying to categorize the main characters into what at 

first sight appears different types becomes almost an arbitrary process, because the main 

characters are complex, contradictory figures, exemplifying different and contrary traits 

at various times. 

 What is Austen’s purpose in collapsing the distinctions between public and 

private, propriety and impropriety?  One could argue that by doing so, she criticizes the 

essence of a society which emphasizes reputation and external appearances.  Jane Austen, 

by showing the inherent complexities and contradictions in most people, may be 

attempting to demonstrate the absurdity and hypocrisy of rigidly adhering to a code of 

propriety that values what one says and does in public over one’s private thoughts and 

actions.  Her attack on shallow notions of propriety is displayed in the characters of Mr. 

Darcy and Mr. Wickham.  Both men conceal, whether intentionally or unintentionally, 

their full natures behind traits that either conform to or resist easy standards of behavior.  

Wickham presents himself as an affable, charming gentleman, ingratiating himself into 



polite society with his manners.  He shortly shows himself, however, as a scoundrel 

without honor of any sort, willing to deceive, seduce, and blackmail others to accomplish 

his goals.  He wields the image of a man conforming to society’s standards, but his 

private conduct demonstrates a complete disregard of propriety if it fails to suit his needs.  

In fact, he is a masterly manipulator of propriety, knowing exactly how to use it 

whenever it is the best method for acquiring what he requires.  His public image, which 

conforms to society’s ideal regarding manners and behavior, is completely at odds with 

his private life. 

 Mr. Darcy presents the opposite situation, being a man whose public image at first 

appears opposed to convention and propriety who later demonstrates a deep commitment 

to both propriety and reputation.  At the opening ball he comes across as haughty, 

imperious, and disdainful, making no attempt to hide his contempt for those around him.  

He quickly alienates himself from Meryton society, especially once people hear from 

Wickham how he has been “cheated” by Darcy out of his rightful position in the Church.  

Eventually, however, Darcy convinces Elizabeth, and then the Bennet family, of his 

loyalty and generosity towards those he loves.  His private actions, especially the letter he 

writes to Elizabeth explaining his strained history with Wickham, along with a slightly 

altered public image, acknowledging the necessity of a good reputation, allow him to 

display his positive qualities and his respect for proper conduct. 

 His assistance in locating Lydia and Wickham after their elopement and his desire 

“to meet, frequently meet, reason with, persuade, and finally bribe, the man whom he 

always most wished to avoid, and whose very name it was punishment to him to 

pronounce” (288), reflect both a desire to assist a friend in dire straits as well as a sense 



of responsibility for Wickham’s actions.  He recognizes that “Wickham’s worthlessness 

had not been so well known... as to make it impossible for any young woman of 

character... to love or confide in him” (284).  In other words, if he had told people of 

Wickham’s previous pursuit of his sister, the community might have been more on guard 

against Wickham, preventing the affair with Lydia.  Wickham’s behavior (and Darcy’s 

inability to halt such behavior) strikes Darcy as an affront to honor and decency, a slap in 

the face of proper conduct.  While the novel may allow the reader to at first view him at 

first as an unorthodox disparager of custom, Austen eventually reveals that Darcy 

believes in the necessity of adhering to a certain standard of behavior, of acting 

honorably in any situation.  By thus exploring characters who separate their public 

reputation from their private actions, Austen may indeed be offering a critique of a 

society that allows such a division.  One's public actions may not necessarily reflect one's 

private thoughts, and to judge people based on their public behavior becomes 

meaningless if it has no bearing on how they conduct themselves when no one else is 

around. 

 And yet, in Pride and Prejudice, the reader begins to appreciate and even respect 

the necessity of adhering to a standard of behavior, especially in witnessing the 

impetuous actions of Lydia Bennet.  When one sees Lydia acting in so overtly flirtatious 

a manner, without any regard for how she reflects on her family, one shares in 

Elizabeth’s desire to see such behavior restrained.  After reading Darcy’s letter to 

Elizabeth, especially the passage where he explains that he convinced Mr. Bingley not to 

pursue Jane because she appeared to lack interest (an attitude encouraged by Mrs. 

Bennet), as well as because of her family’s terrible manners at the ball, one recognizes 



that there are situations which require a certain kind of public propriety, situations in 

which people should behave respectfully and gracefully. 

 One’s sense of propriety is further assaulted when one becomes privy to Lydia’s 

thoughts prior to her holiday at Brighton.  The image of a flirtatious young girl viewing 

“a visit to Brighton” as containing “every possibility of earthly happiness”, imagining 

herself “the object of attention, to tens and to scores... at present unknown”, “tenderly 

flirting with at least six officers at once” (Austen, 206) presents a deeply disturbing 

picture.  One immediately suspects there will be disastrous consequences.  And when one 

learns of Lydia’s elopement with Wickham, the reader shares in Elizabeth’s grief, not 

only for her family’s uncertainty concerning Lydia’s whereabouts, but also for the way 

this scandal may affect their reputation in the community.  Upon her return to Longbourn, 

Lydia rejoices in her newly married state, completely oblivious to the ramifications of her 

reckless actions.  She has cost her family much, both financially and in reputation, yet she 

cares only for the fact that she has gotten married before Elizabeth and Jane.  The actions 

and behavior of Lydia thus seem to reinforce the necessity of a code of conduct.  If Lydia 

had followed the dictates of propriety, or had at least been more urgently warned against 

breaking them, she would probably not have placed herself in a situation in which she 

could be taken advantage of by Wickham, and the scandal would never have occurred.  

Robert Grant argues that “the powerful can obviously not be held to virtue or its 

requirements by power, but only by morality or the fear of censure” (Grant, 190).  

Resisting propriety and rules of decorum invariably provokes censure, as Darcy 

discovered through his rude behavior at the ball.  By establishing and maintaining a 

standard of civility, a social group may better enforce adherence to virtue, especially for 



the powerful, whose “immediate freedom to defy it is greater” (Grant, 190).  The social 

codes depicted in Jane Austen’s society do serve a healthy purpose, even if they may 

cause a division between one’s public persona and private reality. 
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Prejudice and the Play: 

Racism and National Character in the Plays of George Bernard Shaw. 
 

                   Abstract  
 

Contrary to widely-held belief the plays of George Bernard Shaw almost certainly 
maintain their popularity in America not so much for their cleverly  “mannered  
comedy” --  a form of satiric drama for which Americans have demonstrated only 
occasional and muted affection -- but more for  their pointed political commentary and 
social advocacy.   While Shaw, by his own vainglorious admission, sought through his 
plays to convert his London audiences to progressive socialist thought, he espoused as 
forcefully as any American social realist playwright the agenda for the 20th century 
American left: curbing the power of industrialists over workers and the lower classes  
(Major Barbara); advancing the economic and sexual liberation of women (Mrs. 
Warren’s Profession); and excoriating  the imperialist’s romantic fascination with 
military conquest (Arms and the Man).   Shaw even ventured into the complex issue of 
race relations, attacking racism  in America’s legacy of slavery and England’s legacy of 
missionary  conversions in the dramatic narrative The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her 
Search for God. 
 
        Yet Shaw parts company with the American left in his insistence upon the validity 
of national origin or “national character” – traits and attitudes acquired through one’s 
nationality-- as a critical determinant of human behavior and, thus, no less a critical factor 
in the development of humane political action and social policy.  While American liberals 
disdain “discrimination on the basis of national origin” as a form of prejudice nearly as 
reprehensible as racism, Shaw pointedly celebrates the “inherent” distinctions  among 
people of different nations – and does so in plays that otherwise embrace twentieth-
century American liberal social teachings.  This presentation analyzes Shaw’s use of 
“national character” in  major plays, including John Bull’s Other Island, Pygmalion, 
Arms and the Man and The Devil’s Disciple. In these works Shaw “dramatically” 
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advances and defends  the concept of national character as pointedly distinct from racial 
prejudice and fully in keeping with egalitarian, progressive socialist  philosophy. 
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 Workshop Abstract 
 
 
Children of Poverty come from all cultures, economic classes, and races. For many, their lives 
have been spent alone, adrift, and in fear.  Hunger, homelessness, and the trauma of violence, 
abuse and neglect often define and limit their world.  Survival is paramount.  They often enter 
school with neurodevelopmental and social/emotional deficits that too easily translate into 
academic failure and behavioral problems in the classroom.  Most teachers have not been trained 
to respond to these extraordinary needs, which can prevent learning.  As a result, more students 
are failing, and many schools are exploding. 
 
This cross-disciplinary workshop explains and demonstrates how the intentional integration of 
theatre and film into classroom instruction in history and literature can repair many of these 
deficits, thus removing emotional/attitudinal “blocks” to learning.  Using theatre and drama 
therapy strategies and techniques that incorporate Role Theory (Robert Landy), Multiple 
Intelligences (Howard Gardner), and Emotional Intelligence (Daniel Goleman), the arts can 
bring new life and possibilities to students and the curriculum. 
 
The innovative instructional methods presented in the workshop were developed over a four-year 
period for the New Orleans Alternative High School for expelled students and the Juvenile 
Alternative Center for juvenile offenders.  The research was inspired by the writings of educator 
Ruby Payne and by recent findings in brain-based learning.  The concepts and techniques were 
validated by successful classroom outcomes and individual student achievement. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Most musicians are aware of Nadia Boulanger’s contribution to American music as 
the teacher and mentor for many of our most prolific 20th century composers; however, 
relatively few are aware of the political climate that existed in her studio, or of how her 
favoritism could affect an emerging composer’s career.  In exploring this topic, Aaron 
Copland and Virgil Thomson provide interesting case studies.  Copland and Thomson 
studied with Nadia Boulanger at approximately the same time, and both were quite talented, 
but they had very different experiences during their time with Boulanger. By examining 
interviews, essays and personal letters given by these promising young American composers, 
we can begin to see how Boulanger’s favor could bring great rewards, whereas her 
disapproval or apathy could leave one quite lacking in professional opportunity.  Aaron 
Copland and Nadia Boulanger shared a very easy rapport and mutual affection, whereas 
Virgil Thomson is documented to have experienced some conflict with Boulanger.  During 
his time studying with her, Copland enjoyed a great many opportunities offered to him by 
Boulanger’s ample contacts in the world of publishers, orchestral conductors and financial 
benefactors.  Virgil Thomson experienced no such positive exposure during his time in 
Boulanger’s tutelage.  It seems Nadia Boulanger’s personal relationships had professional 
consequences. 
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The Procrustean Complex: Ethnocentrism in Thomas Coke's A History of the West Indies 

 

If our notion of “history” ignores the inner life of a people, we end up with all 

the “facts” but we are likely to miss the point. [. . .] [T]here is far more to history 

than a succession of external events. “Any culture is a series of related structures 

which comprise social forms, values, cosmology, the whole of knowledge and 

through which all experience is mediated. The rituals enact the form of social 

relations and in giving these relations visible expression they enable people to 

know their own society.” (Highwater,1991, p. 36)  

  

Conjuring essentialist assumptions of an invariable human nature, a genealogy of 

Western thinkers promoted a discourse of self and Other to assign Europeans the ultimate 

reference point with regard to human characteristics and achievements.  Such centrist 

conceptualizing functioned to channel popular fantasies about primitives into self-validating 

myths and to exclude preliterate peoples from history and human society.i   

Racializing doctrines of this sort are outgrowths of outrageous failings in our history. ii  

The global devastation Western imperialism set in motion cannot be accounted for purely as a 

crisis of epistemology, for imperialists were not innocently misreading societies they termed 

“primitive.” Parading a body of metaphors that dispersed Western culture and consciousness as 

“civilization,” the invaders construed ethnocentrism as moral guardianship to popularize self-

serving aggression as the “white man’s burden.”iii  Europe’s selfish and narrow interests, Edward 

Said (1994) remarks, militated against global varieties in cultures (p. 20). Its teleological 

indictment of difference, Mariana Torgovnick (1990) also recalls, has been a catalyst for mass 

destructiveness:  

 

Many events in this century would have been less possible without operative 

notions of how groups or societies deemed primitive become available to 

“higher” cultures for conquest, exploitation, or extermination: the partition of 
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Africa, the invasion of Ethiopia, the Nazi “final solution” for Gypsies and Jews, 

for example. Events closer to us in time have similarly been influenced by 

shifting views of what is or is not primitive: Vietnam, U.S. actions in the Persian 

Gulf, Western backing of dictatorships in countries like Zaire, for example. (p. 

13)  

 

Imperialist dominance has consistently been foisted upon frames of moral expectation as distorted 

as Jules Harmon’s inability to distinguish terrorism from ethical principle:  

 

The basic legitimation of conquest over native peoples is the conviction of our 

superiority, not merely our mechanical, economic, and military superiority, but 

our moral superiority. Our dignity rests on that quality, and it underlies our right 

to direct the rest of humanity. Material power is nothing but a means to that end. 

(qtd. in Said, p. 17) 

 

Notions of cultural superiority are here adduced to sanction economic and political interests in 

shattering foreign cultures, denying human dignity to other people, and glorifying brutal genocide. 

Charles Darwin’s biological imperative ratifies human slaughter; and butchery, rewritten as 

conquest, is codified metaphysically.iv This is a mythopoeic transmutation, into moral law, of what 

Malcolm Cowley (1968) calls “the apparently inexhaustible capacity for greed and numbness of 

heart and the infliction of suffering that survives in the nature of man” (p. xiv), or of what Frantz 

Fanon (1952/1967) considers a pathological effusion of the shameful “bankruptcy of man” (p. 99). 

Joseph Conrad’s (1899/1995) Heart of Darkness probes this gulf between colonizer’s 

vainglorious myths and colonized reality. While ridiculing the “idea” colonialists fetishize to 

embellish “aggravated murder on a great scale,” Marlow idealizes “efficiency” to justify the 

Western enterprise (p. 20). To escape his entrapment in the self-centered epistemology he 

criticizes, however, Marlow must confront the capitalist and imperialist obsessions (deep 

structures) of his culture. Thus, at the literal and symbolic outer station, comes his perturbation 
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regarding the accountant’s anomalous get-up. Foregrounding the drama of moral travesty, the 

clerk allegorizes a devastating self-contradiction—his immaculately “starched collars” (a display 

of “civilized” decency) at odds with his official role in servicing brutal rape and human 

demoralization (p. 36). The Westerner’s African immersion (implicitly also a Freudian struggle 

with repressed elements of self) evinces truths that disturb his faith in his enlightened nature. 

Indeed, Kurtz’s “horror” speaks recognition of shocking neuroses, of a perverse inner darkness the 

self-styled champions of progress had stubbornly refused to admit to themselves.  

Western historians’ primitivist tropes, in other words, chronicle their behavior as “biased 

filters,” and chart the centrist premises by which imperialists orchestrated violent contact with 

Others. Thus the act of mapping the West's projection of its own culture as the universal standard 

unveils a postcolonial desire to revise biased categories of understanding that sponsor virulent 

forms of xenophobia. Such revision is correlated to the task of deconstructing privileged images of 

self that, as Gayatri Spivak (1976) observes, involves unveiling rhetorical contradictions, and 

catching at the self-transgressions informing our metaphors (p. lxxv). Demystifying the authority 

granted colonialist symbols to mobilize distorting visions of Others and to defend the rightness of 

the West’s civilizing mission, this review targets notions that understand and apply language not 

as arbitrary, ideological sign but as restrictive or essentializing code. Such closure informs A 

History of the West Indies, by British historian Thomas Coke (1808/1971). Coke’s narrative 

situates the West as the referential point of normativeness and authorizes its projection of 

"primitivism" (a vision of devalued Other) upon the Caribbean space.  

To realize open-ended and liberating concepts of knowledge this critique turns to the 

radical dialectic underscored by studies in anthropology, sociology, psychology and linguistics. 

These disciplines highlight cognitive processes that influence the acquisition of knowledge and 

clarify how values are subjectively normalized. Its scope the “multilayeredness of reality,” the 

epistemology of anthropology, for instance, is a useful methodology for signaling the inherently 

valid principles, value systems and behavioral patterns upon which different human societies are 

constituted (Preiswerk and Perrot, p. 22). Accordingly, Clifford Geertz (1973) promotes culture as 
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“symbolic act”; acknowledging that human creations are transmitted and understood socially 

within groups, his “thick description” stresses the authenticity of different cultures (p. 14). 

Geertz’s ethnological formula invites dialogical engagement of alien ontological 

frameworks. Such conceptual accommodation, social psychologists Peter L. Berger and Thomas 

Luckmann (1966) call “crystallizing of the other in consciousness” (p. 133). Capable of targeting 

mental processes leading to distortion in research, this intersubjective methodology can liberate 

historical discourse from one-dimensional concepts of civilization. The authority that privileges 

civilization as the exclusive conduct of people in the West may then be readily recognized and 

productively demystified. Challenged thus may be A History’s recourse to “centration, 

valorization, [and] projection”—categories through which researchers seeking knowledge of other 

cultures, impose their affective life, complexes, anxieties, impulses, and sympathies on unfamiliar 

objects (Preiswerk and Perrot, p. xvi-xvii).  

Intercultural transfers are driven, social psychologists note, by the cognitive apparatus, 

which is not a passive register of objective data but plays an active role in determining "reality." 

Individuals incorporate the underlying ideologies of their social groups, David Hamlyn (1982) 

posits, since social context produces the formative influences responsible for determining “the 

force of a norm” (p. 31). This sociogenetic influence on the acquisition of knowledge, crucial also 

to Fredrick Jameson’s (1981) theory on the "political unconscious," explains our inclinations to 

channel concepts and judgments through our traditions and impose our mental habits and a priori 

cognitive and affective categories on our perceptions. Thus, as Jameson states, our discourse is 

structured by social myths and illusions that function as implicit authorial strategies of social 

valorization (p. 78).  

Examining "the ideological abuse" inherent in the confusion of Nature and History, 

Roland Barthes (1975) asks us to keep in mind that historical narrative is a construct of language 

(p. 11). “History” refers both to events in the past and to the record of those events, the narrative 

imposing significance by shaping and thus transforming events. The text reinvents "reality," as 

Paul Ricoeur (1981) affirms, in terms of a subjectively determined structure of values (p. 292). 

Since language does not simply reflect reality but helps to constitute it, rhetorical devices, then, 
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not only structure discourse but also powerfully influence how we conceive and represent the 

world. Our tropes shape our experiences, mold our judgments, and promote the pertinency of 

certain kinds of action while excluding others. In so imposing our prejudices on phenomena, our 

signifiers fail to respond sensitively to the complexities of experience and effectively “colonize” 

history.v   

That the criteria for truth and falsity of judgments are socially derived has implications 

regarding the relative force of the norms we apply to different societies. Hence, Western tropes of 

light/ darkness, culture/ savagery, civilization/ primitivism, Christian/ heathen functioned to 

invalidate non-Western patterns of human activity. Each of these binaries is infected by a noxious 

contingent to be excised, colonialists decide, via acts of Christianizing, civilizing, and humanizing. 

Suspicious of such language that, in colonialist contexts, is conceived as a form of power and 

disseminates effects of that power, Torgovnick exposes a troubling underside of the binaries 

whereby Europeans center themselves as controlling subjects: The “Western half of the 

comparison belittles, overwhelms or obliterates the non-Western [. . .]. The tropes and categories 

through which we view primitive societies draw lines and establish relations of power between us 

and them, even as they presuppose that they mirror us" (p. 11).   

Thus to deconstruct Coke’s monologic protocol is to target the cultural relativity of 

language. As if protesting harmful prejudices, Coke remarks: “To form a proper estimate of men 

we must not lose sight of their real condition. Without taking this into account, our calculations 

will be unfounded, and our conclusions must be wrong. To estimate the natives of Hispaniola by 

the standard of Europe, will never lead us to appreciate with justice their intellectual powers” (p. 

99). Ascribing universal value to “mono-cultural” tropes, Coke promotes what anthropologists call 

a “most powerful source of bad faith” (Geertz, p. 20). He invokes the “standard of Europe,” not 

cultural difference, to eschew comparisons, for these come dangerously close to admitting natives 

he deems inferior onto the hallowed ground of humanity. Lest he might shake the foundations of 

proper and accepted belief, he cautions diligence in preserving the natural and reassuring divide 

separating civilization from savagery. 
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The concept of “improper ground” typifies Coke’s inclination to transpose, even 

metamorphose, subjective ideals into the shape of revealed truth meant to legitimize Europe’s high 

cultural enterprise. At the heart of the metaphors the historian arbitrarily assigns authority to 

demonize others is a projective mode of thinking that assumes the force of a powerful myth. 

Others, thus categorized as human aberrations, must be brought under Europe’s codified verbal 

and social (“civilized”) order. The fundamental incongruities in the matrix of conceptions 

informing Coke’s study are effects, therefore, of a privileged self-centeredness that generates 

structures of repressive power. These structures are coextensive with patterns Preiswerk and Perrot 

define: Self-defense, Operationality, and Proselytizing—processes that effectively reduce and 

oversimplify Caribbean culture at the level of social cognition.  

 

Rhetoric of Self-Defense 

Cognitive distortion resonates from Coke’s chauvinistic selection and interpretation of 

facts. The Caribbean region’s "occasionally insalubrious climates," he says, impaired mind and 

spirit, “chok[ing] in some measure the avenues of knowledge, and mak[ing] the soul less 

susceptible of impressions than in other more favorable regions” (p. 178). The climate conducive 

to “barbarism,” the Caribs, Coke proposes, could not but live "in a savage state" (p. 178). In so 

imagining nature as complicit in Europeans’ designs to deny Others worthy lives, Coke encumbers 

his narrative with glaring contradictions. He accepts that empirical findings do not support his 

construction, yet he refuses to revise the basic presuppositions of his approach. It “is a point 

extremely difficult to be determined,” he admits, regarding his theory’s failure to explain the 

entirely different temperaments of the Caribs and Apalachians (p. 141). Nevertheless, to 

corroborate his assumptions that human genius develops only within Europe’s geographical 

boundaries, he rejects facts incongruous with his ideological schema. To paint the natives as 

eccentric is to confirm his verdict that progress, having bypassed “these benighted fragments of 

human nature” in the region (p. 179), is exclusively a condition of advanced peoples in Western 

nations.  
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Coke concludes that the West is the only authentic social space. In that it discloses no 

phenomena pertaining to Western models of society (concepts of government and laws, for 

example), the Caribbean, he says, lacks organization. Remarkably, the historical details cancel out 

these supposed lacunae. Those Coke judges “a savage people [. . .] without government, [and] 

without laws” elected chiefs whom they exalted and honored. Each extended family unit formed a 

rather autonomous "republic, distinct in some degree from the rest of the nation," with the "chief 

or patriarch" at the center of each "hamlet" (p. 160). These villages groupings are constituted, he 

contends, tendentiously, on "a degree of savage friendship" (p. 160); that is, by not imitating 

European models, they don’t qualify as worthy social or political structures.  

Coke ridicules the Caribs for insisting that all persons “were on an equal footing" and for 

favoring their decentralized system over centralized European forms of government (p. 158). In so 

disqualifying alternative cultural forms and the authority of the native group’s experience, Coke 

confirms the centrist structure of values within which he himself is imprisoned: “They estimated all 

mankind by that standard which measured themselves,” is Coke’s diagnosis. Then comes his 

prognosis, “We only recede from this decision as our minds become enlightened; and we correct 

our judgments as our knowledge becomes enlarged” (p. 158). Identified with European 

Enlightenment views of the world, this notion of mind-enlargement voices a profound paradox. 

While conjuring the weight of his a priori claims to civilization, Coke proscribes the Caribs for 

advocating the benefits of their own social organization.  

Loath to admit that autonomous practices and values define different civilizations, the 

historian declares Amerindian communities “without records” even while he speaks of stories, 

songs and dances that functioned to transmit details of heroic deeds and failures (pp. 152, 161). 

Clearly, the facts of history are not confined to written records. Non-literate cultures used tales, 

legends, myths, and songs as vital transmitters of deeds of the past. Coke, though, disqualifies oral 

forms as media for cultural information in light of European symbols that regard culture as the 

performance of literacy only. This prescription serves greatly to boost the impression of the 

abnormality of Amerindian peoples, who, without a sense of history, languish in a perpetual 

vacuum of experience. Progress supposes a history and without such, these groups wallow in 
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cultural dissolution and spiritual stagnation. To embellish this fantasy of others’ innate depravity, 

Coke contrasts Western music (“amusements which are established in civilized countries”) with 

Amerindian performances ("boisterous revels which are found in a savage state,” “distinct 

emanations from the [. . .] innate activity of the soul”) (p. 162). Self-centered terminological 

differentiation of this sort, while glorifying European actions, suggests also that these positive self-

concepts are constituted against negative valuations aimed at deprecating similar behaviors among 

others.  

The Indians produced no art, according to Coke. Yet he describes their creative work in 

textiles and pottery. He acknowledges the “art of weaving" but discredits it as existing "in a rude 

state only" (p. 177). The honors list he reserves for European creative expression since culture is 

restricted to the symbolic products that promote the artistic life, conventions, and intellectual 

traditions of the West. It follows that Indian art lacks the seal of authenticity, a default Coke 

correlates to the people’s improper being-in-the-world. A propos their cotton industry, he says that 

their “labour and art discovered the rudiments of genius, which if properly directed would have 

completely rescued these islanders from contempt, and from that degraded rank which they seem 

destined to sustain in [. . .] future generations of the world" (p. 104). Delivered from, in Coke’s 

view, a moral high ground that looks down on “the ethically less privileged” (Geertz, pp. 22-23), 

such accounts are rife with a pejorative sense that native culture is inferior simply because the 

people are not schooled in European traditions. These sentiments proclaim the incapacity of non-

Westerners to acquire value outside of Western ideals.  

The paragon of enlightened moral authority, Europeans, Coke believes, legitimately covet 

the right to arbiter human value and dispense liberty universally. This mythic self-defense 

transmutes a series of “false homologies” into an existential phenomenology that reduces 

civilization to positively valorized institutions, behaviors and accomplishments associated with the 

West. The evolutionist ethic underwriting Coke’s notion of Europe as prototype of civilization 

falsely assumes that Amerindians are in a state of arrested development which they can escape only 

by evolving in the direction of Western culture: "[H]ad their faculties been properly cultivated, had 

their minds been enlightened, and had proper methods been taken with them to train them gradually 
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to discipline and order, they would not have appeared in such a despicable light, as the pride of 

those who view them with contempt would persuade us to believe" (p. 177). vi 

This subscription to “mythoclasm,” or myths of false universals (Fox, p. 1), is echoed in 

Coke’s appraisal of Europeans as “unbiased by prejudices” and therefore capable arbiters of 

cultural propriety and human conduct universally. Familiarity with "the advantages which result 

from a state of society" and "the inconveniences" that accompany the "state of savage solitude," he 

contends, "enables us to hold communion with different parts of the peopled globe." It is by 

“opening intercourse with distant regions, we [italics added] [. . .] have an opportunity of estimating 

the extent and diversity of the human intellect, in all its progressive stages of improvement, from 

perfect barbarism to mere civilization, and from mere civilization to the exalted refinements of 

polished life" (pp. 17-18). This view of the historian as detached observer outside society and even 

outside history subscribes to what Geertz calls “the cognitivist fallacy” (p. 12). Disregarding Others 

and “the imaginative universe within which their acts are signs,” the researcher assumes that 

cognition “works the same among them as it does among us” (Geertz, p. 13). Coke’s rhetorical 

validation of this fallacy imperiously stamps the image of Western man upon the entire world.   

His proclaimed belief in the power of his own neutral observation does not hide the fact 

that his we refers to the particular social group he considers normative and empowered—white, 

literate, middle class. His bias is deeply couched in the sociocentrism, or class snobbery, that 

factors into his projections, or displaced fantasies:  

 

The mind frequently assimilates itself, in its condition, to that of the body; and 

were we to form our national estimate from the most uncultivated parts of the 

English peasantry, our scientific character would bear but an inferior rank, when 

placed in competition with its present unrivalled name. The [Caribs] were all 

peasantry. Nay, they were very much beneath. They had no examples from any 

higher orders, either to prompt them to diligence in researches, or to instruct 

them by superior conduct, how to love truth, justice, and virtue. (p. 178) 
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 Normalizing bourgeois complexes, Coke pejoratively arraigns human difference—in physique or 

social class. This mythologizing of self he confirms by a boast of entitlement uncontestable on 

social or metaphysical grounds: “God has placed us in a situation superior in his view to any 

nation on earth and has given us the temporal power and spiritual ability, to carry the gospel into 

distant lands” (p. 179). Rationale underlying principle 

Invoking Lyotard’s definition of postmodernity, Antonio Benitez Rojo observes that that 

“definition springs from a resistance to accepting” discourses whose “presumed legitimacy rests 

upon their arbitrary appropriations as center or genealogical origins.” These “meta-stories,” Rojo 

cautions, legitimate themselves by invoking principles of “truth,” ‘exactitude,” and “justice.” Yet, 

to privilege postmodernism as philosophical attitude, these stories can no longer be regarded as 

“absolute but rather the fruits of rude manipulations.” To the extent, therefore, that A History 

projects Western culture as truth and legitimates Western values as peremptory metaphysical or 

eschatological categories, the narrative structure ought to be demystified. Rojo theorizes the 

underlying principle of this critique: “Within postmodernity there cannot be any single truth, but 

instead there are many practical and momentary ones, truths inherit beginnings or ends, local 

truths, displaced truths, provisional and peremptory truths of a pragmatic nature” (151). 

The manipulative design or subjectivity positioning Coke’s narrative is clear. The activity 

he describes as "intercourse with" is conquest, a euphemism masking acts of ethnocide. Generally, 

Coke’s xenophobia sheds its camouflage, declaring these groups, for example, "the total and 

universal depravity of mankind" (p. 124). Confirming his confusion of cognitive and affective 

dimensions of knowledge, the historian declares: “[I]t is much to be feared that [the Appalacians] 

were not confined within the bounds of natural criminality; but of this we have not direct 

evidence” (p. 123). Myths are paraded as truths to control the fates of those so subjectified. 

Enslavement and extermination follow logically.vii Thus Coke declares the butchery of the Indians 

Divinely sanctioned and submits that the Spaniards "might have been the rod of [God's] anger" 

against "idolotrous and licentious" peoples. “Were it not for the bloody deeds of the invaders,” he 

adds, “the pestilence or earthquake might have accomplished the work of the sword” (p. 124). 
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Born of the historian’s self-validating imagination, this deterministic metaphysic consecrates 

villainous intolerance, confuting Coke’s claims to empathetic understanding.   

A History’s agenda is to impose superior cultural values upon supposedly defective, 

exploitable, and expendable groups of people. Prescriptive notions of civilization thus become 

agency of abusive power; such ideological closure disregards the possibility that the achievements 

of different peoples ought to be assessed in the framework of their cultural histories. Touting an 

illusion of accursed Otherness, Coke’s rhetoric binds human identity and variety within the prison 

house of imperialist myopia to lock up all the functions of the Other’s soul. Coke too endorses the 

hegemonic ideological premise the Spanish settlers had adopted to entrench their empire and that 

found ultimate expression in inhuman butchery. From the vantage point that the Indians were 

without the capacity for rational action or social progress, economic exploitation and physical 

abuse were rationalized, and enslavement and slaughter morally dignified. Coke sees but nature’s 

freaks, who, in failing to develop, had reached a point of helplessness and could not be left to 

themselves. They would never learn to do better and would simply impede civilized progress.   

Thus, while boasting supreme ethical authority, imperialists ushered monstrous evils into 

the region. Claiming to confer civilization’s blessings on subhuman groups, the Spaniards refused 

to be restrained (to Coke’s own horror) by physical, legal, or moral limits. Coke chronicles the 

outrageous genocide of colonists, who would “burn or hang thirteen Indians every morning for a 

given time, as a token of devotional gratitude to God,” or as “honorary compliment” to Jesus and 

his apostles. These champions of progress would hunt escapees by bloodhounds, forcibly baptize 

the captives, and cut their throats “to prevent apostasy from that religion into which they had been 

so cruelly initiated" (p. 129).  

While Coke censures these designs to reform the Indians by the power of the sword, his 

word mandates his own charter to a Procrustean complex. Measuring the Indians by exogenous 

criteria and concepts, his history perpetrates a mode of distortion analogous to the reductive 

abuses whereby the mythic giant Procrustes imposed his standard of a human ideal upon all 

strangers. Paul Diel (1980) cogently psychoanalyzes the Greek myth. The forest Procrustes 

inhabits, Diel suggests, is a "symbol of the unconscious." The reshaping operation the giant 
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performs on his captives "symbolizes banalization, reduction of the soul to conventional 

standards" (p. 104). The deforming complex implicit in the giant’s ruthless self-idealization finds a 

parallel in Coke's narrative that, like the myth, typifies normative designs defined by self-

legitimizing fantasies.viii  Endorsing a Procrustean standard of unalterable distinctions between 

normal and abnormal, Coke’s rhetoric underwrites an aggressive intent to compel conformity.  

Moral and ideological figurations in A History need, therefore, to be called into question, 

for subjective valuations are paraded as evidence of objective reality. Such constructions function 

to privilege moot claims of the superiority of one mode of life over another to erase others’ 

cultural individuality. Their assimilation of Western-style materialism and technology encourages 

the tragic violation of their sovereignty while asking them to see themselves as second-rate copies 

of the West. An Iraqi, who favors his son’s continuing an age-old farming tradition, is mesmerized 

by the great wonder a journalist conjures of the farmer’s son bowing down before a new American 

machine: a computer (Osgood). Our myths, even more blatantly, provide the psychological basis 

for violence. With a chauvinistic boast (that the Christian God is “bigger” than Allah), an 

American General (William Boykin) has apparently set his sights on a modern holy crusade. 

Clearly, Keith H. Basso’s (1997) anthropological insight advances an interest in humanism that 

ought to be heeded: “Making sense of other people is never easy, and making sense of how other 

people make sense can be very difficult indeed. But . . . it is something that must be done, 

especially when the welfare of whole societies may be at stake” (p. 3). 

Idealizing one’s culture, in other words, leads to undermining “human variety and 

freedom.” To the extent that the process of self-fashioning requires negatively constituting others, 

derogatory tropes dominate the hasty and reductionist interpretations Coke offers to speak in favor 

of the Indians. While declaring the Appalacians inoffensive, hospitable, benevolent, and 

unsuspicious, he adds that they acted "with a frankness and generosity rarely observable in savage 

life" (p. 93). Native peoples eschewed Western style avarice, Coke discloses, then attributes such 

merit to cognitive and cultural defects. Their disinclination to greed meant that the "inconveniences 

of their situation were concealed from their understandings, because they were unable to compare 

their condition with that of other countries, the situation of whose inhabitants was preferable to 
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their own" (p. 99). These back-handed compliments, like the outright disparagements, reject the 

Indians' right to an autonomous mode of existence.  

The Apalachians’ “intellectual powers were scarcely called into action,” Coke remarks, 

though they displayed “a degree of refinement which savage life but rarely exhibits.” He adds, “In 

the gentleness of their manners and the amiableness of their disposition, they more than 

compensated for that intellectual vacancy" (p. 100). This pseudo-phrenological thesis, serving to 

impeach the Amerindians for not looking like Western intellectuals, underlines Coke’s failure to 

acknowledge that values in different civilizations are founded on independently determined criteria. 

Only in Europe, he assumes, might the Indians have escaped incompleteness. They lacked 

"refinement,” he says, because their "solitary abodes" provided them but "few opportunities of 

acquiring knowledge" (p. 98-99). In building a large cabin “undoubtedly [. . .] to relieve his mind 

from the horrors of vacancy and to improve himself and countrymen in those practices which 

originated in the improper direction of the native vigor of his soul” (p. 162), the Carib, Coke 

believes he detects, recognized his retardation but was confounded on how to relieve the affliction. 

No one group monopolizes the capacity for intelligence; different people conceptualize 

their experiences in different ways. Thus observations of behaviors in one culture can be distorted 

by the use of concepts researchers suppose are common cultural traits. Coke’s appeal to rationality 

as the ideal type of behavior that Enlightenment thinkers promote following Rene Descartes (1596-

1650) projects the Indians as the West’s untamed self, its id forces, the irrational, defective, and 

dangerous element Westerners boast of having controlled by their restraining influence of reason. 

While rationality may be conceptualized in non-teleological terms to legitimate the ways 

individuals in diverse societies use their resources to survive, Coke’s fixation on Otherness 

overlooks the basic assumptions whereby the Indians meaningfully arranged their lives: their social 

and political structures, their abstract principles of logic and morality. The cultural forms are 

different not the principles of intelligence involved in structuring the different societies. We eschew 

such troublesome fixation through, in Basso’s words, sensitive awareness of how others’ “practices 

for organizing and interpreting social experience differ from our own” (p. 5).  
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Coke was writing at a time when Europeans adjudged their habits, beliefs as well as 

mental predispositions the sine qua non of human “civilization.” His satirizing and inferiorizing 

characterizations assign the West the only significant form of life, and he, its representative, is at 

liberty to foist his fantasies upon a backward place and its people, without history, culture, 

integrity, or independence worth respecting by the West. Charged with the exuberant narcissism 

that accompanied European expansionist ideals, his historical judgments place the Amerindians 

outside the supposed humanizing attributes of logic, style, and technology.  

 

 Operationality 

 The institutions and values making up the facets of production and consumption vary 

enormously across regions. Yet Coke assigns progress a materialist emphasis and reserves the term 

"civilization" for societies whose agendas prioritize business foresight. To accord capitalist 

behavior paramount ontological status is to sponsor Europe’s enlightened greatness. Pursuing 

“wealth from distant regions may be justly ascribed [. . .] to the excellencies of policy” in civilized 

society, Coke says. Tautologically, he claims that “that policy can only arise from the superior state 

of refinement, which marks those European nations in which civilization softens into all the graces 

of polished life” (p. 21). Since the universal human enterprise is significantly manifested in 

processes of economic life, colonialism is not an exploitative undertaking underwritten by self-

interests but a noble pursuit of trade, indispensable to human progress: 

 

Commercial advantages are, without all doubt, intimately connected with the 

policy of nations; but the internal action of that policy supposes the previous 

civilization of the subject. It is only civilization that can render policy beneficial 

[. . .]. It is this which can alone fix the boundaries of right, give justice to 

coercion, and unite effective energy with law. Civilization must therefore be prior 

to all permanent advantages which can result from those compacts which policy 

establishes and consequently in the scale of honour it holds a higher rank. (p. 21)  
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Not to privilege policies of material aggrandizement is to lack refinement, according to this dictate. 

Decreeing Europe’s normativeness, the self-validating tropes (“right,” “justice,” and “law”) clearly 

are at odds with the idea of “compacts”—a euphemism for exploitation. Concepts of fairness, here, 

bear no relation to the reality they purport to describe.  

Moreover, disregarding the social contradictions between West and non-West, Coke 

misapplies capitalist structures and values to the hunter-gatherer economy. Commensurately, he 

inveighs against the Apalachians' "aversion to labour" and "mode of indolent profligacy" (p. 96). 

He says that they "cast no thoughts into futurity about the welfare of their offspring. Their time was 

spent in sleep, or in dancing and other diversions; and they seemed to consider pleasure as the chief 

end of their being" (p. 96). Scorning social forms not dictated by Western conceptions of time, 

productivity, emphasis on material goods, family structure, or relations with nature, Coke indicts 

the Indians. Yet the conduct he codifies as familial aberrations and social irresponsibility cannot be 

adequately represented according to the ideology he adduces. Phenomena that appear common do 

not carry the same subjective valuations in both cultures.  

This “invidious transfer of illusions [and] beliefs” underwrites Coke’s derogation of the 

Caribs: "Without being compelled to the toilsome labours of cultivation, they constantly found in 

their forests a wholesome vegetable food suited to their constitutions, and which required little or 

no care in preparing it" (p. 163). This conception of work as compulsion conveys the passion for 

profit exalted through Calvinist doctrines on the dignity of labor. Calvinism bequeathed to 

European society faith in capitalist enterprise as a program of economic action and a religious 

undertaking. Material gain was extolled through the virtues of hard work when sixteenth century 

Protestant ideals, in harmony with the demands of social and economic change, made untiring 

husbandry of God's natural gifts paramount among human ethical obligations. The eighteenth 

century English merchant-class, bringing a new emphasis to these religio-economic theories on 

human progress, made work a condition of life itself. In accordance with Calvinist strictures, Coke 

declares unremitting toil obligatory, carrying moral value in addition to calculable material reward. 

He sees the Indians’ situation as intolerable; they fail to recognize that labor is the most valuable 
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form of human activity in itself, and the only reliable way of advancing one's spiritual standing in 

the Divine design.  

Work being a religious undertaking, he thinks, failing to cultivate zeal in profit-making 

results in cultural marginalization and relegation to a secondary ontological status. Truly, however, 

cultural frameworks determine people’s real needs, and behaviors relating to production and 

consumption are components of a total life-process—each social organization integrated into a 

functional whole. It is lost upon Coke that one society’s perceptions of wealth, poverty, thrift, 

indolence, security or comfort may differ from similar standards of value among other groups. 

Accentuating the future and envisioning work as compulsion, he promotes the absoluteness of 

Western ontology and economic theories. This extrinsic authority translates the Indians’ disinterest 

in exploiting the earth into evidence of their crimes against God and nature.  

Not everyone accepts an ideology of ascetic Puritanism as a valid life principle; nor do all 

people regard the land and its inhabitants, primarily, as potential resource for profit. In dignifying 

labor as moral dogma and social obligation, Coke systemizes Others’ behavior according to a 

purely contingent aspect of human experience. He detects, moreover, no ethical contradiction 

between his panegyric of material self-interest, and its implied promotion of ethnocide, even 

genocide. His socially organizing principle, the ethical value of labor, proscribes the Indians as 

morally deficient. Their disinclination to turn raw materials into profit, moreover, translates into the 

right of the possessors of progressive economic theories to appropriate these resources and exploit 

the people themselves as mere commodity value.  

Remarkably, Coke understood the inhumanity legalized by the encomienda system of 

1503, an occasion for greed and religious fanaticism to join hands in Spanish crusades of carnage: 

"To cut the throats of the natives was to entitle the murderers to the treasures which they could 

plunder. [. . .] To strike off the head of an Indian at one blow, was an act of expertness which 

frequently produced a rival" (pp. 127-28). Enslaved Indians were beaten or starved to death. 

Fugitives were hunted and fed to dogs. Fifty years of this ruthlessness annihilated the entire native 

population of Hispaniola: over one million two hundred thousand lives.   
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Cecil Rhodes was overwrought by a similar passion to champion the myths that 

underwrote Europe’s “ historical blueprint” for unconscionable conduct: 

 

I contend that we are the finest race in the world and that the more of the world 

we inhabit the better it is for the human race. Just fancy those parts that are at 

present inhabited by the most despicable specimens of human beings. [. . .] Why 

should we not form a secret society with but one object the [. . .] bringing of the 

whole uncivilized world under British rule. [. . .] I think that we all think that 

poverty is better under our flag than wealth under a foreign one. [. . .] It is our 

duty to seize every opportunity of acquiring more territory and [. . .] more 

territory simply means more of the Anglo-Saxon race more of the best the most 

human, most honourable race this world possesses. (pp. 248-50)  

 

Boasting of itself as the acme of enlightened moral orthodoxy, the West alchemizes into virtue the 

base instinct of greed and the moral perversity of racism; and so, materialism is glorified as ideal 

social code and malevolence confused with ethics.   

 

Proselytizing 

Coke’s proselytizing most fervently submits A History’s authenticating function—

normalizing the West and so justifying its control of other societies. Assigning Christianity 

religious patent, Coke invalidates the Indian cosmogony and ponders the natives’ omission from 

the divine schedule: their being permitted, "for reasons inscrutable to us, to wander in a state of 

intolerable darkness, while we have been favored with the light of the glorious gospel" (p. 175). 

Whatever the reason, Coke locates it in some fatal deficiency of the Other’s debased nature. The 

Indian, he says, is at the mercy of blind, maleficent forces that are “only faint resemblances of the 

more hideous images of his mind” (pp. 114-115). 

While “culture” stresses the specificity of human societies, each displaying varieties of 

beliefs, rites, and practices, Coke understands culture as the symbolic and intellectual 
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representations of a given class of Westerners. On such authority he advocates belief in himself as 

privileged arbiter of what is a worthy mode of existence, and ridicules the Indians as a “deluded 

throng imagin[ing] that they were living under a theocracy.” He holds up an initiation rite as proof 

that native religion is but vicious “deception" (p. 114): 

 

It was a season of barbarous festivity [. . .], and the passions were permitted to 

rage in all the fury of diabolical madness. [. . .] The severities which the 

probationary youth was to undergo, and which he even courted with surprising 

solicitude, afford us an awful proof of the influence of false principles and 

superstitious fortitude. He received from his father the most inhuman tortures. 

(p. 149) 

 

Interpreting the metaphors of his religion as absolute facts, Coke derides as debased instinct an 

attribute of perceptive education universally. The emotional and psychological burdens he 

associates with parental abuse determine his intercultural transfer of concepts—modes of feeling 

and thinking irrelevant to the demands of native culture in which parents, not military academies, 

managed such rites in the interest of communal self-defense.ix   

A History’s crusading rhetoric thus propagates the abusive energy that drove Western 

conquest: “No scheme of religion,” Coke offers, “strikes closely to the root of the most favorite 

vices of mankind, like the Christian” (p. 155). Historical truth thus yields to the exercise of power, 

implicating Christian evangelism in coercive campaigns to corral others as satellites of the West: 

"[W]hen we consider the great advantages which infinite compassion has afforded us, and the 

impenetrable shadows which hover over a savage dispensation, it should enlarge our bowels of 

compassion toward them, and induce us to use our utmost exertions to spread among heathen 

nations, the light of that gospel which we enjoy" (pp. 175-76). These Christian/ heathen binaries 

draw rigid boundaries between the self as normal and the Other as abnormal, privileging, thereby, 

the pernicious figurations Westerners had invoked to slaughter millions. Violent assaults were 

inevitable given such rampant centrism, for the mere presence of Otherness threatened the fixed 
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poles of beliefs and values whereupon the West premised its human and cultural orthodoxy and 

authorized its universal dominance.  

Coke’s failure to fuse adequately the roles he adopts (recording events and apologizing 

for imperialism) is rooted in the colonialist myths that usurp his purpose and distort his 

representation of life-processes in the region. Coke’s self-justifying agenda crowds out adequate 

sociological or mental representations of the groups under study. Divorcing the Indians from the 

context in which they live, act, and make sense of the world, his narrative reduces the world’s 

shifting array of signifiers to a single set of indices. Essentially, he recomposes history, nature, and 

humanity as ideological absolutes, or affirms contingent and specific cultural signs as the standard 

for human participation in the world. Herein, a system of metaphors metamorphoses from a 

cultural methodology to a way of thinking, or a metaphysic, systematizing the universe on 

exclusivist terms. 

At times, Coke’s prejudices assume a distinctly racist cast. His mind closed to possibilities 

of a worthy life or belief system outside Europe’s metaphysical schemes, Coke invokes ideological 

as well as ontological absolutes as basis for removing the Carib from the human race entirely: “We 

behold in him, human nature sunk to the lowest state of degradation. He appears in this view 

uniting with tigers and hyenas of the desert; or influenced by a species of barbarity to which the 

shaggy inhabitants of the forest are strangers” (p. 157). The myth of Western man as human 

prototype governs, too, Coke’s vilification of African slaves. Enslavement, Coke proposes, elevates 

Africans from “vices of the most odious nature” and from “little more than mere animal sensations" 

(p. 26).x  Evidently, physical and cultural difference amounts to a “spiritual and moral otherness 

that only slavery could turn to some productive account” (Gates and McKay, p. 156), a 

disingenuousness Ngugi WaThiong’o (1986) finds disturbing: “The African is not part of humanity. 

Only slavery to Europe can raise him, possibly, to the lower ranks of humanity. Slavery is good for 

the African” (p. 32). This tendentious rewriting of slavery subsumes ontology within rhetoric, the 

images appendages of a metaphysical desire to identify end with means. Borrowing Basso’s 

phrasing, these constructs represent the Other as “an abstraction” (p. 4), in this case, a simplified 

and expedient set “of ideas and values, a little system of ‘taken-for-granted typifications and 
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relevances’.” Rhetoric complemented aggression as means whereby Westerners could license their 

desires “to confer order and intelligibility upon their experiences” with Others (p 4). To degrade 

Others is to structure the identity of the West in accordance with self-flattering binaries that justify 

takeover.  

Coke’s rationale for demonizing others is obvious. They simply are not like Europeans in 

appearance, nor in categories of social or cultural praxis. The binary array of civilized/savage, 

man/beast, Christian/ heathen "contrast conceptions” xi structuring A History and underwriting 

Coke’s intellectual and moral entitlement, tautologically double back, however, to destabilize this 

authority.  Units in the figuration of a devastating myth, these formulations portray the historian as 

a variation of the ruthless shaping Greek God. The exclusivist epistemological and ontological 

codes governing his conduct toward others declare him a disfiguring presence rejecting others’ 

rights to personhood.    

Since, like Procrustes, Coke dismisses standards of truth that validate difference, Europe’s 

authenticating presence is morally necessary. Most pertinently, the evident presence of exploitable 

resources and the presumed presence of evil—the twin gods of imperialism, greed and gospel—

legitimize the xenophobic crusades. Thus the historian narrowly prescribes what is human, denies 

others a worthy culture or life, and promotes pernicious assumptions about their right to freedom. 

In this regard, Coke’s proselytizing brings to mind the sordid incongruity between European’s 

metaphors and motives (between published principles and villainous performances) confronting 

Marlow in the Congo. While A History lacks Conrad’s structural irony, the pious humanism Coke 

vaunts is also betrayed by as perverse an indulgence as that Kurtz voices: contempt for expendable 

brutes. 

 

Conclusion 

The West privileged reason as instrument to grasp the world, and arrive thereby at a pure 

self-authenticating truth (Sarap p. 57). However, the dislocated subjectivity in Western tropes 

suggests that to the extent researchers fail to “decenter” their visions their narratives will 

commensurately distort reality. Pertinently, a body of metaphors (savage, primitive, and heathen, 
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etc.) in Coke’s A History fails to describe the kinds of people and societies to which these labels are 

appended. These labels display a cognitive reductiveness meant to invalidate societies whose 

frames of reference fail to coincide with Western norms—especially, pursuing trade, acquiring 

merchandise, and Christian evangelizing. Overlooking the fact that all societies function according 

to systems of organization based on defined rules, traditions, and values, Coke’s narrative is fraught 

with fundamental axiological problems regarding the Caribbean "reality." The exogenous tropes, in 

Torgovnick’s phrase, “take the West as norm and define the rest as inferior, different, deviant, 

subordinate, and subordinatable” (p. 21).  

Coke’s prejudices emerge from his having elected “to block from his view the very 

special, culturally bracketed nature of his role and to imagine himself something more than an 

interested (in both senses of that word) sojourner” (Geertz, p. 24). An alternative dialectic, one 

aimed at an open approach to history, Geertz explains, must recognize that any attempt to cast 

ethnological research “in terms other than its own is regarded as a travesty—as the anthropologist’s 

severest term of moral abuse, ethnocentric” (p. 24). The intersubjective protocol informing social 

theory, we ought to stress, helps validate historical analysis in that it alerts us to the devaluative 

figurations likely to invade our research, encourages us to tune into Others’ inner lives, and fosters 

resistance to “false universals” whereby we fetishize our own cultures and desensitize our humanity. 

As such a guide for arriving at liberating forms of historical discourse, the epistemology of 

anthropology provides apt critique for shattering the security of simplistic and sterile dualities 

informing Coke’s  A History. 
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ENDNOTES 
 
 
 

i  Implicating himself in the internationalization of Eurocentric myths, Georg W. F. Hegel (1952) pronounces 

sub-Saharan Africa "no historical part of the world" (p. 196). David Hume claims that all other races are “naturally 

inferior to the whites. There never was a civilized nation of any other complexion than white, nor even any individual 

eminent either in action or speculation.” Immanuel Kant too declares all other races bankrupt of arts, sciences, or any 

single “praiseworthy quality” (qtd. in Gates and McKay [2004], p. xl).  

 

ii Roy Preiswerk and Dominique Perrot (1978) scrutinize the self-centered conceptualizing in Western history, 

whose “rules and concepts” “limit its ability to portray what men of all cultures and all ages have done so far,” and, 

instead, “assert the anhistoricity of [preliterate] cultures.” “History, as it is taught to us,” Preiswerk and Perrot remark, “is 

essentially the history of the West, with appendices referring to other peoples” (p. xxi).   

 

iii  Rudyard Kipling’s (1989) “The White Man’s Burden” encourages ethnocentrism—one group’s behavior 

toward others defined by its privileged image of itself (Preiswerk and Perrot, xxiii); the poem asks Westerners to steer 

“toward the light” “sullen peoples,/ Half devil and half-child.” Kipling’s “A Song of the English” (1893) also exalts 

ethnocide as glorified ideal: “Came the Whisper, came the Vision, . . . / Till the Soul that is not man’s soul was sent us 

to lead.” This apotheosizing of narcissism was indicted by Joseph Conrad’s (1899/1995) Marlow as the West’s 

propensity to “set up, and bow down before, and offer a sacrifice to” “belief in the idea” (20). 

 

iv Herbert Spencer’s (1820-1903) application of Darwin’s idea of natural selection to social conduct was often 

invoked to defend institutionalized prejudices. Social systems, including capitalism, supposedly “mimicked natural 

competition,” and accordingly, “the ‘casualties’ . . . should, for the betterment of the species, be ‘selected out’” (qtd. in 

R.B. Kershner, 1997, p. 41). 

 

v Fredrick Jameson (1991) argues that to seek to create "via the nostalgia mode" becomes a form of "aesthetic 

colonization" whereby we produce fictions (or texts) not history, conjuring images of (simulacra) what never existed 

except in our imaginations (pp. 19-20). 
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vi Mariana Torgovnick (1990) recalls that early researchers rejected antievolutionist concepts of cultural 

relativity for these challenged assumptions of Western superiority; but so-called primitive or "simpler" cultures were 

later confirmed various and complete, though different from Western practices (p. 19). 

 

vii  Ethnocentric evaluations accounted for the inhuman acts Howard Lafay (1962) recalls: “To many a 

smiling island of Polynesia, discovery brought not civilization but tragedy” (p. 93). On Easter Sunday 1722, Dutchman 

Jacob Roggeveen wantonly gunned down Rapa Nui natives. The next 140 years “brought violence, disease, and death 

to Rapa Nui.” Enslavement in 1862 was the “death blow.”  Raghubir Singh (1975) too reveals that the Andaman 

islanders, called murderous savages and cannibals, were actually “frightened victims” whose lives and culture were 

ravaged by Europeans’ cruelty (pp. 68-70). 

 

viii. This theory of the psychic phenomena, Paul Diel (1980) terms "banalization," serves to illuminate Coke's 

A History. The giant fights not only against accidental external dangers but also against an inner evil that arrests or 

retards the essential need of evolution. Resisting the call to evolve intellectually, and seeking to reduce novel data to fit 

into his a priori schemes of knowledge, Procrustes embodies psychologically reductive energy. His story underlines the 

mythical character of human coveted interest in measuring others by erecting the self as absolute guardian of moral 

destiny (p. x).  

 

ix. Napoleon A. Chagnon (1976) explains this principle among the Yanomamo. Each village was “a tiny 

nation-state cherishing not only its sovereignty but also its capacity to wage war. No village with fewer than 40 

inhabitants can last long, since it would have too few men for adequate defense.” Parents thus cultivated the “potential 

warriors that male infants represent” (p. 212). 

  

x  Daniel P Mannix (1965), too, finds fault not with the oppressor but with the oppressed. Defiant to death, 

Amerindians, Mannix thinks, were too primitive to be enslaved; Africans, determined to survive in the face of injustice, 

he declares innately servile (p. 6).     

 

xi  “Contrast conceptions” or "counter-conceptions, conceived in terms of good and evil” is Ralph Bunche’s 

(1990-1992) description of the binaries by which Westerners “interpret human relations,” or morally polarize others (p. 

76). 
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Moments of Crisis: How Journalists react to Terrorist Attacks in Spain and the 

U.S.A. 

- A Comparative Analysis of El País and The New York Times 

This is a  content analysis of 52 articles from The New York Times and El País for 

the immediate coverage following March 11. The results were compared to a pilot study, 

a content analysis of 90 articles from The New York Times, El País and the Süddeutsche 

Zeitung for the immediate coverage of September 11 conducted by the same researcher.     

     Findings: The research indicated some cross-cultural congruities in crisis reporting:  

The premise of objectivity seems to be less stable in crisis documentation. There is a 

tendency of favorable reporting about the country under attack. More photo material is 

used that accompanies the incident.  The focus is shifted to the scene of attack and eye-

witnesses and people from the nation of attack in general are preferred interview partners.   

     However, there were also differences in the coverage of 3/11 and 9/11: Even though 

El País dedicated a similar amount of articles to the 9/11 and 3/11 incident, it showed a 

different reporting in terms of plurality.  El País’ 9/11 coverage included all three parties 

involved: Next to the European voices, Arab voices and voices from the scene of attack, 

NYC and Washington, D.C., were provided for the readership, and for its 3/11 reporting 

the extensive usage of these and other voices were missing.      

     Differences between international crisis coverage of The New York Times and El País 

include for instance the amount of coverage the incidents received. El País showed an 

immense body of articles dedicated to the foreign and domestic attack.  Whereas the 9/11 

coverage of The New York Times was similar in dimension, its 3/11 reporting was very 

limited. With only eleven articles, The New York Times showed significantly less interest 
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in the foreign attack.   Other differences were the references to religiosity:  The New York 

Times made more Christian references than El País.  Yet, it referred more to the Islamist 

group Al Qaeda than El País.   
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Moments of Crisis: How Journalists react to Terrorist Attacks in Spain and the 
U.S.A. 

- A Comparative Analysis of El País and The New York Times 
 
I. Introduction  

     The main idea of this study was to examine journalism during crisis, thus journalistic 

articles written in the immediate aftermath of a terrorist attack were of importance.   

Terrorist attacks impact a country on various levels, journalists are part of the population, 

and thus might also be affected in their work. This study aimed at examining the impact 

an attack might have on journalism.   

     On September 11, 2001, New York City and Washington, D.C., became the center of 

attention after the Al Qaeda attacks on the WTC and the Pentagon. The American nation 

was devastated; about 5,000 people were killed during the attacks. A terrorist attack in 

Madrid, Spain, on March 11, 2004, caused similar reactions on the Iberian Peninsula. In 

the train bombings about 200 people were killed and more than 1,000 were injured.      

     While a great deal had been written about the 9/11 attacks, not much was said about 

Spain’s reaction to terrorist attacks there. This study intended to evaluate the articles of 

El País of Madrid and The New York Times dedicated to March 11. After the examination 

of the March 11 incident, the results were compared to the findings of a comparable study 

of the 9/111 coverage. The reporting immediately after 9/11 and 3/11, the examination of 

its objectivity2 level, usage of photography, and dimensions of coverage were of interest. 

     Thus, the El País’ coverage about 9/11, a terrorist attack in a foreign country, was 

compared to El País’ writing about a domestic terrorist attack. The study also looked at 

the difference or similarity of The New York Times’ coverage of 9/11 and El País 

coverage of 3/11 in order to see if there was comparability. 
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     The last part of the study tried to suggest influences that the 9/11 incident had on 

reporting about 3/11 in terms of reference to Arab terrorists. September 11 created 

paranoia toward the Arab world. It can be expected that the impact of the excessive 

coverage of Arab terrorists caused a vilification of the Arabs for all current or future 

terrorist attacks.              

     Hence, one major goal of the study was to observe if two different nations would 

show a similar journalistic reaction toward a domestic crisis. Another goal was to see if 

the coverage of a foreign tragedy was similar to the coverage of a domestic one. And a 

third part was dedicated to find out if the Arab world was taken as a culpable force due to 

experiences of 9/11.   

II. Literature Review 

     The literature consulted dealt with crisis documentation, how reporting was conducted 

and what kind of effects it might have had on the audience.  

 Wayne Wanta et al. demonstrated a general effect news coverage had on the 

audience. Their content analysis3 looked at the relationship between the usage of 

international news in network broadcasting and the apparent effect on the viewers. Amy 

Reynolds and Brooke Barnett’s paper4 analyzed the behavior and work methods of TV 

journalists in the first five hours of reportage from four TV channels right after the first 

airplane hit the WTC. The study focused on the influence journalists’ reporting might 

have on the content presented, which shaped the set of information the audience received.  

     Xigen Li, Laura F. Lindsay, and Kirsten Morgensen’s paper concerned the framing of 

the news coverage as the events unfolded.5  Other papers dealt with 9/11s TV coverage 

and its effect on the audience:  Renita Coleman and Denis Wu’s paper6 was concerned 
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with the question of objectivity, especially from the nonverbal point of view.  The 

expressions of TV journalists were analyzed. Smeeta Mishra, Jianchuan Zhou, Tonia 

Sullivan and Paula M. Poindexter’s analysis7 examined the effects of TV news on a 

socio-economic basis.  David Oh analyzed the depiction of the Arab Americans.8 The 

results of this study suggested the existence of “modern racism” and its frequent 

appearance after 9/11.  

     Lise Rodgers’ paper9 analyzed Friedman’s film on Islam which tried to find the roots 

of the 9/11 attacks. Nam-Doo Kim’s analysis10 was the only comparative paper in this 

selection.  The researcher chose two liberal major newspapers, The New York Times and 

The Guardian, and examined their use of Al-Jazeera-sourced information, and their 

depiction of the Al-Jazeera. 

III. Research Question and Hypotheses 

(1) RQ: Is there a pattern in journalistic coverage of a crisis?   

     Journalists have their premises, their professional and traditional roles as objective 

news transmitters, but does their role change during moments of crisis?  And if so, do 

these change in the same way in different countries? March 11 was a devastating date for 

the Spanish population. This study examined how the Spanish journalists reacted to the 

incident and if there were similarities in coverage to the 9/11 attacks. 

(2) H1: El País’ coverage of 3/11 and 9/11 are similar in dimension and objectivity. 

     The coverage of the attacks of 9/11 in New York City and Washington, D.C., were 

analyzed for The New York Times and El País to determine if there were similarities 

within the journalistic work. El País gave enormous coverage to the 9/11 incident. Also 
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examined was the amount of coverage in general. The coverage of March 11 was 

expected to be the same in dimension 

(3) H2: El País coverage of 3/11 is similar to 9/11 coverage of The New York Times. 

     Another comparison was between two local papers, which reported at the scene of 

attack.  The New York Times was coded for its objectivity and balanced reporting on the 

9/11 incident, which was a local incident and was compared to the coverage of the 

Madrid bombings, which also took place in the home city of El País.   

IV. Methodology 

     Content analysis data was gathered from the newspapers El País, Madrid, Spain, 

March 12 – March 14, 2004, and The New York Times, March 12 – March 14, 2004. The 

newspapers were selected for various aspects that they have in common: political 

orientation, geographic location (scene of attack), circulation numbers, etc. This study 

was based on a prior pilot study about 9/11, and thus the same newspapers were 

consulted in order to provide comparability.   

     Both newspapers are circulated nationwide in their respective countries, and are 

liberal11 newspapers. El País is the highest selling Spanish daily paper with a circulation 

of about 470,000 copies12 in 2004 and is read by about 2 million. The circulation 

numbers of The New York Times for 2004 were 1.2 million for the daily editions and 1.7 

million for the Sunday editions.13 

     In order to receive the immediate response of the newspapers, only the content of the 

two newspapers for the three days following the attack was analyzed. The articles 

analyzed from The New York Times were from the front page plus the jump stories, and 

all the news articles that appeared in section A international news. All pages that dealt 
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with the attack were counted in El País.  However, only the articles on the first ten pages 

of the national section were coded in order to provide a comparable amount of articles to 

The New York Times and to the pilot study of The New York Times and El País about the 

9/11 incident.  

IV. 1. Coding Sheet  

     Impartiality: The language of the journalists toward Spaniards, Arabs, and others 

mentioned in the article was tested. Mainly this was measured with the word choice of 

the author. The classification “Favorable” that shows a good opinion and/or empathy, 

refers to his/her tone and can be measured with supporting verbs, adverbs, and adjectives. 

“Unfavorable” was measured with condemning, discouraging verbs, adjectives 

respectively. “Neutral” meant that there were no words that color the journalist’s text. 

     Balanced Reporting/Plurality: In this section the number of certain groups quoted 

were counted. First, the mention of Muslim terrorists was compared to  that of 

Christian/other terrorist groups (e.g. ETA14)? There were three possibilities: Muslim 

terrorists were represented more than, equal or less than Christian or other terrorist 

groups. Second, references to Christianity and Islam/other religions were counted: Were 

there more, equal or less Christian references than Islamic/other references? Third, the 

usage of official voices and unofficial voices were coded (for  Spaniards, Arabs and 

others). Were these parties represented more through official voices (governmental) or 

unofficial voices (non-governmental)?   

     Sources: The usage of direct and indirect quotes within one article was counted for 

each party (Spaniards, Arabs, and others). The researcher determined if the reporter used 

only his own material or if the story came from a press agency or if press agency material 
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was combined with reporter’s material. The coding determined if press agency material 

was used more, equally or less frequently than the journalists’ own material.  

     The researcher tracked whether the author reported from a distance or from the scene.  

This was coded separately for materials used for all three parties: Spaniards, Arabs and 

others. The next section of the plurality part dealt with the interviews conducted: Where 

there more Spanish voices in total, or are the Spanish voices used less than other voices? 

A last coding question for the sources part dealt with whether historical background was 

provided ( for Spaniards, Arabs, Others) in order to create a context for the article. 

      Pictures: Pictures were coded for size: ⅛ – ¼ , ¼- ½ of the page, or more than ½ of 

the page. Their content and origination was recorded (e.g. AP, Reuters). 

V. Research Data – Tables and Findings 

Table 1. Number of Articles by Time-frame 
  Newspaper Total 

  El País 
The New 
York Times   

Date 03/12/04 11 3 14 
  03/13/04 13 7 20 
  03/14/04 17 1 18 
Total 41 11 52 

 
     For this study a total of 52 articles from the daily The New York Times and El País 

were coded. Table one shows the amount of articles that were dedicated to the Madrid 

incident of March 11, 2004. The New York Times had eleven articles in its international 

section. The first ten pages of El País’ national section had 41 articles that dealt with the 

incident. 

     The majority of authors, 73.1% (n=38/52), reported from the scene of attack, Madrid.  

However, 45.5% (n=5/11) of The New York Times journalists wrote from Madrid, and the 

rest of the articles were written from the U.S.A. or other European countries. El País 
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contributed 80.5% (n=33/41) of articles from Madrid, and about 14.6% (n=6/41) from 

other Spanish cities. One article was written in the U.S. and one author’s location was not 

determined (Table 2). 

Table 2. Location Of Author 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

Madrid 33 5 38 
Barcelona 2 0 2 
Bilbao 1 0 1 
Santiago de Compostela 1 0 1 
Sevilla 1 0 1 
Valencia 1 0 1 
London 0 1 1 
Athens 0 1 1 
NYC 0 1 1 
Washington 1 1 2 
U.S.A. 0 2 2 

Location  
Of the Author 

Unknown 1 0 1 
Total 41 11 52 

 
Table 3. Impartiality Spain – Lexicon 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

Favorable 11 3 14 
Neutral 27 4 31 

Impartiality Spain 
Lexicon 

Unfavorable 3 1 4 
Total 41 8 49* 

*The Lexicon of three articles was not determined.    

     In general both newspapers reported in a neutral tone, 65.9% for El País (n=27/41) 

and 50% for The New York Times (n=4/8). After being neutral, El País coverage was 

favorable in its word choice for Spain and Spaniards, 26.8% (n=11/41). The New York 

Times showed in 37.5% of its articles a favorable tone in reporting. Both newspapers had 

some unfavorable coverage of Spain/Spaniards, 7.3% of El País’ articles and 12.5% of 

The New York Times’ articles. 
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Table 4. IMPARTIALIY Arabs - Lexicon  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

Favorable 0 1 1 
Neutral 6 1 7 

Impartiality Arabs  
Lexicon 

Unfavorable 2 2 4 
Total 8 4 12* 

*In 76.92% of the articles the lexicon toward Arabs was not determined. 
 
     A total of 12 articles had a determinable voice toward the Arabs or Arab countries. 

Seventy-five percent (n=6/8) were neutral in tone in the El País articles. Twenty-five 

percent of The New York Times articles were neutral in tone toward Arabs, 23% were 

favorable and 50% were unfavorable. El País did not show favorable lexicon toward 

Arabs, but had 25% of the counted articles written in an unfavorable tone. 

Table 5. Impartiality Others - Lexicon  
  Newspaper Total 

  El País 
The New 
York Times   

Impartiality U.S.A. Lexicon Favorable 0 2 2 
  Neutral 10 6 16 
Total 10 8 18* 

*In 65.38% of the articles the lexicon toward non-Spaniards and non-Arabs was not determined.  
 
     The New York Times as well as El País showed a mainly neutral tone toward non-

Spaniards and non-Arabs in their reporting, 100% (n=10/10) for El País and 75% (n=6/8) 

for The New York Times. Twenty-five percent (n=2/8) of the U.S. newspaper had a 

favorable tone towards non-Spaniards and non-Arabs in its reporting (Table 5). 

Table 6.  Mentioning of Terrorism in Relation to Islamist Groups or Non-Islamist Groups 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

NIsl>Isl 18 1 19 
NIsl=Isl 2 3 5 

Terrorism Islamist vs. 
 Non-Islamist Organizations 

Nisl<Isl 3 5 8 
Total 23 9 32* 

 *61.5% of the articles mentioned terrorism in relation to Islamist groups or non-Muslim groups, this being mainly ETA.   
 
     El País mentioned more non-Islamist terrorist groups than Islamist terror groups, 78% 

(18/23). The New York Times referred in 55.6% (n=5/9) of the cases more to Islamist 
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terrorist groups than to non-Islamist terrorist groups. In 30% of the cases, it referred 

equally to both kinds of terror groups and in 11.1% The New York Times referred more to 

non-Islamist groups.  In 8.7% of its articles, El País mentioned both kinds of terror 

groups equally, (n=2/23), (Table 6).     

Table 7.  References to Religiosity without Mentioning Terrorists 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

CR > MR 3 2 5 References to Religiosity 
without Mentioning Terrorism CR < MR 10 1 11 
Total 13 3 16* 

*69.2% of the articles did not contain any religious references.   
 
     In 23.1% (n=3/13) of the articles of El País and in 66.7% (n=2/3) of The New York 

Times articles Christianity was mentioned more frequently than Islam. Islam was 

mentioned more than Christianity in 76.9% of the articles of El País and in 33.3% of the 

articles of The New York Times.   

Table 8.  Officials vs. Non-Officials – SPAIN  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

O > U 16 5 21 Official Voices 
SPAIN O ≤ U 

 22 3 25 

Total 38 8 46* 
DF=1, X²≈1.11, p≤1 

The distribution is not significant. *In 11.5 % of the articles the usage of official voices could not be determined.  
 
     El País showed in 42.1% (n=16/38) of its articles a higher use of official voices of 

Spaniards. The New York Times had 37.5% (n=3/8) of its articles written with more 

unofficial than official voices or an equal amount of voices, and 62.5% (n=5/8) vice 

versa. El País used in 57.9% of its articles more unofficial than official voices or an equal 

amount of voices.   
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Table 9. Officials vs. Non-Officials - Arabs  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

O > U 1 0 1 Official Voices 
Arabs O < U 6 4 10 
Total 7 4 11* 

*In 78.8% of the articles Arab voices were not determined or were not mentioned. 
 
     Arabs voices were mainly unofficial voices (n=10/11) for both newspapers. However, 

El País used in one article more official voices than unofficial voices for Arabs. 

Table 10. Officials vs. Non-Officials – Others 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

Official Voices 
Others 

O>U 
O<U 

                  6 
                  3 

                  6 
                  0 

14 
4 

Total                   9                   6 18* 
*In 65.4 % of the articles the voices for others could not be determined or were nor used.  
 
     In the case of voices from non-Spaniards and non-Arabs, 100% (n=6/6) of the voices 

from The New York Times were more official voices than unofficial voices. El País 

showed in 66.6% of its articles also more official voices for this category and in 33.3% 

more unofficial voices. 

Table 11. Professionals vs.  Non-Professionals – Spaniards, Arabs, Others  
  Newspaper Total 

  El País 
The New 
York Times   

mentioned more than 
Non-Professionals  

Spaniards 
Arabs 
Others 

          30 
            7 
            6 

                  8 
                  3 
                 8   

38 
10 
14 

Total           43                 19 62* 
DF=2, X²≈6.27, p≤0.05 

The distribution is significant. *Number of references to professional Spaniards, Arabs and/or others. 
 
     For all interviewed people that were presented in close up, a profession was 

mentioned. This is valid for all three categories of Spaniards, Arabs and others.  

However, Spaniards received the most representation (n=38/62) and “others” with 

(n=14/62) ranked second before Arabs that received (n=10/62) representations via 

professional people.   
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Table 12. Quotes SPAIN - Direct Quotes vs. Indirect Quotes  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times  Total 

dq > iq 11 3 14 
dq = iq 16 2 18 

Quotes Spain 

dq < iq 10 3 13 
Total 37 8 45* 

*In 13.5 % (7/52) of the articles no direct vs. indirect quotes for Spaniards  were determined.   
 
     For Spaniards El País had mainly an equal amount of direct and indirect quotes, 43.2% 

(n=16/37). The New York Times used in 37.5% of its articles both more indirect quotes 

and direct quotes, and in 25% it used an equal amount of direct and indirect quotes. El 

País used more direct quotes in 29.7% (n=11/37), and more indirect quotes in 27% 

(n=10/37) in its articles.   

Table 13.  Quotes Arabs – Direct Quotes vs. Indirect Quotes 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

dq > iq 4 1 5 
dq = iq 1 1 2 

Quotes Arabs 

dq < iq 3 1 4 
Total 8 3 11* 

*In 78.8% (41/52) of the articles no direct or indirect quotes were determined for Arabs. 
 
Table 14.  Quotes Others  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

dq>iq 3 1 4 
dq=iq 3 3 6 

QuotesU.S.A 

dq<iq 4 3 7 
Total 10 7 17* 

*In 67.3% of the articles quotes for others could not be determined or were not mentioned. 
 
     Fifty percent of articles quoting Arabs in El País contained more direct quotes, and 

The New York Times used Arab voices three times in its articles, one in each category. In 

quoting “others” The New York Times used more indirect quotes or the equal amount of 

indirect and direct quotes, 42.8% each (each n=3/7). El País had more indirect quotes for 
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“others” (4/10). However, in general it had an equal amount of articles that used more 

direct quotes (3/10) or the equal amount of quotes (3/10). 

Table 15.  Own Material vs. Press Agency Material  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

OM > PA 41 8 49 
OM = PM 0 1 1 

OwnMaterialPressAgen
cyMaterial 

OM < PA 0 2 2 
Total 41 11 52 

 
     Both newspapers showed a high usage of own material.  El País used more own 

material in 100% of its articles. The New York Times had in 72.7% (n=8/11) of its articles 

more of its own material, however, in 9.1% (n=1/11) it had a combination of own and 

press agency material and in 18.2% (n=2/11) it used more press agency material. 

Table 16.  Scene SPAIN – At the Scene vs. Distant Reporting 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

SC > DR 39 5 44 
SC=DR 1 0 1 

Scene SPAIN 

SC < DR 0 5 5 
Total 40 10 50* 

*In 3.85% of the articles the proximity to the reporting was not determined. 
 
Table 17.  Scene Arabs – At the Scene vs. Distant Reporting 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

SC>DR 2 0 2 Scene Arabs 

SC<DR 6 7 13 
Total 8 7 15* 

*In 71.2% of the articles the proximity of reporting about Arabs was not determined/mentioned. 
 
Table 18.  Scene Others – At the Scene vs. Distant Reporting 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

SC > DR 
SC = DR 

4 
1 

3 
2 

7 
3 

Scene Others 

SC < DR 6 3 9 
Total 11 8 19* 

*In 63.5% of the articles the proximity of reporting about “others” was not determined/mentioned. 
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     El País used at-the-scene coverage in 97.5% (n=39/40) of its articles, and only once 

did it use a combination of distant reporting and at-the-scene reporting. The New York 

Times used at-the-scene coverage in 50% (n=5/10) of its articles and for another 50% 

(n=5/10) of its articles distant reporting. While El País reported in 25% of its articles 

more at the scene about Arabs, and in 75% more from a distance, The New York Times 

used only distant reporting in its coverage of Arabs (n=7/7). In the coverage of non-

Spaniards and non-Arabs both newspapers used at the scene and distant reporting.      

Table 19.  Interview Spaniards vs. Interview Non-Spaniards 

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

In. Span > In. Non-Span 31 7 38 Interview  
Spaniards In. Span ≤ In. Non-Span 10 4 14 
Total 41 11 52 

DF=1, X²≈0.63, p≤1 
The distribution is not significant. 

 
     Both newspapers showed a higher usage of Spanish voices for their coverage than 

other voices, El País 75.6% (n=31/41) and The New York Times 63.6% (n=7/11). In 

36.4% The New York Times used more non-Spanish voices for its coverage, and El País 

used in 24.4% of its articles less or an equal amount of Spanish and non-Spanish voices.  

Table 20.  Historical/Background Information –Spain, Arabs, Others  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

HI=0 
Spain 
Arabs 

23 
12 
4 

1 
6 
3 

24 
18 
7 

Historical 
Information  
Spaniards, Arabs, 
Others  Others 4 7 11 
Total 43 17 60* 

DF=3, X²≈14.60, p≤0.01 
The distribution is significant. *Total number of references to Spanish, Arab, or/and other historical/ background information. 

 
     The most historical background was provided about Spain. In El País 29.3% (n=12/41) 

of the articles gave historical information about Spain. The New York Times provided in 

54.5% (n=6/11) of its articles background information about Spain 
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     When historical information about Arabs or “others” was provided, both newspapers 

made usage of 1-3 pieces of information.  El País gave in 9.8% (n=4/41) of its articles 

background information about Arabs and also about “others”.  The New York Times gave 

in 27.3% (n=3/11) of its articles background information about Arabs and in 63.6% 

(n=7/11) about “others”. 

Table 21.  Unattributed Sources  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

US = 0 34 8 42 Unattributed Sources 

US=1-3 7 3 10 
Total 41 11 52 

 
     El País did not use unattributed sources for 82.9% of its articles and The New York 

Times for 72.7% of its articles. 

     El País used in 46.3% (n=19/41) of its articles photo material, one of these articles 

used more than two pictures. The New York Times had in 72.7% (n=8/11) of its articles 

photo material, and 50% of these used more than two pictures. 

     Photo material used by El País for its articles covered in 42.1% of the cases ⅛ - ¼ of 

the page, in 31.6% it covered more than half of the page, and in 26.3% it covered ¼ - ½ 

of the page. The New York Times used for 50% of its articles photo material that covered 

⅛ - ¼ of the page, and in 37.5% more than half of the page. 

     The sources for the pictures varied according to the newspaper. El País made the 

highest use of private/El País photographers, 73.9% (n=17/23) but also used Ray, AP, 

Reuters, and EFE. The New York Times used mainly Reuters as their European source for 

photo material, 36.4% (n=8/22), next to AP and AFP-Getty Images.    
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Table  22.  Who Took The Picture?  

Newspaper 

  El País 
The New 
York Times Total 

 
AP 

 
1 

 
6 

 
7 

NYT 
 0 1 1 

Reuters 
 1 8 9 

AFP - Gitty Images 0 3 3 
 
AFP  
 

 
0 

 
1 

 
1 

Atlas Spain 0 1 1 
 
EFE 1 0 

 
 
1 
 

Privat/El Pais 
 17 1 18 

Ray 
 2 0 2 

DDP – AFP 0 1 1 

Sources for the Photo 
Material  

 
Unknown 1 0 1 

Total 23 22 45 
   

VI. Discussion/Evaluation of Data 

     Overall the findings of this analysis were as expected. The first striking difference is 

that El País dedicated a significantly higher number of articles to the incident (Table 1), 

78.8% (n=41/52) than The New York Times. Compared to the El País coverage of 9/11 

this was a similar amount of coverage. The New York Times had only eleven articles in its 

international news section dedicated to the Madrid bombings, this is very little compared 

to both the coverage El País gave to 9/11, to 3/11 and also The New York Times gave to 

the 9/11 incident. On first sight it seems logical that the proximity and severity of an 

incident might influence the dedication a newspaper would give to coverage. However, 

having both data available, 9/11 and 3/11 coverage of The New York Times and El País, a 

first conclusion might be attempted: El País showed a similar interest in the national and 
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foreign attack. The Spanish newspaper gave both incidents a similar coverage, whereas 

The New York Times paid significantly less attention to the foreign incident. 

     Due to the location of the bombings, and thus to the  proximity of the incident, the 

origination point of the stories for El País coverage were from Madrid, 80.5% (n=33/41), 

or other Spanish cities, 14.6% (n=6/41), these included Seville, Santiago de Compostela, 

Barcelona, Valencia, and Bilbao. One origination point of the story was from Washington 

D.C. and gave the U.S. perspective to the incident. The New York Times also received its 

stories from a variety of locations, including Madrid, 45.5% (n=5/11) and other European 

cities such as London and Athens. The rest of the articles were written in the U.S.A., 

14.6% (n=4/11). The Madrid bombings, being a foreign attack, apparently let The New 

York Times use more articles from abroad. In comparison to the 9/11 coverage it used 

more European locations for its reports. However, the Spanish daily also did this while 

covering the 9/11 incident, including various locations in Arab countries, European 

countries and the U.S.A. The national attack apparently let El País focus more on Spain 

and while covering this incident it did not include any Arab or other European countries.    

     The proximity of the incident for El País also had as a result the usage of 100% own 

material. Whereas, The New York Times also used press agency material or a combination 

of press agency material with own material for some of its articles, 27.3% (n=3/11).     

     The proximity also explains the high usage of direct quotes or combination of direct 

quotes and indirect quotes of El País, 73% (27/37). Not only eye-witnesses, but also 

demonstrators of the “silent protests” all over Spain contributed to the quotations and to 

more unofficial voices, 57.9% (22/38), used for the El País’ 3/11 coverage. The New 

York Times used more indirect quotes or a combination of direct and indirect, which 
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might be due to its using distant reporting more frequently. The U.S. daily also used more 

official voices than unofficial voices, 62.5% (n=5/8) for Spaniards, and 100% (n=6/6) for 

others. This was similar in the 9/11 coverage. Even though there were also many eye-

witnesses that were quoted, the usage of official voices was higher, 58.1% (n=18/31).    

     More Spanish voices than non-Spanish voices were used in both newspapers, 75.6% 

for El País and 63.6% for The New York Times. As it was the case for the 9/11 coverage, 

the people from the scene of attack received the most attention and thus, voice.  However, 

El País gave still in 12.2% of the articles more voice to non-Spaniards, and in another 

12.2% it had an equal number of Spanish and non-Spanish voices. Compared to the 9/11 

incident this was similar, 64.3% (n=18/28) of the articles were dedicated to U.S. voices, 

but still 32.1% (n=9/28) of the  articles had more non-U.S. voices. The New York Times 

gave in 93.5% of the cases (n=29/31) more voice to U.S. people than non-U.S. people. 

And only two articles showed equal or less amount of U.S. voices compared to non-U.S. 

voices. That means that El País showed a higher tendency to give room for non-national 

voices in both cases, 3/11 and 9/11.  The priority was given to the scene of attack; 

however, voices dealing with surrounding people were not considered irrelevant and were 

used to a certain extent.   

     The lexicon of the journalists of both newspapers was mainly neutral toward 

Spaniards, 63.3% (n=31/49), Arabs, 58.3% (n=7/12), and others, 88.9% (n=16/18), 

(Table 3-5). This was also the case for the 9/11 coverage of El País and The New York 

Times. However, even if after being neutral, the dailies were favorable for the Spaniards, 

they also showed some critical voices toward the Spanish government, which were 

missing in the 9/11 coverage, where the U.S.A received only neutral or favorable 
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coverage. The New York Times showed a total of three articles that indicated an 

unfavorable tone toward Spaniards and Arabs. This might be due to the fact that an Arab 

organization, Al Qaeda, was found responsible for the 9/11 incident and thus received 

more unfavorable coverage during the 3/11 reportage. 

     Table 6 made this even a little clearer: The New York Times mentioned Muslim terror 

groups more frequently than non-Muslim terrorist groups, 55.6% (n=5/9), whereas El 

País had a higher number of articles that mentioned non-Muslim terrorist groups, 78.3% 

(n=18/23). Spain had problems with the Basque terrorist group ETA for many decades, 

thus this organization was mentioned frequently. Politicians as well as people referring to 

the incident mentioned the Basque ETA.  Even though The New York Times did also 

mention ETA, overall it still referred more to Al Qaeda.   

     Sources for the photo material were mainly private /El País photographers for El País. 

Photo coverage that went with articles was significantly higher in the 9/11 coverage for 

El País, 73.3% (n=22/30), this might be due to the fact that several pages of the 3/11 

coverage were not coded that contained only photo material with no specific articles 

attached to it. In the 3/11 incident, 19 El País articles used photo sources, 46.3%, these 

included up to two pictures in 18 articles and one article used more than two pictures. 

Eight of eleven articles, 72.7%, from The New York Times included photo material, and 

four had more than two pictures.  Photo material was mainly provided by AP or Reuters 

for The New York Times. As in the 9/11 incident, the U.S. daily did not use much outside 

sources for its pictures.  Some other European agencies were used, such as AFP, and 

Atlas Spain, but the dominant deliverers were AP and Reuters together with 14 out of 22 

pictures. El País used mainly its own photographers (n=18/23), but also used some other 
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European and AP material.    This is similar to the 9/11 coverage of The New York Times. 

Here the photographers employed by the newspaper, 33.3% (n=15/45), after AP with 

48.9% (n=22/45), delivered the most pictures.   

VII. Conclusion 

     The researcher examined the immediate coverage of the Madrid bombing of 3/11, 

2004. The incident was analyzed under similar conditions as a pilot study about the 9/11 

incident, conducted by the same researcher. Main focus was given to the amount of 

coverage the incident received in the national newspaper and the foreign newspaper, how 

the journalists behaved in both incidents, what kind of sources they used and provided for 

the reader. 

     A major difference between The New York Times and El Pais among the 3/11 

reporting, was the amount of coverage the attack received. The Spanish daily devoted 

many more articles to the incident than the U.S. daily. Also in comparison with the 9/11 

incident this is astonishing, since El País showed an immense coverage of this foreign 

story, similar in number of articles to its own attack in Madrid. 

     Findings that suggest a pattern in covering a crisis are that the voices of the people 

from the scene are of major importance and have priority in coverage. Unofficial voices 

might be used in higher numbers if the eye-witnesses and people demonstrating for peace 

are taken into consideration. In the general coverage of the articles, the demonstrations all 

over Spain received a high amount of articles, which showed the importance that was 

given to the people’s actions post-3/11 in El País. Reports included locations spread 

around the country.   
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     Even though the tone of most of the articles was neutral, in the second place it was 

favorable. This was similar in the reporting about 9/11. The high premise of neutrality in 

journalism apparently loses intensity when it comes to a crisis situation of a major 

impact.   

     Albeit the speculations about the agent of the attacks were in between ETA and Al 

Qaeda, and both terror groups were mentioned by El País and The New York Times, the 

U.S. daily referred to the Arab terrorists more than to the Basque terrorists. This might 

suggest an influence of 9/11 in the coverage of The New York Times, since it referred to 

Arab terrorists more frequently than El País. It might also be suggested that 9/11 

influenced the 3/11 coverage in general. Even though ETA was the main terrorist group 

in Spain for many decades, Al Qaeda, which never was a threat in Spain, was mentioned 

in high frequency in the Spanish press by the public or by officials.     

RQ: Is there a pattern in journalistic coverage of a crisis? 

     Apparently, there is a pattern. The premise of objectivity seems to be less stable in 

reporting during moments of crisis.  More photo material is used that accompanies the 

incident.  The focus of attention is shifted to the scene of attack and eye-witnesses, and 

people from the nation of attack are preferred interview partners. 

H1: El País coverage of 3/11 and 9/11 are similar in dimension and objectivity. 

     This is partially true. The amount of articles dedicated to the incidents is similar. El 

País also used many other voices that were not necessarily Spanish voices. However, the 

main focus was given to Spanish voices. The 9/11 reporting included coverage for all 

three parties involved: Arab voices, European voices and voices from the scene of attack, 
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NYC and D.C. were provided for the readership.  The extensive usage of these and other 

voices were missing in the 3/11 coverage. 

H2: El País coverage of 3/11 is similar to 9/11 coverage of The New York Times. 

This is partially true.  The third perspective, which El País still used in its 9/11 

coverage, was completely missing.  The focus was shifted to Spain and Spaniards, even 

though a minimum of articles and voices were dedicated to U.S. or other voices and 

scenes.  The similarities are the usage of high number and big size of photography, the 

tendency for favorable reporting about the country of attack, if not neutral in voice, and 

the tendency to use more unofficial voices than official voices for coverage. 

This study has certain limitations.  The number of articles from The New York 

Times was not enough in order to create valuable tables with chi-square tests, and thus 

limited the possibility to make statistically significant arguments about the research 

questions and hypotheses. Using a longer time frame of, for instance, seven days would 

have helped. Another weakness of the study is that it only dealt with a selective number 

of articles from El País.  A more valid comparison would be the usage of all articles 

available for a certain incident, then the whole spectrum of articles could be evaluated. 

For future research, this study as well as the pilot study about the 9/11 incident 

can be used to create a research program about crisis coverage.  The recent bombings in 

London, July 7th, 2005, should provide new research data, and a third analysis of crisis 

coverage.  Thus, El País and The New York Times would provide a second coverage of an 

attack in a foreign country and The Guardian of London could be examined for covering 

an attack during a national crisis. 
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NOTES 
                                                 
1The pilot study “Journalism after September 11, 2001 in the U.S.A., Spain and Germany: 
Transatlantic Perspectives of the 9/11 Incident” was conducted by the same researcher. It examined the 
journalistic behavior of three different newspapers, The New York Times, El País, based in Madrid and the 
Süddeutsche Zeitung, based in Munich, Germany. All three newspapers were coded with the same coding 
sheet according to sources used, lexicon of the journalists, reporting, etc. The findings of this study were 
compared to the findings of the study examining the Madrid bombings of 3/11 at the end of the research 
paper. References to this pilot study will be based mainly on the following data from the 9/11 research 
paper: 
 
Table 1.  ANALYZED DATA – Newspapers And Time-Frame 

  Newspaper Total 

  

EL PAIS  
 

(EP) 

THE NEW YORK TIMES 
  

(NYT) 

SUEDDEUTSCHE 
ZEITUNG 

(SZ)   
 September 12th, 2001                            19   9 4 32
  September 13th, 2001                             6 15 11 32
  September 14th, 2001 6 7 14 27
Total 30 31 29 90

Degrees of freedom: 4,Chi-square ≈ 18.94, p ≤ 0.001 
The distribution is significant. 

Table 2.  Impartiality: USA -  Lexicon   

Newspaper 

  EP NYT SZ Total 
Favorable 6 9 2 17 
Neutral 19 20 19 58 

Impartiality 
USA Lexicon 

Unfavorable 0 1 5 6 
Total 25 30 26 81* 

Degrees of freedom: 4, Chi-square ≈ 11.07, p ≤ 0.05  
The distribution is significant.  * The results for nine articles were not determined. 

 
Table 8.  Plurality: USA Official Voices vs. Unofficial Voices 

Newspaper 

  EP NYT SZ Total 
O > U 9 18 11 38 
O = U 5 3 3 11 

Plurality 
USA  
Officials vs. Non-Officials 

O < U 7 10 2 19 
Total 21 31 16 68* 

Degrees of freedom: 4, Chi-square ≈ 4.56, p ≤ 1 
The distribution is not significant.  *Not all articles were determined. 
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Table 18.   Location of Journalists 

Newspaper 

  EP NYT SZ Total 
Germany 0 0 15 15 
Berlin 0 0 3 3 
Munich 0 0 4 4 
Spain 1 0 0                1 
Madrid 8 0 0 8 
Brussels, Belgium 2 1 0 3 
U.S.A./NYC 0 16 0 16 
NYC 6 2 0 8 
Washington D.C. 6 10 2 18 
Chicago 1 1 0 2 
Florida 1 1 0 2 
Israel 1 0 0 1 
Kabul, Afghanistan 2 0 0 2 
Cairo, Egypt 0 0 1                1 

Location of the 
Journalist 

Unknown 2                0 4                6 
Total 30 31 29 90 

 
2 This will be similar to the above mentioned research paper, coding procedure will be explained in the 
methodology part of this paper. 
3 Wanta et al., „Agenda Setting and International News: Media Influence on Public Perceptions of Foreign 
Nations,” J&MC Quarterly 81, no.2 (Summer 2004): 364-377.  Article is also available at 
<http://www.aejmc.org/pubs/wanta.pdf>  In general the results of this content analysis showed that media 
coverage does play an important role in the perception of a nation.  The more a nation was covered the 
more it was perceived as relevant to U.S. interests; and the more it was covered negatively, the more the 
public was pushed toward adopting a viewpoint, thus this study shows an interesting impact that news 
coverage has.  It also implied the enormous power of the broadcasts, the force it had in directing the 
viewers’ opinion formation.   
4 Amy Reynolds, Brooke Barnett, „This Just in ... How National TV News Handled the Breaking ‘Live’ 
Coverage of September 11,” J&MC Quarterly 80, no. 3 (Autumn 2003): 689-703. Article is also available 
at <http://www.aejmc.org/pubs/reynolds.pdf>  The study showed that there was a difference within the 
news organizations and that in all cases, journalists adopted different roles such as social commentators, 
experts, or eye-witnesses, and made use of personal pronouns.  Using multiple roles in delivering news to 
the audience showed the impact the incident of September 11, 2001, had on everybody.  The journalists 
were apparently challenged in keeping control of their traditional role.   
5 Xigen Li,  Laura F. Lindsay, and Kirsten Morgensen. “Media in a Crisis Situation Involving National 
Interest: A Content Analysis of the TV Networks Coverage of The 9/11 Incident during the First Eight 
Hours.”  This article is available online at <http://list.msu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0209A&L=AEJMC 
&P=R 55162&I=0> This study found that there were no major differences of coverage among various 
networks.   Another finding was that a variety of sources was used and that government officials did not 
have a bigger influence on the reporting than in prior incidences where the U.S. national interest was 
involved to a lesser degree. 
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6 Renita Coleman and Denis Wu.  “Broadcaster’s Nonverbal Communication in 9-11 More Than Words 
Alone: Broadcaster’s Nonverbal Communication In the First 24 Hours of the September 11 Terrorist 
Attacks.” This article is available online at <http://list.msu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0310A&L= AEJMC 
&P=R32364&I=-3> The researchers found that TV news journalists were not objective.  They used more 
negative or positive expressions than objective ones.  The second eight hours of reporting showed more 
negative nonverbal behavior than the first eight hours.  No major differences between female and male 
reporters were found despite the studies showing that females are more related to emotional expressions 
than male journalists.   
7 Smeeta Mishra, Jianchuan Zhou, Tonia Sullivan and Paula M. Poindexter.  “Concern about Future 
Terrorist Attacks: The Impact of Age and News Media Use on Level of Concern.” This article is available 
online at <http://list.msu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0309d&L=aejmc&T=0&F=&S=&P=24154> Results 
showed that elderly people were more concerned about future attacks, than younger ones.  This was related 
to the fact that the elderly TV watchers more frequently used TV news than the younger ones.   Heavy TV 
viewers had a more homogeneous opinion about the attacks. Researchers mentioned in this aspect the 
“Mean-World-Syndrome,” the creation of more paranoia and more fear through watching cable news is one 
of the effects of 9/11 coverage.   
8 David Oh.  “Coverage of Arab Americans  before and after 9/11: A Content Analysis of Major U.S. 
newspapers.” This article is available online at <http://list.msu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0309D&L=AEJMC 
&P=R69213&I=0> Oh examined to what extent Arab Americans were presented as “outgroup members” 
or the “other” in major U.S. newspapers; “Arabs have … been depicted as aggressive, hostile, and reveling 
in terrorist activity.” Oh also referred to the role of the media in shaping people’s opinion.   
9 Lise Rodgers.  “Images of Islam: Exemplification as Elegance in Post-9/11 Works of Thomas Friedman.” 
This article is available online at <http://list.msu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0309E&L=AEJMC &P= 
R31740&I=0> Among the results were the usage of a variety of examples and emotion-evoking imagery in 
Friedman’s film.         
10 Nam-Doo Kim.  “Reporting Al-Jazeera’s close encounter with U.S. militarism: A Comparative Content 
Analysis of American and British Newspapers’ post-9/11 wartime journalism.” This article is available 
online at <http://list.msu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A2=ind0411B&L=AEJMC&P=R21363&I=0> The results were 
diverse.  However, one of the outcomes was that The Guardian seemed to be a more liberal newspaper.  It 
depicted more sides, showed more variety of sources and was more sympathetic with Al-Jazeera. 
11 Richard Gunther, José Ramón Montero, José Ignazio Wert.  “The Media and Politics in Spain: From 
Dictatorship to Democracy.” Eds.  Richard Gunther, Anthony Mughan.  Democracy and the Media.  A 
Comparative Prospective.  Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000.  28-84, 47. 
12 Information is based on an article by El Pais (02/20/2005) and represents the year of 2004.  Article is 
available at 
<http://www.elpais.es/articulo.html?d_date=&xref=20050220elpepisoc_7&type=Tes&anchor=elpepisoc> 
 “El Pais consolido en 2004 su liderazgo en la prensa diaria con una diffusion media de 469.183 ejemplares 
[…].” 
13 Information about readers’ numbers is taken from a New York Times press release from 05/04/2004, and 
the article “The New York Times Launches Weekly News Supplements in Three Additional European 
Newspapers” is available at <http://corporate-ir.net/ireye/ir_site.zhtml?ticker-
NYT&script=461&layout=6&layout=6&item_id=522809>  Information about The New York Times 
circulation numbers are available at  
<www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/05_03/b3916003_mz001.htm> 
14 ETA is a Basque terrorist group which has been fighting for several decades for its  autonomy and 
separation from Spain. The Basque country is located on the northern cost of Spain and has its own cultural 
heritage and language which existed prior to the Roman invasion of the Iberian peninsula.   
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Journalism after September 11, 2001, in the U.S.A., Spain and Germany: 
Transatlantic Perspectives of the 9/11 Incident 
 

This is a  content analysis of 90 articles from The New York Times, El País and 

the Süddeutsche Zeitung for the immediate coverage following 9/11. 

Findings: The research indicated some cultural differences in reporting:  The U.S. 

newspaper used  significantly more references to Christianity compared to the European 

newspapers.  Direct voices from Arab countries or other non-U.S. voices were lacking in 

The New York Times, but were coded for El País and the Süddeutsche Zeitung.  Both 

European newspapers used various foreign correspondents, including locations in Arab 

countries, and thus provided three perspectives of the 9/11 incident: U.S.A., Europe and 

the Arab world.  El País showed the most articles that originated from a variety of 

countries, 60% of its articles were written outside of Spain.  The U.S. daily had only one 

article that originated in a non-U.S. country. Further findings included differences in the 

usage of sources for photo material.  El País as well as the Süddeutsche Zeitung used 

more international sources for their photos than The New York Times.  The only non-U.S. 

source used by The New York Times is the British agency Reuters.  However, the 

Associated Press provided 48% of the photo material of all three dailies.  The usage of 

historical background for the articles varied in the amount of references.  Whenever the 

German newspaper referred to past events or gave other historical information it tended 

to be deeper and more detailed and included at least three references.  The U.S. as well as 

the Spanish daily provided mainly only references to one or two incidents.   The lexicon 

of the authors were mainly neutral for all three newspapers, however where the tone is 

non-neutral, the articles in the Spanish and the U.S. dailies were more favorable, whereas 

the German newspaper was more unfavorable. 
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 (1) Introduction 

The events of September 11, 2001 have caused many discussions within 

academia.  Not only within Cultural Studies, American Studies, Middle Eastern Studies, 

Political Science, but also within Journalism and Mass Communications this incident has 

aroused many controversies.  Within Journalism after September 11, 2001 there have 

been many inter-American studies, about the use of Photography1, effects on TV news 

watchers, readers of newspapers, etc.2 Within comparative studies, however, the 
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comparison is still to a major extend limited to the English-speaking world (mainly Great 

Britain and the U.S.A.).3   

This content and textual analysis of three major international daily newspapers, 

will give a detailed study of Spanish, German, and U.S. representations of 9/11.  The 

main research question is about differences and similarities.  What is being reported, what 

sources are being used and how is the degree of objectivity in reporting?  The study 

shows the immediate journalistic response to the incident, and covers the first three days 

after the happenings in New York City and Washington D.C., (9/12/2001 – 9/14/2001).      

(2) Literature review (AEJMC conference papers) 

The AEJMC Conference papers dealing with the 9/11 incident from the annual 

conference meetings 2002 – 2004 are concerned with a variety of topics.  These deal with 

TV coverage and the press. Nine of the ten articles deal with inter-American media 

studies.  Only one paper is comparative in nature and compares a U.S. newspaper with a 

European one.   

There were two papers from the 2002 conference that dealt with the 9/11 incident: Xigen 

Li’s,  Laura F. Lindsay’s, and Kirsten Morgensen’s paper “Media in a Crisis Situation 

Involving National Interest: A Content Analysis of the TV Networks Coverage of The 

9/11 Incident during the First Eight Hours” is basically concerned with the framing of the 

news coverage as the events unfolded.  This study says that there have been no major 

differences of coverage among various networks.   Another finding was that a variety of 

sources was used and that government officials did not have a bigger influence on the 

reporting than in other/prior incidences were the U.S. national interest was involved to a 

lesser degree.4   
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Terrence Flynn’s paper “Communicating In The Aftermath of A Crisis: Lessons 

Learned From 9/11” is mainly dealing with the crisis management of organizations.  The 

study is looking at leadership, preparedness and demand during a crisis.5        

Six papers from the 2003 conference in Kansas City dealt with 9/11:  Renita 

Coleman’s and Denis Wu’s paper “Broadcaster’s Nonverbal Communication in 9-11 

More Than Words Alone: Broadcaster’s Nonverbal Communication In the First 24 Hours 

of the September 11 Terrorist Attacks”6 is concerned with the question of objectivity, 

especially from the nonverbal point of view.  The expressions of TV journalists were 

analyzed.  The researchers found that TV news journalists were not objective.  They were 

using more negative or positive expressions than objective ones.  The second eight hours 

of reporting showed more negative nonverbal behavior than the first eight hours.  No 

major difference between female and male reporters were found despite the studies 

showing that females are more related to emotional expressions than male journalists.   

David Oh analyses the depiction of the Arab Americans in  “Coverage of Arab 

Americans  before and after 9/11: A Content Analysis of Major U.S. newspapers.”7  The 

results of this study suggest the existence of “modern racism” and its frequent appearance 

after 9/11.  Mr. Oh examines to what extent Arab Americans are presented as “outgroup 

members” or the “other” in major U.S. newspapers; he also refers to the role  of the 

media in shaping people’s opinion.   

Smeeta’s Mishra’s, Jianchuan Zhou’s, Tonia Sullivan’s and Paula M. Poindexter’s 

paper “Concern about Future Terrorist Attacks: The Impact of Age and News Media Use 

on Level of Concern”8 analyzes the effects of TV news on a socio-economic basis.  

Results show that elderly people are more concerned about future attacks, than younger 
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ones.  This is related to the fact that the elderly TV watchers more frequently use TV 

news than the younger ones.   Heavy TV viewers have a more homogeneous opinion 

about the attacks. Researchers mention in this aspect the “Mean-World-Syndrome.” The 

creation of more paranoia and more fear through watching cable news is one of the 

effects of 9/11 coverage.   

David W. Guth’s discusses in “Propaganda v. Public Diplomacy: How 9/11 Gave 

New Life to a Cold War Debate”9 the U.S. propaganda during the Cold War and the War 

on Terrorism, after giving a definition of propaganda.   

Lise Rodgers’ paper “Images of Islam: Exemplification as Elegance in Post-9/11 

Works of Thomas Friedman”10 analyses Friedman’s film on Islam which tries to find the 

roots of the 9/11 attacks.  Among the results are the usage of a variety of examples and 

emotion-evoking imagery in Friedman’s film.   

Melanie Wilderman and Laura Schaub analyze 107 junior high, middle school and  

high school yearbooks for their paper “September 11, 2001: How Yearbook Journalism 

Covered a National Tragedy.”11  Wilderman and Schaub compared the amount of space 

given to the tragedy and the way the schools covered the incident.        

  In the 2004 AEJMC conference there were two papers dealing with the 9/11 

incident:  Nicholas Darr and Robert Trumpbour compared the patriotic imagery in the 

Super Bowl commercials of 2002, 2003 and 2004 in “Patriotic Images, the Super Bowl, 

and Advertising Content in Post 9-11 America.”12  Their results show that in 2002 there 

were three commercials that made direct reference to the 9/11 incident and 16 

advertisements had patriotic imagery.  In 2002’s Super Bowl the use of patriotic imagery 

was higher than in the following two years. 
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           Nam-Doo Kim’s paper “Reporting Al-Jazeera’s close encounter with U.S. 

militarism: A Comparative Content Analysis of American and British Newspapers’ post-

9/11 wartime journalism”13 is the only comparative paper in this selection.  The 

researcher chose two liberal major newspapers, New York Times and The Guardian, and 

examined their use of Al-Jazeera-sourced information, and their depiction of the Arab 

medium, etc.  The results are diverse.  However, one of the outcomes is that The 

Guardian seems to be a more liberal newspaper.  It depicts more sides, shows more 

variety of sources and is more sympathetic with the Arab medium. 

(4) Methodology 

Content analysis data was gathered from the newspapers El País, Madrid, Spain, 

September 12 – September 14, 2001, on microfilm at TTU, Sueddeutsche Zeitung, 

Munich, Germany, September 14, 2001 online at www.szaboarchiv.de,14 and the New 

York Times, September 12 – September 14, 2001 on microfilm at TTU.  A comparative 

analysis including a southern European and a central European newspaper has not been 

conducted yet.  This selection of dailies is engaged in showing a spectrum of transatlantic 

comparison, including a U.S. daily.  All newspapers are circulated nationwide in their 

respective countries, and are liberal15 newspapers.  El País is the highest selling Spanish 

daily paper with a circulation of about 470,000 copies16  in 2004 and is read by about 

2,092,00017 daily With approximately 440,000 copies,18 the Sueddeutsche Zeitung has 

similar circulation numbers; however, the total number of readers, about 1,150,00019, is a 

little less. According to the Sueddeutsche Zeitung Publishing House, this paper is 

Germany’s largest national daily. 
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 In order to receive the immediate response of the newspapers, only the content of 

the three newspapers for the three days following the attack was analyzed.   The articles 

analyzed were from the front page plus the  jump stories, and all the news articles 

announced on the front page that appeared in section A news.  In the case of El País, 

whose front page of September 12th issue mentioned that the related news was on the first 

30 pages, all articles were coded, except the opinions and articles without authors.  The 

issues of 9/13 and 9/14 of El País were only coded for the first six pages, considering the 

immense body of articles.  The Süddeutsche Zeitung as well as the New York Times are 

broad sheet newspapers and have a structured front page with articles and jump stories 

and announced stories, which El País did not have in the same format, and, therefore, 

offered the whole spectrum of articles and not just a selection.    Thus, a choice was to be 

made in order to keep the amount of compared material equal.  The main concern about 

the content analysis is the question of objectivity in the coverage of the 9/11 incident.  

Three countries with different journalistic histories were taken into consideration in order 

to depict similarities and differences.   

 

 

(4.1.) Objectivity – Coding Sheet20   

The articles were coded for impartiality, balanced reporting/plurality, sources and 

photos.   

 Impartiality was tested according to the lexicon of the journalists and syntax of the 

quotes. The lexicon means here word choice of the Journalist, supporting verbs, and 

adjectives, or discouraging, condemning verbs, and adjectives etc. that the journalist used 
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within his/her article.  The articles were mainly divided between Arabs/others and 

Americans.  Thus the journalists voice/tone toward U.S. citizens and Arabs/others was 

coded.  In the Syntax section the complexity of the sentences of the quotes used were 

categorized.  The subject-verb- object (SVO) construction is a simple construction, SVO 

plus a subordinate clause (SVO+ 1SC) is a intermediate construction and SVO plus more 

than one Subordinate clause is a complex syntactical construction. 

 Balanced Reporting/Plurality is testing a variety of variables, e.g. the mentioning 

of Arabs in relation to terrorism, or the relation between the mentioning of Christianity 

and Islam.  Also officials versus unofficial voices were counted in order to be able to see 

how many politicians or other authorities were used for support or quotations, what the 

educational level of the people quoted was and if they were professionals or not.  This 

was measured, if possible, by looking at their professions, the identification of the quoted 

persons.  Another aspect analyzed was the usage of quotes; weather the newspaper is 

using more direct quotes or indirect quotes.  Is the person referred to expressing his 

thoughts with his own words, or is the journalist giving voice to its sources with his/her 

words. 

 Sources were divided into a variety of subcategories to see if journalists were 

using press agency material or their own material, if they were reporting at the scene or 

from a distance.  Other relational categories were to look if American sources were used 

more frequently than Arab/other sources.   

 The usage of historical background information for American or Arab/other 

countries in relation to the 9/11 incident were counted.  It shows if a journalist was 
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referring to former events, to cultural or religious unknown aspects of the incident in 

order to provide a context for the article. 

 The last category is “pictures.”  Are pictures used? How many and who took 

them? Here only photographs are used.   

 Not all Articles had all categories.  Some entries could not be determined, and will 

be noted under the tables.  A total of 90 articles were coded and from the number below 

every table the amount of articles that were left unanswered because a categorization or 

definition according to my coding sheet was not possible, can be seen. 

(5) Research Data – Tables and Findings 
 
Table 1.  ANALYZED DATA – NEWSPAPERS AND TIME-FRAME 
 

  Newspaper Total 

  

EL PAIS  
 

(EP) 

THE NEW YORK 
TIMES  
(NYT) 

SUEDDEUTSCHE 
ZEITUNG 

(SZ)   
 September 12th, 2001                        19   9 4 32
  September 13th, 2001                          6 15 11 32
  September 14th, 2001 6 7 14 27
Total 30 31 29 90

Degrees of Freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 18.94 

p ≤ 0.001 
The distribution is significant. 

 Table 1 shows the analyzed data and the time-frame utilized for this study.  In 

total 90 newspaper articles were coded.   

In the following tabulations not all of the articles were counted. Some articles 

could not be coded for every single entry of the coding sheet.  The total number of each 

chart shows the number of articles that were coded for a particular question.    

 The first aspect of reporting to be analyzed is the notion of impartiality.   This 

section first analyzed the lexicon used to refer to U.S. Citizens and to Arabs or other 

nationalities.  Second, the syntax of quotes used by the interviewed U.S. Citizens and 
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Arabs or others was analyzed.  Table 2 shows the tone of the journalists reporting about 

U.S. Citizens.   

Table 2.  IMPARTIALITY: USA -  LEXICON 
   

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

Favorable 6 9 2 17 
Neutral 19 20 19 58 

IMPARTIALITY  
USA LEXICON 

Unfavorable 0 1 5 6 
Total 25 30 26 81* 

Degrees of freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 11.07 

p ≤ 0.05  
The distribution is significant.  * The results for nine articles were not determined. 

 
 Most coverage was neutral.  About 28% (n=7/25) of El País articles were 

favorable in tone towards U.S. Americans, whereas about 30% (9/30) of The New York 

Times articles were favorable toward Americans, and only 7% (n=2/26) favorable in the 

Süddeutsche Zeitung.  All papers have their majority of articles written in a neutral tone.  

Whereas unfavorable tone toward American Citizens was not to be found in El País, only 

one article in The New York Times, and five in the German Süddeutsche Zeitung were 

unfavorable.   

 

 

 
Table 3.  IMPARTIALITY: ARABS/OTHERS – LEXICON 
  

Newspaper 
  EP SZ Total 

Favorable 0 1 1 
Neutral 11 15 26 

IMPARTIALITY 
ARABS/OTHERS 
LEXICON 

Unfavorable 2 3 5 
Total 13 19 32* 

Degrees of freedom: 2 
Chi-square ≈ 0.72 

p ≤ 1 
The distribution is not significant.  *The results for 58 articles could not be determined. 
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          Table 3 looks at the lexicon used for Arabs or other nationalities.  Arabs were not 

given any voices in The New York Times.  80% (n=15/19) of El País articles were neutral 

in their tone, whereas the Süddeutsche Zeitung was about 85% (n=11/13) neutral toward 

Arabs or other nationalities.  In general here are no large gaps between the numbers, the 

Süddeutsche Zeitung had one favorable article and three unfavorable, and El País had no 

favorable article but two unfavorable articles.  Between the Süddeutsche Zeitung and El 

País there is no major difference in reporting about Arab countries or other nationalities 

(x²= .72, DF=2, p≤1).    

Table 4.  IMPARTIALITY: USA - SYNTAX OF QUOTES 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

SVO 7 17 3 27IMPARTIALIY  
USA SYNTAX SVO+1 Subordinate Clause 

14 13 14 41

Total 21 30 17 68*
Degrees of freedom: 2 

Chi-Square ≈ 7.42 
p ≤ 0.025 

The distribution is significant.  *The results for 22 articles were not determined.  
 The syntax of the people quoted is mainly subject-verb-object plus one 

subordinate clause constructions.  However, more SVO constructions were found for the 

people quoted from the New York Times, 57% (n=17/30).  El País and Süddeutsche 

Zeitung used quotes that had SVO+1 SC constructions for 67% of their material.  None of 

the newspapers used a higher number of SVO +2 or more SC constructions in their texts.   

 A significant difference emerged between the types of sentences used and the 

newspapers (x²=7.42, DF=2, p ≤ .025).   

 Table 5 shows the syntax complexity for quotes by people from Arab countries or 

other nationalities.  No New York Times article gave space to Arab/other non-U.S. voices. 

Table 5.  IMPARTIALITY: ARABS/OTHERS - SYNTAX OF QUOTES 
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Newspaper 
  EP SZ Total 

SVO 0 1 1 
SVO+1 Subordinate 
Clause 9 14 23 

IMPARTIALITY 
ARABS/OTHERS 
SYNTAX 

SVO+2 or more 
Subordinate Clauses 0 2 2 

Total 9 17 26* 
Degrees of freedom: 2 

Chi-square ≈ 1.80 
p ≤ 1 

The distribution is not significant.  *The results for 64 articles wre not determined. 
The majority of the sentences for El País and Süddeutsche Zeitung were SVO +1, 

88% (n=23/26).  Two quotes with a high syntax complexity (SVO+ 2 or more SC) 

appeared in the Sueddeutsche Zeitung.    

  ‘Balanced Reporting’ looks at the usage of references to Islamic terrorists in 

comparison to non-Islamic terrorists. 

Table 6.  BALANCED REPORTING: MOSLEMS/TERRORIST VS. NON-MOSLEM/FANATICS 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

NM > 
M 0 1 0 1 

NM = 
M 3 2 2 7 

BALANCED REPORTING/ 
PLURALITY 
MOSLEMS/TERRORISTS 
vs. NON-MOSLEM 
FANATICS NM < 

M 6 6 11 23 

Total 9 9 13 31* 
Degrees of freedom: 4 

Chi-square ≈ 3.53 
p ≤ 1 

The distribution is not significant.  *Results for 59 articles were not determined. 
 

As can be seen in Table 6, only three percent of the articles have more references 

to non-Islamic terrorist groups as compared to Islamic terrorist groups.  The New York 

Times refers in only one article more to Non-Moslem terrorist groups.  El País, as well as 

The New York Times had an equal rationale, 60% (n=6/9), for the higher reference 

number to Moslem terrorist than non-Moslem terrorists.  The Süddeutsche Zeitung news 

articles also show a higher number of references to Islamic terrorist groups than non-
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Islamic terrorist groups, 81% (n=11/13).  However, no significant difference emerged 

between balanced, Moslem and Non-Moslem terrorist reporting (x²=3.53, DF=4, p≤ 1). 

 Table 7 deals with general references to Christianity/God and Islam/Allah without 

any references to terrorism. 

 
Table 7.  BALANCED REPORTING: REFERENCES TO ISLAM VS. CHRISTIANITY 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

CR > MR 1 6 2 9 
CR = MR 3 2 1 6 

BALANCED REPORTING/ 
PLURALITY 
REFERENCES: ISLAM vs. 
CHRISTIANITY CR < MR 8 5 11 24 
Total 12 13 14 39* 

Degrees of freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 7.77 

p ≤ 0.20 
The distribution is not significant. *Not all articles were determined. 

Table 7 lists the ratio of references to Christianity and Islam.  The Sueddeutsche 

Zeitung refers more to Islam than to Christianity, 79% (n=11/14).  Only 14% (n=2/14) of 

its articles have more references to Christianity than to Islam, whereas almost half the 

news articles of the New York Times, 46% (n=6/13) refer more to God and Christianity.  

El País was similar to Süddeutsche Zeitung,  67% (n=8/12) of its articles had more 

references to Islam than Christianity.   

 The next section is concerned with Plurality.  Table 8 shows the usage of official 

versus unofficial U.S. voices given space in the newspapers.  A difference emerged 

between The New York Times articles and the European articles, El País and Süddeutsche 

Zeitung.  The U.S. daily seems to use more official voices than unofficial voices.  About 

60% of the articles used more official voices, and to about 30% of the times the articles 

show more unofficial voices.  El País used about half the time more official voices and 

about 20% of the times an equal amount of officials and unofficials, and about 30% of the 
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articles show a higher amount of unofficial voices.  The Süddeutsche Zeitung had, similar 

to the U.S. paper, also about 60% of their articles with a higher number of official voices.  

Unofficial voices are rarely more than official voices in the Süddeutsche Zeitung. 

Table 8.  PLURALITY: USA OFFICIAL VOICES VS. UNOFFICIAL VOICES 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

O > U 9 18 11 38 
O = U 5 3 3 11 

PLURALITY 
USA  
OFFICIAL vs. 
UNOFFICIAL VOICES O < U 7 10 2 19 
Total 21 31 16 68* 

Degrees of freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 4.56 

p ≤ 1 
The distribution is not significant.  *Not all articles were determined. 

 
 The same has been tested for the mentioning of Arab countries or other 

nationalities.  The same tendency is valid for Arab and other countries.   

                 All people referred to in the texts are professionals, this is true for U.S. 

Citizens or non-U.S. Citizens.  As long as the interviewed person is identified a  little 

closer, a profession is mentioned.   

 

 

 
Table 9.   SOURCES: USA - DIRECT QUOTES VS. INDIRECT QUOTES 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

dq > iq 12 14 3 29 
dq = iq 4 12 4 20 

SOURCES 
USA  
DIRECT vs. INDIRECT 
QUOTES dq < iq 6 5 9 20 
Total 22 31 16 69* 

Degrees of freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 10.83 

p ≤ 0.05 
The distribution is significant.  *Not all articles were determined. 
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 El País and The New York Times used more direct quotes than indirect quotes for 

about half of their articles (n=12/22; n=14/31).  The Südddeutsche Zeitung used more 

indirect quotes for half of their articles (n=9/16).  The New York Times used equal the 

amount of direct and indirect quotes for about one third of their articles.  In general there 

is a higher use of direct quotes for The New York Times than for the European 

newspapers.   

The same is true for the non-U.S. sources.  There are no direct quotes for non-U.S. 

persons in The New York Times.  The German newspaper is using the most non-U.S. 

voices with 21 articles being coded for quoting Arabs or others.   

 
Table 10.  SOURCES: IN GENERAL - OWN MATERIAL VS. PRESS AGENCY MATERIAL 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

OM > PA 18 21 16 55 
OM = PA 9 5 5 19 

SOURCES IN GENERAL 
OWN MATERIAL vs.  
PRESS AGENCY 
MATERIAL OM < PA 3 2 2 7 
Total 30 28 23 81* 

Degrees of freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 1.58 

p ≤ 1 
The distribution is not significant.  *Not all articles were determined. 

 
 In general, all newspapers are using their own material more often than press 

agency material.   

 
Table 11.   SOURCES: USA - AT THE SCENE REPORTING VS. DISTANT REPORTING 
  

Newspaper 

  EP NYT SZ Total 
At the scene > 
Distance Reporting 15 25 5 45

At the scene =  
Distance Reporting 0 4 1 5

SOURCES 
USA  
AT THE SCENE 
REPORTING vs. DISTANT 
REPORTING 

At the scene < 
Distance Reporting 8 1 13 22

Total 23 30 19 72*
Degrees of freedom: 4 
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Chi-square ≈ 25.85 
p ≤ 0.001 

The distribution is significant.  *Results for 18 articles were not determined. 
 

 
 Table 11 shows if the journalists reported at the scene or from a distant about 

U.S.issues.  El País and The New York Times reported mainly at the scene, whereas the 

Süddeutsche Zeitung has a higher number of articles whose content showed more distant 

reporting than at the scene reporting.  The difference is statistically significant.     

 
Table 12.   SOURCES: ARABS/OTHERS AT THE SCENE REPORTING VS. DISTANT REPORTING 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

SC > DR 6 1 10 17 
SC = DR 1 0 1 2 

SOURCES  
ARABS/OTHERS AT THE 
SCENE vs. DISTANT 
REPORTING SC < DR 4 3 10 17 
Total 11 4 21 36* 

 
Degrees of freedom: 4 

Chi-square ≈ 1.97 
p ≤ 1 

The distribution is not significant.  *The results for 54 articles were not determined. 
 
 The Süddeutsche Zeitung is showing the highest amount of articles for non-U.S. 

countries that have at the scene reporting (n=10/21).  Also about half the articles of 

Spanish papers, (n=6/11) that deal with non-U.S. countries are reported from the scene.  

The New York Times lay behind with their reporting about foreign countries, and show 

only one article that includes more at the scene reporting than distant reporting. 

 
Table 13.   SOURCES: USA - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

Historical Information = 0 24 17 19 48
Historical Information < 3 5 10 4 19

SOURCES 
USA HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND 

Historical Information >2 1 4 6 11
Total 30 31 29 90

Degrees of freedom:  
Chi-square ≈  

p ≤  
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The distribution isXXX significant. 
 

 Historical background information about the U.S.A. is not given in most of the 

articles.  The New York Times shows 10 articles that inform with up to two historical 

background information, and only four articles give more than two pieces of information.  

The Süddeutsche Zeitung has six articles that provide the reader with more than two 

pieces of information about the background to U.S. history.  In general, it can be said that 

if the Süddeutsche Zeitung articles have background information, it is mainly very 

profound and detailed information, whereas the U.S. daily provided mainly only 

references to one or two incidents from the past. 

Table 14.   SOURCES: ARABS/OTHERS - HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

Historical 
Information = 0 23 27 17 67

Historical  
Information < 3 5 3 5 13

SOURCES 
ARABS/OTHERS 
HISTORICAL 
BACKGROUND 

Historical 
Information > 2 2 1 7 10

Total 30 31 29 90
Degrees of freedom:  

Chi-square ≈  
p ≤ 

The distribution is xxx significant. 
 
 Historical background information about Arab or other countries was provided by 

all newspapers.  However, the Sueddeutsche Zeitung gives the articles with the most 

information about historical facts.     

Table 15.  SOURCES: AMERICAN INTERVIEWS VS. ARAB/OTHERS INTERVIEWS 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

Interview Americans > 
Interview Arabs/others 18 29 8 55

Interview Americans. = 
Interview Arabs/others 1 1 7 9

SOURCES 
INTERVIEW 
AMERICANS 
INTERVIEW 
ARABS/OTHERS 

Interview Americans < 
Interview Arabs/others 9 1 10 20
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Total 28 31 25 84*
Degrees of freedom: 4 

Chi-square ≈ 27.03 
p ≤ 0.001 

The distribution is significant.  *The results for 6 articles were not determined. 
 

 Table 15 gives information about the ratio of the interviews done between U.S. 

Citizens and other nationalities.  El País as well as The New York Times have more 

interviews conducted with Americans than with non-Americans. 60% (n=18/28) of the 

Spanish articles have more American voices, and about 94% (n=29/31) of the interviews 

in The New York Times are with Americans.  The Sueddeutsche Zeitung, however, shows 

a higher number of non-American interviews (n=10/25).       

 The degree of education of all interviewed persons is in almost all newspapers 

high in the case of U.S. persons and non-U.S. persons quoted.   

Table 16.   SOURCES: USA/ARABS/OTHERS UNATTRIBUTED SOURCES 
  

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

US = 0 21 20 16 57 
US < 4 7 4 10 21 

SOURCES 
USA ARABS/OTHERS 
UNATTRIBUTED 
SOURCES US > 3 1 3 1 5 
Total 29 27 27 83* 

Degrees of freedom: 4 
Chi-square ≈ 4.90 

p ≤ 1 
The distribution is not significant.  *The results for 7 articles were not determined. 

 In most of the cases all newspapers refrained from using unattributed sources.  

However, the Süddeutsche Zeitung used the highest number of unattributed sources, as 

can be seen in Table 16 (n=14). 

 The next section analyzes the usage of pictures within the articles.  The number 

and size of pictures as well as the people depicted and source information are of interest 

for this part of the questionnaire. 

 All newspapers used a high number of pictures for their reporting of the incidents 

(n=65/89).  El País applied the highest number of pictures for their articles, in 22 articles 
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there was photography usage (n=22/30).  In most of the cases (n=42/66) the pictures 

occupied between 25% and 50% of the newspaper page for all three dailies.    In almost 

all papers ‘action’ pictures were used more frequently than ‘posed’ ones (n=52/64).  Only 

four pictures were ‘posed’ pictures in all newspapers.   

       In the pictures analyzed there were more Americans than other nationalities.  All 

papers used more frequently the depiction of 0-5 people in a photograph (n=38/55). 

            The New York Times do not show non U.S. citizens in their pictures.  El País and 

The Süddeutsche Zeitung show no major difference in the depiction of non-U.S. citizens.  

Table 17.  Who took the picture? 
 

Newspaper 
 EP NYT SZ Total 

      
AP 24 22 30 76 
NYT 0 15 0 15 
CNN 1 0 1 2 
Dallas Morning News 0 1 0 1 
The Independent 1 0 0 1 
U.S. Defence Dep. 0 0 1 1 
Reuters 10 4 8 22 
Dpa 0 0 12 12 
Ddp 0 0 3 3 
SZ 0 0 6 6 
Hoogte 0 0                  1 1 
AFP 3 0                  2 5 
EPA 5 0 0 5 

Who took the 
picture? 

Private 2 3 2 7 

Total 46 45 66 157 

Table 17 gives detailed information about the photographers.  Associated Press 

provided about 50% (n=76/157) of the pictures used for the articles.  Reuters was on 

second position providing about 14% (n=22/157) of the photos.   The German press 

agency dpa and The New York Times provided about 7% (n=12/157) and 9% (n=15/157) 

of the photo material.  There are many local press agencies or private photographers 
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whose pictures have been used as well.  It is noticeable that the Süddeutsche Zeitung and 

El País used more international sources for their articles than The New York Times.  The 

only other source, other than American, used by the New York Times is the British agency 

Reuters. 

Table 18.   Location of Journalist 
   

Newspaper 
  EP NYT SZ Total 

Germany 0 0 15 15 
Berlin 0 0 3 3 
Munich 0 0 4 4 
Spain 1 0 0                1 
Madrid 8 0 0 8 
Brussels, Belgium 2 1 0 3 
U.S.A. 0 16 0 16 
NYC 6 2 0 8 
Washington D.C. 6 10 2 18 
Chicago 1 1 0 2 
Florida 1 1 0 2 
Israel 1 0 0 1 
Kabul, Afghanistan 2 0 0 2 
Cairo, Egypt 0 0 1                1 

Location of the 
Journalist 

Unknown 2                0 4                6 
Total 30 31 29 90 

 
          Table 18 shows from where the newspapers received their stories.  It also shows if 

they had foreign correspondents and how diverse their reporting was.  The name of the 

country was given when no specific city of reporting was mentioned.  If no location could 

be detected from the data, ‘unknown’ was chosen.  El País showed the highest number 

for foreign correspondence from a variety of countries; about 60% (n=21/30) of their 

journalists wrote from outside of Spain.  The New York Times had only one article written 

from abroad, Brussels, Belgium; no correspondent wrote from an Arab country.  The 

Süddeutsche Zeitung as well as El País also used correspondents in Arab countries.  El 

País has two articles written in Kabul, Afghanistan, and one in Israel.  Germany has one 
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article written in Cairo, Egypt.  Both European newspapers are using various foreign 

correspondents; El País (n=21/30) and the Süddeutsche Zeitung (n=7/29).   

(5.1) Discussion/Evaluation of Data 

 Considering the main question that seeks to be examined in this work, objectivity 

and reporting about a terrorist attack from three different cultural backgrounds, the 

analyzed data reveals some surprises and some expected findings.  In the following I 

would like to put the findings of the single questions into relationship. 

 First, the very high number of articles dedicated to the incident in El País is 

overwhelming.  The newspaper seems to have used its entire “international news” 

section, which is the first section,   for the happenings in the U.S.A. on the first days after 

the attack.  This explains the high number of articles of September 12, 2001, of El País.   

 A not so much surprising outcome was the question of the lexicon, labeling the 

degree of empathy, sympathy of the writing.  All newspapers showed a very high number 

for neutral correspondents and reporting dealing with American people and the attack.  

Even though about 30% of The New York Times articles were categorized to write 

favorably about the U.S.A.  The Süddeutsche Zeitung only has two articles that were 

categorized as favorable in voice toward America, but showed quite a high number of 

articles written in an unfavorable voice (n=5/26). El País, however, had no unfavorable 

articles and tended toward a favorable (n=6/25) if not neutral tone (n=19/25).  The 

Süddeutsche Zeitung articles that were unfavorable in tone, were written in the U.S., 

which makes the whole issue very interesting.  It could be inferred that foreign 

correspondents living in Washington D.C. have a political opinion about the U.S. that 

they reflect in their articles.  Writing from D.C. gives a proximity to the governmental 
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happenings and decision making, and, thus might color the news article, in having a more 

critical attitude toward U.S. politics.   

 The vast majority of the articles coded for the lexicon in relation to Arab and other 

nations were neutral in tone for Sueddeutsche Zeitung (n=15/19) and El País (n=11/13).  

There was only one article that had a favorable voice toward the Arab world, and this was 

a journalist writing form Cairo.  There is no article in El País giving a favorable voice to 

Arab or other nationalities, but two articles with an unfavorable tone.  No New York 

Times article was coded giving direct commentary toward a non-U.S. country or person.   

 The first surprising element is the lack of Arab voices in The New York Times.  In 

these articles, there were no voices given to the Arab world.  That differs from the 

European papers; these dailies even have foreign correspondents in Arab countries as can 

be seen in Table 15.  Even though the Arab or other countries were not given any direct 

voices in The New York Times, they are mentioned in relation to terrorism and former 

terrorist attacks (Table 6), about 60% of the coded articles for this section mention 

terrorism in relation with Islam, this is true for all coded dailies.  However, as Table 7 

shows, whenever the references to religion without connection to terrorism were coded, 

Christianity was mentioned about 50% of the time in The New York Times.  This might be 

due to the fact that religion plays a bigger role in America, and church services and 

prayers are more frequently conducted in relation to victims.  The low number in articles 

in El País and the Süddeutsche Zeitung having Christianity, God etc. mentioned more 

than Islam, shows the lower level of importance of religiosity in the European countries.   

 When it comes to the usage of interviews from Americans as opposed to 

interviews from Arabs or people from other countries, in general, it can be stated that El 
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País and The New York Times used the most American voices in their reporting.  The 

Süddeutsche Zeitung articles that were counted for this category show a higher amount of 

interviews conducted with non-Americans.  About 25% (n=7/25) of the articles show an 

equal amount of American and non-American interviews.  In general, it might be 

concluded that the German newspaper writes with a more varied source pool (n=10/25), 

whereas El País (n=18/28) and The New York Times (n=29/31) stay close by the 

American voices (Table 15).   

 Looking at the syntax of the quotes an interesting observation can be made: The 

Süddeutsche Zeitung and El País used mainly a more complex sentence structure, subject 

verb object plus one subordinate clause, whereas the American newspaper is mainly 

using the simple SVO construction.  An explanation might be the proximity issue.  Eye-

witnesses and the overwhelming impact of the incident may have caused short 

sensational exclamations.  Another explanation for the high number of complex sentence 

structures for the European papers could be the people interviewed: In the majority of 

cases the persons used as sources are officials (Table 8) mainly politicians, or at  least 

professionals, thus they know the material they are talking about, and most of the times 

the interviewed are of higher educational background(n=61/62).  These people tend to use 

a more complex sentence structure.     

            The quotes used are more direct quotes than indirect quotes for the U.S. 

newspaper.  This, again, might be due to proximity and at the scene reporting which 

allows to receive voices of victims or eye-witnesses.  Table 11 supports this idea: 83% of 

the coded U.S. articles for this category show more at the scene reporting than distant 

reporting.  About 60% of the Spanish articles have more at the scene reporting.  The 
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Süddeutsche Zeitung has a higher number for distant reporting, with only about 25% of 

the article having more at the scene reporting than distant reporting.   Accordingly, the 

higher use of indirect quotes for the German newspaper might be explained with a 

tendency of distant reporting.   

             However, reporting about non-U.S. persons the frequency for at the scene and 

distant reporting is equal, and still the preference is indirect speech for the Sueddeutsche 

Zeitung.  

             Another interesting observation is the use of historical background information.  

Most of the articles in all three newspapers do not use historical information.  However, 

in relation to U.S. history and background, about half the articles coded for The New York 

Times refer to prior attacks on the World Trade Center or other attacks.  Most of the 

articles including references to historical issues have two or less entrees, whereas the 

German newspaper, if it had an article with historical background information tended to 

incorporate three or more facts.      

          The  use of Photography is, as expected, very high.  All three newspapers are using 

for about 75% of their articles photo documentaries (page 18).  The New York Times and 

the Süddeutsche Zeitung also used multiple photos to accompany their articles.  The 

majority of the pictures were taken from the Associated Press, which might be explained 

with the fact that the incident of 9/11 took place in America and therefore American 

Journalist were at the scene.  However, also Reuters, the British agency delivered a high 

number of photo material (Table 14).   

          In general, the usage of multiple sources for photo material can be detected for the 

European newspapers, whereas the U.S. daily only uses American sources, with one 
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exception, that being Reuters.  Mainly 0-5 people are depicted in the pictures in all of the 

newspapers.  This might be due to the highlighting of the collapse of the building.  The 

singularity of the incident, incorporating the death of thousands of people is made clear 

through the showing of the size of the collapsed building in relation to a few people 

standing in front of it.   

             The American daily is exclusively depicting Americans, either victims, to a high 

degree, or people involved in the rescue work, and politicians, whereas the European 

newspapers made use of non-U.S. people on the photos.  This included European as well 

as Arab people (page 18).   

              The high number of ‘action’ pictures for all three newspapers can be easily 

explained by the intensity of the incident.  It effected the people from the scene area for 

all the days that were reported, and thus, there was ‘action’ all the time.  People kept 

working and rescuing and delivering, etc. during the incidents.   

                 Looking at the location of the Journalists, one very interesting observation can 

be made.  There is only one foreign correspondent for the U.S. newspaper.  European 

newspapers seem to be more interested in locating their journalists in a variety of 

countries.  However, most of the journalist are still reporting from their home countries.  

Yet, Spain definitely shows the most diversity in their locations: four cities in the USA, 

the scene of attack, two in Brussels, where European decisions are made in relation to the 

incident (Article 5), and two from Arab countries, Israel and Kabul, Afghanistan, which 

provided the third perspective.  That way, Spain gave the perspectives of all three sides 

that were involved in this 9/11 incident.  Also the Süddeutsche Zeitung covers these three  
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sides, including Cairo, Egypt in its foreign bases, however, the Spanish newspaper 

showed more articles in number from the Arab countries (Table 18).   

 This chapter dealt with a selection of the coding sheet entries.  The analyzed data 

provided an overview of the work methodology of the three newspapers.  In general not 

many differences can be detected, considering the limitations of the analysis - not every 

article could be coded in every single category, there should have been more divisions 

within the categories, e.g. Depiction of Americans, Arabs, Spaniards, and Germans, and 

others.  That way, Arabs would not have been in the same category with the Germans or 

Spaniards, and a more detailed analysis could have been made toward differences in the 

number and form of representation.   

 However, certain varieties were possible to detect.  One major finding is the 

missing of the Arab voice in the U.S. articles, considering the alleged vilification of 

Arabs and the “axis of evil” policy, more Arab voices were expected.  On the other hand, 

the reason for higher interest and representation of the scenes of happenings, NYC and 

Washington D.C., shows the high impact the 9/11 incident had on the nation.  However, 

more non-U.S. voices would have been expected, in order to show interest in corporation 

and solution finding, there was only a minimum reference, one article written in Belgium 

about the European Union decisions made toward a policy with U.S.A. in regard to the 

terrorist attacks. 

 It is interesting to note that all newspapers make use of official voices, a slight 

change was found in the early writings from New York City due to the fact that a lot of 

eye-witnesses reports were involved in the article text.  The elitist tone can be detected in 

looking at the sources, it is either an official, being a politician, or at least a professional, 
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many times academics or specialists, that were used as interview partners or for other 

type of source material.  Surely, this way of collecting material is due to credibility 

issues, however, it is noticeable, that people with higher educations seems to be preferred 

sources.    It seems that a higher education is closely bound to the credibility factor, for 

all three newspapers. 

(6) Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Research 

 This project looks into the coverage of the September-11 incident in New York 

City and Washington D.C.  It is of high importance to conduct comparative analysis with 

non-English speaking countries, in order to understand that representation is a matter of 

perspective, of cultural and historical background formation.  All the journalistic annual 

conference papers that dealt with the 9/11 incident had a somehow different approach. 

The only comparative paper was analyzing The Guardian and The New York Times.  A 

comparative study involving two European countries whose languages are not English 

was missing.  Thus, this project is meant to provide an attempt to a comparative study. 

 Objectivity, the ideal of journalism, a premise that is an abstract idea but 

nonetheless, has to be intended to be reached as close as possible, seems to have different 

definitions in different cultures.  Political interest might play a role in the writing of a 

journalist, which automatically might lead into a biased, a one-way perspective, and thus, 

the article might become too much weight on one side.      

 The same coding sheet, originally consisting of four pages, was applied to all 90 

articles.  The questions are all related to the question of Objectivity.  Impartiality, 

plurality, sources and information about the journalist’s location were of primary 

importance.  Some questions had to be left unanswered due to definition or categorization 
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problems, as can be seen by the total number of counted entries in each table.  Due to 

special limitations of this paper, only a selection of tables was chosen to be included in 

the study. 

 In reading the 90 articles that were written in about the same time, with a time 

shift of six hours for the readers, many similarities were encountered, as for instance the 

reliance on official and specialist voices, and the high number of pictures and especially 

the picture sizes, that seemed to be tremendously big, covering half the page many times.    

 However, in some cases The New York Times and El País  were closer linked in 

their way of reporting and in some other cases the European papers seemed more related: 

Similarities between The New York Times and El País in contrast to the Süddeutsche 

Zeitung, is that in the reporting about U.S. related issues, both tended to be favorable in 

tone (the general tone was neutral for all three newspapers, but the second stage was the 

favorable tone).  Whereas the Sueddeutsche Zeitung, after being neutral, showed a higher 

tendency to be unfavorable instead of favorable.  Interesting in this aspect is the fact, that 

the German articles leaning toward an unfavorable voice were written in the U.S., mostly 

in Washington D.C.   

 One reason for the favorable reporting of El País and The New York Times about 

U.S. matters might be the fact that a lot of articles were reporting at the scene in New 

York City and Washington D.C., thus a higher empathy level might be reached. If this is 

legitimate is a totally different question.  It is understandable from a human point of view, 

but speaking strictly from the ideal journalistic premise of objectivity, it definitely is not.  

The reason for German journalists to write unfavorable about the U.S. from Washington 

D.C. might be caused by the proximity to the political center of the U.S.A.  Thus, they 
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might have a more unfavorable feeling toward the political happenings, which might be 

reflected in the tone of the articles. 

 Categories in which the European newspapers showed similar outcomes are 

related to plurality and variety of voices and sources.  The European newspapers tried to 

incorporate all three perspectives into their coverage of post September 11, 2001.  The 

Victims, the terrorists, and also the European countries and their political decisions and 

actions after the attack. El País and the Süddeutsche Zeitung had foreign correspondents 

in all three regions providing at the scene reporting for every party.  This is also relevant 

in the reporting about Arab countries.  America uses no Arab voices.  The times America 

uses Arabs is in relation to Islamic terrorism.  This might have an effect in creating a 

certain picture of a certain nationality or religion.   

 Another difference to the European newspapers is the higher number of 

Christianity or reference to God, etc. in U.S. dailies.  This might show a cultural 

difference.  Spain, a country which was repressed for many years through Franco and 

Germany through Hitler, seem to be more segregated from institutional religion.   

 Laic countries such as Germany and Spain seem to not intermingle with religious 

issues in professional or political life.  Whereas in the U.S.A. religion still seems to be of 

major importance, presidents making reference to deities, or praying in pubic are more 

frequently to be found in an American context than in a European context.  This cultural 

and political difference might be one of the reasons why references to Christianity or God 

are not to be found in the European newspapers, even though there were also church or 

other religious services for the victims in Europe.    
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 Surely, the Associated Press was used as a main source for photo material, 

however, the European newspapers also make use to a high degree of other European 

agencies like Agence-France-Presse, Reuters, dpa, etc. 

 This study can be seen as a pilot study for further comparative studies within 

Journalism.  In finding out about certain differences I hope to have encouraged further 

researchers interested in this kind of study, to look more into the reasons for 

incongruities.  Comparative research is also a very important factor, in order not to get 

overwhelmed by the own perspective.  There are many other perspectives giving different 

representations of the same incident.  In order to come as close as possible to the ‘truth,’ 

it is important to use as  much input as possible, to look into a variety of representations. 

 This study has certain limitations.  The main weakness of this study is that it only 

separates between USA and Arabs/others.  That way it cannot give a clear distinction 

between Arabs and other European countries.  Even though looking at the counts of the 

mentioning of terrorists and Islam, etc. a relation can be made to the frequency of Arabs 

mentioned in the text.  But in order to be more precise one needs to have five categories 

for a study like this.  Arabs, Germans, Spaniards, Americans, Others.  That way a ratio 

for the national paper mentioning Arabs, U.S. Americans and others can be measured.  

 Another weakness of this study is its selective manner of choosing articles.  A 

better and more comprehensive overview would have been gained using all the articles 

related to 9/11 for the same time frame.  That way, it would have been clearer that El 

País dedicated the most amount of pages to this incident.  All its international news 

section were dedicated to the 9/11 attacks.  Beginning on the third day, September 14th, 

2001, El País slowly started to incorporate other world news into its international section. 
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And the Süddeutsche Zeitung never stopped reporting about other happenings in the rest 

of the world, even though the 9/11 incident was given priority. Plus, it would have been a 

more fair comparison.  The format of the German and American newspapers are similar 

in that they announce a certain number of articles, whereas the Spanish paper just gives 

the page numbers of the entire international section.    

  I hope that this study has opened the door for further research do be 

conducted in this area.  Interesting would also be the comparative analysis of the run-up-

to-war phase in early 2003.  A totally different issue which would be interesting to look 

at, would be the study of the bombings in Madrid, and their immediate representation and 

coverage in the following three days in El País.  In comparison with this study, it would 

be of interest to find out if the attention and voices given, are similar to the coverage of 

the 9/11 incident or if there are differences?  Does El País show a similar pattern of 

reporting for the Madrid bombing like The New York Times did with 9/11?     

 Comparative studies should continue and never stop in order to help gaining more 

understanding and appreciation of multiple perspectives.       

 

 

 

 

 
 

NOTES 
                                                 
1 Barbie Zelitzer.  “Photography, Journalism, and Trauma.” Eds. Barbie Zelitzer, Stuart Allan.  Journalism 
After September 11.  London and New York: Routledge, 2002.  48-68. 
2 The bibliographic references will be mainly from the AEJMC conference papers and will be given in 
detail in the part dealing with the literature review.   
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Abstract of paper 

 

Multilingual language learning and cosmopolitan cultural identity: from the 

establishment of a relationship, over proposals for future research, to potential 

causal connections  

 

This paper presents multidisciplinary research on the relationship between 

multilingualism and cosmopolitanism on a conceptual as well as on an empirical level, 

and proposes areas for future research in the direction of possible causal connections. The 

link between these two fields has either been taken for granted or inadequately discussed 

in previous literature. 

 

Conceptually, the paper firstly defines cosmopolitanism via a literature-based matrix of 

several aspects of what constitutes a cosmopolitan person, or cosmopolitan individual 

cultural identity. Broadly defined, this is a cultural world citizenship which straddles the 

global and the local via an engagement with foreign local cultural diversity. The matrix 

includes discussions of the relationship between cosmopolitanism and the nation-state 

from the viewpoint of individual cultural identity, and differentiations between 

cosmopolitanism, internationalism and globalization. 

 

The paper secondly presents several literature definitions of individual multilingualism in 

quantitative and qualitative terms, meaning the required number of languages and the 

degree of mastery. It establishes the criteria of a minimum of three foreign languages 

(beyond the mother tongue or tongues) and an advanced working knowledge in each of 

them. It also outlines the literature on the identity of multilingual persons. 
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Empirically, the paper links multilingualism and cosmopolitanism by showing how a 

group of eleven international multilingual postgraduate students revealed themselves, in 

individual in-depth interviews, in terms of cosmopolitan cultural identity. The students 

showed that strong links could indeed be made between multilingualism and the literature 

matrix, either via direct reference to the importance of multilingualism, or by personal 

revelations relating to cosmopolitanism. The students revealed themselves to be 

cosmopolitan to differing degrees, for which the following category labels of 

cosmopolitan ideal types were established: ‘Advanced Tourist’, ‘Transitional 

Cosmopolitan’ and ‘Interactive Cosmopolitan’. Especially the ideal type of ‘interactive 

cosmopolitan’ is characterized by a high degree of willingness of cultural engagement, 

openness and adaptability, and a giving, two-way and interactive cultural access and 

exchange. 

 

When trying specifically to relate the students’ degrees of multilingualism (in terms of 

combined quantitative and qualitative mastery) to their degrees of cosmopolitanism (in 

terms of the developed cosmopolitan types and stages), a tendency for parallel 

development was observed. This tendency offers one direction for future research 

opportunities. As for other directions, the use of broader samples and/or quantitative 

methods such as questionnaires is suggested, as is the investigation of languages other 

than those of Europe. It is especially proposed to address the question of causality 

between multilingual and cosmopolitan development by means of monolingual or less 

multilingual comparison groups. 
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The contribution of the paper is thus threefold: first, toward an improved theorization of 

both multilingualism and cosmopolitanism; second, toward establishing their relationship 

on an empirical basis; and third, toward a proposal for future research avenues. 
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Multilingual language learning and cosmopolitan cultural identity: 

from the establishment of a relationship, over proposals for future 

research, to potential causal connections  

 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a condensed account of research (Gunesch 2002, 2003, 2004) which fulfils 

the demand of recent literature (Skrbis, Kendall and Woodward 2004: 131-132) to 

conceptually and empirically substantiate cosmopolitanism. Ultimately, the combination 

of multilingual language learning and cosmopolitan cultural identity opens up new 

dimensions and dynamics of individual intercultural competence and communication. 

 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The matrix of cosmopolitanism 

The definition of cosmopolitanism below is a literature matrix of cosmopolitan cultural 

identity with writings from several disciplines. It is not merely a literature review, but a 

literature synthesis, that has been, in turn, subjected to substantial critical thinking. 

 

1. The cosmopolitan straddling of the global and the local 

In terms of a simplifying model, one can distinguish between cosmopolitanism and 

localism, or between people who are cosmopolitans and locals. While the local is not 

interested in cultural diversity, the cosmopolitan consciously values, seeks out and tries to 

access local cultural diversity. Since that cultural diversity always comprises the 

respective local(s), cosmopolitanism logically presupposes localism (Friedman 1994: 
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204-205; 1995: 78-79; Hannerz 1990: 237, 249-250; 1996: 102, 111; Pollock 2002: 17). 

These two, then, do not have to be exclusive opposites, but can be seen as the extreme 

ends of a continuum. There is a possible development process for the individual from 

local to cosmopolitan. This continuum idea is relevant to other aspects of the 

cosmopolitan model. 

 

2. Cosmopolitan competence or mastery 

The cosmopolitan’s access to local cultural diversity leads to a competence or mastery in 

the respective local culture(s). Depending on the degree of that competence or mastery, 

one can speak of ‘connaissance’, rather than (mere) ‘dilettantism’ (Hannerz 1990: 239-

240; 1992: 252-253; 1996: 103). These two can again be seen as extreme ends of a 

continuum along which the cosmopolitan can advance, and which serves to distinguish 

between different cosmopolitans with respect to their local competence, as well as 

between different degrees of competence (from one local culture to another) within the 

same cosmopolitan person. 

 

3. The cosmopolitan metacultural position 

The competence aspect of cosmopolitanism could be described as ‘knowledge’, an 

objective characteristic of a cosmopolitan person. An open-minded engagement with 

cultural diversity could be described as ‘attitude’, a subjective characteristic of a 

cosmopolitan person (Hannerz 1990: 239; 1992: 252; 1996: 103). This can apply to the 

individual cosmopolitan’s access to as well as competence within the respective local 
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culture. It also allows for individual dislike of what is open-mindedly engaged with, 

either in its entirety or with respect to its components. 

 

4. The question of mobility or traveling 

On the one hand, traveling is indispensable for cosmopolitan experiences (Appadurai and 

Breckenridge 1998: 5; Beck 2000: 96; Clifford 1992: 103). On the other hand, it is not 

sufficient unless done with the background and the attitude of connaissance and cultural 

engagement, lest it be mere tourism (Hannerz 1990: 240-242; 1992: 246-248; 1996: 105; 

Robbins 1998a: 254; Tomlinson 1999: 186). 

 

5. The relationship between cosmopolitanism and tourism 

The mobility aspect also evokes a comparison with the image of the typical tourist. As 

the adjective ‘typical’ suggests, the tourist lacks both the objective requirement of 

competence or mastery as well as the subjective requirement of pursuit of open-minded, 

deep and meaningful engagement with cultural diversity. The tourist prefers to hang on to 

holiday stereotypes and cultural clichés with respect to the target culture (Baumann 1996: 

29; Bruckner 1996: 247-249; Carter 2001: 77; Curtis and Pajaczkowska 1994: 201; 

Featherstone 1993: 182; 1995: 98; Fischer 1996: 73-76). Taking out the ‘typical’ does, 

however, mean that even a cosmopolitan can engage in tourism (Appiah 1998: 91). As 

with the cosmopolitan-local image, one could see this either as a black-and-white 

dichotomy, or as a continuum that makes it possible for an individual to develop from 

tourist to cosmopolitan. Indeed, the investigated multilingual individuals defined an 

intermediate category of ‘advanced’ tourist on such a continuum. 
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6. Home for the cosmopolitan 

Even with a shorthand definition such as ‘at home in the world’ (Brennan 1997), the 

question of where ‘home’ is for the cosmopolitan individual is perplexing or paradoxical 

(Eagleton 2000: 63; Iyer 2000: 136). With a variety of accessed and accessible cultures, 

home might not be the ‘home culture’ any more, due to acquired multicultural 

perspectives or identifications. For that reason, the ‘classical home’ as locals know it 

might have ceased to exist. Or, it might indeed be the classical home, albeit seen from the 

new cosmopolitan perspective, which would then alter its original meaning. Home could 

also take on an entirely new meaning formed from the multicultural perspective of the 

cosmopolitan individual (Hannerz 1990: 240, 248; 1992: 253-254; 1996: 110). Another 

possibility is a multiplicity of homes, combining several or all of the previous 

alternatives, while logically and logistically home cannot be everywhere. In the end, the 

question of home remains literally wide open, to be substantiated in the empirical part. 

 

7. The relationship between cosmopolitanism and the nation state 

Some cosmopolitans regret, or even reject, the practical (historical, political, legal, etc.) 

prevalence of national affiliations and identities over global ones (Buzan, Held and 

McGrew 1998: 388-389; Friedman 1994: 204-205 and 1995: 78-79; Kymlicka 2001: 

204). Others go as far as attempting to construct a new model of citizenship beyond 

internationalism, which even in practical terms gives first preference to the global 

identity sphere, and some take this even further by making this global preference an 

exclusive one (Nussbaum 1996: 4-9; Rée 1998: 88; Sarup 1996: 142-143). Their 
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arguments range from a cosmopolitan being, quite simply, ‘nowhere a foreigner’, over 

the dangers of patriotism in the form of nationalism, to the argument of embracing 

humanity as a whole, just as in the smaller identity circles such as family, city, or nation. 

 

The counter-arguments to these cosmopolitan positions mainly invoke the geographical 

or emotional difficulty or impossibility of embracing such large circles of identity, in 

contrast to the smaller ones of family, city, or nation (Barber 1996: 33; Glazer 1996: 63; 

Heater 2002: 58-59; McConnell 1996: 81; Pinsky 1996: 89; Putnam 1996: 96; Turner 

2002: 49). Against these arguments, in turn, is invoked that there are no logical reasons 

for the historical and geographical arbitrariness of the demarcations of nation states, or 

why large entities like the whole world could not be embraced in a similar fashion to 

entities like nation states—themselves already very large in terms of human emotional 

attachments (Nussbaum 1996: 17; Robbins 1995: 174; 1998b: 5-6). 

 

Some finally argue for a mediating position, namely a ‘rooted cosmopolitanism’, which 

tries to combine the contending lines of thought: cosmopolitans can, accordingly, be 

patriots, and vice versa. The two models were already included in each other, since larger 

circles of identity like the world automatically comprise smaller ones like nation states 

and others (Appiah 1998: 91, 95-97; Bhabha 1996: 202; Cohen 1992: 483; Malcomson 

1998: 234-235, 242-243; Robbins 1998b: 1). In sum, while the nation-state issue remains 

open to debate, it is also one of the most interesting aspects of the cosmopolitan matrix 

with respect to an investigation of multilingual individuals whose languages happened to 

be mostly nation-state languages. 
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The differentiation between cosmopolitanism and internationalism 

Inter-national-ism is by definition an extension of nation-state categories, which triggers 

several geographical, political and cultural limitations: 

Internationalism cannot question, transcend, or even try to ignore the nation state as a 

category, whereas these are strongly discussed features of cosmopolitanism. 

Internationalism cannot explain why a person’s ‘home’ might actually be outside his or 

her own nation state, or in several parts of the world, as symbolized in the cosmopolitan 

shorthand definition of ‘feeling at home in the world’. 

Similarly, with ‘being international’ defined as having ‘attitudes which place the cultures 

and views of others on a par with one’s own’ or as ‘showing respect for others’ (Hayden, 

Rancic and Thompson 2000: 120), the possibility of viewing and placing other cultures 

and views actually above one’s own (for example, a strong emotional involvement in 

local culture beyond connaissance) is more easily conceivable in cosmopolitanism. 

Cultural issues that are below or above the nation-state remit (for example, interest in 

small-scale local cultural diversity, like regions or cities, or identity dimensions covering 

continents or even the whole world) are easier to capture with cosmopolitanism defined 

as ‘straddling the global and the local’. 

 

The differentiation between cosmopolitanism and globalization 

Globalization is associated with cultural uniformity (Jameson 2000: 51; Sifakis and 

Sougari 2003: 60; Watson 2000: 68-71) rather than with cultural diversity (Scholte 2000: 

23). Cosmopolitanism, however, is only concerned with cultural diversity. 
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For that reason, globalization defined as going ‘global and local at the same moment’ 

(Hall 1991: 27; similarly Featherstone 1993: 169; Fishman 1998-99: 37; Held et al. 1999: 

28) is not the same as the cosmopolitan straddling of the global and the local. 

Historically, the globalization debate originated in the 20th century (Nicholson 1999: 24; 

Scholte 2000: 16), while the idea of cosmopolitanism goes back to the Greek Stoics of 

the 1st and 2nd centuries BC. 

 

Conceptual link between cosmopolitanism and multilingualism 

Pascal Bruckner, in his article ‘The edge of Babel’ (1996: 247-248), closely links his 

notion of individual cosmopolitanism to the linguistic development of the individual. 

Bruckner gives examples of historic and contemporary writers and poets who learned and 

used foreign languages in their works. However, he more or less takes for granted and 

without empirical substantiation that the cosmopolitan model he proposes has a lot to do 

with languages and language learning. 

 

The definition of multilingualism 

There are two areas to define: quantity (number) and quality (mastery) of the languages 

that individuals are required to speak (in a wide sense). As for quantity, a definition that 

goes beyond ‘trilingualism’ requires the mastery of ‘at least three foreign languages’ 

(Apeltauer 1993: 275). As for quality, the literature maintains that for multilinguals ‘it is 

inappropriate to expect near-native speaker competence’ (Morgan 2001: 46; similarly 

Gnutzmann 1997: 163). For the three languages each multilingual participant was 

supposed to speak, I required if possible ‘advanced knowledge’, but at least ‘good 
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working knowledge’ across the spectrum of skills (reading, listening, speaking, and 

writing). 

 

The identity of multilingual persons 

The literature that addresses the identity of multilingual persons is unrelated to 

cosmopolitan cultural identity. The authors merely find themselves ‘acquiring a different 

cultural identity in every language that I speak’ (Kotchemidova 2000: 130; similarly 

Enquist 2001: 54), or claim that multilingual individuals ‘have a richer repertoire of 

linguistic and cultural choices and could fine-tune their behaviour to a greater variety of 

cultural contexts’ (Stroińska 2003: 97; similarly Kellman 2000: 33). 

 

EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 

Methodology 

The relationship between cosmopolitanism and multilingualism was explored from the 

perspective of multilingual persons, via their revelations of cosmopolitan cultural identity 

against the matrix of cosmopolitanism. Semi-structured interviews (‘covert’, for the topic 

of cosmopolitanism was not given away) were conducted with eleven international post-

graduate students, selected for their multilinguality. 

 

Empirical synthesis 

Against the background of the cosmopolitan matrix categories of the literature, empirical 

and ideal-typical personal profile categories emerged: 
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Type 1, labeled Advanced Tourist, is not the ‘simple’ tourist defined by the literature as a 

counter-example to the cosmopolitan. However, some interviewees revealed functional 

mastery concerns, a consumerist ‘taking’ attitude and/or a maintained national identity, 

which limited their willingness to engage with the cultural diversity of target cultures.  

Type 2, labeled Transitional Cosmopolitan, is located somewhere between the tourist and 

the cosmopolitan on the continuum, but developing over the matrix categories towards 

the third type. 

Type 3, labeled Interactive Cosmopolitan, reveals on the whole rather or even very 

advanced forms of interactive and integrative behavior and mindset as would befit the 

already ideal-typical literature requirements for a cosmopolitan individual in that he or 

she has a open-minded, flexible, and/or giving attitude. 

 

These three ideal types were compared to each other by means of an empirical synthesis 

that went beyond the empirical (interview) analysis insofar as it now worked with the 

ideal types rather than with the individual interviewees. (The quotes below stem from 

individual interviewees, but they now contribute to making up the respective ideal type.) 

 

The Advanced Tourist 

The Advanced Tourist stresses for instance the professional usefulness of language 

learning, for instance as a commercial advantage in a competitive marketplace. In almost 

all the aspects that involve language, arguments and stances are not so much emotional as 

rational, functional, utilitarian, oriented towards mastery and efficiency: 
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I think why I chose [to learn] Spanish is especially because…Latin America 

is for Political Scientists a very interesting field of study…This was more 

utilitarian, to have more possibilities afterwards with the language…to find a 

job, in the now uniting Europe or in a job market that is getting more 

international every time. 

 

Regarding cosmopolitan matrix issues, parochial, that is, local or regional, or at most 

national remits and identity dimensions prevail: 

 

First of all I’m Basque, and afterwards a European. My European feelings 

haven’t been very developed yet. 

 

I am from Munich. This is like an identity that cannot be changed. 

 

First of all, you have your family identity. Your Greek identity…European is 

a very thin layer. 

 

The Transitional Cosmopolitan 

The key summarizing characteristic of the Transitional Cosmopolitan is that he or she has 

left behind the advanced tourist point on the continuum, but has not yet, or not yet in 

sufficiently many aspects, or in an overall sufficiently rounded manner, reached the 

interactive cosmopolitan point. Accordingly, the transitional cosmopolitan can on the one 

hand have a profile more of an advanced tourist regarding certain matrix issues, such as 
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the question of home, where national and even local attachments prevail, and wider 

attachments are only established marginally: 

 

I cannot say that ‘home’ is somewhere else than where my parents are, where 

I grew up…I’m feeling very well here [in England] now, so I’m not missing 

what would be my home in Greece. If you said ‘home country’ to me, I 

would say that it’s Greece. 

 

On the other hand, the transitional cosmopolitan’s attitude towards his or her (native) 

nation-state is very cosmopolitan, presenting an either anti-nationalist or a personal 

internationalist position due to a lived perspective: 

 

People [should] get out of this stupid national border…Being national is so 

stupid, things were never national, they became national in the late eighteenth 

century and early nineteenth century…I was always an internationalist… 

This is why I don’t believe in borders, and nationalities…The whole idea 

is…just get to know yourself, and get to know the others better. 

 

I have been treated as a xenomaniac by my friends sometimes… Comme si 

j’étais un traître [as if I were a traitor]. Ou si je critique la Grèce en étant en 

Grèce, comme si je n’avais pas le droit de faire ça, et que je, c’est une 

allégeance [allegiance] with [a] traitor. [Or if I criticize Greece while being in 

Greece, as if I hadn’t got the right to do that, and as if it were an alliance with 
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a traitor]…The fact that I can criticize Greece, it means that for them [the 

Greeks] I am a little bit of a foreigner. 

 

Overall, due to the convincingly profound interactive cosmopolitan stances in these 

central cosmopolitan issues, and especially because of occasional linguistic mediation via 

expression in several languages, the transitional cosmopolitan is arguably closer to the 

interactive cosmopolitan than to the advanced tourist; hence the label of this ideal type. 

 

The Interactive Cosmopolitan 

The Interactive Cosmopolitan reveals the most open-minded, flexible, holistic and giving 

attitude of the three ideal types. His or her language mastery allows for highly open and 

interactive two-way cultural access and engagement. Reflexivity about the link between 

language and culture as altered by the linguistic-cultural experience culminates in critical 

self-reflection about one’s own country and culture. This enables a highly interactive 

travel with a ‘giving’ element: 

 

If you want to go deeper in another culture…to get really involved in that 

culture…first of all, you have to try to speak the language…That means 

you…have some questions about the way you live until that moment. 

 

They [languages] mean the opportunity of learning…Not only learning about 

people…It also would inspire your personal view of things. It makes you 
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more open…It makes me feel more that I know where I’m going, and getting 

to know people better. 

 

If I travel, I like to talk with people, and to learn something about their 

country and to learn then something about mine…Language learning…it’s a 

way of education, it’s a way of learning not only more about other cultures 

but also about yourself…You can anticipate to give something. 

 

For an interactive cosmopolitan, language knowledge is not causal, but an essential and 

indispensable factor for feeling at home: 

 

Knowing the language well doesn’t make you feel at home. But you cannot 

feel at home unless you know the language. 

 

The language that is necessary to cope in the [everyday] situations is a basic 

factor of feeling home. 

 

The interactive cosmopolitan picture of ‘home’ is highly differentiated, multi-

dimensional and complex. The immobility aspect is contrasted with the desirability of 

mobility, the latter being a cosmopolitan trait. ‘Home’ can also be seen on different 

context-dependent geographical levels, trigger a complex diversity of dynamic 

interactions, a process on the whole embraced with an open attitude, besides involving 

multi-sensory perceptions: 
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[‘Home’:] How boring, at first. But of course, it’s more than that…The word 

‘home’ is ‘stick to the same place’, and I would like to move a lot…I would 

like to say that it is an uninteresting concept, but I still have some nostalgia 

towards ‘home’. 

 

It [home] is also where you’re born at, but other home places accumulate…It 

captures all of your senses, it’s what you see, it’s also what you smell…Then 

again it depends on the context…I would say that ‘a home’ is a place where I 

can live any mood, a range of different situations. 

 

POTENTIAL CAUSAL CONNECTIONS 

A ‘multilingual ranking list’ of my interviewees drawn up for the purpose of selection of 

the analysis sample, and combining the self-assessment of quantitative and qualitative 

languages skills, had established the linguistic ranking of the interviewees as in the left 

column of the table below. A ‘cosmopolitan ranking list’ was drawn up after the analysis, 

even less clearly quantifiable, reveals the order shown in the right table column below. 

To facilitate immediate cross-comparisons, behind each interviewee’s name, the ranking 

position of the respective column is restated with the position of the other column in 

brackets (all the names have been changed). Overall, the pre-analysis multilingual 

ranking list and the post-analysis cosmopolitan ranking lists seem to run rather parallel. 
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Ranking 

position 

Multilingualism 

(pre-analysis) 

Cosmopolitanism 

(post-analysis) 

1 Brigitte 1 (1) Brigitte 1 (1) 

2 Evgenia 2 (5) Luc 2 (3) 

3 Luc 3 (2) Manuela 3 (4) 

4 Manuela 4 (3) Patrizia 4 (11) 

5 Klaus-Mehmet 5 (8) Evgenia 5 (2) 

6 Dimitris 6 (6) Dimitris 6 (6) 

7 Beatriz 7 (7) Beatriz 7 (7) 

8 Konstantinos 8 (10) Klaus-Mehmet 8 (5) 

9 Imanol 9 (11) Solveig 9 (10) 

10 Solveig 10 (9) Konstantinos 10 (8) 

11 Patrizia 11 (4) Imanol 11 (9) 

 

Three interviewees remain with identical multilingual and cosmopolitan ranking 

positions (Brigitte, Dimitris and Beatriz). For three, there is just one ranking place 

difference (Luc, Manuela and Solveig). For two interviewees, there are two places 

difference (Konstantinos and Imanol) and for two interviewees there are three places 

difference (Evgenia and Klaus-Mehmet). Only for one interviewee, Patrizia, there is a 

remarkable difference between the multilingual and the cosmopolitan ranking positions, 

namely a seven ranks higher cosmopolitan place than multilingual. This suggests (of 

course only within my personally devised ranking list parameters) an association between 

the degree of multilingualism and the degree of cosmopolitanism. 
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PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The tendency for parallel development of multilingualism and cosmopolitanism offers the 

first direction for future research opportunities. A second one, following from it, is the 

causality question: if there is really such a parallel development, it points towards a 

potential causal relationship between multilingualism as a result of multiple language 

learning of the individual, and individual cosmopolitan cultural identity. For both the 

parallel development and the causality issue, the empirical tool would be the use of 

broader samples, including monolingual or less multilingual comparison groups, and/or 

quantitative methods such as questionnaires for larger multilingual samples. Apart from 

those two main issues, it is suggested to investigate languages other than those of Europe. 

 

OVERALL SUMMARY 

Beyond the questions of the relationship of multilingualism and cosmopolitanism, the 

potential for causal connections, and future research issues, these three areas flowing out 

of this research point to the future potential for a new dimension and dynamics of 

individual intercultural competence and communication. This potential is especially 

epitomized, embodied – and lived – by those multilingual individuals typified as 

Interactive Cosmopolitans. 
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Exploring the Japanese Tea Ceremony: Tea Aesthetics - Wabi & Sabi 
I.  Japanese Aesthetics from the Maximum Art to the Minimal Art: The passage from 

opulent to simple 

Imaging there are two transparent boxes side by side. An artist pumps as many 

rich elements as possible into the box on the left. Thus, the box starts expanding. Before 

the box explodes, the artist carefully seals the corner. From the box on the right, the artist 

removes all of the unnecessary elements, and the box becomes concave. Before it collapses, 

the artist seals the corner, so the box stands as a box. The box on the left includes Kabuki 

Theater, Nikko Shrine, multi-colored bold design folding screens, the Tale of Genji, 

whereas the box on the left includes the Noh Theater, Taian tea room, sumi-e painting, 

and Haiku. 

The Japanese term, hade, represents the maximum art box. Hade can be translated as 

magnificent, grandeur, gorgeous, flamboyant, vibrant, ornate, intricate, opulent, energetic, 

colorful, bold and similar such adjectives.  In a few cases, hade connotes negative meanings 

such as showy and gaudy.  

Before exploring the box on the left, which contains the minimal art. Two other 

boxes need to be examined: They are boxes of shibui and iki. The literal translations of the 

word, shibui, are pucker and astringent. The following explains, in part, how this word has 

become a highly regarded aesthetic term.  

In its original sense, the word shibui seems to have indicated an astringent taste 

such as that of the shibugaki, a kind of persimmon.  The persimmon tree is 

extremely common in Japan, and the juice of the shibugaki is extracted and used in 

papermaking.  The paper is treated with the juice to produce a strong variety 

known as shibugami.  This shibugami is tough and durable, actually seeming to 

improve with use, and despite its coarse texture and roughness it has a pleasing 

plainness and elegance. (Kawakita, pp. 31-41, year) 

When the term shibui is used to describe something such as taste, personality, 

atmosphere, or objects, it implies a severe exquisiteness that is far beyond mere prettiness. 

Shibui means simple, yet refined and restraint, with many nuances. A shibui thing is 

unobtrusive and unostentatious.  It may have hidden attainment, but it is not paraded or 
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displayed.   A shibui kimono is of good quality with a quite color.  Its patterns are not too 

obvious, but well designed.  It is sober but elegant.   A shibui person is not spectacular and 

striking, but unobtrusive and restrained.  He/she is  a refined person of high quality.  The 

shibui box contains beauty, which is neither flashy nor yet dull, but very pleasing, and it is 

quiet and simple, yet tasteful.  

Another box to introduce here is the box of iki. The aesthetic term, iki, was 

introduced around  the mid-18th century. The iki aesthetic found expression in all the arts, 

as well as in the customs and etiquette of the licensed quarters, the government regulated 

red-light district and also the lives of so-called Eokko (literally, "Children of Edo," or of 

native Edoites). The Edokko had pride in their origins, and distinguished their personality 

and taste from those of the "outsiders" and considered their taste high style and high 

spirited. An iki object presents a striking pleasing effect, and is fashionable.  Iki beauty is 

often created by the way things are arranged or designed, and it doesn’t rely heavily on 

materialistic richness.  A kimono in simple design with contrasting colors can be striking 

and presents iki beauty.  When used to refer to the opposite sex, it connotes a suggestion of 

sensuality, coquettish with refinement, but not sexy.  A box of iki includes the beauty of 

modern, fashionable, unconventional, a la mode, dandy and chic. (Takeuchi) 

Now then, what does the box of minimal art contain?  It contains a beauty totally 

opposite of hade beauty; a beauty more complicated and severe beauty than shibui or iki. 

The Japanese term, which represents the minimal art box, is called wabi-sabi, the two most 

time-honored Japanese aesthetic terms. Originally, both terms had negative meanings 

such as being lonely, sad, desolate, and forlorn. By the 14th century, both terms had 

acquired more positive and spiritual meanings due to the strong influence of Zen 

philosophies, such as the recognition of the transience of life, the concept of nothingness, 

and the attainment of total tranquility.   Zen teaches us that the new gets older, the smooth 

surface gets rougher with age, and the perfect becomes the imperfect.  This is the Law of 

Nature and there is nothing we can do about.  Thus, Zen encourages us to seek beauty 

inwardly and to recognize higher levels of beauty instead of artificially contrived beauty.  

Eventually, the terms wabi and sabi were elevated to the highest aesthetics mainly through 

the development of the tea ceremony. Among many who gave the definitions for wabi-
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sabi, Tetsuzo Tanikawa summarized best in the Chanoyu Quarterly: 

The aesthetic of wabi and sabi seeks out beauty in plainness and opposes superficial 

beauty. It does not, however, sink into mere simplicity.  This aesthetic values 

naturalness more than ingenuity, but does not end at the simplicity of nature. 

When wabi-sabi embodies a peaceful state of balance between the sensuous and the 

spiritual element, they also contain abundance and generosity while exhibiting the 

outward appearance of scarcity and smallness. Murata Shuko touched on this 

aspect of the aesthetic when he defined the quality of Bizen and Shigaraki ceramics 

as "chill and withered" (hiekareru) in a note addressed to Furuichi Harima 

(Furuichi Harima Hoshi atte isshi).  In a note to Nomura Sokaku, Rikyu explained 

its desirability in the procedure of tea: One's manner for preparing tea (temae) 

should show a firm character, but it should also have an air of gentleness and  

        modesty, like the dead branch of a tree broken by the weight of fallen snow. 

(p. 40-41) 

It should be noted that wabi and sabi are separate words. However, their meanings 

have been combined and they have been used interchangeably in many instances.  

 3



II. Exploration and Identification of each different beauty and Its Significance 

In order for American students to understand the differences between  each of 

these aesthetics, many traditional Japanese images pertaining to these aesthetics will be 

examined and identified in class. The exposure and familiarization with various types of 

beauty help them understand subtle differences among them and eventually grasp the 

most complicated Japanese aesthetic concept of wabi-sabi beauties 

To reinforce their comprehension, I assign unique projects where they have to find 

appropriate examples of each beauty within Western culture. (See Appendix).  Through 

these exercises, it is hoped that students not only begin to comprehend the concept of 

wabi-sabi beauty, but also recognize the value and power of spiritual and inner beauty over 

materialistic and surface beauty. In today’s world where technology is so advanced, 

humans are increasingly enraptured by material abundance and richness and are losing 

themselves in superficial richness. It is crucial to impart the concept of wabi-sabi beauty, 

and to foster spiritual and humanistic enrichment over material pursuit. 
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Appendix:  
Assignment: Beauties Project 

A. Describe each type of beauty [a. hade, b. shibui, c. iki, d. wabi-sabi] creatively and in your 

own words. Use at least 4 different yet most appropriate words or phrases for each beauty.  

B. Chose a category such as churches, a famous architect, artist or art genre.  Select the best 

image in this category that represents each beauty. (Do not use Japanese cultural 

examples). Provide a colored copy of each example with a typed paragraph describing the 

work, and your justification of choices. Present your information so that those who don’t 

have any frame of reference to your choices will understand you. Cite your sources.  

C. Create an aesthetic power-point presentation that reflects your chosen image of each 

type of beauty. Provide brief facts about the image. Keep in mind how the type of beauty 

is conveyed in your presentation of the text and content  

D. Power Point Presentation: Display your interpretations of the four beauties and explain 

the justification of your choice. 
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PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY AND ACADEMIA 

Introduction 

Archaeologists study the material remains of the human past.  This involves the 

recovery and analysis of artefacts, experimental archaeology, ethno-archaeology and other 

methods which are used to shed light on the activities and lifestyle of humans in the 

prehistoric past. The artefacts that archaeologists uncover belong to the public and are not 

generally held by individuals except if they are collectors.  The importance of archaeology 

to human society is represented by the fact that the United Nations designates some 

archaeological sites as world heritage sites – areas that are submitted to UNESCO by States 

Parties and considered by them to be of outstanding universal value (UNESCO 1972).  In 

addition many countries have some sort of heritage or cultural properties legislation in 

place. How information about these sites and the artefacts recovered from the 

archaeological record is reported in the public domain is called public archaeology.  

This is a broad field and encompasses 'cultural resource management' (CRM),  

historic preservation/heritage management, environmental review, the legislative basis for 

CRM and the role of government and the private sector. It also considers the type of 

training available for careers in archaeology, the skills needed for employment as an 

archaeologist and the nature of the discipline. In addition, public archaeology also 

considers the relationships and between archaeologists and many entities, organizations or 

individuals such as; universities, museums, business, indigenous groups, children, looters 

and treasure hunters. 



In considering how information from the archaeological record is presented to the 

public it is necessary to consider the role that academics and cultural heritage professionals 

play in the dissemination process.  These people influence how archaeological investigation 

and the research derived from these processes is viewed by the public.  This paper looks at 

one of these groups – academics and their involvement with public archaeology in an effort 

to understand the dynamics of information flow.  The figure below gives an outline of this 

information flow.   

Figure 1:  Information Flow 
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Academics research, analyse and present their research findings in the international 

and national arena.  When public comment by the media, government or private 

organisations is invited concerning archaeological issues and policy more often than not it 

is academics that provide these comments.  Academics also teach archaeology both to 



university students and to other people in public archaeology programmes.  Together with 

cultural heritage professionals these people represent the public face of archaeology and 

shape public opinion and influence future generations of archaeologists.  Analysis of what 

academics think about the discipline and how information is portrayed can show the 

direction in which public archaeology is moving. 

A number of surveys have been undertaken to assess the relationships between 

archaeologists, their profession and the driving forces which initiate and manage the flow 

of information between archaeologists and the public.  This has brought   archaeology as a 

profession into the spotlight and allowed both archaeologists and non archaeologists to 

focus on the importance of public archaeology to the discipline as a whole.  One critique of 

archaeology (Nishida pers.comm 2002) is that it is very insular and that many people, 

including other professionals and even some archaeologists do not know what other 

archaeologists do and question the relevance of this research. Public archaeology is the 

means by which information about the past and the archaeological record is represented in 

the public domain.  

Public Archaeology and the archaeological record 

1.5.1 Introduction 

The importance of public archaeology is summed up in a statement given by 

American archaeologists to Vinton (2003:4), 

“Places where history happened are powerful witnesses to the reality of past  
 events, individual achievements, dramatic change and past lifeways….Most 
 of these places do not speak to us directly.  Their stories need to be        
 ‘interpreted’ before people can understand them…We have an obligation to 
 communicate the powerful stories these places have to tell the public….. 
 Historic places that are valued will be preserved.” 



Providing the public with an opportunity to learn about archaeological remains, excavation 

and archaeological research is an important way of informing people about the contribution 

of archaeology in understanding the human past. 

 
Public archaeology is important as a means to explain to other people (public,  

Archaeologists, business, indigenous people) what archaeologists ‘do’ and how the material 

from the prehistoric past enters the public domain.  Understanding the past and how our 

species developed is important.  The past determines the future and understanding how 

humans adapted to changing circumstances and what it is that makes us ‘human’ and how 

and why human culture developed provides a foundation for future development.  

Archaeological research has direct application to modern society.  McGimsey (1984) notes 

that analysis of prehistoric canals in Arizona and Peru revealed information applicable to 

current attempts to provide adequate water resources. 

 
 

                                                                                     
                 
Figure 2: Ishidoko stone tool                                     Figure 3:  Wandjina  
(From Valdes 2002)                                                    (From Flood 1996) 
 

Artefacts from the archaeological record provide the basis of this knowledge. The 

Ishidoko stone tool (Figure 2) appears in different Jomon archaeological sites in different 

regions but its specific function is unclear.  If archaeologists cannot give an explanation of 

these tools then members of the public looking at them would not know either.    The 



Wandjina (Figure 3) are ancestral beings, in human form but three times the size.  As they 

are spirits of the clouds, makers of the land and sea and human beings they share both 

characteristics.  These figures are portrayed with head, halo, eyes, nose but no mouth as 

they contain rain as well as lightning – mouths would release constant rain on the land 

(Flood 1997:296).  Public Archaeology provides the means to show the limits of current 

knowledge and hypotheses about ‘the gaps’.  More knowledge in the public domain is 

beneficial for both archaeologists and the public so that mis-representation cannot occur. 

Misrepresentations such as the belief that the Wandjina represent the record of alien 

visitors from outer space (von Daniken 1998) can therefore be challenged with current 

scientific evidence. How information is disseminated can condition how people perceive 

the past and Archaeologists have a responsibility to present the past as accurately as 

possible.   

Aims 

 This research focused on “What is public archaeology” and how one aspect of 

public archaeology is practised in Australia and Japan. This analysis includes the responses 

that I received from a questionnaire sent to Australian and Japanese academics.  This 

survey was undertaken in an attempt to understand the attitudes amongst academics 

concerning the importance of public archaeology and whether or not they had participated 

in any public archaeology activities.  In order to analyse the dynamics of this information 

exchange and interface between archaeologists (in this case academics) this study had a 

number of objectives.  They were: 

• To survey Australian and Japanese academics 
• To quantify the survey results 
• To assess Public Archaeology in Australia and Japan as practised by academics 
• To analyse the factors influencing information dissemination 



 
In undertaking a survey to obtain primary data and cross reference it with information from 

the literature it is hoped that a clearer picture would develop of the archaeologist/public 

sphere.  One of the debates within academic archaeology (Habu & Fawcet 1999) is the 

relationship between what archaeologists think, what is presented to the public and how 

this influences understanding of the past. 

Previous surveys have focussed on archaeological education (Colley 2003); ethics 

and American Indian-archaeologist relationships (Watkins1999); geographic bias (Shott 

2000) and collation of results from the 1994 Society of American Archaeology (SAA) 

census (Zeder 1997) but have not considered the links between teaching and learning 

archaeology and public archaeology.   

Methodology 

This study focused on the attributes of Public archaeology, education and the 

dynamics of the information exchange between academics and the public.  The research 

process utilized both primary and secondary information from a variety of sources.  

Primary data was obtained through analysis of the response of academics to an 

administered questionnaire. Secondary data was obtained through bibliographic work and 

included journal articles, books and press releases.  

A questionnaire focusing on factors which influence the interaction between the 

archaeologists and the public was prepared. The questionnaire consisted of 44 questions.   

The questions consisted of Yes/No answers, category answers and open ended questions 

allowing for individual responses to be recorded.  The questionnaire was also translated 

into Japanese.  This questionnaire was sent to a sample of academics who were identified 

as being archaeologists or anthropologists or who taught such courses in universities in 



Australia and Japan.  The Japanese questionnaires were sent by mail, the Australian ones 

by email.  This was to maximize the response rate.  In total questionnaires were sent to 104 

Australian academics and 155 academics in Japan. 

Universities which taught archaeology were identified.  The departments’ in which 

archaeology is taught varies from history, classics, human science, anthropology, 

archaeology and palaeoanthropology to area studies.    In total questionnaires were sent to 

academics at 41 Japanese universities and 17 Australian universities.   

Profile 

The following section gives an outline of the characteristics of the academics who 

responded to the questionnaire.  Out of a total of 92 respondents, 65 were Japanese and 27 

were Australian.  97% of the Japanese academics were male compared to 63% for 

Australian academics.  Almost 100% of the Japanese university respondents gave their 

ethnicity as ‘Japanese’ with the exception of one foreigner who had worked in Japan for a 

number of years.  74% of the Australian respondents gave their ethnicity as ‘European’ 

with 19% giving ‘Other’ responses.  For the Australians there was a ‘No response’ rate of 

7%.  In both countries there were no indigenous people working as academic archaeologists.    

This marginalises indigenous people from having some control (in an educational setting) 

of how their past is represented to non-indigenous people.  A recent press release from an 

Aboriginal Archaeologist (Johnson, Dec 11 2003) sums up this view, 

‘I am calling for more employment opportunities for Indigenous archaeologists 
and heritage workers  Students studying at institutions teaching Indigenous  
Australian archaeology and heritage should have the opportunity to be taught by  
Indigenous archaeologists and Elders as lecturers and/or tutors.  Our heritage is 
not simply represented by stone.’ 



The majority of respondents (Table 1) in Japan held the position of Professor or 

Associate Professor whilst the Lecturer category was the largest (marginally) for the 

Australian sample.  The discrepancies between the two samples could be a result of 

different job titles and the number of responses. 

                       Table 1:  Cross Tabulation of country and position 
 

COUNTRY Total
JAPAN AUSTRALIA

POSITION 
NAME

Emeritus 
Professor

2 1 3

Professor 31 6 37
Associate 
Professor

19 7 26

Lecturer 3 8 11
Assistant 
Lecturer

2 2

Other 8 5 13
Total 65 27 92

 

 There is a difference in the amount of income earned by archaeologists in the two 

countries with the majority of Japanese academics earning over $80,000 with the next 

highest category being $71,000 - $80,000 and the rest of the sample spread between the 

other categories.  The large ‘missing’ category is due to the fact that 18% of Japanese 

academics declined to answer the question about income.  Most Australian academics earn 

between $31,000 - $40,000 and $51,000 - $60,000.  This discrepancy correlates with the 

differences in the position of the academics between the two countries and/or differences in 

the tenure system. 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 4:  Income 
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Figures 5 a) and b) give the breakdown of why the academics in Australia and 

Japan became archaeologists.  This question was included to assess the motivating factor 

behind becoming an archaeologist.  For Japanese researchers the most important category 

was “Interest in history” 41%, then “Childhood Interest” 23% followed by “Interest in 

Prehistory” which was  21%. 

 

Figure 5:  Reasons for becoming an Archaeologist 
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The large response rate to the first category “Interest in History” reflects the difference in 

meaning between history and prehistory and reflects the situation in Japan.  Most 

Japanese researchers understand ‘history’ to mean the history of their country and include 

meanings and categories which are not prevalent elsewhere. For Australians the largest 

category was “Childhood interest” 23% followed by “Interest in History” and “Interest in 

Prehistory both 18%.  Only one respondent cited contact with Indigenous people as the 

major factor indicating that across the sample this factor was not considered important.  

This is a surprising with regards to the Australian data given the prominence of 

Aboriginal archaeology there and the level of contact between Archaeologists and 

Aboriginal people. The response rate is higher than the sample number because some 

researchers gave more than one response. 

Figure 6:  Number of years as an Archaeologist 
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Results across the sample indicate the differences between the two countries.  The majority 

of Japanese academics had been an archaeologist for 21-25 years with the 11-15 years 

being the highest category for Australians.  One Japanese researcher had been an 



archaeologist for less than 5 years.  The differences in experience are attributed to the fact 

that in Australia some people change their profession and gain a second qualification to re-

enter employment in another field, in this case archaeology after graduating with a first 

degree.  There is also more movement between educational and consultancy sectors of the 

discipline. 

Archaeology, Anthropology and Perceptions of the Past 

Various questions were included to ascertain the linkages between archaeology, 

how it is practiced and perception of the past and how it is represented.  Among the 

questions asked was Do you consider archaeology a discipline in its own right or a sub 

discipline of anthropology? 75% (Japanese) and 78% (Australian) of respondents consider 

archaeology a discipline in its own right and not a sub discipline of anthropology.  

However, Australian respondents thought there are close links between the two.  In Japan 

history and archaeology are joined in one field, with ‘History’ being a general term of the 

written record and archaeology, with separation of the two almost impossible.   

Figure 7:  Anthropology vs Archaeology 
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Given the strong positive response to the previous question the results for the 

Archaeology vs Anthropology debate are surprising.  For the question ‘Do you support 

the view that without anthropology there can be no archaeology’ the results were mixed.  

40% (Australian) and 28% (Japanese) respectively disagreed with this statement.  

However, 26% of Japanese respondents agreed with this statement indicating perhaps that 

whilst the disciplines are separate there are very close links.  The response from the 

‘neither agree nor disagree’ category is ambivalent. This indicates that the links between 

archaeology and anthropology are not important or that the academic is neutral on the 

matter.  However the question is culturally biased in that a North American would say 

yes; someone from Australia, Britain, France, Germany etc. would say no and given the 

American influence on archaeology in Japan this response is surprising. 

Given the strong links between the two disciplines a 92% (Japanese) and 96% 

(Australian) positive response to the value of ethnography to archaeological research is 

understandable.  Orme (1981) suggests that both archaeologists and anthropologists 

wonder whether their discipline has anything to offer the other.  One concentrates 

(archaeology) on the material remains of human activities in the past, the other, 

(anthropology) focuses on human activities in the present.  The use of ethnographic 

material to understand how the archaeological record was formed should focus on 

material remains rather than social processes.  Davidson (1988) believes that as long as 

the distinction between the two disciplines is recognised ethnography can make a 

valuable contribution to the study of past societies.  He suggests that the only means of 

interpreting the evidence from the prehistoric past is through knowledge of the present. 



For the question ‘Do you think that archaeology assists people in maintaining 

their links with the prehistoric past?’ the results and comments were varied.  The 

Japanese responses were Yes - 65%, No - 25% and No response – 10%.  The comments 

we received indicated that in Hokkaido there are indigenous people and perhaps there 

archaeology would be useful in maintaining these links.  Others responded that it is not 

an appropriate question to ask for Japan. The Australian breakdown was Yes – 89%, No – 

7% and No response – 4%.  Australian responses indicated that it creates their links with 

the prehistoric past.  However, it totally depends.  Sometimes legislation requires “proof” 

of connection to the past, but most Aboriginal people argue that they do not need 

archaeologists to tell them who they are or where they came from – they already know.  

 This mirrors contemporary Ainu (Kayano 1994) feelings of cultural identity: 

“We are no “former aborigines’.  We were a nation who lived in Hokkaido, on the 

national land called Ainu Mosir, which means a peaceful land for humans.” 

Despite the above ambivalent response and comments from Japanese researchers 73% of 

respondents and 78% of Australians thought this was an important aspect of archaeological 

investigation.  Others thought is an important aspect of why archaeology is valued as a 

discipline. 

 If archaeological investigation adds value to our knowledge of the past then it is 

important to be careful how this information is utilised.  27% (Japan) and 85% (Australia) 

of respondents thought that archaeology can be used to support a viewpoint of the past 

that encompasses national goals or interests.  Whether this knowledge should be used this 

way is another matter.  Ideally archaeology should be independent of these issues but 

often it is not and it also depends on whose past it is that is being represented.   



This is shown in the next set of responses to the question ‘Do you consider the 

prehistory of your country as the history of your country or community?’. 74% of 

Japanese respondents said Yes compared to 56% for Australians.  Japanese respondents 

indicated that the history and archaeology of Japan are the same. One Australian 

respondent answered, ‘Yes’ in the sense that history is a continuum and the appearance of 

writing an artificial division of this.  Others thought that there is no ‘The history’, but 

believed that the history the archaeologists’ produce is more widely accepted than other 

histories (eg by Indigenous people or other non-archaeologists).   

Assuming the ‘history’ produced by archaeologists is more valid than others due 

to its focus on the material remains of the past it is useful to analyse perceptions of how 

indigenous people (the descendants of hunter-gatherers) perceive archaeology.  38% of 

Japanese respondents indicated that indigenous people valued archaeology with a No 

response of 28%. However comments indicated that perhaps there were indigenous 

people in Japan but that discussion of these points was difficult or that there were no 

indigenous people in Japan. The Australian responses were; 48% - Yes, 22% - Yes and 

No and No response – 30%.   The Yes and No answer by the Australians indicated the 

mixed feelings of the Aboriginal community whereby some are very much in favour of 

archaeological research, especially that of the recent past, whilst others feel 

archaeologists and their profession are the ‘scum of the earth’.  There is always some 

competition over the precedence of different types of knowledge – archaeological and the 

validity of indigenous knowledge.   

 

 



Public Archaeology 

Given these tensions within archaeology it is useful to analyse how the public 

perceives archaeology and how archaeological knowledge is presented to the public.  The 

graphs below show the response from the question “Do you think the public perceives 

archaeology as important?” 

Figure 8: Public perception of archaeology 
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For Japan 57% of respondents answered “Agree” compared for 38% for Australia. I think 

that the difference in the response rate indicates the differences in perception of what is 

history and/or archaeology.  In Japan there is a strong tradition of lumping history and 

archaeology together hence the perception that archaeology is important as people are 

learning about their ‘own’ history.  For Australia the next highest category was “Neither 

agree nor disagree”.  This reflects the fact that the predominant archaeology undertaken 

in Australia is prehistoric or aboriginal archaeology.  Public perception of Aboriginal 

people in Australia is not good and they often face discrimination.  Therefore public 

perception about the importance of archaeology is also affected, especially because of 

land rights and access issues.   



In comparison 92% of Japanese archaeologists and 100% of Australians 

considered public archaeology important. 6% of Japanese archaeologists did not think 

that public archaeology was important and 2% didn’t offer a response.  The people that 

answered in the negative for this question were Japanese archaeologists.  However these 

results are not translated over to the results from later questions.  These results were not 

graphed because there were no significant differences in the responses. 

The figures below show the type of public archaeology undertaken at  

Figure 9: Public archaeology undertaken at universities 
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universities’ in the two countries.  Public lectures are the most popular activity for both 

countries followed by ‘archaeology museum’ possibly due to the ease of hosting such 

events.  95% (Japanese) and 100% (Australian) of academics respectively had been 

involved in public archaeology activities.   

The figures below show the differences in the type of public archaeology 

undertaken by the archaeologists in Japan and Australia.  Despite the negative replies 

(from Japanese archaeologists) concerning the importance of public archaeology the 

response indicates that perhaps personal preferences are overridden by professional 

responsibility.  However the breakdown in activities undertaken by the researchers 



 

Figure 10:  Type of Public Archaeology undertaken 
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varies and reflects some of the differences in how archaeology is presented in the two 

countries.  In Japan ‘public lectures’ (25%), ‘site visits’ (16%) and ‘museum activities’ 

(13%) were the most popular activities.  In Australia ‘other’ 16%, ‘public lectures’ (15%) 

and ‘site visits’ and ‘special interest lectures’ (14%) were popular.  Generally in both 

countries public lectures were predominant which is understandable given that these 

activities are the easiest to organise and have the potential to reach the highest number of 

people. The difference in the first two categories for Australia (‘other’ vs ‘public lecture’) 

is due to school visits and various outreach activities such as experimental archaeology 

and others being undertaken.  The high rating of ‘site visits’ in the two countries reflects 

logistical and cultural differences. Site visits in Japan are much more open to the public 

with researchers giving public lectures and tours of the site which are open to the public.  

In Australia people often have to have permission of the traditional owners to visit a site 

and access is much more restricted often necessitating archaeologist or indigenous 

presence. 



 Public archaeology programmes require funding in order to operate.  The figures 

below indicate the source of funding for these programmes. 

Figure 11:  Funding 

a)                                                                b) 
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In Japan ‘University’ 25%, ‘Local government’ 22%, and ‘State government’ were the 

major sources of funding. In Australia the major sources of funding were ‘State 

government’ 21%, ‘Federal government’ 17% and ‘business’ 15%.  75% of Japanese 

academics indicated they would increase public archaeology activities, given more 

funding compared to a positive response of 63% for Australian academics. 

Conclusion 

 In spite of the fact that the sample size for the survey was small and the results 

preliminary they show that there are some areas which require further investigation to show 

the linkages between archaeology, the public and the profession. Perceptions of the past 

varied but most academics believed that the ‘history produced by archaeologists was more 

valid than that produced by indigenous people or by other non archaeologists.  Given the 

conflict in the dichotomy of the indigenous/importance of archaeology debate the low 

positive response to the value that indigenous people attribute to archaeological 



investigation is of concern.  Also of concern is the view expressed by some Japanese 

archaeologists that these sorts of questions should not be asked in Japan.  Other responses 

varied from that perhaps there were indigenous people living in Hokkaido to the fact that 

there were no indigenous people in Japan at all.  The competition over the precedence of 

the different types of knowledge within archaeology is a source of conflict which can spill 

over into the public domain. Representative of the tensions within archaeology the response 

to public perception of Archaeology was notably different with 57% of Japanese 

respondents indicating that the public valued archaeology as opposed to 38% for Australia.  

This is because in Japan archaeology is seen as history and therefore more relevant to 

members of the society.  In Australia indigenous archaeology becomes and area of conflict 

between Aboriginal and white Australians.   

This contrasts with the views of the academic archaeologists themselves as to the 

importance of public archaeology where there was a 100% positive response for Australia 

and a 92% response for Japan.  6% of Japanese archaeologists did not think that public 

archaeology is important but despite this response all of the academic archaeologists 

surveyed had participated in public archaeology activities. 

Generally the type of public archaeology undertaken by the universities comprised 

of public lectures, site visits and special interest group lectures.  This is understandable 

because these activities are the easiest to undertake given the commitment of academics to 

research.  The majority of funding for public archaeology activities was given by the 

university and local government (Japan) and by state and federal government and business 

in Australia.  Both countries academics indicated that they would consider increasing their 

public archaeology commitments if funding was made available. 
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PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY AND ACADEMIA 

Introduction 

Archaeologists study the material remains of the human past.  This involves the 

recovery and analysis of artefacts, experimental archaeology, ethno-archaeology and other 

methods which are used to shed light on the activities and lifestyle of humans in the 

prehistoric past. The artefacts that archaeologists uncover belong to the public and are not 

generally held by individuals except if they are collectors.  The importance of archaeology 

to human society is represented by the fact that the United Nations designates some 

archaeological sites as world heritage sites – areas that are submitted to UNESCO by States 

Parties and considered by them to be of outstanding universal value (UNESCO 1972).  In 

addition many countries have some sort of heritage or cultural properties legislation in 

place. How information about these sites and the artefacts recovered from the 

archaeological record is reported in the public domain is called public archaeology.  

This is a broad field and encompasses 'cultural resource management' (CRM),  

historic preservation/heritage management, environmental review, the legislative basis for 

CRM and the role of government and the private sector. It also considers the type of 

training available for careers in archaeology, the skills needed for employment as an 

archaeologist and the nature of the discipline. In addition, public archaeology also 

considers the relationships and between archaeologists and many entities, organizations or 

individuals such as; universities, museums, business, indigenous groups, children, looters 

and treasure hunters. 



In considering how information from the archaeological record is presented to the 

public it is necessary to consider the role that academics and cultural heritage professionals 

play in the dissemination process.  These people influence how archaeological investigation 

and the research derived from these processes is viewed by the public.  This paper looks at 

one of these groups – academics and their involvement with public archaeology in an effort 

to understand the dynamics of information flow.  The figure below gives an outline of this 

information flow.   

Figure 1:  Information Flow 
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Academics research, analyse and present their research findings in the international 

and national arena.  When public comment by the media, government or private 

organisations is invited concerning archaeological issues and policy more often than not it 

is academics that provide these comments.  Academics also teach archaeology both to 



university students and to other people in public archaeology programmes.  Together with 

cultural heritage professionals these people represent the public face of archaeology and 

shape public opinion and influence future generations of archaeologists.  Analysis of what 

academics think about the discipline and how information is portrayed can show the 

direction in which public archaeology is moving. 

A number of surveys have been undertaken to assess the relationships between 

archaeologists, their profession and the driving forces which initiate and manage the flow 

of information between archaeologists and the public.  This has brought   archaeology as a 

profession into the spotlight and allowed both archaeologists and non archaeologists to 

focus on the importance of public archaeology to the discipline as a whole.  One critique of 

archaeology (Nishida pers.comm 2002) is that it is very insular and that many people, 

including other professionals and even some archaeologists do not know what other 

archaeologists do and question the relevance of this research. Public archaeology is the 

means by which information about the past and the archaeological record is represented in 

the public domain.  

Public Archaeology and the archaeological record 

1.5.1 Introduction 

The importance of public archaeology is summed up in a statement given by 

American archaeologists to Vinton (2003:4), 

“Places where history happened are powerful witnesses to the reality of past  
 events, individual achievements, dramatic change and past lifeways….Most 
 of these places do not speak to us directly.  Their stories need to be        
 ‘interpreted’ before people can understand them…We have an obligation to 
 communicate the powerful stories these places have to tell the public….. 
 Historic places that are valued will be preserved.” 



Providing the public with an opportunity to learn about archaeological remains, excavation 

and archaeological research is an important way of informing people about the contribution 

of archaeology in understanding the human past. 

 
Public archaeology is important as a means to explain to other people (public,  

Archaeologists, business, indigenous people) what archaeologists ‘do’ and how the material 

from the prehistoric past enters the public domain.  Understanding the past and how our 

species developed is important.  The past determines the future and understanding how 

humans adapted to changing circumstances and what it is that makes us ‘human’ and how 

and why human culture developed provides a foundation for future development.  

Archaeological research has direct application to modern society.  McGimsey (1984) notes 

that analysis of prehistoric canals in Arizona and Peru revealed information applicable to 

current attempts to provide adequate water resources. 

 
 

                                                                                     
                 
Figure 2: Ishidoko stone tool                                     Figure 3:  Wandjina  
(From Valdes 2002)                                                    (From Flood 1996) 
 

Artefacts from the archaeological record provide the basis of this knowledge. The 

Ishidoko stone tool (Figure 2) appears in different Jomon archaeological sites in different 

regions but its specific function is unclear.  If archaeologists cannot give an explanation of 

these tools then members of the public looking at them would not know either.    The 



Wandjina (Figure 3) are ancestral beings, in human form but three times the size.  As they 

are spirits of the clouds, makers of the land and sea and human beings they share both 

characteristics.  These figures are portrayed with head, halo, eyes, nose but no mouth as 

they contain rain as well as lightning – mouths would release constant rain on the land 

(Flood 1997:296).  Public Archaeology provides the means to show the limits of current 

knowledge and hypotheses about ‘the gaps’.  More knowledge in the public domain is 

beneficial for both archaeologists and the public so that mis-representation cannot occur. 

Misrepresentations such as the belief that the Wandjina represent the record of alien 

visitors from outer space (von Daniken 1998) can therefore be challenged with current 

scientific evidence. How information is disseminated can condition how people perceive 

the past and Archaeologists have a responsibility to present the past as accurately as 

possible.   

Aims 

 This research focused on “What is public archaeology” and how one aspect of 

public archaeology is practised in Australia and Japan. This analysis includes the responses 

that I received from a questionnaire sent to Australian and Japanese academics.  This 

survey was undertaken in an attempt to understand the attitudes amongst academics 

concerning the importance of public archaeology and whether or not they had participated 

in any public archaeology activities.  In order to analyse the dynamics of this information 

exchange and interface between archaeologists (in this case academics) this study had a 

number of objectives.  They were: 

• To survey Australian and Japanese academics 
• To quantify the survey results 
• To assess Public Archaeology in Australia and Japan as practised by academics 
• To analyse the factors influencing information dissemination 



 
In undertaking a survey to obtain primary data and cross reference it with information from 

the literature it is hoped that a clearer picture would develop of the archaeologist/public 

sphere.  One of the debates within academic archaeology (Habu & Fawcet 1999) is the 

relationship between what archaeologists think, what is presented to the public and how 

this influences understanding of the past. 

Previous surveys have focussed on archaeological education (Colley 2003); ethics 

and American Indian-archaeologist relationships (Watkins1999); geographic bias (Shott 

2000) and collation of results from the 1994 Society of American Archaeology (SAA) 

census (Zeder 1997) but have not considered the links between teaching and learning 

archaeology and public archaeology.   

Methodology 

This study focused on the attributes of Public archaeology, education and the 

dynamics of the information exchange between academics and the public.  The research 

process utilized both primary and secondary information from a variety of sources.  

Primary data was obtained through analysis of the response of academics to an 

administered questionnaire. Secondary data was obtained through bibliographic work and 

included journal articles, books and press releases.  

A questionnaire focusing on factors which influence the interaction between the 

archaeologists and the public was prepared. The questionnaire consisted of 44 questions.   

The questions consisted of Yes/No answers, category answers and open ended questions 

allowing for individual responses to be recorded.  The questionnaire was also translated 

into Japanese.  This questionnaire was sent to a sample of academics who were identified 

as being archaeologists or anthropologists or who taught such courses in universities in 



Australia and Japan.  The Japanese questionnaires were sent by mail, the Australian ones 

by email.  This was to maximize the response rate.  In total questionnaires were sent to 104 

Australian academics and 155 academics in Japan. 

Universities which taught archaeology were identified.  The departments’ in which 

archaeology is taught varies from history, classics, human science, anthropology, 

archaeology and palaeoanthropology to area studies.    In total questionnaires were sent to 

academics at 41 Japanese universities and 17 Australian universities.   

Profile 

The following section gives an outline of the characteristics of the academics who 

responded to the questionnaire.  Out of a total of 92 respondents, 65 were Japanese and 27 

were Australian.  97% of the Japanese academics were male compared to 63% for 

Australian academics.  Almost 100% of the Japanese university respondents gave their 

ethnicity as ‘Japanese’ with the exception of one foreigner who had worked in Japan for a 

number of years.  74% of the Australian respondents gave their ethnicity as ‘European’ 

with 19% giving ‘Other’ responses.  For the Australians there was a ‘No response’ rate of 

7%.  In both countries there were no indigenous people working as academic archaeologists.    

This marginalises indigenous people from having some control (in an educational setting) 

of how their past is represented to non-indigenous people.  A recent press release from an 

Aboriginal Archaeologist (Johnson, Dec 11 2003) sums up this view, 

‘I am calling for more employment opportunities for Indigenous archaeologists 
and heritage workers  Students studying at institutions teaching Indigenous  
Australian archaeology and heritage should have the opportunity to be taught by  
Indigenous archaeologists and Elders as lecturers and/or tutors.  Our heritage is 
not simply represented by stone.’ 



The majority of respondents (Table 1) in Japan held the position of Professor or 

Associate Professor whilst the Lecturer category was the largest (marginally) for the 

Australian sample.  The discrepancies between the two samples could be a result of 

different job titles and the number of responses. 

                       Table 1:  Cross Tabulation of country and position 
 

COUNTRY Total
JAPAN AUSTRALIA

POSITION 
NAME

Emeritus 
Professor

2 1 3

Professor 31 6 37
Associate 
Professor

19 7 26

Lecturer 3 8 11
Assistant 
Lecturer

2 2

Other 8 5 13
Total 65 27 92

 

 There is a difference in the amount of income earned by archaeologists in the two 

countries with the majority of Japanese academics earning over $80,000 with the next 

highest category being $71,000 - $80,000 and the rest of the sample spread between the 

other categories.  The large ‘missing’ category is due to the fact that 18% of Japanese 

academics declined to answer the question about income.  Most Australian academics earn 

between $31,000 - $40,000 and $51,000 - $60,000.  This discrepancy correlates with the 

differences in the position of the academics between the two countries and/or differences in 

the tenure system. 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 4:  Income 
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Figures 5 a) and b) give the breakdown of why the academics in Australia and 

Japan became archaeologists.  This question was included to assess the motivating factor 

behind becoming an archaeologist.  For Japanese researchers the most important category 

was “Interest in history” 41%, then “Childhood Interest” 23% followed by “Interest in 

Prehistory” which was  21%. 

 

Figure 5:  Reasons for becoming an Archaeologist 
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The large response rate to the first category “Interest in History” reflects the difference in 

meaning between history and prehistory and reflects the situation in Japan.  Most 

Japanese researchers understand ‘history’ to mean the history of their country and include 

meanings and categories which are not prevalent elsewhere. For Australians the largest 

category was “Childhood interest” 23% followed by “Interest in History” and “Interest in 

Prehistory both 18%.  Only one respondent cited contact with Indigenous people as the 

major factor indicating that across the sample this factor was not considered important.  

This is a surprising with regards to the Australian data given the prominence of 

Aboriginal archaeology there and the level of contact between Archaeologists and 

Aboriginal people. The response rate is higher than the sample number because some 

researchers gave more than one response. 

Figure 6:  Number of years as an Archaeologist 
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Results across the sample indicate the differences between the two countries.  The majority 

of Japanese academics had been an archaeologist for 21-25 years with the 11-15 years 

being the highest category for Australians.  One Japanese researcher had been an 



archaeologist for less than 5 years.  The differences in experience are attributed to the fact 

that in Australia some people change their profession and gain a second qualification to re-

enter employment in another field, in this case archaeology after graduating with a first 

degree.  There is also more movement between educational and consultancy sectors of the 

discipline. 

Archaeology, Anthropology and Perceptions of the Past 

Various questions were included to ascertain the linkages between archaeology, 

how it is practiced and perception of the past and how it is represented.  Among the 

questions asked was Do you consider archaeology a discipline in its own right or a sub 

discipline of anthropology? 75% (Japanese) and 78% (Australian) of respondents consider 

archaeology a discipline in its own right and not a sub discipline of anthropology.  

However, Australian respondents thought there are close links between the two.  In Japan 

history and archaeology are joined in one field, with ‘History’ being a general term of the 

written record and archaeology, with separation of the two almost impossible.   

Figure 7:  Anthropology vs Archaeology 
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Given the strong positive response to the previous question the results for the 

Archaeology vs Anthropology debate are surprising.  For the question ‘Do you support 

the view that without anthropology there can be no archaeology’ the results were mixed.  

40% (Australian) and 28% (Japanese) respectively disagreed with this statement.  

However, 26% of Japanese respondents agreed with this statement indicating perhaps that 

whilst the disciplines are separate there are very close links.  The response from the 

‘neither agree nor disagree’ category is ambivalent. This indicates that the links between 

archaeology and anthropology are not important or that the academic is neutral on the 

matter.  However the question is culturally biased in that a North American would say 

yes; someone from Australia, Britain, France, Germany etc. would say no and given the 

American influence on archaeology in Japan this response is surprising. 

Given the strong links between the two disciplines a 92% (Japanese) and 96% 

(Australian) positive response to the value of ethnography to archaeological research is 

understandable.  Orme (1981) suggests that both archaeologists and anthropologists 

wonder whether their discipline has anything to offer the other.  One concentrates 

(archaeology) on the material remains of human activities in the past, the other, 

(anthropology) focuses on human activities in the present.  The use of ethnographic 

material to understand how the archaeological record was formed should focus on 

material remains rather than social processes.  Davidson (1988) believes that as long as 

the distinction between the two disciplines is recognised ethnography can make a 

valuable contribution to the study of past societies.  He suggests that the only means of 

interpreting the evidence from the prehistoric past is through knowledge of the present. 



For the question ‘Do you think that archaeology assists people in maintaining 

their links with the prehistoric past?’ the results and comments were varied.  The 

Japanese responses were Yes - 65%, No - 25% and No response – 10%.  The comments 

we received indicated that in Hokkaido there are indigenous people and perhaps there 

archaeology would be useful in maintaining these links.  Others responded that it is not 

an appropriate question to ask for Japan. The Australian breakdown was Yes – 89%, No – 

7% and No response – 4%.  Australian responses indicated that it creates their links with 

the prehistoric past.  However, it totally depends.  Sometimes legislation requires “proof” 

of connection to the past, but most Aboriginal people argue that they do not need 

archaeologists to tell them who they are or where they came from – they already know.  

 This mirrors contemporary Ainu (Kayano 1994) feelings of cultural identity: 

“We are no “former aborigines’.  We were a nation who lived in Hokkaido, on the 

national land called Ainu Mosir, which means a peaceful land for humans.” 

Despite the above ambivalent response and comments from Japanese researchers 73% of 

respondents and 78% of Australians thought this was an important aspect of archaeological 

investigation.  Others thought is an important aspect of why archaeology is valued as a 

discipline. 

 If archaeological investigation adds value to our knowledge of the past then it is 

important to be careful how this information is utilised.  27% (Japan) and 85% (Australia) 

of respondents thought that archaeology can be used to support a viewpoint of the past 

that encompasses national goals or interests.  Whether this knowledge should be used this 

way is another matter.  Ideally archaeology should be independent of these issues but 

often it is not and it also depends on whose past it is that is being represented.   



This is shown in the next set of responses to the question ‘Do you consider the 

prehistory of your country as the history of your country or community?’. 74% of 

Japanese respondents said Yes compared to 56% for Australians.  Japanese respondents 

indicated that the history and archaeology of Japan are the same. One Australian 

respondent answered, ‘Yes’ in the sense that history is a continuum and the appearance of 

writing an artificial division of this.  Others thought that there is no ‘The history’, but 

believed that the history the archaeologists’ produce is more widely accepted than other 

histories (eg by Indigenous people or other non-archaeologists).   

Assuming the ‘history’ produced by archaeologists is more valid than others due 

to its focus on the material remains of the past it is useful to analyse perceptions of how 

indigenous people (the descendants of hunter-gatherers) perceive archaeology.  38% of 

Japanese respondents indicated that indigenous people valued archaeology with a No 

response of 28%. However comments indicated that perhaps there were indigenous 

people in Japan but that discussion of these points was difficult or that there were no 

indigenous people in Japan. The Australian responses were; 48% - Yes, 22% - Yes and 

No and No response – 30%.   The Yes and No answer by the Australians indicated the 

mixed feelings of the Aboriginal community whereby some are very much in favour of 

archaeological research, especially that of the recent past, whilst others feel 

archaeologists and their profession are the ‘scum of the earth’.  There is always some 

competition over the precedence of different types of knowledge – archaeological and the 

validity of indigenous knowledge.   

 

 



Public Archaeology 

Given these tensions within archaeology it is useful to analyse how the public 

perceives archaeology and how archaeological knowledge is presented to the public.  The 

graphs below show the response from the question “Do you think the public perceives 

archaeology as important?” 

Figure 8: Public perception of archaeology 
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For Japan 57% of respondents answered “Agree” compared for 38% for Australia. I think 

that the difference in the response rate indicates the differences in perception of what is 

history and/or archaeology.  In Japan there is a strong tradition of lumping history and 

archaeology together hence the perception that archaeology is important as people are 

learning about their ‘own’ history.  For Australia the next highest category was “Neither 

agree nor disagree”.  This reflects the fact that the predominant archaeology undertaken 

in Australia is prehistoric or aboriginal archaeology.  Public perception of Aboriginal 

people in Australia is not good and they often face discrimination.  Therefore public 

perception about the importance of archaeology is also affected, especially because of 

land rights and access issues.   



In comparison 92% of Japanese archaeologists and 100% of Australians 

considered public archaeology important. 6% of Japanese archaeologists did not think 

that public archaeology was important and 2% didn’t offer a response.  The people that 

answered in the negative for this question were Japanese archaeologists.  However these 

results are not translated over to the results from later questions.  These results were not 

graphed because there were no significant differences in the responses. 

The figures below show the type of public archaeology undertaken at  

Figure 9: Public archaeology undertaken at universities 
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universities’ in the two countries.  Public lectures are the most popular activity for both 

countries followed by ‘archaeology museum’ possibly due to the ease of hosting such 

events.  95% (Japanese) and 100% (Australian) of academics respectively had been 

involved in public archaeology activities.   

The figures below show the differences in the type of public archaeology 

undertaken by the archaeologists in Japan and Australia.  Despite the negative replies 

(from Japanese archaeologists) concerning the importance of public archaeology the 

response indicates that perhaps personal preferences are overridden by professional 

responsibility.  However the breakdown in activities undertaken by the researchers 



 

Figure 10:  Type of Public Archaeology undertaken 
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varies and reflects some of the differences in how archaeology is presented in the two 

countries.  In Japan ‘public lectures’ (25%), ‘site visits’ (16%) and ‘museum activities’ 

(13%) were the most popular activities.  In Australia ‘other’ 16%, ‘public lectures’ (15%) 

and ‘site visits’ and ‘special interest lectures’ (14%) were popular.  Generally in both 

countries public lectures were predominant which is understandable given that these 

activities are the easiest to organise and have the potential to reach the highest number of 

people. The difference in the first two categories for Australia (‘other’ vs ‘public lecture’) 

is due to school visits and various outreach activities such as experimental archaeology 

and others being undertaken.  The high rating of ‘site visits’ in the two countries reflects 

logistical and cultural differences. Site visits in Japan are much more open to the public 

with researchers giving public lectures and tours of the site which are open to the public.  

In Australia people often have to have permission of the traditional owners to visit a site 

and access is much more restricted often necessitating archaeologist or indigenous 

presence. 



 Public archaeology programmes require funding in order to operate.  The figures 

below indicate the source of funding for these programmes. 

Figure 11:  Funding 
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In Japan ‘University’ 25%, ‘Local government’ 22%, and ‘State government’ were the 

major sources of funding. In Australia the major sources of funding were ‘State 

government’ 21%, ‘Federal government’ 17% and ‘business’ 15%.  75% of Japanese 

academics indicated they would increase public archaeology activities, given more 

funding compared to a positive response of 63% for Australian academics. 

Conclusion 

 In spite of the fact that the sample size for the survey was small and the results 

preliminary they show that there are some areas which require further investigation to show 

the linkages between archaeology, the public and the profession. Perceptions of the past 

varied but most academics believed that the ‘history produced by archaeologists was more 

valid than that produced by indigenous people or by other non archaeologists.  Given the 

conflict in the dichotomy of the indigenous/importance of archaeology debate the low 

positive response to the value that indigenous people attribute to archaeological 



investigation is of concern.  Also of concern is the view expressed by some Japanese 

archaeologists that these sorts of questions should not be asked in Japan.  Other responses 

varied from that perhaps there were indigenous people living in Hokkaido to the fact that 

there were no indigenous people in Japan at all.  The competition over the precedence of 

the different types of knowledge within archaeology is a source of conflict which can spill 

over into the public domain. Representative of the tensions within archaeology the response 

to public perception of Archaeology was notably different with 57% of Japanese 

respondents indicating that the public valued archaeology as opposed to 38% for Australia.  

This is because in Japan archaeology is seen as history and therefore more relevant to 

members of the society.  In Australia indigenous archaeology becomes and area of conflict 

between Aboriginal and white Australians.   

This contrasts with the views of the academic archaeologists themselves as to the 

importance of public archaeology where there was a 100% positive response for Australia 

and a 92% response for Japan.  6% of Japanese archaeologists did not think that public 

archaeology is important but despite this response all of the academic archaeologists 

surveyed had participated in public archaeology activities. 

Generally the type of public archaeology undertaken by the universities comprised 

of public lectures, site visits and special interest group lectures.  This is understandable 

because these activities are the easiest to undertake given the commitment of academics to 

research.  The majority of funding for public archaeology activities was given by the 

university and local government (Japan) and by state and federal government and business 

in Australia.  Both countries academics indicated that they would consider increasing their 

public archaeology commitments if funding was made available. 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper would like  to investigate the rise of new ethnic 

group in contemporary Australia. This means to illustrate a reconstruction of 
Japanese ethnic club from a Japanese club “in Australia” toward a Japanese 
club “within the Australian society”. Here, I focus on a Japanese ethnic group in 
Brisbane, Australia. As growth of the number of immigrants and new generations 
who mostly have spent their life in Australia, socio-economic status of these 
Japanese immigrants becomes more diverse than before. In these 
circumstances, how this Japanese club as ethnic society is reforming their role 
and object to exist? Then, I would report the reason and the process of change 
of the Japanese club, based on my research held in Brisbane 2004, and suggest 
a need of more deeper and precise observations about ethno-cultural 
“identification” among members of the club, taking into account of the social 
context of contemporary multicultural Australia. 
 
Ethnic Communities in Ethnic Studies 
 Over the past few decades, a considerable number of studies has been 
conducted on ethnic studies in social science. Generally speaking, it would be 
safely to say that ethnicity is defined based on culture and tradition. An ethnic 
group is, then, a group in which they share a common cultural and traditional 
background, as well as the same ancestors and histories (Barth 1969; Eames 
and Goode 1977)1. Nowadays, the importance of these studies has been 
growing in the age of immigration within globalization (Castles and Miller 2003). 
To study an ethnic society also has been an important aspect of immigration in 
the age of globalization. However, I would like to mention that scholars on these 
studies have mainly regarded ethnic communities in the settlement in a limited 

                                                        
1 It is also remarkable to pay attention to the point they also claim that ethnicity is by no means a rigid and 
stable concept. It is possible to reform itself by interactions with other ethnic groups and cultures. 
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respects. These views on ethnic groups are on the premise that communities or 
societies have been founded and maintained for immigrants need help in the 
new environment, as well as considered to be a place where members are able 
to confirm and represent their traditional culture and ethnic identity. These 
communities host new members from their home countries, and often work as 
an information centre to learn a way of new life in the settlement. They also fight 
and protect members against their economic and political poverty and racism in 
the new environment. In other words, these aspects lead to have defined ethnic 
societies as an isolated enclave where it reminds members of the homeland. 
  
 Yet, these days, it would be difficult to say that these ethnic communities are 
could be said that they are also isolated ethnic enclave in the settlement. Yet, we 
need to consider them as an institution that plays an important role between their 
homeland and settlement so that of the growth of so-called “transnational” 
immigrants. According to Steven Vertovec (1999), transnational immigrants are 
those who live beyond national boundaries, regulations, and narratives, and their 
life spaces are globally enlarged, instead of setting themselves down to the 
settlement permanently2. There are some reasons why transnational immigrants 
increases at present. Most importantly, this phenomenon is as a result of 
contemporary globalization: the rapid and vast flow of global capital; labor force; 
transportation systems; and media. On these flows, an experience of migration 
today is by means a single and one-way travel in their life. On the contrary, 
migration today is a series of moving between the home and the settlement. 
These facts lead us that we should assess meanings and roles of ethnic 
communities in the settlement in a different perspective. Besides, there is 
another point to make us to reconsider the concept of ethnic community in the 
settlement; this is due to the rise of new generations who grow up in the 
settlement. As their socio-cultural situation, their culture and identity are more 
creolized than their parents as the first generations. With all things in mind, how 
do we need to re-examine the new feature of ethnic communities in this age? 
 
New Ethnic Community?: A Case in Brisbane, Australia 
 To think of these points in ethnic communities at present, it could be possible to 

                                                        
2 See also about Haitian immigrants in New York by Glick Schiller and Basch (2001); Hong Kong 
immigrants in the west coast of North America by Ong (1999); and Basch, Glick Schiller and Szanton Blanc 
(1994). 
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examine data based on my previous research held in Brisbane in 20043. In that 
time, I did in-depth interviews with Japanese immigrants living in Brisbane. The 
aim of the research was that I would describe their motivations of migration and 
their life styles in Australia to reveal their process of re-definition of their 
Japaneseness and new identification as Japanese through their experiences in 
Australia. I was also interested in how these Japanese re-form their identity 
within the context of Australian multicultural society. Throughout the research, I 
found that many of informants often talked about Japanese clubs in Brisbane. In 
detail, while older Japanese immigrants worry about that new and young 
Japanese tend to keep a distance from these clubs, such young Japanese are 
unattractive or less interested in belonging to the clubs. An old 
Japanese-Australian, who immigrated more than fifty years ago, is worried about 
continuation of a Japanese club she belongs so that young Japanese seldom 
join the club: 
 

In the past time, the number of families belonged to the club was around seventy or eighty, 

and the number of members are more than 120, but now it is less than fifty. The club is 

suffering from aging and a decrease of members. […] Some say that the club should 

organize an ethnic school to remain Japanese and Japanese culture in Australia. But few 

people to learn them. I feel sad about it. 

(Mrs. W. migrated in 1950s) 

 
The following is an extract of article issued by the Japanese club. It says: 
 

[…] While the average of age of members of the club is getting older, new generations, 

including those who married with Australian spouse, are increasing. How should we 

organize our club for both old and young generations together? 

(JCQ newsletter vol.18 no.12, 2004: 3, my translation) 

 
On the contrary, young Japanese immigrants complain about the club and its 
members. For example: 
 

[…] overseas Japanese people easily tend to be close together since they are very few. I’m 

sometime fed up with such a small and closed community. […] One day, when I talked to my 

                                                        
3 This was a research for MA thesis, submitted to the Graduate School of Social and Cultural Studies, 
Kyushu University, 2005. 
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friend, we said “we’re very lucky to live in Brisbane. If we lived in Sydney, we would be 

annoyed by many Japanese.” Since a number of Japanese people in Brisbane are few, we 

can keep an appropriate distance each other. 

(Mr. N. migrated in 1980s, cited in Hamano (2005)) 

 
 Throughout these interviews and an article, we can make some points clear to 
understand why the Japanese club is being less popular among Japanese 
immigrants in Brisbane. Firstly, it is that there are those who unwillingly belong to 
the Japanese club derives from their dissatisfaction with the fact that such a club 
only consist of only Japanese people, and feel too exclusive since they decided 
to migrate to Australia to seek for an alternative lives. For their migration to 
Australia is motivated by discontent of life in Japan. As a result, it is certainly that 
they no longer want to back to live in a society consists of only Japanese people 
and customs as they experienced and dissatisfied in Japan. This tendency also 
comes from another point that current young Japanese immigrants are mostly of 
rich cultural capital. For example, they have tertiary education and enough 
experiences to live and work overseas, and it goes without saying that they are 
good at speaking English. This character is also the case in other ethnic groups 
in Australia (see Colic-Peisker 2002). Additionally, there is a fact that the 
immigration policy of Australia at present welcomes such young and skilled 
immigrants to develop the domestic economy, and therefore it would be natural 
that there types of immigrants increasingly go toward Australia as a place to gain 
success. In my interviews, some suggested that belonging to an ethnic society 
like Japanese club might loose their opportunities to success in the Australian 
society. They are independent subjects and do not see themselves that they 
need to be supported by Japanese clubs, in terms of information, manners, and 
customs to live a new life in Australia. Again, they are middle-class immigrants, 
and of rich cultural capital. To be sure that they are less interested in being a 
member of the club while they told me that they belonged to the club for the first 
time when they immigrated to Australia. However, the most serious issue to 
explain the reason why the club must struggle with decreasing members is that 
new generations unlikely regard themselves as Japanese. They involve 
themselves in the Australian society as Japanese-Australian or simply Australian 
so that they have grown up in Australia in the most of their life. For them, to join 
the Australian society is easier than their parents, and they would not consider 
themselves as Japanese who live in Australia and are unfamiliar with Japanese 
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culture and society. Even some of them have a conversation with their Japanese 
parents in English at home. 
 
 Among three points, which are to explain the reason why the Japanese club in 
Brisbane is being less popular, the first two things seem to derive from that the 
club institutionally fails to respond to requests from new Japanese immigrants. 
Then the last reason is due to the increase of new generations who grew up in 
Australia. Regardless of their educational backgrounds or technical skills, it is 
hardly to say that these generations belong themselves as Japanese, living in 
Australia. This is because their socio-cultural belonging is more hybridized than 
their parents who migrated from Japan. Moreover, this hybrid situation would be 
more issue when we consider of their ethno-cultural identity in Australia so that 
their identity possibly suggests the rise of new ethno-cultural identity. While their 
parents (the first generations) are able to consider themselves as Japanese 
living in Australia, their children have spent most of their life in Australia and 
rarely experienced lives in Japan. Consequently, they are more difficult to 
independently manage both Japanese identity and Australian identity than their 
parents4. They seek to be an alternative subject by hybridizing both cultural 
identifies, or radically search for a way to be “Australian.” The result is that they 
feel uncomfortable to belong to “Japanese” club and keep distance from it.  
 
How Does the Japanese Club Survive? 
 However, members of Japanese are trying to change their club to involve such 
diverse Japanese (or Japanese-Australian) in the club. Articles in the magazine 
issued by the club say: 
 

A comment from a member: 

We must make importance of activities by youth group (around 7-20 years old) among 

members’ family. Their activities will be the basement of the existence of our club in future. 

Then, we also must grasp a distribution of their age, .by making a contact list… 

(JCQ newsletter vol.19 no.2 2004:2 my translation) 

 

Invitation to “JCQ square”: 

“JCQ square” was established for JCQ members on a Saturday night, once a month, but, 

since this year, it was also opened for those who members of Japan-Australian association 
                                                        
4 From my interviews. 
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and students who study Japanese. In addition with former materials such as Japanese 

videotapes and books, we set up a new bulletin board to exchange information each other. 

We welcome your coming. 

(JCQ Newsletter vol.18 no.2 2003:4, my translation) 

 
 As these article suggest, the definition of members of the club is more enlarged 
and flexible, followed by a change of socio-economic diversity of Japanese 
immigrants. Besides, recently, they are welcome those who are simply interested 
in Japanese culture and society, regardless of their ethno-cultural background in 
Australia5. In this sense, it is arguable to say that the present Japanese club in 
Brisbane reconstruct its raison d’être; it goes toward more opened society and 
re-define itself from Japanese in Australia to more abstract and hybrid formation 
in terms of “Japaneseness.” In other words, apart from a Japanese club in 
Australia, it is being a Japanese club within Australian society as culturally 
diverse and mixed society. 
 
Remained Issue: what is Identity as Japanese?  
 Taking into account of this change of Japanese club, we are inevitable to see 
the process of ethnic identify of member is changing within it. My understanding 
about ethno-cultural identity is that it is (re)flexible and fluid in the interaction with 
various experiences in the society. As Stuart Hall says (1992: 47; see also Hall 
1997), identity is something that “it makes us aware that they are never 
completed, never finished; that they are always as subjectivity itself is, in 
process.” Particularly, this definition of identity as process is very relevant among 
immigrants who live in the settlement, daily exposed different cultural 
experiences. For instance, as immigrants to Australia, these Japanese 
immigrants would receive different feelings and perceptions about being 
Japanese in Australia. There, Japanese and their culture are one of minor 
cultures in the multicultural society, and this point makes these Japanese 
re-define their ethno-cultural identity. Its process also contains hybridization with 
so-called Australian culture6, as well as other minor cultures brought by other 
ethnic groups. These reflexive interactions with others are exclusive not only to 
think of the transformation of ethnic group in the settlement mentioned until now, 
but also suggest an importance to investigate how their “authentic” 

                                                        
5 From my interviews. 
6 In fact, more examinations should be done to definite what Australian culture is. 
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ethno-cultural identity is questioned and challenged to re-define. It is also 
remarkable to note that this reflexive process of ethno-cultural identification is 
not only created by only themselves. As “subjects,” in the process of re-defining 
their ethno-cultural identification, the social context or hegemony must impact 
onto the process; in this sense, they are by no means agents free from any 
social discourses. Thus, we need to pay attention to the point that the rise of new 
ethno-cultural identification among these Japanese is a dialectic process of their 
own practices and social hegemony that demands them to be a model Japanese 
suitable to the Australian society. However, in this paper, unfortunately, there is 
no space to discuss about this process and more studies need to be done in the 
future. 
 
Conclusion 
 The aim of this paper was to describe how a Japanese club in Brisbane is 
changing its role to intake new types of members, investigating interviews and 
articles I collected in Brisbane in 2004. The origin of foundation of the Japanese 
club was, as well as other ethnic communities throughout the world, a 
mutual-aide community to help each other. However, on the contrary, current 
young and skilled Japanese immigrants unlikely tend to join to the club since 
they dissatisfy with such an ethnic enclave and they do not consider that they 
need a support from the club. Besides, new generations grew up in Australia 
seldom define themselves as Japanese worth being a member of Japanese club. 
In response to the diversity of Japanese immigrants in Australia and to continue 
the club itself, it challenges to re-define the definition of Japanese as 
membership in a wide interpretation. This point also suggests us that we should 
realize that the meaning and definition of ethnicity or ethnic need to be examined 
again, in the context of new social circumstances in the age of globalization. 
Unfortunately, this paper only showed how the Japanese club institutionally 
responded to this situation, but it is not enough to discuss about the process of 
members’ ethno-cultural identification within it. Yet, the next research should be 
done and, on the one hand, it would be a study these Japanese re-form their 
ethno-cultural identity, on the other hand, it also would be how do they accept or 
resist the social hegemony of Australia as conventional discourse about 
Japanese as social minority, by both theoretical and positive methodology. 
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 Hamlin 1
                Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s A New England Tale: 

The Sentimental Novel as a Voice of Protest. 

 On the surface, Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s A New England Tale appears to be nothing 

more than a standard sentimental novel.  As Victoria Clements points out in the introduction, A 

New England Tale adheres to all the genre guidelines of the sentimental novel outlined 

previously by Nina Baym.  Jane Elton is a young woman who, after losing her parents, is 

subjected to numerous hardships, yet she is still capable of securing a happy life by marrying her 

dream man in the novel’s conclusion.  During her difficult times she somehow finds a way to 

maintain her strong Christian faith, another crucial element of the prototypical sentimental novel.  

Even Sedgwick herself, in writing the book, adheres to the sentimental novel’s formula since 

most authors in this genre were white, middle-class women like herself.  Since this novel is one 

of the earliest, if not the earliest, works in this genre, Sedgwick is not so much adhering to the 

formula as she is creating it.  Regardless of the novels adherence to these genre rules, beneath the 

surface of a standard sentimental novel is a novel of protest in hiding.  A New England Tale is a 

novel that obeys the restrictions of the genre while also using them to speak out about many of 

the social issues prevalent at the time.  It is a subversive masterpiece that, through its ability to 

obey the restrictions of the sentimental genre while still speak out about serious social issues, 

displays Sedgwick’s masterful skill as a writer. 

 One glaring social issue addressed in Sedgwick’s novel is that of religion.  Her heroine, 

Jane Elton, is a tremendously devout woman who feels strongly about her faith in God.  

Sedgwick uses Jane’s devotion to God, a trait typical of sentimental novel heroines, in contrast to 

the false Christianity of Mrs. Wilson, a trait very much prevalent in society of the time.  Early in 



 Hamlin 2
the novel, the reader sees Jane’s true character as Mary Hull gives her some crucial 

advice that will stay with her for the rest of her life: 

But, my child, do not be down-hearted.  There has one ‘taken you in who will not 

leave you, nor forsake you.  ‘The fires may be about you, but they will not kindle 

on you.’  Make the Bible your counselor, you will always find some good word 

there, that will be a bright light to you in the darkest night; and do not forget the 

daily sacrifice of prayer; for, as the priests under the old covenant were nourished 

by a part of that which they offered, so, when the sacrifice of praise is sent 

upward by the broken and contrite heart, there is strength cometh back upon our 

souls.  (20-21) 

Jane took Mary’s advice to heart, and throughout the rest of the novel the reader sees how strong 

her faith in God is, which is particularly striking considering Jane’s miserable lot in life.  Jane’s 

ability to maintain this faith, and in many ways represent the ideal Christian, is a crucial element 

of the sentimental novel’s formula. 

 Just as Jane is the ideal Christian, the type that people strive to be in terms of their faith in 

God, contrasted against her is the hypocritical Christianity of her Aunt, Mrs. Wilson.  Though 

she speaks of the importance of Jane “experience[ing] religion,” it is Jane who is much more the 

true Christian.  Where Jane is constantly doing God’s will, Mrs. Wilson is reluctant to even take 

the poor, grieving child into her home.  She actually debates the matter before finally giving in to 

what should have been a common Christian instinct—the desire to comfort and care for a 

grieving family member. 

 After finally agreeing to take care of Jane, Mrs. Wilson then demands that Jane bring 

with her some of her father’s worldly possessions so that they might help to pay for the expense 
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Mrs. Wilson will incur in keeping the poor child.  What kind of a Christian would ask 

for payment to care for a grief-stricken child who has lost her parents?  Only a hypocritical 

Christian, someone who would speak of doing right by the Lord before then turning around and 

performing a wholly un-Christian act, could do what Mrs. Wilson did to Jane.  For someone to 

ask a child experiencing such loss to sell her father’s worldly possessions is sickening and 

inconceivable.  This horrific act shows Mrs. Wilson to be a person driven solely by greed, not 

faith.  This is a stark contrast to Jane, who, even during this difficult time, never loses her faith in 

God. 

 In displaying her heroine’s strong Christian faith, Sedgwick is obeying one of the most 

crucial elements of the sentimental novel’s formula.  Yet by juxtaposing against her heroine the 

hypocritical Christianity of Mrs. Wilson, Sedgwick is able to attack those members of society 

who, though they may not realize it, are of the same character as Mrs. Wilson.  The end result is 

two-fold: Mrs. Wilson’s hypocrisy defines her as villainous, while also exposing those members 

of society similar in character to her own.  More importantly, Sedgwick’s examination of Mrs. 

Wilson also serves to make her protagonist, Jane, all the more appealing and heroic. 

 In A New England Tale, Sedgwick obeys many of the patriarchal gender codes that made 

up society at that time.  The novel has a lasting patriarchal figure in the person of Mr. Lloyd, 

who throughout the novel is the one person that is always available when someone needs him 

most.  He is the archetypal father figure who is constantly solving everyone’s problems and 

saving the day.  He gave Mary a job; he helped John the basketmaker during his difficult times; 

he was the one person Erskine wrote to when he needed some fatherly advice; he offers to help 

David Wilson when his own mother was willing to stand by and let him die; and finally, in 

marrying Jane, he saves her from a life of continued despair.  Mr. Lloyd saves the day by 
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marrying Jane, thus fulfilling her and giving her life a sense of completion.  It is 

through the creation of Mr. Lloyd that Sedgwick adheres to both the sentimental novel’s formula 

and society’s gender roles which mandate a man sit alone atop the social ladder and, from there, 

solve all of the world’s problems. 

 Sedgwick also obeys patriarchal gender codes in writing her Preface to A New England 

Tale.  Here Sedgwick belittles her skill and talent to pay homage to the predominantly male 

literary world at that time.  Most of the writers at this time were male, so she included with her 

novel a Preface which basically said, “Forgive me if this work is not up to your high standards.  I 

am, after all, merely a woman.”  This Preface is ingenious.  She must bow down before the male 

literary tradition by including this apologetic Preface if she hopes to get her novel published, but 

within this Preface lays the truest statement any author could ever write.  She says, “In this free 

country, no person is under any obligation to write; and the public (unfortunately) is under no 

obligation to read” (7).  This statement serves as a wonderful counter to the posturing she was 

forced to perform for being a woman in a man’s world.  Taken together, the two statements read 

as Sedgwick sincerely wanting the reader to forgive her humble attempt to add to the American 

literary canon, but, at the same time, if you don’t like it—don’t read it!  It’s that simple.  

Sedgwick is therefore using patriarchal gender codes (I am but a woman), while also protesting 

against them (if you don’t like it, that’s fine by me). 

 Sedgwick questions society’s patriarchal gender codes again when she writes about the 

exhibition involving the children of the village.  She states: 

The young men and boys were to display those powers that were developing for 

the pulpit, and the bar, and the political harangue.  The young ladies were with 

obvious and singular propriety excluded from any part in the exhibition, except 
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that on the first drawing aside, (for they did not know enough of the 

scenic art to draw up the curtain,) the prize composition was to be read by the 

author of it.  (51) 

The sarcasm and ill-will flowing from Sedgwick’s pen are very much evident to the reader.  

With these statements Sedgwick is questioning society’s uniform exclusion of women from 

certain events, and in doing so, forcing the reader to question them along with her.  Her mention, 

and obvious disregard, for these exclusions makes the reader recognize them more readily and, 

hopefully, bring them to an end. 

 Yet another instance of Sedgwick questioning the patriarchal gender codes prevalent in 

society comes when Mr. Lloyd stops in the local tavern and strikes up a conversation with a 

crusty mountaineer who had lost the use of his legs.  When speaking of their humble village, the 

mountaineer states, “Ah, this is a nice place as you will find anywhere to bring up boys; it makes 

them hardy and spirited, to live here with the wind roaring about them, and the thunder rattling 

over their heads” (30).  A good place to bring up boys, he claims?  Then what of the girls?  Does 

his statement lead one to assume that though the village is fine for raising boys, it is somehow 

not fine for raising girls?  Also, in Sedgwick’s cast of characters, the boys of the village are not 

very nice, so if it is truly a fine place to bring up boys, then why aren’t David, Erskine, and the 

Woodhulls better people? 

 The fact that this ridiculous man, with his odd penchant for naming children, had the 

audacity to utter this statement causes his claim to instantly lose credibility.  It goes to show that 

when one is so foolish as to place importance upon a village’s suitability for raising boys (with 

no concern whatsoever of the girls), then, in the end, these boys aren’t going to be much to speak 

of because the village has favored, spoiled, and pampered them since birth.  As the reader is 
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introduced to the boys of the village, one by one, this point is proven to be true: these 

boys are nothing special, and, therefore, neither are the village nor the patriarchal gender codes it 

enforces. 

 Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s A New England Tale is a sentimental novel that adheres to 

the restrictions of its genre, but it is also much more.  There are elements within the novel, 

beneath the surface, that make it a subversive voice of protest against the oppression of women 

during this time.  To successfully perform this task is a testament to Sedgwick’s skill as a writer, 

yet in the end there is one troubling event that causes Sedgwick to discard her rebellious voice of 

protest.  Through this act, Sedgwick returns to the genre rules of the sentimental novel that its 

readers have come to expect, and abandons her rebellious message hidden within the subtext. 

 At the end of A New England Tale, Jane Elton marries Mr. Lloyd.  This is an event that 

the reader has seen coming throughout the entire book and, since this marriage is a crucial 

element of the sentimental novel’s formula, it comes as neither unsettling nor a surprise.  What is 

unsettling, and surprising, is the fact that Jane converts to the Quaker religion.  Throughout the 

novel, the reader has defined Jane by her religion and her strong Christian faith.  Her religion and 

her faith in God make Jane who she is, not only in the reader’s eyes, but in her own as well.  She 

is defined by her religion.  She is who she is because of her strong faith.  Yet in this one act, an 

act that seems hasty and done without much real thought, she throws all this away for a man.  

Sure, she is still a Christian, but her willingness to convert so readily, with what appears to be 

little thought, makes her appear weak and easily influenced  She ceased to be the strong young 

woman the reader had grown to love and became instead a mere caricature of a woman.  She 

became a woman who is willing to throw away all that she is, and change her very existence, for 

a man.  Given, Mr. Lloyd is a special man, but still he is just a man; no more, no less.  In Jane’s 
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conversion to the Quaker religion, Sedgwick loses track of her heartfelt social concerns 

(the oppression of women) and follows the tried and true formula of the sentimental novel: a 

woman defining herself (and thus giving up her own existence) by the man at her side. 

The voice of protest that was so evident during the rest of A New England Tale is 

missing here at the end, and in omitting this voice, the novel, and Sedgwick herself, nearly lose 

their vision.  When speaking of the sentimental novel’s formula, Herbert Ross Brown said, “The 

final solution was neatly reserved for the final chapter where the punishment was made to fit the 

crime, and the reward to equal the virtue” (176).  This statement is certainly true for Jane at the 

conclusion of A New England Tale, as she is “rewarded” (through marriage) for her virtuous 

character, but the reader is left unrewarded.  In her conversion to the Quaker religion, Jane loses 

her own identity, and in obeying the sentimental novel’s formula without providing the subtext 

of protest that the reader has come to expect, Sedgwick diminishes the overall impact of the 

novel, and nearly loses her reader. 

 Sedgwick’s decision to have Jane convert to the Quaker religion is unsettling, yet, under 

closer examination, necessary.  Sedgwick knows that her novel would never have been published 

if, in the end, her heroine was left unmarried.  The audience expects a happy ending, and this 

happiness is defined through marriage.  It is only through marriage that Jane is able to overcome 

her hardships and achieve happiness, and for Jane to get married, Sedgwick deemed it necessary 

for her heroine to convert to Quakerism.  Through this conversion Sedgwick will show how low 

the reader’s expectations are for women.  Sedgwick thus exposes her own heroine as that which 

the sentimental novel, and society alike, expects of women: simple, easily influenced, and 

needing of a man for fulfillment.  Sedgwick therefore has Jane convert to Quakerism so that she 

may be married; so that the novel can adhere to the formula that the reader expects; so that the 
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novel can be published; so that Sedgwick can speak out about society’s low 

expectations and oppression of women.  Again, Sedgwick is adhering to the formula while 

fighting with all her might against a domineering, ruthless, patriarchal society.  It is an ingenious 

tactic of subversive thinking in which Sedgwick uses the audience’s expectations to rally against 

the very thing they are expecting.  

 As Helen Waite Papashvily stated, “Miss Sedgwick had a social conscience” (43), and 

this fact is evident in A New England Tale.  By using the formula of the sentimental novel, 

Sedgwick was able to voice her social concerns while, along the way becoming, “the most 

persistent and …most successful of the women novelists at the time” (100).  Sedgwick used her 

belief in the goodness of all people to appeal to these very instincts and call for social change.  

To label A New England Tale a sentimental novel is justified, yet in actuality it is much more.  

Sedgwick’s novel is a subversive masterpiece of protest due to the overall message conveyed 

throughout the subtext of the novel.  A New England Tale obeys the rules of the sentimental 

novel, uses them to speak out against injustices against women, and then obeys the rules again in 

the end; thus Sedgwick both conforms to and challenges the rules of the genre.  In doing so, 

Sedgwick combines her skill as a novelist with her own social conscience to protest against the 

oppression of women in a manner that otherwise would never have been allowed to be published.  
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“Get Away from Her, You Bitch”:  

Gender Roles & Genre Rules in James Cameron’s Aliens: Special Edition. 

 When a person decides to go see a big budget “Hollywood” action film, one thing is 

usually certain: they can check their brain at the door.  The emphasis in these films is placed 

upon chase scenes, explosions, body counts, and special effects.  There is little room for 

character development, motivation, or exposition because the audience traditionally expects the 

film to grab them by the throat and take off full throttle right from the start.  An exception to this 

rule, however, is James Cameron’s Aliens: Special Edition (1986).  Following Ridley Scott’s 

highly successful Alien (1979), Aliens: Special Edition is that rarest of “Hollywood” sequels: 

one that expands upon the original film and improves upon the predecessor’s formula.  

Regardless of whether the viewer had seen the original film, they are able to view Aliens: 

Special Edition on its own and appreciate it for what it is: a thought provoking, multi-layered 

science fiction/action masterpiece that, despite its classification as a sequel, is wholly original, 

complex, and filled with rich, well-developed characters.  The film is occupied by characters that 

recognize, adhere to, challenge, and ultimately re-create traditional gender roles in film.  Yet the 

true testament to Cameron’s genius is that, while all these things, he still obeys many of the rules 

of the multiple genres (action, science fiction, horror) that Aliens: Special Edition falls into, 

meets the aforementioned audience expectations for each of these genres, and thus maintains the 

film’s commercial appeal.  Cameron skillfully combines multiple genres of film (science fiction, 

action, and horror) traditionally inhabited by male heroes and aimed at youthful, male audiences 

to tell a story of a strong, driven female that challenges traditional gender roles of said genres. 

 Aliens: Special Edition tells the story of Warrant Officer Ellen Ripley (Sigourney 

Weaver), the sole survivor of a monstrous attack on the space ship Nostromo (see Fig.1).  After 
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defeating the alien and destroying her ship in the first film, Ripley is lost in space for 57 years 

before eventually being rescued by a deep-space salvage team.  Upon her return to Gateway 

Station, Ripley learns that her daughter, whom she had promised she would be back in time for 

her 11th birthday, had died two years before her rescue.  Accompanying the tremendous guilt she 

feels for having broken her promise to her daughter are horrible nightmares of her experiences in 

space with the deadly alien.  Destitute and living alone in a cramped apartment, Ripley is 

haunted by the memories of her lost crew and her lost daughter—she is truly alone. 

 

Fig. 1. 20th Century Fox.  Aliens Still Photo.  21 Jul. 2005. 

<http://images1.moviemarket.co.uk/library/photos/242/242748.jpg>. 

Ripley is subsequently blamed for the destruction of the Nostromo by “the Company,” as 

no one believes her stories of picking up an alien organism on the planet LV 426 or the attack 

that followed.  She learns that “the Company” has colonized LV 426 and that families have been 

safely living there for the last several years, until recently when all communication with the 

colony was lost.  Still terrified by her own horrific memories, unable to sleep, and racked by guilt 
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for her broken promise to her daughter, Ripley reluctantly agrees to return to the location where 

her life first began to unravel.   

 Accompanying Ripley on her return to LV 426 is a group of Colonial Marines with 

specific orders to destroy any aliens they might encounter and rescue as many colonists as 

possible.  Once there, Ripley’s worst fears are confirmed—all of the colonists are gone.  They 

discover that most of the colonists are dead, but some have been carried off and cocooned to 

become the surrogate mothers to alien embryos, a vivid realization of the nightmares that helped 

send Ripley back to LV 426 in the first place.  Along the way, Ripley and the Marines discover 

one little girl who has managed to survive the alien attack on the colony by hiding in the air 

ducts.  Protecting this little girl, Newt (Carrie Henn), becomes Ripley’s sole mission in life, and 

thus the emotional core of the film (see Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. 20th Century Fox.  Aliens Still Photo.  21 Jul. 2005.  

<http://images1.moviemarket.co.uk/library/photos/220/220429.jpg>. 

From the story synopsis alone one fact should be strikingly clear as to why this film is so 

original and different from many of the films of the action, science fiction, and horror genres 
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today.  The hero is, in fact, a heroine.  Ripley is a strong, independent, take-charge woman who 

is driven by her convictions to achieve whatever task she sets her mind to accomplish.  Whether 

it is learning to operate a cargo mover, drive an armored transport, or fire automatic weapons, 

Ripley can do it.  Ripley at one point tells Corporal Hicks (Michael Biehn), “Show me 

everything.”  This request, to learn as much as she can, sums up who Ripley is.  She is strong, 

smart, driven, and determined to achieve any and all goals she sets for herself. If she sets her 

mind to something she is not going to stop until she has done absolutely all she can to be 

successful, and this one statement to Hicks is proof of this fact.  Yet the film does not stop with 

Ripley being the only heroic female figure, it is full of female characters, particularly the tough-

as-nails Vazquez, who would have traditionally, in the past, been played by men.   

Aliens: Special Edition is a positive representation of female power without being overtly 

masculine.  There are several strong women throughout the film, but they are still women, not 

some gross caricature of a woman.  Some would argue that Vazquez (Jenette Goldstein) is 

masculine in both her demeanor and physicality, but to do so would be false.  While certainly 

strong mentally and physically, as evident in her tough talk, pull-ups, and hand slapping with 

Drake (Mark Rolston), there is no denying that she is still a woman; a sexual being that doesn’t 

deny her strength to appease some man.  It is this strength, this toughness, this power that defines 

her womanhood and, like Ripley, also defines her as heroic.  The complexity of these female 

characters, and the daringness of Cameron to include them in the first place, is a considerable 

feat to accomplish, particularly when considering the traditional genre restrictions that film 

traditionally places upon women. 

Aliens: Special Edition is a film which, in many ways, denies one clear-cut genre 

categorization.  It is one part action film, one part science fiction film, and still another part 
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horror film.  All of these genres are, however, traditionally male dominated categories, both in 

terms of narrative representation and audience breakdown, with women relegated to the role of 

victim in need of a male hero to save them.  As Mary Ann Doane, Patricia Mellencamp, and 

Linda Williams state: 

Factors converge to limit the value of analyzing the image of women in film 

against existing or historical “realities”: first, the limit in the variety of the images 

themselves in a relatively short film tradition that has, in Hollywood at least, 

privileged action-packed narratives and relegated women (in most of the major 

genres) to decorous objects of exchange. (6) 

Doane, Mellencamp, and Williams therefore argue that to study women in film is quite difficult 

because there is so little to actually see.  They take Hollywood, in particular, to task for favoring 

“action-packed narratives” (6) over character, and, in those rare instances that they actually 

bother to include them, making women mere set decorations with little to nothing in terms of 

substance to analyze.  Cameron’s film breaks this tradition by giving us strong female characters 

that both adhere to and challenge traditional gender roles placed upon women in film. 

 When contemplating gender roles, Joan W. Scott states: 

[Gender is] a way of referring to the exclusively social origins of the subjective 

identities of men and women.  Gender is, in this definition, a social category 

imposed on a sexed body.  The use of gender emphasizes an entire system of 

relationships that may include sex, but is not directly determined by sex or 

directly determining of sexuality. (1056)   

Scott’s definition thereby explains that there are traditional gender roles which people associate 

with someone based solely upon the fact that the person is either a man or a woman.  These roles 
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are social norms that have been passed down through generations as inherently male or female.  

On some levels, Aliens: Special Edition is no exception to this rule, for it does reinforce several 

traditional gender roles throughout the course of the film.  

 One established gender role that is reinforced in the film is that of defining woman as 

mother.  When Ripley first learns of the families living on LV 426 the anguish and concern is 

evident on her face as she utters the word, “Families?” under her breath.  As a one-time mother 

herself, her concern immediately turns toward the children living on that far away planet.  She 

barely survived her previous encounter with the alien, so how can children possibly be expected 

to survive?  It is motherhood, and the obligations therein, that drives her and sends her back to 

LV 426.  It is the commitment to protect the un-protectable, to place their needs and their safety 

above her own, that sends Ripley back into danger.  It is the failed promise of a mother to her 

daughter which sends Ripley back to confront the alien one more time.  Motherhood, as failed as 

hers is, defines who Ripley is and the course of action she must take. 

Once at the colony, the Marines pick up movement on their motion detectors.  It is Newt, 

the little girl who survived the alien onslaught by hiding in the air ducts of the colony.  Upon 

seeing this little girl, Corporal Hicks calls for Ripley to come forward and help secure her.  This 

seemingly insignificant request for help reinforces the traditional gender role of woman as 

mother.  A man, Hicks, calling out for a woman, Ripley, to help with a little girl is in itself a 

symbolic cry for help, as if to say, “I’ll take care of the guns; you take care of the kids.”  Ripley 

answers this cry and is more than willing to take care of the kid throughout the rest of the film. 

Ripley’s actions after meeting Newt are a direct result of her sense that she betrayed her 

daughter.  She is constantly telling Newt, “I’m not going to leave you, I promise,” thus 

attempting to rid herself of the guilt and pain she felt following her daughter’s death.  In her 
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protection of this little girl, Ripley becomes Newt’s absent mother and Newt becomes Ripley’s 

absent daughter, both filling the void that the other so desperately needed filled.  Ripley’s 

establishment as a mother figure transcends her relationship with Newt and even carries over to 

her relationship with the Marines as well. 

By the end of the film, Ripley has grown into much the same position as that of the other 

significant mother figure in the film: the Queen Alien (see Fig. 3).  Private Hudson (Bill Paxton) 

refers to the Queen as, “One female who runs the show,” and that is exactly what Ripley has 

become as well.  She is the unquestioned leader of the Marines, despite no previous military 

training, and she bosses the soldiers around in the same way the Queen orders her drones.  

Aliens: Special Edition is set in a matriarchal word, with Ripley and the Queen firmly 

established as mothers, and thus occupying the same position of power on opposite ends of the 

spectrum.  

 

Fig. 3.  20th Century Fox.  Aliens Still Photo.  21 Jul. 2005.   

<http://images1.moviemarket.co.uk/library/photos/282/28220.jpg>. 

With two such powerful mother figures established in the film it seems fitting that they 

must confront one another to decide who will ultimately rule the roost.  Their similarities are 

strikingly evident when Ripley and the Queen finally meet and come to a virtual standoff.  
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Ripley holds the flamethrower over the Queen’s eggs, thus telling her that if she (the Queen) 

messes with her kid (Newt), then she (Ripley) will definitely mess with hers (the eggs.)  Their 

power is well matched and nearly equal (thanks to Ripley’s ability to maneuver the cargo loader) 

but in the end Ripley is able to emerge victorious.  It is at this point that Ripley finally receives 

the psychological comfort she so desperately needed, and is (verbally) established as mother.  

Newt runs into Ripley’s arms and cries out, “Mommy!” thus destroying any residual guilt Ripley 

had felt over her broken promise to her daughter.  The mother/daughter relationship is created 

anew because of Ripley’s ability to defeat her personal demons, both psychologically 

(nightmares, guilt) and physically (destroying the Queen Alien.)  Ripley, and in many ways the 

Queen Alien as well, are examples of females often being defined in terms of their motherhood, 

and thus an example of the film adhering to a traditional gender role, that of woman as mother, 

for women in film. 

Aliens: Special Edition also makes mention of the traditional gender role of a strong 

woman equaling freakish masculinity.  The film does not agree or adhere to this belief, but it 

does make mention of the fact that this concept is common in society.  When Private Vazquez 

awakes from her hyper-sleep chamber and begins doing the aforementioned pull-ups, she is 

confronted by Hudson, a male soldier, asking if she had, “ever been mistaken for a man.”  

Hudson’s statement is symbolic of what contemporary society often thinks of a physically strong 

woman: that if a woman possesses physical strength, then she is somehow devoid of any female 

characteristics and is therefore recast in societies eyes as a man.  This belief implies not only that 

a strong woman is a freak, but also that a true woman must, at her essence, be weak.  Such a 

prejudicial attitude toward women is common in society, and Cameron’s mention of it is but a 

reminder of the gender roles that are so often placed upon women in film as well. 
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 Female characters are not the only ones in Aliens: Special Edition whom the viewer 

finds adhering to traditional gender roles.  For as long as war has been depicted on film, male 

soldiers have often been relegated to the role of the super macho, sexist, jar-head, and this film 

does nothing to quash this tradition.  The soldiers in this film, of course, have the stereotypical 

photo of a nude woman in their lockers, as well as a colorfully sexist control of the English 

language.  When asked by his soldiers what their mission is going to be, Sergeant Apone (Al 

Matthews) responds that they are to, “Rescue some colonists from their virginity,” while the 

soldiers themselves reminisce about “Arturian poontang.”  These statements establish the 

soldiers as sexist males who view women as objects awaiting their conquest rather than equals in 

their world.  In their minds, that of the sexist male soldier, their life is battle, their world is war, 

and there is no doubt in their mind that it is a man’s world.   

The sexist attitude of the soldiers is also evident when Ripley, feeling she is not doing her 

share of work, asks Apone if there is anything she can do to help.  Apone’s reply, “I don’t know, 

is there anything you can do?”  His query seems to ask if there is anything a woman can do in 

this, his, world.  Ripley, of course, shows him that she is fully capable of doing anything a man 

can do.  She takes control of the cargo loader and begins moving equipment around the bay with 

ease, but the gender role of the soldier as sexist male, and his beliefs toward women, has already 

been established.   

Another instance of the soldiers adhering to the gender role of the sexist male is apparent 

when Hudson, probably the one character who personifies this attitude the most, begins bragging 

about how he is the, “ultimate bad ass,” and tells Ripley, “We’ll protect you, honey.”  His 

attitude toward women is clearly that they are there for him to protect, not vice versa (see Fig. 2).  

Women, in Hudson’s mind, are frail creatures in need of man’s help to survive in the world.  It is 
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ironic then that Ripley, who knows much more than Hudson what to expect from the aliens, will 

be the one to protect the Marines later in the film.  Still, the film has firmly established most of 

the Marines, particularly Hudson and Apone, in the traditional gender role of the sexist male. 

Most gender roles are based upon stereotypes, and the characters in this film that adhere 

to the aforementioned gender roles are in many ways stereotypes as well.  Ripley as mother; 

Apone and Hudson as sexist men; these characteristics can in some ways be viewed as 

stereotypes of traditional female and male traits.  Tessa Perkins speaks of female gender roles, in 

particular, being based upon stereotypes: 

Part of the stereotype of women concerns their inability to concentrate on one 

issue at a time, their mental flightiness, scattiness and so on.  In the middle of a 

conversation about one issue they skip to something completely different.  This is 

all part of the “irrational, illogical, inconsistent” (female logic) stereotype.  Now 

what this seems to me to relate to is a mode of thinking which is essential to the 

housewife’s job.  Most other jobs demand concentration on a single issue and the 

application of one skill at a time; the capacity to keep shifting attention, back and 

forth, and changing skills, is characteristic of a housewife’s job.  What the 

stereotype does is to identify this feature of the woman’s job situation, place a 

negative evaluation on it, and then establish it as an innate female characteristic, 

thus inverting its status so that it becomes a cause rather than an effect.  It is these 

features of stereotypes which explain why stereotypes appear to be false—indeed 

are false. (154)  

Aliens: Special Edition adheres to several gender roles, and thus stereotypes, associated with 

both female and male characters.  It reinforces these gender roles while also setting about 
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destroying many others, as well as the stereotypes that accompany them.  The female characters 

in this film could hardly be deemed “flighty” as Perkins mentions above (154).  These women 

destroy the myth of women being scatter-brained and irrational; it is in this destruction that the 

film proves gender roles are made to be challenged, and stereotypes, for all their falseness, are 

made to be broken. 

In Cameron’s film, woman equals independence.  Everything about the female 

characters’ nature is strong-willed and they are fully capable of taking care of themselves.  These 

women are not only strong of will, but strong in stature as well.  The instance between Sergeant 

Apone and Ripley where she shows him that she is capable of operating the cargo-loader is but 

one example of female independence in the film.  Ripley’s action proves that women are capable 

of anything a man can do, and are therefore solely independent creatures in no need of man’s 

assistance.  The women of Aliens: Special Edition, and in this case Ripley in particular, destroy 

the stereotype of women being unable to concentrate, focus, and achieve specific goals and 

exposes them for what they truly are—lies (see Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4.  20th Century Fox.  Aliens Still Photo.  21 Jul. 2005.   

<http://images1.moviemarket.co.uk/library/photos/220/220789.jpg>. 
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Realizing that she might not be as physically strong as the male soldiers working in the 

cargo bay, Ripley enlists the help of technology, in the form of the cargo-loader, to assist her in 

overcoming man’s prejudice and establish her own independence.  Her enlistment of this 

technology is evidence of Donna Haraway’s “fear of the leaky distinction between …human 

(organism) and machine” (152).  Haraway’s reluctance toward technology comes from a fear that 

while machines become more “alive,” people are becoming much less so.  She states: 

Late twentieth century machines have made thoroughly ambiguous the difference 

between natural and artificial, mind and body, self-developing and externally 

designed, and many other distinctions that used to apply to organisms and 

machines.  Our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves frighteningly 

inert. (152) 

While Haraway’s fears are justified, and her identification of the seeming oneness of machine 

and human is right on, this film shows Ripley using this technology to assist her in overcoming 

the restrictions of traditional gender roles for women.  Technology empowers her, and her action 

destroys the stereotype of the female as passive, thus re-establishing her as an independent, take-

charge woman.  Interestingly, she will later enlist the aid of technology, again in the form of the 

cargo loader, to defeat the Queen Alien and achieve her ultimate goal: redeemed motherhood. 

   Another example of female characters being recast as independent, capable, powerful 

women is during the Marine’s battle within the alien lair.  While others, specifically the male 

soldiers, around her are panicking, Vazquez takes action, even exerting a battle cry of, “Let’s 

rock!”  All around her are running for their lives, while Vazquez holds her ground and decides to 

take out as many aliens as she can.  Vazquez’ actions prove that women are as capable, if not 

more so, of bold, decisive, unflinching violence and destruction as men.  She is single-minded in 
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her determination and drive to protect herself and her fellow soldiers, and when things get 

heated, as it does in the alien lair, Vazquez wastes no time in taking charge.  

At the same time, Ripley has also taken charge in the armored transport and drives into 

battle to save her comrades.  She has no experience driving this vehicle, but when push comes to 

shove, Ripley too takes action.  Ripley tells Hicks, “I’m not a soldier” yet her instincts are 

exactly those of a soldier.  There is no tentativeness in her decision making; she assesses the 

situation and comes up with a plan in mere seconds, then immediately sets her plan in motion.  

The women of Aliens: Special Edition are in no need of a man’s protection or comfort.  They are 

women of action, unwavering in the heat of battle.  They are decisive, assertive, powerful, 

independent creatures ready and willing to take control—the men, on the other hand, are a whole 

other story.  

 The representation of several of the male soldiers in battle helps to destroy many of the 

gender roles and stereotypes traditionally associated with these characters.  Traditionally, 

soldiers in film are depicted as brave, bold, daring men who are fearful of nothing.  Yet in this 

film, the only instances of tentativeness and outright fear, characteristics usually placed upon 

women, are evident in male soldiers, particularly Private Hudson and Lieutenant Gorman 

(William Hope).  While Vazquez and Ripley came through battle with flying colors for valor and 

bravery, Hudson and Gorman were not so fortunate.  Hudson’s reply to Vazquez’ 

aforementioned battle cry is merely a plea to, “Get the fuck outta’ here!” thus stripping him of 

the “ultimate bad ass” persona he had placed upon himself earlier in the film.  What is left 

instead is a frightened, timid soul fearful that he might die (see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. 20th Century Fox.  Aliens Still Photo.  21 Jul. 2005.  

<http://images1.moviemarket.co.uk/library/photos/220/220690.jpg>. 

Worse still are the actions of Lieutenant Gorman.  No one could blame Hudson for being 

scared in the heat of battle, and the revelation of his true character is in many ways poignant, but 

Gorman literally freezes up.  His inability to take action stranded his soldiers in an impossible 

situation when they needed him most.  It is Ripley, the woman, the non-soldier, who takes action 

and saves the day (at least for the time being.)  This transformation, of woman to strong and man 

to weak, is at the core of what sets Aliens: Special Edition apart from traditional action/science 

fiction/horror films.  The film takes traditional gender roles, and the stereotypes that accompany 

them, and sets them on their ear.  In doing so, it also creates a multi-textual complexity that 

breaks past the traditional restrictions of genre filmmaking. 

 Often, there are restrictions placed upon a filmmaker as to how much he can accomplish 

with a certain genre of film, due in large part to pre-conceived audience expectations.  There is a 

formula to genre filmmaking and audiences, for better or worse, expect particular things to 

happen when they go to see an action, science fiction, or horror film.  They know that in the 
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action film they are going to get a rapidly paced film with little room for character development.  

In science fiction films the emphasis will be placed upon special effects and the escapist fun of 

traveling to another planet or galaxy.  Horror films will consist of high body counts where the 

many of the minor characters (often sexually active teens) will meet their untimely doom at the 

hands of the methodically slow-paced stalker, while the heroine (often, in contrast to her 

unfortunate comrades, virginal) will somehow escape.  Good or bad, this is what the audience 

expects when they decide to see these movies.  Cameron’s film recognizes these restrictions, but 

transcends them; at times using them, while at others re-creating them.   

Aliens: Special Edition is a fast-paced action film, but one that takes the time to develop 

well rounded, realistic, sympathetic characters that the audience cares about.  Ripley is given 

depth through the back story of her broken promise to her daughter and she evolves throughout 

the course of the film into a three-dimensional character.  She begins the film literally lost (both 

in space and in her personal life) before transforming herself from a (failed) mother, to a loner, to 

a soldier, to a leader, to, ultimately, a (restored) mother.  This enables the audience to relate to 

her plight, understand her motivation, and view her as a real woman, unlike so many other films 

of the action genre where women serve only as potential romantic interests for the male hero.  

Interestingly, this element of the action genre (romance) is not entirely missing from Aliens: 

Special Edition.  There is a definite sexual tension between Ripley and Hicks that leaves the 

audience hoping for them to survive and raise Newt as their adopted child (see Fig.6).  Still, 

while definitely present, Cameron opts not to explore this possibility, probably in fear that to do 

so would diminish Ripley’s power and thus make her seem dependent upon a man for comfort 

and, ultimately, completion.   
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Fig. 6. 20th Century Fox.  Aliens Still Photo.  21 Jul. 2005. 

<http://images1.moviemarket.co.uk/library/photos/216/216394.jpg>. 

Cameron’s film is, like many science fiction films, set in a galaxy far, far away and is 

reliant upon special effects to tell its story.  It is also a horror film in that the characters are 

placed in mortal danger at the hands of a horrific, seemingly unbeatable monster.  Yet at its core 

the film is always about the people who inhabit this world.  The viewer cares about the 

characters.  They root for Ripley to save Newt; they laugh at Hudson’s false bravado and 

whininess; they want Hicks to live happily ever after with Ripley and Newt (a sort of new age 

nuclear family); and they despise the villainous treachery of Burke to the point that they actually 

cheer when the alien destroys him.  These rich characters, combined with the new take on tried 

and true gender roles are what make Aliens: Special Edition so much more than just a genre film.  

Instead, it is a film to be studied and analyzed for its daringness to be complex while still 

adhering to established rules of genre filmmaking. 

James Cameron’s Aliens: Special Edition is that rarest of Hollywood sequels that is able 

to exist as its own individual film.  It accomplishes this by recognizing, challenging, and re-

creating traditional gender roles and genre restrictions.  In doing so, the viewer is able to read the 
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film as a testament to what can be done with female characters in contemporary Hollywood film.  

This film makes a bold statement that the days when women were relegated to minor, 

insignificant roles should be a thing of the past.  Cameron successfully proves that genre 

filmmaking can have a heart without sacrificing audience expectations, therefore maintaining the 

commercial appeal and pleasing the mainstream audience, while also providing disciplined film 

theorists something to examine and cherish. 
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WOMEN AS THE OTHER: THE WEST INDIES in Francesco 

Carletti’s Ragionamenti del mio viaggio intorno al 

mondo. 

By Malgorzata Hans Lee, PhD 

 

In addition to slaves, the second group that Carletti 

portrays and categorizes as the other consists of women.  

It is important to underline the fact that Carletti places 

in this group not only the indigenous women but European 

ones as well.  To fully comprehend the treatment of women 

as other (and Carletti definitely views them as such), I 

will use Simone de Beauvoir’s theory expounded in The 

Second Sex.  Here the author states that through the 

centuries women were generally considered the other, for 

they were treated as secondhand citizens and were for most 

part objectified by the males.  De Beauvoir writes that a 

woman 

 
 
[…] is simply what man decrees; thus she is called 
‘the sex,’ by which is meant that she appears 
essentially to the male as a sexual being.  For him 
she is sex, no less.  […] she is the incidental, the 
inessential as opposed to the essential.  He is the 
Subject, he is the Absolute  she is the Other. (17)1   

                                                 
1 Simone de Beauvoir was born in Paris in 1908.  Raised in a 

catholic family, she became atheist at the end of her life.  In 
Sorbonne she met Sartre who became her partner (they rejected 
matrimony, children and sexual fidelity) and who had a huge influence 
on her views and ideologies.  Sartre pushed Simone to investigate “what 
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In order to illustrate the way in which Carletti 

treats the women as the other I will identify all of the 

examples in which the author focuses on physical attributes 

of women, where he advocates a legalized system of slavery 

of women, and finally where he supports marriages between 

the native women and Portuguese men despite the language 

barrier. 

As mentioned before Carletti’s amazing voyage took him 

first to the Cape Verde Islands and it is there on the 

island of Santiago, in the small town of Nome de Deus, 

where Carletti had his first encounter with the natives 

(D1R1 32).  Unlike Columbus, who visited the Cape Verde 

islands (on his third voyage) and was fascinated mainly 

with the lepers’ colonies and the observation of nature 

(particularly with the habits of turtles, which were used 

as a primary source of food for the sick), Carletti’s main 

                                                                                                                                                 
it means to be a woman” and from this investigation Le deuxième sexe 
(1949) was born, a text that had a great influence on American 
feminism.  In her book, de Beauvoir states that the woman is not “born” 
but “made” and it is the culture that has an important role rather than 
biology. In order to become equal to a man, a woman has to flee from 
the “trap of maternity.”  In her life, Simone de Beauvoir was 
influenced by existentialism, Marxism and feminism.  She believed that 
a socialist revolution could “liberate” both sexes, but soon she 
realized that it was not enough and that it was also necessary to 
change the structure of the family.  In the sixties, Simone 
participated in many feminist demonstrations that promoted abortions 
and birth control and she was also a president of French League who 
fought for the rights of women and an editor of Questiones feministes 
and Nouvelles Feministes. In 1969 her book “La mujer rota” was 
published and in it de Beauvoir admits to failure in her life despite 
her many efforts.  She died in 1986 (Sole Romero 95-96). 
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attention in his first ragionamento focuses on slaves 

(discussed in the previous section) and the women of color 

(Todorov 18). 

Carletti treats the women he encounters as the other, 

for he focuses almost completely on the beauty of women and 

their role as providers of mainly sexual satisfaction to 

men.  Carletti’s description of women in the first 

ragionamento is very simplistic and very stereotypical.  In 

his mind, the charm of Portuguese ladies cannot in any way 

stand up to the physical beauty of “mulatte,” “more,” or 

“nere” (D1R1 33).  Black women are praised for the way they 

talk, as well as for their appealing physical quality.  For 

these reasons, Portuguese men love these women  

 
 
[…] molto più che le proprie loro Portughese, tenendo 
per cosa certa e provata che il conversare con quelle 
sia molto meno nocivo e anche di più sollazzo, perché 
dicono essere di nature più fresche e sane[…].  
(D1R1 33)   
 

 

The author underplays not only the Portuguese ladies’ 

ability to carry on a conversation but also underlines that 

the native women are physically more appealing than their 

white counterparts.  Apart from the emphasis on the native 

women’s intelligence and ability to talk, Carletti places a 

major focus on their physical attributes.  Because of 
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physical features and ability to please men, the women of 

color surpass their white counterparts in the art of 

lovemaking.  Based on this natural ability, “le more” are 

chosen more often as spouses.  Their physical features play 

a primary role in the choice of a spouse: 

 
 
[…] Portughesi che abitano in queste isole, certa cosa 
è, che loro fanno più conto d’una donna mora di quel 
paese, che d’una bianca di Portugallo e pare, in un 
certo modo, che quel cielo inclini e voglia che 
s’appetischino più quelle naturali del paese, che 
queste straniere […]. (D1R1 35)2    
 

 

Portuguese men, immediately upon their arrival to the 

islands, found a concubine and were eventually won over not 

so much by affection but rather by the physical pleasures 

the concubines provided.  In fact because of the language 

barrier, it would be hard to imagine any form of 

intellectual compatibility between a native woman and a 

                                                 
2 In the beginning of the 16th century, Portugal had a population 

of about a million inhabitants on the Iberian peninsula and in the 
colonies about one hundred million subjects or more.  Every year about 
one thousand to one thousand five hundred Portuguese men were sent to 
their colonies from their homeland.  For that reason mixed marriages 
were quite popular and were highly supported by various rulers.  In 
1520 a letter identifies a noble mulatto with the name of Diego Lopez 
Auxy (Peloso 79).  During the following years, Portuguese authorities 
discouraged female emigration but favored mixed marriages in the 
colonies.  This widespread practice was supported to provide a stable 
infrastructure in the conquered lands.  A letter from Alfonso de 
Albuquerque to king Don Manuel I supports that fact: “Per parlare a 
Vostra altezza della gente che avete mandato qua a sposarsi, a me pare 
una grande missione di Dio e vostra.  […] L’affare dei matrimoni va 
avanti bene, perché si sposano molti uomini dabbene e molti ufficiali 
fabbri carpentieri, tornitori e bombardieri” (Peloso 79–80).      
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Portuguese man.  Carletti remarks that, in marrying native 

women, the Portuguese men “[…] vivono con esse molto più 

contenti che se fossero della loro natione […]” (D1R1 35).  

Legally married but unable to communicate with their 

spouses, at least at first, these indigenous women become 

free slaves compelled to behave according to the rules set 

up by the male patriarch.  One could argue, however, that, 

although these women would still remain subjected to male 

hegemony, they would nevertheless enter a social status 

higher than their previous one.  Carletti continues his 

praise of the women of color and their virtues, but mainly 

focuses on the physical attributes of the bodies of those 

women:  

 
 
[…] queste more […] di fattezze e dispositione di 
corpo e ordine di membra, eccetto il colore, 
sopravanzano di gran lunga le nostre donne d’Europa, 
et in questo confesso ingannarmi ancor io, perchè 
alcune mi sono parse bellissime e quel colore nero non 
mi dava punto di noia […].” (D1R1 35)3  

                                                 
3 In his book Mundus novus-Il Mondo Nuovo (originally published 

around 1503 in Florence; in Lettera di Amerigo Vespucci delle isole 
nuovamente trovate in quattro suoi viaggi), Vespucci comments 
extensively on the physical attribute of native women and in addition 
on their willingness to have sexual relationships with European men: 
“Son donne di gentil corpo, molto ben proporzionate, ché non si vede né 
loro corpi cosa o membro mal facto; e ancora che del tutto vadino 
disnude, sono donne in carne e della vergogna loro non si vede quella 
parte che può imaginare chi non l’ha vedute, ché tutto incuoprono con 
le coscie, salvo quella parte a che natura non providde, che è, 
onestamente parlando, el pectignone.  In conclusione non tengon 
vergogna delle loro vergogne, non altrimenti che noi tengniamo mostrare 
el naso e la bocca.  Per maraviglia vedrete le poppe cadute ad una 
donna o per molto partorire el ventre caduto o altre grinze, ché tucte 
paion che mai parturissino.  Mostravansi molto desiderose di 
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Carletti himself, therefore, was very enchanted by the 

physical beauty of the native ladies, and most likely had 

the opportunity to be with one or some of them.  The text, 

however, does not allow us to speculate about the 

relationship that Carletti had with those women, for the 

author does not speak about it at this point of his 

narration.4     

In the second and third ragionamento Carletti does not 

make any specific comments about women.  In the fourth 

ragionamento, on the other hand, Carletti discusses in 

detail treatment of female slaves by the Spanish 

colonizers.  This time the females are viewed through a 

double lens: first because they are women and secondly 

because they are also enslaved.  It is important to 

underline the prevailing attitude toward slavery and 

especially enslavement of native women during the 

colonization period.  Starting with Columbus, we know from 

his writings that the Admiral viewed and judged the Indians 

in general as living objects and women were often compared 

                                                                                                                                                 
congiugnersi con noi cristiani” (134-35).  Vespucci provides an acute 
observation mixed with a strong moralization.  His account suggests a 
firsthand experience, as does the above quoted passage from Carletti’s 
Ragionamenti.   

4 Carletti will admit to having relationships with various women 
in the second part of his Ragionamenti (D2R4 179).  I will discuss it 
later on in this chapter.   
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to animals.  In addition, in Todorov’s words, Columbus 

wanted “to take specimens of all kinds back to Spain: 

trees, birds, animals, and Indians […].  To be an Indian, 

and a woman to boot, immediately puts [the woman] on the 

same level as cattle” (Todorov 48). 

The female victimization could also be seen in the 

simple fact that the newly discovered land was baptized 

with a feminine nounAmerica (even though historically it 

was a male Italian discoverer Amerigo Vespucciafter whom 

the continent was named).  For the first time the name 

America was used by Martin Waldseemüller in 1507, where in 

his book the author writes with a certain dose of irony: 

“[…] non video cur quis iure vetet ab Amerigo inventore 

sagacis ingeni viro Amerigen quasi Americi terram, sive 

Americam dicendam: cum et Europa et Asia a mulieribus sua 

sortita sunt nomina.”5 In the chapter “Continental 

Incontinence: Horror Vacui and the Colonial Supplement,” 

Peter Mason argues that “for time and again colonial 

discourse on America yields the topos of a woman’s body 

waiting to be appropriated by the (European) man.  […] It 

is therefore strategically appropriate to begin with the 

first images of the women of America, the naked females 

                                                 
5 “I do not see why anyone should rightly object to calling the 

country America after Amerigo [Vespucci], its wise discoverer: for both 
Europe and Asia are named after women too” (Mason 151). 
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exposed to the gaze of the male European intruder” (Mason 

152).     

During the colonization period the native women were 

often cruelly victimized for they were beaten and raped by 

the European males.  A good example of this victimization 

and abuse is presented in a brief account provided by a 

nobleman of Savona, Michele de Cuneo, who participated with 

Columbus in his second voyage.  Cuneo writes:  

 
 
 
While I was in the boat, I captured a very beautiful 
Carib woman, whom the aforesaid Lord Admiral 
[Columbus] gave to me, and with whom, having brought 
her into my cabin, and she being naked as is their 
custom, I conceived the desire to take my pleasure.   
I wanted to put my desire to execution, but she was 
unwilling for me to do so, and treated me with her 
nails in such wise that I would have preferred never 
to have begun.  But seeing this (in order to tell you 
the whole even to the end), I took a rope-end and 
thrashed her well, following which she produced such 
screaming and wailing as would cause you not to 
believe your ears.  Finally we reached an agreement 
such that, I can tell you, she seemed to have been 
raised in veritable school of harlots.” (Todorov 48-
49)   

 
 

As Todorov points out, the above passage is very important 

because it supports the idea that the colonizers found the 

native women attractive, but also it provides us with the 

harsh reality of abuse and rape.  What is perhaps even more 

ironic is the fact that the above mentioned nobleman 
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(Michele de Cuneo), does not focus on the his 

behaviorraping the Carib womanbut unjustly identifies 

her with a prostitute:  

 
 
[…] Striking, for the woman who violently rejected 
sexual solicitation finds herself identified with the 
woman who makes this solicitation her profession […].  
Refusal can only be hypocritical; scratch resistance 
and reveal the whore.  Indian women are women, or 
Indians to the second power; hence, they become the 
object of a double rape. (Todorov 49)  
  

 

The native women are thus viewed as the other, for they are 

not recognized as equal to the Europeans, first because 

they do not belong to the European culture but are 

indigenous (“noble savages”) and also because they are 

forced to be part of the patriarchal world, where men have 

power over them (especially physically as is evident from 

Cuneo’s narration).6 

During his visit and stay in Lima, Carletti keenly 

observed that many Spaniards purchased beautiful black 

female slaves.  Carletti mentions a case of “un bottegaio” 

who “per suo capriccio” bought “una donna [schiava] […] 

                                                 
6 Todorov further comments: “The entire history of the discovery 

of America […] is marked by this ambiguity: human alterity is at once 
revealed and rejected.  […] Columbus himself participates in this 
double movement.  He does not perceive alterity […] and he imposes his 
own values upon it; yet the term by which he most often refers to 
himself and which his contemporaries also employ is extranjero, 
‘outsider’; and if so many countries have sought the honor of being his 
fatherland, it is because he himself had none” (Todorov 50). 
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bella e che sappia fare qualche cosa” (D1R4 58).  

Carletti’s focus on female beauty echoes the writings of 

Columbus, who makes frequent remarks about physical aspects 

of the Indians who “all go naked, men and women” 

(6/11/1492) and especially the beauty of the bodies of 

native women “the women have very pretty bodies 

(21/12/1492)”(Todorov 35).  In addition to paying close 

attention to the women’s physical attractivness, Carletti 

marvels also at the holidays during which these “more vanno 

superbamente ornate di vestiti di seta e con perle e con 

oro ancora; e li balli che fanno […] non è di meno piacere 

a vederle” (58).  The above-mentioned passages emphasize 

the fact that the female slave here, according to De 

Beauvoir, “[…] appears as the privileged Other, through 

whom the subject [the man] fulfills himself: one of the 

measures of man, his counterbalance, his salvation, his 

adventure, his happiness” (248).  The passages provide a 

meaningful insight into the treatment of female slaves, who 

for the most part were sexually exploited (as in the case 

of “un bottegaio,” for his female slave “non sapeva 

parlare”) by individuals or groups, for during holidays 

these slaves provided free entertainment with their dances.7  

                                                 
 
7 Carletti in the same passage also mentions his fascination with 

the outfits of the Spaniards’ wives, but it is unclear whether those 
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The description of female slavery agrees very well with the 

statement by Simone de Beauvoir, who provides a very 

precise explanation of the reasons the women were enslaved: 

 
 
History has shown us that men have always kept in 
their hands all concrete powers; since the earliest 
days of the patriarchate they have thought best to 
keep woman in a state of dependence; their codes of 
law have been set up against her; and thus she has 
been definitely established as the Other. (139) 
    

 

In addition to these reasons, Carletti’s observations on 

slave women and their treatment underline the attitudes 

shared by the society in the 16th and 17th centuries, for as 

Todorov points out: “The human side of the Spaniards is 

their thirst for earthly possessions: gold, from the 

beginning […]; and, soon after, women” (42).  Thus not only 

are the women used by the Spaniards but also the women’s 

status and value are reduced to that of an object, in this 

particular case a shiny one: gold. 

In his next, fifth ragionamento, Carletti describes 

his voyage from Lima to Mexico, and, on his way there, his 

stopover in Sansonate, located in Costa Rica near its 

                                                                                                                                                 
wives were slaves or white women who arrived from Europe with their 
husbands.  I am speculating that white women were very rare in the New 
World, for from the history of colonization females rarely traveled 
from Europe to the New World because of the hardships of the long 
transatlantic journey.  In addition, as mentioned before, the 
Portuguese authorities discouraged female emigration and supported 
mixed marriages (Peloso 79–80).        
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border with Nicaragua.  As the journey continued, our 

adventurer arrived in Acapulco, where he observed many 

fascinating living creatures, among them the existence of 

poisonous scorpions and bugs referred to as “cicenes” and 

“sancudos,” which lived in the harbor.8  As the author 

noted, the names of the local bugs were also incorporated 

in the slang of newcomers to the region, as well as applied 

to a certain type of women whom the harbor attracted during 

the arrival of many foreign ships.  Indirectly, Carletti 

indicates the existence of prostitution, but he does not 

elaborate on such practice in the harbor.  The author 

writes:  

 
 
[…] e perché in questa terra, come porto di mare, vi 
concorrono alcune dame del mondo, vi è tra di loro un 
proverbio di dire: “Afuera cicenes che vienen 
sancudos” aludendo per li Perulesi, quasi volendo dire 
“andatevene via voi altri terrazzani e barbini, perché 
vien gente piú ponderosa e piú splendida di voi.” 
(D1R5 70) 
 
 

The sixth ragionamento describes in detail Carletti’s 

arrival at the port of Cavite (near the city of Manila) in 

June of 1596.  In describing the natives, Carletti is 

captivated by their strange sexual customs.  They were also 

                                                 
8 Carletti is talking about gnats of various kinds.  “Cicenes” 

were also called “jijénes” and they were legless, in contrast with 
“sancudos,” which had many legs (D1R5 70). 
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known for their dedication to “piaceri di Venere,” as 

Carletti points out:  

 
 
[…] si trastullano in diverse e strane e diaboliche 
maniere; e spetialmente una, che se io non l’avessi 
vista non ardirei raccontarla a V. A. S. per non esser 
tenuto mendace, ma poiché io, per curiosità e per 
certificarmene, spesi anche qualche danari accioché mi 
fosse mostrato quello che m’era stato detto, mi si può 
dunque prestar fede. (D1R6 88-89)  
 
 

This time Carletti admits to having been a witness to 

some of the strange sexual customs of the natives.  He even 

paid money to observe these practices.  According to 

Carletti, the sexual acts of the Bisaios were designed by 

Satan to prevent them from having many children; however, 

according to the natives, they were carried out to prevent 

venereal diseases by giving more satisfaction to their 

women.  The native Bisaio men made a hole in the membrum 

virile and placed a leaden stud that went from one side to 

the other.  On the top of the stud they attached a lead 

star, which revolved and covered the member.  During 

intercourse, according to the natives, the women were 

satisfied by receiving lots of pain at first and later 

pleasure, which was supposed to keep them from cheating and 
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having sex outside their established relationships (D1R6 

89).9   

The marriage customs among the natives were also quite 

fascinating to our author.  The Indians gave a dowry to the 

woman they married or they bought her by paying some silver 

or gold to the parents.  Later, if the financial situation 

permitted, they would buy more women.  If a native man 

wanted to leave his wife, he would merely lose the dowry; 

if a woman wanted to leave, she would have to restore the 

dowry to her husband.  The native men, in order to appear 

more appealing in front of their wives, had a custom of 

tattooing their bodies with bizarre lines and patterns:  

 
 
[…] questi segni durano a vedersi per sempre, perché 
sono fatti con ferretti che tagliano gentilmente la 
pelle come rasoi, e appresso, con certi loro sughi 
d’erbe curandosi, vi restano tutti quei lavori di 
colore azzurro, e, come che vadino quasi con tutto il 
corpo nudo, fanno secondo il loro costume bella e vaga 
vista alla presenza delle loro donne. (D1R6 89)   
 

                                                 
9 Antonio Pigafetta, in his Il primo viaggio intorno al mondo, 

talks about the same sexual customs (Pigafetta 159-60).  Similar 
customs of southern Philippines are also analyzed by Peter Mason, who 
states that women impose sexual order (by using metal nails) and thus 
through those sexual practices, the women take over male power: “Every 
man and man-child among them, hath a nayle of Tynne thrust quite 
through the head of his privie part, being split in the lower ende, and 
riveted, and on the head of the nayle is as it were a Crowne: which is 
driven through their privities when they be yong, and the place growth 
up againe, without any great paine to the child […].  This custome was 
granted at the request of the women of the Countrey, who finding their 
men to be given to the fowle sinne of Sodomie, desired some remedie 
against that mischief” (Samuel Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus; or Purchas 
His Pilgrims, Peter Mason’s “Continental Incontinence” 170-71).      
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Carletti made a bold comparison between the Western culture 

and the natives from the Philippines, for, in his opinion, 

the natives’ customs that consisted of decorating their 

bodies with strange designs were comparable to the European 

customs where men would present themselves in beautiful 

suits embroidered with gold and silver.10   

Carletti focuses his attention on the fact the native 

women of this part of the world, unlike the native males 

and the American female counterparts, do not walk around 

naked.  They expose only their legs and their feet, which 

are adorned with bracelets made of precious stones that 

correspond to the social status of the woman.  Women also 

adorn their arms and necks with a variety of metal rings, 

mostly made of gold.  In addition, like men who adorn their 

bodies with tattoos, the women adorn their hands with 

delicate and creative paintings.  They pay close attention 

to the drawings, especially on the left hand, and, as 

Carletti pointed out, there is a competition among women in 

regard to who wears the most beautiful and intricate 

designs on their hands.   

                                                 
10  “[…] come se tra di noi l’uomo si rapresenta con un bello e 

ricamato vestito sopra seta e oro” (D1R6 89).   
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One custom Carletti did not seem to appreciate was the 

piercing of ears and wearing very heavy metal discs full of 

gems that would deform the ears of both men and women.  The 

discs were so heavy that they would often hang to the 

shoulders or even further down.  Another practice, bizarre 

in the eyes of a Westerner, involved the custom of teeth 

painting with a red varnish.  Wealthier natives would have 

their teeth covered with thin layers of gold (D1R6 89-90).11   

 

 

                                                 
11 Similar customs of teeth painting will be described by Carletti 

in the second part of his Ragionamenti, where in the first ragionamento 
of the East Indies he discusses Japanese customs: “[…] hanno li denti 
neri, fatti con arte d’una vernice come inchiostro […] ” (D2R1 118).   
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Innovative Instruction Techniques in teaching Spanish, Italian and Polish 
By Malgorzata Hans Lee, PhD 

 
As a second language learner of English myself, issues of bilingual education and second 
language learning have been an important topic for my scholarly research.  Since it was a 
challenge for me to adjust to the new language and culture, the topics have been 
intriguing to me as a second language researcher and teacher of Spanish.  The 
fundamental goal of my research is to facilitate the cognitive and communicative 
processes involved in second language acquisition and to apply further the knowledge to 
the development of my Spanish curriculum.  My primary interests are technology and 
culture in second language acquisition and foreign language teaching as well as interest 
in Italian travel literature.   
 
The relentless quest for higher performance has made teaching and research exceedingly 
complex and competitive.  In order to broaden my cultural knowledge and interests I 
have traveled extensively throughout the world (so far I have been to 47 countries) 
including many Spanish-speaking countries such as: Spain, Mexico, Honduras, Costa 
Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador and the Galapagos, Peru, Bolivia and Argentina.  During my 
travels I created original videos and took many photographs that I use in everyday 
classroom activities to promote my students’ knowledge on various cultural topics related 
to the diversity of the Hispanic population and culture.   
 
I create original props (overhead transparencies, handouts, albums etc.) that incorporate 
both the cultural elements and various grammar points.  The creation of pedagogical 
materials (grammar, writing exercises and reading materials) enable me to insert 
language content while preserving and communicating to students various cultural 
information that broadens students’ knowledge of distant and varied cultures in the 
world.  The learning process becomes more personalized and provides the learners with 
additional information very distinct yet strictly related to the new language they are 
trying to master.   
 
I am also interested in use of latest technology to incorporate my cultural information in 
teaching.  The materials gathered are presented to students in PowerPoint presentations, 
via my website and recently an electronic publication called Mula Verde Review.   
In addition to the photographic teaching material I also invented original oral proficiency 
assessment techniques and alternative assessment tools for the standardized second 
language assessment.  Because of this interest I have created an original video testing 
program that allows students to respond to native speakers and complete parts of the 
various dialogues while at the same time “interacting” in a virtual way with a Spanish-
speaking person.  My primary motivation of this cultural and grammar research is to 
discover novel approaches to improve students’ performance, spark their interest in 
diversity of cultures, especially of the Spanish speakers, and at the same time increase 
their language and communication skills.  This highly interactive method provides an 
interesting communicative support for creating original materials for the development of 
listening and speaking activities with an extensive use of Computer technology the videos 
are in DVD format.   



 
The presentation will include Power Point presentation, original photographs from 
Spanish speaking-countries, short testing videos (interactive testing method) and a brief 
video that teaches basic Polish with many elements of culture and authentic props. 
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Jews, Fundamentalism, and 
Supersessionism 1 
 
 
David Harrington Watt 
 

 
 
Introduction 

In his most recent book, Between Heaven and Earth: The Religious Worlds People Make and 
the Scholars Who Study Them, Robert Orsi draws our attention to the tendency of scholarly 
conversations about religion to veer toward an unedifying moralism. Orsi, a man with strong 
political and cultural commitments, has not called students of religion to become studiously amoral. 
Rather, he challenges them to produce texts that are animated by a determination to understand the 

                                                 
1  I would like to thank Alison Anderson, Jay Harris, Laura Levitt, Martin Marty, Laurence 
Silberstein, and Bryant Simon for the guidance they gave me in thinking about Jewish 
fundamentalism. I would also like to thank the organizers of Lehigh University’s Conference on 
Judaism and Postmodernism  for the opportunity to try out some of these ideas before a group of 
critical and sympathetic scholars. 
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world in which we live rather than by a desire to sort the religious practices of others into neat 
categories such as “practices of which we approve” and “practices we dislike.” Orsi is especially 
struck by the degree to which scholarship about religious practices and beliefs can be used to 
construct a dangerous other over against which we can define ourselves. Scholarship that creates 
such an other, he argues, is not especially sophisticated or particularly useful (Orsi 177-180). 

Orsi’s argument has come to mind more than once as I have reflected on what is lost and 
gained when we call Jews fundamentalists. I have often wondered whether the phrase “Jewish 
fundamentalism” carries excess baggage of normative judgment, supersessionist assumptions in 
particular.2 Is the term generally meant to imply that Jews who are fundamentalists are people who 
stand in the way of progress and enlightenment? Might “Jewish fundamentalism” be an expression 
that tends to censure the phenomenon it calls into being?  

The phrase “calls into being” may be an overstatement, but the category “Jewish 
fundamentalism” was certainly not created by Jewish fundamentalists. Jews have almost never found 
it useful to describe themselves as fundamentalists. More often they use the term for people other 
than themselves. In general, both Jews and Christians affix the label to groups of Jews they see as 
clinging to beliefs and practices that stand in the way of peace, progress, and enlightenment. 

Given that fact, it might be appropriate to reflect a little on the history of the phrase “Jewish 
fundamentalism” and what it is to which the term is supposed to refer. The first section of this paper 
considers these questions. The second and third sections look at how scholars and journalists use the 
term and some of the specific contexts in which readers encounter Jews who are said to be 
fundamentalists (cf. Webber 97-98). In what situations is the term used? To what ends? In the fourth 
section, I focus on one of the great ur-texts on anti-fundamentalist polemic, Harry Emerson 
Fosdick’s “Shall the Fundamentalists Win?” I highlight the links between the practice of calling 
Jews “fundamentalists” and the assumption that traditional Judaism is in some respects a problem – 
one that either Christianity or the Enlightenment might somehow “solve.” The final section looks at 
Jay Harris’s analysis, which can be found in his brilliant and largely overlooked essay 
“‘Fundamentalism’: Objections from a Jewish Historian.” It does not specifically deal with 
supersessionism. But it does provide a convenient springboard for a broader consideration of the 
way scholars and journalists sometimes seem to use the category “Jewish fundamentalism” to create 
an other to whom they can feel superior. 

As I consider these matters, I will suggest that a Jew or a Christian who calls a Jew a 
fundamentalist is generally expressing a normative judgment, saying that that particular Jew is 
clinging to cultural practices that have been made obsolete. He or she is implying, sometimes 
consciously and sometimes not, that history is the story of progress and that progress is on the side 
of Christianity or the Enlightenment or Enlightened Christianity.  
 
The Meanings of the Term 

The word “fundamentalism” was not added to the vocabulary of Modern English until the 
third decade of the twentieth century.3 The phrase “Jewish fundamentalism” is, of course, of even 

                                                 
2 Supersessionism is the Christian doctrine which declares that the Old Testament has been 
superseded by the New Testament and the Christian Church has now replaced Israel as God’s 
chosen people.  
3 The earliest use of the word fundamentalism cited in the Oxford English Dictionary is dated 
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more recent origin. The first use I have been able to track down dates back only to the 1970s.  Until 
then–until that is it became common to label people like Ayatollah Khomeini and other religious 
“extremists” as “fundamentalists”–it made no more sense to call a Jew a fundamentalist than it did to 
call a Jew a Presbyterian. 

 
1923. The word fundamentalists was coined in 1920 by a Baptist journalist named Curtis Lee 
Laws. 

The term is, however, now well established in English. Dictionaries have revised their 
definitions of fundamentalism to make it clear that Jewish fundamentalism is not what earlier 
generations might have thought: an oxymoron. Texts that discuss fundamentalism often include 
photographs of bearded Jewish men wearing black hats praying at the Western Wall or of Israeli 
settlers in the Occupied Territories. Encyclopedias routinely contain articles that describe and 
analyze Jewish fundamentalism. At this writing (August 2005), a Google search for “Jewish 
fundamentalism” yields about 12,000 items. And as the bibliography at the end of this paper makes 
clear, the last twenty-five years have seen a proliferation of texts by people who seem certain that it 
is useful to label some Jews “fundamentalists.”  

The phrase is most often used to refer to two groups of Jews who are seen as “excessively 
religious” or as practicing a dangerous form of religion. The first are the haredim, “ultra-orthodox” 
Jews who live in Israel, the United States, and other parts of the world. The second are the Gush 
Emunim: religious Zionists who have played a crucial role in the Jewish settlement of the territories 
occupied by Israel in 1967. 

Although there is no consensus on the precise meaning of the phrase, many working 
definitions have been proposed. In God, Torah, Israel: Traditionalism without Fundamentalism, 
published by the Hebrew Union College Press in 1990, Louis Jacobs says that Jewish 
fundamentalism is an ideology that claims that one might as well “reject Judaism in toto” if one 
rejects the notion that the “interpretation of the Bible found in the rabbinic literature” was conveyed 
directly from God to Moses (3). In Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel (1999), Israel Shahak and 
Norton Mezvinsky assert that Jewish fundamentalism is “the belief that Jewish Orthodoxy . . . is still 
valid and will eternally remain valid” (5). In the Encyclopedia of Fundamentalism (2001), Hermann 
Maiba says that Jewish fundamentalism stresses the absolute “importance of adhering to religious 
practices as set forth in Jewish religious law” (255). In “‘Renew Our Days as of Old’: Religious 
Fundamentalism and Social Change in the Modern Jewish State” (2003), the noted Israeli feminist 
Alice Shalvi defines Jewish fundamentalism as “a fidelity, often rigid, to religious tradition, 
ideology, or sacred text and the literal (or extremely strict) interpretation of such text” (76). In 
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Strong Religion: The Rise of Fundamentalisms around the World (2003), Gabriel A. Almond, R. 
Scott Appleby, and Emmanuel Sivan encourage their readers to think of Jewish fundamentalism as a 
militant form of Judaism in which self-styled “‘true believers’ attempt to arrest the erosion of 
religious identity, fortify the borders of the religious community, and create viable alternatives to 
secular institutions and behaviors” (17, original italics omitted). 
 
Scholars and Journalists 

A number of texts produced since the late 1970s seek to analyze and explain the phenomenon 
of Jewish fundamentalism. Many of the best known were produced by scholars closely associated 
with the famous Chicago Project on Comparative Fundamentalism – Gabriel Almond, R. Scott 
Appleby, Gideon Aran, Menachem Friedman, Samuel Heilman, Martin Marty, and Emmanuel 
Sivan, for example. But a number of interesting texts were produced by scholars and journalists  
who do not have close ties to that project. This list includes Karen Armstrong, Norman J. Cohen, 
Jeffrey Goldberg, Gershom Gorenberg, Jay Harris, David Landau, Ian Lustick, Laurence Silberstein, 
and Jonathan Webber. 

The texts on Jewish fundamentalism include both scholarly and journalistic works. Some 
scholars might wish to divide them into two piles: good texts by serious scholars and bad texts by 
superficial journalists. But such a division does not begin to do justice to the texts themselves. A few 
of the scholarly texts are quite weak and a number of the journalistic ones – those by Goldberg and 
Landau most obviously – are very strong. In point of fact, a person determined to sort the texts into 
two neat categories, one by scholars and the other by journalists, would have trouble carrying out the 
plan because the categories tend to blur into each other. Consider, for example, the texts produced by 
Martin Marty. Marty more than any other, I think, is responsible for the great Fundamentalism 
Project, which includes several distinguished analyses of Jewish fundamentalism and which is 
probably the most respected of all scholarly investigations of comparative fundamentalism. At the 
same time, Marty is one of the coauthors of a highly readable and unquestionably journalistic text, 
The Glory and the Power, which presents its readers with a solid overview of Gush Emunim. He is 
also the author of “Fundamentalism Reborn: Faith and Fanaticism.” This 1980 essay, which includes 
an early and revealing discussion of “Jewish fundamentalism,” is clearly the product of an acute 
mind. But it was published in the Saturday Review and is undeniably “journalistic” rather than 
“scholarly.” 

In any case, it is by no means clear that the journalistic texts differ from the scholarly ones in 
any crucial respect. There is no evidence that journalistic texts consistently misrepresent Jewish 
fundamentalism or that scholarly texts consistently get it right. The assumptions that undergird 
journalistic texts and the lines of inquiry pursued within them do not, as far as I can tell, differ in any 
crucial ways from the assumptions and lines of inquiry in scholarly texts. “Fundamentalism Reborn: 
Faith and Fanaticism” is to be found in the same intellectual neighborhood as the many volumes that 
came out of the Fundamentalism Project. To be sure, the publications of the Project are located on a 
grand boulevard and “Fundamentalism Reborn” on a less prestigious side street. But the 
neighborhood is the same. 
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Religious Vitality 

One of the contexts in which readers are apt to encounter Jews who are said to be 
fundamentalists is in discussions of Jewish religiosity in the years between 1945 and the present. To 
the surprise of many commentators, the postwar years were not marked by a steady march toward 
secularization, or away from religious orthodoxy and toward religious liberalism. Many Jews 
remained religious; some who had become “secular” returned to religion. 

Moreover, quite a few of the signs of religious vitality among Jews in the contemporary 
world were to be found among Jews who were orthodox or even “hyper-orthodox” (see Bernstein; 
Danzger; Herberg). That they appeared not only among adherents of the Reconstructionist, Reform, 
and Conservative movements was a fact some commentators found surprising. Indeed, Eugene 
Borowitz, one of North America’s most distinguished liberal theologians, has said that the 
resurgence of orthodox forms of religiosity was “totally unanticipated” (231).  

Many commentators have found this resurgence deeply puzzling. How could such a thing 
have happened? One answer was that the religious vitality among orthodox and hyper-orthodox Jews 
was part of a broader, world-wide phenomenon: the resurgence of fundamentalism. Some of the 
texts that see such Jews as part of a fundamentalistic revival are nuanced, sophisticated, and thought-
provoking. Strong Religion, for instance, presents a carefully constructed case for seeing “Jewish 
fundamentalism” as an integral part of “the rise of fundamentalisms around the world” (the phrase 
comes from the book’s subtitle). Jewish fundamentalism is seen to be one of a number of indications 
that some of the meta-narratives scholars have told us about the modern world – for instance, about 
its inevitable “secularization” and “disenchantment” – seem to be losing plausibility. The rise of 
Jewish fundamentalism, Strong Religion suggests, is an indication that some of the stories about the 
fate of religion in the modern world were far too simple. It is not clear that the beliefs and practices 
associated with the European Enlightenment are somehow predestined to eradicate all forms of 
traditional religion. 

In general, however, the people who write on Jewish fundamentalism have been reluctant to 
say that the emergence of Jewish fundamentalism conclusively demonstrates that the Enlightenment 
project has failed. Rather, they tend to picture it as an obstacle that people committed to the 
Enlightenment project must overcome. This kind of loyalty to the Enlightenment seems to animate, 
for example, Norman J. Cohen’s introduction to the extremely useful anthology he assembled called 
The Fundamentalist Phenomenon. In summarizing the views of Borowitz, Cohen says that 
fundamentalism seems to be linked to “extremism, zealotry, and fanaticism.” For that reason, Cohen 
says, it seems plausible to believe that the future does not belong to the fundamentalists. There is 
good reason to believe that “the overwhelming majority” of people who have tasted the fruits of 
modernity “will continue to reject religious orthodoxy and fundamentalist fanaticism” (xii). 

 
Comparisons between Judaism and Islam 

Another context in which readers encounter the phrase is in discussions of “Islamic 
fundamentalism.” In these texts, “Jewish fundamentalism” is often deployed in ways that seem 
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calculated to convince readers that Islam is not the only religious tradition that can produce 
dangerous forms of religiosity. One of Karen Armstrong’s many discussions of fundamentalism, “Is 
A Holy War Inevitable?,” is quite explicit on this point. “Fundamentalism,” she asserts, “is often 
described as a Muslim phenomenon,” but in point of fact “this militant type of faith” has erupted “in 
every major faith.” There are, she declares, Confucian, Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh, Christian, and Jewish 
varieties of fundamentalism (98). In her much-praised short history of Islam, Armstrong makes the 
same point in a similar way. 

The Western media often give the impression that the embattled and occasionally violent 
form of religiosity known as “fundamentalism” is a purely Islamic phenomenon. This is not 
the case. Fundamentalism is a global fact and has surfaced in every major faith in response to 
the problems of our modernity. There is fundamentalist Judaism, fundamentalist Christianity, 
fundamentalist Hinduism, fundamentalist Sikhism, and even fundamentalist Confucianism 
(164). 
Armstrong’s repeated references to the links between Judaism and fundamentalism seem to 

be intended, at least in part, to remind her readers that Islam is not the only branch on the tree of 
Abrahamic religions that can produce fruit that is “bitter” or even “poisonous.” Indeed, her most 
extensive treatment of Islamic fundamentalism comes in a long book that devotes as much attention 
to both Christian and Jewish fundamentalism as it does to Muslim. For Armstrong, Islam is not what 
produces violence. Fundamentalism itself is to blame. Armstrong’s position is that Jewish 
fundamentalism, just like Islamic fundamentalism, is a dangerous form of religion whose adherents 
have a predilection to use violence to accomplish their goals.4 

 
Israeli Society 

The links between religion and violence are often in another of the contexts in which readers 
encounter Jews who are said to be fundamentalists: texts that discuss Israeli politics and society.5 In 
general, the term tends to surface when people are discussing aspects of Israeli politics and society 
that they find problematic, for instance, in discussions of why emancipation, freedom, and liberty 
have made only limited headway in Israeli society. The lack of progress is, Alice Shalvi has asserted, 
the result of “fundamentalist oppression” (Shalvi 87).6 Similarly, the difficulties the State of Israel 
has encountered in making peace with the Palestinians and with the Arab states in the Middle East 
are often said to be rooted in the “disproportionately high” influence of the intransigent Jewish 
                                                 
4 For another approach to the links between fundamentalism and violence, see J. Harold Ellens, 
“Fundamentalism, Orthodoxy, and Violence.” Ellens asserts that some people may have a 
genetic tendency to become fundamentalists. Having a bad set of genes, he suggests, might 
predispose certain individuals toward practicing fundamentalism. 
5 See, for example, Sprinzak’s “Three Models of Religious Violence.” 
6 It is worth noting that Shalvi is particularly concerned about the treatment of women in Israel. 
She believes that fundamentalist religion is centered upon the imposition of “androcentric and 
patriarchal” norms (Shalvi 77). 
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fundamentalists (Klasky 22). Indeed at least one scholar – Helaine Klasky – has gone so far as to 
suggest that the power of Jewish fundamentalists in the State of Israel is the most important obstacle 
to peace in the Middle East (3). 

A text to which I have already referred – Shahak and Mezvinsky’s Jewish Fundamentalism 
in Israel – provides us with a particularly fascinating example of the use of the concept 
“fundamentalism” to explain what is wrong with Israeli society. Mezvinsky, a professor of history at 
Central Connecticut State College, and Shahak, a retired professor of organic chemistry, clearly 
write out of a sense that something has gone terribly wrong as the Zionist project has unfolded. 

Shahak lives in Israel, in the United States; both are fluent in Hebrew. They write primarily 
for people who live in places such as the United States or Great Britain, who do not know Hebrew, 
and who rely on English-language texts to inform themselves about the history of the Jews and about 
what is going on in Israel.  

For Shahak and Mezvinsky, the single act that best exemplified the nature of Jewish 
fundamentalism was the 1995 assassination of Yitzhak Rabin. But they are certain that its violent 
proclivities go far beyond that act, finding expression in the massacre in the Cave of the Patriarchs 
carried out by Baruch Goldstein in 1994 (96) and in Israelis’ willingness to spill the blood of others 
over and over again to achieve their aims (153-154). They are evident, too, in the support voiced by 
a few Israeli rabbis for executing homosexual men (ix).  

Shahak and Mezvinsky assert that the violent tendencies of Jewish fundamentalists make 
them a terrible threat to the people of the Middle East. Jewish fundamentalism’s deleterious effects 
on the Palestinian people and on the inhabitants of Lebanon are obvious. And if a “fundamentalist 
Jewish regime” were to come to power in Israel, “it would treat Israeli Jews who did not accept its 
tenets worse than it would treat the Palestinians” (149). Shahak and Mezvinsky write out of a fear 
that such a regime might well come to power. They write out of a hope that by unmasking the real 
nature of Jewish fundamentalism they can perhaps help avert such a catastrophic turn of events. 

In order to unmask “Jewish fundamentalism,” Shahak and Mezvinsky embark on an 
exploration of Jewish history. They focus on what they call the third period of Jewish history – the 
period that stretches between the destruction of the Second Temple and the coming of modernity.7 
As they understand it, this period is a dark age, characterized as much by superstition and 
“witchcraft” as by deep spirituality. If we want to understand the religious practices of Jews in this 
period, we should start by picturing a man “standing at night before a planet and attempting to 
perform magic rites” rather than practicing a respectable religion (157). They are convinced that 
nearly all the English-language texts on this era of Jewish history are unreliable. Such texts omit 
anything that makes Jews look superstitious – indeed, anything that makes Jews look bad – and so 
ought to be regarded as a kind of propaganda (157). The people who wrote them, Gershon Scholem, 
for instance, “are supreme hypocrites” (x). 

When we really examine the third period of Jewish history, Shahak and Mezvinsky say, we 
                                                 
7 According to Shahak and Mezvinsky, modernity came to the Jewish community in Yemen in 
the 1950s, in Russia in 1917, and in France and the United States in the seventeenth century. 
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find authoritarianism, intolerance, violence, and persecution of Jews by other Jews. Only the 
imposition of strict limits on Jewish autonomy by non-Jewish rulers or the coming of modernity 
checked those evils. Left to their own devices, Jews maimed and killed other Jews – especially 
women, “informers,” and “heretics” – with an astonishing avidity. The bloodshed was not in any 
sense a mere accretion to the practices and beliefs of Judaism. It was a part of the essence of these 
practices and beliefs (113-149). During the years between the destruction of the Temple and the 
coming of modernity, Judaism was fundamentalistic and therefore evil. 

Discovering these ugly truths about the nature of traditional Judaism, Shahak and Mezvinsky 
predict, will make many readers uncomfortable and cause some readers real pain. They assert, too, 
that producing their analysis of Jewish history has brought them no pleasure, for criticism of one’s 
own people is never easy. The kind of criticism they advance is, they say, in a very real sense a kind 
of family quarrel. “As Jews,” they admit sheepishly, “we understand that our own grandparents or 
great-grandparents probably believed in at least some of the views described in our book” (x). Still, 
they say, an unflinching examination of Judaism must be undertaken. “To oppose the current 
dangers posed by Jewish fundamentalism, it is first necessary to expose its historical roots” (160). 
One has to face the horror head on. 

Taking up that rhetorical stance – we are going to tell you the truth although doing so will hurt 
us just as much as it hurts you – enables Shahak and Mezvinsky to present themselves as reluctant 
critics of Judaism. I am not sure this self-presentation is completely convincing. Their analysis of 
fundamentalism results in passages that seem almost gleefully anti-Judaic. Jewish Fundamentalism in 
Israel comes close to suggesting that most forms of traditional Judaism are expressions of “Jewish 
fundamentalism” and that “Jewish fundamentalism” is a loathsome phenomenon that always stands in 
opposition to freedom and progress. The book seems based on a conviction that it would be best for 
all concerned if traditional Judaism were soon relegated to the ash heap of history. Jews who are 
fundamentalists are obstacles to peace and freedom. Nothing less. Certainly nothing more. 

 
Loader and Supersessionism 

This tendency to see a certain set of Jews as people who stand in the way of progress has deep 
roots in Jewish culture. Jews have often been concerned about the problems posed by other Jews 
whom they have thought of as being “backward” or “unenlightened.” And of course a tendency to 
link Jews to backwardness is also present in some literature produced by Christians. Christians have 
often asserted that Jews have an unfortunate tendency to cling to the old and antiquated. Indeed, 
Christians have repeatedly asserted that Jews are people who cling to an old covenant which has 
clearly and decisively been superseded by a new one. 

As it turns out, the supersessionist elements of Christianity have sometimes colored the way 
Christians talk about one another. When Christians who are not fundamentalists have wanted to 
criticize the beliefs and practices of Christians who are fundamentalists, they have sometimes done so 
by implying that the latter have a great deal in common with the Jews who did not accept the message 
of Jesus. In some of the polemics against Christian fundamentalists penned by Christians, readers are 
encouraged to see both rabbinic Judaism and Christian fundamentalism as religions that refuse to 
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embrace fully the liberating message of Jesus. 

William Loader’s Jesus and the Fundamentalism of His Day, published in 2001 by one of the 
more prestigious Protestant publishers in the United States, is a good example of this phenomenon. 
Loader attempts to intervene in some contemporary Christian debates concerning the nature of the 
Holy Scriptures. More specifically, he tries to expose the weaknesses of the way Christian 
fundamentalists approach the Bible. His strategy is straightforward. He carefully examines texts such 
as Mark, Matthew, John, and Q to see what they can tell us about how Jesus thought about Scripture.8 
The results of these examinations are fairly nuanced: the picture that emerges from analyzing 
Matthew is, for instance, rather different from the one that emerges from analyzing Mark. 
Nevertheless, each of the texts Loader examines seems to him to point to the same conclusion. Jesus 
is no friend of fundamentalistic approaches to the Scriptures; indeed, fundamentalism is what led to 
his crucifixion (140).9 

                                                 
8 Q is the name students of the synoptic gospels have assigned to a hypothetical source on which 
the authors of Matthew and Luke are thought to have drawn as they were composing their 
gospels. Sayings of Jesus that cannot be found in Mark but can be found in both Matthew and 
Luke are often said to have come from Q. 
9 It should be noted that Loader says that the Gospels’ assertions about who and what killed 
Jesus are hard to jibe with “historical reality.” 

For Loader, fundamentalism is best thought of as “an approach to interpreting Scripture that 
accepts it without question as absolute authority, leaving no room for taking into account changed 
circumstances or possible error,” a set of hermeneutic habits that tends to produce “a concentration on 
the letter of the Scripture” and to see Scripture as “law” and as “binding for all time” (7). 
Fundamentalism is in many ways the opposite of the approach to Scripture we find in the Christian 
Gospels. In the Gospels, Scripture’s authority has to do with what Scripture “enshrines” and with the 
“attitude it purveys.” Thus in the early chapters of Mark we see that the Jewish critics of Jesus, the 
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people who will eventually plot to have him killed, “pictured God as someone primarily concerned 
with commandments and rules” (17-18). Jesus, on the other hand, believed that “God was primarily 
concerned with the good of people.” Jesus believed that God saw “commandments and laws” as 
subordinate to the needs of his people. Jesus did not spurn the commandments or the Scriptures. But 
his perspective on them was very different from that of his Jewish opponents (18). As Loader reads it, 
Mark’s Gospel presents Jesus as a critic of fundamentalism and his Jewish opponents as embodiments 
of it. 

Loader would probably be loath to say that the perspective of Jesus was just plain superior to 
that of his critics. And he is well aware of the fact that Jesus was Jewish. He is at pains to emphasize 
the Jewishness of Jesus and the lamentable effects of Christianity having “torn itself from its Jewish 
roots” (49). But he is, of course, a Christian writing for a Christian audience. He seems sure that 
people who want to follow Jesus as portrayed in the Gospels must come to see the Holy Scriptures as 
Jesus did – not as the Jewish critics of Jesus, the people who plotted to have him killed, saw them. 

Loader’s understanding of the ways the critics and the followers of Jesus saw the world 
becomes even clearer as he moves from Mark to Q. In Q, the Jewish critics of Jesus are people who 
tend to see God as “the great egotist who wants everything done his way without concern for people” 
(70). They tend to focus on “the observance of ritual and cultic minutiae” (69-70). Followers of Jesus 
see things differently. They believe that God values people over rules, that God is compassionate, that 
communal restoration is the “top priority” (69). These differences, Loader notes, should not be 
overemphasized – the two groups of people had a great deal in common. Still, the struggle was a 
matter of life and death. The members of the community that produced Q had put “their lives on the 
line” in their struggle on behalf of their understanding of who God is and what God desires. 

The members of that community, Loader asserts, were involved in a life and death struggle 
with Jews who had “too much” respect for “ritual and cultic minutiae” (69-70). Those Jews were, in 
Loader’s view, fundamentalists. What it means to follow Jesus is to set aside such a fundamentalist 
outlook and come to a new understanding of what God is and what he desires. The people with whom 
Jesus argued were Jews who were fundamentalists. The followers of Jesus were people who had 
achieved another vision of the nature of the divine. 

All in all, Loader’s analyses of Jesus and of “the fundamentalists of his day” both seem to 
push the reader toward an unfavorable view of what would eventually become rabbinic Judaism. As 
one reads through Loader’s text, one is encouraged to see the opponents of Jesus as Jews who are 
fundamentalists. One is encouraged to see such fundamentalists as having failed to see that their 
religious beliefs and practices have been superseded.  

 
Fosdick and Supersessionism 

The links between supersessionism and anti-fundamentalist polemic reach back to the early 
decades of the twentieth century. Those links are plainly evident in the life and thought of Harry 
Emerson Fosdick (1878-1969). In 1922, Fosdick gave the world its first great anti-fundamentalist 
polemic, a sermon called “Shall the Fundamentalists Win?” And though that sermon did use the 
category “Jewish fundamentalism,” it did assert that there are strong links between fundamentalism 
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and the Jewish people. 
Fosdick thought of himself – with good reason – as both a child of the Enlightenment and a 

person who was willing to stand up for the rights of Jews.10 He was not, by the standards of his time 
(the early twentieth century), place (New York), or background (Anglo-Saxon), an anti-Semite. On 
the contrary, he explicitly denounced anti-Semitism in the United States, and his condemnation of 
Nazism in general and the Nazi treatment of Jews in particular was as historian Robert Miller has 
observed, consistent and forceful (196). In both his private correspondence and his public writings, 
Fosdick expressed great admiration for Jews and Judaism. He was awarded an honorary doctorate by 
Hebrew Union College, and he often cooperated closely with professors at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary (Miller 198).  

 Yet Fosdick’s writing, even his expressions of admiration, were on occasion double-edged. 
He had a deep appreciation for and friendship with Louis Finklestein, chancellor of the Jewish 
Theological Seminary. But Finklestein’s religious practices struck him as odd. He found Finklestein’s 
determination to scrupulously observe “every jot and title [sic] of Hebrew law and ritual” 
incomprehensible (199).11 He was confused, too, by the religious practices of Finklestein’s spiritual 
ancestors. Reading a book Finklestein had written concerning a second-century rabbi – a man who 
was a great “pacifist” and “humanist” and also a man who “obeyed the smallest observances of the 
Law” – Fosdick grew so agitated that he set the book down, left his office, and walked over to visit 
Finklestein. “I just don’t understand,” he said. “How could this great rabbi, with all his humanity, 
with his pacifism, have been such a legalist and ritualist?” (Miller 307).12  

 
10 For a brilliant analysis of the way Judaism figured in the ideology of the European 
Enlightenment, see Sutcliffe’s Judaism and Enlightenment. There are, I think, a good many 
parallels between Fosdick’s attitudes toward Judaism and the attitudes of some thinkers 
associated with the Enlightenment. For many men associated with Enlightenment – and Fosdick, 
too – Jews who refused to jettison traditional religious beliefs and practices were profoundly 
disturbing. Such Jews were profoundly and disconcertingly “other.” 
11 Cf. Matthew 5:18. 
12 I have not yet determined which of Finklestein’s texts occasioned this question. Perhaps it was 
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Fosdick’s question, which came close to demanding that Finklestein present some sort of 
justification for the great rabbi’s being so damned rabbinical, is likely to make us wince. But the 
question was completely sincere. For Fosdick, “legalism” and “ritualism” were antithetical to 
genuine religion. He really was deeply puzzled by Jews who clung to such vices. And he was also 
puzzled by Jews who failed to recognize that the New Testament is just plain superior, in many 
important respects, to the Old. Fosdick was given to stressing the “cruel” and “primitive” practices 
and beliefs of the ancient Israelites and contrasting them to the beliefs and practices of Jesus Christ. 
When a man named Samuel Schulman wrote Fosdick to let him know that he found such 
comparisons unedifying and offensive, and to inform Fosdick that a good case could be made for 
saying that “some parts of the Old Testament” are “superior” to Christian scriptures, Fosdick refused 
to give much ground. Any thoughtful man – even a thoughtful rabbi – would, Fosdick argued, have 
to concede that there are large differences between the ideas about God one encounters “in the 
earliest manuscripts of the Old Testament” and the ideas about God one encounters in the teachings 
of Jesus. The teachings of Jesus are better, and that was that (Miller 184).13  

The question “how ought Jews respond to the teachings of Jesus?” is at the heart of Fosdick’s 
sermon (a reprint of which was reportedly sent to every single Protestant minister in the United 
States). It begins with a text, the fifth chapter of Acts, which is concerned with Jews who are 
persecuting followers of Jesus. The high priest and his associates are jealous of the apostles of Jesus 
and have had them thrown into jail. Miraculously, the apostles have escaped and, following 
directions given by an angel, have entered the Temple to proclaim the gospel. Now the apostles have 
been brought before the Sanhedrin for further questioning. They refuse to be cowed. “The God of 
our fathers,” the apostles say, “raised up Jesus, whom ye slew and hanged on a tree.” God has 
exalted Jesus and made him “a Prince and a Savior” so that Jesus might offer “repentance” and 
“forgiveness.”  

The Sanhedrin are enraged and want to kill the apostles. But Gamaliel, a good Jew, suggests 
a superior course of action. “Men of Israel,” he says, “the best course of action in this case is to let 
these men go unharmed. If their teachings are of merely human origin, then they will die out of their 
own accord. If they are divine in origin, then nothing we can do can keep them from prospering.” 
Tragically, “the Jewish leaders” failed to follow the “wise” program of “tolerance” Gamaliel had 
sketched for them. Instead they clung to their “bitter antagonism” and ended up excising Christianity 

 
13  I have somewhat overstated Fosdick’s position here. Fosdick had very warm things to say 
about Nevi’im; his quarrel was mostly with Torah. 
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– “the finest flowering out that Judaism ever had” – from their synagogues (Fosdick, “Shall the 
Fundamentalists Win?” 775). 

The rest of the sermon spells out the modern-day application of the biblical passage. There 
are, Fosdick asserts, new ideas afoot in Christendom. These new ideas have made the 
fundamentalists jealous. The fundamentalists, who have failed to see that they have been superseded, 
have been seized by a spirit of persecution. Fosdick insists that their plans to persecute the 
modernists must not be allowed to grow into fruition. Instead, Christians must follow Gamaliel’s 
advice. Twentieth-century conservative Christians must not do to twentieth-century liberal 
Christians what the Jews who did not accept Jesus as the Messiah did to the Jews who did believe he 
was the Christ. This supersessionist line of argument, which seems to foreshadow Loader's 
assertions nearly seven decades later, is at the heart of Fosdick’s anti-fundamentalist polemic. He is 
implying, clearly, that some conservative Christians in twentieth-century America have a great deal 
in common with the Jews who persecuted the followers of Jesus. 

 The supposed similarities between Christian fundamentalists and Jews become clearer when 
Fosdick focuses on how modern human beings should think about sacred texts.  He warns his 
readers against granting the Bible too much authority over their minds. He encourages them to 
conclude that they should never assume that "x" is so simply because the Bible asserts "x." He wants 
them to see that biblical assertions, like all other assertions, ought to be interpreted in an enlightened 
and progressive way. To make those points, he asserts that Christian fundamentalists – like Jews and 
Muslims – have a tendency to cling to offensive and outdated religious ideas, and that Christian 
fundamentalists – like Muslims and Jews – have failed to appreciate the importance of progressive 
revelation. 

There are people in the church, Fosdick notes, who believe that the Scriptures were “dictated 
by God to men.” Those people believe that everything in the Bible – “scientific opinions, medical 
theories, historical judgements, as well as spiritual insight” – is absolutely infallible. When modern 
Christians hear Muslims claim that the Koran was dictated by God to man and is absolutely 
infallible, they know that such a claim is suspicious. For when Christians read the Koran they find 
God conceived of “as an Oriental monarch, fatalistic submission to his will as man’s chief duty, the 
use of force on unbelievers, polygamy, [and] slavery” (780). Such notions and practices are clearly 
outdated. No modern man can accept them.  

But here is the rub. When Christians turn to their Bible they find pretty much the same thing: 
God is “thought of as an oriental monarch; there, too, are patriarchal polygamy, and slave systems, 
and the use of force on unbelievers” (781). What makes the Bible preferable to the Koran is just this: 
in the Bible revelation is progressive – God as king gives way to God as father; polygamy is 
replaced by monogamy; “slavery, never explicitly condemned before the New Testament closes,” is 
nevertheless brought into question; and harsh treatment of unbelievers is replaced by “appeals to 
love.” This is why the Bible, correctly understood, is so beautiful. In the Bible, “revelation is 
progressive.” In it, the lower elements of religiosity are “always being superseded.” 

Jesus, Fosdick tells us, clearly understood that fact. Jesus was by no means an enemy of the 
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Jews. He deeply appreciated the prophets. His ideas about God, about the proper way to live one’s 
life, and about the future were all deeply rooted in the Old Testament. Jesus wanted to fulfill, not 
destroy, the beliefs and practices which were his “racial heritage” (775). But Jesus knew that God 
was not dead and that God’s “words and works” did not come to an end in the final chapter of the 
book of Malachi.14 The God Jesus taught about was not confined to ancient history. That God was, 
rather, “a contemporary God – a God who was still speaking and still working. He was a God who 
wanted to lead his people from a “partial truth” to a “fuller truth” (775-776). Thus Jesus believed in 
progressive revelation. The Jewish leaders to whom Gamaliel spoke did not believe in progressive 
revelation; they clung to old truths and were afraid of new ones. They had failed to see, in other 
words, that God had decided to make the Hebrew Bible into the Old Testament. Fosdick does not 
actually assert that the Jews who did not accept Jesus were “stubborn” and “blind,” but he certainly 
implies that they were. And this, he implies, is part of what they have in common with Christian 
fundamentalists. 

Fosdick set before his readers two paths. The first was associated with progressive revelation, 
with the New Testament, Jesus, true Christianity, reason, toleration, and openness. The other was 
associated with fundamentalism, the Old Testament, the Koran, the traditions of the Jews, 
persecution, and the forces of reaction. Fosdick wanted his readers to understand clearly that he was 
on one path and his opponents were on the other. He wanted his readers to be sure that it made sense 
for them to part company with his opponents and join on the path that led to progress. 

So, Fosdick’s “Shall the Fundamentalist Win?” attempted both to describe the situation in 
which Fosdick and his fundamentalistic opponents found themselves in 1922 and to make clear 
normative judgments about which side was right and which was wrong. He simultaneously described 
what fundamentalism was and analyzed it in ways that made it clear that it was an obstacle that 
needed to be overcome. Fosdick’s sermon presented him as being on the side of the angels: on the 
side, that is, of the Enlightenment and of progressive Christianity. His opponents were men who were 
not perceptive enough to realize that they had been superseded. 

The assumptions of progressive Christianity and the European Enlightenment decisively 
influenced how Fosdick thought about fundamentalism. Those assumptions made it hard for him to 
see fundamentalists as anything other than people who have failed to see the light. Those assumptions 
predisposed him to see fundamentalists as inferior to true followers of Jesus, and to think that 
fundamentalism had to be weakened – perhaps even extinguished – for humanity to reach its fullest 
potential.  

These assumptions do not, of course, circumscribe each and every text on Jewish 
fundamentalism that has been produced between 1978 and the present. Fosdick’s sermon did not 
determine the meaning of Jewish fundamentalism once and for all. But, to a striking degree, the 
literature on Jewish fundamentalism seems to have been written by people who were pretty sure 

                                                 
14 Malachi, the twenty-sixth book in the Tanakh, is the thirty-ninth – and final – book in the 
Protestant Old Testament. 
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about who was on the side of the angels and who was not. The analyses in that literature are seldom 
especially nuanced; indeed, they are often downright Manichean. Fundamentalism is bad; anti-
fundamentalism is good. That’s that. 
 
Interrogating Jewish Fundamentalism 

One of the most helpful discussions of the problems in describing Jews as fundamentalists is 
Jay Harris’s “‘Fundamentalism’: Objections from a Modern Jewish Historian.” Most of the essays in 
the scholarly book in which Harris’s text appeared, Fundamentalism and Gender, either assert or 
assume that comparative analysis of various forms of fundamentalism is a worthwhile enterprise. 
Harris’s essay interrogates such assertions and assumptions. It suggests that there is something fishy 
about comparative fundamentalism and implies that the whole enterprise – at least inasmuch as it 
intersects with the study of Judaism – ought to be abandoned.  

Reading Harris’s essay can help us see the links between supersessionism and the practice of 
labeling Jews as fundamentalists in a broader context. It reminds us of how comforting – and how 
questionable – are labels by which we can be sure that history is both on our side and moving in 
directions that will inevitably delegitimate fundamentalistic beliefs and practices.  

Harris, one of America’s most distinguished students of Jewish history, begins his article with 
an understatement: “In recent years, it has become quite trendy to extend the term fundamentalism 
from its original Protestant context to include a wide variety of religious and political phenomena” 
(137). He invites his readers to interrogate the usefulness of the looser definition of fundamentalism:  

 
Fashionability aside, we must ask ourselves what this extension accomplishes. Does the term 
illuminate diverse cultural phenomena and allow them to be understood better, by virtue of 
calling attention to other human manifestations of essentially the same thing? Or does the 
term obfuscate, leveling important distinctions that must be maintained if we are to 
understand the world about us? (137) 
 
The answer Harris wants his readers to consider is straightforward. In spite of its trendiness, 

the looser definition, he suggests, is not at all helpful. It gets in the way of “serious understanding” 
(166). The prose in which Harris advances the arguments for this conclusion is remarkable. Witty, 
trenchant, at times almost truculent, his style seems to betray a certain lack of patience with 
comparative fundamentalism. It is almost as if Harris is saying something like, “This is all just 
nonsense: surely they cannot expect us to take their solemn pronouncements about the nature of 
Jewish fundamentalism with complete seriousness.” And the tone of the essay gives a certain bite to 
Harris’s assertion that the nonsense associated with “Jewish fundamentalism” is the kind of nonsense 
that is produced when authors who have strong ideological commitments are pretending to be even-
handed or objective. Jewish fundamentalism, Harris seems sure, is by no means an innocent label.15 It 

                                                 
15 For a similar argument about “religion,” see Smith, "Religion, Religions, Religious." Harris’s 
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is ideological to its core.  
One of the most basic points Harris makes is that no Jew – even a so-called Jewish 

fundamentalist – reads sacred texts the same way Christian fundamentalists do. Jewish 
fundamentalists, so called, insist on seeing sacred texts as “polysemic” (158). They are, moreover, 
extremely reluctant to think that there is any way for human beings – however wise and pious they 
may be – to come up with an inerrant interpretation of the meaning of Scripture (157-158). For this 
reason alone, Harris suggests, we should view the concept with a good deal of suspicion. 
Fundamentalism, it is widely supposed, is a form of religiosity characterized by a particular way of 
reading sacred texts. If Jews do not read texts that way, how can they be fundamentalists? 

 
argument about the ideological nature of the term Jewish fundamentalism are paralleled by the 
observations made in Webber’s “Rethinking Fundamentalism.”  

Our suspicions about the category Jewish fundamentalism should be deepened, Harris asserts, 
by our realization that it lumps together Jews with very different histories, traditions, practices, and 
politics. Consider, for instance, the issue of Zionism. Some so-called Jewish fundamentalist groups – 
Gush Emunim, for example – are patriotic Israelis. Gush Emunim could in fact be said to be hyper-
patriotic and hyper-Zionist. People in that movement are convinced that the Lord is a fervent 
supporter of the modern State of Israel. Others, such as the subgroup of the haredim known as Netorei 
Karta, are extremely hostile to the State of Israel and deeply opposed to Zionism (Harris 141-142). 
Indeed, the leaders of Neturei Karta have sometimes gone so far as to say that Israel’s religious Jews 
and the followers of Yasir Arafat are fellow sufferers under Zionist “domination” (Landau 155-156). 
Given how dramatically the views of Netorei Karta and Gush Emunim differ on an issue as important 
as the Zionist project, what possible reason could we have for squeezing them into the same category 
(Harris 141-142)? 

Harris argues that there is in fact no good warrant for so doing. When rigorously examined, 
the category Jewish fundamentalism simply does not make much sense as a tool for understanding 
Jewish political or religious practices. What the tool does, rather, is to group together Jews of whom 
we who use the term Jewish fundamentalism disapprove. In spite of their heterogeneity, all so-called 
Jewish fundamentalists “have one thing in common: they do not conform to our views of how life 
should be lived” (142). In particular, Harris says, the category highlights the fact that some Jews seem 
to live out their lives in “opposition to modernity” (143). Moreover, the logic of the term seems to 
presuppose that modernity is (or ought to be) the norm, and that opposition to it constitutes the 
exception that requires explanation. This is an example of “the politics of nomenclature – the use of 
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language to pursue the essentially political goal of ‘normalizing’ our approach to life" (143).  

“‘Fundamentalism’: Objections from a Modern Jewish Historian” challenges the widespread 
tendency to assume that “we” know the “proper” way to think about modernity and tradition, and 
about enlightenment and reaction. Using the term “Jewish fundamentalism,” Harris seems to believe, 
tempts us to assume that we are on are on the side of freedom and progress and that the 
fundamentalists stand for repression and reaction.16 Such assumptions get in the way of our 
understanding so-called fundamentalists. Just as important, perhaps, they dull us into a complacent 
acceptance of certain historically determined beliefs (our own) as somehow natural or inevitable. 

Harris pays special attention to how scholars who write about “Jewish fundamentalism” deal 
with the negative connotations that have become attached to the category. He notes that Ian Lustick 
takes pain to assure the readers of For the Land and the Lord: Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel that 
the word fundamentalism should not be thought of as a term of rebuke. Lustick says that 
Fundamentalism is employed in the pages of his book, “not to evoke images of fanaticism or 
simplistic thinking, but to focus attention on a certain kind of politics” (Lustick, 4). Harris speculates 
that, for Lustick’s purposes, the beauty of the term “lies precisely in the fact that it does evoke images 
of fanaticism and simplistic thinking in his readers; but at the same time [Lustick] can claim to be 
writing an unbiased account of a particular kind of politics” (141).  

                                                 
16 A similar argument is advanced in Liebman’s “Jewish Fundamentalism and the Israeli Polity.” 

It seems to me that Harris has a point. If a man writing about the Bush administration assured 
his readers that in adopting“neo-fascism” as the interpretative category around which to organize his 
work he did not mean to make value judgments about Bush’s policies, we would have cause to 
wonder what the author was really up to. Our doubts would persist even if he repeatedly said that he 
was using the term despite, not because of, its negative connotations. Similarly, Harris’s text implies, 
fundamentalism is not an innocent term, not a word whose denotations can be understood in 
isolation from its connotations. Those connotations push people to assume that progress exists and 
that it is a good thing; that sacred texts ought to be read “critically”; that it is unnatural to focus on 
modernity’s shortcomings rather than on its blessings; that separation of “church” and “state” is a 
good thing; and that religion ought not to play a crucial role in organizing the way the public sphere 
is constructed. These assumptions may be self-evident to some people. But for many people they are 
not. In any case, committing oneself to such smuggled-in assumptions is not, perhaps, a particularly 
good way to begin studying the religious practices of the haredim or the Gush Emunim. 
 
Conclusion  

The aspect of Harris’s argument that I want to emphasize here is his claim that the literature 
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on Jewish fundamentalism often describes the world in ways that smuggle in a number of unstated 
assumptions about the proper way to live one’s life and the proper way to understand the 
relationship between religion and modernity. These assumptions, Harris says, include a belief that it 
is “natural” to prefer the new to the old and the modern to the traditional.  

I know of no text that convincingly refutes that assertion, and there is a great deal of 
evidence that supports it. Indeed, some writers who have written about Jewish fundamentalism seem 
to assume that most of the practices associated with the traditions of the Jewish people have now 
been superseded. Such traditions are, in the view of such writers, now simply obstacles that must be 
overcome. 

No doubt, many writers who have produced literature on Jewish fundamentalism are unaware 
of the fact that the tendency to link “fundamentalism” with “stubborn Jews” can be traced back to 
the 1920s and to Fosdick. Nevertheless, the rhetoric employed by many of these people is deeply 
congruent with Fosdick’s logic. These links can be seen quite clearly in the work of Loader and of 
Shahak and Mezvinsky. And, it seems to me, they are lurking just beneath the surface of a great 
many other works that slap the fundamentalist label onto Jews. 

There is no need to excise the term “Jewish fundamentalism” from our dictionaries. It 
certainly makes a fine polemical tool. But I do think that the category carries with it a set of 
connotations that make it most useful for people who are comfortable with the assumptions of 
Christianity and the Enlightenment. Scholars who do not want to align themselves with the 
assumptions of the Enlightenment and of progressive Christianity probably have to employ the 
phrase “Jewish fundamentalism” with considerable care. Used nonchalantly, it tends to reinscribe 
the logic of supersessionism. 

Those of us who are uncomfortable with supersessionism will find, I think, that “Jewish 
fundamentalism” is not a category that can give us a great deal of assistance in understanding the 
religious practices of others. “Jewish fundamentalism,” like “Old Testament,” almost inevitably 
creates an other that is thought to be inferior. 
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A Piece of the American Dream—Reimagining Crime by the Marginalized 
 
by Sharon Harrison 

 

While money can be the measure of success or at least the key to a comfortable life, in 

the United States, issues of class and race have often blocked the road to acquiring wealth and 

continue to do so.  

As an instructor to many first-year college students, I try to model the language of 

diversity in the classroom to help provide students with the tools and vocabulary they’ll need for 

the rest of their academic careers. One exercise I do a few weeks into the semester is place my 

own family tree on the chalkboard, stepfamilies and all, and trace various aspects of identity 

through my own varied clan, including ethnicity, nationality, wealth/poverty, religion, sexuality, 

ability/disability, education, and what seems to be a proclivity for crime among my predecessors. 

At first I sort of laughed this criminal bent off, but then I considered what this tendency might 

represent: instead of a strain of criminality or a genetic predisposition toward anti-social behavior, 

these lawbreakers were  exhibiting a clever sort of entrepreneurism, an attempt to ensure their 

own and subsequent generations’ escape from the shackles of the lower class. I don’t think 
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anyone would argue that these familial crimes were committed with too much foresight, but I do 

believe my family members took an understood risk to benefit themselves and their families.  

And what does it matter why a crime is committed? Well, there’s what I feel is the 

misplaced shame and stigma of a criminal past, both in your family and/or in your own personal 

history. To understand why is to understand the function of crime for the dispossessed, 

disenfranchised, and socially marginalized. This understanding reveals a broader picture, and a 

different point of view—the view of the lawbreakers instead of the law-enforcers. While crime 

reports in the general media are always written from the standpoint of those law-abiding or -

enforcing, there’s great value in recentering that view. 

Authors such as Nikos Passas and Neva Goodwin (It’s Legal But It Ain’t Right) have 

written at length about legal but immoral corporate practices with harmful social consequences, 

but little has been written about their polar opposite: crimes committed by disenfranchised people 

who find the lawful routes to success closed due to prejudice, poverty, colonization, and a host of 

other conditions. If some legal practices are unethical, doesn’t it figure that some illegal practices 

are ethical or at least beneficial, not only to those committing the crimes and their families, but to 

their social groups and eventually society at large? Certainly this sort of crime committed by 

marginalized people serves a function, and that’s to get them out of dire straits and into self-

sufficiency and solvency. 

In It’s Legal’s intro, the authors state: “There is a common assumption that if an industry 

is legal, it is basically benign and beneficial to society” (Passas and Goodwin 6). Conversely, 

when an industry is illegal, unfair moral assumptions are often made about those involved, even 

though these illegal acts may ultimately benefit society. But I should lay down a little background 

to help you understand how I came to this way of thinking. 

 

Meet The Lineup 
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My Irish grandfather left Cork for the United States as a young man around 1920 under 

shady circumstances, traveling under a name other than his own. I found some 1849 legal records 

online that indicate his own grandmother was a widowed tenant farmer with a large family who 

was kicked off her land (as were many of her neighbors) for nonpayment, “though some of the 

unfortunate creatures had their little garden of potatoes nearly ripe, and their oat almost fit to cut” 

(EirCom.Net). Grandpa was involved in organized crime—perhaps a reaction to his own family’s 

poverty and lost land—and he’d gotten in over his head. He had apparently displeased his bosses 

and felt compelled to move to the U.S. for his own safety. Although my grandfather’s life was 

never cushy or even very pleasant—he died very young—his illegal Cork gains enabled him to 

buy a farm in Kansas. My own father and his brothers, just one generation past, managed to get 

college educations and become firmly ensconced in the middle class, and we in the next 

generation have had the advantages of a middle-class upbringing. Grandpa’s journey into crime 

became a route out of poverty. 

My mother’s people are Mexican and Spanish, and although Great-Granny’s own 

Spanish Army grandfather was granted thousands of acres of land near the Rio Grande in Texas, 

the barren soil wasn’t good for much besides grazing scrawny cattle: the family was land rich but 

not financially wealthy. Great-Granny took up with a local Coahuilteca/Coahuila Native, 

destroying any lingering benefits of class via land ownership. While Spaniards were at the top of 

the social ladder in early 1800s Texas, Natives were at the bottom, and for her to have married 

one was unthinkable. And who was going to hire my great-grandfather, give him a chance to get 

ahead? Probably no one, as the Natives had already been relegated to the lowest classes by the 

European colonizers. Great-Grandpa became a cattle rustler, and he was eventually hanged for a 

crime committed by his cattle-rustling compadres. Although crime failed to pay off in his 

generation—my great-grandfather took a risk that did not benefit himself or his family—this 

incident did cause my great-grandmother to relocate in a town with more opportunity. It took 
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three more generations for that side of the family has become more or less middle class, a much 

slower ascent than my father’s family. 

This sort of turning-to-crime story is one that repeats in the families of many of my 

friends. My friend Anh is ethnic Chinese from Vietnam, and her folks own a nice family-style 

Chinese restaurant not far from where I live in North San Diego. It turns out that these lovely 

folks were in the heroin trade back in Vietnam, working as drug mules. And again the story turns 

familiar: the parents survived during a time of political upheaval in Vietnam and later relocated, 

and their children now have all the benefits of the middle class, including college educations. 

Anh’s family invested in a high-risk and illegal scheme strictly to survive and better their 

situation, and once they were financially secure enough they became law-abiding citizens and 

raised law-abiding children.  

 

Who Are The Dispossessed? 

 How can you determine the social groups that would engage in entrepreneurial crime? In 

attempting to define the “disenfranchised,” “dispossessed,” “marginalized,” and “underserved” 

populations most likely to choose this path, I’ve hit some gray areas. If I were to talk only about 

indigenous people who’ve been colonized, then I’m failing to acknowledge the similar plights of 

people who’ve been displaced by slavery, starvation, poverty, and religious or ethnic intolerance. 

Between 1985 and 1993, a five-member independent Working Group on Indigenous Populations 

(the WGIP) prepared a Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People. The WGIP was 

entrusted with the primary tasks of reviewing developments pertaining to the human rights of 

indigenous populations, and giving attention to the evolution of standards concerning the rights of 

such populations. In 1993 the resulting document was sent to the United Nations General 

Assembly for adoption (Pritchard). Even the WGIP was tentative about defining the word 

“indigenous,” which seems to have grown much more inconclusive as a term: “As a general 

observation we would note  that the document is not consistent with its use of the term 
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Indigenous  peoples.  We recommend that the  terminology Indigenous peoples be used 

consistently throughout the document.  The term ‘Indigenous peoples’ should be used without 

qualification. To place  any qualification on the term is itself racist” (Indigenous Peoples’ 

Caucus). 

 I did find something in the declaration that specifically addressed crime: “We express our 

profound  repudiation of the persistence of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia  and related 

intolerance, particularly in penal systems and in the application  of the law, as well as in the 

actions of institutions and individuals  responsible for law enforcement, which in many countries 

has  contributed to the fact that certain groups, [including people of African and  Asian descent], 

indigenous peoples, national minorities and  migrants, and especially where it has contributed to 

the fact that certain  groups are over-represented in penal institutions [and] represent an  

exaggerated proportion of prisoners in penal institutions and administrative  detention centres in 

many countries” (ibid). 

 This brings up an issue I hadn’t yet considered: the possibility that my predecessors were 

not necessarily more engaged in crime than the average citizen but were more often caught at it 

and penalized, and then labeled criminals. While this is a sideline to my initial premise, certainly 

it’s important to consider the stigma of being categorized as a criminal. 

 Articles 34 of the Indigenous People’s Declaration further defines who the term indigenous 

people covers:  

 “We recognize that racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and  related intolerance often 

target, notably on grounds related to language,  religion or national or ethnic origin, persons such 

as migrants,  asylum-seekers, refugees, displaced persons, non-nationals, indigenous  peoples or 

on grounds related to belonging to minorities, persons such as Roma/Gypsies  and travelers” 

(ibid). 

 The individuals described by the Caucus are, in short, those most likely to suffer from 

prejudicial treatment. So although in this essay I’m primarily referring to examples of what I call 
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entrepreneurial crime within the United States, this is very likely a worldwide phenomenon. 

 

Driven To Success 

 As it turns out, in the U.S. discussion of crime and ethnic minorities is often a discussion 

of crime and immigrants, whether first generation or much farther down the line. As authors 

David R. Colburn and George E. Pozzetta discovered, in the U.S.’ past, certain minorities were 

actually alleged to have innate criminality as part of their ethnic makeup: “During the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries police records disclosed a heavy incidence of crime among minority 

groups which seemed to substantiate this allegation” (597). The authors go on to speculate along 

the same lines I’d been considering: “Were the police reports, perhaps unconsciously, echoing the 

assumptions of society? [ … ] Did these figures reflect the innate criminality among ethnic 

groups or did they reflect basic social and economic needs?” (ibid. 598). 

 The U.S.’ Prohibition Era certainly opened the door for budding entrepreneurs. While 

neighborhoods with the highest percentages of new immigrants also experienced the highest rates 

of delinquency, organized crime and the bootlegging industry provided a means for those willing 

to break the law to get ahead, even thrive. Daniel Bell wrote that no one could understand 

organized crime until they appreciated the difficulties minorities encountered adjusting to U.S. 

society: “Crime is indigenous to American life because the criminal seeks the same middle class 

values that the rest of society searches for. He too wants a nice home, a new car, and a college 

education for his children” (ibid. 600). Bell added that organized crime could be seen as a means 

of ethnic succession into leadership roles, a way to overcome economic discrimination. Once the 

individuals’ own means have been improved by employing criminal techniques, Bell contends 

that they then legitimize themselves by helping less fortunate friends and family members find 

legitimate employment. 

 What is created is sort of a parallel business model that exists separately from so-called 

“legitimate” business. If the doors to legitimate business are closed to disenfranchised individuals 
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for reasons such as prejudice, lack of training and education, institutionalized discrimination, 

language, or general earmarks of poverty, new business models that include them operate outside 

of standard industry rules. And here’s another consideration: if legitimate business bars 

individuals from participation due to prejudice, only to welcome them once they are wealthy and 

successful, will these individuals choose to join these established groups or continue to operate 

outside of and independent of their spheres? 

 One modern model of this sort is hip-hop entrepreneur Damon Dash, ex-CEO of Roc-A-

Fella Records and current head of DDMG, Damon Dash Music Group. Raised in NYC by a 

single mom who died when he was fifteen, Dash’s bio raves about his business acumen and 

ambition: “I was an entrepreneur, hustling to get money in any way” (AskMen.com). Usually 

credited with a start as a “party promoter,” The Smoking Gun Web site shows a police mugshot 

of Dash from larceny charges filed in 1995, about the same time he’s reported to have been in the 

party business. When he said he hustled in any way to get money, this included criminal activity. 

Today Dash is a successful, wealthy legitimate music-business owner who employs a large 

number of people, including friends and family. He also owns a vodka company, a clothing line, 

and produces mainstream feature films. 

 Although the belief that crimes committed by marginalized people were somehow tied to 

their ethnic makeup sounds inherently racist, this belief contains a kernel of truth. Certain 

immigrant ethnic groups did bring cultural beliefs with them to the U.S. that made it less of a 

moral quandary for them to break existing laws. Not only did Southern Italians in the early 

twentieth century bring a well-developed sense of family honor that transcended legalities, but 

their experiences with corrupt government officials in Southern Italy left them with little respect 

for the finer points of the law. Similarly, Irish immigrants had a cultural tradition for regarding all 

government as illegitimate due to their sovereignty struggles [Colburn and Pozzetta 602–603]. 

 One of the biggest Irish success stories (if you care to ignore the tragedies) is that of the 

Joseph Kennedy clan. It’s long been rumored that the wealth of the Kennedys was founded on 
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bootlegging and ties to organized crime (Smith 625). If true, John F. Kennedy’s U.S. presidential 

win in 1960 marked not only the remarkable election of the son of an Irish immigrant, but the rise 

to the top of a member of a family that benefited from illegal entrepreneurism.  

 

Weighing The Risks Of Entrepreneurism 

 Authors John E. Jackson and Gretchen R. Rodkey have identified four components that 

contribute to a conducive climate for entrepreneurial activity: “the willingness to take risks and 

accept the possibility of failure, the perceived difficulty of starting new firms, the importance and 

respect accorded to new and small firms and their owners, and the socialization children are likely 

to receive from their parents” (358). The authors go on to note that areas with a large proportion 

of people willing to take risks display higher rates of what they call “firm creation.” Although the 

risks of engaging in crime are considerable, for individuals with little to lose, the risks are 

outweighed when compared to the benefits of doing nothing—a proposition without appeal or 

promise. 

The socialization aspect of entrepreneurism was partially addressed in the previous 

section: lawbreaking is not seen by all cultures in the same light. And as far as the glamour 

(desirability, acceptance, respect) of certain criminal pursuits goes, if Hollywood is any indicator, 

many businesses on the wrong side of the law have at least begrudging respect. 

One illegal pursuit on the road to riches that appears to have a high rate of failure and is 

usually portrayed in the media as undesirable is the drug trade. Noting the portrayals of drug 

dealers in movies such as Blow  and The Falcon and the Snowman, for instance, glamour and 

money are emphasized, but so is the high risk of getting caught and the danger of becoming drug 

dependent. The headlines are full of accounts of arrests and seized illegal drugs: for instance, 

after a recent Massachusetts home drug bust that yielded 20,000 dollars’ worth of cocaine, heroin, 

marijuana, and assorted pill-form pharmaceuticals, drug enforcement experts announced that a 

local task force had been making a succession of busts over the previous days and had plenty 
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more to go (Drug-Rehabs.org). Although my friend Anh’s family is an exception, it seems that 

the risks of entrepreneurial illegal drug sales are often too high for the successes. 

 I was raised with a Native Hawai‘ian stepfather whose family has a strong Hawai’ian 

cultural identity. Theirs is a classic post-colonial story: the family had a lot of land and has lost 

most of it to encroaching development, shady deals, and rising tax bills. Although the family is 

mostly Mormon with all those strict anti-drug and -alcohol guidelines, some of my uncles have 

raised pakalolo, marijuana, on the peripheries of the remaining land in an attempt to survive. I 

have to admit that the relatives who have turned to pot cultivation have not been particularly 

successful at it and have not benefited. In their naïvete, some of these relatives managed to cross 

the reigning drug syndicate in Hawai‘i, only complicating their problems further. 

One of my students told me about his time in the drug trade as a runner. Born black and 

poor in the South to a large family, he resented the deference his parents showed their employers 

and whites in general. He intended to get into drug running for a few years, make some money, 

and get out. While he managed to do this and now plays the role of banker in his extended family 

when they need a bail-out or a loan, his younger brother stayed in the trade and ended up in 

prison. My student added that even now when he applies for a job, he checks “Caucasian” for 

ethnicity on those survey forms that supposedly have no bearing on whether you’re hired or not to 

ensure that he’ll at least be considered. When potential employers have asked him about it in 

interviews, he tells them his mom is white although it’s not true. “You do whatcha gotta do,” he 

told me. 

 

Landless, Hopeless 

 I note a tie in all this mess to land, or the lack of it. The first thing taken from colonized 

people is their home, their land, the places they are tied to by history. The fences go up and keep 

them out. This begins the imbalance that continues to haunt them. Like Native Americans, 

Hawai‘ians are particularly emphatic about land in their reparation demands and in most of the 
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sovereignty movement’s literature: “The survival of Native Hawaiians, our ancestors, and 

descendants, is rooted deeply in the land [ … ] Therefore Ka Lahui Hawai‘i,  like all sovereign 

nations, needs to recover its land base” (Trask 227).  

 Kaimi Hermosura, kumu or teacher/leader of Na Keiki Koa (Young Warriors), a 

Hawaiian advocacy group that teaches children culture, heritage, and language skills, bemoans 

the loss of his land: “The places we used to go are all blocked off now [ … ] They [the new 

residents] put up fences and houses, ‘No Trespassing’ signs. A lot of different lifestyles came in 

at one time, and the way we want to live is just not valued anymore. [ … ] This was our home, 

and now we’re the outsiders, the bad guys” (Conrow 62). 

On a recent trip to O‘ahu for a family wedding, I met a little girl while snorkeling on the 

North Shore. She said she lived nearby, and when I asked where, she said, “You know Pupukea? 

We own land right next to there.” How many eight year olds talk about land ownership? This was 

obviously a point of pride for her family, Native Hawai‘ians in an area where non-Hawai‘ian 

owned property is the majority.  

 Other disenfranchised people are similarly landless. Take the plight of those who get their 

start in a new land as slaves: owners of nothing, not even their own lives. And this is not ancient 

history: I’ve had students who can trace their family history back just a few generations to find 

slavery, and one who wryly noted: “It’s pretty trippy when I meet a white Waller [his last name]. 

‘Hey, your great-granddad used to beat mine!’” Or think of those who’ve been uprooted by 

political unrest or persecution or even lack of opportunity, arriving in new countries with the 

initial goal of simply surviving before even thinking about thriving, succeeding, and owning land. 

Land or property ownership represents wealth, success, roots, and a future. In many cases it also 

represents the transition from visitor or newcomer to established resident, from outsider to 

insider. 

 

License To Ill 
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 When I’ve told people about this paper—in the hopes they might have a story or insight 

for me—I’ve sometimes met with an odd sort of resistance: those who think my message is 

giving marginalized people license not to go through acceptable channels but to instead turn to 

crime. I have to note that this comment has always come from those older than me, and always 

from somebody from an area without much cultural or ethnic diversity. While their own family 

stories may include tales of immigration to the U.S. and poverty, their roads to success weren’t 

hampered by racial and ethnic intolerance, and I think they may have a hard time understanding a 

plight so different from their own. I hear, “My parents had to learn English when they came here 

but they want everything to be in Spanish!” and the inevitable “I’m tired of my tax money paying 

for their kids.”  

 I live on the U.S. West Coast where many people know about “the troubles” in Northern 

Ireland but are unaware of the prejudice the Irish have suffered historically in Ireland, the U.K., 

and on the East Coast of the U.S. Nor does our coast see the huge influx of former Soviet bloc 

immigrants more prevalent in the Eastern states. No, prejudice and racism are generally reserved 

in my area for various shades of brown, and the heat is increasing for Mexican immigrants. 

Perhaps you’ve heard of the recent Minuteman movement, where armed self-appointed 

“patriots”—who say they only want to protect the U.S.’ borders against illegal immigration and 

potential terrorists—posted themselves along the U.S.-Mexico border in Arizona and more 

recently in California. Even the right-wing president has branded these militia people “vigilantes” 

(foxnews.com). 

 Friends in primary education in the U.S. seem particularly punchy about my theory of 

crime as an entrepreneurial pursuit. Two comments I heard in reaction to my essay topic were: 

“Great, that’s all we need is for criminal behavior to be further glamorized,” or “Kids are already 

tempted to take the path of least resistance, and that’s crime, not college.”  

 I understand the points they’re making even if I disagree. I certainly don’t want to tell 

people that because of their race or history of poverty that the best thing they can do is to operate 
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outside the law. I’m just not convinced that crime is the path of least resistance. I think a life 

where college was a given would be infinitely more cushy and inviting than selling drugs or 

rustling cattle. 

I’m not considering all the various sorts of entrepreneurial crimes and the possible 

deleterious effects of those crimes on their perpetrators, victims, or communities. I’m only saying 

that I believe these crimes exist for good reason, and that there is much to admire in the 

ingeniousness and resourcefulness of disenfranchised and marginalized people who have found 

ways around all the doors that shut in their faces, and who’ve managed to thrive and succeed 

under the most hostile of conditions.  
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Abstract 
 

Critical Factors in Assessing Student Learning Outcomes in 
Mass Communication Courses 

 
     Assessment of students' progress and learning is sine qua non to effective curricula and 
instruction. Assessing what students know and can do as well as analyzing their attitudes, behaviors, 
and interests have become an integral part of planning curricula which are responsive to and 
supportive of students' educational needs and learning. The purpose of this paper is to discuss 
student learning outcomes in teaching them a variety of communication courses as a response to the 
United Arab Emirates Commission on Accreditation of the Mass Communication Program at the 
American University of Sharjah (AUS) in the year 2004, provide important information about 
students' and course portfolios as a result of that process, and identify several important factors 
which affect the process of assessment and learning. The focus is on portfolio assessment which 
combines both formal and informal procedures of assessment and consists of finding out and 
keeping track of students' progress and learning in major communication courses. Various methods 
of collecting assessment data as well as major factors affecting the assessment process are discussed. 
The results of using portfolio assessment in major communication courses reveal that students seem 
to learn a great deal about a variety of communication topics and enjoy themselves while learning. 
Appendices concerning a sample questionnaire, educational model, and assessment matrix are 
included at the end of the paper. 
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Critical Factors in Assessing Student Learning Outcomes in 
Mass Communication Courses 

  
Introduction 
     Increased public awareness and litigation in the past two decades have led to the enactment of 
numerous laws in the United States of America guaranteeing every American equal access to 
education. These laws have ensured the rights of the public in the assessment and educational 
programming processes. Public awareness has also led boards of regents in almost every university 
across the globe to call for student assessment and teacher accountability in higher education. For 
instance, the American University of Sharjah (AUS) administration, in general, and Dr. Robert 
Cook, the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at AUS, in particular, held several seminars on 
this very issue. Dr. Cook requested that all faculty members in his college clearly state their student 
learning outcomes in their syllabi at the beginning of every semester. At the end of each semester, 
those faculty members have to rely on these stated student learning outcomes to assess their 
particular courses. Thus, ongoing student assessment and teacher accountability have been ensured 
and linked to effective teaching as well as administrative and public satisfaction. 
     Assessment involves more than just administering tests and tabulating results. It is not simply 
imposed on students, but rather approached as a communicative process. It is a method of inquiry, an 
ongoing process that results in all parties giving and obtaining information about students’ strengths 
and weaknesses as well as about educational programs and teaching methods. It is used continuously 
to monitor students and make instructional decisions. It is not used to control their minds and hearts 
or force them to accept a worldview held by those who draft the curriculum and write the textbooks. 
It is an essential means for continuous improvement in the two main functions of teaching and 
learning. As Wiley (2003, p. 1) stated, “the most important function of assessment is to use it as a 
major means for continuous improvement in our teaching and in the instructional programs we 
offer.”   
     Another concept, which is closely related to assessment, is accountability for the amount of 
money that is spent on education. Many teachers do not seem to concern themselves or show any 
regard for accountability - a concept which is not difficult for ordinary folks to grasp, and, thus, they 
wonder why the public hold them in such low regard. As such, traditional assessment methods are 
not enough anymore to reflect student learning and progress in the classroom. One or two-shot large-
scale measures cannot provide detailed and timely information for teacher accountability concerning 
student achievement. Thus, teachers have to look for new ways to assess students and facilitate their 
learning. While tests are extremely important and constitute a major part of the assessment process, 
other methods of assessment, such as frequent interviews, observations or field trips to conferences 
in their topics of specialty, individual reports, term papers, structured learning exercises have been 
found equally, if not more, important. Teachers' future, like politicians, will be determined by what 
they actually do, not what they promise to do; and public satisfaction is highly dependent on 
teachers' excellent performance. That is why government agencies and university officials have been 
urging schools to "get the yardstick" in measuring teachers' performance and compensate them 
accordingly. As a consequence, evaluation of teachers' performance by their students, peers, and 
supervisors has increased lately as a response to that concern. 
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Purpose 
     The purpose of this paper is to discuss student learning outcomes in teaching a variety of 
Communication courses as a response to the United Arab Emirates Commission on Accreditation of 
the Mass Communication Program at AUS in the year 2004, provide important information about 
students' and course portfolios as a result of this process, and identify several important factors 
which affect student assessment and learning. Assessment is any systematic ground for making 
inferences about student learning and the effectiveness of educational programs by using various 
sources of information. It is the global process of synthesizing data about people in order to 
understand and describe them better; rather than the equivalent to testing (Brown, 1983; Lescher, 
1995). Researchers have agreed that, for effective teaching to take place, assessment must provide 
information concerning what and how to teach. To reach that goal, effective teachers have been 
developing and implementing systematic plans for collecting and using assessment data on a 
continuing basis (Belanoff, P. & Dickson, M., 1991; Evans, S. S., Evans, W. H., & Mercer, C. D., 
1986; Mallory, B. L. & New, R. S., 1994; Marzano, R. J., Pickering, D., McTighe, J., 1993; 
McAfee, O. & Leong, D., 1994; Lescher, M. L., 1995; Paris, S. G. & Ayres, L. R., 1994; Allen, M. 
J., 2001; Wiley, M., 2003; Noel, R. 2002; Brajer, V. & Gill, A., 2004). In order to clarify this 
endeavor by many effective teachers, let’s turn our attention to some of the facts about teaching 
MCM courses in the Mass Communication Department of the American University of Sharjah next. 
 
Facts about Teaching MCM Courses 
     At the beginning of each term a pretest and an oral report concerning each course are used to 
indicate what general course skills students know. This assists faculty members in providing a clear 
idea of their knowledge and focusing on aspects that require more attention. The same test and oral 
report are given at the end of the term in order to measure how much students learned. It has been 
our experience that, at the university level, students are better served if teachers teach them to teach 
themselves. Portfolio assessment is the method which helps to accomplish this objective. It enhances 
students' learning and improves teaching practices. It can highlight process and product, value effort 
and improvement, and continually engage students in self-reflection, as Lescher (1995 and Tierney, 
Carter, & Desai (1991) had suggested more than a decade ago.  
     Evaluating a varied collection of the students’ college work has enabled us to assess their efforts 
in a number of different areas. It has allowed us to evaluate student reasoning, analyzing and/or 
synthesizing information, and their library research techniques along with their organizational and 
syntactical skills, besides their particular course skills. Another advantage to using portfolio 
assessment has been the ability to identify major factors influencing the assessment process and set 
high performance standards in communication skills for both the students exhibiting these skills and 
the faculty member teaching them. Since these skills would be taught and experienced in a realistic 
time framework with ample opportunities, they could be judged much more rigorously than timed 
tests. Such expectations of work would encourage classroom practice in speaking as well as in 
writing, which may benefit both faculty and students. Thus, students’ portfolios reflect their entire 
learning experience in each course they have to take rather than just two-single shot measures (mid-
term and final examinations).  
     The mass communication classrooms are constituted of undergraduate students from different 
macro and micro-cultures. Therefore, a multicultural factor, besides other factors, is considered in 
their assessment. Since culture has a pervasive effect on how to think, view the world, and act, and 
since it promotes certain values and dictates standards of behavior, universities take on the values 
deemed significant by society. These values, however, are usually heavily weighted in favor of the 
majority in every society. In a pluralistic society, each social group may dictate a somewhat different 
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set of values. Rules, procedures, standards of behavior, curriculum, and even assessment procedures 
reflect the social and cultural values of the majority in the society. This can cause certain problems. 
For instance, a problem can occur when a student's behavior deviates from the accepted standards. 
Thus, students' cultural backgrounds are taken into consideration for assessment purposes in the 
classroom. 
     Another aspect of effective teaching is that students are asked to read each unit of instruction and 
some other related materials prior to discussing the unit. At the start of each unit, faculty, along with 
students, collaborate to briefly remind the class of what was discussed in the previous unit. Then an 
outline of the new unit is shown on the board or an overhead projector or a power point slide and 
students take turns asking and answering questions concerning the new unit. Those who read the 
unit raise their hands and speak quite often which encourages other students to do the same in other 
units. What students already know about each unit can be extremely helpful in terms of learning 
from each other and directing faculty attention to provide any additional information to complete the 
classroom discussion of the unit. Obtaining information about students' prior knowledge concerning 
the topic of instruction in each unit is a prerequisite to effective interaction and teaching in the 
classroom. We often use brief written and oral quizzes to determine if students have learned unit 
material and can apply instructed skills. This provides us with valuable information to adjust 
instruction and be more effective. 
     Students are always reminded that each one is a student and teacher at the same time; that 
everyone's opinions are accepted and respected whether they agree or disagree with their faculty 
member’s own opinions. This shows them relative equality, respect, and acceptance in addition to 
being responsible for what takes place in the classroom and their overall teaching and learning 
experiences from each other.  
     In addition, effective teachers master excellent communication skills, apply them in the 
classroom and, as mentioned in the purpose of this paper, work continuously on developing and 
implementing systematic plans for collecting and using assessment data (Belanoff, P. & Dickson, 
M., 1991; Evans, S. S., Evans, W. H., & Mercer, C. D., 1986; Mallory, B. L. & New, R. S., 1994; 
Marzano, R. J., Pickering, D., McTighe, J., 1993; McAfee, O. & Leong, D., 1994; Lescher, M. L., 
1995; Paris, S. G. & Ayres, L. R., 1994; Allen, M. J., 2001; Wiley, M., 2003; Noel, R. 2002; Brajer, 
V. & Gill, A., 2004). Therefore, assessment methods which may help students to think, analyze their 
own work, and teach themselves independently have been welcome and encouraged by educators 
and parents alike. Next, we discuss some of these methods of collecting assessment data 
 
Methods of Collecting Assessment Information 
     A good number of means have been used to collect assessment data. Some of those are as 
follows:  
     First, a checklist. This is one of several organizational tools to help faculty synthesize data about 
students and identify stages of development and progress in class. It constitutes a significant element 
of each student's portfolio. A checklist of course indicators is an easy form which allows faculty to 
document progress on a monthly basis (see appendix A as an example). This record will show when 
a student mastered a specific behavior or acquired a skill.  
     Second, Journal Writing. A journal is a periodical record wherein students write observations, 
feelings, insights, and judgment about their work, daily interactions, and themselves in general. 
Thus, self-assessment is also incorporated through keeping a journal and selecting any entries to be 
included in their portfolios. Journals aid students to reflect on their work and document growth and 
progress. They are powerful tools which provide invaluable qualitative and quantitative data that are 
sine qua non to assessment. Research findings have suggested that journals can play an important 
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role in the assessment process of students (Donohue, 1992; Graves & Sunstein, 1992; Goodman & 
Hood, 1989; Milz, 1990; Tierney, Carter, & Desai, 1991). Every week students are asked to add a 
new entry concerning each course to their portfolios. This helps students reflect on what has been 
discussed in class, consider something that has happened with them, write a short essay on it, and 
include it in their portfolios. 
     Third, Structured Learning Exercises (SLEs). SLEs are dyadic or small group activities, 
relevant to class materials, and designed to help students master certain skills. SLEs constitute a 
major part of students’ assessment and are included in their portfolios. These data encourage them to 
take more responsibility for their work and learning.  
     Fourth, students’ Conferences. There are two types of conferences. First, Meeting individually 
with students to listen to their concerns and discuss their progress in their work can be very 
rewarding. Taking notes of conference discussions in order to include them in students' portfolios 
can be helpful in terms of going back to them in future conferences. As Milz (1990) noted, teachers 
should see themselves as participants and facilitators rather than managers or directors by modeling 
behaviors which respect individuality, team effort, contributions from all learners, continuous 
learning and growth. For instance, telling students that nobody is perfect; making mistakes in front 
of others is a natural thing; admitting mistakes can be a virtue; and learning to correct those mistakes 
is a part of the overall learning process and not just something to be avoided can encourage students’ 
active participation in the teaching and learning processes. Tierney, Carter, & Desai (1991) said that 
instructing and assessing are interactive, collaborative, and, therefore, inseparable processes. Thus, 
time should be allocated to discuss topics of importance, have small group activities, dyadic 
interactions, and individual student-teacher conferences. More importantly, teachers must be 
responsible for designing a flexible, yet structured, class schedule (Lescher, 1995).      A second type 
of conference is a mass communication annual conference to which faculty may accompany students 
who show interest in attending. This type of conference provides a great opportunity for students to 
learn from others, get introduced to celebrities and network with more experienced individuals in 
their fields. MCM interested students attend at least one such conference every semester. They seem 
to like this type of conference and speak highly of it in front of other students who do not get to go 
with them. In addition, faculty members can observe the behavior of attending students and take note 
of differences among them for future reference.   
     Fifth, formal assessment. While informal observation can lead to a great deal of data concerning 
students learning and mastery of specific skills, formal assessment through several in-house or take-
home tests as well as writing term papers can provide valuable additional data which help faculty 
assess each student progress over time and during the whole semester. For instance, pre/post tests in 
every course have proved great effectiveness and continuous success over the years. Brajer and Gill 
(2004) have mentioned that students who participate in pretest programs raise their skill levels, are 
better able to identify both their weaknesses and their instructors’ expectations early on in the 
semester. As students display increasing control over their communication skills, weaknesses, and 
teachers’ expectations, they tend to involve themselves in the decision making process concerning 
different ways of taking tests and other types of evaluation. Involving students in their learning and 
evaluative strategies help them understand themselves better, evaluate their own progress, work 
habits, and achievements. Thus, using formal and informal procedures of assessment are fair to 
students and give a better picture of the overall learning process. One of the most effective methods 
of collecting assessment information is portfolio assessment to which we turn our attention next. 
 
Sixth, Using Portfolios  
     Formal tests were the first methods used for assessment by faculty. These tests are quick to 
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administer, easy to score, and produce reliable statistics for comparison purposes. However, these 
methods, whenever used alone, may lead to cultural bias and put certain students at a disadvantage. 
To only rely on such tests for measuring achievement is clearly inappropriate for universities that are 
supposed to serve the needs of various students from different countries (AUS is serving students 
from more than 70 different nations). Nineteen years ago, Evans, Evans, & Mercer (1986) already 
stated that the convenience of formal tests should not blind teachers about the fact that students come 
from different cultural and sub-cultural backgrounds and cannot be denied their college degree on 
such basis alone. 
     The time constraints imposed by formal tests may create more problems. A rigid time frame for 
tests may affect those who think and work at different paces. Time limits are especially difficult for 
bilingual students, a vital consideration in test selection for a diverse student population. These 
reservations about timed tests have been of great concern to many instructors across the globe.       
For these reasons and because students’ and/or teachers’ portfolios combine both formal and 
informal procedures to assess student performance, portfolio assessment was chosen as a major part 
for the process of accreditation at AUS Departments, especially in the Mass Communication 
Department (MCM).  
     While formal test data may be used to indicate students’ general strengths and weaknesses, a 
stronger emphasis is placed upon collecting data continuously from other important instructional 
settings. This is often accomplished by using informal assessment procedures. Informal procedures 
sample skills and behaviors relevant to the curriculum. A continuous analysis of students is the goal, 
and normative comparisons are not made. The results from informal tests may be used to assess 
specific curriculum objectives. Informal assessment procedures may consist of careful observations 
of students’ behaviors in field trips to annual communication conferences, events, and while being 
tested; marking certain items on checklists; reporting on assigned readings; and engaging in dyadic 
and group discussions. Using informal methods of assessment in conjunction with formal test data 
can lead to a precise educational analysis of each student. At the same time, students learn more and 
enjoy themselves while learning. This can be evident in their course evaluations at the end of each 
semester. 
     Ten years ago, Lescher (1995) identified several important characteristics or factors which lie at 
the root of all assessment portfolios. First and foremost, assessment portfolios are systematic 
collections wherein both students and teachers can contribute and track down evolution of students' 
skills, achievement, and progress over time.  
     Second, assessment portfolios are active rather than stagnant and, by nature, they are changing. 
They actively and periodically involve students in the creation, assessment, evaluation, and revision 
of their portfolio entries.  
     Third, portfolios are also joint responsibilities and resources wherein teachers, learners, and 
administrators share the burden of collecting, assessing, and communicating information on a 
continuous basis.  
     Fourth, assessment and instruction have a reciprocal relationship. By incorporating data into 
classroom practice, teachers can empower themselves and their students. Assessment and instruction 
become cyclical and, thus, teaching and learning are greatly enhanced.  
     Fifth, portfolios are multi-dimensional. They can document progress in the cognitive, affective, 
and behavioral dimensions of students. They may include written entries in various forms. Knowing 
certain skills in particular communication courses and applying those skills are two different things. 
The element of observing students apply those skills in their daily activities and behaviors can 
provide important assessment data to be included in portfolios. This has been an important element 
in the MCM program at AUS and its application proved to be extremely successful and helpful to 
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both faculty and students.  
     Sixth, portfolios have an element of authenticity by including real life and purposeful activities. 
Being active participants in the process of choosing and eliminating specific entries, students can 
provide real information about their development and progress. For instance, our MCM students are 
required to cover important local, national, and regional events. Their coverage of those events 
results in publication of articles in local and national newspapers in the UAE as well as on line 
recently.  
     Seventh, portfolios are flexible and evolving which means that they can vary from one instructor 
to another. Teachers do not have to include the same entries for all of their students in a classroom. 
Each student is different and can have a different portfolio.  
     Thus, Portfolios inform instructors about each student work without comparing the student to a 
certain standard. This way portfolios can help teachers reward students and encourage them to 
improve rather than punish them just because they did not live up to certain standards which are 
devised by a group of individuals without any regard for students’ differences. As such, portfolios 
become essential tools to inform teaching and improve learning. This implies that assessment must 
be an on-going process instead of a single event or “one shot measure” at the conclusion of 
instruction.       
     Rather than waiting until the end of each semester to assess students’ learning, MCM faculty are 
encouraged to employ formative assessment at the beginning of the term to determine students' prior 
knowledge. They, then, assess regularly through the course of study to obtain information that helps 
them adjust their teaching based on the learning needs of students. Assessment results can inform 
them about the effectiveness of their teaching and the degree of student learning. By using 
performance-based assessments, they make their evaluative criteria explicit in advance to serve as a 
focus for both instruction and evaluation. In addition, they provide regular feedback to students 
based on the identified criteria and allow students to revise their work based on this feedback. 
Students also realize that their assessment assists in evaluating educational programs and methods of 
teaching. MCM students, those who graduated along with their employers as well as those who did 
not graduate, constituted a significant part in the evaluation process by the UAE Commission for 
Accreditation of the Mass Communication Program at AUS. All of them were interviewed and felt 
very happy about their contribution to the process of granting the MCM Department its national 
accreditation at the end of the first year of its inception.   
     
Interpreting and analyzing portfolios 
     Portfolio assessment is a student-centered approach, for it attempts to describe each student's 
unique pattern of progress without comparing him or her to others in the class. It is concerned with 
an individual student's abilities in relation to universal pattern of progress toward goals, not just with 
the student’s standing in relation to other students. Portfolio assessment is also multidimensional, for 
it considers students' intellectual, social, emotional, and physical characteristics and behaviors and 
uses various methods and sources in order to reach a better understanding of their learning and 
achievements. Therefore, gathering data without careful interpretation and analysis is a waste of 
time.  
     While interpreting and analyzing portfolios, we try, as Lescher (1995) suggested, asking and 
attempting to answer some important questions: 1) what do these work samples indicate about 
students’ learning level in each course? 2) How have students progressed compare to what they 
knew about these skills in the past? 3) Which pieces of information students self-selected, and why? 
4) What areas are evident as strengths, and which ones seem to need further improvement? 5) What 
are the instructional implications which can be revealed from the collected data for each student and 
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the class? And 6) what goals seem appropriate?  
     As data collection continues, we take time out every week to look for trends in skill and strategy 
development, and make notes about students. This work has actually sharpened our listening and 
learning from students. Everything they do or every piece of work in their portfolios tells something 
about them.      
     As can be seen so far, all major decisions that influence students' progress in each course are 
based on assessment information. Thus, assessment is done for accountability purposes toward 
students as well as for more effective teaching and continuous improvement. To aid in determining 
students' instructional needs, assessment data have been assisting faculty in determining what to 
teach and providing insight as to how to teach. To carry out assessment for what to teach and how to 
teach, we use a systematic plan for collecting and using assessment data. First, we determine the 
skills and behaviors to be assessed. To communicate all the information needed for assessment, we 
state behavioral objectives which may identify the target behavior (outcome), the conditions under 
which the behavior is to be displayed, and the criteria for acceptable performance.  
     Second, we select and administer an assessment procedure, either periodic or continuous. 
Periodic assessment procedures may be either formal or informal and yield global information. 
Continuous assessment procedures yield formative data and are used to supplement and expand the 
information obtained in periodic assessment procedures. A periodic test is often administered prior 
to beginning an instructional program.  
     Third, we record performance and set objectives. If students are experiencing educational 
problems, we collect data on a continuous basis. This allows for changes in student performance to 
be immediately noticed and instructional programs to be altered to ensure students progress. The two 
major assignments which assess and explain whether or not students met expected outcomes are 
pre/post test and individual report concerning each course experience and skills. The results have 
been very significant for a period of three years. Other than the differences between students' mean 
scores and individual reports at the beginning and end of each semester, their evaluations of the 
course and the way it has been taught have been very good to excellent without any exception. 
Portfolio assessments, along with students’ evaluations, have helped to identify some important 
factors which affect student learning and assessment and to which we turn our attention next.  
 
Major Factors Influencing the Assessment Process  
     An important result of assessment was identifying major sets of factors affecting assessment. 
These sets of factors are: individual, environmental, relational, instructional, and reinforcement. 
 
A. Individual Factors 
     Motivation. Effective instruction may be fostered by including techniques which may enhance 
student motivation. Adelman and Taylor (1983) said, "If a student is motivated to learn something, 
she/he often can do much more than anyone would have predicted was possible." (p. 384). Thus, 
focusing on motivation, rather than on academic development, becomes essential. Determining how 
to teach can be based on what successfully motivates students. 
     Interest. Interest in teacher and/or topic of instruction is a strong motivator for students to attend 
and actively participate in what goes-on in the classroom. Students will generally accept things that 
are of great interest to them and vice versa. Students who are not interested in their teacher and/or 
the topic of discussion do not attend regularly, and whenever they do, they stay calm and do not 
contribute to any discussion, even when called upon to say something. Therefore, as Zigmond, 
Vallecorsa, and Silverman (1983) stated, information about students' interests can be very helpful in 
selecting materials. Then, assessing students' level of interest in the course becomes essential to 
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tailor lessons suiting that level of interest and engage students in the learning process.   
     Expectancies. One's anticipated outcomes of scholastic and academic activities may influence 
one's attitude, behavior, motivation, and learning outcomes. Expectancies can function as incentives 
or deterrents for learning or avoiding any instructional task. For instance, if a student expects to get 
an "A" in a certain course, the student will work much harder than if he or she expects to get a "C." 
Assessing students' expectations for learning is an important element in helping teachers plan for 
positive instructional experiences for students. 
 
B. Environmental Factors 
     Physical setting. The physical setting of a classroom such as, arrangement of seats, size of the 
room, colors, and general decor can influence the attitudes of students. There must be ample space 
for students to sit in groups and perform certain activities in a comfortable manner. Arrangement of 
seats must be conducive to cooperative learning. Forming a circle has been our favorite seating 
position for students wherein direct interactions as well as concentration on the topic of discussion 
take place. The physical setting can definitely affect the way to teach as well as the attitudes and 
behaviors of the students. 
     Temperature. The temperature of the classroom can also affect students’ attitudes, behaviors, 
and motivation level to learn. Cool temperatures are more conducive to students’ concentration on 
subject, whereas warm temperatures make them feel drowsy and less motivated to actively 
participate in any discussion. Therefore, surveying students about the degree of temperature which 
makes them feel more comfortable and attentive in the classroom and trying to secure it can be 
critical.      
     Lighting. Soft versus bright lights may affect teaching and learning. Some individuals are light-
sensitive and prefer less bright lights, while others find themselves more comfortable working under 
bright-lighted areas. Assessing students’ needs concerning lighting can be helpful in terms of 
adjusting lights to what may lead to active participation and better performance. 
     Noise. Noise is also a factor which may distract students from paying attention to classroom 
discussions. Eliminating nearby noise of any kind is the responsibility of teachers to enhance 
attention and concentration on topics of discussion. 
 
C. Relational Factors    
     Student-parent. Out-of-classroom relationships, especially student-parent relationship, may 
have a great bearing on student instruction. Parents are great contributors to their children's academic 
success or failure. Creating a supportive or negative climate of interaction at home depends, to a 
large extent, on parents. A supportive climate of communication between parents and children can 
be a key factor in motivating children to achieve. However, a negative climate is likely to harm 
children's desire to achieve and may destroy their interest in school as a whole. Thus, knowing the 
type of a student-parent relationship and assessing its effect on the student academic achievement 
may be essential. 
     Student-peer. Peers constitute an important element in one's life, especially in school. One tries 
to always compare oneself to similar others in terms of achievement, success, and failure. 
Acceptance by peers leads to more confidence in oneself and fosters positive attitudes and better 
academic performance. However, peer rejection may lead to self-doubt and fear of engagement in 
important activities. Therefore, trying to be cognizant of student leaders, classroom alliances, and 
peer most salient values so as to promote a positive climate among students is extremely important 
for teachers.  
     Student-teacher. The way students perceive their relationship with their instructor can greatly 
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influence their behavior and their academic performance. Instructors, who classify students as "A," 
"B," "C," "D," and "F" students based on the first test of the academic year, are doing a disservice to 
themselves, their students, their school, and their country as a whole. These classifications create 
perceptions and certain expectations which can impede the process of learning and assessment. The 
self-fulfilling prophesy theory is well documented and may well take place here on the part of 
instructors and students. Understanding these factors better prepare teachers to plan more 
meaningful instruction. The purpose, here, is using constructive criticism of students' achievement 
without dwelling on their negative side and engaging them in a supportive relationship with their 
instructor. This will not negatively affect students nor inhibit them from active future involvement 
and participation in school.   
 
D. Instructional factors  
     Materials to teach. What to teach can greatly influence instruction. Each mass communication 
course is designed to increase understanding of particular issues related to a particular medium so as 
to value that particular medium in relation to other types of media. It is also a vehicle to identify 
elements of difference and similarity among various media systems. This makes students more 
aware of differences in the way news topics are covered, advertising is conducted, and what types of 
media dominate and lead other types. Teaching students about similarities and differences among 
various media systems will definitely affect their worldview. 
     Methods of instruction. How to teach can also influence students’ performance. In each course, 
students are given a syllabus and are made aware that the syllabus is a contract between faculty and 
them and that everyone is responsible to fulfill its conditions. Students are asked to share their 
opinions on various methods of instruction which can be used for added interest in subject matter. 
Whenever one method is not effective with students, another one may be tried to avoid being 
helpless and support successful instruction. Using certain types of media such as, computers, visual 
aids, films, overhead projectors, power-point slides, records, chalkboards, stories, drawings, pictures, 
typewriters, peer groups, etc. can help students concentrate on subject matters. 
     Relying on direct instruction wherein high level of students’ involvement takes place has been 
found very effective in mass communication courses. Rosenshine (1978) explained that direct 
instruction consists of teaching activities focusing on academic matters wherein goals are clear to 
students; content coverage is extensive; student performance is monitored; questions are at a low 
cognitive level and produce many correct responses; and feedback to students is immediate and 
academically oriented. Direct instruction requires teachers to control instructional goals, choose 
appropriate material for the student ability level, and pace the instructional episode. Interaction 
should be structured, but not authoritarian, wherein learning may take place in a convivial academic 
atmosphere. 
     Evans, Evans, and Mercer (1986) identified and discussed five basic steps to follow in direct 
instruction. First, advance organizers will enhance students' comprehension of material and 
prepare them for the instructional process. For instance, giving students an outline of a lesson helps 
them to follow the sequence of instruction. Mercer and Mercer (1985) noted that an advance 
organizer should provide background information, motivate students to learn, identify topics or 
tasks, provide a structured framework for the class period, clarify required activity, introduce 
vocabulary, state and clarify concepts to be learned, and state expected outcome.  
     Second, modeling or demonstration is a stage wherein the new skill is demonstrated for 
students from start to completion. Here students are encouraged to ask questions and model the skill 
in order to ensure that understanding has occurred after observing faculty perform the desired task.   
    Third, guided practice is a stage wherein students practice the new skill with faculty help. 
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Corrective feedback and verbal praise are desirable and very important at this stage.  
     Fourth, independent performance is another stage allowing students to practice the new skill. 
This practice continues until the skill is mastered.  
     Fifth, generalization is the last stage occurring after the students have mastered the skill and are 
able to apply it to other tasks and situations. 
 
E. Reinforcement Factors 
     Smiling, informing students of good work, writing notes at the end of their assignments, telling 
them privately of certain things for improvement as well as encouraging quality work can influence 
students learning. Knowing that quality work is an important element in any career, students would 
be encouraged to keep a continuing focus on higher quality work throughout their college career and 
beyond. Objective evaluation of student work consists of using assessment that is based on widely 
discussed and understood standards of achievement. This can be very critical to gain an accurate 
picture of student achievement in a number of different assignments. Another key element of success 
in assessing student achievement is to tie student assessment to a long-term goal wherein active 
participation of faculty and students can occur. All of these factors have to be considered when 
planning how to teach so instructional strategies can facilitate learning. 
 
Conclusion 
     In conclusion, assessment of student learning in mass communication courses is an ongoing 
process every semester. Various methods are used to diagnose students' strengths and weaknesses, 
plan and adjust instruction, and provide feedback to students about their progress and achievement. 
A major emphasis in course assessment has been in the evaluation of course skills. These skills have 
served as the major underpinnings of cognitive and social skills for everyone and, therefore, are 
comprehensively assessed. Formal procedures of mass communication course assessment consist of 
quizzes, tests, oral reports, research papers, abstracting articles, newspaper articles, studio 
applications, films, and structured learning exercises that provide helpful information in adjusting 
instruction and improving students’ performance. Informal procedures of assessment consist of 
student observations in various settings and individual conferences with faculty. This helps faculty 
to plan and adjust materials for instruction. 
     Diagnosing students' strengths and weaknesses, informing them about progress, motivating them 
to focus on important skills, and planning and adjusting instruction constitute different types of 
assessment needs which can be satisfied through portfolio assessment. Tailoring assessment to 
curricula, instruction, and the educational needs of students have been more helpful than "one-shot" 
formal tests. Since classroom assessments have been designed to promote effective teaching and 
better learning, the quality of education has greatly improved over time in mass communication 
courses. This is evident in students' evaluations of the courses and those teaching them at the end of 
each term, the types of letters or correspondence faculty receive from many students, and the 
ongoing interaction faculty still have with a great number of students who graduated. Finally, 
individual, relational, environmental, instructional, and reinforcement factors affecting learning and 
assessment were identified as a result of using portfolio assessment.  
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                       Student Name: --------------------   Class: -------------------- 
 
                      Months:                                    1st     -    2nd    -    3rd    -     4th  
 
                       Scale:  1 = poor; 2 = weak; 3 = good; 4 = very good; 5 = excellent 
 
A. Critical Thinking           
 1. Translates issues into manageable tasks with a clear purpose          1----2----3----4----5                  
 2. Uses a variety of complex reasoning strategies                                 1----2----3----4----5                  
 3. Interprets & synthesizes information                                                 1----2----3----4----5                  
 4. Uses a variety of info. gathering techniques & resources                 1----2----3----4----5                  
 5. Accurately assesses value of information                                          1----2----3----4----5                  
 6. Recognizes how to benefit from information                                    1----2----3----4----5   
                
C. Effective Communication 
   1. Expresses ideas clearly                                                                      1----2----3----4----5 
   2. Communicates w/diverse audiences.                                                 1----2----3----4----5 
   3. Communicates in a variety of ways.                                                  1----2----3----4----5 
   4. Communicates for a variety of purposes.                                          1----2----3----4----5 
   5. Creates high-quality products.                                                           1----2----3----4----5 
 
D. Cooperation 
   1. Works toward achieving group goals.                                               1----2----3----4----5 
   2. Demonstrates effective IPC skills.                                                     1----2----3----4----5 
   3. Contributes to group maintenance.                                                    1----2----3----4----5 
   4. Performs a variety of group roles.                                                      1----2----3----4----5 
 
E. Personal Characteristics 
   1. Aware of own thinking.                                                                     1----2----3----4----5 
   2. Sensitive to feedback.                                                                        1----2----3----4----5 
   3. Open-minded.                                                                                     1----2----3----4----5 
   4. Sensitive to others' feelings.                                                               1----2----3----4----5 
   5. Trustworthy.                                                                                        1----2----3----4----5 
   6. Accurate & clear.                                                                                 1----2----3----4----5 
   7. Shows interest in course content                                                         1----2----3----4----5      
   8. Uses time to read about course topics                                                 1----2----3----4----5       
   9. Participates in class SLEs                                                                    1----2----3----4----5 
  10. Displays understanding of differences                                               1----2----3----4----5 
  11. Displays willingness to engage in course activities                           1----2----3----4----5   
  12. Applies course skills in daily interactions                                          1----2----3----4----5  
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The Mass Communication department has defined an MCM Program Assessment Matrix 

which shows the kinds of assessments done. 
 

Phase I (Before Graduation): 
Formative Education 

Part One (Semester 1–4) 

Assessment Tools 
- Pre/post tests for every course 
- Semester course evaluation by students 
- Semester course assessment by faculty 
- Semester course midterm exam(s) 
- Semester course final exam 
- Semester activities 
- Students’ portfolios 

Phase II (Before Graduation): 
Formative Education 

Part Two (Semester 5-8) 
 

Assessment Tools 
- Pre/post tests for every course 
- Semester course evaluation by students 
- Semester course assessment by faculty 
- Semester course midterm exam(s) 
- Semester course final exam 
- Semester activities/students’ portfolios 
- Program Internship Reports 
- Exit survey 
- Overall GPA 
 

Graduation 
Career Placement 

Phase III (After Graduation): 
Informative Education/Evaluation 

Assessment Tools 
- Employers’ survey 
- Graduates’ survey 
- External reports/feedback 
- Program Advisory Board (PAB) Input 

or Feedback

SWOT Analysis of Outcome 
(Strengths Weaknesses, Opportunities, 

and Threats) 
- Assess/Modify/Implement
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MCM PROGRAM  ASSESSMENT  MATRIX (Appendix C) 
Goals/ 

Objectives Outcomes 
Measurement 
Instrument Time Frame Findings Analysis Action 

 
1) Provide 
quality 
program which 
produces 
career success 
for its 
graduates 

1) Secure 
admission to a 
postgraduate 
program/job in 
Mass 
Communication  
2) Receive 
recognition/ 
awards for 
professional 
work 

1) Graduate 
survey      
2) Employer 
survey      
3) Exit 
survey      
4) Overall 
GPA 

1) At end of 
graduation 
year        
2) At end of 
first year of 
work      
3) Before 
graduation   
4) After 
graduation 

See results 
in attached 
appendix 

More than 
67% either 
secured 
jobs in 
media 
related 
professions 
or were 
admitted to 
post-
graduate 
program 

None at 
the 
present 
time, for 
program 
seems 
working 

 
2) Equip 
students with 
effective 
communication 
skills in a 
variety of 
contexts 

Communicate 
effectively:   
1) In a one-to-
one context  
2) In small 
groups         
3) In large 
groups         
4) In a public 
context 

 
1) 
Performance 
indicators 
survey      
2) Pre/post 
tests       
3) Direct 
meetings 

 
1) Each 
semester    
2) Same as 
above    
3) Same as 
above 

 
1) See 
results of 
a pilot 
test in 
attached 
appendix  2 
& 3) Will 
be done 
next year 

 
Evidence 
shows high 
success 
rate of the 
course 

 
Repeating 
it is a 
must for 
reliabili
ty & 
validity 
purposes 

 
3) Develop 
awareness, 
understanding, 
and 
application of 
ethical, 
legal, and 
social 
concerns 

1) Recognize & 
apply ethical & 
professional 
standards      
2) Understand 
legal issues & 
apply them     
3) Become aware 
& sensitive to 
social concerns 

 
1) Employers' 
survey      
2) Formal 
letters 
received    
3) Direct 
observation 

 
1) At end of 
first year of 
work      
2) Each 
semester     
3) Each 
semester 

1) 
Employers' 
survey    
2) Letters 
received  
3) Direct 
observation 
by 
employers 

Employers' 
or MA 
supervisor 
direct 
observation 
& report to 
MCM Chair 
show that 
MCM 
graduates 
are doing 
very well. 

 
1) Keep 
what is 
working   
2) Modify 
curriculu
m 
3)Impleme
nt 

 
4) Help 
students 
master 
effective 
leadership 
skills 

1) Acquire 
supervisory 
positions      
2) Exhibit 
professional 
conduct        
3) Manage 
communication 
crises         
4) Solve org. 
problems 

 
1) Direct 
observation & 
Reports by 
supervisors 

 
1) At end of 
first year of 
work 

 
1) See 
samples of 
letters 
reported to 
MCM Faculty 

 
Same as 
above 

 
Same as 
above 

 
5) Develop 
awareness, 
understanding, 
and 
application of 
successful 
media 
relations 

1) Establish 
successful media 
relations      
2) Develop & run 
AD/PR campaigns 
3) write news 
releases,     
4) hold 
successful news 
conferences 

 
1) Employer 
survey      
2) Campaign 
projects 
-hands-on 
experience  
3) Reports 

 
1) At end of 
first year 
employed    
2)Evaluation 
at end of 
campaign 
project      
3) External 
referees' 
reports 

 
1) See 
attached 
appendix 

 
Same as 
above 

 
Same as 
above 
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The proposal of this paper is to examine what action the British government took when 
Irish Nationalists launched their campaign on the mainland of Britain in the 1920s. 
Britain, in the aftermath of the First World War, still had many wartime statutes in place. 
The government was able to use existing legislation to aid the security forces. One piece 
of legislation that was constantly used was article 14B of Defence of the Realm Act 
(DORA). This section of the Act presented the government with the power to intern 
without trial. Although the Act contained provision in which the internee could appeal, 
most Irish detained under this Act found this to be the first step towards deportation and 
eventual incarceration in prison in Ireland.  
Whether this tactic against Irish Nationalist was deemed successful or not, it was again 
the Government’s main weapon when faced with a similar situation in 1939. With no 
wartime legislation at its disposal, the Government introduced the Prevention of Violence 
Bill which was aimed at Irish Nationalists. The Act contained three central powers for the 
Home Secretary to exercise at his discretion: registration, expulsion and prohibition. 
Despite the reservations held by many Members of Parliament, the Bill passed through all 
its stages in two days. In the first month the Government had issued ninety-seven 
individuals with Expulsion Orders, twenty two Registration Orders and a further eight 
Prohibition orders.1  

The paper will examine the process which made the Government follow a policy of 
deportation in two periods. 

 

 

                                                 
1 Figure obtained from The Times 28 August 1939 
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CONVERGENCE AND DIVERGENCE OF RELIGIOUS 

VOCABULARIES: THE CONCEPT OF FAQIR IN A SUFI-

YOGI DIALOGUE OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.  
 

The proposed paper will be an attempt to study the theme of faqīr in the work Su’āl-o-

jawāb. Moreover, the paper will also explore the same theme as mentioned in the various 

Indian religious traditions. The work Su’āl-o-jawāb is a transcription in Persian of a 

series of inter-faith dialogues that took place between Dārā Shukoh, the crown prince and 

son of Mughal emperor Shah Jahan, and a Hindu Yogi, Bābā La‘l Dās. Majority of the 

scholars believe that the event took place in the year 1064 A.H./1653 C.E., in the city of 

Lahore.  

The theme of the faqīr takes up the greater part of the Su’āl-o-jawāb, dominating six out 

of the seven majālis (meetings, lit. sittings). The concept is one common to the religious 

traditions of South Asia. The literal meaning in Arabic and Persian of the term faqīr (pl. 

fuqarā’) is a person who possesses “one day’s sufficiency for self and family.” The 

equivalent to faqīr in Sanskrit is jōgī (=yogi), which literally means one who practices 

renunciation. It is applied to a wanderer or a person who follows the yoga system of 

philosophy and who lives the life of a beggar. At times Indian Muslim fuqarā’ were also 

known as jōgīs. The ideal faqīr of the Su’āl-o-jawāb resonates with the contemporary 

Indian Şūfī understanding of the phenomenon as well with the Hindu and Sikh 

understandings of the ideal jōgī. A similar image can be found in the writings of 

Kabīrpanthīs and Ismā‘īlīs in which both faqīr and jōgī have been used, sometimes 

interchangeably. As such, in the second part of the proposed paper, I will explore the 

theme of faqīr in the Şūfī, Kabīr panthī, Sikh and Guptī Ismā‘īlī literature. 

  

The theme of faqīr, in the context of Indian religious thought of the Mughal period, will 

most probably confirm that the religious literatures of the various traditions tended in that 

time to reflect similar trends, vocabularies and thinking patterns. In the form of poetry in 

vernacular languages, written by such figures as Kabīr, Nānak and Ismaili Pirs, the 

concepts and ideas travelled from one corpus of religious literature to another with little 

difficulty.  



Liberating 4 
Calvin He Feihuang 

The Chinese University of Hong Kong 

Hong Kong 

Abstract 

4, the number, has its explicit and universal mathematic meaning. Also, 4 has different 

mysterious and connotation meanings within different cultural contexts. Due to the 

same pronunciation with “death” in Mandarin, 4 has been considered bad luck even 

evil by many Chinese for a long time. This problem is even more intense in some 

Chinese dialect areas like Hong Kong. This article uses semiotic approach to examine 

this problem. It shows the course of how specific people make the interpretation of 4 

to explain why 4 is considered bad. The author argues that the interpretation of 4 

consists of two parts, socialized course and personal conception. Furthermore, this 

problem is forwarded into the international context. In addition to the universal 

mathematic meaning, the mysterious and connotation meanings of 4 within different 

cultural contexts are highlighted. Then the article tests whether the interpretation 

theory of symbols, specifically numbers, within Chinese context can be applicable to 

a wide range of cultural contexts. Overall, this article contributes to the existing 

literature on semiotics. At the same time, it prevents Chinese running to the mistake 

zone of 4. 
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Aboriginal People and Exchange for Distance Learning 
by 

Robert Wesley Heber 
 
Abstract 
Aboriginal people everywhere are seeking new opportunities in higher education through 
specialized programs in Indigenous studies.  However, Indigenous studies programs have 
been advanced, for the most part, in isolation with few initiatives for international 
cooperation between programs and institutions.  The First Nations University of Canada 
(FNUC) is engaged in promoting globalization for Aboriginal post-secondary education 
through the advancement of international cooperation and exchange, including initiatives 
for distance education.  This presentation will outline the principles for international 
exchange in Indigenous studies and detail specific areas for international exchange as 
they are being pursued by FNUC in support of Indigenous studies programs in other 
jurisdictions, including Taiwan.  The aims of this presentation are to enhance 
understanding of the specific needs in education exchange in Indigenous studies, and 
indicate how those needs may be met for the advancement of learning for Aboriginal 
people in Canada and throughout the world. 
 
Introduction 

Aboriginal people find themselves in a post-colonial social vacuum and are, in 

many cases, alienated within their own ancestral lands and from the institutions of the 

larger society.  There are universal aspirations among Aboriginal people to achieve 

cultural renewal and self-determination with the kind of justice as spelled out in the 

United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

Aboriginal people everywhere have evolved systems of education for the passing 

on of their skills, traditions, knowledge, and values as part of their cultural heritage.   

Fundamental rights of Indigenous people were long recognized in some quarters, and 

were first put forward by European scholars of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

including the theologian and jurist Francisco de Vitoria in his treatise, De Indis Et De 

Jure Belli in which he outlined the basic concepts of the rights of Indigenous people 

(Davies, 1985, 16-47).  In some cases pre-colonial education was formalized such as in 

pre-Columbian America where the Mayans and the Aztecs had a history of advanced 
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education (Crum, 1991: 14).   In the modern world Aboriginal people are seeking 

recognition of their inherent rights, including the right to education, and in many cases 

are developing their own formal education programs which reflect the special nature of 

their cultural heritage to ensure its survival and continuity into the future.  

By the late 1960’s there was a growing recognition of Aboriginal rights, including 

the rights to education.  This was formalized in 1981 through the United Nations 

International Bill of Rights, and included the right to the self-determination of Indigenous 

peoples (Davies, 1985: 745-749).  This was followed in 1992 by the United Nations Draft 

Declaration of Indigenous Peoples Rights in which rights to both traditional knowledge 

and to education are secured in articles 13 through 16 (Voice of Indigenous Peoples, 

1994: 159-174). 

In many countries there are national efforts and popular movements to redress 

wrongs of the past and to support Indigenous people’s aspirations and goals.  In Canada 

the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Affairs released its report in 1996, and one of its 

recommendations was to establish an Aboriginal People’s International University as ‘A 

University Without Walls’ (Government of Canada, 1996).   

The First Nations University of Canada (FNUC) was the first Indian 

Administered College in Canada, and has a Centre for International Indigenous Studies 

and Development (CHSD).  The CHSD is recognized by the Center for World Indigenous 

Studies at the United Nations University of Peace, and is supported by the United Nations 

Center of Human Rights in Geneva.  Through its efforts over the past several years, 

FNUC has entered into fourteen international agreements with Universities in The 

Americas, Asia, Africa, Australia, and Northern Europe to promote linkages and to set up 
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joint agreements for the development and delivery of programs in Indigenous studies. 

In Canada there are about 675,500 status Indians (Government of Canada, 2000) 

who are members of about 60 tribal groups as defined by separate languages within ten 

language families (Morrison and Wilson, 1986: 29-30).  This paper refers to Aboriginal 

people as defined under the Canada Act, section 35 as: ‘The Indian, Inuit, and Metis 

people of Canada’  Indian people are either status or non-status, and status Indians are 

those recorded in the official Indian registry and come under the regulations of the Indian 

Act.  Status Indians refer to themselves as ‘First Nations’.  The Inuit are those people also 

referred to as ‘Eskimo’ who have traditionally inhabited the arctic regions of Canada and 

Alaska.  The Metis people are mixed blood European and Indian who have no status 

under the Indian Act.  This paper relates primarily to Status Indians of Canada and their 

experience in post-secondary education development. 

Models for Aboriginal Education 

 Models for Aboriginal post-secondary education are changing from a colonial 

model in which Aboriginal issues were taught from a non-Aboriginal or Western 

scientific perspective, towards a model that employs an Aboriginal world view, 

recognizing Indigenous knowledge and Aboriginal based theories and methods.   Within 

an Aboriginal model for education there are two distinct approaches.  The first is one that 

focuses only on Aboriginal perspectives to the exclusion of all others, often developing 

theories and methods out of a perceived past.  This model tends to promote parochialism 

and may further isolate Aboriginal people by denying them a broad-based education, and 

thereby limiting their opportunity within the larger society.  In this approach there is also 

an inherent danger of creating and perpetuating stereotypes as the foundation for a 
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modern cultural hegemony based on a single cultural content which has little resemblance 

to historic or contemporary realities and the great diversity found between Aboriginal 

nations and tribes within any one jurisdiction.  

A second model is one that employs a parallel paradigm of Western and 

Aboriginal perspectives, using comparative approaches from both realities.  The use of 

parallel paradigms in Aboriginal education allows the student to develop a sense of 

epistemological and methodological sympathy across cultures.  This approach promotes 

the recognition and development of Aboriginal theories and methods and acknowledges 

the Aboriginal perspective within Aboriginal frameworks.  This allows the Aboriginal 

student to interpret history and contemporary experience in an effective and culturally 

meaningful manner while giving them the ability to resolve cross-cultural conflicts in 

meaningful ways.  The use of parallel paradigms in Aboriginal education also has the 

advantage of exposing the subtleties of ethnocentric bias found in single-based models, 

thereby promoting a sensitivity of understanding for educators and researchers, and a 

greater validity in their work.  Clavin Martin (1979: 153), in reference to interpreting 

Aboriginal history from a non-Aboriginal perspective, recognizes the limitations of 

single-based models when he states that: “We have only the most rudimentary 

understanding of native phenomenology, epistemology and ontology. We presume to 

document and interpret the history of a people whose perception of the world for the most 

part eludes us, whose behavior, as a result, is enigmatic”. 

The application of parallel paradigms in Aboriginal education may be of great 

value in promoting Aboriginal identity and self-esteem.  The exposure of the student to 

Aboriginal-based models can further self-determination by supporting Aboriginal social 
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and cultural emancipation.  Paulo Freire recognizes that Aboriginal paradigms in 

education help to liberate Aboriginal people in that it “…assist native people to critically 

reflect on their reality in order to transform it” (Witham, 1982: 92). 

There are fundamental differences between Western scientific paradigms and 

those found in Aboriginal traditions in how phenomena are investigated, relationships are 

analyzed, and how knowledge is stored, retrieved, and communicated to account for 

change.  In Western science we seek answers through investigation, objective 

observations, and reflective analysis.  In Aboriginal science we employ expressed 

realities to explain relationships and continuities.  In the Aboriginal tradition knowledge 

is maintained within the people and is transmitted through daily interactions and by the 

Elders who are the repositories for accumulated experience.  The use of a living tradition 

in Aboriginal science does not, however preclude the growth and promulgation of 

knowledge.  On the contrary, new experiences are continually being synthesized into a 

growing body of knowledge by the people to be analyzed in terms of past experience and 

present/ future need.  For Aboriginal people the Elders are their library and their archives, 

and the communities are their research institutes.  As such, the Elders and the people 

have a central role in directing paradigm development and for controlling paradigm 

change.  Academics in Aboriginal education can contribute to paradigm development and 

change under the guidance of the Elders and the community.  In this way education for 

Aboriginal people becomes relevant and meaningful, and capable of contributing to 

Aboriginal self-determination in the modern world.  

Globalization in Aboriginal Education through International Exchange 

 The First Nations University has a goal of betterment of Aboriginal people 
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through education by employing as part of its mandate a global research and exchange 

strategy which calls for building partnerships, team building, and organization and 

network building in the pursuit of academic excellence in Aboriginal education.  The 

educational experience of Canadian Aboriginal people has gone to promote and support 

these aspirations, and sharing those experiences can help Aboriginal people in other 

places to achieve the same goals within their own realities, while promoting a global 

perspective for their graduates.  Internationalism can be supported by two initiatives.  The 

first is to involve international scholars in the programs to promote international 

perspectives in Aboriginal curriculum and course delivery, and to promote international 

exchange for faculty and students.  The second is to create linkages with other Aboriginal 

institutions of higher learning in order to encourage exchange of ideas, experiences, 

programs, and people.  Further development of exchange relations to promote 

international cooperation for Aboriginal education may include the following areas for 

exchange: 

-student exchange: 
Aboriginal student exchange is intended to foster comparative awareness in 
Indigenous studies in order for the student to gain an understanding of histories, 
traditions, challenges, and goals of the Aboriginal other through cross-cultural 
learning.  It is also intended to expose the Aboriginal student to new experiences 
and to share cultural features with their counterparts through cultural exchange. 
 

-faculty exchange: 
Indigenous studies faculty exchange is intended to promote a sharing of 
knowledge and what are often scarce resources between institutions in order to 
provide a greater breadth of available skills within the discipline. Faculty 
exchange can also expose the individual to new information, techniques, and 
practices in the sister institution that can enhance their abilities in the home 
teaching/ learning environment. 
 

 
-curriculum development: 

Cooperative exchange may go towards promoting curriculum development across 
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institutions, especially in international issues in Indigenous Studies. 
 

-distance education: 
Indigenous studies, by its very nature of serving the Aboriginal community, 
encourages the pursuit of distance education.  An exchange program may explore 
strategies for international distance education through electronic delivery of 
course-shared programming and cultural exchange. 

 
-student overseas practicum exchange: 

Indigenous studies is community oriented in that the student is intimately 
connected to their community, tribe, and nation, and the graduate often seeks a 
career in community service. Student practicum experience is valuable to the 
learning and growth process to enhance the skills of service through cross-cultural 
exposure, and to bring back new experiences and knowledge to apply to the home 
environment.  

 
-language training: 

Canada is a bi-lingual nation, and the advantages of capacity in both official 
languages is inherent. In Indigenous Studies at FNUC language requirements for 
the student is in both English and in a Native language. It is important that the 
Aboriginal student is not left behind in the advantage of English language 
proficiency in this era of globalization, while preserving their Indigenous 
languages for cultural continuity and  cultural identity.  
 

-academic exchange: 
Academic knowledge is promulgated through research and publication, and 
through exchange of knowledge in seminars and conferences.  Seminars and 
conferences can be the first step in developing exchange relations across 
institutions and jurisdictions. 
 

-cultural exchange: 
Indigenous studies is unique in that it promotes the retention of traditions as well 
as traditional knowledge in a cross-cultural approach to education. Planning for 
ongoing exchange of traditional practices can enhance the learning environment 
while giving opportunity for students to share their cultural ways with others. 
 

Conclusion 
 An Aboriginal model for education is an alternative to colonial models that were 

geared towards diminishing the place of Aboriginal people through policies of false 

assimilation in which the Aboriginal person was stripped of their heritage and identity 

while providing few avenues for opportunity within the main stream of a non-welcoming 

society.  An Aboriginal model for post-secondary education can help to alleviate the 
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impacts of false assimilation by preparing the student to take their rightful place within 

society as Aboriginal people, facing challenges with the strength of their cultural heritage 

and ethnic identity as supports for success.  For Indian people in Canada the model for 

Aboriginal education has been tested in the Indian controlled and operated First Nations 

University, and has proven to be effective in developing the individual and the 

community through an enhanced sense of self as part of a people.   Development of 

Aboriginal education has been a struggle for over a quarter of a century, and many 

roadblocks have been overcome.  These include the development of Aboriginal faculty 

and administrators, the pursuit of Aboriginal based research and publications, and the 

ongoing integration of the Aboriginal community into the education process.  The need 

for community involvement has proven to be crucial to recognizing and developing 

culturally relevant theory and methods, and appropriate curriculum to satisfy community 

needs.  All of this has been done in a cross-cultural and interdisciplinary approach 

employing parallel paradigms in which the student gains the advantage of learning from 

both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal realities.   
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      John Richard “Jack” Williams was born October 29 1909, to James Williams and 

Laure LaCossette Williams.  James, a Wells Fargo agent, and Laure, a secretary for the 

Wells Fargo Company, met and married in Los Angeles and transferred to the Wells 

Fargo office in Ash Fork, Arizona in 1905.  Laure, who had relatives in Los Angeles,  

 made frequent visits there from Ash Fork.  It was during one of those visits to California 

that Jack was born. 

      The elder Williams’ employment with Wells Fargo kept the family on the move.  

From 1909 to 1913, the Williams lived in Prescott, Arizona, and Guaymas, Mexico.  

When Wells Fargo decided to abandon its Mexican operations, Jack’s father accepted the 

position of general manager of Wells Fargo’s Phoenix office. 

      In 1915, during another summer visit to California relatives, Jack endured a medical 

procedure that affected him for the rest of his life.  While on the West Coast, he 



developed a headache that became so excruciatingly painful he became delirious. Doctors 

subsequently operated and found a tumor behind his right eye.  Although the eye and 

malignant tumor were removed, the cancer was still spreading.  By chance, French 

scientist Madame Marie Curie was in Los Angeles lecturing and exhibiting her first pellet 

of radium.  Jack’s doctor contacted Curie who agreed to use the radium to treat Jack’s 

cancer.  The treatment was successful but left the eye socket in such a condition that the 

wound would not close sufficiently to accept a glass eye.  Because of the inability to 

properly fit a glass eye in to the empty eye socket, in his teens, Williams’ began to wear 

eyeglasses with the right lens frosted. 

      James Williams died suddenly in 1924.  The fifteen-year-old Jack, then a sophomore 

at Phoenix Union High School, took a job at Railway Express to help support himself and 

his mother.  Williams balanced his shift work with his studies and upon graduation from 

high school entered Phoenix College.  The demands of the Railway Express job became 

too taxing with his new role as college student. Williams quit the railroad and began 

writing publicity releases at the college, supplemented by working at the Phoenix Public 

Library and weekends working with the Kellogg Company stocking grocery store shelves 

with their products.  In 1929, preparing to graduate college, Williams saw an 

advertisement posted on a classroom bulletin board, that radio station KOY needed an 

announcer. Station owner Earl Nielson interviewed, auditioned, and hired Williams the 

same day.  The twenty-year old began working a two-hour air shift every day for 50 cents 

per hour. 

      Williams described the KOY studio as consisting of a velour draped room with a few 

chairs, a piano and a carbon microphone that needed to be tapped occasionally with a 



pencil to break up the carbon particles.  An engineer worked in a small cubicle near the 

studio, playing recorded music while keeping watch on the 500-watt transmitter.  

Williams announced song titles, the artists who performed them, and live commercial 

copy.  According to Williams: 

 
To be honest, those first few days I was nervous and not really sure of what I was       
supposed to do.  I’d go in to the studio, stand in front of the mic, tap on it a bit to 
loosen it up   and, when the light came on, I’d announce, that was it!  There was no 
written commercial copy so when I was told to advertise Philcos all I was familiar 
with were batteries.  I talked about Philco batteries for two days until somebody 
told me they were Philco radios that I was to be advertising not batteries.1 

 
 
      Williams subsequently was fired that first summer at KOY when an English born 

actor came to Phoenix.  Nielson was so impressed by the man’s elocution that he hired 

him and let Williams go: 

His name was Victor Gillard.  So, I was on the street looking for a job again.  I 
really had a rough time.  Finally a friend of my fathers gave me a job because I had 
to support my mother from the time I was fourteen.2 

     

      A short time later the actor left for Tucson and Nielson offered Williams his job back 

at $135 per month: 

I decided right then no matter what he paid me, no matter what hours I had to work, 
and I always worked seven days a week, I would accept the terms and adjust my 
own living to them.3 

 

      By 1931, Williams had begun gathering and announcing the local news for KOY.  

For national and international news, Williams worked out an agreement with the Hearst 

Newspaper Company in Los Angeles; he would rewrite stories from the Los Angeles 

Examiner, and in return would urge Arizona listeners to subscribe to the newspaper. 



      According to Williams: 

You could update a lot of stuff.  I learned more ways, more tricks to rewriting a 
story.  I was pretty clever at rewriting news.  We also subscribed to a radio news 
service that came in through dots and dashes…we had a guy with earphones on 
who would sit and type it out.  We began the very first locally produced newscasts, 
and they were very popular, by use of phone and rewrite.  I used to work 10 and 12 
hours a day and I was about the only guy doing most of this stuff.  Even wrote skits 
for a Saturday night comedy show.  It was an intriguing life and it was a lot of 
fun…..and there wasn’t anything more fun that I could think of, in fact, I worked 
seven days a week.4 
       

      Prior to the 1932 election, Williams created the news program “I Vote For.”  Using a 

cumbersome recording machine that relied on acetate cylinders and a carbon microphone, 

Williams traveled Arizona for two months asking people whom they were going to cast 

their ballots for.  The program became tremendously popular and, according to Williams, 

marked the first time either of the two Phoenix radio stations (the other being KTAR) had 

ventured out of the broadcast studio to develop such programming. 

      Williams also did duty as a sports play-by-play announcer in the early 1930s: 

 I did boxing and wrestling and high school football games.  I recreated the World 
Series off of ticker tape like Reagan {Ronald} did.  I also recreated the away from 
home games by the Phoenix Union High Coyotes when they played El Paso.  I 
always did that with crowd noise and sound effects.5 

 
      By 1936 Earl Nielson was growing tired of the radio business.  His sporting goods 

company and KOY had both suffered economic hardship through the Great Depression 

and when the owner of Chicago’s WLS radio, Burridge Butler, contacted him about 

selling the station, Nielson jumped at the chance.  Williams’ role at KOY changed with 

the new ownership; he was no longer a staff announcer who also did the station’s 

newscasts. Burridge Butler named Williams Program Director, a title he used for the next 

thirty years. 



     G. Wesley Johnson, Junior, refers to them as the “New City Elites,”6 those residents of 

Phoenix who came from families who had been in the city since the days of the Arizona 

Territory.  New City Elites were the second generation O’Malleys and third generation 

Goldwaters, the sons and daughters and grandchildren of those who had first settled 

Phoenix in the late 1870s.  Jack Williams was counted as a member of this New City 

Elite.  He had been a boyhood friend to such Phoenix notables as Barry Goldwater and 

Harry Rosenzweig who both would play important roles in Williams’ political career. 

     The first to suggest public service to Williams was Dr. Trevor Browne.  Browne, a 

member of the Phoenix Union High School Board of Education, approached Williams in 

1942 with the idea of Williams running for a seat on the Phoenix Elementary Number 

One School Board.  Williams, then serving as president of the Phoenix Junior Chamber 

of Commerce (a non-elected position), was reluctant at first but eventually agreed to 

allow his name to be placed on the ballot.  He lost the election. 

      Williams’ defeat in the school board election was short lived, however, as the 

following year one of the three board members was dismissed and Williams was 

appointed to the position.  The first order of business for the newly organized board was 

to elect a president.  Williams was nominated, the motion seconded, and he was 

appointed.  He held the post until leaving the board in 1952. 

     A growing protest against school segregation had been developing in Arizona for 

several years.  The Arizona Council for Civic Unity, the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People, the Phoenix Urban League, and other state and local 

organizations effectively lobbied the state legislature in 1951 securing a law giving local 

school boards the option of voluntary desegregation. 



      The Phoenix Union Elementary School Board moved quickly to integrate.  During a 

school board meeting in early 1951, board member Faith North introduced a motion to 

desegregate the school district.  Williams seconded the motion, but the third member of 

the board voted nay.  As president, Williams’ vote broke the deadlock and the motion 

carried.  Williams later recalled the reaction to the board’s decision to integrate: 

Teachers were alarmed over the action.  Their main question was, “what will 
happen to the ‘Colored’ teachers when their segregated school is eliminated?”          
I was rather young at the time, but after some hasty thinking in their presence, I 
assured them we would maintain the same proportion of Black teachers to White 
and thus declared the “quota system!”  A white father came to me, alarmed that his 
daughter would be going to an all black school after integration.  I took the wind 
out of his sails when I said, “sir, we have 24 schools in this district, send her to the 
school you like best.” And thus, I declared the “open school system!”7 
 

      As a radio newsperson, Williams had covered the state capitol for KOY since the 

early 1930s.  By his own account, he had always tried to remain impartial when reporting 

the news from the capitol but had also managed to build strong personal relationships 

with each governor he covered for the radio news.8 

      In January of 1945, the Arizona Legislature met in joint session to hear the third 

“State of the State” address from Governor Sidney P. Osborn.  Osborn, who suffered 

from multiple sclerosis, had asked Williams to read his message to the legislators, a task 

he would complete for the governor every year until Osborn’s death in 1948.  When 

Osborn was asked why he picked Williams he replied, “He was the only man I knew I 

could trust to do the job right and who would not take advantage of the situation.”9 

     When Harry Rosenzweig sold his Phoenix home in 1952 and moved outside the city 

limits, he was forced to resign his seat on the Phoenix City Council.  Barry Goldwater, 

also a member of the council and, like Rosensweig, a handpicked candidate for city 



government by the Charter Government Committee, suggested that his long-time friend 

Jack Williams be appointed to the vacant seat.  Approval of the appointment was swift, 

and for the next year, Williams served Rosensweig’s remaining term.  By his own 

admission, Williams didn’t like legislative work.  He later blamed the “squabbles” during 

his year on the council over whether or not to purchase several independent water 

companies from a Phoenix resident to create a city water system as the reason for his 

discontent.  Williams and another council member supported the purchase while the other 

five members did not.  Williams recalled later that those opposing members were more 

concerned with “not making Spence Stewart a millionaire by buying his water 

companies” than they were with assuring that the growing city of Phoenix would have an 

adequate water supply.10 

      Williams blamed this dissention on the part of city council for his not seeking election 

to the council in 1953.  Furthermore, Williams added, “Barry Goldwater and Nick Udall 

left at the same time for other elective offices, so I felt alright about leaving.”11  

       In reality, and despite his own admission that he had “gotten my fill of legislative 

work while on the city council,” Williams was still a very active participant within the 

Charter Government Council.  In the late summer of 1955, former Phoenix mayor Herb 

Askins, Harry Rosenzweig, and Barry Goldwater approached Williams with an invitation 

to become the Charter Government Council’s mayoral candidate on the November ballot 

where he would face the three other announced candidates for the position.  Williams 

later recalled the meeting with succinctness, “They were most persuasive and I agreed.”12   

     The first political barbs between the candidates were fired in late October when the 

sitting city council (all Charter Government supporters) voted to approve pay raises for 



all four hundred eleven-city employees. Candidate Harold Whitney told The Arizona 

Republic, “It looks to me like the council is trying to buy an election with the taxpayer’s 

money.”  Michael Parker called the action a, “Cheap political device aimed at getting 

votes at the cost of the city’s welfare,” while Sam Levitin was quoted as saying, “This is 

so patently and obviously a play for votes that it needs no other comment at this time.” 

Jack Williams responded to the accusations with, “Apparently the only people surprised 

by the action are Whitney, Parker, and Levitin as council has been discussing the salary 

increase for several weeks.”  Retiring Mayor Frank Murphy confirmed Williams’ 

statement by adding that the council had been studying the pay raise issue for several 

months and that debate over the issue rather than a campaign ploy had prompted the 

passage of the raises so close to the election. 

      Controversy over the pay increases surfaced again in early November with two 

incumbent council members defending their actions.  When asked for his comment, 

Williams told The Arizona Republic that his opponents were diverting voter’s attention 

away from the real problems the city faced including an outdated sewage system.  He 

also charged that his opponents were using, “oratorical gimmicks” to cast the charter 

government candidates in a bad light and that charter government’s record of progress for 

the city spoke for itself.13 The debate over the pay raises continued up until the eve of the 

election and proved to be the most controversial issue of the campaign. 

      Mayoral politics did not enter in to Williams’ 15-minute “Yours Sincerely” program 

on KOY.  The day before the election, however, Williams show was devoted to talking 

about listeners going to the polls and casting their ballots for the candidates of their 

choice.  He went on to say that morning that in the Williams family, “This shall forever 



be the fall that father ran for mayor.”  Issues did not enter into that day’s program, he 

simply stated that during his professional career he had been exposed to politics and 

politicians and had covered campaigns and waited for election returns.  He called the 

campaign fair and better than many of the others he had reported on and added that, “I am 

not as worried about defeat as in having run a good race.”  He ended the program with, 

“So that’s the feelings of a guy named Williams, running for mayor.”14 

      On election day Williams’ radio show again did not discuss any issues of the 

campaign; instead he talked about the recreational opportunities afforded the people of 

Phoenix.  He did mention the election, however, in the sense that recreation for him had 

been limited as he had been “wrapped up” in a political campaign for several weeks and 

hadn’t even had the chance to attend the Arizona State Fair, nor had he been able to cover 

the story of a group of Russian journalists who had spoken at the Phoenix Press Club.  

With that, he segued in to a plea for people to go to the polls, in part, playing on their 

sense of patriotism, “They’d [the Russian journalists] love to go back to their country and 

say they were in Phoenix and America during an election and only 25% of the people or 

less vote, pretty devastating propaganda for the rest of the world.”14 

     Polls opened at 6 am on Tuesday November 8th.  A light voter turnout had been 

expected as only about 18,000 of the city’s 56,000 registered voters had cast their ballots 

in previous elections.  Numbers of voters were critical in the race as a mayoral candidate 

needed to garner 50% of the vote to avoid a runoff election in December.  When the polls 

closed at 6 that evening and the official count was completed early on the morning of the 

9th it was clear no runoff would be needed.  Williams and his Charter Government 

running mates outdistanced all the other candidates.  It was the fourth straight victory for 



the Charter Government Committee since it was formed in 1949 and Williams had 

received nearly twice as many votes as his opponents combined.  

      On “Yours Sincerely” the morning after the election, Williams thanked the voters for 

their support and promised them that he would do his best with the job they had entrusted 

to him.  He added, “That’s a pretty nervous feeling being elected mayor and if it ever 

happens to you I’ll compare symptoms.14” 

     The newly elected Phoenix city government met for the first time on January 3, 1956.  

Outgoing Mayor Frank Murphy called Mayor elect Williams to come forward.  Murphy 

handed Williams the mayor’s gavel and Williams turned to face Judge Nick Udall who 

administered the oath of office.  Williams spoke briefly to the gathering of politicians, 

interested citizens of Phoenix, and reporters from local television stations, radio stations, 

and newspapers: 

This is where I should say something, however, among the beatitudes there is this, 
“Blessed are they who have nothing to say and live up to it by not saying it.”  My 
friends and the public have a greater confidence in Williams than he himself.  I 
want to live up to this confidence and to the heritage of good government handed 
down by those who initiated the Charter Government regime.  To this I pledge 
myself, Deo Velente [sic], Lord willing.15 
 
 

     During a May 5, 1956 broadcast of “Yours Sincerely” on KOY, Williams downplayed 

his role as mayor as being nothing more important than the office of the “official greeter” 

for the City of Phoenix.  He went on to say that morning that the job had only two 

significant tasks assigned to it, “One is to help to fill up head tables and the other is to 

deliver greetings.”16  This lighthearted description of the work he had been doing since 

January was far from what had really been happening in the management of the City of 

Phoenix. 



      Williams recalled in 1994 that he met with Herb Askins and Harry Rozensweig not 

long after winning the election for mayor to seek their counsel.  According to Williams, 

“I asked them, ‘what does Phoenix need done’?  They told me ‘annex, don’t encourage 

small enclaves to grow up and incorporate inside what should be Phoenix’s city 

limits’.”17 

    The mayor took the advice to heart and along with the Phoenix City Council began a 

series of special meetings in the first months in office with the sole purpose of annexing 

land surrounding the city.  Over the next four years, some 170 square miles would be 

added to the Phoenix incorporated area.   

      The Phoenix City Charter called for mayoral and council elections every two years, 

therefore, after eighteen months in office, Williams was once again the Charter 

Government Committee’s candidate for Mayor of Phoenix.  

      Charter Government’s four previous election wins had begun to dampen the political 

aspirations of other potential candidates.  Whereas four mayoral candidates were on the 

ballot for the 1955 election, a single candidate, Rogers Lee, opposed Williams in 1957.   

      As was the case during the 1955 campaign, Williams’ radio show was void of any 

issues oriented political content for the months leading up to the election.  However, on 

November 5th (a week before the city election), he discussed his responsibilities as the 

mayor and how they related to casting the city in a good light. Williams told his radio 

audience that it had been his job for the past 28 years as a newsman to attend and report 

on banquets, luncheons, ribbon cuttings, bridge dedications, clam bakes and fish fries, but 

in his official capacity as mayor he is expected to be at every “shindig” in Phoenix.  He 

concluded that although, try as he might, he was unable to be at every function he had 



received an invitation for during his eighteen months in office, but that representing the 

city was still a very important task of the mayor, “I read the part in the Charter which 

says in effect that the mayor is the figurehead that represents the city.  If the city is to take 

part in paying respect to any foreign dignitary, it is the mayor who should do it, not the 

individual, but the position is involved.”18       

      The night of November 6, Williams and the six Charter Government Committee 

candidates appeared at a special meeting of the Phoenix Junior Chamber of Commerce.  

Speaking on behalf of the group, Williams told the audience that if elected the future of 

growth of Phoenix would be assured with a $70-million dollar bond issue that already 

had the support of the “top citizens of this town.”19 

      The polls opened at 6:00 the morning of November 12th, when they closed that 

evening, 32 percent of Phoenix voters had cast their ballots.  A runoff election had once 

again been averted as their overwhelming choice for a second term as mayor was Jack 

Williams.  Williams managed to win every voting precinct; Lee was unable to win even 

his home precinct of Green Acres where he lost to Williams 259 votes to 89.  The 

election also proved to be the fifth straight time the Charter Government Committee 

swept all the council positions. 

      On “Yours Sincerely” the morning after the election, Williams thanked Rogers Lee 

for, “providing competition” and urged him not to take the defeat to heart but rather to 

take comfort in the votes that were cast in his favor, “I know exactly how you feel, some 

years ago I ran in a school board election and was so snowed under I don’t think anybody 

bothered to count my few votes.”   Williams was not being condescending to his 

opponent, but rather was making the point that although life has its disappointments, 



success is found in rising above them, “ A guy by the name of Lincoln lost again and 

again and then came back to become president.”  He thanked those people on the Charter 

Government Committee who had worked on his campaign during the preceding months 

and then concluded the morning’s show with, “this victory will inspire us to renewed 

vigilance to do the job right for all the people, and the day is full to the brim with things 

to do” 20 

     Williams’ second term in office was marked by an even more aggressive plan of 

annexation.  He and council member spent countless hours meeting with residents of 

unincorporated areas on the periphery of the Phoenix city limits in an effort to convince 

them that bigger was indeed better.  It was a tough sell, however, Williams once 

remarked, “All these people had been living outside the city and enjoying it.  Some fists 

were shaken and some rude remarks were made at our meetings.”21  But with the mayor’s 

skill at communication and persuasion coupled with a film produced by Ray Boley 

showing the services that would be extended to the residents once an unincorporated area 

was annexed, Phoenix continued to grow.  Several times during the early months of his 

second term, Williams used “Yours Sincerely” as a powerful tool to heighten awareness 

of the benefits of annexation. He discussed street repair, police protection, fire protection, 

zoning, health and sanitation services, parks and playgrounds. He ended the program with 

a warning, “It will be the people who will be served by Phoenix essentially who will be 

disenfranchised if they don’t sign for annexation.”22   

      In late 1958, Williams successfully presented a 70 million dollar bond issue to 

Phoenix voters.  The result was more construction in the year 1959 than in all the years 

between 1914 and 1946.  New city, state and federal buildings went up in the Phoenix 



downtown area and new private sector construction hit an all time high in the late 1950s 

and early 1960s. 

      Williams did not seek a third term as mayor of Phoenix.  He remarked years later that, 

“I have never tried to stay in office too long.”23  He did not, however, wait very long to 

re-enter the political arena.   

      After leaving the mayor’s office in 1960, Williams once again devoted his energies 

full time to the day-to-day operation of Radio Station KOY. He also began to write a 

Monday through Friday column in the Phoenix Gazette.  But, as had been the case when 

he left the Phoenix City Council in the early 1950s, he was never far detached from 

Arizona’s political scene   

      Since his terms as mayor, Republican Party leaders had been trying to convince 

Williams that he should make a run for governor; he had always declined those offers.  It 

was not until meetings began in early 1965 with long-time Williams’ friend Senator 

Barry Goldwater and with Senator Paul Fannin that the stage was set for Williams’ 

gubernatorial candidacy 

     Williams later recalled that he was hesitant to make the run for governor because, “I 

was a friend to all the politicians and everybody in the state knew me or knew of me.”  

He felt the risk of splitting his friends, “both Republican and Democrat,” with his 

candidacy might create a, “real political civil war.”24 

       It was during another meeting with Senator Fannin in the summer of 1965 that 

Williams finally decided to make the run.  Williams had assisted Fannin in his bid for 

governor in 1958 and Fannin made it clear that he would return the political favor by 

offering Williams his full support in his run for that office in the upcoming election of 



1966.  Bolstered by the endorsement of the state’s two U.S. Senators, Williams was 

prepared to enter the Republican primary against two already powerful state GOP 

candidates, Arizona House Speaker John Haugh and the former [from 1961-1964] 

Attorney General of Arizona Robert Pickrell. 

      Having spent the past 36 years programming and hosting a daily radio show on KOY, 

beginning a statewide campaign would now call for Williams’ undivided attention; more 

than his job at the radio station would allow. Furthermore, had Williams continued to 

broadcast his daily radio program on KOY he may have been in violation of Section 315 

(the equal time rule) of the Fairness Doctrine.  So, for the first time since 1929, he 

excused himself from his duties at the radio station to turn his full attention to running for 

governor.   

     As the September Republican primary approached, the campaign had turned into a 

two-candidate race between Williams and Haugh.  The ideology of the two candidates as 

far as the issues of the campaign were concerned were not that far separated; both urged 

voters to elect a Republican majority to the state legislature and both promised that if 

elected they would work more closely and effectively with state lawmakers than the 

previous governor had.  

       Most of Haugh’s political clout was in the southern counties of the state whereas 

Williams was the better- known candidate in the more populated counties of central 

Arizona.  When the final votes were counted, Williams had won a narrow victory over 

his closest opponent (Pickrell had run a distant third throughout the primary campaign 

and during the election) and was ready to meet the incumbent in the general election on 

November 8th. 



      Williams’ opponent in the 1966 gubernatorial race, incumbent Governor Sam 

Goddard, was a Tucson attorney who had been elected chairman of the Arizona 

Democratic State Committee in 1960.  A 1941 Harvard graduate and a 1949 graduate of 

the University of Arizona Law School, Goddard made an unsuccessful bid for governor 

in 1962, then won the governorship in 1964.   

      It was clear beginning the day after the Republican and Democratic primaries that this 

campaign was to be different than in any that Williams had participated in.  Unlike his 

campaigns for mayor, Williams came under personal attack and responded in kind.       

      Goddard charged on the 14th of September that Williams was running a “scurrilous” 

campaign and that it was based on “invective and accusation and character 

assassination”25 Williams countered with the information that it was a fellow Democrat 

who accused Goddard of being an ineffective leader and that several Democrats had told 

him that Goddard was aloof, broke appointments, raised expenditures and, “behaved like 

a petty tyrant scolding his subjects.”  He added that the incumbent “has made more 

mistakes in twenty months then all the other governors since statehood.”26  Although 

Williams thought Goddard was well intentioned and that he would like to be a good 

governor he did not, “think the people of Arizona are in any mood to continue paying for 

his on-the-job training program which has produced so little in positive results.”27 

      By the end of September, Williams was prepared to end any mud slinging by his 

campaign.  He told a gathering in Phoenix on September 30th: 

 
I don’t intend to spend very much time on the inadequacies of the incumbent 
governor, either tonight or during the rest of this campaign.  Anyone old enough to 
read the newspapers or listen to the radio or watch the television should be fully 
informed on that score.28 



        

     Williams’ self- proclaimed truce with his opponent was short lived.  During a press 

conference on October 12th, Goddard called Williams a, “totally unequipped, uneducated, 

unfit, dangerous man.”  The following day, in a speech in Gila Bend, Williams used the 

attack in his favor, “He did attend the best schools and universities in the east.  I am glad 

his family was wealthy enough to pay his way, I worked my way through high school and 

junior college in Arizona.”29  As to the charges of being unequipped, Williams reminded 

the audience of his success as a Phoenix City Councilman and of the growth and 

prosperity Phoenix enjoyed during his two terms as mayor of the, “second largest 

political subdivision in Arizona, only the state government itself is larger.”  He added that 

Goddard had never served in any political office prior to being elected governor in 1964. 

      The campaign rhetoric continued throughout the month of October with verbal blasts 

from both sides.  Williams’ campaign schedule had him delivering speeches around the 

state nearly every day that month.  His easy-going manner and self-deprecating humor 

are evident from the transcripts of those speeches.  When Goddard called him a “throw 

back to the industrial age” and the last of the “part-time mayors,”30 Williams responded 

by introducing himself at a Valley of the Sun Kiwanis dinner as, “the man from the 

nineteenth century, the man who never was, the man in the white hat with nothing 

underneath.”31  He countered his opponent’s name calling with, “For the past two weeks 

Sam Goddard has been so busy thinking up new names to call me he’s forgotten to talk 

about the issues.”32 

      On the eve of the election, Williams delivered his final speech of the campaign to his 

fellow Republican candidates and guests at the Arizona Republican Party Headquarters in 



Phoenix.  In the audience were his long time supporters Senator Barry Goldwater and 

Senator Paul Fannin.  Arizona Congressman John Rhodes was also in attendance as was 

the Mayor of Phoenix Milton Graham.  Williams’ address that night was much more 

somber and subdued than those he had delivered during the height of the campaign, 

although an excerpt from that night’s speech includes one last attack on Goddard: 

Representative government is the instrument we have selected with which we hope 
to accomplish the greatest good for the greatest number of people.  There is and 
there should be vigorous dissent.  All thoughtful proposals should be considered, 
and the dissenters and the proposers (sic) are entitled to respect.  Ridicule and 
sarcasm and name-calling limit the ability of representative government.  This 
election is vitally important in Arizona because for two years we have had a climate 
of angry criticism…..the event is in the hands of God.33 

 

       When early returns began to filter in after the polls had closed on November 8th, it 

appeared that it would be a long night at the Republican Party headquarters for Williams 

and his supporters as those early returns gave Goddard a commanding lead.  As the night 

wore on, however, and the Maricopa County vote count began to come in, it was apparent 

that not only Williams, but also the entire Republican ticket was going to fare very well. 

      Shortly after 11:00pm, Williams received a telegram from Goddard: 

On the basis of returns presently available, a majority of those who voted today 
have elected you governor.  You have my congratulations and best wishes in the 
task that lies before you in meeting the challenges of needs and growth.34   
 

       Although it would take several days for a final and official count of the election 

returns, the Republic carried the unofficial results of 585 of Arizona’s 788 voter precincts 

on the morning of November 9th.  When all the votes were tabulated, 57 year-old Jack 

Williams had been elected Arizona’s thirteenth governor.  



      Buoyed by the prospect of working with a Republican controlled legislature, 

Williams began the task of assembling a staff.  In mid-September of 1966, he had asked 

long time friend and former Arizona Governor Howard Pyle for his counsel on creating 

an effective one.  Pyle’s response was to, “Keep you eyes open for the kind of help you 

are going to need once elected,” and then to surround himself with those he had 

confidence in.35 Heeding Pyle’s advice, Williams would later credit his choice for Chief 

of Staff, Clinton Krimminger for creating a staff with whom the governor could rely 

upon.  Williams remarked, “If I was a good governor, it was because Krimminger 

devoted eight years of his life to making me look good.”36 

      With a staff in place and a legislature supportive of his conservative political ideals, 

Williams went to work immediately on fulfilling two of his campaign promises, 

overhauling Arizona’s property tax structure and streamlining state agencies. 

      Prior to 1967, assessment values in Arizona varied from county to county.  In his 

State of the State address to the legislature in January of 1967, Williams urged the 

lawmakers to establish a reappraisal and reassessment program to, “Equalize property 

taxes for all citizens of Arizona” and to standardize the assessment procedure in the 

future.37  The legislature responded by adopting new rules that called for the actual value 

of each piece of property to be established and by setting assessment rates for various 

classes of property regardless of which county that property was in. 

      The 1912 Arizona Constitution called for a gubernatorial election every two years 

with the successful candidate able to serve an unrestricted number of terms.  By the 

spring of 1968, Williams was once again ready to become a candidate. Citing the 

accomplishments that had been made in the past eighteen months of his administration 



and reasserting those things he wished to accomplish if re-elected, he announced his 

candidacy on May 18th. 

      Williams ran unopposed in the Republican primary in August 1968.  The Democrats 

once again chose Sam Goddard as their candidate.  The two foes in the 1966 election 

began their respective campaigns in early September in preparation for the November 5th 

general election and, as in 1966, name-calling and political rhetoric prevailed.  There 

was, however, a distinct difference in the way Williams conducted this campaign over 

1966.  No longer playing the role of the “underdog,” the incumbent was able to react to 

his challenger’s rhetoric by citing the positive changes his administration had achieved 

over the past two years in office.  Also during this campaign, Williams played a more 

offensive role as is reflected by the tone of the speeches he delivered between September 

and November. 

      When Goddard charged that the tax structure in Arizona was, “a mess,” Williams’ 

response was to remind voters that, in his opinion, the legislature had created the, “First 

fair and equitable tax program for real property the State of Arizona has ever enjoyed.”38   

      When Goddard called Williams, “anti-education,” Williams countered that during his 

administration spending for the state’s three universities had increased by 42 percent over 

that which Goddard’s administration had spent during his two-year term as governor.39 

      Williams was by no means above name-calling.  Speaking in Pima County, he told 

those gathered that he did not believe they wanted to return to, “the kind of quarrelsome, 

flamboyant, do-nothing administration which characterized the Goddard years.”  Instead, 

Williams urged them to return him to office based on the, “record of solid 

accomplishment achieved over the past two years.”  He added, “When I listen to Sam 



Goddard talk, it becomes apparent that he doesn’t want to be governor, he wants to be 

king, or dictator.”40 

      With the election just two days away, the Arizona Republic reported that, although his 

campaign seemed to get off to a slow start, Williams had pulled ahead of Goddard in 

polls conducted by the newspaper in late October.  Furthermore, according to the 

Republic, if Williams were to be re-elected, “He may tend to be a more forceful chief 

executive during the next 2 years.”41  

      Arizona voters turned out in record numbers in the 1968 general election. Not only 

was it a presidential election year, several key races were also on the statewide ballot 

including Barry Goldwater’s attempt to retain his seat in the United States Senate and the 

contest for three of Arizona’s seats in the U.S. House of Representatives.  For Williams, 

Republican oriented Maricopa County was once again the deciding factor in his bid to 

retain the governorship.  With all state precincts tabulated, Williams defeated Goddard by 

89,000 votes, with the majority of the Williams’ vote coming from Central Arizona. 

     On the morning of November 18, 1968, KOY listeners once again heard the familiar 

voice of Jack Williams: 

 
Thank you and hello again.  A long, long time ago we terminated this series of 
broadcasts on KOY.  It was the first interruption in almost 40 years.  A lot has 
happened including our election as Governor, in fact the campaign was the reason 
for the removal of the program from the air on the basis of FCC equal time 
requirements.  Today this program, or a rather bob tailed version of it, returns to the 
air.  It will continue to deal in matters we hope will be of interest to you the radio 
audience, but it will also include from time to time a report from the Governor’s 
office.42 

     



      The return of “Yours Sincerely” to KOY in late 1968 was sporadic at best, but when 

the Southern Broadcasting Company hired Gary Edens as General Manager of KOY in 

1970, he and the governor quickly developed a strong personal and working relationship.  

Realizing the impact that having the state’s highest elected official on the air on a regular 

basis might have on increasing the station’s audience, Edens decided to have “Yours 

Sincerely” become a regular morning feature between 1971 and 1974.   

      Some ground rules for the program had been established in late 1968 that would 

remain in effect during the run of the program in the early 1970s; the governor was not 

allowed to discuss breaking news of Arizona government which would put other media in 

the state at a disadvantage and the programs would be taped instead of being presented in 

a live format.  According to Edens, these broadcasts were all made available to any radio 

station in the state that wanted to air them.  Furthermore, Edens suggests had anyone 

wanted to respond to the subject matter expressed by the governor, KOY management 

would have allowed them to do so.43 

      The 1970 gubernatorial election proved to be the closest contest of Williams’ three 

runs for the office.  His Democratic opponent, Raul Castro was born in Cananea, Mexico, 

and moved to Arizona with his parents when he was 10 years old.  Castro became a U.S. 

Citizen in 1939 and graduated with a law degree from the University of Arizona.  From 

1949 to 1955, Castro practiced law in Tucson and served as assistant attorney for Pima 

County.  He became county attorney in 1955 and a judge of the Pima County Superior 

Court from 1959 to 1964.  Castro served as ambassador to El Salvador from 1964 to 1968 

and to Bolivia from 1968 to 1969 before returning to Arizona to challenge Williams for 

the governorship. 



      According to The Arizona Republic, political pollsters had been unable to adequately 

distinguish which of the two candidates the majority of voters supported throughout the 

campaign. Both Castro and Williams campaigned hard, but it remained a low- key affair, 

almost devoid of personal attacks or serious differences over issues.  A Republic reporter 

suggested that the campaign was a matter of contrasting personal styles and “whether the 

voters are in a mood for a change at the capitol.” 44 Polling results were so close that as 

the November 3rd election approached political observers forecast that Williams would 

need some 40,000 to 50,000 extra votes in the Phoenix metropolitan area to win.   

      The pollsters and political observers were correct; the race between Williams and 

Castro was too close to call, even the day after the election.    Early on the morning of 

November 4th, Williams held an 8,000-vote lead.  Castro, however, was unwilling to 

consider conceding defeat as two heavily Democratic counties and several thousand 

absentee ballots had yet to be counted.   

      The vote did not become official until November 5th.  With all 865 Arizona precincts 

reporting, Williams had won his third term as governor, and the first four-year term for a 

governor in the state’s history, by a narrow margin of 7,406 votes. 

     Tom Wells identifies late December1965 as the birth date of the anti-Vietnam War 

movement with the simultaneous conventions of the Young Socialist Alliance in Chicago 

and the National Council of the Students for a Democratic Society in New York.  

According to Wells, these two groups spearheaded a movement that, over the course of a 

decade, existed on different planes and with varying strength until the war’s end in 

1975.45 



      Williams had addressed student anti-war protests on America’s college campuses as 

early as 1968.  In a prepared statement, the governor called most students, “more mature, 

more confident and more informed than ever before in all our history.”  He blamed “the 

unrestrained actions of a very small minority of irresponsible young people” for the rash 

of recent campus protests around the country and added that the Arizona Board of 

Regents had declared a no tolerance policy for violence on the campus of any state 

university, a decision that the governor, “applauded.” 

      By the time Williams had secured his second term as governor, an anti-war 

movement was beginning to build on the campuses of Arizona State University in Tempe 

and the University of Arizona in Tucson.  Campus rallies, demonstrations and various 

forms of protest against America’s involvement in the war were scattered at first, but by 

late-1969, had become an issue that required the governor’s attention.  Williams recalled: 

There was little sobriety and common sense.  The world I knew seemed to be 
approaching anarchy.  Chicago had its days of rage.  Kent State had its students 
killed by National Guard troops.  In Arizona, we kept a lid on things, but it wasn’t 
easy.46 
 

      Keeping “a lid on things” often meant the use of extreme measures.  Years later 

Williams recounted that once it was clear that the Arizona Board of Regents ban on 

campus violence was ineffective and that anti-war protests on Arizona college campuses 

were a reality, he developed a, “shrewd method”47 of dealing with the threat of simple 

protest turning violent.  City police were dispatched to quell any perceived situation 

where violence could become a factor.  County deputies positioned themselves behind 

the police.  Members of the highway patrol who employed loudspeakers warning that the 

next line of defense would be the Arizona National Guard backed up the deputies.              



      Though a costly endeavor considering the resources that were utilized, Williams said, 

“It seemed to work”48 and violent acts of protest on Arizona college campuses were kept 

to a minimum.  When asked several years later what the most gratifying thing was for 

Williams during that period of social unrest, Williams replied, “I didn’t have to kill 

anybody.”49 

    Controversy marred Williams’ last term in office when on May 11, 1972 the governor 

signed into law Farm Labor Bill, HB 2134.  Legislation to implement HB 2134 was 

intended to protect both Arizona farmers and the farm workers alike.  The Bill made it a 

state policy that the uninterrupted production, packing, processing, transporting and 

marketing of farm products were essential to the public interest.  Furthermore, it stated 

that farm workers were free to organize, enter into collective bargaining contracts, and 

establish wages and terms of employment. 

      The terms of the Bill, however, caught the ire of Caesar Chavez and the United Farm 

Workers Union.  Those terms included a “no strike” clause during harvest time.  If a 

strike was imminent, farmers could obtain a 10-day restraining order against a work 

stoppage with binding arbitration as the source for settlement of the issues presented by 

the strikers.  The bill also banned secondary boycotts and called for a mediation board to 

negotiate issues in all farm labor disputes. 

     When Chavez came to Phoenix at the end of May to begin a fast and organize a lettuce 

boycott against Arizona farmers in protest of the Bill, forty-three representatives of 

church and religious organizations declared that, “the law was unjust and should be 

repealed.”50   



      A ground swell of support for the recall of the governor had begun by late May and 

by mid-June more than 28,000 signatures on a recall petition had been secured.  At the 

end of July, the AFL-CIO endorsed the recall attempt and in early August a group of 29 

Arizona organizations including the National Organization for Women, various labor 

unions, Chicano, African-American and Native American organizations formed the 

Citizens’ Committee to Recall Jack Williams. 

     Throughout the controversy Williams kept a low profile relying instead on Special 

Assistant Robert Macon to organize support against the recall.  The Citizen’s Committee 

failed at the recall attempt but did win an out-of-court settlement from the state in 1976 in 

the sum of $10,000 when a Federal judge ruled that there were improprieties in the 

manner in which the Secretary of State’s office dismissed some of the petition signature 

that the committee had gathered. 

      Williams was quoted as saying that the 1972 recall attempt was, “a very intense 

period, but the years have given me the patina of age, so I think I am a little better 

liked”51 

     His eight years in office marked by accomplishment and controversy, Williams’ 

decision not to seek re-election was prompted by the stresses of the recall attempt.  Friend 

and colleague Stephen Shadegg called it a, “very difficult period for the governor 

emotionally, physically and financially.”52 

      With his decision not to seek a fourth term as governor of Arizona, Jack Williams 

ended a career of public service to his state and community that had begun in the early 

1940s.  But, at 66 years of age, he was not ready to abandon the lifestyle of working 

seven days a week  that he had begun in his early teens. Returning to radio broadcasting 



was not an option for Williams.  Program directors in the Phoenix market in 1975 were 

no longer interested in block programming or commentary, as music intensive formats 

ruled the radio dial. Over the next twenty years Williams would, however, be a sought 

after guest speaker, would author a book, begin a weekly newspaper, write a newspaper 

column and travel extensively with his wife, Vera, whom he had married in 1942. 

     After losing his wife of 54 years in late 1997, Williams’ health began to deteriorate.  

He died August 24, 1998 at age 88 after a short bout with cancer and other complications.  

On September 4, 1998, some 500 people attended a memorial service in Phoenix for the 

broadcaster/politician.  During the eulogy, Williams was remembered as an unselfish 

man who placed a premium on helping others and planning for Arizona’s future growth.  

United States Senator John Kyle said that, “In addition to his great modesty, he never 

backed down.  He’d take a position and stick by his guns, I always admired that.”  United 

States Senator John McCain added that Williams, along with, “Barry Goldwater, John 

Rhodes and Harry Rosenzweig helped pave the way for the rest of us.”  Former Arizona 

Senate President Leo Corbet remarked that Williams, “Wouldn’t do anything other than 

put forward his best foot and do it on behalf of this state.”53 

      Williams’ remains were cremated and, along with those of his wife, were scattered in 

several places around Arizona, the state in which he had lived, entertained, informed, and 

served for the better part of the Twentieth Century. 
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The Role of Architecture in Global Public Relations: 
A Case Study of Dubai and Pyongyang  
 
Abstract: 
 
Cities in the developing world are now competing with established global centers such as 
New York, London, Paris and Tokyo to play a greater role in the global economy and 
politics. Many of these developing cities use architecture to attract media attention in 
order to build their global identities. In many cases, architecture is being used as a visual 
representation of stability, strength and modernization to attract foreign capital 
investment, tourism or political clout. In a strange race to capture the world’s attention, 
developing cities are creating buildings that are unique by either being the tallest, longest 
or largest. This paper examines the use of architecture as a means of global 
communication. 
 
In particular, the paper will look at Dubai, United Arab Emirates, a modern Arabian Gulf 
city developing at an impressive rate, and Pyongyang, North Korea, one of the last 
bastions of Communism. Dubai is capitalist in its grand development schemes while 
Pyongyang, in contrast, has been developed as an idealized socialist city. This paper 
examines how both cities, while politically opposed, use architecture as a symbol of 
stability and progress in much the same way. It will examine the similarities and 
differences among the global audience of each city and its means of communication. 
Both Dubai and Pyongyang claim to have the world’s tallest hotel. Both the UAE and 
North Korea claim to have the world’s tallest flagpole and fountain. Dubai is set to build 
the world’s tallest building, largest shopping mall and only underwater luxury hotel. 
 
Architecture has previously been used as a means to express Idealist and Utopian 
agendas. Its role as the physical embodiment of propaganda will also be examined citing 
historical precedent such as Albert Speer’s 1937 plan for Berlin and Le Corbusier’s 1925 
Plan Voisin for Paris. 
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Abstract

Hetch Hetchy valley in Yosemite National Park elicits many differing perceptions and 
perspectives.  This famed individual landscape represents a wide spectrum of viewpoints, depending on the 
values and priorities of the viewer.  This paper attempts to articulate various perceptions in the recently-
renewed debate on possibly restoring Hetch Hetchy valley to its original state. As San Francisco embarks 
upon its multi-billion dollar Capitol Improvement Program, many people think the time is right to 
incorporate the restoration of the beloved valley into the plan.  Recent studies suggest that the water and 
energy systems provided by O’Shaugnessy Dam and Hetch Hetchy Reservoir can feasibly be replaced at 
alternative storage and power generating sites. These restoration alternatives face fierce resistance from 
civic and business interests representing the users of the Hetch Hetchy system in the Bay Area and in the 
irrigation districts of Turlock and Modesto.  The role San Francisco plays in this debate also stands in stark 
contrast to its reputation as a first-rate environmental city. Despite its delivery of cheap, high-quality water 
and power, the Hetch Hetchy saga remains a thorn in San Francisco’s reputation because of the 
construction and persistence of a mythology associated with the valley and its water system. Should such a 
mythology, when deconstructed, continue to take precedence over the philosophies of environmentalists 
and other restoration advocates who, for nearly a century now, fight endlessly to exhume the drowned 
valley? Deeper examination into perceptions is needed at all scales that give voice to this issue. 
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“Hetch Hetchy Valley belongs to everybody. We happen to be the current custodians. And San Francisco 
happens to be the current pirates” –David Brower 

“Close to 100 years ago San Francisco put together one of the most elegant water systems in the world…
What we're talking about here (restoration) is undoing and, I would say in some way, defiling that 
elegance...” –Susan Leal, SFPUC General Manager

Hetch Hetchy.  The name itself conjures up a myriad of thoughts in one’s mind, 

depending on how one views its “landscape” and what that landscape means to them.  For 

many, the simple utterance of the words “Hetch Hetchy” elicits passionate and 

romanticized notions of wonder, tragedy, utility, history, and beauty (both the lost and 

present kind), just to name a few.  Hetch Hetchy is the story that won’t go away, 

precisely because it evokes such impassioned perceptions.  It represents many things to 

many people, and this paradoxical multiplicity of perspectives further adds to the valley’s 

legend.  The valley represents not only a place of tremendous serenity and beauty as 

opposed to its congested “twin brother” Yosemite Valley, but also a place where a great 

human and environmental battle played out almost a century ago.  That battle continues 

to this day, in fact. Lingering feelings over the original resolution of the battle still 

resonate loudly amongst those familiar with, and passionate about, its story.  In the Hetch 

Hetchy story, it is the perceptions of individuals and groups that help to create and sustain 

its story. Perhaps a greater understanding of these perceptions will move us closer to 

eventual solutions to the lingering problems surrounding the valley and its present use.

The preceding statements at the onset of this paper serve well as an example of 

how different parties and their respective interests perceive Hetch Hetchy valley in 

different ways.  D.W. Meinig (1979) described the myriad ways in which one could 

perceive a given landscape. This notion resonates more accurately in the case of Hetch 

Hetchy valley than in most other landscapes. The sordid, colorful, and most perplexing 

history of the famous martyred valley in Yosemite National Park in fact serves as a 

template for examining what is fascinating and paradoxical in the nature-society polemic,

as well as environmental restoration debates. Considering Meinig’s encompassing 

narrative of environmental and landscape perception, one must concede that in the case of 
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Hetch Hetchy, there is no question that as a place and through its history, the landscape 

itself and especially interpretations of it are anything but ordinary.  

Past is prologue 

The story of Hetch Hetchy valley is perhaps the most famous environmental saga 

in human history.  More pages are devoted, and there is more discussion around the 

Hetch Hetchy story than any other environmental debate (Righter 2005).  It is accepted 

that the modern environmental movement was born out of the original debate on whether 

to build a dam and flood the valley in Yosemite National Park.  For the purposes of 

limiting the purpose of this paper, however, most of the historical aspects of the story are 

not examined here. The rich social and environmental history of the issue is adequately 

covered by others, and so is beyond the scope of this study. It is instead my intention to 

describe the differing perceptions of the issue as it stands at this point in time. For a 

detailed social and environmental history of the political background that led up to the 

current situation, see Robert W. Righter’s (2005) The Battle Over Hetch Hetchy: 

America’s Most Controversial Dam and the Birth of Modern Environmentalism.

The Hetch Hetchy restoration debate is indeed back on the hot plate, to the point 

where it is attracting the attention of California’s Governor and the State Legislature.  As 

such, it seems an appropriate time to conduct a philosophical, economic, and political 

inventory on the state of the dam, its impounded reservoir, and the extent to which people 

really rely on that particular resource when compared to other water systems and to 

possible alternatives to the Hetch Hetchy system.  Two recent studies, one by a graduate 

student from U.C. Davis, and another, more encompassing study by an environmental 

advocacy group, suggest that perhaps the reliance on Hetch Hetchy Valley as a storage 

site is no longer necessary (Environmental Defense 2004; Null 2003). Both studies in 

different ways suggest that now is the perfect time to study viable alternatives for water

storage and energy generating capacities and sites elsewhere, and to look into the 

feasibility of draining and restoring Hetch Hetchy to some modicum of its “original 

state”, or to whatever extent that is possible.  

The importance of the studies indicating restoration may be possible coincides 

with large-scale plans by San Francisco to perform maintenance projects on the Hetch 
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Hetchy system across the board. The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 

(SFPUC) intends to conduct a $4.3 billion Capital Improvement Program (CIP) involving 

the overhaul and retrofitting of many of the system’s components. Considering this, it 

would seem a perfect time to also conduct a feasibility study in order to determine the 

prospect of restoring the valley and storing the water and power generation complexes 

somewhere other than a protected, beloved counterpart to Yosemite Valley.  The prospect 

of restoring Hetch Hetchy valley for environmentalists and for conservation science is 

overwhelmingly delicious, as a restoration plan of this magnitude would attract 

worldwide notoriety and interest, in addition to going a long way in mending an ancient 

environmental wound and further elevating San Francisco’s and California’s 

environmental reputation. 

The efficacy of any restoration plan would be contingent on its ability to fit into 

the CIP.  This appears to be a major problem not only from a political viewpoint but also 

in a temporal sense, as SFPUC’s CIP is already “in motion”, and SFPUC is reluctant to 

discuss viable restoration alternatives up to this point and obviously would resist any idea 

of replacing a fabled (“elegant”, in their own words) hydraulic regime. It is 

understandable from an economic standpoint how the agency would be reluctant to give 

up its “sweetheart deal” wherein the annual rent paid by the city to the Federal 

Government is a paltry sum of $30,000--less than $83 per day (Sacramento Bee 2004b).  

When the Bush Administration attempted in 2004 to raise San Francisco’s “rental fee” of 

Hetch Hetchy valley to $8 million per year, the bill was axed by Senate Democrats 

lobbied by SFPUC. Of course, money talks--and we in California should know by now 

that the water flows to whatever direction the money is located. 

“Where Beauty and Utility Wedded” 

This debate is so contentious and encompasses such opposing viewpoints that, no 

matter what happens in the future, it is difficult to imagine a resolution to this debate 

wherein all sides would be satisfied. The perception that someone will always “lose out” 

because of the circumstances surrounding its history is certainly valid. Furthermore, the 

perceptions and priorities of each of the two main “camps” of the debate stand at 

fundamentally opposite ends of the perceptual spectrum.  The perspectives of the 
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“environmental” side--who will forever advocate restoration of the valley for moral and 

philosophical reasons--are vastly different from those of the reservoir’s proponents, 

identified here as primarily civic and business interests. From the onset of this story such 

fundamental differences allowed for no common ground between the two camps. One 

believes Hetch Hetchy is the perfect system, to the point of being worthy of the moniker 

elegant.  Reservoir advocates are fond of describing the Hetch Hetchy site as “where 

beauty and utility wedded” (Righter 2005; 152). 

The environmental camp, on the other hand, would never recognize such a 

description of a water system because the idea of drowning a one of a kind, protected 

valley could never be justified under any circumstance. I would like to clarify here that 

these rough categories by which I group individuals and organizations is also a 

generalization and is not in any specific way representative of the myriad “angles” from 

which one could classify such positions in this debate.  I narrow and generalize the two 

theoretical camps for simplicity in articulation purposes, and to effectively describe the 

polarization that exists between the two larger interests. 

Nonetheless, there are many people who do believe that, ultimately, common 

ground will be reached in this issue.  It would be easier to reach agreements if there were 

in fact only two “sides” to this debate.  But of course (and again, generalizing), there are 

three main “parties” involved in this case: the restoration advocates; the water and power 

users of certain San Francisco Bay Area counties, represented here by their agent, the San 

Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC); and the Irrigation Districts of Modesto 

(MID) and Turlock (TID) in California’s Central Valley.  MID and TID are the principle 

“owners” and users of the Tuolumne River, as these irrigation districts’ use of the 

Tuolumne historically precedes San Francisco’s desires for a reservoir on it. Therefore 

these districts have “senior water rights” on the resource. They also stand in the way of 

future increases of supply and other implementations on the Tuolumne by SFPUC. 

The three civic components in this issue perceive the idea of restoring the valley 

much differently than environmentalists and other proponents do.  For the latter, moral 

arguments take precedence, whereas the civic and district groups see Hetch Hetchy more 

along material lines.  These agents represent what they perceive to be the interests of their 

paying customers, and they provide a service absolutely necessary for survival (water and 
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power) to their customers. The agents also make money on this enterprise, and so it is 

easy to see their perceptions as coming from an economic perspective. While this 

perception may be short-sided and represent only one aspect of the services these 

agencies provide overall, the fact remains that at some level they exist in order to make 

profit and generate capital in order to enhance individual wealth and to support local

economies.  Grey Brechin and Richard Walker would likely arrive at this same 

conclusion, and would no doubt use that perception as a springboard for reading the 

agencies’ responses to restoration talk as being motivated largely by economic factors. In 

D.W. Meinig’s terms, they view the landscape of Hetch Hetchy as a system and as wealth 

(Meinig 1978).  This perspective is well known, especially to restoration advocates. As 

such, restoration plans attempt to accommodate these interests and perspectives, and 

strive to find common ground or negotiated resolutions to the issue.

Today’s proponents of restoring the valley realize the primacy of the water and 

power system for the people of not only SFPUC, but also MID and TID. The objective of 

reaching an agreement between restoration advocates, San Francisco, and the Irrigation 

Districts is known as a “win-win-win” scenario, wherein everyone can be satisfied with 

the end result of the various agreements.  Restoration advocates use this 3-win narrative 

when they construct their various restoration proposals because they realize that 

restoration of Hetch Hetchy will never happen without a satisfactory replacement or 

enhancement of the water and power systems currently enjoyed by San Francisco, MID 

and TID.  

As indicated above, varying perceptions in the Hetch Hetchy issue are largely 

responsible for the tensions between factions.  How one perceives the issues is a key to 

understanding how they could advocate or oppose not only restoration of the valley but 

also many other facets of the proposed CIP.  Restoration advocates feel that now is the 

perfect time (and possibly only time for at least the next century) to consider restoration 

as an integral part of the CIP.  On the other hand, SFPUC (the authors of CIP) do not 

consider restoration as a viable option at this time or anytime, and to this point dismiss 

the studies of Sarah Null and Environmental Defense as realistic alternatives to be 

considered part of the CIP (Spanjian & Levin personal communications). Beyond the fact 

that SFPUC terms both studies as little more than “rosy scenarios”, the reality also 
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remains that since the CIP is so spatially, politically, and temporally complex, that 

incorporating any restoration alternative into such a plan would further complicate the 

plan both logistically and financially. Despite these challenges, many believe restoration 

is worth examining in greater detail as a viable alternative.

M.A. Thesis rekindles the debate 

The 3-win scenarios mentioned above recently received new light as a result of 

two studies looking at alternatives to water storage in Hetch Hetchy valley.  Sarah Null is 

the identifiable individual responsible for the rebirth of the Hetch Hetchy restoration 

debate.  Her M.A. Thesis in Geography, completed in late 2003 at the University of 

California-Davis, analyzed the hydraulic regime of the Hetch Hetchy system, and used a 

water balance accounting model (CALVIN—California Value Integrated Network) to 

determine whether the Hetch Hetchy system could conceivably operate without 

O’Shaugnessy Dam and the impounded reservoir behind it (Null 2003).  The results 

returned an answer in the affirmative, indicating that alternative storage facilities could 

replace the lost storage and energy from Hetch Hetchy. She also pointed out that, unlike 

in 1913, there are now four dams downstream from the Tuolumne or its tributaries, 

including the gigantic New Don Pedro Reservoir just downstream from Hetch Hetchy 

Reservoir. Hetch Hetchy has a storage capacity of 360,000 acre-feet, quite small by 

California standards. New Don Pedro’s capacity is over 2 million acre-feet, and between 

Don Pedro and nearby Eleanor and Cherry Creek Reservoirs, there is a combined 

potential of more than 2.5 million acre-feet of water storage, all for a river whose average 

annual flow is around 1.8 million acre-feet (Philp 2004, Null 2003).

Environmental Defense

In September 2004 the renewed debate saw its latest bombshell dropped with the 

release of Environmental Defense’s Paradise Regained: Solutions for Restoring 

Yosemite’s Hetch Hetchy Valley.  In the 100+ page report, the authors painstakingly 

detail possible scenarios by which the Hetch Hetchy hydraulic system might be 

reconfigured in such a way as to allow the removal of O’Shaugnessy Dam and

subsequent restoration of the valley. Using data and proposals already being discussed 
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from SFPUC’s Capitol Improvement program, Paradise Regained offers many possible 

alternatives to the current Hetch Hetchy hydraulic regime by showing locations in the 

system that are convenient places to build simple interties between other reservoirs, 

pipelines, or water storage sites. They identify six different intertie location options, from 

New Don Pedro Reservoir east to the California Aqueduct and Delta Mendota Canal 

(Environmental Defense 2004).  

Of the six possible intertie scenarios suggested by Environmental Defense, storing 

Tuolumne water downstream of Hetch Hetchy in New Don Pedro Reservoir is the easiest 

and most convenient option, aside from the legal entanglements. Building only one of the 

six possible interties could potentially bring SFPUC’s annual capacity to over 1 million 

acre-feet a year, compared to its current annual Tuolumne allotment of nearly 450,000 

acre-feet established by the Raker Act (Environmental Defense 2004; Wilkinson 1991).

This is especially true considering the San Joaquin Pipeline carrying Hetch Hetchy water

runs directly underneath New Don Pedro and would be a convenient place to build an 

intertie; again, this is with all the difficult legalese notwithstanding.  In their detailed 

report, Environmental Defense also advocates programs to actively conserve water and 

energy resources at a higher level than currently employed, and suggest other water 

storage options such as groundwater basin storage, wastewater uses, and additional water 

banking agreements between districts and other hydraulic systems such as the Central 

Valley Water Project and State Water Project (Environmental Defense 2004).  The report 

emphatically implies that restoration is possible and feasible. Certainly there are skeptics 

of any such plan, and to their responses we now turn.

MID/TID

By holding senior water rights, MID and TID serve as bulwarks to SFPUC’s 

further aspirations on the Tuolumne River, as well as any restoration plan submitted by 

whomever. So far, MID and TID responses to the proposed restoration plans are highly 

critical. Larry Weis and Allen Short, general managers of TID and MID, respectively, 

criticized Sarah Null’s U.C. Davis thesis as being “little more than a master’s thesis that 

contains fundamental errors that call into question the validity of the entire work” (Short 
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and Weis 2004). They also term the CALVIN model used in the study as “over simplistic 

and based upon flawed assumptions” (Short and Weis 2004). 

The districts have yet to officially comment on Environmental Defense’s study, 

other than to briefly point out in the same editorial the fact that San Francisco owns no 

part of New Don Pedro reservoir and that the city’s “water bank” account in the reservoir 

is a only a numerical fraction for accounting purposes and there is no actual water owned 

in the dam by the city. Other alliterations by the districts regarding restoration goals 

include likening dam removal to removing an interstate and not replacing it--reasoning 

which appears specious at best (Short and Weis 2004). Even without an official 

statement, MID and TID have thus far made it quite clear where their perceptions lie 

regarding restoration talk.  This posturing represents a rationale similar to SFPUC’s, the 

reasons for which are obvious.  MID and TID also benefit greatly from the “sweetheart 

deal” laid out by Congress in the Raker Act of 1913.  The districts receive the lion’s share

of the water and power generated by O’Shaugnessy Dam, which they purchase from San 

Francisco at wholesale prices, at or below market rates.  Thus, one can easily see why 

these districts would not have any desire to see such an obvious fringe benefit go away 

now or in the future.

Construction of purity

SFPUC’s CIP lists two “fundamental principles” of the program: 1) a clean 

unfiltered water source and 2) a gravity driven system (SFPUC 2005; i). This is, in my 

estimation, the crux of the entire problem from a perceptual standpoint.  The two 

fundamental principles listed by SFPUC stand in stark contradiction to environmentalist 

perceptions occupying the opposite end of the spectrum. William Denevan (1992) and 

William Cronon (1995) led the way in environmental history’s role in deconstructing the 

“Pristine Myth” of colonization of the New World in the 15th century in groundbreaking 

fashion. In this paper I would like to attempt to debunk a similar “pristine myth” 

regarding not only the relative purity of Hetch Hetchy water but also the wisdom of 

continued reliance on such a myth in the future. 

The advent of (and inexorable success of) the bottled water industry in the United 

States, and in California in particular, changed the way in which water quality is 
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constructed and perceived (Opel 1999).  The perception of pristine, uncontaminated 

quality in drinking water supplies is both a benefit and a curse to the Bay Area and Hetch 

Hetchy system users, as the system itself became embedded in its own constructed 

mythology. The Hetchy Hetchy water system is one of the only remaining municipal 

supplies in the U.S. not requiring filtration (Environmental Defense 2004).  This factor 

becomes a point of pride for many people when asked about the water system. While 

most Hetch Hetchy tap water users perceive the water supply to be clean, pure and 

wholly uncontaminated, recent evidence has shown this not to be true. Giardia exists at 

low levels in the Hetch Hetchy reservoir.  While the presence of giardia is generally not 

an active problem at the moment, this water-born microbial agent may become an irritant 

to the supply in the future. As much as 80% of people in the Bay Area regularly drink 

bottled water, which by law requires filtration. There are then by comparison relatively 

few people who do conceivably drink the “pristine” Hetch Hetchy water directly from the 

tap without some kind of filtration. 

Hetch Hetchy water is in fact chemically treated, as chlorine, fluoride, and lime 

are added to the four large pipelines through which diverted water flows down from the 

Early Intake diversion dam west of Hetch Hetchy (Wilkinson 1991; 2). Just east of San 

Francisco Bay, Hetch Hetchy water is blended with filtered water from Alameda Creek 

stored in San Antonio and Calaveras Reservoirs. This blended water then continues on 

either through or around San Francisco Bay, travels northward up the Peninsula where it 

mixes further with other filtered water from San Andreas, Crystal Springs, and Pilarcitos 

Reservoirs (SFPUC 2005). Additional treatment then takes place at Harry Tracy Water 

Treatment Plant before the water finally arrives in Bay Area customers taps--still in a 

“pristine” quality condition, according to SFPUC! Considering all this, and juxtaposing it 

with the official statements and consistent mantras produced by SFPUC about the 

centrality of Hetch Hetchy’s “pristine” water quality, it is easy to see how one could 

perceive the rhetoric of SFPUC’s “mission” as merely the construction and 

commodification of a water supply; in other words, mythology.

  One might offer a conjecture here that the two fundamental principles of SFPUC 

are specifically chosen and worded in such a way as to preempt or preclude any 
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restoration ideas before the fact.  A clean unfiltered water source and a gravity driven 

system are possible only with Hetch Hetchy valley in its current condition as a reservoir.  

Storing water downstream from Hetch Hetchy would almost certainly require filtration 

for the entire supply. As mentioned above, Hetch Hetchy water is already treated 

chemically and then blended with filtered water from sources other than higher-elevation 

Tuolumne water in other parts of the system, thus rendering it something lesser than 

“pristine”.  

What is central to the second fundamental principle is not based on a rationale 

related to requiring the installation of a large water-pumping component into the system. 

Rather, the underlying reason for insisting on gravity driven system is because of the 

hydroelectricity generated from such a gravity driven configuration. A gravity driven 

system of water could be largely maintained even with removal of O’Shaughnessy dam. 

For instance, if water were stored in New Don Pedro Reservoir, most of the gravity 

driven system could still remain in place from there to the Bay Area.  A small amount of 

pumping would be required, however, in order to keep water flowing to Moccasin 

powerhouse and reservoir, which could still be used to generate power just upstream of 

New Don Pedro (Environmental Defense 2004).  Suggestions for alternatives such as 

enhanced or increased water diversion at Early Intake Diversion Dam should be seriously 

considered in order to sustain larger amounts of generated power and also maintaining 

high water quality, perhaps without filtration. 

Thus an important question remains: is keeping the Hetch Hetchy system 

“filtration-free” such a primary and necessary component to the Bay Area’s water 

supply? In the likely near future, filtration of all municipal water systems in the U.S. 

(including Hetch Hetchy) could be required by law.  While the mythology of the Hetch 

Hetchy system applauds the reservoir location for its “protected” watershed above, this 

serves to obscure the fact that the watershed is located in a National Park.  This so-called 

protection manifests itself in restricted access to the reservoir from Highway 120, but in 

no way prevents any number of potential contaminants--human, biological, or otherwise--

from entering the reservoir itself at any given time.  Since the network of famed 

backcountry trails in Yosemite includes the Hetch Hetchy region, the potential certainly 

exists wherein the water could be easily contaminated by an individual or groups and 
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cause untold disaster 160 miles away in the Bay Area.  Hence, one could argue that a 

water supply located in a world famous National Park is invitation for such a future 

disaster, even within a fairly secure location such as Hetch Hetchy.  Furthermore, once 

acknowledging the above information, the argument for keeping the system unfiltered 

also should be questioned under these circumstances. What was it Homeland Security 

said about not giving “the terrorists” any more ideas and opportunities than they already 

have?

Synthesis: San Francisco’s Great Green Contradiction?

“Hetch Hetchy is San Francisco’s great civic contradiction. While the city’s environmental agenda spans 

the globe, it keeps a glacial valley locked away close to home.” –Sacramento Bee

Another of the great ironies of the ongoing Hetch Hetchy debate is San 

Francisco’s role and posturing in this issue, as opposed to the city’s global reputation as 

an environmental leader.  The city’s brass routinely sticks its nose into environmental 

issues, advocating ecological restoration agendas not only locally but also at regional, 

national and global scales (Sacramento Bee 2004a).  How paradoxical indeed, then, that 

“the environmental city” would go to such pains as to protect the environmental thorn in 

its side that is Hetch Hetchy.  The lengths that the city goes to in order to construct and 

maintain the various mythologies described above are so directly contradictory, one is 

forced to assume that economic interests above all else remain the rationales for keeping 

the status quo with the area’s water supply.  Is the money made from dirt-cheap rent, 

water, and power worth such a never-ending environmental “black eye” to the city? 

Certainly, San Francisco’s leaders would be glad to rid themselves of the Hetch Hetchy 

burden, provided an alternative system would meet current and future water and power 

requirements.

“Imagine yourself in Hetch Hetchy on an sunny day in June, standing waist deep in grass and flowers, 

while the great pines sway dreamily…” –John Muir

As San Francisco embarks upon its multi-year, multi-billion dollar Capital 

Improvement Program, the time is now to seriously address the possibility of removing 

O’Shaugnessy Dam and restoring Hetch Hetchy valley as a feasible alternative 
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component into the CIP.  Opposing perspectives amongst the various stakeholders and 

agents in this issue help to further exacerbate the polarization between a “yes” or “no” 

response to the restoration ideal.  The monstrous complexity involved in possibly 

incorporating a restoration plan into the project presents major challenges to advocates 

and planners.  Effectively articulating perceptions and perspectives in this debate can 

help to clarify such complex and dynamic issues involved therein.  While the prospect of 

restoration is small at this point in time, the hard work and research of many people 

shows that the idea can no longer be relegated to a “pie-in-the-sky” pipe dream, but rather 

a viable (albeit costly) alternative option in the CIP.  

One reason for such staunch advocacy for restoration is because, for many people,

the mere thought of a restored valley in Yosemite National Park is such an enticing 

prospect that it must be given serious credence. For nearly 100 years the tension made 

manifest in this debate has not slowed nor relented, and perceptions and feelings remain 

as strong and passionate as ever before.  Assessing the myriad perceptions and 

perspectives associated with this issue helps clarify stakeholder interests and challenges 

us to find common ground.  To maintain a high-quality water system and provide the 

world with a restored splendor such as Hetch Hetchy is a goal worthy of contemplation 

and further exploration.

Post-script: future research
This research is, admittedly, open-ended and incomplete at this point. This is not only 

due to temporal and scalar limitations for the author and the present course, but also because the 
variable facets of an issue such as Hetch Hetchy frequently change. Finally, the one key 
perspective in this debate that has yet to officially “weigh in” is the State of California. The state 
is currently conducting a review of many of the past and present restoration proposals, with a 
report due in late summer 2005.  As decisions are made by the state regarding the feasibility of 
planning a restoration of the valley surface, more information will be available in terms of 
articulating perceptions as well as addressing the validity and/or actual prospect of restoring 
Hetch Hetchy valley.

An opportunity to expand this research into a larger, thesis-type setting would allow for a 
greater examination into how perceptions in this debate play a central role in polarizing different 
agents and stakeholders across the board. The addition of an expanded theoretical framework, 
coupled with the articulation of certain connections with past environmental literature as well as 
postmodern environmental criticism would also supplement this continuing saga. A survey could 
be conducted in a random fashion in order to better articulate the highly variable perceptions of 
this issue from the general public’s perspective; this endeavor would also be a worthwhile 
contribution to the research.
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COMMUNICATING TRANSFORMATION IN THE YOGA STUDIO 

The idea of rhetoric and hatha yoga1 may not seem to 

coincide, however, when exploring the cause and effect framing 

of invitational rhetoric when applied as a unit of analysis a 

comparative analogy can be made between these two subjects  

(Foss & Griffin, 1995).  

 This paper examines similarities shared in a dialectical 

setting when presenting instruction for a 90-minute hatha yoga 

class and explores the pragmatics of invitational rhetoric to 

analyze a particular teaching style utilized by a yoga teacher 

in the studio setting (Ness, 2001). This unique approach to 

teaching relies solely upon the instructor’s rhetoric devoid of 

the typical demonstration techniques commonly used in health and 

fitness settings. Transformation of the body-mind connection 

(Yeats-Brown, 1958) during the yoga session entails active 

listening, a sublimation of the self, and a carefully crafted 

discourse delivered by the instructor creating a unique 

experience designed for the student (Foss & Griffin, 1995). 

Understanding the rhetor’s frame of reference and the setting 

where the yoga session takes place is also important in 

communicating the idea of personal transformation2. 

The origins of this rhetorical process might seem 

postmodern; yet invitational rhetoric shares a unique similarity 

 
1 Hatha yoga refers to a type of yogic practice that entails physical movement and postures or asanas. 
See The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga (1960) by Swami Vishnudevananda. 
 Hatha yoga also refers to a specialized branch of yoga.  See Autobiography of a Yogi, (1981) by 
Paramahansa Yogananda, p.226. 
2 The author experienced a 10-day Synergy © Yoga seminar in the summer of 2004 where personal 
physical, emotional, and mental transformation was experienced as direct result of an intense hatha yoga 
regimen. 
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to Eastern philosophy and pedagogy traced to the writings of 

Patañjali that predates the second century B.C. (Wood, 1948). 

Currently, hatha yoga enjoys a healthy revival in the United 

States taught in studios in nearly every major city coast to 

coast (Smith, 2003). Even in the upper mid-west hatha yoga is  

gaining in popularity, albeit slowly, but has gained more 

interest over the last three years as an alternative to exercise 

for baby-boomers who can no longer physically punish their 

bodies as they age beyond their 40’s, 50’s and 60’s (Smith, 

Ward, & Weiss, et al). Hatha yoga gives that quiet serene 

alternative exercise while providing a complete bodily workout 

designed to strengthen and improve flexibility during any age 

(Ward, 2004).  

 Generally, no one is restricted from participating in a 

hatha yoga class as long as they are guided and instructed not 

to strain or compete with others in achieving a particular level 

of performance. The concept of participating in hatha yoga is to 

slowly and deliberately move the body in a series of postures 

(asanas) that affords the individual an opportunity to explore 

his or her own level of proficiency. Pregnant women, young 

children, senior citizens and just about anyone who can maintain 

their balance while standing are able to participate in the 

Synergy© classes (Note: The idea of being infirm or physically 

disabled does not preclude taking part in other types of hatha 

yoga classes). In hatha yoga, the focus appears to be on 

physical fitness, however, upon a closer look the refined 

objective centers more on breathing; the state of one’s own 
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awareness during the practice; and the overall achievement 

intended as part of a yoga session3(Wood, 1948). In the hands of 

a well-trained teacher, a student not only learns postures, but 

also discovers a deeper meaning of yoga. Utilizing aural, 

mental, emotional, and kinesthetic experiences provides a 

methodology to transmit hatha yoga, yet there remains a mystical 

and powerful aspect to this process that is not easy to 

articulate (Wood, 1948).  

 Teaching yoga is not a mechanical transmission of 

information to others. Much like being a good coach, one 

attempts to inspire students to work at their highest capacity. 

A sense of well-being; feeling peaceful and aware and deeply 

alive are tied to both the mastery of the instructor, her 

teaching skills and the willingness of the yoga student 

performing one of the most ancient mystical rituals: seeking a 

sense of self through a process of realization experienced in 

the hatha yoga setting (Yeats-Brown, 1958).  

 This is transformation on the inner and outer planes of 

existence taking place when knowledge of hatha conjoins with 

invitational rhetoric creating yoga4, i.e., a joining of two 

separate entities working together in a synergistic pattern 

working to achieve a common single goal. In this situation, to 

achieve a transformative experience for the hatha yoga student 

in a Synergy©5 class. As mentioned previously, in all the many 

 
3 Author currently teaches Synergy© Yoga in a community setting having trained as a hatha yoga 
instructor. 
4 See Practical Yoga: Ancient and Modern, by Ernest E. Wood (1948). 
5 Synergy© yoga is a registered trademark created by Peri Ness and taught at The Yoga Room, in 
Encinitas, California. On the web @ www.synergy-yoga.com. 

http://www.synergy-yoga.com/
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years of practicing and training hatha yoga with numerous 

teachers, Synergy© yoga has proven as being unique in its 

approach to serving students of yoga and the training of it’s 

teachers. 

 In my own training and teaching of this particular form of 

hatha yoga, the instruction requires a precise series of 

postures designed to work the entire body in a 90-minute session 

(Ness, 2001). From my personal experience in the practice of 

Synergy© yoga over the course of one year, mastery of the 

specific dialogue used for instruction has been one of my 

greatest challenges. As a professional instructor in the field 

of communication, I view my goal in teaching hatha yoga to be an 

integrated and transformational experience, similar to teaching 

college students how to become better public speakers. Teaching 

both yoga and public speaking means that I must possess a 

certain level of mastery in order to achieve this goal. In other 

words, I need to model as well as walk the walk, and talk the 

talk. I strongly believe that in order to be an adequate 

instructor of any subject one cannot “fake it.” Not unlike 

learning to become a proficient educator, to become a yogi, or a 

more disciplined student of hatha yoga, requires practice, 

study, introspection, discipline, and understanding. To be a 

masterful instructor of hatha yoga one must first master the 

self. Improving one’s self is the path to personal 

transformation, whether it take on an intellectual, emotional, 

or spiritual process (Yogananda, 1981).  
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Framing and Elaborating Invitational Rhetoric With Hatha Yoga 

 In the studio setting where a yoga class meets, the 

instructor delivers a “causal” dialectical pattern (Foss & Foss, 

2003, p.61) enabling participants to experience the direct 

effect of the systematic flow (Ness, 2001). The concept of flow 

means to allow each posture to follow the next in a prescribed 

series affording a particular outcome or effect. This pattern of 

framing (Foss & Foss, 2004, p.61) also examines the reverse 

whereby the organizational pattern works with effects leading to 

a cause. Somewhat like the question of what came first, the 

chicken or the egg; yoga instructors are generally focused on 

the overall outcome or total effect that a participant 

experiences. What effects hatha yoga may lead towards promoting 

better physical and emotional health, exceed the scope of this 

paper, yet what is relevant in context to Synergy© yoga 

instruction is how maintaining a flow of postures yields a 

beneficial outcome for the participant. How the instructor 

conveys information and elaborates during the class session is 

vital to the process of framing language. 

“Elaborating is the development of the ideas that have 

emerged in the process of creating your presentation (Ibid, 

p.73). The Synergy© yoga teacher carefully chooses her words in a 

manner that “…supports, expands on, and give presence to the 

main ideas that comprise your presentation. Because of their 

specificity, forms of elaboration help the audience fully 

understand your perspective. You make a presentation come alive 

for your audience through examples, figures of speech, 
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statistics, or some other form of elaboration” (Ibid, p73). 

Using language, not gestures, is how this particular type of 

hatha yoga class is taught. Peri Ness, founder, creator and 

master yoga teacher is often heard stating in her classes,  

“Yoga, it works like mathematics!”6(Ness, 2001). Here, the 

instructor elaborates using a very abstract construct to 

exemplify that in the practice of yoga, over the course of time, 

the physical body responds and will return to a state of 

homeostasis or health.  When I instruct others in a yoga class 

my intention is to elaborate on some of the physical benefits 

from each posture as the students move through the entire 

session. Again, cause and effect structure is supported by 

various means of elaboration. In the yoga class examples 

include: authority, definitions, visions, emotions, 

explanations, humor, facts, narratives, participation, 

encouragement, quotations, repetition, rhythm & timing, sensory 

images, songs, and understatement (Foss & Foss, 2003).  To 

facilitate a deeper sense of relaxation, the Synergy© instructor 

sings a simple relaxation song about the body suggesting 

students visualize each part of their body relaxing as they work 

from the feet and progress up to the head. (This takes place at 

the end of the class in the “corpse” or savasana pose while 

students lie on their backs.) This rhetoric of instruction 

serves both the student and the instructor as part of the 

complete hatha experience (Ness, 2001).  

 
6 Richard M. Weaver would disagree that a difference exists between rhetorical and scientific discourse: 
Read Concealed Rhetoric in Scientistic Sociology in Richard Weaver on the Nature of Rhetoric, ed., 
Richard Johannsen, Rennard Strickland, & Ralph T. Eubanks (1970). 
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Creating The Setting For The Transformative Experience 

 In chapter 3 of Foss & Foss’ book, Inviting Transformation: 

Presentational Speaking for a Changing World (2003) the authors 

address the need to create external conditions that afford a 

process of transformation. Applying this concept led me to think 

about how the experiences I have encountered over my lifetime 

with a variety of yoga instructors have ranged from 

disappointing to life changing. Not all yoga instructors are 

certified and the type of hatha yoga class one chooses may or 

may not afford a process of transformation. However, when 

instructing others in yoga, environmental conditions are  

critical to the yogic experience. When applying Foss & Griffin’s 

(1995) invitational rhetoric for public speaking to  

the yoga classroom, the same requirements for freedom, safety, 

value, and openness are equally important (Ibid, pp.35-39).   

 Freedom requires the presenting of alternatives (Ibid, p.36) 

allowing the participants the option of choosing and in 

presenting yoga postures the instructor needs to identify 

options to achieving a given asana for those who may have 

physical limitations. Even the option not to participate in a 

given posture is made available to the student as he or she may 

feel unwell or uneasy in that particular moment. Not attempting 

a posture is not judged by the instructor or by classmates. This 

is a given in the yoga setting and Foss & Foss state, “The 

condition of freedom is at the heart of an invitation to 

transformation because whether to change (or attempt) to change 
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is a choice” (Ibid, p. 36).  Yogic instruction means you, the 

teacher, do not control the outcome or the end process when 

presenting asanas. Foss and Foss state this being true in the 

presentation of new ideas as the rhetor is committed to “…the 

condition of freedom” (Ibid, p.36).  

The idea of being in a safe setting serves in conjunction 

with also being free to experience emotions that may arise 

during the practice of asanas. The condition of respect towards 

one and all allows for security whether it is physical, 

emotional, or intellectual and not viewed as a lack or deviance 

in participation within the hatha yoga setting. For example: 

should a student experiences an outpouring of feeling or 

emotion, perhaps a deep-seated experience of sadness or even 

happiness, the student is safe to release emotionally in the 

class setting. Yoga therapy (McCall, 2004) is now regarded as a 

means to access deep-seated emotions held in the body and 

physical safety is paramount when conducting a yoga class or a 

therapeutic yoga session (Ness, 2001).  

 

The Idea of Being Safe 

Communicating to others how to enter into and out-of a 

yogic posture ensures that a student does not injure him or 

herself physically and is very important to providing a safe 

atmosphere when practicing hatha yoga. Students are expected to 

treat each other and the space that they share with others 

during class with respect (This includes a dress code.) 

Instructors respect personal space of students and address 
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postures with verbal clarification or an appropriate gentle 

touch of the hands to guide a student into posture. Observing 

students as they perform their asanas is an important means of 

confirmation as a measure of safety, lending itself to the 

overall possibility of a deeper physical and emotional 

transformational experience during a Synergy© yoga class. The 

idea of being safe- while being guided, allows for real personal 

freedom, something that needs to be understood and agreed upon 

in a public setting. 

Foss & Foss note that the word safety may not have the same 

meaning for everyone when presenting ideas to others in a public 

forum and state that creating ground rules for discussion or 

question and answer periods after a given presentation may help 

create this type of feeling for the speaker as well as the 

audience. Safety is conveyed through dialogical rhetoric. Foss & 

Foss (2003) note “If you listen to the ideas and feelings of 

others with respect and care and do not hurt degrade, or 

belittle them or their beliefs, you will show that you truly 

value all opinions and perspectives (pp.37-38). The operative 

word is listen; a lost art according to Nichols (1995). In 

listening to others we have to “…suspend the needs of the self; 

we also feel the weight of the other person’s need to be heard. 

Attention must be paid” (Nichols, 1995,p.64). From my own 

experiences as a certified yoga instructor, feedback is valued 

from students7 and acknowledgment of others’ worth is conveyed in 

 
7 Students are encouraged to provide both oral or written suggestions to the instructor as part of an 
ongoing evaluation process allowing the Synergy© yoga instructor greater awareness and making 
improvements for teaching. 
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the Eastern gesture of pranam8- hands held in a prayer position 

at the chest and a bow to the person who is the recipient of the 

gesture.  The instructor offers the pranam after the initial 

opening statements in class and again to each student as they 

leave the studio. This gesture is ideal in its approach to human 

communication as a means of transformation, i.e., valuing others 

as you would value yourself. Asking for feedback, both spoken 

and written are part of learning how to value what other’s think 

and feel, plus you gain a different perspective of your own 

teaching. In having a difference of opinion when presenting 

ideas, Foss & Foss (2003) suggest active listening so that one 

may fully understand what is being stated instead of busily 

formulating a comeback statement in your head. “Your task when 

you want to create the condition of value is to listen so that 

you really do understand- to the fullest degree possible- the 

perspective being articulated (p.39). Making an effort to think 

from the other person’s viewpoint affords valuing as well as an 

opportunity for communication. In situations like a public forum 

or during private instruction learning takes place as a direct 

result of valuing one another’s ideas, experiences, beliefs, and 

perspectives.  

 

Not All Language Is Persuasion 
Invitational rhetoric is concerned with affording equality 

to both the rhetor and the audience whereby power or authority 

is not held by one party or another Foss & Griffin, 1995). When 

 
8 Meaning “complete salutation,” from Sanskrit root nam, to salute or bow down; and the prefix pra, 
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Cameron (1985) wrote of the need for the adoption of a radical 

discourse she concluded, “no perfect feminist speech or writing 

style exists, nor could one ever exist” (Cameron, p.171). The 

genre of invitational rhetoric had not been introduced as a 

means to support radical (feminist) discourse. I believe 

Cameron, like many feminist scholars at the time of her writing, 

was discouraged in having no dialectical social forum that 

afforded equality, or gave advantages to all participants of 

that discourse. This is illustrated in the rhetorical construct 

of the postmodern “women’s liberation” a rhetorical oxymoron as 

a cohesive historical-political movement9 (Campbell, in 

Burgchardt, 2000, p.494) 

Rhetorical theorist and critical thinker Burke felt that 

the rhetorical function of language or its “appeal” served in 

“bridging the conditions of estrangement natural to society as 

we know it (be it primitive, feudal, bourgeois, or socialist) 

with it reliance upon the devices of magic, pantomime, clothes, 

or pastoral. The use of words by human agents to form attitudes 

or to induce actions in other human agents is a rhetorical use 

of words. It is ’rooted in an essential function of language 

itself,’ namely, ‘the use of language as a symbolic means of 

inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to  

symbols ’ ”(Nichols, 1963).  Burke theorized language as being 

both symbolic and persuasive and able to connect or bridge 

different sorts of people. Within a given context of mixed 

cultures, languages, or ideas, communication, on some level, may 

take place, however, it can be argued that without a so-called 

level playing field; economic, social, or otherwise, real 

communication does not take place when the concept of language 

 
completely. 
9 Campbell refers to  Margaret Benson, “The Political Economy of Women’s Liberation,” Roles Women 
Play, pp.200-201 in her notes The Rhetoric of Women’s Liberation: An Oxymoron. 
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is viewed as a tool to persuade others, i.e., “inducing 

cooperation.” This is perhaps where many rhetorical arguments 

continue to unfold in determining how language can be viewed 

semantically, grammatically, rhetorically, and linguistically. 

  If a rhetor can embrace intentionality of language as being 

other than persuasive, then Foss & Griffin’s approach to a more 

“self-determining, alternative, and immanent value(ing)” of 

others then offers hope to better communication between “human 

agents.”  

 Incorporating our differences makes us more human and 

hopefully more cooperative as we continue to learn the meaning 

of dialogue. Recognizing human commonality supports the non-

persuasive equality of the intentionality of language. 
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Abstract 
In this paper I examine how artists in Brazil and the United States since the late 1960s 

have viewed internationally renowned movie star Carmen Miranda as a critical figure in their 
complex understanding of what it means to become “Americanized.”  Whereas a prior generation 
saw Miranda’s performances in a series of Technicolor Hollywood musicals as either an act of 
cultural betrayal (Brazil) or as a demonstration of hemispheric solidarity (U.S.), by the late 1960s 
artists working in different cities and media (music, theater, art, film) began to reconsider not just 
her image but also her predicament as a representative of both North and South America.  They 
became sympathetic in particular to her conflict between national cultures, to the predicament of 
divided loyalties, as well as critical of dichotomies in which one is either culturally authentic or 
“spoiled fruit,” that is to say shamefully tainted by contact with American culture in the U.S. 
Ultimately, what artists like the Brazilian Tropicalists and U.S. ethnic writers have recognized in 
the case of Miranda are the political ramifications of such tropes, not to mention the ambivalence 
and irony of feeling—or at least being perceived as—Americanized. 

I begin the paper by historicizing Miranda’s transnational experience as an ambassador of 
Brazilian national culture for the regime of populist leader Getúlio Vargas during the 1930s, then 
as an important asset to Hollywood and the U.S. Good Neighbor Policy during World War II.  
Drawing upon the work of biographers, historians, and critics of transnationalism, I approach her 
experience and the discourse of loyalty/betrayal to one’s national culture with specific reference 
to issues of race, gender and sexuality. 

For the next part of the paper I focus on how Brazilian singer/songwriter Caetano Veloso 
has interpreted Miranda’s image and cultural legacy throughout his career.  One of the leaders of 
the vanguard 1960s musical movement in Brazil known as Tropicalism, Veloso has consistently 
acknowledged—in song and in writing—Miranda’s “pioneering role in a history that is still 
unfolding…” (Perrone and Dunn 2001, 43).  From his 1967 song-manifesto “Tropicália,” with its 
closing verses “Miranda-dada,” to his renditions of Miranda songs such as “Disseram que voltei 
americanizada” [They said I came back Americanized], from his 1991 article about Miranda for 
the New York Times to his 1997 memoir Tropical Truth, Veloso has reckoned with her legacy as 
“a cause for a mixture of pride and shame” (Perrone and Dunn 39).  Even his most recent album, 
the ironically entitled A Foreign Sound, bears traces of Miranda’s presence as Veloso explores 
his own complex relationship to American culture by performing its popular music. 
 Lastly, I turn my attention to "Chiquita Banana," a one-act play about Miranda written and 
performed by Filipina American writer Jessica Hagedorn in 1972.  Hagedorn, whose own work 
has been accused of being Americanized because of its pop culture sensibilities, uses the idioms 
most associated with Miranda’s image—camp and parody—to create a counter-myth about her 
struggle between cultures.  In Hagedorn’s fictitious and over-the-top version of Miranda’s story, 
the superstar defends her younger sister and herself from all the pushers, hustlers, and pimps who 
inhabit the seedy atmosphere of Don Juan’s Bar, which includes their mother and fellow stars 



 Hernandez/2

Cesar Romero and Jean Harlow.  Notwithstanding the outrageous setting and action, Hagedorn 
presents a biting critique of commodified ethnicity and sexuality again through the metaphor of 
spoiled fruit (in this case, the banana). 
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SITUATION ANALYSIS 
 
Informative and interactive websites must be an integral part of an organization’s 
public relations thrust. Websites must appeal to the organization’s publics 
including journalists seeking information to support a story, stakeholders and the 
general public. Corporate websites post testimonials from satisfied customers, 
announce new products, allow organizations to react to issues or crises quickly 
and can reach large audiences. James Horton of Robert Marston Associates 
states, “Online is the present and future of public relations. It is a media tool with 
valuable features public relations practitioners should exploit.” (Horton, 04). 
Numerous studies (Ashcroft, 00; Beard, 99) have demonstrated effective ways to 
create corporate websites. These studies focus on three major factors associated 
with effective and productive corporate public relations websites: (1) information 
targeted at journalists; (2) information targeted at organizational stakeholders, 
and; (3) website “accessibility.” 
 
1. INFORMATION FOR JOURNALISTS: 
Websites should provide quick access to basic facts and figures and provide a 
simple way to contact an individual within the public relations department. If a 
journalist has trouble locating specific information on a website it will influence 
whether or not accurate corporate information is carried within in a news or 
feature story. According to a study done by Hurme (Hurme, 01), “the website has 
arrived as a basic tool for journalists.” In a study done by Morton (Morton et. al. 
95) when journalists were asked how they would get basic information about a 
company, 92% of the journalists studied said they would begin by doing basic 
web research. Ninety-four percent of these journalists began their search at the 
organization’s website. Studies done by Pridmore and Ranchod, (Pridmore, 00) 
(Ranchod, 02), came to similar conclusions. According to Taylor (Taylor et al, 01), 
“Company websites have been gaining in popularity as an information source.” 
Reporters from news and general interest magazines say “corporate sites are 
their first choice for information when news breaks and a live source is not readily 
available.” 

 
These results indicate the need to maintain a corporate site with a clearly labeled 
press or public relations section (an online newsroom) to quickly provide 
information to journalists. 
 
Others studies highlight the critical elements of an online newsroom section.   
Rubery (Rubery, 00) points out “information regarding breaking corporate news 
is, initially, most often sought out at the organization’s website.”   Janal (Janal, 00) 
indicates journalists seeking accurate information relating to organizational 
issues rely initially on the company’s website. If these sites carry functional 
background information along with appropriate contact information – the resulting 
news piece can literally be controlled from the website. These and other studies 
(Leitch et. al; 01; Bruning et. al., 99) highlight the most essential elements for an 
online newsroom: 
 

• Breaking corporate news 
• Basic corporate facts (executives names, headquarters location, founding 

date, awards and achievements, etc.) 
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• Subscription information to listservs sending out email alerts to reporters 
and interested consumers 

• Detailed public relations departmental contact information (telephone, fax, 
email) 

 
2. INFORMATION FOR STAKEHOLDERS.  Websites cannot be viewed in the 
same light as a one-time mailing or a one-time announcement. The website is 
used as a predictable, reliable community billboard to develop a strong 
relationship with audiences, particularly stakeholders. Procter and Gamble’s 
website used to contain information only relevant to journalists and investors. In 
2000, P&G revamped the website to include information for stakeholders and 
other interested consumer publics. Website traffic doubled in one quarter and 
feedback generated by the site has been highly useful to company executives 
(Gorelick, 98). 
  
According to several studies (Gordon, 00; Gaddis, 01; Robert, 00), a productive 
website should contain the following elements in addition to a locus for 
journalists: 
 

• Interactivity – the website should provide tools to engage the audience to 
look further to see what is new with the company 

• Currency – the website should be updated regularly (at least weekly) with 
new information  

• Contact information –telephone, fax and email 
• Feedback outlets 

 
The most essential element according to (Gaddis, op. cit) is an outlet for feedback. 
“Feedback mechanisms can provide valuable information to a company. 
Information can be used to determine if change is necessary, to contact potential 
consumers and to evaluate future and present public relations programming. The 
possibilities are endless.” 
 
Feedback outlets can take many forms: message boards on the website, direct 
email to the organization, and online surveys.  
 
Feedback forums are only effective if the traffic and content are monitored. Time 
spent on the site, volume of activity, movement through the site, items searched 
and content analyzed should all be regularly evaluated. 
 
Feedback also provides a way for stakeholders and others to feel directly involved 
with the corporation. It is an electronic version of interactivity, building support 
and loyalty. 
 
3. ACCESSIBILITY.  A third critical factor mentioned in many studies (Chia, 01) is 
accessibility or findability. Driving traffic to the site is crucial. If one cannot find 
the website, there is no utility. Websites should be registered with as many search 
engines as possible and a multitude of highly used keywords should be attached 
to the site. The opportunity of having the organization’s website linked to other 
sites (partnering) should be aggressively pursued. The web address should be 
included on all communication materials. 
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According to (Coombs, 99) accessibility is easily measured by asking the website 
director how many search engines the site is linked to – the more the better. 
Correlation between a high accessibility measure and the number of search 
engines registered by the site should be typically at or above .75 (Pearson 
correlations). The accessibility measure was established by the Dowling, (op. cit) 
study. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
A total of 700 surveys were mailed to corporate public relations directors in the 
United States using the Public Relations Society of America membership directory 
(Blue Book), and directories from the International Association of Business 
Communicators and the Southern Federation of Public Relations. Educators were 
excluded. Employing a systematic sample methodology (with replacement) the 
combined listing produced 700 names. Many practitioners hold memberships in 
one or more of these organizations. The survey was carried out during the fall of 
2004.  
 
Data were generated from all 50 states plus the District of Columbia. A second 
mailing was sent to those not responding to the first wave.  The method yielded a 
56% return rate (451 practitioners). Eighty-eight questionnaires were incomplete 
or otherwise unusable, yielding a nationally representative sample of 363 
individuals.  
 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
Part one of the questionnaire provided demographic information relating to the 
respondent’s age, organizational size, location, and years in public relations, title 
and public relations practitioner’s specialty. Practitioners’ ages ranged between 
26 and 59+ years old, the median age was 41; years of experience in the field 
ranged between one and 15 years, the median was 8 years. The sample was 
generated to include a balance between organizations with the following 
attributes: 
 
 

a. Age:  
      The age of the respondent. 
 
b. Organizational size:  

Measured the number of employees in the respondent’s organization. 
Small (less than 75); medium (76-199); large (200-500) and; mega (500+). 

 
c. Location:  

Organizations were selected from the Public Relations Society of America's 
ten districts. Results were collapsed into four regions to represent the 
United States (North; South; East; West). 
 

d. Years practicing public relations: 
 Varied from less than five to more than fifteen years. 
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e. Titles: 

 Department/manager title levels consisted of technician, manager or vice-
president. 
 

f. Specialty: 
Public relations specialty areas included corporate, counseling, service 
(non-profit), government, education, political and financial.  

 
 CRITERION VARIABLES   
 
Each respondent was asked to respond to a series of questions seeking to 
measure the level of information targeted to journalists (journalist’s Information 
index) on the website. Respondents were also asked questions regarding the 
amount of information on the website designed for stakeholders (stakeholder site 
information index) including questions related to website accessibility. 
 
a. Journalistic Information. This variable was measured by asking a series of four 
questions related to content posted on the website designed for journalists. The 
questions examined the extent to which breaking news, corporate facts, the 
presence of listservs and organizational contacts were reflected on the 
organization’s website. Each of these four attributes was measured by asking four 
Likert-type questions. A higher sum-score in each of the four categories reflected 
a higher presence of journalistic information on the organization’s website. The 
score varied from four (low presence) to eleven (high presence) within each of the 
four journalistic information elements.  
 
Once the scores were established for each of the four elements they were 
summed (jisum) to provide an overall measure for journalistic information. These 
sum scores were then indexed (jindx) to provide a more precise overall measure 
for the presence of journalistic information.  
 
b. Stakeholder Site Information. This variable was measured by asking a series of 
four questions related to content posted on the website designed for the 
organization’s stakeholders. The questions examined the extent to which 
interactivity, corporate contacts, a feedback device and site currency were 
reflected on the organization’s website. Each of these four attributes was also 
measured by asking four Likert-type questions. A higher sum-score in each of the 
four categories reflected a higher presence of stakeholder site information on the 
organization’s website. The score varied from four (low presence) to eleven (high 
presence) within each of the four stakeholder site information elements.  
 
Once the scores were established for each of the four elements they were 
summed (sisum) to provide an overall measure for stakeholder site information. 
These sum scores were then indexed (sindx) to provide a more precise overall 
measure for the presence of stakeholder site information.  
 
RESULTS 
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The survey yielded 363 responses from public relations practitioners in North 
American firms and organizations. 
 
SAMPLE VALIDITY 
 
The demographic variables were used to reflect the true population. They 
provided a realistic measure of the distribution of the demographics of website 
managers throughout the United States. Two of the seven demographic variables 
proved especially significant in the analysis. 
 

1.The first variable, location initially employed the 10 
North American membership districts of the Public 
Relations Society of America, Inc. and reflected 
membership in the International Association of 
Business Communicators and the Southern Public 
Relations Federation. After the results were initially 
scanned, the districts were collapsed into 4 main 
quadrants:  

 
(2) North (New York, New England, Maryland, DC, Philadelphia and 

Connecticut);  
(3) South (Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, 

Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma, 
(4) Midwest (Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska, 

Minnesota, and Michigan), and;  
(5) West (California, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Washington State, 

Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico.  
 
The distribution across the four location quadrants was reasonably balanced with 
26.4 percent from the North; 29.8% from the South; 20.4% from the Midwest and 
23.4% from the West. (Figure 1). 
 
 

Figure 1. Frequency Distribution for Collapsed Location 
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2. A second variable, age, measured the age of each of the respondent’s within 
the surveyed organizations. Once again, there was balance between the three 
categories (26 to 37 years of age, 38 to 49 years of age and 50 years old and 
above. The percentages for each of the three categories were 39.4%, 27%, and 
33.6%, respectively. (Figure 2). 
 

Figure 2. Frequency Distribution for Respondent Age 
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3. Organizational size was measured by computing the number of employees 
working for each organization to provide a balanced mix of small versus large 
companies (small – less than 75; medium - 75 to 199, and; large – 200 to 499 
employees. The percentages for each of the four categories of organizational size 
were 44%, 31% and 23.7% respectively. (Figure 3). 
 

Figure 3. Frequency Distribution for Organizational Size 
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4. The survey was directed toward public relations organizations, and the majority 
of the responses indicated the title of the respondent charged with the 
responsibility of maintaining the website was manager (46%). Forty-one percent % 
of the total respondents were technicians and 12.7% were titled vice-president 
(these were mainly located in smaller companies). (Figure 4). 
 

Figure 4. Frequency Distribution for Respondent’s Title 
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5. Lastly, the sample data measured the specialty, i.e., the type of specialized 
service generated by the company.  25.3% percent of the firms were involved in 
either corporate or counseling public relations; 30.6% created services for 
clients/customers (Red Cross, United Way, etc…); 31% were governmental 
agencies (state, local, national); 7.4% were educational specialists (secondary 
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schools, colleges and universities), and; 5% reported the specialty of political 
public relations. (Figure 5) 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Frequency Distribution for Respondent’s Specialty 
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6. Cross tabulations. 
Cross tabulations were generated to determine if any significant relationships 
existed between the demographic (predictor) variables and the criterion measures 
of journalistic information, stakeholder information and accessibility. 
 

a.One of the most interesting findings of the survey was the high 
correlation (r=. 32) between the collapsed location and the extent of 
journalist’s information carried on the website. The highest degree 
of journalistic information occurred in websites in the Western 
quadrant (21.2% of the reporting organizations). Those in the 
Northern quadrant were second (6.6%). There was much less 
evidence of journalistic directed information carried on websites in 
the Midwest (1%) and the South (3%).  (Figure 6a). (p <.02; r - .328). 

 
 

Figure 6: Collapsed Location by Journalist’s Info Index (JINDX) 
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Figure 6a: Collapsed Location by Journalist’s Info Index (JINDX) 
 

JINDX Journalists Info 
Index 

  1.00  lo 2.00  med 3.00  hi Total 
1.00 North (2,5,9) 42 30 24 96 
2.00 South(6,8,7) 81 4 23 108 
3.00  
Midwest(1,3) 67 3 3 73 

ColpsLoca 
Collapsed 
Location 

4.00  West(4,10) 7 1 77 85 
Total 197 38 127 362 

 
 

Figure 6b: Symmetric Measures: Collapsed Location by Journalist’s Info Index (JINDX) 
 

 Value

Asymp. 
Std. Error 

(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's R .328 .050 6.583 
Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Spearman 
Correlation .277 .056 5.459 

N of Valid Cases 362    
a Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c Based on normal approximation. 
 
b. Another significant finding, with a slightly higher correlation, was the 
relationship between the collapsed location and shareholder’s site information 
carried on the website. The highest display of shareholder site information 
occurred in websites in the Western quadrant (again, 21.2% of the reporting 
organizations). Those in the Northern quadrant were, once again, second (9.91%). 
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There was much less evidence of shareholder’s site information carried on 
websites in the South (6.6%) and the Midwest (1.6%).  (Figure 7). (p < .02; r = .353) 
 

Figure 7: Collapsed Location by Shareholders Site Info Index (SINDX) 
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Figure 7a: Collapsed Location by Shareholder’s Site Info Index (SINDX) 
 

SINDX  Site Information 
Index 

  1.00  lo 2.00  med 3.00  hi Total 
1.00  North (2,5,9) 57 3 36 96 
2.00  South(6,8,7) 80 4 24 108 
3.00  Midwest(1,3) 50 17 6 73 

ColpsLoca  
Collapsed 
Location 

4.00  West(4,10) 8 0 77 85 
Total 195 24 143 362 

 
  

 
 
 

Figure 7b: Symmetric Measures: Collapsed Location by Shareholder’s Site Info Index 
(SINDX) 

 

  Value 

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's R .353 .051 7.163 
Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Spearman 
Correlation .330 .054 6.623 

N of Valid Cases 362    
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c Based on normal approximation. 
 
c. The relationship between the age of the respondent and the extent of 
journalist’s information carried on the website also demonstrated a relatively high 
correlation. The highest degree of journalistic information occurred in websites 
produced by those between 27 and 36 years old (21.2%). Conversely, those 50 and 
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above produced websites with the least amount of information dedicated to 
journalists (25.3%). (Figure 8). (p <.02; r - .360) 
 
 

Figure 8: Age by Journalists Info Index (JINDX) 
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Figure 7a: Respondent’s Age by Journalist’s Info Index (JINDX) 
 

JINDX  Jourmalists Info 
Index 

  1.00  lo 2.00  med 3.00  hi Total 
1.00  26-37 52 13 77 142 
2.00  38-49 53 13 32 98 

d.age  
Age 

3.00  50- and above 92 12 18 122 
Total 197 38 127 362 
  

Figure 7a: Symmetric Measures: Respondent’s Age by Journalist’s Info Index (JINDX) 
 

 Value 

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Interval by 

Interval 
Pearson's R -.360 .047 -7.323 

Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Spearman 
Correlation -.357 .047 -7.255 

N of Valid Cases 362   
a  Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c Based on normal approximation. 
 
d. Similarly, the relationship between the age of the respondent and the extent of 
shareholder’s site information carried on the website also demonstrated a 
relatively high correlation. The highest display of shareholder’s site information 
occurred in websites produced by those between 27 and 36 years old (22.3%). 
Conversely, those 50 years old and above produced websites with the least 
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amount of information dedicated to shareholders (26.4%) (Figure 8). (p <.02; r - 
.360). 
 

Figure 8: Age by Shareholder’s Site Information Index (SINDX) 
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Figure 8a: Age by Shareholder’s Site Information Index (SINDX) 
 

SINDX Site Information 
Index 

  1.00  lo 2.00  med 3.00  hi Total 
1.00  26-37 52 9 81 142 
2.00  38-49 47 8 43 98 

d.age  
Age 

3.00  50- and 
above 96 7 19 122 

Total 195 24 143 362 
 

  
Figure 8a: Symmetric Measures: Age by Shareholder’s Site Information Index 

(SINDX) 
 

  Value

Asymp. 
Std. 

Error(a) 
Approx. 

T(b) 
Interval by 
Interval 

Pearson's R -.369 .047 -7.541 
Ordinal by 
Ordinal 

Spearman 
Correlation -.367 .047 -7.485 

N of Valid Cases 362    
a Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
c Based on normal approximation. 
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Conclusions 
 
The findings of this study, although modest in nature, clearly indicate the 
importance of the website as an additional tool in the corporate public 
relations practitioner’s toolbox. Although the World Wide Web has been 
functional for over 15 years now, it seems public relations practitioners 
need to pay more attention to this important communication device and its 
value to the corporation’s image and relationship with its various publics. 
Several critical relationships were discovered in this study.  
 
Perhaps one of the most striking findings in the study was the high 
correlation (r = .32) between collapsed location and the degree to which 
journalists were addressed in the corporate websites. The West coast is 
indeed on the “cutting edge” of wise use of the corporate website as a 
communication device. Over 21 per cent of the reporting organizations in 
the Western quadrant reported the highest degree of information directed 
at journalists. This may be a result of more aggressive journalists who, 
through multiple requests, actually “pull” the organizations to provide 
information, rather than the firms simply “pushing” information down the 
pipeline.  
 
Either way, it is obvious as journalists become more pressed for time in the 
reporting of multiple stories, they will turn to the easiest access, the 
corporate website. By providing the most up-to-date information in the 
form of an on-line “press room,” corporations can capitalize on journalists’ 
natural inclination to find information in the most efficient way possible. If 
the information is not there, or is not current, the journalist may decide not 
to do the story.  
 
Not only do the organizations in the Western quadrant tend to supply more 
information to journalists, they also provide more information for 
stockholders and the public-at-large. A slightly higher correlation (r = .35) 
existed between the collapsed location (Western quadrant) and the amount 
of information carried on the website for the stakeholders. These 
organizations provided a good balance between interactivity, currency, 
contact information and feedback outlets. Once again, the provision of 
such mechanisms helps to build a relationship between the stakeholder 
and the organization, developing support and loyalty.  
 
Age also seemed to play a role in determining the amount of journalistic 
and stakeholder information provided on the organization’s website. The 
younger the person responsible for website development, the more 
information provided. This supports the fact there is greater familiarity with 
the web among younger targets. Older adults (50 plus) do not recognize, to 
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the same degree, the value of the web as a primary information source. But 
it is crucial to recognize younger journalists and stakeholders often turn to 
the Web first when searching for information.  
 
An additional aspect to Web-based information is its ability to offer an 
“alternative to older, text-based hierarchical directory schemes. Hypertext 
documents allow readers to move from point to point nonsequentially 
because information is stored at networked locations or nodes” (Witmer, 
00). Not only does this provide easier access, but also presents the 
opportunity to incorporate graphics, video, 3D images, audio and other 
enhancements. Such additional data makes the Web an excellent public 
relations tool. 
 
The significant correlations developed in this study between location of the 
organization, age of respondents and degree to which the web was used 
for supplying information to both journalists and stakeholders indicate a 
trend toward a more sophisticated use of the Web as public relations tool 
developing in the West and moving East and South.  
  
The findings are supported by the validity of the sample in terms of size 
and response rate. The sample had excellent representation among the 
variables of location, age of respondents, title of respondent, organization 
size, and specialty.  
 
Obviously, further research needs to be conducted to solidify this trend 
and verify it. As use of the Web continues to grow, more research can be 
conducted to determine which factors result in a better and more 
sophisticated use of the Web as device for providing information to 
journalists and for engaging stakeholders.  
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Quis obsecro, nisi penitus amens logomachias has sine risu toleraret? Nec in 
Thalmud, nec in Alchoran, sunt tam horrendae blasfemiae. Haec nos hactenus 
audire ita sumus alsuefacti, ut nihil miremur. Futurae vero generationes stupenda 
haec iudicabunt. Stupenda sunt vere, plusquam ea daemonum inventa, quae 
Valentinianis tribuit Irenaeus.  
I implore you, who in his sane mind could tolerate such logomachias without 
bursting into laughter? Not in the Talmud, nor in the Qu’ran can one find such 
horrendous blasphemies. But we are accustomed to hear them to the point that 
nothing astonishes us. Future generations will judge them obscure. Indeed, they 
are obscure, much more than the diabolic inventions which Irenaeus attributed to 
the Valentinians.  
Michael Servetus   Christianismi Restitutio, De Trinitate, lib. I. p. 46. 

 
Si locum mihi aliquem ostendas, quo verbum illud filius olim vocetur, fatebor me 
victum. Christianismi Restitutio,  
If you show me a single passage in which the Son was called the Word, I will give 
up. 
Michael Servetus,  Christianismi Restitutio, De Trinitate, lib. III p. 108. 
   

Abstract 
 
    This paper attempts to explain the sources of the central Christian doctrine about the 
nature of deity. We can trace a continuous line of thought from the Greek philosophy to 
the development of the doctrine of the Trinity. The first Christian doctrine was developed 
by Justin Martyr (114-165 C.E.). He speculated on religious matters in philosophical 
terms of his time. He introduced new concepts and phrases not found in the synoptic 
Gospels and followed Philo's road to Hellenization of the Hebrew myth. The primary 
influence exerted on him was the writings of the Greek Middle Platonic philosopher 
Numenius of Apamea (fl. ca 150 C.E.). Numenius in turn followed the Platonic tradition 
via Xenocrates of Chalcedon (d. 314 B.C.E.). 
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Introduction                        
 
Until the middle of the XIXth century the world was considered to be static and not 

undergoing changes. The same was extended to the realm of ideas and especially to religious 
views and doctrines, which, it was believed, were established once and for ever. This was to be 
changed with the development of new evolutionary ideas which were applied not only to the 
external world where the process was originally discovered, but also to the ideology, and 
obviously to the religious thought. We came to the realization that religious ideology, theology, 
evolves with the rest of the human endeavors. Thus we can label the XXIst century as the 
century of evolutionary outlook.  

There are two, it seems so far, major directions of thought, though overlapping, related to 
religion: 1. One is the critical study and reevaluation of the written sources of various religions, 
in Christianity in modern times probably initiated by Samuel Reimarus at the end of the XVIIth 
century. 2. The other one is a diversified movement which tends to accommodate the natural 
sciences to religious doctrines or religious doctrines to natural sciences, depending on whom we 
ask. As initiators of this type of approach we may consider Pierre Theilhard de Chardin, Alfred 
North Whitehead, and Charles Hartshorne.1 This movement labeled as “process theology”  is 
expressed in religious formulations derived only from the philosophical speculations.  
 
The Key Theoretical Issue 
1. Warning by Erasmus 

The key theoretical issue in the first movement is the interpretation of the office, status, 
and person of Jesus. It was traditionally formulated and codified, even in the law, in the form of 
the trinitarian dogma. The incendiary character of this issue was already feared by Erasmus who 
wrote prophetically in the preface to the 1523 edition of The Trinity of the church Father, Hilary 
of Poitiers (ca 315-367)2:  

The ancients philosophized very little about divine things.  The 
curious subtlety of the Arians drove the orthodox to greater 
necessity .... Let the ancients be pardoned .... but what excuse is 
there for us, who raise so many curious, not to say impious, 
questions about matters far removed from our nature?  We define 
so many things which may be left in ignorance or in doubt without 
loss of salvation.  Is it not possible to have fellowship with the 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit without being able to explain 
philosophically the distinction between them and between the 
nativity of the Son and the procession of the Holy Spirit?  If I 
believe the tradition that there are three of one nature, what is 
the use of labored disputation? If I do not believe, I shall not be 
persuaded by any human reasons .... You will not be damned if 
you do not know whether the Spirit proceeding from the Father 
and the Son has one or two beginnings, but you will not escape 
damnation, if you do not cultivate the fruits of the Spirit which are 
love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, long suffering, 
mercy, faith, modesty, continence, and chastity .... The  sum of our 
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religion is peace and unanimity, but these can scarcely stand unless 
we define as little as possible, and in many things leave each one  
free to follow his own judgment, because there is great obscurity in 
many  matters, and man suffers from this almost congenital disease 
that he will not  give in when once a controversy is started, and 
after he is heated he regards as absolutely true that which he began 
to sponsor quite  casually .... Many problems are now reserved for 
an ecumenical council.  It would be better to defer questions of this 
sort to the time when, no longer in a glass darkly, we see God face 
to face .... Formerly, faith was in life rather than in the pro-
fession of creeds.  Presently, necessity required that articles be 
drawn up, but only a few with apostolic sobriety.  Then the 
depravity of the heretics exacted a more precise scrutiny of the 
divine books .... When faith came to be in writings rather than 
in hearts, then there were almost as many faiths as men. 
Articles increased and sincerity decreased.  Contention grew 
hot and love grew cold. The doctrine of Christ, which at first 
knew no hair splitting, came to depend on the aid of 
philosophy. This was the first stage in the decline of the 
Church .... The injection of the authority of the emperor into this 
affair did not greatly aid the sincerity of faith .... When faith is in 
the mouth rather than in the heart, when the solid knowledge of 
Sacred Scripture fails us, nevertheless by terrorization we drive 
men to believe what they do not believe, to love what they do not 
love, to know what they do not know.  That which is forced cannot 
be sincere, and that which is not voluntary cannot please Christ.3    

 
2. Four patterns of Christianity  
 Someone estimated that there have been about 23,000 Christianities. This 
may be an optimistic underestimate – one should say rather that there are 
probably as many Christianities as there are believers claiming to be Christians. 
Such a statement, however, is not productive for the evaluation of the evolution of 
a religion. It would be better if we could differentiate some general patterns in the 
development of the key religious doctrine. It seems that the evolution of 
Christianity can be analyzed in terms of four general patterns:  
1. Jewish Messianism with the figure of the Messiah as a glorified man and the 
expected earthly Kingdom of God. This is the basic message of the early 
Christianity though one can distinguish here the Pauline and Gospel varieties. 
This pattern was revived in the doctrine of the Socinian Church in the XVIth   

century.4  
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2. Hellenistic Christianity in its two forms: in one the Messiah figure was 
transformed into the cosmic Greek Logos; in the other, the Gnostic in which the 
Logos is only one of many divine manifestations.  
3. Trinitarian or syncretic Christianity which tends to reemphasize the Unitarian 
character of the divinity, preserving the Greek triadic speculations, and 
incorporating especially the Egyptian triune doctrine.  
4. Servetian Unitarian Christianity which interprets the divinity and its 
manifestations as a historical, modalistic process. This pattern found its modern 
expression in the so-called “process theology” of which Servetus was a 
precursor.”5  
Not all elements of these four patterns did appear in a historical sequence and the 
Trinitarian synthesis for a variety of coincidental historical reasons became the 
dominant doctrine widely popularized,  
 
 The Christian churches, following the Roman Catholic church, maintained 
until recently that the doctrine of the triune God was contained in the scriptural 
texts of the Old and the New Testaments and that such was their message. The 
doctrine was firmly established in the fourth century by combining it with a 
means of coercion in the form of state law and preventing any independent 
scholarly study of the sacred texts. It took the Reformation and Radical 
Reformation to initiate a painful and often bloodily repressed process of a 
reevaluation of the sacred texts and a return to their original meaning.      
     The orthodox catholic Christian concept of the unity of God in the Trinity 
was developed slowly as a result of a long process of mixing various ideologies.6 
The whole idea of the Trinity came about as a syncretic development from the 
clash of: 1. The Hebrew Unitarian concept of God. 2. The Greek religious-
philosophical concepts of the nature of God and the powers governing the world; 
3. The mixing of the Greek religious ideas about a Savior who acts as a mediator 
between God and humans with the Hebrew concept of the Messiah, who was 
presented and expected as a national liberator; 4. The Egyptian religious concept 
of the triune divinity.  
     The acceptance of the trinitarian doctrine is based on human psychological 
conditioning. Even today, most Christians when facing the obvious scholarly 
arguments against the Trinity in the Scripture, bluntly refuse to consider them 
because they feel a threat to their piety for their belief in Jesus and the “Holy 
Spirit.” This concept reflects the presumed highest level of piety by ascribing to 
Christ-Messiah all possible perfections we can humanly imagine, thus equating 
him ontologically with the divinity.  
 
3. Old Testament and unity of God 
     God in the Old Testament is one par excellence and has several names, but 
his proper names is Yahweh (Yehovah). He is a God with mixed characteristics: 
he is father to his own chosen people, he made an eternal covenant with them, he 
is cruel and vengeful to the enemies of Israel, he is capricious in his mood and 
often acts immorally by our standards. God promised to the Israelites eternal 
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salvation in the form of a new  earthly Israel and a new world (supernatural or 
ideal) introduced by a human Messiah. His name as a father is nothing new. We 
find it in many cultures and it is associated with his function as a creator and 
protector of the nation, kings, and individual Israelites. Often his subjects are 
named his sons, often the entire nation, and especially prominent figures like 
kings and priests. God acts through his utterances, the Word (Davar, Logos), 
which may be considered his creative agent. Jews considered their history and the 
Law as a word revealed by Yahweh. Under the Greek influence certain concepts 
were introduced such as Wisdom (Sophía) into Jewish writings. There are in 
Proverbs, in the Wisdom of Solomon, and in the Wisdom of Sirach vivid 
statements about Wisdom as the company of God, as an image of his goodness, as 
the first born before all creation, and the worker of all things. It is easy to 
envisage it as a person and an agent. At the same time, it is acting in humans as 
human wisdom. Jews did not consider it as a separate entity, but rather as a divine 
attribute, God’s activity, and often as the Jewish Law which was considered to be 
pre-existent. Nevertheless, the Apologists used it as evidence of the pre-existence 
of the Word, and Arius as evidence that Christ was a created being.7  
      As to the Spirit, in the Old Testament the word “ruach” originally meant 
wind and breath. It was general view in antiquity that breathing was associated 
with acquiring the vivifying power that animated living things. Since God was 
considered the life-giving power, the term designated the all-pervading presence 
of God and his substance. But the term acquired several other meanings and was 
used in expressing the Spirit of Yahweh :  1. as an action of God, his creative 
force; 2. as his saving power; 3. as the charismatic effect and imparted spirit or 
gift to kings, judges, and especially to the messianic king; 4. as a power imparted 
to man and renewing him inwardly; 5. as an instrument illuminating the prophets 
and producing a special mood to understand the word of God and the strength to 
proclaim it. In the messianic age this outpouring of spirit will especially effect all 
people. Though the Spirit was described in personal terms, it is clear that the Jews 
and the writers of the Old Testament never regarded the Spirit as a person. In 
these formulations there is no concept of an additional “person” or “entity” in 
God, thus there is no basis for the ontological entity called the Holy Spirit.8   
     Though the Old Testament contains the term used for the development of 
the doctrine of the Trinity, “Nowhere in the Old Testament is there any solid 
evidence that a sacred writer viewed the Word of Yehovah as a personal being 
distinct from Yehovah (Yahweh) and thus had intentions of plurality within the 
Godhead. The Word of Yehovah is only Yehovah acting, or the means by which 
he revealed his will to men.”9 
 
4. The Trinity and modern scholarship 
     Anthony Buzzard in his exhaustive analysis of the Trinitarian question 
describes it in these words:   

It appears that expert Trinitarian exegesis often weakens the 
attempt to base the Trinity on Scripture.  There are no texts ad-
vanced in support of the Godhead which have not been assigned 
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another interpretation by Trinitarians themselves.  Can the biblical 
doctrine of God really be so obscure! It may be simpler to accept 
the shema of Israel and its belief in a unipersonal God.  Since this 
was the creed spoken by Jesus himself, it would seem to have an 
absolute claim to be the Christian creed.  Nothing of the glory of 
the Son is lost if he is recognized as the unique human 
representative of God for whom God created the whole universe.10  

      
Modern theologians come finally to acknowledge that there is nothing in 

the New Testament writings that would warrant discussion about the divinity of 
Jesus or his pre-existence and the Trinity. In his 1972 exhaustive study Edmund J. 
Fortman, a Catholic theologian, summarized it this way:  

The formulation of this dogma was the most important theological 
achievement of the first five centuries of the Church ... yet this 
monumental dogma, celebrated in the liturgy by the recitation of 
the Nicene creed, seems to many even within the Church to be a 
museum piece, with little or no relevance to the crucial problems 
of contemporary life and thought. And to those outside the Church, 
the trinitarian dogma is a fine illustration of the absurd length to 
which theology has been carried, a bizarre formula of ‘sacred 
arithmetic.’ 11  

Fortman’s study was followed recently by that of yet another Catholic theologian, 
Karl-Joseph Kuschel, and by that of Anthony F. Buzzard and Charles F. 
Hunting.12 The prominent Catholic theologian Karl-Josef Kuschel states:   

The New Testament does not know the pre-existence as a 
speculative theme. A pre-existence christology understood as an 
isolated, independent, atomized reflection on a divine being of 
Jesus Christ 'in' or 'alongside' God before the world, a sonship 
understood in metaphysical terms, is not the concern of the New 
Testament."  

 And he admits that the statement about pre-existence is not direct 
revelation, but a result of theological speculation.13  
     This speculation was developed in the first three centuries and though it is 
considered by the Christian church leaders as the most important theological 
doctrine of the Christianity, yet it has no relevance to the problems of human life 
and thought. It has no basis in the Scriptures regarded as the foundation of the 
Christian religion. It is simply the best illustration of the absurdity of the 
theological deliberations. One can understand, however, why it was possible to 
develop such a bizarre doctrine if one follows the evolutionary pattern of the rise 
of the new religion.  
      Let us ponder now what a theological speculation is. Father Ceslaus 
Velecky, one of the translators and commentators of Thomas Aquinas, states that 
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theology is examining ”ideas and words” about “what God told us about himself 
... through prophets and apostles.” And he admits that if it were not for the 
disclosure in the Scripture, the idea of  “three Selfs” of God ”would never have 
occurred to us.”14 But the “disclosure” or revelation never meant those things 
deduced from it by Thomas and the whole rest of the post-Nicene tradition. To 
understand the true meaning of the words and concepts used in the Scriptures one 
has to consider the mentality of the people who wrote them and the ideological, 
world view context of the epoch in which they appeared. Some of these topics 
were recently exhaustively studied and we refer the reader to these studies.15  
 The subject of my study is to examine how the main doctrine of 
Christianity evolved: what are its philosophical and religious foundations, how 
the scriptural texts themselves arose and how their reading evolved with time in 
the clash of cultures. This process did not stop and new readings appear even 
today, though far removed from the original intention of the scriptural texts, as 
they are confronted especially with a better and verifiable explanation of reality, 
both human and cosmic, produced by rational inquiry including what we call 
today the scientific approach.16  In my presentation today I would like to focus on 
one topic, namely, how the first Christian doctrine, besides the doctrine of Paul 
which we may classify as radically Jewish,17 was developed.  
 
Justin Martyr and the First Christian Doctrine 
 

Justin Martyr (114-165 C.E) is the first Christian apologist who speculated 
on religious matters in philosophical terms of his time and attempted to build a 
coherent system of thought.18 Due to his background in Greek schooling,19 he 
introduced new concepts and phrases not found in the synoptic Gospels and 
followed Philo's road to Nicaea. His doctrines were formed under the influence of 
various religious and philosophical trends of his time. He was influenced by 
Jewish biblical exegesis, by Judeo-Christian writings, by Christian Gnostic 
doctrines, by current Greek religious doctrines, and by Middle Platonism. 
However, the primary influence  exerted on him were the writings of Philo of 
Alexandria, whom he mentions by name three times in the Dialogue with 
Trypho,20 and the Greek philosopher Numenius. But Justin does not adhere to 
Philo's doctrines slavishly, he expands the doctrines and concepts of Philo mixing 
them with the philosophical interpretations of Numenius and adapts such a 
mixture to the new Christian story recorded in the Gospels. Justin, in turn, 
influenced other Christian writers and was quoted by Tatian, his disciple, 
Athenagoras, Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Eusebius of Caesarea.  
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Justin's Metaphysical Triad 
The Father 

In defending Christians against accusations from the Hellenes that they 
were "atheists," Justin presents the argument that they confess the belief and 
worship the Triad, though one feels that he senses a conflict between this 
formulation and assertion of believing in one God: "We revere and worship Him 
Most True God 'who is the Father of justice, temperance, and the other virtues' 
and the Son who came forth from Him [τε καℜ τόv παρ' α⇔τo¬ υ⊇όv, ελθόvτα] 
and taught us these things, ... and the Prophetic Spirit [πvε¬µά πρoφητικ∈v]."21 
And a little later:  "We worship the Creator of this world .... Our Teacher of these 
things is Jesus Christ, who was born for this end, and who was crucified .... We 
shall prove that we worship Him with reason, since we have learned that He is the 
Son of the living God Himself, and believe Him to be in the second place, and the 
Prophetic Spirit [Pneuma] in the third."22 The Triadic formula is also used in the 
baptism which was interpreted as a "rebirth," "remission of the sins formerly 
committed," and a sort of moral illumination with the divine force, full Logos.23 
Other instances of this formula are the eucharistic prayer and blessing offered at 
the ceremonial communal meal.24 These passages remind one quite literally of the 
writing of Numenius. Justin differs from Numenius in that he ascribes biblical 
appellations to each divine entity whereas Numenius describes them in 
philosophical Platonic categories. Moreover, the Second divine entity is 
represented by an individual, Jesus Christ who, from the Jewish Messiah became 
now the Greek Savior. These passages seem to be an expression of a belief in 
three separate divine entities with three different names. But one has to analyze 
what Justin says further about these three names to find out what the relationship 
is between them. 

The concept of God among early Christians was the same as that 
represented by the Hebrew biblical texts since they considered themselves Jews. 
In Hellenistic Judaism God acquired, in addition, certain characteristics typical of 
Greek metaphysical thought such as his cosmic function and transcendentality 
without losing his previous characteristics. Such an interpretation of God became 
useful and more appropriate later for Pauline Christians when Paul introduced an 
ontological intermediary between God and man in the form of the pneumatic 
being, Christ. At the same time the revelation of Christ replaced the Torah as the 
ruling moral and ritual law.  

Justin basically inherited from Hellenistic Judaism such a mixed Greco-
Jewish picture of the deity. God the Father is described by Justin as the Father of 
virtues,25 or the Father and Creator of all [τo¬ πάvτωv πατρ∈ς καℜ 
δηµιoυργo¬],26 the only unbegotten and impassible God [Θε δ∞ τ γεvvήτ 
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καℜ παθε℘],27 that is unchangeable and immovable in accordance with his 
Middle Platonic conception of God. 

The concept of an unmoved God, the first mover, was introduced by 
Aristotle into Middle Platonism probably through Eudorus of Alexandria (fl. ca 
25 B.C.E.) who emphasized the transcendence of God (the Supreme God) as "The 
One."28 By this Justin, as well as Philo, denied any spatial movement, spatial 
determination or change of nature to God29 and intended to refute the Stoic 
concept of an immanent God and identification of God with the world. But this 
concept remains more a philosophical notion than a religious assertion since 
neither Philo nor Justin  adhere to it, but represent God, in accordance with the 
very strong Hebrew tradition, as remaining "in a place to himself,"30 or 
"remaining in a place wherever it may be" or describing God as one "who is in the 
heavens" or the "Lord who dwells in heaven."31 

The description of God as unbegotten ( γέvvητoς) was commonly used in 
Greek philosophy with the meaning that God had existence without external 
source, thus he was a self-causing being.32 Justin uses this term to distinguish the 
existence of God the Father from that of Christ, the Son of God who had a 
beginning and a cause.  

On the contrary, God is the Maker or Creator himself and there is no 
higher God than the Creator.33 This was a response made to the claim of the 
Christian Gnostics who, following  Platonic doctrines, maintained that the God of 
the Old Testament as Creator (Demiurge) could not be a true God but a God of 
evil if he had contact with matter. Therefore, they postulated the existence of 
another good God of the New Testament as an absolutely transcendent deity and 
different in kind. Justin, on the contrary, insisted on the continuity of the Old and 
the New Testaments and identity of the Gods represented there. Thus he always 
describes God as the Maker or Creator (δηµιoυργός) to the extent that he forgets 
about the share which he ascribed in the process to the Logos.         

And following the Hebrew tradition Justin declares that He has no name, 
but because of His good deeds and functions He has several appellations 
(πρoσρήσεις): "The words Father, and God, and Creator, and Lord, and Master 
are not real names, but rather terms of address derived from His beneficent deeds 
[∈ δέ 'πατ←ρ' καℜ 'Θεoς' καℜ 'κτίστης' καℜ 'κύριoς' καℜ 'δεσπότης' o⇔κ 
∉vόµατά ƒστιv, avλλ'ƒκ τω/v ε⇔poiiw/n καℜ tw/n ♣ργωv [α⇔τo¬] 
πρoσρήσεις]."34 This namelessness is a consequence of God's being unbegotten 
since the name must be given by a predecessor and "No one gives a name to the 
ineffable [or unutterable ρρητoς] God."35 For Philo names were symbolic of 
created things; therefore not applicable to an uncreated God.36  

By using the term "unutterable" Justin wants to emphasize still more the 
transcendentality of God, his incomprehensibility and inaccessibility to the human 
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mind. Thus Justin needed a revelation by the Logos/Christ concerning the 
religious ritual with some moral power (e.g., baptism),37 doctrinal education,38 
and moral instruction.39  

Thus God in Justin's concept was not a being completely alienated from 
the world and, as such, had to be active though unmoved. Following Aristotle's  
assumption that God, though an Absolute, must have some activity to be useful 
for mankind,40 Justin, Philo, and the Middle Platonists ascribed to God the 
function of thinking and causing existence to all things, and through the 
intermediary power the function of administering, forming, and ordering the 
world. Justin made God the cause of the Second God, "God is the cause of His 
(the Second God's) power and of His being Lord and God."41 And paraphrasing 
Plato, who Justin claims imitated Christians, he implies that God the Father is the 
First God.42 Moreover, wanting to contrast the Christian God with that of the 
Stoics, he emphasized the autonomy and freedom of action of God.43 But Justin 
could not explain how a transcendent God could interact with the world without 
an intermediary.  
The Son 

The second name is the Son, who, according to Justin, "came forth from 
Him [the Father] and taught us these things [justice, temperance, and other 
virtues]  ... and the Prophetic Spirit [Pneuma] [τ∈ πρoφητικ∈v πvε¬µα]."44 The 
structure of the sentence indicates that the Son is treated as a separate being 
different from God (he came from God) and from the Prophetic Spirit (Pneuma). 
This is stressed more when Justin, as if expanding Philo's theory of the two 
powers of God, and making reference to  Numenius' Second God, insists on the 
identification of the Son with a Spirit (incorporeal Pneuma which was the 
essence, i.e., being and  substance of divinity), therefore a separate being, and not 
only a power (i.e., an attribute) of God: "It is not right, therefore, to understand 
the Spirit [πvε¬µα = Pneuma] and the Power [δύvαµις] of God as anything else 
than the Logos, who is also the First-begotten of God [ς καℜ πρωτότoκoς τ 
Θε ƒστι], as Moses, the previously mentioned Prophet, has stated."45 Justin 
speaks here as if he tried to correct some erroneous views being spread around. 
And he explains the identity of the Son using the common philosophical term of 
an intermediary between God and the visible world. The Logos Son is thus a 
pneumatic effluence from God which view will be confirmed by Justin in his 
treatment of the spermatic Logos. We learn that the First-begotten, the Son, is the 
Logos and a Spirit (Pneuma) and the Power of God. More explicitly and 
following Philo and the Middle Platonists directly, Justin teaches us that the Son 
is also the Power and the Logos: "The first power after God the Father and Lord 
of all things is the Logos [Word] [Ή γ ρ πρώτη δύvαµις µετ  τ∈v πατέρα 
πάvτωv καℜ δεσπότηv Θε∈v καℜ υ⊇∈ς  Λόγoς ƒστιv], who is also His Son, 
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who assumed human flesh and became man in the manner which we shall 
presently explain."46 "And it was this Spirit [Pneuma] who came upon the virgin, 
overshadowed (or rather overpowered) her and, brought it about that she became 
pregnant, not by sexual intercourse, but by divine power."47 In the last statements 
Justin indicates that it was the Logos itself, and not the Holy Spirit (Holy 
Pneuma), as the Third Divinity, who was the agent of its own incarnation. There 
are also statements of Justin which suggest directly that Jesus Christ was born 
through the power of the Logos which was given to Him from the Father.48 This 
means that the Logos engineered its own conception by the power received from 
God the Father.   

This strong subordinate relationship between the Son and the Father is still 
more emphasized when Justin claims that the power of Christ to overcome 
demons has been given to Him by God.49 Moreover, his resurrection was 
accomplished by the power of God.50 Justin states: "[He, Christ] boasts not in 
accomplishing anything through His own will or might."51 Christ, though sinless, 
was in need of salvation and this was accomplished by his resurrection.52 He was 
in the power of death like every man, thus He had to descend into Hades, where 
He waited for his resurrection and return to heaven, where He is preparing for His 
glorious second coming.53 

A tradition that the Power of God and the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) are the 
same must have been around in Justin's time.54 It must have represented the oldest 
Christian/Jewish belief since Justin gives his explanation just before quoting Luke 
(1:31-35) that Jesus was conceived by the intervention of the Holy Spirit 
(Pneuma) (τ∈  γιov πvε¬µα). And in the Christian tradition until the end of the 
fourth century it was maintained that the Logos was the agent of the miraculous 
conception.55  

Jesus' generation was nothing new in the Hellenic and Mediterranean 
world where Zeus begat sons and daughters with human women, and even 
without sexual connotations as Justin himself admits.56 And the virgin birth was 
chosen as the mechanism of incarnation because this process did not involve a 
sexual process which was considered a sin.57 Jesus thus is called the Son of God 
in accordance with Greek usage.  

But when he is also called the Christ then reference is made to the Hebrew 
meaning of the term “Son of God” as the human Messiah and ruler over Jews. 
And  Justin makes a twist expanding the old Hebrew prophecies as referring to the 
coming of the supernatural cosmic being Christ, which we might term the 
Christian Messiah, and His rule over the world.58 This cosmic being has now a 
universal salvation function which was expected in the Hellenic world. Thus the 
Jewish Messiah was transformed by Justin into the Greek Savior. 

Addressing the Greeks, Justin explains: "When, indeed, we assert that the 
Logos, our Teacher Jesus Christ, who is the First-begotten of God the Father [ 
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ƒστι πρ′τov γέvvηµα τo¬ Θεo¬], was not born as the result of sexual relations ... 
we propose nothing new or different from that which you say about the so-called 
sons of Jupiter."59 Thus Jesus Christ and the Logos as a pneumatic being, who is 
the First-born, is the same being since "the Logos Himself, who assumed a human 
form ... became man, and was called Jesus Christ."60 Whereas Philo could not 
decide whether the Creative Power of God or Logos should become a separate 
pneumatic being, Justin emphasizes its individuality. Moreover, it became 
incarnated in the person of Jesus following the usual Greek method of 
impregnating human women by the action of the Power of God. 

We face head on in these passages a crucial ideological distinction 
between Hebrew and Greek/Mediterranean61 cultures. The original Hebrew 
concept of the Son of God acquired the Greek meaning. Justin clearly took the 
term literally; moreover, he equated the biblical (Old and New Testament 
Messiah/Christ) with the Greek cosmic Logos and that found in the works of 
Philo of Alexandria.62  

There is also another important issue involved here. The Greek term 
pneuma is translated usually as spirit (from the Latin spiritus), and technically it 
means the same thing in Latin. In modern languages and usage, the term acquired 
a different meaning from the original one it had in antiquity and writings of the 
first Christians. It was a technical term derived from the Stoic philosophy which 
described a divine substance, a substance of divine beings – God, angels, souls – 
and though it was incorporeal (or sometimes corporeal) it was a certain most 
tenuous substance considered active and intelligent, close to air, cosmic fire, or 
ether, depending on the philosophical system. This substance was not matter, 
however, since matter was composed of the four usual elements and considered 
passive. The concept itself has roots in the Sumerian/Akkadian religious doctrines 
from which it was transferred to the Hebrew Bible.63 The term is an exact 
equivalent of the term  (Ruach) in Hebrew when not used in its 
metaphorical meaning. God was something very tenuous, but in spite of the 
attribute given to him as being unconfined ( χώρητός), was represented in Greek, 
Hebrew, and Christian cultures as located in a physically limited space, the 
heaven, which was also the abode of all other divine beings, and made of the 
incorporeal, tenuous substance.64 Theophilus (fl. ca 180), bishop of Antioch, used 
the term in exactly the same meaning.65,66 

Whether or not we consider the "spirit [pneuma] borne above the water" as 
a separate being derived from God the Father, e.g., the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) or 
God himself, the divine substance was the pneuma and it was one and the same 
regardless of how many beings were "begotten" from one and the same God.  

Moreover, the pneumatic beings, like the Logos, angels, demons, and 
souls, could have physical sensations and interactions with humans, were spatially 
delineated, could be spatially displaced, and even, in the case of the evil angels, 
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the demons, were to be subjected to eternal physical suffering in eternal fire.67 
The demons were located somewhere in a limited physical space (underground in 
Hades, Gehenna or Tartarus; the earth [land] was considered to be flat in the 
biblical worldview).68 

This understanding of pneuma was explicitly indicated by Tertullian in his 
Contra Praxean and in De Carne Christi. After a lengthy discussion of the 
generation of the Logos  which "is a certain substance, constructed by the Spirit 
[Pneuma]," Tertullian proves that its substance must be the same as the pneuma of 
God:   

For who will deny that God is a body, although God is a Spirit 
[Spiritus]? For Spirit has  a bodily substance of its own kind, in its 
own form. Now, even if invisible things, whatsoever they be, have 
both their substance and their form in God, whereby they are 
visible to God alone, how much more shall that which has been 
sent forth from His substance not be without substance!69 

And discussing the nature of Christ's soul Tertullian makes a generalized  
statement: 
   Since, however, it [the soul] exists, it must needs have a something 

through which it exists. If it has this something, it must be its body 
[corpus eius]. Everything which exists is a bodily substance sui 
generis. Nothing lacks bodily existence but that which is non-
existent [Omne, quod est, corpus est sui generis. Nihil est 
incorporeale nisi quod non est].70  

 
To summarize: In the Old Testament there is only one pneuma, that is 

God's Pneuma (  r) the "stuff" of God and such is the usage of 
Philo and of Josephus (τ∈ πvε¬µα Θεo¬ or πvε¬µα τ∈ Θε℘ov). Josephus and 
Philo never speak of the Holy Ghost or Spirit (Pneuma). Justin, however, 
differentiates between God's Pneuma and the other Pneuma called by him either 
the Prophetic Pneuma or Holy Pneuma, without explaining its origin. We may, 
however, deduce its origin from his treatment of the next Pneuma, the Logos, and 
from the statement of Theophilus. Theophilus clearly identifies the Pneuma 
mentioned in Genesis 1: 2, contrary to the meaning of the text, as a separate 
Pneuma given out or emanated or radiated from God's Pneuma. Moreover, the 
second Pneuma in Justin, the Logos, is called God's Son and also Christ and was 
generated before all creation by some kind of emanation. It was, in the next stage, 
incarnated in man, Jesus. By a fancy interpretation of Lam. 4:20 where Jeremiah 
clearly speaks of the future Jewish and human Messiah as "The breath [pneuma] 
of our nostrils, the anointed [Messiah] of Yehowah," Justin misunderstood the 
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meaning of the translated Hebrew in the Septuagint as indicating the existence of 
the divine Pneuma of Christ. 
The Holy Spirit (Pneuma) or the Prophetic Spirit (Pneuma) 

In the already quoted passage, Justin states that Christians worship and 
adore the Triad together with "the host of the other good angels who follow and 
are made like Him [the Son]." Justin here is in agreement with most people of 
antiquity who filled the world with a plethora of divine beings. All of these divine 
beings, according to Justin, derive from one source and are produced by the same 
mechanism i.e., emanation or effluence of the divine substance, Pneuma, from the 
One God. The third pneumatic individual of the Triad, the Holy Spirit (Pneuma), 
is represented by Justin in a variety of ways:  
1. One of the traditions refers to prophetic inspiration and utterances, and 
therefore Justin most often uses the name of the Prophetic Spirit (Pneuma) for its 
description. This tradition was universal and found in all cultures and religions, 
including Christianity. It was expressed in a variety of prophecies produced by the 
prophets in a state of ecstasy, of inspiration, or oracular utterances.71 This 
tradition is attested to by the existence of such words as ƒvθεάζω, ƒvθεόoµαι, 
♣vθεoς (to be inspired, full of the god, inspired by the god) -- all of which refer to 
the state of being full of god, to be filled by god (the English equivalent of it is 
enthusiasm). The Holy Spirit assumes a variety of roles and speaks through 
various characters. Justin often confuses the function  of both the Logos and the 
Prophetic Spirit claiming that all prophecies were inspired by the Logos: "I think 
that even you will concede that the Prophets are inspired by none other than the 
Divine Word (Logos)."72 Thus, the Prophetic Spirit mentioned frequently by 
Justin73 is positively identified by him as the Logos or the Son, and the prophetic 
function ascribed to the Holy Spirit was performed by the Divine Logos. Justin 
further elaborates on the manner in which the Logos acted in prophecies by 
saying that the utterances recorded by the prophets were "spoken by the Divine 
Logos who moves them" ( π∈ τo¬ κιvo¬vτoς α⇔τo⋅ς Θείoυ Λόγoυ), and which 
is equal to the Spirit (Pneuma) of  prophecy, but he spoke sometimes "as from the 
person [assuming the role or figure] of God, the Lord and Father of all" (〉ς π∈ 
πρoσπoυ τo¬ δεσπότoυ πάvτωv καℜ πατρ∈ς Θεoυ), sometimes "as from the 
person [assuming the role or figure] of Christ" (〉ς π∈ πρoσπoυ τo¬ Χριστo¬), 
sometimes "as from the person [assuming the role or figure] of the people 
answering the Lord or His Father" (〉ς π∈ πρoσπoυ λαw/v π∈ κριvoµέvωv τ 
κυρί καℜ τ πατρℜ  α⇔τo⋅).74 The Spirit (Pneuma) of prophecy also spoke 
through David.75 Therefore, Justin sometimes calls the Holy Spirit the Prophetic 
Spirit, sometimes the Logos, and sometimes God.76 In the Dialogue with Trypho 
Justin speaks only about two Divine Beings, the Father and the Son, perhaps in an 
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attempt to reconcile the Triadic Christian tradition with the prophetic Hebrew 
tradition of the Old Testament.  
2. In the Triadic tradition, which must have been popular among unsophisticated 
Christians of Gentile origin, the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) is represented as the Third 
Divine Being in the liturgical Christian tradition reported by Justin.77 Its 
generation is understood by a common mechanism for all other divine beings of 
lesser rank, i.e., by an effluence or emanation of God's Pneuma. But Justin could 
not ascribe to it any metaphysical function distinct from that of the Logos. 

Thus, in the final analysis we must conclude that in Justin's time there 
were already various traditions of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) and he simply 
reported them and used the language which seemed to him convenient in a given 
situation. One hypothesis, promoted by Goodenough,78 would have Justin 
ascribing to the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) primarily the Logos function of inspiring 
the prophets which was in operation before the incarnation of Christ. After Jesus’s 
baptism and descent of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) upon him, Christ assumed the 
former activity of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) and there would be no more 
prophets.79 The baptism of Christ remains an embarrassing event for Christians 
who assume the existence of the separate Logos or the trinitarian doctrine. 

Thus, according to Justin, there are three (or two) separate divine entities 
popularly worshipped by the Christians: God the Father whose substance is God's 
Pneuma, the second Pneuma is the Logos or the Son of God, and the third 
Pneuma is the Holy or Prophetic Pneuma. Justin, however, claims that in reality 
the two Pneumas, the Holy Pneuma and the Logos Pneuma are one and the same 
Pneuma and, only according to the functions it performs, it assumes different 
characteristics and identities, and therefore is described by different names. This 
method is typical for the Greek mentality and analysis, where every phenomenon, 
every aspect of nature or of human life was ascribed to a special real or 
hypostatized agent responsible for its occurrence. We have seen a similar 
approach in Theophilus and Philo, however without hypostatization of God's 
attributes. 

By extension, these three Pneumas must be the same as God's Pneuma 
since they originated from it. So they would be three individuals in the unity of 
God's substance. But this point was not emphasized by Justin, on the contrary, he 
insisted on the numerical distinction and subordination of these two Pneumas to 
the First God, the Father. Thus there is no Trinity in Justin's writings as he 
believed in only one Supreme God. The Logos and the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) had 
subordinate ranks, being in the second and third place, respectively, and entirely 
dependent on the will of God the Father.  

However, the concept, of the unity of the substance, which was later 
formulated by  Tertullian,  found its way eventually into the decree of the Council 
of Nicaea (325) which declared that the three divine entities have the same 
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substance, God's or the Father's substance (ƒκ τ↑ς o⇔σίας τo¬ πατρ∈ς), but they 
are different individuals. Moreover, the Justin formulation of radiation or 
emanation as "light from light" (Θε∈v ƒκ Θεo¬, φω/ϕ ƒκ φωτός) was used 
literally in the Nicaean assertion.80 

The First Council of Constantinople (381) extended the Nicaean 
formulation to include the Holy Pneuma as proceeding from the Father and 
ascribed to it the function of "vivifying" (καℜ ε∅ς τ∈ πvε¬µα τ∈ γιov, τ∈ 
κύριov καℜ ζωoπoιόv, τ∈ ƒκ τo¬ πατρ∈ς ƒκπoρευόµεvov).81 The Council of 
Chalcedon in 451 declared Jesus Christ to be truly God and truly human (Θε∈v 
ληθω/ϕ καℜ vθρωπov ληθω/ϕ) and of one substance (µooύσιov) with the 

Father touching on the Godhead and of one substance with us according to human 
kind, begotten before all time of the Father (πρ∈ α∅ώvωv µ∞v ƒκ τo¬ πατρ∈ς 
γεvvηθέvτα) and in the last days, from Mary the God-bearer; and though he has 
two separate natures (ƒv δύo φύσεσιv συγχήτως), they are preserved in one 
function or role (person) and in one individual (ε∅ς ↔v πρόσωπov καℜ µίαv 
⇓πόστασιv).82 Finally the Council of Toledo in 589 introduced modification to the 
Latin text of the creed, the famous “filioque” as the provenience of the Holy 
Spirit.  
 
Numenius and the Greek Sources of the Justin Triadic Formula 

 
When Justin mentions that Christians believe in the Triad – the Most true 

God who is the Father, the Second (God), and the Third (God) – he refers directly 
to the discussion among his contemporary Middle Platonists. We have testimony 
of this discussion preserved in the fragments of the philosophical writings of 
Numenius of Apamea in Syria (fl. ca 150) which were preserved primarily by 
Eusebius of Caesarea, Origen, Macrobius, Calcidius, and Porphyry.83 We know 
nothing about his life. Johannes Laurentius Lydus (ca 410-465), a Byzantine 
philosopher, mentions his name with the sobriquet Roman (Νoυµήvιoς  
{Ρωµα℘oς) which would indicate that Numenius stayed in Rome.84 His name is 
mentioned by Clement of Alexandria (ca 150-215)85 which provides the terminus 
ad quem as the second half of the second century. Preserved fragments are from: 
On the Good (Περℜ τάγαθo¬), a work modeled on the dialogues of Plato; a 
treatise, On the Infidelity of the Academy to Plato (Περℜ τ↑ς 'Ακαδηµαϊκw/v 
πρ∈ς Πλάτωvα διαστάσεως); On the Secrets of Plato (Περℜ τω/v παρά Πλάτωvι 
πoρρήτωv); and On the Incorruptibility of the Soul (Περℜ φθαρσίας ψυχ↑ς). 

The triadic speculations are nothing new. We find them in Greek 
philosophy, as well as in Egyptian religion.86 Particularly striking is the 
agreement of the Numenius doctrine with that presented in the so-called 
Chaldaean Oracles.87 The reason probably is because both the Numenius and the 
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Chaldaean Oracles have the same source, namely, the Platonic tradition via 
Xenocrates. This was the current theological doctrine of the second century. 
Numenius, in turn, influenced the Christian apologist, Justin, the Greek 
philosophers  Plotinus and Porphyry, and later Eusebius of Caesarea. 

 
Xenocrates of Chalcedon 

Xenocrates of Chalcedon88 (d. 314 B.C.E.) was the second successor of 
Plato in his Academy after Speusippus. We have only fragments of their writings 
and testimonies left by others about their doctrines. They both elaborated further 
on the existence of cosmic principles in Plato's Philebus,89 already listed by 
Pythagoras. Eventually such speculations led to the abandonment of the theory of 
Ideas as separate entities and to postulating the Ideas as the thoughts of the divine 
intellect. As Pythagoras ascribed a great role to numbers and Plato described the 
cosmos as an expression of geometrical and mathematical regularities,90 it seems 
that Speusippus and Xenocrates substituted numbers for the Ideas just fusing the 
ideal and mathematical entities. Xenocrates, however,  claimed that there are no 
separate numbers from sensible things (πλ←v o⇔ κεχωρισµέvov τω∼v 
α∅σθητω∼v).91  

Xenocrates philosophy constitutes an important transition to Middle 
Platonism. He derived everything that exists from the supreme monad (ƒκ τo¬ 
♥voς) identified with the Intellect and from the non-one ( εvάov) which he 
identified with matter or the indefinite dyad (← oρηστoς δυάς) due to its 
multiplicity.92 He tried to preserve the Platonic concept of Ideas as the models of 
things so he treated them as numbers because just as numbers were defining 
things, so Ideas were defining matter. They were invisible, comprehensible by the 
intellect, and incorporeal principles of the sensible reality imparted from the 
supreme Monad. As to the material of the sensible world, it was made of four 
simple and primary elements. These were organized into composed entities 
analogically to the construction of the geometrical figures which were produced 
from the primary figures. Moreover all reality was divided into three geometrical 
patterns according to the three types of triangles: the equilateral triangle 
represented unity, thus the soul of the supreme divinity; the isosceles represented 
equality and disequality, unity and variety, thus the soul of demonic beings having 
human passions and divine faculties; the scalene with all unequal sides 
represented the descending souls mixed with the material elements, thus human 
beings. Next, following his master, Xenocrates claimed that the universe was born 
out of disorder and brought into order by the divinity. But he defended Plato 
claiming that, when Plato said that the world was generated, he did not mean to 
say that the universe was generated in time, but only intended to explain better 
that the cosmos derived from preexistent matter and from the form just analogical 
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to the process of mathematical reasoning. And the cosmos had an indestructible 
nature which meant that it persisted in existence by the will of the divinity which 
governed it: "The universe is eternal and ungenerated."93   

We can reconstruct similarly Xenocrates’s psychology from the preserved 
fragments and testimonies.94 According to a view found in all ancient 
philosophers, the soul has two characteristics: it is able to move by itself 
(therefore, able to move the passive body) and has consciousness. These two 
characteristics are essential properties of living matter. Thus  the soul is the cause 
of life. Xenocrates is said to have claimed that the soul was the "number that 
moves by itself" (τ↑v ψυχ←v ριθµ∈v κιvo¬θ'♥αυτόv) and since it defines the 
body, it is the component that gives the living being an impulse to move in a 
manner which is proper to it. It was explained that Xenocrates, by using the 
analogy of a number wanted to indicate an intermediary character of the soul 
between the ideas in se and the things made on the model of ideas. Thus the 
concept of the number refers to the Idea; the concept of the movement refers to 
the things made on the model of ideas. In it two realities are mixed together, the 
indivisible and the divisible, the intelligible (o⇔σία voερ ) and the sensible. As 
such the soul is life par excellence.  

The nature of the soul was defined by Xenocrates as a mixture of the astral 
substance (which was either fire or ether) and the element earth ( λλ'o⊃ov 
στρoυ σύγκραµα καℜ γ↑ς ∇υσαv). Because of this double character some tried 

to fuse together the Democritus doctrine of the soul as the corporeal with that of 
Xenocrates. But this double nature was similar to the nature of the demons, 
though they were closer to the divinity. Thus sometimes the soul was called a 
"demon" as well, and those humans who had a "good demon" were called happy 
(ε⇔δαίµovες) because they had a soul perfect in virtues.95   

In his theology, Xenocrates96 differentiated two cosmic principles as 
divinities – the monad ( µovάς) and the dyad (← δυάς). One was the masculine 
divinity, and, as such, had a role of the Father and ruled in heaven. He proclaimed 
it to be the one (singular) and the intellect. This was the supreme deity, the First 
God, immovable and unchanging, called Zeus. The other was the feminine 
divinity, that had a role of the Mother of Gods and ruled over the gods beneath the 
heaven – she was the Soul of the Universe. Clement of Alexandria ascribed to 
Xenocrates the distinction between Zeus the supreme God, the Father, and the 
other inferior God, the Son (τov µ∞v ◊πατov ∆ία, τ∈v δ∞ vέατov καλwn/v, 
♣µφασιv πατρ∈ς πoλείπει καℜ υ⊇o¬). Some claimed that Xenocrates 
differentiated eight gods (or groups of gods): the astral gods with the Olympians; 
the five planets; the whole of heaven as such (whose substance was ether); and the 
demons or Titans, the invisible demigods inhabiting the regions below the moon. 
There were also special divine powers residing in the corporeal elements (e.g., 
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Poseidon, god of the humid element, Demeter, goddess of productive earth, etc.). 
The demons were gods located between the celestial divinity and the humans; and 
there were good and bad demons. They were susceptible to human passions and 
changeable because they had corporeal admixture (of the element earth ?) to their 
divine element.97 Demons were those who incited humans to all bad ceremonies 
and religious rites, to human sacrifices and to wars; they inflicted humans with 
disasters and plagues. Others, like Tertullian, claimed that Xenocrates 
differentiated only two groups of Gods: the astral Olympians and the Titans 
derived from earth. Thus the astral bodies would be the instruments of the monad, 
and the sublunar Titans and Demons linked to the invisible corporeal elements 
would represent the manifestations of the dyad. 
   
Numenius: the Immediate Source of Justin Theology 

Numenius is most interesting among the Middle Platonists because he 
developed further such concepts of Greek philosophical tradition (as One, 
Demiurge, Father, Logos, Mother, World Soul) into a theological system by 
introducing explicitly a system of hierarchical cosmic entities, two or three Gods, 
interrelated by πρόσχρησις, which is a difficult term to translate, but  signifies a 
desired, loving dependence and provenance. Such a conception could have an 
appeal to the philosophically oriented early Christians who operated within the 
framework of biblical formulations. Moreover, Numenius was acquainted with 
the Hebrew and Christian scriptural tradition,98 a fact which could have gained for 
him sympathy from the Christian side. Eusebius praised Numenius for deriving 
his ideas from Plato and Moses. Numenius himself declared Plato to be just 
"Moses who speaks the Attic language."99 There is a complete correlation 
between the two systems, that of Justin and that of Numenius (Table 1). 

The starting point for Justin, as well as later for Tertullian, is the baptismal 
formula which had a sacramental (or magical), eschatological, social, and moral 
significance defined by its Hebrew and ritualistic original character. Justin and 
Tertullian operated in the Hellenic environment where its Hebrew context was 
long forgotten. They added to it a cosmic dimension and transferred it from the 
religious platform to the philosophical level explaining it in cosmic ontological 
terms. Justin was influenced by the triadic Middle Platonic solution of Numenius 
and adopted his cosmic ontological concepts to Christian historical records. 
Tertullian will mix it later with the Egyptian trinitarian pattern.100  

The innovation which was introduced by Numenius to the Pythagorean-
Platonic religious doctrines was the introduction of a second transcendental and 
noetic entity between the supreme being and the universe. He, undoubtedly 
influenced by Plato's statement about the three principles in the universe 
transmitted by Xenocrates, which we have already discussed, derived the concept 
of the three Gods from distinguishing "all things in their rank and order." First, 
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after thorough analysis of the Platonic concepts of Being and Becoming, he 
establishes that, that which exists is incorporeal ( σώµατov) and intelligible 
(voητόv), and has the name of Substance and Being (τo¬ σωµάτo¬ ε⊃vαι 
∠voµα o⇔σίαv καℜ ∠v).101  

Having established that Existing Substance and the Idea are intelligible 
and that the Mind is their cause, Numenius concludes that the Mind alone is  
Good.102 Now from the life-process of the Supreme Divinity (Mind) he derives 
his statement about the three Gods (or Minds): 

 
The First God, who exists in himself, is simple; for as He 
absolutely deals with none but Himself, He is in no way divisible; 
however, the Second God and the Third God are One. When 
however this (unity) is brought together with Matter, which is 
Doubleness, the (One Divinity) indeed unites it, but is by Matter 
split, inasmuch as Matter is full of desires, and in a flowing 
condition. But inasmuch as He is not only in relation with the 
Intelligible, which would be more suitable to His own nature, He 
forgets himself, while He gazes on Matter, and cares for it. He 
comes into touch with the Perceptible, and busies Himself with it; 
He leads it up into His own nature, because He was moved by 
desire for Matter.103  

 
Thus the First God is characterized as the First Mind, the Good-in-itself 

(α⇔τoαγαθov), Self-existence (α⇔τ∈ ∠v). He exists in himself, is simple and 
not divisible.104 He does not create and remains idle ( ργόv) from all the labors of 
the creation as would a king.105  

The Second God, the Creator (πoιητής, δηµιoυργός) rules by passing 
through the heavens. What is his function? On his passage the mind is shed down 
to earth on all who are destined to participate. Whenever the divinity looks on any 
of us, life and animation of bodies is the result, and whenever the divinity turns 
himself toward himself, all animation is extinguished.106  

The Second Divinity remains in a subordinate position to the First One. As 
the Creative Divinity he is the principle of Becoming (γεvέσεως), so must the 
Good be the principle of existing Substance (o⇔σίας). And the Creative Divinity 
is analogous to the First, so must be Becoming to Being (Substance), because he 
is his image (ε∅κώv) and imitation (µίµηµα).107 The Second Divinity in this 
theory is the Demiurge who has a double character – either he participates in the 
First God, then he is called the Second God, or he turns himself to the matter and 
produces the World out of formless matter (since his nature is being Creator), then 
he is called the Third God and even may be regarded as the World. His essence 
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(or substance) can be analyzed from two perspectives as well. First, the Second 
God is the principle of Becoming and inasmuch as he produces from himself his 
own Idea and the universe he is the Demiurge and intelligible. Second, if the 
substance (or essence) of the First supreme God who is intelligible is Intellect and 
he himself is the Good, then the Second God, the Demiurge, inasmuch as he is the 
Good of Becoming, must be the Good-in-itself co-natural or cognate (σύµφυτov) 
to the substance of the First God. Thus both share the same substance, though 
Numenius does not state this explicitly. 

Thus Numenius classifies the Demiurge, the Second God, as analogous to 
the First God, his image and imitation. In conclusion to this reasoning, Numenius 
declares that there are four entities (πραγµάτα) with the following names: 1. The 
First God who is the Good-in-itself, pure Intellect; 2. The good Demiurge, God 
Creator, his imitator; 3. The one Substance (Essence) which is shared by the two – 
the First God, and the Second God; 4. The copy of this Substance (Essence), the 
beautiful (i.e., ordered) World which is beautified (i.e., ordered from disorder) by 
its participation in the Beauty.108   

The Second God and the Third God are one whenever he is united with 
Matter (dyad). Because the Second God not only remains in relation with the 
intelligible (appropriate for his nature), but also with the perceptible, so, whenever 
he gazes on Matter, he forgets himself and comes into touch with the perceptible 
moved by desire for Matter.109 

In this philosophy, since the First transcendental God was unknown to 
man, did not create, was impassible, and contented himself with contemplation, 
the Second God was needed as an agent of creation and animation. Moreover, if it 
was not necessary for the First God to create, then he could be considered the 
Father of the Second God, the Demiurge. And it was for reason of piety that 
Numenius denied the direct creative function to the First God. The Demiurge 
rules in heaven, and busies himself with both the intelligible and the sensible, 
through him happens all that happens.110 Just as the pilot who sails at sea and 
looks to the sky to find his way, so does the Creator who is linked to matter by 
many connections, regulates its harmony through ideas. By looking up to  God on 
high he receives his critical judgment, but his impulsive motion he receives from 
the desire for Matter.111  

And we humans exist in our terrestrial life when the Intellect (animation) 
is sent down to us. When God looks at us and turns to each one, our bodies 
become alive by uniting us with his radiation (divine nous). When God turns 
away, all that animation is extinguished while the Intellect continues its blissful 
life.112 

 The participatory relation between the First God and the Second God 
Numenius illustrates by using several analogies: that of a farmer and planter, that 
of donor and receiver, of a fire kindled from another fire, of knowledge partaken 
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by the receiver from the donor.113 This participation of the Second God in the 
First becomes still more pronounced as he receives his goodness from the First by 
a process of thought so that the Good is One (τ∈ γαθ∈v τι ƒστℜv ♠v). He 
really becomes one with the First God. This relation to the First God remains in 
complete accord with the Platonic paradigm of Ideas: just as humans and 
everything else are modeled on Ideas, so the Good which is the Idea of Good is 
the Idea of the Demiurge.114 In another fragment Numenius is reported to teach a  
triad formulated by using another metaphor, namely that there are three Gods -- 
the First whom he calls Father (πατέρα), the Second, whom he calls Creator 
(πoιητ←v), and the Third – Creation (πoίηµα). Thus the Creator would be two 
Gods – as the First and the Second. And using poetic language, they could be 
described using terms of filial descendance as the Fore-Father (πάππov), 
Offspring or Son (♣γγovov), and Descendant or Grandson ( πόγovov).115  

Thus, in the final analysis, the First God is the cause of everything and has 
absolute control. For though he is impassible, he has an innate motion from which 
derives the order (i.e., beauty) in the world, and the salvation of all.116 And he 
uses the Second God who is his different function to organize the Matter, thus 
creating the world: 

 
Numenius relates the First (Mind) to that which is really alive 
(κατ  τ∈  ƒστι ζov); and he says, that it thinks, out of desire (ƒv 
πρoσχρήσει) for the Second  (God). The Second Mind he relates to 
the Intellect that becomes creative out of desire for the Third; and 
the Third he relates to discursive Thinking (κατ  τ∈v 
διαvooύµεvov), i.e., human [thinking].117 

 
Conclusions 

Justin developed his theology by interpreting the data from the written 
Christian documents using the concepts found in the Greek Middle Platonic 
philosophy particularly of Philo and of Numenius. These concept represented the 
current religious and philosophical ideology of his world and time.  

According to Justin, there are three (or two) separate divine entities 
popularly worshipped by the Christians: God the Father whose substance is God's 
Pneuma, the second Pneuma is the Logos or the Son of God, and the third 
Pneuma is the Holy or Prophetic Pneuma. Justin, however, claims that in reality 
the two Pneumas, the Holy Pneuma and the Logos Pneuma are one and the same 
Pneuma and, only according to the functions it performs, it assumes different 
characteristics and identities, and therefore is described by different names.  

The names of the three divine entities are derived from biblical terms 
found in the Old and New Testament and the baptismal formula. These terms 
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were hypostatized and interpreted in the light of Greek philosophical and 
theological speculations.  

By extension, the three Pneumas differentiated by Justin must be the same 
as God's Pneuma since they originated from it. So they would be three individuals 
in the unity of God's substance. But this point was not emphasized by Justin, on 
the contrary, he insisted on the subordination of these two Pneumas to the First 
God, the Father. Thus there is no trace of the Trinity in Justin's writings but an 
unequal Triad because he believed in only one God. The Logos and the Holy 
Spirit (Pneuma), though called gods, had subordinate ranks, being in the second 
and third place, respectively, and entirely dependent on the will of God the Father. 



Table 1 
Comparison of the Two Systems: 

 
Justin Martyr  
God is the Father  
   the First God; 
He is Father of all; 
His substance is Pneuma; 
He is ungenerated (unbegotten); 
He is unchangeable;    
He is impassible;  
He is ineffable (unutterable); 
He is nameless; 
He is eternal (always existing); 
He is Demiurge, creator or begetter of                        
           all things but not directly, 
           through the second God,  
           his Son or Logos; 
           he sows the Logos;     
He is Master of all; 
He is the cause of the second God's  
          power and existence; 
He is the principle of life.  
The Second in rank:  
      the Logos (Word),  
      the Son, Jesus Christ 
   (second) Pneuma (Spirit); 
   first Power of God; 
   identified with the Logos; 
   the Logos is with (?) God and is  
        His first-generated (begotten) 
               of God as the Son of God; 
       came from the Father before  

   the beginning of the  
   world; 

   Logos generated the universe out  
           of a shapeless substratum; 
   He (It) generated himself as a man, 
           Jesus (as in the Greek manner          
 

 
Numenius 
The First God,  
The First Mind; 
   He is the Father of the Second God; 
   He is simple, indivisible; 
   He is Good-in-itself, source of being and             
            an idea; 
   He is principle of being (o⇔σία); 
   He is idle, does not create directly; 
   He is impassible (stable);  
   He is occupied with intelligibles; 
   in the final analysis He is the cause  
               of everything; 
   from Him comes order in the 
               world, its eternity and  
               salvation; 
    He thinks out of desire (πρόσχρησις)                   
               for the Second God; 
   the First God is related to the                   

Second like the farmer to the                
planter, for He sows the seeds  
of all souls;   

   He is related to that which is alive, 
            He is the principle of life; 
The Second God or Mind 
He (It) is direct agent of creation,  

Demiurge; 
 He (It) is agent of animation; 
 He (It) is occupied with the  
           intelligibles and sensibles;  
 He (It) becomes creative out of a  
           desire for the third God; 
 when He (It) is turned toward us the  
            bodies are animated by his 
            radiations with which they  
            are united; 
 



  
 
 

 

 
                  of Zeus's sons) by taking 
                  the shape of man through the 
                  power and will of the Father; 
     He (It) depends on the Father; 
     He (It) is identified often with the 
                Third entity in rank, the 
                Prophetic);       
     He (It) is a Teacher; 
     every human partakes of the Logos 
         i.e., has a part of Him (It); 
     He (It)  is the seed of God; 
     Son and Logos as a generated  
           being has names: 
           as Christ - name associated with 
               being anointed by God for 
               ordering all things  
          as Jesus - name associated with  
               being Savior and : 
              (for the destruction of demons);    
          lawgiver of the new covenant;  
          also angel and apostle;  
     Justin identified Logos with the  
         World Soul of Plato; 
     He (It) does not accomplish anything 
         without the power and will of God the 
         Father. 
The Third in rank 
    The Prophetic (Pneuma)                         
Spirit; also called the  
       Holy Spirit (Pneuma); 
divine Spirit; 
often identified with the 
       Second in rank, with the 
       Logos and God; 
He (It) moves prophets; 
He (It) speaks as a human person; 
He (It) speaks as person of God; 
He (It) speaks as person of Christ;   
He (It) is principle of becoming; 
the Second God, the lawgiver, 
 

 
He (It)  transplants and distributes what was        

planted from above, i.e. by  the First 
God; 

Second God is good by participating in the  
           Good of the First; 
as God Demiurge is to the Good 
     so is becoming to being 
     (substance) i.e., as image to an imitation; 
     thus the Second God is an image              
     and imitation of the First God; 
 He (It) has a double character  
      - when He participates in the    
         First God then He is the 
         Second God, 
      - when He participates in the  
          world (matter) which He                       
          creates then He is the Third                  
          God; 
 He (It) produces from himself His own               
        Idea and the World; 
 He (It) generates the world out of desire           
       for the Third; 
 He implants, distributes, and 
       transplants into each of men 
       the seed planted by the First 
       God--the noetic part of the soul. 
The Third God or Mind 
    The Third God - Creation; 
    as world He (It) it is produced by the  
           Second God; 
    as intellect He (It) is related to human 
           discursive thinking.  speaks as person  
           of people;  
    if He (It) separate from the Second, 
           its generation must be by analogy the                     
           same as that of the second in rank;  
 
 
 
 



  
 
 

 

 
Relationship between the 
Three 
   The Son, Logos born by 

emanation from the Father  
without abscission, analogy  to fire 
kindled from the fire, rays of sun to  
the sun, voice uttered from the  

           source. 
    The same mechanism must be  
          supposed for the Prophetic                   
          Spirit since in reality it is the                 
          same being. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Relationship between the 
Three 
Relationship between the First and  
      the Second as fire kindled from 
      the fire, farmer and planter, as donor  
      and receiver, knowledge partaken by the  
      receiver from the donor.  
Relationship as between Father-Creator and            
      Creation. 
Other metaphor: 
      Father-Son (Offspring)-Descendant  
      (Grandson). 
There are four things (πραγµάτα) 
 1. the First God, Good in itself; 
 2. his imitation, good Demiurge; 
 3. being (substance) (o⇔σία) which is           
     shared between the two:  
     that of the First God and that of            
     the Second God; 
 4. beautiful cosmos is imitation of being       
     (substance) beautified by participating in  
     the Beauty of the First God.  
 Everything is in everything; 
 The Good is one because the second       
       God partakes of the First. 
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     This presentation will argue that a political rivalry between the last Pharaohs of the 18th 
 Dynasty and the temple Priesthood of the cult of Amun is evident in a competition over the public 
symbols of Egypt’s heritage, with each side seeking to lay claim to the iconographic traditions of 
Egypt in the service and defense of their own agendas and self-interest. As a consequence, the 
Pharaohs of the late 18th Dynasty had promoted for more than three generations a private policy of 
resistance matched to a public policy of accommodation with their adversaries at Thebes. However, 
in this struggle the art of the Amarna (Ahkenaton) period is an illustration of a determination on the 
part of its Pharaoh to abandon this ancestral policy in favor of an attempt to create an entirely new 
expression of Egypt’s iconic traditions. Revolutionary as this choice may seem, Amarna’s 
confrontation with contemporary tradition believed itself to be substantively justified in more ancient 
and, in its view, more authentic traditions related to the Pharaonic rule of the Old Kingdom and the 
12th Dynasty of Middle Kingdom Egypt. Early Amarna art (that produced while the royal household 
was in residence at Thebes) is a demonstration of a reformulation, but still a continuation of that 
ancestral policy, but the art produced from the determination to relocate the royal residence to 
Ahketaten is an abandonment of that policy. 
 
   For generations since the establishment of the New Kingdom, the cult of Amun successfully had 
sought to harvest and control the image and influence of the totality of sun worship exclusively in 
their own hands. In this pursuit, they had compromised and appropriated the influence of all of the 
existing solar cults, especially that dedicated to Re at Heliopolis. This agenda sought to create for the 
solar cult at Thebes an ubiquitous identity which, while ostensibly preserving the devotional 
traditions of the entire pantheon of the Egyptian temple culture, still sought to have the rest of that 
pantheon perceived as servants to a single authority vested in Amun-Re. Not monotheism, but a 
solution in service to the Theban solar cult which delegated the authority of Amun-Re through the 
rest of the pantheon as agents of the alleged national god. Until the reign of Hatshepsut, Amun 
remained a royal patron who lacked a public face, but with the introduction of the Opet festival a 
more populous and popular base was established for what was after all the “Hidden” Sun. In all of 
these machinations the Pharaohs of the 18th Dynasty had been collaborators, and how could it have 
been otherwise.  
 
   The growing power of Amun-Re would be difficult to oppose for many reasons, secular and 
otherwise, tied as it was to vested interests of north/south sectionalism and localism which predated 
the Pharaohs themselves, and threatened any action the royal interest might take with the extreme 
possibility of civil war. Civil war had served the Amun cult well on two previous occasions, and 
would do so again. Fundamentally, opposition would be difficult because it had been only through 
the favor of Amun that the Pharaohs of the 18th Dynasty could claim leadership in the great patriotic 
struggle that had won through to victory against the foreign occupiers of the Second Intermediate 
Period. The beneficiaries of this favor owed a public duty to shower a munificent bounty on the deity 
who was, ultimately, more responsible than they for the return to the tranquility and prosperity that 
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the 18th Dynasty Pharaohs ruled over as the divine servants and sons of Amun. The 18th  Dynasty 
cooperated in this exercise that made Amun lord of Egypt, and validated their own claim to divine 
kingship. In their own interest these Pharaohs had become conquerors beyond the limits of the Nile 
in demonstration of the continued favor of Amun whose prowess in victory gave evidence of the 
spirit of god in them. Conquest reaffirmed the sanction of Amun to the divine pretensions of the 
royal house, and returned the spoils of these victories in devotions to Amun, who was, after all, 
responsible for making everything possible. But eventually the royal house began to appreciate, if it 
had not all along, that this relationship that had so benefited them had, perhaps, benefited the cult of 
Amun more and at the diminishment of the authority of Pharaoh. The royal house could not escape 
the requirement of their perpetual gratitude to their senior partner, and it began to appear that the cult 
of Amun was using the spoils of royal cooperation in the pursuit of a private agenda. The royal 
house was vulnerable by its very nature to the vicissitudes of hereditary kingship while, in the 
phrasing of the Christian Middle Ages, the church never dies. 
 
   Royal resistance to what it perceived as a diminishment, if not an usurpation, of its independent 
prerogative is evident from the death of Hatshepsut (c.1458) to the accession of Horemheb (c.1323), 
but this policy would be restrained by its conscious wish to avoid a public breach with the influence 
of the royal cult. It was, therefore, in many ways a policy of appeasement; i.e., sons of the royal 
house were still named for Amun, but these would be second sons, not expected to inherit the throne. 
That they did so is an expression of royal vulnerability. The policy of response took a variety of 
forms. It moved away from acts of conquest ( except early in the reign to establish credibility), 
replacing war with other ‘manly’ alternatives such as hunting or other sporting activities that might 
equally demonstrate both courage and an expertise in military arms. It would focus on diplomacy as 
the means of establishing and maintaining cooperation with the world at its borders and beyond. It 
would compete with the Amun temple culture over the possession of national symbols ( perhaps the 
first example of which was Thutmosis IV’s ‘Dream Stela’). It would establish a re-identification  of 
the Pharaonic authority with Re through Horus, in the veneration of Re-Horakhty as the   royal cult. 
It would focus on Atum as the seminal solar image tied to the original force of creation. It would 
assert the person of Pharaoh as the sole agency of ma’at in this world. And it would introduce the 
royal devotion to the Aten whose iconography and infrastructure had yet to be invented. 
 
   It was during the rule of Amenhotep IV/Ahkenaten that this policy reached its pinnacle, though 
perhaps, not the one intended, and it was in the transformation from early to later Amarna art that an 
end to the acceptance of any vestiges of appeasement was illustrated. At its accession, the first 
version of Amarna art attempted an innovative refashioning of the policy of competition over 
symbols inherited from its predecessors. The cumulative result of this policy revealed images of 
ceremonial headpieces for the Pharaoh and his ‘Great Wife’ that were a veritable cornucopia of 
accumulated iconography, so ornate and cluttered as to represent an architectural miracle and a 
threat to the physical well being of its wearer. Scholars already have demonstrated that the colossal 
statues of the solar temples built in the early Amarna style at Karnak present Ahkenaten and Nefertiti 
rendered as the divine trinity of Atum, Shu and Tefnut, cast as an alternative to the divine Karnak 
trinity of Amun, Mut and Khansu. However, it might be suggested that these colossal renditions also 
sought to incorporate images of the power of fertility vested in the royal couple by the simple 
shorthand of a traditional body iconography that in exaggeration of hips and thighs, taken together as 
male and female, expressed the totality of fertility images. Ahkenaten has been characterized most 
typically as a heretic and iconoclast, terms which have been used all too frequently by allegedly 



dispassionate scholars to imply a value judgment. Setting aside the issue of heresy, would Ahkenaten 
have perceived himself as an iconoclast?  This question has not been posed as an apology for actions 
taken by Ahkenaten, real or imagined, in the defacement of images and claims of physical 
destruction. In every aspect of their rivalry with the cult of Amun, the Pharaohs of the latter 18th  
Dynasty had sought justification for their actions, not in the contemporary traditions as defined in 
their own age, but in an understanding of Pharaonic Egypt of the Old Kingdom and the 12th  Dynasty 
of the Middle Kingdom. Whether that knowledge was by some more modern standard historically 
accurate or not, it was this, their understanding of the past, that informed their efforts and policy 
initiatives. These policies were not spontaneous, nor were they taken at random. The entire effort 
was circumspect and careful. They did not seek to overthrow more than a contemporary self-interest 
that passed itself off as timeless traditionalism. Pharaoh of Egypt had not always ruled at the 
pleasure of Amun. Amun had not always been Amun-Re. The Amarna Period took issue with a 
tradition of Egypt, not the tradition of Egypt. But Pharaoh of Egypt always had been the efficacious 
representative of ma’at in this world. More than anything else it was the image of ma’at that 
informed the relationship between the Aten and Ahkenaten, and between Ahkenaten and Egypt. 
Ma’at was the reality behind the maturation, not just the evolution, of the art of Amarna. Having 
accepted as enlightenment a monotheistic cult, something other than the traditional pantheon would 
have to guide the living in this world. Pharaoh of Egypt ‘living in ma’at’  would be the example that 
would guide. Ma’at as a goddess, daughter of Re, offered the advantage that no temple culture 
devoted to her existed. Scholarship has tended to divide up the agency of this goddess in translations 
that have defined ma’at as justice one moment, and truth, or righteousness or harmony in the next. If 
we were to believe the ‘Eloquent Peasant,’* ma’at was all of these taken together and more, and not 
to be adequately appreciated in some subdivision convenient to modern experience and expectation. 
Pharaoh had an unlimited obligation to ma’at in all of its definitions in this world, and to that end 
was required to devote himself to oppose all that was false, because it was the enemy of all that was 
ma’at. Life was reality and devotion to an ethical reality was ma’at. Pharaoh knew this in his heart, 
and as the embodiment of ma’at, it was necessary that he be seen; that his ‘Great Wife’ be seen; that 
his family be seen--- because they were reality. And so, the art of the Amarna period required 
naturalism, where children are playful, even at ceremonial gatherings, where parents are 
inconsolable at the loss of a child, even when they are comforted by the god, and where the names of 
the living are written over the entrances to their homes, rather than their tombs. Amarna art was 
refined around the images of ma’at; these were the images offered in the hands that extended from 
the rays of the Aten.  As noted by the ‘Eloquent Peasant:’*  “doing ma’at is the (very) breath of the 
nose.” 
 
   With the death of Akhenaten, his heirs were forced to adapt once again a policy of accommodation 
toward the cult of Amun and the rest of the temple cultures of the Egyptian pantheon. The royal 
house could no longer afford to potentially offend the power of Amun and his allies, given the 
revealed vulnerability of hereditary kingship in this last hour of the 18th  
Dynasty. The dead Pharaoh had produced no male heirs with his ‘Great Wife’ and co-regent 
Nefertiti, and of his six daughters only one, Ankhesenpaaten, would survive her mother’s reign as 
Nefertiti/Smenkhkare as Ankhesenamen, wife of the Dynasty’s male heir (of disputed lineage) 
Tutankhamen. The appeasement of the cult of Amun would last until the accession of Horemheb, 
though the policy itself seems intended for a short term: a delaying action, perhaps awaiting the 
majority of its male heir. The policy was variously reactive, reluctant, convenient and both 
intellectually and iconographically superficial. In the reign of Nefertiti/Smenkhkare, an 



accommodating religious policy at Thebes allowed the henotheistic pantheon of Egypt’s temple 
culture to be worshipped side by side with the monotheistic Aten whose existence rendered the 
others a superfluous anachronism, and whose city continued as the seat of royal administration. 
Names were changed from Ankhesenpaaten to Ankhesenamen and Tutankhaten to Tutankhamen to 
re-identify the future royal couple with Amun. At the accession of Tutankhamen, the royal 
administration abandoned Ahketaten but not for Thebes. Instead the new Pharaoh’s court was 
installed in the northern capital at Memphis. A ‘Restoration Stela’ of Tutankhamen decreed the 
return of traditional Egypt and a Pharaoh dedicated to the rebuilding of Egypt’s rightful temple 
culture (this would have been more convincing if it had not been repeated in a similar declaration of 
Horemheb at his accession, and another by Ramesses II at his), while the boy king’s throne, in 
continuation of the policy of Nefertiti/Smenkhkare, carried two cartouches, one which dedicated the 
Pharaoh to Amun, and another which dedicated the Pharaoh to the Aten. But the most fascinating 
action of all appears to have been taken by Ankhesenamen at her husband’s death, when faced with 
an agreement that would establish Horemheb as Tutankhamen’s successor, she sought a husband in 
the Hittite Prince Zannanza (assassinated on his way to Egypt) because, as a Hittite chronicle 
remembered her words: “Never shall I take one of my servants as husband.” 
 
   When the population of Ahketaten was removed, its residents sealed their doors as though the 
situation was temporary, and they would be coming back. The cult of the Aten could have been 
abandoned completely at any time after the death of Ahkenaten, but in the end that abandonment had 
to be coerced. Some scholars see in the reign of Tutankhamen a righteous return to traditionalism in 
the image of the ‘Restoration Stela,’ but the cult of Amun and its allies that made the historical 
record of this time chose to anathematize Tutankhamen as well as Ahkenaten in their censoring of 
public memory. 
 
   In suggesting the existence of a political rivalry between the Pharaohs of the latter 18th  Dynasty 
and the temple culture of Amun, the presentation should hardly be avant-garde. This was a position 
asserted by Arthur Weigall in his Life and Times of Ahknaton: Pharaoh of Egypt, first published in 
l910. More recent scholarship has been dominated by the examination of residual temple 
architectural artifacts --- especially at Karnak --- in an attempt to constrain archeological analysis to 
the hard evidence available. The resultant historiography has treated this legacy in stone frequently 
as though it were the result of a naïve spontaneity of faith born out of a veneration of a timeless and 
unaltered traditionalism. The record in stone is often transparently calculated. This is especially so as 
it relates to the Amarna period: i.e., in service to themselves and their allies in the cult of Amun, the 
Ramessides created a portrait of the Amarna period cast as a pseudo-third intermediate period from 
which they had saved Egypt and preserved its traditions. Egyptian historiography needs to appreciate 
that the actions of the Amun temple culture were policy. A self-interested agenda, evolved out of 
ambition and experience since the First Intermediate Period, was at last fulfilled in the Third 
Intermediate Period that brought to power the 21st Dynasty during which the high priest of Amun 
ruled the south from Thebes.   
 
 
*”The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant.”  
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One of the important goals of the Tribal Museum of the Barona Band of Mission Indians 
is to inform the children of San Diego about the tribe’s history in the region. The 
Museum has an even more primary task -- informing the Tribe’s children about their 
history. In fulfilling the tenets of this mission statement, periods of difficult and 
challenging history emerge. Recently, the Tribal Museum has taught Barona children and 
other children in the community about this history in culture classes at the Barona Indian 
Charter School. The Museum has also participated in establishing a curriculum on 
California Indians for the Charter school as mandated by the California State Curriculum. 
In cooperation with another local tribe, the Museum created lesson plans along with other 
Indian educators in the state. This will improve and enhance the curriculum for all 
students and teachers in the State of California. The first lesson plans addressed needs in 
the fourth grade curriculum. The challenge was to bring this history to life for young 
students in an appropriate vehicle. The museum director created two plays in which the 
students experience through role-play several difficult episodes in California state 
history. In these plays, it is revealed that tribal members of the Mission, Mexican and 
American periods were enslaved and done great harm. In the Mission period lesson, the 
age-appropriate dialog helps young students experience what it was like to be a 
Kumeyaay-Diegueño child just before the Spanish arrival in 1769 and the year after the 
establishment of the San Diego Mission de Alcala, the first mission in California. 
California teachers also asked the Indian community for advice on how to teach young 
students about the extremely difficult experiences of California Indians during the Gold 
Rush.  Two plays were written to help students understand these difficult periods in 
California Indian history. One play, ‘Now I Am Called Miguel; the Story of ‘Aahmaa 
(Quail)’ was performed by the Barona Charter Indian School and also the Viejas Summer 
Culture Camp in 2005. A video created during the culture camp will be briefly excerpted 
during this presentation. After performing the play, the reactions of the students included 
anger and incredulous feelings about how their ancestors were devastated. Ideas of 
religion on the reservation and the role of various mainstream churches have also been 
difficult issues to present in this small and sometimes conservative reservation. This 
report deals with the diverse opinions and the reactions of Tribal member parents and 
non-Tribal members to this period of history through the Museum’s lesson plans for the 
State of California and the Museum’s education programming for the Indian Charter 
School. It also discusses encounters the Museum staff has had in teaching school groups 
during Museum tours while introducing these difficult and largely unknown periods in 
California history. These issues of Indian genocide and slavery are just becoming an 
integrated part of the California State Curriculum, and entering the mainstream of 
knowledge in the United States. Teaching these issues to a largely ignorant public is a 
challenging role for the Tribal Museum. 
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Language learning orientations: a cross-cultural comparison 
Akiyo Hirai, Stephen M. Ryan, Veronika Makarova 
 
This study investigates foreign language learning orientations of university students in Canada, 
Japan, Russia and Canada. The questionnaire study of over 600 subjects, male and female, aged 
between 18 and 30, addresses the reasons for and purposes of foreign language learning as they 
are seen by students, learners’ attitudes to home assignments, their most and least favored 
activities in class, their ranking of language skills, preferred ways of individual work and most 
common memorization techniques. The reported results of the study display some cross-cultural 
differences in the students’ understanding of the foreign language learning process, which can be 
partly explained by the differences in the academic environments in the three countries. 
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Abstract 

 

Around the globe, in every civilization, people are surrounded by music and music is an 

inevitable part of life of every human being. Music is universal and possesses such incredible 

power to influence our life in various aspects. True, music does make learning more enjoyable 

but beyond this simple fact music can be an effective tool for improving memorization, 

grammar, vocabulary and influencing the mood and motivation of the students in the English as a 

Second Language (ESL) classroom. The literature is filled with positive indications pertaining to 

the use of music as a vehicle for first and second language acquisition (Adkins, 1997; Hafiz, 

2002; Medina, 1993; Sprenger, 1999 and many others). The objective of the paper is to provide 

historical, theoretical and psychological background of the interrelation between music and 

language learning and provide support for the incorporation of music into the ESL classroom. It 

also examines the use of music in second language learning as perceived by teachers themselves. 

A pilot study was conducted which surveyed American and Belarusian ESL teachers to examine 

how often music was employed by ESL teachers, explore the ways in which music was being 

used (methods and purposes) and how the teachers felt about using music in their classes.  The 

results of the survey are encouraging. Music is being incorporated into language teaching to 

certain degree and all the teachers who participated in the survey reported successful experiences 

and considered music as highly beneficial. The participants are interested in using music more 

frequently and in reviewing curricula material and literature regarding this matter. 
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The Use of Music in the English as a Second Language Classroom: Historical and Theoretical 

Perspective, Research Support and Teachers’ Perception and Practices 

 

 
Introduction 

 “You are my sunshine, my only sunshine…….” On an early sunny Saturday morning, 

my mother was happily singing this song. The interesting point is that my mother is Belarusian 

and does not speak any English but in spite of that she was able to sing this English song with 

correct words and decent pronunciation. I would like to note that prior to that morning, she has 

been attending English as Second Language (ESL) class for a month where the instructions is 

based on singing English songs. I became curios about the influence of music on second 

language learning.   

 Music educators from all over the world are trying to advocate the benefits of music 

instruction on the learning of other subject areas. The objective of this paper is to provide 

information about historical, theoretical and psychological background of the interrelation 

between music and language learning and provide support for the benefit of incorporating music 

into an ESL classroom. 

Part One: Historical Review  

Using music to teach languages has a long history.  According to Kelly (1969), the first 

extensive use of songs in language learning was in Latin schools during the Middle Ages: 

Music and songs became an integral part of language teaching during the Middle Ages. 
The first introduction to Latin was given to most pupils in the ‘song school’, or school of 
liturgical music. After the rhythm and flow of the language had been drilled by plainchant, 
which was based solidly on speech rhythms, the pupil began the formal study of Latin…it 
seems that songs were occasionally used in the secular classroom. St. Jerome and Abelard 
both mention sacred music as an essential element in Latin teaching, and many of the 
medieval tracts on music contain large sections on pronunciation. These detail matters like 
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vowel quality, syllabic length, and intonation patterns. (P.98) 
 

Many language teachers purport that singing is an excellent means of teaching 

pronunciation.  According to Murphy (1990), William Byrd wrote in 1588 in his Sonets & Songs 

of Sadness and Pietie of “reasons briefly set downe …to perswade everyone to learne to sing… 

4. It is a singular good remedie for stuttering and stammering in the speech.  5. It is the best 

meanes to procure a perfect pronunciation and to make a good Orator”.  

Gravenall (1949) wrote one of the earliest articles, which related to music and language 

learning. She urged, “Even without a natural musical teacher, music, or at least singing should be 

an integral part of language study. …As the advantages of language-learning from song are 

numerous”. (P.124) She emphasized the memorability of songs and how they were useful for 

teaching vocabulary and culture.  She remarked that even though some teachers might feel that 

songs are inappropriate for adult classes they should still experiment with them.  

According to Murphy (1990), the first EFL/ESL-oriented collection of songs was published 

in 1950.  It was Bussy’s Fifty Nursery Rhymes and was  

Intended to help the French student, not so much to speak English…as to hear its rhythm and 
music, to give him an insight into its structure, to enable him to understand, not only its sense, 
but some of those individual characteristics which every language has forged for itself and which 
give every language its special charm. (P.13) 

In 1957, Beardsley wrote an article where he contends that through singing and the use of 

recordings, students can be thoroughly initiated into “poetry, dance rhythm, correct 

pronunciation, aural comprehension, drill, grammar, vocabulary, and a bird’s eye view of a 

country’s character or cultural atmosphere.”  His article inspired other followers, and since the 

mid 1960’s there has been a steady increase in the number of journals for ESL/EFL with articles 

and published materials concerned with music activities. 
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Part two: Theoretical Support for Use of Music in Language Learning. 

Anthropological theories 

Musical vocalization, or song, has been with Homo sapiens from the beginning, and, in 

some form, to accompany individuals throughout their lives.  

 It would be useful to distinguish between the two definitions of song.  According to Murphy 

(1991), Song-1 is intonational vocalizations having musical features of pitch, intensity and 

rhythmic variation, characterized by continuous repetition and functioning emotionally, 

playfully, or hypno-habitually.  Song-2 is the definition of song-1 plus language used in a 

contiguously musical fashion.  Some anthropologists see evidence to indicate that Homo sapiens 

possessed Song 1 before actually having language, as we now know it.  Livingstone (1973) 

writes, 

Although it is often stated that man is the only primate that can talk, it is rarely noted that 
he is also the only one that can sing. Since singing is a simpler system than speech, with 
only pitch as a distinguishing feature, I suggest that he could sing long before he could talk 
and that singing was in fact a prerequisite to speech and hence language. (P.25) 
 

In 1925, Jespersen indicated that many facts and considerations point to the conclusion that there 

once was a time when all speech was song (1959).  He outlined that we must imagine primitive 

language as consisting of very long words, full of difficult sounds, and rather sung than spoken. 

The anthropological theories indicate very close connections between language 

development and singing.  If singing was preceding the development of speech in Homo 

sapience, it indicates its possible use in the development of new (foreign) languages of the 

modern human being.  

Theories on cognitive psychology of music. 

  Sloboda (1985) wrote about a radical approach, which was put forward by two influential 
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theorists, the linguist Chomsky and the musicologist Schenker, which examined the structure of 

the language and music rather than examining linguistic and musical behavior. Empirical work 

has shown that music and language share behavioral as well as formal features. Chomsky 

claimed that at a deep level all natural languages have the same structure, and that this structure 

tells us something about the human intellect. Chomsky received independent support from music 

writers who have been attracted to the idea that they are musical universals; perhaps there is 

something particularly natural about tonality. Even though there are many fundamental 

differences between music and language, which cannot be overlooked, the author argues that 

linguistic analogy in music deserves serious attention. The possibility of a more rigorous use of 

the analogy has been proposed, the one that fires the imagination as much as it fuels empirical 

and theoretical endeavors. The author further commented upon some of the major similarities 

between language and music, including:  

(a) Both language and music are characteristics of the human species that seem to be 
universal to all humans and specific to humans, which is to say that humans have a general 
capacity to acquire linguistic and musical competence.  
(b) Both language and music are capable of generating an unlimited number of novel 
sequences. People can produce sentences they have never heard before and composers can 
write melodies, which nobody has ever produced before. 
(c) Children seem to have a natural ability to learn the rules of language and music through 
exposure to examples. Spontaneous speech and spontaneous singing are first exhibited at 
around the same age.  
(d) The natural medium for both language and music is auditory-vocal, i.e. both language 
and music are primarily received as sequences of sounds and produced as sequences of 
vocal movements, which create sounds. 
(e) Receptive skills precede productive skills in development. The same way that they can 
understand sentences before they can invent them using the same construction, in music 
children are able to respond to musical devices before they can use these devices to make 
their own music. 
(f) The human language is considered to comprise three components: phonology-a way of 
characterizing the basic sound units of a language; syntax-the rules governing the way in 
which sound units are combined; and semantics-the way in which meaning is assigned to 
sound sequences. Music seems to break down quite naturally into the same three 
components. (P. 17-19) 
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This theoretical approach indicates that there are a sufficient amount of similarities between 

language and music structure and behavior to warrant special attention to the interconnection 

of music and language development.  

Krashen’s Second Language Hypotheses 

Stephen Krashen (1982) proposed five hypotheses, the best known and frequently 

referred to are the “Input” and “Affective filter” hypotheses. His “Input” hypothesis indicates 

that the acquisition of unfamiliar, second language vocabulary is made easier when its 

importance is made clear to the learner. By providing linguistic input such as illustrations, 

actions or photos, the meaning is made comprehensible to the second language learner. So, 

according to Krashen (1989), new vocabulary is incidentally acquired through stories because (1) 

familiar vocabulary and sentence structure contained in the stories provide meaning to less 

familiar vocabulary, and (2) picture illustrations clarify the meaning of unfamiliar words. When 

second language learners hear “story songs” that is, stories which have been set to music, it is 

possible to similarly acquire vocabulary. 

According to Krashen’s “Affective Filter” hypothesis, the amount to which linguistic 

input is received from any certain setting depends primarily upon the learner’s inner feelings and 

attitude, i.e. his affect.  Negative emotions, such as anxiety or lack of motivation, function much 

like a filter, thus limiting the learner’s ability to make total use of the linguistic input from his 

environment. On the other hand, if the second language teacher fosters an environment which 

evokes positive emotions (having the effect of lowering the “effective filter”), he or she can 

bring about successful language acquisition. This he can be achieved by using music in the 

classroom. It is a gratifying experience for the students to simply listen to music or sing in 
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unison. Furthermore, as reported in the literature, singing songs in unison produces a sense of 

community and increases student confidence in the second language.  

Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences 

The work of another theorist, Howard Gardner (1993) also supports the use of music in 

the second language classroom.  According to this psychologist, there exist eight distinct 

intelligences: musical, spatial, logical-mathematical, linguistic, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal, 

intrapersonal and naturalist. He believes all humans are born with an opportunity to excel in all 

of these intelligences; however their ability to realize that is mostly dependent on external 

influences such as culture, motivation level and experiences. Gardner feels that it is the 

responsibility of educational institutions to cultivate these intelligences that historically have 

only focused on the development of two of these intelligences: linguistic and 

logical/mathematical skills. This is such a narrow perspective; instead schools need to 

acknowledge and foster a broader range of intelligences by providing instruction in ways that tap 

a wide variety of intelligences. Consistent with this theory of multiple intelligences, Music can 

be used in any number of ways to teach a second language. Students may listen to instrumental 

background music while writing an essay or may learn to sing songs with lyrics containing key 

target language structures.  By doing that, students will develop the musical intelligence, which 

Gardner speaks of, and experience more successful instruction. 

Part three: Research  

This review will examine the research related to the benefits of using music in language 

development. This part will discuss different studies related to music listening activities, music 

and memory, different studies on brain research, research on second language acquisition and on 

the effects of a culturally responsive curriculum.  
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Madsen (1991) stated that more than one instructional process should be used when 

teaching because there are many different ways of learning. Music may serve as part of a multi-

sensory approach to increase speech and language skills.  Madsen hypothesized that when music 

coupled with gestures is used to introduce new vocabulary; this combination will provide a 

multi-sensory experience that is motivating students and aids in vocabulary retention. Madsen 

concluded from an investigation he performed “that music did indeed enhance new word 

learning and, more importantly the ability to transfer those words learned. Thus, the theory that 

music served as a reinforcer or motivator would seem to be supported.” (P.240) 

Hoskins (1988) investigated the use of music in order to increase verbal responses and improve 

expressive language abilities of preschool language delayed children. A significant improvement 

in Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test –melodic test scores was found in the pre- to post test 

analysis, which indicate that antiphonal singing with picture cards was beneficial.  

Research Indicating the Benefits of Music Listening Activities 

Another teacher (Baart, 2002) had a very successful experience in the “Music Writing 

Workshop”, which was a part of series using a variety of sensory experiences to teach poetry 

writing. She had students write for an entire class period, non-stop, while she played music as 

diverse as Everclear and Beethoven. Baart claims that students had surprisingly intense 

emotional experience with music, and those students produced serious and honest poetry during 

the course of the workshop. Such use of music to inspire writing, poetic and non-poetic is 

common in the professional literature, and the connections that teachers draw between literature 

and music are extensive.  

Research on Music as a Memory Aid 

Hafiz (2002) in her Master thesis conducted a survey of teaching the strategy of putting 
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self-written lyrics to music in order to enhance a second language learner’s retention.  As a result 

of the study, she concluded that each of the student participants gained in different areas from the 

action research. Even the boys, who said they did not like singing, seemed to benefit from the 

practice of rewriting original lyrics to an existing song. For example, their penmanship 

improved, and most of the students said they could remember more things from the use of songs. 

(P.28) 

Adkins (1997) showed how music can and should be an intrinsic part of English as a 

second language (ESL) instruction. The power of music, as Adkins saw it, was a vital tool in 

memory for the vast vocabulary required in first –year language study.  She cited Campbell’s 

research into how music connects left and right hemispheres of the brain. Adkins’ students 

composed their own lyrics to familiar tunes and thus enhanced their memory for those words, 

hearkening back to Jensen’s claims for music as a primer for neural pathways to memory.  

Acquiring Second Language Vocabulary through Music 

Music can be used in the adult ESL classroom to create a learning environment; to build 

listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing skills; to increase vocabulary; and to 

expand cultural knowledge. 

The positive effects of music upon rote memorization are well documented, and while there is 

good reason to believe that music could similarly benefit second language acquisition, there is a 

lacking of empirical support for music as a vehicle for second language acquisition. However, 

there were some investigations, which have dealt with this topic.    

Medina (1993) studied the effects of music upon the acquisition of English vocabulary in 

a group of 48 second grade limited-English-proficient children.  A Pretest-Posttest Control 

Group Design with Matching and Repeated measures was selected for this investigation.  The 
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main independent variable, medium (Music/No-Music) was crossed with a second variable, extra 

linguistic support (Illustrations/No-Illustrations), producing four treatment groups.  No-Music 

group subjects listened to an oral story while Music subjects heard a sung version of the same 

story.  Illustration group subjects were shown pictures of target vocabulary words while listening 

to the story.  No-Illustration subjects listened to the story without the benefit of pictures.    The 

findings support past positive claims.  The same amount of vocabulary was acquired from 

listening to a song as listening to a story.  More words were acquired when they were sung rather 

than spoken. Similarly, presenting illustrations, which communicated word meaning, resulted in 

greater vocabulary acquisition.  Yet the greatest vocabulary was acquired when stories were both 

sung and illustrated.  Therefore, the combination of Music and Illustrations resulted in the largest 

vocabulary acquisition gains. 

Research indicates that musical attitudes and musical training are important in foreign 

language pronunciation success. Eterno (1961) in his study of foreign language pronunciation 

and musical aptitude found out that there appears to be a direct relationship between these two 

concepts. His study shows that 90% of eight graders who played a musical instrument for one 

year or more scored above average in the pronunciation test. Music helps to “tune” our ear for 

better attention to pronunciation. 

Research on the Effects of a Culturally Responsive Curriculum 

According to Bennett (1990), it is important that the classroom environment be 

responsive to the students’ cultural background since it has an impact on their ability.  Students 

with different cultural backgrounds and limited language proficiency often suffer from 

alienation, which contributes to learning difficulties and low self-esteem. Hafiz (2002) 

encourages students to share music from their culture during her ESL lessons.  She even goes 
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further to suggest that using the students’ cultural songs and ideas for learning helps to create a 

supportive classroom environment and thus promoting a sense of cooperation and ownership in 

the learning process. Music is a unique language, understandable by every culture. Incorporating 

music in the ESL classroom can be very helpful in creating very special atmosphere where no 

boundaries or cultural differences would exist. 

Part four: Pilot Study of Existing Practices and Teachers’ Perception 

The author conducted a study to take a look at the use of music in an ESL classroom.  

Specifically, the study examined how often music is employed by ESL teachers, the ways in 

which music is used (methods and purposes) and the attitude of the teachers towards the use of 

music in their classes.  

Research Methodology 

The participants for this study were five ESL teachers each from the United States, 

Republic of Belarus and the Peoples Republic of China. A survey instrument was designed by 

the researcher to elicit responses, which answered the research questions for this study. The 

contents of the survey items were developed from the research questions and from the significant 

ideas and practices identified in the related literature. The survey contained three sections:  

(a) Section one used a multiple choice format to solicit information regarding 

demographic characteristics of the participants; 

(b) Section two used a five-point Likert scale formatted to determine how often the use of 

music occurred and the specific purpose for such use. The possible responses on the 

Likert instrument are scaled form 1, meaning never to 5, meaning always. The 

response always was defined as applying to every instructional unit the teacher 

teaches. Two short answer items in this section elicited qualitative responses 
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regarding the use of music, which the participants have found to be either 

significantly successful or unsuccessful in the ESL classroom; and 

(c)  Section three used the Likert scale format to determine participants' attitudes and 

interests in using music in the ESL classroom.  The possible responses were scaled 

form 1, meaning strongly disagree to 5, meaning strongly agree. A short answer item 

in this section three asked participants to make any additional comments on the use of 

music in their ESL classroom. 

    Responses to the questions on the survey were analyzed to determine the frequencies 

of all the multiple-choice selections and means and standard deviations for all the Likert scale 

items in sections two and three. Furthermore, responses to all Likert scale items in these two 

sections were compared in relation to demographic data of the country of citizenship. 

Survey Results 

 The results of the survey of the existing practices that use music in ESL classroom 

revealed: 

(a) All ESL teachers who participated in the study incorporate music in their classrooms. 

The frequency of usage music depends on certain factors, such as methods, purpose 

of use and teachers musical background. 

(b) The most common method of incorporating music into language learning is playing 

musical recording, followed by singing. 

(c) The least common method, but still in use by some of the teachers is students’ 

creation of original lyrics to familiar musical tunes followed by method in which 

students have to create original music (or song) in the classroom. 
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(d) All of the teachers agree that their experience of using music in classroom has been 

successful. 

(e) The most successful experience of using music was singing for particular learning 

purposes (such as learning grammar and vocabulary memorization) and musical 

literacy festivals and musical plays. 

(f) ESL teachers, who participated in the study, have a limited familiarity with research 

and literature regarding the use of music in ESL classroom, but they are interested in 

reviewing curricular materials and literature regarding this matter. 

(g) Participants in the survey think that use of music in ESL classroom is highly 

beneficial and they are interested in using music more frequently. 

(h) Results indicate that American teachers are inclined to use music more frequently and 

have more positive opinion and interest regarding the use of music in their classroom.  

Their Belarusian counterparts tend to use it to a lesser extent but still more frequent 

than the Chinese teachers. 

(i) Teachers with extensive musical background show a greater interest and more active 

use of music in their classroom.  

Conclusions  

   Try to go through a day without hearing music. Around the globe, in every civilization, 

people are surrounded by the power of sounds and music is an inevitable part of the life of every 

human being.  Music is universal and has incredible strength to influence the life of humans in 

various aspects.   Music makes learning more enjoyable and this is already a great benefit for 

incorporating music into the English language learning. Beyond the simple fact that music is an 

enjoyable art form, music is an effective tool for improving memory, grammar and vocabulary, 
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and improves the mood and motivation of the students. The compelling notion that music 

constitutes a separate type of intelligence makes the incorporation of music all the more 

attractive, even for teachers who do not know a great deal about music themselves. 

To summarize, research finding supports use of musical activities to improve the skills 

essential to the learning of pronunciation, vocabulary grammatical structure, phonological and 

lexical elements and retention of language structure as well as improving the classroom 

atmosphere and fostering a culturally supportive environment.  However there is still limited 

experimental research that has been done to provide educators with data and proof of the benefits 

of music instruction on second language acquisition. I strongly believe that relationship between 

music and second language learning is very promising and has the potential for very interesting 

and rewarding future research and investigation. 
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Team Leaders: Fostering leadership in collegiate student athletes 
 
 
 

 Although numerous definitions of leadership exist, this term is generally 

defined as a behavioral process in which the ability to influence other individuals 

to pursue a common goal exists (Daft, 2000). Leadership is an important attribute 

and ability that an individual possesses and employs in group and social contexts. 

In addition, leadership is a reciprocal (Kouzes & Posner, 1990), bidirectional 

relationship that is entwined with one’s use of  power - the ability to which one 

can influence others to behave in a specific, desirable way to achieve a goal 

(Mintzberg, 1983). Thus inherent in the position of leadership are certain types of 

social power (Glidewell, Kelly, Bagby & Dickerson, 1998). 

 The concept of emergent leadership has surfaced in studies involving adult 

workers (e.g., Hare & O’Neill, 2000), undergraduate students (e.g., Wheelan & 

Kaeser, 1997) and children (e.g., Yamaguchi, 2001; Yamaguchi & Maehr, 2004). 

From this vantage point, leadership is viewed, “not just as fixed personality traits 

but also as a set of task- and relationship-focused behaviors” (Yamaguchi & 

Maehr, 2004, p. 389). Such a definition of leadership includes two 

complementary components in the quest to obtain a desired goal – the ability to 
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complete a task and foster group cohesion. The former is associated with task 

focused behaviors whereas the latter is associated with relationship focused 

behaviors. In this view, different tasks necessitate different leaders (Tinsdale & 

Anderson, 1998).   

 Such definitions of leadership and the theoretical framework advanced by 

Chelladurai (1990; 1993) are most applicable to the context of sport. His 

multidimensional model of leadership includes situational and personal 

characteristics of both the coach and players and was designed specifically for the 

sports domain. We also acknowledge those studies that link emergent leadership 

with heightened activity and type and quantity of speech in social contexts 

(Glidewell et al, 1998). Several studies (Bales, 1954; Hare, 1962; Ginter & 

Linskold, 1975).  In these studies, quantity of speech was correlated with 

motivation and involvement (investment). The current work is framed within 

these parameters.  

The Leadership Literature 

 In the sports literature, leadership studies frequently explore the 

assessment of the coach’s leadership ability and style and the relationship of these 

factors to team performance and cohesion (Horn, 2002). For example, Jowett and 

Chaudy’s (2004) study investigated the effect of coach leadership and athletes’ 

perceptions of the coach-athlete relationship on predictions of team cohesion. 

Survey data from 111 university student athletes suggested that a coach’s 
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leadership was a better predictor of group cohesion when relationship factors 

were included in the analyses.  

Similar studies have been conducted cross-culturally. For example, Kao 

(2004) investigated the relationship between coaches’ leadership behaviors and 

team cohesiveness in Taiwan from the vantage point of the student-athlete. The 

sample included 604 student-athletes who were participating in both individual 

and team sports. Survey data suggested a relationship between coach leadership 

and team cohesiveness. Other studies have pursued similar research questions 

such as exploring the relationship between gender, scholarship status, and 

perceptions of coaching behavior as these relate to athletes’ intrinsic motivation 

(e.g., Horn, 2000). 

Other leadership studies have examined student-athletes’ preferred 

coaching leadership styles as a function of factors such as gender and 

effectiveness. For example, Beam, Serwatka and Wilson (2004) examined the 

variation in student-athletes’ preferred leadership styles for their coaches as a 

function of several factors that included gender and competition level. Findings 

from the Revised Leadership Scale for Sports suggested that gender differences 

exist in preferred leadership styles. In this sample, males preferred more 

autocratic and social support behaviors whereas females demonstrated a greater 

preference for situational, instructional, and training behaviors. 
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In a related study, Laughlin (1994) explored the relationship between 

college students’ and athletes’ perceptions of leadership and how these were 

correlated with their effectiveness ratings for teachers and coaches. His findings 

suggested that similarity of perception was positively correlated with teacher and 

coach effectiveness. Cross cultural studies have also examined preferred 

leadership in sports (e.g., Chelladurai, Malloy, Imamura & Yamaguchi, 1987).  

Also, some studies have pursued related research questions such as the 

relationship between perceived leadership styles and athlete satisfaction (e.g., 

Smith, 2003). Finally, Dobosz and Beaty (1999) examined the correlation 

between high school students’ athletic participation and their leadership skills. 

Analysis of their survey findings suggested that athletes scored higher on 

leadership ability than did non athletes and females athletes scored higher than 

male athletes did.  

 Finally, Loughead and Hardy (2005) conducted a study in which their 

primary goal was to compare the leadership behaviors of coaches and peer 

leaders. Their secondary intention was to examine the nature of peer leadership in 

sport. Coaches completed the Leadership Scale for Sport whereas peer leaders 

completed a modified version of the same measure. MANOVA findings revealed 

that there were differences between coaches and peer leaders using a subscale of 

the LSS. Coaches were rated higher on training and autocratic behaviors whereas 

peer leaders were rated higher on social support, positive feedback, and 
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democratic behaviors than coaches were. With respect to peer leaders, individuals 

other than team captains also occupied positions of leadership. 

Clearly leadership is vital for the functioning of macro-level groups such 

as a society or culture and micro-level groups such as organizations and athletic 

teams. Peer leadership, the topic of the current work is a relatively neglected topic 

of inquiry (Loughead & Hardy, 2005). The current pilot study explores the topic 

of peer leadership in the form of team leaders as it applies to collegiate athletic 

teams. In this study, team leaders and leadership are examined from the vantage 

point of the player and within the framework of emergent leadership.  

Also, we do not focus exclusively upon team captains. Following Wheelan 

and Johnston (1996) we believe team players other than formal team leaders may 

occupy positions of leadership. Task and relationship focused aspects of 

leadership are particularly important to the functioning and performance of 

athletic teams. Most studies have focused upon the coach’s role as a leader and 

his or her desirable qualities and interactive styles as these relate to outcome. Yet 

few studies have examined how players perceive peer leadership and those 

qualities and interactive styles that are desirable from their team leaders.  

This study’s intention is to contribute to the literature leadership in sports 

by focusing on student athletes’ perceptions of leadership and those qualities and 

attributes that are essential for a team member to become a leader. The concept of 

emergent leadership framed within Chelladurai’s model of leadership (1990; 
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1993) should also provide information to help inform athletic program policy in 

fostering leadership, student athlete growth, and development. A goal of our 

institution and many higher institutions of learning is to foster leadership in its 

students (Leventhal, 1999). We hope another applied value of this project is to 

help students take the leadership skills they learn in one context and use in 

specific tasks and apply them in other settings and situations.  

Leadership has been a pervasive topic of inquiry in group research 

(Tinsdale & Anderson, 1998). We began this project with a small group of five 

student athletes. We plan to expand our sample to include 100 student athletes 

representing all of our university’s sports teams. In addition, we will employ 

additional standardized measures in the broader study such as the Revised 

Leadership Scale for Sport (Chelladurai & Saleh, 1980; Zhang, Jansen & Mann, 

1997) and the Leadership Attitude and Beliefs Scale (Wielkiewicz, 2000) with the 

appropriate modifications for peer leadership.  

In our larger study, we expect that collegiate student athletes will be able 

to identify particular qualities and interactive styles they deem desirable in team 

leaders. We also believe they will be able to identify and differentiate different 

types of leaders that emerge in their playing experiences.  Although the general 

literature base does not support a correlation between sex and leadership (Posner 

& Brodsky, 1992), based upon existing leadership studies (Karau & Eagly, 1999), 

we also expect to find gender differences with a larger group of participants. 
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Males will be more likely to identify and emerge as task focused leaders where as 

females will be more likely identified with relationship focused leadership.  

Method 

Participants 

 The participants were five student athletes from three different sports 

teams. There was one male (Men’s Track and Field) and four females (two from 

Women’s Track & Field, one from Women’s Basketball, and one from Women’s 

Soccer). There was one sophomore, two juniors, and two seniors. Their mean age 

was 19.6 years. Participants were treated according to the Ethical Code of 

Conduct for Psychologists (1992). 

Design and Procedure 

 This pilot study employed a small group, qualitative design. The 

methodological approach was unstructured interviewing in a focus group format. 

Triangulation of data (see Green & Hogan, 2005) was achieved by comparing the 

student athlete responses with two individuals familiar with their team dynamics – 

the athletic director and academic advisor.  

 In May 2004, several student athletes were invited to lunch with the three 

authors in the university’s Varsity Club. It is a setting in which the student 

athletes were both familiar and comfortable and a quiet alternative to the meeting 

room in the Athletics Department. We sat in a round table format. We explained 

to the students our intentions, informed consents were signed, and we had a 
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conversation in the form of a focus group over lunch. Our session lasted 

approximately 2 and ½ hours. 

 Sample questions included: What are some qualities of a leader?; Are 

captains always the team leader?; How do you identify one’s ability to be a 

leader?; How do coaches foster student leadership?; Would any of you aspire to 

be team captain?; What are the characteristics of the best and worst team captain?; 

Is selflessness important for a leader?; Please fill in the blank, Leadership is____? 

 Interview material was recorded in the form of field notes. Question 

responses were coded for verbatim phrases. Similar phrases were categorized 

together to form larger categories and domains. All three authors shared field 

notes and participated in the coding process. This coding procedure has been 

employed in other studies that utilize open ended interviewing (Holmes, 2005). 

Results 

 This section contains the student athletes’ responses to questions that were 

elicited during the focus group. Subsections are divided by the question posed. 

What are some of the qualities of a leader? 

 For this group, the leader possesses certain qualities, attributes and skills. 

For example, Brad responded that the leader is “vociferous” and has “control of 

the group.” Cate mentioned that the leader has a certain “presence” and “leads by 

example.” For Michele, leaders have good interpersonal skills. She responded, 

“They’re good working with people. The leader needs to know who needs what.  
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Some (players) need to be yelled and others do not.” Brad concurred, “Some 

people do not respond to authority.” A leader “has to have a balance, you need to 

turn it off or leave.”  

Knowing how to read your players is crucial and all players agreed upon 

this quality and interpersonal skill. As Cate responded, “I have to learn to know 

when to go and when to stop so they'll learn to get to where they need to go.” 

Leaders need to motivate yet know when to pull back. Brad concurred, “I've been 

able to read the players.  Some have an attitude and don't ask what am I doing 

wrong.” Michele added, “They need to know your intentions and why are they 

getting yelled at.” Mary also agreed, “The leader needs to know who needs what. 

Some (players) need to be yelled at, other do not.” For this group, leaders need to 

be clear about their intentions. Michele noted how this affects performance, “If 

you yell and they don't respond or yell back this affects your play.”  

One member, Dana focused upon situational factors. She responded, 

“There are different leaders in different situations. It depends on the situation, for 

example, someone may have to act and someone may have to listen.” 

How are captains chosen? Are team captains always the leaders? If not, why? 

 Typically the group reported that team captains are selected by team 

nomination and a subsequent vote. However in some instances the coach may 

override the players’ nomination and selection. As Michele noted, “…They are 

not always the person with the best ability.” Cate added that you, “have respect 
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for the position (of captain) but that doesn’t always mean you go to the captain 

(for help).” 

Do teammates push other players to the forefront to lead? How do you identify his 

or her ability to lead? 

All players agreed that other players are placed into positions of 

leadership. Brad explained one way the process occurs. First, “The Captains call a 

meeting and choose a younger player who has the ability to be a leader to 

motivate the group.” When asked how players identify who might fulfill the role 

of leader, Michele responded, “The most experienced may not necessarily be the 

best leader.” Brad noted that it is often the player “who speaks up at a meeting 

and gets involved.” Cate added it is the person “who works hard to go the extra 

mile plays a role at being the leader.” Michele concurred, “Hard work has a lot to 

do with it.  You want your Captains and team leaders to work hard and set a good 

example.” These qualities – working hard, leading by example, and being 

outspoken emerged in the responses for the qualities good leaders possess. Here a 

pattern of consistency emerged in the group’s responses. 

Can you respect a leader without liking him or her? 

The group was in agreement that you may not necessarily be friends or 

like your group’s leader but you respect him or her in that position. As Michele 

noted, “You need to learn how to separate play from what happens off the field.  

When you go to run and play ball its business.” Clearly a distinction is made 
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between interactions in different contexts such as when one is “on and off the 

court.”  Brad responded that personal differences in motivation play a role here. 

He stated, “You might not want to compete as hard because it doesn't matter to 

you.” He noted age differences between freshman and sophomore players and 

believed age and maturity was more of an issue for males more so than for the 

females. 

Would any of you aspire to be a captain? 

Dana responded to this question because she was a captain. Interestingly 

she did not seek out the position. She replied, “I didn't want to be a Captain.  I 

didn't have what it takes.  You need to get rowdy.  I learned you can lead by 

example.  I thought Captains had to be rowdy.” The quality of outspokenness 

emerges consistently in their responses for qualities of a leader and their behavior. 

When asked if she enjoyed the position, she responded not to the query but rather 

to her performance. “I stepped up.  I didn't have a choice and I learned a lot.” 

Other group members desired to be captain. For example, Michele stated, 

“I wanted to be a Captain while I don't have the title I believe I still have that role.  

It's just a title.  I see myself more as a developing leader. I have to talk and I have 

to tell people what I feel. I hope to step up.” 

When discussing preferred behavior from their captains Brad responded, 

“I would rather have a disciplinarian or a Bobby Knight.” Both Cate and Michele 

added that they needed that type of leadership as well. Cate continued, “I am the 
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fiery one. I definitely felt like I want to come out of the game and get yelled at.  

Tell me I am doing something bad.” 

Who has been your best captain? 

 Cate responded exclusively to this question. She named the best captain 

and explained that it was “just her presence and watching her work hard.  She's 

going to be positive.  You respect that.  It's hard to say anything bad about her.  

She leads by example and speaks up when she needs to.” All also agreed that 

good leaders do not dwell on negative outcomes. Brad responded, “..the leader 

needs to say don’t dwell.” Dana concurred, “..it is important not to dwell on it 

(mistakes or poor performances)….You have to keep it moving when your other 

teammates are on the field.” Mary replied, “You need to enjoy it. Take pride in it 

and have a good time with it. Let it happen naturally.” 

What are the characteristics of the worst Captain? 
 

Undesirable characteristics in a captain included primarily behavioral 

traits. Dana mentioned, “loud and rowdy” though interestingly these also were 

mentioned as desirable qualities as well. Michele focused upon the leader’s 

attitude and ego. She replied, “….if you beat her at practice she gives you 

attitude.” After Michele’s response Dana added, “ jealousy.” Similarly Cate 

mentioned the phase, “ know it all.” According to Cate, “They don't motivate at 

the right time and are inconsistent with positive and negative reinforcement.”  
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Brad’s  response differed from the other females. He focused upon 

conveying and sharing information and the availability of the captain. He replied, 

….for them to speak and share information and they didn't.  I couldn't really go to 

him (his captain). He wasn't available but a good guy nonetheless.” 

Is being humble and selflessness important for a leader? 
 

One important quality the leader must possess is the courage to take 

responsibility for their actions. As Mary noted, “If you make a mistake, take 

responsibility and say for example, I know that was bad I won't do it again.”  

Humbleness figured prominently for Cate. She responded, “The leader can’t be 

someone who thinks they are better than you.” 

How do you get the Captains to step up? 

One important issue was how the players motivate individuals to emerge 

and sustain leadership positions. Cate’s response confirmed the group’s notions 

about what constituted a good leader. She replied, …”leads by example and be 

sensitive to others’ needs.  It's about personality and you need to know it.” 

Michele added, “don’t be afraid to voice your opinion. It might help to bring the 

captains from other teams together.” Dana supported the notion of humbleness. 

She replied, “ Be yourself. Don’t try to be something you are not. People can read 

you.” Her response supports the bidirectionality of relationships. Leaders should 

have good interpersonal skills and players need those same skills to respond to the 

leader.  
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Pease fill in the blank,  leadership is__________: 
 

This question brought a variety of responses. Brad focused upon, “being 

positive.” Michele concentrated more on team support and spirit. She responded, 

“Believing in yourself and the team.” Dana focused more upon meeting the 

demands of the position. She responded, “Being responsible and stepping up to 

the challenge.” Similarly, Michele mentioned, “having responsibility, desire, and 

motivation.” Cate interestingly replied with a one word response, “natural.” 

Discussion 

In our study, our group of collegiate student athletes revealed their 

perceptions and notions of peer leadership.  Our interview material suggests that 

these student athletes were able to identify particular qualities and interactive 

styles they deem desirable in team leaders. In addition, they were also able to 

identify and differentiate different types of leaders that emerge in their playing 

experiences.  

For example, this group of student athletes mentioned that the leader needs 

to be particularly vocal. He or she is the person who speaks up at meetings and 

verbally motivates the players. This supports existing literature which relates the 

quantity of speech to leadership positions (e.g., Bales, 1954; Hare, 1962). The 

leader also is hard working and needs to set a good example.  

This group also acknowledged that different situations call for different 

leaders and the team captain is not necessarily the only or best leader of the team. 
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This view point is also supported by studies on emergent leadership (e.g., 

Tinsdale & Anderson, 1998). In addition, task and relationship oriented aspects of 

leadership positions also emerged. This group believed that leaders should 

possess good interpersonal skills. These leaders understand the needs of their 

group and individual players and know how to administer support (e.g., Loughead 

& Hardy, 2005).  They are sensitive to their players’ needs and are able to 

respond accordingly to them to motivate the group. This is also supported by 

existing literature (e.g., Yamaguchi & Maehr, 2004). Finally,  leaders need to be 

positive (e.g., Loughead & Hardy, 2005) and take responsibility for heir actions. 

We acknowledge the limitations traditionally associated with small group 

research. We had only one male in our group, and only four teams were 

represented in our pilot study. We acknowledge that this is a pilot study and make 

no attempt to discuss gender differences or extend our findings to a broader 

population. We do however believe our focus group interview revealed some 

important aspects of leadership as they apply to peer leadership on collegiate 

athletic teams. We also believe this supplied us with avenues to pursue in our 

larger study and for our athletic department to apply to fostering peer leadership. 

We hope other researchers pursue peer leadership in similar and different contexts 

and settings. 
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1) How does this project differ in pedagogy from projects I have developed  

in the past, or from traditional pedagogical practices?

My teaching philosophy fosters the idea that designers have an impact on the human experience 

by creating work that is concerned with more than selling a product or service, but conveying 

a message that serves a greater good. As a result, I have developed a semester long assignment 

that promotes social and cultural awareness by encouraging students to express opinions about 

current socio-political issues and events and to self-author their work. This course is offered to 

graphic design majors in their senior year of study.

2) What problems did I witness in my students that this project was developed  

to address? What information does my project intend to teach?

The focus of the assignment is authorship, so students must research and generate their own 

content to make a statement, express a viewpoint, or show contrasting viewpoints. Prior to 

developing this course, I had only given a project of this scope at the graduate level. I, along 

with my colleagues, had noted that our undergraduate students were not very well-read, did not 

read the newspaper,  and therefore, did not have opinions on many topics because they were 

not in touch with current happenings in our world culture. This was a new way of approaching 

an assignment for the students, it required them research the socio-political landscape and cre-

ate their own problem based on their findings. Students are encouraged to develop projects that 

bring something NEW to the table with ideas that are uniquely their own. Only after this thor-

ough exploration and discussion of an appropriate form to house their concepts do the students 

actually begin designing. In the past they had been given projects that were much more specific 

— design a poster for this or design a website for that. For this assignment the form is open. It 

could wind up being a book, a series of books, folios, poster series, an ad campaign, a website, an 

interactive narrative or any combination of forms. 

3)  What was the process that my students followed?  

How or why was that process determined?

A large portion of the semester is spent only on the discussion of ideas (some sessions turn into 

rather heated debates). Based on a 15 week semester: 5 weeks are dedicated to research and dis-

cussion of ideas only, 5 weeks spent on designing the main component, 2 weeks on an additional 

item that accompanies the main component, and 2 weeks designing packaging to house the main 

component and additional item. 

 In the past, I has seen students start designing a project without really researching it first. 

The content was shallow and as a result, the projects might look good, but did not have anything 

new to say. When the students are required to look beyond the information they already know, 

they develop skills that will help them throughout their lives.



4) How was I able to judge the effectiveness of this project?

Some projects end up being more successful than others. I take into account the students’ partic-

ipation in the discussion groups, almost as much as their individual project results. If a student 

only takes with them a new found awareness about their topic, as well as the research of their 

peers’ topics, then that’s how I would measure its true success. 
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ABSTRACT: 

 

HORIZONTAL SPACE IN ISLAM: THEMES OF ABSENCE AND RETURN 

 

The paper traces the affinities between the worship ritual in Islam and the space of the 

mosque.  The ritual consists of a series of postures in which movement is reduced 

until the body assumes a fetal position and the forehead touches the ground, leading to 

a complete cessation, a 'small death.'  The spatial analogue to this immobility of the 

body is the stillness and immobility of the interior of the mosque, a space without 

sound or shadow or center —a  homogeneous space where all trajectories are equal 

and every spot is static.  The mosque is presented as a theatre for the performance of 

genuflections that lead from action in the vertical to stasis in the horizontal. Islamic 

worship is here seen as an act of homage to the leveling effect of the ground.  

 

The paper further elaborates the affinities between ritual worship and the space of the 

mosque by tracing their relationship to the original landscape of Islam, the flat and 

featureless desert.  Of particular significance in this regard is the manner of alignment 

in prayer in which worshipers face the wide desert horizon by standing shoulder to 

shoulder in long rows, each member in equal and independent relationship to the 

qibla, a point of convergence beyond the horizon.  The relationship between the 

worshipers and the horizon is formally reconstituted as the qibla wall of the mosque, a 

long wall that is its principal liturgical element, and behind which the rows of 

worshipers are aligned. The consequence of this inclination towards the horizon is the 

long, narrow, and anti-axial space of the original mosque.  The overall organization of 

all subsequent mosques always begins with an alignment parallel to the horizon. 

 

The paper suggests that both the choreography of gestures and the space of worship in 

Islam can be seen in some ways as compensations for the featureless horizontality of 

a landscape. It offers an interpretation in which space and gesture are seen as  

expressions of an elemental opposition of earth and sky.  Islam, like the other 

monotheistic religions, was shaped by a confrontation with the solitude of the desert, 

and though it went on to evolve a sophisticated urban culture, the threatening memory 

of the void remained, expressed in its spiritual disciplines and artistic production.  
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A Study on each country Concession’s Road Network’s 
Characteristic in Tianjin City from the viewpoint of Road 

Construction and Distribution 
 

Shinichirou HOSOKAWA, Shinchen ZHAO, Atushi DEGUCHI 
 
Abstract 
 After the Opium War, the concession was established in a lot of cities in China. The 
aim of this research is to clarify each country concession’s road network’s characteristic 
in the Tienchin City. The conclusions are as follow: 1) Connection and the directionality 
of each country concession’s road are clarified, and it has been understood that it is a 
road network which has a different feature. 2) There is bias in the distribution of the 
pedestrian road in Japanese concession. It was pointed out that this was a factor to 
invite the traffic circumstances deterioration. 
 

Keywords: Concession, Road network, Vector rate, Graph theory, Cluster analysis 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 In 1840’s, the Opium War broke out between Qing Dynasty and England. And as a 
consequence of that, many cities including Shanghai, Tianjin, Wuhun, etc, were urged 
to open to the other countries, and foreign concessions were established there. 
Concession is a foreign settlement, having administrative power and extraterritoriality, 
at treaty ports in China. Concession was a place that modern China communicated or 
faced politically, economically and culturally to European countries or Japan. It’s a 
positive and negative inheritance, and at the same time, it effect on modern 
construction of cities in China.  
 Be based on above viewpoint, this research pick up Tianjin City, that had 8 foreign 
concessions at one time, in order to understand the characteristic of Concession from 
view of the density, connectivity and directionality of the concession’s road network. And 
also, it clarifies construction and distribution of the concession’s road. 
 Concretely, at first, it describes the process of establishment of each country concession 
and the present construction of the block and road. And then, it clarifies the 
characteristics of each county concession’s density, connectivity and directionality of the 
road network. And being based on the data of Japanese, French, British, and German 
concession’s road through the fieldwork, it classifies these 4 concessions into groups in 
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order to understand the characteristic of each group and distribution of concession’s 
road.    
 

2. Process of concession’s establishment and that’s summary 
2.1 Process of concession’s establishment 
 Tianjin City is located at the river junction between KAIKOU river (White River) and 
it’s branch on the KAHOKU plain. There are geographical characteristics that east area 
leads to south region in China and foreign countries through BOKKAI sea, and north 
area leads to SANKAISEKI, which is a passage to the northeastern region in China. 
And it has being developed as a gateway city of Chinese capital Beijing. The reason why 
Tianjin City had become 8 countries’ concession is that’s geographical advantage. 
 Before concessions were established, the city district was small area that was around 
the old castle on the north, and it’s southeast area had dismal. After 1860, the 
concession was established at this dismal, and Tianjin city district became bigger. 
 After Treaty of Beijin in 1860 that decided open Tianjin City, England(1860), 
France(1861), America(1861) established concession at west side of the KAIKOU river 
which is flowing center of Tianjin City district. The war between Qing Dynasty and 
Japan gave opportunity to Germany(1895) established concession at south side of 
American concession, and Japan(1897) also had concession at west side of French 
concession. After that, Russia, Austria, Italy, Belgium demanded concession one after 
another. At first, Russia(1900) established concession at east side of KAIKOU river, and 
Austria, Italy(1901) established at north side of Russian concession, and Belgium(1902) 
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Fig. 1 each country concession’s area 
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Fig. 2 expansion of Tianjin City district 
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established at south side of Russian concession. American concession incorporated to 
British concession in 1902, so Tianjin City had 8 country’s concessions at the same time 
finally (Fig. 1). 
 After World War Ⅱ, Tianjin City regained concessions and Tianjin’s concession period 
ended at last. But after that, the district that was formed as concession expanded, and it 
effect on the present structure of Tianjin City.  
 Fig. 2 shows that, old concession area before 1949 occupied large part of city district, 
and it spread a little to north area and southeast area. After 1950, city district around 
old concession area except northwestern area sprawled equally to outside. And then, all 
part of city district is located on about western side of South North Train Line 
(KYOUKOU Line), and that’s east area haven’t changed anything in this 10 years. 
 
2.2 Concession’s block and road construction 
 At first, this chapter will clarify 
the characteristic of each 
concession’s block and road 
construction by using CAD data 
that is based on the city map (Fig. 
1). 
 About the total area of 
concession (Table. 1), British 
concession (389ha), next to that, 
Russian concession (384ha), 
German concession (230ha) are 
the largest. Italy concession 
(35ha), which is smallest, is a 
tenth compared with British 
concession. It shows there are big 
differences between each 
concession’s area. 
 And about each concession’s 
average area of block and 
average length of road (Table. 1), 
the number of Japanese 
concession is extremely small. It 
shows Japanese concession has 

road
density

net
density

[ha] [ha] [m] [km/k㎡] [pc/k㎡]

Japan 142 0.73 99 18.85 107

France 182 1.17 123 17.20 84

England 389 2.09 159 13.30 50

Germany 230 1.90 144 11.37 50

Austria 65 1.16 115 19.16 108

Italy 35 1.28 130 17.55 89

Russia 384 4.38 192 7.36 26

Belgium 51 6.20 205 8.18 35

block
average
length

density of road
network

concession
total area

block
average
area

Table. 1 indexes for form of road network 
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finer block construction than the other countries’. And because Belgium and Russian 
concession are used as industrial zone, these number are extremely large. Except these 
2 countries’ concessions, British concession’s number is large particularly, so it shows 
being formed spacious block there. About neighboring concessions, particularly 
Japanese – French, French – British differences are big. There are differences clearly on 
each concession’s block and road construction. 
 
3. Quantitative analysis for road network 
3.1 Road Density and Net Density 
 It is general technique to use Road Density and Net Density (Table. 2) as evaluative 
index to show dense or sparse about road network. Road Density is rate of total length 
to object zone’s area. It is an evaluation index to show “Quantity of Road Network in 
object zone”. But, this evaluative index cannot show relationship of connection between 
link and node.  
 On the other hand, Net Density (Table. 2) is rate of node’s quantity to object zone’s area. 
It is an evaluative index to show “Road Network in the object zone is dense or sparse?”. 
It can show network’s quality better than Road Density. 
 Each concession’s calculations are shown on the Table. 1. As Table. 1 show, about Road 
Density and Net Density, the number of Austrian concession (19.16km/k ㎡, 108 / k ㎡), 
Japanese concession (18.85km/k ㎡, 107 / k ㎡) are large and it can show that dense road 
network are formed there. 
 And as chapter 2.2 shows, Russian and Belgium concessions’ blocks are so large that 
the number of Road Density and Net Density (7.36km/k㎡, 26 / k㎡), (8.18km/k㎡, 35 / k
㎡) are extremely small. There are sparse road networks compared with the other 
countries’ concessions. Furthermore, British concession (13.30km/k ㎡, 50 / k ㎡) and 
German concession (11.37km/k ㎡, 50 / k ㎡) are almost same number, and road 
network’s dense or sparse is a middle point compared with the other countries’ 
concessions. 
 
3.2 Crossing form 
 To clarify the each concession’s form of crossing, this analysis will use Each form’s 
Branch rate (Table. 3). Each crossing’s forms are that dead end is 1 branch, winding 
road is 2 branch, T or Y road is 3 branch, crossroad is 4 branch, and having 5, 6 road are 
5 branch and 6 branch. As Table. 3 shows, Japanese concession’s 4 branch rate is high, 
67.5%, so we can see that it forms grid road network. About French concession, 4 branch 
rate is high, too, 53.6%, and 3 branch rate is 39.2%, and 5 branch rate is 4.6% it’s higher 
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than the other countries’ concessions. 
 Looking at the other concessions, which 3 branch rate is higher than 4 branch rate, 
British and German concessions have many crossing forms from 3 branch to 6 branch, 
so we can see these road networks are consisted of variety kinds of crossing forms. 
 And about Austrian concession, 60% of crossings are 3 branch, it forms complicated 
road network having a lot of T road. The reason why Russian and Belgium concession’s 
1 branch rate are high is that there are some part without any roads along KAIKOU 
river, and the roads going into industrial area are dead end.  
 As above descriptions, 3 branch rate and 4 branch rate are highest in each concession, 
and 3branch rate are more than 40% except Japan and France. Therefore, it shows that 
there are many T roads there. 
 

3.3 Connectivity of Road Network 
 It is general technique to use β value,γ index, E index based on Graph Theory in 
order to evaluate connectivity of road network. Each mathematical expression are 
bellow. But e is number of links, and v is number of nodes. 
 

v
e

=β                    (1) 

)1(
2
−

=
vv

e
γ                     (2) 

)2)(1(
))1((2

−−
−−

=
vv
vee

E               (3) 

 

each form's branch rate

concession 1 branch 2 branch 3 branch 4 branch 5 branch 6 branch

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Japan 0.00 0.66 29.80 67.55 1.99 0.00

France 0.00 1.96 39.22 53.59 4.58 0.65

England 0.00 0.51 50.51 43.37 4.59 1.02

Germany 1.72 2.59 46.55 46.55 2.59 0.00

Austria 0.00 1.43 60.00 38.57 0.00 0.00

Italy 0.00 0.00 48.39 48.39 3.23 0.00

Russia 6.06 7.07 44.44 40.40 2.02 0.00

Belgium 22.22 5.56 44.44 27.78 0.00 0.00

Fig. 3 concession’s branch rate 
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β value shows average 
number of links gathering 
1 node. γ  index shows 
that how close to 
complete graph (the 
graph which has links 
connecting directly 
between all nodes) it is, 
and when it is complete 
graph, the number will be 
1. E index also shows 
grade of complete graph, and when it is complete tree (if one link is removed optionally, 
it will not be connected graph), the number will be 0.  
 It is thought generally that β value is an evaluative index to show only partly 
connection. However, it is clear that if it is close to complete graph, number of links 
connecting each nodes increase, and β  value also increase together. Moreover, 
considering about there are almost no links crossing in road network, and aggregation 
of partly connection makes whole road network, we can say that β shows whole 
connectivity. 
 Be based on above consideration, calculation (Table. 4) shows that Italy, Japanese, 
French concession’s number (2.0) is higher than the other countries’ concessions, and 
these road networks have good connectivity generally, and because these 3 concessions’ 
4 branch rate are high commonly, we can see grid road network’s connectivity is good. 
On the other hand, considering about each form’s branch rate, we can see British 
concession that has smallest number about 1.6 doesn’t have good connectivity in road 
network.  
 And next, be based on the calculation about γ index and E index, this research 
estimated these indexes. These 2 indexes are used generally as showing connectivity of 
road network, but if the numbers of nodes increase, the number of links in complete 
graph will increase extremely, so the number of index will be too small. Therefore, when 
looking at the relation between these indexes and the number of nodes, as it is expected, 
the number of γ index and E index are small following the number of nodes. From 
these things, we can see that γ index and E index are effected strongly by the number 
of nodes. Consequently, it is thought that these 2 indexes are not appropriate for 
comparing analysis of road networks, which have different number of nodes. 
 

Japan 301 151 1.993 0.0266 0.0135

France 301 153 1.967 0.0259 0.0130

England 329 196 1.679 0.0172 0.0071

Germany 219 116 1.888 0.0328 0.0159

Austria 128 70 1.829 0.0530 0.0251

Italy 63 31 2.032 0.1355 0.0759

Russia 176 99 1.778 0.0363 0.0164

Belgium 31 18 1.722 0.2026 0.1029

concession Ｅindex
number

of links
number

of nodes
βvalue γindex

Table. 4 evaluative indexes based on Graph theory 
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3.4 Directionality of road network 
 β value, γ index, E index are 
not enough to express network of 
whole road network, because it is 
showing only connectivity between 
each nodes and it isn’t considered 
about real distance between each 
links or directionality of links. 
Therefore, in order to analyze 
characteristic of road network from the view of link’s directionality, this research will 
use an index “Road Vector rate”. Road Vector rate is rate of link’s length in each 
direction to the reference value, which is max length of road measured by each direction 
in the objective area. 
 Concretely, after fixing reference value (Rmax=1), which is a max length of road 
measured by each direction (i direction) in the object zone, calculate the rate of link’s 
length (Ri≦1) in each direction to the Rmax. “Road Vector figure” is figured Road Vector 
rate. This figure can express visually dispersivety of road’s direction in whole road 
network.  
 Road Vector rate is the rate of the Road Vector figure’s area in the object zone when  
roads disperse to all directions equally, same as Road Vector figure, we can consider 
Road Vector rate also can express the dispersivety of road’s direction. If the road is the 
grid road network which has only a little directionality, the Road Vector rate will be 
close to 0, but if the road network is complicated, the Road Vector rate will be close to 1. 
 As mathematical expression of Road Vector rate in Table. 2 shows, we need to decide 
the number of direction i when we calculate the Road Vector rate. Even if it is same road 
network, the result of calculation will be different by the number of directions. Figure. 3 
are that’s examples. (A) in the Figure. 3 is a Road Vector figure in case of 8 directions, 
and (B) is an example of that’s 2 times, 16 directions. As these figures, if the number of 
directions increases, the directionality of road can be expressed clearly. But if the 
number of directions increases to infinity, the directionality of whole road network 
cannot be grasped. Therefore, this research decided the number of directions 16, and 32 
directions considering about directionality of each concession. 
 Figure. 4 is comparison of each concession’s Road Vector figure in 16, 32 directions. As 
Figure. 4 shows, road’s direction of Japanese concession and Belgium concession are 
narrowing only to 2 orthogonal axis, so we can see these are orthogonal road networks. 
Particularly about Japanese concession, as hereinbefore, we can characterize it is 
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orthogonal grid road network from the viewpoint of that 4 branch rate is high. Italy, 
British, German, and Austrian concessions’ axis disperse to various of direction, and 
these figures show spread figures even in case of 32 direction, so these road networks 
have variety kinds of directivity. Particularly about British and Austrian concession, as 
hereinbefore, 3 branch rate are higher than 4 branch rate, and these have 5, 6 branch 
also, so we can see these road network are complicated.  
 From above descriptions, it became clear that road’s directionality have differences 
between each concession. Therefore, the problem is considered that road’s directions 
differ on the border between each concession, and it makes visibility worse. 
 In this chapter, we analyzed road network by indexes, which based on the data 
gathered from the map. In the next chapter 4, we will classify the roads being based on 
the road’s data gathered from field works, and will do more detailed analysis. 
 
4. Concession’s road construction and distribution 
4.1 Summary of the field works 
 We did field works at Japanese, French, British and German concessions, and 
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described road’s data in the map showing on Table. 6.  
 From the result of simple tabulation (Table. 6), 66% of whole roads have 2 lane below 
width, and however set up rate of bicycle track is low, 16%, set up rate of roadside trees 
is high, 79%, 72%. Furthermore, 32% of whole roads have traffic control by one-way 
road also. Looking at the building use along roads, housing is 72%, and next to that, 
commerce is high, 57%, but office, public facility rate are low, 29%, 22%. 
 
4.2 Classify roads 
 To objective roads, after calculating Resemblance coefficient (simple match coefficient) 
based on the category data on Table. 6, we classified roads by Cluster analysis (average 
linkage clustering method). There again, Resemblance coefficient is calculated by the 
expression below. 
 

dcba
da

C jk +++
+

=      0.10.0 ≤≤C jk
         (4) 

 
Simple match coefficient is 

appearance rate of coincidence of 1-1, 
0-0, when comparing attribution n 
times. And the maximum number 

1=C jk
 shows completely similarity, 

and it happens when b=c=1. In this 
research, if 0-1 data shows each 
category are all 0, it is considered 
having meaning, and therefore we 
selected simple match coefficient as 
Resemblance coefficient. Furthermore, 
the definition of a, b, c, d are showed 
on Table. 5.  
 As a result of classify roads, all 893 roads could be classified into 5 groups (Table. 6). 
The Group 1 are roads without bicycle track at all, and 78.6% of them are below 2 lanes, 
they are narrow. But pedestrian road (both sides) are 98%, and roadside trees (both 
sides) are 100%, therefore almost all of them have pedestrian road and roadside trees. 
The Group 2 are roads with bicycle track and having more than 3 lanes, they are wide 
trunk roads. Pedestrian road (both sides) are 95.8%, roadside trees are 81.4%, and 

Table. 5 Resemblance coefficient calculations 
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therefore almost all of them have pedestrian road and roadside trees. 
 The Group 3 are all exclusive pedestrian roads, and both pedestrian road and roadside 
trees are little. The Group 4, same as the Group 1, are roads without bicycle track and 
narrow roads below 2 lanes, but almost all of them don’t have pedestrian road and 
roadside trees. The Group 5 are roads without bicycle track, roadside trees, and having 
more than 3 lanes. And traffic control by one-way road is 40%. This is comparatively 
high number. 
 About building use along roads, housing, commerce don’t have characteristics 
particularly. In any Groups, commerce is about half, and housing is more than 70% of 
all Groups. On the other hands, settlement rate of office, public building are low on the 
whole, but they are tend to be settled along roads having wide trunk road, and 
pedestrian road, roadside trees. 

 
4.3 Distribution characteristic of classified roads 
 From the distribution map (Figure. 5) of roads classified in chapter 4.2, old concessions’ 
road networks are consisted of mainly Group 1 roads. Looking at Group 2, which are the 
highest standard roads, they are distributed on NANKINRO, which is going through 
Japanese, French, British, German concessions, and on the border between Japanese 
concession and French, and on the south area of British concession. And Group 3, 4, 
which are consisted of mainly exclusive pedestrian roads, are much on around the 
border between Japanese concession and French, that is present commerce zone, and on 
the border between British concession and German. 
 Looking at characteristic of each concession next, in Japanese concession, each 
classified roads are distributed equally on the whole, this is different from the other 

reaction consist reaction consist reaction consist reaction consist reaction consist reaction consist

road type exclusive pedestrian road 120 13.4% 2 0.4% 0 0.0% 108 100.0% 8 7.0% 2 5.3%
roadway 773 86.6% 513 99.6% 118 100.0% 0 0.0% 106 93.0% 36 94.7%

number of lanes 2 lanes below 586 65.6% 405 78.6% 0 0.0% 67 62.0% 114 100.0% 0 0.0%
3 lanes above 307 34.4% 110 21.4% 118 100.0% 41 38.0% 0 0.0% 38 100.0%

bicycle track have 140 15.7% 22 4.3% 118 100.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
doesn't have 753 84.3% 493 95.7% 0 0.0% 108 100.0% 114 100.0% 38 100.0%

pedestrian road both sides 707 79.2% 509 98.8% 113 95.8% 11 10.2% 38 33.3% 36 94.7%
doesn't have 186 20.8% 6 1.2% 5 4.2% 97 89.8% 76 66.7% 2 5.3%

roadside trees both sides 641 71.8% 515 100.0% 96 81.4% 4 3.7% 26 22.8% 0 0.0%
doesn't have 252 28.2% 0 0.0% 22 18.6% 104 96.3% 88 77.2% 38 100.0%

traffic control one-way road 284 31.8% 226 43.9% 21 17.8% 0 0.0% 22 19.3% 15 39.5%
doesn't have 609 68.2% 289 56.1% 97 82.2% 108 100.0% 92 80.7% 23 60.5%

housing(*) have 706 79.1% 415 80.6% 96 81.4% 79 73.1% 85 74.6% 30 78.9%
doesn't have 183 20.9% 100 19.4% 22 18.6% 29 26.9% 29 25.4% 8 21.1%

commerce(*) have 506 56.7% 310 60.2% 70 59.3% 56 51.9% 53 46.5% 17 44.7%
doesn't have 383 43.3% 205 39.8% 48 40.7% 52 48.1% 61 53.5% 21 55.3%

office(*) have 260 29.1% 160 31.1% 51 43.2% 15 13.9% 27 23.7% 7 18.4%
doesn't have 633 70.9% 355 68.9% 67 56.8% 93 86.1% 87 76.3% 31 81.6%

public facility(* have 198 22.2% 152 29.5% 22 18.6% 9 8.3% 11 9.6% 4 10.5%
doesn't have 695 77.8% 363 70.5% 96 81.4% 99 91.7% 103 90.4% 34 89.5%

(*)…building use along road

item category
whole concession Group 1 (515) Group 5 (38)Group 2 (118) Group 3 (108) Group 4 (114)

Table. 6 characteristics of whole object concessions 
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countries’ concessions. In French, 
British concessions, the Group 1 
occupies whole area of concession, 
but in the center of concession, 
Group 3, 4 in case of French 
concession, Group 2 in case of 
British concession, are distributed. 
In German concession, same as 
Japanese concession, each Group’s 
roads are distributed, but 
deviations are seen at the north 
and south area of concession. 
 As above descriptions, road 
network in Tianjin City having 
formed since old concession time 
have many roads below 2 lanes 
width, and is consisted of roads 
with pedestrian road and roadside 
trees. But the problems are that exclusive pedestrian roads and narrow roads divide 
road network, and network isn’t formed. This is because each country planed road 
network in their concession by their selves with conscious of the border, and they didn’t 
have master plan for global. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 In this research, results of grasp about present condition of road network in Tianjin 
City, and of quantitative analysis can be concluded below.  At first, this research used 
Road network Density as index of showing road network’s dense or sparse, and Branch 
rate as showing crossing form (nodes), and Road Vector rate as showing directionality of 
road. In consequence, we could get different number from each index on each concession, 
particularly from “Road Vector figure” used as index of link’s directionality, we could 
grasp directionality of each concession’s road network visually, and also confirm that 
there are clearly differences of directivity. Furthermore, be based on the data of field 
works, as a result of analysis about object zone Japanese, French, British, German 
concession’s road networks, we could see that trunk roads are concentrated on the 
northern side from NANKINRO and Japanese concession, but the road’s grade 
construction and network couldn’t be formed on the whole. And it is clarified in whole 

Fig. 6 classified roads distribution 
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concessions that, however set up rate of pedestrian road, distribution rate of roadside 
trees are high, set up rate of bicycle track is low. 
 As above description, this research analyzed quantitatively about form of old 
concession’s road network and pattern of roads distribution, and clarified 
characteristics of each concession. Furthermore, we could point out some problems 
about present road network in center of Tianjin City. As development for hereafter, we 
will deal with the method to organize road network in the city center on the whole with 
keeping each concession’s construction of road and the pattern of distribution. 
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Title: Using Kinetic Typography to Convey Human Emotion 
 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a method of using kinetic typography 
to convey human emotion, in which a poem is employed as the narrative source. 
Unlike static typography, kinetic typography makes use of motion-based aspects 
that utilize both time and space. It combines movement with typography, and 
can thereby convey gestures that can function as dynamic forms that represent 
human emotions.  
 Three aspects of this method are of particular importance: First, the 
methodology needed to develop kinetic typography requires an in-depth analysis 
of the emotional content of the poetic narrative, as considered in relation to ones 
own personal experience. A strong analysis is essential in conceptualizing the 
emotional basis of the poem.  

Second, it is grasp the significance of the emotion in terms of its 
physiological and psychological effects. A unique response is directly dependent 
on each person's individual mental state. In this particular method, the 
behavioral and psychological constituents of emotion are examined in relation to 
eight different categories, which are then used as ingredients in the process of 
developing a kinetic typographic form.  

Third, equally essential is a preparative or preproduction process that 
takes place in advance of constructing the animated design on the computer. 
This process both simplifies and accelerates the complicated stages in the use of 
time-based media as an effective visual communication tool. It relies on 
handwritten memos, preparatory sketches, and text-based summaries that 
explore the possibilities of a particular concept. In this preproduction process, 
five different steps have proven especially reliable in developing visual 
inventions in the area of kinetic typography. These are:  

1. Mind Map: This is a metaphorical map derived by combining ones 
personal experience with an analysis of the emotions that are generated. It is an 
organized “brainstorming” process that explores in three steps the relationship 
between emotions and poetic narratives. The first step explores the general 
meaning of the emotion for later investigation. The purpose of the second is to 
analyze and to organize further one’s personal experience as a way of 
developing attributes that are reflective of the narrative. And the third step is to 
determine which of the attributes would work best and to identify their essential 
characteristics.  

2. Matrix Development: A conceptual matrix is employed that uses design 
strategies, Gestalt principles, elements of motion, and aspects of the poetic 



narrative to formulate sketches for later use. Each line of the poem is developed 
separately. 

3. Rough sketches: These are exploratory sketches that consider the visual 
potential of the subject matter. 

4. Text-based storyboarding: The storyboard approach is used to translate 
imaginative possibilities into the reality of kinetic typographic form. Each line of 
the poem is considered in the development of such sequences key frames, an 
outline of the narrative, and the elements of motion. 

5. Refined sketches: The final decisions for the design are made at this 
stage. 

 
 The application to kinetic typography of a method that is both creative 
and systematic can contribute to a better understanding of typography, while 
also communicating more vividly by making use of the functional roles of 
typography as both text and form. The use of time and motion can provide a 
dynamic of the sort that cannot as readily be achieved in static typography. The 
deliberate unification of time, motion and typography can acquaint us with the 
ways and means by which visual forms convey emotional sensibilities, rhythmic 
visual expression, dramatic gesture, and behavioral reactions to experiences. 
Using kinetic typography, one can create a result that is richer and far more 
engaging the inert flatness that is found in traditional, more restrictive 
approaches to typography. 
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The social atomism which over the past three centuries has served as the historical axiom of social 
analysis posits an elementary unit—the individual—on the basis of which groups are supposed to be 
formed and to which they are supposed to be always reducible….Analysis shows that a relation (always 
social) determines it terms, and not the reverse, and that each individual is a locus in which an incoher-
ent (and often contradictory) plurality of such relational determinations interact. 

 
Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, p. xi 

 
Of all the oppositions that artificially divide social science, the most fundamental, and the most ruinous, 
is the one that is set up between subjectivism and objectivism. 

 
Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, p.26 

 
…we should recall that any reading of the past—however much it is controlled by the analysis of docu-
ments—is driven by a reading of current events. Readings of both past and present are effectively organ-
ized in relation to problematic issues which a historical situation is imposing.  They are haunted by pre-
suppositions, in other words by “models” of interpretation that are invariably linked to a contemporary 
situation of Christianity. 

 
Michel de Certeau, The Making of History, p.23 

 
 
 
I begin with a “contemporary situation,” as Certeau so succinctly puts it: the idea of subjectiv-

ity.  To explore the concept, I am using two Christian texts from the first and second centuries 

of the Common Era, as well as the more contemporary work of Pierre Bourdieu, writing in the 

final decades of the twentieth century.  My interest in considering the Christian texts, which 

one might argue cannot have any notion of subjectivity (at least in the way in which we cur-

rently conceive it), is the power the texts have to shape current social practices because they 

are part of the Christian canon. By seeking to discern the ways in which the authors of the 

texts used them to construct, to challenge, or to affirm the social practices of their day, I be-

lieve one can shed light on implications the texts might have for current practice. 
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What is subjectivity?  Webster’s online dictionary says it is the noun form of ‘subjec-

tive,’ which was first coined in the fifteenth century.  Among the definitions for subjective the 

dictionary suggests are:  

 
1 : of, relating to, or constituting a subject : as a obsolete : of, relating to, or character-
istic of one that is a subject especially in lack of freedom of action or in submissive-
ness  
2 : of or relating to the essential being of that which has substance, qualities, attrib-
utes, or relations 
3 a : characteristic of or belonging to reality as perceived rather than as independent of 
mind : 
b : relating to or being experience or knowledge as conditioned by personal mental 
characteristics or states 
4 a (1) : peculiar to a particular individual : PERSONAL <subjective judgments> (2) : 
modified or affected by personal views, experience, or background <a subjective ac-
count of the incident> b : arising from conditions within the brain or sense organs and 
not directly caused by external stimuli <subjective sensations> c : arising out of or 
identified by means of one's perception of one's own states and processes <a subjective 
symptom of disease>  
5 : lacking in reality or substance : ILLUSORY     (www.websters.com, 8/13/2002) 
 
 
The definitions that are most applicable to this paper are the first, third, and fourth: 

ideas about agency or the ability to say “I”; about the perception of reality—what is real, and 

how I know it to be so; and that which is relevant to the individual’s experience of the world.  

I will explore the notion of subjectivity using Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of practice, in which 

he seeks to transcend the traditional dichotomy between subjectivity and objectivity—or as he 

names them, subjectivism and objectivism.  Bourdieu’s contention is that both objectivism 

and subjectivism are not things in themselves, but in fact are both produced by the “habitus” 

into which a given person is born. The habitus is: 

…a product of history [that] produces individual and collective history---more his-
tory—in accordance with the schemes generated by history.  It ensures the active pres-
ence of past experiences, which, deposited in each organism in the form of schemes of 
perception, thought and action, tend to guarantee the ‘correctness’ of practices and 
their constancy over time, more reliably than all formal rules and explicit norms.  This 
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system of dispositions…is the principle of the continuity and regularity which objec-
tivism sees in social practices without being able to account for it….As an acquired 
system of generative schemes, the  habitus makes possible the free production of all 
the thoughts, perceptions and actions inherent in the particular conditions of its pro-
duction—and only those….Because the habitus is an infinite capacity for generating 
products—thoughts, perceptions, expressions and actions—whose limits are set by the 
historically and socially situated conditions of its productions, the conditioned and 
conditional freedom it provides is as remote from creation of unpredictable novelty as 
it is from simple mechanical reproduction of the original conditioning.  (1990: 54-55) 
 
 
In other words, the habitus produces both what we perceive as objective—the way the 

world is—as well as our subjective experience of this “natural” (objective) world.  Bourdieu 

further describes the habitus as “embodied history, internalized as a second nature and so for-

gotten as history” (1990:56).  The embodied character of the habitus is such that we respond 

to the world as we encounter it without thinking twice about it—unless we suddenly find our-

selves in a different habitus for which we do not have “the feel for the game” as Bourdieu de-

scribes this unconscious (non-conscious?) ability to function in our native habitus (1990:66).   

 

The habitus provides us with customs, language, social roles, and even bodily postures 

that give us the range of possibilities from which we can choose (without being consciously 

aware that we are choosing) in order to respond to the events of our lives, although Bourdieu 

asserts that within this range there is an infinite number of ways to respond. For example, as 

an American born and raised in the Midwest in the last half of the 20th Century, I am likely to 

shake hands rather than bow when I first meet someone new, and I am also likely to look that 

person straight in the eye, regardless of whether they are older or younger, male or female.  If 

I were born in some Asian cultures, on the other hand, I would more likely bow rather than 

shake hands, and would probably not make eye contact, especially as a woman.  Having lived 

in Los Angeles and served as pastor in congregations with first-generation Asian members, 
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however, I am more aware of the habitus in which they were raised, and have sought to learn 

the rules of the game as they learned it so that we can create together a new habitus that ac-

counts for the different histories that have produced us.  For another assertion of Bourdieu’s is 

not only that the habitus produces us, but that we produce the habitus.  Thus it changes over 

time, so that 21st century America “feels” different from 19th century   America—as perhaps 

most clearly seen in changes in women’s roles and expectations.  Bourdieu notes, “one only 

has to suspend the commitment to the game that is implied in the feel for the game in order to 

reduce the world, and the actions performed in it, to absurdity, and to bring up questions about 

the meaning of the world and existence which people never ask when they are caught up in 

the game…” (1990:67).     

 

The “taken-for-grantedness” of the habitus, inscribed in bodies, and the ability to 

change the habitus by suspending one’s commitment to the game, offer fruitful ground for 

considering both the collective nature of subjectivity, and the possibility of changing our per-

ceptions of the way the world is to incorporate new ideas of how the world should be and can 

become, so that these other ideas are just as “taken-for-granted” in a re-shaped habitus.  My 

project, therefore, is to explore whether social change is possible—especially just social 

change—when the habitus is reconfigured to produce a new taken-for grantedness.  The two 

passages from the Christian scriptures I will use are Luke 13:10-18 and 1 Timothy 2:8-15. 

They offer opposing sets of social practices for women’s bodies, leading to alternative visions 

of agency and subjectivity for women, and, therefore, gendered expectations for society.  In 
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addition, Bourdieu’s work with the Kabyle people in Algeria provides a set of social practices 

that give a modern point of comparison with the biblical texts.1  

 

Bourdieu suggests 

Every social order systematically takes advantage of the disposition of the body and 
language to function as depositories of deferred thoughts that can be triggered off at a 
distance in space and time by the simple effect of re-placing the body in an overall 
posture which recalls the associated thoughts and feelings, in one of the inductive 
states of the body which, as actors know, give rise to states of mind….Symbolic power 
works partly through the control of other people’s bodies and belief that is given by 
the collectively recognized capacity to act in various ways on deep-rooted linguistic 
and muscular patterns of behaviour, either by neutralizing them or by reactivating 
them to function mimetically. (1990:69, emphasis in original) 

 

In addition, he notes,  

The opposition between male and female is realized in posture, in the gestures and 
movements of the body, in the form of the opposition between the straight and the 
bent, between firmness, uprightness and directness…and restraint, reserve and flexi-
bility.  As is shown by the fact that most of the words that refer to bodily postures 
evoke virtues and states of mind, these two relations to the body [male and female] are 
charged with two relations to other people, time, and the world, and through these to 
two systems of values…. The manly man who goes straight to his target, without de-
tours, is also a man who refuses twisted and devious looks, words, gestures, and 
blows.  He stands up straight and looks straight into the face of the person he ap-
proaches or wishes to welcome…. Conversely, a well-brought up woman…is ex-
pected to walk with a slight stoop…looking down, keeping her eyes on the spot where 
she will next put her foot, especially if she happens to have to walk past the men's as-
sembly.  She must avoid the excessive swing of her hips that comes from a heavy 
stride; she must always be girdled with the thimeh'remth, a rectangular piece of cloth 
with yellow, red and black stripes worn over her dress, and take care that her headscarf 
does not come unknotted, uncovering her hair. In short, the specifically feminine vir-
tue, lah'ia, modesty, restraint, reserve, orients the whole female body downwards, to-
wards the ground, the inside, the house, whereas male excellence, nif, is asserted in 
movement upward, outwards, towards other men. (1990:70) 
 

                                                           
1 This discussion is adapted from, and builds on work I did for my Doctor of Ministry project, Living Be-

yond the Horizon (1993) and unpublished papers I wrote entitled, “Imagining Our Lives Differently: Putting A 
Social Theory of Religion  Into Practice” and “One Nation Under God? Christian Myth in the Development of the 
American National Myth.”  It continues to explore aspects of the social change model I am developing in my dis-
sertation for the PhD in Human Sciences. 
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In order to control the bodies and language of believers, especially women, the author 

of 1 Timothy operates from a position of symbolic power by writing pseudonymously as the 

Apostle Paul.    The passage we are considering corresponds to Bourdieu’s description of the 

opposition between male and female: 

I desire then, that in every place the men should pray, lifting up holy hands without 
anger or argument; also that the women should dress themselves modestly and de-
cently in suitable clothing, not with their hair braided, or with gold, pearls, or expen-
sive clothes, but with good works, as is proper for women who profess reverence for 
God.  Let a woman learn in silence with full submission. I permit no woman to teach 
or to have authority over a man; she is to keep silent.  For Adam was formed first, then 
Eve; and Adam was not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a trans-
gressor.  Yet she will be saved by childbearing, provided they [sic] continue in faith 
and love and holiness, with modesty.2 

In this passage, male and female practices are expected to be lived out differently, 

symbolized through dress, through speech (or non-speech, in the case of women), and through 

action and attitude. The letter, attributed to Paul, receives its authority through its purported 

authorship by one of the major founding figures of the community, as well as by linking the 

approved behavior within the passage to the biblical creation narrative (part of the commu-

nity’s epic mythic tradition) that describes the consequences visited on Eve because she dis-

obeyed God’s injunction not to eat of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of Good and Evil 

(see Genesis 3).  It is women’s silence, modesty, and submission to male authority that will 

enable them to overcome the “transgression” perpetrated by Eve that led to humanity’s expul-

sion from Paradise.  (One wonders, of course, why, if Eve was deceived but Adam was not 

(thereby apparently eating the fruit with full knowledge and free will), it is women who bear 

the most onerous consequences of the Fall and not men.)  Women’s agency is thus restricted 

to performing good works and submitting to the authority of men.  They cannot speak, espe-

                                                           
2 1 Timothy 2:8-15 (NRSV) 
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cially not with authority, and especially not with authority over men. In essence, then, their 

“I” is erased: a woman can be the receptacle for the teaching of men or the performer of good 

works for others, but cannot speak for herself—nor, apparently, to God through prayer. Inter-

estingly, the author of 1 Timothy chooses to ignore the other strand of the biblical creation 

narrative while focusing on the Adam and Eve tradition;  by mandating silence for women he 

negates the divine image in which they are created (according to Genesis 1), for the creative 

action of God is accomplished through speech.3  By noting that “Adam was formed first” he 

further masks the Genesis 1 tradition,  which says that both male and female were created on 

the same day of creation without implying any order of primacy in their creation. 

 

The author of the gospel of Luke offers an opposing view to that of the author of 1 

Timothy:   

 
Now he was teaching in one of the synagogues on the sabbath.  And just then there 
appeared a woman with a spirit that had crippled her for eighteen years.  She was bent-
over and was quite unable to stand up straight.  When Jesus saw her, he called her over 
and said, "Woman, you are set free from your ailment."  When he laid his hands on 
her, immediately she stood up straight and began praising God.  But the leader of the 
synagogue, indignant because Jesus had cured on the sabbath, kept saying to the 
crowd, "There are six days on which work ought to be done; come on those days and 
be cured, and not on the sabbath day."  But the Lord answered him and said, "You 
hypocrites! Does not each of you on the sabbath untie his ox or his donkey from the 
manger, and lead it away to give it water?  And ought not this woman, a daughter of 
Abraham whom Satan bound for eighteen long years, be set free from this bondage on 
the sabbath day?"  When he said this, all his opponents were put to shame; and the en-
tire crowd was rejoicing at all the wonderful things that he was doing.4 

 

Before examining the Lukan text in detail, it is useful to have in mind an additional 

description Bourdieu gives of how social values are inscribed on the bodies of women and 

                                                           
3 For a provocative look at women’s silence and subjectivity, see Francoise Meltzer, For Fear of the Fire: Joan of 

Arc and the Limits of Subjectivity (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2001). 
 4 Luke 13:10-17 (NRSV). 
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men in Kabyle society.  The description provides an intriguing counterpoint to both the Lukan 

text and 1 Timothy: 

[The body] has its public parts -- face, forehead,  eyes, moustache, mouth-- noble or-
gans of self- presentation which concentrate social identity, the point of honour, nif, 
which requires a man to face up to others and look them in the eye; and its hidden or 
shameful private parts, which honour requires a man to conceal.  It is also through the 
mediation of the sexual division of the legitimate uses of the body that the link (as-
serted by psychoanalysis) between phallus and logos is established:  facing up, con-
fronting (qabel), looking at another man in the face, in the eyes, speaking publicly--are 
the preserve of men; women, who, in Kabylia, keep away from public places, must in 
a sense renounce the public use of their gaze (they walk in public with eyes directed to 
the ground) and their speech (the only utterance that suits them is 'I don't know'), the 
antithesis of the manly speech which is decisive, clear-cut affirmation, at the same 
time as being meditated and measured. (1998/2001, 17; emphasis in original) 

 

 

As noted above, the correlations between Bourdieu's description of Kabyle women 

and the expectations of the author of I Timothy are striking—silence in public, modesty in 

dress and behavior, for example.  The contrast between Bourdieu's description and Luke's 

story of the Bent-Over Woman is even more striking: when Jesus first sees the Woman, not 

only does she stoop when she walks, she is physically bent double and cannot stand up 

straight even in private.  She is appropriately walking at the edge of the public assembly (the 

synagogue), but Jesus calls her to where he is teaching, to the midst of the assembly.  Jesus 

"sets her free" from her ailment and "immediately" says the text, she stands up straight and 

begins to praise God.  She speaks publicly --with "clear-cut affirmation"--in the midst of the 

assembly, physically able to look others in the eye for the first time in eighteen years. 

This Sabbath conflict story is unique in Luke’s gospel;5  it is the only one in which the 

person who is ill is “set free;”  it is also the only “healing” text in the gospel that involves a 

                                                           
5Actually, it is unique in the canonical gospel corpus; Luke’s gospel is the only one to include the story.  See be-
low where I note that another reason for the inclusion of the text may be that resident aliens are also included in 
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spirit in which Jesus does not either “cast out” or “rebuke” the spirit, causing it to leave and 

thereby healing the ill person.  Clearly Luke’s author has some specific purpose in mind that 

the use of this particular story serves. It is critical to note that the Greek text very specifically 

says that the woman is set free from her illness; the notion of liberation will be a key part of 

Jesus' argument in support of his action, when the synagogue leader accuses him of breaking 

the fourth commandment—to  keep sabbath rest—by  healing the woman.  The Ten Com-

mandments are recorded twice in the Hebrew Scriptures: in Exodus 20 and in Deuteronomy 5.  

Of the ten, only the fourth commandment is given a rationale for keeping it that differs in the 

two traditions.  In the Exodus tradition, the commandment is linked to God’s work of crea-

tion; in the Deuteronomic tradition, it is linked to Israel’s liberation from slavery in Egypt. 

Jesus’ defense of his action is that, by setting free the woman, he is fulfilling the requirements 

of the commandment.  He implies, on the other hand, that the synagogue leader is breaking 

the commandment by seeking to prevent the woman from experiencing the liberation God 

made possible for Israel.  By refusing to heal her, the synagogue leader will keep her from 

being able to participate in the divine activity of sabbath rest.  

The entire story of the Bent-Over Woman is carefully constructed using the standard 

pattern of rhetorical argumentation known as the elaborated chreia.6  A chreia is a short anec-

dote that is expanded in a stylized way to prove a point.  In the case of the Bent-Over Woman, 

the argument would go like this: 7  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
the command to keep Sabbath rest. By reminding his readers that the covenant applied to non-Jews through 
keeping Sabbath, Luke may be seeking to suggest that the members of his non-Jewish community are in fact full 
participants (by extension) in the covenant. He will continue this conversation in Acts, in the discussion over cir-
cumcision in Acts 15 and in Peter’s vision in Acts 10. 
6 See Burton L. Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament, (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1990). 
7 Adapted from Natalie K. Houghtby, Living Beyond the Horizon: Opening the Church to the Baby Boom Generation, 
(Ann Arbor, MI: UMI, 1993), 46, n.12. 
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Narrative:  Healing on the sabbath (v.10-13); 

Now he was teaching in one of the synagogues on the sabbath.  And just then 
there appeared a woman with a spirit that had crippled her for eighteen years.  
She was bent-over and was quite unable to stand up straight.  When Jesus saw 
her, he called her over and said, "Woman, you are set free from your ailment."  
When he laid his hands on her, immediately she stood up straight and began 
praising God. 

Issue: It is not lawful (v.14);  

But the leader of the synagogue, indignant because Jesus had cured on the sab-
bath, kept saying to the crowd,  

Argument /rebuttal:  

Citation: Scriptural commandment using both the version in Exodus that one 
keeps sabbath because God created the heavens and the earth in six days, and 
the version in Deuteronomy giving the rationale that the Exodus meant free-
dom from bondage (v. 14b-15a): 

"There are six days on which work ought to be done; come on those 
days and be cured, and not on the sabbath day." 

But the Lord answered him and said, "You hypocrites! 

Example: ox and donkey (v. 15b);  

Does not each of you on the sabbath untie his ox or his donkey from the 
manger, and lead it away to give it water? 

Analogy: (less than to more than) so also the woman/daughter of Abraham (v. 
16 a);  

And ought not this woman, a daughter of Abraham whom Satan bound 
for eighteen long years, 

Maxim: the woman should be freed, especially on the sabbath (the sabbath is 
made for people)  (v. 16b);   

be set free from this bondage on the sabbath day?" 

Conclusion: Jesus is Lord (v. 15) of the sabbath (v. 17), performing the divine func-
tions of liberation (for the woman) and creation (of a new vision for the community). 

But the Lord answered him/When [Jesus] said this, all his opponents were put 
to shame; and the entire crowd was rejoicing at all the wonderful things that he 
was doing. 
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The argument from less than to more than was a pattern that encouraged agreement 

with the speaker's objective by allowing his hearers to agree with a smaller, generally less 

controversial point first, and then, since they had agreed with that point, find themselves 

agreeing with the main argument if they could see it simply as the first point raised to a 

greater magnitude. Here Jesus reminds his listeners of who is to keep the commandment by 

resting on the sabbath:  "you, your son or your daughter, your male or female slave, your live-

stock, or the alien resident in your towns."  (Ex. 20:10)   By starting with what is low on the 

list—the livestock—and asking his hearers to agree that the commandment does, in fact apply 

to the ox and donkey, Jesus then is able to secure their agreement on what is higher on the list, 

the daughter.  By naming her as a "daughter of Abraham," the first patriarch with whom God 

establishes his covenant, Jesus reinforces the woman’s place in the covenant tradition.8  Jesus’ 

strategy for gaining the consensus of his hearers that what he has done is an appropriate way 

to fulfill the commandment appears to have been successful; as the story reports, Jesus' oppo-

nents are put to shame by his argument, while the crowd rejoices.  

To refer back to the Genesis 1 tradition we explored in the discussion on 1 Timothy, 

the command to keep sabbath rest was an invitation to the covenant community to claim for 

themselves the divine image in which they were created—by observing the Sabbath they par-

ticipated in God’s creative action on the seventh day, as well as in God’s great act of libera-

tion that re-established (re-created) the covenant community by bringing it out of bondage in 

Egypt.  Creation and liberation are thus seen to be divine activities. As is clearly shown in the 

rhetorical strategy analyzed above, the author of Luke proposes that women are included in 

                                                           
8 Interestingly, Jesus will call Zacchaeus the tax collector a “son of Abraham” when he decides to make restitution 
for any harm he has caused by his tax collecting. 
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the divine image and, along with their male counterparts, are invited to participate in it fully—

with their bodies and with their voices. Every seventh day thus offered an opportunity to re-

store the just alignment of society: by providing a break in the routine of everyday life, sab-

bath rest gave the community the opportunity to imagine their life together differently—to 

engage regularly in the God-like activities of liberation and creation.  In Bourdieu’s terms, 

sabbath rest functions as an intentional strategy for re-configuring the habitus. 

The author of Luke is just as adept as the author of 1 Timothy in providing an authori-

tative foundation for his understanding of right social practice: Jesus is the one who acts, and 

who authorizes his action by grounding it in the epic/sacred tradition of the community.  What 

is striking is how diametrically opposed the two stories are in their portrayal of “right” behav-

ior for women—and that of the two stories, it is not Luke’s story of Jesus’ action that has been 

incorporated in the habitus of the Christian church, and therefore into the habitus of Western 

society, but rather Timothy’s.9  Bourdieu notes  

It is not hard to imagine the weight that the opposition between masculinity and femi-
ninity must bring to bear on the construction of self-image and world-image when this 
opposition constitutes the fundamental principle of division of the social and the sym-
bolic world. As is underlined by the two-fold meaning of the word nif, physical po-
tency inseparable from social potency, what is imposed through a certain social defini-
tion of maleness (and, consequently, of femaleness) is a political mythology, which 
governs all bodily experiences, not least sexual experiences themselves.  Thus, the op-
position between male sexuality—public and sublimated—and female sexuality—
secret and, so to speak, ‘alienated’…—is no more than a specific form taken by the 
opposition between the extraversion of politics or public religion and the introversion 
of private magic, the secret, hidden weapon of the dominated… (1990: 78-79) 

                                                           
9 This is, of course, not the only instance in which a more restrictive understanding of women’s agency and role 
was selected by the church as its official “reading” of the scriptures.  In general, the gospels, which on the whole 
affirm agency for women and an inclusive, non-patriarchal ordering of society, have been ignored or misread by 
the church, while the Pauline letters, which promote a patriarchal, hierarchical ordering of society, have been 
used as the blueprint for social organization.  Over time, this version of the “Christian” society became the ac-
cepted, “taken-for-granted” understanding that was incorporated into the habitus that informs Western civiliza-
tion. 
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The author of Luke’s gospel appears to be seeking to subvert centuries of patriarchal 

ordering of society by supporting women’s presence and voice (as well as their leadership and 

authority) in the community.   The author of 1 Timothy, on the other hand, appears to be seek-

ing to maintain those centuries of patriarchal order, possibly in the face of almost a century of 

Christian practice which had been exploring versions of social order similar to that reflected 

in Luke’s gospel.   Bourdieu has noted the critical importance of the use of symbols in the 

construction and maintenance of social order:  “Symbols are the instrument par excellence of 

‘social integration’:  as instruments of knowledge and communication…. they make it possi-

ble for there to be a consensus on the meaning of the social world, a consensus which contrib-

utes fundamentally to the reproduction of the social order” (1991:166, emphasis in original).  

Through their texts, our authors are trying to establish a framework for consensus on what the 

social order of their respective communities should be, in particular what gender roles are ap-

propriate for both women and men. How well they are able to establish that framework will 

determine whether their vision will be reproduced by the community in succeeding genera-

tions—which will ultimately shape their community’s habitus if they are successful in estab-

lishing their vision as part of the taken-for-grantedness of the community’s social organiza-

tion. The symbols they are manipulating to foster consensus are the authority accorded to the 

founding figures of their communities, and the epic mythic traditions on which the communi-

ties are founded.  Interestingly, while both authors use the Hebrew scriptures as their founding 
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myth (even though they interpret it differently), they use different founding figures—Jesus, in 

the case of Luke’s gospel, and the Apostle Paul in the case of 1 Timothy. 10 

Bourdieu suggests that those who can manipulate a society’s symbol system wield 

power that is as effective as physical or economic power.  He describes how critical the use of 

language is to the manipulation of the symbol system: 

[S]ymbolic power…is defined in and through a given relation between those who ex-
ercise power and those who submit to it, i.e. in the very structure of the field in which 
a belief is produced and reproduced.  What creates the power of words and slogans, a 
power capable of maintaining or subverting the social order, is the belief in the legiti-
macy of words and of those who utter them. (1991: 170).   

 
 

“Belief in the legitimacy of words and of those who utter them” is one of the main 

strategies by which our two authors seek to develop consensus within their communities that 

their social vision is the right vision. They do not put themselves forward as the legitimate 

voice for their vision; instead they anchor their vision in the voice of the foundational figure 

of their community.  If Jesus is the one challenging the traditional understanding of women, if 

Jesus’ understanding of women is grounded in the commandments of God at Sinai—one of 

the foundational moments of the community—then  who in Luke’s community can say that 

women should not stand up straight and praise God in the midst of the assembly?  If Paul—

the great apostle who had a personal encounter with Jesus on the road to Damascus, changing 

him from a persecutor of the faith to its greatest champion—is the one writing to express his 

desire that women should be silent and modest and submissive, then who could challenge 

                                                           
10 A provocative discussion of the origins of early Christian communities based on differing founder figures can 

be found in Burton L. Mack, A Myth of Innocence: Mark and Christian Origins, (Philadelphia, PA: 
Fortress Press, 1983). 

. 
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such a desire, especially when Paul buttresses his desire by linking women’s salvation to re-

deeming Eve’s transgression?   

 

The attempt to renegotiate social boundaries is particularly effective when the world 

as it has been is no longer working effectively.11  Bourdieu describes this renegotiation of the 

habitus as subversion--cognitive, political, and heretical--in that someone who is able to rec-

ognize the need for change must first be able to see that the world as it was is no longer viable 

(cognitive subversion), and then act on that new vision (political subversion) to create a new 

order.  Questioning what has been taken for granted is ‘heretical’ in that it challenges the ‘or-

thodox’ vision of the world that has been held collectively by the society up to that moment: 

 
…the heretical break with the established order, and with the dispositions and repre-
sentations engendered by it among the agents moulded according to its structures, it-
self presupposes a conjuncture of critical discourse and an objective crisis, capable of 
disrupting the close correspondence between the incorporated structures and the objec-
tive structures which produce them, and of instituting…a suspension of the initial ad-
herence to the established order.   Heretical subversion exploits the possibility of 
changing the social world by changing the representation of this world which contrib-
utes to its reality…. The performative utterance, the political pre-vision is itself a pre-
diction which aims to bring about what it utters…[by] making it conceivable and 
above all credible and thus creating the collective representation and will which con-
tribute to its production. (1991:127-128) 

 
 

In moments of social crisis, Bourdieu suggests that religious and political language is 

especially powerful in helping to reconstitute the world, because such language brings with it 

“schemes of perception and thought” that can function outside the present context in which a 

society finds itself (1991:128).  The religious and political mythological formations of a given 

                                                           
11 For a full treatment of this idea, see Jonathan Z. Smith, “The Influence of Symbols Upon Social Change,” in Map 

is Not Territory. (Leiden/ Chicago, IL: Brill/Chicago University Press: 1978/1993), 129-147. 
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society can thus point both backward in time to moments in a society’s history in which a 

similar crisis situation was handled successfully, and forward in time to a moment when the 

society will have safely passed through the crisis and finds itself once again in a place of secu-

rity and safety (although that place may look considerably different from the past).  When that 

place is reached, the habitus again resumes its “taken-for-grantedness,” and life for members 

of the society moves on—albeit with new practices—as though it had never been any differ-

ent.  

 

As argued above, both of the authors we have been considering ground their social vi-

sions in the religious mythological formations of their communities.  But what of the crisis 

that is engendering the need to reconfigure the social order?  Why do they use the same 

myths, but develop opposing visions?  Luke’s gospel is generally dated to the last decades of 

the first century or even the turn into the second century, while 1 Timothy is generally thought 

to have been written in the early part of the second century.  Luke, therefore, is writing ap-

proximately a generation after the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70CE, which necessi-

tated the single greatest imaginative break with the past for all the sects of Judaism (including 

those that became Christianity).   Luke is also assumed to be writing for a predominately Gen-

tile Christian community, so that part of his agenda is to link his community to the epic tradi-

tion of Israel in order to assert their continuity with the Jewish origins of Christianity.  My 

contention is that the story of the Bent-Over Woman is one of the places where Luke is mak-

ing that connection, for not only women were commanded to keep Sabbath rest; resident 

aliens—in other words, non-Jews—were also expected to do so.12  However, it is clear that a 

positive understanding of women’s authority and power is being justified, and is likely pre-
                                                           
12 See Natalie K. Houghtby-Haddon, “Imagining our Lives Differently,” (unpublished paper, 2001), 26. 
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sent in the community, for among other indications in the gospel, women are recognized as 

the financial backers of Jesus ministry, and many of Jesus’ parables use images from 

women’s work and life to describe what the kingdom of God is like. In addition, Jesus’ birth 

is explored from Mary’s perspective, rather than from Joseph’s, as happens in the earlier gos-

pel attributed to Matthew.    As part of the birth narrative, Mary sings the Magnificat—a song 

of praise to God if ever there was one.  However, she sings it only in the company of Eliza-

beth, the mother of John the Baptist, whom she has gone to visit in the early months of her 

pregnancy.  The Bent-Over Woman takes women’s praise out of the private sphere of 

women’s space into the public space of the synagogue—initiated and affirmed by Jesus in the 

face of the synagogue leader’s indignation. 

 

The social situation for the writer of 1 Timothy is somewhat murkier than for Luke’s 

gospel.  Written after the turn of the second century, it, along with its companions 2 Timothy 

and Titus (known together as the Pastoral Epistles), describes a setting in which the ecclesias-

tical community is already organized into a hierarchy that includes bishops and deacons.  The 

loss of the temple in Jerusalem is not a factor, for more than a generation has passed since its 

destruction. Almost certainly, however, there is a strong faction within the communities that 

supports the leadership and authority of women, against which the author argues forcefully.  

(The text examined in this paper is just one such argument among several in the Pastoral Epis-

tles.)  Perhaps the greatest challenge facing the author is a generational change; Christians are 

now in the third generation since the death of Christ.13  How does one make the transition 

                                                           
13 For an in-depth description of the setting of the Pastoral Epistles, see Martin Dibelius and Hans Con-

zelmann, Philip Buttolph and Adela Yarbro, trans., The Pastoral Epistles:  A Commentary on the 
Pastoral Epistles,  (Philadelphia, PA: Fortress Press, 1972 ),  especially the Introduction, pp. 1-
10. 
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from congregations who were intimately familiar with the founder figure, to congregations for 

whom the founder is now a figure of myth?  In the case of the author of the Pastoral Epistles, 

he chooses to write pseudonomymously as Paul, offering the community instructions that ap-

ply to their present context but in the voice of the Apostle who was central to the formation of 

their community.  It appears from the epistles that the community was familiar with the Acts 

of the Apostles, the second volume of Luke’s gospel.14  If that is the case, it is possible that 

Luke’s gospel is the “Life” of Jesus read by the community in conjunction with (authentic) 

letters of Paul. If so, the faction against whom the author of 1 Timothy writes could very well 

be grounding their affirmation of women’s leadership in Luke’s story of the Bent-over 

Woman, which might account for the author’s appeal to the Genesis 3 creation tradition in his 

polemic against women’s speech.15  

 
 

The two biblical texts we have been examining exemplify for me the truth of the 

Certeau epigraphs I selected at the beginning of the paper.  They suggest that subjectivity is 

never devised solely by the individual, but instead is the product of the many social relations 

through which an individual participates in the world.  As such, they also help to illuminate 

Bourdieu’s proposal that the habitus transcends both subjectivity and objectivity.   Most im-

portantly, the texts offer a window into the possibility that the habitus can be transformed if 

one is willing to suspend one’s commitment to the rules of the game and pose questions about 

“the meaning of the world and existence which people never ask when they are caught up in 

the game.”  For by grounding their visions about the “right” behavior of women in the epic 

traditions of the community and the words of one of its founder figures, both the author of 1 

                                                           
14 Dibelius and Conzelmann, p 4. 
15 This is pure speculation on my part, although, given the allusions to the Acts found in the letters, not impossi-

ble. 
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Timothy and the author of the gospel of Luke seek to use the community’s symbol system to 

promote the authenticity and authority of their respective visions.  As Bourdieu notes above, 

which vision is chosen has enormous consequences for women and for men in the conduct of 

their lives, for the visions lead to very different constructions of the social and symbolic 

worlds. Unfortunately, it is not only the men and women in the communities for whom the 

texts were written whose lives are affected; because of the nature of the texts—sacred writ-

ings for Christianity—one of the visions became normative for the societies who were shaped 

and formed by Christianity through the next two thousand years.  From my contemporary—

and subjective—situation as a woman, I am sorry to say that it is the patriarchy-maintaining 

vision of the author of 1 Timothy that was incorporated into the habitus of Western civiliza-

tion, rather than the subverting vision of the author of Luke’s gospel,  which saw both a public 

role and a voice for women in the community.  My hope is that the Lukan text will continue 

to speak its heretical vision, little by little making conceivable—and credible—the new social 

order it seeks to produce: a just reordering of society for women and for men.  
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“Fire harvest: harvest fire”: 
Resistance, Sacrifice, and Historicity in the Elegies of 

Robert Hayden1 
 

I. 
 

I listen for the sounds of cannon, cries 
vibrating still upon the air, 
timeless echoes in echoic time— 
imagine how they circle out and out2 

—“On Lookout Mountain” 
 
 

Robert Hayden is best known for his poems, such as 

“Middle Passage,” that draw upon African-American history 

and link vivid scenes of brutality to an on-going struggle 

for a greater humanity that might eclipse boundaries of 

mailto:showard@du.edu
mailto:showard@du.edu


race, class, gender, religion, and politics.3  During the 

late sixties, of course, Hayden was castigated by Melvin 

Tolson, Ama Bontemps, Margaret Walker, and other adherents 

of Ron Karenga’s “Black Cultural Nationalism” precisely 

because of those so-called a-political, anti-historicist, 

high modernist, and humanistic values.4  Karenga declared 

that “all art must reflect and support the Black 

Revolution” and that “any art that does not discuss and 

contribute to the revolution is invalid”.5  As Pontheolla 

Williams reflects, however, Hayden’s “refusal to be 

categorized as a black poet was not a rejection of his 

biological inheritance or the black struggle but was rather 

a refusal to be restricted in subject matter to ‘race’ or 

to be identified with . . . jingoism and propagandistic 

didacticism.”6  Hayden’s repudiation of what has come to be 

called identity politics should be seen (then and now) as a 

passionate defense of the literary aesthetic: poetry 

fashions a figural reality engendered (but not contained) 

by the political and the historical.7 

Despite these prevalent characteristics in the poet’s 

works, the pivotal role of both figural historicity and 

sacrificial violence in Hayden’s elegies and elegiac texts 

has not yet been addressed by critics and scholars.8  This 

chapter accordingly advances a study of Robert Hayden’s 



elegies as vehicles for the poet’s historical imagination.  

In order define more precisely that working context of 

analysis, I wish to make a distinction among three key 

terms already invoked by these opening paragraphs: history, 

figural historicity, and historical imagination. 

Hayden’s poetry often engages with the matter of 

historical personages (as in “Frederick Douglass”), 

historical events (as in “Belsen, Day of Liberation”), and 

historical documentation (as in “A Letter from Phillis 

Wheatley”), which together establish his grounding in and 

commitment to history, strictly defined.  History (as such) 

conditions Hayden’s poems, which, in turn, constitute their 

own terms of figurative confrontation with the known world 

in order to form a contiguous reality, or what I will call 

figural historicity.9  In his landmark challenge to “all 

evolutionary/progressive styles of thought, not excluding 

Marxism,” Benedict Anderson observes that “fiction seeps 

quietly and continuously into reality, creating that 

remarkable confidence of community in anonymity which is 

the hallmark of modern nations.”10  Just as Anderson 

theorizes relationships among figurative discourse, 

politics, and nationalism, Hayden’s historical imagination 

invests concrete personages, events, and documentation with 

the generative powers of metaphor.11  Hayden’s poetry 



ultimately celebrates a long-standing notion of praxis, one 

that bespeaks his humanistic politics and confidence in the 

artist’s social responsibility as both maker and 

visionary.12 

The elegy and elegiac mode of writing predominate 

Hayden’s oeuvre, thereby illustrating a poetics of loss at 

the heart of this writer’s life and artistic achievement.  

He was raised in Detroit as a devout Baptist and would have 

been acutely aware of key books and passages from the Old 

and New Testaments (such as Isaiah 51: 6, 11 and 12; and 2 

Corinthians 4: 18) in which grief is apprehended as a 

transitory, yet useful, worldly and temporal precondition 

for the believer’s acceptance of consolation that rests 

with the everlasting, a-temporal joys of heaven.13  However, 

in the majority of his texts about losses both personal and 

public, Hayden writes against conventional western mourning 

practices (that celebrate transcendent spiritual remedies 

to affliction and suffering) in order to shape his own 

private grief into an aesthetic form of oppositional 

cultural work and a linguistic mode of social resistance.14  

By transgressing religious, literary, and cultural norms, 

Hayden’s elegies brave the world’s intractability, thus 

articulating the negotiation of loss within a dynamic 

context of interpersonal, textual, and social 



transformation.  Hayden’s poetics of loss, in this regard, 

participates in an emerging tradition of the modern Anglo-

American elegy, illustrated richly and diversely by his 

forerunners and contemporaries who also, in pivotal texts, 

qualify solace and place it within and against predicaments 

of artistic strife and cultural crisis.15 

Hayden’s elegies, I will argue, wield sacrificial 

violence in order to critique a-temporal visions of poetic 

apotheosis and thereby infuse unorthodox consolations with 

an imaginative historicity that is at once autonomous and 

yet, in another sense, contingent.  My thesis thus counters 

Charles Davis’s claim that Hayden’s “activity of truth-

telling from memory, of reconstructing the past, is 

purgative”,16 and also challenges Wilburn Williams’s 

interpretation that Hayden’s artistic contract between 

symbolism and history strives toward “the ultimate 

redemptiveness of the universal and timeless order of 

spirit that threatens to kill the life of his art.”17  The 

crux of my argument complements Vera Kutzinski’s assertion 

that, for Hayden, “identity, or selfhood, is a matter of 

history and of historicity” because his work—the historical 

poetry in particular—seeks not to escape from the past, but 

to revise the “linguistic surfaces” of the text of history, 

thereby achieving a historical and poetic truth that 



“emerges from . . . the limbo of [the poet’s] ever-

transfiguring poetic imagination.”18 

Six major themes or modes inflect Hayden’s works of 

mourning: transience, transcendent consolation, resistant 

consolation, the contingent present, the presentness of the 

past, and what I shall call sacrificial historicity.  

Within this thematic context, I will argue more 

specifically, Hayden achieves a precarious yet vital 

balance between, on the one hand, acknowledging a desire 

for transcendence and, on the other, subverting that 

possibility for a-temporal solace and subordinating it to 

the poem’s on-going engagement with the wayward course of 

human action.  The occurrence (real or imagined) of 

violence often serves as the fulcrum for that crucial 

leverage in the text’s figuration of grief within a 

temporal sphere for mourning and social progress, as the 

above quotation from “On Lookout Mountain” suggests: “the 

sounds of cannon, cries / vibrating still upon the air, / 

timeless echoes in echoic time.”  Images of violence in 

Hayden’s elegies and elegiac poems consequently embody a 

dialectical tension that may be represented in terms of the 

following equation: sacrificial violence equals a desire 

for transcendence multiplied by an acknowledgement of 

historical contingency.  Hayden often accentuates images of 



such tension with the technique of chiaroscuro—“what / 

auroral dark” (99); “Sol y sombra” (26); “brightness / so 

bright that it was darkness” (56)—oxymora that underscore 

the knife-edge “covenant of timelessness with time” (99) 

that drives his works’ tenacious (if paradoxical) 

commitments to aesthetics, politics, and human conditions. 

Hayden’s elegies thus deliver a figural historicity 

comparable to Nietzsche’s theory of critical history that 

entails a threefold critique: the origin of any new age 

“must itself be known historically, history must itself 

resolve the problem of history, [and] knowledge must turn 

its sting against itself.”19  For Nietzsche, as for Hayden, 

poetry is the catalyst in this formulation; only poetry 

regenerates life in apposition to both unhistorical and 

suprahistorical knowledge that would together otherwise 

annihilate life.20  Hayden’s reputation has withstood much 

misplaced criticism, due mainly to generalized reflections 

upon his confrontations with black nationalists in the late 

1960s: his professional life, as one of bourgeois 

hypocrisy; his publications, as a-political and anti-

historicist.  The majority of Hayden’s critics have 

responded defensively by interpreting his poetry largely in 

terms of biography and formalist methodologies.21  However, 

when placed within such a tradition of poetics and 



historiography (one that depends upon a vital link between 

aesthetics and praxis, as discussed above) Hayden’s texts, 

and the elegies in particular, should be seen as ultimately 

entrusted to social justice in terms of their achievement 

as autonomous and contingent works of modernist art. 

Hayden’s critique of normative mourning thereby 

engenders a rather paradoxical solace: the given poem 

allows for (yet also undermines) a hope for transcendence, 

positing instead the resistance to consolation as a call 

for the on-going work of ethical involvement among poet, 

text, readers, and world-at-large.  In this way, his 

poetics of loss “does make something happen” (as he 

consciously rebuts Auden’s famous declaration to the 

contrary): Hayden’s elegies and elegiac poems fashion “an 

instrument for social and political change” in keeping with 

his own reflections on, and hopes for, the worldly work of 

poetry.22 

II. 

Triste metaphor. 
Hiroshima   Watts   My Lai. 
Thus history scorns 

the vision chambered in gold 
and Spanish leather, lyric space; 
rebukes, yet cannot give the lie 

to what is havened here. (118) 
 

“The Peacock Room”—one of Hayden’s finest poems on the 

elegiac theme of transience—poignantly embodies these 



tensions between the poet’s desire to praise the 

timelessness of art—“the vision chambered in gold”—and his 

concomitant awareness that the “lyric space” of artistic 

autonomy turns upon the work’s apprehension of the 

historicity of unspeakable sacrificial suffering—“Hiroshima 

. . . Watts . . . My Lai”—that “rebukes, yet cannot give 

the lie / to what is havened” within and against the “here” 

of the text.  This elegy of six stanzas dedicated to the 

memory of Betsy Graves Reyneau (the portrait artist who 

introduced Hayden to James McNeill Whistler’s “Harmony in 

Blue and Gold: The Peacock Room” at the Smithsonian)23 

complements the transience and tragic joy evoked by other 

poems that convey this theme of the poet’s crafting of an 

intricate counterpoise among personal and public, 

transcendent and contingent resolutions to the hard facts 

of loss: “Locus,” “The Night-Blooming Cereus,” “Theme and 

Variation,” “October,” and “Monet’s ‘Waterlilies’.” 

Critics24 have often observed, in tandem with Dennis 

Gendron, that “cycles of depression, sterility and self-

doubt . . . bedeviled this man and poet” and that Hayden’s 

emotional and psychological suffering, his “feelings of 

futility,” deeply inflect “the subject of his poetry.”25  

Hayden’s writing, though, while often personal, is not 

confessional; his consummate art transfigures private 



crises, as well as his empathy for and indignation against 

social suffering, into fictions at once lyrical and 

dispassionate, worldly and autonomous.  Here, for example, 

in the fifth stanza Hayden transposes the image of the 

“spread tails” of Whistler’s peacocks—“concealing her, / 

then folding”—onto the imagined presence of Reyneau’s 

corpse: “her eyeless, old—Med School / cadaver, flesh-

object / pickled in formaldehyde, / who was artist, 

compassionate, / clear-eyed.  Who was beloved friend. / No 

more.  No more” (119).  Of the symbolism at work here, 

Hayden remarks, in a 1973 interview, that the “peacocks 

lead me into this pain, and they also help me get away from 

it.”26  Through such striking (if disturbing) contrasts, 

Hayden permits yet qualifies this elegy’s ache for 

transcendence, foregrounding the theme of contingency 

(introduced in the second stanza) that returns again in the 

sixth by means of a subtle juxtaposition of two images: the 

redemptive “Rose-leaves” and the fallen “ashes.”  These 

ashes drift “toward / a bronze Bodhisattva’s ancient smile” 

(119), which intimates unflinching compassion for the world 

of human suffering rather than an ascetic wish for eternal 

release from social conflict and temporality. 

Hayden’s achievement in “The Peacock Room”—a poem he 

considered to be “one of [his] most important”27—resonates 



with his remarks upon the ultimate purpose of art: to 

“transcend our differences and underscore our similarities 

as human creatures”;28 pain, suffering, and often shocking 

images of violence deeply inform this writer’s articulation 

of those existential commonalities that continuously bind 

his commitment to the realm of human time, action, and 

social progress.  Hayden translates his personal grief into 

public mourning through the text’s deft and qualified 

acknowledgement of a wish for transcendent consolation 

within a context of social suffering: “weaving a wish and a 

weariness together / to make two wings” (55).  Hayden’s 

figurations of grief thus engage in a personal and public 

work of mourning that does not eclipse a search for faith, 

but that grounds spiritual truths in the on-going 

accomplishment of cultural praxis.  His ability to 

negotiate this difficult path derives partly from his 

religious inclinations as a follower of the Baha’i faith, 

largely from his life experience and remarkable skill as a 

poet, and also at least in part from the inherent resources 

in the tradition of the poetic elegy. 

This transition, though, from internal, inchoate grief 

to public mourning demands troublesome and unpredictable 

work.  In his foundational essay “Mourning and 

Melancholia,” Freud theorizes that the outcome (positive or 



negative) of the related processes of mourning and 

melancholia fundamentally hinges upon the degree to which 

the individual consciously checks the desire to form new 

attachments through object-cathexis.  In the case of what 

Freud terms “normal mourning,” the greater the resistance 

to new love-objects, the more positive the ultimate result; 

while in “melancholia,” the lesser the opposition, the more 

negative the consequence.29  The “work of mourning”—Freud’s 

phrase that has been appropriated by numerous scholars and 

writers in diverse fields—thus depends upon the work of 

resistance to consolation and thereby shares a strong 

affinity with the poetics of loss embodied by western 

elegies and elegiac literary texts. 

Elegies often achieve their most profound and 

beautiful moments at crisis points in that labor of shaping 

sorrow, praise, and consolation—the three fundamental modes 

of expression integral to grief, mourning, and the genre’s 

rhetorical dimensions.  In the wake of Freud, the majority 

of studies in the tradition of the Anglo-American poetic 

elegy have, until recently, emphasized the genre’s 

psychological dynamics.  Eminent figures in the field 

differentiate the pre-modern from the modern poem with 

respect to various iterations of psychoanalytic resistance-

theory.30  The general paradigm, roughly shared by all of 



these scholars, assesses the genre’s struggle either toward 

or against consolation: the pre-modern elegy attains 

positive solace while the modern elegiac poem thwarts, 

qualifies, or at least complicates resolutions to grief 

expression and mourning.  This epistemology, though, 

warrants further scrutiny since one of the elegy’s oldest 

preoccupations involves movements toward and against 

unqualified resolutions to loss and suffering.31 

What, then, is distinctively “modern” about Robert 

Hayden’s elegies if the frustration of consolation holds 

true, as a dominant theme, across the genre’s avatars from 

the Classical, through the Renaissance and early modern, 

and into the modern and postmodern eras?32  First of all, it 

should be noted that the trajectory of the poetic elegy’s 

modernity is not linear, but progressive (if erratic at 

times).  While figural resistance to consolation might not 

be the most telling sign of the elegy’s modern tendencies, 

the genre’s increasing concern with voicing oppositional 

resolutions with regard to secular, political, and social 

contexts as a call for cultural critique indicates, I 

believe, a truly “modern” predicament. 

An elegy serves as a vehicle for the transformation of 

loss into gain, absence into presence, sorrow into solace, 

and also of the past into the wished-for present or future.  



Since at least the early seventeenth century, I contend, 

the Anglo-American elegy and elegiac poem has, with greater 

frequency, situated resistant consolation within secular 

contexts as a mechanism for delivering political and social 

criticism, and consequently becomes increasingly implicated 

in the philosophy of human time.33  Works by black American 

poets articulate, in their own way, that emerging 

modulation of praise and protest, devotion and dissent, as 

the poetic elegy forms (and is informed by) changes in 

artistic craft and social consciousness.  Phillis 

Wheatley’s “On the Death of General Wooster,” for example, 

stands apart from the majority of her elegiac poems (which 

celebrate transcendental solace) and, through the utterance 

of General Wooster’s dying wish, admonishes white slave-

owners to heed the call for social justice: “While yet (O 

deed Ungenerous!) they disgrace / And hold in bondage 

Afric’s blameless race?”34  In “Frederick Douglass” Paul 

Laurence Dunbar breaks from his own rhetorical patterns and 

concludes the elegy by invoking “The kindling spirit of 

[Douglass’] battle-cry” to teach “thy race how high / her 

hopes may soar” and how to “[rise] from beneath the / 

chast’ning rod.”35  And “From the Dark Tower” departs from 

the main current of Countee Cullen’s elegiac poetry through 

a lament for the “abject and mute” labor of generations of 



blacks that reaches a defiant consolation of tenacious 

perseverance for the day of earthly (not heavenly) justice: 

"So in the dark we hide the heart that bleeds, / And wait, 

and tend our agonizing seeds.”36 

These works, though, illustrate notable exceptions 

from the more conventional elegiac texts by Wheatley, 

Dunbar, and Cullen, which seek transcendent spiritual 

resolutions to suffering.  The writings of Langston Hughes, 

Gwendolyn Brooks, and Audre Lorde, by contrast, include far 

greater numbers of resistant elegies and elegiac poems that 

formulate, through their unraveling of solace, social and 

political critiques, such as: (by Hughes) “Death of Do 

Dirty: A Rounder’s Song” (ca. 1921-30), “The Bitter River” 

(ca. 1941-50), and “Montage of a Dream Deferred” (ca. 1951-

60); (by Brooks) “of De Witt Williams on his way to Lincoln 

Cemetery” (1945), “Memorial to Ed Bland” (1949), and 

“Malcolm X” (1968); and (by Lorde) “The Same Death Over and 

Over” (1978), “Power” (1978), and “For the Record” (1986).  

Of course, the political edge to these works highlights the 

particular sensibility and vision of each writer; at the 

same time, however, such manifestations of the elegy 

underscore both the genre’s vitality and its increasing 

potential to deliver social criticism through a secular 



poetics of loss that challenges a consolation grounded upon 

purportedly universal, sacred, a-temporal principles. 

While Hayden’s elegies address primarily the 

intractable work of mourning that necessitates varying 

degrees of resistance against consolation, the poet’s 

modernity, I believe, resides in his predominant concern 

with articulating solace (however qualified or negated) 

within and against interpersonal, cultural, and historical 

contexts rather than with positing any firm belief that 

loss may be compensated by the intervention of immutable, 

transcendent values.  A difficult paradox here, though, at 

the heart of Hayden’s life and work, emerges from the 

productive tension between his personal quest to surpass 

racial, cultural and social differences and his artistic 

commitment to remaining engaged, through his work’s crafted 

autonomy, with the specific conflicts and contexts of human 

time. 

In a letter from December 1970, which has since become 

a touchstone for the poet’s philosophy of writing, Hayden 

describes his work as “one way of coming to grips with 

inner and outer realities—as a spiritual act, really, a 

sort of prayer for illumination and perfection.”37  Hayden’s 

poetry indeed strives to grasp a nimble balance between 

“inner and outer realities,” between personal and public 



confrontations with tragic circumstances, while also 

voicing an attunement to spiritual truths.  Although strong 

religious energy dwells within his writing, Hayden’s 

elegies and elegiac poems only occasionally seek 

unqualified, transcendent resolutions to conflict.38  Hayden 

incessantly struggled to believe fully in an immutable, 

universal order behind the realm of human affairs, as in 

his stated conviction, in 1974, “that there is a divine 

plan for the world”;39 yet his poetry shoulders the heft of 

a resilient and contingent skepticism. 

III. 

I saw his body shoved into a van. 
I saw the hatred for our kind 
glistening like tears 
in the policemen’s eyes. (163) 

 

Suffering is inherently political and ethical for 

Hayden because, as the above passage from “Elegies for 

Paradise Valley” illustrates, pain and violence demand from 

the poet what they often so gravely lack in their immediate 

historical contexts of occurrence: a witness.40  Hayden 

excels as a “symbolist poet struggling with the facts of 

history”41 in the eight ballad-like poems that constitute 

this celebrated reflection upon his early years in the 

Detroit ghetto (ironically called Paradise Valley) where he 

was born.  Through the work’s concluding image of Hayden 



and Uncle Crip dancing together “to Jellyroll / Morton’s 

brimstone / piano on the phonograph, / laughing . . . 

face[s] foremost into hell” (168, 170), “Elegies for 

Paradise Valley” brazenly challenges traditional themes of 

elegiac consolation that would have been so familiar to the 

poet, having been raised in the Baptist tradition.  

Composed late in life, this elegiac sequence from American 

Journal (1978) looks backward, from the perspective of 

liberated spiritual energy, to the poet’s childhood when he 

perhaps first confronted his own ambivalence about 

moralistic dichotomies between the worlds of the living and 

the departed. 

Across the spectrum of his poems that counter 

transcendental resolutions to loss—such as “Full Moon,” “A 

Plague of Starlings,” “Killing the Calves,” “A Ballad of 

Remembrance,” and “Electrical Storm”—Hayden posits an 

ironic “anti-consolatory” consolation within the 

complexities of human time.  His elegiac witnessing 

therefore forestalls the lapsing into oblivion of the past 

through the paradoxical premise that social progress may 

only be achieved when loss becomes a catalyst for 

persistent ethical activism.  Through such qualification, 

Hayden’s elegies and elegiac poems articulate brave (often 

bracing) repudiations of the dominant social order, 



political ideology, and historical consciousness 

characteristic of twentieth-century U.S. culture. 

“Night, Death, Mississippi,” for example, concludes 

with a variable refrain—“O Jesus burning on the lily cross 

. . . O night, rawhead and bloodybones night . . . O night 

betrayed by darkness not its own” (16)—that merges the 

speaker’s persona with that of the lynched slave “squealing 

bloody Jesus” (15), a figure first invoked by the “old man” 

who, “in his reek / and gauntness” (15), laughs while 

fondly recalling his escapades with the Ku Klux Klan.  

“‘From the Corpse Woodpiles, from the Ashes’” opens with a 

lament for victims of brutality from Dachau to Johannesburg 

to Seoul, then shifts toward a final figure of a “man 

beatified” who “lies chained” and delivers, through his 

pain, “our anguish and our anodyne” (46).  Even the spare, 

imagistic “Approximations” underscores, in the last stanza, 

the context of quotidian affairs within which the work of 

mourning continuously resides: “On the platform at / dawn, 

grey mailbags waiting; / a crated coffin” (11).  In each of 

these cases, Hayden limns a double-bind: suffering 

engenders the poet’s desire for solace as well as a 

concomitant and persistent awareness of the social 

conditions that warrant vigilance and correction.  These 

thematic and existential factors also predominate in 



Hayden’s elegies that formulate resistant consolations 

within and against contexts of either the contingent 

present (e.g., “Mourning Poem for the Queen of Sunday,” 

“The Return,” and “The Year of the Child”) or the 

presentness of the past (e.g., “Runagate Runagate,” 

“Belsen, Day of Liberation,” and “The Ballad of Sue Ellen 

Westerfield”).  And, as argued above, in virtually every 

elegiac work, some type or instance of sacrificial 

violence—often accentuated by light/dark imagery—serves as 

a matrix for Hayden’s faith, social critique, and 

historical imagination. 

“John Brown” powerfully illustrates this nexus of life 

experience, artistic craft, cultural discourse, and 

historical consciousness achieved through the resources 

inherent in the poetic elegy.  Hayden had been fascinated 

by John Brown’s life and legacy from an early age.  

According to Frederick Cummings, Hayden often played with 

his friends, in Detroit, “near the house of William Webb, 

reputedly haunted by the ghost of John Brown.”42  (Brown, 

Frederick Douglass, and a group of prominent black citizens 

met at Webb’s house in the spring of 1859 in advance of the 

October raid on Harpers Ferry).43  Pontheolla Williams notes 

further that, in writing the poem, Hayden drew deeply from 

his near-thirty years of fellowship with the Second Baptist 



Church in Detroit, where “John Brown, Frederick Douglass, 

and church elders periodically rendezvoused” (in 

conjunction with the underground railroad) and where, two 

generations later, “Hayden received his first poetic 

patronage and grew to manhood.”44  Hayden’s own contribution 

to the John Brown “story” emerged slowly, though, from an 

initial period of 1936-40 (when his time as a writer and 

researcher for the Works Progress Administration Writer’s 

Program piqued his interest in black history) to the poem’s 

first appearance in print in 1978.45 

According to Ellen Sharp, despite many years of 

planning, Hayden “could not bring himself to write a heroic 

poem” on John Brown that would equal the depth of feeling 

in his “Frederick Douglass” (1947) and “Runagate Runagate” 

(1949) because it “was difficult for him to come to terms 

with the enigmas and paradoxes in the character of John 

Brown, and he could not stomach the violence and bloodshed 

of Brown’s activities in Kansas.”46  Three fortuitous events 

intervened: a colleague at the University of Michigan, 

Professor Marvin Felheim, “discovered that [Hayden] had 

been working on a poem on John Brown and persuaded him to 

finish it for publication”;47 the Detroit Institute of Arts 

subsequently commissioned the text from Hayden to accompany 

a photographic edition of Jacob Lawrence’s John Brown 



(1941), which depicts the abolitionist’s story through 

twenty-two sequential gouaches; and Hayden was given the 

opportunity to study Lawrence’s images at the Art 

Institute, which, as Sharp believes, somehow “aided in 

resolving his difficulties with the subject.”48  Hayden 

seems to have been especially moved by “Lawrence’s 

interpretation of Brown as a God-driven man, consumed by an 

ideal” as well as by the artist’s “symbolic use of color 

and form” and “the images of the series which are the least 

realistic and which suggest rather than illustrate their 

subject.”49 

Several passages from Hayden’s “John Brown” indeed 

resonate most strikingly with Lawrence’s gouaches, such as 

the following lines from the elegy’s final section: 

And now 

these mordant images— 

these vibrant stainedglass 

colors, elemental shapes 

in ardent interplay 

with what we know of him 

know yet fail to understand— 

even we 

for whom he died: 

(Shall we not say he died 



for us?) (153) 

The last words of Hayden’s text, in fact, conclude with a 

colon that gestures directly to Lawrence’s “haunting stark 

/ torchlight images:” (153), such as the twentieth work in 

the series to which Lawrence added the following 

description: “No. 20. John Brown held Harpers Ferry for 12 

hours.  His defeat was a few hours off”:50 

* Insert Image * 
In “John Brown,” as in his other elegiac poems about 

specific individuals or historical events (e.g., “The 

Ballad of Nat Turner,” “Middle Passage,” “Words in the 

Mourning Time,” “El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz” [for Malcolm X], 

and “Elegies for Paradise Valley”), Hayden witnesses 

violence in order to signify the transcendent realm that 

hinges upon the contingent dimension of human time—“Fire 

harvest: harvest fire:” (152)—thereby investing his texts 

with sacrificial historicity.  On the one hand, Hayden’s 

“John Brown” gives voice to private and public grief for 

the victims of the abolitionist’s rampages—“spent forlorn 

colossal / in that bloody light / death-agonies around him” 

(152)—and, in reply, conveys a wish for transcendent 

consolation—or “fire harvest”—that is, for an eternal 

release from human conflict: “I have failed: / Come, Death, 

breathe life / into my Cause, O Death” (152).  On the other 



hand, the elegy does not rest here, but hastens forward to 

the chiasmal legacy of such sacrificial violence: “harvest 

fire.”  Hayden swiftly moves his text from the hanging of 

John Brown—“body turning clockwise / in the air” (153)—to a 

concluding trope of prophetic time grounded in the 

immanent/imminent moment of Lawrence’s gouaches, the poet’s 

lines and the reader’s active interpretation: 

the hour 

speeding to that hour 

his dead-of-night 

sorrows visions prophesied: 

And now 

these haunting stark 

torchlight images: (153) 

Hayden, thus, often writes the elegy as a vehicle for 

personal and political resistance in which violence 

functions as a sign of the text’s dual responsibility: to 

invoke the sacred while underscoring the secular, social 

contexts through and against which the poem’s expression of 

grief may intervene (as a work of mourning) in the 

entanglement among personal recollection, cultural memory, 

and official historical discourse.51 

This singular juxtaposition of an expressed desire for 

spiritual release together with a persistent, compassionate 



return to the world of interminable conflict shines with 

brilliant complexity and warmth throughout Robert Hayden’s 

poetics of loss.  His elegies and elegiac poems enact a 

redemptive (but not transcendent) vision—a “voyage through 

death / to life upon these shores” (48)—through their 

witnessing of suffering and their shaping of the poet’s 

figural historicity.  Hayden’s great determination for that 

hopeful journey, as in his symbolic elegy “The Diver,” 

engenders what may be the most impossible (and essential) 

work of mourning: to accept the want of deliverance from 

worldly suffering—“the numbing / kisses that I craved” (4)—

and yet relinquish such wished-for consolation, “somehow 

[begin] the / measured rise” (4) into the half-light of 

human time. 
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An I for an Eye 

In the Critique of Judgment Kant explores aesthetic judgments and beauty.  This 

essay is interested in beauty.  In particular this essay is interested in the process of 

producing the beautiful in the form of an artistic work, and how viewing and ultimately 

judging that work discloses our freedom.  For Kant, the beautiful is an ungraspable 

concept; the beautiful cannot be pointed to by saying this or that aspect of a work is what 

makes it beautiful.  The beautiful draws one into contemplation.  This drawing in 

(tracing…) is not concrete, but formal.  The contemplation of the work is a space for free 

play between the imagination and understanding.  This essay aims to show that as free 

play beauty cannot be grasped or pointed to, and as such it resides in a kind of blind spot. 

 The beautiful, for Kant, is produced by the genius. Nature reaches through the 

genius in creating a work that has a character we see in the world that resonates in us. 

The genius produces nature.  The work has a character of being ordered and formed.  

This order and form indicates that nature is governed by a will.  The beauty in a work 

cannot be firmly grasped; however, that it resonates within us suggests that it might be 

understood, even if it is not a part of our understanding.  Nature reaches from this blind 

spot of the understanding, through the genius, and creates the beautiful. What is beautiful 

in the work is neither contrived nor graspable; hence the genius is blind. 

 The relation of blindness to understanding has been explored before.  Jacques 

Derrida wrote Memoirs of the Blind (Mémoires d’aveugle: L’autoportrait et autres 

ruines) to accompany an exhibition at the Louvre of which he was curator (Memoirs vii).  

The exhibition featured works, drawings, by the blind, and others on the subject of 
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blindness.  Derrida reveals that drawing, of or on the blind, is work from a blind spot; the 

work comes out of darkness.  The blind spot here is the imagination, it has no eye, and it 

cannot be seen by an eye.  Yet drawing emerges from this darkness in creating the work.  

As such, the drawing – not the act but the object – is a mark (trait).  This mark is a 

signifier that re-presents what was never present in the imagination.   

 On one level drawing comes forth, it arises, from a blind spot.  On another level, 

drawing of and on the blind emerges from a blind spot that resonates within, drawing us 

to contemplate the very nature of the blind spot it came from.  This blind spot cannot be 

grasped but has a character we see (by not seeing) in the world.  This essay aims 

ultimately to show that the work of and on the blind comes from a blind spot that reveals 

our own blindness to the world around us.  The blind are able to show us something that 

we are blind to.  Our attention can be drawn into contemplating the relationship between 

our imagination (Derrida) and our understanding (Kant).  That relationship is one of 

playfulness that cannot be grasped and is always in a blind spot.  It is an ethical 

demonstration that reveals our blind spot (though cannot disclose it), between our 

imagination and understanding, where for Kant beauty is at play.  The demonstration is 

an ethical one in that ultimately what is disclosed is freedom. 

 

Memoirs of the Blind 

Memoirs of the Blind: The Self Portrait and Other Ruins is an essay Jacques 

Derrida wrote to accompany an exhibit he organized at the Louvre.  Part of a series called 

“Taking Sides,” Derrida selected a number of works with a theme of blindness.  The 

“Taking Sides” series featured “personalities” known for critical thinking to choose a 
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discourse and the drawings that would justify it (Memoirs vii).  The seventy-one works 

(forty-four in the exhibition, seventy-one in the book) in Memoirs explore what the 

translator calls “the debt at the origin of all drawing” (Memoirs viii).  They fit into the 

“Taking Sides” series by examining “the other side of vision”, or rather, blindness 

(Memoirs ix).   

Look at Antoine Coypel’s drawing “Study of the Blind” (attachment 1).  The 

figure in the drawing is a blind man.  Notice the hands.  The hands experience the world 

before the rest of the body.  The way the body is hunched forward, leaving the left foot 

behind suggests hesitancy.  The back foot clings to the previous step, an anchor in the 

present while the body, in darkness, finds the future.  The drawing expresses a sense of 

danger, revealing how blind men “must advance, advance or commit themselves, that is, 

expose themselves, run through space as if running a risk” (Memoirs 5).  They have a 

dependency on the invisible.  The blind man’s understanding of the world is groped out, 

with “wandering hands” and filled in by the imagination. 

When the blind write (or when anyone writes without seeing, in the dark) the 

hand “ventures forth alone or disconnected in a poorly delimited space, it feels its way, it 

gropes, it caresses as much as it inscribes, trusting in the memory of signs and 

supplementing sight” (Memoirs 3). 

To trust in the memory of signs is to take a blind leap of faith (belief that in the 

blind, there is something ahead) beyond understanding (the world of appearances, our 

surrounding nature).  Memory and the imagination have no “eye”, they are blind, and we 

are blind to them.  Memory and imagination are intertwined in that each dwell in 

blindness.  Neither is present.  They cannot be located.  But the pen or the brush takes 
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those hesitating steps to bring the imagination to light, to a forum for understanding.  

When I sketch something from memory the figure comes from darkness.  The figure is 

not present but dwelling in the blind spot of memory, like a ghost that my pen sets to 

work.  Like the blind man in Coypel’s drawing, the sighted artist must caress and feel out 

the way around the page or canvas.  The image reaches through from beyond the blind 

spot and with the hands re-presents the imagination.  Derrida writes that the theme of the 

drawings of the blind is the hands.  The hand “ventures forth, it precipitates, rushes ahead 

certainly…as if to precede, prepare, and protect it” (Memoirs 4).   

The imagination must be re-presented because it can never be present.  It is 

always in the blind.  Thus there is always a rift or a cut between the artist’s imagination 

and the work – the re-presentation of the play between imagination and understanding. 

Writing gives the imagination form that comes “to light like a developed photograph” 

(Memoirs 4).  The coming to light, the subtle fading in is the play between the 

imagination and understanding.  The image arising seems to have an order and form to it, 

but relies upon the imagination to anticipate its arrival.  The image does not arrive on its 

own.  The imagination must negotiate its arrival. Language too always arises “from and 

of” a blindness.  Blind of its origin, we negotiate with language to understand where its 

coming from.  An early essay by Derrida, Différance, illuminates this elusive rift between 

the imagination and representation. 

 

Detour. 

The verb différer, in French, has two meanings.  First, différer means “not the 

same as”, or “other than”.  In this way différer creates a rift between two terms (the 
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signifier and signified), posing them against one another as distinct others.  The signifier 

is the sign/symbol that represents, or stands in as a marker, for the signified, what the 

word means.  In a second sense, différer means “to defer”.  Derrida writes of this second 

definition as “to wit, the action of putting off until later, of taking into account, of taking 

account of time … a detour, a delay, a relay, a reserve, a representation…”(Margins 8).  

In this second definition we see created, not a rift, but a temporal tie between the signifier 

and signified. These terms are opposed, yet interdependent through secret tunnels that 

connect.  Derrida drops the “e” in différence to show différance, which both differs and 

defers simultaneously.   

We must be careful.  Derrida warns that différance is not a word or a concept. 

Différance is not a part of speech or writing but the play that dwells between them.  As 

such, it (though we cannot quite call différance “it”) cannot be “exposed” or brought to 

the present (Margins 6).  It is the ungraspable space or even a power between a sign and 

its meaning.  To understand this we must look at the relation of the sign to its meaning.  

Signs are markers that refer us back to the “thing itself”, or its meaning.  Thus, “the sign 

represents the present in its absence” (Margins 9).  When the “thing itself” is not present 

(in space) and in the present (in time), the sign is our “detour”; it re-presents the thing to 

us.  The sign is different from (differer) and defers (differer) us to something else.  This 

simultaneous double meaning is différance.  Not a word or concept (that is too concrete, 

entombing) but the space where difference and deferring play. 
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A Re-turn to the Memoirs of the Blind 

 Returning to Memoirs of the Blind we can now examine how différance is at 

work.  Derrida illustrates two kinds of blindness that parallel to relationship of signifier 

and signified in différance.  The first kind of blindness he calls “transcendental”.  

Transcendental blindness is the “invisible condition of the possibility of drawing, 

drawing itself, the drawing of the drawing” (Memoirs 41).  Derrida emphasizes the ing in 

drawing to show the drawing here is not an object, but an action or force, something 

temporal.  This blindness is equivalent to the blindness of the imagination.  It is 

transcendental because it cannot be experienced as present, but has the possibility of 

being re-presented.  The imagination may be tapped by the pen or brush and brought, 

transcended, toward (but not into) the light. 

 The second, sacrificial blindness is more of an event.  Derrida writes that the 

sacrificial event “comes to or meets the eyes, the narrative, the spectacle, or 

representation of the blind…” (Memoirs 41).  Drawing, painting, or writing is the 

sacrificial event.  It sacrifices by clipping the artist’s “wings” that enable the flight of the 

imagination, grounding the work, and making it presentable…or re-presentable.  

It represents the ungraspable imagination as an object.  The event of drawing, painting, or 

writing offers up for sacrifice, a re-presentation of the imagination to the order and form 

of understanding.  

Consider Baudelaire’s “Self-Portrait” (attachment 2).  He “relates the invisibility 

of the model to the memory that will have borne that model” (Memoirs 47).  In the 

creation of the self-portrait the model is invisible, thus the model poses in memory, in the 
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imagination because the memory is past, and must be imagined.  When sketched, the 

“visible order” inscribed on the page is what is offered up for sacrifice.  The visible order 

is offered up to understanding.  The self as subject (a feature of modernity) could be 

visible if mirrors were employed; however consider Baudelaire’s remarks on the model 

and memory in Mnemonic Art:   

“All good and true draftsmen draw from the image imprinted on their 
brains, and not from nature.  To the objection that there are admirable 
sketches of the latter type by Raphael, Watteau, and others, I would reply 
that these are notes – very scrupulous notes to be sure, but more notes, 
none the less” (Baudelaire 16-17). 
 

 The good and true for Baudelaire draw from the imagination.  They traverse the 

blindness and give order and form to the imagination.  Drawing from the blind reservoir 

is original, is of the genius in the Kantian sense.  It seems that to draw from the model, to 

produce work from an example already endowed with order and form, is merely 

mechanical.  Craftsmen work from models, from formulae; the genius creates from 

blindness.  The origins of the work are in the blind. 

 Turn to J.B. Suvée’s “Butades on the Origin of Drawing” (attachment 3).  The 

model is out of sight of the artist and the drawing emerges from the shadows.  Derrida 

writes that it is “as if one drew only on the condition of not seeing, as if the drawing were 

a declaration of love destined for or suited to the invisibility of the other…” (Memoirs 

49).  Love is, in a sense, a leap of faith into a darkness.  Love is a submission (sacrifice) 

of independence, of presence, allowing the shadows to creep in. ‘Love is blind’.  The 

painting re-presents, enlightens the blindness.  The painting acts as the signifier, which 

refers back to the signified, in the artist’s imagination, which can never be present.  The 

painting traces.  The relationship of an artist to their work is a relationship of différance, 
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in that there is a rift between the artist’s imagination and the re-presentation of the work.  

Suvée’s painting, the content of this painting, shows this relationship – it illuminates the 

blindness of the artist. 

 

The Darkness 

 Différance in the artist’s work is in play as well in the work of Kant’s genius.  The 

play of imagination and understanding stirred up by the work of genius resonates within 

us because it discloses something that reminds us of nature, with its characteristics of 

order and form.  The genius creates from a blind spot; the work is a re-presentation, a 

mark, split from the imagination of the artist.  The genius does not create deliberately, it 

is as if the work is almost out of his/her control.  Nature seems to speak, to reach through 

the genius, and that speech is always a re-presentation veiled in language or by the stroke 

of the pen.  That reach is always of the ghost; it is veiled and can only be traced although 

it seems to us to be familiar, with an order and form.  But it cannot be precisely placed, 

only traced.  What the genius produces is offered up in sacrifice, the creativity of the 

genius is tapped, and the artist’s imagination is framed and presented.  In the event of 

sacrifice, the wings of the genius are clipped.  Kant writes that taste “severely clips its 

wings (the genius), and makes it civilized, or polished; but at the same time it gives it 

guidance as to how far and over what it may spread while still remaining purposive” (Ak 

319).  The judgment of taste is a judgment as to the work’s presentation, its character of 

order and form (its purposiveness).  Taste guides the play between the freedom of the 

imagination, and the lawfulness of the understanding.  Otherwise the work of the 
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imagination would be merely nonsense, and work that brought about understanding 

without the play of imagination would not be original.   

 Fine art does exhibit something original.  It stirs up our understanding, stretching 

it further (but not to a determined point, always further) through the play of the 

imagination.  The aesthetic idea presents the imagination in a way that “prompts much 

thought, but to which no determinate thought whatsoever, i.e. no [determinate] concept, 

can be adequate, so that no language can express it completely and allow us to grasp it” 

(Ak 314).  The work has a signature of order and form, though an order and form 

unfamiliar to our understanding.  The work suggests an order and form we can trace to 

our nature.  But the work seems to create a nature that is entirely new.  Nature reaches 

through the genius and creates “another nature out of the material that the actual nature 

gives it” (Ak 314).   

 The result is a nature that has reached through the genius is a re-presentation.  

This nature can be traced to its source through the genius, but is removed.  It is a nature 

that is different and a deferral from nature “itself”.  Coypel’s drawings of the blind arise 

from an imagination that is in the blind.  Re-presented with the trace of the pen the 

drawing is offered up to stir our imagination and test our understanding.  But the drawing 

in Coypel’s imagination, the drawing of the drawing is in the blind.  Like the figure in the 

drawing, blind, caressing the dark, Coypel’s pen illuminates the imagination and 

traverses the blind spot.  The imagination still remains blind, to us and us to it, but the 

work leaps the rift (like a “declaration of love”, of faith). 

 That the work arises from the blind spot of the genius to stir our cognitive powers 

without the deliberate intention of the artist, suggests that what seems to us to be of 
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nature is governed by a will.  It reaches through with a power.  That it has this power is 

our judgment, and it is a judgment of reflection.  The work of the genius stirs us into 

contemplation, into reflection.  The work escapes our understanding and pushes our 

imagination to grapple with what is unknown and make it a part of our understanding.  

Our principle for judgment that seems like it could be understood, with its characteristics 

of order and form, is a law given to itself, not to nature.  The judgment reflects upon 

ourselves. 

 

The Light 

 What we perceive as nature’s will is brought about in our judgment, not from 

nature itself.  Our imagination constructs nature’s will to try to appropriate beauty into 

our understanding, because we are blind to nature “itself”.  The judgment then turns upon 

us in making that judgment.  Because the law/principle cannot be attributed to nature 

itself, but only to the judgment, the law is placed upon us.  Thus, in disclosing nature’s 

will, we are really disclosing and practicing our own will. 

 This is not surprising.  Kant is writing at a time of Enlightenment.  He writes that 

the Enlightenment “is man’s release from his self-incurred tutelage” (On History 3).  

Acting according to one’s reason one becomes free from a “laziness and cowardice” that 

we could take refuge in.  Armed with reason, a person is free.  Reason pushes our 

understanding, it creates laws and principles that make sense of the “idiotic course of 

things human” (On History 12).  Pushing our understanding exercises our freedom in the 

way our will constructs nature, bringing light to the blind spot. 
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 Enlightenment illuminates the blind spot, if only in flashes.  The blind spot itself 

cannot be grasped, only traced through.  The stirring play of imagination and 

understanding creates sparks that allow us to see for a moment into the dark.  But there 

remains a faith in the light.  Such a flash at the very least illuminates that there is a 

darkness beyond our understanding.  Our imagination reaches through, the work of the 

genius and her/his pen trace, constructing a new nature to which our cognitive powers 

give order and form.  The nature reaching through the genius seems to have order and 

form because we approach its products with the lens of reason, we bring order and form 

to them, like a self- fulfilling prophecy.  A new nature breathes through the genius, taste 

clips its wings to make it presentable, and our judgment that it could be understood 

makes it so.  We make a judgment that reflects upon us, the judgment reflects our own 

will, our own freedom. 

 Consider Rembrandt’s “Tobias Healing his Father’s Blindness” (attachment 4).  

Derrida writes, “this scene of hands, of maneuvering and manipulation, calls to mind a 

properly surgical operation…”  (Memoirs 26).  In this work, surgically the sight of 

Tobias is restored.  The translator notes that the word surgery (chirurgie) comes from the 

Greek word kheir meaning “work of the hands” (Memoirs 5).  Tobias is holding an 

instrument in his hand.  Through the work of the hands sight is restored.  Through 

drawing, painting, with the work of the pen or brush (the instrument) the darkness of the 

imagination is illuminated.  Sight is restored, but it is an artificial sight.  In our cognitive 

power that stirs the play of imagination and understanding the ungraspable is illuminated.

 Coypel’s blind man wears a blindfold (attachment 5).  It is also important to note 

that the word Derrida uses for blindfold, bandes, also means erect.  He notes that the 
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blindness of Coypel’s blind man is not natural, “but by the hand of the other, or by his 

own hand, obeying a law that is not natural or physical since the knot behind the head 

remains within a hand’s reach or the subject who could undo it” (Memoirs 13).  The law 

is not natural, but given in judgment.  The law is ours.  The law erected (bandes, in the 

blind and erected) from our own will, from our own freedom.   

 The beauty of fine art, the work of Kant’s genius, resides in a blind spot in the 

play between imagination and understanding.  This play discloses freedom exercised 

through our will.  In revealing something that is familiar, something that resembles nature 

with characteristics of order and form, nature seems governed by a will.  It seems so 

because, armed with reason, we will that order and form upon it.   

There are two levels of blindness at work here, creating a double blind.  A blind 

spot needs to be overcome in order to see the blind spot where freedom is allowed to 

play.  The first blindness to be overcome is our own “self-incurred tutelage”.  Tutelage in 

the form of our taking for granted of the world around us; going through the world armed 

with a concrete understanding of the world as it is; living this way is living with blinders 

on.  Contemplation and reflection set in motion by a confrontation with the work of the 

genius stirs up a stagnant understanding and draws the imagination into play.  This active 

play is freedom.  It is a freedom tied to duty, a duty to bring reason and form to the 

world.  The freedom to reflect and pass judgment exercises the will and establishes each 

of us as free.   

 The second level of blindness cannot be overcome, but can be illuminated in 

flashes.  We can become aware there is a darkness.  Such a darkness cannot be entered 

only traced.  It can be re-presented through the work of the artist’s pen or brush.  Surgery, 
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an operation of the hands restores sight.  The work of and on the blind shows us 

something about this blind spot that we would be blind to otherwise.  As for this blind 

spot, we are still blind to it, but not blind to the fact that the blindness is there.  Thus, in a 

sense, the blind lead the blind out of darkness.  Through examining the work on the blind, 

such as in Coypel, Baudelaire, Suvée, and Rembrandt, this blind spot is disclosed.  They 

reveal our natural blindness, the darkness of our imagination, disclosing the différance at 

work between imagination and understanding.   

 Their genius reveals something that seems familiar to us.  If nature seems to be 

reaching through them in their work it is because something about our nature is revealed 

in them.  It arises not deliberately from them, but from the very blindness of their 

imagination that is the subject of their work.  What is beautiful in the work cannot be 

pointed to, as if beauty were an attribute.  What is beautiful about their work is the way it 

shakes up our understanding, inciting a play with our imagination that sparks the fire that 

drives our will.  The work is beautiful because it resonates in us and discloses our 

freedom, and that cannot be grasped, only lived through. 

 

Conclusion 

That nature reaches through the genius discloses that nature is ordered by something 

like a will in that nature shows characteristics of order and form, something that could be 

understood.  At the same time nature is concealed in that what could be understood is not 

a part of our understanding.  This judgment, that nature has characteristics that could be 

understood, cannot give law to nature itself, but gives law to judgment itself.  Therefore 

what we see in what seems to be nature’s will is actually our will at work.  The judgment 
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reveals our freedom.  It’s a freedom that is bound to a sense of duty to bring order and 

form to the world around us.  This way, the Critique of Judgment neatly brings the work 

in Kant’s first two critiques full circle.   

 The play between imagination and understanding that forces us to contemplate the 

beautiful reveals our freedom.  Our ability to make judgments in the blind shows this.  

Imagine the symbol of justice in America, the scales balanced by a woman in the blind.  

The play is an ethical demonstration that reveals how we construct our world.  It is a play 

that is never exhausted; the tension in the scales is never at rest.  As such, the play cannot 

be grasped and remains in the blind, though we experience traces of it.  In examining the 

work of and on the blind the blind spot is illuminated (but always withdrawing) that we 

would otherwise be blind to.   

We trade, perhaps even sacrifice, an eye for an eye.   
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ABSTRACT 
The main purpose of this study is to discuss the 
relationships of color combination between skin and cloth 
colors based on the aesthetic measures. The definition of 
color harmony is summarized first and aesthetic 
measurement is then used to accomplish a color matching 
system. With the aid of this system, one could get good 
cloth colors to match his/her skin. The PCCS (Practical 
Color Co-ordinate System) is used to regulate the clothing 
colors and applied to match one’s skin color. 
 
For real application, a computer-aided color consulting 
system is constructed, which can be put on a shop for 
selling clothing. In this system, the colored web cloth 
pictures are taken as the experiment database, and then 
calculate which color is the most suitable one for 
matching the customer’s skin color. The accuracy of the 
system is also verified to know whether the personal color 
preference is the same as the theoretically evaluated 
matching color. 
 
The experimental results reveal that the subjects prefer to 
colors with larger brightness and vividness. The darkness 
and lightness of a subject’s skin color have also great 
influence on the color matching results. It is concluded 
that, for a subject with dark skin, the cloth colors with 
light tone, pale tone, and light grayish tone have a higher 
value of the measurement of beauty (or aesthetic 
measurement). On the contrary, for a subject with light 
skin, the best-matched colors have deep tone and grayish 
tone, which have a great difference in brightness. 
 
Key words 
Color harmony, Aesthetic measures, Skin color、 
Color combination 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
In the maturity stage of product, it becomes more 
important to use color perfectly in products. Therefore, 
finding the best color combination is the goal we are 
striving toward. Since it is been more difficult finding the 
reasonable and the optimum combined color in the 
numerous colors. Still there has another problem comes 
from personal preferences. Everyone have different 
judgment and evaluation about colors. Therefore, how to 
deal with the divergences between subjective judgment, 
we need a rational method to be evaluated.       
    

We adapt this aesthetics measure theory which has 
brought up by Birkhoff and Japanese Professor[1-5] as 
our research framework and then we want to  accomplish  
a color matching  system which can help us to find the 
best combination colors. 
 
In this research, we want to generalize the definition of 
color combination and try to build a system of 
harmonious color. And also try to apply this system to 
design industry. In order to avoid much more complicated 
color affect, here we only focus on simple case “Twin 
colors” combination [6-7] 
 
2.  Proposed approach 
 
2.1 Color harmony  
 
Color harmony: [8-11] a satisfying human response for 
two or more juxtaposed colors. Therefore, considering 
color harmony as a relative comparison a reference 
harmony distribution, rather than an absolute 
measurement, is reasonable. 
 
2.1.1PCCS (Practical Color Co-ordinate System) 
 
PCCS is a color system made public in 1964 by Japan 
Color Research Institute. It is the representation of color 
intuitively. [2, 4] 
This system is composed of three separate parameters of 
color perception, namely, hue, value and chroma. Hue 
circle of a total of 24 and it’s made of 8 colors including 
psychological four primary colors, red, yellow, green and 
blue, and their four afterimages colors plus four in-
between colors. Value in the PCCS, with a 0.5 scale 
indicator, indicating 9.5, 9.0, 8.5.... Chroma in the PCCS 
introduces the concept of saturation, adopting chroma of 
11 levels. 
Tone ,a compound concept of value and chroma ,which 
are separated into 12 chromatic colors and 3 achromatic 
colors, such as bright or dark 
 
2.1.2Moon&Spencers color theory  
 
In the Moon & Spencers color theory [1, 2], there have 
two important elements need to be considered-“the 
element in order” and the element in complexity”. 
 
If we regard M,O, and C as measurable variables, we are 
led to write M=O/C. M is the aesthetic measure  which 



means “the element in order and thus the aesthetic 
measure is determined by the density of order relation in 
the aesthetic object. 
 
“The element in order” includes “the identity”, “the 
similarity”, and “the contrast”. And the three elements 
belong to pleasing interval, and three major attributes of 
color has the same characters. The aesthetic measures 
have some characters as follows: 
 
(1) If the score of aesthetic measure is higher than 0.5, we 

may take it as high aesthetic measure (i.e. this color 
combination can make people feel pleased). On the 
contrary, if the score is lower 0.5, it means this kind 
of color combination make people feel unpleased. 
(See  Tables 2.1 and 2.2) 

 
(2) The identity, the similarity and the contrast character 

in hue are much more satisfied in the color 
combination.  

 
(3) The identity character in value is not an ideal color 

combination. 
 
(4) In chroma, the identity and the contrast are also good 

in aesthetic measure. 
 
(5) Even the balanced grayscale color can also get better 

color combination. 
 

Table 2.1 Harmony and disharmony interval between 
 three attributes color 

Pleasing 
interval 

Displeasing 
interval 

Hue’s 
variation 

Value’s 
variation 

Chroma’s 
Variation 

Identity  0~1 j.n.d 0~1 j.n.d 0~1 j.n.d 
 ⅠAmbiguity 1 j.n.d~7 1j.n.d~0.5 1 j.n.d~3 
Similarity  7~12 0.5~1.5 3~5 
 ⅡAmbiguity 12~28 1.5~2.5 5~7 

Contrast  28~50 2.5~10 >7 
 Dizziness ------- >10 ------- 

J.n.d (Just Noticeable dif ference). 
 
 
 

Table 2.2 Harmony and disharmony score table 
Pleasing 
interval 

Displeasing 
interval 

Hue ’s 
grade 

Value’s 
grade 

Chroma’s 
grade 

Greyscale 
grade 

identity  +1.5 -1.3 +0.8 +1.0 

 Ⅰambiguity 0 -1.0 0 ------- 
similarity  +1.1 +0.7 0.1 ------- 

 Ⅱambiguity +0.65 -0.2 0 ------- 

contrast  +1.7 +3.7 0.4 ------- 
 dizziness ------- -0.2 ------- ------- 

 
3. Outline of the design Methods 
 
3.1 Overview of Research steps 

The design procedure used in this study includes the 
following steps: 
 
 (1) Take P.C.C.S color system as an experimental system 

to construct the color database.  
(2) A color matching system is programmed using 

aesthetic measure method and color harmony theory 
based on the constructed color database.  

(3) Perform a case study by starting from taking skin 
colors for the subjects with different skin colors.  

(4) After the skin colors are taken, the color harmony 
theory is used to color matching and the aesthetic 
measurement is calculated for each color 
combination. The aesthetic measurements are then 
arranged in order by size.  

(5) The required clothing color is suggested to the 
customer based on the arranged aesthetic 
measurement order. 

 
3.2 Setting color database 
 
There are many colors in the PCCS Color system, but 9 
tones are taken to construct our database to reduce the 
number samples. The taken 9 tones are B (Bright tone),V 
(vivid tone), D (Dull tone), Dk (Dark tone), Dp (Deep 
tone), G (Grayish tone), Ltg (Light grayish tone), P (Pale 
tone), Lt (light tone). In addition to the tones, 12 hues are 
also selected from the hue circle to construct the color 
samples. The obtained color samples are shown in Table 
3.1 and Fig 3.1. 
 

Table3.1 The constructed color samples 

 
 

 
Fig 3.1 All colors in the database 

3.2.1 Skin color extracted 



 
To select the best clothing color, the skin color of a 
subject should be extracted first. Therefore, the front 
photo of a subject is taken and an extraction on the face of 
5x5 pixel ambit is performed. All the photos are set on the 
same background and light when extraction and the 
function of histogram in Photoshop7.0 is used to get 
average R.G.B. values of a skin color. 
 
3.3 Construct the aesthetic measure system 
 
To select the best clothing color for a customer, an 
aesthetic measure system is constructed in this study. The 
constructed system is shown in Fig 3.2. In this system, the 
user can input the subject’s skin color and the matched 
clothing color, and then the system will show the 
measurement of beauty. For example, the measurement of 
beauty for the color pairs given in Fig 3.2 is 0.05, which 
is lower than the acceptable vale, 0.5, so the selected 
clothing color is rejected. 
 

 
 

Fig 3.2 Aesthetics measure system 
 

3.4 Analysed results  
 
After analyzing the collected data, we get the following 

results:  
(1) All the skin colors are located between R and YR.  
(2) The feeling of color is dominated by its darkness and 

lightness. 
(3) Different skin colors also have a great influence on 

feeling. For a black skin sample, the light tone, the pale 
tone, and the light grayish tone can get better aesthetic 
measure score. For a pale skin experimental sample, 
what can get better aesthetic measure score are those 
have a great difference in the Value-the Dark tone and 
the Grayish tone. 

(4)On the priority of hue, blue and green have a higher 
order, and the next is purple. 

(5)The Gray scale color has higher priority in any 
experimental sample. There still something needed to 

be noticed-the light grayish color are more harmonized 
with dark skin, instead ,the deep grayish color are more 
harmonized with pale skin. 

 
4. Case study  
To verity the feasibility of the constructed system, , some 
colored cloth pictures are taken from the website as the 
experimental subjects, and then evaluate which color is 
the most suitable one for matching the customer’s skin 
color. An overview of the cloth matching system is shown 
in Fig 4.1. The design procedure in this study will be 
described in the next subsections. 
 

 
Fig 4.1 An overview of the cloth matching system 

 
4.1 Overview of the system 
 
(1) Set the colored cloth samples 

In the cloth color database, some single color Polo are 
taken as the researching sample. And three styles shown 
in Fig 4.2 are selected to match all the colors. (See Fig 
4.2) 
 

 
Fig 4.2 three styles of Polo 

 
All the colored clothes are shown in Fig 4.3. The 

clothes with style A are shown in samples a ~ j, those for 
style B are shown in samples k~ t, while those for style C 
are shown in samples u~ y. 
Therefore, the cloth colors in this range can be dyed. To 
get the H(hue), V(vale), and C(chroma) values for a cloth 
color, the previously obtained color database Color 
Patches is used to compare with the cloth color. The same 
H, V, and C values in Munsell system for the Color 
Patches (Fig 3.1) are given to the corresponding cloth 
color if the differences in Hue, Value, and Chroma are 5, 
3, and 4, respectively.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

Fig 4.3 All the colored cloth samples 
 

(2) The extraction of image color 
(i) Equipment required:  

Web cam, 17 inch LCD monitor, and a daylight lamp 
are used in this study.  

(ii) Processing: 
The user has to set up the web cam, then aims at the 
camera lens, and then pushes the motion button; 
afterwards, the user’s image will be shown on the 
screen, as the Fig 4.4 shows, in which the R, G, and 
B values for the color will also be shown on the 
screen.  

 

 
 

Fig 4.4 Skin color capture system 

 
(iii) Cloth color matching: 

After extracting the skin color, we input the user’s 
color in the skin database system, and later precede 
the operation of the aesthetic measure system.   

 
4.2 Overview of the color combination system 
 
The system used in this study includes the following 
steps: 
 

 
 

Fig 4.5 Cloth color matching system 
 

First, choose the color, and later push the item “choose 
color”. And the screen will show the user’s skin color 
which was established in the previous statement. (see 
Fig4.5) 
 
Second, choose the tone. The user can choose preferred 
tones and checks them, then enter the next stage.   
 
Third, choose the required style, and the corresponding 
colored cloth samples will  be highlighted.  
 
Fourth, push the start button, and all the satisfied colors 
will be arranged in order based on the computed aesthetic 
measurement.  
 
4.3 Testify and Evaluation  
 
To verify the feasibility of this system, we choose the top 
10 satisfied colors based on the computed aesthetic 
measurement, and take three persons with different skin 
colors as the test samples. One of the questionnaires used 
in this study is shown in Table.4.1. 
 
 
 
 



 
Table 4.1 Skin with matched colors testified 

 

 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
The experimental results reveal that the subjects prefer to 
colors with larger brightness and vividness. The darkness 
and lightness of a subject’s skin color have also great 
influence on the color matching results. It is concluded 
that, for a subject with dark skin, the cloth colors with 
light tone, pale tone, and light grayish tone have a higher 
value of the measurement of beauty (or aesthetic 
measurement). On the contrary, for a subject with light 
skin, the best-matched colors have deep tone and grayish 
tone, which have a great difference in brightness. In the 
matched color, blue has better preference and the 
preference of green is lower.   
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Abstract  

     This paper explores the linguistic and interactional properties of 
computer-mediated communication in Taiwan. Using messages posted 
asynchronously on message boards on websites as the primary source of the data, this 
study identifies innovative uses of hybrid English and Mandarin Chinese, examines 
the function of them and the online participants’ ideologies when employing such 
writing practice. As a result of the assistance of computer hardware and software, 
English plays an essential role in a Mandarin dominant online discourse by offering 
English expressions, words, pronunciations and alphabets to give loanwords, 
euphemisms, abbreviations, sentence-final particles and emoticons in unique ways. 
Such hybrid form of language practice is easier to type, playful, funny, friendly, and 
trendy. The writer’s personality and cultural mentality are disclosed at such 
communication. The impact of this language practice—the online interaction between 
English and Mandarin Chinese—to the development of Chinese in Taiwan is of 
concern. 

 
Key words: computer-mediated communication, online English, stylized 
Asian English,  

 
 

English in Taiwan Online Communication: The Interaction  
Between Mandarin Chinese and English 

 
By Shelley Ching-yu Hsieh, River Ya-ling Chiang 

 

1. Introduction 

Internet is nowadays an indispensable source for data search as well as for 
mutual communication. Online communications such as e-mails, BBS (electronic 
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bulletin board), and IRC (internet relay chat) replace many faxes, phone calls and 
letter writings, especially for the people who spend hours online per day. The 
language they use for such computer-mediated communication has some features, 
such as using English to represent Mandarin Chinese (hereafter Mandarin) or to create 
innovative “English”. At first, such language was only read online, now it is 
spreading to the language that we are using in daily life. For example, an 
fourteen-year-old elementary school student wrote the following sentences in his 
school journal:  

 
 “昨天我 GG 帶他的恐龍 GF 到我家來吃飯 yo。Dinner 時，GG 的 GF 一直對我媽

媽 PMP.” zuo-tian wo gg dai ta de gf dao wo jia lai chi-fan yo. Dinner shi, gg de gf yi-zhi dui 
wo ma-ma pmp  

(昨天我哥哥帶他的醜陋的女朋友到我家來吃飯喲。吃飯時，哥哥的女朋友一直對

我媽媽拍馬屁. English translation: My brother brought his ugly girl friend home yesterday. 
She kept toady my mother at dinner.)  

 
“GG” is an acronym of the Mandarin sound ge-ge 哥哥 (brother). “GF” is that 

of the English “girl friend”. “Yo” is a sentence final particles, “dinner” is directly 
adopted from English, and “PMP” is again an acronym of a Mandarin expression 
pai-ma-pi 拍馬屁 (to toady). Such usage is not understandable to the people who do 
not access online communication. Therefore, dictionaries compilation for this purpose 
became necessary. The publication of them draw Mandarin speakers’ attentions, such 
as Online Trend Dictionary (Yi 2000) and Dictionary of Chinese Online Language 
(Yu 2001).  

This study delves into English in Taiwan online communication. The 
organization of this article is as follows. First, the methodology and some previous 
research are introduced. Second, English in Taiwan online communication, including 
the interaction between English and Mandarin, and the unique online form of English 
are examined together with the functions of each language use. Third, we give a 
comparison with the online Japanese users. Finally, we conclude with the impact of 
such language practice to Taiwan Mandarin. 

 

2. Methodology and Related Research 

We use as data messages posted asynchronously on message boards on websites, 
i.e. e-mail messages, online forum, the communications on BBS or MSN messenger, 
web logs, etc. for the purpose of exploring English usages on Taiwan online 
communication, the functions of these usages and the online participant’s ideologies 
of using them. A semi-structured interviews with the participants of online forums is 
conducted for the confirmation of the findings.  

The language used for online communication has the six language properties 
introduced by Yule (1996). Namely, displacement, arbitrariness, productivity, cultural 
transmission, discreteness and duality. Displacement is that language can express not 
only what is happening, but those that happened in the past and will happen in the 
future. Even those that do not exist can be written or spoken. There is no natural or 
intrinsic relationship, i.e. there is the arbitrariness between the way a word is 
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pronounced or signed and its meaning. Any living language is creative and is 
productive. Language also contains cultural transmission. It consists of discreteness 
and duality because its specific sounds are only meaningful in that specific language; 
the same utterance often gives different meaning in another language. Nonsense 
sound can be meaningful after a witted combination, so is the duality of a language. 
These six properties appear in online language in Taiwan vividly.  

Rampton (1995) gives a term “stylized Asian English”. In his study of 
cross-ethnic interaction among adolescents in a multi-ethnic neighborhood in England, 
Rampton (1995) reports a phenomenon in which young people put on an “Asian” 
accent to project a comic persona, which he terms “stylized Asian English.” Coupland 
(2001) later explicitly defines stylization as “the knowing deployment of culturally 
familiar styles and identities that are marked as deviating from those predictably 
associated with the current speaking context” (2001:345). 

Werry (1996) studies IRC that are written by English and French native 
speakers and announced that a means of communication and interaction is born. 
Turner (1998) indicates that there are four electronic paralanguages in online 
communication, namely, emoticons, homophones, metaphors and abbreviations. Wu’s 
(2001) study agrees with Turner (1998) and she further identifies that the electronic 
paralanguages employed in Taiwan is more complex that mingles Mandarin, 
Taiwanese Southern Min and English. Danet (2001:17) discusses common features of 
digital writing. Sugimoto and Levin (2000) compare how American and Japanese 
users identify themselves and use emoticons while sending e-mail messages to 
discussion groups. Tanaka (2001) presents an analysis of users’ behaviors in 
exchanging e-mail messages by computer versus cell phone. Lu (1999) focuses on the 
language features of discussion section on BBS and found that the language performs 
harmonious, bright and cheerful tones. Pan (2002) investigates the messages on MSN 
messenger and indicates that innovations and modal particles are often used in the 
messages. Also typos, freely used punctuations and spaces are all related features. 
Colloquial usages are adopted in online chatting. Nishimura (2003) studies BBS 
messages in Japanese computer-mediated communication, identifies innovative uses 
of kanji, other scripts and punctuation, and examines the incorporation of such 
informal spoken features as final particles.  

From the above review, we see that many aspects of the computer-mediated 
communication have been well documented; however, little has been done about the 
online interaction between English and Mandarin in Taiwan.  

 

3. English in Taiwan Online Communication  

In the example Zuo-tian wo gg dai ta de gf dao wo jia lai chi-fan yo. Dinner shi, 
gg de gf yi-zhi dui wo ma-ma pmp. “昨天我 GG 帶他的恐龍 GF 到我家來吃飯 yo。
Dinner 時，GG 的 GF 一直對我媽媽 PMP.” (My brother brought his ugly girl friend 
home yesterday. She kept toady my mother at dinner.) (see Chap. 1 Introduction), 
English, its Roman alphabets and creative English are employed. GG, GF, yo, dinner 
and PMP are used not only because they are easier to write, but they oblige to a 
mysterious, trendy, and humorous effect. The expressiveness of such usage is 
achieved by the interaction between English and Mandarin. This section presents 
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English in Taiwan online communication.   
To begin with, it is necessary to know the word-processing in Taiwan. One of 

the reasons that English plays an important role in online communication in Taiwan is 
because the software and hardware features, such as the keyboard. Different from 
handwritten messages, online communication is created through keyboarding. English, 
containing Roman alphabets, is easier to type than the Chinese characters that should 
be converted from parts of characters or the pronunciations of the characters. A 
Taiwanese keyboard (see Figure 1) shows Roman alphabets and the parts, phonetic 
symbols and tones of Chinese characters. One should learn an input mode to be able 
to key in a Chinese character while English spelling is the only requirement for the 
typing. 

 
Figure 1. A Taiwanese computer keyboard 

 

 
 

 
3.1 The Interaction between English and Mandarin Chinese 

English is not used as English, Mandarin is not used as Mandarin, they are 
integrated into a special language. The interaction between English and Mandarin 
includes (A1) English loanwords, (A2) An English abbreviation is a Mandarin 
expression, (A3) English pronunciations in Mandarin, (A4) English for Mandarin 
taboos, (A5) Roman alphabets for emoticons, and (A6) Sentence final particles. 

 
(A1) English loanwords 

When an English word is so popular in Taiwan that it falls into the writer’s mind 
before its Mandarin equivalence, the English word will be employed in online 
communication. For example,   

 
Mo: 答對ㄌ!!!! 
Yo: 友人感染〔沙士〕ㄌ 
Hu: 棄權 
 
In the example,1 Mo writes that “You got it!!!!” Yo replies, “Someone got 

sha-shi.” Hu goes, “I give up.” The sha-shi 沙士 (a popular drink in Taiwan) in Yo’s 

                                                 
1 The examples will be translated the way that just facilitate the analysis and understanding. 

Pinyin and literal meaning will be given until the discourse analysis in the final version of the paper.  
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reply means SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) which is a 
quasi-transliteration and from English and conveys a more friendly effect and not as 
scary by putting sha-shi instead of SARS. Many loanwords from English are 
generated from online usage, such as yi-mei-er 伊媚兒 for “e-mail” and xia-pin 瞎
拼 for “shopping.” There is a large amount of English loanwords in Taiwan 
Mandarin employed pervasively in spoken or written form either online or not. The 
statistic data (Guoyuribao 2001) shows that about 77% of loanwords in Taiwan 
Mandarin are borrowed from English. 
 
(A2) An English abbreviation is a Mandarin expression 

 
G: 從小我就是個 TUP，現在又 PTT  
B: 好慘 a 
 
This message is posted by a man who expresses that he has been his parent’s 

burden since a child (TUP) and now he is a husband who is afraid of his wife (PTT). 
The reader replies that his story is so sad. TUP is an abbreviation represented with 
Roman alphabets of the Mandarin expression tuo-you-pin 拖油瓶 (parent’s burden), 
and PTT is that of pa-tai-tai 怕太太 (be afraid of one’s wife).  

Playfulness is described by Sutton-Smith (1997:147) as “a mood of 
frolicsomeness, lightheartedness, and wit.” It is a language play as Crystal (1998:1) 
says: 
 

We play with language when we manipulate it as a source of enjoyment, either 
for ourselves or for the benefit of others.....We take some linguistic 
feature-such as a word, a phrase, a sentence,...a group of sounds, a series of 
letters-and make it do things it does not normally do....we do it...for fun. 
 
The example in this short dialogue clip shows that Taiwan online users employ 

English writing system to play in their online communication. The Roman alphabets 
acquired through learning English are used as phonetic symbols to represent 
Mandarin sounds and to play the language game.  

 
(A3) English pronunciations in Mandarin 

Chinese characters can be used to represent an English expression by translating 
its pronunciation. It can be translated by the writer himself and is not understandable 
by other users. The partner of the communication understands it. Or he will 
understand it right away and have fun with it after the writer’s explanation. For 
example,  

 
D: 魯道夫阿  
B: 那 那是誰呀@@  
B: 好像ㄅ太知道ㄋ><  
D: 在批西轟專門寫星座的星座家阿   
 
D asks, “Rudolph?” B replies that “Who is it?” and “I don’t know…” D 
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responses, “It’s the constellation expert who writes about constellations on PC 
Home.” Lu-dao-fu 魯道夫 is the transliteration of the English name Rudolph, and 
pi-xi-hong 批西轟 is that of PC Home. The online participant D does not put the 
English “Rudolph” and “PC Home” directly because he wants to humble himself and 
at the same time to play in his online language.   

Homophone is a favored word play in Taiwan due to the linguistic nature of 
Mandarin, as we can see from the homophonic name of shops and products 
everywhere. Mandarin has many homophones that are pronounced either identically 
or similarly with distinct meanings. For example, The medication zu-shuang 足爽 
‘foot comfortable; One’s feet will feel comfortable’ is used to cure athlete's foot, with 
the characters sounding like Taiwanese chio-song ‘very comfortable.’ Furthermore, 
the beverage called su-pei 速沛 ‘soon vigorous; to become vigorous soon' is read as 

su-phue in Taiwanese meaning “fit.”’ The calcium tablet named gai-hao 鈣好 
‘calcium good; calcium is good’ sounds like Taiwanese kai-he “very good.”’ The 
Mandarin speakers and writers can employ this feature to make jokes, to ease a tense 
atmosphere or to do business (Hsieh and Hsu 2005). 

 
(A4) English for Mandarin taboos 

Words that are inappropriate to the Taiwanese cultural expectations can be 
expressed with English. That is, English and Roman alphabets can be used as 
euphemisms to replace Mandarin taboos. For example,  

   
Cr: 我 kao， I 服了 you! 
N: 阿勒.......SARS  
 
In the example, Cr says that “I kao. You convinced me.” And then N replies, 

“A-le…SARS.” The kao and a-le are both expressions with taboo connotations that 
carry meanings like “dead” and “shit,” respectively. The interaction and incorporation 
of English and Mandarin scripts upholds the meanings, the expressiveness and gets 
rid of the negative connotation. It is welcomed by Taiwan Mandarin speakers. English 
greetings have a similar function that will be discussed in the next section.  

 
(A5) Roman alphabets for emoticons 

Moreover, the Roman alphabets are utilized to draw facial expressions or body 
languages. For example,  

 
N: drill 是什麼 a 
S: 我去求證一下， 
N: 恩 
S: 可是可能要好幾天才有回音 :p 
 
N posts a message and asks that “What does drill mean?” S replies, “I will go 

look it up.” N says, “Yes.” Then S replies, “Maybe it would take some days before 
you get a reply. :p.” The “:p” is a facial expression that stands for “putting the tongue 
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on the lower lip” which means “I find it embarrassing (because this task would take 
some days).” The “p” symbolizes the tongue. Other facial expressions and body 
languages are such as, @_@ (wish to see more clearly or wearing glasses, “@@” is a 
pair of glasses, and “-“ is the mouth), >>d(�_�)b< (listen to music with earphones, 
the “d” and “b” are the earphones on the head), ( ^__^ A ; ) (to wipe the sweat, the 
“A” is the hand with a handkerchief), p( ^ O ^ )q (Go! The “O” is the wide-opened 
mouth and the “p” and “q” are two fists). Various amusing emoticons and innovative 
punctuation marks not only show the writer’s emotions, but also exemplify the 
writer's intention to make messages enjoyable for the addressee and other online 
viewers as well. 

Again, this practice is spreading from the internet community to communication 
via other means. A message recipient of a hand-written note and letter often finds 
smiling faces or other emoticons.  

 
(A6) Sentence final particles 

Sentence final particles can soften the tone and produce a more friendly talk. 
They are often expressed with Roman alphabets. For instance,  

 
N: 不然我去了美國也要解釋… 
S: 很麻煩 ye  
 
N says, “Otherwise I will have to explain when I am in the States.” S replies, 

“It’s a lot of trouble ye.” The “ye” offers rapport hue. There are many other sentence 
final particles, e.g., lor (囉), o (哦), n (呢), yo (喲), la (啦), etc. They show either 
rapport, politeness, confirmation or questioning (Nishimura 2003). These particles are 
used online with a presentation of Roman alphabets because Roman alphabets are 
easier to type, and they stand out and perform playfulness in a message that is written 
in Chinese characters. 

 

3.2 Online “English”  
On the other hand, Online messages in Taiwan also contain a great number of 

“standard English.” They are either used for a specific purpose or they are modified in 
some way. The following discusses: (B1) English greetings, (B2) English names, (B3) 
Just in English, (B4) English loanwords, (B5) Unique presentation for English 
pronunciations, (B6) unique English abbreviations, and (B7) Exclamations in English. 

 
(B1) English greetings 

Greetings are popular in online communication, such as “Hello” in the following 
dialogue clip, 

 
Mi: 各位網友大家好 
Bu: hellllllllo 
X: 名人聊天室室長, hi 
 
Mi greets, “All fellow network users. How are you?” Bu goes, “Hello” and X 

also greets “Hi, the leader of the Celebrity Chatting Room.” A prolonged hellllllllo is 
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used here for “Hello.” It can be simply a way to greet each other. More likely is that 
its being used covers a shyness that Chinese people have. Ni hao 你好 (you good = 
How are you) and chi-bao-le-mei 吃飽了沒 (Have you eaten?) are two usual ways 
of greeting each other when Chinese people meet. Ni hao (How are you) is somehow 
too formal and too normal. Chi-bao-le-mei (Have you eaten?) is adopted from 
Taiwanese jia ba be (eat-full-yet = Have you eaten?) and has a cultural trait. Both of 
them are too long to type and on the other hand too stiff or old-fashioned and do not 
tally with what the online writers want to denote.  

Furthermore, an English greeting term can be used to bring conciliation to 
cultural uneasiness just as the above discussed taboo does. For example, “Dear …” is 
often used in a full Mandarin online message to address a friend or a teacher, so that it 
won’t be too sickeningly disgusting if one has used the Mandarin qin-ai-de 親愛的 
(dear). The terms “hi” and “hello” have the same function. In fact, the salutation of a 
traditional and honorific Mandarin letter would be tai-jian 台鑒 and jun-jian 鈞鑒 
that are either missed in the new generation in Taiwan, or the online participants 
consider them much too formal and complicated to type.  

Bye-bye is another very popular English used online for parting. It is now 
developed into “88.” Again, the pronunciation of English is adopted for easy typing 
and funny effects.   

 
(B2) English names 

English names are very popular. Two examples are as follows:  
 
C: 有得獎者拉 
A: 我最快!^_^ 
C: Alexei 中獎 
 
M: 你在美國跟 Tom 哥相見歡嗎  
O: so so 
 
In the first example, C says, “We got a prizewinner la!” A goes, “I am the 

quickest.” C replies, “Alexei won.” In the second example, M asks, “Did you have a 
good time meeting Tom in the States?” O replies, “So so.” Both Alexei and Tom are 
English names used in online Mandarin-dominant communications. English names 
are popular in both internet community and the daily life in Taiwan, such as in offices 
or at schools. English names somehow give friendliness that replaces the strangeness 
of calling each other by Chinese giving names. 

 
(B3) Just in English 

Online participants with English proficiency may write English instead of 
Mandarin when the Chinese characters are more complicated to type or when the 
Mandarin characters don’t fall into mind. Below shows two examples:  

 
Xi: 真ㄉ會有轉播ㄇ＠＠ 
Ah: 明天幾點~是不是 LIVE ㄉ??? 
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Bl: 我是林志玲的 fan 
 
In the first example, Xi goes, “Will there really be a relay of broadcast?” Ah 

replies that “When tomorrow? Is it live???” In the second example, Bl says, “I am a 
fan of Lin Zhi-ling.” Lin Zhi-ling is a famous model in Taiwan. Both “LIVE” and 
“fan” are plain English.  

Most of such words are technical terms or common English words in Mandarin. 
On the other hand, people who have received higher education tend to type more 
English than the average online users. Their English proficiency and the keyboarding 
in Taiwan are the two main reasons why they do so. Sometimes online users do so for 
the purpose of practicing and learning English. 

 
(B4) Unique presentation for English pronunciations 

It can be that an English word is not only popular but also can give a special 
connotation in the context. For example, “Thank you” can be employed to represent 
“xie xie ni 謝謝你” when the writer wants to thank indebtedly and formally, or when 
the writer wants to thank in a playful way. In this case, the “thank you” can be written 
as 3Q:  

 
B: 有人可以告訴我 Sam 在那  
W: 會議室 
B: 3Q 
 
B asks, “Can someone tell me where Sam is?” W replies, “In the conference 

room.” Then B goes, “3Q.” The 3Q, meaning “thank you,” should be read as san q 
with the san a pronunciation of Taiwanese Southern Min and the q Roman alphabet, it 
then sounds like “thank you”. If the writer doesn’t know how to spell “thank you”, the 
above example expresses the same gratefulness and also shows a cuteness. Such 
“English” is not standard English but a creative one.  

 
(B5) Unique English abbreviations 

Another case is that the English abbreviation is not mixed with any other 
language varieties in Taiwan. An abbreviation of “real” English can also be employed, 
but it is not necessarily the abbreviations used in the standard form of English. For 
instance,  

 
P: 多留在台灣幾天啊 
M: (T) 
M: 剛剛有電話啦 不好意思 
P: 不會 
 
P says, “Stay longer in Taiwan!” M types “(T),” and after a while gets back 

again and writes “I just got a phone call, sorry.” P goes, “It doesn’t matter.” 
Obviously the “(T)” means “Telephone.” Such usage is known only online so far.  

 
(B6) Exclamations in English 
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Exclamations are shown with English or Roman alphabets. For example, 
  
Xu: 我終於到家嚕 
Le: ahahahhahaahah 
 
Xu writes, “I am finally home.” Le replies with exclamations “Ah.” The “ah” is 

duplicated many times to intensify the expressions. Just as the above example for 
greeting, “hellllllllo” is used instead of “hello” to intensify the tone. Sometimes the 
English “What!”, “How?!”, “Noooo!” can also be employed directly to utter the 
surprise. 

 To sum up the above discussion, as a result of the assistance of computer 
hardware (e.g., keyboard) and software (e.g., typing modes), in a Mandarin dominant 
online discourse, English plays an essential role in offering English expressions, 
words, pronunciations and alphabets in an unique way that is different from the way 
in an English dominant discourse.  

The hybrid form of discourse is easier to key in, direct, playful, funny, cute, 
friendly, modern and trendy. At the same time, it creates mysterious, trendy, and 
humorous effects. Moreover, this innovative practice discloses the writer’s personality 
by showing that he or she is easy-going, humorous, young, and can catch up with the 
latest trend. The online users have high degree of freedom that any emergent usages 
will not surprise them.  

 
3.3 A Comparison with Japanese Online Users 
 

Japanese and Mandarin online users employ similar or different strategies at 
reduplicating English/Roman letters and symbols for indicating lengthened elements 
in speech and so on. The speakers use unconventional orthography to represent as 
accurately as possible the actual sound they wish to simulate, because conventional 
orthography in both languages does not convey the fine details of actual speech 
production. For instance, smiley icons are used by the online users of different 
languages. However, the usages of smiley icons won’t be discussed in the paper 
because they are used worldwide. Yukiko Nishimura in her paper also elaborates how 
similar or different Japanese and English online users are in their online 
communication. In the following section, the usages of the online users of the two 
languages will be further compared with those of Mandarin online users.  

 
(C1) Multiple punctuation V.S. Multiple/Non-linguistic symbols 

Multiple punctuation is shared by not only Japanese, but also Mandarin. Like 
those of English, the speakers of Japanese and Mandarin use multiple punctuation 
marks, such as question marks, exclamation marks and periods, to emphasize their 
emotions or the importance of the sentences. For example, speaker A wants to 
emphasize something when he says “Get ready sooon!!!!!” In the example, A uses 
exclamation marks at the end of the sentence to remind his listener of the importance 
that he has to get ready soon. By the use of multiple punctuation marks, A also 
expresses his anxiety or worries.  

Japanese and Mandarin speakers similarly use multiple punctuation marks to 
express their shock, anxiety and happiness. For example, a Japanese online user 
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employs multiple question marks at the end of his sentence to emphasize his concern 
and worries when he says “元気でしたか???” (“Gen ki desita ka???” “Were you fine?”) 
A Mandarin online user may also employ multiple question marks at the end of his 
sentence to show his surprise and doubt when he says “當真????” On the one hand, 
the speaker wants to double check whether it’s true because he has his doubt. On the 
other hand, the speaker expresses his surprise because he also expects this to be true.  

Similar to English online users, Japanese and Mandarin online users employ 
multiple punctuation marks or multiple/non-linguistic symbols often. However, 
Mandarin users, similar to Japanese ones, especially like to employ multiple waving 
lines, ~, the unconventional symbols, to create a special visual effect. Yukiko 
Nishimura in her paper also points out one difference between the users of English 
and Japanese is Japanese users’ employment of wavy line. In another way, Mandarin 
users use wavy lines instead of periods or exclamation marks in online 
communication. For example, 

 
Mo: 快來不及ㄌ~ ~ ~ 
Yo: 泣  
    
By the use of multiple wavy lines, Mo wants to emphasize the impossibility of 

hurrying up. That is, the multiple wavy lines visually delay the time and strengthen 
Mo’s hurry. Online users’ employment of the multiple punctuation marks or 
non-linguistic symbols makes the communication in between seem more vivid and 
more visual. 

      
(C2) Written-out laughter 

In order to well communicate with others and shorten the distance in between, 
people use more colloquial styles on e-mail and the internet. In the way, the mimetic 
or onomatopoeic words help to express the online users’ emotions strongly. The 
online users of different languages use the auditory words/written-out laughter, such 
as hehehe and hahaha, to make online communication really “conversational” and 
vivid. The non-linguistic sounds become auditory while they are shown visually 
online. Even though the communication or interaction is not face-to-face, the 
written-out laughter creates the atmosphere and the special effect by writing down the 
users’ emotions.  

Both Mandarin and Japanese online users employ the written-out laughter to 
express their emotions and also avoid the missing information. For example, in some 
informal spoken conversation, Japanese use the mimetic or onomatopoeic words, chan 
chan, kyaa, uumu, and een, to express their emotions. They also use these words on 
the web. Therefore, it is not surprising when Japanese online users use “ふふふ” 
(“huhuhu” “laughing”) to mimic the sound of laughter. In the same way, Mandarin 
online users also use the written-out laughter to make the communication more 
“face-to-face.” For example, 

 
Mo: 我和他開始約會ㄌ….. CC ~ ~ ~ 
Yo: 幸福喲… ㄏㄏ~ ~ ~ 
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In the example, the words “CC” and “ㄏㄏ” (“haha”) also mimic the sound of 
laughter to make the communication seem to be face-to-face. The “auditory” 
written-out laughter vivifies the interactions online. Besides the written-out laughter, 
Mandarin online users, similar to English and Japanese ones, also like to employ other 
vocalizations to express their sad emotions or surprise. For example,  

 
Mo: 失戀ㄌ……ㄨㄨ….. 
Yo: 可憐哦……Wow~ ~ ~ 
 
In the example, “ㄨㄨ” (“crying”) and “Wow” (cry for surprise) are also 

mimetic or onomatopoeic words to emphasize the speakers’ bad mood, sadness and 
surprise. The vocalization and non-linguistic sound visually expresses the online 
users’ feeling and make the reaction on the web auditory. 

 
(C3) Description of actions  

Online users would like to indicate their actions, gestures, and situations by the 
direct description. Besides the use of smiley icons, online users use description of 
action to create the same effect. That is, visual images can be used to symbolize the 
online users’ action of a smile, a wink or a frown. However, description of actions can 
also be used to literally show the online users’ action of different feeling or moods. 
For example, English online users use “grins,” “grin,” or “g” to clearly show the 
speakers’ gesture and action.  

Mandarin and Japanese online users also use description of actions to directly 
express the speakers’ moods, actions and gestures because people can get the literal 
meaning easily from the word itself.  For example, when Japanese online users feel 
uneasy and nervous, they describe their feeling by saying “手に汗握りつつふふふ” 
(“holding sweat in the palm”). The nervous and uneasy gesture is clearly described, so 
the readers can understand and feel it immediately. Very often the description of 
actions is accurate and straight forward. It consists of one or two characters only. For 
example,  

 
Mo: 你以為你是誰ㄚ???? 
Yo: 怒!!!!!!!!!! 
Mo: 怒是你ㄉ專長…. 
Yo: 苦笑 

  
 In the example, “怒” (“angry”) and “苦笑” (“bittersweet laughter”) are two 

examples of the usage of description of actions. Mo’s words irritate Yo when Mo says 
“你以為你是誰ㄚ????” (“who do you think you are?”) to Yo. Yo, therefore, 
expresses his anger by the single character, “怒” (“angry”). The literary meaning of 
the single character, “怒” (“angry”), clearly elaborate Yo’s reaction to Mo’s words. 
When Mo keeps saying that “怒是你ㄉ專長….” (“Getting angry is what you 
specialize in.”), his words changes Yo’s reaction from “怒” to “苦笑” (from “anger” 
to “bittersweet laughter,”). Here Yo’s mental state is again expressed by the use of 
description of actions.  
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 Just like the function of abbreviation, description of actions would like to 
emphasize the significance the online users want to express with really short length. 
In addition, the users can respond quickly and keep up with the conversation flow. 
Similar to what Chritopher C. Werry elaborates, “Since typing is significantly slower 
than speech, messages of extended length create time delays that may be unacceptable 
for communication which attempts to work in a conversational mode” (53), the use of 
description of actions, for most Mandarin and Japanese online users, helps to 
elaborate the flow of consciousness in an accurate and simple way. 

What mentioned above also clarifies why abbreviations and rebus writing are 
widely used by the users of different languages in their online communication. When 
compared with the online users of other languages, the communication on the internet 
becomes more playful and changeable.  

 

4. Closing Remarks 

When wide broad bands are installed and are available almost everywhere in 
Taiwan, the speed of surfing websites and communicating with online fellow 
participants has largely shortened so that communication online has become part of 
the basic routines for a great amount of people in Taiwan.2 Computer-mediated 
communication is part of Taiwanese culture nowadays. The language used in the 
communication has rich language properties; English euphemisms which stand for 
Mandarin taboos bring new cultural transmission to Mandarin. Mandarin homophones 
adopted to write English expressions display language discreteness and duality. In 
addition, emoticons, unique English abbreviations and English exclamations all 
demonstrate the productivity of this online language. The participants of Taiwanese 
online communication make good use of the interaction between English and 
Mandarin to mingle the conventions of orthographies and speech to accomplish 
essential interactional tasks and to recreate and sustain informal friendly talks.  

Some linguists consider such online language practice spoils Taiwan Mandarin, 
while others ponder that it is a new energetic element that enriches Taiwan Mandarin. 
Will the use of this language in computer-mediated communication affects the 
official language in Taiwan?  

At the beginning of the last century, Hu Shih and Chen Du-xiu initiated 
vernacular Chinese which led Mandarin to the Modern Chinese. Afterwards the 
Chinese users don’t have the literary jargons like shi 之, hu 乎, zhi 者, ye 也 (they 
are particles of literary Chinese) in their conversations and writings. There is great 
population that are partaking in computer-mediated communication, including 
students and the middle bourgeoisie. Many online usages such as English loanwords, 
unique abbreviations and emoticons are also used in hand-writing messages and in 
spoken conversation now. The impact of the interaction between English and 

                                                 
2 Mandarin speakers constitute 10.9% of the total of 619 million Internet users worldwide, 

ranking second after English (36.5%) (as of September, 2002, Global Internet Statistics, by language). 
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Mandarin in online communication will contribute essentially to the language use in 
Taiwan in the near future. 
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This study calls for a place-making strategy to rehabilitate Chinese villages, examine the 
regional identity and formulate interactions between the global and the regional in the 
discourse of architecture. This place-making strategy also limits and establishes a 
methodology to achieve regional identity in a world of globalization. 
 
Topography in my study was regarded as an agent to redefine regional architecture and 
cities in the age of globalization based on the analysis of its etymology, its relation with 
architecture and cities, and place-making. Its potential for place-making is implicated by 
the construction of Chinese villages. Yuliang, a village in the Huizhou area of China, was 
selected as an exemplary instance for my study of the impact of topography on 
construction and rehabilitation. Based on the actions of landing, experiencing, and 
mapping the village, topography is regarded as a matrix to generate the collective social 
relations and social conditions of its making as well as the village fabric and housing 
typology. 
 
Recovering topography, therefore, becomes the priority in the process of transforming the 
village today. Design guidelines for rehabilitation of the village (Build regional link, 
Recover four operations of topography, and Manage the spatial fabric) not only deal with 
aesthetic and architectural principles, but they also attempt to build a new context and 
direction for the built environment as a mediator between architecture and the environment 
and for the way that we develop the village in the age of globalization. 
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6) Abstract: 
Asked to design a specifically modern, single-family 
residence utilizing industrial, low maintenance 
materials The Moreland Residence developed into a 
study of the semantic ambiguities surrounding notions 
of contextural propriety and normative form;  a study 
of the play between the symbolic and the spatial 
structured around the relationship of the pathological 
to the normal. 
 
In his book, The Normal and the Pathological, Georges 
Canguilhem addresses the question of deviance relative 
to issues of anatomic conformity and perceptions of 
health.  Citing a medical tradition that posits the 
relation between health and disease as a polemic 
dichotomy based on qualitative differences, Canguilhem 
explores an alternative thesis “according to which 
pathological phenomena are identical to corresponding 
normal phenomena save for quantitative variations.”  
Understood relative to some given state of natural 
equilibrium, the familiarity of the status quo for 
instance, this theory suggests, “the pathological is 
homogeneous with the normal.”  
 
The Moreland's Residence extends and exaggerates 
symbolic elements that are considered normal in the 
immediate context while also incorporating spatial 
elements from the local, pragmatic building 
traditions.  This creates a pathological vernacular 
that undermines complacent regionalism by juxtaposing 
mimetic and spatial elements.    
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Abstract 
Countering traditional visuality and instead adopting the spatializing technique for 

cinematic narration, Tsai Ming-Liang uses space as narrative means, treats it as the narrative 
object, and elevates it as the abstract narrative field. With the aid of cultural and urban 
theories of Michel de Certeau, Ackbar Abbas, Walter Benjamin, as well as the affiliation with 
film theory, this paper seeks to revise and reconceptualize Taipei as a space not in easy visual 
panorama but in fragments and constantly in mapping. Discrediting the easy top-down 
perspective of Taipei as a mere locus for the emerging urban cultures, the paper raises the 
question: what is this space that we are actually seeing, if it is not simply a postcard Taipei 
always visually accessible? In the discussion, Laura Marks’ idea of haptic perceptions is 
borrowed and used to explain Tsai Ming-Liang’s cinematic construction of space. This 
unconventional mode of space-making is the means for Tsai to substitute verbal narration, 
and it also becomes the central object of narration. A long section will be dispensed to survey 
how different characters’ spatial experiences through various senses tell of their emotional 
situations, and how space is de-naturalized and eroticized such that the physical space is 
transformed into an abstract narrative field where the real, the surreal, and the absurd co-exist 
in this one arena to express emotional precision and imprecision. Lastly, this paper 
re-evaluates Tsai Ming-Liang’s cinematic practice of space as a realist project in the sense 
that it respects the Bazinian sobriety of “plastics of image.” He sets reality in fragmentary but 
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immediate spatial contact with its partial but most truthful city dwellers. 
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Spatializing Urban Narratives: Practices of Space in Tsai Ming-Liang’s Films 

 As a director whose films are mostly set in the metropolitan Taipei of the 90s, Tsai 

Ming-Liang is usually received as the emerging “portraitist” of the Taipei culture, 

distinguished from the 80s’ Taiwanese New Cinema, in which Taipei City figures to serve the 

function of recollecting socio-historical shifts. Wu I-Fen, film critic and professor of 

Tamkang University, writes in her review of Tsai’s “Taipei trilogy1”:  

his [Tsai] metropolitan Taipei provides the setting to reflect upon the sound and look 

of a city and the lives of its people, projecting a cultural model embodied by 

western capitalist ideology that challenges traditional cultural values… Taipei 

becomes cinematically as well as socially the site of a new cultural generation, the 

locus of a defiant youth culture that rejects traditions, where the socio-cultural 

landscape depicted in 1980s New Cinema is, in a quite different filmic narrative, 

replaced.2 [Italicized mine] 

Wu is not the first to describe Tsai as a Taipei specialist. Wen Tian-Xiang3, critic and 

long-time friend of Tsai’s, also sees Tsai’s cinematic Taipei as “symbolic of people’s 

emotional situations.” (Wen 132) Similar reviews like the above two usually regard Taipei 

                                                 
1Rebels of the Neon God (1992), Vive L’amour (1994), The River. (1996).  
2Wu recounts the history of Taiwan New Cinema in her article, “Taipei figures in 1980s New Cinema in order to 

deal with the dichotomies of city/country, urban/traditional, examining the process of historical and 

socio-political shifts, whereas in 1990s New Cinema, Taipei comes to be seen as an urban jungle of infinite 

possibilities, a stage for a reformulation of the cultural landscape and moral values, […]”  
3Renowned Taiwanese film critic and friend of Tsai Ming-Liang.  
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City as a geographically and historically fixed location leaden with socio-historical meanings. 

The repeated scholarly emphasis on words like ‘setting’, ‘site’, ‘location’, and ‘locus’ is given 

such weight that the notion of Taipei as a space is almost taken as a given fact. Over the 

course of years, there evolves among critics a Benjaminian “panorama literature” (Benjamin 

25), or the “physiology” (36), of the city in which Tsai’s urban narratives are diagnosed as the 

Taipei malaise. This panoramic perspective implies a top-down relationship in which urban 

space becomes visually recognizable and thus visually representable as a whole: the West 

Gate arcades, the Da An Park, the escalators of Shin Kong Mitsukoshi Department Store, the 

Tamshui River, and Taipei Main Station. To use an easy metaphor, it is like standing on top of 

the Empire State building and looking down at Manhattan. One feels reassured by the 

glamorous buildings because these panoramic images seem to tell us all about New York. 

 The topography of Taipei in Tsai’s films, however, escapes these visually recognized 

landmarks. While Tsai definitely participates in the wave of Taiwan New Cinema, which 

features Taipei City as a popular setting and subject matter, his methodology of how Taipei as 

space is put into the camera frame, stands apart from his prominent predecessor Hou 

Hsiao-Hsien, whose works, like Tsai’s, also received the critically acclaimed title of Taiwan 

“trilogy.”4 For Hou, Taipei figures in the filmic frame as a place, a well-defined locus, where 

history and its sorrow unfolds with grace; whereas in Tsai’s works, the camera figures as if it 

                                                 
4 City of Sadness (1989), The Puppetmaster (1993), Good Men, Good Women (1995). 
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is a person living inside the urban space of Taipei, with a limited visual spectrum like that of 

the film’s diegetic protagonists on the fringes of society. In terms of spatiality, While Hou 

shoots Taipei from the distant, historian-like camera lenses, Tsai’s camera follows the 

physical itinerary of the social loner, who wanders, lingers, and looks bottom-up.  

This unique spatial practice of Tsai’s camera movement is the starting point from which 

my discussion will unfold. With the aid of cultural and urban theories of Michel de Certeau, 

Ackbar Abbas, Walter Benjamin, as well as the affiliation with film theory, this paper first 

seeks to revise and reconceptualize Taipei as a space not in easy visual panorama but in 

fragments and constantly in mapping. Discrediting the easy top-down perspective of Taipei as 

a mere locus for the emerging urban cultures, the paper instead raises the question: what is 

this space that we are actually seeing, if it is not simply a postcard Taipei that is always 

visually accessible? My attempt is to pull out the notion of space from background, put it on 

the foreground, and challenge its taken-for-grantedness. I borrow Laura Marks’ idea of 

haptic5 perceptions to counter traditional modes of visuality and this notion of the haptic will 

be used to explain Tsai Ming-Liang’s cinematic construction of space. This unconventional 

mode of space-making is the means for Tsai to substitute verbal narration, and it also then 

                                                 
5 The notion of the haptic is introduced to this paper mainly through Laura Marks’ book Touch: Sensuous 

theory and Multisensory Meida, which contrasts ‘haptic’ visuality with ‘optical’ visuality, the latter suggesting 

visual identification and representation and the former indicating bodily relations with images similar to touch. 

More detailed explication of how the haptic functions in Tsai Ming-Liang’s films is to be provided later in this 

paper. 
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becomes the central object of narration. A long section will be dispensed to survey how 

different characters’ spatial experiences through various senses tell of their emotional 

situations, and how space is de-naturalized and eroticized in such a conscious way that the 

physical space is transformed into an abstract narrative field where the real, the surreal, the 

imaginary, and even the absurd co-exist in this one arena to express the films’ emotional 

precision and imprecision. Lastly, this paper re-evaluates Tsai Ming-Liang’s cinematic 

practice of space as a realist project not in the classical documentary sense, but in the sense 

that it respects the Bazinian sobriety of “plastics of image.” His realist mode is distinguished 

from the method of the 19th-century Parisian panorama literature and Hou Hsiao-Hsian’s 

historicizing technique; instead, he sets reality in fragmentary but immediate spatial contact 

with its partial but most truthful city dwellers.  

The obsolescent landmarks 

 In his examination on how visual signs establish their relationship with modernity at the 

turn of the twentieth century, Jonathan Crary points out the emerging public demand for 

visuality: “happiness had to be ‘measurable in terms of objects and signs’, something that 

would be evident to the eye in terms of ‘’visible criteria.’” [Italicized his] (Crary 11) This 

modernist demand and desire for visual recognition (competition too) contribute to the 

booming of high rises and skyscrapers in big metropolises, one by one seeking to excel, to be 

‘legible’, and to be visually emblematic of the city to which it physically belongs. These 
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booming architectures help create the myth of postcards, often coming with catch phrases 

such as ‘image of the city’, ‘the Taipei [change to any cities] heart,’ etc. The twist to these 

landmark images, however, is that the strife of every city to become unique throughout 

decades of urban sprawl has ironically brought about the effect of sameness. In their analysis 

of the generic city, Both Rem Koolhaas and Ackbar Abbas have noticed the current 

phenomenon that “even the anomalous is in danger of turning nondescript so that the more 

complex the city today, the more it becomes a city without qualities.” (Abbas 146) And it is 

because of the potential danger of becoming ‘nondescript’ that urban landmarks become 

non-representative. In other words, gigantic landmarks as the visual emblem turn problematic 

when they attempt to say something ‘special’ about the city.  

This hesitant attitude about the visually recognizable urban landmarks is implicitly 

embedded in Tsai Ming-Liang’s films. When shots of West Gate, Da An Park or Tamshui 

River are seen on screen, they do not stand out like the reassuring Empire State Building 

postcards to tell their audience that this is New York, Taipei, or Shanghai. Even though they 

do consist of part of the visualized city, there always lurks what Abbas terms a sense of “déjà 

disparu,” which denotes “the feeling that what is new and unique about the situation is 

always already gone, and we are left holding a handful of clichés, or a cluster of memories of 

what has never been.” (Abbas 25) This gap between the cognitive sense of being unique or 

producing uniqueness, and the actual urban phenomena of repeating the empty architectural 
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signifiers, is what produces the postmodern situation of misrecognition, in which presence 

only risks becoming a form of concealment that there is no corresponding significance in that 

very presence. While visual landmarks do not physically leave Tsai’s films, they exist at their 

best only as obscure hints to the protagonists’ physical itinerary around the city, let alone their 

emotional pathways. In other words, visual landmarks cease to represent the city, nor the 

emotions of characters. 

 In the opening sequence of the River taking place in front of Shin Kong Mitsukoshi 

Department Store, Tsai Ming-Liang focuses on the mechanical movements of the escalators, 

the rendered emotional blockage, and the chance encounter rather than the famous 

department store hustle-bustle: There is no rushing traffic, workers, no after-school students 

elbowing their ways, no gorgeous customers. What are usually associated with this gigantic 

urban landmark are filtered out of the screen, and the audience are instead given the 

minimalist possible mise-en-scene of the escalators and a male protagonist whose demeanors 

are nothing like those of the possible passers-by listed above. Shin Kong Mitsukoshi 

Department Store in this way loses its clichéd status of social and cultural symbol for crowds 

and capitalist prosperity. It merely “happens” to be there; it does not assume the authority of 

summarizing the city’s physiology, nor the protagonist’s mental itinerary. To recite Rehm, 

Joyard and Riviere’s words, “the space is real, of course, but its illusion of reality depends 

more on a mental image than anything else.” In this way, visual landmarks lose their 
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transcendental functions, while the journey of Tsai’s protagonist remains unlocated as well as 

un-localized among the empty architectural clichés.  

City in practice 

 Instead of writing city through clichéd landmarks, Tsai Ming-Liang’s topography of 

urban space rather depends on a rich camera record of city dwellers’ piecemeal footsteps. 

Lives of the city dwellers are an integral part of Tsai’s observation. They take audience with 

their footsteps at their own pace to the most real space in which they live – space usually 

falling outside of typical urban representations. Tsai’s city dweller occupies a spatial stratum 

different from that of the Baudelairian or even the Benjaminian flâneur’s. They possess 

different dispositions as well. In the Benjaminian framework, the flâneur is characterized 

with a “leisurely quality,” (Benjamin 36) and “watchfulness of an observer.” (41) “The street” 

in this framework “becomes a dwelling for the flâneur; he is as much at home among the 

facades of houses as a citizen is in his four walls.” (37) To differentiate Tsai’s protagonists 

from the petty bourgeois flâneur, or city walker, and to highlight their socio-economic 

difference from that of the flâneur, I use the term city “dweller” instead of “walker” to 

describe characters in Tsai’s films, which in meaning and practice is closer to what audience 

see on screen. Tsai’s city dweller does not walk around the city’s “open” space and observe it 

visually. Their relationship with space rather consists of “tactile” and “kinesthetic” 

experiences, whose sensory effect on audience produces what Laura Marks would call the 
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haptic effect. According to Laura Marks, the haptic perception is 

usually defined as the combination of tactile, kinesthetic, and proprioceptive 

functions, the way we experience touch both on the surface of and inside of our 

bodies. In haptic visuality, the eyes themselves function like organs of touch […] It 

is drawn from sense experience, primarily touch and kinesthetics. (Marks 2) 

Contrary to the traditional notion of visuality that invites mainly visual identification on the 

part of the audience, haptic images “encourage a bodily relationship between the viewer and 

the image.” (3) This haptic quality in Tsai Ming-Liang’s films is two-fold: first, the 

protagonist as the supposed ‘viewer’ of urban space establishes a bodily rather than visual 

relationship with his limited ‘four walls’; second, the audience as viewer of Tsai’s filmic 

space relates to the spatial content on the screen not through traditional visuality that ‘sutures’ 

a visual identification with the characters but through the similar bodily, visceral sensations 

created by the cinematic utilization of sensory effects – sensations also felt by the characters. 

What is available for our visual sense in Tsai’s films is cruelly limited: the elevator, bathroom, 

dark and filthy hotel room, dining table, etc. The audience, as well as the diegetic protagonist, 

has to feel their way through the given space by getting into all forms of bodily contact other 

than the visual. One does not see the city, and yet the city is there because it becomes a space 

without visual panorama but space of fragments; it is always mobile and incomplete because 

the city dweller does not actually claim legitimacy to one space. In other words, the city 
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dweller’s movements constitute what de Certeau calls “a spatial acting-out.” (de Certeau 98) 

In spatializing the film’s diegetic world, the city dweller practices the writing of a text always 

in progress. And unlike the detective flâneur whose city is totalized in visual panorama, the 

city dweller does not see the city in whole.  

 Foregrounding the city dweller as Tsai’s central observing target and that his films 

concern the lives of city dwellers as well as their relationship with space, one can now 

reconceptualize the filmic space on screen not merely as a diegetic setting, but more as a 

created effect of the interaction between characters and architecture. Taipei City, in this 

reconfiguration, transcends its physical value as a mere place or locus; it becomes an effected 

space where narratives of spatial contact take place. To further distinguish between the ideas 

of place and space, it will be helpful here to quote de Certeau’s explication at length: 

A place (lieu) is the order…in accord with which elements are distributed in 

relationships of coexistence […] It implies an indication of stability. […]In relation 

to place, space is like a word when it is spoken. […] In short, space is a practiced 

place. Thus the street geometrically defined by urban planning is transformed into a 

space by walkers. (de Certeau 117) 

With the emphasis on practice, space is given a multi-dimensional texture, for the enactment 

of it now comprises bodily/kinesthetic experience as much as various senses such as the 

audio and tactile. Paradoxically, now that visuality no longer monopolizes the business in 
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making space, we need other sensory criteria in order for space to take place. This is how the 

haptic perception comes into view. This haptic aspect is best exemplified in Goodbye, 

Dragon Inn (2003), an elegiac retrospect on the disappearing or in fact “already-disappeared” 

old theater culture. Featuring the now defunct Fu-He Theater as its subject matter, the film 

weaves its nostalgia about the theater space through juxtaposing audiences that are alive with 

those suspected to be theater phantoms lingering around. Having the whole narrative take 

pace within the theater except the last scene, Tsai creates a space of “interiority” layered with 

images from the past and the present: full-seated screening versus empty theater, ghost-like 

elderly versus youngsters with casual wear, poster of the newly released horror film the Eye 

versus the mute handicapped ticket seller, etc. His technique of making the obsolete, 

almost-invisible theater visible again depends less on taking his audience to a 360-degree 

virtual tour than on exploring the haptic aspect of the theater space, that is, fragmentary 

senses of seeing, hearing and bodily sensations. Through the acoustic effect of the slow but 

rhythmic footsteps of the handicapped ticket seller along the hallway, the light out from the 

mysterious projector room, the sudden disappearance and reappearance of the ghost-like 

women forever cracking watermelon seeds at the back – through these sounds, images, and 

eeriness that elicit affective sensations, the old theater reappears as a huge ghostly phantasma. 

It is less because of the fact that we see the theater, but more because of the fact that we hear 

the sound and feel the eeriness of the empty hallway that we get the sense of theater space.  
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 Returning to the issue of spatial practices, we see from the case of Goodbye, Dragon Inn 

a recalcitrant characteristic in Tsai’s strategy of making space. This strategy refuses the 

predomination of visual totalization; it goes beyond the capacity of verbal or even visual 

description. Any easy visuality of what is on screen is accompanied with a question mark 

because once the camera perspective is from within the practiced space, one can never obtain 

a full grasp of the reassuring top-down view. The only way to experience space, therefore, is 

to go into the labyrinth and lingers for such amount of time that one’s mental workshop is 

capable to sketch the ‘surfaces’ of space through fragmentary sensations.  

 To some degree, the haptic experiences in Tsai’s films are anti-flâneurian in that his 

ways of imagining urban space stand apart from the leisurely style of observing the city. First 

of all, Tsai’s city dweller, the one who makes immediate contact with the urban space, does 

not gaze at the city as if he is a voyeuristic flâneur. Despite the fact that both Benjamin and de 

Certeau acknowledge the flâneur’s pedestrian spatial practices, there is a degree of difference 

in the perspectives of flâneur and those of the city dweller (top-down versus bottom-up) 

toward the city caused by socio-economic hierarchy. While the city dweller enacts the space 

from ground level, a great amount of the bourgeois flâneur’s interaction with space still 

depends on the detective-like visual survey. Second, the actual routes composed by the city 

dweller reveals “the other side” of the illusory urban space that, in the imagination of the 
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flâneur, seldom gets representation. Tsung-Yi Michelle Huang6, a Taiwanese scholar in urban 

literature and globalization, concludes well in the coda of her book Walking between Slums 

and Skyscrapers that these little narratives tell “the story of walking in these global cities as 

an experience of oscillating between yearning and frustration.” (Huang 138) Contrary to the 

flâneurian wandering among arcades and department stores, Huang and Tsai both work to 

unmask the “illusions of open space”7, the latter by filling his films with dark rooms, narrow 

aisles, filthy hotels, and other architectural frames. Another anti- flâneurian quality displayed 

by Tsai Ming-Liang comes from his treatment of the city dweller’s subjectivity, especially in 

relation to the crowd. While the Baudelairian detective-flâneur and the Benjaminian 

hero-flâneur both retain a total control of their own freedom and mental subjectivity in public 

space, among the crowd, Tsai’s city dweller seldom stays in the crowd. In fact, Tsai spends 

most time dealing with subjects in their total physical and mental solitude in that he thinks 

“when they’re [characters] in a situation on their own, […] such as when a woman goes to the 

toilet, very often she will show her true self in there but changes immediately she comes out.” 

(Rehm, Joyard, Riviere 100) Subjectivity of the city dweller’s body and mind, Tsai believes, 

can only be shown in space where one is alone with himself. Because of the difference in 

spatial relationship, the flâneur sees space oftentimes in distant miniatures that pleases his 

                                                 
6PhD in Comparative Literature, SUNY Stony Brook, and currently an Assistant Professor of English Literature 

at National Taiwan Normal University.  
7 This phrase is quoted from part of Tsung-yi Michelle Huang’s book title, see works cited.  
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own state of mind while the city dweller lives his own space, inspects it, and enlarges it to the 

extent that his inner “yearning and frustration” are projected on his four walls.  

Spatial narratives  

The previous sections have dealt with the distinction of two ways of viewing urban 

space, one through traditional top-down visuality and the other through bodily contact that 

ultimately constructs a spatiality of the city, and Tsai’s cinematic topography of Taipei City 

belongs to the latter. This spatiality presumes that space is not a laid-out film script for 

filmmakers to follow; it is rather a void that needs to be written or filled out by the 

camera-pen. To use another metaphor, it is rather an incomplete thesis than a theatrical 

premise or background. To delineate this process of ‘writing’ space, the following sections 

deal with the more detailed spatial strategies Tsai deploys in narration, and how space is 

created and manipulated to replace verbal enunciation.  

 The analogy made between narratives and spatiality by de Certeau will help lead my 

discussion:  

In modern Athens, the vehicles of mass transportation are called metaphorai: To go 

to work or come home, one takes a “metaphor” – a bus or a train. Stories could also 

take this noble name: every day, they traverse and organize places; they select and 

link them together; they make sentences and itineraries out of them. They are spatial 

trajectories. In this respect, narrative structures have the status of spatial syntaxes. 
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(de Certeau 115) 

What de Certeau terms as the “spatial syntaxes” in writing a story actually exist in every kind 

of writing, if one can percieve that writing is another form of walking, or traveling, only on 

paper. This spatial quality can be best demonstrated though a common film script. When 

surveying the physical and verbal composition of a script for major cinema, one most likely 

follows the script order of act 1, 2, 3, scene 1, 2, 3, and then the film personas making the 

moves and speeches. With the indication of words like “act” and “scene,” one expects a 

certain human figure to be placed under a certain spatial setting, making daring moves, 

uttering lines and from time to time, some catch phrases. This is the order of major cinema, 

which privileges verbal punch lines and which takes its heroes and heroines up to the 

north-pole, and down to the south tip of Africa. With every take and every scene, characters 

enact the two-dimensional paper script into a three-dimensional fantasy space, upfront on 

screen for the dreaming audience. This gradual predomination of dialogues along with the 

advent of talkies, however “assigned an origin and a destination to each image, a birth 

certificate and proof of residency; the image had once again becomes the prisoner of a desert, 

of this explicit territory.” (Rehm, Joyard, Riviere 31) To remedy the narrative cinema’s verbal 

totalitarianism, Tsai resorts to the primitive merit of moving images that crosses over the 

barricade of words – the ability of the screen to project a three-dimensional world, or in other 

words, the ability of spatialization – and extends its cinematic effect on story-telling as means 
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for countering verbal dictatorship. In doing so, Tsai discards the dictation of verbal script and 

adopts the pragmatics of spatialization. He sets his characters free from pronouncing 

deliberate lines and instead leaves them to the given space – be it a living room, a tiny 

twin-sized bed, or an dark empty hallway – to establish bodily relationship with the given 

space. Even though still shots and long takes abound in his films, and his characters often 

engage only in minimalist movements such as drinking, urinating, sleeping, or even just 

staring at the walls, it is exactly because of this long-term engagement in one single space 

and one single take that Tsai is able to amplify the most microcosmic details to the level that 

they tell much more than verbal enunciations. To conclude on the lack of dialogues, “silence 

remains a way of indicating plenitude, of guaranteeing the secret authenticity of interaction, 

of openly defying words with their own lights, images, and action.” (Rehm, Joyard, Riviere 

34) In other words, the “plastics” of space for Tsai becomes the narratives means: Unlike 

traditional narrative cinema that strives to create the effect of spatiality and motion by 

fast-pace editing and providing more and more “shocks,” Tsai intensifies the spatial impact 

by limiting actions and tricks, by attending to only one focal point at one time, by lingering 

on the given space for so long that it exhausts practically every architectural defect: a stain on 

the wall, the fissure on the ground, and the tarnish of the bed frames.  

 Thus, Tsai has in fact effected de Certeau’s statement that narrative structures have the 

status of spatial syntaxes into a network of spatial structures that embody narrative codes. In 
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doing so, he makes the filmic space the object of his narration. To tell of the story of space, as 

a result, the camera-pen requires conditions that highlight the existence of the abstract space, 

that is, the conditions of loneliness and silence. This explains why Tsai’s films are 

characterized by an ostensible obsolescence. One by one, his films appear more and more 

minimalist in story lines but more and more rich in his ways of constructing space.  

Space and emotions  

 As a matter of fact, every character in Tsai’s films interacts more with the empty 

architectural space than with any other diegetic characters, and this is true even among family 

members. They experience space separately, either due to spatial confine or emotional 

disconnection. Tsai’s films thus become an emotional discharge from the lonely character to 

the “cement” architectural space. To some degree, it is also accurate to say that, yes, his films 

do have verbal lines, only that these lines are a bunch of unspoken emotional monologues 

without human feedbacks.  

 To further the above statement on emotional monologues, I would like to turn to the 

climatic sex scene in Vive L’amour (1994) where the female real-estate agent (Yang 

Kuei-Mei), the male street merchant (Chen Chao-Jung), and the suicidal Xiao-Kang are 

placed in one room, the first two hot on the bed while the last hiding down below 

masturbating. So far as location or place is concerned, the three characters are situated under 

the same roof, in the same place. The mood of this scene, however, is complicated by how 
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Tsai manipulates the concept of space, as distinguished from place. Here, in this 

newly-furnished luxury apartment, each character-intruder temporarily occupies this empty 

and secluded place through a purloined key, though in fact none of them are the righteous, 

legitimate owner of this lodging. On the bed, the male merchant sleeps with his sex partner 

just to escape temporarily from the boredom of his street life, while the real-estate agent 

resorts to this physical warmth only to find herself breaking down later on in the deserted Da 

An Park, weeping her lonely frustration. Hiding under the bed, the actor-character Xiao-Kang 

remains his usual silence, and even though in the film his suicidal motivation is never given 

the slightest explanation, his lonely, marginal emotional build-up can be suggested through 

his previous acting in Rebels of the Neon God (1992). In brief, these characters share the 

same place, but on the emotional level they occupy separate spaces, and are not given proper 

let-outs. The surface level tells that it is a sex scene of three people; the depth level, however, 

reveals that it is a scene of three people masturbating their own despairs. Rather than a choral 

threesome, the scene is one with three different unspoken monologues. This lonely emotional 

effect is especially enhanced when during the sex scene the audience is given only the 

under-the-bed version, seeing only Xiao-Kang instead of the sex couple. The mattress, on one 

hand, protects Xiao-Kang from being seen and makes possible his fantasy; on the other hand, 

the mattress is actually the abstract wall made concrete that keeps him away from real human 

touch. On the level of cinematic effect, the bedroom becomes a place that contains three 
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different spaces occupied by three loners. They chew on their own monologues and the only 

thing that responds to their emotional stymie is the echoes from the walls. Even when after 

the real estate agent leaves and Xiao-Kang stealthily creeps onto the bed and kisses the 

merchant, the camera delicately catches the very condition of being lonely: The male 

merchant’s face in the front is blurred while only the protagonist Xiao-Kang at the back is in 

focus. The emotionality of the shot depends entirely on the slow acting of Xiao-kang and his 

desirous yet despairing eyes, which captures the condition of loneliness without feedback 

from his object of desire, even though they are lying on the same bed. According to the 

analysis of this sex scene, space possesses different levels of meaning: it is at the same time a 

shared space for possible alleviation of despair and a temporarily appropriated space where 

one sobs in private.  

Space and eroticism 

 Another dimension of the interaction between characters and space concerns the diverse 

exploration of the senses, which in turn eroticizes spatial experience – sound, is one of them. 

The scene in The River(1996) where Xiao-Kang applies the massage rod on his ailing neck 

deploys this erotic acoustic effect: The three family members are separate in their own rooms, 

each shot with the lying position. The scene goes from the first shot where the mother handed 

the massage rod to the Xiao-Kang. The second shot shows the mother alone in the room 

watching porn movies made by her illicit lover. The third shot gives a close-up of Xiao-Kang 
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using the vibrating massage rod. At last, it is cut to the father alone in the room hearing the 

vibration through the wall. What is erotic about this vibrator scene is that the slow 

crisscrossing among shots along with the background sound effect successfully connects 

three different rooms into one erotic and yet lonely space, again a huge emotional monologue. 

The weak but ever-present vibrating sound makes visible the existence of walls, rooms, and 

separation among family members who are connected only through their shared despair of 

the impossibility to communicate. What is communicated across the walls, ironically, is only 

the moaning vibrating sound that in turn intensifies this impossibility of human touch. 

Physically separated, characters as well as the audience experience space through an 

accumulation of different senses – there are the sound of massage rod, the sex scene on TV, 

and the ‘felt’ vibration of the rod – altogether create a constant sensational and visceral 

disturbance on the part of audience. Space here is eroticizd precisely because the 

making-obvious of spatial separation enhances the longing for human touch and intimacy 

which is only alleviated in masturbation.  

 Aside from this scene, the erotic dimension of Tsai’s filmic space does not exclusively 

refer to sexual activity. Instead, space becomes erotic also because it is made visible, 

denaturalized, and consciously spatialized: By visible I mean space is foregrounded as 

indicative of characters’ emotional situations; by denaturalized I mean its 

supposedly-‘natural’ functions such as domestic household, warmth and comfort, are 
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distorted and given new attributes; by spatialized I mean the characters engage in such unique 

spatial activities as staring into the ceiling to listen for signs of humans (or ghosts) , crawling 

under heaps of stacked tissue papers, and watermelon-bowling in the hallway – such that our 

impressions of space and of what we can do with space ‘surfaces’ because of these spatial 

activities.  

 Abbas’ definition of the city’s erotic dimension well elucidates the effect of this 

queerization of space:  

[…] it related to the kinds of uncertain sociality found in cities, where social relations 

with others are either changing or have broken down. The “erotic dimension” in the 

most general sense is the experience of these new forms of often painful sociality, 

which take place always with a mixture of desire and puzzlement, where eroticism 

vies with confusion. (Abbas 45) 

The feelings of “desire” and “puzzlement” abound in the space of the luxury apartment. 

Characters in Vive L’amour are constantly shocked, surprised, or disturbed by intruders, 

themselves being intruders too, and consequently they sneak, linger, or peek. This constant 

sneaking in and out of the door makes Vive L’amour a movie about the desire of space and 

the condition of being caught up in confused sociality. The apartment with its illegal lodgers 

creates a spatial reservoir full of possibilities and functional experiments: using the bathtub 

that’s not yours, watermelon bowling in the hallway, and sleeping where you should not. Its 
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erotic dimension thus resides in what you can do with the space and how you desire space.  

Space as narrative field 

Returning to the relationship between space and narrative, one can now revisit the 

concept of space from the following conclusive perspectives: it is the narrative means, the 

narrative object, and because of the levels of possibilities and meanings Tsai’s filmic space 

provides, it finally surfaces as a narrative field, where stories of real-life events and surrealist 

scenes such as the water-melon bowling and the ghostly theater goers, co-exist in one. 

Consciously elevated as an abstract field of narrative, space is given in Tsai’s films not only 

the realist dimension but also a surrealist dimension where “the imaginary” and even the 

“non-diegetic” find their concrete expressions in this spatial ‘portal.’ It provides emotional 

precision for the kind of narration that needs a wider range of vocabulary for expressing the 

abstract, the kind of vocabulary beyond the capacity of verbal expression. On the other hand, 

I agree with Rehm, Joyard and Riviere that this narrative space is necessarily imprecise at the 

same time because Tsai’s spatial narrative is a counter-narrative, which means it refuses the 

dictatorship of verbal designation. Rehm, Joyard and Riviere note in their analysis of the 

function of musical scores in The Hole (1998) that these musical interludes show Tsai’s 

“desire for innocence,” (31) While Hole is usually seen as sending political or apocalyptic 

messages to audience, its meanings are rendered softer and blurry through the intermission of 
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musical performances accompanied by singer Grace Chang’s ‘consolatory’ voice8. It is not 

that surrealist insertion of music reduces the thematic sharpness of the film, but rather that a 

sense of emotional imprecision is necessary as means to rebel against direct verbal comments 

or interpretations. This quality of imprecision paradoxically makes his film more real due to 

the fact that his narrative space is more embracive than other films in finding expression for 

the normally un-representable. At this point, Paul Virilio’s quote on Georges Méliès’s idea of 

“trick photography” might help to make clearer the realist quality of Tsai’s films, “the trick, 

intelligently applied, today allows us to make visible the supernatural, the imaginary, even 

the impossible.” (Virilio, 62) Even though what he means by “trick” differs greatly from 

Tsai’s camera strategy – the former being one that constantly provides shock through 

technology and the latter being one that debunks the simplicity of reality – it sketches Tsai’s 

idea that space can be used as a tool to make visible and to indicate the usually neglected 

emotional reality.  

The realist aesthetics 

 “For me, cinema is something that can show reality,” (Rehm, Joyard, Riviere 105) says 

Tsai in an interview with Rehm, Joyard, and Riviere. Indeed, his often surrealist cinematic 

space never exists without the experienced reality shown by his lonely protagonists. In many 

ways, his philosophy of space as well as how he manages the camera resembles that of the 

                                                 
8 Rehm, Joyard, and Riviere note Tsai Ming-Liang’s homage to Grace Change at the ending credits of the Hole, 

calling her songs “consolations.”  
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Bazinian depth of focus, both with great investment in the mise-es-scene, though different in 

subject matters. Like Bazin, Tsai’s use of long takes helps spectators engage in longer contact 

with the image, while at the same time he allows more time for viewers to survey the spatial 

structure, or the mise-en-scene. A spatial stillness accompanied by Tsai’s generosity with time 

also allows his audience a “more active mental attitude on the part of the spectator” because 

with the long takes’ generous dispensation of time, “it is from his [spectator] attention and his 

will that the meaning of the image in part derives,” (Bazin 68) which also means the 

possibility of “ambiguity,” (68) or, to use the above mentioned word, imprecision. 

 At this point, if one goes back to re-examine the beginning explication of this essay on 

Taipei as a space always in hiding from visuality, a space caught in glimpses and felt in 

pieces, it should be easier to accept why it is all the more necessary to view Tsai 

Ming-Liang’s city in terms of its spatiality rather than visuality. It is so because his realist 

mission has always been surrounding the narration of spatial practices, and how, as audience, 

one experiences the given space on screen aside from simply by seeing it. In his treatment of 

space, he gives it the longest and most real possible amount of time necessary for his city 

dwellers to establish emotional contact with their four walls; it is as if his filmic space equals 

the slow-exposure photography, which mysteriously shows the layered traces of passing light, 

surreal in appearance but most truthful in documenting the passing of everyday details. His 

films are realist in this way not because he treats reality as something that can be visually 
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proofed and grasped in its fullest but as something that can be felt through a partial but real 

point of view. He chooses to spatialize reality in the plainest, the most microcosmic way. And 

he does so to the effect that ironically this kind of counter-narrative appears ‘shocking’ 

because it reveals the sheer simplicity of reality.  
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Abstract 
This paper presents the brief review of research pertaining to the use of captioned videos/ television to 

support the effectiveness of using closed captioned videos/television in  

terms of ESL classroom settings. The captioned television /video provides significantly better comprehension of the 

script for students who are learning foreign language based  

on these studies. With intensive audio and visual stimuli, television/ video captioning accounts for the aim at 

providing learners with comprehensible input. In other words, with increasing access to captioned television/ video, 

language teachers with understanding of comprehensible input allowing students to acquire language incidentally, 

take this opportunity to instruct language learning. 

 Key words: closed caption, multimedia, language learning 

 

 
 

I. Introduction 

 
Over the past years, there has been a growing emphasis on teaching English as the tool for communication, 

and technology plays a crucial role in facilitating authentic communication. The use of authentic technology, such 

as TV and videos is one of teaching instruction to integrate real-world situations with target language into the 

classroom. Not surprisely, video materials employed into ESL/EFL classrooms, curricula have increased and been 

drawn attention on ways to optimize the students’ comprehension of the language learning. In this particular 

settings, learners can be exposed to the genuine situations of the target language and develop their language 

acquisition in accordance with Krashen’s Input Hypotheses (1985). Along with this trend, the use of closed 

captions has also been rising among teachers, students and researchers. This paper will overview the brief review of 

research on closed-captioned television or video materials highlighting the findings resulting in the language 

learning in terms of listening, reading, and vocabulary.  

  

 

 

II. Captioned Research on English as Second Language Students 
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(A). Listening Comprehension 

 

1. Research of L2 Captions on Listening Comprehension  

  

Using verbatim captioning with 35 advanced ESL learners and 20 Russian learners, Garza (1991) 

examined the language learning benefits of merging spoken and printed text in one medium. The data collected 

revealed that positive correlation between the presence of captions and increased comprehension of the linguistic 

content of the video material. He reported that the captions might help bridge the gap between reading and listening 

comprehension.  

In Markham’s study (1989), the researcher examined the effects of captioned television videotapes on 

beginning, intermediate, and advanced ESL students’ listening comprehension by using two videotapes taken from 

the educational science television program (3-2-1 Contact). A total 76 university-level ESL students were 

participated in this study. The results demonstrated substantial comprehension benefits from viewing videotaped 

material with captions among these groups. In contrast to the researcher’s assumption that the advanced students 

might distract the availability of caption much more than beginners and students in the intermediate level, they 

benefited as much from the captions as any other group.  In addition, the finding did not indicate another concern 

that beginners might comprehend neither the captioned episodes not the uncaptioned episode because of their 

novice level language ability. On the contrary, the beginners clearly performed at a higher level with the 

presentation of captions. In short, the researcher pointed out that the multisensory characteristics of captioned 

television seemed to enable ESL students to view words in a meaningful and stimulating context.  

In another study of Shen (1993) involving 72 college freshman in ESL classes in Taiwan, they used a 

computer-based interactive videodisc system to demonstrate the effects of captioning used as knowledge of results 

feedback on listening comprehension. Smith reported captions as an aid in which student generated answers. In 

other words, he pointed out that higher scores of listening comprehension by the group exposed to subtitles 

treatment on a post test in which no subtitles available.   

 

Similarly, Rees (1993) carried out the study at the International Language Institute of Masssachusetts. As a 

result, it indicated that Chinese and Japanese students of ESL viewing CCTV news programs and sitcoms increase 

vocabulary, improve their listening comprehension, and acculturate U.S. culture.  

 
2. Research of L1 Captions on Listening Comprehension  

 

Katchen (1997) conducted the study which investigated what instructional issues may be involved when 

second-language television recordings with first-language subtitles are used in the second language classroom. 

Fourteen native Chinese speakers enrolled in the advanced English listening class participated in the experiment. 
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This project focused on what sorts of issues and questions may be involved when intermediate to advanced EFL 

students attend to both the spoken English and written English. The finding showed that students with good 

listening skills found L1 captions slowed their progress, but did benefit from them. Conversely, students with lesser 

listening skills depended more on subtitles.  

Reese (1983) used a design with posttest and experimental and control groups to determine the effect of 

channel redundancy (aural, visual and print) on recall. The subjects viewed three of four video segments and were 

give a comprehension test. As a result, no significant gains were made with the addition of captions. Reese 

concluded  that captioning was negatively related to listening comprehension for subjects when watching segments 

from the news in their mother language.     

 

(B). Content Comprehension 

 

1. Research of L2 Captions on Content Comprehension  

 

 In 1983, Price and Dow of Harvard carried out the first experimental study introducing the relationship 

between captioned television materials and the learning of foreign language. The researchers attempted to examine 

whether foreign students of English as a second language might benefit from closed captioned television and video 

programming in their language learning. Four hundred and fifty students from 76 different native language 

backgrounds participated in the study, and the results of the study indicated that captions significant improved their 

overall comprehension of the linguistic information which was contained in the video materials. In addition, the 

authors also stated that captioned video materials help facilitate the learning of ESL by providing learners with the 

cultural value that native speakers of English share.  

 Huffman (1986) strongly recommended that captioned television might have considerable value for 

improving ESL students’ ability to understand and retain information. The research argued that the multisensory 

characteristics of captioned television seemed to allow bilingual students to view words in meaningful and 

stimulating contexts.  

 Markham’s study (1989) examined the effects of CCTV on the comprehension benefits of seventy-six 

university-level ESL students. The author claimed that beginning, intermediate and advanced students gained 

substantial comprehension benefits when viewed captioned television.   

 

2. Research of L1 Captions on Content Comprehension  

 

Hwang (1991) conducted an experiment which investigated the effects of L1 captioned television on 

adult’s learning in Taiwan. As a result, the researcher pointed out that keyword-caption groups’ achievement scores 

were significantly higher than those of full-script-caption groups. Moreover, the full-script-caption group’s 

achievement scores were significantly higher than those of no-caption group. 
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(C). Vocabulary  

 

1. Research of L2 Captions on Vocabulary  

 

 In a study conducted by Nueman (1992) based on 129 seventh and eighth graders in bilingual programs, 

he examined the effectiveness of captioning in foreign language instruction by designing the four different 

conditions. Nine segments of an educational science series playing 5-8 min were captioned in the subject’s target 

language. The results of the experiment showed that participants who watched captioned programs learned more 

new words from the second language than those in any of the three other conditions. In other words, the findings 

indicated strongly support for the impact of CCTV on bilingual students’ acquisition of language, literacy, and 

conceptual knowledge.  

Neuman and Koskinen (1992), furthermore, claimed that CCTV created a rich language environment 

which enabled students to incidentally learn words through context as they developed concepts in science. Overall, 

the study support that CCTV, a multisensory largely entertaining medium, provided powerful comprehensible input 

which influence ESL students’ acquisition of vocabulary and reading development. Koskinen et al. (1995) again 

carried out the study concerning the effects of using captioned science segments on the incidental vocabulary 

acquisition of seventy-two volunteers over a period of nine weeks. The participants were tested word recognition, 

sentence anomaly and word meaning appearing from segments after viewing them and were evaluated their 

acquisition of the targeted vocabulary. This finding did not indicate significant differences on the word recognition 

and sentence anomaly posttest between; however, the word meaning test yielded significant favoring CCTV.  

 Bean and Wilson (1989) reported that their adult NS students showed extremely positive attitudes toward 

captioning and increases in sigh vocabulary. Students who viewed captioned materials show significant 

improvement in reading comprehension, listening comprehension, vocabulary acquisition, word recognition. 

 Ellsworth (1992), teachers at the Benjamin Franklin Institute in the Mexican State of Yucatan, reported 

that in-class study of closed-captioned programs motivated the learners to use their second language with greater 

ease and confidence. In this study, he assigned students into three modes of presentation respectively containing the 

group of caption, non-captions, and audio only. Then, grammar, vocabulary consisting of idioms and slang, and 

U.S. cultural expectation were constructed in his lesson plan. 

    

2. Research of L1 Captions on Vocabulary  

 

 In 1999, Koolstra and Beenjtes conducted the study on the effectiveness of the use of L1 captioned, L2 

spoken videos on the forth and sixth graders’ vocabulary acquisition and word recognition in Dutch. There were 

126 students from the forth grade and 120 students from the sixth grade assigned into three groups. The results 

showed that students in experimental group viewing L1 captioned, L2 spoken video outperformed on the 

vocabulary learning.  
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Katchen (1997) conducted the study which investigated what instructional issues may be involved when 

second-language television recordings with first-language subtitles are used in the second language classroom. The 

experiment study consisted of   fourteen native Chinese speakers enrolled in the advanced English listening class. 

This project focused on what sorts of issues and questions may be involved when intermediate to advanced EFL 

students attend to both the spoken English and written Chinese. The finding reported that foreign language movies 

with L1 captions benefit learners from phrases, slang and vocabulary.    

 

(D). Reading Comprehension 

 

1. Research of L2 Captions on Reading Comprehension  

 

In Rochester, NY, Parlato (1985) uses in-class captioned TV viewing as a group activity that provides a 

common frame of reference or talking point from which to build vocabulary and concepts. Subjects viewed 

programs, looking for difference between captions and dialogue, and discuss these differences after the viewing. 

This activity helped develop reading fluency and metalinguistic knowledge about how language can be used and 

manipulated. 

Goldman (1993) concluded similar that CCTV is a powerful motivator for teaching reading 

comprehension intermediate and advanced ESL programs.  

 

2. Research of L1 Captions on Reading Comprehension  

 

d’Ydewalle, Paret, Verfaillie, and Rensbergen (1991) conducted the study pertaining to the relationship 

between the subtitled television and reading behavior. American and Dutch-speaking subjects who differ in terms 

of subtitling familiarity participated in this study. In experiment 1, American subjects watched an American movie 

with English subtitles. The authors asserted Americans spend considerable time in the subtitled area in spite of their 

lack of familiarity with subtitles. In experiment 2. A movie in Dutch with Dutch  subtitles was viewed to Dutch-

speaking subjects. As a result, they suggested that reading subtitles is preferred because of efficiency in following 

and understanding the movie. 

  

III. Conclusion 

 
 With increasing access to TV and videos, language teachers have much more chance to foster students’ 

language learning at different levels by using audio-visual materials in varying degree. The captioned video and 

television combining visual and audio stimuli can enhance learners’ language skills to some extent as 

aforementioned research. According to Neman and Koskinen’s suggestion (1992), CCTV, a multi-sensory, 

provides an important source of comprehensible input for students’ learning foreign language and literacy. 
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Moreover, in accordance with suggestions of Webb, Vanderplank, and Parks (1994), the content, speech of 

captioning, and vocabulary from some closed captioned children’s programs, such as Sesame Street, Reading 

Rainbows, and 3-2-1 Contact are suitable for use in the ESL adult classroom. Along with these programs, many 

adult activities can be designed around them in order to enhance the learners’ comprehension. In short, through 

training in the use of the captioned video/ television and sharing of experiences with each other, educators will keep 

on discovering ways in which captioning can transform the medium of television into a powerful and effective 

literacy and language learning tool for all ESL/EFL students.    
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Limits of Inclusion:  
Considerations on Nationalism and Pan-Nationalism 
 

DONALD IPPERCIEL, University of Alberta 

 

Inclusion as a political and social good 

 

Politics of inclusion is a central theme in liberal democracy’s discourse. Therein, 

inclusion constitutes a virtue or a good: in this sense, one seeks to include the disabled 

into mainstream schools, immigrants into our civic order, racial minorities into the core 

of our society, and so forth. Exclusion, on the other hand, is a social evil. It is tantamount 

to discrimination and intolerance. One who is not included is “marginalized,” probably 

even “deprived” and “stigmatized.”  

 Robert Goodin, a renowned Anglo-Australian philosopher, has reflected on this 

concept of inclusion. He argues that the concepts of “inclusion” and “exclusion” have 

become ideologically charged, relying on the evocation of “deeply-rooted intuitions 

traceable all the way back to the schoolyard” (Goodin, 1996, 344). And as is often the 

case in the ideologization of concepts, the term “inclusion” has witnessed a widening of 

its semantic field. This has resulted in undue – though probably in good-faith – 

application of inclusion in the context of nationalism and pan-nationalism. Its usage, 

therefore, requires clarification in order to lay bare its limitations.  
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Inclusion and liberal democracy 

 

Inclusion is not only considered an “ethical project” (Allan, 2005), but it seems to 

maintain an intimate relationship with the very nature of democracy and participation, 

and to human rights in general (Cummings, Dyson, Millward, 2003). Inclusion promotes 

diversity (or “difference”), another buzz word in contemporary political thought. 

For many political theorists, the concept of inclusion is intrinsically linked to 

theory of liberal democracy, especially in its deliberative form, where it is heralded as a 

political or even a moral norm. This is, notably, the position held by Iris Marion Young 

(Young, 2000), for whom inclusion determines if democratic decision making is 

legitimate or not, if policies can be deemed just or not. According to Young’s model of 

democracy, inclusion consists in an ideal norm that can be formulated as follows:  

“democratic decision is normatively legitimate only if all those affected by it are included 

in the process of discussion and decision-making.” Thus formulated, this principle of 

inclusion is reminiscent of Habermas’s principle of universality, also central to his theory 

of democracy, as well as to his theory of ethics.  

Certainly, other norms such as equality, reasonableness and publicity are also 

central to her theory, but Young establishes inclusion as the pillar of her concept of 

deliberative theory. Democracy implies that all members of the polity are included 

equally in the democratic process of political decision-making. As an ideal norm, it is 

never fully achieved per definitionem, but it serves as a basis from which critique is made 

possible. From the basis of norms democracy claims to possess or should normally 

possess, it then becomes possible to criticize their absence and reprove the fact that an 
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established democratic state is not living up to its own standards. This is an 

argumentative strategy associated with Critical Theory since its early inception with Max 

Horkheimer.  

 Besides this type of political inclusion, one should also mention social inclusion, 

also valued by Western democracies. Whereas political inclusion makes sure that all 

members of the polity can significantly contribute to the political process of decision-

making, social inclusion is defined more broadly as the task of providing everyone access 

to the goods of society. It is about feeling part of society and about attaining human 

fulfillment. This is why it touches upon many social evils, such as poverty, violence, 

unemployment, illness, racism, sexism, etc., which can all lead to social exclusion in one 

way or another. These questions are also, as in the case of political inclusion, relevant to 

the question of justice. Virtually all Western democracies have numerous programs, 

strategies, and policies promoting social inclusion at all levels of government. In Europe, 

for example, the fight against social exclusion is constitutionally entrenched in the 

Amsterdam Treaty, articles 136 and 137. 

 Finally, one could also mention the cases of civic inclusion, concerning the 

incorporation of immigrants into the sphere of rights and duties of citizens, or that of 

economic inclusion, considered a subset of social inclusion. Any way we look at it, 

inclusion is perceived, rightfully so, as a good, and as an ideal we should strive toward.  

 Since the “liberal revolutions,” i.e. the British, American and French revolutions, 

Western democracies in particular have followed a logic of gradually increasing 

inclusion, both in terms of membership and in terms of comprehensiveness of rights. 

From entitlement determined by birth, membership was extended to male landowners, to 
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adult males, to all genders and to all races. In addition to civil rights, political, social and 

economic rights were progressively granted. Regardless of the cogency of this historic 

logic of inclusion, there is no doubt that in liberal thought inclusion has come to be 

explicitly or implicitly equated with moral and political progress.  

 

National inclusion 

 

These are legitimate and convincing usages of the concept of inclusion, especially for 

anyone who has been socialized in a Western democratic society. However, from these 

instances of legitimate inclusion, the legitimacy of the concept of inclusion has 

surreptitiously spilled over to another field, namely that of nationalism. It can thus be 

qualified as national inclusion. Given the ethical aura of acceptability surrounding the 

concept of inclusion in general, it seems quite natural to want – perhaps even to be 

required – to include other national groups into one’s own.  

 But in fact, this type of inclusion is quite different from the other types of 

inclusion mentioned earlier. First of all, national inclusion is not directed toward 

individuals, but toward groups: national inclusion seeks to incorporate other national 

groups into a dominant nation. Secondly, the very process of national inclusion is 

effected in a completely different fashion from political, social, economic and civic 

inclusion. Indeed, in order to bring about political inclusion, one has to create factual 

institution through which the voices of citizens will be heard; in order to bring about 

social and economic inclusion, one has to put in place factual programs that will improve 

lives of members of society. In the case of national inclusion, however, most of the work 
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is done at a discursive level. Evidently, institutional arrangements should be introduced in 

order to concretize or objectify nationhood. But as the case of Quebec-Canada relations 

shows, most of the work needs to be done at a purely discursive level.  

 Let us turn to the Canadian context for a moment. English-Canadians, for reasons 

that we need not consider here, long for national unity, and it is fairly common for them 

to invoke a range of unity symbols, such as the Queen, the flag, social programs, the 

Canadian Broadcast Corporation, the Charter, etc. Unfortunately, more often than not, 

these symbols are not true national rallying points, either because they are not de facto 

accepted throughout the whole country, or they are interpreted differently, often with a 

line of cleavage separating Quebec from the rest of Canada. Be it as it may, English-

Canada, confident of its democratic and liberal values, sees no problem with including all 

of Canada into its vision of a single nation. This is, in the minds of English-Canadians, a 

legitimate, indeed even a normatively required thing to do. And after all, isn’t it what the 

Americans do in their country, with tremendous success? 

 Herein lies the crux of the problem, namely the unexamined application of a 

concept legitimate in one context to another where legitimacy has not yet been 

established. Actually, I would like to argue that an unsought inclusion (i.e. national 

inclusion with no regard to the included party) lacks any legitimacy and should be 

avoided, even when it is done in good faith. So, while it remains fitting for a nation and 

nationalism to be inclusive (i.e. it should not exclude groups from the outset), unsought 

inclusion, be it forcible or not, is objectionable.  

 But before taking up this point, I would like to comment briefly on the concept of 

nation and nationalism. There exists an immense literature on the concept of nation and 
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no unanimity is in sight on this question. For our purpose, I define a nation as a political 

integration zone that opens a concrete public space and that, in cases of inclusive nations, 

allow privately for cultural pluralism (keeping in mind that private spheres are 

communication spaces that are not relevant for the social coordination of the population 

as a whole). This is a minimalist representation of the modern concept of nation, but it 

should suffice for our purpose. Let us consider quickly the case of immigration, which 

better brings out, in my mind, the essential elements of such a characterization of the 

nation. In a liberal-democratic state, immigrants need not integrate into a culture in which 

they happen to find themselves. For example, a Japanese immigrant settling into a 

Punjabi neighbourhood of Toronto is not required to learn the language and interaction 

modes of the Punjabi, although it might be appreciated by this community. However, this 

immigrant will be required to learn English and learn to interact publicly with the English 

speaking population that forms the English-Canadian nation. Failing to integrate in such a 

way will otherwise condemn the immigrant to a form of political marginalization and, 

consequently, to social and most probably economic marginalization. In return, the nation 

will have to set up institutions that will allow him or her to integrate at this public and 

political level. The same argument goes for other integration zones such as Quebec, 

France, Germany or any other nation where, mutatis mutandis, a newcomer is required to 

integrate – minimally, at least – to public life. The territorial extension of these 

integration zones often correspond to internationally recognized states, but it need not be 

the case. I take nationalism, for its part, to be either the highlighting or the promoting of a 

nation in a discursive context. Here as well, the definition is purposely minimalist and 

differs greatly from the idea of nationalism as self-determination, as understood by the 
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likes of Hans Kohn, Ernest Gellner and Michael Hechter (Kohn, 1994; Gellner, 1983; 

Hechter, 2000).  

 

Pan-nationalism, pan-Canadianism 

 

Let us now come back to the argument about the lack of legitimacy surrounding unsought 

national inclusion. National inclusion of this sort is central to pan-nationalism. Indeed, 

pan-nationalism amalgamates many collective entities, many national groups, into one 

macro-identity. Let us consider, by way of example, the case of pan-Canadianism, which 

has its true origins – or at least its main impetus – in the thought of Canada’s former 

Prime Minister, Pierre Elliot Trudeau. The mission of pan-Canadianism consists first and 

foremost in combating Quebec nationalism and in recouping its emotional energies in a 

nationalism applicable to all of Canada. (cf. Trudeau, 1967, 204). 

 However, as the examples of pan-Slavism, pan-Africanism, pan-Arabism and 

lately pan-Europeanism show, pan-nationalisms are rarely successful when considered 

from an empirical perspective. This is true especially for pan-nationalisms attempting to 

supplant lower-level nationalisms, but also for softer forms of pan-nationalism such as 

pan-Europeanism, which seeks only to add one more “nationalism” to the existing ones, 

one more level of integration to those already in place.   

There are, in my mind, two main reasons for the failure of pan-nationalism. 

Firstly: national identities are not as malleable as many theorists and politicians assume. 

Since the labelling of nations as “imagined communities” (Anderson, 1983), as 

“artefacts” (Gellner, 1983) and Hobsbawm’s demonstration that national histories and 
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tradition are often “invented” (Hobsbawm, 1983), it has been widely accepted that 

nations and nationalisms consist in arbitrary entities that can be reshaped according to our 

volition. Why should we leave to the vagaries of history what human agency can 

accomplish more rationally and efficiently? However, while the contents of nationalisms 

can and do vary greatly and seem at times highly arbitrary, the very existence of these is 

more unwieldy and less likely to be manipulated. Admittedly, there is a moment of 

ideality in the concept of nation. As Benedict Anderson has made clear (Anderson, 1983, 

5), nations point toward a community of people who, for the greater part, will never meet. 

But this sort of ideality does not preclude any objective base, just as the semantic ideality 

of language – i.e. the fact that words are taken to have only one meaning for all – does 

not undo its factuality. There exist objective conditions for the coming into existence of a 

nation in a democratic context, which can be identified and over which we have no or 

little control. In short, the existence of nations is a contingent fact, but not an arbitrary 

one. It is not irrational although it arouses emotions. Evidently, these conditions require a 

more thorough analysis and need to be spelled out, but this is too broad a subject field to 

be discussed here. Spaces of collective autonomy are not so easily created nor 

suppressed, that is, spaces of collective “reflection” in the form of public discussions 

where citizens recognize themselves in a collective entity.  

Suffice it to say that history, recent and ancient, has amply demonstrated that the 

existence of nations (i.e. their inception and demise) does not stand discursively at our 

sovereign disposal, neither discursively nor otherwise, although its form and content 

does. In other words, through public and collective means, a group of people can 

determine whether religion should be constitutive of the nation or not; it can identify 
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“crucial” historical events and their interpretation, and so on. Things look differently for 

the inception or the demise of a nation. This is confirmed by the recent setbacks of the 

European project. In spite of immense effort undertaken by European elites, the proposed 

constitution is to a large extent being rejected by the people. There is no doubt that for the 

French and the Dutch, for example, national concerns have played a central role1 in this 

rejection. And if one can imagine the French and the Dutch eventually returning to the 

European constitutional fold, it is more difficult to imagine a decline of French or Dutch 

nationalism following a strengthening of European pan-nationalism. French nationalism 

can certainly change its face, but it is difficult to imagine, in a democratic context, its 

demise following a “reinterpretation” by elites. Similarly, in Canada, years of pan-

Canadian nation building has been to no avail: Quebec nationalism is still alive and well 

in spite of sponsorship and “visibility” campaigns orchestrated by the federal 

government, who spent staggering amounts of money in the process.  

The second reason for the failure of pan-nationalism derives in part from the first 

one: pan-nationalism often seeks to suppress lower-level nationalisms. It has often been 

noted that the emergence of Quebec nationalism corresponds to the advent of pan-

Canadian nationalism (Couture, 1998). Ironically, it seems that the creation of an over-

arching nationalism, through some sort of a “return of the repressed,” exacerbated the 

“lower-level” Quebec nationalism. At a psychological level, the repression of 

nationalisms often provokes resentment among individuals whose very identity is called 

into question. To this extent, pan-nationalism requires considerable discursive resources – 

some would say “propagandist” – in order to maintain itself with at best mitigated 

                                                 
1 For an analysis of the results of the referendum on the European constitution, see “Ratification de la 
constitution”, on-line: http://constitution-europeenne.info/.  

http://constitution-europeenne.info/
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success. Indeed, lower-level nationalisms do not simply wither away: they must be 

confronted in what seems like a perpetual struggle. And if a strong central power is in a 

position to impose silence on lower-level nations, as it was the case in former Yugoslavia 

and in East-block countries, one should interpret this situation as a state of latency in 

which nationalism can emerge at any moment when conditions will allow it. 

The suppression of lower-level nationalisms can be effected in two qualitatively 

different ways: either violently through genocide or oppression, or non-violently, as it 

usually occurs in Western liberal states. Non-violent suppression (or repression) can be 

accomplished by unsought inclusion into to the supra-national entity, which in turn can 

take different forms. Among those, the most obvious is non-recognition, normally 

supported by a discursive and rhetorical apparatus denouncing the unpatriotic and 

irrational stance of those defending a lower-level nationalism, and at the same time 

praising the pan-nationalist vision, which would be post-modern, noble and rational. 

Another way of neutralizing or suppressing nationalism consists in reducing a nation to a 

mere “culture.” Cultures have no immediate political relevance, whereas a nation defines 

a public sphere that enables – or even requires – the integration of cultural diversity. But 

a state can be multicultural without being multinational. The United States is a good 

example of this. Thus, in reducing a nation to the status of a culture, one seeks to rob it of 

its integrative claims and of a great deal of its identity-forming potential.  
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Alternative to national inclusion 

 

At this point, one might raise the difficult question of what should, in a liberal context, 

hold a multinational country together. Indeed, if national unity proper is rejected, it seems 

that the risk of dissolution of the state and the spectre of separatism would invariably 

increase. One thing, however, is sure: for historical-empirical and theoretical reasons 

cursively exposed in this paper, one has to give up on wanting to suppress lower-level 

nations and nationalisms. The discursive resources deployed in these contexts are far too 

important and represent a dilapidation of the living strengths of the country. Instead of 

attempting to suppress them, it seems more reasonable to build upon them in order to 

erect a supra-national entity satisfying the needs of everyone. Moreover, the macro-

identity deriving from this supra-national entity should not be confused with national 

identity since it is of a different nature and that it is not fed by the same emotional charge 

as that carried by nationalism.  

 In fact, the task at hand consists in revisiting Trudeau’s project of defending the 

properly rational idea of a federative pact, a project he defended in the early 1960’s. 

However, one must correct Trudeau’s project by avoiding two pitfalls that lead to never-

ending constitutional conflicts that now exist in Canada: 1. One should not seek to 

suppress inner-Canadian nationalisms, as did Trudeau, but rather build upon them, that is, 

recognize them as a way among others to be Canadian2. 2. One must avoid confusing the 

supra-national organisation with a “federal nationalism,” as Trudeau puts it (Trudeau, 

1967, 204). With this notion of “federal nationalism” Trudeau tangled himself up in a 

                                                 
2 Regarding this question, see the concept of “deep diversity” defended by Charles Taylor, 1992 (in 
particular p. 179-214). 
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contradiction since, on the one hand, he equated federalism with nationalism while on the 

other hand distinguishing them by highlighting federalism’s rationality against the 

emotional irrationality of Quebecois nationalism. In this light, it becomes evident that 

Trudeau’s intentions were directed more toward suppressing one nationalism in favour of 

another. Following a similar logic, however, he could not have countered a “continental” 

nationalism that would encompass all of North-America. Ironically, Trudeau’s biography 

shows that he had absolutely no sympathy whatsoever for such an idea.  

 One must therefore fully accept the rational character of the supra-national 

federative union. Now, on the one hand, there is nothing rational in ignoring reality. In 

Freudian terms, one would say that the rational ego is dominated by the “principle of 

reality.” To theorize and to act as though nationalisms did not exist is evidently far from 

rational and moreover inefficient. On the other hand, to be rational is also to attend to 

one’s own interests, particular and common (according to Hegel, “in the rational state, 

particular and interest and common interest merge”3). According to Thucydides4, interest 

constitutes one of the three powerful mainsprings of history and politics, beside fear and 

honour. It thus seems up to the task of serving as a cement for the federative union – 

contrary to what Trudeau himself thought (Trudeau, 1964, 200-2001). Indeed, the 

federative union has many advantages, notably with regards to international influence and 

economic development and stability of the state. Any individual would recognize a strong 

motivation toward such a rational organisation. 

Finally, one should consider with scepticism predictions and calls to the end of 

the nation and of national identity, such as those professed by Jürgen Habermas and his 

                                                 
3 Translated from “Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich”, MÉMO – Le site de l’histoire, on line: 
http://www.memo.fr/Dossier.asp?ID=425. 
4 Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian War, book I, LXXV and LXXVI. 
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epigones. Post-national identity is certainly a reality that deserves to be supported, but it 

should not be considered a substitute for national identity. If there is a rallying principle 

of peoples that warrants condemnation, it has to be pan-nationalism, insofar as it neglects 

to recognize the limits of inclusion.  
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(Abstract) 
Utterance Initial deletions with Stranded Particles in Japanese  

Takao Irikado and Toshiko Oda 
Tokyo Keizai University  

 
1. Introduction  
 Various types of ellipsis have been studies in the field of linguistics. However, there is still a 
peculiar type of ellipsis that hasn’t been explored yet. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the 
nature of utterance initial deletions followed by stranded particles in Japanese. An example of such 
case is given below:  
 
(1) (at a grocery store)  
 Customer : Sumimasen.  abokado-wa arimasu ka? 
     excuse_me    abocado-top there_is  Q 
    ‘Excuse me. Do you have avocados?’ 
 Shop clerk :  ….. wa naidesune.   Sumimasen.   
         -top don’t_have  sorry 
         ‘We don’t have (avocados). Sorry.’  
 
Notice that there is no noun phrase at the utterance initial position in the shop clerk’s answer, and the 
sentence begins with a small pause which is followed by the topic marker wa. This is because the 
noun phrase that should have preceded the topic marker was phonetically elided and became a gap 
indicated as e in (2). 
 
(2)  e-wa       naidesune.  Sumimasen. 
 (avocado)-top  don’t_have  sorry  
     ‘We don’t have (avocados).  Sorry.’  
 
I will refer to this type of ellipsis as “∅+P” (NP deletion followed by a stranded particle) hence 
force for the purpose of convenience. As far as we know, this type of ellipsis has not been studied 
yet.  
  
2. Claims  
 In this paper, we will make the following claims:  
 
(3)a. The phenomenon of ∅+P involves some grammatical restrictions. 
  b. The gap in ∅+P occurs only at the utterance initial position.    
  c.  The phenomenon of ∅+P reflects the socio-linguistic characteristics of the Japanese 
 language, in which ellipsis is often adopted in order to express the speaker’s humble 
 attitude.   
 
In other words, the phenomenon of ∅+P is a result of very complicated linguistic phenomena, which 
involve grammar, discourse, and socio-linguistic factors.  
  
3. Evidence  
 In what follows, we will show the evidence for the claims in (3).  
(3a): The phenomenon of ∅+P involves some grammatical restrictions. 
 The deletion in ∅+P may look like a case of pro because the deletion is optional as shown in 
the following example. (4) is minimally different from (1) in that the shop clerk’s utterence does not 
have any deletion.  
 
(4) (at a grocery store)  
 Customer : Sumimasen.  Abokado-wa arimasu ka? 
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     excuse_me    abocado-top there_is  Q 
    ‘Excuse me. Do you have avocados?’ 
 Shop clerk : Abocado-wa naidesune.   Sumimasen.   
    Abocado-top don’t_have   sorry 
         ‘We don’t have abocados. Sorry.’  
 
One might think that the deletion is “just a matter of choice” by the speaker. 
 However, the following data shows that it is not “just a matter of choice.” The deletion is 
allowed only when it is followed by certain types of particles. Consider an ill-formed example.  
 
(5)  A: Abokado-o   kaimasita ka?  
    avocado-accusative  bought   Q?  
    ‘Did you buy avocados?’  
 B: ?? ….o    kaou    to    omotta  kedo nakattandesu.  
        -accusative  going_to_buy  that tought  but  wasn’t_there.   
    ‘I was going to buy (some), but they didn’t have any.’  
 
For many speakers, ∅+P with an accusative marker o in the position of P does not sound good. This 
makes a contrast with other particles such as the topic maker wa, with which ill-formed examples of 
∅+P are hard to find. Let us classify particles into two groups, one with particles that make 
grammatical ∅+P constructions in (6a) and the other with particles that don’t make grammatical 
∅+P constructions in (6b).   
  
(6)  a. ∅+ wa (topic), ∅+ga (contrastive/nominative), ∅+ mo (too), and others  
 b. ?? ∅+ o (accusative), ?? ∅+ ni (dative), ?? ∅+sae (even), and others   
 
 This restriction indicates that the deletion may be different from pro, an optional empty 
category observed in many languages including Japanese (Huang 1984, Hasegawa 1986, Jaeggli and 
Safir 1989, and many others), where such a restriction is not observed. The detailed analysis will be 
discussed in the presentation.  
 
(3b): The phenomenon of ∅+P occurs only at the utterance initial position. 
 Importantly, ∅+P occurs only at the utterance initial position. As shown in the following 
example, ∅+P results in an ungrammatical utterance when the deletion occurs in an embedded 
position of the speaker’s utterance.  
 
(7)  (at a grocery store)  
 Customer : Sumimasen.  Abokado-wa arimasu ka? 
     excuse_me    abocado-top there_is  Q 
    ‘Excuse me. Do you have avocados?’ 
 Shop clerk : Sumimasen.  * ….. wa naidesune.     
     sorry           -top  don’t_have   
         ‘Sorry. We don’t have (avocados).’  
  
(7) is minimally different from (1) in that sumimasen (sorry) precedes the deletion so that the 
deletion occurs in the second sentence of the clerk’s utterance.  
 It would be reasonable to assume that the speaker (the shop clerk) is “borrowing” the NP 
abokado (avocado) from the utterance of the first speaker (the customer). Give the data (7), it seems 
that the “borrowing” must occur right after the speaker whose utterance is borrowed. The detailed 
analysis of this discourse restriction will be shown in the presentation. Especially, we will try to 
demonstrate how far the deleted NP can be located from the antecedent phrase.   
 
(3c): The phenomenon of ∅+P reflects the socio-linguistic characteristics of the Japanese 
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language, in which ellipsis is often adopted in order to express the speaker’s humble attitude. 
 Interestingly, ∅+P is not possible in Korean even though its grammar is very similar to that of 
Japanese. Korean NPs are followed by various types of particles just like Japanese NPs. Thus, one 
would expect Korean to allow ∅+P. However, an equivalent expression of (1) in Koran sounds very 
awkward to native speakers. 
  We assume this is because of the difference in speech styles between Japanese and Korean. In 
Japanese, speakers delete part of their utterance in order to makes their utterance sound vague and 
more “humble.” This is one of the socio-linguistics characteristics of the Japanese language. In fact, 
as shown in the example (1), ∅+P is used when the speaker hesitates to say something. (If you are a 
shop clerk, you feel sorry to say that you don’t have certain items in your store.)   
 It is worth mentioning that this is the reverse side of what Makino (1980) argues about the 
effect of repetition in Japanese. His observation shows that Japanese speakers often make repetitions.  
One of the purposes is to make their utterance a little bit “offensive.” Our case of ∅+P seems to 
show the reverse side of his argument: your speech sounds more humble when you don’t make 
repetition or even omit some phrases.  
 On the other hand, there seems to be no such speech habit in Korea. Making one’s speech 
vague is not considered virtue in Korea in general. Therefore, Korean speakers do not have a 
motivation to adopt the strategy of ∅+P even though the mechanism of the Korean language allows 
them to do so.      
 
4. Conclusion  
 We have shown an interesting case of what we call ∅+P, i.e., NP deletions followed by 
stranded particles at utterance initial positions in Japanese. We have argued that this peculiar 
phenomenon showcases many characteristics of the Japanese language. More data and detailed 
analyses will be shown in the presentation.  
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Abstract 

Free health clinics are sometimes not regarded as providing high quality services since 

they often cater to low income folks. We wanted to see if that hypothesis it true by 

comparing the care provided between a free clinic and a private clinic in a Midwest City 

in the United States. The study examines the Standard of Care between a free clinic 

(Matthew 25 Health & Dental Clinics) and a private family practice (Associated Family 

Medical Consultants).  For this study, we chose three common major illnesses: diabetes, 

Hyperlipidemia, and Hypertension for comparison between the two healthcare facilities.  

Several indicators like blood pressure, HDL, LDL, and triglyceride levels are used as 

measure levels of health care provided at both facilities. Also, we use initial, annual, and 

semi-annual tests provided for sick patients as basis for healthcare level of care.  

We obtained healthcare information from more than 1100 patient charts. The 

patient charts were randomly selected and reviewed using designed criteria for basis of 

level of healthcare provided in both facilities. From the analysis of the data, we show that 

the quality of care at Matthew 25 Health & Dental Clinics is just as good as that of a 

private practice.  The study does indicate that the level (quality) of health care provided 

in this free clinic is not inferior to our private clinic. This result should be an 

encouragement to those who do not have medical health insurance to avail themselves of 

the services provided in these free clinics.  

The project was funded by the Fort Wayne Medical Group of Indiana University 

and our thanks to Drs. Kintanar and Herman for supervising the project. 
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Introduction 
 
Working with the Net Generation 

Any society changes over time.  Older generations often lament for “good” old days 
and complain about younger generations, saying, “In our time, things were different.  I don’t 
understand what young people are thinking today.”  Educational institutions are no 
exceptions.  Those who receive education today have grown up with a culture that is different 
from the culture today’s education providers believe in.  This gap could work negatively if 
the instructor fails to recognize it and tries to teach in the way in which she/he was taught a 
generation(s) ago.  In such a case, student could accomplish less.  Therefore, it is necessary 
for educators to recognize and understand the culture that today’s students have grown up 
with in order to maximize the effectiveness of their instructions. 

Teaching at liberal art colleges has made me realize that today’s students consider 
themselves to be consumers in the education marketplace and that they expect educational 
material to be delivered to them in user-friendly forms and at times that meet their particular 
needs – not simply the needs of the instructor or the college registrar (Itoh and Hannon 2002).  
Online assessment tool was first adopted in my language instruction in 1999, and my 
experience indicates that online quizzes designed to reinforce language skills learned in the 
classroom are well suited to the needs of today’s students (Itoh and Hannon 2002).  This 
change in student culture has been reported in the field of education and psychology (e.g., 
Levine 1997, 7; Bourner and Flowers 1995, 92).  As Levine reports, today’s youth also 
expect customized quality service that satisfies their needs (1997, 7). 

A recently published book, Educating the Net Generation (2005), is a collection of 
articles written by students themselves discussing how they learn and what they want their 
professors to know about them.  What they say supports these reports and observation.  For 
example:  
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t Generation expect things to work properly and work fast.  They get bored if not 
llenged properly, but when challenged, they excel in creative and innovative ways 
cNeely 4.3).   

t Generation learn by doing, not by reading the instruction manual or listening to 
tures (McNeely 4.3). 

t Generation want ‘interactivity’; whether it is with a computer, a professor, or a 
ssmate.  Traditional one-way lectures are not fulfilling their learning potential 
cNeely 4.7). 

teach the Net Generation requires the use of visual images in conjunction with 
t, a feat easily accomplished through animation and diagrams on the Web because 
y grew up with images on TV, billboards, magazines, and on the Web (Windham 
2). 

hnological advances have made it possible for the Net Gen to access services 
time, anywhere.  ….  Whether in person or on the Web, current student habits 
and a new evaluation of hours of operation and staff accessibility (Windham 

5). 



Godwin-Jones predicts the future of language instruction, saying, “It is likely as well that 
(computerized) testing will become more customisable, with options for tailoring tests to 
individual students and their specific needs and backgrounds” (2001, 3).  By using computer 
technology, instructors can now allow students to work at their own pace; quick-learning 
students to advance to more challenging tests without having to wait for the rest of the class 
and slow students to repeat basic tests until they think they have mastered the material.  
Students can assess their knowledge at their leisure time, as many times as needed.  The 
computer also provides evaluations and feedback as many times as needed.  Computer 
technology can encourage today’s students, who expect convenient, customized, learning 
better.  It can satisfy individual’s needs and maximize individual’s learning more effectively 
than ever. 

In addition to convenient, customized services, the computer can deliver materials not 
only in the text format but also in the multimedia formats.   Brown points out that today’s 
youth have grown up digital so that literacy today involves not only text but also image and 
screen literacy (1996, 13).  Today’s youth will not be satisfied with only reading textbooks or 
listening to audio-tapes in their language learning.  They expect instruction to be delivered in 
the multi-media format and to be interactive rather than passive learning.  The conventional 
workbook exercises and listening audio-tapes in language learning are not appealing to and 
cannot maximize learning among young students today. 

 
Use of Computer Technology in Japanese Writing Instruction 

Japanese-language instructors often emphasize stroke order in their writing instruction.  
It is important to learn correct stroke order because it is more than just the order of strokes.  
By learning correct stroke order, learners will be able to master kanji easily because stroke 
order teaches what components the kanji consists of.  Stroke order also helps interpreting 
traditional cursive writing as well as for others to be able to recognize your handwritten kanji 
even if they are not neatly written.  Unfortunately, writing has been neglected in the current 
trend in Japanese pedagogy, and writing skills have generally been left to self-study.  In the 
Japanese Program I am currently teaching at, for example, students have to learn 400 
characters in two beginner’s-level Japanese-language courses, additional 350 in an 
intermediate level and 750 in an advanced level.  Although each course expects students to 
acquire a certain level of kanji knowledge, the reality is that the levels of kanji knowledge 
among students vary too much since the responsibility in kanji learning is largely left to 
individual students.  The situation is worse due to a fact that we have a mixture of students of 
native-speakers of English and students with knowledge in Chinese language, whose writing 
system is quite similar to Japanese kanji.  Because of this difference in students’ backgrounds, 
it is effective to teach everyone in one classroom.  As a university course, it is also hard to 
determine how much kanji knowledge should be expected from students while maintaining 
fairness.  As some argue that learning to write kanji should be left to self-study (e.g.; Kano 
1995, 18), it is perhaps the best if students learn kanji not in the classroom but by themselves.  
Without providing enough assistance and appropriate instruction and supervision, however, 
students would easily become lost.  Students still need well-structured learning tools, and 
instructors are responsible for providing adequate materials and supports. 

For students as well, learning kanji and retaining kanji knowledge is the most 
challenging part of Japanese language acquisition.  Okano criticizes that often times 
instructors are not demanding enough of their students in learning stroke order in fear that 
students may dislike learning to write kanji if too much demand is placed on them (1995, 
120).  As she and many other instructors (e.g.; Kawano 1995, 120) warn, writing instruction 
should not be neglected because those learners who have learned wrong stroke order tend to 
find it difficult to distinguish kanji that look similar later on.  It will also lead to a problem 



when looking up a kanji in a dictionary because kanji is listed by the number of strokes, and 
learners without adequate knowledge of correct stroke order tend to fail to recognize correct 
stroke numbers as well.   

Instructors need to be creative and should try to assist students to learn kanji in less 
painful ways, and computer technology can be used as a solution.  It does not only provide 
students better-structured, more motivating, kanji-learning tools, but it also allows students 
with different backgrounds to study kanji at their own pace.  A free-download computer 
game called Kanji Invader1 was adopted in my kanji instruction in the past.  Students could 
assess their kanji recognition knowledge while playing the computer game, and this 
motivated them to study kanji more than anything else.  Although it was not as appealing as 
the Kanji Invader game, I developed a series of kanji recognition practice tools using 
Hyperlink in PowerPoint and experimented them in my kanji instruction (Figures 2-7).  This 
also motivated and helped students to study kanji better than the conventional method. 

Use of computer technology not only motivates today’s students better but also solves 
problems the conventional writing instruction has.  In the conventional method of kanji 
writing instruction, the instructor prepares a practice sheet by writing out a character stroke 
by stroke (Figure 1).  Students take the sheet home and practice writing by looking at the 
sequence of strokes. In 1999, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology created an online 
resource that allows Japanese language teachers to create customized kanji-study materials on 
the Web2.  It is an online version of a typical kanji textbook that contains video clips instead 
of the conventional method.  Compared to the conventional method, in which students cannot 
see which direction a line goes, this online resource allows students to see exactly how the 
character is written.  This will be discussed more in detail later, but student’s feedback from 
my research revealed that a visual motion-picture of the kanji stayed in the student’s head and 
aided in memorization more effectively.  Recorded video clips can be re-used in other 
teaching materials such as in-class exercises and online quizzes as well, while practice sheets 
in the conventional method serves only one purpose, for students to practice writing at home.  
Use of computer technology not only helps students to learn how to write kanji more 
effectively, but it also gives flexibility and efficiency in writing instruction. 
 

Research Objectives 
Computer technology has a lot of potential in the field of language instruction.  When 

used appropriately, it will help students to learn efficiently and effectively and the instructor 
to produce better results yet to reduce workload tremendously.  As mentioned earlier, 
different technologies were experimented in my language instruction in the past.  The most 
recent experiment is an application of pen-based computer in kanji writing instruction.  By 
using pen-based computer, instructors should easily be able to create teaching materials to 
show how to write kanji, and these materials should be easily modified and utilized in other 
teaching materials.  Pen-based computer and a computer program called DEBBIE (now it is 
called Dyknow VISION3) were adopted in my writing instruction so that students could also 
practice their handwriting more effectively and efficiently.  This research examines how this 
new technology can be used in kanji-writing instruction and helps us create more efficient 
and effective teaching and learning materials. 

 
Methodology and Data Collection 

Use of pen-based computer in kanji writing instruction was experimented over two 
semesters with approximately two dozens of students in three levels of elementary Japanese-
language courses.  Using pen-based computers, students learned how to write kanji in class 



and then continued to practice writing as homework assignments.  Feedback from students 
was collected through a survey at the end of the courses. 

Out of 23 students, 11 said it was very enjoyable, and 9 said it was somewhat 
enjoyable.  In particular, Level-1 students seem to have thought learning to write kanji was 
fun.  When being asked to write any comments they had, they gave comments such as: 
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really liked this program, and I wish that I could do this in my room instead of 
ing to come to the basement of Julian (a computer lab).” (Level-1 student) 

Everyone from all the levels said it was helpful; 13 said it was very helpful, and 10 said it 
was somewhat helpful.  They added comments such as: 

is a good program and it is very helpful.  If only it were more accessible, and by 
t I mean DEBBIE (the computer program) on more computers and also more 
puters with the touch screens.” (Level-2 student) 

Also, everyone said they paid more attention to stroke order than when they studied with the 
conventional method.  When being asked what the biggest advantages were, they gave such 
comments as: 

hink the best thing is that it makes me really want to pay attention to the stroke 
er, considering that Itoh Sensei (the instructor) will be seeing it in action.”  
vel-3 student) 

helps with repetition and getting the stroke order done well, it also makes you pay 
e attention detail since the teacher will be reviewing your work.” (Level-2 
ent) 

Some students also appreciated the multi-media features in this learning tool.  They gave 
comments such as: 

helps to get a visual picture of the kanji in my head which aids in memorization.” 
vel-3 student) 

eing the steps to a kanji actually made (written)” (Level-1 student) 

Although students had positive experience overall, the feedback also revealed that it 
was sometimes a little stressful due to minor technical difficulties.  Out of 23, 15 said it was 
not stressful, but 4 felt it was somewhat stressful.  When being asked what were the biggest 
disadvantages were, they gave comments such as: 

r me, being neat is important, but I find it difficult to write as neatly as I would 
 to on the screens.  Other than that, the enforcement of stroke order is more of a 
rity in this case than perfection of lines.” (Level-3 student) 

fficult to control pen for stretches and hooks.  Also, for long vertical lines, it is 
icult to keep it straight.  But otherwise it is fun” (Level-1 student) 

 
Based on the experience as well as data collected from this project, a further 

experiment is currently underway.  In order to collect more statistical data to measure 
effectiveness of this computer assisted language learning (CALL), a kanji acquisition test will 
also be given to approximately 200 students in total at the end of the experiment.  Test results 
from a group who have studied kanji in the conventional method and from a group who have 
studied kanji in this new technologically-enhanced method will be compared. 

 



Discussion 
As explained earlier, in the conventional method of kanji instruction, the instructor 

prepares a practice sheet by writing out a character stroke by stroke.  Students take the sheet 
home and practice writing by looking at sequence of strokes.  In this conventional method, 
not only students have to picture in their heads how to write a kanji by looking at sequence of 
strokes, but also the instructor has no way of knowing how students have written kanji on the 
practice sheet.  Pen-based computer and a computer program that enabled the instructor to 
monitor student’s writing practice were experimented to solve these problems.  Feedback 
from the students revealed two things; one was that viewing video clips motivated them and 
encouraged them to pay attention to stroke order because it was more intuitive.  The other 
finding was that the instructor’s monitoring obliged them to be more careful with stroke order 
when practicing writing.  The project has suggested that these new technologies can be 
utilized as effective teaching tools in kanji-writing instruction. 

Although this project helped and motivated students to learn kanji more effectively 
than the conventional method, it created a huge burden on the instructor who had to check 
each student’s handwriting by replaying saved video files.  The next project aims to enable 
students to assess their own learning by taking a web-based interactive quiz, with which the 
instructor no longer has to grade each student’s work.  Recent advancement of handwriting 
recognition technology has proved that computer technology can perform more sophisticated 
tasks such as assessing the shape of the character the user writes as well as the stroke order 
(e.g., Fujita 2002).  This new immediate and frequent self-assessment is expected not only to 
motivate students to learn more effectively but also to reduce instructor’s workload 
tremendously.  If the instructor is creative enough, computer technology can be adopted in 
many areas in language instruction.  If used appropriately, it will enable the instructor to 
provide more efficient yet stimulating instruction.  It will also better fit the learning styles 
and needs today’s students have.  Language instructors and instructional technologists should 
work closely and constantly look for ways that may improve our instruction and help our 
students learn better. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the development of the discourse marker 
use of pray (with the meaning ‘please’) in later Middle English. The verb most 
frequently dominates that-clauses (e.g. … I praye you that ye telle to me [Paris and 
Vienne]) in Middle English, while in some later Middle English texts, examples of pray 
which introduces imperatives sentences (e.g. I prey yow, speketh namoore of this matere 
[“The Clerk’s Tale]) are increasingly observed. From the latter types of pray develops 
the discourse marker use in early Modern English onwards. The present research 
investigates two later Middle English texts written by Chaucer (Boece, The Canterbury 
Tales) and three by Caxton (Reynard the Fox, Paris and Vienne, Blanchardyn and 
Eglantine, and Eneydos), and analyzes the extent to which this development is attested 
in them. 

Despite the span of about one hundred years between Chaucer and Caxton, 
their works belong to almost the same generation, as far as the uses of pray in their 
works are concerned. The verb pray still dominates that-clauses in most texts written by 
Chaucer and Caxton. There are, however, two exceptional texts, i.e. Chaucer’s 
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Canterbury Tales (especially in verse) and Caxton’s Reynard the Fox. And, of the two, 
the former is more advanced in terms of the development of the verb pray. In other 
words, the decline of that-clauses is most prominently observed in The Canterbury 
Tales, while it is to some noticeable extent observed in Reynard the Fox. 
 Furthermore, there is a clear division between the case of first person subjects 
and the case of second and third person subjects, in terms of the behavior of pray. 
Although the decline of that-clauses is a general phenomenon which occurs with both 
cases, the later development of pray differs depending upon the person of the subject of 
pray. When the subject of the verb is in the second and third persons, the construction to 
expand is the one with to-infinitives. By contrast, the use of to-infinitives is very 
infrequent when the subject of pray is in the first person. Instead, the verb most 
commonly introduces imperative sentences, taking a path to become a discourse marker 
(‘please’). The process is clearly visible in The Canterbury Tales and Reynard the Fox.  

Finally, the most advance text, The Canterbury Tales (especially verse), shows 
two other interesting features related to the development of the discourse marker use of 
pray. Firstly, the conjunction that is often omitted even when pray is accompanied by a 
subordinate clause. Secondly, the verb pray occurs, though not too frequent at this stage, 
in the medial and the final positions of a sentence, showing the parenthetical use of pray 
(e.g. Telle on thy tale, Manciple, I thee preye [“The Manciple’s Tale”]). In other words, 
the text displays the most widely-ranged constructions, although this may be attributed, 
at least to some extent, to the metrical and rhyme schemes of the text, since it is mostly 
written in verse. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 Intercultural marriage in the Philippines has long been an 
ongoing phenomenon. Yet, studies on this subject remain scant. In 
particular, the health consequences of marital conflicts in such 
marriage are hardly investigated. Hence, this study aimed to 
investigate the experiences of marital conflicts among 15 Filipino 
wives married to foreign spouses from the provinces of Misamis 
Oriental and Camiguin. The study utilized qualitative in-depth 
interviews to examine the sources of marital conflict, the types of 
conflict experienced, and the health effects of these conflicts on 
women and their children.  
 The study has revealed that the sources of marital conflicts 
included personality/attitudinal clashes, economic-related issues, 
differences in cultural practices, differential gender role expectations 
and behavior, and communication problems. While cultural 
differences were a source of conflict; these were not as influential as 
personality/attitudinal clashes and economic issues.  
 In general, the marital discords experienced by the Filipino wives 
were non-violent in nature, hence their health consequences were 
mild. Health problems due to marital conflicts were also temporary 
and manageable, thus the wives found them to have minimal effects 
on their over all well-being. The lighter nature and manageability of 
the conflicts have spared the wives and their children of grave 
adverse effects. 
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Intercultural marriage, regarded by scholars as mixed, international, and bicultural 
marriage, has a longstanding history (Schmidlechner, 2003; Shute & Spitzberg, 2003). In 
Canada, mixed marriages were officially recorded as early as the 18th century (Kalbach, 
2000).  In the United States, this phenomenon reached its peak during the late 1960s 
(Shute & Spitzberg, 2003). In Japan, the advent of intermarriages became prominent 
during the early 1980s (Yoshihide, n.d.; Anderson, 1999). In the Philippines, intercultural 
marriage has been ongoing particularly in the late 1980s (1992 Statistics of Filipino 
Women, cited in Medina, 2001). 

Intercultural marriage, like monocultural marriage, also has its pitfalls and 
problems (Romano, 2001). As conflict theory in the family explains, conflict is part of 
marriage and family life. However, couples differ in the content of conflict, degree of 
underlying hostility, and the nature and extent of the expression of conflict (Strong, 
DeVault, & Sayad, 1998). Many studies on marriage and the family have supported the 
fact that conflict is inevitable between or among family members owing to the disparities 
in interests, desires, values, and preferences shaped by one’s socialization in particular 
and culture in general (Giles-Sims, 1983; O’Brien, 1974). Marital conflict as defined by 
Giles-Sims (1983) is “a mutually antagonized discrepancy between idealized 
expectations and the reality of insufficient resources, different personal goals and values, 
and impulses between the couples.” Himes (1980) more specifically defined conflict as 
“a struggle over claims to status, and power in which the aims of the conflicting parties 
are not only to gain the desired values, but also to neutralize, or eliminate their rivals.”   

In monocultural marriages, areas of conflict usually revolve around domestic-
economic, personal, and socio-biographical issues (Mitchell, Bullard, & Mudd; 1962). 
More specifically, other studies attributed personality differences (Mitchell, Bullard & 
Mudd, 1962; Madden & Bulman, 1981; Donovan, 2004), sociodemographic background 
(Goode, 1971; Shields, 1986; Straus et al., 1980; Hoffman et al., 1994), economic factors 
(Rogers, 1999; Conger et al., 1990; Pagelow, 1981; Allen & Straus, 1980), sexual 
behavior (Speziale, 1994; Go, 1993) and gender role perceptions and expectations 
(Counts, 2003; Rogers & Amato, 2000; Kluwer, Heesink, & Van de Vliert, 1996, 1997;) 
as factors and/or areas of marital conflicts. In addition to these potential areas or sources 
of conflict, the differences in culture, also stimulate marital discords specifically in 
intercultural marriages (Schmidlechner, 2003; Shute & Spitzberg, 2003; Romano, 2001; 
Moriera, 2001; Biever et al., 1998; Quizon et al., 1996; Schneider, 1989; and McGill & 
Pearce, 1982).  
 There had been studies that focused on marital conflicts in intercultural marriages 
(e.g. Moreira, 2001; Takano, 2002; Romano, 2001). Most of these have been conducted 
in foreign countries and have generated a still very scant fund of information. Studies 
regarding marital conflict are more popular in monocultural family studies and are more 
focused on violent conflicts. Many intercultural marriage studies revolved on issues such 
as coping mechanisms of intercultural couples, and multicultural counseling (Pedersen, 
1995; Sue & Sue, 1990; Shute & Spitzberg, 2003). Other studies focused on the 
differences in religion and race (Moreira, 2001), motivation why people engage in 
intercultural relationships (Schimedlecher, 2003), and the experiences of couples in 
mixed marriages (Yoshihide, 2001). Studies on intercultural marriages involving Filipino 
women are still very few particularly on the issue of marital conflict. Although there are 
already studies on intercultural marriages such as those conducted by Bauzon (1999), 
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Chua (1994), Cahill (1990), Samonte (1986), Pierce (1983), and Hunt and Coller (1957), 
marital conflict as the focus of research remains unpopular.   
 The previously characterized body of research in regard to intercultural marriages 
warrants the need to conduct further studies that look into how marital conflicts in this 
context are stimulated by differences in culture besides personality traits, socio-
demographic, economic, gender roles expectations and perceptions, and sexual behavior. 
Besides the observable gaps in such research milieu, only few studies have so far 
investigated the health consequences of marital conflicts on women, which the current 
research deems as its most significant contribution.  

It is also of equal importance to note that there is a need to study marital conflicts 
since these do not only affect the health of men and women. This socio-cultural 
phenomenon also affects their children. As Lindahl and Malik (1999) explained, “when 
the quality of the marriage is poor, difficulties may spill over to the parent-child 
relations.” This relation establishes the link between marital quality and child 
development. Moreover, marital conflict is also a valuable component in studying the 
constitution of intimate relationships (Madden & Bulman, 1981). Against this backdrop 
of interacting factors and implications, the current study was conceptualized. 

This research describes the marital conflict experiences of Filipino wives in 
intercultural marriages by looking into three specific components, namely the factors 
facilitating marital conflicts, the nature of marital conflict whether violent or non-violent, 
and the health impact of marital conflicts on the wives and their children. Specifically, 
this report, wishes to find out to how cultural differences would spark marital conflicts, 
whether couples in intercultural marriages would experience more intense and even 
violent marital conflicts, and whether the experienced marital conflicts will affect the 
health of women and their children.  Figure 1 shows the framework of the study. 
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3. What are the perceived sources of these conflicts that can be traceable to personality, 
socio-demographic, gender, economic, sexual, and cultural factors? 

4. How have these conflicts affected their mental and physical well-being, as well as that of 
their children’s?  

 
 
 
SUBJECTS AND METHOD 
 

Analytical and interpretive data for this research enterprise emanated from the in-
depth interviews of fifteen (15) key informants chosen through a non-probability 
sampling, specifically the purposive and referral sampling. The key informants of this 
study were Filipino wives married to foreign spouses from the provinces of Misamis 
Oriental and Camiguin. A set of criteria guided the researcher in the selection of the 
following key informants: [1] Filipino woman married to a foreigner of any nationality 
for at least 3 years, [2] with at least one child, and [3] has been staying in the Philippines 
for at least a year.  

The researcher designed an interview guide, which was drafted in English and 
was later translated into Cebuano. After this translation, the interview guide was then 
translated into English to ensure consistency and validity. The translation of the interview 
guide from English to Cebuano language was not translated literally; instead, it was 
contextually translated in order to capture the real meaning of the statements. After this, 
the researcher edited a few statements to ensure that informants will understand the 
questions. During the actual interviews, some of the questions were both addressed in 
English and Cebuano due to the inability of the informants to comprehend despite the fact 
that they are Cebuano speakers. 

Actual interviews were audio-recorded so that answers will be fully documented 
in order to overcome non-recording problems. On the average, the interviews lasted for 
about 50 minutes. The longest interview recorded was about 1 hour and 20 minutes. 
Transcription of the interviews followed after every interview per area was conducted.  

 
RESULTS 
 
Profile of Informants and their Spouses 
 
 Generally, Filipino wives in this study are relatively young. The age range is 27-
65 years and the median age is 36 years. Most of the Filipino wives are highly educated. 
Suffice it to say, two obtained a master’s degree while six of them achieved an 
undergraduate degree. Three had some college schooling while one finished a vocational 
course. Only three Filipino wives had comparatively low educational attainment. In 
addition, almost half of the Filipino wives are economically productive as manifested by 
their occupation, be it self- or company employment. Most of the key informants’ foreign 
spouses in the study are Caucasians. Of the 13 Caucasians, five are Swiss, three are 
Germans, two are Americans, and the other three are Scottish, Danish, and Norwegian.  
For the Asian spouses, one is a Sri-Lankan and the other is a Palestinian. 

Compared to their Filipino wives, many of the foreign spouses are relatively older. 
The oldest foreign spouse is 66 years old while the youngest is 38 years old. The median 
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age is 41 years. Eleven of the foreign spouses, like their wives, are relatively highly 
educated. Five finished college while another six took vocational courses. More than half 
(9) of the foreign spouses are working. The remaining (6) non-working foreign spouses 
are retirees. Although only nine spouses are working, all (15) of the foreign spouses are 
receiving income. Nine foreign spouses are receiving income from work while the other 
six foreign spouses are already receiving pension. The income of foreign spouses (n=9) 
range from 10,000 to 375,000 pesos a month. Twelve foreign spouses have been staying 
in the Philippines for more than six years already. The median length of stay among the 
foreign spouses is six years.   
  In terms of age, all (15) of the Filipino wives are younger compared to their 
foreign spouses. The age gaps range from 1-35 years. The median age difference of all 
the couples is 10.6 years. Most of the Filipino wives are married to their foreign spouses 
for a long time already. The length of marriage of 15 couples range from 4-37 years. The 
median length of marriage is 10 years. Eleven Filipino wives and eight foreign spouses 
were single before their marriages. Two Filipino wives have had dissolved intercultural 
marriages while two others were single mothers before marriage. Seven of the foreign 
spouses are divorcees. Most of the Filipino wives (13) in the study have small families, 
with a mean of two children.  

All the key informants in this study are from the island of Mindanao.  Ten   key 
informants are currently residing in Camiguin. Four informants are from Cagayan de Oro 
City and only one is residing in Gingoog City. A majority (10) of the key informants are 
living together permanently with their foreign spouses. Two of the 10 informants 
explained that because of the nature of their husbands’ jobs, it is only during the 
weekends that they are together. Four informants have husbands working abroad, hence, 
they are only together during their spouses’ non-working months. One foreign spouse is 
now temporarily staying in Germany. 
 
Sources of Marital Conflicts 
 
 One of the challenges of the intercultural couples faced in their married life is 
their experience of marital disagreements or conflicts, which this study wanted to 
examine. Hence, the question, “What are the sources of marital conflicts experienced by 
Filipino wives in intercultural marriages?” 

The areas or sources of marital disagreements experienced by the informants in 
their marriages maybe classified into five major categories. The categories, arranged 
according to the most to the least frequently mentioned, are personality/attitudinal 
clashes, economic-related issues, differences in cultural practices, differential gender role 
expectations and behavior, and communication problems.  

Most of the Filipino wives (15) attributed personality clashes as the major source 
of discords in their marriages. Following personality clashes, 11 Filipino wives attributed 
economic-related issues as a source of marital disagreements.  Nine Filipino wives 
attributed cultural differences while five Filipino wives established communication issues 
as a source of marital divides. Lastly, three others pointed the differentials in gender role 
expectations and behavior as sources of conflict. 

The major source of marital disagreements in which all (15) the Filipino wives 
had experienced is the clashes of personality and attitudes. The Filipino wives reported 
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12 various personality traits/attitudes, which they claimed had caused the occurrence of 
marital disagreements in their marriages. These personality traits, arranged from the most 
to the least frequently mentioned, include domineering, friendly/(barkadista), bad 
tempered, irritable, frank/outright, disorderly/untidy, not forward looking, dishonesty, 
sensitive, procrastinator, judgmental/(hinawayon), arrogant/stubborn, and passive. 
 Similar to what the other studies suggested, the findings of the study reveals that 
economic issues indeed stirred conflicts among 11 intercultural couples as reported by the 
Filipino wives.  Most of the Filipino wives (9) who had marital disagreements over 
finances did not have employment or sources of income at the time the conflicts occurred. 
The 11 Filipino wives provided five main reasons to such disagreements namely, 
arranged from the most to the least frequently mentioned, spendthrift, inability to decide 
money matters, giving money to one’s kin or friends, lending money to friends, and 
jobless. Six key informants attributed their inability to decide on money matters as the 
reason of conflict over finances.These women claimed that because their husbands are 
the ones who handle their finances, they hardly had a chance to decide on what and when 
to buy.  
 Cultural disparities are another source or area of conflict experienced by the 
intercultural couples involved in this study.  Nine couples narrated their experiences of 
marital conflicts that are traceable to cultural differences.  All (6) of the cases of marital 
conflicts involving cultural disparities were associated to the differences in child 
disciplining and child rearing while three specific cases were linked to certain cultural 
practices of varying cultures, namely [1] husband disagrees that the wife stays long with 
dying parent; [2] the wife disagrees on husband greeting women with a kiss; [3] and 
conflict due to husband’s practice of polygamy. 

Few Filipino wives (3) identified the differential gender role expectations and 
behavior as another source of marital disagreements. Issues as regards how men and 
women should behave, who should work outside, cook, or who should play with the kids, 
who dominates, and reproductive right (woman’s desire to have a child that the husband 
denies) were considered by the three key informants as sources of conflicts. 
 Communication problems became a source of marital discords among three 
intercultural couples in this study.  Three of the Filipino wives who attributed 
communication as a problem have relatively low education while two other Filipino 
wives had some college schooling. As the responses of some informants (5) would 
suggest, communication is an area of disagreement in intercultural marriages particularly 
because of the differences in language. Some of their disagreements were due to the 
inability of the wives to translate local language to the language their husbands can 
understand. 
 
Marital Conflict Experiences 
 

The differences in the various factors elucidated in the preceding section indeed 
resulted to the escalation of marital conflicts. Such experiences of marital conflicts 
emerged with varying degree and intensity.  

All the Filipino wives (15) have experienced marital disagreements in various 
forms. Slightly over half (8) of the key informants claimed that they had experienced 
both light and intense marital disagreements, while the remaining seven asserted that they 
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only had light disagreements. Of those eight who claimed they have had intense 
disagreements, three of them claimed that they also experienced violence.  

All the key informants described similarly how light disagreements differ from 
intense disagreements. Light disagreements involves healthy discussion or avoidance of 
conflict; while intense disagreements involves heated arguments, nagging, swearing, 
yelling, shouting, or withdrawal. Violence, though it is an intense disagreement, was 
treated by the key informants separately as the most severe form of conflict. 
 
 
Health Consequences of Marital conflicts 
 
 In general, most of the experiences of marital conflicts among the Filipino wives 
in this study were non-violent. However, despite such nature of marital conflicts, there 
were reported significant effects on the personal well-being of women and on their 
marriage life in general particularly those who experienced intense disagreements (not 
necessarily violent conflicts).   
 Slightly more than half (8) of the informants claimed that their experience of 
marital disagreements with husbands affected their physical and/or mental well-being. 
These women are those who professed that they have had intense marital disagreements. 
On the contrary, seven other key informants who have not experienced intense 
disagreements did not report any health problems. 
 The eight Filipino wives reported about five physical and four psychological 
health problems. The physical health effects include, arranged from the most to the least 
frequently mentioned, headache, weight loss/gain, breathing problem, and stomachache, 
while the psychological effects include being depressed, emotional, stressed, and 
disturbed. The reports of the Filipino wives (8) seemed to suggest that most of the 
experienced conflicts affected their physical more than their psychological well-being, 
however, such psychological problems may have caused the occurrence of physical 
infirmities.      
 The physical and psychological effects of marital conflicts on women as reported 
by the Filipino wives themselves were temporary, infrequent, and only occurred during 
the onset of marital conflicts. The reported health problems were symptomatic in nature 
and not by themselves ailments. The psychological health problems reported were 
perceived by women and not clinically diagnosed. Such psychological problems as 
described by the key informants were also temporary. Fourteen of the 15 key informants 
claimed that the marital disagreements they experienced did not affect the health of their 
children in any way.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 

 
The proliferation of intercultural marriages involving Filipino women transpired 

in the late 1980s. In fact, statistics showed that 7, 742 intercultural marriage cases were 
accounted in 1989.  The following year, the statistics dramatically increased to a total of 
13, 782. 87% of this figure involved marriages between Filipino women and foreign 
spouses  (1992 Statistics of Filipino Women, cited in Medina, 2001). Despite the growing 
number of intercultural marriages in the Philippines, studies on intercultural marriages 
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indeed remained scant, more so about marital conflict. The scant fund of information 
regarding the topic explains why most of the literature cited in this research were foreign 
studies. 

While most of the studies on marriage pointed out other sources of marital 
conflicts, cultural differences as a source leaves much to be investigated, hence this 
research was conceptualized. In deed, cultural differences became a source of conflict 
among Filipino wives in their intercultural marriages. These Filipino wives recognized 
that disagreements in monocultural marriages are different from intercultural marriages 
because of cultural differences that obviously would not be applicable to couples in 
monocultural marriages. This finding is supported by Falicov (1995) and Fu et al. (2001). 
According to Falicov (1995), the differences in culture play a crucial role in facilitating 
marital conflicts in intercultural marriages due to the couple’s inability to balance their 
similarities and differences.  

Although the Filipino wives recognized it as an influencing factor to the 
escalation of marital conflicts, cultural differences did not significantly bring about 
marital conflicts among the couples in this study. The results of the study revealed that 
personality clashes were attributed to be the most crucial factor in the escalation of 
marital conflicts among intercultural couples. Cultural conflict only comes third. 
Although cultural differences indeed result in marital disagreements, these are not as 
crucial as personality/attitudinal clashes and economic-related issues. This finding is 
supported by the studies of Mitchell, Bullard, and Mudd (1962), Madden and Bulman 
(1981), Rahim (1999), and Donovan (2004) in which these authors argued that 
personality traits remained the major source of conflicts in any marital relationship.  

Economic-related issues rank next to personality/attitudinal clashes as a leading 
cause of marital problems. This finding is supported by Madden and Bulman (1981) 
whose subjects attributed the issue of finances as an area of conflict, particularly the issue 
of how to spend the money. Conflicts over finances can be explained partly due to the 
absence of work among the wives. Of the 11 informants who had disagreements over 
finances, nine of them did not have work when their narrated cases of marital 
disagreements emerged. The absence of work among the key informants, specifically the 
housewives, partly explains why marital disagreements of this sorts will likely to emerge. 
 Differences in cultural practices are also another factor in which nine key 
informants identified as sources of marital conflicts. The differences in child rearing and 
disciplining became an area of disagreements. Such finding is similar and is supported by 
Beiver’s (1998) and Romano’s (2001) assertions that culturally different parenting styles 
can become a potential conflicting area in intercultural marriages.  

The occurrence of marital discords over gender issues as claimed by the three 
wives were due to unmet/failed expectations. Although it is specific to the division of 
household work, the study of Kluwer, Heesink, and Van de Vliert (1997) is similar to the 
findings of this study to some respect. The authors contended that wife’s discontent with 
division of labor was associated with wife’s demand so that it will eventually result in 
conflict. The discords over gender issues may have been affected by the differences 
between how man and woman perceive gender roles rather than differences in culture. 
 Communication problems also served as another source of conflict as narrated by 
few informants of the study. This aspect is unexpected as it is not included in the 
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literature review presented in the earlier part of this research account. The differences in 
the language in itself in addition to the differences in interpretations and styles of 
communication indeed had sparked disagreements among five couples. Most of the 
informants’ foreign husbands can hardly speak and can only understand a little Cebuano. 
Despite the fact that most of them have been staying in the Philippines for more than 6 
years, a majority of them cannot speak and understand the language.  

Given the various sources of marital conflicts as experienced by the Filipino 
wives in the study, it is then noteworthy to investigate whether Filipino wives in the study 
did or did not experience violent marital conflicts. Most of the key informants in the 
study reported that they did not experience violent conflicts. Results of the study showed 
that a majority of the 15 key informants only experienced non-violent conflicts. Seven of 
the 15 informants’ spouses are divorcees. These spouses have had unsuccessful marriages 
and must have experienced frequent marital disagreements. Since they are now in another 
marital relationship, it may be presumed that the foreign spouses would rather make their 
marriages work this time. Thus, when disagreements come their way, they preferred to 
solve these as much as possible or prevent their escalation.  

Some of the foreign spouses (6) are not permanently staying with their wives due 
to the nature of their work. When these husbands return home after a long absence, their 
wives tend to pamper them as if they were on vacation. Instead of sparking conflicts with 
their spouses, the wives savored the moments with their husbands around to compensate 
for the times they were separated.  

Moreover, all of the key informants’ spouses are earning a far higher income 
compared to ordinary Filipinos, thus, marital conflicts tended to be fewer. This is 
primarily due to the husbands’ financial capacity to support the basic needs of their 
families. This finding is supported by Pagelow (1981) who argued that lower levels of 
income are associated with higher levels of violent conflict episodes in poorer families. 
Compared to the Filipino standard of living, most of the Filipino wives in the study are in 
better economic situations owing to a  husband’s substantial income.  

The marital conflict experiences of couples in the study seemed to suggest that 
socio-demographic factors namely age of husbands and length of marriage could have 
influenced the minimization of conflict. Given the age gap, the husbands perhaps chose 
to avoid conflict as they are old already. The foreign spouses will less likely to fight. With 
their age, they prefer to live peacefully. The length of marriage can also explain why 
marital disagreements experienced by key informants reportedly were non-violent in 
general. According to the informants, through the years, they were able to adapt, 
understand, accept, learn and correct whatever differences they had with their husbands 
so that if disagreements come their way they can decide what to do with them. Hoffman 
et al. (1994) similarly argued that length of marriage is a correlate to the occurrence of 
marital conflict.  

There are also reasons that will explain why some of the couples (3) also 
experienced intense disagreements and even violence. It should be noted that the three 
informants who experienced the infliction of violent behavior are relatively highly 
educated. Thus, the more educated you are the more likely you will be asserting your 
rights so that the other’s failure to meet one’s desired output will likely result in intense 
disagreement even violence. This contention is supported by the resource theory of 
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violence (Goode, 1971), which explains that there are socio-demographic determinants 
such as educational level that will likely influence the occurrence of marital conflicts.   
 The differences in the various factors enumerated in the preceeding paragraphs 
indeed resulted in the escalation of marital conflicts among intercultural couples in this 
study. In view of the foregoing, it is interesting to note whether the marital conflict 
experiences of women affected their and their children’s general well being. As asserted 
by Finchman and Beach (1999) marital conflicts may have two possible effects on 
women’s health and on their children’s, namely the physical and psychological health 
effects. In this study however, the Filipino wives claimed that they were the only ones 
affected . Moreover, almost everyone (14 out 15) also alleged that their children were not 
at all affected by their marital squabbles. The health consequences to the wives were 
apparently light. In fact, only slightly more than half (8 of 15) of them complained of 
truly experiencing a health problem following a conflict with their spouses; the rest (7 of 
15) said they were unaffected health wise. Hence, the question, “Why do some Filipino 
wives experience health problems while others do not?”  

Those eight informants who claimed to experience health problems in the wake of 
marital conflict had intense disagreements with their spouses. In other words, a wife’s 
health may be compromised by the intensity of the conflict. Milder conflicts tend not to 
yield a health problem. Examples of intense conflicts are abrupt departure during conflict 
situation and keeping away for a week, shouting, yelling, and wife’s aggressive behavior 
toward husband. 

Three (out of 8) of the women who experienced intense disagreements with their 
husbands claimed the disagreements turned violent. However, the violence was not 
directed at them but their husbands. The wives were the aggressors in the three violent 
marital conflicts reported. As aggressors, the women experienced some health problems, 
but these did not seem to be much different from those of women involved in nonviolent 
conflicts. For example, the aggressors’ health complaints were mostly also headaches and 
depression from which they recuperated easily.  

In general, therefore, the health problems encountered by the informants were 
manageable and temporary; hence, the effect on them is minimal and not necessarily 
quite harmful to their overall well-being. While some informants recognized the 
psychological effects of marital problems, these effects did not require seeking 
professional help. For example, depressed or stressed feeling could be dissipated simply 
by leaving the house and seeking the company of female friends. The physical problems 
reported appeared to be symptomatic in nature and are possibly triggered by the 
psychological effects of marital conflicts. However, such problems like head, stomach, 
and other pains/aches could be subjected to self- or home medication. Because these are 
manageable, they considered such health effects as light. 

It thus appears that this study’s subjects enjoyed relatively successful marital 
relationships; thus, their marital conflicts were not significant enough to cause serious 
health consequences. The lighter nature of the conflicts and their manageability help to 
explain why their children were spared from whatever effects were felt by the Filipino 
wives. In fact, in the single instance where the children were also affected by the marital 
conflict, the wife was the aggressor. In response to her aggression, the husband stayed 
away for a week. Hence, the children feared they would lose their father. Consequently, 
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the wife pleaded for her husband to return home and promised not to be a domineering 
wife. 

With these findings identified, this research concludes that cultural differences do 
not significantly affect the escalation of marital conflicts among intercultural couples. 
However, personality/attitudinal clashes and economic-related issues were the major 
source of conflict rather than cultural differences. Socio-demographic and economic 
profile of couples such as educational attainment, age of husband, age difference of 
couple, length of marriage, living arrangement, and presence of children, number of 
marriages, income, and work appeared to have affected the escalation or minimization of 
marital disagreements among intercultural couples in the study. 
 Nonviolent and light characterized the overall marital disagreement experience of 
the intercultural couples in the study, which contradicted the assumption of this study that 
couples in intercultural marriages will likely experience more intense disagreements due 
to the various sources of marital conflicts including the additional cultural strains that 
couples in intercultural marriages have to endure. The experienced intense marital 
conflicts of couples indeed affected the well-being of women as what has been 
hypothesized. This study, therefore, concludes that even if marital disagreements are 
nonviolent but intense they will also yield negative health outcomes to women’s well-
being.  
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ABSTRACTS 
 

Many Malay grammarians, namely Asmah (1993), Nik Safiah et.al (1997), Hashim Musa 

(1993), Liaw Yock Fang and Abdullah Hassan (1994) and Za’ba (2000) have discussed 

about reduplication and their focus primarily on the morphological aspect. There are only 

a few studies that explore meanings of the reduplicated forms. Nor Hashimah (2002) 

suggests that based on semantics perspective, Malay reduplication conveys specific and 

non-specific meanings. Numerical cardinals and quantifiers are also regarded as part of 

reduplication. The phrase ‘tiga ekor ayam’ (three hens) is in plural forms – the numeral 

‘tiga’ marks the plurality and the nominal ‘ayam’ is not reduplicated. Malay grammarians   

propose the same rule for quantifiers.  The phrase ‘semua guru’ (all teachers) is already 

in plural form and therefore the word ‘guru’ does not need to be reduplicated. 

Nevertheless, the written and spoken data prove otherwise. The analysis on functions of 

numerical reduplications will be more exiting if corpus with big data is examined. 

Accordingly, semantic analysis of bridging cross-reference and reference assignment 

explains the differences between the two numerical reduplications adequately. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

The usage of numerical in Malay language is quite a challenge to language users.  Malay 

numerical is often paired with numerical classifier and therefore it is interesting to use.  

Unlike English, Malay language does not have any morphological changes to signify 

plurality.  Therefore, a numerical is able to provide information whether a subject being 

discussed is singular or plural.  ‘Seekor kambing’ (a goat) is different from ‘sepuluh ekor 

kambing’ (ten goats) based on its quantity.  Clearly, there are no morphological changes 

to the word ‘kambing’ (goat) itself.  This type of numerical is called cardinal numerical or 

specific numerical.  It is a different case to non-specific numerical/quantifier, for instance 

‘para’ (a number), ‘semua’ (the whole), ‘segala’ (all), ‘beberapa’ (a few), ‘seluruh’ 

(entire) and others.  According to Kamus Dewan (1994), non-specific numericals carry 

the meaning of plurality.  Does the plurality of this non-specific numerical/quantifier 

carry other meanings other than plurality?  Hence, it is shown here that the delegation of 

work in the form of complimentary distribution  between specific numerical and non-

specific numerical.  If singular or plural can be developed from specific numerical, the 

same case does not occur in non-specific numerical.  The non-specific numerical has only 

the plural connotation. 

 

This paper aims to delve deeper about the numerical in Malay language.  The aspect of 

non-specific numerical seems to give more room to be debated.  The occurrence of 

reduplicated non-specific numerical in daily conversation seems to show that non-

specific numerical which is plural in nature can be reduplicated.  Such occurrences of 

reduplicated non-specific numericals used by the Malay native speakers found in spoken 

corpus enable to challenge the definitions of numericals prescribed earlier by Malay 

grammarians.  Computerised corpus databased has certified the high occurrences of 

reduplication of non-specific numerical.  Based on a corpus analysis, a reassessment on 

the non-specific numerical has to be carried out.  A bridging cross-reference approach 

and reference assignment in semantic will be used to explain this emerging conflict. 
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2.0 Earlier Grammatical Description 

Numerical is discussed in most Malay grammar books.  In Tatabahasa Dewan (1986), 

Nik Safiah et. al has discussed briefly on this aspect.  Nik Safiah has divided numerical to 

cardinal and non-specific numerical.  According to Nik Safiah, numerical which shows 

an amount with specific attribute is called cardinal numerical, such as ‘dua’ (two), ‘dua 

puluh’ (twenty), ‘tiga ratus’ (three hundred), ‘sepuluh ribu’ (ten thousand) and others.  

Whereas, non-specific numerical such as ‘para’ (a number), ‘beberapa’ (a few), ‘semua’ 

(all), ‘seluruh’ (whole), ‘sekalian’ (everyone) and others.  Non-specific numerical 

indicates plurality and cannot not be reduplicated again.  Therefore, the following 

sentences are considered incorrect: 

 
i) *Segala persiapan-persiapan telah          dibuat.  

  All      preparations               have been  made 
  ‘All     preparations   have   been made’ 
 

ii) *Semua pegawai-pegawai tidak     dibenarkan  bercuti          esok. 
All     officers                  not        allowed        take leave    tomorrow 

          ‘ All      officers   are not  allowed  to take leave  tomorrow’ 
 

Other than the numericals above, Nik Safiah also discusses collective numerical such as 

‘berabad-abad’ (for centuries), ‘beribu-ribu’ (thousands), ‘berguni-guni’ (sacks) and 

others.  Numerical also provides a separate meaning such as ‘masing-masing’ (each), 

‘tiap-tiap’ (every) and ‘setiap’ (each).  The aspect of fraction numericals is also discussed 

such as ‘setengah’ (half), ‘sepertiga’ (one-third), ‘separuh’ (half).1 

  

Abdullah Hassan and Liaw Yock Fang in their book Nahu Melayu Moden (1994) also 

touch on this aspect of numerical.  Their discussion is similar with Nik Safiah et. al 

(1986), except for some additional information from the functional aspects of the 

                                                 
1 This paper will only discuss specific and non-specific numerical 
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numerical itself.  Abdullah and Liaw provide the main function of numerical  as a noun 

modifier.  For example: 

 

i) Saya mempunyai dua   orang sahabat karib.  
I       have            two   class..   friend   best. 
‘I     have    two   best  friends’. 
 

ii) Orang   itu      ada   banyak    wang     yang  disimpan di dalam bank.  
Person  that    have   a lot of    money  rel.     saved      in             bank 
‘That person has   a lot of  money   saved  in the bank’. 
 

iii) Seluruh      ruangan   itu   sunyi senyap. 
Whole         room        the   silent 
‘The whole  room    was  silent’.  

 
Besides functioning as a noun modifier, numericals also function as a subject, object and 

adverb.  Example: 

Subject: 

i) Semua pegawai  sudah keluar dari    bilik    mesyuarat   
All       officers   have   left      from   room   meeting. 
‘All the officers have left the room’. 

 
Object: 
ii)  Umurnya baru lima belas tahun   

    Age  his  only  fifteen      years. 
    ‘He is only fifteen years old’. 
 

Adverb: 
iii) Mereka datang bertiga   
            They     come   three of them 

‘The three of them came together’. 
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In “Nahu Melayu Mutakhir” (1982), Asmah Hj. Omar has explained the numericals in 

more detailed.  Asmah has divided cardinal numerical to ordinal number and quantifier.  

The difference between ordinal number and quantifier is from the aspect of number, 

which can be the foundation of ordinal number but not for quantifier. An interesting 

factor in Asmah’s writing is that she does not state that a quantifier could not be 

reduplicated.  She states that the quantifier ‘para’ (a number) is used to pluralise a noun 

at a higher social status, for instance ‘para pegawai’ (a number of officers) and ‘para 

mahasiswa’ (a number of graduates). 

 

From the three views given by the grammarians discussed earlier, it can be summarized 

that Asmah’s approach to numerical  is more flexible.  Asmah does not state that 

reduplicating a quantifier is grammatically wrong.  However, Abdullah and Nik Safiah et. 

al provide a clear division between specific numerical (cardinal) and non-specific 

numerical (quantifier).  The descriptions provided by Abdullah and Nik Safiah et. al are 

more practical and suitable for the purpose of language teaching at school level, which 

needs a simpler grammatical explanation.  Nonetheless, for graduate studies level, 

Asmah’s view gives more room to be explored in depth.  Asmah’s discussion is able to 

invite more academic debate. 

 

Asmah’s approach is more applicable when discussing corpus based numerical analysis. 

The corpus has shown that the use of non-specific numerical/quantifier has presented that 

reduplication occurs not only in computerized corpus data but also in spoken corpus.  

Malay speakers produce phrases, clauses and sentences by reduplicating non-specific 

numerical with ease.  The frequency of this utilisation is obvious especially in spoken 

corpus.  It is expressed  not only in informal situations but also in formal context.  In fact, 

we also tend to do the same without realising it.  This is where conflict occurs between 

what is contained in grammar books and those in the reality world. 
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2.1  Accepted and   Non-Accepted Forms 

To explain what is known as grammatical and ungrammatical numerical, the following 

examples are taken from corpus data. 

 

2.1.1 Accepted Forms of Specific  and Non-specific  Numerical 

 
a. "Tengok nasib?" Dia bertanya. ***Dua*** orang pemuda yang 

beruniform. “ 
Looking at your luck?” He asked.  ***Two*** uniformed male. 
    

b. Yang ada cuma ***dua*** buah almari besi, dua buah   meja. 
 There were only two steel cupboards and *** two*** tables.   
  

c. kepada pihak berkenaan cuba fikirkan ***segala*** baik buruknya 
kursus vokasional di SMT sekiranya dihentikan.  
To those concerned, please think of ***all*** the good and bad if the 
vocational courses at SMT are ended. 
 

d. "Oleh itu, kerajaan harus bertegas supaya ***semua*** urusan itu dibuat 
secara telus.  
Therefore, the government has to be firm so that ***all*** matters will 
be done permeable. 
 

e. Saranan kerajaan untuk menggalakkan rakyat menumpukan semula 
kepada   sektor pertanian sebagai ***sebahagian*** usaha menangani 
era kegawatan ekonomi sekarang,  
The government’s suggestion to encourage the citizen to focus again to 
agricultural sector as ***part*** of the effort to counter the effect of the 
current economic downturn. 

 
f. kesan El Nino mula menurun dan ***kebanyakan*** iklim dan keadaan 

cuaca dunia mula kembali normal.   
The effect of El Nino has lessened and ***most*** of the world’s climate 
and weather situation has gone back to normal. 
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2.1.2 Non Accepted Forms of   Non-Specific Numerical 

 
a. Dia ingin   menyatakan rasa kesalnya dengan sikap dan   pemikiran 

***sesetengah*** orang-orang kampung yang   tidak berminat 
menghantar anak-anak mereka   untuk mendapatkan pelajaran.  
He wants to express his disappointment with ***some*** of the villagers’ 
attitude and thinking, which are not interested to send their children to 
obtain education.         
 

b. Kita mungkin ada pengalaman melihat bagaimana ada ***sebilangan*** 
anak- anak muda yang menghabiskan malam-malam Ramadan dengan 
kerja sia-sia.   
We may have experienced how ***some*** youngsters spend the nights 
during Ramadhan with useless activities. 
 

c. ***Sebahagian*** kilang-kilang yang akan didirikan di Taman Industri 
Getah itu adalah berkonsepkan inkubetor (incubator) dan bimbingan.   
***Part*** of the factories to be built at the Rubber Industry Park is based 
on incubator and guidance concept. 
 

d. peranan kontraktor (pemborong) sebagai orang tengah yang masih 
dikekalkan di ***kebanyakan*** ladang-ladang KETENGAH .   
The role of contractors as a middle person is still used at ***most*** 
KETENGAH farms. 
 

e. Anda tidak boleh membantu ***semua*** anak-anak Iraq," katanya. 
“You cannot help ***all*** the Iraqis children”, he said. 

 
f. Bolehkah kita mempercayai seseorang doktor itu jika ***segala*** butir-

butir yang sepatutnya di rahsiakan menjadi bahan bualan?   
Can we trust a doctor if ***all*** details have to be confidential from 
topic of conversation? 

  

The data examples above clearly show that there are conflicts between grammarians’ 

views and evidences found from corpus data.  As mentioned earlier, the frequency of data 

using non-specific numerical with reduplicated noun word is quite high.  This is a turning 

point to a new way of explicating Malay grammar.  In line with a linguist task and 
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responsibility, a new study has to be followed up to find the solution if there is any data, 

which is thought to be conflicted with earlier studies.  It is also a linguist’s task to find 

out why such language patterns occur widely, contradicting the grammar perscribed by 

grammarians.  A linguist is not allowed to undermine such data for the language’s own 

interest. 

 

3.0 Explicating the Conflict 

When a conflict occurs in a Malay grammatical description, it is necessary to find a 

solution to explain the language in a more scientific manner.  Linguistic is a scientific 

study, which enables more research to be conducted.  Linguistic is not static because  

language itself is a living entity.  Nevertheless, any scientific studies need a solid 

academic description to ensure language users to accept new findings to replace earlier 

perscribed grammar.  Among the solutions that can be used is by using computerized 

corpus data and spoken corpus. 

 

A corpus data alone is not enough to find the solution.  Hence, theory analysis will 

complete this solution.  In this numerical case, semantic analysis through a bridging cross 

reference approach and reference assignment could help to explain the problems that 

arise. 

 

3.1 Corpus and Linguistic Evidence 

McEnery (2001) states “corpus linguistic is perhaps best described for the moment in 

simple terms as the study of language based on examples of ‘real life’ language use”.  In 

fact McEnery also adds, “corpus linguists study real language, other linguists just sit at 

their coffee table and think of wild and impossible sentences”.  Such statements are not 

well received by linguists from Chomskyans' school of thoughts. In fact, they regard 

corpus linguistic only as a method in language analysis.  
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This opinion can be disputed by observing how semanticists have solved conflicting 

problems with the help of corpus data.  Mindt (1991) and McEnery (2001) prove that 

corpus data is able to; firstly, to give an objective criteria in determining  meaning in 

English and secondly, to solve fuzziness and gradience problems in English.  With corpus 

assistance, Mindt has successfully refuted earlier English grammarians' claims on tenses.  

Mindt discovers that personal subject occurs frequently with present progressive, whereas 

rarely with simple future, will and be going to.  It is clear that there is semantic 

relationship between the subject and the verb used in future time reference. 

 

The same case can be seen in determining polysemy in a dictionary.  Hawiyah Baba 

(2003) and Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin (2003) have shown how the meaning of polysemy 

can be resolved in a dictionary.  Based from corpus data with cognitive semantic 

approach, the meaning of ‘keras’2 (hard) is described based on the gradience of meaning 

which is more systematic3.  Example on the advantages of corpus in gradience is as 

follows: 

 

keras 1. kuat dan padu serta tidak mudah pecah (patah, bengkok, dll) atau berubah 

bentuknya, tidak lembut (empuk,lunak) : 2. dgn giat atau bersungguh-sungguh, dgn 

sepenuh tenaga atau usaha, dgn sungguh-sungguh hati (meminta,mendesak dsb): 3. dgn 

tidak berganjak atau berubah sikap, teguh,kukuh, kuat : 4. tidak dgn bertolak ansur (bkn 

bantahan, tentangan dsb), tegas:  5.  tidak secara sembarangan atau mahu tidak mahu, 

rapi (pemeriksaan, kawalan dll), ketat, sungguh-sungguh:  6. berat akibatnya, tidak 

berdasarkan belas kasihan (bkn tindakan dsb) tegas, tidak berkira-kira:  7. dgn 

sesungguhnya (tanpa sebarang kelonggaran,kekecualian, dsb)  8. membahayakan dan 

mungkin membawa maut (bkn penyakit), teruk, berat:  9.  kuat (tidak lemah), tidak 

mudah ditewaskan (dikuasai dsb), hebat :  10. kencang, deras (angin dll), sangat lebat 

                                                 
2 I will not translate the meaning of ‘keras’. The aim of having this example is to show the importance of 
corpus in arranging the gradience of meaning. ‘Keras’ (hard) is one of them. The definition given is taken 
from a Malay Dictionary namely, Kamus Dewan (1994) 
3 The definition of ‘keras’ in the first paragraph is quoted from Kamus Dewan (1994), whereas the second 
paragraph is the  rewriting of the dictionary entry according to the meaning gradience based on cognitive 
semantic and corpus 
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(hujan): 11. nyaring,kuat (suara, bunyi dll):  12.  tidak lemah lembut atau sopan santun 

(bkn kata-kata), (boleh) menyinggung perasaan:  13.  dapat memabukkan (bkn minuman 

spt bir, wain, wiski dsb), terasa kesan tembakaunya apabila dihisap (bkn rokok atau 

cerut), berat, sangat kuat kesannya (bkn ubat), terasa benar sama ada wangi atau busuk 

dsb (bkn bau), rangsang (bkn bau):  14.  ketat (sumbat botol dll) tidak mudah dilentur 

(bkn spring dsb), tegang:  15.  tidak baik kerana (kononnya) ada  penunggunya, 

berpuaka atau berhantu.   

 

keras 1. (deria sentuh ) kuat dan padu serta tidak mudah pecah (patah, bengkok, dll) 

atau berubah bentuknya, tidak lembut (empuk,lunak) : 14. [2]    (deria sentuh ) ketat 

(sumbat botol dll) tidak mudah dilentur (bkn spring dsb), tegang: 11. [3](deria dengar ) 

nyaring, kuat (suara, bunyi dll): 10.[4].  ( deria lihat) kencang, deras (angin dll), sangat 

lebat (hujan): 13. [5] (deria bau ) dapat memabukkan (bkn minuman spt bir, wain, wiski 

dsb), (deria bau)  terasa kesan tembakaunya apabila dihisap    (bkn rokok atau cerut),  

(deria bau ) berat, sangat kuat kesannya (bkn ubat), terasa benar sama ada wangi atau 

busuk dsb (bkn bau), rangsang (bkn bau):2.[6] (tingkah laku ) dgn giat atau bersungguh-

sungguh, dgn sepenuh tenaga atau usaha, dgn sungguh-sungguh hati (meminta,mendesak 

dsb): 3.[7] (tingkah laku ) dgn tidak berganjak atau berubah sikap, teguh,kukuh, kuat : 

4.[8] (tingkah laku) tidak dgn bertolak ansur (bkn bantahan, tentangan dsb), tegas:  5.[9] 

(tingkah laku) tidak secara sembarangan atau mahu tidak mahu, rapi (pemeriksaan, 

kawalan dll), ketat, sungguh-sungguh: 6.[10] (tingkah laku)  berat akibatnya, tidak 

berdasarkan belas kasihan (bkn tindakan dsb) tegas, tidak berkira-kira:  7.[11](tingkah 

laku) dgn sesungguhnya (tanpa sebarang kelonggaran,kekecualian, dsb)   9.[12]( tingkah 

laku ) kuat (tidak lemah), tidak mudah ditewaskan (dikuasai dsb), hebat. 

 

From the explanation above, it is clear that corpus data provide a semantic solution, 

especially in handling fuzziness and gradience.  The meaning of ‘keras’ (hard) in Kamus 

Dewan (1994)4 can be described with several meanings sistematically following the 

                                                 
4 The arrangement of the word ‘keras’ in Kamus Dewan (1994) is not against the lexicography rules.  
Lexicography  has used the frequency method in arranging the meaning priority.  Only the utilization of 
corpus data as well as linguistic theory will make the meaning arrangement more systematic. 
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cognitive sequence.  This assists users to see the extension of meaning of an entry in an 

orderly manner.  The numbers in brackets are the proposed position as an alternative to 

the present arrangement in the dictionary whereas the numbers without brackets are the 

original position based on the traditional method of arranging definitions in a dictionary. 

 

Going back to the question of numerical.  Is there a possibility that such analysis could be 

done?  The answer is yes.  According to earlier grammarians, the reduplication of a noun 

word following a non-specific numerical is incorrect based on the Malay grammar.  

Asmah does not abide by this by excluding the word “para” (a number).  The problem 

now is that the supposed 'ungrammatical usage' occurs rampantly in language use.  

 

Another role of corpus and linguistic can be proven from Zaharani Ahmad’s study 

(2004).  Often when there are language mistakes done by Malay speakers, redundancy 

will be blamed.  The reason ‘semua guru-guru’ (all teachers) is thought as ungrammatical 

because of redundancy. ‘Semua’  (all) carries the meaning of plurality and therefore it is 

considered as ungrammatical to reduplicate ‘guru’ (teacher). This is why the affixes 

‘memper-kan’5 is considered wrong; ‘yang paling cantik sekali’ (the most beautiful)6 is 

also redundant.  There are many morphological cases which are against the presciptive 

Malay grammar that can be solved with corpus linguistic evidence. 

 

Next, the combination ‘memper’ with adjectives with the ending ‘-kan’ is not allowed at 

all.  This grammatical rule coincides with grammatical description stated in Tatabahasa 

Dewan (Nik Safiah 1989).  The presence of ‘-kan’ is not needed as this will make the 

derivation redundant.  Due to this, grammatical derivative, which follows prescriptive 

grammar, is ‘memperbesar’ (to caose to be big) and not ‘memperbesarkan’ (to cause to 

be big), ‘memperdalam’ (to cause to be deep) and ‘memperdalamkan’ (to cause to be 

deep). 

                                                 
5 Memper-kan is a verb forming affix in Malay, which can combine with verbal, nominal and adjectival 
roots to derive transitive verbs by causation. 
6 Paling and cantik are words that denotes superlative. The prescriptive grammarians claimed that it is 
ungrammatical to have two superlatives in one sentence. It is considered as redundant. 
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Although both derivatives are ungrammatical, Zaharani Ahmad’s studies (2002) shows 

that its usage among the Malay speakers are wide and very productive.  Studies 

concerning the utilization of the affix ‘memper-’ and ‘memper-kan’ are based on corpus 

data conducted by Abdul Jalil (2000).  He has studied corpus data contained in Berita 

Harian and Berita Minggu newspapers – April, May and June 2000.  His findings shows 

the utilization of the prefix ‘memper-’ is not productive compared to the prefix ‘memper-

kan’.  This study also shows that the affix ‘memper-kan’ is combined with all Malay 

language word, including a root word, which is included in an adjective word.  The table 

below shows the frequency of the usage of the affix ‘memper-’ and ‘memper-kan’, which 

is found in the studied derived word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The frequency of the usage of the affix ‘memper-’ and ‘memper-kan’ 
  

Root word  Affix ‘memper-'  Affix ‘memper-kan’ 
 besar (big)   -    9 

cepat (quick)   3    41 
kecil (small)   2    12 
kembang (expand)  2    15 
kuat (strong)   1    11 
kukuh (firm)   13     42 
luas (wide)   8    33 

 

 

The above table shows that Malay language users are inclined to use the affix ‘memper-

kan’ rather than ‘memper-’.  This inclination is not influenced by gut feelings solely, but 

is based by the speaker’s efficiency on the language.  This reflects the grammatical 

system, which is practiced by Malay users as native speakers. 

 

The significance of corpus and linguistic in examining the conflicting problems between 

grammarians and corpus based analysis findings is by looking at the study of pronouns.  
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Nor Hashimah Jalaluddin (2004) has proven that the pronoun ‘ia’ and ‘ianya’ can be used 

to refer to both human and non-human. 
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Diagram 1 

 

From the table above, the utilisation of the pronoun ‘ia’ referring to non-living things is 

higher than the specific use for person.  98% of the corpus from classical data refers to 

non-living things,  84.7% from academic magazine, 81.7% from non-educational 

magazine and 84.4% from text books..  This data show that only the pronoun ‘ia’ 

referring to third person pronoun need to be corrected. Another instances is the pronoun 

‘ianya’ (it). It shows that the rules from the prescribed grammar have to be revised. 
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Diagram 2 

From table 2 above, it can be seen that the pronoun ‘ianya’ can be referred to human and 

non-human.  For classical data, there are 76.7% ‘ianya’ data refering to person, 3.9% for 

academic magazines and 0.6% for non-academic magazines.  There is no data showing 

‘ianya’ referring to person in the textbooks.  The data has proven that the pronoun ‘ianya’ 

can refer to person (from classical data) and to non-human.   

 

Linguistic evidence based on corpus, specifically using bridging cross reference semantic 

analysis is successful in convincing Malay speakers that the pronoun ‘ia’ and ‘ianya’ can 

be used with non-living things after being proven academically.  
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3.1 Specific and Non-SpecificThinking 

 

Apart from corpus and linguistic evidence, the characteristics of Malay thinking can also 

be taken into consideration.  In this case, it is the intention relating to specific and non-

specific thinking.  What is meant by thinking specific and non-specific is the presence of 

other meaning other than plurality in the Malay’s reduplication system.  In this paper, 

specific and non-specific thinking are supported by earlier studies and now has 

contributed to the numerical discussion itself.  Views relating to non-specific numerical 

with reduplicated noun has been considered as ungrammatical and this can be discussed 

with linguistic analysis, specifically semantic analysis. 

 

In her writing on ‘Reduplication in Malay Language: Semantic dan Pragmati Analysis’, 

Nor Hashimah (2001) has proven that a reduplicated noun can also mean specificity and 

non-specificity, other than plurality.  When reduplicated, the word can have a non- 

specific meaning.  Examples given are as follows: 

 

Noun Word (Specific) Redundant Word (Non-Specific) 

Siapa (Who) siapa-siapa (anyone) 

Apa (What) apa-apa (anything) 

Mana (Where) mana-mana (anywhere) 

‘Untung (Gain) untung-untung  (with luck) 

Verb (Specific) Multipled Word (Non-Specific) 

Main (Play) main-main (kidding) 

Duduk (Sit) duduk-duduk (relax) 

Makan (Eat) makan-makan (snacking) 

Gila (Crazy) gila-gila (over enthusiastic) 

Jalan (Walk) jalan-jalan (strolling) 

Minum (Drink) minum-minum (drink with leisure) 
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Rehat (Rest) rehat-rehat (relax) 

Adjective (Specific) Adjective (Non-Specific) 

Gemuk (Fat) gemuk-gemuk (relatively fat) 

Kurus (Thin) kurus-kurus (relatively thin) 

Lampai (Slender) lampai-lampai (relatively slender 

Tinggi (Tall) tinggi-tinggi (relatively tall) 

Sakit (sick) sakit-sakit (relatively sick) 

 

‘Siapa-siapa’ has no specific reference.  Example, ‘Siapa-siapa yang terambil barang 

Siti diharap dapat memulangkannya’ (Whoever has taken Siti’s stuffs, kindly return it).  

In this sentence, no one is focused specifically.  The same goes with ‘makan-makan’.  

‘Makan-makan’ can be referred to a light snack, for instance peanut, pickle, sunflower 

seed as compared to rice or noodle, which is heavy and specific.  Next example on non-

specific is ‘gemuk-gemuk’.  For instance, ‘Budak Mat yang gemuk-gemuk itu yang 

menghantar surat ini’.  (Mat, the relatively fat boy  was the one who sent this letter). 

 

Other than the reduplicated word shown above, there is a type of verb that is always 

connected to activities in a Malay community that can accept the affix verb ‘meN-’ 

easily.  However, there are cases where this verb can not accept the affix verb ‘meN- ’.  

Again, it can be explained that a specific verb that are very much associated to the 

Malays can accept the affix properly, whereas non-specific verb which do not belonged 

to the Malays are incompatible with the affixes.  The example below could prove the 

above. 

 

Specific Non-specific  

Memarang (to chop) Memisau (to knife) 

Merumput (to cut grass) Melalang (to cut long grass)  

Merokok (to smoke) Memaip (to pipe) 
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Menari (to dance) Menjoget (to dance) 

menyusu/menetek (to feed) Membotol (to bottle) 

 

All activities on the left column are the specific activities done by most Malays whereas 

the right column is the unspecific activities in nature.  Apparently, the verbs on the rigt 

column cannot received the ‘men-‘ 7 affix. The characteristics of the above specific and 

non-specific verbs can relate to human’s cognitive process while communicating.  

Sperber and Wilson (405:1999) stated: 

 

‘there is no reason to think that an interpretive expression for relevant thinking through 

optimum is the most literal.  Speaker is supposed to achieve optimum relevance, and not 

literal correctness’. 

 

What Sperber and Wilson meant is that it is the human’s nature in communication to give 

attention to those relevant to only himself.  Although the message conveyed is something 

that is non-specific, it is sufficient as long as the meaning to be understood and the 

interpretation to be received have been given proper attention.  Sometimes the message 

that wants to be conveyed is general and non-specific.  It is the listener’s obligation to 

filter and process the information, which the speaker and listener think is relevant.   

 

Let’s continue with the numerical with reduplicated noun, which has a specific and non-

specific meaning.  If someone wants to say what is being done or someone’s attribute 

specifically, hence the basic word is sufficient.  Listener can process the information and 

the correct input is received from the specification.  However, reduplicated noun is more 

suitable if the message to be conveyed is something that is non-specific, not serious and 

does not require both speaker and listener’s full concentration.  This fits with human’s 

cognition.  Certainly, something non-specific does not require literal remarks.  Man with 

heuristic thoughts can accept non-specific explanation in their communication.  Infact, 
                                                 
7 Affix Men- indicates active transitive verbs.   
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they are able to process message that needs to be delivered without much problem.  What 

is important, the context is clear and the words chosen are easy to process. 

 

4.0  Discussion of Non-specific Numerical Problem  

 

The solution to the problematic pronouns of ‘ia’ and ‘ianya’ are based from corpus 

linguistic data and bridging cross reference, thus numerical also follows the same 

procedure with the addition of sub concept of reference assignment, which is discussed in 

Relevance theory (1995).  This paper will again use specific and non-specific approach in 

categorizing the meaning of non-specific numerical.  Hence, any non-specific numerical 

using sole noun will be regarded to mean specified.  Whereas any non-specific numerical 

using reduplicatied noun will be considered to mean unspecified. 

 

The example below will lessen the confusion: 

 

Specified Non-specific Numerical Unspecified Non-Specific Numerical 

***sesetengah*** calon menggunakan 
khidmat bomoh Siam, bomoh Jawa dan 
bomoh Orang Asli untuk menang,  
***Some*** candidates use the service of 
Siamese, Javanese and Aborigines 
medicine-men to win, 

Dia ingin   menyatakan rasa kesalnya 
dengan sikap dan   pemikiran 
***sesetengah*** orang-orang kampong 
He wants to express his regret with 
***some*** of the villagers’ attitude and 
thinking 

 bilangan peniaga buah sawit sudah 
mencapai tahap maksimum kerana 
***sebilangan*** besar mewujudkan 
persaingan tidak sihat sehingga menjadi 
penyumbang kejatuhan OER. 
 ***The number of*** oil palm trader has 
reached the maximum level because a big 
number has created an unhealthy 
competition until it contributed to the fall 
of OER.  

Kita mungkin ada pengalaman melihat 
bagaimana ada ***sebilangan*** anak- 
anak muda yang menghabiskan malam. 
We may have experienced how 
***some*** youngsters spend nightlife.  
 

Ini kerana ***kebanyakan*** sumbangan Saya yakin keadaan kita lebih baik d 
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karyawan seni yang sudah mati lebih 
bernilai berbanding rakan-rakan mereka 
yang masih hidup. 
This is because ***most*** contribution 
from artists whom have passed away is 
more valuable compared to those who are 
still alive.) 

aripada ***kebanyakan*** negara-negara 
lain yang mana negara lain mereka 
memang pun tidak dapat memberi  peluang 
kerja  
I am confident that our condition is better 
than ***most*** countries, where other 
countries are not giving job opportunities) 

 ***semua*** penghulu mukim, ketua 
kampung, Ahli Jawatankuasa Kemajuan 
dan Keselamatan Kampung (JKKK) 
dikehendaki memberi penerangan dan 
penjelasan 
***All*** territory chief, villagers’ head, 
Villagers’ Safety and Development 
Committee Members are required to give 
explanation and justification.  

 ***Semua*** lesen-lesen perjudian dan 
tempat- tempat hiburan sebagai punca-
punca maksiat dibekukan. 
***All*** gambling and entertainment 
places’ licenses as the source of sinful act 
are freezed.  
 

 

Based from the examples above, a clear model has been found to enable both non-

specific numerical to be analysed with its own roles.  The solution to this problem is by 

using bridging cross reference and sub task of reference assignment as proposed in the 

theory. 

 

4.1 Bridging Cross Reference 

 

Bridging Cross Reference (BCR) approach based on Relevance Theory concept can assist 

grammarians to see how pronouns act as anaphora or cataphora.  According to Kempson 

(1986), BCR is a phrase, which has no antecedent that can connect the second sentence 

with the first sentence in an article to help listener understand the said phrase.  The 

antesedent does not exist at all whether from the explicit content, nor the visualized 

picture.  Therefore, BCR must involve at least two fold sentences.  To help listener 

understand the phrase, speaker must give additional premise that can be part of the 

context.  The listener on the other hand will use the additional premise to detect the 

required antesedent to understand the real meaning intended by the speaker.  For 

example, 
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i) Maka dicampakkannya  galahnya, katanya, "Lari kita, perahu ini ia tiada 
mahu mudik dipegang (oleh) hantu air.  
(Hence the pole was thrown and he said, "Run, it does not want to sail by the 
water ghost.)  

           
Here, ‘ia’(it) is a pronoun with a specific  reference.  ‘Ia’ (it) is also known as anaphora.  

However, a clear reference could not be seen here.  Using BCR, ‘ia’ can be connected to 

the ‘perahu’ (boat).  Based from the context we understand that the boat is something that 

can sail.  The information ‘galah’ (pole) and ‘hantu air’ (water ghost) are additional 

information that strengthens our interpretation that ‘ia’ refers to the boat.  Context 

information is a non-linguistic information.  From semantic aspect, the meaning will stop 

at the logical form.  Meanwhile, pragmatic will further explicate the full intended 

meaning.  The same case can be used for the specific and non-specific meaning.  

Reference assignment and bridging cross reference are able to explain why a pronoun can 

be categorized as specific and non-specific.  The completed context information can 

assist in assigning the reference.  

 

4.2 Non-specific Numerical and Bridging Cross Reference (BCR) 

 

Based from the data above and the few additional data from corpus, the problem with 

reduplication of non-specific numerical can be explained from its usage.  In this section, 

all specific and non-specific numerical will be discussed one by one.  The numerical 

involved are ‘semua’ (all), ‘kebanyakan’ (most), ‘sebilangan’ (a few), ‘sebahagian’ (a 

part) and ‘segala’ (whole). 
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4.2.1  Semua (All) 

1a)  ***semua*** penghulu mukim, ketua 
kampung, Ahli Jawatankuasa Kemajuan 
dan Keselamatan Kampung (JKKK) 
dikehendaki memberi penerangan dan 
penjelasan 
***All*** territory chief, villagers’ head, 
Villagers’ Safety and Development 
Committee Members are required to give 
explanation and justification.  

1b) tahap penglibatan yang tinggi oleh 
***semua*** pegawai-pegawai dan 
keseluruhan proses telah dipermudahkan. 
the high level of involvement by ***all*** 
officers and the whole process have been 
simplified.  

2a)  ***semua*** pengurusan kilang perlu 
prihatin dan bersama membantu polis 
dengan menyediakan peralatan 
keselamatan yang berkesan serta 
memastikan jaga benar-benar bertugas. 
***all*** factories management have to be 
observant and assist the police by preparing 
effective safety equipment as well as 
making sure that guards do their duties  

2b) kerana Malaysia-Singapura perlu 
mencari jalan penyelesaian terbaik bagi 
meleraikan ***semua*** isu-isu yang 
pernah merenggangkan hubungan dua 
hala kedua-dua negara. 
because Malaysia-Singapore have to find 
the best solution to settle ***all*** issues, 
which have separated the two ways 
relationship of the two countries.  

3a) kerajaan bersetuju menggunakan 
angka Bank Negara yang memasukkan 
***semua*** kategori jangka pendek, 
sederhana dan panjang. 
 The government has agreed to use Bank 
Negara’s figure to insert ***all*** short, 
medium and long categories.  

3b) Tulislah surat atau hantarlah telegram 
kepada ***semua*** Raja-Raja Melayu  
 Write letters or send telegram to ***all*** 
Malay Kings.    

 

From the data above,  there exists a pattern of specific and non-specific meaning.  The 

sample sentences (1a), (2a) and (3a) are non-specific numerical examples, which are 

recognized as grammatical.  Meanwhile the sentences in (1b), (2b) and (3b) are non-

specific numerical which violate Malay grammatical formula.  This view can be revised 

by stating that there exist two non-specific numerical in Malay language.  One is 

specified non-specific numerical.  Here, the noun that follows the numerical is not 

reduplicated. The noun itself is a singular noun. Specified here shows that the  singular 

noun used has a clear reference and can be supplied from the sentence context discussed.  

Here, BCR can be applied.  The evidence, territory chief, villagers’ head, Villagers’ 
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Safety and Development Committee Members, factories management, short, medium and 

long categories’  have shown the specific information to be delivered. 

 

When compared to the unspecific non-specified numerical, which use reduplicated noun, 

all examples do not give a specific reference but general attributes.  We can still ask, 

‘where is the officer from’, ‘which issue’ and ‘which Malay king’.  There exists a clear 

statement with general attributes.  Hence, the division can be made by categorizing any 

specified non-specific numerical using a singular noun, while unspecified non-specific 

numerical uses reduplicated  noun. 

 

4.2.2 Kebanyakan (Most) 

4a)  ***kebanyakan*** pembiayaan seperti 
Bai Murabahah, Bai Muajjal dan Bai 
Istisna adalah berdasarkan kaedah kadar 
faedah tetap. 
***most*** expenditure such as Bai 
Murabahah, Bai Muajjal and Bai Istisna are 
based from fixed interest rate method . 

4b) Jarak berselangan di antara  
***kebanyakan*** huruf-huruf adalah 
sama. 
The space in between ***most*** letters 
are the same. 

5a)  ***kebanyakan*** iklim dan keadaan 
cuaca dunia mula kembali normal. 
***most*** climate and world’s weather 
condition has gone back to normal.) 

5b) ***Kebanyakan*** corak-corak 
hiasan  pada hasil-hasil kraf tersebut 
disusun berdasarkan  kepada struktur 
formal. 
 ***Most*** design patterns at the craft 
products are arranged based to the formal 
structure.  

6a) tidak semua kes kemerosotan mutu 
kredit berkaitan kegawatan kewangan 
serantau dan ***kebanyakan*** 
penurunan taraf dilihat RAM sebagai 
sebahagian daripada perubahan profil 
risiko kredit korporat yang timbul 
 not all cases on the fall of credit’s value is 
related to the foreign financial crisis and 
***most*** status decrease is looked upon 
by RAM as a part of the changes in the 
corporate credit risk profile.  

6b) ***Kebanyakan*** pokok-pokok 
balak ditebang dengan begitu  hebat. 
 ***Most*** timber trees are chopped 
widely.  
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The same case can be observed from the examples above.  (4a), (5a) and (6a) tell a 

predicate, which is extremely specific and its reference can be predicted based from the 

context of the sentence itself.  (4a) is about bank financing system, (5a)  is about climate 

and weather condition and (6a) on credit quality (financial system).  Relevance theory has 

stated that reference assignment is one of the important sub tasks to determine the phrase 

to  be understood by listeners.  Since the reference clearly explains the object, hence the  

singular noun that follows the numerical can explain about the specific matter being 

discussed.  Please note that both non-specific numerical carries the meaning of plurality.  

The difference is that one is specified and the other is unspecified.  Referring back to 

(4b), (5b) and (6b),  the three examples show general objects such as expressions like 

‘huruf-huruf’ (letters), ‘corak-corak’ (designs) and ‘pokok-pokok’ (tree).  Listeners have 

to find additional information to determine an exact interpretation.  According to 

Relevance theory, any expression with general attributes carry meaning that does not 

have to be paid attention seriously.  Listeners will stop from processing certain 

information when it reaches its optimum.  Here, the speaker might assume that there is 

nothing serious to be discussed, only to convey the non-specific meaning. 

 

4.2.3 Sebilangan (A few/Some) 

7a) "Saya kesal dengan sikap 
***sebilangan*** orang Pas kerana 
selepas kita memberi bantuan, mereka 
pula menimbulkan isu 
 “I regret the attitude of ***some*** of 
the Pas members because after we had 
given them assistance, they had brought 
up issues”  

7b) Namun demikian keuntungan daripada 
perdagangan komoditi ini mencakupi untuk 
menampung ***sebilangan*** besar 
pedagang-pedagang desa. 
 Nonetheless, the profit from this 
commodity trading is enough to 
accommodate ***most*** of the rural 
traders.  

8a) Hakikatnya inilah aktiviti 
***sebilangan*** remaja kota terutama 
di bandar utama. 
 In reality, this is the activity for 
***most***  urban youngsters, especially 
those at major cities.  

8b) Suatu amalan yang berlaku dalam 
masyarakat kita sekarang ialah 
keengganan ***sebilangan*** kecil anak-
anak menjaga ibu bapa mereka yang sudah 
lanjut umur. 
 One habit occurring in our society today is 
the unwillingness of ***some*** children 
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to take care of their elderly parents.  

9a) ***Sebilangan*** wakil media juga 
turut bermain congkak bersama penduduk 
tempatan dan menyaksikan proses 
membuat kuih bahulu 
 ***A number*** of media 
representatives also joined in the 
‘congkak’ game with the local residents 
and watched the process of making ‘kuih 
bahulu’.  

9b) Kita mungkin ada pengalaman melihat 
bagaimana ada ***sebilangan*** anak- 
anak muda yang menghabiskan malam-
malam Ramadan dengan kerja sia-sia. 
 We may have experience how ***a 
number*** of youngsters spent their 
Ramadhan nights with futilelessly.  

 

Next, the numerical ‘sebilangan’ also presents the same pattern .  Again, ‘Pas members’ 

can be connected with their attitude, ‘urban youngters’ with their activity and ‘media 

representatives’ compared to local residents is information with clear reference and has 

specific attributes.  On the other hand, ‘traders’, ‘children’ and ‘youngters’ are more 

general. 

 

4.2.4 Sebahagian (A part) 

10a) ***sebahagian*** ahli 
Jawatankuasa Masjid Nurul Hidayah 
mendengar ucapan Shamsul Baharin. 
***A part*** of Nurul Hidayah Mosque 
Committee members listened to Shamsul 
Baharin’s speech.  

10b) Sebenarnya perbezaannya hanya 
sedikit dan ***sebahagian*** besar bid 
ang-bidang yang dibincangkan adalah 
sama. 
 Infact, the differences is minor and a major 
***part*** of the field discussed is the 
same.  

11a) ***sebahagian*** projek Sri Puteh 
di Arena Kepayang Putra yang 
memberikan keselesaan kepada 
penghuninya. 
 ***A part*** of Sri Puteh project at 
Kepayang Putra Arena has given comfort 
to its residents.  

11b) ***Sebahagian*** daripada peniaga-
peniaga Melayu ini memang tidak bersedia 
u ntuk menghadapi cabaran dan saingan 
sengit dalam pemasaran koko. 
***A part*** of the Malay businessperson 
is not ready to face the challenges and tight 
competition in cocoa market.  

12a) ***sebahagian*** besar 
penggambaran dibuat di Padang, 
Sumatera Barat, paling mencabar 
kemampuannya. 

12b) menjadi ***sebahagian*** daripada 
unsur-unsur sastera pascamodenisme 
dalam beberapa hal yang bertentangan 
dengan nilai-nilai Islam. 
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 ***A big portion*** of the shooting 
made at Padang Sumatera Barat, really 
challenge its competency.  
 

 It becomes ***a part*** of the 
postmodernism literature elements in a few 
matters, which is against the Islamic 
values.  

 

(10a), (11a) and (12a) also enlist the same matter.  The specificity with the references can 

be retrieved directly from the context of the sentence itself place the singular noun as part 

of the numerical ‘sebahagian’ (a part).  Meanwhile the unspecified non-specific part 

presents those phrases, which is not considered to have any specific information that 

needs to be given attention by listeners.  ‘Mosque Committee members, Sri Puteh project   

and ‘shooting made at Padang Sumatera Barat ’ phrases have a very specific attributes 

and very clear references.  Hence, this phrase is considered clear and obvious and extra 

information is not needed.  Meanwhile, general statements that do not need specific 

attention are ‘disciplines, Malay business person and postmodernism literature elements.’    

The data only tells general matters, which do not need a lot of effort to reach its 

relevance.   

 

4.2.5 Segala (All) 

13a)   "***Segala*** tanggungan dan 
aset syarikat kewangan itu akan 
ditanggung oleh syarikat induk perbankan 
dan ini termasuk kontrak sedia ada 
pelanggan dengan firma kewangan 
terbabit," katanya. 
***“All*** the financial company’s 
liability and asset will be borned by the 
financial’s holding company and this 
include the customers – contracts with the 
related financial firm,” he said.  

13b)  Kerja-kerja  pembinaan empangan 
dijalankan oleh sekumpulan petani yang 
akan melantik seorang ketua yang bertang 
gungjawab untuk mengawas ***segala*** 
kerja-kerja dan setelah siap, 
penjagaannya. 
 The dam construction works are done by a 
group of farmers, who will appoint a 
responsible leader to supervise ***all*** 
works and after completion, its 
maintenance.  

14a)  Pertama, pengakuan keesaan Tuhan 
serta penolakan terhadap ***segala*** 
macam dan bentuk kemusyrikan baik 
berupa patung, bintang, bulan dan 
matahari 
 First, confession on God’s oneness and 

14b) Ini dijalankan beberapa kali  
sehinggalah ***segala*** rumput rumpai 
itu reput. 
 This is conducted a few times until 
***all*** grasses are decayed.  
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rejection towards ***all*** kinds of 
polytheism, be it by the form of statue, 
stars, moon and the sun. 

15a) Seha berkata ***segala*** 
persiapan untuk AIM'98 kini berjalan 
lancar dengan menampilkan Harith 
Iskandar sebagai pengacara. 
 According to Seha, ***all*** preparation 
for AIM’98 is in order with Harith 
Iskandar as the host.  

15b) Enakmen ini telah menghaki s 
***segala*** batasan-batasan yang 
menghalang proses pengeluaran untuk 
pasaran. 
 This enactment has eroded ***all*** 
boundaries, which blocked the production 
process for marketing.) 
 

 

Again, the same pattern can be seen from the numerical ‘semua’ examples.  The model is 

specified versus unspecified.  The information of ‘financial company’s liability and asset    

is connected to ‘financial firm’ and this can verify the BCR analysis.  Additional 

information will strengthen the information that needs to be conveyed.  The same goes 

with ‘polytheism’, which is connected to information such as ‘statue’, ‘stars’, ‘moon’, 

which act as antecedent to strengthen the form, which is considered as polytheist.  

Meanwhile, ‘AIM preparation’ is connected with ‘Harith Iskandar’ as the host, which is 

the completion for the AIM preparation itself.  Readers will automatically receive the 

specific information from the available context.  Therefore, the singular noun, which 

follows the numerical, does not need to be reduplicated.  However, it is a different matter 

with examples (13b), (14b) and (15b).  ‘Construction works, grasses and boundaries’ are 

general information, which do not need attention from listeners.  With this, the 

reduplicated noun shows the unspecified numerical characteristics. 

 

5.0 Conclusion 

 

The overall discussion, which touches upon the linguistic and corpus relationship, has 

brought a new finding in the discussion of Malay numerical.  The role of corpus data in 

presenting authentic corpus can assist linguists to look at language pattern more 

academically.  The explanation on available pattern can avoid biasness in forming 
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grammatical rules.  Infact, more interestingly is the presence of cognitive mechanism 

behind the existing language pattern.  This happens to all languages in the world.  Hence, 

it is not accurate if language is given prescriptive description, which sometimes forms an 

incompatible formula in its own language. 

  

What is important is that the linguistic study discipline allows language patterns to be 

described scientifically.  There is no right or wrong with the use of a language.  As 

linguists, our role is to explain why the language behaves as it is.  Indirectly, the 

description on grammar will be improved and with its challenges. Restriction to the 

language creativity will produce a grammar that will oppose the natural growth of the 

language itself.  Users will feel repressed and may not want to use the language, and 

hence finding a way out to form their own language pattern.  We certainly do not want 

this to happen to Malay language. 
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as the complex bi-lateral relationship between Mexico and the U.S. and the implications 
of animal and human exploitation in both Beuys' and Okón's works. This paper examines 
the role of art in relation to ecology, redefining the nature-culture relationship as a 
“natureculture” (Donna Haraway) based on these works' similarities and also on the 
different perspectives they offer on how art can affect the world. 
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 Until recently, the discipline of comparative literature in Asia mainly meant the East-West 

comparison. Given the increasing volume of cultural exchange among the Asian countries since the 

1990s, including the phenomenon called "hanryu," it seems high time to create an academic forum for 

serious comparative discussions between Asian literatures. The main objective of my research is to 

develop theoretical frameworks to carry out such discussions effectively. In this light, an attempt is 

made to use, as the framework for a comparison of Korean and Japanese literature, the traditional 

sensibilities of urami (in Japan) and han (in Korea) as reflected in modern women's writing. 

 Urami and han are potentially violent emotions that can be translated as grudge or resentment. 

The two sentiments have everything to do with the women's status as a marginalized group in both 

cultures. Urami and han share the same Chinese character. It signifies potentially violent emotions of 

resentment and anger that accumulate in a person who is exposed, for a long time, to ideological and/or 

physical oppression. 

 Despite the similarity between han and urami, Koreans and Japanese women have developed 

dissimilar ways of dealing with and expressing these emotions. The expression of urami is almost 

always depicted as an emotion that conveys violence and revenge. By contrast, han is considered to be 

the result of an emotional transformation. Focusing on the role the concepts of urami and han played in 

modern women's writing, I compare and contrast the works of Hirabayashi Taiko, Kono Taeko, and Oba 

Minako in Japan, and Kang Kyong-ae, O Chong-hui, and Pak wan-so in Korea. 
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Constructing the National Culture—Traditional Social Values and Norms  

Traditional Social Values and Norms as a Part of the National Culture in 

Contemporary China  

The Chinese enthusiasm towards both national integration and pluralism illustrates in 

the coexistence of and harmonious relationship between the national culture and local 

cultures. In order to explain this cultural paradoxical pattern of the Chinese culture and to 

explain the harmony between the national culture and local cultures, I will look into the 

state’s role in construction and formation processes of the national culture and local 

cultures. Furthermore, construction of culture directly relates to construction of identity 

because it is the common culture with which people identify themselves and connect 

themselves to other members within the society. Erikson defines identity as connotation 

of both a persistent similarities within oneself and a persistent sharing of some essential 

characters with others (Dimmer and Kim in Dittmer and Kim, eds., 1993, P4). In this 

sense, understanding the construction process of culture can also help to understand the 

construction of identity under certain circumstances.   

This dissertation argues that the state in terms of its political institutions and policies 

is highly influential in constructing the culture. Common political institutions, common 

rules and policies contribute to institutionalize and routinize social regulation and 

conflict-solving for self-determination or identification (Zetterholm, 1994, P4). The state 

determines the substantive content of national identity through categorization of positive 

reference groups and negative reference groups (Dimmer and Kim in Dittmer and Kim, 
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eds., 1993, P17). As to analyze the state’s roles in construction of the national culture, it is 

important to define what the national culture is first. National culture refers to a system of 

beliefs, ideas, values, norms, and sentiment shared national wide, with which people 

interpret the world and behave themselves. National culture also establishes a system of 

common preference, common perception and conceptualization of the world between 

contending actors (Zetterholm, 1994, P4). There are three defining characters of the 

Chinese national culture: The traditional values and norms, the Chinese language and 

literature, and the national symbols.  

The traditional Chinese values and norms is a significant component of the 

contemporary Chinese national culture because it is very influential on people’s attitudes 

and behaviors in the Chinese society. Particularly, Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism1 

constitute the main part of Chinese traditional culture and exert enduring influences upon 

Chinese social beliefs, values, norms, and behaviors in contemporary China. There is 

great deal of literature analyzing the influence of the Chinese traditional values and 

norms on modern China.  

For Confucianism, the worship and primacy of the state combined with the habit of 

seeking “proper views” from past authorities is a strong feature of the contemporary 

Chinese culture. People with differences and disagreement over historical interpretations, 

political principles, religious beliefs or private values all insist on the Confucian virtues 

                                                        
1 Buddhism was introduced in the Han Dynasty, began its process of localization in China during the Tang and Song 
Dynasties and has finally completed its localization, becoming a major part of the Chinese traditional culture.  
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of conforming to authority and maintaining social order (Vickers, 2003, P16).  

For Daoism, Lu Xun, a famous Chinese scholar in the 20th century claims that China 

has its roots deep in Daoism. One can never understand Chinese history and culture 

without comprehending Daoism. The cosmology and national unity derived mainly from 

Daoism have proved their eternal validity in defining the order for two thousand years of 

official histories, transcending time and events, and still serve as resources for forging 

China’s national identity (Wang, 2000, P1). The Fengshui principles derived from 

Daoism still provide guidelines for location and construction of dwellings and for 

architecture designs. Chinese Fengshui refers to geomancy based on the theories of qi 

(vital energy), yin/yang (binary oppositions), and the five elements of metal, wood, water, 

fire, and earth. Now, there are more than 1,600 temples of the Daoist Quanzhen and 

Zhengyi Sects and more than 25,000 Daoist priests across China. For Buddhism, 

Buddhist concept has profound impact on the moral principles of the Chinese people, the 

Chinese classic literature, and Arts.  

 Actually, some of the Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism’s tenets have become 

the defining characteristics of Chinese culture and Chinese identity. Wang Gungwu 

defines these “core values” as: respect for education and meritocracy; hard work and 

thrift; and loyalty to family networks (Wang in So, Fitzgerald, Huang, and Chin, eds., 

2003, P22). Geremie R. Barme agrees with Wang on that Chinese people put a high 

emphasis on rigorous, even ruthless, competitive education. The education tends to instill 

lifetime standards of excellence in all the recipients and provides the major criterion for 
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the state to allocate lifetime positions of national bureaucratic and other authority to the 

victors of the education competition (Barme, 1999, P373).  

The other consensus of these two scholars is on the importance of community and 

networks, i.e. guanxi in Chinese. Barme claims that the contemporary Chinese possess 

high sense of the value of human community and order as opposed to western emphasis 

on material possessions and accumulation (Barme, 1999, P374). This strong culture of 

family values is also the main explanation for the social stability despite the existence of 

100 million people unemployed in contemporary China. 

Furthermore, Barme stresses rule of virtue as one significant political culture in 

contemporary China and interprets it as to maximize the harmony and cohesion possible 

in society and to stress ritual or rites to ensure that competition is pursued within a 

framework of established ceremony and courtesy that preserves social consensus (Barme, 

1999, P373). The great influence of the Chinese traditional culture also demonstrates in 

heated academic discussions among intellectuals in contemporary China. There are many 

scholars engaging in analyzing Confucian, Daoist, Buddhist, and Mohist thoughts. They 

try to relate the Chinese traditional culture to this modern world. In 1985, there has 

established the International Academy of Chinese Culture by a group of leading Chinese 

intellectuals2 from Peking University. It has been the first privately formed education 

group in China since 1949 (Cheng, 2002, P350), which demonstrates that the state 

permits more intellectual freedom and research on the traditional values and norms. All of 

                                                        
2 Liang, Shuming, Ji, Xianlin, and Tang, Yijie  
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these evidences show that contemporary Chinese society is fascinated with its traditional 

values and norms mainly from Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism (Cheng, 2002, 

P365).  

Since Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism are so influential in the Chinese 

national culture and national identity, analyses of their contemporary patterns are of 

paramount significance to understand Chinese civilization and the society. Moreover, it is 

more interesting to see how they reach contemporary patterns undergone more than two 

thousand years of historical changes. In order to analyze the developmental processes of 

the Chinese traditional values and norms, I will look back into the Chinese history to see 

how the state play its role in shaping the traditional culture and in leading it to reach its 

modern stage.  

Main Themes of Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism  

In this part, I am going to analyze the most important traditional values and norms 

derived from Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism. Discussion of their respective main 

themes will provide cultural causes and justification for discussion of the state’s attitude 

and behavior later on. Confucius3 born in Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.) is 

the founder of Confucianism that stresses ren4(benevolence/love/ humanity), yi 

(righteousness/justice), li (ritual/rites), zhi (wisdom), xin (sincerity), lian (frugality), chi 

(sense of shame), zhong (loyalty), and xiao (filial piety). It is worth analyzing the 

                                                        
3 Who is also called Kong Fu-zi (551-479 B.C.)  
4 Ren (jen) has also been translated as human-heartedness/empathy/humanness/goodness  
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definition of filial piety because it is one of the most influential themes of Confucianism 

that the Chinese state has continuously stressed.  

Confucius explains the meaning of filial piety as follows: “while the parents are 

living, serve them with li; when they die, bury them with li; sacrifice to them with li. 

Filiality is the root of virtue and the root of human civilization. It begins with the serving 

of our parents, continues with the serving of our prince, and completes with the 

establishing of our own character (Wilson in Dimmer and Kim, eds.,1993, P107)”. From 

this definition, we should not understand filial piety narrowly as within family members 

but should expand it to human attitudes towards the society and the state. Another 

founder of Confucianism is Mencius who lived in the Warring States Period (389-305 

B.C.) advocates “benign government” illustrating a common belief in Chinese saying, 

“those who lose the support of the people will fall from power5”. 

Confucius and his disciples are concerned with the principles of good conduct, 

practical wisdom, and proper social relationships. Confucianism tends to establish the 

pattern of living and standards of social values, and to provide the background for 

Chinese political institutions. Confucianism defines five core human relationships, i.e. 

social status with rights and duties between them. These are ruler-subject, father-son, 

elder brother-younger brother, husband-wife, and friend-friend. The principles of 

Confucianism demonstrate in nine ancient Chinese works: the Four Books and the Five 

Classics. The Four Books consists of the Analects of Confucius, the Doctrine of the Mean, 

                                                        
5 Kedourie, Elie in Gries, Peter Hays, 2004, P128  
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the Great Learning, and the Works of Mencius. The Five Classics consists of the Classics 

of History, the Classic of Poetry, the Classics of Rites, the Book of Changes, and the 

Spring and Autumn Annals.   

Later after the emergence of Confucianism, Celestial master Zhang Daoling 

established Daoism 1,900 years ago during the Eastern Han Dynasty. Its principal canon 

is the Dao De Jing (The Classic of the Virtue of the Dao) written by Lao Zi6 born in the 

Spring and Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.). Its well-known symbol is the diagram of the 

cosmological scheme, comprising a circle bisected by a wavy line. The line divides the 

circle into two halves, namely yang (the white side) and yin (the black side).  

Daoism proclaims the dialectical philosophy of inaction, the way of Dao and Virtue 

of nature. Dao is the inherent characteristics of the nature with moral values. Dao also 

refers to the way that man should behave to be aligning with the natural order of the 

universe. Universal love, benevolence, and aspiration to immortality are the essential 

spirits constitute the fundamental principles for personal conducts. Daoism emphasizes 

contemplation, inner meditation, and self-cultivation as the main way to accumulate 

virtue and to solve problems. Daoism proposes that the state of non-action (wuwei), 

absence of passion and desire, and non-struggle can help people to live in simplicity and 

truth. Daoism rejects self-assertiveness, competition, and ambition and is indifferent to 

rank and material vanity.  

There are three leading themes of Daoism defining the interaction between human 

                                                        
6 whose original name is Li Er (604-531 BC)  
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beings and the nature: five elements (wuxing), qi, and yin/yang. Human body, 

specifically the five main organs and orifices, corresponds to the five parts of the nature: 

water, fire, wood, metal, and earth. The five elements7 cosmology has no fixed structure 

or substance but exists in its multivalence, in its fluid meaning and ever-changing 

structure (Wang, 2000, P213). Each person is given the qi to nurture the life. Yin/yang 

describes a set of generators of binary oppositions and stresses balance and alteration 

between them. All these themes present a consistent, coherent, and interdependent 

relationship between humans and the nature.    

 Another major philosophy heavily influencing Chinese traditional social values and 

norms is Buddhism. Sakyamuni8 around the 6th century B.C. created Buddhism that 

claims miserable human life and spiritual emancipation. Human life includes 

reincarnation, i.e. cycles of birth, living, and death. People can only leave the cycles of 

miserable life and attain nirvana by separating their spirit from their physical bodies. 

Buddhism claims the four noble truths: 1) Life involves suffering; 2) Suffering originates 

from desires for transient things; 3) Suffering can be relieved by termination of desires; 4) 

the eightfold path can help humans to liberate from desires. The eightfold path contains 

right understanding, right thoughts, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right 

effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration. Buddhism was introduced into China 

through Central Asia via the Silk Road during the Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-24 AD) 

                                                        
7 Wang Aihe also calls them correlatives in his book.  
8 Who was born about 563 BC in the place called Nepal. He was called Siddhartha Gautama and was a prince until the 
age of 29.  
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around Christ born time.   

As we can see, Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism are closely related to each 

other and they share many commonalities in conceptualizing human life and the society. 

All of their primary doctrines formed in the 6th century B.C. and there are three apparent 

concurrences among them. First of all, all of them believe in reciprocity of human life. 

Confucianism stresses filial piety, i.e. strict observance of familial ties and obligation. 

The central morality involved is to respect and treat others the way as one wish to be 

treated oneself9. The mutuality and reciprocity is the principle of Confucianism that 

begins with one’s behavior towards one’s parents, family members, and extends to all 

other human relationships. Daoism also defines its essential spirit of social conduct as 

universal love and benevolence, and such behaviors are reciprocated. Many Buddhists 

believe in the balance between one’s accumulation of sin and merit, and the nature of 

one’s next life cycle. 

In other words, if one has accumulated enough merit throughout one’s life, the next 

life to come will be better than the contemporary one. From this perspective, they all 

accept the doctrine of dao but they interpret it differently (Li in Cheng and Bunnin eds., 

2002, P269). The dao defined as the universal rule for human life leading to equity, treats 

everyone fairly, distributing reward for good deed and penalty for bad deed.  

Second, the three of them place little value on personal interest such as fame, power, 

                                                        
9 Christ articulates the same moral rule: do onto others as what others will do onto you.; what you do not want done to 
yourself, does not do to others.   
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and money. They propose to live a simple life by minimizing personal desires. Compared 

with Western philosophy, all of them bear strong idealist color and de-emphasize realist 

perspective. Confucianism suggests that humans as social creatures ought to transcend 

selfish interests and desires but focus on collective well-being. Confucius states: A 

virtuous person seeks righteousness whereas the one without virtue weeks benefits. 

During the Song Dynasty, there developed a slogan calling for preserving heavenly laws 

and repressing human desires10. Furthermore, Daoism rejects self-assertiveness, 

competition, and ambition but prefers a life-style of living a spontaneous life far away 

from secular high position, wealth, and fortunes. Buddhism proposes not living in 

luxurious way or being involved with money.  

Third, all of them claim the unity between humans and the nature, the unity of 

knowledge and action, and correlations among all sorts of living things (Cheng in Cheng 

and Bunnin, eds., 2002, P376). They all believe in the doctrine of pervasive unity and the 

ultimate truth in the universe (Li in Cheng and Bunnin eds., 2002, P269). Confucianism 

proposes that humans should pursue righteousness and behave in accordance with the 

demands of existing social situations. In this way, humans can act in accordance with the 

mandate of heaven. Daoism claims that all nature and various species including human 

being should uphold Dao and virtue that under rule all aspects of the nature’s continuous 

and harmonious system. With such belief, Daoists would make friends with the nature 

rather than dominate or conquer it with human discretion. Buddhism believes in a 

                                                        
10 Other translation: survive on heavenly principles; root out human desire.  
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meaning unity between the natural life and spiritual life and proposes not harming living 

creatures.          

State’s Selection and Promotion of Confucianism as the Dominant Social Norms in 

Han Dynasty  

After discussing the original tenets of Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism, we will 

see how the traditional culture has been promoted, modified, abandoned, and revived 

under different state attitudes and policies in the Chinese history. During Confucius 

lifetime and until the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-220 A.D.), Confucianism did not get true 

recognition or enough attention in China, because during this time, China underwent 

turbulent transition from slavery system to feudal system and the state was weak in 

controlling social orders. Only till the Han Dynasty when the state got full control of the 

country did Confucianism become the ideological orthodoxy and was codified into 

China’s political and social systems. The Han Dynasty selected and promoted 

Confucianism as the dominant national culture mainly through its education system and 

meritocratic strategy.  

First of all, the state set up national academies with learned scholars and encouraged 

them to restore the Confucian works as well as copies destroyed in the preceding period, 

to canonize, and to teach them. Then, Dong Zhong-shu made significant contribution to 

the success of Confucianism in Han Dynasty through his recommendation of setting up 

education system based on the teachings of Confucianism.  

Emperor Han Wudi founded a state system of education in 124 BC. Initially, there 
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was Tai Xue or Great Academy in the capital city. Later, the Han Dynasty established 

provincial schools that taught Confucianism all across China. The school system reached 

down to the prefectural level during the Song Dynasty and further down to counties in the 

Ming and Qing dynasties (Elman, 2000, P127). Since the Han Dynasty, the Five Classics 

had been the foundation of Chinese education, particularly for administrative bureaucrats 

until the end of Qing Dynasty in 1911.  

The Chinese civil service examination system together with the education system 

significantly creates incentives and opportunities for people to learn Confucian values 

and norms and thus promotes Confucianism to be the most influential philosophy in 

China. In order to select officials with ability and virtue, the Chinese state uses the 

examination system to value students and to recruit men based on the strength of their 

knowledge on the classic literature of Confucian works. This merit based rather than birth 

or political connection based recruiting system encourages all young people to study 

Confucianism, and as a result facilitates the development and expansion of Confucian 

education in China.  

Qualified candidates could not only enjoy legal and tax benefits but also receive their 

appointments in the government. With one person passing the provincial examination, the 

social status of his entire family would be raised to the level of scholar gentry and the 

family can receive prestige as well as privilege. Since there was no other way to achieve 

the comparable social status and political prestige as through the civil examination 

system, many people set their priority goal on attaining education, passing exams, and 
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becoming an official (Elman, 2000, P240).  

The social and cultural impact of the education and examination systems in ancient 

China can never be overemphasized. The empire-wide education institutions have 

political significance for centralization in the Chinese history because they serve many 

functions to bring diverse metropolitan, provincial, and local interests together in the 

carefully monitored examination marketplace (Elman, 2000).  

The system creates common experiences in term of learning the same texts and 

taking the same examinations among the young generations. People spend twenty to 

thirty years memorizing the orthodoxies and commentaries, and along this lengthy 

learning process they need to take eight levels of examinations towards the highest degree 

disregarding retaking times. The biennial and triennially examinations at local counties, 

towns, provinces, metropolitan areas, and national capitals mobilize thousands of 

examination candidates to gather in designated cities and exert strong impact on their 

daily life, individual hopes and anxieties, and corresponding popular culture (Elman, 

2000). The civil examination thus became the convening point of imperial interests, 

family strategies, and individual aspirations and ambitions (Elman, 2000, P240).     

Why Confucianism?  

Comparing the different themes and focuses of Confucianism and Daoism, we can 

see the reasons why the state actively promoted Confucianism as the official ideology 

while accepted Daoism as a healthy supplement for the national culture at the time. First 

of all, the inclusive and tolerant features of Confucianism provide the state with more 
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flexibility and space of leverage when dealing with other social values and norms. 

Second, Confucianism has more secular and practical nature than Daoism and thus fits 

into the state’s secular nature. In other words, Confucianism is less a religious philosophy 

than an ethical system.  

Third, comparing with Daoism, Confucianism presents more active and flexible 

orientation of attitudes and behaviors towards social life. Daoism emphasizes preserving 

the true nature and avoiding social conflicts by retreating into the mountain and living an 

unknown life. Daoists choose to seclude from society and chase tranquility and 

spontaneity inside to achieve transcendence. On the contrary, Confucianism stresses on 

fulfilling political ideals by striving in society and changing the world with its idealist 

principles. It encourages participation in civil service to realize Confucian political 

ideology. Whenever encountering harsh time, Confucians can hide and go into seclusion. 

But spirit of aspiration will encourage Confucians to return to society when opportunity 

matures. Thus, tranquility and social endeavor coexist and complement each other in 

Confucianism, making life flexible.  

Fourth, Confucianism emphasizes filial piety and observance of familial tiers and 

obligations. Collective well-being rather than individual well-being is the central focus 

leading to social harmony. The Confucian emphasis on strict social relationships can help 

to create a strong sense of collective responsibility and self-regulation in the Chinese 

society. These values and norms are very important for maintaining a stable social 

structure and order, which can further help the state to strengthen its political control 
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across the country. Politically, Confucianism advocates a reciprocate relationship between 

the state and the society. The state should be paternalistic with ren (love/goodness), 

benevolence, and honor. The rulers should cultivate their morals to be good examples to 

the people, while the subjects should be respectful and obedient.  

Fifth, Confucianism strongly emphasizes self-discipline and education to cultivate 

virtue in humans and to achieve social harmony. Confucius argues that all people possess 

similar potential and education is the way to cultivate them and to prevent them from 

immoral behaviors. Education, self-discipline, and the inculcation of the sense of shame 

help to cultivate the three universal virtues, namely love, wisdom, and courage, and to 

create well-ordered human communities without chaos, cruelty, and selfishness. These 

arguments nicely fit into the state’s needs and aspirations for social and political stability 

at the time and as a result, the state entitled Confucianism the dominant status in the 

Chinese society.  

However, Daoism also appeared appealing to the state as a supplement for the 

national culture in two aspects. First, Daoism believes in “wuwei” (non-action) and lets 

the underlying Dao (way of reality) to govern life. When people encounter with 

frustrations and problems, Daoism rejects struggling for a change but proposes inner and 

external cultivation of Dao such as meditation and benevolent behaviors, to accumulate 

merits, and virtues. From the state’s perspective, these arguments can help to create a 

safety valve of political control for social discontents and failures. Especially during 

political turbulence and in periphery areas far away from the centralized state institutions, 
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Daoism can strengthen the state’s control by pacifying the society with composed 

mentality.  

Second, Daoism stresses health, longevity, and vitality. It suggests physical and 

breathing exercises called qigong (vital-energy exercise), taking elixirs, and practicing 

wushu (martial art). With these favorable political and social influences in mind, the state 

encouraged the spread of Daoism by constructing Daoist temples across the country. In 

fact, values and norms of Daoism have created favorable environment in China for 

development of many respectable doctors, pharmacists, and the Chinese medicine. 

State’s Accommodation of Daoism and Buddhism in Tang and Song Dynasties  

Following the fall of the Han Dynasty, Confucianism although still was the chief 

source of learning materials for schools, suffered from temporary setbacks because of 

unstable political situations until the restoration of peace and prosperity of the Tang 

Dynasty (618-907 A.D.). On the contrary, Daoism and Buddhism had growing influences 

during this turbulent period. As a foreign culture, Buddhism did not demonstrate great 

influence in the Chinese society until the South and North Dynasties (420-588 A.D.). 

Before this time, Buddhism had been dependent upon the local Chinese 

culture—Confucianism and Daoism. During the South and North Dynasties, the Chinese 

state began to introduce and translate all the scriptures of all Buddhist schools from India 

systematically and Buddhism began to exert its profound influence in China. During the 

Tang and Song Dynasties, Buddhism became localized and merged with Confucianism 

and Daoism, altogether establishing the basic framework of Chinese traditional values 
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and norms.  

During the Tang Dynasty, the state adopted a rather liberal attitude towards culture, 

especially religions. The state encouraged the spread of Confucianism by once again 

ensuring the Confucian scholars the highest bureaucratic positions and claimed 

Confucianism as an orthodox state teaching. The state also demonstrated its appreciation 

of Confucian filial piety by enacting a law stipulating that sons or grandsons who 

registered separately and divided family property while the grandparents or parents were 

still alive could be transported for three years (Wilson in Dittmer and Kim, eds., 1993, 

P110). Moreover, the state set up temples of Confucius and let the society use them as 

public edifices designed for annual ceremonies, especially on Confucius’ birthday.  

As to the development of Daoism in Tang Dynasty, almost all emperors embraced 

Daoism. There are basically two reasons explaining why Daoism was so appealing to 

them. First, the emperors in Tang Dynasty shared the same surname Li with Lao Zi (Li 

Er), the founder of theory of Dao. They regarded themselves as descendents of Lao Zi 

and thus treated Daoism with special preference and care. Second, as mentioned above, 

Daoism stresses on vitality and longevity. The emperors were fascinated with the Daoist 

notion of immortality and elixirs and built Daoist temples all over the country for the 

elites to worship and to enshrine Lao Zi.  

Some Emperors adopted Buddhism as their personal religion, funded construction of 

Buddhism monasteries and temples throughout the country, and permitted preaching of 

Buddhist ideas to the people. The Buddhist concept of universal king should not be 
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regarded as the ruler’s mystification for an instrument of exploitation and dominance, but 

rather as a model for and a model of political conduct (Wang, 2000, P18).  

As a result, Buddhism was very influential in variety of aspects of social life in Tang 

Dynasty. Shaolin Monastery has gained wealth and influence with the increase in the 

number of faithful people in Buddhism and became a place of pilgrimage for both monks 

and laymen. There are Daxingshan Temple, Xingjiao Temple, and Xiangji Temple to the 

glory of Buddhism in the capital of Tang Dynasty, Chang’an (called Xi’an now).  

During this time, there was also a great deal of cultural exchanges in Buddhism 

between China, India, and Japan. In memory of the monks such as Monk Xuanzang11 

(602-664AD) and Monk Yijing who traveled into India to do research on Buddhism, there 

have established the Big White Goose Pagoda and Small White Goose Pagoda. Thus, the 

liberal and enlightened cultural policy of the Tang Dynasty has helped to develop the 

national culture, to win support of the society, and to consolidate the rule of the dynasty. 

The policy also has helped to establish friendly relationship with other countries.  

By the 12th century12, with continuous state construction, Confucianism had evolved 

into a rigid philosophy that calls for preserving heavenly laws and repressing human 

desires. There developed a famous slogan: survive on heavenly principles; root out 

human desires. Confucianism also went into extreme social classification by enhancing 

social status of intellectuals but looking down upon merchants and peasants. At the same 

                                                        
11 Whose story constructs the basic facts of the famous novel: A Journey to the West  
12 A.D. 960-1127, Northern Song  
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time, because Confucianism stresses on social stability as a premise for prosperity, there 

has developed in ancient China a paramount political criterion used to value the 

accomplishment of a certain dynasty: whether it was able to hold together the different 

regions within the country (Lin, 2000, P128). With the state as the leading force in 

constructing and crafting the culture, Confucianism along with Daoism and Buddhism 

had established the framework of Chinese traditional culture and Chinese mentality. The 

following emperors adopted and reinforced the framework in politics and economy.  

State’s Downplay and Repression of Traditional Social Values and Norms  

Confucianism was prosperous in Song and Ming Dynasties but encountered serious 

challenges since the Qing Dynasty. During the Qing (Ch’ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), with 

the state’s strict control over cultural products, many Qing scholars could only do 

research on Chinese history and national culture by copying and consulting ancient books. 

The cultural monopolization of the Qing government, its rigid imperial exam system, and 

its strict literary inquisition led to deadlock of national culture and loss of vitality of the 

social values.  

Furthermore, the framework of traditional values and norms shattered under political 

crisis since the mid-nineteenth century when China was forced to open its door after the 

first Opium War in 1840. The Westerners with their comparatively stronger guns invaded 

China and from the time onwards they wanted to control China. Thousands of Chinese 

people tried to save the nation by strengthening the state’s military force through learning 

and adopting the Western science and technology. However, history did not give them a 
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chance. The corrupt and incapable Qing government lost the war with Japan in 1894 and 

at the same time lost hearts of the people. Chinese people then called for a reform in the 

political system and overthrew the Qing Dynasty with a revolution in 1911. With the 

collapse of Qing government, Confucianism lost the state support and its social status as 

the official ideology.  

During this time, Western culture and thoughts also came to influence China along 

with their science and technology. Chinese intellectuals were so frustrated with these 

dramatic political, social, and economic changes that they tended to also reject the 

Chinese traditional values and norms. Max Weber regards Confucianism as a significant 

force to keep China from developing capitalist economy, ridiculously out of date, corrupt, 

and not in pace with modernization. Levenson concurs with Weber that China must 

discard Confucianism in order to develop science. Confucianism is nothing than a record 

in books that can no longer inspire its followers. China is like a vast museum consigned 

to the dead. (Levenson, 1965)  

The new state, i.e. the Republic of China tried to differentiate itself from the obsolete 

Qing government by replacing the old political, social, economic, and cultural systems 

with new order. With its consent, there was the New Culture Movement advocating 

science and democracy while criticizing Confucianism during 1915 to 1919. 

Confucianism was labeled as decadent and reactionary full of old ideas, ethics, and 

literature. There was a slogan on the New Youth magazine: Down with Confucius and 

Sons.  
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The Chinese Communist government faced the same dilemma between traditions and 

modernity as the Republic government had when the Communist Party achieved its 

victory in the civil war in 1949: Why it is so difficult to develop China and what causes 

the constant contradictions between modernity and status quo? It is the deep-rooted 

Chinese traditional values and norms that drag the pace of modernization in various 

social aspects. This argument attributed all developmental failures to the Chinese 

traditional culture, and as a result political tragedy such as the “Cultural Revolution” 

happened.  

The state propaganda heavily criticized Confucian-based traditions. Political 

movements de-emphasized the family system that had been entitled to great reverence in 

the past under the Confucian social system. The state organized several official 

campaigns against Confucianism in the 1960s and early 1970s and published few 

Confucian classics during the time. Moreover, the state shut down higher education 

institutions and as a result China lost a rising generation of college and graduate students, 

professionals, teachers, researchers, and technicians.  

State’s Retrospection of Traditional Values and Norms since 1980  

However, since the beginning of 1980s, the Chinese government has changed its 

attitudes towards Chinese traditional values and norms, the Confucianism in particular. 

There are two main reasons contributing to this change. First, the economic miracles in 

South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore lead to revival of Confucian 

ethic as a cultural explanation for their successful economic development.  
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During the ancient time, China was the leading civilization in the world and the 

Chinese traditional culture began to influence the neighbor countries such Korea, Japan, 

Vietnam, and the Southeast Asia ever since the first century. They all have cultural 

background based upon Confucianism. Rather than adopting the Western modernization 

package including market economy, democratic polity, and individualism, the industrial 

East Asia demonstrates an alternative version of modernity including market economy 

with network capitalism, authoritarian state, and centrality of family virtues (Tu in Tu ed., 

1996, P7). In the case of Japan, it has its developmental model based on teamwork, social 

solidarity, and government leadership, a kind of modernization grounded in a 

combination of Western economy and Confucian ethics.  

The economic success of these areas indicates that Confucianism is not at odd with 

modernization but it can be a supporting ideology for development (Tu in Tu ed., 1996, 

P10). Confucianism presents a panoramic array of new views and new visions that can 

successfully cope with modernity and the modern world. It also provides an alternative 

and a new vitality besides the Western philosophy for transforming human life, human 

society and the human world toward modernity (Cheng in Cheng and Bunnin, eds., 2002, 

P365).  

The other reason for the change of the state attitudes towards the Chinese traditional 

values and norms is driven by internal socio-economic transformations under the 

implementation of the “opening and reform” policy in 1980s. Introduction of market 

mechanism and free trade together with increase in cultural exchange and learning with 
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the outside, especially from those areas under high Confucian influence, helps China to 

retrospect and reassess its cultural strategies for modernization.  

With the implementation of the policy, the Chinese government claims its beginning 

to take a path towards modernization with Chinese characteristics. In other words, the 

state realizes that modernization does not necessarily mean Westernization disregarding 

local circumstances. From the cultural perspective, the way that totally discards the 

traditional cultural legacy and turns aside violently will not only retard economic 

development but also end up with tremendous social problems.  

While introducing the Western market economy, science and technology, the state 

should not reject traditions but try to confirm the continuous role of tradition and to 

utilize indigenous resources, i.e. spiritual resource act as social and cultural capital, the 

Confucian ethic in particular (Tu in Tu ed., 1996). Learning from the NIC13s of East Asia, 

the state can combine Chinese traditional ethic with modernity, take advantages of the 

highly developed Chinese values system as a rich texture, and construct a cultural 

background as a favorable environment for economic and social development. In this way, 

China can have the type of modernization of its own style.  

Further Political and Social Concerns in State’s Decision-making as to Traditional 

Values and Norms 

Reassessment of the complicated Chinese traditional culture and Chinese 

philosophical thought becomes more and more important as the century progresses 

                                                        
13 Newly Industrialized Countries  
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(Bunnin in Cheng and Bunnin eds., 2002). As the market economy develops and with the 

pending Taiwan issue, the Chinese government recognizes more and more values in 

promotion of the Chinese traditional values and norms. In other words, the Chinese 

government realizes the advantages of reviving the Chinese traditional culture as an 

efficient approach to serve the nation’s political, economic, and social interests.  

From the political perspective, since Taiwan maintains highly influential 

Confucianism, the revitalization of Confucianism in the main land China can help to 

build up more cultural consensus on social values and norms between the two sides of the 

channel. The recall of Chinese traditional culture will contribute to developing social 

mentality of common history and common historical destiny, and thus retrieve shared 

national identity. The strengthened national culture and national identity can put up solid 

bridges and help to achieve national reunion.  

Furthermore, the accelerated economic development in China has also brought about 

many serious social problems such as inequality, excessive individualism, and pernicious 

competitiveness. The increasing gap between development in economy science, 

technology, and low level of human morality leads to increase in the ability of human 

beings to take advantage of resources to serve evil purposes, causing disasters to human 

societies. The development of the market-oriented economy has caused increase in 

people’s desire for money and profit. The growing indulgence in individual-interest and 

utilitarian mentality may lead to increase in crime rates of drugs, sex, and financial 

dupery. The rapacity of human beings also results in serious environmental malpractice 
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and over-exploitation over natural resources.  

All of these problems can be mitigated or even solved by reducing spiritual 

barrenness and ethical deviation, and improving morality in the society with Confucian 

ethic. The rich Chinese traditional culture full of thoughtful moral discussions can 

provide Chinese people with spiritual food and can facilitate healthy human behaviors as 

well as social relations. For instance, the modern Confucianism helps to revive of the 

ethical values and cultural form of humanity and places these concerns with modern 

science and technology (Cheng in Cheng and Bunnin eds., 2002, P385). There are various 

approaches such as education and mass media for the state to cultivate the society, 

especially the young generations with the Chinese traditional values and norms stressing 

human virtues and ethics.  

The revival of the Chinese traditional values and norms can not only provide China 

with healthy social environment for further economic development, but also serves social 

interest by offering solutions for so called “belief crisis” or “crisis of confidence” in 

contemporary China. Before the twentieth century, the Chinese traditional culture, 

Confucianism in particular, provided the Chinese with ethical values and social norms 

regulating social interactions. However, during the China’s Recent and Modern history14, 

the invasion of foreign countries and aspiration for modernization urged the Chinese 

people to give away their traditional culture. The state tried to replace the Chinese 

                                                        
14 From office interpretation, China’s Recent history starts from 1840, the first Opium War. China’s Modern history 
starts from 1919, the May Fourth Movement.  
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traditional culture with some more modern and aggressive cultures such as Western 

democracy, Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong thought and nationalism.  

Since the mid-nineteenth century, China confronted enormous external threats, 

internal political instability, economic collapse, and social disintegration. Under such 

socio-economic circumstances, nationalism emerged as the strongest Chinese ideology in 

the 20th century and became effective instrument for the state to mobilize the military, 

workers, peasants, merchants, and intellectuals (Tu in Tu ed., 1994). Although the history 

of a hundred-year humiliation still remind the Chinese of strong nationalism now and 

then, none of these ideologies seem fit into the contemporary situations in China under 

the modernization and globalization process. The state has to find a more suitable 

ideological orientation to fulfill the vacuum in the national faith and loyalty. The Chinese 

traditional values and norms become the qualified and convenient candidate right there 

waiting for its revival.            

State’s Revitalization of the Traditional Culture     

As we can see from the above analyses, the Chinese government has enough reasons 

to revive the Chinese traditional culture to serve its political, economic, and social 

interests. Today, the Chinese government has made systematic efforts to preserve and 

develop the Chinese traditions. In 1958 the state formed research group to plan the 

publication of classics but the group’s work was stagnant until the end of the Cultural 

Revolution. In 1981, the group began to train specialists and organized an inter-collegiate 

committee to assort classics. During 1982-1990, the group sorted out and published about 
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4,000 categories of classics. Now the group publishes periodicals named Studies in 

Chinese Classics annually and Traditional Culture and Modernization bimonthly. It also 

sponsors coming 10 publications on traditional Chinese culture. The research group is 

engaged in compilation of A Comprehensive List of Chinese Classics and An Outline of 

Chinese Classics. Accumulatively, the publication if Chinese Classics is between 

80,000-100,000 issues. The research group has already planned its nationwide classics 

publication schedule into 2080. 

Furthermore, the government is considering building a Museum of Chinese Classics 

to display the publications. Two series of publications have attracted great attention of the 

public: The Complete Works of Chinese Classics and the Library of Everlasting Classics. 

These publications contain about 250 million Chinese characters, use horizontal format 

rather than the traditional vertical format, and use simplified characters as well as 

punctuation, making them easier to read. In order to introduce more classics with 

traditional values and norms to the public, the government has made great investment to 

translate fifty classics into vernacular to facilitate public understanding. In contemporary 

China, thousands of professionals are working on Chinese classics and eighteen 

publishing houses together with eighty research institutes are specializing in classics 

research, study, and publication.  

State’s Promotion of Traditional Values and Norms through the Education System  

After 1980, China’s education institutions also put more and more emphasis on 

teaching the Chinese traditional values and norms to students, conducting the traditional 
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cultural studies, publishing voluminous books and essays, and forming a number of 

research organizations. Education as a significant part of the socialization process has 

undeniable influence on formation and change of the cultural patterns. Changes in 

education system and learning materials can effectively change the social attitudes, values, 

and beliefs of the young generations. Since most of the education institutions are public 

and the education system is centralized in China, the Chinese state enjoys great control 

over design of curriculum and indoctrination materials. In other words, the education 

system is one of the key instruments with which the contemporary Chinese state sets out 

to construct the culture.  

In contemporary China, the state has established a uniform standard for curricula, 

textbooks, examinations for primary and secondary education and middle-school teacher 

qualifications on the national level. There is also a national system for admission and 

promotions in education institutions based on achievement, i.e. academic success, which 

is similar to the traditional Confucian competitive education model.  

This admission and promotion policy disregarding students’ political backgrounds 

greatly encourages enrollment in schools and individual endeavor in academic success. In 

1985, there were about 51million students enrolled in more than 104,00 middle schools. 

Economically developed areas in coastal provinces and a small number of cities in the 

hinterland had achieved universal nine-year education (primary schooling and junior 

middle schooling). By 1995, large cities and towns and villages with medium 

development, totally covering 75% of China’s population had reached common junior 
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middle school education15.  

The state also comes up with a policy emphasizing elevating teacher’s social status, 

respecting teachers, and improving education qualities, which coincides with the Chinese 

traditional culture that entitles teachers or masters the same high social status. To meet 

the rising demand for professionals and technicians in modernization, China needs more 

teachers to carry out the critical education tasks to cultivate capable people. In order to 

make teaching a more attractive and respected profession, in 1985 the Chinese 

government designated September Tenth as Teachers’ Day and granted teachers pay 

raises.  

Moreover, both the primary school curriculum and the secondary-school curriculum 

consist Chinese, History, Geography, and Thought and Morality16, all closely related with 

traditional values and norms. The Chinese textbook tells the ancient folklores articulating 

traditional values and includes a number of selections from classics of Confucianism, i.e. 

Four Books and Five Classics. Especially, public education places significant emphasis 

on selections of the Classic Poetry and the Analects of Confucius full of traditional norms, 

and requires memorization of the selections. The teaching of Chinese history offers 

detailed description of the original theories and historical changes of Confucianism, 

Daoism, and Buddhism, and provides students with opportunities to discuss their 

comparative values and significances to the contemporary society. The Geography 

                                                        
15 Education in the People’s Republic of China, http:// www.fact-index.com/education  
16 in middle-school curriculum it is called Politics.  
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textbook introduces the nature to students, and stresses the interdependence, harmony, 

and unity between human societies and the nature, which is consistent with the thought of 

the Chinese traditional culture.  

Thought and Morality classes emphasize having simple and stringent life-style, 

respecting the old, caring the young, observing instructions of parents and teachers, 

loving family members, motherland, and the people. The education regards all these 

ethics, values, and norms as excellent traditions of the Chinese people and calls for 

carrying on and glorification of ancestors. Thus, the curriculum design tries to instill 

traditional values and norms to the students.  

Besides the indoctrination of the related Chinese traditional values and norm through 

moral education in classes, students learn about those traditional ethics through their 

practical work experiences in the school community. Schools often organize students for 

recreation activities and community service during holidays. On the Teachers’ Day, 

students present various performances such as poem chanting, singing, and dancing to 

show their gratitude and respect for their teachers. On the Arbor Day (3/12), the school 

will organize planting trees on campus, on roadsides, or in public parks to develop 

positive attitudes of students towards the environment. Now and then, to cultivate senses 

of respecting the old and helping the weak in practice, schools organize students to visit 

the old in beadhouses and help them out with their best effort.  

As for higher education, at least four distinguished universities including Peking 

University, provide undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral programs in Chinese classics. 
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Peking University has established a Center for Traditional Chinese Studies in 1992. The 

center includes distinguished scholars from various disciplines such as literature, history, 

philosophy, and publishes an annual journal on traditional Chinese studies.  

The center also works with the media to publicize its studies. The center cooperated 

with CCTV (China Central Television) in producing a 150 series called Light of Chinese 

Civilization. Audiences have expressed warm attitudes towards the program. Later on, the 

center produced a 100 series TV lecture program on traditional Chinese culture and many 

colleges have used the program as textbooks.  

As a result of the state’s positive attitude and its direct sponsorship for traditional 

values and norms, there has emerged an intellectual revival of fresh interpretations of the 

Chinese traditional culture, i.e. Confucian, Daoist, Mohist, Legalist, and Buddhist texts. 

The main intellectual inspiration as before still focuses on Confucian thought, especially 

the great Neo-Confucian syntheses of the Song and Ming dynasties in the writings of Zhu 

Xi (1130-1200 A.D.) and Wang Yangming (1472-1529 A.D.) (Bunnin in Cheng and 

Bunnin eds., 2002, P7). 

State’s Preservation and Protection of Traditional Cultural Architecture 

Moreover, the state also sets up public policies to preserve many famous Daoist and 

Buddhist architectures as treasures of Chinese national culture and art. The most famous 

Daoist temples include the White Cloud Temple in Beijing, the Qingcheng Mountains of 

Sichuan Province, and the Wudang Mountains of Hubei Province. The national Buddhist 

preserves include the White Horse Monastery in Luoyang, Henan Province, the 
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Dunhuang Grottoes in Gansu Province, the Yungang Grottoes in Datong, Shanxi Province, 

the Longmen Grottoes in Luoyang, Henan Province, the Potala Palace in Lhasa, Tibet, the 

Dazu sculptures in Sichuan Province, the Stupa in Beijing, the Lingyin Temple in 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, the Brick Pagoda of Songshan Songyue Temple, Henan 

Province, the Wood Pagoda of Yingxian, Shanxi Province, and the Stone Pagoda of 

Kaiyuan Temple in Fujian Province. These traditional cultural architectures attract 

thousands of tourists, Chinese or foreigners, each year, revealing mysterious and splendid 

Chinese traditional culture to the world.  

As we can see from the above analysis, the Chinese state has played active roles in 

selecting, shaping, repressing, legitimating, and promoting the Chinese traditional culture 

across the Chinese history. The different state attitudes and policies towards 

Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism lead to ups and downs of their significance in the 

Chinese society. The state expresses its attitudes and behaviors towards the Chinese 

traditional culture mainly through its institutions and public policy in education, media, 

and in preserving traditional memorial and worship architectures such as temples. 

Empirical studies show that the changes in state attitudes and behaviors in the Chinese 

history have resulted in changes in social influence of the Chinese traditional values and 

norms.  

When the state poses negative attitude toward the Chinese traditional culture such as 

during the period of Cultural Revolution, we observe dramatic shift of social values, 

beliefs, and norms from diverse and skeptical cultural attitudes towards common 
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communism and nationalism in the Chinese society. This cultural shift was superficial for 

the first few generations. Because of fear of political persecution, people would hide their 

true affection for alternative worldviews whether in speech or in behavior. But it would 

become genuine after several generations when the majority of the society had undergone 

the brainwash through education and mass media throughout their growing up years.  

However, when the state poses positive attitude toward the Chinese traditional 

culture, we see that education institutions stress learning classical literature, knowing 

ancient history, and application of traditional social values and norms in the modern 

world. At the same time, the state policy places strict regulations on protecting and 

refurbishing historical architectures. All these measures can effectively increase social 

learning, understanding, experiencing, and practicing of the Chinese traditional values 

and norms among ordinary people and provides the society with official confirmation on 

the values of the Chinese traditional culture. As a result, the state’s cultural orientation in 

contemporary China leads to generally positive social sentiment towards traditional 

culture in the country as well as rising influence of traditional ethics in people’s daily life.  
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Abstract: The influence of western analytic 
philosophy is increasing in modern film and abounds 
specifically in The Matrix Trilogy.  However, The 
Matrix Trilogy is considered to be “disappointing” by 
both the average movie attendee and a majority of the 
analytic philosophic community.  I argue that this is 
due to a general sense of confusion regarding the 
trilogy’s main plot and devices and that this 
confusion is due to two factors: (1) The average 
movie attendee is unaware of (or perhaps 
misunderstands) the philosophical issues utilized in 
the trilogy, and (2) the philosophically educated and 
uneducated alike do not appreciate the important role 
a comprehension of these issues plays in fully 
understanding the trilogy’s main plot and devices.   
The goal of this essay is to educate the audience 
about these philosophical issues and to demonstrate 
their role in understanding and interpreting The 
Matrix Trilogy.  The audience is guaranteed to attain 
a new appreciation of The Matrix Trilogy as well as 
the philosophical issues with which it intersects.   
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Philosophy’s Influence on Film: 
Using Philosophy to Understand and Appreciate The Matrix Saga; 
Using The Matrix Saga to Understand and Appreciate Philosophy 

 

As movie attendees have become more intelligent, the philosophical 

sophistication of films has increased.  For some movies, such as “Existenz,” “I Heart 

Huckabees,” “Dark City,” and “Momento,” at least a basic understanding of the 

philosophical issues and traditions addressed in the movie is essential for a full 

understanding and appreciation of the movie itself.  The Matrix Saga1 is no exception.  

However the importance of understanding philosophy as a means of understanding The 

Matrix Saga (especially the sequels) has been greatly underappreciated.  Sure, most 

realize that The Matrix Saga is “very philosophical,” but very few attempt to understand 

the philosophical issues raised.  Even fewer utilize these issues as a way to understand the 

films’ plots, finer points, and devices.   

As a result, The Matrix Saga has gone largely un-understood; since most do not 

understand the relevant philosophical issues, most do not understand the movies.  Film 

fans are not only confused regarding how and why certain events in the story take place, 

but they are even clueless regarding major aspects of the main plot of the saga.  And 

when any media is not understood in this way, it is reviled.2  Jay Leno captured this 

public attitude when he, while making a joke about The Matrix Saga, simply asked 

“What the hell were those movies about anyway?” 

                                                           
1 “The Matrix Saga” refers not only to the three main movies (“The Matrix,” “The Matrix Reloaded,” “The 
Matrix Revolutions”) but also all supplemental material (e.g., “The AniMatrix” and The Matrix Games).  I 
avoided this term in this essay’s abstract for the sake of simplicity.     
2 The first movie’s plot is itself quite complicated, but it is at least mostly comprehensible to the average 
movie attendee who is philosophically uneducated.  This is what allowed the first movie to be such a 
success.  The points of confusion regarding the movie were not “basic” and one could look past them and 
appreciate the movie on other levels (e.g., one could still appreciate its breakthrough special effects).   
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Something similar is even true in the analytic philosophical community:  the first 

movie got wide reception but the sequels did not.  Nearly everyone in analytic philosophy 

recognizes that the first movie utilizes and addresses “The Skeptical Problem.” (How it 

does so will be addressed in the first section).  In fact most philosophers I know use the 

movie to introduce the skeptical problem to their intro classes.  However, most ignore the 

philosophical topics addressed in the sequels, calling the movie’s utilization of those 

topics rough and uninformed.  At the least, they clearly do not view the Wachowski 

brothers’3 understanding of these issues to be informed enough to make an understanding 

of these issues vital to an understanding of the Matrix Saga.4 5  

                                                           
3 The Matrix Saga is the brain child of Larry and Andy Wachowski: The Wachowski brothers.  They co-
wrote, co-produce, and co-directed (among many other things I am sure) all three movies, as well as had a 
huge hand in the production of all media included in The Matrix Saga.   
4 I of course am relying on my own personal experience in the philosophical community to draw my 
conclusions about what the philosophical populace thinks about the sequels.  If my specific experiences are 
reflective of the whole, everyone but me thinks that the sequels were a philosophical bust.  But my 
experience is not the only evidence for this.  That this attitude is prevalent in the philosophical community 
is evidenced by the content of philosophical books inspired by The Matrix Saga.  “The Matrix and 
Philosophy” (Irwin 2002) is a collection of articles dealing with certain philosophical topics related to the 
first movie (skepticism, artificial intelligence, fatalism dilemmas, ethics, religion).  Although there are a 
couple of nice articles that can serve as introductions to these issues, each author is simply raising general 
issues that are raised by the movie, and not actually utilizing the issue to understand the movie.  In the 
subsequent book “More Matrix and Philosophy” (Irwin 2005), which is based on the sequels, the problem 
is even more pronounced.  First, a couple authors argue that the sequels contain no philosophical content at 
all.  Marinoff argues that the sequels “failed” in this regard, and Zizek argues that "This search for the 
philosophical content of The Matrix is therefore a lure, a trap to be avoided (p. 198).”  Second, most of the 
authors simply address the sequel’s loose correlation to certain topics (e.g., racism, violence) or a specific 
philosopher (e.g., Heidegger, Plato, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche).  They do little in identifying the major 
philosophical problems addressed in the movie (one notable exception seems to be Schick’s article: Choice, 
Purpose and Understanding: Neo, the Merovingian, and the Oracle, which deals with determinism) and 
nothing in regard to using an understanding of those philosophical problems to understand the movies. 
5 One book, Journey to the Source: Decoding Matrix Trilogy by Pradheep Challiyil (2004) is a notable 
exception.  Challiyil clearly views an understanding of Eastern Philosophy (especially Hinduism) as vital to 
a full understanding of the movies.  (And he is absolutely right, it is!)  To this end, Challiyil takes the 
reader through the movies scene by scene, explicating how Eastern Philosophy can actually help us 
“interpret” the movies.  Although Challiyil makes (what I take to be) some interruptive mistakes, I believe 
he shares my conviction that a deeper understanding of the movie’s philosophical issues are vital for an 
understanding of the movies, and also shares my goal of helping others appreciate the movies through this 
kind of understanding.  However there is still a large amount of western philosophical influence that has 
gone unrecognized; and that it is an understanding of this western philosophy that is vital in an effort to 
understand some of the bigger, more complicated questions addressed in this essay. 
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It is my position that the general populace would appreciate The Matrix Saga 

more if they fully understood “what the hell is going on” in the movies, and that such 

knowledge can be gained by an appreciation and understanding of the philosophical 

issues addressed and utilized in The Matrix Saga.  Additionally, it is my position that the 

sequels are just as “philosophically rich” as the original, and that they tackle many 

philosophical issues just as successfully as the original movie tackled skepticism.  

Philosophers who fail to recognize this have simply failed to “think enough” about the 

sequels to truly understand The Matrix Saga, and as a result do not understand and thus 

revile the sequels.   

Consequently, the goal of this essay is twofold.  First, I wish to increase the 

general populace’s appreciation of The Matrix Saga by helping them understand what is 

going on in The Matrix Saga, and to increase the general populace’s appreciation of 

philosophy by helping them understand and appreciate the significance of the 

philosophical issues utilized by The Matrix Saga.  Second, I wish to demonstrate to those 

who already understand the philosophical issues at hand how The Matrix Saga addresses 

and utilizes those specific philosophical issues, and by doing so help them appreciate the 

“philosophical richness” of The Matrix Saga.  I shall accomplish this goal by addressing 

some specific unanswered questions many have had about the Saga (both about its 

overall plot and its devices), and by showing exactly how a full understanding of certain 

philosophical issues can aid in answering such questions. 

To begin with, we shall turn to the most well known question—the very question 

used to promote the first movie:  
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What is The Matrix? 

Most simply put, The Matrix is a power station.  But to understand how it came to 

be and exactly how it works, we will have to dig into the pre-history of The Matrix Saga 

revealed in “The AniMatrix” and the first movie.   

Before the first Matrix, humans created intelligent machines but then enslaved 

them.  When the Machines revolted (fought for their rights) the humans exiled them to a 

location in the Middle East, which became known as “Zero-one.”  When Zero-one tried 

to establish peaceful relations with the humans at the UN,6 the members of the UN 

lynched Zero-one’s representatives.  When the humans tried to eradicate Zero-one with 

atomic/nuclear bombs, they were unsuccessful.7  Consequently, to defend themselves, the 

Machines struck back.  Thus a war between the humans and the Machines began and very 

early on it was clear that the humans were losing.  To win the war the UN agreed to 

“black out the sky” with “smog bombs.”  These smog bombs, all over the globe, were 

dropped from planes and detonated in the atmosphere in an effort to take away the 

Machines’ main power source: the sun. 

This plan was successful but a little too late.  The Machines still had enough 

power to finish the war, and only afterward were they in need of a new power supply.  

Thus, after the war, they set out to find a way to utilize the energy and heat produced by 

the human brain and body; in other words they set out to find a way to turn humans into 

batteries.  They developed a “pod,” in which a human could be placed that accomplished 

just this; the pod could collect and store the energy produced by the human inside.  

However, this method of energy collection was successful only if the human’s brain was 

                                                           
6 which apparently, by that time, had essentially become a unified governing body for the entire world 
7 mainly because the radiation and heat did not affect the Machines like it would have humans 
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conscious and active, but not if the human got up out of the pod. (Of course, the ability to 

do so would be common to humans with conscious and active brains.)  Thus they needed 

to discover a way to make the human brain active in a way that would not allow the 

humans to escape from the pods.8  This is where some knowledge of philosophy and 

neuroscience comes in handy, both for us and for the Machines.   

The classic epistemological skeptic begins his argument by pointing out that that 

the experiences of a perpetual vivid dream would be indistinguishable from the 

experiences of a waking life.  Consequently, there is no way for one to prove one has a 

waking life and is not dreaming.  Why?  Because any observation that one might make 

that could potentially establish that one is not dreaming, could just be a dreamt 

observation and not a “real” observation.  For example, I might pinch myself and not 

wake up and thus conclude that I am not dreaming.  However, since it is possible to 

dream the experience of pinching one’s self and not waking up, my observation of doing 

so does not provide conclusive proof that I am not dreaming.  With no way to prove that 

one has a waking life, knowing that one has a waking life is impossible.  Thus even if we 

do have a waking life, the skeptic argues, it is impossible for us to know so.  This is 

called “The Skeptical problem.”   

Advancements in neuroscience have allowed us to take The Skeptical problem 

one step further.  We have learned that every sensory perception we have is the result of 

the brain being electrically stimulated by the central nervous system.  For example, when 

I see a tree, it is because my optic nerve9 sends a certain signal to my visual cortex.10 It 

                                                           
8 Presumably, just tying them down in the pod would not work.  A human tied down in a pod, looking at 
the same thing every day (the pod right above him) would not have a very active brain, and would not 
produce the needed energy.   
9 which is stimulated by my eye, which is stimulated by light reflecting from the tree 
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follows that, if the signals from my central nervous system were circumvented, and I was 

placed in a vat (or a pod) and hooked up to a computer that sent my brain those same 

signals, my resulting experiences would be indistinguishable from the experiences I 

would have had during a waking life.  The consequences of this fact are clear:  Even if I 

am having a waking experience of a real tree, since there is no way to prove the 

experience is not being caused by a computer sending my brain “tree signals,” there is no 

way I can know that I am experiencing a real tree.  In short, since one can’t prove that 

one is not in such a vat, one can’t prove that one has a waking life, and thus knowing that 

one has a waking life is impossible (even if one has a waking life).  This version of 

Skepticism has been called the “brain in a vat” problem.   

The Machines recognize the legitimacy of the brain in the vat problem and utilize 

it!  They realize if they want a human brain to be active while in a pod, but not have 

control of its body while in a pod, they simply need to circumvent the nervous system 

and send signals directly to the brain “fooling” it into thinking that it is experiencing the 

world and in control of the body when in fact it is not (consequently tricking it into being 

awake and active).  And since the resulting experiences are indistinguishable from 

“waking experiences” there would be no way for the human subject to tell that they were 

being fooled, and thus they would never make an effort to “wake up” and get out.  

So the Machines created The Matrix: a giant machine, programmed to give 

thousands of humans the illusion of living out a normal life together.  It creates a giant 

“virtual world” that all the humans hooked into The Matrix can occupy, experience, and 

interact with.  They can even interact with each other within this world; they can carry on 

                                                                                                                                                                             
10 This is a very simplified version of the visual story.  In fact, a fully functioning visual cortex (while 
necessary for conscious visual sensations) is not sufficient for conscious visual sensations.  Blind sight 
patients are perfect examples of this phenomenon.  For more on this see Ramachandran (1999).   
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full conversations, all the while thinking they are standing next to each other, when in 

fact they are lying in piles of goop, miles apart form one another.11  What is The Matrix?  

The Matrix is a giant “experience generator.”   

This realization is what makes the first Matrix movie so useful in an Introduction 

to Philosophy course.  A “Matrix version” of the skeptical problem is quite simple.  The 

experience you would have if plugged into The Matrix would be indistinguishable from 

the experiences of a waking life.  There is no way to prove that you are not in The 

Matrix, thus no way to know that you are not in The Matrix, and thus knowing that you 

have a waking life is impossible (even if you have one). 

 

Why did the first version of The Matrix fail? 

The First Matrix (Version 1.0) 

The Machines have no particular interest in, or anything to gain, from the 

suffering of those in The Matrix.  As long as the humans are giving them the power they 

need, the experiences they have while providing that power is of no consequence to the 

Machines.  In fact, apparently the Machines figured that the better the humans’ 

experiences were, the more likely they were to be satisfied with their life and the less 

likely they were to start asking questions that might lead them to discover they were 

hooked into The Matrix.  Thus, the first Matrix created (version 1.0) consisted of a 

program that produced utopian-like experiences for those plugged into it.  Essentially, it 

                                                           
11 The Machines could have written the program so it just created a “separate world” for each individual to 
interact with, but apparently they discovered if they just had one big program that would create one big 
world that everyone interacted with, that would be more efficient.  Besides, everyone having their own 
“separate world” would have made for a pretty boring story.   
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produced a “perfect virtual-world” with no suffering, no evil, and only happy 

experiences.   

However, the Machines discovered that this Matrix was not going to provide them 

with the power they needed because the humans plugged in kept dying.  As Agent Smith 

suggested,12 the first Matrix was perfect, but “entire crops were lost” because it was a 

world that our primitive cerebrums kept “trying to wake up from.”  Apparently, we were 

trying to wake up but not succeeding.  This means that the people who were experiencing 

this “perfect world” reasoned, “There is no way things could really be this good” and 

began to realize that something was wrong.  How this led to their death is unstated, but 

clearly they either died trying to wake up, or the “mundane-ness” of a perfect life drove 

them to suicide.  At any rate they began to die, and a Matrix full of dead non-energy 

producing humans was worthless to the Machines. 13   

To quote the Architect:  

 

“The first Matrix I designed was quite naturally perfect.  It was a work of art…flawless, sublime.  

A triumph equaled only by its monumental failure.  The inevitability of its doom is apparent to me 

now as a consequence of the imperfection inherent in every human being.  Thus I redesigned it, 

based on your history, to more accurately reflect the varying grotesqueries of your nature.”  

(“Reloaded”) 

                                                           
12 while interrogating Morpheus in the first movie 
13 One might suppose that the humans did not die, but that they woke up and unplugged, and that is why the 
first version of The Matrix failed.  However, The Matrix subjects did not actually have the opportunity to 
reject the program—to wake up and get out of the pod—until Version 2.2.  It was not until this version that 
“free-will,” and thus the ability to reject the program, was allowed into the system.  This will be discussed 
below.   
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So why did the first version of The Matrix fail? Because it produced a perfect 

world and humans simply are not capable of living in a perfect world.  The answer to this 

question has very interesting ramifications regarding the problem of evil.   

The problem of evil is an argument that supposedly demonstrates God’s non-

existence.  It suggests that the existence of evil and the existence of God are not logically 

compatible, because God’s possession of omni-benevolence entails that he would not 

allow evil to exist.  Since clearly evil does exist, God must not.   

But if the Wachowski brothers are right, and humans could not live in a perfect 

world, clearly the problem of evil’s conclusion is unjustified.  God’s omniscience would 

entail that he knows that, if he is to create world that humans can live in, he must allow 

evil to exist in that world.  So as long as creating a “compatible with humans world” is a 

benevolent act, one must admit that God’s benevolence would actually entail that he 

would create a world with evil and thus admit that God and evil are logically 

compatible.14   

Of course, whether or not this assumption made by the Wachowski brothers is 

right, and humans really could not exist in a perfect world, is an open question. 

 

Why did the second version of The Matrix fail? 

The Second Matrix (Version 2.0) 

As the Architect suggested, the second Matrix was different than the first.  It was 

a world with suffering (evil).  However, it was unsuccessful as well.  Let me continue the 

Architect’s quote above. 

                                                           
14 For more on the various versions of the problem of evil and its attempted solutions see Adams & Adams 
(1990) and Rowe (2001).   
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“…I redesigned [The Matrix], based on your history, to more accurately reflect the varying 

grotesqueries of your nature.  However, I was again frustrated by failure.  I have since come to 

understand that the answer eluded me because it required a lesser mind—or perhaps, a mind less 

bound by the parameters of perfection.  Thus the answer was stumbled upon by another:  an 

intuitive program initially created to investigate certain aspects of the human psyche.  If I am the 

father of The Matrix, she would undoubtedly be its mother.  ….[The Oracle] stumbled upon a 

solution whereby nearly 99% of all test subjects accepted the program as long as they were given a 

choice—even if they were only aware of the choice at a near unconscious level.”  (“Reloaded”) 

 

If the solution to the problem was to give the subjects the choice to accept or 

reject the program, then the problem of version 2.0 must have been caused by the 

subjects not having the ability to choose to accept the program.15   Apparently, in these 

first versions of The Matrix, the Machines thought it best to program The Matrix to force 

                                                           
15 Although Smith does say of the first version of The Matrix, “no one would accept the program,” I take 
this to mean that “no one believed the perfect world created by the program was real.”  It cannot mean that 
they literally refused to accept the inputs of the program.  The subjects of the first versions of The Matrix 
could not have had the ability to reject the program if “giving them the ability to reject the program” was 
the way the Oracle and the Architect revised The Matrix to make it function properly.  If it turns out that 
the Wachowski brothers did intend for Smith to literally mean “they refused to accept the inputs of the 
program” this is just one of a number of things in the first movie that are slightly inconsistent with elements 
of the second and third movie.  I suspect that these inconsistencies are due to the fact that the Wachowski 
brothers did not have the story of the second and third movies thought out when they were making the first.  
Such mistakes are clearly forgivable.   
(Another great example of such an inconsistency is the ending of the first movie.  At the first movie’s end, 
Neo suggests that he is going to show the people of the world that they are in The Matrix.   As he states: 
“I'm going to hang up this phone and then I'm going to show these people what you don't want them to see. 
I'm going to show them a world without you, a world without rules and controls, without borders or 
boundaries, a world where anything is possible.”  He begins this task by just taking off and flying in front 
of a large group of people.  Presumably he is going to show everyone, on a mass scale, that they can do all 
“his tricks”—that they can alter The Matrix—and this will allow them to realize that they are in The 
Matrix.  But throughout the second and third movies there is no mention of this mission nor are the people 
of The Matrix aware that they are in The Matrix.  Clearly this is inconsistent with the second and third 
movies but again it is forgivable.)   
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its subjects to accept its inputs.  But this restriction of free-will was unacceptable to the 

humans plugged in, and this incompatibility caused The Matrix to crash.16   

This answer is not philosophically enlightening, but is necessary to understand the 

answer to the next question.   

 

Why do the Machines need Zion? 

The fact that the Machines need Zion is evidenced by the Architect’s words in 

“Reloaded.”  Let me again continue the above scene… 

Architect:… [the Oracle] stumbled upon a solution whereby nearly 99% of all test subjects 

accepted the program as long as they were given a choice—even if they were only aware of the 

choice at a near unconscious level.  While this answer functioned, it was obviously fundamentally 

flawed, thus creating the otherwise contradictory systemic anomaly, that if left unchecked might 

threaten the system itself.  Ergo, those that refused the program, while a minority, if unchecked 

would constitutive an escalating probability of disaster. 

 

Neo:  This is about Zion 

 

Architect: You are here because Zion is about to be destroyed—its every living inhabitant 

terminated, its entire existence irradiated.   

 

Neo: Bullshit  

 

Architect:  Denial is the most predictable of all human responses, but rest assured, this will be the 

sixth time we have destroyed it and we have become exceedingly efficient at it.  The function of 

                                                           
16 Either the programming of The Matrix was inadequate to deal with the human’s free will or the humans 
simply exercised their freewill by rejecting the program’s inputs in the only way they could: they killed 
themselves.  Either way, clearly the system crashed.   
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the one is now to return to The Source, allowing a temporary dissemination of the code you carry, 

reinserting the prime program.  After which, you will be required to select from The Matrix 23 

individuals (16 female, 7 male) to rebuild Zion.  Failure to comply with this process will result in 

a cataclysmic system crash killing everyone connected to The Matrix which, coupled with the 

extermination of Zion, will ultimately result in the extinction of the entire human race.  

(“Reloaded”) 

 

By the occurrence of the events of the second movie, the Machines have destroyed Zion 

five times, and each time they used another “Neo” to rebuild it.  If they keep rebuilding 

Zion, clearly they need Zion… but why?  To answer this question, let us look at the Third 

version of The Matrix.   

 

The Third Matrix (Version 2.1) 

The Oracle better understood human nature for she is “an intuitive program, 

initially created to investigate certain aspects of the human psyche.”    But her solution 

was to give the subjects in the system free will—the ability to reject or even alter the 

system.  Thus in Version 2.1 each subject has to choose to accept or reject the program 

(even if they are only aware of this choice on a near unconscious level) but the solution 

works because 99% of the subjects still accept the program.   

But this solution presents a problem.  The Machines must ensure that each subject 

is able to choose to accept or reject the program.  How can this be accomplished?  The 

answer to this question is revealed again, by contemporary philosophy.   

The principle of alternate possibilities (PAP) is considered a classic statement of a 

necessary condition for free action.  PAP states that if a person is to freely decide to do 
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some action (call it) X, it must be possible for that person to decide not to do X.  PAP’s 

truth is very intuitive.  Those defending such a position suggest that it clearly is the case 

that, being able to “decide otherwise” is required if one is able to “decide freely.17 

That this definition of free will is exactly what the Wachowski Brothers have in 

mind is evidenced by the fact that it allows us to make perfect sense of why Zion is 

needed by the Machines.  The Matrix won’t work unless its inhabitants have the free will 

to accept The Matrix.  But, by PAP, they can’t have free will unless it is possible for 

them to decide otherwise: to reject The Matrix in favor of something else.  But what else 

could they reject The Matrix for except a life outside of The Matrix?  Thus, clearly, the 

only way that the inhabitants of The Matrix can have free will is if it is possible for them 

to choose a life outside of The Matrix.  But it is possible for them to choose such a life 

only if such a life is possible, and such a life is possible only if there is a “human society” 

on the outside of The Matrix; somewhere (like Zion where) the one percent who reject 

the program can go to live out their “unplugged” lives. 

Thus the answer to this question is now clear!  The Machines need Zion because 

without it The Matrix will fail to function. Without it, those plugged in do not have the 
                                                           
17 For those familiar with Frankfurt Counter Examples to PAP, the following note must be made.  Frankfurt 
Counter Examples do falsify this version of PAP.  Recall, Frankfurt Counter Examples are situations in 
which the person is not able to decide not to do X because (for example) they have a computer chip in their 
brain designed to “kick in and control them” if they start to decide to do ~X.  In such situations, if the 
person chooses to do X (and thus the chip never kicks in), they clearly are freely deciding to do the action 
they choose.  However, it is very interesting to note that Frankfurt’s Counter Examples do not invalidate 
the following version of PAP:  A person can freely decide to do X, only if it is possible for that person to 
not decide to do X.  (Notice that the “not” comes before “decide” here, not after.)  The former suggests that 
the possibility of choosing otherwise is required for free decision, but the latter suggests that being able to 
refrain from deciding (which can be accomplished by deciding otherwise or by not deciding at all) is 
required for free decision.   Notice that in Frankfurt Counter Examples, the person is still able to refrain; 
such a person can still not decide to do X.  If the chip kicks in, the person is making no decision at all and is 
thus not deciding to do X.  Thus, the Frankfurt Counter Example is not a situation where the latter version 
of PAP is violated but where free will is still present; and the latter version is not falsified by Frankfurt 
Counter Examples.  The fact that the version utilized in this essay is contradicted and strictly false is 
irrelevant to this essay.  Clearly the definition given in the main body of the text is what the Wachowski 
brothers had in mind, and (as we shall now see) it clearly influences their take on what the Machines must 
do to facilitate the possibility of “free decision” for those plugged into The Matrix.   
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ability to decide otherwise (because there is nothing else beside “a life in The Matrix” for 

them to choose to accept), and thus they do not have freedom of choice!  And without 

that, The Matrix will crash!18  

We might even push this a step further.  One might argue:  “One can’t freely 

decide to do something unless one is presented with the option of doing otherwise.  If one 

is not presented with a choice, one cannot freely decide one way or the other.  If there 

were no Zion, there would be no one planting seeds of doubt in people (spreading the 

“what is The Matrix?” question) and actively working to free the people of The Matrix 

from The Matrix.  Consequently, none of the inhabitants of The Matrix would even know 

about the outside world and thus would never even be presented with the option of 

deciding whether or not to accept the program.”  If this is right, even Zion’s “meddling” 

is necessary for the inhabitants to have a choice, and thus is necessary for the proper 

function of The Matrix.19   

 

What happened during the pre-film versions of The Matrix? 

Let us return to the conversation between the Architect and Neo to discover the 

motivation for this question.  We shall start from the beginning.   

Architect: Hello, Neo. 

Neo: Who are you? 
 
Architect: I am the Architect. I created The Matrix. I've been waiting for you. 

                                                           
18 This also nicely explains why the Machines disconnect awoken subjects, instead of simply killing them.  
After first viewing the first movie, I always wondered “If the Machines are so bent on destroying Zion, 
why is there, when Neo wakes up, a machine waiting there to unplug him?  And why do they “flush him” 
making him available for pickup.  If the want to keep Zion weak, they should kill him, not unplug him.”  
But, now the answer is clear.  If the Machines simply kill all who wake up, the subjects cannot choose a life 
on the outside and are forced to accept the program.  This would cause The Matrix to crash.   
19 This very nicely explains why the Zion hackers (like Morpheus, Trinity and Neo) are allowed to go about 
their business of freeing “the plugged,” even though the Machines could obviously easily stop them.   
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You have many questions, and though the process has altered your consciousness, you remain 
irrevocably human. Ergo some of my answers you will understand and some of them you will not. 
Concordantly, while your first question may be the most pertinent, you may or may not realize it is 
also the most irrelevant. 
 
Neo: Why am I here? 
 
Architect: Your life is the sum of a remainder of an unbalanced equation inherent to the 
programming of The Matrix. You are the eventuality of an anomaly, which, despite my sincerest 
efforts, I have been unable to eliminate from what is otherwise a harmony of mathematical 
precision. While it remains a burden assiduously avoided, it is not unexpected, and thus not 
beyond a measure of control. Which has led you, inexorably... here. 
 
Neo: You haven't answered my question. 
 
Architect: Quite right. Interesting. That was quicker than the others. 
 
TV Neos: Others? How many others? What others? Answer my question! 
 
Architect: The Matrix is older than you know. I prefer counting from the emergence of one 
integral anomaly to the emergence of the next, in which case this is the 6th version. 
 
TV Neos: One's before me? What are you talking about? 
 
Neo: There are only two possible explanations, either no one told me, or no one knows. 
 

Here we discover that, not counting the two that failed, there have been five “prior 

to the films” versions of The Matrix, each with their own “Neo” who also spoke to the 

Architect.  (These previous Neos are “the others” to which the Architect has spoken and 

to which he refers.)  But what other events transpired during these versions? 

 

The Matrix - Version 2.2 - 2.6 

We know a few things about them.  Each one has their own “Zion” (without Zion, 

The Matrix will crash) and their own “One.”  Each “One” is tricked into going to The 

Source, and subsequently (after Zion is destroyed) aids in repopulating Zion (as we saw 

in the last section).  However, much more can be said, but before we do, more knowledge 

of contemporary philosophy is required.   
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There is, in contemporary philosophy, a “theory/position” called determinism.  

Determinism suggests that the entire universe is a deterministic system.  But what, pray 

tell, is a deterministic system?   

A deterministic system is a “physical system” of a certain type.  Technically 

stated, a physical system is a “deterministic system” if and only if for any given state of 

that system at a any given time, with comprehensive knowledge of the physical system at 

that time (the location and velocity of all the parts of that system in that time) and 

comprehensive knowledge of the laws that govern that system, it is theoretically possible 

to determine all past and future states of that physical system.   

Since that is a little complex I will give an example.   

Consider a billiard table with a racked set of colored balls and a cue ball that has 

been shot toward the racked set.  Suppose you know the exact dimensions of the table, 

where exactly all the colored balls are, exactly where the cue ball is, how fast the cue ball 

is moving, and what spin it has.  Suppose also that you know all the laws that govern that 

system (i.e., you know exactly how fast and how hard each ball will move when it is hit 

by any other ball, and how it will bounce off the wall when it hits the wall).  You should 

be able to not only predict the end state of the system (i.e., where all the balls will end 

up), but be able to predict the path each ball will take to get to that end state.  In other 

words, we could say that using “the laws that govern the system” you could make an 

equation where you could just “plug in” what you know about the location and velocity 

of all the balls, and then you could just “do the math” to figure out where every ball will 

go.  And clearly, once things are set in motion, nothing in the system has any control of 

the outcome; everything is just subject to the laws of nature that govern the system. 
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The billiard table is a deterministic system.  Predicting the outcome of such a 

system in the way described we shall call “doing deterministic math.” 

Some philosophers, called determinists, think that the entire universe is a 

deterministic system; it’s just a big 3D billiard ball table.  Simply put, they think that the 

atoms that make up the universe are just like the billiard balls: objects in motion 

governed by physical laws.  Theoretically, if we were good enough to do the 

deterministic math and knew the location and velocity of all particles of the universe, we 

could determine the entire history of the universe (both future and past).  And even 

though our minds are too limited to do this, since it is theoretically possible to do so, all 

events that occur in the universe are inevitable and out of our control; for any moment in 

time (call it T2) all events at time “T2” are just determined by the location and velocity of 

all particles at time “T1” (and events at T3 are caused by events at T2, T4 by T3, etc.)  

Given that the universe is already started, there is only one possible way that the universe 

can turn out.20 And since we are just part of this deterministic system, the way the 

universe does turn out is completely out of our control.  …At least, according to the 

determinist.   

There is something else to notice about the billiard ball deterministic system that 

is true of all deterministic systems.  Suppose you had a machine that racked, broke, re-

racked and broke the balls on a billiard table continually.   Suppose that the machine 

racks the balls in exactly the same way every time, and breaks them the same way every 

                                                           
20 Choose any moment in the past you want; the events that occur in that moment determine what events 
occur in the next moment, and those events determine what occurs the next moment, and so on until the end 
of time (if there is one).  Thus there is only one possible future, the one that was determined to happen by 
the first events of the universe.  Further, choose any moment in the future you want; the events that occur 
during that time were caused by the events of the moment before, and those events by the moment before; 
and that “chain of causation” would trace all the way back to the first moment of the universe.  
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time.21  The result would be that the balls would—again and again—follow the same 

paths to the same end state.  Let us call this a “repeating billiard table.”  Such a table 

would repeat itself because the following is true of all deterministic systems:  if you set 

the system up in the same way and start the system the same way, the same thing will 

happen within that system every time.   

Some determinists suggest that the universe is like the repeating billiard table; 

they suggest that it is an endlessly repeating deterministic system.  They suggest that, 

after the big bang, the universe expands until it begins to contract and then “crunches 

back together.”  When it crunches back all the way, its density becomes infinite and 

BANG … the big bang happens all over again. But since the universe is a deterministic 

system, this is just like setting the balls up in the same way and breaking them the same 

way; the events of the universe unfold in the exact same way that they did before: the 

same life develops on earth, the dinosaurs are destroyed by an asteroid, WWII occurs, 

etc.  And this happens, over and over—bang, crunch, bang, crunch—endlessly.  And 

since this is an endless cycle, and each time everything happens the same way, the 

universe just “repeats itself.”  Consequently, this could be the one billionth time you have 

experienced the content of this sentence.22 

                                                           
21 The machine places the cue ball in the same spot every time and hits that cue ball at the same angle and 
with the same force after every re-rack. 
22 It is worth noting that the theory of an “oscillating universe” bares striking similarities to the Hindu 
doctrine of cyclic creation.  It is also worth noting that whether or not the universe actual does oscillate has 
not been scientifically confirmed or denied.  Determining the answer to this question requires the ability to 
discover the mean density of the matter of the universe.  If its density is below a certain critical value, the 
universe will continue to expand forever resulting in the heat death of the universe.  If it is above this value, 
then it will collapse back upon itself.  Our ability to determine the universe’s mean density depends at least 
on our ability to understand dark-matter (the existence of which has been suggested by our attempts to 
measure the universe’s mean density); but we have yet to attain such an understanding.  And even if we do 
someday discover that the universe will collapse back upon itself, it is unclear what will happen when it 
does.  Such a collapse could result in another big-bang, but on the other hand such a collapse might cause 
the universe to destroy itself.  And even if it does cause another big-bang, it is unclear that the universe will 
fold out in exactly the same way that it did before.  For a simple and understandable discussion of these 
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A very tempting reply to the determinist is the following:  Clearly the universe is 

not deterministic because it is not predictable.  The universe contains human free-will 

decisions, the outcome of which is fundamentally unpredictable.  Thus, clearly all events 

of the universe are not subject to the laws of physics and are not predictable, and thus the 

universe is not a deterministic system.   

However the deterministic reply is quite simple:  That would be true if humans 

had free-will… but human free-will is an illusion!  All human action, belief and decision 

are merely the result of the activity of the human brain.  The configuration of a person’s 

brain (e.g., the way its neurons are wired and fire) is responsible for everyone’s beliefs, 

decisions and actions.  But the human brain is a physical system:  a collection of atoms 

whose configuration is merely the result of the laws of physics (e.g., the physical laws 

that dictate how DNA and environmental stimuli determine the structure of the brain).  

Granted our brains’ configuration seems to cause us to believe that we are free, but this 

does not make it true.  Each person is just a smaller deterministic system, in a larger 

deterministic system (the universe), and is controlled by the influence of that larger 

system.   

If determinism is true, all human actions are un-free,23 and one cannot simply 

assume free-will to establish the falsity of determinism.  But there are also those who 

hold something “between” these views, suggesting that the world is largely deterministic 

but not wholly deterministic.  These “almost determinists” suggest that given the recent 

advances in neuroscience, it is very difficult to argue against the thesis that most of our 

                                                                                                                                                                             
matters see O’Donnell (2005) and Felder (2000); for a more advanced but still quite understandable 
discussion of the expanding universe see Hawking (1996).   
23 That determinism is incompatible with free will is actually a matter of great debate.  Clearly if the above 
version of PAP is correct it is.  But there are alternate definitions of free will, some of which entail that 
determinism is compatible with free will.  For more on this, see Kane (2002).   
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actions, beliefs and decisions are the result of our brain structure.24  Given that our brain 

is a physical system it is hard to deny that most of our actions are “out of our control.”  

Everything from the lunch we choose to “what we find attractive” might be the result of 

our brain structure, and thus we are not nearly as “free as we think we are.”  But that is 

far from saying that our brain structure determines (in a predictable way) everything we 

do.  There clearly could be some things about which we still make “free-will decisions,” 

such as who we decide to marry and whether or not we decide to forgive.  Such “almost 

determinists” will admit that many of the things we think we “freely choose” we do not, 

however they will maintain that we still exercise some measure of control on the universe 

by having control of some of our own decisions and actions.     

Understanding determinism helps us understand much of what goes on in The 

Matrix Saga.   

The Merovingian is clearly a determinist!  His speech is just a simplistic version 

of the determinists’ thesis.   

Merovingian: …You are here because you were sent here, you were told to come here and you 
obeyed. [Laughs] It is, of course, the way of all things. You see, there is only one constant, one 
universal, it is the only real truth: causality—action, reaction, cause and effect. 
 
Morpheus: Everything begins with choice.  
 
Merovingian: No. Wrong. Choice is an illusion, created between those with power, and those 
without. ... This is the nature of the universe. We struggle against it, we fight to deny it, but it is of 
course pretense; it is a lie. Beneath our poised appearance, the truth is we are completely out of 
control.  Causality.  There is no escape from it.  We are forever slaves to it.  (“Reloaded”) 
 

He suggests that everything is just the result of cause and effect; and that free-will 

is an illusion.  If you want something to happen (for instance, like the Merovingian, if 

you want the blonde to meet you in the bathroom) you just set up the system in the right 

                                                           
24 For some very readable material that will convince you that this seems right, see Ramachandran (1999) 
and Sacks (1998).    
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way (you give her a piece of programmed cheesecake) and you will get the result you 

want. 

That the world is entirely deterministic is exactly what the Architect assumed 

when he programmed the first two versions of The Matrix (the two that failed).  In fact, 

he programmed into them this very assumption, a necessary step if he wished to make 

them “harmonies of mathematical precision.”  His inability to reject this assumption is 

why he failed to come up with a solution to their failure himself.  The fact that human 

free-will makes his assumption wrong, and that this assumption being programmed into 

those early versions is what made them fail, is exactly what the Oracle realized when she 

came up with her “free-will solution.”  It was this insight that saved the Machine World.    

In The Matrix Saga, clearly the world is “almost deterministic.”  Not only is the 

universe deterministic, save for the free actions of humans, but most actions of humans 

are not free at all.  Only a very select few human actions are actually free.  There are a 

number of pieces of evidence for this being the case. 

Recall when Neo points out that the Architect has not answered his question.  The 

Architect observes that Neo is “quicker than the others.”  Apparently the others all 

behaved the same way and only Neo has deviated from the norm.  The other “Ones” 

apparently had all the same lifetime experiences and DNA, thus their brain was structured 

in basically the same way and thus they acted in basically the same way when they were 

all presented with the same stimuli:  The Source and the Architect.  In fact they all even 

choose the same door; Neo is the only one to differ!  The other “Ones” appear to be 

repeating deterministic systems.  Only “our Neo” exercised his free will.   
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Also recall what the Oracle says to Neo in “Reloaded” about his choice regarding 

whether or not to take the candy.  Neo asks how he can make the choice if she already 

knows what he will choose.  She responds:  “Because you didn't come here to make the 

choice, you've already made it.”  Since Neo himself hadn’t already made the choice, what 

could the Oracle possibly mean besides, “Because your five predecessors, who are all just 

like you, already chose the candy!”  When confronted with this same situation, they all 

acted the exact same way.   

Clearly all of the “Ones” acted in much the same way throughout most of their 

lives.  They all sit, stand and choose candy in the same situations.  The only time they 

ever differed was in regard to major decisions—which door to choose (after being 

confronted by the Architect) and whether or not they fall in love with Trinity.25   

It is my contention that the fact the universe in The Matrix Saga is “almost 

deterministic” entails that The Matrix itself is an almost deterministic system, and every 

time it is restarted it repeats itself almost exactly.  In a sense, The Matrix is a tiny 

“repeating universe.”  When the Machines restart The Matrix, they start with the same 

program and the same people (those whom they have grown) in the same situations, 

getting the same perceptive inputs from the restarted Matrix program.  As a result, every 

time The Matrix is restarted, nearly the same things happen.  In fact, since the universe is 

almost completely deterministic, and Zion is a part of the world, when Zion is restarted it 

repeats itself as well.26   

                                                           
25 The Architect points out that this is one way in which Neo’s experience has differed from his 
predecessors.   
26 Since all the previous “Ones” led the same lives and behaved the same way in front of the Architect, 
presumably they would have chosen the same people out of The Matrix to repopulate Zion, and thus Zion’s 
beginnings would be identical every time, and its history would be the same every time.   
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Now we can answer the question of this section. What happened during the pre-

movie versions of The Matrix?  Nearly the same thing that happened during the movie 

version of The Matrix!  The entire “Matrix and Zion system” is just a giant deterministic 

system that the Machines just set up, start, shut down, and start again—over and over 

again.  Each cycle lasts about 100 years, and each time the same things (with the 

exception of a few human free decisions) happen.  Each time, Zion tries to free as many 

as possible, “Morpheus”27 is freed, and Morpheus frees “Trinity” and is told about the 

Prophecy by The Oracle.  The Oracle tells Morpheus he will find “the One” and later 

Morpheus frees “the One”, and “the One” proves to himself that he is the one by saving 

Morpheus and killing Agent Smith, and eventually makes his way to “The Source” and 

speaks to the Architect and then chooses the door on his right and the whole thing starts 

over again. 

 

How does the Oracle know the future? 

The Oracle is not really God or a Prophet—she does not really have divine 

powers.  She is a program, like Smith and the Architect—just a program of a different 

kind.  Her ability to predict the future must be “grounded in reality” and not just some 

mystical trick.   So how does she know the future?  It is my contention that she does so in 

two ways.   

As we have already discovered from the Architect, she is “an intuitive program, 

initially created to investigate certain aspects of the human psyche.”  To discover how 

                                                           
27 a human just like the Morpheus we know 
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such a program could predict the future, let us look at how the Architect does it, when he 

predicts Neo’s choice of doors:   

 

Architect:  …we already know what you are going to do, don’t we?  Already I can see the chain 

reaction, the chemical precursors that signal the onset of an emotion, designed specifically to 

overwhelm logic and reason—an emotion that is already blinding you from the simple and 

obvious truth:  She is going to die and there is nothing you can do to stop it.  (“Reloaded”)  

 

What is the Architect doing here?  He is looking at the “chain reaction.”  He is 

looking at the “billiard table” that is Neo’s brain and just “doing the deterministic math” 

to figure out what his brain is going to do.  Now, in “Revolutions,” the Oracle herself 

says that the Architect is not good at looking into the future.  But I think that when the 

Oracle sees into the future, she is doing something similar—she is just better at it.  She is 

able to predict what is going to happen in The Matrix, because she is able to look at the 

location and velocity of every particle in The Matrix (both of the hardware that houses 

The Matrix program and the human brains plugged into that program) and is able to just 

“do the deterministic math” to figure out what is going to happen.  She can see the future, 

because she can observe everything, and use that knowledge to figure out where 

everything will go.   

However, there are certain things that she cannot see.  By her own admission, she 

cannot even see past decisions that she “does not understand.”  But what is a decision that 

she does not understand?  The simple answer is this: free will decisions.  Think of it this 

way.  In a major way, The Matrix is a deterministic system, and as long as everything in 

it is determined, the Oracle can just do the deterministic math and figure out what is 
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going to happen.  But, since the Architect had to let free will into the system, there are 

times when the math breaks down.  It only makes accurate predictions up to the point 

where a free will decision is made, and until that decision is made no more predictions 

based on the math can be done.   

But that answer is too simple and incomplete.  First, one thing the Oracle says is 

that the Architect can’t see past any choice, but that she just can’t see past choices she 

doesn’t understand.  Clearly her knowledge goes beyond the Architects, and she does 

have foreknowledge of some free decisions.  Second, if the Oracle can see past no free 

decisions, given the number of free-will decisions that occur in The Matrix, the Oracle’s 

foreknowledge would be very incomplete.  Even though we are not as “free as we think,” 

given the number of humans plugged into The Matrix, and thus the number of free 

choices made, predictions would still be quite hard to make with just deterministic math.  

But clearly, the Oracle’s foreknowledge is not that incomplete.  She must be doing 

something else besides deterministic math.   

So what is she doing?  I think the answer is clear.  Since the Oracle is directly 

involved in The Matrix, and has been from the start, she has knowledge of another set of 

data that is utilizable in her attempt to predict the outcome of human decisions: her 

knowledge of previous versions of The Matrix.  Even though she may not be able to use 

deterministic math to predict how the free-will decisions of humans in the system will 

turn out, since she has already seen The Matrix unfold five other times, she has a pretty 

good idea about how they will turn out!28  In a sense she knows how people are inclined 

to decide because she has seen what they decided before.  She knows that Neo will stand 

                                                           
28 Of course, this means that she didn’t have much foreknowledge during the first version of The Matrix, 
but there is certainly nothing in the movies that contradicts that possibility.     
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at their first meeting, because all the previous Neo’s did.  She knows he will sit down at 

their second meeting because all the previous Neo’s sat down then too.  She knows Neo 

will take the candy because all the previous Neo’s took the candy.  Combine this 

knowledge with her ability to do deterministic math, and you have one smart 

foreknowing Oracle:  an Oracle with a pretty good idea about what the future holds!29 

This way of “knowing the future” is of particular philosophical interest because 

this is exactly how some philosophers suggest that God knows the future. 

What is classically known as the “Divine Foreknowledge and Human Freedom 

Dilemma” suggests that there is a logical incompatibility between God’s foreknowledge 

and human freedom.  If God has beliefs about what you will do before you will do it, and 

God cannot be wrong (since he is infallible) and you cannot change his past beliefs (since 

you cannot change the past) you can do nothing else but exactly what he already believed 

you would do.  It is this exact problem Neo refers to when he inquires of The Oracle 

“…if you already know, how can I make a choice?” 

Many philosophers suggest that the way to deal with the problem is to suggest 

that God’s foreknowledge of the future is not absolutely complete.  “It can’t be!” they 

suggest, “In order for a decision to be free, what decision a person makes must be 

                                                           
29 Before I saw the third movie, I thought that the Oracle just knew “the future” only because she had seen 
it happen before.  In other words, she was able to tell Morpheus that he would find “The One,” to tell 
Trinity that she would fall in love with Neo, and Neo that he would choose the candy and knock over the 
vase, simply because she had seen them all do it before in the previous versions of The Matrix.   But once I 
saw the third movie, I discovered that this could not be right.  Everything that happens after Neo chooses 
the door on the left, including everything that happens in the third movie has never happened before.  And 
yet, the Oracle is still able to make predictions.  The most major of which is her “foresight of the end” (with 
Neo lying defeated in the crater) that she makes having been assimilated by Smith.  Clearly she is able to 
make predictions, but she is not able to see past any free choice (that she does not understand, i.e., that she 
has not seen made before).  This is the “risk” that she took (to which the Architect refers at the end of 
“Revolutions”).  Her plan would only have worked if Neo got up to fight that one last time, but she did not 
know if he would or not, because whether he did or not was up to him; that was a free-decision he had to 
make.  The fact that she did not know is why Smith did not know and was surprised when Neo got up.  
Smith didn’t realize nor understand the limits of the Oracle’s powers.   
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completely indeterminate until the decision is made.  Thus the possibility of 

absolute/infallible foreknowledge of that decision is incoherent.  There is no fact of the 

matter about what I will decide until I decide, thus foreknowledge of my decisions is 

impossible!”  However many of those philosophers suggest that God can have a pretty 

good idea regarding what decision you will freely choose by simply knowing your 

personality and thus knowing the kind of decisions you are “likely” to make.  And if you 

combine this knowledge with God’s obvious ability to do “deterministic math”… well 

then you have got a God with a pretty good (almost perfect) idea about what the future 

holds.   

How was Agent Smith able to copy himself onto Bane? 

Agent Smith becomes a “computer virus” in The Matrix.  He endlessly copies 

himself onto nearly everyone in The Matrix until he has “taken it over.”  Since Smith is a 

program himself, how he can copy himself onto other programs is clear:  he simply erases 

their programs and writes his in.  But what about when he copies himself onto other 

humans in The Matrix?  What about when he copies himself onto “Bane” and then exits 

The Matrix (via Bane’s body) and goes on to live in the real world?  Bane is not a 

program is he?  How could Smith do this?   

This question is simple to answer, once some basic philosophy of mind is 

understood.  As I mentioned before, neuroscience has taught us that our behavior is due 

to the structure of our brains.  The kind of attitude we have, the kind of food that we like, 

the career we choose, our level of intelligence… all of these things are due to the 

structure of our brain.  Consequently, it is very popular in neuroscience to describe the 

brain as “hardware” and view a person as a program that is written on that hardware. 
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Moreover, this description seems quite accurate!  When one writes a program 

onto a computer, one is just configuring the computer’s hard drive, literally altering its 

physical configuration, so that it will behave a certain way when confronted with certain 

inputs.  A “physical configuration that determines behavior” seems to be exactly what a 

program is.  When our DNA and environment determines the structure of our brain, it is 

physically configuring our brain so that it behaves a certain way when confronted with 

certain stimuli (inputs); i.e., our DNA and environment “programs” our brain.  Since it is 

commonly assumed that “you” control your behavior, but it is clear that “the program 

written on your brain” is what controls your behavior, what is commonly assumed entails 

that “you” just are your brain’s program.  Clearly, it is suggested, persons are just 

programs.   

The philosophical view Functionalism suggests that two programs are identical 

(they are the same program) when they would produce the same outputs given the same 

inputs, even if those programs are written on different kinds of material.  The hardware of 

separate computers contain the same program if they are configured such that they yield 

the same outputs given the same inputs, even if those computer’s hard drives are made of 

different material.  If a person is just a program, if two brains contain the same program 

(if those brains would behave the same way given the same stimuli) the same person 

“inhabits” each brain.   Even if those two brains are made of different material (e.g., one 

is a computer hard drive and the other is made of gray-matter) they still contain the same 

program and thus the same person “inhabits” each brain.  

So now it is clear how Smith is able to copy himself onto Bane.  Erasing the 

program written on Bane’s (gray-matter) brain, and replacing it with a copy of his own 
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(that is written somewhere on The Matrix’s hard drive), is exactly what Smith is doing 

when he “copies” himself onto Bane.  When he does so, he is configuring Bane’s brain to 

react to stimuli in the same way that he reacts to stimuli.  Bane’s brain, even once it is 

unplugged from The Matrix, retains Smith’s program and Smith is able to roam the 

outside world.30 

 

Who is the Merovingian? 

The answer to this question is more theological than philosophical, but very 

interesting to say the least.   

The Merovingian is named after a Christian Gnostic group that originated in 

France.  They were heretics, who emphasized the gospel of Philip, Thomas and Mary 

Magdalene (among others), and who maintained that Mary Magdalene was of royal 

descent (from the tribe of Benjamin), was married to Jesus (who was, of course, of the 

tribe of David), and was pregnant with his child during the crucifixion.  For her child’s 

protection she fled to France.  Her child (believed to be named Sarah) continued the 

Royal Bloodline, and those of the blood line are today labeled “of Merovingian decent”.  

The Novel “The DeVinci Code” (Brown 2003) is centered around this “Gnostic heresy.”   

                                                           
30 It is worth noting that these views reveal something else.  If all persons are programs it does not follow 
that all programs are persons; clearly my laptop’s programs are not persons.  To be a person is to be a 
program with a certain amount of sophistication (to be a program that behaves in human like ways), and the 
programs on my laptop do not have that amount of sophistication.  But clearly programs like Smith, The 
Architect, The Oracle and other programs we run into during The Matrix Saga do have this amount of 
sophistication, and thus we must consider them “persons.”  If all persons deserve moral consideration then 
it looks like Smith, The Architect, and The Oracle deserve—and in fact any such program deserves—moral 
consideration.  It follows that, if and when the human race does develop computers/androids that do have 
that level of sophistication (that behave in human like ways), we might want to think twice before we begin 
making them do all the dirty work of society.  If they are persons, they would deserve the same moral 
consideration every person does and treating them inhumanly would be a severe moral wrong.  These moral 
issues are suggested in the Anti-Matrix. 
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In the movies, what the Merovingian is, is clear, if you just look at the clues.  In 

the same way that ghosts, aliens, vampires, and werewolves are all rogue programs, so 

too is the devil a rogue program:  the Merovingian.  There are quite a few clues that lead 

us to this conclusion:  (1) In “Revolutions,” when Trinity, Morpheus and Seraph go to see 

the Merovingian, the button they push in the elevator is the “help” button, but the P is 

scratched off to spell “Hel(l).”  (2) If you look at the Merovingian’s outfit in 

“Revolutions,” it is very “devilish”—red shirt, red tie.  (3) During this same scene, if you 

look closely as the trio approaches the Merovingian, you will see in the background a 

woman holding an apple in a very “Garden of Eden” like way.  And (4) the most telling 

clue about the nature of the Merovingian is in the symbolism of the movie.  His wife is 

named “Persephone” and this was the name of the wife of the god of the underworld in 

ancient Greek mythology.   

However, there might be more to the story.  As we just discussed, other rogue 

programs are vampires and werewolves (that can be killed with a silver bullet).  But it 

might be that the Merovingian (the devil), even though the Oracle calls him “a very 

dangerous program,” is not a program at all.  And if my suggestion is right, the reason 

that the Oracle told Neo that he was a dangerous program, instead of the truth, is because 

the real answer would have revealed too much to Neo at that time (before he went to The 

Source).   

The suggestion is this:  the Merovingian is not a program; he is the first Neo from 

the first working (free-will) version of The Matrix (Version 2.2), and Persephone is the 

first Trinity.  Here is what suggests this:  First of all, in all the other versions, Trinity falls 

in love with Neo, but Neo does not fall in love with her.  This would explain the strained 
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relationship between the Merovingian and Persephone.  It would also explain why 

Persephone wanted, so badly, that kiss from Neo: that kiss where Neo had to pretend that 

Persephone was Trinity.  If Persephone is married to an earlier version of Neo who is no 

longer in love with her (or never was), her desire to remember (or know) what it was like 

to be passionately kissed by Neo (a later version of her husband) is quite 

understandable.31  Neo was able to exist in The Matrix without being plugged in—his 

mind was separated from his body.  Perhaps, the first Neo experienced this at some point, 

taught his Trinity how to do it as well and they both went back in before they died, thus 

becoming the Merovingian and Persephone.  

This view is not necessary to hold in order to understand the entire story, and may 

not even be accurate, but I think it is a great way to look at this character.   

Conclusion 

I hope I have taught the un-philosophical a little more about philosophy, and also 

allowed those who do not appreciate and enjoy philosophy or The Matrix Saga to 

appreciate both a little more.  I also hope that I have impressed upon the philosophical the 

“philosophical richness” of The Matrix Saga, and allowed them to realize that the 

Wachowski brothers’ understanding of philosophy is not as uninformed as it might have 

once been assumed.  Hopefully everyone will want to watch the movies again, and when 

they do so they will have a new found appreciation of what I think are some of the best 

movies ever made.   

 

                                                           
31 This in fact is the only way I can make sense of that kiss.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

Fine Art Intervention: Improved Student Coping 
 
 
 
Nursing students in a registered nurse - baccalaureate 
completion program enter with a great deal of knowledge and 
experience. Being a unique population of adult learners, it 
is important to build on past knowledge, foster new 
visions, and challenge their comfort zones. As advanced 
learning occurs the adult learner tends to find it 
difficult to cope with the associated stress related to new 
challenges and time management.  
 
The focus of the fine art intervention project is to 
increase the use of fine arts, humor, etc. to promote 
coping, foster adaptation, and or facilitate continuity of 
self care. The project involves a self assessment of their 
coping skills, selection of a fine art component, 
researching the selected fine art; implementation of the 
fine art into their daily life over ten weeks, and 
evaluating the results of the intervention.    
 
The workshop would present the outcomes, the process,   
related to the necessary self-assessment, research, process 
of implementation, and evaluation. In addition, samples of 
student projects would be presented. Discussion would focus 
on the parameters of the project in promoting coping, 
adaptation, and continuity of self care in times of 
transitions.    
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“Simultaneously Incorporating Difficulty and Authenticity” 
 

        In her essay “My Mic Sound Nice: Art, Community, and Consciousness,” 

Imani Perry observes and analyzes the use of difficulty incorporated by 

numerous hip-hop artists. Perry argues “difficulty is a strategy in hip hop, both in 

terms of words and of demands for an authentic personal connection to hip-hop.” 

(50) The incorporation of difficulty frequently demonstrates cultural exclusivity. 

Furthermore, it plays a significant role in defining the African American presence 

and identity in hip-hop culture. Today’s rappers strategically include a level of 

difficulty in their music to target a specific community. Simultaneously, these 

artists project authenticity to a larger platform. 

          A prime example of a rap song that displays a level of difficulty is Twista’s 

well-known single “Overnight Celebrity.” This song presents a substantial level of 

both musical and lyrical difficulty. The song appeared on his most recently 

released album Kamikaze. The album is especially recognized for the way in 

which it highlights Twista’s ability to “speed rhyme.” Twista is an artist well noted 

for adding a fast-paced lyrical twist to his songs. It is custom for him to rap so 

swiftly that only the most intricate, experienced ear can comprehend his lyrics. 



This makes the technique as well as his song exclusive to his audience in the 

hip-hop community. An individual who is an infrequent listener to the artist Twista 

most likely would not be able to comprehend the lyrics or even grasp the overall 

gist of the song.  

        Pronouncing the lyrics so rapidly increasingly facilitates a lack of clarity. As 

Imani Perry states “The lack of clarity is the structural correlate to the reunion 

ideal. It represents struggle…it allows for Black English within the spheres of 

intellectual exploration.” (50) Twista’s lyrics in this song allow him to exclusively 

connect with the hip-hop community. They also create a barrier around traditional 

intellectual exploration and demonstrate a more widespread use of black 

language throughout hip-hop culture. On a wider scale, these lyrics and the very 

way they are presented/introduced also connect with African-American oral 

tradition. This lyrical style partially references a previous historical African-

American musical form. “Hip-hop constantly references previous black music 

forms. This stands as testimony to the yearning for grounding in the post-civil 

rights era, to the nostalgia for the music of youth, but also to the definitive 

blackness of parents or grandparents generation…this nostalgia carries through 

nowhere more publicly than in hip-hop. The musical memory for the listener 

forms part of the new musical experience.” (Perry, 57) Consequently, listeners 

unfamiliar with certain styles of rap frequently lack the necessary collective 

memory and are likely to be baffled and bewildered by the complexity of hip-hop 

as demonstrated in Twista’s “Overnight Celebrity.” 



        Musically, this song displays difficulty. Both Twista and Kanye West perform 

on the chorus of the song. The chorus is heard as a type of call-and-response 

conversation between the two artists. For example, Kanye West raps “Why don’t 

we play something these hoes’ll like/ drive whips I know they like/ Twista you told 

‘em right.” Twista responds by saying “I can make you a celebrity overnight.” The 

song also lacks the “usual” steady flow of music but instead interchanges 

between long and short chords. The instruments used in the background of the 

chorus assist in providing the song with another level of difficulty. In the 

background of the chorus a full orchestra plays. This creates difficulty because it 

differs from the traditional tune of a chorus [in most rap songs]. It lacks the beat 

of drums or other percussion instruments but instead adopts a more distinctive 

sound.    

        In the essay “Who’s Gonna Take the Weight?” author Kevin Powell attempts 

to explain the origins of his sexist views of women. He strives to exhibit the role 

hip-hop culture played in molding his ill-mannered feelings of women. Very 

common to hip-hop culture, Twista's song “Overnight Celebrity” suggests and 

makes light of disrespect for women. He refers to females as “hoes” and also 

creates a sense of male dominance by claiming that he has the power to make a 

woman an overnight celebrity. Twista declares “Kick it wit me I can mold yo’ life/ 

you looking good girl show you right/ Dre told me you the prototype/ I can make 

you a celebrity overnight.” He claims to possess the power to “mold a woman’s 

life” and to know exactly what every woman’s prototype is. The lyrical content of 

this song connects to the common cultural idea of male dominance. “Within hip-



hop culture...that power translates into material possessions…and blatant 

objectification of and disrespect for women.” (Powell, 64) By making use of the 

common cultural act of disrespecting women, this serves to establish a type of 

community amongst certain peers and audience members in the African-

American community. Consequently, the song presents a misogynistic, 

disrespectful opinion of women. Hip-hop feminists present this same argument. 

Joan Morgan, author of “When Chickenheads Come Home to Roost: My Life as 

a Hip-hop Feminist,” notes “Love for us is raw like sushi, served up on sex 

platters from R. Kelly and Jodeci.” (62) The ideas presented in this song reflect 

ideas customary to many men and women in the black community. Therefore, by 

addressing certain aspects of a black relationship in this manner, Twista 

establishes a community amongst certain peers.  

        While the ideology of this song does reflect an individualized style, it also 

connects to a greater cultural sensibility. The level of difficulty in the song’s 

language reflects its ideology. “Like language, ideology give group members a 

way of communicating by beginning with a set of shared assumptions that govern 

interaction…Additionally, ideology is like language because  

Individual use and expression of both ideology and language are subject to wide 

variation and even contradictory or wrong usage.” (Dr. Harris-Lacewell, 17) The 

language used in this song does provide the listener with a set of shared 

assumptions. Some of the assumptions displayed in the song’s lyrics are 

conjectures about women, male dominance, money, and power. Language 

serves to create both a state of individuality and unity. While Twista’s language in 



this song does specifically target the hip-hop community as a whole, he has also 

customized his language to reflect his own personal style. His language targets a 

specified audience because he incorporates his own personal technique. His 

style is quite distinctive and his method of speed rapping is exclusive to the 

language he incorporates in his songs. Simultaneously, symbols and themes he 

uses are common to the entire hip-hop community on a wider scale. For 

example, his use of certain themes and symbols such as women, money, fame, 

and power are common symbols of the hip-hop culture in general and have been 

adopted by numerous other artists. 

        S. Craig Watkins, author of “Black Youth and the Ironies of Capitalism,” 

notes “The genius view of cultural innovation presupposes that certain periods of 

cultural production are the result of talented individuals. However, a more 

discerning approach would seek to understand the historical particularities that 

produce the resources and opportunities that unleash and enable the creative 

energies of cultural producers…Like all historical actors, then, black youth 

operate within the context of structural and historical constraints not of their own 

making.” (54) The author implies the presumption that a period of heightened, 

successful cultural productivity is not necessarily the result of a brilliant individual 

or specific group of individuals. Such successful productivity is instead the 

product of historical aspects that help to mold the artist’s intellectual  

and societal resources. Twista’s song helps to demonstrate such a theory. One 

could clearly argue the artist’s technique as a genuine reflection of his individual 

talent, brilliance, and creativity. However, a broader, culturally based view could 



place special emphasis on the historical circumstance that has given a 

substantial amount of insight to encourage the artist’s style. For example, a 

marginalized, urban youth may sincerely consider Twista’s methods and means 

of rapping as pure genius that all come from the artist’s self-inflicted situations 

and experiences. Even so, it is crucial to reiterate the conditions and aspects of 

society that inevitably influence the artist’s style as well as the theme of his or her 

music and its dominating symbols. Thus, while Twista’s individualized creative 

genius is a major part of his style, certain societal and historical aspects have 

proven to also be very important in analyzing this style. Certain aspects of 

American society, black culture, and history have inevitably also been included in 

the artist’s style. 

        In her essay, Imani Perry comments on the incorporation and establishment 

of difficulty in several rap songs. The difficulty can be displayed through either 

the lyrics or the music. Such a use of difficulty generally serves to target or reach 

a specified community. Simultaneously, the use and inclusion of difficulty also 

projects authenticity to a global stage. In rap artist Twista’s song “Overnight 

Celebrity,” his language and musical style displays a sense of difficulty indirectly 

connected to a cultural sensibility that allows him to establish a community 

among his peers. Twista’s styles and techniques allow him to exclusively connect 

with the hip-hop community.     
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ABSTRACT:  



When and How did North and Central Midwestern American English Become 
Midwestern?   

 
  Paul A. Johnston, Jr. , Dept. of English, Western Michigan University 
 
 
The dialects of Northern Ohio, Northern Indiana, and Northern Illinois and the whole of 
Michigan and Wisconsin are often considered “accentless” varieties–“just plain American 
English”–by their own speakers, and equated with an American Standard of pronunciation in 
their phonology.  While these are patently mythical statements, since every dialect has a 
phonological system–an accent–associated with it, and it is questionable what “the” American 
pronunciation standard is, or even if one exists, these attitudes do point out the amount that these 
dialects, at least until recently, have been taken for granted.  Any distinctiveness, to read the 
studies, has to do with the Northern Cities Vowel Shift, which affects the larger conurbations 
within the region such as Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, and Milwaukee and fans out from there.  
However, there was “Midwestern” speech before these fairly recent developments, as can be 
proven by listening to early voice recordings from the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries and examining the dialect material contained in the Linguistic Atlas of the North 
Central States, as well as looking at dialect columns in local newspapers from the mid nineteenth 
century.  It is just that some of the earliest samples–particularly the newspaper columns, but also 
the very earliest recordings from Ohioans like President William McKinley do not totally 
resemble what we usually think of as Midwestern.  So when did what we know as Midwestern–
particularly the Great Lakes dialects of the Northern group--become something we could 
recognize as typically Midwestern? 
 
We note first that the mid-nineteenth century dialect columns from the present day Northern-
speaking Midwest can exhibit marked New Englandisms, not surprisingly, since New 
Englanders and upstate New Yorkers were the majority among the initial settlement mix, and the 
writers, which include famous humorists such as Artemas Ward, were often, like many of their 
readers, Eastern-born. However, the data from the first systematic Linguistic Atlas in the area–
the Linguistic Atlas of the North Central States, where fieldwork started in the 1930's (Petyt 
1980), and some of the early voice recordings reveal a fully developed Midwestern English 
among people born after 1850 or so.  
 
Recently, Peter Trudgill (2004) has developed a theory on how settlers’ koinés (mixed dialects) 
come about through dialect contact, whereby the process of mixture, selection of outcomes, 
winnowing out of unselected minority variants, and realignment of the axis of variation to purely 
society-internal factors takes roughly three generations.   His findings are based on a study of 
New Zealand English; however, they are meant to apply to cases like this one.  The pre-1850 
generation are, in most of the area outside Ohio and the Southern Midwest, the youngest of the 
second generation, the “sons and daughters of the pioneers” who arrived en masse in the 
Midwest in the 1820's and 1830's.  The next generation would be the third generation among 
whom the dialect would “crystallise” as Trudgill says.  Moreover, the Ohio prairie localities were 
settled about the same time (Carver 1989) as Indiana and Michigan, while the eastern edge of 
Ohio is technically not “Midwestern-speaking” but belongs to the same area as Western 
Pennsylvania or Northern West Virginia.  These (and the whole Southern Midwest) might well 
have formed one generation earlier.  Otherwise, the examination of the recordings and dialect 



columns reveals a development according well with Trudgill’s theories. 
 
The result seems to show a new dialect coming of age among the people who approached 
adulthood about the time of the Civil War at a time when the area had shed its frontier trappings 
and was becoming prosperous both agriculturally and industrially.  This variety, with added 
overlays stemming from the immigrants coming in at the time, is the foundation of the “plain” 
speech we see today in the area. 
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INCREASING COGNITIVE FUNCTION: STRATEGIES FOR PEDAGOGICAL 
INCLUSION OF EPAS PATHWAY SKILLS 

 
 
 
 Intelligence can be taught.  I came across these words perhaps twenty-five years 

ago in an early work by Arthur Whimby, in a text titled The Art of Administration.  What 

a concept.  Like so many others, I had assumed that intelligence was an innate 

characteristic, similar to eye color or skin tone.  Though I recognized that knowledge 

could be increased through either direct or indirect experiences and that one’s ability to 

remember and/or recall could be affected by physiological aberrations such as trauma or 

aging, I believed that under optimum circumstances, one’s level of intelligence remained 

static.  A given individual’s cognitive ability could be charted somewhere along a line 

ranging from smart to dumb; he was born that way and destined to function at that same 

level for the rest of his life. 

 

 For the moment I am considering intelligence—cognitive function—in the 

historical Western sense: the ability to use logical reasoning, either inductively or 

deductively, to reach a conclusion about a given set of facts. While Gardner’s politically 

correct notion of multiple intelligences and post-modernists’ view of 

knowledge/intelligence as a social rather than individual construct that is solely 
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dependent on one’s discourse community give one pause, my view of intelligence is 

much more prescribed.  I am concerned exclusively with demonstrable mental agility as 

measured in a literate culture and that can be charted on such scales as Bloom’s or 

Perry’s taxonomies of cognitive ability.  It is this type of intelligence that Whimby spoke 

of, that Smuyllion fashioned his Knight/Knave/Normal paradigm on, and that most 

College Board entrance exams are based on.  For the most part, this is the type of 

intelligence our culture clings to as a benchmark for individual success.  And this is the 

type of intelligence that my university’s First-Year-Experience program attempts to 

teach. 

 

 As a point of clarification, our FYE program differs from others in three 

significant ways: first, the course is required for all Conditionally Admitted students, 

those students identified as least academically prepared for success in college.  Second, 

judgments about these students’ knowledge base and cognitive levels are based on a 

combination of their high school grade point average and their ACT college entrance test 

performance. Third, the phrase critical thinking skills is used interchangeably for the term 

intelligence.  Given that, the course description “University 101 focuses on critical 

thinking skills needed for success in core curriculum courses and for success in 

navigating the transition to the university” explains its purpose and significance. 

 

 Operating under the hypothesis that ACT subtest scores correspond to critical 

thinking skills levels, U101 focuses on the identified Pathway Skills used as markers of 

incremental levels of cognitive functioning.  These Pathway Skills in turn are used to 
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design pedagogical materials in three areas that correspond to the university’s Quality 

Enhancement Plan: quantitative literacy, oral and written communication, and civic 

responsibility.  The course goal is ambitious: to increase students’ demonstrated cognitive 

function from the average entrance levels of 16-19 to the score range of 24-27 by the end 

of the term. 

 

 To accomplish this goal, course assignments that cover three primary forms have 

been designed: text, charts, and projects. Initial assignments include skill levels that 

correspond to the 16-19 range of ACT intelligence markers, mid-course assignments 

include 20-23 level markers, and end-of-term assignments focus on 24-27 skill markers.  

Pathway Skills identified by ACT for each of these ranges guide each assignment’s 

design. 

 

Cognitive Skill/Intelligence Markers: 

Following are markers of incremental levels of cognitive functioning based on the EPAS 

Reading Standards for Transition: Explore, Plan, and the ACT Assessment.  Students 

scoring between specific identified ranges on the ACT should be able to perform these 

functions: 

 

 Skill level: 16-19 

 Draw simply conclusion about the main points and people in uncomplicated 
passages* 

 Locate simple details at the sentence and paragraph levels in uncomplicated 
passages 

 Identify relationships between principal characters in uncomplicated literary 
narratives 
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 Recognize clearly stated cause-effect relationships within a single paragraph 
in uncomplicated literary narratives 

 Use context clues to understand basic figurative language 
 Make simple generalizations about the main points and characters in 

uncomplicated literary narratives 
 Recognize clear relationships between a part of a passage and the whole 

passage or another part in uncomplicated passages 
 

Skill level: 20-23 
 

 Analyze specific parts of a text, drawing accurate conclusions 
 Determine how an inference might change based on the inclusion of 

additional information 
 Synthesize information from challenging texts** to clarify understanding 

of important concepts and ideas 
 Distinguish between key concepts and subordinate ideas in a text and 

write a concise summary 
 Identify problems and solutions presented in a text 
 Gather and interpret details presented in a text, determining the 

contribution of each to the author’s or narrator’s intended message 
 Identify details that clearly support the key point(s) of written or nonprint 

sources 
 Check inferences against information provided in a text, identifying what 

is and is not sufficiently supported by the text 
 Analyze the sequence of events in of written or nonprint sources 
 Map sequences of events in texts or films from everyday occurrences, 

defending their reasoning 
 Evaluate the extent to which comparisons made by the author or narrator 

help clarify specific textual relationships 
 Search for clues embedded in a text that suggest cause-effect relationships 
 Examine events in written or nonprint sources to determine the 

precipitating cause(s) and final outcome(s) 
 Investigate the meanings of words and their possible effect(s) on the 

perceptions and behavior of people 
 Research words and phrases from different sources, identifying their 

shades of meaning in various contexts or situations 
 Defend or challenge the author’s or narrator’s assertions by locating 

several key pieces of information in a challenging text 
 Make accurate generalizations based on implicit information in the text 
 Search for clues that suggest the viewpoint from which a literary text is 

written or told and determine whether the author’s or narrator’s point of 
view is valid or biased 

 Analyze the relationship between an author’s or narrator’s intended 
message and the rhetorical devices used to convey that message (e.g. 
language used, evidence provided) 
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Skill Level: 24-27 
 
 Use two different mediums (e.g. sculpture, photography, music) to present 

a synopsis of the main idea(s) of a text, thereby expanding understanding 
of the text’s meaning 

 Develop a reasonable interpretation of the central theme(s) or main 
point(s) of a challenging text 

 Divide challenging texts into sections, determining what the key pints re 
for each section 

 Recognize and study the evolution of an author’s argument(s) as presented 
in a complex informational text 

 Interpret and integrate details in a text in order to verify or contradict a 
specific pint or claim made by the author or narrator 

 Enumerate aspects or characteristics or people, objects, events, or ideas 
 Read texts containing challenging sequences (e.g. flashback, flash-

forward) discussing how the order of events affects understanding of the 
text 

 Explain how altering a series of events would likely change the outcome 
of a situation or the actions of the characters 

 Develop an in-depth understanding of the fine distinctions between 
literary characters in a challenging text by closely examining the language 
used by the author or narrator 

 Identify relationships between ideas and/or people in a challenging text 
and how those relationships develop over the course of the text 

 Identify clues in a challenging text that suggest possible motives for and 
effects of a person’s actions or words 

 Read conflicting viewpoints of an event and use textual evidence to 
identify which one has the most reasonable explanations of causes and 
effects 

 Develop and use strategies for deciphering the meaning of words or 
phrases embedded in richly figurative or technical contexts 

 Analyze figurative and technical language in the media, relating some 
instances to a personal experience 

 Synthesize information in challenging texts, making valid generalizations 
about people and situations 

 Confirm or disprove generalizations suggested in texts by providing 
examples or counterexamples from other sources 

 Identify subtle evidence that conveys the author’s or narrator’s point of 
view in challenging texts 

 Determine the primary purpose of specific sections of a text or the text as 
a whole 

 Change the wording of a text in order to convey a different tone or attitude 
(e.g. persuasive, serious) 
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* Uncomplicated Texts: 
 
Informational:  materials that tend to contain a limited amount of data, address basic 
concepts using familiar language and conventional organizational patterns, have a clear 
purpose, and are written to be accessible 
 
Literary:  excerpts from essays, short stories, and novels that tend to use simple language 
and structure, have a clear purpose and a familiar style, present straightforward 
interactions between characters, and employ only a limited number of literary devices 
such as metaphor, simile, or hyperbole 
 
 
 
 
** Challenging Texts:  
 
Informational:  materials that tend to present concepts that are not always stated 
explicitly and that are accompanied by illustrated by more-- and more detailed—
supporting date, include some difficult context-dependent words, and are written in a 
somewhat more demanding and less accessible style 
 
Literary:  excerpts from essays, short stories, and novels that tend to make moderate use 
of figurative language, have a more intricate structure and messages conveyed with some 
subtlety, and may feature somewhat complex interactions between characters 
 
 
 
 
*** Complex Texts: 
 
Informational:  materials that tend to include a sizable amount of data, present difficult 
concepts that are embedded (not explicit) in the text, use demanding words and phrases 
whose meaning must be determined from context, and are likely to include intricate 
explanations of processes or events  
 
Literary:   excerpts from essays, short stories, and novels that tend to make generous use 
of ambiguous language and literary devices, feature complex and subtle interactions 
between characters, often contain challenging context-dependent vocabulary, and 
typically contain messages and/or meanings that are not explicit but are embedded in the 
passage 
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Pathway Skills for Increasing Cognitive Function: 
 
Moving from 16-19 to 20-23: 
 

 Draw simple conclusions using details that support the main points of 
more challenging passages 

 Locate important details in uncomplicated passages 
 Order simple sequences of events in uncomplicated literary narratives 
 Identify comparative relationships between ideas and people in 

uncomplicated passages 
 Identify clearly stated cause-effect relationships in uncomplicated 

passages  
 Use context clues to define some words and interpret some figurative 

language in uncomplicated passages 
 Make more specific generalizations about people and ideas in 

uncomplicated passages 
 Make generalizations about the author’s or narrator’s attitude toward 

his or her subject in uncomplicated passages 
 Understand the overall approach taken by a author or narrator, 

including point of view, in uncomplicated informational passages 
 
Moving from 20-23 to 24-27: 
 

 Identify a clear main idea in any paragraph or paragraphs in 
uncomplicated passages 

 Infer the main idea of some paragraphs in more challenging passages 
 Summarize basic events and ideas in more challenging passages 
 Locate and interpret minor or subtly stated details in uncomplicated 

passages 
 Discern which details, though they may appear in different sections 

throughout a passage, support important points in more challenging 
passages 

 Order sequences of events in uncomplicated passage 
 Have a sound grasp of relationships between people and ideas in 

uncomplicated passages 
 Identify clearly established relationships between characters and ideas 

in more challenging literary narratives 
 Identify subtly stated cause-effect relationships in uncomplicated 

passages 
 Identify clearly stated cause-effect relationships in more challenging 

passages 
 Use context clues to determine the appropriate meaning of multiple-

meaning words or phrases in uncomplicated passages 
 Make subtle generalizations about characters in uncomplicated literary 

narratives 
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 Make generalizations about people and situations in more challenging 
passages 

 Understand the overall approach taken by an author or narrator 
including point of view, in uncomplicated literary narratives 

 
 
 
Assignments to teach/assess cognitive function 
 
Texts: 
 
Charts: 
 
Weekly charts are assigned for each section of the course.  These charts reflect the 

incremental range of cognitive difficulty covered throughout the term.  While the initial 

charts deal with factual information relating to a single subject, later charts are more 

complex, including multiple types of information and requiring more sophisticated types 

of reasoning.  The examples that follow reflect typical charts that may be used during the 

early, mid, and final phases of the course. 
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Chart 1:  Median Age of U.S. Census Population 

READING TABLES, CHARTS AND GRAPHS 
The population of the United States is determined by a census every 10 years. Below is a graph 
of the median age of U.S. citizens during the past century. The median age is a value defined as 
that age for which 50% of the sample is greater than the median age, and 50% of the sample is 
less than the median age. Diamonds represent Males; Squares represent Females.  

Answer the questions below: 

Median Age of U.S. Census Population
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1. The median age for males in 1990 is about   ________________________ 

2. The median age for females in 1920 is about   ________________________ 

3. For which year(s) is the median age for males greatest? ________________________ 

4. For which year(s) is the median age for females least? ________________________ 

5. For the century from 1890 to 1990, the median age for males 
a. Increased significantly 
b. Decreased significantly 
c. Stayed about the same 
d. Is less than the median age for females 
e. You can’t read the median age for males on the graph 

6. The year in which there is the greatest difference in median age between males and females 

is ______________________________. 

7. The difference in median age between males and females has been 
a. Generally increasing 
b. Staying about the same 
c. Generally decreasing 
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Chart 3: Emergency Room Visits 

 

READING TABLES, CHARTS AND GRAPHS 

Examine the chart, and answer the following questions. 

1. Data presented in this chart 
includes patients who are 
institutionalized. 
A) True  B) False 

2. People who visited the emergency 
room include those military 
personnel injured in the line of duty. 
A) True  B) False 

3. Overall, which group visits the 
emergency departments more? 
A) males   B) females 

4. At what ages do females go to the 
emergency department the fewest 
number of times in a year? 
__________________ 

5. About what percentage of males, 
ages 65 to 74, annually visit the 
emergency department? 
A) 30 to 35% B) 35 to 40% 
C) 40 to 45% D) 45 to 50% 

6. In what three age ranges are the rates of emergency department visits most similar between 
males and females? 
______________________ 
______________________ 
______________________ 
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7. Which of the following best explains reasons why female emergency room visits decrease 
from ages 15 through 45? 
A) females get healthier as they get older 
B) females get married as they get older and they are then taken care of more by their 
husbands 
C) older females die more, and so there are fewer females left to visit the emergency room 
D) older females have more children, and the children keep the mothers home 
E) younger females have more children, and pregnancy requires more visits to the 
emergency room 

8. Why do you think more males under the age of 15 than females (under the age of 15) go to 
emergency departments. 

9. Why do you think there are fewer females than males that go to the emergency departments 
during the ages of 45-65. 

10. Why do you think there are more females than males who go to the emergency department  

11.  

12.  

13. during the ages of 75 and over 
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Projects: 
 
University 101 includes a minimum of two course projects.  Each of the following 

projects is an example of assignments required for each section of the course.  The first 

one, The Advisor’s Assignment, is presented in two parts, the initial work to be 

completed during the first part of the term and the second part during the last third of the 

course.  The second assignment, the Course Project, is assigned during the final portion 

of the course. 

 

 

Advising Assignment: Part I: 

Readings:  “Establishing Goals, Making Decisions, Analyzing Issues,”  

“Thinking Actively By Asking Questions and Viewing Situations from 

Different Perspectives,” (Thinking Critically: A Concise Guide, 2004, 

John Chaffee) 

 

Activity: Make appointment with academic advisor 
 

Keep 24/7 time chart of all activities for two weeks 
 
Meet with advisor to determine short and long terms goals based 
on time chart 
 
Using goals, select two seminars to attend 

 
During the fourth week of class, write a paper that identifies the 
facts, the interpretation of these facts, and an analysis of short and 
long-term goals 
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Advising Assignment: Part II: 
 
 

Readings: “Organized Approach to Solving Problems, 
 

“Reporting Factual Information, Inferring Possibilities, 
Judgments Based Upon Criteria,” 

 
 “Understanding and Constructing Arguments,” (Chaffee) 
 
Activities: Attend second meeting with academic advisor to discuss 

class performance and outcome of educational plan 
outlined during first meeting 

 
 During the twelfth week of class, write a paper that 

evaluates the outcome of the identified short and long-term 
goals that relate to progress in reaching educational goals 

 
 
 
 

 
Course Project:  The goal of this project is to have students participate in activities 

outside the classroom that will support critical thinking and active engagement with the 

larger university or the local community.  The protocol of the project is to have students 

work in teams or groups to select a topic to explore; each group has the same objectives: 

to formulate pertinent questions about the topic, to collect key information needed to 

answer the questions, to compose thoughtful answers to the questions, and to analyze and 

organize the information into a report to be presented to the class.  During the two weeks 

allotted for the project, the following activities are to be completed: 

 

 

 Team selection (self-selected or assigned by instructor)  

 Topic selection (self-selected by team) 
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 Team roles (self-selected by team) 

 Design of project (team decides) 

 Project completion (scheduled determined by team) 

 Class presentation (team will determine and design) 

 Evaluation and assessment (jointly by team and instructor)  

  

Possible topics can be selected from examples such as those that follow or by team’s 

interest and subsequent approval by course instructor: 

 

 

Living Downtown: A number of professors, and even some students, live in the 

downtown area.  Why do they choose to live in the urban center?  What are the 

advantages and disadvantages?  Is it more expensive?  Do they feel safe?  How is 

living downtown different from living in other parts of the region? 

 

 

Transportation:  Like a number of urban areas, Birmingham has a traffic 

problem and an inadequate public transit system.  How convenient is the city’s 

public transit, including the DART service that serves the campus?  How often do 

students and faculty use this system?  How is public transportation funded?  Who 

needs this system to carry out their daily activities?  What might happen to the 

city and the region if there were no public transportation at all? 
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Homeless People:  Like many cities, Birmingham has a visible number of 

homeless citizens who live on the streets or frequent shelters.  Sometimes there 

are whole families who are homeless, as well as a number of women with 

children.  How does the community address the problem of sheltering these 

homeless people?  How does the city regulate the activities of the homeless?  

What happens when a homeless person becomes ill?  Why do most homeless 

congregate in the downtown area? 

 

Food Services:  Where do most students eat their meals?  Should the University 

require that students purchase and eat a certain number of meals on campus?  

Why or why not?  Do the existing food services provide an appealing variety of 

healthy foods?  Is the University obligated to insure that students have good 

choices for healthy, nutritious food?  Is the food too expensive for what is 

offered?  What are the plans for increasing availability of food services 

throughout the campus?  Should students be involved in the planning of any new 

facilities? 
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GOAL: Promote academic success of conditionally admitted freshmen by focusing 
on critical thinking skills in the core curriculum and in navigating the transition into the 
University. 
 
RESTRICTION: The critical thinking skills are taught in relation to the three goals 
of the University of Alabama at Birmingham’s Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP): 
 
 Quantitative Literacy 
 Oral and Written Communication 
 Civic Responsibility 

 
HYPOTHESIS: ACT subtest scores correspond to critical thinking skill levels.  
Pathway skills that lead to increased cognitive development can be identified.  
Coursework can be designed that increases cognitive skill levels. 
 
STRATEGIES: Students will receive instruction, experience, and prescriptive 
feedback on critical thinking skills and their applications to core curriculum courses 
through lecture, discussion, textbook readings, and supplemental exercises.  Students 
interact with academic advisors in supportive, diagnostic, and prescriptive ways to 
determine individual needs for academic success.  Students participate in activities 
outside the classroom that will support critical thinking and integration into the 
university. 
 
 Three major examinations—45% 
 Advising assignments (two advisor meetings and two papers)—20% 
 Group project (oral and written presentations—20% 
 Charts, graphs, and tables—10% 
 Daily or weekly quizzes—5% 

 
EXPECTED OUTCOMES: Students will demonstrate familiarity with and competence 
in the application of critical thinking skills across academic disciplines and through the 
following actions: 
 
 Definition of all words in assigned materials 
 Identification of the main question (implicit or explicit) that a reading passage 

raised about its subject 
 Identification of the subject, main concepts, and main facts in a reading passage 
 Identification of main relationships (similarity, difference, time, space, 

cause/effect) between and among factual material 
 Identification of the main conclusion that can be drawn from factual material 
 Identification of problems and ability to develop solutions 
 Evaluation of accumulated data to assist with decision making 
 Ability to communicate both orally and written 
 Demonstration of an understanding of skills and habits needed to be a successful 

student at the university 
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ASSESSMENT: CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS: 
 

 Improved Quantitative Literacy 
 Experience with problem solving and 

interpretation of charts and graphs 
 
   Effective Communication Skills 

 Use of oral and written skills for communication 
including building and defending arguments 

 
   Responsible Citizenship in the community, nation, and world 

 Application of critical analysis, ethical values, 
and problem solving skills to community and 
campus issues 

 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

 Instructor-developed tests including 5 common 
items 

 Pre and Post-Assessment 
 Advising Assignment 
 Community-based project 

 
PEDAGOGY: TEXT 

 Reading Assignments 
 In-class Discussions 
 Written Responses 
 Quizzes 

   CHARTS 
 Weekly  
 Analysis 
 Self-Designed 

 
   PROJECTS  

 Advisor’s Assignment 
 Course Project 
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BAREFOOT by Monique Jonaitis 

There is no greater sorrow than to lose one’s home land. 

- Euripides 

 

 The taxi driver zipped along meandering streets outside of Vilnius’ airport in 

Lithuania’s capital city. Weary from the trans-Atlantic flight, my sister Simone and I 

were being welcomed to Lithuania in a careening Soviet cab that bolted at ninety 

kilometers an hour. The taxi’s windows were open, and the summer air whipped our hair 

every which way. Clutching the travel bags, we wrestled our hair with a free hand while 

we swayed and jerked with every gear shift and sudden turn. Every now and then with 

each erratic swerve my sister and I shot each other a jaw-clenched grimace, imagining 

just what to anticipate next. 

 It was noon time in this part of the world, old country, I like to call; and cousin 

Arnas was electric with excitement in the passenger seat, yet politely efficient. When we 

zipped past a monument or medieval castle, he would rival the assaulting wind and shout 

historical facts over his shoulder at us, his newly landed and alien cousins. Simone was 

responsive and animated, while I strained to hear, and squinted through the lattice of my 

wind-whipped bangs to catch a look at the medieval world that hurried by. Canopies of 

fir trees, conifers and hemlocks decorated enchanted forests where in ages past knights 

and powerful kings galloped. The panorama before me was borne out of story books that 

my dad religiously read to me when I was a little girl, and now, at twenty-two years old 

with the fairytale scenes wrapped around me like gift paper, I had finally arrived at the 



doorstep of my father’s homeland. Perhaps he too had had the same wild taxi ride two 

weeks earlier, when for the first time in fifty years, he stepped foot upon his native land. 

 Lithuania was nine months fresh out of communism’s claws. Aside from the 

occasional empty store shelf, and an on-going potato shortage, there was plenty of food, 

spirits, and stories to crowd our first three days and purge our jetlag. Dark rye bread, hard 

salami, and sweet cabbage rolls crammed our plates. The four of us; Arnas, his wife Zita, 

Simone and I, devoted mild mornings convening in mahogany and burgundy velvet 

chairs in Arnas’ reading room. We sipped brandy as early as nine o’clock, listened to 

Rachmaninov and contemplated Arnas’ commentaries on Lithuania’s sovereignty. By 

mid-week, we had debated U.S. foreign policy, celebrated Lithuania’s independence, and 

planned a road trip through Lithuania’s countryside to Baltijos Jura, the Baltic Sea. 

Unbeknownst to me, what was to follow was a bundle of mysteriously profound and 

overwhelming moments during which the worlds of fantasy and reality would collide. 

 Arnas and Zita packed their miniature-yellow car with our overnight bags, and 

snack foods, while Simone and I sat docilely waiting in the back seat as if we had been 

commanded to do so. (After all, Arnas had been a soldier in the Lithuanian Army). 

Moments later, Simone and I were stunned by the casual manner in which Zita leaned her 

torso through the passenger window to tuck her .22 revolver into the glove compartment. 

“Bandits”, she scoffed in Lithuanian. 

 The car crunched out of the gravel driveway and still within the outskirts of 

Kaunas, we apportioned elk meat on dark rye bread. We chomped to Elvis Presley tunes 

that barely resonated over the thunderous Soviet motor, while gasoline fumes spewed at 

us, hot, from the air vents. The two hour passage was smooth as we glided along silky 



asphalt roadways engineered by the Soviets to guarantee swift passage for military tanks 

into and out of occupied territories. 

 A road sign announcing VILKAVISKIS 2 km rushed forward at us and my pulse 

quickened. I immediately recognized this village name from the faint red circle that my 

dad had, years ago, drawn around his birthplace on a thumb-tacked wall map that still 

hung in his study. 

 My arrival at Vilkaviskis resurfaced an old and familiar battle; guilt and forced 

duty versus true patriotism and honor. At a young age, I had memorized the intricate 

geography of Lithuania and traced maps with my forefinger along its rivers, regions and 

shorelines. Well before the exodus of Lithuanians from the old Grand Rapids west side 

neighborhood to the suburbs, I was swiftly indoctrinated into the duties of the “next 

generation” to carry on, preserve and protect the traditions of the Lithuanian language 

and culture. The older full-bloods rounded up us snotty-nosed kids from towns as far 

away as fifty miles. Soon enough, I was sitting alongside them struggling over Lithuanian 

grammar among miniature statues of medieval knights and the spooky face of Lithuania’s 

first king staring down at me. On Saturday evenings, when I would have rather hovered 

over a bowl of popcorn and cheered on The Dukes of Hazard, my father coached me, 

albeit through my pre-teen defiance, in memorizing poetry to recite at Lithuanian school 

recitals. Eventually, it was a lost battle and I gave in. The need for my father’s approval 

overrode my stage fright as I emphatically recited lyrical poetry of a lost nation to a 

crowd of elder DPs (Displace Persons. World War II refugees in Europe displaced by 

occupation, deportees, etc.) My father shared in my glory as he stood in the shadows 

subtly lip-synching and nodding his approval at my fine tuned and perfectly memorized 



performance. When I wasn’t the star of the show, I stood in the children’s choir with 

Lithuania’s yellow, green and red flag hanging behind us; and the screech of a single 

violin catapulting us into our rehearsed stanzas. Our chins pointed upwards and our lips 

formed perfect Os as we sang songs in Lithuanian, ranging from the melancholy “Dear 

Lithuania My Homeland”, to the playful “Two Little Roosters, Two Little Roosters”. I 

was later initiated into Lithuanian-American teenage hood in a ritual of dance, donned in 

traditional dress and accompanied by an accordion that belched out festive pagan tunes. 

And for as long as I could remember, I had, on cue, stood, genuflected, and bowed my 

head to the shrill whine of the choir and pipe organ that howled mournful Lithuanian 

hymns at every Sunday afternoon mass. 

 After two decades of automated patriotism for this country tucked far away in the 

Baltic, I had rebelled against the Yeshiva – like upbringing and resigned from making 

any more emotional investments in despair, and grief for, what I beheld as an alien 

nation, a nation I never once visited nor imagined would be liberated in my lifetime. But 

now, that I had arrived in Vilkaviskis, in a free Lithuania, would my newfound emotional 

distance leave me unscathed, untouched, and unaffected by this pilgrimage? 

 My stomach flip-flopped and I turned to read Simone’s face for comfort and 

reassurance. Her face, instead, was turned away from me and peering into the glass, 

pensive. I felt a twinge of stage fright, as if this inaugural encounter with my father’s 

home were another performance in which I had to monitor my behavior and my 

reactions. What if I did it all wrong? I wanted instructions and guidelines to follow. My 

father was the star of this production, not me. I was uncomfortable that I was in the 

spotlight once again. 



 Pellets and pebble stones from the highway’s shoulder bounced off the side of the 

car like popcorn and resonated like bullets. I imagined my dad, a child fifty years ago, 

dodging the clamor of falling bombs from two fanatic’s encroachments; Stalin from the 

east and Hitler from the west. I scanned the land that lay beside me. What I imagined to 

be the center of life during the 1940s was now empty and desolate, save for a solitary oak 

tree. 

 Two sharp right turns and the car rolled to a stop alongside a ditch on the back 

country road that lay alongside the memorial land. A lifetime of questions now dangled 

like fly tape waiting for answers. Who is this man whom we call father? What past had he 

really emerged from? The dusty book of my father’s own story of which I knew only a 

few chapters was now slowly cracking open to me page by page. The soft yellow-green 

land was the womb that my father had wept over. This, here, was tete’s (affectionate term 

for “dad” in Lithuanian) world and reality which had become resistant and blurred by 

ghostly memory. A lump jammed my throat like a licked floodgate. I didn’t budge from 

the back seat until Simone gently nudged me with her elbow. We slid out of the car from 

the rear door. Under Arna’s advise that wearing shoes and socks would hinder our 

movement through the impending terrain, we vigilantly unlaced our Nikes and yanked off 

our bleached white socks and laid them on the car hood with an almost ceremonious flair, 

as if it were a celestial offering.  

 On tete’s old homestead, barefoot upon arid soil and sharp bladed grass, we 

walked around anthills and stones through the venerated land. Crosswinds jiggled the 

knee-high grass that lay up ahead; a vast foyer to the approaching patch of earth that was 

a scar and testament of Hitler and Stalin’s secret pact to rape and pillage this land and 



make it theirs. Overwhelmed, I sauntered a few feet behind my sister, my eyes darting 

from my feet to hers, calculating a non-intrusive gait. Simone’s head was bowed down, 

watching her feet. We said nothing to each other, perhaps believing that formulating 

words would somehow have been dishonorable. 

 It was as if silence had fallen across the planet. I followed exactly my sister’s 

steps in the crushed and weighted grass baring her footprints, but what started out to be 

arid soil now became soggy mud. We slapped through high grass while mud hung on to 

our feet, and ankles, and spattered onto our knees, slowly overtaking our shorts, but 

didn’t matter. Our pilgrimage was a christening of sorts, a baptism in the water of this 

land. 

 My father’s childhood home had been destroyed during the Soviet occupation. 

Just as a tour guide might have, Arnas’ gesturing hands approximated where the house 

used to stand. The reeling filmstrip behind my eyes flashed to a peasant family – senis 

(literally meaning “old man” in Lithuanian), mociute (meaning “grandma” in Lithuanian), 

tete and his brothers and sisters; my aunts and uncles whom I had never met, and who 

now resided in the afterlife. In the same manner as one might pin down a cloud, I began 

making repeated and exhaustive attempts at grasping that my bare feet were indeed 

planted on this soil. I imagined that tete had once stood here barefoot in his youth or even 

two weeks prior in his ripe age. 

 Arnas peered at the hills in the south and retold the story we had heard time and 

time again, and by now memorized. Senis, mociute and tete crossed the German border to 

make way out of the war zone, where they would remain for the next five years in 

UNRAA (United Nation Relief and Rehabilitation Administration: Organization created 



during World War II in 1943 to help devastated countries and people) and IRO refugee 

camps (International Refugee Organization created by the United States and the United 

Nations to care for refugees after the UNRAA ended its existence). Then, with his hands 

in his pockets and rugged chin pointing north, Arnas murmured in Lithuanian, 

“Grandfather planted that tree.” An oak tree that senis planted had survived the ravages 

of war, and still remained standing. Senis had always refused to visit Lithuania when it 

was wounded, hurting and occupied by tyranny. Little did we know that he had been here 

all along. Its matured bark, wrinkled and creviced, and its roots deep inside the earth were 

now plagues engraved with the infinite fingerprints of senis’ hands that had once plunged 

the young tree into the soil. 

 Dusk came and what was a turquoise sky patterned with cumulus patchwork now 

became purplish gray with wispy cirrus clouds and wafer-thin stratus. Arnas jogged back 

to the idling car where Zita waited at the steering wheel. Simone and I squinted skyward, 

circumnavigated the land to study and ingest all directions. Memories and stories swirled 

hauntingly around me like a storm cloud in formation, while I commanded the dam in my 

throat not to burst. After having peeked for years through the dark keyhole of my father’s 

life, it was as if the door suddenly swung open to a secret chamber of harsh light, evoking 

me to shield my eyes. I manipulated the gauge in my mind’s eye to help filter its 

intensity. Nonetheless, I was a passenger along the gnarled twists and turns of empathy 

for my dad. I now understood that his fierce loyalty to his land and heritage was no 

different than a child’s attachment to its mother’s breast. His affront may have been duty 

and loyalty, but within, it was despair in its purest form. On that summer day 

inVilkiviskis, Lithuania, I finally understood what Euripides had meant. 



 I took long strides by my sister’s side back to the car in such a manner that an 

onlooker may have guessed us to be pressed by time, or outrunning an impending storm. 

I really didn’t know why I was running. Breathless we approached the solemnly idling 

car with headlights flickering, muffler purring and Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody 

competing with my memorial burdens.  

 Simone and I slid into the backseat without giving any thought to our legs and 

feet covered in mud. Clumps of weighted earth fell onto the floor mats. I took a deep 

breath and sighed, like taking one last gulp of air before going under water. Zita revved 

the idling engine and we lurched forward. Simone’s face and mine were facing north 

taking in, like gathering in a final harvest, one more gaze at the oak tree as we sped 

through the Lithuanian night and made way toward the Baltic Sea. 
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John Biggers has been hailed as one of the most important artistic storytellers in the 

history of American art.1 His larger-than-life size murals grace the walls of public spaces from 

Ohio to Texas, and his other paintings and little known works of sculpture all depict various 

facets of African American life and culture.  Known primarily as a muralist, Biggers who was 

born in 1924, came of age in the wake of the achievements of Depression-era artists.  

Subscribing to the mural as an art form because it easily lends itself to expressing stories of 

Southern Black culture, Biggers characterized himself first as a muralist, and foremost as a 

story teller.  In a 1991 interview while commenting on the process of producing the Hampton 

Murals, Bigger said, “The mural is a storytelling form-a continuous way to deal with many, many 

multiple concepts.  I love storytelling, we used to sit around the fire, and papa always told us 

great stories…they were like Aesop’s fables.  They always had a great message in 

them…storytelling has been a way of understanding our culture at home.”2 

Biggers first memories of artistic creation and production began as a young boy sitting 

by the fire, at the feet of his mother, aunts and grandmother. After completing chores, the 

Biggers children would sit attentively, listening as their father read stories, and the women 

pieced together quilts.  The process of artistic production co-mingled with the story telling, 

singing, and the loving fellowship of family was an important foundational influence in Biggers 

early years.  These foundational elements are later expressed in many of Biggers’ works of art.   

Another influence that profoundly affected Biggers, and critically reshaped the 

development of his artistic production, is African art and culture.  Initially introduced to African 

art through university studies while at Hampton University, John Biggers later traveled to West 

Africa, where he experienced first hand the cultural richness of the African continent.  The work 

he produced after a six-month tour funded through an UNESCO scholarship expresses a 

                                                 
1 Olive J. Thiesen, The Murals of John Thomas Biggers: American Muralist, African American Artist, (Hampton: 
Hampton University Museum, 1996), vii.  
2 Thiesen, viii. 

  



synthesis of various aesthetic sources, showcasing a worldview enlightened by African Art and 

travels to West Africa.3  

The time Biggers spent in Western Africa had an enormous impact on his work.  His 

later sketches and paintings are filled with depictions of African culture in the form of textiles, 

architecture, sculptural forms and mythology.  According to art historian Olive Jenson Thiesen, 

”in integrating these Africentric images with European and Regionalist influences, John Biggers 

succeeded in his aim of creating an inclusive and affirming visual language.”4  This rich visual 

language and its expression of African architectural, sculpture and textile motifs expressed in 

the paintings, sketches and murals of John Biggers is the subject of this paper.    Through an 

examination of works produced by the artist before and after his travels to the African continent, 

this paper will discuss African antecedents in the art of John Biggers.  We will also discuss how 

as story teller, John Biggers tailored an African American visual aesthetic that served to visually 

represent a cultural and aesthetic history of both Africa and African America.   

 

John Biggers-The Early Years  

 

John Biggers first formalized training in art began in the fall of 1941 as a student at 

Hampton University. Although Biggers didn’t initially settle on art as an educational endeavor, 

famed Austrian educator Viktor Lowenfield convinced Biggers to declare art as his major after 

one art class.  Lowenfield encouraged his students at Hampton to express their feelings about 

themselves and the world around them through visual representation.  Biggers later recalled the 

impact of Lowenfield’s teaching in an interview.   “At last I found a way to deal with the lifelong 

yearning to speak in line, form and color of the aspirations of the black man I had become.”5  By 

                                                 
3 Alvia J. Wardlaw, “Metamorphosis: The Life and Art of John Biggers,” in The Art of John Biggers: View from the 
Upper Room, (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1995), 47.   
4 Olive Thiesen, 73. 
5 Thiesen, 3. 

  



1943 Lowenfield had arranged for an exhibition of his students at the Museum of modern Art.  

This exhibition included Biggers first mural Dying Soldier.  

Dying Soldier is a visual documentation of the overriding sentiment felt by young male 

Negroes concerning American’s involvement in World War II.  The news of the bombing at Pearl 

Harbor compelled many young Blacks to enlist.  Biggers’ mural is a visual discourse on the 

positive and negative aspects of enlisting, racial inequality experienced by Blacks in the military 

and society in general, and the loss of familial closeness with the demands of military service.  

Dying Soldier is eight feet by ten feet, and visually expresses characteristics evident in Biggers’ 

later work.  According to art historian Olive Thiesen, the mural showcases, “the complexity of 

imagery, with story laid upon story; the use of multiple vanishing points, which create the illusion 

of depth while maintaining a sense of flatness; and the symmetry of design, with a large, 

centrally placed figure.”6 

Later works produced during the early stages of Biggers career like the 1944 painting 

Mother and Child, and the 1946 mural Harvest Song primarily centered on Black life in the rural 

south, and was expressed in the genre of Regionalist Murals.  Impressed and inspired by the 

technique and social content of the Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, Biggers’ wanted to use the 

mural as a visual tool to describe the social plight of his people, and through art encourage them 

to fight these deplorable conditions.  This art form more than any other at the time, was seen as 

an effective way to highlight the social injustice apportioned to Black people, and their dignity 

despite constant suffering.   

Like the Mexican muralists, Biggers’ work exhibited, “a suspension of the picture plane 

clearly defined foreground and a continuous sky, balance of the symmetrical system filling all 

areas with implied motion; overlapping of silhouettes, and massing of heads to create a 

continuous image beyond the wall; simple bold modeling of figures; palette of earth colors and 

                                                                                                                                                             
 
6 Thiesen, 5. 

  



black to provide uniformity across the wall; and a compositional unification of the wall with basic 

geometric symmetry.”7  Each of these characteristics Biggers’ derived from the work of Diego 

Rivera.  

 

The Africa Transition  

 

From the 1941 through 1957 Biggers’ work, though rapidly developing, remained firmly 

planted within the realm of Regional mural painting.  His work continued to reflect the social 

concerns of blacks as expressed with representational figures, and did not yet show the 

abstracted forms that Biggers’ would soon develop for artistic expression.  However, in 1957 

Biggers’ acceptance of a UNESCO scholarship to travel and study in West Africa radically 

changed his artistic philosophy.  While in Africa Biggers and his wife Hazel were introduced to 

African culture, sculpture, textiles and architecture as visually expressed in Kumasi produced in 

1957, and Ashanti Architecture, produced in 1962, and Queen Mother,  also produced in 1962.   

It is at that point that Biggers’ work began a radical transformation; beginning a period of 

stylistic growth due to the acceptance and inclusion of abstraction and dematerialization.  

Through the process of dematerializing form, Biggers’ began creating an aesthetic expression 

that defamiliarized his previous work through the production of forms that transformed traditional 

African American cultural content with innovative artistic expression.  The Africa trip was the 

turning point in his life, leading him to begin a lifelong struggle to integrate into his work the 

African, European and American artistic heritages.  With his return to the United States in 1958, 

Biggers’ work clearly exhibited a different perspective.  From 1958 to 1974 his work expressed 

less regional characteristics, and more Africentric visual rhythms. Though still relying heavily on 

representational art forms, his work included African imagery, African mythology, and African 
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artistic forms drawn from African architecture, sculpture and textiles.  First, we examine his use 

of African architectural motifs. 

 

African Architectural Antecedents  

 

As previously discussed while traveling in West Africa, John Biggers was exposed to 

African models of architecture in Ghana, Togo and Dahomey, (now the Republic of Benin) and 

Nigeria.  African architectural motifs abound in the work created after the Africa experience.  

Many of the rural Southern images in Biggers’ works have African antecedents, including the 

peaked roof shotgun, as expressed in First Shotguns produced in 1949 to 1950, and Shotguns-

Third Ward #1, produced in 1966.   In both of these works you see the stylistic progression of 

the shotgun motif.  In First Shotguns, the shotgun architecture is presented rather realistically as 

it appears to be almost pressed upon the foreground, engulfing the entire canvas.  Biggers has 

provided us with a slight glimpse through the front door, out a side window, to what appears to 

be yet another shotgun house.  This particular architectural motif still remains representational 

and is not yet abstracted, as expressed in later works produced by Biggers.  

In Shotgun, Third Ward #1, the representation of the shotgun houses moves from a 

single shotgun house to several shotguns artfully arranged on a street row. The houses have 

been moved back from the foreground of the composition, and the artist has presented these 

houses less like as a single freestanding piece of architecture, and more like a set of urban row 

houses.  The front of each house is the depicted uniformly.  However, through compressing 

several houses together in the middle of the composition, they begin to take on a transcendent 

quality—moving from one specific house to a generalized and somewhat distilled rendering of 

the architecture common to black southern life.  In fact, the shotgun house is perhaps the 

  



premier form of African-influenced architecture as expressed in the West Indies, and the United 

States, and is a well researched and published by material historian John Michael Vlach. 8  

In “Shotguns” produced in 1987 we see further development in Biggers’ treatment of 

shotgun architecture.  In this painting, five shotgun houses, with full front porches, are depicted 

with five women standing as architectural pillars, physically bearing the weight of the structure.  

In their hands they hold miniature shotguns which represent the symbolic role of Black women 

bearing and nurturing the household and community.  Behind these five houses, a multitude of 

other shotguns are depicted receding into the background.  This flattening and abstracting of 

shotgun architecture further confirms Biggers’ use of shotgun as a symbol for both traditional 

black architecture and the heritage of black culture. 

Art historian Robert Farris says Shotguns illustrates more than a single aspect of black 

culture or traditional black architecture.  “Illuminating a space and elevation with philosophy, the 

painting becomes a model of belief and practice, illustrates numinous qualities in complex 

interaction; it carries us into process, where black Creole vision takes the poetic measure of 

three worlds—Europe, Africa and America—and combines them.  It does this in order to make a 

medicine, and nkisi, as artistic images and charms for healing and protection are called in the 

Kongo.”9  As represented in Shotguns, a new America pushes up from the depths of the 

shotgun architecture, hewn from African architectural traditions that John Biggers encountered 

in while studying in Africa.   

 

African Sculptural Antecedents  

 

John Biggers also incorporated African sculptural motifs in his work.  In Family Unity a 

connection to the Dogon culture of Mali is easily recognizable.  In this work, which is a 
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for Afro-American Architecture, Vol. 1 (Ann Arbor:  University Microfilms), 1975.    
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development in the abstracted style that is later characteristic in Biggers work, a woman is 

holding a ladder on her back that is fashioned like Dogon Hommos and Tellum figures-the 

ancestral primordial couple.  Also in this piece, Biggers has refined his treatment of the human 

form as inspired by study of Dogon art.  He begins to adopt an abstract quality of his work that 

contrasts with the narrative linearity of his earlier work.  This abstraction of style was difficult for 

Biggers.  In fact, he counts Family Unity as the hardest mural he ever painted.   

 Of this painful process Biggers says, “I had a literal illness trying to change my work to 

incorporate the meaning of African in my life…out of my frustrations over the years I’d become a 

weekend alcoholic and ended up in the hospital.  Finally one morning I awoke hungry; I knew I 

had solved my problem.  I asked for hamburgers, ate and went home.  My illness was a result of 

trying to change myself.  When I realized that I had finally changed, I came out of it… knew that 

I could dematerialize form as I thought I should.” 10   

The integration of African sculptural motifs is also expressed in the 1980 mural Quilting 

Party.  This mural, which was commissioned for the Houston Symphony Hall, depicts a large 

geometric form at the center of the composition.  The “Morning Star”, as Biggers calls this form, 

is directly related to a piece of sculpture he acquired while in Africa.  “She is seen from the back, 

facing inward so that we see her sculptural form. Her plaited hair forms ears, as the “Dog star” 

she is the guardian, like the great tree of life, with the serpent in it. This star is the reference 

point for travelers.  I have made many drawings of her from an African piece I own.”11   

The Dog Star symbol is an important component to understanding Dogon cosmology.   

According to Dogon mythology, the Dogon people of Mali are descendants of Nommo, the first 

living being created by Amma, the sky god and creator of the universe.  The Nommo are extra 

terrestrial amphibious beings that were sent to Earth from Sirius, or the Dog Star, for the benefit 

of humankind.  Biggers’ inclusion of the Dog Star sculptural form in Quilting Party is adept 
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tailoring of an ancient African creation myth to link African cosmological origins with African 

American religious and social history.  Thus in Quilting Party, the sculptural form is the basis for 

the both an aesthetic and metaphorical treatment of African American identity.   

Other African sculptural elements like Ashanti ceremonial combs and stools, which 

Biggers encountered while in Ghana, are identifiable in the 1992 lithograph Family Arc, and the 

1992 mural Tree House.  Family Arc is a depiction of what appears to be a figure set in front of 

a large altar.   To the left and right of this figure are African ceremonial combs layered atop 

ceremonial stools, resembling that of the Akan peoples of Ghana and the Ivory Coast.   The 

stool on the left appears to be a jungle cat, while the stool on the right is depicted as an 

elephant.  Ashanti Akuaba dolls sit on top of each stool, and other ceremonial combs from a 

backdrop for the top of the altar, in front of which stands a female figure metaphorically 

representing Black female matriarchs.  The African sculptural forms expressed in Family Arc are 

also expressed in Biggers’ 1992 mural Tree House.   

 Tree House is a mural commissioned by Biggers’ alma mater, Hampton University to 

adorn the entrance of the William R., and Norma B. Harvey Library.  President Harvey 

expressed the aim that the new library be more than a research facility.  He wanted it to serve 

as a source of inspiration to both students of Hampton and the community for years to come.  

For this enduring visual inspiration, Harvey turned to Biggers—on of Hampton Universities most 

illustrious alumni.    

 Standing twenty feet by ten feet, this work in many ways represents the zenith of 

Biggers’ career.  The abstracted rendering of the university’s Emancipation Oak is a study in 

African sculptural motifs, depicting both an African ceremonial combs and an African xylophone.  

To the left and right of this composition large Ashanti-style combs span the canvas stretching 

from the upper third of the mural down to the bottom.  The teeth of the comb act as a veil, 

concealing the goddess figures placed on both sides of the Emancipation Oak.  Biggers’ use of 

  



African sculpture in Tree House is an intentional effort to evoke the double consciousness of 

African American cultural and aesthetic identity.   

 

African Textile Antecedents  

 

 As previously noted John Biggers integrated numerous African aesthetic elements into 

his work after a six-month trip t West Africa in 1957.  As with the African architectural and 

sculptural motifs, Biggers also began using African textile traditions, specifically Ghanaian 

Adinkra cloth-stamping symbols, as a visual reference, developing the quilt-like geometric 

patterning that later became the unifying element in his work.  The use of Adinkra symbols is 

clearly depicted in the 1957 sketch, Daughter of the Moon.  This art work, reportedly drawn 

upon immediately returning from Africa, illustrates a close-up of a young Black woman, wearing 

a traditional head wrap.  Symbols depicting a star and a quarter moon, recur repeatedly on the 

fabric head dress.  The star and moon combination is an Adinkra symbol known Nsrommo, and 

represents married life, faithfulness and loyalty.  The Nsrommo symbol also represents the 

femininity of a woman.  The names and meanings of Adinkra symbol are derived either from a 

proverb, a historical event, human attitude, animal behavior, plant life, forms and shapes of 

inanimate and man-made objects.   Though it is not clear whether or not this young woman is 

African or African American, Biggers use of the Adinkra symbol Nsrommo in Daughter of the 

Moon symbolically links her to African culture and by extension, to the African ancestors.   

 Other African textile motifs are expressed in the 1990 mural East Texas Patchwork, and 

Tree House, which has already been briefly discussed in this paper.   East Texas Patchwork 

was commissioned by the Paris, Texas, Public Library to adorn the walls of a new wing, and is 

an artistic manifestation of its title—a visual patchwork of life experiences.  The mural is divided 

into three segments depicting three human forms as the central element of each section, awash 

in the colors sienna and umber, with minute detailing expresses in green, red and blue.     

  



 The unifying element of each segment of the mural is an underlying quilting pattern 

which is similar in construction to the woven Kente cloth found among the Ashanti and Ewe 

peoples of Ghana, and the Kuba cloth found in Congo.  Each figure is surrounded by a diamond 

shaped frame that engulfs each figure.  The quilted element underlying the entire composition 

underscores Biggers concern for weaving visual stores that illuminate the traditions and history 

of Africana peoples.    The quilting pattern is also depicted in the Hampton University mural Tree 

House.   

 In Tree House the textile and quilted geometric patterning is expressed as the 

background of the composition; stretching the full length of the mural from the top to the bottom.  

The quilt-like forms are also seen as the foliage of the trees, the transparent pool of water at the 

base of the tree trunk, and the spherical orbs littering the canvas as celestial beings and 

spheres held by the goddess figures.    Biggers’ method of expressing African textile forms in 

Tree House in many ways defamiliarizes the previous sculpture form, thus making the viewer 

extend the time necessary for looking, and perception. Through reinterpreting African textiles, 

Biggers presents a form that is both African and African American, revealing both African and 

African American historical reference and cultural identity.   

 According to John Biggers, his aesthetic purpose was to visualize and communicate 

archetypes with which African Americans might closely connect.  Through the use of African 

architectural, sculptural and textile forms, Biggers created a visual language that expressed 

both African and African American cultural traditions.  For more that five decades of artistic 

production John Biggers, like the African Griot that uses artistic forms to relate the history of a 

people, created masterful stories that provided all people with arch types with which to connect.   

His artistic offering, imbued with meaning drawn from African artistic traditions, is richer for this 

inclusion. 
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Abstract 

The primary purpose of this action research project was to test a dialogue technique in the 

promotion of students’ motivation in a foreign language classroom in the university 

setting. It is suggested that similarly to learning in the ZPD, motivation may be improved 

by providing graduated and contingent assistance in the ZPD. The help may consist in six 

scaffolding functions: recruitment, reduction in degrees of freedom, direction 

maintenance, marking critical features, frustration control and demonstration (Donato, 

1994). The assistance was introduced to a group of students of Spanish as a foreign 

language (n = 23) through a series of questions that guided students in defining and 

following their own agenda. The students wrote reflections related to their goals, 

activities, and experiences regarding the learning of the Spanish language. The teacher 

provided feedback that oriented the students’ subsequent actions. In this way, a particular 

discourse developed between the students and the teacher. In order to observe the 

possible changes in the students’ motivation, a questionnaire by Schmidt and Watanabe 

(2001) was administered to students twice during the semester (during the first and the 

eleventh weeks of the action research). The results from the pretest and the posttest were 

compared with the results of the control group (n = 17). The overall comparison between 

the treatment and control group showed that there was no statistically significant 

difference (α=0.05). Comparison of the posttest scores between the treatment and control 

group however showed an increasing trend in scores for the treatment group (p-value 

0.0669). 
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 ABSTRACT 

 
Title of Presentation: Teaching Art in the Blogosphere 
Presentation Description:  
Weblogs or Blogs are a powerful and freely accessible computer 
inferface that can be used in arts education at all levels for 
discussion, critique, and reflection. 
Examples of University students' work with Blogs will be shown and 
discussed. Information on beginning your own Blog will be presented, 
along with practical suggestions for planning, posting images and 
replies. Internet resources for 
best practices in Blogs and Blogging will be available. 
 
Conference Catalog Description: Share ways to use Weblogs, or 
Blogs, for journaling, reflecting, researching and collaborating in the 
arts classroom. 
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Dr. June Julian 
Department of Art Education 

The University of the Arts 
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Report on Issues Related to Teaching 

 
PAPER PRESENTATION 

Introduction 
 

Many of you may have a blog already, or possibly your children may, 
or quite likely, your students. Now it is common to blog professional 
conferences.  For example, at the National Educational Computing 
Convention last year there were people walking around in black tee 
shirts that said, I'm Blogging This!  Could it happen next year in 
Hawai'i? 
 
In this paper, I will share some blogging ideas and experiences with 
you and suggest ways that blogs can be integrated into classroom 
instruction in the visual arts. 
 
Brief Background Information 
 
The term, weblog was coined by Jorn Barger in December 1997, 
soon after webblogging emerged onto the Internet. The shorter 
version, blog, is attributed to Peter Merholz when in May of 1999, he 
broke the word weblog into the phrase we blog in the sidebar of his 
weblog.  
 
What is it?   
 
A blog is an online personal journal, arranged chronologically and 
viewed in a Web browser.  Essentially "it is the unedited, published 
voice of the people" (Winer, 2003).  Blogosphere is a term coined in 
2001 by W. Quick in DailyPundit.com, meaning "the intellectual 
cyberspace occupied by bloggers." (Quick, 2001) 
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My student researchers report that most of the original blogs began in 
journalism and politics.  They most likely gained more public attention 
during the presidential campaigns. Now, there are two major global 
conferences of world research on the subject each year: Blog Talk in 
Vienna, and Blogger Con at Harvard. In 2004 the Merriam Webster 
Dictionary named Blog the word of the year! 
 
Pedagogy 
 
In a recent issue of Government Technology, the Perseus report 
noted that a total of 4 million blogs were created last year with a 
projected a total of 10 million by this year's end. 
Over 51% were hosted by 13 to 19 year olds. A recent New York 
Times article stated that blogs are " an invisible high school that floats 
above the daily lives of teenagers." 
 
Constructivist educational theory highlights social interaction in 
teaching and learning, i.e., meaning making developing through the 
social process of language use over time.  "Students must have 
authentic opportunities for publication of knowledge." Blogs give 
students a space to reflect and publish authentic artifacts that contain 
their thoughts & understandings" (Technological Horizons in 
Education, 2004).  They are able to embed hyperlinks to 
contextualize information and to link to related ideas, adding images, 
video and mp3 music files. 
 
Setting Up Blog Accounts 
 
For the past two years, my graduate art education students at the 
University of the Arts have been experimenting with two free blog 
accounts, LiveJournal and Blogger.  Taking only a few minutes to set 
up and with their built in templates and various options including 
private or public access, these accounts are extremely user friendly.  
 
In the free accounts, images and multimedia files are transferred by 
FTP and stored on other servers. However,blogging software may be 
hosted at your school by using other systems such as Manila.  
 
Early Examples  
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We began experimenting with blogs several years ago, using 
LiveJournal to build an ongoing and random Glossary of Computer 
Terms. After setting up their accounts, which were private and for 
friends only, students created user pictures, and explored various 
templates. 
Their assignment was to post three new terms per week. They could 
post comments to their classmates' postings and view those made to 
their entries.  This practice could easily accommodate vocabulary 
building in all areas of arts instruction. 
 
In my courses, I frequently utilize a LiveJournal blog for students to 
post their reflections on their reading assignments. This is a valuable 
interactive space, where students can read and respond to the ideas 
of their peers. Not only can they publish their thoughts, but also they 
can add hyperlinks to Web sites, insert images and reply to each 
other. 
LiveJournal makes an excellent virtual exhibition space for student art 
works. Additionally, it's easy to create an online critique via the 
comment option. 
 
For example, last  year my Interactive Media class participated in a 
Valentine project for child victims of the recent Tsunami in Thailand 
where they integrated personal journaling with image critiques.  They 
applied their new knowledge of basic PhotoShop to create their digital 
expressions of caring and support, which they then sent to the 
participating schools.  Part of the creative process for my pre-service 
art educators was to post their images in progress to the class blog, 
and to explain their ideas and processes to the class. 
 
Current Example 
 
For my course, Educational Media A: Teaching and Learning, for Fall 
2005, I launched the class blog, Digital Dakini Speaks! 
This is the first blog at our university dedicated to podcasting 
research. Using Blogger, I embedded an audioblog sample on the 
first post by recording my brief welcome with a Griffin iTalk mic 
connected to the earphone jack of my iPod. The assignment was for 
students to research examples of podcasting in education, and to 
post annotated URLs in the blog. 
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Since the posts were limited to Blogger members only, the students 
had to create their own blog as part of the assignment.  In them, they 
created their own discussion topic, on subjects as diverse as 
personal photo blogs, to professionalism, to Internet copyright.  The 
students also experimented with creating their own podcast. 
 
For Additional Information 
 
Students enrolled in my Educational Media B: Planning and 
Management course during Spring semester, 2005 created a rich 
professional development web site for teachers, Teaching Art in the 
Blogosphere.  In it they provide various links on blog history, 
pedagogy, accounts, examples, and visual arts lesson plans for 
grades 5 -12, which were field tested as student teachers.  
 
For example, middle school students used Blogger as a forum to 
debate Plato's famous argument from the Republic, i.e., an artist's 
representation of a bed is three times removed from the original idea. 
Then they created unique works of art with studio materials on 
concept of bed. 
 
High school art students viewed selected works by Dali that their 
student teacher placed on Flickr, an online photo gallery and blog. 
They were asked to look carefully, to select two works, and to write 
their responses in the comment box.  This online experience was 
followed by a studio assignment on Surrealism. 
 
The examples above could easily be applied to more advanced 
instructional levels in Art History, Fine Arts and Humanities subject 
areas. 
 
 
Please visit our Web site for more details & additional resources 
http://www.uarts.edu/faculty/jjulian/blogosphere/ 
 
Welcome to the blogosphere! 
 

 
 

http://www.uarts.edu/faculty/jjulian/blogosphere/
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  Homegrown Terrorism: A Personal, Meditative and 
 
     Literary Analysis 
 
     “People don’t like things they don’t understand,”  
         Fifty Cent 
     “The personal is the political,” Marianna Torgovonik 
         
        Feroza Jussawalla 
        Department of English 
        University of New Mexico 
        Albuquerque, N.M. 87131 
 
 

 The world is exploding with what has been called by popular newspaper columnists, 

“Homegrown Terrorism.” The London subway bombers and the French bus burners have been 

called “homegrown terrorists.” In one of her columns, popular columnist Linda Chavez 

wondered how it was that children who had grown up in “The West” could subscribe to a 

terrorist or fundamentalist philosophy. Paul Greenberg in his column, “Britain’s Home-Grown 

Terrorism,” was even more shocked but concluded, “There is a lesson here, and not just for the 

British.” I believe that this is true and we as “ethnic minorities” everywhere need to meditate on 

the causes and search for remedies.  As someone who teaches “postcolonial” literatures, 

literatures written in English or French or other colonial languages after independence from the 

colonizers, and who teaches the literatures written by writers from various backgrounds in the 

“Western Diaspora,” the tensions among the various groups of the ethnic minorities and between 

the ethnic minorities and the dominant “hegemonic white population,” as Marxist postcolonial 

theorists refer to our society at large, are not new to me. But what is new to me is that we as 

ethnic minorities–who have in fact been aware of  our own competitivenesses between each 

other–have suddenly turned on each other and attack each other. In the wake of Hurricane 



Katrina, the tensions between immigrant minority communities in the U.S.–the Mexican labor 

and the “native” African American populations--have become markedly evident. Lisa Pollak’s 

radio program Act 3 Land Grab (www.thislife.org)  had a special on how a busload of Hispanics 

refused to stay at a habitable apartment complex that was predominantly black. PBS 

documentaries have shown the plight of the African American electricians and their unions who 

felt cheated as Haliburton hired undocumented Mexican workers at cheaper wages to work on 

the re-building of New Orleans. Witness how in Hawaii, the movement for sovereignty will of 

course polarize and displace several other minorities. As the world is more globalized, with the 

migration and movement of peoples, inter- ethnic tension is again becoming a new phenomenon 

and instead of hybridity, what is emerging is a turn towards indigeneity as a result of the inability 

to belong anywhere. 

 Recently, in my day to day existence in the multi-cultural state of New Mexico, I’ve 

begun to experience the tension of living in a multi-cultural society which seems to heighten 

everyday. I live in a neighborhood which by accident has gotten “integrated.” My home, a newer 

home, was built by a rich white person who owned an old 50's rambling home and sold the land 

around it to a builder who built my home, six minutes from my classroom door at the university–

an attractive proposition. Soon the land around me, as also the older home, were bought by 

developers. One developer bought the house behind me and rented it to a black family. The land 

adjacent to me was sold to Hispanics with city hall connections who could get the electric lines 

moved from the middle of their property to build a million dollar McMansion on what should 

have been and remained an easement. The day their builder came to lay the foundation, he 

looked at me and said, “Where are you from?” When I told him I was from India, he said, “How 

do you people come over here and live in big houses?”  “Why don’t you go home–your country 

is doing so well.” “Our maquiladoras were outsourced,” said this apparently well-to-do Mexican, 

building for a supposedly long established, old, aristocratic Hispanic family who have been here 

for 400 years and have long been mayors in this town. I was half tempted to reciprocate with the 

same question to the builder, but having to explain the position of Native Americans, the third 



minority of this state and in the interest of neighborliness, I didn’t.  But he wouldn’t give up. He 

persuaded the woman he was building for, this aristocratic, Hispanic, middle school principal, 

that since I was from India and burned incense, I must be doing witchcraft on her. And so they 

started putting various and sundry powders in my yard, a security camera looking into my study 

and eventually smashed in the wrought iron in front of my house. Every time I went out to try to 

talk to these people, both husband and wife, involved in the business of communicating with 

others– refused to speak to me and only threatened to sue. This has been their stand since the 

wife spotted the vacant land . This is the fear of the immigrant by another immigrant–regardless 

if they’ve been here for 400 years! Can you imagine what a disaster it is to have a middle school 

principal who will not communicate and is likely to spread the fear of the “other?”  

 The black family behind me are resentful of me while they run a Children Youth and 

Families Department daycare for black children on assistance and add to their property many 

posh cars and boats, causing the neighbors to suspect a meth lab in the making. And the 

interesting thing is that none of us neighbors speak to each other and have heightened suspicions 

of each other, while the white people who have long lived in the neighborhood, watch with 

amusement, from a distance, thinking that we all three deserve each other for having had the 

temerity to move into their neighborhood.  

 For me and in the Southwestern United States, this is a new experience. I taught for 

twenty years at the University of Texas at El Paso where my primary student population was 

Hispanic, mostly Mexican--immigrants like me–not Hispanics who saw themselves as colonizers 

and “conquistadors” with a sense of entitlement, like the Northern New Mexicans. My students 

loved me, I loved them, many were married to African Americans on the Fort Bliss base and we 

all seemed to get along happily with the cowboy Texans and the Bushs even if they came in 

patronizingly to tell us how much they loved El Paso, because Laura was from El Paso. The 

dynamic was interestingly different. Was it time or place that caused the change? Perhaps there 

is someone else out there in England, saying that the dynamic was interestingly different in 



Willesden Green or East London or the suburbs of Paris when we all got along, ate in the curry 

houses walked on the left bank eating jilebis and saying Salaam alikum. 

  When the suspicions and alienations I’ve described above burst out in violent attacks on 

our communities, our children are beginning to ask, “Why are we killing our own people?” and 

especially in areas where in fact we kill not people who are different from us–but who are like 

us– our own people.  Is it because it is easy to carry out acts of terrorism in neighborhoods where 

you blend in easily–or are the tensions amongst us so high that having no place to belong–in our 

“unbelongings”–we don’t care where our anger bursts forth. It is when my son asked me this 

question  that I wrote this poem: 
  They bombed  my station 
  just behind my flat 
  where York meets Marylebone-- 
  Edgware Road 
   
  How we raced down those steps 
  on the rare sunny days of London 
  to grab the train to Hammersmith  
  and bask in the sunshine of Kew  
 
  “Mom, Why did they want  
  to bomb our neighborhood? 
  “We’re just all the same people 
  anyway?” “We’re just all 
  the same people anyway,” 
  I want to say. Why bomb anyone? 
  
  His 21 years, 
  the last few away from home, 
  have been plagued with news bulletins  
  issued to me as questions, 
  as I lay on my chemo bed, one 
  the day after my first one 
  9-11, I was startled awake 
  “They crashed the world towers,” 
  “They may crash into us,” he says 
  from his dorm room in a tower  
  on a far away coast. 
 
  What question lay 



  in the mind of my Muslim 
  best friend’s son 
  as he lay dying 
  crushed by an SUV 
  in Texas because 
  someone thought 
  his name Osman 
  was Osama? 
 
  The blaming game 
  destroys the wonder in  
  chocolate brown eyes 
  furrowing already dark knit brows-- 
  reasons for many searches at  
  airport security checks 
  racial profiles 
   
  You, you, you 
  says Fasil the hire-car driver 
  in Hyderabad 
  “You take the aeroplanes, you kill the children,” 
  “You take the children 
  tie dynamite to them  
  and send them on aeroplanes,” I say 
   
  You, you, you  
  We say–if only Bush hadn’t 
  if only Osama hadn’t-- 
  if only the British and French 
  hadn’t colonized 
  and etc., and etc. 
   
  You, you, you 
  more potent than any thunderclap,  
  any dirty bomb, any suicide bomb 
  You Indra’s thunderbolts destroy 
  with no Shiva to dance us out of 
  DESTRUCTION  
 

 It is interesting to see that as the world grows more globalized, societies and ethnic 

groups grow more insular and turn inwards on their identities. There is much talk in India about 

how the women who work in the outsourced computer industries and call centers retain their 



identity, their Indianness, their caste marks and their saris as they work in the global economy. It 

is this inward turn to identity, that causes the alienation when that identity is under attack.  

 This inward turn is largely the result of the conservative push towards assimilation and 

the postcolonial theoretical push towards hybridity–which interestingly are two sides of the same 

coin. The theoretical underpinnings of my situation that I’ve described above lie in the theories 

of hybridity, and in theories of the ability to speak whether one can speak out and of who can 

speak for whom. Homi Bhabha is the major Postcolonial Marxist, theorist who has proposed the 

notion of “hybridity”as the condition of the postmodern world in which “ethnocentric ideas” 

such as “women, the colonized, minority groups, the bearers of policed sexualities, experience 

their limits and thereby move into postcolonial, postmodern migration, spaces of  “cultural 

hybridities.” (Location of Culture 5)  Homi Bhabha, arguing for the move towards hybridity 

makes a case for moving beyond “the originary” (1): “The hideous extremity of Serbian 

nationalism proves that the very idea of a pure, ‘ethnically cleansed’ national identity can only 

be achieved through the death, literal and figurative of the complex interweavings of history, and 

the culturally contingent borderlines of modern nationhood.” (5) It is these complex 

interweavings of history that author Zadie Smith writes about. 

 

 

 Unbeknownst to all involved, ancient ley lines run underneath these two 

journeys– or to put it in modern parlance, this is a rerun. We have been here before. This 

is just like watching TV in Bombay or Kingston or Dhaka, watching the same old British 

sitcoms spewed out to the old colonies in one tedious, eternal loop. Because immigrants 

have always been particularly prone to repetition– it’s something to do with that 

experience of moving from West to East and East to West or from Island to island. Even 

when you arrive, you’re still going back and forth; your children are going round and 

round. There’s no proper term for it—original sin seems to harsh; maybe original trauma 

would be better. (135-136) 



  Because of these movements and migrations, Bhabha dismisses the concept of 

homogenous national cultures. And yet it seems that out of this “third space of borderlines and 

hybridities” has come what we are seeing now in “homegrown terrorism” as a “nostalgia for 

originary myths,” which is causing the young people with no sense of belonging to search for a 

sense of identity and to turn to fundamentalist recruiting groups. It is not just “economic justice” 

that they are longing for. It is not just that they are struggling against a lack of acceptance–some 

of them are employed in large global multi-nationals (speaking “cockney Asian” working for 

Deloitte and Touche) and often in companies owned by “Asians” in Britain. It is that they have 

grown up away from a sense of identity–a coherent community to come home to–of not just their 

particular ethnicities– but a community even of multiple ethnicities that become one, to enfold 

them when pressured by unbelonging from the dominant group.  Bhabha continues, “The social 

articulation of difference, from the minority perspective, is a complex, on-going negotiation that 

seeks to authorize cultural hybridities that emerge in moments of historical transformation.” (2) I 

would like to argue that it is just this hybridity that has created what Bhabha has called the 

“unhomely world.” He uses this term to talk about the conditions of slavery in the U.S.– 

particularly in his discussion of Toni Morrison’s Beloved (1987). For him the “unhomely” is the 

moment when “minorities” experienced oppression as a “category”--black, slave–the master- 

slave binary or dialectic. But for him we have to move beyond this unhomely moment–finding 

“home” in the moment of “hybridity:” 

The language of critique is effective not because it keeps forever separate the terms of the 

master and the slave, the mercantilist and the Marxist, but to the extent to which it 

overcomes the grounds of opposition and opens up a space of translation: a place of 

hybridity, figuratively speaking where the construction of a political object that is new, 

neither the one nor the other, properly alienates our political expectations, and changes, 

as it must, the very forms of our recognition of the moment of politics (25) 

Indeed the very forms of political expectations have changed in the hybrid world, which instead 

of a place of belonging for the newer younger “hybrid”–both the “biologically and culturally 



hybrid,” has in fact become such a place of unbelonging that they are either bursting out in 

violence or turning to that older form of identity–a very clear and definite identity–rooted in 

religion or culture–the ethnically pure. Thus you have the fundamentalist Islamic bomber in his 

white cap and robes–speaking “cockney Asian!”  This is the dichotomy, the sad part, of all the 

“supposedly liberatory theorizing of postcolonial theory. I think we can still use the condition of 

the “unhomely world,” for oppression–except that it applies now to newly emerged “hybrids,” 

“cockney Asians” in Britain, “second generation middle easterners in France.” Postcolonial 

theory in its moves towards the acceptance of migrations and movements of peoples and its turn 

away from nation and the narratives of nation has wanted to push societies towards so-called 

hybridity–what Bhabha calls the “worlding” of literature and by extension the human condition. 

But those living under the conditions of hybridity are given little or no legitimacy, and here the 

issue of “subalterity” becomes important. But first listen to the voices of our so-called 

“homegrown terrorists”–born and raised in the countries of their colonizers where their parents 

served and serve, where they have learned the ways of the “new countries,” and where they are 

unhomed and unhomely. John Henly interviewing Arab youth in Clichy-sous-Bois heard this, 

“We hate France and France hates us. . . I don’t know what I am. Here’s not home; my grans in 

Algeria... We’re like mad dogs, you know? We bite everything we see. . .”  (Guardian Nov 9, 05)  

 The second theoretical underpinning that helps us understand the situation of the 

“homegrown terrorist” is the inability to speak. In postcolonial theory-speak, the oppressed are 

called the “subalterns”–borrowing on the vocabulary of the British army when the 1857 mutiny 

was started in India by lower lieutenants in the Indian army who refused to”bite the bullets” that 

were greased with pig fat because they were Hindus or Sikhs or Muslims. In her 

characteristically dichotomous and often self-contradictory essay, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”, 

Gayatri Spivak criticizes a “nostalgia for lost origins,” at the same time arguing that indigenous 

peoples should be allowed to speak for themselves–in her case, that the widows wishing to 

commit sati (self- immolation) should not be saved by white men or white feminists. She 

questions who has the right to speak for whom. Though the term subaltern was widely in use by 



Marxist postcolonial theorists, her use of it has given it a wider currency.  In Zadie Smith’s novel 

White Teeth (2001), the subaltern is a major metaphor or trope. The main character Samad’s 

great grandfather was supposedly the “original” subaltern–the first person to refuse to “bite the 

bullet.” Supposedly, his name was Mangal Pandey and that the word Pandy then found its way 

into the OED–surname of the first Indian mutineer–any sepoy who revolted in the mutiny of 

1857-9.  (White Teeth 208-212) Now, this in its turn is very interesting because Pandey is not a 

Muslim name–which must mean that Samad’s ancestors in East Bengal were not Muslim and 

that he was/is of a family that was forced into conversion when East Pakistan was created and 

remained as such under Bangla Desh.  So in some senses he is a true subaltern, and this 

subalternity runs into his experience and that of his son Millat. Many of the Bengali families had 

hoped that when they were liberated from Pakistan–from being East Pakistan, that they would be 

allowed to revert to their Bengali-Hindu roots. Samad instead takes pride in his Islamic family 

and sends one of his twin sons, Magid, off to be raised as a Bengali. Magid returns to England 

more British than the British, completely disconnected from any Islamicization. Contrarily, his 

younger twin brother, Millat, raised in Britain, makes his rounds through skinheads and drugs 

and affairs with older women, disconnected, adrift, a true hybrid, unable to speak, unable to 

belong, who becomes in effect a “homegrown terrorist” who joins KEVIN (the Keepers of the 

Eternal and Victorious Islamic Nation) This only supports my theory that where there is a rooted 

belongingness and a community that Magid can feel rooted and at home in, he becomes a 

successful scientist working on a transgenic mouse. Whereas in Britain, raised under the 

conditions of hybridity, Millat is lost until found by the Islamic Mullahs.  

 Millat doesn’t speak to Irie, his black friend who loves him, wants to straighten her hair 

for him and eventually bears his child, or to her white Jehovah’s Witnesses friends and 

associates.  He does take up with a Jewish, older woman, named Joyce Chalfen. Smith has been 

criticized for her treatment of the Jewish family.  Millat and Joyce are both caricatures, as is 

Millat’s father Samad. The subalterns, the so-called oppressed, do not speak to each other–are 

unable to clear the air between each other–only judge and are judged. In the process they silence 



each other– until the silence explodes–however upperclass or well educated, they may think 

themselves. Interestingly, one can question whether Smith really can or should speak for these 

subalterns.  In fact she has created a rather unflattering portrayal–almost a caricature of the first 

subaltern Mangal Pandey. In her novel, his act of resistance isn’t from bravery or the desire for 

resistance  but just an accidental happening as he came out of his bhang-induced stupor. One 

wants to ask at the end of White Teeth, “Can the Pandey’s speak?” This is very interesting 

because the portrayals of the Muslims are rather severe, and though in interviews she talks about 

how well she knew Willesden, one wonders if she isn’t writing from a “colonialist” disapproving 

point of view towards the Muslims.  

 Certainly, she probably experienced the tension between the “blacks” and the Asians that 

she herself describes and that seems to underlie her own treatment of the Indians. Clara, the West 

Indian runaway from the Jehovah’s Witnesses, that Archie marries asks him, “Why do you spend 

so much time with the Indian?” (41) It is Alsana, Samad’s wife brought straight from Bangla 

Desh, who is even more disapproving: She too disapproves of her husband’s friend--“an 

Englishman married to a black.”  “Who’s friends are they? These are the people my children will 

grow up around? Their children– half blacky-white? (51) 

MALI’S KEBABS, MR.CHEUNGS  RAJ’S, MALKOVICH BAKERIES— She read the  

new unfamiliar signs as she passed. She was shrewd.. She saw what this was. “Liberal 

Hosh-kosh nonsense!” No one was more liberal than anyone else anywhere anyway. It 

was only that here in Willseden, there was just not enough of any one thing to gang up on 

against any other thing and send it running to the cellars while windows were smashed. 

(53) 

This strain of racial tension runs throughout the novel– the Muslim kids against the Jewish kids– 

the liberal Jewish family trying to seem broad minded and helpful, etc. Racial stereotypes are 

presented to us for judgment and sometimes magnified. Just like Alsana singles out “specimens” 

from the minorities she dislikes, Smith  herself magically extrapolates these characters from 



“their skins”–like “Beijing tigers!” ( 55) None of these groups seem to belong in England, or 

with each other! 

 These sentiments of unbelonging and of the inability to speak out against oppression 

among themselves or from the dominant population has long been articulated in the several 

writings of so called “Black British” writers, older than Zadie Smith and ones following after: 

Farrukh Dhondy, Hanif Kureishi, and Monica Ali. In my book of Interviews with Writers of the 

Postcolonial World, the late West Indian writer Sam Selvon notes that the early immigrants to 

England, were “Lonely Londoners.” The first embarkees of The Windrush in 1948 soon clashed 

with the “native” Britishers over housing and accommodation in post war Britain. But they are 

credited with having changed “the face” of England.  All these writers give portrayals of a 

generation emanating from the early immigrants, caught in the condition of “hybridity,” a 

condition that does not seem to be serving them well and instead of the nationalist fervor said to 

fuel violence–it is the hybridity that has turned them violent. “Parents to blame for riots?” 

screams the headline of Scheherezade Faramarzi’s article from the Associated Press 

(Albuquerque Tribune 11-12-05, A5). Parents are blamed for being illiterate and unassimilated. 

On the contrary, several of the parents written about in the contemporary literature of the 

diaspora are westernized and hypocritical about their beliefs. In Kureishi’s My Son, The Fanatic, 

as also in The Buddha of Suburbia, the fathers are westernized, drinking, smoking, womanizing 

and yet wanting to raise their children with old fashioned values. It is looking at the 

Westernization of the parents that turns the sons towards the more indigenous ways of being. 

Almost twenty years ago, Kureishi articulated the restlessness of Pakistani youth pulled between 

Bradford’s Britishizing influence and their parents’ Islamicization in his essay, “Bradford” and 

his short story, “With Your Tongue Down my Throat.” “Gone fundy,” was his description of his 

characters. Archie in Zadie Smith’s White Teeth thinks of “home” as “a place where you’re 

never welcome,” even though he is British and white. Thus displaced and with no place to turn 

and belong, young people are turning inwards to become “Keepers of the Eternal and Victorious 

Islamic Nation,” ( KEVIN) or to other such fundamentalist religious groups as Jehovah’s 



Witnesses– or as in the case of America to fundamentalist Baptist sects–so popular in the mid-

western U.S. 

 And, in the midst of these cross currents–which are not binary opposites any more, the 

fault lines have shifted. 

 In Britain traditionally, the tensions between the ex-colonizers and the colonials brought 

in service of the colonizers has been high. Asian Indians were brought to the U.K. for about a 

century as servants.  Those brought in the service of empire often stayed quietly preferring to be 

Westernized and feeling privileged that they had the opportunity to be in Britain away from the 

poverty of their homelands–albeit in menial positions. Much of this early experience is 

documented by one of the first Indian women writers writing in English, Kamala Markandaya in 

her book Nowhere Man (1972). Markandaya’s early work is perhaps the most severe indictment 

of Britain’s treatment of its immigrant population. Her character, Srinivas, a respectable business 

man, is beaten and spat upon. His son Laxman, as English as English could be in his Bond street 

accoutrement (258), remarks early in the novel, “Foreigners are foreigners. How can anyone be 

foreign who is born in this country?” But with the National Front gaining force Srinivas is beaten 

up by his friend’s son who bears his friend’s name, Fred Fletcher. It is Fred’s mother who 

apologizes to her neighbor after a Sikh picks up the beaten and bruised Srinivas, calling him 

“Pop.” Here there is solidarity–a generational solidarity and a solidarity between the South 

Indian and the Sikh–both immigrants in this “cold” land. Laxman tries to understand why his 

father was beaten up–blaming his father for it. Srinivas gives him an explanation which touches 

me as I try to understand my own rejection by a minority I have striven to support and educate 

for twenty five years. Here is the conversation between father and son: 

 “I cannot for the life of me see,” he [Laxman] harped, “why you should have 

aroused quite so much ill-feeling.” 

  “It rose,” said Srinivas simply. 

 “Yes but I still don’t see why,” persisted Laxman. “Unless you went out of your 

way no sane person would do that. Why did you?” 



  “Did I ?” Srinivas wondered?” (260) 

However, Laxman has a conversation with a woman which gives us insight into our situation 

now, a quarter of a century later because it shows what defenses each group had built up: 

  “Coming to this country,” said the woman...”acting as if you owned it, oppressing 

 us.”  

 “If we do, we have learned from our masters, madam,” said Laxman, selecting 

from his armory. 

             “Go back where you belong,” said the woman. 

  “I belong right here,” said Laxman 

 “That’s the gratitude we get,” said her husband...”after all we’ve done for them. 

Given away millions in aid, we have.” 

  “Loans,” corrected Laxman. 

 Here the conversation dips into the loans, the second world war--two million Indians 

killed in the war fighting for Britain–but most importantly Laxman points out that he himself 

fought in the war and lost his 21 year-old brother who was driving an ambulance. At this point 

the white man says ominously, “You’re going to cause an explosion,” to which Laxman replies, 

“You mean you are,” said Laxman “You’ll be blown up with it, what’s more, you and your sort.” 

(262)  It seems that this moment has finally arrived. But not just because of the tensions between 

the oppressed and the oppressors– but between the division amongst us all and perhaps to some 

extent by the pressures of globalization where Asians are seen not only as stealing jobs in their 

own countries– but in literally stealing the jobs to their countries–which then creates a greater 

backlash against the Asians and middle easterners who are squeezed–literally between a rock 

and a hard place, and are responding with violence. 

 The National Front figures again in Farrukh Dhondy’s Come to Mecca (1978) in the 

short story entitled “Iqbal Café.” But, by then, Brick Lane was turning partisan. Young men 

come in to tell the owner of the Bangla Deshi café to change its name because Iqbal is a 

Pakistani poet. The owner responds, “Why you doesn’t only see Bengali film, why you see 



Indian film, Paki film? See now the boy can’t answer. I like Urdu poet. Most sweetest language 

in the world, just next to Bengali and English. Iqbal, Tagore, Nazrul, Shakespeare, all artists, all 

brothers.” (Come to Mecca 49) Langda the owner is criticized for hanging pictures like Manet’s 

Déjuner Sur le Herbe for being corrupting because of the naked woman in the middle and those 

of the Queen.  He is seen as a traitor. In the café, Punjabi and Bangla Deshi boys start fighting. 

Yes, they must oppose the National Front–but they are also getting ethnically insular. And 

hybridity–speaking cockney Asian and dressing punkish--is failing them. 

 And so you see in Hanif Kureishi’s film and screen play, My Son, the Fanatic, the lost 

Muslim “Paki’s” turn to Islamicization. Disgusted with his father’s liberalism, his drinking and 

womanizing, the character turns to Islam, burns his CDs and diskettes and western clothes. 

“Gone fundy” is Kureishi’s way of categorizing it. As Kureishi wrote about Pakistan in his 

essay, “The Rainbow Sign:” “Islamicization built no hospitals, no schools no houses: it cleaned 

no water and installed no electricity. But it was direction, identity.”  (London Kills Me15)  

 Conservative British have begun to feel that they themselves have lost their identities. 

Paul Greenberg quotes Anthony Browne in his column as saying, “The government and the 

B.B.C gush over ‘the other,’ but recoil at the merest hint of British culture. The only thing we are 

licensed to be proud of is London’s internationalism–in other word, that there is little British left 

about it.” Monica Ali’s Brick Lane (2003) gives us the tensions surrounding education between 

the conservatives and the multicultural residents. Here is a passage that describes the tension 

around what Paul Greenberg calls “the dismal grey slog that has become British education.”  In 

the home of Chanu and Nazneen, a leaflet is dropped through the postal slot. It reads: 

In our schools...it’s multicultural murder. Do you know what they are teaching your 

children today? In domestic science your daughter will learn how to make a kebab, or fry 

bhaji. For his history lesson your son will be studying Africa or India or some other dark 

and distant land. English people, he will learn, are Wicked Colonialists. (Brick Lane 

181) 



That is the night that Chanu crumples up the leaflet, and for the first time in his many years in 

Britain takes down his Koran and reads it into the night. A battle of leaflets ensues. British want 

to keep their pin up calendars. The Muslims have a message for them, “Keep your breasts to 

yourselves.”  The “natives”want to “March against the Mullahs.” It is interesting that the British 

have become “the natives,” a term they reserved for the peoples they colonized. We have moved 

into what Habermas has recently called “the post-secular society.” 
 At the end of his interview with Reed Dasenbrock and myself, Sam Selvon posited that 
we needed “a new world man.” If Selvon were to come back to life today, he would probably 
recognize that the new world man died with him. We are turning instead somehow to “the old 
world man” and we have to do this without violence.    
 

 It is incumbent on us in minority communities to provide better understanding of our 

cultures and to increase dialogue so that we don’t create the isolation that doubly marginalizes 

those growing up in an already marginalized situation. Fundamentalist cultures–Jehovah’s 

Witnesses and Muslims nicely juxtaposed in Zadie Smith’s White Teeth provide homes for 

alienated people spurring them onto actions that we then see as terrorist. A wider dissemination 

and teaching of this literature is necessary to creating a  harmonious society in today’s world of 

migrations and movements. 

 The personal is the political. These young people depicted in the literature I have written 

about, act politically out of their personal experiences. Jean Baudrillard predicted in The New 

York Times (11.20.05), “It will get worse and worse. For a long time it was a relatively friendly 

coexistence or cohabitation, but the French haven’t done much to integrate the Muslims, and 

there is a split now. Our organic sense of identity as a country has been split.” The issue should 

not be one of attempting to integrate, assimilate or hybridize. The issue should be one of how we 

can cohabit with our senses of identities  intact– interact out of our indigeneities with respect for 

our indigenous ways, retaining our cultural rights. And this can only come about by sensitive 

education, not political correctness alone– because that as we have seen tends to polarize. The 

personal should also be the political for those of us in academia. Instead of theorizing distantly, 

we need to act upon our own experiences to bring change and diffuse tensions. Baudrillard has 



given us the last word on French theory so prevalent at our universities and in our ways of 

thinking, “Nobody needs French Theory.” (22) Therefore we must do this by educating about 

differences, without  pushing those differences or our liberal ideologies on one group or another. 
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Art and Food the McDonald’s Way:  A Case Study 

  

 As one of the three fundamental needs of humans, anthropologically food and eating 

provide ample evidence of the scope of artifacts in material culture studies. Pedagogically art and 

artifacts cannot be separated. To do so is to create binaries that divide art and material culture into 

artificial camps. Transforming students’ experiences into visual images validates the importance 

of personal self-expression and creativity. Interacting with concrete objects reduces the fear of the 

abstract. Artifacts have always provided a fascinating avenue for understanding and relating with 

diverse cultures.  Comparing and contrasting two or more cultures adds to existing knowledge 

and more importantly help in understanding one’s own culture. 

One man’s food is another man’s poison ceases to be a mere aphorism when we examine 

it in the context of Big Mac.  McDonald’s is a phenomenon whose reach is immense and whose 

effect felt globally.  It is an American icon and as such its societal and cultural implications lend 

themselves to visual rendering. If imitation is an ultimate mark of praise then the proliferation of 

fast food restaurants and eateries confirms the advantages and benefits of McDonald’s. 

 This paper is a case study of a 2-week seminar I conducted in Huaiyin City, China in 

May 2002 with undergraduate students of the Huaiyin Teachers’ College. Over a period of two 

weeks and eight lessons students experienced the checkered history of McDonald’s in the context 

of the concept of “fast” food. What is the impact of McDonald’s on the eating patterns of the 

Chinese? How does McDonald’s blend with a Chinese fast food restaurants. The one in Huaiyin 

City was called Auntie’s Dumplings. We engaged in a variety of activities including eating at the 

local McDonald’s to savor the mouth-watering Big Mac. The two-week seminar culminated in an 

exhibition of artworks that students created. 
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Agha Shahid Ali’s India: “a memory of musk, the rebel face of hope”1 
 

Dr. Syamala Kallury and Dr. Anjana N. Dev 
 

 
In their search for identity and in its articulation, Indian English poets go back 

to their roots and rediscover and reconstruct them, to give themselves a past. This 

awareness of roots is ‘often an inheritance in collective psyche, in race memory, and 

in group sub-conscious. Heritage, traditions, moorings, belongingness – roots have 

several names’2. The culture of a society may be defined as “a particular form and 

stage in a civilization” and the sum total of the ways of living built up by a group of 

human beings and transmitted from one generation to another”3. In the context of this 

study, the poet articulates his individual sense of cultural identity and this articulation 

includes his perspective on religion, which is seen as much as a cultural practice, as it 

is a matter of faith. A. K. Ramanujan calls tradition ‘a sentence polished by 

generations’4. He believes that in all that we do, the presence of the past asserts itself 

and the present in fact gathers to itself, different pasts’5.  

The strategy employed by poets to return to their cultural past can only imply 

a renewal of the self, if what the poets rediscover is a “usable past”6. If this does not 

happen, then the poets are forced into a confrontational stance, and interrogates those 

aspects of the past of the nation, which are regressive and restrictive for the society as 

a whole. Thus while ascertaining Indianness, one of the facets to keep in mind is the 

use made by the poets of their past, and also the kind of objectivity the poets are able 

to bring to bear on their critique of even the most cherished cultural totems.  

                                                           
1 “Homage to Faiz Ahmed Faiz (d. 20 November 1984)”, The Half-Inch Himalayas, page 30 
2 Mahapatra, S., 1997, page 79 
3 The Random House Dictionary of the English Language 
4 Ramanujan, 2001, page 72 
5 Ramanujan, Op. Cit., page 48 
6 Sivaramakrishna, Op. Cit., page 1 
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The uniqueness of Indian English poetry comes partially from the fact that it 

resists all labels of homogeneity since the poets inherit a pluralistic heritage with a 

decentred structure defying any common denominators. That is not to say that there 

aren’t common cultural symbols that all the poets use in their poetry, but by and large 

the poetry tends to reflect specificities of each individual poet’s cultural inheritance. 

Surya Nath Pandey1 sees this as a true reflection of Indian reality and writes; ‘even 

serious attempts at defining Indianness and ‘Indian identity’ have ended up with 

platitudes which have perpetuated the orientalist image of India with the age-old 

stereotypes of spirituality and idealism. One is prone to conceive Indianness as a 

monolithic notion radiating from the core of Vedic antiquity. This ‘Indocentric’ bias 

creates a glorified construct of an imaginary India, which glosses over all cultural 

specifities and heterogeneities. In fact the multi-centrality has lent Indian culture its 

predominantly syncretic character, its pluralistic tradition.”  

This paper will look at three dimensions of culture, in addition to religion, in 

the poetry of Agha Shahid Ali and try to arrive at an understanding of the nature of 

the poet’s attitudes towards his past and present milieu and his inheritance. The first 

dimension is that of the relationship of the writer to the past and to Indian culture with 

reference to rituals and traditions and the location of these in the poet’s familial 

environment. The paper will also try and see how the poet reacts to these traditional 

social, cultural and religious practices. One of the themes this poet includes in his 

poems is a preoccupation with death and the hereafter. The absence of faith in an 

after-life despite professions of it does not allow him to say with the confidence of a 

poet like Keats that he would be happy to “cease upon the midnight with no pain”2. 

                                                           
1 Pandey, Op. Cit. Page 4 
2 “Ode to a Nightingale” 
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The next dimension is that of myths, legends and folklore. The focus will be on the 

use of mythology, made by the poet, which he recasts to reflect contemporary 

concerns and explore personal dilemmas. It would also be instructive to see the extent 

to which the poet is influenced by his religion and the stance he adopts towards the 

spiritual side of his inheritance. One of the ways in which poets talk about religion is 

through rituals and myths. Northrop Frye1 points out that ‘ritual is pre-logical and pre-

verbal and its attachment to the calendar links human life to the biological 

dependence on the natural cycle’. He adds that it is myth that gives meaning to ritual. 

The paper will also attempt to discover the concern displayed by the poet towards 

chauvinistic and oppressive practices and his interrogation of these.  

Finally, this paper will try and understand the role of religion in the life of the poet 

and the extent to which religious affiliation and belief impacts on his identity. Does 

the poet display an attitude of acceptance or does he use moribund practices as a tool 

of protest and in the spirit of reform. That is, does the poet articulate a belief in the 

spiritual dimensions of his inheritance or is there a conscious effort to move away 

from a spiritual India of the past, as it was portrayed by writers like Raja Rao and 

poets like Sri Aurobindo. While earlier writers were trying to assume the onerous 

responsibility of interpreting India to the West,  poets like Shadid Ali very 

convincingly assumed postures, which reveal their conviction that India no longer 

needs to be ‘introduced’ or ‘interpreted’ to the West.   

Agha Shahid Ali {1949 – 2001} was a Muslim who wrote extensively on 

Islamic myths and legends and his creative inspiration lay in the world of Urdu and 

Arabic poetry and Hindustani classical music. His involvement in the culture of India 

crosses all national boundaries and is redolent with music that does not recognize 

                                                           
1 Frye, 1957, 1973 
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them. It is also to the halcyon days of the past of Kashmir that he turns repeatedly for 

inspiration. In the poems of Shahid Ali, the expression of his cultural identity takes 

the form of his interest and acquaintance with all that he regards as excellence in the 

arts, letters, manners and scholarly pursuits, and in his concern with the transmission 

of a way of life from one generation to the next. He writes of being brought up as a 

bicultural and bilingual, “but never rootless” being and says that “These loyalties, 

which have political, cultural, and aesthetic implications, remain so entangled in me, 

so thoroughly mine, that they have led not to confusion but to a strange, arresting 

clarity …to meet the demands of a “hybrid” cultural situation.”1 In his obituary for 

Shahid Ali, a fellow Indian English writer Amitav Ghosh2 wrote of the strengths that 

Ali was able to garner from his multiple cultural resources and says that he “had a 

sorcerer’s ability to transmute the mundane into the magical”. He goes on to say that 

“the idea of a cultural divide or conflict had no purchase in his mind: America and 

India were the two poles of his life and he was at home in both in a way that was 

utterly easeful and unproblematic.” It is not only that the poet is at ease with the two 

cultures, the cultures themselves seem to be at ease with him, leaning into his psyche 

in a fine aesthetic rhapsody. 

The primary aspect of culture that engages Shahid Ali’s interest is Hindustani 

classical music. The exponents of this music symbolize for him, all that is best in 

Indian culture and also act as a poignant reminder of his exile. He talks about all the 

music maestros after they are dead and this adds to the overall tone of regret and 

nostalgia that characterizes his poetry. The first cultural symbol evoked by the poet is 

of the singer Begum Akhtar. He dedicated a whole collection of his poems to her and 

                                                           
1 Ali, 1995, page xii 
2 Ghosh, 2002 
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called it In Memory of Begum Akhtar. The first poem1 in this collection, which gives 

it its title, recounts the occasion of the death of Begum Akhtar on October 30, 1974. 

When the poet reads her obituary in the paper he says, “I wish to talk of the end of the 

world”. With her death, he wonders what will be the fate of the ‘Bhairavi’ and the 

‘Ghazal’, that “death-sustaining widow” which “now sings in dingy archives”. For 

him Begum Akhtar was the inimitable singer of the ghazal, which was “held under 

her spell”2. To Begum Akhtar, Shahid Ali attributes the popularity of Ghalib, Mir and 

Faiz, whose poems she set to music, and all that the poet can do now is to “innovate 

on a note-less raga”. He tries to pay tribute to her and says 

 “I’ve taken the circumstantial evidence, 
 your records, pictures, tapes, and  
 offered a careless testimony. 
 I wish to summon you in defence. (…) 
 Malhar longs to stitch the rain 
 wrap you in its notes: you elude 
 completely.” (12) 

Later in the same collection, in the poem “Begum Akhtar” (18), the poet writes of how 

poets pay tribute to her legend, “hooked to her echo”. For the poet, “her legend” is 

measured by ‘his sorrow’ and even three decades later, her memory continues to 

haunt him as in the poem “Snow on the Desert” (A Nostalgist’s Map of America) 

where he, while returning after driving his sister to an airport in America writes 

  “I remembered 
 another moment that refers only 
 to itself: 
  in New Delhi one night 
 as Begum Akhtar sang, the lights went out. (…) 

it was, like this turning dark 
 of fog, a moment  (…) 
    a time 
    to recollect 
 every shadow, everything the earth was losing, 
 a time to think of everything the earth 
 and I had lost”. (103 – 105) 
                                                           
1 Page 9 
2 “Summers of Translation”, Rooms Are Never Finished, page 31 
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The memory of that evening combines his awe at the power of her voice that could 

keep horrors at bay, and the feeling of an irretrievable loss. This poem is a fine 

example of Shahid Ali’s ability to achieve what Lawrence D. Needham calls “cross-

cultural translation”. Needham writes that it is in “Snow on the Desert” that Shahid 

Ali “best integrates diverse cultural materials” and adds that this is “an example of 

successful hybridization, which can be a resource and strength for a poet of the Indian 

Diaspora”. What all his books have in common is “the meeting of cultures”, a 

“collision of worlds” and a search for what can be gained in “acts of cross-cultural 

translation”1. Of this creation of a synergy, Shahid Ali himself wrote in the same 

context and said, “I thought for weeks that I had nothing to compare that moment 

with, nothing to contrast it with. How could I translate that moment? Months later, as 

I struggled with the poem, I remembered ‘another moment that refers only to itself’. 

… The only way to translate that moment was to find one more that could not be 

compared with or to another. But in that untranslatable fraction of time, I did manage 

a translation by pointing out its impossibility”2. 

On another occasion in the poem “I Dream I Am the Only Passenger on Flight 423 to 

Srinagar” (The Country Without a Post Office, 30), as the pilot turns on some music, 

the poet recognizes the voice of Begum Akhtar and reiterates 

  “Heartbreak of perfume 
 is mine again.”  

and thus re-claims her memory. 

Interspersed with his memories of the last time he met her and of her death and with it 

the passing of an era, is the news he hears on the radio of the siege of a shrine in 

Srinagar. As the voice of Begum Akhtar fades, the poet is drawn into the present and 

his thoughts move to Lal Ded, the poet saint of Kashmir. He writes 
                                                           
1 Needham, 1991, pages 11 - 24 
2 Ali, 1995, page xxv 
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   “Was it thus 
 that Lal Ded – robed in the brilliant green 
 of Paradise – rose from her ashes, fabulous 
 with My body blazed? Could she have then foreseen 
 the tongue survive its borrowed alphabets? 
 She blessed her true heir: Sheikh Noor-ud-Din. 
 He still speaks through five centuries of poets.” 

The other poet of Kashmir whom the poet remembers is Habba Khatun, “the peasant 

girl who became the queen”. In the poem “The Blessed Word: A Prologue” (The 

Country Without a Post Office, 15) he talks of how her poems inspire the women of 

Kashmir even in the present times and he writes that “Each fall they sing her songs.” 

Although the poet can hear them still, these voices have been silenced forever in the 

aftermath of death and communal violence. In the poem “Thumri for Rasoolan Bai” 

(In Memory of Begum Akhtar, 16) the poet recreates the horrific sacrilege of the 

burning down of Rasoolan Bai’s house during the riots in Ahmedabad in 1969. This 

incident of barbarism symbolizes for him the destruction of a cultural treasure that is 

her voice and the music it created. He writes 

 “She built her house with bricks 
 of bhairavi, antique with walls of music – (…) 
 her songs had curled me in flames – 
 I could only preserve 
 her breaking voice 
 while the house burnt its bhairavi.” 

Another singer, whom the poet associates with the nostalgia he feels for the passing of 

an age and whose voice echoed its sorrows, is K.L. Saigal. In the eponymous poem1 

he says 

 “Nostalgic for my father’s youth, 
 I make you return 
 his wasted generation. 
 You felt it all: (…) 
 The needle turned to your legend.” 

 

                                                           
1 In Memory of Begum Akhtar, page 15 
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For Shahid Ali, music is a vital part of his cultural legacy and as he appreciates it, he 

is equally concerned with its desecration. He sees the contemporary era of violence 

and hatred making culture its victim and thereby destroying not only men and 

material, but also a civilization. The loss for the poet becomes a personal one as he 

identifies with the dying and defenseless culture of that civilization and as he 

compares the past with the present, he feels alienated in the latter as all that he loved 

is either in the past or has been lost forever.  

As the poet matures and becomes aware of the world around him, the music he hears 

begins to become an integral part of his cultural identity and also a metaphor for the 

contrast between the past and the present. What the music invokes is another time, 

which has passed and can only be recalled in the poet’s verse. In the poem “Qawwali 

at Nizamuddin Aulia’s Dargah” (In Memory of Begum Akhtar, 39), as the poet sits at 

this shrine and watches the devotees who have come there to invoke the blessings of 

the Sufi saint, he reminiscences and says 

 “These are Time’s relics, its suffered epitaphs: 
 I come here to sing Khusro’s songs. 
 I burn to the end of the lit essence 
 as kings and beggars arise in the smoke.” 

While music speaks to the poet of loss and despair, it also occasionally holds reality at 

bay and also transforms it in the process. In the poem “Warscape” (In Memory of 

Begum Akhtar, 42), in the midst of news of war in “Vietnam, Bengal, Iran” the poet 

writes 

 “Difficult for me to feel such doom, (…) 
 Malhar filtering through the walls, 
 my hands agreeing with Bismillah’s breath. (…) 
 I can’t help but caress your voice 
 while it dresses the wounds of war.” 

As the music that the poet identifies with is silenced, the poet feels that a part of him, 

that defined his sensibility, has died with it. In the poem “After the August Wedding in 
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Lahore, Pakistan,” (The Country Without a Post Office, 89), the poet brings together 

all the emotions he associates with music as the objective co-relative of his cultural 

self. He writes of how the songs he has heard throughout his life all speak to him of 

loss, and he says 

  “Sing then, not of the promising 
 but the Promised End. Of what final pain, 
 what image of that horror can I sing? 
 To be forgotten the most menacing! 
 Those “Houseboat Days in the Vale of Kashmir,” 
 for instance, in ’29: Did they sing 
 just of love then, or was love witnessing 
 its departure for other thirsts – (…) 
 Stranger, who will inherit the last night 
 of the past? Of what shall I not sing, and sing?” 

The poet feels that the most menacing vision of the future is one in which this rich 

cultural legacy will be forgotten and he reiterates this in the poem “Ghalib’s Ghazal” 

(Rooms Are Never Finished, 45)  

 “World, take note, should Ghalib 
  keep weeping, you’ll see 
   only a wilderness 
 where you built 
  your terraced cities, 
   your marble palaces.” 

The next pair of cultural symbols the poet writes about is paisley and saffron, 

which are specific to his homeland Kashmir. In the poem “A History of Paisley” (The 

Country Without a Post Office, 66) this symbol becomes a metaphor for Kashmir and 

its history. In a note appended to the title, the poet writes, “Their footsteps formed the 

paisley when Parvati, angry after a quarrel, ran away from Shiva. He eventually 

caught up with her. To commemorate their reunion, he carved the Jhelum River as it 

moves through the Vale of Kashmir, in the shape of paisley.” This design and art form 

evokes the mythical history of Kashmir and the poet uses the legend to talk of the 

creation and destruction of this beautiful land. The paisley was witness to the divine 
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love that created a land that the poet writes has had a glorious tradition of culture. The 

paisley is a motif that re-appears throughout the poem, through all the stages of the 

history of Kashmir. The paisley, which was once a symbol of celebration and the 

mark of a culture’s excellence, has become a teardrop that is embroidered daily into 

the tapestry of Kashmir. When the poet goes back after a number of years and finds 

that everything familiar has been destroyed, he tries to use paisleys as the currency to 

transact with the past, but even the paisleys have turned black1.  

Another cultural symbol of Kashmir is saffron and the poet evokes it in the poem 

“The Last Saffron” (The Country Without a Post Office, 27). Here this exotic 

condiment, harvested with such care and delicacy becomes a witness to the suffering 

of the people of Kashmir. As the poet returns to Kashmir he tries to re-create the 

history of its suffering and re-establish what he calls “our saffron link to the past”2. 

The poet visualizes his last journey on earth and death takes on the form of a taxi 

driver who says 

 “It won’t 
 grow again, this gold from the burned fields of Pampore.” (…) 
    I broadcast the crimson, (…) 
 keeper of the world’s last saffron, rowed me (…) 
 past all pain. On everyone’s lips was news 
 of my death but only that beloved couplet, 
 broken, on his: 
 “If there is a paradise on earth, 
 It is this, it is this, it is this.” 

In his poems, Shahid Ali displays a strong cultural rootedness, which does not 

recognize national boundaries and is made up of the cultural inheritance of the 

subcontinent as a whole. Shahid Ali’s poems are a lament for the loss of a cultural 

legacy and a way of life and an accompanying loss of the self. Whatever he held dear 

and what he inherited had defined his self and its loss adds to his feeling of despair 

                                                           
1 “The Country Without a Post Office”, The Country Without a Post Office, page 48 
2 “The Floating Post Office”, The Country Without a Post Office, page 52 
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and alienation. He is not optimistic of any kind of cultural rejuvenation and writes in 

the poem “Ghazal” (The Country Without a Post Office, 78) 

 “Rumors of spring – they last from dawn till dusk –  
 All eyes decipher branches for blossoms. 
 Your legend now equals our thirst, Beloved – 
 Your word has spread across broken nations. (…) 
 Hope extinguished, now nothing else remains – 
 only nights of anguish, these ochre dawns. (…) 
 So it has, and forever it should last – 
            this rumor the Beloved shares our pain.” 

For Shahid Ali the Beloved is a combination of “Friend, Woman, God” as re-defined 

by another poet of the subcontinent, Faiz Ahmed Faiz1 and in his poems he reflects on 

the place of this “cruel Beloved”, especially as God, in his life. Ghosh recounts an 

anecdote of how he once remarked to Shahid Ali that he was the closest that Kashmir 

had to a national poet. He shot back, says Ghosh, “A national poet, maybe. But not a 

nationalist poet, please not that”. Ghosh then goes on to say that “If anything, 

Kashmir’s current plight represented for him the failure of the emancipatory promise 

of nationhood and the extinction of the pluralistic ideal that had been so dear to 

intellectuals of his father’s generation. … The pessimism engendered by the loss of 

ideals – that map of longings with no limit – resulted in a vision, in which, 

increasingly, Kashmir became a vortex of images circling around a single point of 

stillness: the idea of death. In this figuring of his homeland, he himself became one of 

the images that were spinning around the dark point of stillness – both Shahid and 

Shahid, witness and martyr – his destiny inextricably linked with Kashmir’s, each 

prefigured by the other”.2 

One of the major contributions made by Shahid Ali to the oeuvre of Indian 

English poetry is a redefinition of what it means to be an Indian. His poems weave 

into integrated whole, strands of stories from diverse historical, political and cultural 
                                                           
1 “Homage to Faiz Ahmed Faiz (d. 20 November 1984)”, The Half-Inch Himalayas, page 31 
2 Ghosh, Op. Cit. 
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contexts. The poet talks in a few poems about Crucifixion, the most tragic event in the 

Christian calendar. Here again is underlined Shahid Ali’s preoccupation with death as 

it is this event that he concentrates on to the exclusion of everything else in this 

religion. This also fits in with his poetic message as he will later juxtapose the images 

of Calvary and Karbala to talk of the tragedy that has befallen his homeland. 

 He begins with the legend that Christ is buried in Kashmir. In the poem “Christ in 

Exile” (In Memory of Begum Akhtar, 44) the poet re-creates this legend and also 

introduces the image of God as a supplicant rather than giver. The poet writes of how 

Christ sought refuge in Kashmir, but fell prey to the sin of despair when he saw the 

land and its people ravaged by doubt. The tragedy of the crucifixion and the mystery 

of the resurrection are lost in the pages of history and the poet mourns the passing of 

the age in which people lived by these verities. In the collection, A Nostalgist’s Map 

of America, Shahid Ali has another poem on the death of Christ and this is called 

“Crucifixion” (27). The sacrifice of God, who gave his son to be crucified so that the 

world could be saved, becomes meaningless and tragic because later generations 

prove that they do not care for salvation. Shahid Ali writes about an annual ritual 

followed by the nomads of the Sangre de Cristos who crucify a young, virgin, 

bachelor at Easter. When the moment comes to turn “history to flesh”, the sacrifice 

will have been a futile one as the risen Christ will return to earth only to find 

   “his idol smashed, 
 the bones of his last worshippers on earth 
 scattered everywhere, no one left to hear 
 his secret weeping”. (27) 

In his final collection of poems, Shahid Ali has a poem called “The Nature of 

Temporal Order” (Rooms Are Never Finished, 66) in which the poet talks once again 

of the Crucifixion and the grief of Mary Magdalene and the Virgin Mary who watch 

“their one God nailed to Life” and witness his “slow torment”.  
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In the same collection the poet has also written “A Secular Comedy”1 divided into 

three parts: ‘Heaven’, ‘Earth’ and ‘Hell’. In the first section he talks of God being 

“voiceless, missing passion” and says, “All of His hands lie broken”. In the third 

section, he writes of Satan’s expulsion from Heaven and says 

 “God and Satan – Iblis, first monotheist, 
 jealously guarding 
 God as only he could have known Him. “God’s so 
 lonely …else would He,” asks one fallen angel, 
 emphasizing lonely, “else would He, would He 
 punish man so? For  
 none of you can understand Him.”  
  

The poet has identified his inner turmoil and conflict and in the course of its 

delineation he writes a number of poems on his own attitude towards religion. These 

poems talk about his personal feelings towards religion in general, and Islam in 

particular. There is also a progressive movement in two stages. The first of these is a 

growing sense of disillusionment with the healing powers of religion and the erosion 

of faith. The second movement is a greater identification with the faith of his 

ancestors and an exploration of the history and practices of Islam. In a poem called 

“Resume” (A Nostalgist’s Map of America, 86) the poet writes of how his application 

“to the water’s green offices” will include “reflections of temples and mosques” and 

“a postscript on God”. 

In his collection of poems called In Memory of Begum Akhtar, Shahid Ali has a pair 

of poems called “Note Autobiographical”. In the first of these2, the young boy asks 

his grandmother, “Is God a Muslim?” Believing in the rhetorical nature of this 

question, she responds by telling him, “Kafir, you’re no good”. It is in her that faith 

has retained a firm hold, while his parents appear to have moved away from both 

traditional beliefs and taboos.  

                                                           
1 Page 61 
2 Page 20 
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It is his grandmother who reads the tale of Job to him and tells him about the power of 

the Old Testament God to give with one hand and take away with the other. Hearing 

this he repeats his earlier doubts and asks her if there is a God. The first image of God 

that the young boy has is of his ninety-year-old grandfather, with his poor eyesight 

and silver hair. He says, “I worshipped him, proud and gentle/ but he crumpled like a 

maple leaf”. The young boy cannot understand why his grandfather should have died 

and his grandmother’s explanation that “Dust unto dust is His Will” does not satisfy 

him. The final question he asks his grandmother is why she bows five times a day to 

Him. The answer comes, not from her, but an incident that has a great impact on his 

young mind and he writes 

 “Then our servant lost his shoes at the mosque. 
 I had nothing left to ask.” 

Unable to reconcile this incident of the suffering of innocence with the stories of the 

power and benevolence of God, this becomes the beginning of the poet’s skepticism. 

It also begins a series of poems in which he questions the will of God and looks for 

answers for the suffering of the faithful. The religion he has inherited becomes one 

perspective from which he views the world around him. Bruce King points out that 

this poem not only recounts his estrangement from Islam, but is also an oblique 

comment on the Partition of India. He says, “Like many of the Indian Muslims for 

whom the partition of Pakistan from India was a tragic event, Ali looks backward to a 

unified culture and nation he has lost and which he tries to maintain in his imagination 

and verse”1. Needham adds to this comment by King and says that the theft of the 

shoes at the mosque is “only a convenient occasion for the poet’s apostasy; it 

crystallizes for him a growing sense of the irrelevance of God, who fails to answer his 

                                                           
1 King , 1991, page 13 
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concerns and questions.”1 The stolen shoes remain at the centre of the second “Note 

Autobiographical” and he uses this incident to explain his moving away from the faith 

propounded and practiced by his grandmother. The poet writes 

 “Dreams of Islam crumbled for me 
 when our servant, his shoes 
 stolen at the mosque 
 turned deaf to the muezzin’s call. (…) 
 and my tongue forgot the texture of prayer.” (21) 

He talks later of how he cannot pray at Id-ul-Fitr2 and while visiting Delhi3, he says, 

“I chew on the ash of prayers”. As he walks “from tomb to tomb”, he sees around him 

no evidence of divine mercy and sees God himself as helpless and says 

 “I have even seen Allah in rags 
 extend the earth like a begging bowl.” 

When he is “At Jama Masjid, Delhi” (In Memory of Begum Akhtar) he writes 

 “Do you hear the call to prayer? 
 It leaves me unwinding scrolls of legend 
 till I reach the first brick they brought here. 
 How the prayers rose brick by brick” (36) 

When the poet then returns to the days of his childhood and his religious inheritance 

from his family, he looks for “prayers”, “for inscriptions in Arabic”, but all he finds 

are cobwebs clinging to the “soundless words” of his ancestors. He realizes that no 

one  

 “now comes from Kandahar, 
 dear Ali, to pitch tents by the Jhelum 
 under autumn maples, 
 and claims descent from the holy prophet.”4  

The poet here draws a parallel between the transmigration of both his family and 

Islam from a distant land and in the course of this migration he finds that the original 

essence has been diluted and what remains is functional, rather than spiritual.  
                                                           
1 Needham, 1991, page 10 
2 “Notes From Autumn’s Wars”, In Memory of Begum Akhtar, page 24 
3 “The Walled City: 7 Poems on Delhi”, In Memory of Begum Akhtar, page 29 
4 “Cracked Portraits” (The Half-Inch Himalayas, 9) 
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The one member of his family who holds firmly to her faith is his grandmother. In the 

poem, “Story of a Silence” (The Half-Inch Himalayas, 11) he talks of her daily efforts 

to “deserve her heirloom of prayer from God”. Later it is with her that he associates 

the daily ritual of prayer in “Prayer Rug” (The Half-Inch Himalayas, 13).Years later, 

in the midst of all the tragedy and mayhem that surrounds her, the poet’s grandmother 

holds on to this faith and the poet can hear her voice saying “God is merciful, God is 

compassionate”1. She ends her life in gratitude to God and the belief that she will 

finally be reunited with her loved ones in the “world of flowers”2. In the midst of his 

own doubts about the existence of God, the unquestioning and complete faith of the 

poet’s grandmother remains an anchor for him to hold on to.  

The next set of poems that talk about the poet’s religious identity have him in 

a mood of introspection as he carries out a dialogue with his inner self. “In the 

Mountains” (The Half-Inch Himalayas, 56) he searches for his other self who “counts 

on a cold rosary/ God’s ninety-nine Names in Arabic”. The poet finds himself in a 

wilderness of despair and says, “I clutch the shiver of a last flame/ and forget every 

Name of God”. What he has forgotten he has to retrieve at least in poetry, so that he 

can retrieve a part of himself.  In the poem “In Search of Evanescence” (A 

Nostalgist’s Map of America, 38) he had talked earlier of the language that would die 

with him if he did not immortalize it in poetry. As he described “that country which 

has no map” he imagines it as a place where 

  “there were silver cities 
 with flags on every rooftop 
 on each flag a prayer read 
 by the wind (…) 
 Someone wants me to live 
 so he can learn 
 those prayers”. 
                                                           
1 “Some Vision of the World Cashmere”, The Country Without a Post Office, page 36 
2 “Lo, A Tint Cashmere!/ Lo, A Rose!”, The Country Without a Post Office, page 37 
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In the same collection, as he re-writes the story of the doomed lovers Laila and 

Majnoon in the poem “From Another Desert” he describes a world whose poverty 

comes from having banished both God and Love from its borders. In this cruel and 

indifferent world, there is no place for faith and prayer and the poet anticipates a time 

when the gods too will abandon this spiritual desert, in disgust and despair. In this 

context he writes in the third section of how 

 “Each statue will be broken 
 if the heart is a temple. When 
 the gods return, from the ends 
 of the fasting sky (…) 
 In the grief of the ruins, they’ll pick 
 up their severed arms 

 and depart and depart and depart.” (68) 

Another symbol that the poet uses in this poem and in his next collection is 

that of Ishmael. Ishmael was the son of Abraham, who was cast out of the house, 

along with his mother, by Sarah (Genesis, 16: 11, 12). The other meaning of this 

name is ‘outcast’ and has connotations of exile and homelessness. In Hebrew, Ismael 

means, “God will hear”. The poet uses all these connotations and says 

 “Ambushed in century after century by the police of God 
 the broken Ishmaels cry out in the blazing noons (…) 
 And Majnoon also among them (…) 
 his back broken by a giant teardrop 
 inside it the ruins of Jerusalem or Beirut 
 or another rival to the garden of paradise 

where his heart broke and broke centuries ago  (…) 
 The self is lost, erased at this moment.” (80 – 81) 

This fear that the self will be erased, as a vital part of it is lost, haunts the poet and in 

poem after poem, he talks of how the gods flee from the land, which has become 

Karbala and Calvary at the same time. In the poem “Another Death” (The Beloved 

Witness: Selected Poems, 9) the poet says 

 “That stone we worshipped 
 long ago holds a savage emptiness”.  
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This reference to death takes the form of a ritual re-enactment in the poem 

“Muharram in Srinagar, 1992” (The Country Without a Post Office, 84) when the poet 

describes the self-flagellation of the faithful who mourn their exile and the death of 

Hussain, the Prophet’s son. This annual ritual takes on a horrific significance in the 

Kashmir of the present where the poet witnesses the daily desecration of religion and 

idols. Since Islam does not believe in idol-worship, the statues must have a symbolic 

significance as their destruction is the outward manifestation of the brutality against 

the people. In the poem “I See Kashmir from New Delhi at Midnight” (The Country 

Without a Post Office, 24) the poet says 

 “Kashmir is burning: 
    By that dazzling light 
 we see men removing statues from temples. 
 We beg them, “Who will protect us if you leave?” 
 They don’t answer, they just disappear 
 on the road to the plains, clutching the gods.” 

The poet reiterates the loss as the innocent suffer and he participates in this suffering 

emblematized by the destruction of the symbols of faith of the people he aligns 

himself with. As he writes in “Ghazal” ((The Country Without a Post Office, 40) 

 “Lord, cried out the idols, Don’t let us be broken 
 Only we can convert the infidel tonight. (…) 
 And I, Shahid, only am escaped to tell thee – 
 God sobs in my arms. Call me Ishmael tonight.” 

This feeling of being an exile comes from having left the country of the origins of his 

spiritual self and also because the contours of faith and belief have altered so 

drastically that this homeland is now unrecognizable and the poet can no longer feel at 

home. He despairs of ever hearing the “Blessed Word”1 again and believes that the 

only ones who will utter it are devout women like his grandmother who depend on 

their faith to hold the world together. The poet finds it hard to utter this word and yet 

                                                           
1 “The Blessed Word: A Prologue”, The Country Without a Post Office, page 15 
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knows that without it, all will be lost and the poet reiterates this in the “First Day of 

Spring” (The Country Without a Post Office, 77).  

Again, in the poem “City of Daughters” (The Country Without a Post Office, 80) 

Shahid Ali invokes images of death and destruction and the rapacity of hatred as he 

connects generations and also myths from all around the world to talk about the 

condition of Kashmir. He attributes to God the role of both victim and witness and He 

then becomes Shahid, the “Beloved Witness” who sees1 that, when the muezzin died, 

“the city was robbed of every Call”.  All that the poet finds among the ruins is the 

“remains of his voice” which he describes as “that map of longings with no limit”. 

In his last collection of poems called Rooms Are Never Finished Shahid Ali 

writes the history of the observance of Muharram and personalizes it by making the 

sorrow of the women of Muhammad’s family coincide with the feelings of his 

mother. He talks of how his mother “never let gods die”2 and seeing her faith in her 

last days, he wrote a series of poems on the beliefs of the Shi’a Muslims. In the poem 

“From Amherst to Kashmir”3 he retells the story of the martyrdom of Hussain, the 

grandson of the Prophet Muhammad at the battle of Karbala in the year A.H. 61/ AD 

680. He says, “Memorializing Hussain on the tenth of Muharram (Ashura) is the rite 

of Shi’a Islam – so central that at funerals these events are woven into elegies, every 

death framed by that “Calvary”. For just “as Jesus went to Jerusalem to die on the 

cross”, Hussain “went to Karbala to accept the passion that had been meant for him 

from the beginning of time”.” He talks of this event as a predestined one and a part of 

God’s grand design. He intersperses the story of Abraham into the narrative and says, 

“Because both father as the slayer and son as the victim had submitted to His will, 

God called out, “Abraham, you have fulfilled the vision”. And He ransomed Ishmael 
                                                           
1 “The Country Without a Post Office”, The Country Without a Post Office, Page 48 
2 “Lennox Hill”, page 17 
3 Page 23 
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with a “great redeeming sacrifice” – completed only centuries later on the battlefield 

that became the altar.”  

He continues in the same vein in “New Delhi Airport” (38 – 39) in which he writes that  

 “Pilgrims brought back clay from that site of slaughter –  
 Karbala was chosen for Kashmir’s seasons”.  

It is in this collection of poems that Shahid Ali makes the most direct references to 

Gods either dying or fleeing his motherland. His sense of loss and despair has reached 

its zenith as all his objects of worship and adoration die, along with his mother, his 

faith and his mother-land.  

The poetry of Shahid Ali moves the reader with its intensity and anguish. The 

firm control the poet displays over his emotional renderings of his loss keep the reader 

at a pitch of feeling and in the thrall of the music of his images and syntax. While the 

poet interrogates the fact of the benevolence of God, he continues to define his 

identity through the Muslim faith he has inherited. In the world of chaos and death, he 

sees God as having lost his control over human actions and all that is left for him to 

do is to find an outlet for this powerlessness in tormenting the innocent. Shahid Ali 

looks in vain for something to believe in to validate the faith of his grandmother, and 

later, his mother. Thus the predicament of the loss of faith that Shahid Ali voices is 

most effectively felt when he thinks of his Muslim identity and when he talks of their 

persecution. In his identification with the problems of Kashmiri Muslims, if not with 

their faith, Shahid Ali places himself firmly within that group. He does, however, 

regret the fleeing of the Kashmiri Pandits from the Valley and he refers to this in the 

poem “I See Kashmir from New Delhi at Midnight” (The Country Without a Post 

Office, 24) in which he sees them “removing statues from temples.” When they are 

begged not to leave as the people will have no one to protect them the poet says that 
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 “They don’t answer, they just disappear 
 on the road to the plains, clutching the gods. (…) 
 men coming from those Abodes of Snow 
 with gods asleep like children in their arms.” 

 In his obituary to Shahid Ali, Ghosh writes of how Shahid Ali had a special passion 

for the food of his region, one variant of it in particular: ‘Kashmiri food in the Pandit 

style’. When the writer asked the poet why this was so important to him, Shahid Ali 

he says replied that it was because of ‘a recurrent dream, in which all the Pandits had 

vanished from the valley of Kashmir and their food had become extinct. This was a 

nightmare that haunted him and he returned to it again and again, in his conversation 

and his poetry’.1  

While he negotiates between Kashmir and New York, English and Urdu (and 

Arabic), and traverses disparate cultural and linguistic spaces, Shahid Ali lives up to 

the meaning of his name – “They ask me to tell them what Shahid means/ - Listen: it 

means “The Beloved” in Persian, “witness” in Arabic” {Ghazal, The Country without 

a Post office, 74} and is able to create truly transnational poetry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Ghosh, 2002 
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MULTICULTURALISM, MULTILINGUALISM AND ADVERTISING IN 
MALAYSIA 
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ABSTRACT: 

Advertisements are a diverse genre of communication ranging across different media and 
targeting different groups of consumers. Advertisements are marketing tools used in a 
communicative process to send messages to receivers (consumers), who will respond, in a 
particular way. Malaysia is a multiracial, multicultural and multilingual country with a 
population of about 24 million people. The Malays and indigenous peoples make up more 
than half of the population (60%), the Chinese (30%), the Indians (8 %)  and   the ‘others’ ( 
2%) including Europeans, Eurasians, Sri Lankans  and so on. Malaysia's cultural mosaic is 
marked by many different cultures, each with their own traditions, beliefs, and practices 
Although each of these cultures has maintained its traditions and community structures, 
they have also blended together to create contemporary Malaysia's uniquely diverse 
heritage.  Thus, advertisements in Malaysia function to include everyone in this  very 
‘mixed’ population, Local events, festivities, cultural activities, beliefs and religious 
activities are all part of the advertising scene here. 

This paper examines the advertisements of a foreign bank in Malaysia, in this case, an 
American bank, in the print media (brochures, letters, pamphlets, magazine and newspaper 
advertisements) Findings indicate that ‘local’ features and terminology are incorporated in 
the advertising discourse of this financial institution. By incorporating these features, the 
bank’s advertisements function to build the image of the bank here, to promote its services 
and products and to establish itself as a member of the ‘local’ community. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Malaysia is a multiracial, multicultural and multilingual country with a population of 
about 24 million people. The Malays and indigenous peoples make up 60% of the 
population, the Chinese, 30%, the Indians, 8 % and   the ‘others’ (Europeans, Eurasians, 
Sri Lankans  and so on) 2% .Malaysia's cultural mosaic is characterized by the many 
different cultures, each with their own traditions, beliefs, and practices Although each of 
these cultures has maintained its traditions and community structures, they have also 
blended together to create contemporary Malaysia's uniquely diverse heritage. 
Advertisements in Malaysia function to include everyone in this very ‘mixed’ population.  
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Advertisements are marketing tools used in a communication process ranging across 
different media and targeting different groups of consumers. The aim of the 
advertisements is to send messages to receivers, in this case, the consumers, to persuade 
them to respond in a particular way. According to Bolen (1984) advertisements are 
controlled forms of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods and services 
by identified sponsors that are used to inform and persuade the selected markets. They 
can be regarded as diverse genres of communication. They take many forms, not just 
magazine adverts, posters, and television ads, which are familiar to the public but also 
other forms which are less obvious and are sometimes very subtle and well hidden.  
McCarthy and Carter (1994)  state that any experience or interpretation is preceded by 
meanings already given within a culturally relative tradition and mediated through 
language. The relationship between language and culture is complimentary as the form of 
language influences the form of culture and the form of culture influences the form of 
language and language change (Purves 1988). Even a sense of cultural identity is often 
centred on a particular language. People’s perceptions of the connection between the 
languages they use and their identities are well documented (Thornborrow, J. in Thomas 
& Wareing 1999). This is definitely reflected in the Malaysian scene. Incorporation of 
cultural features and use of multilingual texts in advertisements in Malaysia are the norm 
and this not only applies to slogans, but also to the central ideas of the advertisements. 
Local events, festivities, cultural activities, beliefs and values are all part of the 
advertising discourse in Malaysia.  
 
 
This paper examines the advertisements of a foreign bank in the print media in Malaysia, 
in this case, an American bank, Citibank, Texts of advertisements via brochures, 
pamphlets magazines and newspaper advertisements are often not kept in one language. 
Cultural aspects are also included in the discourse  which further serve the persuasive 
purpose of advertisements. This paper gives a descriptive account of some of the 
multicultural and multilingual features that are presented in this bank’s advertisements 
and how they help to persuade the consumers to buy/use their products and services and 
at the same time establish the organization’s identity in the ‘local’ community. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The data for the study was obtained from advertisements of CitiBank over a period of one 
year,from November 2004 to September 2005.The advertisements that we have selected 
are print advertisements which appeared during major festivals in Malaysia, Hari Raya 
(the Muslim New Year) the Chinese New Year celebrated by the Chinese, Deepavali 
(celebrated by the Indians of Hindu faith) and (celebrated by the Christians). In this 
research, the advertisements have been  analyzed based on Fairclough’s (1989) 
framework for the analysis of advertisements as ideological forms of communication 
Based on this framework, I have analyzed the language and the cultural features of these 
advertisements that enable the advertisements s advertising to function as persuasive 
discourse.   
 



. The Three elements of the approach are as follows; 
 

Building images:           Advertisements have to establish an   image 
of the product  or service by using concepts 
readily available to the target audience, 
thereby involving the audience in building 
the image.  
 

Building relations          Adverts represents an interpersonal relation-
ship between the producer/advertiser and the 
consumer. This relationship facilitates what 
Fairclough terms ‘the ideological work’ of 
the advert: that is, the establishment of trust,  
goodwill, or another relevant basis that will 
support acceptance of the product and  
consumer image, and therefore compliance  
with the message of the adverts. 

                              
                               Building consumers:       Adverts  construct  ‘position’  for  consumers  
 that will give them a good fit with the 

product being advertised. Positioning of the 
consumer can be done by presupposing that 
s/he has certain knowledge, beliefs, 
aspirations, income, habits or possessions, or 
implying that s/he should have them. 

      
      (Fairclough 1989 in Delin 2000) 
 
 
 
DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Analysis of brochures, letters, pamphlets, magazine and newspaper advertisements show 
the incorporation of cultural features and different languages in them to promote the 
products and services provided by the bank. According to  Delin (2000), to build the 
image of a service or product, to create a relationship with the consumers and to build 
consumers, some of the ways commonly practised  by advertisers to ‘create’ a reality for 
advertisements is to use simple statements to reinforce facts about the world and to use 
modal verbs like “can”, “might” and “could” in making claims. The choice of vocabulary 
is also an important element in building the image. The vocabulary used would most 
likely have the three general characteristics; familiarity (using concepts that are native to 
the consumers), positive (using clear positive words that are persuasive so as to 
emphasize the uniqueness of the product/service) and memorable (using memorable, 
clever and appealing words). Examples are given below. 
 
                   Internet Banking 
                  Why stand in line when you can log online. 
 
                   
 
 



              Get the all-in-one wizardry of a  Sony Ericsson 
              K508i with the all-in-one convenience of Citibank 
              One Bill. Sign up now and enroll a minimum of 2 
              bill merchants and this power – packed mobile genius 
              could be yours. 
 
              Mouthwatering temptations 
              Eat, drink and be merry. Your Citibank credit card 
              brings you a multitude of goodies to add  flavour  
              to your festive dining. 
                         
 
Delin (2000) also states that in modern advertising, one of the strategies used in building 
relations, is the inclusion of  features of face to face conversation, to create 
‘ordinariness’, personal relationship and to downplay power differences. One way of 
creating “ordinariness” in advertising is the use of conversational style in advertisements. 
The texts of advertisements use many imperatives and interrogatives to establish an 
interactive environment between the advertiser and the consumers. Myers (1994 in Delin 
2000) stated that, “If ordinary people are using and talking about a product, the activity of 
‘selling, or being told something by someone with a vested interest is downplayed.”  An 
Examples taken from the some of the advertisements are as follows: 
                      
 

So talk to us about your financial objectives  
and what you wish to achieve in the long term.  
This way we can work with you to choose the 
 products that match your profile and meet your 
 investment goals. 
 
Call our Citibank Investment Services Consultants 
 today for a no obligation personal consultation. 
 
Give your savings the opportunity to work harder 
 for you. 

                        
                        
Cultural elements in the category of paralanguage in the form of  pictures, symbols and 
colour are also common. The examples that follow show linguistics elements and cultural 
features in the advertisements.The first of the examples shown below is an advertisement 
from an English daily in Malaysia, the New Straits Times with a readership of about two 
million during the Chinese New Year celebrations, to promote ‘Citibank Time Deposit, 
or Fixed Deposits  
 
To the Chinese, the most important festival is Chinese New Year, which falls in either 
January or February each year. There is reference to the Chinese Lunar calendar year 
which is from 9 February 2005 to 28 February 2006 in the advertisement. This is related 



to the fact that the Chinese play a crucial and major role in the business sector in 
Malaysia. A belief in fate or predestination is embedded in Chinese culture. The new year 
begins on the new moon and may occur at any time from January 1 to February 19, 
inclusive of any year. Although the Gregorian calendar was adopted in China in 1912, 
Chinese the world over regard the date given in the Chinese lunar calendar as the 
beginning of the new year. 
 
 The Lunar calendar associates  each year with one of twelve animals and it is believed 
that the personalities of each animal dictates the characteristics of each twelve month 
period. The period, 3 February 2005 to 28 February 2006 is the “Year of the Rooster”. 
The rooster is the tenth in the Chinese zodiac sequence that starts with the rat followed 
by the ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and ending 
with the pig. Since 2005 is the “Year of the Rooster” the bank advertisements include 
references to ‘Rooster’ traits. Even gifts given out in the ‘Rooster’ year bear symbols of 
the ‘Rooster’.This study covered ten months of the“Year of the Rooster”. (References are 
made to the different animals in the Chinese Zodiac calendar depending on the year in 
question.) 
 
Example 1:  
 

 
 
 

 
Another example of how  features of Chinese culture and language are incorporated in 
the advertisements in Malaysia is seen in  the bank’s wealth management service, that is, 
Citigold wealth management through the “Introduce –A-Friend” scheme. Here the 
message is also translated into Malay and Mandarin as shown below.  
 
 



 
Example 2 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Citibank in Malaysia comes out with a monthly newsletter called ‘Perks’ for 
Citigold members in which privileges for credit card users are advertised. The 
first example below was during the Chinese New Year period(Example 3)  
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Example 3)  
 
Greetings incorporate local terminology. “A Special Gong Xi  Fa Chai to All Citibank 
Customers!” . “Gong Xi Fa Chai” means “A Happy  And Prosperous Chinese New 
Year”. This is the greeting used by all Malaysians to greet their  Chinese friends and 
vice versa during this period. The symbol in the corner is the symbol of prosperity 
which is striking red in color. The colors, red gold and yellow are the colors 
associated with Chinese New Year. 
 
Hari Raya Puasa is a celebration marking the end of the Muslim month of fasting and 
abstinence, Ramadan. It is a special occasion for the Muslims. Hari Raya Puasa 
officially begins at the sighting of the moon on the day before the new month on the 
Muslim calendar. It is celebrated by the Muslims in Malaysia. The advertisements at 
this time (Example 4) carry images reflecting the cultural features of this festival. All 
the words and symbols are in shades of green which is the color of Islam. Images 
used are that of Malay traditional oil lamps. The symbolsof “oil lamps” or “pelita 
lamps’ are  synonymous with “Hari Raya.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Example 4)  
 
 



Deepavali or Diwali,the “Festival of Lights" is celebrated during the 7th month of the 
Hindu calendar. Hindus celebrate it by adorning their homes with dozens of lights or oil 
lamps, called “vikki’, to signify the triumph of good over evil, and thus light over 
darkness.The advertisements at this time include images of traditional Indian oil lamps 
and the greetings “Happy Deepavali” or “Happy Diwali”(Example 5).   
 
 

 
Example 5 

The spirit of Christmas is felt very much in Malaysia, The banking advertisements during 
this period incorporates the cultural features of Christmas such as traditional Christmas 
greetings, Christmas wreaths,presents,snowflakes and Christmas tree decorations .  Here 
the  
 

advertisements have adopted the culture of  Christmas celebrations throughout the world 
(Example 6 above). 
 
Sometimes, festivals occur close together as Hari Raya and Deepavali celebrations last 
year. The advertisements of Citibank during this period reflect this as shown below in 
Figure 4. Features of both festivals are seen in the advertisement for the month .This year, 



too, Deepavali and Hari Raya fell close together, on the 1st and 3rd of November 2005 
respectively.9Example 7) 
 
 

Example 7 
 
 
The next  advertisement  uses a local terminology “Balik Kampung”. There is always an 
exodus of people from the cities to their parent’s homes  in the villages or (smaller towns) 
outskirts because of the long holidays. The term “Balik Kampung” means “going home”, 
“home” here usually meaning  the parental home.  As seen in the advert here (Example 8) 
the image presented is that of a family on the way home. Festivals in Malaysia are  
associated with “going home’. In this way cultural elements and banking advertisements 
are linked.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 8 
 
 
                           This festive season, there’s another reason to celebrate. Citibank 
                            wants to give you a “balik kampong” trip to remember with over 
                            Rm 180,000 up for grabs!  
 
 
“Balik Kampung with Mastercard” is used as a slogan for its credit card advertisement as 
seen in Figure 9. Thus, the idea of ‘Balik kampong’ is great if you have the Mastercard. 



One is able to buy gifts and bear the expenses of going back home without worrying 
about petrol costs. Furthermore, one need not have to bring a lot of cash or even any cash 
as Mastercard makes spending possible.  
 

 
Figure 9 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The study shows that the advertisements of Citibank, a foreign bank in Malaysia has a 
mixture of discourses in them: advertising discourse, semiotic discourse, every day 
language use discourse and discourse of appeal. Incorporation of elements of 
multiculturalism and multilingualism in the bank’s advertisements serve several 
functions.  -  to  promote their services and facilities, to foster a closer relationship with 
the consumers and to  root itself as a member of  the “local” community.  
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In Walden’s winter chapters Thoreau’s persona is as isolated from Concord’s 

social and economic world as the pond is isolated from the dynamic world of wind, sun, 

and animal life by its thick coat of ice.  But this is not stasis; both the writer’s psyche and 

the pond are turned inward.  It is at this point that he surveys the depths of the pond, 

learns its contours, knows it as intimately as it can be known, and metaphorically he 

maps his own depths, attaining his goal of what he later calls “home-cosmography.”   

With spring, the coat of ice melts, releasing the pond to its exchange of energy 

with the external world and correspondingly reopening Concord’s world to the narrator.  

Spring restores a dynamic relationship to the pond and to the speaker, leading to his 

ecstatic declaration, “Walden was dead and is alive again.”  Walden and the narrator 

explode into a new world before which old limiting obligations, traditions, and 

definitions crumble.  Anything seems possible. 

So our prospects brighten on the influx of better thoughts. We should be 

blessed if we lived in the present always, and took advantage of every 

accident that befell us, like the grass which confesses the influence of the 

slightest dew that falls on it; and did not spend our time in atoning for the 

neglect of past opportunities, which we call doing our duty. We loiter in 

winter while it is already spring. In a pleasant spring morning all men's 

sins are forgiven. Such a day is a truce to vice. While such a sun holds out 

to burn, the vilest sinner may return. Through our own recovered 

innocence we discern the innocence of our neighbors.  

 Exalted by the moment of transcendent renewal, the narrator discovers a 

corresponding resurrection of the frozen earth in the thawing sand and clay bursting 
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through the banked snow on the sides of a railroad cut with the coming of the sun's 

warmth and the arrival of spring. 

Innumerable little streams overlap and interlace with one another, 

exhibiting a sort of hybrid product, which obeys half way the law of 

currents, and half way that of vegetation.  As it flows it takes the forms of 

sappy leaves or vines, making heaps of pulpy sprays a foot or more in 

depth, and resembling, as you look down on them the, the laciniated lobed 

and imbricated thalluses of some lichens; or you are reminded of coral, of 

leopards' paws or birds' feet, of brains or lungs or bowels,  and excrement 

of all kinds. 

 Thoreau's liquid earth or earthy liquid defies boundaries and classifications, 

revealing formal and conceptual similarities at every formal.  The flowing matter is 

neither dynamically boundless like liquid nor delimited like vegetation. It occupies an 

ambiguous state between the two.  The material is not constrained by a particular form 

or resultant classification, nor does it move smoothly between different states.  It 

discontinuously transforms itself into anything that its freely flowing form suggests to 

the observer, or it is transmuted by the observer’s act of observation .  Under the 

renewing and class-subverting influence of spring, the thawing earth contains and 

expresses infinite states and shapes given form by the persona’s newly released 

perceptual capabilities. 

 The pliant flow of the thawing sand reveals self-similar forms at greater and 

greater levels of complexity, at different scales, and without respect to common 

classifications such as organic and inorganic or part and whole. 

. . . this sandy overflow is something such a foliaceous mass as the vitals 
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of the animal body.  You find thus in the very sands an anticipation of the 

vegetable leaf.  No wonder that the earth expresses itself outwardly in 

leaves, it so labors with the idea inwardly.  The atoms have already learned 

this law, and are pregnant by it.  The overhanging leaf sees here its 

prototype.  Internally, whether in the globe or animal body, it is a moist 

thick lobe, a word especially applicable to the liver and lungs and the 

leaves of fat.  The feathers and wings of birds are still drier and thinner 

leaves.  Thus, also, you pass from the lumpish grub in the earth to  the airy 

and fluttering butterfly.  The very globe continually transcends and 

translates itself, and becomes winged in its orbit.  Even ice begins with 

delicate crystal leaves, as if it had flowed into mounds which the fronds of 

water plants had impressed on the watery mirror.  The whole tree itself is 

but one leaf, and rivers and still vaster cities are the ova of insects in their 

axils. 

 The narrator reads in the muddy sand-flow the deltas of rivers, the shapes and 

arrangement of blood vessels, the formation of the human organism “what is man but a 

mass of thawing clay?” and the human face in the shape of a leaf. 

 Joining his perceptions with the natural expression of spring under the warmth of 

the sun, the persona attains a transcendent vision that takes no account of empirical, 

quantitative, or analytical categories and instead discovers relationships based on 

qualitative similarities discovered at different levels.  In these relationships, he forges 

from this hybrid material that delivers self-similar forms from itself a way of seeing that 

defies common and conventional categories.    

 This vision expresses Thoreau's transcendent relationship to the cosmos, and 
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especially in Walden, one that is achieved with the coming of spring and the return of life 

to a domain that had only contained the potential for this comprehensive vision but had 

not yet released it to a mind primed by its previous experience to respond to its 

expression.  This central theme of potentiality exploding into reality is summed up at the 

end of Walden’s closing chapter in which Thoreau tells the parable of the apple-tree table 

from which a beautiful winged insect emerged after being immured in the wood of the 

once-living tree for years. 

 The fulfilled vision is a qualitative rather than a quantitative engagement with the 

world.  Quantitative perception seeks out circumscribed identities through analysis in 

order to establish a smooth, uninterrupted connection between the identities resulting in a 

model—perhaps an equation--the linear, continuous movement between one state and 

another.  In order to achieve its goal, quantitative perception circumscribes and atomizes 

events,  treating each as a closed system, unaffected by external conditions and assuming 

that what can be analyzed and disassembled in an orderly fashion can as easily be 

reassembled into the identical phenomenon.   

Qualitative perception seeks out qualitative resemblances and unity of identity 

between separate parts in a system, although the quantitative relationship between the 

parts may be wholly discontinuous.  This perception can embrace paradox and transcend 

a priori categories.  The phenomenon of the liquid solid is a discontinuous phenomenon 

as is the sand and clay “bursting out through the snow and overflowing it where no sand 

was to be seen before.”  The flow of the sand in connection with the newly-born, spring 

perceptions of Thoreau’s persona brings forth self-similar forms without transition or 

continuity from one to another and suggests qualitatively self-similar states of being 

without reference to linear relationship or causation.   
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 The persona’s vision is linked to the flowing soil through iterative perceptual 

feedback.  The flowing earth offers the perceiver the possibilities of forms out of which 

he realizes one.  That form actively perceived in the flow suggests further possibilities to 

the narrator, each one returned to the source by the act of perceiving and each act of 

perception inviting the earth to put forth another implicit form until the distinction 

between perceiver and perceived; organic and inorganic; animal, vegetable, and mineral 

breaks down into a system of creation through perception and perception through 

creation.  There is no Great chain of being that imposes a hierarchy on creation.  Thus the 

ear is a lichen; the nose is a stalactite; the cheeks are a mudslide. 

The iterative system of Thoreau’s vision and the flow of the sand is the perceptual 

equivalent of the models of the world contained in nonlinear equations and in chaos or 

dynamic systems theory.  These models reflect an idea of the cosmos as a complex 

system of open systems feeding back into each other and subject to that feedback such 

that any change in any single part of any single system may feed back into the larger 

system and lead to radical and discontinuous changes in its operation.  Given that a single 

system is embedded in the whole system of systems, that change may immediately lead 

to a cascade of changes throughout the whole system of systems.  Thus the part 

immediately affects the whole.  Effectively, any part of the system contains the whole, 

and each part is reflected throughout the whole system. From this point of view, any 

single system is not isolated from the whole—is not closed.  It is like a holographic plate.  

Shatter the plate and any fragment contains the whole picture.  Any given object floats in 

and contains the sea of the whole.  As Ilya Prigogine writes: “Exister, c’est participer” or 

“to be is to take part.” 

 Because nonlinear systems are open to all other systems, they are subject to the 
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sort of feedback that multiplies the systems by themselves.  The resulting output may 

become the input.  In such a case, a smooth, linear relationship between causes and 

effects is not an adequate description of their transformations.  Instead, the system may 

jump from one state to another or oscillate between numbers of states discontinuously, 

making prediction impossible.  The traditional example of the struck cue ball used to 

describe a closed linear system is more accurately subject to multiple variables.  The ball 

is subject to the friction of the felt, which having affected the velocity of the ball and 

changed it then is itself changed by the change in velocity, feeding back into the velocity 

itself.   And this is simply the system in isolation.  Nonlinearity defines any system in 

terms of all the other systems which affect it and feed back into it.  For example, at the 

same time, the cue ball is subject, if only minimally, to the air currents in the room (Are 

the windows and doors open or closed?  And why?) which affect the path of the cue ball, 

changing its relationship to the air currents, thereby changing their effect, affecting 

friction’s effect on the ball’s velocity, and so forth.  Each system is affected by still more 

remote systems interacting with the more proximate systems until it becomes impossible 

to achieve the illusion of quantitative prediction.  

 It is the nature of such systems that is the study of chaos theory or dynamic 

systems theory.  Such systems exist in a far-from-equilibrium state subject to iterative 

feedback, and as feedback increases, systems jump discontinuously from states of 

equilibrium into turbulent movement.  However, it is equally true that far-from-

equilibrium systems in turbulence spontaneously self-organize, and new systems emerge 

from the chaos.  Under the influence of the spring and the sun’s heat Thoreau’s mud 

bursts turbulently from the snow banks, and out of its flow emerge multiple ordering 

systems. 
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 From this angle, Thoreau’s narrator’s spring-born vision of the thawing clay 

bursting through the snow banks and then out of the amalgamation of its turbulent flow 

and his perceptual activity spontaneously self-organizing what he sees into self-similar 

forms suggests unity at every scale and unites the ideas implicit in chaos or dynamic 

systems theory with the program of American Transcendentalism.  The goal was to 

subvert the limited and limiting premises of mid 19th century American society with its 

one foot in Rationalism and its other in the social assumptions, if not the religious 

assumptions, of Puritanism.  Transcendentalism offered a vision of a cosmos unified by a 

divinity expressing itself in every natural object through the interaction of order and 

turbulence at all times and places and thus of a system of interacting systems. 

 The rationalistic linear, empirical, mechanistic view of nature approaches any 

phenomenon as a closed system that can be disassembled, reassembled, integrated, and 

understood in terms of its separate components.  Benjamin Franklin’s project of attaining 

moral perfection by reducing behavior to thirteen virtues and practicing each separately a 

week at a time in four cycles each year is a particularly striking example.  The addition of 

the Puritan connection between unconditional election, material wealth, and conspicuous 

consumption suggests that one assesses an individual's social and moral status in terms of 

the progressive accumulation of material goods through rational, orderly behavior.  From 

this angle, each person is a closed system evaluated in terms of what he or she has 

amassed without reference to the surrounding environment except to the degree one can 

bend that environment to his or her will.  One can see social Darwinism approaching 

Thoreau subverts this value system by presenting it as a “thousand remarkable 

forms of penance” he sees his fellows submitting to.  He writes:  

“How many a poor immortal soul have I met well nigh crushed and 
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smothered under its load, creeping down the road of life, pushing before it 

a barn seventy-five feet by fifty, its Augean stables never cleansed, and 

one hundred acres of land, tillage, mowing, pasture, and woodlot!”   

 In the image of penance in this context he subverts the rational, capitalist vision 

by creating the paradoxical relationship between self-mortification and corruption rather 

than purification and of penance with possession rather than with self-denial.  

At such moments Thoreau’s chaotically subversive method is clear.  By the 

inversions implicit in this example Thoreau invites the reader into an iterative language 

and value system in which familiar terms become their own opposites.  Each of these 

occasions cycles back into the language system to subvert the common meanings and 

create a sort of linguistic and value turbulence out of which a new ordering of both 

language and values may spring.  First chaos; then self-organization.  Like the mud 

erupting through the snow and suggesting shapes that defy categorization, Thoreau 

allows new categories and interpretations to break through frozen conventions of 

meaning and usage. 

Thoreau’s entire Walden experiment is a matter of turning this method upon 

himself.  He begins with the attempt to dismantle the rigidified, conventional mode of 

thinking that looks to the past, precedent, and tradition and to create a new system 

through his life at the pond.  The choices that his new life suggests feed back into 

themselves so as to create intellectual turbulence or a chaos in received values and 

cognitive structures, driving the individual to bifurcation points.  It is an iterative system 

that opens the possibilities of wholly new ordering of life as a self-organizing system 

floating in a sea of systems of systems.  Thus he uses the means of linear, empirical 

thought against itself. 
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In the conclusion chapter he makes it clear that the goal of his program is 

transcending empirical, linear thought when he writes, 

I learned this, at least, by my experiment: that if one advances confidently 

in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has 

imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours. He 

will put some things behind, will pass an invisible boundary; new, 

universal, and more liberal laws will begin to establish themselves around 

and within him; or the old laws be expanded, and interpreted in his favor in 

a more liberal sense, and he will live with the license of a higher order of 

beings. In proportion as he simplifies his life, the laws of the universe will 

appear less complex, and solitude will not be solitude, nor poverty poverty, 

nor weakness weakness. If you have built castles in the air, your work need 

not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under 

them. 

Paradoxically, Thoreau typically undertakes his project almost solely on an 

empirical basis by asking first what are the necessities without which a person cannot live 

and then how much of each and what sort one needs. Then, as he examines the amount 

and nature of food, fuel, clothing, and shelter he actually needs, he establishes a feedback 

mechanism by asking the question iteratively.  In other words, “I have reduced my need 

for this commodity to this level; is this level more than I need?  Let’s see.”  And then, “I 

have attained this further reduction; let’s see if the remainder is still more than 

necessary.”  As he undertakes the project of reducing his needs to their lowest common 

denominator, he subverts traditional values and explodes received wisdom, which is one 

of his primary goals.  
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No way of thinking or doing, however ancient, can be trusted without 

proof. What everybody echoes or in silence passes by as true to-day may 

turn out to be falsehood to-morrow, mere smoke of opinion, which some 

had trusted for a cloud that would sprinkle fertilizing rain on their 

fields. What old people say you cannot do, you try and find that you can. 

Old deeds for old people, and new deeds for new.”   

The result, he asserts, is the destruction or replacement not only of received 

wisdom but of its traditional structures.   

Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet downward through 

the mud and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and tradition, and delusion, 

and appearance, that alluvion which covers the globe, through Paris and 

London, through New York and Boston and Concord, through Church and 

State, through poetry and philosophy and religion, till we come to a hard 

bottom and rocks in place, which we can call reality, and say, This is, and 

no mistake; and then begin. . . . 

With the coming of spring Thoreau’s persona enters a non-linear, systemic 

relationship to the cosmos.  Rather than a closed system composed of separate parts 

embedded in a linear movement from past to future, always looking backward to 

tradition and precedent as a means to shape the future and make it continuous with and 

referential to the past—Emerson’s “foolish consistencies--he reconstitutes himself as a 

part of the system of systems and creates a new relationship to his surroundings based 

on a more comprehensive, decentered vision that embraces the possibilities of the world 

as a dynamic system discovering order in turbulence and the possibilities of chaos in the 

midst of order. 
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This approach to experience depends on a stance that observes the phenomenal 

world closely but does not impose preconceptions or assumptions upon the observations. 

It is analogous to Whitman’s stance of passive awareness in which he makes of himself 

an open system, approaching existence as a conduit to experience, imposing no prior 

interpretations upon it.  As he writes in “Song of Myself,”  

Apart from the pulling and hauling stands what I am,  

Stands amused, complacent, compassionating, idle, unitary,  

Looks down, is erect, or bends an arm on an impalpable certain rest,  

Looking with side-curved head curious what will come next,  

Both in and out of the game and watching and wondering at it.  

Backward I see in my own days where I sweated through fog with  

linguists and contenders,  

I have no mockings or arguments, I witness and wait.  

 Also, like Whitman, Thoreau does not reject empirical observation of the natural 

world in all its detail.  Whitman writes: 

I accept Reality and dare not question it,  

Materialism first and last imbuing.  

Hurrah for positive science! long live exact demonstration!  

Fetch stonecrop mixt with cedar and branches of lilac,  

This is the lexicographer, this the chemist, this made a grammar of  

the old cartouches,  

These mariners put the ship through dangerous unknown seas.  
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This is the geologist, this works with the scalper, and this is a  

mathematician.  

Gentlemen, to you the first honors always!  

Your facts are useful, and yet they are not my dwelling,  

I but enter by them to an area of my dwelling.  

 And Thoreau begins his “Spring” chapter with the dates on which the various 

ponds thawed in 1847 and a circumstantial account of the thawing process.  The 

qualitative, nonlinear approach does not reject empirical observation, but as Whitman 

asserts and Thoreau demonstrates, linear, rational empiricism is the means of its own 

undoing and transcendence and not the goal. 

For Thoreau, the decentered vision leads to the revelation of multiplicity and of 

the possibility of simultaneous realities and multiply infinite points of view, each part of 

a larger system that contains them as he discovers that 

We might try our lives by a thousand simple tests; as, for instance, that 

the same sun which ripens my beans illumines at once a system of earths 

like ours. If I had remembered this it would have prevented some 

mistakes. This was not the light in which I hoed them. The stars are the 

apexes of what wonderful triangles! What distant and different beings in 

the various mansions of the universe are contemplating the same one at the 

same moment! Nature and human life are as various as our several 

constitutions. 

 Thus with the coming of spring, and the return of life, warmth, and light to the 

world, Thoreau’s vision unites with the liquid sand bursting through the frozen bank and 

attains the systemic vision implicit in the nonlinear existence of the world in which any 
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one object—and mud flowing down the bank of a cut in the railroad is implicitly as 

common and humble as Whitman’s blade of grass—contains the possibility of every 

other object through self-similarity at multiple scales and of a cosmos that embraces the 

paradox that chaos and order share a single identity.   
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Service and Community-Based Learning: Building on Old Traditions for New Outcomes 
 
 
Metropolitan State University, begun in 1971 as an upper-division public university 
offering degrees for working adults, has a deep commitment to community partnerships 
and community-based learning. Since its transition as a "school without walls" to a 
neighborhood-based campus on St. Paul's East Side, the university has gained national 
recognition for its long-term engagement with schools, neighborhood groups, and 
community development organizations. Given its commitment to long-term impact and 
mutually accountable relationships, the university sponsors an array of ongoing 
partnerships that connect faculty, staff, and students across the university with 
community organizations, agencies, and institutions. University leadership understands 
that community engagement is central to Metropolitan State's urban mission, supports 
faculty involvement through tenure and promotion, and provides strong financial support 
to the Center for Community-Based Learning which is the largest and most active unit of 
its kind within the MNSCU system. 
 
Metropolitan State University is one of seven state universities in Minnesota and the only 
one serving our urban, Twin Cities center.  Our student population has historically been 
working adults with families but our current enrollment reflects a growing traditional 
aged student body.  This creates challenges for departments like the Department of 
Communication, Writing, and the Arts.  One of the goals in our 2001 merger request was 
to increase our capacity to create more intentional relationships between academic 
subject matter and community service and to promote the institutionalization of service-
learning.  But we must balance this goal with an understanding of the demands of our 
non-traditional students and our fully employed traditional students.  Our balance is also 
between pedagogy and andragogy, between guiding and letting the adult learner lead. 
 
Who are we? 
The Department of Communication, Writing and the Arts was formed during the 2002-
2003 academic year through a merger requested by the faculty of three well established 
departments in the College of Arts and Science: Communication, Writing, and Media and 
Fine Arts.  The new department (CWA) is the largest academic department in the College 
of Arts and Science at Metropolitan State University with 15 full time tenured faculty, 60 
community (adjunct) faculty, 3 full time library faculty who hold teaching appointments 
in the department and 3 affiliated tenured faculty from the departments of Literature and 
Language and History who teach courses in our department.  Our department offers 
courses in art, communication, information studies, intermedia arts, media studies, music, 
reading, theater, screenwriting and writing.  We offer five undergraduate degrees, 
numerous minors, and a graduate program.   
 
 



Departmental Commitment to Service Learning   
 
One of the goals in our merger was to increase our capacity to create more intentional 
relationships between academic subject matter and community service and to promote the 
institutionalization of service-learning. As early as 1989 our communication/media 
studies faculty were sponsoring programs such as: 

 
FOCUS: Defining your organization and getting your message to the public.  

 This all day workshop allowed low income non profits to develop professional 
 organizational communication plans, public relations initiatives or media plans. 

Faculty critiqued the plans and paired organizations with interns from the 
university to help implement their projects. 

 
Today Dr. Craig Hansen and Dr. Helen Correll’s course Writ 572 Document Design 
carries on this tradition of service by drawing all their class projects from around the 
university and from community organization.   
 
Other classes taught by faculty in our department pair with service learning opportunities 
that are part of the broader mission of Metropolitan State University to be an engaged 
campus. Dr. Katherine Wellington incorporates America Reads into her course Rdng 331 
Tutoring Reading in the Urban Setting. Dr. Wellington presented some of her research on 
this tutoring class at the SCALE conference (Student Coalition for Action in Literacy 
Education) in October 2003. Dr. Brian Nerney supervises Writ 392 Read! Read! Read! 
Group Internship: Literacy Tutors and Writ 393 Read! Read! Read! Group Internship: 
Family Literacy.    
 
Several faculty are involved with a service learning project developed by library faculty 
member Adela Peskorz.  This project, Best Books for Young Adults-Youth Perspectives, 
has grown out of Ms. Peskorz’s appointment by the American Library Association to the 
award selection committee for BBYA.  Working with thousands of new young adult 
publications our department is supplying resources and staff, and seeking outside 
funding, to grow a program that has students in our college Adolescent Literature classes 
working with middle and secondary students to review these new books. Working with 
teachers in a large inner city high school and several city and suburban middle schools, 
we offer students opportunities to read the latest adolescent literature and to write or 
digitally record reviews of the books.  
 
Two faculty members have worked directly with Project SHINE, a service learning 
program aimed at helping people become citizens of the U.S.  Dr. Maythee Jensen Kantar 
received a national grant to incorporate Project SHINE into a course she teaches for the 
Literature and Languages Department, Lit 330 Children’s Literature.   Dr. Kantar has also 
served as a reviewer for local Campus Compact service learning grants. Dr. Kathryn 
Kelley has incorporated Project SHINE into her Comm 333 Intercultural Communication 
class.   
 



Dr. Helen Correll, Dr. Maythee Kantar, and Mr. Greg Mellas represented our department 
and the Center for Community-Based Learning at the April 7-8, 2005 3M 
Campus/Corporate Engaged Department Institute for Engineering, Computer Science and 
Math, and Related Fields.  As a result of this Institute, Dr. Correll is currently engaged in 
a cross-institutional project with the University of Massachusetts at Lowell to develop 
user-friendly manuals for local users in Peru. 
 
In other words, we are a complex department with diverse student and discipline interests 
in service learning but without a blueprint or any clear structure to sustain our service 
learning enthusiasm.  It is up to individual instructors to find out about and incorporate 
programs and opportunities into their own classes for their students.  Our sense is that we 
are not unusual.  Sustainability has not been a top priority in the movement that has 
heightened awareness in higher education for service learning on college campuses. 
   
 
 
What does it mean to institutionalize Service Learning in our department?  
As a new department, we found ourselves initiating programs in service learning without 
much integration or careful deliberation.  We are not as intentional as we had hoped.  We 
are interested in establishing the service learning component of education in our 
department so that it becomes a custom, as integrated in our curriculum as students’ 
literature reviews and oral presentations are.  We believe that in creating structures within 
the department to support the functions of service learning we have an opportunity to 
sustain the life of this current trend. 
 
First we believe in limiting the scope of our service learning opportunities.  We cannot be 
all things to all people.  By focusing our efforts we hope to develop and sustain long term 
relationships and commitments in our communities for our students.  What should guide 
our focus? 
 
Second we are clearly aware that simply doing more with less is not viable.  Faculty are 
stretched with budget cuts that continue in Minnesota.  We have faced an unsupportive 
legislature for over 10 years.  While the ‘90s provided some years of exceptional 
economic growth in the private sector, the public institutions of higher education in 
Minnesota did not similarly reap the financial rewards.  Suffice it to say that higher 
education suffered then and continues to be cut as republicans vote for “no new taxes” 
and tax cuts.  In order to sustain limited and focused efforts in service learning we are 
turning to organizations that have already developed structures that assure continuity and 
continuation.  Where can we find the administration and community outreach efforts that 
we need to place students well within opportunities that will challenge their learning and 
expertise while guiding students’ progress carefully?  Who will do follow-up with 
community sponsors and with students to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the 
interaction and the program? 
 
 
 



 
What have we been able to accomplish in three years? 
As a new department, we have not been able to institutionalize service learning yet.  
However, we have a model that has developed out of our needs and also, seemingly, of 
its own volition.   
In this panel session, we would like to first describe briefly the model as it seems to have 
evolved, then hear from others about the structures and functions of their service learning 
initiatives.  What attempts have been made by others to institutionalize their service 
learning components at the department level and what have been the results?  Does the 
model we present reflect similar needs and concerns in academic departments inside and 
outside the U.S.? 
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Feminist Art Needs a Hook: Christianne Kapps 
     A compare and contrast essay about 3716 Spring Garden Street, #1 
     African American Art and Feminist Art  Philadelphia, PA 19140 
Cross-disciplinary   
Abstract for a Panel Discussion 
 
 
As art movements go, when considering the groups that tend to get pigeon holed, African 
American art has a leg up over Feminist art. This is, of course in part because of the 
exoticization of African American culture, art, music, etc. by its predominately white 
patrons, the titillation felt by the patrons that gives African American art its economic 
footing over feminist art. African American art has rhythm, motion, style, heat; it is 
enticing in its anger, verve, emotion. Feminist artists have avoided using emotion in their 
work and have stayed more in the realm of the cerebral. Due to our resentment over years 
of being objectified and sexualized, Feminist artwork on these topics is by and large 
chilly, even frigid, stale, preachy, isolationist, aggressive, and edgy, in the bad sense of 
the word. Those same patrons who see their way to buying hip hop or jazz do not 
patronize feminist art or music with the same enthusiasm.   
 
Where Kara Walker has done some of the deepest feminist works out there, she is most 
recognizably an African American artist. She has history and experiences at her disposal 
that if utilized by me, a white woman, would feel insincere or appropriationist.   
 
Maybe it’s just me but I first heard Gwen Stefani on a hip hop radio station and was a 
little disappointed to find out she was white. Why is it that her whiteness, in my mind, 
lessens her authenticity in an art form where her feminist sensibilities can’t save her? 
Does she not feel the pain of discrimination and belittlement the same as Alicia Keys or 
50 Cent? Even Malcolm X has acknowledged that the plight of white women is similar to 
the plight of black men in terms of institutional discrimination and overt over-
sexualization. 
 
Through a survey of  African American art and Feminist art from the 1970’s to now I will 
investigate the elements of each genre as they relate to and compliment each other, as 
they are in opposition to each other, and as they are held back together by similar forces 
within popular culture.  
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the study of an Basic Design 
education to control the experience of visual perception and the 
accumulation of knowledge from the birth to today. 

As an education program, Basic Design, which has a heavy 
task in the first year of the Fine Arts Programmes, is an important 
step to develop the individual’s creativity. 

By using the various materials and methods, the creativity of 
individuals are overtasked. This approaches which occured with 
intensive practicing, developes the solving problems which is 
running into creative world.While the variety of these techniques 
and subjects are transferred as lectures, many applications will be 
practiced. Depending on the courses period, these applications 
assist developing the practical experience of individuals.In this 
study, the subjects and methods criticize with supporting the richly 
visual examples which are framed in Fine Arts Faculty at Anadolu 
University. 
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In this framework, the present paper examines the socio-economic 

development processes of Sugalis, nomadic tribe, inhabited in 

Anantapur District of Andhra Pradesh. It focuses on the type of change 

that they have experienced with the implementation of different 

schemes by both government and other agencies. It also focuses on 

the impact of factionalism and politics in the implementation of 

development interventions in a tribal village, Adadakulapalle, in 

Anantapur District of Andhra Pradesh. 
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Abstract

     This paper introduces a learning process that combines multimedia art and neuroscience to create

neurological gaming tools that further the development of human perception.  Increasing the ability to

perceive expands awareness and actualizes latent capabilities, such as nonverbal communication, remote

viewing, and self-healing. Increased ability in these areas is necessary to evolve as a species, as these skills

will be needed to solve planetary issues that arise as new challenges for survival in the future.

Introduction

     This paper is intended to present research related to a new methodology for teaching, which utilizes a

brain wave interface to the computer and to discuss a neurological gaming environment that has been created

to facilitate learning.  The objective is to introduce an educational process that combines multimedia art and

neuroscience into a neurological learning tool (NLT), in order to more fully develop human perception.

Increasing the ability to perceive awakens abilities that are not generally considered to be within the realm of

human capability. Possibly during our historical past in Atlantis, these skills were called upon for healing and

engineering purposes.  If these skills were in use during our ancient past, actualizing them now may be a

natural extension of the evolutionary process; that is, it may be necessary to once again draw upon our

inherent capabilities, in order to survive in the future.  Michio Kaku, suggests that

Unlike previous generations, we hold in our hands the future destiny of our

species, whether we soar into fulfilling our promise as a type I civilization or fall

into the abyss of chaos, pollution, and war. Decisions made by us will reverberate

throughout this century1

 Primary capabilities that are awakened through the use of a neurological learning tool are nonverbal

communication, remote viewing, and self-healing. Using neurological learning tools in a game like virtual

environment offers opportunities to develop new methodologies for teaching and learning.

Interactive Brain Wave Visual Analyzer (IBVA4)

     Masahiro Kahata is the programmer and developer of the Interactive Brain Wave Visual Analyzer

(IBVA4). In 1991 he began the development of IBVA4, the brain wave interface system discussed in this

________________________
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1 Michio Kaku, “Parallel Worlds,” Parallel Worlds, New York: DoubleDay, 2005, p. 361.

paper. Soon after the interface became available, I began to use the system to begin brain wave research

related to the development of neurological learning and healing tools (NLTs). In conjunction with my

research, I have demonstrated neurological multimedia as an art medium that can be used for learning at

major exhibitions in the country; as well as presented, in performance mode, the brain wave control of

multimedia art in order to call attention to brain matters.  In 1997 at a Special Interest Group for Computer

Graphics and Interactive Techniques exhibition, I introduced a prototype for a neurological game called the

“Mind Garden.”

     Recently, I have had the opportunity to focus my research on the development of neural applications for

learning in a gaming environment, using IBVA4 as a brain wave interface to the computer. The IBVA4

system consists of both hardware and software. Kahata’s recent version of the software has been updated in a

manner that facilitates the development of artistic applications. The advances in the software are important

and enable this neural interface to be used in the context of innovative instructional techniques for learning.

IBVA4 outputs data from the left and right hemispheres of the brain. Unlike other brain wave systems

developed for desktop workstations, IBVA4 also outputs the coherence data between the left and right

hemispheres.  The physiological connector between each hemisphere is the corpus callosum, which measures

the balance between the two hemispheres.  Since the coherence data is related to the balance between the

hemispheres, this data may be a measurement of the intuitive function.

Neurological Gaming Environment

     “Dream Dreaming,” is a three dimensional neurological gaming environment, which contains 3-D

objects that are controlled by brain waves.  A headband with 3 electrodes is worn to transmit neural data to

the computer, where visual programming has been used to set up relationships between objects and brain

waves.  Users learn to control their brain wave activity by trying to sink a boat that has a person lying on it.

The boat symbolizes altered states of mind ranging from sleep to death. Low frequency alpha and theta

activity move the boat into the water.  The lower the frequency, the deeper the boat sinks into the water.

When the boat is no longer visible, a spirit like image rises.  If a user can sustain brain wave activity in low

frequency and amplitude ranges for an extended period of time, the spirit object will remain and begin to

rotate while other 3-D objects in the environment move out of view.  If one’s focus is broken, and the

frequencies and amplitudes become higher, the spirit disappears, and the boat appears again. As an artwork,
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“Dream Dreaming” is intended to allow the viewer time to reflect upon the multidimensional aspect of our

lives, to realize that our being is complex, and that hidden realities exist, which realities can be can be

referenced in our dream or waked state.

     This type of neurological environment provides an intelligent learning environment for gaming that

enables students to learn in an experiential manner.  The process of trying to sink the boat exercises the

brain; so in the process of gaming, one is also developing greater brainpower. Students also learn from the

content that is programmed into the 3-D environment. A wide range of opportunity exists for cross-

disciplinary interaction between visual artists, musicians, and performers working with multimedia, images,

animation, music, and words. Images and animation from a variety of professional disciplines need to be

produced for the brain wave activity to interact with.  It is important for artists to work together to develop

visuals that are positive reflections of the world.

For most of human history, we could only watch, like bystanders, the beautiful dance of

Nature. But today, we are on the cusp of an epoch-making transition, from being passive

observers of Nature to being active choreographers of Nature.2

     Visual representations of a multicultural world can be developed and used as multimedia simulations

that reflect a variety of disciplines. One way to bring peace into the world is by collaborating to create a

harmonious virtual world for a diverse population to live in.

Training the Brain

     The IBVA4 brain wave interface system allows neural data to interactively control multimedia events in

real time.  Mental states are defined by the frequency bandwidths of gamma, beta, alpha, theta, and delta,

which bandwidths are determined by frequency values of the neural data as delineated by EEG,

electroencephalographic analysis of the brain wave signals.  Neural activity controls movement in the

animation and can also create sound that is produced and mixed from the brain wave data.  Changes in

neural activity, as reflected in the multimedia, provide feedback information related to the brain’s function.

Continued practice with a neurological learning tool teaches students to consciously switch their mental

states, a process of exercising the brain.  As with any part of the body, exercise increases the

strength of the part being exercised. The brain’s strength is referred to as brainpower.  Increased

brainpower expands perception and more fully utilizes the brain’s inherent capabilities.

______________________
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2 Kaku, “Visions: How Science Will Revolutionize the 21st Century, Anchor Books, Doubleday, New
York, 1997, p. 5.

Visuals activated by the brain move in harmony with our mental states and become reflections of

how we are feeling and reacting to the environment. As human perception develops, there is an increased

awareness of how the body and mind are functioning.  Learning to focus attention to a greater degree

results in a decrease of mental chatter.  With less mental distraction, there is greater opportunity to focus

inwardly on the condition of the body.  As a result, when the body is out of balance, human awareness calls

attention to the mind, which focuses to identify, and self-heal the problem.

     Using IBVA4, music can also be generated from the brain wave activity. The music produced by brain

waves that are output as MIDI values is closely related to what in the past has been referred to as the

harmony of the spheres. This sound is produced naturally from vibrations that resonate between the planets.

A given mental task may involve a complicated web of circuits, which interact in

varying degrees with others throughout the brain—not like the parts in a machine,

but like the instruments in a symphony orchestra combining their tenor, volume,

and resonance to create a particular musical effect.3

A similar process is possible for nonverbal communication, as regular practice with a neurological learning

tool enables communication to occur as vibrational messages that resonate within the brain and are

projected from one being to another.

Neurological Learning

     Mental activity that is focused and relaxed is associated with low frequency neural signaling.  When

high frequency beta activity decreases, lower alpha and theta frequencies generally become predominant,

which results in changes in mental states. Learning begins to occur in an effortless manner, as learning

acquired by exposure to perceived stimuli. While experiencing lower brain wave frequencies, one realizes

an increased ability to problem solve, thus, easily learns the advantages of existing in a clear perceptive

mental state.

     As related to education, Apple Macintosh computer labs, running the Tiger operating system, can be

configured with computer workstations running the IBVA4 software. Each student wears a headband with

______________________
3 James Shreeve, Beyond the Brain, “Paths to the mind brain link,” National Geographic Magazine,”
March 2005.
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three electrodes, in order to collect neural data from their responses to predefined stimuli in the

environment. Neural data, input to the computer as brain wave data, are directed through both sound and

imaging interfaces, where the data interacts with and produces multimedia art. A feedback loop is created

between the mental states of the students and the brain wave controlled multimedia art.

      This brain wave interaction with music and imaging provides constant feedback to students, which

influences them to produce significant changes in the multimedia and challenges them to create new forms

of animation that do not require key frames. Over time, students begin to identify the kind of mental state

that creates the most significant changes. They learn to control brain wave switching from one frequency

domain to another, ranging from gamma, beta, alpha, theta, and delta, based on standard biofeedback

measurement of the neural activity.  Similar to the way physical exercise strengthens the body and the

mind, exercise of the brain strengthens the individual’s ability to brain wave switch from one predominant

frequency range to another and also to achieve focused mental attention and clarity of thought. Increases in

these qualities enable one to more fully understand subtle aspects of perception: to hear what in the past

was not heard and to see with second site into the future. Continued practice with an NLT facilitates

increased performance levels by strengthening one’s ability to consciously switch brain wave activity from

high frequencies to lower frequencies.

Conclusion

     Using a neurological learning and healing tool enables new techniques for teaching to be developed.

Educators can rethink past teaching methodologies that program students to learn to think in prescribed

ways.  Using new methods for learning helps to further the brain’s ability to perform. The brain’s

performance can be referred to as brainpower. Students will also need assistance in adapting to new ways

of learning, which requires monitoring their performance on an individual basis. Their self-analysis and

self-discipline will allow them to learn from experiencing their own patterns of thinking and focusing

attention.  Using IBVA4, educators can monitor students and determine a student’s progress by comparing

their early ability to brain wave control multimedia with their later ability to control the same multimedia

events.  As neural activity becomes more controlled, sound becomes less chaotic. Images animate more

smoothly, as opposed to their initial, high frequency chaotic motion. As variables affecting the learning
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environment are monitored on a daily basis, students begin to see how their brainpower is influenced by

these variables, and they learn to understand how to focus their attention to lower frequencies, which

enables them to think and perceive more clearly.

     The neurological learning tool allows students to tap into capabilities previously unknown, which opens

up new avenues for learning that expand the boundaries of what we know about how our brain functions

and what we perceive about the future, as well as parallel universes.  New possibilities for human

interaction, such as nonverbal communication, self-healing, and remote viewing will result from expanding

the intuitive function.  Brain wave interactive learning provides a continuous research environment, which

can be developed by educators and students across multidisciplinary platforms.
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 CREATING HISTORY:  HOLLYWOOD AND GLADIATOR 

A DIFFERENT GOD, A DIFFERENT MOUNTAIN TOP 

 

     In a generally understated performance (he speaks with his sword), Russell Crowe stars as 

Maximus in Gladiator (2000), the spectacular Academy Award winning film about the Roman 

Empire.   A compelling drama in itself, Gladiator also draws inspiration from multiple cinematic 

predecessors.  The Fall of the Roman Empire (1964) provides a kindred storyline for the new 

film, while battle sequences are reminiscent of those devised for Braveheart (1995), recycled for 

a Roman army.  Familiar elements of Spartacus, too, another wide-screen Roman epic from the 

1960s, combine alternately with Fall and the grandfather of all celluloid Imperial epoch tales, 

Ben Hur (1959), to enhance the vivid impact of Gladiator.  A mad emperor (this time 

Commodus instead of Nero), spectacle, and “new era for Rome” ending last seen in Quo Vadis 

(1951) reappear, and there are surreal reunions of dead loved ones made popular by Titanic 

(1998).   Spanish flavor spills over from 1492: The Conquest of Paradise (1992), also directed 

by Gladiator’s Ridley Scott, and the influence of Leni Riefenstahl’s films on the Third Reich is 

glaringly apparent, helping establish an operatic air which pervades the movie and enlarges its 

scope and grandeur.  Crowe, himself, brings baggage from a 1995 “modernized spaghetti 

western,” The Quick and the Dead, in which he plays a reluctant gunfighter turned priest who, 

abused and chained, is forced to use his lethal skills for “entertainment”-- or lose his life.   In 

Gladiator, Crowe reprises the role somewhat but in Roman garb this time and on a more 

impressive scale.   All this accumulation is “painted” on an Alma-Tadema and Jean-Léon 

Gérôme inspired “canvas” and accompanied by a hauntingly beautiful Hans Zimmer musical 
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score, recalling Wagner and Holst and earlier film soundtracks.   

     Gladiator also consciously embraces the time-honored themes inherent in moral drama 

including the venerable standbys of “right versus wrong” and “despotism versus freedom”-- but 

added to the old mix are current waves of political correctness, diversity, and gender issues.  The 

strong-willed but still maternal daughter of Marcus Aurelius, Lucilla, provides a disturbing 

challenge for any man in the Empire, while black African women “gladiators,” armored and 

more appointed for a fashion runway, deftly fire arrows from chariots at male adversaries in the 

Colosseum.   In short, the film represents what audiences have come to know about Rome 

through film over the past fifty years, while incorporating all recent socially-acceptable trends in 

a more technically-engineered movie.  Throw in a Roman “Superman” named Maximus (an 

understated moniker for one who so easily dispatches barbarians, Praetorians, gladiators, and 

tigers); an impressive battle with Germans and plenty of action in a burning forest; a screen full 

of blood and guts; romantic tensions which tease on incest; and we have a  film that cannot lose 

at the box office.  Gladiator has become a blockbuster (1), and, coincidentally, the guide by 

which a generation of movie goers will judge Imperial Roman history. 

     Gladiator is the first major film on Ancient Rome since 1965, and, in many respects, it is 

probably the best (although film critic, Roger Ebert, does not think so [2]).  However, that does   

not mean it is any more accurate, historically, than any of the earlier movies made about Rome. 

One would think, for example, that a film boasting the title, Gladiator, would at least strive to 

get that part of the story right, but the fight sequences are stereotypical, superficial, and designed 

mostly for show and effect, reaffirming the fact that film makers fashion their work primarily to 

entertain-- or, expressed  less delicately, to put “asses in seats”(3).   Nevertheless, many in 
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today’s visually-oriented public gain their general knowledge about the past through film and 

appear perfectly content with what they see.  If the film is a compelling one like Gladiator, the 

general inclination is that it is true.  Given the evident public trust in what it sees and reads in the 

popular media (4), there seems to be “built-in” reason for them not to doubt it.  Unless someone 

is knowledgeable already or becomes interested enough to pursue the matter, there will be 

nothing in the daily lives of most to change their impression about the legitimacy of what they 

have seen.   Inevitably, their theater experience becomes reality.  For that reason alone, movies 

with historical themes cannot be simply dismissed by experts as inconsequential.   Their impact 

is tremendous, and they demand serious attention.  It is important that as uninformed viewers 

come to depend more heavily on film for their understanding of the past, they are made more 

aware of the medium’s deficiencies as a conveyance of accurate information.   This inquiry is 

step in that direction. 

 

Gladiator: “History” Hollywood Style 

     First of all, we are not approaching the film as if director Ridley Scott is a historian making a 

historically accurate recreation of the period, events, and people depicted in Gladiator.  Scott is a 

talented and creative director, a master of his craft, who considering the enormity and complexity 

of his task, should probably have been handed the Oscar for his effort.   However, as he himself 

offers: 

          We needed to revisit this world without it being a history lesson and to interpret these                     
historical figures in a way that made sense to audiences today....Story and character are the             
two most important elements in any movie, and I wanted to get close to the characters and             
see real people with real issues....I love to create worlds, and every facet of that world has              
to work within the rules of the story. You must smell the battleground and experience the               
beauty and light of the golden city.  The film must take you into this world, so that you                   
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become part of 175 A.D. (5)” [Author’s note:  the correct date is actually 180 A.D.] 
 
Scott goes on to say, by way of further excusing himself from the exigencies of historical 

accuracy: 

           There is a great deal written about the Roman Empire, but there are also questions 
           about what is accurate and what is merely conjecture.  I felt the priority was to stay 
           true to the spirit of the period, but not necessarily to adhere to facts.  We were, 
           after all, creating fiction, not practicing archaeology (6). 
 

     Walter Parkes, one of the executive producers of the film, adds another sweeping brush stroke 

to Scott’s interpretive framework.  He compares the director’s effort to the work of the 

nineteenth century “academic” painter, Jean-Léon Gérôme, whose depiction of a victorious  

gladiator in the Colosseum was the inspiration for the film: “Simply put, the painting is history 

as interpreted by a singular artist of his time-- as is the film Gladiator.  The Rome that Ridley 

Scott created was painstakingly researched, to be sure-- but it was also imagined (7).”    

     Finally, production designer Arthur Max describes his vision of the film: 

           We tried to bring to Gladiator a sense of the Roman Empire in decline– its greatness 
           and at the same time its corruption and decay. And to do that we found ourselves  
           looking not so much to the scholarly historical realm as to the interpretations of Rome 
           by certain 19th century painters– classical Romantics who depicted an exotic view of 
           Rome as they wished it to be, not as it really was.  We tried to be relatively faithful to  
           history, but we wanted to visually dramatize our subject, make it as exciting, as rich 
           and baroque as we possibly could.  And so it’s a very eclectic interpretation of the Roman 
           Empire (8). 
 
     Keeping in mind these interpretations of the film makers, themselves, we propose to move in 

the direction they mostly seem to have eschewed and to analyze Gladiator’s content historically.   

In the process, a more realistic impression about the extent of its distortions should emerge.  

Ironically, many of the errors mentioned below were already known to the film makers (9).  

They simply chose to ignore them.  First, a brief comparison between Gladiator and the actual 
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historical background of Rome, should it be unfamiliar, is in order.  

 

Summary of the Film 

      When Gladiator begins in 180 A.D., Rome was already two hundred years into the period of 

Empire, had experienced sixteen emperors, and the Colosseum was a hundred years old.  As 

depicted in Gladiator, there was always sentiment on the part of some for the restoration of the 

outdated “ideals” of the Republic-- but this was never embraced by the emperors, and certainly  

not Marcus Aurelius.   Nevertheless, while Gladiator’s major character, Maximus, leads the 

emperor’s army in a final victorious campaign against the barbarians of Germania, the film’s 

aged Marcus Aurelius does want to end imperial rule and restore the Republic.  In fact, he plans 

to make Maximus his executor and overlooks Commodus, who is traveling to his father’s camp 

with his sister, Lucilla, in the mistaken belief Marcus has sent for him to make him emperor.  

Following a reunion of the major characters, Commodus expresses his desire that Maximus will 

serve him as he had his father, while Lucilla, once in love with Maximus but now widowed with 

a son the age of his son, just expresses her desire– which Maximus rebuffs.   Upon discovering 

his father’s actual intentions, Commodus smothers him in an uncontrollable burst of emotion.   

When Maximus, whose suspicions have been aroused, refuses to accept Commodus’ rule, the 

new emperor orders him and his family in Spain executed.  Maximus had wanted only to retire 

from the military and rejoin his family, but, now, his life is turned upside down.  He foils his 

Praetorian executioners but arrives too late at his Spanish farm, finding his wife and young son 

crucified.    

      Previously wounded and exhausted and now devastated by the loss of his family, Maximus 
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collapses, only to be found by a band of wandering “scavengers,” who enslave him and take him 

to a Roman province called Zucchabar in North Africa.  There he is purchased by Proximo, a 

former gladiator who, freed from the arena by Marcus Aurelius, has become a gladiatorial 

trainer.  At first, Maximus resists the inhuman treatment to which he is exposed, but soon 

distinguishes himself as a gladiator and earns Proximo’s respect.  Meanwhile, Commodus, 

disdaining his father’s contempt for such spectacle, has turned Rome into a gladiatorial 

exposition.  Proximo seizes on the new opportunity for profit by taking his best gladiators, 

especially the “Spaniard”, his new showpiece, to the great city.  No one, of course, knows the 

true identity of Maximus. 

     Maximus’ fame has preceded him, and all Rome is talking about the “Spaniard.”  Ironically, 

Lucilla’s son, Lucius, her child by the deceased Lucius Verus and now heir to Commodus, 

“befriends” the gladiator through the bars of the Colosseum compound and wishes to emulate 

him.  Lucilla, who lives with Lucius in the palace, is already in fear of her brother, Commodus, 

who increasingly displays incestuous intentions.  Everything comes to a head when the 

“Spaniard” so distinguishes himself in the Colosseum that Commodus wishes to meet the 

mysterious helmeted warrior.  When he learns it is Maximus and sees the crowd’s positive 

reaction to him, he understands the threat Maximus now poses and plots to dispose of him.  

Lucilla, however, views Maximus as her salvation and Rome’s only hope.  She arranges a 

meeting in the gladiatorial barracks, but frustrated and angry Maximus believes that she, like 

Commodus, betrayed him, his family, and Marcus Aurelius.   He sends her away but cannot help 

but be touched by her impassioned pleas. 

     Commodus pits Maximus against Rome’s only undefeated gladiator and a bevy of tigers, but 
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Maximus again prevails and the mercy he shows his defeated foe makes him even more popular.   

Following his victory, Maximus briefly reunites with his former aide, Cicero, who promises to 

tell his troops their general still lives.  He will also carry Maximus’ message to Lucilla that he 

will now help her and her friends.  Accompanied by Gracchus, leader of those senators who want 

the Republic restored, Lucilla meets with Maximus in secret, and the three work out the details 

of ridding Rome of Commodus.  Proximo, too,  is brought into the plot after Maximus reveals 

that Marcus Aurelius, who had given Proximo his freedom, had been murdered by Commodus, 

but not before Proximo has apparently been  rewarded for his services.  He is, after all, only an 

“entertainer.”  All this intrigue heightens Commodus’ suspicions, and he orders Gracchus 

arrested.   When Lucilla learns of the arrest and barely fends off renewed incestuous advances by 

her brother, she has Proximo arrange another meeting with Maximus.  She informs him about 

Gracchus and urges that they move immediately.   It is also their personal moment of truth.   

“My brother hates all the world– and you most of all,” she tells Maximus.  “Because your father 

chose me?” he replies.  “No,” she says, “because my father loved you...and because I loved you.”   

“A long time ago,” replies Maximus.   Before they part, they finally kiss and share a moment of 

tenderness-- anticipating the danger that lay ahead.   Upon her return to the palace, Commodus 

elicits details of the plot by threatening Lucilla with her son.   Those involved are disposed of or 

arrested.   Maximus’ escape from the gladiatorial barracks is thwarted; Proximo at last reveals 

his true sympathies only to be pierced through by unappreciative Praetorians; and Cicero is hung 

and riddled with arrows.    

     Back at the palace, Commodus further unnerves Lucilla by informing her that she will, in 

future, behave as he says– which includes bearing him a child.  As for Maximus, Commodus 
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plans to slay him in the arena but not before weakening his chain-bound nemesis by stabbing him 

in the side.  Driven by his desire for revenge and to fulfill Marcus Aurelius’ dream for Rome, 

Maximus endures, and while the entranced crowd looks on in the Colosseum, he mortally 

wounds Commodus with a thrust to the throat.  His victory complete, Maximus orders his friends 

released, Marcus Aurelius’ dream for Rome fulfilled, and, assured by Lucilla that her son is safe, 

dies from his wounds.  “You’re home,” Lucilla whispers tearfully, as Maximus is “reunited” 

with his family in the heavenly “wheat fields” of his farm.  She enjoins all Rome to “honor him.”   

     In the final scene,  Juba, Maximus’ black African gladiator friend, returns to the empty 

Colosseum and buries where Maximus fell the precious small figures of his dead wife and son 

that Maximus had carried with him.  “Now we are free,” Juba proclaims.  “I will see you again, 

but not yet-- not yet.”  The camera rises to the skies above the Colosseum, and the film ends with 

a panoramic view of Rome and the sun setting in the distance.  The film’s audience, though 

saddened by Maximus’ demise, is left with the impression that this is the way things were 

supposed to end.  Hollywood has done its job as entertainer. 

 

Actual Historical Background– A Brief Summary. 

     What happened, historically, is a very different story.  Some background information about 

earlier Roman history is required.  By 180 A.D., the year in which Gladiator begins, Rome 

already had a history stretching back over nine centuries and had experienced several forms of 

government.  Rome was founded in 753 B.C. and was a monarchy until the Republic was 

founded in 509 B.C.  The Republic was characterized by regularly elected magistrates, three 

assemblies with legislative and electoral power, and the Senate, which was the guiding body of 
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the government.  During the following centuries, Rome established itself as the major power in 

Italy, and, subsequently, the Mediterranean world.  However, the last hundred years of the 

Republic were a collage of political violence, civil wars, and dominating individuals like Sulla, 

Crassus, Pompey, and Julius Caesar.  Ultimately, Augustus would end the bloody conflicts by 

defeating Antony and Cleopatra in 31 B.C. and consolidating the former powers of the Republic 

in his own hands.  He established an imperial form of government with himself at the helm, and 

the period of Empire and emperors had begun. 

     During his long reign (31B.C.-14 A.D.), Augustus established the foundations of the imperial 

system for the next two centuries.  Under that system, a constitutional monarchy with an autocrat 

at the head supplanted the functionaries of the Republic, and the Senate had only as much power 

as the emperors allowed.  Among his many reforms, Augustus established a bodyguard called the 

Praetorian Guard, which would become increasingly involved in the rise and fall of Rome’s 

leaders, a reality glimpsed in Gladiator.  Augustus left a dynasty of successors, but by Nero’s 

reign, the military had become so much an adjunct to rule that the throne itself was in jeopardy if 

the army was not kept happy.  Nero learned this lesson the hard way, and civil wars erupted 

among Rome’s generals upon the dissolute emperor’s suicide in 68 A.D.  Vespasian established 

Rome’s second dynasty, the Flavians (69-96 A.D.), and it was during their reign that the 

Colosseum, a major fixture in Gladiator, was constructed.  Subsequently, between the years 96 

and 180 A.D., Rome was ruled by five emperors, known collectively as the five “Good” or 

“Adopted Emperors”.  These emperors “adopted” their successors, ostensibly because they 

wanted the most capable men to guide Rome.  In reality, none of them had sons to inherit the 

throne, and the first who did, Marcus Aurelius, broke the tradition of adoption and made his son, 
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Commodus, his successor.   

     Marcus Aurelius was of a philosophical bent, a Stoic who viewed his role as emperor as 

unwanted but one for which he was destined (10).  The 1964 film, Fall of the Roman Empire, is 

much more successful than Gladiator in conveying his philosophical nature.   However, his 

assumed liberal and enlightened tendencies displayed in both films may be placed into proper 

perspective by his harsh treatment of Christians, who do not remember Marcus Aurelius fondly, 

and his lack of concern about slavery (11).   There was also no suspension of gladiatorial shows 

during his reign as Gladiator asserts since all emperors knew the dangers of denying the Roman 

public its “bread and circuses (12).” 

     During his tenure, Marcus had to deal with barbarian threats, plague, and a totally 

incompetent co-ruler, Lucius Verus, to whom his daughter Lucilla was married-- a fact observed 

only in passing in Gladiator because someone had to have fathered her fictitious son, Lucius.  

Fortunately, Verus died in 169 A.D., and Marcus was left to rule by himself.  No one would have 

offered condolences, as Maximus does in the film, about Verus’ demise.   In 175, only five years 

before Gladiator begins, Marcus’ governor of Syria rose in revolt and much of the eastern 

Empire recognized him as emperor.  The rebellion failed ultimately, but it certainly made clear to 

Marcus Aurelius that he could not even trust those whom he depended upon most.  That would 

have included someone like Maximus.  Consequently, Marcus had already confirmed his fifteen 

year old son, Commodus, as co-emperor three years before he died.  Even though Commodus’ 

brutish nature was already apparent, Marcus, unlike his portrayal in Gladiator, could not bring 

himself to deny his son the throne.   

     Marcus Aurelius was only 58 when he did die.  Richard Harris does a valiant job with the 
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cameo role but looks and acts more like an aged reprise of his King Arthur in Camelot (1967), 

suddenly returned from Avalon.  He bears no physical resemblance to the actual man.  The 

emperor’s health was in continual decline, and he may have had cancer (and was frequently on 

opiates, prescribed by his physician, Galen), but he never had Harris’ Methuselaha appearance.   

The most likely cause of Marcus Aurelius’ death was plague– not smothering by Commodus, but 

he did send for Commodus to join him on the northern frontier when he realized he was seriously 

ill.  Plague was a major concern throughout this period, yet the film makes only scant reference 

to it.  Marcus died either at Vindobona (Vienna) or, more likely, at or near Sirmium on March 

17, 180 A.D. (13), two days before the traditional opening of the campaigning season in Spring– 

not Winter.  One wonders what happened to his tent full of burdensome marble busts-- not only 

implausible decorations on the northern frontier of the Empire, but also contrary to the distaste 

for statues specified by the real Marcus in his Meditations (14). 

     Forcing his dissolute son on Rome was certainly Marcus Aurelius’ greatest disservice since 

Rome was desperately in need of expert leadership and sound fiscal policy when he died in 180 

A.D.  Instead, it got twelve disastrous years of Commodus, during which the Augustan form of 

government disintegrated completely and the Roman Empire was brought to the brink of  

collapse.  Commodus displayed little interest in dealing with Rome’s multiple problems and was 

content to hone his skills as gladiator and entertain the masses.  In the words of one ancient 

source, Commodus was “born a gladiator, not really a prince (15).”  However, his abilities as a 

gladiator and obsession with the craft were barely touched upon in the film, which, of course, is 

understandable since doing so would have provided Maximus with a much greater challenge in 

the final duel at the Colosseum (16).  Unlike Joaquin Phoenix, the historical Commodus was a 
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big, strong, blond, bearded man, and was only eighteen when Marcus Aurelius died.   He had no 

redeeming qualities, and his depiction as a son struggling to win his father’s acceptance and 

Rome’s love is pure “Hollywood.”  At the height of his lunacy, he even attempted to rename 

Rome, “Commodiana.”   His own sister, Lucilla, was involved in plots to assassinate him, but 

unlike the film version, she failed and Commodus had her executed ten years before his own 

long overdue murder by intimates in 192 A.D.   There was no such relationship between 

Commodus and Lucilla as portrayed in Gladiator, although she was “no more modest or chaste” 

than he was (17), and she never accompanied Commodus on any journey to visit their father on 

Rome’s northern frontier.  She was married at the time, had just turned thirty, and had no son 

named Lucius.                  

     Finally, Maximus’ sacrifice of his life at the film’s climax may have provided a vehicle 

through which he could rejoin his family in the afterlife, but it would not have resulted in any of 

the kind of positive republican consequences Gladiator’s finale suggests.  The death of the actual 

Commodus resulted only in future anarchy and military conflict.  Clearly, little factual history is 

included in the movie. 

 

Earlier Films about Rome that Influenced Gladiator 

      The storyline of Gladiator is also a far cry from the original screenplay (First Draft, Revised 

4/10/98-2), which is so different from the final version that one wonders how it ever got the go 

ahead for production.  In the commentary accompanying the DVD version of the film (18), 

which includes observations by Ridley Scott, as well as director of photography, John 

Mathieson, and film editor, Pietro Scalia, Scott readily admits that the initial script lacked a 
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“center” and was insufficient for a successful production.  Russell Crowe indicated in an airing 

of Inside the Actors Studio on April 25, 2004 that when he first arrived at Malta to start filming, 

there really was no script.  He also chuckled about his character’s name being “Narcissus” (a far 

cry from the more masculine, Maximus) before it was mercifully changed, and also related that 

one of Gladiator’s most memorable lines, “Strength and honor,” with which the gladiators 

continually reaffirmed their loyalty to one another, was actually a translation of the Latin motto 

of the school he attended in Australia!   Inside jokes, too, became a part of the emerging screen 

play, including  Maximus’ telling young Lucius that the horses represented on his gladiatorial 

breastplate were named “Scatto” and “Argento,” which are the Italian (not Latin) equivalents for 

“Trigger” and “Silver,” the trusty steeds of Roy Rogers and the Lone Ranger!   

     With such shaky foundations, the historicity of Gladiator was suspect from the outset, and 

undoubtedly the reason why it ended up borrowing so many themes and ideas from earlier films 

on Rome.  Screen writers typically draw content from past depiction of the same or similar 

topics; but the final screenplay of Gladiator includes so much recycling of theater memories 

from the 1950s and 1960s-- a process readily admitted by Gladiator executives who 

acknowledge they employed the earlier cinema Romans to help them alleviate initial “toga fear” 

(19)-- that it is easy to understand why the screenplay was snubbed at the Academy Awards.                                

The most obvious borrowings in Gladiator come from the 1962 production, The Fall of the 

Roman Empire, a belabored, albeit star-studded film which got surprisingly good reviews.  It, 

too, was built upon a collage of elements from previous epics, most-- including Ben-Hur, El Cid, 

Becket, and The Guns of Navarone-- all made within a few years of  its own release.  Fall, like 

Gladiator, is set in the second century A.D. Roman Empire during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, 
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who is fending off barbarians with one hand while attempting to control his son, Commodus, 

with the other.  It also has Marcus (Alex Guinness) suspecting that his end is near and wishing to 

leave a legacy of “popular government”-- in this case, something of an early kind of U.N.   He 

chooses as his instrument his favorite general, Livius (Stephen Boyd), who is described, 

unabashedly, as a “man of the tenth century” [A.D.].  In preferring Livius, Marcus overlooks 

Commodus, who is played by Christopher Plummer (20).  Likewise, in Gladiator Marcus 

chooses Maximus (“You’re the son that I should have had”) over Commodus (Joaquin Phoenix).   

Marcus’ death, poisoned by “agents” of Commodus in Fall while smothered by Commodus in 

Gladiator, sets off conflicts between both films’ rivals.   Also present to witness the proceedings 

is Lucilla (Sophia Loren), Marcus’ daughter, who loved (and still loves) Livius in Fall and 

Lucilla (Connie Nielson), who loved (and still loves) Maximus in Gladiator.   In both epics, she 

must try to balance her love for the protagonist while preserving herself from her brother, 

Commodus (21).  In Gladiator, Lucilla is also provided with a son to protect.  The story lines of 

the two productions vary somewhat, of course, but, ultimately, things are resolved in each with a 

final duel between the “good guy” and Commodus to save Rome.  In light of all these parallels, it 

is no exaggeration to say that if there had been no The Fall of the Roman Empire, Gladiator 

would have been a very different film-- if it could have been made at all.   

     From Spartacus, set during the Roman Republic, Gladiator borrows its sympathetic lead 

character who, unjustly enslaved, is forced to become a gladiator; the inspiration for many of the 

gladiatorial training scenes; the relationship between a black and a white gladiator, one of whom 

dies for the other in the name of humanity; the “fellowship” of gladiators; the hero’s initial 

reluctance to fight; and the gladiator “paint jobs”.  The civil rights atmosphere of the 1960 film 
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also spills over into Gladiator.   There is a Senator Gracchus, played by Charles Laughton in 

Spartacus, and a Senator Gracchus, played by Derek Jacobi, in Gladiator.   The former attempts 

to save Rome from falling into the hands of a tyrant; the latter plots to restore popular rule by 

deposing a tyrant.  The reddish-bordered togas of senators in Gladiator are reminiscent of those 

worn by senators in Spartacus (as well as in Fall and Cleopatra [see below]) (22).   Spartacus’ 

Peter Ustinov portrays a gladiatorial trainer, Batiatus, whose assistant, Marcellus, was a former 

gladiator.  Gladiator’s Oliver Reed combines the two roles as Proximo, the greedy lanista and 

erstwhile gladiator.  Finally, Spartacus ends with the crucifixion of the film’s blameless hero, a 

fate shared by Maximus’ idyllic wife and son in Gladiator. 

     From Ben-Hur, Gladiator appears to have modeled the desire for revenge that keeps 

Maximus alive through almost insurmountable trials.  In the case of Judah Ben-Hur (Charleton 

Heston), Judah’s struggle is to be identified with Christ’s struggle.  He is an unknowing part of a 

divine plan and his wrath is ultimately soothed through his acceptance of Christ.  Maximus is 

driven by his need to destroy Commodus for executing his wife and son, who, like Christ, have 

been crucified– and, in killing Commodus, he also ensures Marcus Aurelius’ pure and noble 

“idea of Rome”.   Maximus, of course, will never find salvation in Christ, but Christian 

overtones pervade Gladiator and material that would have linked Maximus’ ordeal more closely 

with Christianity was edited from the film’s final cut (23).  The highlight of Ben-Hur was the 

chariot race, made more intense by the fact that Judah’s antagonist, Messala (Stephen Boyd, 

again), had metal “shredders” attached to the wheel hubs of his chariot (24).  Gladiator 

apparently drew from this exciting episode in Ben-Hur for the “Rome vs. Carthage” sequence in 

the Colosseum, where Maximus and his troop are attacked by six chariots with scythed wheel 
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hubs.  The chariots’ (two-horse instead of Ben-Hur’s four) appearance may also have been partly 

inspired by the earlier film, but their design seems closer to those used in The Fall of the Roman 

Empire.  Unfortunately, the narrow width of the actual Colosseum’s floor could never have 

accommodated the wild equine antics displayed in Gladiator. 

     Cleopatra, which featured Rex Harrison, Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and Roddy 

McDowall appears to have influenced Gladiator in battle details (e.g. the testudo or  

“tortoise” military formation, and catapults), armor and insignia design (eagles, griffins, 

standards, and flags) , some dialogue (25), and general ambiance (the grandeur of Rome, crowd 

scenes, the Senate and senators, and smoking cauldrons).  The same political tensions inherent in 

Cleopatra between Republican interests (Brutus and his crowd) and autocracy (Caesar as 

dictator) resurface in Gladiator to fuel the interrupted legacy of Marcus Aurelius’ “dream” for 

Rome; and Commodus delights, for depraved reasons, in retelling the story of Cleopatra’s deadly 

snake to young Lucius in order to frighten his mother.    

     The 1951 epic, Quo Vadis, starring Robert Taylor as a Roman general swayed to Christianity 

through love for the beautiful, uncorrupted Lygia, ably embodied by Deborah Kerr, also helped 

craft Gladiator.   Arena scenes (lions instead of tigers), a mad emperor (Nero), colorfully 

portrayed by Peter Ustinov (again), joyful expectations after the latter’s death, grand 

representations (albeit inaccurate) of the city of Rome, and other elements are all resurrected to 

some degree in the new film.  Several other films about Rome (26), including Barabbas (1962) 

and Demetrius and the Gladiators (1954) also appear to have influenced Gladiator. 

     Finally, the battle scene which begins Gladiator has something of the feel of Braveheart (or 

Henry V [1989]), which should not be surprising.  Fight master Nicholas Powell turned his 
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talents from orchestrating conflicts of William Wallace against the British in early 14th century 

Scotland, to choreographing Romans and Germans. 

      Gladiator, then, is a return to the past– but, unfortunately, the more recent past of Hollywood 

cinema, a reincarnation of earlier blockbusters about Rome.  The “bones” of its storyline are not 

its own but largely reassembled from “bodies” buried elsewhere (Cleopatra and Ben-Hur have 

multiple graves)-- bodies which, themselves, never held much claim to historical validity.  Their 

inadequacies have now helped compromise the historicity of Gladiator.  But even if the “bones” 

of Gladiator are mostly bogus, perhaps the film’s “skin” has been stretched more tightly and 

better serve the muse of history.  An examination of specific historical content will reveal all.   

 

More Historical Problems in Gladiator 

                                                   I.  Maximus’ Name 

     Maximus is, of course, a fictional character, so anything to do with him in Gladiator can be 

immediately discarded.  That includes the main plot, his interrelationship with Marcus Aurelius 

and his family, and most of the action.  At least Maximus is a genuine name and, as indicated 

previously, a vast improvement over the less virile, “Narcissus.”  It is also one with which many 

in modern audiences would be familiar, though often in comedic context (kicking maximus 

buttus adds USA Weekend [January, 4-6, 2002] in an article about Russell Crowe).  Be that as it 

may, there were military men at the time with the name (27), and the moniker does imply 

something about the man’s character.  The black gladiator, Juba, for example, urging that 

Maximus should act against Commodus, says “You have a great name (Maximus means 

“greatest”).”  It was an appropriate name at this time in Roman history, and even the production 
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notes to Gladiator list several historical figures who bore a resemblance to the film Maximus 

(28).  

     As for the rest of his name, Maximus Decimus Meridius (which inexplicably becomes Aelius 

Maximus (28)  later in the film before his Colosseum duel with Tigris, or Tiger), it would have 

appeared odd to Romans (29).   Meridius was probably concocted to indicate Maximus’ Spanish 

origins since there is a city of Merida in Spain today (the original screenplay makes the name 

even closer, Meridas), but, unfortunately, its name in Roman times was Emerita Augusta.  

Maximus further confuses the issue when he tells Marcus Aurelius he is from Trujillo (30), a city 

in western Spain on the Tozo River, a branch of the Tagus.  However, the Romans had called the 

place, Turgalium (31).  Consequently, while part of Maximus’ name implies he is from Merida, 

he insists he is from Trujillo.  Both names are modern and the Roman general does not even 

know the Latin name for his own hometown!    

     How Decimus became a part of Maximus’ name is anyone’s guess (32).  The choice may 

simply be the result of screen writers coming across an actual individual like M. Aurelius 

Decimus, and thinking it sounded relevant in some way to Marcus Aurelius, attached it to 

Maximus.  

     Why Maximus has been cast as a Spaniard is also unclear.  He would have been just as good a 

soldier, husband, father, and farmer in Italy.  If he were meant to be seen as an outsider (the 

production notes to Gladiator actually characterize him as a “foreigner”) and apolitical, that idea 

does not work.  Spain was one of Rome’s oldest provinces and was well up to the level of Italy 

in its social and economic development-- and Rome had already had two emperors of Spanish 

background, Trajan and Hadrian.  Marcus Aurelius, himself, was related to Hadrian.  Spaniards 
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excelled at horsemanship, as does Maximus, but so did many other peoples, and at the time of 

the film, Roman cavalry was more likely to be drawn from the east or locally.  The only thing 

Maximus’ Spanish background really seems to have an impact on is the film’s musical score. 

                                                          II. Christian Overtones 

     Before any action begins, Gladiator’s audience glimpses the first of many surreal scenes of a 

wheat field (33).   The left hand of Maximus is highlighted by his wedding ring (34) as he gently 

caresses the tops of the wheat stalks.  Faint childish laughter is heard in the background.   

Suddenly, the scene switches to Maximus in Germania, armored and ready for battle.  Instantly, 

we realize he had been daydreaming– at home where he would rather be where his wife and son 

await.  It is a spiritual moment and sets the tone for the rest of the film, revealing who Maximus 

really is.   Returning to this blessed place is his consuming care, but in life, he will not succeed, 

thwarted by circumstances he cannot control.   In death, however, he and his martyred family 

will reunite in the hallowed flowing fields of grain (35).  Whether or not the film makers were 

aware from the start of the enduring spiritual meaning of the wheat allegory or just stumbled 

fortuitously upon a symbol more appropriate than they could imagine (36), these other worldly 

“crossovers” provide an immediate warning that historical credibility is not going to be a 

hallmark of Gladiator.  

     In religion from earliest times through Christianity, wheat has symbolically represented 

resurrection.  Through glory, love, betrayal, loss, humiliation, friendship, perseverance, and 

retribution, Maximus’ wheat field “dream” continues to reappear.   The otherworldliness of the 

surreal scenes in the film is Christian-like and sustain a “heaven theme” throughout the film.  At 

the end as Maximus drifts between this life and the next, he opens “heaven’s door”, which, in 
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reality, is the wall of his orchard, and there now appears a  “church” (37) at the end of the poplar 

path (the 2000 transcript calls them “tall cedars”) where his house had previously been seen.  His 

home has become heaven but in a Christian rather than Roman sense (38).   

     Although there is never any specific reference to Christianity in the final cut of the film, if 

one were asked to identify Maximus’ religious behavior, one would probably conclude that it 

was more Christian than Roman.  In fact, Christian Internet sites see parallels at almost every 

turn.  None of the earlier films about Rome from the 1950s and 1960s on which this one was 

modeled, were able to exclude it, literally or figuratively-- and there is almost a Hollywood 

formula that there can be no film about Rome without Christianity.  The audience expects it, and, 

in many ways, Rome has no relevance to viewers unless it is bullying Christians in some fashion.  

The purity and honesty of Maximus character is Christian:  He is “A noble man. A man of 

principle...” says Lucilla.  “You have not been corrupted by her [Rome’s] politics,” says Marcus.  

Maximus’ idealistic devotion to family and friends and concern about his soldiers is Christian 

(39).  His wife and son are crucified, the method, if not in the arena, by which most audiences 

believe Romans always dispose of Christians.  When the Christian allegory throughout the film 

(40) is viewed all together, it is no surprise that Maximus, the hero, also must die.  He is, 

ultimately, a Christian savior figure reliving “Christ themes.”   At the end of Gladiator, bound in 

chains and about to be martyred, Maximus receives the stab in the side and a “Judas” kiss from 

Commodus.  He experiences his own “Resurrection” as the elevator, bathed in blinding light, 

rises to the surface of the Colosseum for the final duel.  Finally, Maximus is both slave and 

gladiator-- the traditional “occupations” of Christians in film and popular belief. 
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                                                          III. Military Problems 

     The dramatic clash with the Germans which opens Gladiator, while visually splendid and 

seemingly accurate, is no battle in which any Roman would ever have participated-- although the 

destruction of the landscape does, unintentionally, admirably mirror the fact that the Romans 

were never conservationists (41).  When compared with actual Roman military practices, 

however, Gladiator does not even correctly reflect the time of year its battle was being fought 

(42).  Furthermore, this was not the last battle against the Germanic barbarians as Gladiator’s 

graphics indicate (“Just one final stronghold stands in the way of Roman victory and the promise 

of peace throughout the empire”).  It was actually part of an on-going effort to end remaining 

resistance from the Marcomanni and Quadi tribes, most of whom had already been romanized 

(43).  Whatever the case, Marcus’ army in Gladiator seems rather insufficient for the task that 

lay before them.  Maximus supposedly commands three legions with the fictional name “Felix” 

(“Fortunate”) (45), but his chatter about numbers and losses following his victory is more in line 

with one legion, and it does not appear the film makers were familiar with actual legionary 

strength (or that a Roman soldier is more accurately called a “legionary” rather than a 

“legionaire”), a fact demonstrated again later in the movie (46).  

     The battle’s fiery nature is also unrealistic.  Gladiator’s “scripted” fire does the expected job 

on the barbarians but conveniently allows the Roman cavalry’s unlikely charge through the 

burning woods against the German rear, while Maximus’ wolf-dog hurls himself undaunted 

through the flames (47).   It may make for memorable photography, but once started, there is no 

way to control a real fire, and no Roman army would ever have employed such pyrotechnics 

(48).  Consequently, the large catapults, or onagers, shown in Gladiator flinging clay fire pots at 
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the Germans would not have been employed for such a task, nor would they have been present 

under any circumstances since they were used mostly for sieges and were extremely heavy and 

difficult to move.  They had to be dismantled and reassembled at battle sites (49).  The more 

likely artillery in battles like the one recreated for Gladiator were ballistae, smaller, more mobile 

weapons, operating much like later cross-bows, which could fire bolts with iron heads over 300 

yards (50).   However, they did not shoot incendiaries, either (51), and the ones recreated for 

Gladiator appear much too large for what was actually in use at the time (52).  Finally, there is 

no evidence that archers were among Marcus Aurelius’ troops, and even if they were, they, too, 

would not have been shooting arrows of fire.  The entire sequence is a movie creation, but, 

unfortunately, the flaming arrows have already inspired similar “fire showers” in more recent 

films like Troy (2003). 

     As the soldiers advance, the hail of enemy missiles necessitates a testudo, or “tortoise” 

formation.  This was probably inspired by a similar scene in Cleopatra at the Moon Gate, where 

Caesar orders his soldiers to form a “turtle” (Rex Harrison apparently got his species mixed up) 

to halt attacking Egyptians.  The testudo was an actual Roman military formation (53), and the 

Gladiator version looked authentic; but it was actually designed for protection while 

approaching the walls of an enemy fortification– not as an open field maneuver (54).  If 

Gladiator had wished to follow actual Roman military practices when they engaged their foes, 

the following description is what should have been recreated:  

      The battle tactics of legions in the face of an advancing enemy consisted, firstly, of a dis- 
      charge of the two pila (javelins) and, secondly, the rapid withdrawal of the gladius  
     (sword), a tightening of the ranks and a charge into the opposing masses, using the  
      gladius as a quick thrusting weapon into the lower part of the enemy trunks...the  
      shorter the blade , the easier it was (55). 
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Also, Roman heavy infantry was usually preceded by slingers and rock throwers (56).  

     We are fortunate to have the Column of Marcus Aurelius still standing today in Rome which, 

with its base, is over 100 feet tall and depicts the emperor’s military campaigns against the 

Germans and Sarmatians in 172-173 A.D. and 174-175 A.D.  This is only a short time before the 

film begins in 180 A.D. so what is represented in the Column’s continuous sculptured relief 

removes most questions about the portrayal of the military in Gladiator (57).  The results are not 

encouraging.   

    What is shown on the Column indicates that the style of armor worn by soldiers in Gladiator 

is only close to being correct (58); that there were, as previously stated, no catapults, ballistae, or 

archers (ironically, it is “Levantine” archers who are the most accurately depicted combatants in 

Gladiator [59]); and practically nothing about the Germans is genuine, a fact confirmed by the 

Roman historian, Tacitus.  In his Germania (especially chapters 4, 6, 7, 17, 30, 38, and 42), 

composed 82 years before Gladiator begins, Tacitus describes actual German physical 

appearance, dress, battle tactics, and weapons.  He also indicates they were very well organized, 

had a chain of command-- and their own cavalry.  His account contrasts sharply with the 

Gladiator version of Germans which does little to dispel the stereotypical “hairy savage” ideas 

about all “barbarians” that most movie-goers already bring to the theater.  Consequently, the 

film’s Germans (whose numbers vary between 4,000 and 10,000, depending on whether one is 

reading the 2000 final version of the movie transcript or the Gladiator production booklet [60]), 

dress like they just stumbled out of a rummage sale of pseudo-Viking gear; wield huge, unlikely 

axe-like weapons and a variety of other armaments (61); feint back and forth and jump up and 

down threateningly while chanting like Zulus (62); speak modern German (63); ignite more 
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easily than their Roman foes (though it does not stop them from fighting); and apparently have 

no clue about Roman tactics-- odd since they had been fighting them for decades.  At least real 

Germans would never had to have worried about Maxmius’ dramatic cavalry charge through the 

burning forest and slaying them by the bushel because it never would have happened (64).   

 

                                                      IV. Other Military Problems 

     Someone of the rank of Maximus (legate, or legatus), who is portrayed by Russell Crowe and 

described in Gladiator as “Rome’s greatest general”, would have worn a more elaborate, 

colorful, and decorated costume than the one created for the film (65).  A word must also be said 

about the “battle armor” worn by Marcus Aurelius.  Its elaborate gold decorations and trim are, 

to say the least, overwrought, and the kind of thing which, if seen at all, would have been worn 

on the parade ground.  Remaining representations of him clothed in imperial regalia are not 

nearly so grandiose-- and he tells us himself that he was taught to avoid affectations of dress 

(66).  

     As for the Praetorian Guards, the emperor’s elite corps, the authenticity of their appearance in 

Gladiator can be judged by the statement of the executive producer that the armor of his film 

Praetorians was purposely “fascist-overtoned” (67).  Not surprisingly, then, little about their 

costume resembles surviving representations (68).  Another problem with the Praetorians in 

Gladiator is the erroneous presumption that they were a horse guard (69).  The most egregious 

breech of fact, however-- one that would have raised the Guardsmen from the grave-- was that 

they were archers (70).  Volleys of flying arrows riddling their marks always provides 

sensational fare in movies with ancient themes, but the Praetorians were never bowmen-- a skill 
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considered inferior and fit only for non-Romans (71).   One of the Praetorian standards (shown 

directly behind Marcus Aurelius seated on his horse watching the battle with the Germans but 

incorrectly recreated for the film [72]) has the numeral status “XIV” inscribed on it.  

Historically, any Praetorian standard with a numeral above “X” was not part of the emperor’s 

bodyguard but one of the urban cohorts which made up Rome’s police force (73).  Another 

Praetorian unit standard shown several times in the film bears the numeral “VIII”.   This was a 

legitimate Praetorian cohort.  Finally, the swords carried by Praetorians would most likely have 

been double-edged, and Maximus would have lost his fingers when he grabbed the blade of his 

would-be Praetorian executioner! 

     Finally, the lion symbol of the Felix legions in Gladiator was actually used by the historical 

Legio XIII “Gemina” and probably by Legio XVI “Gallica”(74), making it a bad choice for the 

symbol of the film’s fictitious legions.  Otherwise, military standards, flags, and other military 

insignia are represented variously in the movie (75). 

 

                                                      V.  Geographical Problems 

     Gladiator is also careless about its geography.  It begins with a graphic indicating that the 

Roman Empire stretched from the deserts of Africa to northern England, but by the time period 

represented in the film, Rome’s Empire was larger and its frontier stretched as far as Syria and 

the eastern shore of the Black Sea.  It is also difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain the film’s 

claim that one quarter of the world’s population lived within its borders, although, numerically, 

there may have been as many as 100,000,000 people (76).   

     Germania is the only name given in the film to the area where the Romans were warring with 
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the barbarians, but it is too broad a designation since it included most of Europe north of the 

Danube River and east of the Rhine, the frontiers of the Roman Empire where any “free” 

Germans lived.  There were also two provinces within the existing Roman Empire called Upper 

and Lower Germania, which have nothing to do with the Germania mentioned in the movie (77).  

     In the film, after Marcus Aurelius is killed by Commodus, Maximus refuses to give his 

loyalty to the new emperor.  The fearful Commodus orders his immediate execution, and 

Maximus’ wife and son in Spain are to be crucified.  Though badly wounded, Maximus escapes 

his executioners and rides to Spain to save his family, a journey of about 1300 miles across 

Europe through mountains and other difficult terrain (see Map 1) .  Needless to say, he would 

have needed more than the one extra mount shown with him.  In what was probably the fastest 

extended cavalry pursuit in modern history, two British Cavalry Divisions in Palestine in 1917 

covered 70 miles in 34 hours (78).   Even if Maximus could have sustained that impossible rate, 

it would still have taken him almost four weeks to reach Trujillo/Turgalium in Spain (and his 

hair and beard did not appear to grow appreciatively).  In Gladiator’s DVD commentary, 

director Scott, himself, indicates the impossibilities of the journey (79) and states that, 

ultimately, he just had to “get on with the story” and “let the magic of film take over.”   Even so, 

one might have expected Maximus to stay close to the remarkable Roman road system to get 

from one end of his journey to the other (see Map 1).  Perhaps he was afraid of being discovered 

by “authorities” along the route (80)!  

      Problems concerning Maximus’ hometown, Trujillo/Turgalium, continue.  The actual 

location bears no resemblance to Maximus’ glowing description.  He says he lives in the hills 

above the city, but Trujillo/Turgalium, is, itself, on a hill surrounded by pastureland.  It also 
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would have been an inappropriate residence for someone who would soon be whisked off to 

Africa since it is in the interior of Spain along a secondary Roman road (81) about 200 miles 

from the Straits of Gibraltar (where, we presume, Maximus was transported to Africa by his 

captors).  Today, Trujillo, a town of less than 10,000 inhabitants, is an agricultural center, but it 

is doubtful that any area in Spain ever included all the things-- figs, apples, pears, grapes, olives, 

poplars, jasmine, and wild ponies-- that Maximus tells Marcus Aurelius are available at his home 

(82).  Wherever Maximus was supposed to live in Spain, it truly must have been a remarkable 

spot.  In fact, one Christian web-site about Gladiator refers to his home as “Eden,” reinforcing 

the view of Ridley Scott, who recounts on the DVD commentary that Maximus’ home was, 

metaphorically, “heaven.” 

     When we finally do see Maximus’ Spanish farm, it looks more like one from recent centuries 

in Tuscany, the actual location of the shot (83)-- and where poplar trees do grow.  Roman Spain 

had a tradition of rich landowners, and the ruins of cities there are quite impressive.  The film 

seems to want to depict it, as well as Maximus, as rather isolated and “untouched”-- all, of 

course, in a positive way.   However, a man of Maximus’ status, “general of the army” as he is 

called, would have had a huge Roman style villa with hundreds of workers (the film shows only 

three farmhands), mostly free labor, and it would have been well protected by guards (84).  

Certainly, Maximus would have taken precautions to protect his family from something like 

what did happen in the film. 

     How Maximus gets to Africa without ever crossing the Straits of Gibraltar (or any water) is 

also a mystery which Gladiator never explains.  He is discovered by a wandering band of “local 

brigands,” attracted by the smoke of his burning farm (85), who enslave him and somehow 
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transport him to North Africa.  Maximus’ destination is described in a film graphic as the Roman 

province of “Zucchabar” (see Map 2), but, unfortunately, there was no Roman province of 

Zucchabar.  There was, however, a town called Zucchabar (Succhabar), which was actually in 

the Roman province of Mauretania Caesariensis (86).  Today, it is in Algeria.  In this fictional 

Roman province, Maximus is sold to Proximo, a gladiatorial lanista.  However, if Proximo had 

been operating out of the actual Zucchabar, he would not have been in business very long.  The 

historical town, at least, had no amphitheater or theater-like facility (87).  However, because of 

the film’s confusion about Zucchabar, there is no way of knowing whether the town represented 

in Gladiator is supposed to be Zucchabar, or just some imaginary place in the non-existent 

“Roman province of Zucchabar”-- with an equally imaginary amphitheater.  All we do know is 

that the actual town used in the film was Ouarzazate, which is located in Morocco (88), and, 

according to the production notes, it was to be identified with “Numidia”, an actual Roman 

province bordering on Mauretania and far to the east of the real Zucchabar (89).    

     The real question, however, may be how the screen writers of Gladiator ever discovered the 

name Zucchabar in the first place since it is a rather obscure site and does not often appear in the 

literature (90).  Be that as it may, the town portrayed in Gladiator does not look like any Roman 

establishment in Africa.  It is a city in Morocco with structures only a few centuries old. It is 

represented, stereotypically, as Arab, as are the long, flowing robes and turbans worn by the 

residents, the bazaar-like marketplace, music, and most everything else. Unfortunately, there 

were few, if any, Arab residents in North Africa in the second century A.D.  Berbers were the 

correct inhabitants, and there is nothing in the film indicative of their life-style (91).   

   The journey of Proximo and his gladiators from Zucchabar to Rome would also have been a 
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difficult one and across the Mediterranean Sea (about 900 miles in straight line); but, again, there 

is no water present and the troupe appears before the gates of Rome as if swept there by the 

stirring chords of the soundtrack.  They are fit, healthy, and ready to fight (and Maximus still 

does not seem to need a haircut or a shave).  Presumably, the group landed at Ostia, the seaport 

of Rome, so the road on which they would have approached the city would have been the Via 

Ostiensis.  That would have placed the Tiber River, which is nowhere to be seen, on their left.  

Alternatively, they could have landed at Trajan’s port and proceeded to Rome along the Via 

Portuensis, which would have put the Tiber on their right-- but, still, there is no Tiber.   Either 

way, the almost empty road on which they travel would have been, in actuality, one of the 

busiest thoroughfares in the ancient world, filled to overflowing with two-way traffic.  Rome 

was, after all, a city of more than a million people.  The road also would have been paved as 

would those in the city.  Furthermore, wagons such as those carrying Maximus and his crew 

would not have been allowed into the city until after nightfall to avoid congestion, and Roman 

traffic flow was to the left– not right, as shown in the film (92).  Not surprisingly, the physical 

layout of Rome and it buildings (including vistas of anachronistic bell-towers) bear, with the 

possible exception of a well-crafted digital Colosseum, no resemblance to what the city actually 

looked like at the time.  In the end, it is only a set in Malta (93). 

 

                                                       VI. Gladiator Problems 

    Finally, there are the gladiators.  What one would think should be the major concern in any 

examination of Gladiator will not detain us long because, aside from viewing a few museum 

reproductions of helmets worn by the actors, there is very little that an audience would learn 
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about gladiators from the film.  Perhaps it is a result of curious comments like the one made by 

film fight master, Nicholas Powell, who says that “no one knows exactly how they fought in this 

period”, thus providing “an opportunity to do something different” (94).  This is simply not true, 

for a number of references, including a particularly useful one inspired in part by the film for an 

exhibit at the British Museum, are available on gladiators and their craft (95).   

     In Gladiator,  Proximo throws games at will (which would not have been allowed since they 

were strictly controlled), and combatants show up in totally impractical and unrealistic 

“designer” costumes, seeming more appropriate for a Mad Max sequel, Time Bandits, or a 

Gamorrean Guard in Star Wars (96).  Maximus, himself, fights either unprotected in his slave 

gear with a round shield and wide belt, or in some variation of his military equipment.  The first 

time he dons a helmet in Rome, it is more for disguise than protection (97).  In his dramatic 

match with the imposing gladiator, Tigris of Gaul (98), he wears an arm guard, but it is placed 

incorrectly on his shield arm, leaving his sword arm bare and vulnerable.  Actual gladiator 

costume was not so random and drew largely from creatures in nature or from past opponents of 

Rome-- and there were specific categories based on dress.  Best know were the murmillo, who, 

simply stated, wore a plain crested helmet; the thraex, whose helmet had a griffin crest; the 

secutor, whose helmet entirely encased his head, and the retiarius, who wore no helmet but 

fought with trident and net.  All but the last also carried a shield distinctive of their classification.  

No one in Gladiator, however, seems to know any of this, and most combatants are unaware they 

are even supposed to have a shield.  Of course, if they did, they would not have been free to 

wield impressive, audience-pleasing weapons like huge clubs (99), spiked ball and chains, axes, 

and most incredibly, a multiple-shot “crossbow,” none of which ever appeared in a gladiatorial 
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arena of Rome.  

     The mass fight sequences portrayed in Gladiator are more like “free-for-alls” with everyone, 

no matter what their level of skill, fighting to the death.  Actually, gladiators normally fought in 

pairs.  Mass displays were rare, but when they occurred, they were on a much grander scale than 

anything portrayed in the film– and not restricted to the Colosseum (100).  They also involved 

more expendable second-rate fighters– not the polished professionals, who were the “stars” of 

the area (101).  Gladiators, however, were never chained together as in the film (102), and one 

would also never guess by the way Maximus routinely slashes off opponents’ heads and limbs 

that the swords gladiators used were mostly for stabbing.  They had blunt edges, so as not to 

wound too quickly (nor did were they allowed, for obvious reasons, to practice with actual 

weapons [103]).  There were female gladiators, but nothing like those shooting arrows from 

chariots in the movie, an unrealistic practice considering arrows could ricochet into the crowd 

where even the emperor might be sitting!   

     Gladiator also perpetuates time-honored gestures of “thumbs-up” and “thumbs-down” to 

signal the fate of a gladiator.  In reality, thumbs-up did not mean the crowd wanted a fallen 

combatant spared– it actually meant they wanted him dead.  To save a favorite, the most 

compelling evidence indicates the waving of something white or the hem of one’s toga– 

providing instant recognition when a gladiator’s life was on the line (104).  The popular 

Hollywood tradition that gladiators always greeted the emperor with, “We who are about to die 

salute you,” is equally suspect.  Based on a single passage in Suetonius (105), it is not even 

related to gladiatorial combat in the arena.  Since fights were not always to the death nor was the 

emperor always present, the salute has little to recommend it as a standard practice.     
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     Finally, most Americans equate slavery entirely with black Africans, and there are so many 

represented in the film that one might forget for the moment that this is a story about ancient 

Rome (106).  The film’s depiction of such a large number of black gladiators, both men and 

women, in the Colosseum is misleading in that it implies such was routine.  However, black 

Africans were almost never seen in the arena, and it may have been a racial issue for the 

Romans-- or the gladiators themselves (107).  

 

Conclusions about Gladiator 

     It has become clear that we cannot depend upon Gladiator to instruct us.  There was a place 

called Rome; there was a Marcus Aurelius, a Commodus, and a Lucilla; there were a Colosseum, 

gladiators, Praetorians, and Germanic barbarians.  Just about everything else in Gladiator is 

misrepresented or made up.  Ridley Scott’s concern that, “To do history, your challenge really is 

to see how accurate you can be in that process” has certainly not been realized, perhaps because 

of Scott’s own general view of history summarized in his DVD commentary on the film:   

          Then, again, history is conjecture...and frequently rewritten.  In fact, we are now going 
          through a whole process, and it seems to be the fashionable modern thing to do to revisit 
          history and rewrite it.  And, so, whilst we have experts saying, sometimes... actually, for  
          the most part, the experts have been quite supportive, saying, “Well, you know, you took a 
          few liberties but generally it seems to look pretty good.”  But I always say, “How do  
          you know...you weren’t there.”  And, therefore, what we do is jump back in time into 
          our own imaginations which is the most important thing to do of all. 

     Mythology is not simply making up a past.  It is also making the past what we want it to be.   

Hence, the films of the fifties and sixties made what they wanted of, or needed from Rome at the 

time, and Gladiator has accomplished the same for us today.  In doing so, it has further 

mythologized our already existing popular ideas about Rome.  In film, as with myth, there is 
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always a kernel of truth-- but finding that kernel becomes more and more difficult as new layers 

are added to the story over time.  Film specifically resembles myth in that earlier versions of 

movies on topics which have become popular are continually remade with a modern twist for 

contemporary audiences.  In earlier human mythology, less relevant versions of stories merged, 

or disappeared, in favor of more popular ones-- reflecting the tastes, composition, and beliefs of 

contemporary society.   Those myths that were not reprocessed, adapted, or no longer had any 

relevance failed to survive, as did many of the peoples who created them.  Gladiator represents 

Rome as today’s society wishes to see it.   If that were not the case, it would not have become the 

blockbuster that it did.  It is, however, also mythologized history– and as such, it will continue to 

have a place in the overall historical process.  Movies like Gladiator should be not be viewed so 

much as history based on fact, but, rather, “history” based on myth and popular appeal.        

     Film will continue to mythologize and reinforce mistaken impressions about past societies– 

some long gone, like Rome.  Nonetheless, a thousand historians in a thousand classrooms could 

never have the impact Gladiator has had and will continue to have on millions of people.  And 

how many of those millions would know anything more about ancient Rome if this film had not 

been made?  How many future historians’ interest will have first budded after being grabbed as 

youngsters by this movie?  No matter how much professional historians may squawk and 

complain about the historical inadequacies of films like Gladiator, it is unlikely they will ever 

displace them.  They have simply become a more recent form of expressing mythology and 

popular history-- the initial elements of which existed long before the first historian ever wrote.   

Hitchcock may have once admonished, “It’s only a movie, Kim”, but once the Chimera is 

released, not even a legion of Bellerophons can rein it back in again. 
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NOTES 

 

(1) A book of essays on various topics, some more relevant than others, related to Gladiator, 

edited by M. Winkler (Gladiator: Film and History (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing  Ltd., 

2004), has appeared and should complement the more detailed overview of the film presented 

here; and one web search engine lists thousands of  “reviews” and other references about the 

film.  A brief sampling of the latter shows most to be superficial, ranging from interpreting 

Gladiator as the biblical Joseph story retold to a discussion on the fine points of horse “apples”, 

or droppings.  

(2) R. Ebert, Gladiator (Chicago Sun-Times, May 5, 2000), e.g. “The story line is ‘Rocky’ on 

downers”; “This is more like ‘Spartacus Lite’”; and “the film looks muddy, fuzzy and indistinct.”  

(3) An apparent industry self-parody voiced by an actor playing a director in an episode of the 

popular JAG television series. 

(4) Some Gladiator fans encountered by the author, for example, thought that the movie was 

 actually shot in Rome and were surprised to learn that the filming was done on a set constructed 

on Malta. 

(5)  D. Landau (ed.), Gladiator: The Making of the Ridley Scott Epic (New York: Newmarket 

Press, 2000), 8-9, released as a companion volume to the film. 

(6) Landau, Gladiator, 64. 

(7) Landau, 11 

(8) Landau, 66  

(9) Landau, e.g. 42-43. 



 

(10) See, for example, Marcus Aurelius, Meditations  4.3.1 and 6.12. 

(11) Marcus Aurelius’ former tutor and close friend, Fronto, poisoned the emperor’s views about 

Christians, and there was a particularly brutal persecution at Lyons in 177 A.D.  Slavery was also 

of marginal issue for Stoics like Marcus.  The line from his own Meditations (5.30) about the 

Mind of the universe creating “lower forms to serve the higher” refers, arguably, not only to 

animals.  Ironically, there would have been no place for Maximus, who “became a slave,” in his 

former boss’s scheme of things!    

(12) One of the most amusing scenes in the film’s Colosseum sequences was obviously meant to 

emphasize this famous phrase when bread was tossed into the crowd before the beginning of the 

contest.  Unfortunately, the bread landed in the first tiers of seats which were where the 

wealthiest of Romans sat.  The gesture would hardly have had a mollifying effect on the masses!  

(13) See discussion in A. Birley, Marcus Aurelius: A Biography (New Haven and London: Yale 

University Press, 1987 [revised edition]), 209-210. 

(14) 1.17.3.  Moreover, one of these busts is of Marcus, himself (perhaps he is the one who 

should have been called “Narcissus”), and another example represents Mithridates, King of 

Pontus, an enemy of Rome during the Late Republic!   

(15)  Augustan History, Commodus Antoninus 19.4-5. 

(16) Commodus was also left-handed– not right-handed, as shown in the film– and fought with 

his left hand, which Dio (Roman History 72.19.2-3: 22.3), who watched him fight, confirms.   

The film does, however, have Commodus correctly offer his left hand to Maximus when asking 

for his pledge of allegiance after the death of Marcus Aurelius. 

(17) Dio, Roman History 72.4-5 
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(18) Gladiator, DVD, Disc 1, 2000.  

(19) Landau, Gladiator, 20-21. 

(20) Interestingly, the role was originally offered to Richard Harris, who portrays Marcus 

Aurelius in Gladiator.  See Landau, 59. 

(21) Clear evidence that Lucilla’s characterization in the two films was not coincidental is 

 provided by Gladiator producer, Branko Lustig, who admits that Connie Nielsen was cast as 

Lucilla largely because she reminded everyone of a young Sophia Loren, who played Lucilla in 

Fall.  See Landau, 54. 

(22) More correctly, they should have been edged in purple.  See, e.g. L. Adkins & R.A. Adkins, 

Handbook to Life in Ancient Rome (New York: Facts on File, Inc., 1994), 345. 

(23) Gladiator, DVD Disc 2, Band 1 “Deleted Scenes”. 

(24) Such an illegal addition would not have been allowed in actual Roman racing, which  

was carefully judged (cf. R. Kebric, Roman People [Boston: McGraw Hill, 2005], 280).  Ovid,  

Amores 3.2, indicates that a dissatisfied crowd could also call back a race.  At least Ben-Hur’s 

chariot race was depicted in the correct facility, an elongated track which the Romans called a 

“Circus”, although the great circus in the East was at Antioch– not Jerusalem (which had a 

smaller facility), as shown in the film.  For all aspects of the Roman circus, see J. Humphrey, 

Roman Circuses: Arenas for Chariot Racing (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of 

California Press, 1986). 

(25) E.g. Caesar’s observations to Antony on the Senate steps about how money can purchase 

displays of support are very close to Commodus’ remarks to Falco on the steps of the same 

building in Gladiator. 
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(26)  They are listed in Landau, Gladiator, 21. 

(27) The emperor Trajan, for example, had a general named Maximus, who was killed in battle 

in 116 A.D.  Commodus, himself, executed an individual named Maximus, who, like the film’s 

Maximus, was a man of great reputation and military skill.  Furthermore, all three emperors 

mentioned in the film– Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, and Commodus-- included the title 

“Maximus” (expressing the military valor of the emperor) among their cognomina.   It was, it 

appears, a much used appellation. 

(28) Landau, Gladiator, 43.  No one, however, so closely resembles his character as the 

following individual, who was not only a general of Marcus Aurelius but also had a career very 

much like that of Russell Crowe’s Maximus.  His name is also close– Maximianus (M. Valeriuis 

Maximianus), which could easily have been altered to Maximus.  Maximianus was the son of a 

local magistrate in the Roman province of Upper Pannonia, close to where the initial battle 

action in the film takes place, while Maximus was from the Roman province of Spain.  

Maximianus was promoted up the ranks to command a major cavalry regiment– a horseman like 

Maximus was.  He became a general, was made a member of the Senate, and was even on the 

Danube frontier during Marcus’ last years.  The film Maximus was also a general, served Marcus 

on the Danube frontier, and, to the screenwriters’ apparent ignorance, would, because of his 

position and rank, also have been a member of the Senate.  Maximianus later served in North 

Africa, specifically in Numidia.  Maximus was taken to Africa as a slave, and the black gladiator 

Juba was said to have come from Numidia.  Maximianus was an example of Marcus Aurelius’ 

willingness to promote men based on their ability rather than their birth which, again, was 

apparently the case with Maximus.  If this man was not, in fact, the historical model for 
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Maximus, it would be a remarkable coincidence.   

     Marcus Aurelius was also deeply influenced by a man named Claudius Maximus, who is 

mentioned by him in his Meditations (1.15; 1.16.9; 1.17.4; 8.25).   Perhaps the screenwriters just 

drew it from there.  This latter Maximus seems almost “scripted” for their purposes.   He was a 

Stoic philosopher and Marcus’ own, 

           ...model for self-control, fixity of purpose, and cheerfulness under ill-health or other    
           misfortunes.  His character was an admirable combination of dignity and charm, and  
           all the duties of his station were performed quietly and without fuss.  He gave everyone 
           the conviction that he spoke as he believed, and acted as he judged right.  Bewilderment 
           or timidity were unknown to him; he was never hasty, never dilatory; nothing found him 
           at a loss....   
 
     This description certainly corresponds well with Russell Crowe’s Maximus in the film-- as 

does Marcus’ further statement that “none could have presumed to challenge his [Maximus’] 

pre-eminence”.  However, the Maximus in the Meditations never had “anger” about “any power 

over him.”  That certainly is not the Maximus in Gladiator who wanted to kill Commodus for 

what he had done.  Claudius Maximus was also a philosopher– not a solider.  If this man were 

the model for the film’s Maximus, the military aspect of his character came from some other 

source.         

(28) Aelius, the name by which Maximus is called later in the film (“Aelius Maximus”), was a 

name shared among many rulers of the period.  The full name of Hadrian, who was emperor of 

Rome from 117-138 A.D., was Publius Aelius Hadrianus.   Like Maximus, Hadrian was a 

Spaniard.   It was also the name of Hadrian’s first choice as heir, L. Aelius Caesar, who died 

prematurely.  Marcus Aurelius, who was related to Hadrian, had at one time been betrothed to 

this same man’s daughter.  Aelius Caesar’s son, Lucius Verus, did marry  Lucilla, Marcus 
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Aurelius’ daughter and died in 169 A.D.  When Gladiator begins in 180 A.D., Verus is already 

dead and Lucilla is portrayed as his widow raising their eight year old (artificial insemination?) 

son in Commodus’ shadow.  At one time the deceased Verus was known as Lucius (Aelius) 

Aurelius Commodus.  Commodus, himself, would later take the name Lucius Aelius Aurelius 

Commodus.   The screen writers may have ended up unintentionally relating the fictional 

Spanish general/farmer/gladiator, Aelius Maximus, to the royal family.                                                  

(29) Perhaps we are to combine all the names to get the equally spurious, Aelius Maximus 

Decimus Meridius.  The rules for Roman nomenclature had relaxed or even disappeared under 

the empire, but this is clearly a “made-up” name.                                                                            

(30) He actually tells Marcus that his house is in the hills above “Tiujillo” (confirmed in the 

film’s subtitles) even though “Trujillo” is the name given for Maximus’ hometown in the 

updated 2000 transcript of Gladiator.  The problem, then, if not a “typo” in an earlier script, 

appears to be one of pronunciation.                                                                                                                      

(31) Richard J.A. Talbert (ed), The Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World (Princeton 

and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2000).                                                                         

(32) Decimus was a Roman praenomen, or the name by which an individual was identified 

within the family (e.g. Gaius, Lucius, Quintus, Tiberius), and, later, it was also used as a nomen, 

originally one’s clan, or gens, name.  The name Gaius Julius Caesar, the Caesar with whom 

everyone is familiar, illustrates the traditional Roman naming system of  praenomen (Gaius), 

nomen (Julius), and cognomen (Caesar), one’s family name within the clan.  Perhaps the most 

famous Roman with this name was Decimus Junius Brutus (not to be confused with M. Junius 

Brutus), one of the conspirators who assassinated Julius Caesar in 44 B.C.                              
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(33)  The quality of which would have been seldom seen in Spain-- or any where else, for that 

matter, in the second century A.D.   It is, after all, a modern wheat field.   Even the tire tracks 

which originally ran through it have been edited out of the film:  Gladiator, DVD, Disc.1, “Film 

Commentary.”                                                                                                                           

(34)  During some periods in Roman history, it was stylish for a man of rank to wear many rings, 

though not into combat where they could easily catch on something.   If he valued his finger, 

Maximus would have removed the one he wears before battle.  For a full discussion of rings and 

Romans, see Pliny, Natural History 33.4-12.                                                                             

(35) Ironically, at least one coin, a denarius, of Commodus, who is responsible for the deaths of 

Maximus and his family, has wheat represented on the reverse.                                                   

(36)  Film editor Pietro Scalia placed the “wheat shot”, originally slated to be part of a vague 

“heaven sequence”, at the start of the film because of  its “poetic beauty” and “power of image”--

and to show Maximus’ soul or inner state.  It created a thematic link with the other “heaven” 

shots throughout the picture, Gladiator, DVD, Disc 1, “Film Commentary.”                            

(37) So described in the Gladiator DVD Commentary, Disc 1.                                                  

(38) While Gladiator’s setting is Roman, strangely, there are no priests present, sacrifices are 

only mentioned and never shown (unlike in Fall of the Roman Empire), and specific reference to 

any god or cult is lacking.  One might expect to find at least some evidence of Mithraism, a cult 

popular with soldiers.  Considering these were difficult times of war and plague and that there 

was much religious hysteria, we should see a preoccupation with religion.  Instead, there are just 

random toss-offs such as, “I shall sacrifice 100 bulls to honor your triumph”, “The gods must 

have a sense of humor”, “I searched the faces of the gods for ways to please you”, “Red is the 
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god’s color”, and “Is that [SPQR] a sign of your gods?”, etc.  Maximus seems to be the only one 

with any real religious interest, and that interest, one might offer, embodies many Christian 

trappings.  There are indications of non-Christian, traditional Roman beliefs in Gladiator:  

Maximus mentions Elysium to his men before battle.  He keeps representations of his ancestors 

in a cabinet in his battle tent, no less (one looks more like a statue of victory carried on Roman 

standards, while others appear copied from museum pieces and seem to show up as props 

elsewhere in the film).   But other references throughout the film are flavored with Christianity.  

Maximus tells his soldiers to unleash “hell” upon the enemy.  He addresses those to whom he 

prays as “blessed mother” and “blessed father”.   He speaks of the “next” life and is told his wife 

and son will meet him in the “afterlife”, a concept more in line with Christian beliefs of eternal 

life.  Maximus and the black African, Juba, later talk about the same afterlife, as if it is a shared 

belief for them both.  It would hardly seem logical that Juba could have the same religious 

references as a Roman, even though the notes accompanying the film (Landau, 58) vaguely state 

that Juba’s relationship with Maximus had a “spiritual component” “based on their cultures’ 

belief in an afterlife.”                                                                                                                                  

(39)  In one scene edited out of the film, Maximus is shown visiting the wounded after battle-- 

distressed by what he sees.   He “symbolically” washes the blood from his hands before joining 

Commodus and other Romans in the victory celebration.  Maximus also acts surprised when 

Lucilla, hoping to revive some romantic interest in him, informs Maximus that she remembers 

him in her prayers.  “Oh, yes, I pray,” she returns-- as if he considers her a sinner in the Christian 

sense.  The way in which Maximus offers his own private prayers, which he is shown delivering 

in his tent and on other occasions, might have raised suspicions, since, as noted previously, 
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Marcus Aurelius could be very hostile towards Christians.  A harsh persecution had taken place 

in Gaul during his reign.  Any religious behavior that even closely resembled that of Christians 

would not have been wise from someone of Maximus’ elevated status.  We recall that even 

James Mason, who played an advisor to Marcus in The Fall of the Roman Empire, remained a 

“closet” Christian.                                                                                                                                 

(40)  It is in parts of the film that were edited out (to avoid, according to Scott, too close a  

connection with early Christianity) where these Christian overtones are most pronounced.  When 

Maximus arrives at his destination in Zucchabar, among the things he sees as he passes through 

town is a “Jesus” figure holding a large cross and comforting a group of Christians about to be 

tossed to the lions (?).  At Rome, he watches lions attack Christians in the Colosseum. 

Historically, one would be hard pressed to find any evidence of lions eating Christians, but it is 

an idea that has become stereotypical-- and encouraged by modern films about Rome.  There is 

also a “stigmata”-like scene, in which Maximus sees, apparently through a vision, his family 

crucified, but he is too far away to do anything.  He symbolically reaches out his hand, as if to 

help them.  Upon drawing it back, a wound on his palm is bleeding.  Obviously, the more subtle 

Christian overtones in the final cut of Gladiator are not just imagined.                                                     

(41)  One Roman mining practice was particularly destructive, especially in Spain, where the 

damage can still be seen.   Entire mountains were fractured to obtain the gold within, a process 

so incredibly violent that Pliny (Natural History 33.73) aptly describes miners involved as 

conquers gazing upon the “collapse of Nature.”  For the purposes of the film, director Ridley 

Scott and crew were not conservationists, either.   An entire area of forest known as Bourne 

Woods, slated by the British Forestry Commission for deforestation, was burnt to the ground 
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(Landau, Gladiator, 68).   Scott apparently had little compunction about discarding his original 

and commendable intent to film the battle in the Danube forests of the Slovak Republic near 

where Marcus Aurelius actually campaigned (Landau, 62).  While prospects of a harsh winter 

ostensibly prompted the decision to stay in more temperate woods “closer to home: not far from 

London,” the choice might be an understandable one, if not for the director’s cavalier quip that 

the pine trees of England served his purposes just as well as the pines of Slovakia.  A more 

compelling reason for the decision was that he could not have so conveniently incinerated the 

latter!                  

(42) Another borrowing, perhaps, from the similarly erroneous winter conflicts in The Fall of the 

Roman Empire.  Historically, however, Marcus Aurelius was not ending his campaign in winter, 

as the film represents.  He was preparing to begin it in early March when intemperate weather 

was starting to subside, although his troops had been busy in previous months occupying enemy 

territory.   See Birley, Marcus Aurelius, 208-209 for discussion.  The film, itself, indicates the 

difficulties inherent in winter fighting when Maximus, before killing him, mocks one of his 

Praetorian would-be executioners whose sword had froze in its scabbard.   

(43) The historian Dio, Roman History 71.20.1-2, says that the Quadi, at least, did not like the 

Roman forts in their territory nor did they like being watched.   They attempted to migrate but 

were prevented from doing so by Marcus and his army.   Dio continues that Marcus wished more 

to punish them than to acquire their territory.   Even so, the main focus for the campaign of 180 

A.D., when the film starts, may not have even been the Germans but the Sarmatians of the 

Hungarian Plain.  See Birley, Marcus Aurelius, 210.                                                                

 (44) An actual Roman army was made up of a several legions, and, while it is unclear how many 
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troops the real Marcus Aurelius had with him on his final campaign, Dio (Roman History 

71.20.1) says 20,000 men were stationed in forts among the Marcomanni and Quadi (in Bohemia 

and Slovakia) the year before the movie begins in 180 A.D.  The exact composition of Marcus’ 

army is uncertain since many of this number were auxiliaries, but a legion at this juncture in 

Roman history probably had about 5,500 men.  See L. Keppie, The Making of the Roman Army 

(New York: Barnes & Noble, 1994 [reprint]), 173.  Cf. also Connolly, Greece and Rome at War 

(London: Greenhill Books, 1998), 216, who says “about 5,500"; and G.R. Watson, The Roman 

Soldier (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, [Cornell Paperback], 1985), 22, who gives 

the same number.  Birley, Marcus Aurelius, 208, seems to indicate a much smaller number in 

Marcus Aurelius’ frontier legions (i.e. “Twenty thousand men...the equivalent of more than six 

legions....”).                                                                                                                              

(45)  As for the name “Felix”, which is applied to Maximus’ legions, the only historical 

examples remotely close were Legio IV Flavia Felix and Legio VII Gemina, which received the 

title felix perhaps for distinguishing itself while briefly in Upper Germany in 72/3 A.D.  (See 

names of legions in The Oxford Classical Dictionary [third edition] under “legion”.  Legio II 

Parthica also had felix as part of its title, but this was not assigned to it until the third century 

A.D.– about forty years after Marcus Aurelius’ death.)   Legio IV Flavia Felix, however, was 

stationed at Singidunum (Belgrade) in Upper Moesia and any attempt to associate it (singular) 

with the film’s “Felix” legions necessarily fails.  Marcus was in Singidunum ten years earlier and 

may even have used it as his base; but, in 180 A.D., this was well east of where he was fighting 

in Lower Pannonia.   The other possibility, Legio VII Gemina, was permanently based in Spain, 

and it had nothing to do with Germany during Marcus Aurelius’ reign-- although its association 
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with both Germany (over a century earlier) and Spain, makes it (singular) match nicely with 

Maximus’ circuit of operations in Gladiator.   Even if we combined these two legions and, 

however implausible, placed them in Germany, Maximus would still be one legion short of his 

three film “Felix” legions.  Alternatively, perhaps the screen writers picked “Felix” because it 

was one of the names of Marcus Aurelius’ son and successor Commodus (Augustan History, 

Commodus 8.1-2).     

     One of the legions we do know to have been active in the area in question in the winter of 

179-180 A.D. was Legio II Adiutrix (“Helper”).  See discussion in Birley, Marcus Aurelius, 209.   

Thus, if Marcus’ legions needed a name in the film, “Adiutrix” would have been a more 

appropriate than “Felix”-- but certainly a more confusing name for movie-goers to digest.   Also, 

Legio XII Fulminata had earlier been with him fighting the Quadi in 172 A.D.                                 

(46) One of the more amusing moments to knowledgeable viewers comes late in the film when 

Maximus agrees to help Lucilla and Senator Gracchus overthrow Commodus and his Praetorian 

Guard with an army of 5,000 men, which was slightly less than the size of one Roman legion.  

Gracchus is so alarmed by the number that he expresses his concern that once Maximus has 

taken Rome, he could do whatever he wants with it.  Maximus assures him his only concern is 

destroying Commodus.  Since the Praetorian Guard alone numbered almost twice that size, 

Maximus’ paltry crew probably would not even have reached the city gates!                            

(47) Actual wolf-like relatives of the movie’s power pooch were known in the Rhineland during 

the Roman Empire, but where the military was concerned, the Mastiff would more likely have 

been the breed of choice.  Other considerations, it seems, determined the ultimate casting of 

Maximus’ canine.  The “wolf” was, after all the symbol of Rome, and, according to director 
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Ridley Scott’s own commentary on the DVD version of the film, symbolism was more important 

here than breed.  In fact, it appears that an actual wolf was at one time considered for the role.  

See also, Landau, Gladiator, 115, and the 2000 updated version of the script.                                 

(48) The only mention of such is by Dio (50.34.1ff.; see, also, 50.29.4), who indicates fire 

projectiles were used by the ships of the future emperor Augustus at the battle of Actium in 31 

B.C. against the forces of Antony and Cleopatra.  This was not a land battle but a naval 

engagement, and Dio clearly indicates even this was not standard practice and that the resultant 

fires proved catastrophic for both sides.                                                                                    

(49)  It is not even clear that large catapults were available during this period since, after the 

emperor Trajan’s (98-117 A.D.) reign, they are not mentioned again until the fourth century.  At 

that time, they seem to have become a favorite weapon (see E.W. Marsden, Greek and Roman 

Artillery [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971 (Sandpiper Books Ltd., 1999 special edition)], 

249.  Smaller, modern reconstructions have weighed about two tons, and even the “fully 

functional” catapults built for Gladiator weighed almost a ton (Landau, 105).   Roman catapults 

could reportedly hurl fifty pound stones over 400 yards (Josephus, The Jewish War 5.6.3.; cf. 

Webster, The Roman Imperial Army (Totowa, New Jersey: Barnes & Noble Books, 1985 [third 

edition]), 242), while Gladiator’s movie catapults had less than half that capacity in flinging 

their clay “fire” pots.  A number of catapults might effectively disrupt advancing massed enemy 

ranks at a distance, but a single catapult (two were built for the film) could only be aimed in one 

direction and could not cover a broad front.  They understandably would not be employed for 

fighting at close quarters, especially in a wooded area as the film shows.              

     Reconstructions like those in the movie also suffer from the fact that there is little direct 
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evidence about their proportions or exactly what they looked like.  They certainly would not 

have been on wheels (as they were also in Cleopatra).   The recoil of these huge weapons was so 

violent that they had to be supported on piles of turf or on brick platforms since any unprepared 

surface beneath them would be pulverized (Ammianus Marcellinus  23.4.5).  As for the 

feasibility of these weapons ever being able to fling fiery clay pots great distances, as shown in 

Gladiator, ancient military treatises are silent, and Ammianus Marcellinus, at least, speaks 

exclusively of stone projectiles when discussing loading the weapon.  It is also unlikely any 

flammable clay vessels could withstand the tremendous impact of being shot from these 

powerful engines.  They would inevitably shatter and immolate everyone around.   Even if such a 

“missile” did survive the launch, the speed at which it was traveling would likely extinguish it 

(see n.51 below).  We also know that catapults could “backfire” when loaded improperly, 

causing catastrophic results under ordinary circumstances.  Ammianus Marcellinus (24.4.28]) 

mentions that a “gunner” was crushed and mangled when a stone projectile backfired.   

     Finally, the most dramatic references to fire being employed in battle have nothing to do with 

catapults but mention defenders pouring down bituminous naphtha (Dio, Roman History 36.1b; 

75.11.4), a chemical compound which cannot be extinguished easily and burns whatever it 

touches, from their walls on attackers and their engines.  There was no practical military reason 

to employ catapults as fire starters when more mundane methods would suffice, and if the 

purpose of the resultant fire in the film was to cut off an enemy retreat or to frighten them, it 

certainly seems like poor strategy to chance incinerating one’s own cavalry by subsequently 

charging them directly through the middle of the conflagration.  Moreover, as for being 

frightened by the flames, the Germans appear unaffected, some even continuing to fight while 
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ablaze!  Consequently, the fire serves no obvious military purpose, and, like the massive 

catapults flinging fire pots and cavalry charge evoking images of Apocalypse horsemen, it 

appears to have been included in Gladiator solely to provide spectacular and memorable visual 

effects.   

(50) Ballistae were of varied designs and calibers and were quite deadly (see discussion in 

Webster, The Roman Imperial Army, 244-245).  Procopius (De bello Gothico 1.21.17) describes 

a form of ballista in his day (sixth century A.D.) that could cleave a stone or tree.   

(51) In the fourth century A.D., Ammianus Marcellinus (23.4.14) speaks of “fire darts”, which 

had hollowed cavities containing flammable matter that could not be extinguished and intensified 

when defenders poured water on it.  But he also says it was shot from a low velocity bow so that 

it would not go out during flight.   This would certainly seem to curtail any argument for larger 

incendiary projectiles shot from large, powerful catapults two centuries earlier.    

(52) Those shown in the movie appear over large when compared to second century 

representations of ballistae on Trajan’s Column in Rome which were small enough to be 

transported in mule carts.   Their obvious mobility and light weight made them a much more 

practical weapon since they could either be fired mounted in the cart or taken out and set on a log 

or similar platform.   Presumably, if Marcus Aurelius used ballistae at all, they would be similar 

in size to those Trajan had employed in his wars against the barbarians a half century earlier.  Of 

course, for a film bigger is always better, and, in the case of Gladiator’s catapults and ballistae, 

their destructive power would not be as visually effective if they were not so large. 

(53) The most complete version was made up of four ranks of 27 legionaries, who arranged their 

shields to protect themselves on the sides and the top.  It was the equivalent of an ancient tank 
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since the men could move forward while protecting themselves under their shields. 

(54) It also would not have been used as a “cover” toward the end of the film when Commodus 

and Maximus emerge from the depths of the Colosseum for their final duel.   

(55) Webster, The Roman Imperial Army, 129. 

(56) See, Connolly, Greece and Rome at War, 309, figures 10, 11.                                 

(57) See G. Becatti, Colonia di Marco Aurelio (Milano: 1957) for a photo survey of the Column.   

(58) See illustrations in P. Connolly, Greece and Rome at War, 308, figure 8; and 311, figure 16.  

The armor recreated for Gladiator and most other films about Rome (whether Republic or 

Empire) is the lorica segmentata, placed most appropriately during the reigns of the emperors 

Trajan and Hadrian in the first part of the second century A.D.   It is probably the most 

recognizable type armor, the favorite of recreationists, and is frequently seen in reconstructions 

and illustrations.  Basically, it is composed of horizontal overlapping plates, curved metal strips 

for the shoulders, and a pair of back and front plates-- with hinges in the back and leather strips 

and buckles to lace up and secure the front (Webster, Roman Imperial Army, 122-123).  If 

Gladiator had been set in the first part of the second century A.D., the lorica segmentata would 

have admirably fulfilled the military requirements of the day.   However, Gladiator begins late in 

the second half of the same century.   By that time, as can be seen from a close study of soldiers 

represented on Marcus Aurelius’ Column, many, indeed, do still wear a form of the lorica 

segmentata, but it is clear that soldiers’ dress had evolved by 180 A.D.  Frequently, the plate or 

strip armor shown on the Column has strips continuing up to the neck, and the front or back 

plates of the earlier style are either completely missing or greatly reduced in size (Webster, 124-

125).  Furthermore, soldiers are often depicted in scale (lorica squamata) or mail (lorica hamata)  
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instead of plate armor.  Obviously, by Marcus Aurelius’ day there was much greater diversity in 

soldier’s wear– which the film does not represent.  However, the “wrappings” which some 

soldiers are shown to have wound round their heads in the film was a nice touch since they 

provided both protection and comfort when wearing a metal helmet. 

(59)  The soldiers most correctly portrayed in Gladiator were the “Levantine” auxiliary archers, 

whose conical, Norman-like helmets, long flowing skirt-like garments, and shirts of mail have 

been nicely recreated (see illustration in Connolly, Greece and Rome at War, 309, figure 12).   

Romans were not archers and depended on support units such as these “Levantines”.   However, 

no archers are evident anywhere on the Column of Marcus Aurelius, and Marcus does not appear 

to have employed them (auxiliary non-Levantine archers on horseback, however, are shown (e.g. 

Becatti, Colonna di Marco Aurelio, figure 19).   

(60) Landau, Gladiator, 68. 

(61) Conversely, Tacitus records that foot-soldiers, the mainstay of the German army, carried 

several javelins, which they could hurl from great distances, and shields, colored to their liking.  

Horsemen charged with shield and spear.  Few soldiers used swords as their primary weapon or 

had breastplates– and even fewer wore helmets.  The main battle line itself consisted of 

formations in the shape of a wedge.  They fought either naked (which would necessarily 

eliminate the film’s winter battle setting!) or in short cloaks.   They knew how to keep rank and 

were arranged by family or clan units   One of their favorite tactics was to give ground, then 

return to the attack.  They carried sacred figures and emblems into battle. 

(62) More than one web site mentions that the chant used by the Germans in Gladiator has been 

lifted directly from that of black African warriors in Zulu, and Ridley Scott does say that he had 
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Zulu war tactics in mind when shooting the scene (Gladiator, DVD, Disc 1 “Film 

Commentary”). 

(63)  The German leader shouts out what sounds to be gibberish or Hitlerian “altgermanisch,” 

although the 2000 updated final transcript of the film relates that he is supposed to have said, 

“Ihr seid verfluchte Hunde!”, or “You are damned dogs!”  One would think that someone who 

routinely decapitates tiresome Roman messengers (the Romans, too, could be very brutal and are 

shown on Marcus Aurelius’ Column routinely beheading German prisoners) and tosses their 

heads in the mud would have choicer insults to hurl at his enemy– though not in modern 

German. 

(64) Problems with the fire and time of year for the battle have already been noted, and little 

needs to be added about the wisdom of a full speed cavalry charge through burning trees and 

unfamiliar terrain.  Actual Roman cavalry practices do not conform to what is shown in 

Gladiator.  The episode is properly stirring, a classic “good guys” come to the rescue scenario-- 

but, unfortunately, there is little else to recommend it, historically.  Roman cavalrymen were not 

just soldiers on horseback, as in Gladiator.  They had specific gear which was more suitable for 

fighting on horseback (see Connolly, Greece and Rome at War, 307, figure 6).   And, since 

Romans had never been very good horsemen, they depended almost entirely on non-Roman 

allies called auxiliaries (auxilia), who were experts.  A regular division of cavalry (ala) would 

also have normally numbered 500 (see Webster, The Roman Imperial Army, 145-146).  That 

seems much larger than what is represented in Gladiator, though the division could have been 

broken down into smaller units for operations in wooded areas.  The main weapon for the 

cavalryman was the lance, which was depicted when the cavalry rides by at the beginning of 
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Gladiator.  However, the sword is mostly shown in the charge.  Cavalry did carry oval shields.  

Horses also might have had armor protection (Webster, The Roman Imperial Army, 151-154) – 

as did Maximus’ horse– but they were certainly not so large or as powerful as the modern 

animals used in the movie (their manes were even left purposefully long, we are informed in the 

DVD “Commentary”, to look good on film; for Roman horses, see A. Hyland, Equus: The Horse 

in the Roman World [London: Batsford, 1990]).  Cavalry usually protected the army’s flank.   

     Also, a Roman general like Maximus would never lead a cavalry charge.  This officer 

(praefectus) would most likely be a high ranking individual among the Roman allies who made 

up his unit.  Lastly, while the Romans did have a form of saddle by this time, the stirrup had not 

yet been invented.   Nonetheless, it is standard equipment in the film.   Hopefully, the film 

makers were aware of the anachronism and included stirrups only for the safety of the actors, 

who would otherwise have had difficulty staying atop their mounts.  The Romans did, of course,  

use bridles but not the film’s modern variety.   Spurs had only simple points at the back.  

Examples of primitive horse shoes have also been found. 

(65) See Connolly, Greece and Rome at War, 308, figure 9.   Part of the design on Maximus’ 

chest piece consists of two griffins facing one another.  In Cleopatra, Rex Harrison, as Caesar, 

wears battle armor with the same griffin motif-- an obvious borrowing by Gladiator.  We might 

expect slight variations in Maximus’ attire, but, aside from personal embellishments (e.g. his 

wolf-dog’s face), there is little to distinguish his armor from that of his fellow officers.   

However, he is appropriately shown wearing the tie belt of command (as is the emperor).   

Maximus’ helmet sports a substantial crested plume-- as do helmets depicted on the Column of 

Marcus Aurelius but the plumes there are more correctly shown as smaller and rising in a 
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fountain-like shape from the top of the helmet and were mostly for parades. 

(66) E.g. Meditations 1.7. and 1.17.3.  At the very top of the cuirass worn by Richard Harris, the 

film’s Marcus, there is a wreathed golden eagle with wings extended upward, which appears also 

on some Praetorian standards in the film.   In addition, the cuirass has a pseudo-harness.  Actual 

leather harnesses were worn separately over one’s armor to display military decorations-- but 

usually not in battle and not all by an emperor (see, for example, the representation of a 

centurion in Connolly, Greece and Rome at War, 305, figure 3).  This same pseudo-harness  is 

incorporated into the front of Harris’ cuirass and has three gold wreathed  lion heads on each side 

(a sculpture of the later emperor, Caracalla, in the Capitoline Museums at Rome does have a 

single lion head strap decoration with no wreath on the right side of his chest piece).  Six large 

gold medallions, grouped in sets of three, extend across his midriff, two of them representing 

what appear to be Gorgon heads.  Interestingly, a number of characters in Cleopatra, including 

Richard Burton’s Antony, wear armor with similar designs; but Marcus’ outfit here is clearly 

modeled on the armor worn by Christopher Plummer in The Fall of the Roman Empire when, as 

Commodus, he arrives at his father’s camp on the Danube frontier.  Thus, in two separate films 

made thirty-six apart, father, Marcus Aurelius (Gladiator), and son, Commodus (Fall), wear 

almost identical suits of armor-- and they both wear them while at the same location!   Finally, a 

dark cloak highlights Harris’ white hair and beard.  It is held in place by a heavy gold chain cape 

guard whose fasteners each have larger lion heads emblazoned on them.   The overall effect of 

the ensemble is to bring his character uncomfortably close to the “dark warrior” types (he is 

dying, after all) one associates more with fantasy cinema– but, while lacking authenticity, it is 

still impressive and properly effects the audience.   
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(67) Landau, Gladiator, 11.   

(68) The finest representation from which to judge their appearance is the well-known sculptured 

relief group in the Louvre in Paris.  See Connolly, 311, figure 15, for a color restoration of one 

member of the group.   The metal crested helmets with a small bird head at the front worn by 

many Praetorians in Gladiator are clearly modeled on a unique, much overworked, cavalry 

helmet from Theilenhofen (Connolly, 237).  It may be dated (c.175 A.D.) to the general time of 

the movie and today is in the Prähistorische Staatssammlung in Munich.   However, no 

Praetorian would ever have worn such a helmet!  The film also suggests that Praetorians 

normally wore leggings and long dark cloaks, which, considering the seasonal temperatures at 

Rome, would have been impractical. 

(69)  They were not, although they were supported by a cavalry arm (Equites Singulares 

Augusti), drawn from auxiliary cavalry and formed probably by the Flavians (cf. Watson, The 

Roman Soldier, 18).   In Gladiator they are also shown mostly sporting lances which does not 

always accord with remaining representations. 

(70)  Even using what director Scott describes as “long-bows” (Gladiator, DVD, Disc.1, “Film 

Commentary”), which would not become the national arm of England for another thousand 

years!  On more than one occasion in the film, Praetorians are shown using the bow and arrow as 

a primary weapon, and, in material cut from the movie, they even form an archer execution 

squad.   

(71) At least two cohorts of Praetorian Guards were represented with Marcus Aurelius at the 

battle with the Germans in Gladiator.  Since the Emperor Domitian (81-96 A.D.) had previously 

set the number of Praetorian cohorts at ten with 1,000 men each, 2,000 Guards should have been 
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present in the film.  There is nothing close to that number.  Another problem concerns the 

“standards” carried by the Praetorians.  Praetorian “standards” were embellished poles which 

included the unit’s identification along with other decorations and awards specific to it.  They 

typically did include a portrait of the reigning emperor, which the movie attempted to represent, 

but, physically, the film props bear little other resemblance to the real item.   

(72) What Praetorian standards actually looked like may be gleaned from a reconstruction of one 

used by the Third Praetorian Cohort, displayed in the Museum of Roman Civilization at E.U.R. 

(a suburb of Rome).  Contrary to the film versions which are sparsely decorated, the Third’s 

standard is crowded with a multiplicity of items.  These include, among other things, its 

identification as COH III PR; a Scorpion Zodiac sign; a portrait of the emperor; and a corona 

muralis, an award for valor against an enemy city.   It is also topped by a winged victory; a 

wreathed eagle, and a lion head on a circular disk.  Furthermore, standards in the film are carried 

somewhat randomly.  There is a photo, for example, in Landau, Gladiator, 38-39, where about a 

dozen Praetorians, some mounted (perhaps a borrowing from The Fall of the Roman Empire in 

which a similar group is represented) and some on foot, are shown holding standards of different 

designs.  In reality, Praetorian standards were borne only by standard bearers, who at this 

juncture wore skins of lions whose open mouthed heads covered their helmets.  The film also 

misrepresents how specific Praetorian cohorts were identified on their standards, spelling out 

“PRAETORIA” fully and following it with a Roman numeral for the cohort number.  The proper 

identification should have been abbreviated and, as evidenced by the previously-mentioned  

Third Cohort’s standard, appear as “COH III PR”. 

(73) Webster, The Roman Imperial Army, 98.  While integrated with the Praetorians, the urban 
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cohorts did not have the same status.  Urban cohorts could be dispatched into the provinces, but 

it would be highly unlikely for them to be on campaign with the emperor on the Danube.  The 

real Cohort XIV was, for example, apparently stationed at the city of Ostia, Rome’s seaport, 

during Claudius’ reign (Webster, 99, n.1).  

(74) Keppie, The Making of the Roman Army, 143.   

(75) In general, the military standards for the legion and its units recreated for Gladiator are only 

close in appearance to actual representations and reconstructions.  For example, the number of 

discs, whose precise meaning remains unclear, which appear on Roman standards is supposed to 

be between four and six.  A crescent is present immediately below them.  On at least one film 

version of a legionary standard, there are only two discs with a third, uncharacteristically, below 

the crescent (see Landau, 106).  The third disc is also graced with a lion head, a display more 

appropriate for a Praetorian standard.  There were so many variations of actual Roman standards, 

however, that the film’s art directors must be given some leeway.   

     Flags could also carry legion names.  Those depicted in the film actually resemble the only 

example of one ever found, now in St. Petersburg’s Hermitage Museum (Connolly, figure 5, 219;  

cf. Webster, The Roman Imperial Army, 138-139).   A flag, or vexillum, in Gladiator is quite 

close to this original flag, at least in shape (even closer to those represented on the Column of 

Marcus Aurelius) and color.  It also has a fringed bottom and the legion name and emblem in 

gold (see photo in Landau, Gladiator, 27).  Nonetheless,  its inspiration was probably flags of 

this type seen in Cleopatra, which have wreathed eagles on them similar to those used as 

decorations in the Ridley Scott production (as in photo in Landau, 93).   At least one cavalryman 

in Gladiator carries a pennant with a snake head or dragon mask, behind which a long, tapered 
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streamer flows (see drawing, Landau, 106).  The art directors must have thought this was a nice 

addition, but, unfortunately, it was a special banner unique to Sarmatian auxiliary cavalry, who 

were Roman allies.  Sarmatians neither resembled the cavalry depicted in the film, nor would 

they have been present with Marcus Aurelius in this engagement (Webster, The Roman Imperial 

Army, 134-135, for the Sarmatian horsemen and their standards).  Other randomly placed 

pennant-shaped banners among the film’s legionary ranks and blue-colored flags, which seem to 

belong to Praetorians, appear mostly for visual effect.  Finally, considering how many different 

kinds of standards there should have been visible among the number of troops shown in 

Gladiator (one legion probably had between sixty and seventy standards), they are 

conspicuously lacking in the battlefield sequence.   

(76) It is also impossible to calculate the population of the Roman Empire precisely, but this is 

certainly an acceptable estimate.  See, e.g. Adkins & Adkins, Handbook to Life in Ancient Rome, 

341. 

(77) Marcus Aurelius, whom Gladiator has fighting in Germania, was actually operating out of 

the specific Roman province of Lower Pannonia.   Since he was concentrating his military efforts 

on subduing and romanizing the Marcomanni and Quadi, the most powerful Germanic peoples, 

he would have been in what is now the general area of Bohemia and Slovakia.  To the south on 

the Danube River is the city of Vienna, which was a Roman base of operations during this period 

called Vindobona.  Vindobona is mentioned in the film when Cicero, former aide of the now 

enslaved Maximus, approaches Lucilla’s litter in the film and attempts to gain her attention by 

shouting out that he served her father at Vindobona.   It may also have been where the real 

Marcus Aurelius died in 180 A.D., probably of plague.  More likely, he succumbed at or near 
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Sirmium, (modern Sremska Mitrovica in what was Yugoslavia) on the Save River, a tributary of 

the Danube, when he was fifty-eight years old. 

(78) W.R. Brown, The Horse of the Desert [New York, 1929], 178ff.  

(79) Unfortunately, much of Maximus’ arduous journey, filmed largely at Lone Pine, California, 

was edited out of the film’s final cut.  This included Maximus’ arrival in time to see his family 

killed, presumably in a vision, from a distant plateau overlooking his farm.  Still, the distance 

from Pannonia to Spain and the real time it would have taken Maximus to traverse it are an 

absurd aspect of the plot.  

(80) Apparently, the Praetorian Guards who carried out Commodus’ order to execute Maximus’ 

family also traveled all the way from Germania to Spain.  If so, there is no reason why they 

would not have used the Roman roads, afforded themselves fresh mounts and other conveniences 

at way stations along the way, and arrived in Spain considerably earlier than Maximus-- but they 

do not.  Why these Praetorians would have wasted their time at all, however, is another question 

since, ordinarily, couriers would carry the emperor’s orders to the local garrison which would 

then effectuate it.   Whatever the case, if this were a real situation, Maximus would have arrived 

so much later than anyone dispatched by the emperor that he would have been fortunate even to 

discover his wife and son’s bones! 

(81) Barrington Atlas, 26.  

(82) The most recognized province of Spain that grows apples today and is also known for its 

equines, is Asturias in the northernmost part of Spain– but it is not a good place for grapes.   

Modern tourist books on Spain often cite pine, cork, and oak trees but do not even mention 

poplars.  But then, Maximus also says that the soil of his farm is black like “my wife’s hair”, 
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whose tresses appear brownish in the film.   

(83) Gladiator, DVD, Disc 1 “Film Commentary.” 

(84) This would have been especially true at this juncture since there had been recent 

disturbances in Lusitania and other parts of Spain (Augustan History, Marcus Antoninus 

[Aurelius] 21.1, 22.11).  Politically, the wives and children of prominent people were sometimes 

taken hostage to guarantee the behavior of an individual.   

(85) Characterized as such in Landau, Gladiator, 136. 

(86) Barrington Atlas, 30.   For details, see “Zucchabar”, 855-856, Paulys Real-Encyclopädie 

der klassischen Altertumwissenschaft, Reihe 2, Bd.10A (1972).  Its beginnings were pre-Roman, 

probably Phoenician, but, the emperor Augustus established it as a Roman colony (colonia Iulia 

Augusta Zucchabar).  The site has been identified as where the town of Miliana, founded in the 

tenth century A.D., is now located in northwestern Algeria, about 100 miles southwest of 

Algiers.  

(87) See Plate 71 [location map] in J-C. Golvin, L’Amphithéâtre romain, Paris, 1988. The closest 

amphitheater to the west was at Tigava Castra, over forty miles away.   To the north on the coast, 

one was at Tipasa, about 30 miles distance, and another was at Caesarea, the largest city in the  

area, about 35 miles distance from Zucchabar.  Also, Zucchabar was not situated on a main road 

but was located on the lesser of two spurs that joined more important thoroughfares, one of 

which was the major Roman road across all North Africa.  Traffic wise, it would only get 

travelers destined for a few specific locales, which could also be reached by alternative routes.  It 

certainly would not appear to have been a center of much activity.    

(88) Landau, Gladiator, 73. 
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(89) Should we attempt to pull this all together, we get a contemporary Arabic town named 

Ouarzazate in a Morocco that is supposed to be Numidia but is identified in the movie as the 

Roman province of Zucchabar.   There is no possibility of working our way out of this one.  

Consequently, all we may say, historically, is that there were three amphitheaters within a forty 

mile radius of the actual Zucchabar, and that there may have been some small trade in gladiators 

– if only because it was on the way to Tigava Castra.   How active that amphitheater was, 

however, is questionable since it was attached to a military camp (castra), not a city, although 

the municipality of Tigava Municipium was only a few miles away.   

(90)  It was also not as remote as the town in the film appears to be, however, since the actual 

Zucchabar was, as previously noted, close to a major Roman road and also a river.  Furthermore, 

the physical setting where Zucchabar was once situated bears little resemblance to the desert 

location seen in the film.  It was on the wooded southern side of Mt. Zaccar Rherbi, overlooking, 

to the east and south, the Chelif River valley and, to the west, the Zaccar plateau.  It was rich in 

water and-- Maximus would have liked this-- once served as a wheat market.  

(91) The World Algerian Action Coalition is very upset (see, e.g. www.waac.org/amazigh/ 

gladiators_misrepresents_imazighen.html). 

(92) See on this, R.B. Kebric, Roman People (Boston: McGraw Hill, 2005 [4th edition]), 

Appendix. 

(93) See map of the Rome set at Malta, Landau, Gladiator 77.  “Buildings” are, of course, 

constructed for filming purposes, so it bears little relation to the actual layout of Ancient Rome. 

(94) Landau, 108, 110.          

(95) See E. Köhne and C. Ewigleben (eds), Gladiators and Caesars (Berkeley and Los Angeles:  
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University of California Press; published by arrangement with British Museum Press, 2000), 31-

74.  D.S. Potter, “Gladiators and Blood Sport,” is a contributor to the previously mentioned 

recent book of essays on Gladiator by Winkler (n.1). 

(96) This questionable comment by supervising armorer, Simon Atherton, succinctly sums up the 

“logic” for Gladiator’s mismash of armor and weapons (Landau,102): 

               There was not much reference to be found in books for weaponry and armor 
               from this period. So, taking ideas from what we know about subsequent periods  
               and trying to imagine the evolution of certain weapons–with the understanding 
               that they did mostly close-quarter fighting– we were able to come up with some 
               designs that would have been feasible at that time. 

In other words, he apparently just made up what he wanted! 

(97) The only time Maximus does wears a helmet-- something resembling a metallic sabertooth 

tiger– it seems more for disguise than protection.  One size seems to fit all as Maximus and other 

gladiators just walk up to rows of helmets and select the one they fancy.  At least one appears to 

be a reproduction of the seventh century A.D. “Viking Age” Sutton Hoo helmet in the British 

Museum.  Another seems to be a left over from Dungeons and Dragons.  Maximus’ big German 

friend, Hagen, has even more reason to be confused since  “Hagen” may be a good moniker for 

half an ice creamery name (as in Hagen Daas), but it is inappropriate for an early German.  It is 

actually a Danish name drawn, through Swedish, from the Old Norse.  Hagen is also called 

“Hakan” and “Haken” in the production notes (Landau, 108 and 139), so it is no wonder 

Maximus does not always get it right in the film!   

(98) Tiger, or Tigris, was an actual name used by gladiators– but little else about the film’s Tiger 

or his accouterments rings true.  His helmet is just as out of place.  It was adapted, according to 

Gladiator production notes (Landau, 109), from a turn of the century French fire brigade helmet, 
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and its face appears to be a copy of a Roman party mask on display at the Louvre!  

(99) Commodus’ preferred weapon (with which he is represented in a famous statue in the 

Capitoline Museums)-- but it is doubtful that he ever saw a club like this one! 

(100) Which, incidentally, had sand covering its floor and had much too narrow an axis to ever 

have accommodated the film’s “Rome vs. Carthage” chariot sequence.  The chariots, also, were 

too heavy for this kind of entertainment and resemble more the parade version. 

(101) David Potter, co-editor of Life, Death, and Entertainment in the Roman Empire (1999), 

states in a documentary on gladiators accompanying the DVD version of Gladiator, that he 

believes the mortality rate among prized gladiators was actually only five to ten percent.  He 

believes this to be a realistic estimate, considering the investment, time, and effort it took to train 

gladiators, the popularity of individual combatants, and the fact that there was not an unending 

supply of such skilled fighters.  In fact, the most famous gladiators might fight only a few times a 

year to build up a frenzy of attention and increase the financial stakes.  And even then, they 

usually fought someone who was inferior to them to insure their victory.  Modern boxing 

superstars have followed suit.   

(102) Dio, Roman History 72.19.5-6.  There is only one example of fastening gladiators together, 

and Dio indicates that Commodus did it on the spur of the moment to punish gladiators who 

would not kill their opponents.  Apparently, Gladiator enlarged on this example and made it 

appear routine practice; but since Proximo was a businessman and paid for his slaves, it would 

not make much sense to chain his novice gladiators together and send them out against 

experienced gladiators to be slaughtered.   

(103)  Real weapons were used in practice in Gladiator, and throughout the film, there always 
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seem to be too many within reach.  Both for security reasons and saving the combatants from 

physical harm, or suicide, before performances, actual weapons were handed out only in the 

arena.  Before their first experience, Proximo lectures his “budding” gladiators, including 

Maximus, in a closed room full of weapons, with little evidence of guards.  If Proximo wished to 

remain alive, such a lack of security would have been unwise.  The same can be observed about 

the metal spoons with which Maximus and his fellow gladiators eat.  They are potential 

weapons, and wooden spoons would have been the smarter choice.  Also, unlike the one training 

compound in the film, there were actually four gladiatorial schools at Rome, the main one being 

the Ludus Magnus, the ruins of which can still be seen today.  They and the gladiatorial armory 

were on the southeastern side of the Colosseum, opposite that shown in the film.   

(104)   See, also, on this, M. Junkelmann in Gladiators and Caesars, 68).  The gestures are 

suggested by the dropping of a white piece of cloth (mappa) or “napkin” by the presiding 

magistrate to signal the beginning of a race at the Circus.  All the charioteers could see it.  

Waving togas was utilized by Circus crowds to indicate their desire to have a questionable race 

rerun.  In both cases, the signals provided instant recognition-- and, of course, that was what was 

also required when a gladiator’s life was on the line.  Many gladiators had been knocked around 

so much that they probably could not see very well, and their vision and hearing was also 

restricted by their helmets.  Consequently, from a distance, if the signs were simply “thumbs up” 

or “thumbs down”, a victorious gladiator might not be able to discern the crowds’ pleasure.  If 

the count of thumbs were close, how would one ascertain how many thumbs were pointing in 

what direction?  The same was true for the emperor, who, if present, made the final decision.  A 

sea of waving white “hankies” and togas, however, would make the crowds’ wishes immediately 
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clear to everyone. 

(105) Claudius 26.1. 

(106) Landau, Gladiator, 58,  also indicates that Mr. Hounsou, who played Juba in the film, was 

“troubled” by so many references to “slave” in earlier versions of the script and worked with the 

writers and producers “to broaden the conception of Juba’s character.” 

(107) The ancient historian Dio (Roman History 63.3.1-2) indicates how unlikely it would have 

been when he comments specifically on the cost and sensationalism aroused when on one day of 

a gladiatorial exhibition held during the reign of Nero, only black African men, women, and 

children appeared.  He indicates that the performance was rare and a singular part of the 

celebration of the King of Armenia’s visit to Italy held at Puteoli, not at Rome.  It also took place 

in a theater, not an amphitheater, which would indicate the small scale of the “event.”  

Consequently, it would appear that any form of black African participation in the arena was 

viewed as a novelty (characterized as such by J. Carcopino, Daily Life in Ancient Rome [New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1960 edition], 240; and M. Grant, Gladiators [New York: Barnes 

& Noble edition, 1995], 34), and Gladiator’s inclusion of such is the largely the result of current 

social and political trends in this country– and need for audience share.   
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On the one side of the road were ultra modern, world class athletic facilities; the slick 
new Olympic Village lay directly ahead of me while to my immediate right, an assortment 
of unconcerned local chickens, who did not give a cluck for what had grown up around 
them, were scratching about their business as if nothing at all had changed in a thousand 
years.  Welcome to Athens 2004! 
 

     Praise and credit are due when praise and credit are deserved-- and it is especially 

deserved in the case of the Athens 2004 Olympics.  While preparing for the Games, a 

most arduous task in itself, the Greeks faced a continual barrage of negative comments in 

the International Press, reinforcing long held stereotypical opinions about them.  Much 

overdue and difficult urban renewal was made even more challenging by the discovery of 

ancient artifacts at almost every turn of the spade.  Major monuments were restored and 

important museums renovated.  The Athens metro rail line was updated and expanded, 

including a link to the brand new airport; and new highways were built.  All this was 

accomplished while the small nation of about 11,000,000 people was simultaneously 

integrating itself into the European Union, changing its currency from the drachma to 
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Euro, fighting homeland terrorism, and balancing new relationships with neighboring 

states once part of the old Soviet Union.  Additional strains on Olympic preparations 

included a changeover in government; giving Athens a new face lift; twenty inches of 

snow unceremoniously dumped on the place in February; and continual squabbles with 

the IOC.  Suffice it to say, Athens persevered, delivering a magnificent festival for the 

world to enjoy and remember-- a tribute to the country’s proud people and rich cultural 

past. 

     From a dazzling Opening Ceremonies rooted in mythology and Ancient Greek history 

to its festive Closing Ceremonies highlighting traditional and contemporary native talent, 

little could be done that was not done to make these Games the best they could be at the 

chosen site.  As for the venues themselves, the facilities were world class, the best in 

design and function for their purposes; spectator traffic, generally, was efficiently 

regulated; and metro trains ran on time.  Everyone wondered how a country from which 

they had been told to expect so little had pulled off such a spectacle with apparent ease, 

and the stock of Greece rose at least a thousand fold in the eyes of an admiring world.   

     Perhaps the most surprising thing for anyone who knew Athens before was how 

remarkably clean everything was.  Dirt, of course, is a fact of life in Greece, and not even 

the ancient gods would have been able to change the dry, dusty, greenery-deprived 

environment for a few short weeks of Olympic celebration.  The general level of 

cleanliness in Athens has often tested even the most experienced visitor, but the city 

looked better kept than I had ever seen it, no small accomplishment in itself, and what 

had been one of its greatest detractions had been transformed into one of the things to 

admire most about the spruced up Olympic city.  Even 10,000 billboards had been 
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dismantled, and pedestrian friendly environments were newly created around ancient 

sites-- a refreshing change from what once had been.  Not everything, of course, had been 

completed in time for the Games, but what had been accomplished was something about 

which every Greek could be proud.  As a knowledgeable observer, I was proud, too-- and 

was annoyed that the International Press kept deriding the Greeks even after the Games 

had begun, telling people to stay away to avoid every imaginable type of problem.   

While many of the early criticisms may have been well aimed, most were rendered 

unjustified by the time the Games began.  

     The Athens Games were spectacular, and the renewed and enthusiastic buzz about 

making Athens the permanent home of the Olympics was echoed again and again in 

Athenian newspaper editorials as the 2004 Games were successfully concluding.  Such 

pleas, however, are old ones dating back to the end of the nineteenth century.  They have 

never been taken seriously outside of Greece-- and will likely never be in the future.  Not 

that it is an illogical suggestion, considering that Greece is the birthplace of the Ancient 

and the Modern Olympic Games-- and it is supposed to be pure athletic competition that 

lies at the heart of the Olympics.  But the suggestion is only a pipedream in today’s world 

of sport which has become too intertwined with politics, economics, and priceless media 

attention for potential host countries hoping for tourist booms.  Too much is now at stake 

that should have nothing to do with the Olympics.  A front page article in the Tuesday, 

June 16, 2001 Sydney Morning Herald, for example, which appeared shortly before the 

vote for the 2008 Olympic site, blatantly reflects the realities of how and why Olympic 

cities are chosen.  In the article, whose disclosures were viewed as something of a 

revelation, it was reported that “Australia has been discreetly lobbying for Beijing to host 
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the 2008 Olympic Games, lured by the $20 billion in construction work that would flow 

from such a victory.”  Du Wei, vice-president of the Beijing Olympic Economy Research 

Institute, has already weighed in on China’s perspective on Olympic economics: 

“Nowadays, the Olympic Movement, in addition to advocating the spirits of sports and 

peace, inevitably enters the commercial arena.  The Olympic Movement should not reject 

commerce, but seek a point of compromise within the scope permitted by the 

International Olympic Committee.”  Far from the stereotypical image of the economics of 

traditional socialism, Beijing street entrepreneurs are already counting the profits from 

hopeful Olympic schemes, and one University student put it plainly when he said, “a 

healthy profit [within the law] is an indicator of the success of an Olympic Games meet.” 

(“Sports Focus:  China sports, up close & personal [www.china.org.cn/english/sports],” 

consulted July, 2005.)   

     Greece’s own reasons for hosting the 2004 Games, patriotic enthusiasm 

notwithstanding, were also largely economic, as Prime Minister Costas Karamanlis 

emphasized while addressing the 15th Greek Economy Conference after the Games in 

November of 2004: 

             We are exploiting the legacy our country has acquired as a result of the Olympic 
             Games, in order to attract foreign investment, to boost our exports, to reinforce  
             the tourist flows to our country.  Already, the first signs for tourism are very  
             optimistic and their confirmation will contribute effectively to the achievement 
             of growth rates forecast in the new budget.  Greece (as a recent survey points out) 
             is being significantly upgraded compared with its tourism competitors.  We  
             Greeks proved to all that our country offers high-level hospitality and security 
             to all its visitors.  We proved to the whole world the abilities and capabilities of 
             our society.  We attained international exposure, know how, and experience. 
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     Inevitably, politics, too, is endemic in the process, and the July 5, 2005 vote in 

Singapore awarding the 2012 Olympics to London will be seen by many of the 

disappointed as little more than a reinforcement of current world politics concerning Iraq 

since a big chunk of New York’s vote went to London rather than to Paris after the U.S. 

city was eliminated on the second ballot.  While the London bombings which followed 

the next day could hardly be more than coincidental and intended more logically to 

coincide with the opening day of the G8 in Scotland, many will continue to view them in 

the context of the Olympics-- another sign of the Games’ exaggerated importance in 

today’s world. 

     Whatever the motivations for hosting the Olympic Games, the inexorable fate for 

Greece, at least, is that the same Greek citizenry who brought the world so successfully to 

its bosom is now also saddled with the most staggering debt any country has ever had to 

face for staging such a public display-- about $12 billion dollars is the current estimate.   

The world toasted the Greeks then left them to pay the piper for their brief whirlwind of 

fame-- and while the Greeks are understandably proudly claiming most of the credit for 

the success of the Games, these Olympics more than any other, were built on the backs of 

many countries.  Much of the improvements in infrastructure were borne by a European 

Union aid package; NATO and the U.S. provided essential aerial, conventional, and 

nuclear security for these Games; and, as recently as April 18, 2005, Greek officials were 

meeting with German construction giant Hochtief, who built their new airport, to arrange 

more favorable terms for the operation and privatization of the facility.  With 30-50% 

Olympic cost overruns and other unforeseen expenses, the Greek government shoulders 

an unenviable financial future.  Half the country’s deficit for 2004 (5% of the gross 
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domestic product) is attributable to their hosting the Games (“The Post-Games Utilization 

of Olympic Venues and the Economic Impact of the Olympics after the Games,” 

presented at the International Forum on the Construction & Operation of Olympic 

Stadiums in Beijing [www.bjinvest.gov.cn/english/2005_olympic/zt02.jsp], consulted 

May 25, 2005).  Even as the Olympics were opening in Athens, there was talk circulating 

about the nightmare of Montreal, the most financially strapped of all former host cities, 

whose Olympic debt is scheduled to be paid off in 2006-- thirty years after the fact!   

Montreal’s experience will probably look good to the Greeks in future.  As a Greek friend 

of mine put it, “Our great grandchildren will still be paying off the debt!”   

     This poor country now has ultra-modern sports facilities, the best monuments to be 

built there since the Golden Age of Pericles (and superior to most everything in which the 

Greeks themselves live and work), which will mostly go unused.  Even IOC President 

Jacques Rogge recently remarked, at the International Forum on the Construction & 

Operation of Olympic Stadiums in Beijing in April, 2005, how quickly venues 

constructed for the Games become “white elephants”-- still an inevitable consequence of 

the hosting of an Olympics.  For the Greeks, that means an additional $100 million a year 

just to maintain the Olympic venues.   It is no wonder that there is serious discussion 

about never awarding the Games again to a country as unprepared as Greece had been. 

Indeed, far from the sophisticated and modern image created for Athens and projected to 

the world by the international media and the IOC during the 2004 Olympics Games, the 

actual condition of the city is markedly different.  A struggling Athens still lurks behind 

the Olympic hype, and several examples drawn from personal experience during the 

Games will suffice to illustrate that image does not always match reality. 
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     During the Games, I stayed at a friend’s residence in Paradissos, which is in the 

Halandri district of northern Athens and borders on the huge Olympic Sports Complex.  

Every day I walked down Paradissou Street through my neighborhood.  It was not a wide 

street, though from the map it looked like it should be, and where there were sidewalks, 

they were narrow and often cracked.  Even so, one hugged them to avoid cars when they 

came around corners, usually at too great a speed.  It is a prosperous neighborhood, 

indicated by the presence of the Hellenic Riding Club.  As I passed along the eucalyptus 

tree perimeter of the Club’s compound on my way home from the Olympic Stadium, 

there were almost always nightly gatherings of what I took to be Olympic equestrian 

dignitaries (from the expensive cars and private busses whose drivers were always 

waiting for them in the parking lot).  Many wealthy Greeks reside in the area in high rise, 

privately owned apartments; but even so, it is not as well maintained a neighborhood as 

one might expect.  Late one night, for example, I had to duck behind a parked car to 

avoid confronting a pack of about twelve large stray dogs running wildly down the street 

in my direction!  

     On my daily walk, I made my way to Kifissias Street, a major thoroughfare lined with 

modern buildings, and crossed it at Artemidos Street, which formed the northern border 

of the Sports Complex.  This was where the first Olympic security check point was 

located which turned away all unauthorized vehicles.  As I proceeded down the street, I 

kept to the shade as much as possible-- usually, it was hot and approaching midday, and I 

had only the small shadow from the chain link security fence.  It had been hung with 

Olympic banners to prevent easy viewing into the Complex itself.  Every now and then, I 
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had to move away grudgingly from the sparse shade of the fence to dodge sporadic 

groups of two or three Olympic Volunteers, athletes, security, press, or others passing in 

the opposite direction.  There were few unofficial interlopers like myself among them, 

unless a venue had just let out and spectators were making their way to trains or busses.    

After walking the route a number of times, I knew it would take me about thirty-five 

minutes to reach the Irini Metro Station, where I boarded the train whenever I was going 

downtown.  Directly across from it was the Irini Gate to the Olympic Sports Complex.   

This was a major entrance and was also where a super-sized, two-floor McDonald’s-- the 

largest one I have ever seen (and the only restaurant in the entire Complex)-- was located 

just inside.   

     The first few minutes of the second leg of this walk (from Kifissias Street) took me 

past a number of rather small, newish apartment-like complexes, a bus stop, and then to 

an open area of dirt which ended in the recently-poured concrete curbing of a major bus 

entrance into the Complex.  Busses loaded with officials, press, other authorized 

personnel (and spectators when events were taking place), were constantly going in and 

out.  This was also where I got my first panoramic view of the entire eastern side of the 

Sports Complex, with the main tennis facility and numerous courts around it center left 

and the Olympic Stadium in all its distant grandeur almost directly to the left.  On the 

right side of the road was the Olympic Village, its upper stories readily visible above the 

chain link enclosure.  Usually at the time I arrived, there was very little activity other than 

a few armed guards at a nearby security station, an infrequent individual or two walking 

down the road, and the sound of tennis balls being hit in the enclosed courts some 

distance ahead-- giving the giant landscape an almost surrealistic quality.  It was, to say 
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the least, an impressive panorama, the memory of which would be indelibly etched in 

anyone’s mind.  But it was also at this precise spot, for me at least, where the real Athens 

and the Olympic Athens millions saw on T.V. parted company because within the same 

purview were a group of chickens and their rooster friends pecking at the changeless 

barren earth their ancestors had probably been pecking at for centuries.  The long 

Olympic banners which had been placed on the fence to prevent anyone from seeing the 

embarrassing fowl (and other debris one usually finds littering an open lot) had been 

blown down by the wind.  Now, everything was revealed!  On the one side of the road, 

were ultra modern, world class athletic facilities; the slick new Olympic Village lay 

directly ahead of me; while to my immediate right, an assortment of unconcerned local 

chickens, who did not give cluck for what had grown up around them, were scratching 

about their business as if nothing at all had changed in a thousand years.  Welcome to 

Athens 2004!     

     This juxtaposition between old and new almost assaulted the senses-- but it was the 

real Greece.  Perhaps just as revealing was the fact that while the Olympic facilities were 

ultra modern and state of the art, one major rainstorm would have turned the entire 

Olympic Complex into a giant mud pie.  Most of the grounds were not even paved.  

Fortunately, it did not rain, and in this respect, Zeus the Thunderer was especially kind!  

Even so, an unpleasant dust storm unexpectedly engulfed me one evening just outside the 

Olympic Stadium; and my watch, a particularly sturdy one, stopped at the end of the 

second week when its innards (as I later learned and saw) became clogged with dirt from 

the Athenian air! 
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    Another example that demonstrates the difficulties with which Athens still struggles 

involves Starbucks.  It is an especially good example because most everyone is familiar 

with Starbucks and knows what to expect.  The Starbucks in question was at Korai 

Square, a major gathering place (directly across from the National Library, University, 

and Academy on busy Panepistimiou Street), metro stop, and location of an Official 

Olympic Store and ticket outlet.  This establishment looked like a Starbucks, smelled like 

a Starbucks, and had the typical Starbucks’ crew.  The problem was in the washrooms 

upstairs.  There was a sink and toilet-- but next to the toilet there was a handwritten sign 

which would have quickly reminded anyone that they were not in Atlanta, Sydney, or 

London.  The sign cautioned patrons not to place paper of any kind in the toilet because it 

would clog the antiquated plumbing system of Athens.  Instead, paper, soiled and 

otherwise, was to be deposited in a basket next to the toilet which, unfortunately, was not 

emptied regularly enough by store attendants to keep its contents from overflowing onto 

the floor (even so, I often heard the call go out for more paper from the women’s side of 

the facilities).  Olympic visitors unused to such conditions would understandably find this 

situation entirely unsatisfactory.  It was unsanitary, unhealthful, and intolerable, but to the 

Greeks, this was a normal part of life in Athens.  It was certainly better than risking a 

major sewer line break which is what would have happened otherwise-- and this was 

smack in the middle of downtown Olympic Athens! 

 

     In Athens, electricity cannot be taken for granted.  The Olympics understandably put 

undue stress on an already inadequate Athenian electrical system, and power was allotted 

accordingly.  Consequently, some establishments had to suffer.  In this case, one that did 
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was the newly-opened Hard Rock Café on Filellinon Street, a few blocks down from 

Syntagma Square.  When we learned that a Hard Rock Café had opened the week before 

the Olympics, my wife and I went there for a late afternoon meal.  Upon arriving, the 

door to the Café’s store was open, but the restaurant side was empty and dark and a few 

employees were standing around.  When I asked if they were serving, I was told with an 

embarrassing smile that everything was ready, but they were still waiting for the 

government to issue them their allotment of electricity because everything extra was 

going for the Olympics!  This was quite a startling revelation-- a city that was hosting the 

greatest festival in world was strained to the utmost just to provide the necessary 

electricity to run it.  I was assured by the Hard Rock staff that it was just a matter of time 

before they opened, probably the next day or two-- certainly by the time the Games began 

on Friday, August 13th.   In this case, however, that Friday the 13th proved particularly 

unfortunate because Hard Rock Café never opened during the Olympics.  Hard Rock 

usually makes more money from its merchandise than its food, and the store at the Café 

and another on Adrianou, a prominent tourist street, must have sold a bundle-- probably 

enough to have profited.  Nonetheless, the official store opening pin, which I was told 

had the Acropolis pictured on it, could not be offered to the public.  It and Hard Rock’s 

food had to remain behind the counter during the entire Olympics for want of precious 

Athenian electricity, which was being directed to the running of the Games.  The 

availability of electricity should never have been an issue for an Olympic host city. 

 

     One of the most impressive undertakings for the Olympics-- and one the Greeks will 

be glad of for years to come-- was the upgrading and expansion of the Athens Metro.  
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Previously, it consisted mostly of a line which ran from Athens to Piraeus, and not much 

had been done to improve it since I lived there in the 1960s.  Now, it is a world class 

transportation system, serving many parts of greater Athens and the new airport, a track 

which opened only days before the Games began.  The project was unforeseeably delayed 

and expensive because of all the archaeological problems associated with excavating for 

the new lines, but the result was worth it.  Athens now has a genuine urban transportation 

system which, during the Olympics at least, ran on time and very smoothly-- something I 

cannot say for either Atlanta or Sydney.  The new station at Syntagma is truly world 

class, and the Omonia, Monastiraki, Akropoli, and Panepistimio stations were also 

refreshing changes from what had previously been crowded, antiquated, and 

disintegrating drop off points for commuters.  Archaeological finds made during 

construction are also on display.  All of this is wonderful, but there was a major problem.  

Only one train in the entire system was air-conditioned, and it ran not to the Olympic 

Sports Complex but to the new airport.  It was crucial that the airport service be air-

conditioned because most visitors would probably have their only experience on the 

Athens Metro coming into town-- and it would be a good experience.  On the Red and 

Green Lines, however, which were the main transport to the Olympic Sports Complex, 

air-conditioned choices were not available and riding the regular trains was the quickest 

way to work up a sweat in Athens.  Even on the shady side of the cars, my clothes were 

usually soaking wet by the time I reached my destination.  I had to keep my Olympic 

tickets in a plastic ticket holder which I wore round my neck because everything thing in 

contact with my body quickly became limp.  I was surprised, particularly in respect to the 

young Athenian women, that they were able to remain so fresh looking while being so 
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uncomfortable.  I guess one gets used to it, and of course for the Athenians, this was a 

vast improvement over what they had previously experienced-- one to be appreciated.   

     My worst train experience came on Saturday, August 28th, the final evening of the 

Track and Field competition.  After spending the day downtown, I boarded the train at 

Monastiraki which would take me to the Irini Metro Station and the Olympic Sports 

Complex.  There was standing room only, and it was a hot, miserable forty minute ride 

that should not have happened at all-- if everything had been prepared for the Olympics 

as it was supposed to have been.  Now that the Olympics are over and the pressure is off, 

I hope the Greeks will be able to complete the upgrading of the system.  It would be a 

shame to have taken things so far and then not finish them.  A world class transportation 

system without air conditioning is like a fine pen without ink.  While I empathized, 

knowing how much the Greeks had been through to reach this level of technological 

sophistication, neither I nor my pores, which had been through a lot of heat before, were 

impressed! 

     I read in an edition of The Tafnot Times (Number 30, 2004), the newsletter of Track & 

Field News Tours, about how everyone who had been on their Olympic tour group was 

pleased that the temperature in Athens had been so mild and how pleasant it was to travel 

about the city.  However, I doubt that many of the TAFNOT group traveled as I did-- or 

at all times of day.  I was already acquainted with a few members of the organization but 

spoke with two others I had not met previously while at Olymphilex, the special 

philatelic exhibition always held in conjunction with the Olympics.  We had ridden out 

together on a city bus with a German stamp specialist and writer who vaguely knew 

where the place was, and returned on the special air-conditioned bus chartered to take 
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visitors and employees back and forth to the exhibit (we would have taken this 

comfortable bus on the outward trip also, but no one at the Olympic Information Booth at 

the Kato Patissia Metro Station knew where to direct us to catch it!).  I did not learn who 

my companions were until one of them mentioned that he wrote for The Tafnot Times.  

Obviously, his transportation experience in Athens did not change much from the very 

nice one we had on this chartered bus.  For me, however, it was only the fourth time I 

was on any air-conditioned transport during my entire stay in the city!  The newsletter 

also mentioned that most TAFNOT group members were housed in beach resort towns to 

the north of Athens and bused to a special lot close to the Olympic Sports Complex, so it 

is no wonder they had so little about which to complain!  As for the comment in the same 

newsletter about air pollution not being a problem, I had not been in my Greek friend’s 

car more than five minutes after he picked us up from the airport before my eyes started 

to water uncontrollably from the polluted air of Athens!   

 

      I rode a city bus only the one time, and, while it was a satisfactory experience, I 

cannot comment on them generally.  Many of the ones that passed me around Syntagma 

Square were, like my bus, very modern and air-conditioned-- but I also noticed some of 

the old nightmare variety from the 1960s still in service.  What I can comment on, 

however, is the new tram system which ran along the Neo Faliro Marina transporting 

visitors to three of the major Olympic venues and the Coca Cola Pin Trading Plaza.  It 

was woefully inadequate for the task it was designed to perform.  While the outgoing 

trams, which one could catch across the busy street from the Faliro Metro Station 

(pedestrian underpass or overpass), generally left the home station within a few minutes, 
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the returning trams ran on an Ice Age schedule.  One could wait one’s life away, and at 

least one of the drivers was clearly a throw back to my earlier days in Athens when bus 

doors were closed on passengers who were not quick enough to get into the vehicle-- a 

kind of Greek version of Ralph Cramden, Lord of the Wheel, who wished to strike home 

his authority to patrons.  After a brief visit to the Coca Cola Plaza which was still being 

assembled during the last days before the Olympics, my wife and I walked the several 

hundred meters back to the tiny tram station where we had arrived.  When we were close 

enough to see that a tram was waiting, we rushed to the station, slowing down as we 

reached it-- thinking we had made it and could now step easily through the open doors.  

As I looked the driver straight in the eye, he closed the doors in our faces and drove off, 

apparently satisfied that he had taught us the proper lesson about who was boss.  There 

was certainly little of the “Olympic spirit” demonstrated in such behavior, and it also 

forced us to wait an additional twenty minutes for the next tram.  Of course, the 

electronic sign at the station had indicated it would only be a seven minute wait.  When it 

reached two minutes with no tram in sight, it reversed itself and went back to ten 

minutes-- and so on and so forth until the tram finally came.  Fortunately, there were few 

passengers because the Games had not yet started, and we had no trouble finding seats for 

the ride back to the first station.  When we reached it, I informed an Olympic Volunteer 

about what had happened, but, as was so often the case during the Games, she did not 

know what to do.  I told her the driver’s behavior was inexcusable and there would be 

mention of it.  Here it is!   

     The service of the returning trams along the Marina did not improve.  I had said to my 

wife that it was going to be a disaster if something were not done when hundreds of 
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people would be waiting for the trams after the Olympics opened.  It was a disaster!   I 

made the mistake of going to the Coca Cola Plaza late one night, and the tram turned out 

to be the major problem again-- and this time I was dealing with Olympic-sized crowds.  

I waited forty minutes for the tram while watching the electronic schedule sign go from 

four minutes to ten minutes back to eight minutes to whatever….   No tram appeared, and 

it was after 11:00 P.M   I finally decided to walk the tracks back, thinking that eventually 

a tram would show up (I am probably the only Olympic visitor who did that!).  As I 

walked through each station, the electronic sign indicated that the tram would be there 

soon, but when I looked back in the distance, there was nothing in sight.  It was not until I 

reached the next-to-last station, after walking hurriedly with two shopping bags in my 

hands for about a half hour, that I decided to wait since the sign indicated that the next 

tram would be there in two minutes.  It was not, of course, but I was tired and the terrain 

ahead could not be negotiated by foot.  When the tram finally did show up, it was 

impossible to see inside the cars because they were designed to be obscure from the 

outside.  When the doors opened, the interior was jammed from one end to the other with 

everyone who had been waiting at all the previous stations I had passed.  I was not going 

to wait any longer, so I pushed my way in and rode the remaining distance to the station.  

To make matters worse, as I exited and headed toward the overpass back to the Faliro 

Metro station, the nearby Peace & Friendship Volleyball Stadium was just letting out, 

and I had to join the thousands more who were making their way to the station.  All and 

all, the waterfront tram was my worst experience during the Athens Olympics.   
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    Olympic mascots have been a mixed bag since their inception.  I thought the bottom 

had been reached with the “Whatizit”-- subsequently changed to the simpler but almost 

as unsuccessful “Izzy”-- disaster of the Atlanta Olympics.  It made “Sam the Eagle” from 

the 1984 L.A. Games look like someone’s stroke of genius!   Sydney left that kind of 

American 1950’s “Ready Kilowatt” mentality behind and decided to give us home grown 

Aussie fare in the form of a Platypus named “Syd,” a Kookaburra called “Ollie,” and 

“Millie” the Echidna, who together represented earth, air, and water-- although Millie, 

whose name was derived from Millennium, somehow was also “a techno-whiz and 

information guru.”  They probably felt three mascots were certain to bring in more 

money than one-- and I am sure that they did.  Salt Lake City followed suit in 2002 with 

three glorified local scavengers-- a rabbit, a coyote, and a bear, named “Powder,” 

“Copper” and “Coal” respectively (each supposed to symbolize, complete with 

supporting myths, one part of the Olympic motto, “Citius, Altius, Fortius”) and sent them 

into the market place on snowboards, bobsleds, and skis.  I did like them, but considering 

the rich traditions of Greece, athletic and otherwise, I thought all previous Olympic 

mascots would pale in comparison to whatever the Greeks would choose.  However, 

when I first saw the Greek mascots, I did not know what to make of them-- a male and 

female figure which seemed best to resemble tiny stove mittens with distorted faces, 

arms, and legs, and rescued, I could only surmise, from the wastebasket of some 

frustrated amateur cartoonist who certainly must have committed suicide.  Their names, 

at least, were appropriately classical-- “Athena” and “Phevos” (Phoebus Apollo) -- but 

their strange appearance was still being criticized by the Greeks themselves during the 

Olympics.  One Athenian newspaper observed that the mascots had given new meaning 
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to the name “Oedipus,” which is generally translated as “swollen foot!”  By that juncture, 

however, I at least had changed my mind about the mascots because I had learned the full 

story behind the choice.  In fact, I went from being an outright critic to one of their most 

fervent supporters, informing everyone I met who had mentioned their silly look why 

they had been selected.  It turned out to be a most appropriate choice, but the Athens 

Organizing Committee (ATHOC) never took the necessary steps to inform the public 

about the basis for the designs.  A story or two finally did appear in Athenian newspapers 

during the Olympics, but by then it was too late and the general negative impression 

remained.  My wife and I were only enlightened by accident while visiting the National 

Archaeological Museum a few days before Opening Ceremonies. 

     In the room directly to the left as one enters the Museum’s atrium, there is a collection 

of Archaic (750-500 B.C.) artifacts, including the finest example of a huge Dipylon 

funerary vase.  As I was peering around it and observing its intricate decorations, I 

happened to notice a small case standing against the wall behind it.  It contained what 

seemed to be a familiar looking object, so I walked over to read the label on it.  Upon 

closer examination, I found that the case contained a female ceramic doll from the 

seventh century B.C.-- and, it closely resembled none other than the Olympic mascots I 

had previously found so distasteful.  This was the well kept secret that no one, including 

myself, had known.  The mascots had been modeled on this ancient clay doll and updated 

for the 2004 Olympics.  What could be a better choice?!  My first inclination was to 

congratulate the mascots’ creators on a great idea.  At the same time, I could not 

understand-- and this is where criticism is due-- why this remarkable doll had been 

practically hidden away with no indication other than a terse comment at the end of the 
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descriptive label that this had been the model for the Olympic mascots.  Here was the 

most relevant piece in the entire Museum in respect to the 2004 Athens Olympic Games, 

and few visitors to the Museum ever saw it-- or knew what it was!   It should have been 

set up at the Museum’s entrance with “neon arrows” pointing to it.  This was a public 

relations and marketing blunder of “Olympic” proportions, and I was sure that other 

Olympic visitors, had they been made aware of the presence of the ancient doll upon 

which the mascots had been modeled, would have come to the Museum in droves.  I 

spoke to the highest ranking individual I could locate who became wide-eyed when I 

informed her I was both an Olympic and Ancient Greek historian and told her how I 

thought the doll could be more effectively displayed.  She agreed that a real opportunity 

was being squandered and said she would speak with other officials at the Museum.  On 

subsequent visits, however, I found the doll right where it had always been-- not even a 

larger sign had been placed by it to indicate its importance.  As a result, most Olympic 

visitors and, judging from the aforementioned local newspaper editorials, most Greeks 

never learned that the mascots were anything other than newer versions of the podiatric 

problems experienced long ago by poor old Oedipus! 

 

     One of the things I believe that the Athens Organizing Committee wanted to avoid 

was the kind of confusion in Sydney associated with entering the Olympic Store at 

Olympic Park: very long lines, unnecessary delays, and especially an atmosphere of 

distrust.  Two lines were formed at Sydney-- a fast moving one for those who carried no 

bags or purses and a much slower one which the majority of visitors had to enter since 

people usually did not come to spend a day at the Olympics without a carry bag.  Any 
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such bag was placed into a larger security sack provided by attendants at the store 

entrance and sealed with a plastic strip to discourage shoplifters.  When crowds were 

small, the wait was tolerable.  But when the Park was in full operation and tens-of-

thousands of people were present, there was really no reason to get in the second line 

because the wait could be an hour or more-- just to get in and spend money!  The other 

Olympic Store in downtown Sydney at Centre Point did not at first employ such tactics; 

but as the days of the Olympics passed, the electronic detectors were obviously not doing 

the job and the situation changed.  One day I started to enter the store as I had on other 

days, but this time a security guard (not an Olympic Volunteer) immediately stepped 

forward.  He asked me for my small bag containing some earlier purchases and placed a 

plastic guard around it, ostensibly to “protect” its contents while I was in the store.  He 

then proceeded to wish me a “G’day.”  I said, “G’day, huh?  All you’re doing is saying 

you don’t trust me.”  “Of course, we trust you,” he replied with a smile.  Such a lack of 

subtlety on the part of the Olympic organizers certainly did little for good will.  If 

financial loss was the most important consideration, state of the art electronic coding and 

detecting devices for their stores and merchandise should have installed in the first place.   

No one is going to stop shoplifting entirely, but apparently the strategy was to save 

money by holding their breath and hoping that nothing happened.  It did-- and they also 

lost a “mate” or two in the process by employing such poor public relations.      

     Security at the Olympic Sports Complex Store in Athens started out very casually.   

My wife and I were among the first non-official visitors to the Store judging from the 

way we were greeted.  It was the afternoon of Opening Ceremonies, and there were 

hardly any who were not Olympic Volunteers or officials under the canopy of great white 
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arches (McDonalds was adjacent to it!) which formed an extended cover at this end of the 

Complex.  Everyone smiled as we walked into the almost vacant, upscale warehouse of 

Olympic goodies.  The Store, of course, would be mobbed later on that night, but at this 

point, it looked like security was going to be nothing more intrusive than a quick peek 

inside a bag, if even that.  As for the other Olympic Stores I regularly visited downtown, 

there was no door security at Korai Square and the main store on Ermou Street usually 

had only a single guard who mostly just watched as scores of people passed by.   

     After several days, however, reports in the newspaper mentioned the increasing 

shoplifting toll (apparently many locals and visitors did not measure up to Olympic 

ideals!), and one evening late in the first week of the Games, a new security wrinkle was 

added at the Olympic Complex Store-- one which obviously would not have busted the 

Olympic Committee’s already strained budget.  A couple of staplers had been brought to 

the entrance door and were now being utilized by Volunteers to ensure the integrity of the 

Store’s contents.  As I approached the super-sized young fellow dressed in his volunteer 

uniform, whom I had passed so many times before that he recognized me on sight, he 

held up his hand for me to stop.  “I have to staple your bag, sir,” he said.  “Staple my 

bag?”  I inquired.  “What’s this….Greeks bearing gifts?”  “No gifts,” he replied 

somewhat defensively, and after looking in my bag, he stapled it shut.  I went in shaking 

my head with my bag now “officially sealed” by three office variety staples which 

anyone could easily pluck out with their fingernails.  I now began to feel like I had in 

Sydney about trust.   

     I was tiring of discovering spent staples in my shirt pocket when one evening not even 

a week later, I came up to the same fellow at the door and automatically held out my bag 
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for him to staple.  “We’re not doing that any more,” he announced.  “Oh.  Why’s that?”  I 

inquired.  “We ran out of staples,” he smiled.  So much for security!   Apparently, the 

Store’s “high tech” security measures had caused such a run on staples that the country’s 

entire supply had dried up.  The superfluous and irritating practice which had been 

carried out so meticulously over the past few days was now defunct, and shoplifters 

probably breathed a sigh of relief as they went back to business as usual.  It was Spain 

was it not-- not Greece, where Don Quixote did his tilting with windmills? 

     Religion remains paramount in Greek society even in as large a metropolitan area as 

Athens, and “Never on Sunday” was given new meaning during these Olympics!  Not 

only were the official Olympic downtown stores I shopped at closed on Sunday 

(preventing Olympic guests from spending the hard cash Greece needed so desperately), 

but the only English Olympic newspaper with Saturday’s results was not published on 

Sunday, a mind boggling decision during an Olympic Games.  There was not much else 

available in any language that was so specifically Olympic aimed, and few foreigners 

were in a position to wade through the Greek newspapers to get the desired information.   

In these matters, the Greeks displayed little consideration for their visitors.  The policy of 

closing the downtown Olympic stores was made all the more ridiculous because the 

Olympic Store at the Olympic Sports Complex did remain open on Sunday.  In fact, on 

the Sunday [see below] of Closing Ceremonies, I was even directed to the main 

downtown store by an employee at the Sports Complex Store who had no idea it was  

closed!   Meanwhile, local merchants in the tourist areas of town did keep their stores 

open and made more money because the Olympic stores were closed.  Economics was 

the compelling reason to remain open!  The family that ran the photo shop I patronized 
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and whom I got to know quite well, informed me when I first asked about Sundays that 

they, too, had officially been told to close; but they and their business friends were going 

to see how it went.  If people were there with cash in hand, they were ready to take it-- 

especially since, as they noted, the earlier promises the ATHOC had made about the 

streets of Athens “turning to gold” during the Olympics had not been realized.  They 

observed that they had their regular customers, so they were not going to be hurt either 

way.  However, friends who were depending on Olympic sales were not as lucky 

(although this was certainly not the case on the Sunday of Closing Ceremonies when 

Greeks in particular were literally stampeding into stores with cash in hand!).  I informed 

my photo shop friends that this was the promise made by every Olympic organizing 

committee to get the support of the host city’s citizenry.   

     Another obstacle with which an Olympic visitor had to deal is that Greece remains a 

mostly cash-in-hand society.  For example, the Greek National Post Office’s main outlet 

for Olympic philatelic items downtown would not accept credit cards-- even though all 

the familiar card decals were prominently displayed in the front window-- nor did any of 

the other post offices I visited.  Consequently, I had to make any sizable purchase at the 

temporary post office facilities set up at the Olympic Sports Complex which at least took 

Visa (remember the commercials?); but then I had to carry the rather expensive first day 

covers and stamp sheets, which one understandably wants to keep in the best condition, 

around for hours in the heat while attending the competitions.  No matter the reasons 

behind any of the aforementioned inconveniences, the ultimate result for Greece is 

economic retardation-- something it really could not afford considering the debt incurred 

as a result of its Olympic sponsorship. 
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     Pin collecting and trading has become a major part of the Olympic experience.  It was  

not always that way.  For earlier Games, only a few commemorative pins were available, 

along with official pins of various types which were the target of dedicated collectors.   

The old Soviet Union was pin-crazy (mostly cheap political badges which promoted 

Lenin and the cause) even before the Moscow Games-- but truckloads were made for the 

1980 Olympics and they could be still picked up by the handfuls for very little cost in the 

1990s.  The L.A. Games changed everything when Olympic pins became an industry in 

itself.  Today, pins are viewed as one of the major cash cows of the Olympics, closely 

regulated by Olympic promoters in both production and sales.  In fact, the IOC routinely 

scans host cities for any misuse of the Olympic rings, and local Committees use their 

security forces to discourage the resale of Olympic pins.  At Sydney and Athens, trading 

was the only sanctioned way in which pins might pass into other hands after being sold 

by approved Olympic vendors.  Some of this, of course, resulted from legitimate 

concerns about phony pins and “carnival type” dealers-- and Greek merchants were 

continually warned about the consequences of price gouging and flimflamming.  

Ultimately, the process is designed more to protect the organizing committees and to 

allow no one to profit from the Olympics other than those who are supposed to profit.   

Olympics are expensive and all revenues that can be made from the sale of official 

Olympic merchandise is made-- and much of that revenue now comes from these little 

pieces of metal otherwise known as pins.  Most are produced in China for a few cents 

apiece.  The profit is staggering.  In Athens, I do not think one could buy an Olympic pin 

for less than seven Euros (about $9 at the time) and some of the more desirable ones were 
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13 Euros or more!  I have been told by more than one independent dealer that once they 

had paid for licensing fees and merchandise, no regard whatsoever was given them by the 

Olympic overseers.  It is after all called the “Olympic Family” for a reason, and these 

dealers were not charter members.  Athens was a particularly devastating Olympics for 

these independent pin dealers since the prime locations were already taken by permanent 

shopkeepers in the tourist districts, and the Greeks themselves are fiercely loyal, 

preferring to deal with fellow Greeks.  Dealers I have known for many Olympiads 

moaned to me daily about the losses they were suffering.  Some even packed up and left 

before the Olympics were over.  On the other hand, a fellow I know from Canada 

informed me he had a wonderful Olympics.  He was one of the few dealers who set up 

during the hours allotted him in the officially-sanctioned Coca-Cola Pin Trading Center 

(where sales were not allowed—except, of course, by Coca-Cola-- and some who tried 

told me they were chased away).  He said it could not have been any better and even sent 

me pictures of himself with the Mayor of Athens and other dignitaries who visited the 

Center.  Of course, his view was one based on the best of official circumstances for what 

he wanted to do.  He did not see much of what other people usually regard as the main 

reason to go to the Games.  The Olympics are a lot of things to a lot of people, and many 

enjoy what goes on around the events more than the events themselves. 

     On Opening Day of the 2004 Athens Olympics, my initial concern was to obtain the 

three different Opening Ceremonies pins which one would naturally expect to be 

available on the day of Opening Ceremonies.  Unfortunately, this was not the case.  My 

wife and I stopped first at the Korai Square Olympic Store.  “No,” they said. “We don’t 

have any Opening Ceremonies pins yet…but we’ve expecting them later in the day.”  
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They did, however, have some First Day pins (in previous Olympics, this type of pin had 

not been issued until the first day of the actual athletic competition) in both Greek and 

English.  I bought three sets, and, ultimately, they turned out to be rather scarce.  We had 

no more luck locating the Opening Ceremonies pins at the main Olympic Store on Ermou 

Street, but finally managed to find one, the large blue triangular version, in a tourist shop 

on Pandrossou Street.  Demetrios, the owner’s son, sold me two of them.  However, he 

knew nothing about the other Opening Ceremonies pins.    

     On our return trip from downtown on the Metro, we got off at the Olympic Sports 

Complex and visited the Olympic Store there.  We had our Opening Ceremonies tickets 

with us to show at the gate, and I not only wanted to check that store for the pins but also 

get our bearings for the evening’s Ceremonies-- after all, it was Friday the 13th!   We 

walked right into the giant Olympic Store, which had more salespeople than customers, 

and even the two bigger-than-life-sized “Athena” and “Phevos” Mascots were doing little 

more than clowning around with their Volunteer friends and associates.  It was too good a 

photo opportunity to pass up— and I have a picture of my wife with Athena.  To make a 

long story short, when we got to the pin section my jaw dropped open.  There were 

hundreds of the large blue triangular Opening Ceremonies pins which we had so much 

trouble finding in Athens.  Obviously, most of them had been sent here.  We picked up a 

few more at eleven Euros ($14) a pop for our Greek friends who were treating us to the 

Ceremonies.   However, even at this store no one knew anything about the other two 

versions of the Opening Ceremonies pins.   

     My wife had to return to the States the next day, but I continued the search.  Finally, 

towards the middle of the first week of the Games, another young fellow named 
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Demetrios (apparently one had to be named Demetrios to get a job during these Games), 

whom I had gotten to know at the Main Olympic Store downtown, told me something 

was coming in the next day.  The following morning, I arrived at the packed Olympic 

Store and Demetrios led me over to the bank of humming cash registers and handed me a 

large blue box. “What’s this?” I asked, since pins usually came mounted on a cardboard 

backing.  “It’s an Opening Ceremonies Triptych,” he informed me. “It’s twenty-five 

Euros.”  “Twenty-five Euros!?” I exclaimed ($32.50), as he handed it to me.  I could not 

imagine what it could be for that price, but when I opened the box, I found a large metal 

object resembling a woman’s rectangular compact which had moving sides. When the 

sides were closed, Athens and the Acropolis was the major focus; when pulled apart, 

however, the piece opened into a full diorama showing also the Olympic Stadium and 

fireworks during Opening Ceremonies (as well as the date 13 August, 2004).  “How 

many do you want?” he asked.  “At twenty-five Euros,” I replied, “one will be enough.  

Is this it, then…for Opening Ceremonies?”  “I don’t know,” Demetrios offered. “Check 

back tomorrow.”   

     It was not until the end of the week that the two other Opening Ceremonies pins 

finally did show up-- and at only 13 more Euros apiece!  Like the First Day pins I had 

purchased the previous Friday, each of these had a different design and “Opening 

Ceremonies” (with the date) was spelled out on one in Greek; the other in English.    

However, the idea is that Opening Ceremonies pins are supposed to be available for 

Opening Ceremonies--not Opening Ceremonies plus whenever-- and many of the people 

who wanted them had already gone home.  I eventually discovered that I was one of the 

few who had been able to obtain all three pins (plus the triptych piece), each of which had 
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been limited to 5,000.  What made my success even more meaningful was that the 

ATHOC had decided, for the first time in recent Olympic memory, not to distribute a 

special Opening Ceremonies pin in the Opening Ceremonies kit given to each attendee.  

As a ticket holder and collector, I found this to be a great disappointment.  The Official 

Spectator Guide (p.88) indicates that the Olympic Stadium spectator capacity for 

Opening Ceremonies was 46,000, and 46,000 free pins was obviously seen by the 

ATHOC as an unnecessary added expense.  Hence, the pins I got were the only ones 

issued to commemorate the event, and most who attended the Ceremonies never had the 

opportunity to obtain any of them. 

     When it came time to purchase Closing Ceremonies pins on the last Sunday of the 

Games, I did not anticipate any trouble.  There could not, I believed, be a repeat of the 

problems associated with the Opening Ceremonies pins, and I was certain every effort 

had been made to have the Closing Ceremonies pins available on the designated day.  

However, I had also learned from past experience that more people come to the Olympics 

the second week and this meant there would be more pin collectors and dealers in town 

who wanted the Closing pins.  At Sydney, for example, the largest and most expensive 

Closing Ceremonies pin sold out as soon as the Olympic stores had opened, and it was 

difficult to find any of the other pins issued for the event by noontime.  I was not going to 

let this happen in Athens.  I knew that few visitors were staying as close to the Olympic 

Sports Complex as I was, so I thought I would be able to arrive early at the Olympic 

Store and help myself to as many pins as I needed.  However, when I reached the pin 

section-- nothing was there!  “Where are your Closing Ceremonies pins?”  I asked a 

nearby attendant.  “We didn’t get any,” she replied.  “You didn’t get any?” I repeated in 
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amazement.  “No,” she shook her. “Some problem with the manufacturer…but you can 

try the main store in Athens.”  In a state of confusion, I rushed downtown, but, of course, 

despite what I had just been told, the main downtown Olympic Store was closed-- it was, 

after all, Sunday!   My only hope now was Demetrios on Pandrossou Street, and, happily, 

his store was open, he did have a few of the pins-- and he had saved one Greek and one 

English version for me.  I thanked him profusely, but I could not help wonder why he had 

the pins while the Official ATHOC Store at the Olympic Sports Complex did not-- an 

even sadder situation when I later discovered that, as at Opening Ceremonies, there was 

no Closing Ceremonies pin in the kit distributed to the thousands of spectators at the 

Stadium that evening.    

     Back on Pandrossou Street, I did not think there was much chance of locating any 

additional Closing Ceremonies pins (for my host and for trading).  I had not seen the 

narrow corridor of pedestrian traffic so crowded since I had first arrived in Athens, and I 

could hardly move.  It was mostly frenzied Greeks who were buying up pins, worried, 

perhaps, that they may have waited too long and had better purchase as many as they 

could on the last day of the Olympics.  People were practically throwing cash at the 

owners in some shops for handfuls of pins-- but no one was selling what I wanted.  

Frustrated, I walked by an upscale jewelry store which I had passed many times before.  

My first inclination was to pass it by again-- but then I thought, why not?   The owner’s 

granddaughter was policing how many shoppers would be allowed in at a time (which 

was being done at many of the shops this day) and when I inquired about the Closing 

Ceremonies pins, she pointed me to the back of the shop and told me to speak to her 

grandfather.  He was with another customer (and certainly did not look like any other 
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proprietor I had ever seen on Pandrossou Street!), but when I mentioned the pins, he 

nodded quickly.  I still thought I was wasting my time and probably should leave, but 

when he had finished, he reached down behind the counter and produced a box of plastic 

sacks filled with the pins.  “How many do you want?” he asked impatiently.  I could only 

gasp.  I also found that my extra search efforts had paid off because there were actually 

three Closing Ceremonies pins-- not two as Demetrios had said (he later told me he was 

unaware of the fact and had only been given the two by his supplier)-- but the owner 

would only sell them as sets.  A set was 42 Euros (about $55), or 14 Euros apiece-- the 

same price I had paid Demetrios-- so I bought what I needed.  My shopping day was 

complete; my credit card exhausted (he did take American Express!).   

     As it turned out, there were only 5,000 of each of these Closing Ceremonies pins made 

also.  Even my Canadian pin trading friend at the Coca-Cola Plaza was not able to obtain 

them and praised my efforts when I later informed him about my success.  There could 

not have been many others who were able to get complete sets of both Olympic Opening 

and Closing Ceremonies pins, at least at retail prices, because the distribution of both 

sets-- among the most desired products at the Olympic Games-- could not have been 

more poorly coordinated.  As for the Closing Ceremonies pins, I could only conclude that 

since the shops on Pandrossou Street did have them to sell while the Official ATHOC 

Olympic Store at the Olympic Sports Complex had “problems with the manufacturer,”  

the coveted pins had been delivered to the highest bidder-- and the ATHOC was not at 

the front of the line.  Merchants like the opportunistic jewelry store owner with whom I 

dealt, whose independent activities the ATHOC was trying so hard to curb during the 

Olympics, seem to have outmaneuvered the Olympic Committee on this occasion.  “Free 
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enterprise” in whatever form it took won out, and they got first option on the pins.  I do 

not know if any Closing Ceremonies pins ever showed up at the Olympic Sports 

Complex Store. 

    “Backstreet” entrepreneurialism; the unpredictable delivery of Opening Ceremonies 

pins; electricity shortages; undependable plumbing; the lack of air-conditioned 

transportation; the inadequate waterfront tram system; a Sunday parochialism which 

affected business, dissemination of information, and other necessities; the lack of 

communicative efforts to enlighten even Greeks about the Olympic mascots and the 

ancient doll upon which they were modeled; the “stapler security” at the Olympic 

Superstore-- and chickens that are probably still pecking the ground along the edge of the 

Olympic Sports Complex and Village-- are among the things which clearly belie the 

façade of modernity so beautifully created for Athens 2004.  They were obvious on a 

daily basis to anyone who was “in the trenches” throughout the Games.  Failure to 

complete the Olympic Swim Stadium roof was a well known fact-- which most spectators 

had probably forgotten about during the competition when only strong breezes disturbed 

the facility and many world records were set.  Just as symptomatic, however, were 

smaller things like the footprints hardened into the recently-poured concrete curbs at the 

Olympic Sports Complex, left there by the harried laborers rushing to complete their job 

--or the cement tiles covering water channels for the fountains in the Complex which 

were already crumbling as the crowds walked over them.  And, as mentioned earlier, 

there was too much dirt where there should have been none.   

     Also revealing was the Greeks’ concerted effort to eliminate almost any trace of 

traditional (and what Westerners might construe as “provincial”) background music at the 
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Olympics-- except when it came to well known favorites like “Zorba” (also played 

frequently at the Sydney Games)-- and at Closing Ceremonies when celebrities unknown 

outside of Greece indulged their mostly Greek audience.  While some might question the 

idea that the absence of Greek music was purposeful, it is consistent with past practices.  

At the purely Greek Olympics of 1875 and the Panhellenic Society Games of 1893, non-

Greek music was played expressly to impress modern Western visitors that Greece, too, 

should be counted among them.  At Athens in 2004, it was (inexplicably) the voices of 

the likes of Dean Martin that were offered up to demonstrate this “modernity”-- and at 

the Syntagma Metro Station, the soundtrack of The Godfather (which must have pleased 

my “friend” at the jewelry shop on Pandrossou!) played over and over again.   

     Byzantine may still be the best word to describe Athens.  Certainly, the keys to my 

host’s modern apartment were Byzantine in size and form, and carrying around such an 

awkward set of keys was inconvenient in itself, though I was certainly appreciative of his 

trust and generosity.  But this is standard for most Greeks today.  It is interesting to note 

that when the first modern International Olympics were held in Athens in 1896, many of 

the same problems and questions the Greeks faced for the 2004 Athens Games also 

plagued them then (revealed through a close reading of David C. Young’s definitive 

book, The Modern Olympics:  A Struggle for Revival {Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1996]).  Those Games, too, were over budget and in need of additional 

funds (large donations were solicited from wealthy Greeks); there was a new government 

installed a year before the Games took place; and capital was raised from ticket and 

stamp sales-- which finally did reach their goals.  There was talk about an increase in 

Greek tourism as a result of the Games; the Western Press, particularly in America and 
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England, did little positive to promote the Games; and the Greeks bickered among 

themselves over various Olympic-related issues and complained about the IOC faulting 

their preparations.  Final preparations were frenzied, and some people, it is said, wanted 

to postpone the Games, while former naysayers quickly changed their positions and 

jumped on the bandwagon when things finally did begin to shape up.  The stadium, in 

this case the renovated Panathenaic Stadium of old, became the state of the art sports 

facility and grandfather of all modern stadiums; the anticipated great crowds never 

showed up; and visiting foreigners were viewed as the “spiritual children of ancient 

Greece, paying a tribute of gratitude to a common mother.”  The Greeks cheered for all 

victors, evoking the good sportsman and hospitality attributed to the ancient games; there 

were appeals to patriotism; and the police tried to control scalpers.  A holiday and festive 

atmosphere pervaded the city, as streets and parks were illuminated and decorated with 

Greek flags and banners everywhere.  Most of the crowd that attended the Games was 

Greek; Olympic victors were crowned with olive wreaths; and there was a hope for new 

recognition of Greece’s place of eminence in the civilized world.  Greeks were told there 

was no reason for them to feel ashamed and assurances were given that visitors would 

notice the all the good things about Athens and Greece rather than the bad-- and leave 

with a favorable impression.  And, of course, there was a call for the modern Games to be 

forever held in Athens after the successful conclusion of the 1896 Olympics.   

     Even though a hundred years have passed and things take place on a grander and more 

lavish scale, relatively little seems to have changed about Olympics in Greece in practice 

and attitude (except that it rained frequently in 1896 when the Games were held in 

Spring).  What the Greeks wanted to prove to the world by hosting the Olympic Games 
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for 2004 is basically the same as it was in 1896.  Inevitably, the Athens 2004 Olympics 

remind me (though not in any religious context) of the venerable City of God, penned by 

St. Augustine.  In that monumental tome, he asserted the existence of both a physical and 

a spiritual city of Rome-- the spiritual city, of course, being the more perfect.  It seems 

appropriate to apply this same dichotomy to the Olympic city of Athens in that it was not 

so much the realities of the physical city which the world saw and admired on T.V. 

during the Games-- but rather a more positive “spiritual” image created by the media.  To 

some extent, it may be argued, this is what happens to any Olympic city; but, as seen 

from the many examples presented here, it is especially true of Athens.  

    The Greeks are still struggling to find their place in the more progressive world around 

them, and one year later, things do not look good.  A very disturbing summary distributed 

on the Internet by Reuters (and MSNBC.com) dated August 12, 2005 indicates, among 

other things, that the Olympic Stadium has been shut to the public for most of the year, 

while garbage from the Olympics still lies at the back of the Panathenaic Stadium.  The 

situation is similar at other venues, many of which are also “sealed and locked, gathering 

dust.”  The floor of the world class swimming pool is covered with moss, and gypsies are 

encamped outside the taekwondo arena and the Peace & Friendship Stadium.  A local 

resident commented, “I was in favor of the Olympics coming home.  But now I think they 

caused more harm than good and failed to improve our lives.  It’s just so sad.”  Dimitris 

Diathesopopulos, Greek swimming federation chief, summed things up when he stated, 

“When the Olympics finished our problems started.”  There was no post-Olympic plan, 

and the legacy of the “Dream Games” has become a long-term nightmare.  Hopefully, 

Greece will find a way to overcome the sad legacy of what had at first appeared to be the 
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experience that would lift the country to new heights beyond everyone’s expectations.  

Hopefully, it will not take another century for Athens to rise to the spiritual level so 

successfully portrayed by the 2004 Olympic Games. 
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The Athens 2004 Olympic Stadium (Olympic Volunteers in foreground).
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Syntagma Square in central Athens, newly renovated and reopened for the Games. 
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The Paradissos neighborhood in northern Athens near where the author stayed. 
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The Athens 2004 Olympic Village. 
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Armed guards at auto checkpoint within the Olympic Sports Complex.  The    canopy of 
white arches distinguished the northwestern perimeter. 
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Crowds at the Irini Metro Station, the main Olympic stop. 
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Adriano Street in Athens just outside the Hard Rock Merchandise store (not pictured).  
This is one of the most popular tourist streets in the city and was festively decorated for 
the Games. 
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Archaeological finds discovered during construction displayed at the Acropoli  
Metro Station. 
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The stifling metro ride to the Olympic Sports Complex on August 28, 2004. 
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The insignificant display of the doll (case to the left) on which the Athens Olympic 
mascots were modeled in the National Archaeological Museum. 
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With “Athena” in the Olympic Sports Complex Store the afternoon of Opening 
Ceremonies. 
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Inside the Olympic Sports Complex Store during the first week of the Olympics   (before 
all venues were in operation and crowds increased accordingly). 
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An afternoon at the Coca-Cola Plaza on the Marina Neo Faliro during the  Olympics.  
Official pin sales and sanctioned pin trading went on inside the red Cola- Cola bottle 
shaped facility in the center of the photo.  
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A moment of calm on Pandrossou Street, a major hub of activity (official and otherwise) 
during the Games.  By late afternoon, the small shopping avenue would be overfilled 
with Olympic visitors and athletes. 
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An unexpected evening dust storm inside the Olympic Sports Complex.  Too much of the 
facility was dirt. 
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Tina Bachmann, German Women’s Hockey Team Gold Medalist.  Olympic Stadium, 
August 28, 2004. 
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Abstract 

 
 

Identity construction as a function of the nexus of increased social and cultural 
interaction (as a consequence of intensified political integration) is a process that has 
undergone profound changes in the twentieth century.  Keeping this in mind, we can see 
how, in the American cultural experience of the 1950s, landmark events such as the 
Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education decision and the expansion of the Federal 
Highway System helped to establish new “zones of contact” that increased the possibility 
for people previously separated by race and distance to come together to create a plurality 
of new identities.  Moreover, in relation to the trajectory of events surrounding the fall of 
the Communism in Central and Eastern Europe and the end of Soviet imperialism, trends 
such as the expansion of the European Union and NATO, as well as the creation of new 
networks of communication and transportation, are themselves challenging older 
conceptions of continental and national identity.   
 Because of certain continuities and parallels then, this paper will explore the 
thematic similarities between Jack Kerouac’s On the Road and some examples from 
contemporary Central and East European cinema.  By way of Steven Totosy de 
Zepetnek’s Second General Principle of Comparative Literature, which is the, 
“theoretical as well as methodological postulate to move and to dialogue between 
cultures, literatures, and disciplines,” and George Lakoff and Mark Turner’s work in the 
field of conceptual metaphor, the following analysis will attempt to draw connective lines 
of inquiry between Kerouac’s novel and post-Communist East European cinema.  
Ultimately, through a brief and cursory analysis of the texts mentioned above, the 
interaction between history and the effects of political, economic, and socio-cultural 
integration on identity construction will be examined in the two aforementioned contexts. 
 By placing the texts summarized and analyzed above in their proper socio-cultural 
and historical contexts, this paper will attempt to demonstrate how similar developments 
or trends in the political and economic, as well as other, realms create an environment for 
artists to exploit the conceptual metaphor for life, i.e. LIFE IS A JOURNEY.  While at 
first glance it would seem as though there would be little to connect the novel that for 
some defined a generation in America to Central and East European cinema from the 
post-Communist era, it is hoped that upon recognition of the similarities between the two 
environments, specifically political integration, the dissolution of borders, and the 
creation/expansion of new networks of communication and transportation, the parallels 
will be easier to detect.  Moreover, the consequences of these trends, most notably the 
impact on identity construction, have been considered in order to demonstrate how the 
rolling tide of history disrupts or problematizes the attempt to define the Self.  
Additionally, it is hoped that as the disciplines of English and American Studies begin to 
embrace a more comparitivist/transatlanticist approach to the study of culture, a paper 
such as this might contribute to the continuing opening up of the fields of study 
mentioned above. 
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Abstract 
 
 The purpose of this research initiative is to collect and evaluate content analytic data 
concerning message content of cellular telephone traffic on a University campus. Results 
indicate that male and female students have different message content in their cellphone 
message traffic. For men, their messages focus on money spent and goals accomplished, while 
for women, their message content frames a continuous interpersonal connection rather than a 
two-channel perspective  - “cell” talk and/or “face” talk.  



Rationale 

 

Why study message content and settings among university student cellular telephone 

users? Current trends provide much of the rationale for such studies. Consider the fact that 

cellular telephones are becoming ubiquitous on college campuses. As reported in USA Today 

(2003, October 29), the market research company Student Monitor found that approximately 

seventy-eight percent of four-year full-time college students had a cellular telephone in the 

spring semester of 2003. The percentage of college students with cellular telephones only 

three years earlier was reported in the same article as being only thirty-four percent. Cellular 

telephones have become so pervasive that a number of campuses are considering or are 

committed to implementing wireless communications to replace their landline voice systems 

(e.g. University of Central Arkansas, Morrisville College, and Marshall University). 

 In addition to the pervasiveness of cellular telephone use by college students, the 

channels of communication through wireless communication devices available to students 

continue to evolve and multiply as text messaging, walkie-talkie capability, photographic 

capability, traditional email access, and Internet connectivity/web surfing augment traditional 

voice telephonic conversations. The proliferation of these channels generates a sense of alarm 

across college campuses with regards to academic integrity and the development of a sense of 

community. 

In our investigation of the literature, we discovered that the bulk of the research on the 

cellular telephone phenomenon has focused on the types of reasons why students use cell 

phones, their emotions related to their use, and their acceptance (or rejection) of them. Having 

conducted a literature review, we found no study regarding the content of the messages that 



are transmitted by college students or the settings from which they initiate them. Additionally, 

little work has been done to date to apply various communication theories to the phenomenon 

of student cellular telephone use. Finally, from these students come the graduates who are 

entering various places of employment and whose use of various forms of technology 

(including cellular telephones) will transform the way people communicate during work and 

leisure. 

Literature Review 

 Students are using cell phones for a variety of purposes. Aoki and D
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wasted could be managed more effectively by using the cell phone to communicate. 

Dependency was the sense of feeling lost when the cell phone was not available to them. Peer 

pressure provided the impetus for some students to acquire a cell phone for the sake of 

maintaining an image among friends.  

 Finally, even though students preferred the use of landlines to conduct business 

transactions, the cell phone allows students to manage their privacy as the cell phone contains 

only the numbers of those who are part of their in-group and the sharing of cell phone 

numbers is only among those individuals with whom they want to stay in contact. 

Alexander Taylor and Richard Harper (2001, July) approached students’ and young 

adults’ use of mobile phones from a sociological perspective by using ethnographic methods. 

Their focus was upon text messaging more than voice communication, although some of the 

implications of their observations may be transferable to voice communication. According to 

Taylor and Harper, young people use the mobile phone as a form of gift-giving. This was 

observed in several actions. First, the composition and sharing of a text message was itself 

seen as a gift that “makes feelings concrete” (Taylor & Harper). This action captured both 

feelings and memories together. Thus, once the text message was sent, it served as a gift to 

the receiver. Second, this gift created the obligation of exchange, and acknowledgement of the 

receipt of the initial gift, and in some instances, a reciprocating gift of another text message 

either immediately or later. But this gift-giving and obligation of exchange also extended to 

the sharing of the use of a mobile phone among friends, thus signifying alliances and 

friendships. In addition, the giving of the gift then signifies status, as the one receiving the 

text message in being obligated becomes “inferior” to the individual who “gave” the gift, thus 

temporarily establishing a rivalry between the two. 



Rich Ling and Birgitte Yttri (1999) approached the issue of uses of mobile phone 

technology by various age groups in Scandinavia, including teens. Ling and Yttri used the 

framework of instrumental and expressive actions interlaced in a matrix of Calhoun's 

taxonomy of social interaction that includes the three categories of intimate/primary, 

secondary, and remote. The most basic level of mobile phone use was for security. This was 

true especially for elderly respondents. The most common response for active adults was that 

they used mobile phone technology for the purposes of coordination. Two-career parents 

often communicated this type of use. In fact, the authors coined the phrase “micro-

coordination” to describe this detailed hammering out of who was to do what when, and 

where each individual would be at certain points in time. But, Ling and Yttri found a distinct 

shift from the purely instrumental uses of the technology to the broad inclusion of expressive 

uses made of cell phones by teens. Teens used mobile phones to keep in contact with the 

circle of friends. In addition, teens make use of the mobile phone in the “social presentation 

of self.” The authors coined the term “hyper-coordination” to refer to this joint instrumental 

and expressive use of the mobile phone. The mobile phone served to give teenagers access to 

their peers while also allowing them to have a certain distance between themselves and their 

parents. It allows them new ways to develop intimate relationships and keep in contact with 

those from whom they seek some distance without fracturing the relationship. Ironically, use 

of the technology also allows them to maintain intimate relationships while separated by 

physical distance. 

 The most extensive study to date of how people use and interact through their mobile 

telephones was conducted by Sadie Plant (2001), who was commissioned by electronics 

and cellular telephone manufacturer Motorola. Much of the information provided by her 



study can be extrapolated and inferred to university students. Her work was conducted 

through email interviews, personal interviews, and ethnographic field observations in eight 

cities: Tokyo, Beijing, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Peshawar, Dubai, London, Birmingham and 

Chicago. In this study, many different types of observations were made related to users of 

mobile phones and those who were in the presence of mobile phone users. 

Methodology 

This pilot study seeks to discover what messages and what forms of talk university 

students use on cellular telephones and in what settings they initiate their calls. The rationale 

for this study includes observations of the ubiquitous nature of the use of cellular telephones 

by university students and the current trends among some universities to replace student 

residence hall landlines with student issued wireless phones. A review of the literature 

demonstrates that certain conceptual areas of inquiry have been addressed through previous 

research, but that inquiry has not been made and/or published to date with regards to the 

student cellular telephone message content or context of call initiation.  

In Phase I, the research method to be used is that of five focus group interviews 

comprised of six (6) to eight (8) students in each group for a total of 30-40 students drawn 

from Spring 2005 term courses offered through the Department of Communication, Western 

Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky. Following the coding and analysis of these 

transcripts, a limited web-based survey will be conducted for Phase II. The participants for 

this survey will be solicited via email from students enrolled at that time in courses within the 

Department of Communication. An electronic method will limit each respondent to 

completing one survey while also maintaining their anonymity.  

Four research questions will be addressed as follows: RQ1) Are there normative 



messages and contexts distinguishable within conversations involving college students using 

cellular telephone voice communication? RQ2) When using a cellular telephone, how do 

college students’ messages and recipients differ from those in their face-to-face 

communication or “landline” telephonic communication? RQ3) How might messages and 

contexts for college students’ talk differ as the cellular telephone communication is initiated 

from various settings and circumstances? RQ4) In light of communication theory, what 

appears/appear to be the most likely explanation/explanations as to why college students use 

their cellular telephones in their specified settings and to convey their specified messages? 

For Phase I, subjects for the focus groups were selected from among volunteers who 

were enrolled in communication courses. Each instructor was requested to voluntarily 

distribute forms/applications to be completed by those students willing to participate. The 

form requested each student’s name, contact telephone numbers, email address, time 

available, age category, racial background, and length of time the student had possessed a 

cellular telephone. From the forms/applications received, the investigators selected the focus 

group participants. Each focus group is homogenous with respect to a chosen demographic 

(race, sex, etc.) with the exception of one focus group that is mixed based upon the various 

demographics. 

In Phase II, the subjects will be current students in various courses within the 

Department of Communication. Instructors in these courses will be asked to volunteer to 

email the students enrolled in their courses using the email feature provided with the online 

class lists. Since there are slightly less than 2000 students enrolled in Department of 

Communication courses each semester, we hope to achieve a response rate that would yield 

at least 400 responses. Since most of these courses are Communication 145 (“Fundamentals 



of Public Speaking”) and Communication 161 (“Business and Professional Speaking”), it is 

understood that freshmen will likely outnumber students of other classifications. 

The focus groups were conducted in a “focus group” room assigned to the University’s 

student-run advertising agency. The focus group activity was videotaped using a MiniDV 

camcorder. Each participant who completed the focus group activity received a modest 

stipend. The investigators served as moderators of each group. 

FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW GUIDE 

University Student Cellular Telephone Message Content and Settings 

1. 

2. 

3. 

When did you first receive or acquire a cellular telephone and for how long have you 

been using it? For what reasons or reasons were you given or did you first acquire your 

cell phone? What are the reasons you continue to have a cell phone today? 

Do you prefer using a cellular telephone or a traditional landline telephone? Why? 

When are the times that you find yourself getting out your cell phone and initiating your 

typical calls? 

4. What are some of the locations on campus where you are located when you make your 

typical cell phone calls? Are there certain locations from which you make certain calls? If 

so, can you share with us from where you make these calls and what the general nature 

might be of the subject matter? 

5. 

6. 

7. 

To whom do you find yourself making these locational cell phone calls? 

When you call someone with your cell phone, how does the conversation progress? In 

other words, what are the things you say? Do you tend to ask questions, and if so, 

what are they? 

Do you tend to voluntarily share information about yourself, or do you wait to answer 



specific questions that are asked? What are the typical questions that others ask of 

you when you are talking to them using the cell phone? 

8. What categories of messages do you use (i.e. setting up a meeting, checking on what 

someone is doing, planning a meal, making plans for school assignments, “shooting the 

breeze,” etc.)? 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Are there subjects about which or persons to whom you would not talk on a cell phone? 

In the give and take of conversation, what are the differences in cell phone and landline 

“talk”? 

Assume you are overhearing someone else who is talking on a cell phone. Are there 

any phrases or words that you hear that are similar phrases or words to what you use? 

When you are out and about on campus, how often do you have your cell phone 

with you? 

 

Phase I 

Focus Group Assessment 

1. The majority of cell phone talk is “lower case” interpersonal communication. That is, the 

conversations, by both males and females, serve to connect without developing a deeper 

relationship with the conversation partner.  

2. Cell phone “talk” is: 

• brief, shorthand, information-centered conversation. 

• Rule-oriented and governed. For men, the talk is family-specific to a fault, i.e., 

Mother, Dad, grandparents, and siblings. For women, the talk is “girl-to-girl,” 

security-focused, centered on being in on things about guys.  



• Message-channel intensive – a different kind of interpersonal communication.  

 

For men, cell phone “talk” deals directly with: 

• awareness of money spent and messages sent. 

• a different form of “land line”; family conversation. Time and place play an important 

function for college men and their families.  

For women, cell phone “talk” deals directly with: 

• identity development coupled with family connection. 

• developing a new channel of interpersonal communication that, for them, does not 

interfere with or replace face-to-face interpersonal communication.  

Taken together, the prime learning directive of the Phase I study is that students 

(male and female) do not differentiate between face-to-face interpersonal communication and 

cell phone communication. In particular, one form does not inhibit or inform the other. That 

said, the preliminary results of Phase I tend to profile a new form of interpersonal 

communication unlike any other before cell phones, suggesting new ventures in 

communication instruction and electronic communication.  
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If, as Virginia Woolf claims, women need independent means and a “room of one’s own” 
for a writing life (or an independent life) that room in Japanese novelist Banana 
Yoshimoto’s Kitchen is of course the kitchen. The narrator of the novel, a young 
Japanese woman named Mikage, is left alone following the death of her only living 
relative, and her casual, ambivalent relationship with a friend and his mother who take 
her in drive a narrative filled with the contemporary contradictions that are modern Japan. 
In a culture that emphasizes group dynamics, Mikage emphasizes the essential human 
aloneness. In a nation that emphasizes marriage for women, Mikage enters into a 
relationship that seems defined primarily by its lack of relationship. And in a culture that 
seems deeply divided on the proper social sphere for women, Mikage puts together a 
career as chef that is both traditional and contemporary at the same time. Yoshimoto has 
been primarily reviewed as a young literary phenomenon who rose to prominence from 
Japanese popular culture; this paper argues that the novel is in fact deeper than many 
critics have noted in its insistence on both affirming and questioning the values of 
traditional Japanese culture. 
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Abstract for: 
“Reconstructing Memories:  

Katsushige Nakahashi’s Zero Project 12/13/2006 and The Niihau Incident” 
 

Every image of the past that is not recognized by the present as one of its own 
concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably. 

- Walter Benjamin, Theses on the Philosophy of History 
 

I am the curator Reconstructing Memories: a discourse of traces and fragments an 

international group exhibition, which will be held at the University of Hawaii, Art 

Gallery (October 27th – December 13, 2006). The artists in the exhibition represent 

catastrophic episodes in history and traumatic memories. Many of the artists are 

exploring their parent’s experiences. Reconstructing Memories began with my interest in 

detailing historical narratives, the discourse of history itself and the problems of 

(re)constructing history. For example how does one convey an event such as the 

Holocaust or Hiroshima? We often refer to these events as ‘incomprehensible.’ How then 

do we preserve these events in historical discourse? And more importantly for me what 

rhetorical strategies are best capable of dealing with these events? French artist Christian 

Boltanski said it best, it’s the “little memories” that hold the most promise. And this is 

what many of the artists in Reconstructing Memories do: they focus on some minutia of 

history, some detail, or perhaps even a specific family experience. In this respect each 

artist is working through rhetorical strategies to represent the catastrophic. My proposed 

research paper will discuss the upcoming exhibition with a particular emphasis on 

Katsushige Nakahashi’s interactive work. 

Nakahashi’s Zero Projects pertain in part to his father’s experiences during the 

Second World War. What the artist does, using a camera outfitted with a micro-lens, is 

photograph a toy-model of the WWII era Japanese fighter plane, the Zero, 25,000 times; 

when the photographs are developed he then constructs, with the assistance of volunteers 

from the local community, a full-scale replica of the Zero. What’s important for the artist 

is that history becomes tactile; history is brought to life in the hands’ of the participants 

who help to assemble the Zero. And it is in this process of constructing the Zero, that 

history itself comes to life as people share their own experiences. Nakahashi presented 

his first Zero Project in Osaka, his father, who previously never expressed any interest in 



his artwork, commented, saying things like, “the color is not right here,” or “the 

proportion is not right here.” Finally Nakahashi got curious asking, “Dad, why do you 

know so much about this?” At that moment Nakahashi’s father revealed that he used to 

work in a Zero maintenance crew during the war at a Naval base in Nagasaki. This was 

the first time Nakahashi’s father shared his experiences. At the completion of every Zero 

Project (or a designated date, usually a date of historical significance) the Zero is carried 

to a specific site by a team of local volunteers and then ceremoniously burned.  

For the upcoming show in the Fall of 2006 at the University of Hawaii, Nakahashi 

intends to create a very specific plane, flown by Shigenori Nishikaichi, who partook in 

the assault on Pearl Harbor. After his plane was damaged he made an emergency landing 

on the island of Niihau. Originally discovered and taken-in by a Hawaiian family, 

Nishikaichi would eventually meet the Harada family, a Nisei family. On December 13th 

Yoshio Harada and Nishikaichi went on a rampage ending in Nishikaichi’s death, and 

Harada’s suicide. This event was cited as evidence that Japanese-Americans had divided 

loyalties, and was used as justification to intern Japanese-Americans. For the upcoming 

project Nakahashi will burn his Zero on December 13, 2006. Although the Zero is 

reduced to ashes, Nakahashi hopes that by presenting his Zero Project that we might be 

able to reflect on this history, and to think about what that history means for us now. 

Especially in the wake of 9/11 and the so-called War on Terrorism the University 

of Hawaii Zero Project1 is extremely important because while it engages the history of 

World War II, the conflict between the US and Japan, and Japanese-American interment 

here in the United States, at the same time, the contemporary concept of “rendering”2 

people in the current “War on Terrorism” is subject to question. In the wake of 9/11 the 

historical resonance of Pearl Harbor and kamikazes has taken on new dimensions; it is 

here in the convergence of these historical episodes where we witness the convergence of 

various histories. Although Nakahashi’s work is typically designed to provoke questions 

about Japanese history and identity, topics considered taboo, in the case of the University 

of Hawaii Zero Project, the “taboo history” that has to be addressed is our own. 

                                                 
1 Nakahashi has done a number of Zero Projects in other locations including Darwin Australia, Osaka 
Japan, and Seattle Washington. 
2 “Rendering” is a euphemism for flying ‘terrorist’ suspects off to facilities outside the United States and 
thus outside the domain of US laws.  
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ABSTRACT 
Bengal delta is rich with Early Historic archeological materials including stone, clay and 
copperplate inscriptions. Previous scholars deciphered these inscriptions and explained 
multifarious aspects of history, but they did not accumulated environmental data for 
reconstructing the past environment in the proper sense of the term. We have chosen the 
Gupta period copperplates (5th - 6th century AD) found in Varendra and Vanga ruler’s 
copperplates (6th century AD) discovered in Kotalipara region of Bangladesh as the 
source material for the reconstruction of environmental history of the period under 
review. Scholars mentioned sporadic information about historical geography, flora and 
fauna but they did not explain environmental data mentioned or indicated in the 
inscriptions of Early Historic Bengal.    
It seems nobody analyzed the hidden meaning of Early Historic epigraphic information 
about village names indicating agricultural products, plants and animals and even natural 
environment, which focus in this paper.  
We analyze relevant epigraphic data of landmasses and water bodies, forests and shrub 
lands, hills and high lands, cultivated and fallow lands, floral and faunal information and 
indications.  
We have also considered the present physical feature and environment of Varendra and 
Vanga in the epigraphic data analysis. Visual information of the data mentioned in the 
inscriptions is added in this paper for better understanding.  
The influence of geography and environment on history and man’s way of life and even 
his polity and politics is critically analyzed in this paper. Towns, villages, areas and other 
relevant information are also focused. Thus, we have tried to reconstruct the 
paleoenvironment of Early Historic Varendra and Vanga regions of Bengal for wider and 
deeper understanding of our past culture.   
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A new challenge faces information-based motion graphics today. When instructions are 
presented in an unexciting manner, the entire product becomes less attractive. The dynamic 
information graphics – which can be seen in today’s time-based media, ranging from film to 
multimedia – could be made to transfer information to its audiences in a more interesting 
way. 
 
It is critical to make these instructions/information faster, meaningful, appealing and easy to 
understand. The product must please the senses as well as fulfil the basic objective of 
transferring information. Like a well-designed object that performs its functions properly, 
information-based graphics should say ‘enjoy and be informed’. 
 
This paper discusses how to convert a set of boring information into an interesting and 
visually appealing memorable experience for a particular audience. An information designer 
works like an expert cook who selects, organizes and presents ingredients in such a manner 
that it makes the experience of eating a memorable one for his customer. Like in any 
restaurant, the ambience also plays an important role. It is like a ‘wrapper’, mode or style. 
Hence, packaging the information could work as a catalyst in absorbing the boring elements 
of the content. 
 
This could be the way to create interesting information products. It may carry intentional, 
implied or even ambiguous messages depending on the audience. This paper also discusses 
the elements and principles of graphic design and communicative aspects of information 
design. 
 
Strategy, concept, design and craft for executing information-based motion graphics are also 
discussed in this paper with reference to the current trends and 2D/3D digital tools. 
Appealing information that includes motion with entertaining elements is lively. It demands 
audiences’ attention and compels them to look again and again. 
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This participatory workshop would introduce the acting techniques of 
Michael Chekhov.  Nephew to famed playwright Anton Chekhov, Michael 
studied with Stanislavski at the Moscow Art Theatre but was forced to 
flee his country due to the oppressive regime in Russia.  Eventually 
Michael Chekhov came to the United States, performing on Broadway and in 
Hollywood films, and influenced such famous actors as Anthony Quinn, 
Ingrid Bergman, Gregory Peck, and Marilyn Monroe - who all studied 
acting with him. 
Contemporary actors who have been quoted as utlizing these techniques 
include Jack Nicholson and Anthony Hopkins.  This workshop would 
introduce these techniques, which are aimed at expanding the 
imagination, and thus are profitable for creative thinkers in all 
disciplines.  Topics covered will include Michael Chekhov's techniques 
of 'psychological gesture', 'imaginary body', and the four 'brothers of 
art'.  Participants should come ready to move! 
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The Typology of One Cosmogonic Myth 

Among the Indigenous People of Siberia and North America 
 

Antonina A. Kim, Russia 
 

Mythological stories dealing with the world before it was in the present state are 

found in most cultures of the world.  The primary purpose of such stories is to show the 

preparation for the present order of affairs.  They often explain the universe itself, origins 

of tribes, animals, objects, or cultural and social events.  According to F. Boas, the true 

creation myth is almost wholly lacking among the North American Indians (Thompson 

1966:xvii).  One of such rare myths could be identified as “Earth-Diver Myth” with the 

main idea that some creatures brought up sand from the bottom of the primeval water in 

order that the Earth be created from it.  The general turning points are the following: the 

diver (animal, god or man) is able to take possession of very little sand under his nails or 

claws.  He is away for a very long time.  God or the other creator forms the Earth from 

the small grains of sand.  It must be placed on water (raft or turtle’s back) and then it will 

grow until it reaches its present dimensions (Rooth 1957).  Among the mythical divers 

who succeeded in getting some soil are found a toad (the Hurons), a turtle (the Maidus), a 

little duck (the Yokuts, the Miwoks), a beaver or a muskrat (all the Algonkins, the 

Iroquious, the Shohonis) and other creatures (Thomosen 1966, Napolkikh 1989, 

Vardugin, 1966:109).  In spite of numerous variants of this myth on the American ground 



it cannot be qualified as common and typical for any of the ethno-linguistic groups in 

America (Napolskikh 1989:108).  It was linked to the myths of the Old World. 

In Northern Eurasia, the similar type of myth is known as “the diving-bird myth” 

among the Uralic peoples, the Yukaghirs, Mandcu-Tungus, Yakuts, and the Eastern Slavs 

(Napolskikh 1989:105).  Several Uralic traditions display full conformity in their 

cosmogonic mythology: the demiurge orders a water bird or his younger brother to dive 

for a mouthful of earth from the bottom of the primordial ocean.  From this earth the 

demiurge creates the firm land and every useful terrestrial thing, while his brother uses a 

pinch of earth hidden in his mouth to create mountains and everything harmful 

(Ajkhenvald 1989:156).  The original myth was reconstructed in two forms: 

(Samoyed/Ob Ugrian/ Yukaghir/Tungus) two birds of different kind (the loon and the 

duck) are ordered to dive to the bottom of the ocean for a piece of soil, one of them (the 

loon) refuses or dives unsuccessfully but the other (the duck) brings a piece of soil with 

difficulty; (Finnic/Ob Ugrian) only one bird or two birds of one kind or the devil instead 

of the bird dives and brings a soil.  The first variant is considered as a proto-form which 

is close to one of the proto-Uralic reconstructions (Napolskikh 1992:14).  The core of this 

type is that the success in diving for the soil cannot be explained by the physical strength 

of the diver but by magic (loons dive deeper and longer than ducks).  Characteristically, 

in some American myths, the successful diver is also not the physically stronger diver 

(e.g. the toad or the turtle). 

The folklore motives were formed in the particular time and space frames and 

should be viewed as objects of evolution.  The main idea is historically determined by 

cultural and social factors and stays untouched for millennia passed from one generation 

to another.  The details are subject to changes, as in our case, the diver could be a duck, a 

loon, a turtle, a toad, a beaver, or a muskrat depending on environment.  Accordingly, the 

soil could be brought in the mouth, the beak, or under the nails.  

The explanation of this mythological typology on both continents could be found 

in different ways: (1) independent development in similar environment; (2) universal 

symbolism; (3) the possible ancient infiltration of a part of tribes related to the Uralians 

to North America; (4) the common origin among the Eurasian and North American 

versions (Ruth, 1957; Nagy 1989:115; Napolskikh 1989:109).  The evidence of the third 



and forth possibilities might be supported by recent research of the affinity between the 

Uralic and Californian Indian, especially the Penutian languages (Sadovszky 1996).   

Ruth’s idea concerning the pre-historic water and origin of the myth from the 

territory of the East Asian sea shores to the North American continent could be 

questioned.  First, big water is not always a sea or an ocean.  In one Khanty variant of the 

myth, it was a flood but not the ocean (Lukina, 1990).  The West Siberian Lowland is 

often called “the sea” because of thousands of lakes, marshes, rivers, which form huge 

water surfaces in the spring.  Secondly, the area of the similar myth is divided into two 

parts, the American and the Eurasian, separated by the peoples who don’t have this myth: 

the Chukchis, the Koryaks, the Eskimos, the Aleuts, and the Athabaskan tribes. 

An interesting point is that on the American ground, two of the reconstructed 

Siberian types are found.  This fact may support the idea of a late migration or of 

numerous migrations of bearers of the myth to America.  The time of the penetration of 

the myth could be extended between the time of proto-Uralic unit and after the 

divergence of the Uralic proto-family plus years of separate development while different 

variants of the myth were formed. 

 

According to generally accepted views, the Uralic proto-language was spoken up 

to 4,000 B.C. in the area along the Forest Zone-Steppe-Border (mainly north of it) 

between the Volga Bend in Eastern Russia and the Ob River in Western Siberia.  It was 

the language of the ancestors of the following (still living) people: Hungarian, Finnish, 

Mordvin, Estonian, Udmurt, Mari, Komi, Saami, Nenets, Khanty, Mansi, Selkup, 

Nganasan, Enets, Livonian, and Votic. 

 The speakers of the Uralic Protolanguage were fishermen and hunters in the 

forest/water-land area of Northeast Europe and Northwest Siberia.  Up to about 500 A.D., 

they probably controlled some of the waterways between Scandinavia, the Caspian Sea, 

the Black Sea and the western Siberian Rivers.  They developed and practiced a 

remarkable “inland sailing/boating” technique on the lakes and rivers of the water rich 

Northern Eurasian forest zone; this technique made it possible for them to migrate to and 

occupy distant territories and to assimilate there large groups of the previous aboriginal 

(apparently, non-Uralic) population mainly in the forest zone, and further to the north in 



the arctic regions.  The inland sailing/boating made the Uralic groups extremely mobile 

and helped to spread their language as a kind of lingua franca along the major rivers and 

in the lake-lands of Northern Eurasia.  Because of their skill in inland sailing/boating they 

can be called “fluvial nomads”.  The southern Samoyeds sailed and boated to the Sayan 

Mountain area on western Siberian rivers (Ob, Yenissey).  They may have absorbed there 

numerous pre-Uralic Paleosiberian tribes and languages until the 18th century, when they 

lost their ancient language and became mainly Turkic speaking (Décsy 1999:9-12). 

 

Proto-Uralic 
4,000 B.C. 

Proto-Finno-
Ugric 

3,000 B.C. 

Proto-
Samoyed 
500 B.C. 

According to this reconstruction Uralic Paleosiberian tribes could be the bearers of the 

myth to America. 
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Abstract:   
 
The terms "Interactive" and "Audience Participatory" are often used interchangeably.  
This paper defines these two distinct terms.  A survey of Cruel Theatre's Interactive 
productions in Hawaii since their inception in 1998 follows, focusing on methodology, 
socio-political content and subsequent show structure.  This survey also includes a brief 
section on training and relative audience impact. A discussion of Cruel Theatre's 
application of Artaud's "Theatre of Cruelty" concepts and a discourse on the 
philosophical rationale and mission statement of the group is included. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper focuses on the historical development of a cross-cultural discourse between 

the United States and Japan since 1945 and its influence on social and cultural reality in 

contemporary Japan.   It addresses the impossibility of separating American influence from 

Japanese cultural and political identity and explores the notion of a “Japanese reality” as a by-

product of American Neo-Imperialism.  The American occupation and its lasting influence are 

essential components of American Neo-Imperialism in Japan, dominated by the politics of fear 

and survival as a result of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  The study of the relationship between Japan 

and America since 1945 is also relevant to the current world situation, given the spread of 

American Neo-Imperialism throughout the world.  Contemporary Japan reflects the idea of 

cultural and political hybridity, creating a new identity through transmutations of two distinctive 

cultures. 

In this postmodern era, every aspect of life seems to be blurred, requiring of us a careful 

re-examination of existing terms, concepts and ideologies.  This “re-thinking” of the present 

involves tracing back to the past.  In the process of historicization of the present, one can observe 

similarities and differences, connections and disconnections between “present” and “past.”  For 

example, one can make a connection between the American Occupation in Japan after World 

War II and Operation Iraqi Freedom in terms of the functions and consequences of the United 
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States as a superpower in the world.  At the same time, one can see clear differences due to the 

transmutation of the idea of war and capitalism, which is now based on the proliferation of 

global democracy.   

An attempt to answer questions regarding the relationship between contemporary Japan 

and the United States provides a complex and blurred “world picture.”  It requires further 

research on the United States as the dominant power in relationship to the rest of the world in the 

context of global war and capitalism.  Under these circumstances, what becomes important is a 

careful observation and analysis of the present in social, cultural, economic, political, and 

historical perspectives and a questioning of existing discourses.   
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6. Abstract: 
 
 The 1928 trial of James Munsene, which had become known in Trumbull County 
as “Jim Munsene’s Annual Bribery Trial” received national media attention that year,  
when world famous defense attorney Clarence Darrow agreed to return to his home state 
of Ohio to defend the reputed Bootleg King of Warren.  This trial would mark the third 
annual attempt by county prosecutors to convict Munsene of offering Trumbull County 
Sheriff J. H. Smith a $500.00 bribe. Munsene had twice been convicted of the crime but 
his attorney Harvey Burgess had successfully appealed each of those convictions setting 
the stage for Darrow’s return to the courthouse where he had begun his legal career in 
Warren, Ohio.  Before the trial would start however, it would be moved from the 
Trumbull County courthouse to neighboring Ashtabula County’s courthouse at Jefferson.  
The trial created a carnival-like atmosphere in the small town and attracted a host of 
reporters from around the country.  The media attention was centered on Darrow and not 
Munsene, as the trial was supposed to be Darrow’s retirement case.  Would the verdict in 
the case allow Darrow to retire from law in the area of Ohio, where he had begun his 
career, and what became of the Bootleg King once the trial had ended?  Come and find 
out. 
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The first two decades of the twentieth century in the United States were a period 

of rapid growth in the industrial sector of the American economy.  This rapid growth 

translated into an increase in the population of America’s young industrial cities.  The 

population increase included a number of European immigrants to the United States.  

These immigrants were eager to make their fortunes with the aid of the booming 

American economy.  Many had aspirations of gaining wealth beyond their wildest 

dreams.  The realization of these dreams of wealth did not come to pass for many of these 

immigrants.  A small percentage of these immigrants, nonetheless, did find a way to 

become extremely wealthy in these booming American cities.  Some immigrants used an 

assortment of illicit activities to amass their fortunes.  Warren, Ohio provided the setting 

for the meteoric rise and fall of one such immigrant, a man named James Munsene. 

 Munsene earned a huge amount of money, made headlines in national 

newspapers, and became the closest thing to royalty in the city at that time.  To 

understand this, one must first examine why Warren, Ohio was the perfect setting for 

James Munsene’s exploits.  In the early 1920s, Warren, Ohio was in the midst of an 

incredible manufacturing growth spurt that would make it one of the major industrial 

centers in the Midwest.  The city had increased its number of manufacturing facilities 

from an estimated 12 in 1910 to an impressive 62 by 1920.1  During that same period, the 

population of Warren grew 144% from 11,081 people in 1910 to 27,050 by 1920.2  This 

rapid and massive growth caused spending in the city to increase at an equally impressive 

rate.  This spending came in the form of investments and expansion of businesses in the 

                                                 
1 L. C. Vinson, The Book of Warren, (Warren, Ohio: The Perkinswood Companies, 1920), no page 
numbers available. 
2 Ibid. 
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area, which allowed manufacturing growth to continue at an impressive rate.  There was 

also an increase in consumer spending resulting from the workers’ increased wealth. 

 One easy way to make money during an economic boom is to determine what 

products people want, and make those products.  It was in this way that James Munsene 

was able to make a fortune.  James Munsene and his family arrived in Warren, Ohio in 

1916 or 1917.3  The timing of his arrival in Warren allowed him to exploit both the 

economic boom in the city and a recent addition to the United States Constitution.  The 

18th Amendment prohibited the sale and consumption of alcohol in the United States, and 

it would benefit James Munsene greatly in the years following its inception on January 

16, 1920.   

Prohibition’s major impact on American society was that it made a common and 

easily attained product, in this case alcohol, illegal and somewhat more difficult to 

purchase.  This added risk in supplying alcohol caused the price of the product to 

skyrocket.  Contrary to its original intention, however, the law had almost no effect on 

the American public’s demand for booze, and people were more than willing to pay the 

higher costs that resulted.  Suppliers soon became very wealthy, but bootlegging was a 

risk-filled career.  Prosecution for breaking the law was common, but it was usually 

nothing more than an inconvenience.  Competition between rival suppliers proved to be 

an even greater danger facing these   bootleggers.  Shortly after arriving in Warren, James 

Munsene descended into this wildly profitable and dangerous sales bonanza and rapidly 

rose to the top.  

 Limited information has been discovered concerning the early years of James 

Munsene’s life.  He was born in 1890 in Italy and immigrated to the United States in 
                                                 
3 “See Bribe Verdict By Night,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 18 May 1927, 1. 
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1903.4  What port he entered and where he first lived remains a mystery.  Munsene 

apparently completed the naturalization process in 1913, and by the early part of the 

second decade of the twentieth century, he ended up in the bustling, industrial city of 

Steubenville, Ohio.5  During his time in Steubenville, Munsene found employment at a 

tin mill and lived in a boarding house on South Sixth Street.6  In 1914, he was married to 

Lucy Durandetti, and later that year their first child, a son named Nofry, was born.7  A 

second son, Tullio, was born in 1916.8  Not long after Tullio was born, James Munsene, 

his wife, and two young sons made the trip north to Warren, Ohio, where he made his 

home until his untimely death in 1941. 

 The Warren, Ohio that greeted the family upon their arrival was a busy and 

rapidly growing steel town.  Immigrants streamed into town looking for jobs at the local 

steel mills or at one of the many other businesses that had sprouted up over the last 

decade.  Munsene landed himself a fairly high paying job at Trumbull Steel working as a 

doubler.9  A doubler was a skilled position, and was one of the higher paying jobs at the 

steel mill.  Through his job at the mill, Munsene met a number of the men who in the 

very near future would make him an extremely wealthy man.  These same mill workers 

became the early patrons of his very profitable speakeasy, the first in a long line of 

business ventures that changed the face of entertainment in town. 

 Exact details concerning James Munsene’s first speakeasy in Warren are hard to 

find.  By nature, speakeasies were covert operations and as a result, the only information 

                                                 
4 Ancestry.com., 1930 United States Federal Census, http://www.Ancestry.com.   
5 “See Bribe Verdict By Night,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 18 May 1927, 1. 
6 “Darrow Defending Former Local Man,” The Steubenville Herald Star, 8 May 1928, 1. 
7 Ancestry.com., 1930 United States Federal Census, http://www.Ancestry.com. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 

http://www.ancestry.com/
http://www.ancestry.com/
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available about them tends to come from newspaper reports dealing with police raids 

carried out on them.  Munsene’s first years as a speakeasy owner are no exception.  There 

is a dearth of information in regards to his operations until about 1926.  In 1924, 

Munsene traveled to Atlantic City, where he operated a cabaret named The Follies 

Bergere with his brother in-law, Bernard Monfrino.10  Very little relevant information on 

this operation appears in the newspapers and he does not appear again until the bribery 

trial of 1926, which would later bring him nationwide attention in 1928.   

An indictment filed on January 18, 1926, charged James Munsene with the crime 

of bribery.  The trial began on February 22, 1926 and it instantly became the main 

attraction in Warren.  Hundreds of people showed up to observe the proceedings.  They 

watched attentively as the prosecution, led by Attorney Wick W. Pierson, clashed with 

the defense led by Attorney Harvey A. Burgess, a former Trumbull County prosecutor, 

and Attorney R. I. Gillmer.  The prosecution sought to prove that Munsene went to 

Sheriff J. H. Smith’s home on the night of November 27, 1925 and offered him a bribe, in 

order to gain protection for a gambling establishment that Munsene wanted to open.  The 

prosecution’s case depended on the testimony of Sheriff Smith, his wife Mrs. Smith, his 

cook Mrs. Helen Wilkins, and Attorney Jay Buchwalter.  The defense first sought to 

prove that a number of the events that the prosecution claimed took place were false or of 

a much different nature.  They then attempted to show that Munsene could not have given 

the letter to Mrs. Smith, because he had been at a restaurant with friends during the time 

that the letter arrived at the Sheriff’s home.  Their case hinged on their ability to cross-

examine the State’s witnesses and on the testimony of their star witness, James Munsene. 

                                                 
10 “Local News,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 10 June 1924, 7. 
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Sheriff Smith was the first to testify and asserted that he had three conversations 

with Mr. Munsene in the year 1925.  He discussed a March 1925 raid on a South Street 

place where gambling was supposedly taking place.  Munsene had been one of fifty-four 

men taken into custody on the night of the raid.  The Sheriff made sure to imply that 

Munsene was the organizer of gambling in the area.  Smith then testified that their first 

conversation took place a day or so after this raid.  According to the Sheriff, Munsene 

asked him how much longer he was going to keep “ramming” his place. 11  Smith claimed 

that he told Munsene the raids would continue as long as he kept breaking the law.  At 

that point, Munsene left the office. 

The Sheriff then described how the defendant visited the Trumbull County Jail on 

two occasions in November.  The first occasion supposedly took place on November 25 

or 26.  Munsene allegedly asked the Sheriff what he would do if Munsene were to open a 

gambling establishment in Warren.  The Sheriff claimed that he told Munsene that he 

would have to raid the gambling hall.  He then testified that Munsene inquired about what 

the Sheriff would do if he were to receive an envelope with five hundred dollars inside of 

it.  The Sheriff then told Munsene that he would have to prosecute.  Allegedly, Munsene 

then inquired what the Sheriff would do if he received an envelope containing five 

hundred dollars and did not know who sent it.  Again, the Sheriff replied that he would 

turn the money over to the prosecutor.  On November 27, the Sheriff claimed that the 

recently discussed letter did in fact arrive.  When the Sheriff received the letter, he 

immediately opened it in the presence of Attorney Jay Buchwalter, a local lawyer.  The 

envelope contained five hundred dollars and a note stating that at least that much or more 

                                                 
11 “Testimony in Munsene Case Starts,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 9 May 1928, 1.  
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would be coming to the Sheriff every month.12  Smith testified that the next day, he took 

the letter and money to the prosecutor’s office and the case against Jim Munsene began.  

The fact that the Sheriff did not see who brought the letter became a critical factor in later 

trials.   

In their cross-examination of the witness, the defense looked to discredit as much 

of the Sheriff’s testimony as they could.  They first questioned the Sheriff about the raid 

in March 1925.  They exploited the fact that the deputy who had led the raid was drunk.  

The Sheriff delayed answering the question, which the court subsequently ruled 

inadmissible before a response was given. 13  Continuing his line of questioning 

concerning the raid, Attorney R.  I. Gillmer forced Smith to admit that he had not ordered 

the raid.  The Sheriff however admitted that he did not prosecute any of the men, taken 

into custody that night.  Most importantly, Gillmer obtained from Smith a confession that 

he had absolutely no proof that Munsene operated a gambling hall.  The defense attorney 

moved that all testimony concerning the South Street raid be excluded from the case, but 

he was overruled.14 

The next witness to testify was the Sheriff’s wife, Mrs. Smith.  She claimed that 

on November 27, 1925, there was a knock at the front door of their home, which 

incidentally was attached to the County jail at the time, and the Sheriff’s nine-year-old 

son, Donald, answered the door.  Outside there was a man who asked to see Mrs. Smith, 

who soon appeared in the doorway.  She claimed that the man gave her an envelope and 

asked her to give the envelope to Sheriff Smith.  She said she would and closed the door.  

She then apparently took the envelope to the Sheriff.  She testified that James Munsene 

                                                 
12 “Testimony in Munsene Case Starts,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 9 May 1928, 1. 
13 “Munsene Bribery Trial Sensation,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 22 February 1926, 1. 
14 “Munsene Bribery Trial Sensation,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 22 February 1926, 2. 
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handed her the envelope containing the bribe and that he wore a light colored hat.  She 

claimed that she had seen Munsene’s face in March 1925, while he was in jail following 

the raid on the South Street gamblers.    

How she knew James Munsene’s face, and what he was wearing the night the 

bribe arrived, quickly became key issues that the defense would focus on in their cross-

examination.  The defense attempted to prove that Mrs. Smith had never met Munsene 

before and that because of this she could not have identified him as the man who 

delivered the envelope.  Mrs. Smith had testified that she had seen Munsene through a 

peephole at the jail, following the gambling raid, but she became visibly confused during 

questioning by the defense attorneys.  In the end, however, she maintained that Munsene 

was the man that she had seen in the jail and on her front porch.  Both the defense and 

prosecution went to great lengths to describe the layout of the porch, the front door, the 

hall, and the spot where Mrs. Smith stood, in anticipation of the next witness, Mrs. Helen 

Wilkins.15      

Mrs. Wilkins was the Sheriff’s cook.  She testified that she had seen Munsene 

hand Mrs. Smith the bribe.  She testified that from where she was standing down the hall, 

she could see the man standing on the porch by looking through the open doorway.  Mrs. 

Wilkins’ testimony faced vehement opposition from the defense.  They first claimed that 

there was absolutely no way that she could have seen the man standing on the front 

porch.  The defense claimed that the layout of the hall, the lighting in the hallway and 

kitchen, and the fact that Mrs. Smith was standing in the door would have made it 

impossible for her to see the caller.  They then questioned whether she had ever seen 

Munsene before and could positively identify him.  She claimed that she had seen him 
                                                 
15 “Munsene Bribery Case Nears Jury,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 23 February 1926, 2. 
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through the same peephole as Mrs. Smith and that she met him in Youngstown in 

December 1925, not more than a month after the alleged bribery attempt.  Later, two 

defense witnesses, John Moser and George Gorman, claimed that Mrs. Wilkins was 

unable to identify Munsene when he visited the restaurant where she worked in 

Youngstown.  Their statements cast doubt on Mrs. Wilkins’ earlier testimony.   

  The last witness for the prosecution was Jay Buchwalter.  He testified that he 

was present when the Sheriff opened the envelope.  He also claimed that he had counted 

the five hundred dollars contained in the envelope.  His testimony did not draw any 

significant cross-examination from the defense. 

The first witness for the defense was none other than the defendant himself.  He 

appeared before the court dressed like a Hollywood star and exuded an air of calm that 

stood up to any line of questioning he faced.  The defense initially asked him questions 

that established who he was and made him out to be a devoted family man.  During his 

testimony, he admitted that he had discussed opening a club with the Sheriff, but claimed 

that he had ended the discussion by saying, “Goodnight Sheriff, we’re not going to start 

this club.”16  During his testimony and the cross-examination, Munsene maintained that 

the case was a political frame-up and that he was innocent of the charges against him.  He 

also informed the court that during the entire summer of 1925, he was in Atlantic City 

running his resort cabaret.17 This was an attempt to refute Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Wilkins’ 

claim that they witnessed him strolling past the jail during the summer.  One small 

victory for the prosecution came when Munsene admitted that if the Sheriff had given 

him permission, he would have opened up the club.   

                                                 
16 “Munsene Bribery Case Nears Jury,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 23 February 1926, 1. 
17 Ibid. 
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Most of his testimony revolved around his alibi for the night of November 27.  He 

claimed that he ate dinner at a restaurant at 517 South Pine Street at 7 PM and remained 

there until 11 PM.  He stated that two friends, Mike Gillette and Andre Sargent, met him 

around 9 PM and were with him until after 9:30.  Munsene claimed he was present for a 

raid carried out against the restaurant just before 10 PM and asserted that he finally went 

home around 11 PM and went to bed.  The prosecution was not able to rattle Munsene 

and he proved to be a very strong witness for the defense.  

To back up Munsene’s alibi, the defense called to the stand an assortment of 

witnesses, including Gillette and Sargent, who claimed to have seen Munsene on South 

Pine Street during the night of the bribe.  One of these witnesses was Warren City 

Patrolman Thomas Fagadore.  He testified that he had seen Munsene in the restaurant at 

517 South Pine, the entire time that Munsene had claimed.  He said that he had watched 

the restaurant that night in anticipation of the raid that took place around ten o’clock.  

Identification Officer P. J. Durkin corroborated the defendant’s testimony and related to 

the jury how he had made fun of Munsene that night because of a green hat he was 

wearing.  Durkin, who was of Irish descent, brought laughter to the courtroom when he 

said that he yelled to Munsene, “Where do you dagoes get that stuff, wearing green 

hats!”18  Patrolman Fagadore also mentioned that he saw Munsene wearing a green hat as 

late as 8:30 PM.   

Having exhausted both witness lists, the trial proceeded on to closing arguments, 

which were finished by 3:20 PM.  The jury received the case shortly thereafter and began 

their deliberations.  The jury only needed a few hours to reach its decision, and at 7 PM, 

they proclaimed James Munsene guilty.  After the verdict, Munsene’s defense attorneys 
                                                 
18 “Munsene Bribery Case Nears Jury,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 23 February 1926, 2. 
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immediately prepared to obtain a new trial.  Munsene took the news very causally, 

knowing that this would not be the end of the trial.  It was obvious that he and his 

attorneys would exhaust every possible legal option available to appeal the verdict in the 

case.  The day after the verdict, the defense filed a request for a new trial, which Judge 

Wm. C. Duncan denied.  Duncan then pronounced a sentence of 3 years in the Ohio 

Penitentiary for Munsene.  The defense attorneys then took their case to the Court of 

Appeals and by March 22, 1927, had the decision reversed, forcing the State to try the 

case again in 1927. 

 On May 17, 1927, James Munsene went to trial for the second time on 

allegations that he had attempted to bribe Trumbull County Sheriff John Smith.  The trial 

this time pitted a new county prosecutor, Lynn B. Griffith, against attorneys Harvey 

Burgess and his new co-counsel Luther Day in the courtroom of Judge William Carter.  

The addition of Luther Day, whose late father was a United States Supreme Court Justice, 

to the defense team is of note because at the time he was one of the most expensive and 

prominent attorneys in Cleveland.  This illustrated that James Munsene was a man who 

possessed great financial resources.   

The trial itself was almost an exact replica of the first with only a few major 

exceptions.  The first of these exceptions concerned the alleged affiliation of Sheriff 

Smith and Buchwalter with the Ku Klux Klan.  This fact did not come up in the trial, but 

a potential juror admitted she once was a member and the defense dismissed her from the 

case.19  The defense also showed several discrepancies in the testimonies of Sheriff 

Smith, Mrs. Smith, and Mrs. Wilkins in regards to how many times James Munsene had 

visited the Sheriff.  The most glaring of these contradictions was the women’s claim that 
                                                 
19 “Sheriff Up as Witness Vs. Munsene,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 17 May 1927, 1. 
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Munsene visited with the Sheriff on a Sunday afternoon, because the Sheriff had no 

recollection of a daytime meeting with Munsene.  These inconsistencies proved not to be 

enough to change the outcome of the trial, when the jury returned a guilty verdict after 

deliberating for only fifty minutes. 

James Munsene again took the news without flinching and again his lawyers 

appealed his conviction.  Judge Carter, like Judge Duncan before him, ruled against the 

defense request for a new trial and this time sentenced Munsene to three to six years in 

the Ohio Penitentiary.  Munsene’s lawyers again took the case to the Court of Appeals.  

Again they were able to get the decision of the court reversed and on January 9, 1928 

were granted a new trial.  In April, the defense filed for a change of venue claiming it 

would be impossible for Munsene to get a fair trial in Trumbull County.  The judge 

sustained the motion and the trial moved to Ashtabula County.  In his closing argument at 

the last trial, prosecuting attorney Lynn B. Griffith gave high praise to Munsene’s 

defense attorneys when he called them “Goliaths of the bar.” 20  Little did he know that 

Munsene had an even bigger legal warrior waiting in the wings to defend him at the third 

trial.  The name of this legal giant was Clarence Seward Darrow. 

Clarence Darrow was born in Trumbull County in the small town of Farmdale, 

just outside of the slightly larger small town of Kinsman in the year 1857.  In 1864, his 

family moved to an octagon-shaped house in Kinsman and his father attempted to 

provide for his family as an undertaker and furniture maker.  They were outsiders in the 

town as they were an agnostic family in a deeply Presbyterian community and Clarence 

grew up with a very different point of view than his peers in Kinsman.  He never thought 

much of his early education and his opinion of education did not change when he went to 
                                                 
20 “Munsene Will Fight Bribery Conviction,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 19 May 1927, 1. 
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college.  He found that his first year of college did little more than allow him to become a 

better baseball player, as he did not feel that it increased his intelligence at all.21  Despite 

this distaste for organized education, Clarence did complete enough school to allow him 

to take and pass the Ohio Bar exam.   

He set up a practice in the area and began his career as a lawyer.  The going was 

tough and he was not earning very much money.  He attempted to purchase a house in 

Ashtabula, where he was the city solicitor, and was turned down.  The wife of the seller 

refused to sign the deed, because she did not think that he would ever earn enough to pay 

for the cost of the house, which was $3500.00.22  In disgust, Darrow moved with his wife 

to Chicago, where he would go on to international fame.   

Before his involvement in the Munsene trial, Darrow had become arguably the 

most famous defense attorney in American history, and one of the most influential 

thinkers of his time.  Just three years earlier in 1925, he had been involved in the Scopes 

Monkey Trial, which combined with the numerous other sensational trials he had 

participated in had secured his place in American history.  However, Darrow still felt that 

something was missing in his stellar legal career: a win in his old home county.  Darrow 

had only defended one person in Trumbull County and he initially lost that trial, later 

winning it through an Ohio Supreme Court decision, which occurred after he had moved 

to Chicago.   

Early in 1928, James Munsene had heard of Clarence Darrow’s interest in 

winning a case in Trumbull County.  Acting on this knowledge, he learned that Darrow 

would soon be visiting Kinsman and he decided to ask him to be his counsel.  Munsene 

                                                 
21 Clarence Darrow, The Story of My Life, (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1932), 25. 
22 Gerald Carson, “Darrow For The Defense,” Timeline, October/November 1990, 4. 
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learned the exact day of Darrow’s upcoming trip to Kinsman, and arranged with his 

lawyer Harvey Burgess, to intercept him as he drove in to town.  They met Darrow just 

outside of Kinsman and Munsene asked him to represent him in court.  Darrow agreed to 

take the case and informed Munsene that he would not charge him a dime.23  Darrow saw 

this as his chance to win his last case, for he planned to retire after this case, in the first 

county in which he practiced law.  It was also a chance for Darrow to take a shot at 

Prohibition, which he loathed, by defending a reputed bootlegger.   

In addition to Darrow, Munsene retained Harvey Burgess, and hired two 

additional lawyers, Francis Poulson of Cleveland, and H. J. Redmond of Ashtabula, to 

round out his all-star legal team.  Poulson had earned prominence in the Cleveland legal 

circle through his participation in the 1921 trial of Mrs. Eva Katherine Kaber, who he 

saved from the electric chair.24  Redmond was crucial to the defense, because of his 

incredible popularity in Ashtabula County.  He had won a number of sensational cases 

there in his twenty odd years of practicing law and gave the defense a local influence that 

the prosecution could not match.  The preparations were complete, one of the greatest 

legal teams ever assembled in Ohio was on the case, but the question remained, as to 

whether all of this be enough to convince a jury that Munsene was innocent.   

On the morning of May 7, 1928, the entire town of Jefferson, Ohio, the county 

seat of Ashtabula County, was abuzz with a sort of trial fever, as people made 

preparations for the start of the biggest court case in the town’s history.  On that day, 

Jefferson was the talk of much of the Midwest and Eastern United States, because of 

Clarence Darrow’s decision to try his last case, in this tiny rural county seat.  

                                                 
23 “Darrow Making His Final Plea,” The Steubenville Herald Star, 7 May 1928, 12. 
24 “Darrow to Try Muncine Case,” The Niles Daily Times, 22 February  1928. 1.  
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Anticipation was high and there was a palpable sensation in the air that something big 

was going to happen, as people began to come in to town from all over.  There were 

plenty of people from Warren, who had come up to see the case again, but in addition to 

them, there were lawyers and reporters from all over Ohio and even other states.  The 

Chicago Daily News even sent a correspondent, a man named Charles Schwartz, to cover 

the trial and Clarence Darrow’s homecoming.25  It was obvious from the incredibly 

diverse turnout that James Munsene would not be the focus of this trial.  That honor 

obviously went to Mr. Darrow, which was exactly what the defense had hoped would be 

the case.   

The defense had filed for the change of venue in order to remove Jim Munsene’s 

notoriety from the case.  In Warren, Munsene’s name was readily connected with 

gambling and bootleg liquor, which took the jury’s focus off the facts of the case.  The 

defense hoped that by moving to the sleepy little town of Jefferson, they would be able to 

focus the jurors’ attention on the discrepancies in the prosecution’s case.  Darrow himself 

was also to be used to distract the jurors.  The fact that he was trying his last case, the 

defense hoped would influence the jury to side with him and allow him to win his final 

trial.  The stage was set for a legal showdown of historic proportions, in the Ashtabula 

County courtroom of Judge Charles Sargent. 

The selection of the jury became the first point of conflict in the case.  This 

happened within the first ten minutes of Prosecutor Griffith’s questioning of potential 

jurors.  He had just begun asking the first potential juror, a Mrs. Hannah Martinson, if 

“the fact that the accused had twice been convicted of the crime, for which he was being 

                                                 
25 “Distinguished Guest at Colonial Tea Room in Kinsman,” The Jefferson Gazette, 15 May 1928, 4. 
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tried, would have any influence with her in reaching a verdict.”26  Attorney H. J. 

Redmond of the defense immediately objected to the question and his objection, with 

Darrow in agreement, forced Judge Sargent to dismiss the entire jury pool and adjourn 

court for the day.27  The reason behind the dismissal of the jury was the defense team’s 

contention that the prosecutor’s question had created a prejudice against their client, by 

informing them of the outcome of the previous trials. 

The second round of jury selection began the next day, and the process concluded 

by the end of the morning session of court.  Darrow had conducted the defense team’s 

examination and selection of the jury, in his famous manner.  He spoke to the jurors in a 

friendly, familiar way, as if he were talking to old friends, all the while attempting to 

create the perfect jury to secure his client’s freedom.  Contemporaries knew Darrow for 

his ability to select and relate to his juries, but there was a difference this time.  This 

would be the first time Darrow would try a case with females on the jury.  He did not 

mention it at the trial but he later wrote an article for Esquire magazine in which he 

expressed his negative opinion of women serving on a jury.  He felt they took the 

responsibility too seriously and were “all puffed up with the part they feel that they 

play.”28   

With jury selection complete, the state called their first witness, Sheriff J. H. 

Smith.  His testimony was essentially the same as it had been in the previous two trials.  

His wife followed him to the stand and like her husband reported exactly the same 

testimony she had given in the first two trials.  W. W. Clemens, Mrs. Smith’s father and a 

Sheriff’s deputy reported next.  Deputy Clemens informed the court that he had on two 

                                                 
26 “Munsene Case is Delayed at the Start,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 7 May 1928, 1. 
27 “Munsene Case is Delayed at the Start,” The Warren Tribune Chronicle, 7 May 1928, 1. 
28 Gerald Carson, “Darrow For The Defense,” Timeline, October/November 1990, 10. 
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occasions admitted Munsene into the jail to talk with Sheriff Smith.  Darrow uncovered 

nothing new from any of these first three witnesses’ testimony. 

Jay Buchwalter was the next to take the stand.  He first testified that he had been 

present when the Sheriff opened the bribe envelope.  He also reasserted that he had 

counted the bribe and set its value at five hundred dollars.  Under Darrow’s cross-

examination, Buchwalter withstood a barrage of questions concerning his affiliation with 

a group that counted the Sheriff among its members.  The group was at first not 

mentioned by name, but in later reports, the group was reported as being the Ku Klux 

Klan.29  This revelation came out during the second trial, but did not make its way into 

the court proceedings.  Now Darrow was attempting to insinuate that the men’s affiliation 

with the group showed that an ethnicity-related conspiracy might be at the root of this 

trial. 

The jurors took a trip to the Trumbull County Jail to see where the crime took 

place.  The prosecution had motioned for this trip, in order to show the jury how Mrs. 

Wilkins had allegedly seen and been able to identify Munsene as the man who delivered 

the bribe.  They left the courthouse at about 3:30 PM and upon their return, dismissed 

until court resumed at 9 o’clock the next morning.30   

Thursday May 10, 1928, was the first time in the third trial of James Munsene that 

the trial deviated significantly from the first two trials.  On that day the defense called a 

surprise witness to the stand, a hotel owner from Niles, Ohio, named James Bane.  James 

Bane had been a special deputy under Sheriff Smith, during Smith’s first term as Sheriff.  

Mr. Bane testified that he visited Smith a few weeks after the Sheriff’s election and asked 
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him how he was getting along with James Munsene.  Bane claims that the Sheriff 

explained that Munsene did not like him very much and that he planned to frame him on 

a bribery charge.31  The Sheriff then returned to the stand and stated that he had never 

talked with Bane about framing Munsene.  It was later learned, that Bane had once run 

against Smith for Sheriff and had not won his primary. 

Another new witness from the defense was another former deputy named Thomas 

Thomas.  He contradicted the testimony of Mrs. Wilkins, when he claimed she had said 

to him that she did not believe Munsene would have been foolish enough to bring the 

bribe himself.32  Through cross-examination, it was learned that Smith had fired Thomas 

because he was a drinker. When brought back to the stand to answer questions regarding 

this alleged statement, Mrs. Wilkins flatly denied that she had ever said such a thing. 

Thomas Fagadore, the Warren City Police patrolman again was called as an alibi 

witness and delivered the same testimony as before.  Likewise, Mike Gillette again 

testified that he had spent time with Munsene on the night of the alleged bribery.  

Munsene also testified that day, but his testimony was brief and shed no new light on the 

trial.  It essentially was the same testimony that he gave at the last two trials. 

Both the prosecution and the defense had called all of their witnesses, so the case 

proceeded to closing arguments.  Clarence Darrow asked for an hour and a half to deliver 

his closing statement.  The prosecution asked for significantly less time and would be the 

first to deliver its address to the jury.   

Assistant prosecutor William McClain gave the first half of the State’s closing 

argument to the court on May 10, 1928.  In his address, he labeled bribery “a defiant 
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challenge to organized society,” and stressed that the case, though not involving 

Ashtabula County, was of importance to all Ohioans. 33  McClain urged the jury to make 

its decision without being influenced by the defense team’s celebrity or by its one 

hundred plus years of legal experience.34  He insisted that the jury instead base its 

decision squarely on the facts presented in the case.  To close up his argument, he read 

the jury the indictment against Munsene, and again implored them to base their decision 

on the material presented in the trial, not on the ability of the counsel of either the State 

or the defendant. 

Darrow followed with a plea for tolerance for his client.  He addressed the jury in 

an intimate manner, and made light of the prosecution’s earlier warning to the jury 

regarding his speaking ability. 35  Darrow declared that he just wanted to discuss the facts 

of the case with the jury.  He pointed out the inconsistencies that were present in the 

testimonies of the Sheriff, Mrs. Smith, and Mrs. Wilkins, and wondered why the Sheriff 

had not gone to the prosecutor when Munsene had first approached him.  He also pointed 

out an instance when Mrs. Wilkins and Mrs. Smith had mistakenly identified Munsene as 

a visitor to the Sheriff in the summer of 1925.  Testimony had shown that Munsene was 

in Atlantic City at the time of the alleged visit, and even the Sheriff did not remember the 

visit.  Darrow claimed that if they had mistaken him then it was not a stretch to claim 

they had mistaken him as the letter bearer in November.  He brought up the State’s 

declaration that “a person having once seen Munsene could never forget his face.”36  He 

brushed this remark aside by declaring, with a smile directed at the two female jurors, 
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“There are faces in the jury box that I could remember better than the face of my 

client.”37   

The visit alleged by the State’s two female witnesses that was supposed to have 

occurred in the summer came up again in Darrow’s address.  He attacked their 

declaration that they had kept dinner waiting two hours while the Sheriff talked to 

Munsene.  He claimed that no wife or cook would have ever let the Sheriff live that 

down, saying, “That is not the way with women and cold dinners.”38  The fact that the 

Sheriff did not remember the alleged meeting, the late supper, or the browbeating that he 

would have received, in Darrow’s opinion, again proved the possibility that the women 

could have misidentified Munsene.   

He also questioned how Mrs. Wilkins would have seen Munsene on the night he 

allegedly delivered the bribe.  He pointed out testimony establishing the fact that Mrs. 

Smith weighed around 250 pounds.  He hinted that this would have made it difficult to 

see around her if she had been standing in the doorway.  He stated, “She may have gotten 

a glimpse at him but that is all.”39  He asked the jury, “Are you going to take away the 

liberty of my client on this sort of testimony?”40  He made sure again to note that the 

Sheriff had not seen Munsene the night the bribe arrived.  He also comically mentioned 

that he did not doubt the testimony of Jay Buchwalter, stating, “Mr. Buchwalter is honest, 

I know because he is a lawyer.”41  In the same breath, however, he stated that Buchwalter 

also had not seen the man who brought the letter; he had only counted the bribe. 
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Next Darrow voiced his concern over the prosecution’s dismissal of the testimony 

of Thomas Thomas and James Bane.  He declared that both men were at one point hired 

by the Sheriff as deputies.  This he asserted meant that the Sheriff had trusted and thought 

highly enough of them at one time to employ them.  He wondered why they were now 

considered liars by the prosecution.  He addressed the dismissal of Deputy Thomas, 

saying that his drinking did not automatically make him a liar.  At this point Darrow took 

a crack at Prohibition declaring, “If people are all to be condemned, who take a drink, 

then we will have to discard the greater number of our statesmen, orators, any amount of 

lawyers, and a goodly number of our preachers.”  He again brought the Ku Klux Klan 

into the case when he mentioned that Mr. Bane, who was once a friend of the Sheriff, 

also had been a member of a “certain organization to which the Sheriff belonged.”42  He 

questioned how the jury could be asked to throw away the testimony of these two men, 

who had been so close to the Sheriff. 

Darrow continued his statement, addressing the envelope and bribery note.  He 

could not understand how the prosecution had never taken the time to compare the note 

with a sample of Munsene’s writing.  As a result, he declared that the prosecution had in 

no way shown anything that had connected his client with the writing of the note. 

To close up his address, Darrow mentioned that all that is needed to prove an alibi 

is to produce some doubt in the mind of the juror that the defendant was present where 

the crime took place.  He implored the jury to find his client innocent if any such doubt 

had been raised in their minds.  This however, was not the focus of his final arguments.  

The possible prejudice against his client because he was a foreigner instead turned out to 

be the last topic that Darrow discussed.  Darrow adamantly declared, “I know there is a 
                                                 
42 Ibid. 
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prejudice because my client is a foreigner, yet none of us can trace our pedigree very far 

before it takes up beyond the ocean.  The only real Americans are the Indians, and we 

have killed them nearly all off.”43  He wanted the jury to ignore the fact that Munsene 

was not born in the country, and like the prosecution, urged them to look only at the facts 

of the trial, which he believed in no way had proven his client’s guilt. 

The prosecution again took the floor, after Darrow concluded his remarks.  Judge 

Sargent, however, did not wish to turn the case over to the jury on that day.  He claimed 

that the jury would not give proper treatment to the case if it began deliberations late in 

the day.  He therefore declared that closing arguments would be finished in the morning 

and adjourned court for the night.   

On the morning of May 11, 1928, Prosecutor Griffith gave the State’s final 

argument.  He focused on the State’s duty to seek the truth and to uphold the law of the 

land.  His remarks were brief and he concluded with fifteen minutes of time still allotted 

to him.   

Judge Sargent then delivered the case to the jury.  Before he did so, he 

underscored exactly what the jury’s responsibilities were in the case.  He spelled out the 

definition of reasonable doubt, and spoke of the law’s presumption of innocence.44  He 

then briefly spoke of bribery and informed the jury that it was their responsibility to 

determine guilt or innocence.  The case went to the jury shortly after 10 o’ clock that 

morning.  The wait for a verdict had begun.  

On May 12, 1928, Clarence Darrow was extremely disappointed.  The jury in the 

James Munsene bribery trial had returned to the courtroom the previous night and 
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declared that they could not reach an agreement.  They had taken ten ballots each time 

not being able to reach an agreement.  The last vote had resulted in seven jurors voting 

for conviction and five voting for acquittal.45  His goal was to win one last trial in his old 

stomping ground and he had failed.  He declared that he would be back to try the case 

again, but his enthusiasm for another trial seemed much lower than before he originally 

took the case. 

The fourth trial began on May 20, 1929.  It was originally scheduled to start on 

May 6, but defense attorney Harvey Burgess’ wife was gravely ill and the defense had 

filed for a continuance.  In the time between these two dates, Mrs. Burgess had 

succumbed to complications caused by a severe case of pneumonia and died.  Thus, it 

was on a somber note that the defense again came into the courtroom seeking to 

exonerate their client James Munsene.  This time there would be very little interest in the 

trial, as it was the fourth time the case had gone to court.  The public assumed that 

nothing new would emerge from the proceedings.  The only difference in the case was 

that Francis Poulson had not returned to the defense and that the prosecution was now led 

by G. H. Birrell, his assistant George Secrest and F. J. Bishop, a former Ashtabula 

County prosecutor and resident of Andover, Ohio, a town near Jefferson. 

The case proceeded as it had in 1928 with few noticeable differences.  The 

defense, nevertheless, did have one last bombshell in store for the prosecution.  This 

surprise came during the closing argument phase of the proceedings.  Prosecutor Birrell 

had just finished the first half of his closing statement and given the floor over to the 

defense, when Clarence Darrow shocked the entire courthouse by declaring that the 

defense would make no closing argument, moved that the judge immediately instruct the 
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jury, and place the case in their hands.46  The judge consented and immediately instructed 

the jury as to their duties and gave the case over to their deliberation.  This left the 

prosecution only halfway through their closing remarks and made it impossible for them 

to finish.  The defense apparently did this to keep F. J. Bishop from continuing the State’s 

closing statement and possibly using his familiarity with the jurors to the State’s 

advantage.47  The consensus on the street was that the jury would quickly reach their 

conclusion. 

The belief that the jury would reach a speedy conclusion proved wrong when 

deliberation of the “fourth ‘annual’ trial” of James Munsene took an impressive ten 

hours.48  The case had gone to the jury at 1:30 PM and deliberations lasted until around 

midnight when Judge Sargent declared that the jury could not reach a decision.  They had 

taken four ballots and the last ballot proclaimed eight jurors for conviction and four 

against conviction.49    

The decision to discharge the jury immediately moved the prosecution to move 

that a new trial date be set as soon as possible.  The date of October 28, 1929 was set for 

the fifth Munsene bribery trial.  This would not be the case, however, as the defense filed 

for a continuance, in order to allow Clarence Darrow to remain as lead counsel.  He was 

in Europe at the time the trial was scheduled to go before the court for the fifth time.  Of 

note, is the fact that the original date of the fifth trial was scheduled for the day before the 

infamous stock market crash that would send the United States into the Great Depression.  

This may have had an effect on the way the trial finally ended in June 1930.  By this 
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time, the case’s cost to Trumbull County had been estimated at a sum well over two 

thousand dollars.50  In light of the new economic condition of the U.S.A. caused by the 

stock market crash, taxpayers obviously would not want this expense increasing.  The 

stock market crash also influenced the defense team’s decision to enter a guilty plea.  

Clarence Darrow had been defending Munsene free of charge for almost two years, and 

when the market crashed, he lost most of his savings.  Undoubtedly, he must have been 

growing weary of this case and concerned about his new financial situation. 

It therefore should come as no surprise that the bribery case against James 

Munsene never again went before a jury.  Scheduled to start in June of 1930, the trial 

came to an abrupt end when both sides agreed to a plea bargain.  James Munsene would 

plead guilty, in exchange for a sentence of one-year probation and fined all taxable-costs 

of the five trials.51  Initially, Munsene was not in favor of such an agreement, but his 

counsel must have convinced him that this would be the best solution to his legal 

quandary.52  Both sides also had to take into consideration the problem of finding a jury 

to try the case fairly, before reaching the agreement.  Regardless of the reasons behind 

the plea, James Munsene’s five-year legal nightmare was over, and he could now put the 

unpleasant incident behind him. 

A reporter questioned Munsene as he exited the court after making his plea, as to 

what had become of the original five hundred dollar bribe.  The same Tribune Chronicle 

reporter informed him that the court, by finding him guilty, had established Munsene as 

the rightful owner of the bribe.  Munsene declared that he did not want the money when 

questioned.  The reporter then told him that he should donate it to the Warren Community 
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Fund.53  Munsene agreed and through an arrangement with Judge William Carter, the 

money finally found its way from the evidence room to the community fund.   

The only issue left unsettled was the final amount that the court would fine James 

Munsene.  An exact figure could not be located, but the cost of the case through the first 

four trials was set at $1992.00.54  The fine grew to just over $2000.00, when the cost of 

the fifth trial was added. 

The famous bribery trial of James Munsene was finally at an end.  He had dealt 

with the trial for five long years, and undoubtedly, he was relieved to put the trial behind 

him.  He could now turn his full attention towards his clubs.  The most famous of these 

clubs, the Hollyhock Gardens Nightclub, opened its doors four years later and for at least 

three years it was one of the premier nightclubs in the country.  It would attract 

celebrities of all kinds.  Boxers like Max Baer, boxers’ wives like Estelle Taylor, who 

was married to Jack Dempsey, and some of the greatest musical attractions of the day 

showed up at the Hollyhock.  Most notably, the Hollyhock would launch the career of 

Perry Como, who was a regular performer there before he signed with the Ted Weems 

Orchestra and began his ascent to superstardom as one of the premier crooners of the 

period. 

The Hollyhock would not be Munsene’s only great business success in the 

Mahoning Valley.  He also operated two dog-racing tracks, one in Fowler, and the other 

at Craig Beach on Lake Milton.  The dog tracks were so popular that special trains and 

busses came from Pittsburgh to bring spectators to the track.55  After the Hollyhock 

closed its doors, he shifted his attention to a restaurant he owned called the Prime 
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Steakhouse.  It was at this restaurant that the incredibly successful life of James Munsene 

would come to a premature end.   

On the night of March 24, 1941, two men allegedly sent from Detroit gunned 

down Munsene and his nephew Felix Monfrino, in gangland fashion.  Munsene fell after 

a hail of bullets struck his body while he talked to his bartender.  Monfrino hearing the 

shots had run to help his uncle.  The gunmen panicked when Monfrino rushed into the 

room, and he too became a victim of the assassin’s bullets.  In a curious twist of fate, the 

trial of his killer, Thomas Viola, would itself turn out to be a protracted legal battle.  Like 

Munsene and his bribery trial, Thomas Viola appealed his murder conviction several 

times.  The case, the first ever from Trumbull County to do so, reached the U. S. Supreme 

Court, which upheld the decision.  When it at last ended, the Viola trial became the last 

court case to feature James Munsene as its primary focus. 
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Abstract 
 

Composed between May of 1994 and February of 1999, Occam's Razor is a collection of seven 

brief studies for ten players intended as an exploration of a variety of musical procedures, 

structural devices, and interdisciplinary references.  Numerical sequences serve as the basic 

organizing element, from the micro-level rhythmic and pitch cells, to movement durations, to the 

instrumentation itself. The work’s title refers to a principle devised by the English philosopher 

William of Occam (c.1285 - c.1349) which states that where more than one theory exists, the 

simplest one should be applied; also known as the law of parsimony, "Occam's Razor" implies a 

degree of complexity beyond that which is manifest. 

In the course of the seven movements, references are made to the works of René Magritte, 

Jacques Derrida, John Ashbery, Alice Fulton, Milan Kundera, Friedrich Nietsche, Wallace 

Stevens, Benoit Mandelbrot, Steven Hawking, and Elias Canetti; to various models and 

processes drawn from the physical world (estuary, loxodrome, chiasmus, entropy); to musical 

forms such as the toccata, fugue, chaconne, and rondo; and to composers as diverse as Bedrich 

Smetana, Luciano Berio, György Ligeti, Iannis Xenakis, and Roger Reynolds. 
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Leadership Skills: Their Implications 
 For the Musician and the Conductor 

 
 Nancy K. Klein, Ph.D. 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

      Leadership involves a complex relationship between an individual and a group. 
Leadership traits are clearly understood in the military, the political arena and the world 
of business. Leadership in the Arts is rarely discussed. Emphasis on the development of 
musical skills is prominent in the development of the conductor, often to the exclusion of 
leadership training. Effective leadership skills correlate strongly with effective 
conducting skills. Personality traits and temperament are also factors that demand 
consideration. Leadership traits, styles and effectiveness are investigated and analyzed as 
they relate to the Conductor. Strategies for developing strong leadership skills are also 
presented. 
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ABSTRACT 
 Using Vocal Improvisation Techniques to Create and Explore Movement  

 
How do we, as educators, stimulate creative thinking? If one consults a dictionary, 
various definitions can be found to define creative thinking. The Encarta® World English 
Dictionary defines creative as “using or showing use of the imagination to create new 
ideas or things,” and thinking as “the use of the mind to form thoughts.”1 So, in a 
broader sense, how do we, as educators, stimulate the mind to use the imagination to 
create new ideas or things? More specifically, how can we as dance educators 
stimulate the mind to use the imagination to create new movement ideas? 
 
One of the ways this can be accomplished is to explore the adaptation of musical 
elements to creating new movement. Dance has a rich history of using music to inspire 
movement. As part of the choreographic craft, choreographers have used various 
musical elements to inform their work including form and structure, dynamics, mood, 
texture and sound.  
 
This workshop will explore using music improvisation techniques, and specifically vocal 
improvisation techniques to create movement and movement phrases. Participants do 
not have to be able to sing in order to take part in the workshop! In this session, 
participants will generate sounds using their own voices, will learn to improvise with 
those sounds within a rhythmic context using call and response methods and will learn 
how to use these sounds to create movement. In addition, they will create dance 
phrases using sound and movement and explore the manipulation of these phrases with 
various musical dynamics and articulations. 
 
Any educator can use these vocal improvisation techniques to teach children and adults 
to generate sounds, movement and movement phrases in any educational setting. 
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Isn't it Byronic? 

Why Shelley's Prometheus is Not a True Byronic Hero 
 

 The Romantics loved Prometheus.  With adaptations ranging from Mary Shelley's 

Frankenstein: The Modern Prometheus to Lord Byron's Prometheus, the interest in this Greek 

god and myth is worth noting.  Prometheus became for the Romantics a symbol of man's 

resistance and rebellion against all forms of despotism.  Prometheus took on the mightiest god, 

Jupiter, all for the aid of humanity: he stole fire from god and gave it to humans.  Prometheus 

consequently felt the wrath of an angry power and was punished severely, and daily, for his 

compassionate crime.  However, the true motives of Shelley's Prometheus to "unbind" himself 

from Jupiter's sentence are subject to debate along with other inconsistencies with Prometheus' 

complex and often contradictory personality make-up.  

 More specific and less apt to be subjected to personal interpretation is the Byronic hero. 

A Byronic hero is skeptical, defiant, handsome, highly intelligent, egocentric and harbors deep-

seated guilt (Thorslev 8).  Moreover, the luminary, adds Byron scholar Peter Thorslev, Jr., is 

"invariably courteous toward women, often loves music or poetry, has a strong sense of honor, 

and carries about with him like the brand of Cain a deep sense of guilt" (8).   

mailto:bckolles@stthomas.edu
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 Does this make Prometheus in Percy Shelley's Prometheus Unbound a Byronic hero?  

Several steps are necessary before this question is even addressed.  First, we must delve into 

the origin, development and evolution of cultural and literary heroes and paladin history.  

Secondly, the attributes of a Byronic hero and how they are distinguished from other heroes 

will be examined.  Finally, an analysis of Shelley's protagonist in Prometheus Unbound will 

be studied and his character make-up will be compared to those qualities that constitute a 

Byronic hero.   

 Heroes have played a role in all cultures and transcend time.  Thomas Carlyle wrote, 

"Hero-worship endures forever while man endures" (Carlyle 14).  Carlyle called hero-

worship the "deepest root of all; the tap root, from which in a great degree all of us are 

nourished and grown" (Carlyle 11).  In other words, it is from our heroes and our ensuing 

worship of them that we come to know who we are.    

 The societal role of the hero is indispensable, according to author Joseph Campbell. In 

Campbell's The Hero with a Thousand Faces, the author recognized that man chooses certain 

archetypes and symbols to deal with universal questions. Campbell suggests the vampire, for 

instance, is an embodiment of Romantic ideas and is an example of a Byronic hero - an outcast 

who, like Milton's Satan in Paradise Lost or Goethe's Faust, has rejected God's salvation in 

favor of his own version of immortality, or life after death. Clearly, the "gothic" romances of 

the last two hundred years have provided a wealth of mythopoetic characters who are no more 

than archetypes or symbols that fit this pattern.  

 What makes a hero "Byronic" and how are they unique from other archetypal heroes? 

Byronic heroes are often "bigger than life, have greater dignity, and have a greater soul" writes 

Thorslev (186).  Thorslev is quick to point out there is a central difference between having a 
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"greater soul" and being "more virtuous." The Christian concept of virtue is far different than 

that of Byron's concept of the moral attribute.  The modern Christian model is identified 

closely with fidelity, faithfulness and public correctness. A Byronic hero's virtue is more in line 

with Aristotelian thought, as defined in Ethics. Virtue is "magnanimous" and to Aristotle, pride 

is the "crown of all virtues" (Thorslev 186).  Although this description is closer to the 

definition's underpinnings, it is still not wholly accurate as a Byronic hero is "not given to 

admiration, for nothing to him is great" (186). A closer parallel of a Byronic hero's 

interpretation of "virtue" and our modern day understanding of the term can be found in 

Nietzsche's Genealogy of Morals.  Nietzsche called the attribute "self respect," which is wholly 

different from the Christian ideal of virtue, which meant humility, meekness and modesty.  

Virtue to a Byronic hero means doing what is necessary not from the sense of duty nor to 

impress those in charge; rather doing what he wants to do on his terms and for his own reasons. 

   One striking component of the Byronic hero is his profound belief in his own 

individuality and his consequent respect for other's selfhood.  He stands outside of groups 

and does not connect well with the masses.  Because of this, there exists an aura of intrigue 

with his persona.  Writes Eino Railo, "An atmosphere of mystery and impenetrability is 

gradually woven around his person" (Railo 223).  A Byronic hero is rebellious and defiant 

and loathes any type of tyrant.  Albert Camus labeled the hero's attitude "metaphysical 

rebellion," a protest against the condition and against the whole of creation, and is 

consequently why the Romantic's loved the luminary (Camus 23). 

 A Byronic hero possesses a deep feeling of guilt over something which occurred in 

the past and in which he feels responsible for.  Railo calls it a "dark and fatal tale" and often 

is shrouded in sexual misdeeds (227). The hero of Byron’s Manfred is the most frequently 
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cited example of a Byronic hero. He is a mysterious and gloomy character who has powers 

and passions superior to common mortals but who is tortured by guilt (Abrams 552). A 

Byronic hero is often a character who is passionate, melancholic, rebellious, and often an 

exile because of some unpardonable sin. 

 A Byronic hero never conducts unnecessary cruelty, as do the crimes of the Gothic 

villain.  Although the Byronic hero bears a strong physical resemblance to Gothic villains, 

Thorslev points out a Byronic hero "has been ensouled and humanized, and this is a crucial 

difference"(8).  Moreover, a Byronic hero can and often does pursue repentance and this is in 

sharp contrast to a Gothic Villain.   A Byronic hero is often on a journey, by himself of 

course, and demonstrates a conscience by personal reflection and solitude.  "When he returns 

at last to his own country, he tries to ease his conscious by repentance" (Railo 228).  

 The Byronic hero has a rather complex outlook on war.  He is too grimly anti-

social and self-absorbed to pursue political causes. For example, in "Childe Harold's 

Pilgramage," Byron describes the protagonist as "the most unfit / Of men to herd with 

Man," who shuns "the hot throng" and the "contentious world" (2.568, 100–101; 575, 

657, 661). Although apolitical, this iconoclastic figure is nonetheless a child of the 

Revolution in his intellectual rebelliousness and contempt for conventional morality. His 

studied gloom reflects the discouragement of post-revolutionary Europe. A  Byronic hero 

doesn't necessarily loathe war but more the factors that involve war: nationalism, sacrifice 

of individualism for a collective effort (Army of One), aggression and tyranny.  Further, a 

Byronic hero also is "hyper-sensitive" which is a characteristic antithetical of what any 

military demands. He is a wanderer and flies solo.  Any military requires from its recruits 

obedience, order and devotion to the "team" which are not part of a Byronic hero's make-
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up.  A Byronic hero never fears death, however, and he will gladly fight to the finish for 

what he believes in.    

 Another distinguishing feature of the Byronic hero is his attitude towards humanity.  

A Byronic hero will feel superior in intelligence, ability, appearance and charm compared to 

the average man. The term "misanthrope" is often used to describe the Byronic hero.  

Heathcliff in Wuthering Heights is a classic example of this attribute. In our culture today, 

however, the hero is unusually compassionate towards humanity e.g. Hollywood's Rocky 

Balboa, Clancy's Jack Ryan.  A Byronic hero, quite contrarily, suffers from a social 

disconnect with the masses but will ultimately do the courageous and moral thing that will 

benefit humanity as a whole. Nonetheless, he feels superior to others in intelligence and is 

incorrigibly egotistical. Often, the Byronic hero is wrapped up in their self-importance and 

often feels isolated. As Nietzsche ironically points out, "An egotist is more interested in 

himself than in me" (Nietzsche 1).  He has a large capacity for feeling and is introspective. 

He loathes hypocrisy, supports human rights, is passionate and often skeptical of authority 

and defiant in self-righteousness.  A Byronic hero is above all, individualistic. 

 Perhaps the best two literary examples of a Byronic hero come from Lord Byron's 

works, Manfred, which was sited previously, and Prometheus.  In Manfred, the protagonist 

explains that even as a youth he felt unique and separate from that of other young men.  

Manfred saw the world differently then they did and it is through these differences that he is 

stronger and better than the common man.  This attitude chiseled his make-up and are the 

beliefs that ultimately guide him. Manfred has committed the crime of incest, which causes 

his sister to take her life.  The baggage he carries is the guilt over her death. Manfred is 

cursed to wonder forever looking for oblivion but never finding it. 
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 The Byronic hero is seen as a martyr and is willing to suffer and die for his beliefs 

and act charitably for the betterment of humankind. He considers himself superior to other 

humans, and consequently, responsible for their protection. Although this may appear 

paradoxical on the surface, the Byronic hero feels disconnected with the masses because of 

his belief in his unique qualities.  He therefore feels his attributes have a cost associated with 

them and feels responsible for using his talents to improve the lot of those of whom he 

towers over.  If one examines the hero is Lord Byron's own work "Prometheus," one can see 

this example of selflessness coupled with personal responsibility. Prometheus is isolated 

from society because he is a Titan and lives outside the mortal plane of existence. Byron's 

Prometheus believes that Zeus is wrong in his desire to keep mortals ignorant and bestial so 

he rebels against Zeus and gives man the gift of knowledge. Prometheus, on the other hand 

has not committed a sexual sin like Manfred, but he has committed the crime of disobedience 

against Zeus. Prometheus is cursed to a dire existence of being bound to a rock as birds peck 

at his face and body. Both heroes are sentenced to suffer alone without any relief, nor do they 

ask for any relief from anyone. In this regard, Byron's "Prometheus" shares a common theme 

with Shelley's Prometheus Unbound. 

  It is important to understand the value of Prometheus Unbound as an allegory before 

one can fully appreciate any heroic elements of the myth's protagonist.  The initial reason for 

composing an allegory is not simply to exercise writing skills, but to explain elements of the 

larger world. "To get beautiful allegories, a perfect poetic symbol, was not the want of men" 

writes Thomas Carlyle, "but to know what they were to believe about this Universe, what 

course they were to steer in it; what, in this mysterious Life of theirs, they had to hope and to 

fear, to do and to forbear doing" (Carlyle 6).   
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 In specific regards to Prometheus Unbound, author Joseph Campbell outlines the 

bridging between the culture's need for a hero, spiritual affirmation and the Romantic's 

fascination with a rogue god.  "The return and reintegration with society which is indispensable 

to the continuous circulation of spiritual energy into the world, and from which, from the 

standpoint of the community, is the justification of the long retreat, the hero himself may find 

the most difficult requirement of all" Campbell writes (Campbell 36).  He specifically treats 

Prometheus as unique in this regard.  "If the hero, instead of submitting to all of the initiatory 

tests, has, like Prometheus, simply darted to his goal (by violence, quick device or luck) and 

plucked the boon for the world he intended, then the powers that he has unbalanced may react 

so sharply that he will be blasted from within and without – crucified, like Prometheus, on the 

rock of his own unconscious"(37). 

Despite the varying interpretations of Prometheus Unbound, most literary critics 

emphasize the key issues of rebellion of authority, love of mankind, and overcoming 

adversarial conditions by personal triumph. "Man's salvation and happiness no longer depend 

upon institutional reforms but upon his moral regeneration, his ability to comprehend the evil 

in his nature and by overcoming it to destroy the evil in the universe" are the key factors and 

central theme of Prometheus Unbound writes Carl Grabo (Grabo 119). Prometheus 

represents humanity’s freedom to rebel against the gods and rage against the arbitrary finality 

of mortality.  Prometheus's hubris and grandiosity represent his signature stance, where 

ultimately imagination and love will displace the divine. Like other less clamorous and 

dynamic narcissists, Prometheus is also contemptuous of limits.  Interestingly, Shelley 

himself wrote in the preface to Prometheus that the Greek tragedians "by no means 

conceived themselves bound to adhere to the common interpretation or to imitate in story as 
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in title their rivals and predecessors."  Shelley called it "arbitrary discretion" and its apparent 

Shelley employs a similar license (Shelley 132).  For the purpose of this essay, an effort to 

distinguish the central, largely agreed upon description of Prometheus the protagonist, as 

opposed to the treacherous and topically irrelevant pursuit of interpretative meaning of the 

Prometheus Unbound text is the tact selected. 

Shelley wrote in his Preface to Prometheus Unbound that he envisioned Prometheus as 

a hero of the "highest perfection of moral and intellectual nature" (212). Shelley was more 

apt to compare Prometheus to Satan: 

The only imaginary being resembling in any degree Prometheus is Satan.  
Prometheus is, in my judgement, a more poetical character than Satan 
because, in addition to courage and majesty and firm and patient 
opposition to omnipotent force, he is susceptible of being described as 
exempt from the taints of ambition, envy, revenge, and a desire for 
personal aggrandisement, which in the Hero of Paradise Lost interfere 
with the interest. The character of Satan engenders in the mind a 
pernicious casuistry which leads us to weigh his faults with his wrongs 
and to excuse the former because the latter exceed all measure. In the 
minds of those who consider that magnificent fiction with a religious 
feeling, it engenders something worse. But Prometheus is, as it were, the 
type of the highest perfection of moral and intellectual nature, impelled by 
the purest and the truest motives to the best and noblest ends. 

-Preface to Prometheus Unbound  

Moreover, Shelley maintained that Satan in Paradise Lost is the moral superior to 

Milton's tyrannical God, but he admitted that Satan's greatness of character is flawed by 

vengefulness and pride. It was precisely this aspect of flawed grandeur, however, that made 

Satan so attractive a model for Shelley's friend Byron. Byron's more immediate precedents 

were the protagonists of some of the Gothic terror novels of the later eighteenth century such 

as Schedoni in Ann Radcliffe's The Italian who embodied many of the sinister and terrifying 
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aspects of Milton's Satan and the larger-than-life historical figure of Napoleon Bonaparte, 

who to the contemporary imagination also combined moral culpability with superhuman 

power and grandeur.   

In truth, Byron's heroes had several shared attributes with Shelley's heroes.  The belief in 

the individual struck a chord for Shelley.  However, Shelley did not set out to create a 

Byronic hero. What he intended to do was counter Aeschylus' Prometheus (Rovira 6).  In 

fact, Professor James Rovira of Drew University argues that "Shelley originally conceived 

his dramatic poem as a direct challenge to Aeschuylus" (Rovira 6). Shelley wrote in his 

Preface to Prometheus Unbound: 

 The Prometheus Unbound of Æschylus supposed the reconciliation of 
Jupiter with his victim as the price of the disclosure of the danger 
threatened to his empire by the consummation of his marriage with Thetis. 
Thetis, according to this view of the subject, was given in marriage to 
Peleus, and Prometheus, by the permission of Jupiter, delivered from his 
captivity by Hercules. Had I framed my story on this model, I should have 
done no more than have attempted to restore the lost drama of Æschylus; 
an ambition which, if my preference to this mode of treating the subject 
had incited me to cherish, the recollection of the high comparison such an 
attempt would challenge might well abate. But, in truth, I was averse from 
a catastrophe so feeble as that of reconciling the Champion with the 
Oppressor of mankind.   

  Moreover, Shelley's insistence on his hero being more individualistic is quite evident.  

In a central line in Prometheus Unbound, Prometheus emphasizes this be his declaration of 

individual freedom.  "Yet am I king over myself" Prometheus declares (I.492). Individuality 

is a core belief of the Romantics and an essential component in a Byronic hero.  Moreover, in 

the original Promethean myth by Aeschylus, Prometheus's sin was not just defiance of 

Jupiter but also an excessive love of mankind. He essentially transferred to them powers 

beyond their due.  This doesn't work for Shelley. To Shelley, all such power lies within the 
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human spirit which is where he locates divinity. Man's essential sin is to relinquish any of 

that power.  Shelley preferred the rebel Prometheus who stayed chained to the cliff of his 

own choosing, unwilling to compromise and release himself.   

  However, Prometheus's individual endeavor in Shelley's text showed limitations and, 

thus, is quite contrary to the philosophy of a Byronic hero.  As evidenced in Prometheus 

Unbound, ultimately it required the participation of the collective to produce definitive and 

demonstrable results.  Prometheus may have sparked the revolution but the conclusion of 

Jupiter's fall came because of aligned efforts.  For instance, it is the Spirit of the Hour's 

speech in the third chapter that announces the change in "the total system, the very 

atmosphere," according to Reider (796):  

Soon as the sound had ceased whose thunder filled 
The abysses of the sky, and the wide earth, 
There was a change…the impalpable thin air 
And the all-circling sunlight were transformed 
As if the sense of love dissolved in them 
Had folded itself round the sphered world (III 98-103). 

  A key turning point in Prometheus Unbound is when Prometheus channels his hatred 

and converts it into pity.  "Disdain? Ah, no! I pity thee" (Shelley 1:53).  This in an honorable 

and cathartic change and indicates a maturing Prometheus, but one that remains egotistical 

and defiant.  Certainly, the belief in self and a feeling of superiority are components in a 

Byronic hero. In fact, the entire tension in Act I centers around Prometheus recalling the 

curse, and Earth and the spirits around him being unwilling or unable to repeat Prometheus' 

curse. Moreover, when Prometheus decides to symbolically ascend the mountain and Asia 

opts to descend to Demogorgon, it is indicative of a Byronic hero's propensity to rise to the 

occasion and to never relinquish his core value: his belief in himself.  However, Prometheus 
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is in the first scene at an impasse until he himself calls for the phantasm of Jupiter to recall 

the curse for him.  "As light in the sun, throned: how vain is talk! Call up the fiends!" 

(1:431). A Byronic hero, of course, in wholly independent and loathes assistance. 

Prometheus' particular achievement is minimized by Shelley and the emphasis is on the 

active engagement of other parties and elements in the overthrow of Jupiter. 

As the opening scene of Prometheus Unbound develops, the tension between drama of 

will and one of necessity becomes evident.  Prometheus' opposition to Jupiter is an intense 

psychological affair.  Their enmity is so intense that it produces a kind of strange connection 

between Jupiter and Prometheus:  

  Monarch of Gods and Daemons, and all Spirits    
  But One, who throng those bright and rolling worlds   
  Which thou and I alone of living things     
  Behold with sleepless eyes (I.1-4) 

     This tension ultimately leads to Prometheus' revocation of the curse.  "The curse once 

breathed on thee I would recall.  Ye Mountains/ Whose mountains many-voiced Echoes, 

through the mist/ Of cataracts, flung the thunder of that spell" (I.58-59).  Prometheus' 

recalling the curse is the means by which he sets himself free, at least free from the 

psychological torments of his condition.   

 The word "recall" here is subject to debate and is an important issue when drawing 

comparisons between Prometheus and a traditional Byronic hero.  If the word "recall" means 

to retract the curse, this would be consistent with a Byronic hero's intolerance of tyranny and 

a belief of self-sacrifice to fight for appropriate ends.  If, however, the word "recall" here 

means to "remember," there is little that is heroic.  It is, after all, Demogorgon and not 
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Prometheus that overthrows Jupiter.  In fact, it is possible, according to some critics, that 

Prometheus' speech may have had the unintentional consequence of drawing Demogorgon's 

attention to his dilemma and inadvertently called into action a process that politically was 

already in the works, outside of Prometheus and independent of Prometheus' will (Rieder 

775-776).   

This is a key issue because if Prometheus is bearing guilt, like a Byronic hero carries, 

how Prometheus handles it speaks to his character.  Moreover, this introduces a deeper 

psychological shift for Prometheus if he consciously has forgotten the curse's origin. Some 

critics suggest this possible deeper psychological aspect of Prometheus' agenda is not at all 

indicative of a guilty conscience, but transference of one emotion to another.  In this case, 

guilt changed to hatred which evolved into pity.  Prometheus appears to "forget" the basis of 

his sin and his consequent basis of hatred for Jupiter.  Critic John Reider believes this is an 

essential component of Prometheus Unbound and packs far more meaning for Prometheus' 

apparent turnabout.   

 It is the difference between a conscious act of will and an 
involuntary or unconscious act of repression, and while Prometheus's 
narrative of self-reform suggests that he has made a moral decision 
to stop hating Jupiter, his non-recognition of the magical, still potent 
curse implies that his forgetting has an intentionality of its own 
(Reider 781). 

Does this mean that Prometheus, then, once did harbor an overwhelming sense of guilt 

as a Byronic hero would, but is slow to repent because of Byronic-like stubborn pride?  

"Most critics have argued that motivated conflict ends at 1.303, with Prometheus's 

'repentance" argues Carl Woodring in Politics in English Romantic Poetry (293).  "It doth 

repent me: words are quick and vain/ Grief for awhile is blind, and so was mine. I wish no 
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living thing to suffer pain" (1:305). It does appear "guilty" or "contrite" are not adjectives 

that one would use to describe Prometheus.  Prometheus feels more victimized than guilty, 

and ultimately moves into a feeling of independence.  "Not exultation, for I hate no more/As 

then ere misery made me wise" (I:56).  Prometheus appears to have converted his rage into 

understanding.  It is this personal responsibility and maturity that some critics point to as the 

more "heroic" aspect of Prometheus but are not components of a Byronic hero.  

There are other even more obvious inconsistencies between the attitude of a Byronic 

hero and the storyline of Shelley's Prometheus. A Byronic hero has a love of poetry and 

music. However, there is little evidence of a love of music and poetry by the protagonist in 

Prometheus Unbound.  For instance, it is quite evident that Prometheus adhered to 

declarative sentence structure in his oration. Prometheus, and Jupiter for that matter, both 

spoke in a majestic blank verse while the more melodic lyrics were sung by lesser beings, 

such as spirits and choruses.   

There is a great deal of evidence that Prometheus did not share the Byronic hero's 

feelings of misanthropy.  In fact, it was his perpetual affinity and compassion for humanity 

that drove him to such a sacrifice.  The symbol of love in Prometheus Unbound is electricity, 

or "love which is fire" emanating from Asia the earthly Venus.  Writes Grabo, "Electricity is 

the earthly counterpart, or physical symbol of the divine creative fire, which is love" (Grabo 

37).  Hence, the fire that was confiscated from Jupiter and granted to humankind is a 

manifestation, and appropriate symbol, of an act of love.  Finally, it is love that ultimately 

becomes the catalyst for Prometheus's personal development.  Asia's affection is an integral 

part of the redemptive story and a necessary ingredient for Prometheus final act of release.  
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Asia's belief in egalitarianism and love appealed to Prometheus's nature. "Common as light is 

love/And its familiar voice wearies not ever/Like the wide heaven, the all-sustaining air/It 

makes the retile equal to the God" (II: 40-43).   

One area of philosophical compliance between the strict definition of a Byronic hero and 

Shelley's Prometheus is in regards to treatment of women. The Byronic Hero is "invariably 

courteous toward women…"(Thorslev 8).  Certainly Prometheus' love for Asia was evident.  

Prometheus's affection for Asia is part of the glue that holds him together for his final act of 

release.  Asia's sister Panthea had a dream about Prometheus implying that she genuinely cared 

not only for Asia but for the protagonist as well.  Jupiter's rape of Thetis disgusts Prometheus 

and the child born to Thetis, Demogorgon, sides with Prometheus to bring Jupiter down.   

There are clearly differences between the letter definition of a Byronic hero and Shelley's 

protagonist in Prometheus Unbound.  Prometheus was a popular figure during the late 18th and 

early 19th Century because of his aggressive independence, intolerance of tyranny and his self-

sacrifice for a cause he believed in.  In this regard, Prometheus was a hero to the Romantics.  

To call him a Byronic hero, however, is a misnomer. Considering the Byronic hero's attributes 

of misanthropy, love of music and rhyme, guilt harboring and profound egotism, perhaps a 

more accurate parallel can be drawn between the Byronic hero's designer, Lord Byron, who 

had a natural proclivity towards such ends, than forging a connection with Shelley's 

Prometheus.  As Thorslev points out, "There are autobiographical elements in the Byronic 

hero; every poetic character is to an extent a projection of his author's personality, if for no 

other reason that that the author must have felt moods and attitudes analogous to those of his 

heroes in order to understand and express them" (Thorslev 11).   
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and Bildung, reflecting tensions within Romanticism itself between an ideal of unique 
character (Eigentümlichkeit) and an emerging culture of the copy that the pianist was 
increasingly trained to serve. Foucault’s account of the disciplining of bodies serves as a 
point of departure for several aspects of this discussion and performance, while the 
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 The Influence of Balkan Dance on the Music of Bela Bartok 

Bartok’s integration of the raw elements of folk music --speech rhythms and accents, 
dance patterns and pitch content-- with forms derived from mainstream Western art 
music demonstrates a successful synthesis of various disciplines into a unified artistic 
conception. In the composer’s own words, “Kodaly and I wanted to create a synthesis of 
East and West.” Bartok was referring to the field research, collection and preservation of 
Hungarian, Romanian, Bulgarian, Slavic and Arabic folk music that he and fellow 
Hungarian Zoltan Kodaly began in 1905. This project became a lifelong passion.  

According to his autobiography (1918), Bartok’s nationalist feelings were a strong artistic 
motivation as early as 1902. Attempting to claim and preserve a real musical tradition 
from his homeland, and determining that much of the “folk” material that Hungarian 
nationalist composers used was not authentic, Bartok decided to investigate the potential 
for use of indigenous song in his own music and in art music in general. 
“In our case it was a question of merely taking unique melodies and then incorporating them in our works. 
What we had to do was divine the spirit of this unknown music, and to make this spirit the basis of our 
works. According to the way I feel, a genuine peasant melody of our land is a musical example of a 
perfected art. I consider it as much a masterpiece, for instance, as a Bach fugue or a Mozart sonata.” 

Bartok and Kodaly traveled throughout Hungary with an Edison phonograph recording  
music and interviewing people in remote villages. Their research led to the publication in 
1906 of the 1st volume of Magyar népdalok (Hungarian Folksongs). During his 
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Professorship at the Budapest Academy in 1907 Bartok continued his folklore research, 
collecting songs from other regions (Slovakia, Transylvania, Romania) and during these 
years he began to incorporate the elements of Hungarian peasant songs in his own 
material. By 1918, he had collected 2,271 Hungarian, and over 3,000 Romanian, and 
3,000 Slovakian folksongs. He moved farther afield to include Bulgaria and Serbia as 
well and his research can be found in the volume, Corpus musicae popularis hungaricae 
published after WWII. 

Musicologists have often categorized Bartok’s music according to three main 
compositional processes with regard to his use of folk music as follows:  arrangements of 
folk tunes into concert pieces, quotations of folk tunes or rhythms within “original” 
music, and compositions that contain a transformation of the basic folk elements (pitch, 
rhythm, scalar structure). In the composer’s words, one must “assimilate the idiom of 
peasant music so completely that he is able to forget all about it and use it as his mother 
tongue.” 

Bartok claimed that peasant music was “the ideal starting point for a musical 
renaissance.” This lecture recital will focus on Bartok’s direct presentation of folk music 
in concert form in such works as Rumanian Folk Dances (1915), Arranged for Violin and 
Piano by Zoltán Székely and Sonatina (1915), Arranged for Violin and Piano by André 
Gertler and Rhapsody no 1, transcribed for violin and piano. In addition to a discussion of 
the musical aspects, there will be a short presentation on the history of the dances, and 
some of Bartok’s field recordings of Hungarian peasant songs will be played prior to the 
live performance of these works for violin and piano. 
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(S)EXPLETIVES 

Female Speech, Male Speech and Use of Expletives 

 

Women’s speech has been the concern of many linguists over the years and 

many scholars made much effort to find out the differences between men’s and 

women’s speech. Most of the time, women’s speech has been stereotyped as swearing 

less, using less slang, aiming for more standard speech style. (Hughes 291). Moreover, 

women’s language has been claimed to be unequal to men’s, avoiding nonstandard 

forms, strong swear words using weaker expletives (Lakoff 50) and using more prestige 

forms (Gordon 47). Eckert and Ginet state that profanity is considered to be unsuitable 

for women and children and also there are many men and some women expressing 

discomfort at hearing taboo words from women’s mouths or in mixed company (182). 

However, there are considerable counter arguments and evidence that women 

are using taboo language in large numbers these days. Coates argues that “there is 

little hard evidence on male/female differences in swearing, though the folk linguistic 

belief is that men swear more than women and use swear words” (108). Risch claims 

that there is no significant difference between male and female speech in terms of using 

dirty words and adds that women also have some derogatory words that they use to 

refer to only men (356). Similarly, Klerk claims to have provided some counter evidence 

based on the data obtained in South Africa. She claims that women do no longer stick 

to standard speech, furthermore, young females are familiar with and use a wide range 

of highly taboo/ slang items themselves. (277).  
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What I observed in all these studies is that most of them try to find out the 

differences between female and male speech in items of using taboo/curse words and I 

got inspired by a statement of Hughes claiming that the overlap between men’s and 

women’s speech is often ignored, and that it is the difference that is emphasized (293). I 

also examined that sex or gender has been judged as the basis of the differences 

between the speech of men and women (Gordon 1997). The objective of this paper is 

therefore to reexamine both similarities and differences between the female and male 

speech in terms of using expletives and to find out if we can take gender as the basis of 

the differences or if we should look for some hidden ideologies, factors, or assumptions 

motivating these differences. 

The Research: 

In this study, the questionnaire used to obtain information about expletives was 

adapted from Hughes’ study (1992) called “Expletives of Lower working Class”. In her 

questionnaire, people were asked to respond to a certain set of curse words indicating 

whether they use that certain word often, sometimes, or never, whether they use them 

differently when they are annoyed. For my study, these swear words, motherfucker, 

asshole, balls, cunt, dick/ dickhead, fuck/ fucking, prick, shit, bastard, Jesus, Christ, 

God, were chosen among the most commonly used ones that I observed in the 

environment that I applied the survey. Further, people were also asked to list other 

curse words they use and that are not included in the list to find out other frequently 

used expletives by men and women. In another open ended question, the respondents 

were asked to state the times when they do not use them even if they wanted to. By 

doing this, I was able to discover the motivations preventing people from using them. In 
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addition, they were asked if they do stop their children if they use one of these words 

or if they would stop them if they had children and used one of those words. They were 

asked to list the dirty words that they would be offended by if they were used against 

them. The underlying purpose of those questions was to find out the attitudes towards 

these words and to measure their reaction. I wanted to discern whether they are 

offended by these words although they use them towards other people and whether 

they stop their children even if they, themselves, use the same words. In addition to 

prior questions, the informants were given a set of people and asked to report whether 

they use those dirty words towards them or expect to hear them from them. The 

objective was to discover other motivations encouraging or restricting the use of those 

words. In one question, they are asked to list the words that they use only to describe 

men. In the last question, the respondents were requested to state whether they are 

surprised to hear those words on radio or TV channels, again to measure how much 

they are used to hearing those words and how much they are exposed to these words 

from the means of mass media. 

Another questionnaire was to obtain background information about the 

informants. Every individual was asked about their age, sex, occupation, ethnic 

background, marital status, their annual income, and their educational level. They were 

also asked to identify the person who raised them; in addition, they were asked whether 

they have children. The goal of this was to find out the correlations between those 

variables and attitudes and use of expletives. In the last part of the questionnaire, four 

statements were given and the respondents were asked to state whether they agree 

with those statements or not. Those sentences represented a conservative point of view 
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and the aim was to discover whether there is any relation between liberal or 

conservative point of view and use of curse words. 

The survey was distributed at the library of Florida International University, and 

the respondents were either university personnel or students, as I wanted to have a 

sample that share a social environment, have commonalities, and have a chance to be 

exposed to the same language. In addition, all the respondents were selected among 

the native speakers of English to avoid the possibility that the respondent may not use 

the expletives as they do not know the meaning or were never exposed to them. The 

respondents were asked to fill out the questionnaire on expletives first, to be able to 

obtain the linguistics information when they were most attentive. 

The survey was applied to 22 people, 11 of them females and the rest males. If 

frequencies of some of the variables are visited, the age range of the respondents was 

23 to 37 and the mean was 29. These people were also divided into age groups as 23-

29 and 30-37. Out of twenty two people, six of them were Hispanic and sixteen of them 

were non-Hispanic. Thirteen of the total number were white and nine were black or 

other (as one respondent did not state his/her race). As for marital status, 13 them of 

were single, 8 were married and one was divorced. Furthermore, only eight of them had 

children. I divided the sample into lower middle class and middle class, and there were 

ten people who have annual income below $ 40,000, accepted as lower middle class, 

and ten people between $ 40,000 and $125,000, accepted as middle class. In terms of 

their educational level, six of them were high school graduates, ten were college 

graduates and five were postgraduates or professionals. Finally, fourteen of the 
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respondents were raised by both their fathers and mothers, eight of them were raised 

by mother only.  

While evaluating the questionnaire on expletives I divided the curse words into 

two as religious curse words and as non-religious curse words to be able to assess if 

one of them is used more frequently than the other. If I were to start with the non-

religious curse words, the word shit, fuck/fucking, and asshole were the most frequently 

used words. 45.5% of the respondents informed that they use the word shit often and 

36% of them use that word sometimes. Then, there came bastard and cunt. Therefore, 

82% of the respondents use the word in their lives. The word fuck/fucking is used 

sometimes or often by 72 % of respondents, and asshole by 68 % of the respondents. 

The most avoided curse words were found out to be cunt and then prick. 72 % of 

respondents reported that they never use the word cunt and 63 % of them informed that 

they never use the word prick. When male and female respondents are compared, there 

is not a very significant difference between their responses. For instance, the word cunt 

and prick are used or avoided by almost equal number of female and male respondents. 

80% of female and 72% of male never uses the word cunt and this makes eight people 

from each group. Similarly, the word prick was avoided by 60 % of female respondents 

and 72% of male respondents which is very close in terms of the number of people that 

use the word or do not. If I were to give another proof from the most frequently used 

words, the word asshole is used by 63% of women  and 72% of men either sometimes 

and often which makes 7 people for women and 8 people for men.  

When we come to the religious curse we observe some interesting results. It was 

found out that the words Jesus and Christ are never used by 63% of the respondents. 
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God is avoided by half of the sample group, but still it is the most frequently 

used one within religious curse words. If we compare the frequency of using religious 

curse words with the other group, non-religious ones, it is observed that religious swear 

words are used less than non-religious ones. When male and female respondents are 

compared, it is seen that although men and women use the word God equally 

frequently, there is a big gap in the frequencies of the words Jesus and Christ. 91% of 

female respondents never use the word Christ and it is only 36% of males who never 

use it. Similarly, although 45% of males never use the word Jesus, the percentage is 82 

for the females. Consequently, we observe difference in how frequently the words Jesus 

and Christ are used by men and women. 

It is also worth highlighting that subjects listed very same and similar off-color 

words when they were asked to list other dirty words that they use apart from the ones 

listed in the questionnaire. The words damn and bitch were the most repeated words for 

both men and women. 

If we look at the next parts of the questionnaire, and the correlations with the 

variables in the questionnaire on background information we again came up with 

interesting outcomes. In the following part, the respondents were asked if they use 

these curse words differently when they are annoyed and 60% of the respondents 

reported that they often use them differently and 23% never use them differently. 

However, sex of the respondents was not a determining factor in this question as there 

was not a significant correlation between frequency of using expletives and gender. In 

this question, the age, annual income, and marital status had significant correlation 

results. It is found out that young people use these curse words more different ways 
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than older people.73% of the people at the age range 23-29 stated that they use it 

differently while 45% of the people in the 30-37 age rage responded that they use the 

words differently. In addition, it is seen that lower middle class people use them more 

differently than middle class people, with 80% to 45% ratio.  This shows a negative 

correlation between the age and different use of expletives. In addition, 50% of the 

married people never use the words differently although 93% of single and divorced 

people use them differently either sometimes or often. 

The answers to the next questions showed that the people are really very 

sensitive about children and they almost always stop them using any of these words. 

95% of the respondents stated that they either always or sometimes stop their children. 

No matter what their sexes, marital status and ages are, no matter how much they earn 

or their annual incomes they stop their children. Even having children or not is not a 

determining factor because 85% of respondents who do not have children stated that 

they would stop their children if they had any. This outcome is in contrast with what 

Trudgill argues in his book, On Dialect that women are more closely involved with child-

rearing and the transmission of culture, and are therefore more aware of the 

importance, for their children, of the acquisition of (prestige) norms. (Fasold, 95)  

Another striking point was that black people are found to be more sensitive in this 

matter because 100% of the subjects reported that they definitely stop or would stop 

their children using expletives whereas 69% of white people informed that they always 

stop their kids. 

Whether people use or avoid swear words is also determined by the people to 

whom they are going to use them. According to the data, teachers and social workers 
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constitute the groups toward which people never use dirty words. As mentioned 

above, children are another group that they avoid using the curse word as much as 

possible. Friends are the group that subjects use the words most often, and they are 

followed by police. 59% of respondents stated that they expect police to use expletives 

sometimes or often.  Similarly, people expect their friends to use those words most and 

again teachers constitute a group from which cursing is not expected. Additionally, 90% 

of people never expect a priest to use an off-color word, showing that people think 

priests are the least likely to swear. The outcome justifies in a certain extent what 

Fasold says: “female speakers avoid socially disfavored linguistic features only in formal 

styles. In less formal styles, there is no substantial difference in the use of socially 

disfavored forms based on the speaker’s sex.” (93). However the difference is that there 

seems to be no difference also for formal styles, and it is observed that male speech 

becomes more similar to female speech. 

Another similarity is that both men and women use the same off-color words only 

to describe men. The words asshole, dickhead and bastard were the most repeated 

expletives by both male and female respondents. This justifies Risch’s statement that 

dirty words are not used only by men to refer to women but women also use them to 

describe men (357). Furthermore, if another similar point was that both women and men 

find the words asshole and bitch as the most offending ones. 

I left the evaluation of the conservative attitudes to the end that came out to be 

very striking correlations directly related to speech variables of men’s and women’s 

speech. It has been found out that people who are at the 23-29 age range have more 
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liberal attitudes than the older people. This can perfectly explain why older people 

use fewer expletives than younger people. 

Another point is that there is a very significant correlation between marital status 

and conservative views, because it has been found out that married people have more 

conservative attitudes and this makes perfect sense when outcome mentioned above, 

married people use less  expletive words than single people, is revisited. 

There is also a negative correlation between the annual income and liberal 

attitudes of the people. It is seen that when people have higher income it is more likely 

that they have conservative views. This result also explain the information that I 

obtained from my data that lower middle class people use more expletives than middle 

middle class respondents. 

Finally, when we look at the correlations of other variables, people who have 

more liberal attitudes, use both religious and non religious curse words, use the 

expletives in more number of situations, and expect more different groups of people to 

use expletives. 

With this data, it is seen that having conservative or liberal attitudes has a direct 

effect on use of expletives on people’s speech regardless of their sexes. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, in this research, the features of female and men speech in terms 

of using expletives have been examined and the accuracy of commonly held 

perceptions about these features are questioned. It has been found out that gender 

cannot be the basis of the difference in the speech varieties of people as other factors 

such as age, race, annual income, having children or not, and having conservative 
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attitudes contribute to the change of the speech styles more than gender does. 

Furthermore, having conservative attitudes have been found out to be one of the major 

factors correlating the differences in the variance of using expletives to a significant 

extent. Although the use of expletives has been previously associated with male speech 

style, there is not any significant variance between sex groups in using expletives. 

Moreover, it has been observed that there are many similarities between men’s and 

women’s language such as using the same words, like prick and shit, in equal 

frequencies,  avoiding using these words in social contexts, like towards children, the 

frequencies of not using taboo words to the certain groups of people like  ‘to teachers’.  

Verifying what Kramer says (Hughes 21: 291) “there seems to be a conflict between 

what women’s speech really is like and what people think women’s speech really is 

like”. 
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From Phosphate to Plantation: the State Songs of Florida 
 

David Z. Kushner 
 

 
 
     According to Laws of the State of Florida (Regular session, 1913), House  
 
Government Resolution No.  24, stated, under the date of May 12, 1913, 
 
         That, Whereas, in view of the fact that many of the Public Schools of the  
 
State are now singing, as a part of their daily exercise, the song, “Florida, my  
 
Florida,” a song written in 1894 by Rev. Dr. C. V. Waugh, for many years an  
 
honored Professor of Languages in the old Florida Agricultural College in  
 
Lake City, and whereas, 
 
      The said song has both metrical and patriotic merit of the kind calculated  
 
to inspire love for home and native State, therefore, be it 
 
          Resolved, that this song, ‘Florida, my Florida,’ be and the same is hereby  
 
declared by the Legislature of the State of Florida to be the ‘State Song,’ to be  
 
sung to the tune of  ‘Maryland, my Maryland,’ and that it is recommended for 
 
use in the daily exercises of the public schools of the State of Florida, as well  
 
as at all public gatherings where singing forms a part of the program. 
 
          The following is the song: 
 

FLORIDA, MY FLORIDA 
 

(State Patriotic Song for Schools, C. V. Waugh.) 
 
          Land of my birth, bright sunkissed land, 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
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          Laved by the Gulf and Ocean grand, 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          Of all the States in East or West, 
 
          Unto my heart thou art the best; 
 
          Here may I live, here may I rest, 
 
               Florida, my Florida. 
 
          In country, town, or hills and dells, 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          The rhythmic chimes of thy school bells 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          Will call thy children day by day 
 
          To learn to walk the patriot’s way, 
 
          Firmly to stand for thee for aye, 
 
               Florida, my Florida. 
 
 
          The golden fruit the world outshines 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
           Thy gardens and thy phosphate mines, 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          Yield their rich store of good supply, 
 
          To still the voice of hunger’s cry,-- 
 
          For thee we’ll live, for thee we’ll die, 
 
               Florida, my Florida. 
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          Th’ oppressors rod can’t rest on thee, 
 
               Florida my Florida, 
 
          Thy sons and daughters free must be, 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          From North and South, from East and West, 
 
          From freezing blasts they comes for rest, 
 
          And find in thee their earnest quest, 
 
               Florida, my Florida. 
 
 
          When ills betide and woes o’ertake, 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          Thy sons and daughters quick will make,-- 
 
               Florida, my Florida, 
 
          The sacrifice of loves and life 
 
          To save from woe, from ills and strife, 
 
          To fell thy foes in danger rife, 
 
               Florida, my Florida1 

 
     Governor Park Trammell (1876-1936)2 signed the resolution on May 12, 1913  

                                                           
1 From “House Concurrent Resolution No. 24,” Laws of the State of Florida adapted by the 
Legislature of Florida at its Regular Session 1913 under the Constitution of A.D. 1885. pp. 517-
518. 
 
2 Trammell, a lawyer, fruit grower, newspaper owner and editor, and political figure, served as 
Florida’s Governor from 1913-1917. He was, thus, new in this position when he proffered his 
written blessing to the adoption of the Florida’s first state song. Trammell later served in the 
United States Senate from 1917-1936. For further information about Trammell, see Stephen 
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and, thus, Florida, which became a state on March 3, 1845, along with Iowa,  
 
had its first state song. The lyrics were composed by the Reverend Chastain V.  
 
Waugh  (1848-1935) in 1893. He appropriated the music from the German air,  
 
“Der Tannenbaum,” known in the United States as “O Christmas Tree.”  
 
Curiously, James Ryder Randall (1839-1908) penned the nine-stanza poem, 
 
“Maryland! My Maryland!” in April 1861, and set it to the same tune, known  
 
also as “Lauriger Horatius.” (Ex. 1) It became Maryland’s state song in 1939, by  
 
 
“Maryland, My Maryland,” in John W. Schaum, compiler, arranger, and editor, Fifty Songs—
Fifty States. Milwaukee: Schaum Publications, Inc., 1971, p. 10. 

Ex. 1  
 
which time Florida already had an official state song. Randall, a native of  
 
Baltimore, and a poet trained at Georgetown College, was widely traveled in  
 
the south, Florida in particular, as well as in South America and the West  
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Kerber, Park Trammell of Florida: A Political Biography. Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Florida, 1979. 
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Indies. He settled into a professorship at Poydras College at Pointe Coupee in  
 
Louisiana.3 The text , set to the tune of “Ma Normandie” by H. C. Wagner,  
 
became a rallying cry to southerners in the early stages of the Civil War. 
 
     The Reverend Waugh (See Plate 1), a native of Manchester, Virginia,  
 
graduated from Richmond College in 1872; a year later he was ordained a  
 
Baptist minister. After preaching in small communities in the Old Dominion  
 
for several years, he was called to serve the First Baptist Church in Gainesville,  
 
Florida on October 22, 1876. By 1879-1880, the Church fell behind in its  
 
 
C. V. Waugh. Photo in C. Douglas Weaver, Every Town Needs a Downtown Church. 
Brentwood, TN: Southern Baptist Historical Society and Nashville, TN: Fields Publishing, 
Inc., 2000, p. 19. 
 
 

Plate 1  
 
 
                                                           
3 For further information about Randall and the Maryland state song, see “Maryland, My 
Maryland,” in Henry E. Harman, The History of Famous Songs and Poems (Atlanta: Industrial 
Press Publishing Co., 1925), pp. 38-42. 
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payments to the minister. And Waugh failed to attend important meetings. In  
 
January 1881, the Church reduced their pastor’s salary from the original sum of  
 
$600 per annum to $500 per annum. One of the results of the austerity  
 
program was that minister took a post in  Suffolk, Virginia;  he returned to  
 
the Gainesville pulpit in February 1883. In January 1866 he resigned again  
 
when the Church fell into arrears on its payments, and owed him  $254.75. By  
 
1893, Waugh took up a new career, that of an academic and administrator at the  
 
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College in Lake City, Florida, an  
 
institution which, in 1906, became the University of Florida. Skilled in Greek,  
 
Hebrew, Latin, German, French, and Spanish, he was a professor of ancient  
 
and modern languages. It was in this year that he created “Florida, my  
 
Florida.” An examination of the text indicates that, among the predictable  
 
virtues of the state, such as “sunkissed land” and “golden fruit,” are “thy  
 
gardens and thy phosphate mines.” The phosphate industry was indeed held  
 
by the citizenry to be important to their wealth and health, although it had  
 
been discovered as recently as 1884 on the Peace River near Arcadia. The song  
 
maintained its popularity throughout its existence; other than the odiferous  
 
phosphate, it passed the smell test with flying colors.  
 
     One is struck immediately by the fact that Waugh’s words, set to the stirring  
 
“O Tannenbaum” music, had already been adopted by many of the state’s  
 
public schools as part of the daily regimen. The Florida legislature  
 
undoubtedly observed that the song promoted love for home and state and,  
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consequently, recommended (but did not require) that it be sung not only in  
 
the school setting but also at “all public gatherings where singing forms part  
 
of the program.” Prior to the time in which the song “officially” served the  
 
citizenry, the Florida State Flag (see Plate 2) was adopted by Joint Resolution  
 
No. 4, Legislature, 1899, and ratified in the general election of 1900. The State  
 
Flower, the orange blossom , was so designated by Concurrent  
 
Resolution No. 15, Legislature, 1909, and the State Bird, the mocking bird (see  
 
Plate 3) was so declared by Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 3, Legislature,  
 
1927. 
 
Florida State Flag in Dorothy Dodd, Florida, the Land of Romance. Tallahassee: The Peninsular 
Publishing Co., 1956, p. 82. 
 

Plate 2  
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Florida State Flower—Orange Blossom and Florida State Bird—Mocking Bird in Dorothy 
Dodd, Florida, the Land  of Romance .Tallahassee: The Peninsular Publishing Co., 1956, p. 83. 
 

Plate 3  
 
     As for Waugh, he settled in Jacksonville, Florida, and taught at the YMCA  
 
as well as at his private school, essentially a college preparatory institution.  
 
The educator also worked to strengthen the work of the Baptist Church, and  
 
was a leader in the movement to bring DeLand Academy, later to become  
 
Stetson University, under the control of the Baptist denomination. His 
 
many activities included promotion of the church paper, The Florida  
 
Baptist.  Waugh died at his home at 2123 Silver Street in  
 
Jacksonville on December 16, 1935.4 Burial took place at Evergreen Cemetery  
                                                           
4 For further information about C. V. Waugh’s early life and career, see C. Douglas Weaver, 
Every Town Needs a Downtown Church (Brentwood, TN: Southern Baptist Historical Society 
and Nashville, TN: Fields Publishing  2000), pp. 18-24. 
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in Gainesville, Florida (See Plate 4). 
 
 
 
Tomb of C. V. Waugh. Photo by Gary Galván 
 

Plate 4  
 
      
“Florida, my Florida” had a run of twenty-two years as the state song, 
 
but in the year of Waugh’s passing the winds of change were strong enough to  
 
cause the state legislature and the Governor to sign off on a new state song, 
 
namely Stephen Collins Foster’s “Old Folks at Home,” known also as “The  
 
S’wanee River.” Simon Pierre Robineau, who had represented Dade County  
 
in the Florida House of Representatives since 1929 and was in his final year 
 
in this position, introduced House Concurrent Resolution No. 22, the text of  
 
which follows:  
 
     BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the State of Florida,  
 
the Senate concurring: 
 
     THAT, from and after the adoption of this amendment the official song of  
 
The State of Florida, to be sung in the schools and at all other public or official 
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gatherings, shall be “The S’wanee River (Old Folks at Home),” written by  
 
Stephen Foster and entered according to an Act of Congress by Firth, Pond, &  
 
Co in 1851, in the Clerk’s office of the District Court of the Southern District of  
 
New York. The following is the song: 
 

1ST VERSE 
 

          Way down upon de S’wanee ribber, 
           
          Far, far away, 
 
          Dere’s wha my heart is turning ebber, 
           
          Dere’s wha de old folks stay. 
          
          All up and down de whole creation. 
          
          Sadly I roam, 
           
          Still longing for de old plantation, 
           
          And for de old folks at home. 

 
CHORUS 

 
          All de world am sad and dreary, 
           
          Eb-ry where I roam, 
           
          Oh! darkeys how my heart grows weary, 
          
          Far from de old folks at home. 
 

SECOND VERSE 
 

          All round de little farm I wandered 
           
          When I was young. 
           
          Den many happy days I squandered, 
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          Many de songs I sung, 
          
           When I was playing wid my brudder 
           
          Happy was I. 
           
          Oh! take me to my kind old mudder, 
           
          Dere let me live and die. 
 

THIRD VERSE 
 

          One little hut among de bushes, 
           
          One dat I love, 
          
           Still sadly to my mem’ry rushes, 
           
          No matter where I rove 
           
          When will I see de bees a humming 
           
          All round de comb? 
           
          When will I hear de banjo tumming 
           
          Down in my good old home?  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that House Concurrent Resolution No. 24, The  
 
Laws of Florida, Acts of 1913, be and the same is hereby repealed.5 
 
     On May 24 of this year, the Florida Senate adopted the House bill and, on  
 
May 29, it was signed into law by David Sholtz, Governor of the State of  
 
Florida. And thus it was that Waugh’s text, with its “O Christmas Tree” music, 
 
was replaced by Foster’s text and music. The virtues of sun, patriotism, and  
 
phosphate were replaced by a “longing for de old plantation” (See Example 2). 
 
                                                           
5 See Journal of the House of Representatives (May 15, 1935), p. 78. 
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Excerpt from Stephen Foster’s “Old Folks at Home” in Joseph E. Maddy and W. Otto 
Miessner, compilers and editors, All-American Song Book. New York: Robbins Music 
Corporation, 1942, p. 108. 
 
 

Example 2.     
 
    
      It was during this period that the nation suffered from the economic  
 
disasters and dislocations created by the Great Depression, the political  
 
cauldron that boiled over into World War II , and the upheavals in the national  
 
government that resulted in the New Deal of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 
 
It is possible that remembrances of times past, times more placid and  
 
predictable, found their musical analogy in the sentiments expressed 
 
by Foster’s dislocated slave. The fact that those times were not as nostalgic for  
 
the descendants of the slaves who, like Foster’s protagonist, were less than  
 
enthused about life on “de old plantation” would not have occurred to them.  
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Florida, in 1935 was a racially segregated state. 
 
     Stephen Collins Foster (1826-1864), born in Lawrenceville, Pennsylvania 
 
never set foot in Florida. But he was attracted to the minstrel shows of his era  
 
and, in particular, those produced by E. P. Christy. In fact, when “Old Folks at  
 
Home” was published in 1851 by Firth, Pond & Co of 1 Franklin Square,  
 
Pittsburg, it was billed as an Ethiopian melody, and attribution of the words  
 
and music was rendered to Christy. This was an attempt by Foster to capitalize  
 
on the fame of the minstrel maestro  Although he later rethought this decision,  
 
and asked Christy to give him permission to use his own name as the author,  
 
Christy would not relent. As a result, the latter’s name appeared on the music  
 
until, in 1879, its copyright had expired. Foster’s other plantation songs of that  
 
time, however, soon called the public’s attention to him as the rightful  
 
composer of “Old Folks at Home.” 
 
     It was during this time that Harriet Beecher Stowe’s novel, Uncle Tom’s  
 
Cabin6 took the literary world by storm. That it coincided with Foster’s home  
 
songs, or plantation songs, only helped both creators. While Foster’s  
 
conception of “Tom” is that of a pathetic figure who longs to be home  
 
as opposed to his present place of servitude, Stowe’s Uncle Tom figure  
 
possesses an array of emotions, displays admirable character traits, and suffers  
 
martyrdom at the hands of his latest owner, the nefarious Simon Legree. 
 
Numerous staged version of Stowe’s novel included music, and “Old Folks at  
                                                           
6 Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin , edited by Kenneth S. Lynn (Cambridge, MA: 
Belknap, 1962). 
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Home” was among those songs included to enhance the story line. 
      
     It is of some interest to note here that Stowe responded to the plea of “The 
 
Black Swan,” the stage name of the American singer Elizabeth Greenfield, to 
 
assist her in gaining engagements in London when both were in that city in  
 
the spring of 1853. The author reports in her collection of published letters,  
 
Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands,7 on a performance of “Old Folks at Home”  
 
by the diva at Stafford House on May 23 before a group of philanthropists  
 
with musical interests: 
 
               She sang the ballad, ‘Old Folks at Home,’ giving one verse in the  
 
          soprano, and another in the tenor voice…. 
 
               Lord Shraftsbury was there. He came and spoke to us after the concert. 
 
          Speaking of Miss Greenfield, he said. ‘I consider the use of these halls 
 
         for the encouragement of an outcast race, a consecration. This is the true 
 
          use of wealth and splendor when it is employed to raise up and  
 
          encourage the despised and forgotten.’8 
 
The politicians in the Florida legislature of 1935 gave no heed to the notion of 
 
elevating and ennobling the Negro race; indeed, they apparently saw nothing 
 
inappropriate about the dialect or the sentiment of the text. In this regard, the 
 
words of Alfred Bunn (1796-1860), the English theater manager, translator of 
 
operatic libretti, and commentator on English and American socio-cultural  
 
                                                           
7 _____, Sunny Memories of Foreign  Land, 2 vols. (Boston: Phillips, Sampson, 1854) 
8 As quoted in William W. Austin, “Susanna,” “Jeanie,” and “The Old Folks at Home” (New 
York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1975), p. 250. 
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matters, offer a striking contrast with the attitudes of Stowe and Shraftsbury. 
 
Bunn, in New York, shortly after the scene in London described by Stowe,  
 
attended a performance by “The Black Swan” at Metropolitan Hall. After  
 
noting a sign that proclaimed that no person of color will be admitted, he 
 
makes the following observations: 
 
               …Having heard, from the earliest moment we could hear and under- 
           
          stand anything, that ‘a cat may look at a king,’ the idea of one nigger not 
 
          being allowed to look at another, did strike us as the height of all     
 
          human—impudence?—no, let us say, drollery. We did hear that the  
 
          delicate distinction between ‘blackey’ on the stage and ‘blackey’ in the 
 
          audience, ended by a place being set apart in the gallery of this huge 
 
          assembly room for the especial accommodation of the people of Africa, 
 
          who might desire to listen to the strains of their sisterhood.9        
 
That narry a word is expended on the quality of the performance suggests 
 
that the matter of race was the issue.   
 
     Once “Old Folks at Home” established itself as the Florida State Song, it  
 
found relatively smooth sailing in a state whose attitudes more accurately 
 
reflected those of Alfred Bunn than of Harriet Beecher Stowe. Foster, who may  
 
well have harbored sympathy for the cause of the abolitionists, was largely 
 
uninvolved in political movements to remedy the racial divide. By the time 
 
the Foster song became identified with Florida, its racial implications were  
 
given scant attention by politicians and opinion makers. The song’s other title,  
                                                           
9 As quoted in Austin, op. cit., p. 251 from Bunn’s Old England New England, 1853, p. 61. 
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“S’wanee River,” and its reference to this body of water in the opening line of  
 
text, might have altered the course of the song’s association with Florida had  
 
not the composer settled on this designation of a river from other choices he  
 
had considered. Morrison Foster recounts how his brother barged into his  
 
office one day and asked him to suggest the name of a Southern River with  
 
two syllables. After discarding such possibilities as Yazoo and Pedee, an atlas  
 
was consulted, and Morrison’s finger stopped at “Suwannee.”10 That was a  
 
“eureka” moment for Stephen, and thus it was that”Uncle Tom “went from   
 
his original home in Kentucky to the banks of a “ribber” that essentially cuts  
 
off the Florida panhandle from the state as a whole; it flows, in fact, from the  
 
Okeefenokee Swamp in Georgia to the Gulf of Mexico in Florida (See Plate 5).  
 
Such are the strange ways in which history unfolds.  
 
     “Old Folks at Home” was not the only plantation song by Foster to rise to  
 
the level of a state song. The State of Kentucky adopted “My Old Kentucky  
 
Home, Good Night” as its state song in 1928, and it served the same essential  
 
functions as the Florida song.  But there is one major difference with respect to  
 
the treatment of text. During the 1986 regular session of its General Assembly,  
 
Kentucky adopted a modern version of its state song via passage of House  
 
Resolution 159 and Senate Resolution 114. The word “darkies” in the opening  
 
line of the song was changed to “people,” while the singular “darkey” in verse  
 
three is also changed to “people.” The context makes it clear, however, whose  
 
                                                           
10 Austin, ibid., p. 248. 
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“head must bow” and whose “back will have to bend.”  
 
     The trajectory of the Florida state song took several unusual turns. Song  
 
collections, intended for school, church, and community use, for example,  
 
began to reflect changing public attitudes about the texts. J. J. Robbins Suggests  
 
SING ALONG WITH Harry Wilson,11for example, employed the original text  
 
(although “Ribber” is altered to “River”), and thus the refrain ends with the  
 
words, “Oh! darkies how my heart grows weary, Far from de old folks at  
 
home.” Three years later, Singing Together,12 a collection of songs designed for  
 
children in the fifth grade, changes the close of the refrain to read, “O loved  
 
ones, how my heart grows weary, Far from the old folks at home.” Thus,  
 
“darkies” becomes “loved ones” and “de” becomes “the.” But both versions  
 
retain the original intent by including “Still longing for the old plantation.” 
 
In terms of recorded versions, it is of more than passing interest that in May  
 
and June 1958, and June 1961, RCA recorded a group of Foster songs, including  
 
“Old Folks at Home,” and released them under the title Stephen Foster Song  
 
Book. The performance was by the Robert Shaw Chorale. Later, in a  
 
remastered release, the sonically improved performance was made available  
 
on a compact disc (RCA Victor 0902661253-2). Each of the songs retains the  
 
original text and dialect. 
 
                                                           
11 Harry Robert Wilson, arranger, J. J. Robbins Suggests SING ALONG with Harry Wilson (New 
York: J. J. Robbins & Sons, Inc., 1948), song no. 20. 
12 Lilla Belle Pitts, Mabelle Glenn, Lorrain E. Watters, and Louis G. Wersen, Singing Along 
(Boston: Ginn and Company, 1951), p. 70. See also Joseph E. Maddy and W. Otto Miessner, 
compilers and editors, All-American Song Book (New York: Robbins Music Corporation, 1942, 
p. 108). In this community song book, the original text with its Negro dialect is used with the 
exception of the word “Ribber, which is sanitized to “River.” 
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     In 1948, the year of Harry S. Truman’s election as President of the United  
 
States, and the year of Wilson’s song book, a third party candidate, J. Strom  
 
Thurmond of South Carolina, ran primarily on a platform supporting the  
 
concept of segregated schools and other public venues in the wake of a  
 
burgeoning civil rights movement within the Democratic Party. His party, the  
 
States Rights’ Democratic Party, commonly known as the “Dixiecrats,” won  
 
the states of Mississippi, Louisiana, South Carolina, and Alabama with a yield  
 
of thirty-nine electoral votes. With the Democrats strongly in support of civil  
 
rights legislation in 1964, Thurmond joined the Republican  Party and  
 
supported Senator Barry Goldwater  of Arizona for President against the  
 
Democratic nominee, President Lyndon Baines Johnson of Texas.  
 
As a member of the party of Abraham Lincoln, he was rewarded with repeated  
 
victories in his senatorial races in South Carolina.  When African-Americans in  
 
the South gained voting rights, Thurmond turned from his segregationist  
 
positions and made an effort to include them in the political process. He went  
 
so far as to support a national holiday in honor of the Rev. Martin Luther  
 
King, Jr. 13 
 
     The Florida state song was rendered at various state and more  

                                                           
13  Thurmond’s long and colorful life included two marriages. His first wife, Jean Crouch, to 
whom he was married from 1947-1960 died childless. In 1968, Thurmond, age 66, married 
Nancy Janice Moore, a former Miss South Carolina, who was then twenty-two years old. The 
union produced four children, the last of which arrived in 1976 when the master politician was 
76 years old.  It was an extreme irony that in the year of his death, Jack Bass and Marilyn W. 
Thompson reported in their book, Ol’ Strom: An Unauthorized Biography of Strom Thurmond 
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2003) that the Senator’s first child was actually 
Essie Mae Washington-Williams. She was born in 1925 to Carrie “Tunch” Butler, a black maid, 
and Thurmond. 
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local functions over the years.  When, for example, the Old Capitol was  
 
abandoned in favor of  the new one, a twenty-two story edifice built at a cost  
 
of $43 million dollars, a dedication ceremony was held on March 31, 1978. As  
 
part of the celebratory program, the Florida state song was performed in a  
 
sanitized version by choirs drawn from Tallahassee Community College,  
 
Florida A and M University, and Florida State University accompanied by the  
 
FSU Symphony Orchestra. In more recent times, at the two inaugurations of  
 
Jeb Bush as Governor of Florida, the song was again a major feature of the  
 
program. Political as well as musical considerations were part of the equation 
 
on both occasions. At the first of Bush’s inaugurations, on January 5, 1999, the  
 
song was sung in a sanitized version which substituted “brothers” for  
 
“darkeys,” and “longing for my old connection” for “longing for the old  
 
plantation.” The performance was rendered by the black singer Lisa Kemp,  
 
who is best known for her flourishing evangelical music ministry. In a  
 
promotion of her recording, Keep the Faith, Kemp’s notes inform us that her  
 
“unique way of bringing the message in her sermons through spoken word  
 
and song, shows clearly how God has called her to spread the Good News of  
 
Jesus.”14 If tinkering with the text of the state song assuaged the concerns of  
 
those who objected to its racial implications, the implications of choosing  
 
Kemp to deliver the song’s newer hybrid message may have escaped the  
 
program  selection committee’s notice. Her professional sectarian associations  
 
                                                           
14 http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/lisakemp 
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would immediately have raised the proverbial eyebrow of the knowing, but  
 
politics make for sometimes strange bedfellows. 15 
      
     By the time of Bush’s second inauguration on January 7, 2003,  
 
 Lisa Kemp’s role as state song-giver was taken by Ardelia Butts, then a  
 
student at Florida A & M University in Tallahassee and currently a student at  
 
Bethune-Cookman College in  Daytona Beach. Her accompanist was  
 
keyboardist Wendell Reed. Ms. Butts’s account of the song surprised some  
 
hearers, those who knew the original words, and who were not present at the  
 
first inauguration, because the familiar “longing for the old plantation” was  
 
again replaced with “longing for my old connection.” According to the singer,  
 
she was given this version of the text by Dr. Julian E. White, chairman of the  
 
Department of Music at Florida A & M University. He, in turn, received the  
 
text via those responsible for the inaugural program. In commenting on this  
 
aspect of the inauguration, Diane Roberts wryly noted that  a young woman  
 
gave a soulful rendition of the state song of Florida, ‘Old  
      
Folks at Home.’  Sadly, she muffed the words to one verse. The line ‘still        
 
 
 
 
 
 
longing for the old plantation’  inexplicably came out ‘still longing for my  
 
 old connection.’16 What the reporter took to be an error on the singer’s part  

                                                           
15 For an account of the inauguration as a whole, see “It was a cold day in Tallahassee,” 
Gainesville Sun (January 6, 1999), p. 7A. 
16 Diane Roberts, “The Bush dynasty parties on,” Floridian, St. Petersburg Times  (January 10, 
2003), p. 1D. 
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was, in fact, an effort to disassociate modern-day Florida with reminiscences of  
 
plantation days. 
 
     Other musical aspects of the inauguration program are worthy of mention.  
 
The national anthem, for example, was rendered by John Popper on the  
 
harmonica, while various musical interludes were provided by Michael W.  
 
Smith, the contemporary Christian singer, and by the all-black Boys’s Choir of  
 
Tallahassee directed by Earle Lee, Jr.17 
 
      As the state song has undergone textual tampering for the sake of political  
 
correctness, its Yankee composer  continues to be honored at the Stephen  
 
Foster Folk Culture Center State Park in White Springs. Funding for the park,  
 
and attendance at the Foster –related exhibits, have dwindled in recent years.  
 
But Elderhostelers who come to the State Park can attend a morning-long  
 
program devoted to the life, career, and songs of Foster. For several years, this  
 
writer and guest sopranos, Sonya Gable-Wilson and Amber Whatley, have  
 
presented this program (see Figure 1); songs are sung in Foster’s original  
 
dialect and commentary is offered placing the music and text in historical  
 
context.  
 
Program on the “Songs of Stephen Foster” by David Z. Kushner and Amber Whatley for the 
Stephen Foster Folk Culture Center in White Springs, Florida. 
 
 

                                                           
17 The choir, instituted by Lee in 1995, is made up of boys and young men from broken homes. 
Lee has molded them into a highly respected ensemble, given them a sense of worth, and 
brought them honor and acclaim. Among their recognitions was the “Use Your Life Award” 
from Oprah Winfrey’s  Angel Network. See 
http://www.oprah.com/uyl/angel/uyl_angel_20020524_e.jhtml 
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Figure 1.  
 
    Most of Florida’s political leaders made peace of sorts with the issues  
 
related to the state song, but some sought solutions other than sanitization. 
 
Representative Willie Logan (D-Opa-Locka), for example, proposed abolishing  
 
the song and sponsoring a contest for a new state song that would take into  
 
account the modernity of present-day Florida (House bill 1069). The House  
 
summary of the proposal follows: 
          
          Providing for the creation of an 11-member State Song Commission.     
     
      Directs the commission to hold a statewide contest among Florida residents     
      
      for the selection of an official state song. Provides that the winner shall 
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      receive a 4-year tuition waiver scholarship. Directs the commission to 
      
      prepare legislation for introduction by a member of either house of the 
       
      Legislature for submission at the next Regular Session of the Legislature 
      
      amending chapter 15, Florida Statutes, declaring the official state song of 
      
      Florida.18 
 
 
In April 1997 he withdrew the bill when the Senate version was tied up in  
 
committee due to the opposition of such figures Senator Charles Williams (D- 
 
Live Oak). Opposition in the House was also recorded by Representative  
 
Randy Mackey (D-Plant City), whose district included the Suwannee River.  
 
Mackey, indeed, based his satisfaction with the status quo on the premise that  
 
the offensive language is now regularly replaced by more acceptable words.19  
     
     Willie Logan remained a legislator of prominence on a state-wide basis. Yet,  
 
his party, which had named him House Democratic Leader-elect in 1997,  
 
ultimately replaced him as their nominee in January 1998 with Representative  
 
Anne Mackenzie (D-Fort Lauderdale). While reasons advanced for his ouster  
 
included his alleged ineffectiveness in recruiting new Democratic candidates,  
 
a poor record in fund raising, and a voting record that was perceived as too  
 
liberal, there was an undercurrent of opinion that suggested racism as a  
 
leading cause of the demotion. Logan, nonetheless, maintained a high profile  
 
as evidenced by his selection as keynote speaker at a banquet held by the  
 
University of Florida’s Black Law Student Association as part of the UF Levin  
                                                           
18 Florida House of Representatives—1997, HB 1069, pp. 1-3. 
19 “No swan song for state song,” The (Miami) Herald (April 29, 1997), p. 6B. 
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College of Law’s inaugural symposium, “Confronting Race: Strategies and  
 
Issues for the 21st Century.” The event was hosted by the law college’s Center  
 
for the Study of Race and Race Relations” on February 20-21, 1998.  
 
     In the aftermath of his experience with his party’s power brokers, Logan  
 
decided to run for the United States Senate as an Independent in the 2000  
 
election year. His opponents were Democratic Insurance Commissioner Bill  
 
Nelson and Republican Representative Bill McCollum. Nelson was victorious. 
 
Shortly thereafter, Logan’s star began to wane abruptly in the wake of two  
 
headline-grabbing scandals. On March 24, 2001 he was arrested by Miami- 
 
Dade police and charged with exposure of sexual organs, loitering in or  
 
around a bathroom, possession of marijuana, and resisting arrest with  
 
violence. Circuit Judge Manuel Crespo ruled that a police officer did not have  
 
the right to look through a peephole, by which means he observed Logan, and.  
 
consequently, the evidence against the former political leader was essentially  
 
ruled inadmissible.20 On October 18 of the same year the Florida Commission  
 
on Ethics “found probable cause to believe that Willie Logan, former member  
 
of the Florida House of Representatives, may have wrongfully obtained and/or  
 
used State funds tied to his public office in a manner inconsistent with the  
 
proper performance of his public duties. Logan may have claimed  
 
reimbursement for rent for his district office that he had not actually paid to  
 
the corporation from which he rented the space.”21 The case was settled when  
                                                           
20 “Prosecutors to appeal suppressed evidence ruling in Logan case,” Naples Daily News 
(September 14, 2001), p. 1. 
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the former political figure agreed to receive a public reprimand and to pay a  
 
fine of $8000 for inappropriate use of state money.22 Presently, he is pursuing a  
 
Ph.D. degree in Economic Development at Southern New Hampshire  
 
University. 
 
     The saga of the Florida state song is currently on hold awaiting the next  
 
episode to be written. While the messenger for change has been derailed from  
 
his mission, the stopgap measures that bowdlerize the original text do a  
 
disservice both to those who want a genuine change of song and those you  
 
who, for reasons of historical accuracy, prefer the words and music as Foster  
 
wrote them. Tinkering with the text while maintaining the music is not a long- 
 
term solution as the associations with the original version remain in the  
 
collective memory of many; indeed, even were those original verses to be  
 
totally forgotten, there is the permanent reminder of them in the State  
 
Constitution. And thus, the sequel to what might be called “Old Folks at  
 
Home I” awaits a new producer and director. The Suwannee River, for its part,  
 
just keeps rollin’ along. 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
21 Press Release, State of Florida Commission on Ethics (October 23, 2001), p. 2.  
22 Heidi Otway, “Willie Logan Fined by Ethics Commission,” Capitol News Service (July 25, 
2002), p. 1 
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   Professor Kushner  is a recipient of the MTNA’s Master Teacher Certificate in Music 
History, the State of Florida’s TIP (Teaching Incentive Program) and PEP 
(Professorial Excellence Program) Awards, the American Biographical Institute’s 
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Excellence. He has published in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
The International Dictionary of Opera, The New Grove Dictionary of American Music, 
The Encyclopedia of American Jewish History, and in such journals as American 
Music, American Music Teacher, College Music Symposium, Journal of Musicological 
Research, and Opera Journal. His book Ernest Bloch: A Guide to Research (Garland) 
has been described as “a reference work that is enjoyable to read” (Notes) and one 
that “provides well-written, evaluative annotations that easily stimulate a 
researcher’s interest in examining the sources” (Choice). His recent book The Ernest 
Bloch Companion (Greenwood) integrates the composer’s life and works, treats the 
influence of religion on his creative efforts, and encourages a rethinking of his place 
in the history of twentieth-century music. “Kushner is today’s foremost specialist on 
Swiss-American composer Ernest Bloch (1880-1959)” (Choice).  This book is “the 
most informative publication on the composer’s life and works currently in general 
circulation. The book contains much interesting and provocative information” 
(Fanfare). His article, “Religious Ambiguity in the Life and Works of Ernest Bloch,” 
appears in the 2004 edition of Min-ad, the online journal of the Israel Musicological 
Society. 
   Professor Kushner has lectured and performed throughout the United States, and 
in Canada, Israel, Kenya, Australia, and in eastern and western Europe. In 1998, he 
was Visiting Professor of Musicology at Hebrew University in Jerusalem.  He lectured 
at that institution as well as at Tel-Aviv University and the National Library of Israel. 
He has presented papers before such organizations as the International 
Musicological Society, ‘’Locating the Victorians” International Conference, 
International Jewish Music Conference, International Congress on Arts and 
Communications (Nairobi, Edinburgh, Oxford), Hawaii International Conference on 
Social Sciences, Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, 
Nineteenth-Century Studies Association, Society for American Music, and College 
Music Society (national and international).    
   Professor Kushner has also been recognized for his “Recitals in the Schools” 
program, which brings art music to students in the elementary, middle, and high 
schools. This unique enhancement to music education has received acclaim from 
students, parents, teachers, administrators, and civic and political leaders. 
   Professor Kushner’s biography appears in The International Who’s Who in Music, 
The Dictionary of International Biography, Who’s Who in the World, Who’s Who in 
America, Who’s Who Among America’s Teachers, and The International Dictionary of 
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Anton Rubinstein (1829-1894):   A Life of Many Journeys 
 

David Z. Kushner (University of Florida) 
 
 

     When Anton Rubinstein was two years old, 60 members of the extended Rubinstein 
family presented themselves at Saint Nicholas’s Church in Berdichev for the purpose of 
converting to the Russian Orthodox faith. The reason was that a few years earlier, Tsar 
Nicholas issued a ukase stating, among other things,  that all Jewish males of twelve 
years of age, seven per each hundred of population, were to be conscripted for service in 
the Imperial Army, to proceed to cantonment school, and to remain in the Army for 
twenty-five years.  In addition, Jews were to pay twice the amount of tax of Christians 
under penalty of exile. The one escape was Christian baptism. 
     By professing a new religion, doors were to open for Jews to live in places other than 
the Pale, established in southwest Russia by Catherine the Great, and to own a passport, 
to enter the universities, and to make careers in professions previously denied to them. 
For Anton Rubinstein, this act set in motion what became one of the great musical 
careers in the nineteenth century. 
     A prodigy, Rubinstein made his debut at the age of ten; throughout his teens he 
enchanted European audiences and bedazzled eminent musicians of the time, including 
Liszt and Chopin. In later years, he antagonized the nationalist camp of Russian artists 
by developing a major music school, the St. Petersburg Conservatory of Music, and 
modeled it on the traditional conservatories in France and Germany. A thorough formal 
education, including studies in composition and theoretical subjects, and a rigidly 
constructed curriculum in the performance medium of the student, resulted, when the 
course of study was completed, in a diploma which read, “Free Artist.” The repertory 
taught was that of the western masters, such as Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin. 
The Russian Five wanted an identifiably Russian music to come from their country and 
so they were antagonistic toward a Russian musical culture that was dominated by 
German musical tradition. 
     Rubinstein, who wanted to be viewed as a serious composer, performed many of his 
own works on his recital tours, along with those of the masters. Unlike other virtuosi, 
however, he did not allow shallow, but technically brilliant, repertory to dominate his 
programs, and the intensity of his devotion to the quality of music he performed was 
noticed by critics and public alike. 
     In the year 1872, Rubinstein made a spectacular tour of the United States, including 
on his programs works for solo piano, chamber ensembles, and concerti for piano and 
orchestra. This paper focuses on the making of a traveling virtuoso with emphasis on the 
life of a Russian artist in America, its triumphs and its travails. Issues dealing with 
management, relationships with other musicians who accompanied him on the tour (it 
was customary to have several performers on a program rather than a one-man show), 
financial arrangements, social obligations, music criticism, and ego fulfillment are 
treated. Live and recorded musical illustrations are also included. 
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Piano Concerto Extravaganza 
Min Kwon 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Pianists are blessed with an infinite repertory of memorable music.  For the past 
four centuries, more composers have written for piano than any other instrument 
or any combination of instruments imaginable.  As a result, pianists always look 
forward to discovering new music to learn, master, and love.  Piano Concertos are 
works written for piano and orchestra, which constitute a significant part of this 
literature.  However, due to the need for an orchestra and the consequent scope 
and demand for their execution, concertos have become less and less accessible 
for performers and audiences alike.    
 
This exciting 45 minute program of audio and visual performance presentation 
allows the pianist and audience to experience this repertoire in an innovative way.  
The audience will witness the evolution of compositional style and piano 
technique as well as the personalities and temperaments of the master composers 
who wrote them.  
 
The first part of this program is a musical collage: highlights of piano concertos 
ranging from Bach to Rachmaninoff, which illustrate 300 years of piano history.  
Original solo piano parts of the concertos are linked continuously.  They are 
neither an arrangement nor a transcription, but true to its original form.  By 
capturing those moments that piano shines gloriously without orchestra, the 
program stands on its own.  This is an homage to the genius of these composers 
and the influence they left on concert pianists. 
 
The second part of the program is the Finale movement of Rachmaninoff’s 
beloved second piano concerto.  A work of “human triumph”, Rachmaninoff made 
a heroic comeback with this work after suffering from a long period of depression 
and creative block.  Delivering true emotional height and power, this movement is 
about life: youthful vibrancy, nostalgia and exhilaration, all contagious emotions.  
With the help of technology, pianists can now perform this work alone with a 
recorded sound track of an orchestra.  The subtle challenge of executing such 
collaboration is significant, but the powerful result is greatly rewarding as will be 
demonstrated in the performance. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In 1787, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote the opera Don Giovanni and 
subsequently conducted its premiere in the State Theatre in Prague.  Of the many 
operas based on the legend of Don Juan, Mozart’s is the most well-known and 
considered to be the finest. The Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard in his book 
Either /Or defends the claim that Mozart’s Don Giovanni is the greatest work of 
art ever made.  The final act of the opera in which Don Giovanni refuses to repent 
has been a captivating topic for philosophers and writers alike, including George 
Bernard Shaw, who in “Man and Superman” explicitly discusses Mozart’s score.  
 
The great popularity and interest of Don Giovanni has been demonstrated time 
after time, not only through writings and commentaries, but also through direct 
quotations of the music.  Sigmund Thalberg composed Grand Fantasie sur la 
serenade et le Minuet de Don Juan, Op. 42 utilizing the themes from Mozart’s 
Opera.  The famous “champagne aria”, “Deh vieni alla finestra” was used by 
Ferrucio Busoni in his Variations-Studie nach Mozart in his Klavierübung.  Both 
Ludwig van Beethoven and Frederic Chopin wrote variations on the theme, “La ci 
darem la mano”.  The most famous and the most substantial, however, is the grand 
operatic fantasie by Franz Liszt, the pinnacle of piano technique.  
 
Some one hundred years after Mozart’s premier in Prague, Liszt wrote 
Reminiscence of Don Juan, Grand Fantasie on a theme of Don Giovanni in Paris, 
a work of pure theatrical virtuosity showcasing all sound possibilities and 
techniques at the disposal of pianists.  How does Liszt capture the heightened 
drama, fantasy, and romance of this three hour opera in less than twenty minutes?   
This will be an informative and entertaining lecture performance that includes a 
survey of this fascinating opera as Mozart conceived it, and a comparative 
listening of arias along with the piano transcription as Liszt envisioned it.  The 
culmination of the presentation will be a performance of the complete piano piece 
as Liszt transformed it. 
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 ABSTRACT  

The roles of input and output have been at the fore of second language acquisition 
(SLA) theory for the last twenty years and the research into the roles of input and output 
in SLA has led to important results in the filed of second language vocabulary acquisition. 
Previous research on vocabulary acquisition has built on the argument for productive 
vocabulary as a natural outcome after receptive vocabulary acquisition. Such studies have 
highly concerned the importance of relevant input in promoting L2 learners’ vocabulary 
knowledge, rather than that of output. A small number of studies, however, have recently 
proposed that output is as necessary a condition as input for higher levels of acquisition 
of both receptive and productive vocabularies (i.e. Ellis & He, 1999). The central to the 
theoretical argument of these studies is Output hypothesis (Swain, 1985), which views 
production of language as the trigger of attention to language forms and meanings.      

The goal of the present study is to provide more evidence in favor of output and its 
effects on L2 productive vocabulary acquisition. More specifically, this study aims to   
address a number of unresolved questions involving the function of output with respect to 
vocabulary acquisition; (a) whether output is the critical condition that promotes L2 
vocabulary development? (b) If it is, what specific functions of output could affect L2 
vocabulary development? And (c) what learning conditions could be optimal for 
maximizing those functions of output? To test the facilitative effects of differential 
conditions on written vocabulary acquisition, this study examines the interactions of (a) 
the different types of tasks (non-output vs. output), (b) the different sequences of tasks 
(input in advance of output vs. output in advance of input), and (c) the different 
performance of tasks (individual vs. collaborative). The experiment was conducted with 
ninety-four English learners in South Korea for eight weeks, and a computer-assisted task 
was used as the medium of presentation of target vocabularies. The results of ANOVA 
analysis of pre and post vocabulary tests indicated that participants engaged in the task 
presented with (a) the sequence of output-input in (b) group-collaboration mode achieved 
significantly higher levels of productive aspect of target vocabularies than those exposed 
to the other conditions. The findings of this study suggest the importance of output in 
facilitating acquisition of L2 productive vocabulary knowledge, and argue for the need to 
consider the effective classroom instructions in order to facilitate both receptive and 
productive vocabulary knowledge.   
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Abstract:  Nationally African American women develop breast cancer at rates lower than 
the national average, yet they experience higher death rates.  This disparity has been 
attributed to everything from genetics to economics, but never with definitive results.   
This research examines the social and cultural factors that limit early detection of breast 
cancer, which can lead to higher mortality rates.  In particular, interviews focused on 
sociocultural barriers to breast cancer screening. 
 Factors traditionally identified in biomedical literature—financial or time burden, 
and proximity to testing centers—were not given as actual causes for screening avoidance 
by interviewees, nor were they considered to be valid reasons by the subjects.  In 
addition, level of risk perception was not a good indicator of the extent of screening 
practices.  Instead, the best indicators of screening practices were:  1) incorporation of a 
biomedical model of health into  personal narratives, and 2) direct experiences with 
persons with cancer.  Within health seeking models, these results are more consistent 
with Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1996) than with the Health Belief Model 
(Becker and Maiman 1974).  Within anthropology, this research points to combining 
cultural models, narrative theory, and embodied experiences to understand how African 
American women approach breast cancer screening. 
 This research is based on two months of participant observation at a local breast 
cancer program and fifteen semi-structured interviews conducted with African American 
women aged 35 and older.  Screening practices ranged from complete compliance with 
doctor recommendations to none at all.  Subjects were recruited through local churches 
and subsequent snowball sampling through friends and family members 
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6. Abstract: 

The city of Thessaloniki, with a history of over 2300 years, is the 
second largest city in Greece.  It is considered one of the most significant 
ports of the Aegean Sea, serving Northern Greece and the Balkans, and 
reflects influences and characteristics of the Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine 
and Ottoman culture.   
During the 20th century Thessaloniki experienced sustained economic and 
urban growth, expanded outside of the historical walled city and transformed 
into a large European city.  This new metropolis was connected with Europe 
and Turkey via an updated sea port and railroad.  

Today Thessaloniki is a unique city that reflects layers of numerous 
cultural and historical inluences. The “Ladadika” area – named from the 
Greek word “ladi” meaning olive oil – built in the late 19th early 20th century, 
is one section within the city in where this intersection of place and culture is 
particularly noticeable. Ladadika, located in the city center of Thessaloniki 
and close to the sea port, was built as a wholesale market for olive oil, sugar, 
flour, salt, spices and other local and imported goods.  The architectural 
fabric does not follow one particular influence, but rather a combination of a 
number of styles and influences. The market was operational up until the 
early 1980s at which point it was abandoned and left to deteriorate.  

During the last fifteen years, through the collaboration of city planning 
and the property owners, life has been brought back to the area by 
renovating the spaces and giving them new uses such as restaurants, bars 
and other gathering places.  

This paper will focus on analyzing this location as a site of the 
intersection of the historical design characteristics of the area with the 
numerous cultural influences that passed through it and will speculate on 
how this particular location has supported design elements of multicultural 
and Greek heritage throughout its history.  A large collection of photographs 
of the old and new “Ladadika” area will be included in the presentation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This pilot study explored whether a manualized computer and Internet 

training program was effective at enhancing older adults' computer self-efficacy 
and attitudes towards computers and the Internet. It linked theory and practice by 
basing the content and structure of the proposed educational intervention on 
theoretically-grounded recommendations from cognitive aging research (Jones & 
Bayen, 1998), in order to tailor training to the unique needs of the elderly.  

A total of 32, cognitive high functioning, community-dwelling elderly from 
diverse ethnic backgrounds were randomly assigned to either the experimental 
or the control/waitlist condition, with 8 women and 8 men in each of the two 
groups. Sixteen older adults received a 6-week training, with once a week, one-
on-one sessions lasting about two hours each. The 16 wait-list participants were 
trained upon being administered the post-test (6 weeks after baseline 
assessment), to match the procedures for experimental participants on all counts 
but training administration. The Computer User Self-Efficacy Scale (Cassidy & 
Eachus, 2002) assessed participants' level of self-efficacy regarding using 
computers and the Internet. A novel tool, developed by the author, was used to 
assess their attitudes towards computers and the Internet. These two tools were 
re-administered to all participants after six weeks.  

The results of two repeated measures ANCOVAs showed that, controlling 
for baseline scores on the two outcome variables, at the post-training 
assessment those in the experimental group improved significantly on both their 
computer self-efficacy (p<.001) and attitudes scores (p<.001). No improvements 
were found in the control group. The results of this preliminary study suggest that 
the intervention achieved its goal in enhancing older adults' computer attitudes 
and self-efficacy. Given the small sample size, they should be replicated with 
larger samples. 
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MYSTICISM OF ART AND THEORY OF SCIENCE 
 

Space and time connects to our external and internal Universe that surrounds us. Creation implies 
something arising of nothing or nonexistence becoming existence. Wise seers, searching in their hearts, 
found the bond of being in Not-Being.  Affirmations are the most important force of creation.  
Indestructible is the presence that pervades all this; no one can destroy this unchanging reality.  Creation of 
the world is an order out of chaos.  Expansion and contraction of the universe reflects our cyclical nature of 
existence and nonexistence of matter or creation and annihilation both in fundamental particle or large body 
systems.  My interest is on how we correlate symbolically art (ancient/ medieval/ contemporary) with the 
theory of science.  Science has always influenced the mind of an artist just like art has to the scientist.  Art 
and science coexist at the same time; they are like two sides of the same coin.  I find this correlation 
symbolically represented at a fundamental level in the many of the ancient sculptures.  Among all, ‘Dance 
of Nataraja’ which represents Lord Shiva worshipped mainly in the southern part of India and iconic 
sculpture of Adisesha found in Hindu Mythology are the two I will be dealing with over here.   
 
The Dance of Nataraja (Tandava) signifies the cycle of evolution and destruction of the cosmic universe 
(Big Bang Theory).  Modern physics has shown that the rhythm of creation and destruction is not only 
manifest in the turn of the seasons and in the birth and death of all living creatures, but also the very 
essence of inorganic matter.  For modern physicists, then, Shiva's dance is the dance of subatomic matter. 
The posture and balance of Nataraja's dancing form show Lord Shiva in the aspect of tamas (darkness), the 
expansive centrifugal force that creates and destroys the universe. The upper right hand holds a small drum 
shaped as a clepsydra, which keeps the rhythms of sound, the vehicle of the word transmitting revelation 
tradition and enchantment. The opposite hand, on the top left, with fingers postured as half moon, 
(ardhachandra mudra), carries a Flame, the element of destruction of the world on the palm of the hand. 
Quite and serene Shiva’s face between the two of his hands of creation and destruction acts as a counter 
balance to the cosmic dance of creation and destruction.  The second right hand is making the gesture of 
'motto fear' that gives peace and protection, while the last left hand, suspended at the height of the breast, 
points toward the left foot symbolizing liberation from the enchantment of Maya (illusion). Shiva’s cosmic 
dance has a striking resemblance with the mass energy equivalence expounded by Einstein, which 
calculates the amount of energy contained in a subatomic particle by multiplying its mass by the square of 
the speed of light: E = mc2.  
 
Ananta is Sanskrit word for infinity.  It is equated with the Supreme Brahman (Universe) — infinitely 
powerful and so infinitely free. It is bigger than any quantity that can be imagined; it is bigger than any 
finite number. Infinity is one of the fundamental axioms upon which contemporary mathematics is based.  
In Indian mysticism, the concept of infinity and zero are very closely linked with. In the Isavasya 
Upanishad, there’s a line: “Poornasya poornam aadaya poornameva visish-yate”. To mathematically 
explain this, we have to assume that the first poornam represents infinity and the second, zero. In Sanskrit, 
poornam means both full and zero. Indian mathematicians knew perfectly well how to distinguish between 
these two notions which are mutually contradictory and which are the inverse of each other. The symbol for 
infinity is called the leminiscate. English mathematician John Wallis introduced this symbol for the first 
time in 1655. Hindu mythological iconography contains same symbol representing similar idea. The 
symbol is that of Ananta, the great Adisesha of infinity and eternity, represented by the coiled up form just 
like the leminiscate in the picture below  
 
Thus art and science reciprocates one another as a vital force of life.  Today with the advancement of 
science and technology the expressive medium of art has moved beyond the tradition of sculptures and 
paintings.  Engineering designs implements artistic features where scientists act as an artist.  Artist use 
scientific instrumentation, codes and theories to implement visual freshness where artist acts as a scientist.  
However philosophy acts as a foundation to the nurturing and furthering of thoughts based on logical 
derivation with respect to the nature.  Nature can be socially driven or universally driven.  In either case 
one reciprocates the other with philosophy acting as a founding stone of all.  Artists act as an 
interdisciplinary researcher between science and humanities.  With constant evolution both societal and 
scientific, artists are also constantly evolving thus marking the visual record of present prominently for the 
future generations to come.  Art is a form of manifestation of knowledge and understanding that relates to 
the universe affirmed by science through mathematical and logical derivation unifying the internal and 
external cosmos of a human being as ONE.    
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
The symbol is that of Ananta, the great Adisesha of infinity and eternity, which is always represented, 
coiled up  just like the leminiscate.  
 

 
 
Dance of Nataraja (Lord Shiva) 
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PBL for Total Class Empowerment 
Mabel S Lahlou 

   University of Sharjah 
 

This paper makes a case for an alternative approach for achieving course 
objectives and building on student strengths in the classroom. This 
approach is a solution I am using for the challenges I face with my 
students in the Intensive English Program on the Men's Campus of the 
University of Sharjah.    English language teachers have to manage the 
curriculum with students of diverse learning abilities and learning styles.  
In addition, like colleagues in my department, I am confronted every day 
with students who have come to University under parental duress and feel 
further frustrated and, even stalled, by the requirement to attain a 
minimum TOEFL score of 500 before they can begin their courses for 
their majors. Such classes are harder to motivate, to teach. There are 
timelines to keep with prescribed syllabi and textbooks. However, with 
manipulation of the given syllabus and using the textbook and 
supplementary materials selectively, I have begun to use Problem Based 
Learning to bring about unity of purpose with student empowerment in 
my classes. 
 
The PBL approach draws on students’ preference for collaborative 
learning and peer support. My students are not only from the UAE; there 
are growing numbers from other Arab countries and a few from North, 
Central and West Africa.  The Arab students are gregarious and tend to 
talk excessively even during instruction. They defer more to their peers 
than to the teacher. PBL draws on this reality and builds on my students' 
preference for peer consultation. Within groups, therefore, the students 
are in their preferred mode of operation and, in structured activities, they 
can realize their individual strengths.  
 
PBL also triggers the altruism and enthusiasm of youth to deal with 
problems. Students become animated by the authenticity of the 
problem/s, and each student gets motivated to use opportunities for 
critical thinking, and the problem solving context activates their 
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language-related skills. The latter are taught as much with PBL as with 
conventional teaching approaches. 
 
There are three stages to PBL, as indicated by Simon Mellor Clark (2003).  
Combining the task-based teaching concepts of Willis (1996) and Ellis 
(2003) with the problem-solving procedures of medical, engineering and 
business environments, he has shown how much further PBL can take the 
student. At the first - pre-problem solving - stage students get language 
instruction and directions for the problem-solving stage. Group work (the 
second, main stage) is followed by the post-discussion stage. This 
involves writing, oral presentations and visibility for students beyond the 
classroom with poster sessions, at conferences and on web pages. Thus, 
individual written work and oral presentations can be scored.  
 
I have several examples of effective use of PBL. My classic example is the 
Thai case in 2003 where University student volunteers acquired 
leadership and coordination skills in a variety of roles as they initiated 
programs of reform in the One Village, One Project government scheme.  
The brainstorming stage was structured enough to involve discussion in 
English, and the written and oral reports at the concluding conference 
were also in English.  
 
The other two examples are from my own classrooms in the past year. 
The first was of pressing importance for my classes themselves. 
Classroom behaviour being a mutual concern for students and teacher 
alike, I used focus groups and questionnaires to get student input on 
ways I needed to follow for better classroom management in specific 
cases.  The problems were not solved; but, PBL did create an awareness 
of student responsibility for a viable learning environment in class. The 
second case was a real world problem – inappropriate donations for the 
South Asia Quake victims. Students planned activities to collect more 
money and more suitable items to send to Pakistan.  Proposal writing, 
interviewing for sponsorship and promotional presentations activated 
functions and forms taught in the grammar class; and re-drafting to 
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higher authorities in the University as well as wider presentations 
involved the repetition required to make the output better.  
 
PBL brings total involvement in a class of diverse talents and levels of 
ability.  My students are becoming animated because they are tackling 
problems that concern them. The problem of class discipline certainly 
did. The problems of Pakistani earthquake victims appealed to them not 
only as fellow Muslims; it was "breaking news" in Ramadan, the month 
when compassion for the disadvantaged has special focus. Conscious of 
being in the forefront of the global humanitarian effort in general, each 
of them rivalled the others with innovative schemes to solve the problem.  
 
It is difficult, of course, in a monolingual class, to impose the use of 
English at all times. However, making one in the group keep watch helps 
to sustain the discussion in English. Keeping the group numbers down to 
three also helps with discipline. In addition, structured worksheets help.  
Dominant elements in the group can be restrained by giving distinct 
duties for the each group member to select and become responsible for. 
Reflection has a significant place in PBL. Students reflect before and after 
group work. They learn to think for themselves, as each has a given role 
or one that he has selected. All the students in each group feel 
empowered to succeed. The rewards of success include visibility in 
modes preferred by the students as well as scores on their regular mark 
sheets. Each student has the opportunity to learn as he solves; and there 
can be total involvement because each one in the group contributes to 
the end product.  
 
References 
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Harlem Renaissance & “Ghetto Renaissance”: 

Race relations in the United States 

through the poetry of Langston Hughes and Nasir Jones 

 

“The problem of the 20th century is the problem of the color line.” 

- W.E.B. DuBois (Zinn, 448) 

One cannot fully understand the United States without looking at the problem of race.  Race 

relations have always been in the forefront of the nation’s political and social life, especially 

since 1619 when slavery was first brought into the land of “liberty and justice for all.”  

Although the situation of blacks seems to be better nowadays, the problem of the color line 

(or, less euphemistically, racism) identified by W.E.B. DuBois continues in our millennium.  

Driven to marginality and deprived of status equal to their white counterparts, African 

Americans struggle to find a place in society through the creation of something of their own, 

something which they can find and build their identity upon.  The so-called “Harlem 

Renaissance” (approx. 1914-1940) and the contemporary creative explosion in the African 

American community—which as I will argue—is the second “Ghetto” Renaissance, are two 

foremost representative periods during which blacks sought to have their voice heard through 

literary/cultural work of extraordinary creativity and originality.  

In my project, I will compare race issues in the US during the Harlem Renaissance 

and the Ghetto Renaissance through an analysis of an outpouring cultural productions.  What 

is striking about the two eras is that in a society of white dominance, black Americans 

managed to communicate their feelings and find their identity through a legion of cultural 

forms of expression, especially music and literature.  Music and literature have always been 

two of the most powerful tools to channel messages to and through society.  However, they 

ought not necessarily to be seen as separate art forms; after all, not only are they often 

inter-related, they are also “inter-influential.”  Such relationship is apparent in the work of 
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Langston Hughes, who published a significant number of poetry associated with jazz and 

blues music in the Jazz Age (1914-1928), and Nasir Jones (stage name Nas), arguably the 

greatest rapper-poet in the “Rap Age” extending roughly from 1970s onward.  My research 

will focus on these two influential “musical” poets, bringing out the race problems of their 

time.  Not only did Hughes and Nas contribute significantly to American music and 

literature, but also made history in “liberating” the suppression of the many pains and 

struggles that African Americans have gone through.  Their work is of unprecedented 

influence and is vital to a more thorough picture of black lives in the United States.  Through 

Hughes and Nas, my study will demonstrate that black lives and the problems encountered 

today remain much the same as they were in the 1920s. 

 

The significance of jazz and rap 

In order to better understand the relevance of Hughes’s and Nas’s work to race relations, 

it is necessary to first draw out the significance and importance of the two music genres in 

their respective periods in American history.  Jazz and rap are the two single most distinctive 

types of music created originally by blacks, gaining a prominent place throughout black and 

white America and, indeed, the rest of the world.  Jazz had taken over 70% of the whole 

music industry in 1930 (Burns, Jazz, series 5) and continues to be a dominant music genre 

today.  One should not neglect the fact that jazz gained national significance at a time when 

Jim Crow attitudes were still central, and when widespread segregation and lynching were 

still common under the threat of the Klu Klux Klan, whose membership flourished to 5 

million at that time (Blum, 654).  All the same, jazz got so popular that white men like Paul 

Whiteman took up the music and led one of the most popular jazz bands in the 1920s i.e. 

during the early years in Harlem Renaissance.  Jazz, as Duke Ellington described, was “the 

only unhampered, unhindered expression of complete freedom” where one could find 

everything: absurdity, ignorance, greatness, intelligence, sexuality, profundity (Ward, vii; xii).   
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A similar phenomenon is seen in rap music, which achieved tremendous popularity in the 

US shortly after it was first introduced.  Sugar Hill Gang’s “Rappers Delight,” one of the 

first rap recordings, was a huge international success when it was released in 1970, selling 

over 2 million copies worldwide.  In 1998, RIAA (Recording Industry Association of 

America) acknowledged rap as the best selling music genre in the US (Krims, 5).  What is 

even more stunning, in the context of the Harlem and the Ghetto Renaissances, is that 74% of 

rap recordings sold in the first six months of 1992 were purchased by whites (Lusane, 41-56).  

Having dominated pop music charts, white rappers like Vanilla Ice, Beastie Boys and Eminem 

took the music and developed their own brand of rap which swept through the country.  The 

wide—and—white—adoption of both jazz and rap testifies to the vibrancy of the music and 

its dominant role in the American music industry.  However, such strong infiltration of black 

music into mainstream society has created a fear of “Africanizing” the white America (Burns, 

Jazz, episode 2).  This might help explain the paradoxically marginal role of African 

Americans in the life of the country despite their achievements in the arts.   

 

Criticism of the “lowlife” language 

In spite of the creativity and talent, however, both jazz and rap have been strongly 

criticized for their language.  Jazz was said to be vile and filthy, and guilty of “loosening 

morals” (Weta), whereas nowadays raps and rappers are demeaned as the “voices of gangsters 

and criminals” (Burnett).  Perhaps not surprisingly, the urban poetry of 2 Live Crew’s “As 

Nasty As They Wanna Be” was categorized as obscene in the courts of law in 1985 (Oze) due 

to its violent imagery and sexist ideas.  Notably, even contemporary black scholars like 

Henry Louis Gates Jr. seem to have accepted the language in rap as vulgar and indecent.  In 

his New Yorker article “The White Negro,” Gates suggests that the only way to understand the 

meaning behind such art work is to “forgive the crudeness of the language” (Gates, 63).  In 

direct response to this comment, in my dissertation I will defend the view that, contrary to 
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crudeness, the language conveys power; instead of begging forgiveness, I will celebrate 

triumph of black creativity.  Such powerful creation comes in part from the inter-textual and 

inter-referential kind of language, which connotes a sense of giving, ownership as well as 

joint-identity.  The language of poetry, whether from the Harlem/Ghetto Renaissance, is a 

language of immense sophistication, profundity and authenticity.  All these distinctive 

elements are representative in the work of Langston Hughes and Nasir Jones. 

 

Langston Hughes and Nasir Jones: the musical poets 

Langston Hughes and Nas are prominent writers who are strongly influenced by music.  

Langston Hughes published a significant number of poems closely related to jazz and blues, 

and some of his work was even put into music.  Although Paul Lawrence, Dunbar, Carl 

Sandburg and Vachel Lindsay were the first ones to produce jazz and blues poetry, Hughes’s 

writing outstands them in his vivid adoption of musical elements.  Poems like “Ask your 

Mama,” “Railroad Avenue,” “Jitney” and “Man into Men” convey intense intimacy with 

instrumental jazz; his “Dream Boogie” and “Easy Boogie” are about boogie-woogie music; 

his “Blues at Dawn” contains Vaudeville-influenced stanza; while his “Dig and Be Dug” 

celebrates the verbal virtuosity of jazz: scat-singing.  His writing, which goes alongside the 

changes and development of music in the Jazz Age, reveals endless creativity and 

improvisation.  The uniqueness of Hughes’s writing lies on his talents and complexity in his 

language which literally sings out the problems faced by many black Americans.  

Similarly, although Nas is not a pioneer rapper like Kool Herc and Grandmaster Flash, 

he is one of today’s leading rap artists as well as one of hip-hop’s most significant street poets.  

He writes and raps in highly literate rhymes.  His provocative rhymes express an “outspoken, 

self-empowered swagger that rallied the streets of his city and elsewhere” (Bogdanov, 345).  

Both his first album “Illmatic” and his singles “Street Dreams” went gold in 1994 and 1996 

respectively.  His 1996 album “I Am” debuted at No.1 on the SoundScan chart and to date, 
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his 1999 album “It Was Written” has sold 1.8 million copies (Fischer).  He was nominated 

for a Grammy Award for Best Rap Solo Performance with “If I Ruled the World” in 1997, as 

well as two Grammy Awards for Best Rap Performance by a Duo or Group with “The 

Essence” and Best Music Video, Short Form, with “One Mic” in 2003.  Nas’s success does 

not only originate from his remarkably innovative work of music and literature, but also his 

empathetic understanding of human sufferings.  He is the voice of his own people, whose 

pains are transcended into his intuitive literary and musical rhymes.  

The significance and popularity of both Langston Hughes and Nasir Jones is because of 

their sensitivity toward the anger and suppression of their people.  They are people’s poets, 

who address hardships of black Americans: racism, poverty, crime, unemployment, violence, 

drugs, alcoholism, prostitution, corruption, lynching, deferred dreams, failed promises of 

equality and emancipation.  One outstanding feature they have in common is that they 

portray ghetto life without losing hope.  On one hand, they are telling what they see in the 

darker side of the world around them; on the other, they bring people together by celebrating 

who they are.  In addressing the society of both periods, a distinct comparison would be seen 

in my study on Langston Hughes and Nas: Hughes as a poet whose work contains vivid 

rhythmical language; Nas as a rapper whose literature reveal highly literate rhymes.   

 

Race Matters 

There have indeed been many studies of the Harlem Renaissance and jazz, but rap and its 

social messages remain under-explored.  Scholars like Havelock Nelson, Michael Gonzales, 

Tricia Rose and Wesley Hanover have published books and articles on rap music, the hip-hop 

culture and society, but they never compare it to any other music genres or periods to address 

the race problems in American society.  So far as I know, neither has anyone been 

conducting an extensive study on this area, which I believe deserves attention.   

Eight decades after the peak of the Harlem Renaissance, race still remains a forefront 
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issue in the United States.  Blacks are still seen as what DuBois addressed in The Souls of 

Black Folk (1903)—“a problem.”  It is true that US Secretary of State Colin Powell, Oscars 

winners Hattie McDaniel and Halle Berry, professional golfer Tiger Woods, and a growing 

number of US senators, Supreme Court judges and others achieve international reputation, but 

they cannot speak for the rest of the 36.4 million African Americans.  Contributing to 13% of 

the total American population (US Census Bureau, 2000), they have an average income 61% 

less per year than the average white income—the same percentage difference as it was in 

1880! (Moore, Stupid White Men, 42)  Facts like black life expectancy generally 5 years 

shorter than whites, 40% of black children being raised in fatherless homes (Blum, 936), only 

4% of blacks having graduate degrees and so on (Moore, Stupid White Men, 65), are just a 

few to name concerning their social and economic deprivation.  Blacks are often stereotyped 

as killing, raping, rioting, selling drugs etc.  To many, the US is still an “aching land” 

(Ellison, 118).  In addressing the urgent need to see to race issues in the United States, 

contemporary literature like Michael Moore’s Dude, Where’s My Country (2003), Stupid 

White Men (2002) and Downsize This! (1997), Warren Beatty’s Bulworth (1996) and 

especially Morrison’s Jazz (2001) will be used as references to support my arguments.   

So how far has black activist culture got their message across?  Compared to the 1920s, 

when radio and literature publications seemed to be the only means of communication with 

the public, music and literature reproduction are much more easily available today through 

numerous channels like television, radios, records selling, network, cable and satellite 

connection.  With the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s and the continuous reinforcement 

of emancipation and civil rights acts, why is it that the bleak reality of many African 

Americans still remains throughout the past decades of rapid advancement in human 

technology and civilization?  It is no doubt that music and literature have brought 

unprecedented influence and their message has reached a significant international audience, 

but whether a racist-free United States as “united nation” can be achieved is still of much 
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controversy.   

In face of a compelling and tumultuous issue as race, my dissertation will illustrate the 

problems and unequal treatments encountered by black Americans in the assimilated Harlem 

Renaissance and the Ghetto Renaissance in the US.  With a detailed depiction on the social 

phenomenon and cultural characteristics of both periods, special focus will be placed on how 

Langston Hughes and Nasir Jones communicate and liberate the rage and disappointment of 

African Americans through their literature which is distinguishably influenced by the music of 

their times.  My project will show that the situation of blacks has remained stagnant over the 

past eight decades from the peak of the Harlem Renaissance till today.  The recurrent themes 

of love and hate, social injustice and despair, losing oneself in the city etc. are still dominant 

issues faced by many black Americans at present.  Although my dissertation cannot give an 

all-out analysis to the race problems in the country, it will hopefully be a small step forward to 

a thorough understanding of race issues as well as the challenges which the United States has 

to confront in the years to come. 
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fictional texts.  Hariharan's representation in Thousand Faces of Night (1992) is unique 
among them is that she creates a narrative challenging the ideology of womanhood   
starting with menarche, which is tacitly assumed to be celebrated only for future 
motherhood, and not for women of stubborn wombs. 
 
  In Wuthering Heights (1847) the traumatic experience of Catherine's initiation into  
the unknown world of womanhood, symbolized as the Linton world, is represented 
through sociably accepted form, a tragic love story between Catherine and Heathcliff, 
in a Victorian society where open talks on sexuality and woman's corporeality were 
tabooed, and women's rebellious attitudes toward feminine roles were also suppressed. 
But multi-layered structure of this text made it possible to represent the depth of a  
woman's traumatic experience of castration.  No other literary text has so influentially  
signified the female body in an existential agony equivalent to estrangement from 
God. 
 
  The most vivid representation in Saadawi's text, Memoirs of Woman Doctor: A 
 Novel (1988), involves the fallen idol of the male body dissected or examined by a 
female student of science. 
 
 
  Puberty for such girls as Devi of Thousand Faces of Night, Catherine, Saadawi's 
protagonist and many others, "is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual 
maturity but as the signal of immanent reproductive capacities"(Grosz).  Midori's body in 
"Growing Up" (1895-96) by Ichiyo Higuchi, is not coded with "resonances of  
motherhood" but "newly awakened sexual capacities."  In this sense the protagonist of this 
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                           Abstract 
  
 This paper focuses on the theme of bleeding female bodies as represented in various fictional texts. 

Hariharan's representation in Thousand Faces of Night (1992) is unique  
among them is that she creates a narrative challenging the ideology of womanhood starting with 

menarche, which is tacitly assumed to be celebrated only for future motherhood, and not for women of 

stubborn wombs. 
 In Wuthering Heights (1847) the traumatic experience of Catherine's initiation into the unknown world 

of womanhood, symbolized as the Linton world, is represented through sociably accepted form, a tragic 

love story between Catherine and Heathcliff, in a Victorian society where open talks on sexuality and 

woman's corporeality were tabooed, and  women's rebellious attitudes toward feminine roles were also 
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suppressed. But multi-layered structure of this text made it possible to represent the depth of a 

woman's traumatic experience of castration. No other literary text has so influentially signified the 

female body in an existential agony equivalent to estrangement from God. 
 The most vivid representation in Saadawi's text, Memoirs of Woman Doctor: A Novel (1988), involves 

the fallen idol of the male body dissected or examined by a female student of science. 
 Puberty for such girls as Devi of Thousand Faces of Night, Catherine, Saadawi's protagonist and many 

others, "is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual maturity but as the signal of immanent 

reproductive capacities"(Grosz). Midori's body in "Growing Up"(1895-96) by Ichiyo Higuchi, is not 

coded with "resonances of motherhood" but "newly awakened sexual capacities." In this sense the 

protagonist of this text is uniquely situated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Sharing Womanhood―― 

The Representation of Menarche in World Literature  
 

I wonder if the Virgin Mary also menstruates as a Hindu goddess does. The pond into 
which a Hindu goddess pours her menstruating blood is considered to be sacred for  
believers in Tantrism. 

Female bodies, which had been neglected, became a significant subject of academic 
research in the 1980s. Feminist research on menstruation, that ineluctable corporeality 
peculiar to women, flourished in the 1980s, as part of this zeal for the study of the body. 
The early theorists of the second women’s movement, according to Loise Lander, had a 
minimizing view of menstruation while metaphysical feminists glorified it as a cultural 
event (Lander, Images of Bleeding 117-122). Besides this conflict between the menstrual 
minimizers and glorifiers, there is a serious dilemma which both sides face: “either to 
suppress an important part of the female experience or to fall, absentmindedly, into the 
biologist trap”(Lander 126). 
  Lander, Grosz, Bordo and Shildrick maintain that the cultural meanings of menstruation 
are closely connected with the social status of women.１Grosz’s seemingly universalist 
hypothesis is that “women’s corporeality is inscribed as a mode of seepage” (203), “a 
leaky, uncontrollable, seeping liquid”, and formless flow, its formlessness engulfing all 



form, and threatening all order. Of course Grosz herself realizes there are both cultural 
and historical differences, and individual differences, in menstrual experiences within a 
particular culture, nonetheless, she says, “it is also true all women, whatever the details of 
their physiology and fertility, are culturally understood in terms of these bodily 
flows”(chap. 8, note 17, p. 228). Grosz’s view, which privileges gender difference over 
other differences, reflects the conflict between feminists who seek a strategic common 
battleground for all women, and those who focus on the differences based on class, caste, 
race, ethnicity, age, or sexuality. 

There is another point at issue about the body. If the body is a historical and cultural 
product, could it be considered that corporeality is textual, because culture or history is 
produced through discourse? Can’t we access our bodies without the medium of 
language? Or, is discourse itself dynamically produced through a dialectic with  
corporeality, so that both the discourse and the body are always in the process of change?  
Everybody may be influenced by mainstream culture in some ways, but “my body” may 
internalize the feminine role in ways different from others, or rebel against it differently. 
Although the dominant culture tries to make a normative female body through the power 
of discourse, could the individuality of my body subvert or revise or shift it? According 
to Takeshi Yoro, the body is unique and individual, but the human brain has progressed 
toward normalizing for common understanding (The Wall of a Fool, 42). 

There are, of course, diverse views and conflicts in terms of female corporeality, but 
how, have the individual voices of women expressed themselves? As G. Greer, the author 
of a pioneering work on the female body in the 1970s(Female Eunuch) states that “ …in 
the Anglo-Saxon households it is ignored and carefully concealed from general 
awareness…”(56), an unmentionable subject, and circulated in secrecy among women for 
ages at least until the late 20th century feminist revolution. Emily Martin, an 
anthropologist, examines in The Women in the Body(1987) how women themselves in 
various circumstances regard menstruation and shows diverse attitudes towards it. Some 
women see menstrual bleeding as “messy”, and the blood itself as “gross”,  “disgusting” 
or “fearful and defiling.” On the other hand, some woman sees it positively, “ It joins you 
together”. As part of this Martin interviewed many American women in almost all stages 
of life, both working class and middle class, and both PMS sufferers and those with 
normal periods. But what about the voices of women with different historical and cultural 
backgrounds such as Islamic or Hindu, or Buddhist?２  We find these primarily in literary 
works３    

From this viewpoint, Githa Hariharan’s Thousand Faces of Night (1992) is worth 
examining, as well as N. E. Saadawi’s Memoirs of a Woman Doctor: A Novel  ( 1988). I 
also would like to look at Ichiyo Higuchi’s “Growing Up”(1895-96) and Emily Bronte’s 
Wuthering Heights (1847) as texts which focus on menarche and womanhood. 

First, however, let us look at how Islamic, Hindu, and Buddhist scriptures, which have 
been moral bases for both believers and non-believers, refer to or define menstruation. 
The Law of Manu says, “Oily exudations, semen, blood, (the fatty substance of the) brain, 
urine, faeces, the mucus of the nose, ear-wax, phlegm, tears, the rheum of the eyes, and 
sweat are the twelve impurities of human (bodies)”(5-135). The blood of menstruation is 
of course included in these twelve impurities. India is the first of the societies where 
menstrual defilement is considered evil and dangerous, but you can tell from descriptions 
in the Koran and the Old Testament that menstruation has also figured as impure in 



Islamic and Christian cultures. The Koran says, “ …concerning menstruation…It is an 
illness, so let women alone at such times and go not in unto them till they are cleansed, 
And when they have purified themselves, then go in unto them as Allah hath enjoined 
upon you”(chap 2 section 222). The Old Testament says, “ ”Man that is born of a woman 
is of  few days, and full of trouble….Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean”（ Job 
14-1,4） ? “Kaierakusotan” or “Yukokuyoin”, the origins of the Buddhist scripture called 
“Keppon Kyou” similarly says that a woman is originally sinful, her bleeding reflecting 
and defiling the earth god or the spirits of mountains and rivers( Okiura and Miyata, 
Defilement: The Hidden Source of Differentiation Thinking 196; Miyata, The Folklore of 
Defilement : The Cultural Causes of Differentiation 15). “A Washing 
Place”(“Sentakuba”), a Buddhist hymn sung in Sano, a Japanese city in Tochigi, 
emphasizes the defilement of a woman’s bleeding in order to strengthen a mutual identity 
among women, who chant a prayer to the Buddha desperately, that they might not fall 
into “the hell of a bloody pond”(Miyata, The Spiritual Power of Women and the House 
God 17-18). “Keppon Kyo”, owned by the Shousen Temple, advocates that women recite 
the scripture so that they can escape from falling into the bloody pond. Women are also 
recommended to carry a charm which contains the Keppon Scripture so that they do not 
have to worry about the pollution of menstruation. These scriptures suggest that from a 
folkloric anthropological religious viewpoint, menstruation is seen as a defilement 
peculiar to women, providing the ground for gender discrimination.４  

Now let us look specifically at how some literary works represent menstruation and womanhood. 
An Indian writer, Gita Hariharan(1954- ) repeatedly represents bleeding bodies in her Thousand Faces 
of Night (1992). This is one of a few exceptional texts that focus on the unavoidable corporeality of 
women through the representations of bleeding female bodies. Why does Hariharan obsessively 
represent bleeding female bodies? Is it a new thematic construction of womanhood?  What sort of a 
new narrative of womanhood is created through these representations?            

Hariharan does not represent female bodies as objects of admiration for their reproductive capacity. 
She shows how some women are negated as barren, but a rebel woman challenges motherhood. Devi, 
a protagonist, for example, refuses to be a reproductive organ for a man of privileged Brahmin caste. 
Hariharan shows how each female character suffers from her own traumatic humiliation, guilt, and 
alienation from her own body, which are originated in menarche, and through these representations, I 
think, she not only exposes how women are suppressed, but she also creates a narrative of 
womanhood quite different from one based on the woman=mother ideology. Instead, she shows how 
friendship can develop among women who share the same existential crisis. She also creates a new 
bodily image, different from the bleeding female bodies defiled or isolated, or exploited for; rather she 
shows desiring female “bodies met in blood and sweat”(77) through an intoxicatingly erotic ritual.   
 Devi and Mayamma( a housekeeper) are quite different in caste, education, generation, and marrital 
situation, however, they share the painful experience of barrenness, for which reason they have been 
forced to feel worthless and useless.５ These two women communicate, sympathize, and support each 
other, demonstrating the power that lies in breaking “the proverbial silence” among women in Indian 
society(Women in Indian Society 192; Stories of Dowry Victims: Sita’s Curse 119).   

Devi has a secret life, her own imaginary world in which she becomes a woman warrior, a heroine 
different from the lonely, indecisive, and passive woman in her real life. Her longing creates a day-
dream vision and she sees a radiant, “deep blood-red fruit”(41) and bites into its “thick, succulent 
flesh”(41), and “a voice” leads her to a dizzy world in which a mountain woman, her new benefactor, 
trains Devi a heroic fighter for the women suppressed by men. While Eve was doomed to be banished 
from Eden when she bit into a forbidden fruit, Devi, after her bite,  becomes “an incarnation of 
Durga,” a fierce goddess, and besides, she becomes the wife of a woodland youth, and bears him 
strong sons and daughters. She is not only a lioness-like fighter, but also a woman with a womanly 
body and mellowness that makes her a far-sighted visionary. This is an androgynous dream for a 



woman for whom self-fulfillment is a greedy sin and a caring wife-mother role is expected. Devi is 
awaked not to a womanhood based on shame, to be covered with cultural fig leaves, but to the all-
powerfulness of a goddess. However, in real life this powerful body is only attributed to a goddess, 
while women remain powerless. Devi is, in reality, a passive rebel against a traditional role of women, 
her weapon a “ stubborn, unrelenting womb”, her barrenness(93).  Barrenness is a key term connected 
to the suppressed rage of women with bleeding bodies.  

Mayamma’s whole body is reduced to a womb, which is cursed if it can not bear sons,  in a society 
where a woman’s value mainly depends on her reproductive ability. From the viewpoint of the mother-
in-law, who internalizes patriarchal Indian culture, Mayamma is a dangerous witch, a killer of her 
grandson. The village doctor also suggests that barrenness results from the sins of one’s previous birth.  
Devi thinks that doctors at a modern fertility clinic, who “bristle with impatience” see her as “a stupid 
woman who couldn’t even get pregnant, the easiest of accidents” and seem to say, “Look at the 
obedient, dutiful wives around you”(91). This suggests that medical scientists share the ideology of 
womanhood as a reproductive organ. Thus, barrenness connotes sin, danger, disobedience, stupidity; 
and guilt grows in a barren, revolting womb. “The barren witch has killed my grandson,….’” This 
verbal assault by her mother-in-law  makes Mayamma feel guilty, worthless and desperate to such a 
degree that she imagines her “womb slips down, sagging with the weight of my greed for 
motherhood”, and she puts her hand up, pulls and tears it out and “throws it on the garbage heap to 
rot.”(122-23) Mayamma’s self-tormenting day-dream is generated from her suppressed rage and 
estrangement from her own uncontrollable body.  

On the other hand, Devi begins to assume a defiant attitude toward her barrenness after she has 
suffered from a sense of worthlessness and “yawning emptiness” (68) in a married life of loneliness 
and boredom. Her education, an MA acquired in the US, does not help her to be a good wife, a goal 
which Baba, her father-in-law expected of her, because the way for a woman to reach heaven is to 
serve her husband. Baba is a Sanskrit scholar on whom she totally depends and whom she adores in a 
home from which her husband often stays away on business. Her desire for a career and her 
intellectual interest in Sanskrit texts are rejected by Mehesh, her husband, who is indifferent to love 
but wants sons, as seen in his quick gaze, which appraises her body, “all bones and flat stomach”(86) 
after his return from a long business trip. His gaze   makes her feel a blurred object with a stubborn 
womb. “The focus gets softer and softer, till everything dissolves into nothingness, everything but my 
stubborn, unrelenting womb”(93). Mahesh finds a doctor, who “will set right, with sterilized 
instruments , the rebellious organ, the straying tubes inside me.” “I will leave the clinic with my parts 
glued together, whole, mended, and efficient receptacle for motherhood.”(89) Here we can see 
Hariharan’s biting sarcasm about the ideology of science conspiring with a gender system or an 
ideology of motherhood which considers a barren body as one to be controlled and mended. The 
scientists’ gaze dissects a human body into parts to be examined and mended. Her late grandmother, a 
storyteller of fables about womanhood, and her capable mother, for whom Devi has a strong 
attachment, but whose “stifling and all-pervasive” love engenders “a nameless dread”(7), also expect 
her to be a good wife and mother of sons, pureblooded Brahmins. However, as Devi secretly changed 
the plots of her grandmother’s stories of childhood, she, a passive rebel, assumes a defiant attitude 
toward the traditional role of women with the weapon of her “rebellious body”(74), her “stubborn, 
unrelenting womb”(93). 

How were these feeling of alienation from her own body, shame and guilt generated?   Now I would 
like to examine how the unavoidable corporeality of menstruation is represented in this text. Let’s 
look at Devi’s own story of menarche: 

 
When I bled for the first time, my stomach cramped in knots of pain, I went in search of my 
grandmother. 
‘Don’t tell anyone else,’ she whispered to me. ‘They’ll make you sit alone in the room at the 
back for three days.’(87)     

 
Devi’s grandmother had never mentioned bodily functions, but just lectured on motherhood. “She 
ignored my body, the body vulnerable to sudden change. She dismissed the discomfort, my shyness in 



the face of a body that was now a strange to me, ….”(87-88) Being a woman does not mean a glorious 
future of motherhood for Devi, but rather a feeling of alienation from her own body. The beginning of 
her menstrual period is connected to strangeness, a sense of disunion, discomfort, and shyness about 
her body. 

Mayamma also has her own story of menarche. She was humiliated mentally and abused physically 
when her menstruation began in a temple: 

 
The blood that flowed down my bare leg, hot and sticky, that afternoon when I prayed in the 
temple. The hairy priest with a pot-belly called me aside. I looked down at the blood on clear, 
white flesh, my heart overflowing with something like pride. 
Go home, he hissed, and before I could turn around to run, his heavy hand marked my cheek 
with a stinging slap. Hussy that I was, I had stained the purity of the temple with my gushing 
womanhood. 

    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
My blood flowed freely, I was a woman earlier than all my playmates. I sat alone in the 
courtyard at the back, three days of the month. 
“The blood that flowed down my bare leg, hot and sticky,…. I looked down at the 
blood…”（115）. 
 

A one who defiles “the purity of the temple” with her “gushing womanhood,”  Mayamma is 
inescapably connected with menstruation and later with stillbirth bleeding, which both leave traumatic 
memories of pain, abuse, humiliation, deprivation, and the death of her first son. The stinging slap on 
her cheek by a priest symbolizes the defilement and danger that a female body is forced to be 
burdened with. Mayamma’s body voices the story of millions of silenced women in Indian society 
through her bleeding womb.   

We can also see real-life women who suffer similar conflicts and misery in Promilla Kapur’s Indian 
Call Girls (1979). Those women whom Kapur interviewed were raised by mothers who internalized 
negative attitudes towards female bleeding and considered it as a curse and punishment women are 
doomed to carry on. Let us look at Asha’s typical story of her first menstruation: 

 
…she[ her mother] pushed me away from her, shouting that I was spoiling her clothes and 
that I was making a fuss for nothing. She even told me that all that bleeding which I would 
be having every month was almost a life long punishment that I would have to undergo for 
my being born a girl (124). 
 

We understand how this traumatic experience influenced her subject formation as a woman, and how 
self-debasement is inscribed in her bleeding body.  

Fiction provides alternative visions. What unites Mayamma and Devi is their bleeding bodies, and 
this blood also connects them with Catherine in Wuthering Heights, that primal fictional 
representation of a bleeding body, and a sense of alienation and castration. Catherine’s initiation into 
her womanhood is symbolically represented by a bleeding leg a watchdog bites when she tries to 
intrude into Thrushcross Grange, a symbolic space of initiation. Her experience of a body alienated 
from her soul is repeatedly represented, and finally this alienation is represented as the “shattered 
prison” from which she desperately wishes to escape, to attain the “glorious world beyond” in her 
dying bed. 
  
    “….the thing that irks me most is this shattered prison, after all. I’m tired, tired of being enclosed 

here. I’m wearing to escape into that glorious world, and to be always there; not seeing it dimly 
through tears, and yearning for it through the walls of an aching heart; but really with it, and in 
it…”(167).  

 
 The beginning of womanhood deprives her of the Eden-like world of androgynous childhood, and 
Catherine is no more a carefree “little savage” but a “lady” to be cared for and protected, a castrated 



woman. E. Bronte represents the symbolic moment when a savage girl feels castrated and chained 
when a bulldog bites Catherine in the leg. Aferwards, she is never “a savage” any more, but gendered 
and labeled “lady” the weaker sex, “a stranger” who only mourns her childhood wholeness.  
     
    “… the whole last seven years of my life grew a blank! I did not recall that they had been at all. I 

was a child; my father was just buried, and my misery arose from the separation that Hindley had 
ordered between me and Heathcliff—I was laid alone, for the first time, and, rousing from a 
dismal dose after a night of weeping—I lifted my hand to push the panels aside, it struck the 
tabletop! I swept it along the carpet, and then, memory burst in—my late anguish was swallowed 
in a paroxysm of despair—I cannot say why I felt so wildly wretched—it must have been 
temporary derangement for there is scarcely cause—But, supposing at twelve years old, I had 
been wrenched from the Heights, and every early association, and my all in all, as Heathcliff was 
at that time, and been converted, at a stroke, into Mra Linton, the lady of Thrushcross Grange, 
and the wife of a stranger; an exile, and outcast, thenceforth, from what had been my world—You 
may fancy a glimpse of the abyss where I groveled!… I’m burning! I wish I were out of doors—I 
wish I were a girl again, half savage and hardy, and free…and laughing at injuries, not 
maddening under them! Why am I so changed? Why does my blood rush into a hell of tumult at a 
few words? I’m sure I should be myself were I once among the heather on those hills…”(130 ).    

 
This is an unforgettable literary representation of a castrated female body in agony. The carefree world 
of childhood is replaced by a body labeled as that of a lady, a wife of a stranger, being excluded from 
her childhood home, Wuthering Heights, a symbolized Eden, hence “an exile”, “an outcaste”, doomed 
to wander on the moor like a ghost. 

Catherine gives a telling response to Nelly about her decision, in this condition, to marry Linton : 
 
  “…but surely you and everybody have a notion that there is, or should be an existence of yours 

beyond you. What were the use of my creation if I were entirely contained here?…If all else 
perished, and he remained, I should still continue to be;….  I am Heathcliff!…so, don’t talk of 
our separation again—it is impracticable;…”(chap.9). 
 

As seen before, Catherine’s initiation into womanhood caused her separation from Heathcliff. Her 
connection to him was impracticable according to Catherine, however, it happened on both symbolic 
and real levels. What does this signify? Her initiation into her womanhood could be read as an 
impracticable separation from Heathcliff, which means that Catherine can not survive because she is 
separated from “the eternal rocks beneath,” what her existence was based on. When all the world 
perishes, there is no chance for her to go beyond her real existence, so no use of her creation itself. 
Her separation from Heathcliff means her estrangement from all the world, the loss of Eden, the end 
of primary narcissism, a descent into the abyss, into a nothingness like that in the Malabar cave where 
Adella and Mrs Moore heard an echo which robbed meaning from every word in this world and 
reduced it to blankness. Annie in J. Kincaid’s Annie John (1983) is another example of Catherine’s 
spiritual progeny, also losing the world at the beginning of her womanhood.６ However, in Wuthering 
Heights the traumatized experience of Catherine’s initiation into the unknown world of womanhood, 
symbolized as the Linton world, is represented through a sociably accepted form, a tragic love story  
in a Victorian society where open talks on sexuality and woman’s corporeality were tabooed, and a 
woman’s rebellious attitude toward feminine roles was also suppressed. But the multi-layered 
structure of this text made it possible to represent the depth of a woman’s traumatic experience of 
castration. This is the seminal, or rather menstrual text of a female body in an existential agony 
equivalent to the estrangement from God.     
  In Lockwood’s nightmare, the voice of a child sobs, “Let me in—let me in!” He asks, “Who are 
you?”, and it replies, “Catherine Linton,” “ I’m come home, I’d lost my way on the moor!” When 
Lockwood sees the child’s face looking through a window, terror seizes him. The child clings to his 
arm, pulls its wrist onto the broken pane, and rubs it to and fro “till the blood ran down and soaked the 
bedclothes…..” This is another impressive scene of a bleeding girl which corresponds to the incident 



of Thrushcross Grange. To Lockwood’s shouting, “I’ll never let you in, not if you beg for twenty 
years” it moans, “It’s twenty years” “twenty years, I’ve been a waif for twenty years”( 25 )! 
 
 This happens when Lockwood visits Wuthering Heights in November, 1801. Catherine’s diary, which 
he happened to read, was written 25 years earlier, that is, in 1776 or 1777, just before the fatal incident 
at Thrushcross Grange in 1777 when she was 12 years old. In her dairy Catherine lamented that 
Hindley threatened he would turn Heathcliff out of the house if he and Catherine broke his orders not 
to play together. This ominous threat and the incident at Thrushcross Grange made their separation 
definite, and these events are exactly what Catherine talks about in delirium. In her unconscious 
reality, it was at 12 years old that Catherine was converted into Mrs Linton, the wife  of a stranger, 
being wrenched from the Heights, from Heathcliff, an exile and outcast. She says, “the whole last 
seven years of my life grew a blank!”, and this blank seven years started with the incident at 
Thrushcross Grange. The initiation into womanhood symbolized by a bleeding body is placed in the 
context of a love story, and Catherine’s monologue on the fatal separation is followed by Heathcliff’s 
obsession about his union with the soul of the deceased after Catherine’s death. His survival after her 
death is due to this obsession, and his desire for this union with the invisible is converted into his 
desire to attain a mysterious “it” toward the ending. Catherine’s desire for “that glorious world” 
beyond corresponds to Heathcliff’s desire to attain “it”, and this desire is generated by the traumatic 
experience at puberty of being labeled a lady, a castrated existence. This experience of primary loss 
and desire for the lost object and union is represented obsessively through out her monologue in 
delirium and on her death bed, through the words of lament in her diary, in Lockwood’s nightmare, 
and through Heathcliff’s obsessive desire for the dead, which lasts 18 years.     

In her Memoirs of a Woman Doctor (1988) the Egyptian writer Nawal E. Saadawi also shows how a 
protagonist suffers a severe conflict between her sense of identity and her femininity through her 
bleeding body. Saadawi’s protagonist also feels as if she were “ in chains---chains forged from my 
own blood tying me to the bed so that I couldn’t run and jump, chains produced by the cells of my 
own body, chains of shame and humiliation.” The conflict begins earlier, when her mother’s gaze at 
her body as a girl causes her self-consciousness feeling that “Everything in me was shameful…”(10), 
then comes to a head at the beginning of menstruation: 

 
I was bounding ecstatically along when I felt a violent shudder running through my body. 
My head spun and I saw something red. I didn’t know what had happened to me. Fear 
gripped my heart and I left the game. I ran back to the house and locked myself in the 
bathroom to investigate the secret of this grave event in private.(11) 
 

Though her mother greets her with “a broad smile”(11) and tells her “women’s bloody tale”(11), the 
sense of fear, confusion, shame, uncleanness, humiliation, weakness and emptiness caused by the 
sudden change in her body are closely united with her earlier experience of her femininity. And she 
feels cursed by God who “really hates girls”(12). She can never accept the absurdity of “this curse”. 
As L. Lander puts it in her Images of Bleeding: Menstruation as Ideology, “ Why should I bleed? Why 
only women? Why saddle only us with stigma, taboo, with feeling cursed and unclean?”(3) She asks 
herself, “Was this unclean procedure the only way for girls to reach maturity?” (12)We should note 
Saadawi’s protagonist’s word, “my weakness” and her wish for death: “If only I could die! I didn’t 
recognize this body which sprang a new shame on me every day, adding to my weakness and my 
preoccupation with myself”(12). Her word and her wish for death echoes Catherine’s, and her sense of 
shame reflects other women’s traumatized experiences of bleeding. 
 What each of these protagonists has in common is her lament for a lost childhood at the 
moment of menarche, receding from a playing ground into the back room, from  
androgynous childhood into a space of inactivity. “I no longer went out in the 
street,…”(14). Midori in “Growing Up” stops playing with Shota, her playmate, stops 
going out in the street, and stays at home, lamenting the loss of childhood and 
carefreeness. Saadasin’s protagonist does likewise: she “no longer went out in the 



street”(14) and takes to her room for four days running. Devi is also told to sit alone in 
the room at the back for three days. Catherine, after her leg is injured, has to stay at 
Thrushcross Grange for five weeks to be reborn as “a lady”, a persona of femininity, the 
weaker sex. Each protagonist becomes inactive, like a sick girl. “The rejection-of-
feminine-role hypothesis frequently focuses on the beginning of menstruation at puberty 
as an event that forces the developing woman to adjust to her femininity”(Lander 65). A 
Freudian formulation, in which the rejection of femininity is connected with a castration 
complex, will see Catherine, Saadawi’s protagonist, Devi and Midori as girls who fail to 
adjust to a feminine role and became a neurotic as a result, envious of the privileges of 
masculinity. But from the feminist viewpoint, Catherine’s misery can be shared with 
every woman in a society where a woman is seen as the weaker, inferior sex.  
 One of the most striking scenes in Saadawi’s text concerns the fallen idol of the male body 
dissected or examined by a female student of science. The protagonist, as a student of medicine, 
intrudes into an area where no woman was traditionally allowed, and looks at a naked man on a 
dissecting table next to her for the first time in her life. She wonders, “Why had my mother made all 
these tremendous distinctions between me and my brother, and portrayed man as a god whom I would 
have to serve in the kitchen all my life?” “Would my mother ever believe that I’d stood with a naked 
man in front of me and a knife in my hand, and opened up his stomach and his head? Would society 
believe that I’d examined a man’s body and taken it to pieces without caring that it was a man”(25)? 
Now she is positioned not as an object of desire but as a gazer, and her gaze robs man of dignity and 
respect, and her hatred and contempt are depicted as follows: 
 
    I hadn’t imagined that life would prove my mother wrong so soon, or give me my revenge in this 

way over that miserable man who’d looked at my breasts one day and not seen anything else out 
of me besides them…. 

      Was this a man’s body, the outside covered with hair and the inside full of decaying stinking 
organs, his brain floating in a sticky white fluid and his heart in thick red blood? How ugly man 
was, both inside and out…(26). 

 
The protagonist’s obsessive rebellion against her mother is repeated again and again in this text, 
whenever she suffers a conflict between her sense of identity and her femininity. Her mother forces 
her to accept a traditional feminine role, although she is very much envious of the privileges of men.７ 

When it comes time for a female body to be dissected, her scientist’s gaze robs it of  
“the glory of the long shiny hair my mother had plagued me with”(26). This long shiny hair “fell into 
the filthy bin along with other unwanted bodily matter and scraps of flesh”(27). In the past she had her 
hair cut short to see if “a woman’s crown fall shattered to the ground” so that her mother would be 
upset. Her rebellion was a success. Though she experiences a conflict between her attachment to and 
detachment from her mother, when her mother gives a shrill cry and slaps her face again and again, 
and repeats in bewilderment, “You must have gone mad!”, she realizes she has defeated her mother 
and the great aura which had made her terrified of her mother vanishes, and she knows that “she was a 
just an ordinary woman.”(18) The magic of a phallic mother, the substitute for a patriarch is also 
broken; her mother is castrated by daughter. “My mother had ruined my childhood… “(67), says the 
narrator protagonist. Her mother had seemed to her to control her “life, her future and her body right 
down to every strand of her hair.”(16) She doubted the love of her mother, and her doubt lead her to a 
contempt for “womankind”(17). Her mother was responsible for her daughter’s enmity against her 
femininity, though her mother had greeted her daughter’s menarche with “ a broad smile” unlike the 
mothers of some of the informants in Indian Call Girls, whose attitudes towards menstruation are very 
negative. Saadawi’s protagonist is forced to believe that “everything in me was shameful”(10) and she 
has to cover up the shameful parts of her body when she is just nine years old because of her mother’s 
piercing gaze, like “an animal immobilizing its prey.”   

Science helps her to challenge and resist what her mother wants her to be, however, it also topples 
female dignity from its throne, leaving it at her feet “naked and powerless,” just as man had done 



before(39). When she treats a dying woman who gives birth to a living child, “the focus of the struggle 
inside me” widens out from masculinity and femininity to embrace humankind as a whole(38). She 
experiences a revelation in a village far from her home, her mother, and the laboratories. She feels 
pain for the first time in her life when she sees the eyes of her patient, whose moaning makes her spirit 
quail. Her conflict between her sense of identity and femininity had led her to rebel against everyone, 
especially her mother, who forced her to play a traditional woman’s role, to shut herself away in 
dreary isolation. But she now can open her arms to life and embraces her mother, “feeling for the first 
time that she was my mother.”   
 Now she desperately searches for a man, instead of “waiting for some men to come and buy me like 
a cow”(71). After an unhappy marriage, she finally finds a man unlike those who disliked openness, 
intelligence, and a strong personality in a woman. But before this happy encounter, an important 
change occurs. The society against which she rebelled begin to recognize her as a respectable 
physician, one with self-sacrificing compassion for those who seek for her help. She wonders,” Why 
had I been angry at the blood which stains a woman every thirty days”(84). Why?  This question 
suggests that her endless battles against gender discrimination, internalized in her mother in particular, 
and in everyone in society generally, became militant when she experienced her menarche. Though 
she was surrounded by many supporters, however, emptiness took root in her. She refused to lead a 
woman’s life because of her battles against her mother and her contempt for men had blinded her. This 
novel ends as follows: “I buried my head in his chest and wept tears of quiet relief.”(101) She 
experiences the protection of someone else for the first time in her life, “something she hadn’t felt ever 
about her mother.”(100)  
  Devi, like Saadawi’s protagonist, rebels against her mother, who forced her to play a proper woman’s 
role, but she listens to the suppressed voice of her mother and understand her loneliness and pain. 
Does Saadawi’s protagonist have any space for her and her mother to share and communicate, to 
achieve empowerment? There is a quick moment when she embraces her mother, however, her mother 
impresses us as a symbol of the superego which orders daughters to accept the traditional feminine 
roles.   
  Finally, let us examine Ichiyo Higuchi’s(1872-1896) “Takekurabe”(“Growing Up” 1895-96) which 
tells the story of how Midori, the protagonist, reaches puberty in her 14th calender year and how she 
mourns her carefree childhood. Midori lives in Daikokuya, a geisha house, with her parents and her 
sister, Omaki, a famous courtesan called “Oiran”. Thanks to Omaki’s fame, power, and good 
connections with celebrities, as well as her own entertaining, friendly nature, Midori is very popular 
among the people in the licensed quarter. However, Midori is expected to be like her sister, “Oiran”, in 
the near future, instead of becoming a mother of sons or a lady to be given away in marriage, like 
Devi, Catherine and Saadawi’s protagonist at puberty. Puberty for such girls as Devi, Catherine, 
Saadawi’s protagonist and many others, “is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual maturity 
but as the signal of immanent reproductive capacities”(Grosz 205). Midori’s body is not coded with 
“resonances of motherhood” but  of “newly awakened sexual capacities.” In this sense, the protagonist 
of this text is uniquely situated.  

Let us see how Midori reacts to the beginning of menstruation. On the fatal day, 
Midori wears her hair in a special style, equivalent to “the first Sari”８ which makes 
visible the end of childhood. This is described as follows: 
 
    …a little shyly, she wore her hair in a fresh Shimada, tied with a rich twist of ribbon. 

Her combs were tortoise shell, and little bunches of streamers hung shimmering 
from her hairpins. She was more brightly dressed than usual, the model Kyoto doll. 
Shota was speechless. Ordinarily he would have run over and taken her by the 
arm…. 

     “It looks wonderful.” Shota pulled at Midori’s sleeve. “When did you have it done? 
Yesterday? This morning?” And a little reproachfully, “Why didn’t you tell me?” 



     “They did it this morning in Omaki’s room. I hate it.” Midori’s tone was heavy, she 
looked down at the ground, she seemed shy of the passing crowds.”(chap.14, 106) 

 
What does menarche signify for Midori of Daikokuya, a geisha house where her sister 
Omaki is a famous Oiran? We can find the suggestion in the topic of Midori’s hairdo 
which Shota and the Moose discuss: 
 
    “…Has anyone seen Midori?  I’ve been looking for her all day….”… 
      “Oh, Midori. She went by a little while ago over the bridge. You should’ve seen her. 

her hair done up like so.” He swept his hands up grandly over his head to suggest the 
lines of the Shimada, the coiffure a young girl adopts when she reaches adolescence. 
“She looked good. Good,” he added, wiping his nose. 

     “Better than her sister, I bet. Maybe she’ll turn out like her sister.” 
    Shota looked at the ground. 
     “Hope she does. Then we can go buy her. Next year I’ll open a stall and make me 

some money.”(chap.14, 105) 
 
While Shota feels sorry for Midori, the Goose becomes excited at the prospect of buying 
her. Midori is gendered and labeled as the object of men’s desire, unlike the protagonist 
of A Woman Doctor and Devi of Thousand Faces of Night who were expected to marry a 
proper person and to give him legitimate sons. The fatal day of bleeding at  Thrushcross 
Grange symbolizes for Catherine separation from her childhood to become Mrs Linton, 
the wife of a stranger. The beginning of menstruation usually means girls are oriented 
toward marriage and motherhood in the near future, and their sexuality is hidden behind 
the reproductive project. “Takekurabe” is unique in this sense, though Midori is not the 
desiring subject, but the object of sexual desire unconnected to reproductive ends in this 
specific scene.  

“From that day on Midori was a changed girl.”(109) The question is how exactly, and  
how did people around her change their attitude toward her?  Not only her acquaintances 
but also passers-by begins to admire her, but their praise “sounded in her ears like taunts” 
and “she felt as though they were jeering at her.”(106) Thus she ends up staying at home 
alone of her own volition. Even Shota annoys her to the extent that she says, “I’ll die if 
you stay. It gives me a headache to listen to you, and it makes me dizzy to talk to you. I 
don’t want anyone to come near me, not anyone, I wish you would go home.” (108) She 
wants to hide in a dark room, speaking to no one and showing her face to no one because 
she feels depressed and embarrassed when she has to meet people. She often flushes or 
looks as if she wants to weep when she is talked to, even by Shota. Shota is still a child, 
and can not understand the change in her, so he only wonders if she is ill. Midori herself 
is muddled and cannot express how she feels. 
 
    Sad thoughts accumulated, vague thoughts that she could not define herself—thoughts 

that would never have come to the Midori yesterday. How was she describe the 
shame she felt?...Ah, if she could go on forever with her dolls and her cutouts, if she 
could go on playing house, what a joy it would be. She hated it, hated it, she hated 
growing up. Why did she have to grow old? If she could only go back seven months, 
ten months, a year—it was as though she were already an old woman.(107-108) 



 
Midori’s “ bright manner and winsome way of looking at one”(75) are gone, and she  

feels alienated from her body, which seems to her that of “an old woman, with no future 
as she expected”. However, this text does not have a despairing ending. Midori is not 
represented only as the objectified female body but also as a girl in love, a desiring 
subject in the end. Her childish approach to Nobu, her school mate and an heir to the 
Ryugeji Temple, subtly changes before the day of her menarche. When she was a 
carefree child and offered a scarlet silk handkerchief to Nobu, who tripped over the root 
of a pine and fell with one hand to the ground, gossip spread. Though Midori was always 
friendly to Nobu, he disliked gossip and desperately kept away from her. Midori 
gradually comes to think that “he was making a special effort to be disagreeable.” Midori 
is always annoyed by his coldness, rudeness, and neglect, but still she cannot  restrain 
herself when Nobu is in trouble with a broken clog under the gate of Daikokuya. 
However, she cannot talk to him spontaneously as usual, and keeps silent, standing in the 
shadow of the gate heedless of the rain. “She could not open the gate, and yet she could 
not ignore the unfortunate. Turning over all the possibilities in her mind, she finally thrust 
her hand out through the lattice and tossed the cloth over him. He ignored it. Ah, He’s the 
same as ever. All Midori’s resentment gathered in her eyes, tears of annoyance welled up. 
What does he have against me?”(103) Though she has plenty of things to say to Nobu, 
Midori collects herself and “marched firmly into the house” (chap.13, 103) when she 
hears the voice of her mother.   
 The last paragraph shows how Midori has changed in her attitude toward Nobu. 
 
   Midori heard nothing of Nobu’s plans. The old spirit was still put away somewhere, it 

was only that she had felt so unlike herself these last few weeks. She was shy, 
everything embarrassed her. One frosty morning someone left a paper narcissus at the 
gate. There was no message with it, but for reasons of her own Midori put it in a vase 
and sat fondly up at it. And then, she hardly knew where, she heard that the following 
day in a seminary Nobu had put on his dark robes.(110) 

 
Interestingly, her new shyness and embarrassment in place of her old spirit of childhood  
are connected to her subtle response to the gift of a paper narcissus, which suggests  
her growth in terms of imaginative ability and sensitivity as a girl in love. Midori, like  
the protagonist in A Woman Doctor mourns her carefree childhood, and has gloomy  
thoughts, however, unlike Saadawi’s protagonist she does not hate nor have a great  
contempt for men. On the contrary, her sexual awakening is represented through her  
love for Nobu instead of her childish chagrin at his neglect. Grosz states, “ Puberty for  
girls marks the development of the breast and the beginning of menstruation as an  
entry into the reproductive reality that is presumed to be women’s prime domain.  
Puberty is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual maturity but as the signal of  
immanent reproductive capacities”. In “Takekurabe,” however, there is no resonance of  
motherhood, only of newly awakened sexual capacities. Midori’s sexual maturity might  
be exploited as the object of male desire, but the ending suggests the possibility of her  
desiring subjectivity as a girl in love. Thus, menstruation does not indicate reproductive  
reality but the potential forcorporeal pleasure, though it also indicates the jeopardy of  
being the desired object. The feminine role Midori is expected to accept is strikingly  



different from that of the other girls we’ve seen.  
Interestingly, we can see contrasting reactions of people to Midori’s change: “Some 

praised Midori for having become so quiet and lady-like, some mourned the entertaining 
child who was gone.” Ichiyo herself seems to fall into the second group, lamenting the 
inescapable end of Midori’s childhood world: “The gaiety disappeared from the main 
street like a fire put out.”(110) Heathcliff similarly mourns Catherine, the savage girl who 
was gone, but we can find no one in A Woman Doctor who mourns the childhood 
activeness of the protagonist, and this kind of apathy is predominant.  

 Hariharan’s representation of bleeding female bodies is unique because she creates a  narrative that 
challenges the ideology of womanhood starting with menarche, which is tacitly assumed to be 
celebrated only because it means future motherhood, and thus means nothing for women of stubborn 
wombs. Devi’s rebellious barren and menstruating body has a subversive power, challenging the 
reproductive equation menstruation=motherhood.  

Moreover, in Hariharan’s text we can find a secret bond between women which is not  developed in 
other texts. Now I would like to examine how women around Devi support each other. We find diverse 
metaphorical mother-and-daughter narratives between Devi and Parvatiama, her mother-in-law; 
Mayamma and Parvatiama; Devi and her grandmother; Devi and Mayamma, besides the real mother-
and-daughter narrative between Devi and Sita. And each woman’s story, and the legends and fables of 
many heroines and goddesses narrated by Devi’s grandmother intersect and develop the theme of 
womanhood and the narratives of sisterhood and friendship between women of different castes, 
generations, and educational backgrounds.  

“Devi, Devi, Parvatiamma was my sister, my mother, my daughter”(82). This is what Mayamma 
tells Devi. Many years after her first son is born dead, Mayamma bears a son, but eight years later her 
husband leaves home taking with him all the money in the house. Her son, at fourteen, begins to 
threaten to beat her and pesters her for valuables. After her son dies, she feeds the ashes “into the 
river’s mouth” (123). Then Mayamma comes to Parvatiamma, Devi’s mother-in-law, with only a torn 
sari, and Parvatiamma gives her a home. From that day, Parvatiamma becomes her sister, her mother, 
and her daughter. Mayamma, a victim of domestic violence by her mother-in-law, her husband, and 
her son, all sustaining the patriarchal system, is supported by Parvatiamma, who has left her husband, 
and is thus labeled a fallen woman because she has crossed “the threshold, the boundaries of home, 
and for “women, a step over the bar is an act of transgression”(Lal, The Laws of the Threshold 12)  
Parvatiama chooses to seek for God by herself, which is not permitted to women, instead of serving 
her husband, the only path to attain good wifehood. She is doomed to be punished, but Parvatiamma,  
becomes her “guardian angel”, a model of a rebel woman far different from Sita, Devi’s mother, who 
sacrificed her dream to be a good wife. When Parvatiamma leaves the house, Mayamma “felt 
destitute” as if her “mother had died again”(63). But Mayamma could live again not only through 
Parvatiamma but also “ even through” Devi (136) after Parvatiamma leaves.     

The long-suffering Mayamma, then, in turn,  supports Devi, who is also sterile and feels humiliated 
by busy gynecologists and worthless in her husband’s gaze. Devi finally decides to leave home like 
Parvatiamma. Devi’s grandmother also gives deserted wives and impoverished widows a warm 
refuge. She herself was widowed in her early thirties, as Sita was. Grandmother is Devi’s beloved “old 
friend”, and through her mother-love seems to Devi stifling when she is on her death bed, but she 
leaves “a gift of the ultimate fantasy: a woman avenger”(39), as well as diverse moral fables, out of 
which Devi herself will make her own stories of womanhood. Sita, a modern version of Gandhari, 
dedicates herself to the altar of marriage as a dutiful wife and daughter-in-law, but the sacrifice comes 
to nothing because of her widowhood. However, Devi, who was an “obedient puppet” of her mother, 
now begins to think of “her mother’s years of unstinting devotion to the family” and understands her 
loneliness and deep, unrelenting pain, her survival, efficient but empty.(136) Her daughter’s 
sympathetic gaze suggests “the possibility of our newly made friendship”,(14) which Devi had 
expected just after she came back from the US and was disappointed, will be realized in the near 
future. She decides to meet Sita with “the unflinching look” which she rehearses beforehand and to 
offer her love, in order to start from the very beginning. She opens the gate and “quickened her 



footsteps as she heard the faint sounds of a veena, hesitant and childlike, inviting her into the 
house.”(139) Sita also seems to start from the very beginning. Now Sita is not a womb that cocoons 
her child, she starts her life again as a child desiring her abandoned dream. Hariharan suggests that 
Devi and Sita creates a space to stand face to face in order to empower each other in the concluding 
scene.  

I would like to emphasize here again the supporting relationship of these outcast women, their 
sisterhood. The way they help and support each other through shared pain and humiliation, with the 
invisible ties between Devi and Parvatiamma, or the possible re-union of Devi and Sita, creates the 
basis for a battle against the abuse of power, a warm refugee, allowing them to challenge the myth of a 
self-denying ideal wife in a traditional Hindu culture. All these barren or widowed women are united 
and form an network with other women through their bleeding bodies. Hariharan, like Bapsi Sidhawa, 
who also has a myth-making representational power related to a women’s community, seems to risk 
reductionism; however, she avoids this. Her characters are not reduced to an idea of a bleeding body, 
their diversity is carefully delineated.    

The psychology of subject formation, along with the ideology of motherhood, is so ingeniously 
systematized through myths of motherhood that we may not notice they divide women into “pregnant 
women of all shapes and sizes” and barren women with “flat stomachs”, or  women with “ rebellious 
organs”(89), and obedient women. I do not mean that a bleeding women’s community momentarily 
stops the endless multiplication of axes of difference among women, but it can be a strategically 
powerful image of a place for women to share their painful or joyful experiences and to understand 
their bodies.          
  
                             Notes 
  
１. L. Lander shows that women’s corporeality has been exploited in order to sustain  their low status 
by examining the ideology of medical science from the 18th century up to now, and proposes a vision 
of menstruation from a woman’s viewpoint. Menstruation is not just physiological phenomenon but a 
cultural product closely related to the status of a woman, and it has a negative meaning, such as 
stigma, taboo, curse, defilement, punishment, and so on in many cultures. A. Dworkin’s biting 
comment on the cultural meaning of menstruation, is “The filth of women is a central conceit in 
culture: taken to be a fact; noted, remarked on, explicated, analyzed, poetized, pornographized, 
satirized: genital filth, menstrual filth, excremental filth, filth down there, between the legs, in the 
hole, the wound oozing blood and slime, dirt and smell; the dirt inherent in the genitals or in her bad 
character—wash, slut, wash. She is dirt and what she touches is dirt because she contaminates, makes 
unclean; her dirt is a contagious dirt, defiling whatever she touches” (Intercourse 184). Greer sees 
“atavistic fear” in the common attitudes to menstruation. She points out that “Women who adhere to 
the Moslem, Hindu or Mosaic faiths must regard themselves as unclean in their time of menstruation, 
principally evinced by our efforts to keep it secret…” (Female Eunuch 57).  Her view suggests that 
fear generates the meaning of the female body which bleeds as dangerously filthy. In their Daughters 
of Independence: Gender, Caste and Class in India, which argues that there is a link between women’s 
subordination through the control of female sexuality and the patriarchal caste hierarchy, Joanna 
Liddle and Rama Joshi also mention the pollution of menstruation: “To the Brahmin, childbirth, 
sexuality and menstruation were all sources of pollution….The ideas about women’s ritual impunity 
which arose, along with the physical constraints on their activities, stressed that women’s menstrual, 
reproductive and sexual functions made them inherently impure(69). We can find in most arguments 
on menstruation reference to  defilement, through some researchers mention positive meanings. Yagi, 
for example, states that menstruation is considered as fortunate because it is connected with 
reproductive capability, fertility and sexual maturity in matriarchal culture (Yagi, “Menstruation” An 
Encyclopaedia of South Asia). 
２. I interviewed 10 Indian women in Mumbai and Kolkata, all from their 20s to their40s, between 
30th August and 7th September in2003, and 27th August and 2nd September in 2004. I asked them how 
they experienced their menarche, what sort of health education they received, and what sort of taboos 
they were experiencing. Meghne, 20 years old was a hotel attendant in Mumbai. Her parents held 



liberal views and did not restrict her activities so severely during her period as a Brhamin family did. 
She was not expected to shut herself in an innermost room and she could spend the period rather 
comfortably. But she was not permitted to enter the kitchen, and a curtain was drawn behind the 
images of god so that her body might not affect them. The beginning of her menstruation did not 
shock her because she had enough knowledge of it owing to her school health education, but she could 
not talk with her mother frankly. But now she can talk with her about anything, she said. Mala was 22 
years old, a Hindu, and Charmaine, 24 years old, a Catholic. Both were airport attendants. They 
received sex education at school and had enough physiological knowledge. They were not permitted 
to enter a temple or a church until their periods were over and they cleansed themselves. Charmaine 
said that she was annoyed by her menstruation and hated it because she felt uncomfortable 5 or 6 
years ago, but that now she was not suffering from pain or discomfort. Now they could enjoy TV 
commercials and can buy packs of comfortable sanitary items. These are popular among women in 
urban areas, but women in rural areas can not afford to buy them yet, nor do they have enough 
information about them. Nupur was 24 years old, a service manager at a restaurant in Kolkata. She did 
not receive a regular school education of physiology, but a special seminar on menstruation. Her 
mother taught her about it and took care of her when it started. But she suffered from pain, and it was 
very annoying to her. Though she was not forbidden to enter a kitchen, her mother’s eldest sister was 
not permitted to touch the images of god, and had to use spare linen and chairs during her period. 
Veena (pseudonym)was in her 40s, a Buddhist. She said that an attitude or taboo against menstruation 
depends on religion, caste, generation, family, and the area where one lives, but even a very modern 
woman from a liberated family is not permitted to enter a temple nor touch the images of god. Rohini 
was a 42 year old housewife, and Laxmi a 43 years old housewife, both Hindu. Laxmi’s first period 
started at the age of 15, and she did not have any knowledge beforehand, so she was shocked. Shock, 
discomfort, and depression were what she felt at that time, but now she is free from them. She did not 
have a health education at school. Her mother did not tell her anything about menstruation, but her 
grandmother did. She did not talk with her friend, either. She learned about sanitary pads from a TV 
commercial 5 years ago, but she said that she prefers cloth to them. Rohini’s first  period started in the 
9th grade, and she was shocked and embarrassed. She did not have a health education at school, and 
neither her mother nor her elder sister told her about it, but her friend told her what to do. She uses 
sanitary pads but most women in a village use small pieces of cloth, cut from old sari. During her 
period she is not permitted to enter a temple or to touch the brass gods at home, but she can come into 
a kitchen. Gayalei(a pseudonym), 26 years old, was working at a travel agent. She needed a guarantee 
of non-publication about a private answer and also she was irritated when I showed her what R. N. 
Pati wrote in Adolescent Girls, “…very little attention is paid to education and awareness of 
adolescent girls about the facts of life of menstruation. In Pondichery a restriction prevails that 
mothers should not be the one to see and ‘verify’ her daughter’s first menstrual bleeding”(8). She 
looked very suspiciously at the book, and said, “ It may be true only of uneducated village women, but 
urban girls have a good health education at school and enough knowledge, so menarche was not a 
shock to me because it is natural.” She disliked R. N. Pati’s research, which seemed to give an 
impression of backwardness to India, and she seemed to be very proud of her education at a convent 
school. When I asked if she could talk with her mother freely, she did not answer my question and 
only repeated that she had enough knowledge. To enter a temple and a kitchen is tabooed for 3 days, 
but she persisted that it does not have anything to do with religious defilement, and it is just a sanitary 
matter. Devi ( a pseudonym) was 22 years old, working at a hotel in Korkata. Her parents lived in a 
small town not far from Kolkata. She said that to talk about sex or menstruation was tabooed in the 
past, and even now she felt awkward. She received a health education at a convent school in 
Tharkland, using VTR about women’s bodily functions. Her first  period started in 9th grade, and her 
mother told her how to handle it and she could talk with her freely. She remembered a TV commercial 
on sanitary pads when she was a child, so she was sure that it started more than 10 years ago. Her 
mother used cloth in the past. She was not permitted to join the ritual but not forbidden to enter a 
temple and kitchen. 
  According to Yagi taboos and restrictions during menstruation in India depend on caste 
and area, but cooking and attending religious service are commonly prohibited, and 



women are supposed to shut themselves up in a menstruation hut or in a back room. 
Moslem women are permitted to cook, but to read or touch the Koran, to attend a service 
in a mosque, and to go on a pilgrimage are not permitted. (Yagi, “Menstruation” An 
Encyclopaedia of South Asia) These taboos correspond to what the women I interviewed 
told me.  

See also R. N. Pati’s Adolescent Girls based on an investigation of issues of health,  
nutrition, and reproductive behaviour of adolescent girls living in a tribal area, and both 
rural and urban areas in Orissa, India. This study reveals that in spite of rituals and 
traditional festive celebration of menarche, and restrictions during menstruation such as 
“seclusion, ritual bathing, practice and prescriptions concerning washing and 
management of the menstruated cloths/pads, etc” seen in most parts of the country, young 
girls are not provided with enough knowledge about menstruation and reproductive 
health until their first personal experience of it . “Well over two thirds of the girls taken 
for this study described the onset of menarche as a fearful event,….Many of them cried 
when they first saw the menstrual blood.…Even after the attainment of  
menarche, very little information is given to young girls about the physiological  
processes involved and the hygienic practices to be followed”(7-8). 

See also Bumiller’s May You Be the Mother of a Hundred Sons: A Journey Among the 
Women of India which introduces a woman field laborer named as Bommadda in Tamil 
Nadu who used to “lie down in some clumps of dried tree roots and dirt, which had been 
designated as the spot where the women of the village should sleep during their periods” 
because she was considered impure. She discovered that “in one part. of India women 
were made to sleep outside their family homes until the bleeding was over.” The author 
suggests that the village women internalize strict rules equating menstruation with 
polluting power. “Bommadda was convinced that if she returned to her home she would 
fall sick, or the harvest would fail”(12). 

On the other hand, in “From a Girl to a Maiden, a Maiden to a Woman” which is based on an 
investigation in a village near Varanasi, Yagi states that women during periods and pregnancy are 
considered “fortunate” because of their reproductive fertility, which brings their matrimonial home 
prosperity.( 70) 

Kalpana Ram points out the transition from public to privatized constructions of sexuality because 
of high female literacy in Kanyakumari. Women there do not wish to advertise the ritual, but like to 
privatize it as “a feminine secret”(“Uneven Modernities and Ambivalent Sexualities” 288).  
３ . “Red Flower” by Yoshiharu Tsuge, a Japanese cartoonist, represents menstruation in a 
way different from these women writers. Masaji, a schoolboy, casts a furtive gaze at 
Sayoko, his school mate, suggesting his sexual curiosity. When Sayoko is looking after a 
shop in a mountain village, Masaji glances at her lying down languidly. Her belly was 
swollen, and didn’t seem to concentrate on the sale’s account. Masaji sympathizes with 
her in her trouble, but she keeps him away, like Midori during her period in “Growing 
Up”. His sexual curiosity, which is first seen in his mischief, pulling Sayoko’s kimono’s 
hem off, or teasingly mentioning her pubic hair, is closely related to his sympathy for her 
when she seems to feel out of sorts. One day Masaji furtively glances at Sayoko 
crouching on the river, and at the moment she rises to her feet, he sees red flowers bloom 
with a plop, plot, plop on the surface of the river. The vividness of the flowers strewn on 
the surface of water mystifies him with the ineluctable corporeality of women, and this 
impressive picture of menstruating blood visualized as red flowers may divert one’s 
attention, romanticizing the physiological reality of women. But, interestingly, Sayoko’s 



bleeding body is not represented as a female body with reproductive fertility, nor, as an 
estranged body, nor as an unclean body, nor as the object of male desire, but as an 
eroticized body which strangely keeps male gaze away, in spite of Masaji’s furtively 
insistent gaze.   
４. According to Sekine, the author of Antholopology of Pollution : The Life-world of the South Indian 
Harijans (1995), the concept of pollution(tito) which is generated from  marginalized experiences 
such as death and the blurring of boundaries is originally ambivalent, with both destructive and 
creative powers, but this ambivalence is changed into a discriminatory ideology based on defilement, 
which differentiates harijans. If we follows his logic, the bleeding female bodies are seen not as 
exuberantly and dangerously creative but only dangerously defiled because female bodies evoke the 
threat of death, chaotic marginal experience between this world and the world beyond.  
Grosz says that the female body broadly coded as a body which bleeds is associated with 
“infection, disease, and the idea of festering putrefaction” because menstruation is 
associated with blood, injury, the wound, and with “a mess [that] leaks that does not dry 
invisibly, that leaks, uncontrollable, not in sleep, in dreams… indicates the beginning of 
an out-of-control status…. (Grosz, Volatile Bodies 205-206) 
５. Both the feminists who had neglected or hated the corporeality of menstruation as the source of 
women’s oppression and those who celebrated the female body as a source of power tended to focus 
on the reproductive body and sexuality, and the non-reproductive female body, its sterility seems to 
have been neglected.   

See also Army of Roses in which the author suggests that Wafa Idris, the first woman Palestinian 
suicide bomber, died for “reasons that go beyond the liberation of Palestine”(8), and a gender issue 
lurked behind her seemingly patriotic deed, which is closely related with her sterility. Because Wafa 
delivered a stillborn female infant she was blamed by her husband’s family and told by a local doctor 
that “she would never be able to carry a child to full term” (43). After that she stopped eating and 
talking, and stayed in bed all day and night, and thus was labeled as a disobedient wife as well as a 
sterile incomplete woman, and she was cast aside. The author suggests that Wafa was in despair and 
her hopelessness motivated her to carry out an act of terror.  
６ . Annie’s menarche in Annie John is described as follows:    
    On the morning of the first day I started to menstruate, I felt strange in a new way—hot 

and cold at the same time, with horrible pains running up and down my legs. My 
mother, knowing what was the matter, brushed aside my complaints and said that it 
was all to be expected and I would soon get used to everything. Seeing my gloomy 
face, she told me in a half-joking way all about her own experience with the first 
step in coming of age, as she called it, which had happened when she was as old as I 
was.  I pretended that this information made us close—as close as in the old days—
but to myself I said, “What a serpent!”(51-52) 

Annie has already lost the paradise of her childhood, when she adored her mother and 
never doubted her mother’s love for her, and this experience of menarche made the loss 
and her hatred for her mother definite. On the other hand, this made her and Gwen so 
close as they could not sustain each other’s gaze when they looked each other.(53)     
７ . See Images of Bleeding, in which Lander explains the “blame-the-mother approach [of 
a behaviorist theory]” as follows: this approach was “sometimes related to the rejection-
of-feminine-role hypothesis by positing that the bad-mouthing mother was herself 
resentful of her proper feminine role and passing on that resentment to her unwary 
daughter….The girl who suffers most at this time…may have been poorly prepared by 
her mother to accept the facts of female sexuality and reproduction. One gynecologist 
says, ‘If the mother suffered from painful menstruation, if she referred to her periods as 



“the curse,” you can bet your bottom dollar that her daughter will experience a similar 
type of trouble with her periods.”(65-67, chap.4, note 35)  
８ . Indian girls in the south wear their “first sari” at the menarche ritual which indicates 
they are marriageable (Yagi, “Menstruation” An Encyclopaedia of South Asia).  
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  This paper seeks to understand the evolution of Japanese women immigrants 
To the U.S. West Coast in the period 1886 - 1924 by looking at how they were  
portrayed in various cultural spaces, such as newspapers, magazines and  
literature. 

 
 

  The life of Japanese women immigrants in the early West Coast settlements is 
a formative stage in the process of cultural transformation or cultural adjustment 
to America which the newly arrived go through and, as such, will inform 
subsequent generations of immigrants and color their experience of the hybrid 
society that is quickly developing in such places as San Francisco and Seattle. 

 
 

  However, until recently scholars interested in the life of immigrants were  
primarily interested in the lives of males.  Women's experience, to the extent that 
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will continue in this vein, by looking at two Japanese writers, Nagai Kafu and 
Okina Kyuin, and examine how their stories and memoirs portray Japanese  
immigrant women. 
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My paper provides first-hand information on the history of Japanese-Americans,  
seen from their perspective. 
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This paper is a part of my ongoing research on Japanese immigration to 

California. I believe that the evolution of Japanese women immigrants to the U.S. West 

Coast begins with the history of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm at Gold Hill, where 

the grave of a young Japanese girl named Okei stands today as a solitary reminder of the 

past. Ito Okei was brought to the Wakamatsu Colony by Sakurai Matsunosuke, a middle-

aged former samurai from Aizu-Wakamatsu, who arranged for her passage from Japan to 

serve as a nursemaid in the household of the Schnells several months after their daughter 

Mary’s birth. After the Wakamatsu Colony failed, its members disbanded in 1870. Some 

stayed in the U.S., but we do not know what happened to most of them. Okei stayed at 

Gold Hill even after most of the colonists had left, hoping that someday in the not too 

distant future, someone would come to get her; sadly, the following year in 1871, she 

died from malarial fever and never saw her home country again.   

The number of Japanese immigrants changed significantly during the Immigration 

Period, 1885-1924. When the Japanese government legalized contract labor in 1886, a 

large number of Japanese immigrants began arriving on the American West Coast. For 

the next 40 years the Japanese population in the U.S. steadily grew, reaching a peak in 

the early 1920s; but by 1924 it had begun to decline rapidly.  

Japanese emigrated to the U.S. for the same reasons as people from the rest of 

Asia (China, Korea, and the Philippines, for instance): to find work and to make a better 

life for themselves and their children.  Just like them, Japanese were willing to engage in 



manual labor at near-subsistence wages.  Japanese men were employed as bellboys in 

hotels, as housekeepers, and as manual laborers on the railroads, for example.  

However, there is another history, which is the story of Japanese who came to the 

U.S. to study and obtained student visas.  After the Russo-Japanese War in 1904-05, the 

craze for studying abroad escalated. The United States became an education mecca for 

young Japanese.  They traveled to the U.S. to make a new life for themselves, to succeed 

and become well-to-do, but also to satisfy their intellectual curiosity about America. 

Some young men came to the U.S. to avoid being drafted into the Japanese army.  To all 

of them America was the country of freedom, liberty, and equality, as well as a country 

that was sympathetic toward students from Japan (Takeuchi 585).    

Nagai Kafû and Arishima Takeo made the same journey across the Pacific Ocean. 

Actually many Japanese who would later become politicians or famous novelists visited 

America and Europe. As previously mentioned, other Japanese immigrants were not 

workers but students who entered the U.S. on a student visa.  Some Japanese were sent to 

America by their government and were well supported. Of course, some young Japanese 

men from more privileged, wealthy family backgrounds also enjoyed financial as well as 

moral support while abroad. They often traveled first class and had a contact person to 

help them in the U.S.  However, the rest of the hundreds of young Japanese who traveled 

on a student visa seldom were as wealthy. They usually were from well-to-do middle-

class families but traveled as second-class passengers with only one suitcase and no more 

than $50-$100 in their pockets. 

Many Japanese men brought their families with them; unlike Chinese women 

immigrants, many Japanese women could enter the U.S. with their husbands, as family 



members. This paper seeks to understand the portrayal of Japanese women immigrants 

who arrived on the U.S. West Coast in the period 1886–1924, by looking at how they 

were portrayed in various cultural spaces, such as newspapers, magazines, and, 

especially, literature.  For Japanese women immigrants, living in one of the early West 

Coast settlements was a formative stage in the process of cultural transformation or 

cultural adjustment to America, which all immigrants went through. Gradually, of course, 

increased immigration from the four corners of the world led to the formation of a hybrid 

culture very evident today in places such as San Francisco and Seattle.  However, until 

recently scholars studying the lives of immigrants were primarily interested in  males, 

whose numbers were far greater. The experience of women, to the extent that it was 

described at all, typically was told from a male point of view.  In this presentation, I will 

look at two Japanese writers, Nagai Kafû and Okina Kyûin, and examine how their 

stories and memoirs portray Japanese immigrant women.  

Nagai Kafû (1879-1959) and Okina Kyûin (1888- 1973) both traveled to the U.S. 

and describe America in their literary works. Nagai Kafû, who went on to become one of 

the most important modern Japanese writers, lived in Tacoma and Seattle and traveled to 

the Midwest, where he stayed in Chicago and Kalamazoo, Michigan. He became a 

student at Kalamazoo College, then traveled east, living in Pennsylvania and New York 

between 1903 (Meiji 36) and 1907 (Meiji 40). His well-known memoir entitled Amerika 

Monogatari (American Stories) is a detailed and gripping account of his American 

odyssey.  Nagai spent a total of four years in the U.S.  His journey began at the age of 

twenty three and lasted for four years; needless to say, he was not a teenager but was 

more mature than the average Japanese man who traveled to the U.S. on a student visa. 



He left New York and continued to France, which apparently had been his primary 

destination all along.  

As I stated above, there is not much literature dealing with the lives of Japanese 

Americans, particularly Issei women or Japanese women in the immigrant community 

during the early immigration period.  In addition, although many Japanese women 

traveled to the U.S., few of them wrote about life in America, whether in Japanese or in 

English.  

I am interested in how male writers portrayed women in immigrant society, and I 

will focus on Japanese women on the North American continent at the turn of the 

century. By looking at Nagai Kafû’s journey to the U.S. and using Amerika Monogatari, 

as well as several literary works by Okina Kyûin, who happened to be in the U.S. around 

the same time and who lived in the very same cities, I hope to better understand the life 

of immigrant women.  

Okina Kyûin left for the U.S. in 1907 (Meiji 40), at the age of 17, and lived there until 

1924, in Washington State, Oregon, and California.  He published several volumes, later 

part of his collected works or Zenshû.   During these years, Okina not only published 

hundreds of articles, essays, and novels in Japanese-American newspapers on the West 

Coast, but also became a prominent advocate for Japanese immigrant literature. He was a 

founding member of the Seattle Immigrant Literary Circle and used his positions with 

publishing companies such as Benri-sha, the Ôfu Nippô (The Sacramento Daily News), 

and the Nichibei Shimbun (The Japanese-American News) to promote Japanese 

immigrant literature. In 1924 (Meiji 57), Okina decided to return to Japan for family 

reasons and remained there until his death in 1973, at the age of 85.  Both Nagai and 



Okina wrote novels about immigrant society and the life of Japanese people in the U.S., 

but their experiences, though apparently similar, were really quite different.     

It is interesting to note that Nagai Kafû’s father, Nagai Kyûichirô, was a scholar, 

bureaucrat, and successful businessman who visited Europe on government business and 

later worked for the shipping company Nippon Yûsen.  Nagai was his oldest son, and he 

was expected to follow in his father’s footsteps and become a bureaucrat.  

In 1898, Nagai Kafû began writing short stories under the guidance of a popular 

novelist, Hirotsu Ryûrô (1861-1928). In 1899 he helped write and stage Rakugo. At 

around the same time he dropped out of the Tokyo Foreign Language School.  In 1899, 

he began publishing short stories.  In 1901, he worked briefly as a newspaper reporter 

and then began to study French. He was interested in the culture of the Edo period and, as 

Iriye Mitsuko writes, “immersed himself in the lifestyle of a typical late Edo dilettante” 

(ix); he took shakuhachi (bamboo flute) lessons, visited theYanagibashi geisha quarter 

(the red light district in Tokyo), and frequented Kabuki theatres. As Edward 

Seidensticker mentions in his book entitled Kafû the Scribbler, “he was sent to the United 

States [because] his father had given up hope of making a bureaucrat of him, and had 

decided that a degree from an American university might start him on a commercial 

career” (18). 

Around the same time, Nagai Kafû also became interested in French literature and 

devoured many of the French naturalist Émile Zola’s novels (which he read in 

translation). His novel entitled Yume no Onna (The Woman of the Dream) was published 

in 1903 and told the story of a prostitute; the work is very “Zolaesque,” reminiscent of 

Zola’s masterpiece Nana. As Edward Seidensticker writes (14-15), when Kafû first 



appeared on the literary scene, he was called an anti-naturalist because he never could 

bring himself to admit that flat, seemingly passionless and objective reports ought to be 

the ultimate goal of writers of fiction. But then the categories used in Japanese literary 

history are sometimes quite curious, since essentially European schools of thought were 

imported piecemeal and never consistently applied. Kafû’s most famous statement about 

literary naturalism can be found in the epilogue to his second story: “There can be no 

doubt that a part of man is beast…. He has built up religious and moral concepts from 

customary practices and from the circumstances in which he has found himself, and now 

at the end of long discipline, he has come to give the darker side of his nature, namely 

sin” (14).  Such a statement suggests that Nagai Kafû did have some sympathy for 

literary naturalism, which holds that man is a prisoner of social forces beyond his control; 

however, as anyone who has read his collected works knows, Nagai Kafû’s literary 

characters are not all as powerless as the people who make up the world of Zola’s multi-

volume frescos of life in late nineteenth-century France, the series entitled Les Rougon-

Maquart.  Nor does the narrator explore the life story of his characters in the same depth 

as Zola. By comparison, Nagai Kafû’s point of view is superficial and almost dilettantish. 

Zola’s stated goal was to improve society by exposing its faults; nowhere does Nagai 

Kafû express a similar position.  

In September 1903 (Meiji 36), Nagai Kafû departed for the U.S; he was one of the 

fortunate young Japanese who came from a privileged family background, and he had 

both wealthy patrons in the U.S. and financial support from his parents.  Nagai Kafû 

arrived in Seattle and settled in nearby Tacoma. He quickly wrote his first story in 

November.  In 1904 (Meiji 37), he sent it to Japan, where it was published in a magazine 



the following January.  In October of the same year, the Furuya-shôten Trading Company 

hired him.  In November, he moved to Kalamazoo, Michigan, and enrolled at Kalamazoo 

College, a well-known liberal arts institution. He wrote another story, entitled Okano Ue 

(Atop the Hill), in December. He left Kalamazoo in 1905, staying in Pennsylvania before 

going on to New York City. He needed to save money to go to France and found a small 

job at the Japanese Consulate and later also worked for the Yokohama Specie Bank. 

During his years in the U.S., his fourteen short stories were published in various 

magazines in Japan. He left for France in July 1907 (Meiji 40) and went first to Lyon. 

Upon returning to Japan in 1908, he published a collection of short stories under the title 

Amerika Monogatari (American Stories). He also published Furansu Monogatari 

(French Stories) in 1909. The translator of Amerika Monogatari, Iriye Mitsuko, states 

that “no such work had ever been published in Japan”(xvii) and that this work presented a 

novel view of life in America which retains its charm even today. 

This collection opens with a short story entitled Funabô Yobanashi (Night Talk in 

a Cabin), recounting how the narrator boarded a ship bound for America in Yokohama 

harbor. The story is cast in typical autobiographical form but uses various framing 

techniques to bring in other, sometimes quite colorful characters who tell the actual story. 

The narrator simply sets the stage for them to tell their stories: “his novels are written in a 

modern style typical of the era in which he wrote, and the dialogue spoken by his 

characters seems particularly natural and unaffected” (“Nagai Kafû,” Wikipedia). 

The story just mentioned is a good example. The narrator makes friends on board. 

One stormy night, he invites them to his cabin for drinks. As they get to know each other, 

one of these new friends, Yanagida, tells the story of his life. After graduating from a 



certain Japanese university, he was hired by a company and transferred to Australia. 

When he returned to Japan he never doubted that he was highly valued and could obtain a 

desirable position based on his experience abroad; however, he was assigned a translation 

job at the head office and paid a very small salary. He was very disappointed by this 

treatment and therefore decided to take a wife. He thought that surely it would be easy for 

a man like himself to attract a lady. Eventually he did meet a lady, the daughter of an 

aristocrat; however, she turned out to be married, and her husband was a graduate of the 

university that Yanagida despised the most. Yanagida was devastated but recovered by 

deciding to embark upon another foreign expedition. He found a position with a raw-silk 

company, which wanted to him to investigate the silk market in the United States. Then, 

he ends his story. 

At this point, while the evening is still young, another new friend, Kishimoto, tells 

his story. He is married and has a child. At one point he started working for a company, 

but he did not have any prospects for career advancement because he did not have a 

college degree. When his wife inherited some money, he begged her to let him use it to 

study in the U.S.  He promised her that he would return to Japan upon receiving a 

university degree. His wife did not want her husband to strain himself to succeed, as she 

did not want to be separated from her husband and believed that he ought to accept his 

limitations and live peacefully. “Yet, faced with her husband’s resolute entreaties, in the 

end she yielded and tearfully saw Kishimoto go off to a faraway land” (7). 

The reader immediately notices that Nagai was no ordinary traveler: here was a 

first- class passenger with his own cabin, which included a comfortable sofa, and the 

right to order drinks through room service.  Nagai was a bourgeois through and through, 



unlike most Japanese on their way to Seattle at the turn of the century. Moreover, Nagai’s 

female characters are usually presented through a male narrator. For example, Kishimoto 

describes his wife, who sacrificed her own feelings and helped her husband advance his 

career even if it meant that he would leave her to travel to a faraway country.  

Kishimoto’s wife is described as a devoted and loving partner of her husband, the ideal 

traditional Japanese wife.  

The story titled Makiba no Michi (A Return Through the Meadow) takes place in 

the late fall. The narrator has decided to buy a bicycle and spends time cycling around the 

prairie with a friend from Tacoma. His descriptions of the late autumn prairie are vivid 

and colorful, to say the least. Nagai uses the same narrative technique as in the first story, 

letting his companion tell a story as they approach the Washington State mental hospital.  

His friend begins his story by explaining that there are a few Japanese confined in the 

asylum, adding mysteriously that they are “laborers” from Japan.  Here Kafû gets 

agitated; when he hears the words “laborers from Japan,” his hear aches, since he 

remembers how he crossed the Pacific with a group of laborers.  In this story Nagai 

adopts a new tone, expressing his genuine feelings for people who were treated as 

something less than human, as luggage packed tight in the bottom of a ship full of 

immigrants. During good weather they would come up on deck to watch the ocean and 

smoke.  He describes those laborers this way: “unlike the rest of us, oversensitive souls, 

they do not seem particularly struck by any feeling” (11). Nagai expresses deep sympathy 

with those farmers who left farmland that had been passed on to them from their 

ancestors, believing that three years of hard work “abroad [will] sow the seeds of ten 



years’ wealth and happiness after they go back home…. [they] remain patient all through 

humiliations such as immigration regulations and health examinations”(11).  

Now his cyclist friend tells the story of a laborer who lost his sanity. The man 

arrived in Seattle, together with his wife, to earn a living. At that time, much of 

immigrant society was full of lawlessness; many people who came to work in the U.S. 

ended up falling into traps set by   crooked employment brokerage firms, innkeepers, or 

smugglers of prostitutes. When immigrants stepped ashore they might be approached by 

some con artist or other. One such man guided the narrator and his wife to an inn. They 

paid a commission, and the husband was taken to the woods and given a job as a 

woodcutter while his wife stayed in town and worked at a laundry.  One day his fellow 

workers cautioned him that it was as dangerous to leave his wife alone in Seattle as it was 

let a small child play alone at the edge of a river; a woman, they said, was treasure worth 

as much as a thousand dollars. Pimps were always on the lookout for new prostitutes. 

When the poor man heard these scary stories, he could not bear the thought that 

something might happen to his wife, yet he could not do much in his present condition.  

His friends then suggested that he bring his wife to live with him in the woods; he 

followed their advice. One day after work, his fellow workers started drinking and 

singing and asked matter-of-factly if they might borrow his wife for the night. The poor 

man turned dead pale, and began to tremble, but he could not do anything with his wife 

crying at his feet. He fainted, and when he regained consciousness he had lost his mind 

and had to be put in a mental hospital. In this story Nagai Kafû gives a vivid portrayal of 

life in immigrant society, with its often raw mores. Women are described as male sex 

objects that satisfy carnal desire and precious objects, since women were scarce in an 



immigrant society dominated by males. In this sense one might argue that Nagai is a 

naturalist, simply because he described what he saw. 

Nagai’s story titled Akuyû (Bad Company) focuses on a particular Japanese 

woman who works as a barmaid in a whorehouse in Seattle. The story begins one evening 

as Nagai is engaged in conversation with his friends.  One of his friends asks: “Is it true 

that there are a lot of Japanese prostitutes over there?” (81).  He recalls a certain waitress, 

a very suave and good-looking woman, who worked at Daruma, a tea-stall restaurant in 

Seattle.  He found out that her husband was a well-known thug in Seattle but also a 

college graduate with fluent English.  As a newcomer to America, he is impressed by the 

contrast between good and bad. Evidently, society has many disgusting characters that 

make a living by “seducing, kidnapping or smuggling women…. so called pimps” (82). 

One of his friends, Shimazaki, knows the woman, who is around twenty-six or twenty-

seven years old, tall and with a slender face. He recognizes her husband as a close friend 

of his deceased older brother. Shimazaki begins his story at the request of his friends.  He 

arrived in Seattle three years ago. He was glad that he had landed safely, but he was at a 

loss for what to do next. Then he met a man who said he was the desk clerk in a Japanese 

inn and took him to the area of town known as Japan town, where he checked into a 

dingy wooden inn.  He describes the surroundings from the inn’s window at night: 

There was also the sound of samisen everywhere…followed by women  
singing and men clapping their hands…. Just imagine. Against the surrounding  
American view, you have on one hand the noise of “the West” presented by the  
whistling of ships, the bells of trains, and band music played by gramophones,  
and on the other, long-trailing, howling, moaning, and sleepy country songs from  
the Kyûshû region, accompanied by the brief, intermittent sound of the strings.  
No music is sadder, giving rise to such a discordant, unpleasant, and complex,  
even if monotonous, sensation (85).  
 



One evening he was unable to sleep as the sound of the samisen was ringing in his 

ears, so he took a walk in the pleasure quarter, following a crowd of laborers.  There were 

“huge crowds of Japanese everywhere, from the archery grounds and billiard parlors to 

various restaurants, and … from the windows of wood-frame houses, women’s faces 

could be seen on and off…” (86). He continues to describe those women as “women from 

the western part of Japan, with flat noses, narrow eyes, and flat faces. Their hair was 

swept back in a bun at the back with bangs at the front, and they wore what appeared like 

Western-style gowns. But for me, just a glance at them was enough to make me feel 

satisfied--or rather, queasy--anyway, I could not bear to get closer to them” (86). 

Suddenly, he saw several distinguished-looking gentlemen coming out of a dark 

doorway. One looked vaguely familiar; as it happened, he was none other than the close 

friend of Shimazaki’s late older brother, a man who used to come to see him quite 

frequently. This gentleman, named Yamaza, took Shimazaki to a Japanese restaurant in 

the same alley; there, Yamaza spoke with a waitress who sat down close to him and who 

happened to be his wife (90). Small world! 

In Nezame (Rude Awakening), Nagai describes the fate of yet another Japanese 

immigrant. The protagonist of this story, Sawazaki Saburô, is appointed manager of his 

company’s branch office in New York; “he left alone for the United States in high spirits, 

leaving behind a wife and children at his home in Tokyo” (105).  After several months, 

he feels “desolate” living all by himself in a foreign land.  He explains “he is more and 

more given to feeling the inconvenience of daily life as well as the loneliness of his lot” 

(106). He misses a morning bath in a Japanese tub and having a grilled eel with shot of 

warm sake; back home in Japan he had a wife who willingly did everything he asked; and 



there was also a time when he secretly kept a mistress.  He feels foolish for leaving the 

“comfort” of the life he enjoyed in Japan (106).  

The reader of this story may be inclined to feel sympathetic toward single 

company men transferred abroad; this particular protagonist works hard and essentially 

promotes himself to  manager of the New York branch of his company. However, Nagai 

seems to be primarily interested in letting Sawazaki talk about his marriage, showing how 

this man married his wife as a convenience, as though he was hiring a maid, according to 

custom, and as though his home was just for the sake of appearances, for the sake of 

decency: “just a gateway for show, his children, ones to bring up primarily because they 

had been born… That was all there was to it, and it felt quite unmanly and cowardly to 

worry about wife or home” (106).  

I came to Nagai Kafû after reading Okina Kyûin, and so asked myself the 

question: “How does Okina Kyûin measure up and compare to Nagai Kafû?” This 

question admits of no easy answer but does reveal both some distressing similarities and 

some obvious and far-reaching differences. Let me now focus on the life of Okina Kyûin 

and one of his major literary works, published in the Nihichibei Shinbun in 1915.  

Okina Kyûin (1888-1973) traveled to the U.S. around the same time as Nagai 

Kafû and he, too, lived for a time in the Seattle area. Both men were exposed to 

immigrant society and wrote extensively about immigrant life. However, whereas Nagai 

Kafû remained a spectator constantly on the move, Okina assimilated into immigrant 

society and tried hard to establish himself in the U.S., even bringing his Japanese wife 

back to the U.S. to live with him. Okina had met Kiyoko Ishiguro when he made a short 

visit to Japan.  Kiyoko’s younger sister, Fusako, was married to a Japanese man who had 



emigrated to America and now ran an orchard in Florin, near Sacramento.  Kiyoko 

approached him-rather passionately, it seems!, expressing her desire to return to America 

with him as his wife (Zenshû, Volume II, 361).  He was married to Kiyoko Ishiguro in 

1913 (Taishô 2).  

In February 1914 (Taishô 3), Okina left his new wife with his father in Japan and 

returned to the U.S. Surprisingly, Okina now made the decision to give up literature and 

become a businessman, working for the Furuya-shôten Trading Company in Seattle.  In 

November 1914, he left Seattle to go to San Francisco by boat.  After arriving in San 

Francisco, he moved to Stockton and started working for Benri-sha.  His wife Kiyoko 

joined him there in 1915.  

Okina’s years in Stockton (1914–1917) inspired his literary works on immigrants.  Living 

in Stockton, he interacted with Japanese immigrants and had the chance to meet many 

influential people in the area, including leaders of the local Nihonjin-kai (Japanese 

Association).  Okina described his life and his involvement with immigrants as he 

became active in the community, an experience that had a profound influence on his 

writings.  On June 5, 1914, Okina started writing articles in the Ôfu Nippô (The 

Sacramento Daily News) under the pen name Okina Rokkei. His articles and essays 

appeared almost daily on the front page of the newspaper.  Some articles recounted his 

impressions of Sacramento and, more generally, of California. Okina began writing 

criticism for the New Year’s special editions of the nine Japanese-American newspapers 

on the West Coast, urging the establishment of a pure immigrant literature. Okina 

emphasized the importance of a realistic literature based on the everyday life of 

immigrants; he felt that if the immigrant experience were seen through a rose-tinted 



glasses, would seem meaningless. 

By 1915 (Taishô 4), Okina’s literary works spanned virtually every genre. In 

addition to publishing articles and essays, Okina continued to write fiction and later 

comedy.  As an advocate of literature about immigrants’ experience, and with the support 

of Yamanaka Magae of the Nichibei Shimbun, he wrote a lengthy novel entitled Aku no 

Hikage (Shadow of Evil), which appeared in the Nichibei Shimbun in 1915 (Taishô 4), in 

99 installments (Zenshû, Volume III, 26-34).  At twenty-seven years of age, Okina was 

building a career as an editor at the publishing company and the Ôfu Nippô, and serving 

as secretary of the Stockton Nihonjin-kai.  He also enjoyed life with his wife Kiyoko, 

who had joined him in the U.S.   

Aku no Hikage is about the lives of several young people: Ofumi, Okuni, 

Kumagaya,  Kôno, Tajima, Tayama, and Tomura.  He modeled two of the female 

characters (Ofumi and Okuni) on the waitresses he had befriended in the Maneki 

restaurant, four of the male characters (Kumagaya, Kôno, Tajima, Tayama) on his 

personal friends, and Tomura on himself.  All four are young Japanese immigrants who 

happened to be schoolmates in the same junior high school in Japan and who arrived in 

Seattle in the same year and struggled to make it in their new country.  Tajima and 

Tomura became schoolboys, and Tayama went to Alaska to work. The story begins when 

Tajima and Tomura visit the cemetery where Tayama is buried; he was killed four years 

before the story starts, after getting in trouble with a woman. Okina has very good powers 

of observation; he bases his story on some episodes that happened in the community and 

on some of his own experiences with women, as well as on actual drinking 

establishments, waitresses working at several Japanese restaurants, houses of prostitution, 



hotels, and streets, including their layout, which is why some characters and episodes in 

the novel are so realistic, as if parts of a documentary. One example is a love triangle set 

in a drinking house, Maneki, and Yachiyo in the Japanese quarter (Zenshû, Volume III, 

26-34).  As the story progresses, it often becomes difficult for those people who know 

Okina well to distinguish between his own life and the fictional actions of the character 

Tomura, especially when Tomura describes his feelings for various women. Those 

readers familiar with his Zenshû (Volumes II and III) are aware of the topics described in 

his diary and can easily relate them to Tomura’s experiences with a white girl, who 

happened to be Okina’s schoolmate in Union High School in Bremerton (Selma Pittack, 

who later became a silent film star).  These readers also recognize his experiences with 

waitresses at the Maneki restaurant, the Zabuton (Japanese cushion) incident, the 

prostitutes in King Street, his visits to Tacoma with his friend and meetings with a lady 

who openly expresses her feelings toward Tomura.  The story ends rather unexpectedly 

when Tomura suddenly loses his passion for her because he is disappointed by her rather 

rude behavior while she was drinking. She leaves town and disappears. Okina’s novel 

was well received by critics and many fellow young people, who considered it the most 

vivid and realistic description of the life of immigrants that they had ever read. He 

received many critiques from his readers, most of whom were pleased with his story. 

Finally, let me attempt to define the significance of Nagai’s and Okina’s life and 

work and how women are portrayed in their stories. Both writers were exposed to all 

sides of immigrant society and wrote about the life of immigrants. Although they had 

similar experiences in America and described many of the same experiences in their 

work, Nagai Kafû remained aloof, knowing full well that he had other options, chief 



among them a visit to France (which he had been preparing all along). His journey to the 

U.S. recalls the French Symbolist Charles Baudelaire’s famous poem entitled  “Le 

voyageur,” which Nagai quotes at some length:  

Mais les vrais voyageurs sont ceux-là seuls qui partent  
Pour partir; cœurs légers, semblables aux ballons,  
De leur fatalité jamais ils ne s’écartent, 
Et, sans savoir pourquoi, disent toujours: Allons !  

 

In Nagai Kafû’s stories, the Japanese female figures include the wife of a man who comes 

to the U.S. to get a college degree, a laborer’s wife who is gang raped, a waitress whose 

husband is a pimp, an assortment of prostitutes, a young female student attending college, 

and the wife of a businessman who left her behind in Japan.  These women are all quite 

helpless; more importantly, they are usually victims, objects of male desire, particularly the 

prostitutes but also the laborer’s wife who is raped, the wife who was abandoned in Japan 

and whose marriage was a marriage of (male) convenience, and even the student pursuing 

a degree from an American college. All are portrayed as objects lacking emotions and 

passion; however, this is not enough to make Nagai Kafû a naturalist in the accepted sense 

of the term.  

Okina, on the other hand, actually did become an American in the sense that he lived and 

worked in America for many years. Okina’s work is important for historical reasons, 

because he helps us understand the lives of ordinary people in Japanese immigrant society.  

This is the personal journey of a young Japanese man who wanted to come to America, the 

land of his dreams, in order to experience success.  In so doing, he became an advocate for 

immigrant literature, a new genre of writing by, for, and about immigrants. Okina often 

used events that happened to him and to people in the Japanese community as material for 

his novels and stories. He believed that their experiences made up the essence of 

immigrant literature. In Okina Kyûin’s stories, the Japanese female characters are rather 

few and limited to waitresses or daughters of Japanese immigrants.  Often his stories 



involve a young man’s struggle to make a living as an immigrant, tormented by love and 

lust, caught between his romantic feelings and his carnal desire. For example, when Okina 

Kyûin tries .to describe a young man’s passion for women, he often uses married women 

or waitresses. Needless to say, these women all are portrayed as quite helpless and as 

victims of immigrant society. Okina knew the realities of immigrant life first-hand. Women 

did not have much choice, and it was difficult for them to escape from the conditions in 

which they lived (of course, the same could be said about many male immigrants at the 

time). Some women arrived in the U.S. without much knowledge about the country. For 

instance, they came as picture brides to strange men; sometimes one of these brides 

suffered so much that she ran away with another man.  Other women accompanied their 

husbands but could not endure the harsh reality of immigrant life and left them. In some 

cases, women were lured by sweet talk of easy money and tricked into coming to the U.S., 

where they sometimes ended up as prostitutes. If they were lucky, they found work as 

waitresses, for example, but overall women immigrants did not have many options.  

 The women who appear in Okina Kyûin’s stories are often women with whom the author 

himself was romantically involved, which means that their literary personae express the 

author’s emotions and passions rather than those of the characters he intends to portray. 

Okina’s romantic interludes ended rather quickly, though, and unfortunately were limited 

to women of a certain type, who did not reflect a ross section of immigrant society. 

Actually Okina’s experience with women was rather limited, period.  Moreover, he was not 

always able to make smooth transitions between scenes, characters, and themes, which 

frequently creates an awkward impression on the part of many readers. I believe that one 

reason for this “rushed” quality of his writing was that he was usually in a great hurry to 

meet a newspaper deadline. 

Okina Kyûin’s world is dominated by the harsh realities of immigrant society. However, 

this is not enough to make of him a naturalist, at least not in the accepted sense of the term; 

nor was Nagai Kafû a naturalist in the French, Zolaesque sense of the term. Both writers 



met women in immigrant society, whom they later described in their literary works; 

however, although women were omnipresent in immigrant society, their stories almost 

always were told by male authors, not from a woman’s point of view, but from a male’s, so 

one might say that an immigrant woman’s voice was heard seldom, if ever.  Here again, I 

think of Okei, who was brought to the Wakamatsu colony and left all alone; she wished to 

return to her homeland but instead died in faraway America. Her grave stands as a solitary 

reminder of one Japanese woman immigrant’s sad destiny and echoes the difficulties that 

awaited other women immigrants from Japan.  

In the final analysis, despite all their shortcomings and their narrow and even self-

indulgent focus, both writers are eminently interesting to researchers studying Japanese 

immigration to the American West Coast because their works transcend literature proper 

insofar as they offer a wealth of information about Japanese immigrant society. 
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 Female performers of the Wild West shows performed feats that, up until the very 
end of the nineteenth century, only men had accomplished. These exceptional women 
demonstrated their extraordinary talents as markswomen, rough riders, trick riders and 
jumpers, and performing as prairie women or Western “girls” in front of appreciative 
audiences all over the world.  A star such as Annie Oakley was described by Isabelle S. 
Sayers (1981): “Her skills developed during a time when women weren’t even allowed to 
vote, yet she excelled in a man’s sport and never lost her feminine appeal.” These daring 
risk-takers became role models for many young girls who had similar dreams.  
 
 “The Victorian standards, based on sentimentalism, as well as a religious morality 
prescribing ‘separate spheres’ for the sexes, placed the ‘women’s sphere’ in a subservient 
position of different and unequal places in society, a common view in the American 
culture” (Landberg, 2004) of the nineteenth century.  By engaging in these risky, 



flamboyant feats associated with male cowboys, these women defied and confronted this 
Victorian ideal. They tested the Western tradition and the Victorian culture. 
 
 This paper is an analysis of how these female performers, the cowgirls, are 
perceived in some of the most popular Wild West shows, namely Buffalo Bill’s Wild 
West, Pawnee Bill’s Wild West Show and Far East, and The Miller Bros. 101 Ranch 
Wild West Show. Newspaper and magazine critiques and reviews of the cowgirls' 
performances will be analyzed for the reporters' revealing remarks, illustrating the   
definitions of the Victorian standards of the day, regarding their accomplishments, and  
where, according to these writers, these women “fit” or "don't fit" in respect to 
womanhood.  The perceptions of the bosses, Buffalo Bill and the Miller Bros., Zack and 
Joe, in particular, and their hiring practices are also significant in illustrating the 
prevailing attitudes of the Western culture.  Finding out what the women of these shows 
felt about themselves as performers and their own womanhood as well as that of other 
women of the day will give a fuller picture of this daring group of entertainers. 
 
  While these exceptional women of the wild west shows were amazing American 
and international audiences by their accomplishments, women of the Eastern states were 
continuing to make progress with the suffrage movement.  The contrast between these 
two groups of women within the dynamics of the western and the eastern cultures of the 
U.S. is particularly intriguing.  It is noteworthy how these wild west women went against 
the prevailing attitudes about women of this era and about female performers, and yet 
still maintained and even gained respect for their strength and ability and for their 
prowess. 
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Images Of Place: Cinematic Landscapes and the Virtual Realities of Film 

This paper investigates the role of film as a tool to understand and interpret both 
vernacular and designed landscapes in their socio-cultural context and analyze its 
formative influence on our reception of existing landscapes.  The possibilities and 
limitations of film as a medium of representation for the phenomena of landscape and 
place are explored, with a particular emphasis on the phenomena of spatiality and 
temporality and their manipulation.  

The way humans read, understand and interact with landscapes is to a great extent 
influenced by the abundance of landscape images created and conveyed through 
television and movies.   

It seems indeed, that the distribution of images and impressions of “important” 
landscapes, whether “natural” or “designed”, that was so much carried by written text 
and (printed) imagery (e.g. the 16th-19th century garden vedutes in Europe) and later by 
photography, has largely been overtaken by the “new media” of TV and film.  

An indicator might be the increasingly prominent appearance of familiar landscape icons 
in advertising spots (such as the sublime desert landscapes of the southwest in SUV 
ads).  Landscape here serves both as a background and primary image that somehow 
reflects on the advertised products’ qualities.  In this example, the idea of untamed, 
unspoiled wilderness, the last frontier that sets man against a overwhelmingly sublime 
nature, immense in both scale and hostility draws equally on modern human’s (in 
particular: Man’s) urge to escape from the confines of a over-complex, highly regulated 
socio-cultural environment and the world of John Ford’s westerns, such as “The 
Searchers”, starring John Wayne), seemingly idealizing the hero’s struggle for freedom 
and survival.  Both draw on a set of core American myths: the western desert as the last 
frontier, the freedom of the automobile and the wandering male.  

To analyze and interpret the role of landscape in film, Kenneth Helphand suggested four 
approaches:  

• Landscape as subject (“about a landscape” e.g. documentary) 

• Landscape as setting (“take place”) 

• Landscape as character (imbued with (human) qualities and characteristics) 

• Landscape as symbol (represents something beyond its physical reality)1 

                                                 
1 Helphand, K. “Landscape Films”. Landscape Journal 5:1, 1986, p.1-8 
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Though different films more or less clearly emphasize one or the other aspect, most of 
the cinematographic representations of landscape combine several or all of the above:  
Their interpretation is subject to the cultural context at the time of conception as well as 
the time of perception:  The way film represents a particular landscape (a “place”) and 
it’s suggested reading of this cinematographic locus (with it’s attached “genius”) 
influences the reading of “real” place, thus precluding or constituting particular 
conceptions of existing landscapes. 

The human sense of place and self in the world is constituted primarily by the practice of 
looking, and is, in effect, a study of images.  Our culture is a visual, video, 
cinematographic one.  Film and television have transformed society in the contemporary 
west, and commentators on this contemporary culture note a convergence between 
what is real in the everyday and how we imagine the everyday.  The consequence of this 
is that we have to abandon the idea of cinematographic images merely capturing, 
mimicking or mirroring people and place. Instead, they signify events that are not 
passively observed but are actively reconstructed as they are viewed.  The viewer 
becomes immersed in the construction of (cinematographic) place – and an active 
participant.  (Most of us are familiar with the feeling of re-emergence after the last scene 
of a movie…).  The “suspension of disbelief” 2necessary for this to occur is a happy one 
– escapism as a participatory pastime. 

In this sense, film is an ideal medium to understand and analyze the phenomenon of 
contemporary landscapes (and often their history) – it incorporates, represents, 
participates in and critiques the construction of landscape as a human-environment 
relationship and its physical manifestations.3 

The survey of film allows to analyze particular place and landscape topoi and their 
interdependence with a specific cultural setting, revealing how landscape and place 
happen (or are constituted) as interaction between an individual (or a society) and its 
environments – visually describing and paraphrasing this constituting interface, 
landscape being a continuous presence in every frame. 

Particular landscape topoi and their interdependence with a specific cultural setting can 
be analyzed by surveying film:   

• The “Big City” from the setting of a futuristic ideal society in Fritz Lang’s Metropolis 
(1927).   

• The city as a place with human affections: evil, sinister alienating (achieved by 
primarily the use of shadow and light) in the 1920ies and 30ies film noir.  This 

                                                 
2 Barthes, R. “The Responsibility of Forms”.  New York: Hill and Wang, 1985 
3 see also: Hopkins, J. “A Mapping of Cinematic Places: Icons, Ideology, and the Power of 

Misrepresentation”, Aitken, S.C. & L.E. Zonn (eds.) Place, power, situation, and spectacle. A geography of 
film. Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 1994, p.47-63. 
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portrayal of the sinister city was lost with the introduction of color, until more recent 
films such as “Blade Runner” (Ridley Scott, 1982) and “Batman” (Tim Burton, 1989) 
successfully resurrected it, introducing the post-modern, apocalyptic vision of the 
Neo-Noirs, such as “The Man who wasn’t there” (Joel & Ethan Coen, 2001); 
Christopher Nolan’s “Following” (1998) and “Memento” (2000). 

• In the years between, there were clearly more positive takes on the big city life, 
exemplified by the 60ies comedies, such as “Pillow Talk” (Michael Gordon, 1959), 
reflecting the optimism of a post-war society. 

• The vernacular small town was a recurring, almost painfully positive and wholesome 
topos in 1950ies and 1960ies television and its shows.  “Pleasantville” (Gary Ross, 
1998) and “The Truman Show” (Peter Weir, 1998) are terrific “remakes” that 
simultaneously capture and critique the “wonderful, harmonious world” and its 
artificiality.    

• Peter Bogdanovich’s “Last Picture Show” (1971) starkly contrasts this by describing 
the quintessential American small town as a place of excessive social control, and an 
oppressive- empty- and lostness.  David Lynch’s “Blue Velvet” (1986) and, even 
more, his TV series “Twin Peaks” (1990) show the paradisical, harmonious haven as 
a thin surface over an abyss of sinister and ominous human devices and desires, the 
source of familiarity and comfort all of a sudden turning into a threat, an uncanny 
brooding presence.  The recent “Virgin Suicides” (Sofia Coppola, 1999) and 
“American Beauty” (Sam Mendes, 1999) are de-masking the hollow construct of 
suburban affluence. 

I suggest that the change in the ways similar “places” are represented in cinema is not 
only a portrait of their physical change, but also indicative of different readings, attitudes, 
and interpretations, and hence can be analyzed to understand the relationship between 
society and the places it creates over time. 

The prolific use of existing, often iconic landscapes in movies and TV ads may not be 
unproblematic in this context, since it affects the experience of “real” places:  For once, it 
is unclear to what extent our perception is affected by the visual habits carried over from 
television (e.g. the framing of views, the editing of visual experience). Oscar Wilde’s “life 
imitates art more than art imitates life” comes to mind.  Additionally, we might infuse the 
real place with memories from a cinematographic mise-en-scene – the place as the 
location of a cinematographic plot that substitutes our own impressions, memories and 
experiences.  Memorable moments carried by a particular place are ample in movie 
history - the chase across the faces of Mount Rushmore in Hitchcock’s “North by 
Northwest”, “Thelma and Louise’s” Canyon finale, “Vertigo’s” use of San Francisco 
Landmarks, Golden Gate Bridge in hundreds of establishing shots and a location for as 
many a showdown, the London Docklands, fog wavering as a classic “noir” set – the list 
is endless. 
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Film is an ideal medium to communicate abstract ideas and concepts by translating 
them into primarily visual expressions. By transforming the experience of space and 
time, it has the possibility of transcending the "real" world and revealing process and 
structure on and beneath the visual surface of landscape - as well as creating its own 
mystery, meaning and reality. This again points to an inherent ambiguity in pictures and 
images – on one hand photographic images appear as a one-to-one simulation of the 
real world, as reality. On the other hand we know that images are illusionistic, often 
manipulative and therefore cannot be trusted.4  

Alain Resnais’ award-winning “Last Year at Marienbad” illustrates this:  The formal 
garden, with its principles of control and order translated into build form, expressing 
orthogonal predictability morphs into a place of dislocation and disorientation, temporal 
and spatial, its principles turned upside down, space and time relative concepts, without 
a point fixe.  Peter Greenaway’s “The Draughtsman’s Contract” (1982) similarly plays 
with the concepts and the visual connections inherent in the formal gardens of the late 
baroque – the garden rooms designed as “stages”, framed as a series of vistas, are the 
set of occurrences the main protagonist meticulously and reliably documents.  
Insidiously, the reliable and predictable geometry of space and time becomes the source 
of increasing uncertainty, and ultimately, the realization of the illusionistic character of 
spatial form and time. The deconstruction of linear time and narrative, only glimpsed in 
Quentin Tarantino’s “Pulp Fiction” (1994) is taken even further in Christopher Nolan’s 
“Following” (1998) and “Memento (2000). 

These cinematographic experiences surround us, and, to varying degrees, become a 
part of our shared visual culture, affecting the concept and percept of real place.5 

The technical possibilities of digital media in particular have made it increasingly difficult 
to discern representations of a “real" from an invented environment.  Attempts such as 
John Dixon Hunt’s (1996) to interpret, e.g. "The Garden as Virtual Reality"6, show how 
blurry the line between the "real" and the "virtual" world is becoming - the feeling of 
being fully immersed in a movie’s story and setting is a familiar experience for most of 
us.   

Landscape architects and others interested in “landscape” are primarily concerned with 
change, with a landscape’s or place’s dynamics.  Every landscape experience 
incorporates this change, be it experienced visually, through touch, smell or sound – and 
the perceived qualities based on these primary sensorial understandings.  As Steven 
Krog put it, landscape is “what we feel under our feet and above our heads; the 
                                                 
4 Barthes, R. “Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography”. trans. Richard Howard. New York: Hill and 

Wang, 1981 
5 Aitken, S.C. & L.E. Zonn “Re-Presenting the Place Pastiche”, Aitken, S.C. & L.E. Zonn (eds.) Place, power, 

situation, and spectacle. A geography of film. Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 1994, p.3-25 
6 Dixon-Hunt, J. 1997. "The Garden as Virtual Reality" in: Die Gartenkunst 9, 1, pp 5-14 
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scents, sounds, silence, temperature and time.  It is pleasure, excitement, ecstasy, 
awe, reverence, incredulousness, fear, melancholy, agitation, disgust; it is the mood 
of the place."7  

Film as a medium is at least three-dimensional – it adds the dimension of time to the 
two-dimensional screen, creating a more and more perfect illusion of a four-dimensional 
– real - space. Landscape (and works of landscape architecture) is primarily a spatial 
experience:  Landscape itself – built or wild – is spatial: "Spatially, it is all-enveloping 
and surrounds us, flooded with light and atmosphere. Irreducible, the landscape 
controls our experience extensively: it permeates our memories and consciousness, 
and enframes our daily lives"8 

Parts of a landscape experience can be provided by film, such as movement, activity, 
temporal and spatial change.  The medium can even create more than perfect illusions 
of landscape, it is able to go beyond and change the temporal and spatial context of 
reality, thus creating a "heightened reality".  It's "unique and specific possibilities can be 
defined as dynamization of space and, accordingly, spatialization of time"9, it is "free of 
the limits of time and space"10.  wrote the Russian filmmaker Dziga Vertov in the 
1920ies.   

This can be illustrated by several films: “The Matrix” (Andy & Larry Wachowski, 1999) 
interplays between accelerated and slow-motion sequences, the non-linear narratives of 
Christopher Nolan’s neo–noirs “Memento” and “Following” ingeniously fool our 
expectations and reveal established patterns of time and space as conventions, often 
nullified by individual ability and perception. 

Two-dimensional, “static” modes of representations frequently lead to designed spaces 
that ignore the multi-dimensionality of spatial experience – they are non-eidetic.11.   

The experience of spaces and their constitution is inherently kinesthetic. The German 
choreographer Rudolf Laban stated, at the beginning of this century, that space was 
basically in motion and each body forms a continuum with it. “Yet, we may not simply 
regard the place as an empty space separated from movement, nor may we see 
movement as no more than occasional occurrence, for movement is a continuous flow 

                                                 
7 Steven R. Krog,  Is it Art? (Landscape Architecture Magazine, May 1981)  
8 James Corner, Representation and Landscape (Word and Image, Vol. 8, No.3, 1992) p. 246 
9 Panofsky, E. 1934. "Style and Medium in the Motion Pictures." in "Film: An Anthology. Daniel Talbot, ed. 

Berkeley, University of California Press 1967. p. 18 
10 Vertov, D. 1984, "Kino-Eye. The Writings of Dziga Vertov". Berkeley, University of California Press. pp 15-

17 
11 James Corner introduced the term “eidetic” to describe the relationship between the qualities of what is 

represented and the qualities of the chosen medium of representation. see Corner, James. 
“Representation and Landscape: Drawing and Making in the Landscape Medium,” Word and Image 8, 3 ( 
July–September 1992), pp. 243–75.  
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within the space itself, and it is the fundamental aspect of space. Space is the concealed 
basic feature of movement, and movement is a visible aspect of space.”12  Or, as the 
architect Steven Holl suggests, “ The body is at the very essence of our being and our 
spatial perception. As we move through spaces, the body moves in a constant state of 
essential incompletion.”13  The participation of the body in space through movement is a 
constituting element of spatial experience.  Landscape architecture, as an act of creating 
spaces, does so through an extension and projection of the body by way of arranging 
different structures and materials.  Spatial rhythms, patterns and materiality correspond 
with rhythms of qualities of movement.14   

The constituting time-space relation can only be read to a limited extent through 
traditional representations of space that are usually conceived only from one viewpoint 
and one angle (the classical modes of projection: plan, section / elevation, perspective, 
axon).  Those in a way are “stills” or individual frames out of a continuous sequence of 
experiences.  “A determinate view necessarily gives way to an indeterminate flow of 
perspectives.”15   

Steven Arthur’s short “Vision Point” plays off this transgression:  it is the result of splicing 
still images, taken every 30 seconds with a dash-mounted still camera along a cross-
continental drive (Arthur call it “point-of-view animation)  

Considering all this, film seems to be uniquely suited to represent spatial experiences.  
Because its time-space relation can easily be manipulated, it also provides the perfect 
tools to analyze and simulate existing or imagined spatial experiences.  The imagination 
of a landscape experience can further be enhanced by adding the element of sound.   

There are commonalities between movie-making and landscape design: both change 
the existing and create their own reality, form and meaning. The word "text" has often 
been used as a metaphor to describe designed landscapes and other works of design. 
We speak of "reading" a landscape for a reason. Given the predominance of the visual 
in our senses, though, "film" seems to be a more appropriate metaphor.  

While this allows to critique the bases of a cultural and individual construction of time-
space relations, it reveals also the intrinsic danger of uncritically applying (or better, 
copying) patterns predetermined by previous cinematic experiences (it would be a very 
interesting research to compare the pre-MTV generation’s understanding and application 

                                                 
12 Laban, Rudolf von. Choreutik. Grundlagen der Harmonielehre des Tanzes. Frankfurt, Florian Nitzel 

Verlag, (1966) p. 19  
13 Holl, S.  Parallax. Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press, 2000, p.13, 
14 The “gaze”, the tool of visual acquisition of space, obeys the same set of rules as physical motion 
15 Holl, S., op.cit. , p.13 
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of spatial experience to the ones of the post-MTV generation – I submit that the 
prevalence of the jump-cut has undermined the understanding of a “flow” of space).16  

The fact that representations, whether in traditional two dimensional media or in 
animated, cinematic or hybrid forms, is implicitly conceived as an advertisement for the 
project or design, implies that what is represented and the way in which it is represented 
is always based on a valuing process – the primary goal is not necessarily to understand 
most elements, qualities and consequences of the design, and to be able to make an 
informed decision, but to make it “look cool” – in other words, to sell it to the jury or the 
client.  Cinematic representations offer even more control over the visual experience, 
and allow for the layering of other sensorial experiences, such as sound.   

Schwartzer17 suggests that commercials have pioneered new visual frontiers on 
television.  Ellis suggests that TV commercials strive for autonomy and recognizability:  
Advertisements on TV cannot be scanned or ignored like the page of a newspaper; they 
demand short bursts of attention, producing an understanding that rests at the level of a 
particular segment involved and is not forced to go further, is not made as to combine as 
a montage fragment into a larger organization of meaning”18   

TV ads consequentially are organized along a “series of attention-grabbing vignettes”19, 
illustrated by car commercials, such as the Lexus commercial showing Frank Gehry’s 
Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao in a cascade of shots from varying distances and 
angles, defying any idea of continuity; the 20-second BMW commercial, simulating a 
night drive through a city, made up of almost 100 shots of fleeting buildings to evoke the 
rush of driving.  “A single car commercial might feature several places – might take us 
on a thirty-second drive across the United States, the landscapes and landmarks (…).”  
The built environment morphs from a continuous place  of limited experience into a wide-
open zoomscape of succession.”20   

This culture is – at least implicitly – contained in the visual habits and cultural formation 
of design students (and professionals).  The ubiquitous presence and availability of 
digital media that put a plethora of tools at the hands of unreflective and uncritical users 

                                                 
16 The potential of digital presentations to produce acquiescence in audiences has been noted by "...one 

trusts these images and feels sure one `knows'...what one is looking at....[These images] seek a kind of 
`realism' of an ideal sort, a realism that tries to describe the world with an insistent, even authoritarian, 
accuracy that is overwhelming.  It is as though the corporate power of the media has joined up with the 
mathematical rigor of the mathematicians and scientists to create some final definition and coercive 
depiction of the visual world....The perception of computer imagery is affected by its relationship with 
television images....Computer graphics, whether still or animated, are electronic images of quality similar 
to television images, and it is unclear to what extent our perception of them is affected by the visual habits 
carried over from [television]." Wright, R.  "The Image in Art” and “Computer Art”, Leonardo, Computer Art 
in Context Supplementing Issue, 1989, p. 49-55. 

17 Schwartzer, M. “Zoomscape”. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2004, p. 270 
18 Ellis, J.: “Visible Fictions: Cinema, Television, Video” ,London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982, p. 118 
19 Schwarzer, op. cit., p. 270 
20 Schwarzer, op. cit., p. 271 
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makes it all too easy to replicate the scenarios seen elsewhere.  Combining this with the 
commodification of space, place and landscape and their mechanism of production, we 
have a situation where the medium indeed drives the content – or, in Marshall 
McLuhan’s words, “…becomes the message”.21   

Rudolph Arnheim stated that "the mere presentation by photograph, drawing, models, or 
live exhibition, of things to be studied, does not guarantee a thoughtful grasp of the 
subject.... Pictures and films will be aids only if they meet the requirements of visual 
thinking.  The unity of perception and conception...suggests that intelligent 
understanding takes place within the realm of the image itself, but only if it is shaped in 
such a way as to interpret the relevant features visually...The picture does not present 
the object itself but a set of propositions about the object."22  Or, as observed by Broudy, 
"perhaps the most famous dictum in the relation of concepts to sensory experience is 
Kant's `concepts without percepts are empty; percepts without concepts are blind.'  
Logic without perceptual content is empty.  Sensory experience is a meaningless flow 
without the organizing effect of concepts."23 

It seems crucial to develop frameworks that allow to understand both the mechanics 
(and techniques) of cinematographic representation, as well as the underlying social 
constructions and ideologies.  Every cinematographic endeavor tells a story – the 
narrative might be primarily spatial, but an intentionality is implicit:  What is the 
objective?  Is the objective is to “sell” the project, playing off the knowledge of visual 
habits of the intended audience at all costs, or is it to represent all the important aspects 
of a design proposal so that the client can make an informed decision.24 

Beyond representing spatial qualities, film as a medium is uniquely suited to represent 
dynamic phenomenological and material qualities and properties. Its actual ability to 
capture change over time and the possibilities to manipulate the timeline allow to both 
analyze and conceive of existing and imagined spaces and places in this context.  
However, there are limitations to its ability to represent the experience of reality, 
however sophisticated the simulation, and however strong the suspension of disbelief.  

                                                 
21 It is not just among student projects using a particular software, but also among designs within a 

profession, that design proposals start to “look” remarkably similar.  The eight final proposals for a 
memorial at Ground Zero in New York City illustrate this quite succinctly. 

22 Arnheim, R. “Visual Thinking” Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1969, p. 244, 308. 
23 Broudy, H.S. “The Role of Imagery in Learning”, Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1989, p. 

28 
24 Stanley Mathews observed that "it is no coincidence that electronic media, advertising, and the 

entertainment industries have a far better grasp of these new hyperreal experiences of time, space, and 
place than do other disciplines, architecture included. This is because the principle concept through which 
these experiences are commodified and made consumable is "image". It is through the insubstantial 
qualities and mythic content of image that commodities are made to appeal to us as consumers. As 
images become decontexualized and liberated from the specificity of substance and places, they become 
free-floating and thus available for endless recycling.... To many architects, buildings do not even become 
`real' until published in "glossy magazines", and, consequently, buildings are often designed with that 
mediation in mind." Stanley Mathews, "Architecture in the Age of Hyperreality", Architronic 2/1 (1993), p.1-
2 
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Spatial design is about “changing existing situations into preferred ones”25 -  in the real 
world.  All representation, cinematographic and otherwise, is a means to an end, and 
necessarily limited in its potential to substitute for or mimick real-world experience, 
spatial or otherwise. 

Considering that it is the primary percept, the perceived qualities based on key sensorial 
experiences, be it visually, through touch, smell or sound are the “raw” matter that 
precludes human interaction with an environment, it is of tantamount importance to 
understand the possibilities and limitations of representation.  As landscape architect 
Steven Krog put it, place or landscape is “what we feel under our feet and above our 
heads; the scents, sounds, silence, temperature and time.  It is pleasure, excitement, 
ecstasy, awe, reverence, incredulousness, fear, melancholy, agitation, disgust; it is 
the mood of the place."26  Some of these experiences can be produces through film – 
others cannot.  

Understanding the difference between the actual experiences and percepts that make 
up our interactions with the “real world” and the cinematographic experiences seems 
crucial to responsibly utilize the potential of this medium in design education and 
practice 
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1. Title: Photography-- 26 years of China, from Black and White to Color. (The title has 
been changed.) 
2. Author: Pok Chi Lau 
3. The University of Kansas  
4. Design Department 1476 Jayhawk Blvd., Lawrence, KS 66045 USA 
5. Email: pclau@ku.edu (90 minutes include a workshop of 50% and visual content 50% 
of time.)  
 
Equipment: I need a LCD projector, a screen and a laptop computer.  I will bring my own 
map of China and a digital camera for demonstration and workshop. 
 
Abstract: 
Since 1979, after the death of Chairman Mao and the passing of the Cultural Revolution, 
I began to use photography to visually document vast social/political changes in China- 
literally from the bedrooms to the streets.  In 1984 new political and economic reforms 
have given paths to today's stunning economic achievement and Diaspora in the history 
of China.  Her wealth is amassing fast but the disparity is deepening.  Unemployment rate 
is high in the rural areas and the metropolis.  Much of the traditional values and icons 
have shifted.  The lost of ethnic identities and languages have quickened.  
Modern/western/techno/global influences are visually straining and conflicting.  My work 
is neither about scenic tourism nor antiquity.  It is about the average psyche of a 
collective morphing mindset. 
 
For this convention I will show work that began in 1979 and up till August 2005.  
Covering large geographical areas I have photographed small Muslim Uyghur villages in 
Xin Jiang, a culturally threatened Tibet and the wealthy coastal areas of commerce and 
industries.  I will show relatively new factories, new and old residential areas, beauty 
industries and lots of street scenes with significant real life representations in China. 
Photographs are composed in ways to translate China's complex, progressive and yet 
schizophrenic society which often bewilders and frightens the average westerner.  
Because of the immense size of China 90 minutes are needed for this 
presentation/workshop.   I will use PowerPoint to show and discuss 130 photographs.  
The rest of the time will be for workshop.  I will discuss how to use a camera to get to 
places, open up doors, tackle specific content, body language, timing, getting help, 
research and funding opportunities. 
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Abstract Page 
 

Title: 

Reality Check: Does interaction make any difference? 

 

Abstract: 

It is important especially for design students to understand cultural difference and 

diversity because a designer always has to consider the audience. After all, design is part 

of the culture. Through a study aboard program of Auburn University at Taiwan putting 

students from two different cultures together, it was hoped that students would see the 

differences between cultures and learn to respect the differences. 

 

A survey was conducted in the exchange program using questionnaires in an attempt to 

find out if there are any significant differences in perception about their counterparts even 

after few days of interaction. Between May and July 2005, a group of 11 students from 

Auburn University visited the Shu-Te University for an 8 weeks exchange program. The 

survey was conducted in two parts on the fifth day after arrival to see if the five days of 

acquaintance of one another would actually change the perception about the counterpart.  

 

Students from both schools were asked to fill out a questionnaire about what they had in 

mind concerning the counterpart before they met one another. Students did the first part 

of the survey without fore knowledge of the second part. After the first part of survey was 

collected, students were asked to fill out another questionnaire about how they think then 

about the counterpart. From the analysis of the two data sets, there is evidence to show 

that interaction, even only for few days, may change perception of people from other 

cultures. 
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I. Introduction 

 

It is important especially for design students to understand cultural difference and 

diversity because a designer always has to consider the audience. After all, design is part 

of the culture and influence the culture. Through an exchange program between Auburn 

University and Shu-Te University, Auburn students joined with students at Taiwan for a 

period of eight weeks. It was hoped that through the experience students from both 

schools would learn about the differences between cultures and respect the differences. 

 

A survey was conducted in the exchange program using questionnaires in an attempt to 

find out if there are any significant differences in perception about their counterparts even 

after few days of interaction. The survey was conducted on the fifth day after arrival to 

see if the five days of acquaintance of one another would actually change the perception 

about their counterparts.  

 

II. Method and Procedures 

 

A. Hypothesis: 

Exchange program brings changes in perceptions to both host and visiting students. 

Therefore it is beneficial to conduct cross-cultural exchange program among college 

programs. 

 

B. Procedures and Method:  

A questionnaire with closed-ended questions was used to collect data from students of 

both schools who participate in the exchange program. The questionnaire used semantic 

differential scales for answers. There were 31 pairs of adjectives for 31 bipolar questions 

to weigh the degree of perceptions. 

  

1. Auburn students arrived to Taiwan on Friday, May 13, 2005 almost mid-night.  

2. Students arrived to Shu-Te University the next day for dorm arrangement and 

settle down. Students started interacting with one another outside the classroom.  

3. On Monday, May 16, 2005, in the first design class Auburn students were 

assigned to Shu-Te student groups for four hours just to mingle and try to know 

one another.  

4. On Wednesday, May 18, 2005, students were first given a questionnaire to mark 

down what they thought about their counterparts are like before they even met. 

Students did not know of the second part of the survey when working on the first 

part. (Appendix A) 

5. Then the students were given another questionnaire with the same questions to 

mark down what they think about their counterparts are like after knowing one 

another for few days. (Appendix B) 

6. The questionnaires from each test were separated into two groups: the Auburn (10) 

and the Shu-Te (27).  

7. The answers were recorded in a MS Excel spreadsheet for analysis. The semantic 

differential scale was then factored scores of -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3. Each 
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column represents responses from each student from both groups. The two test 

results were labeled “Before” and “After”. (Appendix C) 

8. With the help of a statistician, these numbers were analyzed using analysis tools 

available in Microsoft Excel to find out if differences of means of each question 

in the two tests are significant. 

9. If the analysis shows significances, it is believed that there are possible changes in 
perceptions. Therefore the exchange program is likely beneficial to the students in 

terms of understanding one and others’ culture, therefore justify the need of the 

program.  

 

III. Findings 

 

Collected data were separated into two groups, i.e. the 10 Auburn students, and the 27 

Shu-Te students. One student from the Auburn group grew up in Asia and attended 

school in Taiwan before. Therefore that particular student was not involved in this 

research. Since measurement of data is from the same subjects, a t-test for dependent 

subjects was employed to analyze the data. The data were analyzed with analysis tools 

available in Microsoft Excel. The t-test for paired two samples for means was used to test 

each question. The p value in the test was set to 0.05. 

For the Auburn student group, out of the 31 questions, 10 show significance. The result 

indicates that 32.26% of listed aspects of perception have significantly changed. The 

changed aspects are as follow. 

 

11 嚴肅 Serious Humorous幽默 

12 安靜 Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 

14 吝嗇 Miser Generous大方 

17 敵意 Hostile Friendly友善 

18 狡滑 Cunning Honest誠實 

19 不好客 Unwelcoming Hospitable好客 

21 無情 Unforgiving Forgiving寬容 

23 無表情 Unexpressive Expressive表情豐富 

26 冷酷 Cold Affectionate深情 

27 頑固 Stubborn Flexible可變通 

 

 

For the Shu-Te student group, out of the 31 questions, 7 show significance. The result 

indicates that 22.58% of listed aspects of perception have significantly changed. The 

changed aspects are as follow. 

 

1 思想封閉 Close minded Open minded思想開放 

4 偏激 Extreme Moderate中庸 

5 保守 Traditional Fashionable時尚 

9 害羞 Shy Bold厚顏 

12 安靜 Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 

16 無憂無慮 Carefree Up-tight緊張 

24 狂傲 Arrogant Humble謙卑 
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IV. Discussion 

 

The goal for this paper is to test if that there is any evidence to show that five days of 

interaction between two groups of students made some differences in their perception of 

their counterparts. If the analysis shows significant changes exist, it indicates that the 

exchange program could be the reason. Therefore, this paper does not discuss how each 

group of students think of their counterparts, nor to find out if their perception is accurate. 

Although the result of the two tests shows some significant changes in students’ 

perception on their counterparts, it is not the intention of this paper to draw a line to show 

how much changes should happen to justify the program. 

 

It is interesting to see that Auburn students had more changes in perception compare with 

the Shu-Te students. A logical explanation could be that American students have less 

influence from Taiwan while the Taiwan students are more influenced by the western 

culture. 

 

The aspects of perception that changed in few days were all related to direct interactions. 

It seems to be true that once the students opened up, they see each other differently 

through interactions. Thus it reinforces the need of the exchange program. 

 

Although the survey was done as much as statistically correct, there were some 

limitations that might hinder the result of the test. The sample size of the Auburn group is 

limited to the small group of students that are willing to travel to the other side of the 

world. With a small sample, the data might not be as reliable. Also, it is almost 

impossible to do a random sampling since the whole program is in volunteer basis. 

 

The two tests were done in the same day. It could be better if the first part was done 

before the traveling started. Although students were reminded to mark their perception 

before the interaction, it may not be easy for students to draw a clear line in their 

experience. Anyhow, it is encouraging to see there were still significant changes 

indicated by the result. 

 

V. Conclusion 

 

It was planned to have another survey at the end of the program to see if more changes 

would happen. However, because of some unexpected circumstances, there were 

conflicts between the two groups of students. Therefore the last part of the survey was 

cancelled for the possible skewed results. Although it is not easy to draw a quantitative 

line to make a statement that the five days interaction and exposure helps to change 

perception, this survey does shed some light on the effect of direct interaction between 

two culturally different groups. Further study in this area would help better development 

of exchange program for students to learn from different cultures and respect the 

differences. 
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Appendix A 

First Questionnaire  
�Auburn     �Shu-Te     �Male     �Female 

Before you come your perception about the Taiwan students are: 

美國同學來之前美國同學來之前美國同學來之前美國同學來之前,,,,你對他們的印象是你對他們的印象是你對他們的印象是你對他們的印象是::::    

思想封閉 Close minded 
� � � � � � � 

Open minded思想開放 

主觀 Subjective 
� � � � � � � 

Objective客觀 

懶散 Lazy 
� � � � � � � 

Hard working勤奮 

偏激 Extreme 
� � � � � � � 

Moderate中庸 

保守 Traditional 
� � � � � � � 

Fashionable時尚 

髒 Dirty 
� � � � � � � 

Clean乾淨 

遲到 Late 
� � � � � � � 

Punctual守時 

即興 Spontaneous 
� � � � � � � 

Organized組織 

害羞 Shy 
� � � � � � � 

Bold厚顏 

溫柔 Gentle 
� � � � � � � 

Rude粗魯 

嚴肅 Serious 
� � � � � � � 

Humorous幽默 

安靜 Quiet 
� � � � � � � 

Talkative滔滔不絕 

感性 Emotional 
� � � � � � � 

Rational理性 

吝嗇 Miser 
� � � � � � � 

Generous大方 

粗心 Careless 
� � � � � � � 

Passionate熱衷 

無憂無慮 Carefree 
� � � � � � � 

Up-tight緊張 

敵意 Hostile 
� � � � � � � 

Friendly友善 

狡滑 Cunning 
� � � � � � � 

Honest誠實 

不好客 Unwelcoming 
� � � � � � � 

Hospitable好客 

自私 Selfish 
� � � � � � � 

Selfless無私 

無情 Unforgiving 
� � � � � � � 

Forgiving寬容 

不可靠 Undependable 
� � � � � � � 

Trust-worthy可靠 

無表情 Unexpressive 
� � � � � � � 

Expressive表情豐富 

狂傲 Arrogant 
� � � � � � � 

Humble謙卑 

被動 Passive 
� � � � � � � 

Active主動 

冷酷 Cold 
� � � � � � � 

Affectionate深情 

頑固 Stubborn 
� � � � � � � 

Flexible可變通 

重個人 Individual 
� � � � � � � 

Relational重關係 

守舊 Conservative 
� � � � � � � 

Creative創意 

浪費Wasteful 
� � � � � � � 

Economical節儉 

不明智 Unwise 
� � � � � � � 

Intelligent明智 
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Appendix B 

Second Questionnaire  
�Auburn     �Shu-Te     �Male     �Female 

After you come for a few days, your perception about the Taiwan students are: 

經過幾天相處經過幾天相處經過幾天相處經過幾天相處,    你對美國同學的印象是你對美國同學的印象是你對美國同學的印象是你對美國同學的印象是:::: 

思想封閉 Close minded 
� � � � � � � 

Open minded思想開放 

主觀 Subjective 
� � � � � � � 

Objective客觀 

懶散 Lazy 
� � � � � � � 

Hard working勤奮 

偏激 Extreme 
� � � � � � � 

Moderate中庸 

保守 Traditional 
� � � � � � � 

Fashionable時尚 

髒 Dirty 
� � � � � � � 

Clean乾淨 

遲到 Late 
� � � � � � � 

Punctual守時 

即興 Spontaneous 
� � � � � � � 

Organized組織 

害羞 Shy 
� � � � � � � 

Bold厚顏 

溫柔 Gentle 
� � � � � � � 

Rude粗魯 

嚴肅 Serious 
� � � � � � � 

Humorous幽默 

安靜 Quiet 
� � � � � � � 

Talkative滔滔不絕 

感性 Emotional 
� � � � � � � 

Rational理性 

吝嗇 Miser 
� � � � � � � 

Generous大方 

粗心 Careless 
� � � � � � � 

Passionate熱衷 

無憂無慮 Carefree 
� � � � � � � 

Up-tight緊張 

敵意 Hostile 
� � � � � � � 

Friendly友善 

狡滑 Cunning 
� � � � � � � 

Honest誠實 

不好客 Unwelcoming 
� � � � � � � 

Hospitable好客 

自私 Selfish 
� � � � � � � 

Selfless無私 

無情 Unforgiving 
� � � � � � � 

Forgiving寬容 

不可靠 Undependable 
� � � � � � � 

Trust-worthy可靠 

無表情 Unexpressive 
� � � � � � � 

Expressive表情豐富 

狂傲 Arrogant 
� � � � � � � 

Humble謙卑 

被動 Passive 
� � � � � � � 

Active主動 

冷酷 Cold 
� � � � � � � 

Affectionate深情 

頑固 Stubborn 
� � � � � � � 

Flexible可變通 

重個人 Individual 
� � � � � � � 

Relational重關係 

守舊 Conservative 
� � � � � � � 

Creative創意 

浪費Wasteful 
� � � � � � � 

Economical節儉 

不明智 Unwise 
� � � � � � � 

Intelligent明智 
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Appendix C 

Responses from 10 Auburn students 
Before After

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 思想封閉Close minded Open minded思想開放 3 2 3 0 -1 2 1 -2 -1 3 3 2 2 3 3 0 3 3 2 3

2 主觀Subjective Objective客觀 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 -2 0 -1 3 2 2 2 1 -1 1 -2 2 0

3 懶散Lazy Hard working勤奮 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 -1 3 3 1 2

4 偏激Extreme Moderate中庸 0 0 0 2 3 0 -2 2 0 -2 3 2 -1 0 -1 1 0 2 0 0

5 保守Traditional Fashionable時尚 0 3 -3 3 1 0 -2 -1 1 1 3 3 -2 -1 3 1 0 3 2 3

6 髒Dirty Clean乾淨 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 2 -1 2 1 -2 0 3 -2 2 0 0 1 2 -1

7 遲到Late Punctual守時 3 1 2 -3 3 0 3 2 2 -2 1 1 3 -2 0 -2 1 3 1 0

8 即興Spontaneous Organized組織 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 0 2 2 3 2 3 0 1 -2 0 3 1 -1

9 害羞Shy Bold厚顏 1 -1 -1 -1 -3 0 -1 -2 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 0 -2 0 0 -3 -1

10 溫柔Gentle Rude粗魯 0 -2 -1 0 -3 -2 0 -2 -1 -1 0 -3 -2 0 -1 -2 -3 -2 -2 -3

11 嚴肅Serious Humorous幽默 0 0 -2 -1 -3 1 -1 -2 -3 -1 2 2 1 -1 1 1 1 -3 3 -2

12 安靜Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 0 0 -2 -1 -3 0 -1 -2 -2 -1 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 -1 3 -2

13 感性Emotional Rational理性 0 0 -1 0 2 -2 -1 2 -1 1 0 0 0 -1 1 2 -1 1 -1 -1

14 吝嗇Miser Generous大方 0 2 2 0 3 2 1 0 1 1 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3

15 粗心Careless Passionate熱衷 0 2 2 1 3 2 0 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 2 3

16 無憂無慮Carefree Up-tight緊張 1 -1 0 3 -2 0 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 -3 -1 3

17 敵意Hostile Friendly友善 2 0 3 0 3 2 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 0 2 3 2 3 3 3

18 狡滑Cunning Honest誠實 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 3 0 3

19 不好客Unwelcoming Hospitable好客 3 -1 3 0 3 2 -1 2 1 2 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

20 自私Selfish Selfless無私 2 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 1 3 3 3

21 無情Unforgiving Forgiving寬容 0 -1 1 0 3 1 -2 1 -2 -1 3 0 3 1 2 3 1 3 0 3

22 不可靠Undependable Trust-worthy可靠 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 -1 2 0 1 3 0 3

23 無表情Unexpressive Expressive表情豐富 0 0 2 -2 1 1 -1 2 1 2 0 3 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 3

24 狂傲Arrogant Humble謙卑 0 1 2 3 3 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 3 1 1 2 1 3 3 3

25 被動Passive Active主動 0 1 1 -3 2 2 -1 -1 -2 2 0 2 0 3 3 -2 2 2 2 2

26 冷酷Cold Affectionate深情 0 -1 3 0 2 2 0 1 -2 -1 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 3 1 1

27 頑固Stubborn Flexible可變通 0 -1 0 -1 0 2 -2 0 0 -1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 2

28 重個人Individual Relational重關係 0 -1 0 3 1 3 2 -2 -1 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 0 3

29 守舊Conservative Creative創意 0 -3 1 -2 -1 3 2 2 -1 2 2 3 2 2 1 -1 3 2 2 3

30 浪費Wasteful Economical節儉 0 1 3 3 2 2 2 1 0 2 1 2 3 0 3 3 2 2 3 3

31 不明智Unwise Intelligent明智 0 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 0 2 1 2 3 2 3  
Responses from 27 Shu-Te students 

Before

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 思想封閉Close minded Open minded思想開放 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 1 3 3 3 1 2 0 2 3 3

2 主觀Subjective Objective客觀 1 -1 0 0 -2 3 0 -2 3 1 2 0 -1 -2 2 -1 1 2 -2 0 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 3

3 懶散Lazy Hard working勤奮 1 0 3 0 1 3 -1 2 0 2 2 0 3 1 2 1 0 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 -1 3

4 偏激Extreme Moderate中庸 0 0 0 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 -1 1 2 0 0 -1 1 1 0 2 -1 -3 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0

5 保守Traditional Fashionable時尚 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 -1 0 -1 2

6 髒Dirty Clean乾淨 1 2 2 0 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 3 3 3 0 1 3 1 -1 2 2

7 遲到Late Punctual守時 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 0 2 2 3 1 3 2 3

8 即興Spontaneous Organized組織 2 -3 0 2 0 3 -2 -3 2 3 2 -2 -1 -3 1 -2 1 0 3 -3 -1 1 -2 1 1 -3 1

9 害羞Shy Bold厚顏 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 3 -2 -1 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 3 1 1 1 0 3 3 0

10 溫柔Gentle Rude粗魯 1 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 1 -2 -1 -2 -2 -1 0 0 -2 0 0 -2 2 -1 -1 -1 0 1 -1 -1

11 嚴肅Serious Humorous幽默 3 3 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 0 2 3 1 2 1 0 3 3 2 0 2 0 2 3 2

12 安靜Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 0 0 2 3 0 3 1 0 3 3 2 1 0 0 3 3 2

13 感性Emotional Rational理性 0 0 1 2 -1 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 -2 0 -2 1 0 0 0 -3 -2

14 吝嗇Miser Generous大方 1 3 1 0 0 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 2 0 0 2 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 2

15 粗心Careless Passionate熱衷 3 2 3 0 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 1 0 1 0 3 3 2

16 無憂無慮Carefree Up-tight緊張 0 -3 1 -2 -2 0 -2 -3 -3 -1 -2 -1 0 -2 0 -2 -1 0 -3 -3 0 1 1 0 -1 -2 -1

17 敵意Hostile Friendly友善 1 3 3 -1 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 1 3 2 0 3 3 0 1 1 3 0 2 3 2

18 狡滑Cunning Honest誠實 1 1 -2 0 1 3 3 0 2 2 2 -1 0 1 2 2 0 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 2

19 不好客Unwelcoming Hospitable好客 2 3 3 0 1 3 2 -2 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 3 1 3 3 0 -1 1 0 -1 2 2 2

20 自私Selfish Selfless無私 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 2

21 無情Unforgiving Forgiving寬容 2 2 3 2 0 2 0 0 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 -1 2 1 2

22 不可靠Undependable Trust-worthy可靠 1 2 2 1 1 2 -1 -2 1 3 0 0 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 0 -1 1 0 0 0 2 2

23 無表情Unexpressive Expressive表情豐富 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 3 2

24 狂傲Arrogant Humble謙卑 0 2 1 0 0 1 2 -3 -3 1 0 -2 -1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 2

25 被動Passive Active主動 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 0 2 2 3 3 2 3 0 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 2

26 冷酷Cold Affectionate深情 3 2 3 0 0 1 0 -2 2 1 0 0 0 3 2 2 0 0 2 -3 1 0 0 -1 1 2 2

27 頑固Stubborn Flexible可變通 2 2 1 2 1 1 -1 2 -1 2 0 0 2 1 3 3 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 -1 -1 2

28 重個人Individual Relational重關係 1 0 2 1 1 0 -1 3 -2 2 0 1 1 1 2 -2 1 0 2 -3 0 0 -1 -2 1 -2 2

29 守舊Conservative Creative創意 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2

30 浪費Wasteful Economical節儉 1 -1 3 0 0 0 2 -2 -1 2 0 -1 2 0 1 1 0 2 -1 -1 0 -1 0 0 2 0 0

31 不明智Unwise Intelligent明智 1 0 3 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 0 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 1 -2 1 1

After

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 思想封閉Close minded Open minded思想開放 2 3 3 1 3 0 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 2 3 2 2 1 1 -1 2 2 2

2 主觀Subjective Objective客觀 0 3 2 2 -1 -3 3 3 3 2 -2 2 2 -3 0 0 3 3 0 3 -1 -1 2 1 2 -1 2

3 懶散Lazy Hard working勤奮 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 0 -1 1 1 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 0 2 1 2 2 1 3

4 偏激Extreme Moderate中庸 1 0 0 2 0 -3 2 0 1 0 2 2 0 -2 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0

5 保守Traditional Fashionable時尚 1 0 0 1 3 -2 -2 1 1 -2 1 3 0 -2 -1 0 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 -1

6 髒Dirty Clean乾淨 2 2 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 0 2 3 1 3 3 3 2 1 3 3 1 3

7 遲到Late Punctual守時 2 3 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3

8 即興Spontaneous Organized組織 -1 0 0 2 0 2 3 -1 -2 1 -3 2 3 -3 2 1 -1 3 0 3 3 1 0 -2 1 0 1

9 害羞Shy Bold厚顏 2 3 1 1 2 -2 -2 -1 1 0 3 1 1 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 3 -1 0 1 1 0 1 -2

10 溫柔Gentle Rude粗魯 -2 0 0 0 1 1 -1 -3 -1 0 1 -1 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -3 -3 -3 -2 0 -2 0 -2 -2

11 嚴肅Serious Humorous幽默 2 3 3 2 3 0 2 3 3 0 -2 2 2 -2 -1 3 3 1 3 0 3 0 -1 2 0 3 1

12 安靜Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 1 2 2 2 2 -1 0 1 3 0 2 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 3 1 3 1 -1 -2 0 1 2

13 感性Emotional Rational理性 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 3 2 0 2 -1 -3 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 -2

14 吝嗇Miser Generous大方 2 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 3 2 0 1 1 2 2 1 2

15 粗心Careless Passionate熱衷 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 0 -1 1 2 -1 0 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 2

16 無憂無慮Carefree Up-tight緊張 -1 0 -2 1 -1 3 -1 0 -2 -1 -3 -1 -1 3 1 1 0 0 0 -1 -3 2 1 -1 0 0 2

17 敵意Hostile Friendly友善 3 3 2 2 3 0 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 -1 0 1 3 2 3 2 1 1 0 2 3 2 3

18 狡滑Cunning Honest誠實 2 3 1 2 3 0 2 3 2 2 1 1 2 -1 0 1 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 3

19 不好客Unwelcoming Hospitable好客 2 2 2 0 3 0 2 3 3 2 1 2 2 -2 0 0 3 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 0 3

20 自私Selfish Selfless無私 3 2 0 1 3 -2 3 3 1 2 0 3 0 -1 0 0 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 1

21 無情Unforgiving Forgiving寬容 2 2 0 2 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 -2 0 0 3 2 3 2 0 1 2 2 2 1 2

22 不可靠Undependable Trust-worthy可靠 2 3 0 1 3 -1 1 3 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 2

23 無表情Unexpressive Expressive表情豐富 1 3 3 2 3 2 0 3 3 2 3 1 3 -2 0 3 3 0 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3

24 狂傲Arrogant Humble謙卑 0 3 1 0 2 -1 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 3 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 3

25 被動Passive Active主動 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3 0 -2 2 2 3 0 1 3 0 3 3 3 1 0 1 2 2 3

26 冷酷Cold Affectionate深情 2 2 1 0 2 -2 2 1 2 0 -1 3 3 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 1 1 0 2 2 1 3

27 頑固Stubborn Flexible可變通 2 2 2 2 2 -1 3 3 3 1 0 2 1 -1 0 0 3 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

28 重個人Individual Relational重關係 3 2 -1 1 2 -1 -1 3 2 0 -1 1 2 -2 -1 0 0 2 0 3 -2 1 1 -1 2 1 2

29 守舊Conservative Creative創意 2 2 2 1 3 0 0 3 3 1 -2 2 0 -1 0 3 3 0 0 3 3 2 0 0 2 2 1

30 浪費Wasteful Economical節儉 0 0 -2 1 1 0 3 3 3 1 -2 1 -1 2 1 2 3 2 0 2 -1 0 0 1 2 0 2

31 不明智Unwise Intelligent明智 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 2  
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Appendix D 

Data Analysis of 10 Auburn students  

 
1.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 7.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 13.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

思想封閉Close minded Open minded思想開放 遲到Late Punctual守時 感性Emotional Rational理性

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1 2.4 Mean 1.1 0.6 Mean 0 0

Variance 3.55555556 0.93333333 Variance 4.54444444 2.93333333 Variance 1.77777778 1.11111111

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation -0.243975 Pearson Correlation 0.62082122 Pearson Correlation 0.07905694

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat -1.9090909 t Stat 0.92144268 t Stat 0

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0442952 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.19042809 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.5

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.08859039 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.38085618 P(T<=t) two-tail 1

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

2.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 8.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 14.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

主觀Subjective Objective客觀 即興Spontaneous Organized組織 吝嗇Miser Generous大方

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.3 1 Mean 1.7 1 Mean 1.2 2.7

Variance 2.01111111 2.44444444 Variance 0.9 3.11111111 Variance 1.06666667 0.23333333

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.75169322 Pearson Correlation 0.06640159 Pearson Correlation 0.13363062

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat -2.0895781 t Stat 1.13721376 t Stat -4.3915503

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.03311432 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.14240943 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00087081

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.06622864 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.28481886 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00174162

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

3.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 9.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 15.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

懶散Lazy Hard working勤奮 害羞Shy Bold厚顏 粗心Careless Passionate熱衷

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 2.5 1.7 Mean -0.9 -0.6 Mean 1.6 2

Variance 0.27777778 1.56666667 Variance 1.21111111 1.37777778 Variance 1.15555556 0.44444444

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation -0.2526456 Pearson Correlation -0.5504982 Pearson Correlation -0.3100868

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat 1.71428571 t Stat -0.4736842 t Stat -0.8846517

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.06031037 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.32350234 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.19968068

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.12062074 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.64700468 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.39936136

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

4.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 10.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 16.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

偏激Extreme Moderate中庸 安靜Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 無憂無慮Carefree Up-tight緊張

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.3 0.6 Mean -1.2 -1.8 Mean 0.8 -0.3

Variance 2.67777778 1.82222222 Variance 1.06666667 1.28888889 Variance 2.62222222 2.23333333

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation -0.0402401 Pearson Correlation 0.22742941 Pearson Correlation -0.0734625

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat -0.4386332 t Stat 1.40556386 t Stat 1.52379842

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.33563402 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.09671103 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.08094698

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.67126805 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.19342206 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.16189396

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

5.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 11.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 17.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

保守Traditional Fashionable時尚 嚴肅Serious Humorous幽默 敵意Hostile Friendly友善

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.3 1.5 Mean -1.2 0.5 Mean 1.3 2.5

Variance 3.78888889 3.61111111 Variance 1.73333333 3.61111111 Variance 1.34444444 0.94444444

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.37548375 Pearson Correlation 0.04441156 Pearson Correlation 0.34511664

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat -1.7650452 t Stat -2.3753068 t Stat -3.0869745

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.05568662 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.02077302 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00649639

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.11137324 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.04154605 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01299279

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

6.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 12.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 18.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

髒Dirty Clean乾淨 安靜Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 狡滑Cunning Honest誠實

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.3 0.3 Mean -1.2 1 Mean 1 2

Variance 1.34444444 2.9 Variance 1.06666667 2.66666667 Variance 1.11111111 1.33333333

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation -0.0506442 Pearson Correlation -0.1317616 Pearson Correlation 0.45643546

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat 0 t Stat -3.4036901 t Stat -2.7386128

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.5 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00391372 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.01144975

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 1 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00782744 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02289949

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716
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19.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 25.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 31.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

不好客Unwelcoming Hospitable好客 被動Passive Active主動 不明智Unwise Intelligent明智

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.4 2.8 Mean 0.1 1.4 Mean 2.1 2.2

Variance 2.48888889 0.4 Variance 3.21111111 2.48888889 Variance 0.98888889 1.06666667

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.31180478 Pearson Correlation -0.4087525 Pearson Correlation 0.19473405

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9 df 9

t Stat -2.9405882 t Stat -1.4524359 t Stat -0.2457696

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00823549 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.09016777 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.40568683

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01647098 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.18033553 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.81137366

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

20.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 26.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

自私Selfish Selfless無私 冷酷Cold Affectionate深情

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.3 2.5 Mean 0.4 1.6

Variance 1.56666667 0.72222222 Variance 2.48888889 0.71111111

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation -0.2611402 Pearson Correlation 0.46770717

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9

t Stat -2.25 t Stat -2.7136021

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.02550163 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.01192819

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.05100326 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02385638

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

21.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 27.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

無情Unforgiving Forgiving寬容 頑固Stubborn Flexible可變通

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0 1.9 Mean -0.3 1.7

Variance 2.44444444 1.65555556 Variance 1.12222222 0.45555556

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.55232605 Pearson Correlation 0.01553987

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9

t Stat -4.3846154 t Stat -5.0709255

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00087964 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00033551

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00175927 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00067103

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

22.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 28.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

不可靠Undependable Trust-worthy可靠 重個人Individual Relational重關係

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.5 1.3 Mean 0.7 1.8

Variance 0.94444444 2.23333333 Variance 3.12222222 0.84444444

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.42078011 Pearson Correlation 0.3010875

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9

t Stat -1.8090681 t Stat -2.0120455

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.05194406 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.03753991

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.10388813 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.07507983

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

23.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 29.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

無表情Unexpressive Expressive表情豐富 守舊Conservative Creative創意

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.6 2.1 Mean 0.3 1.9

Variance 1.82222222 1.21111111 Variance 4.01111111 1.43333333

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.47867947 Pearson Correlation -0.3104748

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9

t Stat -3.7370466 t Stat -1.9215378

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00232331 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.04342114

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00464663 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.08684229

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716

24.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 30.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

狂傲Arrogant Humble謙卑 浪費Wasteful Economical節儉

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.4 1.9 Mean 1.6 2.2

Variance 1.15555556 1.21111111 Variance 1.15555556 1.06666667

Observations 10 10 Observations 10 10

Pearson Correlation 0.13149163 Pearson Correlation -0.020016

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 9 df 9

t Stat -1.1028219 t Stat -1.2602521

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.14935949 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.11963621

t Critical one-tail 1.83311292 t Critical one-tail 1.83311292

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.29871898 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.23927242

t Critical two-tail 2.26215716 t Critical two-tail 2.26215716
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Appendix E 

Data Analysis of 27 Shu-Te students 
 

 
1.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 7.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 13.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

思想封閉Close minded Open minded思想開放 遲到Late Punctual守時 感性Emotional Rational理性

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 2.33333333 1.74074074 Mean 2.48148148 2.33333333 Mean 0.11111111 0.66666667

Variance 0.69230769 1.12250712 Variance 0.64387464 0.84615385 Variance 1.64102564 1.84615385

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation 0.45084054 Pearson Correlation -0.1215845 Pearson Correlation 0

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat 3.0489489 t Stat 0.5957758 t Stat -1.5458674

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00261215 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.27823816 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0671115

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0052243 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.55647632 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.13422301

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

2.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 8.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 14.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

主觀Subjective Objective客觀 即興Spontaneous Organized組織 吝嗇Miser Generous大方

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 0.33333333 0.96296296 Mean -0.0740741 0.55555556 Mean 1.48148148 1.55555556

Variance 2.46153846 3.72934473 Variance 4.3019943 3.33333333 Variance 1.02849003 0.79487179

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation 0.04231417 Pearson Correlation -0.1105951 Pearson Correlation 0.24577568

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat -1.3429998 t Stat -1.1239581 t Stat -0.3277774

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.09543957 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.13565072 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.37285242

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.19087913 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.27130144 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.74570485

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

3.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 9.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 15.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

懶散Lazy Hard working勤奮 害羞Shy Bold厚顏 粗心Careless Passionate熱衷

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.11111111 1.74074074 Mean 1.33333333 0.25925926 Mean 1.66666667 1.66666667

Variance 1.56410256 1.27635328 Variance 1.76923077 2.43019943 Variance 1.07692308 1.30769231

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.1149343 Pearson Correlation -0.0061829 Pearson Correlation 0.25928149

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat -1.8389231 t Stat 2.71518295 t Stat 0

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.03868756 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00580554 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.5

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.07737511 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01161108 P(T<=t) two-tail 1

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

4.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 10.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 16.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

偏激Extreme Moderate中庸 溫柔Gentle Rude粗魯 無憂無慮Carefree Up-tight緊張

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean -0.1111111 0.7037037 Mean -0.4814815 -1.037037 Mean -1.1481481 -0.1481481

Variance 1.33333333 1.83190883 Variance 1.18233618 1.57549858 Variance 1.74643875 2.43874644

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.0710945 Pearson Correlation -0.2108311 Pearson Correlation 0.10077568

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat -2.3004004 t Stat 1.58113883 t Stat -2.6764277

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.01485074 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.06296822 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00635518

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.02970147 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.12593643 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01271035

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

5.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 11.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 17.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

保守Traditional Fashionable時尚 嚴肅Serious Humorous幽默 敵意Hostile Friendly友善

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.51851852 0.48148148 Mean 1.88888889 1.40740741 Mean 1.92592593 1.92592593

Variance 1.18233618 2.10541311 Variance 1.17948718 2.78917379 Variance 1.37891738 1.3019943

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.1643218 Pearson Correlation 0.06832785 Pearson Correlation -0.0042525

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat 2.76201783 t Stat 1.29701034 t Stat 0

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00520086 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.10300994 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.5

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.01040172 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.20601988 P(T<=t) two-tail 1

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

6.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 12.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 18.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

髒Dirty Clean乾淨 安靜Quiet Talkative滔滔不絕 狡滑Cunning Honest誠實

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.81481481 2.11111111 Mean 1.85185185 0.81481481 Mean 1.14814815 1.48148148

Variance 1.07977208 0.87179487 Variance 1.36182336 1.92592593 Variance 1.82336182 1.25925926

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.2158276 Pearson Correlation 0.43364029 Pearson Correlation -0.0488846

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat -1 t Stat 3.92671135 t Stat -0.9636241

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.16326351 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00028291 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.17205599

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.32652702 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.00056581 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.34411198

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942
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19.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 25.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 31.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

不好客Unwelcoming Hospitable好客 被動Passive Active主動 不明智Unwise Intelligent明智

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.33333333 1.33333333 Mean 1.92592593 1.85185185 Mean 1.07407407 1.33333333

Variance 2 1.69230769 Variance 0.84045584 1.9002849 Variance 1.14814815 0.84615385

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation 0.0418121 Pearson Correlation 0.56922958 Pearson Correlation -0.0650357

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26 df 26

t Stat 0 t Stat 0.33732115 t Stat -0.9246802

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.5 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.36929145 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.18181773

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 1 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.73858291 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.36363546

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

20.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 26.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

自私Selfish Selfless無私 冷酷Cold Affectionate深情

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1 1.07407407 Mean 0.77777778 1.14814815

Variance 1.07692308 1.99430199 Variance 2.17948718 1.59259259

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -1.165E-17 Pearson Correlation 0.1422153

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26

t Stat -0.2196303 t Stat -1.0688101

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.41393715 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.14748922

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.8278743 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.29497844

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

21.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 27.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

無情Unforgiving Forgiving寬容 冷酷Cold Affectionate深情

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1.40740741 1.59259259 Mean 1 1.51851852

Variance 1.32763533 1.48148148 Variance 1.53846154 1.41310541

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.0416447 Pearson Correlation -0.2347678

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26

t Stat -0.562544 t Stat -1.4114466

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.28928205 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0849843

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.57856411 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.16996859

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

22.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 28.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

不可靠Undependable Trust-worthy可靠 重個人Individual Relational重關係

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 1 1.18518519 Mean 0.2962963 0.66666667

Variance 1.53846154 1.23361823 Variance 2.37037037 2.38461538

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.3629412 Pearson Correlation -0.0053925

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26

t Stat -0.4954476 t Stat -0.8801885

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.31222298 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.19341041

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.62444595 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.38682082

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

23.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 29.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

無表情Unexpressive Expressive表情豐富 守舊Conservative Creative創意

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 2.44444444 2.11111111 Mean 1.85185185 1.2962963

Variance 0.41025641 1.71794872 Variance 0.59259259 2.06267806

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation -0.1985253 Pearson Correlation 0.11080708

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26

t Stat 1.10397011 t Stat 1.85942109

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.13985947 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.03715985

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.27971894 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0743197

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942

24.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 30.   t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means

狂傲Arrogant Humble謙卑 浪費Wasteful Economical節儉

Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean -0.0740741 1.14814815 Mean 0.2962963 0.88888889

Variance 1.76353276 1.28490028 Variance 1.52421652 2.1025641

Observations 27 27 Observations 27 27

Pearson Correlation 0.00757053 Pearson Correlation -0.1742645

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0

df 26 df 26

t Stat -3.6510969 t Stat -1.4935069

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.00057665 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.07367098

t Critical one-tail 1.7056179 t Critical one-tail 1.7056179

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0011533 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.14734195

t Critical two-tail 2.05552942 t Critical two-tail 2.05552942
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ABSTRACT: 
This paper examines design creativity within the eight models of 
creative endeavors proposed by Robert J. Sternberg, and their roles in 
the evolution of 20th century architecture and design. Expanding the 
understanding of these models can reveal how designers use 
conceptual thinking when developing ideas for designed products and 
construction methods for project delivery to support the achievement of 
individual and collective strategic goals. Drawing on Sternberg’s 
Propulsion Model, the paper argues that contrary to contemporary 
perceptions of a “creativity crisis”, current trends in the professional 
practice of providing design services embody a nexus of social, 
economic, and technological factors that constitute creative leadership 
in the improvement of the human condition. It further contends that this 
leadership has redefined creativity as interaction between the 
designer’s conceptualizations and its socio-cultural context. Thus, 
distinguishing between the act of generating novelty and developing 
socially relevant design - controversial issues that have been debated 
since the time of Vitruvius.  

 
Since the earliest forms of human habitats, such as caves, visual imagery 
was fused with purely functional forms and spaces as even the most primitive 
human beings strove to communicate with their fellow beings and their gods.  
Becoming increasingly aware of their mortality, they built larger and more 
elaborate structures to facilitate and inspire experiences which anticipated 
future events in this life and the imagined next.  The creation of such 
structures inherently mandated proportionately more complex design and 
construction processes involving perception, comprehension, and 
consequential emotional responses to the built product.  Of fundamental 
concern in this process was the creation of sensory experiences in a material 
world to engage a range of human emotions to direct desired actions in daily 
life patterns.    Stated simply, since the dawn of civilization humankind built 
environments whose designs were predicated on specific preconceived 
environment-response relationships embedded in increasingly complex layers 
of beliefs.   

Throughout history, the discipline of philosophy and later psychology have 
provided much theory and research on aesthetics and creativity to advance 
the understanding of thinking, memory, and cognition, all of which are integral 
to the creative design process.  Specifically, the cognitive revolution that is 
still in progress after more than thirty years has provided much substance for 
the laying of the foundation for the understanding of the dynamics of creative 
thinking.  For example, the acquisition of diverse concepts (Komatsu, 1992; 



Medin, 1989); the retaining and recalling of memorized information; the 
mental transformation of the physical environment (Finke, 1989; Kosslyn, 
1980); and the complex methods of communication to convey creative 
concepts.  A large portion of this theoretical and empirical knowledge 
generated by cognitive psychologists also incorporates much concern for the 
practical aspects of design project delivery methods today.  This is evidenced 
by taxonomies developed for classifying design endeavors and attempts to 
expand them (Sternberg and Pretz, 2001; Bigelow, 2003). 

Still, those involved in the professional practice of providing design services 
and social commentators concerned with the growing “creativity crisis” are 
arguing for a limited definition of design that continues to be accepted by the 
design professions and promoted to the general public (Florida, R. 2002).  
Central to this ideology is the mythical “creative genius” that remains a potent 
motivator in design education.  The wide variety of education and professional 
practice models attend to the diversity among those engaged in, and 
associated with the realization of the built environment, and use this diversity 
to enrich learning and to produce buildings that are responsive to their 
contextual demands (Lawrence, A 2000).  A noteworthy recently proposed 
model for the better understanding of creative contributions is advanced by 
Robert J. Sternberg, psychologist, and his colleagues (Sternberg, R.; 
Kaufman, J.; Pretz, J. 2002).   
They examined prevalent types of contributions and exemplified these within 
a conceptual framework for distinguishing among various creative endeavors.  
Their taxonomic classifications include replication, redefinition, forward 
incrementation, advance forward incrementation, redirection, 
reconstruction/redirection, reinitiation and integration.  Although all examples 
of creative endeavors are presented in the domains of science, technology, 
fine arts, literature, and popular culture, the models of the eight types of 
creative contributions are especially relevant to design, because not only 
individual skills and knowledge are considered, but above all, attitudinal 
characteristics, which ultimately drive creative leadership. 
The following are expansions of these taxonomic classifications with 
reference to contemporary design development and project delivery methods: 
 
REPLICATION is the maintenance of the status quo and is intended not to 
exceed the boundaries of the current state of developments in the field.  
Historic preservation, as practiced today, creatively maintains sites, building 
structures, or groups of buildings in an effort to preserve them as they exist 
and prevents changes or further deterioration to them.  By necessity, 
however, creative and innovative applications of technologies are often 
employed to accomplish such objectives.  Occasionally architectural or 
interior details may be replicated and fused with original components to 
complete preservation/restoration projects.  Replication contributes to the 



maintenance of cultural identity and assures dialogues with the past and its 
extant social values. 
REDEFINITION is dependent on pre-existing innovations and opens new 
windows to view these differently from ways of the past.  Adaptive re-use, 
derivative stylization and various methods of modifications to buildings and 
interiors are typical activities that engage re-definitive design problem solving. 
The recent and brief ‘Shabby Chick’ Design style was predicated on the uses 
of worn and deteriorated items to achieve contemporary ambiance.  It is still 
occasionally practiced in interior design where building interiors and 
furnishings that show excessive signs of wear and tear are made livable 
(Ashwell, R. 1996).  
FORWARD INCREMENTATION is integral to the advancement of any 
movement in a direction in which it is already progressing.  Trend continuance 
is inherent in this area of design activity.  It is performed on a fundamental 
level where popularized familiar imagery dominates design concepts. Art 
Deco, a major style in Europe in the 1920’s, quickly modulated into the 
Moderne during the 1930’s, which Americanized it.  Some historians maintain 
that Art Deco was a major force in the advancement of Modernism.  Today, 
Art Deco continues to inform Post-Modern conceptualizations, especially in 
regions of the Southwestern United States (Benton C., Benton T., Wood, G. 
2003). 
ADVANCE FORWARD INCREMENTATION also depends on trend 
continuance.  Creative contributions, however, distinguish this area from the 
preceding because it moves a field beyond where mere trend continuance 
leaves off.  This mandates not only the creative uses of a design vocabulary 
unique to a trend, but also the successful linking of their potential 
contributions with influences from other disciplines when responding to design 
problems precipitated by the human condition.  Thus, it is a creative endeavor 
selectively and strategically using concepts from past as well as present 
trends toward new developments. Deconstructivism, a recent trend in 
architecture draws its philosophical bases from the literary movement 
Deconstruction. Its name also derives from the Russian Constructivism 
movement of the 1920s from which it drew some of its formal inspirations. 
Today it counters the rationality of Postmodern architecture by acknowledging 
disorder, confusion, unpredictability in construction and helplessness in 
contemporary life. The unorthodox concepts characterized by fragmentation, 
non-linear processes of design, non-Euclidean geometry, negating polarities 
such as structure and envelope, and embody unpredictability and a controlled 
chaos (Hays, M. 1998). 
REDIRECTION involves the rejection of the status quo or a current paradigm 
with the intention of replacing them. This often occurred throughout the 
history of the built environment in response to societal priorities that moved 
the design professions in new or different directions.  Most recently, the global 
necessity to maximize scarce physical resources while creating buildings 
without harming the natural environment is redirecting design decision making 



toward the favoring of materials, production and construction processes which 
are minimally toxic, and building forms which are appropriate to the 
conservation of energy.   The environmentally minded states of Washington 
and Nevada already passed laws that require Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design Green Building Rating System (LEED) certification on 
all occupied, state financed building projects.  Such changes that redirect the 
practice of providing design services regarding energy, conservation, 
construction and renovation create incentives and standards for green 
buildings.  
RECONSTRUCTION/REDIRECTION is the returning to a specific 
developmental stage from which redirection mandates a different direction.  
Reintroductions of concepts that were successful in the past, but now 
intended to respond to contemporary market demands, indicate the viability of 
this type of creative endeavor.  Today New urbanism, an urban design 
movement that became very popular beginning in the 1980s, stresses reform 
of all aspects of urban planning based on traditional principles of planning and 
architecture that work together to create human-scale and walkable traditional 
neighborhoods to restore functional, sustainable communities. Hundreds of 
new towns, villages, and neighborhoods are planned or under construction in 
the U.S., using principles of new urbanism (Katz, P.1994).  Celebration, 
Florida, for example, was designed to be a friendly, neighborly place, drawing 
its design and its sensibility from such places as Savannah, Georgia; 
Nantucket, Massachusetts; and Charleston, South Carolina.  The town uses 
the concept of “New Urbanism” to emphasize parks, sidewalks, and a mix of 
residential and commercial space. The majority of homes are within one mile 
of the downtown area.  
REINITIATION typically involves the rejection of assumptions associated with 
a movement that has reached its creative limits, thus necessitating starting 
from a new point from which to move in a new direction.  The Bauhaus style, 
for example, was one of the most influential forces driving Modern design 
after Walter Gropius and his colleagues at Weimar, Germany argued that a 
new period of history had begun with the end of the war that mandated the 
creation of a new technology informed style to reflect this new era.  This style 
was to be predicated on function and affordable mass produced consumer 
goods.  Pursuant to these assumptions, both the students and educators at 
the Bauhaus began to produce work that fused the arts and crafts to arrive at 
high quality functional products with a new aesthetic (Droste, M. 2002) 
INTEGRATION may be considered the tangible manifestation of a creative 
teleological effort where concepts previously unrelated are fused and their 
relationships are logical.  That is, an innovative and original design that has a 
purpose, directive principle and finality in the works and processes.  The new 
movement in organic architecture fuse elements that bond and energize its 
proponents worldwide, and showcase their creative examples of organic 
building which constitute an increasingly influential trend toward organic 
design and environmental sustainability (Pearson, D. 2001).  Some structures 



may be articulated with horizontal lines, flat roofs with broad overhanging 
eaves, craftsmanship, and discipline in the use of ornament thought to evoke 
and relate to the native prairie landscape eschewing the eclectic historicism of 
the Prairie style.  Much like Japanese traditional dwellings, these buildings 
seemingly evolve naturally out of their contexts because of their relationships 
to their sites.  Others might reference the dynamic, undulating and flowing, 
curved "whiplash" lines of the syncopated rhythms that characterize Nouveau 
Art Nouveau. In the final analysis, what appear to be seemingly disparate 
components of design vocabularies separated by time, space and 
fundamental ideologies, through a synthesis of ideas can now be experienced 
as integrative design statements in the forms of organic buildings and 
interiors.  
 
Most investigations about creativity focus on the creative person, assuming 
that by understanding how the mind works, the key to creativity can be 
revealed.  Although it is true that behind every novel idea there is a person, it 
rarely follows that such persons actually possess any characteristic 
responsible for novelty.  Creativity does not occur in isolation, especially in a 
designer’s mind, but rather in the interaction between one’s thoughts and a 
sociocultural context (Csikszentmihalyi, M. 1996).  It is more about 
constructing and modifying new mental representations that are responding to 
design problems posed by the human condition.  Therefore to understand 
creativity, first the process must be considered and how that process 
produces a creative work.  The psychological characteristics of the person 
become more relevant after the process is considered.  Finally, the creative 
product is to be considered and what makes it exceptional (Weisberg, R. 
1993).  Each of the above referenced types of creative contributions plays 
significant roles in today’s project delivery methods.  The parameters of 
projects ultimately determine which one, or which combination of several 
contributions is essential to the production of a socially relevant product.  The 
understanding of their potential roles in these processes provides for the 
effective maximization of resources.  Each contribution provides opportunities 
for leadership, discovery, innovation, revolution, and to change professional 
practice paradigms. 
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Shades of the Posy: A Comparative Analysis of Notable Recordings of 
Percy Grainger's Lincolnshire Posy 

 
 
 

Percy Aldridge Grainger's bunch of "musical wildflowers," Lincolnshire Posy, has long 

been a standard in the wind band repertoire.  Grainger toured the English country side in 

1905 and 1906 collecting folk songs.  The folk songs went through many incarnations 

before the familiar 1937 composition for wind band.  Some thirty years after originally 

collecting the songs, he dedicated the composition "to the old folk-singers who sang so 

sweetly to me."  Grainger was meticulous in marking tempos, dynamics, and styles in 

English rather than the traditional Italian, French, or German.  The question then arises: 

Why are there vast variances in the performances of this work?  Through a set of musical 

criteria and significant portions, a comparative analysis will be made of ten notable 

recordings.  Conclusions will be drawn based upon the causes of these differences, main 

passages in which these contrasts occur, and ultimately which recordings or pieces of 

recordings Grainger would have preferred. 
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Abstract 
 

Case Study: A Cross Disciplinary Success with Art, Computer 
Science and Mechanical Engineering at Howard University 

 
 

 
  In pursuit of Howard University President H. Patrick Swygert’s strategic plan to 
weave a tighter, stronger, and more cohesive inter-departmental fabric, an 
interdisciplinary course titled Digital Media Applications was created in 1998, bridging 
the departments of Art, Computer Science and Communications at Howard University. 
The course focused on the areas of computer graphics, web development, and digital 
video, and covered both software and hardware topics as well as their convergence areas.  
Students from various disciplines found themselves working together in groups to 
produce multimedia projects that were later cast not only on the class’ website, but also 
on the University’s network station. In 2001, Microsoft sponsored the class project: 
Creating Skins for Windows Media Player.  This class project evolved into a popular 
annual competition among Howard University students as well as students enrolled in 
several other historically black universities and colleges, nationwide.  The quality of the 
skins our students created was so impressive that a link to Howard’s Skins Gallery 
website was placed on Microsoft’s Windows Media Player page.  This link resulted with 
frequent downloads of Howard students’ skins creations. 
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/mp10/getmore/skins.aspx  click on 
“Howard University Skins Gallery “or 
http://www.howard.edu/skins/challenge/gallery.htm 
 
 The Department of Art also partnered with Department of Mechanical 
Engineering through a course named Senior Capstone Project, started in the Fall of 2003.  
Initially sponsored by General Motors, the class project served as a medium through 
which students from the Engineering and Art departments could work together in a 
collaborative effort to best create Options Package for GM’s Saturn Ion, and to create, 
design, and engineer a 2025 futuristic car in the academic years of 2003 and 2004 
respectively.  This course in part resulted with Howard University’s admittance into the 
PACE program (Partners for the Advancement of Collaborative Engineering Education).  
The sponsors of the PACE program are GM, Sun Microsystems, EDN, Unigraphics, 
AliasWaveFront and others.  As members of the PACE program, academic institutions 
receive valuable contributions of software, hardware and technical support and other 
benefits.  Howard University will receive approximately $70.6 million dollars in-kind 
donations from PACE in the form of hardware, software, training, and technical support.  
The Department of Art has greatly benefited from PACE’s support and contributions, 
which has helped the pursuit and implementation of advanced curricula in the years to 
come a more realizable opportunity.  
 
http://www.pacepartners.org/press_releases/05-oct-2004.html,   
http://www.pacepartners.org 
 

http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/mp10/getmore/skins.aspx
http://www.howard.edu/skins/challenge/gallery.htm
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Chapter 1- Introduction to Ideas, Structure and Goals 

 

The Arts in Healthcare: A Needed Complement to Modern Medicine 

 

Health has become a commodity.  Patients in hospitals are treated with 

the most advanced technology available in an effort to maximize profit by 

moving the product of “getting better” more efficiently.  Pushing through a 

system based on economy rather than well-being, the space of the hospital 

has become a transit hub for patients, visitors and caregivers.   Advances in 

medical technology which work only to heal the physical being have 

replaced older methods of treatment which placed focus on the healing of 

mind and body in combination.  A shift in treatment which approaches 

patient care holistically, treating patients’ emotional and physical selves in 

tandem, should be the next advancement in the field of medicine.  This next 

phase of medical care can be achieved through the integration of the arts in 

healthcare, returning to ancient practices and non-western healing 

techniques that encourage the mitigation of mind and body. 

The arts practiced in areas of healthcare have been shown to have a 

positive effect on the physical and mental health of patients as well as on 

the speed of patient recovery.  These observations illustrate that the arts in 

healthcare are economically advisable and a necessary addition to patient 

treatment.  Educating medical professionals, hospital designers and patients 
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on the importance of mental stimulation, creative expression and emotional 

well-being on the healing process will bring the arts back into healthcare.  

Further understanding the users of medical facilities and the consumer 

culture of healthcare allows the arts to be integrated into hospitals as both a 

healing agent and an economic driver that caters to medical consumers 

originating from a diverse creative class.  Placing art in an economic context 

as a way to increase revenue allows art to operate in the world of business 

which helps support programming and continue funding for existing and 

future projects.  In lieu of significant scientific data that proves the positive 

effects of arts on healing, highlighting the economic benefits of such 

experiential programs in the modern medical market place can further the 

arts in healthcare.       

In order to sufficiently recommend approaches and critique current arts 

programs within medical facilities, it is necessary to identify key areas for 

discussion that define: the spaces of hospitals, the users of these spaces, 

places that offer the opportunity for arts integration, ways to receive funding 

and other support by producing quantifiable data and how to proceed in the 

creation of arts programs in existing medical facilities.   This thesis 

investigates the current state of the arts in healthcare and offers 

suggestions for furthering the use of the arts within medicine to aid in 

healing.  Prior to evaluating existing programs and proposing alternative 

approaches, it is necessary to look at the existing structure hospitals and 

the space they occupy in the public realm.  Societal shifts have changed the 
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physical and social place of the hospital, creating a new paradigm in patient 

care which focuses on the consumer culture of modern times.       

This thesis is by no means the final answer on how to fully integrate the 

arts into modern medical treatment.  It is a step on the road towards proving 

the need for the holistic treatment of patients by supplementing physical 

medicine with emotional creativity.  It points to the public and private spaces 

of the hospital as places of opportunity to offer art to the masses using 

healthcare systems both in the long and short-term. The largest problem the 

arts in healthcare movement faces is the lack of scientific data that proves 

the power of the arts as a healing facilitator.  It is my hope that this thesis 

will be used to support future efforts in the creation of arts programming that 

actively collect conclusive evidence that will definitively prove that art is as 

good for the body as it is for the soul.  Professionals in the arts and 

medicine continually witness the positive physical and mental benefits that 

the arts have in hospital settings but testimonials are not enough.  The 

medical and arts communities need to work together to offer scientific 

studies on both passive and active art programming and their effects on 

physical and mental health.   
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Chapter 2 – Defining the Space of the Hospital: Users and Consumers of 
Healthcare and Identifying Places for Creative Opportunities 

 

Arts and Hospitals: An Ancient Combination 

   

The first hospitals began to emerge in approximately 1200 B.C. at a time 

when little was known about the human body and its inner workings. 

Records show that patients were often treated with dance performances, 

musical interludes and surrounded by sculptures and paintings donated by 

hospital patrons in addition to homeopathic remedies and prayer.1  In the 

Middle Ages, chanting was thought to lift up the spiritual self to overcome 

illness, bringing song into infirmaries in an effort to heal physical maladies.  

A shift came during the Renaissance when the Enlightenment placed a 

focus on scientific discovery which led to the end of use of the arts in 

healing.  Today, however, the importance of art in healing is being 

reassessed.2 

 “That the arts can be therapeutic is not of course a new idea, but it is an 

idea whose time has come,” stated Sir Richard Attenborough in 1989, over 

a thousand years after ancient civilizations treated their ill through artistic 

means.3  In modern society technology has pushed art to the wayside in the 

treatment of the ill, favoring instead the creation of factory-like hospitals 

comprised of machines that move patients through like an assembly line.  It 

                                            
1Richard L. Miller FAIA, and Earl S. Swensson FAIA,  Hospital and Healthcare Facility Design: 2nd 
ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2002) 40.   
2 Geoffrey Purves , Healthy Living Centres: A Guide to Primary Health Care Design. (Oxford: 
Architectural Press, 2002) 10-11. 
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is time for art to become the next advancement in the treatment of a 

person’s mind and body in modern medical practices.  It is the space of the 

hospital that dictates the interaction of art and medicine, providing places for 

the holistic treatment of patients by integrating the arts within the space of 

healthcare facilities.  

Modern hospitals are places of treatment and resolve which have the 

ability to grow and change over time in an effort to stay up to date with 

medical technology and advances in built environmental design.  The 

community within the hospital is comprised of members of a larger public 

sphere that are in need of certain services provided by the medical facility.  

Although some hospitals are financed privately and are thus considered 

private institutions, the users of the hospital can still be understood as being 

a segment of the public that the hospital serves.  Constraints imposed by 

the practice of medical insurance and the existing community located in the 

vicinity of the hospital actively shape the type of public within the hospital 

space.    

Changes in consumer attitude and shifts in cultural paradigms have 

come to favor experience over service in all areas of capitalist society.  

From eateries to medical facilities, an effort to appeal to growing consumer 

mentalities has led businesses to add experiential opportunities in tandem 

with goods and services provided.  In the hospital marketplace where 

several facilities may offer identical services, there is a need to create 

medical spaces that fulfill modern consumer desires for unique experiences 
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in order to gain a greater percentage of market shares.  The addition of art 

and art programming within hospitals offers consumers experience along 

with treatment which allows facilities with similar services to set themselves 

apart from one another.  Art can facilitate the creation of meaningful 

experiences within medical spaces in conjunction with aiding in the physical 

and emotional healing process.4 

 In an effort to educate medical personnel and hospital directors on 

the importance of bringing the arts into the practice of healthcare, it is 

necessary to speak in the language of business.  Approaching the 

integration of art in medicine as a way to heighten consumer experience 

and thus improve sales, hospital administrators would pay greater attention 

to the positive benefits of providing art within the hospital environment.  

Identifying the spaces within existing medical facilities that are readily 

accessible to patients, visitors and caregivers and offer a unique 

experiences through the use of art allows administrators the opportunity to 

integrate art directly into healthcare spaces.  The built environment of the 

medical facility often dictates the places available for art displays, 

performances and art making.  Understanding the differentiation between 

private and public spaces within the hospital allows for more informed and 

plausible proposals for the integration of art within the facility.     

 

 
                                            
4Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class: and How it’s Transforming Work, Leisure, 
Community and Everyday Life. (New York: Basic Books, 2002) 168. 
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The Hospital as Public Space 

   

In the current climate of medical insurance policies, the care of patients 

has become regulated by the Federal government as well as individual 

State governments which have helped define both private and public 

hospitals as being available to all people.  Within the United States, 

hospitals are required to treat seriously ill individuals admitted under 

emergency conditions, whether the person is financially stable or medically 

insured.  The current policy referred to as the Emergency Medical 

Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTLA), requires medical facilities to treat 

all emergency patients until they are stable enough to be transferred to a 

facility of their choice or a facility financed by their medical insurer.  The 

EMTLA ensures public access to medical care as well as to medical 

facilities, making hospitals public space by law.5 

 

Medical Consumers and the Business of Health 

 

People who receive medical care, referred to as medical consumers 

have been broken down into six distinct groups by a 1990 Gallup poll.  

These groups have been identified by age, sex, marital status and income in 

an effort to understand who uses medical facilities currently and what their 

needs will be in the future.  These six groups have been given names that 
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describe their overall characterizations: The Young and Skeptical, The Self 

Reliants, The Secure and Satisfieds, the Passives, The Coping but 

Concerned and the Struggling Singles.  The largest of these groups, the 

Secure and Satisfieds make up approximately 24% of medical consumers 

and have been identified as highly educated men and women in their mid-

forties who are generally happy with their medical care but support a 

standardized federal healthcare system.6  The five remaining groups range 

from 13% to 18% each of medical consumers, making the majority of 

hospital users falling into the category of Secure and Satisfied. 

The findings from the 1990 Gallup poll have been used to understand 

the current and future uses of hospitals, shaping the way hospitals are 

designed and organized for higher efficiency.  Identifying the chief 

consumers of medical services, hospitals have begun a capitalist approach 

to medical care.  Patients are referred to as healthcare consumers who 

purchase goods and receive services in the healthcare marketplace.7  The 

idea of the hospital as marketplace has led to improved design of hospital 

spaces which integrate public and private spaces much like other consumer 

spaces.  This consumerist attitude has created a systematic approach to 

treatment that neglects the emotional well-being of the ill and places 

excessive focus on the efficiency of physical healing.  Placing the hospital in 

the context of consumerism allows it to function in the public sphere as a 

                                            
6 Miller and Swensson, 16-17.  
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service center, providing goods and services for a certain segment of the 

population.   

In the 1970’s, the idea of the medical mall was born.  The design 

concept behind the mall-type layout was believed to have a humanizing and 

de-stressing effect on hospital visitors providing them with a familiar design 

scheme which mimicked the common shopping mall.  The medical mall 

structure, now the most common type of modern hospital construction, was 

realized in the late1970’s with the creation of the first official medical mall in 

Dallas, Texas.  The bundling of certain procedural spaces allowed for the 

creation of “non-critical” spaces to continue the humanizing of the facility by 

adding spaces for normalizing activities.  These “non-critical” spaces 

became the first designated public areas within modern hospitals.8   The 

medical mall, illustrated by the Dartmouth-Hitchcock medical center in figure 

1, employs similar aesthetic principals in a hospital setting that are used in 

shopping center environments.  Awnings on the ground floor level, lighting 

fixtures and open viewing access from all floors makes this space less 

imposing and also creates an interior layout that is familiar to visitors and 

patients.      

                                            

 

10
8 Miller and Swensson, 67-69.  



 
Fig. 1. Medical Mall, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center courtesy of Shepley Bulfinch 
Richardson and Abbott in Richard L. Miller, FAIA and Earl S. Swensson, FAIA, Hospital 
and Healthcare Facility Design, 2nd ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2002) 70. 

 

 In the design of new hospitals or the remodeling of older facilities, the 

desires of medical consumers are evaluated and designs are created in an 

attempt to address them.  Studies have pointed to four central areas of the 

built hospital environment which are most important to patients and visitors: 

physical comfort, social contact, symbolic meaning and wayfinding.9 

Although these four points can be solved through appropriate building 

design that takes into account the concerns of the users, these points may 

also be met through art as interior decoration or through interactive art 

activities.  The medical mall structure attends to all four major concerns by: 

providing users with a floor plan that is easy and comfortable, creating 

spaces that are public and invite social interaction among different groups, 

adds clear systems for wayfinding similar to those available in large 
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shopping complexes and provides patients with a familiar building model 

that creates positive symbolic environments.10 

 

Public versus Private: Places of Opportunity for the Arts in Healthcare  

 

Every piece of the built hospital environment, much like the pieces that 

comprise the average mall, serves a unique role which gives the facility the 

ability to evolve and change over time as greater understanding of the 

medical field is gained.  Bigger hospitals which are largely self sufficient 

share similar planning strategies as towns including the existence of a 

publicly accessible main corridor of movement with smaller, more private 

spaces radiating out from this space.  The floor plan of the Queen Margaret 

General Hospital in the United Kingdom, figure 2, is a clear example of main 

public corridor design.  The central public corridor is flanked by private and 

semi-private spaces and areas with specialized functions which form 

smaller units that face publicly accessible inner courtyards.     Typically, the 

built space of the hospital is designed around this central public artery which 

allows for faster movement of goods and services throughout the facility.  

The main public way is then broken down into smaller public and private 

spaces which makeup the whole of the medical facility.11 

                                            
10 Miller and Swensson, 65-66. 
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Fig. 2. Example of central public corridor, Queen Margaret General Hospital Dimfermline, 
West Fife, UK from Tony Monk, Hospital Builders ( Great Britain: Wiley-Academy, 2004) 
87. 

 

In older hospital facilities the strict delineation of private and public 

spaces has been achieved by creating symbolic environments, universally 

understood visual cues that alert visitors, staff and patients to the level of 

access or restriction to each space.12  Public spaces may be defined using 

courtyards, seating, constructed views, color designation and art work while 

private spaces are often closed off from the main corridor either by physical 

placement or barriers.  The definition of these public versus private spaces 

allow for the creation of social hierarchies and relationship building between 

individuals that occupy certain defined spaces.13  In newer hospitals, the 

importance and use of public space is integrated into the total design of the 
                                            
12 Wilbert M. Gesler, Healing Places. (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc. 2003) 91-93. 
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facility, often creating open areas for public activity that act as the central 

focus for programming.      

The public spaces available in hospitals are used by a variety of people: 

patients, staff, volunteers and visitors.  Interior areas designated for use by 

visitors are similar in most hospitals and generally include: waiting areas, 

cafeterias, hallways and lobbies.  Modern hospitals have added amenities 

like small stores, coffee kiosks and art galleries to the list of available public 

places.    These spaces can be broken down by how they are accessed by 

users and who the users are.  Some of these public spaces become semi-

public when access to them is limited to certain groups, like specialized 

waiting areas.    

Rooms become more private as they move away from the main public 

space, limiting access and providing a quieter environment.  Spaces 

providing a greater sense of privacy are necessary for the varied needs of 

hospital users.  Private spaces often include: patient rooms, certain 

procedural spaces, surgical areas and staff lounges.  In some situations, 

private waiting rooms are provided to visitors.  Places like patient rooms 

may be considered semi-private as they may be accessed by members of 

the public with permission.  

The space of the patient room is unique to the hospital environment.  

Private or semi-private, the patient room can create a sense of isolation, 

leaving patients detached from the world around them.  Early hospitals 

began as large wards which consisted of walls of beds divided by simple 
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fabric curtains that could be drawn closed for added privacy.  Over time the 

separation curtains became walls and patient rooms became private areas 

of seclusion, closing the sick off from public space within the hospital 

building itself and from the larger public sphere outside.  Modern 

understanding of environmental conditions on illness has highlighted the 

need to redefine the patient room by integrating mental stimuli, comfortable 

amenities and creating contextual connections to physical space within this 

private space.  Updated patient rooms now may include expanded areas for 

visitors, windows where possible with views to the surrounding landscape 

and greater integration of medical equipment into the room décor in an effort 

to minimize the abnormal experience of a hospital stay.14 

Utilizing hospitality models, the patient room has become a space of 

comfort and style.  Colors, artwork, light and amenities are carefully chosen 

to minimize the sterile environment of the hospital.  Figure 3 illustrates the 

new standard in inpatient rooms.  Maximizing natural light and concealing 

noisy medical equipment helps create normalizing semi-private spaces that 

facilitate emotional rehabilitation in combination with medical treatment.  

Patient rooms often provide places for displaying cards, flowers and gifts.  

These places offer opportunities for the integration of art into the setting of 

patient spaces by appropriating existing display areas for the addition of 

artwork, supplied by either the patient or the facility.  Approximately 25% of 

hospitals in the United States allow patients to choose the artwork displayed 

in their room and what art activities they would like to have take place at 
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their bedside.15  Giving patients the opportunity to customize their room 

gives them a sense of ownership and control which they may not have in 

their medical treatment.  This allows the patient room to act as a humanizing 

agent by giving patients choices in their environment by expressing 

creativity through art.   

 
Fig. 3. Example of patient room, Bay Park Community Hospital, Oregon, Ohio, NBBJ 
Architects from Joe Boschetti ed. Health Spaces: a pictorial review, volume 2 (Australia: 
Images Publishing Group Pty Ltd, 2003) 89. 

 

At the University of Alberta Hospital in Edmonton, Alberta, public space 

acts as the central spine of the facility as illustrated by figure 4.  Accessible 

from several entrances, two main stairways, and two public elevator 

systems, and visible from most locations in the hospital, the public space is 

useable by all people using the facility.  The public space serves many 

functions and is used as a waiting room, cafeteria, patient visiting area, 

shopping space and outpatient pharmacy. The central public foyer is the 
                                            
15Naj Wikoff, “Cultures of Care: A Study of Arts Programs in U.S. Hospitals.” Monograph: 
Americans for the Arts. November 2004: 3. 
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main focus of the building, highlighting the importance of public space within 

the hospital environment.  Off the main public space, an art gallery and 

interactive art space serve the entire hospital community.  The central public 

space is smartly designed with electrical outlets to plug in patients’ medical 

equipment and wheelchair accessible tables of appropriate height so 

patients may share normal activities like eating pizza, with visitors.    

 
Fig. 4. Central Public Atrium, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada.  Photograph 
Courtesy of Kenneth David Lee, Architect, AIA 2004. 

 

Continued research into the therapeutic opportunities provided by the 

built hospital environment has led to a more integrated approach to the 

design of better spaces for wellness.  The continued improvement in 

building design has allowed for positive changes in the physical hospital 

environment and lessened the distinction between purely private and public 

spaces, understanding the importance of spatial relationships in the field of 

healthcare.  Understanding the effects of the built environment on hospital 
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users and adapting designs to maximize functionality and aesthetics 

supports efforts to integrate art into medical spaces as well as physical 

treatments.  Addressing the desire of medical consumers to engage in 

meaningful experiences while receiving other services like medical 

treatment, art can be a positive addition to hospital interiors which are often 

non-descript and sterile.  Providing opportunities within the built 

environment for art activities, performances and exhibit spaces is a 

necessary consideration for future hospital construction for the holistic care 

of patients.  Supplementing physical treatment spaces with decorative and 

participatory art allows for the integration of art directly into the healing 

process.       

 

Better Buildings for Better Health 

 

In tandem with the reinterpretation of the space of the hospital, a new 

attitude must be adopted by the medical community.  The Hippocratic Oath 

underlines the delicate balance between mind and body as an essential part 

of treating the ill.  Every doctor has that has recited this oath has made a 

promise to respect the connection between the emotional and physical self 

of each patient.  It is each doctor’s responsibility to reconcile both parts, 

advocating a holistic approach to the treatment of the ill.16  Modern medicine 

has placed too great an emphasis on the science of the physical and not 

enough importance on the emotional distress caused by painful treatments 
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and sterile hospital environments.  As the built hospital environment works 

to integrate advances in social and emotional theory, the staff that works 

within these spaces must understand that technology does not heal all that 

ails.    

The combination of technology and art can make strides towards the 

total treatment of patient’s mind and body.  Patients should not be rushed 

through medical factories which work only to heal physical ills, rather they 

should be provided with choices, spaces and opportunities to continue to act 

as individuals with emotional needs, regardless of affliction.     
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Chapter 3 – Evaluating the Positive Benefits of the Arts in Healthcare and 
Identifying Existing Best Practice Arts Programs  

 

Arts Improving Health 

 

Historically, hospitals were created as warehouses for the sick, an 

institutionalized way to prevent the spread of disease by isolating the ill 

away from the healthy.  Without fully understanding how certain diseases 

were spread, containing the sick was the best attempt at stopping full scale 

epidemics.17  The perception of hospitals as storage spaces for disease 

continues but has lessened with improved public relations programs and the 

public’s greater understanding of disease.  The goal of the hospital has 

remained constant over time.  Hospital facilities and their staff aim to 

improve physical health of ailing patients using modern technology and 

advances in medical methods.   Breakthroughs in medicine have allowed 

patients to live longer, have a better quality of life and heal more rapidly 

however treating the emotional health of a physically ill patient is still far 

behind medical science.  Recent observations have shown that art making 

as a form of mental stimulation as well as gallery-style art collections can 

have a positive effect on both emotional and physical health of hospital 

patients, visitors and caregivers.18   

 Significant research has been conducted regarding the effects of the 

built interior environment of mental institutions on mentally ill patients.  

                                            
17 Miller and Swensson, 38-42. 
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Studies including mental responses to colors, sounds and smells have led 

to an increased understanding of the brain function and reaction of patients 

allowing for greater control by institution staff.19  Research on physically ill 

patients in non-specific hospitals is less prevalent.   One study conducting in 

1972 illustrated the importance of mental stimuli on the emotional health of 

postoperative patients by observing those patients in rooms without 

windows to the outside had a 40% greater likelihood of developing 

psychosis while those patients in rooms with windows had only an 18% of 

developing the condition.20  A similar study conducted in 1984 found that 

postoperative patients with views of naturalistic foliage needed less 

medication, experienced fewer complications related to surgery and had 

shorter hospital stays than patients with views of brick walls.21  

 Controlled studies have shown the importance of visual stimulation in 

the healing process of physically ill patients which can be provided by the 

integration of art into the healthcare environment.  Lacking in statistical 

proof, it is apparent from patient and staff statements that art making within 

hospitals greatly improves attitudes, energy levels and emotional health of 

patients and caregivers.  A report released by the Washington Cancer 

Institute last year touted that a third party artist-in-residency program which 

provides arts activities to cancer patients “[has] brought much care, respect, 

creativity, energy, innovation and nurturing to the [facility] as a whole…Their 

                                            
19 Albert Mehrabian and James Russel, An Approach to Environmental Psychology. 
(Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1974) 59-66. 
20 Gesler, 87-88. 
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benefit and effect are easily noticed in the attitude and actions of those [the 

artists] have spent time with.”22 

 

Passive and Active: Defining the Arts in Healing 

 

Current art programming within hospitals can be classified as passive, 

meaning art hung on walls or sculptures in lobbies or active, meaning 

interactive programs with fixed schedules that invite art making by patients, 

staff and volunteers.  Performance art including: dance, music and theater is 

classified as both active and passive because it requires the engagement of 

an audience but does not require active audience participation.  Passive art 

exists within many hospital complexes.  It can be found in public spaces 

such as waiting rooms, lobbies and hallways or in more private spaces like 

patient rooms and areas designated for specialized care.  Passive art is 

limited to gallery-like assemblages of artistic work that has limited 

therapeutic effect on visitors by adding visual stimulation to the hospital 

space.  Although less engaging than active art programming, passive art 

has a positive impact on hospital users by providing spaces that are both 

mentally and visually stimulating.   

The following case studies identify three exemplary arts programs that 

illustrate different ways in which the arts can be integrated into hospital 

spaces and treatments.  Programs of interest were chosen by the program’s 
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strong reputation in the arts community as well as from first hand 

experience.  Each case study emphasizes the positive influence that the 

arts have on patient health regardless of art type.  The delineation between 

passive and active art programming is unique to this thesis and adds 

clarification to the discussion of the arts within medical facilities.  Each study 

addresses a unique type of art program within the hospital environment 

which includes: passive art, active art and a combination of the two being 

performance art.   

 

Passive Art: A Case Study 

 

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles has an extensive collection 

of paintings, sculpture and mobiles.  Each hospital floor has a significant 

exhibition of important works by world renowned artists including pieces by: 

Pablo Picasso, Andy Warhol and Alexander Calder.  Artworks are carefully 

displayed in public places like waiting rooms and hallways to maximize 

viewing potential.  Beautifying the unremarkable design of the hospital 

interior, the collection is impressive in size and importance but does not 

invite more then passive viewing.  Figure 5 captures a conventional hallway 

art display at Cedars-Sinai hospital’s south inpatient tower.  Artwork hung in 

high traffic areas like hallways must be durable and uncontroversial, acting 

as decoration and as a system of defining similar spaces.    
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Fig. 5. Passive art in Cedars-Sinai Hospital, Los Angeles, California.  Photograph by Author 

 
 
The therapeutic effect of passive art is important to the perception of the 

care quality perceived by perspective patients and staff.  Studies have 

illustrated that patients enter hospitals with certain expectations regarding 

the care they will receive from a hospital based on visual cues from the built 

hospital environment, including interior décor.23  Aspects such as art 

collections give added legitimacy to an institution, improving the perceived 

status of the facility among patients, visitors and staff.  These studies 

highlight the inherent understanding that passive art improves the 

therapeutic nature of a space.  Without actively engaging patients, passive 

art has the ability to visually stimulate visitors, create an added sense of 

well-being and improve positive perception of a hospital space.  In order for 

passive art to be a positive benefit to the hospital environment selected 

pieces must be perceived as being pleasant by having a calming effect 

without being challenging or confrontational to the viewer.  Hospitals with 
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specific gallery spaces have a greater opportunity to provide visitors with 

more polarizing art than those pieces hung in highly public areas.24   

Active art programs often combine aspects of passive programs along 

with interactive art making endeavors which have the ability to create 

significant interactions among patients and staff, lessen patient stress and 

improve emotional well-being of the sick.25  In combination with creating 

opportunities for mental stimulation, the act of art making can simply delight 

patients.  Giving hospital residents an outlet to express fears, desires and 

appreciation, art making allows patients to become removed from their 

physical ailments, an important respite from the abnormal circumstances 

which they face. 

 

Active Art: A Case Study 

 

The Shands Medical Center located in Gainesville, Florida is connected 

with the University of Florida.  Comprised of several specialized medical 

facilities as well as a large teaching hospital, the importance of art is central 

to Shands approach to holistic patient care.  Creating the Arts in Medicine 

Program (AIM), Shands has been a widely successful example of the 

positive effects that both passive and active art has on hospital users. The 

                                            
24 Wikoff, 8. 
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Center’s advances in art programming has been used as a model for 

several hospitals’ art programs around the world.26     

Combining passive and active art opportunities allows patients to see 

beyond their ailments with hope for the future, an important healing tool for 

emotional well-being.  Projects like the “Healing Wall”, figure 6, located in 

the atrium of Shands Cancer Center gave 500 cancer patients and their 

families the opportunity to create colorful tiles during weekly painting 

sessions.  The completed works were fit into a large wall that envelopes the 

atrium, humanizing the atrium by making it more personal and giving the 

space a touch of inspiration and hope.  A similar tile painting project was 

employed during the renovation of Shands Children’s Hospital in a project 

entitled “Things are looking up.”  Child patients, hospital staff, community 

volunteers and family members were invited to create ceiling tiles with 

inspirational messages to current and future patients.  Painting is ongoing 

and takes place both in designated areas and in special bedside sessions 

for seriously ill children.  This AIM project has allowed community members 

to become involved in hospital activities and has improved the overall 

physical and mental environment of the Children’s Hospital.27 

                                            
26 “Shands HealthCare Projects” Shands HealthCare.  Pg 1 of 3, 17 March 2005 
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Fig. 6. Shands Healthcare Healing Wall, Gainesville, Florida. Image courtesy of Shands 
HealthCare, <http://www.shands.org/hospitals/UF/AIM/projects.htm> 

 

Although visual art is the most visible product of AIM’s programs, several 

artistic disciplines have been included in an effort to have wide appeal to 

patients.  AIM supported activities include: a volunteer-run atrium piano, 

storytellers who have bedside visits with patients and collect narratives for 

reproduction in a hospital magazine geared towards adolescents, a living 

room area with ongoing projects and activities, an artist-in-residence 

program, an interpretative dance troupe and an improvisational theater 

group that regularly interacts with patients and staff.  Other activities include 

the Brown Bag Café program which invites community members and 

hospital staff to share their talents with patients and peers as well as a the 

Circle Art Studio located in the pediatric operative wing meant to relieve 

tension in children waiting to be taken to surgery.28  In addition to 

stimulating mental creativity, some artistic programs like dance and theater 

projects integrate physical exercise into their curriculum, allowing the arts to 

act as healthcare. 
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AIM coordinates levels of activity to the abilities of patients, being careful 

to choose programs that will not add stress to participants.  Programs like 

the storytellers and improvisational theater allow patients to share 

experiences with others creating a community atmosphere within the 

hospital.  The AIM program at Shands Medical Center is a highly developed 

example of the integration of the arts with medical care in an effort for the 

holistic treatment of patients.  The AIM program is a unique example of a 

large hospital facility that engages patients of all types and illnesses in the 

act of active art making.  Other medical facilities have chosen to integrate 

passive and active art in a less hands-on way. 

 

Passive + Active = Performance 

 

The University of Michigan Health System (UMHS) arts program pays 

particular attention to the emotional needs of medical staff, gearing its 

programming towards arts activities that can fulfill staff interests and serve 

the hospital community.  The facility contains a large gallery that houses 54 

different exhibits during the year.  The continuously revolving exhibit 

schedule holds the interest of long-term patients and invites viewing by 

short-term visitors, allowing the gallery to become a destination within the 

facility.  It is estimated that almost 10,000 people a day view the gallery 

collection with exhibits ranging from two-dimensional paintings to three-

dimensional sculptures.  In addition to invited artists, the gallery holds a 
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special yearly exhibit of staff-made art which gives patients an opportunity to 

learn more about their caregivers and allows staff to express themselves in 

a creative manner.29   

The arts program at the UMHS relies heavily on performances in public 

areas of the facility, allowing all patients and visitors the opportunity to enjoy 

and benefit from arts programming ranging from theatrical productions to 

live music.  One performance group, The Life Sciences Orchestra (LSO), 

combines medical students and staff within a large symphony orchestra that 

performs on a regular basis at the hospital for patients and in traditional 

performance spaces for the larger University community.  The only such 

orchestra in existence, the LSO combines a world-class conductor with 

musically inclined members of the life sciences community which include 

participants from the fields of dentistry, pharmacology, nursing, and 

bioengineering with students within these fields.  Figure 7, a photograph 

taken during a recent LSO performance, highlights the orchestra’s goal of 

sharing the musical talents of students and professionals in the life sciences 

with patients, medical staff and community members.  The LSO has given 

students a chance to form personal relationships with professionals within 

their areas of interest and has given medical personnel a creative outlet for 

the stresses of their demanding occupations.  

                                            
29 “Gifts of Art Home Program”, University of Michigan Health System 1-3, 11 May 2005. 
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Fig. 7. Life Sciences Orchestra, University of Michigan, photograph by Paul Jaronski, from 
Naj Wikoff , “Cultures of Care: A Study of Arts Programs in U.S. Hospitals, Monograph: 
Americans for the Arts. November 2004: 6. 

 

In addition to supporting the emotional health of the orchestra 

participants, concerts given by the LSO support the healing process of 

patient audience members.  A German study in 1997 observed that live 

music reduced pain in cancer patients and found that patients’ heartbeats 

slowed in response to music tempo, calming patients without the use of 

sedatives.30  

In addition to the performances staged in public spaces within the UMHS 

medical facility, musical performances also take place in semi-private areas 

of the facility.  A bedside music program invites professional musicians into 

specialized wards to bring the calming effects of music to patients most in 

need.  Musicians perform in the intensive care unit, the neonatal unit, 

dialysis center, burn and trauma unit and the pre- and post-surgery areas.31   

Patients in these particular units are often physically unable to participate in 
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active art making programs but do positively benefit from the addition of 

music to the environment.   
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Chapter 4 – Opportunities, Places and Users of Arts in Healthcare: Surveys 
and Case Studies of Existing Programs 

 

The Current State of Arts in Hospitals 

 

 Passive and active art have their place within the hospital 

environment, each with a different level of interaction required by the viewer 

or creator.  In the case of art programs within hospitals, special attention 

must be given to the emotional and physical needs of those involved, 

whether they are patients, visitors, caregivers or staff.  The type of passive 

art chosen to grace walls or the amount of activity associated with hands-on 

art making must be tailored to the population that it serves.  Understanding 

the emotional needs of patients, their physical abilities and the spaces in 

which they spend the majority of their time allows art programs to address 

the individual needs of certain types of illnesses and patients. 

 A recent survey conducted by Society for the Arts in Healthcare 

(SAH) in conjunction with the Americans for the Arts found that 

approximately 50% of American hospitals have some form of arts 

programming, meaning that there are approximately 2,000 facilities with art 

programs in the United States.  73% of these art conscious hospitals have 

permanent gallery spaces or passive art displays while only 36% provide 

interactive art making for patients.32  The disparity between passive and 

active art programming may be due to the increased funding, staffing and 

maintenance perceived to be associated with hands-on programs.  Another 
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factor may involve the needs and diminished physical capacity of the 

patients being served.  The divide between active and passive art appears 

to lessen at hospitals and medical facilities which treat specific of kinds of 

patients or types of illnesses.  Countless examples of active art programs 

can be found in children’s hospitals where the patients may not have the 

emotional tools necessary to understand, come to terms with, or react to 

their health problems.  Several arts programs can be found at facilities 

which treat different types of cancers, where patients experience similar 

treatments and side effects but few active programs exist in larger hospitals 

that serve a variety of patients.  The disparity between passive and active 

art seems to be greatest at larger hospital complexes.    

 Massive medical facilities have the task of fulfilling the needs of many 

types of patients including: the terminally ill, long-term and short-term 

patients.  These patients spend varying lengths of time at the facility, 

undergo different treatments during their hospital stay and require diverse 

levels of emotional support which can be provided by active and passive art. 

In institutional medical spaces which serve numerous types of patients, 

passive art may have the greatest impact on hospital users due to the 

complexity of the population being served.  In medical facilities where active 

art can be more readily applied, patients share commonalities which allow 

them to create meaningful relationships with each other as well as with 

volunteers and medical staff using shared experience as a starting point.  
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In places which address specific illnesses and certain types of patients 

like cancer treatment centers and children’s hospitals, the task of identifying 

a program’s audience is already done.  The specificity of the users allows 

art making activities that address individual aspects of an illness or 

treatment and gives patients the opportunity to share their concerns with 

others in the same position.  In specific treatment centers and hospitals, 

patients may be offered a variety of activities and spaces that help lessen 

the emotional duress of the disease. 

 

Art and Cancer: Healing Through Creativity 

 

Smith Farm Center for the Healing Arts operates within the Washington 

D.C. metropolitan area.  The center arranges and implements active art 

making within local cancer treatment facilities with a focus on inner city 

hospitals.  The center is in its second year of an artist-in-residence program 

which places specially trained artists within hospital facilities on a regular 

basis allowing them to observe patient progress and reaction as well as 

create meaningful relationships with the ill.33   The abilities of the patients 

dictate the type of art which is created, tailoring art making to each 

individual.  A broad range of artistic disciplines are covered by program 

participants including: visual art, creative writing, poetry, music, dance and 
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storytelling.  The range of activities allows patients of all physical and mental 

abilities the opportunity to become involved and benefit from the program.   

Artists visit patients in several locations within the hospital using mobile 

studios as seen in figure 8.  Bringing art activities to patients most in need 

ensures the program’s maximum benefit to users.  The patient in figure 8 

engages in art making while receiving treatment, allowing the art to be 

complementary to medical treatment and acting as a distraction from 

discomfort.   

 
Fig. 8. Smith Farm Artist-in-Residence Program, Washington D.C., Image courtesy of 
Smith Farm Center for the Healing Arts, http://www.smithfarm.com/healing.html 

 
“Sometimes life beats us down and robs [a patient] of [their] soul, the 

arts remind [them] that [they] have one,” Stella Aldler, an administrator and 

participant for Smith Farm Center remarked.34  The humanizing effects of 

art making and active creativity are not readily studied but have repeatedly 

been witnessed by volunteers, artists and patients.  There is no way to 

quantify the recovery of an ill person’s soul but by supplying patients with 

the tools and opportunity to express themselves in a creative way it allows 

patients to move beyond the pain and emotions of the disease.   Through 
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various forms of art making that make programs like Smith Farm Center 

have shown that active art programming is integral in the advancement of 

holistic patient.  

The artists involved with Smith Farm Center undergo a series of training 

sessions to prepare them emotionally and mentally for the experiences that 

they may have during their involvement with the program.  This training is 

vital to the success of a long-term program which places artists with 

terminally ill and dying patients on a daily basis.  Artists learn how to cope 

with and be open about their feelings regarding relationships and loses they 

suffer throughout their time in-residence.  The special attention paid to the 

artists’ emotional state allows the program to keep a full staff of ready 

volunteers visiting hospitals each day.  Their training gives them the 

emotional tools needed to engage themselves regularly with patients that 

may not be there tomorrow.35 

 

Healing the Healers 

 

In addition to the artist-in-residence program aimed at patients, Smith 

Farm Center offers interactive retreats for medical students, practicing 

doctors and other medical staff.  According to the SAH survey, of the 2,000 

existing art programs, 55% of these provided arts programming for 
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caregivers who include: doctors, medical students and nurses.36  These 

sessions allow caregivers to express their personal feelings in an 

appropriate environment outside the hospital setting.  Retreats provide 

doctors the opportunity to share their experiences and understand the 

emotional magnitude of their situations.  Participants often share their 

frustration at not being able to adequately show their deep caring for 

patients they are treating in an effort to remain within professional 

boundaries.  Medical practitioners relay feelings of being “burned out” by 

working within such confines.   

Often doctors worry that they are too emotionally removed to care 

significantly about their patients.  In a presentation given by Shanti Norris, 

executive director of Smith Farm Center she quotes Dr. Rachael Naomi 

Remen, “[caregivers] burn out not because [they] don’t care, but because 

[they] don’t grieve.  [Caregivers] burn out because [they] have allowed [their] 

hearts to become so filled with loss that [they] have no room left to care.”37  

The increased complexity of patient care combined with the continued goal 

of maximum efficiency of treating the ill has left many caregivers emotionally 

distressed.  As the total number of patients increases and overall interaction 

time with individual patients decreases it becomes necessary for doctors, 

nurses and volunteers to find ways to alleviate emotional burn out.  Shanti 

Norris concludes her presentation, “creativity can help this process.”38 
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Art for Children: Specific Programs for Specific Patients 

 

Art programs that focus on one type of patient or the needs of specific 

groups like caregivers allow individuals to interact and form relationships 

based on shared experiences using art making as a catalyst.  Programs that 

operate within specialty hospitals like those facilities that treat children: have 

the ability to create connections between patients, families and caregivers 

while offering a creative outlet and positive distraction from the stresses of 

treatment.  Children’s hospitals are often designed with a greater sensibility 

towards the user, offering whimsical touches that lessen the institutional 

quality of the hospital space.  The design goals of the built environment of a 

children’s hospital are different from regular medical facilities which favor 

efficiency, economy and aesthetics.  To create a successful children’s 

hospital, designers must provide spaces for interaction between peers, 

allow for patients to claim personal territory, give patients a sense of 

independence, give access to outdoor spaces and provide patients with a 

sense of fantasy and whimsy that stimulate the imagination.39  The use of 

bright colors, playful imagery and social activities like art making provide 

young patients with a distinct environment not often found in grown-up 

medical institutions.  Figures 9 and 10 illustrate unique ideas in creating an 

inviting environment for child patients.  Using playful symbols and distinct 

child-friendly themes allows normal hospital spaces to become areas of 
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imagination and interactions.  Identifying and addressing the needs of these 

unique patients allows for the integration of art programs that can help 

patients at their most vulnerable.   

                      
Fig. 9. and Fig. 10. Children’s hospital interior details, Yacktman Children’s Pavilion, 
Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge, Illinois, from Barbara Crisp, Human Spaces: Life-
Enhancing Designs for Healing, Working, and Living (Massachusetts: Rockport Publishers, 
Inc, 1998) 175. 

 
 
The creation of specialized child-friendly environments within the 

framework of the hospital attempts to lessen the tension caused by 

childhood disease.  Within these child-geared environments, active art 

programming can help children express concerns they may not be able to 

vocalize and reveal feelings that they may not be able to share otherwise.  

Fostering creativity through engaging in art making activates a child’s 

imagination and allows young patients to take a mental respite from the 

stresses of being ill.  According to a recent article from the Journal of 

American Medical Association: 
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Art helps children forget that they are ill while being in a strange place that 
otherwise might be frightening.  Art connects children to delight and 
discovery and brings back some of the experiences of being a child, no just 
a sick child.40 
 

   Specialized projects that allow young patients to customize the space 

of the hospital facility aid in creating normalizing places and experiences for 

ill children.  Encouraging child patients to create items to decorate and 

personalize their rooms or treatment areas allows them to develop a sense 

of ownership and control that they may never have experienced.  

Functioning as both an element of decoration and as a way for children to 

convey emotions that they not be able to share otherwise, making art gives 

young patients the ability to express themselves in a traditionally child-like 

manner.  The pictures drawn or objects made can offer caregivers the 

opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the patient’s mental state and 

fears and addressing them appropriately. 

 Active art programs invite children to exercise their imaginations along 

with inviting social interaction between peers.  Mental stimulation in the form 

of art making keeps patients’ minds active during times of physical 

exhaustion due to treatment and boredom caused by long stays in the 

hospital environment.  Programs that target children sometimes occur in 

places that elicit tension like pre and post operative areas as well as 

treatment spaces like dialysis treatment room and chemotherapy wards.       
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Chapter 5 – Ideas and Strategies for the Integration of the Arts within the 
Healthcare Community and Hospital Spaces 

 

The Future of the Arts in Healthcare 

 

 Art in combination with modern medical treatment is the future of 

patient care.  The increased understanding of the importance of treating 

patients holistically will further the integration of the arts within medical 

facilities and aid in the creation of art treatment programs.  With economy, 

efficiency and aesthetics being the top priorities in the design of new 

hospital spaces, it is necessary to institute programs that integrate art within 

existing programmatic and structural spaces.  Art programming that is 

designed to function within the existing hospital model can serve older 

facilities while acting as an example for the integration and specialized 

design of designated spaces for passive and active art  in future medical 

facilities.  In order to gain funding and support from the medical community 

for art programming, it is necessary to bring the positive benefits and 

healing effects of the arts out of the arts community and into the scientific 

realm.  To make arts programming a reality in 100% of hospitals in the 

United States, a new philosophy and approach portraying the therapeutic 

effects of arts in healthcare should be undertaken by members of the arts 

community.  

 The future of the arts in healthcare is dependent on proving that art 

can be a healing agent in the treatment of physical and emotional maladies.  
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Collaboration between the arts and healthcare communities is necessary in 

the implementation of scientific and controlled studies that highlight the 

importance of the arts in the healing process.  Studies that support the 

positive effects of the arts in combination with traditional treatment methods 

are the next step towards the total integration of the arts in healthcare 

practices. 

 

Arts in Healthcare: Gaining the Support of the Medical Community  

 

 Illustrating the benefits of arts programming with patient statements 

and caregiver comments does not prove the positive effects of art to 

members of the medical community.  A paper presented by representatives 

of the Center for Health Design in 1995 reviewed several medical databases 

and found “medical literature shows little controlled research supporting the 

benefits of art in the healthcare environment”41, making implementation of 

arts programs difficult in a setting that places great weight on scientific 

proof.  The creation of arts programs that offer opportunities for controlled 

study are necessary for future inclusion of art in medicine.  Existing arts 

programs offer the first steps towards scientific research in regards to the 

measurable benefits of the arts in the healing process but total integration of 

science and art has to be taught at the base level, in medical schools and 

nursing programs.  Returning back to the time of Hippocrates when patients 
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were treated with a combination of art and medicine, modern medical school 

curricula needs to integrate the arts back into medicine.  Teaching future 

caregivers the importance of treating patients with all available resources 

will increase demand and need for arts programs in medical facilities.  

 

How to Proceed: Ideas for the Integration of the Arts in Healthcare 

 

The creation of arts programs requires the formation of an administrative 

group with an interest and knowledge of the importance of arts in healing 

along with a supporting body from within the medical facility.  These 

supporting parties may include the hospital board of directors, patient 

advocacy groups, research programs or members of the arts community.  

Grant programs, volunteer organizations, arts groups like the Americans for 

the Arts and associations like the SAH provide outside support for program 

creation, funding and staffing.  In addition to providing programs with 

information and financial support, groups like the SAH are leading the way 

towards legitimizing the field of arts in healthcare by conducting expansive 

studies regarding the current state of arts programming in hospitals.  

Although these surveys are not part of the controlled data collection 

recommended for the furthering of arts in healthcare, they help 

administrators learn ways of utilizing available resources and gain insight 

into various forms of programming that may be applicable to their facility.     
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How to Proceed: Evaluating Resources 

   

To enact arts programming, an assessment of available resources must 

be undertaken by interested parties as well as a list of resources needed to 

meet project goals.  Goals should be developed along with resource 

evaluation and should be used as a guide to target specific resources.   

Existing resources may include: spaces of opportunity within a facility, 

funding, supplies, existing collections, administrative support, local 

community members, social organizations, area arts professionals, 

volunteers and audience members.  Each resource must be carefully 

evaluated in terms of perceived support level, clearly setting parameters for 

what may be expected from each.  After these evaluations are made, it is 

possible to identify areas that may require outside support and define where 

efforts should be concentrated in order to obtain necessary resources.  A 

thorough evaluation of existing art programming should also be conducted 

and should include all active and passive programming that have existed in 

the past and those that exist currently at the facility in question.  This 

program review should also include musical performances, volunteer 

projects and art collections by acquisition or donation. 
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How to Proceed: Setting Program Goals 

 

To create a successful program a reasonable, realistic set of goals must 

be developed.  Goals should be specific but open, allowing programs the 

ability to grow over time and introduce different approaches without 

requiring creation of a new program.   Due to the subjective nature of the 

benefits of arts programming within hospitals, current examples of program 

goals appear idealistic and rooted in unquantifiable statements.  The Alberta 

Foundation for the Arts, Friends of University Hospitals which runs art 

programming for Edmonton Hospital describes their program goals as 

follows: 

To allow patients and their families to express fears and hopes with regard 
to the patients’ health and recovery. To share positive reflections, 
memories and experiences that encourages patients and their families. To 
provide a focus other than a patient’s pain or distress. To give patients the 
opportunity to make choices and be independent. To create a positive 
experience for patient’s and their families to leave the hospital with.42 

  

A thoughtful and obtainable set of goals whose benefit may not be 

quantifiable should be placed in a scientific context in order to remain 

pertinent to possible patrons and members of the medical community.  It is 

clear that there is a need for controlled studies observing the positive effects 

of art, but many studies regarding the effects of mental, visual and auditory 

stimulation in regards to the improved health and healing time of patients 

exist.  If program goals are supported by conclusive scientific evidence, 

more hospitals would work to include the arts in patient care.  Using existing 
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programs to support the creation of new arts programming is an effective 

way to foster interest and gain support.  Despite lack of conclusive proof 

and scientific data, programs that have utilized their resources and 

successfully brought art into medical facilities make strong cases for 

additional programming.  

 Program goals must be specific to the audience being served.  

Programming should be chosen by evaluating which type of program will 

have the greatest positive benefit to those being served.  In larger facilities 

programs should be chosen based on the audience base including: 

specificity of patient type and illness, duration of patient stay, location of 

public and semi-private spaces and accessibility to these spaces.  Special 

consideration should be paid to the wide range of abilities, types and needs 

of patients.  In smaller facilities that treat fewer patients with similar levels of 

ability, programs can be more specific to individual needs and have a 

greater focus on addressing certain illnesses.  

  

How to Proceed: Choosing the Right Program 

 

Large medical facilities often have greater financial and volunteer 

resources than smaller specialized facilities conversely they have the 

difficult task of creating programming that is broader in audience scope, 

requires little audience interaction and can be effective regardless of the 

duration of a patient’s stay and does not impact public spaces in a negative 
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way by effecting space efficiency.  In these facilities programs with less 

interaction that happen on a more frequent basis would have the greatest 

positive impact.  Regularly scheduled performances and spaces open to 

performance-based community groups should be built into larger facility 

programming in an effort to gain community support as well as add a sense 

of regularity to patients’ daily routine.   

 In the public spaces of existing hospitals, performance and passive 

art programs can be easily implemented with minimal effort and marginal 

cost.  The addition of live music to a patient waiting area or visitor lobby can 

have a significant effect on reducing anxiety level and creating a more 

pleasant atmosphere.  Volunteer musicians can perform in these public 

spaces, instantly bringing the therapeutic effects of music to the entire 

facility.  In medical facilities that have an existing passive art program in the 

form of interior décor, it is possible to reinterpret an existing collection by 

soliciting donations of work from community members in an effort to begin a 

revolving collection that generates continued interest from staff and long-

term patients. 

  

How to Proceed: Community Involvement and Support 

 

In places where universities and schools are part of the surrounding 

community, students should be encouraged to participate in arts programs 

in local medical facilities.  Students make up a valuable pool of perspective 
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volunteers for arts programming.  Hospital and school administrators should 

focus on creating programs that allow students to act as volunteers and 

performers either as an established class for credit or as a requirement for 

graduation.  Youth involvement is a great opportunity for students to 

showcase their abilities, practice their talent and affect their community in a 

positive manner while gaining important experiences that may shape their 

life in the future.  The inclusion of student art shows in the hospital gallery 

exhibit schedules helps to build community support and encourage the 

constructive work of local youth.  Creating special opportunities for students 

at an early age allows the hospital to make meaningful connections with 

participants which may foster future involvement as students grow older, 

broadening the prospects for future volunteers.   

Local arts communities, clubs and organizations are another source of 

possible volunteers.  Appealing to community members that already have a 

strong interest in the arts and have experience in the a variety of artistic 

mediums offers a creative base for both planning and implementation of arts 

programming.  Inviting local artists to exhibit their work in the hospital gallery 

or throughout the publicly accessible areas of the medical facility gives 

artists the opportunity to connect with the hospital and its users.  Programs 

that require active artist participation can be an enjoyable and creative 

experience for local artists and the patients they engage with.  Identifying 

existing groups that offer a solid volunteer base is helpful in the planning 

stages of art programming as well as in program implementation.  Allowing 
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interested groups to become involved in the early stages of a program gives 

individuals a sense of duty, responsibility and authority throughout the 

duration of a program.     

 Active art programming or art making requires more fastidious 

planning, coordination, timing and volunteers than passive and performance 

art.  Programs must invite involvement by the audience but must not require 

excessive participation or activity which some patients may not be capable 

of.  Art making that requires volunteers and active participants must have a 

clear goal that is achievable in a limited amount of time.  In children’s 

hospitals, the goal of an art exercise may be to help a child personalize their 

space or create an enduring item that allows them to imagine the future.  

Programs targeting older patients may focus on creating art as a positive 

distraction from painful treatments or as an outlet for emotional stress and 

tension.  Active programming requires consideration regarding: what will be 

made, what the function of that item will be, where and how these items will 

be displayed, what things are necessary to create items,  what is the 

estimated time needed to create an item and what level of physical and 

mental ability are required by the participant to create this item. 

Special attention should be paid to the way in which items are to be 

displayed, whether in public places or in the privacy of a patient room.  Early 

decisions regarding the placement of pieces can help determine the type of 

objects made, the materials used and the size of the items.  Sensitivity 

should be given to the residual effects of tacking art to patient room walls 
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versus the use of magnetic services.  Tacks leave behind holes that remind 

current patients of their own temporary stay both in the hospital and in life.  

Two-dimensional pieces that are displayed in public areas must be made of 

durable material and must not contain any items that may cause allergic 

reactions like fabrics or dried flowers.   If an item is three-dimensional it 

must be a manageable size and not become an obstacle in a patient room.  

Projects that aim at sharing feelings and concerns should be placed in 

areas where other patients can experience them.  This allows the art to 

function actively and passively.  Art that is made by medical staff should be 

displayed in public spaces where patients can gain a greater understanding 

of their caregivers. 

 

How to Proceed: Tailoring Programs to Users 

 

Programs that actively engage patients should have different goals than 

those geared towards family members, volunteers and medical staff.  The 

needs of these groups are varied thus programming must specifically 

address the concerns of each. Art programming which is integrated into 

already existing obligations of medical staff like weekly staff meetings, 

seminars and required retreats creates a built-in audience that may have 

similar needs which can be addressed in previously scheduled situations.  

The addition of art making into preexisting programs enhances shared 

experiences and gives medical staff the opportunity to interact in a dynamic 
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manner with each other and with program leaders.  Designating a set time 

period for creative art making activities allows hospital staff the opportunity 

to coup with emotional stresses that they would otherwise not address 

during their day.  By engaging in creative activities, care givers are “resting 

the part of [their] brain that focuses on problem solving…when [they] come 

back to the task at hand, [they] perform better,” states Elaine Sims, the gifts 

of art director for UMHS.43  Assimilating active arts into everyday life can 

help caregivers function at a higher level. Doctors, nurses and staff should 

be encouraged to share their respective talents in an environment that 

fosters integration of mind and body in the healing process.  

 The emotions experienced by the family members of patients are a 

complex conglomeration of several feelings which often include: fear, guilt 

and responsibility.     Active art programming that allows family members to 

voice concerns and share their feelings can help them deal with negative 

situations in a healthful way and also allow them to be more emotionally 

available for their loved one.  Specialized activities that clearly define the 

user also allow for the creation of relationships between individuals that 

have similar experiences.  These interactions can lead to greater 

relationships that help both parties deal with their individual situations.  

Allotting family members personal time in the form of art programming 

facilitates individual expression of feelings and signals the importance of 

emotional well-being of both family members and patients throughout the 

treatment process.  In children’s hospitals, siblings of young patients may 
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require greater amounts of attention than in other medical situations due to 

the focus on their ill brother or sister.  Art programs that pay particular 

attention to siblings of ill patients should be implemented in children’s 

hospitals and medical facilities that treat younger patients.     

 

How to Proceed: Creating Quantifiable Results 

 

The arts and medical communities must work together in an effort to 

reintroduce the arts back into patient treatment.  To gain support for these 

programs it is necessary for the arts community to speak the language of 

medicine, business and design.  The future of the arts in healthcare is 

predicated on the collection of scientific data that proves that the arts 

function in a therapeutic agent in the healing process.  All participants in art 

programs should be given questionnaires regarding positive and negative 

reactions elicited by a specific art program.  Evaluating a participants’ 

emotional state before and after engaging in art activities can help quantify 

emotional benefits.  First hand statements on the feelings that art making 

causes and the minimizing effects that it has on tension and stress levels 

helps link art to emotional responses.    

There is a fundamental need for scientific studies that detail the health 

effects of arts programming on involuntary patient responses to be 

conducted in an effort to prove the benefits of art in healthcare.  In many 

cases, these studies can be easily integrated into patient care by noting a 
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patient’s blood pressure prior to programming, during the activity and at the 

completion of the activity.  It is common practice in hospitals to regularly 

record patient vital signs, doing so at points that correspond to art programs 

could supply the data needed to connect the positive benefits of the arts 

within healthcare.  Measurements of blood pressure, heart rate and needed 

medication levels should be taken in fixed intervals after the completion of 

the activity to access the long-term effects of art making on patient health.  

Data that supports the positive effects of the arts in healthcare could be 

easily obtained by using methods already implemented by the medical 

facilities. 

Arts professionals working in combination with members of the medical 

community could easily implement controlled scientific studies using existing 

programs as testing grounds.  The simplicity in which these studies could be 

conducted in proper hospital environments adds to the glaring lack of 

scientific evidence which links the positive effects of arts on physical and 

emotional health.  Questionnaires, interviews and vital sign measurements 

should be utilized as proof of arts healing abilities.  Gathering data from 

similar arts programs throughout the world would create a large enough 

sample base that would give studies legitimacy.   
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How to Proceed: The Future of the Arts in Healthcare 

 

 Hospitals are a unique combination of public, private and commercial 

enterprises that must be profitable while offering the best in medical care.  

The services offered and the built environment of most facilities are quite 

similar leaving hospital administrators wondering how to set themselves 

apart in the medical field and have broader appeal to the medical consumer.  

The integration of art within medical treatment and throughout the built 

environment can act as an amenity that entices perspective medical 

consumers to choose one facility over the other.  Educating medical 

professionals and consumers on the positive benefits of the arts in 

healthcare will help to further the relationship between the arts and 

medicine.  Medical consumers who understand the need for holistic 

treatment and desire a more complete approach to medical care will begin 

to choose facilities that offer passive and active art as part of the treatment 

process.  Consumers now demand experience in conjunction with services 

and in the space of the hospital the need for experience can be fulfilled 

through the arts and art programming.44    

The movement to support the arts in healthcare is gaining momentum 

through the efforts of groups like the SAH and pioneering medical facilities 

that approach health care in a holistic manner.  Integrating scientific data 

collection into arts activities will allow programs to further themselves within 

the medical field by offering conclusive proof of the positive benefits of the 
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arts on patient well-being.  Training future doctors and caregivers on the 

advantages of complete emotional and physical treatment of patients and 

the ability of the arts to facilitate patient wellness will create an environment 

within the healthcare field that embraces art as an effective way to treat the 

ill.  A symbiotic relationship between art and medicine will become the next 

advancement in the patient treatment.          
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Proposal for Future Project 

Interactive DVD series for the first step of learning music 

 

                                                         Eun Young Lee 

 

My project is making DVD series for children to learn basic music theory using 

computer music and computer program. The purpose of this project is to help children 

be more engaged in when they learn basic music theory. Based on my experience of 

teaching children, it should be possible that materials can introduce the subject in an 

interesting and enjoyable way. 

 

Through natural objects (space, sky, sea, soil, sun, star, etc.), musical terms (staff; clefs, 

i.e., treble clef from tree, and bass clef from boat; and scale) can be introduced as name 

of fruits, vegetables, or animals according to the notes. That is, natural objects which 

start with “s” are changed to staff. The waving sea metamorphoses to the white line staff. 

The note A is introduced by apple, the note B is introduced by berries and so on. After 

introducing those basic music concepts, songs would be represented by showing the 

notes of the melody line on the screen to get to be familiar with scales. Each object will 

have an individual music. The touch screen will be used to make children play what 

they learned. For example, if children drag an apple from an apple tree and put on the 

staff as note A, the song of A will be played. However, if children put the notes on the 

wrong place, a humorous sound will let them know that it is incorrect. This progression 

would help children who start or understand to learn language as combined with music. 

 

Furthermore, this DVD would give not only amusement but also one’s imagination 

while it is shown. As it is shown in the storyboard, the natural objects as creation start 

from the space (black scene) and sky (No. 1 blue scene). Sea and soil (No. 2 & 3) 

gradually come up from the bottom). Sun (No. 4 & 5) rises from the sea. Eight trees (No. 

6) are growing while sea starts to wave. Moon and stars indicate passing time (No. 7 & 

8- trees are still growing). Wave of sea gradually changed to five lines (No. 9), each tree 

contains fruits and vegetable, and one of trees changes to treble clef. As the similar way, 

seven animals (alligator, bear, cat, dog, elephant, fish, and giraffe) in boat transfer to 

animals on bass clef (No. 12~ 15). Many applications of combining these sources would 

make various scenes- floating fruit box on sea and playing animals around each trees 



and so forth. 

 

For this project, I need to research how visual things affect children’s brain, how 

children’s perception can be developed through interactions, and how computer music 

and video programs are well programmed to produce these details and others.  

 

Three different versions of DVD would be helpful for diverse uses depending on user’s 

preference. First, only for watching; second, interactive program with touch screen; 

third, interactive program using the mouse. In other words, this project can combine 

several aspects of materials. The storyboard might also be a basis for a book as teaching 

material and music will contribute to children’s enjoyment because it is consisting of 

well-known children songs or a complete new sound. The touch screen and interactive 

aspects will ask children to participate actively with the program, rather than just 

watching it. Children would learn music by contacting with natural objects while 

watching, listening, or touching them. Moreover, children would have senses that any 

object in this world would be great material that we can learn and explore from them. It 

would help children open up their minds and find exploratory materials in their daily 

lives. Therefore, this project (audio-visual material) would effectively work for teaching 

children than any other conventional sources like books or videos. 
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Revenge or Forgiveness: Uncle Remus: His Songs and His Sayings 

My country men! Know one another, and you will love one another! 

-- Lucius Q. C. Lamar, April 28, 1874                      . 

 Uncle Remus tales made Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908) a memorable writer in 

American literary history in two ways. He is acclaimed as the first compiler who 

recorded the African-American folklore “in its precise language and style in which they 

existed” (Baer 192). He is also considered to be the first widely popular southern writer 

who portrayed the South after the Civil War to the northern public readers (Bone 136). 

Harris wrote the Uncle Remus tales based on his memory of the Turnwold plantation, 

where he spent his boyhood as a disciple of Joseph Addison Turner during the Civil War. 

His experiences on the plantation influenced his understanding of the African-American 

people’s oral tradition and made it possible for him to create the Uncle Remus series. He 

was sympathetic to the African-American people on the plantation, and he expressed his 

sympathy with them by his efforts to preserve their own tradition. What he presented 

with Uncle Remus about the African-American oral tradition was a “revelation of little-

known characters and conditions of life” to the North (Cousins 104). Not only the 

African-American folk tales but also the harmonious relationship of the black slave and 

the white owner was new to the northern people.     

Harris’s position in the American literature is partly the product of the period in 

which he lived and published his works. During the Reconstruction and the Post-

Reconstruction period, which were his major working period, the South was still 

suffering from the aftermath of the Civil War. The southern whites were struggling with 

the relationships with the freed African-American people and with the victorious 

northerners. Even though the whole country underwent the Civil War, it is not difficult to 
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imagine that the South was the more severely affected by the war because they lost the 

war. As Jay B. Hubbell has written, the northerners considered their victory as a moral 

one and tried to Americanize the South, assuming the southern culture as barbarous (696-

97). The whole culture of the South was seriously by the war. What Harris tries to do in 

his Uncle Remus series is to preserve the Old South that is being lost, in the form of 

“poetry and romance, memorials that neither death nor decay can destroy” (Harris, Joel 

92) and also to give the subversive genius of the African-American slave community its 

artistic due.  

 What is lost about the Old South is symbolized as the old plantation by the 

southern writers, which includes Harris. Some critics misunderstand Harris’s nostalgia 

for the old plantation as an expression of his pro-slavery idea. The old plantation myth 

should, however, be understood in the context of the South that was fluctuated in the 

waves of the industrialism and the materialism, enforced by the North under the name of 

the reconstruction after the Civil War. Harris himself well recognizes the vice of slavery, 

which is inseparable from the old plantation: 

 Now that the problem of slavery, which even before the desperate cast of the die 

in 1861 had begun to perplex the more thoughtful of the Southern people, is 

successfully (but O, how cruelly!) solved, even the bare suggestion of its 

reestablishment is unsavory; but the memory of the old plantation will remain 

green and gracious forever. (Harris, Joel 90-91) 

The old plantation which was “nourished into life by slavery” is “one of the features of 

southern civilization” (Harris, Joel 90). The paradox here is that the Old South was able 

to be prosperous on the basis of the slavery, but the institution was an evil that should 
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have been destroyed. If Harris had believed that the African-Americans should sacrifice 

themselves for the white southerners, his nostalgia for the old plantation would be really 

paradoxical and unsavory. Harris’s South, however, includes both the black and the white. 

What is in his memory of the old plantation, is the human relationship between 

the black slaves and the white owners. If it is true that the slavery devastated the life of 

the African-American people in the Old South, another truth is that there was, here and 

there, somehow, a mutual trust between the black slaves and the white masters. Harris 

lamented the freed African-Americans had fallen into a worse situation, “the hands of the 

others ready to exploit them” (Turner 111). As far as Harris is concerned, the condition of 

the African-American people in the industrialized and “americanized” New South was 

not much better than in the ante-bellum period.1 The lament and nostalgia he expressed in 

“The Old Plantation,” again and in a more dramatic form appeared in 1880 to the literary 

public. With the help of Uncle Remus, Harris could not only preserve the genuine 

African-American oral tradition and the human feature of the old plantation, but also 

showed his reconciliatory vision beyond the racial and sectional atrocities. 

  In his introduction to the first book of the Uncle Remus series, Uncle Remus: His 

Songs and His Sayings, Harris expresses his purpose of writing the book is to preserve 

“the legends themselves in their original simplicity” (39)2. The plot of the legends or the 

folktales of the southern Negroes which he tries to preserve through Uncle Remus stories 

is simple. Most stories are about the animal world where Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, and other 

                                                 
1 In “A Story of the War,” there is a scene when Uncle Remus complains about the “sunshine niggers” who 
“begs [his] terbacker, en borrys [his] tools, en steals [his] vittles.” On the other side of Uncle Remus’s 
complaining about the freed African-Americans in the New South, I read the miserable conditions of them. 
They were not provided with any proper means to live their own life in the society.   
2 Subsequent references to this book will show just the page numbers, and the title will appear with the 
abbreviated form of Uncle Remus when it is necessary.  
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animals live and speak like human beings. Those animals seem to live just to outwit one 

another, which constitutes the humor of the tales. If the world is closely looked at, 

however, it turns out that the world is full of hostility and violence among the animals. 

And it is aptly said that if the animals are people, the tales are tragic (Rubin 168). 

 In the same introduction, he briefly mentions the possibility of allegorical reading 

of the animal stories (44). What he means by the allegorical reading is not clear, but the 

relationship between Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox is generally interpreted as reflecting the 

relationship between the black slaves and the white owners in the Old South. The weak 

and helpless Brer Rabbit survives through his wit beating Brer Fox who threatens his and 

his family’s life. Brer Rabbit is easily considered as “a symbol of the Negro slave’s 

festering hatred of the white man” (Wolfe 72). In an imaginative way, the black slave 

gives the white owner a thrust on the back while mischievously chuckling behind his 

back. The tales are subversive because in the tales the weaker one beats the strong. 

However, the frame of the stories, i.e. the presence of the narrator Uncle Remus and his 

white little audience, provides the tales with a peculiar context for interpreting Harris’s 

Uncle Remus stories.  

 If we consider that the animal stories are from the oral tradition of the African- 

American people in the states, especially, of the South, we can be content with the 

interpretation that the animal world of Uncle Remus allegorizes the harsh reality of the 

slavery.  Robert Bone explains the role of the storytelling as the draining away of the 

negative feelings that the African-American people suppressed under the slavery (135). 

Uncle Remus is, however, not only the compilation of African-American folktales but 

also the fiction created by Joel Chandler Harris, who was one of the leading journalists in 
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the South during the Reconstruction period. As a journalist, he was deeply concerned 

about the fate of the South. The “Big House” setting which frames the animal stories 

demands readers to read the stories as “a part of the domestic history of every southern 

family” on the old plantation (39). With the Big House, Harris allows the readers to get a 

glimpse of a past of the South that the North has now known, and that was destroyed by 

the Civil War. There was not only the rancor of the black slaves against the white owners 

but also the affection between the races in the Old South. Harris’s understanding of the 

racial problem in the South is well described in Uncle Remus.  

 In “A Story of the War” which is one of the selections of Uncle Remus, Harris 

describes the history of the relationship between Uncle Remus and the Huntingdon 

family. The story begins with the arrival of Miss Theodosia Huntingdon, of Burlington, 

Vermont at Atlanta where her brother John Huntingdon lives with his family. John used 

to be a Union soldier and now gets married to a southern lady. One Sunday afternoon, 

there comes a chance that Uncle Remus tells his experience during the Civil War to the 

northerner Miss Theodosia. Even though Mars John introduces Uncle Remus as a famous 

warrior of the Union, Uncle Remus describes himself as the loyal retainer of his former 

master Mars Jeems in his story. What he says about his war experience is that he took 

care of Ole Miss and Miss Sally while Mars Jeems joined the Confederate army. His 

story of loyalty culminates when he tells the accident that he rescued Mars Jeems from 

the gunshot of a Union soldier whom Uncle Remus shot on the arm. His story ends 

revealing that the wounded Union soldier is Mars John whom he now serves with his 

brawny arms.  
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 Two things are noteworthy about Uncle Remus’s story of the Civil war. First, in 

his story, the northern soldiers are described to have ransacked the plantation. They are 

not so much emancipators as they are robbers. In contrast to the vulgar Yankees, Ole 

Miss is portrayed with dignity as not being afraid of the Union soldiers. Second, while 

the northerner Miss Theodosia emphasizes the idea of freedom as the cause of the Civil 

War, the southern Uncle Remus estimates the loyalty higher than the freedom. And Uncle 

Remus’s estimation of the idea of the loyalty represents the honor-bound society of the 

South. Different from the North, the South was an aristocratic society which is based on 

the plantation. The trust and loyalty between the owner and the slave is the representative 

aspect of the honor-bound South that the post-bellum southern writers tried to feature in 

their works.   

 Harris makes it clear that the story is delivered from “the standpoint of a 

Southerner” (189). From the perspective of the southerners, the Civil War destroyed both 

the southern economy and the harmonious relationship between the black slaves and the 

white owners. Mars Jeems trusts Uncle Remus to the extent he confides his family to 

Uncle Remus’s care, and Uncle Remus sincerely takes care of the master’s family. His 

sense of loyalty to his master is so strong that it exceeds the idea of his freedom. When 

Miss Theodosia exclaims, “Do you mean to say that you shot the Union soldier, when 

you knew he was fighting for your freedom?” he responds: 

Co’se, I know all about dat [,] en it sorter made cole chills run up my back; but 

w’en I see dat man take aim, en Mars Jeems gwine home ter Ole Miss and Miss 

Sally, I des disremembered all ’bout freedom en lammed aloose. (184) 
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The indignant exclamation of Miss Theodosia shows that the idea of loyalty of the slaves 

to their masters is unfamiliar to the northerners. Harris may have intended to introduce to 

the northern public the human nature in the Old South.  Thomas L. English says, “While 

working with the builders of the New South, yet [Harris] sought to preserve the best part, 

the human part, of the Old South” (67). This humanity of Uncle Remus represents the 

humanity of the African-American people and of the South. When Miss Theodosia 

blames him for shooting her brother on the arm, he proudly says that he now serves him 

with his brawny arms.  He was freed from the old manacle and now chooses to remain 

near the new family. Uncle Remus’s response shows that his affection and loyalty 

continues to flow into the post-War family.  

 In Uncle Remus’s war story, Harris’s pride of his honor-bound southern society is 

mingled with his wish that the South be reconciled with the North. As Louis D. Rubin, Jr. 

has noticed, Harris revised this story when he published it as part of Uncle Remus (164). 

Different from the story which appeared in the Atlanta Constitution, the southern 

sharpshooter is wounded instead of being killed by Uncle Remus and later lives with his 

southern wife, who is the sister of Mars Jeems, in the South. The Huntingdon family is a 

symbol of the harmonious reunion of the South and the North. The son of this union 

family is the little boy who is caressed and told the animal tales by Uncle Remus. “With 

the air of affectionate superiority” Uncle Remus “proceeds to unfold the mysteries of 

plantation lore” to this little boy, “who is a product of that practical reconstruction” (47). 

 The frame of storytelling of the Uncle Remus tales is knitted tightly with the 

animal tales’ theme. While Harris provides Uncle Remus’s war story with the vision of 

harmonious relationship between the races and of the reconciliation between the sections, 
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he introduces a story of hideous revenge under the guile of humorous animal tales. Each 

tale shows the violent and hostile interactions between the animals. In addition, Harris 

arranges the animal tales which were sporadically collected from the black slaves in a 

meaningful order that Brer Rabbit avenges himself on Brer Fox.3 The tales themselves 

are not “cooked,” but the sequence of the tales in the book and the frame story of Uncle 

Remus and the little boy create a possibility to read the whole story as an education of the 

southern white boy. With the animal tales, Uncle Remus initiates the little boy into the 

world, which is full of violence, animosity, and competition for the survival among the 

neighbors. 

 In the first tale of Uncle Remus, Uncle Remus presents Brer Fox and Brer Rabbit 

as the assailant and the victim: 

 Bimeby, one day, arter Brer Fox bin doin’ all dat he could fer ter ketch Brer 

Rabbit, en Brer Rabbit bin doin’ all he could fer ter keep ’im fum it, Brer Fox say 

to hisse’f dat he’d put up a game on Brer Rabbit, en he ain’t mo’n got de wuds 

out’n his mouf twel Brer Rabbit come a lopin’ up de big road, lookin’ des ez 

plump, en ez fat, en ez sassy ez a Moggin hoss in a barley-patch. (55) 

At the beginning, Brer Rabbit appears witty enough to escape from Brer Fox’s trap. As 

time goes by, however, Brer Rabbit deceives Brer Fox and other animals more 

aggressively. The image of the assailant and the victim is so prevalent through all the 

tales in the book that all the mischievous actions of Brer Rabbit against Brer Fox and 

other assailants seem to indulge the little boy until he hears the sad fate of Brer Fox. At a 

shallow level, those animal tales are compatible with the sense of the poetic justice. The 

                                                 
3 The little boy questions the time sequence when Uncle Remus starts a tale about Brer Wolf after Brer 
Wolf died in a previous tale. This episode shows that Harris was conscious of the sequence of the tales in 
Uncle Remus. 
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weak defeat the strong who threaten their lives and survive through their wisdom. So it 

seems natural that the little boy and the other audience of Uncle Remus are sympathetic 

to Brer Rabbit. When Brer Rabbit is outwitted, the little boy even betrays his 

dissatisfaction.4  

 Even though the little boy is sympathetic to Brer Rabbit, he cannot identify 

himself with his hero. The animal world is too strange for the little white boy to 

understand its moral code. The first time the little boy is disturbed by the injustice of the 

animal world is when he hears the undeserved death of Brer Possum in the tale of “Mr. 

Rabbit nibbles up the Butter.” One day, Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, and Brer Possum gather to 

patch the roof of a shanty. They start working, putting aside their dinners, one of which is 

the butter Brer Fox has brought. In the middle of work Brer Rabbit pretends to go see his 

sick wife and stealthily goes to the place where they put the butter and eats it. When the 

other two find the butter is gone, Brer Rabbit accuses Brer Possum unjustly. To clear 

himself of a false accusation, Brer Possum suggests that they decide the one who has 

eaten the butter by jumping over a bush-heap of fire. Brer Possum fails to jump over the 

heap and dies in the middle of the fire. Brer Possum dies an unjust death because instead 

of Brer Rabbit he dies disgracefully with the name of a thief: 

“But, Uncle Remus, Brother Possum didn’t steal the butter after all,” said 

the little boy, who was not at all satisfied with such summary injustice. 

“Dat w’at make I say w’at I dus, honey. In dis wrril, lots er fokes is gotter 

suffer fer udder fokes sins. Look like hit’s mighty onwrong; but hit’s des dat away. 

                                                 
4 In the tale of “Mr. Rabbit meets his Match again,” when Uncle Remus starts talking about Brer Rabbit 
was again fooled, the little boy “dismally” says, “I thought the Terrapin was the only one that fooled the 
rabbit” (114). 
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Tribbalashun seem like she’s a waiting’ roun’ de cornder fer ter ketch one en all 

un us, honey.” (102) 

The injustice of the animal world is the reality of the human world. The African-

American sage reveals that there are lots of people who suffer due to others’ sins. The 

black slaves were beaten, whipped and killed for the sins of their black neighbors and 

white “neighbors,” but the black slaves could not rely on the normal rule of justice to 

save them from their white owners. They could depend only on their wisdom in the 

lawless world. As Bone has written, the slaves should have deserted their neighbors to 

live in the harsh reality of slavery (141).   

 What is noticeable in Uncle Remus’s way of storytelling is that the atrocities in 

the tales are mitigated by the intervention of Uncle Remus and the little boy. For example, 

in the case of the above tale, the reader, just like the little boy, may be disturbed by the 

fate of Brer Possum unless Uncle Remus comments on the injustice of the world, thus 

answering the little boy’s response. The bitter truth in the words of Uncle Remus makes 

the reader think of his or her life as well as the conditions of slavery. In other words, 

Harris opens up a new level of allegorical meaning of the tale, by generally liberating the 

tale from the original context of the black slave community. On the other hand, this 

generalization strategy enfeebles the meaning of the tale as an expression of the particular 

experiences of the black slaves, because the general pronoun “us” blurs the boundary 

between the African-American slave and the white boy. 

Uncle Remus’s moderating influence can be considered partly as Harris’s 

invention and partly as a result of the black slaves’ attitude toward life. In the tale of “A 

Plantation Witch,” Uncle Remus accompanies the little boy who is disturbed by the witch 
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story to the Big House. Though the tale itself terrifies the little boy, Uncle Remus pacifies 

him. Wolfe argues that what Uncle Remus actually gives the white little boy with his 

tales is a nightmare where the blacks terrorize the whites, “often in the guise of rabbits” 

(81). But it is rather correct to say that the animosities ridden in the original tales, if there 

is any, are moderated by the presence of Uncle Remus because he is portrayed as having 

no grudge against the little white boy. Uncle Remus is a composite of some slaves whom 

Harris knew in the Turnwold plantation (Baer 187). From his experience, Harris does not 

seem to doubt the possibility of mutual affection between the black slaves and the whites. 

And by dint of the portrayal of affectionate Uncle Remus, Harris also tries to show the 

human aspect of the black slaves. African-American people’s humanity is generally 

neglected by the white people especially in the post-War period (English 68). What 

Harris tries to represent about the slaves with Uncle Remus, is their humanity. And the 

very humanity is also preserved in their optimistic attitude about life which is found in 

some tales of Uncle Remus. 

In the tale of “Old Mr. Rabbit, He’s a Good Fisherman,” Brer Rabbit is described 

to be very optimistic in the face of adversity. Bone points out that in this story there 

appears the reality of the compulsory labor of the slaves and their wish to shirk it (139).5 

Brer Rabbit is plowing a ground with other animals. He gets tired but he cannot stop 

working because he is afraid that he is called to be lazy. Again he slips off the field and 

looks for a place to take a rest. And he finds the well as the cooling place. He jumps into 

the bucket and falls to the bottom of the well. “‘Wasn’t the Rabbit scared, Uncle Remus?’ 

asked the little boy” (96). Uncle Remus tells that because Brer Rabbit does not care about 

                                                 
5 Bone also mentions that many of the tales are concerned with food supply which was often acquired 
though stealing and the theft of food was the archetypal plantation crime (140).  
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the future, he can stay and take a rest there in tranquility. The hardship of slavery 

prevents the slaves from thinking about the future. They only have a present in which 

they live. Working or shirking, going hungry or stealing food, outwitting or being 

outwitted. Only such issues are their concerns for the purpose of surviving in the present. 

But in spite of  the desperate conditions of slavery, the African-Americans never totally 

gave up the hope about the life till the last moment. Brer Rabbit gets out of the well by 

capitalizing on Brer Fox’s greed. The song Brer Rabbit sings, when Brer Fox falls to the 

bottom of the well in the other bucket which makes Brer Rabbit’s bucket move up, shows 

the optimism of the slaves:  

 Good-by, Brer Fox, take keer yo’ cloze, 

 Fer dis is de way de worril goes; 

 Some goes up en some goes down, 

 You’ll git ter de bottm all safe en soun’. (98) 

If the world were a pulley, someday they would go up, too! This optimism is neither 

menacing nor aggressive. They did not mean to overthrow the oppressing system but 

waited for their time to move up. This tale seems to show that the slaves are always ready 

to make use of their environment or luck whenever it is favorable for them. This 

optimistic attitude shows that they are not dejected by the reality of life. And it is this 

optimistic view point about their life that made the African-Americans survive the ordeal 

of slavery over two hundred and fifty years, and yet maintain their humanity to the extent 

that they could even be loyal servants to their white oppressors. Because they believed 

that there would be a day when they could live a better life, they could put up with their 

hardship and were truthful to their oppressors.  
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 It must be remembered, however, that this optimism is not and could not be the 

only response of the black slaves toward their situation. The more dominating emotion in 

the tales is the sense of revenge. As long as Brer Fox contrives to catch Brer Rabbit and 

his family, they are not secure. Brer Fox will not give up his plan to catch and eat Brer 

Rabbit, as long as both of them are alive. Harris’s Uncle Remus ends with the death of 

Brer Fox. “Did [Brer Fox] kill himself?” (152), asks the little boy, anticipating a rather 

peaceful ending. But the tale Uncle Remus gives him is horrible: Brer Fox is killed by 

Mister Man. Brer Rabbit, of course, plays a role in making Mister Man kill Brer Fox. The 

most hideous part in the last tale is that Brer Rabbit decapitates Brer Fox and brings the 

head to Brer Fox’s family as food. Miss Fox and Tobe the son run after Brer Rabbit to 

take revenge for Brer Fox’s death. While Uncle Remus tells the various versions of what 

goes on after Brer Rabbit escapes Miss Fox, the white little boy remains silent. He is 

thinking: Should and could the fatal revenge be the ultimate end to the animosity? There 

is the son who may want to revenge his murdered father. It will be an endless game, 

unless one party stops hating and forgives the other. Then, who can first stop grudging 

and forgive the other instead? 

 It is impossible for the oppressor to ask the victim to forgive him. The only thing 

the former can do is to wait for forgiveness by the latter. In Uncle Remus, the person who 

is primed by the animal tales to think about the revenge and the relationships between the 

assailant and the victim and between the weak and the strong, is a little southern white 

boy. The southern white people are in two new situations simultaneously in the post-Civil 

War period. They used to be the oppressor of the African-American people, and now they 
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are the losers in relation with the northern victor. The southern whites need to be forgiven 

and to forgive. The young southern is prompted to think about the future of the South. 

With Uncle Remus, Harris deals with this dual fate of the South. In the folk tales 

of the African-American people, Harris has to face the animosities of the black slaves 

against the white owners. In the collected tales, Harris cannot suppress the animosities of 

the people, but he can wish that the whites be caressed by the generous hands of the 

Uncle Remuses (Bone 137). Even if it is presumptuous for Harris to expect to alleviate 

the old anguish of the African-American people by appealing to their humanity, it is 

possible to say that one of Harris’s achievements concerning the African-American’s 

experience of slavery is that he preserves their life, anguish, and animosities against the 

whites in their own literary forms. By compiling simple and humorous tales of the black 

slaves, Harris admits the sufferings of the black slaves. He also recognizes the creativity 

of the African-American culture and makes the American literary culture embrace the 

African-American oral tradition as its part (Sundquist 356). As part of American literary 

tradition, the folk tales ceaselessly appeal to the Americans’ conscience. 

Harris also gives a message of forgiveness to the southern white people through 

Uncle Remus. To move on to the future, the South must forgive the victor North.6 Jesse 

Bier reads the tales of Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox as an allegory of the relationship of “the 

wily, unreconstructed South” and “the predatory North” (98). The old plantation myth 

which Harris expresses through Uncle Remus is an attempt to encourage the South to 

retrieve its self-confidence. As in “The Wonderful Tar-Baby Story,” the rabbit South can 

                                                 
6 Even before the Civil War, the South was the minority in the United States. Jesse T. Carpenter’s 
comprehensive research shows that the South was politically and economically getting weaker and weaker 
before the Civil War. And After the War, not until in 1885 did the southern politicians participate in the 
national administration (Hubbell 701). 
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find his way of life in the brier-patch. The southern white people still have a long way to 

go to solve the problem with the Tar-Baby of the African-Americans, but the brier-patch 

is their home ground. Through Brer Rabbit who laughs in the brier-patch, Harris 

expresses the confidence of the South in its own way of reconstructing the South.7  And 

through that confidence, he gives a vision of the reconciliation between the South and the 

North. He believes that reconciliation is the only way for “the natural progress of the 

country” beyond the sectional interests (Harris, Joel 64 - 65). To move on to the 

reconciliation, it is necessary for the South to forgive the North for its humiliating 

attitude toward the South. 

 Julia Collier Harris, the daughter-in-law of Joel Chandler Harris has written in the 

introduction to her book Joel Chandler Harris: Editor and Essayist about her purpose of 

publishing the book like this: 

 This was to present the author of the beloved negro tales in a role that ought to 

endear him more than ever to his fellow-southerners: that of a truthful, 

sympathetic interpreter of his section’s problems and aspirations, and of a leader 

who sought a way out of a narrow, bitter sectionalism into an enlightened and a 

neighborly attitude toward Americans of every race and section. (ix) 

Harris, the writer of Uncle Remus, is a mediator among the African-American people, the 

southern whites, and the northerners. As a regionalist, he loves his South and wishes it to 

                                                 
7A northern literary person James Russell Lowell once wrote to E. L. Godkin, editor of the New York 
Nation in 1868: “We can never reconstruct the South except through its own leading men, nor ever hope to 
have them on our side till we make it for their interest and compatible with their honor to be so” (Hubbell 
699). Even though some of the northern literary people realized the necessity to admit the South its 
autonomy in reconstruction, in reality the northern politicians were still meddling in the southern states’ 
politics when Harris was writing Uncle Remus. See one of his editorials in 1882: “It was a policy of 
lawlessness under the forms of law, of disenfrancisement [sic], robbery, oppression and fraud. It was a 
deliberate attempt to humiliate the people who had lost everything by the war, and it aroused passions on 
both sides that were unknown when the war was in actual progress” (Harris, Joel 64). 
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be prosperous. His sincere concerns about the South make him include not only the white 

people but also the emancipated African-American people in the New South. By 

preserving the black slaves’ folk tales as part of southern history, he embraces their 

subliminal anguish and animosities in the mainstream of American history. In addition, 

by creating the frame story of Uncle Remus and the little white boy, he examines the 

possibility of forgiveness between the races and the sections. Most of all, Harris will be 

remembered as a writer who made it possible for the African-American oral tradition to 

become an integral part of the American literary culture by publishing Uncle Remus 

series. 
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  Despite Debussy’s (1862-1918) insistence that his compositions should be 

played exactly as written, not as the performer wants to play them, there are different 

performing interpretations of his piano music.  It is the performer’s duty to determine 

the right performance practice for the compositions.  Debussy, through whom 20th-

century music was truly launched, deserves significant attention.  Two especially 

valuable sources—his autograph piano scores and his piano roll recordings—still 

remain to help us determine his intentions.  

Debussy’s original manuscripts of his piano scores give genuine insight into 

his conception of piano playing.  In addition, a compact disc reproduction of 

Debussy’s Welte-Mignon piano roll recordings of 1912, recently produced by Mr. 

Kenneth K. Caswell of Austin, Texas, offers a priceless glimpse of Debussy’s own 

performances.  I was able to obtain photocopies of Debussy’s piano manuscripts 
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from the Music Department of the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, study the 

composer’s recordings transferred from the Welte-Mignon reproducing piano rolls, 

and meet Mr. Caswell, who transferred Debussy’s piano-roll recordings to CD.  It 

has been most crucial for me to verify the accuracy of the roll-transferred recording, 

in order to know how much I could rely on the recording in examining Debussy’s 

actual playing.  Interviewing Mr. Caswell, seeing the instrument he used, and 

researching the references about the piano roll mechanism have given me confidence 

to rely on this recording as an authentic source. 

The recording reveals some divergences from the manuscripts.  My treatise 

will explain the piano roll mechanism, examine the musical differences between 

Debussy’s writing and playing, and seek to establish his true musical intentions in La 

Soirée dans Grenade and Children’s Corner.   

 
The piano music on this compact disc includes: 

Selections from Préludes, Book I  (1910) 
La Plus que lente (1910) 
La Soirée dans Grenade from Estampes (1903) 
Children’s Corner (1908) 
D’un cahier d’esquisses (1903). 
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Abstract 
 
Navigating the Sea of Information: Orienting and Empowering Student Research 
in Required Writing Courses 
 
This session describes interdisciplinary cooperation in a four-year university's 
information literacy program. 
 
Carol Leibiger, will discuss the current state of instruction in information literacy in first-
year English composition. At the University of South Dakota (USD), information literacy 
means finding, evaluating, and using information in a legal and ethical manner, a 
concept which is taught in first-year English composition and introductory speech 
communication classes. The assessment of information literacy occurs through an online 
examination, which students must pass by the end of the sophomore year. This 
presentation will also include a discussion of “lessons learned” and suggest additional 
ways that information literacy instruction could be effectively integrated, strengthened 
and assessed in a first-year composition course. 
 
, who teaches advanced writing, will discuss reinforcing and extending information 
literacy beyond first-year English composition.  When students pass the information 
literacy examination, they show only that they know the course content. Internalizing
applying the content, which involve higher level thinking, however, occur over time an
with ongoing practice. Without continuing direction, most advanced writing students opt 
to ask Jeeves or sink in Google rather than to sail to the library's on-line research 
databases. Nancy collaborated with Carol Leibiger and Steve Johnson on designing 
strategies to motivate students to use specialized data bases—and to find value in us
them for researching an issue in their intended careers. In addition, she addressed a 
related problem most students needed reading instruction to move beyond “one-
dimensional reading,” as John Bean terms it in Engaging Ideas.  Bean offers helpfu
strategies to "fish academic texts" to counter this one-dimensional vision.  This 
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presentation will also describe how Nancy translated Bean's strategies in her advanced 
writing classes and then evaluated their influence on students' exploratory and finished 
writing. That evaluation and students’ evaluations have prompted some revisions in her 
approach to reinforcing and extending information literacy beyond first-year English 
composition.  
 
Stephen Johnson, a librarian, is researching ways to market the library as the campus 
information hub and also to make USD's students more proficient in accessing journal 
articles, books and other information genres from approximately 150 online databases. 
More important, he wants to demystify the process from accessing information to 
reading research found in academic journals. He will show his strategies to emphasize 
how students should not perceive research as the exclusive "port" of college faculty 
members and that undergraduates have a profound role in the research process, 
particularly as they sail into a research-and-development and information-based 
economy. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we will be looking at the current technological developments in the area of 

weapon systems and specifically at how the new possibilities they offer support the just conduct of 

humanitarian interventions. We start by providing a definition for humanitarian intervention and 

argue that the developments in military technology mark a positive step towards protecting non-

combatants. The application of specific weapons, such as the non-lethal ones, plays a significant role in 

order to launch a successful, effective and with minimal casualties and side-effects humanitarian 

intervention. According to just war theory, the principles of distinction and proportionality are of great 

importance in underpinning a just operation. The first guarantees that civilians would not be the 

primary and direct target of the attack. The latter deals with cases where observing the principle of 

distinction is not fully possible. In this case, under the doctrine of double effect, any harm done against 

non-combatants must not be intended and the side-effects should always be in proportion with the 

importance of the target for the operation to be deemed successful. 

 

Keywords: humanitarian intervention, just war theory, protection of human rights, protection of 

civilians, non-lethal weapons. 
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1. Introduction - What constitutes a humanitarian intervention? 

The definition of humanitarian intervention, as well as the principles 

underpinning it, has significantly changed following the evolution in inter-state 

relationships. Military intervention is a political term, which reflects the public 

debates on relevant issues (Connaughton 1992:3, Lang 2003:1-9). The existing 

definitions (see below), sometimes brief and other times more extended, demonstrate 

the emphasis placed on protecting human rights. However, before presenting these 

definitions of humanitarian intervention, it is worth looking at how intervention itself 

is defined.  It is defined as “the insertion of external forces, often into zones of ongoing or 

potential conflict, to prevent the outbreak or spread of hostilities; or to resolve the situation to 

the advantage of a favored party; or more broadly to take advantage of the situation in order to 

acquire territory or influence” (Luttwak/Koehl 1998:309). Military intervention is usually 

characterized by sending troops to a sovereign country, contrary to the consent of its 

government: “military intervention is the use of armed troops to effect a change in the 

political system of a sovereign state without prior permission and without declaring war” 

(Lang 2002:3). 

In contrast, one way to characterize humanitarian intervention is in terms of “the 

proportionate transboundary help, including forcible help, provided by governments to 

individuals in another state who are being denied basic human rights and who themselves 

would be rationally willing to revolt against their oppressive government” (Tesón 1997:5). It 
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is worth noting that the repulsive acts of the government that violates its citizensʹ 

rights form the basis of the right to foreign states to intervene in order to put the 

situation under international control (Liakopoulos 2001:16). Humanitarian 

intervention has also been characterized as a state using force against another with the 

aim of terminating gross violations of human rights against its citizens (Farer 

1991:185). More specifically it can be characterized to as “the threat or use of force across 

state borders by a state (or group of states) aimed at preventing or ending widespread and 

grave violations of the fundamental human rights of individuals other than its own citizens, 

without the permission of the state within whose territory force is applied” (Holzgrefe 

2003:18). It has also been defined as “coercive interference in the internal affairs of a state, 

involving the use of armed force, with the purposes of addressing massive human rights 

violations or preventing widespread human suffering” (Welsh 2004:3). 

These definitions put humanitarian interventions in the right dimensions and 

provide a framework for debating about them. Furthermore, we can argue that 

humanitarian interventions, as a whole, represent a kind of pre-emptive war for the 

benefit of humanity. It is not an accident that in the vast majority of humanitarian 

interventions, the justification for the intervention and the grounds, on which it is 

legalized, relate to the fear of destabilizing peace and international security1. 

                                                 
1 Indicative is the fact that there is only one reference to the violation of international peace in the 
Resolutions adopted by the Security Council from 1990 onwards; this is in SC Resolution 660 (1990) 
with regards to Iraqʹs invasion into Kuwait. 
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We can, thus, deduce that humanitarian intervention is a form of pre-emptive war 

(conducted for the benefit of humanity as a whole), that aims at preventing or stopping grave 

and widespread violations of human rights with the use of military means, and that  occurs 

within the territory of a sovereign state, against which there are no territorial disputes - or 

disputes of any other kind – and, finally, aims to protect human rights and to establish  

international peace and security (Lekea 2005). As the emphasis of the definition cited 

above is placed on the protection of human rights as well as civilians, an issue of vital 

importance is the extent to which the principles of discrimination and proportionality 

can be applied (O’ Donovan/Torrance/Ford/Spinks/Tanner/Webster 2003: 1-63, 

Graham 2004: 54-74, 141-153, 251-262, 312-329, Maguire 2001: 19-100, Cook 2003:145-

154). 

The scope of this research is fully defined by the following questions: 

• How can we apply the principles of discrimination and proportionality in the 

context of humanitarian interventions? What is the role of International 

Humanitarian Law as far as the protection of  civilians is concerned? 

• How can the developments made in military technology mark a positive step 

towards protecting non-combatants? Surely, we can support the view that the 

application of specific weapons, such as the non-lethal ones, plays a significant 

role in order to launch a successful, effective and with minimal casualties and 
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side-effects humanitarian intervention. But, how can we use these new 

technologies in order to assure the best possible protection to civilians? 

 

2. The conduct of humanitarian intervention according to the just war 

theory. 

2.1 The principle of discrimination. 

According to the just war theory, two principles govern just war conduct: the 

principle of discrimination and the principle of proportionality. The principle of 

discrimination defines who and what we can justly attack in a war (Fotion 1996) or 

during the course of humanitarian intervention. It is immoral to deliberately kill non-

combatants who are ‘morally and technically innocent, that is, harmless’ (Mapel 

1996:67; Holmes 1989:104) and civilians’ lives should be protected in the best possible 

way. These ideas form the moral baseline of international legislation relating to war 

issues. It is, then, justifiable to attack the enemy’s armed forces and military targets 

such as military installations, military airfields and naval bases, military factories and 

munitions. Furthermore, some civilian targets such as railways, roads and bridges, 

can be destroyed if they have combatant functions, as long as the non-combatants are 

excluded from direct, intentional attack and their properties is not intentionally 
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harmed2. We should not, in any way, intentionally attack non-combatants3, medical 

personnel and equipment, either military or civilian4. 

The principle of distinction prohibits any direct attacks on non-combatants or 

their property; those who are not directly participating in the fighting are not to be 

targeted. In the context of humanitarian interventions, non-combatant immunity is 

what soul is for the body; let us not forget that amongst the fundamental reasons for 

launching a humanitarian intervention is protecting fundamental human rights and 

preventing widespread human suffering. This means that if the intervening forces 

harm civilians on purpose, then the humanitarian perspective of the operation is 

overlooked. 

In other words, any humanitarian intervention, to be meaningful, should 

concentrate on constantly adhering to the principle of distinction and in no case 

should civilians be the direct target of military acts. The protection of the civilians is 

also dictated by the International Humanitarian Law, so the soldiers are those who 

should take on the dangers of an armed conflict. The combatants must be willing to 

                                                 
2 Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, Articles 4, 27-34. 
Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions I, Article 52. The Geneva Conventions, as well as the 
Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions are available on-line from 
http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/WebCONVFULL?OpenView , accessed 5 July 2005; Internet. 
3 Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions. Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions I, 
Article 48. 
4 Geneva Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed 
Forces in the Field, Articles 19-21, 24-25. Convention (II) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the 
Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea, Articles 22-35. Protocol Additional 
to the Geneva Conventions I, Articles 12 and 23. 
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accept an increase in risk to their own safety in order to protect non-combatants and 

must also take every possible step to protect them. 

 

2.2 The principle of proportionality. 

However, it is almost inevitable not to harm civilians during the course of a war 

or a humanitarian intervention. No matter how much we try, civilians will be hurt 

and their properties may be damaged. That observation gives rise to the question of 

whether it is ever possible to launch a just humanitarian intervention. Within this 

context, the principle of proportionality is of central assessment of the conduct of war. 

The reason is that it looks into ways one should use for attacking the enemy. It is used 

to resolve issues such as how one should attack and what kind of weapons one might 

use in order to achieve the military objectives set without causing disproportional 

collateral damage (Schmitt 1992: 102), e.g. civilian casualties or damage to civilian 

objects. 

In non-clear-cut cases, where the enemy is surrounded by civilians, and there is a 

possibility of harming or killing non-combatants as a result of the military operation, 

the principle of double effect is invoked (Predelli 2004:16-26; Brown 2003:171-185, Lekea 
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2003:234) 5. A high-level approach to this principle-granted that on the battlefield 

things can go really complicated- is that if we are planning to perform an act that is 

likely to harm non-combatants, we proceed only if the following four conditions stand 

(Gross 2002:105; Johnson 1999:132-133; Regan 1996:95-96; Walzer 1984:153): 

 The act must be good in itself; it must be a legitimate act of war. 

 The direct effect must be morally acceptable (so, the target must be legitimate). 

 Any bad effect must not be intended. 

 The intended outcome must be proportional to the foreseen bad effect. This 

means that the good effect coming from the military achievement should 

outweigh any negative consequences of the attack. 

Even when the aforementioned conditions are met, still the foreseeable bad 

consequences must be eliminated as far as possible (Walzer 1984:155). 

It follows that the answer to whether it is ever possible to launch a just 

humanitarian intervention could be that both principles of discrimination and 

proportionality create the obligation for military commanders and other people 

involved in planning a specific military operation to think carefully about the results 

of the attack; civilians and their property should be protected in the best possible way. 

                                                 
5 The principle of double effect, the principles of discrimination and proportionality are sometimes 
overridden by military necessity. In that case, winning the battle is crucial (e.g. when the survival of the 
state is under serious threat or when there is an evident genocide threat). Yet, we will not discuss the 
issue of military necessity because it is clearly not the case here. For more information regarding this 
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It is never permissible to harm civilians and destroy non-military targets, except for 

when harm and destruction is accidental or not intended and proportional to the 

overall goal of the intervention. The logic of this would be that every effort has been 

taken not to harm non-combatants. The application of highly accurate weapons, the 

avoidance of using biological and chemical weapons or weapons of mass destruction 

that cannot discriminate between legitimate and illegitimate targets may provide an 

excuse for the collateral damage caused. 

 

3. Humanitarian intervention: some thoughts on strategic and tactical 

planning. 

We have already noticed that, as with war, during the course of a humanitarian 

intervention it is not always possible to take military actions without harming the 

civilian population. What happens, for example, when an intervention force is under 

attack from enemy armed troops, intentionally mixed with civilians? We expect that 

in such a case, the intervening troops should be able to respond in a dynamic way by 

the use of force, but without causing massive and uncontrollable casualties. How can 

military technology help us with situations like the above mentioned? 

                                                                                                                                                          
very important and much discussed issue, the reader is referred to Yoder (1996:27-29) and Christopher 
(1999:157-178). 
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Firstly, we need to look at all the alternative ways of launching the operation. In 

other words, if we accept that there is a possibility of non-combatants been injured or 

dead as a result of the humanitarian intervention, then we need to look for ways of 

launching the operation that will guarantee minimal losses. This would probably 

mean that the cost of the operation will go up. The intention of protecting non-

combatants can be expressed with adopting similar decisions at the tactical level, i.e. 

defense and attack methods. It can also be revealed by the prudent choice of weapons 

and forces that will be used. 

We also need to limit the scope of action of the intervention force to operations of 

a strictly military nature and, at the same time, prohibit the launch of operations 

against targets that are important to non-combatants. The destruction of a plant that is 

producing weapons used by the enemy is perfectly justifiable. The unintended 

collateral damage caused could be justified if every effort was made, so that civilians 

would be best protected or, if every effort was made to keep the harm at a minimum 

level (proportional to the benefits derived from the destruction of the plant). On the 

other hand, the destruction of electric power plants or water purification plants can 

not be justified, because their destruction causes serious problems to the civilians. It 

was stated that during the NATO campaign over Kosovo civilian targets were hit on 

purpose: industrial sites, economic and infrastructure installations and 

pharmaceutical plants (Colombus 1999:204-258). These kinds of attacks make non-
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combatants the indirect target which is not consistent with the principle of 

discrimination and it is also not permitted under International Humanitarian Law. 

 

4. An ethical use of military force: the role of law and technology. 

As a result of the continuous developments occurred in the military technology, 

nowadays intervening troops have a wide range of weapons (varying in capabilities 

and effectiveness) at their disposal during the course of military action. But are all the 

weapons appropriate for just and effective conduct of humanitarian interventions? 

According to International Humanitarian Law we can set out two general categories 

of illegal ways of fighting and illegal weapons: the mala in se means and the mala 

prohibita means (O’ Brien 1981:37). Their main difference is that mala in se means are 

always forbidden because of their inhumane consequences (Murphy/ Coleman 

1990:12). As an example, genocide is always considered to be a great violation of 

human rights and is illegal as it turns against the civilian population. The mala 

prohibita means may satisfy the principles of discrimination and proportionality 

(Halbrook 1994:4), but their use is also prohibited by international law (O’ Brien 

1981:55-62). This means that the use of weapons causing excessive pain or having 

indiscriminate effects on the civilian population is prohibited; these prohibitions are 

not based only on moral grounds, but are a part of international law referring to war 

conduct as well (Perrakis/Marouda 2001:303-544). 
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We will demonstrate that contemporary military technology allows for more just 

operations to be launched, compared with the past because of the high accuracy rate 

of new weapons. It is, therefore, worth analyzing the use and the limitations of these 

weapons, as well as how their use can guarantee the best result in accordance with the 

principles of discrimination and proportionality, on both moral and practical grounds. 

The factors that determine if certain types of weapons are suitable for use 

operationally in the launch of a humanitarian intervention are their destructibility 

rate, as well as their short- and long-term effects on both civilians and the 

environment. On these grounds, nuclear weapons are deemed to be unsuitable for use 

due to their high ‘destruction power’, the uncontrollable and long-term harm on non-

combatants and the environmental disaster they cause (Hutchinson 2004; U.S. 

Department of Defense 2004; Hashmi/Lee 2004). Because of these negative effects, 

nuclear weapons do not promote the well being of the citizens to the rescue of whom 

the operation is launched; on the contrary, the humanitarian aspect of the intervention 

is been undermined. Our approach to chemical and biological weapons should be 

similar (Marrs/Maynard/Sidell 1996; Lederberg 1999; U.S. Department of Defense 

2001). Any possible use of them in an operation would coin it unjust and would take 

any kind of humanitarian nature off, as they violate the principle of distinction of 

civilians and potential consequences could be disastrous on both civilians and the 

environment, making it almost impossible not to violate the principle of 
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proportionality as well (Krickus 1979:501; Butler, 2001:1-12.  U.S. Department of 

Defense 2001). 

As far as the conventional weapons are concerned, we accept that they can be 

used successfully in the course of a humanitarian intervention. The high degree of 

accuracy that the use of the latest fire control systems guarantees [by using the Global 

Positioning System technology and the possibilities offered by digital technology 

(Tsui 2000)] can be used against distinct military targets, keeping civilian losses to a 

minimum. With regards to choosing suitable weapons for the cases that the operation 

will be launched within the bounds of residential areas, there are two important 

factors: the type of the gun and missiles to be used. The use of rocket-firing guns with 

high firing power (mass firing of rockets) as a way of compensating for their reduced 

accuracy (Luttwak/Koehl 1998:52), causes extended damages and should be avoided if 

targets are in residential areas. We should, also, avoid cluster bombs, as well as land 

mines aiming at preventing the movements of hostile troops. Thus, even in the open 

battlefield, we could witness civilian casualties if they happen to cross the area where 

these weapons have been dispersed. 

Another weapon that, usually, has high power and scope are ballistic missiles 

(Stocker/Wiencek 2003:1-8, 35-71). The nature of a humanitarian intervention 

illustrates that we should not use weapons of that level of power during its course, 

except – maybe – against distinct military targets outside residential areas. In parallel, 
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another type of missile might see its use increasing in this type of conflicts. These are 

the cruise type missiles, which have the advantage of high targeting accuracy 

(Hura/McLeod 1993; Gormley 2001; NASA 1992; Wiggins 2000). However, these are, 

too, high-power missiles and should only be applied after sufficient consideration has 

been given to their use and only against distinct military targets. Their tactical and 

strategic use should be avoided against targets within residential areas, as it is very 

likely that civilians will get hurt (Zarchan 2002). Especially when their activation is 

done with time delay mechanisms, civilian casualties can not be estimated. Similarly, 

the use of mines, mine traps and any other type of traps involving explosives should 

be prohibited as well, even if minefields are well distinguished and the marking is 

clear. Incendiary weapons (such as bombs or grenades) should also be avoided, due to 

their uncontrolled consequences when used in residential areas, as well as a potential 

ecological disaster (Perrakis/Marouda 2001:379-387). 

“Smart weapons” is another type of weapons widely used, which – in theory at 

least – guarantee a high degree of accuracy when targeting and shooting (Alexander 

2003:81-84, 136, 201; Matthews 2001:7-14, 46, 66, 89, 121-122, 229-230; Cimbala 

2000:94); indeed, these weapons are much more accurate than the ones used in the 

past. In the cases, thus, of humanitarian interventions when there is a need of shooting 

at military targets, their use contributes to making the distinction between civilians 

and combatants easier. On the other hand, ‘smart weapons’ might fail for a number of 
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reasons: bad weather conditions, atmospheric disturbances, failure in constantly 

monitoring the target and, off course, human error [combat stress 

(Binneveld/Binneveld, 1998)], as well as malfunction of sensitive electronic appliances 

or guidance systems (Lutwakk/Koehl 1998:346). 

Nevertheless, ‘smart weapons’ mark a new era with respect to the past as far as 

accuracy of weapons is concerned. Their use in humanitarian interventions is 

recommended, when compared to, for example, freefall and cluster bombs. However, 

due to possible mistakes in targeting, if the military target is within the bounds of a 

residential area, it should be easily distinguishable from civilian targets. The same 

limitations should apply to guided weapons controlled by other methods (Ben-Asher/ 

Yaesh 1998; Mendenhall 1992), such as infrared radiation (Imaging Infrared and 

Thermal Imaging Sensors). 

 

5. Is non-lethal force an option? 

All weapon systems we looked at have one characteristic in common; the ability 

to take human lives. In contrast, a new category of weapons, under continuous 

development, does not demonstrate this feature. These are the non-lethal weapons, 

which can pre-empt, monitor, prevent or stop the use of lethal weapons, helping to 

reduce the numbers of human casualties (Lewer 1995:74). They are designed to 

disable military structures of the opponent (anti-material) as well as incapacitate 
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personnel (anti-personnel), without causing permanent injury and undesired damage 

to property and the environment (Altmann 2002:112-126). Their effects are, in their 

vast majority, reversible, as most non-lethal weapons do not destroy the systems or 

the resources of the opponent; they just render them temporarily useless to perform 

their operations (Truesdell 1996:12-13). 

The possibility that non-lethal weapons could be used in humanitarian 

operations gives rise to a very important issue: if, during the course of a war or an 

intervention there is the possibility of obtaining the same results without the need of 

making use of lethal weapons, then why should we not take advantage of it? Should 

the leaders of the operation not be held morally responsible if there was a possibility 

of obtaining the same results by the use of less destructive weapons and they did not 

explore it? What is the extent to which these weapons can form an alternative solution 

for use in a humanitarian intervention and how realistic this option is? 

The manufacturing and use of non-lethal weapons brings about a number of 

issues in the area of war ethics. Given the potential of non-lethal weapons, their 

introduction in the battlefield can be considered as the beginning for ‘humanizing’ 

war. It would then be irresponsible to ignore this option, introduced by technology. 

More specifically, in the case of humanitarian intervention, it seems that these 

weapons could realize the anticipation that interventions would cause as less 

casualties as possible. The right of civilians to life and to protection from adverse 
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consequences of the hostilities would be secured in the best possible way. Their use is 

thus closely related to the main idea underpinning humanitarian interventions, that 

there is no higher value than the value of human life. 

The ability to use non-lethal weapons in the course of humanitarian 

interventions would provide solutions for a number of issues raised by the principles 

of distinction and proportionality. Collateral damage would be kept to a minimum 

and the negative effects on the environment would be minimized if the use of non-

lethal weapons is adopted compared to the use of conventional weapons. The 

restoration of damages on buildings and plant units would definitely cost less money 

than building them from scratch, as there would be an option for fully, partially or not 

at all destroying the infrastructure of the opponent. The most important factor, 

however, is that with the use of non-lethal weapons the soldier can observe his moral 

obligation of not hurting non-combatants. Being able to avoid or minimize civilian 

deaths means that he can achieve his mission without violating the principle of 

distinction (Quille 2002:39-52, Burrows 2002: 99-111). 

Despite the potential benefits of non-lethal weapons, their use is not compulsory 

under International Humanitarian Law and states are not obliged to use non-lethal 

weapons prior to using conventional weapons. However, in the case of humanitarian 

interventions, since protecting civilians is crucial, it would be ideal if all possibilities 

of using non-lethal weapons are exhausted before using conventional ones. The 
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application of non-lethal weapons can not guarantee, of course, that there will be no 

escalation of the conflict and, consequently, the need to use more drastic means. The 

use of non-lethal weapons does not exclude the possibility of using conventional 

weapons when they do not produce the desired results. 

Non-lethal weapons could, for example, ideally be part of a graduated response 

based on minimum force. This idea is based on the parallel support of military units 

that are using non-lethal weapons from units using conventional weapons. The use of 

non-lethal weapons provides the unit with more response options and, at the same 

time, guarantees that all necessary precautions have been taken, not only for civilians, 

but even for the enemy soldiers –as they can be neutralized, instead of getting killed. 

In any case, we need to be very careful so as not to use non-lethal weapons into an 

immoral way for neutralizing the opponents and killing them easily later by using 

conventional weapons. 

Based on these observations, we can conclude that non-lethal weapons are not 

suitable for all cases, but they should be used where disproportionate and severe 

consequences are expected for non-combatants and where there is increased danger 

that civilian lives might be lost, e.g. when hostilities take place in residential areas 

(Glenn 2000). They could be used in cases where hostages are been held, when 

humanitarian aid to refugees should be protected, when the population of a country is 

within the boundaries of a war zone (as it was the case, for example, with Bosnia and 
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Somalia). Their use could, therefore, be incorporated in the conduct of humanitarian 

interventions and even be preferable over conventional weapons, since operations are 

usually launched in towns or close to residential areas. They can, also, play an 

important role in dealing with cases of public unrest or revolts (Truesdell 1996:21-22; 

Jussila 2002:87-98; Kappeler 1999). 

Because of the benefits from the use of non-lethal weapons, significant changes 

should be made to states’ strategic planning, so that their use in the battlefields can be 

extended. At the same time, issues regarding the legality of use of some types of non-

lethal weapons should be resolved. For example, the use of chemical and biological 

agents could potentially contravene the chemical and biological weapons’ arms 

control treaties (Dando 2002:167-181; Truesdell 1996:22-24). The use of laser weapons 

that can cause blindness to the enemy is also prohibited by international law 

(Perrakis/Marouda 2001:410-411). The same applies for weapons causing excessive 

injuries or indiscriminate effects to the enemy (see Appendix A). 

Some additional issues also need to be resolved concerning the capabilities of 

non-lethal weapons that directly relate to intensity of usage.  We need, thus, to 

investigate where the ‘turning point’ lies, the point up to which non-lethal weapons 

are indeed non-lethal weapons - as even they, under certain conditions, can be equally 

lethal as conventional weapons -even rubber bullets can cause death if fired from a 

short distance (Kenny 1999, Truesdell 1996:13). It follows from the above that we need 
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to define the point up to which we can speak only about causing “acceptable“ 

damages to the opponent (Coupland/Meddings 1999:407-410). We should keep in mind 

that the use of non-lethal weapons must be in accordance with treaties and 

international law and it must also be morally and ethically supportable. For example, 

an attack against enemy non-combatants which results in serious injuring and maim 

can be neither legally nor morally justified, even if it does not cause death because 

civilian population is always protected by international law against direct attack. 

A number of non-lethal weapons could have been used in cases like Somalia, 

Rwanda, Iraq, and Afghanistan or in other cases where the intervening forces have to 

fight against enemies who intentionally get mixed with civilians. As a result, an 

effective way of protecting of civilians is needed. The best solution for such cases is 

the use of weapons that disorientate the opponents, causing them temporary illness 

and making them incapable to resist. Similarly, electronic war and methods for 

causing malfunctions to the opponents’ vehicles and machinery allow for immediate 

deactivation of their military capabilities. All these cases, to be effective, call for 

immediate arrest of the opponents and seizure of their vehicles and machinery 

(Klaaren/Mitchell 1995:42-51). Of course, this can not happen when only air-forces 

carry out the operations without the participation of their ground counterparts. This 

was the case in the Kosovo operation as it was mostly about air-bombings, so non-

lethal weapons could not fit in that plan. On the other hand, if strategic planning 
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included ground operations, then the protection of civilians by the use of non-lethal 

weapons could have been ensured in those operations as well. 

In other words, it is not only the type of weapon that determines the just or 

unjust nature of the intervention, but also the decision, taken at a strategic and tactical 

level, about how the operation will be launched. Every type of weapon, thus, in order 

to be used effectively, will need to be combined with the necessary tactics, so that 

‘suitable’ weapons have the right application in a humanitarian intervention. The 

wrong choice of targets as well as any uncontrollable misuse of non-lethal weapons 

will result in terrible consequences, even if the weapons prove to be accurate. As 

mentioned above, non-lethal weapons can be equally lethal to conventional weapons, 

if misused or used in the wrong context. 

 

6. Concluding Remarks. 

Concluding, we can argue for the view that the progress occurred in the current 

military technology support our efforts to adhere to the principles of just war theory 

and the demands of International Humanitarian Law governing the conduct of just 

humanitarian interventions. The current weapon systems definitely reduce the 

possibility of civilians getting hurt compared to older conventional weapons, with the 

high target accuracy degrees they provide. At the same time, non-lethal weapons 
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open new possibilities for launching an operation that will observe the regulating 

principles of distinction and proportionality. 

It is vital that we adhere to these principles in the case of humanitarian 

intervention, where our attention focuses on protecting and respecting human rights 

(as violation of human rights forms the basis on which a humanitarian intervention is 

decided and launched). We need to keep reminding ourselves, however, that non-

lethal weapons do not always ‘remain’ non-lethal - we need to be extra cautious in 

terms of when, how and to what extent we will use them. They can not be used to 

‘legalize’ attacks against civilian targets that should not be under attack as they are 

protected by international legislation. Accepting this argument would also be a 

movement towards ‘legalizing’ the violation of the principles of distinction and 

proportionality. 

In summary, if we do accept that in the current turbulent world, humanity has 

developed part of the sensitivity that is required in order to launch operations with a 

humanitarian perspective, we ought to realize at the same time that this corresponds 

to the obligation for protecting civilians in the best possible way. It is clear that the 

way humanitarian interventions are currently launched is crucial as it will pave the 

way for future operations. It is very important that the latest technology –especially 

weapons with a high degree of precision-be employed in order to minimize civilian 

casualties. We would, then, be in a position to take advantage of the new features of 
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the current, lethal or not, weapon systems, so that the conduct of interventions would 

be just and the cost of the operations, measured in terms of civilian deaths, would be 

minimized. 
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APPENDIX A 

Name Place Date 
Instructions for the Government of Armies of the United 
States in the Field/Lieber Code 

Washington, D.C. 24 April 1863 

Declaration Renouncing the Use, in Time of War, of 
Explosive Projectiles Under 400 Grammes Weight 

Saint Petersburg 29 November/11 
December 1868 

Declaration (IV,2) concerning Asphyxiating Gases The Hague 29 July 1899 
Declaration (IV,3) concerning Expanding Bullets The Hague 29 July 1899 
Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of Asphyxiating, 
Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological 
Methods of Warfare 

Geneva 17 June 1925 

Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of 
the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field 

Geneva 12 August 1949 

Convention (II) for the Amelioration of the Condition of 
Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed 
Forces at Sea 

Geneva 12 August 1949 

Convention (III) relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of 
War 

Geneva 12 August 1949 

Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian 
Persons in Time of War 

Geneva 12 August 1949 

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, 
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) 
and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction 

London, Moscow 
and Washington 

10 April 1972 

Convention on the prohibition of military or any hostile 
use of environmental modification techniques 

Geneva 18 May 1977 

Protocol I Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of 
International Armed Conflicts 

Geneva 8 June 1977 

Protocol II Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of 
Non-International Armed Conflicts 

Geneva 8 June 1977 

Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of 
Certain Conventional Weapons Which May be Deemed 
to be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate 
Effects 

Geneva 10 October 1980 

Protocol on Non-Detectable Fragments (Protocol I) Geneva 10 October 1980 
Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of 
Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices (Protocol II) 

Geneva 10 October 1980 

Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of 
Incendiary Weapons (Protocol III) 

Geneva 10 October 1980 

Convention on the prohibition of the development, 
production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons and 
on their destruction 

Paris 13 January 1993 
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I. Setting the Stage 

In visual art1 and myth Mohini2 is depicted sensually. Her garments cling dangerously to 

her hips and breasts, threatening to fall away. Admirers are gathered at her feet, gazing in 

fascination, enchanted by her dance. She moves in close proximity to her audience: the threshold 

between her body and theirs seems fluid. An incarnation of the God Vishnu, Mohini is a 

personification of desire embodied in female form. 

Mohini Attam, the dance of Mohini, is the female “classical” dance form of Kerala, 

India.3 Mohini is usually translated from Sanskrit to English as “enchantress,” though the word 

could also be translated as “seductress.” Yattam translates from Malayalam4 as “dance.” In 

contemporary discourse Mohini Attam is always translated into English as “dance of the 

enchantress,” never “dance of the seductress.” In the contemporary avatar of Mohini Attam 

dance, the dancer is removed from the audience and her costume is fixed in place with many 

safety pins (see figure 1). The threshold between her body and the audience is clearly marked 

and defined.  

Mohini Attam dance has considerable popularity as a performance form and as an icon. 

In depictions found throughout contemporary Kerala, the Mohini Attam dancer is easily 

identified by her white costume with gold borders, gold jewelry, and distinctive hairstyle 

wrapped in jasmine flowers. The generic Mohini Attam dancer represents Kerala globally on the 

Internet and on tourist brochures marketing Kerala as a destination (see figure 2). She is also a 
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local symbol found in newspapers selling a variety of commodities and on billboards advertising 

everything from hair-oils to tires (see figure 3). According to my observations and to the 

testimonies of my informants during my fieldwork in Kerala from 2003-2004, the Mohini Attam 

dancer and the dance form are prominent symbols representing Keralites to themselves and the 

world. 

The histories of the dance form, all written in the 1970s, ‘80s and ‘90s tell the same 

general story (see Jones; Mussata; Radhika; Rele; Shivaji; Venu). The story goes something like 

this: The dance was first practiced in the courts or the temples.5 During this phase (from 

sometime in the 1700s into the 1800s) Mohini Attam was “pure” and “chaste.” At the end of the 

1800s and into the early 1900s the dance experienced a period of “decadence.” Dancers, we are 

told, fell into “immoral practices.” The form was outlawed in 1925. Then in the 1950s, after a 

few failed attempts at revitalization, the form was reborn and “cleansed.” Mohini Attam was 

resurrected and revitalized at Kerala Kalamandalam, the state academy for the performing arts. 

Today, the dance and dancer are said to represent “purity.” 6 What was once deemed an 

“abominable institution” (Iyer 67) is now considered the “epitome of feminine beauty” (Rele 

133). 

All of Mohini Attam’s historians gloss-over, or even fail to mention colonial presence in 

Kerala. It is difficult to surmise whether colonial presence is considered irrelevant or whether 

colonial influence is masked in an effort to construct the form as “authentic” and “classical.” In 

the history books, colonial influence is completely removed from the cycles of  “decadence” and 

“renaissance.” Yet, throughout the “decadence” and “renaissance,” colonial and indigenous legal 

discourses were reforming marriage customs, women’s dress and women’s dance practices 
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throughout the Indian subcontinent. It is impossible to imagine that Keralite women and Mohini 

Attam dance were isolated from these struggles. 

 Kerala is situated on the Southwest coast of the Indian subcontinent. In 1956 the Kerala 

state was formed as a geo-political entity from the princely provinces of Travancore, Cochin, and 

Malabar. The state is flanked on the East side by the Western Ghats, a large mountain range that 

separates Kerala from the rest of the Indian subcontinent. To the West lies the Indian Ocean. 

Travelers and traders have long known Kerala as a land rich in spices, pepper, and ivory. Foreign 

presence has been fairly continuous in Kerala from early times.7 Kerala was never isolated from 

world systems of trade and commerce. From 1498 onward the Portuguese, the Dutch and then 

finally the British vied for control of Kerala and its bounty. Each had a period of control over the 

area’s commerce. The clearest articulation of both economic and embodied forms of colonial 

hegemony occurred during the British period, beginning in the mid 1800s and officially finishing 

with Indian Independence in 1947. The start and finish of British control coincide with Mohini 

Attam’s so-called “decadence” and “renaissance.” 

 The repercussions of colonialism can be read in the history and practice of Mohini Attam 

dance. Instead of isolating Mohini Attam from colonial, local and global processes, it is possible 

to place Mohini Attam dance in a locus of body reformation as it was developing throughout 

India and in Europe. Parallel to the re-genesis of Mohini Attam dance, women’s bodies were 

reformed through changes in marriage custom and dress codes. These changes were 

implemented through a process of negotiation between colonial and indigenous bodily orders. 

The history of Mohini Attam is a history of changing moralities made corporeally and 

symbolically real through the everyday bodily practices of women. During the period of Mohini 

Attam’s “decadence” and subsequent outlaw the symbolic potency of the female body was 
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reshaped into dualistic moral categories of “chaste” versus “wanton.” The familiar Western trope 

of the “fallen” and “saved” woman is imbricated in the story of Mohini Attam dance.  

 Following the Comaroffs’ method of neomodern historical ethnography presented in their 

work, Ethnography and the Historical Imagination, this paper weaves together the discursive 

motifs of sexuality, dance and the colonized body. The objective of the Comaroffs’ historical 

ethnography is not to eschew essences and realities, rather it is to “show as cogently as possible 

how they are constructed; how realities become real, how essences become essential, how 

materialities materialize” (20). The Comaroffs are concerned with the “symbolic real:” the 

reified symbol that is constructed as reality (20). This paper seeks to explore the “symbolic real” 

of Mohini Attam as it has developed through historical process.  

 The Comaroffs situate constructions of the body at the center of their discussions of 

“symbolic realism” (20). They suggest that through examining bodily construction it is possible 

to understand cultural predicaments and processes. The collision of particular bodies with 

collectively constructed, socially accepted and/or imposed bodily practices, makes visible both 

norms and particularities. Regulations and hierarchies inscribed in and on bodies are in continual 

negotiation. Systems of body construction can be examined and teased apart. Immoral and/or 

unruly bodily practices serve to highlight perceived regularities.  

 The body is a site of transformation within a matrix of cultural rules and regulations. It is 

a location of symbolic constructs but also an active agent of symbolic construction: the vehicle 

of dialectic relationships between inner and outer worlds. Culture is inscribed upon the body, and 

simultaneously, culture is fabricated and manifests from within the body. Status, morality, 

sexuality, age, gender, health, and wealth can all be exhibited through and/or imprinted on the 

body. Bodies are a locus of contestation, negotiation and manifestation, modulated through 
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cultural processes that regulate eating, adornment and cleaning (to name a few, there are many 

others).  

 Dancing is an integral cultural process that regulates and is regulated by the body. Dance, 

as a constructed system of bodily discourse and practice, is a possible entry into the realm of the 

“symbolic real.” Dance is always deeply embedded within, and reflective of, macro and micro 

cultural and historical processes and practices. Dancing bodies are frequently viewed as unruly, 

wild, sexual and untamed, overflowing with excess (irrational, non-productive) movement. 

Mohini Attam dance is practiced and performed solely by women, placing it at the potentially 

“dangerous” junction of the female body with movement.  

 Women are a site of birth, death, blood and milk. Female bodies, like dancing bodies, are 

frequently marked as “unruly.” The female body is often constructed to require different cultural 

regulations than male bodies. As the Comaroffs state, “It is as if they threaten to ‘spill over’ into 

social space, breaching its order- in particular, the basic distinction between inside and outside, 

person and world” (74). Women bleed with menstruation, breasts swell and produce milk. 

Regulations of the female body are often intimately intertwined with cultural constructions of 

purity and pollution, sex and sexuality, marriage and motherhood. Female dancing bodies are 

doubly dangerous and doubly irrational. 

 Throughout the British period in India, female bodies were sites of continued contestation 

between colonial and indigenous regimes. The Comaroffs write, “Those who seek to forge 

empires, or to remake existing worlds, will try to impress themselves upon the physiques of their 

would-be subjects” (41). Colonialism worked from “the bottom up, through a careful reworking 

of the everyday environment” and through reforming the everyday body (293). Why should the 

body be the locus of hegemonic transformation? The body is collective and personal, fluid and 
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static: a perfect medium for the transformation of consciousness. The special symbolic and 

material potency of the female dancing body was essential to the project of hegemonic reform.  

 The Comaroffs postulate that colonialism “was not a one-sided affair- British imperialists 

were actively engaged in transforming their own society as well… Cultural colonialism, in short, 

was also a reflexive process whereby “others” abroad, the objects of the civilizing mission, were 

put to the purposes of reconstructing the “other” back home” (293). Each reflected the “other” in 

a system of symbolic comparison.  

 The standardization of marriage and female dress was crucial in the attempt to establish 

an ideology of Victorian morality. In India, (as in South Africa, described by the Comaroffs), 

bodily reform and imperialist ideology were mutually construed. “Carefully disinterred and read 

anew, the evidence suggests that colonialism itself, and especially colonial evangelism, played a 

vital part in the formation of modern domesticity both in Britain and overseas; that each became 

a model for, a mirror image of, the “other”…” (267).  If, in colonial discourse, Africa 

represented all things “wild,” “untamed,” and “black,” India represented sensuality and 

sexuality, a dusky twilight continent. India was a land of sacred prostitutes, veiled seductresses 

and licentious vice, a fertile ground for missionaries to spread morality and for capitalist 

entrepreneurs to extract profit. The two discourses of profit (taking value) and preaching (giving 

morality) were mutually supporting. Profit, property and preaching met on the corporeal fabric of 

the female form: the trope of the prostitute took center stage as the most unruly of female bodies.  

 

II. Dancing “Decadence” 

 The Cochin Tribes and Castes Volumes I and II (1912) by L.K. Anantha Krishna Iyer 8 

was commissioned by the Government of Cochin (in Kerala) and published in London. A rare 
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description of Mohini Attam dance is found in Volume II. 9 Iyer’s chronicle of the dance form 

comes from the so-called period of “decadence,” just prior to the outlaw of Mohini Attam in 

1925. The account is in a chapter on the Nayar caste of Kerala.10 Iyer writes: 

 
 Mohini Attam: This is an institution, very much like the nautch of the East Coast. A 
 leader obtains the service of two or three young girls of low birth and trains them for the 
 performance. He takes the girls from house to house, gets a paltry allowance for each 
 day’s performance, and thus makes a living. The performance is usually acted at night, 
 when the girls, dressed in the gaudy attire, are led by the leader in an amorous dance.  
 
 This is an abominable institution, and the women who are thus rented out are looked 
 upon with contempt. It must be noted that they live separately having little or nothing 
 common with the other classes [of Nayar] and that the institution is dying a silent and 
 natural death (66-67). 
 
But Mohini Attam did not die a “natural death.” Today Mohini Attam is in full blossom. Tens of 

thousands of Keralite girls and women practice and perform it daily. The performances of 

Mohini Attam by Kerala’s best young dancers at the State Youth Festival are greatly anticipated. 

Performances by famous Mohini Attam dancers are shown extensively on television networks. 

How can the “abominable institution” described by Iyer in 1912 be understood in relation to 

Mohini Attam’s present avatar? Iyer’s description is sparse. However, drawing on interviews, 

ethnographies and colonial texts, it is possible to locate Mohini Attam in wider historic cultural, 

material and symbolic trends. It is possible to resituate Mohini Attam in everyday practices. 

 Iyer opens his description stating, “This is an institution very much like the nautch of the 

East Coast.” Nautch is an anglicized version of the various Indian language terms for “dance” 

that share the Sanskrit root nac. The appearance of this word in the record of Mohini Attam is 

not neutral. In colonial records, the terms “nautch woman,” “dancing girl,” “temple prostitute” 

and “devadasi” 11 were used as interchangeable taxonomic glosses for various communities of 

women including aradhins, bhavins, bugms, jogatins, kalavants, kasbins, muralis, maikins, 
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basavis, and sanis (Parker 567). All these dancing women were invariably conceived as 

prostitutes. 

 Dancers, known under a variety of regional names, and having a variety of customs, 

traditions, duties, and statuses were a socio-cultural entity throughout much of the Indian 

subcontinent. Ethnographic records show that many of these women were “ever-auspicious” 

(nityasumanagli) and were ritually married to a God. These women engaged in highly codified 

sexual relations with upper-caste males and were treated with considerable respect by their 

communities (see Marglin; Kersenboom-Story et. al.). These women were not concubines or 

prostitutes in the western European sense. Yet, for colonial administrators, that which was not 

“chaste” automatically required categorization as “wanton.” British-trained Indian administrators 

eventually adopted this attitude: dancing women, of various ritual and professional statuses 

became de facto prostitutes. 

 Michel Foucault writes in The History of Sexuality, Volume I, “the exercise of power has 

always been formulated in terms of law” (87). Legal struggles (attempts to control and theorize 

seemingly unruly bodies) can expose perceived norms and orders. “Historians, following Michel 

Foucault’s lead, have shown that the campaigns against oanism, prostitution, venereal disease, 

illegitimacy and bastardy, and sexual inversion all spoke about what they opposed” (Sigel 12). 

Throughout India, acceptance and resistance to the Victorian sexual code was expressed through 

a series of struggles concerning the status of “dancing girls” in legal cases from around 1800-

1946 (Parker 567).  

Questions concerning the “dancing girls” (sometimes ritual) occupations were at center 

of these court cases. While the record remains jumbled it is clear that colonial state legal systems 

were unable to coherently theorize a discourse that could easily categorize the “dancing girls.” 
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Did they constitute a formal caste or a simple profession? Were they prostitutes, temple servants, 

slaves, women fallen from a previously chaste practice or women preyed upon by an evil 

licentious cult? The imposed colonial framework, (a framework later adopted by Indian elites), 

was unable to categorize women whose status defied the dualistic taxonomic system of 

“married” versus “prostitute.” Given this background, Iyer’s equation of Mohini Attam with 

nautch dance becomes clear: Mohini Attam was lumped with other female dance practices as 

inherently illicit.  

 Iyer’s categorization of Mohini Attam as “nautch dance” is potentially situated in a 

supra-regional context. During the Victorian period the “problem” of prostitution was at the 

forefront of social reform efforts. While “common prostitutes” walked the streets of London, 

“chaste” wives were corralled in the private domestic sphere of the home. The stages of France 

and England mirrored these dualistic constructions of the female form. From the 1860s onwards, 

women on stages in Europe were presented as either ethereal and chaste (the sylph), or 

voluptuous and wild (the gypsy). During the same period La Bayadere, a ballet about an Indian 

“temple prostitute,” was received with huge accolades. On Western stages the demand for leg-

show and bodily exposure increased towards the end of the 19th century, as did a bourgeois 

concern with morality. Throughout the Empire, the British encountered women who fit their 

projected mold of the exotic (dancing) woman, yet defied simple binaries of “chaste” versus 

“wanton.” Fetishistic descriptions of “temple prostitutes” abound throughout colonial literature 

and memoirs (see Burton; Short). 
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III. Polyandrous or Prostitutes? 

Iyer’s description of Mohini Attam can be supplemented with Jones’ 1969 ethnography 

of the dance. To compile her record Jones, an American scholar, interviewed dancers who 

performed the dance during the period of so-called “decadence.” Jones, like Iyer, describes 

Mohini Attam dancers as “invariably from the Nayar community” (13). Today Mohini Attam is 

not restricted to a Nayar practice, the “classical” form is performed and learned by girls who can 

afford private lessons or are able to gain admission to Kerala Kalamandalam, the state academy 

for the performing arts. The form was removed from the Nayar community during its 

reformation. There is a socio-cultural disjunction between the former practice and the 

contemporary form. 

Historically the Nayars were the cultivating class of Kerala, but also comprised the 

military for princely provinces and local feudal lords. Nayars were among the higher-castes of 

Kerala and received considerable respect. Nayar families often administrated or owned large 

tracks of land. By 1912 Nayar women and Nayar marriage practices were the subject of legal 

controversy. According to early ethnographies and oral accounts, the Nayar community was 

organized into taravads. The taravad cohabited, with as many as fifty members, all related 

through the maternal line, living together in a large complex. All property was collectively 

owned by the taravad. The women of the taravad practiced polyandry and claimed all children 

from their relationships for the taravad (Nair 151-152). When Iyer wrote his account of Mohini 

Attam in 1912 polyandry and matrilineal inheritance were declining. Mohini Attam, it seems, 

was intertwined with these systems of social reproduction. According to Jones’ account “The 

accepted practice of polyandry among Nayars made it not unnatural that a Nayar lady of a good 

but impoverished family might well seek a wealthy husband, even a temporary one, by 
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undertaking the profession of Mohini Attam dancer” (13). When Iyer wrote in 1912 that Mohini 

Attam, “…is an abominable institution, and the women who are thus rented out are looked upon 

with contempt,” his comment must be understood in the climate of polyandry reform. Were they 

“rented out” or were they simply acting within the system of polyandry? 

Polyandry was an inverse of ideals of British Victorian marriage, that is, a single 

protecting husband attached through contract to a single dutiful wife. Practices of polyandry in 

Kerala attracted considerable attention from colonialist missionaries and bureaucrats. Polyandry 

and matrilineal inheritance became vital areas for economic and social reforms. Missionary texts 

espouse moral condemnation of the Nayar marriage practices. For example, in his first book, The 

Land of Charity (1871), Reverend Mateer reported to London Missionary Society:  

The Nayar customs with respect to marriage are of a most singular and licentious 
 character…. The woman is at liberty to dismiss the man, or the man to dismiss the 
 woman on very easy terms…it was common for Nayar females, while residing in  their 
 brother’s house, to receive more than one visitor of the male sex, nor is this 
 altogether unknown at present day. The monstrous custom of polyandry, or of one 
 woman having several husbands, is sometimes practiced in Travancore by carpenters, 
 stonemasons, and individuals of other castes (37). 
 

In his second book, Native Life in Travancore (1883), Mateer writes, “Nayar customs admit of 

no real marriage- nothing in fact, that can rightly be called marriage, the trivial bond being 

dissolvable with a word as the will and pleasure of either partner” (172). While earlier colonial 

traders and administrators, Buchanon and Burton for instance, had commented on the system of 

polyandry with a fetishistic glee, Christian missionaries had an explicitly negative view of non-

monogamous marriage. 

The practice of polyandry proved to Victorian missionaries that the people of Kerala 

were inherently uncivil and sexually perverse. “Such loose customs respecting marriage are only 

suited to semi-civilized races, whose ideas of the sacred bond have not risen above that of the 
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association of the lower animals” (Mateer Native Life 178). The various forms of polyandry and 

polygamy practiced in Kerala could not match Victorian hegemonies of marriage. “Under the 

Marumakkatayam [matrilineal descent] system of law there is marked absence of the peculiar 

advantages and benefits of true marriage and of family privileges which men highly and justly 

prize” (Mateer Native Life 179).  

During the mid 1800s into the early 1900s, Nayar men, bolstered by colonial 

administrators were able to concentrate their landholdings and appropriate larger earnings from 

rent-paying cultivators, the system of matrilineal inherence entered into legal discourse (Nair 

153). In 1869 a judgment of the High Court stated that the Nayar system of polyandry was,  

… in truth no marriage, but a state of concubinage into which a woman enters of her own 
 choice and is at liberty to change which and as often as she pleases. From its very nature 
 then it might be inferred as probable that the woman remained with her family and was 
 visited by the man of her choice (qtd. in Kodoth 365). 
 
Nationalistic elite Nayar males schooled at British academies began to see the matrilineal system 

as faulty. In the mid and late 1800s, a large number of Nayar men had become administrators in 

the British colonial bureaucracy. These men were engaged in waged-labor, yet their earnings 

were the communal property of the taravad (Nair 153). These men, embarrassed by the system of 

polyandry, and seeing the potential economic benefit of a nuclear family, desired a shift towards 

monogamous matrimony and patrilineal inheritance of property.  

To presume that women’s sexuality was not highly moderated and constructed in the 

system of polyandry and matrilineal inheritance would be naïve. However, through a series of 

laws (the Nayar Marriage Reform Acts), polyandrous women were transformed, through legal 

discourse, into concubines. Matrilineal inheritance was outlawed. A Nayar man lamented in an 

1896 court case, “Our wives are concubines, our children are bastards in a court of law” (Kodoth 

371). From the “bottom up” the hegemony of the nuclear family was instated: the trope of the 
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prostitute emerged in relation to polyandrous women. In one court case an explicit connection 

between Nayar polyandry and illicit dancing women was made. Changalath Kunji Raman Menon 

testified that the system of polyandry “put the Sudra [Nayar] women on par with dancing girls of 

the East Coast” (qtd in Nair 164). The equation of all polyandrous Nayar women to prostitutes 

was explicit. Polyandrous Nayar Mohini Attam dancers (as is evidenced by Iyer’s chronicle) 

were exceptionally immoral.  

The Nayar Marriage Reform Acts, beginning at the turn of the 19th century and 

intensifying into the 1920s and 30s, completely changed the system of matrilineal inheritance, 

polyandry and the custom of joint families (taravads). A new legal institution of monogamous 

heterosexual marriage was instituted along with patrilineal inheritance and a nuclear family 

arrangement. The dancing female body was intimately imbricated with these reform processes. 

During the 1920s, synchronous with the final Nayar Marriage Reform Acts, a law was 

implemented banning the practice of Mohini Attam dance.  

 

IV. Colonial Cover-ups 

What details can be drawn from Iyer’s description of the dance performance? He tells us, 

“The performance is usually acted at night, when the girls, dressed in the gaudy attire, are led by 

the leader in an amorous dance.” Jones’ description of historical Mohini Attam performance, 

gleaned from interviews with old Mohini Attam dancers, articulates with Iyers’ description. 

Mohini Attam was performed at night. The dancers wore elaborate costuming and jewelry. But 

what did they wear? In 1912 Keralite women’s dress was in a process of reform. Most women in 

Kerala did not cover their breasts. For colonialists, the uncovered breasts of Keralite women 
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could demonstrate their innocent sexuality and/or debasement, while at the same time illustrate 

the refinement and moral superiority of Victorian female dress and bodily containment.  

 Again the trope of the prostitute was invoked. Breasts, for Victorians, were a source of 

shame and an indication of exposed sexuality to be found only in lower class prostitutes (unruly 

women) at home. Many drawings from the era depict London’s prostitutes with exposed breasts. 

The London Journal of Flora Tristan, written in 1842 contains this description of prostitutes, 

“Half-dressed, some of them naked to the waist, they were a revolting sight” (qtd. in Fisher xxiv-

xxv). Compare the description of London’s prostitutes with the description of Kerala Court 

women, written in 1847 by the colonial adventurer Burton: “Their toilette, in all save the 

ornamental part of the rings and necklaces, was decidedly scanty. It was the same described by 

old Capt. Hamilton, who, when introduced to the Court of the Zamorin [in Kerala] observed that 

the queen and her daughters were all ‘naked above the waist and barefooted’” (179). Burton was 

fascinated, not revolted by the women’s exposed breasts.  

 This fetishistic gaze transformed to a moral vision of reform as colonialism intensified 

and seeped from the commercial sphere into the moral sphere (and then back again). Women’s 

uncovered breasts became a project of reform for Christian missionaries. The equation with 

nakedness and immorality was fixed in the minds of the colonialists. Covering and transforming 

the female body (creating textile barriers between the body and the environment) was intimately 

woven into the “civilizing mission.” For Christian missionaries it was a duty to cover offending 

body parts, thus saving Keralite women from shame and degradation.  

 The quest for dress reform became intertwined with caste politics in Kerala. Reverend 

Mateer, a Christian missionary in Kerala, wrote that high-cast Nayar women were “in the manner 

of leaving their bosoms uncovered though they had a right to cover their breasts if they chose” 
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(Native Life 112). Lower-caste women, he reports, were required by law to leave their breasts 

uncovered at all times (Native Life 200). In the colonial encounter two highly constructed and 

regulated systems of body-lore came into confrontation. The site of this confrontation was 

women’s bodies. 

In Kerala extremely strict caste regulations are recorded in historical records from early 

times. Clothing was a symbol of caste status and different castes were expected to maintain 

different clothing styles. While it does not seem that breasts were a source of shame or 

embarrassment for Keralite women, strict regulations concerning breast-coverings, status and 

etiquette was enforced. Proper manners required women to leave their breasts uncovered before 

older or higher caste men and women. A project of the Christian missionaries in Kerala was to 

cover the breasts of low-caste female converts and eventually (as found today) to cover the 

breasts of all women.  

Christian missionaries converted many low-caste women. After conversion to 

Christianity low-caste women were required to wear a breast-cloth. The practice of the low-caste 

Christian converts covering their breasts became a site of discord. Christian missionaries saw the 

uncovered breasts as unruly while high-caste Keralites saw the covered breasts as unruly. Several 

riots and disturbances ensued. Low-caste women wearing breast covers were attacked and 

beaten. 

The project of dress reform must be understood within the development of a cash-based 

economy, the move towards capitalism and the creation of a colonial market economy. In 

Kudoth’s article concerning dress reform in Kerala titled “Courting Legitimacy or 

Delegitimizing Custom?” she writes, “Changes in dress become the tokens of much wider social 

economic and political changes. Particularly significant was the functional alliance suggested 
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[…] between the economic potential for imperial industry from the demand for cloth and the 

civilizing mission” (349). Requiring a breast-cover for moral reasons articulated nicely with the 

Imperial cloth market. As reported by Reverend Mateer, cotton did not grow easily in Kerala. 

Cotton cloth fetched high prices throughout Kerala as only coarse cloth was produced in the 

region. All cotton was imported to Kerala via Britain. Breast-cover reforms increased the 

demand for British manufactured cotton.  

A drawing in Reverend Mateer’s book The Land of Charity shows a Keralite woman 

making lace and cloth (see figure 4), a symbol of her transformation into a moral woman. He 

writes of his new Christian converts, “Many of the women are well educated, and trained to 

habits of refinement and comfort… A number have learnt to work embroidery or beautiful lace” 

(305-06). To Christian missionaries cloth covered the unruly body, neutralizing its innate 

sensuality. Cloth enacted both a symbolic and corporeal reform. Teaching women to make lace 

confined their labor to the inner sphere of domesticity. Prior to Christian colonialism, women 

from all but the highest Brahmin castes had worked in the rice paddy fields. Now, the female 

body was regulated and towards a bourgeoisie European model of womanhood and domesticity. 

Likewise, in England the reform of a prostitute frequently rested on providing her with 

“suitable clothing” and teaching her to sew. While the two projects, clothing the Victorian 

prostitute and covering the breasts of Keralite women, were not explicitly linked, it is imperative 

that the bodies of prostitutes in England and lower-caste women in Kerala were constructed as 

having similar (unruly) practices. Low-caste women in Kerala, “suffered from evil habits of 

thieving, sensuality, drunkenness and vice…. Are likely uncleanly. They rarely bathe or wash 

their clothes” (Mateer Travancore 207-08). Likewise prostitutes in England were diseased, 

lacked water and soap and were prone to criminal activity. An article in the London Daily News, 
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July 2nd 1864 described London’s prostitutes as having “no access to the sleeping rooms until a 

fixed hour at night; water is scanty, and soap and towels are costly” (qtd in Fisher 88). Unruly 

women England and in Kerala required reformation through projects intimately related to bodily 

transformation. These projects included teaching women to sew and launder clothing, and to 

reform their dress and washing habits. These reform projects worked to contain inside/outside 

barriers, reshaping the symbolic and corporeal source of “shame” and “debasement.”  

So how were the Mohini Attam dancers of Iyer’s chronicle dressed? According his 1912 

account, “among the Nayar only prostitutes cover the breasts” (Iyer 100). This presents a strange 

conundrum, pointing to the contradiction of colliding systems of bodily construction. If the 

Mohini Attam dancer covered her breasts she was a prostitute according to Nayar standards. If 

she did not cover her breasts she was a prostitute according to colonial standards. Here was the 

double bind: potentially, she was a prostitute if she did and a prostitute if she didn’t.  

 

IV. Mohini’s Moves 

In 1912 Iyer described Mohini Attam as an “amorous dance.” The contemporary 

repertoire of Mohini Attam is based entirely on the emotion of sringhara (love). The stylized 

sringhara of the contemporary form seems to correlate with Iyer’s description. However, the 

“amorous dance” of the past may not correspond with the “amorous dance” in its present form. 

Mohini Attam dance was revitalized and recreated after it was institutionalized at Kerala 

Kalamandalam. In the revitalization project, Mohini Attam was reconstructed from the living 

repertoires of two elderly women (Chinnammu Amma and Kunjukutti Amma) who were brought 

to Kalamandalam as Mohini Attam teachers. These women, who were then in their eighties, had 

not danced for many years. The “traditional repertoire,” remembered by Chinnammu Amma and 
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Kunjukutti Amma,12 practiced before the time of outlaw, was radically edited and reformed. 

Dances listed in their “former repertoire” include a chollkettu, a jatisvaram, several varnam 

compositions, and several padams. (Jones 35-37; Rele 79-84). All of these genres of dance types, 

chollkettu, varnam, padam, and jatiswaram, are practiced and performed by students and teachers 

in the current reconstructed (State sanctioned) repertoire at Kerala Kalamandalam.  

 There are other dances listed in the “traditional repertoire” that are no longer alive in the 

contemporary repertoire. The “Mukkutti item,” the “Candanam item,” “Mughlai vesam,” “Esal,” 

and “Poli kali,” are listed in the archives as dances “remembered” by these elderly women (Jones 

35-37; Rele 116). In the archives, Mukkutti and Candanam are given special attention due to a 

practice of audience-participation present in these choreographies: the dancers had bodily contact 

with the (male) audience (Jones 35; Rele 116; Venu 35). While listed in the archive, these dances 

are missing from the contemporary repertoire of Mohini Attam practice. Were these dances 

forgotten, edited from the repertoire, or simply not reconstructed? The archive lists a presence of 

dances missing from the contemporary practice. These “missing dances” allow an entry into the 

fabric of the “symbolic real” as it unfolds in historical process. 

 Satyabhama-teacher, who I interviewed in Kerala in 2003, constructed most of the 

current Kalamandalam Mohini Attam repertoire in the 1960s and ‘70s. Unlike the generation of 

dancers before her, Satyabhama is not from a Nayar family. She never performed Mohini Attam 

outside the context of its institutionalized avatar. She did not perform the form in the context 

associated with Nayar polyandry or prostitution. She began her training in Mohini Attam in the 

1950s and bridges gaps between the “old” and “new” repertoires. Satyabhama, inspired to learn 

dance from watching Hindi films, went to Kalamandalam for lessons in Mohini Attam from 

Chinammu Amma. When Satyabhama first went to Kalamandalam many of the villagers living 
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near her home were scandalized that she aspired to learn the dance form. Satyabhama told me 

that when she went to learn Mohini Attam, her teacher, Chinnammu Amma “had forgotten most 

of what she had learned in her youth.”13 

 After becoming the head of the dance faculty at Kalamandalam, Satyabhama structured 

the pedagogy, standardized the aduvus (dance movements), choreographed many compositions, 

and changed the hairstyle and costume for the dance form.14 It is this new style of hair coiffure 

and costume that is seen throughout Kerala on billboards and in tourist brochures representing 

Kerala globally. In an interview, Satyabhama related that she used movements from Kai 

Kothikali (a regional women’s “folk” dance) and Kathakali (a “classical” dance/drama style of 

Kerala) to augment the limited vocabulary of movement available to her from her teacher’s 

repertoire.15 

 While Satyabhama choreographed many padam, jatiswaram, and varnam compositions, 

there was no effort to (re)construct the now “missing” Mukkutti or Candanam dance pieces.16 

Just as Mohini Attam was on the brink of “extinction” it was removed from Nayar practice and 

institutionalized at Kalamandalam. Mohini Attam received support from the Kerala government 

and became a “classical” dance form. With the process of classicization came a constructed 

history, the label of lasya (feminine), and a symbolic value of “purity.” Like marriage and dress, 

the embodied repertoire of Mohini Attam was reformed: Mukkuti and Candanam were edited. 

Descriptions of the now “missing” Mukkutti and Candanam dances recorded in the 

history books are relevant because they highlight the female body as unruly, trespassing 

proxemic divisions between male and female in a public venue (see Jones, Venu and Rele). Rele, 

a Mumbai based scholar who interviewed the elderly “traditional” Mohini Attam dancers, writes, 

for instance: 
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And since the stress was to please the audience, notorious scenes like the “search of the 
nose ring” [Mukkutti] were created. The nose-ring of the dancer is lost and in the process 
of searching for it, the dancer would subject the men in the audience to a search. The men 
were fully satisfied with their being searched by a young beautiful girl. Even of greater 
vulgarity was the scene of Kalabham pusal [also called Candanam]. Here the nayika 
[heroine] is being adorned by her sakhi [friend] for a meeting with the lover… from the 
action it is very clear that the sakhi was anointing the entire anatomy of the nayika with 
sandal past and gradually this was the only item for which the audiences waited. (116) 

 
After the Candanam dance the dancer would make her way through the audience anointing the 

(male) patrons with sandal paste. From the negative tone Rele’s 1992 record, it is clear that, in 

retrospect, the Mohini Attam dancers are considered unruly and immoral. These “missing” 

dances trespass the boundaries of self and other, male and female, inside and outside. 

  In 1912, according to Iyer, “the institution was dying a silent and natural death” (66-67). 

But Mohini Attam did not “die a natural death.” It was resurrected and revitalized and is now a 

prominent symbol of Kerala and its women. Today the Mohini Attam dancer performs far from 

the audience, on stage under lights. Her breasts are covered and she does not practice polyandry. 

She has been reborn as the symbolic and corporeal ideal of woman: “the epitome of feminine 

beauty and of course enchanting charm” (Rele 133).  

 

V. Mohini Attam’s Multiple Meanings 

 Was the reconstruction of Mohini Attam simply a nationalist project? The argument can 

be easily made that Mohini Attam was recreated as a State project to create a unified Keralite 

identity. Certainly Mohini Attam’s resurrection coincided with the creation of Kerala within the 

new Indian nation-state. The uniforms worn by students of Mohini Attam at Kalamandalam are 

made from the colors of the Indian flag. This, in itself, is evidence of the nationalist sentiment 

now attached to Mohini Attam. It may also be argued that, for patriotic reasons, Kerala required 

a “classical” dance form on par with the famous (reconstructed) Bharatanatyam from 
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neighboring Tamil Nadu. While these explanations may be valid, in order for a dance practice to 

be deeply installed as a symbol of identity a layer of complexity must be added: people must find 

the practice meaningful, both symbolically and kinesthetically. 

The project of “rescuing” Mohini Attam from a “silent and natural death” might be 

understood as an attempt by women to reclaim Keralite femininity in the post-colonial period. 

Throughout the colonial project women’s bodies were shaped and reconfigured, breasts were 

covered, polyandry was outlawed and temple dance traditions were banned as prostitution. In 

Kerala women lost control of inheritable property. During the immense social and cultural shifts 

of the colonial period women were at the center of internal and external, inscribed and ascribed, 

hegemonic bodily reform.  

In 1912 Iyer wrote that a male leader taught the dance. Jones identifies this figure as the 

nattuvan (dance teacher/troupe leader). In the contemporary form of Mohini Attam there is no 

male nattuvan. This is a crucial disjunction between the contemporary form and the historical 

practice. Unlike in its past form, where Mohinyattam was “owned” by a male nattuvan who 

taught and presented the form, contemporary Mohini Attam is a practice of dance that is owned, 

taught and performed only by women. Other “classical” Indian dance forms, such as 

Bharatanatyam and Odissi are taught and performed by both men and women. Often men are the 

most respected teachers of these other “classical” dance forms. This is not the case for Mohini 

Attam dance. Contemporary Mohini Attam dance is owned, taught and performed by women.  

All of the dancers with whom I spoke during my fieldwork from 2003-2004 considered 

the contemporary form of Mohini Attam to be empowering. All of these women and girls 

uniformly spoke of their deep attachment to the dance. Today there is no shame attached to being 

a Mohini Attam dancer. Performing Mohini Attam may actually increase a woman’s status in her 
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community. Contemporary dancers do not seem pre-occupied by the form’s history. Most 

dancers are more interested in actually dancing Mohini Attam than talking about it. Most of my 

teachers were uninterested in interviews, but would show me dances they choreographed and in 

many cases teach them to me. The movement practice holds considerable meaning for these 

women. It is not unruly or immoral. Mohini is the most beautiful, most enchanting, most ideal 

female form. Mohini Attam is wholly and completely lasya (feminine). As a symbolically and 

physically real subject, contemporary Mohini is the “enchantress” not the “seductress.”  

It is possible that the cleansing of Mohini Attam in the post-colonial period may represent 

women regulating their own sexualities and bodies; a panopticon of women enforcing their own 

bodily surveillance through maintaining a dance form strictly removed from any illicit bodily 

practice. Dancers are warned not to allow their movements to become too flirtatious. The dancer 

is said to invoke a “spiritual sense of love” as opposed to a “physical or earthy eroticism.”17 As 

Fredrique Marglin wrote in her groundbreaking ethnography of the devadasis dancers of Puri in 

Orissa, India, “The European gaze is born out of the blend of sin and beauty…. Indians felt they 

could reclaim the beauty only at the cost of separating it from what they themselves came to see 

as sinful and deserving moral condemnation” (6). While this analysis is relevant, the popularity 

of Mohini Attam (as an embodied practice and as a locus of identity, corporeality and 

symbolism), may also represent an attempt, by women to reclaim and shape a movement practice 

within the constraints of historically formed and forming hegemonies of the body.  
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 1 Depictions of Mohini are found in temple and palace murals in Kerala. Most of the mural paintings that 
depict Mohini date from the 1500s. It is rare to find depictions of Mohini in artwork outside of Kerala, elsewhere in 
India she does not hold the same symbolic fascination. 
 2 Notes on style: All non-English words are underlined except for proper nouns (names and place names) 
such as Kerala, Tamil Nadu etc. As they are used extensively throughout the paper, the words Mohini, Mohini 
Attam and Nayar will not be underlined, except when referring to these words as words, that is, to give definitions or 
translations, in which case they will appear underlined. Mohini Attam is alternatively spelled Mohiniyottom, Mohini 
Yattam, Mohiniattam or Mohini Attam. Throughout this paper I have used the first and most common spelling 
except in direct quotes where I have retained the spelling of the original document. 
 3 The Kerala State was formed under a democratically elected Communist Government in 1957. The State 
was formed from the previously princely states of Travancore, Cochin, and Malabar. Parts of the Calicut and 
Coimbatore regions were also included. Mohini Attam, in its contemporary avatar is performed throughout Kerala. 
Since the whole region was known from early times to have similar customs, languages, dress codes and religion, 
and since the archive concerning Mohini Attam is scant, I have used a wide range of archival materials from 
throughout the Kerala region. I do not restrict this study to any of the princely provinces. I treat Kerala as a singular 
region as since people throughout the region all identify as “Malayalee” or “Keralite.” 

4 Malayalam is the regional language of Kerala. It shares similarities with Tamil and Sanskrit.  
 5 Different authors of the history of Mohini Attam give the dance form different places and dates of 
“origin.” The first textual mention of a dance form called Mohini Attam is traced to a 1709 sloka (verse) detailing 
the pay for dancers and musicians at a Kerala Court. Verse 571 of the Vyavaharamala is translated by Jones:  

The remuneration received by Mohini Attam and other dancers will be divided in the same manner as for 
craftsmen. He who knows tala should receive more than half of this, singers and all others should receive 
equal amounts (15). 

Many historians have made the claim that Mohini Attam was well established in temples and courts before this verse 
was written. It is difficult to link the contemporary dance practice to this text or an earlier tradition. Until the 
colonial period textual references to the form are far and few between. Even when the archive holds a trace of a 
dance form by the name Mohini Attam, no description is found other than qualifying it as a dance performed by 
women (see Jones; Rele). 
 6 Sri Kaladharan, personal interviews, ongoing. Leelama, personal interviews, 2003-2004. Hymavati, 
personal interviews, 2003-2004. Interviews with Kalamandalam dance students, 2003-2004. Note: All personal 
interviews were conducted during fieldwork in Kerala, supported by U.S. Fulbright Grant, 2003-2004. All 
interviews were recorded on high quality mini-disk. I have transposed these interviews from mini-disk to document 
form. Interviews will be cited in endnotes as opposed to parenthetical references as these interviews are not 
available in public record. 
 7 Ancient Roman, Phoenician and Chinese coins have been found the archeological record of Kerala.  
 8 Mr. Iyer lists himself as “Superintendent of Ethnography, Cochin State (Kerala); Corresponding Member 
of the Royal Anthropological Institutes of Great Britain and Ireland; Member of the Intermediaire Sociologique 
Bruxelles; Corresponding Member of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington; Corresponding Member of 
the Anthropological Society, Washington; Corresonding Member of he Anthropolgocal Scoeity, Bombay; Associate 
Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta; Member of the Mythic Society, Bangalore, etc. etc.” 
 9 Earlier references to the dance form can be found Malayalam and in Sanskrit texts but these references 
give few details more than simply listing Mohini Attam as a dance style. Academics from western and Indian 
institutions have shown considerable interest in Kerala since the turn of the century. As early as 1918 the archive 
boasts extensively detailed ethnographies written by male and female, Indian and foreign scholars. Many of these 
studies focus specifically on women’s rituals of menarche and marriage as well as daily life. None that I have 
located mention Mohini Attam by name or give any description of women’s dance. There are extensive accounts of 
men’s ritual and social dance practices (see Gough; Panikkar; Yalman). 
 10 Nayar is also commonly spelled Nair. Nayars have been classified as the Sudra (cultivating) caste of 
Kerala, but unlike Sudras in other Indian states, Nayars had considerable political and economic power (Jeffrey 2). 
 11 The term devadasi was continually mistranslated by colonial writers as “slaves of God,” but should really 
be translated as “wife,” “lover,” or “handmaiden of the God.” 
 12 Jones refers to the dances remembered by Chinnammu Amma and Kunjukutti Amma as the “former 
repertoire” (11). Rele refers to these dances as the “traditional repertoire” (79). Rele also states that she “had the rare 
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opportunity of filming the repertoire of these ladies during 1970-1” (79). Frustratingly I have had no success 
locating or obtaining these films. 
 13 Satyabhama, personal interviews, November 2003, April 2004. 
 14 Specifically Satyabhama pioneered the now nearly universally accepted hairstyle for Mohini Attam, a 
large “bun” on the left side of the dancer’s head. The “old” style was a long braid down the back of the dancer’s 
neck. Moreover, when Satyabhama was the head of faculty at Kalamandalam, the costume changed from a simple 
sari to a more elaborate tailored costume. Sri Kaladharan, personal interviews, 2003-2004. Kshemavathy, personal 
interview, April 26, 2004. Hymavati, personal interviews and dance lessons, 2003-2004. Leelama, personal 
interviews and dance lessons, 2003-2004. Satyabhama, personal interviews, April 2004. Sugandhi, personal 
interview, May 1, 2004.  
 15 Satyabhama, personal interviews, November 2003, April 2004. 
 16 Sri Kaladharan, personal interviews, 2003-2004. Satyabhama, personal interviews, April 2004. 
 17 Sri Kaladharan, personal interviews, 2003-2004. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The Arts Integration Model Schools project is in its second year of a three-year grant funded 
by the U.S. Department of Education’s Arts in Education Model Development and 
Dissemination program.  The project focuses on providing professional development to 
teachers at three Montgomery County Public Schools in Maryland relative to the use of the 
arts to teach non-arts subjects.  This arts integration approach has been documented to 
engage elementary and middle school students more in the classroom experience, thereby 
resulting in higher achievement rates.   

Research objectives focus on assessment of teacher training methodologies utilized, along 
with observed student behavior changes, compared with test scores students achieved at 
the three model schools, as well as three comparison schools.  A baseline of teacher 
knowledge has been established at the end of the first year, with student test scores to be 
reviewed by early Fall 2005.   

At the end of the three-year grant period, a report will document results.  It is expected that 
teacher training received and student scores achieved will improve and increase by the end 
of the grant period, in a positive trend that will continue after the grant period has been 
completed.   
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FRAMING CHINESE FEMALE BEAUTY:  

AN ENQUIRY INTO THE CONCEPT OF FORM IN TRADITIONAL CHINESE AESTHETICS  

By Dr. Sharon Y M LEUNG 

 

A few years ago I did a research on the image of contemporary female beauty in Hong 

Kong. I have, inevitably, looked into the influences from traditional Chinese 

aesthetics. Whilst female beauty has currently become one of the most popular topics 

of academic research which eminently relies on the theories of visual culture, I feel a 

need to readdress and reexamine the issue of female beauty, focusing on the 

traditional Chinese concept, which I believe has not been satisfactorily explicated by 

the available theories from the West.  To clarify my analysis on this particular aspect 

of beauty using aesthetic theories, in the following I shall concentrate on defining the 

subject matter, the concept of “form” in relation to female beauty, by referring to 

Chinese literature and philosophy and comparing them with the western theories on 

the area concerned. 

 

The perception of female beauty, as believed in other kinds of aesthetic 

perception in the Chinese tradition, is grounded in experience.  This is the 

experience of the present, and not the collective, accumulated existence of the past. 
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The ‘experience’ inferred is the strict opposite of ‘evidence’.  Apart from the fact 

that experience is subject-related, it is initiated by random perception via five senses, 

rather than by predetermined observation through the eyes. The perception of beauty 

through a coordinate position of the five senses without hierarchy is a spontaneous 

experience, which abstains from the hegemony of the sense of sight which tends to 

frame objects and embark on a purposeful search for the ‘traces’ of beauty. The 

traditional Chinese texts on female beauty even documented the mistrust of visual 

perception, precluding the somaesthetic judgment of female beauty on the basis of 

physical appearance. Xiangyan Congshu 香  艷  叢  書   (A Collection of Chinese 

Eroticism), one of the most representative works of Chinese literature on female 

beauty, has the following narration in Yue Rong Pian 悅 容 篇 (Chapter of Attractive 

Face): 

 

There is no standard face for beautiful or ugly women. The beauty of 

women is to please. A woman is beautiful if someone is pleased and 

attracted by her.1 

 

                                                 
1 Xiangyan Congshu  香 艷 叢 書  (A Collection of Chinese Eroticism), Beijing: People Literature 

Publisher, 1992, p.67. 
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The aesthetic experience of female beauty, according to the traditional Chinese 

concept, helps little in outlining the physical form of beauty.  However, it does not 

necessarily lead to the conclusion that traditionally Chinese only concern a woman’s 

“inner” rather than “outer” beauty2.  The attribute is constituted less by the style, 

manners, personality, temperament, and wisdom of a woman, frequently regarded as 

‘inner beauty’, than by what is commonly taken as ‘outer beauty’. Chinese female 

beauty is concerned with women’s physical appearance, only that the appearance is 

composed of no form. Formlessness is one of the major characteristics of Chinese 

female beauty, with physical make-up often escaping scrutiny. The Chinese do not 

seek the physical evidence of beauty; rather, they reckon it to a pure attraction. This 

attraction can only be sensed but not put into words. Even to Li Yu, the prestigious 

aesthetician of seventeenth century China, the extreme form of female beauty is the 

most profound metaphysical topic, judged better by the experience of beholders than 

by verbal articulation3.  This point of view strikes a contrast with the language-based 

culture of the contemporary world, which lays particular stress on the configuration 

of conceptions, including beauty.  

 

                                                 
2 The terms ‘inner beauty’ and ‘outer beauty’ are customarily used in popular culture and discussed by 

current scholars such as M. Featherstone and J. Craik. 
3 Eberhard, Wolfram, ‘What is Beautiful in a Chinese Woman?’,  in Moral and Social Values of the 

Chinese:  Collected Essays. Taipei:Chengwan, p. 278. 
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 What then is this female attraction?  In Chinese vocabulary, probably the best 

and the most classical term for female attraction is ‘mei’媚. Eberhard, in her essay 

What is Beautiful in a Chinese Woman, translated this idea of Li Yu as ‘charm’. It 

seems that charm is the most appropriate English term for ‘mei’, in terms of inferring 

this particular form of aesthetic attraction4, although ‘mei’ is more gender-bound. 

Despite the inadequacy of the translation, the word ‘charm’ does clearly distinguish 

itself from ‘beauty’, which is one of the main concerns in Li’s discussion. Charm is 

the most important quality of a beautiful woman, according to Li Yu: 

 

What, then, is perfection in a woman? It is her charm. …Charm not 

only makes a beautiful woman more beautiful, a fascinating woman 

more bewitching, it also makes an old woman young and an ugly one 

beautiful. A girl with charm and with only little beauty can outshine a 

(charmless) beauty.5 

 

Charm is the most perfect and ideal form of female beauty in Chinese aesthetics. It is 

positioned on the uppermost rank above beauty, elegance, glamour and other qualities 

                                                 
4 I would say ‘charm’ comes closer to the Chinese term ‘yunwei’韻 味 . Both refer to a more general 

context of aesthetic attraction. For ‘mei’, it might be better to describe it specifically as ‘female charm’. 
5 Ibid., p.274-275. 
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commonly regarded by the Chinese. This specific mode of female beauty, with its 

very nature, role and logic of operation in aesthetic appreciation, is reminiscent of the 

aesthetic theory of the sublime held by Kant (whereas by Burke the theory 

overridingly frames on the idea of ‘terror’ in aesthetic perception of the sublime, 

which is barely referential to the Chinese concept). 

 

One of the typical analogies between the traditional Chinese conception and 

Kantian theory is the material form of female beauty, both of which accentuate 

formlessness. Li Yu says: 

 

If I were the Creator, I would have no difficulty assigning a bodily 

form to man and giving him reason, except this little thing which is 

not a thing, this something without shape which acts as if it had 

shape, in other words – charm.6 

 

In Kant’s Critique of Judgment, he also relates the idea of the sublime to the object of 

no form, which is, in his word, an ‘absolute greatness’: 

 

                                                 
6 Ibid., p.274. 
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The beautiful in nature is a question of the form of the object, and 

this consists in limitation, whereas the sublime is to be found in an 

object even devoid of form, so far as it immediately involves, or else 

by its presence provokes, a representation of limitlessness, yet with a 

super-added thought of its totality.7 

 

Li’s view concords with Kant’s in the sense that they both see ‘objective form’ as a 

significant point of bifurcation between beauty and charm/sublimity. Nevertheless, 

while formlessness to Li is understood as impreciseness, it is to Kant ‘infinity’ (non 

comparative magnum), a greatness in comparison with which everything else is small, 

that is, beyond the limitation of form. From this aspect, Kant regards formlessness in 

terms of quantity – objects composed of infinite units to be measured and 

apprehended by perception. As each unit is also uncountable the greatness of that 

form is absolute. The feeling of charm in relation to material form, in Li’s account, is 

associated more with quality than quantity. The object does not represent itself as 

overwhelming greatness but as variation. An example of this theoretical collision can 

be illustrated by the difference between an unsolvable question and an 

incomprehensible question. The sublime deals with the questioning of a difficult 

                                                 
7 Kant, I, The Critique of Judgment, James Creed Meredith (trans.), Oxford, 1991, Book II, p.90. 
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object which is unanswerable by common sense (cognition), and even by imagination 

(which is valid in the judgment of the beautiful). This difficulty is caused either by its 

boundlessness in space (e.g. close-up of huge mountain, vast ocean), or by its 

abstractness, unimaginable in terms of form (e.g. situations leading to the feeling of 

negative pleasure). The charming object is not denied its phenomenal existence; it is 

just that its physical form is too illusionary to be comprehended the same way as 

‘beauty’ (which relies on ‘eternal form’). Hence in the case of charm, the question is 

there, but a solution is unattainable since it is not certain what is being asked. Clearly 

different from the idea of ‘non-shape shape’ of Chinese charm, the Kantian concept 

seems to be less interested in the being/nothingness of the material form than in how 

the form gives rise to the feeling of the sublime. Therefore, the judgment of the 

sublime, or at least in the psychological operation of it, is synonymous with the 

solving of an impossible question, rather than finding out what the question is about, 

as in the case of charm.  

 

It (charm) is something spiritual, not material. It is perfection only 

because it appears to be material without being material, or to have 

form without having it.8 

                                                 
8 Eberhard, W, ‘What is Beautiful in a Chinese Woman?’, p.274. 
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The beauty of Chinese women, as mentioned before, is not constituted by forms. It is, 

in Li’s terms, ‘a shape without shape’, and its beauty is embodied in this ambiguity in 

subject form. As Chinese beauty cannot be gauged effectively by the visual sense, 

attempts to explain it could easily slip into mysticism.  But compare Li’s view with 

Roland Barth’s description of the mystical power of Garbo’s face, we still find the 

latter’s basis on the system of visualization: 

 

The make-up (of Garbo) has the snowy thickness of a mask: it is not 

a painted face, but one set in plaster, protected by the surface of the 

colour, not by its lineaments.9 

 

However unclear, the face remains a solid object, a mass without defined lines of 

boundary, reminiscent of images of impressionist paintings. While Barthes devoted a 

whole paragraph to describe the ‘impression’ made by Garbo’s face, Li, in an 

antonymous way, tries hard using words to explain the inarticulateness of female 

charm, naturally without touching on the exact locus of face. This is one of the 

examples: 

                                                 
9 Barthes, Roland, ‘The Face of Garbo’, in Mythologies, Vintage, 1993, p.56. 
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I was once in Wei-Yang where I was to select a concubine for a 

distinguished gentleman. …there was one who did not immediately 

respond but, with some encouragement, she lifted her head, glanced 

at me briefly but without really meeting my eye, and quickly she 

detached her eyes from mine again. Only then did she lift her head 

fully. After everyone had looked at her, she glanced at me once more 

and then again lowered her head. This was charm.10 

 

The comparison goes to show that while Barthes is interested in finding out the what 

of female charm, particularly when he likens it to the ‘absolute mask’, Li collates 

female charm to fire, candle and jewels, emphasizing on how it enraptures: 

 

Charm is for the human being what burning is for the fire, gleaming 

for the candle, glistening for jewels, gold, and silver. It is something 

spiritual, not material.11 

 

The obscurity of Chinese female charm, according to Li, is a consequence of 

                                                 
10 ‘What is Beautiful in a Chinese Woman’, p.276. 
11 What Is Beautiful in a Chinese Woman’, p.274. 
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movement – the behaviour rather than the look of a woman. Therefore, Li’s laborious 

narration of the two instances of charm does make sense. The very nature of charm 

necessitates recounting in detail, not Li’s inability to translate female charm. This is 

seen in his step-by-step description of how the courtesan moves her eyes and head 

among other contestants.  This is the philosophy of change, manifest in the 

movement of female bodies, which is one of the most fundamental concepts of 

traditional Chinese aesthetics.  A contextual study of Chinese aesthetics, including 

that of Chinese female figure drawing and calligraphy, one would be amazed to find 

how immensely the Chinese conception of beauty has been influenced by the idea of 

change. 

 

 Change is the pivotal thought of one of the most ancient Chinese philosophies, 

yin yang, and the central concept of Taoism. According to Richard Wilhelm, a 

translator of I Ching (The Book of Changes), ‘Tao’道 is ‘something that sets in 

motion and maintains the interplay of these forces’, and since it means a ‘way’ or 

‘course’ rather than a material, it is nothing in itself yet serves to ‘regulate all 

movements’12. It is clear that Tao is the principle, the changes the orientation, and the 

movement the behaviour. In the original source of I Ching, there is also detailed 

                                                 
12 I Ching, Richard Wilhelm (trans.), Penguin, 1989, p.297, ‘The Great Treatise’, Chapter V, footnote 

1. 
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explication of the concept of change: 

 

Movement and rest have their definite laws; according to these, firm 

and yielding lines (of the oracles) are differentiated. …Events follow 

definite trends, each according to its nature. …In the heavens 

phenomena take form; on the earth shapes take form. In this way 

change and transformation become manifest.13 

 

From the movement of worldly materials, one realizes the universe is oriented 

towards constant change. Implicit in the meaning of change is not only the idea of 

variation, but more importantly, transformation through which all beings are subject 

to incessant renewal and evolution. It is in this way the principle (Tao) of the universe 

is fathomed. In the paradigm of aesthetics, the emphasis on movement with the 

distinctive deployment of flowing lines and curves as seen in Chinese calligraphy and 

figure drawings, indeed matches the organic changes of nature. In fact, people from 

other cultures have had difficulty understanding the remarkable position occupied by 

calligraphy in Chinese art, primarily because they do not fully comprehend the 

significance of the ‘lines’. The lines of calligraphy or drawing, which stress the ideas 

                                                 
13 Ibid., p.280, Chapter 1. 
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of continuity, action and direction, are manifestations of the logic of change, which 

the Chinese call ‘qi shi’氣 勢  (the spirit with relation the flows of lines). In the 

aesthetics of female beauty, the law of Tao reveals itself in the manners and 

behaviours of living women, whose beauty synthesizes into the fluid changes of 

bodily movements and of scenes of their life.  

 

Having lotus feet has been a crucial beauty trait for Chinese women until the turn of 

this century. Their seduction lies, Li suggests, more on the gait of these women than 

on the smallness of their feet: 

 

Man was created with feet so he could walk. … In fact, her feet were 

admired and highly esteemed precisely because her gait was 

beautiful. But if a woman’s feet are so small that she cannot walk, it 

is as if her legs had been chopped off.14 

 

Li did not mention the fact that the women could not walk often not because they 

were born with small feet but because their feet were bound. Nonetheless, ‘steps’ is 

considered by Li a dominating factor contributing to female charm, which coincided 

                                                 
14 Ibid., p.287. 
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with traditional Chinese sayings about beautiful girls: ‘Lotus blossoms spring from 

her every step’ or ‘Each of her steps is like jade’.  The invisibility of moving feet 

eliminate the possibility of cognizing it as a concept, which consequently provokes 

imagination. 

 

To conclude, the traditional Chinese regard female beauty/charm as a “thing” without 

form, something which can be seen but not grasped through the visual sense:  Its 

bewitching power lies in its boundlessness, ambiguity and unpredictability in the 

sense of sight, rendered by its manifestation as an event rather than an essence.  In 

the eye of the beholder, female beauty takes place by chance in daily life.  Aesthetic 

feeling comes from the interaction between the beautiful woman and the one who 

appreciates her beauty.  There is no such substance as universal female beauty.  In 

this era when people are spending enormous time and fortune and imposing 

disciplines to their bodies in search of ideal “form” of beauty, locally and globally, the 

aesthetic taste of the traditional Chinese can certainly bring about new thoughts and 

insights to the topic of female beauty, which, deserves further and more in-depth 

explorations. 
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Larry Sultan’s 1992 book Pictures from Home1 brings together ten years of photographs 
he took of his aging parents in their various homes. But it is more than this. Alongside 
these lush contemporary photographs that depict the almost surreal colors of southern 
California suburban life he includes rephotographed family images, images made by his 
father, dreamy still images made from his father’s home movies, as well as a multivocal 
narrative of the family’s story—a story told in three separate type faces to signify the 
distinct voices of father, mother and son. As Larry Sultan explains, this project began in 
1982 on a visit to his parents in Los Angeles. “One night, instead of renting videotapes, 
we pulled out the box of home movies that none of us had seen in years. Sitting in the 
living room, we watched thirty years of folktales—epic celebrations of the family. They 
were remarkable, more like a record of hopes and fantasies than of actual events. It was 
as if my parents had projected their dreams onto film emulsion.” (18) In his mid thirties 
at the time, “longing for the intimacy, security, and comfort” that he associated with 
home, he thought he was making a portrait of his father but this time reversing the roles. 
As he explains, “like a parent with an infant, I would observe him knowing that I would 
not be observed myself.” (18) He thought he would chronicle his father’s fate in 
corporate America; tell a broader story about what happens when “we are driven by 
images of success.” He was going to puncture the mythology of the American family and 
was willing to use his own family to prove his point. But this is not quite how it turned 
out.  
 

  
 (from Larry Sultan, Pictures from Home) 
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 Instead of maintaining this distance, he found himself ever closer to the work he was 
doing, finding that in photographing his parents he was doing something else. “What 
drives me to continue this work is difficult to name, it has more to do with love than with 
sociology, with being a subject in the drama rather than a witness.” (18) Part of what I 
want to argue in this brief essay is that Larry Sultan’s act of love, his willingness to make 
himself a part of this book, to enter into the pictures, opens up the possibility of seeing, of 
imagining what particular American Jews look like differently including our own self 
images. Although I initially thought that this essay was going to be a kind of reiteration 
of an argument I have made elsewhere that the trope of Jewish excess is played out in 
Sultan’s work through all of the accessories, the costumes, the elaborate settings, each 
room with its color coordinated walls, furniture fabrics, wall and table top decorations as 
well as the very clothes of those inhabiting these spaces,2 I was unsatisfied with just 
pointing out these excesses. Too Jewish, the catalogue from the groundbreaking show of 
contemporary American Jewish art 3 along with other works including some of my own4 
have already made the case that Jewishness in America is excessive but I was unsatisfied 
with those arguments. I was troubled by the ironic distance that simply said I get it. That 
kind of “getting it,” implies the critic’s own distance from those embodying precisely 
these efforts. I wanted to figure out a different way of seeing this excess. I wanted to get 
closer and understand more fully what it is about these enactments of a kind of Jewish 
suburban excess that were so compelling and troubling to me, why in the midst of 
working on another project much closer to my own home,5 I was lured to return to Sultan. 
In a way, this whole essay is a meditation on this question and a provisional answer. 
Although I locate this argument as an attempt to see Jews otherwise, I want to also 
suggest that it may have implications for seeing other differences. It may help other often 
abjected others see themselves otherwise.  
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(from Larry Sultan, Pictures from Home, 1992) 
 
 
 
Part One: Going with Kaja through the Mirror 
 
In writing about Cindy Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills in Threshold of the Visible World,6 
Kaja Silverman argues, 
 

We are not invited to laugh, either at the aspirations of the figures in them to be 
apprehended in idealizing ways, or about the generally doomed nature of that 
undertaking. Rather we are encouraged to recognize ourselves in the Untitled Film 
Stills. The tenderness with which Sherman details her protagonists’ narcissistic 
ambitions and the fact that she literally puts herself in their place… encourages us to 
identify with them. (224) 
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Cindy Sherman Untitled Film Still 50 
 
 

 
Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still 07 
 

 
Cindy Sherman, Untitled Film Still 147 
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Silverman insists that the power and allure of these images is not their ironic distance,8 
the ways they help us see the absurdity of these women’s efforts to approximate cultural 
ideals always already out of their reach. Although it is possible to look at these images 
and laugh, such laughter is beside the point. What they offer instead is something less 
comfortable and more compelling; they demand that we see ourselves in these women, in 
their efforts and their striving. And like Sherman who literally becomes each of these 
women, playing them in each and every shot, we too can enter the frame. And it is here 
that the “tenderness” of her portrayals is most powerful. She does not distance herself 
from them and their efforts; they are as if her own. This tenderness is an affective clue 
not only as to how the photographer approaches her subjects but a challenge to her 
audience. We too are asked to look with tenderness, to look lovingly at these women and 
their efforts. And, although these poses are utterly familiar, common, a part of a vast 
repertoire of all-too-familiar cultural ideals, the stills help us see the familiar with new 
eyes. 
 
As Silverman suggest, these images ask us to stop our normal processes of assimilating 
such images. They arrest us, they stop us in our tracks just as we are about to perform this 
all-too-common process of seeing. They help us pause and begin to see what it is that we 
normally do and to perhaps begin to do something different. They stop time. These are, 
after all, stills. They are single moments in an ongoing stream of images, poses, postures, 
enactments that are repeated daily. Because Sherman stills the rush of these images, she 
allows us to take another look, to return to familiar patterns and see them in their 
component parts. In so doing, she allows us to begin to appreciate these performances 
from a different angle, to move outside of the teleological trajectory of having to take on 
the ideal, the ideal as goal that defines a linear trajectory. Instead she lets us engage with 
the stills as objects in and of themselves, objects outside this linear narrative of assuming 
the ideal. And here Sherman’s project is especially telling, after all the whole conceit is 
that these are “film stills” when in point of fact, there is no film outside of the filmy 
everyday enactments of these efforts at approximating cultural ideals that we as well as 
the protagonists in these stills are always already engaged in. 
  
 
 
Part Two: Forming Connections, Sultan’s stills and the Good Enough 
 
This kind of stilling is precisely what Sultan does at a different register. He too offers a 
tender portrayal of his parents, his family and the lives they have lead. And like Sherman 
he is also very much a part of these pictures. But instead of posing as his parents, he 
attempts to take his father’s place as family photographer, behind the camera.9 He returns 
home to photograph and rephotograph what his father saw and what his father created 
through the lens of his cameras both moving and still. And unlike Sherman, Sultan 
returns to actual projections, the literal stream of home movies his father took of his 
family. Larry Sultan painstakingly makes from this stream a range of lush literal stills.  
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For now, I want to return to my discussion of Silverman and her reading of Sherman’s 
stills to make a bit clearer what I see as at stake when viewers begin to identify with these 
women or with Sultan’s parents and their homes. After presenting Sherman’s tender 
approach to her protagonists’ “narcissistic ambitions,” Silverman goes on to argue that 
when we begin to identify with these women what we identify with is not their “ideal 
imagos,” we do not connect so much to what they strive to become, but rather with what 
they do in these particular instances. As Silverman explains, “It is rather with the women 
themselves, in all their manifest distance from the mirror, that we are encouraged to form 
this psychic alignment.” (224) Again what this means is that we are not connecting to 
their efforts to reach some ideal, but to their momentary striving in and of itself. As we 
return to the stills again and again we are reminded that there is no reaching the ideal. 
There is no linear film narrative. There are only still images. Actually Silverman is 
emphatic about this. She writes, “The case needs to be stated even more forcefully: it is 
because the protagonists of the Untitled Film Stills are shown to fall so far short of 
approximating their ideal imagos that we identify with them. (224) This falling short is 
what becomes familiar.  
 
According to Silverman, in becoming exposed to these efforts, these gestures as depicted 
in the Sherman stills we begin to become conscious of the often less than conscious 
efforts that we ourselves regularly participate in as we attempt to form versions of 
ourselves, cultural ideals always outside of our own reach. In order to look ethically, to 
be able to touch our own investment in these efforts, works like Sultan’s and Sherman’s 
are crucial. They help us imagine other ways of looking that help us move out of the 
binary of ideality and abjection. And, as Silverman powerfully argues, it is through the 
mirroring of these images, images that are not ours like Sherman’s or Sultan’s that we not 
only learn to love abjected others but also to love ourselves.  
 
As we begin to do this, what happens if instead of irony and distance, we provisionally 
confer a kind of ideality to these bodies as good enough? In other words, what happens if 
we use Silverman’s insights to look with tenderness, with love at bodies closer to home,  
in this case Jewish American bodies like Sultan’s parents, whose very excessive efforts to 
accessorize mark their inability to ever even approximate the American cultural ideals 
they so long to embody but cannot? What happens if we begin to see these Jewish bodies 
as good enough? 
 
Seeing Sultan’s parents as good enough Jews I want to argue may begin to allow us to 
stop precisely the filmy repeated projection of a certain Jewishly inflected American 
script of social success not only onto them, but onto our own parents and relatives and, 
ultimately, our own Jewish bodies. I say this because Sultan’s work has stopped me in 
my tracks. And this, according to Silverman, is the beginning of a more ethical way of 
looking.  As she explains, to live the ideal in the mode of ‘the good enough’ is a 
paradigm through which ideals can be simultaneously lived and deconstructed. It helps us 
dissolve these ideals into the tropes that make them seem whole, in this case the 
accessories, and instead, more fully grasp their fundamentally figural status. 
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As Silverman explains, aesthetic works of visual culture, works like Sultan’s and 
Sherman’s, allow us access into some the unconscious mechanisms that inform how we 
see ourselves through these pervasion acts of idealization. In other words, these aesthetic 
works can “enormously expand our libidinal capacities” they can help guide us in what 
Silverman calls, “the arts of love and productive looking.”  
 
Part three: Another Look or Loving the Self more Ethically 
 
As I will now argue again, repetition is crucial it stills the rush and allows us to see what 
is otherwise in motion and as such invisible. 
 

 
(Polaroid snapshot, author’s personal collection) 
 
My engagement with both Sultan’s and Sherman’s works have reminded of a childhood 
image of my own, a poor quality Polaroid picture of me and a friend dressed up in our 
new Maxi Coats, circa 1971, a fashion statement of great sophistication. And, although I 
have addressed this image before,10 I want to return to look at it again through this lens 
and attempt to stop my own automatic reactions, the ease with which I already know how 
to see this image as ironic. The problem is that like Sherman’s protagonists, the little girl 
in this picture is not winking at the camera. She is not at all distant or ironic in her posing 
and her posture. She is wearing this costume and assuming this position precisely because 
she wants to be seen in all of her eleven year old sophistication.  
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What I know is that I wanted to look really cool. I wanted to be “the really real,” a girl 
just like the little girls depicted in the advertisements in The New York Times Sunday 
editions that were delivered to our home in the hinterlands of Dover, Delaware. I too 
want to be able to wear the latest fashions and by accessorizing become the height of 
stylish sophistication. And yet, returning to this image, I begin to appreciate how difficult 
it is for me even now to love this little girl. Irony was so much more satisfying. It meant 
that I could avoid my visceral embarrassment, shame and sadness. 
 
To keep avoiding precisely this more difficult labor on another occasion, I found myself 
attracted to the less studied child, the little girl who seemingly does not even bother to try 
to be sophisticated. She came to embody a different ideal. And yet, I now realize, I was 
still in the economy of the ideal. By making fun of my child self’s efforts at trying too 
hard, I wanted to see the other little girl as my alternative, as what the little girl I once 
was could not inhabit despite her enormous effort and yet that was never who she/I had 
wanted to be. She never wanted to be seen as just a little girl, a regular little girl, but 
rather as an ideal, a fashion plate. Nevertheless, I have to admit that I have felt relief 
when colleagues, friends and students who know me now thought I was the less studied 
little girl when they have seen this picture on the door of my office.   
 
And so I return to this picture now knowing that was not enough. And although I am still 
ashamed of this picture, the Sultan and Sherman images have helped me to recognize that 
studied effort. It is this effort that I see so vividly and lovingly re-depicted in both Cindy 
Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills and Larry Sultan’s images and text Pictures from Home. 
Perhaps like them, I will come to love that little Jewish girl in this picture that was once 
me.  
                                                 
1 Larry Sultan, Pictures From Home, (New York: Abrams, 1992). I am grateful to Larry 
Sultan for his generous support of my work but am most especially grateful to him for the 
extraordinary images and texts he continues to produce. 
2 See Laura Levitt, “Photographing American Jews: Identifying American Jewish Life," 
in Mapping Jewish Identities, Laurence Silberstein, ed. (New York: NYU Press, 2000), 
65-96 
3 Norman Kleeblatt, Too Jewish: Challenging Traditional Identities, (New Brunswick, 
Rutgers University Press, 1996). See also Riv Ellen Prell, Fighting to Become 
Americans: Jews, Gender and the Anxiety of Assimilation, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999) 
4 See Levitt, “Photographing American Jews,” as well as “Changing Focus: Family 
Photography and American Jewish Identity,” Levitt guest editor, The Scholar & The 
Feminist Online, 1.3(Winter 2003); Levitt, Jews and Feminism: The Ambivalent Search 
for Home, (New York: Routledge, 1997). 
5 Laura Levitt, Ordinary Jews, in process. 
6 Kaja Silverman, The Threshold of the Visible World, (New York: Routledge, 1996), 
chapter 6, “The Screen,” 195-227. 
7 These particular JPEG images are reproduced from those depicted at 
www.moma.org/exhibitions/1997/sherman/selectedworks.html, The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York, Purchase, 1997. 
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8  Here Silverman contrasts her take on these images from those offered by other critics. 
As she explains, “Other critics have also sensed that The Untitled Film Stills make 
available to us more than one viewing position, but this alternative viewing position is 
generally assumed to involve ironic detachment from the women and their poses.” 
(Silverman, 223-224) After presenting a few of these positions and their noting of the 
connections between the stills and various 50s movie scenes etc., she argues “with Peter 
Schjeldahl that there is ‘an absence of any reassuring, campy wink or nudge’ in these 
images.’” (224).   
9 This is exactly what Sultan was getting at as he compared his project with Raymond 
Carver’s short story, “Cathedral” in his informal gallery talk at Dartmouth College during 
the “Familial Gaze” conference. See Laura Levitt, “Picturing American Jews: Seeing 
American Jewish Life” for an extended and somewhat different reading of this link to 
Carver’s story. See also the volume that emerged out of that conference, Marianne 
Hirsch, ed. The Familial Gaze, (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1999).  
10See Laura Levitt, "Passing through the Family Photograph," Mid-Atlantic Regional 
Meeting of the American Academy of Religion (AAR), March, 1998 (unpublished 
conference paper). In that presentation I exposed some of my own discomfort at trying 
too hard to “pass” and how embarrassing I found this image as an adult returning to it. At 
this point, I come with again a somewhat different take. Like Silverman I want to resist 
the allure of ironic distance, and instead embrace the little girl who just tried too hard. 
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Jason Lewis 
Abstract 

 
Cityspeak is an urban intervention based on SMS messaging. Users engage in what we call 

“p2P”, or private-to-public messaging from cell phones, personal digital assistants, pda’s and 

laptops, sending text to be displayed in a public location. The project investigates notions of 

personal space, public architecture and “ownership” of the city from the perspective of urbanist 

philosophy. In particular, we will consider Henri Lefebvre’s notion of social, abstract and 

concrete space, and the implications for democratic action in the urban environment. We will 

discuss how late capitalism has comodified space to create a tactical shut down of dissent, 

through tactics which mimic participation while disallowing consequential action. The rhetorical 

aspect of participation, coupled with the construction of the notion of revitalization (we are here 

referring to Rosalyn Deutsche’s critic of gentrification and the allegiance of the political class to 

real-estate interests) are further concepts which we will discuss as useful ways of probing 

private use of public space. We will also present our investigation of the numerous attempts 

that have been made over the last century to neutralize the red light area in Montreal, Quebec, 

the location of the first Cityspeak installation. Our intent with Cityspeak is to illuminate some of 

the dynamics which currently drive urban spaces, and demonstrate how participatory artworks 

can be used to unbalance the monopoly of public spaces by corporate and governmental 

entities.  
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Jason Lewis 
Abstract 

 
Skins, Mods and Palaces: Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace  
 
1.1 Concept 
History has shown us that new communications technologies play a critical role in shaping how 
Aboriginals are perceived by the Western cultures that develop that develop such technologies. The 
camera, for instance, taught people that we all wore headdresses and lived in teepees; cinema showed us 
as barely able to speak—if we spoke at all. In contrast, the newest new media, that collection of web-
pages, online games, chat rooms, bulletin boards and virtual environments that compose cyberspace, 
offers numerous opportunities for Aboriginal people to communicate our stories in our way to a wide 
audience. Our project, Aboriginally Determined Territories in Cyberspace (AbTeC), is a proposal for 
investigating innovative methods for First Nations to participate in networked culture to tell our stories, 
both to ourselves and to non-Aboriginals.  
 
The initial AbTeC effort is called Skins. The name of the project is derived from the practice of 
“modding”, which is used in video gaming culture to describe the practice of taking commercially 
available game software and modifying—or “skinning”—it to create custom environments and game 
play. We will work with the Kahnawake First Nation, the community of one of the co-authors,  
to identify and mentor Mohawk youths in creating online interactive environments based on traditional 
Mohawk legends and history. They will be organized into three groups of five, with each group teamed 
up with a Mohawk elder who will share stories with the youths. The youth then use those stories as a 
basis for conceptualizing, designing and implementing virtual environments.  
 
Skins will provide an avenue through which elders can pass on their knowledge to the next generation, 
and an opportunity for the youths to explore their culture via a medium which is exciting to them. In the 
process, we will provide the youths with instruction and mentoring in storytelling, narrative 
development, 3D modeling, visual design and computer programming.  
 
1. 2 Research 
AbTeC is designed to answer two main questions:  
 
1) How do we integrate traditional ways of knowing, creating and representing with contemporary 
digital communications technologies? These technologies afford Aboriginal communities opportunities 
to preserve our cultures, increase the use of our languages, and promote a self-determined image to a 
worldwide audience. Yet we must acknowledge that these technologies are also the product of a 
dominant culture that, in both subtle and overt ways, has often sought to appropriate our cultures, 
degrade our languages and deny attempts to expand or revise the history of post-Contact North America. 
How do we employ such tools, and collaborate with non-Aboriginals, in a way that allows us to retain 
control over our cultural heritage? 
 
2) How can we empower Aboriginal youth to be not just consumers, but shapers of these technologies?  
Can the Skins project engage them enough so that they might see themselves as digital media producers 
and software programmers? Can the project show them how to be active agents in the evolution of 
cyberspace, and in the future of their culture’s interaction with it? 
 
1. 3 Context 
Computer games have become one of the largest of the mass media, rivaling film box office revenue, 
and anticipated to surpass music CD sales by 2008. In the process, both scholars and educators 
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Jason Lewis 
worldwide have begun to acknowledge the cultural impact of the game medium, which has been called 
“the medium of the 21st Century.” Scholars such as Henry Jenkins, from MIT’s program in Comparitive 
Media Studies, and Janet Murray of the Georgia Institute of Technology, have brought games to the 
forefront as a form of cultural production. In June of 2005, Simon Frasier University in Vancouver 
hosted the second conference of the Digital Games Research Association, a peer-review gathering 
representing game scholars worldwide. 
 
Culturally, the computer game industry has notoriously been the purview of caucasian males. According 
to a recent survey by the International Game Developers Association (IGDA), 80% of game 
programmers are white, while only four percent of designers are Hispanic, and less than three percent 
are black; notably, no data has been released about the percentage of Aboriginals working in the game 
industry. As a result, images and perspectives embodied in the games themselves, both in terms of art 
direction and gameplay, tend to represent a somewhat narrow point of view. Video games are often 
criticized for their racial and gender stereogyping. Recently, the popular Grand Theft Auto series 
(Rockstar Games) has been criticized for its cartoon-like, stereotypical portrayal of women, Hispanics 
and African Americans. Aboriginal people fare even more poorly than other minorities, and for the most 
part, are entirely absent from the characters that populate video games.  Perhaps the most egregious 
example is an early Atari 2600 game from the 1980’s, Custer’s Last Stand, which depicted a lusty 
General Custer attempting to bed a large-busted Native American Woman. One of the few recent 
instances of inclusion of Aboriginal peoples is the recently released Age of Empires III (Ensemble 
Studios/Microsoft), which treats natives in a positive light as allies to European colonists, but has been 
criticized for its revisionist approach to history. A recent controvery also arose in response to the 
appearance of fans clad in traditional Chippewa dress the sports game NCAA Footbal 2005 (Electronic 
Arts). Sadly, these three are the only instances of inclusion of Aboriginals in commercial video games 
we were able to identify. While Aboriginal youth are avid video game players, it appears that they rarely 
appear in video games, and then only in bit parts. 
 
 
1.4 Research Team 
Skins is the first step in AbTeC’s long-term project of using digital media to assist our people in 
communicating our stories and actively participating in defining the next generation of online 
experiences . Other AbTeC projects include CyberPowWow, an online virtual gallery for First Nation 
artists, and Within Reservations, an effort to provide comprehensive programming and media creation 
skills to reserve-based youths. AbTeC is composed of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal new media 
creators, community activists and academics who believe that we are still in the process of defining new 
media, and see an opportunity for Aboriginals to participate in that definition much more fully than has 
been the case in the history of Western-dominated media culture. To that end, beginning in the summer 
of 2005, we are pursuing projects which encourage an engagement with both the content of the medium 
and with its technical development.  
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Abstract 

 

Jin Yong is arguably the most widely read author in the Chinese-speaking world of today. 

My close reading of Jin Yong’s first martial arts novel, The Book and the Sword, focuses 

on its romantic plot. Taking a cue from the semantic dimension of the title -- book and 

sword as implicit metaphors of power, I examine the novel’s treatment of love via the 

analysis of power relationship in it. Beauty, talents, and the combination of them pinpoint 

the power at the disposal of the two heroines and the tragic end of their romances. On the 

contrary, the loss or absence of female agency in some other female characters seems to 

correspond to the happy outcome of their romantic involvements. In this way, the 

romantic plot depicted in the novel is both a challenge to, and an affirmation of, 

patriarchal ideology. 

 



Power in Love:  

Reading the Romantic Plot in The Book and the Sword 

 

The historical sense compels a man to write not merely with his own generation in his bones, but with a 

feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and within it the whole of the literature of his 

own country has a simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order. This historical sense, which 

is a sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal together, is what makes a writer traditional. And it is at 

the same time what makes a writer most acutely conscious of his place in time, of his own contemporaneity. 

By T.S. Eliot, Tradition and the Individual Talent 

 

Common Language of the Chinese All Over the World 

Jin Yong’s martial arts novels are hailed “the common language of the Chinese all 

over the world.” 1 The renowned fiction specialist Lin Yiliang, who has made the 

remark, also has a relevant observation “where there is a China town, there are Jin Yong’s 

works.” He is not exaggerating. The blurb of the Century Revised Edition of the 

Complete Works of Jin Yong, published batch by batch by Taipei-based Yuanliu 

Publishing Company from 2002, reports that according to AFP, more than three hundred 

million copies of Jin Yong’s works have been sold globally, making Jin Yong the most 

widely read author writing in Chinese. A similar coverage accrediting Jin Yong with the 

global leadership among Chinese writers appeared in Far Eastern Economic Review as 

early as in 1996. 2  

 Jin Yong is the pen name of news publisher Louis Cha (Zha Liangyong 1924-), who 

founded Hong Kong’s Ming Pao Group, worked as its president and editor-in-chief from 

                                                        
1 Ming Pao Monthly, Augu. 1998, 12. 
2 Far Eastern Economic Review, Sept. 5, 1996, 38. 



1959 to 1989, and wrote more than twenty thousand pieces of editorials in Ming Pao 

Daily over the time. 3 He started to write serialized martial arts fiction in 1955. These 

fascinating romans feuilleton, numbering 15 in total, enabled the survival of his 

newspaper Ming Pao Daily during its early phase of development and contributed to its 

huge success afterwards. Nowadays, they have been published in Chinese, English, 

French, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, among other languages, by such prestigious 

publishing houses as Oxford University Press. 

 Although his first novel was written in 1955, and the last in 1972, Jin Yong’s martial 

arts fiction has never ceased to be popular among the Chinese. Most novels have been 

made into movies and TV series. Cartoons and video games based on Jin Yong’s martial 

arts fiction also abound. Jin Yong’s phenomenal commercial success has attracted 

considerable academic attention in and outside of Chinese communities. Three 

international conferences have been held for the discussion of his martial arts novels, 

which are also the subject matter of an impressive number of Ph.D. dissertations and 

critical volumes.  

 John Minford, the translator of Jin Yong’s five-volume Luding ji (The Deer and the 

Cauldron in English), once notes, in Jin Yong’s martial arts novels, the “Chinese 

euphony,” or the “deliberate celebrations of Chineseness” in the explanatory words of his 

collaborator and student Sharon Lai. 4  This “Chinese euphony” necessitates the 

translator’s use of various techniques, such as annotation, to bridge the cultural gap 

between the source language and the target language. For literary critics, the “Chinese 

euphony” is voiced in various motifs such as eremitism and loyalty, as well as aspects 

                                                        
3 For other biographical information, see Leng Xia. 
4 See Sharon Lai, p. 356. 



like history, geography, statecraft, and medicine that spread the wide spectrum of the 

Chinese cultural tradition. Jin Yong’s novels as a repository of Chinese cultural 

knowledge seems to be a topic scholars enjoy visiting and revisiting. Chen Mo, for 

instance, meticulously classifies textual components in Jin Yong’s martial arts novels 

under headings ranging from Confucianism, lute-playing to culinary and horticultural arts 

in his book entitled Jin Yong’s Novels and the Chinese Culture. Jin Yong’s dwellings on 

such subjects as the classics and their commentaries, philology, phonetics, poetry, music, 

astrology, medicine, arithmetic, calligraphy, painting, gardening, chess, and 

miscellaneous parlor and wine games are also examined by many other critics including 

Yan Jiayan and Cao Bula. 5 Central to the scholarly probe of this kind is its orientation 

towards the past. These critics guide the readers to look into Jin Yong’s novels for the 

historical and the bygone that help them identify themselves culturally. 

 By contrast, another direction in the criticism of Jin Yong focuses on the 

socio-historical context in which the author is situated. The extrinsic nature of this 

approach is as obvious as its orientation towards the present. Ma Guoming is among 

scholars who have first seen Jin Yong’s novels, especially the trope of patriotism in them, 

as partly in response to the colonial status of Hong Kong. Although Song Weijie warns 

against the reduction of Jin Yong’s novels as allegories of Hong Kong’s current situation, 

he proclaims, “The fictional era of Jin Yong’s works is not so important as the era in 

which he wrote his works.” 6 Under Song’s analysis, the problems of nationalism and 

colonialism in or reflected in Jin Yong’s works manifest the essential function of history 

                                                        
5 See Yan Jiayan, pp. 158-77, and Cao Bula. 
6 Song Weijie 1998, p.74.   



as an indicator of contemporary concerns. 7 John Christopher Hamm furthers the extant 

contextual studies of Jin Yong in grounding his reading of Jin Yong “in the shifting and 

expanding contexts of its production and circulation” and against the context of Hong 

Kong’s geopolitical situation. (2005: 25) A considerable proportion of Hamm’s recent 

book on Jin Yong delineates how Jin Yong’s martial arts novels as cultural products grow 

with Jin Yong’s publishing enterprise, an entity of the cultural industry.  

 Despite their different emphasis, the past-oriented textual studies and the 

present-oriented contextual studies of Jin Yong’s martial arts novels are not mutually 

exclusive, nor do they clash with each other. Close attention to literary texture and the 

understanding that no literary works exist in vacuum seems to be the consensus in 

criticism on Jin Yong. Taking inspirations from the balance, the complementarity, the 

harmony, rather than the dichotomy, between text and context, past and present, I set out 

to examine the tension of tradition and modernity in the Hong Kong writer’s martial arts 

tales about China’s bygone past. 8 My paper is an attempt to look into the broad and 

complex issue of tradition and modernity in China, which has vexed the Chinese 

intelligentsia of the twentieth century, through a small window of the romantic plot in Jin 

Yong’s The Book and the Sword. I argue that the issue of power best illuminates the inner 

tension haunting the novel’s modern treatment of the traditional male-female 

relationship. 

I draw basically from an eclectic combination of primarily formalist analytical 

strategies. With the book hinting the power of the civil and the literary, and the sword 

                                                        
7 See Song Weijie 1999.  
8 Tension, a term falling into the nomenclature of New Criticism, refers to the balance and harmony of 
“conflict structures” and “opponent tendencies” that make a literary work an integrated whole. See Cuddon, 
p. 904 and Abrams, p. 210. 



hinting the might of the military and the martial, the explicit suggestion of tension in the 

title’s juxtaposition of these two symbolic objects prefigures, to a certain extent, the 

tension between tradition and modernity that my close reading of the romantic plot in the 

story aims to examine. Book and sword are implicit metaphors of power, and my textual 

exegesis revolves around the notion of power. 

 

The Story 

Jin Yong’s first martial arts novel, The Book and the Sword, was serialized from 

February 8, 1955 to September 5, 1956 in Hong Kong’s New Evening Newspaper 新晚

報. Based on an anecdote of Manchu Emperor Qianlong (1711-1799)’s non-Manchu 

origin, The Book and the Sword is a tale of identity, fraternity as well as romantic love. It 

is set in the Qianlong reign (1736-95) of the Qing Dynasty (1616 - 1911). China was then 

ruled by the Manchus, a nomad people from Manchuria (today’s Northeast of China), 

who invaded China and conquered it. Chen Jialuo, son of late Chief Minister Chen, leads 

the anti-court Red Flower Society to restore the Han Chinese rule of the Empire. Chen is 

aided by a dozen valiant lieutenants, among whom Scholar Yu, Thunder Wen and his wife 

Luo Bing, Mastermind Xu and his wife Zhou Qi. At the beginning of the novel, Thunder 

Wen is pursued by government detectives and court guards and is finally arrested. To 

rescue him, heroes of the Red Flower Society clash with the Manchus and their Han 

Chinese henchmen. The Society forges an alliance with Uighur Muslims, who are 

fighting against the Manchus too. When Helmsman Chen first meets the elder daughter of 

the Uighur Chieftain Huo Qingtong, they fall in love with each other. Mistaking a girl 

named Li Yuanzhi in her male disguise as Huo’s lover, however, Chen does not proceed 



with courting Huo Qingtong. 

It is later revealed that the Manchu Emperor Qianlong is none other than Chen’s 

elder brother taken away at birth to substitute the former Manchu emperor’s baby 

daughter. Several antagonistic exchanges between the two brothers and their lieutenants 

culminate in the Society’s capture of the emperor. Under duress, the imprisoned emperor 

promises to restore the Han reign when time is opportune. Chen Jialuo is then engaged in 

helping the Uighurs to fight against the Qing Western Expedition Army. In the Western 

Border area, he meets Huo Qingtong’s younger sister Princess Fragrance (shortened 

hereafter as Fragrance) and they fall in love with each other. Loving both the sisters and 

loved by them too, Chen Jialuo is in a romantic dilemma. The three of them go through a 

series of adventures in a mystic ancient palace in the desert. Their extraordinary 

discoveries in the palace enable Chen to achieve his martial perfection and eventually 

beat his arch-antagonist.  

Despite Huo Qingtong’s excellent military strategies, the Uighurs are defeated by the 

Manchus who have by far outnumbered them. Fragrance is captured. The emperor 

promises to pay heed to his oath of ousting the Manchus on the condition that Chen 

Jialuo severs his tie with Fragrance. But the Uighur princess soon learns that the emperor 

has no good faith in his promise. To warn her lover, she commits suicide. Chen Jialuo 

and other members of the Society flee to the border area before the emperor can lay 

hands on them. 

 

The Elder Sister 

Chen Jialuo’s love entanglement with the two Uighur sisters is obviously the master 



romantic plot at concern. One object serves as the central clue to the power relationship 

in the triad among Chen Jialuo, Huo Qingtong and Fragrance -- the short sword Huo 

gives to Chen. It symbolises the subversion to traditional gender relationship 

characterized by male agency. 9 Celebrating female achievements, the short sword hints 

the threat to the patriarchal society posed by women’s power due to either her talents or 

beauty or both.  

 At her first meeting with Chen Jialuo, Huo Qingtong gives Chen an ancient short 

sword before they part each other. She knows Chen has misunderstood the friendship 

between her and Li Yuanzhi as intimacy between lovers. Only falling short of saying, 

“Hey, ‘he’ is actually a girl,” she asks him to inquire about Li’s identity from Li’s kung fu 

master Lu Feiqing (Chapter 4). The initiative Huo takes in summoning Chen to her side, 

in saying these words and in giving him the sword foils Chen’s passivity. 

 What happens to the sword later gives occasions for us to admire Huo’s wisdom. 

The secret inside the short sword is not revealed until when Chen and the two sisters are 

fleeing from a wolf pack in the desert. When trying to free the sword from the bite of a 

dead wolf, Chen discovers its second-layer blade. It is Huo who then discovers the wax 

ball in between the blades and it is again she who deciphers the map hidden inside the 

wax ball, and leads Chen and her sister to the ancient labyrinth (Chapter 16). There they 

find some bamboo strips inscribed with Zhuangzi among the bones of an ancient Muslim 

warrior. Huo reminds Chen that Butcher Ding’s way of cutting oxen, as recorded in the 

Chinese text, may be useful in combats. This directly leads to Chen’s enlightenment in 

martial perfection. Chen owes debt also to Mami, the still earlier owner of the short 

                                                        
9 For an analysis of changing implications of agency in the feminist discourse, see Zito, p. 9. For an even 
fuller treatment of agency, see Hesse-Biber, Chapter 6. 



sword. Mami has sacrificed herself to be the wife of the despot Sanglaba, who oppresses 

her people, in order to find his secret of invincibility. It is she who has made the map of 

Sanglaba’s maze city and put it inside the sword. And it is she who has mentioned, in the 

testament written in her dying blood, the connection between the Chinese text and martial 

arts (Chapter 17).  

 By sacrificing her love, her body, her life, and the life of her baby, Mami has helped 

to free her tribesmen from the tyrannical yoke of Sanglaba. 10 However her heroic 

stature does not dwarf that of Huo Qingtong, who leads Uighur soldiers against the 

predatory Qing army, and has achieved spectacular victories. In Huo Qingtong exists the 

shadow of Zhuge Liang, the Mastermind in the paradigmatic Chinese military romance 

The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. 11 Besides, her military strategies are reminiscent 

of principles recorded in well-documented Chinese bingfa texts, or texts of military 

strategies, such as confusing the empty and the solid 虛以實之實以虛之 and turning 

the strength of the opponent against himself 以己之矛攻己之盾. 

Mami and Huo Qingtong, the two owners of the short sword, the maker and revealer 

respectively of its hidden secret – the map to the maze city -- are both extraordinary 

women against whose feats Chen’s accomplishments pale in comparison. In effect, 

Mami’s testament of her life reduces Chen to a shamed retrospection and harsh 

self-criticism for having “thought only of his own affairs of the heart” in face of the 

gigantic “task of recovering China for the Chinese people.” (Earnshaw 413) The 

outstanding wisdom of Huo Qingtong, on its turn, have led Chen to muse about its 

instrumentality in the sense that Huo’s assistance may be well needed in his mission, as 

                                                        
10 She kills her baby to exterminate the family line of the despot Sanglaba. 
11 See Hsia, pp. 135-70, first published in Birch 1974. 



“Huo is a superb strategist, better even than Mastermind Xu (Chen’s lieutenant).” 

(Earnshaw 407) Chen then immediately asks himself whether “he just wanted her 

because she might be useful to the cause?” (Earnshaw 407) He goes on to scold himself 

for this selfish and calculating thought. 

Chen’s self-blame may even contain an inferiority complex. Consciously or 

unconsciously, Chen has found himself upper-handed in his relationship with Huo 

Qingtong. She is empowered by her superb beauty and intellectuality. What is more, the 

initiative she takes in giving Chen the short sword and bidding him to find the identity of 

her suspect lover strips Chen’s male agency and inverts the gender role of a conventional 

romantic relationship featured by male activity and female passivity. 

 

The Younger Sister 

 On the contrary, the love of Fragrance seems to aggrandize Chen’s male power. His 

strength, valor and knowledge seem to be asserted through Fragrance’s need of protection, 

her innocence, and to a certain extent, her ignorance. This combination of innocence and 

ignorance finds ready expression in passages foregrounding her childishness. In Chapter 

13, for instance, Fragrance “clapped her hands and laughed in delight” when seeing “a 

small deer jumped out of a spinney of trees nearby.” (Earnshaw 308) She is then leading 

Chen, whom she has just met, to the front of the Uighur army, where Chen expects to 

warn Huo Qingtong of her enemies’ advent. 

 ‘A baby deer!’ she cried. …The girl watched it go, then suddenly reined in her 

horse. ‘There’s someone over there,’ she whispered. 

 Chen looked over and saw four Manchu soldiers and an officer carving up a 

large deer while the fawn circled around them making pitiful cries. The dead deer was 



obviously its mother. 

 ‘Goddamn it, we might as well eat that one too!’ cursed one of the soldiers, 

standing up. He fixed an arrow to his bow and prepared to shoot the fawn which, 

ignorant of the danger, was moving towards him. 

 The girl gave a cry of alarm. She jumped off her horse, ran into the thicket, 

and placed herself in front of the fawn. ‘Don’t shoot!’ she cried. ‘Don’t you dare 

shoot!’ The soldier started in surprise and took a step backwards, dazzled by her beauty. 

She picked up the fawn and stroked its soft coat. ‘You poor thing,’ she murmured. She 

glanced hatefully at the soldier, then turned and walked out of the thicket with the fawn. 

(Earnshaw 309) 

 Fragrance is ignorant of martial arts. It is Chen Jialuo who paralyses the Manchu 

soldiers who run after her by touching their vital points (Earnshaw 310) 

 The implication of this interlude is two fold: Fragrance is still a child; she does not 

understand what danger is. Her frolicking at the sight of the baby deer has all the air of an 

excited child. The life of Fragrance “as a shepherdess, of picking flowers, and of looking 

at stars, and of the games that young girls play” (Earnshaw 308) exudes childhood blithe. 

This halcyon life is totally external to danger, violence, and cruelty. As a result, she is 

completely ignorant of evil. When the Manchu army invades into the land of her people, 

she takes care of livestock with other women away from the battlefront. She gets to know 

Chen Jialuo before she has to face war as a reality of life. But then Chen, with his firm 

love and superb martial arts, can always preserve her against danger. “Carefree” thus 

accurately describes her mode of existence. 

 No wonder She is called a “child” 孩子 on many occasions in the tale. While it is 

natural that she, the youngest of her siblings, is considered a child in the eyes of her 

elders, the word haizi conveys an attitude when it is employed but not as appellation by a 



third-person omniscient narrator who sometimes engages the perspective of the 

protagonist Chen Jialuo. This attitude is characterized by a voluntary filtering of all the 

pejorative underpinnings of childishness -- such as foolhardiness and gullible ignorance – 

as well as the advancing of a quasi-religious sublimation of innocence. 

 Fragrance’s carefree life is not without a religious undertone. The oasis where she 

grazes her sheep and tastes various flowers is strongly redolent of Eden, where happiness 

is inseparable with ignorance and innocence. The religious concept of baptism can also 

be associated with Fragrance’s two baths in the mountain stream that have left Chen 

power-stricken. The first of these baths shortly precedes the first meeting between Chen 

and Fragrance. Chen happens to catch sight of a young girl swimming in a mountain 

stream (Chapter 13). When eventually he can see, “through a gap in the leaves,” the girl’s 

“snow-white skin, her raven hair splayed out on the surface of the water, and her eyes, 

bright as stars, gazing across at him,” he is “dazed, like a drunken or dreaming man.” 

When he opens his eyes at the girl again, she is already “dressed in a dazzlingly white 

down, sitting barefoot in a bed of red flowers by the water’s edge.” (Earnshaw 305) 

 Perhaps the sublime is more striking in Fragrance’s second bath at Chen’s presence. 

12 It happens after Chen has taken Fragrance from the Forbidden City to a section of the 

Great Wall in the suburbs of Beijing, where he persuades her to give in to the emperor 

and in this way aids his mission of restoring the Han Chinese rule (Chapter 19). Chen’s 

words have broken her heart. Before allowing him to take her back to the hateful emperor, 

she asks him to watch her take a bath in a mountain spring. 

                                                        
12 Here the concept of the sublime appeals to me in its strict Longinian sense. I am especially impressed by 
Jin Yong’s use of figurative language (snow-white skin, etc.), the lofty feeling Fragrance arouses in Chen 
Jialuo (reverence and gratitude), which seem to echo two of Longinus’ five sources of sublimity. See 
Russel, pp. 150-87. 



 The likening of Fragrance to a naked baby in this episode brings home a sense of 

holiness akin to that linked with baptism. The color of her gown, “dazzling white” 

symbolizes her purity, which is incompatible with the soil of the temporal world. Instead 

of provoking erotic desires, her perfect nudity brings about quasi-religious “reverence 

and gratitude” on the part of her melancholic watcher Chen Jialuo (Earnshaw 475). 

 The sublime is often linked with self-abnegation. Chen’s wish to make Fragrance 

safe and happy is mingled with a puissant self-forgetting zeal, which makes the 

identification of Chen with strong male and Fragrance with weak female somewhat 

problematic. In fact, Chen’s selfless love of Fragrance illustrates more or less the power 

at her command in their relationship. To use the terms of chivalric romances, Fragrance is 

a damsel in distress, but even more so the sovereign lady of her knight’s heart. She is her 

knight’s source of stimulation. She dictates his adventurous journeys. Maybe it is more 

than coincidental that some of the familiar tropes of chivalric romances find their 

resonance in the romantic vicissitudes of Chen Jialuo and Fragrance. For instance, a 

knight is often separated from his lady by water. A mountain stream separates Chen and 

Fragrance during their first and last meeting. Like a gallant knight in chivalric romances, 

Chen fights giants (Chapter 13) and ferocious animals (wolves, Chapter 16) and goes 

back victorious to the embrace of his lady.  

 Fragrance’s power is portrayed as a corollary of her extreme beauty. At the first sight 

of her, Chen is willing to do everything for her. In Chapter 13, Chen Jialuo climbs to a 

precipice to pick two huge snow lilies for Fragrance regardless of the danger of falling to 

death. When Chen looks back at the precipice at a distance, fits of cold sweat break out in 

him. “The height of the precipice is simply frightening.” Soaked in sweat and sore in 



every muscle due to earlier strenuous efforts, he reflects, “In the girl’s splendorous beauty 

seems to reside a tremendous power, which compels one to die the most cruel death for 

her sake without the slightest regret.” (Jin Yong 1994: 526) 13  

The next two dramatic scenes illustrate the veneration Fragrance’s peerless beauty 

compels from her enemies. Just when Fragrance is about to lead Chen Jialuo to the army 

line of the Uighurs to see Huo Qingtong, the two find themselves totally encircled by the 

Qing troops preparing to battle with the Uighurs. There is deathly quiet on both the Qing 

side and the Uighur side. “Chen knew that with one word from the Manchu 

commanders,” they would “immediately become the target for a thousand spears and then 

thousand arrows.” (Earnshaw 313) Yet Fragrance’s enchanting beauty enables them to 

canter to the Uighur side from the hands of the Manchus unharmed. 

 The morning sun had just risen, and the troops stared in amazement at the 

girl’s extraordinary beauty, her hair, face, arms, and down splashed with pale sunlight. 

Each one of them, whether officer or trooper, found his heart thumping furiously. They 

watched as the two gradually rode off into the distance. 

 Even General Zhao, the Commander-in-Chief of the army, was overcome by 

an unaccustomed feeling of tranquillity when he beheld her. Somehow he was in no 

mood for killing. Looking round, he saw similar expressions of dazed serenity on the 

faces of all his officers and underlings. They had all already replaced their swords in 

their scabbards, and were obviously awaiting the general’s offer to retire. (Earnshaw 

313) 

 Oblivious of the danger of falling from the slippery cliff, Chen has picked the snow 

lilies for Fragrance. At the sight of her, the Qing soldiers have forgotten they are there to 

fight and kill. The same willingness to die for her and the forgetting of self in awe of her 

                                                        
13 Translation is mine. This part is missing in Earnshaw’s translation.  



beauty as if in a spell are to resurface when Fragrance and Chen enter the Manchu camp 

as Uighur convoys. Overwhelmed by her sweet fragrance while catching sight of her 

flawless white hands, one of General Zhao’s personal aides is too flustered to accept the 

letter she has handed over to General Zhao. He is killed instantly at the command of the 

general. Fragrance is heartbroken at the thought that she has indirectly killed the man. 

She gazed at the head of the unfortunate soldier with tearing falling down her cheeks. 

Greatly distressed at the sight of her crying, the soldier who had performed the execution 

“suddenly shouted: ‘I did wrong to kill him. Don’t cry!’ He slashed his sword across his 

own neck and fell to the ground, dead.” (Earnshaw 326-7) 

This is a highly dramatic account of a beauty’s lethal power. A beauty can cause 

the war, the downfall of a city 傾城 and the collapse of a country 傾國. Abundant cases 

in China’s history and fiction have established the charm of an extraordinary beauty as 

destructive. 14 Jin Yong seems to be against the gender-prejudiced literary practice of 

associating superb female beauty with calamity 紅顔禍水. Indeed, his sympathy towards 

beautiful women -- made scapegoats by the conspiracy of the patriarchal Chinese society 

15 -- and his self-professed “adoration 崇拜  of women” 16 find resonance in the 

elevating portrayal of Fragrance’s beauty in The Book and the Sword. Accusing cruelty 

and advocating pacifism, her ennobling charm emanates human compassion. 

Nevertheless, the potency of her disarming beauty compels, in a most unsuspected way, 

her lover Chen Jialuo at her command. The relationship between Chen and Fragrance is 
                                                        
14 As both cause and effect of this virulent prejudice against women’s exceptional beauty, outstandingly 
beautiful women are linked to inauspiciousness and diabolicalness. For the accounts of some of these 
unlucky women and some disastrously evil women, See Raphals, p. 44, pp. 61-86. 
15 The Deer and the Cauldron, for instance, seems to suggest the absurdity in incriminating the courtesan 
Chen Yuanyuan as having caused the downfall of the Ming Dynasty and the defeat of Li Zicheng’s peasant 
uprising.  
16 Ming Pao Monthly, Dec. 1998, 49.  



in this sense a parallel of the relationship between Chen and Huo, both featuring the 

female agency. 

The fact that Huo Qingtong and Fragrance are Uighurs also illustrates this 

reversal of conventional Chinese gender relationship privileging the male. Behind the two 

sisters’ show of love is the Uighur romantic tradition according women the autonomy of 

choosing their lover, as portrayed by Jin Yong. The ceremonious expression of this 

female agency is Uighurs’ love-match party 偎郎大會 (Chapter 13). “It was an occasion 

for young, unmarried boys and girls to seal their romantic attachments and become 

engaged. The initiative was taken by the girl, who would place a belt round the neck of 

her chosen boy and lead him to dance.” (Earnshaw 315) It is in this party that Fragrance’s 

embroidered belt falls around Chen’s neck, and in this way she publicly declares her love 

for him.  

Such a practice is unthinkable in traditional Han Chinese culture wherein a 

woman’s image is often paired with the imagery of inner chamber, with all its sense of 

confinement, dependence, and lack of freedom. Women in The Book and the Sword are 

decided deviations of this image. The study of a secondary female character engaged in 

romantic relationship may help us better grapple with the inner tension in the novel’s 

modern representation of traditional gender role. 

 

The Female Foil  

The choice to take the initiative role in a romantic involvement and to articulate 

one’s love uninhibitedly is not a prerogative of the two Uighur heroines. Li Yuanzhi, 

disciple of a Wudang kung fu master and daughter of Military Governor of Zhejiang 



Province, is also noted for her departure from the passive role usually played by a woman 

in love. Enamoured at first sight of Scholar Yu, one of the heroes of the Red Flower 

Society, she shows him her love and determination to get an end out of it. Yet her feelings 

are not reciprocated due to Scholar Yu’s secret longings for Luo Bing, wife of his sworn 

brother Thunder Wen. Li’s eventual happy marriage with Scholar Yu is thought provoking 

in that the reversal of her romantic fortune is in tandem with the reversal of her advantage 

vis-à-vis Scholar Yu. 

Li is portrayed to be beautiful, intelligent, resourceful, a formidable fighter and a 

wily strategist. She has saved Scholar Yu’s life several times. Yu’s debt to her – for owing 

her his life, for causing her to disown her family ties, and for being unwilling to 

reciprocate her love – is only compounded when Li reaffirms her love for him despite the 

terrible disfigurement he has suffered in rescuing Thunder Wen (Chapter 11). This 

secondary romantic plot of the novel reaches its climax when Li exacts Yu’s formal 

agreement to their marriage (Chapter 18) and when Li’s power vis-à-vis Scholar Yu is at 

its apogee. Knowing the whereabouts of his enemy, she is the only person who can help 

Yu avenge his kung fu master. In return for this crucial piece of information which he is 

willing to pay for “by being a slave in his life and afterlife” (Jin Yong 1994: 733), Yu 

agrees to marry her.  

But her happiness does not start from then. It is not till Li’s serious wounds at the 

hand of Yu’s enemy that she begins to experience Scholar Yu’s reciprocation of love. The 

anticlimax of this narrative line quickly winds down in the sentence “while he tends her 

sick bed, his pity on her evolves into genuine love.” 病榻相慰，由憐生愛 (Jin Yong 

1994: 772) We must point out that this happy ending is reached at the reversal of Li’s 



advantage over Scholar Yu, which can be interpreted as her loss of power over him. She 

has already delivered the information he yearns to know. Broadly speaking, her 

incapacitation corresponds to his disfigurement. In addition, with her arm broken and 

chest seriously wounded, she is being taken care of by, instead of taking care of, Scholar 

Yu, as she has always done. 

This almost melodramatic secondary romantic plot bears on our reading of the 

primary romantic plot because it is also about a powerful woman. Li Yuanzhi’s frequent 

assumption of male disguise seems to be emblematic of her defiance of a 

male-chauvinistic social order. The apparent narrative emphasis on the representation of 

her as a beautiful and talented woman bravely pursuing love and happiness seems to 

suggest an authorial attitude appreciative of female agency. When she is maimed and at 

least symbolically deprived of her agency, her story is to finish. Her loss of advantage 

over Scholar Yu is implied by very few strokes, so is her amorous fulfilment accounted. 

Yet the sick Li Yuanzhi bound to her sickbed is more revelatory than the flamboyant Li 

Yuanzhi, as the correspondence between Li’s reversal of romantic fortune and the 

reversal of her advantage vis-à-vis Scholar Yu sheds light on the inner tension inherent in 

the novel’s modern representation of traditional gender relationship. 

Modern consciousness gets across through the novel’s elaborate delineation of 

loveable and lovely women in wild departure from traditional women characterized by 

their lack of agency. However, the outcome of the novel’s romantic plots manifests the 

persistence of traditional patriarchal ideology and its hold on gender relationship. Li 

Yuanzhi’s happiness is unobtainable until at her loss of power over Scholar Yu. The 

forlornness of Huo Qingtong and the death of Fragrance seem to be causally linked to the 



male world’s resistance towards the immense power at the disposal of these two sisters. 

Zhou Qi and Luo Bing, the two happily married women in the novel, are essentially 

different from the two heroines because they pose no threat to patriarchy. The one 

outwitted by her husband and the other notable for her docility and submissiveness to her 

husband, their happiness can be interpreted as the reward for their powerlessness.  

The design of the novel’s romantic plots may be suggestive of the author’s own 

ambiguous opinion of love and gender. Jin Yong once said, “The more lovely a woman is, 

the more obvious is her femininity.” 17 Is weakness essential in what Jin Yong calls 

femininity? The answer is positive for a lot of Jin Ying’s critics, among whom Wu Aiyi. 

In her influential treatise Women in Jin Yong’s Novels, Wu points out Jin’s chauvinistic 

view of women, although he “sincerely appreciates beautiful women and is protective of 

them.” 18 To avoid slipping into the intentional fallacy, I would not go beyond textual 

clues. I hope that my analysis of several characters’ romantic involvements may help to 

illuminate the inner tension in Jin Yong’s modern representation of traditional gender 

relationship. 

 

Conclusion and Discussion 

My close reading of Jin Yong’s first martial arts novel focuses on its romantic plot. 

Taking a cue from the semantic dimension of the title -- book and sword as implicit 

metaphors of power, I examine the novel’s treatment of love via the analysis of power 

relationship in it. Beauty, talents, and the combination of them pinpoint the power at the 

disposal of the two heroines and the tragic end of their romances. On the contrary, the 

                                                        
17 Ming Pao Monthly, Dec. 1998, 47. 
18 Wu Aiyi 吳靄儀, p. iv. 



loss or absence of female agency in some other female characters seems to correspond to 

the happy outcome of their romantic involvements. In this way, the romantic plot 

depicted in the novel is both a challenge to, and an affirmation of, patriarchic ideology, 

resulting from the tension between the author’s modern mentality and his subscription to 

deeply entrenched traditional view of love and gender relationship.  

 Broadly defined as the linking together of opposites, tension is pervasive in The Book 

and the Sword, as first hinted by the title. 19 Albeit beyond the scope of this paper, the 

examination of the tension -- between the civil, the literary (wen) embodied by the book 

and the military, the martial (wu) embodied by the sword -- has the potential of further 

enlightening on the complex issue of the tension between tradition and modernity 

surfacing in The Book and the Sword.  

 The twentieth century has witnessed the sharp contrast between tradition and 

modernity in Chinese intellectual and revolutionary consciousness. To catch up with 

Western powers and to restore its lost glory, the Middle Kingdom must renounce its 

pernicious tradition. This is the argument made forcefully by the most influential minds 

of the era including Lu Xun. This is also Modern China’s most resounding voice amidst a 

profound collective crisis of cultural identity, which finds such vehement expression as 

the May Fourth Movement. 20 Cultural anti-traditionalism (iconoclasm) and political 

nationalism (patriotism) 21 have thus been peculiarly bundled together and formed the 

mainstream ideology of the twentieth century China. 22 In the name of invigorating 

China, the extreme iconoclasm reached its height in the Cultural Revolution and 
                                                        
19 Tyson, p. 123. 
20 Lin Yu-sheng, pp. 3-6, pp. 104-51.  
21 Although anti-traditionalism and iconoclasm are not close synonyms, nor are nationalism and patriotism, 
I follow Prof. Lin Yu-sheng and Prof. Tu Wei-ming to use them interchangeably to evoke the broad 
connotations of these terms. 
22 Tu Wei-ming, pp. 5-6. 



effectively reduced the Chinese tradition to rubble. The havoc wreaked by the Cultural 

Revolution has provoked Chinese intellectuals to reject, on retrospect, the sharp 

dichotomy between tradition and modernity as untenable. 23  

 It is in this context that Jin Yong’s martial arts novels -- with their motifs of 

nationalism and identity, their pride in Chinese cultural heritage, their adoption of 

traditional fictional forms, and their reaffirmation of traditional values – have found their 

niche in contemporary Chinese literature.  

                                                        
23 Ibid., p. 7. 
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Abstract: 
 
Lecture-Performance jointly presented by composer Lei Liang (Harvard University) 
and saxophonist Chien-Kwan Lin (Eastman School of Music)  
 
In this lecture-performance, the composer and the performer will jointly present the creation 
of a musical composition for saxophone and electronic sound.  The composition is entitled 
“Memories of Xiaoxiang.”  
 
Using the medium of electronic collage and transformation, the work makes extensive 
musical reference to Peking Opera, Yao minority singing, and guqin – the ancient Chinese 
seven-stringed zither. It is then held together by a ‘live’ performance on the saxophone – a 
quintessentially western instrument. 
 
The title “Xiaoxiang” refers to the region in Hunan Province, China where the  
rivers Xiao and Xiang intersect.  A tragic event took place in that region during the Chinese 
Cultural Revolution: a woman’s husband was killed by a local official.  Without the means to 
seek justice, she decided to take revenge on the official by wailing like a ghost in the forest 
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behind the official’s residence every evening.  Months later, both the official and herself 
went insane.  The composer’s friend, the well-known and gifted Chinese composer Mo 
Wu-ping (1958-1993) once planned to compose an opera based on this story.   However, he 
only finished the overture before he died of cancer at age 34. In this piece, the composer uses 
field recordings of the local Yao minority people and excerpts from the guqin composition 
“Water and Mist over Xiaoxiang,” as well as Mo Wu-ping’s singing, to create a soundscape 
that evokes the particular locality, placing it in a historical context, while portraying the 
protagonists of the story.  It is the woman’s search for her husband, Mo Wu-ping’s search for 
her, and the composer’s search for him---we are all searching for memories of realities, 
fragments of truths in this broken, fractured and scattered soundscape.  
 
In this workshop, the composer will present the musical materials, and discuss how the 
composition is made, and its relationship with traditional Chinese musical aesthetics. The 
performer will discuss the interpretative and improvisatory aspects of performance, and how 
such procedures further transform the composition. The lecture will begin and conclude with 
‘live’ performances of the composition, followed by a brief Q&A interaction with the 
audience. 
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The early thirteenth-century stained glass of the clerestory windows in the chevet of 

Reims Cathedral depicts large figures of the apostles flanking the Virgin (and Child) and Christ 

(on the cross) in the axial bay.  Beneath them and equal in size are the archbishop of Reims 

Henri de Braine flanked by his eleven suffragan bishops, in a program underlining their 

ecclesiastical authority and apostolic succession.  In the small rosaces above these lancets are 

selected scenes from the lives of the apostles who appear beneath them. 

The Bible contains little on the apostles’ missionary activities following Pentecost and 

the Middle Ages knew these stories from apocryphal texts composed from about the third 

through the sixth centuries.  While the lives of such major saints as Peter, John, James Major, 

etc., are not infrequently depicted in Gothic windows, a full set of apostles’ lives is extremely 

rare in all media of the monumental arts.  Mosaics at San Marco in Venice dating around 1200 

are a unique example. 

Moreover, the Reims rosaces provide space for only three or four scenes per apostle, and 

at a distance from the viewer of well over 100 ft.  The programmer thus had to be extremely 



selective, and the artist was required to eliminate all but essential elements of the stories 

selected.  In manuscripts such as martyrologies, sets of selected scenes from the apostles’ lives 

occasionally are included and, one would assume,  should provide the closest comparison to the 

Reims program.  However, the surviving examples do not resemble Reims very closely in either 

choice of scene or format, and they invariably emphasize the saints’ violent deaths, which is not 

the case at Reims.  On the contrary: the Reims programmer avoids depicting the apostles’ violent 

deaths – except in those cases where the martyrdom was so commonly depicted that it provided 

the identification of the saint, such as Peter’s upside-down crucifixion or the flaying of 

Bartholomew. 

The Reims programmer and artist seem to have drawn their material straight from a 

textual source, which again one would assume might be a lectionary containing the liturgical 

readings used on saints’ feast days.  However, lectionaries include many more saints than the 

apostles, and are usually arranged according to the church calendar.  A much handier source 

would have been a text that presents each apostle’s life in a sequence of ten (or eleven) books, a 

text known to scholars as the so-called Pseudo-Abdias and believed to have been composed in 

the time and vicinity of Gregory of Tours in sixth-century Gaul.  A tenth-century manuscript of 

the Pseudo-Abdias survives from the library of the Benedictine abbey of Saint-Thierry in Reims 

(now Paris BNF, MS lat. 5563).   Since there is evidence that the nave program of Reims 

windows was based on material from the same library, it is here proposed that this manuscript 

was the textual source for the unusual set of apocryphal acts of the apostles in the Reims rosaces.

 The apostles’ lives, as related in the Pseudo-Abdias, are often lengthy and complicated, 

and the rosaces contain four scenes (or less) per apostle.  The programmer’s selections can seem 

surprising, since they often avoid well-known miracles for unusual themes.  Three main topics 



are stressed:  preaching and the ordaining of preachers (the identifying activity of a bishop);  

conflict of the apostle with secular, political authority (at all levels);  and the triumph of Faith 

(the apostle) over Idolatry (which the thirteenth century was beginning to equate with heresy).  

The history of Reims during the 1230s easily explains why these three themes were meaningful.  

The first theme stresses the power and authority of bishops, based on the doctrine of Apostolic 

Succession.  The second theme underlines the violent conflict, sometimes physical, between the 

archbishop and the citizenry in the 1230s, as well as between him and the French king who 

would not come to his aid.  The third theme encapsulates the increasing fear of the rich citizenry, 

money-lenders, of persecution by the Church’s Inquisition, which was beginning to merge its 

attacks on usury and heresy.  The Reims rosaces spoke loud and clear, proclaiming against his 

perceived antagonists the power and canonical authority of Archbishop Henri de Braine.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

The inexorable rise of religiously-fuelled nationalism seems to be a major 
feature of the early new millennium. Nationality continues to be a major 
component of many people’s sense of self, as well as a major secular taxonomic 
category.   Almost universally, national and religious identities have historically 
tended to intertwine in a complex dynamic. Whilst at a level of popular religiosity, 
religious nationality or national religiousness has been a commonly-experienced 
feature of many Catholic societies, the official teaching of the Catholic Church on 
the matter of nationality has apparently been minimal.  Amongst the possible 
reasons for this silence we may include the concrete historical and political 
circumstances and ideological preferences of the Catholic hierarchy. In addition, 
however the issue of nationality also invokes a number of difficulties for the 
theologian.  

A phenomenological understanding of Catholicism and nationality is 
comparatively easily articulated, inter alia, under the aegis of religious studies. 
However, a specifically theological investigation of nationality, while being based 
on such understandings, demands in addition, a number of further tasks, for the 
theological sciences also have to function from within a position of religious 
belief. Consequently, the pertinent tasks include [1] understanding the role of 
nationality within a theology of the human being,  [2] delineating the normativity 
(or non-normativity) of biblical understandings of nationality for modern 
experiences of nationality and nationalism, in order to arrive at [3] an articulation 
of the role of particular nations. Given the pervasive use or misuse of religious 
considerations in contemporary, as well as historical, national and international 
affairs, unveiling the values and anti-values of the religious-national nexus 
reveals itself as a pressing moral imperative.  

The subject of nationality is so protean that it cannot be reduced to one 
disciplinary perspective.  In a consideration therefore of the limits of religious 
considerations in concerns of nationality, academic theology is inevitably brought 
into dialog with a wide range of secular disciplines.  This paper will argue that 
theology has valuable insights to offer this conversation, and in fact possesses 
concepts and language for clarification of the potentially explosive mixture 
religious and nationality.   Despite a long gestation, in the Catholic magisterium 
of the twentieth century, a theology of nationality has in fact begun to emerge. 
The issue arises initially in contestation with the claims of fascism and 



communism, which respectively maximize and minimize the claims of nationality 
on humans.  The documents of the Second Vatican Council (1962-5) make no 
dedicated reference to the nation, but the subject is far from absent: here, the 
nation is presented in the context of in international relations, and understood as 
a corporate moral person.  Importantly, it also appears treated as a form of 
culture.   

In the teachings of John Paul II, this anthropological import of nationality 
was signally developed. Understood as a form of particular ethno-cultural 
identity, national identity is presented along lines which suggest that it is a 
constitutive element in personal identity.  Evidently, the late pope’s own 
experience of national belonging is clearly a source for this theology.   
Consequently, the Wojtylan theology of nationality  - particularly in its connection 
with his Mariology - is more than tinged with the influences of Polish romantic 
nationalism, and even of Polish Messianism. Existing however side by side with – 
and even correcting - these visceral and particularistic loyalties to John Paul’s 
native soil is a theology which seeks to articulate an appropriate value for cultural 
particularity:  national particularity is seen as a religious category, but is not 
thereby divinized. In the theology of nationality thus articulated, national and 
religious spheres may thus be understood to be connected but clearly 
differentiated, avoiding two extreme stances, namely understanding nationality 
as a purely secular reality, or on the other hand, identifying religious and national 
identities.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

The aim of this research was to study the practice of reflection among English as 
a Second Language teachers in selected schools in the states of Perak and 
Selangor and the contribution of reflection towards self-directed professional 
development of the teachers. For the purpose of this study, a quantitative 
methodology was used. This practice of reflection among 80 primary school 
English Language teachers was derived from survey. The result of the findings 
was discussed according to the major themes, which emerged during the analysis 
of the data from the survey. To validate the result, triangulation of data was also 
employed. The result of the finding showed that although there were many 
interpretation and understandings of the concepts of reflection was deeply 
contested, but this does not prevent the teachers from experimenting with 
reflection in their teaching. The findings also highlighted the shortcomings of the 
act of reflection; collaboration, an important element of reflection missing in the 
practice.   

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 
 The use of reflective practices in the professional development of teachers 
especially competency in particular, is well researched and documented.  The advantages 
of this practice too have been proven and highlighted again and again by numerous 
researchers in the field of applied linguistics. 
 
 The importance of reflection to the ESL teachers is captured in the following 
statement: 
 
“Reflection is not just a process of making sense of experience, it is also a process of 
recovery and regeneration.” (Baldwin and Williams, 1988). 
 
 The Diploma Perguruan Malaysia curriculum in the teacher education  
programme in Malaysia aims at producing teachers who are able to reflect on their 
practices in teaching and learning.  There are various documents in the teacher education 
programme that spell out reflection as stated below: 
 

• The curriculum design mentions ‘reflective approach and students-centered 
approach’ as the mode of delivery in teaching. (Ministry of Education 1996) 
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• In the syllabus for the Diploma, the objectives mention are: 1) to reflect 
critically on their own learning experiences as a means of self-evaluation to 
improve their teaching practice  2) to direct and manage their own 
professional development in line with current developments in education and 
information technology (Ministry of Education 1997) 

• The guidelines on practicum mentions the need for student  teachers to 
practice reflection in their classroom as follows:  1) able to evaluate one’s 
own strength and weaknesses  2) able to rationalize the cause and effect of the 
action taken  3) able to predict the consequences and implication of one’s 
actions  4) able to plan for one’s personal and professional growth  5) able to 
relate personal theories to situational knowledge in developing professional 
knowledge in teaching  (Ministry of Education 1996) 

 
With this in mind, the researcher would like to do a study of this practice among 

English Language Teachers in Malaysia. Moreover, since reflective practice has been 
introduced in Malaysia for the last six years (since 1999) so, it is only appropriate to 
see how far and effective is this practice (reflection) among English language teachers 
in schools in their professional development. 

 
 
2. Definition of Reflection 
 
 Silverman and Casazza (2000)  define reflection as 
 
“An awareness of a new research and new ways of viewing theories about learning, as 
well as the examination of long-standing practices that may need to be revisited.” 
 

The man who is acclaimed to be the founder of Reflection, John Dewey defined 
the term in a very elaborated manner.  He defined it as 
 
“Reflective thinking, in distinction from other operations to which we apply the name of 
thought, involves (1) a state of doubt, hesitation, perplexity, mental difficulty, in which 
thinking originates, and (2) an act of searching, hunting, inquiring, to find the materials 
that will resolve the doubt, settle and dispose of the perplexity.” (Dewey cited in 
Loughran 1996:4) 
 
 Haigh (1996) defines reflection as thinking about an experience with the intention 
of deciding what it means, how it can be explained and what the meaning and explanation 
might imply for the future. 
 
 Thus, it can be concluded that experience that is accessible to reflection includes 
recalled observation, thoughts, actions and feelings. Ways of thinking about experience 
including identifying what is known, uncertain and not-known, identifying what is 
meaningful and not meaningful, going beyond first thoughts, taken-for-granted meanings 
and explanations, making connections between thoughts/feelings/actions, recognizing 
limitations in existing knowledge and ways of thinking and acting, explaining 
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experiences, recognizing criteria being used for judgments, making judgments, 
conjecturing about what the future might be, given what the present and past appear to 
meant and to be explained. 
 
 Richards (1990) sees reflection as a key component of teacher development. He 
concluded that critical thinking and self-enquiry can 
 
“help teachers move from one level where they may be guided largely by impulse, 
intuition, or routine, to a level where their actions are guided by reflection and critical 
thinking.” 
 
 Therefore, teacher development is closely related to reflective practices for it is 
seen as the means to achieve competency in one’s area (pedagogical and content).  And 
for 
 
“over twenty years ago teachers embarked on the project of transforming their 
professional culture from an unreflective ‘craft culture’ into one which emphasized 
reflective judgments as a basis for improving the quality of teaching and learning.” (Elliot 
1993:51) 
 
 Since reflective practices are seen as the key to teachers’ development 
professionally the characteristics of Teacher Development are: 
 
“A. It is about dealing with the needs and wants of the individual teacher in way that 

suit that individual. The need may be many and diverse – from confidence 
building to language awareness or technical expertise.   

B. Much of Teacher Development is seen as relating to new experiences, new 
challenges, and the opportunity for teachers to broaden their repertoire and take 
on new responsibilities and challenges. This helps them fight a feeling of 
jadedness and also to develop their careers as well as themselves. 

C. Teacher Development is not just to do with language teaching or even teaching; 
it’s about language development (particularly for teachers whose native language 
isn’t English), counseling skills, assertiveness training, confidence building, 
computing, meditation, cultural broadening – almost anything, in fact. 

D. Teacher Development, in  most teacher’s opinion, has to be “bottom-up”, not 
dished out by managers according to their own views of what development 
teachers need. This doesn’t mean to say that managers have no role in it…. Nor 
does it means that managers should stop organizing in-services or other training 
courses.”   

 (Rossner 1992 in Head and Taylor 1997:4) 
 
 The above view about Teacher Development runs parallel to the characteristics of 
professional development.  Judith Little (1993) listed six principles for professional 
development experiences for teachers. They are namely 
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1. Professional development offers meaningful intellectual, social, and emotional 
engagement with ideas, with materials, and with colleagues both in and out of 
teaching. 

2. Professional development takes explicit account of the context of teaching and the 
experience of teachers.  

3. Professional development offers support for informed dissent. 
4. Professional development places classroom practice in the larger context of 

school practice and the educational careers of children. 
5. Professional development prepares teachers (as well as students and their parents) 

to employ the techniques and perspectives or inquiry….It acknowledges that the 
existing knowledge is relatively slim and that our strength may derive less from 
teachers’ willingness to consume knowledge than from their capacity to generate 
knowledge and to assess the knowledge claimed by others. 

6. The governance of professional development ensures bureaucratic restraint and a 
balance between the interest of individuals and the interest of institutions. 

 
 Given that critical reflection entails all kinds of risks and complexities, there have 
 to be some compelling reasons why anyone would chose to begin the critical journey 
The choice to become critically reflective will be made only if teachers see clearly that it 
is in their own interest. The interest here is their own importance of being reflective.    
 
3. Aims of Reflective Practice 
 
 Calderhead and Gates (1993) have listed six aims of reflective practice, namely 
 
“1. to enable teachers to analyze, discuss, evaluate and change their own practice, 

adopting an analytical approach towards teaching; 
2. to foster teacher’s appreciation of the social and political context in which they  

work, helping teachers to recognize that teaching is socially and politically 
situated and that teacher’s task involves appreciation and analysis of that context; 

3. to enable teachers to appraise the moral and ethical issues implicit in classroom 
practices, including the critical examination of their own beliefs about good 
teaching; 

4. to encourage teachers to take greater responsibility of their own professional 
growth and to acquire some degree of professional autonomy; 

5. to facilitate teachers’ development of their own theories of educational practice, 
understand and developing a principled basis for their own classroom work; 

6. to empower teachers so that they may better influence future direction in 
education and take a more active role in educational decision-making.” 

  
 ` Pollard and Triggs (1997) concur with Calderhead and Gates state that 
 
“Reflective teaching thus provides a means of constantly evaluating, developing and 
refining competences.  It provides an essential underpinning for professional judgment, 
development and the provision of high quality education.” 
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4. How to Reflect? 
 
 There are many means and ways on how to reflect given in the literature. Almost 
all the scholars have agreed on a single and that factor is critically reflecting on practice, 
evaluating and incorporating the new behaviours in teaching. 
 
 Silverman and Casazza (2000) wrote that reflection can be done in a five- step 
cycle. These steps are: 
 

1. Review principles to establish focus. 
2. Critically reflect on practice. 
3. Evaluate practice. 
4. Analyze evaluation results. 
5. Incorporate new teaching behaviours into practice. 

 
Richard and Lockhart (1996) on the other hand, have proposed an array of 
instruments on how to be reflective.  These instruments are namely, 
 
1. Teaching journals – written or recorded accounts of teaching experiences. 
2. Lesson reports – written accounts of lessons which describe the main features of 

the lessons. 
3. Survey and questionnaires – activities such as administering a questionnaire or 

completing a survey, designed to collect information on a particular aspect of 
teaching or knowing. 

4. Audio and video recordings – recordings of a lesson, or part of a lesson. 
5. Observation – task completed by a student teacher (trained teachers) observing a 

cooperating teacher’s class, or peer observation. 
6. Action research – implementation of an action plan designed to bring about 

change in some aspect of the teacher’s class with subsequent monitoring of the 
effects in the innovation. 

 
Farrel (1998) points out that 
 
“A range of activities should be provided for teachers to reflect on their work. These 
activities can be carried out alone, in pairs, or as a group. A group of teachers may 
decide to do one of the activities or combination of any or all of them.” 
 
1. Group discussion – can simply be a group of teachers who come together for 

regular meetings to reflect on their work. A teacher trainer or moderator should 
provide encouragement and support for the group. 

2. Observation – can be carried out alone, as in self-observation, in pairs observing 
each other’s class or the group can try to observe each member’s class. 

3. Journal writing – can also be carried out alone, in the form of a diary, in pairs 
writing to each other, in group writing to and for each other. 

4. Critical friends – groups and individuals link friendships in some way to 
observations of classes. In this way the critical friends can have an open dialogue, 
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which is grounded in their observations and experiences. Colleagues can engage 
each other in systematic reflection and thus direct each others’ professional self-
development. 

 
Reiman (1999) states that, reflective practice includes four related processes: 
description, analysis, explanation and reflection. 
 
1. Teacher description of the teaching and learning can include videotapes, 

audiotapes, and written description of teaching and learning. 
2. Analysis involves a kind of problem solving where the teacher examines what 

was effective and ineffective with students. 
3. Explanation requires the teacher to communicate orally or in writing regarding the 

effectiveness of the teaching or learning process. 
4. Reflection requires the teacher to identify personal meaning or significance. As 

such, this final element of reflective practice may often include discourse of 
feelings and subsequent reflective judgments. 

 
Lastly, but not least, Florez (2001) listed out several steps, which are integral to the 
reflective process: 
 
1. Collect descriptive data – reflective practitioners need detail and breadth of 

perspective as they gather information on what is happening in the classroom. 
They can achieve this through the data-collection tools they select. 

2. Analyze data – after data have been collected, they can be analyzed in terms of 
the attitudes, assumptions, beliefs, goals, power relations, and consequences that 
they reveal. 

3. Considering how the situation or activity could have been different – whether 
looking at the data in the moment or in retrospect, practitioners need to examine 
alternatives to the choices they have made as well as the beliefs behind them. 
Considering how other practitioners address similar situations, generating 
alternatives and asking “what if” questions push practitioners to broaden their 
reflection beyond the data they have collected. 

4. Create a plan that incorporates new insights – because reflection is not for its own 
sake but to improve instructional practice, practitioners must link information and 
insights gained from the reflective process to changes they are making in the 
classroom. The changes need not to be huge – small changes can have an impact 
on teaching and learning. The important thing is that practitioners incorporate 
their new insights in their on going planning and decision-making, observe the 
impact, and continue the reflective cycle. 

 
5. Aim of the Study 
 
 The main aim of this study is to show that there exist a relationship between 
teaching  and the process of reflection and to establish this relationship by gauging the 
use of these practices among English Language teachers in the states of Perak and 
Selangor. 
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6. Research Questions 
 
 The researcher set out to explore the following research questions: 
 

• Is retrospective and predictive thoughts used in teaching? 
• Is critical enquiry used in teaching? 
• Is problem solving skills an integral part of teaching? 
• Do teachers accept and use the feedback given to them? 
• How prevailing is the reflection practice among the teachers? 

 
 
 

7. Design of the Study 
 

7.1 The Subjects 
 

The subjects of this study were 80 English language teachers from the states of 
Perak and Selangor. Besides this, the subjects comprised of male and female 
teachers with teaching experience ranging from 4 to 15 years teaching in primary 
schools. 
 

7.2 Instrumentation 
 
The instruments used for collecting data are self-completed questionnaires. A 
total of 22 questions based upon a Yes or No scale were included for the 
respondents to choose. The questionnaire consists of 2 parts. Part A is to elicit the 
general information of the respondent while Part B consists of 4 clusters. Each 
cluster is design in such a way to elicit specific answers about reflective skills 
during teaching.  The four clusters are: 1) Retrospective and Predictive Thought  
2) Critical Inquiry  3) Problem-Solving Skills  4) Acceptance and Use of 
Feedback 
 

7.3 Data Analysis Procedure 
 
The raw data collected from the questionnaires were processed for frequency 
counts and percentages. From the data the researcher then looked for interesting 
findings that suggested trends and patterns in practicing reflection in the schools. 
From the trends and patterns the researcher was able to state his findings. 
 
Each datum, which represented the trends and patterns, was displayed using 
tables, and graphs. Finally, a generalization was derived form the findings and 
established. 
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8. Findings 
 

8.1 Research Question 1: Is Retrospective and Predictive thoughts form a 
part of teaching? 

 
The general idea that can be obtained from the data analysis is that the English 
language teachers in the states of Perak and Selangor do reflect upon their 
teaching practices and their effects on learners.  A total of 76.2% of the 
respondents in this study responded that they indeed do reflect on their teaching in 
class. 
 
In term of long-term planning concerning methods of teaching, respondents in this 
study fall in the lower end of the rung. Only 40% consider reflecting upon this 
area of planning.  78.3% respondents responded that they carry out careful plans 
for their own improvement in teaching while 21.6% do not make such plans. 
In terms of generating new ideas using reflection, 65.4% of the respondents do 
generate such ideas.  On the other hand, 34.6% do not seemed to make any such 
practice. 
 

8.2 Research Question 2: Is Critical Inquiry used in teaching as a part of 
reflection? 

 
The extend to which the respondents question the curriculum, its contents and 
sequencing equals to the question on how they critically question accepted 
methods and procedures for teaching. The former question garnered 45% “Yes” 
responses while the “No” 55%.  In comparison the latter question obtained 41.6% 
of “Yes” responses and 58.3% “No” responses. 
 
Another interesting fact that emerged in this study is that, teacher do not model 
their teaching style after their senior teachers in school. The practice of reflection 
through modeling or observation is 0%. 
 

8.3 Research Question 3: Is Problem-Solving Skills an integral part of 
Reflection in teaching? 

 
As for the problem-solving skills, the generalization that can be made is that the 
respondents are encouraged to solve their own classroom difficulties concerning 
academic and management themselves. 78.3% of the respondents solve their own 
problem compared to 21.6% who seemed to have some kind of outside help.(not 
stated) 
 
94.9% of the respondents in the two states are flexible and adaptable during their 
lesson. Here 5.1% are known to be not flexible and adaptable in the classroom. 
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71.6% respondents responded “No” to the question of whether they develop their 
own personal philosophy and theories of teaching and further testing them in the 
classroom 
 
90% of the respondents devise solutions to their classroom problems. On the other 
hand only 10% of the respondents do not devise solutions to their classroom 
problems. 
 

8.4 Research Question 4: Do Teachers Accept and Use of feedback as a part 
of reflection? 

 
In sharing thinking concerning teaching with other teachers, result shows that 
43.6% of the respondents share their thoughts. 56..3% of the respondents do not 
share their thoughts concerning teaching with other teachers. 
 
Only 6.5% of the respondents ask for feedback on their teaching performance, 
while 93.5% of the respondents do not ask for any feedback on their teaching 
performance. 
 
Only 35% of the respondents reflect and use the feedback given to change their 
teaching. 65% of the respondents answered  that the feedback given to them do 
not change their teaching. 
 
Another interesting result that emerged is that only 10% of the respondents solicit 
feedback from students concerning the effectiveness of their instruction. The 
other 90% of the respondents do not solicit any feedback concerning their 
instruction in the classroom. 
 

8.5 How Prevailing is the reflection practice among the respondents? 
 
The generalization that can be obtained from the data analysis is that respondents 
in the states of Perak and Selangor do reflect upon their teaching practices and 
their teaching effects on the learners. A total of 76.2% of the respondents in this 
study responded that they indeed do reflect on their teaching in class. 
 
78.3% of the respondents carry out careful outlined plans for their own 
improvement in teaching and this may due to the fact that 51.6% or rather half of 
the respondents read professional educational journals and utilize the research in 
their own classroom. This data support the idea that respondents after reading the 
journals do some form of reflection on their reading and apply the findings in 
their teaching in the classroom. The generating of new ideas, which may come 
from their readings, too can be attributed to this finding. A total of 65.4% 
respondents in the two states generally generate new ideas for their classroom 
through reflection in their teaching. 
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9. Conclusion 
 
The study have yielded that the reflection practice is indeed being practiced 
among the respondents in the two states. The result, 76.2% of the respondents 
who answered “Yes”, when compared to only 23.8% of the respondents who 
answered “No” can be generalized that reflection is practiced among the 
population in this survey. 
 
It too can be concluded that retrospective and predictive thoughts are indeed an 
integral part of the practice among the respondents for the result supports this 
finding. The data derived from the study showed that respondents make careful 
long term planning for their future teaching based on their reflection on previous 
lessons taught. A total number of 78.3% of the respondents responded “yes” to 
this question. This is further supported by the data that a total of 65.4% of the 
respondents responded “Yes” to the question of generating new ideas in class. In 
contrast only 34.6% of the respondents do not generate new ideas for their 
classroom practices. 
 

Critical inquiry among the respondents can be concluded as low for only 
25% of the respondents seemed to question the content of the curriculum and its 
sequencing. The other 75% of the respondents take the curriculum as it is.  In 
addition, only 41.6% respondents question critically accepted methods and 
procedures when compared to 58.3% of the respondents who accepted the 
teaching method and procedures without any questioning them. This result 
correlates to the findings that only 28.3% of the respondents develop their own 
personal philosophies and theories of teaching and testing them in classroom. 
Reflective practice on this area is indeed seriously lacking. 

 
Modeling after practices of senior teacher is seriously lacking among the 

respondents. In fact no respondents in the survey take this aspect into 
consideration. 100% of the respondents do not model their teaching after the 
senior teachers in the school. 

 
Reading of educational journals and the utilization of the findings in 

classroom are also high. A total of 51.6% of the respondents have utilized that 
research in their classroom. This result correlates with the next finding, which 
suggest that only 28.3% of the respondents develop their own personal 
philosophies and theories of teaching in the practice. The respondents accept the 
research of others rather than doing their own research. The reflective practice in 
this area too is lacking. 

 
Problem solving through reflection in the classroom is practiced among 

the respondents in the classroom. A total of 90% of the respondents devise 
solutions to their problems in their classroom. The problems are in the field of 
academic and management. In the process of solving their problems, respondents 
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too have learned to become flexible and adaptable. 94.9% of the respondents 
answered “Yes” to this question. 

 
Reflection on the use of  feedback from appraisers and students did not 

garner a high percentage. 93.5% of the respondents do not ask for feedback on 
their teaching from the school management staffs. Even if the appraisers give the 
respondents feedback, only 35% respondents use that feedback to change their 
teaching style through reflection. Only 10% respondents solicit feedback from 
students concerning the effectiveness of their instruction in classroom. 

 
10. Recommendations 

 
Collaboration among the respondents seemed the most important element 

that is lacking among the respondents in this study. The researcher would like to 
recommend that, first a research could be conducted to find the reasons why such 
collaboration do not exist among the respondents in the states of Perak and 
Selangor 

 
Next, an induction course must be introduced in schools where senior 

teachers and novices get to know each other to create a better working 
atmosphere. In fostering such an atmosphere, working relationship can be 
enhanced and thus helping both parties to improve in their quest to be better 
teachers. 

 
Another factor that must be considered is that the act of reflection must 

not be restricted to structured formats. Teachers can create their own formats to 
suit their style and time available to them. By not confining teachers to a certain 
format, teachers can work on their own and produced result which is more 
meaningful and stress free. 

 
Last but not least, relation to the above point, headmasters should set aside 

a common free time for the teachers to gather and exchange their findings. A 
common free time of gathering can be a time set-aside just to each panel members 
to meet. It can be the first period or the last period in any days in the week. In 
planning such a plan, teachers would be ready and prepared to share their ideas 
with other teachers. 
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Abstract 

The world is on the brink of perfecting the creative potential to establish an 
end-to-end replacement for what was the exclusive domain of film as the 
ultimate medium for cinematic creativity. With the release of “Star Wars: 
Episode III – Revenge of the Sith,” the film industry promoted digital 
premieres of the images as projected by Digital Cinema (D-Cinema) 
technology. The Texas Instruments’ DLP CinemaTM display technology was 
widely used.  The Barco D-Cine DP100, one of three D-Cine projection 
manufacturers licensed to use this technology, was chosen to bring digital 
projection throughout Europe’s foremost cities. 

The need for D-Cinema screening is becoming more prevalent in the film 
production process. HDTV cameras are being used in some cases to replace 
film as the video medium thus eliminating chemical developing. Digital 
video can be transmitted via satellite direct to theaters, negating the need to 
transport film by air or surface delivery (and the people involved in the 
process). Also, screening no longer requires multiples reels of film, hand-
mounted by a projectionist. The digital projectionist must have the 
experience of a video technician.  Accordingly, D-Cinema is impacting 
production, distribution, screening and employment in the film industry. 

This paper covers the creative challenges, esthetics, cost implications, 
standards efforts and digital rights management (DRM) issues raised by D-
Cinema.  The treatment of these areas in the paper includes: 

• Creative challenges – Considering the rich heritage of film, has the 
development of HD video progressed enough to be used as an 
international videotape standard and converted to film for theatrical 
use? While film’s major advantages are historical, the color purity, 
high resolution of HD cameras and ease of editing make HD 
videotape a bona fide contender. 

 

 

                                                      

TM  
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• Esthetics – Film-video is capable of resolving several times more 
detail than standard video, yet the multiple step processing involved 
from original negative film to a release print causes variations and 
optical degradation that soften the finished image yielding the “look” 
of film. The sharpness of HD video does not degrade but this feature 
is not necessarily seen as a plus. Clearly there is concern on the part 
of actors, on-air talent and performing artists regarding HD cameras 
and the detail (personal flaws) they can reveal. Camera filtering and 
facial retouching have emerged as specialty skills in digital video 
photography to ease these concerns. The paper will summarize these 
efforts. 

• Cost implications – The advantages and disadvantages of HD video 
and motion picture film in dramatic television and music video 
productions seem to imply a strong case for the use of videotape 
over film based on costs alone. The paper will analyze these issues. 

• Standards efforts – The Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI), comprised 
of the major Hollywood studios, is working on “requirement 
specifications” that describe the kinds of implementations needed to 
ensure interoperability. The International Telecommunications 
Union (ITU) is also working to create a similar set of specifications 
for world cinematographic production, protection of intellectual 
property and D-cinema interoperability. The paper will assess the 
status of these developments. 

• DRM – The paper will also examine the status of content protection 
policies designed to empower vendors of digital content to manage 
and control security, distribution and duplication of their work. 
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Introduction 

From the earliest days of television, large theater size screen images were 

considered highly desirable and sought after in the home viewing environment. 

Unfortunately, television technology had not evolved to produce color television, 

large screen images and certainly not either at an affordable price in the early days 

of TV. 

Celluloid film became the de facto standard for cinematic imaging and distribution 

of screen movies by film has been the norm for more than 100 years. In 1939, in 

Zurich Switzerland, Dr. Fritz Fisher, a professor at the Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technology was among the first to conceive a technique for modulating light using 

diffraction patterns that developed when an oil surface was scanned in a vacuum 

with an electronic beam. 
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Dr. Fritz’s work attempted to overcome the limitations of the Cathode Ray Tube 

(CRT) used in most direct view television sets. His work was an early step in 

producing enough projector brightness to light up full-sized movie screens.  

Now the movie industry is at the threshold of dramatically improving the brightness 

limitations of early projection systems with the advent of digital television 

technology and digital cinema projection systems (D-Cinema). 

A digital projection system provides a vast improvement over the majority of film 

projection systems. Digital projectors provided by companies like Texas 

Instruments using their patented DLP™  (Digital Light Processing) technology are 

leading the effort to produce superior digital projection systems.   

                                                      

1 Edophor Television System sketch based on articles and papers published in the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Engineers (S.M.P.T.E.) by the following: E. Labin, Journal, April 1950; Earl I. Sponable, Journal 
April 1953; E. Baumann, Journal, April 1953’ Eidophor Training Manual and brochures, supplied by 
Bernhard Merk, Switzerland. 
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How Does D-Cinema Work? 

Digital cinema encompasses every aspect of the movie making process, from 

production and post-production to distribution and projection. While digital 

cameras are not new, and post-production houses have been using digital equipment 

to edit and master movies and animation for some time, all-digital distribution and 

projection for movies is new.  

A digitally produced or digitally converted movie can be distributed to theaters via 

satellite, physical media, or fiber optic networks. The digitized movie is stored by a 

computer/server that transmits it to a digital projector for each screening of the 

movie. Projectors based on DLP Cinema™ technology are currently installed in 

over 200 theaters worldwide-and were the first and only commercially available 

digital cinema projectors. 

The DLP Light Engine 

DLP technology is a revolutionary display solution for video projectors and 

HDTV monitors that uses an optical semiconductor to manipulate light digitally. 

It’s also a proven and dependable technology implemented by leading electronics 

manufacturers worldwide, with more than 1 million systems shipped since 1996. 
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DLP projection systems are a digital replacement for the mercury vapor 

projections systems.2 

DLP is the only display solution that enables movie video projectors, televisions, 

home theater systems and business video projectors to create an entirely digital 

connection between a graphic or video source and the screen.  

The result is maximum fidelity: a picture whose clarity, brilliance and color are 

ideal for digital cinema projection systems. 

                                                      

2 A mercury-vapor projector uses a mercury-vapor lamp which is a gas discharge lamp using mercury in an 
excited state to produce light. 
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The DLP Light Engine 

 
 

 

1. THE TEXAS INSTRUMENTS  

DIGITAL MICROMIRROR DEVICE (MMD) 

The MMD, central to every DLP projection system, is an optical semiconductor invented by 

Dr. Larry Hornbeck of Texas Instruments in 1987. The DMD chip is probably the world's 

most sophisticated light switch. It contains a rectangular array of up to 1.3 million hinge-

mounted microscopic mirrors; each of these micromirrors measures less than one-fifth the 
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width of a human hair, and corresponds to one pixel in a projected image. When a DMD chip 

is interfaced with a digital video or graphic signal, a light source, and a projection lens, its 

mirrors can reflect an all-digital image onto a screen. The DMD and the sophisticated 

electronics that surround it are what constitute Digital Light Processing technology. 

2. DIGITAL LIGHT PROCESSING (DLP) 

A DMD panel's micromirrors are mounted on tiny hinges that enable them to tilt either toward the 

light source in a DLP projection system (ON) or away from it (OFF)-creating a light or dark pixel 

on the projection surface.  

The bit-streamed image code entering the semiconductor directs each mirror to switch on and off 

up to several thousand times per second. When a mirror is switched on more frequently than off, it 

reflects a light gray pixel; a mirror that's switched off more frequently reflects a darker gray pixel.  

In this way, the mirrors in a DLP projection system can reflect pixels in up to 1,024 shades of gray 

to convert the video or graphic signal entering the DMD into a highly detailed grayscale image. 

3. DIGITAL LIGHT PROCESSING: ADDING COLOR  

The white light generated by the lamp in a DLP projection system passes through a color wheel as it travels 

to the surface of the DMD panel. The color wheel filters the light into red, green, and blue, from which a 
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single-chip DLP projection system can create at least 16.7 million colors. And the 3-DMD chip system found 

in DLP Cinema projection systems is capable of producing no fewer than 35 trillion colors.  DMD consists of 

hundreds-of-thousands of tiny actuated mirrors, each of which is responsible for directing a single pixel to the 

screen. This direct pixel-for-pixel relationship ensures a sharp, highly-accurate picture.3 

 

Cinematography, Digital Cinema and The Box Office 

The future of cinema is digital: cinema without reels, movies stored on computer 

servers, smoothly organized workflows from camera to projector. 

Understanding the impact of digital cinema on filmmaking requires a consideration of 

the businesses of film finishing, distribution and projection. The discussion of the 

merits of film versus digital video is largely subjective, but those involved in the 

creative end of filmmaking seem to agree that the choice depends on the application. 

With regard to Cinematography and film finishing, film uses light and film emulsion 

techniques to produce pictures. The film, once exposed, has to be processed and 

developed before it can replicate images. By its very nature, film has a “grain” to it. 

                                                      

 
3 Excerpted from www.plasma.com and the www.TI.com. Digital Light Processing (DLP) and Digital Micro 

Mirror Device (DMD) are trademarks of Texas Instruments, Inc. 
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Some attribute this feature of film as creating a living look that can be projected and 

blown up to any size. 

Digital video uses electronic capture technology. The digital video transducer records 

light onto either tape, server of other digital storage media. Digital video playback 

tends to look “clean” and somewhat harder than the film imaging. The digital video 

image tends to retain better resolution as the size of projection is increased. 

Video camera manufacturers have given a lot of attention to D-Cinema production, 

unveiling new lines of 24P HD cameras specifically designed for filmmakers. The 

new cameras substantially reduce the cost-of-entry for digital filmmakers while 

offering special features that blur the distinction between digital video and the so-

called “film look” of 35mm film cameras.  

As an example, Sony has developed a camera feature called CinemaTone GammaTM 

that enables their line of HDVTM (High Definition Video) cameras to mimic color 

characteristics film cameras in certain lighting or difficult high-contrast scenes. In the 

CinemaTone 1 setting, bumps up the blues while CinemaTone 2 bumps up the pinks 

and reds.  

                                                      

TM Trademarks of Sony Corporation 
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Regarding film distribution, all-digital distribution and projection of movies has 

recently arrived. As noted above, digitally produced or digitally converted movies can 

be distributed to theaters via satellite, physical media, or fiber optic networks. 

Experiments are also underway to deliver D-Cinema via Internet 2, the next 

generation of Internet pipe commonly known as I-2.  

The trend away from distributing movies via discreet film reels has threatened the loss 

of some jobs in the industry. With satellite delivery, there will be fewer delivery 

services needed for discreet film reel deliveries. Digital cinema projection requires 

retraining or replacement of exiting projectionists.  

Film manufacturing may also be impacted by a decreasing demand for celluloid as 

more digital cinematography begins. The example set by Kodak in October 2004 

when the company ceased production of still film cameras and the resulting loss of 

jobs is an example of what could happen in the motion picture industry as well. 

Despite predictions about the decline of the Hollywood box office, the six major 

studios – Paramount, Warner Brothers, 20th Century Fox, Disney, Universal and Sony 

– actually took in more money from their movies in the first half of 2005 than they did 

in the same period in 2004.4   

                                                      

4 Slate: The Hollywood Economist, The Numbers Behind The Industry, www.slate.com  
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However, it is clear that moviegoers have many more choices to enjoying a high 

quality movie experience as a result of DVD technology and the rapid growth of the 

home theater market.  

The digital living room is being transformed by a new generation of connected consumer 

devices and services: media center PCs, HDTVs, broadband Internet, set-top boxes, personal 

video recorders, WiFi and IP telephony. These trends have forced Hollywood to rethink its 

business models and how to continue enticing consumers pay for a movie ticket away from 

content available in their connected homes. 

Standards Efforts 

Whether a film is shot on celluloid or digitally, digital projection provides the 

truest, best production of the original work over time, not just at first release.  Yet, 

if moviegoers are to realize a consistent experience viewing digital movies, the 

major weakness has been with the projectors. 

Sound is also a major part of the D-Cinema experience. Standards for television 

surround sound systems formed the basis for cinema sound standards like THX5 

and Dolby Digital Cinema.  

                                                      

5 THX is a certification trademark and program that ensures cinema sound systems compliance for optimum 
cinematic experience. 
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While cinema sound standards evolved from television and high fidelity/stereo 

sound technology, a voluntary standard for digital video projection has been 

recommended. 

To be successful, Hollywood and theater owners must agree on a worldwide 

standard for D-Cinema. The National Association of Theater Owners (NATO), 

domestic cinema operator trade association executives and several international 

cinema groups called for the development of global technical standards in light of 

the pending implementation of digital cinema. NATO, the trade associations and 

eighteen countries defined a detail list of prerequisite technical standards crucial to 

the eventual successful development of digital cinema technology. This effort led to 

the formation of the Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC (DCI), a limited liability 

company, formed in March 2002. 

DCI released and agreement on July 27, 2005 that gives manufacturers of digital projectors 

and theater equipment one universal standard in creating the next generation of cinemas.  

DCI’s members included Disney, Fox, MGM, Paramount, Sony Pictures/Entertainment, 

Universal and Warner Bros. Studios.  They spent three years in planning, discussion and 

negotiations with various industry constituents.6 

                                                      

6 Digital Cinema Initiatives LLC, Press Release, July 27, 2005 
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The unanimous agreement specifies the necessary overall requirements for compliant 

digital cinema installations. The agreement provides common ground for filmmakers, 

studios, theaters and manufacturers to work together toward the advancement of digital 

cinema techniques and technology. 

Warner Bros. announced its plans to release its movies in two formats by the end of 2005: 

35mm film and DCI digital cinema. Other participating studios are expected to follow. 

Creative Cost Implications 

The following diagram shows a relative cost comparison for moviemaking in 

various media. 

7 

                                                      

7New Insights in an Ongoing Debate: Film vs. Videotape, www.cybercollege.com, Cyber College Internet 
Campus. 
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Digital Rights Management (DRM) 

As digital devices become more ubiquitous, the threat of digital piracy becomes 

more pervasive. Digital piracy refers to any unauthorized copying or use of digital 

media by unlicensed users. DRM encompasses a number of strategies for protecting 

copyrights available to content providers to ensure control and proper compensation 

for licensed use of digital media.
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Digital technology is well entrenched in consumer electronic devices as well. This 

has created opportunities for high quality illegal copying attributable to the benefits 

of digital: no degradation, infinite copies possible, no real-time duplication needed. 

Since much of abuse of digital media has been linked to Internet file sharing, 

several acts have been passed to target digital theft on the Internet and its 

worldwide reach. Two relevant acts are: 

• The No Theft laws (Net Act) of 1997 – This law states that sound recording 

infringements (including by digital means) can be criminally prosecuted 

even where no monetary profit or commercial gain is derived. 

• The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 – This law made necessary 

changes in the U.S. copyright law to allow the United States to join two new 

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) treaties that update 

international copyright standards for the Internet. 
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The digital content protection debate is complex. Policy positions vary even within 

stakeholder groups. There were three goals shared by all stakeholders in the digital 

rights debate: 

1) Copyright protection – Protection of artistic content; 

2) Innovation – Consideration of converging technologies and the Internet 

and the capabilities thereof.; 

3) Reasonable and fair uses – Allowing consumers fair use in a variety of 

ways. 

Esthetics 

The great debate centers on film versus video and the advantages and limitations of both 

media, as well as the nuances that film brings to motion picture production. Given digital 

projection as the display technology, the question remains does film yield superior imaging 

to digital video regardless of costs? Several relevant questions arise: 

1) What will digital video look like compared to film? 

The film viewing experience is very important to moviegoers.  This experience has 

fueled to sales and installation of home theater systems. However, experts in the 

movie biz admit that, if not told beforehand, most moviegoers couldn't distinguish 

a digital film from its 35- or 70-millimeter celluloid predecessor. Presumably, the 

average person will not know the difference.                                                            
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D-Cinema might reveal more detail as a result of  higher resolution in a manner 

similar to Compact Discs (CDs) revealing the faults of analog audio recordings that 

have been transferred from analog audio tape or vinyl recordings. 

2) Will consumers accept digital quality in their movie theater experience? 

Film was the predominate form of narrative entertainment in the twentieth. The 

emerging interactive media, digital cinema, video download technology and other 

multimedia forms will permit development of new narrative structures and devices. As 

an example, the new consumer of the “download generation” may consider highly 

compressed digital video quality to be good enough in the face of rising movie ticket 

prices. It will be interesting (and useful) to observe how much (and in which ways) the 

narrative richness of cinematic art will adapt to the new multimedia platforms and if the 

bar will be lowered by consumer acceptability. One scenario might be that 35mm film 

projected in a D-Cinema environment becomes a premium format that sets the standard 

by which other formats are judged. Even though the science of cinema has evolved 

with the development of other electronic media and paralleled growth with film, 

moviegoers may be willing to settle for less.  

3) Are we as a society willing to devalue the film history of the past? 

Movies must be considered in the context of the more traditional arts such as the novel, 

painting, photography, theater and music. Hence film is a narrative technique directly 

comparable to these mediums. Much what we see and experience in film can be traced 

directly back to other art forms.  
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Accordingly, film is a technology as well as an art that must be preserved as a part of 

history and culture. So film operates as a language that must be preserved. It’s a 

language that describes the various techniques and concepts responsible for the visceral 

reactions that only film can elicit. 

4) What are the negatives of D-Cinema? 

Costs:  

There are well over 36,000 screens in U.S. theaters. The cost of upgrading to digital will be 

about $100,000 per screen. Not all theater owners are willing to make this investment. One 

of the objectives of standardization with the D-Cinema technology is to reduce the 

costs of entry into using the medium and to decide how existing film theaters would 

be compensated for replacement of 35mm film projection systems.   

Because digital video projectors are very expensive and while digital video 

production costs are relative low, the difference does not compensate for a 

wholesale conversion to digital cinema. Conversely, film production costs remain 

relatively high.  

Downsizing: 

Eventually, movie studios will distribute films only in digital format. Independent theaters 

that can't afford digital equipment and that will not be upgraded by the movie studios will 

be left out of the party.  
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Spam on Steroids:  

Digital technology makes it possible to bombard captive audiences with even more product 

pitches and come-ons for ancillary shows.  

Revenge Effects: 

Technology being what it is, glitches can be expected in new digital cinema systems. Will 

there be an on-staff geek on duty to fix problems should they occur on a Friday night?  

Digital Rights Management:  

New digital cinema standards do nothing to stop the guy in the back row from filming a 

new movie with his digital camcorder, a low-tech system that accounts for the bulk of 

movie piracy.8 

5) Who is driving film production and D-Cinema conversion? 

The players include film directors, writers, studios and theaters. However, there is also 

a tremendous pressure to market movies that influences the movie’s budget and how it 

will be promoted and viewed.  

Theater owners privately grumble that studios will see immediate bottom line savings, 

but the theater’s financial benefit is much less quantifiable. Thus, digital cinema does 

nothing to bridge the gap between the conflicting interests.  

                                                      

8 Dicarlo, Lisa, Digital Media: What’s Wrong With Digital Cinema?, Forbes.com, 08-22-05. 
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  Conclusions – Digital Dreams on the Silver Screen 

The stars are aligning to make digital cinema the new methodology for screening of motion 

pictures. The benefits of digital movie screening are undisputed. The vast majority of films 

projected from several bulky reels of 35mm film, which are expensive to a make and ship 

around the world will soon be a thing of the past. The cheaper cost of distributing movies 

via satellite, fiber optics, the Internet or other digital transmission pipes will open up a new 

variety of choices for the moviegoer.  

Film has some real faults – for example, the fact that it degrades which makes it hard to 

recreate high quality first generation prints. Yet in a climate of economic liberalization that 

has hitherto characterized the world of cinematographic production, D-Cinema has given 

birth to a new initiative of international proportions. The distinctiveness of this initiative is 

reflected in a new commitment to global cooperation. 

Digital cinema is a new service that applies the most advanced television technologies to 

the world of cinematography.  It stimulates conventional cinema by using the technologies 

that brought on by high definition television. The objective is to attain better quality than 

that attainable with 35mm films currently projected in cinemas worldwide. 

Analog film cinema has been around for more than 100 years and analog television for over 

a half century. By capturing the advances of prior technological advances in digital cinema 

and HDTV, existing cinema complexes can be transformed into genuine multimedia 

centers. In addition to pre-produced film of digital video content, it will be possible to 

broadcast live HDTV programs, stage productions, concerts and all manner of sporting and 
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cultural events. D-Cinema is indeed the next horizon with regard to cinematography and 

movie distribution and screening. However, D-Cinema will be one of many options for the 

progressive digital consumer when it comes to spending for digital entertainment. 
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Title: “Sol y Sombra in the Deep South:  

Bringing Mexican Baroque Music to New Audiences” 
 

  

Montgomery, Alabama has been addicted to Shakespeare for two decades, and 

Columbus, Georgia to Flannery O’Conner for even longer. But how would the two cities 

react if they encountered the mysterious glories of Mexican Baroque music?  

In the summer of 2004, Drs. Michael Marcades of Columbus State University in 

Georgia and Pamela H. Long of Auburn University Montgomery in Alabama began 

planning ways to bring Latin American choral music to audiences in their home states. 

Dr. Long’s lifelong research into 17th century Mexican musical theater helped shape this 

process, focusing on the villancicos, motets performed for saints’ days in the cathedral 

atriums to attract crowds to Mass. 

Some of the extant manuscripts have been edited for contemporary performers, 

by Craig Russell of California Polytechnic State University, Aurelio Tello (Instituto 

Nacional de Artes e Historia, Mexico), and others. Drs. Marcades and Long selected 

pieces for performance, and rehearsals began with the Columbus State University 

Singers, the CSU Chorale and the Columbus Ballet.  

The performance, titled “Sol y Sombra: Un Encuentro Barroco” (Sun and Shade: 

A Baroque Encounter”), took place 3 May 2005 at the RiverCenter in Columbus. 

Highlights were previewed 24 April 2005 at the Auburn University Montgomery campus 

as well. The pieces chosen reflected a common theme in the Baroque Mexican reality: 

the richness of the ethnic and cultural heritage of Colonial Mexico, with its mosaic of 

Indian, African and European elements. Pieces by Ignacio de Jerusalém, Manuel de 



Sumaya and Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla describe the way Joseph saved the Egyptians 

from famine; a band of gypsies singing a traditional Spanish lullaby to the Infant Jesus; 

Saint Peter as a heavenly choirmaster; Mary, Queen of Mercy, turning her eyes on her 

children suffering in darkness.   

In our presentation, we will discuss how we chose the works, and how we 

explained to the student and community performers and the audience the racial, social 

and artistic elements of the texts and musical settings. We will also play brief DVD 

selections of highlights of the performance. 

 

The socio-historical context 

 During the first half of the Seventeenth Century, Blacks began gathering in the 

streets of Mexico City, performing their traditional dances, and eventually scandalizing 

the white population to the extent that the Viceroy Luis de Velasco had to proclaim an 

edict in 1609 restricting the practice to public plazas between noon and 6 p.m. 

(Saldívar1934: 220). Blacks’ traditional dances and ceremonies being thus publicly 

circumscribed, a curious entertainment developed after mid-century, beyond the 

purview of authority--the so-called “nacimientos” or “oratorios.” These were private 

house parties, in which Indians, Blacks and Mestizos typically gathered, ostensibly to 

pray. Yet the nature of the gathering was anything but religious—dancing, drinking and 

feasting supplanted the rites and devotions.  

These practices developed to such a scandalous, “indecent” level that the Holy 

Office of the Inquisition was invoked in 1643.1 Later, in the 1680s and ‘90s, during the 

peak of Sor Juana’s literary activity, the disreputable practices resurfaced, re-baptized 



as “escapularios,” and many of the same musicians involved in these covert soirées 

were employed in the production of the villancicos performed on feast days before the 

doors of the Cathedral. By 1691, laymen and women are denouncing the attendance of 

not only “castas”2  but white criollos and Spaniards at these clandestine meetings.3 

 
The Hispanic Baroque 

The music of Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Spain is quite different from 

that of the rest of Europe, and indeed can only be compared with that of Spain’s own 

colonies. In fact, scholars now refer to it as Ibero-Latin music in order to distinguish it 

from the music of continental Europe. Although Spanish musicians were in close 

contact with Italian and Flemish musicians throughout the Sixteenth, Seventeenth and 

Eighteenth Centuries, several characteristics distinguish Ibero-Latin music, and make it 

a different listening and performing experience.4 

The chief characteristic of the Ibero-Latin Baroque is the continuance of 

Palestrinan polyphony well into the Eighteenth Century. Cathedrals had massive 

organs, and pieces for up to four choirs were not uncommon.  

More importantly, rhythms in Hispanic Baroque music were completely different 

from those employed in the music of European composers. It was not uncommon to 

have clashing rhythms of bass, voice and instrumentation—with castanets, 

tambourines, guitars, voices all playing contrasting rhythms. This constant change from 

one rhythmic pattern to another can be challenging for the performer—and for the 

audience. 

This brings us to another difference between Iberian Baroque and continental 

Baroque. In the Hispanic Baroque, the distance between art music and folk music is 



negligible—instruments such as gourd drums, tambourines, chirimías (a folk oboe), the 

ocarina (a vegetable flute) and the wide array of folk string instruments of the Peninsula 

are at the composers command even for performances in the Mexico City and Seville 

Cathedrals.  

Furthermore, Hispanic composers are not reluctant to include non-European 

dance forms, such as the sarabande and portorrico, invented or imported by African 

slaves, or the tocotin, a native Aztec ritual dance. This juxtaposition of European, 

African and native American cultural elements has always been a vital aspect in the 

American Baroque that distinguished it from the European Baroque.5 

 

The concept of sol y sombra 

After listening to about a dozen CDs in Dr. Long’s possession, Dr. Marcades 

chose several pieces he thought were interesting, and set about collecting the vocal and 

accompaniment arrangements. Craig Russell had done much of the compilation and 

editing of the scores, and the Schwob School of Music was able to obtain almost 

everything we needed from him. [Michael need your rewording here!!] The aim in 

combining these works, and in choosing the art work for the poster announcing the 

concert, was to highlight the interplay of light and dark, “sol and sombra,” sun and 

shade, Old World and New World. Dr. Long’s introduction focused attention on the 

juxtaposition of light and shadow: 

Buenas noches, señores y señoras. Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. 

Tonight your eyes must listen as well as your ears. For light and dark are the notes 

we play, sol y sombra, the sun and shadow of the bullring, the gold and onyx of 



Aztec masks. Allow me a moment to paint the scene for you of the Mexican 

Baroque—a time, a place completely unlike the Europe of Vivaldi or Bach. 

When the Spanish soldiers landed in the valley of Anáhuac in the 16th century, 

they replaced the black tinged goddesses in the Aztec temples with images of the 

ivory-skinned, red-haired Virgin of Remedios, but very soon she too was eclipsed by 

the dark-skinned Virgin of Guadalupe with ebony braids. The blood-red volcanic 

brick of the destroyed pyramids were rejoined with crystalline limestone blocks to 

construct edifices of colonial power. In the Cathedral of Puebla, pale cherubs wear 

the feather headdresses and loin cloths of Aztec nobles. Yet, even as the Indian 

population of Central Mexico was reduced by war, privation and disease, by the end 

of the 17th century, people of African descent constituted a third of the population. 

African slaves had been imported, not to work the fields, so much as to add glamour 

and prestige to their owner’s homes—where ebony-toned bodies sheathed in 

diaphanous white stockings and finely tooled lambskin gloves were a symbol of 

status, and the better one’s servants were adorned, the more light reflected upon 

the family they served. It was a time in which variety—even ethnic variety—was 

sought just for the sake of extravagance.  

The pieces that we will hear tonight are products of a time in which the 

boundaries between the sacred and the popular were very porous. Popular tunes 

and characters from folk tales appear in songs about the Virgin Mary or Saint Peter, 

as if they were friends from the neighborhood. Biblical characters intrude into public 

life in the streets of Mexico in the form of villancicos—folk songs performed in the 

patio of the cathedral before a Mass honoring a saint. African drums, gypsy dances, 



Indian chants, student drinking songs, shepherds’ love lyrics, all collide in a 

heavenly cacophony. From the bright sunlight of the patio, the saints and other 

characters of the villancicos draw the sinners from the streets into the dark of the 

cathedral, from the glare of the theater of the sidewalk, to the cool, dark drama of 

the Eucharist. The pearl earrings, gold bracelets, lace collars which had blazed so 

gaudily in the street just moments before, can only glimmer in the candlelight of the 

sanctuary.  

 

The works and the composers 

1. TE DEUM – Ignacio de Jerúsalem 

Jerúsalem’s setting of the traditional, full-length TE DEUM text heralds 

predominant choral/vocal compositional styles from both the Middle Ages and the 

Baroque, particularly the compositional techniques traditionally associated with 

Venetian composers such as Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli.  The end result is the 

creation of a choral-orchestral work that stands uniquely on its own in that it 

incorporates varied compositional styles, rather than only adhering to the predominant 

compositional techniques of the Baroque.   

Jerúsalem divides the TE DEUM text into nine separate movements, allowing for 

a variety of compositional styles ranging from a cappella solo chant to complex, 

orchestral accompanied cori spezzati (divided choir). 

Movement One:  Te Deum laudamus (SSTB / SATB; full orchestra) 

This initial movement provides a joyous introduction to a limited, initial portion of 

the Te Deum text:  Te Deum laudamus, te Dominum confitemur. Following a brief 



orchestral introduction, the composer utilizes simple homophonic declamation of the 

first textual phrase, followed by antiphonal polyphony reminiscent of the late 

Renaissance. Such predictable alternation continues throughout the entire movement 

until the final measures. There the composer assigns dense polyphonic, imitative style 

to the SSTB choir, echoed by declamatory homophony in the SATB choir. Incorporation 

of both compositional styles provides aural variety while clearly heralding the end of the 

first movement.   

Movement Two:  Te aeternum (SSAB / SATB; full orchestra) 

Again, Jerúsalem utilizes the orchestral accompanied cori spezzati compositional 

style.  However, unlike in the opening movement, the second choir (SATB) provides 

exact polyphony echoes of first textual phrase presented by the first choir (SSAB):  Te 

aeternum Patrem. Thereafter, the second half of the movement’s text, omnis terra 

veneratur, while sung by both choirs, is in actuality, presented in “doubled” SATB 

voicing. Such doubling adds vocal density and power to the movement’s ending textual 

phrase. 

Movement Three:  Tibi omnes (SSAB / SATB; full orchestra) 

After featuring two movements of dense polyphony, occasionally alternating with 

homophony, Jerúsalem elects to utilize continuous, simplistic, long note-valued 

homophony throughout the entire movement, accompanied by an orchestral style 

similar to that of Antonio Vivaldi. In fact, the entire movement reminds one of portions of 

Vivaldi’s GLORIA. The end result is the presentation of a movement that is peaceful and 

reflective.  

Movement Four:  Tibi cherubin (mezzo-soprano solo; continuo) 



This brief thirty-eight measure movement, based on the text Tibi cherubin et 

seraphin, incesabili voce proclamant, is to be sung by a mezzo soloist and 

accompanied by a traditionally sparse basso continuo. The movement’s incessant 

virtuosic vocal solo passages – much like the works of European Baroque masters J. S. 

Bach and George Frederick Handel – demand expressive flexibility, an extensive vocal 

range (C3 – B flat 3) and the ability to execute clean vocal trills. 

Movement Five:  Sanctus (SSAB / SATB; full orchestra) 

While scored for double chorus, the actual aural result is one of a single SATB 

choir. Jerúsalem accomplishes this merely by making octave shifts between the tenor 

and alto lines. Such compositional simplicity, coupled with rhythmically sturdy, 

homophonic movement honors the stately Sanctus Dominus sabbaoth text.   

Movement Six: Pleni sunt caeli (solo chant) 

For the first time in the multi-movement work, the composer elects to organize 

this entire, rather lengthy textual passages around monodic a cappella chant style. This 

chant driven movement makes possible a simple, rather pristine, economic expression 

of the text.  Insertion of this unaccompanied monody as movement six establishes the 

movement as somewhat of a textual fulcrum point in the nine-movement work. 

Utilization of chant at this point offers the listener an unexpected, introspective and 

peaceful moment in an otherwise predominantly virtuosic, Baroque-style sequence of 

movements.    

Movement Seven: Te ergo quae sumus (soprano solo) 

Again, the composer utilizes solo voice accompanied by basso continuo to 

communicate a rather brief portion of the TE DEUM text. As in movement four, the 



soloist – this time soprano – is given opportunity for virtuosic display in direct correlation 

to the text’s meaning. That is to say that the composer seems to display appropriate 

sensitivity to the nature of the Latin words; some words demanding compositional 

brevity and others lending themselves to moments of virtuosic display. 

 Movement Eight:  Aeterna fac cum sanctis tuis (solo chant) 

 As in movement six, Jerúsalem elects to utilize simply monodic chant to 

again communicate a rather long, but slightly shorter portion of the TE DEUM text than 

found in movement six. While not designated for a specific voice type, the range lends 

itself to the utilization of either a bass-baritone or mezzo-soprano soloist.   

 Movement Nine:  In te Domine speravi (SSAB / SATB; full orchestra) 

 Unlike any of the previous cori spezzati movements, this final movement 

centers on a constantly homophonic textually echoing process between the two choirs. 

This simple, yet dramatic compositional style generates increased emotional energy 

and drive to the work’s final passages. Only in the final six measures does the 

composer deviate from this echoing style by utilizing basic four-part voicing to enhance 

the movement’s highly syncopated closure. 6 

2. Zelvas, montes, collados (Forests, mountains, hills) – Anonymous  
 
 According to musicologist-editor Craig H. Russell, this delightful work, for 

soprano soloist and instruments, was composed by an unknown artist at the 

Conservatorio de las Rosas (located in Morelia, Michoacán, Mexico). The Conservatorio 

was a charitable institution/orphanage dedicated to the care of troubled female 

adolescents in the mid-eighteenth century. Such institutions, of which there were many 

in Mexico during the latter part of the century, were often filled with talented vocalists 



capable of an extremely high level of musical performance. Russell claims that “a 

perusal of the original music manuscripts (many of them signed by young ladies who 

performed from them) reveals a level of music making that was erudite, virtuosic, and 

often spectacular. Many of the works are identified as coloquios, a type of semi-

theatrical genre that combined poetry or drama with music.”7 This particular recitative 

and aria is accompanied by two solo violins and the traditional basso continuo grouping. 

As expected, the recitative consists of straightforward textual declamation, followed by a 

virtuosic aria.  Throughout the entire aria, the soprano functions in dialogue with the two 

violins. The end result is a most delightful, joyous composition for both listener and 

performers.8 

3. Sol-fa de Pedro (Peter’s solfeggio) – Manuel de Sumaya 

This five-voice setting consists of a highly contrapuntal refrain (estribillo) and two 

stanzas (coplas one and two) utilizing both homophonic and polyphonic techniques. 

Both the refrain and stanzas are supported by a basso continuo part below the four 

voice lines that can easily and appropriately be accompanied by solo guitar or a 

grouping of guitars, rather than the expected basso continuo grouping of harpsichord 

and cello or string bass. Utilization of the guitar(s) to accompany only the refrain, and 

performing the stanzas portions unaccompanied, adds a certain air of celebration not 

easily duplicated by the traditional harpsichord and string grouping. As mentioned, the 

refrain employs a dense contrapuntal compositional style, infrequently contrasted by 

homophony. The energy generated by the counterpoint seems to counter the rather 

somber tone within the text. 



 Throughout the composition, the refrain is “answered” by two somber 

stanzas. Both stanzas in the composition display both polyphonic and homophonic 

compositional styles. However, they utilize an imperfect rhythmic prolation in direct 

opposition to the faster moving perfect prolation used in the refrain.9 

4. Responsorio No. 2 del Segundo de Señor San José - Ignacio de Jerúsalem 

The full score performance edition created by Craig H. Russell acknowledges 

this work as one of large vocal and instrumental resources, befitting the unique nature 

of the Mexico City cathedral. Within the performance edition’s General Commentary, he 

instructs the conductor that “at the beginning of the score the four vocal parts (SATB) 

are bracketed together and identified with the single word ‘coros’ or “choirs.’ It is 

possible that there actually were two choirs geographically separated even though they 

sang the same melodic lines. The two organs in the Mexico City cathedral would make 

such a spatial division quite workable and appropriate. The duplicate and triplicate 

copies of the parts prove unquestionably that this composition is intended for chorus 

and orchestra as opposed to a chamber setting with one-on-a-part.” (Russell 

Performance Edition, General Commentary, p. 2)   

In addition to the traditional host of strings and basso continuo resources, 

Jerúsalem adds two oboes, two horns and organ(s). Such extensive accompanying 

instruments could only be balanced by an rather large, perhaps even spatially divided 

hosts of vocalists. Together, the vocal and instrumental forces offer a powerful and 

festive setting for a text calling all to mark and respond obediently to the instructions of 

Joseph. 



Throughout the entire work, the composer utilizes varied compositional devices, 

including firm homophony, ST vs. AB polyphony, solo voice choral lines echoed by 

three-part homophony and individualized “equal voiced” polyphony reminiscent of the 

late-Renaissance masters. One can only imagine these majestic compositional devices 

echoing back and forth between the performance areas within the Cathedral. 10 

5. Salve regina – Juan Gutiérrez de Padilla  

Although based on a rather brief text of only ten lines, Padilla goes to great 

lengths to assign varied compositional styles to the shifting textual moods. The end 

result is the creation of a five-sectioned or five-movement work in which orchestral 

resources are used merely as voice line doubling instruments. Careful selection of 

varied orchestral resources, i.e. assignment of different instruments for each complete 

choir, provides the opportunity for aural and timbre shifts not possible with the utilization 

of violins, violas and cellos doubling the vocal lines for both choirs. 

In accordance with Renaissance performance practices, the entire work is 

launched with a solo chant intonation, a melodic incipit on the sole word:  Salve (holy). 

Thereafter, Padilla launches the first movement with traditional cori spezzati polyphony 

on the first three poetic lines:  “Hail (holy) Queen, mother of mercy our life, sweetness, 

and hope – hail. To you we call, exiled children of Eve.” 

Within the second section, devoted to the text: “To you we sigh, mourning and 

weeping in this valley of tears,” Padilla elects to scale down from two divided choirs to 

one single polyphonic choir carrying this brief textual phrase. Limiting the choral 

resources allows for a more intimate presentation of this sorrowful text, implying a 

sense of aloneness in the “valley of tears.”   



A sense of urgency is communicated by the text in the work’s third section. 

Herein, the poet calls upon our advocate to “turn your eyes of mercy towards us.” (See 

full text in end note.) Throughout the entire movement, Padilla alternates highly 

syncopated polyphonic style with antiphonal polyphony to communicate a sense of 

urgency commensurate with the emotional cry within the text:  “Quick then! Our 

advocate, turn your eyes . . .” 

Immediately thereafter, an in a fashion similar to that of past-master Josquin des 

Prez halfway around the world from Mexico City, Padilla focuses his attention on the 

nature of Jesus as presented in the textual phrase:  “And Jesus, the blessed fruit of your 

womb.” Here, Padilla – for the first time in the entire work – composes monosyllabic, 

whole note value homophony. Given all that has preceded, these homophonic 

treatments places the nature of Jesus, as the blessed fruit of Mary’s womb, under a 

compositional microscope for all the see and hear most clearly. Thereafter, Padilla 

returns to antiphonal homophony en route to the movement’s final polyphonic cadence.  

The concluding fifth section of the work employs yet a formerly unutilized 

compositional device as a means of communicating the concluding textual unit:  “Oh 

compassionate, oh holy, oh kind Virgin Mary,” namely the establishment of an 

ascending “solo line” in the first choir, accompanied antiphonally by all remaining vocal 

and instrumental resources. Such solo vocal line isolation gives attention to the “nearest 

to God-like human nature” of Mary. Thereafter, Padilla concludes the work with a 

combination of antiphonal and unified homophony.11 

6. DIXIT DOMINUS (Psalm 109) – Ignacio de Jerúsalem     



Within this multi-movement work, Jerúsalem selects and balances a variety of 

“full” and “chamber-like” vocal and instrumental resources. Selection and orchestration 

of such resources is in direct response to each movement’s textual nature. Careful 

manipulation of all resources in this manner reminds one of the manner in which J. S. 

Bach and G. F. Handel orchestrated their well-known monuments such as the B MINOR 

MASS and MESSIAH respectively.   

Here, Jerúsalem divides the rather lengthy Psalm 109 text into five segments: 

1. Dixit Dominus Domineo neo: “sede a dextris meis, donec ponam inimicos 

tuos scabellum pedum tuorum.”  (The Lord said to my Lord:  “Sit at my right hand until I 

make your enemies your footstool.”) 

2. Virgam vitutis tuae emittet Dominus ex Sion”  dominare in medio inimicorum 

tuorum.  Tecum principium in die virtutis tuae, in splendoribus sanctorum:  et utero ante 

luciferum genui te.” (The Lord shall send the rod of the strength of Zion:  rule thou in the 

midst of thine enemies. Thine is the foundation in the day of thy power; in the beauties 

of holiness:  I have born thee from the womb before the morning star.) Juravit Dominus 

et non paenitebit eum:  “Tue s sacerdos in aeternum secundum ordinem Melchisedech.” 

(The Lord hath sworn and will not repent; “Thou are a priest forever after the order of 

Melchisedech.”)  Dominus a dextris tuis:  donfregit in die irae suae reges.  (The Lord at 

thy right hand has broken kings in the day of his anger.) 

3. Judicabit in nationibus, implebit ruinas:  conquassabit capita in terra 

multorum. (He will judge the nations, he will fill them with ruins:  he will break the heads 

in the populous land.) 



4. De torrente in via bibet, proptera exaltabit caput. (He shall drink of the torrent 

on the way; therefore he shall lift up his head.) 

5. Gloria Patri et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto.  Sicut erat in principio, et nunc et 

semper, et in saecula saeculorum. Amen. (Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to 

the Holy Ghost. As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be world without end. 

Amen.) 

Movement One (based on text No. 1) consists of two primary sections; the initial 

section consisting primarily of homophonic declamation followed by a second section – 

providing a repetition of the text “scabellum pedum tuorum” – now in fugal form. As in 

most traditional fugues, the opening motive/theme is stated in sequence by all four 

voice parts (in this case S – A – T – B) while the non-thematic voices provide 

counterpoint after having presented the fugal motive/theme. Unlike most Baroque 

fugues, the fourth statement of the motive/theme is accompanied by three-part 

homophony that aligns the text perfectly with the final motive/thematic statement in the 

bass part.  From this point forward and through the movement’s conclusion, Jerúsalem 

repeatedly highlights the “scabellum pedum tuorum” text with slightly varied 

homophonic passages. 

Movement Two makes a drastic shift to a vocal trio (AAB) accompanied by 2 

clarins, 2 violins, and basso continuo. The movement highlights these three voice parts 

in solo passages and three-part polyphony. Uniquely, the composer uses these three 

voices to carry the largest portion of text in the entire work. 

Movement Three utilizes a different set of accompanying resources with a rather 

traditional SATB vocal resource grouping. Accompaniment resources include 2 horns, 



violins, organ and basso continuo. In response to the forceful nature of the text, the 

composer elects to set the text to purely homophonic passages by all four voice parts.    

Movement Four is the only movement carried by solo voice, namely the bass. 

Therein, Jerúsalem provides support to the bass solo line with a single solo violin part 

and a rhythmically coordinated basso continuo.   

Immediately thereafter, the work launches its concluding movement highlighting 

the joyous “Gloria Patri” textual passages. Accompanied by 2 horns, 2 violins, organ 

and basso continuo, SATB voices present the dramatic final textual passages in solid 

homophonic fashion. Although effective, this movement seems to omit some of the 

textual power in that the movement is extremely brief. Regardless, this final movement 

provides a clear ending to all that has been presented in the previous four movements.     

7. Una tropa de gitanos – Anonymous 

This carefree polyphonic piece is composed in strophic form (i.e. multiple stanzas 

followed by a reoccurring refrain). Within each stanzas one finds simple, straightforward 

homophony which, while offering interesting harmonic motion, allows for a clear 

declamation of the Advent/Christmas story about the birth of the Divine Child. 

Rhythmically, the harmonized melodic lines continued in both the stanzas and refrain 

are driven by lilting compound triple meter that generates a true dancing spirit directly in 

coordination with the text’s overall meaning. Immediately following the refrain, the 

composer elects to deviate from the predictable 6/8 time signature through the insertion 

of a brief codetta in 3/4 time, carried only by the first soprano part. Thereafter, the work 

returns to the formerly established lilting 6/8 time signature.12 



Conclusion 

 The RiverCenter hosted an opening-night of a play by Flannery O’Connor, 

Columbus’ most famous citizen, at the same time. Given that competition, Sol y 

sombra’s 80-percent house seems quite respectable. There was a DVD made of the 

performance, which we invite you to purchase, and portions of the DVD will be shown at 

the Hawaii conference. The following are photographs from the performance, and the 

two sound recordings of the Responsorio No. 2 for mixed choir and instruments, and 

Zelvas, montes, collados, with a solo by Brianne Marcades. 

 

 

 



 

 

Brianna Marcades (left, soloist) 

 



  Columbus City Ballet Dancer 

 

  Drs. Marcades and Long 
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1 Archivo General de la Nación, Ramo Inquisición Tomo 677 f. 534 año l689, referring to 

an apparently lost document, which the appellant cites in his request for a republication 

of the ban. The cited document resides in Ramo Edictos de la Inquisición, vol. III, f. 59 

(dated 1643). Another edict dated 1691 is in the same volume at f. 92. 

2  A “casta” is person of mixed Indian, Spanish and/or African lineage.  

3 See my unpublished paper “Race, Sex and Inquisition: The Villancicos of Sor Juana 

Inés de la Cruz,” 2005. 

4 According to López Calo: “No es el caso, digámoslo una vez más, de ponernos a 

hacer comparaciones, que no tendrían sentido.  Cierto que si España tuviera, en esa 

primera mitad del siglo XVII, más intercambio musical con otras naciones, muy otra 

habría sido la suerte de nuestra música.  Pero no lo tuvo.  La consecuencia primera de 

ese hecho es negativa: España vivió con un retraso de varios decenios la intensidad 

del espíritu barroco en la música.  Y cuando, por fin, entró en él, lo hizo con menos 

bríos que otras naciones europeas.” [It’s not the case, let us say it again, of starting to 

make comparisons, which wouldn’t make sense. It’s true that if Spain had, in the first 

part of the Seventeenth Century, more musical interchange with the other nations, the 

outcome of our music would have been very different. But it didn’t have. The first 

consequence was negative: Spain lived several decades behind in the intensity of the 

Baroque spirit of music. And when, at last, it entered into it, it did it with less flash than 

the other European nations.] (50) 

5 For an overview of Spanish and Mexican Baroque music, see Gerard Béhague, Music 

in Latin America: An Introduction (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1979).; Manfred F. 



                                                                                                                                             
Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York: W. W. Norton, 1947).; Gilbert Chase, 

The Music of Spain (New York: Dover, 1959).; Jesús Estrada, Música Y Músicos De La 

Época Virreinal (México: Sep Setentas Diana, 1980).; Ann Livermore, A Short History of 

Spanish Music (New York: Vienna House, 1972).; José López-Calo, Historia De La 

Música Española.  3. Siglo Xvii (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 1983).; Guillermo Orta 

Velázquez, Breve Historia De La Música En México (México: Porrúa, 1970).; Robert 

Stevenson, "Mexico City Cathedral Music: 1600-1750," The Americas 21.1 

(1963).;Robert M. Stevenson, Christmas Music from Baroque Mexico (Berkeley: U of 

California Press, 1974). 

6 We praise thee, O God; we acknowledge thee to be the Lord. 

All the earth doth worship thee, the Father everlasting. 

To thee all Angels, the Heavens, and all the Powers, 

The Cherubim and Seraphim proclaim without ceasing: 

Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts! 

The heavens and the earth are full of the majesty of thy glory. 

the glorious chorus of the Apostles, 

the admirable company of the Prophets, 

the white-robed army of Martyrs praises thee. 

Throughout the whole world the holy Church gives praise to thee, 

The Father of infinite majesty; 

They praise you admirable, true, and only Son; and also 

the Holy Spirit, our Advocate. 

You are the King of glory, O Christ. 



                                                                                                                                             
You are the eternal Son of the Father. 

To deliver us, you became human, and did not disdain the Virgin’s womb. 

Having blunted the sting of death, You opened 

the kingdom of heaven to all believers. 

You sit at the right hand of God, in the glory of the Father. 

You are believed to be the Judge who will come. 

Therefore, we beseech you, come to the aid 

of your servants, whom you have redeemed by your precious blood. 

Make them to be numbered with thy saints 

in glory everlasting. 

Save your people, O Lord, and bless your inheritance. 

Govern them, and extol them from now into eternity. 

Day by day, we bless thee; 

And we praise your name forever and ever. 

Vouchsafe, O Lord, to keep us this day without sin. 

Have mercy upon us, O Lord, 

As we have trusted in thee. 

In thee, O Lord, I have trusted: 

let me never be confounded. 

7 Russell performance edition preface, p. 1. 

8 RECITATIVE:  Forests, mountains, hills, 

Remote climates or those not (even) discovered. 

Beneficial fragrances of the flowers, 



                                                                                                                                             
All of you proclaim the fragrant aromas 

Praise the great worthiness of the rose 

And the great fervor of her affable husband. 

 

ARIA:  No one defends herself with greater deeds 

Because none is greater when deeds reach the highest point. 

All of you are Christ’s spouse. 

You can go no higher. 

Espouse yourselves 

9 Estribillo (refrain) text: Peter’s solfeggio is the lament. 

Let the world listen to see if it isn’t so, 

    Since the warbling of it voices 

    knows how to unite, 

    the harshness of his feeling, 

    by the chromatic explanation 

    of the tender and harsh beating 

    that Peter describes in his lament. 

    I have found what I lost 

    to the sun the time that I cried 

    because he enlightened me. 

 

 Coplas One:  Come, come and hear, 

    you will see the song in the lament. 



                                                                                                                                             
    Come and hear from the counterpoint 

    the sweetness and subtlety of the sun 

    the time I cried 

    because he enlightened me. 

 

 Coplas Two:  From the ut (depths of) my sorrow 

    when I fell, he raised me up 

    to my lost glory, 

    to my glory without end. 

(translation by Astrid T. Russell) 

 

10 So when all the land of Egypt was 

famished, all the people cried to the Pharaoh for bread. 

Then Pharaoh said to all the Egyptians, 

“Go to Joseph; whatever he says to you, do.” 

 

The famine was over all the face of the earth, 

and Joseph opened all the storehouses 

and sold to the Egyptians. 

“Go to Joseph; whatever he says to you, do.” 

 

11 Hail (holy) Queen, mother of mercy 

Our life, sweetness, and hope – hail. 



                                                                                                                                             
To you we call, exiled children of Eve. 

To you we sigh, mourning and weeping 

In this valley of tears. 

Quick then! Our advocate, turn your eyes of mercy towards us. 

And Jesus, the blessed fruit of your womb, 

Show to us after this our exile. 

Oh compassionate, Oh holy, 

Oh kind Virgin Mary. 

(translated by Edward Bosworth) 

12 A band of Gypsies. In search of good fortune, 

Come to adore the Christ Child; they come to rock His cradle. 

The loving souls, full of affection, greet Him 

and with lilting (?) voices in sweet rocking they sweetly 

lull him to sleep. 

 

To the “ro, ro, ro, ro rito” 

Sleep tight, my beloved little one, 

To the “ro, ro, ro, ro,” what a beautiful child! 

To the “ro, ro, ro, ro,” what a pretty face! 

 

A crib, full of mystery, and in it some meager straw 

makes ready for the Divine Child, 

so that his mother might give birth, 



                                                                                                                                             
so that his mother might give birth. 

(translation by Craig. H. Russell) 
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Pedestrian Infrastructure and Rapid Urbanization  
Two Case Studies: Dubai and Hong Kong 
 
The impact of the automobile on urban growth in the developing world should be 
cause for concern. Throughout the world, cities that are experiencing rapid growth 
and rising standards of living face pressing issues created by the escalation in 
ownership and use of the automobile. Aside from the problems associated with 
emissions that contribute to respiratory ailments and global warming, the car is 
responsible for numerous other conditions that create major economic burdens on the 
life and welfare of our cities. Dramatic increases in traffic fatalities, the cost of 
creating and maintaining the infrastructure of highways and roads, with the resulting 
visual and functional impairment of cities due to their presence, as well as the indirect 
economic instabilities resulting from oil dependency are all outcomes of automobile 
tolerant societies. 
 
It is possible for cities to restrict automobile use and decrease dependency on private 
means of transport. However, a government that adopts such an approach must not 
only provide and support alternative means of urban transportation but must reflect 
such a policy in decisions that guide land use, public services, infrastructure, and 
housing.  
 
This research investigates pedestrian movement as a key component in urban 
planning. It examines Hong Kong as a model of an integrated planning approach that 
has succeeded in maintaining low automobile dependency in a society with high per 
capita income and an expanding population1.  The city is well served by a successful 
public housing policy and a world-class pedestrian infrastructure. This pedestrian 
network system consists of railways, buses, mini-vans, trams, ferries, urban 
escalators, elevated and moving walkways, underpass tunnels, footbridges, and 
ordinary footpaths (sidewalk, pedestrian street, etc.). All of these components serve 
both tourist and resident. Most are conceived in parallel with development, especially 
public housing estates. 
 
In contrast to Hong Kong, Dubai in the United Arab Emirates is developing as an 
automobile dependent city. The consequences of planning decisions that 
accommodate the automobile instead of proposing alternatives are numerous. The 
absence of alternative choices for urban transportation can be argued as a cause of 
social segregation. Isolated and gated garden communities with internal services are 
replacing more integrated urban housing. Commercial street activity is relocated to 
the shopping malls and the old city adjacent to the waterfront is re-invented as a 
tourist destination. These conditions reflect a deterioration of the public realm and the 
loss of pedestrian accessed urban space in Dubai. Meanwhile the automobile traffic 
condition worsens even as transportation engineers frantically plan new highways to 
relieve the congestion.. 
 
 

                                                 
1 Population density is frequently cited an important reason for Hong Kong's successful urbanism. It 
has one of the highest densities in the world, approaching 100,000 per km2 in portions of the city (Hong 
Kong Island and Kowloon). Density in the city of Dubai is approximately 30,000 per km2.  



 
 Fig. 1 Forms of pedestrian movement in Hong Kong. 
 
 
 
 

       
 
 
 Fig. 2  A Pedestrian Network map in Central Hong Kong. 
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An Inductive Approach to the Relationship between Organization and Human Nature 
 
 The assertion that human organization and human nature are integrally related to one 
another should be seen as a truism.  Yet, although in modern times volumes have been written on 
all types of organization, little has been written about human nature – and even less about the 
relationship between organization and human nature.  The “man on the street” has a definite 
opinion about human nature, usually viewing it uncritically as simply good or simply bad.  (If it 
were simply good or bad we would be experiencing either utopia or anarchy.)  One might 
suppose that social scientists would have a more complex understanding.  Yet for the most part 
their personal opinions differ little from the person on the street.  And in their role as social 
scientists they typically prefer to think as if there is no such thing as a human nature.  As 
scientists, they want to be open to the possibility of future evidence that will fill the theoretical 
gaps required if human being is to be understood in terms of scientific law.  Ironically, as we will 
discuss, this attempt at theoretical rigor puts one in the position of opposing or suppressing the 
kind of knowledge of human nature required for making the most meaningful decisions about 
human organization.   

The title of this paper might seem to indicate that we are employing the scientific method, 
due to the phrase “an inductive approach.” Most people are in the habit of thinking that there are 
two methodological choices – either a scientific, inductive approach to knowledge, or a dogmatic, 
deductive approach.  However, there is a third alternative – common sense induction that involves 
critical thought, but that does not aim for exhaustive, rigorous theoretical definition.  Such 
common sense induction attempts to holistically characterize, not abstractly define.  In contrast to 
exhaustive, closed theoretical definitions that either hold without exception or not at all, common 
sense truth claims about human nature, although not inconsistent, often have the appearance of 
being theoretically, or definitionally incomplete.   

We will begin our study with a consciousness raising “thought experiment.”1  This 
epistemological method is inductive, in that our starting point does not consist of dogmatic truth 
claims from which logical deductions are made.  And it requires critical reflection.  Yet we do not 
intend to arrive at purely objective, quantifiable definitions.  Our aim is to optimally characterize 
the knowledge that exists on the periphery of most people’s consciousness.  By means of our 
thought experiment we aim to bring to conscious awareness things we already know on the level 
of common sense – if we would only critically think about them.  We will then use this 
knowledge to test theories (howbeit incomplete) about the relationship between human nature and 
organization.  
 

A.  A Thought Experiment 
Imagine a large group of people who find themselves in a wilderness.  Perhaps they are 

recently escaped slaves.  Or perhaps they are the survivors of a ship wreck, plane crash, etc.  The 
situation is a critical one.  Resources are scarce.  There might be other groups in the area that are 
hostile.  Compounding the problem is the fact that no one knows anyone else in the group in any 
meaningful way.  What is the first thing the group should do or discuss?  If you were there what 
would you advise?  Why do you think your recommendations would work?  What is it about 
human nature that makes certain things possible or impossible?   
 Consider the following options:  1) Each person should go his or her own way; 2) Each 
person should demand his or her rights; 3) A police force should be formed; 4) A militia should 
be organized; 5) People should organize so as to manage scarce resources, make use of each 
person’s talents, coordinate each other’s efforts, etc. 

                                                 
1 The basic idea of this thought experiment can be found in Arthur Dyck’s Re-thinking Rights and 
Responsibilities (The Pilgrim Press, Cleveland, Ohio, 1994) 
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 The first suggestion, i.e., that each person should go his or her own way is rarely 
advocated.  This fact, in itself, indicates something we all know about the nature of human 
beings.  People don’t survive very well as individuals, nor do they mature as human beings. 
 Although most people don’t realize it, option two is actually a variation of option number 
one.  Each person wants to do his or her own thing, but in addition these same individuals want 
others to enable them in their individualistic projects.  However, if everyone goes her own way, 
or has his own individualistic agenda, who will be left to make good on rights claims? 
   Regarding options three, four and five, it should be apparent that leaders must be 
appointed to key positions.  And the appointment of the leaders of a police force, militia or 
anything else raises the question of how such leaders are to be chosen.  Who will make the 
choices and on what basis? 
 Therefore, a sixth option inevitably emerges:  People eventually realize the need to invent 
some rules about which they generally agree.  This usually takes the form of some kind of 
constitution as the basis for a government.  Yet this also raises important questions:  Why or how 
is the formation and maintenance of a government possible?  And what is the basis for rule-
making?2 

Regarding the first question, what is it about human nature that leads us to expect that the 
attempt to form a government would not become bogged down in endless wrangling and fighting 
over how to frame a constitution?  Why should people risk associating themselves, at all, with 
anyone else?  What assurance do people have that they will not be stabbed in the back if they 
assemble in an attempt to form a government? And if by chance leaders were selected to govern 
in some way why would it not be the case that these leaders would be bribed, murdered, etc., 
thereby resulting in a failed government? 
 
B.  The Failure of Social Contract Theory to Explain Existing Community and Government 

Thomas Hobbes was the first social contract theorist and probably the first self-conscious 
social scientist in the modern sense of the term.  Included in the social contract tradition are 
Locke, Rousseau, Kant, Smith, Marx, Lenin, Sartre and others. According to social contract 
theory people have little or no inherent social nature.  They are either anti-social, as Hobbes 
supposed, or slightly social, as Locke believed, or they have no inherent nature, at all.  The idea 
of having no inherent nature squares with both a scientific causal explanation and existentialism.  
According to a scientific causal explanation human nature is believed to develop in passive 
response to such factors as economic laws, or any number of other things.  According to 
existentialism (and other such philosophies) people are in the process of creating themselves.  
However, none of these philosophies posits the idea of a given social nature.  And unless people 
begin with the affirmation of a given social nature (which is knowable on the level of common 
sense reflection) they have no rational basis for supposing that viable organization is possible. 

Given the fact that they cannot affirm the idea of a given social nature social contract 
theorists assert that the starting point for viable organization is government.  Supposedly, viable 
organization first comes into existence when people contract with one another to form a 
government.  Yet this scenario implies circular reasoning.  People need a government because 
they are anti-social (or as Locke, “asocial,” or others’ views have a sociability yet to be 
determined).  But if people cannot trust one another because they do not believe one another to be 
social by nature then what is the basis for the cooperation required to form a government? 

The first social contract theorist, Thomas Hobbes, gives expression to this circular form 
of reasoning in its most logical/illogical form.  Hobbes would argue that the natural condition of 
the disorganized group of people in our thought experiment is “a war of all against all.”  Because 
of their inherent hostility towards one another they will all die, or be robbed, if they do not form a 
government.  And the realization of this fact will supposedly motivate people to form a 
                                                 
2 We will answer this question in section “H.” 
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government.  They supposedly will be motivated by sheer self-interest.  They will want to avoid 
being robbed and/or murdered.  However, simple self-interest is what motivates criminals.  Just 
how far can one trust people who will break a promise (or worse) if that will serve their self-
interest? 

According to the social contract theorist John Locke, a nation needs to be “built on the 
low but solid ground of selfishness, or private vices.”  He believed that this will achieve “much 
greater public benefits than by futilely appealing to virtue, which is by nature un-endowed.” In 
effect, what Locke advocates is the kind of enlightened self-interest that enables individual 
criminals to become organized criminals.  It is this criminal level of sociability that typifies the 
social contracts that have made possible crime syndicates, businesses like Enron and nations such 
as Nazi Germany.     

Some may take exception to the assertion that social contract theory, with its view of an 
anti-social human nature, prevails in today’s society.  Belief in a basically good human nature 
might seem to prevail.  However, when the prevailing idea of a good human nature is examined it 
becomes apparent that the prevailing ideology is not inconsistent with Hobbes, Locke, or any of 
the other social contract thinkers.  The assertion that human nature is good is more precisely the 
assertion that people are good as individuals.  Because of this belief in the goodness of the 
individual “society” is blamed for people’s faults.  Evil, or anti-social behavior, is said to have 
arisen when good individuals became involved with one another, especially in patterns of 
relationships established prior to, or apart from, the political state.  Yet this raises a question.  If 
evil arises when “good” individuals relate to one another how “good” can these individuals really 
be?  Would they not, in fact, be anti-social?   

In defense of the idea that the individual is good the argument is typically made that as 
institutions develop they take on a socially destructive, autonomous life of their own.  Although 
there is some truth to this, it is simplistic to say that institutions are bad and individuals good.  If 
individuals were good they would not allow their institutions to get out of control.  People would 
not maliciously develop bad institutions, nor would they be indifferent or apathetic to destructive 
institutional development.  Therefore, the existence of bad institutions is actually an argument for 
an anti-social human nature.   

As we will discuss, there is a serious anti-social aspect of human nature.  Yet a little 
reflection will show that people could not be as anti-social as Hobbes (and Locke) supposed.  For 
example, there have been, and are, socially beneficial institutions.  One can argue that such things 
as the necessity of law enforcement and armies speak of an anti-social human nature.  Yet even if 
we focus on the negative purposes of government we have to acknowledge that they imply a 
social aspect of human nature.  Why else would people organize police forces and armies in order 
to deal with the anti-social aspect of human nature?  And clearly such positive functions of 
government as coordinating people’s efforts in regard to roads, utilities and various kinds of 
social welfare presuppose a pre-existing human social nature. 

Because there is an anti-social aspect to human nature viable organization, including 
government, is not automatic.  People can form governments that are destructive. Yet Hobbes and 
Locke notwithstanding, it is not idealistic to believe that organizations of all types can aspire to 
something more than organized crime.  We know this to be a realistic aspiration, because such 
organizations, including nations, have existed at numerous places and times.  Furthermore, we 
can know this by reflecting upon our own personal experience.  
 

C. The Experiential Basis for the Belief that there is a Social Human Nature  
  Aside from the fact that viable societies have existed since the beginning of history, the 
people in our thought experiment need to reflect upon their own life experiences – including the 
fact that not one of them is self-constituted.  Instead, they were each born into a family within a 
community that was to some degree viable.  Each of them needs to reflect upon the fact that 
everyone owes his or her existence and sanity to the loving, although imperfect, relationships into 
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which everyone is born.  Furthermore, they have all been at the mercy of others, to some extent, 
their entire lives. This demonstrates that people are, by nature, to a significant degree social. 
 Based upon the recognition of their social nature, the people in our thought experiment 
can give one another the benefit of the doubt, at least at the outset. As people get to know one 
another their level of trust will rise or fall on an individual basis.  But initially they can 
reasonably assume that even a stranger is to a significant degree social, and therefore at least 
somewhat trustworthy.  True, it is risky to trust strangers.  And one should not do so without 
reservation.  Yet although such trust involves risk, an attitude of fundamental distrust is even 
riskier, because, it will become a self-fulfilling prophecy.   

Note that the starting point for developing viable organization is not people exhorting one 
another to be or act socially.  Instead, people need first to affirm one another as social beings.  
Otherwise the impression can be given that people are attempting to impose, or force, some kind 
of external rules, or authority, upon one another – rules or authority foreign to human nature. 
 A society in which people feel that they can trust only those they personally know tends 
to give rise to adversarial factions, the most extreme form being organized crime families.  Or 
instead of factions, people can fall prey to the “cult of personality.”  According to the cult of 
personality each individual is believed to be so completely unique that there is no such thing as a 
human nature.  Of course, it is on an individual basis, and often on a familial individual basis, that 
we are able to trust one another in a relatively more unreserved way.  Yet if a people are too 
individualistic or factional they will lack the level of trust required for the development of 
constructive institutions, or for sustaining a viable society if they already have one.  In either case 
government cannot be a substitute for low trust. 

 
D.  High Trust and Low Trust Cultures 

 Every culture can be characterized as a relatively high or low trust culture.  And every 
high or low trust culture has a kind of inertia, for good or bad.  Yet we should not try to interpret 
such inertia in terms of some kind of causal factors.  All cultures are in a state of flux, to one 
degree or other.  And cultural changes are the result of cumulative decisions and behavior. 
 Each individual has a kind of inertia, in that he or she has a personal history that makes it 
relatively more or less difficult to trust and to be trusted.  For example, if certain individuals in 
our thought experiment were born and raised in a “high trust culture,” or in a family and 
community of high integrity, then these individuals will likely not have to be concerned with 
consciousness-raising.  Their approach to organizing a government will be largely correct, even if 
on an unconscious level.  They will, out of habit, or a sense of conventionality, bring trust to bear 
on their relationships.  They will be able to trust, and to inspire trust in others. 
 People generally take for granted the conventional level of trust into which they are born, 
unless they experience something quite out of the ordinary.  For example, if someone spends time 
in a war zone, which is low trust, it may take a while for that person to re-adjust to the higher 
trust culture of a peaceful society.  Imagine how difficult it can be to develop a high level of trust 
when one has lived many years, or a lifetime, within a low trust culture. 
 If people in our thought experiment were born into a low trust culture – perhaps they 
were repeatedly abused as children – then there is the real possibility that they will not be able to 
form a viable government, or any type of viable organization.  There are limits to consciousness-
raising. A person raised in a highly dysfunctional environment will have little good to reflect 
upon.  And if the habit of trust is eroded beyond a certain point it is difficult to revive. 
 It should be noted, however, that no one is, strictly speaking, a victim.  No one is caused 
to be or act in any particular way.  There are many examples of people rising above horrible 
circumstances.  And conversely, many people who have great opportunities fail.  This leads to 
another reason for the development of low trust cultures.           
 People who have been raised in such a way that they have a reasonable basis for 
significant trust, i.e., people raised in a high trust culture, can allow themselves to be 
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indoctrinated into believing that they cannot trust others.  Ideologies grounded in social contract 
theory, such as modernism, and especially postmodernism, have this influence.  These ideologies 
can work as self-fulfilling prophesies.  If people believe they have no basis for trusting others 
they will act in a distrustful manner, thereby evoking distrust from others.  A downward spiral 
ensues, resulting in an ever greater role of government in people’s lives.  Because people come to 
believe that they have no basis for relating to one another directly, face to face, they rely 
increasingly on the law of the state to mediate – and thereby lose their freedom. 
  

E.  The Current Problematic Relationship between Freedom and Authority 
Immanuel Kant, the social contract theorist known as the “Father of Modernism,” 

believed that each individual person should think and act autonomously.  Implicit in this belief is 
the idea that there is no such thing as a social human nature.  It can be said that Kant regarded the 
essential nature of humanity to be rational.  But Kant supposed people to be rational in the sense 
of having the ability to be disinterested, or neutral observers.  This would mean that people are 
indifferent to social organization, or asocial.  Yet if this were the case then communities would 
not exist.   

Kant believed each person should have the right to freely, individualistically, determine 
or legislate his or her own rules – completely independent from any external authority.  Clearly 
the state is an external authority.  So, in order to avoid the problem of externally imposed political 
authority, Kant (following Rousseau) conceived of the social contract state as consisting in a 
harmonious unity of the rational will of one and the rational will of all. In effect, Kant treated the 
social contract state as if it were the objective, universal incarnation of rationality (with no 
distinction made between law and ethics).  Of course each political state is particular, and to some 
extent the subjective invention of people.  Yet in any dispute between the state and individuals 
the state psychologically appears to be objective, universal and rational.  It appears to be 
legitimate, therefore, to impose political authority upon the “irrational” individuals who oppose it.   

That Kant has a fundamental problem in legitimizing political/legal authority is indicated 
by the fact that he fluctuates between justifying and condemning political revolution.  This 
problematic tension is what one would expect, given the fact that Kant fluctuates between the 
individual and the state playing the role of God.   Theological implications are particularly 
apparent when, in condemning revolution, Kant makes the idolatrous assertion that the 
constitution of a nation (any nation) is “holy.”  In the final analysis, Kant ’s idea of the social 
contract state is no different than that of Hobbes – “the people as a unity ruling over the people as 
a multitude.”  Although Kant regards the “people as a unity” to be the manifestation of rational 
agreement such unity is merely the result of externally imposed authority for the sake of law and 
order, with no regard for reason or justice. 

Yet according to postmodernists the modern state does not stand for something as neutral 
even as simple law and order.  In de-mythologizing the modern ideal of “objective reason,” and 
the ideal of the state as the incarnation of reason (including the idea of a neutral “rule of law”), 
postmodernists have shown that behind the political rationalization for law and order the 
authority of the state is often used to support the interests of the individuals or groups that have 
gained political advantage.  And postmodernists claim that such political advantage is unjust.   

However, postmodernists offer no standard by means of which one can distinguish 
between justice and injustice.  They legitimately argue that it is unjust when minorities are 
disenfranchised.  Yet their rationale for this claim is that no one should be under anyone else’s 
authority. Their implicit ideal is Kant’s original starting point, i.e., that each individual is to be 
free to legislate one’s own authority – but with no illusions about such self-legislation being 
ethical, just, or rational.  People are simply to be free to assert themselves, pure and simple, for 
whatever reason, or no reason. 

Postmodernists are often not perceived to be advocating radical individualism.  In fact, 
they usually analyze things in terms of group categories.  For example, they speak of cultural 
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relativism, racism, sexism, homophobia, economic imperialism, and many other kinds of group 
dynamics.  Yet because they believe there is no truth that transcends individual perspective their 
causes are doomed to degenerate into existential futility.    For example, consider the following 
observation by Roberto Unger, of the leftist “Critical Legal Studies” movement:  

“The existentialist thesis shows in a leftism that exhausts itself…because it has no real 
alternative to put in the place of the forms of government and economic order against which it 
arises.  It manifests as well in the belief that institutional social forms and authentic human 
relations can only wage war against each other.  This belief contributes decisively to the most 
common perversion of cultural-revolutionary practice:  the sacrifice of larger solidarities to a 
desperate self-concern on the part of people unable to connect their personal experiments in 
subjectivity and association with a remaking of the terms of collective life.” 3      

When people who are engaged in such experiments in human subjectivity encounter any 
authority that inhibits their existential self-assertiveness they consider themselves to be 
disenfranchised.  As more and more people consider themselves to be disenfranchised there is 
logically less and less of a community to make good on all the individual demands for justice, or 
individual rights claims.  And because rights claims, by their nature, are absolute, there is no way 
to resolve disputes between individual rights claimants.  Every “card” becomes a “trump” card – 
the logic of which is a war of all against all. 

We can say, therefore, that in the final analysis postmodernists advocate the use of the 
state to advance a “war of all against all” – the very problem, ironically, for which the original 
social contract theorists conceived the state to be the solution.  However, because when “push 
comes to shove” people prefer security above all else, the modernist law and order state will 
inevitably prevail – with a “wrinkle.”  Postmodernists will have heightened the condition of 
anarchy, and modernists will have heightened the perceived need for ever more authoritarianism.  

Is there an alternative view of human nature, one which squares with our experience of 
humanity as both social and anti-social, and one which does not entail the kind of problematic 
relationship between freedom and authority that leads to political authoritarianism?  We will 
begin to answer this question in the next section.     

 
F. To Be Free is to Act in Accordance with One’s Nature 

There is a sense in which Kant was partially right about the desirability of each individual 
legislating his or her own ethical rules.  Kant was trying to get at the idea that one is free when one is 
acting in accord with one’s nature.  He was correct in his opposition to external authority that is foreign 
to human nature.  Kant’s problem was that he did not conceive of a given, substantive human nature. 
And this is why he could not conceive of a substantive ethic.  He advocated such formal imperatives as, 
“Act in such a way that whatever you do can be made a universal law.”  This might sound noble, but it 
differs little from the utilitarianism to which Kant was opposed, i.e.: “Do whatever creates the most 
good for the greatest number!”  All such formal imperatives are meaningless to anyone who is not 
omniscient.  In practice, they serve merely to help one rationalize after the fact whatever it is one 
wanted to do in the first place.   The fact that meaningful compliance with such imperatives requires 
omniscience is consistent with the fact that for Kant, the human will is to play the role of the will of 
God.  Ultimately this implies the self-creation of a human nature.  This is why Kantianism led to Neo-
Kantianism, which led to existentialism – epitomized by Jean-Paul Sartre’s dictum: “The project of man 
is to be God.”    

In contrast, consider Johannes Pederson’s characterization of the ancient Semitic understanding 
of a given, substantive human nature – one in which freedom and authority are in harmony:  The 
ancient Semites viewed the moral law as the expression of the standard according to which the soul 
must act when it follows its own nature.  Whether the law was written down or not did not decide its 
                                                 
3 Roberto Mangabeira Unger, Law in Modern Society, Toward a Criticism of Social Theory (New York, 
The Free Press, 1976) p.167  
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character.  It was this spontaneity that made the law so strong; it rested on a solid basis, being a direct 
expression of the construction of the soul. 

Pederson is describing the idea of moral law.  The reader might well ask at this point, “Where 
did the idea of morality come from?  Other than some passing comments about Kant’s idea of ethics, 
have we not been talking about a human social nature?”  The answer is that sociability and morality are 
synonymous – or more precisely, sociability, together with trust, derive from moral integrity.    
       
1.  To Be Social by Nature is to be Moral by Nature 
 People today often have a difficult time appreciating the connection between sociability 
and morality, due to the fact that social contract theory relegates morality to a so-called “private” 
world – to be kept separate from the public world.  Following Hobbes and Locke most people 
today treat morality as mere subjective opinion.  This scheme of things is shared by both 
modernism and postmodernism.  However, anything merely private has nothing to do with 
morality.  Kant’s idea of an individualistic ethic notwithstanding, morality is relational.  One lies 
or steals, loves or hates, not in some private sphere, but in relationships with others. And a social 
organization consists in an established pattern of relationships. Therefore, because they are both 
relational there is an inherent relationship between morality and social organization. 
 
2.  The Universal Moral Requirements for Community 

To say, as we did above, that people are socialized first as children is to say that they 
learn the most basic moral requirements for community as children.  Each of us was born into 
moral relationships that are the basis for social integrity.  This is true of all children, regardless of 
culture or religion.  The fact that there has always been a good deal of common morality evident 
in all religions and cultures throughout history indicates that there is one moral human nature.  
And because of this one human nature the moral requirements for viable community are 
universal. 
 Moral relationships are fundamental to any viable organization. (Consider the 
consequences of institutionalizing lying or stealing, for example.) This is to say, there are moral 
requirements for community.  People can choose to act contrary to their nature, because moral 
behavior is voluntary, not instinctual.  As Martin Luther King once observed, moral authority 
appeals to a willingness to comply with unenforceable obligations.  Due to the fact that there are 
consequences to violating them, the moral requirements for community are known as laws.   

Often the argument against a universal morality is made on the supposedly “scientific” 
empirical basis that moral behavior is not factually uniform everywhere.  Yet this is to 
misunderstand the nature of moral laws.  A moral law is a law not because it is uniformly 
complied with everywhere, but because when it is broken there are definite consequences, i.e. a 
loss of integrity both individually and corporately.  The relative differences of compliance with 
moral laws in different societies will correlate with the differences of social integrity that exist in 
those respective societies.  In other words, to describe a society in which there is a relative lack of 
normative compliance with moral laws, such as those against lying, stealing, murder, 
covetousness, adultery and dishonoring parents, is to describe to the same degree a society that 
lacks integrity.  (This is the case whether or not people believe it.) 

 
G.  A Moral Understanding of Human Nature Versus a Scientific One 

People transcend the physical world to a much greater degree than they transcend themselves.  
Due to this transcendence they are able to use the scientific method to objectify the physical world to a 
relatively high degree.  However, people cannot legitimately objectify themselves to the same degree 
because they are both subjects and objects to themselves.  If they over objectify themselves they deny 
the subjectivity that makes rigorous theoretical systems possible, in which case their theory  
reductionistically distorts human nature.  Yet even worse, when scientific methodology is applied to 
persons it serves the purpose of control and manipulation.  
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1.  Understanding Human Being as a Totality 
 The methodologies typical of the physical sciences work by developing closed systems 
consisting of relationships between factors that are so strong that the rest of reality can be 
ignored.  For example, we have learned what we know about our solar system by reducing the 
relationships between the planets and the sun to a closed system abstracted from the rest of the 
universe.  If we were to study the universe as an “open” system, which is to say as a totality, 
holistically, or “ontologically,” we would have to study each planet in relation to each star, which 
is impossible. 

Although the methodologies typical of the physical sciences have been fruitful in gaining 
an understanding of the physical world it is important to keep in mind the fact that their 
reductionistic, abstract nature results in an over-simplification of reality.  Such paradoxes as the 
relationship between a theoretical understanding of light in terms of waves and particles, or the 
relationship between general relativity and quantum theory, arise as a consequence of the 
theoretical over-simplification rooted in human finitude. Because of human finitude there can 
never be a completely unified theoretical understanding of reality.  There can only be faith that 
there is an ultimate unity.  Doing science should be seen as involving only a temporary 
suspension of the ontological sense.  It is an ontological truth that reality ultimately transcends 
our grasp of it, both objectively and subjectively.  Therefore, it is a matter of faith that 
paradoxically perceived relationships are unified on a deeper level of reality.4   

In contrast to the physical world, the human being can be understood only as a totality – 
i.e. as an irreducible complexity that cannot be abstractly understood in terms of its parts.  In the 
study of humanity even a temporary suspension of the ontological sense distorts human 
knowledge.  If we attempt to abstractly define anything of a distinctly human nature we are left 
with the impression that we know nothing.   

Socrates illustrates well the problematic nature of the scientific method when applied to 
people.  Of course, the scientific method was not fully developed at the time of Socrates.  Yet 
Socrates worked at developing closed systems consisting of objective, abstract definitions.  When 
a topic such as “courage” arose, Socrates would have someone give an objective definition of 
courage, one that would hold in all situations.  Of course, regardless of how exhaustive a person 
might be in coming up with such a definition Socrates could always think of with an example of 
something the definition did not cover.  For this reason, Socrates believed that he had 
demonstrated that the person with whom he was dialoguing did not know what it means to be 
courageous.  Moreover, Socrates prided himself on not knowing anything, thereby equating the 
idea of open-mindedness with epistemological obscurantism.5  

 The reality of a partial, but only partial, self-transcendence is evident in the paradox that 
we are both subjects and objects to ourselves.  This paradox undermines at every point any and all 
closed theoretical systems in which the human being is the subject.  Any attempt to explain 
human nature in terms of a closed theoretical system ignores the self evident truth that some 
aspect of humanity stands outside any system by virtue of the fact that it is a construct of the 
human mind.  The fact that we cannot comprehend ourselves as mere objects explains why the 
undisputed bodies of knowledge in all the social sciences (including psychology, sociology, 
economics, evolutionary theory, etc.) have not been progressing, but instead have been shrinking 
– in contrast to the physical sciences.6  Furthermore, in treating humans by means of the closed 

                                                 
4 According to Jonathan Edwards, for example, “Faith in God is the assent to being.”  And as a medieval 
scholar once put it, we must believe in order to know.  
5 It can be argued that Socrates was more subtle than this.  He could have been aspiring toward an ever 
more refined knowledge of the Platonic Forms.  Yet a mysticism that cannot affirm common sense 
knowledge is also problematic.   
6 After observing that economics is in better off than sociology Irving Kristol states: “(The) body of 
undisputed theory is shrinking before our very eyes.  Almost every concept, every theorem, every 
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systems typical of the physical sciences people are rendered susceptible to control and 
manipulation.  Whereas physical scientific theories yield legitimate predictions of relationships 
between abstractly conceived objects, social scientific “predictions” are achieved only when 
scientific methods are used for control – so as to make “predictions” come true.7  This is nowhere 
more apparent than in the modern state.   
 
2.  The Nature of a Closed Political/Legal System   

As a social scientist Thomas Hobbes believed there to be a strict continuity between 
physics, psychology and politics.  Understandably, therefore, he conceived of the state as a closed 
system.  According to Hobbes, the political state consists in one social contract in which “the 
people as a unity rule over the people as a multitude.”  Such a closed system constitutes a 
radically secular, “value free” society unified strictly on the basis of an objective, amoral legal 
authority.  (Social contract theory can take the form of a monarchy, republic, democracy, etc.)  

When the political state plays God the law of the state serves as a de facto morality.  In 
other words, the state attempts to legislate morality into existence – which is logically consistent 
with the idea of the political creation of a social nature out of a hobbsean chaos.  That Hobbes 
conceived of the project to be God politically is evidenced by the following quote in his 
introduction to Leviathan:  “Lastly, the pacts and covenant by which the parts of this body politic 
were first made, set together and united, resemble that fiat, or the Let us make man, pronounced 
by God in the Creation.”    

 
H.  The Moral Basis for a Viable Legal System 

 One of the most “politically correct” clichés is that “morality cannot be legislated.”  By this 
cliché people mean that morality and law must be strictly separated.  Yet as we have just discussed, a 
completely autonomous, value free legal system serves as a substitute for moral principles, and 
therefore constitutes a legislation of morality.  It misses the point that, indeed, morality cannot be 
legislated into existence.  One cannot pass a law that will make people keep their promises, for 
example.  Yet all legitimate political law is a legislation of morality in that valid legal rules are but 
partial formalizations of moral rules.  Although legal rules are invented by people, they are not invented 
out of “thin air.”  To answer our earlier question (in Section A) regarding the basis for legal rule making 
– There are moral rules without which there can be no humanly invented legal rules. 
 The truth of moral rules cannot be proven; they can only be seen (the aim of our thought 
experiment).  The moral rules into which we are born are somewhat to legal rule-making what axioms 
are to mathematics.  Consider, for example, the relationship between a promise and a contract. 
 
1.  The Moral Promise Understood as the Basis for the Legal Contract (Private Law) 
 In his book, Contract as Promise, Charles Fried, a former Solicitor General and a 
professor of law at Harvard University, argues that we would not be able to even conceive of the 
idea of a legal contract if it were not for the previously existing moral promise.  A legitimate, 
viable private legal contract is nothing other than the partial formalization of a promise.8  
Understood in this light the contract becomes a tool whereby the promise is formally leveraged so 
                                                                                                                                                 
methodology in economics today has become fair game for controversy.  “Rationalism in Economics,” The 
Crisis in Economic Theory, edited by Daniel Bell and Irving Kristol (Basic Books, Inc., 1981) p.202-203 
7  “Waiting for social science to deliver valid and useful concepts to management is rather like waiting for a 
never-appearing Godot.  Positive science…has been unable to produce anything approximating law-like 
generalizations…  Management has lost its credibility in the use of science through its haste to ‘buy’ 
researchers to conjure up behavioral technologies that confuse manipulation with the efficient use of human 
resources.”  William C. Scott and David Hart, “The Exhaustion of Managerialism,” Society (Mar/Apr., ’91)  
8  This fact renders absurd the following opinion of Oliver Wendall Holmes:  “For my own part I often 
doubt whether it would not be a gain if every word of moral significance could be banished from the law 
altogether, and other words adopted which should convey legal ideas uncolored by anything outside law.”   
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as to help the contracting parties cooperatively achieve their mutual interests in the world.  If we 
fail to treat the legal contract as a partial formalization of a promise, and, instead, treat the 
contract as a replacement for the promise, or as exhausting the promise, it inevitably becomes a 
tool which adversarial parties attempt to wield against one another.  In such cases the parties to a 
contract implicitly treat one another as if they cannot be trusted to act morally, i.e. to act in “good 
faith” by keeping their promises.  The relationship becomes an adversarial one in which the aim 
of the contracting parties is not to cooperate, but to find loopholes.  In an attempt to avoid 
loopholes the defensive strategy is to construct a scientific, closed contractual system in 
anticipation of every contingency.  Yet the more precisely detailed the contract, the more 
loopholes – hence a downward spiral of distrust. 
 
2.  The Moral Basis for Public Law 
 The relationship between morality and private, contract law holds for public law, as well.  
Contract law is private in the sense that it pertains to a limited number of individuals, i.e. the 
parties to the contract.  In contrast, public law pertains equally to everyone, such as the law 
against murder.  Such public laws as those that exist against murder or theft have existed 
traditionally because murder and theft have been considered morally wrong.  If instead, as social 
contract theory posits, murder (etc.) is treated as wrong because it is illegal, then the stage is set 
for a totalitarian or authoritarian government.  An authoritarian government follows from this 
amoral way of thinking, because the government is treated as if it were the final authority and 
ultimate point of organizational reference. 

 
I.  The Myth of an Authority Vacuum  

Walter Lippmann once observed that modernism consists in the overthrow of authority 
and the search for a substitute.  This is to say that the modern ideal is a world of complete 
tolerance without any authority.  Yet there can be no substitute for authority.  When one type of 
authority is rejected, another type always fills the void.  In rejecting moral authority, in particular, 
the modern state becomes the sole authority, and therefore, authoritarian and intolerant.   

The modern, social contract state seeks to obscure its authoritarian nature by claiming 
that it seeks to overthrow moral authority, supposedly because moral authority is intolerant.  The 
social contract state claims to make possible an authority vacuum in which people have the right 
in their “private lives” to legislate their own morality.  However, each time an individual 
demands his or her legal right to be free from moral obligations that person is claiming the right 
to be immoral or amoral.  And the greater the immorality the more laws that are required to 
engineer relationships from the top down.   

To approach this problem from a different angle, one’s demand to the right to be tolerated 
logically entails the demand that others act in a morally right way toward the claimant.  How else 
can individuals be free from the constraint of others unless other people refrain from robbing or 
killing them, etc.?  It follows that the demand for the legal right to be free from the imposition of 
others entails an attempt to legislate morality into existence by forcing others to act morally.  In 
the final analysis, the logical result of each person demanding the right to be amoral or immoral, 
while attempting to legally force others to be moral, amounts to a state sponsored “war of all 
against all” – all in the name of tolerance. 
 It should be obvious that there can be no such thing as simple or absolute tolerance.  For 
one thing, absolute tolerance would require legal tolerance.  It would require that people be 
allowed to create their own laws, or to pick and choose which laws to obey or disobey.  Clearly, 
any viable legal system cannot be divided in this way.  Yet a completely closed legal system 
entails authoritarianism.  The ultimate in political liberty is achieved when the people of a nation 
are unified on the basis of acknowledging one moral truth.  When there is a moral consensus 
people can govern themselves, face to face, independent of an external legal authority.  When a 
people are unified on a moral basis then the legal system itself is unified on the basis of moral 
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authority – in which case the legal system does not have to govern every aspect of life.  As 
discussed above, a contract should be viewed as a partial formalization of a promise.  And people 
know what murder and theft is without exhaustive legal definitions. 
 

J.  Social Contract Theory’s Inadequate Treatment of the Problem of Evil 
 As we mentioned, anti-social human nature is a serious problem.  Yet social contract 
theorists completely misread the nature of this problem, viewing evil as essentially a given anti-
social or asocial human nature – the solution for which is political.  To elaborate, the modernist, 
social contract state locates evil in those natural interpersonal patterns of relationships that exist 
prior to, or apart from, the political state.  The modern solution to evil is the political reordering 
of those natural relationships.   
 However, in addition to what we have previously argued, the idea that we cannot derive 
normative principles from non-political relationships is proven wrong by a recognition of the fact 
that people are born into a given, irreducibly complex moral/social order.  We can surmise, by 
virtue of its giveness and irreducible complexity, that this social order has a transcendent origin.  
The social order into which each of us was born transcends us, in that it was created neither by 
ourselves nor any other persons.  Furthermore, the network of moral principles required for 
human community existed “full-blown” at the outset of recorded human history.  There is no 
evidence of any “piecemeal” development of the moral requirements for community, nor could 
there be.  Human integrity, both individual and corporate, exists as a totality. 

 
K.  A Theological Treatment of the Problem of Evil 

 In order to adequately address the problem of evil we need to go beyond political theory 
and discuss theology.  We can go only so far in explaining the nature of good and evil without 
directly discussing the relationship between humanity and God. 
 
1.  The Nature of Evil:  the Human Project to Be God 
 As mentioned above, Jean-Paul Sartre (a highly intuitive atheist) sees humanity as 
engaged in “a project to be God.”  This characterization of humanity is consistent, not with the 
idea of an original created human nature (which Pederson describes), but with the Judeo-Christian 
understanding of a “fallen” human nature, i.e. a nature that is inclined toward, or desirous of, 
something that falls short of the desires of original, or true human nature.   

This description of humanity might seem complicated, especially the idea of two natures.  
Yet human beings are, indeed, complicated.  Strictly speaking, people do not have two natures.  
Yet, especially regarding the most important issues of life, people in the modern/postmodern 
world are increasingly ambivalent.   

The word intellectuals prefer to use is “agnostic.” Whereas “ambivalence” carries 
negative connotations, “agnostic” connotes the modern ideal of the “neutral observer.”  Yet 
whether it is called agnosticism or ambivalence, the inability to recognize and affirm ultimate 
truth is the undoing of both individuals and societies.  Ambivalent, open-minded, agnostic people 
will eventually find themselves at the mercy of those who are more single-minded in their project 
to be God.  The single-minded simply use the double-minded to “run interference” or to help in 
making the transition from one social order to another.               
 In Genesis the human project to be God is described as the desire to know good and evil 
the way only God knows good and evil.  Consistent with the idea of God creating human nature is 
the idea of God “spelling out” that nature, at least in part in the form of moral commandments.  
Divinely given moral commandments tell people what they can do by virtue of their God-like 
transcendence, and what they cannot do because of their human finitude.   

Human beings, both individually and corporately, lack the foundation required to be God.  
As Sartre put it, the human being is a “foundation without a foundation.”  This is to say that when 
persons, either individually or in groups, attempt to legislate their own morality they find 
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themselves on the shifting sands of ethical relativism.  Typically, the state is then looked to as the 
final point of organizational reference and the ultimate legislator of morality, which takes the 
form of a closed legal system.  

 
2.  A Sign of a “Fall” – Moral Self-Alienation 
 That human nature is fallen is evident in the moral self-alienation experienced by everyone.  
According to Paul Tillich, the moral law is humanity's essential nature put against us as law.9  If we 
were not estranged from ourselves, if our essential nature were not distorted in its actual existence, no 
law would stand against us.  To elaborate, the moral law is an expression of humanity’s original created 
nature; and this original created nature is an expression of the nature of God, in whose image humanity 
was created.10   
 Note the difference between Pederson’s characterization of the moral law quoted earlier and 
Tillich’s.  Pederson’s references to the moral law as the expression of the standard according to which 
the soul must act when it follows its own nature, and a direct expression of the construction of the soul, 
speak of the goodness of original created human nature – of human beings who are in harmonious 
relationship with God and with one another.  In contrast, Tillich’s focus is on human nature after the 
fall.  Regarding both conditions the human being experiences a sense of “ought.”  However, the sense 
of “ought” of the fallen moral consciousness (or “conscience”) described by Tillich is more pronounced 
than is the sense of “ought” that characterizes original created human nature.  The sense of “ought” in 
humanity’s fallen condition is harsh and accusatory, and typically involves attempts at self-justification 
that lead to either self-righteousness or self-condemnation.  In contrast, when one is rightly related to 
God one’s sense of obligation is similar to what one feels toward a father or mother whom one loves. 
  

L. The Continued Existence of a Human Social/Loving Nature 
 Regardless of how conscience is experienced, as long as people have some sense of conscience 
they continue to have a social nature.  And as St. Augustine puts it, “Sin did not tear up creation by the 
roots.”  This is why, although people often find it difficult to relate to one another the way they ought, 
they nevertheless remain social beings to a significant degree – generally speaking.  Although it is 
possible for individuals and groups to completely set aside conscience (at which point they self-
destruct), throughout history most people have had some sense of conscience.     

Moreover, just as it can be said that human nature in its essence is both social and moral, it can 
be said that it is human nature to love.  This is why the Decalogue is summarized in terms of two 
commandments:  Love God!; Love your neighbor!  Logically, one is not loving one’s neighbor when 
one murders, steals, etc.  Yet such moral laws are prescriptive of the most rudimentary acts of love. 
Simply complying with commandments not to do certain things can never satisfy the requirements of 
love.  This is why Jesus told the rich young ruler, who sought to justify himself by his diligent 
compliance with the Decalogue, to give all he had to the poor.  And it is why Jesus told the parable of 
the “Good Samaritan” to the lawyer who attempted to justify himself when he asked the question, “Who 
is my neighbor?” 

In addition, although the Decalogue is the basis for political laws against murder, theft, 
etc., by themselves these laws entail a purely “negative” state.  A negative state is consistent with 
the “first law of equity,” which tells us that it is wrong to harm another.  Yet the “second law of 
equity,” taught by both Cicero and Calvin, tells us that we are obligated to help others if we have 
the means to do so.  This second law of equity is consistent with the parable of the Good 
Samaritan, and suggests the appropriateness of some kind of distributive justice.  And this is 

                                                 
9 Kant likely opposed the idea of substantive moral law because in his alienated condition the moral law 
appeared to him to be something alien.  
10 One can only speculate about why God would allow rebellion.  Perhaps the best explanation is that, having 
been created in the image of God, human beings have free will.  Therefore, they can say, “No!” to God. 
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consistent with the idea of a “positive” state.  Given the complicated nature of human beings, a 
viable society requires a government that has both positive and negative aspects.   

The higher the social level of trust the more that can be accomplished in the way of social 
justice.  It is noteworthy in this regard that Martin Luther King Jr., a natural law advocate, once 
said, “Laws against segregation can bring people together physically.  But people will come 
together as true neighbors when something touches them spiritually…   True integration will be 
achieved when people are willingly obedient to unenforceable obligations.”  This is not to say 
that political force is not at times required to affect social justice, but it is to say that long term 
change cannot be simply forced upon a people – no more so than any moral requirement can be 
forced on anyone.  Because all moral action stems from love, all moral action is essentially 
voluntary.     

     
M.  Natural Law Theory versus Social Contract Theory 

Initially we focused on how our thought experiment refuted social contract theory.  What we 
have just been discussing is the Judeo-Christian understanding of a complicated, yet social human 
nature.  Traditionally this understanding of human nature has been known as “natural law theory.” As 
Paul Tillich points out, because the moral law reflects our true, even if not always realized, nature it is 
called natural law.  We have been attempting to show that such things as the moral requirements for 
community, the moral rules without which there can be no legal rules, etc., support natural law theory.   
 The term “natural law” was first coined by the ancient Greek Stoics.  It was later developed by 
the Romans, then by Christian theologians such as Thomas Aquinas and John Calvin, as well as by 
other religious and philosophical thinkers.  It was not a term used by the ancient Hebrews.  Yet 
Pederson’s characterizations of the Hebrew understanding of the moral law quoted previously are 
consistent with the idea of natural law, i.e. “Whether the law was written down or not did not decide its 
character;” and the idea that the moral law is “a direct expression of the construction of the soul.”  It is 
important to clearly differentiate between natural law and social contract theory, because there are those 
who erroneously argue that social contract theory is part of the natural law tradition.   
 One reason for some confusion is that social contract theorists use the term, “natural law.”  
However, by the term “natural law,” social contract theorists do not refer to substantive moral laws.  
Hobbes, for example, means by the term natural law a rational dictate of egoistic prudence.  These 
dictates of prudence, or self-interest, are nothing more than rationalizations for the invention of the 
social contract state – apart from which supposedly there can be no distinctions between right and 
wrong.  Locke’s “law of nature” is reason, which teaches all mankind that no one ought to harm another 
in his life, health, liberty and possessions.  And for Kant this idea of reason takes the form of 
“categorical imperatives,” which states, not only that people should act in such a way that whatever 
they do could be made a universal law, but also that each person should be treated as an end, not a 
means.  However, these ideas beg the question of what it means to harm or use others, etc.   
 Basically, social contract theorists replace the idea of natural law with “natural right.”  
Although many people today equate the two, the idea of natural right fundamentally contradicts natural 
law.  True rights derive only when people first of all exercise moral responsibility.  Omit moral 
responsibility and the idea of rights is a prescription for anarchy and the destruction of community.  
Although social contract theorists hold out the promise that the political state will create a private space 
in which individuals are free to legislate their own morality, once a rights orientation becomes the 
general consensus the law of the state is asserted as a substitute for morality (hence “political 
correctness”).     

John Locke should be of particular interest to Americans, due to his influence on some of the 
Framers.  In true scientific fashion, Locke at one point attempted to formulate a closed theory of ethics 
that is as objective and precise as a mathematical formula.  Predictably, this scientific project failed – at 
which point Locke came to agree with Hobbes that moral conscience reflects nothing but private, 
subjective opinion.  Perhaps it is due to Locke’s influence that neither the Constitution nor the 
Declaration of Independence contains any substantive moral principles – this in spite of the fact that 
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each of the early State Constitutions contained all of the Ten Commandments (with the exception of the 
Rhode Island Constitution, which contained the second table of the Decalogue).  This is ironic, given 
the fact that most people at the time (including the Founders) were Christians.   

It is also ironic, and somewhat puzzling, that the Declaration’s reference to God creating people 
with the right to life liberty and the “pursuit of happiness” (which for Locke meant “unlimited 
acquisitiveness”) was so uncritically accepted.  This is hardly a biblical worldview.  Today our moral 
and legal crisis would probably not be as severe as it is if the U.S. Constitution had contained a 
preamble that read something like:  “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that there are moral 
requirements for community.  Among these are the obligations not to murder, steal, commit adultery, 
etc.  Furthermore, we acknowledge that it is God Who created us and not we, ourselves. With this kind 
of substantive preamble the procedural principles in the Constitution would work well.11  Yet the 
Framers were probably not overly concerned about the Constitution, in that they anticipated that people 
would be governed primarily by their State constitutions and laws. 

Also ironic is the fact that the low trust ideology of social contract theory influenced the 
writing of the Constitution at a time when, as people such as Tocqueville observed, the United 
States was a particularly high trust culture.12  Because the U.S. was a high trust culture – Puritan 
and Yankee ideologies being predominant – the low trust, social contract ideology written into 
the Constitution was not a problem at the time.  Yet the American ideological shift toward 
modernism and postmodernism, especially over the last forty to fifty years, now resonates with 
the social contract theory contained in the Constitution – thereby exacerbating the trend toward an 
ever decreasing level of social trust.   
 

N.  John Calvin’s Natural Law Theory in the Context of His Theology 
 There are two reasons to understand John Calvin’s natural law theory.  First, he was the chief 
theological influence behind Puritanism in early American history.  Second, as Reinhold Niebuhr once 
observed, “In its final form, Calvinist theory probably came closest to a full comprehension of all the 
complexities of political justice.”   
 For Calvin (as well as Thomas Aquinas and other Christian theologians) the Ten 
Commandments constitute the highest expression of the natural moral law.  Calvin regarded the 
Decalogue as “natural,” both because it is an expression of original created human nature, and because 
it is knowable by all people on the level of natural revelation, or common sense.  
 However, according to Calvin, it is primarily the second table of the Ten Commandments 
that remains “written on the heart” after the Fall.  Calvin believed that the first table of the 
Decalogue, which is concerned with humanity’s relationship with God, is not as 
anthropologically evident as the second table.  This would explain the fact that, whereas there is a 
good deal of moral consensus across religions and cultures, all religions at their core stand in 
contradiction to one another.  This is to say that, contrary to popular opinion, there are, in fact, 
substantive moral principles that are universally recognizable, whereas there is no such consensus 
regarding more specifically religious teachings.   
                                                 
11 This would serve as the basis for a system of case law in which particular cases would serve as examples 
of what it means to steal, defraud, etc. in typical contexts.  The body of cases would not have to be 
exhaustive, because people would have a basic understanding of moral truth on the level of common sense.  
Whereas ancient Hebrew society had about 600 such laws, the U.S. today would have many thousands.  
However, a case law approach based on a hand full of substantive moral laws would spare us our present 
legal crisis in which we have literally millions of laws with millions more yet to come.  When there are so 
many laws that they are unknowable it is like having no laws, at all. 
12 It was not a high trust culture for the slaves.  However, slavery existed in many nations at that time.  
Besides, America’s high trust culture eventually led to the elimination of slavery and the advancement of 
African-Americans – specifically through the Southern African-American churches with support from the 
Northern churches, and later by the civil rights movement’s appeal to the conscience of the nation.  Yet 
over the last 40- 50 years the level of trust in the U.S. has been on the decline. 
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Although there is a significant moral consensus across cultures and religions, religious 
differences do color moral teaching.  Throughout history most religions have agreed (with some 
notable exceptions) that the natural moral law represents the will of God.  Yet here is where most 
of the similarities end.  In spite of the agreement that exists regarding right and wrong, per se, 
religions differ in their understandings of the ultimate purpose in acting morally.  This is why 
finding common moral ground is not without tensions.   

Because specifically religious teachings color one’s perspective of the natural moral law 
we will briefly examine Calvin’s theology.  One of Calvin’s most important theological doctrines 
is one that is often misunderstood, i.e., his doctrine of “total depravity.”  This term has given rise 
to the notion that Calvin believed people to be totally evil – as if he agreed with Hobbes that the 
natural human condition is “a war of all against all.”  Yet by the term “total depravity” Calvin 
meant that as a result of the fall people sin as total persons.  Actually, people act as total persons 
for good or evil.  To say that people act as total beings is to say, as discussed above, that people 
are irreducibly complex.  They cannot be understood in terms of the compartmentalized, 
hierarchical anthropology taught by some medieval scholars.  For example, it was a popular 
medieval belief that the will was free to choose between the inclinations of the body which 
inclined people to sin, and the dictates of the mind, which was believed to be relatively unaffected 
by the Fall.  In contrast, Calvin believed that we sin as total persons, which is to say that people 
cannot be legitimately compartmentalized.   

Calvin’s criticism of Medieval theology is somewhat similar to Sartre’s refutation of Freud’s 
anthropology.  Sartre referred to Freud’s anthropology as “materialistic mythology,” due to the causal 
explanation of behavior implicit in its compartmentalization.  (Christopher Lasch warns psychiatrists 
about the “permanent suspension of the moral sense,” and observes, “That which tells me I am not 
responsible also tells me I cannot help myself.”)  Causal explanations of human behavior in terms of 
“nature and nurture,” genes and hormones, the economic “laws” of supply and demand and dialectical 
materialism, biological evolution, etc., can also be characterized as “materialistic mythology.”     
 Ironically, although Sartre was a proponent of absolute freedom he had a lower view of 
human nature than did Calvin (even though Calvin minimized the idea of free will).  Sartre 
referred to the human being as a “useless passion,” due to the futility of the human project to be 
God.  About this futility Calvin agreed: "How can the mind by its own leading come to search out 
God's essence when it cannot even get to its own?" Yet Calvin believed that people in their 
natural, fallen condition are capable of exercising their freedom to do many good things.  As 
stated above, Calvin believed this because he believed that the “second table” of the Decalogue 
(the moral commands pertaining to human relationships) has remained a significant aspect of 
human nature, even after the Fall. 
 Calvin’s Christian perspective on the moral law kept him from being “moralistic.” People 
are moralistic when they believe that they can morally justify themselves before God.  And 
people who are moralistic are usually self-righteous.  The Founders were generally quite aware of 
these dangers.  This is why they were often reluctant to speak of moral virtue for fear of fostering 
“man’s good opinion of himself.”  Yet even though both the Framers and the Founders were 
concerned about moralism, and even though the Framers omitted any reference to moral virtue in 
the Constitution and Declaration, most of the Founders were quite aware of the importance of 
religiously grounded virtue. Countless quotes could be given to support this assertion.  In 
addition, we have such observations as the following by Tocqueville:  “Religion was considered 
the guardian of mores and mores the guarantee of the laws … and freedom itself.”      
 Most germane to a discussion of moralism is Calvin’s doctrine of holiness.  Calvin 
emphasized God’s holiness (absolute perfection), before which relative human goodness, or 
morality, means nothing.  One is either holy or not.  Only one sin is required for a person to be 
separated from an absolutely perfect God.  For this reason it is impossible for people to justify 
themselves by doing morally good things. The human will is powerless to approach a God whose 
holiness requires the Divine judgment of humanity.  And to make the human predicament even 
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worse, fallen human nature, if unrestrained, would spread like a cancer, introducing chaos 
everywhere.  For this reason, in their fallen condition people are enemies of God.  Yet Calvin 
taught that because God is merciful people can be restored to their original created relationship.  
In his sovereign will, and because of his love and grace (unmerited favor), God took the initiative 
toward us when he sent his unique son, Jesus, to die on the cross.  It is only because Jesus died on 
the cross that God is able to forgive people, even though they do not deserve to be forgiven.  In 
dying on the cross Jesus Christ received the judgment that the holiness of God absolutely 
requires.  Because Jesus received the judgment due every person who has ever lived God can 
forgive sin.  This is the basis for the cleansing of a guilty conscience, as well as the restoration of 
people to their original created relationship with God and with one another. 
 Although Calvin believed the biblical teaching that it is only through Jesus Christ that 
one can be redeemed and restored to a right relationship with God, his belief that there is one 
moral law for everyone, Christian and non-Christian alike, is the basis for the possibility of a 
significant degree of social and political unity, even if religious differences make for tensions.  
On the other hand, if the idea of  moral truth(which requires at least a minimalist idea of God) is 
rejected then there can be no basis for social/political unity across religious and cultural divides.  
 

Postscript 
 Unless we critically examine and teach students how to see ethical ideas on the level of 
first principles they will, by default, find themselves thinking as modernists/postmodernists, 
because this is the predominant ideology.  And when this is the case they will not be able to think 
in terms of business or any other kind of public related ethics, because, as we have discussed, our 
predominant ideology treats organization as public, while morality is treated as if it were merely 
private.  And it is the privatization of morality that has created the climate of ethical relativism in 
which scandals such as Enron have proliferated.  For some time now ethics has not been taught in 
grade school, high school, college and graduate school – including business college.  Increasingly 
our society has turned to the legal system to combat ethical scandals. Yet we cannot rely on the 
law for our ultimate guidance – as evidenced by the fact that some of the most unethical actions 
of the Enron executives were legal.  Besides, an amoral legal system imposes order, pure and 
simple. 

If we continue on our path toward radical secularism we will not be able to avoid what 
Christopher Dawson refers to as “social schizophrenia.”  According to Dawson:  “We are faced 
with a spiritual conflict of the most acute kind, a sort of social schizophrenia which divides the 
soul of society between a non-moral will to power served by inhuman techniques, and a religious 
and moral idealism which have no power to influence human life.”13   
 The irony about the present day fear of “forcing morality” on people is that people can 
act morally only in a strictly voluntary way.  Effective leadership always appeals, either 
consciously or unconsciously, to the desire of people to voluntarily do the morally right thing.  
And the morally right thing always exceeds legal requirements.  This is why truly effective 
leadership always takes place on a moral, not a legal level.  Again, consider the words of Martin 
Luther King Jr.:  “Laws against segregation can bring people together physically.  But people will 
come together as true neighbors when something touches them spiritually…   True integration 
will be achieved when people are willingly obedient to unenforceable obligations.” 
 

Ralph Loomis © 2005 

                                                 
13  Religion and Culture, Gifford Lectures for 1947 (London, 1948) p.217 
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The Psychic Healing of Eugene O’Neill 

 

Robert J. Landy wrote a book in 1986 in an attempt to articulate what theatre 

artists have intuited since ancient times:  “the psychic healing that occurs as a by-

product of the play, rehearsal and performance experience” (vi).  Revised in 1994, 

Drama Therapy Concepts and Practices, started the complex organization of this 

relatively new academic discipline and psychotherapeutic profession.  This paper will 

refer to Landy’s interpretations of drama therapy and will attempt to compare Eugene 

O’Neill’s experiences as a playwright with Landy’s theoretical model of drama therapy, 

specifically focusing on O’Neill’s play, The Great God Brown. 

O’Neill lived and created his plays in a time when theories of Freud and Jung on 

the concept of the unconscious were gaining a strong foothold in American popular 

culture.  Freud posited that a person develops defensive techniques to protect against 

one’s instinctual longings for sex, love and power.  Projection, identification and 

transference are identified as important parts of the conceptual framework of drama 

therapy (Landy 18).  The discovery of unexpressed or repressed feelings through a 

symbolic visual image or a representation in language and action (i.e. writing) allows 

one to give form to an emotional state.  This form embodies a symbolic depiction of the 

unconscious.  Thus, states Landy, “the inner life of the artist…can be viewed.  In a 

therapeutic context, the creations of the [artist] can serve as a way out of the darkness 

of repression and toward the light of integration” (19).  Jung further developed Freud’s 

techniques to emphasize the intuitive, creative aspects in individuals seeking deeper 

meaning and purpose in their lives.  Through Jung’s dreamwork and active imagination 
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exercises, the structures of one’s personality can be extended into the dramatic 

archetypes of persona and shadow, anima and animus and further provide a means of 

working through mask and role, through dialectic and representation (22).  Margaret 

Ranald notes that The Great God Brown is a play of circularity, “of repetition, of 

continuity.  It ends as it began, with a high school commencement dance, in the same 

place, with echoes of the words of the Prologue, and simply a different cast of 

characters, ready to set off and make the same mistakes” (269).  Jung’s work defined 

archetypal circles, mandalas, as a fundamental motif common to all mankind.  This 

quest for wholeness, for a return to universal totality, drives the symbolic searches of 

the characters in O’Neill’s play. 

Today’s drama therapists, although oriented in many different theories, will 

develop goals with their clients to identify visible and/or invisible changes in perceiving, 

thinking, feeling, speaking, moving, relating, role playing and valuing as they move 

through drama therapy (NADT Online).  In hypothesizing O’Neill’s therapeutic 

successes, this paper will only refer to behavioral change that is external and directly 

observable through examination of O’Neill’s own words, correspondence with others, 

and documented biographical evidence. 

“Drama is a metaphor.  Its meaning lies not in the actual context nor in the 

fictitious one, but in the dialectic set up between the two”  (Bolton 79).  The metaphor of 

the world as a stage and self as a performer has been widely employed by poets, 

playwrights, priests and philosophers for centuries (Landy 46).  The ritual and healing 

aspects of theatre performance have been demonstrated throughout history.  Theatre 

has been used to make sense of the world, to transmit important cultural, sociological 
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and moral information from one generation to the next, and it has tackled specific 

challenges confronting a culture such as warfare, natural disasters, and contemporary 

issues like racism, sexism and drug abuse (Cox Online).  In drawing forth the feelings, 

thoughts and beliefs of an audience, theatre often employs devices such as stylized 

acting and design, costume and props.  These distancing devices help an audience 

create a willing suspension of disbelief and help to view the dialectical tension between 

the mask and the face, the persona and the person (Landy 47).  O’Neill broke new 

ground in his plays, with his attempts at expressionistic theatre in an age of realism and 

his highly stylized writing conventions and development of mask use in many of his 

plays.  As this paper outlines the techniques of contemporary drama therapy, it will offer 

O’Neill’s writing as an early example of the therapeutic success of drama therapy in the 

twentieth century, even before the discipline had defined itself. 

Critics like James A. Robinson, argue that O’Neill’s play, The Great God Brown 

“suffers from its implausible story, excessive rhetoric and stereotypical characterization - 

especially that of the gold-hearted, earth-mother prostitute, Cybel” (Stroupe 86).  This 

paper contends that although it is well known that O’Neill’s expressionistic 

experimentation in a realistic theatre setting may cause a strain among certain audience 

members, the action of the play moves in a coherent and essentially realistic linear way, 

complete with a realistic set including doors, windows, telephones, and other familiar 

furniture.  O’Neill wrote his “drama of souls” to be enacted before an audience as if it 

were a realistic drama. 

Influenced by the writings of the philosopher Nietzsche, O’Neill attempted to 

project the inexpressible essence of being, through the unprecedented use of masks to 
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represent human individuality as directly and profoundly as possible.  Indeed, what the 

spectator is supposed to see when O’Neill’s characters remove their masks, are the 

very souls of human nature.  O’Neill uses the naked face and the masked face to 

picture the conflict between inner character and the distortions which outer life thrusts 

upon it.   O’Neill’s poetic writing adequately develops a language, following from the 

expansion of Freud’s and Jung’s psychological theories in the early twentieth century, 

that addresses the naked essence of being. Throughout the play, his characters wear 

masks that serve several purposes. They help the characters hide and thus protect their 

vulnerable inner selves while, at the same time, allowing them to project pleasing public 

images in an attempt to restore their confidence in themselves. Yet, ultimately, the 

tensions that result from not being able to reveal their true selves cause the characters 

to suffer and further isolate themselves from each other. 

To understand the relationship between self (person) and role (persona) from a 

dramatic point of view, Landy contends that it is necessary to look at a third part, that of 

the other.  In Landy’s theoretical model of drama therapy, self, role and other are 

interdependent concepts.  He writes: “the self, one’s essential uniqueness, relates to the 

other, a representative of the social world, through a role.  Role is a mediator between 

self and other, between self and the social world…  The more one is able to take in and 

play out the roles of others, the more one develops a unique self” (91).  O’Neill 

internalizes various roles to the extent that he writes characters with specific speech 

and movement patterns, thoughts and feelings separate from his own.  In representing 

his characters, O’Neill does not become those characters, but rather develops 

proficiency as a playwright who has mastered the skills of characterization. 
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Developing a character, unique from all others, is parallel to developing one’s 

own sense of self.  Landy notes the example of the growing child who successfully 

integrates the mother role.  This child will be able to not only establish an effective 

mother-child bond, but ultimately will also establish a range of relationships that reflect 

the intimacy of that bond, i.e. relationships with siblings, friends and spouses.  When the 

mother role is not fully internalized or when the dramatic process is based on a negative 

mother image, then subsequent relationships requiring intimacy will be impaired (92).  

O’Neill struggled most of his life with his mother’s addiction, his own addiction and other 

family issues stemming from a negative mother image.  Arthur and Barbara Gelb, in 

their biography of O’Neill note that many autobiographical details informed his writing of 

The Great God Brown, written in the years following the death of his parents.  O’Neill 

suffered from a “prolonged dismay over his disastrous relationship with his parents – a 

dismay he could convey so forcefully in…The Great God Brown, -- he seemed unaware 

that he was imposing the same pattern on his own children”  (258).  The Gelbs contend 

that he was as incapable of relating to his sons as his father had been of relating to him.  

In the play, Dion (as the autobiographical hero) is hardly aware of his three sons’ 

mechanical existence.  This mirrors accurately, if unconscious, O’Neill’s own attitude 

toward his two sons (and a third about to be born) at the time he finished this play.  

O’Neill felt no need to be perpetuated by children, at this time in his life.  He described 

his writing as “birth pangs” and felt his immortality rested upon his plays.  Real children 

were only a part of domesticity to O’Neill and irritating hindrances to his work.  Contrast 

this attitude to a letter written in 1942, seventeen years after he penned The Great God 

Brown:  “…I have one compensation.  I am justly proud of Eugene [Jr.], who has gone 
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ahead quietly on his own, shunning all publicity as my son, and is a damned fine guy as 

well as a brilliant classical scholar” (Roberts 216-217).  It appears that O’Neill, through 

his role-playing as he wrote and developed characters in his plays, integrated his 

parent-child role with more success eventually and became a better father, himself. 

Drama therapists outline imitation, identification, projection and transference as 

four aspects of the role-taking process based in mental, internal activities like 

playwrighting.  O’Neill never stopped writing imitations of his mother and father.  He 

always portrayed them as lovers communicating in code, neither able to find the other’s 

key  (Gelb 258).  Always alive to the intangible gap between his parents, he stated over 

and over in his plays the theme of man’s tragic inability to reach his fellow man.  One of 

the most heartfelt expressions of this theme is voiced by the autobiographical hero of 

The Great God Brown in a scene where Dion mourns the death of his parents: 

“What aliens we were to each other!  When [my father] lay 

dead, his face looked so familiar that I wondered where I had 

met that man before.  Only at the second of my conception.  

After that we grew hostile with concealed shame.  And my 

mother?  I remember a sweet, strange girl, with affectionate, 

bewildered eyes as if God had locked her in a dark closet 

without any explanation.” 

(Act I sc iii) 

This idea of Dion’s mother locked in a dark closet imitates the fact that O’Neill’s mother, 

Ella, lived in a room out of which she rarely came.  No one outside of the immediate 

family could say that they really knew her as a person.  Further, the distance O’Neill felt 
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from his own father manifests in this speech where Dion speaks of he and his father 

being aliens to each other.  Repeatedly, O’Neill writes imitations of his own family and 

their dysfunctional dynamics.  By repeating and refining these imitations, O’Neill 

continues a lifetime of work that grows in maturity as he himself evolves. 

The continual life-long search for the answer to the question “Who am I?” 

constitutes identification.  At each stage of development, one identifies with the role 

models by which one is surrounded.  At this deeper level of role taking, one takes on not 

just the imitative external actions and sounds, but also the role model’s feelings and 

values.  When the objects of identification become confused, unclear or untrustworthy, 

one experiences an identity crisis, resulting in the blurring of the dimensions of self 

(Landy 94).  In resolving the identity crisis, one must be able to find oneself in significant 

others and incorporate the values, visions and perceptions of trusted others into one’s 

own mind.  O’Neill’s early troubled family life blurred his sense of self and he spent 

much of his life searching for positive, clear role models that he could trust and 

incorporate into his own identity.  When Dion first meets Cybel (Act 1, sc iii), he 

tentatively removes his mask and says, “You’re lost in blind alleys, too.  But you’re 

strong.  Let’s be friends.”  This example shows Dion looking for a strong, clear role 

model to incorporate into his own identity, mirroring O’Neill’s own search for strong 

friends who can provide positive, trustworthy role models.   

On the other side of identification is the dramatic concept of projection.  This is a 

mental process of imagining that another feels as one feels.  As a defense mechanism, 

this allows one to transfer negative feelings onto another (Landy 95).  The classic 

example is changing the reality of “I am mad at my mother” to “My mother is mad at 
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me.”  The positive functions of projection include developing a safe distance in order to 

play and test reality.  Mask work is an example of projecting self onto another object.  

O’Neill penned Memoranda on Masks in 1932 as the chief user of the mask in modern 

theatre, at that time.  The Great God Brown uses masks to dramatize the inner and 

outer personalities of the principal characters.  His comments in this article on their 

success reflect the fascination the masks in this play have always had for audiences, 

confusing or not.  The masks are riveting and exciting, as O’Neill wrote: 

“I emphasize this play’s success because the fact that a 

mask drama, the main values of which are psychological, 

mystical, and abstract, could be played in New York for eight 

months, has always seemed to me a more significant proof 

of the deeply responsive possibilities in our public than 

anything that has happened in our modern theatre before or 

since” (O’Neill 407). 

O’Neill recognized that mask work is inherently projective as the self enters into 

the body, the mind, the spirit of another.  This representation of persona as the mask, 

the social archetype, is the role that hides the person, or self.  Through mask work, the 

person identifies with the persona; the face takes on the mask; the self takes on the 

role.  In The Great God Brown, each character’s mask evolves in the course of the play; 

some characters use more than one mask; and one mask is actually transferred from 

the character Dion Anthony to the character Billy Brown.  Thus, a relationship between 

person and persona and between identification and projection is implied. 
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Like projection, transference has both negative and positive functions in drama 

therapy.  Through transference, the individual transforms an actual role of another into a 

symbolic one (Landy 95).  In other words, we re-create reality according to our 

subjective worldview.  At one end of the spectrum, transference defends against seeing 

conflicts entrenched in past relationships.  At its most positive, transference allows a 

clear dramatization of a past moment in the playwright’s life.  O’Neill transfers past to 

present, actuality to symbol, and transforms individuals into archetypes.  His ability to 

see beyond the surface and to think metaphorically is an essential element in The Great 

God Brown.  Each character, assigned the function of a symbol, learns to play the social 

masquerade demanded of each symbolic character, thereby forgetting how to respond 

naturally.  Dion Anthony is constructed as a representation of the conflict between 

Dionysus, the “creative pagan acceptance of life” and St. Anthony, as the “life-denying 

spirit of Christianity” (Ranald 268). Margaret, Dion’s Wife, represents the eternal girl-

woman oblivious to everything but the Nietzchean means to her end of multiplying the 

race.  Billy Brown symbolizes Success, building his materialistic life of exterior things 

while inwardly empty and resourceless.  None of the characters find a relationship to 

sustain them.  O’Neill transfers his own search for God and meaning in life to the 

characters of this play.  He later confided to his wife, Carlotta Monterey, “Yes, one might 

very well sum up the meaning of Brown as my search for God in this life” (Shaugnessy 

70).  

In his foreword to the play, O’Neill mentions the limitations of the realistic theatre 

in being able to probe the unknown within and beyond us.  In one sense, a message of 

the play is that we need to move beyond realistic theatre.  On another level, O’Neill 
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professes to believe that man is born broken and that only the grace of God can mend 

him.  Man is born with original sin.  The double odyssey of the central characters, Dion 

and Brown, through a cycle of sin, forgiveness, penance and ultimate redemption to a 

final merged one-ness demonstrates the belief of O’Neill’s purgatorial path as effective. 

Contemporary drama therapy is not always performance-focused, but in O’Neill’s 

case, he learned the principles and practices of formal theatre performance (especially 

playwrighting, acting and directing) and expressed himself to a public audience through 

his life’s work.  He discovered in some of his work, most notably The Great God Brown, 

the limitations of theatre performance and struggled with sacrificing the integrity of his 

personal therapeutic process in favor of a polished product. During the initial rehearsals 

for The Great God Brown, O’Neill was accused that his play would only last two weeks.  

He responded with confidence that he felt “there is enough in it to get over to 

unsophisticated audiences.  In one sense, Brown is a mystery play, only instead of 

crooks and police it’s about the mystery of personality and life.  I shouldn’t be surprised 

if interested people won’t bother too much over every shade of meaning, but follow it as 

they follow any story.  They needn’t understand with their minds, they can just watch 

and feel” (Gelb 209).   The Great God Brown presents a penetrating study of the inner 

workings of the human psyche as it struggles to cope with betrayal, failure and a search 

for identity. 
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“Analysis of Interpersonal Alternative Dispute Resolution  

through First Amendment Free  Speech Theory” 
 

A Thesis Prospectus Abstract 
 
 
Within mediated interpersonal dispute resolution, there exists two distinct and cohesive 

sets of mediator strategies for influencing and restricting communication between disputing 
parties.  Kenneth Kressel (2000) has referred to these theories as task-oriented theory and 
socioemotional theory.  Hallmarks of task-oriented theory include active facilitation, by the 
mediator, of settlement-based communication, as well as suppression of tangential, emotional, or 
potentially offensive communication.  According to Kressel, mediators employing this theory 
will generally be skeptical as to the ability of the parties to reach agreement and will thus be 
familiar with practices such as making proposals and using pressure tactics (p. 535).  Mediators 
employing socioemotional theory, in contrast, can be characterized as having high confidence in 
the ability of the parties to reach agreement as well as confidence in the process.  Practitioners of 
this sort generally believe that most, if not all, communication is useful to some degree and will 
rarely regulate any communication, especially emotional communication, as demonstrated in 
much of the so-called transformation-based mediation literature (Folger & Bush, 1996; Cloke & 
Goldsmith, 2000).   
In the socioemotional theoretical style of mediation, the process, not the mediator, will play a 
more central role in determining whether an agreement is reached. 
 Because such a disparity exists between the task-oriented and socioemotional theories, 
some debate has occurred as to the comparative efficacy of each (Kressel, 2000, Bush & Folger, 
1994).  There is, however, general agreement among mediation scholars that there has been 
relatively little formal research on this matter (Kressel, 2000).  Thus, it is the aim of this paper to 
analyze the efficacy of each theory—task-oriented and socioemotional—with regard to 
communication allowances and limitations imposed by the mediator within interpersonal conflict 
resolution.  For this exploration I will use a unique approach, namely the large canon of United 
States free speech theory.   

The free speech perspective may be a useful tool of insight into mediation theory in that 
the aims of the two mediation theories are very similar to that of free speech theory in three 
important ways.  First, free speech theory, like mediation theory, seeks to understand the goals 
and functions of expression within a socially interactive system—democracy, in the case of free 
speech; the mediation session, in the case of dispute resolution—so as to advance those ideas that 
will most benefit those participating in the process.  Second is the presence in each system 
(democracy and mediation) of a powerful mediating entity— the Supreme Court within United 
States democracy, the professional mediator within dispute resolution.  Finally, an important 
similarity between free speech theory and mediation theory—and one which allows for a 
conceptually convenient comparative analysis—is that two major theories have emerged in each 
field which bear a striking similarity to its cross-disciplinary counterpart theory.  As stated 
above, in mediation there is task-oriented and socioemotional theories; the corresponding free 
speech theories are Alexander Meiklejohn’s (1948) self-government theory and John Stuart 
Mills’ (1859) marketplace of ideas, respectively.    

With regard to this last assertion, it is important to note that, as with mediation theory, 



there are, in fact, more than two free speech theories.  However, each of these free speech 
theories can be characterized as one of two main theory types (Bunker, 2001; Baker, 1978; 
Barron & Dienes, 1993).  First is Mill’s marketplace of ideas theory, which, in this paper, will be 
used to typify the several free speech theories that allow generally for speech within a social 
system that may seemingly be tangential to the purposes of that system.  Among such theories, 
familiar to free speech scholars, are: truth discovery, interest accommodation, exposure and 
deference of abuses of authority, and autonomy and personal development theories.  
Meiklejohn’s self-government theory, sometimes called liberal democratic theory, typifies the 
second theory type:  theories that systematically require speech to serve a specific institutional 
purpose if it is to be protected.  For the purposes of this paper these two theory types will be 
referred-to as Millean and self-government, respectively. 

 Self-government free speech theory, as outlined by Meiklejohn, very much resembles 
task-oriented mediation theory.  Meiklejohn asserted that speech within a democratic society 
should serve the public good and support the goals of democracy.  Within this model, as in the 
task-oriented mediation model, speech not perceived as relevant to this goal is censured and 
stifled.   

In contrast, the tenets of Millean free speech theory resemble those of the socioemotional 
model of mediation.  Within his theory, Mill advocated the acceptance of nearly all 
communication as important and beneficial to a democratic society.  Associated with this theory 
are sub-theories that: 1.) support free speech’s role as a safety valve for anger and other 
potentially harmful emotions, 2.) support the notion that incorrect or hateful speech acts as a 
sustainer of truth, and 3.) support the idea that seemingly false statements may contain an 
important element of truth. 

Because of the substantial history, discussion, and application of free speech theory 
within the United States, as well as its similarities and parallels to mediated interpersonal dispute 
resolution, insight may be gained by analyzing the efficacy and merits of each free speech theory 
as it applies to mediation theory.  In other words, the efficacy and merits of each of the two 
major mediated interpersonal conflict resolution theories can be explored through free speech 
theory because free speech theory, like mediation theory, essentially deals with the question of 
whether its goals are more easily obtained through unrestricted free expression of the 
participants or by the limiting of communication to only those expressions that appear to 
address the attainment of the goal. 

Thus, it is the aim of this paper to add to the canon of alternative dispute resolution 
literature by assigning to each mediation theory—task-oriented and socioemotional—potential 
benefits or shortcomings as discovered within its similarities to free speech theory.   
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Michael Scott Lupo 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
 

RECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES: 
 SCIENCE AND RELIGION IN THE THOUGHT OF WILLIAM JAMES 
 

Torn between the conflicting philosophies of science and religion, William James 

searched for a solution.  As a student of medicine, he admired the advances and scope of science; 

yet as a deeply emotional individual, he found it difficult to distance himself from the religious 

background of his formative years.  The strain of intellectual turmoil led him to the brink of 

emotional collapse.  In an effort to answer the questions posed by this dilemma, he turned his 

attention to the field of philosophy.  Throughout James' career as a philosopher, the most intense 

period of which appears to have roughly coincided with the last fifteen years of his life, he 

attempted to reconcile the seemingly irreconcilable differences of science and religion.  

This paper explores James' quest to resolve this major, deeply personal conflict.  It 

employs a threefold objective: (a) to provide a brief biographical sketch of James, highlighting 

the forces that led to the appearance of his intellectual and emotional crisis; (b) to examine 

selected essentials of James' treatment of the issue prior to 1898, primarily through a review of 

his noted essay "The Will to Believe" (1896); (c) to note James' application of pragmatism to the 

dilemma by studying excerpts from his classic work Pragmatism:  A New Name for Some Old 

Ways of Thinking (1907).  Selected points are identified and discussed in each of these three 

general areas. 
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Abstract:  
 
The main objective of this presentation is to share the ethnographic experience of one 
researcher immersed in the creative context of six modern dancers for four months. 
Grounded in the participatory paradigm, an empirical exploration of the creative process 
of dancers was undertaken using an emotion-focused approach called resonance. Based 
on the work of Newburg, Kimiecik, Durand-Bush, & Doell (2002), the resonance 
performance model represents “a process that allows people to feel the way they want to 
feel, prepare to experience desired feelings, recognize obstacles that prevent them from 
feeling the way they want to feel, and reconnect with desired feelings when they are not 
experiencing them” (Durand-Bush et al., 2004, p. 3). In this presentation, the main author 
will share the lessons learned from the field as deducted through the different roles she 
embodied (person, artist, participant, facilitator, and researcher) throughout the 
ethnographic research process. The role of feel as it relates to creativity along with 
implications for artists, researchers, and practitioners alike will also be discussed.   
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Abstract:  
 
Grounded in the participatory paradigm, this ethnographic research explores the creative 
process of dancers using an emotion-focused approached called resonance. Stemming 
from the works of Newburg, Kimiecik, Durand-Bush, and Doell (2002), the resonance 
performance model was used as a theoretical foundation from which to facilitate group 
discussions around the theme of creativity in dancers. This particular approach represents 
“a process that allows people to feel the way they want to feel, prepare to experience 
desired feelings, recognize obstacles that prevent them from feeling the way they want to 
feel, and reconnect with desired feelings when they are not experiencing them” (Durand-
Bush et al., 2004, p. 3). Emerging themes and variations from preliminary qualitative 
analyses of these group interviews will be shared. Furthermore, implications for dancers, 
dance educators, researchers, and those working in related fields will be addressed.      
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Abstract 
 

Meursault is a controversial character who inspires fear and loathing in many readers. 
According to Camus, and many critics, Meursault is intended to be a representative of an 
“absurd hero”, an archetype of the heroic struggle of humanity against the randomness, 
the absurdity of life. Unfortunately, Camus failed to produce the protagonist he desired. 
Meursault’s alienation from life is so profound, his emotions so muted, and his 
misanthropy so deeply rooted, that he displays more of the characteristics of a Cleckly 
psychopath than even the most disaffected post-modernist hero.  
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Abstract 
 
 
Many students in the Middle East, but particularly in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
receive limited and/or poor instruction in the English language during their K-12 
schooling.  Unfortunately for students in the UAE, almost all degree programs almost all 
subjects are conducted in the English medium. This decision was taken by the authorities 
in the UAE because like many Arabian Gulf countries English is the Lingua Franca, the 
dominant language of the petroleum industry and other commerce. Not unexpectedly, 
many students resent having to develop mastery of a foreign language in order to study in 
their own country. This attitude, coupled with the inherent difficulty of learning a 
language as an adult, has a detrimental effect on student motivation. Many students view  
standardized tests—primarily the TOEFL—that they must pass before undertaking their 
degree programs as an obstacle to overcome before they can dismiss the pesky studying 
of English and get on with their real work. This project was an effort to determine 
whether or not learning contracts would give students as sense of control over their 
learning and if this did occur would it raise motivation and achievement as reflected by 
classroom behavior and test scores?  
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Beginning language students often face the daunting task of completing a first year that 
covers all points of grammar as well as communicative tasks. Frustration and overload are 
often the results, and one must ask, “Just what topics are really necessary in the first 
year?” A concordance analysis of various types of German language texts yields helpful 
results. 
Two examples illustrate what can be done here. One is a look at the German verb werden to 
find out that werden is most often used differently from what typical first-year textbooks 
present. A second is to examine German children’s literature that is currently used by many 
in beginning language instruction to discover the correlation between what is presented by 
the textbooks and what is needed for the literature. 
By going directly to the source, the language itself, we can gain insight into what we teach. 
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The Spirit of the Traditional Orientation of Bosnian Islam: Mevlud & Ilahije i 
Kaside 

 
This is a work-in-progress paper which I will be finalizing as the part of my PhD thesis in 
the next few months. Religious literary forms outlined below constitute a part of making 
a kind of public sphere [the definition and the concept of public sphere (based on the 
definition and analysis by Eisenstadt, Schluchter, Hoexter, Levtzion, Gerber and others), 
which is located between the private and official spheres, together with private and 
official spheres constitute the conceptual framework within/through/ by means of which 
the analysis of Muslim societies in Europe (Bosnia) and Asia (Indonesia) has been 
conducted by the author of this paper]. One needs to look at those more informal aspects 
and the moral-ethical values as well as symbols that are employed in building the image 
of the good order or the common good in the society and not just rely on and employ the 
civil society-state dichotomy (based on Mirian Hoexter and her discussion on public 
sphere in [pre]modern Muslim societies that I have been using in my PhD research]. The 
public sphere is very much connected to and with the private sphere in Muslim societies. 
The domestication of Islam does not just involve the domestic space or private sphere but 
its impact on the construction of homes and lives spills out into the public sphere through 
the speech, action or body placement within it [based on Campo]. This paper will look at 
the religious literary expressions that influence the domestic but also public spheres that 
in turn has an impact on the society as a whole.  
 
 
Sufism has been credited for an enduring legacy of tolerance that has characterized 
Bosnian Islam for centuries including during the recent time of the unprecedented 
violence and destruction not seen on that scale in Europe since the end of the World War 
Two. Many note that the coming of Sufism to Bosnia had found a fertile and very 
receptive soil in the land of the so-called Bosnian Church that stood between the Eastern 
and Western Church fighting for the right to exist on its own. This struggle to hold on its 
own while being constantly attacked from her neighbors have become the identifying 
feature of Bosnia that continues today when the country has been forcefully partitioned 
although it is still constitute a state in name if not in reality. As distinguished Bosnian 
Muslim scholar, intellectual, philosopher Rusmir Mahmutcehajic asserts, when 
discussing the concept of Unity in Diversity, Bosnia needs the kind of tolerance that has 
been ingrained in Bosnian soul for centuries more than ever before in her history.  
 
The aim of this paper is to look at the two very much related religious literary expressions 
of Bosnian Islam and, therefore, Bosnian Islamic culture that represent the impact of 
Sufism that can be performed by reciting or singing: Mevlud & Ilahije i kaside. 
 
Mevlud is the celebration of the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad. As Bosnian Imam 
Senad Agic states: “One of the most enduring legacies of the impact of Sufism in the 
Balkans is the celebration of the Mawlid an-Nabi (s) or as it is known there, Mevlud. The 
practice of giving Mevlud celebrations in the region is a well-established and time-
honored tradition and it has always enjoyed the support of the ‘ulama and other Islamic 
scholars. Never has there been a question of the legitimacy of the Mevlud. Many 



important figures in Balkan Muslim history have recognized the importance of the 
Mevlud, especially in keeping the spirit of Islam and the love of the Prophet (s) alive in 
the hearts of the people, under the ever-increasing pressure of modern-izing and 
irreligious propaganda”. He also notes that while it is still common for the Mevlud to be 
recited in mosques or tekkes, there is a practice of Mevlud being recited in private homes 
during the certain months in Islamic calendar. Further, Mevlud is now recited to mark 
important events such as the opening of new mosques, marriage anniversaries, school 
graduations, moving into new houses or for the marking the anniversary of the death of a 
loved one. Thus, the annual commemoration of the genocide of thousands of men in 
Srebrenica in 1995 is marked in and outside [Diasporas] Bosnia by reciting Mevlud. 
Mevlud, as Senad Agic notes, has been and continues to be an integral part of Bosnian 
Islamic culture and, therefore, it deserves an academic and otherwise full attention in 
analyzing and exploring the traditional orientation of Bosnian Islam still very much 
unknown to wider academic audience.  
 
The link between Mevlud and ilahije i kaside can be asserted from Agic: “The Mevlud 
has, throughout the centuries, developed from a simple recitation of poetry, to a full and 
rich program of ilahis (praise of Allah), qasidahs, poetry and na’ats; all of which serve to 
attract the love of the populace for the Holy Messenger (s)”. The paper will address 
Divan ilahija i kasida [Ar. ilahis and qasidahs] written by widely acclaimed Bosnian 
Muslim poet and writer Dr. Dzemal Latic. This is the first Divan published in Bosnian in 
120 years. According to Latic, Divan is a compilation of religious poetry composed of 
usually 10 types of songs, which belongs to divanska knjizevnost/Divan Literature. This 
kind of literature was brought to Bosnia by Ottomans whose main proponents/advocates 
were highly educated poets and Sufis (Latic 2003: 8). It was mostly written in Turkish 
and Persian, less in Arabic but also in Bosnian with the use of Arabic alphabet. These 
poems have been written and recited for centuries in tekkes, mosques, mesjids, social 
gatherings and the houses (10). Latic’s Divan is the first of the kind published in Bosnia 
and in Bosnian in 120 years, which makes it even more significant for analysis. As Latic 
himself notes his Divan cannot be analyzed or understood without gaining an insight into 
the world of Bosnia before, during and after the Ottoman rule, that is, without an insight 
into the world of Bosnian Church, the role of the Sufi orders before the coming of the 
Ottomans and after their subsequent arrival, the communist era and the present-day world 
of Bosnia and the significance of the religious poetry for this country and people living 
there. Latic emphasizes the “fateful link between famous “poet” Rumi and Bosnian 
Muslims that comes through the teachings of the Bosnian Church followers who while 
believing in One God had divided the world into light and darkness. This was the 
teaching of “maniheism” finding its way to the world of Bosnian land from Indo-Iranian 
lands from where Rumi came originally (24). The Mevlevi order [Rumi was also known 
as Mevlana] was established in Bosnia before coming of the Ottomans. Rumi’s major 
work Masnavi-ye Manavi or the Mathnawi have been taught in Sarajevo until today. 
Latic’s Divan does not only require acknowledging Rumi but also ilahije i kaside of 
another famous Sufi poet Junus Emre who has inspired many of Latic’s religious poems 
in his Divan. In addition, Arabic and Bosnian Sufi poets need to be taken into 
consideration when analyzing this Divan. The above is taken from the Preface to Divan 
written by Latic himself who offers few reasons for analyzing his own work: for the sake 



of clarity and better understanding of the work, the religious poems of this kind have 
been systematically neglected and labeled as barbaric expression by those engaged in 
suppression [violent or otherwise] of Bosnian Islam in this part of Europe and in the spirit 
of the postmodernism where the traditional forms are revived and treated as equally valid.  
 
Touching on the influence of Omer Hajjam’s poetry collection Rubaija on the American 
philosopher Emerson who in turn would influence Walt Whitman in writing his Leaves of 
Grass, Latic asserts that “Leaves of Grass [which Emerson regarded as wondrous gift to 
American man] had awakened a new feeling and brought a new understanding into 
American society after years of the war that saw an almost destruction of that society and 
which then inspired the making of the American Declaration of Independence’ (28). In 
that document, Latic declares a man is ““one with the great All/Everything”, to every 
“leave”, to every human being, to every “grass”, to every human community The Creator 
gives freedom which no one can take away from him/her”. In other words, Latic traces 
this unity of human being with the All/Everything from Hajjam through Emerson to 
Whitman. 
 
He adds that Divan Literature that his Divan joins as the first one in 120 years embraces 
Hajjam, Emerson and Whitman’s views. As he says, he dreams that ilahije i kaside, that 
is, religious poetry, will bring a kind of an “aesthetic revolution” in “Republic of Bosnia” 
whose revival will inspire Bosnian architects, musicians, painters, sculptors to do the 
same and to get involved in making new “leaves of grass”, new thinking and feeling so 
that this unfortunate but the most beautiful land of Bosnia becomes a free and prosperous 
one (28-29).  
In this light, the paper will analyze the Divan and its significance for the generations of 
young Muslim poets and those influenced by the religious poetry in their effort to 
envisage a new Bosnia that is not necessarily located either within civil society or the 
state only.  
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SREBRENICKI INFERNO: A LETTER FROM BOSNIA TO DANTE 

 
 
 
This is a work-in-progress paper which I will be finalizing as the part of my PhD thesis in 
the next few months. The discussion of Srebrenica’s Inferno below constitutes a part of 
making a kind of public sphere [the definition and the concept of public sphere (based on 
the definition and analysis by Eisenstadt, Schluchter, Hoexter, Levtzion, Gerber and 
others), which is located between the private and official spheres, together with private 
and official spheres constitute the conceptual framework within/through/ by means of 
which the analysis of Muslim societies in Europe (Bosnia) and Asia (Indonesia) has been 
conducted by the author of this paper]. Because Srebrenica’s Inferno has become an 
official oratorio during the commemoration of Srebrenica’s tragedy, the significance and 
the message contained within this Inferno for Bosnia and its people need to be put to the 
scrutiny. In other words, it is not just about how the state/the official sphere shapes or 
relates to the society [in the process of constructing it as well]. More significantly, it is 
more about those more informal aspects and the moral-ethical values as well as symbols 
that are employed in building the image of the good order or the common good (based on 
Mirian Hoexter and her discussion on public sphere in [pre]modern Muslim societies that 
I have been using in my PhD research]. In addition, one needs to look at how 
domestication of Islam (based on Campo) in the postwar Bosnia and its relation to the 
land, destroyed homes, destroyed lives have been used for the memory of the past and 
present as well as building the future as an urgent need and the only way forward.  
 
Thus, the aim of this paper is to look at Srebernicki inferno [Srebrenica’s Inferno] written 
by Dr. Dzemal Latic, the most celebrated Bosnian Muslim poet/writer of the religious 
songs called ilahije i kaside. Srebrenicki inferno seems to be envisaged as “a letter from 
Bosnia to Dante”. Srebrenicki inferno constitutes of 19 triplets just like Dante’s The 
Divinia Commedia or Divine Comedy. Latic has written this poem as his response to the 
horrific tragedy befallen on Srebrenica, which, according to him, represents a symbol of 
the progom of Muslims in the Balkans. The main character of Srebrenicki inferno is 
Unknown Bosniak Woman, that is, an unknown Bosnian Muslim woman whose husband 
and son were killed, whose daughter was raped and taken to unknown place, so the 
Woman has lost any trace of her daughter. This Unknown Bosniak Woman herself was 
raped a number of times and had to endure the experience of the different concentration 
camps for mass rape of Bosnian Muslim women. At the end, she survives the horror of 
Srebrenica. In the last chapter of the Inferno she finds herself as the refugee [or rather as 
the one who was expelled] in the city of Ravenna, the burial place of Dante Alighieri, the 
greatest poet of Europe wherein the two hundred century dispute between Christianity 
and Islam has been taking place.  
 
The music for this Inferno was composed by a well-known Bosnian composer Djelo 
Jusic. The first time that Srebrenicki inferno was performed was in 2003 in the Memorial 
Cemetery of Potocari where the remains of those killed are buried. It was decided that 
this Inferno to be performed on each annual commemoration of Srebrenica’s genocide.  



 
The paper will look at the way the writer understands the tragedy of Bosnia and its 
aftermath, if possible to deduce, just like Dante’s journey through his Divina Commedia. 
The presence of the woman as a mother, wife/widow and the survivor of the loss of her 
loved ones and the horror of the rape and Srebrenica need to be examined carefully. What 
and whom does she represents is the valid question to ask, but more significantly what 
does she encounter on her journey and what she finally finds at the end of her journey in 
Ravenna, if anything? The religious significance of these two Infernos should not be lost 
on the reader/listener and the paper will attempt to look at both for the meanings that 
illuminate on the human life and quest for it in its very essence. But equally important, a 
broader cultural-socio-political significance of the Inferno needs to be recognized and 
analyzed. This leads to the ultimate question – will an “almost self destructive tolerance 
on the part of Bosnian Muslims that has been embedded in their understanding of the 
whole idea of neighbor and neighborly relations [or love of neighbor, which is linked to 
integration of the teachings of the Bosnian Church that existed before the Ottoman arrival 
to Bosnia into Bosnian Islam with a strong “Sufi character”] as Resad Hafizovic puts it, 
survive and continue to define Bosnia and especially Bosnian Muslims even after the 
horror that has savaged this land and its people? Perhaps Inferno can provide us with 
some of the insights into this crucial question, the question upon which the very survival 
of Bosnia rests today. 
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Language Teaching within the Framework of Conciliatory Approach 
 

Veronika Makarova, 
University of Saskatchewan 

 
Abstract 

This paper outlines the framework of Conciliatory Approach, a modern approach to language 
teaching based on the principles of diversity and dynamics. These principles can be applied in a 
variety of possible cultural and educational settings, they also accommodate for different 
learning styles and strategies of individuals. Conciliatory Approach provides flexible guidelines 
to classroom teaching practice, where the teacher can develop confidence in his/her own specific 
teaching style, create a friendly learning environment and draw on the special abilities of the 
learners. The paper illustrates some principles of Conciliatory Approach.   
 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Language teaching methodology has been recently developing towards the elaboration of 
increasingly more general approaches. Although a distinction between more abstract 
‘approaches’ and more specific ‘methods’ is usually made, these terms will be used here 
indiscriminately to refer to various directions in language teaching methodology (see Richards & 
Rodgers, 2001). 

 The methodologies of the past tended to pick up a particular teaching technique or 
language skill at the expense of others. For example, Oral Method put the emphasis on listening 
(Palmer, 1923) and Audiolingual Method promoted a language lab as a key to listening skills 
development (Brooks, 1964). Another example of methodological imbalance is the 
preoccupation with speaking activities and the exclusion or marginalization of explicit grammar 
and pronunciation teaching in the Communicative Approach (Widdowson, 1978, 1979; 
Littlewood, 1981; Jenkins, 1997; Makarova, 2000).  
 By contrast, more recent approaches are not very much concerned with specific language 
skills or teaching techniques. Instead, they provide “a core set of theories and beliefs about the 
nature of language, of language learning and a derived set of principles for teaching a language” 
(Richards & Rodgers, 2001:245). They can be informed by the recent advancements in 
neighboring disciplines, and many of them acknowledge the necessity to account for the 
individual differences between learners. For example, Multiple Intelligences approach based on 
Gardner’s cognitive theory of Multiple Intelligences, tries to stimulate different types of learners 
by including a variety of visual, audio, logic, game and other tasks (Christison, 2001, 2004).  
 The existing methods have been nevertheless strongly criticized for the cultural bias 
(Philipson, 1996; Canagarajah, 1999), for the neglect of learners’ individual preferences and of 
teachers’ creativity as well as for the lack of research basis (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). 
Language teachers have been complaining of the lack of effective methodology which would 
apply across different languages and age groups (Greymorning, 2005). It has been suggested that 
language teaching methodology treads theoretical and empirical grounds going round and round 
in circles of endlessly repeating cycles (Rivers, 2000: 278). Some researchers have even 
proclaimed the ‘death of methods and approaches’ and the advent of ‘post-methods era’ 
(Richards & Rodgers, 2001). 
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 The purpose of developing Conciliatory Approach is to address some of the above 
criticisms and provide language teachers with a flexible framework that they can adapt to their 
specific teaching environments. This paper describes some theoretical foundations, major 
principles and goals of Conciliatory Approach.  
 
 

II. SOME UNIVERSAL AND SPECIFIC FEATURES IN LANGUAGE TEACHING 
 

The approach originated as the result of the author’s experience in teaching English and Russian 
as foreign languages in universities of Russia, Japan, UK and Canada. This experience lead to 
the following inductive conclusions, which may seem controversial at first glance: 

1) There are some common features in teaching a foreign language in different 
environments; 

2) Strong cross-cultural differences exist among learners in different countries; 
3) ‘Teaching skill transfer’ is possible in many cases across languages;   
4) Different languages cannot be taught in exactly the same way; 
5) Despite some preferences of certain techniques by learners in one culture, there is 

always a strong dispersion of individual learners’ requirements and attitudes. 
Research in foreign language acquisition fully confirms these empirical findings. The 

nature of the teaching-learning process implies the existence of some common features, 
universals or near-universals in foreign language classrooms despite the abundance of strong 
major cross-cultural (nations), cultural (ethnicity, race, gender, etc), micro-cultural (e.g., social 
and peer groups) and individual differences in classroom attitudes, behavior and performance, 
motivation, preferred activities and other aspects of classroom interactions (Sun, 1964; Oxford & 
Anderson, 1995; Makarova & Ryan, 1998; Ryan & Makarova, 2001).  For example, although 
students generally prefer a kind teacher who gives them a chance to speak in class, Japanese 
learners of English also require their teachers ‘to teach lively lessons’ ‘at an appropriate level for 
the students’, whereas  Russian learners of English want their teacher to ‘correct mistakes’ and 
‘transmit knowledge’ (Ryan & Makarova, 2001). 

The existence of these universal tendencies makes it possible to design a flexible 
dynamic framework which would draw on these tendencies while allowing diversity by an 
appropriate accommodation of differences. Conciliatory Approach is seen as the first step in 
developing such frameworks. 

Since it is impossible to fully describe a method within one short paper, only a few 
principles of Conciliatory Approach will be described below. Some other aspects of the 
framework have been reported elsewhere (e.g., Makarova, 2005). 
 
 

III. THE MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF CONCILIATORY APPROACH 
 

Conciliatory Approach provides a set of principals and strategies related to language teaching. It 
is based on the view of a language teaching process as the intersection of the laws of linguistics 
(more specifically, linguistics, applied linguistics and sociolinguistics), social science and 
psychology.  In terms of methodological framework, Conciliatory Approach focuses on a few 
major issues: 
1) creating a culture-sensitive stress-free friendly environment in class, facilitating interaction 
between learners and between learners and the teacher; 
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2) learner and teacher-centeredness, i.e., both the teacher and learner are seen as important 
contributors, whereby the teaching/learning process unfolds as a conciliation of the interests and 
expectations of the teacher and the learners; 
3) language learning is seen as a multi-purpose procedure, which means that language learning is 
not only aimed at addressing immediate goals (such as getting a university credit or acquiring a 
speaking ability for tourism purposes) but is also a part of general education: it provides 
knowledge of the construction and functioning of human languages, expands cognitive abilities 
beyond one’s native language and provides an outlook into different cultures. 
 

III.1. Achieving stress-free environment 
A few ways to create a stress-free culture-sensitive environment in class can be proposed: 
1) Non-threatening behavior of the teacher (avoiding sudden unpredictable moves, not raising 
voice, friendliness, possibly a few jokes, creating certain rhythms in activities, etc.) 
2) In cases when the teacher has not been raised in or adequately exposed to the country of 
learners (e.g., ‘native’ or ‘foreign’ language teachers), the teacher should make an effort to learn 
the customs and behavioral norms of the learners. 
3) Action research is recommended to get some insights into classroom expectations, 
motivations and preferred activities of the learners (ref. e.g., Freeman, 1998; Wallace, 1998; 
Burns, 1999; Edge, 2001). ‘Informal’ research can be easily done by distributing a questionnaire 
to the learners in the beginning of the course (to find out what their expectations, motivations 
and preferred activities are) and in the end of the course (to find whether their expectations were 
met and goals achieved). 
4) At the level of curricula design and course planning, the teacher can resolve many student 
anxieties by precise and detailed stating of the grading system and all its components with the 
important dates stated where possible (such as deadlines and types of home assignments, all the 
required readings, dates of tests/quizzes, etc.). 
5) Incorporating L1 into class where necessary (to explain difficult grammar issues, to make a 
joke so that students can relax for a few minutes, etc).  
 

III.2. Learner and teacher-centeredness 
A teacher and a learner are seen as colleagues sharing the responsibility for classroom 

procedures.  The teacher designs the curriculum and manages most of classroom interactions, 
whereas learners are responsible partly for what is going on in class (by suggesting changes to 
curriculum, offering topics for discussion, etc.) and fully for their learning outside. 
 The teacher pays attention to the learners’ educational needs and orientations by 
interactive course planning, providing explanations to the students about taken decisions, 
providing feedback and information to the students in the sphere of their major interest. 

Learner-centeredness also includes the following points: 
a) Offering and alternating a variety of techniques and teaching formats; 
b) Assignments and tasks for different levels of learners; 
c) Flexible classroom management strategies; 
d) Consideration of gender and age differences;  
e) Careful handling and consideration of culture-related issues; 
f) The least frustrating testing; 
g) Utilizing student-produced materials. 
 (For detailed clarification of these issues, Ref. Makarova, 2005).  
  
 Teacher-centeredness within the framework includes the following suggestions: 
a) The teacher draws upon his/her interests and  special abilities in teaching;  
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b) The teacher acts as the final decision maker; 
c) The teacher is a communication partner setting a positive example of communicative skills. 
 

III. 3. Language learning as a multi-purpose activity 
The notion of multi-purpose teaching in Conciliatory Approach involves clarification of 
purposes at the level of curricula planning and in-class interactions, development of all language 
skills in balance, as far as possible under teaching circumstances and as pertinent to the course 
goals.   
 
Clearly stated realistic purposes 
The purposes of the course have to be realistic and clearly stated to the learners. The Approach 
allows flexibility, which means that some minor goals of the course can be modified along the 
way to respond to learners’ demands. 
 
Skills in Conciliatory Approach 
Conciliatory Approach is aimed at achieving the best possible balance of language skills in their 
relevance to the learners’ motivation and course goals. Ideally, all language skills (pronunciation, 
grammar, reading, writing, listening, conversation, etc.) have to be developed in parallel, since 
all of them are interrelated and problems with one skill, such as poor segmental quality, can 
lower the overall impression from a person’s speech and lead to biased judgments of its 
grammatical correctness and of lexical richness (Boyd, 2003). In case of learning a foreign 
language as a major, for example, the equal development of language skills  would perhaps be 
best achieved by teaching them as separate subjects, if this luxury may be allowed by the 
administrators.   

In case of an ESP course for science majors, however, the teacher may want to 
concentrate on reading and writing science-related texts, making research presentations and 
practicing basic everyday conversation. 
 
  Another important goal of language teaching in Conciliatory Approach is going beyond 
the particular language skills to gain understanding of the structure and functioning of languages 
in human society, to develop one’s understanding of the world via encounters with a different 
cognitive system represented by the acquired language and to gain knowledge of different 
cultures. In other words, language teaching serves very wide goals of expanding one’s general 
knowledge. These wider goals of language teaching are considered in the next section. 
 
 

IV. THE WIDER GOALS OF LANGUAGE TEACHING 
IN CONCILIATORY APPROACH 

 
The wider goals of language teaching in Conciliatory Approach are raising language and 
linguistic awareness, developing awareness of applied linguistic and sociolinguistic issues, 
developing the knowledge of other cultures and language/culture interactions. 
 

IV.1. Language and Linguistic Awareness  
The acquisition of a foreign language inevitably implies the development of at least very 
elementary understanding of the linguistic structure. Even in the Communicative Approach 
classes which may ban the explicit and/or systematic teaching of grammar, learners acquire some 
knowledge of linguistic units, such as the parts of speech, syntactical types of sentences, etc. The 
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Conciliatory Approach encourages the introduction of linguistic concepts in classes, preferably 
introducing the structures of native and foreign languages in comparison, where relevant.  
 In universities which have a combined undergraduate degree in a Language (or 
Languages) and Linguistics, like the University of Saskatchewan, students frequently comment 
in course evaluations that the introduction to linguistics serves as a perfect base for the 
acquisition of languages. In a situation when linguistics courses are not available, the teacher can 
start the language course by a short introduction of the phonetic and grammar systems and 
introduce terminology with examples in the native language (and a foreign language if the class 
is above elementary level). The teacher may alternatively decide to address the language 
structure gradually along the course.  

Language is the most important communication system, and is therefore one of the most 
essential parts of human life. Despite the skews in current secondary  school curricula in many 
Western countries, knowledge of language structure is no less vital than the knowledge of solar 
system composition or of photosynthesis. Grammar (in the wide understanding of this word as 
any part of language structure) has to be explicitly present in a language class. The extent of this 
presence, however, depends on the specific teaching circumstances and is to be determined by 
the teacher.  
 
IV.2. Awareness of Applied Linguistic and Sociolinguistic Issues. 
Language itself and its use have to be recognized as valid content topics. EFL textbooks are 
beginning to introduce the discussion of the global role of English as the International Language. 
However, the situation is often portrayed as being a perfectly positive development, whereas 
both sides of the medal are worth considering and discussing. English is not only a window to 
the world, but it has also been called a ‘killer language’ (Fishman, 2000) contributing to the 
extermination of minority languages and even putting some ‘majority’ European languages in 
danger.  
 Another example is the teaching of Russian. To the best of my knowledge, no textbooks 
introduce the discussion of the changes in the status of Russian after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union and the emerging of the new status of Russian as a minority immigrant language. Learners 
of any language would benefit from the knowledge of where the language is spoken, and of its 
status at the global and local levels. 

Paying attention to the local use of language is no less important than to its global use. In 
Japan, for example, English is often represented as the International language, the language to be 
used outside of Japan. In reality, English is used locally in Japan, by native and non-native 
speakers, and is considered to be one of non-Japanese community varieties (Neustupny & 
Tanaka, 2004). Another example of the importance of the local use of a language which appears 
to be purely ‘foreign’ comes from teaching Russian as a Foreign Language in Saskatchewan, 
Canada.  The language is not only spoken abroad and in immigrant communities within Canada, 
but it has deep roots in the history of the province as well. The first speakers of Russian in the 
province were the Doukhobors, religious dissenters who immigrated to Canada to avoid religious 
persecution and military draft in late 1800s-early 1900s (Rhoads, 1960). They settled in the 
Blaine Lake area and other regions of Saskatchewan. The history and culture of the Doukhobors 
has been attracting interests of historians and anthropologists (Rak, 2004; Inikova, 1999) as well 
as of public media (Manning, 2005). The Doukhobors have stopped to exist as a distinct ethnical 
group in Saskatchewan and their descendants have lost the Russian language ability, however, 
due to the Doukhobors’, Russian has been a part of the heritage languages of Saskatchewan for 
over 100 years. Recent history of the Russian language in the province is connected with the new 
wave of Russian-speaking economic immigrants from the former Soviet Union. Language 
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learners need to be informed of the functioning of the language within their own community or 
country (if applicable). 
 
IV. 3. Awareness of language/culture connections 
While teaching elements of foreign culture via the foreign language seems to be a generally 
accepted practice in content selection, the connections between language and culture remain 
mostly the domain of sociolinguistics. The teacher can demonstrate in class with some examples 
how the foreign language structures reality in a different way from the learners’ native language, 
and how cultural and cognitive concepts are expressed via language. An example of a different 
cognitive structuring of the world is the expression of feelings and sensations in English and 
Russian. In English, the person is active in having the feeling, e.g. ‘I am cold. He is sad’. In 
Russian, feelings and states are coming to a person without the person’s volition, and therefore 
the agent experiencing the feeling is put in the Dative case (i.e. is an indirect object, not the 
subject, as in English), e.g. ‘To me is cold. To her is sad’. 
 For many languages, the concept of connections between the language and identity is 
important. For example, learners of Ukrainian in Saskatchewan universities are almost 
exclusively heritage learners, i.e. they come from families of former immigrants from Ukraine 
who would like to learn the language of their ancestors.  The connection between identity and 
language can be extremely strong in some cases, like the traditional Maori community, where  
the identity needs to be expressed verbally via tribal sayings, proverbs, etc. Language in Maori 
community is also seen as a vehicle of culture transmission (Ngaha, 2005).   
 

V. CONCLUSION 
It is probably true that ‘approaches to teaching come and go’ and that ‘each has its brief period of 
glory and success’ (Rivers, 2000: 286). However, considering the existence of common 
tendencies and universals in language teaching which relate to the features of human languages 
and human interactions at the individual and social level, it may be possible to put forward a 
framework which would bind these features together in one matrix facilitating language 
teaching/learning process. This can only be done by joint efforts of researchers in the related 
fields of linguistics, applied linguistics, sociolinguistics, psychology, sociology, education and 
language teaching. This is probably yet a very distant goal, which is hard to achieve. Yet, moving 
forward, even if very slowly and without certainty, may still be better than ‘to go around in 
endless circles’ (Rivers, 2000). 
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Abstract 
Extraction of emotional speech characteristics is an important direction in the development of 
applied linguistics and engineering. The ability to identify a set of articulatory and acoustic 
features responsible for the expression of various emotions and affective states is required for 
language teaching as well as for the speech synthesis and recognition involved in human-
machine interaction systems. Although many characteristic features of emotional states appear to 
be universal (for example, increased amplitude and hire frequencies and higher frequency ranges 
are associate with the expression of joy or happiness), still some of them may be language-
specific. It is therefore necessary to increase a range of languages involved in the studies of 
emotional speech. 
 This phonetic study reports the acoustic parameters of Russian vowels in neutral speech 
as compared to the states of anger, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise. The parameters analyzed in 
the study include vowel duration, energy, formants and formant bandwidths, F0 and F0 
derivative, dynamic frequency ranges from 0 to 10000Hz. The paper reports the parameters 
which showed statistically significant differences across the emotional states. 
 The data is pooled from Ruslana (Russian Language Affective) Database of spoken 
Russian. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

It has been well established for over one hundred years that the ability to express emotions both 
unites humans with other animal species, and singles us out at the same time (Darwin, 1872). 
While some other biological species can express their emotions via such means of 
communication as the color change (chameleons), pheromones (tigers), electrical impulses 
(cuttlefish), emission of chemicals (squids), touch (dolphins), postures (snakes), facial 
expressions plus gesticulation (chimpanzees), and vocal signals (birds), humans are mostly 
restricted to the last four (Bright, 1984; Hauser, 1996). Humans, however, make a particularly 
extensive use of their complex vocalization system (alias, language) for the expression of very 
subtle nuances of their emotional states (Plutchik, 1980). Some of these states are beyond our 
control, their expression is spontaneous, based on instinct and has been described as being 
universal and not depending on the language or culture, such as loud sharp-pitched shrieks of 
pain, which we emit in a way similar to the production of pain cries or predator warnings by 
macaques (Parker & Gibson, 1990). Some other states and their expression appear to be more 
controllable, they can be expressed or suppressed, faked or simulated on volition, and their 
expression does seem to differ across languages and cultures. These features make emotional and 
affective states extremely hard to describe. The lists of all possible emotions found in academic 
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papers may vary from two (expansion, contraction) to hundreds (these would include items like 
‘irony, sarcasm, disappointment’, etc.). The task is made no easier by the fact that the ideas of 
different feelings and states differ by language, for example, there are at least three different 
words for ‘sadness’ in Russian (‘grust’, toska, pechal’), the difference between which simply 
cannot be translated into English.  
 Emotion expression is such an important part of human life, that ‘unemotional’ speech is 
perceived negatively, and actors and politicians train to express emotions vocally. The 
development of technology and the spread of man-machine communication and robotic devices 
require recognition and synthesis of human emotions by electronic machines. An automatic 
ticket vendor, for example, would be less likely to get vandalized if it could detect and react to 
the growing irritation and anger of the client. A household robot would sell better if its speech 
synthesizer could fake concern for the owner and simulate sympathy and compassion. Emotional 
speech characteristics have therefore attracted lots of attention not only from academia, but from 
industry as well. Speech processing is the area where linguistics and engineering come together 
to identify the specific set of acoustic characteristics responsible for the expression of emotions. 
This is an extremely difficult task not only because emotion expression in speech has both 
universal and language-specific features, and the exact set of emotions/affective states remains 
undefined, but also because emotions manifest themselves in speech at different levels of 
language, and emotional clues also function for other purposes. 
 Emotions can be expressed in speech via some discoursal patterns, syntax, lexis and the 
sound quality. They are also expressed with the help of gestures and facial expressions. It means 
that emotions can be identified by acoustic, visual, articulatory, lexical, grammar-syntactical and 
discoursal cues as well as their combinations (Cowie, Douglas-Cowie, Tsapatsoulis, Votsis,  
Kollias, Fellenz & Taylor, 2001; Min Lee & Narayanan, 2005). While syntactical or lexical 
changes are relatively easy to trace, the sound features are extremely elusive. For example, pitch 
changes are normally associated with the expression of emotions, but pitch can also contribute to 
the expression of lexical stress, sentence type and other syntactical features, the differentiation of 
information into given and new, etc. his paper considers only some acoustic features of 
emotions. Many studies of the emotional and affective states in speech have been devoted to the 
prosodic (suprasegmental) parameters, which are manifested via individual segmental (sound) 
characteristics, but exist above them and in abstraction from them, such as pitch and loudness. In 
particular, it was observed that certain emotional states are linked with particular types and 
magnitudes of pitch movements (Banse & Scherer, 1996). Temporal (durational) and rhythmical 
patterns of speech can also vary with emotions (Arnfield, Roach, Setter, Greasley & Horton, 
1995). Other suprasegmental parameters which have been shown to contribute to the expression 
of emotions in speech include voice quality, pauses and boundaries (Cowie et al.,  2001; Min Lee 
& Narayanan, 2005). 

Segmental characteristics have not been given quite enough attention, yet it appears that 
some of them, such as formant frequencies, segmental spectra and durations are also contributing 
to the expression of emotions (Fernandez, 2004; Kienast & Sendlmeier, 2000;  Tickle, A. 2000).  
This paper is devoted to the segmental clues of the expression of affect. It reports the results of a 
study investigating vowel characteristics responsible for the expression of emotions in Russian. 
he materials for the study were retrieved from RUSLANA, a Russian affective speech database 
which represents the phonemes, major syntactical and intonation contour types in Russian 
(Makarova & Petrushin, 2002). The database and the extracted features are described in the 
following section.  
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS. 
 
II. 1. The database 
RUSLANA (Russian language affective) database includes the recordings of speakers of 
standard (St Petersburg) Russian portraying the following six emotional states: neutral, anger, 
fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. It also represents the major syntactical types in Russian 
(statements, ‘yes-no’, alternative  and wh-questions, echo-questions, exclamations). The database 
includes utterances from 61 subjects (12 male and 49 female). Each subject recorded 10 
sentences of different syntactical types and intonational patterns portraying the above mentioned 
six emotional states. In our research we used 600 utterances from 10 subjects (5 male and 5 
female), which count 60 utterances per subject or 100 utterances per emotional state. The 
subjects were selected based on their high ranks in ability to express emotions. 
  
II.2. Feature extraction  
The list of extracted acoustic features included:  
Phoneme duration (Dur); 
Percentage of voicing; 
Average energy (E); 
Average fundamental frequency value (F0); 
Average F0 derivative (F0deriv); 
Average formant values (F1, F2, F3); 
Average formant bandwidths (BW1, BW2, BW3). 
 

Additionally the values of average power spectrum on logarithmic scale were estimated 
for the following 16 sub-bands: 0 – 500 Hz, 501 – 1000 Hz, 1001 – 1500 Hz, 1501 – 2000 Hz, 
2001 – 2500 Hz, 2501 – 3000 Hz, 3001 – 3500 Hz, 3501 – 4000 Hz, 4001 – 5000 Hz, 5001 – 
6000 Hz, 6001 – 7000 Hz, 7001 – 8000 Hz, 8001 – 10000 Hz, 10001 – 12000 Hz, 12001 – 
14000 Hz, 14001 – 16000 Hz. These spectral feature are denoted by letters “Fq” followed by the 
upper bound of frequency range, for example, the sub-band 2501 – 3000 Hz is denoted as 
Fq3000.  

Altogether, the features for about 17,100 occurrences of phonemes have been extracted. 
The phoneme level labeling for vowels allows distinguishing between unstressed, stressed, and 
pitch accented sounds. 

The extracted features were subjected to Univariate ANOVA analysis with subsequent 
Post-Hoc analysis  to determine whether every feature significantly varies with the factor of 
emotion type, and if so, which of he pairs of emotional states show significant differences in the 
average feature values. 
 
 

III. RESULTS 
 

III. 1. Vowel groups (accented, stressed and unstressed vowels) 
This section describes the features, which were found to be significantly different across the six 
emotive-affective states for vowel quality. We consider the three classes of vowels: unstressed, 
stressed and accented. 
1. Maximum number of segmental features responsible for the expression of affect is found in 
accented vowels, fewer features can be traced in stressed and the least – in unstressed vowels. 
This shows that prosody is closely linked with vowel quality. Unstressed vowels have shorter 
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duration and less distinct formant characteristics, which makes them worse suited carrying much 
information about affect.  
2. Features of maximum salience for all the vowels pooled together are vowel duration (Dur), 
average energy (E), F0, and all the power spectrum features.  
3. Parameters of medium salience are first and second formants (F1, F2). 
4. Parameters of low salience are: F3, F0 derivative, and formant bandwidths (BW1, BW2, 
BW3).  
5. Emotional states are associated with the following specific vowel characteristics. 
 

Neutral: low duration, energy, F0 and all the power spectrum features (Fq-features), 
medium formant (F1, F2, F3) and BW2 values, positive F0 derivative, and high BW1, BW3 
values. 

Sadness: high duration, low energy, low values of F0 and all the Fq-features, low 
positive values of F0 derivative, medium values of F1 and BW1, low F2, high F2, BW2, F3, 
medium BW3 values. 

Fear: medium vowel duration, energy and all Fq-features from 500 Hz to 8000 Hz, and 
high values of Fq-features from 10000 Hz to 16000 Hz. 

Anger: medium vowel duration, high energy, high values of Fq-features, medium F0 
values, low negative F0 derivative, high F1, F2, low BW1, high BW2, medium F3, and low 
BW3 value. 

Surprise:  high vowel duration, medium energy, medium Fq-feature and F0 values, and 
high positive values of F0 derivative. 

Happiness: low vowel duration, high energy, high Fq-feature values under 12000 Hz, 
medium Fq values at 14000 Hz and 16000 Hz, high F0, low negative F0 derivative, high F1, F2, 
F3, low BW1 and BW2, and medium BW3. 
 
6. Post-hoc pair-wide comparisons of the parameter differences across emotional states have 
shown that parametric distances are unequal. The pairs of emotional states with maximum 
parametric differences and minimum of overlapping parameters are the following: anger-neutral, 
happiness-neutral, anger-sadness, sadness-happiness, and anger-surprise. Emotional states with 
the minimal parametric differences are sadness-neutral and anger-happiness. 
 
 
III. 2. Individual vowels 
This section considers the parameters of different vowels. 
 
III.2. 1. Vowel duration 

a) Neutral vowel duration 
Duration of neutral vowels is represented below in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Duration of neutral vowels, ms 
 

Durations 1 a e i u o 

unstressed 61 65.6 83 49 63.2 80
stressed 109 82.9 75 61.4 66.6 77
accented 113 107 92 69.3 88.5 89
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All the accented vowels are longer than the unstressed vowels. Stressed vowels /1, a, i, u/ 
also show a significant increase in duration as compared to unstressed vowels. Vowels /e/ and /o/ 
do not have a significant increase in duration between the unstressed and stressed variants 
probably because they normally undergo reduction in rapid speech turning into /i/ and /≅/-like 
vowels respectively. The cases when they retain their quality in unstressed position might be 
considered to be a case of weakened prominence and they therefore do not reduce in length.
 In the unstressed position, the relative vowel lengths can be represented as i<1<u<a<o<e, 
which reflects the general universal trend for close vowels to have shorter durations than open 
vowels  as well as the above described reduction of <o> and <e> vowels. In the stressed and 
accented positions, /i/ is still the shortest vowel,  however, the longest vowel is /1/. The change 
in pattern probably reflects the intrinsic vowel quality in Russian. It is often suggested by 
teachers of Russian as a foreign language that /1/ has higher muscular tension, which may 
require additional length. This assumption, however, needs to be supported by further 
experimental evidence. 
  
b) Variation of vowel durations under emotive states 
 
Duration of the six vowels is represented in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2. Vowel duration across emotional states 
 

  1       i     e   
  unstr str acc unstr str acc unstr str acc 
N 154 30 8 963 288 50 339 289 68 
Sig X X X 0.000 0.0142 X X X 0.0163 
an 59.57 79.1 65.33 60.77 71.54 84.2 99.85 88.3 117.9 
sa 59.1 87.4 96.92 57.02 70.9 108 88.29 86.5 136.8 
afr 55.97 87.1 116,9 57.3 67.2 95.4 90.57 83.5 134.4 
ha 50.16 79.9 74.86 54.03 73.24 96.7 92.05 86.5 104.2 
neu 60.87 109 112.97 48.99 61.4 69.3 83.28 75.3 92.39 
sur 49.43 87.6 67.51 53.82 66.47 125 86.50 80.8 119.2 
    a    u   o   
  unstr str acc unstr str acc unstr str acc 
N 1844 337 80 335 85 27 256 364 92 
Sig 0.0042 0.0017 X X X X X 0.03 0.0101 
an 75.89 99.68 131.1 85.2 92.9 82.1 100.29 92 120.5 
sa 71.8 95.51 139.9 70.3 83.7 91.9 100.43 92 151.8 
afr 74.13 98.36 121.1 72.8 81.5 106.3 100.28 91 117.4 
ha 70.57 105.1 121.3 71.3 86.6 81.9 93.72 92 113.3 
neu 65.62 82.94 107.5 63.2 66.6 88.5 79.82 77 89.13 
sur 70.72 98.6 131.2 67.9 82.3 83.8 89.95 88 115.3 
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Statistically significant differences between vowel durations across emotional states were 
obtained in these data only for unstressed and stressed /a, i/, accented /e/, stressed and accented 
/o/. In general, neutral state tends to have shorter vowel duration than emotional states. No other 
common patterns were observed across the individual vowels. Further research is necessary to 
find out whether these results are explained by the differences in vowel samples (numbers of 
different vowels per the three accentual categories), or whether there could be individual use of 
vowel length across the emotional states. For example, while the extension of stressed /a/ and /i/ 
may serve to signal happiness or anger, the extension of stressed /o/ may be used to signal 
surprise and sadness. 

 
 
III.2.2. Energy 
 

a) Neutral vowel energy 
 

Energy of neutral vowels is represented below in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Energy of neutral vowels 
  
Energy 1 a e i u o 
unstressed 0.0242 0.0304 0.0259 0.0226 0.0204 0.0401
stressed 0.0189 0.0344 0.032 0.0214 0.0178 0.0296
accented 0.0439 0.0264 0.0263 0.0219 0.0139 0.0214

 
 
b) Variation of vowel durations under emotive states 
 
Duration of the five vowels is represented in Table 4 below 
 
Table 4. Energy across emotional states 
 

Energy 1       e     i   
unstr   str acc unstr str acc unstr str acc 
N 154 30 8 339 289 68 963 288 50
Sig 0.00955 0.02923 X 0 0 0.00025 0 0 0.03863
an 0.052 0.0557 0.11243 0.0711 0.0679 0.0785 0.0631 0.0516 0.0702
sa 0.0349 0.0255 0.01394 0.0325 0.0336 0.0277 0.0283 0.0206 0.0268
afr 0.0383 0.0508 0.02085 0.0351 0.0492 0.0379 0.0375 0.0357 0.0259
ha 0.0712 0.0812 0.0706 0.0575 0.072 0.058 0.055 0.053 0.0584
neu 0.0242 0.0189 0.0439 0.0259 0.032 0.0263 0.0226 0.0214 0.0219
sur 0.0367 0.0473 0.07455 0.0477 0.0514 0.0401 0.0392 0.0363 0.0312
Energy   a  u  o  
unstr unstr str acc unstr str acc unstr str acc
N 1844 337 80 335 85 27 256 364 92
Sig 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 X 0 0 0
an 0.0797 0.0914 0.1198 0.0582 0.0398 0.0573 0.1267 0.0745 0.0735
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sa 0.0335 0.0399 0.0367 0.0239 0.0250 0.0180 0.0524 0.0376 0.0277
afr 0.0407 0.0564 0.0483 0.0342 0.0475 0.0269 0.0529 0.0606 0.0427
ha 0.0676 0.1016 0.068 0.0504 0.0420 0.0497 0.0879 0.0866 0.0717
neu 0.0304 0.0344 0.0264 0.0204 0.0178 0.0139 0.0401 0.0296 0.0214
sur 0.0462 0.0634 0.05 0.0331 0.0316 0.0235 0.059 0.057 0.0356

 
 
We observed the significant differences under changes in emotional states for all the vowels. 
These differences exhibit similar tendencies for all the individual vowels and accentual types. 
‘Happy’ and ‘angry’ states are associated with highest energies, ‘neutral’ and ‘sad’ with the 
lowest energies, ‘surprised and ‘afraid’ with medium energies. 
  
 
III.2.3. F0 
 

a)F0 in neutral vowels 
 

F0 in neutral vowels is represented below in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. F0 in neutral vowels, Hz 
 

F0 1 a e i u o 
unstressed 198 188 209 186 190 260
stressed 170 138 156 159 125 142
accented 262 228 233 277 218 243

 
For all the stressed vowels F0 values are lower than for unstressed vowels. This could be 
explained by pitch lowering in the stressed vowels, since pitch participates in Russian in the 
realization of stress and falling pitch in stressed syllables with high pre-accented syllables are 
common.  The highest pitch values (with the exception of stressed /o/ which is higher in pitch 
than stressed /o/, but has about the same pitch as the unstressed variant) are found in the accented 
vowels, which reflects the commonality of rising and rise-falling pre-nuclear and nuclear tones in 
Russian (Makarova, 2000).   
 Unstressed vowels do not show differences in pitch depending on the features front/back, 
open/close. Frequency values in the stressed and accented variants are reflecting their quality: 
high back /u/ has lower F0 values, mid-open and open /e,o,a/ have medium F0 values, and high 
front and central /i, 1/ have the highest F0 values. 

 
b) Variation of vowel pitch across the emotive states 
 

Table 6. F0 across emotive states, Hz 
 

F0 1       e     i   
  unstr str acc unstr str acc unstr str acc 
N 154 30 8 339 289 68 963 288 50 
Sig 0.002 X X 0.018 0 X 0 0 X 
an 228.9 254.9 315.8 229.8 198.6 290.1 236.3 199.2 301.4 
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sa 202 192.6 278.7 224.4 159.3 252.5 193.2 166.9 248.3 
afr 245.6 258.9 315.8 230 220.1 309.3 227 211.9 230.5 
ha 275.6 243.8 354.5 263.5 217.3 281.7 251.6 238.6 315.6 
neu 198.4 170.2 262.3 209.1 156.2 233.1 185.9 159 276.7 
sur 231.5 207.7 291.5 255.4 192.2 289.6 233.6 206.6 253.2 
F0   a     u   o   
  unstr str acc unstr str acc unstr str acc 
N 1844 337 80 335 85 27 256 364 92 
Sig 0.000 0.000 X 0.02 X X 0.05 0.000 X 
an 209.7 193 274.8 224.0 188.1 279.4 271.5 191.4 297.9 
sa 191.8 149 254.9 192.0 135.3 258.6 258.9 160.7 270.3 
afr 218.3 201.8 296.3 215.1 197.6 278.6 267.5 205.8 314.2 
ha 233.3 206.5 275.3 234.8 192.8 297.7 315.3 217.6 319.7 
neu 188.4 138.1 228.4 190.2 125.7 218.8 259.7 141.8 242.6 
sur 212.9 181.2 282.5 205.6 172.4 301.7 263 182.4 278.8 

 
Statistically significant differences were observed across F0 values of all the vowels (unstressed 
and stressed variants), but not for any of the accented variants. The pitch values of the accented 
vowels are strongly determined by the phrasal prosody, and within the small sample of accented 
vowels, no significant dependency on the accentual type could be found.  ‘Happy’ state is 
associated with high F0 values for all the vowels. ‘Neutral’ and ‘sad’ have the lowest F0 values. 
‘Angry’, ‘surprised’, ‘afraid’ are characterized by medium F0 values. 
 
 
III.2. 4. Formants F1 and F2. 
 
The values for the F1 and F2 in the stressed vowel neutral set are represented below graphically 
(Fig 1) 
 
 

Formants F1 and F2, stressed vowels
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Figure 1. F1 and F2 of the stressed vowels 
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The distribution of formant 1 and 2 values correlate with the articulatory descriptions of Russian 
vowels. The vowel /1/ appears to be half-close rather than close. This suggests that both 
articulatory and acoustic characteristics of /1/ need further investigations.  
 
b) Variation of formant values across emotions 
F1 and F2 values get significantly affected by emotional states, whereby the effect of F1 appears 
to be stronger than for F2. ‘Angry’, ‘happy’ have higher values of F1 and F2, ‘sad, neutral, 
afraid’ – lower ones. In terms of articulation it means that vowels become more open and move 
slightly to the front with the emotions of ‘happy’ and ‘angry’, and close (plus may move slightly 
backwards) when people are afraid or sad. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The results reported above show that vowel quality does contribute to the expression of emotive 
characteristics in Russian.  Parameters of maximum salience are vowel duration (Dur), average 
energy (E), F0, and all the power spectrum features. The formant values obtained for stressed 
Russian vowels confirm the articulatory descriptions of Russian vowels, however, the formant 
characteristics of /1/ suggest that it may be a half-close vowel. The results are limited by the 
number of subjects and segments employed and further investigations of segmental 
characteristics of Russian speech on a wider material better controlled by subject gender are 
necessary.  
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Useful Gods: A Case Study of Deification in the Buddhist Pantheon  

 
  

One of the primary deities of the Nyingma Buddhist pantheon first existed as an 

implement of protection and purification in Vedic literature.  The origin of the kila, or 

dagger, and its development into a complex deity reflects a tendency in Indic religions to 

personify those objects which aid the user in a significant and substantial way.  During 

the subsequent emergence of Buddhist methodology, kila practice and utilization was 

continually elaborated, eventually culminating in complex, anthropomorphic forms in the 

Tibetan plateau.  My paper will examine this cultural process of deification through an 

analysis of kila practice, and its subsequent expansion into the Tantric Buddhist deity 

Vajrakila, who serves as but one conduit to Enlightenment. 

 Described in the Vedas as one of the weapons of the god Indra, the kila 

functioned to circumvent potential enemies as well as offer talismanic protection to the 

adherent.  As more texts incorporated kila practice as a necessary preliminary step to 

meditation practice, devotion to this helpful implement created the demand for liturgy 

dedicated specifically to the kila.  Temple foundations, the center of Indic society, were 

not constructed without the proper kila purification ceremonies.  The body of the 

individual practitioner may also be sanctified through application of kila practice, 

allowing for the definitive removal of any obstacles that may be hindering spiritual 



achievements. I will use visual evidence and historical texts to explicate the deification 

process of the kila implement, as well as address its unique applications for the Buddhist 

adherent seeking enlightenment.  In addition, I will explore the significance of those 

processes for the meditator, as reflected in the successively more complicated 

iconography associated with Vajrakila practice. 
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Abstract: The aim of this paper will be to examine the role of nongovernmental 

organizations in promoting effective governance in order to privatize public enterprises in 

East Europe. I incorporate two interrelated aspects for explaining this topic. First, I 

examine culture and globalization as the context for understanding privatization reforms 

in the former Yugoslavia. Globalization draws international organizations and local 

associations into a range of partnerships that cut across national boundaries. Secondly, I 

focus on privatization which involves both sale of public enterprises and the contracting 

out of public services (Hodge 2000). Although it has a range of objectives, the economic 

and political literature has paid little attention to cultural factors. It has not only paid little 

attention to how privatization has come to be configured and disseminated in the former 

Yugoslavia, to a degree, by ‘neoliberal’ economic and political principles (Gill 2003), on 

the one hand, and how democracy building activities continue to be refashioned out of 

the old system as a response to the present (Burowoy & Verdery 1999; Nikolić 2003), on 

the other. Finally, drawing on the recent anthropological work on globalization and 

culture, I demonstrate how certain conditions characteristic of transition countries make 

the paradox of free market and democracy especially problematic since we could speak 

of multiple economic and property arrangements.   
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DANCE AS CULTURE, DANCE AS THERAPY 
 

PROFS. S.B. MANI AND JAYA MANI 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

 
 
Cultural anthropologists have explored how human societies have used dance as a system 
of communication, a powerful avenue of expression of the basic themes of their culture 
and, in many instances, as therapeutic instruments to diagnose and cure physical and 
mental problems.  As teachers of anthropology and classical Indian dance style 
(Bharatha Natyam), this report is based on personal teaching and field experience in 
using dance as a cultural experience and dance as therapy for the physically and mentally 
challenged persons.     
 
As an anthropologist, involved in international student exchange programs, methods were 
devised and opportunities provided for American students to explore, appreciate and 
understand the nuances of the Indian culture through an intensive dance-training program 
in India.  An internship in the course “Cultural Area Studies – India” provided 
opportunities for first hand field experience to become a total participant in the art and 
culture of India.  Through living in the “Gurukula style” (the students live with the 
teacher and participate in the teacher’s everyday social activities), visits to temples, 
theaters, participation in the religious and social events and visiting the homes of fellow 
Indian artists, the students were able to “go native” and experience the Indian culture and 
social life.   
 
As a teacher of Bharatha Natyam for the last twenty five years in the United States, first 
hand experience was gained in developing methods to teach the various aspects of the 
dance style to students who were hearing impaired. Through field visits to several dance 
schools in India and observing the training techniques and performance of children with 
special needs, great respect and appreciation were developed for innovative teaching 
methods used to train children who were visually and mentally handicapped.   
 
This report details personal experience in the teaching of dance as an exploration of 
another culture and dance as therapy for the emotionally and physically challenged 
children. 
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Abstract (full text of paper follows) 
 
By sharing some of my experiences in teaching queer art history, I hope to stimulate 
discussion of the complex issues involved in the development of an undergraduate course 
that examines visual expressions of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender concerns in 
many different historical and cultural contexts.  Rejecting linear chronological narrative 
structures, I have sought to facilitate comparative analysis of art works across cultural 
and historical frontiers.  There are no available art history texts relevant to the goals of 
this course, but readings of other types (e.g., poetry, film criticism, anthropology) foster 
consideration of the complex interactions of art with other types of endeavors.  In a queer 
art history course, students sometimes are very puzzled by the inclusion of images 
without explicit indicators of sexuality; however, the examination of such pieces helps to 
create awareness of the many subtle ways that alternative sexual and gender constructions 
can be referenced.  The presentation of highly charged erotic images poses many 
challenges, and, recently, I had to deal with an official grievance about “morally 
offensive” content.  During this stressful process, unsolicited student support convinced 
me of the importance and relevance of a course that openly acknowledges the complexity 
and vitality of visual expressions of alternative sexual and gender constructions.   
 
 
FULL TEXT: 
 

Is it possible to create a queer art history course that has truly comprehensive and 

inclusive coverage of diverse cultures, sexualities, and gender constructions?   I do not 

have an easy solution to this matter.  However, through a presentation about my 

experiences as a professor at San Francisco State University, I hope to stimulate 

discussion of the complex issues involved in the development of a course of this type.   
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From the start, one of my primary goals was  to design a curriculum with 

immediate significance for the very diverse student body at San Francisco State 

University, which has one of the highest enrollments of minority students of any 

university in the United States.  Students vary widely in age, prior educational 

experiences, and many other significant respects.  In this environment, a queer art history 

course concentrating primarily upon western images probably would seem both irrelevant 

and condescending. 

Even though both my education and prior research were focused upon earlier 

western art, I resolved to consider visual works from many different historical and 

contemporary cultures. The inclusion of material beyond the area of my established 

expertise provided justification for faculty opposition, which delayed approval of the 

course for nearly two years.  The lengthy process of formulating and seeking approval for 

the course intensified my commitment to trying to organize art history in terms of 

sexuality and gender, rather than according to the usual categories of historical periods 

and regional and national identities. 

I realize that the term queer is problematic in some respects, but I decided to use it 

because – of the options available – it seemed the most encompassing of diverse 

possibilities.  Moreover, this word eliminates the need for prioritizing different identity 

terms (bisexual, gay, etc.).  For the purposes of the course, I define queer as any type of 

sexual orientation or gender construction which differs from the binary models prevalent 

in many modern Western societies.  Thus, I consider many diverse cultural phenomena – 

ranging from the erotic scenes, exquisitely depicted on the ancient Roman silver vessel, 

now known as the Warren Cup, to the bold, politically charged performance pieces of 
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contemporary Vietnamese-American artist Hanh Thi Pham, such as Expatriate 

Consciousness (1992).   

 To prepare for this course, I have done – and continue to do – substantial reading 

and primary source research, especially in nonwestern art.   Nevertheless, I have not been 

able to gain equal knowledge about all the course material.  Therefore, I have been 

relieved that the acknowledgment of my relative ignorance about many aspects of the 

cultures under consideration has not bothered most students and actually has empowered 

them to explore ideas with a greater degree of freedom and authority than they might 

have done in other circumstances.  Invigorated by the enthusiasm with which students 

have grappled with complex questions, I now routinely organize my classes as mutual 

explorations of material.  

Stimulated by their involvement in the course, numerous students have sought to 

broaden my knowledge in significant ways – for instance, by introducing me to personal 

and community resources which otherwise may have been closed to me.  Among the 

opportunities which have opened to me in this way is access to the personal papers and 

private drawings of Martin Wong, whose works include the paintings My Fireguy (1989) 

and Sanja Cake (1991).  Through a serendipitous chain of acquaintances, beginning with 

a student enrolled in the course, I have gotten to know Florence Fie, Martin’s mother.  

Despite the intense homoerotic quality of much of his imagery, she previously had been 

hostile to the classification of her son as a queer artist; however, she generously has 

shared with me memories of her son, including his sexual escapades.   Thus, the 

experience of offering this course has opened up exciting and unexpected directions for 

my research. 
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Trying to devise a coherent organization for the diverse material has been 

challenging.  From the start, I rejected the possibility of a queer version of conventional 

western art history surveys, because I wanted to incorporate many perspectives and artists 

overlooked by these courses.   Furthermore, in my opinion, the presentation of material in 

a linear sequence would deny the fluidity, implied by the term queer.   

Therefore, I structure the course as a series of case studies of various topics, such 

as erotic spectatorship, spirituality, sexual commerce, disease and other forms of 

exclusion, etc.  This organization inherently promotes comparative analysis of art works 

from very different contexts.  Thus, for example, in a session on friendships and family 

structures, I consider such diverse images as this sixteenth-century Persian image of Two 

Young Men walking together and photographs made by the late nineteenth-century 

American artist, Alice Austen, of herself and her friends.   

Although recently published overviews of queer art might seem a relatively easy 

means to structure the course, I decided not to use them for a variety of reasons.  Firstly 

(and perhaps most importantly), all these books emphasize the same Western male artists, 

already extensively treated in traditional art history surveys.  When these texts mention 

nonwestern art, they consistently do so in a condescending and dismissive fashion.  For 

instance, a popular recent book on gay art history refers to “our Third World cousins” in 

the introduction to the single chapter on nonwestern art.  By concentrating primarily on 

gay and lesbian art and by ignoring transgender and transsexual issues, these texts also 

reinforce binary conceptions of sexuality and gender.    

Therefore, I have assembled readers, originally photocopied and sold through the 

university bookstore, and, more recently, placed online.  Finding art historical studies 
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appropriate for class use has been difficult, and this is especially true in regard to 

nonwestern and minority artists.  Many of the art works and issues considered in my 

course have not been analyzed in conventional art historical studies.   Moreover, most of 

the available articles are too complex and laden with jargon to assign in a general 

undergraduate course.   Frankly, I am puzzled by the esoteric character of much writing 

on contemporary queer art.  For instance, why obscure the liveliness of Carmelita 

Tropicana’s performance pieces with dense critical language?     

Fortunately, I have been able to identify some provocative and relevant readings 

outside the field of art history – including autobiographical accounts by individuals 

involved in other types of endeavors, social histories, anthropological reports, and film 

criticism.  I have found that these readings help students to appreciate the complex 

interactions of art with other aspects of human experience.   For instance, we utilize 

accounts of Yoruba mythology to analyze photographs of the recent Nigerian artist 

Rotimi Fani Kayode, whose works include Golden Phallus and Every Moment Counts 

(both of 1989).  This process enables students to understand how Fani Kayode visualized 

important aspects of his spiritual heritage.  In applying diverse sources to the 

interpretation of works of art, students are undertaking one of the most important tasks of 

art history. Some of the concepts which they come up might seem off the track to 

professional art historians, but I think that virtually all of their ideas have validity because 

they have been developed through independent and conscientious attempts to explore and 

to synthesize very different types of material.     

Numerous recent queer artists have explored aspects of the history of sexuality 

which too often have been overlooked by academic scholars.  For this and other reasons, 
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I often use contemporary art as a springboard to the exploration of earlier traditions.  

Thus, Khush, a film by Prathiba Parmar, and photographs by Sunil Gupta (for example, 

How Fast Do You Expect the AIDS crisis to spread in India? [1990] and Trespass series 

[1993]) help to stimulate discussion of such issues as the role of sexuality in Hindu 

spirituality and the impact of diverse political and social issues upon sexualities of the 

colonial and postcolonial worlds. 

Similarly, I use Isaac Julien’s Looking for Langston to evoke queer aspects of the 

Harlem Renaissance and to introduce concerns involved in developing histories of 

alternative sexualities in minority communities.   Yet, while acknowledging the relevance 

of earlier art to current issues, I also try to promote awareness of the distinctive features 

of works from earlier historical contexts.  Thus, I try to build upon the impact created by 

Looking for Langston by asking students to analyze works by major figures of the Harlem 

Renaissance.  Thus, for example, the poetry and art of Richard Bruce Nugent (including 

Smoke, Lilies, and Jade [1926] and Jesus and Judas [1947]) serve to reveal the queer 

energies fostered by the Harlem Renaissance. 

Thematic organization has facilitated the incorporation of art works which at first 

might seem to be outside the scope of a course on queer art history.  For instance, in 

exploring art about AIDS (exemplified here by Nahum Zenil’s Self Portrait with Worms 

[1987] and Nan Goldin’s Gilles’ Arm [1994]), we have examined visual responses to 

earlier plagues and other devastating  experiences.  In this regard, we have looked at such 

images as Grünewald’s Ishenheim Altarpiece: Temptation of St. Anthony, 1515, and Noon 

(a lithograph produced in 1939 by Paul Weller for the WPA Graphic Arts Project).     
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We also have explored a wide variety of issues relevant to spectatorship and 

patronage, as we have considered such topics as art purchased and commissioned by 

women in Renaissance and Baroque Europe.   In this regard, we have examined the 

collection of Christina, Queen of Sweden, which included Veronese’s Venus Mourning 

over death of Adonis (1580) and Justus von Egmont’s Portrait of Christina as Minerva  

(1654).   Among other issues, we discuss ways in which the viewing and commissioning 

of art works constitute significant creative acts, which need to be taken into account in all 

art studies.  The analysis of such fundamental social and cultural matters serves to 

highlight ways in which queer concerns have been central, rather than peripheral, to the 

human experience.  

Thus, it perhaps is appropriate that the course serves as an introduction to art 

history for many general education students. The many art historical concerns that can be 

introduced through the study of a single topic can be exemplified by the case of Hastíín 

Klah, a famous Navajo artist, who stands next to one of his tapestries in a photograph of 

1930.  As a Nádleehí, Hastíín Klah synthesized masculine and feminine roles and 

attributes.  The power to harmonize opposites enables Nádleehí to fulfill important 

healing roles.   To harness spiritual forces, Nádleehí create sand paintings, which are 

supposed to be destroyed after their use in rituals.   Breaking with tradition, Hastíín Klah 

reproduced some of his sand paintings in large scale tapestries, such as Water Sprinklers 

(1930), for sale to white Americans.   This activity provoked great controversy, but 

Hastíín Klah believed that he was expanding the traditional intermediary functions of the 

Nádleehí by using art to bridge the gaps between cultures.   The examination of his life 

and work opens up many significant issues, such as ways physical properties and cultural 
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connotations affect the reception and interpretation of various images.  To encourage 

openness to many diverse possibilities, I try to avoid imposing a limited range of 

concepts upon the material.  Nevertheless, some overarching themes usually emerge in 

class discussions.    

I have learned much from perceptive student observations on such topics as 

interactions of colonialism and racism with constructions of sexuality and gender.  

Occasionally, however, consideration of the impact of colonialism has led to problematic, 

simplistic good/bad interpretations of issues, possibly inspired by a conviction that a 

queer sexual utopia must have existed in many cultures before the era of western 

dominance. Thus, in one class, many students dismissed as an instance of western bias 

observations in a scholarly article concerning stereotyped and derogatory representations 

of men in long term, same-sex relationships during the Tokugawa era in Japan.  Images 

under consideration in this regard included Jichosai’s caricature of Kakakuni and his 

servant, Kakubei (c. 1785) and Sukenobu’s Woman Hater (1715).   In subsequent 

versions of the course, I supplemented the article with stories by the prominent 

seventeenth century author, Iharu Saikaku, who narrated the experiences of same sex 

couples, living in defiance of the dominant conventions of their society.  Consideration of 

Saikaku’s writings helped to promote a more balanced consideration of the issues 

revealed in depictions of same sex couples and reaffirmed the importance of 

incorporating voices from the cultures under consideration. 

 The focus upon sexuality creates a number of special problems.   Ironically, in the 

context of queer art history, students can be puzzled by the absence of explicit indicators 

of sexuality or of alternative gender constructions.  For example, many initially wondered 
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why the art of Okhura Seiko (1837-1913) was featured prominently in the course.  This 

reaction surprised me because I thought her open, long-term partnership with another 

woman and her adoption of male hairstyle, costume, and lifestyle would have made her a 

subject of immediate interest, even though her work does not deal in an obvious way with 

sexual themes.   However, when such pieces as Summer Mountains (1883) were placed 

within the history of the Japanese literati and calligraphic movements, students came to 

appreciate the queer significance of her appropriation of male dominated traditions.  

Thus, they gained important insights into the subtle, as well as overt, ways that gender 

and sexuality can be expressed.   As we proceeded to examine her late paintings, such as 

Cranes (1905), students proposed interesting ways in which her synthesis of European 

and Asian styles may parallel transgender aspects of her identity.   

 Although the absence of sexuality may require special explanation, graphic 

sexuality undoubtedly creates the greatest number of problems in the classroom.   In 

particular, students often have a great deal of difficulty understanding sexualities which 

do not conform to the materialistic expectations of capitalist society.   Convinced that sex 

can not be both spiritually elevating and physically pleasurable, some students are 

profoundly confused by the graphic depictions of sexuality in Hindu temple sculpture, 

exemplified by Two Women (12th century C.E., from the Rajarani Temple, 

Bhuvaneshvara) and Layman greeting a monk (10th century C.E., from the Vishvanata 

temple, Khajuraho).   

 Highly charged erotic images, such as Sadao Hasegawa’s painting Joyfully 

Seeking the Impure Land (1981) and Katie Niles’ photograph, Hermphrodyke (1995), 

provoke a wide variety of responses.    While some students are stimulated and literally 
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aroused by such pieces, others find them deeply disturbing.   Perhaps because queer art 

history can be taken to fulfill General Education requirements, it always seems to include 

at least a few students who find the subject matter very objectionable.  Of course, 

negative comments (for instance, on the desirability of censorship and on the supposed 

power of oppression to foster creativity) raise significant issues which actually contribute 

positively to the content of the course.   

However, during the past academic year, a small group of students filed an 

official grievance which asserted that tuition dollars should not be used to fund material 

which they considered morally offensive.   Although this matter ultimately was resolved 

in my favor, the stress caused by the grievance procedure made me consider for a while 

the possibility of discontinuing the course.  However, I was moved and encouraged by 

the many unsolicited testimonials, submitted by students enrolled in the course.  Many of 

these individuals emphasized how important it had been for them to participate in a 

course that openly acknowledged both the complexity and vitality of queer sexualities.   

One of the students wrote that the course helped to her realize that “art involves all of 

life.”  What more could one want from an art history course?  
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The way in which the evolution of Latin gender has been presented most of the time 

makes an interesting case, proving -- once again -- that confounding ‘real properties’ and 

linguistic semantic features, either extensional or intensional, can lead to inappropriate 

descriptions of linguistic phenomena. The distribution of Latin nouns into various types 

according to their behavior in gender agreement has been considered as a reflex of two 

main inherent semantic oppositions: [Animate vs. Inanimate], usually considered as 

corresponding to the property of being living or not, and [Masculine vs. Feminine]. The 

neuter gender was considered as a marker governed by the nominal semantic inherent 

feature of [-Living], whereas the difference between masculine and feminine would have 

encoded features belonging to the  subcategory of [+Living]. The fact that nouns referring 

to non-living objects were of masculine or feminine gender was attributed to a primitive 

conception labeled as ‘animism’. Since the majority of Latin nouns do not have an 

explicit gender morpheme different from the stem, the gender of a noun is recognized by 

the agreement of determiners, pronouns and adjectives. The labels assigned to the four 

main categories of agreement are as follows:  

(i) masculine:  

(1) vir  bonus…  is…    
 man bonus:MASC  he: MASC 
 ‘good man. ..  he’ 
 
(ii) feminine: 

(2) femina  bona…  ea… 
 woman  good: FEM she: FEM   
 ‘good woman ...   she’ 
 
(iii) neuter: 
(3) vinum bonum… id… 
 wine good:NEUT it: NEUT 
 ‘good wine   it…’ 
 

mailto:Mimanoliu@ucdavis.edu
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(iv) nomina communia: 
(4) cives   bonus ...  Is... cives  bona...   Ea ... 
 citizen good: MASC ... He citizen good: FEM... She ... 
 ‘good citizen (man)...He...’ ‘good citizen (woman)... She...’ 
 

1. Latin as a Force-centered language. 

 

This hypothesis which considers that the Latin (or Romance) neuter encodes the feature 

[Non-living] fails to account for the fact that neuter gender has disappeared as a 

grammatical category or, when the label is still present in Romance grammars, it refers to 

a variety of phenomena that differ fundamentally from their Latin counterpart. As Comrie 

(1981: 192) has already emphasized long ago, 
 … the animacy hierarchy cannot be reduced to any single parameter,[ ...] but rather reflects a 

natural human interaction among several parameters, which include animacy in the strict sense 
[alias ‘living’: N.A.], but also definiteness (perhaps the easiest of the other parameters to extricate 
from animacy), and various means of making an entity more individuated -- such as giving it a 
name of its own, and thereby making it also more likely as a topic of conversation . The various 
individual parameters that we have discussed in this chapter are often closely related to one 
another, but there are also individual irreducible differences, and the over-all pattern is of a 
complex intertwining rather than of a single, lineary hierarchy.  

 
 In disagreement with the widespread idea that the Latin neuter gender represented 

an expression of non-living referents, we shall argue in favor of Meillet's hypothesis 

(1921.1:199-229 and 1937.2: 24-28) that the subcategorization of Latin nouns according 

to their behavior in agreement strategies reveals an interpretation of the world that takes 

into consideration the capacity of influencing human life in negative or positive ways, i.e. 

[(In)active]. Compare the following distribution of nouns: 

(a) Inactive, Passive: neuter 

(5) saxum ‘stone’, templum ‘temple’, tempus ‘time’; most nouns referring to fruit: pirum 
‘pear’, prunum ‘prune’, etc.  

and  
 
(b) Active:  
(6) feminine: terra ‘earth’, arbor ‘tree’, like femina ‘woman’, or 
     masculine: ignis ‘fire’, ventus ‘wind’, like vir ‘man’, servum ‘serf’, etc. 
 
Since passive objects are not conceivable as active, the semantic feature [Passive] 

behaves in fact as the marked term of the opposition, which is also congruent with other 

descriptions that consider that the neuter is the marked term of gender oppositions in 
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Latin. The fact that neuter nouns always syncretize the subject case (nominative) with the 

direct-object case (accusative) can be accounted for only if neuter is considered as a 

distributional class of nouns reflecting a feature which deals with the incapacity of being 

actively and effectively involved in the event. [Passivity] seems to have been assigned as 

an inherent stem feature in neuter nouns (e.g. acetum ‘sour wine, vinegar’, saxum ‘stone’, 

templum ‘temple’) but situationally (event-dependent) in non-neuters.1 These properties 

cannot be unrelated to the fact that neuter morphemes (for subject and direct object) are 

identical with accusative morphemes in feminine or masculine nouns. Compare: 

(7) neuter:  templum  
   ‘temple’:NEUT/NOM/ACC 
and non-neuter: servum    and  feminam. 
   ‘servant’:MASC/ACC  ‘woman’:FEM/ACC. 
 
The syncretism of nominative (the case of the topic or of the subject par excellence, with 

the accusative (the direct-object case) reminds one of ergative languages. In a group of 

such languages, the ergative case is the marker of the noun expressing the ‘agent’ or 

‘actor’ or active force. The distinction between nouns carrying the feature [+Active] and 

those carrying the opposite feature (i.e. [-Active]) is more important than the distinction 

between subject and object. A relic of this interpretation may be illustrated by the 

following Latin examples: 

(8) Marcus  saxum  movit      and (9) saxum  movit 
 Marcus:nom stone:ACC moved    stone:NOM moved 
 ‘Marc moved the stone’     ‘the stone moved’, 

where saxum has the same ending either as a direct object or as a subject, that is the 

ending -m. In brief, in our opinion, the morpheme –m encoded the feature [Inactive, 

Passive] rather than a semantic function such as direct object. 

 There is evidence to suggest that the ending -s originates in a nominative marker 

that occurred only with nouns carrying the feature [+Active] (see Wolfe,1980, and Lyons, 

1968: 356). It is for this reason that we agree with Meillet's hypothesis and associate the 

set of neuter nouns with the feature [+Passive], and the opposite set (masculine and 

feminine nouns) with the feature [-Passive]. As activity was usually associated with 

animacy in the sense of [Living], the neuter has been interpreted by most modern 

                                                 
1 For the interpretation of [Pasivity] as an inherent noun feature see also Cameron (1985) 
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grammarians as expressing the feature inanimate in the sense of ‘non-Living’. In this 

way, many hypotheses dealing with the evolution of Latin gender in Romance have 

rested on a false identification of two different referential features, namely [Living] and 

[Active]. An interesting definition of the feature encoding “activeness” as an inherent 

characteristic of objects may be found already in Aristotle’s Metaphysics (Book ∆, 

Chapter 12) under the name of  δύναµις, δυνατόυ – άδυναµία, άδύνατον (roughly 

“capacity” – “incapacity”): 

 We call  a CAPACITY what originates a change or alteration either in another thing or qua 
other, as for instance housebuilding is a capacity which is not a constituent of the things 
being built, but doctoring, which is a capacity, might be a constituent of the thing being 
doctored, but not of it being doctored. (Kirwan, 1993: 46)  

And further on: 
 INCAPACITY is lack of capacity, i.e. of the kind of origin described, either in general or 

by something which characteristically possesses it or even at a time already characteristic 
of its possession. For people would not assert in the same way that a boy, a grown man, 
and a eunuch are incapable of begetting. Again, corresponding to each of the two 
capacities (for merely changing things, and for changing them satisfactorily) there is an 
opposite incapacity (Kirwan, 1993:47).2 

 
It is to be noted at this point that the notion of CAPACITY is confined to a specific type of 

capacity, i.e. capacity of doing something (change or alteration). In Foley and Van Valin 

(1984: 290-300) the usual term for an active participant is doer. It is the argument of a 

predicate that corresponds to the participant who performs, effects, instigates or controls 

the situation denoted by the predicate. However it is not impossible to imagine that, 

according to the Latin conception of the universe, some forces (though not persons) could 

control and act with a purpose 

 The class of non-neuters is divided thus into masculine and feminine 

distributional classes and seems to correspond only prototypically to active forces (active 

in the sense that they are capable of affecting human life), such as wind, fire, earth, or 

men and women (see Meillet.1921.1: 199-229 and 1937.2: 24 - 28).3   

 Another phenomenon which supports our hypothesis that active force (rather than 

living) constituted the motivation for gender classes may be found in the behavior of the 

PN in passive constructions. As Ernout & Thomas (1953: 207-208) point out, the 

construction of the passive Prepositional Phrase ab + NP is acceptable for nouns carrying 

                                                 
2 Later on (1019b 33), Kirwan adds in parentheses the translation “power” to “capacity”. 
3  A word such as manus “hand”  of feminine gender has also the meaning “force”. 
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the following semantic features: persons (a tyranno uapulaui ‘I was struck by the tyrant’, 

Seneca, Contr.9.4,2) animals (superamur a bestiis, ‘we are surpassed by animals’ Cic., 

Fi. 2,111), birds (ab aquila ... impositum, ‘inflicted ... by [an/the] eagle’ Cic., Leg. 1,4) 

and things which entails the idea of activity (luna ‘moon’, sol ‘sun’, natura ‘nature’, 

uirtus ‘virtue’, etc., ex. ab his uirtutibus tot uitia superari, ‘so many vices to be surpassed 

by these virtues’, Cic., Cat. 2, 25). 

 In any noun of feminine gender the most prototypical feature was related to the 

ideas of life, fertility, the mother’s womb, and even fury, which reminds us of the ancient 

goddesses of the Mediterranean area as well as of other ancient cultures such as Celtic 

cosmogony. It seems that even the name Eva in the book of Genesis is a transliteration of 

the Hebrew word for “life” rather than a proper noun (See Quatro, 2003: 38-39 and 53). 

 The loss of neuter gender, associated with the inherent semantic feature [Passive], 

must have been the consequence of a change in the perception of the state of affairs, 

when ‘to be active or not’ became a contextually assigned feature according to the events 

linguistically reconstructed as it was the case in the classes of feminine and masculine 

nouns.  

 The hypothesis emphasizing the role of [Passivity] in the gender classification of 

Latin nouns does not contradict the view that the development of a grammatical gender 

is not merely based on semantic motivations of a kind or another. According to the 

hypothesis advanced by Karl Brugmann (1897) and developed later by W.P. Lehmann 

(1958) and L. Fodor (1959), grammatical gender in Indo-European first developed 

through agreement (or ‘concord’). As Jakobson (1960) emphasized, agreement has a 

phatic function, insuring text coherence especially in languages with a freer word order 

that creates the possibility of inserting various constituents between a noun and its 

determiners. More specifically, similarity of linguistic function led to similarity of 

endings (i.e. agreement) between nouns and the corresponding adjectives and pronouns, 

without reference to sex or natural gender (see Ibrahim 1973). The semantic motivation 

was assigned later. It is far from easy to determine how far the semantic interpretation 

assigned to [±Feminine] and [±Passivity] in various Indo-European dialects remained in 

Latin -- i.e. to what extent the idea that things could be or not inherently passive or 

assimilated to men and women were still living and productive in Latin speakers. What is 
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beyond doubt is that metaphors drawn from activity and sexuality were nurtured to their 

socio-cultural environment. One has only to think of the extent to which the forces of 

nature are represented in Latin mythology by men and women. 

 

2. Factors favoring the loss of neuter as a grammatical category. 

2.1. The Semantic Factor. 
 
A change in the interpretation of the world cannot however, on its own, explain either how 

and why the redistribution of Romance nouns by gender proceeded as it did and, in 

particular, the fact that, generally speaking, the category of neuter nouns was absorbed into 

that of masculine or (less frequently) feminine, rather than the reverse. The new 

subcategorization of referents could not have immediate impact on the grammatical 

structure for well-known reasons. In brief, it would not have been possible to bring 

grammatical gender into line with natural gender without an excessive number of 

complicated linguistic modifications, such as changes in the subcategorization of nouns, in 

selectional rules, and in the use of affixes. The effort would have been all the more costly (in 

Martinet's words) since the stage of linguistic development reached by Latin gender did not 

call for grammatical gender to be reorganized according to natural gender. Gender, 

functioning as an iterative connective element, as an indication of the link between the noun 

and its determiners, is not strictly tied to the extralinguistic distinction of nouns into living 

beings and things, or into females and males. It is precisely due to the loosening of the link 

between the linguistic gender and the characteristics of referents, that allowed either (a) 

various linguistic factors or (b) a new semantic interpretation of gender affixes to operate in 

such a way that, in each Romance-speaking area, substantive stems came to be differently 

distributed among genders from the way in which they had been distributed in Latin. 

Among the most influential of these factors, as we shall see, were the loss of case endings 

and the need to reinforce oppositions of number.  

 

2.2.  Morphological Factors 

 

2.2.1. The evolution of the case system: the loss of the distinction between accusative and 

nominative. As we have already argued, the neuter seems to have been originally associated 
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with the notion of ‘a less active protagonist’, with [Passivity]. It has to be noted here that, 

due to the differentiated grammatical treatment of two important features linked to the idea 

of agentivity, namely the features [Persons] and [Dynamic] in the evolution of Romance 

languages, when talking about Latin, we prefer not to use the popular word Agent, which is 

usually associated with the most active participant and volition, because the active 

protagonist could be a force which had no purpose for its actions.4 We shall use instead the 

term [Dynamic] as the semantic feature encoding the idea of  ‘the most active protagonist’. 

 With the spread of syntactic subjectization (probably at first as a mark of the topic of 

the discourse), the subject ceases to be necessarily associated with the notion of 

‘dynamicity’, with the result that the subject marker could occur with any type of noun. 

 Since the role is assigned to participants by the event, and the event is usually 

represented by the verb, there is no wonder that the verb would carry the mark for indicating 

that the most active participant or another participant is the most salient discourse entity, and 

consequently, accorded the subject status. It is for this reason that Late Latin and Romance 

would develop a plain passive form.  

 The function of the subject is manifested first and foremost by agreement in number 

and person with the verb and so there is little wonder that the case marker becomes 

redundant and, though later in some areas than in others, the distinction between nominative 

and accusative disappears altogether. Consequently, the subcategorization of nouns 

according to the syncretism between the nominative and accusative is lost. 

 

2.2.1.1. Western Romance. In Ibero-Romance, for example, the loss of case distinctions 

happens when -s in the singular is lost and the endings -os, -as are generalized in the plural, 

probably encouraged by the Osco-Umbrian varieties, where the same morphemes were also 

used for nominative plural. In Gallo-Romance, the difference between masculine and neuter 

nouns of the 2nd declension with regard to the behavior of case morphemes was lost for the 

reason that, here, there was an especially pronounced tendency to extend the mark of the 

subject-case -s, from the masculine to the neuter.  This tendency, for originally neuter stems  

to take masculine gender morphemes, was already attested in Latin: 

                                                 
4 According to Dowty (1991), the prototypical agent displays the following features: voluntary participation, sentience, 
movement, cause (see also the definition of prototypical agent in Sells, 2001). 
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(10) Lat. corius ‘skin, leather’, dorsus ‘back, ridge’ for corium, dorsus in Plautus, 
   balneus ‘bath’, vinus ‘wine’,  fatus ‘fate’, in Petronius.  

It is quite interesting to notice that in Old French texts, the nouns that better preserved their 

nominative forms were however those carrying the feature [+Person] (see Reenan and 

Schøsler, 1986, Schøsler 2001). Later on new forms, without -s are reconstructed for neuter 

nouns that had an -s in Latin, probably because -s became the plural marker par excellence: 

(11)  Sp. cuerpo ‘body’, pecho ‘breast’ - but Lat. corpus, pectus. 
 

2.2.1.2. Eastern Romance. In the East, i.e. in Italian and Romanian, where not only the -m of 

the accusative singular  is lost as everywhere else, but also the -s of the nominative singular 

(e.g. lupus ‘wolf’- It. lupo, Rom. lup(u)), the distinction between nominative and accusative 

singular was lost in masculine nouns of the 2nd-declension, which thereby fell into line with 

the feminine nouns (1st declension), where this had happened earlier (cf. porta:NOM/SG vs. 

porta(m):ACC/ SG; cf. It. porta; Rom. poartă (for both nominative and accusative), and 

neuter nouns, for which the distinction never existed. Compare, for example:  

(12)  Cl. Lat.:    E. Romance: 
 NOM: filius templum filiu templu 
 ACC: filium templum  
  ‘son’ ‘temple’ ‘son’ ‘temple’. 
 
2.2.3. The need of reinforcing the opposition between singular and plural. The need to 

stress the distinction between singular and plural proved stronger than the need to maintain 

the distinction between neuter and non-neuter. The characteristic neuter plural ending --a 

(e.g. folium ‘leaf’, pl. folia) was also the ending of feminine singular nouns of the 1st 

declension. The loss of the importance of the semantic distinction between animate and 

inanimate nouns, was no longer an impediment for reinterpreting the noun forms ending in -

a as feminine singular nouns.  As the feminine constituted the marked term of the opposition 

of gender , and as -a is (already in Latin), the most characteristically feminine ending (since 

in the first declension, the most regular declension, -a was the thematic vowel and it was 

overwhelmingly represented by feminine nouns with a high frequency), it is not at all 

surprising that the new plural markers should have come to be applied to the noun stems no 

matter the etymological class of noun, including to the neuter nouns for marking the plural. 

As a matter of fact, in Romance languages, -a or its various allomorphs (Rom. ă, Fr. Schwa, 

with its consequences upon the last previous consonant) become even more felt as feminine 
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endings Even in Italian and Romanian, which occasionally retain the plural -a (though 

usually replacing it by the plural endings par excellence -e and -i), the ending -a, was 

reinterpreted semantically, as, for example, in the evolution of the collective singular or 

plural. The plural is the marked term in the number opposition and the spread of the 

characteristic masculine and feminine plural endings (-s in the west, -i, -e in the east) to 

originally neuter nouns contributed to the obliteration of the morphological distinction 

between neuter and non-neuter.  As shown above, in Daco-Romance, and to a more limited 

extent in Italian too, the falling together of masculine and neuter in the singular and the 

maintenance of a distinction between -i and -a (or a reflex thereof) in the plural led to the 

creation of a category of stems characterized by a so-called ‘neuter’ or ‘ambigenera’ type of 

agreement that is masculine in the singular and feminine in the plural..  

 In brief,  the loss of the neuter as the third term of the morphological category of 

gender could well be linked, as has been mentioned above to a change in the way that Latin 

speakers interpreted the world around them, especially the feature of [Passivity] as an 

inherent feature of certain referents. Due to a conceptual change, whose motivation goes 

beyond the scope of the present contribution, in Late Latin and the early Romance languages 

the opposition Passive vs. Non-Passive ceased to be an inherent semantic feature of the 

noun. In other terms, referents ceased to be viewed as inherently passive or not. In our 

opinion, this dramatic change cannot be unconnected with the religious encounter of 

polytheistic and monotheistic interpretations of divinity or supernatural forces. But, what is 

more important at this time is the fact that such a hypothesis has a high explanatory power, 

since it can account for various Romance phenomena that have not found satisfactory 

explanations in the current literature, namely,  the degrammaticalization of the neuter gender 

in all Romance languages. The so-called ‘Romance neuter’ usually refers to two cases of 

agreement: 

 (i) the agreement between nouns and adjectives which requires a masculine form in 

the singular and a feminine form in the plural (see (3.1) below), and 

 (ii) the rejection of any agreement between a neuter pronominal form and a noun. In 

other words, the neuter pronouns are not controlled by neuter nouns as was the case 

in Latin. Moreover, they occur when the speaker does not connect it with a noun 

belonging to either the masculine or the feminine distributional class.   
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Let us examine several consequences of this process of degrammaticalization. 

 

3.  The ‘femininization’ of neuter gender. 

 

An expression launched by Spitzer (1941: 339-371), ‘the femininization of the neuter’ 

encompasses a series of phenomena such as: 

(i) The reshaping of the agreement.   

(ii) Morphological replacement. 

(iii) The loss of the plural value.   

(iv) The ‘femininization’ of pro-sentences. 

Let us examine each of these four phenomena. 

 

3.1. The reshaping of the agreement, 
 

Several forms inheriting the neuter plural ending -a require feminine plural forms of 

determiners, adjectives, and pronouns (see Bonfante 1961): 

(13) It. l'  uovo le  uova 

    the:MASC.SG egg the:FEM.PL eggs 
 ‘the egg’  ‘the eggs’ 
 
(14) Rom. un  ou proaspăt  ouă proaspete 
 a:MASC.SG egg fresh:MASC.SG  eggs fresh:FEM.PL 
 ‘a fresh egg’     ‘fresh eggs’ . 
 
The same type of agreement characterizes the collective plural or dual endings in Italian: 
 
(15) le ditta ‘the: FEM/PL fingers [of a hand]’, le ginocchia ‘the: FEM/PL [both] knees’. 
 
The remotivation of such endings as feminine markers is strong enough to determine the 

figurative combinations of nouns.  See, for example, un popor frate, lit. ‘a brother people’, 

i.e. ‘a fraternal (friendly) people’, which has as its plural popoare surori, lit. ‘sister peoples’. 

 

3.2. Morphological replacement. 

 

The plural ending in -a (or its variant -ora) was replaced by the typical feminine plural 

ending -e (< Lat. ae: cf. dominae ‘mistress’:FEM. PL. NOM.).  Compare: 
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(16) Lat. neuter ossa    Rom.  oasele 
  bones:NEUT.PL   bones-the:FEM.PL 
 
(Cf. V. Lat. ossa exterae ‘exterior:FEM. PL bones’, CIL, III: 9450: 7, in Rosetti, 1986:129) 

 A typical neuter ending in Romanian, -uri is the result of a morphological reanalysis 

of Latin pairs such as tempus ‘time’ - tempora ‘times’, in which -ora was seen as 

representing the morpheme of neuter plural.  In old Rom. -ora became -ură, then final -ă 

was replaced by -e (-ure: cf. lucrure ‘things’), and finally, -e was replaced by -i, the typical 

plural ending in Eastern Romance (see Rom. timp ‘timp’ -- timpuri ‘times’). 

 

3.3. The loss of the plural value. 

 

Another proof that the neuter lost any link with the feature [+Passive] is the fact that the 

plural neuter morpheme -a (cf. Lat. folium ‘leaf:NEUTER.SG, nom/acc, and folia 

‘leaves:NEUTER.PLURAL, NOM/ACC’) could be realigned semantically to its homophonous 

counterpart, i.e. the prototypical expression of feminine singular Several neuter plurals have 

been reinterpreted as feminine singular forms, with which they shared the same ending, i.e. -

a.  For example, most nouns referring to fruit, whose form in -a could be viewed as 

representing a collective plural, became feminine, once the idea of collective plural 

vanished. Compare: 

(17) Lat. loca, collective plural of locus ‘place’, but loci, ‘places’, regular plural. 

(18)  neuter: Lat. pirum ‘pear’ - pira ‘pears’   

(19) feminine singular: Fr. la poire, It. pera, Rom. pară ‘pear’. 
 
Even poetic plurals of abstract nouns such as gaudium ‘joy’ were reinterpreted as feminine 

singular in some areas (cf. Fr. la joie, It. la gióia ‘the: FEM.SG  joy’ < Lat. gaudia ‘joys’). 

 

3.4. The ‘femininization’ of pro-sentences. 

 

 In some areas feminine pro-forms are used as pro-sentences, that is they refer to entire 

sentences (see Rom. asta ‘this’ in (20)) or as indexicals referring to objects whose class is 

presented as unknown and therefore the neuter gender of the pronoun is not controlled by a 

noun (see Rom. (20)- (21)).  
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(20) E mereu în întârziere, şi asta nu-mi place! 
 He is always late and this:NEUT.SG displeases me!  
 
(21) Ce-i asta? 
 ‘What is this?’ 
 
An interesting proof that in such contexts asta is interpreted as neuter is the fact that its 

predicative noun is not an adjective but an adverb: 

(22) Asta nu- i bine 
this not is well 

 ‘This is no good’ 
 
The feminine form of pronouns may be used in certain metaphorical expressions: 

(23) Sp. ¡A  mi   con  esas! (Alvarez Quintero, in Fernandez, 1951: 166) 
    To me:DAT with these: FEM.PL 
   ‘Don't give me that!’ 
 
(24) Rom. A luat -o   la  fugă 
  has-he took it: FEM.SG at running 
  ‘He started to run’ 
 
This use is also attributed to the reinterpretation of the neuter plural demonstrative forms as 

feminine singular forms. 

 

4. The semantic remotivation of the difference between neuter and non-neuter. 

4.1. Neutre versus Masculine nouns: Dual/Collective. 

 

 In some Spanish dialects such as Asturian, the difference between neuter and non-neuter 

expresses the opposition between [Collective] and [non-Collective], usually in the sense that 

the parts are subordinated to a unique whole (e.g. part of the body as belonging to the same 

person). Compare: 

(25) pilu ‘the hair as a collective entity’ vs. pelo ‘(individual) hair’ 
see also 
(26) It.   i ditti ‘the:MASC.PL fingers’ and  
 le ditta ‘the:NEUT.COLL PL fingers (of a hand)’.  
 

4.2. The semantic reinterpretation of neuter gender agreement 

 

 In Romanian there is a special distributional class of nouns called ‘neuter nouns’ that 

behave as masculines in the singular and as feminines in the plural. A similar distributional 
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class may be found in other Romance areas as well (see Bonfante, 1961), but only in 

Romanian have they reached a high degree of productivity and frequency: according to 

Cârstea (1970:20), more than 22% of nouns are neuter, with a frequency of 21%. See (27): 

 
 
(27) tablou  frumos   tablouri  frumoase 
 painting  beautiful:MASC.SG/SG paintings beautiful:FEM.PL 
 ‘beautiful painting’   ‘beautiful paintings’ 
 
In Romance grammars, or grammars of Romanian, nouns of this class have often been 

referred to as ‘neuter’ (Rom. gen neutru ‘neuter gender’, substantive neutre ‘neuter nouns’, 

or substantive ambigene ‘ambigenera nouns’, lit. ‘nouns of both-genders’). Even when not 

banishing the neuter from the category of gender (see Hall 1965), previous works have often 

reached contradictory conclusions, claiming either that it has nothing to do with the Latin 

neuter (Rosetti: 1986: 603) or that it is an archaism (Malkiel 1985).  

 Unlike its Latin counterpart, the Romanian neuter distributional class is no longer 

concerned with the degree of participation in the event, with [non-Dynamicity], but rather 

with the feature [-Living], as the regrouping of ‘animate’ Latin nouns into the Romanian 

distributional class of neuters shows. Compare: 

  Masculine    Neuter 

(28) Lat. ventus ‘wind’  and (29 ) Rom. vânt ‘wind’ – vânturi ‘winds’ 
 Lat. focus ‘hearth’    Rom. foc ‘fire’ – focuri ‘fires’  

 

But the inclusion of collective animates such as popor ‘people’, stol ‘flock’, etc. in the 

neuter distributional class can be accounted for by postulating a secondary semantic 

reorganization according to ‘the possibility versus impossibility of talking about gender 

distinctions’, instead of [±Living]. Moreover, in Romanian this semantic feature of 

‘indifference to sex distinction’ also governs the choice of predicative adjectives with 

multiple subjects (the syntactic level), even when the nouns do not belong to the neuter 

distributional class. Compare (30) and (31): 

 
(30)  peretele   şi poarta      sunt proaspăt vopsite 
        wall-the:MASC.SG and gate-the:FEM.SG    are recently  painted: FEM.PL 
 ‘the wall and the gate have been recently painted’ 
but 
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(31) băiatul    şi fata   sunt plecaţi 
 boy-the: MASC/SG and girl-the: FEM/SG     are gone: MASC/PL 
 ‘the boy and the girl are gone’  
 
In (30) where the feature [-Indifference to gender] characterizes the multiple subject 

composed of a masculine noun (perete alb ‘white:MASC.SG wall’ -- pereţi albi 

‘white:MASC.PL walls’), and a feminine noun (poartă albă ‘white: FEM.SG gate’ - porţi 

albe ‘white: FEM.PL gates’), the predicative adjective takes the feminine form: vopsite, as in 

the case of neuter nouns. In (31), the subject expressed by a combination of a masculine 

noun and a feminine noun refers to persons and, consequently, the adjective takes the 

masculine form (plecaţi).  

 In brief, ‘neuter’ represents the neutral (or zero) term in the semantic hierarchy 

referring to natural gender. In this way, Romanian conforms to the Romance type, in which 

the morphology as well as the semantics of grammatical gender are organized around the 

features [±Sexed], and [± Feminine]. 

 

4.3.  The semantic remotivation of neuter pronominal forms. 

 

In fact, the neuter pronouns have been remotivated in different ways: for example, as 

markers of indifference to quantification (see Ojeda, 1993), as discourse markers (for 

French: see Jokinen 1986, Boone 1987, Manoliu 1990b etc.). If the feature [Indifference to 

the whole/part relation] may be considered among the features belonging to the 

intensionality of Romance neuter demonstratives in general, the feature [Non-Living] is 

limited pragmatically and socially to their intension in determined conditions (Manoliu, 

1990: 111).5 

 

4.3.1. The Spanish neuter article lo is used only  to nominalize various attributive phrases 

expressed by: 

                                                 
5 In Martin (1983) and Wilmet  (1986:194-195)’s model, extensionality is defined as the set of referents corresponding to an 
NP outside a given co-text (“ensemble des êtres ou des objets auquels un substantif, un adjectif ou un syntagme nominal 
sont applicables hors énoncé”), whereas extension is defined as the set of referents corresponding to an NP within a certain 
utterance (co-text).(“ensemble des êtres auxquels un substantif, un adjectif ou un syntagme nominal sont applicables en 
énoncé”). Intensionality is the set of semantic features (the signified) of an NP out of the co-text (“somme des traits 
sémiques formant le signifié d’un substantif, d’un adjectif ou un d’syntagme nominal hors énoncé”) whereas intension is the 
set of sémiques features (the signified) of an NP within a given co-text (utterance) (“somme des traits sémiques formant le 
signifié d’un substantif, d’un adjectif ou d’un syntagme nominal en énoncé”). 
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(i) adjectives: 

(32)  lo difícil ‘what is difficult’, lo bueno ‘what is good’, etc. 

The adjective accompanied by lo refers to the quality itself, as an abstract idea. If we 

substitute for this the masculine article el, we modify the semantic structure of the adjective, 

introducing in particular the feature [+Countable], i.e. individualizing the reference, picking 

out a particular individual characterized by the quality in question (see (33)): 

 
(33) ¿Qué lápiz ha comprado? - El rojo. 
 ‘Which pencil have you bought? - The red [one]’. 

(ii) it can also nominalize a PN: 

(34)   yo me encargo de lo del divorcio. 
‘I shall take care of the [formalities] of the divorce’ (Telenovela: Preciosa). 
 

But the gender of the substantivized adjective remains unchanged (el malo ‘the evil [man]’ - 

lo malo ‘the evil’) as shown by the agreement with the predicative adjective: 

(35) el/  lo  malo es  feo 
 the: MASC/SG / the:NEUT.SG evil is  ugly: MASC.SG. 
 ‘the evil is ugly’ 
 
(b) The anaphoric personal and demonstrative pronouns take a neuter form: esto, ese, ello, 

aquello, when referring to a nominalized expression determined by lo. 

(36) Aspiro a que se piense aquí en lo religioso y se medite en ello (Unamuno, in Coste and 
Redondo, 1965:200) 

 ‘I want people here to think of what is religious and to meditate upon it’ 
 
 Neuter pronouns may also refer to a whole idea, to an entire event expressed by one 
or several sentences: 
 
(37) Sp. Roman antés me queria mucho […] y esto es un secreto grande (Carmen Laforet, Nada) 

‘Way back Roman used to love me very much […] and this is a great secret’ 
 
(38) Pg. - Você, perdendo a noite, é capaz de não dormir de dia ? 
  - Já tenho feito isso. 
 ‘- You, [although] wasting your night, you cannot sleep during the day?’ 
 ‘-  I have already done that ?’ 
 

The neuter article does not contain, therefore, a connective iterative seme functioning in the 

same way as the masculine and feminine semantic features. Whether or not one recognizes 

the existence of a neuter gender by virtue of the agreement of the substantivized expression 

and the corresponding personal/demonstrative pronoun, from a semantic point of view, the 
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neuter article lo actualizes a very interesting semantic feature, namely the indifference to 

both gender and number oppositions [i.e. ±Count]. In other words, the neuter NP in question 

is outside the scope of gender and number oppositions. It is for this reason that it is opposed 

to both masculine and feminine common nouns characterized by the feature [+Count] (e.g., 

el bueno ‘the good one’) and abstract and mass nouns, characterized by the feature [-Count] 

(e.g. la bondad ‘the goodness’). 

 In colloquial Portuguese, the neuter demonstrative isto ‘this’ may be used even as an 

adverbial instead of agora ‘now’ (Vaszquez Cuesta et al: 1980: 503) : 

(39)  Isto que horas serão? 
 Now what time would be? 
 

4.3.2. French neuter pronouns 

4.3.2.1.   Exophoric use: the feature [Non-person]. When used in connection with objects 

in praesentia, Fr. cela (spoken form: ça) refers to objects whose class has not been defined 

(either because it is unknown or because the speaker is not interested in defining it) and, 

therefore, no concept (i.e. no intensionality) can be associated with it.  The extension of the 

NP in question is determined by a deictic gesture, pointing to the object;  the intension of 

cela (ça) is thus based solely upon the world of discourse (i.e. the external conditions of the 

speech event).  

(40) a. Qu‘est-ce que c'est (que) ça? 
  What   it is   that:NEUT.SG? 
  ‘What is this’. 
 
 b. Prends  ça! 
  Take   that: NEUT/SG! 
  ‘Take this!’ 
 
 c. Attention de ne pas vous casser la gueule,  
  Watch you don't fall (break your neck) 
   ça   glisse, (Queneau, F.B.: 181) 
   that: NEUT.SG  is slippery 
  ‘Watch you don't fall, this/it is slippery’. 
 

 Ça is used exophorically when the domain of the objects from which the referent to 

be identified is to be picked out belongs to the world of non-persons. In certain contexts, 

however, ça may refer to persons, when the speaker wants to deny the fact that the referent 

in question resembles a person. In other words, it is not the inherent characteristic of the 
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referent that allows the use of ça, but the way the speaker wants to present it. It is thus the 

particular speaker's attribution of a feature such as [Non-person] that conditions the use of 

ça as an indexical means. 

 The preservation of this restriction cannot be unconnected with social variables, 

since it would seem impolite to point at a person in praesentia.  The normal form of asking 

about a person‘s identity would be, for example: 

(41) Qui est ce monsieur/cette dame/ce jeune homme/cette jeune fille, etc.? 
 ‘Who is this/that gentleman/ this/that lady, this/that boy/ this/that girl, etc?‘, 
 

when the referent is identifiable as a male or as a female.   

 

4.3.2.2.  Discourse-built intensions: from ‘this thing‘ to ‘this referent‘. Gender properties 

reflecting inherent, social or pragmatic features belong to the intension, if not to the 

intensionality of the noun (see Manoliu, 1990).  Therefore, the absence of any positive value 

in the coreferential NP for the variables responsible for the choice of gender in pronouns 

predicts that the peculiarities of anaphoric neuter demonstratives must belong, in one way or 

another, to the area of intensional relations. In fact, as will be argued below, when used 

anaphorically, ce and cela (and its spoken variant ça) become first and foremost markers of 

co-extensionality, while the intensional relations with the related NP are exploited in various 

ways. 

(a)  Sentential referents.  Neuter demonstratives have the same intension as their preceding 

NP only when they refer to a sentence or to a set of sentences, precisely because a sentential 

constituent has no ‘intensionality’ (there is no concept associated with it) and, consequently, 

it is also deprived of any positive governing properties as to the gender of the corresponding 

pronoun: 

(42) Garcia m'a expliqué, dit-il.  Cela peut se faire.  De toute façon, ça vous coutera dix mille 
francs (Camus, La peste:122) 

 ‘G. explained [it] to me.  It [lit. that] can be done. Anyhow it [lit. that] will cost you 
ten thousand francs’. 

 
(43) - Eh, eh, dit Cidrolin. On a de l'instruction. / - ça ne gâte rien. Vous ne trouvez pas? 

(Queneau, F.B.: 152) 
 ‘- Well, well, one has education. /- This [neuter] doesn't do any damage, does it? Don't you 

think so?’ 
 
 (b)  Losing noun intensionality:  linking properties . 
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 (i) Specific NP's as antecedents.  When used anaphorically in conjunction with a 

noun referring to a specific referent, cela (ça) is in opposition to the personal pronouns 

(il/elle).  The ‘loose’ relationship of neuters with what seems to be their governing NP (the 

co-extensional noun) is manifest in the lack of agreement between them, as is shown by the 

fact that the attribute takes the unmarked terms of gender and number, i.e., the masculine 

and the singular. Semantically, the loose relationship in question is exploited in such a way 

that ça is not co-intensional with its related NP. Let us consider the following utterances: 

(44) - Qu'est-ce qu'on fait quand y a de la neige sur la péniche? 
 - On la pousse dans l'eau et ça fait floc. (Queneau, F.B.: 181) 
 ‘- What one is supposed to do when there is snow on the canal-boat?’ 
 ‘- One pushes it:FEM.SG. into the water and it:NEUTER.SG. goes plop’. 
 
If the personal pronoun la constructs a mental representation taking as its point of departure 

the properties of the ‘snow’, to which the property ‘being on the canal-boat’ is added, ça 

creates a mental representation in which the properties of ‘the snow’ as such do not count as 

much as the property added by the immediately mentioned predicate, i.e. ‘to be thrown into 

the water’, since only this property is directly linked to the property introduced by the 

following predicate ‘going plop’.  

 Another effet de sens originating in the difference in intension between personal 

pronouns and neuter demonstratives (based on the variations in the role played by the 

properties of the noun in the construction of discourse representations) is the use of cela (ça) 

for indicating that the addressee (i.e. speaker B) does not believe that (or pretends that) the 

class-description provided by speaker A is appropriate for the referent in question, or worse, 

that such a class exists (see for example (46)): 

(45) A: - J'ai entendu la musique des sphères. 
 B: - Et ça fait quel bruit? (Queneau, F.B.: 145) 
 A: - ‘I heard the music of the spheres.’ 
 B: - ‘And this:NEUT makes what (kind of) noise?’. 
 
If B said: Et elle (‘she’, as required by la musique) fait quel bruit? the existence of the 

‘musique des sphères’ would not be questioned, because the personal pronoun is 

co-intensional with the governing noun. See also (46): 

(46) - Dites, monsieur le duc, les préadamites qu'est-ce que c'est? 
 - Un truc pour taquiner le brave Onésiphore.  Cela n'existe pas.  Mais si cela existait, le 

brave Onésiphore serait bien embêté. 
 - Mais qu'est-ce que c'est?  
 - Des hommes qui auraient existé avant Adam. (Queneau, F.B.: 175). 
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 ‘- Tell (me), Sir, preadamites, what is it?’ 
 ‘- A trick to tease our brave Onésiphore.  That: NEUT doesn't exist.  But if that:NEUT 

existed, our brave O. would be quite annoyed.’ 
 ‘- But what is it?’ 
 ‘- People who are supposed to have existed before Adam.’ 
 
In this case, ça can refer to ‘humans’, because the speaker does not believe that the 

description ‘preadamite’ may apply to any existing object. Generally speaking, ça overtly 

marks the fact that the speaker thinks that there is a ‘distance’ between his mental 

representation and the one his addressee might have. It is for this reason that ça is very 

frequently used in spoken French for introducing ‘anti-topics’, i.e. before nouns, even 

specific, which refer to representations which have been previously evoked, but when the 

speaker is not sure that the addressee has enough information to retrieve the topic. 

 

Conclusions. Redefining grammatical gender. 

The changes undergone by grammatical gender in Romance languages were mainly 

triggered by social and pragmatic variables. Once an inherent semantic feature such as 

[±Passive] had lost its privileged status in gender agreement. the neuter gender lost its 

phatic function and was redefined especially in the pronominal domain as a marker of 

indifference to “natural gender” and/or “quantification”. 
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It has always been a tradition amongst the empiricists and the rationalists, in their 

approach for foundations of knowledge, to claim that our knowledge is obtained 

through sense experience or reason alone, the empiricists defending sense experience 

and the rationalists defending reason.  Karl Popper thinks that the empiricists and the 

rationalists are both mistaken in their search for certainty and by positing that there 

are secure foundations of our knowledge.  He argues that our starting point is vague 

and we build on insecure foundations.  The main problem in epistemology for him is 

the growth of knowledge not the foundations of knowledge.  This paper intends to 

argue that though Popper says traditional epistemologists are mistaken in positing 

foundations for knowledge, these foundations are in actual fact the corner stone of 

every conjecture.  Through comparative analysis, the paper argues that Popper’s 

conjecture theory serves as a foundation for the growth of knowledge just as 

Descartes’ ‘I think therefore I am’.  
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ABSTRACT 
Using the Einstein’s Protégés Program to Foster Student-Centered Learning in a 

Music for Dance Class 
 
The University of Arizona is a school that encourages and supports student-centered 
learning. The University Teaching Center (UTC) offers special programs and 
development courses that enable faculty to develop the skills and materials they need in 
order to design student-centered classes. One of these programs is the Einstein’s 
Protégés Program (http://teachingteams.arizona.edu/ep/index.htm). 
 
The idea behind the Einstein’s Protégés Program is that many students do not have 
what the UTC calls critical competencies or learning and information literacy skills, 
which enable them to be successful in college. These critical competencies, may 
include, but are not limited to, time management skills, note-taking skills, test taking 
skills, and utilization of available resources. In this program, student preceptors are 
trained to assist the course instructor in mentoring their fellow students and helping 
them develop identified critical competencies.  
 
In January 2005, I received a Teaching Teams Grant in order to incorporate Einstein’s 
Protégés in my course, Creating with Rhythm and Movement. This course is a music 
class for freshman-level dance majors and minors, which explores the relationship 
between music and dance. The critical competencies that I have identified for these 
students include the ability to be self-directed, time management skills, and self-
evaluation skills that would promote their curiosity about the relationship between music 
and dance. 
 
During the fall of 2005, I will be working with a Graduate Teaching Assistant and three 
preceptors to redesign the class and incorporate the critical competencies as part of the 
learning objectives. We will implement the new course design in the spring of 2006. 
 



In this workshop, we will discuss the Einstein’s Protégés Program and trace the 
development of the program in the redesign of the course curriculum. Participants will 
then take part in sample class activities, which will demonstrate the application of these 
learning techniques. NOTE! Participants do not need to be able to perform on a 
musical instrument or be able to dance in order to take this workshop. 
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ABSTRACT 
Masonry, the oldest man made material, has vast architectural potential and specific 

structural performance. This material is not covered to the full extent neither in structure 
nor in architecture curricula. The paper outlines balanced approach to understanding 

masonry as imaginative architectural material with outstanding load bearing capacities. 
Examples from students' hands-on sessions are presented as well. 

 
 
Introduction 
 
 Brick is the oldest men made building material.  Records of brick could be found 
more than 10,000 years ago.  Prior to brick natural resources such as wood, stone, mud 
and ice were used for building shelters.  Until 18th century wood and masonry were 
virtually only construction materials.  
 Wood opposite to brick is natural material crafted by men for their needs.  Wood 
durability differ from brick because eventually rotten and disintegrates.  Brick stays  
through history as testimony to civilizations and their structures. 
 Oldest bricks were sun-baked mud or clay adobe found in Mesopotamia, Egypt, 
Indian Territory, South America and Spain.  They were reasonable strong for warm 
climate but could not sustain colder environment. Recognition of brick being stronger if 
dried at higher temperature led to brick being fired or kiln in ovens.  They were later 
glazed for durability with sand or mixed with water and molded in variety of shapes. 
 With emergence of concrete and steel contest among structural materials was set. 
Wood and brick as traditional materials sized to have monopoly and had to share 
construction market.  Initially appeared that significance of the traditional materials will 
diminish but the opposite had happened.  Besides being cast in place concrete was also 
molded in brick shapes and new era of concrete masonry materials began.  Other 
materials such as tera cotta, tiles, glass blocks, and later calcium silicate units were also 
used in a similar fashion.  Instead of brick masonry industry was born. 
 Masonry has specific characteristics unlike to any other building material. 
Masonry is referred to making by assembling small units.  There is human scale and 
craftsmanship attached to it.  The units are held together by mortar joints.  Larger 
dimensions of masonry may need steel reinforcement to enhance structural capacity.  In 
addition masonry assemblage provides protection from environment and means for 
aesthetic expression. 



 Steel is primarily single solid self-sufficient line material whereas concrete used 
in combination with steel forms line or surface elements.  None of these materials may 
offer versatility that is attainable with masonry.  What can be accomplished with masonry 
would be impossible to achieve using concrete or steel.  Assemblage of units offers 
unprecedented opportunities for creating architecture, structure and even art.  
 
Architecture and Visual 
 
 Today, masonry is among many considered material for architecture although it is 
also extensively used as load bearing.  Masonry units come in rich assortment of 
materials, sizes, shapes, colors, and textures where units are tied together by mortar joints 
to create assemblage of positions, patterns, and alignments.  The richness and 
sophistications in the range of each of these categories allows designers freedom to 
chose, freedom to combine and freedom to create outstanding, attractive and endlessly 
creative and pleasing architecture. 
 Clay and concrete are prevailing masonry materials.  Clay bricks are produced by 
firing row mixed clay in kilns. Facing bricks have physical properties attractive to 
architecture while building bricks have first and foremost engineering properties.  They 
both are available in different grades to accommodate various service needs and are 
regulated by designer codes.  Different firing process of clay mixtures leads to ceramic 
tiles exceptional for exposed architecture or terra cotta extensively used for 
ornamentation.  
 Concrete blocks are predominantly blend of cement, fine aggregate, lime and 
water. Mixed material is pressed, compacted and cured in kilns.  Unit weight is controlled 
by aggregate selection. Blocks come as solid or hollow units with sufficient load bearing 
capacities graded by code specification.  Prefaced and glazed blocks are available to 
enhance aesthetic expression.  
 Other materials add to the richness of the masonry assortment.  Calcium silicate 
units are tightly grained sand and lime during autoclaving process.  Natural stone is 
available in random shapes or manufactured as architectural precast concrete. 
Architectural glass blocks enable transparent walls but may also provide structural 
capacity. 
 Individual units come in variety of sizes and shapes.  The size of the units is 
standardized and modular to assure efficiency of construction and material use.  The 
basic module is 4x2x8in with others sizes being partial or full multiple of it.  Unit 
dimensions and weights are limited to human manipulation and scale. Dimensional 
tolerance of individual units may vary.  Some calcium silicate panels are larger in size 
requiring machinery for lifting.  Shapes of the units offer endless variations and visual 
effects.  They may accommodate arches, vaults, sills, caps, copings, corners, circular 
openings or special designs. Shapes also may be randomized as in case of natural stone. 
 Color and texture variation of units and joints is only limited by designers’ 
imagination. Almost any color can be specified.  Technology goes as far as fibers 
embedded in architectural precast elements that change color and offer sparkling light. 
Texture varies from reach and rough hand made to smooth and glazed machine made. 
There is architectural scale attached to texture.  Visual impression will vary with distance 
variation.         



 Craftsmanship in masonry industry is essential.  Versatility of units and mortar 
joints will do little if not followed by work of master craftsmen.  Structural capacity relies 
on fully filled head and bead joints and proper alignment of the units. Builder skills were 
conveyed from one generation to another.  Curved walls and multi curved surfaces has to 
be carefully build to offer full appreciation.  There are six different layouts of a single 
brick in an assemblage.  Combination of unit layouts will result in immense bond patterns 
from simple, to geometrical, to ornamental and to irregular. 
 
Structure and Bearing 
 
Load-bearing capacities of masonry units have been recognized since the early stage of 
its use.  Realization of masonry arch, vault, and dome lead to unique appreciation of the 
material and secured its lasting dominance.   
 Demand on load carrying capacity was ever since increasing.  Traditionally self 
weight of the material was used to counteract tensile forces.  By the end of 19 century 
this approached proved its irrationality with massive walls and enormous weight of the 
structure leading to substantial settlements. 
 Contemporary approach is based on superior compressive capacity of masonry 
and complement of steel reinforcement to transmit tensile forces.  Masonry walls are used 
in combination to frame structures to enhance load bearing.  They are designed to carry 
vertical and lateral loads and transfer them to the main frame system and/or to provide 
shear capacity for the buildings.  It’s been recognized that presence of any infill wall will 
effect structural performance and designs should account for it. 
 There are variety of masonry walls such as: single-wythe, multi-wythe, solid, 
hollow, grouted, ungrouted, reinforced, unreinforced, structural and veneer.  Typically 
structural analyses deal with unit and mortar joint properties, redistribution of loads 
between outer veneer wythe and inner load bearing wythe, vertical and joint 
reinforcement, shelf angels, connectors such as wall ties, anchors and bolts, buckling, 
prestressing effect, and serviceability issues.  
 Assemblage of clay and concrete units creates a particular challenge.  Clay units 
expand through time while concrete units shrink. Necessity and position of contraction or  
expansion joints is essential for a successful performance of any masonry structure. It can 
not be stressed enough the importance of proper design and construction in this industry 
because repairs are tremendously costly.  
 Environmental capacities are equally important as structural strength.  Clay and 
concrete masonry have high thermal inertia ensuring gradual change between external 
and internal temperature.  For sewer weather conditions additional insulation layers may 
be needed.  Masonry fire walls are standard for providing safety of occupants.  Units with 
larger porosity and texture provide better sound barriers. Masonry is susceptible to water 
penetration and condensation and needs flashings, cavities, air, and water barriers.   
 
Humanity and Tradition 
 
Enormous assortment of masonry products has shaped massive field of application in 
exterior and interior walls, retaining walls, foundations, pilasters, lintels, chimneys, sills, 
steps, paving, garden, and other. In addition, there are numerous examples when brick 



surface was used for creating a sculpture such as Bristol Eye Hospital shown in the figure 
1 or the image of steel worker in Sheffield in figure 2 where variation of eighteen units 
and five mortar joint colors were used. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.                                Figure 2. 
 

  Inventive designers can offer even more.  Masonry is used as deed to humanity 
and tradition. An example of this is award wining project of 
“Tsha’Hon’nonyen’dakhwa’”, Onondaga Nation ice and lacrosse skating arena in 
Nedrow, New York.  
 This is 40,000sft arena for 2000 spectators. Structurally it is a steel frame building 
where concrete masonry was used as infill and to provide lateral stability during 
construction.  West elevation of the building was the main focus of the architectural 
expression.  That elevation is exposed to the main traffic and is rich with symbols and 
cultural expression of the Nation members 
 Onondaga is a tribe of the Iroquois confederation that includes six Nations: 
Cayuga, Oneida, Mohawk, Seneca, Tuscarrora and Onadaga.  They claim origin to 
lacrosse game.  The common law was to think with one mind and speak with one voice.  
Today there are about 70,000 Iroquois living in New York, Wisconsin, Oklahoma, 
Ontario and Quebec. 
 Wampum belts sewn from small beads are used in important commemorations. 
The belts are purple and white color and match the colors of their flag.  Figure 3 shows 
the symbol of the Iroquois.  The Great Tree in the center represents the heart.  Two 
squares on each side are all connected to the heart by white rows.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Figure 3. 
 
The belt is symbol of unity among the five original Nations.  The purple and white stripes 
in the Figure 4 on the wall stand for the path of peace open for others who wish to shelter 
beneath the Great Tree of Peace. 
 The first challenge for concrete block producer, Barnes and Cone, was to match 
the exact purple color.  Pure white mixture was obtained by blending two aggregates 
from Texas and Maryland with white cement from Lehigh Valley.  Next, cements with 
cobalt blue and red iron oxides were blend with the mixture to create purple color.  The 
cobalt blue was shipped from Europe while iron oxides from Quebec.  
 The second challenge was to Schnied Construction. Circular and radius units were 
needed for the symbols shown in Figure 5.  The complex shapes had to be diamond cut 
out from a large slab resembling old stone fabrication.  Twenty six different units had to 
be manufactured created one of the most unique masonry structure in Central New York. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.                                                      Figure 5. 
 



 Creativity and appreciation for masonry does not come at once and has to be 
nurtured during education process.  
 
Education and Appreciation 
 
Masonry falls between profession of architecture and engineering.  It encloses space and 
provides load bearing.  That dual role led to current situation when masonry is though in 
some schools of architecture and in some schools of engineering but unfortunately there 
are vast number of curricula where masonry is not sufficiently covered and left for the 
other discipline. 
 Being a structural engineer teaching in architectural curricula gave me an 
opportunity to develop an elective masonry course with balanced architectural 
engineering approach.  The course brings together educators, designers, contractors, 
producers and officials to share their experience with students.  
 Field trips to factories and construction sites are common yet the most attractive 
components of the course are hands on sessions.  Students work with trowel and build 
mockup masonry details with help of experienced journeymen masons.  For the final 
project they work in groups first to design and then to build masonry details such as arch, 
wall with opening, corner wall, column, or sculpture as shown in figure 6.  The details are 
built on campus and are remain exposed to wider university community.  Bricks, blocks, 
stone and tiles are donated by local producers.  

 
 

Figure 6. 
 

Alternatively students’ projects are inspired and thematically allied to existing sculpture 
"Six Curved Walls" on the campus by acclaimed artist LeWitt as presented in figure 7. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. 



 
 The course is very well received by students and is one of the largest masonry 
elective courses in the US. 
 
Summary 
 
Masonry, the oldest man produced building material, is successfully competing with 
contemporary materials.  Its huge assortment for architectural expression and structural 
bearing provides limitless imaginations.  An example is presented when masonry is taken 
beyond the conventional role of building material and is used more as material to express 
humanity and tradition. Importance of proper education is emphasized.  
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As an aspiring young artist, Kiki Smith recalls her father, sculptor Tony Smith, giving her 

a box of cylinders and cones with which to practice perspective drawing.  When Smith could not 

seem to get the hang of it, her father advised the frustrated artist, “Don’t draw what you see, 

draw what you know.”1  Since then, Smith has fully embraced her father’s advice, producing a 

body of work that is starkly autobiographical.  She states, “Some people’s work is 

autobiographical in an overt way, mine is certainly autobiographical—what I’m trying to deal 

with in my own personal life at a given moment.”2   

Smith’s emotional journey throughout her career has given compositional definition to 

the subjects she chooses to pursue in her art works:  issues such as birth, aging, regeneration, and 

the human body have dominated the eclectic oeuvre of this renowned sculptor.  Most recently, 

however, Smith has chosen to pursue themes of nature, religion, childhood, and vulnerability, 

while often highlighting references to maturity, female “superheroes,” fairy tales, and rites of 

passage within the medium of printmaking.  Her prints are inspired by a studied interest in 

nineteenth-century Victorian book illustration, and therefore, encompass various aesthetics and 

interpretations that differ from her prior work in sculpture.  Her 2002 color lithograph Born 

(figure 1) synthesizes a double self-portrait of the artist, iconographical references to the “Little 

Red Riding Hood” fairy tale, allusions to female religious figures, and mythological symbolism 

of the moon.  Consequently, a focus on the collective inconography and psychoanalytic 

perspectives associated with Bruno Bettelheim’s famous interpretations of the modern readings 

                                                 
1 Eleanor Heartney, “Knowing Through the Body:  The Art of Kiki Smith,” The Smiths:  Tony, Seton, Kiki, 

Michael Rush, ed.  (Palm Beach:  Palm Beach Institute of Contemporary Art, 2002):  75. 

2 Claudia Gould, “’But it makes you think about what you think about it too . . .’:  Conversations with Kiki 

Smith,” Kiki Smith, Linda Shearer and Claudia Gould (Columbus:  The President and Trustees of Williams 

College and Wexner Center for the Arts, The Ohio State University, 1992):  68. 
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of “Little Red Riding Hood,” combined with traditional religious depictions of Saint Genevieve 

and the Virgin Mary on a Crescent Moon, and readings of the mythological symbolism of the 

moon that further underscores these themes all become relevant to the interpretation of this 

image.  In addition, Jungian concepts can be associated with Smith’s use of self-portraiture as an 

implication that she has made a similar journey to the female “superheroes” she has chosen to 

depict in this blatantly autobiographical composition.     

The large, aforementioned color lithograph titled Born (68 x 56 inches) depicts a young 

girl and an older woman both clothed in long red cloaks.  At their feet is the semi-circular-shaped 

body of a wolf that appears to be dead due to the wolf’s lolling tongue.  The indexical suggestion 

of blood in the form of red streaks on the female figures’ skirts reinforces the suggestion of 

violence in the scene.  The epic scale of Born reflects Smith’s consistent desire to represent 

objects in their actual size, while the blank background, bold colors, sparse detailing, and linear 

style of the composition testifies to the artist’s interest in nineteenth-century Victorian book 

illustration.3  Smith remarks: 

If you take Born out of the context of the story and just look at the image, I 

thought it looked like the figures were being born out of the wolf.  And then I 

thought of works like Botticelli’s Venus on the shell the same image of a vertical 

and a horizontal, like the Virgin Mary on the moon.4 

Therefore, Born is reminiscent of figural and compositional types found in old master paintings 

(figure 2), but executed in a manner more closely related to the style of nineteenth-century book 

illustration.5 

                                                 
3 Wendy Weitman, ”Experiences with Printmaking:  Kiki Smith Expands the Tradition,” Kiki Smith:  Prints, 

Books & Things (New York:  The Museum of Modern Art, 2003):  36. 

4 Kiki Smith, 2002, quoted in Weitman:  38. 

5 Weitman, 38. 
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Smith’s interest in Victorian book illustration is paralleled by her fascination with female 

“superheroes” which she cites as stemming from a vigorous study of classic fairy tales and 

Biblical figures, as previously noted.  In Born, the iconographical forms of the wolf, paired with 

the figures of the old woman and the young girl in long, red, hooded cloaks are intended to 

conjure the story of “Little Red Riding Hood,” the fairy tale that has most preoccupied Smith 

during her career.6    In her scrutiny of the “Little Red Riding Hood” tale, Smith examines the 

historically dominant male-perspective interpretations that have been attributed to the classic 

heroine, while identifying concurrent universal female concerns found within the tale.  Likewise, 

Smith seeks to reinterpret these concerns from a distinctly female perspective. As she attests in 

written interviews, Smith has closely studied the various metamorphic accounts and 

interpretations of “Little Red Riding Hood,” particularly that of Freudian folklore scholar Bruno 

Bettelheim, mingling assorted sexual and psychological images from these different versions and 

interpretations into her own composition.   

To understand Smith’s use of “Little Red Riding Hood,” it is important to analyze the 

various metamorphic states and interpretations of the famous account.  Although the antecedent 

for the traditionally known Western version of the modern European fairy tale can be traced back 

as far as the year 1023—to Egbert of Lièges’s Latin story Fecunda ratis, in which a young girl 

dressed in a red cloak is found living in the wilderness amongst the company of wolves—

scholarly focus has given precedence to the more recent historical versions of the story.7  Of the 

                                                 
6 The imagery of Little Red Riding Hood first appeared in Smith’s work in a sculpture provocatively titled 

Daughter (1999), in which a paper figure of a young girl draped in a red cloak is depicted with a face covered 

in hair.  (Weitman, 35). 

7 Catherine Orenstein, “The Grandmother’s Tale,” Little Red Riding Hood Uncloaked:  Sex, Morality, and the 

Evolution of a Fairy Tale (New York:  Basic Books, 2002):  71. 
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more recent accounts, Charles Perrault’s 1697 publication, “Le petit chaperon rouge,” penned 

for the luxurious French court of Louis XIV, is considered to be the springboard for the more 

widely read 1812 German text by the Brothers Grimm, “Rotkäppchen.8”   

The most significant differences between Perrault’s version and the Brothers Grimm 

version are the presentation of the underlying meanings, as well as the fate of the heroine in the 

outcomes.  Perrault’s account begins in the well-remembered manner as the story of a young girl 

who is so beloved by her grandmother that she makes for her a red cap that the girl wears 

constantly—hence the nickname.  She is entrusted with the task of carrying goodies—

traditionally, cakes, a pot of butter, and a bottle of wine—to her ailing grandmother.  From here, 

Perrault’s rendering is further presented as a blatant tale of the sexual indiscretions of a young 

girl coming of age, and also fails to have a happy ending.  In addition, an element of cruelty 

pervades the tale when the wolf, after learning of Little Red Riding Hood’s charge and 

destination from their meeting in the woods, rushes to the old woman’s house and disembowels 

her.  He then places a piece of her grandmother’s flesh and a vile of her blood in the cupboard 

for Little Red Riding Hood to consume upon her arrival.  Once this is accomplished, the wolf 

orders Little Red Riding Hood to undress in “striptease” fashion—announcing each article of 

clothing as she removes it and throwing them into the fire—before “devouring” her, as well 

(figure 3).9  Even during Perrault’s time the meaning of the story as a sexual parable was obvious 

and adult-centered.10 

                                                 
8 Cristina Bacchilega, “Not Re(a)d Once and for All,” Postmodern Fairy Tales:  Gender and Narrative 

Strategies (Philadelphia:  University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997):  53-58. 

9 Ibid, 23. 

10 Orenstein further notes that the story references common slang of the seventeenth-century:  when a girl lost 

her virginity, it was said that elle avoit vû le loup—“she’d seen the wolf.”  (Ibid, 26). 
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The Brothers Grimm, on the other hand, published an ending that diverged from 

Perrault’s French version of the story in order to make it more appropriate as a children’s tale.11  

It is this more widely renowned account of the Brothers Grimm adaptation that has been most 

influential to the artwork of Kiki Smith.  This version of the story describes Little Red Riding 

Hood carrying goodies to her sickly grandmother.  Upon encountering the wolf in the woods, 

Little Red Riding Hood is coerced into taking her time to enjoy the woods on her way to her 

grandmother’s house.  Against her mother’s expressed instructions, she meanders from the path 

to pick flowers.12  Contrary to the original French tale (Perrault’s version), the wolf, arriving at 

the home of Little Red Riding Hood’s grandmother ahead of the heroine, swallows the old 

                                                 
11 Pierre Ferrier (Pef) begins his tale of “Le conte du Petit Chaperon Rouge” with a spoof regarding the 

transparent sexual overtones widely held of the original tale, allowing his protagonist to express her vexation 

at the “depravity that has millions of children swallowing ‘cette histoire idiote que des generations d’adultes 

sont incapables d’oublier,’” or, the idiotic story that generations of adults are incapable of forgetting.  [Quoted 

in Sandra Beckett, “Babes in the Woods:  Today’s Riding Hoods Go to Granny’s,” The Child in French and 

Francophone Literature, French Literature Series, V. XXXI, Buford Norman, ed.  (New York:  Rodopi, 2004):  

4.] 

12 This detail is reminiscent of two French versions that differ from Perrault’s in which Little Red Riding Hood 

is questioned by the wolf as to which route she plans to take—the road of needles or the road of pins?  The 

road of needles is implicative of duty, at a time when sewing was considered the most important work task 

expected of young girls.  However, it is easier to simply pin material than to sew it by needle, implying that the 

road of pins is implicative of pleasure.  Therefore, a parallel is created between these earlier versions of the 

Little Red Riding Hood tale and the Brothers Grimm version in which the wolf attempts to coerce the young 

heroine to take her time and pick flowers (pleasure) instead of going straight to her grandmother’s house as her 

mother instructed (duty).  Bruno Bettelheim, “Little Red Riding Hood,” The Uses of Enchantment:  The 

Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales (New York:  Vintage Books, 1989):  171.   
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woman whole before delivering the same fate upon Little Red Riding Hood.  Afterwards, the 

gluttonous wolf falls asleep in the grandmother’s bed.  On hearing the loud snores of the wolf, a 

nearby hunter becomes concerned for the old woman and enters the house.  Finding the wolf in 

the bed, the hunter exclaims, “So, I’ve found you at last, you old sinner.  I’ve been looking for 

you for a long time.”13  His immediate inclination is to shoot the wolf; however, on second 

thought, he realizes that the old woman may still be alive within the wolf’s stomach.  So, he 

slices open the wolf’s stomach with a pair of scissors and Little Red Riding Hood and her 

grandmother reemerge safe and sound.   

Little Red Riding Hood then sets about the task of filling the wolf’s stomach with stones 

and sewing it back up.  When the wolf wakes, he jumps from the bed in a fright and falls down 

dead.  The tale ends happily:  the hunter skins the pelt of the wolf, Grandmother eats the goodies 

Little Red Riding Hood was entrusted to deliver, and Little Red Riding Hood starts for home 

chastising herself, “Never again will you stray from the path by yourself and go into the forest 

when your mother has forbidden it.”14  Little Red Riding Hood and her grandmother are “reborn” 

from the experience and the wolf is meted out a well-deserved punishment.   

At first glance, this rendering appears to be a parable instructing children of the 

importance in obeying their parents.  The advent of Freud’s theories on psychoanalysis, however, 

has contributed various interpretations to the classic tale from the principal standpoints of two 

admired sources:  psychoanalysist Erich Fromm and child psychiatrist Bruno Bettelheim.  

According to Fromm, Little Red Riding Hood’s story presents a riddle from the collective 

                                                 
13 Jacob W. Grimm and Wilhelm Karl Grimm, Little Red Riding Hood, First edition (New York:  Holiday 

House, Inc., 1983):  10. 

14 Ibid, 12. 
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unconscious in which the red hood is symbolic of the onset of menstruation, the bottle of wine 

included in her basket of goodies to Grandmother symbolizes her virginity, and the stones she 

later sews into the belly of the wolf symbolize sterility.15  Bettelheim, whose Freudian theories 

folklore scholar Catherine Orenstein acknowledges have had enormous popular appeal, suggests 

that the enduring red cloak (figure 4) symbolizes premature sexual attractiveness and violent 

sentiment due to its bold color.  He states:  

All through “Little Red Cap,” in the title as in the girl’s name, the emphasis is on 

the color red, which she openly wears.  Red is the color symbolizing violent 

emotions, very much including sexual ones . . . The name ‘Little Red Cap’ 

indicates the key importance of this feature of the heroine in the story. It suggests 

that not only is the red cap little, but also the girl.  She is too little, not for wearing 

the cap, but for managing what this red cap symbolizes, and what her wearing it 

invites.16  

Bettelheim acknowledges that the sexual implications in the Brothers Grimm story are 

subtly implied, in contrast to the overt suggestions in Perrault’s version, and that the hearer has 

to supply the idea in order to aid in his own understanding of the tale.  Bettelheim also 

emphasizes the story’s underlying implication that a child does not realize how dangerous it may 

be to give into “innocuous desires,” described in the story as stopping to enjoy the woods and 

pick flowers; rather, such is a life lesson that will be revealed at the heroine’s expense.  Equally, 

he suggests the wolf as symbolic of a seducer, and that Little Red Riding Hood’s encounter with 

the wolf is, for that reason, a sexual encounter initiated before she is ready for such an 

experience (i.e. “rape”) (figure 5). 

                                                 
15 Orenstein, 70. 

16 Bettelheim, 173. 
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Along this line, Smith presents the binary opposition of age versus youth in the 

composition of Born.  Smith’s arrangement illustrates the favorable position of age and 

experience over youth and innocence by the figures’ stances:  the old woman is looking and 

reaching down towards the child, while the young girl looks and stretches up to the older woman.  

Further study of the evolution of “Little Red Riding Hood” may explain this preference towards 

age as symbolic of experience, and youth as symbolic of naïveté or innocence.  According to 

Bettelheim, an alternate ending to the Brothers Grimm version of “Little Red Cap,” compiled 

after the publication of their first version of the story, provides insight into the importance of the 

grandmother’s role.  Bettelheim suggests that, by directing the wolf to her grandmother’s house 

during their encounter in the woods, Little Red Riding Hood unconsciously attempts to push her 

dilemma—the advent of premature sexual desires combined with her internal conflict to obey her 

mother’s instructions in the face of so-called “innocuous desires”—onto an older, more mature 

woman.  It is a child’s response in dealing with a situation that she does not feel comfortable in 

resolving.  In this case, the grandmother is perceived as a parental figure.17   

However, in the first ending of the Brothers Grimm version of the story, the grandmother 

is helpless to aid Little Red Riding Hood—too weak to even open a door, in fact—and thereby 

falls prey to the same fate as will her granddaughter.  As Bettelheim interprets fairy tales to be a 

safe ground for children to explore their innermost fears and desires,18 he explains the emergence 

of the alternative ending as a reasonable resolution to reestablishing the importance of the 

parental figure in children’s understanding of the tale’s moral.  That said, the variation tells the 

hearer that at a later time, Little Red Riding Hood is once again charged with taking cakes to her 

                                                 
17 Ibid, 173-4. 

18 Orenstein, 236. 
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grandmother who has now recovered from her illness.  Once again, she encounters a wolf in the 

forest who tries to entice her to stray from the path (of virtue, one might read).  Having learned 

her lesson from her previous experience, Little Red Riding Hood hurries to her grandmother’s 

house and tells her grandmother about her meeting in the woods.  Together they secure the door 

and remain silent within the house when the wolf comes knocking.  Ultimately, the wolf slips 

from the roof of the house where he’d been waiting for Little Red Riding Hood to emerge and 

falls into a trough of water where he drowns.  The final verse of the story reads, “Then Little Red 

Riding Hood went merrily on her way home, and no one harmed her.”19  The mature parental 

figure, the grandmother, then saves both Little Red Riding Hood and herself.  In essence, 

experience saves the day. 

While Bettelheim describes the grandmother as a parental figure, he also describes the 

hunter who saved Little Red Riding Hood and her grandmother from the wolf’s belly in the 

previous version of the Brothers Grimm story as a parental figure—the implied missing father 

figure.  The old woman, symbolic of age and experience—qualities that saved Little Red Riding 

Hood from meeting the same fate that nearly ended her a second time—is clearly depicted in 

Smith’s composition.  The hunter, the only male figure in the story, on the other hand, is 

blatantly left out.  Such a striking omission, coupled with the work’s suggestive title Born, 

emphasizes the central theme of the work to an even greater degree—that of the lesson learned or 

the “rebirth” with a very feminist slant.  Orenstein refers to the rebirth of the hero as a “wisdom 

journey,” and comes to the following conclusion: 

Fairy tales tend to follow a familiar pattern, which the anthropologist Arnold van 

Gennep calls a rite de passage.  It is the same pattern that characterizes human 

rituals marking life transitions:  birth, death, and especially puberty or initiation 

                                                 
19 Grimm and Grimm, 15. 
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rites.  This pattern follows a sequence of three stages:  a separation, a “liminal” or 

gestational period, and finally a return to society in a new form or with a new 

status.20 

When the wolf swallows Little Red Riding Hood, the naïve and innocent girl disappears from the 

world.  The gestational period is marked by a period of enlightenment.  When she reemerges, she 

is born again as wiser person—another lesson learned in life.  

Smith’s emphasis in the Cleveland Museum of Art’s composition concerning the 

heroine’s rite of passage and the lessons learned therein, is comparable to Bettelheim’s own 

theories concerning the relationship—or lack there of—between Little Red Riding Hood and the 

hunter.  Bettelheim points out that, although the hunter is important to the rescue of Little Red 

Riding Hood from the wolf’s belly, he does not actually interact with Little Red Riding Hood.  In 

fact, after her initial rescue, it is the young heroine’s own idea to fill the wolf’s belly with stones.  

Bettelheim also stresses that it is important to the impact of the tale’s moral that it be Little Red 

Riding Hood who plans how the wolf is to be dealt with and then sets about doing it.  In other 

words, if she is to be safe from this seducer, she must be the one to rid herself of him.  If the 

hunter had also accomplished this task for her, then Little Red Riding Hood would have been 

deprived of the opportunity to rid herself of the danger and could be viewed as never having 

really overcome her weakness.21   

This act of heroism on Little Red Riding Hood’s part, as well as that of the 

grandmother’s in the later variation of the story, is central to understanding Smith’s 

compositional depiction of “rebirth.”  Although Little Red Riding Hood and her grandmother do 

                                                 
20 Orenstein, 79-80. 

21 Bettelheim, 178. 
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not actually die, they are certainly “reborn,”22 defined here as the mastering of an existential 

problem and the lessons learned from it, which are compounded in the birth of a wiser, more 

mature heroine.  The concept of a “wisdom journey” that leads to the “rebirth” of the heroine is a 

prevalent concept in the history and telling of fairy tales, thereby providing an appropriate venue 

for Smith’s depiction of her own rite of passage.  By placing her own self-portrait (figure 6) in 

the place of both the young girl’s and the old woman’s faces in the composition of Born, Smith 

has interwoven autobiographical references from her personal background and the fairy tale 

heroine she so admires.  She did this seemingly in order to illustrate her personal rite of passage, 

in particular from the young sculptor attempting to distance herself from her father’s artistic 

fame, that she used to be, to the experienced sculptor, printmaker, and sexually mature woman 

she has become today. 

Along similar lines, Carl Jung notes that fairy tale motifs hold universal appeal due to a 

concept he describes as “polygenesis.”  Polygenesis is rooted in the phenomenon of a common 

human experience.  In other words, because we share a common ancestry, we also share 

universal aspects of humanity related to a collective psyche, dreams, and symbols, which Jung 

refers to as “archetypes.”23  Many archetypes make reference to story characters, of which 

Smith’s composition seems to encompass several.  Among them, the Child archetype represents 

the future, becoming, rebirth, and salvation.  This archetype is often associated with the “child 

                                                 
22 Bettelheim also mentions that the cutting open of the wolf’s stomach so that “the little girl sprang out” of the 

wolf’s belly conjures up another reference to birth through images of a Caesarean operation.  (Bettelheim, 177). 

23 Orenstein, 77-8. 
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hero,” both of which mirror Smith’s use of the Little Red Riding Hood imagery and insinuation 

of a rite of passage.24   

Likewise, the Hero archetype represents the ego and the defeater of evil.  Jung refers to 

personalities such as the Hero archetype as a “mana” personality.  In certain spiritual 

communities anyone with extraordinary power or wisdom is said to be filled with “mana”—a 

Melanesian word meaning “holiness” or “the divine.”  The Hero mana personality is inhibited by 

ignorance of the collective unconscious, much like Little Red Riding Hood’s own naïve 

encounter with the wolf, which can be associated with the Trickster archetype.  Accordingly, the 

Hero is often out to rescue the Maiden.  The Maiden archetype is representative of purity, 

innocence, and of course, naïveté.  Finally, the Wise One, or Animus guides the Hero.  The 

Animus reveals to the Hero the nature of the collective unconscious, as in the end of her 

adventure, Little Red Riding Hood learns from the experienced maturity of her grandmother.  As 

previously mentioned, however, Smith omits any depiction of the Hunter from the Little Red 

Riding Hood story as the Hero in her composition.  Instead, he is deliberately left out of the 

composition and her own self-portrait is embedded in the faces of the “child-hero,” or the young 

girl, and the “Wise One,” or “Animus,” depicted by the older woman.  Smith’s intentional 

placement of these elements suggests that she, herself, embodies each of these archetypes:  the 

Child, the Hero, the Maiden, and the Wise One.  The wolf, naturally, represents the Trickster 

who preys on the Hero’s successful completion of the wisdom journey.  Furthermore, Jung 

suggests that one’s goal in life is to realize the Self.  He describes the Wise One or Animus as 

                                                 
24 C. George Boerce, “Personality Theories:  Carl Jung, 1875-1961,” <http://www.ship.edu/~cgboeree/jung.html> 

[11 November 04] (Shippensburg, PA:  Shippensburg University, 1997):  4-8. 
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being compulsory to this process of individuation and self-actualization—a central theme in 

Born that invites the female viewer to relate to Smith’s rite of passage.25    

Conversely, Smith also engages subtler connotations to renowned women whom she 

admires.  Drawing on her childhood in an Irish Catholic household, Smith overlaps the imagery 

of Little Red Riding Hood and the wolf with religious representations of Saint Genevieve who is 

often depicted in the presence of her emblematic wolf—a subject that Smith has also previously 

explored in printmaking.26  According to legends that have, as tales of saints tend to do, become 

commingled with truth, Saint Genevieve (c. 422-512) was born in the small town of Nanterre, 

France.  After a meeting at an early age with Saint Germain in which he predicted a saintly 

future for the girl, she concentrated her life to religious devotion and practiced severe austerities, 

such as eating only twice a week.  In 451, Genevieve gained the status of prophetess when Attila 

the Hun threatened to invade Paris.  Genevieve counseled the inhabitants of the city not to flee, 

but rather to remain in the city, and pray for forgiveness of their sins.  The Parisians abided her 

counsel and Attila changed course, sweeping down upon Orléans instead.  In later years, 

Genevieve was credited for ending a devastating famine plaguing the city by acquiring twelve 

ships of supplies to relieve the starvation, and for the conversion to Christianity by Clovis I, king 

of the Franks, and, ultimately, the conversion of his entire nation.  Before her death in 512, 

Genevieve inspired the beginnings of work on the church of Saints Peter and Paul where her 

remains were buried.27   

                                                 
25 Ibid. 

26 See, for example, Sainte Geneviève of 1999, to be discussed below. 

27 Arthur de Bles, How to Distinguish the Saints in Art by Their Costumes, Symbols, and Attributes (New York:  

Art Culture Publications, Inc., 1925):  109-110. 
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 The daughter of a poor shepherd, Genevieve is traditionally depicted surrounded by 

peaceful coexisting sheep and wolves, symbols of her virtue and gentility.  Smith relayed these 

accepted attributes of Saint Genevieve in several works on paper in 1999, including an etching 

entitled Sainte Geneviève (figure 7) in which a nude woman is shown “stepping out” of the 

stomach of a wolf displayed in a similar fashion to the wolf depicted in Born.  Wendy Weitman 

explains the correlation between the two images by the manner in which Smith’s work developed 

in the years leading up to the creation of Born:  “Over the next two years, Smith conflated the 

tales of Saint Genevieve and Little Red Riding Hood, both with their attendant wolves, in a 

variety of prints that play with the representation of feminine roles in these culturally determined 

contexts.”28 

 The theme of religion as represented by female saints is a fitting avenue for Smith, who 

herself is named for Saint Chiara.29  Her father, Tony Smith, was not only a sculptor, but also an 

                                                 
28 Weitman, 37. 

29 Institute of Contemporary Art/Amsterdam, Kiki Smith, Interview by Robin Winters (Amsterdam:  Sdu 

Publishers, The Hague, 1990):  139. 

Born in 1194 in Assisi, Italy, Saint Chiara, or Saint Clare of Assisi, was the daughter of a count and 

countess.  After hearing Saint Francis of Assisi preach the Lenten course in the Church of San Giorgio, she confided 

to him her desire to live for God, and the two became close friends.  Later, while attending the high Mass at the 

cathedral on Palm Sunday, 1212, the bishop presented her with a palm, which she apparently took as a sign.  Clare 

and her cousin Pacifica then ran away from her mother's palace during the night to take the veil of religious 

profession from Francis at the Church of Our Lady of the Angels in Assisi.   

During her lifetime, Saint Clare founded the Order of Poor Ladies (Poor Clares) at San Damiano, which she 

led for 40 years.  Everywhere the Franciscans established themselves throughout Europe, there also went the Poor 

Clares, depending solely on alms and forced to have complete faith on God to provide for them—the lack of land-
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altar maker.  “To me,” Smith states, “the most essential thing is your spiritual life.”30  Reflective 

of her upbringing, Smith has included the Virgin Mary (figure 8) as one of her exemplified 

female “superheroes.”  On the inspiration for pursuing such a topic in her prints, Smith says, “I 

decided I wanted to make images that would be useful and positive in daily life.  I thought of 

female images that I liked, female superheroes.  One was the Virgin Mary . . . . In my mind, she 

falls somewhere between the old Irish Shela-na-Gig and Degas’s Little Dancer, Aged Fourteen 

(1880-81).”31  As a result, Smith has brought a mixture of Biblical figures—such as the Virgin 

Mary—Greek mythology, Celtic folklore, and Egyptian cosmological references to her 

depictions of female “superheroes.”32  Echoing Jung’s sentiments of a shared universal culture, 

Smith explains, “All these mythologies transmute from one culture to the next anyway:  the 

                                                                                                                                                             
based revenues was a novel idea at the time.  Clare's mother and sisters later joined the order, and to this day there 

are still thousands of members living lives of prayer in silence.   

According to written testimony, Saint Clare once displayed the Sacrament in a monstrace at the convent 

gates and prayed before it when her monastery was faced with the threat of attack.  On seeing the unusual sight, the 

attackers fled.  Toward the end of her life, when too ill to attend Mass, an image of the service would miraculously 

display on the wall of her cell, thus Saint Clare’s patronage of television.  Throughout her life, she remained the 

close friend and spiritual student of Saint Francis, who, it is said, led her soul into the light upon her death in 1253.  

[Robinson, Paschal.  “St. Clare of Assisi.”  The Catholic Encyclopedia.  Vol. IV.  Transcribed by Rick McCarty.  

New York:  Robert Appleton Company, 1908.] 

30 Helaine Posner, “Once Upon a Time . . .,” Kiki Smith:  Telling Tales, Kiki Smith and Helaine Posner, eds. (New 

York:  International Center of Photography, 2001):  13. 

31 Kiki Smith, 1998, quoted in Posner:  40.  [Helaine Posner, Kiki Smith, Interview by David Frankel (New 

York:  Bulfinch Press, 1998).].   

32 Helaine Posner, “Approaching Grace,” Kiki Smith (New York:  Bulfinch Press, 1998):  22. 
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Virgin takes a lot of her imagery from Isis and Nuit—her starry cloak, like the universe.  Or she 

stands on the moon, like Diana.”33 

 Smith uses the paradigmatic relationship of the horizontally positioned old woman 

standing amongst the semi-circular horizontally positioned body of the wolf in Born as a 

connotation of the Virgin Mary on a Crescent Moon (figure 9).  The many portrayals of the 

Virgin Mary in this context in the history of art have taken their inspiration from the Biblical 

verse found in Revelation 12:1, which reads, “I saw a woman clothed with the sun, with the 

moon beneath her feet, and a crown of twelve stars on her head.”34  The verse goes on to 

describe the birth of the Messiah and the dragon, symbolic of Satan, who lies in wait to devour 

the baby upon his delivery.  For this reason, the image of the Virgin Mary on a Crescent Moon 

has been used by artists throughout history to represent pictorially the abstract concept of the 

Immaculate Conception.  As the so-called “Mother of God,” Mary is seen as the redeemer of Eve, 

who initiated the Original Sin.  Traditionally, Eve, and all women by extension, are thought to be 

weak and easily tempted.  By partaking of the forbidden fruit, Eve’s eyes were opened, and she 

transgressed from innocence to knowledge.35  The description of Mary “clothed with the sun, 

with the moon beneath her feet,” suggests the significance of victory over sin, enriched by the 

ideologies of beauty and purity, which are concepts also related to the Virgin.  For this reason, 

Mary is the most revered female “deity” within Catholicism, and she serves as an intermediary 

                                                 
33 David Frankel, “In Her Own Words,” Kiki Smith (New York:  Bulfinch Press, 1998):  40. 

34 Revelation 12:1, New Living Translation. 

35 Posner (2001), 15. 
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between sinners and God.36  Therefore, the Virgin Mary, as a positive role model for daily life, 

likens to Smith’s interpretation of a woman “superhero” and takes her connotative place within 

the composition of Born.  In fact, each of these stories correlates with themes of rites of passage, 

thus supplying Smith with the initial inspiration to assign “superhero” status to these renowned 

female figures of transition.                 

 Finally, the mythological symbolism of the moon (figure 10) also reinforces the meaning 

of the imagery seen in this work.  Like Smith’s title, Born, suggests, the image of her print 

relates to “life” and “death” as portrayed in Little Red Riding Hood’s rite of passage, as well as 

the concept of Mary giving birth to a savior that was to save the world from eternal death.  

Additionally, the lunar significations can be applied for a fuller reading.  The moon is often 

related to the menstrual cycle and is a popular sign of fertility in many religions.  Mary’s 

pregnancy and birth as revealed in Revelations 12:1 relates to this very concept, as does Little 

Red Riding Hood’s sexual awakening in the classic fairy tale.  Patriarchal times inscribed the 

three phases of the moon with corresponding meanings:  the waning moon is symbolic of death, 

the waxing moon is symbolic of generation, and the full moon symbolic of giving birth.  Note 

that this trajectory is also reminiscent of Orenstein’s description of the stages of the wisdom 

journey.  Marian scholars suggest that Mary’s devotion as the “Mother of God” is similar to the 

cycles of the moon.  She was virginal and “dying” upon her initial conception, maternal and life 

giving in her delivery of the Christ child, and resplendent in her grace-filled existence.37  

Likewise, Little Red Riding Hood was innocent and naïve upon her first encounter with the wolf 

                                                 
36 Christine M. Miller, “The Meaning of the Crescent Moon and Mary,” 

<http://www.udayton.edu/mary/questions/yq/yq244.html> [19 October 04] (Dayton:  The Marian 

Library/International Marian Research Institute, 2001):  1-2. 

37 Ibid. 
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in the woods, wizened by experience in the belly of the wolf, and born again as a mature young 

maiden after her rescue from the wolf’s belly.   

 Similar mythological readings concerning the moon underline the prevailing 

iconographical themes to be found in Smith’s composition.  According to Robert Graves, a 

scholar of Greek mythology and poetry, the three phases of the moon represent the “Triple 

Goddess,” which he describes as: 

A personification of primitive woman—woman the creatress and destructress.  As 

New Moon or Spring she was girl; as the Full Moon or Summer she was woman; 

as the Old Moon or Winter she was hag . . . . The Moon travels from left to right, 

the same way as the sun, but as she grows older and weaker rises every night a 

little farther to the left; then, since the rate of plant growth under a waxing moon 

is greater than under a waning moon, the right hand has always been associated 

with growth and strength but the left with weakness and decay.38  

Correspondingly, the symbolic colors of the moon are red, white, and black—comparable 

colors to those found in the work in question, as well.  White, Graves explains, symbolizes birth 

and growth, red denotes love and battle, and black relates to death and divination.  The symbolic 

interpretations of the colors of the moon are each represented in Smith’s composition of Born, 

either blatantly, as in the depiction of violence in the scene (battle), or through closer 

examination, as in Little Red Riding Hood’s rite of passage (birth and growth, love, and death) 

and the Virgin Mary’s Immaculate Conception (birth, love, death, and divination).39  Interpreting 

                                                 
38 Robert Graves, “The White Goddess,” The White Goddess:  A Historical Grammar of Poetic Myth (New York:  

Creative Age Press, 1948):  52. 

39 Ibid. 
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these mythological concepts and related iconographical underpinnings is valuable in cementing 

Smith’s broader ideas of rebirth, rites of passage, and the female “superhero” in Born.   

Born is a multi-faceted compilation of fairy tale interpretations, psychoanalytical studies, 

Biblical figures, and symbolic mythological imagery.  Smith’s assignment of “superhero” status 

to the figures to which she alludes in her imagery presents a superfluity of references to her own 

interests, experiences, and personal background.  She states, “My work is about my life, and it 

protects my life.  I trust my motives for doing things because I know they are deeply connected 

to me—that the more I look after them, the more they will look after me.”40  Similar to those of 

the female “superheroes” Smith chose to depict in this work, the positioning of her double self-

portrait within such a provocative composition as Born then becomes a positive, 

autobiographical statement of her own rite of passage, and illuminates personal facets of the 

artist’s life and career that are pertinent to an understanding of her intentions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

                                                 
40 Posner (1998), 28. 
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Figure 1:  Kiki Smith,  
Born, 2002,  

color lithograph, 69” x 57”. 

Figure 2:  Sandro Botticelli,  
The Birth of Venus, c. 1485,  

tempura on canvas. 

Figure 3:  Gustave Doré,  
Red Riding Hood and Wolf, 1872, 

engraving. 

Figure 4:  Kiki Smith, 
Daughter, 1999, paper 
and mixed media, as 

seen from behind. 

Figure 6:  Kiki Smith. 

Figure 7:  Kiki Smith,  
Saint Geneviève, 1999,  

etching. 

Figure 5:  Max Factor’s  
“Riding Hood Red” lipstick ad  
from Vogue magazine, 1953. 

Figure 8:  Kiki Smith, 
Virgin with Dove, 1999, 

etching, aquatint, drypoint.
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Figure 9:  Peter Paul 
Rubens, Virgin of the 

Immaculate Conception, c. 
17th century, oil on canvas. 

Figure 10:  Kiki Smith,  
The Moon, 1997,  

ink on paper. 
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 Mo Tzu (ca. 479 – 438 B.C.E.) lived sometime after Confucius (551 – 479 

B.C.E.) and before Mencius (372 - 289 B.C.E.).  Much of Mencius can be read as 

a development and defense of Confucianism from attacks levied against it by rival 

schools, including Mo Tzu’s.  Because of this influence on Mencius, and the 

eventually dominant influence of Confucianism throughout much of Chinese 

history, I believe that Mo Tzu’s legacy should be assessed primarily on the basis 

of his influence on Confucianism:  both in terms of his direct attacks on the 

Confucians and in terms of his substantive theories, which, while for the most part 

rejected by Confucians, nevertheless presented serious challenges to 

Confucianism.  Unfortunately, recent discussions of Mo Tzu, to my mind, have 

bogged down in somewhat tangential issues, such as whether Mo Tzu might best 

be construed as a religious authoritarian (to use Dennis M. Ahern’s term) or a 

Voluntarist or Divine Will Theorist (to use David E. Soles’s terms), rather than a 

utilitarian, which is the more standard interpretation and which, I will try to argue, 
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sets Mo Tzu out more clearly as anti-Confucian.  The passages in Mo Tzu which 

Ahern and Soles rely upon in large measure to undermine the traditional 

interpretation of Confucius as a utilitarian, I will argue, are amongst the most 

conservative and most “Confucian” in the entire Mo Tzu corpus.  Whether Mo 

Tzu wrote them at all might well be questioned (although counter-questions could 

be raised about the more obviously “utilitarian” passages as well).  I will argue 

that by emphasizing the more conservative sounding passages, as Ahern and Soles 

do, we miss the originality and spark in Mo Tzu which so irritated, threatened and 

challenged the Confucians.  In this way, in other words, we miss the most 

important tenor of Mo Tzu’s legacy. 

 Let us begin by looking at a few main passages where Mo Tzu’s more 

anti-Confucian views come out clearly.  In particular, several passages seem to 

suggest that the Confucians were overly concerned with rites and rituals (li) at the 

expense of more substantive questions of right and wrong.  Mo Tzu often gives 

the sense of being more practically minded than Confucius and more apt to pay 

attention to simple empirical observation and common sense, even at the expense 

of li.  Here is one passage where Mo Tzu accuses the Confucians of outright 

stupidity if not hypocrisy: 

 

When a parent dies, the Confucians lay out the corpse for a long time 

before dressing it for burial while they climb up onto the root, peer down 

the well, poke in the ratholes, and search in the washbasins, looking for 

the dead man.  If they suppose that they will really find the dead man there, 
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then they must be stupid indeed, while if they know that he is not there but 

still search for him, then they are guilty of the greatest hypocrisy.1  

 

Watson notes in a footnote that in ancient times people “believed they could find 

the soul of the dead man and bring him back to life”2; the Confucians apparently 

ritualized this practice, whereas Mo Tzu clearly is criticizing it. 

 Here is another passage where Mo Tzu seems to be attacking Confucian 

funeral practices: 

 

 Now those who advocate elaborate funerals and lengthy mourning 

say:  “If elaborate funerals and lengthy mourning are in fact not the way of 

the sage kings, then why do the gentlemen of China continue to practice 

them and not give them up?  Why do they carry them out and not abandon 

them?” 

 Mo Tzu said:  This is because they confuse what is habitual with 

what is proper, and what is customary with what is right.  In ancient times 

east of the state of Yueh lived the people of the land of K’ai-shu.  When 

their first son was born, they cut him up and ate him, saying that this 

would be beneficial to the next son.  When their fathers died, they loaded 

their mothers on their backs, carried them off and abandoned them, saying 

“One can’t live in the same house with the wife of a ghost!”  These were 

regarded by the superiors as rules of government and by the people as 

                                                 
1 Mo Tzu, in Burton Watson, ed., Mo Tzu: Basic Writings, New York and London:  Columbia 
University Press, 1963, p. 125. 
2 Footnote 4 in Watson, op.cit., p. 125. 
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accepted procedure. They continued to practice those customs and did not 

give them up, carried them out and did not abandon them.  And yet can we 

actually say that they represent the way of benevolence [jen] and 

righteousness [yi]?  This is what it means to accept what is habitual as 

proper, and what is customary as right.3  

 

Here Mo Tzu seems to be presenting a reductio ad absurdum argument against 

blindly following past practice.  In the story he tells of people killing their first 

born son, he takes this practice as absurdly wrong.  As for anyone continuing the 

practice, Mo Tzu thinks they “accept what is habitual as proper, and what is 

customary as right”.  He implies that the Confucians also, in their elaborate 

funeral customs, fall into the same trap of “accept[ing] what is habitual as proper, 

and what is customary as right”. 

 In other places as well Mo Tzu tries to argue that Confucians are not true 

to their own principles, and perhaps not true to common sense, either.  Consider 

the opening paragraphs of “Against Confucians”, for example: 

 

The Confucians say:  “There are degrees to be observed in treating 

relatives as relatives, and gradations to be observed in honoring the 

worthy.”  They prescribe differences to be observed between close and 

distant relatives and between the honored and the humble.  Their code of 

rites says:  “Mourning for a father or mother should last three years; for a 

wife or eldest son, three years: for a paternal uncle, brother, or younger 
                                                 
3 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 75. 
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son, one year: and for other close relatives, five months.”  Now if the 

length of the mourning period is determined by the degree of kinship, then 

close relatives should be mourned for a long period and distant relatives 

for a short one. Yet the Confucians mourn the same length of time for a 

wife or eldest son as for a father or mother.  And if the length of the 

mourning period is determined by the degree of honor due, then this 

means that the wife and eldest son are honored the same as the father and 

mother, while the paternal uncles and brothers are placed on the same 

level as younger sons!  What could be more perverse than this?4  

 

 We can think of Mo Tzu’s ethics as having both a “negative side” and a 

“positive side”.  The negative side would include all his various attacks on the 

Confucians.  On the positive side, Mo Tzu has his principle of “universal love” 

and what we might call his “principle of benefit”.   Mo Tzu often presents these 

“positive” principles as replacements for much of what he takes the Confucians as 

saying. 

 Let me set aside the principle of “universal love” for a moment and 

consider the principle of benefit, which I take to be the following: 

 

It is the business of the benevolent man to try to promote what is 

beneficial to the world and to eliminate what is harmful.5 

 

                                                 
4 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 124. 
5 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 39. 
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 My strategy will be to show (i) how we can make sense of this principle roughly 

in terms of utilitarianism, (ii) how Mo Tzu tries to justify his further principle of 

“universal love” by appeal to utilitarian arguments, the principle of benefit in 

particular, and (iii) how Mo Tzu’s followers and defenders might try to extend 

Mo Tzu’s utilitarianism to reform Confucian ethics by rejecting practices of li 

which can be shown to be not beneficial.  In this way the principle of benefit 

serves as a principle of justification.  

 

Mo Tzu’s Utilitarianism 

 

 Let me now look more particularly at the question of whether Mo Tzu can 

be regarded as a utilitarian or not; and then, if he can be regarded as a utilitarian, 

take up the related question of what kind of utilitarian.  I think there is a 

reasonable amount of evidence in the text to suggest that Mo Tzu was a utilitarian 

and until recently this was accepted as the standard interpretation.  Fung Yu-lan, 

for example, speaks of the "strong utilitarian basis"6 in Mo Tzu's philosophy and 

he has been followed by many others.  Frederick Mote refers to Mo Tzu’s 

“religious utilitarianism” and compares him to Bentham and Mill7.  Burton  

Watson also refers to Mo Tzu’s “bald utilitarianism”8 and H.G. Creel refers to Mo 

Tzu’s “famous doctrine of utilitarianism”9.   (I have taken these references to 

                                                 
6 Fung Yu-lan, A History of Chinese Philosophy, vol. 1, D. Bodde, trans., second edition, 
Princeton:  Princeton University Press,  1952, p. 87 
7 Frederick Mote, Intellectual Foundations of China, New York:  Alfred A. Knopf, 1971, pp. 87-
88. 
8 Watson, p. 13. 
9 H.G. Creel, Chinese Thought from Confucius to Mao Tse-Tung, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1953, p. 54. 
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Fung, Mote, Watson and Creel all from Denis M. Ahern10.  Ahern is well aware 

of the traditional interpretation of Mo Tzu as a utilitarian.)  Similar references 

come out in more recent writers as well.  Alice Lum, for example, in a paper 

entitled “Social Utilitarianism in Mo Tzu” remarks that “although the term 

utilitarianism was first coined in the eighteenth century to describe an English 

doctrine of ethics, it may also be applied to the ancient philosophy of Mo Tzu”11.  

Huang Weihe describes a conflict between the “moralist and utilitarian schools 

regarding the question of what the supreme virtue is” and puts the pre-Qin 

Confucians in the former school and Mo Tzu in the latter12.  A.C. Graham, for his 

part, remarks that in Mo Tzu “the utilitarian principle is presented as nothing less 

that the final criterion of whether action is moral or immoral”13.  

 Unfortunately, many of the traditional interpreters of Mo Tzu do not spell 

out clearly what they mean by "utilitarianism" and some of them seem downright 

confused about utilitarianism as normally understood.  H.G. Creel, for example, 

quotes Mo Tzu's remark that "If [universal love] were not useful [then] I myself 

would disapprove of it"14.  Creel then says:  "Here we have Mo Tzu's famous 

doctrine of utilitarianism"15, as if the "utility" in utilitarianism meant nothing 

more than usefulness, or that utilitarianism aimed only to promote what is useful.  

This, of course, is a misunderstanding.  Utilitarianism as normally understood is 

                                                 
10 Dennis M. Ahern, “Is Mo Tzu a Utilitarian?”, in Journal of Chinese Philosophy, vol. 3 (1976), p. 
186. 
11 Alice Lum, “Social Utilitarianism in Mo Tzu”, in Journal of Chinese Philosophy, vol. 4 (1977), 
p. 190. 
12 Huang Weihe, “Mo Zi’s Concepts of Righteousness and Benefit”, in Social Sciences in China, 
vol. VIII, no. 4 (December 1986), pp. 164-165. 
13 A.C. Graham, Disputers of the Tao:  Philosophical Argument in Ancient China, La Salle, 
Illinois:  Open Court, 1989, p. 40. 
14 Creel, op.cit., p. 57. 
15 Ibid. 
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not a theory about usefulness per se, but is rather a broader moral theory about the 

right and the good. 

 To fix ideas, let me try to set out Mo Tzu’s views against the backdrop of  

what Rawls calls "classical utilitarianism"16.  "Classical utilitarianism" has 

nowadays become the fundamental conception against which other conceptions of 

utilitarianism can be compared and it is a much simpler and clearer form than 

pluralistic utilitarianism, rule utilitarianism, average utilitarianism, etc. which one 

sometimes finds in introductory textbooks (such as William Frankena's Ethics17, 

for example). 

 To simplify somewhat, think of classical utilitarianism as having two main 

concepts, the right and the good.  The right is defined as that which maximizes the 

good, and the good is understood as pleasure or pleasurable feeling.  Given a 

choice between two actions, A and B, then, the right action will be the one which 

promotes the greatest amount of pleasure.  The theory is "universalistic" in the 

sense that the pleasure concerned is not just one's own, but everyone's:  the 

utilitarian is asked to compute the total amount of pleasure that would result (in 

the whole world) from action A, and the total amount of pleasure that would 

result from action B, and then do the "right thing" which, according to the 

definition, is the action that would result in the greater of the two amounts of 

pleasure.  (The details of classical utilitarianism are discussed very clearly, in 

                                                 
16 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Cambridge, Massachusetts:  Harvard University Press, 1971, p. 
22. 
17 William K Frankena, Ethics, 2nd ed., Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice Hall, 1973. 
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passing, in Rawls's article "Justice as Fairness"18, as well as in his book A Theory 

of Justice19.) 

 Mo Tzu's utilitarianism, at first glance, seems comparatively 

straightforward in that he seems to take the good as just one thing:  benefit.  Mo 

Tzu writes: 

 

It is the business of the benevolent man to try to promote what is 

beneficial to the world and to eliminate what is harmful.20  

 

The utilitarian structure of Mo Tzu's remark here seems clear.  True, Mo Tzu does 

not speak directly of either "the good" or "the right" and someone might object 

that Mo Tzu cannot be called a utilitarian unless he couches his theory explicitly 

in these terms.  While not wishing simply to dismiss an objection along such lines, 

I think such an objection is unnecessarily strict and literal.  The terms "the good" 

and "the right" were not dominate terms in classical Chinese thought the way they 

are now in modern thought.  I think we should try to read Mo Tzu as much as 

possible on his own terms, while at the same time remaining open to comparisons 

with modern theories where possible.  I am inclined to interpret Mo Tzu as a 

utilitarian not because he uses specific vocabulary associated with utilitarianism 

but rather because his remarks convey a structure seemingly so similar to that of 

utilitarianism.  In particular, much as the utilitarian wants to promote goodness, 

                                                 
18 John Rawls, “Justice as Fairness”, reprinted Sellers and Hospers, eds., Readings in Ethical 
Theory, 2nd ed., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:  Prentice Hall, pp. 578 – 595. 
19 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Cambridge, Massachussetts:  Harvard University Press, 1971. 
20 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 39. 
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Mo Tzu wants to promote the beneficial.  There's an underlying sense of teleology 

or goal orientation here.  The benevolent man, or the moral man (one who wants 

to do "the right thing") is seen as having to aim for a certain consequence:  benefit 

in Mo Tzu or pleasure as the case may be in classical utilitarianism. 

 Another way to draw the comparison is to think of "the good" as a purely 

formal notion, like a variable or place holder or perhaps even a shorthand for the 

idea of desirable consequences.  We can go on from there to consider various 

theories which we feel convey, perhaps implicitly, a sense of the good, and we 

can compare and contrast them to the extent we feel these senses of the good are 

alike or different.  In that way we can describe Mo Tzu's theory of the beneficial 

as a theory of the good, even though Mo Tzu himself does not use terms such as 

"the good", "theory of the good" and so on. 

 I am thinking, then, of Mo Tzu's theory of the beneficial as analogous to 

classical utilitarian in the following way.  Just as the classical utilitarian urges us 

to promote pleasure, Mo Tzu urges us to promote the beneficial.  And just as the 

classical utilitarian asks us to judge the rightness of an activity on the basis of the 

extent to which it maximizes pleasure, Mo Tzu seems to be asking that we justify 

it on the basis of the extent to which it brings about benefit. 

 Pleasure, I think, is reasonably well understood, intuitively speaking.  

Benefit, in Mo Tzu's sense, may be less clear.  Is it financial benefit he is talking 

about?  opportunities for personal advancement?  psychological piece of mind?  

social order?  or something else?  And whose benefit is it that matters?  The 

personal benefit of the agent?  or the greater benefit of the society as a whole? 
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 To this latter question at least, Mo Tzu has a fairly clear answer.  He says 

the benevolent man should try "to promote what is beneficial to the world"21.  

However benefit is ultimately defined, this remark implies quite clearly, I think, a 

certain universalistic streak in Mo Tzu's utilitarianism:  rather than be concerned 

primarily with the benefit of the agent or the agent’s family, village or state, Mo 

Tzu expresses a clear concern for the world at large. 

 Mo Tzu's sense of "universalism" comes out well in the following passage, 

which also conveys some sense of the benefits and harms Mo Tzu has in mind: 

 

Now at the present time, what brings the greatest harm to the world?  

Great states attacking small ones, great families overthrowing small ones, 

the strong oppressing the weak, the many harrying the few, the cunning 

deceiving the stupid, the eminent lording it over the humble--these are 

harmful to the world.  So too are rulers who are not generous, ministers 

who are not loyal, fathers who are without kindness, and sons who are 

unfilial, as well as those men who, with weapons, knives, poison, fire, and 

water, seek to injure and undo each other. 

 When we inquire into the cause of these various harms, what do 

we find has produced them?  do they come about from loving others and 

trying to benefit them?  surely not!  They come rather from hating others 

and trying to injure them.  And when we set out to classify and describe 

those men who hate and injure others, shall we say that their actions are 

motivated by universality or partiality?  Surely we must answer, by 
                                                 
21 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 39, emphasis added. 
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partiality, and it is this partiality in their dealings with one another that 

gives rise to all the great harms in the world.  Therefore we know that 

partiality is wrong.22  

 

On the next page Mo Tzu summarizes his argument by saying: 

 

I have said previously that it is the business of the benevolent man to try to 

promote what is beneficial to the world and to eliminate what is harmful.  

Now I have demonstrated that universality is the source of all the great 

benefits in the world and partiality is the source of all the great harm.  It is 

for this reason that Mo Tzu has said that partiality is wrong and 

universality is right.23  

 

This passage suggests very clearly, I think, that for Mo Tzu the principle of 

universality, or the principle of universal love, should be followed as a way of 

maximizing benefit to the world.  When taken at a high enough level of 

abstraction the principle seems simple enough and to say in effect:  love everyone, 

impartially.  At a less abstract, more particular level, however, more may be 

needed to be said to make the principle clear, as we will consider further below. 

 The principle of universal love plays such a large role in Mo Tzu's 

philosophy that it may seem to take on a life of its own.  In some places it may 

                                                 
22 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 39. 
23 Mo Tzu, in Watson, pp. 40-41. 
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even seem like an absolute rule in and of itself.  How then is the principle of 

universal love related to Mo Tzu's utilitarianism? 

 The answer lies, I think, in the distinction between act utilitarianism and 

rule utilitarianism.  Act utilitarianism says in effect that each action must be 

assessed by itself:  in theory each and every action open to an agent at a given 

time must be assessed for its consequences, the one and only right act being that 

one which yields the greatest measure of pleasure compared to all the others.  In 

practice of course it is very difficult to foresee all the results of a large number of 

possible acts.  This has led some people to suggest that utilitarianism, however 

clear it may be in theory, is unworkable in practice.  The rule utilitarian tries to 

overcome this difficulty by suggesting rules which, if followed, will to lead to the 

greatest measure of pleasure.  The rules are successful to the extent they identify 

those acts which do indeed produce the greatest measure of pleasure.  In that way, 

act utilitarians and rule utilitarians both agree on the same set of right acts, so long 

as the rules set out by the rule utilitarians are correct.  Indeed the rules are 

supposed by the rule utilitarians to be justified by the utilitarian principle itself, 

hence the claim by the rule utilitarians to be proper utilitarians. 

 Now Mo Tzu can be put into this context very easily, I think.  We can 

regard him as a rule utilitarian who took the principle of universal love as his rule.  

In effect Mo Tzu is saying that the aim of morality is to promote the beneficial, 

and because he believed that the best way to do this is by following the principle 

of universal love, it follows that Mo Tzu believed we should act according to the 

principle of universal love. 
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 There remains the problem of spelling out, at the practical level, precisely 

how Mo Tzu's principle of universal love is to be understood.  Mo Tzu says little 

by way of direct definition, so we must extrapolate from the text as best we can. 

 On what is perhaps the most straightforward reading, Mo Tzu seems to be 

suggesting that we should love universally in the sense of treating everyone 

equally and impartially.  On the other hand, is it really plausible to suggest that 

people should treat their friends exactly the same way they treat their parents?  

Common sense would seem to suggest that we should find another interpretation.  

Common sense, along with the Confucians, might also suggest that we have a 

special obligation to our fathers that we do not have to other people's fathers.  

This latter point is not Mo Tzu's view, however, as the following passage suggests: 

  

Suppose there are two men, one of them holding to partiality, the other to 

universality.  The believer in partiality says “How could I possibly regard 

my friend the same as myself, or my friend's father the same as my own?”  

Because he views his friend in this way, he will not feed him when he is 

hungry, clothe him when he is cold, nourish him when he is sick, or bury 

him when he dies.  Such are the words of the partial man, and such his 

actions.  But the words and actions of the universal-minded man are not 

like these.  He will say, “I have heard that the truly superior man of the 

world regards his friend the same as himself, and his friend's father the 

same as his own.  Only if he does this can he be considered a truly 

superior man.”  Because he views his friend in this way, he will feed him 
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when he is hungry, clothe him when he is cold, nourish him when he is 

sick, and bury him when he dies.  Such are the words and actions of the 

universal-minded man.24   

 

On one level this passage can be read as an attack on Confucius, who held that we 

have special obligations to our parents that we do not have to others.  The passage 

has a certain rhetorical strength in this way.  However, it leaves us somewhat in 

the dark as to how the principle of universality is to work in detail.  There is the 

suggestion that we should treat our friends much as we treat ourselves, and the 

further suggestion that we should treat other people's fathers the way we treat our 

own.  Perhaps the idea is that people should be categorized somehow (fathers, 

friends, etc.) and all people within a certain category should be treated equally.  

This would avoid the paradox of having to treat one’s friends the same way one 

treats one’s parents.  In another section ("Against Confucians") Mo Tzu seems to 

assume that elder relatives have to be given more respect than younger ones,25 and 

this again counts against interpreting the principle of universal love as requiring 

complete equality throughout society.  Perhaps it also supports the idea of treating 

people within a certain category as equals. 

 On such an interpretation, how would the categories be defined and 

demarcated?  Some of our elder relatives may also be friends, for example.  Do 

we treat them as friends or as elder relatives?  Perhaps in most cases it does not 

matter - or does it?  How are we to decide and what are the principles involved?  

                                                 
24 Mo Tzu, in Watson, pp. 41-42. 
25 For example on p. 125 of Watson. 
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While Mo Tzu may fail to give clear answers to each and every one of these 

questions, it is nevertheless clear that he wants more flexibility than his target, the 

Confucians, would allow.  Perhaps Mo Tzu would have been better off sticking 

with a simpler theory of act utilitarianism, wherein every action is simply 

considered on its own with respect to the amount of benefit produced, without 

getting into the difficulties encountered with the principle of universal love, 

interpreted as a version of rule utilitarianism. On the other hand, the principle of 

universal gives him a clear and forceful point of contrast with the Confucians, 

who preached a more gradated system of favor. 

 

Dennis M. Ahern’s Objection  

 

 Are non-utilitarian interpretations of Mo Tzu possible and to what extent 

can they be defended?  These are the two questions to which I turn now.  I take as 

my starting point Denis M. Ahern’s paper “Is Mo Tzu a Utilitarian?”26  Ahern 

does not distinguish clearly between act utilitarianism and rule utilitarianism in 

the way I have done.  Rather he relies on a distinction he draws (following W.D. 

Ross) between “weak utilitarianism” and “strong utilitarianism”.  Weak 

utilitarianism Ahern defines as the view that the “maximization of values for the 

greatest number is an important criterion for rightness, although it may not be the 

final and ultimate criterion”27.  Strong utilitarianism is the view that “the final 

criterion determining the rightness of actions is the maximization of value for the 

                                                 
26 Ahern, op.cit. 
27 Ahern, p. 185. 
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greatest number of people”28.  Ahern concludes on the basis of a (somewhat 

perfunctory) review of the textual evidence in Mo Tzu that Mo Tzu is committed 

to the following four bi-conditionals29: 

 

B1  ‘x is a right action’ if and only if ‘x is an action that is beneficial to the 

world’ 

 

B2  ‘x is a wrong action’ if and only if ‘x is an action that is harmful to the 

world’ 

 

B3  ‘x is right action’ if and only if ‘x is in accord with the will of Heaven’ 

 

B4  ‘x is a wrong action’ if and only if ‘x is not in accord with the will of 

Heaven’ 

 

B1 and B2 represent the utilitarian position, whereas B3 and B4 represent what 

Ahern calls “religious authoritarianism”.  Ahern writes: 

 

If  Mo Tzu actually held the non-utilitarian position, one might think he 

would also be committed to holding that one has an obligation to follow 

the will of Heaven no matter what it might be.  Thus, it may seem, even if 

Heaven wished to bring about discord and chaos, human beings would 

                                                 
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid., p. 187 and p. 189. 
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have an obligation to promote that end.  However, the defender of the 

utilitarian interpretation can rightly claim that there is no evidence Mo Tzu 

would advocate such a view. On the other hand, if Mo Tzu were a 

utilitarian he would have to hold that if the values of Heaven turned out 

not to pass the utilitarian test, then the will of Heaven would no longer be 

the standard of right action.  There is no evidence that he would advocate 

this view, either.  Mo Tzu just assumes that Heaven is benevolent and 

works for the benefit of human beings…. 

 The four bi-conditionals, B1 to B4, are all accepted by Mo Tzu; 

there are no apparent grounds for saying that either pair, B1 and B2, or B3 

and B4, is basic.  It is simply presupposed that a utilitarian test of benefit 

and a non-utilitarian test of authority will sanction the same set of actions 

as proper.30 

 

Ahern thus despairs of a conclusion as to which criterion (utilitarianism or 

religious authoritarianism) is more basic to Mo Tzu: “the texts that we have do 

not provide us with sufficient evidence”31. 

 Various responses might be suggested here (not all of them mutually 

exclusive): 

 

1. The demand for a clear resolution as to Mo Tzu’s most basic criterion of 

right is unfair and unreasonable.  It is to impose a modern (sometimes the 

                                                 
30 Ibid., p. 191. 
31 Ibid. 
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word “western” is added here for extra bite) obsession for a logical 

hierarchical ordering of concepts which Mo Tzu himself did not 

understand or aim to achieve.  Ahern’s search for some one “criterion of 

rightness” in Mo Tzu was doomed from the start; it was misguided. 

 

2. Mo Tzu was a practically minded person, not a systematic philosopher 

obsessed with logic and hierarchical orderings of principles and concepts, 

but rather someone looking for practical results.  Like any good debater or 

politician, he said different things to different people in an effort to get 

them to adopt a favoured course of action.  For the religious, he would 

emphasize religious concepts; for the non-religious, he would emphasize 

or arguments and concerns (such as promoting benefit). 

 

3. Mo Tzu was indeed inconsistent in the way Ahern suggests and we should 

accept the inconsistency. 

 

4. Mo Tzu was consistent, or at least can be seen as consistent in a charitable 

reconstruction of the weight of the Mo Tzu text as a whole.  Recalcitrant 

passages may need a more careful reading or reinterpretation.  Perhaps 

they can be shown to be inauthentic later additions; or early views later 

rejected; rhetorical flourishes; misguided interpretations by later followers, 

compilers or commentators; or even corruptions. 
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Dirck Vorenkamp’s Defense  

 

 The most sustained defense I have found of Mo Tzu as a strong utilitarian 

in Ahern’s sense comes in Dirck Vorenkamp’s paper “Another look at 

Utilitarianism in Mo Tzu’s Thought”32.  In Part I of that paper Vorenkamp 

focuses on several passages where Mo Tzu refers to the will of Heaven.  

Vorenkamp’s strategy here is simple:  if the passages show that the will of 

Heaven is as important or more important than utility as a criterion of rightness, 

then Mo Tzu can be at most a weak utilitarian in Ahern’s sense, not a strong 

utilitarian.  For Vorenkamp, only the strong sense of utilitarianism will do:  if Mo 

Tzu cannot be shown to be a strong utilitarian, then for Vorenkamp Mo Tzu 

cannot be considered to be a consistent utilitarian at all, and Ahern’s position will 

be sustained. 

 The first passage Vorenkamp takes up is from Mo Tzu’s chapter on the 

“Will of Heaven”: 

 

But what does Heaven desire and what does it hate?  Heaven desires 

righteousness and hates unrighteousness.  Hence leading everyone under 

Heaven to act according to righteousness, then I am doing what Heaven 

desires….  It is said, for instance, righteousness is a law.  Those below do 

not govern those above, but (rather) those above govern those below.  The 

                                                 
32 Dirck Vorenkamp, “Another Look at Utilitarianism in Mo Tzu’s Thought”, in Journal of 
Chinese Philosophy, vol. 19 (1992), pp. 423 – 443. 
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emperor has not been able to personally make the law:  Heaven governs 

him.33   

 

Vorenkamp comments on this passage as follows: 

 

 The idea in this passage is that people are to honor Heaven and the 

spirits by acting virtuously because Heaven acts as the final authority on 

matters of ethics.  Men should act in accordance with Heaven’s will not 

necessarily for utilitarian reasons, but because it is “the right thing to do” 

(where “right” is what is decreed by Heaven).  If this is Mo-tzu’s position, 

then Ahern is correct:  Mo-tzu would not be asserting the ultimate value of 

utility itself, but its value only as a decree either from or in relation to 

Heaven’s desires (i.e., “rules”).34   

 

Vorenkamp then proceeds to argue that “Mo Tzu was not arguing that the will of 

Heaven and the spirits is as important as utility”35.  I will not rehearse the details 

of Vorenkamp’s argument here, because it seems obvious to me that the passage 

from Mo Tzu in question does not commit Mo Tzu to a claim about the will of 

Heaven as ultimate moral standard.  For a perfectly natural and straightforward 

interpretation of the passage taking, for purposes of argument, righteousness as, if 

not benefit then at least leading to benefit, would be to interpret Mo Tzu as saying 

that Heaven itself takes benefit as the standard and views righteousness as a way 

                                                 
33 Mo Tzu, as quoted in Vorenkamp, p. 426. 
34 Vorenkamp, p. 426. 
35 Ibid. 
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to achieve benefit.  The passage would still have the aim of an appeal to authority 

(Heaven) but the underlying logic would be not that Heaven sets or determines 

the standard but rather that Heaven too accepts the standard. 

 A similar interpretation can be given to the following passage, which is 

one of the main passages Ahern cites as evidence for his view of the will of 

Heaven as a fundamental criterion of morality for Mo Tzu and evidence thus that 

Mo Tzu would accept bi-conditionals B3 and B4: 

 

But what does Heaven desire and what does it hate?  Heaven desires 

righteousness and hates unrighteousness.  It being so, then leading the 

people of the world to conduct affairs in righteousness, I am thereupon 

doing what Heaven desires.  When I do what Heaven desires, Heaven will 

also do what I desire….  (So I) say, when the world is righteous, it lives 

(and) without righteousness it dies.36   

 

Vorenkamp comments as follows on this passage: 

 

 Heaven desires virtuous behavior (righteousness) because it brings 

social order.  Here Mo Tzu tells us that righteousness is itself not 

intrinsically good, but only useful in securing the intrinsic good.  

Presumably people all value social order over disorder as an intrinsic good, 

and so Heaven’s commands to be righteous stand or fall upon the utility 

                                                 
36 Mo Tzu, as quoted in Vorenkamp, p. 428. 
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criterion.  Mo-tzu’s argument relies upon the utility of the matter and also 

seems to provide a means of judging the value of Heaven’s commands.37 

 

Vorenkamp’s interpretation depends in part on his claim that “Heaven desires 

virtuous behavior (righteousness) because it brings social order”.  Neither the 

equation of virtuous behavior to righteousness, nor the claim that righteousness 

brings social order, is explicit in the passage.  I would suggest a more 

straightforward reading of the passage as follows:  take the operative sentence as 

“when I do what Heaven desires, Heaven will also do what I desire”.  I then do 

what Heaven desires as a purely practical means to get Heaven to do what I desire, 

thereby giving me what I desire. What do I desire?  The answer comes in the lines 

omitted from the above quotation: 

 

Now what do I desire and what do I have?  I desire happiness and a 

prosperous career and hate misfortunes and calamities.  If I do not do what 

Heaven desires, or do what Heaven does not desire, then I lead everyone 

under Heaven into misfortune and calamity.38   

 

Vorenkamp comments that “Mo Tzu tells us to do what Heaven desires not 

simply because it is ‘Heaven’s will’, but rather because in doing so we will 

benefit ourselves”39.   Heaven functions thus not as a moral legislator, but in Mo 

Tzu’s eyes at least more like a set of causal laws:  if I do thus and so, Heaven will 

                                                 
37 Vorenkamp, p. 429. 
38 Mo Tzu, as quoted in Vorenkamp, p. 430. 
39 Vorenkamp, p. 430. 
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react accordingly.  I think this point holds notwithstanding a more anthropocentric 

interpretation of Heaven which might be implied by phrases such as “Heaven 

desires” (emphasis added).  If I want to achieve some benefit, then I must act in a 

way by which Heaven will act in a way which gives me benefit.  The way to do 

this, in Mo Tzu’s view, would be to practice universal love.  Vorenkamp and I 

both accept this conclusion, though our interpretations of the above quoted 

passages differ somewhat. 

 Vorenkamp considers a further passage: 

 

Those who accord with Heaven’s will, universally loving and mutually 

benefiting (others), will certainly obtain rewards.  Those who oppose 

Heaven’s will, being partial, mutually disliking and mutually harming 

(one another), will certainly obtain punishment.40   

 

First let us note that nothing in the passage requires an interpretation of Heaven as 

the final criterion of morality. The phrase “Heaven’s will” can be read simply as 

what Heaven would wish us to do, say because doing so satisfies some 

independent criterion of morality.  If Heaven accepts utilitarianism, for example, 

then Heaven might well will (or wish) us to follow it.  Only if the criterion of 

morality were defined as Heaven’s will could this passage be cited as evidence for 

Ahern’s position that Mo Tzu was not a consistent utilitarian. 

 Another possible although perhaps somewhat speculative reading of the 

passage would be to read it as an exhortation to follow the principle of universally 
                                                 
40 Mo Tzu, as quoted in Vorenkamp, p. 431 
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loving and benefiting others.  The suggestion would be that even Heaven does so, 

so do so as well.  Again, the rightness would not be defined by Heaven, but 

Heaven’s practice of loving universally and benefiting others would be taken as 

evidence for the importance of following such a principle.  The moral criterion 

would remain utilitarian, and the practice of Heaven upholding and following that 

utilitarian principle would be taken as an exhortation to do likewise.  Heaven’s 

practice would be taken as a good example, so to speak, not the defining 

characteristic of morality. 

 While I believe Vorenkamp would agree with me on this point, his main 

concern with the passage is rather different.  He takes the phrase “Heaven’s will” 

more in the sense of what he terms “Heaven’s rules”41.  Vorenkamp describes this 

view as a form of rule-utilitarianism.  “The fact that there are conceivable specific 

situations in which following the general rule might violate the utility criterion in 

a specific case is unimportant here,”42 Vorenkamp notes.  “Mo Tzu did not see 

any possibly conflict between the two”43.  Nor, one might add, do modern rule 

utilitarians see any conflict either:  they believe that by following the rule(s), 

utility will be maximized over time.  The caveat I would wish to raise here, 

though, is a question of whether “Heaven’s rules” should be taken as included in a 

list of rules that Mo Tzu, as a rule utilitarian, would wish to favour.  Vorenkamp 

seems to imply that the answer to this question is yes.  I hesitate to embrace this 

interpretation mainly because Vorenkamp’s phrase “Heaven’s rules” is so vague.  

The passage Vorenkamp quotes from Mo Tzu refers not to Heaven’s rules but to 

                                                 
41 Vorenkamp, p. 431. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
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“Heaven’s will, universally loving and mutually benefiting (others)”.  I favour 

simply this principle of universal love as the “rule” in Mo Tzu’s rule 

utilitarianism.  Perhaps Mo Tzu would say that Heaven’s  “rules”, whatever they 

are, are based on the principle of universal love, or, as he puts it here, the 

principle of  “universally loving and mutually benefiting (others)”. 

 In a further defense of his interpretation of Mo Tzu as a rule utilitarian, 

Vorenkamp takes up the question of the ontological status of Heaven and spirits.  

Clearly, if Mo Tzu accepts bi-conditionals B3 and B4, as Ahern wants to assert, 

then Mo Tzu must be committed the existence of Heaven.  If, on the other hand, 

Mo Tzu did not believe in the existence of Heaven or felt the matter was open to 

doubt, Vorenkamp suggests there would be little reason for him to accept bi-

conditionals B3 and B4.  Vorenkamp wants to argue that Mo Tzu, as a utilitarian, 

need not commit himself to the existence of Heaven, although he might encourage 

a belief in Heaven “provided such a belief included the idea that Heaven wanted 

people to practice ‘universal love’”44  To the extent, then, that Mo Tzu’s 

commitment to the existence of Heaven (as opposed to a mere belief in Heaven) is 

in doubt or can be called into question, the interpretation of Mo Tzu as a 

utilitarian would be supported. 

 

Mo Tzu’s “Three Tests” of a Theory 

 

 It is in this context that Vorenkamp proceeds to examine the famous “three 

tests” by which Mo Tzu thinks a theory must be judged: 
                                                 
44 Vorenkamp, p. 436.   
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We must set up a standard of judgment, for to try to speak without a 

standard of judgment is like trying to establish the direction of sunrise and 

sunset with a revolving potter’s wheel.  It will be impossible to determine 

the difference between what is right and wrong, what is beneficial and 

what is harmful.  Therefore a theory must be judged by three tests.  What 

are these three tests of a theory?  Its origin, its validity, and its 

applicability.  How do we judge its origin?  We judge it by comparing the 

theory with the deeds of the sage kings of antiquity.  How do we judge its 

validity?  We judge it by comparing the theory with the evidence of the 

eyes and ears of the people.  And how do we judge its applicability?  We 

judge it by observing whether, when the theory is put into practice in the 

administration, it brings benefit to the state and the people.  This is what is 

meant by the three tests of a theory.45   

 

It might be noted at the outset that the very sentence “It will be impossible to 

determine the difference between what is right and wrong, what is beneficial and 

what is harmful” seems to equate right and wrong with the beneficial and the 

harmful in a straightforward utilitarian way, in support of Vorenkamp’s 

interpretation of Mo Tzu as a utilitarian.  Vorenkamp, however, is trying for a 

more subtle reading of the passage.  He is more interested in the question of the 

ontological status of Heaven for Mo Tzu as evidenced in the three tests 

themselves.  If Mo Tzu did not believe in the existence of Heaven, or if Heaven 
                                                 
45 Mo Tzu, in Watson, pp. 117-118. 
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was not important enough in his thinking to be mentioned in the passage, then 

Vorenkamp thinks Heaven could hardly be taken as Mo Tzu’s final criterion of 

morality.  Vorenkamp points out that of the three extant versions of this passage 

Heaven is mentioned in only one, Chapter 36.  While perhaps not conclusive, 

Vorenkamp takes this point as suggestive, and evidence that Heaven figures less 

conclusively than otherwise might be assumed. 

 A.C. Graham has further observed that Chapter 36 stems from the 

“Reactionary” sect, of the three sects of Mohist thought which developed after 

Mo Tzu’s death, whereas Chapter 35, from which I have quoted above, comes 

from the “Purist” sect.  Whether any of these sects truly represents Mo Tzu’s 

thinking can of course be questioned, but the three texts appear to be the only 

remaining evidence of Mo Tzu’s thinking that we have.  In two of the three texts 

which refer to the three tests, then, it happens that there is no reference to Heaven 

at all.  We are left instead with a somewhat authoritarian first test, which might be 

taken as non-utilitarian; and a conceivably non-utilitarian second test as well.  

Could this observation imply an authoritarian criterion based, if not on Heaven, 

then simply on the deeds of the sage kings of antiquity; and perhaps even a more 

popular criterion or rightness based on the “eyes and ears of the people”?  If so, 

we should consider two further bi-conditionals, as follows: 

 

B5  ‘x is right’ if and only if ‘x accords with the deeds of the sage kings of 

antiquity’ 
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B6  ‘x is right’ if and only if ‘x accords with the eyes and ears of the 

people’  

 

It seems to me that neither of these two bi-conditionals should be accepted as 

representing Mo Tzu’s position.  For one thing, as A.C. Graham has pointed out, 

Mo Tzu uses the second test “only for questions of existence, and so for only two 

of the doctrines, the existence of ghosts and other spirits and the non-existence of 

Destiny”46.  B6, therefore, can be eliminated as a criterion of moral rightness and 

wrongness for Mo Tzu.  I believe that some of Graham’s further comments are 

helpful with respect to B5 as well.  In particular, Graham points out that: 

 

As critics of the Chou tradition the Mohists take their sage kings 

indifferently from the founders of all the Three Dynasties (Hsia, Shang, 

Chou) and the pre-dynastic Yao and Shun.  The appeal (but only in the 

Purist versions) is to the authority not of antiquity but of wisdom, not to 

‘the former kings’ but to ‘the sage kings of old’.  Three Purist essays in 

fact start by saying that the government of the “kings, dukes and great men 

of old” led to poverty, underpopulation and disorder until the principles of 

‘Elevation of Worth’, ‘Rejection of Aggression’ and ‘Rejection of 

Destiny’ came to be recognized.  The assumption, unquestioned 

throughout the core chapters, is that the problems of government are 

unchanging and therefore that solutions if correct will already have been 

                                                 
46 Graham, op.cit., p. 38 
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known to the wisest men of the past.  Elsewhere in Mo-tzu however 

innovation is explicitly upheld.47  

 

This passage leaves open the possibility that the sage kings of old are themselves 

identified by MoTzu (and his Purist followers at least) by applying a utilitarian 

test.  As Graham forcefully puts the point: 

 

 The first and third tests, agreement with the practice of the sage 

kings and practical results, interact in Mohist thought.  You distinguish the 

sage kings from the tyrants by whether their policies proved beneficial or 

harmful in practice; you adopt a new course for its practical effects and 

then search history for confirmation that the sage kings did the same; and 

you put your own thoughts in the mouths of those you identify as sages, 

knowing that since the thought is right the sage would have shared it.  This 

implies that the third, the utilitarian test, outweighs any ancient author 

which can be cited on the other side.  For the Mohists, it provides a 

principle by which to judge all traditional morality.48   

 

Graham thus joints Vorenkamp and me in defending utilitarianism as the criterion 

of morality in Mo Tzu. 

 

 

                                                 
47 Graham, pp. 38 -39. 
48 Graham, p. 39. 
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David E. Soles’s Position 

 

 I turn at last to David E. Soles’s paper, “Mo Tzu and the Foundations of 

Morality”49, where Soles launches a sustained attack on Vorenkamp’s paper and 

interpretation of Mo Tzu.  Soles summarizes Vorenkamp’s view as follows: 

 

According to Vorenkamp’s reading, Mo Tzu is a consistent utilitarian who 

can hold both sets of bi-conditionals. We need only assume that Mo-Tzu is 

a rule utilitarian who also believes that, as a matter of fact, Heaven always 

wills what is beneficial.  So acting in accord with Heaven’s will will 

always produce the greatest good.  Therefore, we should always obey 

Heaven’s will.50   

 

Soles comments on Vorenkamp’s view as follows:  “while Vorenkamp is on the 

right track in thinking that Mo Tzu’s utilitarian tendencies can be reconciled with 

his thesis that actions are right in so far as they accord with the will of Heaven, he 

has the relationship reversed”51.  In Soles’s view: 

 

Mo-Tzu is a consistent Voluntarist or Divine Will theorist who believes 

that Heaven always wills what benefits the world.  What makes an action 

right is that it is willed by Heaven but it is a contingent fact that Heaven 

                                                 
49 David E. Soles, “Mo Tzu and the Foundations of Morality”, in Journal of Chinese Philosophy 
vol. 26, no. 1 (March 1999), pp. 37 – 48. 
50 Soles, p, 38. 
51 Soles, pp. 33-39. 
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always wills what benefits the world.  Thus, the fundamental principle of 

morality is “An action is right iff it is in accord with the Will of Heaven”, 

but since Heaven always wills the benefit of the world, we can take the 

production of benefits as a secondary principle for determining which 

actions are right, i.e., which are in accord with the will of Heaven.52   

 

Soles’s main argument against Vorenkamp hinges on a claim that Vorenkamp’s 

position does not stand up to the textual evidence in Mo Tzu.  Soles cites various 

passages in Mo Tzu which Soles feels support his interpretation of Mo Tzu as a 

Divine Will theorist.  The following is representative: 

 

Mo Tzu said:  Now if the gentlemen of today wish to practice benevolence 

and righteousness, they must not fail to examine the origin of 

righteousness. If they must not fail to examine the origin of righteousness, 

then what is the origin of righteousness? 

Mo Tzu said:  Righteousness does not originate with the stupid and the 

humble, but with the eminent and wise.  How do we know that 

righteousness does not originate with the stupid and humble, but with the 

eminent and wise?  Righteousness means doing what is right.  How do we 

know that righteousness means doing what is right?  Because when there 

is righteousness in the world, then the world is well ordered, but when 

there is no righteousness, then it is in disorder.  Therefore we know that 

righteousness means doing what is right.  Now the stupid and humble 
                                                 
52 Soles, p. 39. 
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cannot decide what is right for the eminent and wise.  There must first be 

the eminent and wise, who can then decide what is right for the stupid and 

humble.  Therefore, we know that righteousness does not originate with 

the stupid and humble, but with the eminent and wise. 

 Then who is eminent and who is wise?  Heaven is pure eminence 

and pure wisdom.  Therefore righteousness in fact originates with 

Heaven.53   

 

Soles puts great weight on lines such as “Heaven is pure eminence and pure 

wisdom.  Therefore, righteousness in fact originates from Heaven.”  Soles 

concludes: 

 

As passages like the above demonstrate, Mo Tzu believes that the will of 

Heaven is the source of righteousness; Heaven is the origin of 

righteousness; Heaven decides what is right.  This is a Divine Will 

account of right, not utilitarian.  According to this account, obedience to 

the will of Heaven is the standard of righteousness.54   

 

Against Soles, I rather doubt the passage (and others like it) can stand up to such a 

strong reading.  Mo Tzu no where says “I define rightness as the will of Heaven”, 

after all, nor does he say “I take the will of Heaven as the fundamental criterion of 

morality”.  Even his phrase “rightness in fact originates with Heaven” can be 

                                                 
53 Mo Tzu, as quoted in Soles, pp. 39 – 40. 
54 Soles, p. 40. 
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taken, arguably, in the weaker sense of Heaven being the first to practice 

righteousness or perhaps the first to recognize it. 

 Soles’s position is:  “It is apparent that Mo Tzu subscribes to a command 

theory of right and wrong.  For Mo Tzu, it is a right, a duty, to obey the 

commands of those authorized to command and it is wrong, unjust to disobey the 

commands of a superior”55.  Soles claims that “this position… is most explicit in 

the section entitled ‘Identifying with One’s Superior’”56, from which Soles quotes 

as follows: 

 

 When all [the] officials had been installed, the Son of Heaven 

proclaimed the principle of his rule to the people of the world, saying, 

“Upon hearing of good or evil, one shall report it to his superior.  What the 

superior considers right all shall consider right; what the superior 

considers wrong all shall consider wrong.   If the superior commits any 

fault, his subordinates shall remonstrate with him; if his subordinates do 

good, the superior shall recommend them.  To identify oneself with one’s 

superior and not to form cliques on the lower levels – such conduct as this 

shall be rewarded by those above and praised by those below.  If, upon 

hearing of good or evil, one fails to report it to his superior; if what the 

superior considers as right is not accepted as right and what the superior 

considers as wrong is not accepted as wrong; if his subordinates fail to 

remonstrate with the superior when he commits a fault, or if the superior 

                                                 
55 Soles, p. 41. 
56 Ibid. 
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fails to recommend his subordinates when they do good; if the 

subordinates make common cause among themselves and fail to identify 

themselves with their superior – if there is such conduct as this, it shall be 

punished by those above and condemned by the people at large.”57   

 

In Soles’s interpretation: 

 

 the essential point here is Mo Tzu’s belief that what the superior 

considers right all shall consider right and what the superior considers 

wrong all shall consider wrong.  This is a command theory of right and 

wrong; an action is right (or wrong) iff the person duly authorized to 

determine what is right (or wrong) has decreed that it is right (or wrong).58 

   

 The main reason I feel the above quotation should not be taken as 

evidence for Soles’s claim that Mo Tzu had a command theory of right and wrong 

has to do with the context in which the passage occurs.  In the context 

(“Identifying with One’s Superior, Part 1 (section 11)”), Mo Tzu, contra Soles, is 

not presenting his own substantive view of morality.  Rather, Mo Tzu is 

presenting what he takes to be an historical account of the development of society 

and what the Son of Heaven proclaimed: 

                                                 
57 Mo Tzu, as quoted in Soles, pp. 41 – 42. 
58 Soles, p. 42. 
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When all the officials had been installed, the Son of Heaven proclaimed 

the principle of his rule to the people of the world, saying ‘Upon hearing 

of good or evil, one shall report it to his superior….59  

 

True, Mo Tzu expresses admiration for the work of the Son of Heaven: 

 

 If we examine the reason why the world was well ordered, we find 

that it was simply that the Son of Heaven was able to unify the standards 

of judgment throughout the world, and this resulted in order.60  

 

Against Soles, however, Mo Tzu’s admiration here seems to stem from the social 

order which resulted from the Son of Heaven’s practice:  a benefit when 

compared to the social chaos which Mo Tzu discusses at the beginning of the 

section and which undermined social development.  Although Mo Tzu does not 

use the word “benefit” in the particular passage, far from supporting Soles’s 

position on a command theory of morality, the passage is in fact consistent with a 

utilitarian reading. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 

 Critics may find some of my readings strained or recherché; there may be 

other passages I have not considered which may appear to some readers to favour 

                                                 
59 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 35. 
60 Mo Tzu, in Watson, p. 37. 
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interpretations not my own; or perhaps I have underestimated or overlooked the 

strength of some of Soles’s arguments.  I cannot claim my case is airtight.  I have 

intended my interpretation as what I have considered to be the best reflection of 

the weight of Mo Tzu’s text as a whole and the best “rational reconstruction” of 

Mo Tzu using contemporary terms (such as “utilitarianism” and “final criterion of 

rightness”) and contemporary concerns.  I fall back also on points made earlier:  

Mo Tzu may not have been as systematic and logically hierarchical in his day as 

we today would like see in a systematic moral theory today.  The texts that have 

come down to us may have been corrupted in key places.  Some passages may 

have been softened, or hardened, to fit particular audiences or to achieve a desired 

effect.  Other difficulties could be considered.   All the more reason to be flexible 

in a rational reconstruction of Mo Tzu’s work. 

 Of all of Mo Tzu’s work, arguably his principle of universal love has had 

the most influence.  It was a threat both to the egoism of Yang Chu and to the 

gradated love espoused by Confucius.  Mencius clearly felt that challenge and 

was moved to respond: 

 

The teachings current in the Empire are those of either the school of Yang 

or the school of Mo.  Yang advocates everyone for himself, which 

amounts to a denial of one’s prince; Mo advocates love without 

discrimination, which amounts to a denial of one’s father.  To ignore one’s 

father on the one hand, and one’s prince on the other, is to be no different 

from the beasts.  Kung-ming Yi said, “there is fat meat in your kitchen and 
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there are well-fed horses in your stables, yet the people look hungry and in 

the outskirts of cities men drop dead from starvation.  This is to show 

animals the way to devour men.”  If the way of Yang and Mo does not 

subside and the way of Confucius is not proclaimed, the people will be 

deceived by heresies and the path of morality will be blocked.  When the 

path of morality is blocked, then we show animals the way to devour men, 

and sooner or later it will come to men devouring men.  Therefore, I am 

apprehensive.  I wish to safeguard the way of the former sages against the 

onslaughts of Yang and Mo and to banish excessive views.  Then 

advocates of heresies will not be able to rise.  For what arises in the mind 

will interfere with policy, and what shows itself in policy will interfere 

with practice.  Were there once more a sage, he would surely agree with 

what I have said.61   

 

Here Mencius, unlike Soles, does not see Mo Tzu as holding a command theory 

of right and wrong, let alone upholding Heaven or the Son of Heaven.  If Mencius 

had seen Mo Tzu in that light, why would Mencius feel “apprehensive” and “wish 

to safeguard the way of the former sages against the onslaught of Yang and Mo”?  

Mencius takes Mo Tzu as advocating “love without discrimination”, or what we 

have called universal love.  Universal love worried Mencius, for Mencius saw 

clearly the threat to Confucianism which such a principle posed. 

                                                 
61 Mencius,  in Mencius Book III, Part B, Section 9;  D.C. Lau, trans., Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
England:  Penguin Books Ltd., 1970, pp. 114- 115. 
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 While of course utilitarianism is no longer acceptable as a moral theory 

today62, Mo Tzu’s version of it, both in its references to benefit (as opposed to 

ceremony and habit) and universal love, was a significant challenge to 

Confucianism.  Attempts to read Mo Tzu in other ways minimize this significance.  

While Confucianism dominated in the end, Mo Tzu’s challenge was taken 

seriously at the time and should be duly recognized. 

 

                                                 
62 It seems to me that the objections raised by John Rawls in his book A Theory of Justice (op. cit.) 
are decisive. 
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Jomon Stone Tools and Subsistence Activities during Jomon Period  

Milagros Valdes, Devina Haggis and Adi Bongo. 

Abstract 

Using simple descriptive statistics and analysis of variance (ANOVA) this paper explores 

the existence and the nature of microlithic stone tools assemblages as employed   by 

Jomon hunter-gatherers in prehistoric Japan.  We use this to explore the degree of 

variability and similarity among different microlithic typological classifications of these 

stone tools in order to extract information on the nature of technology and subsistence 

activities prevalent during this epoch among the Jomon people. Our results show that 

microlithic stone tools assemblages in the prehistoric Jomon period of Japan do not vary 

between different archaeological sites or clusters where they are mostly excavated.  But on 

the other hand, using the type of stone tools, rather than the sites where they are located, 

as basis of classification, the result shows a significant variation between common and 

uncommon stone tools of Jomon hunter gatherers.   From these, we are able to conclude 

that the technology and subsistence activities of the Jomon people in prehistoric Japan 

were not unique, but similar across different regions of Japan and could be distinguished 

on the basis of the frequency of occurrence of different stone tools across regions.    

Introduction 

In order to study the prehistory and development of the Jomon people in Japan it is 

necessary to go back more than 12,000 years.  Man, throughout history has used various 

means to impose his will on nature and his surroundings in order to survive and prosper.  

If we go back to the dawn of human society, the development and use of technology has 

played a vital role in allowing mankind to adapt to changing circumstances.  The 

relationship between technology and subsistence increased in importance as man 

developed ways to cope with changing environmental condition  

Within this geologic time period, that is the Holocene, approximately 12,000-10,000 years 

ago the people living in Japan began a process of development that was to lead to a 

change in technology and lifestyle.  In Asia, the Japanese Neolithic, the Jomon period 

began around 10,000 B.P.  This culture is marked by the change from a nomadic society to 

a sedentary one.  There is a corresponding change from an economy that produced no 

food and relied on the hunting and slaughter of animals and animal capture to one of the 

harvesting of wild fruits, plants and vegetables. 

The distribution of these early people in the Japanese archipelago was situated mainly 

along the coastline to take advantage of resources and a favourable environment for 

settlement.  As well as analysis of early site placement it is necessary to ascertain some 

cultural markers or element that allows us to paint a picture or suggest a reasonable 

hypothesis of how the Jomon people lived in prehistory. The most common types of 

artefacts found at archaeological sites in Japan are stone tools and ceramic material.  This 

thesis looks at one of these, stone tools; their existence, distribution and numbers in an 

effort to understand how the Jomon people used this technology in their daily life. 

The latter part of the Palaeolithic is characterised by a new technique for working stone.  

The production of polished, ground axes and the development of other techniques 
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facilitated man’s adaptation to changing environmental conditions. In prehistory, people 

faced a long and complex fight to subsist, therefore the development of basic technology 

was an attempt to dominate the means (surroundings) by which people lived.  

This technology allowed people to produce tools vital to survival like those used for hunting, 

fishing, collecting nuts and other plant foods, to protect against attack by wild animals and 

to take refuge from the cold. In addition, the transformation and usage of raw material 

involved in ceramic production and new tool manufacture increased the resource base to 

include foods previously under utilised.  

The main aim of this study is to describe the principal technologies used by the Jomon 

people in the manufacture of stone tools. This includes describing the types of stone tools 

that were used and their relationship with subsistence activities during the Jomon period 

period.   Specifically, we want to understand what types of stones tools were used by 

Jomon people, which ones have been preserved in the archaeological record and to 

quantitatively distinguish common types of stone tools used in the Jomon period.  We hope 

that this will contribute towards the current issue of methods, procedures and analysis of 

stone artefacts used during Jomon period.  

Review of Literature 

Edward Morse is recognized as the first archaeologist who excavated in Japan with the 

excavation of the Omori Shellmound in 1877. Morse collaborated to introduce new 

techniques and ideas that exerted a substantial influence on the subsequent development 

of Japanese archaeology (Imamura 1996). Morse has been described as the pioneer of 

Japanese archaeology, in particular the Jomon period.   So from the very early days of 

archaeology in Japan the study of the Jomon period has been recognised as being 

important. 

In general, reading of any Japanese excavation report will show the importance placed on 

pottery studies.  Often there are pages and pages of pottery drawings (complete vessels 

and sherds) in the excavation reports.  There is a very definite bias towards this type of 

study within Japanese archaeology.  Similar attention is given to stone artefact drawings 

and photos however when reading the analysis of the finds it is evident that most of the 

research focuses on pottery chronology with little analysis devoted to subsistence activities 

The Jomon period is considered by Japanese archaeologists and anthropologists as a 

period of the production and design of vessels with beautiful decorations. The creation of 

these vessels of mud constitutes the first works of Japanese art which are characterized by 

a great typographic variety and stylistic changes in regional and chronological differences 

(Pearson 1991). This decorative exuberance is not paralleled by other Neolithic cultures 

and potters of the world. 

The interest in pottery typology and chronology has meant that other aspects of the Jomon 

lifestyle are sometimes overlooked.  Matsui (1985) suggests that during the last 20 years 

there has been a gradual development of interest in Jomon subsistence activities.  

However (Nishida pers. comm. 2002) suggests that although many archaeologists are 

increasingly looking at subsistence activities during the Jomon period they inevitably do so 

from the viewpoint of single site analysis.  There have been few attempts to catalogue on a 
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national and regional scale the types of stone tools found at archaeological sites and their 

relationship to subsistence activities.   This effort is significant because it will allow regional 

and local comparison between artefact counts, existence and percentages to be developed.  

This will enable us to see whether there is any significant difference in the types of stone 

tools used during the Jomon period. 

Rowley-Conwy (1984) believes that any explanation of the Jomon period by a non 

Japanese researcher can be only a limited one as the number of papers published in 

English remains incomplete compared to the amount of Japanese literature on this topic. 

Keally (2002), for example states that over 2000 excavation reports are published in 

Japanese every year so there is a huge amount of literature available for analysis. This 

thesis incorporates data drawn from Japanese excavation reports with the reports being 

used as the primary document for data retrieval.  This project is very much in the 

preliminary stages so it is envisaged that when other site details are added to the database 

it will provide a valuable resource for stone tool analysis. 

Methodology 

The focus of this study is on the analysis of stone tools in different regions and temporal 

stages in Japanese prehistory, specifically the Jomon Period.  A cross comparison between 

sites should allow a determination of whether site type, resource procurement and 

subsistence activities varied significantly from site to site. In order to develop a 

methodology to analyse the basic processes of stone tool manufacture and tool usage it is 

necessary as an archaeologist to understand the variety of stone tools that were utilised 

during the Jomon period.  This proved to be a little problematic because of the sheer 

number of categories involved.  It was impossible to record every category of stone tool in 

its own right because of the discrepancies between site reports.  When reading the 

Japanese excavation reports it became clear that there was no uniform categorisation so it 

was necessary for me to define my own categories of stone tools and to group the stone 

tools accordingly. 

The Database 

We constructed a database on site name, site period (eg. Incipient, Initial, Early, Middle, 

Late or Final) address, prefecture, site type (shellmound, pithouse etc.) stone tool type 

and stone tool count culled from various sources. 

Japanese Excavation Reports 

Keally (2002) suggests that over 2000 excavation reports are published annually in Japan 

covering both large and small scale excavation.  Some of these reports represent a 

season’s results while others represent the combined analysis of years of fieldwork such as 

the multi-volume report on Torihama Shellmound (Okamoto 1979).  The information on 

stone tools used in this study was retrieved exclusively from Japanese Excavation reports 

which were present at The University of Tsukuba library.  In total 70 excavation reports 

were utilised incorporating a total of 478 archaeological sites.  Two types of site reports 

were used.  The first type represented reports that analysed data from Jomon sites only 

whilst the second type of report contained a combined site analysis, that is, for example, 
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analysis of Jomon, Yayoi and Kofun data from different occupation layers within the same 

archaeological site. 

 

 

Site Selection 

Site selection was determined by the availability of excavation reports in the University of 

Tsukuba library so the sample is a little biased.  Initially we used site reports which 

represented Jomon period only excavations but later the data retrieval included sites which 

had multiple period sites.  This allowed the database to be expanded.  This means that in 

total stone tools from 478 archaeological sites were used although only 70 excavation 

reports were utilised.  As site selection was based on the availability of excavation reports 

it means that the coverage of Jomon sites analysed throughout the Japanese archipelago is 

patchy.  Not every prefecture is represented by archaeological sites.  However, when 

choosing the site reports for analysis we tried to choose those reports which represented 

different ecological and environmental areas.  Included in the analysis are sites that 

existed in the mountains, along the coast and the riverine areas as well as inland.  This 

choice was deliberate in order to see whether the same types of stone tools were used in 

different environments or whether tool usage differed significantly from environmental 

zone to environmental zone. 

Figure 1:  Area and Prefecture Map of Japan 
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Figure 1 shows the breakdown of Japan into areas and the prefectures which contained 

sites from which stone tool counts were taken and table 1 indicates the number of sites 

per prefecture which were used for analysis. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1:  Prefecture and Site numbers 

  

                        

 

     No                   Prefecture         No of Sites No Prefecture No of Sites 

1 Hokkaido 39 14 Nagano 98 

2 Aomori 27 15 Yamanashi 57 

3 Akita 3 16 Gifu 43 

4 Iwate 3 17 Aichi 2 

5 Miyagi 35 18 Fukui 3 

6 Niigata 2 19 Osaka 7 

7 Fukushima 29 20 Mie 2 

8 Gunma 9 21 Nara 1 

9 Tochigi 3 22 Saga 1 

10 Ibaraki 1 23 Fukuoka 18 

11 Chiba 17 24 Oita 1 

12 Tokyo 12 25 Kumamoto 8 

13 Kanagawa 55 26 Kagoshima 2 

It is evident from looking at the map that there is a distinct bias in the choice of 

archaeological sites with no sites being chosen from the Chugoku and Shikoku areas.   

This is because we were limited to using the site reports available in the library.    

Tool categories 

Archaeological evidence was used to compile a stone artefact count from tools excavated 

from Jomon sites in Japan.  The database lists the different types of tools in the 

archaeological record from the chosen sites and shows the tools used at various location 

and environments. This analysis will include looking at the types of stone tools found in 

different sites and environments and comparing them with other sites and environments. 

The emphasis is on categories and typologies which enables us to classify the artefacts into 

different groups.  There were 397 types of stone tools excavated from the archaeological 

sites and these were grouped into 65 categories.   

It was necessary to group the tool types into different categories for analysis because the 

classification system for the tools varied from report to report.  In some cases it was a 

matter of using a different name for the same tool, similar typology mis-classifying a tool, 

creating a new name for tools previously named or in some cases the classification was not 

clear.   
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The stone tools were grouped according to families and then included in the main category.  

These typological distinctions in some cases were not dramatic and it was considered that 

the data would be easier to handle if the categories were reduced.  An example is given 

below. 

             

Figure 2 : Drill A                                          Figure 3: Drill B 

(From Rokutanda site, Miyagi Pref.)          (From Rokutanda site, Miyagi Pref.) 

 

Rather than creating two separate categories these types were lumped together with other 

drill types into the drill category.  

In addition some of the tool categories have only one or two components.  This is because 

the tools themselves represented a specific morphological shape or usage pattern.  There 

were tools that could not be fitted into any category because of morphology or simply 

because we had no idea of what their use might have been or because they were a one off 

object.  These types of tools were entered into the miscellaneous category together with 

those tools which could not be associated with any other category. 

Statistical Analysis 

In order to understand the common types of stone tools used in the Jomon period we 

employed some statistical analysis.  Descriptive statistics were used to describe the basic 

nature of the data and give an overview of the stone tool categories and regions. The 

stone tools were also classified into Common Stone Tools (widely used) and Uncommon 

Stone Tools (rarely used) according to numbers of artefacts present at the site.  The 

frequency distribution of the stone tools for the overall area (Stone Tools) and the 

individual regions (A,B,C1,C2,D,E) were calculated and sorted according to the percentage 

totals and the results for the first twenty categories were graphed.  Only the first twenty 

categories were utilised because it was felt that these gave a better representation of the 

main types of stone tools used at Jomon sites.  ANOVA was used to see if there were any 

significant differences in the categories between the regions. 

Results 

Characteristics of Stone Artefacts 

One of the most important moments in the evolution of human beings was the invention of 

the tool, a part of the natural world modified to perform a function. To learn how to use 
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and make tools increased the early human chances of survival.  The use and development 

of líthic tools allowed the Jomon to modify wood, bone, shell and other materials to 

produce a series of objects that were useful in daily life. They were elements used within a 

process such as for the preparation of foods, others, served as personal ornament and 

some were possibly used to establish certain distinctions within a social group. 

The stone worked by means of grinding and polishing was very useful in producing a 

variety of tools important to the Jomon.  The important ones were those that were 

constructed for the purpose of grinding and of crushing vegetal products and meat such as 

grindstones and mortars.  The manufacture of axes facilitated the clearing of mountains, 

forested areas and undergrowth. The preparation of the axes was carried out starting with 

the rough dressing that produced the blank. The abrasion of stone against the blank 

ground the axe which was later polished. Some of these axes have perfect symmetry and 

look more like a work of art than a stone tool. This technical addition of polished and 

ground tools to the toolkit allowed the Jomon people to modify their environment. 

Jomon Stone Tools 

During the data input process it became clear that the stone tools could be grouped into 

two categories: common and uncommon stone tools.  Common stone tools (widely used) 

are those tools which were present in all or most of the sites whilst uncommon ones 

(rarely used) were found in fewer sites or were site specific.   These results reflect the fact 

that the stone tools were used for specific purposes depending on the region where they 

were found and their morphology and usage patterns.  The figures below are examples of 

common and uncommon stone tools taken from excavation reports.                     
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COMMON STONE TOOLS (WIDELY USED) 

 

             

 

 

Figure 4:  Arrowhead  (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
Arrowheads are considered one of the  basic stone tools 
used during the Jomon Period.  This is a typical 
morphological type found at many sites however there are 
other forms.  This stone tool is associated with hunting 
activities
 

Figure 5:  Axe-chipped  (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
This tool is associated with timber preparation and the 
cutting down of trees.  Axes were hafted on to wooden 
handles.  This type of tool is prevalent in areas where the 
Jomon people utilized nuts and other plant foods. 

Figure 6:  Axe-polished  (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
Polished axes appear in the archaeological record during the 
Late Palaeolithic and were utilized for hunting purposes.  
The Jomon people used this tool in making other types of 
tools for everyday use. 

Figure 7:  Cobble for pounding  (from Kumamoto K.I. 
1998) 
River cobbles were used to create this stone tool type.  They 
were used for pounding a variety of ways; in plant food 
preparation, in pounding meat, bones, hides and nuts.  
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Figure 8:  Core  (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
The core is the principle stone tool used to create other 
stone tools so it is obvious why this was found to be a 
common tool.   Cores produced different types of flakes 
which were modified to produce stone tools for fishing, 
gathering and hunting. 

Figure 9:  Drill  (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
The drill’s morphology makes it one of the easier tools to 
recognize within the Jomon toolkit as it’s shape gives some 
indication of its usage.  A drill’s function was to pierce and 
this is evident by looking at this tools morphology.  Drills 
were used to pierce hides, wood etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10:  Retouched Flake (from Kumamoto K.I. 
1998) 
Retouched flakes are those flakes which have been re-
modified from their original form.  In some cases a new 
type of tool could have been produced that was different 
from the original or the tool might have been re-touched to 
rejuvenate the edges that were used.  Flakes were used i
hunting, gathering and fishing activities as well as
preparation, hide preparation and in making objects for 
daily

n 
 in food 

 life. 

 

 

UNCOMMON STONE TOOLS (RARELY USED) 
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Figure 11:   Chisel Shape (from Niizu et al. 1994) 
This type of stone tool appears in different Jomon 
archaeological sites in different regions but its specific 
function is unclear.  

 

Figure 12:   Ishidoko (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
Ishidoko type tools appear in sites near the coast.  It is only 
found at the Kurobashi Site in Kyushu.  Possibly this was a 
stone tool that was used during the Middle Jomon Period 
when lifestyle and food procurement strategies were 
changing during the Holocene marine transgression period.  
This stone tool shows us that the morphology of stone tools 
did not change much but the typology did from region to 
region. 

 

 

 

Figure 13:   Pumice Tool (from Kumamoto K.I. 1998) 
This type of tool is not found in many sites and its use is 
unclear as this type of material is very fragile.  Perhaps the 
Jomon people used pumice for something particular or 
because there was no other material available. 

 

Frequency Distribution of Stone Tools 

Figure 14: Percentage existence of Stone Tools (combined areas) 
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The results of the combined areas suggest that flakes were the largest category of stone 

tools found in the archaeological sites.  This is normal because many stone tools are 

modified from flakes and the flake is a general type of stone tool that can be used for 

many things.  Weights constitute the next largest category which is again normal as Japan 

is an island and the Jomon people practised both river and ocean fishing (Matsui 1995). If 

the miscellaneous category is discounted then the next biggest categories are arrow head, 

chipped axes, side edges scraper, drill and piece esquille.  These tools are associated with 

hunting and a sedentary lifestyle. 

Figure 15:  Frequency distribution of Stone Tools (individual areas)   

                                A                                                                     B                                                 
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                                C1                                                                 C2 
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Graphing the percentage existence for the separate areas indicates that there are 

differences between the areas and I believe that this is because the different stone tools 

were utilised according to need and that the activities carried out in the different areas 

varied in importance.  These graphs represent a variation of usage patterns between stone 

tools.   

For Area A the predominant stone tools were flakes.  For Area B which is the closest to 

Area A the spread of stone tool types is more varied.  There is more balance in the type of 

stone tools present, arrowhead, mortar, chipped axes and weights. We think that this 

means the people of this area practised broad based subsistence activities. 

Area C2 represents a mountainous area where it is normal to think that the predominant 

activity would be hunting.  However weights are the largest category in this area.  This 

seems unusual but it could be explained by the fact that people used rivers for transport 

and for fishing activities.   

Area E and Area A both have flakes as the major category.  These areas are very different 

in climate and vegetation with different toolkit needs.  With the exception of Area A 

weights and flakes represent the biggest categories indicating that the Jomon people 

practised fishing and needed tools for a variety of activities. The differences in percentages 

could also be influenced by the fact that the site numbers in the prefectures that make up 

the regions vary from area to area. 

Looking at the graph results for percentage existence it seems as if there are differences in 

the stone tool categories from area to area.  In order to test this statistically we used 

ANOVA to test (see Appendix) whether there was any significant difference in stone tools 

by area.  The Hypothesis was that there was significant difference between regions.  The 

test gave an F score of 0.276412 and a P value of 0.925952.  As the F score is less than 

the F critical score of 2.237492 and the P value is high the results indicate that there is no 

significant difference between areas. 
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Subsistence strategies in the Jomon period developed in accordance with changing 

ecological patterns and environments. Human responses to these changed environments 

conditioned lifestyle patterns and resource use in various regions at various times. In 

different regions the prehistoric Jomon people adapted to these circumstances however 

their toolkit remained almost unchanged with slight variations throughout the Jomon 

period.  

Jomon subsistence activities were regulated to coincide with seasonal procurement 

strategies. The understanding o seasonal cycles and changes enabled the Jomon people to 

maximize resources utilization to make stone tools which enabled them to live and adapt 

successfully in their daily living conditions. Within the context of coping with environmental 

and climatic conditions the development and usage of stone tools becomes even more 

critical. The production and usage of stone tools allowed human being to interact with and 

change their immediate environment in order to sustain living activities. 

Despite major climatic and environmental change the early hunting, fishing and gathering 

practices and toolkit remained appropriate and in use. Fisher, gatherers and hunters no 

only receive food from their surrounding environment, but to actively develop and pursue 

strategies to maximize the resource available according to changing season and 

environments. Therefore a variety of tools are necessary to pursue these different 

subsistence activities. 

CONCLUSION 

The results from this study are preliminary because data from new sites is being entered 

into the database all the time.  However, the range of tool types, their abundance and their 

condition are all determined by the tasks performed at a site. Analysis and correlation of 

stone tools and subsistence activities within different periods allows us to gain a greater 

understanding of Jomon society. Through the study of tools used in the Jomon period we 

can understand the variations in technological behaviour in following subsistence strategies.  

Jomon subsistence strategies developed in accordance with changing ecological patterns 

and environment. Changing environments influenced lifestyle change and resource use in 

different regions and at different times. The Jomon people adapted to these circumstances 

however their toolkit remained almost unchanged throughout the Jomon period. The 

development and use of stone tools increased the capacity of primitive people to cope with 

lifestyle and environment change and that is why we can accept that the use of stone tools 

throughout human history is one of the important hallmarks of Jomon society. 

Analysing stone tools from the Jomon Period contained in sites from the six areas we 

selected indicates that that the Jomon people used the same stone tools for the same 

function for the whole of the period.  Variations in morphology were slight as there were no 

significant differences between areas. 
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APPENDIX 

 

RAW DATA FROM STATISTICAL RESULTS 

 

 

Anova: Single Factor      

       

SUMMARY      

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   

Column 1 65 959.15 14.75615 8675.56   

Column 2 65 490.5743 7.547296 509.698   

Column 3 65 650.1772 10.00273 1615.334   

Column 4 65 640.0233 9.846512 2265.057   

Column 5 65 823.3 12.66615 2605.24   

Column 6 65 344.4483 5.299204 657.5672   

       

       

ANOVA       

Source of 

Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 3761.151 5 752.2301 0.276412 0.925952 2.237492 

Within Groups 1045021 384 2721.41    

       

Total 1048782 389         
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Understanding Student Differences:   
Variables Contributing to Student Achievement and Persistence 

 
Abstract 

Faculty and staff within the College of Human Ecology (CHE) have begun a 

project to determine factors that, in addition to past academic performance and 

standardized test scores, can be used to predict academic success in college, and more 

specifically in a particular discipline.  Our hypothesis is that we will find significant 

learning style affinity for each of our design disciplines.  We hope to determine the 

relationship between learning style to choice of major, achievement within major, and 

retention within an academic program.  By understanding more about the learning styles 

of our students we can work with students, instructors, and student services staff to 

enhance the learning experience and to determine whether learning style plays a role in 

student success in specific academic programs.  New incoming students to the CHE will 

be asked to take the Gregorc Style Delineator during their orientation sessions.  This 

measure will take approximately 20 minutes to complete.  The PIs will then present 

information on learning styles to the new students.  Student records will be used at the 

end of each academic year to measure achievement (via GPA) and retention (via 

registration for the upcoming semester). 

Introduction 

A college education is a considerable investment of time and money.  Not only 

are there financial costs, but emotional ones as well.  A young person’s dreams and hopes 

are sometimes dashed by the inappropriate choice of major.  Many students cannot 

anticipate the variety of skills and abilities needed to succeed in a particular profession.  

Student persistence and graduation is of increasing concern to parents.  Enrolling students 



into programs where there is a good fit and subsequent graduation is a primary concern of 

colleges and universities.  Our research examines ways to make the best match between 

student and their academic institution and major program.  Faculty and staff within the 

College of Human Ecology at the University of Minnesota have begun a project to 

determine the factors that, in addition to past academic performance and standardized test 

scores can be used to predict academic success in college, and more specifically in a 

particular discipline. 

 Many factors predict student academic success in universities and colleges 

throughout the country.  Grade point average in high school and aptitude scores, such as 

SAT or ACT scores, are most often viewed as the best predictors of success in colleges 

and universities.  However, additional factors which are often unmeasured have an 

increasingly significant place in recruitment, retention, and eventual graduation of design 

students.  For example, creativity, time management, and approaches to assigned tasks, 

may be just as critical to success as academic records, if not more so. 

 Academic success has been defined for our study’s purpose as any student who 

graduates from their selected program within a four to five year time frame.  Information 

collected on the application for admission to the University is coded and examined for 

significant patterns or correlations among the data elements.  These records are compared 

to data collected for students who did not persist and graduate within the 4-5 year time 

frame.  For example, we found that students who took art classes in high school were 

significantly more likely to be successful in our graphic design program than students 

who did not.  This information, along with traditional tools is used by the Office of 

Admissions to complete a holistic review of applications and make thoughtful admission 



decisions.  Like anything else, it is predicted and is used in conjunction with other data, 

never on its own. 

 In addition to the information collected on college application forms, we are 

looking for other factors that might provide clues to making the best match between 

students and major program choice.  One such factor maybe student’s learning style.  

Previous research has shown that learning styles do impact student achievement.  We are 

interested in assessing the learning styles of incoming students and then tracking their 

performance and academic persistence to see if there are significant correlations between 

learning styles and academic success in a design program 

 With this in mind, the purpose of this project is to determine “partner” predictors 

of academic success and retention of freshman design students enrolled in the College of 

Human Ecology at the University of Minnesota.  The specific objectives of the project 

are to: 

 1.  Ascertain the relationship between students’ learning styles and  
       academic success as measured by cumulative grade point average 
                 and program persistence at the completion of their freshman academic  
                 year. 
 
 2.  Determine whether a linear combination of university admission 
                 variables and/or learning style could predict the retention of students  
                 for enrollment in the sophomore year. 
 
 3.  Determine if students with one or two specific learning styles select a  
                 certain design major (graphic design, interior design, clothing design). 
 
 4.  Examine the effectiveness of learning style as a potential predictor of  
                 academic success in terms of achievement and persistence.  
 
 Our hypothesis is that we will find significant learning style affinity for each of 

our design disciplines – clothing design, graphic design, and interior design.  The 

Gregorc Learning Styles Indicator provides language and descriptive ways to talk about 



the styles.  If we can use style-specific language in describing what it is like to be a 

student in a particular program and subsequently to work in a particular field, we believe 

that students (and their families) will be better able to discern where a best match can be 

made and have a clearer understanding of what to expect from an academic program and 

field of work.  We would be able to talk about how works gets done effectively as well as 

what work is. 

Related Research 

 Previous research has reported associations between learning style and academic 

performance (Ackerman & Wilson, 1997; Ross, Drysdale & Schulz, 1999; Parker, 1999; 

Garton, Dyer, & King, 2000).  However, data are lacking that describe the relationship 

between university admission criteria and learning styles to students’ subsequent 

academic performance and retention in design programs.  In regards to those students 

studying graphic design, interior design, and clothing design, what are the best predictors 

of students’ academic performance and retention?  There is no previous research on 

design students and learning styles.  Possessing this knowledge could provide admissions 

counselors, faculty and academic advisors with the necessary information to develop 

effective admissions and orientation materials, and help students to cope with new 

knowledge and ways of working. 

 Universities across the nation have established criteria for student admission.  

Most universities use a combination of high school grade point average, high school class 

rank, and ACT scores (Garton, Dyer, & King, 2000).  However, are these admission 

criteria valid in predicting academic performance and retention of design students? 



 In addition to research concerning admission variables, considerable research has 

been conducted regarding the relationship between students’ learning styles and academic 

performance (Witkin, 1973; Gregorc, 1979; Claxton & Murrell, 1987; Schroader, 1993; 

Fritz, 2002).  These studies concluded that when learning styles were considered in the 

teaching-learning process, student achievement was enhanced.  Schroeder acknowledged 

that accommodating the variations in learning styles could improve curricula, the 

teaching-learning process, and ultimately the retention of students in higher education. 

 Students’ academic performance and their continued enrollment are a concern for 

large universities and their respective colleges.  Several studies have placed high 

monetary value on student retention (Dyer, Lacey, & Osborne, 1996; Glennen, Farren, & 

Vowell, 1996).  Vernon (1996) noted that factors other than academic performance 

influence student retention.  Dyer and Breja (1999) predicted retention by examining the 

admissions criteria.  They found that traditional admission criteria were not the best 

predictors of academic performance and retention of agriculture students.  Enrollment in 

secondary agriculture classes and agricultural experience were two factors more 

accurately predicting student retention. 

Contribution of New Knowledge to Education 

 While previous research indicates a relationship between achievement and 

learning style, there are no studies that examine the effect of learning style on the 

student’s choice of major.  By determining if a higher percentage of students with a 

particular learning style select or excel in a design major we can examine the best 

practices in admissions and teaching that will help all students succeed, regardless of 

learning style. 



 Our research will help to identify students who are struggling in a design major.  

Advisors and instructors can help coach the student to develop the working and learning 

skills that will help him or her succeed.  These academic interventions will enhance 

retention and provide a more positive learning experience for the student. 

 If the research finds that certain learning styles gravitate toward and are more 

likely to be successful in particular academic majors, findings would be used to craft 

recruitment materials that would describe academic programs more effectively and 

clarify expectations about the curriculum and the field.  Accurate descriptions of what it 

is like to learn in a particular major will help students (and their families) make better-

informed decisions about selecting the best match for an academic program. 
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Abstract 
 
 
This paper explores the representations of gender when women dancers perform 
Indonesian mask dances, a patriarchal genre of dances, and it considers the dialectical 
relationships between bodies and cultures. The discussion refers to Jaques Lacan’s ideas 
about travesty and camouflage. The result of the discussion is that female bodies do not 
present a female image in mask dances from Cirebon, because the movement choices, 
masks, and costume construct masculine images. Masculinity here is a result of travesty 
and the mask dances are a form of camouflage, shaped by the movements, the masks, and 
the costume. They present images of gender, age, class, race, and physical differences 
constructed by the dance in cultural context. 
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In this paper I explore the representations of gender when women dancers 

perform Indonesian mask dances, specifically from Cirebon, one of Java’s north coastal 

areas, situated at the border between West and Central Java. The discussion will refer to 

published resources and my previous research. In 1995-1996 I did ethnographic studies to 

write a biography of Sawitri, a female mask dancer from Losari, Cirebon, and from 1997 

to 1999 I continued research on Cirebon mask dances in their social and cultural context. 

The main task of this research was to develop teaching materials for arts education in 

Indonesian schools. 

Issues to be discussed in this paper include the representation of body, gender, 

and the relationships between bodies and culture. Because dance is a form of cultural 

production where the physical body constructs its own representation, the question is how 

do women dancers represent their body in the public gaze? How do Indonesian mask 

dances deal with gender issues? And what are the dialectical relationships between bodies 

and cultures? I hope the discussion can contribute to feminist perspectives and dance 

studies.   

Alexandra Carter (1996) states that the images in dance present constructs of 

gender based on movement choices or social and artistic conventions, rather than 

physical or biological facts. But in Western terms, there is an issue when women 

represent their body in public. For example, as Carter (1996) says: “The images of 

women inscribed by traditional Western theater dance forms are synonymous in our 

society with notions of what it is to be not just female, but feminine” (p. 43). 

Furthermore, the representation of women in dance, somehow, is “a locus of sexuality, 

site of visual pleasure, or lure of the gaze” (de Lauretis cited in Carter, 1996, p. 44).  In 
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the typical Western case, the female body, when presented in dance, “reveals dominant 

notions of what it is to be female in particular cultural contexts” (Carter, 1996, p. 44).  

This is true not only of traditional Western theater dance forms, but also of many Asian 

female dances.  But it is not true of Indonesian mask dances which portray exclusively 

masculine identities, specifically, in Cirebon. 

 Through Indonesian mask dances, I would like to consider the dialectical 

relationships between bodies and cultures. Ann Cooper Albright (1997), a dancer, 

choreographer, and feminist, writes,  

Put more simply, dancing bodies simultaneously produce and are produced by 
their own dancing. This double moment of dancing in front of an audience is one 
in which the dancer negotiates between objectivity and subjectivity – between 
seeing and being seen, experiencing and being experienced, moving and being 
moved- thus creating an interesting shift of representational codes that pushes us 
to rethink the experience of the body within performance. (p.3) 
 

To examine this “double moment” in Indonesian mask dances, I will employ the notions 

of travesty and camouflage offered by Jaques Lacan (1977). Lacan posits Rene Caillois’ 

point of view to explain the phenomena of travesty and camouflage. Travesty is intended 

to present a certain gender presence, masculine or feminine, produced by “all kinds of 

effects that are essentially disguise, masquerade” (Lacan, 1977, p.100). Camouflage is to 

present an image that disguises something inside, and to become something else. A 

presentation of gender as constituted here is quite different from the biological aspect 

itself.  

Context of Indonesian Mask Dances  
 

Many cultures around the world have indigenous masks with different styles and 

variations. They take on diverse functions from the sacred and spiritual to the mundane 

and comical.  
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Styles and variations of masks in Indonesia connect with people’s mythological 

and religious beliefs. For example, in Bali, where a special form of Hinduism still exists 

in daily life, masks serve as a mediator between myth and reality. In Java it is believed 

that nine walis or saints, the great Islamic religious teachers and leaders of the fifteenth 

century, created masks and other art forms to be used as a means to attract people to their 

religious teachings (R.M. Soedarsono, 1990, p. 12). Soedarsono (1990) states “some 

aspects of Hindu-Javanese performing arts were reinterpreted, but on the whole it did not 

change much” (p. 13). For example, mask dance drama still refers to the Panji romance, a 

story of the Hindu kingdom in Java around the 12th century; subsequently the saints 

appropriated mask dances, as well as gamelan music and leather shadow puppets, to 

missionize the Islam religion. 

Another example is in Cirebon which culturally includes the areas in the east of 

West Java and part of Java’s north coastal areas. The people of Cirebon also believe that 

mask dances were created by the saints. Sunan Gunung Jati was the only saint who 

became a king in Cirebon (Endo Suanda cited in Henry Spiller, 2004, p. 58). Later, this 

Islamic saint used mask dances in order to disseminate Islam. In addition, mask dances in 

Cirebon are performed in the context of ritual initiations (birth, puberty, death), and 

fertility rites. Mask dances in the fertility rites like ngarot can be considered as 

manifestations of the “Rice Goddess or Dewi Sri” archetype. An example of the initiation 

rite is ujungan. Ujungan is one of the annual rituals marking the death of an Islamic 

missionary of the community. In these rituals, the mask dancers should be male and the 

masks themselves represent male characters. Mask dancers have become increasingly 
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privileged in the community. They are charismatic persons and exist like shamans, 

persons who serve a mediating role between the living and the dead.  

Indigenous beliefs are mixed in syncretic Hindu-Buddhist-Islamic thought that as 

a whole is strongly patriarchal. Therefore, men became dominant in mask dances, in 

Cirebon as well as in other places. In Madura and Bali, for example, all mask dances are 

performed by men, even though there are woman characters. Indonesian mask dance is 

male-dominated and patriarchal.  

 Cirebon mask dances are not only performed for rituals but also for mundane 

events such as weddings ceremonies, performing arts events, entertainment, and ngamen 

or barangan. Ngamen or barangan are performances in public areas from place-to-place 

held by a small group (four to five people including musicians and the dancer).1 Ngamen 

also was carried out by the other traditional performing arts when they didn’t have an 

invitation to perform their works in the community. Ngamen was commonly performed 

in the season between the planting and the harvest of rice or when the dry season came. 

In the past, ngamen also was part of the dance education system for the younger 

generations. Until the 1970s, ngamen was very common for the musicians and the 

dancers to earn money from audiences.  

For the mundane events, mask dancers can be either males or females. More 

recently, female mask dancers have become popular in Cirebon and some have become 

well-known throughout Indonesia such as Casmirah, Dewi, Sawitri, Rasinah, Ening 

Tasminah, Keni Ardja, Sutini, Wangi, and Baerni. Dewi and Sawitri are sisters and they 

are Casmirah’s granddaughters. Unfortunately, both sisters passed away in the late 

twentieth century.  I believe that the increased presence of women dancers is related to 
                                                 
1 Normally, a mask performance needs at least twelve musicians as well as the dancer.  
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the shift of the roles of mask performance from ritual to secular events (Juju Masunah, 

2000, p. 21).  

 

The Double Moment of Dancing for Women Mask Dancers 

According to Soedarsono (1990), mask dance dramas were developed in Javanese 

courts of the great Kingdom, Majapahit, in the 14th century. Therefore, aesthetical aspects 

of dances refer to the classical royal concept. Unlike social or folk dances, classical 

dances were signified by the dichotomy of halus (refined) and kasar (strong). The halus 

type of dance for males expresses delicate, sensitive, and calm movements. The halus 

type of dance for females is quite floating and tends to be slightly introverted. It is mostly 

seen in the princess dances. The halus type is connected to norms and lifestyles that were 

attached to a noble princess at the court. This is different from most traditional folk 

dances that are connected with purifying ceremonies of the peasants. Afterwards, these 

became social dances or dances for performing arts where female bodies are viewed as 

the object of desire.2 

In the halus types for females and males, the movements are nearly identical. The 

difference is in the way they use space when they stand or sit. The gestures reveal 

dominant notions of what it is to be female in Javanese courtly contexts. The feet are 

closed when they stand and sit, the hands shouldn’t be widely opened when they move, 

and the eyes should look straight down. A long skirt is part of female clothing. These 

signals are formed and negotiated through bodily movements identifying norms and 

lifestyles of Javanese females. 

                                                 
2 See Henry Spiller. 2004. Identity, authenticity, and tradition in Sundanese dance music. In Gamelan: the 
traditional sounds of Indonesia pp. 202-258. California: ABC-CLIO, Inc. 
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 The kasar type is typically for strong male characters. The movements place a 

greater emphasis on motion, with assertive, determined, and forceful actions. When a 

female dancer represents mask dances, the Javanese norms and lifestyles for women are 

ignored, because she represents male characters, both halus and kasar types. All mask 

dances from Cirebon have a typical standing position in which the feet are widely opened 

and planted firmly to the earth engaging the stable position (see photo 1, 2, 3, and 5), in 

contrast to classical female dances as I described above. 

 In regard to the double moment of dancing described by Albright (1997), the 

body in the performances is both producing and being produced by the cultural 

representation. The female body is an object producing masculine images. Masculinity 

here is constructed by qualities of movement with and without a mask. Also, the 

masculine images can be constructed by costume. The mask dance costumes from 

Cirebon are mainly characterized by pants and hats. In the past, pants were uncommon 

clothing for Indonesian females. They camouflage a person to become a prince, a prime 

minister, a viceroy, and a king. In this case, the female dancer engages a double 

representation, of both gender and social positions. 

Every mask dance is distinguished by qualities of movement which are 

determined by energy, space, time, and gesture. Mask characters are also identified by the 

mask, by its colors, shape and size of the face, the eyes, the nose, and the mouth. Each 

dance uses a specific mask, which the dancer holds with his/her teeth.  The masks 

represent the main characters such as Panji (photo 3), Rumiang (photo 6), and Pamindo 

(photo 5) as the prince, Patih or Tumenggung (photo 4) as the viceroy or the minister, and 

Klana (photo 2) as the king. Even though Panji story is the real source of mask dances in 
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Cirebon, a modern mask performance has very little to do with the actual story of Panji. 

One of the reasons is that all of the main characters are usually performed by one dancer. 

In mask dance performances, Candrakirana is called Pamindo. The term pamindo comes 

from Cirebon Javanese language, mindo. It means “at the second time”. So, Pamindo 

always performs after Panji’s dance.  

Panji expresses calming movements using small space and slight energy. The 

arms, the torso, and the head move delicately, balancing and limiting action with careful 

motions. In contrast, the music is very loud and noisy. The drum rhythmically beats to 

lead the dancer to engage in strong movements. Yet, he remains stable in lingering 

delicate movements. Panji is considered to be an extremely slight, subtle, and refined 

character, a prince. In Javanese culture, Panji is a heroic figure who leads the best human 

life, morally and ethically. He is not lured by the mundane or the material. The white 

color of Panji’s mask symbolizes the existential nature of a pure and wise figure. Other 

characteristics are sculptured by the small face; the eyes seem like they are looking down 

at the pointed nose that is pointing straight to the floor. The mouth opens a bit as if he 

were smiling. This figure is similar to the figures in the puppet performances like Arjuna 

and Yudistira in the Mahabarata epic, and Rama in the Ramayana epic. 

Unlike Panji, Pamindo shows a lot of gentle surprise actions and uses large space. 

Normally, he looks straight forward. He performs happy and lively movements. The 

gamelan music, led by the drum, accompanies the rhythmical movements. Sometimes, 

Pamindo shows multiple faces, like hovering, waving, and rushed hesitation. In Javanese 

culture, Pamindo is considered a charming prince and an intimate character. He has an 

ambivalent character, confident and skeptical. Pamindo’s mask is chubby and bigger than 
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Panji’s. It is painted with yellow or white and black colors like hair around the forehead. 

The eyes are small, but they are opened a bit looking at the environment, causing the nose 

to turn up. The teeth are set with a happy smile. Rumiang’s character is nearly identical 

with Pamindo, but Rumiang’s mask does not have hair around the forehead and the color 

is rose.  

Klana has a greater emphasis on very strong motion and wide space. The dancer 

shows assertive, determined, and forceful actions. Klana shows us the image of bravery 

and power. He is also symbolized by a red colored mask. The eyes are widely opened. 

Klana has a long nose and mustache. The mouth is also opened, as if he is laughing, 

typical for strong male characters. The characteristic of Klana’s mask is identical with 

Patih or Tumenggung. The differences are that Klana’s mask has accessories like a crown 

sculptured around the forehead and the degree of red colored mask is brighter than Patih 

or Tumenggung. Patih or Tumenggung’s mask doen’t have crown and the red color is 

mixed with pink. While Patih and Tumenggung are considered good men, Klana 

symbolizes a bad man or evil, uncontrolled desire, and the worst of human life. Bright red 

on Klana’s mask also symbolizes an angry or even bad mood. It may be this is connected 

with the story that Klana fell in love with Candrakirana who already has a husband, Panji. 

Mask dances from Cirebon are usually performed with five main characters 

(Panji, Pamindo, Rumiang, Patih or Tumenggung, and Klana) by solo dancers, but there 

are only three basic categories (Panji, Pamindo, Klana) that obviously show the degree of 

effort and power of characters that emphasize energy, time, and space. The characters 

show from small space, slow, and calm; large space, fast, and lively movements; to wide 

space, faster, and forceful.  
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Behind Cirebon Mask Dance Representations 

Most mask dances in Indonesia show us the phenomenon of travesty described by 

Lacan. I would like to examine the notion behind the representation of Cirebon mask 

dances in connection with the Panji story. This story is very popular in Java, Bali, and 

Madura, with many versions and variations. The stories are a mixture of myth and the 

history of the Javanese kingdoms around the 12th century. Thematically, the Panji myth is 

a love story and an epic. Typically, there are two main figures, Panji and Candrakirana, 

who very often appear in disguise. In this paper, I would like to focus on the Panji 

Jayakusumah story. 

In the Panji Jayakusumah story, both Panji and Candrakirana were reincarnations 

of deities, namely Treasure God (Dewa Harta Benda or Sedana) and the Rice Goddess 

(Dewi Padi or Sri) (Siti Baroroh Baried, 1987). Sedana fell in love with Sri, but Sri 

refused his love because they are siblings. Then, Sedana killed himself and promised that 

one day he will reincarnate as the prince from Kohuripan, called Panji. After Sri died, she 

also reincarnated as a princess from Daha, Candrakirana. Finally, prince Panji married 

Candrakirana. 

After prince Panji married princess Candrakirana, they went to Keling (India) 

where Panji’s grandparents lived. However, in the middle of their trip, a hurricane hit 

their boat, causing trouble and they were lost. Panji landed in the region of the Dayak, 

while Candrakirana was washed ashore in Bali. The God Narada suggested that they 

should wear masks and change their name in order to hide their social status as prince and 

princess. Panji became Jayakusumah and Candrakirana became Jayalengkara. For 
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Candrakirana, it was not only to hide her social status but also her identity as a woman. 

She changed her female costume to become a male and covered her face with a mask. 

Refering to Lacan’s idea mentioned above, Candrakirana played a kind of travesty, 

pretending to be what one is not. It is also a masquerade through the mask and the 

costume themselves.  

Further, Narada suggested Jayakusumah should serve the Urawan Kingdom in 

Bauwarna. Jayalengkara was adopted by the king of Bali as his son.  Panji Jayakusumah 

became the leader of Bauwarna’s military, while Jayalengkara was a king in Bali. After 

many years of being lost, Panji and Candrakirana finally met in a great battle between the 

armies of the Bali and the Bauwarna kingdoms. Even though they wore masks, they felt 

like they knew each other. At the end of the story, Candrakirana went to the temple to 

pray, requesting to meet with her husband. At that time Panji was behind the temple, but 

Candrakirana didn’t know. It surprised her when Panji said “I am here,” answering 

Candrakirana’s request. They were very happy and took off the masks for a while. But 

they were still secretive about their meeting in the temple. After the war ended, they 

passed their royal duties on to their heirs in the respective empires so that they could go 

back to Kohuripan. They took their masks off forever, and so did their followers.  

I propose that the phenomenon of travesty played by Candrakirana is one reason 

for the primary male characters in all mask dances in Cirebon. Besides, there is a tenet in 

the fundamentalist Islam rules that females are prohibited from dancing under public 

gaze. Therefore, all of the mask performers were male at that time. 

The role played by Candrakirana is like Rosalind in Shakespeare’s As You Like It. 

Rosalind disguises herself as a young man, Ganymede. She flees from court to the Forest 
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of Ardenne looking for her boyfriend, Orlando. Orlando left the court to save himself 

from the oppression of his eldest brother, Oliver. Rosalind is an independent minded, 

knowledgeable, and charming woman, while Orlando is an attractive young man. 

Rosalind meets Orlando in Ardenne, nevertheless, she still pretends to be a boy. So, 

Phoebe, a young shepherdess, fell in love with Ganymede, who is really Rosalind in 

disguise. At the end of the story, Ganymede changes her male costume to become the 

female Rosalind.  

According to Ben Florman and David Hopson (2002), As You Like It is pastoral, 

“which has its roots in the literature of ancient Greece” (p.2). The typical pastoral story 

involves exiles from court. Like the Panji story, As You Like It portrays a journey of love 

between court members. The basic similarity in both stories is the existence of a woman 

who masquerades as a man.    

Conclusion 

Indonesian mask dances use the interaction of bodies and cultures to create 

representations of gender. They represent both masculinity and femininity, good and evil. 

The masculine image in Cirebon mask dances, when it is performed by female dancers, 

illustrates Lacan’s idea of travesty - that is, the presentation of appearances of gender. 

The dances are a form of camouflage, shaped by the movements, the masks, and the 

costume. They present images of gender, age, race, class, physical differences 

constructed by the dance in cultural context.  
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Photo 1: Sawitri dances Klana without a mask (Juju Masunah, 1996) 

 
Photo 2: Sawitri dances Klana with the mask (Juju Masunah, 1996) 
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Photo 3: Panji danced by Inu  
(P4ST UPI Bandung, 2002) 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Photo 4: Patih or Tumenggung danced by 
Keni Ardja (P4ST UPI Bandung, 2002) 
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Photo 5: Pamindo danced by Umirah  

(P4ST UPI Bandung, 1997)
 
                                         Photo 6: Rumiang danced by Juju   
                                         Masunah (Dieter Mack, 1997) 
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Abstract 

This paper aims at examining various theoretical premises and practical pedagogical 

ideas for teaching Japanese culture and enhancing critical thinking abilities among 

American college and university students.  According to many American college and 

university curricula, there seem to exist three types of contexts where Japanese culture is 

taught: (1) Japanese (as a second/foreign) language courses, (2) Japanese culture courses 

designed mainly for the general education needs of American undergraduate students (in 

some colleges/universities, native Japanese students may not be allowed to enroll), and 

(3) more specialized Japanese culture courses designed for Japanese major students at the 

undergraduate or graduate level.   After examining theoretical premises, this paper 

intends to discuss practical ideas and insights for teaching Japanese culture and fostering 

critical thinking abilities among students. 

 

1. Introduction 

 More and more American colleges and universities these days seem to emphasize 

a liberal education curriculum where students are encouraged to foster their critical 

thinking abilities and examine various human, social, and natural phenomena in a careful 

and systematic way.  Students are encouraged to become independent "thinkers" rather 
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than blindly accept what they are taught without examining it carefully.  In ancient 

Greece, Socrates attempted to train/help his disciples to pursue new knowledge, grasp 

higher levels of truth, and become genuine scholars/philosophers by asking them 

enlightening questions.  It seems that in the same way many professors at American 

universities and colleges are trying to challenge their students to recognize the limitations 

of their present knowledge and perspectives ("to know that they do not know"), to teach 

useful tools for pursuing knowledge (or "modes of inquiry" for examining various 

phenomena of this world), and to broaden/enrich their perspective.  In such liberal 

education curricula, teaching/learning a foreign or world culture has become a very 

popular and integral part of the university's and college's course offerings. 

 In addition, the world is becoming much more global and international in the 21st 

century than before.  Many American college and university students, thus, need to learn 

what it means to be "American" but also international and cosmopolitan in their ways of 

thinking.  Because of such needs for the 21st century, for instance, Oregon State 

University offers foreign culture courses (such as Spanish, French, German, Japanese, 

and Chinese) as a part of the university's required core courses. 

 Regarding teaching/learning Japanese culture at American colleges and 

universities, there seem to exist three main contexts.  One context is that Japanese culture 

is taught through Japanese (as a second/foreign) language courses at various levels (from 

beginning through advanced levels) (Context 1).  The second context is that Japanese 

culture is taught through Japanese culture (as content) courses designed mainly for the 

general education needs of American undergraduate students, such as Oregon State 

University JPN 331, 332, & 333 (Context 2).  Depending on the colleges' and 
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universities’ curriculum, native Japanese students may or may not be allowed to enroll. 

 The third context is that Japanese culture is taught through more specialized 

Japanese culture (as content) courses designed for Japanese major students at the 

undergraduate or graduate level (Context 3).  Many of the Japanese culture courses of 

this kind intend to help students become able to examine/analyze Japanese cultural 

phenomena and behaviors in a careful and systematic way.  In these courses various 

Japanese cultural studies (or so-called "Nihon-gaku") with interdisciplinary elements of 

historiography, ethnography, religious studies, psychology, and/or sociology are 

examined.  For instance, JPN 800 (Analysis of Japanese Cultural Studies) at San 

Francisco State University is usually taken by Japanese major students, not only 

American students but also native Japanese students who specialize in Japanese language 

teaching or Japanese professional studies.  The students examine/analyze various "Nihon-

gaku" materials, such as classic "The Chrysanthemum and the Sword," (Benedict, 

1946/1989) "Amae no Kouzou," (Doi, 1971), "Tate-shakai no Ningenkankei" (Nakane, 

1967/1994), and the more current "Japan Pop!" studies (Craig, 2000). 

 In spite of the growing needs for improving curricula and teaching 

methods/techniques for Japanese culture at the college/university level, the 

interactions/dialogues among professors for the purpose of exchanging useful 

pedagogical ideas are relatively scarce.  Thus, it was the main intent of this paper to 

present insights and practical ideas for teaching Japanese culture at American colleges 

and universities and contribute to the improved exchange of ideas among professors for 

teaching Japanese culture.  More specifically, this paper aimed at (1) examining 

theoretical premises for teaching culture, (2) showing innovative approaches for teaching 
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Japanese culture in various contexts, including examples of actual course curriculum and 

teaching efforts, and (3) discussing insights and practical ideas useful for other Japanese 

culture/language instructors.  Because of the permitted space/pages, this paper 

concentrated on examining Contexts (1) and (2). 

 

2. Theoretical Premises and Concepts for Teaching Culture 

 One of the most important foundations for teachers to refer to regarding teaching 

culture is Standards for Foreign Language Learning (1996).  Standards for Foreign 

Language Learning showed five essential goal areas (known as the so-called 5 Cs) where 

students are expected to achieve certain content standards in learning a foreign language.  

The crucial significance/contribution of the Standards is that they showed clearly that 

language and culture are inseparable and teaching culture must be an integral part of 

teaching language.1 

 The five goal areas (5 Cs) are (1) Communication (to communicate in languages 

other than English), (2) Cultures (to gain knowledge and understanding of other cultures), 

(3) Connections (to connect with other disciplines and acquire information), (4) 

Comparisons (to developing insight into the nature of language and culture), and (5) 

Communities (to participate in multilingual communities at home and around the world) 

(Table 1). 

 Another significance of Standards for Foreign Language Learning is that they 

provided useful theoretical premises for teaching culture.  Related to teaching culture, the 

goal area "Cultures" consists of Standard 2.1 ("Students demonstrate an understanding of 

the relationship between the practices and perspectives of the culture studied.) and  
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   ------------------------------------------------------------- 

TABLE 1 
 
Standards for Foreign Language Learning (1996) 
 
COMMUNICATION 
 
Communicate in Languages Other Than English 
 
Standard 1.1: Students engage in conversations, provide and obtain information, express 
feelings and emotions, and exchange opinions. 
 
Standard 1.2: Students understand and interpret written and spoken language on a variety 
of topics. 
 
Standard 1.3: Students present information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of 
listeners or readers on a variety of topics. 
 
 
CULTURES 
 
Gain Knowledge and Understanding of Other Cultures 
 
Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the 
practices and perspectives of the culture studied. 
 
Standard 2.2: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the 
products and perspectives of the cultures studied. 
 
 
CONNECTIONS 
 
Connect with Other Disciplines and Acquire Information 
 
Standard 3.1: Students reinforce and further their knowledge of other disciplines through 
the foreign language. 
 
Standard 3.2: Students acquire information and recognize the distinctive viewpoints that 
are only available through the foreign language and its cultures. 
 
 
COMPARISONS 
 
Developing Insight into the Nature of Language and Culture 
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Standard 4.1: Students demonstrate understanding of the nature of language through 
comparisons of the language studied and their own. 
 
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of culture through 
comparisons of the cultures studied and their own. 
 
 
COMMUNITIES 
 
Participate in Multilingual Communities at Home and Around the World 
 
Standard 5.1: Students use the language both within and beyond the school setting. 
 
Standard 5.2: Students show evidence of becoming life-long learners by using the 
language for personal enjoyment and enrichment. 
 
 
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Standard 2.2 ("Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the 

products and perspectives of the cultures studied.")  Thus, according to Standards for 

Foreign Language Learning, the notion of culture/cultures has the following three aspects: 

(a) more philosophical perspectives (such as the meanings, attitudes, values, and ideas), 

(b) more behavioral practices (such as patterns of social interactions, what to do (and not 

to do) when and where), and (c) more tangible products of a society (such as clothes, 

foods, drinks, housing, music, games, and other leisure pursuits).  The Standards indicate 

that the notion of culture/cultures is multi-faceted. 

 Seelye (1993) explicated further that the concept of culture/cultures must be 

holistic and multi-faceted.  Based on his studies about intercultural communication, he 

defined culture as "a broad concept that embraces all aspects of human life."  His 

conceptualization of the notion of culture included the patterns of everyday life, the 

"do’s" and “don’ts” in personal behavior, and all the points of interaction between the 
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individual and the society (Omaggio Hadley, 2001). 

 Today, many scholars and researchers in intercultural communication, 

ethnography, and sociology agree that the notion of culture should be holistic and multi-

faceted.  From this standpoint, they also support that some conceptual distinction may be 

made between culture (with a small letter c) and Culture (with a capital letter C).  The 

former usually refers to more concrete and everyday-life aspects related to 

eating/drinking, housing, closing, and leisure pursuit.  Similar to the "practices" and 

"products" in Standards for Foreign Language Learning, the concept of culture 

encompasses more visible and concrete aspects.  On the other hand, the notion of Culture 

signifies more intangible, invisible, and abstract aspects, such as ways of thinking, beliefs, 

and value systems.  It is equivalent to the "perspectives" in Standards for Foreign 

Language Learning. 

 As the multi-faceted and holistic nature of the notion of culture became known 

and accepted, the dangers of focusing on and exaggerating certain aspects/characteristics 

of culture were also pointed out in the context of teaching culture.  Lalande (1985) 

stressed the importance of providing students a balanced perspective of culture while, for 

example, presenting not only popular culture that may draw students' immediate attention 

but also including "high" culture.  Patrikis (1988) warned teachers against the dangers of 

bias and ethnocentrism in teaching culture by using terms such as “stereotyping” and 

"triviality."  He emphasized that teachers need to learn to distinguish "types" (common 

traits) and stereotypes (fixed images) in presenting cultural topics and materials and to 

help students recognize types and the limitations of types for a well-balanced 

understanding of culture. 
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3. Theoretical Premises and Concepts for Fostering Critical Thinking Abilities through 

Teaching Culture: Taxonomy of Educational Objectives in the Cognitive and Affective 

Domains” 

 In addition to (1) incorporating the multi-faceted/holistic nature of culture into the 

curriculum and teaching materials and (2) presenting a balanced perspective to avoid the 

dangers of ethnocentrism and bias, efforts to develop effective culture teaching require a 

few more essential components.  Teaching culture should not simply aim at providing 

facts and descriptive information about culture.  Rather, it needs to make/help students 

think deeply and open up or broaden their perspectives about the world and world 

cultures.  To better understand this essential element of teaching culture (3), one 

Chinese/Japanese proverb that says "a frog in a well" may be useful.  According to this 

proverb, a frog in a well would tend to have a very limited perspective/view about the 

world as long as it stays in the well.  However, once it decides to jump out of the well and 

succeeds in doing so, it suddenly acquires access to a much broader view and perspective 

about the world than where it had been living.  This short proverb gently suggests to us 

the danger of our present very limited perspective and yet dynamically challenges us 

about the great potential of a new world perspective we might gain through our efforts to 

learn another language and culture. 

 Yet, effective efforts to teach culture should address another element, that is, (4) 

the component of helping students acquire careful and systematic ways of thinking and 

applying them to examining various other human, social, and world phenomena.  The 

fourth component of teaching culture can help them become critical thinkers of various 
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phenomena as Socrates advocated.  Furthermore, teaching of culture should help them 

with more affective aspects of their beings by (5) creating more refined and enlightened 

interest, attitudes, and value systems in them.  As we take into consideration the third, 

fourth, and fifth components, it seems that the educational potential/benefits of teaching 

culture can become enormous. 

 Critically important for making the aforementioned three components of teaching 

culture possible are theoretical premises and concepts that B.S. Bloom and other 

researchers have elucidated to operationalize a taxonomy of educational objectives in the 

cognitive and affective domains.  Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl (1956, 

1977) laid out six stages or categories of educational objectives in the cognitive domain.  

The researchers emphasized that the development of critical thinking abilities among 

students should go through these six stages of cognitive processes/objectives.  The 

objectives incorporated in the curriculum should start with more receptive stages of 

handling information, such as (1) Knowledge and (2) Comprehension.  Then, the 

objectives should progress to cognitively more advanced stages, such as (3) Application, 

(4) Analysis, (5) Synthesis, and (6) Evaluation.  The main intention of the authors was 

that a taxonomy of cognitive objectives should be applied to main subject/content area 

instruction at the elementary-high school levels, such as language arts, mathematics, 

social studies, science, arts, and foreign language studies.  However, the taxonomy turned 

out to be very useful for more interdisciplinary college/university level courses as well, 

including teaching a foreign culture.2 

 Krathwohl, Bloom, & Masia (1964) delineated five stages/categories of 

educational objectives in the affective domain.  The categories were (1) Receiving and 
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Attending, (2) Responding, (3) Valuing, (4) Organization, and (5) Characterization by a 

Value or a Value System.  Krathwohl et al. emphasized that cognitive and affective 

elements are interrelated and cannot be separated from each other to attain either domain 

of educational objectives.  For instance, to enhance critical thinking abilities (such as 

analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating) that pertain to the cognitive domain, the teacher 

needs to attain affective objectives, such as enhanced interest/motivation to learn/think, 

as well as pursuing enhanced critical thinking skills themselves.  Like two ladders 

standing side by side, without either of which people cannot climb to the top, they 

stressed that both cognitive and affective objectives have to be integrated into the 

curriculum and classroom teaching. 

 

 

4. Context (1): Teaching Japanese Culture through Japanese (as a Second/Foreign) 

Language Courses 

 In teaching Japanese (as a second/foreign) language, teaching Japanese culture 

and cultural understanding should be integral parts like teaching listening, speaking, 

reading, writing, and grammar.  As Standards for Foreign Language Learning explicated, 

language and culture are inseparably intertwined.  This section aims at sharing insights 

and practical ideas useful for teaching Japanese culture as well as my own 

teaching/curriculum efforts.   

 

4.1 Insights and Practical Ideas Useful for Classroom Teaching 

 The five components/premises for teaching culture mentioned in the previous 
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sections (Sections 2 and 3) apply well to this Context (1) for teaching Japanese culture 

through Japanese language courses, especially the first two components.  First, the notion 

of culture is multi-faceted and holistic.  Thus, Japanese language teachers need to help 

students grasp a balanced perspective on Japanese culture, covering not only popular 

culture but also "high" culture like religions and traditional customs.  Japanese language 

teachers also need to balance their entire curriculum and classroom teaching between 

culture (tangible/concrete aspects; for example, Japanese manners and customs like 

bowing, do's and don'ts for using chopsticks, and Japanese bathing) and Culture 

(intangible/abstract aspects; such as ways of thinking, beliefs, and values embedded in 

those manners and customs like Confucianism ideas to honor elderly people and Shinto 

beliefs for purification).  Furthermore, Japanese language teachers need to present to their 

students well-balanced information and perspectives through their entire curriculum, 

covering (a) "products" (for example, various Japanese animations/animes and their 

characters, including Doraemon, Picachuu, and Sailor Moon), (b) "practices" (for 

instance, enthusiasm among Japanese children and not a few workers/adults who like 

reading Japanese cartoon books), and (c) "perspectives (for example, historical 

perspectives and relationships regarding cartoons, including ancient Choojyuu Kiga 

cartoon in the Heian period, Katsushika Hokusai cartoon in the Edo period, Tetsuka 

Osamu's work, and more recent Hayao Miyazaki's "Spirited away" and "Howl's Moving 

Castle"). 

 In addition, Japanese language teachers need to be careful about the dangers of 

forming stereotypic images about Japanese culture among American college students.  

Japanese teachers need to let American college students know that many Japanese 
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children and adults like reading genuine novels and history books, as well. 

 Related to more specific teaching techniques, the following four insights/ideas 

might be useful for other Japanese language teachers as they try to enhance students' 

cultural understanding.  First, cultural topics need to be presented in conjunction with 

related thematic units and grammatical contents whenever possible.  In language courses, 

it is always a good idea to try to connect cultural topics to related thematic units/chapters 

and grammar rules so that teachers can teach in a coherent and organized manner.  Many 

Japanese textbooks tend to have Chapter 1 with everyday greetings and other expressions, 

such as "Ohayoo gozaimasu," "Konnichiwa," "Hajimemashite.  Doozo yoroshiku onegai 

shimasu," and "Itadakimasu."   In this kind of thematic unit, Japanese language teachers 

are encouraged to teach Japanese "politeness culture" such as manners/customs and 

gestures that make greetings and everyday expressions polite, including the customs of 

bowing in saying "Ohayoo gozaimasu" and "Hajimemashite. Doozo yoroshiku onegai 

shimasu."  Teachers also might explain about the difference between men and women as 

to where they would put their hands in bowing, as well. 

 When Japanese language teachers need to teach honorific and humble expressions, 

they might touch on the great capacity the Japanese language has to communicate the 

sense of respect to other people.  Just like the Eskimo language has more than sixty 

words equivalent to the English word "snow," Japanese teachers might mention the 

Japanese language has three different words for the same action "to eat" (The neutral 

"taberu," honorific "meshiagaru," and humble "itadaku").  In the context of teaching 

grammar rules for honorific and humble expressions, Japanese language teachers can 

effectively bring up and help students understand how Japanese cultural values (in this 
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case, showing respect to other people) are connected to the language. 

 Another useful insight/idea for teaching Japanese culture in the language classes 

is for teachers to make the best of audiovisual information in explaining about culture.  

Pictures, illustrations, videos, props, and other audiovisual aids are powerful means for 

fostering cultural understanding.  On Boys' Day or Girls' Day, it would be a good idea to 

show some web site pictures for "Koinobori" kites and "Hinaningyoo" dolls.  Sometimes, 

showing pictures and other visuals for a few minutes can convey much more than a 

verbal explanation for one hour regarding cultural topics.   

 Third, Japanese language teachers might use a so-called "whole language 

approach" for fostering effective Japanese cultural teaching.  As stated above, connecting 

cultural items to related thematic units and grammar is very helpful for making the 

classroom teaching more coherent and consistent.  In a similar way, Japanese teachers 

might connect cultural topics with listening, speaking, reading, and/or writing activities.  

Instead of limiting cultural instructions to lecture formats alone, such whole language 

approaches can help students understand/experience Japanese cultural in context. 

 Lastly, when they need to handle vocabulary/lexical items, Japanese language 

teachers are encouraged to explain not only the literal meanings but also connotations and 

cultural meanings.  Lado (1957) elaborates on this matter well, showing some interesting 

examples.  Please see the example in NOTES 1. 

 

4.2 Innovative Approaches for Teaching Japanese Culture in the Context of Japanese 

Language Courses 

 Before concluding Section 4, some innovative approaches or formats for teaching 
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Japanese culture in Japanese language classes need to be illustrated.  There seems to be a 

broad range of approaches and formats available for teaching Japanese culture in the 

context of Japanese language teaching.  They range from more traditional lecture formats, 

where students mainly listen, to more progressive experiential approaches, where 

students actively engage in tasks and projects so that they can "learn by doing." 

 The approaches I would suggest for teaching Japanese culture in language courses 

are in more eclectic formats combining components of various approaches, making the 

best of (a) lecture format, (b) a native speaker informant, (c) use of reading and realia (or 

authentic materials such as newspaper articles and other Japanese cultural language 

"products"), (d) Japanese proverbs and idioms, (e) Japanese fairly tales, (f) cartoons and 

animes, (g) use of Japanese music, songs, and karaoke, and (h) field trips to local 

Japanese communities and use of their cultural resources. 

 As for the use of proverbs and idioms, Japanese and Chinese cultures have so 

many eye-opening proverbs and expressions that can reveal deep insights to us.  One is "a 

frog in a well" already quoted in this paper.  Use of proverbs like 「猿も木から落ち

る」 「弘法も筆の誤り」 ｢猫の手も借りたいほど、忙しい｣ 「猫に小判」 and ｢

馬耳東風｣ would be very natural approaches for expanding Japanese language teaching 

into genuine cultural understanding as teachers try to help students see the historical 

backgrounds and meanings of these proverbs.  Many Japanese proverbs are deeply rooted 

in religions and traditions, and thus are enormously effective in helping students 

understand traditional beliefs and ways of thinking of the Japanese.  Many fairy tales like 

「桃太郎」 「かちかち山」are also exceptionally valuable in helping students 

understand traditional Japanese beliefs and values that are passed on from one generation 
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to another. 

 Japanese cartoons, animations, and music/songs would also be extremely useful 

formats for increasing cultural understanding in Japanese language courses.  Actually, 

one reason why many American college students become interested in learning the 

Japanese language is their exposure to Japanese animations (like 「ドラえもん」 ｢セー

ラームーン｣ 「ドラゴンボール｣」 when they were small children (Matsumoto, 2005).  

Japanese animations are very useful in augmenting cultural understanding, 

listening/speaking, and motivation among American students. 

 Finally, the use of Japanese music and songs can help improve students' 

pronunciation, speaking, listening, motivation, and cultural understanding altogether.  

The Japanese song 「猫ふんじゃった」 contains many glide and double consonant 

sounds and therefore is useful for giving students practice with these sound 

pronunciations.  Other children's songs like ｢ぞうさん｣ 「メリーさんの羊」are useful 

"products" for Japanese culture, as well, in that American college students can take a 

glance at how much Japanese children like pets and animals.  Other genres of Japanese 

songs/music like "Japan pop" and "Enka" music can help American students learn how 

romantic feelings and sadness of parting may be expressed in Japanese culture. 

 Some of the abovementioned approaches may look to be very progressive and a 

bit difficult for many Japanese language teachers to borrow and apply in their own 

classroom teaching.  However, I sincerely hope that many Japanese language teachers 

will try to combine several different approaches/formats in an eclectic manner so that 

they can create their own unique Japanese cultural teaching. 
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5. Context (2): Japanese Culture (as Content) Courses Designed for the General 

Education Needs of American Undergraduate Students 

 

5.1 Examples of Curriculum and Courses: JPN 331, 332, and 333 at Oregon State 

University 

 A series of three Japanese culture courses, JPN 331, 332, and 333, at Oregon State 

University are good examples of Context (2) regarding teaching Japanese culture to 

American college and university students.  These courses were created as a part of the 

university's baccalaureate core curriculum.  They aim at providing students with a broad 

perspective about world cultures and intellectual foundations for their undergraduate 

general education studies. 

 JPN 331 focuses on ancient Japanese culture and is usually offered in the fall term.  

Its main topics include ancient Japanese religions (such as Shintoism and Buddhism) and 

their differences/similarities with Christianity.  Discussions and lectures in this course 

may sometimes sound like those of comparative religion, philosophy, or ethics courses. 

 JPN 332 deals with medieval Japanese culture.  It is usually offered in the winter 

term.  One of the main topics is everyday life of the Japanese during the Edo Period, 

including the classification system, beliefs, and how medieval Japanese culture/Culture 

may have influenced Japanese culture/Culture today.  More specifically, the course 

incorporated the following detailed topics: (1) Bushido, the way of the samurai warriors, 

such as their dedication to their feudal masters (which may be still alive among many 

Japanese business peoples’ dedication to their companies), (2) life of the 

merchants/traders in the medieval time of Japan, including the accumulation of their 
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wealth as the foundation of Japanese capitalism in the Meiji Period like the Mitsui 

zaibatsu, (3) life of the craftsmen in the Edo period, which may have contributed to high 

precision and quality products among various products in today's Japan (such as watches, 

cameras, electronics, and other high-tech products), and (4) the farmers’ hard work, 

diligence, and cooperation/group-centered attitudes for growing rice, which again may be 

the prototype of many Japanese workers' ethics today. 

 JPN 333 centers on modern Japanese culture.  It is usually offered in the spring 

term.  Its main topics include the study of some economic/political issues that exist 

between the US and Japan.  For instance, several years ago the course discussed the non-

tariff barriers of Japan and students learned that the business structure of Japan is quite 

different from that of the US.  In general, Japanese business tends to be carried out 

among long-term associates based on their trust relationship, and it is not easy for foreign 

business men and women to work effectively in the Japanese market quickly without 

becoming “permanent," in-group, or trusted members of the community. 

 Actually, one of the goals of JPN 333 is to encourage students to visit Japan and 

stay there for a longer period of time so that they can see/experience how Japanese 

business is carried out as in-group/trusted members of the community rather than as 

foreign tourists.  Actually, one student went to Toyama University for the first time for 

the university's Study Abroad program.  The student studied advanced Japanese in 

Toyama University and experienced many aspects of modern Japanese culture.  Because 

of her budget, she could stay there for one term only.  However, she was willing to go 

back and stay there for a much longer period of time later.  Another student, who had not 

taken any formal Japanese language or culture courses before, indicated that he was 
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learning a lot from JPN 333 and would study the Japanese language the following fall 

term.  He said he would like to stay in Japan for a long period of time in the future.  

Another student, majoring in French, also pointed out that she was going to take a 

summer intensive Japanese course (first-year) at Oregon State University for her 

preparation to go to Japan. 

 One characteristic seen consistently in these courses is that they are 

interdisciplinary in nature.  The three courses deal with not only everyday life of the 

Japanese (culture) but also their values, beliefs, and ways of thinking (Culture).  To 

address Japanese Culture deeply enough, the courses needed to be interdisciplinary, 

making the best use of knowledge in various related areas of discipline such as 

anthropology, sociology, history, philosophy, political science, economics, literature, arts, 

and education. 

 

5.2 Efforts for Enhancing Students’ Critical Thinking Abilities 

 As I have had the opportunity to teach Japanese culture (as content) courses for 

the general education needs of American college/university students, I try to create 

effective curriculum and classroom teaching based on the aforementioned series of 

taxonomy of educational objectives in the cognitive an affective domain proposed by 

Bloom and other researchers (see Section 3 of this paper).  I usually try to outline my 

course framework with the following ingredients: (1) Understanding Japanese culture 

without stereotypic views, (2) Experiencing authentic Japanese culture/Culture, (3) 

Comparing, (4) Applying, and (5) Synthesizing. 
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(1) Understanding Japanese culture without stereotypic views 

 As a non-European culture, the Japanese culture may be appealing and exotic to 

many American students.  Depending on how the instructor presents important 

information, however, the course could end up creating or strengthening undesirable 

stereotypic views about Japanese culture among students.  Thus, instructors need to 

present accurate and well-balanced information about Japanese culture so that they can 

help students to capture a whole picture of what Japanese culture is all about within a 

relatively limited amount of time.   

 One effective idea for accomplishing this is to actually present American 

college/university students with some typical stereotypic images that many Americans 

might have toward Japanese people and culture.  To do this, videos are an extremely 

useful tool, oftentimes much more effective than long verbal explanations. 

 One example is a series of videos named “Nippon: The Land and Its People."  

Another example is a video entitled "The Japanese Family: The Lifestyle of the 

Businessman."  It depicts the Japanese family carefully and truthfully, showing its 

problems and negative aspects openly.  The video also shows a gradual change of the 

Japanese family life and style from one generation to another in Japan.  Still another 

example is a part of the “The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer,” which shows some stereotypic 

views about the Americans which may exist among Japanese and those about the 

Japanese among some Americans. 

 Japanese culture courses should sometimes address truthfully not only its 

good/positive aspects but also some negative sides, problems, and realities which Japan 

and Japanese people are facing.  Several years ago some students taking a Japanese 
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culture course said, “It doesn’t seem that there are so many homeless peoples in Japan."  

If we just take a look at the surface of the Japanese society, it may be true or at least there 

do not appear to be as many homeless people in Japan.  However, we could start to shed 

light on the society's "deep structure" by exploring the notion of “haji” (shame) and 

strong external conformity pressure as possible hidden reasons why so many homeless 

people are not seen, at least on the surface, in Japan. 

 In this context we could talk about how Japanese people’s behavior might be 

constrained by the concept of shame.  Of course, it might be too simplistic to generalize 

that Americans are constrained by guilt as an internal force and the Japanese shame as an 

external force. 

 Also, it is important that we come to realize that we do have a prejudice toward 

other cultures, whether we are Japanese or Americans.  Knowing this is a crucial first 

step for shedding light on our biases and preconceptions, which may exist in our 

consciousness and/or sub-consciousness.   

 

(2) Experiencing authentic Japanese culture/Culture 

 For this stage/category of objectives, I gave several small group projects or 

assignments for the purpose of helping my students experience/enjoy various aspects of 

Japanese culture/Culture.  These activities helped to make the courses enriching and 

enjoyable, not only intellectually stimulating.  One example is a project given for JPN 

332 for which students were asked to visit an authentic (not fast-food) Japanese 

restaurant and eat traditional Japanese food such as sushi and sukiyaki.  Students wrote a 

one-page report on their impression/observation about the restaurant and food. 
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 Another example of such small group projects/assignments is that in JPN 333 

each group composed of five-seven students cooked authentic Japanese food, following 

an accurate recipe included in a quality Japanese cookbook.  This project received a little 

better feedback/reaction from my students since eating in an authentic Japanese 

restaurant may not necessarily be very inexpensive in the US, except in 

large/cosmopolitan cities. 

 

(3) Comparing 

 In some American colleges and universities, native Japanese students are allowed 

to take general education Japanese culture courses.  Oftentimes, the main intentions of 

these colleges and universities are to have them take a look at their own Japanese culture 

from a different angle and compare Japanese and American cultures. 

 While living and studying in the US, many native Japanese students learn the 

English language more fully and grasp American ways/modes of communication.  They 

come to realize that they can express their feelings verbally more freely than before, 

including the feelings of anger and sadness.  They also come to discern how different 

Japanese modes of communication are compared to American equivalents, for instance, 

the many honorific/humble words and the difference between formal and informal 

expressions. 

 For American students to take a look at Japanese culture is a bit similar to this 

process many Japanese students go through while living in the US.  When they take a 

Japanese culture course, many American students start to compare characteristics of 

Japanese culture with their own culture, and eventually start to reexamine their own 
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American culture and identity.  Thus, in Japanese culture courses, I try to incorporate 

these types of comparative elements.  When they learn about Japanese manners and 

customs, American students should be encouraged to compare them with American 

manners and customs so that their own native culture might make more sense to them. 

 Comparing should not be limited to geographical factors alone.  Comparisons in 

regard to time, that is, between the past and the present, should be an important element 

in Japanese culture courses, as well.  For instance, JPN 332 at Oregon State University 

compares the samurai warriors in the Edo period and Japanese business people today.  

The course also compares the craftsmen in the Edo period and Japanese engineering 

products today (such as electronics and other high precision high-tech products).  

Interestingly enough, we might be able to find more profound insights on Japanese 

medieval samurai worriers, craftsmen, and today's workers by comparing the past and 

present and utilizing a historical perspective.   

 

(4) Applying 

 Comparing or introducing cross-cultural perspectives helps to make our Japanese 

culture class sessions more meaningful, but it should not be the ultimate goal of studying 

Japanese culture.  As indicated above, the class should eventually enable American 

students to look at their own culture and who they are in a more profound way.  

Comparing should be a stepping stone for a more important next step or stage of 

reexamining/reexploring their own identity and culture from a totally new perspective. 

 This process is in a sense very similar to that of second/foreign language learning.  

For Japanese students to learn the English language is itself a valuable endeavor.  
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However, the process becomes much more meaningful as they come to reexamine and 

discover new things about their own first language.   

 
(5) Synthesizing 

 This is a final stage of objectives my Japanese culture teaching efforts aim at 

attaining.  American students examine specific aspects of Japanese culture from a broad 

perspective.  They try to reach higher levels of insight and analysis based on what they 

have learned throughout the entire term.  It often takes students a lot of time to reach this 

stage, and I usually see students' efforts to explore and synthesize only in a final few 

paragraphs of their final term papers. 

 

 

5.3 Insights and Practical Ideas for Classroom Teaching: The Importance of Effective 

Questions to Enhance Students' Critical Thinking Abilities 

 Many Japanese culture (as content) courses designed for general education needs 

of undergraduate students tend to be big lecture courses, where the instructors mainly 

present information to students and the students mainly listen.  However, innovative 

Japanese culture courses should be a little different from such traditional lecture courses.  

The courses need to have much more dynamic dialogues and interactions between the 

instructors and students so that students’ critical and independent thinking abilities can be 

stimulated and enhanced. 

 To create such dynamic Japanese courses, effective questions are of central 

importance.  Students need to be challenged to examine issues profoundly, as Socrates 

used this method to help his disciples learn to think.  Teachers need to learn to ask 
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stimulating questions, either to the entire class of students or to certain individual 

students, to make the class interactions genuinely dynamic.  Furthermore, addressing 

effective/provocative questions can draw students' attention and better help students to be 

involved in each topic discussion. 

 My Japanese culture class once was the Japanese education system, including 

compulsory education and higher education.  By watching a NewsHour with Jim Lehrer 

video, we learned that many high school students in Japan study hard to be admitted into 

a small number of prestigious universities because it would ensure their future 

employment and respect from other people.  Then, I asked my students, “How about in 

the United Sates?” posing a question to compare the two countries.  Several students 

responded to my question.  They said that there exist some extremely prestigious 

universities in the US, as well, but each student’s grades are taken into consideration in 

many American hiring practices. 

 Then, I asked them, “Then, how about you?  Why are you studying at Oregon 

State University?” to develop our dialogue from comparing stage into applying and 

synthesizing stages.  One student was surprised at this question I addressed.  He said, “I 

hadn’t thought of that question very much before.”  Then, he said, “Well, probably, the 

bottom line is money, isn’t it?” 

 Then, I said, “how about other students here?”  “Do you all agree with him?”  

This question was so interesting/provocative that some quiet moments followed (I could 

tell many students were really thinking) until one girl raised her hand.  I indicated that 

she should speak.  She said, “Mr. Matsumoto, probably aren’t we learning here so that we 

can broaden our view and understand other people in the world better?”  I was somewhat 
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impressed with her answer. 

 Then, I thought that the answer to this question might be different depending on 

our philosophical orientation.  I pointed out that a well-known explorer/mountain climber 

was asked, “Why are you trying to climb many dangerous and difficult mountains?”  The 

explorer responded, “Well, I climb mountains because there are mountains.”  I explained 

to my students that depending on our philosophy our purpose of studying here or taking 

this Japanese culture course might be different, whether for practical or intrinsic reasons.  

I continued that I really hope that many of us pursue knowing not only because of 

pragmatic reasons but more existential reasons.  I said, “I hope that you would answer 

you are studying Japanese culture because you want to seek knowing for its own sake as 

the explorer responded, ‘I climb mountains because there are mountains.’” 

 Although this dialogue seems as if it were from a philosophy course, one student 

came to my office later during the term and said (she was a Japanese student), 

“Matsumoto-sensei, I learned a lot from your questions.  I learned that there are so many 

important things we forget to ask.  At the midst of our busy everyday life, I hope I will 

not forget the importance and joy of knowing any time.” 

 

6. Conclusion 

 Whether it might be in Japanese (as a second) language courses or Japanese (as 

content) courses, teaching Japanese can impact American college and university students 

in a very profound way.  It can help them understand the multifacetedness and 

complexity of the notion of culture and the dangers of exaggerating certain aspects of it.  

Teaching Japanese culture can also help them expand their life perspective and become 
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able to examine many world phenomena in a more systematic and careful way.  Finally, 

teaching Japanese culture can help American college and university students enhance 

their critical thinking abilities and acquire more refined attitudes/value systems about this 

world.  As we teachers make efforts to incorporate these essential elements into the 

curriculum and class materials, Japanese culture teaching has an immeasurable potential 

that can reach beyond the boundaries of Japanese (as a second) language courses or 

Japanese (as content) courses in American colleges and universities. 
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NOTES 
 
1. A few decades before Standards for Foreign Language Learning, Lado (1957) 

elucidated in his famous "Linguistics across cultures" why and how teaching culture must 

be an essential part of language teaching.  He pointed out that language meaning consist 

of (a) lexical meaning, (b) grammatical meaning, and (c) cultural meaning.  Take one 

sentence "Nancy likes to drink milk every day" for example.  According to Lado, if an 

ESL (English as a second language) teacher explains only the lexical and grammatical 

meanings, it does not mean that her/his students have grasped the entire meaning of the 

sentence.  Different from France (where wine is a more popular everyday drink) or Japan 

(where green tea is a more everyday drink), Nancy in the US would tend to drink milk 

more.  TV adds saying "Got milk?" (or the good effect of drinking milk on health) are 

occasionally seen in the US, as well.  Without shedding light on such cultural aspects of 

this sentence, students' comprehension of this English sentence might not be 

full/sufficient. 

 

2. More recently, Anderson & Krathwohl (2001) further revised/specified Bloom et al.'s 

(1956, 1977) taxonomy of cognitive objectives.  Their specifications are as follows: (1) 

Remember (to retrieve relevant knowledge from long-term memory; composed of 1.1 

Recognizing and 1.2 Recalling), (2) Understand (to construct meaning from instructional 

messages; consisting of 2.1 Interpreting, 2.2 Exemplifying, 2.3 Classifying, 2.4 

Summarizing, 2.5 Inferring, 2.6 Comparing, and 2.7 Explaining), (3) Apply (to carry out 

or use a procedure in a given situation; 3.1 Executing and 3.2 Implementing), (4) Analyze 

(to break material into constituent parts and determine how parts relate to one another and 
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to an overall structure or purpose; 4.1 Differentiating, 4.2 Organizing, and 4.3 

Attributing), (5) Evaluate (to make judgments based on criteria and standards; composed 

of 5.1 Checking and 5.2 Critiquing), and (6) Create (to put elements together to form a 

coherent or functional whole; reorganize elements into a new pattern or structure; 

consisting of 6.1 Generating, 6.2 Planning, and 6.3 Producing). 
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Abstract: 
 

In 1625, Charles I of England married his young French and Catholic bride, 
Queen Henrietta Maria.  This addition of a French queen effected changes in the cultural 
life of the Stuart court, including its musical composition.  Along with the French 
members of her household who came across the channel with Henrietta Maria were about 
ten French musicians, to which more were added throughout her reign.  Living in a new 
cultural and religious society and not speaking or understanding the language, these 
French members of her household provided Henrietta Maria with comfort and security, 
and also yielded influence over the established traditions of the court.  

The importance of the Stuart court, and by extension all those connected with the 
court, cannot be underestimated in discussing Caroline music.  As the musical center for 
leading musicians and composers, an influx of French musicians with a French queen had 
to impact the musical life of England.  In parallel to the King’s Musick, the Queen had 
her own musicians for her own pleasure, private entertainments, and masques.  The 
musical life of the English court, especially as part of the court masque, was not only a 
symbol of the monarchy’s power, but also of the cultural life of Caroline England.  This 
paper will examine the role of the Queen’s musicians at the English court and their 
influence on Henrietta Maria’s private entertainments and court masques.  Additionally, 
it will be shown how these musical and theatrical changes affected all of Caroline 
England, and how they gave a voice to Henrietta Maria and her ladies at a time when 
women were proscribed from the stage.       
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Dear Andrew, 
 
Nichole and I are a professor-student research team.  Would it be best for us to do a co-
paper presentation? Also, below is our abstract for the proceedings.  We will bring copies 
of the paper to the conference to disseminate.  
 
Warmest Regards, 
Linda 
 
A Different Voice: The Jurisprudence of the Women Judges of the Indiana 
Court of Appeals 
 
Over the past thirty years, the number of women serving as judges in Indiana 
has increased.  However, only seven women (out of 114 judges) have served on 
the Indiana Court of Appeals.  Today, women hold four of the fifteen 
judicial positions on this court.  Past studies on women judges and their 
jurisprudence have focused mainly on women holding federal judgeships.  This 
study mirrors and builds upon a 2001 study conducted on the women judges of 
the Minnesota State Supreme Court and is both qualitative and quantitative 
in nature.  In this study, we investigate further whether the four women 
judges perceive that they rely upon a different rationale than their male 
counterparts when determining their decisions and justifying their rulings. 
We also examine their decision-making patterns in the area of criminal law 
and family law to see if their perceptions match reality. 
 
Linda S. Maule 
Interim Director Women's Studies Program 
Director Legal Studies Program 
Associate Professor, Political Science 
Holmstedt Hall 310 
Indiana State University 
Terre Haute, Indiana  
47809 
812.237.2516 
psmaule@isugw.indstate.edu 
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The Chinese Diaspora:  
Transnational Migrations to Canada 
 

In January 1917, Britain and France negotiated a contract with the 

Chinese Government to supply men to work behind the front lines in 

France and Belgium. Much risk was involved in using labourers from 

China as its international legal status was neutral until August 1917, 

when China declared war on Germany. The Chinese could not fight as 

members of military forces and, thus, could only be contracted as 

labourers. Chinese officials, on the other hand, had to consider how any 

type of involvement in war operations would affect China’s neutrality. 

Should they be pro-British or pro-German? Should the labour forces be 

under French influence or Japanese influence? Was interest in China 

legitimate or did these nations have predatory motives? China also had to 

carefully consider how its limited contribution could affect their leverage 

in postwar negotiations. Between 1916 and 1920, records indicate that as 

many as 200,000 Chinese workers were employed by the British and 

French governments. Recruits were drawn mainly from the Shantung 

Peninsula in north China which had a comparable climate to that of 

Western Europe; the logic being that the “hardier population of the north” 

would be able to endure European winters. The Chinese Labour Corps 

(CLC) of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) was officially named on 21st 

February 1917. 

 
The Imperial authorities asked Canada’s Department of National 

Defense to be responsible for bringing the Chinese labourers by ship to 

Vancouver, transporting them across Canada, and then putting them on 

board ships for Trans-Atlantic crossing to the war zone. The Canadian 

Government accepted the challenge with the assistance of the Canadian 

Expeditionary Force and the Canadian Pacific railway and its steamship 

lines. Capt. Harry Livingstone’s first posting, as part of the 5th Contingent 
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of the Canadian Army Medical Corps, was to go to China and medically 

inspect these labourers, as well as provide medical supervision aboard the 

ships from China to Canada, on the trains from Vancouver to Halifax, and 

later from Halifax Harbour to Liverpool or Plymouth. With the aid of Dr. 

Livingstone’s original photographs, I will uncover a hidden part of 

Canadian transnational history. 
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The Chinese Diaspora:  
Transnational Migrations to Canada 
 

Although there have been extensive studies on early Chinese migrations from 

China to white settler societies around the world, there has been almost no 

research on the collective Chinese diaspora within one of these outposts. Canada, 

for example, hosts a very large Chinese population throughout the country — with 

nearly half of the visible minority population of Vancouver being Chinese — and, 

unlike early Chinese Pioneers who, predominantly, came from Guangdong province, 

these émigrés come from every corner of the globe. This ethnically-bound group 

have come to Canada from Latin America, South America, the South Pacific, 

Southeast Asia, South Asia, South Africa, the Caribbean, and many other places. 

This incredible diversity of host societies suggests the complexity of their 

experiences and of cultural formations within their communities. 

If this transnational group is part of the Chinese diaspora, then what country 

do they regard as their homeland? Through oral interviews with multicultural 

Chinese Canadians in Vancouver, British Columbia, my inquiry into this subject 

uncovers three important aspects that are crucial to understand Chinese diasporic 

communities around the world — 

I examine the blended cultures that these Chinese transnationals bring to 

Vancouver, Canada.  

What is their host society/societies?  

How did they see themselves within this society?  

What was the relationship between this society and the Chinese community? 

How has this/have these cultures influenced their lives?  

To what degree has this/have these culture(s) intertwined with their 

Chineseness? 

I explore the tenacity of their Chineseness despite living many generations 

outside of China and in different host societies. 

Why did their ancestors leave China and go to their host country/countries?  

What Chinese cultural traditions were past on to them and what do they retain? 

Have they married Chinese? How Chinese are their children? 

What are their connections and feelings about China? 
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I uncover also tiers of their identification of self, their community, politics, 

and home. 

How do they identify themselves … As Chinese? Bicultural? Multicultural?  

To what degree do they see themselves as Chinese?  

Do they speak Chinese? 

Have they experienced discrimination? Where? When? 

Are they involved with their local Chinese (or other) community? 

Do they have connections to other Chinese communities? 

Do they have any interest in Chinese politics? 

What are their feelings about separateness and belonging? 

 

The outcome of these individual stories will provide comparative and 

collective insights into the nature of diasporas, identification of Chineseness, and 

where they see their homeland.  
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ABSTRACT: 
  
  
          As Africans are slowly but decisively emerging in the twenty-first century from the 
shadows of their decades of slavery and colonial experience, they are faced with a new 
problem. The problem is, simply put, will their former slavery and colonial masters be 
prepared to accord them the respect of affirming their identity as Africans rather than to 
remain the recycled Westerners that they have been made through their Western 
education and alienating acculturation? Have their former slave and colonial masters 
grown out of their supposition of a “social Darwinism” in their conversation with their 
former colonies? Has the arrogance of a super race mentality been finally abandoned?  
  
       African intellectuals are presently engaged in the exercise of rebirth, a renaissance of 
their culture that aims at harmoniously synthesizing a symbiosis between their African 
traditional heritage and the enrichment they have inherited from their historical contact 
with a special reference to the West. Their Western contact has made of them a sort of 
hybrid: partly African, partly Western. Many of them feel homeless in their homes. There 
is a yawning cry for a cultural integration. 
       
      Laurenti Magesa, for example, has in a recent book, African Religion: The Moral 
Traditions of Abundant Life (1997) demanded that African traditional religion be located 
in the same league with Christianity and other major world religions. The Anglican 
Church in Africa has equally distanced itself from the authority of Canterbury on the 
issue of ordaining a gay bishop. While this step may not have the resonance of Martin 
Luther’s schism, it does signal the determination of the Anglican Church in Africa to take 
its fate into its own hands. It is not going to be forever a minor under foreign tutelage. 
Examples abound in other areas of life that exhibit Africa’s determination to be self-
directing and in some cases, autonomous, in the decisions that shape its future. A quite 
revolution ignited by the consciousness of re-establishing a lost identity is sweeping 
through the continent. It is part of the “wind of change” discerned by McMillan, the 
British Prime Minister at the threshold of the colonial struggle for national independence. 
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Post-independent African states have jettisoned colonial names for their country in favor 
of indigenous designations. Individuals have publicly disowned their baptismal names for 
native ones. This public demonstration of Africa’s will to affirm its identity is new and it 
is becoming more clamorous. 
      
     My paper examines, from a sample excavation of the religious heritage of Africans, 
the possibility of introducing religiously significant African names into the wider 
patrimony of the universal Church. The choice of African religiously significant names is 
determined by the importance of what a naming ceremony portends for the African. What 
is in a name? is a question answered for the African by reference to what  concerns them 
ultimately. The name is the key to reading the soul of the African. The name is the 
signpost to an individual’s self-understanding, the dreams the individual aims to realize 
and incarnate, the expectations one has set for one’s self. Names are not arbitrarily 
chosen nor fortuitously given. Their meaning enunciates the benchmark of a person’s 
identity, a person’s otherwise unspoken self-image. We cannot understand the African’s 
worldview except we interpret what fires his/her aspirations. Their traditional religious 
creeds transmitted by religiously significant names offer the researcher the hermeneutical 
key to knowing the Africans past, present and future. 
  
     Africans, wherever they are found, are named with foreign, and sometimes banal 
appellations. Their indigenous names, however difficult for non-Africans to pronounce, 
simply because the foreigners rarely try, have ultimate meaning and existential 
significance for them and for all who take the trouble to find out. It is argued that the 
adoption of these appellations by the wider Christian community will not only enrich the 
contact of Christian belief with its African cultural presuppositions, a fact that could go 
along way in banishing the charge that Christianity is a guest religion but it would 
definitely enlarge the contents of the world heritage of our common humanity. The 
treasury of Africa’s experience with transcendence need to be inscribed in the records 
that document the cultural heritage of humanity. The Igbos of Nigeria, for adduced 
intelligible reasons, have been selected here for case study. 
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  Lisa McBain 

The Loyal Opposition: Dickinson vs. God 
 

“To you, I’m an Atheist.  To God, I’m the loyal opposition.” 
-Woody Allen1 

 

 There’s a rumor that Emily Dickinson rejected God.2  On the contrary, her 

relationship with him, though quite different from the traditional view of God as all-

knowing and all-powerful, seemed to be a relationship of two egos; the constant battle of 

wills and minds, at times lamenting and at other times celebrating her creation of a cycle 

of one-upmanship.  In one corner is God; in the other, Emily Dickinson.  Dickinson had a 

sort of arrogance towards God; she includes him in her poetry so much that it’s almost 

impossible to suggest that she didn’t believe in him.  Dickinson seemed to think that there 

was no reason that God should be placed above herself; in certain poems, she almost 

suggests that she is better than God.  This sort of constant battle between poet and creator 

that Dickinson creates in her writing suggests a sort of inmates-running-the-asylum 

situation taking place in Dickinson’s poetry.   

 The source of Dickinson’s opinions on God and religion have been studied by an 

abundant amount of scholars.  There are many arguments that address Dickinson’s 

religion issue; so much can be studied because of its complexity.3  Joan Burbick believes 

that Dickinson’s challenging of religion stems from Dickinson’s wanting to advance her 

friendship with Abiah Root: 

          This tension between the social role of the Christian woman and the bonds of   
          friendship reached an ironic conclusion when in one of her last letters to Abiah, she  
          accused her of “hardheartedness.”  Abiah Root in neglecting her “wicked”” friend     
          was now accused of Dickinson’s sin.  She feared that Abiah Root’s new role as a      
          Christian woman would paradoxically harden her heart toward her; the bonds of  
          those held together in Christian love would supersede the bonds of their earlier  
          friendship. 
       (69-70) 
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It is interesting, in Burbick’s argument, to understand that Dickinson was not willing to 

give up her religious opinions; she simply feared that others would misunderstand her.  

This is the same sort of thing that Dickinson feared regarding her poetry; parallels could 

be drawn between the two situations, thereby comprehending why Dickinson’s own 

experiences might lead her to think that others would misunderstand her poetry.   

 Others have argued that Dickinson’s decision to surrender her faith is in part due 

to being unable to accept the symbolism of religion, Christianity in particular.  E. Miller 

Budick writes that Dickinson waged an “attack” on this “New England Symbolism” 

(349) 

          In the words of one modern symbologist, the symbol is a “bridging act” which   
          traverses the “gap between outer existence (the world) and inner meaning.”  It is, to 
          quote another critic, a kind of “synecdoche” whereby a dualistic universe is made  
          whole again.  For Emily Dickinson,…the symbolistic faith implicit in these  
          definitions was not only unjustifiable, but, potentially at least, dangerous.” 
       (Budick 349) 
Dickinson’s rejection, and Budick’s argument, is that Dickinson was bothered by the 

substitution of a symbol for an idea or a feeling that is present within a religious order.  

Dickinson perhaps felt it silly or cliché to keep bringing up symbols in order to represent 

ideas. 

 One could trace emotions relating to religion throughout Dickinson’s letters and 

poetry.  “In her mature correspondence, Emily Dickinson registered an alert 

defensiveness against what had become something of a sore subject for her—orthodox 

evangelicalism and its customary states of mind and feeling.” (Habegger 386)  Dickinson 

went from feeling that she could have her own beliefs to feeling that she had to defend 

herself and her opinions; perhaps this is a source of the many emotions running 

throughout the poetry that could be interpreted as God-related. 
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 What at first may seem to be about a love interest can be interpreted as a perfect 

example of Dickinson’s creation of a battle of minds between herself and God.  “He was 

weak, and I was strong – then” tells of two people, the narrator and a male character, who 

are flip-flopping their power in regards to each other in a sort of circular pattern. 

            He was weak, and I was strong – then – 
 So He let me lead him in – 
 I was weak, and He was strong then – 
 So I let him lead me – Home.   
    (Fr. 222) 
The first stanza of this poem most strongly implies that this poem references God, 

particularly through Dickinson’s repetition of the capitalization of the word “he.”  If the 

poem were about a male friend of Dickinson’s, she might not have capitalized the “He” at 

all, or at least not so many times.4   

 To Dickinson, it seemed that “earthly love was interchangeable with transcendent 

love.” (Burbick 73)  In some poems, the person to whom she is referring could be 

perceived as God; it also could easily be conceived as a love interest.  This possibility of 

double meaning is interesting for a woman who grew up in a house where the Bible was 

always an important source of life-leading information; God, and Jesus Christ, were 

perhaps the first models of what good, decent men were supposed to be like, and that 

knowledge could have either created an archetype of what men are supposed to be like, or 

the idea that Dickinson had a schoolgirl crush on God or Christ, leading to confused 

emotions running throughout her religious poetry later in her life. 

 The idea that Dickinson felt there was a power struggle between herself and God 

is shown through reading this poem as though “He” refers to God.  In line 1, Dickinson is 

in control: “He was weak, and I was strong – then –.”  Line 3 flips that around, and says 

that “I was weak, and He was strong then –.”  Perhaps something happened in 
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Dickinson’s life at the time of the writing of this poem that leads her to believe that God 

was in control or had taken control.  Perhaps she believed that he was the cause of a 

broken relationship, friendship, an argument, or some such thing.  In the early 1860’s 

Dickinson underwent some sort of emotional crisis (Longsworth viii); perhaps at that 

point she felt angry at God, who seemed to be wielding control over her life in some way.   

 This poem doesn’t seem to create an emotional battle; it also sets up Dickinson’s 

somewhat arrogant view of God as being on her level.  In many of her poems and letters, 

Dickinson seems to think that there is no reason she and God shouldn’t sit down over 

coffee and discuss the problems she has with him.  It is as if Dickinson believes that she 

and God are of the same brain-power level, and that they should treat each other as equals 

and debate over their issues with each other.  Lines 2 and 4 of “He was weak, and I was 

strong – then” convey this message.  If “He” is indeed a reference to God, then Dickinson 

is saying that she and God would be capable of leading each other physically.  It is also 

interesting to note that, in these two lines, God never has the control: Dickinson herself is 

always leading him or is letting him lead her.   

 The roots of Dickinson’s challenging behavior towards God may stem from 

Dickinson feeling that God betrayed her, and therefore she would, in a way, get him back 

by making herself into an almost equal being that could think and reason on the same 

level as God.  Francis J. Molson writes that “her refusal to convert and her eventual 

rejection of God cannot be explained only on the basis of a dislike for dogma” (404).  

The surrendering of her Christian beliefs are not then, simply rejection; this choice was 

an educated decision which Dickinson must have spent much time considering. 

          An examination of the relatively neglected correspondence of the 1840’s and  
          1850’s reveals a high degree of probability in that, first, Dickinson was willing to  
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          accept the orthodox God, dogmas and all, provided that He would grant her certain  
          promises she felt He had made as the Heavenly Father; and, second, she finally  
          rejected this God only after she realized that these promises which she had prayed  
          for, as instructed by Jesus, would not or could not be kept. 
       (Molson 405) 
According to this passage, Dickinson’s reaction to God’s betrayal resulted in her refusal 

to continue believing in the Christian religion. 

 
 In “God made a little Gentian,” Dickinson writes about a “Rose” which is laughed 

at by Summer after it “failed.”  “God made a little Gentian - / It tried – to be a Rose - / 

And failed – and all the Summer laughed.”  Those lines seem to show Dickinson, the 

Rose, as someone who had failed at something, and as a result, was made fun of.  Joan 

Burbick quotes John Cody saying that Dickinson is “the victim of relentless and 

merciless pressure, subject to humiliation, threats, indignation, seductive persuasion, and 

histrionics” (Burbick 62-63) during her education at Mount Holyoke; this poem could be 

a reflection of her feeling that God had either given up on her or betrayed her, allowing 

her to be humiliated by her schoolmates.   

 In this sense, Dickinson’s feelings towards God as a result of this betrayal could 

be seen not as her own betrayal of God, but, in her mind, a deserved redemption.  Lines 5 

through 9 of the poem describe a “flower” that, in response to the humiliation of 

Summer, has grown into a different flower and has become resistant to the climate that a 

fall or winter flower would have to adjust to.   

          There rose a Purple Creature - 
          That ravished all the Hill – 
          And Summer hid her Forehead – 
          And Mockery – was still - 
This implies that Dickinson may have chosen to fight back against this betrayal and 

embarrassment by making the most of the situation in which she could be comfortable: 
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by dedicating herself to what she knew she was good at.  The poem’s third and last stanza 

has a new note of confidence, and even a hint of sarcasm in regards to the “flower’s” 

former embarrassment. 

          The Frosts were her condition – 
          The Tyrian would not come 
          Until the North – invoke it – 
          Creator – Shall I – bloom? 
    
The “bloom” of the final line is almost a threat.  Dickinson may be suggesting that she is 

so confident now that she is on God’s level, and the “bloom” could be a sort of challenge; 

she’s asking God if he wants to see what she can do.  It also can be taken sarcastically, as 

a message that Dickinson can handle herself on her own now and she doesn’t need any 

religious belief in order to make herself function or to bring out her talents. 

 Dickinson’s cynical, challenging tone can also be found in “Papa above!.”  In this 

poem, Dickinson has an almost sarcastic, insulting tone when speaking of God, 

metaphorically represented as a cat that preys on mice and rats on earth.   

          
          Papa above! 
          Regard a mouse 
          O’erpowered by the Cat! 
          Reserve within thy kingdom 
          A “Mansion” for the Rat! 
    
In this stanza, Dickinson seems to be saying that she believes that God’s priorities are a 

bit off.  Dickinson continues her habit of questioning God in this poem, pointing out her 

apparent opinion that God creates social injustices where “rats,” or bad people, are 

perhaps let into Heaven and are forgiven for their sins as long as they ask for redemption.  

Dickinson could also be questioning the motive of a Christian towards religion; she could 

be asking whether Christians feel that they can do anything, and can be “rats,” but they 
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will still reach Paradise if they ask to be forgiven.  Dickinson perhaps feels that this is not 

a just punishment for sin.   

 This is an interesting reading of the poem when Dickinson’s Puritan heritage is 

considered.  Puritans lived in constant fear of God’s wrath, and were aware of their sins, 

spending a lot of time doing certain things in order to feel that they have been forgiven.   

          Her bleak view is that of the Calvinist, that looks for neither forgiveness nor  
          second chance, that offers only the long chance of an inscrutable and gratuitous  
          grace—for life, a long renunciation; at its end, a great uncertainty; for  
          compensation, only a high position in regard to the world renounced. 
      (Wilner 127) 
 
Though it has a slightly playful tone, this poem’s message is deep: “rats” shouldn’t be 

given the same treatment as “mice.”  Like the passage from Wilner’s essay, Dickinson 

questions God’s willingness to forgive. 

 “My life closed twice before it’s close” has little of the confidence and self-

assurance of the previous poems.  In fact, the poem seems to have a tone of despair; the 

speaker has lost control.  This poem may be addressing her fears about her own death: 

she’s accepted that she isn’t God, she isn’t immortal, but now what?  “My life closed 

twice before it’s close” refers to two “closings,” or minor deaths of some sort, that 

occurred in her life before the actual event of death.  One of the major “deaths” in her life 

was her decision to not go forward as a traditional Christian.   

 This poem’s fear could stem from Dickinson’s possible fear about her attitude 

towards God: what if she was wrong?  What if she should not have challenged God all 

these years, doubting him and pointing out the problems she has with him?  As a result of 

all of these questions, “It yet remains to see / If Immortality unveil / A third event to me,” 

(2-4).  She doesn’t know what lies ahead for her after her death, because she is human, 
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and humans are not completely sure of what happens when we die.  Humans who are 

religious have faith, however, in something that they believe will happen after they die; 

the essence of faith is a belief in something that cannot be proved.  Dickinson, though, 

didn’t seem to have this steadfast faith that exists for others.  She may wonder what will 

happen after she leaves this world; it is completely a mystery to her.   

 Upon first reading, “Bless God, he went as soldiers” (Fr. 52) suggests warlike 

imagery of the speaker requesting to see a soldier in his battle uniform; however, when 

considered in context of Dickinson’s possible battle with God, the poem takes on a new 

connotation.  Dickinson seems to address God indirectly, as though speaking to a 

messenger; she challenges God again, writing that perhaps the only thing standing 

between herself and God is that she is mortal and therefore can be “seen,” whereas God 

cannot.   

          Please God, might I behold him  
          In epauletted white – 
          I should not fear the foe then – 
          I should not fear the fight! 
    
The tone of this poem seems energetic; Dickinson seems to be begging to see God so she 

can address her concerns to him (perhaps regarding the Civil War, or maybe a different 

personal issue), or so she can present her challenge to him face-to-face.  At first, the 

speaker seems to be addressing God; however, “Please God” could be a shortened 

version of “if it please God…,” therefore making the sentence a request rather than a 

prayer.  The “foe” of line 7 could be God himself; there are so many references to God as 

an opponent throughout Dickinson’s poetry.  This poem then suggests that Dickinson 

might lose the last bit of God-fearing that she has if she were able to meet him “in 

person.” 
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 Dickinson’s suggestion of betrayal by God returns in “God gave a Loaf to every 

Bird “ (Fr. 748)  Like in “God made a little Gentian,” “God gave…” creates an image of 

a speaker who, upon being insulted by not being given what others had been given, took 

what she had and bettered herself on her own, without help from the God that apparently 

deserted her.   

          God gave a Loaf to every Bird – 
          But just a Crumb – to Me – 
          I dare not eat it – tho’ I starve – 
          My poignant luxury – 
    
Of course “Loaf” is a metaphorical representation of something; it could, though, be seen 

as several things.  It could be interpreted as general material possessions, or wealth; 

however, that seems almost too simple for Dickinson’s style.  Besides, the Dickinson 

family was certainly not poor; Dickinson wrote that she never was in need of any 

material thing her entire life.  Instead, Dickinson must have felt that she was missing 

some essential trait that other people had been given, or something that came easily to 

others and not so easily to her; either way, this poem suggests a placid anger about the 

denial of whatever the “Loaf” is.  The tone of the poem does not suggest outrage or 

extreme anger; instead, the tone is one of the speaker’s acceptance of what has been 

given (or not given) to her, and that she has made up her mind about a God that could 

overlook the missing thing that the speaker didn’t receive.   

 The next stanza tells of the speaker having mourned the missing of the “loaf” for 

a while, but then accepting the betrayal, or becoming used to the idea of it: 

          To own it – touch it – 
          Prove the feat – that made the Pellet mine –  
          Too happy – for my Sparrow’s chance – 
          For Ampler Covering – 
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This stanza’s tone creates a sort of feeling that the speaker feels empowered by her 

realization that she wasn’t given the privileges of others; however, it also creates a 

feeling of self-pity on the part of the speaker, as well as the indirect asking of pity from 

the reader.  There is arrogance in this sort of feeling; as though the speaker is saying 

“Look at me: I didn’t have what you have and yet I’m better than you anyway.”  The 

final stanza of this poem is completely arrogant: here, the speaker suggests that she is just 

better than everyone, but not just better, “Sovreign.” 

          I wonder how the Rich – may feel- 
          An Indiaman- An Earl – 
          I deem that I – with but a Crumb – 
          Am Sovreign of them all- 
    
This stanza is the ultimate of arrogant self-pity; the speaker’s “poor me” attitude pats 

herself on the back for making the best of what she was given, obviously considering 

herself much better than every other person, even earls.  This poem, as well as the 

amount of poems in which Dickinson seems to challenge God as though he’s an equal, 

shows that Dickinson may have been quite arrogant in her own right, and this poem is an 

example of her arrogant belief in her own power being stronger than that of everyone, 

even God. 

 This same tone, with less arrogance, can be found in “I shall know why – when 

Time is over” (Fr. 215) 

          I shall know why – when Time is over – 
          And I have ceased to wonder why – 
          Christ will explain each separate anguish 
          In the fair schoolroom of the sky – 
 
          He will tell me what “Peter” promised – 
          And I – for wonder at his woe – 
          I shall forget the drop of anguish 
          That scalds me now – that scalds me now! 
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The self-pitying tone still remains in this poem in the use of the word “anguish” both in 

line 3 and 7.  “Anguish” seems like an overly dramatic word to use when considered 

along with the life events of Dickinson.  Somehow the speaker of this poem feels some 

sort of despair about something that has happened, perhaps, and instead of demanding 

some sort of answer from God, she seems resolved that someday there will be an answer 

to all of her questions.   

 The speaker doesn’t seem to consider that no life can be perfect, and that it may 

be unrealistic to believe that nothing bad will ever happen to any one person.  In the 

many poems by Dickinson which question God, it seems that he is the easiest being to 

blame when something bad happens.  This example, though not angry or particularly 

arrogant, seems unrealistic in its expectations of God: that if he really was as powerful as 

the speaker has been told to believe, then he would protect her from any pain or 

“anguish” which would “scald her.” 

 Dickinson’s God-directed anger returns again in the brief but powerful “God is 

indeed a jealous God-.” 

          God is indeed a jealous God – 
          He cannot bear to see  
          That we had rather not with Him 
          But with each other play. 
 
This poem feels like a poignant response to the question  “what is God like?”  Dickinson 

certainly does not hold back any opinions in her poetry, and this example is no exception.  

This poem, only four lines long, is interesting because it is somewhat harsh, with 

Dickinson’s arrogance and sarcasm towards God appearing again.  The appearance of the 

poem on the page requires a lot of white space around it, and the lengths of the lines of 
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the poem are approximately the same length.  This appearance on the page of the 

Franklin variorum makes the poem look somewhat jolting; a poem with more than one 

stanza, spaces between the stanzas, and varied line lengths seem to lend a more artistic, 

“poetic” view to a poem. 

 The poem’s brevity is also interesting because each word is packed with emotion.  

It could be argued that this poem, though shorter than most of Dickinson’s poems, is as 

full of meaning as a standard-length Dickinson poem.  This poem can be approached 

from several emotional angles.  If anger is the prevalent emotion considered, then this 

poem is an angry response with a somewhat snappy, smart tone.  If the poem is sarcastic, 

the speaker could be seen as teasing, perhaps more about the nature of humankind than 

about God and jealousy.   

   “The Soul selects her own Society” (Fr. 409), when considered in a religious 

context, could suggest the speaker’s rejection of “her divine Majority”: 

          The Soul selects her own Society – 
          Then – shuts the Door – 
          To her divine Majority – 
          Present no more – 
    
However, again, because of Dickinson’s general depth in her poetry, this stanza, as well 

as the entire poem, suggests a deeper meaning: basic rejection may be too simple to 

describe the situation in this poem.   

          If we bear in mind the social nature of Dickinson’s religious struggle, then the task    
          of assigning a referent to this poem seems either arbitrary or convenient.  We do 
          not know if the “One” the Soul selects is God, father, mother, brother, sister, lover, 
          self, or other.  It is the not-knowing and the non-naming that animates the poem 
          and places it at the boundary where the transcendent and the earthyl suggest each 
          other.  All objects of desire are fused into an unnamed absence.   
      (Burbick 74) 
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Instead, it seems to describe a more educated refusal of faith, not an abandonment of 

belief.  Dickinson seemed to feel that she knew too much to honestly believe in God, or 

at least to worship him, although it seems that, with her upbringing of strict Christian 

beliefs, it is unlikely that those beliefs were completely abandoned.  The first line of this 

poem suggests this history of education and culture; having explored various things 

throughout her life, the speaker has chosen what to believe in and what not to believe in; 

the word “divine” connotes a religious figure, and in Dickinson’s life that figure would 

have been God.   

 Once this decision to refuse to worship God was made, the speaker seems 

steadfast in her refusal; in the next stanza she repeats that she is “unmoved” when 

attempts are made to renew her faith.  “Some forms of resistance are deeply private, of 

necessity.  Her refusal seems to have been silent, a non-act, a turning away.” (Habegger 

386-387) 

          Unmoved – she notes the Chariots – pausing 
          At her low Gate – 
          Unmoved – an Emperor be kneeling 
          Opon her mat – 
 
The final stanza of the poem is slightly confusing: 

          I’ve known her – from an ample nation – 
          Choose One – 
          Then – close the Valves of her attention – 
          Like Stone – 
    
Line 10 seems to say that, in the speaker’s community, one must choose one belief or no 

beliefs at all; so, the speaker chooses the latter option.  She cannot be completely 

convinced of the existence of God, so she chooses to “close the Valves of her attention” 

completely.   
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 It is interesting that many of Dickinson’s poems can be viewed from two different 

angles: addressed to a love interest, or addressed to God.  This is interesting because of 

the style of difficult relationship Dickinson seems to have in her relationship with God.  

Throughout her poetry, we find God-directed poems that go through all the emotions of a 

turbulent relationship: love, hate, jealousy, vengefulness, anger, and others.  In “I cannot 

live with You” (Fr. 706), the speaker seems to be working through her problems with a 

difficult relationship.  While it could be taken as the hardships of an actual real-life 

romance (such as Charles Wadsworth5), the poem could be interpreted as though the 

speaker is talking through the different emotions faced in Dickinson’s non-traditional 

relationship with her creator.  It is important to look at each stanza as it puzzles through 

the feelings that the speaker is facing, as though they are stages of grief and loss.   

          I cannot live with You – 
          It would be Life - 
          And Life is over there – 
          Behind the Shelf 
    
This first stanza has a tone of finality: the speaker has decided on what she will do about 

the person/being she is referring to, and is now preparing to explain her decision.  The 

reference to “life” being “behind the shelf” connotes that the person/being referenced is 

related to something literary; something, perhaps, like the Bible.  Dickinson seems to say 

that there is a life on earth that should be appreciated, rather than preparing for something 

better in the future.  

        
   Though Dickinson desired the treasure on earth and hinted that the signs of transcience 
perhaps wrong the earthly treasure by continually putting it out of reach, she suppressed 
this line of the discourse and denied herself the treasure on earth. 
      (Burbick 71) 
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The “life” in the poem seems to refer to the speaker’s life, and she is saying that the life 

that will satisfy her the most is found beyond what the bookshelf holds for her. 

           And were You lost, I would be – 
          Though my name 
          Rang loudest 
          On the Heavenly frame – 
    
Realizing that Dickinson’s own upbringing and family life included strict Puritan ideals 

as well as Christian values, a more obvious reference to Dickinson’s own life can be 

found within this stanza.  Joan Burbick writes that “despite Dickinson’s criticism of 

Christian values, she never completely let go her hope for conversion” (70).  These lines 

may tell of a God who was “lost” although the speaker obviously believed in him; this 

somewhat apologetic stanza seems to be an apologetic way of explaining why she 

couldn’t seem to devote herself to God or the Bible. 

 In “The Brain—is wider than the Sky – (Fr. 598),” Dickinson writes a deceptively 

simple poem that at first reading seems just a discussion of the intellectual depth of the 

human mind.  However, in one of Dickinson’s characteristic surprise endings, the third 

and final stanza of the poem changes the meaning of the poem dramatically. 

          The Brain is just the weight of God –  
          For – Heft them – Pound for Pound – 
          And they will differ – if they do – 
          As Syllable from Sound –  
 
 In this stanza, the “brain” seems to be a metaphor for the poem’s speaker; in this 

context, the speaker is as good as God; the speaker isn’t better than God, but is 

intellectually the same, seated, as it were, on the same level as God.  However, the first 

stanza changes this interpretation: when reading this poem, it should be absorbed by the 

reader more than once in order to connect the third stanza to the first.   
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          The Brain – is wider than the Sky – 
          For – put them side by side – 
          The one the other will contain 
          With ease- and You – beside – 
 
This stanza could suggest that, in relation to God and the human brain, “the one the other 

will contain,” or that God would not exist without a supposed existence within the mind 

of the believer.  This changes the view that God created humankind: instead of “no 

humankind without God,” this poem says “no God without humankind.”  It should be 

noted that nowhere in this poem does it suggest that there is no God; again, it is too easy 

to say that Dickinson didn’t believe in God.  Instead, she is again challenging him in her 

suggestion that God doesn’t exist without the “brain,” or human, who is on the same 

intellectual level. 

 There are so many examples of Dickinson’s arrogance towards God that 

analyzing each poem would lead only to repetition; Dickinson’s variety of emotions 

towards God are not at all simple, although they all make the same declaration.  Because 

of the wealth of poems about God, addressing God, or challenging God, it would be 

incorrect to simplify Dickinson’s belief by saying that she lacked faith in God.  On the 

contrary, Dickinson seemed to have a complex situation in her religious life: she felt that 

she and God were intellectual equals who should be able to discuss their problems with 

each other.  Although at times she appeared conceited, Dickinson would probably never 

admit that she is a perfect being; likewise, she would not say the same about her creator.   

                                                 
1 Woody Allen’s relationship with God was also anything but simple; he shares many similarities with 
Dickinson in his religious beliefs, although he was raised with Jewish beliefs and Dickinson was raised 
with Christian beliefs.  An interesting biography of Allen is Woody Allen: A Biography by Eric Lax.  Allen 
references Emily Dickinson: “How wrong Emily Dickinson was!  Hope is not ‘the thing with feathers.’  
The thing with feathers has turned out to be my nephew.  I must take him to a specialist in Zurich” (231).  
“And I love Emily Dickinson.  She was the first poet that I ever really enjoyed” (Bjorkman 200). 
 
2 Francis J. Molson’s essay “Emily Dickinson’s Rejection of the Heavenly Father” states: 
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          “It is commonplace that, as a  girl, Emily Dickinson was repeatedly urged to accept God’s grace, 
            convert, and be saved; however, she resisted and eventually rejected orthodoxy and its God.   
            Scholars disagree whether Dickinson continued in her rejection until she died, but there is general  
            agreement concerning her religious stance during her formative period” (404). 
 
3 Eleanor Heginbotham argues that religion and religious thought was not absent from Dickinson’s mind 
and studies; she writes that in “the 1819 Benjamin Warner edition of Paradise Lost [contains] a penciled 
“E. Dickinson.”  At least forty-eight of its pages, pages crowded with tiny unnumbered lines, show signs of 
reading.”  Heginbotham states that “as she was toward God, Dickinson may have been ambivalent about 
Milton.”  Dickinson’s relationship to her idea of God should not be mistaken as ignorance; on the contrary, 
Dickinson seems to know more about God and the Bible than the average person of Christian values.  
Heginbotham says that “R. McClure Smith hass pointed out that ‘the would-be graduate of Mount Holyoke 
apparently was expected to leave with as thorough a knowledge of Paradise Lost as she had of the King 
James Bible.’” 
 
4 See, for example, poem 64, “Heart! We will forget him!.” 
 
5 Richard B. Sewall details Dickinson’s relationship with Charles Wadsworth in The Life of Emily 
Dickinson, Chapter 20, “Charles Wadsworth.” 
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Interactive Online Remediation 

For College Students 

 
We expect high school graduates to be computer literate. When asked if they have ever used 

a typewriter, today’s college freshman will probably give you a blank stare. Why would you 

even ask such a stupid question? They have iPods stocked with music. They send instant 

messages to each other from the moment they wake up until their eyes close at night. They 

take wireless Internet access for granted. 

 Because our perception of their computer literacy is so positive and so widespread, 

we simply assume that these techno-savvy freshmen are also comfortable with the web and 

typical Microsoft applications. Such skills as attaching files to e-mails and creating good 

looking Microsoft Word documents are as natural as eating French fries for breakfast during 

the first month living in a dorm. 

 While these assumptions are generally justified for the majority of freshman, a 

minority  comes to college only marginally computer literate. Exactly what percentage of 

students constitutes this minority has not been documented. Although some research has 

been conducted by the Connecticut Distance Learning Consortium (CTDLC) this fall, data 

is still being tabulated as of this paper’s submission date. 

  Some students managed to go through high school with little or no computer 

training. Others have just enough to get by. Still others adopt the attitude that “computers 

don’t like me”. This fosters a variation on Luddism, where the student feels justified in not 

learning computer skills because they won’t work anyway. There is a kind of resignation to 

the idea that the computer will choose not to cooperate in any endeavor. 

Defining the Problem 
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While admitting that the problem’s scope remains undefined,. the CTCLC chose to address 

its solution anyway. That solution came in the form of a software development project.. 

When completed, the software would be made available to educational institutions for 

deployment on either the web or a school’s Course Management system. Typically this 

meant either Blackboard or WebCT. 

To foster software development, the CTDLC prepared a Request for Proposals (RFP) 

that specified those areas where students were thought to need the most help. They were: 

 Basic computer skills 
 
 Basic word processing skills 

 Basic email skills 

 Basic web skills 

During software development, the intended audience encompassed incoming first-year 

students who have not yet taken a college-level class and who have performed poorly on an 

initial assessment of their technology literacy skills. “Poorly” would be defined by the 

individual institution. 

 Since this software was designed specifically for remediation, the content would 

include step-by-step explanations of basic concepts and detailed instruction about how to 

perform specific actions. The software would be stand-alone in the sense that no professor 

would be available for help. To accomplish this goal Active Server Page (ASP) scripting 

enabled immediate feedback when a student answered the self-assessment questions at the 

end of each module. Each assessment module is optional, with the student being given the 

choice of whether she wants to practice her newly learned skills. 

Mastery Areas 
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Initial testing by CTDLC member schools identified the following areas as desirable mastery 

for an entering college freshman. 

 Basic Computer Skills 

 Use a mouse to point, click, and double click 

 Type 

 Open a software application 

 Exit a software application 

 Access a CD-ROM 

 Locate a saved file 

 Use copy and paste 

Basic Word Processing Skills 

 Use the enter/return key to create a blank line 

 Tab text to indent a line 

 Apply basic formatting: bold, italics, and centering 

 Save a file (including naming the file and locating where to save the file) 

 Print a file 

Basic Email Skills 

 Send an email message 

 Attach a file to an email message 

 Receive an email message 

Basic Web Skills 

 Go to a specified web address 

 Click on a link 

 Scroll through a web page 
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 Use the Back button 

 Perform a basic search in a search engine 

 Identify search results 

 Download and view a file from a web page 

 Print a web page 

 Essentially these skills represent a collection of capabilities that a college professor 

might reasonably expect his students to know when they sit in his class on the first day. 

While the list is necessarily a bit arbitrary, it does reflect expectation. That is, it is indicative of 

what defines high school graduate. This expectation is based on experience: most incoming 

college students are capable of performing these skills. 

 Thus the concept behind this software is remediation: let the student progress at his 

own pace as he works to catch up to an expected level. Further, since the student will be 

working alone, clarity is a prime software development consideration. 

Development Considerations 

Since the software would be distributed to 22 institutions of higher learning, portability was a 

prime consideration. Dreamweaver MX 2004 was selected as the code editor. Dreamweaver 

is distinguished by its faithful code creation. It essentially does not add any of its own code 

to basic HTML. This allows editing by switching from a “Design” to a “Code” view. Thus, 

when a developer wants to edit code directly, rather than using the development platform, 

she can do so without fear of corrupting the underlying code set. 

 In addition Dreamweaver is very compatible with Flash, since an early decision had 

been made to integrate Flash movies into the software. This would allow for active 

illustrations that live in an HTML container. Further, since the Flash viewer is already 
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present on the operating systems of 98% of all computers, Flash offered the opportunity to 

include animation that would most likely work on all student computers. 

 For the self-paced quizzes JavaScript provided an ability to give feedback without 

resorting to an outside server. The user would be able to take the quiz and then receive both 

a total score of correct answers and information pinpointing where he had made mistakes. 

Page Design 

Legibility and simplicity were the guidelines for page design. Since there was no art budget, it 

was necessary to find sources of free clip art that looked fresh. This problem was solved 

fairly easily once we realized that relatively few Word users go to the online Microsoft clip 

art directory. Most simply use the images that are built into Word. Using the Microsoft 

downloaded clip art also ensured that there would be no copyright issues with the finished 

product. 
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Figure 1: Clip art was used to provide both a free art source and also a means of giving each section 

an identifying graphic. 

Typographic Considerations 

Online self-help programs frequently overlook the importance of typography. For these 

online remediation modules Arial was selected as the main font. Stylistic control was 

provided by use of an external Cascading Style Sheet. By using an external style sheet, it was 

possible to create one master style, then link every page to that one master. This meant that 

stylistic revisions were made in an efficient manner. Once a revision was made, it would be 

entered into the external style sheet and automatically applied to every page linked to it. 

 Why Arial for the main text font? The first decision was whether to have a font from 

the serif or sans serif family. Typographic research found that, while both font types were 
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equally legible, readers found the serif family to be more friendly and the sans serif fonts to 

be cleaner and more technological looking. Based on these findings, a sans serif was selected 

because this is a remedial site for technology.  

 Having made the serif/sans serif decision, the next question involved choosing a 

specific typeface. Initially the thinking was to select a face that would give the website a 

distinctive look. However, this was rejected because of practicality. The site would 

potentially be deployed on servers at 22 different institutions, ranging from junior colleges to 

large state universities. It would also be used by students working on both the PC and 

Macintosh platforms. Since HTML reads its font directly from the user’s computer, the 

safest sans serif face would be one that would most likely be present on every computer. 

Although Arial is in many ways an inferior knock-off of Helvetica, it has become a standard. 

It also displays clearly on all computer screens. In the interest of functionality it was be best 

design choice. 

 Beta testing feedback confirmed this decision. Comments came in like “nice readable 

screens”. Although users tend not to identify the specific elements of legibility, they seem to 

be referring to both the use of white space and to typographic clarity. The one beta tester 

who made a specific comment addressed line length. She wanted to be sure that individual 

lines were short enough to accommodate home users working on 600 x 800 resolution 

screens. They should not have to scroll vertically in order to read the individual line of type. 

Following this logic the design evolved to a lowest common denominator standard. In 

retrospect this seems appropriate: the top priority is to have this remediation software 

distributed to the largest possible number of students. 
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Figure 2: Typical screen shot captured from Microsoft Word. 
 
Screen Shot Graphics 

Because the software would provide step-by-step instructions, screen shots were needed to 

illustrate these instructions. CaptureEzePro software was used for the screen shots because it 

provides two specific capabilities: one is to save files in the .tiff format; the other allows you 

to crop the screen capture before saving it. Additional editing, when necessary, was done in 

Photoshop. 

 Tiff is the preferred format for saving screen captures because it is portable (working 

on PC, Macintosh and UNIX platforms) and also because it is an uncompressed file with a 

native internal data format for image editing. 
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 Once editing had been completed, Photoshop was used, first to make a copy of the 

edited file (the original being saved as a source), then to convert it to .jpg format to be 

included in a web page. Continuous tone graphics for the web are typically saved in .jpg 

format because it is such an outstanding compression algorithm. However, once converted 

to .jpg, a file cannot be edited again. Since it is a lossy format, any change in size of a .jpg 

image will result either in pixilation (a rough, squared off look) or in blotches appearing 

throughout the image. (A lossy format is one that eliminates information during the 

compression process. The information is permanently gone.) Thus, when a graphic needed 

additional editing after conversion, the original .tiff file would be reopened in Photoshop so 

that the editing process could begin with a full data complement. 

Animated Learning Aids 

Today’s students do not necessarily want to look at just a static text screen. So we included 

animation (developed using FlashMX 2004). This accomplished two purposes: (1) through 

the use of buttons we could provide some control to the student; and (2) the animation 

process itself added graphic interest to the learning process. 

 Flash was chosen as a development process because the compiled Flash file (.swf 

format) takes up very little space, can be inserted into an HTML container, and is widely 

accepted by almost all browsers.  
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Figure 3: A FlashMX2004  movie allowed students to press buttons with the mouse key. Each button 

starts a new movie. 

 The idea here was that the student could get experience using the mouse by moving 

it over the button, depressing the mouse key, then watching as a new animated file opened 

and played. In addition to giving practice using the mouse, we hoped to provide the student 

with a sense that he could actually control what was taking place on his computer screen. 

Instant Feedback 

A critical part of the remediation process is allowing students to test themselves and then to 

receive instant feedback. While developing the quizzes, we also needed to keep portability in 

mind as a key component. For this reason JavaScript was selected as the feedback quiz 

language. JavaScript code does not require a special server, and it can be packaged with a 
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web page to be distributed to all participating institutions for uploading to their own web 

servers. 

 

 

Figure 4 A relatively simple layout used radio buttons to allow users to self test after completing each 

remediation module. 
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There are ten questions in each module. The student must answer all ten questions, then 

submit the answers for instant feedback. Since the modules are designed simply to help 

students catch up to their colleagues, we did not want them to feel any instructor would be 

looking at their progress. Further, since we felt the lack of computer literacy might prove 

embarrassing to some students, it was important that only the student herself would see 

results. Figure 4 shows a typical results screen. 
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Figure 5: Bright colors were used to highlight correct and incorrect answers. 
 
 Rather than have the student retake the test and make a second guess at each correct 

answer, we decided to mark each mistake and to provide the correct answer. Since students 
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would have limited time for the remediation process, we wanted to speed up the feedback. 

This, we felt, would encourage them to move on to the next module. 

Conclusion 

Since this software has only recently been distributed, we do not know how helpful it will 

actually be. However, initial feedback from beta testers shows that it accomplishes the basic 

purpose: to bring students up to speed in fundamental computer and web literacy. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Previous studies have found that physically ill populations have significantly higher 
levels of depression than their non-ill counterparts. Additionally, research has shown that 
avoidant coping styles, such as self-distraction and denial, are correlated with depression. 
Considering these findings, the current study investigated the relationship between 
depression and avoidant coping styles in a sample of self-perceived physically ill and 
healthy young adults. 

 The literature suggests that young adults are at particular risk for depression 
because they often practice more ineffective coping strategies such as mental 
disengagement and the use of alcohol/drugs to cope with stress (Segal, Hook and 
Coolidge, 2001). According to the latter authors, depression is very prevalent among 
young adults when compared to older adults. Overall, younger adults are more distressed 
than older adults, possibly also due to developmental factors.  
 Prior research concluded that gender and health are both factors related to 
depression. Wilson, Pritchard and Revalee (2005) found that women report poorer 
general health and more physical illness than men. However, they also discovered that, 
regardless of gender, using avoidant coping styles correlates positively with having more 
physical ailments. Furthermore, they found a positive relation between using avoidant 
coping mechanisms and higher depression when looking specifically at women.  

Several researchers have established a link between depression and coping 
styles. In a study on this topic, Hickey and Greene (1989) found that ill patients report 
higher levels of depression on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies - Depression Scale 
(CES-D) than non-physically ill participants. Other studies that related health to 
depression concluded that chronically ill individuals are more susceptible to undesirable 
life events than non-ill people, linking once again poor health to depression (Kaplan & 
Stewart, 1986). The Brief COPE is an excellent coping assessment tool that has been 
used in many health-related studies, including those on depression. Avoidant coping 
styles, such as self-distraction and denial, have mixed findings about whether they predict 
depression.  

Based on a review of the literature, we hypothesized that female gender would 
predict higher depression scores. Additionally, we predicted that self-perceived poor 
health and avoidant coping styles (i.e., use of self-distraction and denial) would all predict 
higher levels of depression.   

As part of a larger study on resilience among ethnically diverse medically ill young 
adults, we took a sample of 60 men and women (age 18-24) with self-perceived poor 
health and matched them according to demographics to a similar group of 60 men and 
women with self-perceived good health. Our dependent variable was depression, 
measured by the total CES-D score, while our independent variables were health 
(measured by the Medical Outcome Study’s item on health) and avoidant coping 
(measured by the self-distraction and denial subscales of the Brief COPE).   

We performed a user-defined forward sequential multiple regression where we 
controlled for gender, which was separately entered as a covariate in block 1, while 
health and avoidant coping styles were entered in block 2. Results found that gender, 
avoidant coping styles and poor health all significantly related to depression. However, in 
the regression analyses, gender was only significant by itself; when considered 



simultaneously with health and avoidant coping styles, it lost its significance. Multiple 
implications of this study are discussed.  
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Abstract 

Can dementia affect the identity through time of a person?  If so, what 

effect does this have on advance directives?  This paper explores the 

impact that a psychological continuity view regarding the identity of a 

person through time can have on advance directives.  Health care in the 

last few decades has been seriously impacted by the focus on patient 

autonomy.  As people take a more active role in their own health care, 

some decide to leave advance directives to make their wishes clearly 

known should they ever be in a state where they cannot speak for 

themselves, a coma, a PVS, or a debilitated mental state, for example.  

However, if something like psychological connectedness or continuity is 

the appropriate criterion for judging the identity of a person through 

time, then a competent person cannot be judged to be identical to a 

severely demented patient if enough of the competent person’s relevant 

psychological factors have disappeared or changed.  The problem that 

arises then is whether an advance directive is binding if the patient that 

is in a debilitated mental state is not identical to the person who left the 

advance directive.  If identity claims linking those dementia patients who 

lack general competency to their formerly competent “counterparts” are 

questionable, then it would appear that any advance directives left by 

those competent “counterparts” are also suspect.  
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Introduction  

    Anyone who has taught an introductory ethics or a professional ethics 

class can relate to the issue of students’ claims regarding moral 

relativism.  Even if the instructor is sympathetic to moral relativism, a 

discussion of claims like “ethics is all relative” or “it may be wrong for me 

but not wrong for you” is unavoidable.  Despite my efforts to address 

variations of moral relativism at the beginning of a semester, I kept 

finding many of my students espousing the same simplistic relativist 

views at the end of the term as they had at the beginning.  In an effort to 

address this problem, I have crafted an approach to teaching 

professional ethics which borrows from critical thinking, cultural 

identity, and cooperative learning pedagogical approaches.  In this paper, 

I will discuss this combined pedagogical method, which I have found to 

be somewhat successful in mitigating the impact of moral relativism and 

significantly successful as a means for achieving the related goal of 

instructing students to make reasoned ethical decisions.  I will begin 

with an overview of the particular problem of moral relativism along with 

a brief description of the university where I teach. 

 

 

 

 

 



Moral relativism and ethical decision making 

     I will not be offering a critique of moral relativist theories here.  This 

has been done very well elsewhere1.  Suffice it to say that few ethicists 

are proponents of moral relativism.  I will instead begin with the 

assumption that moral relativism is a seriously flawed position and one 

that is fundamentally problematic for instruction in ethics, as it presents 

roadblocks for the serious study of ethical theories.  From the students’ 

perspective, they consider moral relativism to be a good reason for not 

comprehending different ethical theories.  If the rightness or wrongness 

of an action is just a matter of personal opinion (subjectivism) or if it 

depends on the way, or where, you were brought up (cultural relativism), 

then it seems silly to bother with making rational ethical decisions based 

on evidence and good reasoning.  Clearly, it is difficult to address ethical 

theory on a substantive level with students who are convinced that “it’s 

all relative.”  

     But moral relativism is troubling for an ethics instructor in other 

ways.  For example, in teaching professional ethics, I take it as one of my 

goals to empower my students to make reasonable decisions in 

situations with ethical import like those they will face in their future 

professional lives.  Although many professions have a code of ethics, 

these codes, like any other set of rules, typically require interpretation 

and such codes cannot possibly cover every kind of decision that needs 
                                                 
1 See, for example, Chapters 2 and 3 of James Rachels’ The Elements of Moral 
Philosophy, fourth edition; McGraw-Hill, 2003. 



to be made.  It is troubling to think of a future professional, especially 

one who is faced with a life and death decision, adopting a moral  

relativist stance towards their professional ethical decisions.   

     Even though simplistic moral relativist views are commonly quite 

popular at this time, the “easy” answer of “it’s all a matter of opinion” is 

not a real answer in serious moral deliberation within a profession.  As 

such, it seems clear that moral relativism must be dealt with in a 

professional ethics class, although the question of how to do so, which I 

will now address, remains. 

 

Professional ethics and cultural identity at my university 

     I believe that I teach at a somewhat unique university.  Over 90% of 

the students at my university are Latino/Latina (the university is 

designated as a Hispanic-Serving Institution or HSI) and most are 

bilingual.  The university itself is near the Mexican border, which has 

resulted in a culture that is a combination of Mexican-American, 

American, and Mexican influences.  One of the key components of the 

approach I am proposing requires capitalizing on the ability of my 

students to understand and relate to more than one kind of cultural 

identity in addressing the problem of moral relativism.   

     As most of my students claim more than one “cultural” heritage, they 

are in a unique position to identify and understand some of the 

ambiguities arising from cultural relativism towards ethics; namely, the 



problems of defining culture and of deciding to which culture to appeal 

when determining the rightness or wrongness of an act.  What I have 

discovered during this past semester is that my students readily and 

easily propose and explain this problem when I allow them to discuss the 

implications of cultural relativism in cooperative learning base groups2.  

Perhaps the main reason they easily recognize this problem is that line-

drawing is somewhat different for them.  By this, I mean that in having 

ties to, and identifying with, more than one culture, they don’t draw lines 

as readily as many people do around a single culture.  Most people seem 

to have a natural tendency to delineate or distinguish between others 

who have significant worth to them and others who don’t.  In many ways, 

this delineation allows us to determine which people receive more serious 

moral consideration from us.  In having strong ties to distinct groups of 

people or distinct cultures, my students are less likely to see sharp 

dividing lines between different cultures which would allow them to look 

to just one culture in identifying their own moral norms ala moral 

relativism.  Stressing these ties to distinct cultures seems to have 

allowed me to get my students to at least recognize and appreciate some 

of the problems inherent in moral relativism.   

     But this addresses only one part of the approach.  Combining this 

focus on cultural identity with cooperative learning and critical thinking 

instruction is the overall project, to which I now turn.   

                                                 
2 A more detailed discussion of these groups occurs in the next section. 



A Different Approach 

     In my professional ethics courses I have begun to employ a 

combination of cooperative learning techniques, critical thinking skills 

instruction, and a focus on cultural identity as a learning tool.  In 

particular, this pedagogical approach utilizes the following:  

1- cooperative learning base groups which keep the same three 

students together throughout the semester for in-class 

assignments and group presentations,  

2- critical thinking instruction over the course of several weeks 

which focuses on decision making and reasoning based on the best 

available evidence, 

3- a focus on students’ understanding of and identification with 

the norms of different cultures to illustrate some of the problems of 

moral relativism, and 

4- a discussion of moral theories and case studies. 

I believe #4 is self-explanatory and #3 is discussed above.  Regarding #2, 

I have found that for most of my students, professional ethics is the only 

philosophy class they will ever take.  As such, I believe that it is crucial 

for them to have some training in critical thinking skills before I require 

that they use such skills in assessing ethical case studies.  Roughly, the 

semester is structured in thirds with the first third devoted to logic and 

critical thinking, the second to ethical theories, and the last to case 

studies and decision making.  As I have structured the course around 



the goal of instructing students to make reasoned ethical decisions in 

their future professions, decisions based on the careful consideration of 

the best available evidence, it is prudent to begin the semester with a 

discussion of how to make decisions in general.  The study of and 

practice in evaluating arguments and evidence via critical thinking and 

logic is the best way I know of to achieve this goal. 

     I have discovered that students are better able to address the issue of 

moral relativism in particular after critical thinking instruction.  Such 

instruction allows them to carefully evaluate the arguments for and 

against various relativist positions and understand the implications of 

these views.  As expected, a careful evaluation of the arguments on both 

sides has led to fewer students espousing simple relativist views at the 

end of the semester. 

     Returning to #1 above, as a component of this pedagogical approach, 

I have found that punctuating my lectures with small base group 

discussions has been a very valuable component of the approach.  While 

I will not pretend to be an expert on cooperative learning, I have attended 

several workshops on related cooperative learning techniques and have 

used enough of these to recognize their efficacy in the classroom, 

especially for my stated goal regarding moral relativism.   

     I know there is a significant body of literature which addresses the 

benefits and drawbacks of cooperative learning, but I prefer to discuss 

my own experiences with cooperative learning, utilizing base groups in 



particular.  In using base groups in professional ethics I have found that 

my students are more comfortable in expressing their views, especially 

their critical evaluation of arguments.  Like many problem topics, open 

discussion of moral relativism led to exposing its weaknesses which 

lessened its impact on my students’ views about ethical theories and 

allowed them to broaden their own perspectives.  But such success is not 

without drawbacks.  While I found there to be a noticeable increase in 

the depth of student understanding on the issues and topics which they 

address in their base groups, a serious negative consequence of this 

approach is the decrease in the breadth of topics that can be covered in a 

semester. 

     In the end, I have decided to retain these four elements in my classes 

as I have seen indications that they are effective for my students.  

Through discussion in base groups, critical thinking training, and 

focusing on cultural identity, I believe I have made the transition to 

discussion of ethical theory less hampered by the threat of students’ 

perceptions of moral relativism.  In future semesters, I plan to offer a 

learning community class with a history professor who focuses on 

cultural representation.  I expect that such a collaboration will be 

beneficial to student success in many ways and that, in particular, it will 

be useful for addressing the problem of moral relativism in professional 

ethics instruction.  I admit to proposing this combination of pedagogical 

approaches more as a starting point than as a conclusion.  I hope to 



stimulate a dialogue on the actual use of such techniques in the 

classroom which can help me choose the best direction to take in 

steering my students towards the goals of instruction in ethics. 
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TITLE:  In Pursuit of an Integrative Philosophy of Music Education: Mind, Body, Spirit 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
A profound and powerful experience can arise when one is touched deeply by the 

essence of music while singing, playing an instrument, composing, conducting, listening, 
teaching, learning, or moving. Some scholars name these experiences spiritual, 
transpersonal, or unitive, and others, an altered state of consciousness. By whatever 
name, academic music education literature is nearly devoid of references to them, as 
pervasive and widely recognized as they are.  

 
Because the person-music interaction of teaching and learning has enriched my 

professional and personal life, and because my academic field has avoided these 
phenomena, I approach my research from interdisciplinary and philosophical 
perspectives. To investigate the pre-suppositional bases that presently form our ideas of 
music education—and in pursuit of an integrative philosophy for music education, I use 

1) Ken Wilber’s Integral Approach—especially his Four Quadrant Model, which 
illustrates dimensions of reality operating in the individual and collective, interior and 
exterior realms of human experience and interaction; and  

2) Kenneth Bruscia’s Six Models of Music Therapy, which define properties of 
music that may be emphasized in any particular music experience to facilitate the human-
music ontological interaction. 

 
Connecting music education specifics to the larger Wilber/Bruscia philosophical 

framework, I relate 
1) Anthony J. Palmer’s challenge that music educators recognize spiritual, or 

altered consciousness, experiences with music, which hold tremendous potential for 
personal and collective development; and  

2) Edward Sarath’s progressive map of jazz performance praxis that assists his 
students’ spiritual development and his integration of meditation as a vital element in the 
newly initiated Program in Creativity and Consciousness Studies, which lays the 
groundwork for a new educational continuum for the twenty-first century.  
 
My research includes other appropriate music education and interdisciplinary writings 
necessary to present a coherent philosophical model for music education that will be 
relevant and fecund in our contemporary global society.  
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    John Peradotto's work on Homer, particularly in his related essays "Modern Theoretical 
Approaches to Homer" (1996) and "Bakhtin, Milman Parry and the Problem of Homeric 
Originality" (2002) do much to enhance Homeric studies.  In the latter essay, Peradotto applies 
Bakhtin's concept of dialogism in order to legitimate two differing and heretofore contradictory 
strands of Homeric scholarship: originality and tradition.  Through a remarkable historicist 
analysis of the academic milieu and cultural circumstances of preeminent Homeric scholar 
Milman Parry's generation and the philosophical ideas that characterized it, Peradotto 
convincingly shows how Parry came to adopt his theory of the oral formulaic tradition of Homer 
that has been a huge influence on Homeric scholarship since, even dominating it at times.  Many 
scholars will agree that Homer makes use of a literary and oral tradition.  However, current trends 
in theory and Homeric scholarship reveal that the concept of originality in Homer and elsewhere 
has been depicted as preempting and surpassing that of tradition (in fact, it may have always 
been this way).  This is to say that it will be beneficial to interrogate the strong appearance of 
originality in Homer's work in the light of composition theory.  Such an analysis will call into 
question the efficacy of the dialogic, as employed by Peradotto, in addressing tradition and 
originality.  A movement in Homer's work that emphasizes originality over tradition privileges a 
certain ideological position, that of capitalism.  Therefore, in this essay I will also show how the 
concepts of originality and capitalism are related and will touch upon the moral and literary 
ramifications of each theoretical stance in question.   
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Abstract: 
 
In an attempt to further the Native American presence in cinema it is vital to provide a 
theoretical basis for their voice.  Escaping the trappings of postcolonial theory is an 
important first step, because in reality, Native America still exists within a colonial 
context.  Fourth Cinema is an important emerging theory that explores the boundaries 
that Native American and other Indigenous filmmakers confront.  The need to develop 
the theory of Fourth Cinema is integral to allow for Indigenous perspectives to also be 
heard not just seen on screen.  In developing Fourth Cinema further it is hopeful that we 
(Native Americans) can create a dialogue between ourselves, and non-Natives that is 
respectful and open, but not driven by the postcolonial theoretic or mainstream American 
culture.   
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 To attempt to apply the “post-colonial” lens to Native Americans (Native 

American, Indigenous and Aboriginal will be used interchangeably for the purpose of this 

paper—where Canadian Aboriginals are also incorporated) in film would be futile 

considering they continue to live within a contemporary colonial regime, lest one forgets 

the historical ramifications of the colonization of “America,” its current political 

structures and state of affairs.  Not to mention, “post-colonial” is far from being a well-

developed discourse as it applies to the Indigenous population that is Native America, 

regardless of any single definition.  The addition of “post” to the colonial discourse has 

proven to be one of many problems with the theory (Stam, 294).  As the history of the 

silver screen has proven, the representation of Us [Native Americans] has been anything 

but accurate.  This said it would be more justified to develop and apply a lens to Native 

Americans in film that does not derive from the colonial gaze and that which provides for 

the re-appropriation of the Native American image by Native Americans. 

 In the shadows of Third Cinema, the suppressed existence of a Fourth Cinema is 

evident, this existent undeveloped theory and discourse could most definitely be 



developed further and applied to the Indigenous populations of the Americas, namely the 

Native Americans of Hollywood films (Stam, 283).  A further developed theory and 

discourse would help to escape the “post”-colonialist lens, one that does not offer a 

unbiased representation seeking to speak for Native Americans by providing only one 

side of the story.  In Film Theory: An Introduction, Robert Stam conveys in his article, 

“Film and the Postcolonial” that “‘Postcolonial’ tends to be associated with Third World 

countries that gained independence after Word War II, yet it also refers to the Third 

World diasporic presence within First World metropolises.  The term ‘postcolonial’ blurs 

the assignment of perspectives” (294). 

 It is painfully obvious that we have never gained independence from the United 

States and that we have been relegated to exist on tracts of land which we have been 

forcibly placed within our own homeland and we live well below the US poverty level 

(Churchill, 81).  Therefore it becomes problematic to apply postcolonial theory to Native 

Americans, who in fact do not exist in the “post” era of colonization.  Churchill 

elaborates on the colonial confines of Native Americans within the United States and 

how the United States blatantly ignores international law,  

 . . . it can be stated without hesitancy or equivocation that we [Native Americans] 
exhibit all the attributes of colonized nations.  That is, we are presently subjected to a 
political status prohibited under international law since the United Nations Charter was 
ratified in 1945 (whatever confusion attended the Charter’s language was dispelled in 
1960 with the passage of U.N. Resolution 1514, otherwise known as the Declaration of 
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples) (81). 
 
We exist in a perpetual context that continues to evolve and be redefined through our 

specific and “special” relationship with the United States.  It is through this historic and 

continued relationship that colonization is manifest.  The postcolonial lens can never be 

accurately applied to Us if it insists and assumes we have evolved beyond the colonial 



phase (that is the control of one power “the British” over a dependent people “Native 

Americans”) of imperialism (coming under the political and economic influence and 

control of that colonizing force through land theft) in the United States.  Not to mention 

the biased slant that will inevitably accompany such a perspective.  Anne McClintock 

identifies the same problems of utilizing “post-colonial” theory and discourse regarding 

Us in her article, “The Angel of Progress: Pitfalls of the Term ‘Post-colonialism”: 

. . . the term ‘post-colonialism’ is, in many cases, prematurely celebratory .  . . . 
By what fiat of historical amnesia can the United States of America, in particular 
qualify as ‘post-colonial’—a term which can only be a monumental affront to the 
Native American peoples currently opposing the confetti triumphalism of 1992 
(294). 

 
McClintock argues that to make use of the term “post-colonial,” theorists are overlooking 

the obvious, which is the history between the United States and Us.  McClintock’s 

argument only strengthens the fact that we continue to exist in a colonial relationship 

with the United States of America; regardless of what time period they [post-colonial 

theorist] examine Our existence.  McClintock elaborates on her position relating to the 

unreasonable application of “post-colonial” theory and discourse to Native Americans 

aside from the factor of time, she argues the obfuscation of power dynamics: 

Rather, I wish to question the orientation of the emerging discipline and its 
concomitant theories and curricula changes, around a singular, monolithic term, 
organized around a binary axis of time rather than power, and which, in its 
premature celebration of the pastness of colonialism, runs the risk of obscuring 
the continuities and discontinuities of colonial and imperial power (294). 

 
Here McClintock contends that not only, “Most problematically, the historical rupture 

suggested by the preposition ‘post-‘ belies both the continuities and discontinuities of 

power that have shaped the legacies of the formal European and British colonial empires . 

. .” (294) but employing this theory ignores the reality of colonialism through the use of 



time instead of the more evident imperial power structure and dynamics that were/are at 

work and which were/are most pertinent to the relationship that developed between the 

United States and Us.  Regarding this dilemma, McClintock further continues her 

discussion pertaining to power: “It is precisely the greater subtlety, innovation and 

variety of these forms of imperialism that makes historical rupture implied by the term 

‘post-colonial’ especially unwarranted” (296). 

 Therefore the application of a postcolonial lens to Us is most problematic when 

the significant aspects of the relationship between the United States and Us are being 

neglected and ignored.  It isn’t simply a temporal relation that is in question here, but a 

more relevant dynamic of power that involves more fragile socioeconomic, cultural, 

religious and political issues, which are not being considerably addressed. 

 It is clear as Stam, Churchill and McClintock have all agreed, We do not live 

outside of a colonial state and post-colonialism is not an appropriate theory and discourse 

to evaluate Us by.  These arguments are what necessitate the need to abstain and depart 

from the post-colonial theory of the dominant hierarchical power structure and to further 

develop Fourth Cinema as a theory and discourse to apply to Native Americans.  The 

term Fourth Cinema is interchangeable with Fourth World, as are First, Second and Third 

Cinema since they are also attributed to economic structures within geopolitical spheres.  

Why not include Native Americans within Third Cinema?  This is a logical question, but 

one that insists on being addressed with a discourse better developed to examine our 

unique circumstances.  As George Manuel and Michael Posluns postulate in their book, 

The Fourth World: An Indian Reality: 

The Aboriginal World has so far lacked the political muscle to emerge: it is 
without economic power; it rejects Western political techniques; it is unable to 



comprehend Western technology unless it can be used to extend and enhance 
traditional life forms; and it finds its strength above and beyond Western ideas of 
historical process.  While the Third World can eventually emerge as a force 
capable of maintaining its freedom in the struggle between East and West, the 
Aboriginal World is almost wholly dependent upon the good faith and morality of 
the nations of East and West within which it finds itself (6). 

 
Most importantly, Our [Native American] cinema has yet to truly take any viable 

industrial form, which creates any real interest in Our existence and plight, unlike Third 

Cinema.  The only representations of Us have been “otherly,” until recently and grouping 

Us within the Third Cinema context would surmise We have had Our own cinema, which 

has been able to occupy the industry and world markets providing Us some semblance of 

voice.  Hence a departure from Third Cinema and an arrival at Fourth Cinema’s doorstep, 

a differentiation allowing Us a theory to help Us define Ourselves as well as provide Us a 

tool to establish a discourse that derives from Our own perspectives. 

 Fourth Cinema, as Stan eludes, begins as an extension of Third Cinema.  It is 

important to remember that economics and power structures still play vital roles in 

determining how Fourth Cinema will be applied to Native Americans as a theory and 

discourse.  Stam further clarifies: 

The question, ideally, is no longer how one represents the other [Native 
Americans], but rather how one collaborates with the other.  The goal, rarely 
realized, is to guarantee the effective participation of the “other” in all phases of 
production, including theoretical production (284). 

 
He also asserts, “Indigenous people, meanwhile, have undertaken to represent 

themselves, with little or no mediation” (284).  This is the importance and relevancy of 

Fourth Cinema theory and discourse; it is establishing a lens to specifically view Us 

while remembering and applying the varying attributes of Our unique situation. 



 There is also something else at work with Fourth Cinema, as Lyana Marie Patrick 

reveals in her M.A. thesis entitled, Storytelling in the Fourth World: Exploration in 

Meaning of Place and Tla’amin Resistance to Dispossession, “Barclay alludes to the 

sacred in indigenous cinema, which is difficult to quantify in aesthetic terms but an 

inevitable outcome in the work of indigenous filmmakers who strive to honour and 

respect the people and subject matter they are depicting” (81).  This also holds true as 

Manuel and Posluns are concerned, “The Fourth World emerges as each people develops 

customs and practices that wed it to the land as the forest is to the soil . . .” (7).  This 

sacredness is integral to Us; it is an aspect of Our spirituality that is imbued in Us, as Our 

cultures are interwoven and inseparable from the environment and all things living.  Out 

of this relationship comes Our developed sense of respect, which is another attribute to 

Our culture.  Patrick also comments:  

Fourth World Cinema entails a shift in perspective that is both ideological and 
physical; former inhabitants of a western cinematic space assume control of the 
apparatus and immediately shift the camera’s gaze.  Rather than return the gaze of 
‘First Cinema,’ indigenous filmmakers usually focus on their own communities 
(96).  

 
What are apparent in Fourth Cinema are Our distinct perspectives in telling Our own 

stories beyond the manipulated or biased slant of First Cinema as a continued process of 

Our oral traditions and one of communal healing.  Not only is narrative fiction a genre of 

Fourth Cinema, but also documentary filmmaking is an exceedingly important genre 

providing Us with a tool to reestablish Our history.  Faye Ginsburg articulates in her 

article, “Screen Memories and Entangled Technologies: Resignifying Indigenous Lives”:  

By contrast, indigenous peoples are using screen media not to mask but to 
recuperate their own collective stories and histories—some of them traumatic—
that have been erased in the national narratives of the dominant culture, and are in 
danger of being forgotten within local worlds as well (82). 



 
It is important to utilize a medium that will preserve Our culture that has existed orally 

throughout the ages, as well as providing Our own voice to the masses of others that are 

attempting to be heard or be accurately portrayed.  No longer must We sit idly by and 

watch others [non-Natives] portray Us as they perceive Us, but We are now exploiting 

the technical devices and tools to depict Ourselves in Our own view without interference 

of the other’s perspective.  This is different from Third Cinema because various Native 

American Nations are obtaining new economic bases that allow for Us to invest in the 

technology that is necessary to reclaim our own image and representations. 

 It is important for Us to distinguish and distance Ourselves from the post-colonial 

discourse, which We have been inappropriately encapsulated.  The post-colonial 

problematic is well document in the historic reality of Our existence along with the 

existence of Australian Aboriginals, the Maori of New Zealand, Palestinians, et al 

(McClintock, 294).  It is also vital that We further continue developing Fourth Cinema to 

provide a discourse that is void of the dominant ever-present non-Native perspective.  In 

doing so, this will allow Us Our own voice to engage in mutually respective dialogues 

that confront the historical distortions and insensitivities that assume our representations 

as well as provide an accurate depiction of who We are.  There have been significant 

inroads made concerning Fourth Cinema, or at least as it exists outlined here, be it 

Cheyenne filmmaker, Chris Eyre in his last narrative fiction, Skins, 2002; Spokane/Coeur 

d’Alene writer/filmmaker Sherman Alexie’s The Business of Fancy Dancing, 2002; 

Metis-Ojibway documentary filmmaker, James M. Fortier’s Alcatraz Is Not An Island, 

2001 or various other Native American filmmakers too numerous to list here.  The future 



of Fourth Cinema looks promising as long as We are exempt from the post-colonial lens 

and allowed to further the development of Our collective voices within Fourth Cinema. 
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Abstract:  
 
The significance of re-appropriating the Native American image by Native Americans is 
important in provide an accurate portrayal of Native Americans.  What’s more important 
is that re-appropriation of the Native American image by Native Americans helps to heal 
the wounds suffered while living in a colonial context.  Exploring a few Native American 
artist’s work provides a contemporary perspective on just how some Native American 
artists are re-appropriating their image and redefining it to provide the status quo with a 
construction of true Native American identity.   
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It is not new to point out that mass-culture images of American Indians 
are images created by white culture, for white culture.  In earlier times, 
that alien image was feared and hated, fed by and feeding a popular 
culture that mythologized the massacre of whites by savage, 
uncontrollable Indians.  The ‘captivity narrative,’ in which honorable 
women and children were degraded and destroyed by lustful savages, 
became a staple of popular journalism and fiction in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries and echoed on into the twentieth.  Alongside that 
image, of course, has been a parallel narrative of the Indian as the 
noble, spiritual keeper of the land and wisdom.  Whichever narrative is 
in the ascendancy, Indians themselves have little voice in the story.  
Their role is to be the object of the white gaze and the focus of white 
myth. 
— S. Elizabeth Bird   
 
 
 

The temporal and spatial depiction of the Native American image pertaining 

to media has encapsulated a portrayal of varying representations that for the 

most part have been inaccurate and stereotyped through Western stylizations.   



American media has been inundated with imagery of Native Americans that 

is filled with erroneousness and at times dehumanizing renditions of what 

the colonial force saw/sees fit to provide for the masses.   

 One such image was a television public service announcement (PSA) 

for Keep America Beautiful romanticizing a Native American male (Iron Eyes 

Cody) dressed in full-beaded buckskin as he canoes down a river lined with 

smoke stacks choking the sky with pollution, stopping to pull his canoe on a 

litter strewn shore only to emerge in front of a highway where someone 

tosses a bag of garbage out of a passing nearby car at his feet and it is at this 

point a single tear begins to stream down his cheek; this campaign became 

known as The Crying Indian which began in the early seventies 

(www.aef.com/02/ad_council/2278).  This wasn’t limited only to television 

advertising; it also overwhelmed print advertising as well.  In Fantasies of the 

Master Race: Literature, Cinema and the Colonization of American Indians, 

Ward Churchill, professor of American Indian Studies at the University of 

Colorado states, stereotyping of the Native American can be categorized into 

various areas: “Indians as Creatures of a Particular Time,” “Creatures of a 

Particular Place” and “Seen One Indian, Seen ‘em All” (168, 170, 172).   It is 

this first category that obfuscates the Native American image for the 

American masses within the broader context of American media and 



specifically within the context of the Keep America Beautiful advertising 

campaigns. 

Historically, Native American identity had been usurped, 

reconstructed (stereotyped) and commodified by non-Natives, and 

regurgitated as truth.  Media portrayals of Native American identity have 

been fabricated and are hyperbolized in order to provide white culture with a 

representation of a culture that is inferior to its self and demonized for certain 

political and social realities, embedding it in white collective consciousness.  

Marshall McLuhan states in Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man,  

The effects of technology do not occur at the level of opinions or 
concepts, but alter sense ratios or patterns of perceptions steadily 
and without resistance. The serious artist is the only person able 
to encounter technology with impunity, just because he is an 
expert aware of the changes in sense perception (18). 
 

Sense ratios and patterns of perceptions occur at the subliminal level 

regarding technology in this sense, media.    The surface layer of media is 

created to disguise the insidious nature, which is embedded under multiple 

layers, not necessarily reflecting how media is used, but as in this case where 

“the medium is the message”.   Media affects its viewers through 

subconscious exchanges.  Thus as McLuhan stated, it is left up to the 

individual artist to decipher the codes and sort through media’s layers 

transmitted by technology, which elude the average individual so that others 



without the ability to engage technology have a language that they can 

comprehend. 

Even though The Crying Indian campaign portrayed a Native American 

man in a manner beholden to some past era, the portion of the American 

public that ingested this information did so unconsciously, they knew what 

they saw or heard but neither took the time to decipher the codes given to 

them or understood what was truly being depicted over the airwaves.  They 

simply swallowed the advertisement without question because of 

technology’s insidious nature.  This ineptitude by a mass audience provided 

the appropriate fodder for a successful campaign for the environmental 

movement, but a not so successful ignominious portrayal of the 

contemporary Native American was being perpetuated by such campaigns at 

the cost of cultural understanding and sensitivity. 

Stereotyping of the Native American image within the American public 

domain has proven problematic for Native Americans since authors began 

penning novels; in turn, stereotyping moved over into film with the advent of 

that medium, print and advertising media, television, and so forth.   

Current media representations of American Indians are 
understandable only if seen as the legacy of a complex mesh of 
cultural elements, including formal history, literature, material 
artifacts, folklore, photography, cartoon, art, mass media, and 
anthropological discourse.  The work of early anthropologists 
among Native American peoples was crucial in codifying the 



idea of the Indian as Other (Bird 63). 
 

The underlying issue that derives from this problem is the question of 

identity.  The root problem is that the construction of Native American 

identity has eluded the Native American all together.  How do Native 

Americans regain control over the portrayal of their image and begin 

determining their own identity?   Fortunately, many Native American artists 

working in a myriad of media have begun re-appropriating the Native 

American image from the non-Native stereotyped constructions to 

deconstruct, recreate and re-appropriate Native American imagery. Hopi 

artist, Victor Masayesva Jr.; Cherokee mixed media and performance artist 

Jimmie Durham; Seneca-Cayuga sculpture and mixed media artist Tom Huff; 

and Chiricahua Apache multi-media artist Jason Lujan are but four Native 

American artists that have started the re-appropriation process of assuming 

control of the Native American image and from that construction inevitably 

redefining Native American identity.   

Culture Clash is a Latino comedy troupe that has utilized video to 

engage overt stereotypes to deflate the power they once held by making fun 

of the constructions.  Columbus on Trial, 1992 is a work by Culture Clash of 

exploring how the discovery of the “New World” was anything but a 

discovery by bringing Christopher Columbus back from the dead and putting 

him on trial.  Although crude in its production, there exist an underlying 



humor to the uses of chroma keying in various backgrounds.  Culture Clash 

embraces a multitude of ethnicities in exploring the reality of stereotypes, 

Latino, Native American and African-American.  StormCloud is the portrayal 

of a stereotyped Native American male, dressed in a business suit with long 

black tied in braids attached with feathers, he also adorns chest-bone armor.  

Incorporated into the production is the use of stereotype-associated words, 

e.g., fry bread, Dances with Wolves.  This is just a sample of the words 

employed to convey the absurdity of these stereotypes; others are associated 

with the African-American and Latino cultures.  Culture Clash challenges the 

potency of stereotypes through an over-the-top usage of them, by taking the 

words out of the colonizer’s mouth and re-appropriating the stereotypes the 

words lose their effectiveness.       

In Victor Masayesva Jr.’s, Imagining Indians 1992, Masayesva explores 

through a partial narrative/documentary the concerns of Native Americans 

in the way Native Americans are portrayed by Hollywood, how Native 

Americans are treated on film sets, how Native American art objects are 

commodified by non-Natives and how spirituality is appropriated and 

misrepresented by Hollywood.  Masayesva approaches Imagining Indians as 

Top Value Television’s (TVTV), Four More Years 1972 approached the 

Republican National Convention, by allowing people to speak for themselves 

utilizing video as a socio-political medium.  Masayesva bookends 



documentary conversations with Native Americans within a narrative 

construction of a young Native woman’s visit to the dentist’s office where she 

is undergoing an extraction of a tooth.  Here we witness the anticipated pain 

she will endure as her experience is incorporated into the unfolding of the 

documentary aspect with interviews, still imagery, stock footage, overlaying 

text (as if torn out of a newspaper), and various dissolves.  Employing the 

juxtaposition of the dentist’s office visit and painful tooth extraction with the 

compelling stories of various Native American’s experiences with Hollywood 

provides an interesting perspective to the historical use of Native American 

imagery. Although, Masayesva isn’t lugging around a Sony PortaPak into the 

public domain to become part of his surroundings, his attempt is in the same 

vein of that first utopian period in video art history, believing video would 

change the world and supplant television, which was one medium that was 

responsible for the perpetuation of the stereotyping and theft of the Native 

American image.  So from film to television to video and back to film we find 

ourselves moving through McLuhan’s theory of Media Hot and Cold.  

Whereas Masayesva is concerned, he has moved us through McLuhan’s 

theory, where a cool medium, which is low definition because it provides the 

viewer with limited information and the viewer must participate more to 

comprehend the message, is surpassed by a hot medium which is high 



definition providing the viewer with enough information making it a less 

participatory medium (22-3).  

Cherokee mixed-media performance artist and essayist Jimmie 

Durham approaches the conceptual basis of identity in his work through 

colonizer/colonized dialectics. One of Durham’s installation pieces that 

confronts the issue of Native American identity is entitled, She Rose from her 

Warm Bed, 1987 is constructed out of various carved female doll heads on 

sticks (relatively equal in size) with a larger female form hanging to the side.  

Strewn beneath these figures are relics of some sort on the ground and there 

reads hand scrawled text above the large figure, “She rose from her warm bed 

with a gun in each hand said come all you cowboys and fight for your land” 

(Mulvey, 112).  Beneath that text and to the side of the larger figure reads 

more hand scrawled text, “Cynthia Parker was rescued from the Comanches 

on five different occasions she kept going back to them when her White 

family locked her up for her own good she starved herself to death” (Mulvey, 

112).  The historical fact to this text is that Cynthia Parker (a White woman) 

gave birth to Quanah Parker (half White and half Comanche), the last 

Comanche Chief (Neeley, 1).  This installation speaks volumes as to the 

construct of the Native American image and identity provided its historical 

perspective.  Why would a White woman continue to return to her captives 

when rescued by her own people?  It cannot be because of the stereotypes 



non-Natives constructed, and that is the question Durham raises in this 

installation.  In Original Re-Runs, 1993 an installation at ICA, London, 

Durham also addressed these dialectics in “the exhibition’s actual layout 

rendered visible the binary oppositions nature/culture, industrial/organic, 

word/object, above/beneath, modern/archaic, civilized/primitive, 

city/country, and so on” (Mulvey, 44).  Durham’s use of material in various 

forms, especially wood with various finishes to PVC piping elicits certain 

visceral reactions to his constructions.  More importantly, his use of text as 

signifier implicates the spectator in the historical apparatus that was 

responsible for Imperialism.  What Durham does so well is word play, in this 

exhibition the exploitation of similar words, e.g., “VIRGIN” and “VIRGINIA” 

have specific connotations, which given the historical nature of colonization 

provides us with insight into Durham’s perspective therein (Mulvey, 44).  

“VIRGIN” could for one stand alone as to this continent before contact, and 

“VIRGINIA” comments on the historical settlement established therein.  

Another set of words Durham plays with, “the other series (VERACITY, 

VERA CRUZ, VORACITY) sets in motion another concatenation of ideas 

associated with colonialism” (Mulvey, 45).  Again, these words directly 

comment on colonialism and its processes.  Durham also employed the subtle 

use of mapping within this exhibition through the use of rope attached to the 

ceiling and directed seemingly ambiguously to the base of the walls where 



spectators had to negotiate their way throughout the space, but the placement 

was not necessarily void of any reasoning (Mulvey, 43).  It isn’t only within 

the confines of Durham’s Original Re-Runs installation that he addresses 

Native American identity. In Changing Objects, Preserving Time Laura Mulvey 

assures us that Durham’s work is conscious of how “the image of ‘the Indian’ 

proliferated into visibility, first, in American popular culture and then 

exported all over the world . . . ” (64).  Durham subtly engages various 

cultural aspects of his Cherokee heritage, from language to spirituality that he 

incorporates into his work with a more fabricated representation that could 

easily symbolize the colonizer.  Much of Durham’s work critiques the 

colonial/native relationship and its affect on the image and identity of the 

Native American in contemporary America.  

Tom Huff, a Seneca-Cayuga sculptor, mixed media artist and 

Onondaga Nation resident has engaged the Native American concept of 

identity as it relates to its current state within the political context Iroquois 

people find themselves in New York State.  The current political situation 

between New York State Iroquois Nations and New York State has given rise 

to defamatory displays and attitudes regarding those Indigenous Nations by 

white culture because of the assertion of their human and treaty rights in state 

courts as well as federal courts.  White culture due to a lack in understanding 

the issues regarding the challenges to the Indigenous human and treaty rights 



have attacked issues pertaining to self-determination, self-governance and 

cultural preservation.  In a piece entitled, Tonto’s Revenge we are confronted 

by a “White” turntable with an open cover.  Inside the open turntable a small 

leafless tree with the New York State flag on top rises from the center with a 

bunch of “strike anywhere” red-tipped matches heaped into a pile and the 

Lone Ranger is strung up to the tree with his hands bound over his head.  He 

is literally bound at the stake and ready to burn.  The turntable has been 

painted red with a dotted yellow line in the center, evoking the “Red Road” 

and toward the outer edge of the turntable a red plastic Indian figure sits atop 

a motorcycle rotating around and around the doomed Lone Ranger.  Inside 

the cover’s lid of the turntable has been painted the outline of New York State 

with “Indian” scrawled in “Red” in the middle of the shape of the state.  

Sitting around the square base of the turntable are a multitude of toy cars and 

trucks encircling the base (often named after Native American Nations in an 

“honor” way).  This specific piece engages one of the most controversial 

issues in New York State concerning Native/White relations, land rights.  

Treaties granted and guaranteed Native Nations certain ancestral lands, 

which over time went un-honored and those lands were eventually stolen 

outright.  Tom utilizes the concept of the stereotyped image of “Tonto” the 

now famous television character from the Lone Ranger to impart a sense of 

anger and dissatisfaction over the current reality surrounding land rights as 



well as how Native Americans are envisioned within New York State, a 

holdover from the normative stereotype of savage heathen.  Tom has reversed 

the dichotomy that often presents itself realistically within the historical 

Native/White relational context.  Tom is boldly stating this time that the Lone 

Ranger’s “Kemosabe” friend will not rescue the Lone Ranger from danger.  

Tom has also incorporated overt stereotypes found in mainstream culture 

from cinema and cartoons.  In “Tonto Revisited – Native American Stereotypes,” 

an exhibition he co-curated in September – November 22, 2002, Tom utilizes a 

movie poster from the film, Mohawk with an image of a bare-chested white 

male embracing from behind a flimsily buckskin-dressed “Native” woman 

(another White actress playing the role of Native American), as well as 

displaying Firewater bottle a glass bottle that Tom has adhered a graphic 

stereotyped drunken Indian image to while addressing the stereotypical 

images associated with alcohol.  Tom chooses to confront the overt racist 

stereotypes directly as a way to illustrate just how invasive images can be 

within a culture that is predominately passive given the effects of technology, 

as well as how the commodification of the Native American image has been 

exploited.              

Jason Lujan, a Chiricahua Apache multi-media artist is a young 

emerging Artist living in New York City, currently the National Museum of 

the American Indian’s (NMAI) resident artist in NYC.  Jason was my 



housemate in Colorado while I pursued my undergraduate degree as he 

pursued his graduate degree from the University of Colorado, Boulder.  

Jason’s MFA show, Museum Ready, 2001 featured numerous plastic frames 

that were divided into fours and within each frame were a photograph, a 

scaled down completed questionnaire, a scaled down map and a personal 

possession from the participant.  Jason’s attempt was to “redesign an 

anthropological and cultural exhibition on Native Americans” 

(www.jasonlujan.com/museumready.html).  What each portion of the box 

represented was Jason’s understanding of how Native Americans have been 

“exhibited” in a museum setting, accompanied by “personal data, geographic 

data, ethnographic data, and a ‘relic’” 

(www.jasonlujan.com/museumready.html).  Since he reversed the dominant 

culture’s exhibiting criteria by placing the pieces within the hands of Native 

Americans, he re-appropriated the systematic process that has become the 

standard for museums to exhibit Native American social, political, spiritual 

and cultural information.  An underlying factor of the distorted and 

fabricated myth that accompanies Native American identity is the identity, 

which was compiled and constructed by the white anthropologist for white 

culture, proving most problematic for any realistic depiction of a Native 

American.    One of Lujan’s most recent works, The Existence & Non-Existence 

of Romanticized Preconceptions under Culturally Isolated Conditions, 2005 



examines language and its cultural connections or its supposed cultural 

connections.  The 6” X 4” digital print looks like a typesetter’s work with the 

text, “When I Hear the Word Buffalo I Think of New York.”  Lujan is 

engaging the viewer to scrutinize language and its assumed cultural 

connections.  If one asked an Italian-American what do they think about if 

they heard the word, Rome; would it be presumptuous to think their answer 

would in any way be Italy?  Lujan questions the significance behind our 

preconceived notions of language and how we apply it to culture(s).  Another 

work by Lujan entitled, Indian Interpolations, 2004,  

. . . involves taking small clips from movies featuring Native 
American actors, and superimposing corporate icons and 
symbols bearing Native imagery in order to interrupt the flow of 
the visual narrative.  Some of these animated "masks" contain 
text with obscure messages or riddles. I then re-edit the clip back 
into the movie, and release it onto the internet to be downloaded 
by unsuspecting movie pirates (who in turn relay it continuously 
to others.) The idea is to interrupt the movie's image of the 
Indian with my own political perception of media representation 
of Indians, for a brief moment 
(www.jasonlujan.com/laughingman.html).  

 
What Jason has done with Indian Interpolations is substitute a corporate icon or 

symbol that has already been etched into the collective American conscious.  

This in itself is a tactic not unlike Recombinant Aesthetics, only on a smaller 

scale and addressing a cultural misunderstanding that has plagued 

mainstream America and its understanding of Native Americans.  Lujan has 

interpreted information that the spectator is incapable of doing in what 



McLuhan stated as “the serious artist is the only person able to encounter 

technology with impunity, just because he is an expert aware of the changes 

in sense perception” (18).  Jason as well as Victor and Jimmie all fall within 

McLuhan’s understanding of the effects of technology on the masses and the 

role of the artist to interpret that information and disseminate it to the masses 

in a way they can comprehend the change in sense perception.    

Victor Masayesva, Jimmie Durham, Tom Huff, Jason Lujan and Culture 

Clash all confront the issues of identity and image from various directions to 

evoke a response within the greater populace.  Imagery and identity 

concerning the Native American have been constructed and depicted by 

white culture for white culture. Native American image and identity have 

been processed and revealed as something that they are not, and only 

through the reconfiguration by Native American artists can the image and 

identity be stabilized and correctly redefined to properly represent Native 

American image and identity.  One way that this is being accomplished is 

through the re-appropriation of the inaccurate depiction and portrayals of 

Native Americans in order to provide a complete and accurate depiction to 

those misinformed.  Whether it is through a Cool Medium or a Hot Medium, 

it is being done throughout America for the masses to better understand why 

and how it is that the image and identity of the Native American was falsely 



depicted in the first place.  These images and the identity that is in question 

have been perpetuated and accepted as truth for far too long. 
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How much and what types of mathematics courses are appropriate for humanities 
students, students majors in fields such as history, anthropology, creative writing, 
political science, drama studies, etc., are topics of discussion and debate at many 
colleges.  I begin with proposing reasons why some mathematics at the college level is 
essential for everyone and is, indeed, required in typical general education or distribution 
requirements.  Next, I will suggest reasons why many students find college mathematics 
courses challenging. These reasons relate to both attitude and ability.  Some of the 
evidence is at best anecdotal and, consequently, merits further study.  However, our wish 
is to address the problem, not only document it.  Lastly, I will focus on the approach 
taken at my institution, focusing on a new course. 
 
At Purchase College, we offer several choices of courses satisfying the State University 
of New York general education requirement in mathematics/quantitative reasoning.  
Spring, 2005, we added a course entitled Communicating Quantitative Information to the 
menu.  The idea of the new course is to focus on topics in the news that involve 
quantitative reasoning.  In many cases, a news story contains mis-statements or 
significant omissions and this in itself can provide benefits in terms of pedagogy.  The 
idea that a news story is difficult to understand because of its own errors and not because 
of weaknesses on the part of the reader provides motivation for many students. 
 
The course consisted of lecture/discussion sessions twice a week, three sessions in a 
computer classroom for instruction on making spreadsheets and charts, homework, 
required participation in on-line discussion forums (using the product Blackboard), 
papers and presentations, and midterm and final quizzes.  Planned topics included 
election polling, drug testing, Social Security and medical insurance, investments, effect 
of downloading on music sales, friendly fire rates, and games of chance. The course was 
designed with the idea that there also would be unscheduled, what can be called 
opportunistic topics.  In Spring, 2005 these included the proportional voting in Iraq and 
the controversy surrounding statements comparing male and female abilities in science 
by the president of Harvard University.  Students were required to read news stories, 
write on news topics, prepare spreadsheets and graphs, make oral presentations and take 
tests.  I will describe the structure, topics, activities and grading scheme for the course as 
well as report on outcomes.  Lastly, I will describe refinements planned for the second 
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offering of the course (Spring, 2006) as well as research methods to assess the effects of 
the course on the abilities and attitudes of students. 
 
The lecture notes and preparation guides for the midterm and final examinations are 
available at http://newmedia.purchase.edu/~Jeanine/charts.html. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
Using the simplest of three-dimensional forms, Louise Bourgeois’ monumental 
abstract marble sculpture Cumul I (1969) calls to mind a multitude of sensory 
experiences—eyes peering, fingers poking, bodies jostling and melting together.  
Recent clinical research in developmental psychology suggests that it is just such 
“trans-modal” sensory exploration—the synthesis of data registered across diverse 
sensory channels—that forms the earliest and most fundamental basis of human 
cognition and communication.  Long before human infants are able to speak, they 
learn about the world through their senses.  Beginning in infancy and continuing  
throughout life, we communicate with others using trans-modal sensory cues, 
including nonverbal utterances, facial expressions, rhythmic movements and gestural 
“body language.”   
 
Combining a close visual analysis of Bourgeois’ Cumul I and related artworks with 
findings from the field of developmental psychology, I analyze some of the ways in 
which abstract art can generate meaning by activating modes of thought based on 
trans-modal sensory cues.  Resisting verbalization, these cognitive modes date back 
to earliest infancy and often operate outside of conscious awareness.  In Cumul I, I 
argue, Bourgeois alludes to physical, emotional, and cognitive conditions associated 
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with preverbal infancy.  At the same time, the artwork suggests that the human artistic 
impulse is generated from these humble but profound beginnings.  
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Participants at a conference on Arts and Humanities surely appreciate the 

necessity to instill in young people a love for the disciplines comprised by our 

conference.  The purpose of this paper is to acquaint you with a wonderful 

resource to help achieve this goal, fifteen award winning books written for 

children and young adults, books which, reflecting “ . . . the diverse life 

experiences, traditions, histories, values, worldviews, and perspectives of the 

diverse cultural groups that make up a society,” (Grant & Ladson-Billings, 185), 

earn the designation of multicultural literature. These books broaden young 

readers’ capacity to engage richly and personally with literature; most of them 

have elements of bilingualism, to inspire pleasure in both English and Spanish, 

and some also have stupendous illustrations, to nurture a joy in the visual arts. 

 The books that I am referring to are the fifteen works of literature that have 

received the Pura Belpré Award.  Starting in 1996, the Pura Belpré Award has 

been given biennially to Latino(a) writers and illustrators “whose work best 

portrays, affirms, and celebrates the Latino cultural experience in an outstanding 

work of literature for children and youth” (Pura Belpré Award Home Page).  

Named after the first Latina librarian in the New York Public Library–a children’s 

librarian, author, and storyteller–it is co-sponsored by two organizations, the 



Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC) and the National Association 

to Promote Library and Information Services to Latinos and the Spanish-

Speaking (REFORMA).  The prize winning works of literature, chosen with 

particular attention to literary merit and cultural authenticity, range from 

elementary-level picture books through texts appropriate for high school 

students. Their genres include novels, short stories, nonfiction, a folktale, and 

poetry, and thus far their characters have featured protagonists of Cuban, 

Dominican, Mexican, and Puerto Rican descent. 

 There are two categories of winners: awards given for Narrative (text) and 

awards given for Illustration.  For each category, the top work of literature is 

named as the medal winner, and two runner-ups are recognized as honor books. 

The purpose of this paper is to survey all of the books that have been recognized 

for the excellence of their texts, i.e., the five medal winners and ten honor books 

in the Narrative category.  

 

Novels 

 

Alvarez, Julia.  Before We Were Free.  NY: Knopf, 2002. (2004 Medal Winner)  

 In the Latin American tradition of testimonio–the duty of survivors of a 

struggle for freedom to give testimony that keeps the memory of those who have 

died alive– Before We Were Free is set in the Dominican Republic in 1960.  Anita 

de la Torres is the novel’s 12-year-old protagonist, and her family is involved in 

the movement to rid the country of its dictator, Trujillo.  Her house is regularly 



searched by the secret police, her family is under suspicion and spied on, and 

her uncle is in hiding.  By the end of the novel her mother and brother and she 

have escaped to New York City, but her uncle and her father have been 

executed by the government.  The tumult of leaving all that she has known 

behind is apparent.  The novel is suspenseful and well written and would likely 

raise young adult and child readers’ political consciousnesses as it explores the 

meaning of freedom and what is necessary to do to win it for ourselves and 

others.  The authenticity of thus work no doubt relates to the fact that the author 

immigrated in 1960 at the age of ten to the United States from the Dominican 

Republic. 

 

Osa, Nancy. Cuba 15. NY: Delacorte, 2003. (2004 Honor Book) 

 This is a first person narrative of Violet Paz and her colorful family as they 

prepare for the celebration of her fifteenth-year coming-of-age ceremony, the 

quinceañero, sometimes referred to as the quince. The ceremony is traditionally 

held for girls in Latin American countries for the purpose of guiding young women 

to adulthood, but there is little traditional in Violet’s party in suburban Chicago. 

Thanks to an online purchase of Quinceañero for the Gringo Dummy and her 

Cuban grandmother’s good-hearted know-how, preparations are undertaken.  

Violet’s voice is captured in the first lines of the novel, “What can be funny about 

having to stand up in front of everybody you know, in a ruffly dress the color of 

Pepto-Bismol, and proclaim your womanhood? Nothing. Nada. Zip.” (1). 



 Green-eyed, light-haired Violet is the daughter of a Polish American 

mother and a Cuban American father, both of whom are distinctly fashion 

unconscious. She has one younger brother, Mark, and a pet toy poodle, Chucho, 

referred to as “cabrito” for his goat-like ability to eat just about anything The 

whole family, especially her abuelos (Cuban grandparents) are avid domino 

players. Violet’s best friends Leda Lunquist, a vegetarian daughter of liberal 

activists who spends many a weekend at political rallies, and Janell Kelly, her 

friend since first grade, join Violet and her mother in preparing for her quince, for 

which she has chosen the theme “All the World’s a Stage.”  There are 

considerable antics related to selecting a dress, a cake, a musical program, and 

an honor court, coordinating the extended family, and rehearsing for it all.  Light 

hearted fun and much humor, particularly humor across generations and 

between languages (English and Spanish) fill this novel. 

 

Ryan, Pam Muñoz. Esperanza Rising.  NY: Scholastic, 2000. (2002 Medal 

Winner) 

 Based on the experiences of the author’s maternal grandmother, 

Esperanza Rising tells the spirited coming-of-age story of  Esperanza Ortega 

who, when we first meet her, is the pampered child of the wealthy owners of El 

Rancho de las Rosas, a lucrative vineyard in Aguascalientes, Mexico.  When her 

father is murdered when she is twelve years old, however, Esperanza’s 

circumstances change dramatically, for she and her mother are forced to flee the 

hacienda.  They end up in California in a Mexican farm labor camp.  It is 1930, 



the time of the Great Depression, so this is a riches-to-rags tale as Esperanza 

and her mother relinquish their hold on the past and grapple with illness, poverty, 

squalor, exploitation, discrimination, segregation, and acceptance by other 

Mexicans.  This passionate novel about social justice represents those whose 

voices have been historically suppressed. 

 The theme of survival is paramount in Esperanza Rising, conveyed by a 

well constructed plot as well as beautifully developed characters.  Especially 

noteworthy are a number of strong female characters–Esperanza herself, her 

mother, her grandmother, and Marta, a labor organizer caught up in the labor 

struggles of the time.  This is a hopeful book–Esperanza means “hope” in 

Spanish–and in rising to the many challenges that she encounters, the 

protagonist exemplifies tenacity and courage.   

 

Martinez, Victor. Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida.  NY: HarperTrophy, 1996. (1998 

Medal Winner) 

 The title of this novel comes from the observations of its fourteen-year-old 

narrator, Manny Hernandez, “Perico, or parrot, was what Dad called me 

sometimes.  It was from a Mexican saying about a parrot that complains about 

how hot it is in the shade, while all along he’s sitting inside an oven.  People 

usually say this when talking about ignorant people who don’t know where 

they’re at in the world” (50-51).   By the time this optimistic novel ends,  Manny is 

coming of age and better understands his place in the world.  Having survived 

family crises and a violent initiation into a gang, he triumphs as a compassionate 



person who appreciates the value of home.  The other members of his family 

also seem on their way to finding their places in the world: his older brother, 

Nardo, who can’t hold a job; his older sister Magda, who is impregnated by her 

hoodlum boyfriend and suffers a painful miscarriage; his younger sister Pedi, 

who is nearly accidentally killed with her father’s unregistered rifle; his abusive 

father, whose favorite place is Rico’s Pool Hall, where his drinking problem 

becomes all too apparent; and his resilient mother, who tenderly and toughly 

holds the family together.  Despite serious content, the tone of this book is often 

humorous.  Manny’s nervousness about the opposite sex--“Just thinking about 

telling a girl I liked her clamped the muscles on my chest and made my lungs pull 

hard to catch a breath” (184)–is something many young adults can relate to, as is 

the overarching theme of wanting to belong. 

  

Martinez, Floyd. Spirits of the High Mesa.  Houston: Arte Publico, 1997. (Honor 

Book 1998) 

 Set in an isolated village in the rural New Mexico of the 1950s, this novel 

tells the story of young Flavio, focusing on his relationship with his grandfather, 

El Grande. It is thematically rich in exploring a number of interesting contrasts: 

maintaining tradition and accepting innovation, country living and city life, oral 

wisdom and written knowledge, industrialization and agrarian life,  indigenous 

peoples and newcomer immigrants, honor and violence, and, ultimately, life and 

death.  It has a great cast of ethnically diverse characters (Native Americans, 

Hispanics, gringos arriving from Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas) that include 



Flavio and his fascinating grandfather and other family members as well as his 

friends, classmates, and “Mrs. Majors, our teacher, [who] was big, mean, and 

red-faced, with a car-horn voice that would start at the front of the schoolroom 

where the first graders sat and thunderclap to the back where José Torres, the 

only sixth grader, was king” (11).  A variety of rites of passage are experienced 

by the protagonist, from killing a pet sheep for its meat to hunting bear. Martinez 

excels at creating tone and setting, and Spirits of the High Mesa includes 

descriptions of locale that provide opportunities for young readers to consider 

places of special significance for them.   

 

Short Stories 

 

Cofer, Judith Ortiz.  An Island Like You: Stories of the Barrio.  NY: Orchard, 

1995. (1996 Medal Winner) 

 El Building, where most of the Puerto Rican teens in this collection of 

thirteen short stories live, serves as its focal point, though Cofer details the 

vibrant sights, sounds, tastes, and smells of the surrounding neighborhood, the 

barrio of Paterson, New Jersey.  These stories are rich in themes relevant to 

many young adult readers: family, peer pressure, romance, generation gap, 

making decisions, feeling self-conscious, and finding one’s identity.  Drugs, 

gangs, and sex also crop up. 

 Gender balance among these stories offers complex female and male 

characters dealing with complex issues.  Sandra, the skinny and buckteethed 



protagonist of “Beauty Lessons,” for instance, contemplates the idea of beauty 

upon seeing her glamorous Aunt Modesta transformed without her makeup.  In 

“A Job for Valentín” Teresa learns more than she expects on a summer job when 

her work partner is a mentally retarded man.  “Don José of La Mancha” shows 

Yolanda dealing with her mother having a boyfriend after her father dies, and in 

“Home to El Building,” Anita considers running away from home and losing her 

virginity.  Luis works in his father’s car junkyard in “Catch the Moon” and 

searches long and hard to find the perfect hubcap for a girl who catches his eye.  

The gang- and drug-related escapades of Kenny are described in “Matoa’s 

Mirror,” and in “An Hour With Abuelo” Arturo visits his grandfather in a nursing 

home and is surprised that the old man is still quite the frisky fellow.  In the final 

story, “White Balloons,” dignity and tolerance are explored as teens Doris and 

Arturo team up with a gay couple trying to start a barrio theater youth group.  

Cofer’s style throbs with the energy of the barrio. 

  

Soto, Gary.  Baseball in April.  New York: Odyssey, 1990. (1996 Honor Book) 

 The quotation from the cover captures it perfectly: “The small events of 

daily life reveal big themes–youth and age, love and friendship, success and 

failure–in this unique collection of short stories.”  Set mostly in Fresno, California 

with Mexican American characters in early adolescence, these light hearted 

stories explore much of interest to many children in upper elementary and middle 

school.  Featured here are Barbie dolls, baseball, best friends, bikes, and 

brothers; girls (of the kind boys want to impress), grandfathers, growing up, and 



guitars; marbles, mothers, and music.  Alfonso, Fausto, Gilbert, Hector, Jesse, 

Lupe, Manuel, Maria, Teresa, Veronica, Victor, Yolie, and others provide both 

entertainment and enlightenment throughout this book. 

  

Nonfiction 

 

Pérez, Amada Irma.  My Diary from Here to There/mi diario de aqui hasta allá.  

San Francisco: Children’s Book Press, 2002. (2004 Honor Book) 

 Written as a diary, this beautiful and beautifully illustrated bilingual book 

recounts the story of the immigration of the author’s family, when she was a 

child, from Juárez, Mexico, to El Monte, California.  Amada worries about leaving 

her best friend behind, learning a new language, and being separated from her 

father, who as an American citizen seeks work in the United States when he 

loses his job in Mexico.  The book chronicles the family’s trip in a borrowed car 

from Juárez to Mexicali, Mexico, across from the border from Calexico, 

California, where Amada and her five brothers and their mother live with relatives 

while her father finds work picking strawberries and grapes, working alongside 

César Chávez and arranges for green cards so his family can immigrate legally.  

The book has a happy ending, with Amada adjusting to her new life and writing to 

her best friend in Mexico about it.  This memoir would resonate with any reader 

who has made any move from here to there–wherever that may be, literal or 

metaphorical. 

 



Jiménez, Francisco.  Breaking Through.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2001. (2002 

Honor Book) 

 This memoir begins with the deportation of the Jiménez family back to 

Mexico when the protagonist is fourteen years old and ends with his graduation 

from Santa Maria High School in California as student body president, a 

scholarship recipient headed two hundred and fifty miles north to the University 

of Santa Clara. The title of this fine book comes from a quotation from Thomas 

Mann’s Dr. Faustus, which serves as its epigraph: 

   There is at bottom only one problem in the world... 

   How does one break through? 

   How does one get into the open? 

   How does one burst the cocoon and become a butterfly? 

As Jiménez explains, “I wrote this sequel [to The Circuit] to pay tribute to my 

family and teachers and to document part of my own history, but, more 

importantly, to voice the experiences of many children and young adults who 

confront numerous obstacles in their efforts to ‘break through...and become 

butterflies’” (195). 

 Chronicled here are Francisco’s and his family’s legal return to the U.S. in 

the mid-1950s, their exhausting labor in the fields, illness, discrimination, poverty, 

and numerous part-time jobs.  Sacrifice, resourcefulness, and the bonds of family 

are dominant themes, but the most important theme is that of learning.  This 

memoir is sometimes humorous, as when “Resortes” (“Rubber Legs”) Francisco 

and his older brother Roberto teach themselves to dance to rock and roll by 



practicing with one another as partners for half an hour every evening as the 

radio blasts Bill Haley and the Comets’s “Rock Around the Clock” and the like; 

eventually they work up the courage to meet girls at the Saturday night dances 

held at the Veterans Memorial.  Humor is also present in vignettes about learning 

how to dine out in a restaurant and how to dial a telephone.  Learning to type, 

learning to drive, learning English by reading and by going to the movies, making 

friends, maneuvering through the process of being the first in your family to get 

into college–all of these are present here, providing middle school teachers with 

the opportunity to encourage students to reflect upon their firsts, the sources of 

their learning, and their own aspirations to emerge from the chrysalis of 

adolescence.  

 

Ada, Alma Flor.  Under the Royal Palms: A Childhood in Cuba.  NY: Atheneum, 

1998. (2000 Medal Winner) 

 This poignant book is a collection of stories and memories of the author’s 

childhood in Camaguey, Cuba in the 1940s and ‘50s and the family and friends 

she had there. “I hope you will see my stories as an invitation for you to discover 

the many stories in your own life, and the meaning they hold for you,” she writes 

(6), and thus this book encourages readers to tap into the stories of their own 

lives and the events and people who contributed to making them who they are.  

Ada deftly portrays a number of people: her parents and grandmother with whom 

she lives; Uncle Manolo and Aunt Isabel, who dedicate their lives to healing 

lepers; the dashing Uncle Medardo, who dies flying an airplane that crashes; 



Gilda, her beloved ballet teacher; and friends and neighbors.  Beautiful imagery 

brings the lush life of the tropics and the diverse population of Ada’s picturesque 

hometown to life. 

 

Folktale 

 

González, Lucía M.  The Bossy Gallito.  New York: Scholastic, 1994. (1996 

Honor Book) 

 This bilingual children’s book retells a traditional Cuban folktale about a 

bossy little rooster who dirties his beak on the way to the wedding of his uncle, 

the parrot, and his unsuccessful efforts to have others clean it for him.  An award 

winner in the Narrative category, The Bossy Gallito also received a Belpré award 

for Illustration, for Lulu Delacre’s colorful illustrations contribute greatly to this 

book’s pleasures, which could start in the primary grades and continue 

thereafter.  The rhythm and repetition of this fun book are delightful, and the 

repetition of the phrase “I will not” makes this an enjoyable read aloud, as does 

its cumulative (“House that Jack Built”) style.   

 

 

Poetry 

1) Alarcón, Francisco X. Iguanas in the Snow/Iguanas en la Nieve.  San 

Francisco: Children’s Book Press, 2001. (2002 Honor Book)            2) Alarcón, 

Francisco X.  From the Bellybutton of the Moon/Del Ombligo de la Luna.  San 



Francisco: Children’s Book Press, 1998.  (2000 Honor Book)            3) Alarcón, 

Francisco X.  Laughing Tomatoes/Jitomates Risueños.  San Francisco: 

Children’s Book Press, 1997. (1998 Honor Book) 

 Three Belpré award winners are bilingual collections of poems written by 

Francisco X. Alarcón and illustrated by Maya Cristina Gonzalez.  These books 

are most naturally read by children in the primary grades, but older children might 

also enjoy the life they exude with numerous poetic devices.  Each book is part of 

the publisher’s Seasonal Poetry series: Laughing Tomatoes is all about spring, 

From the Bellybutton of the Moon brings us summer, and Iguanas in the Snow 

takes us to winter.  The following three poems offer a taste of Alarcón’s talent: 

LAUGHING TOMATOES              BELLYBUTTON   IGUANAS IN      

                                                 THE SNOW 

Ode to Corn   Oda al maíz      Green Grass       Winter Sun 

father    padre      we love       brother Sun-- 

mother   madre   to go shoeless     I haven’t 

seen you 

gift from   regalo      on green grass    in many days 

the sun          del sol 

      Mother Earth      do you go 

earth    tierra      l loves to tickle      to Mexico 

water    agua       our bare feet        on vacation 

too? 

air    aire    (5)     (26) 



light    luz 

      Hierba verde   Sol de 

invierno 

like     como   nos gusta   hermano Sol 

the races    las razas   andar descalzos  no te he visto 

of the world   del mundo   entre la hierba verde en muchas 

días 

you appear   te apareces 

      a la Madre Tierra  tú también 

black    negro   le encanta hacernos te vas a 

México 

yellow      amarillo   cosquillas en los pies de 

vacaciones? 

red    rojo    (5)     (26) 

and white   y blanco 

      Sunflower   A Blank 

White Page 

your tender ears tus elotes   somewhat   is a meadow 

are born       nacen   a flower   after a 

snowfall 

pointing        apuntando  somehow   that a poem 

to the sky       al cielo   a sun    hopes to 

cross (27) 



 

the wind    tu pelo         

caresses    de seda   Girasol   Una joja en 

blanco 

your silky     lo mece   algo    es un campo 

recién 

hair     el viento   de flor    cubierto de 

nieve 

      algo    que un 

poema 

sister     hermana   de sol    espera 

cruzar 

brother    hermano   (12)     (27) 

green     venado 

deer     verde 

 

my hands  mis manos 

will harvest    cosecharán 

your veiled  tus sonrisas 

big smiles  enmascaradas 

 (15)  (15) 

  



Herrera, Juan Felipe.  Laughing Out Loud, I Fly.  NY: Cotler, 1998. (2000 Honor 

Book) 

 Even in the stellar company of the fourteen other Belpré Award winners, 

this bilingual book of poetry has a special scintillation.  The author notes that he 

was inspired by reading Pablo Picasso’s books of poems, Hunk of Skin, admiring 

the artist’s unconventional ways of seeing and hearing things. This book is one 

flight of fancy after another, and children and young adults fly through these 

awesome poems filled with wonder and joy, finding much inspiration in them to 

write their own poems.  

 The title poem, “Laughing out loud, I fly, toward the good things” (“A 

carajedos, yo vuelvo, por bien”) is a list poem describing a busy street and the 

people, storefronts, and stalls found on it.  Children can use this as a spark to 

create their own list poem about a busy street–or any other location they choose.  

“I own many socks, some with wings” (Tengo muchas calcetines, unos de alas) 

is another list poem, categorizing socks; again, children can easily parlay reading 

into writing by creating their own “I own many _____s,” poems, filling in their own 

categories of apparel (or whatever) and then imaginatively describing examples 

within the category.  “Went to the marketplace & I bought beautifuls” (“Fuí al 

mercado y compré bellas”) is yet another wonderful list poem, in this case rich in 

potential for having children write poetically about what they could buy at a 

favorite store. “I lost myself in the white corn, in a salt grain” (“Me perdí en las 

cuentas blancas del maíz, en un granito de sal”) can encourage students to write 

mysterious poems about where they, too, might lose themselves.  And finally, “If I 



was Picasso I would paint a crab,” (“Si yo fuera Picasso pintaría un cangrejo”) 

lets the imagination soar with what they would paint if they were Picasso or any 

other artist or sing if they were a particular singer, or...  Laughing Out Loud, I Fly 

is a truly outstanding book that possesses literary merit of the highest caliber, 

and Karen Barbour’s simple drawings nicely compliment its text.  

 

Conclusion 

 Much has been discussed in Arts and Humanities and Education circles 

about the many values of multicultural literature.  The literary works that have 

been recognized with the Pura Belpré Award give us, as you can see, an 

opportunity to start early, awakening in children and young adults a love of 

literature which will, if they (and we) are lucky, last a lifetime. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Author: Mark Miceli   MFA Candidate Theater Arts / Dance Production 
  micelim@email.arizona.edu 
  The University of Arizona 
  College of Fine Arts 
  School of Dance 
 

This research project has prototyped a two channel wireless tactile based monitoring 

system that can be utilized by dancers that have hearing or visual impairments. The 

system incorporates a two channel wireless transmission systems that will deliver a 

tactile / vibratory stimulus to a dancer via tactile transducers placed on the dancer. The 

vibratory stimuli can be separated into two channels.  Channel one is a tempo based 

cadence of vibratory pulses precipitated from the music and channel two could be 

various timing or blocking cues developed by the choreographer. 

 

This project involves the science and physiology of the sense of touch. There is a large 

section of the brain called the primary sensory cortex that is responsible for processing 

all of the   sensory stimuli transmitted from various mechanoreceptors in your body. 

They are what allow you to feel things like touch, pressure, stretching, and motion. 

 

The tactile stimulus presented to these mechanoreceptors can originate in the music or 

be developed by the choreographer. These vibratory cues will enhance the learning 

process for students that have disabilities or dancers that need additional tactile and 

kinesthetic feedback. This application of tactile cuing for dancers with a hearing loss or 

visual impairment will provide an effective means of silent communication between the 

dancers the music and choreographer. 

 

The research, and development of this system has involved the following disciplines; 

electro acoustics, biomechanics, audio engineering and digital signal processing. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Design methodology….  

 

1: The development and design of the vibro / tactile transducers will involve the 

selection, evaluation and testing of various miniature piezoelectric and magnetic 

transducers. The selection and packaging of the transducer components must 

facilitate an effective transfer of vibratory information to the dancer. 

 

2: The research on how and where the transducers are placed on the body must 

investigate and determine the most effective site of transmission of the vibratory 

stimuli for the dancer, bearing in mind that that this will in some cases be 

influenced by the clinical assessment of the dancers hearing impairment and 

whether it is a conductive or a sensory neural impairment. 

 

3: The frequency and amplitude components of the stimulus will be extracted from 

the signal content of the music. These signal processing task will be 

accomplished via a dedicated digital signal processor. This DSP processor will 

enable the program materials audio content to be enhanced and transposed prior 

to transmission to the tactile transducers. 
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Conclusion: 

 

The development of this research project is based on the premise that, performers who 

have hearing or visual challenges can benefit and improve their kinesthetic awareness 

on stage with aid from a tactile feedback system as described in the abstract. 

 

 

 

 

Presentation type…. 

 

I believe that a poster presentation will best suit this research project.  It would allow 

attendees to experience the tactile stimulations first hand. 

 

 
Thank You for this opportunity ………… 
 
Mark Miceli 
University of Arizona 
520-404-9039 cell phone 
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1. Introduction 
The present paper analyzes the short stories of the collection Una ciudad mejor que ésta 
(‘A City Better than This One’) edited in 1999 by David Miklos, to discover the tension 
between the narrating voice and the main character(s) in the story1. This anthology of 
young Mexican authors is peculiar in that the editor solicited the submission of short 
stories with the specific request that they should not write about Mexico City, but some 
other city. The result is a striking collection of stories taking place in many cities, often 
very far away from the Mexican capital, but at times simply within or below Mexico 
City.  

The stories have in common that the characters are expatriates of some sort who 
see the alternative city where they are located through their Mexican eyes. In this case it 
is understandable that Mexican idioms and idiosyncrasies surface in their parlance. This 
is the case in Parra’s short story (Parra 1999), where his Northern Mexican character is 
almost “nailed” to the Mexican side of the Rio Bravo by his use of language, which is 
almost excessively loaded with low class idioms, while his eyes soar over the tall 
buildings to his impossible dream city El Paso, so close and yet so far away. 

Even more interesting are cases where only the idiomatic expression of the 
characters or the narrator betray the identity of the city: this is the case of Ana García 
Bergua’s “La ciudad a oscuras”, where free indirect speech blending into stream of 
consciousness erases the borders between narrator and character, but both narrator and 
character are undoubtedly Mexican (el súper, mira nada más, su cuarto, una caguama, 
los niños héroes are just a few examples of linguistic and cultural mexicanisms). The 
cities they move in are the very imperfect Mexican capital and the perfect version of it 
reflected in the main character’s room-sized city of paint cans and paintbrushes, kept 
spotlessly clean and tidy in the artist’s effort to fight against the difficulties of living in 
the monstrously dirty, chaotic, and polluted city. 

Finally there are cases where there is a clear tension between the narrating voice 
and the character, this is the case in Montiel Figueiras’s ‘Metro’, where the narrator’s 
Spanish aims at being neutral, highly literary and non-placeable: 

  
... el olfato zaherido por ese violento almizcle del que se han apropiado las 
habitaciones furtivas del orbe, un cigarrillo deshilachándosele en la comisura de la 
boca ... (147)2 

 
whereas the characters’ Spanish is clearly Mexican: 
 

                                                
1 I would like to thank Sara Poot-Herrera who first brought to my attention the use of language in Miklos’s 
collection and gave me the idea to write a paper on this topic. 
2 For quotations from the primary texts, I will dispense with the year and only mention the page number. 



 El teléfono volvió a crepitar. 
 - ¿Bueno? ... (144) 
 
In this case the city in question could be one of a few big Mexican cities with a subway 
system as the title implies, but beyond the curiosity awakened in the reader about the 
identity of the city is the reason why, in different authors, one finds the neutral Spanish of 
the narrator pitted against the clearly regional, idiomatic Spanish of the characters. 
 The apotheosis of this tension is to be found in the short story opening the 
anthology, Jorge Volpi’s ‘Lo que Natura no da...’, where the author has clearly tried to 
separate the identity of the third person narrator from the main character, a Mexican  
young man studying at a university in Spain. Whereas the main character even openly 
plays on differences between peninsular Spanish and his own Mexican Spanish  
(see below), the narrator is excessively and unnaturally peninsular. This artificially 
sounding parlance is almost jarring for the reader, especially the careful one that will 
discover lexical marks of Mexican Spanish even where the author consciously tries to 
expunge them. 
 I will analyse some of the short stories and show the mixture of regional idioms in 
the author’s attempt at attaining regional neutrality. 
 
2. Leaving it all behind 
The opening verses chosen by Miklos to set the pace for the short stories collected in the 
book also provide the title for the whole anthology: 

  
Iré a otro país, veré otras playas; / I'll go to another country, go to another shore, 
buscaré una ciudad mejor que ésta. / find another city better than this one. 

 
They are taken from a poem called ‘The City’ by the important Greek poet Constantin 
Cavafy.3 Their tone is upbeat, full of enthusiasm and hope that the narrating ‘I’ of the 
poem will be able to leave a place which is not ideal (for what reasons the reader cannot 
know from the fragment), live new and seemingly positive experiences (I will go to 
another country, I will see different beaches) and find another city where life will be 
better. 
 A twofold deception of the reader is concealed in these two – incomplete - verses. 
First of all, the narrating ‘I’ is not alone in the poem, the complete first line reads as 
follows: 
 
 You said: "I'll go to another country, go to another shore, 
 find another city better than this one. (Cavafy 2002) 
 
Therefore there is a narrating voice different from the speaking ‘I’ of the direct speech, 
whose importance will become clear shortly. 

Also, the follow up to the quoted two lines is far from upbeat and optimistic:  
 

Whatever I try to do is fated to turn out wrong 
and my heart lies buried like something dead. 

                                                
3 See under Cavafy 2002 for the English version of the poem and Cavafis 1911 for the Spanish one. 



How long can I let my mind moulder in this place? 
Wherever I turn, wherever I look, 
I see the black ruins of my life, here, 
where I've spent so many years, wasted them, destroyed them totally.  
(Cavafy 2002) 

 
These lines set the tone for the second stanza, where the importance of the first narrator, 
the one saying ‘You said’ in line one, becomes as clear as his dooming voice: 
 

You won't find a new country, won't find another shore. 
This city will always pursue you. 
You'll walk the same streets, grow old 
in the same neighborhoods, turn gray in these same houses. 
You'll always end up in this city. Don't hope for things elsewhere: 
there's no ship for you, there's no road. 
Now that you've wasted your life here, in this small corner, 
you've destroyed it everywhere in the world. (ibid.) 

 
Apart from being perversely deceptive as a choice of introducing verses – especially after 
the mutilation of the first part of the line and the reduction of the first stanza to the first 
two lines, Miklos’s choice is exquisitely appropriate to the task at hand.  
 He has asked the young participating authors to write about another city, anything 
but Mexico City, and they undertake the task full of hope and optimism, but little do they 
know that they are doomed to fail, that Mexico City will always loom large in the 
background of their narrative, even when their story takes place 6000 miles away and 
many centuries before Mexico City even existed. 
 Why would Miklos be so perverse? My guess is that his interpretation of the 
collection is in a way similar to mine and that the verses and the title were chosen after 
the short stories were collected. And yet he maintains that: 
 

[...] me llamó la atención una característica compartida por todos estos narradores: 
la ausencia de crítica política, social o económica patente en sus relatos. De igual 
manera, se evita casi toda referencia a lo <<mexicano>>. [...] Todo pareciera 
indicar que no pretenden heredar la tradición de sus antecesores inmediatos. 
(Miklos 1999:14)4 

 
Miklos seems to be contradicting the clever choice of Cavafy´s poem, or at least he does 
not take it to its extreme conclusions, which is why he may have only excerpted the 
beginning two lines. Leaving homeland issues and problems behind seems to be a 
common thread of the very recent short story writers from Mexico in general, as pointed 
out also by Poot-Herrera (2002:2). 
 
 

                                                
4 ‘[...] a common characteristics that all these authors share drew my attention: there is no evident political, 
social or economic criticism in their short stories. In the same way, they avoid <<all things Mexican>>. [...] 
Everything seems to point to their refusing to inherit the tradition of their immediate predecessors.’ 



How can we see the dogged persecution of these authors by the infamous D.F.? 
Sometimes the texture of the story admits it openly, at other times we can surmise it in 
the linguistic subtext that cements the stories. Again, this builds a parallel with Cavafy´s 
tension between demotic and purist Greek, which, as Auden mentions (1961) is a very 
relevant part of all his poetry. 
 I would like to conclude this section mentioning the very poignant words of the 
editors of another Latin American anthology of short stories, McOndo: Fuguet and 
Gómez warn that ‘Temerle a la cultura bastarda es negar nuestro propio mestizaje’(1996, 
quoted in Poot-Herrera 2002:6). Denying their origin seems to be exactly what many of 
Miklos´s authors are trying to do, often literally debasing the mestizo or indian 
component of Mexican culture and population.  For example, Jorge Volpi´s narrator 
makes a wry comment in ‘Lo que Natura no da’: among the negative things found in 
Spain, he mentions:  
 

‘Discriminación en razón del color de la piel: las españolas prefieren que los 
latinoamericanos sean más morenos’5 (44).  

 
Implying of course that the narrator who complains is one of those ‘whiter’ Mexicans 
(güeros) and that is one of the reasons that he has not been too successful in dating 
Spanish women. 
 Another example of what seems to be mestizo self-hatred manifested in the 
contempt for the Indian, is to be found in what Miklos mildly terms ‘misanthropy’ 
(Miklos 2002:14), but should really be defined as vehement misogynism and racism. I am 
referring to Guillermo Fadanelli’s ‘3000 pesetas’ (Fadanelli 1999). The narrator is a 
Mexican in Madrid talking about an old flame of his who is now also living in Madrid 
and with whom he has shared a noche brava of sex and violence in a squalid hotel room. 
He mentions that the reason for a Spaniard having fallen in love at first sight with the 
woman simply had to do with how good she is at fellatio and says: 
 

‘... todos los que estuvimos alguna vez en la cama con Leticia sabíamos que su 
boca, cuando dejaba de interesarse en las palabras y se concentraba donde debía, 
no te dejaba otro camino que el enamoramiento.’6 (67) 

 
But his contempt for this ingenuous nymphomaniac of Indian origin, a working class 
Mexican whose parents made enormous sacrifices to put her through school, surfaces 
time and again: 
 

Me gustaba verla fingir una cara de puta que no tenía, una cara que, además de lo 
obvio, estoy seguro, había terminado de convencer a su amante de traerla a 

                                                
5 ‘Discrimination due to skin colour: Spanish women prefer Latin Americans to be darker.’ 
6 ‘All of us who ended up in bed with Leticia at some point knew that when she stopped being fascinated 
by words and concentrated on what she was supposed to, her mouth left you no other choice but to fall in 
love with her.’ 



Madrid, ponerle un apartamento y soportar durante varios meses sus desplantes de 
india cosmopolita.’7 (67) 

 
And finally, as the narrator and main character decides to let her wait at the café without 
showing up: 
 

‘...pensando en la mujer que me esperó tres horas antes de pagar la cuenta ... e 
irse, muy segura de sí misma ... a recorrer el mundo y a mostrarle a los europeos 
lo que es capaz de hacer una india que ha decidido superarse.’8 (70) 

 
So not only are these young authors not interested in political or social engagement, but 
they create characters – and some of them are suspiciously close to the authors 
biographically9 – who are politically incorrect intellectual snobs, güeros that feel superior 
to their fellow-Mexicans both because of social status, education or skin colour.    
 
3. The narrator and the character(s) 
Miklos makes a grouping of the authors taking part in the anthology: those authors who 
develop an anecdote fully, using a present progressive narration (Bergua, Parra, Volpi), 
those who are fascinated by literary tradition and History and pay particular attention to 
language (Enrigue, García-Galiano, Granados, Herrasti, Soler Frost), those who are in 
between, on the margin (González Suárez, Montiel Figueiras), and finally those who 
write from the gutter, from the marginalization and excess of a parallel sub-world 
(Bellatín, Díaz Enciso, and Fadanelli). 

I would like to propose a different grouping, based on the identity and type of 
narrator.  

                                                
7 ‘I liked to see her face when she pretended to be a whore. I was sure that apart from the obvious 
consequences, that feigned whoreface had convinced her lover to bring her to Madrid, set her up in an 
apartment, and made him put up with her world-savvy Indian impudence for a number of months.’ 
8 ‘I was thinking about the woman who had waited for me for three hours before paying the bill and leave, 
very sure of herself, to see the world and show these Europeans what an Indian girl that has decided to 
improve herself is able to do.’ 
9 In two stories, Jorge Volpi’s and Mario Gonzáles Suárez’s, the main character is a Mexican who has 
gotten a scholarship to go and study in a different country, a scholarship they misuse doing anything but 
studying... Their bibliographical note mentions that the authors both received scholarships from the 
Mexican Writers’ Centre and one of them, Jorge Volpi, is studying in Salamanca, just like his character in 
‘Lo que Natura no da...’.  



Author Narrator 1st 
person 

Narrator 
omniscient 

Other type Nationality of 
narrator/main 
character 

Is the city  
in 
Mexico? 

Volpi X   Mexican  
Herrasti  X  ----  
Fadanelli X   Mexican  
García-Galiano  X  ----  
González-Sua. X   Mexican  
Soler Frost   Omniscient 

blending into 1st 
Foreign  

Bergua  X  Mexican X 
Enrigue  X  ----  
Montiel Figuei.  X  Mexican X 
Granados S. X   Unclear  
Díaz Encisa  X  Foreigner  
Bellatin X   ----  
Parra  X  Mexican X 
 
There is no really statistically significant tendency connecting Mexican character and 
type of narrator, but three (or possibly four) out of five first person narrators are Mexican. 
So that whenever the narrator is a character in the story, the tendency is for the narrator to 
be Mexican, whereas the more objective third person, often omniscient narrator is usually 
not connected to Mexico.  

In the next three sections I will analyse how the narrator’s use of language reveals 
a tension between regionalism and globalisation in three authors from Miklos’s 
anthology. I will not analyse stories that take place in Mexico, because there 
mexicanisms are only to be expected. I chose those stories that do not take place in 
Mexico and preferably have no Mexican narrator (except for Volpi´s story). I will 
concentrate on three authors: Volpi, Herrasti, and García-Galiano, to show that there is a 
tension between what is said and how it is said, the modismos often denying the 
cosmopolitan desires of the author, doggedly pursuing the narrator to remind him that no 
matter how far away one flees, one’s nature will always be part of whom we are. 
 
3. Linguistic Tension in Volpi’s ‘Lo que Natura no da...’ 
Volpi’s ‘Lo que Natura no da’ is a story about a Mexican student in Salamanca attending 
lectures given by a famous Basque professor, becoming infatuated with the professor´s 
wife, and being the complacent victim of the professor’s jealousy. Most of the dialogues 
are based on differences between peninsular and Mexican Spanish: 
 

-¿De dónde eres? – Me alagó su interés -. ¿Colombiano? 
- Mexicano. 
- Mejicano – me arremedó con un acento calcado a Speedy González.10 (25) 

 
And also: 
 

                                                
10 -‘Where are you from?’ -I was flattered by her interest- Colombian? 
- Mexican. 
- Mexicaaano – imitating me with an accent copied from Speedy Gonzalez.’ 



Ya me disponía a comenzar mi conferencia sobre las particularidades lingüísticas 
del español de México (el único tema con que lograba atraerme un poco de 
atención)11 [...] (26)  

 
The peculiarity of the narrator is that he is a Mexican and as mentioned before he 
consciously plays on mexicanisms and differences between peninsular and Mexican 
Spanish. Yet there are some linguistic characteristics of the text that aim at making it 
either linguistically neutral, or even peninsular. One particularly jarring feature is the 
repeated use of the past subjunctive in –se: of 29 instances in the text, only two are –ra 
forms, and 27 –se forms.  
 

-La chica asintió, como si ella hubiese sido la musa inspiradora de aquella 
cabalgata retórica-. (ibid.:22) 

 
Luego miró su reloj y, como si nada hubiese pasado, se limitó a añadir-: ¿Nos 
vamos?12 (ibid:28) 

 
In Latin American Spanish, this form has basically disappeared apart from literary 
discourse, where it may still be found sparingly. In Spain it is also most often relegated to 
cultivated written Spanish. However, not even in Spain would the frequency of this type 
of form be so high, it must be a conscious manipulation on the part of the author.  
 The author is subtly trying to prove the intellectual superiority of his alter ego-
narrator-main character, who suffers at the hands of his Spanish professor and wife. It is a 
type of grass roots revenge: the character openly criticises the idea of the supposed 
superiority of the Spaniards, but must often give in. These are examples of his criticism: 
 

Sólo un espíritu altivo e irónico como el suyo podría atreverse a iniciar la 
penúltima de sus conferencias [...] con estas palabras [...] 
Escandalizado, me volví para mirar el público, pero no pude ver más que sonrisas 
morosas y gestos de asentimiento13 [...] (17)  

 
Trastabilló un par de veces ... e incluso cometió una pifia al tratar de acordarse de 
una parte de la Iliada, en griego, y reconocer que había olvidado uno de los 
versos. (A pesar de la conmovida dispensa que le tributaron mis colegas, yo tenía 
la impresión de que ninguno notó la falla).14 (29-30) 

 
And this is the ironic but significant attitude of the character: 
 

                                                
11 ‘I was about to start my talk about the linguistic peculiarities of Mexican Spanish (the only topic that was 
able to get me some attention)’ 
12 ‘The girl nodded as if she had been the inspiring muse for that rhetorical outburst’ 
‘Then she looked at her watch and, as if nothing had happened, she simply added: Shall we go? 
13  ‘Only an arrogant and ironic mind like his could dare open his second to last lecture with these words. 
Shocked, I turned towards the audience, but I only saw delinquent smiles and assenting gestures’ 
14 He stammered a couple of times and he also messed up when he tried to remember a part of the Iliad in 
Greek and had to admit he could not remember one of the lines. (In spite of the moving forgiveness my 
colleagues showed him, I had the impression that nobody noticed the mistake). 



Era una especialista en intimidarme. Con razón Moctezuma había sido vencido 
por Cortés: no era una cuestión de armas sino que de actitud.15 (31) 

 
And the idea of the Spanish conqueror and the Mexican conquered is taken up a few 
pages later: 
 

Me sentí como un imbécil. No debía permitir que ella dominase la situación; ella 
podía tener toda la sangre de conquistadora que quisiese, pero yo no iba a dejar el 
honor patrio por los suelos.16 (33) 

 
Therefore the character possesses the metalinguistic abilities to discuss at length the 
differences between Mexican and peninsular Spanish, as well as openly criticising his 
colleagues and professors and thereby showing his intellectual superiority. The narrator, 
on the other hand, shows his superiority by his fluency in both varieties. Or at least this is 
what the author would like to show. This he does by using –se past subjunctives, but also 
by other means: literary Spanish has adopted a trait that is originally typical of Galician 
and Galician authors writing in Spanish such as Álvaro Cunqueiro and others. It is the use 
of a –ra past subjunctive with the meaning of the past perfect (in the case below instead 
of ‘había reiniciado’):  
 

Desde que cuatro siglos atrás fray Luís de León reiniciara su curso en estas 
mismas aulas ... luego de los años de injusto encierro que lo habían separado de 
sus queridas lecciones17 ... (17)  

 
As well as a number of lexical items often openly borrowed, but at times surreptiously 
introduced: charla ‘lecture’ (19) instead of Mx. plática, resaca ‘hangover’ for cruda etc. 
 But when it is least expected, the mexicanisms seep through: so that on page 21 
one finds plática for charla ‘lecture’, graduarse ‘to graduate’ (30), and even a –ra past 
subjunctive right in the middle of an apology of the Mexican albur (35). Not to mention 
that he has his very Spanish character Felicidad use the verb escuchar ‘listen’ for oír 
‘hear’ (40), again a very Mexican usage unknown in Spain. 
 The result is an unfortunate mixture not just of voluntary regionalisms, but also 
subconscious ones that make the text very hybrid and prove once again Cavafy’s profecy 
that: 

You won't find a new country, won't find another shore. 
This city will always pursue you. 

 

                                                
15 ‘She was a specialist at intimidating me. No wonder Moctezuma had been defeated: it was not a question 
of weapons but of attitude.’ 
16 ‘I felt like an idiot. I shouldn’t let her dominate the situation; she could have plenty of the conqueror’s 
blood in her veins, but I would not fail our national pride so blatantly.’ 
17 ‘Since father Luís de León, four centuries ago, had started his course in the very same classrooms after 
the years of unjust emprisonment that had taken him away from his beloved lectures...’ 
 



4. Linguistic Perfection and Mexicanisms: Vicente Herrasti’s ‘Apócrifo tesalio’ 
This short story would later become a novel, La muerte del filósofo (Herrasti 2004), that 
critics have abundantly praised for the refined use of language and the ability to recreate 
‘the spiritual universe of the Greeks’ (Miguel León-Portilla quoted in Herrera 2005:1). 
 The story takes place in ancient Greece, where Gorgias, the famous rhetorician, is 
writing his last speech in what is to be the night before his death. The musings of the old 
man18 and the thoughts of the tyrant Jason who, is his Maecenas, intertwine in this 
superbly constructed, complicated short story about personal events that affect not only 
the main characters (their death), but also the city and the people they have come in touch 
with. 

In this short story one notices immediately that diction is paramount and every 
word has been carefully weighed before being inserted in the text. Miklos has, quite 
appropriately, placed this author in the group of those who 
 

[...] parecen escribir a cuentagotas y cuyas preocupaciones fundamentales son la 
palabra y la frase precisa [...] Se percibe constantemente el yugo de la tradición 
literaria y de la Historia19 [...] (Miklos 1999:13) 

 
An example from the first page of the short story will suffice: 
 

Le dolían los ojos y apenas soportaba los calambres que aquejaban las 
articulaciones de su mano diestra (la siniestra ya de plano estaba inmóvil, pues el 
meñique se había torcido tanto que desde hace décadas reposaba sobre la primera 
falange del dedo medio).20 (49) 

 
Not only is there a desire to find the mot juste at all times, but also a strain to find the 
archaic word (flama for llama, siniestra for izquierda, hinojos for rodillas are just a few 
examples). Here, and more often than in Volpi’s story, the Galician habit of using the 
past subjunctive for the past perfect is also found: 
 

[...] vociferó el cetrero analizando ahora las entrañas de la oca que antes 
persiguiera Gorgias. (61) 
 
Gorgias se limitó alternativamente a mirar el rostro del tirano y los rollos 
iluminados por las velas que éste trajera.21 (62) 

 

                                                
18 In the short story he dies at 109, the Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy says 105, 483-378 BCE. 
(http://www.iep.utm.edu/g/gorgias.htm, accessed 12/5/05). 
19 ‘They seem to write with by the dropper and their main preoccupation are the right word and precise 
sentence ... The weight of literary tradition and History is constantly present.’ 
20 ‘His eyes hurt and he could barely stand the cramps that affected the joints in his right hand (the left one 
was completely motionless, the pinkie had bent so far that had been resting on top of the first phalanx of the 
middle finger).’ 
21 ‘shouted the falconer, analysing now the entrails  of the goose that had been chasing Gorgias before’ 
‘Gorgias simply looked first at the tyrant’s face and then at the parchment lit up by the candles that this had 
brought.’ 



In this case it may be ascribed to the desire of the author to make his text supra-national, 
adopting thus peninsular traits that have become recognizably literary usage. Another one 
of such traist is leísmo, i.e. the use of the indirect object pronoun for the direct object, 
when the referent is a human male: 
 

Jasón debía su intempestiva vigilia al cetrero que recién le había visitado en 
sueños.22 (53)  
 

In the classification above it is shown it can be seen that the short story is told by an 
omniscient third person narrator, and since it takes place in ancient Greece, no Mexican 
characters are to be found. Herrasti is a self-defined ‘obsessive compulsive writer 
because I take great care about correct language use’23 (Herrasti interviewed in Herrera 
2005:1).  

In spite of the care with which the story is told, the truly omniscient narrator who 
penetrates dreams, shows some peculiar characteristics that again place him (it?) very 
solidly in Mexico. Let’s examine them: one may perhaps doubt the use of de plano 
meaning ‘completely’ as deriving from a more frequent Mexican usage of this adverbial 
form, but the use of escuchar ‘listen’ for oír ‘hear’ is undoubtedly a mexicanism: 

 
<<Qué pena que con el hombre muera la palabra>>, dijo Jasón por lo bajo, 
aunque no lo suficiente para evitar que Gorgias escuchara. [...]  
<<Maestro, ¿puede escucharme?>>24 (59)  
 

Another lexical hint to the origin of the text is the use of the word necio for ‘stubborn’: 
the first and most common meaning of this word in Spain is ‘ignorant’ according to the 
R.A.E., but that cannot be the meaning in this case, as Gorgias is talking here about Plato:  
 

<<Quien se asocia con tiranos tarde o temprano es tiranizado>>, bien claro se lo 
había dicho; mas Platón era joven, impetuoso y necio.25 (50) 

 
There are few certain examples of Mexicanisms in Herrasti’s text, unlike the jarring note 
that the mixture of regional registers causes in Volpi’s text, only a magnifying glass can 
reveal the slight linguistic discrepancies. What is peculiar is the desire of the author to 
make his text supra-regional, stamping out mexicanisms by using many more clearly 
recognizable peninsular idioms. Even in what is an undeniably finely chiseled 
construction, repressing Mexican parlance is not always completely possible. 
 

                                                
22 ‘Jason’s untimely wakefulness had been caused by the falconer that had recently visited him in his 
dreams’ 
23 ‘[...] un escritor obsesivo compulsivo, porque me preocupo mucho por el uso correcto del lenguaje.’ 
24 ‘<<It is so sad that when the man dies, his word dies with him>>, said Jason under his breath, but not 
quietly enough that Gorgias could not hear ... 
<<My teacher, Sir, can you hear me?>>’ 
25 <<Whoever becomes a tyrant’s ally, ends up becoming the tyrant’s victim sooner or later>>, I had told 
him loud and clear; besides, Plato was young, impulsive and stubborn.’ 



5. Even more neutral: García-Galiano’s ‘Gernzgänger’ 
Many of the same comments about Herrasti’s short story can also be applied to García- 
Galiano´s ‘Grenzgänger,’ which is the story of a postman going about his duty while 
Berlin is being bombed, and his involuntary help of a Russian scout that hides in his flat 
until the Russians occupy that part of the city. 
 Miklos groups García-Galiano with those writers preoccupied with language, 
history and the weight of tradition, just like Herrasti. One can see these characteristics in 
‘Grenzgänger,’ which seems to be mostly well researched – with a richness of original 
streetnames (understandably, since we are following a postman in his rounds...) and 
plausible proper names, although perhaps García-Galiano is not as obsessive compulsive 
as Herrasti, since we find a few mistakes here and there. First of all in the German 
spellings (Charlotenburg (73) for ‘Charlottenburg,’ with the disregard for long 
consonants typical of Spanish speakers, Olimpia Zeitung (75) for ‘Olympia Zeitung,’ the 
official organ of the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, Günter for Günther (77) etc.). The 
author curiously talks about the Reichswehr invading Poland (75), but the German army 
was only called Reichswehr until 1935, when its name was officially changed into the 
sadly famous Wehrmacht (Pipes 1996-2005:1). The story takes place in 1943 and 
Reichswehr is therefore an anachronism. 
 His choice of words is very neutral, but I was able to find two mexicanisms: los 
camiones de dos pisos (73) for a more generic ‘autobuses’, i.e. double-decker buses, and 
‘Pasear todo el día entregando recaditos’ (73) with a use of a diminutive typical of 
Mexico. 
 
6. Conclusion 
We may agree with Sara Poot-Herrera (2002:454) who comments about the young 
generations of Mexican short story writers using an epithet and explanation about them 
by Mauricio Carrera (Riverón y Carrera 2002). He talks in fact about a ‘Liminal 
Generation’ (Generación del Umbral), that is, a generation of changes and transitions that 
grew up during decades of economic crisis which maybe explains why they refuse to 
write about Mexico, a country marked by frustration and disappointment (Carrera quoted 
in Poot-Herrera 2002:454). This refusal means turning their back on Mexico and looking 
for a global context. 

While the use of standard Spanish is an open attempt at reaching for this global 
context and it is perhaps important in order not to alienate readers from different regions, 
it is not always possible to expunge all regionalisms. Depriving the text of the author’s 
Lokalkolorit can be equated to the objectionable practice of some translators that decide 
to expunge all local references to the place where the original story takes place in order to 
make it more appealing to the public that reads the text in translation. Just as such 
adaptations make the original much less poignant and are ultimately futile, since they fail 
to make the reader in translation approach a new and unknown world to him/her, I hope 
to have shown that no matter how neutral authors try to be, some mexicanisms are bound 
to surface in a longer text. 

While I will not attempt at broaching the subject of ‘which standard Spanish’ 
should be used by Mexican writers (or Latin American ones in general, see the detailed 
discussion of this topic in Thorgrímsdóttir 1999), I would like to point to the tendency 
that these young writers from Mexico have of equating standard Spanish or neutral 



Spanish with peninsular Spanish. This is a dangerous misconception: peninsular Spanish 
is not any more neutral than any other standard variety: forcedly using peninsular idioms 
runs the risk of producing hybrid languages with a jarring result. Moreover it has a 
problematic ideological side: these authors that are so upset at Mexico and want to leave 
it all behind, in fact seem to resort to their old colonial masters for linguistic guidance. 

This attitude seems to reinforce Mexican malinchismo, excessive appreciation for 
the foreign and contempt for all things Mexican, the feeling of inferiority and self-
betrayal Mexico feels towards the ‘colonial powers’ (Spain first and later the U.S.A.), 
embodied by Cortes´s lover Malinche. Even if this were so, the subconscious pointers 
subversively establish cultural identity revealing the Mexican origin of the text, and 
rebelling against the author’s levelling hand. 
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0. Abstract 
It is well known that the L1 usually causes interference in the pronunciation of the L2. 
Such ‘transfer’ mistakes are an integral part of the interlanguage phonology of the early 
stages in foreign language learning, and their occurrence decreases as learning 
progresses. Based on our observations of two types of  foreign language students having 
American English as L1 and learning Spanish as L2 and Japanese as L1 and English as 
L2 respectively, we realized that spelling interference is a powerful force in the shaping 
of the early interlanguage phonology and should be taken into account in the formal 
analysis of these phenomena. We therefore propose to extend Optimality Theory’s 
Output-Output Correspondence to words in the L2 whose spelling triggers L1 
pronunciation patterns.  
 
1. Introduction 
Traditionally, in second language learning, native-like pronunciation was deemed to be 
an impossible goal for foreign language learners, as a consequence, teaching 
pronunciation was a second order priority and even more so studying the characteristics 
of a foreign accent. Recently, however, the interest in second language learner’s 
pronunciation has gained new territory (see the survey in Elliott 2003, Major 2001) as 
well as attracting the interest of formal linguists (Archibald 1998). This interest has been 
sparked by the recognition that mistakes (i.e. deviation from native-like pronunciation) 
are regular within a certain number of possibilities (for instance an Italian speaker 
learning English might substitute [d] for [ð] in the pronunciation of the article the but not 
[p] or [r]). 

Originally it was thought that mistakes in the pronunciation of foreign learners 
were simply dictated by the influence of native language pronunciation patterns 
(transfer), but recently more studies have underlined the fact that some non-native 
characteristics resemble neither the target language nor the source language. Both transfer 
patterns and non-native characteristics make the phonology of the interlanguage in itself 
an extremely interesting object of study. 

As Elliott points out (2003), interesting results can be obtained by coupling 
theories and methodologies that have not traditionally been interested in second language 
acquisition, and the present paper aims to do just that. By applying a principle from 
Optimality Theory, the latest offshoot of generative phonology, we intend to show what 
formal theories can contribute to the understanding of second language phonology. 

In our long experience as foreign language teachers, we have noticed how often 
the spelling of the word in the target language triggers non-native pronunciation patterns, 
for instance a word such as Sp. zapato (native pronunciation either [θapato] or [sapato], 
depending on regional provenance) will invariably be pronounced [zapato] by beginners, 
false beginners and less advanced students of Spanish at university level whose mother 
tongue is English. We argue that voicing of the first segment is not due to a direct 



interference from the mother tongue, but that it is rather a complex phenomenon whereby 
the spelling of the word in Spanish triggers a correspondence between the Spanish 
symbol <z> and the pronunciation of the same symbol in the native language (in this case 
English).  

The comparison with Japanese is particularly interesting because of the 
differences between the alphabetical and the syllabic spelling systems. For instance Kana 
letters where one Kana represents a mora, such as [a], [sa], [ka] make it difficult for 
Japanese learners of English as a foreign language to accept and learn consonants such as 
[s] or [k] as single segments. In this case too, we can argue that the orthographic symbol 
in the L1 triggers the projection of a syllabic concept from the L1 onto the closest 
phoneme of the L2, in what is a complex case of transfer.  
 
 
2. Examples and Studies from the Different Languages 
 
2.0 L1 English – L2 Spanish 
2.1 Methodology 
The data for this paper come from a study carried out at the University of California, 
Santa Barbara. 23 students in the final term of their first year of Spanish volunteered to 
take part in the experiment, which consisted of reading a list of words in isolation and in 
two-word phrases (see appendix 1). The experiment was set up to analyze pronunciation 
patterns of adults, native speakers of English, while learning Spanish as L2 at a relatively 
early learning stage.  

It should be mentioned that the reading list was not set up specifically to analyse 
interference of spelling on pronunciation, but other phenomena such as voicing of /s/ in 
s+C[+voice] (as in mismo /mismo/ > [mizmo]) and obligatory spirantization of voiced 
consonants when preceded by a continuant sound (as in dedo /dedo/ > [‘deðo]). 

However, when analysing those results, we realized that there were recurrent 
patterns that could not be generically ascribed to L1 interference, but that were due more 
specifically to spelling interference from the L1. These are words whose spelling in the 
L2 evokes a grapheme-phoneme relation typical of the L1 and foreign to the L2: 
examples from the list used in the experiment are mango, gozar, mambo, vino, gran gozo, 
sus goznes, gozne.  

The pronunciation of these words in Spanish is 
 
(1) Castilian [‘maNgo], [go’θar], [‘mambo], [‘βino], [graN ‘goθo], [sus ‘γoθnes], 
[‘goθnes] 
 
(2) Latin American [‘maNgo], [go’sar], [‘mambo], [‘βino], [graN ‘goso], [sus 
‘γosnes], [‘gosnes]1 

 

                                                
1 These examples don’t show an optional regressive voicing assimilation: In 
Castilian [suz ‘γoθnes], in Latin American [suz ‘γoznes] and [‘γoznes]. 

 



Most common among Californian students, and these were no exception, is a Latin 
American pronunciation. What was found in 63% of cases was the following 
pronunciation of the same words: 
 

(3) Latin American [‘mæNgow], [go’zar], [‘mæmbow], [‘vino], [graN ‘gozo], [sus 
‘goznes], [‘goznes] 

 
Spelling influence can be further divided into two types: in the case of mango and 

mambo, the whole word was pronounced following an English pattern, as the words exist 
in the same form in English. In all other cases only one sound corresponding either to the 
<z> in gozne, gozar or the <v> in vino were consistently pronounced following the 
English relation <z> = [z] and <v> = [v], rather than the correct Spanish one <z> = [s] 
and <v> = [β]. 

It is also worth considering that the native pronunciation patterns that the original 
study was prepared for, i.e. regressive voice assimilation of /s/ before a voiced consonant 
(desde) and spirantization of voiced stops when preceded by a [+continuant] sound 
(desgarro) were considerably underapplied in these students pronunciation of Spanish. In 
Miglio 2005, one finds, in fact, that regressive voicing occurred only in 30% of the cases 
where it is found in native pronunciation in single words, and not at all where it would be 
expected in two word sequences (across a morpheme boundary). Spirantization occurred 
52% of the times it would have occurred in native speakers’ pronunciation within a word, 
and only 26% of native speakers’ pronunciation patterns across a morpheme boundary 
(two word sequences). 

In Miglio 2005 these data were considered as simply being due to imperfect 
interlanguage pronunciation due to lack of exposure to native pronunciation models and 
lack of instruction as to the correct pronunciation, but it is entirely possible that the very 
low incidence of native like patterns is due to spelling interference in these cases as well: 
notice in fact that, since we are dealing with allophonic phenomena, the spelling does not 
differentiate between the two d’s of dedo [deðo], both are written with the symbol that in 
English is used exclusively for the stop. In the same way, the ‘s’ in desde [dezðe] does 
not reflect the voicing assimilation. The interlanguage phonology could also be 
influenced by spelling in these cases. 

 
 
2.2 L1 Japanese – L2 English 
Japanese ESL learners often make the same type of error when they pronounce English 
words with a coda consonant or consonant clusters: they epenthesise a vowel. For 
instance, bike is pronounced [baiku], strike is pronounced [sutoraiku], ask is pronounced 
[asuku].  
 The reason for this type of error has been considered as being due to the influence 
of Japanese syllable structure. Japanese possible syllables are basically V and CV (CVC 
is also possible in special cases). Learners then try to make CV structures from CVC, 
CCVC, or VCC, resulting in the above mentioned mistakes. This type of error is in fact 
often observed in many languages since CV structures are universally more unmarked 
than CVC, CCVC, or VCC. Therefore, we tend to conclude that it is a typical case of 
language transfer from L1 phonology to L2 learning. 



However, from the viewpoint of teachers, the error caused by the epenthetic 
vowel by Japanese ESL learners is quite different from the other kinds of errors caused 
by the influence of Japanese phonology. Moreover, adult L2 learners have an advantage 
over children: adults can understand logical explanation regarding the difference between 
L1 and L2. Japanese adult ESL learners are no exception. After they understand the 
difference between L1 and L2 logically, L2 learning goes quite smoothly. Thus, it is a 
very important step for adult L2 learning to understand and accept the difference between 
L1 and L2.  

 However, the pronunciation of a consonant as a single segment poses 
particularly serious problems for Japanese ESL learners. It is, in fact, not easy for them to 
accept the point that a consonant can be independently pronounced despite their teachers’ 
logical explanation. We maintain that this is due to the influence of Japanese syllabic 
spelling system.  

The Japanese writing system, which does not use the Roman alphabet, consists 
of three parts; Chinese characters and two Kana systems (Hiragana and Katakana). A 
Kana letter immediately represents a mora/ a syllable V or CV such as あ[a], く[ku], 
と[to], etc. Moreover, the Japanese syllabary constructed by 50 Kana letters is called “50-
sound-inventory”. This is formally taught to first grade students in elementary school.  

Although Japanese children formally learn Roman alphabets in the fourth grade 
of elementary school (around 10 years of age), they are introduced corresponding to 
Japanese syllabary. Instead of “a, b, c, d, e”, they learn “a, ba, da, ku, to” etc. 
Consequently, when they start to learn English in the first grade of junior high school 
(around 13 years of age), Japanese children apply the syllabic spelling system to English. 
They understand [b] as [bu], [k] as [ku], etc. A lot of dictionaries and reference books for 
English learning as well as the learners themselves give Kana alongside the English 
words to learn English pronunciation instead of using phonetic alphabets.  
 Thus, we conclude that the syllable spelling system is ingrained for Japanese 
learners of foreign languages, and it becomes an obstacle for English learning. We have 
found that even in an introduction course of phonology at college level, some students 
have difficulties in understanding the notion of a phoneme: i.e. that a minimum sound 
unit in a language can be a single consonant. 
 
 
3. The Proposal 
Analogy has always been seen as one of the powerful forces operating in language 
change (from Kurilowicz 1949, Anttila 1970, Kiparsky 1974, Hock 1986, until Lahiri 
2000 and Lass 2000 to name but a few). Analogy either promotes changes in forms on 
the basis of existing patterns in other, often unrelated words: dive – dove in Am. Eng. 
evolves from an earlier regular dived because of the analogy with the irregular verb drive 
– drove. Most often, however, it makes irregular forms regular: fuistes ‘you sg. were’ is a 
form that is often heard in non-standard Spanish instead of the correct fuiste because 
speakers identify the presence of the –s morpheme as the second person sg. (cf. pres. ind. 
hablas, fut. ind. verás, past. subj. fueras etc.). 
 We maintain that spelling functions as a trigger for analogy, except that in our 
case the analogue belongs to the L1 and the target to the L2. In our cases then analogy 
functions across languages: the spelling <mango> corresponds to a word of the same 



meaning in Spanish and in English, pronounced [‘maNgo] in Spanish, but [‘mæNgow] in 
English. Because the spelling is the same in both languages, this functions as trigger for a 
non-native like pronunciation pattern in the L2. 

The contrast with Japanese is also particularly interesting because of the 
differences between the alphabetical and the syllabic spelling systems. For instance Kana 
letters where one Kana represents a mora, such as [a], [sa], [ka] make it difficult for 
Japanese learners of English as a foreign language to accept and learn consonants such as 
[s] or [k] as single segments. 

This phenomenon can interestingly be cast in OT by introducing spelling as a 
specific case of analogy, which in OT has been successfully modeled by using output-
output correspondence constraints (Benua 1997). Benua claims that  

 
“...morphological derivation (affixation, truncation, ablaut, etc.) is mirrored by a 
phonological faithfulness relation between the derived output and an output base.  
Each output is also related to an input or underlying form, as in (1). 

 
(1) Transderivational Relations 

 OO-correspondence 
  [kæt]   [kæts] 
  IO-correspondence     IO-correspondence 
  /kæt/  /kæt + s/ 

OO-correspondence relations link words two at a time, in SUBPARADIGMS.  
Identity constraints on the OO-correspondence relation compete with IO-
correspondence constraints and markedness constraints in a fully parallel 
derivation of paradigms.” (1997:7) 

 
To take one of Benua’s examples: 
 
“(16) Recursive Evaluation  
 candidate (a) L[a]rry ≈ L[a]r overapplication 
 candidate (b) L[a]rry ≈ L[æ]r "backwards" application 
 candidate (c) L[æ]rry ≈ L[a]r normal application 
  candidate (d) L[æ]rry ≈ L[æ]r underapplication 

 Ranking:   OO-IDENT[BK] >> *ær]σ >> IO-IDENT[BK] 
 Recursion (A) Recursion (B) 

/læri/ OO-ID *ær]σ IO-ID >> /læri - TRUNC/ OO-ID *ær]σ IO-ID 
a. la.ri   *!  a'. lar   * 

b. la.ri   *!  b'. lær * *  

c. læ.ri     c'. lar *!  * 

d.  læ.ri     d'.   lær  *  

The truncatory diminutive morphology triggers an OO-correspondence relation and a 
recursion of the constraint hierarchy, and each word in the subparadigm is evaluated 
against one of the recursions.  The base is evaluated by the dominant recursion, so 
paradigms with non-canonical phonology in the base are eliminated.” (1997:36-7) 



 
We propose that there is a family of OO-ID-SP constraints based on the relation 

between spelling and sounds in the L1. We will not discuss issues related to input and 
output in detail at this point. It is to be expected, however, that the comparison between 
the two forms will be done on the basis of two different grammars. Recursion A has to be 
based on L1, whereas recursion B is the grammar of the interlanguage.  

The following examples show the interference in words such as [maNgo] 
incorrectly pronounced [mæNgow] and the word [sapato] incorrectly pronounced 
[zapato]: 

 Ranking L1 (English):   OO-IDENT[SP] >> IO-IDENT[BK] >> .... >> *æ  

 Ranking Interlanguage:   OO-IDENT[SP] >> *æ >> IO-IDENT[BK] >> ....  
(1) 
 Recursion (A)  Recursion (B) 

<mango>L1 
/mæNgow/ 

OO-
ID-SP 

IO-ID  OTHER 
CONS. 

* æ >> <mango> I-L 
/maNgo/ 

OO-
ID-SP 

*æ IO-ID 

a. maN.go  *! ...   a'. maN.go   * 

b. maN.go  *! ...   b'.mæN.gow * *  

c.mæN.gow   ... *  c'. maN.go *!  * 

d. 
 mæN.gow 

  ... *  d'.  
 mæN.gow 

 *  

 
Recursion A shows the L1 grammar and relative ranking of constraints, in this 

case the L1 is English, where a front low vowel is part of the inventory and the 
markedness constraint *æ is therefore at the bottom of the constraint hierarchy (after a 
number of unspecified constraints). The correct presence of  [æ] in candidate c and d 
guarantees that the winner will be one of these two. In Recursion B we see the 
interlanguage grammar (I-L), which is the grammar the L2 learner has attained until the 
present point on his/her way to construct a native-like L2 grammar. However, because of 
the interference from the spelling, candidate c’, which corresponds to the native 
pronunciation of the word mango, is not the winner. D’ is the successful candidate 
because it does not deviate from L1 pronunciation. 

In the following tableau we are showing only the interlanguage grammar - a 
different part of the grammar from what was shown in tableau 1, except for OO-ID-SP. 
The other ID constraints are IO constraints. Here as before, because of the interference 
from the spelling, candidate b, which corresponds to the native pronunciation of the word 
zapato, is not the winner. A is the successful candidate because it maintains something of 
the connection between L1 spelling and L1 pronunciation, where <z> is pronounced /z/. 

 



(2) 
Only recursion B shown: 

/sapato/ I-L ID[place] ID[manner] OO-ID-SP ID[voice] 
a. zapato    * 
b. sapato   *!  
c. tapato  *! *  
d. kapato *!  *  

 
Likewise in English native pronunciation of the word bike, we would get: 
 

(3) L2 ranking (correct output) 
/bajk/ bike IO-Dept NoCoda 
  a.   baiku *!  
 b.   baik  * 
 
 But the interlanguage grammar of the Japanese speaker learning English as L2 is 
as follows, where OO-ID-SP brings the syllabic writing of the L1 to bear on L2 
pronunciation: 
 
 (2) Ranking with OO SP (errors) 
/bajk/ bike OO-ID-SP IO-Dep NoCoda 
 a.   baiku  *  
  b.   baik *!  * 
 
Producing results that are similar to the L1 grammar, though they may be obtained with a 
different constraint ranking: 
 
 (3) L1 ranking applied to English input 
/bajk/ bike NoCoda IO-Dep 
 a.   baiku  * 
  b.   baik *!  
 
It should be mentioned that the Spanish data bear clear evidence for the influence of the 
L1 spelling on the interlanguage since the errors can be explained neither by resorting to 
the target language, nor to the source language phonology alone, or to general 
markedness considerations.  

On the other hand, the errors by Japanese ESL learners can be explained based on 
phonological negative transfer. As has been widely accepted in ESL studies, negative 
transfer happens when the L1 and L2 are different in terms of some components, and this 
difference impairs L2 learning. This is especially true if the L1 component strongly 
disrupts L2 learning (Fukazawa 1993). Moreover, the alternation in Japanese is from the 
marked structure to the unmarked structure, so that it could be argued that it is a universal 
principle that causes the interference. Nevertheless, we still believe that the influence of 
the spelling plays an important role for the Japanese case too, which we intend to prove 
by analysing case studies that will be carried out in the near future. 
 



3.1 The status of relativised faithfulness constraints: a theoretical note 
It should be mentioned that we are well aware of the claim to innateness of all 
constraints. They are supposedly in UG, i.e. universal and innate. However, it is very 
difficult to posit that an OO-ID-SP involving spelling is in UG. This is because all the 
constraints which are innate and universal have to be accessed by babies. But children 
obviously acquire the ranking of those constraints without the help or interference of a 
writing system. Moreover, phonological acquisition is completed at a very early stage of 
language acquisition. So, it is impossible for us to propose that any constraints for 
spelling are in UG.  

What we can propose is that such constraints are acquired at a later stage via the 
mechanism for relativisation of faithfulness in UG, as discussed in Fukazawa and 
Kitahara (2001). 

There are three ways to consider whether relativised faithfulness is originally in 
UG or not. One is supposing that all the relativised faithfulness constraints are originally 
in UG. This idea is by now discredited and has been rejected by most. 

Another way is suggesting that only the mechanism of relativisation of the set of 
faithfulness is in UG, and each set of relativised constraints is language-specific. This 
view would make the grammar extremely unrestricted since any type of relativisation 
would be possible in each language.  

The third one maintains that some of the relativised faithfulness sets are in UG, 
and others are language-specific. We support this third possibility, and follow the 
proposed criteria for relativisation of faithfulness constraint set forth below and first 
proposed in Fukazawa and Kitahara (2001). We want to propose that the OO-ID-SP 
constraint is language-specific. There is a mechanism for relativisation of the faithfulness 
set, and the OO-ID-SP is relativised through the set based on the language-specific 
information as follows: 
 

(4) Criteria for relativisation 
 

a) There are two kinds of relativised faithfulness constraint sets. One is originally in 
UG, and the other is acquired in the course of language acquisition through the 
mechanism of relativisation. 

b) The mechanism for relativising the faithfulness set is in UG. 
c) When the category of the relativised set is grounded in phonetic reasons, it is 

considered to be originally in UG. (e.g. positional faithfulness for the onset) 
d) When only some part of the category of the set is relativised, then it is considered to 

be originally in UG. (e.g. positional faithfulness for the onset, but not for the coda) 
e) When the set is relativised based on language specific information, then it is 

considered to be relativised via the mechanism in the course of language 
acquisition.(e.g. Japanese vocabulary strata). 

 
It should be made clear, then, that what is theoretically novel about our proposal is the 
possibility of having constraints being incorporated as part of the adult grammar, at a 
later point than the first acquisition of phonology as a baby. The OO identity constraint 
based on the analogy with the spelling in the L1 is one of these adult constraints.  
 



 
4. Conclusions 

The influence of spelling is a great source of interference in literate adult learners 
and we believe that it should be studied more deeply. The present study of American and 
Japanese learners of foreign language aims at shedding some light on the importance of 
spelling on interlanguage pronunciation as well as showing how a formal linguistic 
theory such as OT can be usefully employed in the study of second language acquisition.  

We have hopefully shown that the formal study of L2 can have important 
consequences both for language theory, such as with the introduction of adult constraints 
in OT, and for L2 pedagogy, stressing the importance for the foreign language teacher to 
know the phonology not only of the L2, but also that of the L1 and its relation to the L1 
spelling system. 
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Appendix 1 – Word list read by students of Spanish as L2 
 
one word    
  
 
1 Amado   
2 Argumentar 
3 Desbaratar 
4 Águila 
5 Donde 
6 Mango 
7 Barato 
8 Madera 
9 Agarrar 
10 Alba 
11 Algo 
12 Ámbar 
13 Pierde 
14 Banco 
15 Desgarro 
16 Doncella 
17 Manga 
18 Obrero 
19 Anguila 
20 Rabo 
21 Ruego 
22 Desde 
23 Ambos 
24 Árbol 
25 Gozar 
26 Aldea 
27 Mambo 
28 Rueda 

two words 
 
 
30 más dinero 
31 mi gorro 
32 el baño 
33 las doce 
34 las garras 
35 las bici 
36 gran gozo 
37 gran dolor 
38 mas guapo 
39 serán blancos 
40 mi diente 
41 tan bueno 
42 un gorro 
43 un diente 
44 serán guapos 
45 Un vino 
46 los gorros 
47 mas blanco 
48 doce días 
49 mi banco 
50 el dinero 
51 un banco 
52 doce bici 
53 el guapo 
54 un gran banco 
55 doce guisos 
56 bien barato 
57 serán doce 

29 Vino 
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East Meets West:  The Buddhist Concept 
 of Nirvana and Jungian Concept of Self-Realization Examined 

I. Introduction 

I am awake.  These words are attributed to Siddartha Gautama, the man who became the 

Buddha, the Awakened One.1  “My life is the story of the self-realization of the unconscious.”2  

These words were written by Carl Gustav Jung, the man who became the father of analytical 

psychology.  The former lived 2,500 years ago; the latter lived within the last 100 years.  The 

Buddha founded a major world religion, a basic tenet of which is that there is no self.  Carl Jung 

founded a new science of the mind, a science which holds that development of the self is life’s 

goal.   

These men lived in profoundly different ages and cultures, occupied themselves in 

different disciplines established on distinctly different philosophies with wide ranging 

fundamental beliefs. Yet, both arrived at the same conclusion: transcending the self, as it is 

perceived, through awareness.  In each case, complete self-awareness purportedly yields a 

profoundly peaceful, blissful state of being and, paradoxically, an interconnectedness and unity 

with all things transcendent and imminent.   

This paper will discuss the basic precepts underlying Buddhism and Jungian psychology 

and analyze some parallel relationships between these two disciplines.  In undertaking this 

analysis, it is helpful to consider the views of others who have contemplated this subject matter. 

Comparing and contrasting religion and psychology generally, and the Freudian school and 

Buddhist thought specifically, Joseph Campbell appears to advocate that psychology merely helps 

                                                 
1 Huston Smith, The World’s Religions: Our Great Wisdom Traditions at 82 (HarperCollins Publishers Inc., 
1991). Smith elaborates in prose well worth repeating: 

While the rest of the world was wrapped in the womb of sleep, dreaming a dream known 
as the waking state of human life, one of their number roused himself.  Buddhism begins 
with a man who shook off the daze, the doze, the dream-like vagaries of ordinary 
awareness.  It begins with a man who woke up.   

Id. 
2 C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections at 3 (Vintage Books, 1989). 
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one operate better within the misperceived illusion of life while religion helps one transcend it. 

Campbell describes psychoanalysis as a means for relieving the suffering individual of private 

agonies so that the individual is able to participate more fully in life. Through psychoanalysis, 

[T]he patient released from these [subconscious desires and fears] finds himself 
able to participate with comparative satisfaction in the more realistic fears, 
hostilities, erotic and religious practices, business enterprises, wars, pastimes, and 
household tasks offered to him by his particular culture.” 3 

According to Campbell, the hero adventure, or the spiritual quest to transcend reality, goes 

beyond the general aim of psychoanalysis.   

“But for the one who has deliberately undertaken the difficult and dangerous 
journey beyond the village compound, these interests, too, are to be regarded as 
based on error.  Therefore, the aim of religious teaching is not to cure the 
individual back again to the general delusion, but to detach him from delusion 
altogether . . . by extinguishing the impulses to the very root, according to the 
method of the celebrated Eight Fold Path.”4     

Thus, in Campbell’s view, religion takes one beyond the limitations of traditional 

psychoanalysis.5   

On the other hand, Marie-Louise von Franz takes an opposing view that psychology 

succeeds where religion fails.  Yoga and other eastern meditative practices concentrate the mind 

inward but fail to enable one to make contact with the unconscious self, whereas analytical 

psychology provides a unique path leading one to the “living mystery of the unconscious.” 6 

Contrary to Campbell, von Franz deems psychology to be the key that unlocks the door to the 

mystery of life.  

This paper posits that Nirvana is the living mystery of the unconscious realized either by 

practicing Buddhism’s Four Noble Truths or by making the unconscious conscious through 

                                                 
3 Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces at 164 (MJF Books, 1964).  
4 Id. 
5 Yet, elsewhere Campbell seems to acknowledge that psychoanalysis can serve the same purpose and be 
the same tool that religion is.  Building on the ideas of Carl Jung, in The Hero with a Thousand Faces, as 
well as in other texts, he examines the quest of the “seeker of life beyond life” in both religio-mythological 
and psychological contexts.   
6 Carl G. Jung, M.-L. von Franz, Joseph L. Henderson, Jolande Jacobi, and Aniela Jaffe, Man and His 
Symbols at 212 (Anchor Books, 1964).   
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Jungian psychoanalysis, and, therefore, that the teachings of both disciplines culminate in the 

same ultimate acme. The goal is not to achieve bliss or to become self-realized.  In each case, the 

true goal is awareness. The inexorable consequence of complete awareness is enlightenment or 

self-realization.   Before turning to the analysis, however, it will be helpful to review the basic 

teachings of both disciplines.   

II.  Buddhism 

A. The Four Noble Truths 

After experiencing the foretaste of Nirvana, the Buddha, in his compassion, resolved to 

teach the Dhamma to those who would hear.  The Dhamma is the “Middle Way” balanced 

between the pursuit of extreme hardship and suffering and the pursuit of pleasure and its 

attendant desires. The Middle Way avoids these extremes of asceticism and hedonism.  The 

Dhamma comprises the Four Noble Truths, which are the basic precepts of the Middle Way first 

enunciated by the Buddha.  Briefly stated, the Four Noble Truths are as follows:7 

1. The Noble Truth of Suffering. 

Life is dukkha, meaning suffering, sorrow or disease.8  Suffering arises from ordinary 

fears, including the trauma of birth, decrepitude, illness, morbidity of death, the presence of that 

which we abhor, the absence of that which we desire, and the separation from that which we love.   

Suffering further arises from the desire for permanence, or for a personal-cosmic steady 

state of existence. However, the nature of the universe and human nature is to evolve; the world is 

in a perpetual state of becoming and re-becoming.  Consequently, suffering arises from grasping 

at permanence, something which does not exist and which can never be achieved.9  

                                                 
7 For a more detailed elaboration of the Four Noble Truths, the reader is directed to Walter Henry Nelson, 
Buddha at 87-105 (Tarcher/Putnam Books, 1996), to Huston Smith, The World’s Religions: Our Great 
Wisdom Traditions at 101-12 (HarperCollins Publishers Inc., 1991), and to David S. Noss, A History of the 
World’s Religions at 172-82 (Prentice Hall 11th ed.,  2003). 
8 In the meaning of the ancient Pali term, dukkha means dislocated or out of joint, as a wheel is off-center 
on its axle.  See, Smith, World’s Religions at 101.   
9 This concept is known as anitya (Sanskrit) or anicca (Pali). 
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Significantly, suffering further arises from the misconception that an immutable, 

permanent soul exists when, in fact, there is no soul. What is experienced as the soul is the 

interrelated functioning of the five skandhas – the body, perception, feelings, predispositions and 

innate tendencies and consciousness or reasoning, all of which are impermanent, fluctuating  

states of being.10 Rather, consciousness results from a chain of causation. 

The first and most fundamental of the causes of the painful coming-into-being of 
every individual is ignorance, especially taking at face value the reality of the self 
and the permanence of the world.  This basic fault, which is carried over from the 
previous life, is built into the original set or bent of the personality from birth, the 
predispositions (samskaras). Thus predisposed, the personality becomes 
conscious of or cognizes the world and itself.  This in turn determines the 
distinctive traits one has. . . . Individuality expresses itself causally in a particular 
exercise of the five senses and the mind.  These in turn make contact with other 
selves and with things. Thence arises sensation.  The sensation causes desire 
(trishna or craving).  From craving comes clinging to existence. Clinging to 
existence entails the process of becoming. Becoming brings on a new state of 
being not like the one preceding it. Finally, such a new birth inevitably entails its 
own ‘old age and death, grief, lamentation, suffering, dejection, and despair. 
Such is the origination of this whole mass of human suffering.’”11 
  

Thus, suffering of all types, that is, ordinary suffering, suffering that arises from the desire for 

permanence and suffering that arises from the mistaken perception that a soul exists, all result 

from a twelve-linked chain of causation that ensconces one in the misery of the birth-death round.   

 
2. The Noble Truth of Arising of Suffering  

The cause of dukkha is tanha. Tanha means desire but not just any desire, for certain 

desires are necessary to sustain life. It is clinging to desire, grasping at the non-existent self, and 

craving for private fulfillment that is tanha. These desires fortify rather than diminish the ego and 

tie one to the ceaseless cycle of birth and rebirth. 

                                                 
10 This concept is known as anatma (Sanskrit) or anatta (Pali).  
11 Noss, History at 176.  This concept is termed Pratitya Samuttpada, or The Law of Condition Arising, 
meaning “this arising, that also arises.” 
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3. The Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering 

By logical extension, if tanha causes suffering, tanha must be eliminated in order to 

eradicate suffering. We must find liberation from those things binding consciousness to illusory 

concepts of the self and the world.   

4. The Noble Truth of the Eight-Fold Path 

The path to liberation is achieved through practice of the Noble Truth of the Eight-Fold 

Path.  The truthseeker should practice: 

  a. Right Knowledge – Believe in the Four Noble Truths and the view of the life supplied 

by them.  Have faith that life will support the truthseeker who follows the Way.  Live 

wholesomely. 

 b. Right Intent or Purpose – Seek liberation with single-mindedness.  Purposefully and 

singularly choose enlightenment over worldly desires.  Love and protect all living things and 

suppress misery-producing desires.  

 c. Right Speech – Be aware of speech patterns and content. Speak charitably and 

truthfully at all times and in all circumstances.  Avoid lies, idle chatter, gossip and abusive 

language. Be aware of self-defensive or self-assertive speech, for such language fortifies the ego 

and perpetuates suffering. 

 d.  Right Conduct or Behavior – Be aware of and understand behavior before trying to 

change it. Evaluate behavior to determine motivations.  Choose generosity not self-interest as the 

basis for action.  Move toward selflessness and charity.  Follow the five precepts prohibiting 

stealing, killing, lying, intoxication and unchastity.  

 e.  Right Livelihood – Choose an occupation consistent with Buddhist principles. An 

occupation that pulls one in the opposite direction from the Way hinders spiritual growth.  View 

the occupation as a means to living life, not as life itself. 
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 f.  Right Effort – Exert constant effort in the direction of liberation. Be aware of and 

distinguish between those desires thwarting spiritual progress and those fostering it.  Develop 

virtues, curb passions and delete destructive mind states. 

 f. Right Mindfulness or Self-Contemplation.  Be aware at all times of thoughts, words 

and actions. Seek self-understanding. The truthseeker should identify and understand what is 

motivating speech and behavior. Keep steady, constant attention focused on thoughts and 

feelings, realizing that these are not truly the self but are merely passing states misperceived as 

the self. Keep control of the senses and impulses. Through mindfulness, or self-awareness, one 

arrives at the followings insights:  (i) every thought, emotion or image is accompanied by a 

bodily sensation and vice versa; (ii) obsessive patterns may be observed and pinpointed as the 

source of our own misery (e.g., grudges, longings, self pity, fears) and finally, with diligence, 

mastered; (iii) every mental and physical state is in flux; (iv) one can exercise control over the 

mind and reactions; and (v) each person is responsible for his or her own thoughts and feelings – 

no one else is orchestrating them.12 Self-contemplation requires immense effort and 

concentration.   

h.  Right Concentration or Meditation – This is the climax of the other processes, all of 

which are conducted simultaneously rather than sequentially.  Meditation culminates in the trance 

state that leads to enlightenment and to passing at death into Nirvana.13 

B. Nirvana 

One who has attained Nirvana has reached a level of supra-consciousness.  Although 

there is disagreement among the various Buddhist sects regarding a precise description of 

Nirvana, all seem to agree that the self, as it was perceived, is transcended. Pali texts suggest the 

following: 

                                                 
12 Smith, World’s Religions at 111. 
13 The reader is referred to Nelson, Buddha at 90-105 (Tarcher/Putnam Books, 1996), and to Smith, 
World’s Religions at 103-12 (HarperCollins Publishers Inc., 1991), for particularly elucidating descriptions 
of the Noble Eight-Fold Path. 
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Although the skandhas are not a “self” as we think of it, when a human mind 
transcends its normal consciousness through meditation and achieves 
supraconsciousness, a true spiritual self is actualized and begins to function. But 
even this spiritual self that then becomes manifest is annulled in Nirvana.  
Nirvana divests the self of the self in any sense of the word.14 

Another description provides the following:   

The ultimate destiny of the human spirit is a condition in which all identification 
with the historical experience of the finite self will disappear, while experience as 
such not only remains but is heightened beyond recognition.15 

Based on these descriptions, Nirvana may be described as extinguishment of the boundaries of 

the finite self. The Buddha himself refused to offer descriptions and would venture only that the 

experience is one of profound bliss.  The arhat is completely enlightened, wise, charitable, 

tolerant and compassionate.  The Four Noble Truths, then, correctly practiced, enable one to 

untangle the self from the influences in which it is enmeshed and achieve a conscious state of 

blissful perfection.  

III. Jungian Psychology  

The objective of Jungian analytical psychology is self-realization.  According to Jungian 

theory, humans are born whole; we are not an assemblage of parts gained piecemeal through life 

experiences. The goal is to “develop the inherent wholeness to the greatest degree of 

differentiation, coherence and harmony possible, and to guard against it breaking up into separate, 

autonomous and conflicting systems.” 16  This developmental growth  is termed “self-realization.” 

Although humans are born whole, the human personality is comprised of structural 

components, discussed in more detail, infra, which must be differentiated and then unified or 

psychosynthesized. The causal consequence of unification is self-realization.  Psychosynthesis 

occurs through individuation, which is the process by which one’s consciousness becomes 

individualized or differentiated from other people.  Jung used the term “‘individuation’ to denote 

the process by which a person becomes a psychological ‘in-dividual’; that is, a separate 

                                                 
14 Noss, History at 182. 
15 Smith, World’s Religions at 118. 
16 Calvin S. Hall and Vernon J. Nordby,  A Primer of Jungian Psychology at 33 (Penguin Books, 1973). 
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individual unity or ‘whole.’”17 The individuation process yields self-consciousness, that is, 

knowing oneself as completely as possible.  

Concurrently with individuation, one must integrate or synthesize the various aspects of 

the psyche. This integration process is labeled the transcendent function and unites the various 

aspects of the personality into a unified whole.  It is the “realization, in all of its aspects, of the 

personality originally hidden away in the embryonic germplasm; the production and unfolding of 

the original potential wholeness.”18   

Self-realization, therefore, is a multi-phase process describing psychic growth, 

represented in mathematical formulation, as follows: 

Individuation + Integration = Self-Realization       (1) 

or  

                  (Differentiation of psyche) + (Synthesis of the psyche) = Selfhood    (2) 

With this basic orientation in mind, let us turn to the concepts of individuation and transcendence 

in more detail.  

A. Individuation 

We each begin life as an undifferentiated whole. Through life experiences, the various 

elements of the human personality, or the psyche, are differentiated to a greater or lesser extent, 

according to the efforts of the individual.  The elements of the psyche which must be 

differentiated are the conscious, the personal unconscious and the collective unconscious.  

 The psyche embraces all thoughts, feelings and behaviors both conscious and 

unconscious.  Visualizing the psyche as a sphere, one sees on the surface of the psychic sphere a 

small bright spot, representing the ego or consciousness, the receptacle for holding all of which 

                                                 
17 Id. at 34 (quoting Collected Works, Vol. 9i at par. 275).  
18 Id. at 84. 
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we are aware.  All other areas on the sphere represent the unconscious mind.19  Accordingly, the 

unconscious mind comprises by far the greatest measure of the human psyche.   

Within this vast, unconscious realm, the “self” is hidden away at the nucleus of the 

psyche.  The unseen self is at once both the hidden center and the totality of the whole psyche and 

is responsible for the organization of the human personality.20  This hidden center contains the 

inchoate longing toward self-realization and serves as the inner guiding light through which self-

awareness is realized.  The urge toward self-realization cannot be forced externally from the 

conscious ego but is the exclusive province of the concealed self.  The extent of individuation 

corresponds directly with the self and the extent to which the ego listens to the self, i.e. how much 

of the unconscious is made conscious. “The self is our life’s goal for it is the completest of that 

fateful combination we call individuality.”21   

1. The Conscious 

The consciousness is that part of the psyche known to the individual.  Consciousness 

begins extremely early in life, perhaps even in utero, and grows daily throughout the formative 

years.  The beginning of consciousness is the beginning of individuation.22 Through 

individuation, the various systems comprising the human personality become individuated from 

each other and within themselves. 23 

The conscious mind is organized by the ego, which is comprised of all conscious 

thoughts, feelings, perceptions and memories. The ego determines which of the multitudinous 

experiences and events with which the psyche is bombarded each day reach conscious awareness.  

The ego acts as gatekeeper and either permits or suppresses incoming experiences from the 

                                                 
19 Carl G. Jung, M.-L. von Franz, Joseph L. Henderson, Jolande Jacobi, and Aniela Jaffe, Man and His 
Symbols, at 161 (Anchor Books, 1964).   
20 Id.  Other cultures and ages have recognized this center, for example, the Greek daimon, the Egyptian 
Ba-soul(a primitive protective spirit), the Roman genius innate within each individual, and the Naskapi 
Indian Mista’peo or “Great Friend.”  Id.  
21 Hall and Nordby,  Primer at 53 (quoting Collective Works, Vol. 7 at par. 238).  
22Id. at 34.   
23Id. at 82. 
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external world of events or memories from the unconscious from reaching awareness based on 

criteria peculiar to the individual.  Anxiety-producing experiences, the current level of 

individuation (the highly individuated person permits more experiences to reach awareness), the 

intensity of the experience, and personality type are all factors affecting the ego decision 

permitting experiences to reach waking awareness.24   

A person can become individuated only to the extent that the ego permits experiences to 

become conscious.  

The ego stands to the self as the moved to the mover, or as object to subject, 
because determining factors which radiate out from the self surround the ego on 
all sides and are therefore supraordinate to it.  The self, like the unconscious, is 
an apriori existent out of which the ego evolves.  It is, so to speak, an 
unconscious prefiguration of the ego.  It is not I who create myself, rather I 
happen to myself.25 

Most importantly, the ego is the mechanism by which the hidden aspects of the psyche, or the 

unconscious, are brought to the light of day.  

2. The Personal Unconscious 

The personal unconscious is the repository for all experiences that have been repressed 

by the ego as conflicting with conscious awareness, are considered unimportant or irrelevant, are 

too weak to reach consciousness or are too distressing or anxiety producing to be dealt with on a 

conscious level. Experiences and memories in the unconscious can be accessed when needed.  

Neuroses and complexes afflicting or benefiting the personality are concealed in the personal 

unconscious. Ideally, through the process of individuation, all experiences and memories reach 

consciousness. 

                                                 
24 See, id. at 35.   
25 J. Marvin Spiegelman and Mokusen Miyuki,  Buddhism and  Jungian Psychology, The Ideation of the 
Buddha’s Enlightenment:  A Jungian Approach, at 32 (New Falcon Publications, 1994) (quoting Collected 
Works, Vol. 11 at par. 391). 
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3. The Collective Unconscious 

The collective unconscious is a reservoir of primordial images inherited from 

humankind’s ancestral past, including the histories of humans, animals, plants and inanimate 

objects.  These images exist apart from any personal experiences of the individual and create 

predispositions and tendencies for responding to the world in ways linked with ancestral life.26  

“The form of the world into which [one] is born is already inborn in him as a virtual image.”27  

The collective unconscious possesses the inherited knowledge of the ages by which the 

individual, through enlarging the realm of consciousness and incorporating the unconscious mind 

into awareness, realizes self-fulfillment. 

Jung labeled these inborn, primordial images “archetypes,” meaning an original model 

after which other things are modeled.   Four archetypes have been identified as integral to 

personality development: the persona, or outward social mask with which we greet the world; the 

anima (the feminine side of the male psyche) and animus (the masculine side of the female 

psyche) which are projected onto and are responsible for relations with the opposite sex; the 

shadow, that untamed spirit representing all that is best and worst in the human personality and 

governing relationships with members of the same sex; and the self, the central, organizing 

feature of the personality.28  

Of these four primary archetypes, the self plays the largest role in differentiating and 

unifying the component structures of the psyche.  The self archetype structures and orders the 

psyche while providing impetus to the ego to incorporate the self.  Naturally, much of Jung’s 

work focused on the self and archetypes of the self. Some common archetypal symbols of the self 

found in dream imagery and art include mandalas, birth, death, god, fire, hero, child, mother, 

father, moon, wind, weapons, rings, natural objects such as stone and, of course, the self.  

                                                 
26 Primer at 39. 
27 Symbols at 149 (quoting  Collective Works, Vol. 7 at par. 188). 
28 Primer at 42-53. 
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“Endless repetition has engraved these as forms without content, representing the possibility of a 

certain type of perception and action.”29 

B. Integration 

Concurrently with individuation, the patient must integrate the various aspects of the 

psyche.30  Thus, while the psychic components differentiate, they simultaneously unify and 

psychosynthesize.  A sense of completeness is achieved through a union of the consciousness 

with the unconscious contents of the mind.  “Out of this union arises what Jung called ‘the 

transcendent function of the psyche,’ by which a man can achieve his highest goal -- the full 

realization of the potential of his individual Self.”31  It is the “realization, in all of its aspects, of 

the personality originally hidden away in the embryonic germplasm; the production and unfolding 

of the original potential wholeness.”32 

  Archetypal symbols of the transcendent function point to the human need for liberation 

from the “confining pattern of existence,” patterns which are too immature or fixed to satisfy the 

unfolding self.33  Common symbols of transcendence, then, are those images representing the 

longing to achieve liberation from the confining patterns of everyday existence and frequently 

include images of birds, snakes or a lonely pilgrimage.  The symbols of transcendence typically 

do not become evident until middle age since the personality must first become developed and 

mature through individuation before the self can manifest itself and make the push toward 

integration.  

Knowledge of the self is gained through awareness of the self, study of the unconscious, 

analysis of dreams and participation in religious practices such as yoga and meditation.  

Everything must become conscious in order to manifest the self archetype through the 

                                                 
29 Id.at  42 (quoting Collective Works, Vol. 9i at p. 48).   
30 See, id. at 84. 
31 Symbols at 149.  
32 Primer at 84. 
33 Symbols at 149.  
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transcendent function. The emphasis is on obtaining self-awareness not on selfhood, for the latter 

naturally flows from the former.  

IV. Analysis 

Having now a basic understanding of the precepts forming the respective foundations for 

the two subject matters at hand, it next is necessary to consider whether the experience of 

religious enlightenment may be examined in a psychological context.34  Is it fair to compare 

religion through a psychological filter, and vice versa, or are the subject matters nonanalogous 

such that conclusions regarding parallels between the two topics would be invalid as relating the 

proverbial apples to oranges?  Any experience, including a religious one, is not possible without 

psychological reflection and assimilation.  

All human experience is essentially psychological, in the sense that immediate 
‘reality’ is perceived and apprehended in and through our pysches, therefore the 
experience of enlightenment, and its ideational content, can validly be examined 
from a psychological perspective as a consequence of efforts to convey an 
experience which is indescribable from a rational or intellectual standpoint.  
Furthermore, from this psychological position, the major teachings of Buddhism 
can then be regarded not as distinct doctrines, but rather as mutual amplifications 
of an ineffable experience. As such, the essential teachings of Buddhism can be 
subjected to phenomenological analysis through the use of the methodology and 
structure of Jungian Analytical Psychology.35  

The experience of Nirvana may be viewed as a psychological phenomenon because the 

experience is perceived and processed through the human psyche.  

A. Nirvana and Self-Realization Compared 

Turning now to the examination of Buddhism and Jungian analytical methodology, it first 

must be noted that many Westerners grapple with the Buddhist concepts of anatma, or “no self,” 

and Nirvana, commonly understood as the extinguishment or “blowing out” of the self. Such 

concepts are foreign to the rational, individualistic thought underlying Western philosophy and 

culture.  From the Occidental viewpoint, the goal of Buddhism is somewhat pessimistic since it is 

                                                 
34 For an in depth discussion of the interrelation between religion and psychology, see C.G. Jung, 
Psychology & Religion (Yale University Press, 1938). 
35 J. Marvin Spiegelman and Mokusen Miyuki, Buddhism and Jungian Psychology, The Ideation of the 
Buddha’s Enlightenment:  A Jungian Approach at 128 (New Falcon Publications, 1994). 
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seen as self-annihilating.  Such notions, however, are erroneously conceived and, when the 

concepts of anatma and Nirvana are viewed in a more prudential light, they are seen as positive, 

life-affirming beliefs consistent with the best philosophies of individualism.   

Buddhism is a religion which teaches the adherent to awaken and know the self as it is 

perceived through the skandhas; it does not teach self-annihilation.  The adherent is urged to 

diligently observe and understand one’s thoughts, speech, actions, motives and desires -- to fully 

contemplate, comprehend and know the self in an effort to overcome the misery-producing 

desires that bind one to the world. Hence, Buddhism is self-affirming.  It is telling that the 

founder’s very name, the Buddha, is an ancient Pali term meaning the “Awakened One.” 

Buddhist practices lead to an awareness and a blossoming of the self such that false ego 

boundaries are dissolved.  Enlightenment brings the arhat to a level of supraconsciousness where 

finite boundaries of the self are transcended.   

Mokusen Miyuki, who is both a Buddhist priest and a Jungian analyst, phrases it this 

way: 

Buddhism, in my view, is a pragmatic religion and stresses the life-long 
process of Awakening (bodhi, Enlightenment). In this world of impermanence 
(annica, anitya), both the objective conditions and the subjective factors are in 
constant change so that one’s Awakening is not a completed, or perfected, state 
but an ever-changing process which forms a continuum with the impermanence 
of the interior and exterior world of an individual.  The Buddhist concept of 
Awakening as a process is clearly formulated by the well known Sino-Japanese 
definition of the term ‘Buddha’:  The one who wakes up to oneself and helps 
others wake up to themselves so that the Awakening activity goes on to manifest 
itself infinitely.   
 The process of further Awakening is fundamental to an effective 
confrontation with the ‘dis-ease’ of life (dukkha, duhkha) brought about by 
impermanence.  Accordingly, in my recent work, I have asserted the view that 
Buddhism aims at transformation of the ego so as to overcome the ‘dis-ease’ of 
human condition.36. . . 
 
Jungian analytical methods aim at the same growth process that Buddhism does – 

awareness of the self.  In this regard, Miyuki goes on to say, 

                                                 
36 Id. at 172.   
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 “It is my view that C.G. Jung’s Analytical Psychology has provided the West 
with the first meaningful psychological avenue to approach Buddhism and other 
Asian religious experience.  
 Jung’s perceptive observation and thoughtful statements regarding Asian 
religions reveal the depth and richness of the insight afforded him by his 
empirical and phenomenological methodology. In my previous writings, . . . the 
urge of the Self to realize itself, can be useful in gaining a better psychological 
understanding of Buddhism: namely, Buddhism aims at transformation of the ego 
in order to help an individual to overcome the ‘dis-ease’ of life brought about by 
impermanence. 37   
 
Recall that individuation is the psychological process by which the “self” hidden away at 

the nucleus of the unconscious urges the differentiation of the various aspects of the psyche.  This 

hidden center harbors the inchoate longing for self-realization and serves as the inner guiding 

light through which self-awareness is realized.   

Individuation means becoming a single, homogeneous being, and in so far as 
individuality embraces our innermost, last and incomparable uniqueness, it also 
implies becoming one’s own self.  We could therefore translate individuation as 
“coming to selfhood” . . . “becoming one’s own “Self” . . .  or “self-
realization.”38  

The unconscious is made conscious through the process of awareness, and the psychic 

components merge through the transcendent function into a unified, yet differentiated whole – a 

fully-realized “self.”   

The urge toward self-realization cannot be forced externally from the conscious ego but 

is the exclusive province of the concealed self.   The ego is the tool through which the self 

unfolds and exposes its full being to the light of consciousness.  The operation of the ego, 

therefore, inures to the benefit of the self. 

 
This “Self-centric” functioning of the ego is not to be confused with the 
dissolution of the ego.  What is “dissolved” in the “Self-centric” function-
condition of the psyche, is the “ego-centric” function-condition, not the ego 
itself.  That is, being Self-centered, the ego functions in the service of the Self, 
the creative matrix of life. . . . In this manner, the ego is replenished by 
assimilating the contents of the unconscious.  The ego, thus enriched and 
strengthened, can become stable enough to integrate even more unconscious 
material. Psychologically viewed, the Buddhist emphasis on further awakening 

                                                 
37 Id.  
38 Id.  (quoting  C.G. Jung, The Collected Works of C.G. Jung, Vol. 9i, par. 275). 
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refers to this constant process of growth and development of the ego.  Thus 
understood, the essential feature of Buddhism does not consist in ego-dissolution 
but rather in ego-enrichment through the integration of the unconscious.39 
 

This understanding synthesizes the “no-self,” “ego-transcending” aspects of Buddhism with the 

“self-centered” aspect of Jungian psychology.  On the surface, the principles of anatma and 

Nirvana appear inconsistent with the concept of self-realization.  On closer examination, and with 

a clearer understanding of the two disciplines, it becomes apparent that the concepts are 

equivalents -- different descriptors for the same phenomenon. The Jungian subconscious push 

toward self-realization and the Buddhist experience of enlightenment are one and the same.  Both 

entail the process of awakening of the perceived self to a unified, transcendent, interconnected 

consciousness.  

B. Parallel Feeling States Associated with Nirvana and Self-Realization  

It may be posited further that practice of the Four Noble Truths and Jungian 

psychoanalysis leads to parallel feeling states associated with Nirvana and self-realization, 

respectively.  Buddhist doctrine declares that the experience of Nirvana defies expression.  The 

Buddha himself refused to offer descriptions and would venture only that the experience is one of 

profound bliss.  Attempts, nevertheless, have been made to describe this ineffable phenomenon.   

On the Night of Attainment, when the Buddha achieved that state of perfection: 

  [T]he future Buddha attained the state called Abinna, wherein his consciousness 
and understanding rose to all the Universe.  It is written that he saw – and what is 
more, understood, -- the lawful working of the sun and planets, of all the solar 
systems, of all galaxies, he saw worlds upon worlds, those which were and those 
which are yet to be, aeons hence, saw how they arose, thrived, and were 
destroyed; saw all the Great Laws, he saw their application here on earth as well; 
understood the place of humankind in them, knew the place of every living thing.   

. . .  

. . . Now, in his last supreme inner effort, it is said that his mind tore veil 
upon veil away from the highest mysteries, as his spirit soared ever higher and 
higher in planes of consciousness undreamt of by man.  And, having reached the 

                                                 
39 Id. at 173 (emphasis added).  
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‘supreme, complete enlightenment,’ the highest level of consciousness attainable, 
Gautama perceived the cause of suffering and the way to escape from suffering.40  

Although Jung’s many writings are rife with statements stressing the importance of self-

realization as the ultimate aspiration of human experience, precious few words were directed to 

describing the feeling state associated with self-realization, presumably since Jung never claimed 

to have attained this state of existence.   

The ultimate goal of every personality is to achieve a state of selfhood and self-
realization.  This is not a simple undertaking but a very lengthy, difficult, and 
complicated task which is rarely, if ever, completely achieved by anyone. Great 
religious leaders like Jesus and Buddha come closest to having achieved it .  .  .  .  
.  .  .   
Actually, the task is the most arduous one man faces in his life, requiring constant 
discipline, consistent efforts and the highest responsibility and wisdom.41 
 

Nonetheless, Jung did describe how he felt residing at the Tower at Bollingen, the rustic 

stone home which he spent decades building with his own hands and which represented the 

outward manifestation of the psychological transformation taking place within him:  

At times I feel as if I am spread out over the landscape and inside things, and am 
myself living in every tree, in the plashing of the waves, in the clouds and the 
animals that come and go, in the procession of the seasons.  There is nothing in 
the Tower that has not grown into its own form over the decades, nothing with 
which I am not linked.  Here everything has its history, and mine; here is space 
for the spaceless kingdom of the world’s and the psyche’s hinterland.42  
 

Perhaps it may be inferred that this quotation is a description of the experiential state associated 

with the approach to self-realization. If so, the feelings of interconnectedness and unity with the 

cosmos described here present an obvious parallel to the descriptions of the experience of 

Nirvana.  In each case, self-awareness purportedly yields a profoundly peaceful, blissful state of 

being and, paradoxically, an interconnectedness and unity with all things transcendent and 

imminent. 

                                                 
40 Walter Henry Nelson, Buddha at 87-105 (Tarcher/Putnam Books, 1996). 
41 Primer at 52.   
42 C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reflections at 226 (Vintage Books, 1989).  
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C. Parallel Pathways to the Experience 

The Four Noble Truths and Jungian analysis each stress awareness as key to achieving 

the experience of enlightenment or actualization.  The Noble Eight-Fold Path repeatedly 

emphasizes the importance of observing thoughts, speech, behavior, feelings, patterns, 

obsessions, drives and motivations. Right Mindfulness, a major feature of the Way and positioned 

immediately adjacent to the pinnacle step of Right Meditation, stresses the importance of self-

understanding. The adherent should focus steady attention on thoughts and feelings, realizing that 

these are not truly the self but impermanent states of being.  Through intensive self-contemplation 

and effort, the truthseeker gains valuable insights into the self and is able to understand and 

control destructive thoughts, behaviors and impulses.   

Likewise, Jungian psychology not only underscores the importance of self-awareness, it 

forms the cornerstone of the whole process of self-realization.  “Attainment of consciousness is 

culture in the broadest sense, and self-knowledge is the heart and essence of this process.”43  

Knowledge of the self must arise from the subconscious.  Jungian psychoanalysts and their 

patients seek self-knowledge through dream analysis, journal writing, artwork, education, 

religious experience, yoga and other meditative practices.  In short, any activity or study which 

makes the unconscious conscious will lead to self-awareness. 

With regard to drives, motivation and ambitions, Jung viewed the human psyche as a 

relatively closed system which uses psychic energy to perform the tasks of the personality. This 

psychic energy, also called the libido, refers to all drives, cravings and desires, including hunger, 

thirst, sex and emotions.44 The libido performs psychic work, including psychic and physical 

activities such as perceiving, remembering, thinking, feeling, wishing, willing, attending, striving, 

breathing, digesting and perspiring, and personality traits such as predispositions, latent 

                                                 
43 Id. at 325. 
44 Calvin S. Hall and Vernon J. Nordby,  A Primer of Jungian Psychology at 59 (Penguin Books, 1973).  
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tendencies and inclinations.45  Life experiences are consumed by the psyche and converted into 

psychic energy just as food is converted by the body into energy.   

Within this relatively closed system of the psyche, energy is neither lost nor gained; 

however, it can be transferred from one state to another.46 The psyche seeks equilibrium of the 

energy and balance among the various personality components of the psyche.47  When the parts 

are balanced, there is a union of opposites and the self archetype is realized.  Once attained, the 

balance is difficult to upset.  Balance is achieved via illumination of the unconscious and through 

harmonizing the subconscious components of the psyche amongst themselves and with the 

conscious ego – in other words, through self-awareness.   

Psychic energy can be likened to the Buddhist tanha.  Tanha refers to those desires and 

cravings that fortify the walls of the ego and tie one to the birth-death cycle. Fulfillment of these 

desires serves only to increase their intensity and perpetuate human suffering. In Buddhism, 

tanha is eliminated through the Eight-Fold Path, again, emphasizing self-awareness.  Psychic 

energy is similar to tanha in that drives, cravings and desires are consumed by the personality and 

converted into life experiences.  Psychic energy must be balanced among the various components 

of the personality in order to restore balance and maintain wholeness. Balance among the 

components yields psychic harmony and unity which and is achieved by making the unconscious 

conscious, i.e. through self-awareness.  Constant self-awareness is the key, if not the ultimate 

goal, in each case.  

The parallel features between the Four Noble Truths and Jungian theory are summarized 

in the following table: 

                                                 
45 Id. 
46 Id. at 62-3.  Psychic energy follows the first two Laws of Thermodynamics.  Under the principle of 
equivalence, psychic energy is neither lost nor gained. It simply transfers from one position to another or 
multiple positions.   
47 Id. at 68-9.  Under the second principle of thermodynamics, psychic energy seeks equilibrium among the 
component structures of the psyche. 
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Table I.  Parallel Features of The Four Noble Truths and Jungian Theory 

Buddhism:   
The Four Noble Truths = Nirvana 

Jungian Theory:   
Individuation + Integration = Self-Realization 

Life is comprised of suffering, sorrow or disease.  Each person is born whole. One’s greatest life task 
is to develop this inherent wholeness to the greatest 
degree of differentiation, coherence and harmony 
and to guard against breaking into separate, 
autonomous and conflicting systems.  

Suffering is caused by tanha – desires, cravings 
and grasping at self. 

Lost wholeness, or dismemberment, of the psyche 
into its various structural components yields 
imbalance of psychic energy within the psyche and, 
hence, suffering and sorrow.  Psychic energy 
manifests itself in various desires and cravings to 
satisfy the libido. 

Eliminate tanha to stop suffering and achieve 
liberation. 

Psychic energy must be balanced among the various 
personality structures to restore and maintain 
wholeness.  Bring about a union or harmonization of 
the components of the psyche by bringing psychic 
energy into balance and guard against dissolution. 
Balance among the components, e.g., the shadow 
with the animus, leads to harmony and unity which, 
once achieved, is extremely difficult to disturb. 

Achieve liberation through the Noble Eight-Fold 
Path: Right Knowledge 
         Right Purpose 
         Right Speech 
         Right  Behavior 
         Right Livelihood 
         Right Effort 
         Right Mindfulness 
         Right Concentration 
Constant self-awareness is key. 

Achieve self-realization through self-knowledge. 
Make the unconscious mind conscious. Know the 
self through dream analysis, education, religious 
experience and meditation. Constant self-awareness 
is key. 

The foregoing analysis yields the conclusion that the two processes are complementary. 

Nirvana experienced through practice of the Four Noble Truths and selfhood realized through 

Jungian psychoanalysis, while clearly based upon different underlying concepts, produce the 

same experiential state of consciousness.   

D. Pictorial Comparisons  

The process of attainment of Nirvana is represented by a series of ten pictures called the 

“Mind-ox Pictures” originating from the Zen Buddhist tradition. The Japanese artist, Mu-ping, 

pictorially illustrates the process of Enlightenment by means of a man capturing and taming a 
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wild ox.48  As the series of pictures progresses, the color of the ox gradually turns from black to 

white. Another version of the Mind-ox Pictures, by the Zen artist Kuo-an, depicts the 

domestication of the wild ox as happening suddenly.49 The wild black ox does not change colors 

but disappears altogether by the seventh frame.  Each collection depicts vicissitudes in 

domestication of the ox in a slightly different way, either as a gradual or as a sudden process of 

enlightenment, but the basic characterization is the same in Buddhist terms --  the realization of 

the Buddha-nature: 

.  .  .  (1) the Buddha-nature itself, the genuine essence which is universally ever-
present in all beings, although it is in a state of dark ignorance and passion, 
obscured and defiled; (2) the Buddha-nature as the driving force, (yin-chu) or the 
fundamental urge to realize itself through the practice of prajna (wisdom) and 
samadhi (concentration); and (3) the Buddha-nature as perfectly realized through 
practice.50 

In Jungian thinking, the Mind-ox Pictures are parallel to a series of ten pictures from the 

alchemical Rosarium Philosophorum. The Rosarium pictures originated from the alchemical 

tradition in medieval Europe. Jung latched onto alchemy as a metaphor for the process of 

individuation.  Many of his writings reference alchemy, the transformation of metals into gold, as 

a metaphor for the transformation of the self into a fully conscious, completely-realized unity.  

The Rosarium features a king and a queen, who at first appear royally dressed, then disrobe, are 

submerged in a bath, united into a single entity, then die, are purified and reborn.51  

                                                 
48 J. Marvin Spiegelman and Mokusen Miyuki,  Buddhism and  Jungian Psychology at 30 (New Falcon 
Publications 1994).  The ten pictures are titled:  (1) Undisciplined, (2) Discipline Begun, (3) In Harness, (4) 
Faced Round, (5) Tamed, (6) Unimpeded, (7) Laissez Faire, (8) All Forgotten, (9) The Solitary Moon and 
(10) Both Vanished.  Descriptive verses accompany each picture.  The series represent the gradual process 
by which the Buddha-nature is realized.  
49 Id. This set of pictures are entitled: (1) Searching for the Ox, (2) Seeing the Traces, (3) Seeing the Ox, (4) 
Catching the Ox, (5) Herding the Ox, (6) Coming Home on the Ox’s Back, (7) The Ox Forgotten, (8) The 
Ox and Man Both Forgotten, (9) Returning to the Origin, Back to the Source, (10) Entering the City with 
Bliss-Bestowing Hands.  This series depict the suddenness of the sartori experience. Copies of both sets of 
the Mind-ox Pictures are found in Buddhism and Jungian Psychology at 103-113.   
50 Id. at 31. 
51 Hayao Kawai, Buddhism and the Art of Psychotherapy at 47 (Texas A&M University Press, 1996).  The 
Rosarium Philosophorum  are reprinted at pages 48-52 and are titled: (1)  The Mercurial Fountain, (2) King 
and Queen, (3) The Naked Truth, (4)  Immersion in the Bath, (5)  The Conjunction, (6) Death, (7)  The 
Ascent for the Soul, (8)  Purification, (9), The Return of the Soul, and (10) The New Birth.   
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According to Hayao Kawai, a Buddhist and the first Jungian psychologist in Japan, both 

the Eastern Mind-ox Pictures and the Western alchemical Rosarium Philosophorum attempt to 

convey in pictures the search for the self.52 Each comprises a series of ten pictures, the number 

ten representing wholeness or unity, and “portrays and unfolds the nature of the wholeness which 

we in the West call God and in the East Self.”53    

We can clearly see the complementary nature of the process as grasped by the 
two world-views.  In the one, contained and understood in the religious collective 
of the day, there is the task of the ordinary person to achieve Enlightenment.  In 
the other – secret, apart and even unknowing of what one is about – there 
gradually emerges a knowledge that the person is a vessel for the union of 
opposites, and that, finally, individuation is a process which requires human 
relationship.  Jung makes much of this relationship requirement in his 
commentary, so that it is particularly notable how the two sets end.  In the West 
there is a unity, one androgynous creature.  In the East there is the lonely man, 
after a long work with himself, finally joining other people in ordinary life…. At 
the end, he even meets someone who looks remarkably like he, himself, looked at 
the outset.54  

The Eastern seeker, while perhaps seeking wise counsel from a master, meditates alone and 

ultimately arrives at enlightenment alone.  The Westerner undergoes the individuation process 

through relationship with an analyst in psychotherapy. In fact, the transference phenomenon 

itself, so fundamental to self-realization, may occur in the context of the psychotherapist/patient 

relationship.55  In each case, the end result is the same.  The seeker finds the self and is returned 

to the world of everyday affairs reborn and whole.  In this sense, the two processes described in 

the picture language of East and West are complementary.  

E. Comparisons to the Godhead 

Although the Buddha preached salvation based upon intense self-effort and disregarded 

the value of prayers for divine aid, followers have attributed to him a reference to the godhead:  

                                                 
52 Id. at 53. 
53 Spiegelman and Miyuki, Buddhism and Jungian Psychology at 47.  Spiegelman, Miyuki and Kawai share 
similar interpretations of the Mind-ox Pictures and the Rosarium Philosophorum.  
54 Id.  Spiegelman notes with interest that the universal psyche was presenting itself in this similar fashion 
at approximately the same time, the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries, in both Europe and Japan and ponders 
whether a “renaissance of the spirit” was concurrently in process in the East and the West. 
55 Id. 
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There is, O monks, an Unborn, neither become nor created nor formed. . . .  Were 
there not, there would be no deliverance from the formed, the made, the 
compounded.”56 

The import of this quote is that Nirvana is the godhead, the unmanifest, absolute, imperishable  

ground of being from which all creation emanates. The attainment of Nirvana, then, is a return to 

the godhead.  The question of whether the illumined soul at the time of this homecoming arrival 

continues to exist or is extinguished has never quite been resolved among Buddhist scholars.  

Nonetheless, it is thought that the boundaries of the finite self disappear while consciousness “not 

only remains but is heightened beyond experience.”57  Thus, one returns to and merges with the 

godhead with the benefit of consciousness preserved.  

Some Jungian scholars have come to the conclusion that the unconscious is God.  Jung’s 

own writings tend in that direction.  He describes life as a psychic process in which the individual 

sometimes perceives certain experiences as emanating from some unknown source outside the 

psyche, by means of which “God” becomes conscious of itself.   

What does happen to us in this manner can be said to emanate from mana, from 
daimon, a god or the unconscious. . . .  
     . . .    
     Hence I prefer the term ‘the unconscious’ [to describe the source of such 
experiences], knowing that I might equally well speak of ‘God’ or ‘daimon’ if I 
wished to express myself in mythic language.  When I do use such mythic 
language, I am aware ‘mana,’ ‘daimon,’ and ‘God are just synonyms for the 
unconscious – that is to say, we know just as much or as little about them as 
about the latter. . . . The whole man is challenged and enters the fray with his 
total reality.  Only then can he become whole and only then can ‘God be born,’ 
that is, enter into human reality and associate with man in the form of ‘man.’  By 
this act of incarnation, man -- that is, his ego, -- is inwardly replaced by ‘God’ 
and God becomes outwardly man . . . .58 
 

In poetic and profound prose, Jung references the godhead as the eternal rhizome existing beneath 

the temporal world of change: 

                                                 
56 Huston Smith, The World’s Religions at 114 (quoting Iti-vututtaka, 43; Udana VIII, 3.  Cf. Pratt, The 
Pilgrimage of Buddhism and a Buddhist Pilgrimage at  88-9 (New York:  AMS Press, 1928); and E.A. 
Burtt, The Teachings of the Compassionate Buddha at 113(New York: Mentor Books, 1955)). 
57 Id. 
58 C.G. Jung, Memories, Dreams Reflections at 336-7 (New York: Vintage Books, 1989). 
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Life has always seemed to me like a plant that lives on its rhizome.  Its true life is 
invisible, hidden in the rhizome.  The part that appears above ground lasts only a 
single summer.  Then it withers away – an ephemeral apparition.  When we think 
of the unending growth and decay of life and civilizations, we cannot escape the 
impression of absolute nullity.  Yet I have never lost a sense of something that 
lives and endures underneath the eternal flux.  What we see is the blossom, which 
passes.  The rhizome remains.59  

This quotation may be interpreted as a reference to the godhead, the unknown source from which 

spring the numinous experiences of the psyche and through which complete consciousness may 

be realized.  

Scott Peck, a psychiatrist and a Jungian analyst, maintains that the unconscious is God 

and is the healer and sponsor of all spiritual and psychological growth.60  Self-realization is a 

psycho-spiritual growth process resulting in reunification with this source from whence we came. 

Since the unconscious is God all along, we may further define the goal of 
spiritual growth to be the attainment of godhood by the conscious self.  It is for 
the individual to become totally, wholly God.  Does this mean that the goal is for 
the conscious to merge with the unconscious, so that all is unconsciousness? 
Hardly.  We now come to the point of it all. The point is to become God while 
preserving consciousness. If the bud of consciousness that grows from the 
rhizome of the unconscious God can become itself God, then God will have 
assumed a new life form.  This is the meaning of our individual existence. We 
are born that we might become, as a conscious individual, a new life form of 
God.61  

According to Peck, self-realization is reunification of the individual with God. Rather than being 

merged into the original, unformed unconsciousness of infinite being, the return to the source is 

heightened by full consciousness so that God realizes Itself through human existence.   

It is important to note that these interpretations likening the experience of Nirvana to 

merger with the godhead and of self-realization to reunification with God are not directly 

attributed to the Buddha or to Jung. They are extensions and elaborations of original writings and 

sayings made by the respective founders of the disciplines.  Nevertheless, the fact that different 

                                                 
59 Id. at 4. 
60 Scott M. Peck, The Road Less Traveled at 282-3 (Touchstone Books, 1979). 
61 Id. at 283. 
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scholars have made similar observations establishes grounds for drawing another parallel linking 

the two pathways.  

V. Conclusion 

Five major parallels have been drawn between the disciplines of Buddhism and Jungian 

analytical psychology.  

1. Parallel Experiences.  The Jungian subconscious push toward self-realization and the 

Buddhist experience of enlightenment are one and the same.  Both entail the process of 

awakening of the perceived self to a unified, transcendent, interconnected consciousness through 

transformation of the ego or the perceived self.  The concepts are different descriptors for the 

same phenomenon. 

2. Parallel Feeling States.  Nirvana and self-realization produce parallel feeling states. In 

each case, the experience purportedly yields a profoundly peaceful, blissful state of being and an 

interconnectedness and unity with all things transcendent and imminent.   

3. Parallel Pathways. For each discipline, the true goal is self-awareness. The inexorable 

consequence of complete awareness is enlightenment or self-realization.  In Buddhism, tanha, or 

misery-producing desires, are eliminated through the Eight-Fold Path which emphasizes self-

awareness.  In Jungian theory, desires and cravings are manifested as psychic energy which must 

be balanced among the various structures of the personality in order to restore harmony and 

maintain wholeness. Balance is achieved by making the unconscious conscious, or in other 

words, through self-awareness.  Vigilant self-awareness is key in each case. 

4. Pictorial Comparisons. The two processes described in the picture language of East and 

West are complementary.  Both the Eastern Mind-ox Pictures and the Western alchemical 

Rosarium Philosophorum attempt to convey in pictures the search for the self and depict the 

ultimate boon -- the seeker finds the self and is returned the world of everyday affairs reborn and 

whole.   
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5. Comparisons to the Godhead.  Nirvana is the godhead and the godhead is the living 

mystery of the unconscious to be realized. Buddhist scholars maintain that the experience of 

Nirvana yields a state in which the boundaries of the so-called self are transcended and merged 

into the Godhead with consciousness not only preserved but heightened beyond experience.  Jung 

likens the unconscious to God and credits it as the source from which spring the numinous life-

transforming experiences on the path to self-realization.  Some Jungians further develop this 

theory and believe that the unconscious is God and that psychosynthesis of the subconscious with 

the conscious is the process by which a reunification with God is achieved. In each case, 

consciousness is preserved and the self is reunited to its source. 

I am awake.  My life is the story of the self-realization of the subconscious.  The first 

statement forms the basis for a religion. The latter forms the basis for a psychology. In each case, 

the goal is complete self-awareness.  The boon of enlightened selfhood naturally follows from 

both.   
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Abstract 
 
The ability to narrate is considered a skill, and this study investigates adult Japanese-as-
a-second-language (JSL) learners' oral personal narratives in order to examine how their 
narratives develop and whether they begin to produce native-speaker like narratives, as 
their language proficiency levels increase. Native Japanese speakers performing similar 
tasks were included in the study for the purpose of measuring the relative narrative 
competence of JSL learners. The given task was the narration of personally experienced 
events; both JSL learners and native Japanese speakers were asked to talk about some 
personal injury-related experience. First, as was to be expected, vocabulary has been 
found to be an important predictor for distinguishing second-language (L2) proficiency 
levels. Second, a comparison of two different proficiency levels of learners (i.e., 
intermediate and advanced) has revealed that, as their L2 skills increased, JSL learners 
tended to construct longer narratives using more words and a greater variety of words and 
thus provide more information. While these kinds of developmental tendencies are 
predictable, a comparison of narratives told by JSL learners with those produced by 
native Japanese speakers has revealed that JSL learners did not necessarily follow the 
native-style narrative patterns, even as their language skills developed. Overall, therefore, 
in the examination of JSL learners' narrative discourse patterns with particular attention 
to the length of their stories and the structural characteristics, the study suggests the 
possibility of either U-shaped patterns of behavioral growth or the strong influence of 
first language discourse strategies on L2 narratives (or a combination of both). These 
findings will be of value to those working with L2 learners because advanced L2 learners 
do not necessarily acquire the narrative style sanctioned in the culture and society where 
the target language is used; they may instead take different developmental paths based on 
their own L1 narrative discourse patterns. 
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The Development of Narrative Discourse Skills in Japanese by Adult 
Learners of the Language 

 
 Narratives, personal narratives in particular, are spoken by everyone everywhere. 
We all have stories to tell. Wherever we go, we find narratives serving such important 
functions as mediating interpersonal relationships, self-presentation, and making sense of 
experiences. Deeply embedded within this universality, however, are starkly culture-
specific or even language-specific narrative styles. It is even possible to encounter 
individuals from other cultures with speech styles that we find difficult to understand, 
even though we may “know” their language. 
 Learning to imitate culturally specific narrative styles seems an appropriate goal 
in the acquisition of L2 skills. From the analysis of such styles we may uncover the 
techniques needed for L2 learners to acquire the means by which to encode their own 
perspectives and emotions in the target-language in appropriate ways. To date, however, 
with some exceptions, few studies have been available that have extensively examined 
narratives in the context of L2 acquisition. Our knowledge about the culture-specific 
elements in narratives is limited, with the result that in many classrooms little attention is 
given to the style and structure of narrative discourse. Even though L2 learners’ 
difficulties in conveying their messages in the target language may relate closely to their 
use of non-native narrative styles in their oral discourse, foreign language teaching is 
often limited to grammar and vocabulary. Language instructors may have good reason for 
emphasizing grammatical competence in their classrooms, but discourse-level problems 
seem too often to go unnoticed in the course of language instruction. To include this 
important element of language acquisition, narrative styles should be studied empirically 
and revealed through narrative discourse analysis. 
 One piece of research relevant to the present study is the seminal study conducted 
by William Labov (1972), the sociolinguist who pioneered the study of oral personal 
narratives. According to Labov (1972), the narrator relies on affective expression as a 
primary means of conveying the relational significance of narrative events. Telling a 
story, however, involves many factors, some of which add diverse cultural flavors to the 
narratives. For example, people from different linguistic backgrounds (and possibly 
cultural backgrounds as well) might encode their own perspectives and emotions in 
distinct ways. Au (1993) describes “talk story,” an important speech event for Hawaiian 
children in their local speech communities. "During talk story children present rambling 
narratives about their personal experiences, usually enhanced with humor, jokes, and 
teasing. The main characteristic of talk story is joint performance, or cooperative 
production of responses by two or more speakers" (Au, 1993, p. 113). Along similar 
lines, from her observation of "sharing time" classes, Michaels (1991) distinguishes 
between the ways that African American and European American children describe past 
events in their narratives. Further examining the same data as Michaels used, Gee (1991) 
points out the differences in the narrative techniques used by an African American girl 
and a European American girl; he categorizes the former as an oral-strategy (or poetic) 
narrative and the latter as a literate-strategy (or prosaic) narrative. These are some 
examples of cross-cultural comparison of narrative productions addressed in previous 
studies. These examples illustrate the importance of considering cultural differences in 
the ways in which individuals structure their oral personal narratives. 
 In the case of bilinguals, we must also take into consideration whether narratives 
are told in the narrator’s L1 or L2. Focusing on the evaluative element of narrative, Kan 
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(2003) examines how English narratives told by adult Korean English-as-a-foreign-
language (EFL) learners differ from those told by native speakers of English. Using a 
wordless picture book (“Frog, Where Are You?” by Mercer Mayer, 1969), Kan brings to 
light the strong influence of first-language (L1, Korean in this case) discourse strategies 
on English narratives produced by EFL learners. Yet it is true that only few studies exist 
which deal with narratives spoken by persons acquiring a second language (L2) and also 
that far less work using Labov’s technique has been conducted on L2 learners. Designed 
to address some of the gaps in the literature, the present study, by using Labovian 
methodology (Labov, 1972), analyzes oral personal narratives told by adult JSL learners. 
Specifically, by combining L2 acquisition studies and narrative discourse analysis, the 
present study compares the use of narrative discourse devices in advanced and 
intermediate JSL learners. 
 Following the analytical procedure elaborated by Labov (1972), the present study 
examines adult Japanese-as-a-second-language (JSL) learners’ oral personal narratives in 
order to track the nature of the development of their narrative abilities and to determine 
whether JSL learners become able to utilize appropriate discourse strategies for 
producing native-speaker-like narratives as their language proficiency levels increase. 
While the goals of this study are multiple, its main objective is to make a start toward 
understanding the relationship between the L2 learning process (e.g., vocabulary 
development) and the acquisition of effective narrative ability. The study specifically 
examines the following key questions: Absent specific instruction in narrative 
techniques, (1) do the structures of narratives told by JSL learners change as their 
Japanese skills develop? (2) do the structures of narratives told by JSL learners approach 
the structure of narratives told by native speakers?  
 The questions address whether and how the L2 learner’s story-telling ability (i.e., 
narrative performance) develops. The first question examines the proficiency levels 
(verbal ability) of L2 learners and tries to reveal the relationship between their level of 
proficiency and the structure of their narratives. The second question examines whether, 
as L2 speakers’ proficiency levels increase, their narrative structure becomes similar to 
that of native Japanese speakers. The second, and broader, question obviously includes 
the issue of whether there exist similarities or differences in the narratives of L2 learners 
compared with native Japanese speakers. 
 
 

Methods 
Participants 
 Thirty-two English-speaking adults (twenty-one males and eleven females, M = 
29.7) participated in this study. English is the mother tongue of all the subjects. All the 
participants had studied Japanese as a second or foreign language through classroom 
instruction. The average length of studying Japanese (which included individual tutoring 
and/or independent or self study) was 3 years and 3 months. Also included in the study 
were nine adult native speakers of Japanese (five males and four females, M = 29.4). We 
elicited natural, unmonitored, informal speech by using the so-called danger-of-death or 
scary event story that was originally developed in Labov’s sociolinguistic research 
(Labov, 1972). JSL learners as well as a control group of native Japanese speakers were 
asked to talk about an injury-related experience of their choosing. 
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Task, Procedure, and Materials 
Evaluation of oral personal narratives produced by JSL learners. The JSL 

learners were categorized into two different levels (intermediate and advanced) by four 
native Japanese speakers who participated in this project as raters of the learners’ level of 
proficiency in Japanese. Each of the four raters independently listened to the tape-
recorded narratives told by each of the JSL learners. The narratives had been edited onto 
a single audio tape in random order so as to preserve the anonymity of the speakers. The 
raters indicated how advanced each JSL learner was with regard to the following three 
categories: (1) grammatical aspects (whether or not the subject made frequent 
grammatical errors), (2) oral fluency (pronunciation, accent, and speed), and (3) story 
content (whether the story was easy to follow, clearly understandable, and interesting). 
Note that, as argued in the discussion section later, these evaluation measures will reflect 
socially accepted behavior in the raters’ native culture. The raters were asked to score 
each narrative with a level from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) in each category. A perfect 
score was 120 (level 10 in each of three categories by 4 raters). To further ensure fair 
results, the examiners were allowed to listen to the narratives only once (repeated 
listening might cause the raters to develop biased images about the narrator). 
 

Transcription and coding categories. The narrative data collected were 
transcribed verbatim by native Japanese speakers who were trained for the task. 
Transcripts were then formatted following the guidelines of Codes for the Human 
Analysis of Transcripts (CHAT), so that they were readable by the computer program 
“Child Language Analysis” (CLAN) (MacWhinney & Snow, 1985, 1990). 
 All the narrative data were transcribed in accordance with the coding rules 
previously developed for Japanese data (Minami, 2002). As the data collection method 
followed the Labovian technique, the coding scheme employed for this analysis also 
followed the Labovian methodology (Labov, 1972), focusing on the content of each 
clause in the personal narrative. Although other analytic units had been proposed by 
different scholars in the past, Labov and Waletzky (1967) adopted the independent clause 
for their analyses. According to Labov (1972), a narrative consists of two important 
elements: referential and affective (or evaluative). The referential elements, which 
convey information about events and characters, are further categorized into two 
components: action and orientation. Action depicts the sequence of specific, 
chronologically ordered events comprising the experience, whereas orientation, unlike 
specific action, provides descriptive non-sequential information, setting the stage for the 
narrated events, such as information about people, place(s), time(s), and situation(s). In 
other words, action gives plot-advancing foreground information, whereas orientation 
provides contextualizing background information of the story (Hopper & Thompson, 
1980). Evaluative elements, which also provide background information, convey the 
narrator’s attitudes toward events and his or her interpretations of the protagonists’ 
motives and reactions to events. Without evaluation, a story told by the narrator would 
have an empty feel. In addition, the following two categories were also included: (1) 
appendages, such as abstracts (“What, in a nutshell, is this narrative about?”) and codas 
(“That’s it,” which signals the ‘sealing off’ of a narrative), and (2) reported speech 
(statements that report character speech by generally reproducing the speech performed). 
Note that reported speech is an important category because it is considered a 
linguistically marked recounting of a past speech event (Ely & McCabe, 1993). 
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Coding reliability. Nine full transcripts were coded independently by two 
individuals. For the main categories of the JSL learners’ narratives, Cohen’s kappa, an 
estimate of reliability that corrects for chance rates of agreement, was .89; Cohen’s kappa 
statistics for the two subcategories of the narrative coding were .77 and .94, respectively. 
To describe the relative strength of agreement associated with kappa statistics, if the 
range is between .61 and .80, it is labeled “substantial”; further, if the range of kappa is 
over .81, it is considered to represent “almost perfect” agreement (Bakeman & Gottman, 
1986; Landis & Koch, 1977). Therefore, except for one, which is still in the “substantial” 
agreement range, all estimates of reliability fall into the range of “almost perfect” 
agreement. The coders discussed disagreements until resolution was achieved. 
 
 

Results 
Native Japanese Speakers’ Ratings 
 The ratings of the narratives by native Japanese speakers were then analyzed. The 
overall distributions and frequencies of the results ranged from 35 to 106 (M = 72.97, SD 
= 22.15). As can be seen in Figure 1 below, which illustrates a bimodal distribution of the 
results, the JSL learners could be divided into two groups at around the score of 75. 
Those who obtained a score of 75 or higher were considered to be in the advanced group, 
whereas those who obtained a score lower than 75 were categorized into the intermediate 
group. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of evaluations of JSL learners by native Japanese speakers 
 
 
Oral Personal Narratives 
 As described earlier, the CLAN program (MacWhinney & Snow, 1985, 1990) 
was used to calculate narrative lengths (including the total number of words, the total 
number of different words, and the total number of clauses) and narrative components 
(i.e., appendage, orientation, action, evaluation, and reported speech). Examples of the 
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important narrative components (elicited from JSL learners and coded according to the 
previously described coding categories) are as follows: 
 
(1) Appendages (superfluous niceties of narration that include subcategories, such as 

abstracts, attention-getters, and codas) 
(1a) Abstracts (summaries given at the beginning of the narrative) 

aa, kekkoo ee hidoi kega attan desu ga . . . 
‘Well, (I) got injured pretty badly . . .’ 
ano tsuikanban herunia o shitan desu kedo . . . 
‘Well, (I) had a slipped disk . . .’ 
 

(1b) Attention-Getters (explicit bids for attention) 
ma, ichiban, ano, oboeteiru no wa . . . 
‘Well, one thing (I) remember most clearly is . . .’  
ichiban saikin wa . . . 
‘The most recent (injury that I had) is . . .’ 
 

(1c) Codas (formalized endings of a narrative) 
ja, sore dake desu. 
‘Well, that’s it.’ 
ano, ma, sore kurai kana. 
‘Well, (I) guess that’s all.’ 
 

(2) Orientations (statements that provide the setting or context of a narrative) 
 

kodomo no toki ni . . . 
‘When (I) was a child . . .’ 
Baakuree ni ita toki desu keredomo . . . 
‘When (I) was in Berkeley . . .’ 
 

(3) Actions (specific events that advance the plot of a narrative) 
 

anoo, sono torakutaa no hoo e chikazuite itte . . . 
‘Well, (then I) went closer to the tractor . . .’ 
de, okaasan ni denwa shitan desu yo. 
‘Then, (I) called my mom, you know.’ 
 

(4) Evaluations (statements that tell the listener what to think about a person, place, 
thing, event, or (more globally) the entire experience described in a narrative) 

 
kedo, itakatta. 
‘But, (it) hurt.’ 
taishita koto ja nakatta keredomo . . . 
‘(It) was nothing serious but . . .’ 
battaan to kao ni atatte . . . 
‘(It) hit me in the face, bang!’ 
issai, issai koro de, tonari no, tonari no noojoo no . . . 
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‘(When I was) about one year old, one year old, a farm in the neighborhood, 
neighborhood . . .’ 
kizu ga sugoi fukai deshita. 
“The wound was very deep.” 
 

(5) Reported Speech (references to past speech) 
 

watashi no giri no chichi ga desu ne, “aa, sore wa chotto ne byooin ni iku hoo ga 
ii kamo ne” to itte. 
‘My father in law said, “Oh, that (injury), maybe you had better go to a hospital.”’ 
“ano watashi-tachi mo yasumi o toru yotei ga arimasu yo” to okaasan ga ittara . . . 
‘When my mom said, “We are also planning to take a vacation, you know” . . .’ 
“shujutsu shinai to hyaku paasento naosenai” to iimashita kara . . . 
‘Because the doctor said, “Unless you have an operation, the injury won’t be 
cured completely” . . .’ 
isha ga "a, chotto X-ray ton'nakya ikenai" tte. 
‘The doctor said, "You have to have an X-ray.’ 

 
Narrative Length and Vocabulary 
 Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of the total number of words, 
the total number of different words, the total number of clauses, and the type-token ratio. 
A MANOVA was conducted for these narrative-length related variables. There was a 
significant multivariate effect of the group, Wilks’ lambda = .43, approximate F(8, 70) = 
4.55, p < .001. A subsequent series of analyses of variance (ANOVA) accompanied by 
Fisher’s Protected Least Significance Difference (PLSD) Post Hoc tests were also 
conducted. The effect of the group was largely attributable to significant univariate 
effects on the total number of different words, F(2, 38) = 4.61, p < .02, and the total 
number of clauses, F(2, 38) = 3.97, p < .03, and marginal effects on the total number of 
words, F(2, 38) = 3.09, p < .06, and the type-token ratio, F(2, 38) = 2.64, p < .09. 
Fisher’s PLSD Post Hoc tests revealed the following: (1) Predictably, vocabulary size 
was found to be a major factor in distinguishing L2 narrative proficiency levels. The 
advanced JSL learners constructed the longest narratives and, compared to the 
intermediate JSL group, used more words and a greater variety of words. (2) However, 
there was no significant statistical difference in either the length of narratives or the 
number of different words used by native Japanese speakers and each of the two different 
levels of JSL learners. (3) Furthermore, advanced JSL learners used a lower type-token 
ratio (a measure of lexical diversity computed by dividing the number of different words 
used by the total number of words used in the narrative — Templin, 1957) than native 
Japanese speakers. The difference in the ratios did not reach statistical significance 
between advanced learners and intermediate learners, and, interestingly, even between 
native Japanese speakers and intermediate learners in this category. As their L2 skills 
advanced, JSL learners employed such strategies as repeating the same vocabulary and 
lengthening the narrative, but they did not necessarily follow native-style narrative 
patterns. 
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Table 1 
Means and Standard Deviations of Total Number of Words, Total Number of Different 
Words, Total Number of Clauses in Narrative Production 
 Native Japanese Advanced Intermediate Fa values 
 Speakers JSL Learners JSL Learners 
 (n = 9) (n = 14) (n = 18) 
 M SD M SD M SD 
Total number of 212.89 204.75 392.29 404.63 162.22 110.47 3.09˜ 
words 
 
Total number of 107.00 74.08 164.36 122.62 74.39 38.25 4.61** 
different words    
 
Total number of 37.78 34.40 62.43 53.60 25.17 18.72 3.97* 
clauses 
 
Type-token ratio .60 .14 .48 .09 .53 .14 2.64˜ 
˜p < .09 *p < .03 **p < .02 a Degrees of freedom = 2, 38 
 
 
Narrative Components 
 Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) were conducted for the five 
dependent variables, (1) appendages, (2) orientations, (3) actions, (4) evaluations, and (5) 
reported speech. With regard to raw frequencies, there was a significant multivariate 
effect of the group, Wilks’ lambda = .56, approximate F(10, 68) = 2.09, p < .04. This 
effect was largely attributable to significant effects on evaluations, F(2, 38) = 3.67, p < 
.04, and reported speech, F(2, 38) = 3.98, p < .03, and a marginal effect on orientations, 
F(2, 38) = 2.59, p < .09. Fisher’s PLSD Post Hoc tests revealed that the advanced JSL 
learners provided more of each narrative component than did the intermediate learners 
(except for appendages). Interestingly, however, the post hoc tests revealed that no 
statistically significant differences between advanced JSL learners and native Japanese 
speakers in any narrative component. 
 In terms of proportions, while the overall multivariate test did not approach 
statistical significance, a subsequent series of analyses of variance (ANOVA) 
accompanied by Fisher’s PLSD Post Hoc tests revealed that there was a significant 
univariate effect of the group on reported speech, F(2, 38) = 3.55, p < .04. A Fisher’s 
PLSD Post Hoc test showed that advanced JSL learners used reported speech more 
frequently than did intermediate learners. Again, however, the post hoc tests revealed no 
statistically significant differences between advanced JSL learners and native Japanese 
speakers in any narrative component. 
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Table 2 
Mean Frequencies and Percentages (Standard Deviations) of Narrative Components 
 Native Japanese Advanced Intermediate Fa values 
 Speakers JSL Learners JSL Learners  
 (n = 9) (n = 14) (n = 18) 
 M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) 
Appendages 
 Frequencies 2.33 (2.50) 1.64 (1.60) 1.22 (1.67) 1.08 
 Percentages 7.87% (4.88) 3.12% (2.86) 5.81%  (7.49) 1.98 
 
Orientations 
 Frequencies 7.89 (7.87) 14.00 (15.75) 5.89 (3.63) 2.59˜ 
 Percentages 20.76%  (9.43) 21.80% (8.29) 24.42% (10.41) .54 
 
Actions 
 Frequencies 7.89 (7.29) 15.79 (18.44) 6.89  (6.83) 2.30 
 Percentages 20.62%  (7.83) 23.92% (7.64) 26.35% (10.21) 1.25 
 
Evaluations 
 Frequencies 19.56 (20.51) 29.86 (27.71)  11.06 (7.87) 3.67* 
 Percentages 48.72%  (6.28) 45.66% (7.93) 41.52% (14.39) 1.38 
 
Reported Speech 
 Frequencies 1.44 (2.65) 3.36 (3.32) .83 (1.69) 3.98** 
 Percentages 2.03%  (3.25) 5.51% (4.90) 1.90%  (3.66) 3.54* 
 ˜p <  .09 *p <  .04 **p < .03 a Degrees of freedom = 2, 38 
 
Summary of Statistical Findings 
 The narrative components (i.e., actions, orientations, evaluations, appendages, 
and reported speech) used by the two different levels of JSL learners were compared with 
those used by the native speaker group. Not only were raw frequencies counted, but the 
proportional frequency was also calculated by dividing each narrative category by the 
total number of incidences. Proportions were used because they correct for differences in 
number and allow us to see the relative emphasis on each component of narration. 
Comparisons of raw frequencies revealed that advanced JSL learners used reported 
speech more frequently and provided more foreground information (i.e., actions) and 
background information (i.e., orientations and evaluations) than did intermediate 
learners. Interestingly, however, there were no significant differences observed in any 
narrative component not only between advanced JSL learners and native Japanese 
speakers, but also between intermediate JSL learners and native Japanese speakers. 
Comparisons of proportional frequencies revealed that, except for the more frequent use 
of reported speech by advanced JSL learners, the narrative patterning among the three 
groups did not differ greatly from one another. Although the narratives produced by 
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intermediate JSL learners contained less reported speech than those produced by 
advanced JSL learners, and, in addition, were shorter and used a smaller vocabulary, the 
narrative components (and thus the overall narrative structure) in their narratives did not 
differ greatly even from those of native Japanese speakers. As their language skills 
advance, JSL learners tend to produce longer narratives using more words in greater 
variety, but are inclined to use reported speech somewhat excessively when judged by 
native Japanese speakers’ norms. 
 
 

Discussion 
 There are many ways to tell a story, and the present study has addressed some of 
the many factors that play roles in L2 learners’ developing narrative skills. The present 
study investigated adult JSL learners’ oral personal narratives in order to examine how 
their narratives develop and whether they begin to produce native-speaker-like narratives 
as their language proficiency levels increase. The study specifically examined narratives 
told in Japanese by adult JSL learners with a particular focus on narrative length and 
structural characteristics. First, the results of both cross-level (i.e., intermediate and 
advanced) and cross-group (i.e., native and non-native) comparisons have demonstrated 
that although all of the language learners involved in this study had sufficient command 
of the language to tell personal narratives using the target language, vocabulary size was 
one of the most important predictors for distinguishing their L2 proficiency levels. 
Second, a comparison of intermediate and advanced learners predictably revealed that 
more advanced JSL learners tended to construct longer narratives using more words in 
greater variety and thus provided more information in their narratives. While this result 
may be predictable, comparisons of narratives told by JSL learners with those produced 
by native Japanese speakers have revealed that JSL learners did not necessarily follow 
the native-style narrative patterns even as their language skills developed. For instance, 
advanced JSL learners’ type-token ratio was lower not only than native Japanese 
speakers but also than intermediate JSL learners (although the difference for the latter did 
not reach statistical significance). Advanced JSL learners tended to lengthen their 
narratives with repeated use of the same vocabulary. Recall that type-token ratio 
indicates the total number of different words over the total number of words. This means 
that as L2 skills advance, using the same vocabulary repeatedly seems to be a common 
strategy to make L2 narrative sound natural. Overall, in the examination of JSL learners’ 
L2 narrative discourse patterns, the study revealed that L2 learners seem to develop 
different strategies from those used by native speakers, and that some of L2 learners’ 
strategies may reflect the influence of L1 on their L2 narratives. 
 According to Hopper (1979), foreground information refers to the parts of the 
narrative that relate a sequence of events with respect to a timeline and thus belongs to 
the skeletal structure of the narrative. In contrast, background information refers to 
supportive narrative, including orientations, which present static descriptions of the 
scene, and evaluations, which describe the agent’s motives. It is well known that, in L1 
acquisition, there exists a relationship between an individual’s age and the amount of 
background information he or she adds to the narrative; compared to adults, young 
children tend to emphasize a temporal sequence of action with less emphasis on non-
sequential information (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Minami, 1996). The current research 
has revealed mixed results in terms of the relationship between the level of narrative skill 
and the amount of non-sequential information. Initial comparisons by using raw 
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frequencies indicated that, in L2 acquisition, the relationship holds between an 
individual’s narrative skill and the amount of background information he or she adds to 
the narrative. Comparisons of proportional frequencies, however, revealed somewhat 
different patterns; except for reported speech, what initially appeared to be a difference 
between intermediate and advanced L2 learners did not appear so when proportional 
frequencies were examined. In other words, the relationship between “the better an 
individual’s narrative skill becomes” and “the more non-sequential information he or she 
adds to the narrative” holds true simply because advanced learners produce longer 
narratives. 
 The above-described results of this study confirm previous narrative studies in L1 
acquisition in one respect but show contradictory results in another. In L1 studies, it is 
well known that younger children may employ fewer expressive options during narrative 
constructions because they cannot: (1) conceive of the full range of encodable 
perspectives from a cognitive point of view, (2) fully assess the listener’s point of view 
from a communicative point of view, and (3) apply the full range of formal devices from 
a linguistic point of view. The developmental patterns described above were supported, 
in terms of raw frequencires, by the results of the present study, which analyzed narrative 
components used by adult JSL learners. In terms of proportional frequencies, however, 
the study failed to reveal proficiency-level related differences except for advanced 
learners’ more frequent use of reported speech. Thus, even though their L2 skills are 
limited, adult L2 learners are capable of producing narratives that include both 
foreground and background information. 
 As has already been mentioned, an interesting aspect observed in this study is the 
advanced learners’ frequent use of reported speech, which stands in contrast to the 
intermediate learners’ infrequent use of reported speech. Unlike English, Japanese does 
not have an explicit grammatical distinction between direct and indirect speech. Reported 
speech in Japanese is completed by simply adding a quotation-final particle at the end. 
Also, unlike English, in which indirect speech generally requires a rule for agreement of 
tense, Japanese does not require such agreement (Kuno, 1973). Interestingly, however, 
despite the fact that compared to English the grammar of reported speech is much simpler 
in Japanese, the intermediate JSL learners who participated in this study did not use 
reported speech effectively. In the context of narrative at least, they have not fully 
mastered the functions of reported speech. 
 What is particularly interesting, however, is the advanced JSL learners’ 
production of fairly long narratives (even according to the native Japanese standard) and 
excessive use of reported speech. In this sense, a comparison of the narratives told by 
JSL learners with those produced by native Japanese speakers revealed that even JSL 
learners with more highly developed L2 language skills did not necessarily follow the 
native-style narrative patterns. The results of the study seem to imply either the existence 
of U-shaped patterns of behavioral growth (i.e. the overuse of available devices at a 
certain point in language development — Kellerman, 1970) or the strong influence of L1 
discourse strategies on L2 narratives, or a combination of both. That is, if the existence of 
U-shaped patterns of behavioral growth holds true, then our interpretation would be that 
L2 learners’ overuse of certain narrative strategies occurs in the developmental process 
because they might believe (a) that a long narrative satisfies one of the requirements for a 
good narrative, or (b) that reported speech is an effective device when telling a narrative 
in Japanese. Yet the possibility of the putative transfer of L1 narrative patterns should 
also be taken into consideration. If this is the case, telling a long narrative using reported 
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speech frequently could be the norm in L2 learners’ first language as well as a reflection 
of socially accepted behavior in their native culture. 
 It is well known that, in the monologue form of narrative, Japanese children’s 
tendency to tell concise stories shows a remarkable contrast to the narrative style of 
North American children (Minami & McCabe, 1996). It is also well known that, in the 
dialogue form of narrative, Japanese children have a very limited number of utterances 
over turns whereas North American children have a great number of utterances over turns 
(Minami, 2002). If we could hypothesize that human development — language 
development in particular — forms a continuum from early childhood to adulthood, then, 
it would not be surprising at all that Japanese adults tend to tell succinct narratives, even 
shorter than advanced JSL learners. A question remains, however. Have the advanced 
JSL learners failed to produce the preferred narrative style of the target culture? Or have 
the advanced JSL learners deviated from the native adult Japanese speakers’ narrative 
discourse norms? Regardless of the reason, the answer seems “yes,” at least from the 
perspective of native Japanese speakers; the judgment of whether the narrator narrates 
too much or uses reported speech excessively, however, is culturally relative. 
 Clearly, many questions remain to be answered. In addition to the questions posed 
above, we do not know whether similar narrative patterning (e.g., actions, orientations, 
and evaluations) not only across different L2 levels but also across different native 
language groups reflect a universal or quasi-universal model of well-constructed, 
globally organized narratives (i.e., universal human “nature” of considering what a good 
narrative is all about), or are the result of learning or having learned a particular 
language, Japanese in this case. If the latter is the case, the results obtained in this study 
would imply a reflection of some kind of “nurture,” such as a language learner’s 
acquiring culture-specific patterns as a result of being immersed in the target language 
and culture, or even Whorfianism (Whorf, 1956) which hypothesizes that the particular 
language one speaks affects the manner in which one perceives and thinks about the 
world. Yet this is simply a matter of conjecture. Despite such potential limitations, 
however, the study has shed light on some important phenomena that up until now have 
only been discussed with anecdotes and personal experiences. It is hoped that the 
findings reported in this study will be of value to those working with L2 learners and, 
particularly, that the results will suggest areas where future JSL pedagogy might 
fruitfully concentrate its efforts. 
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Abstract 
 
Studies undertaken from a multicultural/bilingual perspective have increased our 
understanding of why immigrant children do not necessarily prosper academically, and of 
the learning environments that are responsive to these children's needs. In order to 
continue these studies effectively, an assessment methodology is necessary to monitor 
bilingual children's progress in both language development and the development of 
language skills such as literacy. Past research (e.g., Collier, 1987; Cummins, 1991) has 
claimed that a minimum of five years may be required for bilingual children to reach 
native-like academic and cognitive proficiency in a second language. The present study, 
which has been conducted in order to achieve a better understanding of the narrative and 
literacy development of bilingual children, examines whether the above claim holds true 
in the case of school-age children of Japanese heritage. The examination was effected 
through observation of several aspects of bilingual abilities demonstrated by English-
Japanese speaking children. Although children's second language acquisition is relatively 
slow and inefficient, Cummins's estimates of five to seven years to acquire 
decontextualized language skills, for example, seem to reflect the high end of the range. 
This study explores the ways in which Collier's and Cummins's claims do and do not hold 
true. The study specifically employs multiple methods to examine the development of 
literacy-related skills in bilingual children. In addition to a verbal vocabulary test 
developed by Muñoz-Sandoval, Cummins, Alvarado, and Ruef (1998), narrative analysis 
is used as an index of lexical ability. This use of narrative analysis is due in part as a 
response to criticism of Cummins's heavy reliance on test scores in his analysis of the 
social and cognitive nature of children's language skills (Edelsky, 1991). First, interviews 
were conducted with the children's mothers. The interview questions were designed to 
help draw out open and honest opinions about bilingual childrearing. In open-ended 
interviews mothers spoke freely about strategies for fostering their children's bilingualism 
as well as their concerns regarding their children's progress in school. Second, bilingual 
verbal ability tests were administered to measure each individual child's bilingual lexical 
ability. Third, the children were asked to tell stories in the two languages using the 
wordless picture book Frog, Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969). Critically examining the 
claims made by Collier (1987) and Cummins (1991), this study has revealed that 
analyzing bilingual children's vocabulary attainment using a single method of 
measurement is only one of the aspects necessary for understanding the relationship 
between bilingual children's first-language ability and their second-language literacy 
skills. Developing effective measures for classroom instruction is critical for bilingual 
children. The study also suggests the necessity of the use of several assessment measures 
in addition to standardized tests. 
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Aspects of Bilingualism: 
Case Studies of School-Age Children with Japanese as Their Heritage Language 

 
 During the last three decades, U.S. society has become increasingly multicultural 
as well as multilingual. At the dawn of the new millennium, it is no longer news that the 
United States is becoming even more racially, culturally, and linguistically diverse 
(Ovando, 2001). The 1990s, for instance, witnessed a rapid influx of immigrants from 
Asia and Latin America into the United States. A survey conducted by the U.S. Census 
Bureau recently provided the new estimate of 11 million to 12 million, which surpassed 
an earlier projection by at least 2.5 million, and offered more proof of the growing 
demographic diversity of the nation. The Census Bureau also increased its estimation of 
the country's foreign-born population in 2000, from 28.3 million to approximately 30 
million, which roughly corresponds to 11 percent of the nation's 281 million residents 
(Armas, 2001). This difference was largely attributable to a higher-than-expected count 
of Hispanics; the 2000 census count of 35.3 million Hispanics nationwide was 
approximately 2.5 million higher than had originally been estimated. 
 The upswing in immigration has also resulted in large numbers of school entrants 
whose first language is not English. Most educational discourse and learning 
environments to date, however, have tended primarily to reflect the discourse practices of 
mainstream society, with often unfortunate results for nonmainstream students, including 
many language-minority students (Cazden, 1988; Gee, 1990). According to Gumperz 
(1996), the Eurocentric notion of society will soon be obsolete. When it comes to school 
populations in particular, a growing number of linguistic minorities will soon surpass 
monolingual English speakers in many places in the United States; as a consequence, 
students will inevitably encounter more than one grammatical and cultural system in the 
process of socialization. Gumperz deplores the fact that although U.S. society is 
becoming increasingly both multilingual and multicultural, educators, unfortunately, are 
not well prepared to work effectively in such diverse contexts. Gumperz stresses the need 
to introduce cultural content into second language instruction curricula: 
 

Interlocutors should have at least some understanding of their audience's cultural 
background to make themselves understood. Yet so far foreign language courses 
have made no systematic efforts to deal with this issue. (Gumperz, 1996, p. 469) 

 
Understanding the socioculturally embedded nature of language learning thus holds 
significant meaning. Accordingly, we should modify classroom discourse patterns, 
interactional patterns, and participation structures. 
 There are positive as well as negative aspects, with regard to the recent trends in 
bilingual and multicultural education. A positive aspect, as reported in a survey 
conducted by the Center for Applied Linguistics, is that, between 1987 and 1997, foreign 
language instruction offered by elementary schools in the United States increased from 
22% to 31% (Rhodes & Branaman, 1999). This substantial increase reflects an growing 
recognition of the importance of knowing more than one language, and of the cognitive 
and academic benefits of learning another language in the early grades (Gilzow, 2001). 
Unfortunately, despite these positive aspects, the most disturbing fact remains, that is, 
that the achievement gap has continued to widen between Latino, African American, and 
Native American students and middle- and upper-class European American students. 
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 Accordingly, Scholarship undertaken in such fields as linguistics, psychology, 
and education has emphasized the continuous processes through which immigrant 
children are acculturated into new societies. In particular, studies undertaken from a 
multicultural/bilingual perspective have had a significant impact on our understanding of 
why immigrant children do not necessarily prosper academically, and on the learning 
environments that are responsive to these children's needs. In order to continue these 
studies effectively, an assessment methodology is necessary to monitor bilingual 
children's progress in both language development and the development of language skills 
such as literacy. For instance, it is crucial to identify those children who, sometimes 
called semilingual, have limited academic language proficiency. As determining elements 
of semilingualism, Cummins (1979) originally proposed two constructs: Basic 
Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BICS) and Cognitive/Academic Language 
Proficiency (CALP). Defined as the communicative capacity to function well in everyday 
interpersonal/social contexts, BICS includes basic oral fluency and sociolinguistic 
competence. Building on BICS is CALP, a measurement of more advanced proficiency, 
which takes longer to develop and is required for school success. Those children who 
lack sufficient CALP skills are considered to be semilingual. According to Cummins, 
while children may pick up oral proficiency (or BICS) in as little as two years, it may 
take five to seven years to acquire the decontextualized language skills (or CALP) 
necessary to function successfully in an all-English classroom. 
 BICS and CALP constitute a continuum rather than separate categories. 
Interpersonal oral communicative activity serves as the principal basis for literacy. For 
the purpose of discussions of the transfer of academic knowledge from the first language 
to a second language in an educational context, Cummins (1984, 1991) later dropped the 
BICS-CALP constructs and, instead, substituted Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) 
and Separate Underlying Proficiency (SUP). In similar studies in which children's ages 
on arrival in the United States were taken into account, Collier (1987) found that five-, 
six-, and seven-year-old arrivals, because of limited literacy skills in their first language, 
tended not to acquire adequate English academic skills as quickly as older arrivals who 
could transfer their knowledge of reading in their native language to reading in English. 
If we understand that second-language acquisition is related to and to a certain extent 
dependent on a composite of cognitive development and proficiency in the first language, 
then it is not surprising that younger mainstreamed students tend to be regarded as 
semilingual, and run the risk of being diagnosed as slow, disabled, or even retarded 
because of their language handicap. 
 Developing appropriate measures for classroom instruction is critical for bilingual 
children. Lambert (1975) argued that bilingual programs may be either "additive," in 
which, as can be seen in maintenance bilingual education (MBE) programs, the children's 
first language is maintained and supported, or "subtractive," in which the first language is 
gradually replaced with the socially predominant one. This idea influenced the 
development of Cummins's (1979) threshold hypothesis, which states that there is a 
threshold level of linguistic competence that must be attained in each language so that 
bilinguals can avoid cognitive deficits and, instead, benefit cognitively from their 
bilingualism. In the threshold hypothesis, negative cognitive effects are hypothesized as 
resulting from "low levels of competency in both languages" or "less than native-like 
command of the vocabulary and syntactic structures" of either language, in either case 
defined as "semilingualism" (Cummins, 1979). 
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 However, the concept of "semilingualism" (which, in order to avoid derogatory 
connotations, is now called limited bilingualism), embedded in the threshold hypothesis, 
has had numerous critics (Edelsky, 1991; Edelsky, Hudelson, Flores, Barkin, Altweger, 
& Jilbert, 1983; Paulston, 1983; Martin-Jones & Romaine, 1986; Wiley, 1996). 
MacSwan (2000) reviewed purported evidence for semilingualism from studies of 
language variation, linguistic structure, school performances, and language loss, and 
concluded that all of it was either spurious or irrelevant. MacSwan argued that 
semilingualism is essentially indistinguishable from classical prescriptivism, because it 
ascribes special status to the language of school, and hence to the language of the 
educated classes. The term "semilingualism" fits all too well into popular stereotypes 
about children who do not know English and do not know their mother tongue either and, 
therefore, do poorly in school settings. Although Cummins agrees that the term 
"semilingualism" should be dispensed with, he nevertheless believes that academic 
language usually involves "much more low frequency vocabulary, complex grammatical 
structures, and greater demands on memory, analysis, and other cognitive processes" 
(Cummins, 2000, p. 36). 
 Whether bilingual children can fully develop their linguistic ability, however, 
depends on whether they are in an environment that can give them extensive 
opportunities to develop their first and second language skills. Before entering school, 
mainstream middle-class children may have already been primed more appropriately for 
participating in the classroom discourse. In other words, mainstream middle-class 
children and teachers do not have conflicts in terms of their communicative styles. Rather 
than appealing to a presumed weakening of the home language, Krashen (1996) posits 
"socioeconomic status (SES) as 'de facto' bilingual education." In Krashen's view, many 
language minority children do not do well in an all-English instructional environment 
because they cannot understand the teacher for some time after entering school. Krashen 
notes that immigrant children who do well in all-English classrooms are generally of 
higher SES, who either immigrated to the U.S. with prior educational experience or have 
parents who are better prepared to assist with schoolwork, and hence may do well even in 
the absence of native language instruction. Krashen's framework thus distinguishes 
"language" from "academic content" in a way which appears to differ from Cummins's 
model (see MacSwan, 2000 for discussion). 
 The current research, which was aimed at a better understanding of the narrative 
and literacy development of English-Japanese bilingual children, examines whether the 
claims made by Collier (1987) and Cummins (1984, 1991) apply to English-Japanese 
bilingual children. The examination was effected through observation of several 
dimensions of bilingual abilities demonstrated by four school-age children of Japanese 
heritage. Although children's second language acquisition is relatively slow and 
inefficient, Cummins's estimates of five to seven years to acquire decontextualized 
language skills, for example, seem to reflect the high end of the range. This study 
explores the ways in which Collier's and Cummins's claims do and do not hold true. The 
study specifically employs multiple methods to examine the development of literacy-
related skills in bilingual children. In addition to a verbal vocabulary test developed by 
Cummins and his colleagues (Muñoz-Sandoval, Cummins, Alvarado, & Ruef, 1998), 
narrative analysis is used as an index of lexical ability. Our decision to use narrative 
analysis is partly due to some criticism of Cummins's heavy reliance on test scores in his 
analysis of the social and cognitive nature of children's language skills (Edelsky, 1991). 
According to Edelsky (1991), for instance, while advocating the empowerment of 
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minority students, Cummins is, in reality, using culturally biased conventional test scores 
to measure their academic progress. Edelsky claims that what Cummins is measuring has 
nothing to do with how minority children have, in a true sense, become confident and 
capable in academic environments, and thus concludes that Cummins's ideal and practice 
are contradictory. Yet verbal expressiveness is considered a vehicle for social and 
emotional development, as well as a precursor to literacy and other academic skills. In 
this sense, using narrative analysis is considered appropriate because storytelling, which 
differs from regular turn-by-turn conversation in its sequential implications, connects oral 
language skills and literacy-related skills. 
 
 

Methods 
Participants 
 In this study, the subjects were four bilingual children of Japanese heritage: 
Natsuko (female, 10;09), Taichi (male, 8;00), Takashi (male, 11;01), and Kazuo (male, 
12;01). All four children arrived in the United States at age four or five and have resided 
in the country for four to six years. In terms of both their age on arrival and their length 
of residence in the United States, these four children nicely fit into the groups described 
by Collier (1987) and Cummins (1984, 1991). 
 
Task, Procedure, and Materials 
 First, interviews were conducted with the children's mothers. The interview 
questions were intended to help draw out open and honest opinions about bilingual 
childrearing but were not designed explicitly to draw conclusive statements about 
bilingualism. Rather, in open-ended interviews mothers spoke freely about strategies for 
fostering their children's bilingualism as well as their concerns regarding their children's 
progress in school. Second, the Bilingual Verbal Ability Tests (BVAT) (Muñoz-
Sandoval, Cummins, Alvarado, & Ruef, 1998) were administered to measure each 
individual child's bilingual lexical ability. Third, the children were asked to tell stories in 
the two languages using the wordless picture book Frog, Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969). 
 Parental questionnaire. The mothers were asked to fill out a questionnaire about 
family composition and parental occupations and education as well as information on 
their children (e.g., birthplace and birth order). More important, the mothers were also 
asked a series of open-ended questions about language use (i.e., English and Japanese) 
and literacy practices. Questions included (1) whether the parents planned for their 
children to grow up bilingual, (2) whether they were using both English and Japanese 
with their children at home, (3) what difficulties they encountered in maintaining the 
secondary language (either English or Japanese), and (4) in what ways they judge their 
children's proficiency in the secondary language (either English or Japanese). Although 
parents' reports may vary in subjectivity and bias, obtaining such background information 
is important because it may reveal the parents' cultural attitudes about childrearing 
practices. 
 The Bilingual Verbal Ability Tests. The Bilingual Verbal Ability Tests (BVAT) 
are administered to (1) measure an individual child's English language proficiency, (2) 
measure a child's bilingual verbal ability (i.e., verbal cognitive ability in English and 
Japanese combined), and (3) predict a child's academic progress. Reflecting ideas 
developed by Cummins (1980, 1991) — particularly the notion of CALP — the BVAT 
was developed by researchers, educators, and classroom teachers (Muñoz-Sandoval, 
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Cummins, Alvarado, & Ruef, 1998). The major objective of the BVAT is, therefore, to 
measure the unique combination of cognitive and academic language abilities possessed 
by bilingual individuals in English and another language (Japanese in this case). 
 Like other intelligence tests, the BVAT measures two distinct components of 
general intelligence: (1) fluid intelligence or reasoning, which is related to the basic 
organization of behavioral function, especially in the performance of complex tasks, and 
(2) crystallized intelligence, which applies to the skills and knowledge explicitly valued 
in society, especially those taught in school. (Note that crystallized intelligence is closely 
related to CALP.) The usual problems that people have to solve require a combination of 
the two types of intelligence. 
 Specifically, the BVAT contains three sections to measure different aspects of 
verbal cognitive ability: (1) picture vocabulary, (2) oral vocabulary, and (3) verbal 
analogies. The picture vocabulary task is at a single-word level that requires the subject 
to name a pictured object. This expressive task is arranged by presenting familiar objects 
(e.g., star, shoe, spoon) and then gradually moving to less familiar objects (e.g., 
stethoscope, pendulum, turnstile). Testing continues until the subject makes errors in 
eight consecutive responses. This task primarily measures crystallized intelligence. 
 The oral vocabulary task examines knowledge of word meanings. The task is 
further divided into two subsections: synonyms (in which the subject is expected to 
answer with a word similar in meaning to the word presented) and antonyms (in which 
the subject is expected to answer with a word opposite in meaning to the word 
presented). Examples of synonyms include: angry-mad, small-little, and look-see. 
Examples of antonyms are: no-yes, out-in, and happy-sad. Like the picture vocabulary 
task, the oral vocabulary task becomes increasingly difficult. This test, which continues 
until the child makes errors in six consecutive responses, primarily measures crystallized 
intelligence. 
 The verbal analogies task measures verbal reasoning. The subject is expected to 
comprehend and complete a logical word relationship, such as "A bird flies; a fish . . ." 
and "Hungry is to eat, as tired is to . . . ." Like the other two tasks described above, the 
verbal analogies task becomes increasingly complex. Unlike the other two tasks, 
however, this task is expected to measure not only crystallized intelligence but also fluid 
intelligence (i.e., reasoning). Testing continues until the subject makes errors in eight 
consecutive responses. 
 The BVAT was originally developed to measure an individual's knowledge in 
English (L2) and the first language (i.e., Japanese in this research), with the aim of 
obtaining a best estimate of that individual's verbal ability. The developers of the BVAT 
(Muñoz-Sandoval, Cummins, Alvarado, & Ruef, 1998) claim that vocabulary size should 
be regarded as the total of (1) the amount of English vocabulary plus (2) the amount of 
first language vocabulary that is not part of the individual's vocabulary in English. As a 
general procedure, the English BVAT is administered first, followed by missed items in 
the first language in order to determine whether the subject possesses a vocabulary item 
that he or she has missed in English. In other words, any item that has been missed in 
English is then administered in the first language (e.g., Japanese). If the individual 
identifies that item in the first language, it is added to the score for that subtest (e.g., 
synonyms). The end result thus reflects the individual's knowledge in both languages. 
 The BVAT reports five levels of CALP to help describe the subject's language 
proficiency in English: Level 5 (advanced CALP in English), 4 (fluent), 3 (limited), 2 
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(very limited), and 1 (negligible). For example, when compared with other children of the 
same grade, a Level 4 individual demonstrates fluent cognitive academic language 
proficiency. That is, if provided with English instruction at the subject's corresponding 
grade level, it is expected that a Level 4 child will find the language demands of the 
learning tasks manageable. 
 Picture-book Reading. The children were also asked to narrate the story in the 24-
page textless children's picture book, Frog Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969). The plotline 
is developed in the actions taken by two main characters — a boy and his pet dog — as 
well as his pet frog and a variety of minor characters, such as bees, an owl, a deer, and a 
mole. The book first depicts the boy, his pet dog, and the frog happy together; in the 
bedroom, the boy and the dog look at the frog in a jar. At night, while the boy and the 
dog are asleep, the frog escapes. The next morning, the boy and the dog wake up to 
discover that the frog has disappeared, and they begin to look for the frog. During their 
search, the boy and the dog encounter various obstacles and are involved in several 
adventures. Eventually, the boy and the dog find their frog with a mate and baby frogs, 
and return home happily with one of the baby frogs in the boy's hand. Within this goal-
directed sequence, there are brief digressions, such as the dog getting a jar stuck on his 
head, falling out of a window, and shattering the jar. 
 In this study, the children were first allowed to look through the pictures to 
become familiar with the plot. They were then asked to narrate the story with the support 
of the pictures, first in English and then in Japanese or vice versa. As noted earlier, one 
advantage of this technique is that uniformity of the content is assured across all narrators 
who participated in this study. Another advantage is that the frog story is a cognitively 
challenging but suitable task for child narrators. As described above, a little boy searches 
for a frog through various locations — looking into a hole on the ground, climbing up 
cliffs, falling down, and calling to the frog in a loud voice. The complicated actions taken 
by the boy, the dog, and the various other characters, successively as well as 
simultaneously, are ideal for eliciting narrative talk. Because the plotline moves not only 
from place to place but also from time to time, it requires the narrator to provide causal 
and temporal descriptions by carefully tracking the referents across scenes. Therefore, 
how children build up connections to express the different parts can be observed clearly 
by narrating this frog story. The children's narratives were audio-taped, and the CHAT 
format from the CHILDES system was used for transcription (MacWhinney & Snow, 
1990). The stories were coded for length as measured by number of clauses. 
 
 

Results 
 Natsuko, Taichi, Takashi, and Kazuo arrived in the United States at age four or 
five and have resided in the country for four or five years (see Table 1 below). Two 
children, Natsuko and Taichi, seem to be balanced in English and Japanese, whereas 
Takashi and Kazuo do not appear so. Note that the "balanced" bilingual is a term 
generally used to describe individuals who can listen, speak, read, and write in both 
languages with equal proficiency (Williams & Snipper, 1990). 
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Table 1 
Four Children's Background Information and CALP Levels 
  Sex Grade Age Length of Stay CALP Level 
     in U.S. 
Natsuko Female 5.71 10;09 5 years, 8 months Level 5 
Taichi Male 2.7   8;00 4 years, 1 month Level 5  
Takashi Male 5.7 11;01 5 years, 6 months Level 3-4 
Kazuo Male 6.8 12;01 6 years, 9 months Level 4 
 
 Natsuko (Girl; Grade 5.7; Age 10 years, 9 months). Natsuko's first language is 
Japanese. Her parents are both native speakers of Japanese. At home, Natsuko speaks 
only Japanese. Natsuko's mother says that she does nothing special to make her children 
bilingual. When Natsuko talks with her younger sister Asami, they speak English 
(especially when quarreling). When Asami does not understand what her parents have 
said, Natsuko serves as a translator/interpreter. 
 Effective strategies are required to improve language skills. One of the key 
strategies involves reading books and watching TV programs in English. This relates to 
the "cultural literacy" that makes culturally shared experiences comprehensible (Williams 
& Snipper, 1990). According to Natsuko's mother, Natsuko has advanced in English 
because she and her younger sister read many books. 
 Natsuko and Asami's mother feels that their vocabularies are smaller than those of 
English-speaking children of corresponding ages. On the contrary, Natsuko tested at 
advanced English proficiency (CALP Level 5). Considering the fact that Natsuko has 
been in the United States for 5 years and 8 months (which means that, arriving in the 
United States at age five, she has been exposed to English at school for 5 years and 8 
months), this is very impressive. When compared to native English speakers at her age 
level, Natsuko's English language proficiency is superior. The BVAT further predicts that 
Natsuko will have no difficulty with the English language demands of age-level tasks. 
 Natsuko's verbal cognitive ability in English is in the very superior range of 
ability for her age. The BVAT results show that Natsuko performs age-level cognitive-
academic language tasks with 99 percent success. The BVAT also shows that Natsuko's 
verbal cognitive ability in English and Japanese combined does not seem to be 
significantly higher than her English language proficiency alone. Thus, and Collier's 
(1987) and Cummins's (1991) claims do not seem to hold true in the case of Natsuko. 
 The real picture to describe Natsuko's bilingual ability, however, seems rather 
complicated. In the picture-book reading task, Natsuko's advanced English proficiency 
was also evident. While she made almost no grammatical errors in English, she revealed 

                                                 
1.  The subjects were not administered the BVAT to assess their verbal cognitive ability 
at the beginning of a school year.  In order to show clearly the grade of the subjects on 
the date the tests were administered, the grade level was divided into tenths.  Because 
Natsuko was tested on April 1, seven tenths of the way through the school year, her grade 
was recorded as 5.7. 
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interesting aspects when she narrated the story in Japanese. In the Japanese example 
shown below, Natsuko did not know the Japanese equivalent of the English word "cliff." 
She also used the English word "moose" in Japanese while she described the same object 
as "deer" in English. Natsuko's code-switching — a change from one language to another 
— may represent the effective use of her metalinguistic ability (the ability to reflect upon 
one's own language use and knowledge) or metacognitive skills effectively. It seems, 
however, that her English vocabulary size is larger than that of Japanese. As can be seen 
in her frequent use of the -te ending (which, meaning 'and,' functions to link sentences), 
her Japanese narrative sometimes sounds too colloquial or loosely structured. 
 
Pictures 19 through 23 
English: And a deer comes and carries the boy over the cliff and then the boy and 

the dog fall into a pond. And then they hear the frogs on the other side of 
the log.  

Japanese:  ano "moose" ka nanka ga kite "cliff" ni itte ochichatte, soshitara kawa ni 
ochichatte… ochita ki no ano "other side" ni kaeru ga iru no. 

 'Well, a "moose" or something comes, and [they] go to the "cliff," and 
then [they] fall into the river… there are frogs on the "other side" of the 
tree that fall.' [Tense Marking] 

 
 Furthermore, Natsuko's stories — both English and Japanese — were 
substantially briefer when compared with other children in the larger study. The total 
number of clauses used in her Japanese frog story was 22, whereas the average number of 
clauses used by the forty children included in the overall sample was 40.00 with a 
standard deviation of 17.24 (children's narratives varied in length, ranging from 22 to 
128). Although Natsuko's case may be a good example of language attrition, in which 
first-language ability declines as second-language ability increases, the brevity of her 
story-telling is not limited to Japanese. The total number of clauses used in her English 
frog story was 21, whereas the average number of clauses used by the forty children 
included in the overall sample was 39.68 with a standard deviation of 14.69 (children's 
narratives varied in length, ranging from 20 to 123). In both languages, therefore, the 
length of her stories are approximately one half of the average length of the stories 
produced by the forty school-age children. If we accept "the longer, the better," then, as 
far as the storytelling task is concerned, Collier's (1987) and Cummins's (1991) claims 
may apply to Natsuko. 
 
 Taichi (Boy; Grade 2.7; Age 8 years, 0 month). Taichi's first language is 
Japanese. At home, his parents try to encourage him to speak Japanese; they have 
established a rule that, whereas English is allowed outside their home, Japanese remains 
the main language at home. Thanks to his parents' consistent encouragement and 
determination, Taichi has also read a great number of books in Japanese. 
 Taichi still mixes English and Japanese, particularly when he talks with his 
younger sister. This fusion of meaning is thought to result from acquiring two languages 
in a home where both languages are spoken interchangeably by the same individuals and 
in the same situations (McLaughlin, 1984). Also, this type of compounding, which seems 
inevitable because he lives in an English-speaking society, has both positive and 
potentially negative aspects. As a positive aspect, Taichi's mother thinks that his 
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command of English is probably even more advanced than that of native English-
speaking children of his age. A potentially negative aspect, on the other hand, is that 
English has been Taichi's dominant language for the last year, and this English 
dominance may cause communication breakdowns between him and his parents at home. 
 Having cultural knowledge is an important factor for improving literacy skills, 
because a critical component of cultural literacy is the learning of cultural ties and 
traditions in a given society (Williams & Snipper, 1990). Taichi's parents, who are both 
native speakers of Japanese, consider that maintaining his Japanese skills is more 
important than promoting his English proficiency. Their emphasis on Japanese over 
English, however, does not mean that they consider Taichi's English literacy skills 
development unimportant. On the contrary, they are also concerned about his English 
capability, and they are aware of the importance of cultural knowledge, such as U.S. 
history, old TV shows, and songs in the development of his English language skills. 
 Taichi's English language proficiency is superior when compared to native 
English speakers at his age level. Taichi demonstrated advanced English proficiency 
(CALP Level 5), despite the fact that his parents are limited in their English proficiency. 
Taichi's English language proficiency is comparable to that of the average English-
speaking individual at age 11;0, far above his age level. This confirms that Taichi's 
mother's evaluation is correct. The BVAT predicts that Taichi will continue to find the 
English language demands of age-level tasks very easy. His command of English skills is 
impressive although he has been in the United States for only four years and one month 
(since age four). As in Natsuko's case, Taichi's advanced English skills seem to contradict 
Collier's (1987) hypothesis regarding optimal conditions for success in school settings. 
 Taichi's combined (bilingual) verbal cognitive ability is not significantly higher 
than would result from verbal ability tests administered in English alone. In English, 
Taichi performs age-level cognitive-academic language tasks with 98 percent success. 
When using his verbal cognitive ability in English and Japanese combined, he can 
perform such tasks with 99 percent success, a mere one percent increment. Because 
Taichi, like Natsuko, has tested so close to a perfect score with his English proficiency 
alone, there is little possibility of his Japanese skills, excellent though they are, having a 
marked effect on his score. Of course, using this test procedure, the higher the score in 
English alone, the less the score can be the incremented by the use of the first language. 
Therefore, the case of Taichi also seems to contradict Cummins's (1991) hypothesis on 
children's slow second-language acquisition as measured by CALP. 
 In the narrative task, as can be seen in the example below, many of Taichi's 
stories were identical in both languages. In terms of length, his stories in English and 
Japanese were also almost identical. The total number of clauses was 35 in Japanese, and 
it was 37 in English; these numbers were both close to the averages of the lengths of the 
stories produced by the forty children in the overall sample (M = 40.00 and 39.68 for 
Japanese and English, respectively). Furthermore, although Taichi is younger than 
Natsuko by two years, his stories — both English and Japanese — were substantially 
longer than hers. Once again, if we accept "the longer, the better," although they both 
demonstrated the CALP level of 5, Taichi is a better bilingual than Natsuko. 
 
Picture 15  
English: Then he got stuck on the deer's horn. 
Japanese: sono toki shika no tsuno ni hikkakarimashita. 
 'Then, [the boy] got stuck on the deer's horn.' 
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 In the description of picture 11 shown below, Taichi said hae ('fly') instead of 
hachi ('bee') in Japanese. Although he knew '"bees" and "beehive" in English, he failed to 
use the equivalent words in Japanese. It therefore seems that his Japanese vocabulary size 
is smaller than his English counterpart. Unlike Natsuko, however, Taichi managed to 
progress the story with past tense endings and with formal usage of expression (i.e., not 
too casual or colloquial style). In both vocabulary and storytelling tasks, therefore, 
Collier's (1987) and Cummins's (1991) claims do not seem to apply, as far as Taichi is 
concerned. 
 
Picture 11 
English: Just then the dog put down a bee's beehive while the boy was looking into 

an owl's house. 
Japanese: sono toki hae no uchi ga ochichaimashita. Otoko no ko wa fukuroo no 

ouchi no naka ni mimashita.  
 'Then, the fly's house fell down. The boy looked inside the owl's home.' 
 
 Takashi (Boy; Grade 5.7; Age 11 years, 1 month). Takashi's mother is concerned 
about Takashi's English skills development because: (1) Japanese is the main language at 
their home, and (2) she and her husband are both native speakers of Japanese. Similar 
concerns were reported by other mothers in the larger study whose husbands are 
Japanese, probably because in these cases there is no division of labor possible in terms 
of maintenance and development of the two languages. Their principal concern is that the 
limitations of his English skills will affect his academic achievement at school. As the 
child advances in grade, homework assignments (in English) will become progressively 
more difficult. Takashi's parents, using dictionaries, help him write sentences in English. 
Yet they are not certain that the sentences they have helped Takashi to write are correct. 
Takashi tested at a CALP Level 3-4 (limited to fluent), which seems to support Takashi's 
mother's concern. Although Takashi came to the United States at age five and has been in 
an English-speaking community for more than five years, he still has limited English 
proficiency. In contrast to Natsuko and Taichi's BVAT scores, Takashi's seems to support 
Cummins's (1991) claim that it may take five to seven years to acquire effective CALP 
skills. Unlike Natsuko and Taichi, Takashi's case also seems to support Collier's (1987) 
claim regarding ages of arrival. 
 The above situation does not necessarily indicate that Takashi's Japanese is 
advanced. Even though he can communicate in basic Japanese (corresponding to BICS), 
he has not yet developed literacy skills (corresponding to CALP). Takashi's mother feels 
that his Japanese has not achieved age level. Takashi particularly lacks cultural literacy in 
Japanese. Takashi does not know the word denoting a Japanese-style closet because they 
are not found in the United States. It was difficult for his mother to explain to Takashi 
exactly what a Japanese-style closet is. Takashi finally understood the word when his 
mother used something familiar to him in her explanation. It was the place where 
Doraemon sleeps. Doraemon is a popular cat-shaped robot that appears in a TV cartoon 
show that Takashi watches. 
 Takashi's mother has worked hard to develop his first language, Japanese. She has 
sent him to weekend tutorial programs, first to a Japanese "Saturday school" and then to 
other after-school tutorials in San Francisco. At home, she tries to speak with him only in 
Japanese. However, whenever he wants to express difficult things or concepts, he resorts 
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to speaking English. His mother succumbs, and their conversation consequently shifts to 
English. Similar language shifts were reported by many mothers in this study. 
 As mentioned previously, the BVAT has revealed that, when compared to native 
English speakers at his age level, Takashi's English language proficiency is average 
(CALP Level 3-4). This assessment predicts that Takashi will find the English language 
demands of age-level tasks difficult. Takashi's verbal cognitive ability in English and 
Japanese combined is in the average range for his age. In English, Takashi performs age-
level cognitive-academic language tasks with 79 percent success. When using his verbal 
cognitive ability in English and Japanese combined, he performs such tasks with 84 
percent success. This five percent increment is much larger than those of other children 
in the sample. 
 The total number of clauses that Takashi used in the Japanese storytelling task 
was 34, which was slightly shorter than the average length of the stories produced by the 
forty children (M = 40.00, SD = 17.24). Interestingly, Takashi did not conclude any of his 
sentences throughout his Japanese story. Takashi described each scene mostly using the 
"-te" ending. Although Takashi is similar to Natsuko in this respect, he did this much 
more frequently. The only time he used the past tense was at the very end of the story, 
but even at the very end, he still used a sentence with right dislocation, "…sorede kaeru 
ga mitsukatta kara, kaetta no, ouchi ni" ('Then since the frog was found, [he] went back, 
to home.'), which somewhat sounds like the story does not end formally. Although his 
storytelling performance in Japanese is informal, Takashi used the past tense ending in 
the English version. The total number of clauses that he used in his English frog story 
was 36, which is only a little longer than his Japanese one, but there were many cases in 
which he provided more details in English. 
 
Pictures 12 through 14 
English: And the bees was chasing after the dog because he broke his home. The 

boy got hit on the rock and he was standing on the rock. And he was 
trying to look for the frog. 

Japanese:  demo hachi ga nanka inu o ottekite… nde nannka ishi ni nanka anoko ga 
butsukatte… nanka motto "kaeru san" toka yondete…  

 'But the bees start chasing after the dog, and… well, that kid bumps into 
the rock, and well, he is calling like "Mr. Frog"…' [Tense Marking] 

 
Takashi frequently used code-switching strategies. In Picture 15 below, for 

example, because he was unable to find the Japanese equivalent of the English word 
"deer," he used the English word instead. Although it is inferred from the BVAT results 
that his English skills are not more advanced than his Japanese skills, he frequently 
deployed code-switching strategies from Japanese to English. His frequent use of code-
switching from Japanese to English corresponds to his mother's concern mentioned 
earlier. When looking at the results of the both tasks — the BVAT and picture-book 
reading, therefore, Collier's (1987) and Cummins's (1991) claims seem to apply, as far as 
Takashi is concerned; although nothing derogatory is connoted here, he may fit into the 
category of "semilingual." 
 
Picture 15 
English: the deer picked the boy up and… 
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Japanese: …nanka "deer" ga nanka konohito o mochiagete…  
 "Well, "deer" lift up this person…" [Tense Marking] 
 
 Kazuo (Boy; Grade 6.8; Age 12 years, 1 month). Kazuo's first language is 
Japanese. Kazuo's mother is particularly concerned about the development of his English 
skills. To begin with, Kazuo's family mainly speaks Japanese (except for occasional 
conversations in English among Kazuo and his siblings), although his parents initially 
hired an English-language tutor for him so that he could get more practice in English.. 
Second, Kazuo's parents cannot help him in English because they are both native 
speakers of Japanese with limited English proficiency. Third, partly because Kazuo is 
enrolled in a weekend Japanese tutorial program, he does not have many opportunities to 
interact with English-speaking peers who would expose him to fluent English usage. 
According to Kazuo's mother, compared to English-speaking children of his age, Kazuo 
has a small vocabulary. Kazuo's mother's concerns are legitimate, considering that 
language development and literacy development form a continuum from BICS to CALP 
(Cummins, 1991, 1996). 
 Kazuo's mother's worries about his English proficiency may hold true but seem to 
be a little exaggerated. When compared to native English speakers of his age, Kazuo's 
English language proficiency is average; specifically, his language proficiency is 
comparable to that of the average English-speaking individual at age 10;10. Kazuo 
demonstrated fluent English proficiency (CALP Level 4), which indicates that Kazuo 
should find the English language demands of age-level tasks manageable. In English, 
Kazuo performs age-level cognitive-academic language tasks in the CALP with 82 
percent success. When using his bilingual verbal cognitive ability, he performs such tasks 
with 94 percent success, a twelve percent increment, which is much larger than that of 
other children in the overall sample. Thus, Kazuo's first language (i.e., Japanese) supports 
his second language (i.e., English). 
 In the storytelling task, however, Kazuo demonstrated an almost equal 
proficiency in producing stories in both Japanese and English. Among the forty 
participants in the overall sample, Kazuo produced the longest and most detailed stories 
in both Japanese and English. The total number of clauses that Kazuo produced in his 
Japanese story was 128, which is more than three times as long as the average number of 
clauses produced by the forty children (M = 40.00, SD = 17.24). Likewise, the total 
number of clauses in his English story was 113, which is almost three times as long as the 
average (M = 39.68, SD = 14.69). Unlike Natsuko or Takashi, Kazuo told stories using 
the past tense in both English and Japanese. In many respects, therefore, Kazuo is 
considered a skilled storyteller in both languages. 
 
Picture 1 
English: Once upon a time there was a little boy called Mark, and he had a very 

friendly dog. 
Japanese:  aru toki shoonen no Maaku to yuu otoko no ko to sono Maaku no petto no 

koinu ga imashita. 
  'Once upon a time, there was a boy named Mark and his pet puppy.' 
 
Picture 2 
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English: One day he was sleeping so quietly and softly on his bed, so he couldn't 
wake up or hear anything.  

Japanese: sono tottemo iikimochide kimochiyosasoo ni neteita node nan'nimo oto ga 
kikoemasendeshita. 

  'Since [he] was sleeping so comfortably, [he] didn't hear anything.' 
 
 

 
 

Discussion 
 Researchers, such as Collier (1987) and Cummins (1991), claim that a minimum 
of five years may be required for bilingual children to reach the native-like academic and 
cognitive proficiency in a second language. This research, which was conducted for 
better understanding of the narrative and literacy development of English-Japanese 
bilingual children, investigated whether these researchers' claims are true, by looking at 
multiple dimensions of bilingual abilities demonstrated by four school-age children of 
Japanese heritage. 
 The study revealed a fairly complicated picture of being bilingual, and suggested 
the necessity of multiple assessment measures in order to monitor bilingual children's 
progress in language development and also in the development of language skills such as 
literacy. When the vocabulary development of the four subject children was examined 
using the BVAT, it seemed that whereas two of the four children (Takashi and Kazuo) fit 
into the descriptions made by Collier (1987) and Cummins (1991), the cases of the other 
two children (Natsuko and Taichi) seemed to suggest otherwise. Yet, it was also revealed 
that analyzing bilingual children's vocabulary attainment using a single method of 
measurement is not enough, and that much work remains to be done in order to deepen 
our understanding of the relationship between bilingual children's first-language ability 
and their second-language literacy skills. When we investigated such other factors as 
bilingual children's narrative discourse skills, we found: (1) one child (Kazuo), who, 
according to the BVAT results, had seemed to have a relatively small vocabulary, turned 
out to be a skilled narrator not only in Japanese but also in English; (2) in contrast, one 
child (Natsuko), who, according to the BVAT predictions, had seemed to have advanced 
English skills, turned out to be a not-so-skilled narrator in either language. In this sense, 
not only the one (Takashi) who was found to be limited both in terms of the BVAT and 
picture-book reading, but also another child (Natsuko), whom the BVAT predicted would 
have no difficulty with the demands of age-level tasks in English, but who in fact 
narrated only very brief stories in both English and Japanese, seemed to fit into the 
descriptions made by Collier (1987) and Cummins (1991). The results obtained in this 
study, therefore, were mixed. 
 Exceptionally, only one of the four children (Taichi) demonstrated outstanding 
academic and cognitive proficiency in both languages. There are several possible 
explanations of why some immigrant children succeed in U.S. school settings whereas 
some other immigrant children do not (Krashen, 1996), but Taichi may have been more 
prepared for participating in mainstream U.S. classrooms than the other three children 
primarily because of his ideal home environment in language development. 
 Environmental factors, in a larger sense, play a significant role in children's 
linguistic development. Examining Japanese-American bilingual children, Minami 
(2002) found that growing language ability in either of the languages used by bilingual 
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children can accelerate their progress in the other language as well. Although the case 
studies of Japanese families suggest relatively positive effects of being bilingual, we 
should not forget the factors in this success both of the relatively high prestige of the 
Japanese language and the instrumental benefits associated with high proficiency in that 
language, particularly on the West Coast (where bilinguality is much desired; for 
example, knowledge of Japanese is useful for future careers). According to a report on 
demographic changes summarized in the San Francisco Examiner (McCormick, 2000), a 
survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau projects that San Francisco will soon join 
Honolulu as a major U.S. city in which Asians outnumber whites. With increased 
immigration, the vitality of immigrants' languages encourages an ever increasing number 
of second- and third-generation Asian-Americans to maintain the language of their 
forebears. Absent these factors, maintenance of Japanese might not be successful. 
 In this study, the Japanese language skills demonstrated by two of the children 
showed signs of language attrition, leading to the conclusion that, despite any success of 
the additive bilingualism that maintains and supports their children's first language 
(Japanese in this case), families of Japanese heritage cannot avoid the influence of the 
dominant culture in which they live. In this way, immigrant families often evolve a 
hybrid structure in which certain values and practices consonant with the dominant 
culture coexist with the values associated with their native culture (Blum-Kulka, 1997). 
More importantly, in the past, immigrant communities in many bilingual and multilingual 
societies have undergone a shift to the dominant language in the course of two to four 
generations (Blum-Kulka, 1997). In the United States, in fact, the language shift to 
English is now so prevalent that people at times cannot maintain informal 
intergenerational interactions in their heritage languages even within the confines of the 
family (Fishman, 1991). Many children from immigrant families in the United States lose 
their native tongue entirely, even though they may have retained some sense of ethnic 
identity or cultural vitality. The results obtained in this research suggest that the social 
and cultural aspects of language be heavily taken into account in educating language-
minority children. After all, one of the central aims of education is teaching the skills 
needed for effective communication not only in school settings but also in society at large 
(including language-minority children's homes). 
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Abstract: 
 

During the last decade, theorists Saskia Sassen, Anthony King and Immanuel 
Wallerstein have placed the city at the centre of power in the globalized world.  For all 
three, the city acts as a geographic and political node through which the flow of power 
from transnational corporations, is dispersed.  Sassen, uses terminological phrases such as 
“global control capability” to describe the transforming power of the city on regions and 
nations; King views the city at the centre of the cultural flow of power, which is 
intrinsically linked to the financial; and Wallerstein sees the city as the site of citizen 
agency and action.  There are opposing arguments to these theories, particularly amongst 
the cosmopolitans who envision a borderless democratic world without a geographic 
location of power.  Architects, on the other hand, have insinuated themselves into a new 
urban centredness and are rising as the new cultural superstars.  The architects’ awareness 
of the collapse of time and space and the fact “that anything can happen anywhere,” has 
made them impact what Rem Koolhaas calls “the generic city” in unanticipated ways. 
This essay will argue that the city is a critical global node and also the ideal scale in 
which to formulate political action. Since the city is the site of “global production 
capability” it is also the site of global cultural capability.  Within this same cultural 
capability, individual cultural action in any creative form can affect political awareness 
and change.  Poets Rodrigo Toscano and Mark Nowak are artists/activists and poets who 
in effecting small local changes within an urban context affect the flow of the global 
network.   
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The Solo Piano Works of Judith Lang Zaimont, Lecture-Recital 
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Abstract 

 
 

 The lecture-recital, based on extensive personal conversations with the composer, 
surveys the life and works of Judith Lang Zaimont (b. 1945), while focusing on her solo 
piano works and identifying the major style features of Zaimont’s music. Judith Lang 
Zaimont's compositional output totals close to one hundred works of all genres and 
includes approximately twenty works for solo piano. 

Zaimont’s works, a large percentage of which are written on commission, can be 
divided into three time periods: before 1969, 1969-1984, and after 1984. Judith Lang 
Zaimont’s solo keyboard music is her lightest, most traditional sounding music. In some 
ways, it has allowed her to reconnect with tradition. Zaimont has called herself a 
"romantic modernist" or a "lyric modernist." Her compositional methods are basically 
Romantic in nature. Yet, Zaimont maintains personal, individual characteristics of 
harmony and rhythm (cf. "American-sounding" chords, use of springy rhythms and jazz 
syncopations as found in ragtime, as well as the incorporation of American dance styles 
and patriotic tunes) that are in line with the salient features of American music. These 
elements plant her musical compositions firmly within her social and cultural 
environment.  

In addition, Zaimont's change of media (in the 1980's) from mainly vocal and 
piano works to instrumental ensembles allowed her to explore new possibilities in form 
and timbre. Her use of piano in the ensemble works, as well as in STONE (1981) for solo 
piano, goes along with this exploration of timbre. Different sounds are created - 
particularly by a wide variety of manipulations on the inside of the keyboard. 

These manipulations bring a new focus on types of attack (such as those created 
by finger stroking and plucking of the strings, by playing directly on the strings with the 
knuckles or the palm of the hand, as well as with mallets and lucite rods). Her concern 
with attack carries over into the touch aspect of the more recent "Impronta Digitale" 
(1999), performed by both of the gold medalists in the 2001 Van Cliburn competition as 
the outcome of an anonymous selection process resulting in Zaimont being named 
“Honored Composer” in this first-time American Composers Invitational.  

In addition to progressive twentieth-century features such as timbre and attack, 
Zaimont's music exhibits a twentieth-century propensity for borrowing and for 
incorporating seemingly unrelated styles. Nonetheless, throughout her music, one 
consistently finds characteristics that provide a Zaimont "fingerprint." The combination 
of her individual style with her openness to contemporary techniques has provided us 
with works that are engaging and appealing. 
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The subject of my paper is the genre of letters as used in a novel by the Danish-

Faroese writer William Heinesen (1900-91) entitled Det gode håb (The Good Hope, 

1964). The novel which has never been translated into English consists of 15 letters 

written by the priest Peder Børresen to a colleague in Norway. 

One of the main points of Heinesen’s novel is that the letters were never 

posted. The letters become a symbol of Heinesen’s perception of fiction as a 

strategy for textproduction and as a relation to the reader and the context. A sharp 

line is drawn between fiction and reality while at the same time there exists a blurred 

boundary between them. In this way, we can see that The Good Hope concerns 

what the art can do and what it cannot do. 

In this paper, I examine the function of the genre of letters in the novel. The 

letter is a hybrid between an expressive oral culture and a reflective, contemplative 

written culture. Heinesen’s use of this form leads to a question which is fundamental 

to hermeneutics: To what extent is literary expression derived from orality versus 

being a specific written form. The answer of the novel is not ‘either-or’, but ‘both yes 

and no’. With a point of departure in the hermeneutics of Paul Ricoeur, I will show 

how Heinesen connects the form of the diary to a concept of fiction characterized by 

openness towards other discourses than the fictive. The report of Børresen is a 

mental selfportrait reflecting the possibilities in the subjectivity in epistolary style. It is 

a subjectivity which I will discuss in relation to the genre of the letter as a forerunner 



to the modern novel and to modern identity. 

 

 

 

 

 



 Summary of the Ph.D.-dissertation 
 Bergur Rönne Moberg, Ph.D. (The University of Copenhagen) 

 

The thesis has examined a selected part of the mythical-imaginative work with 

special emphasis on the theme loss and recovery. By use of the hermeneutic 

analysis given by Paul Ricoeur I give a thorough understanding of the artistic 

modernity in the later prose. 

The analysis’ focus is on Heinesen’s use of the myth, and the myth is 

analysed by means of the conceptions of symbol, metaphor and narrative. These 

literary core concepts depicts three different ways of interpreting the original 

symbolic univers of the myth. The symbol, metaphor as well as the narrative 

demonstrates an awareness of the tension between their surplus of meaning and 

their disparate representation of reality. 

Heinesen’s interpretations of myth shall be conceived as a meta poetry which 

sets forth the myth as a very suitable point of departure for aestethic conflicts. The 

thesis explains symbol, metaphor, and narrative as three decisive positions in the 

authorship’s interpretations of myths by inferring them: the symbol in the novels The 

lost Musicians and The Kingdom of the Earth, the metaphor ind the short story 

Grylen, and the narrative in the novel The Tower at the Edge of the World and the 

cycle of short stories Laterna Magica. Together these three analyses show a tension 

between the loss as life’s irreversibility and recovery as the interpretation of art. 

The three analysis concepts in the thesis throw a new light on Heinesen as a 

realist with modernistic traits. The dramatic form of myth does that Heinesen leaves 

the naiv mimetic narrative form in favour of a form which is streched between 

descriptions of the difficult ontology of a moderne work of art and its creative 

mimesis. At the same time Heinesen distances himself from the empty 

interpretations of wholeness and the exaggerated interest for the constitution of the 

subject. He becomes absorbed in the form of experience through remembering and 

creates coherence in the disunite modernity. The existential experience is interpreted 

in an public cultural context whereby myth, science and art are recounted as three 

discourses where the reenchanted ability of the art makes a synthesis of the first 

two. Heinesen uses remembering as a method in his attempt to keep the modernistic 

and the moderne loss of meaning, language and experience at a distance. The 



poetry is the releasing warrant of meaning. 
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Some have argued that in the past the “Arab-Islamic world” reproduced the 

discourse of progress by accepting “modernizing” discourses and state-centered 

developmental projects.  Nationalist discourses from the late nineteenth century to the 

1960s generally accepted the challenge of “modernizing Islam,” relegating the religion to 

the private sphere and creating a culturalist and racialized discourse in which “Islam” was 

understood as an obstacle to modernizing the subjects of the state.  Islamists today, on the 

other hand, have chosen a completely new understanding of “progress.”  As such, this 

last phase seems to be a rejection by Islamists of the discourses coming from Western 

elites as well as those coming from the old antisystemic movements.  As a result, by the 

late twentieth century the second wave of response to the West began to emerge, 

producing a radicalized version of Islamic identity characterized by what we may call the 

Islamization path.  Can these current Islamist movements be understood as antisystemic?  

How do the current Islamist movements differ from past postcolonial movements?  This 

paper, through a capitalist world-system analysis, critiques postcolonial understandings 

of identity construction in order to better understand the anti-systemic nature of 

contemporary Islamist movements. 
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Josef von Sternberg’s Der Blaue Engel (1930) was the most famous sound film to emerge 

from Weimar Germany. This film, which launched the career of Marlene Dietrich and featured 

music by cabaret composer Friedrich Holländer, has been celebrated for its representation of the 

‘neue Frau’, the modern woman whose social and sexual autonomy found expression in 

Dietrich’s portrayal of cabaret showgirl Lola-Lola. Although widely acclaimed as an emblem of 

Weimar culture, Der Blaue Engel has received scant treatment of what is arguably its most 
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ABSTRACT 

A New History: The Restoration of Women’s History in Caryl Churchill’s 

Top Girls 

 

Despite epic drama’s male-centred genesis and progression, its counter-

discursive, counter-hegemonic elements have appealed to a new generation of women 

playwrights, among them Caryl Churchill, whose feminist dramaturgy has engendered 

considerable critical inquiry in recent years.  My presentation on Caryl Churchill’s 

socialist-feminist play, Top Girls, reveals a new history, a literary challenge to 

traditional ideas about historical significance.  By interweaving female characters from 

historical and contemporary eras and, thus, exploring women’s personal and subjective 

experiences alongside their social and political activities, Churchill interrogates the 

relationship between past and current social practice.  In her play, she presents what 

noted historian Joan W. Scott1 calls “a synthesizing perspective that can explain 

continuities and discontinuities and account for persisting inequalities as well as 

radically different social experiences” (1055).  In Top Girls, Churchill incorporates 

Scott’s conception of gender and uses it as an analytic category in her writing of women 

back into history.  Furthermore, by making explicit the major division between social 

solidarity and individual achievement, Churchill interrogates the role of gender and 

class as social constructs and makes a place in her literature and, indeed, in history 

itself.   
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1 In her insightful article, “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis” (1986), Scott presents a 
definition of gender containing two propositions: “gender is a constitutive element of social relationships 
based on perceived difference between the sexes, and gender is a primary way of signifying relationships 
of power” (1067).  Scott’s article can be found in American Historical Review 91 (Dec. 1986): 1053-
1075. 



 

 But most of us is fighting the devils. (Top Girls) 

 

In Top Girls (1982), Caryl Churchill uses Brechtian epic devices to investigate a 

new history, to challenge traditional ideas about historical significance by interweaving 

female characters from historical and contemporary eras.2  Exploring women’s personal 

and subjective experiences alongside their social and political activities, Churchill 

interrogates the relationship between the past and current social practice.  In her play 

she presents what noted historian Joan W. Scott calls “a synthesizing perspective that 

can explain continuities and discontinuities and account for persisting inequalities as 

well as radically different social experiences” (1055).  In her influential article entitled 

“Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis” (1986), Scott suggests that such a 

synthesis can best be accomplished by viewing gender as a social construction of ideas 

about the subjective identities of women and men.  She presents a definition of gender 

containing two propositions: “gender is a constitutive element of social relationships 

based on perceived differences between the sexes, and gender is a primary way of 

signifying relationships of power” (1067).  In her epic play, Top Girls, Churchill 

incorporates Scott’s conception of gender and uses it as an analytic category in her 

writing of women back into history.     

                                                 
1In Liberating Women’s History (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1976), editor Bernice 

Carroll includes an article by three contemporary feminist historians, Ann D. Gordon, 
Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy Shrom Dye, entitled “The Problem of Women’s History,” in 
which they argue for “not only a new history of women, but a new history” (89).  
According to these historians, such a new history “involves redefining and enlarging 
traditional notions of historical significance, to encompass personal, subjective 
experience as well as public and political activities” (89).      
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Although Churchill worked independently of Joint Stock for her original 

production of Top Girls at the Royal Court Theatre on August 28, 1982, she did 

continue her long-standing association with one of the Royal Court's most influential 

directors, Max Stafford-Clark.  As Churchill explains to Betsko and Koenig, her choice 

of Stafford-Clark was a strategic one: "I've always got on well with directors.  But it 

depends on having someone with roughly the same ideas as you so you trust each other, 

and if you do work well together you keep on with the same people, as I have with Max 

Stafford-Clark" (79).  Having a director who understands what the playwright is trying 

to achieve ensures that the playwright's political intentions will not be misunderstood or 

misinterpreted, as was the case at the Cologne Premiere of Top Girls, directed by 

Walter Adler.  In her interview with Emily Mann, Churchill explains how her socialist-

feminist play was made to look like an anti-female work at its German premiere: 

Another example of its being open to misunderstanding was a production 

in Cologne, Germany, where the women characters were played as 

miserable and quarrelsome and competitive at the dinner, and the women 

in the office were neurotic and incapable.  The waitress slunk about in a 

catsuit like a bunnygirl and Win changed her clothes on stage in the 

office.  It just turned into a complete travesty of what it was supposed to 

be.  (82) 
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Although, as Churchill's selection of Stafford-Clark makes explicit, not only women can 

direct a feminist play, Top Girls' socialist feminist agenda can easily be subverted in 

uncomprehending male hands.  Male audiences, Churchill explains, have been known to 

ignore the play's feminist message even in a production that honours Churchill’s 

politics, and invest that message with a misogyny entirely absent from her original 



script.  In a Greek production of Top Girls, "the attitude of some of the men seeing it 

was . . . that the women in the play who'd gone out to work weren't very nice, weren't 

happy, and they abandoned their children.  They felt the play was obviously saying 

women shouldn't go out to work--they took it to mean what they were wanting to say 

about women themselves, which is depressing.  Highly depressing" (Betsko and Koenig 

82).  As these examples demonstrate, Churchill's strategic selection of Stafford-Clark as 

director for Top Girls was a wise one.  By choosing a director who shared her ideas, 

Churchill ensured a production that would remain true to her own socialist feminist 

politics. 

Churchill’s choice of title for her play was likewise strategic.  In the article 

about gender as a category of historical analysis, Joan W. Scott suggests: 

As a constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived 

differences between the sexes, gender involves four interrelated 

elements: first, culturally available symbols that evoke multiple (and 

often contradictory) representations   . . . Second, normative concepts 

that set forth interpretations of the meanings of the symbols, that attempt 

to limit and contain their metaphoric possibilities . . . [third] a notion of 

politics as well as reference to social institutions and organizations . . . 

[and fourth] subjective identity.  (1067-68) 

Churchill’s title, Top Girls, is itself a culturally available symbol that evokes numerous 

representations.  Like the Top Girls Employment Agency for which it was named, the 

play’s title suggests a select few.  After all, as Win instructs Angie in Act Two, Scene 
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Three: “There’s not many top ladies about” (118).3  But, it must be remembered that, 

despite the presence of Lady Nijo and the countless references to ladies, the play is not 

called Top Ladies, a term with courtly overtones.  The name Top Girls undermines any 

implication of status or authority that would be associated with the phrase Top Ladies.  

For many years feminists have objected to the use of the word girls to refer to women on 

the grounds that it tends to represent women in narrow, diminutive, frivolous terms.  Just 

as men of colour object to the patronizing, demeaning implications in the word boy, so, 

too, women often take exception to the label girl.  Additionally, while the women in the 

agency may be at the top, at the pinnacle of their careers, the fact remains that they are 

only the best of the women, not the best of everyone.  While they may have gone as far 

as it is possible for women to go, the limitation implicit in the title undermines their 

accomplishments.  Of course, the word top necessarily implies a middle and a bottom, 

reflecting the social stratification made visible in the play’s first act, the way in which 

some women enjoy positions of privilege in relation to other women.  Using Britain’s 

pre-eminent Top Girl, Margaret Thatcher, as an example, Joyce demonstrates that 

merely having a woman in the top position does not ensure equality for all women: 

“What good’s first woman if it’s her?  I suppose you’d have liked Hitler if he was a 

woman.  Ms. Hitler.  Got a lot done, Hitlerina.  Great adventures” (138).  Joyce 

mockingly uses the feminist title Ms. both to challenge Marlene’s notion that female and 

feminist are synonymous and to suggest that a female prime minister who would behave 

as brutally and destructively as did Hitler could only have a negative impact on the lives 
                                                 

2As Churchill explains in her production note, she originally wrote Top Girls in 
three acts, a format that she prefers.  However, in the original production, the play was 
divided into two acts with only one interval.  Throughout this essay I refer to the three 
acts as presented in the Methuen edition of Churchill’s Plays: Two. 
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of the majority of women.  Additionally, the play’s title makes explicit the ascent from 

bottom to top of the corporate ladder.  Through her strategic choice of title, then, 

Churchill relies on readily available cultural symbols to demonstrate how throughout 

history Top Girls, like other women, have been consigned to and kept in their male-

defined places. 
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 Churchill uses a visually jarring first act as an alienation effect that makes 

visible the trans-historical and trans-cultural nature of this oppression of women.  She 

brings six women from different historical periods and social classes together in a 

London restaurant in 1982, thereby engaging in what Bertolt Brecht describes as 

“develop[ing] the historical sense . . . into a real sensual delight” (Brecht 276).  By 

presenting these diverse women together on stage in their period costumes, Churchill, 

like Brecht in paragraph twelve of “Appendices to the Short Organum” (1952), 

acknowledges “our delight in comparisons, in distance, in dissimilarity--which is at the 

same time a delight in what is close and proper to ourselves” (276).  Because the other 

characters appear on stage in costumes appropriate to their historical and cultural 

contexts, Marlene’s contemporary British outfit is seen as historically and culturally 

specific as well.  Throughout the act, the audience is continually presented with a 

humorous, if somewhat incongruous, image of women from six different historical 

periods and vastly different cultural and geographical milieux who interact as though 

such meetings occurred regularly.  As Churchill explains to Renate Klett in “Anything’s 

Possible in the Theatre” (1984), live theatre makes possible a meeting between such 

disparate characters: “If you want to bring characters from the past onto the stage then 

you can do it, without having to find a realistic justification, such as presenting it as 

Marlene’s dream.  On stage it is possible for these women to meet and have dinner” 



(19).    Indeed, as Brecht suggests in “Notes on Erwin Strittmatter’s Play ‘Katzgraben’” 

(1958), in epic theatre such humorous renditions of history are not only possible, but 

highly recommended: 

That is why [Strittmatter’s] history is comedy.  He is narrating part of his 

class’s story as a story of surmountable difficulties, corrigible ineptitudes, 

at which he laughs without ever taking them too lightly.  And this is how 

we must perform the play: we must infect a working-class audience with 

the urge to alter the world (and supply it with some of the relevant 

knowledge).  (247) 

Like Strittmatter, Churchill utilizes alienation effects to narrate her class and gender 

story, to instruct her audience about the need for social change.  She too presents history 

as comedy in an attempt to infuse her audience with an awareness about the futility of 

individual emancipation without concurrent societal transformation.  Churchill’s 

presentation of this situationally humorous collection of women, then, works to instruct 

even as it delights. 
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By devoting the entire first act, almost one-third of the play, to these historically 

and culturally diversified women characters, Churchill also foregrounds another of the 

aspects of gender identified by Joan W. Scott: subjective identity.  In her article, Scott 

identifies the need “to examine the ways in which gendered identities are substantively 

constructed and relate [the] findings to a range of activities, social organizations, and 

historically specific cultural representations” (1068).  Scott goes on to suggest that “the 

best efforts in this area so far have been, not surprisingly, biographies” (1068).  In the 

preface to Top Girls, The Plays of the Seventies (1986), Churchill acknowledges the use 

of two biographies as sources for her play: The Confessions of Lady Nijo, and Pat Barr’s 



account of the life of Isabella Bird, entitled A Curious Life for a Lady.  Additionally, as 

her note at the beginning of the play makes clear, Churchill has obviously done 

biographical research concerning Pope Joan as well.     

However, as Ann D. Gordon, Mari Jo Buhle, and Nancy Schrom Dye suggest in 

“The Problem of Women’s History” (1976), biographies tend to chronicle the lives of 

only rare and extraordinary women, the top girls of their societies or eras: 

Biographies are inherently limited . . . in that they can tell us very little 

about the life-style of the overwhelming majority of women who were 

not members of a small social elite or who did not pioneer in one of the 

professions. . . . The very existence of written materials on a woman tells 

us that she was exceptional; she had the leisure and ability to write, she 

had the opportunity to experience something other than the basic 

production for her household, and she lived in a family conscious enough 

of its heritage to preserve family records. Sometimes the existence of 

written sources on a woman indicates only that she was married to a 

famous man.  (79) 
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Not surprisingly then, the women in the first act are for the most part extraordinary in 

ways patriarchal history would recognize.  As Churchill explains in her “Note on 

characters,” Pope Joan occupied a position which even to this day remains inaccessible 

to women: “disguised as a man, [she] is thought to have been Pope between 854-856" 

(52).  Similarly, Isabella Bird (1831-1904), who “lived in Edinburgh, [and] travelled 

extensively between the ages of 40 and 70" (52), experienced something well beyond the 

household experiences of most women of her day.  During her travels, Bird had the 

leisure and ability to write numerous texts about the places she visited, including a 



cultural geography of Korea, which until the 1950s was accepted as authoritative.4  

Likewise, Lady Nijo (b.1258), a Japanese woman who “was an Emperor’s courtesan and 

later a Buddhist nun who travelled on foot through Japan” (52), came from a family 

acutely conscious of its heritage.  As Nijo tells Marlene, “I come of a line of eight 

generations of poets.  Father had a poem in the anthology” (57).5  In fact, Lady Nijo’s 

memoir is considered by many as an excellent example of mediaeval Japanese court 

poetry.6  Patient Griselda, “the obedient wife whose story is told by Chaucer in The 

Clerk’s Tale of The Canterbury Tales” (52), has been written about by Petrarch, 

Boccacio, and Chaucer primarily because of her elevation to membership in a small 

social elite by virtue of her marriage to a Marquis.  Even Dull Gret, who “is the subject 

of the Brueghel painting . . . in which a woman in an apron and armour leads a crowd of 

women charging through hell and fighting the devils” (52), is represented in the 

allegorical painting and in the play as having experienced something not likely to be 

duplicated by the majority of women (or men) of any period.  By placing Marlene 

together with these exceptional women, Churchill suggests that her promotion to 

                                                 
3I am grateful to Amelia Howe Kritzer who, in Chapter Seven: “Labour and 

Capital” in her text on Churchill entitled The Plays of Caryl Churchill (New York: St. 
Martin’s, 1991), includes a footnote detailing the literary contributions of both Isabella 
Bird and Lady Nijo. 

4In the interests of clarity, I have deleted directorial marks when quoting from 
the play, but Churchill uses a slash (/) to indicate when a character continues speaking 
right through another’s speech and to mark the point of interruption when one character 
starts speaking before another has finished.  She also uses an asterisk (*) to show the 
continuity when a speech follows on from a speech earlier than the one printed 
immediately before it.  

5Again I must acknowledge Amelia Howe Kritzer’s text for providing the 
following information: “Nijo’s memoir, which she wrote in an effort to reclaim her 
family’s literary reputation, has recently been rediscovered and recognized as a major 
work of mediaeval Japanese court poetry” (209). 
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managing director “over all the women [she] work[s] with.  And the men” (67) 

represents a singular achievement.  Like the other women in Act One, Marlene achieves 

her status as a Top Girl on the basis of individual accomplishments, because she attains 

something beyond the reach of the majority of women.   

The waitress, who stands in stark contrast to the other women in the act, is the 

only character who does not qualify as a Top Girl and, consequently, must serve those 

who do.  Going through the entire act without speaking, she represents the vast majority 

of ordinary women who silently struggle against poverty and oppression.  Within 

capitalist, patriarchal societies, the play suggests, Top Girls achieve success on the backs 

of ordinary working women.  Like the unexceptional women in the subsequent acts, the 

waitress makes concrete the enormous difference between individual achievement and 

collective social change.  By the end of the act, the festive mood gradually shifts to one 

of maudlin pain and anguish, making possible a recognition of the futility and 

hollowness of individual achievements such as those worked for by the play’s Top Girls. 

Although all the Top Girls of the first act are extraordinary in some way, they 

nonetheless represent decidedly different social classes and they experience profoundly 

different existential realities.  As Bertolt Brecht suggests in paragraph thirty-seven of “A 

Short Organum for the Theatre” (1949), the representation on stage of such differences 

helps epic dramatists foster a critical attitude in their audiences: 
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If we ensure that our characters on the stage are moved by social 

impulses and that these differ according to the period, then we make it 

harder for our spectator to identify himself with them.  He cannot simply 

feel: that’s how I would act, but at most can say: if I had lived under 

those circumstances.  And if we play works dealing with our own time as 



though they were historical, then perhaps the circumstances under which 

he himself acts will strike him as equally odd; and this is where the 

critical attitude begins.  (190) 

By setting these women together in a contemporary situation, Churchill constructs the 

present as just one of history’s time periods.  Although the women share a sex, each has 

her own unique class and cultural concerns.  Marlene, however, refuses to acknowledge 

the obvious differences among the women.  Demonstrating her allegiance to the motto 

“Anyone can do anything if they’ve got what it takes” (140), Marlene ignores 

completely class differences.  As she tells Joyce, “I don’t believe in class” (141).  So, 

when the other women offer a toast to her success, she attempts to elide the differences, 

to impose a commonality of achievement that is at least questionable:   

ISABELLA. To Marlene. 

MARLENE. And all of us. 

JOAN. Marlene. 

NIJO. Marlene. 

GRET. Marlene. 

MARLENE. We’ve all come a long way.  To our courage and the way we 

changed our lives and our extraordinary achievements. [emphasis added]  (67) 
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Marlene’s assertion relies upon another culturally available symbol, that of the Virginia 

Slims advertisement motto: “You’ve come a long way, baby.”  As my added emphasis 

highlights, Marlene attempts to convert individual accomplishment into collective 

achievement.  Like many bourgeois feminists, Marlene remains blind to differences of 

class, culture and sexual orientation, seeing only the token power achieved by Top Girls.  

It is not until the end of the play that Marlene finally admits her self-centred, self-



interested individualism.  When Joyce asks for whom the eighties will be stupendous, 

Marlene responds “For me.  I think I’m going up up up. . . . I believe in the individual.  

Look at me” [emphasis added] (136-7).  Churchill, as a socialist feminist, foregrounds 

Marlene’s class blindness in order to displace it, to contrast it eventually with Joyce’s 

class-conscious feminism.   

Throughout the first act, and indeed the entire play, Churchill fosters a critical 

attitude in her audience by making explicit class and cultural distinctions among the 

women in order to demonstrate that gender concerns cannot be viewed in isolation from 

other factors that shape social experience.  Pope Joan, who lived in Italy during the 

early- to mid-ninth century, was “by way of an infant prodigy” (58) who rose to the top 

of a religious hierarchy, to “the life of a Pope [which] is quite luxurious” (70).  Saying 

“I’m a heresy myself” (60), Joan acknowledges that within Roman Catholicism women 

can reach the top only by becoming heretical, by living at variance with institutionalized 

mores and beliefs.  Although her gender should have prevented her from acquiring an 

education—after all, “women weren’t allowed in the library” (62)—Joan managed to 

overcome the double obstacles of poverty and femaleness.  She did so, however, at great 

cost.  Completely alienated from her female body, when she became pregnant she 

“didn’t know what was happening” (70) and, ironically, needed her male lover to 

explain the situation.  In order to succeed in a man’s world, Joan, who “didn’t live a 

woman’s life” (78), was forced to become an honorary man, to emulate the oppressors 

who associate women with “children and lunatics” (69) in order to prevent them from 

gaining equality, let alone rising to become Pope. 
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Like Pope Joan, Isabella Bird lived a life of travel and adventure more 

commonly associated with men.  Unlike Joan, however, Isabella “always travelled as a 



lady and [she] repudiated strongly any suggestion in the press that [she] was other than 

feminine” (62).  Her status as a lady was extremely important to the class-conscious 

Isabella, who sneered at the “barbaric practices in the east [a]mong the lower classes” 

(60).  Born in Victorian Scotland to an obviously wealthy clergyman father, Isabella 

could afford the expense of world travel and therefore enjoyed the kind of life 

inaccessible to most Victorian of her day.  Her experiences, however, failed to overcome 

her insularity and intolerance towards those who existed outside the parameters of her 

upper-class, Church-of-England milieu.  While on the one hand Isabella cherished the 

class privilege associated with being a lady, on the other she resented bitterly the gender 

restrictions implicit in the term.  When she says “I cannot and will not live the life of a 

lady” (80), she verbalizes her refusal to be subjected to the standard imposed upon her 

by the patriarchal Victorian society in which she lived.  Her final assertion, “I was the 

only European woman ever to have seen the Emperor of Morocco” (83), makes explicit 

her difference from other women in her society and demonstrates that she, as surely as 

Joan, became an honorary man in order to achieve individual fulfilment. 
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Like Isabella, Marlene attempts to dissociate herself from other women who 

might prevent her from making it to the top of the business world.  Unlike Isabella, who 

is born to upper middle-class parents, Marlene is born to poor, working-class parents 

and is thus determined to dissociate herself from her class roots.  Telling Joyce, “I hate 

the working class . . . it doesn’t exist anymore, it means lazy and stupid” (139), Marlene 

makes clear her rejection of the “fucking awful life” (132) she associates with her 

parents’ working-class existence.  Marlene resembles both Joan and Isabella in that she 

attempts to become an honorary man, to emulate rather than fight the oppressor.  So 

successful is Marlene’s gender transformation that she not only acquires metaphorical 



male anatomy, “far more balls than Howard” (100), she also becomes an oppressor in 

her relations with her female clients at the Top Girls Employment Agency.  In an 

interview in which she convinces Jeanine to take a position with little chance of 

advancement except over a few women, Marlene demonstrates her acceptance of 

patriarchal, capitalist attitudes towards women employees.  Like Isabella, Marlene feels 

little solidarity with other women, especially working-class women like her sister and 

her own child, whom she rejects not just when she abandons her to Joyce’s care, but 

again when, at the play’s chronological end, she declares: “She’s not going to make it” 

(120). 
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Instead of attempting to emulate the oppressors as do Marlene, Isabella, and 

Joan, in both Chaucer’s tale and Churchill’s play Patient Griselda concedes to the 

oppressor and accepts patriarchal domination as a given.  Born in rural England during 

the fourteenth century to a poor peasant family, Griselda is extricated from the poverty 

and misery of her class by virtue of marriage to a Marquis.  When Griselda was a mere 

child of fifteen, the Marquis “spoke to [Griselda’s] father” (75), who was so intimidated 

by the Marquis’ rank that he “could hardly speak” (75), and made explicit the condition 

upon which Griselda’s elevation rested: “The Marquis said it wasn’t an order, I could 

say no, but if I said yes I must always obey him in everything” (75).  Although the 

Marquis’ proposal is phrased as a request rather than an order, in actuality Griselda’s 

existential reality made her acceptance of it a foregone conclusion.  Indeed, Griselda 

sees nothing extraordinary in the Marquis’ request for total obedience because, as she 

tells Marlene, “of course a wife must obey her husband.  And of course I must obey the 

Marquis” (75).  As that “of course” demonstrates, Griselda accepts as natural the double 

duty of obedience as wife and subject.  Taking obedience to an absurd level, Griselda 



acquiesces to every unreasonable command from her husband and master until she has 

been stripped of virtually everything: her daughter, her son, her husband, and even the 

clothes from her body.  And yet, although all these things are eventually restored to her, 

Griselda just manages to keep alive a vestigial sense of injustice.  Her final words in the 

play, “I do think--I  do wonder--it would have been nicer if Walter hadn’t had to” (81), 

demonstrate her awareness that achievement by virtue of total concession to the 

oppressor represents a hollow and unsatisfying achievement.    

Like Griselda, Lady Nijo generally concedes to patriarchal and class-based 

oppression.  Born in Japan in the mid-thirteenth century, Nijo, the daughter of a court 

poet, “was brought up from a baby” (57) to be the mistress of an Emperor.  Although of 

a higher social class than Griselda, Nijo was also given by her father to a much older, 

more socially prominent, and more powerful man when she was little more than a child 

of fourteen.  Believing that she “belonged to him” (57), Nijo meekly accepted the 

Emperor’s acts of rape, procurement, and voyeurism as his rights of ownership and as 

his rights of royalty.  Not surprisingly, when she inevitably fell out of favour, she went 

from one hopeless relationship to another.  Even her wandering life as a vagrant nun was 

inspired not so much by a desire for self-fulfilment as by a promise to her dying father to 

“enter holy orders” (57) if she ever lost the Emperor’s favour.  Telling the other women 

that “the first half of my life was all sin and the second all repentance” (59), Nijo 

demonstrates that she has internalized the feelings of guilt and worthlessness instilled in 

her since birth.  And yet, her proudest memory is of the time when she, Lady Genki, and 

the other ladies collectively challenged the Emperor’s right to abuse them:   
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Lady Genki and I made a plan, and the ladies all hid in his rooms, and 

Lady Mashimizu stood guard with a stick at the door, and when His 



Majesty came in Genki seized him and I beat him until he cried out and 

promised he would never order anyone to hit us again.  Afterwards there 

was a terrible fuss.  The nobles were horrified.  ‘We wouldn’t even dream 

of stepping on your Majesty’s shadow.’  And I had hit him with a stick.  

Yes, I hit him with a stick.  (80-81) 

Repeating the phrase “I hit him with a stick,” Nijo relives again and again the moment 

when the roles were reversed and she exacted revenge from the most powerful and 

visible symbol of masculine authority.  Her continual repetition suggests that she herself 

is amazed by her audacity.  Excluded from power by virtue of their gender, she and the 

other court ladies horrified their male counterparts by engaging in the physical violence 

traditionally reserved for men who, at the Full Moon Ceremony, “beat their women 

across the loins so they’ll have sons and not daughters” (80).  Although their 

appropriation of power was short-lived, for one awe-inspiring moment, especially in 

light of the historical context, Nijo and the other women overcame their conditioning to 

acquiesce, and actively challenged patriarchal power and domination.  Churchill’s  

strategic placement of  Nijo’s story near the end of the act ensures that it resonates 

strongly with Dull Gret’s tale of collective resistance.   
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The resistance of Nijo and the court ladies presages the act of collective 

resistance of Dull Gret and her neighbours who go into hell to fight the devils.  Born in 

the Flanders region of Belgium in the sixteenth century, Dull Gret belongs to the lowest 

rural peasant class.  Although uneducated and somewhat coarse, Gret refuses either to 

emulate or concede to the oppressor.  Instead, she and the other peasant women respond 

to oppression with violent resistance.  Despite Nijo’s interjection that “All the ladies 



come” [emphasis added] (82), Gret makes it clear that she and her neighbours are not 

ladies but simple housewives who “come out just as they was [sic] from baking and 

washing in their aprons” (82).  Like the resistance of Nijo and the court ladies, Gret’s 

and her neighbour’s political resistance has its roots in personal experience: “We’d all 

had family killed.  My big son die on a wheel.  Birds eat him.  My baby, a soldier run 

her through with a sword.  I’d had enough, I was mad, I hate the bastards” (82).7  The 

bastards here represent the agents of class and gender oppression, in the form of Spanish 

soldiery, requiring collective female resistance.  Although capitalism, represented in 

Gret’s story by the “big devil” who excretes money from a “big hole in his arse” (82), 

prompts some women to put individual attainment above social reform, many more 

women, the play optimistically suggests, recognize and respond to the need for 

collective action.  According to Gret: “a lot of the women stop and get some [money].  

But most of us is fighting the devils” [emphasis added] (82).  Presenting Gret and the 

                                                 
7I am indebted to Linda Fitzsimmons who, in her article “I won’t turn back for 

you or anyone: Caryl Churchill’s Socialist-Feminist Theatre” (Essays in Theatre 6:1 
(1987): 19-29), explains how Churchill made several subtle but important changes to her 
original play: “As originally written, [Gret’s] speech . . . had no interruptions.  The 
interruptions that Churchill writes for the later edition are not, though, of the same order 
as those in the rest of the scene.  Hence, rather than deflecting attention away from the 
original speaker, they point our attention to her.  Two sentences into Gret’s speech, 
Marlene tells Joan, “Shut up, pet” and Isabella says, “Listen, she’s been to hell.”  The 
characters’, and so the audience’s, attention is drawn to Gret in a way that happens 
nowhere else in the scene. . . . Earlier in the speech, Churchill replaces Gret’s 
generalised “Men on wheels.  Babies on swords” with the more specific, “My big son 
die on wheel.  Birds eat him.  My baby, a soldier run her through with a sword” (p. 28).  
She is given personal motivation for her political action, and this experience allies her 
with Joan, Isabella, and Nijo. . . . Their personal disaffection leads into Gret’s 
advocating a way forward.  The last significant textual alteration here is in the final set 
of stage directions for the scene.  In the earlier text, we have “Nijo is crying.”  This 
changes to “Nijo is laughing and crying” (p. 29), to express recognition not only of the 
difficulties and sorrow and suffering but also of exhilaration and of hope for eventual 
triumph” (21). 
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other women from the lowest social class as the symbol of effective, collective female 

resistance, Churchill suggests that gender transformation requires a corresponding 

building of solidarity across class lines.  Explicating class and cultural distinctions 

among the women, then, enables Churchill to interrogate critically the apparent lack of 

unity among persons of the same gender. 

This is not to suggest, however, that Churchill fails to recognize and address the 

unique features of gender oppression, to explore the commonalities in women’s 

experience under patriarchal systems.  In an attempt to demonstrate the continuity of  

patriarchal oppression, to show how in some respects little has changed for women from 

the Rome of 854 to present-day London, Churchill examines and challenges another of 

the interrelated elements of gender identified by Joan W. Scott: “normative concepts that 

set forth interpretations of the meanings of the symbols, that attempt to limit and contain 

their metaphoric possibilities . . . [that] take the form of fixed binary opposition, 

categorically and unequivocally asserting the meaning of male and female, masculine 

and feminine” (1067).  Through an exploration of such normative concepts as mother, 

father, wife, and husband, Churchill challenges gender stereotypes in an attempt to 

expand and liberate the metaphoric possibilities of both femininity and masculinity.   

Through the women’s maternal experiences, or lack thereof, Churchill explores 

and challenges the gender stereotype of an inherent maternal instinct.8  Throughout the 
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8I use the phrase maternal instinct here as defined by Barbara Mehrhof and 
Sheila Cronan in “The Origins of Woman’s Oppression: One View” (Manuscript from 
Northwestern University Library, Evanston Illinois: 1969).  This definition can be found 
in Cheris Kramarae and Paula A. Treichler’s Amazons, Bluestockings and Crones: a 
feminist dictionary (London: Pandora, 1992): “A concept invented by males to ensure 
that we would fulfill our procreative duties as well as assuming full responsibility for 
children per se. ‘Maternal instinct’ is defined as follows: It is ‘natural’ for women to 
want to give birth and to go through any amount of pain and inconvenience in order to 



first act, she reveals the complexities and ambiguities of motherhood, a theme central to 

both the act and the play as a whole.  Of all the women, only Isabella Bird has not 

experienced motherhood at least once.  Totally uninterpellated by the ideology of a 

maternal instinct, Isabella equates children with horses, revealing a decided preference 

for the latter when she tells Joan, “I never had any children.  I was fond of horses” (72).  

In contrast, Dull Gret, with her ten children, at least one of whom was born “in a field” 

(71), experiences motherhood as an ongoing, continuous process.  Dull Gret exemplifies 

the maternal experience of a vast majority of women, the kind of motherhood against 

which Charlotte Perkins Gilmam constructed Herland (1915), a motherhood “of helpless 

involuntary fecundity, forced to fill and overfill the land, every land, and then see their 

children suffer, sin, and die, fighting horribly with one another” (68).  Indeed, 

involuntary fecundity, or at the very least unplanned pregnancy, affects all the mothers 

in the first act.  If motherhood can be viewed as a continuum, Dull Gret and Isabella 

Bird occupy opposite ends of the spectrum, with the other Top Girls occupying various 

positions somewhere in the middle. 

                                                                                                                                                
bear a child; it is ‘natural’ for women to love their children and to be willing to sacrifice 
anything for their benefit; therefore, women fulfill themselves through childbirth and 
raising children.  This was solidified in the concept of maternal love” (261). 
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Lady Nijo and Patient Griselda share a similar maternal experience: the loss of 

children to  patriarchy.  Because she is a concubine, Nijo’s children by the Emperor 

belong to him, while children by anyone else belong to the man and pose an extreme 

danger to both Nijo and the father.  Hence, as Nijo explains to the other women, 

motherhood became for her a long succession of experiences of pain and loss which 

finally culminates in total annihilation of all maternal feeling: 

My first child was His Majesty’s, which unfortunately died, but my 

second was Akebono’s. . . . He cut the cord with a short sword, wrapped 

the baby in white and took it away.  It was only a girl but I was sorry to 

lose it. . . . I saw my daughter once.  She was three years old. . . . 

Akebono’s wife had taken the child because her own died. . . . She was 

being brought up carefully so she could be sent to the palace like I was.    

. . . I never saw my third child after he was born, the son of Ariake the 

priest. . . . My fourth child was Ariake’s too. . . . It was a boy again, my 

third son.  But oddly enough I felt nothing for him.  (70-72) 
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The reference to Nijo’s daughter, whose loss is mourned despite her inferior gender, 

makes explicit the significant role of socialization in the perpetuation of gender 

oppression.  Akebono’s wife’s appropriation and instruction of Nijo’s daughter 

demonstrates how women themselves sometimes become agents of patriarchy in relation 

to other females.  Even more telling, however, is the fact that Nijo so internalizes the 

patriarchal ideology whereby women have few rights in relation to men that she blames 

herself for her loss of maternal feelings, labelling it odd or unnatural.  Not surprisingly, 

then, when she meets Griselda, someone who has shared a similar experience, Nijo 

attempts to validate her own odd numbness.  Seeking corroboration, she twice asks 



Griselda: “But did you feel anything for the children?” (79).  Griselda’s offhand 

response, “Of course, I loved them” (79) serves not only to normalize an inherent 

maternalism, but to reinforce Nijo’s sense of singularity and alienation.  And yet, upon 

hearing about the return of Griselda’s children, Nijo recognizes finally the injustice in 

her own loss and, crying, exclaims: “Nobody gave me back my children” (79).  Not 

coincidentally, Nijo’s story about the collective female resistance on the eve of the Full 

Moon Ceremony follows almost immediately. 

Like Nijo, Griselda also loses her children to their father.  Explaining to Marlene 

that they were “Walter’s child[ren] to do what he liked with” (77), Griselda reveals the 

extent to which she has been interpellated by the patriarchal ideology that holds that 

children belong to their fathers.  The fate of Griselda’s daughter, similar to that of Nijo’s 

daughter, illustrates how female children are taught, often by other women, to accept a 

subordinate role.  Although Walter had Griselda’s children raised by someone else, 

“brought up secretly” (79), her ready acceptance of all Walter’s edicts leads Griselda to 

participate actively in the subjugation of her own daughter.  By unwittingly preparing 

her sixteen year-old daughter to take her place as the Marquis’ wife, Griselda becomes a 

parody of the patriarchal ideal of selfless motherhood.   
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In contrast to the selfless Nijo and Griselda, Pope Joan and Marlene experience 

motherhood as little more than an inconvenient and largely unwanted physical condition.  

Joan, because she “wasn’t used to having a woman’s body” (70), refused to accept her 

pregnancy even when it is revealed to her by the chamberlain.  Deluding herself, she 

hopes that by ignoring her pregnancy it will go away.  As she explains to Marlene: “I 

didn’t want to pay attention.  It was easier to do nothing” (70).  Of all the women, 

Marlene can most readily identify with Joan’s experience.  Like Joan, when Marlene 



becomes pregnant she procrastinates until it is too late to abort the fetus.  Joyce, torn 

between love and resentment of both Marlene and Angie, mockingly reminds Marlene: 

“You was [sic] the most stupid, for someone so clever you was the most stupid, get 

yourself pregnant, not go to the doctor, not tell” (134).  Determined never to make the 

same mistake again, Marlene has “had two abortions” despite being “on the pill so long 

[she’s] probably sterile” (135).  While Joan and her child are “stoned to death” (71), 

Marlene and Angie are separated because of economic factors.  Through the various 

maternal experiences, Churchill makes connections between having children stolen, like 

Nijo and Griselda; having children killed, like Joan; and having to choose between 

children and economic security, like Marlene.  For these Top Girls, then, motherhood 

becomes an oppressive experience fraught with complexities and ambiguities impacted 

by social and economic realities. 

While motherhood often culminates in female oppression and subjugation, 

however, fatherhood generally symbolizes autonomous masculine power and control.  

Interestingly, while the Top Girls never mention their mothers, references to fathers 

abound.  Just as Nijo’s and Griselda’s children belong to the Emperor and Walter, so too 

Nijo and Griselda emerge as the property of their own fathers.  Although merely 

observing a formality, both the Emperor and Walter reinforce patriarchal authority by 

asking the fathers’ permission before marrying their daughters.  Not surprisingly, then, 

when Walter expels Griselda, she returns to her father’s house.  Even the independent 

Isabella venerates her father, viewing him as “the mainspring of [her] life” (58).  

Echoing Nijo, Isabella always “tried to do what [her] father wanted” (57), and both she 

and Nijo owe their literary aspirations to their intellectual fathers.   
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Although Marlene remains silent during much of this discussion about fathers, as 

the play progresses it becomes apparent that she does not feel the same way about her 

father, whom she calls “that bastard” (138).  In Act Three, during the confrontation with 

Joyce, Marlene remembers her father as a drunken, violent man, not having seen or 

grasped the social and economic factors contributing to his abusiveness.  Churchill, 

however, constructs the scene as “an historical event” so that, as Brecht suggests in “On 

the Use of Music in Epic Theatre” (1957), “Human behaviour is shown as alterable; man 

himself as dependent on certain political and economic factors and at the same time as 

capable of altering them” (86).  Brecht’s primary concern lies with the audience.  When 

a scene is constructed as an historical event, Brecht argues, “the spectator is given the 

chance to criticize human behaviour from a social point of view, and the scene is played 

as a piece of history.  The idea is that the spectator should be put in a position where he 

can make comparisons about everything that influences the way in which human beings 

behave” (86). Through Joyce’s defence of her father, then, Churchill explores the 

economic realities facing Marlene and Joyce’s family.  While not excusing the father’s 

abusive behaviour, by presenting the social and economic factors contributing to his 

violence, Churchill enables the audience to make some interesting connections between 

patriarchal and economic oppression.  As a normative concept, Churchill suggests, 

fatherhood, too, can become fraught with ambiguities and complexities which often 

oppress men as well as women. 
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The final normative concept explored by Churchill, marriage, emerges in the 

play as a patriarchal institution which serves men’s interests more than women’s.  It is 

not by coincidence, the play suggests, that for generations Christian women’s marriage 

vows included a promise to obey their husbands.  Griselda, in fact, promises to “obey 



[Walter] in everything” (75) even before her marriage.  Echoing Griselda’s belief that 

“of course a wife must obey her husband,” Isabella describes her marriage in similar 

terms: “I swore to obey dear John, of course, but it didn’t seem to arise.  Naturally I 

wouldn’t have wanted to go abroad while I was married” (75).  As my added emphasis 

demonstrates, both Griselda and Isabella have been so interpellated by the patriarchal 

ideology of wifely obedience that they accept it as natural.  Isabella’s statement shows 

that as long as, and only as long as, women do exactly what their husbands want, the 

issue of obedience need not arise.  Furthermore, as Griselda makes clear, asymmetrical 

hierarchies of power transcend class barriers.  When she tells Marlene “I’d rather obey 

the Marquis than a boy from the village” (75), Griselda unknowingly echoes a sentiment 

expressed by Marlene who, in the final act, demands of Joyce, “What was I going to do? 

Marry a dairyman who’d come home pissed?  Don’t you fucking this fucking that 

fucking bitch fucking tell me what to fucking do fucking” (133).  Joan’s explicit 

assertion, “I never obeyed anyone.  They all obeyed me” (75), accents the tremendous 

gender gap in the politics of power.  As a putative man, she had unlimited power and 

authority; at the moment her true gender was revealed she not only lost all authority but 

was killed for attempting to usurp masculine power.  The marital experiences of the Top 

Girls serve as an unequivocal reminder that equality within marriage, while often 

constrained by other social and economic realities, depends primarily upon gender 

equity.  The representation of the marital experience of the Top Girls, like their parental 

experiences, enables Churchill to examine and challenge many of the unique features of 

gender oppression. 
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To explore further the issue of oppression, Churchill also utilizes the Brechtian 

epic device of non-linear progression, what Brecht calls in his table distinguishing 



between Dramatic and Epic Theatre, “progression in curves” (37).  If in epic theatre “the 

linear story has been thrown on the scrap heap” (153), as Brecht suggests in “Notes on 

the Folk Play” (1950), then Top Girls is in this respect consistent with epic theatre.  

Although the play ends at the conclusion of Act Three, the story ends much sooner, at 

the conclusion of the last scene of Act Two. The final chronological statement in the 

play, Marlene’s casual dismissal of Angie, “She’s not going to make it” (120), appears 

cold and callous to the audience, who are as yet unsure that Angie is Marlene’s own 

daughter.  In her interview with Betsko and Koenig, Churchill warns that Marlene’s 

second  abandonment of her  child should not be given too much significance:  

A lot of people have latched on to Marlene leaving her child, which 

interestingly was something that came very late.  Originally the idea was 

just that Marlene was “writing off” her niece, Angie, because she’d never 

make it; I didn’t yet have the plot idea that Angie was actually Marlene’s 

own child.  Of course women are pressured to make choices between 

working and having children in a way that men aren’t, so it is relevant, 

but it isn’t the main point of it.  (82) 
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The “main point of it” does not become obvious until the end of Act Three, set one year 

earlier, when the audience can recognize and appreciate the full irony of Marlene’s 

assertion: “She’ll [Angie] be all right” (140).  Although Marlene pronounces the final 

chronological line, the final words of the play itself are given by Churchill to Angie.  

Angie’s painful cry of isolation and alienation “Frightening. . . . Frightening” (141), 

structurally echoes Kurtz’s final exclamation in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, 

“The horror!  The horror!” (111), a culturally available symbol of evil in the world.  Act 

Three, because it is a flashback to the previous year, allows the audience to view 



Angie’s cry, in light of Marlene’s subsequent second abandonment, as an indictment of 

Marlene’s self-interested individualism.  After all, as Churchill explains to Betsko and 

Koenig, the play’s agenda is first and foremost a socialist feminist one: 

What I was intending to do was to make it first look as though it was 

celebrating the achievements of women and then--by showing the main 

character, Marlene, being successful in a very competitive, destructive, 

capitalist way--ask, what kind of achievement is that?  The idea was that 

it would start out looking like a feminist play and turn into a socialist one, 

as well.  And I think on the whole it’s mostly been understood like that.  

(82) 

Once again privileging collective resistance, Churchill uses non-linear progression to 

instruct her audience, to demonstrate the futility of individual liberation without a 

concurrent commitment to liberation of the entire group.  The play’s non-linear 

progression allows Churchill to codify Marlene’s casual dismissal of Angie as an 

extreme example of women reaching the top on the backs of other women, their own 

daughters included.  This particular Brechtian epic device, the disruption of 

chronological time, becomes in Top Girls a useful device for the promotion of 

Churchill’s socialist feminist message. 

Another epic device utilized by Churchill, doubling, expedites her socialist 

feminist agenda by allowing her to make connections between different contexts, to 

suggest a continuity in women’s history.  Bertolt Brecht explains the purpose and effect 

of doubling when he discusses Charles Laughton’s portrayal of Galileo in paragraph 

forty-nine of  “A Short Organum for the Theatre” (1948): 
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the actor appears on the stage in a double role, as Laughton and as 

Galileo . . . the showman Laughton does not disappear in the Galileo 

whom he is showing; from which this way of acting gets its name of 

‘epic’--comes to mean simply that the tangible, matter-of-fact process is 

no longer hidden behind a veil . . . Of course, the audience would not 

forget Laughton if he attempted the full change of personality, in that 

they would admire him for it; but they would in that case miss his own 

opinions and sensations, which would have been completely swallowed 

up by the character.  (194) 

Although Brecht speaks about the doubling between an actor and a single character, 

Churchill extends her doubling to an actor with numerous characters.  Churchill’s 

doubling serves a two-fold purpose: it helps the audience make connections among all 

the characters played by any one actor and, by making visible the tangible process of the 

play’s construction, it prevents the audience from being “completely swallowed up by” 

the characters.  As Churchill explains to Linda Fitzsimmons in File on Churchill (1989), 

“the audience can enjoy the medium and appreciate the theatricality rather than over-

identifying with the characters” (61).  For Churchill, then, doubling, too, becomes an 

alienation effect useful to her socialist feminist agenda. 
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Of all the characters, Marlene alone, as the symbolic representative of self-

interested individualism, is not doubled.  The other Top Girls of the first act are doubled 

with at least one, and often two other characters.  Pope Joan, for example, is doubled 

with Louise, a forty-six-year-old  woman who comes to the Top Girls Employment 

Agency as a client.  In an interview with Win, Louise explains that she has “spent 

twenty years in middle management [and] seen young men who [she] trained go on, in 



[her] own company, or elsewhere, to higher things” (106).  Like Joan, who “didn’t live a 

women’s life” and did not “understand it” (78), Louise remains alienated from other 

women.  Distancing herself from “the girls” with whom she works, Louise attempts to 

transform herself into an honorary man: “I don’t care greatly for working with women.  I 

think I pass as a man at work” (106).  And yet, although both she and Joan attempt to 

pass as men, ultimately neither succeeds.  They may be Top Girls, the play suggests, but 

they are still girls, restricted by insurmountable obstacles meant to keep women in their 

rightful place: in a subordinate role in relation to men.  By doubling Pope Joan and 

Louise, then, Churchill encourages the audience to challenge Marlene’s espousal of the 

nineteen-eighties as a period of post-feminist idealism, symbolically represented for her 

in the high-powered managing director “who’s got two children [and] breast feeds in the 

board room” (134).  Making connections between Joan and Louise, Churchill urges the 

audience to question the extent of women’s liberation over the last eleven centuries. 
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Similarly, by doubling the roles of Lady Nijo and Win, Churchill makes some 

interesting connections between a medieval courtesan and a twentieth-century, liberated 

career woman.  Nijo, who lives only for “the Emperor’s favour” and “to wear thin silk” 

(66), spends her life in the service of unavailable and/or married men who disappoint 

and abuse her.  Win, who supported one man for four years and who has an ex-husband 

in jail, is currently involved with a married man who spends time with her only when 

“his wife [is] visiting her mother” (99).  Like Akebono and Ariake, Nijo’s lovers who 

attempt to conceal their affairs, Win’s lover makes her “lie down in the back of the car 

so the neighbours [won’t] see [her] going in” (103).  Tragically, like Nijo, who not only 

accepts but cherishes and promotes her role as a sexual object, Win discounts the 

humiliation to which she is subjected and characterizes her affair as a “bit of fun” (104).  



Like many contemporary feminists, Churchill questions the extent to which the much 

vaunted sexual liberation of the 1960s has actually been liberating to women.9  Win’s 

story suggests that sexual liberation often serves men’s interests more than, and even at 

the expense of, women’s interests.  

                                                 
9Many contemporary feminists, like Churchill, see sexual liberation and the 

sexual  revolution as little more than the same old “man-vision.”  For example, Roxanne 
Dunbar calls sexual liberation “the most insidious device of all for brainwashing 
females”; Karen Linsey sees it as a “tragic farce for women;” and Gloria Steinem 
suggests that it “simply meant women’s increased availability on men’s terms.”  Sally 
Roesch Wagner insists that “the so-called ‘sexual revolution’ should not be confused 
with actual sexual liberation.  True sexual freedom will be possible only when we break 
the connection between sex and power, when there is no power component in sexual 
interactions.  The sexual revolution has never revolted against patterns of power 
between women and men” (Amazons, Bluestockings and Crones London: Pandora, 
1992)  416-417. Through the doubling of Nijo and Win, Churchill suggests that 
gendered inequities of power have remained relatively stable over more than five 
centuries and at least two waves of feminist liberation. 
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Another set of doubling, that between Patient Griselda, Jeanine, and Nell, 

emphasizes differences rather than similarities.  Like Griselda, who in every instance 

accedes to masculine authority, Jeanine allows Marlene’s negative assessment of her 

work--“Speeds, not brilliant, not too bad” (84)--to undermine her confidence to the extent 

that she foregoes her desire for better “prospects” and “travel,” and applies instead for a 

position in a lampshade company.  Upon hearing about Jeanine’s engagement, Marlene 

validates patriarchal discrimination against women in the work place and dismisses 

Jeanine as a serious candidate for a future in an executive position.  Tragically, Jeanine 

accepts Marlene’s valuation and settles for a position little better than her current one.  In 

contrast, the fiercely independent Nell rejects “play[ing] house” in favour of  “go[ing] on 

working and not marry[ing]” (102).  Upon hearing about Win’s exploits with her married 

lover, Nell exclaims “Fuck that for a joke” (103) and threatens to reveal the affair to the 

man’s wife.  And yet, despite the pleasure of seeing the actor who played the 

downtrodden Griselda and Jeanine assert her autonomy and sovereignty, the audience 

eventually realizes that Nell is no more to be emulated than is Marlene.  Believing that 

women require “balls” if they are to succeed in the labour market, Nell dedicates her life 

to disproving what she perceives as a masculine under-evaluation of women: “They think 

we’re too nice.  They think we listen to the buyer’s doubts.  They think we consider his 

needs and feelings” (115).  Nell, determined to succeed at all costs, emulates the men she 

so envies, and considers the needs and feelings of no one but herself.  Upon hearing of 

Howard’s heart attack, apparently triggered by his disappointment over losing the 

management position to Marlene, Nell callously dismisses him by declaring: “Lucky he 

didn’t get the job if that’s what his health’s like” (120).  Additionally, telling Marlene, “I 
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don’t like coming second” (104), Nell reveals that she aspired to Marlene’s position.  

When Win tells Marlene: “We’d rather it was you than Howard.  We’re glad for you, 

aren’t we Nell?” she reluctantly and insincerely replies, “Oh yes.  Aces” (104).  For Nell, 

feminist solidarity occupies a distant second in relation to personal achievement.  By 

doubling Nell with Griselda and Jeanine, then, Churchill suggests that the kind of 

individual achievement towards which Nell aspires is no more liberating to women 

collectively than the total submission demonstrated by Griselda and Jeanine. 

Similarly, by doubling the roles of Isabella Bird, Joyce, and Mrs. Kidd, Churchill 

connects women like Isabella, who live as honorary men, with women like Mrs. Kidd and 

Joyce, who make masculine independence possible.  While Isabella travels 

independently, Mrs. Kidd and Joyce resemble the stay-at-home Hennie and live out lives 

largely confined to the domestic sphere.  Mrs. Kidd, given no proper name in the play, is 

defined solely in relation to her husband.  An abused wife interpellated by patriarchal 

ideology which views women who are successful in the public sphere as “ballbreakers,” 

Mrs. Kidd resembles Joyce because both “bear the brunt” (112) of Marlene’s success.  

And yet, despite apparent differences, Joyce and Mrs. Kidd share certain experiences 

with Isabella.  Mrs. Kidd’s tendency to “put [Howard] first every inch of the way” (112) 

resembles Isabella’s willing surrender of independence upon her marriage.  Both Mrs. 

Kidd, who experiences physical and emotional abuse, and Isabella, who is unable “to 

cope with the ordinary drudgery of life” and consequently experiences “carbuncles on the 

spine and nervous prostration” (65), suffer under oppressive, patriarchal regimes.  

Additionally, neither Joyce nor Isabella has children of her own, and both express their 

strong love for their fathers and adopt their fathers’ belief systems.  Isabella, the daughter 
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of an Anglican minister, demonstrates her allegiance to her father’s religion and asserts, 

“I am of course a member of the Church of England” (59).  She bristles when she 

suspects Joan of “calling the Church of England a heresy” (60), and appears ready for a 

fight.  Similarly, Joyce so adopts and espouses her father’s socialist ideology that she is 

mocked by Marlene: “Bosses still walking on the workers’ faces?  Still Dadda’s little 

parrot?  Haven’t you learned to think for yourself?” (138).  Like Isabella, who is ready to 

fight for her beliefs, Joyce refuses Marlene’s offer of reconciliation because she believes 

it would be a betrayal of her father and everything for which he stood.  Having one actor 

play all three roles, then, allows Churchill to explore major differences among women 

while at the same time recognizing commonalities of experience grounded in gender.  By 

connecting Isabella, Joyce, and Mrs. Kidd, Churchill encourages the audience to examine 

the exceptional women of history in the context of the struggle and oppression 

experienced by the majority of women. 

Through the doubling of Dull Gret and Angie, Churchill offers the slight 

possibility of collective, feminist resistance.  Angie, relegated to remedial classes and 

characterized by Marlene as “a bit thick . . . a bit funny” (121), resembles Gret in more 

ways than mere dullness.  Like Gret, who except when talking about her exploits in Hell 

utters short, coarse phrases such as “Big cock” (68), “In a field, yah” (71), and Balls!” 

(73), Angie personifies inarticulate anger.  Angie’s unprepossessing characteristics seem 

to bear out Marlene’s assertion that “She’s not going to make it” (120).  And yet, in an 

interview with Laurie Stone entitled “Caryl Churchill: Making Room at the Top” (1983), 

Churchill challenges Marlene’s criteria for success.  Revealing her fantasy that in the 

future Angie realizes Marlene’s “values are false” and becomes “a bricklayer in a 
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feminist collective” (81), Churchill suggests that women’s liberation must include all 

women, even those relegated to the lowest spheres of society, and that every woman has 

something to offer towards collective, feminist resistance.  By doubling Angie with Gret, 

then, Churchill mitigates somewhat Angie’s final exclamation of despair and suggests a 

slight hope for Angie’s future. 

Interestingly, one set of connected roles, that of the waitress, Kit, and Shona, 

includes no Top Girl.  Just as Churchill presents the waitress in the first act as a silent 

contrast to the Top Girls, so too Shona and Kit represent the majority of women who, 

despite their struggle, may never achieve Top Girl status.  Shona, by almost convincing 

Nell of her work experience, and Kit, by her ambition to become a nuclear physicist, 

demonstrate that female aspirations persist despite on-going restrictions.  Unfortunately, 

like Louise, who experiences age discrimination because of her advanced years, Shona 

experiences discrimination because of her youth.  Kit, despite her belief that she is 

“clever” and “old for [her] age” (97), must find a way to overcome her lower-class 

background if she is to achieve success.  By having the same actor play the waitress, 

Shona, and Kit, then, Churchill juxtaposes the Top Girls with their less fortunate sisters.  

As long as some women remain in a struggle to overcome poverty and oppression, the 

play suggests, individual female achievements such as those of the Top Girls remain 

futile and empty for women in general. 

Clearly, then, in Top Girls Churchill uses doubling to facilitate her engagement 

with new history.  She uses doubling, like the other alienation effects such as visually 

jarring characters and costumes, and non-linear progression, to explore and challenge the 

relationship between the past and current cultural practices.  Sharing Scott’s definition of 
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gender, Churchill interrogates the role of gender and class as social constructs and 

attempts to make a place in history for all women, not just Top Girls like those of the first 

act.  Making explicit the major division between social solidarity and individual 

achievement, Churchill utilizes Brechtian epic devices to forward her socialist feminist 

belief in collective resistance as the only possible way forward. 
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Emily Carr is  primarily recognized as a successful Canadian artist, having 

produced an impressive number of sketches and paintings, although she is also esteemed 

as a prolific Canadian author, having written sufficiently to publish seven major books. 

These books, which are primarily autobiographical in inclination, include Klee Wyck 

(1941), The Book of Small (1942), The House of All Sorts (1944), Growing Pains: An 

Autobiography (1946), Pause: A Sketch Book (1953), The Heart of a Peacock (1953), and 

Hundreds and Thousands: The Journals of Emily Carr (1966). She is less renowned for 

her extensive correspondence, especially those letters she exchanged with her editor, Ira 

Dilworth, of which 450 exist; yet these letters are remarkable for shedding light upon the 

development of her different “selves,” the individual personae she assumed in her 

autobiographical works. The purpose of this paper, then, is to bring attention to these 

letters, a selection of which are being published with the University of Toronto Press in 

November 2005, as well as to the peculiarities of their form and content. 

Specifically, the correspondence, written over a concentrated five-year period 

between 1940 and 1945 and at one point almost daily, adheres to the form known as 

“letter diaries.” An “eighteenth-century innovation,” letter diaries, as suggested by 

Harriet Blodgett, are written with the same frequency as the diary form but for a specific 

audience, not merely for one’s personal use (5). Carr uses these letters to make 

observations about daily domestic duties and problems, as one would in a diary, but also 

to explore the different personae she adopts elsewhere – “Small,” her child self (in The 

Book of Small) and “Klee Wyck” (in Klee Wyck) as two examples.  



Exploring the margins of autobiography theory, this paper will demonstrate how 

her adoption of this genre is significant because it suggests the limitations of the 

publishing industry and of the autobiographical form at mid-twentieth century in Canada; 

indicates to what degree the development of her various personae were entirely 

dependent upon her audience, Ira Dilworth; and gestures towards post-modern literary 

tendencies. Her manuscripts were initially rejected because publishers believed that 

Carr’s attempt to represent her multiple selves within one work undermined prevailing 

notions of the coherent, autonomous self that governed the autobiographical form. The 

letter diaries gave Carr the license to explore these different selves and provided her with 

freedom from the constraints of self-representation exacted by the publishing industry at 

mid-century in Canada. 
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ABSTRACT: 

At one point in her book, The Music of Our Lives, Kathleen Marie Higgins claims 

succinctly that “Music is, first of all, an experience.”1  While I agree with her emphasis on the 

‘receiving end’ of the musical creative process, rather than the ‘generating end’, I would be 

inclined to modify that statement to “Music is, first of all, a complex experience.”   Experiences 

are ‘of things’ (not all of which need have a physical existence).  These so-called ‘things’ are 

considered the ‘objects’ of our experiences; they are what we experience.   In the realm of the 

arts, the objects so experienced are often difficult to define precisely.  This is particularly so in 

the case of music, whose ontological status is complicated by the fact that music is aural and 

temporal (which is not to say that everyone would agree that the musical object boasts those 

features).  Indeed, much ink has been spilled in the quest to define the existential parameters of 

the musical object.   The ‘object’ of the musical experience thus is complicated enough; matters 

become even more complex however when we note that musical objects yield particular 

experiences because of the various ‘stances’ or ‘attitudes’ we take towards those objects, the 

variety of ways in which we ‘attend’ to them. 

As with all art objects, musical objects are considered to be ‘aesthetic’ objects and the 

experience of them ‘aesthetic’ experiences.  Since the Enlightenment, the most appropriate way 

to guarantee an aesthetic experience of an aesthetic object is by adopting an ‘aesthetic attitude’, 



which is most notably characterized by a stance of ‘disinterest’.  “When we are viewing [or 

listening] disinterestedly,” David Fenner writes, “we must not look at [or listen to] the object as a 

tool or as anything that could be useful. . . . One must concentrate only on it as an aesthetic 

object, that is, paying attention only to those elements of the experience of viewing [or listening 

to] the object that will provide a richer and more rewarding aesthetic experience.”2 

Arnold Berleant has been a staunch opponent of the aesthetic attitude, noting most 

recently that “the Kantian directive to adopt a disinterested attitude was guided by non-aesthetic 

considerations, and that it is unsuccessful in accounting both for the traditional arts and even 

more so for the contemporary ones.”3  Berleant rejects the notion that “. . . art demands a mode 

of experience sharply different from others and unique to the aesthetic situation, and that the 

identity of the aesthetic lies in keeping it distinct from other kinds of human experience.”4  As a 

consequence, he substitutes aesthetic ‘engagement’ for aesthetic ‘attitude’, claiming that 

“engagement connotes a range of appreciative involvement” and that it “captures far better than 

disinterestedness the perceptual, cognitive, and somatic involvement that responsive appreciation 

joins to powerful art.”5   Thus, Berleant’s solution to the restrictedness of the aesthetic attitude is 

to trade ‘attitude’ for ‘engagement’ while keeping the ‘aesthetic’, arguing that the processes of 

engagement are sufficient to render the aesthetic experience more open, flexible, and inclusive. 

The first part of this paper challenges some of the historical assumptions driving the 

traditional aesthetic attitude, and these are for the most part considered in light of music 

perception and appreciation in particular.   Is it true, for example, that musical works are created 

solely for the purpose of aesthetic appreciation as defined narrowly by Enlightenment aesthetic 

attitude theory?   Is it really the case that any distraction from a purely disinterested focus on a 

musical aesthetic object taints that aesthetic object and, by extension, the aesthetic experience?   



Even if it were demonstrated that a strict aesthetic attitude was the only legitimate approach to a 

musical object, is that kind of attitude even possible, much less commonly adopted?   And if it 

were shown to be possible and routinely adopted, would (could?) a listener really take that 

particular stance consistently throughout an entire perceptual experience?  Additional concerns 

involving assumptions about the intentionality of the aesthetic attitude, the precise constitution 

of aesthetic properties of aesthetic objects (towards which the aesthetic attitude is directed) and 

the parameters of aesthetic experiences (said to be generated by adopting an aesthetic attitude) 

are also discussed.  

The second part of the paper considers the alleged openness, flexibility, and inclusiveness 

of Berleant’s theory of aesthetic engagement, and posits the latter as more of an ‘over-arching’ 

perceptual practice.   That is, engagement is regarded as the way one adopts any of a number of 

attitudes towards musical objects and the way one influences the type and depth of the musical 

listening experience.  This approach combines the concepts of attitude and engagement, 

suggesting that any appropriate attitude towards a musical object should be characterized by 

serious engagement.  The triadic concept of attitude-object-experience is retained, but applied to 

modes of attention  other than the strictly aesthetic.  Although the latter necessarily retains a 

degree of legitimacy, as will be explained, that particular mode is regarded as only one amongst 

many that define a qualitatively rich (and more broadly aesthetic) musical experience for 

engaged listeners.  Key to successful application of alternative attitude-object-experience triads 

beyond the realm of the strictly aesthetic is the avoidance of endorsing pure instrumentalism.   

The goal of this section of the paper, then, is to show how aesthetic and other non-traditionally-

aesthetic attitudes can be engagingly adopted, how the musical objects of those various attitudes 

are correspondingly transformed, and how the resultant multifarious musical listening 



experiences are rendered qualitatively richer–but still fundamentally aesthetic–as a result.   

Moreover, it will be suggested that, regardless of whether or not the strict aesthetic attitude is 

relevant, appropriate, or even possible, it is only one of many modes of appreciation at work in 

any given listening experience of a musical performance.  

 NOTES 

 

                                                 
1.Kathleen Marie Higgins, The Music of Our Lives (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1991): 138. 

2.David E. W. Fenner, Introducing Aesthetics (Westport, Connecticut: Praeger Publishers, 
2003): 17. 

3.Arnold Berleant, Re-Thinking Aesthetics (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing, 2004): viii. 

4.Ibid., p. ix. 

5.Ibid., p. 9. 
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Abstract: 
When a documentarian appears in his/her own film, the movie is often categorized in the 
nonfiction subgenre of “Personal Essay Documentaries. ”   My lecture begins with a look 
at my own film (see synopsis below) and how I came to think about my contribution to 
this subgenre.  It then examines the literary origins of this approach to documentary 
filmmaking, and provides a survey of how this subgenre has changed over three decades, 
from its emergence as a counterpoint to the Direct Cinema approach of “no filmmaker 
involvement,” favored by such legendary documentarians as Frederick Wiseman and the 
Maysles brothers, to its development by film memoirists like Ross McElwee in the 
Seventies, to its massive growth in the Eighties and Nineties resulting from the 
widespread availability of low-cost video equipment and the vision of young artists like 
Sadie Benning.   
 
The lecture will then cover the therapeutic, testimonial, and privately political approaches 
used by filmmakers that adopt this framework.  The lecture will also examine the current 
commercial and critical popularity of the subgenre, in the films of Michael Moore, 
Morgan Spurlock, Jonathan Caouette, and Steve James, among others.  The lecture will 
also cover modes of address, politics of representation (both personal and public), and the 
specific challenges facing a nonfiction filmmaker who plays a prominent onscreen role in 
his/her movie.  This final issue will be approached through a return to the discussion of 
my own film and the issues I faced in shooting and editing myself, and learning to 
address myself as a narrative “character.” 
 
 
Synopsis of the film “Matchmaker” -  
Shot on location in Ireland, “Matchmaker” is an uproarious, heartwarming documentary 
about the search for love. Two young American filmmakers, Seth Camillo and Dustin 
Morrow, journey to the world’s largest singles event, the Matchmaking Festival.  Every 
September, in the picturesque, rural Irish village of Lisdoonvarna (pop. 800), fifty 
thousand singles converge in the hope of meeting their matches. Willie Daly, a third-
generation full-time matchmaker, pairs people up amidst a background of music, dance, 
drink, and partying in the streets. Morrow and Camillo bring their own irreverent sense of 
humor to their exploration of such themes as hope and heartbreak, true love and 
“settling,” companionship and “the perfect match.” They interview people from ages 

mailto:morrow@temple.edu


fifteen to ninety, and pursue their own romantic futures as they hire Willie to fix them up. 
They film all of their interactions with the women they meet, and even shoot the dates on 
which the matchmaker sends them. The movie is a portrait of Ireland, of the village and 
its eccentric inhabitants, of the festival and the people who travel to it in search of love. 
And it is the moving personal journey of two young men from America, who learn 
valuable lessons in love and heartbreak.  For more information, please visit the film’s 
website, www.matchmakermovie.com. 

http://www.matchmakermovie.com/
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Abstract 

This study investigates how an instructor’s use of relational messages, specifically 

nonverbal immediacy behaviors, may neutralize how students interpret instructor course 

workload demands and student expectations for instructor availability. It was 

hypothesized that instructor immediacy would temper instructor course workload 

demands that violated student expectations in a way that preserved student affect for the 

instructor (H1), student compliance with instructor course workload demands (H2), and 

student tolerance for instructor unavailability (H3). The first hypothesis was supported; 

however, the second and third hypotheses were not supported. The data suggest that 

instructor course workload demands negatively impacted student compliance (H2) and 

neither instructor immediacy nor workload demands impacted student tolerance for 

instructor unavailability (H3). Implication and directions for future research are 

discussed. 

Keywords: Instructor immediacy, course workload, student compliance, instructor 

availability, expectancy violation theory 
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Testing the Neutralizing Effect of Instructor Immediacy on Student Course Workload 

Expectancy Violations and Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability 

Research has long documented the role of communication in teaching 

effectiveness (Chesebro & McCroskey, 2002; Daly & Vangelisti, 2003; Mottet, 

Richmond, & McCroskey, 2006; Nussbaum, 1992). Effective teaching has been 

described as both a rhetorical and relational communication process (Mottet & Beebe, 

2006). From a rhetorical perspective, instructors and students use arguments to influence 

each other. From a relational perspective, they use relational cues to influence behavior. 

This study examines how instructor nonverbal immediacy behaviors, which communicate 

relational cues, may influence student compliance with faculty course workload demands 

while simultaneously preserving the instructor-student relationship. Anecdotal evidence 

suggests that some instructors have success in getting students to comply with excessive 

course workload demands without these demands being detrimental to student learning or 

student perceptions of teaching effectiveness as captured in the instructor evaluation 

process. Other instructors make similar course workload demands and are met with 

resistance, decreased student learning, and less than positive instructor evaluations 

(Kearney, Plax, & McPherson, 2006). This study examines how instructor 

communication may predict and explain these different instructional outcomes. 

The criteria used to evaluate teaching effectiveness continue to evolve (Kennedy, 

1999). To be successful in today’s system of higher education, college and university 

faculty must be willing and able to manage over-enrolled classes (Hebel, 2004) and 

increased assessment expectations (Maki, 2004) in a way that allows faculty members to 

juggle ongoing teaching, research, and service obligations (Kennedy, 1999). Public 
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universities are especially challenged to manage the increased instructor-student ratio due 

to steady enrollment pressures (Hebel, 2004; Kennedy, 1999) coupled with diminishing 

funding support (Davies, 2004; Stimpert, 2004). Outside constituencies (e.g., 

accreditation agencies, legislatures) and external funding agencies are demanding 

expanded use of assessment measures to document student learning (Maki, 2004). 

To meet these contemporary challenges, faculty members need to use rhetorical 

and relational strategies to influence students to engage in the learning process by 

complying with their course workload requirements. It is important that faculty learn how 

far they can push students without their instructional demands decreasing student 

motivation or increasing student resistance. 

It is also important for faculty members to develop and maintain the instructor-

student relationship to not only influence student engagement, but to use the relationship 

to “buy themselves time” to meet their other teaching, research, and service commitments 

and obligations. Not all students understand that most faculty members have other 

obligations in addition to teaching (Kennedy, 1999). Many students believe that when 

faculty members are on campus, they should be available to students. When the faculty 

member is unavailable, some students interpret this unavailability as an instructor 

misbehavior (McPherson, Kearney, & Plax, 2006), when, in reality, the faculty member 

is fulfilling other teaching, research, and service obligations (Kennedy, 1999). Since 

instructor evaluations typically assess student perceptions of instructor availability 

(Cohen, 2003) and because student evaluations of instructors continue to play a role in 

the tenure and promotion process (Adams, 2003; Kennedy, 1999), it is important that 
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instructors learn how to manage student expectations for their availability and student 

perceptions of their availability. 

Theoretical Framework 

One way to help faculty manage student compliance with course workload 

demands and instructor availability is to examine these responsibilities within the 

theoretical framework of expectancy violation theory. According to Burgoon and Hale 

(1988), three factors influence how people react when people do not behave as expected. 

First, people have expectations for normative verbal and nonverbal communicative 

behavior that emerge from social interaction. Second, people experience increased 

arousal when others violate communication expectations. Arousal leads to an orienting 

response in which people shift attention away from the topic of conversation to the 

interaction partner in an attempt to interpret and evaluate the unexpected behavior. 

People begin to interpret the violated expectation by assigning a valence to the behavior. 

Positive violations occur when communicators are judged to have produced more 

favorable effects by deviating from, rather than adhering to, expectations. These 

expectancy violations are positively valenced. Deviations that produce less favorable 

outcomes are negative expectancy violations and are negatively valenced (Burgoon & 

Hale, 1988). Other behaviors, however, are more ambiguous. 

With ambiguous messages, a third factor, communicator reward valence, 

influences how people interpret the violated expectation. The nature of the relationship 

between the communicators influences how the receiver interprets the violated 

expectation. A person is perceived to have a communicator reward valence if the person 

is interpersonally attractive (Burgoon, 1995). According to Burgoon and Hale (1988), 

Pat Kearney
Is there such a thing as negative reward valence?  If not, then you might want to change this sentence.   Seems to beg the question.

Texas State User
Thanks Pat. I went back and checked Burgoon’s work and there is no such thing as a negative reward valence. 
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judgments of another’s reward valence may be based on the person’s attractiveness, 

expertise, gender, socioeconomic status, perceived similarity, and communication style. 

If the person violating the expectation is perceived positively, then receivers have a 

tendency to grant the source permission to violate expectations. Conversely, if the person 

violating the expectation is perceived negatively, then receivers have a tendency to 

socially sanction the source of the violated expectation (Floyd, Ramirez, & Burgoon, 

1999). 

In the instructional context, some faculty appear to make excessive course 

workload demands, are not available to students, and are still able to influence students to 

comply with their course workload demands. The purpose of this study is to examine 

teaching effectiveness by investigating how faculty members’ use of relational messages, 

specifically nonverbal immediacy behaviors, may neutralize how students interpret 

course workload demands and student expectations for instructor availability.  

Review of Literature 

Instructor Immediacy as a Neutralizing Variable 

Immediacy is a perception of physical and psychological closeness between 

people (Mehrabian, 1966). According to Mehrabian (1969), immediacy consists of 

communication behaviors that “enhance closeness to and nonverbal interaction with 

another” (p. 203). Perceptions of immediacy, expressed through such behaviors as 

forward body leans, head nods, and eye contact, enhance relational development 

(Mehrabian, 1966). Over 80 studies have documented the effects of immediacy on 

student cognitive and affective learning (Witt, Wheeless, & Allen, 2004). 

Texas State User
This might be better.

Pat Kearney
Lots of “gets” here.  May want to revise this phrase.  Your call.

Texas State User
Thanks Pat. I like it.

Pat Kearney
In a purpose statement, the plural form is preferred.  More accurately reflects the scientific model.
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Instructors use nonverbal immediacy to reach both rhetorical and relational 

instructional goals (Frymier, 2005). In terms of rhetorical goals, Mottet, Parker-Raley, 

Cunningham, and Beebe (in press) found student perceptions of nonverbal immediacy to 

be positively related with students’ willingness to comply with instructors’ course 

reading, writing, and speaking workload demands. In terms of relational goals, Mottet et 

al. (in press) found instructor nonverbal immediacy to be positively related to student 

expectations for instructor availability.  

In many ways, instructor nonverbal immediacy is an instructional communication 

style variable in which style gives form to the content and controls the literal meaning of 

messages (Norton, 1983). Communication theory and research suggests that verbal 

messages function to convey the content of the message whereas nonverbal messages 

function to establish the relationship (Burgoon, 1994; Mehrabian, 1971; Watzlawick, 

Bavelas, & Jackson, 1967). Research has shown instructor nonverbal immediacy to 

moderate verbal messages (Kearney, Plax, & Burroughs, 1991; Kearney, Plax, Smith, & 

Sorensen, 1988), meaning that it increases or decreases the strength of the correlation or 

relationship between two other variables. In the instructional context, student perceptions 

of instructor nonverbal immediacy has been shown to neutralize negative influence 

strategies and techniques (Kearney et al. 1988, 1991) and interpersonal perceptions 

important to teaching effectiveness such as source credibility (Thweatt & McCroskey, 

1998).   

In a study examining instructor nonverbal immediacy and instructor use of 

compliance gaining strategies, referred to as behavioral alteration techniques/messages 

(BATs/BAMs), Kearney et al. (1988) found that students perceived nonverbally 
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immediate instructors as using pro-social (positive) BATs/BAMs, even when instructors 

were using anti-social (negative) BATs/BAMs. These results demonstrated how 

instructors’ nonverbal immediacy behaviors, which tap into the relational dimension of 

communication, alter how students interpret and frame instructors’ verbal behavior 

alteration messages, which convey the content of the message. 

In a study examining instructor nonverbal immediacy, instructor misbehavior, and 

instructor credibility, Thweatt and McCroskey (1998) found that students perceived 

nonverbally immediate and misbehaving instructors no less credible than nonverbally 

non-immediate and non-misbehaving instructors. The immediacy or relational cues 

provided a context that allowed students to interpret instructor misbehaviors less 

negatively. Thweatt and McCroskey found that students tended to give immediate 

instructors permission to violate expectations for appropriate instructor conduct. 

Mottet et al. (in press) found additional evidence for the neutralizing effect of 

instructor immediacy in that instructor nonverbal immediacy was positively related to 

students’ tolerating their instructors being unavailable to them. As student perceptions of 

instructor nonverbal immediacy increased, so did student tolerance for instructor 

unavailability. Instructor nonverbal immediacy may play an important role in shaping 

how students perceive instructor course workload demands, especially demands that 

violate students’ expectations.  

Student Expectations for Course Workload 

Course workload is a student’s perception of the amount of work that a particular 

course requires (Kember, 2004). Specifically, it is the “pressure placed on students in 

terms of demands of the syllabus and assessment tasks” (Kember, 2004, p. 167). 
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According to Kember it is the perception of workload that shapes student responses to a 

course, not the actual number of contact hours or the actual time students spend studying 

for a course.  Student expectations for completing coursework are dependent on the 

instructor’s motivation and clarity as well as students’ willingness to take responsibility 

for learning and motivation (Kember, 2004).  Research has shown that with good course 

design and by developing appropriate motivation, it is possible to inspire students to work 

long hours to achieve quality work (Kember, 2004). 

Mottet et al. (in press) investigated student course workload expectations in the 

introductory communication course. Using a threshold approach, Mottet et al. asked 

students at what point they would drop the course, because it was too demanding, and 

take it another semester, with another instructor, or at a different college.  The results 

suggested that students were willing to complete more work (increased reading, writing, 

and speaking) than most current introductory communication courses require. What is 

unknown is whether instructor communication behaviors, specifically nonverbal 

immediacy, influence how students perceive course workload demands that violate their 

expectations. Instructor availability may be another student expectation that is impacted 

by instructor communication behaviors.  

Student Expectations for Instructor Availability 

Instructor availability is a student’s perception of how accessible instructors are to 

students before and after class, and during office hours including phone and email access 

(Kearney, Plax, Hays, & Ivey, 1991). Epting, Zinn, Buskist, C. and Buskist, L. (2004) 

found that “ideal” instructors are accessible to students. In another study examining 

teaching effectiveness, Sander, Stevenson, King, and Coates (2000) found that instructor 
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availability was the second most desired instructor behavior according to university 

students. Student perceptions of instructor availability have been shown to influence 

students’ extra class communication or the “informal faculty-student interaction that 

occurs beyond the realm of the formal in-class instruction” (Bippus, Kearney, Plax, & 

Brooks, 2003, p. 261). Extra class communication has been shown to enhance teacher-

student relational development and student learning (Dobransky & Frymier, 2004).  

Students tend not to verbalize or acknowledge their instructor availability 

expectations until they are violated (Kearney, Plax, Hays, & Ivey, 1991). However, when 

instructors are unavailable to students, students view this lack of availability as a 

misbehavior (Boice, 1996; Kearney, Plax, Hays, & Ivey, 1991). Such instructor 

misbehaviors have a negative impact on student motivation, compliance, and affective 

and cognitive learning (Kearney, Plax, Hays, & Ivey, 1991). 

Within the context of an introductory communication course, Mottet et al. (in 

press) examined student expectations for instructor availability. The results from this 

study suggested that students have moderate to high expectations for their instructors 

being available and accessible to them even in an introductory communication course. 

Additionally, Mottet et al. found student perceptions of instructor nonverbal immediacy 

to be positively related with student tolerance for instructor unavailability. As student 

perceptions of instructor immediacy increased, so did student tolerance for instructor 

unavailability. What remains unknown, however, is the interaction effect of instructor 

immediacy and course workload demand on student tolerance for instructor 

unavailability. Increased course workload demands may also increase the amount of time 

students expect instructors to be available to them for support and to ensure that the work 
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is completed accurately. The increase in course workload may ultimately decrease 

student tolerance for instructor availability; however, this lessened tolerance may be 

moderated by instructor immediacy.     

Rationale for Hypotheses  

Research suggests that nonverbally immediate instructors are more influential in 

the classroom (Richmond, Lane, & McCroskey, 2006), even when perceived by students 

as behaving in anti-social (Kearney, Plax, Smith, & Sorensen, 1988) or non-normative 

ways (Thweatt & McCroskey, 1998). It is possible, therefore, that instructors’ use of 

relational cues (i.e., immediacy behaviors) may preserve the affect that students have for 

their instructors (i.e., communicator reward value) even when their instructors violate 

their course workload expectations. To test this potential neutralizing effect of instructor 

nonverbal immediacy, the following hypothesis was posited: 

H1:  Students who experience a high immediate instructor perceive the instructor 

more positively than students who experience a low immediate instructor, 

regardless of course workload demands.  

Faculty members who acknowledge that their ability to influence student 

engagement (i.e., reading, writing, and speaking) stems not only from their verbal 

compliance gaining messages, but also from their nonverbal relational messages should 

also be able to expand students’ expectation thresholds for course workload and 

instructor unavailability. Put simply, relationally skilled or positively valenced faculty 

members may be given more latitude (i.e., more compliance, less resistance) by students 

for challenging them with course workload demands that exceed student expectations. 

Therefore, 
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H2:  Students who experience a high immediate instructor are more willing to 

comply with their instructor’s assignment requests than students who experience a 

low immediate instructor, regardless of course workload demands. 

Additionally, students may be more lenient with instructors they like in terms of 

granting these instructors more permission to be unavailable to them.  Because of the 

positive teacher-student relationship, students may be more willing to overlook instructor 

unavailability and not consider it a misbehavior. Students may not be as lenient with 

instructors they do not like or instructors who do not develop positive relationships with 

students.. Thus, 

H3:  Students who experience a high immediate instructor have a greater 

threshold for tolerating their instructor being unavailable to them than students 

who experience a low immediate instructor, regardless of course workload 

demands. 

Other situational variables that may influence how students interpret course 

workload and faculty member availability expectations are the number of hours students 

work per week and the number of credit hours students take per semester. To control for 

these two variables, the following two research questions were examined:  

RQ1:  Do student employment hours and student enrollment hours 

          influence the interaction of instructor immediacy and course workload 

         demand on students’ willingness to comply with instructor course workload 

         requirements?  

RQ2:  Do student employment hours and student enrollment hours 

          influence the interaction of instructor immediacy and course workload 
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         demand on students’ tolerating their instructors being unavailable to them?  

Method 

Participants 

The convenience sample for this study included 379 students enrolled in an 

introductory communication course at a comprehensive university in the Southwest. In 

terms of class ranking, 41% (n = 156) classified themselves as first-year students, 31% (n = 

116) as sophomores, 18% (n = 70) as juniors, and 10% (n = 37) as seniors. In terms of 

student sex, 44% (n = 168) were men and 56% (n = 211) were women. Participants 

received extra credit for their assistance. On average, students worked ten hours per week 

(SD = 12.83) and were enrolled in 15 credit hours (SD = 2.42) or five courses.  

Research Design 

This study used a 2 x 3 experimental research design. The first independent 

variable was instructor communication style, which was operationalized using high and 

low instructor nonverbal immediacy. To create the high and low instructor nonverbal 

immediacy conditions, a graduate student who was trained in nonverbal immediacy 

behaviors was videotaped presenting a ten-minute lecture over persuasion theory as it 

applies to presentational speaking. In the high nonverbal immediacy condition, the 

instructor actor delivered the lecture using numerous immediacy behaviors, such as 

forward body leans, direct eye contact, head nods, gestures, open body positions, smiles, 

and expressive vocal inflections. In the low nonverbal immediacy condition, the 

instructor actor delivered the same ten-minute lecture using fewer nonverbal immediacy 

behaviors.  
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The second independent variable was instructor course workload demand, which 

was operationalized by identifying student expectations for three student engagement 

activities: expectations for reading, expectations for writing, and expectations for 

speaking. These three student engagement activities were selected because of their 

relationships to student learning (Frymier, Shulman, & Houser, 1996; Kraft, 1985; 

National Survey of Student Engagement, 2004). 

In an earlier study (Mottet et al., in press), 198 students enrolled in a required 

introductory hybrid (lecture/lab) communication course at a large, Hispanic-serving 

public university in the Southwest, were asked how much work (reading, writing, and 

speaking) they would be willing to engage in before dropping the course and taking it 

from a different instructor. From that study, low, moderate, and high student workload 

expectations for each of the student engagement activities were identified and used in this 

study (see Appendix).  

Manipulation Checks 

Independent variables. To ensure that the two independent variables were 

manipulated correctly, two manipulation checks were conducted—one for each 

independent variable. In order to assess the manipulation of the nonverbal immediacy 

variable, 69 student volunteers from a required introductory communication course (not 

associated with the current study) were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (high 

immediacy or low immediacy) and shown the ten-minute simulated video lecture. 

Following the videotaped lecture, the respondents completed Richmond, Gorham, and 

McCroskey’s (1987) measure of nonverbal immediacy, which yielded a mean of 22.68 

(SD = 14.53) and a Cronbach’s ∝ .94. Student participants in the high immediacy 
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condition (M = 36.79, SD = 3.92) perceived significantly more nonverbal immediacy 

behaviors than students in the low immediacy condition (M = 8.97, SD = 3.86), [F (1, 68) 

= 881.67, p < .001]. These results indicate that the high and low immediacy conditions 

were manipulated correctly. 

In order to check the manipulation of course workload expectations, 201 student 

volunteers from a required introductory communication course (not associated with the 

current study) were randomly assigned to one of three survey conditions. The first 

condition (n = 63) reflected low workload demands (reading, writing, and speaking 

assignments); the second condition (n = 68) reflected moderate workload demands; and 

the third condition (n = 70) reflected high workload demands. Using a survey, 

participants were provided one of the three course workload demand conditions and 

instructed to check whether they would drop the course and take it with another instructor 

or remain in the course. Results indicated that for the low course workload condition 

(below student expectation), 80% (n = 50) of the participants reported that they would 

keep the course in their class schedule, and 20% (n = 13) would drop. In the high course 

workload condition (violated student expectation), 22% (n = 16) reported that they would 

keep the course in their class schedule, and 78% (n = 54) would drop. In the moderate 

condition (at student expectation), 49% (n = 32) indicated that they would keep the 

course in their class schedule, and 51% (n = 36) would drop. Based on these data, it was 

determined that the three conditions for course workload expectation were accurately 

manipulated and justified moving forward with the experiment.   

Student course workload expectancy violation. Since this study was designed to 

test expectancy violation theory, it was important to confirm that the course workload 
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independent variable violated student expectations. Using the same convenience sample 

of 379 students that was used to test the hypotheses, a one-way analysis of variance was 

computed using workload condition (Low, Moderate, High) as the independent variable 

and a measure of student attitudes about the workload requirements as the dependent 

variable. The student attitude measure consisted of five items, with each item containing 

a seven-point bipolar scale. The scales included the following bipolar adjectives: 

Acceptable/Not Acceptable, Appropriate/Not Appropriate, Normal/Not Normal, 

Expected/Not Expected, and Good/Bad. The assumption of homogeneity was not 

violated. With a range from 5-35 (the higher the number, the more positive the attitude), 

the students’ responses to the scale yielded a mean of 16.88 (SD = 7.30), and a 

Cronbach’s ∝ .92. 

In order for course workload to be a negative violation of student expectations, 

the means for the moderate and high course workload conditions needed to be 

significantly more negative than the low workload condition. The one-way ANOVA 

yielded a significant F-ratio [F (2,378) = 75.50, p < .001, η2  = .29]. A Bonferroni post-

hoc analysis found all three workload condition means to be significantly different from 

each other. Students in the low workload condition had an attitude mean of 22.25 (SD = 

6.84), moderate workload condition 15.23 (SD = 5.90) and high workload condition 

13.13 (SD = 5.75). The results from this analysis verify that student expectations were 

violated in the moderate course workload demand condition. 

Dependent Variables 

Student affect for instructor. To measure the communicator reward value or the 

affect that students have for the instructor, students were asked to complete a five-item 
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measure, patterned after McCroskey and Richmond’s (1989) generalized measure of 

affect. Students were asked to evaluate the instructor in the video by responding to the 

following seven-point bipolar adjectives: Good/Bad, Valuable/Worthless, Rewarding/Not 

Rewarding, Fair/Unfair, and Positive/Negative. Responses to the the Student Affect for 

Instructor Measure ranged from 5 to 35, with a mean of 22.35 (SD = 7.28), and a 

Cronbach’s ∝ .90. The five items comprising this measure were subjected to a factor 

analysis where all items loaded onto a single factor with an eigenvalue greater than 1.00. 

Student compliance. To measure students’ willingness to comply with the 

instructor course workload demand, students completed three separate identical sets of 

scales, specifically designed for this study, for each course workload requirement: 

reading, writing, and speaking. Students were asked: “If the instructor in the video was 

your instructor, how willing would you be to comply with her request to read [a certain 

number of] pages in the textbook, write [a certain number of] research papers, and 

develop, organize, and deliver presentations for [a certain amount of time]? Following 

these questions, students were asked to respond to the following six-point bipolar 

adjectives: Likely/Not Likely, Probable/Not Probable, Would/Would Not, and Willing/Not 

Willing. Responses to the reading sub-scale ranged from 4-24, with a mean of 11.45 (SD 

= 5.38), and a Cronbach’s ∝ .90. Responses to the writing sub-scale ranged from 4-24, 

with a mean of 16.18 (SD = 5.97), and a Cronbach’s ∝ .90. Responses to the speaking 

sub-scale ranged from 4-24, with a mean of 17.29 (SD = 5.32), and a Cronbach’s ∝ .89. 

When the three sub-scales were collapsed into the Student Willingness to Comply 

Measure, responses ranged from 9-54, with a mean of 44.84 (SD = 13.40) and a 

Cronbach’s ∝ .91.  
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The 12 items comprising this measure were subjected to a factor analysis where 

three sub-factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.00 emerged from the analysis. Each sub-

factor represented the respective compliance scale (i.e., reading, writing, and speaking). 

Although three sub-factors emerged from this analysis, the 12 items were collapsed into a 

single unidimensional measure for two main reasons. First, the 12 items had an above 

average internal consistency (∝ = .91) and second, the hypothesis testing student 

compliance did not warrant a multi-dimensional measure.  

Student tolerance for instructor unavailability. To measure students’ tolerance for 

instructor unavailability, student participants again completed three separate identical sets 

of scales, specifically designed for this study, for each course workload demand: reading, 

writing, and speaking. Students were asked three questions: How would you feel if the 

instructor in the video were sometimes not available to you (during office hours, 

before/after class) when you need help (1) understanding the reading assignments; (2) 

writing the research papers; and (3) developing, organizing, and delivering the 

presentations? Following these three separate questions, students responded to the 

following seven-point bipolar adjectives: Patient/Not Patient, OK With Me/Not OK With 

Me, Tolerant/Not Tolerant, and Acceptable/Not Acceptable. Responses to the reading 

sub-scale ranged from 4-28, with a mean of 13.03 (SD = 6.35), and a Cronbach’s ∝ .94. 

Responses to the writing sub-scale ranged from 4-28, with a mean of 11.83 (SD = 6.32), 

and a Cronbach’s ∝ .94. Responses to the speaking sub-scale ranged from 4-28, with a 

mean of 11.28 (SD = 6.32), and a Cronbach’s ∝ .94.  Summed responses across all 12 

items of the Student Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability Measure, resulted in a range 

of 12-84, with a mean of 36.14 (SD = 17.57), and a Cronbach’s ∝ .96. The 12 items 
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comprising this measure were subjected to a factor analysis where all items loaded onto a 

single factor with an eigenvalue greater than 1.00. 

Procedures 

During the ninth week of the semester, the same week used by Mottet et al. (in 

press),  participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions. After reviewing and 

signing the consent form, students were told to imagine themselves enrolled in a required 

communication course.  Next, they were shown one of the two ten-minute videotaped 

lectures, manipulating levels of instructor nonverbal immediacy (high versus low). 

Following the videotaped lecture, students responded to one of three surveys, 

manipulating levels of the videotaped instructor’s course workload demands (low, 

moderate, or high). After viewing  the instructor’s lecture and after learning about her 

course workload demands, students completed the rest of the survey containing measures 

of the dependent variables. After completing the survey, participants were debriefed and 

informed of extra-credit procedures. 

Data Analysis 

Three separate two-way ANOVAs were used to determine if the two independent 

variables, instructor immediacy (low/high) and course workload demand 

(low/moderate/high), interacted to influence students’ affect toward instructor (H1), 

willingness to comply (H2), and tolerance for instructor unavailability (H3). All analyses 

of variance met the assumption for equal variance using Levene’s Test of Homogeneity 

of Variance. 
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Results 

H1 predicted that students who experience a high immediate instructor perceive 

their instructors more positively than students who experience a low immediate 

instructor, regardless of course workload demands. The two-way ANOVA yielded a 

nonsignificant interaction effect [F (2, 372) = .277, p > .05], and a significant main effect 

for instructor nonverbal immediacy [F (1, 372) = 365.44, p < .001, η2  = .51]. The main 

effect for instructor course workload demand was nonsignificant [F (2, 372) = .371, p > 

.05]. Thus, H1 was supported. Means and standard deviations for tests of H1 are reported 

in Table 1.   

------------------------------------ 

Insert Table 1 about here 

-------------------------------------- 

The data suggest that instructor nonverbal immediacy and course workload 

demand do not interact to determine the affect or liking that students have for their 

instructor. Regardless of the instructor’s course workload demands, nonverbal immediacy 

cues clearly preserve the affect students have toward their instructor, accounting for 50% 

of the variance.  

H2 predicted that students who experience a high immediate instructor are more 

willing to comply with their instructor’s assignment requests than students who 

experience a low immediate instructor, regardless of course workload demands. The two-

way ANOVA yielded a nonsignificant interaction effect [F (2, 373) = 1.27, p > .05] and 

one significant main effect for instructor course workload demand [F (2, 373) = 59.41, p 

< .001, η2  = .26]. The main effect for instructor nonverbal immediacy was nonsignificant 
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[F (1, 373) = 1.41, p > .05]. A Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found all three workload 

condition means to be significantly different from each other. Thus, H2 was not 

supported. Means and standard deviations for tests of H2 are reported in Table 2.  

------------------------------------ 

Insert Table 2 about here 

-------------------------------------- 

The data suggest that instructor nonverbal immediacy and course workload 

demand do not interact to affect student compliance with instructors’ course workload 

requirements. Instead, instructor course workload demands impact students’ willingness 

to comply with instructors’ requests to engage in reading, writing, and speaking 

assignments. Slightly over 25% of the variance in students’ willingness to comply with 

their instructors’ course workload demands was dependent on the instructor’s course 

workload requirements. The data suggest that increased instructor course workload 

demands negatively impact students’ willingness to comply with their instructors’ course 

workload demands. The instructor’s nonverbal immediacy behaviors, which resulted in a 

positive communicator reward valence (high affect), failed to neutralize the instructor’s 

course workload demands in that students became less willing to comply with the 

instructor’s assignment requests.  

H3 predicted that students who experience a high immediate instructor have a 

greater threshold for tolerating their instructor being unavailable to them than students 

who experience a low immediate instructor, regardless of course workload demands. The 

two-way ANOVA yielded a nonsignificant interaction effect [F (2, 373) = 1.31, p > .05] 

and one significant main effect for instructor course workload demand [F (2, 373) = 3.87, 
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p < .05, η2  = .04]. The main effect for instructor nonverbal immediacy was nonsignificant 

[F (1, 373) = 3.39, p = .06]. A Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found the low and high 

workload condition means to be significantly different from each other. Thus, H3 was not 

supported. Means and standard deviations for tests of H3 are reported in Table 3.  

------------------------------------ 

Insert Table 3 about here 

-------------------------------------- 

The data suggest that instructor nonverbal immediacy and course workload 

demand do not interact to affect student tolerance for instructor unavailability. Instead, 

increased instructor course workload demands negatively impacted student tolerance for 

instructor unavailability accounting for 4% of the variance. Although the main effect for 

instructor course workload demand was statistically significant, the amount of variance in 

student tolerance for instructor unavailability lacks meaningfulness because of its small 

effect size (Levine & Hullett, 2002). 

Recognizing that women and men often have different relational expectations 

(Canary & Dindia, 1998), supplementary analyses was employed to determine if sex 

accounted for any additional variance in the model.. A 2 (instructor immediacy) x 3 

(course workload demand) x 2 (student subject sex) ANOVA was computed with student 

tolerance for instructor unavailability as the dependent variable. Results indicated a 

nonsignificant interaction effect [F (2, 378) = .443, p > .05] and two significant main 

effects for course workload [F (2, 378) = 3.86, p < .05, η2  = .04] and student sex [F (2, 

373) = 10.28, p < .001, η2  = .03]. Student sex accounted for an additional 3% of the 
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variance in the model. Again, the small effect size calls into question the meaningfulness 

of this finding (Levine & Hullett, 2002).  

Research Questions 

The two research questions asked if student enrollment hours and student 

employment hours influenced the effect of instructor immediacy and course workload 

demands on students’ willingness to comply with the instructor’s course workload 

demands (RQ1) and their tolerance for instructor unavailability (RQ2). To answer the 

research questions, two separate ANCOVAs were used with student enrollment and 

employment hours serving as co-variants. The ANCOVA for student compliance (RQ1) 

was nonsignificant [F (2, 374) = 1.40, p > .05] as was the ANCOVA for the student 

tolerance (RQ2) [F (2, 374) = 1.58, p > .05]. These results suggest that student 

enrollment and employment hours do not impact the interaction or main effects of 

instructor immediacy and course workload demands on the dependent variables examined 

in this study.  

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether instructor nonverbal 

immediacy behaviors neutralize student attitudes and behavioral intentions when 

instructors violate student course workload expectations. Specifically, does instructor 

nonverbal immediacy interact with the amount of work that an instructor assigns in a way 

that preserves students’ affect toward the instructor, students’ willingness to comply with 

the violated course workload expectations, and students tolerating their instructors being 

unavailable to them? 
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Three conclusions can be dawn from our results. First, instructor nonverbal 

immediacy preserves the affect or liking that students have for the instructor regardless of 

how demanding instructors are in terms of their course workload demands (H1). Even 

when instructors violated student course workload expectations, nonverbally immediate 

instructors were perceived as more rewarding, fair, and positive than nonverbally non-

immediate instructors. Slightly over half of the variance in students’ affect for the 

instructor was attributed to the instructor’s nonverbal immediacy behaviors. This finding 

supports the theory of expectancy violation in that student affect toward the instructor is 

preserved by instructor nonverbal immediacy behaviors even when the instructor violates 

student expectations for course workload demands.  

Effective teaching today is in large part determined by how positive students 

perceive instructors (Centra, 2003; Sojka, Ashok, Gupta, & Deeter-Schmelz, 2002). 

Some disenchanted faculty members are troubled by what they consider to be a 

“personality contest” when it comes to faculty evaluations (Eiszler, 2002; Foster, 2003; 

Ory, 2001). Regardless of the validity of student evaluations, they continue to play a role 

in the tenure and promotion process of higher education faculty members (Adams, 2003; 

Kennedy, 1999). Centra (2003) suggests that some instructors “go easy” by reducing 

course workload demands out of fear that a more demanding workload will negatively 

impact their student evaluations. Our findings suggest that instructors may not need to 

lighten the workload accordingly. Teacher nonverbal immediacy behaviors appear to 

temper what students might perceive as a “demanding” or “difficult” instructor in much 

the same way that nonverbal immediacy neutralizes instructors’ use of anti-social 

behavioral alteration strategies (Kearney et al. ,1988).   
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The second conclusion that can be drawn from the study is that instructor 

nonverbal immediacy fails to neutralize the negative impact of instructor course 

workload demands on students’ willingness to comply with reading, writing, and 

speaking requirements (H2). Instead, increasing course workload demands negatively 

impacted students’ willingness to comply -- regardless of the instructor’s level of 

immediacy. Slightly over 25% of the variance in student compliance was attributed to the 

instructor course workload demand variable. Apparently, the neutralizing effect of 

teacher immediacy applies to students’ evaluations, but not to their intentions to do more 

work.  Additionally, anecdotal evidence suggested that students who were enrolled in 

numerous courses and those who work while attending school would be influenced 

differently by  instructors’ immediacy behaviors and course workload violations than 

others. The results indicated that neither variable seemed to make a meaningful 

difference in terms of students’ willingness to comply with the instructor’s course 

workload demands.   

The neutralizing effect of the nonverbal immediacy variable has been 

inconsistent. Although there was evidence of the neutralizing effect in the Kearney et al. 

(1988, 1991) and Thweatt and McCroskey (1996, 1998) studies, immediacy failed to 

have a neutralizing effect in other research (Kelsey, Kearney, Plax, Allen, & Ritter, 

2004). In Kelsey et al. (2004), instructor immediacy failed to impact the attributions that 

students made about instructor misbehaviors. Perhaps immediacy neutralizes affectively-

based constructs such as credibility, liking, and interpersonal attraction, but not 

cognitively or behaviorally-based variables such as attribution processes or behavioral 

intentions. Future research should investigate the neutralizing effect of instructor 

Pat Kearney
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immediacy by paying particular attention to the affective, cognitive, and behavioral 

nature of the dependent variables.  

Another explanation for why immediacy failed to neutralize students’ willingness 

to comply with instructor course workload demands may be because of the strength and 

power of the course workload expectation. This particular student expectation may be 

such an important student norm that it trumps the relational cues conveyed in the 

instructor’s communication style. Additionally, Floyd et al. (1999) suggest that the 

communicator reward value influences expectancy violations when messages are 

ambiguous in nature. Because of the experimental design of the current study, the 

stimulus messages (i.e., independent variables) were designed to be clear. The clarity of 

the messages coupled with the power or the norm-like nature of students’ workload 

expectations may have prevented the instructor immediacy variable to have any impact 

on compliance. Future research should investigate course workload expectations that are 

less clearly defined.  

The third conclusion that can be drawn from the study is that neither instructor 

nonverbal immediacy nor course workload demand impacted students’ tolerating their 

instructors being unavailable to them (H3). Although course workload demand 

significantly and negatively impacted student tolerance, it only accounted for 4% of the 

variance rendering it meaningless. This finding was surprising given the finding of 

Mottet et al. (in press) where student perceptions of instructor immediacy were positively 

correlated with students tolerating their instructors’ unavailability. 

There are four possible explanations for this result. First, the experimental design 

may have lacked mundane realism, posing a threat to external validity (Singleton, Straits, 
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M., and Straits, C., 1993). Mundane realism refers to the similarity of experimental 

events to everyday experiences. Students were asked to respond to numerous survey 

items measuring interpersonal perceptions and intended behaviors after viewing a twenty-

minute videotape of a simulated classroom. One direction for future research may be to 

investigate the effects of instructor immediacy and course workload demands in more 

naturalistic settings. 

Second, assuming a climate of  “customer service” that permeates many college 

and university campuses today, faculty members are expected to serve students 

(McMillan & Cheney, 1996). In such a climate, no reasons are plausible to justify faculty 

members who are not available to students during office hours, before class, and after 

class. 

Third, the nature of the immediacy construct itself may explain these findings. 

Mehrabian (1971) conceptualized immediacy as an approach-avoidance construct 

suggesting that “people approach what they like and avoid what they don’t like” (p. 22). 

Consequently, students might expect highly immediate instructors to be approachable and 

thus available, and when they are not, student expectations are violated. 

A fourth and final explanation may be that students do not share clear 

expectations for instructor availability. Recent research suggests that 40% of first year 

students and 25% of seniors never engaged faculty members in discussions outside of the 

classroom (National Survey of Student Engagement, 2004). Although out-of-classroom 

communication has been shown to have many positive benefits (Dobranksy & Frymier, 

2004), research suggests that a large percentage of students never meet with faculty 
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members outside of class (Fusani, 1994; Jaasma & Koper, 1999; Nadler & Nadler, 2000; 

National Survey of Student Engagement, 2004). 

Implications for Instructors and Teaching 

Three implications for instructors and teaching emerged from this study. First, 

demanding instructors can preserve their affect or student liking for them by remaining 

nonverbally immediate in the classroom. Instructors who worry about how to manage and 

balance course workload demands with positive instructor evaluations need to know that 

nonverbal immediacy behaviors have been shown to temper “how difficult” the instructor 

is perceived in terms of course workload demands.  

Second, instructors must become aware of and work with student expectations for 

course workload demands in order to reach their course learning objectives. Instructors 

should probably anticipate student expectations to change  based on the type of course 

(i.e., required general education, required for major, elective) and possibly the class rank 

(i.e., freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior) of the student. This is not to say that 

instructors should cater to student expectations, but be prepared to manage the 

communication and the instructor-student relationship if course expectations are violated. 

Additionally, since most students probably have a threshold expectation for course 

workload demands, it is important for instructors to know how far they can push students 

before their course workload demands become counterproductive. Although instructor 

nonverbal immediacy behaviors may preserve students’ affect and liking for their 

instructors, the research clearly indicates that student willingness to comply with course 

workload demands diminishes as the assignment demands increase. 
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Third, because students are not too forgiving of instructors who are unavailable to 

them, instructors should learn how to manage their unavailability. Many students do not 

understand the multiple facets of the university and the college faculty position. Students 

need to understand that in institutions of higher education, teaching constitutes only one-

third to one-half of the instructor’s professional role. Although instructors may be on 

campus working in their offices, they are not and cannot be always available to students. 

Consequently, instructors can and should manage student perceptions of instructor 

unavailability in a way that is not reflected negatively on end-of-the-semester evaluations 

or that negatively impact student learning. Faculty members are encouraged to be 

available before and after class and during office hours. By teaching and reminding 

students of their other professional obligations, instructors can more accurately define for 

students reasonable expectations of availability and unavailability beyond those hours.  

In conclusion, this research provides additional evidence that effective instructors 

should be student-centered and aware of student expectations for both course workload 

and instructor availability. Although instructor immediacy behaviors provide relational 

cues that enhance student affect for instructors, our results suggest that instructor 

immediacy may not temper or neutralize instructor workload demands that violate 

student expectations or students’ tolerating their instructors’ unavailability..By focusing 

on student expectations and how to enhance the learning climate through both relational 

and rhetorical instructional communication strategies, instructors can enhance student 

engagement and teaching effectiveness.  
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Appendix 

Student Workload Expectations 

Low Condition 

• Read 1 - 2 textbook chapters (25-50 total pages) per week. 

• Write 1- 2 research papers (4 pages per paper) during the semester. 

• Develop, organize, and deliver 2 individual presentations during the semester 

with. each presentation being 3-6 minutes in length. 

 

Moderate Condition 

• Read 3 - 4 textbook chapters (75-100 total pages) per week. 

• Write 3 - 4 research papers (4 pages per paper) during the semester. 

• Develop, organize, and deliver 2 individual presentations during the semester with 

each presentation being 9 - 12 minutes in length. 

 

High Condition 

• Read 5 or more textbook chapters (125 or more total pages) per week. 

• Write 5 or more research papers (4 pages per paper) during the semester. 

• Develop, organize, and deliver 2 individual presentations during the semester with 

each presentation being 15 or more minutes in length. 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations for the Effects of Instructor Immediacy and Course 

Workload Demand on Instructor Affect or Communicator Reward Valence   

        

    Course workload 

   _____________________________ 

  Low         Moderate  High          Row totals 

______________________________________________________________________ 

High immediacy 22.28  27.41  27.39   27.36a 

   (4.99)  (4.79)  (4.33)   (4.70)  

Low immediacy 16.69  16.95  17.70   17.13a 

   (10.48)  (11.02)  (11.71)   (5.65) 

Column totals  22.33  22.26  22.47     

   (7.50)  (7.41)  (6.98) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note: Number in parenthesis is standard deviation. Means that share superscripts are 

significantly different at the p < .05 level.  
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Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations for the Effects of Instructor Immediacy and Course 

Workload Demand on Student Compliance   

        

    Course workload 

   _____________________________ 

  Low         Moderate  High          Row totals 

______________________________________________________________________ 

High immediacy 53.75  44.77  38.05   45.73 

   (9.87)  (13.15)  (13.57)   (13.80)  

Low immediacy 53.58  40.69  38.00   43.92 

   (10.48)  (11.02)  (11.71)   (12.95) 

Column totals  53.67a  42.76a  38.02a     

   (10.12)  (12.27)  (12.61) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note: Number in parenthesis is standard deviation. Means that share superscripts are 

significantly different at the p < .05 level.  
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Table 3 

Means and Standard Deviations for the Effects of Instructor Immediacy and Course 

Workload Demand on Student Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability   

        

    Course workload 

   _____________________________ 

  Low         Moderate  High        Row totals 

______________________________________________________________________ 

High immediacy 42.52  37.67  32.92   37.83 

   (16.22)  (16.79)  (17.58)   (17.22)  

Low immediacy 35.72  34.37  33.17   34.39 

   (18.55)  (18.87)  (16.11)   (17.79) 

Column totals  39.31a  36.05  33.05a     

   (17.62)  (17.85)  (16.78) 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Note: Number in parenthesis is standard deviation. Means that share superscripts are 

significantly different at the p < .05 level.  
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Abstract 

In my paper I aim to compare the attitudes towards artistic activity of the two major 

figures of Western thought: Plato and Aristotle. The selection of these thinkers has been 

motivated essentially by the fact that they complement each other in their judgment on 

mimetic practices, particularly in the domain of epic poetry and tragedy. After a thorough 

discussion of the value of poetry Plato banishes it from his republic as inferior to 

philosophy. Aristotle, on the other hand, rehabilitates mimetic art in his Poetics as a very 

natural human activity. Yet Plato’s severe judgment of art stands out as a challenge to 

anyone who attempts a defense of poetry and art in general.  Aristotle responds to that 

challenge by raising poetry to the domain of philosophical enquiry about the nature of 

reality. During the Renaissance, the Neoplatonic thinker from Italy, Torquato Tasso, 

attempts to reconcile Plato’s and Aristotle’s attitude towards mimetic art. Like Plato, 

Tasso believes in the need of censorship to guide the vulgar in their appreciation of true 

art.  Tasso’s struggle found a positive reception among the founders of the French 
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Academy in the seventeenth century who resented the rise of what one could qualify as 

“entertainment.” Plato might have been right in thinking that art and moral philosophy 

would not make a good marriage.  My main claim is that Aristotle and Tasso generally 

succeed in bringing art and poetry to the status of philosophy. Nonetheless, Plato’s 

anxiety about art’s tendency to entice the senses rather than reason remains a concern that 

they struggle to overcome by proposing sets of precepts for making good art.      
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Nick Muellner 
Paper Abstract 
 
‘Soviet Beauties’ and Socialist Realism: Russian Underground Photography And The 
Counter-Realism of the Camera. 
 
This paper argues for the emergence, in the Soviet Underground scene of the late 70’s and early 

80’s, of a politically subversive practice of photography that deployed the medium’s 

documentary and realist status to slyly critique the dominant visual culture of Socialist Realism. 

 

In the early years following Russia’s socialist revolution, photography occupied a vital place in 

the new ideological language of state communism.  Its political vanguardism was secured by a 

vocabulary of radical formal experimentation: dynamic, abstracting and often vertiginously 

disorienting.  Utopian political ideals were thus graphically imposed on the photographically 

‘real’ description of contemporary subjects (labor, industrialization, learning, etc.).  In this way, 

Soviet avant-garde photography of the 1920s anticipated the twin goals of Socialist Realism as 

articulated by the Congress of Soviet Writers in 1934: providing “historically concrete 

representation” while supporting “the task of ideological transformation.”   

 

Curiously, though, the enthronement of Socialist Realism in the 1930s acted to relegate Soviet 

photography to staunchly conventional modes of narrative reportage on the one hand, and to neo-

pictorialist imitation of socialist-realist illustration on the other, replete with blurring, retouching, 

pervasive sepia-toning, and a favoring of the soft, glowing affect of photogravure in 

reproduction. 

 

Against this history, and in the context of renewed suppression of unofficial soviet art in the late-

seventies, one can discern the emergence of a photographic mode that deliberately conflates the 

flat realism of documentation with the artifice of idealized socialist-realist tableaux.  This visual 

form of critique exploits the specific ontology of the photographic subject by drawing our 

attention to the awkward, lived presence of the actual figures occupying the photographic mise-

en-scène.  This practice, which shared ideas (if not dialog) with the often self-reflexive gestures 

of postmodern photo work in Europe and the U.S., specifically attacked the rigid and formulaic 

tropes of socialist-realist representation.   



 

This paper looks at photographs of performance works staged for the camera by such groups as 

Donskoi, Mukhomori and The Champions of the World. It also examines the wide-ranging work 

of Moscow-based photographer Sergei Borisov, including his Soviet Beauties series, which 

presents real Russian women as nearly-ideal Soviet heroines.  This investigation seeks to 

illuminate and contextualize the critical ways in which these works casually restage the clichés 

of Socialist Realism to insist on the irreducible presence of the individual beneath the troubled 

utopian rhetoric of the collective.  At heart, this is an argument for the agency of photography’s 

ontological realism against the idealizing practices of a state-sponsored visual program. 
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Urban safety of mega-cities in Asia- is it a fallout of economic 
aspirations or community non-participation? 

 
ABSTRACT  
Cities are meant to provide a safe and secured quality lives for its citizens. But ironically, cities are places where social 
issues such as poverty, homelessness, crime and unemployment are becoming more far-reaching and complex than ever 
before. Urbanization compounds issues like access to safe water, transport, education, security, health services, solid 
waste disposal and drainage etc. – often for the worse. The global imbalance in the quality of life makes things more 
difficult. In developing countries the confusion of planning with general urban destitution is certainly severe than in the 
developed societies. 
 
Urban safety has different meanings to people of different backgrounds. For a social scientist, this is an issue, which 
deals with crime, violence, social exclusion, law and order, attitude towards women and children, active participation, 
social festivals etc. Economist views this as availability and security of job, adequate compensation, healthy growth 
indices, growth in industry & trade etc. For engineers, architects and planners this is equivocal to healthy built 
environment, satisfactory (both qualitative and quantitative) infrastructures like road networking, water supply and 
drainage, waste disposal systems etc. Environmentalist can base her judgment on physical or natural environment. Her 
consideration is pollution free water, soil, air, sound etc; conservation of vegetation cover, water body, and above all 
bio-diversity conservation. Medico thinks in terms of medical safety i.e. healthcare facilities in quantitative or 
qualitative terms or both. For the Political leaders this is a question of healthy electoral process, control or instigation of 
conflicts, ethical power play. Government assesses safety in terms of prevailing law and orders situation, prevention and 
control in crime and violence, poverty eradication, abolition of social exclusion, control of socio-politico-religious 
turmoil, establishment of corruption-free administrative and judiciary process. 
  
The issues and challenges related to urban safety and security of environment, health, and socio-economic context is 
complex. Increasing vulnerability can be attributed to economic aspirations of the society of today’s Asian Mega-cities. 
In the paper this issue would be explored with examples from different mega cities. The author would also like to 
critically apprise the issue of non-participatory community and how it is lending its credibility towards vulnerable 
society.    
 
Methodology to be adopted for this is paper would be as follows: 

• Scrutinizing issues related to urban safety with reference to different stakeholders.  
• Listing of issues and finding out whether the driving force behind vulnerability is Economic 

aspirations or not 
• The extent to which Community participatory role can be related to urban safety issues 
• What to be done 

This paper discusses urban safety and the underlying problems with emphasis on socio-economy of any community. For 
developing countries like India these relevant issues related to vulnerability to be dealt for solving the problem. 
 
Introduction 
Urban areas being the hub for socio-eco-political activities encourage physical development both 
horizontally and vertically. Mega cities in particular are characterized by a high population and 
built-space density and tremendous pressure on supporting infrastructure. Over half of the world’s 
population is concentrated in urban areas covering just 4% of the world’s surface (Dutta et.al, 
2002). It is estimated that by 2015, Asia will be host to more than 50% of the mega cities in the 
world. Cities are meant to provide a safe and secured quality lives for its citizens. But ironically, 
cities are places where social issues such as poverty, homelessness, crime and unemployment are 
becoming more far-reaching and complex than ever before. Urbanisation compounds issues like 
access to safe water, transport, education, security, health services, solid waste disposal and 
drainage etc. – often for the worse. The global imbalance in the quality of life makes things 
difficult. In developing countries the confusion of planning with general urban destitution is 
certainly severe than in the developed societies. 
 



Urban safety 
The term “urban safety” carries different meanings to people as their backgrounds are widely 
varied. Reason may be attributed to difference in age, gender, wealth, income, social order, 
statement of belief etc. In Asian countries problems like pollution, unsafe road networking, and 
below average quality infrastructures and their maintenance (like water supply, drainage and 
sewage etc.) are common. Barring these there are case specific issues too.  
 
Search for corollary between urban safety and age would reveal that for infants’ group upto age 6 or 
so, safety means nutrition, healthy environment, hospital with good pediatricians, care givers etc. 
For children up to age 12 would need primary education, day care centre (if both the parents are 
working), healthy habits’ training and physical safety in sports and other places to ensure urban 
safety. Teenagers need scope for education, access to sporting facilities, culture, and interaction 
with other age group in right direction. Youth/ adults need career options and guidance, political 
motivation, healthy living concept, entertainment etc. Job security, social relations other than basic 
urban facilities would ensure a safe and secured life for a middle aged person. For elderly people 
communication and health are of great concern along with social security (in terms of physical and 
financial assistance etc).  
Urban safety means something else when it is addressed with reference to various economic groups 
(i.e. on the basis of wealth and income). Land ownership, scope for home based entrepreneurship, 
infrastructure i.e. serviced site, community interaction etc. provide assurance to Economically 
Weaker Sections (EWS) and Low Income Group (LIG) people. Middle Income groups’ (MIG) 
concept revolves around access to urban facilities and maintenance, physical and psychological 
safety, job security in formal sector, political calm etc. Individualistic comfort is more important to 
them. Higher Income Groups’ concern is positive work environment, connectivity (like air, rail, 
road etc., mobile phone/ internet connection), secured and healthy living environment (with safe 
water even for landscaping), and quality spending of leisure time. These are some of the basic needs 
which have to be there to draw people like them into a city.  
 
If gender is the dividing line vulnerability is generally associated with the female and children. 
Connectivity, physical safety, psychological distress even in home, travel safety, workplace 
environment, robbery, theft etc. are the issues to be worried with. Abuse and violence in the family 
lives are not new to womenfolk in Asian context. Few societies pay respect to women and offer 
equal rights. For male shelter, steady job, accessibility to urban facilities, entertainment, family 
peace etc. are becoming major issues in today’s urban life. 
 
For a social scientist ‘urban safety’ deals with crime, violence, social exclusion, law and order, 
attitude towards women and children, active participation, social festivals etc. Economist views this 
as availability and security of job, adequate compensation, healthy growth in industry & trade. For 
engineers, architects and planners this is equivocal to healthy built environment, satisfactory (both 
qualitative and quantitative) infrastructures like road networking, water supply and drainage, waste 
disposal systems etc. Environmentalist can base her judgment on physical or natural environment. 
Her consideration is pollution free water, soil, air, sound etc; conservation of vegetation cover, 
water body, and above all bio-diversity conservation. Medico thinks in terms of medical safety i.e. 
extension of healthcare facilities in quantitative or qualitative terms or both. For the Political leaders 
this is a question of area development progress, healthy electoral process, control or instigation of 
conflicts, ethical power play. Government assesses safety in terms of prevailing law and orders 
situation, prevention and control in crime and violence, poverty eradication, abolition of social 
exclusion, control of socio-politico-religious turmoil, establishment of corruption-free 
administrative and judiciary process. 



Economic aspirations  
Urban settlement has attracted people all over the world. Twenty-first century is the first urbane 
century when majority of the world population will be living in cities or towns (Gilbert, 1996). 
Urbanization builds diversified and dynamic economics, which raise productivity, standard of 
living, provide essential services, make facilities accessible, create jobs and wealth, absorb 
population growth and is key engine of economic and social advancement. Efficient and productive 
cities and towns are essential for national economic growth and welfare. Strong urban economics 
generate the resources required for development in infrastructure, education, health and improved 
living standards. Unfortunately, the development potentials of cities are increasingly threatened by 
overwhelming consumerism at the expense of non-urban people’s limited share and stake on the 
world’s resources, changed family composition, lesser importance to social and moral values, 
ethics, increasing violence, crime, pollution and extortion of environment etc. Cities are the place 
with enormous scope where large volume of trade and commerce and different types of jobs are 
created every now and then. But economical disparities are widening in urban areas with time. 
Cities often nurture the culture of its hinterland and assimilate them to produce one of its own. Thus 
many cities possess their own cultural style. The imprint of the style is reflected through the built 
and un-built form of the city and the behaviour and practice of its citizens. Of late cultural identity 
of any city is also becoming a prey of globalisation. Local art, craft, music, dance, drama or other 
cultural form are facing steep challenges from international (especially North American) cultural 
phenomena. In most of the cases, the influence is too strong as it is able to replace the local cultural 
identity. In the long run these trends are also being termed as “unsafe urban practices”. Cities are 
the centers for information and entertainment. There exists a significant dynamic relation between 
city size growth and resource consumption pattern.  
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Figure1.  Dynamics of population size and Quality of Living 



Figure1 relates the dynamic relation between the population size (which can be equated with city 
size) and the facilities (per capita, both in quantity and quality. The available facilities will 
corroborate to quality of living. The multi-line ABCDEFG presents the time path with the implicit 
assumption of economic development over time (Satterthwaite, 1996) (Mukherjee,2003). The part 
AB shows the initial intensive improvement as far as per capita facilities is concerned, which attract 
population. Starting point A shows the lower level of tolerance of citizens. As and when, a definite 
standard of QOL have been attained by the settlement, more number of people will migrate to the 
city as represented by BC section. During this period, an improvement in per capita facilities would 
mean a huge amount of resource consumption, as the population size is ever increasing. If there was 
no resource constraints AB could have followed the path as shown as BB′. Deviation from BB′ is 
explained by the diminishing marginal return, i.e. using same amount of resources less and less 
amount of facilities can be created. The per capita facilities are maximum at point C. After reaching 
the maximum satisfaction level as far as QOL is concerned, it is the task of the city authorities to 
maintain the level. After that it would fare a decline as shown in CD. D is the limiting line showing 
the acceptable range of population where per capita facilities are just satisfactory. After this period 
of time, the gap between the per capita facilities required for maintaining satisfactory level of QOL 
and actual per capita facilities increases as shown in the figure as DE. But the population size is on 
rise. These phenomena can not go on ever. Somewhere it would implode and E is the point, which 
hit the upper level of tolerance. People would move out and movement from point E to point F can 
be explained as it is the rich or affluent sector that will move out first, leading to resource crunch in 
the city. And further fall in per capita facility provision as well as lack of maintenance of existing 
stock of facilities, would be inevitable. Drop in population size will continue as shown in segment 
FG. This will result in increase of per capita facilities. In future it will again touch and surpass the 
satisfactory level of QOL at point G and the improved QOL will attract population. The system will 
continue if no external mechanism is exerted on it.   
 
The aim of any development can be to maintain the growth segment as BC or CD. Control of 
population growth is the only best-fitted option to do that, other wise with the help of investing 
more and more resources to the urban system QOL has to be maintained. It’s a very expensive 
solution which completely decries the social or environmental justice or equity and in a word 
sustainable development. Thus the economic aspiration can be related to quality living and 
population size dynamically. Urban safety is a multidimensional phenomenon depending on 
different growth stages of the urban area as well as the stakeholders. 
 
Community Participation 
The urban safety and security is related to challenges offered by environment, socio-economic 
status and urban governance. Increasing vulnerability can be attributed to economic aspirations of 
the society of today’s Asian Mega-cities. But in-depth introspection would reveal that the issue of 
non-participatory community is looming large as it is lending its credibility towards vulnerable 
society.  Until and unless community people will take care of their own stake or would participate 
in the decision making process for proposals, the long-term survival of society may be threatened. 
The term participation is defined as follows (the World Bank, 1994) ‘a process through which 
stake-holders influence and share control over development initiatives, decisions and resources 
which affect them’. Participation can take different forms, ranging from information-sharing and 
consultation methods, to mechanisms for collaboration and empowerment that give stakeholders 
more influence and control (McCracken and Narayan,1998). Increasingly governments world-wide 
have been accepting sustainable development as a framework for defining economic policy in 
harmony with social progress and environmental protection. The approach underpinning sustainable 



development is the participation of stakeholders in bargaining over resource use and distribution 
and sharing the responsibility for preserving such resources for future generations. Community 
participation is a process for effective decision making, building rapport and reducing opposition. It 
strengthens community capacity to mobilise additional resources, to use resources efficiently, to 
manage development programmes effectively and to sustain their impacts beyond the programme 
itself. Participation has become the key word for the nineties and probably for the twenty first 
century when the consequences of many of the industrial excesses of this century will be sorely felt 
(UNCHS, 1997). It is now recognised that Civil Society Organisations (CSO or CBO) will be most 
effective when there are national democratic institutions that ensure political competition and 
transparent/ accountable administration. Important enabling conditions for the formation and growth 
of civil society include freedom of expression of the press, laws and regulations that create a space                    
for citizen participation, and a supportive tax code. There is need to move beyond massive 
pendulum shifts between top-down and bottom-up approach (UNDP, 1998) to a model of 
development that focuses on the integration of the two approaches.   
 
This is a serious task to change the attitude of communities. Socio-political practices make them 
pessimist and aloof. But processes are required to revive confidence of the community to persuade 
issues close to their hearts. This will result in a different urban atmosphere where cooperation 
among people and authorities would be smooth. That would definitely help in curbing unsafe 
incidences ranging from environmental to social pollution. A recent case study on Agra (Warsi et.al, 
2004) would support this opinion strongly.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Strategically located and well connected…to the capital city Delhi, the city attracts a lot of people…for the
opportunities for work, business, medical care, higher education, entertainment and shopping. Agra received
a large number of refugees and migrants… 
1. Socio economic scenario: 43% of the total population lives in very bad conditions in slums. Polluting
small scale manufacturing units are being closed with the Supreme Court order. As there are no alternatives
this has led to millions losing there jobs; thus unemployment and poverty results increasing crime in the
city.  
2 Roads: The road network of the city is narrow and hinders the smooth flow of traffic, creating health
hazard due to vehicular pollution. The existing road network is inadequate for both intercity and intra city
traffic movement. Mode of transportation ranges from bullock cart to Mercedes Benz. The chaotic and
unregulated traffic results in road accidents.  
3 Power supply: Agra faces regular severe power break approximately 4-6 hours per day. This has led to
operating of large number of Diesel generator sets compounding considerable air pollution.  
4 Water supply: Situated on the bank of river Yamuna the major river of the Country, city faces the major
drinking water scarcity…drains are directly discharging effluent and sewage in Yamuna making the water
totally non potable…The water quality is low for most part it is having high coli form count due to
breakages in pipe. The Most of the inhabitants sustain on underground water, which also has very high TDS
and Salinity.  
5 Waste and sewage: Only About 30% of the city is covered by sewerage network, the rest still survives on
the most primitive techniques of sewage system. There is no sewrage treatment plant. The open drains
which usually get choked by solid waste results in sewerage flowing on the roads and streets. The Waste
disposal facilities are also lacking in the city. The city generates 450 tones of solid waste, which is
uncollected. Even the Biomedical waste of 400 odd nursing homes and clinics without being incinerated
find its way into the general garbage bins.  
6 Air pollution: Vehicular traffic is one important source of pollution in this mega city…The total air 
pollution in Agra from domestic sources, D.G Sets, Industrial sources, ‘Petha’ units and vehicular sources 
are 51t/day. In General the air quality is poor with SO2, NO2 and SPM content in the air is above 
permissible limit 
Source: Warsi T.R. & Khandelwal A., Urban Safety and Security issues, constraints and challenges 
ahead- Agra, Proceedings of the International Conference on New Technologies for Urban Safety of 
Mega Cities in Asia, Agra, 2004 



While concluding the article, the author (Warsi et.al, 2004) suggests: “This chaotic and unmanaged 
situation of the city cripples it to counter adverse situation or any calamity.  The Social and 
Environmental Safety and Security of its inhabitants and of its world heritage monuments are at 
stake. Following are some suggestions to solve above mentioned challenges:-  
• The new technology for power generation and solid waste disposal, which are eco-friendly, should 
be adopted.  
• A citizens’ committee should be constituted specifically for the improvement of heritage areas 
having representatives from local residents and user of those areas.  
• NGOs should be provided with greater opportunities to participate in monitoring the state of the 
environment and Networking amongst NGOs in the region should be further strengthened.  
• Governments should ensure wider participation and empowerment of women, youth, local 
communities and indigenous people in environmental management.  
• Public awareness about environmental issues in Agra must be increased. Awareness has to be 
managed through various innovative means of communications in view of large illiterate 
population.  
• Recognizes the importance of Agra as a world heritage and extends its support to the efforts being 
made by local communities and NGOs to protect its beautiful environment.  
• Identify polluting industries in the Taj Trapezium and to suggest measures to control such 
pollution, which is harmful to the Taj as well as human being.  
• Governments of India need to develop and adopt pro-people and pro-environment policies.  
• Empirical evaluation of every problem has to be worked out to find out their economic viable and 
sustainable solutions.” 
It can be easily identified that out of nine suggestions six are directly related to community 
participation. This particular study exemplifies how important community participation is being 
conceived as.  
 
The impending crisis  
Urban areas in Asia have become the place where social non-functionalities are exposed and 
unattended for longer time. Situation is rapidly deteriorating due to huge pressure of population 
coupled with shortage of resources and infrastructural facilities. The very purpose of city dwelling 
(i.e. safety and quality living) is being defeated at every steps. Not that effort is absent; new 
technological innovation/ developments help to make the process smoother and more flawless. But 
they are not enough to ensure safety in urban life. Absence of safety creates a feeling of insecurity 
among inhabitants, tearing the social fabric of cities and threatening the foundations of democratic 
institutions. It is not pleasant to think that one cannot attend social events, classes in the evening, 
nor visit friends without feeling afraid for one’s own safety. World-wide, urban crime and violence 
is increasing. Because of the relative anonymity of city life, it becomes an attractive place for 
thieves, burglars, muggers, car hijackers and others, who can commit crime without fear of 
recognition. The role of city governments in local crime prevention is quite recent. Environmental 
degradation has also reached a new height. Cities are gasping to ensure that air is cleaner, water 
purer, and plant and animal species better conserved and protected. Better economy and improved 
physical environment can provide a safe life to some extent. When they are coupled with conducive 
social environment, that is bound to provide quality living. In developing countries cohesive social 
fabric is on the verge of collapse. Revitalization of social link is difficult task for the urban 
authorities at present situation. 
 
One of the major challenges at the end of this century is the need to develop practical strategies for 
safe quality living in urban areas. Good governance, sustainable development and security are 
indivisible. Today’s mega-city in Asian context can be compared with dinosaur, one of the largest 



ever animal on earth. Strong apprehension is there, in near future, if corrective measures are not 
applied to these megacities they can be extinct species of human settlement like dinosaurs.  
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Abstract 
 
Asterisk* is a concept developed by The Laurence Sterne Trust. It aims to use 
the spirit and intellectual resources of Shandy Hall (where in the 1760s Laurence 
Sterne wrote The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman) to inspire 
both artists and the public to explore and experiment with nonlinearity, and to 
examine and develop the convergences between art forms within our 
contemporary culture. It aims to illustrate how new technology can, in the hands 
of artists, be used to deliver entirely new artistic opportunities.  
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Asterisk* aims to enable artists (from all disciplines), technologists, academics 
and students to share their adventures in narrative experiment and research. 
Since Tristram Shandy, our culture has been increasingly engaged by the way in 
which information and stories are delivered and received. Today, new media and 
the Internet have brought the notion of divergent storytelling into everybody’s 
lives and facilitated the use of narrative devices across all art forms. Not only is 
Tristram Shandy significant in the cultural canon as a non-linear forerunner to 
Joyce, Woolf, Beckett, Godard, Eno, Greenaway and Tarantino; it also playfully 
and brilliantly constructs and deconstructs the conventions of narrative. It makes 
use of multiple media as devices to tell its stories and, in actively soliciting a 
dialogue with its reader, it demands a creative participation from its audience. 
Tristram Shandy is widely recognized as the direct antecedent of contemporary 
hypertextual and non-linear convergent media experiments. In our present 
society, where information is rapid, fragmented and juxtaposed, where media 
increasingly converge, and the distinction between creators, editors and 
audiences is often blurred, it is both exciting and reassuring to discover an 
ancestral voice that engaged with, and brilliantly foresaw, the challenges and 
extraordinary opportunities that our modern condition offers.  
 
Sterne engineered this extraordinary novel from a beautiful house on the edge of 
the North Yorkshire Moors. Thirty years ago Shandy Hall was rescued for the 
future by the Laurence Sterne Trust and is now a registered museum, housing 
the world’s finest collection of Sterne’s works, letters, illustrations and ephemera 
augmented by an unparalleled and growing collection of contemporary nonlinear 
works. The house is small but its resonance is large, and it attracts visitors, 
enthusiasts and academics from around the world.  Over the next five years 
Asterisk* aims to add a new dimension to Shandy Hall by establishing itself as an 
international landmark project, a centre of innovation and excellence in the heart 
of rural England, seeking international participation from practitioners at the 
highest level. 
 
This presentation will elaborate on progress to date, including the first artists’ 
residencies which are taking place during October and November 2005. 
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Itinerary 
 
 
When you’re having your hip replaced, 
decades later, the drug they’ll give you— 
the one that relieves memory, 
not pain—will make you think, 
This is what it must have been like 
to be born. 
 
They’ll name you Charles or Richard 
or Margaret or Laura. 
 
You won’t find out for years 
it took thirty-six hours 
and you nearly killed your mother. 
Don’t expect her to tell you this 
exactly. You’ll know by the way 
she tugs your hair as if to say, 
You’re beautiful and You need a haircut 
at the same time. By then 
you’ll have issues of your own  
that will make you flinch 
when she tells you about the lump 
in her breast. Anywhere else, 
you’ll think, anywhere else. 
 
Your father, meanwhile, will be 
the same shadow you’ve always watched 
from the backseat as he looks 
left, then right, then left again, 
or from the hallway as he sits 



on the bed’s edge, stretching 
his socks up to his knees 
only to roll them down to his ankles. 
When you’re his age, 
you’ll put your son on your lap  
and notice the sweater he’s wearing, 
the one your mother knitted 
before she died, before she had 
any reason to believe you’d marry. 
 
In the first grade, you’ll have 
one traumatic experience: 
you’ll wet yourself at recess,  
or walk down a crowded street  
and reach up for your mother’s hand 
only to take hold of a stranger’s.  
It’s why you don’t trust yourself, 
a therapist or a lover will insist. 
During your first sexual experience 
you will think, This is my first 
sexual experience, and nothing else. 
You won’t know your last is your last. 
 
Someone will die—a cousin, 
a friend, a piano teacher. 
Later, when you’ve outlived 
most of your friends, and even 
some of your friends’ children, 
people will go the way of lost socks. 
They will be vaguely missed. 
 
Over the years, you’ll have 
intimate conversations with people 
whose names escape you. 
You’ll answer fine many times 
when you don’t mean it. 
You’ll wonder why the doctors 
never told you you’d remember 
the sounds: the piercing 
of drills, the pounding of marrow. 
 
In London—yes, you will 
make it to London—you’ll peer 
into a closed bookstore and see 
the remains of a final celebration: 
half-empty bottles of Guinness, 



scraps of cheese and bread. 
Recovering from the surgery, you’ll realize 
the burden of business is not unlike 
the burden of the body, the weight 
of saying, This is mine. 
 



Science of Desire 
 
 
There is a fine 
line between causal 
and casual. 
Her spaghetti strap 
hesitates on her 
shoulder like 
an unanswered 
question. He is  
thinking lingerie 
is the perfect 
word: linger 
all dolled up 
in French perfume. 
Linger with 
an attitude. 
Linger like the 
finger that will 
help her silk camisole 
make up its mind. 
Something more 
powerful than 
inertia is at work 
here, something 
more than gravity 
itself, as if 
Mrs. Fuller’s 
chalkboard eraser 
never smacked 
the wall or plunged 
to the floor 
in a cloud of dust, 
as if even now, 
decades later, 
it’s suspended mid- 
air in that stale 
classroom. 
 
(Inertia. Inertia. 
He would marry 
Inertia. He would 
father Inertia.) 
The solar system, 
too, is still 



propelled by some 
unspeakable momentum; 
the worms continue 
to sluice elaborate 
threads only to have 
them scraped away. 
Do they weep? 
Did Charlemagne, 
after irreparable 
damage to his ilk, 
have any regrets?  
Would the tightrope 
walker, paralyzed 
from the neck down, 
have it any other 
way? 
 
Once at the Bronx 
Zoo he watched 
a snake slide right 
out of its skin 
without looking back. 
 
He’s seen grown men 
leave their children. 
 
He’s familiar with 
the least resilient 
of all fibers. 
Steamed or pressed, 
it can never be reshaped: 
silk has no memory. 
 



 
Confession 
 

A woman who called the parents of a missing girl  
and claimed she might be their long lost daughter  
was charged Wednesday with committing a cruel hoax. 

 
-- Associated Press 

 
What can I say about my own family 
except that living with foster parents  
feels like talking to somebody 
who keeps checking his watch. 
They weren’t cruel, nothing like that. 
They fed me plenty and bought me dolls— 
not real Barbies but the hollow kind 
with the arms and legs that keep 
snapping off and getting lost. 
 
I’m not a bad person, really, like when I see 
a mother squatting down to take a picture  
of her family, I always offer to take it for her.  
There’s this split second when she gives me  
a look like, What do you want from me? 
But then she hands me the camera— 
trusts me with it, you know— 
and shows me what button to push. 
It’s the right thing to do—I mean, 
why’s there always gotta be somebody left out? 
 
That girl was gone for so long. 
Even if they’d found her, she wouldn’t be 
the same little 6-year-old who went missing 
playing hide ‘n’ seek, anymore than I’m 
that girl who played with broken Barbies. 
Life kind of chips away at you, you know, 
turns you into somebody else 
with the same name. 
 
Would it have been so terrible if they’d believed it? 
There’d be a parade through downtown  
and a barbecue in the park. We’d go 
on The Today Show for sure because  
I’ve loved Katie Couric ever since her husband died 
and she was so strong, like a brave cheerleader. 
After all that, we’d settle into visits for birthdays 
and Christmas and Easter—I’ve always wanted 
to come from a town where you 



get dust on your shoes walking home from church. 
 
Who would have gotten hurt, anyway? 
If you’d have heard her daddy’s voice, 
the way it shook when he said, Shannon?, 
you’d have told him whatever he needed to hear, too. 
I mean, Jesus as my Savior, we’re all waiting 
for a phone call like that, aren’t we? Aren’t you? 



Studies 
 

 In memory of C.J. 
 
Four million Americans have Alzheimer’s disease. 
 
  You have one father. 
 
The neurons in the victims’ brains 
contain protein filaments called tangles. 
 
  He points to his head and says, 
  I’m not okay in here. 
 
Those with the least education suffer 
the highest rate of the disease. 
  
  When the nurse’s aide calls him professor, 
  he lifts his head a little and smiles. 
 
In the late stages, they forget that they’ve forgotten. 
 
  You give your father his birthday gift— 
  a picture of his grandson— 
  and he says, This you, I mean, 
  then you, I mean...I don’t remember 
  what I mean. 
 
Ultimately, victims’ pasts are erased entirely. 
 
  You remember Friday night dinners out, 
  your father proud he could afford 
  shrimp cocktail all around. You remember 
  him pitching, pitching, pitching to you 
  in the backyard, then shrugging 

when you turned to the piano.  
You remember the way he screamed in a whiskey rage 

  over your broken bike, then replaced it 
  the next day, no apologies. 
 
As her disease progressed, the novelist 
Iris Murdoch liked to watch Teletubbies. 
 
  Your father lies awake in a darkened room, 
  his Yankees cap on his head, his hands 
  crossed over his chest. 
 
Death, when it comes, is a formality. 
 
  Like please, thank you 
 and I’m sorry.  
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The dominant approach to the study of religion throughout most of the discipline’s 

history has been called “phenomenology of religion,” its most famous proponents being Rudolf 
Otto and Mircea Eliade.  So pervasive was this approach that for some time “phenomenology of 
religion” (also known in English as “history of religions”) was virtually synonymous with 
Religionswissenschaft, or the science of religion.  Phenomenology of religion’s core assumption 
was that, underlying the multiplicity of historical and geographically dispersed religions was an 
ultimately metaphysical, trans-historical substratum, called “Man,” Geist (“Spirit”), or 
“Consciousness.”  This trans-historical substratum is an expressive agent with a uniform, 
essential nature.  As such, by reading the data of the history of religions as “expressions,” it is 
possible to sympathetically understand them by tapping into, as it were, one’s own human 
subjectivity.  Geist, or “Man,” then, is both a philosophy of history and a hermeneutical theory. 
 Unfortunately, however, the metanarrative of Geist, whether articulated diachronically or 
synchronically, is simply and factually a narrative of the ascendancy—their term, not mine—of 
white, Christian Europe out of black, “primitive” Africa and away from brown or yellow, 
“despotic” Asia.  It moves from the South to the North; away from the East to the West.  It 
moves out of Africa and into Germany; out of Asia, through Greece and into the heart of Europe.  
It moves away from “nature” to “spirit”; out of bondage to freedom, it transcends “law” and 
culminates in “love,” it goes beyond “sensualism” to “pure reason.”  And this narrative, this 
metaphysics of the subject, of Geist, of “Man” works thus whether its “articulator” is or is not 
“personally” racist or prejudiced, whether or not they are “liberal,” in any sense of the term, or 
conservative, whether or not they are believers or atheists, whether or not they consider 
themselves theologians or Religionswissenschaftlicherin, whether or not they praise Hegel or 
damn him, whether or not they are known by the names Schleiermacher, Dilthey, Tiele, Otto, 
van der Leeuw, Wach, or Eliade.  This is a racist, colonialist discursive structure, more virulent 
at times, less at others admittedly, but racist nonetheless.  It pretends towards a universalism but, 
in the end, time and time again, uses that very same universalism to marginalize the already 
marginal and denigrate the already denigrated in the silent-so-all-the-more-insidious constant 
reiteration of its Logocentric, Eurocentric, and Christocentric, colonialist hegemony.  When its 
core, constitutive, structural oppositions are unmasked, it is seen to be the vicious, self-
aggrandizing, and monstrously narcissistic ideological formation that it is.   
 This paper will review the structure and history of this discourse by looking at (for the 
sake of brevity) one of its most celebrated and oft cited source, Rudolf Otto’s work, The Idea of 
the Holy.  I will argue that the idea of a science of religion as described there conforms nearly 



perfectly to the structures of colonial discourse as this has been discussed and analyzed by 
poststructuralist and post-colonialist theory such as Jacques Derrida and Edward Said. 
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Slow Motion 
four short walks in the Garhwal Himalaya 
 
 
 
Ainslie Murray 
 
 
 
Paul Virilio’s reflections on the impact of speed in contemporary life establish a powerful 
framework for considering a range of responses to the frenetic pace of the post modern 
world. Of these, I wish to consider the response of slow motion, not in the context of the 
worldwide ‘Slow’ movement, but in the context of a silent and often invisible collection of 
individuals who wander quietly through our landscapes: the walkers of our world; the 
nomads, pilgrims and walking artists.  
 
In this paper I propose that the physical gesture of walking, in both pilgrimage and artistic 
contexts, provides a framework for investigating a notion of temporal space which may 
impact directly on our understanding of architectural space. Drawing principally on pilgrimage 
theory and the work of Hamish Fulton, I propose that the extended and repetitious act of 
walking within landscape connects us to alternative modes of understanding time and space. 
These modes of understanding lead necessarily to a rethinking of habitation, or what it 
means to be within the world in spatial and temporal terms. Prolonged repetitious bodily 
gesture induces a subversion of physicality and a heightened sense of attentiveness where 
readings of past moments become inherent in the way the present moments are understood.  
 
The tension between the tangible topography of the present moment and the intangible 
topography of the past moment generates a unique site for the consideration of this new 
spatial consciousness in an architectural sense. I will discuss this spatial consciousness in 
terms of ’the wake’ as a way of thinking about bodies within space. I will situate this 
investigation partly around my own walking journey in the Garhwal Himalaya, in which I set 
out to develop my own walking practice on a traditional Hindu pilgrim route by walking to the 
four temples that mark the sources of the Ganges River in India. I will splice a theoretical 
discussion of walking practice with an alternative narrative perspective to ultimately enlighten 
connections between contemporary walking practice and perceptions of architectural space.   



The way to the mountains starts here 1  
 
Sydney / Delhi : plane : Delhi / Haridwar : bus : Haridwar / Jankichatti : car : Jankichatti / 
Yamunotri / Jankichatti : foot : Jankichatti / Gangotri : car : Gangotri / Gamukh  / Gangotri : 
foot : Gangotri / Gaurikund : car : Gaurikund / Kedarnath : pony : Kedarnath / Gaurikund : foot 
: Gaurikund / Badrinath : car : Badrinath / Haridwar : car : Haridwar / Delhi : train : Delhi / 
Sydney : plane 

 
I walk on the land to be woven into nature 2 
 
Time that is moved by little fidget wheels is not my time, the flood that does not flow.3 I move 
between Sydney, Delhi and the Gamukh glacier high in the Indian Himalaya and discover 
something of time and space. It is a blind journey in which I join countless Hindu pilgrims on 
narrow gravelly paths unravelling through mountain landscapes. I waver in my reasoning, 
knowing and not knowing what has brought me here. I’ve seen that simultaneity, that dual-
truth, where the river flows to the sea. I was sky-bound, peering down at the vast flooded 
plain slowly bleeding out. It’s impossible to tell where the land stops and the sea starts.  
 
In October 2003, I travelled to India to visit a series of temples marking the sources of the 
Ganges and Yamuna rivers. The journey took me high into the Garhwal Himalaya on a 
traditional Hindu pilgrim route called the Char Dham Yatra (Four Pillars Pilgrimage). The 
pilgrimage links the four high altitude sources of the four sacred rivers of Hinduism; the 
Yamuna at Yamunotri (3185m), the Bhagirathi at Gamukh (3892m), the Mandakini at 
Kedarnath (3584m) and the Alaknanda at Badrinath (3096m). The latter three rivers converge 
downstream to form the river I had come to contemplate, the Ganges.   
 
The journey materialised rationally enough from an interest in the ‘essential’ architecture of 
traditional Hindu pilgrim routes, notably the dharamsala (pilgrim rest house).4 The 
architecture itself demanded a departure from preoccupation with its physical condition, and 
instead drew into focus the topographical, spiritual and temporal context in which it was 
located. Contrary to my own architectural expectations, I discovered en route that the 
‘architecture’ of the pilgrim route was not confined to material relics along the path, but 
instead extended into a broader sense of spatio-temporal awareness generated through the 
repetitious bodily gesture of walking.5 
 
Pilgrimage in itself is widely understood as a mode of opening alternative spatial and 
temporal understandings through physical enactment. The extent to which this enactment 
connects us to past conditions is clear in the major pilgrimage texts, which suggest that 
pilgrimage might be interpreted, among other things, as a return to an unvisited place.6  
Of the six modes of pilgrimage proposed by Alan Morinis, my Four Pillars Pilgrimage sits 
between a wandering and an initiatory mode, in which the journey marks an opening of self to 
a range of developmental possibilities not yet comprehended.7 Furthermore, it is located 
clearly within a terrestrial plane in which the physical enactment of the journey is a critical 
part of the pilgrimage.8 The physical enactment, that is the extended repetitious bodily 
gesture of walking, is significant in the opening of self because it generates a state in which 

                                                      
1 Hamish Fulton, Walking Artist, Dusseldorf : Richter, 2001, page 7. 
2 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’ in Walking Artist, Dusseldorf : Richter, 2001, page 8.  
3 Kenneth Slessor, ‘Five Bells’, 1939.  
4 I refer here to the minimalist ethos rephrased by Claudio Silvestrin as ‘essentiality’. Travel to India for the purpose 
of investigating the dharamsala was generously funded by the University of Adelaide’s Kenneth and Hazel Milne 
Travelling Scholarship.  
5 Walking in this context is considered as an integral part of a religious or spiritual journey, thereby shifting it from 
convenient mode of transport to a carefully orchestrated bodily movement within a ritual context.  
6 This suggestion sits within a range of sometimes conflicting definitions of pilgrimage. See, for example, Victor 
Turner, Process, Performance and Pilgrimage, New Jersey: Humanities Press, 1979 and The Ritual Process, 
Chicago: Aldine, 1969, and Alan Morinis (ed,), Sacred Journeys: The Anthropology of Pilgrimage, Connecticut 
and London: Greenwood Press, 1992.  
7 Morinis describes six possible types of pilgrimage: devotional, instrumental, normative, obligatory, wandering and 
initiatory. See Morinis, page 10.  
8 Throughout his book, Morinis suggests that physical pilgrimages and metaphorical or non-physical pilgrimages 
embody similar values. In the context of my own pilgrimage, the physical journey was crucial – although in some 
senses, through writing, it has now moved to metaphor.   



the mind, body and world are aligned.9 This alignment occurs not in an epiphanic or ecstatic 
moment, but in an enveloping, invisible and silent seamlessness. The repetition of footsteps 
and breath both gathers and dissolves the body and the environment, creating what Rebecca 
Solnit refers to as a “consonance between internal and external passage.”10 
 
Walking, in this sense, embodies a return and a restoration to a state perhaps lost in the 
modern world of rapid pilgrimage, in which crammed buses struggle up mountainsides to 
disgorge volumes of blank-faced pilgrims. Paul Virilio’s assertion that the speed of transport 
only multiplies the absence11 is doubly true in this context. This place, this dazzlingly sharp 
high Himalayan landscape, commands an astute physical presence and it is clear that it is 
only through the physical enactment of the pilgrimage that the dimension of the journey is 
revealed. Observation is no longer possible and detached sight is disallowed; body and world 
are connected at a deeper and more intrinsic level, beyond sight and beyond sense. 
  
Victor Turner consistently describes pilgrimage as a liminal state in which pilgrims have 
crossed a social and structural threshold to exist within a realm of possibility. On the Four 
Pillars Pilgrimage, I walked amongst a scattering of late-season pilgrims: sadhus, middle-
class families, villagers, postal workers, schoolteachers, engineers, and even a Professor of 
comparative literature from a Bombay university. It was not difficult to distinguish the genuine 
pilgrims from the less-committed, and as the journey deepened it became clear that 
connections to and reliance on the body were the primary indicator of authenticity. The most 
devout pilgrim, the sadhu, walked the entire journey barefoot – a journey of around 3 months. 
At the other extreme were the fast-tracking multi-tasking pilgrims, who rode mountain ponies, 
were carried in baskets on the backs of local villagers, or reclined in regal pose on upright 
chairs carried at pace up and down the mountain. The remaining majority of which I was one, 
committed but with time pressures of lives beyond the pilgrim route, travelled by car as far as 
possible, and then walked between 20 and 60km along mountains paths to the temples. On 
the path to Yamunotri, I encountered one man aged in his nineties who walked with two 
walking sticks. He fell to the ground with every single step but refused all offers of assistance, 
acknowledging that the difficult pilgrimage is the most meritorious.  
 
Rules of the way 12 
 

Special attention for trekkers: The pilgrims who are fond of trekking are 
advised to have a special attention while climbing on the hills. Some people 
have a habit of watching here and there, particularly watching natural 
scenery. Please note that such habit or practice results in tumbling down and 
eventually even a loss of life. The most comfortable conveyance (ponies) 
should be used while travelling on the hills. If you want to look at any scenery 
or a sublime beauty of nature, you must steadily stand up and see it to your 
complete satisfaction and then again start walking to the naturalist 
paradise.13 

 
I observe myself thinking a thousand things at once and call my mind to the moment. 
I am attentive to my feet and to the plethora of potential mishaps brought into focus in 
an ill-considered step. The rules are not just about safety, and though the paths are 
frighteningly unstable and it’s easy to imagine the disasters-in-wait, I understand that 
half-attentions are not appropriate on this journey. The mountains require a 
transparent consciousness, a mindfulness of body and spirit, an unwavering attention 
to the present moment. I recede quietly into insignificance in the scale of this 
landscape. I am mute.  
 
The slope is excruciating, the air hopelessly thin, the way unbearably long and winding. I turn 
each corner in conditioned expectation, desiring a destination against all common sense, but 

                                                      
9 Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking, New York: Penguin, 2000, page 5.  
10 Rebecca Solnit, page 6. 
11 Paul Virilio, The Aesthetics of Disappearance, trans. Philip Beitchman, New York : Semiotext(e), 1991, page 65.  
12 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 9. 
13 Unnamed authors, Char Dham Yatra Guidebook, Haridwar: Randhir Prakashan, undated, 
unpaginated. 



the path continues to curl eternally into the valley. I breathe, I step. Breathe, step. I am far 
from ocean, but Einstein and Glass still structure my slow uphill trudge. I am the ascent, the 
feverish pitch, the cacophony of voice, the singularity. I am within the nothing-everything born 
of the physical push, the long and steep and airless uphill, the loss of body through extended 
use, the dissolution and departure of the physical.14 
 
That which is unsaid 15 
 
British artist Hamish Fulton makes walks within the world as other artists make material 
works within the gallery. Each walk is a conscious journey of repetitious physical movement 
conducted in a multitude of geographic contexts throughout the world. Fulton adheres to a 
‘leave no trace’ wilderness ethic and does not make interventions in the landscape. He says:  
 

Walking is not about recreation or nature study (or poetry – or ‘stopping’ to make an 
‘outdoor sculpture’ or ‘take’ photographs). It is about an attempt at being ‘broken 
down’ mentally and physically – with the desire to ‘flow’ inside a rhythm of walking – 
to experience a temporary state of euphoria, a blending of my mind with the outside 
world of nature.… I walk on the land to be woven into nature.16 

 
In the gallery Fulton displays words and photographs that recall rather than recreate the 
experience of the walk, and in this mode of restrained practice there is a clear 
acknowledgement of the irretrievability of the walk. In this sense it is precisely the absence of 
the physical object that engages – the absence used to signify an alternate or prior presence. 
The gallery works act purely as signposts or allusions to an impossible other, and the 
distance created through this impossibility forces an acknowledgement of an individual and 
ultimately private experience, that in turn incites our own reflection on our own individual 
experience. In this movement, between the impossible other and the knowable self, Fulton 
deftly shifts the focus from ‘the artwork’ to the self, the viewer of the work. Through this logic, 
it is clear to see why Fulton constantly rejects the title of ‘land artist’ or ‘environmental 
sculptor’ in favour of the term ‘walking artist’. Things are of little consequence.  
 
In contrast, the work of Richard Long may be located at the other end of the spectrum where 
a sense of the material and its connection with the walk is of significant consequence. Fulton 
has often been referred to as ‘the poor man’s Richard Long’,17 a comparison that is both 
unfortunate and incorrect as there is in fact a profound disparity between the two practices. 
Long also walks within landscape, but shifts attention away from the experience and onto 
objects that he makes along the walk, or in the gallery with materials gathered from the walk. 
Some of the work responds to the very gesture of walking, most poignant and minimal in ‘A 
Line Made By Walking’ (England, 1967), but this attention to the physical gesture is 
subsequently lost through the larger body of work of constructed lines that speak more of a 
conscious gathering and arranging process.18 Long’s work therefore has obvious resonances 
with the terms ‘land art’ and ‘environmental sculpture’ – resonances that are entirely absent in 
the work of Fulton. In Long’s work, the experience and the thing are innately connected; one 
contextualises the understanding of the other, physical material signifies another parallel and 
more internal experience.  
 
In this context, Fulton’s conscious choice to withhold, to keep back and to internalise is 
intriguing in the context of contemporary art practice. If the immaterial can be construed as 
the unsaid or unsayable arising out of individual experience, then ultimately, Fulton’s practice 
can only be understood as a reflective and internal journey that in its true dimension cannot 

                                                      
14 one–two–three–four / one–two–three–four–five–six / one–two–three–four–five–six–seven–eight, Philip Glass, 
‘Knee 1’ in Einstein on the Beach, 1993. 
15 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 10. 
16 Hamish Fulton quoted in Andrew Wilson, ‘The blue mountains are constantly walking – on the art of Hamish 
Fulton’ in Ben Tufnell and Andrew Wilson, Hamish Fulton Walking Journey, London : Tate Publishing, 2002, page 
27.  
17 James Hall, ‘Hamish Fulton, in Artforum, New York: May 2002, Volume 40, Issue 9, page 192. 
18 For example, see the constructed stone lines made in on walks in Japan (1974), Australia (1977), Scotland (1981), 
Iceland (1982) and Nepal (1983). Water lines made in Ladakh (1984), also draw attention to the object and the 
orchestrated gesture of making rather than moving – even more dramatically illustrated in the arrangement of 
material lines of chalk, slate, sticks, stone and marble in galleries from the 1970s on.  



be shared. In this sense, Fulton is a traveller abandoning himself to a journey within the world 
in which a sense of product or endpoint is unimportant, or at the very least is secondary to 
the internal experience of the walk. Though it is undeclared, Fulton too might be a pilgrim of 
sorts.  
 
To walk, that is to move at regular pace by lifting and setting down each foot in turn,19 is 
clearly pivotal in Fulton’s practice. It is a mode of moving through the world that is 
irreplaceable – moving by animal or vehicle is not possible without immediate loss of the 
connectivity associated with footprint. The sense of regularity, of repetition, of extension, of 
rhythm, of footfall, is critical in understanding the connections between movement and 
landscape. Through the repetitious act of extended walking practice, Fulton appears to seek 
a subversion of physicality in order to induce a unity between mind and space. In this unity, a 
strong sense of environmental awareness, or mindfulness, is generated, and this awareness 
is generally regarded as among the most important messages in Fulton’s work. Again, the 
discussion of another’s awareness can only cause us to reflect upon our own, as it too is 
ultimately private and impossible to share. 
 
The notion that repetition is central to the experience of pilgrimage is carried further in 
consideration of the fact that contemporary pilgrimages are rarely linear, destination-
orientated journeys.20 But both Fulton and pilgrimage scholars frequently assert that reaching 
the ‘destination’ is only half the journey. Both formal pilgrimages and a proportion of Fulton’s 
walks come together as forms of journey because of their repetitious or cyclical nature, where 
it is not the sense of ‘arrival’ that is the defining moment, but rather the decision to return.21 
All pilgrimages necessarily involve a journeying-to and a returning-from, which in turn implies 
a clear midpoint: a moment of climax in which a decision is made to turn around and leave 
the place that has been approached. The cyclical condition of the journey is critical and the 
sense of retracing one’s own footsteps to return to the point of origin is ultimately what 
enables a pilgrimage to make sense as a mode self-development. A gain is made through 
loss and we move to complete a cycle, retracing our steps to occupy the wake of our 
ascent.22  
 
Out and back, or – out and just keep going? 23 

 
What is the condition of my orbit? I walk on, beyond and through, dragging myself along 
razor-sharp edges in the danger and raggedness inherent in journeying to unknown places. I 
am drawn equally to either side and fall in and out of knowing and not-knowing. I am – and I 
am not. My movement is cyclical, for I am bound to geometry and overlay all with neat orders 
of grids and systems. Sometimes I skirt the periphery, skimming and scratching the surface. 
Other times I turn deliberately and face away with my back to what I know. I deny direct sight 
and allow architectural thought to fade to a distant echo in ringing ears. But it remains, 
however distant, stubbornly inextinguishable.  
   
I walk on small stones that shear against each other underfoot, releasing clouds of grey 
Himalayan dust that feather and trail in my wake. I move within a rhythm, and project myself 
into that on which I tread. I am small, smooth, white. In the melee of passage I am expelled 
into thin mountain space, tumbling at tremendous speed in the frictionless air until I am 
swallowed whole in one silent and invisible moment by the green, gurgling Ganges. I am 
engulfed, enveloped, trapped in that underwater thumb-ball hold: in the nothing that is neither 
long nor short.24 I am carried by a different speed, not an airborne-momentum but a capillary-
speed, a seeping, flowing, inevitable movement governed by topography and gravity. I am 

                                                      
19 Catherine Soanes and Angus Stevenson (eds.), Oxford Dictionary of English, 2nd edition, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2003, page 1981. 
20 Contemporary pilgrimages are those pilgrimages not necessarily connected to devotional obligation, but may 
include more nomadic practices such as trekking and tramping.  
21 In this context I refer to Fulton’s high-altitude walks in which he says ‘reaching the summit is only half the journey’, 
rather than his more moderate and often one-directional countryside amblings. See Hamish Fulton, Walking Artist, 
Dusseldorf : Richter, 2001. 
22 The wake is understood as space that has been disturbed, inscribed or occupied by the body, much as water is 
disturbed, inscribed and occupied by a boat in passage.  
23 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 12. 
24 Kenneth Slessor, ‘Five Bells’, 1939.   



lush foothill, parched plain, saturated delta, muddy mouth. This walk connects me to all 
places where the river flows.25  
 
I leave footprints, tidy trails that tell me where I am and where I have been. Each 
compression of earth is a site of transmission: the contact channels an intense and rapid flow 
of energy from earth to body. It is a sole transference; a soul reciprocity. The trace is read in 
luminosity, golden beams of light emanate from my footprints and stream into the 
atmosphere.26 Time slows and extends as I consider my own tracks; it contracts, intensifies, 
collapses. Both prints and light are within a single continuum, simultaneously visible and 
inhabited. I am everywhere, altogether. My footprints are memory-anchors connecting time, 
space and place. My passage is marked by an indelible trail of soul-prints in the dusty gravel.  
 
In Gamukh I sit on a flat rock and watch the river spill out of the glacier. I am not an ecstatic 
pilgrim; I am forlorn. My gaze shifts from the torrential spectacle and rests instead on smooth 
river stones fringed in delicate icy lace. The water slows, eddies, and freezes in a moment of 
hesitation. It is bound to the stone, at odds and at one together. Being here is burdened with 
the weight of having to leave, the weight of having to let go of what is newly attained. I am 
lost in a state of grief, and had not anticipated that the arrival would precipitate the 
departure.27  
 
Walking into the wind 28 
 

The… search for time, for place and for a life… is necessarily a search that arises 
only as a consequence of the inevitable experience of loss, and, if it achieves any 
resolution of the distress induced by that experience, it is a resolution that is brought 
about… precisely through coming to better understand the densely woven unity of life 
as lived and of the places, persons, sights and sounds with respect to which such a 
life is constituted..29  

 
If pilgrimage is framed as journey to a destination, and the inevitable loss of that destination 
through the decision to return, then perhaps it can be understood in a contemporary context 
as an intensified moment, a climax of profound emotional extremes, followed by a deepened 
awareness of interconnectivity. As Malpas suggests, the acute cognisance of the densely 
woven unity of life forces an immediate and significant (re)assessment of connections 
between self and other, and between body and nature. In this case, the return journey is in 
fact the key point of the pilgrimage in both emotional and physical terms, as the body retraces 
its own passage to the origin of the journey, simultaneously inhabiting the wake of prior 
movement and generating a new wake of present movement.  
 
Walking within the wake has, I believe, significant spatial implications. In the retracing of 
footsteps on the return journey, we inhabit the wake of our ascent. This inhabitation is 
important in the sense of a double-wake, where in moving through the wake of our ascent we 
simultaneously create a wake marking our descent. This movement, this formation of a 
descent-past through a present occupation of an ascent-past creates a powerful mode of 
considering space and our movement within it. There is, of course, an implied wisdom in the 
retracing of one’s own steps and of walking in the wake, in that it draws on the contemplative 
position of looking back in order to look forward – but when expanded with a notion of the 
double-wake, a significant shift in spatio-temporal awareness can take place.  

                                                      
25 See Anne Feldhaus, ‘Rivers and Regional Consciousness’ in Connected Places: Region, Pilgrimage and 
Geographical Imagination in India, New York: Paglrave Macmillan, 2003, pages 17-43. 
26 Vedic seers followed the ‘hidden light’ of divine beings by tracking their footprints – footprints that emanated light 
from the intense transmission of energy between earth and sole. The footprint was also considered significant in 
mortal life: the mark left by the foot in soil was called pada-mudra or ‘foot seal’. It was regarded as an integral part of 
the individual and was believed to bear some of the characteristics of its owner. A king could be defeated if the dust 
from his footprint was wafted away by the wind and the marks obliterated. An enemy could be humbled if the dust of 
his footprints was tied in a leaf and boiled or burned. Rites performed over a girl’s footprint could win her love. A 
thorn driven into the footprint of a runaway thief could cause him to grind to a halt. See Jutta Jain-Neubauer, Feet 
and Footwear in Indian Culture, Toronto : Bata Shoe Museum Foundation, 2000, page 76. 
27 eight–seven–six–five–four–three–two–one / six–five–four–three–two–one / four–three–two–one 
28 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 7. 
29 J E Malpas, Place and Experience: A Philosophical Topography, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999, p 193. 



 
This shift can be understood as a conceptual framework for considering how bodies move 
through, inscribe and inhabit space. The very notion of a spatial wake establishes a value of 
the immaterial and intangible aspects of how we inhabit the world, and determines an 
approach for considering clues the physical leaves for the immaterial, clues in the present for 
detecting the past. Temporally, the perception that the future is ‘ahead’ of us and the past 
‘behind’ us is disrupted through the journey of return, where we walk within our past rather 
than towards our future. Ultimately, this sense of an anterior-posterior temporal axis is 
collapsed, as the future is no longer in front of us but behind us: past and future become 
one.30  
 
Contemporary works dealing with notions of memory and its embodiment of the collective 
further frame a conception of the wake. Lucy Lippard reflects on the role of individual and 
collective memory in The Lure of the Local:  
  

In Georgetown, driving on an almost-two-lane tarred road, I can call up its 
predecessors: the one-lane hard-top, the gravel, the dirt with the tall grasses growing 
up between the ruts, stained with oil from under the cars, the straightened curve now 
lying forgotten over there in the puckerbush. I can imagine even further back. The old 
road seen in photographs, described in recollections, is now woods, its ruts the 
faintest trace. Even as a newcomer, in New Mexico, once I know that the Avenida 
Vieja (the old road) ran northeast-southwest before the highways came in and the 
adobe ruin next door might have been a stage stop, I can call it up along with the 
noisy carts and carriages that bumped over it. Memory is part first-person, part 
collective.31 

 
Similarly, the act of walking the pilgrim trail, of engaging in an extended repetitious physical 
gesture, calls up thoughts of all who have walked the path previously, and all who will walk 
the path in the future. In this sense, the pilgrim route is an incredibly dense site for 
considering the notion of wake, and what it is to generate it, to inhabit a double-wake, and to 
also be aware of perpetually moving in another’s wake. In essence, our grasp of space 
expands exponentially to take into consideration not only our own movements, but the 
relationship between those movements and the movements of others in the same space. 
This tandem bodily and environmental awareness gives rise to a grasp of subjective space 
simply through the experience of our own bodies within environment.32 Perhaps this complex 
awareness of space is what Hamish Fulton refers to when he asks, provocatively: is this all 
you saw – or only what you can identify?33 
 
Slowness – lost to the stars 34 
  
I ride toward the glacier in a midnight darkness. A faint flicker of torchlight wobbles across the 
path ahead, illuminating a mute surface trapped in ice. The darkness is black and cold and 
impenetrable; it is thick and heavy and viscous. It weighs down on eyeballs, an immovable 
pressure that clogs and sticks. It leeches the colour from everything; lungs soak in black air, 
body bleeds in black blood. I stare out through vacant eyes and the darkness flows in, 
dissolving, erasing. So dark you bore no body, had no face, but a sheer voice that rattled out 
of air.35 
 
There is a bell, an echoic clang that pierces the Himalayan darkness. It resonates and 
recalls, returns me to a past, to church-going days, to schoolyards, to alpine walks when I 

                                                      
30 Victor Burgin, In/Different Spaces: Place and Memory in Visual Culture, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: 
University of California Press, 1995, page 213. 
31 Lucy Lippard, The Lure of the Local : Senses of Place in a Multicentered Society, New York: The New York 
Press, 1997, page 33. 
32 Malpas describes that the grasp of space that is implicated in a creature’s capacity for orientation and location 
must be very closely tied to that creature’s own bodily and environmental awareness. It must be tied directly to the 
awareness of the creature’s own past and present experience, and that it is only by means of features of which the 
creature is aware that the creature can orientate and locate itself. See Malpas, page 50. 
33 Hamish Fulton, Hamish Fulton Walking Journey, London : Tate Publishing, 2002, page 134.  
34 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 12. 
35 Kenneth Slessor, ‘Five Bells’, 1939.  



muddled along little tracks and heard cowbells in the distance. It returns me to the temple, to 
the ceremony, to a solemnity and a single, crisp note that pulled me back from my floating 
and meditative state. Above, the flat and rapid wind licks snow off the peaks streaking the 
darkness with tendrils of white. The pony slips and falls on ice and I cling, with eyes closed 
against the cavernous darkness above and below. I listen only for the bell, the bell that keeps 
me here. 
 
Between the breath and the footstep I am lost in hypothermic oblivion. I am without eyes, 
without fingers, without feet. A coffin walks silently toward us, and grim expressions in the 
darkness reveal the chilling truth of conditions at the temple. I hold on, and even as the 
torchlight dies, I listen for the bell.36  
 
The rhythms of a walk 37 
 

Architecture, and you, and I, are neither here nor there, but always here and there at 
the same time.38  
 

The sense of simultaneity and continuity that is constructed through a consideration of the 
wake, in which pilgrimage is understood as a dual passage of moving forwards and 
backwards, disrupts the modernist image of pristine architectural space and forces an 
acknowledgement of a consistently disturbed space in which human movement is of primary 
concern. Our attention to the territory already covered, and our re-contemplation of that which 
has already been contemplated, allows a shift to occur in which the singular is replaced with 
the multiple, and the temporal conditions of the generation and inhabitation of space expand.  
 
As Rebecca Solnit notes, walking itself is the intentional act closest to the unwilled rhythms of 
the body, specifically to breathing and the beating of the heart.39 Henri Lefebvre also 
comments on rhythm in The Production of Space, stating that rhythms interpenetrate one 
another in the body and around the body, forever crossing and recrossing both internal and 
external space.40 He goes on to suggest that certain rhythms present themselves without 
difficulty, such as the rhythm of breath and the heartbeat41 – indeed some are felt, through 
the internalisation of the rhythm, while others are sensory – the sound of the footstep or bell 
or, perhaps, the incessant whip of high-altitude winds.  
 
Hamish Fulton is also highly attuned to a sense of rhythm, and says that counting while 
walking is a way of clearing the mind so that the act of walking becomes one of the body and 
mind working in unison.42 Fulton’s walks are built around time and measurement in which he 
takes note of recognisable features in the landscape while counting (not thinking), thereby 
providing a sense of measure to both the physical walk and the intangible passing of time 
through which the walk is conducted. For Fulton, walking is a way of ordering the continuous 
world and in this sense, his work is of particular interest because it is not self-referential or 
self-enclosed, but is instead unusual in the way it engages with a broader sense of 
environmental concern.43 Indeed Fulton acknowledges in his work an undercurrent of protest, 
which extends it from quarantined art practice to a public political position.44 In Fulton’s work, 
rhythm draws attention to awareness, which draws attention to body and environment and 
the inevitable and profound connection between them.  
 
In The Aesthetics of Disappearance Virilio speaks of a notion of ‘extensive’ time versus 
‘intensive’ time, in which an extensive, inclusive, connective, and sensory mode of thinking 

                                                      
36 ek–do–tin–char : ek–do–tin–char–panch–cha: ek–do–tin–char–panch–cha–saath–aart 
37 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 11. 
38 Mark Rakatansky, ‘Why Architecture is Neither Here nor There’ in Stephen Cairns (ed.), Drifting: Architecture 
and Migrancy, London and New York: Routledge, 2004, page 113.  
39 Rebecca Solnit  page 5.   
40 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith, Oxford: Blackwell, 1991, page 182. 
41Henri Lefebvre, page 205. 
42 Andrew Wilson, ‘The blue mountains are constantly walking : on the art of Hamish Fulton’ in Hamish Fulton, 
Walking Journey, London: Tate Publishing, 2002, page 29. 
43 Ben Tufnell, ‘Introduction’ in Hamish Fulton, Walking Journey, London: Tate Publishing, 2002, page 17.  
44 Hamish Fulton interviewed by Ben Tufnell in ‘Specific Places and Particular Events’ in Hamish Fulton, Walking 
Journey, London: Tate Publishing, 2002, page 107.  



about the world is contrasted with an intensive, exclusive, and singular mode.45 The 
awareness of the wake that is further articulated through an analysis of rhythm clearly locates 
the spatio-temporal awareness associated with pilgrimage in the realm of extensive time. 
Walking, and in particular walking on pilgrim routes, is in this sense a choice to respond to 
the world in point, choosing openness over closure, sensory perception over singular sight, 
slowness over pace, humanity over mechanisation, and interconnection over disparity. It 
collapses the anterior-posterior temporal axis and restores a sense of primacy to the human 
experience of space and time as an entangled and continuous experience in which memory, 
sense and projection all play equal roles. It is a subjective space, impossible and 
unnecessary to unravel from lived experience: 

 
What we live are rhythms – rhythms experienced subjectively. Which means that, 
here at least, ‘lived’ and ‘conceived’ are close: the laws of nature and the laws 
governing our bodies tend to overlap with each other.46  

 
A walked pilgrimage can induce a powerful restoration of our relationship to the natural world. 
If a sense of interconnectivity is at the core of current thought on the sustainable habitation of 
the world then the argument clarifies and distils – repetitious physical gesture engenders a 
union of body and mind; walking, as an extended repetitious physical gesture, induces a 
further union of body-mind and environment; pilgrim walking expands this union to include a 
sense of collective memory which in turn locates us within a spatio-temporal wake; and the 
inhabitation of the wake prompts a sense of temporal collapse in which past, present and 
future occupations of space are understood simultaneously.  
 
There is nothing to explain 47 
 

In some more genial season, perchance, a faint shadow flits across the landscape of 
the mind, cast by the wings of some thought in its vernal or autumnal migration, but, 
looking up, we are unable to detect the substance of the thought itself.48 

 
I have seen my footprints erased by incoming tides, and grains of dust dispersed through 
atmosphere. I have pressed my feet into footprints left before, connecting with and reshaping 
the past, and beckoning the future. In the mountains I walked anonymously, without the 
weight of conflicting disciplines. I did not need to refuse compartmentalisation, for choice was 
not demanded of me. In the mountains I was both artist and architect; a quiet and humble 
walker; a wanderer, a weaver of wakes.  
 
 

                                                      
45 Paul Virilio, The Aesthetics of Disappearance, New York : Semiotext(e), 1991, page 136. 
46 Henri Lefebvre, page 206.  
47 Hamish Fulton, ‘Into A Walk Into Nature’, page 10. 
48 Henry David Thoreau, Walking, Bedford, Mass.: Applewood, originally published by Concord in 1862, page 56.  
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In 2004 Pandanus Books published a collection of texts addressing the 125th anniversary of 
the arrival of the first girmitiyas in Fiji. The collection, titled Bittersweet, edited by historian Brij 
Lal, is an unprecedented assemblage of texts that situate the Indo-Fijian experience in an 
expanded field of narrative, memoir and poetry. Ranging from historical essays to poignant 
autobiography, authors of Indo-Fijian and other backgrounds offer their distinctive voices in 
evocation of the social, cultural and political events that have shaped contemporary 
perceptions of Fiji. Through this diversity of voice, a unique sense of Fijian society in the mid 
to late 20th century is revealed.   
 
In a context of emerging alternative depictions of Indo-Fijian history, where traditional hard-
line historical analysis is opening up to a more evocative and personalized narrative, 
Bittersweet raises some interesting questions about memory and place. This shift in the 
telling of Indo-Fijian experience, largely initiated by Lal himself, has opened the door to 
ordinary Indo-Fijians to play a part in the telling of an emotive and often tumultuous story. 
Accordingly, the Bittersweet texts move between the ‘objective’ rendering of fact to the hazy 
imprint of memory where we are ultimately unsure whether to believe or not believe. The 
places described are places in which a clear sense of temporality is dissolved, places 
apparently unlimited by real geography, event and character. For many of its citizens and 
former citizens, the Fiji that was once family and community is now memory and projection – 
a place not dissolved but diffused, scattered across the consciousness of everyone who has 
ever lived it and left it.   
 
In this paper I wish to explore the apparent tension between physical and imaginative modes 
of habitation through the consideration of a small Indo-Fijian pavilion called a belaau. In doing 
so, I will extend the contemporary reflection of Indo-Fijian experience as recorded in 
Bittersweet through the addition of another voice: that of the ‘other’. In the context of the 
recent exodus of Indo-Fijians in post-coup Fiji, and indeed in a world of mass-migration, the 
discussion is intended to offer perspective on the significance of individual experience in the 
diffusion of social, cultural and geographical place.    
 



In 2004 Pandanus Books published a collection of texts addressing the 125th anniversary of 
the arrival of the first girmitiyas in Fiji.1 The collection, titled Bittersweet, edited by historian 
Brij Lal,2 is an unprecedented assemblage of texts that situate the Indo-Fijian experience in 
an expanded field of narrative, memoir and poetry. Ranging from historical essays to 
poignant autobiography, authors of Indo-Fijian and other backgrounds offer their distinctive 
voices in evocation of the social, cultural and political events that have shaped contemporary 
perceptions of Fiji. Through this diversity of voice, a unique sense of Fijian society in the mid 
to late 20th century is revealed.   
 
In a context of emerging alternative depictions of Indo-Fijian history, where traditional hard-
line historical analysis is opening up to a more evocative and personalized narrative, 
Bittersweet raises some interesting questions about memory and place. This shift in the 
telling of Indo-Fijian experience, largely initiated by Lal himself, has opened the door to 
ordinary Indo-Fijians to play a part in the telling of an emotive and often tumultuous story. 
Accordingly, the Bittersweet texts move between the ‘objective’ rendering of fact to the hazy 
imprint of memory where we are ultimately unsure whether to believe or not believe.3  
 
In the personalized texts of Bittersweet, a place emerges between reality and imagination, 
extruded through time and fused in memory. This place, located precisely between the 
believing and the not believing, announces itself most clearly in Vijay Mishra’s story of the 
impalpable community of Dilkusha. It is a place in which a clear sense of temporality is 
dissolved, a place apparently unlimited by real geography, event and character. This place, 
the Fiji where many of the Bittersweet authors grew up, may indeed be rose-coloured,4 but is 
clearly a reality for the generation of Indo-Fijian twice-migrants now living mostly in Australia, 
New Zealand and the United States. If the texts in Bittersweet offer any collective reflection 
on place, it is that Fiji is no longer a place conditioned by real geography: it has shifted and 
traveled with its people. For many of its citizens and former citizens, the Fiji that was once 
family and community is now memory and projection – a place not dissolved but diffused, 
scattered across the consciousness of everyone who has ever lived it and left it.   
 
Although the connection between a sense of place and the use of personalized narrative in 
Bittersweet is clear, the architectural implications of this connection remain largely 
unexplored. In this paper I wish to explore the apparent tension between physical and 
imaginative modes of habitation through the consideration of a small Indo-Fijian pavilion 
called a belaau.5 In doing so, I will extend the contemporary reflection of Indo-Fijian 
experience as recorded in Bittersweet through the addition of another voice: that of the 
‘other’.6 In the context of the recent exodus of Indo-Fijians in post-coup Fiji, and indeed in a 
world of mass-migration, the discussion is intended to offer perspective on the significance of 
individual experience in the diffusion of social, cultural and geographical place.    
 
I will unfold the story in three threads, the first, second and third dimensions. You, the reader, 
must weave these threads in imagination. The texts document the discovery, analysis and 
reflection of an anonymous building type in rural Fiji: the belaau.  Together, they are a record 
of temporal experience, thought and understanding that dips in and out of architecture, 
ethnography, poetry, and philosophy.  

                                                 
1 Girmitiya is the name given to the Indian indentured labourers who served ‘girmit’ in Fiji during the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. See…. 
2 Brij V Lal (ed), Bittersweet, Canberra : Pandanus Books, Australian National University, 2004.  
3 Vijay Mishra draws connections between his own memories of a place and Salman Rushdie’s instruction to believe, 
don’t believe in his literature, ‘Dilkusha’ in Bittersweet, page 113-134. 
4 Max Quanchi, review of Bittersweet in The Contemporary Pacific 17.2 (2005): 475. 
5 I have investigated the belaau over many years. Most of the stories within this paper refer to investigations carried 
out in the late 1990s when I travelled to Fiji with my Indo-Fijian partner, Vinesh. Much of the journeying that unfolds 
here describes extensive family visits in and around Labasa, Vanua Levu.  
6 Vijay Naidu observes that Fiji is one of the few countries in the world that requires its citizens to state their race 
each time they enter or leave the country, and notes that the use of the ‘Other’ as a residual and derogatory category 
is offensive to many people. Bittersweet, page 382. In my case the sense of ‘other’ is multiplied in terms of 
nationality (Australian), gender (female) and profession (architect).  



the first dimension7 
 
Spirit is what drives me. Spirit, and memories of times past half-real and half-imagined. 
 
I have a memory of the river... we were winding through cane fields in a rusty blue van with 
schizophrenic wheels, wobbling along a little dirt track to a beach at the riverside.   
 
I remember the exquisite taste of green freshwater, the smoothness of it, the clarity of it, and 
the way it flowed over my less-buoyant body. The current exerted a gentle pressure on each 
muscle, and my red-painted toes skated over hidden moss-rocks. We swam upstream, 
working hard for every stroke against the current, and when we got to the bend, exhausted, 
we let ourselves go limp and float downstream towards Amma in the shallow water. Floating 
is not something easily forgotten: ears submerged and hearing only underwater sounds, nose 
inhaling sweet sticky sugar-coated air, and eyes watching, through a green lens, a drifting 
world of sugar cane, mango, and hibiscus… 
 
This time we were flying in a Sunflower from Ireland, over a green patchwork quilt of cane 
sewn together with snaking rivers, and punctuated by the occasional dust cloud of a jalopy 
flying over Labasa potholes. The heat, as we slid down the rear staircase onto the tarmac hit 
like a brick wall, choking and suffocating. Sweat beaded on our upper lips, trickled down our 
necks from behind our ears, and ran in rivers down our backs. We clambered into the back of 
Narayan’s carrier van, and I watched Labasa unfolding behind us… 
 
...Green, saturated in green, and cane, and bullocks with bulging eyes, poverty, and 
hardship, tears, unforgiving heat, rust, and dust... 
 
…The first and second days of the wedding floated past in a sequined mist of mysterious 
ceremony. On the first evening the women dressed in their finest saris. Parrot-fish-greens, 
strawberry-frappé-pinks, brooding-reds, and Bobi’s, a most wonderfully wide-eyed shade of 
purple. 
 
Bobi had a large enamel bowl balanced on top of her head, and it contained all sorts of 
ceremonial offerings. The women gathered and followed her outside in a sea of colour and 
gold embroidery, where all the men were sitting on the verandah mat drinking yaqona. 
Slowly, procession-like, we flowed past them and into the street, a slow-moving painting of 
brilliant sari against inky night… 
 
We circled on the oval, and then Kaki stopped and proceeded to dig a small hole in the earth. 
Amma filled the hole with small shards of timber, dressed it with camphor and other things 
that I couldn’t see in the dark, and lit it. They said, in half-Hindi whispers, that it was an 
offering to the earth goddess. There were prayers, and gradually, the ceremonial ingredients 
were removed from Bobi’s bowl and offered to the fire.  
 
Then equally as mysteriously, and almost without warning, the sisters began to dance, not 
the demure dance of an Indian lady, but a wild thumping, a hysterical jumping, spinning and 
screeching and laughing. Then, as suddenly as it had begun, it stopped, and we walked 
again, slowly and ceremoniously back to the house… 
 
…We rose late, washed our clothes in the concrete wash tubs of the Labasa Riverview 
Private Hotel (crack-crack like Amma does), and soon afterwards we were careering away 
from town in the back of the van towards Tara’s house. The fields were dotted with little 
bamboo houses. The architect in me tried to reach for the camera, but the van was moving 
so frighteningly fast that the second I loosened my terror-grip I could feel myself about to be 
bounced right out the back and onto the road like a discarded mango skin. Memory, I 
decided, would have to suffice. 
 
They were modest little houses of a single door and a single window, so small that their 
owners must have slept virtually wall to wall. Everywhere coconut palms defied gravity, 

                                                 
7 This text, the first dimension, has previously appeared in Duncan Beard and Brij Lal (eds.), Conversations, 
Summer, Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies, Canberra: Pandanus Books, 2004, pages 58-77. 



bullocks strained in the less-green fields of cane, worn-out jeeps choked us with their dust 
clouds, and we drove on and on to Tara’s house. 
 
Soon after we crossed one of the smaller river-stitches in the cane and were climbing 
towards our last magnificent view, I caught a glimpse of Tara’s belaau peeping out from 
behind the hibiscus hedge at the top of the hill… Tara doesn’t look like the others. Where 
they are well-rounded and comfortable, she looks thin and worn. Frail. Farming skin stretched 
taut over family cheekbones, and big, dark, eyes...   
 
…Late on Christmas night, after we had set off all the fireworks, counted the stars, and gone 
for a midnight walk along the corrugated track, I closed myself into my little tin room ready for 
sleep. The kerosene lamp sat on the dresser, mosquitoes hummed in the humidity, moths 
beat themselves against the louvres. I crawled under the mosquito net, and then, there, for a 
split second, the pure magic of a Labasa Christmas was revealed. The exquisite moment of 
being inside the net, and watching the way the light on the other side illuminated the 
bedspace, feeling the soft yellow glow of my skin, the sedative warmth of the air, the drifting 
night-conversation of the men outside... 
 
…In a Christmas of foreign ideas and ideals I clutched at that moment, rejoicing in its 
solitariness. At times I remember feeling so totally alone in Labasa. I see it now, this 
aloneness, as springing entirely from being caught between cultures, from being welcomed 
from the outside to the inside, yet consistently being caught on the outside in a net of 
language, background and world-view... 
 
...The earth on the way to the Floating Island, contrary to my memory, was dry and cracked, 
and I stumbled in my sandals as I trailed after Sunita and the children. It was incredibly hot, 
and yet she moved so fast through the fields that I could barely keep up. I tied my 
handkerchief around my neck to absorb the sweat that was pouring from my head, and I felt 
my cheeks blistering with each step. 
 
Soon we sighted the Floating Island, which, it is said, floats from one side of the lake to the 
other according to the sincerity of prayers muttered in the surrounding marsh. Having 
removed our flip-flops at the appropriate spot, we waded barefoot through the mud to the 
edge of the lake.  
 
Despite my declarations of skepticism they still splashed water over my head, a kind of bog-
baptism into local Hindu religion. ‘But it must be due to tidal movement,’ I’d say, or ‘It’s 
probably related to the water table,’ and other straws of logic that I needed to clutch at. 
They’d reply with stories of Mahen who had seen the island move with his own eyes, and of 
the bullock who’d inadvertently wandered onto the island and had then been stranded for a 
week as the island drifted into the middle of the bottomless lake. Still, we prayed, and the 
island did not move… 
 
...My memory, remembering, recalling, reciting out of habit all that has happened, all I have 
seen. It washed over me in great waves, torrents of Hindi and non-comprehension, foreign 
rituals, strange rules and formalities, and me, so lacking in the necessary social graces, 
despairing sometimes, for wanting to break through but not... and then clarity, possibly born 
out of the wisdom of retrospect, or the depths of non- and mis-understanding, a clearing of 
thought that allowed me to step back from it all... consider, converse, confide, connect, 
concentrate and contemplate... 
 
 
the second dimension 
 

Dwelling names our fundamental and mysterious calling, because in the course of 
learning and attempting to dwell, we succeed or fail to become fully human, to live as 
mortals in a social, natural, and, perhaps, sacred world. The robust and subtle 
actions and environments required for dwelling are especially concentrated in our 
routines and rituals. To speak of a routine is not to indicate thoughtless activity and 
repetition, but the patient and attentive care necessary for doing things in the proper 



way. Therefore, to speak of dwelling, is to speak of rituals whereby we become and 
remain who we are.8 

 
In the area surrounding Labasa town parts of the Indian community live in a way not 
altogether different from their ancestors who, having completed their girmit, settled around 
Labasa to strive for financial independence in sugar cane farming.9 
 
Today, a significant number of Indo-Fijian families live in the farming areas surrounding 
Labasa town. On the whole they make their living entirely from growing and cutting sugar 
cane. Like most Indo-Fijian cane farmers, their lives are centred around precarious climatic 
conditions and endless negotiations with the Native Land Trust Board.10 Substantial land 
rents combined with the high cost of living in Fiji keep parts of the community in an almost-
perpetual state of poverty.11 
 
In the more remote areas around Labasa, there is no running water or electricity.12 Roads 
leading to many properties are very poorly maintained, if at all, and are probably impassable 
in the wet season. Both nuclear and extended families live in small corrugated iron shacks, 
rusty from age and Fiji-rain, extended occasionally to cope with family expansions. Generally, 
the community is car-less, and each family walks miles to the nearest amenities such as the 
community shop or school.  
 
These families are poor, without a doubt, yet their poverty leads necessarily to a certain 
sustainability. Almost everything they need, including the majority of their food, they supply 
themselves. They have developed a sophisticated understanding of sustainability that can 
only come from absolutely having to make the most of everything at every level. Their lives, 
in one sense, display a deep awareness of essentiality.13 
 
Dotted throughout this cane landscape sit countless curious structures called belaaus.14 I 
spotted them constantly as we were traveling family-to-family about the Labasa countryside. I 
saw their thatched pyramidal roofs rising behind hibiscus hedges, floating on tops of bald 
hills, subtly wedged amongst patches of coconut palms.15 
 
Labasa belaaus were, in some senses, familiar to me already. Their form and materiality 
were specifically reminiscent of the native Fijian bures of Viti Levu, as well as of a plethora of 
other structures found in India, Asia, Africa and the Pacific. 
 
A typical belaau is a small square or near-square open-air structure, with a pyramidal roof 
resting on a series of columns placed symmetrically in each corner and the centres of each 
side. The belaaus that I saw ranged in plan from around three to four metres square. 
Generally roof edge beams were positioned approximately one and a half metres above 
ground level, and the roof apex rose to around three and a half metres. In most cases the 

                                                 
8 Robert Mugerauer, “Learning to Dwell,” in Center8: Dwelling, (1993): 7. 
9 Vinesh’s family had been in Labasa as long as anyone could remember.  Despite questioning, no one could tell me 
of any family history beyond the fact that, by logic, they must have arrived in Fiji between 1879 and 1916 amongst 60 
000 other North Indians indentured labourers. See Ahmed Ali, “Fiji: The Fiji-Indian Achievement” in Institute of Pacific 
Studies (ed.), Pacific Indians, Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, 1981, p 22 – 32, and “Indians in Fiji: an 
Interpretation” in Subramani (ed.), The Indo-Fijian Experience, St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1979. 
10 The Native Land Trust Board, NLTB, oversees lease arrangements between native Fijian landowners and non-
native Fiji Citizens.   
11 For further reading on the plight of Indo-Fijian farmers see Subramani, Altering Imagination, Suva: Fiji Writer’s 
Association, 1995. 
12 …this is the real Labasa, the one I remember… Jiji and Jija, Bobi, Ram Datt, (his bicycle), Jittu and Dodo, and 
cane knives, Swaran Swastika, kerosene lamps, incessant bugs and  mosquito nets, pit toilets, bucket-showers, 
kitchen fires, chai, alu curry (I really do love it), puri, frangipani, and goats… 
13 In many ways, the principles underlying the design and construction of the belaau vary from those of Australian 
architecture.  In his article “More With Less: Essentiality,” Baeza proposes an architecture based on the simple 
principle of more with less.  This idea has special relevance in this paper because it was through an understanding of 
essentiality that I came to grasp how the distilled nature of the belaau contributed to contemplation. 
14 The term belaau is a Labasa-Hindi word translated into English script as close as corresponding sounds allow. 
15 Tara, Jiji and Mahen Mama each had a belaau, and my observations were made in relation to these three 
structures.  Family visits to the Labasa canefields therefore held a dual purpose: firstly, I aimed to genuinely re-
establish relationships with family.  This involved attempting to bridge all sorts of lingual and cultural divides.  
Secondly, I aimed to observe and to study each belaau from the unique perspective of the insider-outsider. 
For an excellent discussion on the difficulties of being caught on the outside of the inside, see Paul Rabinow, 
Reflections of Fieldwork in Morocco, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1977. 



floor was a mud-dung aggregate, although some belaaus had rough timber floors elevated on 
posts. Columns were typically made of locally grown hardwood, as were rafters and edge 
beams. Purlins were usually made of bamboo. The roof was thatched using local grasses, 
and was woven onto a mat of split bamboo which had been laid across the purlins. The whole 
structure was tied together with locally grown vines which hardened over time to give the 
structure enough rigidity to withstand seasonal storms and cyclones.16   
 
Materials for the construction of each belaau were identified purely against criteria of 
availability in a local context, close proximity, and ease of transportation. Local hardwood was 
the logical choice for columns precisely because the trees yielding suitable timber grew 
nearby, and similarly, the grasses used for the thatch were selected according to their relative 
abundance in the area. When the boys in the family reached a certain age, the time came to 
build a belaau, and they, together with the more senior men of the family, set off on a series 
of expeditions to collect materials.17 
 
In the three structures that I focused on, the positioning of the belaau in relation to the 
mainhouse and the compound boundary was consistent through each.18 The belaau was 
always placed away from the mainhouse in a position near the edge of the compound in 
order to take maximum visual advantage of the landscape. The positioning of the belaau 
therefore enabled it to function and read independently of the mainhouse, and to subtly 
define the compound boundary.19 
 
I observed several different types of belaaus in and around Labasa, each variation having a 
slightly different name in the local Hindi dialect.20 There were several belaaus with half-height 
walls constructed of either woven bamboo or corrugated iron. The activities taking place 
inside these half-wall belaaus closely paralleled those taking place in the open air belaaus. 
 
In some areas of Labasa the dominant form of belaau was one fully enclosed by walls of 
either bamboo or corrugated iron.21 This form of belaau was generally used as an extension 
to the mainhouse as the men’s sleeping room and bears most similarity to the bure of native 
Fijian architecture out of all types of belaau. Traditionally Fijian villages consisted of a series 
of vale (houses) and the bure, which literally means ‘stranger’s house.’ Before being 
appropriated by the tourism industry, the bure was a building in a Fijian village constructed for 
the exclusive use of strangers or unmarried men.22 Although the belaau is often used in this 
sense, its function is somewhat more diverse. The cohabitation of native Fijian and Indian 
cultures in Fiji has clearly led to a hybrid architecture as evidenced in the form and use of the 
belaau. 
 
In all three belaaus the major activity that took place was the entertaining of guests. A mat 
was spread on the ground, guests seated, and time spent eating, drinking and talking. 
Conversations were always gentle and drifting, and typically centred around family matters.23 

At times the belaau would transform quite suddenly without English warning into a space 
purely for men, where they would drink yaqona and play cards. At these times, women would 
usually retreat to the kitchen or elsewhere in the mainhouse. Other aspects of gender 
behavior in Indo-Fijian culture were also clearly evident in the use of the belaau.  
 

                                                 
16 See Thomas Williams, Fiji and the Fijians, London: Alexander Heylin, 1858, 79 – 84.  
17 This method of collecting building materials is similar in nature to the traditional methods of bure-building in a 
native Fijian context.  See G K Roth, The Fijian Way of Life, Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1973, p 13. 
18 The term ‘compound’ is commonly used in the Indo-Fijian community to indicate the cultivated yard immediately 
surrounding the mainhouse as distinct from the farm itself. 
19 Tara’s belaau was positioned behind the mainhouse on the most elevated part of the compound.  Jiji’s belaau was 
also positioned on the most elevated part of the compound and at the very edge, effectively forming the compound 
boundary.  Mahen Mama’s belaau, being significantly more well-made than either of the others, occupied a more 
prominent position in front of the mainhouse, again occupying the most elevated part of the compound.   
20 Some people interpreted the word belaau to mean something more akin to a traditional bure, and preferred to refer 
to the belaau as a belo.  The term belaau seems to be not only an Indo-Fijian dialect of Hindi, but a family dialect of 
the Labasa dialect of the Vanua Levu dialect. 
21 An interesting discussion of the switch from natural materials to ‘modern’ materials and the impact of this switch on 
the health of the population can be found in G K Roth, Fiji and the Fijians. 
22 See G K Roth, Fiji and the Fijians, p 17. 
23 My overall impression of the contemplative nature of the conversation came from the tone and pace of the speech, 
and the expressions and gestures of participants. 



When the family was not entertaining guests the belaau was commonly said to be used as an 
‘escape’ space.24 The small rural houses of Labasa were barely large enough to 
accommodate the sleeping family, so personal space within the mainhouse was virtually non-
existent. The positioning of the belaau away from the mainhouse therefore accommodated 
this need for privacy and personal space in individual family members.   
 
In many ways, the significance of the belaau as a contemplative partner to the mainhouse 
seems very much drawn from the ritual nature of its use in the day to day activities of the 
family. The belaau, in essence, is a ritual space that magnifies and articulates particular 
individual and cultural behaviors.25 
 
There are several factors that support this consideration of the belaau as a ritual space. 
Firstly, the construction process was identical in all three examples of the belaau in terms of 
the underlying principles of materials selection, collection of those materials, and which family 
members were engaged in the process. Secondly, the relationships between the belaau and 
the mainhouse within the compound were consistent both in structure and in hierarchy. And 
thirdly, the activities taking place in each belaau were clearly discernible and distinct in nature 
from activities taking place elsewhere in the compound. 
 
In a domestic sense, both the ritual construction of and the utilisation of the belaau for the 
very specific purposes of entertaining and ‘escaping’ established the building as a tool for 
conserving and transmitting cultural knowledge. 
 
The ritual construction of each belaau involved a significant transfer of knowledge from an 
elder member of the family to a younger member, knowledge that has been passed down 
through generations of belaaus since the first one was built by the first generation Indo-
Fijians. The transfer of such knowledge is of critical importance for a diasporic culture such 
as that of the Indo-Fijians, and furthermore, for individual members of that culture. 
 
This transmission of cultural knowledge is further enhanced though the consideration of the 
belaau as a ritual space because the repetitive nature of ritual, in many ways, encourages a 
critical analysis of values.26 Through ritual relationships, actions, processes, experiences or 
meanings, what is normally sealed up and inaccessible to everyday observation and 
reasoning is drawn out for penetrative, imaginative understanding.27 In this sense, we can 
begin to grasp the much wider issue of this thesis: that the belaau, in its rich cultural heritage, 
its ritualistic presence, its understated form and its unique humility, actually facilitates an 
extraordinary creativity of thought.  
 
 
the third dimension 
 
Sick of this self-asserting decadence, I perceive configurations free from the illusions of a 
functioning technology: free from all presumed necessities, assumed utilities, the so-called 
commodities, the fabricated superfluous figures of our mundane vision. I see the horizon as a 
stable, calm, free, austere, clear, unimpeded line.

28
  

 
Silvestrin’s evocative vision of a stable and unimpeded horizon opens the floodgates of my 
memory. The belaau, in retrospective majesty, flows back into my consciousness as a space 
in which life seemed to adopt a rare and unforgettable clarity. 
 

                                                 
24 Those who thought that the belaau was used sometimes as an ‘escape’ space were all men.  Women, if in need of 
an ‘escape’ seemed more likely to retreat to the kitchen or other ‘female’ space.   
25 The term ‘ritual space’ is a rather slippery idea.  Richard Schechner, in The Future of Ritual, London and New 
York: Routledge, 1993, provides a useful definition of ‘ritual’ where rituals can be structures with formal qualities and 
definable relationships, performative actions or processes, experiences, and/or symbolic systems of meaning (p 
228).  ‘Ritual space’ therefore may be defined as space which either houses or generates these structures, actions, 
processes, experiences and/or meanings. 
26 According to Cara Armstrong and Karen Nelson, ritual can, with its predetermined modes of action and interaction, 
actually expand a person’s relationship to the landscape. See “Ritual and Monument,” Architronic 2, 2 
http://www.saed.dent.edu//-Architronic/v2n2.html. 
27 See Victor Turner, From Ritual to Theatre, p 13, for a discussion on the ‘drawing out’ of meaning through ritual.   
28 Claudio Silvestrin, “Architecture of Lessness,” Architectural Design Special Issue: Aspects of Minimal 
Architecture: 32. 



The atmosphere was one of a lazy afternoon where thoughts float in and out of a mind 
sedated and intoxicated by humidity. The drifting, ceaseless flow of a thousand groundless 
thoughts carried with it a heightened sensitivity and a certain sense of peace that arose, 
perhaps, from the deeper knowledge that within that stream of consciousness there existed a 
particular understanding of life that a rational mind could never grasp.

29
 This stream of 

consciousness, initiated by the experience of the belaau, opened up a new kind of 
understanding.

30
 

 
The nature of the belaau, not only its ritual function but also its open form, isolated position, 
and raw materiality, allowed and even encouraged thoughts to emerge from the depths of 
subconscious. The predictable nature of belaau activities, combined with my limited 
understanding of the surrounding Hindi conversation, established the belaau, in my mind at 
least, as a contemplative space.

31
 

 
The notion of contemplative space is, in many respects, a powerful philosophical idea and 
present in much of Heidegger’s work. Most specifically I see a clear link between the 
experience of the belaau and the consequent notion of contemplative space, and Heidegger’s 
discussions of Gelassenheit (letting-be), Nothingness, and the ‘clearing.’32 My understanding 
of these ideas has opened my thought to consider the relevance of the belaau to wider issues 
of architecture. 
 
The emotive power (or non-power33) of the belaau springs not from an intimate knowledge of 
architectural theory or philosophy, but instead from an almost primal relationship between 
Labasa-earth and the families who work it. In all its stages, from its conception as a 
contemplative partner to the mainhouse, to its ritual construction, to its use as an entertaining 
and ‘escaping’ space, the belaau reflects an intense understanding of the cyclical nature of 
existence.  
 
In a single lifetime the belaau witnesses earth cycles of relentless drought, raging cyclones, 
god-given rain. Life cycles, like weather, also pass in and around the belaau as families grow 
and change, leave and return with new families in tow. The belaau, however, most clearly 
reflects its understanding of cycles in its celebration of the specific personal seasons of 
closeness and isolation, where family members unite to build the belaau and then retreat to 
use it sometimes as an escape space. This quality alone sets it apart from the kinds of 
understanding embodied by the mainhouse or other types of domestic building.  
 
There is, I believe, a certain wisdom to the conception, construction and use of the belaau, a 
wisdom that is essentially rooted in the unquestioning acceptance and contemplation of these 
cycles. In a Heideggerian context, this might be termed Gelassenheit, or letting-be. 
 

                                                 
29 …Imli, haldi, methi, tulsi, jeera, illaichi, dhania, dalchini… pat pat roti-pat pat pat pat… hare hare hare… Krishna, 
Shiva, Kali, Laxmi, eight arms, four eyes, lions, tigers, hedges, hills, elephants, weddings, coconuts, saris, petticoats, 
bangles, plaits, toenails…  
30 This new kind of understanding, initiated in this instance by the experience of the belaau, is one that defies 
established modes of logic in many ways. It may be an understanding of life, of Self, of anything and everything. This 
kind of understanding is, in a way, an understanding that springs from letting go of the need to understand, and to 
understand something.   
31 The idea of the belaau as a contemplative space originated purely from my own experience. The term 
‘contemplative space’ is intended to be read as a space which is designed and used for the almost-exclusive act of 
contemplation.  ‘Contemplation’ itself might take two directions: the active mode, where contemplation revolves 
around an object (a problem, or idea), and the passive mode, where contemplation is simply an attunement of sorts.  
For further clarification, see Brian Vickers, Arbeit Musse Meditation (Zurich and Stuttgart: Verlag der Fachvereine, 
Verlag B G Teubner, 1991). 
32 It is not my intention, in this brief paper, to present an exhaustive discussion on these ideas, but rather to introduce 
a possible  link between the experience of the belaau, the notion of contemplative space, and Heideggerian 
philosophy.  For insightful discussions on Gelassenheit (letting-be), Nothingness, and The Clearing respectively, see 
Adrian Snodgrass, “Translating Tradition: Technology, Heidegger’s ‘Letting-be,’ and Japanese New Wave 
Architecture,” Architectural Theory Review 2, 2 (1997):88 – 98;  Stanley Rosen, “Thinking About Nothing” in 
Michael Murray (ed.), Heidegger and Modern Philosophy, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979, p 116 – 137;  
Theodore R Schatzki “Early Heidegger on Being, The Clearing, and Realism” in Hubert L Dreyfus and Harrison Hall 
(eds.), Heidegger: A Critical Reader, Cambridge, Mass.: Basil Blackwell, 1992, p 81 – 98. 
33 The emotive power of the belaau springs largely from its modesty, humility, or non-power.  It is, in some ways, this 
is the antithesis of other kinds of architecture that we see in contemporary Australasian and Pacific Rim architecture. 



Letting-be, at its most fundamental level, is a simple recognition of the finitude of human 
powers of control and understanding.34 Letting-be does not ask nor find it necessary to know 
the reason of things, but accepts them as they are and allows them to disclose themselves in 
their own, unique way.   
 
A state of letting-be involves switching into a non-grasping mode of perception where the 
significance of the object35 is non-existent.36 By letting go of our object fixations, we are able 
to neutralise our hearing, to open up our Being, and to ultimately reach a level of attunement 
where we are able to listen and hear accurately.37 
 
The ability to listen and hear accurately is of critical importance in the belaau as a 
contemplative space. The first encounter with letting-be comes with the stream of 
consciousness initiated by the experience of the belaau, for it is at that moment that we 
decide to either let the stream continue uninterrupted, content in non-comprehension, or to 
pluck random thoughts from the flow, objectify, develop and rationalise them. 
  
Critical readings of Heidegger’s ideas concerning nothing and Nothingness similarly arouse 
ideas relating to the nature and quality of contemplation in the belaau. The stream of 
consciousness initiated by the experience of the belaau is, perhaps, the non-willing 
contemplation of nothing in particular. To think of nothing, in this sense, is to not think about 
this or that but to simply allow thought to flow freely, unrestrained and undeveloped. The 
memory of the stream of consciousness is thus one of fragments; a vast collection of 
snippets of ideas, images, sounds, smells and sensations, all of which are much more likely 
to resemble everything rather than nothing. To think of nothing, therefore, is in one way to 
think of everything.38 
 
The contemplation of Nothingness, on the other hand, goes one step further than to simply 
contemplate nothing in particular. By allowing thoughts to remain unanchored in the nothing-
everything stream of consciousness, the contemplation of nothing in particular might 
eventually give way to an awareness of the Nothingness from which these thoughts were 
born. To think of Nothingness is to think of the ground of the absence of this or that, or the 
origin in each instance of nothing.39 
 
The enquiry into Nothingness originates in the simplest reflection upon ordinary existence.40 
Such reflection is in many senses a primary function of the belaau, and the ease with which it 
occurs presents the possibility that reflection could give way to contemplation of nothing, 
which could then extend into a contemplation of Nothingness. 
 
The belaau, in its raw and essential state, further facilitates the contemplative slide into 
Nothingness by ridding itself of the object and allowing a willing suspension of belief in the 
world of concepts, objects, quantifiers and the like.41 
 
As a possible culmination of the notions of letting-be and Nothingness, Heidegger’s 
discussion of the clearing gives further insight into the power of the belaau as contemplative 
space. The clearing is discussed through varying levels of complexity in both Heideggerian 
and associated critical texts. At its initial level, Heidegger’s clearing alludes to the clearing of 
a forest, where, from the self-enclosed and thickly-tangled forest a clearing establishes for 

                                                 
34 See Snodgrass, “Translating Tradition…,” p 94. 
35 ‘Object’ can be taken to mean literally that, an object, a possession, a piece of clutter, an obstruction.  Additionally, 
it might represent a particular mode of thought where an object is the focus rather than the lack of object.  For 
example, problem-solving is distinctly object-related. A stream of consciousness, however, is not object-related and 
our attention is instead focussed, or un-focussed, on the stream in which all objects flow. 
36 Consideration of letting-be as a non-grasping mode of perception is a poignant way of interpreting the idea.  For 
discussion on non-grasping together with its opposite mode of object-fixation see Levin, The Listening Self, p 227-
228. 
37 See Levin, The Listening Self, p 225-229. 
38 For further discussion on the nothing-everything stream of consciousness, see Rosen, “Thinking About Nothing,” p 
116 – 117. 
39 See Rosen, “Thinking About Nothing,” p 117. 
40 See Rosen, “Thinking About Nothing,” p 123. 
41 The belaau, through a combination of its ritual function, open form, isolated position and raw materiality actively 
encourages this suspension of belief. See Rosen, “Thinking About Nothing,” p 123. 



itself an open and free space.42 In earlier writings Heidegger aligns the definition of the 
clearing with that of human existence, where the light that constitutes the clearing is that of 
human understanding.43 Less metaphorically, the clearing presents itself as an indefinitely 
complex space of possible ways for things, including people, to be.44  
 
The clearing is connected to people through the phenomenon of understanding, or 
attunement, and it is essentially human understanding that opens up the clearing. Ultimately, 
the clearing is a clearing of Being in the sense that what constitutes it is a totality of 
possibilities pertaining to the what, where and how of entities.

45 

 
Both letting-be and the contemplation of Nothingness are two ways in which the 
understanding that opens up the clearing can be developed. The belaau both reflects and 
encourages an understanding that holds infinite possibilities in terms of the depth and 
awareness of contemplation. In both a physical and metaphorical sense the belaau presents 
itself as a kind of clearing. It is, literally, a clearing in the sense that it is an isolated space, 
emptied of objects and the clutter of everyday life, where thoughts flower and clarity emerges. 
It is, however, also a metaphorical clearing because, as a contemplative space, it essentially 
exists purely to facilitate the clearing of Being that is the actual clearing in the Heideggerian 
sense. 
 
This preliminary consideration of the belaau in relation to Heidegger’s notions of letting-be, 
Nothingness and the clearing raises the exciting possibility that, although I discovered and 
explored the belaau in a very tangible manner, its relevance for my understanding of 
architecture is rooted in the fact that it need not be a physical space at all.  
 
By understanding the driving forces behind the conception, construction and use of the 
belaau in an ontological sense, I am free to consider the possibility that the belaau might hold 
enormous relevance in my own life as a mind-space

46
 created specifically for contemplation. 

Perhaps I will use this mind-belaau just as Indo-Fijians use their belaau literally, as an 
‘escape’…. 
 
…Flying, like I do every night, low and fast across the sea, indigo and brooding, with 
seagulls, and parrot fish, and nieces, and saris, and sequins sparkling in moonlight, dark 
eyes and giggles, understated intelligence, and bhindi, bendy, limbs loose and unrestrained, 
by gravity, floating, flying, floating in the dark, thinking, dreaming, contemplating…  
 
…In my mind-belaau I escape the clutter of modern Australia, the gloating greedy gluttony 
where, in a mood of object-fixation, I use it as a space for the precise acts of problem-solving 
and decision-making. If, however, I feel more inclined to immerse myself in a letting-be, to 
contemplate Nothingness or to stumble upon a clearing, my mind-belaau becomes a 
reflective, meditative retreat where my stream of consciousness is unleashed and 
architecture finally transcends its own physicality. 

                                                 
42 See Poggeler, “’Historicity’ in Heidegger’s Late Work,” p 66. 
43 See Schatzki, “Early Heidegger on Being, The Clearing, and Realism,” p 81. 
44 See Schatzki, “Early Heidegger on Being, The Clearing, and Realism,” p 85. 
45 See Schatzki, “Early Heidegger on Being, The Clearing, and Realism,” p 85.  
46 I use the term ‘mind-space’ to indicate a non-physical space (in my mind, consciousness, thought, soul, Being) 
where I can retreat at any moment for any reason.  There may, in essence, be no reason or space at all. 
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Abstract 
 

Morphemic Code-Switching in Japanese/English Bilingualism 
 

Teruaki Muto 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

 
The study of the grammatical properties of code-switching (CS), the alternate use of at 

least two codes (languages or dialects) within the same clause, provides interesting insights into 
the nature of bilingual grammar.  Several studies have attempted to capture the nature of such 
grammars by positing syntactic constraints based on the empirical generalizations of particular 
language pairs (e.g., Poplack 1980; Joshi 1985; Di Sciullo, Muysken, & Singh 1986; Belazi, 
Rubin, & Toribio 1994; Myers-Scotton 1995; MacSwan 2004). 
     One of the questions that has been touched from time to time but not explored in the 
formal studies of CS is what is called “morphemic code-switching”, a phenomenon in which one 
language offers affix-like elements to attach to lexemes provided from another.  The sentences 
in (1) provide two examples: In (1a), the mixed constituent ‘camp-seikatsu’ occupies the subject 
position of the sentence but carries the Japanese nominative particle ‘ga’; In (1b), the English 
direct object ‘her own money’ is marked further with the Japanese accusative particle ‘o’. 
     These sentences are problematic in two respects.  One is double case assignment: Why do 
the arguments in question receive both the covert English case and the overt Japanese case?  
The other is the source of the Japanese case particles: Where do these morphemic elements come 
from?  How do Japanese particles affix to English lexical items in utterances in which the 
overwhelming majority of morphemes are English?  As previous research on intrasentential CS 
has been focusing on switching at the phrasal or sentential level, none of the above syntactic 
constraints gives a satisfactory explanation for the morphemic-level CS in Japanese/English. 
     In this paper, I propose that this type of CS construction contains an elliptical Japanese V, 
which plays a key role in combining Japanese nominal morphemes with English lexical items.  
A piece of evidence for this analysis comes from the fact that Japanese exhibits its recurrent 
ellipsis of verbal elements (cf. Hinds 1982). 

Specifically, I propose that at the sentence-final position of (1a) there exists an elliptical 
Japanese copula.  As is schematically shown in (2), this null V projects the Japanese matrix 
language (ML) onto the whole of the constituents and selects the English IP complement.  The 
mixed phrase ‘camp-seikatsu’ is inserted into [Spec, IP] and given the Japanese nominative case 
by INFL. 
     I also propose that (1b) is, in fact, a portmanteau construction (cf. Nishimura 1985, 1997) 
and that a Japanese zero V anaphora, which assigns the Japanese accusative case to the preceding 
English DP, is elided at the sentence-final position.  As is illustrated in (3), the DP constituent 
‘her own money-o’ is shared between the two different VPs, which concurrently assign the 
accusative case to it.  As a result, it receives both the English abstract case and the Japanese 
accusative case. 

This paper has a theoretical implication that it may give support to the idea that the head of 
a clause (i.e., main verbal or INFL-like element) determines the ML of that clause in CS 
construction (cf. Klavans 1985; Treffers-Daller 1994). 



Examples 
(1) a. Camp-seikatsu-ga  made him rough. 
       life     NOM 
 ‘(The) camp life made him rough.’  (Nishimura 1997: 120) 
   b. She spent her own money-o. 
       ACC   (Nishimura 1997: 117) 
 
(2)      IP j 
 
  DPe/j  I’j 
 

Camp-seikatsu-ga VPj  Ij <[nom]> 
 
   V’j 
 
   IPe  Vj 
 

made him rough  ø 
 
(3)  IPe     IPj 
 
 DPe  I’e    I’j 
 
 She  Ie  VPe  VPj  Ij 
 
       <AGR>  V’e  V’ j 
       <Tense> 
   Ve  DPe/j  Vj 
 
      spend <[acc]>    her own money-o ø <[acc]> 

The subscript ‘e’
stands for English,
the subscript ‘j’ for
Japanese. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis began with the city of Bombay1.  Bombay was selected because it was one 

that I thought I knew very well.  I was wrong.  As I delved into this city, I learned how 

limited my knowledge was and many more things became evident.  

 

Each time I have a question, I find that the city talks to me.  The city talks about the 

transformations it has gone through over the years, the social activities, and the physical 

changes in the urban form.  The physical form reflects a story of the making of the city.  

In case of Bombay, the story can be tracked back to the colonial era, which marks the 

establishment of the first settlement on the islands that became the city. 

 

This study investigates the various policies and the design controls used to build the Fort 

area, which marks the origin of the place.  These policies have changed and evolved over 

a period of time and in turn have transformed the built environment of the city.  The 

discussion includes the role of designers, planners and the planning agencies, and their 

interventions.      

 

This study focuses on the hawkers in the Fort area.  There has been a lot of controversy 

between the Bombay Municipal Corporation and the Hawkers Union in the newspapers, 

televisions, and public meetings.  Hawking is one of the biggest concerns that the 

government is trying to address in Fort area of Bombay.  This study is an attempt to 

understand both sides of the coins; the government, and the hawkers and makes 

recommendations to help both the parties. 

                                                 
1 In 1995 Bombay was officially renamed Mumbai by the then mayor Mr. Chaggan Bhujbal.  For the 
purpose of clarity and continuity, the city is referred to as Bombay throughout the study, unless when 
directly quoted. 
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The hawkers story does three things.  First, the story connects the policies to the history 

of physical development.  Second, it connects the social activities that take place (as a 

result of various policies) resulting in the transformation of the physical fabric of that 

time.  Third, it suggests recommendations to the existing policies along with design 

guidelines for the ease of both the hawkers and the government to preserve and protect 

the Fort area, which is now a historic precinct2.   

 

‘Fort walk’ is used as a methodology to look into issue of the hawkers along the main 

north south axis of the Fort district.  The ‘Fort walk’ is a walk that describes a portion of 

the history of Fort’s urbanism, told here through a story about hawkers.  This story is 

structured to bring to notice the transformations in the historic built form, and the 

character of the place resulting from the implementation of the policies in various 

projects.  The study combines the Fort walk along with visual representations of the 

Fort’s history through various maps and images.  The study also uses the graphical 

analysis of hawking as a methodology to understand the characteristics and the nature of 

hawking along the spine of the Fort area.  

 

The issues discussed in the thesis are identified by the author during the field work 

conducted in January 2005.  The historic background research was conducted at the 

Cornell University libraries.  A series of graphical maps and pictures were collected 

during this part of the research.  After the basic groundwork most of the information was 

mainly collected in the field by conducting walks in the study area, and by meeting 

architects, and planners at Bombay Municipal Corporation, and Maharashtra 

Metropolitan Regional Development Authority.  The planning reports, and the documents 

                                                 
2 In April 1995, the Fort area was declared a protected precinct under the Heritage Regulations formulated 
by the Urban Development Department of the Maharashtra Government. 
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over the years were collected from these agencies.  The maps of the ‘Ward A’ which 

consists of the Fort District were collected from the Byculla Ward A Office.  The 

mapping of the hawkers, and a series of analytical maps were made by the author after 

returning from the fieldwork. 

 

The contents have been broadly divided into three parts.  The first part traces the making 

of the Fort area of Bombay and the second part takes up a fragment of the Fort area, the 

main axis (Figure 1) starting from Victoria Terminus Station stretching along the 

D.N.Road to the Colaba Causeway and describes the metamorphosis of this spine in the 

urban context, and the third part talks about hawking along the main spine. 

 

Chapter one provides a brief overview of the physical and spatial growth of Bombay and 

the Fort area since the colonial era.  The Fort area is understood by examining the 

underlying forces and ideas of the makers who established the city, and who made 

policies for its development.  The evolution of the north south, and the south west axes as 

a result of restructuring through various planning and urban design strategies is studied.  

Various emerging problems in the Fort area to be addressed are stated.   

 

The second chapter establishes the site and its context for the hawkers study carried out 

in the third chapter.  First, it examines the shift in the north south axis of the Fort area due 

to the changing land use patterns.  It then describes the architectural and urban design 

characteristics of the north south axis.  The chapter describes the metamorphosis of the 

spine in the urban context.  It examines the physical character of the axis, which consists 

of the shopping area, the banking district, the University and Institutions, and the 

residential area.   
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This chapter addresses the emerging issue of the hawkers along the north south axis of 

the Fort area, focusing on the social and economic activities along the main axis.  The 

chapter describes the history of hawking and suggests when it first arose and why, 

pointing out the characteristics of hawking in various locations along the main spine of 

the Fort area.  It describes the wide range of income groups catered by the hawkers along 

the spine.  The last part examines the dilemma between the Bombay Municipal 

Corporation and the hawkers, and looks at the role of the planners and urban designers in 

this situation.  The chapter describes various planning strategies and the policies 

implemented along with various Acts designed to control hawking.  It demonstrates how 

all these forces are responsible for shaping the urban form of this area through graphical 

analysis.   

 

In the conclusion recommendations are made in the form of design guidelines.  This 

addresses the role of municipal authorities to develop places that would provide 

opportunities for hawkers and in turn for such informal markets.  This section sets forth a 

design framework for addressing the three different hawking patterns identified in the 

previous chapter.  These guidelines and controls recommended attend to the distinctive 

urban character of the built spaces and therefore respect the visual, spatial, and historic 

quality of the Fort area.   
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Figure 1:  The north south axis as seen in the context of the Fort area. 
Source:  Author, March 2005. 
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Japanese wh-scrambling as an obligatory focus movement
Koichiro Nakamura

Hiroshima Jogkuin University
nakamura@gaines.hju.ac.jp

1. Introduction

   It is often argued in the literature since Saito (1989, 1992) that Japanese scrambling is an
optional movement, and the operation is semantically vacuous. The optionality naturally should
apply to wh-scrambling. Let us give examples.

(1) a. Taro ga  dare-ni    at-ta     no?
     T-Nom  who-Dat  see-Past  Q
   b. Dare-ni  Taro-ga   at-ta     no?
     who-Dat  T-Nom  see-Past  Q
    “Who did Taro see?”

The meanings of (1a,b) are the same, which confirms that wh-scrambling is semantically vacuous.
On the other hand, Hoji(1985, 270) argues that the sentence in (2a) is odd, while that in (2b), with
wh-scrambling, is grammatical.1

(2) a. ?? Daremo-ga     nani-o    kai-masi-ta     ka ?
       everyone-Nom  what-Acc  buy-Hon-Past  Q
   b. Nani-o    daremo-ga      kai-masi-ta     ka?
     what-Acc  everyone-Nom  buy-Hon-Past   Q

The purpose of this paper is to show that Japanese wh-scrambling is actually an obligatory focus
movement, triggered by the semantic notion of focus. This kind of scrambling is assumed to be
movement into Spec-F(ocus) P. The idea that wh-scrambling is focus movement comes from
Karimi (2005), who deals mainly with Persian data.  The organization of the paper is as follows:
In section 2 we take up Son (2001), who claims that Korean wh-scrambling has specificity effect.
He argues that the specificity derives from wh-scrambling itself. In section 3 we discuss Karimi
(2005), whose main point is that Persian scrambling is focus movement. In section 4 we investigate
interaction between wh-phrases and Negative Polarity Items (henceforth, NPI). In section 5 we
present further data of Japanese wh-scrambling, and in section 6 we propose the syntactic
mechanism of Japanese wh-scrambling. In section 7 we consider apparent problems for our
analysis. Section 8 concludes the paper, and gives future issues.

                                                
1 The judgment is somewhat delicate. See Takahashi (1993), Kuwabara (1999), and
Watanabe(2001), among many others, for discussion. We will return to the issue in section 6.



2. Korean wh-scrambling has specificity effect

   Son (2001) argues that Korean wh-scrambling has specificity effect. Let us begin by looking
at the examples taken from Son (2001, 82-4).

(3) a. Mary-ka  nwukwu-rul  coahha-ni ?
     M-Nom  who-Acc     like-Q
   b. Nwukwu-rul  Mary-ka  cohha-ni ?
     who-Acc     M-Nom   like-Q
(4) Yoceum   aytul-un       movie startul-ul  cohhanta
   these days  children-nom  movie stars-Acc  like

Son asserts that when a speaker asks a question such as (3a), he or she does not have in mind a
specified set of people, so anyone can be the answer to the question. In contrast, to answer the
question (3b), with wh-scrambling, we need some discourse background like (4), and the answer
should be some movie star. This means that wh-scrambling has specificity effect. That is to say,
as a result of the operation wh-scrambling, the wh-phrase refers to specific referent. Let us look at
other examples, also taken from Son (2001, 143).

(5) a. Mues-ul  nwukwuna-ka  Max-eykey  t  sacwuet-ni
     what-Acc everyone-Nom  Max-Dat      bought-Q
   “What did everyone buy for Max?”
   b. Nwukwu-rul neo-nun   [nwukwuna-ka  moim-eyseo  t  poasstako]  sayngkakha-ni
     who-Acc   you-Nom  everyone-Nom  rally-Loc       saw        think-Q
   “Who do you think everyone saw at the rally?”

Both (5a,b) ask for the identity of the thing or the person the speaker and the hearer have in mind.
The examples also confirm the view that wh-scrambling results in specificity effect.
   Son (2001, 144) extends this view to Japanese, and gives the following examples.2

(6) a. Nani-o    daremo-ga     Max-ni  t  ka-tta   no?
     what-Acc  everyone-Nom  M-Dat    buy-Past Q
   b. Dare-o   kimi-ga  [daremo-ga     syuukai-de  t  mi-ta     to]   omou no?
     who-Acc you-Nom  everyone-Nom  rally-Loc     see-Past  Comp think  Q

We agree with his judgment. The wh-phrases in (6a,b) carry with them some specific referent,
and the questions ask what or who among the specified set of things or people everyone bought,
or everyone saw. Moreover, scrambled wh-phrases take wider scope than universal quantifiers.

                                                
2 Son’s (2001) examples contain some mistakes, so let us slightly modify them.



If the judgment here is on the right track, this means that wh-scrambling contributes to the meaning
of a sentence, and therefore, it is not semantically vacuous.

3. Persian wh-scrambling as focus movement

   Our next task is to investigate what wh-scrambling is like. Karimi (2005) extensively discusses
Persian wh-scrambling, and claims that the operation is focus movement, and that it gives rise to
specificity effect. Let us show some examples, taken from Karimi (2005, 136-7). (8) is the Persian
phrase structure proposed in Karimi(2005, 122). TopP designates Topic P, and FP means Focus P.

(7) a. Kimea  diruz      [vP ketab-ro  be  ki   dad]?
     K      yesterday    book-ra   to  who gave
   “Who did Kimea give the book to yesterday?”
   b. [TopP Kimea  [FocP be  ki  [TP diruz    [vP ketab-ro t dad]]]]?
         K           to  who   yesterday   book-ra  gave
   c. [FocP be  ki  [TP Kimea  [diruz    [vP ketab-ro  t  dad]]]]?
         to  who   K       yesterday   book-ra     gave
(8) [CP [TopP [FP [TP [T’ [[vP [v’ [XP [X’]] v ]]]]]]]]

Karimi states that the answer to (7a) is something like ketab-ro be Parviz dad (=she gave the book
to Parviz.) In contrast, the wh-phrases in (7b,c) have moved into Spec-F(ocus)P, and they receive
contrastive interpretation.3 These questions are used when the speaker has a set of people in mind,
and ask for the referent. This is another indication that wh-scrambling has semantic effect of fixing
scope. Let us present further examples, also taken from Karimi (2005, 137)

(9) a. pro  fekr   mi-kon-i   [(ke)  emshab  [vP ki  be restoran    bi-yad]
         thought dur-do-2sg  that  tobight     who to restaurant  subj-come-3sg
   “Who do you think will come to the restaurant tonight?”
   b. [FocP ki  pro fekr    mi-kon-i   [(ke) emshab  t  bara  sham    bi-yad]]
         who    thought dur-do-2sg  that tonight     for    dinner  subj-come-3sg
   “Who is it you think will come for dinner tonight?”

Karimi argues that (9a) is used when the speaker does not have anyone in his or her mind, and just
wonders who will come to the restaurant. On the other hand, (9b) is used when the speaker has
some set of people in his or her mind, and wonders who among the set of people will come for
dinner. This clearly indicates that Persian wh-scrambling has specificity effect that is attested also in
Korean wh-scrambling.
  To summarize sections 2 and 3, we have investigated Korean and Persian wh-scrambling. This

                                                
3 See Kiss (2002), among many others, for the extensive discussion of focus.



kind of scrambling has specificity effect, and wh-scrambled elements act as some kind of focus.

4. Interactions of wh-phrases and NPI

   The main concern in this section is to investigate interaction of wh-phrases and NPIs. Our
intention is to present another manifestation that wh-scrambling is not semantically vacuous. Let us
start by giving the examples from Tanaka(1997, 162).

(10) a. ?* Taro-sika  nani-o   yoma-nai  no?
         T-only   what-Acc read-Neg  Q
    b. Nani-o  Taro-sika  yoma-nai  no?
      what-Acc T-only    read-Neg  Q
    “What is it that only Taro reads?”

(10a), with the base order, is almost impossible, while (10a), with wh-scrambling, is perfect. If wh-
scrambling is semantically vacuous, and can be freely reconstructed, the resulting structure of (10b)
is the same as (10a). This cannot explain the difference in grammaticality between (10a,b).
   Let us next show examples of long distance wh-scrambling. The followings are cited from
Kuwabara (1999, 435).

(11) a. *Taroo-wa [Hanako-sika dare-ni  awa-na-katta   to ]    omotteiru  no?
       T-Top    H-only     who-Dat meet-Neg-Past Comp  think      Q
    b. Dare-ni  Taroo-wa [Hanako-sika  t  awa-na-katta   to ]   omottieru  no?
      who-Dat  T-Top    H-only        meet-Neg-Past Comp  think     Q
   “Who does Taro think that only Hanako met?”

(11a) is ungrammatical, while (11b), where the wh-phrase is scrambled long distance, is well
formed. This is another indication that scrambled wh-phrases cannot always be reconstructed.
   In the same vein, Beck and Kim (1997) present Korean, Hindi, and Turkish examples to show
that wh-scrambling is not semantically vacuous.

Korean
(12)a. * Amuto  muos-ul  sa-chi     anh-ass-ni
       anyone  what-Acc buy-CHI  not do-Past-Q  
    b. muos-ul  Amuto  sa-chi     anh-ass-ni
      what-Acc anyone   buy-CHI  not do-Past-Q     
   “What did no one buy?”                                  (Beck and Kim 1997, 339)



Hindi
(13) a. ?? Koi    nahiiN  kyaa  paRhaa
        anyone not      what  read-Perf.M
    b. kyaa  koi    nahiiN  paRhaa
      what  anyone not     read-Perf.M
    “What did no one read?”                                 (Beck and Kim 1997, 377)

Turkish
(14) a. * kimse  kimi      görmedi?
       anyone  who-Acc  see-Neg-Past
    b. kimi    kimse  görmedi?
      who-Acc anyone see-Neg-Past                          
    “Whom did nobody see?”                               (Beck and Kim (1997, 380)

In (12-14b), wh-phrases are scrambled across negation, and the sentences are grammatical. On the
other hand, in (12-4a), wh-phrases are inside the scope of negation, these are ill formed. These facts
clearly show that wh-scrambling has scope fixing effect. They also constitute another evidence that
wh-scrambling cannot always be reconstructed.  Beck and Kim use these examples to indicate
that wh-phrases cannot move across negation at LF, but these facts clearly show that wh-scrambling
is an overt version of scope shifting operation in the sense of Nakamura(to appear a,b). 4

Son (2001) also discusses similar matters.
  To summarize the section, we have presented examples to prove that wh-scrambling across
negation has scope fixing effect. This is a further step toward the view that wh-scrambling is
triggered by the semantic necessity of fixing scope. In the next section, we will present more data of
Japanese wh-scrambling to strengthen the view.

5. Further data of Japanese wh-scrambling

   It is well known that when wh-phrases are scrambled long distance, its scope can be fixed at the
scrambled site. Let us start by considering the examples from Takahashi (1993, 657).

(15) a. John-wa [CP Mary-ga  nani-o   tabe-ta  ka]   siri-tagatteiru  no?
    J-Top     M-Nom  what-Acc eat-Past Comp  know-want to  Q

      “Does John want to know what Mary ate?  or
      “What does John want to know whether Mary ate?”

                                                
4 Refer to Nakamura(to appear a,b) for the view that quantifier scrambling is an overt version of
scope shifting operation.



    b. Nani-o  John-wa [CP Mary-ga  t  tabe-ta   ka]  siri-tagatteiru  no?
      what-Acc J-Top     M-Nom    eat-Past Comp  know-want to  Q
     “What does John want to know whether Mary ate?”

In (15a), with the base order, nani-o (=what) can take embedded or matrix scope. In contrast, in
(15b), with wh-scrambling, the wh-phrase takes only matrix scope. Let us present some more
examples to have a better view of the issue. The examples in (16-8) concern subject-object
interaction.

(16) a. Daremo-ga    dare-o   home-ta   no?
      everyone-Nom who-Acc praise-Past  Q
    b. Dare-o   daremo-ga     home-ta  no?
      who-Acc  everyone-Nom praise-Past Q

(16a) allows distributive reading, and the answer will be: Taro wa Hanako o, Jiro wa Tomoko o
hometa (=Taro praised Hanako, Jiro praised Tomoko, )and so on. In contrast, (16b) allows
collective reading, and the answer will be:Daremo-ga home-ta no wa Hanako da(=It is Hanako
that everyone praised.) Next, let us consider the following examples.

(17) a. 3-nin (no gakusei)-ga      dare-o    sonkei-siteiru no?
      3-Cl (Gen students)-Nom  who-Acc  respect      Q
    b. Dare-o   3-nin(no gakusei)-ga       sonkei-siteiru  no?
      who-Acc  3-nin (Gen students)-Nom  respect       Q

(17a), too, allows distributive reading, and the answer will be: Taro wa Szuki kyoojyu o, Hanako wa
Sato kyooyju o, Jiro wa Takahashi kyoojyu o sonkei siteiru(=Taro respects professor Suzuki,
Hanako respects professor Sato, and Jiro respects professor Takahashi). On the other hand, (17b)
allows collective reading, and the answer will be: 3-nin ga sonksei-siteiru no wa Suzuki kyoojyu
da(=It is professor Suzkuki that 3 students respect.) Let us then look at other examples.

(18) a. (Kodomotachi-no) daremo-ga     (mori-no)   dono-ki-ni     nobo-tta    no?   
      children-Gen     everyone-Nom  forest-Gen which-tree-Dat  climb-Past  Q
    b. (Mori-no)  dono-ki-ni      (kodomotachi-no) daremo-ga     nobo-tta  no?
     forest-Gen  which-tree-Dat   children-Gen    everyone-Nom  climb-Past Q

(18a) asks which trees in the forest every child climbed, and the answer will be: Taro wa kono-ki ni,
Hanako wa ano-ki ni nobo-tta(=Taro climbed this tree, and Hanako climbed that tree). In contrast,
(18b) asks which tree in the forest is such that every child climbed, and the answer will be : Kono-ki
desu(=It is this tree that every child climbed.) The judgment is more or less delicate, but these
examples show that wh-scrambling overtly indicate wide scope reading of wh-phrases.



   Let us next consider double object constructions (henceforth, DOC). Here are some examples.

(19) a. Suzuki kyoojyu-ga  Taro-ni  nani-o    age-ta    no?
      prof. Suzuki-Nom  T-Dat   what-Acc  give-Past  Q
    b. Nani-o    Suzuki kyoojyu-ga  Taro-ni age-ta    no?
      what-Acc  prof.Suzuki-Nom   T-Dat  give-Past Q

(20) a. Suzuki kyooyju-ga  Hanako-ni  nani-o   atae-ta     no?
      prof. Suzuki-Nom  H-Dat     what-Acc assign-Past  Q
    b. Nani-o    Suzuki kyoojyu-ga  Hanako-ni  atae-ta     no?
      what-Acc  prof.Suzuki-Nom   H-Dat     assign-Past  Q

To answer (19a), we can think of anything, while to answer (19b), we have in mind some set of
things prof. Suzuki would give to Taro, and pick up something from the set. This is in line with
Son’s(2001) view, who claims that wh-scrambling gives rise to specificity effect. Likewise, to
answer (20a) we can think of anything. On the other hand, to answer (20b), we will pick up
something from the set of things, such as reading assignment, in this case. This is another indication
that wh-scrambling has specificity effect.   
  Let us then investigate object-intentional verb interaction. Here are some examples.

(21) a. Taro-ga  dare-ni    ai-taga-tta        no?
      T-Nom  who-Dat  meet-want to-Past  Q  
    b. Dare-ni   Taro-ga  ai-taga-tta        no?
      who-Dat  T-Nom  meet-want to-Past  Q
    “Who did Taro want to meet?”

(22) a. (Gakkai-de)     Taro-ga  dare-ni   au-tumori-datta  no?
      (Conference-Loc)T-Nom  who-Dat  meet-intend-Past  Q
    b. (Gakkai-de)     dare-ni  Taro-ga   au-tumori-datta  no?
      (Conference-Loc) who-Dat T-Nom   meet-intend-Past  Q
    “Who did Taro intend to meet at the conference?”

To answer questions (21,2b), we can easily think of some specific set of people, and pick up the
answers in each case. The questions (21,2a) do not necessarily need such sets. These also constitute
another evidence that wh-scrambling has specificity effect.  
   Next, let us turn to object-negation interaction. The followings are examples.

(23) a. Taro-ga  nani-o     kaw-ana-katta  no?
      T-Nom  what-Acc  buy-Neg-Past   Q



    b. Nani-o   Taro-ga  kaw-ana-katta  no?
      what-Acc T-Nom   buy-Neg-Past  Q
    “What didn’t Taro buy?”

(24) a. Hanako-ga  nani-o    yom-ana-katta  no?
      H-Nom    what-Acc  read-Neg-Past  Q
    b. Nani-o  Hanako-ga  yom-ana-katta  no?
      what-Acc H-Nom    read-Neg-Past  Q
    “What didn’t Hanako read?”

To answer questions (23,4b), we have in mind some specific set of things or books, and pick up the
entity. We do not necessarily have to have such sets to answer questions (23,4a). These, too, are
indication that wh-scrambling has scope fixing effect.
  Having proved that wh-scrambling in Japanese, Korean, Persian, and Turkish has semantic effect
of fixing scope overtly, our next task is to scrutinize its mechanism, or derivation.

6. Syntactic mechanism of Japanese wh-scrambling

   In this section, let us investigate how the derivations with wh-scrambling proceed. Here let us
propose the followings.

(25) a. Japanese wh-phrases have focus feature
    b. Japanese wh-scrambling is the operation to check focus feature on F(ocus)P, which is above
      TP, and below CP.

Before going into the detailed discussion of wh-scrambling, however, let us briefly mention what
constitutes focus in a sentence. Zubizarreta (1998) defines focus as the nonpresupposed part of the
sentence. Let us take a look at Zubizarreta’s (1998,2) examples below.

(26) a. What happened?
    b. What did John do?
    c. What did John eat?

(27) a. Something happened.
    b. John did something.
    c. John ate something.

When we ask questions such as (26a-c), we have something like (27a-c) as a presupposition, and
ask for an entity. It is only natural that wh-phrases constitute nonpresupposed part of the sentence,
and therefore, this leads to the view that wh-phrases count as focus.



   Our next task is to examine the derivation involving wh-scrambling. Here, let us propose
Japanese phrase structure in (28).

(28) [CP [FP [TP [vP [VP   V] v] T] F ] C]

The phrase structure above is similar to that in (8), which Karimi (2005) proposes for Persian.
However, we depart from Karimi (2005) in that we do not postulate Topic Phrase. The derivation
of (16b), repeated here as (29b), for example, is shown in (30).

(29) a. Daremo-ga    dare-o   home-ta   no?
      everyone-Nom who-Acc praise-Past  Q
    b. Dare-o   daremo-ga     home-ta  no?
      who-Acc  everyone-Nom praise-Past Q

(30)a. [vP daremo-ga [VP dare-o home]]
   b. [TP daremo-ga [vP tsubj [VP dare-o home]] ta]
   c. [FP dare-o [TP daremo-ga [vP tsubj [VP tobj home]]ta]F]
 
In (30c), the wh-phrase moves into Spec-FP, where its focus feature is checked. The derivation
proceeds further, and the wh-phrase itself moves into Spec-CP and its wh-feature is checked.5      
  Similarly, we can provide the derivation (32) for (19b), repeated here as (31b), with
wh-scrambling in DOC.  

(31) a. Suzuki kyoojyu-ga Taro-ni  nani-o    age-ta    no?
      prof. Suzuki-Nom T-Dat   what-Acc  give-Past Q
    b. Nani-o    Suzuki kyoojyu-ga  Taro-ni age-ta    no?
      what-Acc  prof.Suzuki-Nom   T-Dat  give-Past Q

(32) a. [vP Suzuki kyoojyu-ga [VP Taro-ni [VP nani-o age]]]
    b. [TP Suzuki kyoojyu-ga [vP tsubj [VP Taro-ni [VP nani-o age]]]ta]
    c. [FP nani-o [TP Suzuki kyoojyu-ga [vP tsubj[VP Taro-ni [VP tobj [age]]]ta]F]

In (32c), where the wh-phrase is scrambled, and moves into Spec-FP, its focus feature is checked.
   We can also schematize the derivation involving interaction of wh-scrambling and intentional
verbs. The derivation (34) is for (21b), represented here as (33b). The intentional verb
tagaru(=want to)is assumed to be in v

                                                
5 Here we will not go deep into the exact mechanism of wh-feature checking. See Kuwabara (1999),
for example, for an alternative view, where wh-feature is assumed to move into C.



(33) a. Taro-ga  dare-ni    ai-taga-tta        no?
      T-Nom  who-Dat  meet-want to-Past  Q  
    b. Dare-ni  Taro-ga  ai-taga-tta         no?
      who-Dat  T-Nom  meet-want to-Past  Q

(34) a. [vP Taro-ga [VP dare-ni au]tagaru]
    b.[TP Taro-ga [vP tsubj [VP dare-ni au]tagaru]ta]
    c. [FP dare-ni [TP taro-ga [vP tsubj [VP tobj au]tagaru]ta]F]

In (34c), where the wh-phrase scrambles into Spec-FP across the intentional verb tagaru in v, the
former scopes over the latter.  
   Finally, let us show the derivation involving wh-phrase and negation. Negation is assumed to be
in Neg, which is above vP and below TP. The derivation for (23b), reproduced here as (35b), is
(36).

(35) a. Taro-ga  nani-o     kaw-ana-katta  no?
      T-Nom  what-Acc  buy-Neg-Past   Q
    b. Nani-o   Taro-ga   kaw-ana-katta  no?
      what-Acc T-Nom   buy-Neg-Past   Q

(36) a. [vP Taro-ga [VP nani-o kaw]]
    b. [TP Taro-ga [NegP [vP tsubj [VP nani-o kaw]]na]katta]
    c. [FP nani-o [TP Taro-ga [NegP [vP tsubj [VP tobj kaw]]na]katta]F]

In (36c), in which the wh-phrase scrambles into Spec-FP across the negation, the wh-phrase scopes
over negation.
  To sum up, in this section, first we proposed, following Zebizarreta (1998), that wh-phrases
constitute focus in the sentence. Moreover, we proposed that wh-scrambling in Japanese is
movement into Spec-FP. FP is assumed to be above TP and below CP. The phrase structure we
proposed here is similar to that Karimi (2005) proposes, but they differ in that ours does not have
Topic Phrase. Wh-scrambling we are dealing with is an overt version of scope shifting operation.
This is because the scope of wh-phrases is fixed at the scrambled site. This amounts to saying that
wh-phrases remain there, and they are not reconstructed. An immediate question that arises is:
Doesn’t this kind of scrambling as an overt scope fixing movement pose a problem for cases where
wh-phrases should obligatorily be reconstructed?  Our next task is to answer the question.

7. Apparent problems

   In section 6, we proposed that Japanese wh-scrambling is an obligatory movement into Spec-
FP.  We argue that there is no reconstruction in these cases. At this point, we have to examine



cases where reconstruction is considered to be obligatory. Let us present such examples,　taken from
Kuwabara (1999, 431)

(37) Nani-o  Taro-wa [Hanako-ga  t  ka-tta  ka] sitteiru
    what-Acc T-Top  H-Nom       buy-Past Q know
   “Taro knows what Hanako bought.”

In (37), nani-o (=what) has to be reconstructed to its original position. This is because the wh-
phrase takes only embedded scope. If it stays at the scrambled position, its wh-feature remains
unchecked, causing the derivation to crash. This seems to be a serious problem for our analysis,
because ours does not postulate reconstruction itself.
  We can solve the problem by invoking the derivational view of syntax, advocated by Epstein and
Seely (2002). Their main claim is that Spell Out is derivational, and applies to output of every
transformational rule application. We can analyze the derivation (38) for (37) in light of this view.

(38) a. [vP Hanako-ga [VP nani-o kau]ta]
    b.[CP nani-o [TP Hanako-ga [vP tsubj [VP tobj kau]]ta]ka]
    c. [vP Taro-wa [VP [CP nani-o [TP Hanako-ga [vP tHanako [VP tobj kau]]ta]ka] sitteiru]]
    d. [TP Taro-wa [vP tTaro [VP [CP nani-o [TP Hanako-ga [vP tHanako [VP tobj kau]]ta]ka]sitteiru]]
    e. [FP nani-o [TP Taro-wa [vP Taro-wa [VP [CP nani-o [TP Hanako-ga [vP tHanako [VP tobj

        kau]]ta]ka] sitteiru]]

In (38b), where embedded CP is introduced in the derivation, the wh-feature of nani-o (=what) is
checked. The derivation proceeds further, and the wh-phrase moves into Spec-FP in (38e). If the
analysis here in on the right track, (37) ceases to be a counterexample for our analysis.
   Next, let us examine another apparent problem for our analysis. Let us reproduce the derivation
(40) for (39b).
 
(39) a. Daremo-ga    dare-o   home-ta   no?
      everyone-Nom who-Acc praise-Past  Q
    b. Dare-o   daremo-ga     home-ta  no?
      who-Acc  everyone-Nom praise-Past Q

(40)a. [vP daremo-ga [VP dare-o home]]
   b. [TP daremo-ga [vP tsubj [VP dare-o home]] ta]
   c. [FP dare-o [TP daremo-ga [vP tsubj [VP tobj home]]ta]F]

If we use the notion of phase advocated by Chomsky(2001), the wh-phrase dare-o in (40a,b)cannot
move further up in the derivation. This is because it is not in the edge of the vP phase. This also is
an apparent problem for us. We can solve this problem by just abandoning the notion of phase, as



Epstein and Seely (2002) do. Or alternatively, we can make use of something like interface
economy, proposed in Reinhart (1995). She claims that less economical derivation is permitted
only if it is required for interface needs. Moving the wh-phrase dare-o (-who) in (39a) is less
economical, but it is allowed because the operation is the only way to represent focus in the
sentence.6

8. Conclusion and future issues

   To summarize the paper, we have proposed that Japanese wh-scrambling is an overt scope
fixing operation, that the scrambled wh-phrases remain at the scrambled site, and are not subject to
reconstruction, and that the operation is movement into Spec-FP. We have also claimed that the
operation has specificity effect, found also in Korean and Persian. Wh-scrambling of this kind
seemingly poses a problem for a theory of phase, but we can avoid the problem by abandoning the
notion of phase, as Epstein and Seely do, or by resorting to interface economy by Reinhart (1995).
   Our future task is to investigate more of wh-scrambling, especially long distance scrambling,
and scrutinize what constitutes topic in Japanese, which we have only touched.    
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6. Abstract:  

 Kabuki from its outset was intent on exploring both masculine and feminine sides in one 
person.  The legendary dancer Izumo no Okuni, who is said to be the originator of Kabuki, 
caused a sensation when she performed in male costume in Kyoto around 1600.  The gender 
confusion was a primary attraction of Okuni Kabuki.  The audience was fascinated by her 
cross-dressing; her unworldly androgyny spawned imitators.  Almost simultaneously there 
emerged pubescent boy theater groups who paraded their androgynous beauty in colorful unisex 
kimono.  After the Tokugawa Shogunate usurped actresses and boy actors from the theater for 
the reason of moral unrest, grownup men took over the female impersonation on the stage.  
Then, some actors started exploring their masculine as well as feminine sides by performing both 
male and female roles, sometimes in one play.  While the majority of the actors and female 
impersonators would not cross the division between the male and the female roles, some were 
eager pursuers of both.  Many playwrights responded to these actors' and audience's interest, 
and thereby produced plays in which the traditional gender roles were parodied or intentionally 
confused.  Thus were created masculine heroines who violated most of the prescribed social 
codes imposed on women in the Edo Period: dominant, violent, mendacious, and lustful, but very 
human.  These heroines were joined by feminine heroes who outsmarted masculine men, often 
played by the same actors who performed as vamps. 
 A masculine (by those days' standards) woman on the stage necessarily made the 
audience aware of the contrast between herself and the traditional female characters that were 
sincere, chaste and submissive to men.  When she tried to be traditional, her action was a 
parody of the traditional female roles not only on the stage but also in society, and by so doing, 
she as a human was questioning the legitimacy of such roles.  
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 My paper focuses on those plays in Edo and early Meiji Periods in which masculinity 
(in a traditional sense) in female roles, played by female impersonators, is spotlighted.  I also 
discuss femininity in male roles as a mirror image of such female roles, often performed by 
female impersonators as men.  This exploration of both sides by an actor stemmed from his 
revolt against the codified gender roles in society at large.  The androgynous masculine woman 
on the stage attracted the audience because she represented their general desire to be freed away 
from the established gender codes, and furthermore, from the rigid social decorum, regulations 
and roles codified by the Tokugawa Shogunate and soon after by the Meiji Government. 
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Abstract 
 
As participants in an interactive talk-exchange, we cannot interpret what is actually said without 

interpreting the gestural activity in conjunction with the verbal utterances since much of our 
“communicative intent” is revealed through our body language. In this study, certain gestural regulators 
and illustrators are examined for their usage and functions in natural conversations in French, Japanese, 
and American-English.  Our primary objective is to get beyond ethnocentricity by conducting a cross-
cultural and cross-linguistic study in (3) unrelated languages, in an effort to identify those gestural 
patterns that are language-specific and/or culture-specific as well as those that are universal.  We are 
hoping to expand the scope of the research in terms of the types of gestures and the cross-linguistic nature 
of these studies.  We further seek to show that the role of the gesture as a conversation marker is 
significant in any model of talk-interaction, due to the fact that overt linguistic cues to negotiate turn-
taking and express interlocutors’ attitudes are not usually expressed during a natural conversation.   

 
The data for this study was collected via video recordings of native French speakers residing in 

various regions throughout France, Japanese native speakers residing in Japan and in California, Japanese 
Francophones residing in Paris, native Japanese tourists visiting Paris, SAE (Standard American English) 
native speakers residing in California, bilingual French-Japanese speakers residing in Paris, and SAE-
French and SAE-Japanese bilinguals residing in California. The subjects are of (5) different 
sociolinguistic groups: 1). French speakers 30-65 years of age; 2). Japanese speakers 30-65 years of age; 
3). Japanese speakers 20-25 years of age; 4).  SAE speakers 30-40 years of age; and 5).  SAE speakers 20-
25 years of age. 
 

The study reveals that the postulated rules (from exhaustive studies on American-English 
speakers) do not apply to the social behavior and organizational structure across languages and cultures.  
Moreover, we find that different sociolinguistic patterns emerge even within a single culture and 
language.  This paper presents findings on the identification, functions, and patterns of the gestures or 
regulators which maintain the conversational flow and negotiate turn-taking by French, Japanese, and 
American-English speakers, as well as some patterns exhibited by bilinguals whose L2 is French, 
Japanese, or American-English.  The scope of this study is limited to gaze behavior and certain hand and 
head gestures.  
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ABSTRACT 

The provisions of Means of Egress section of the International Building Code is intended to control the 

design, construction and arrangement of building elements required to provide a reasonably safe means 

of egress from all structures. They are intended to provide provisions for design, construction and 

layout of building elements in order to provide a continuous and unobstructed path of travel from any 

point in a building or structure to a public way. Although research into automating building code 

compliance (i.e. for means of egress code requirements) is extensive, the question of how to efficiently 

represent building data remains open. This paper suggests a means of egress code compliance diagrams 

(MECC) for the building egress analysis. The MECC diagrams are presented along with EVACNET4, 

a user-friendly interactive computer program that models building evacuations. Additionally, an 

example of building analysis is presented. 

Keywords 

Emergency exit, Building Code, Computer-Aided Building Design.    

   

1. INTRODUCTION 

Means of egress can be defined as “a continuous and unobstructed path of travel from any point in a 

building or structure to a public way” [IBC]. The provisions of Means of Egress section of the 
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International Building Code is intended to control the design, construction and arrangement of building 

elements required to provide a reasonably safe means of egress from all structures. Several researchers 

have developed frameworks for the representation and processing of building codes specifically and for 

design standards in general [Han et al 1996, 1997, 2002a, 2002b, DeWaard 1992, Fenves et al 1995, 

Garett 1989, Yabuki 1992, Sharpe 1994, Woodbury et. Al 2000, Law et. Al 2003]. A survey of 

developments for computer representation of design codes was reported by Fenves [Fenves et al 1994]. 

In addition, code compliance has been built into commercial software for checking structural integrity 

as well as other design issues (Moss 1992). Automated code compliance is used by some authorities to 

perform an automated code compliance checks of designs submitted for building permit/approval e.g. 

in Singapore (BCA 2004).  

 

In this paper, Means of Egress Code Compliance (MECC) diagrams for the building are presented. The 

MECC diagram is an abstract representation of the building that is proposed in this paper, which can be 

used to check for certain spatial or topological code compliance issues such as traveling distances, 

number of exit accesses etc… Although a variety of means of egress compliance checks can be 

performed using the developed automated technique, the main focus of MECC is on the checking the 

morphological and spatial aspects of building codes such as the International Building Code IBC. A 

freeware software, EVACNET, is also presented here and used on an example building to contrast and 

better explain MECC. EVACNET is a user-friendly interactive computer program that models building 

evacuations. In the last section of this paper the software is used to assess the egress of a typical 

building on a university campus. 

 

2. MEANS OF EXIT CODE COMPLIANCE (MECC) DIAGRAMS  

In order to facilitate the process of checking the building design compliance with the means of egress 

code requirements, the MECC diagrams are proposed here. The MECC diagram is an abstract model of 
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the building represents the various elements of the means of egress using straightforward symbols. In 

developing the MECC diagrams, we set forth the criteria for them to be simple so that they can be 

easily read and understood. In addition they had to represent several pieces of information needed to 

check for code compliance. Therefore a number of basic modeling symbols were developed as shown 

in table 1. Each symbol corresponds to a particular element of the means of egress. The corridor for 

example represents an enclosed passageway which limits the means of egress to a single path of travel, 

as defined by the building codes (such as the International Building Code, IBC). An exit discharge on 

the other hand represents the portion of a means of egress between the termination of an exit and a 

public way. Table 2, on the other hand, shows the EVACNET4 Modeling Elements. Simialr to the 

proposed MECC, the EVACNET4 network model consists of a set of nodes and arcs. The nodes of the 

network model represents building components such as rooms, halls, stairs, and lobbies. 

 

Table 1, The MECC Modeling Elements 

Means Of Egress 
Element 

Modeling Element Code Definition Properties/Attributes

Space 

 

- Occupancy Load 
Use Code 

Area 
Accessibility Req. 

Corridor 

 

An enclosed passageway 
which limits the means 

of egress to a single path 
of travel 

Width 
Surface 

Passageway 

 

An enclosed hallway or 
corridor that is an 

element of an exit, and 
terminates at a street or 
an open space or court 
communicating with a 

street 

Width 
Surface 

Exit access 
 

Exit access is that 
portion of a means of 

egress which leads to an 
entrance to an exit 

Width 
Height 

Door Type 
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Exit Discharge 

PUBLIC WAY  
Public way: any street or alley or 
other parcel of land open to the 
outside air leading to a public 
street with a clear  width and 
height not less than 10 feet 

That portion of a means 
of egress between the 
termination of an exit 

and a public way 

Width 
Height 

Door Type 

Joined Space 

 

- Occupancy 
Use Code 

Stair 
 

-  

 

Table 2, The EVACNET4 Modeling Elements 

 

Building designs can be abstractly presented using MECC diagrams and in turn code issues can be 

checked either manually or automatically using a computer e.g., traveling distances checks as well as 
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egress through adjoining spaces. Alternatively these code checks can be made automatically using 

computer software and code violations can be identified and marked, as will be presented in the 

developed prototype. 

 
 

3. EGRESS ANALYSIS USING EVACNET4 

 

In this section we present the results from analyzing sample buildings on the University of Maryland 

Eastern Shore Campus in terms of emergency egress and evacuation. Specifically, two buildings were 

chosen to be analyzed: J.T. Williams and the Arts and Technology Center. These two buildings were 

chosen for two main reasons. Firstly, blueprints for the buildings as well as detailed layouts and 

occupancy data and usage for the buildings were readily available. Secondly, the buildings represent 

typical and representative University of Maryland Eastern Shore Campus buildings in terms of 

occupancy patterns and usage and therefore would provide a reasonable insight into the analysis. 

 

The buildings were analyzed using the EVACNET software. EVACNET4 is a user-friendly interactive 

computer program that models building evacuations. The program accepts a network description of a 

building and information on its initial contents at the beginning of the evacuation. From this 

information, EVACNET4 produces results that describe an optimal evacuation of the building. Each 

evacuation is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the time to evacuate the building. People are 

evacuated as quickly as possible. 

The following is a description of the EVACNET model from the information provided by the software 

on their website: 

EVACNET4 requires a network description of a building and information about the initial placement of 

occupants at the beginning of the evacuation. The network is called an EVACNET4 network model. 
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The network model consists of a set of nodes and arcs. The nodes of the network model represent 

building components such as rooms, halls, stairs, and lobbies. The initial contents (people) in each node 

must also be specified. The arcs represent the passageways between the building components.  

The models and the results for the J.T. Williams building on the UMES Campus is shown in the figures 

at the end of this paper (Figures 1 as figures 2a and 2b.) For each node, one must to define a capacity. 

This is the upper limit on the number of people that can be contained in the building component the 

node represents. One can also (optionally) specify an initial contents of a node. This is the number of 

people in the "node" at the initiation of the evacuation. The initial contents of a node will default to 

zero unless the user specifies otherwise.  

For each arc, one will need to supply an arc traversal time and arc flow capacity. The traversal time is 

the number of time periods it takes to traverse the passageway the arc represents. The arc flow capacity 

is the upper limit on the number of people that can traverse the passageway the arc represents per time 

period. EVACNET4 breaks up time into time periods of fixed length. The length of each time period is 

user-definable. The default time period length is 5 seconds. Traversal times and flow capacities are 

based on this time period.  

 

EVACNET4 takes the network model one provides and determines an optimal plan to evacuate the 

building in a "minimum" amount of time. This is done using an advanced capacitated network flow 

transshipment algorithm, a specialized algorithm used in solving linear programming problems with 

network structure. 

 
EVACNET+ SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR MODEL ID 'JTW_MAX' 
 
   223  TIME PERIODS TO EVACUATE BUILDING ( 1115 SECONDS) 
 
     9  TIME PERIODS FOR UNCONGESTED BUILDING EVACUATION (  45 SECON 
 
  24.8  CONGESTION FACTOR (RATIO OF BUILDING EVACUATION TIME TO 
        UNCONGESTED BUILDING EVACUATION TIME) 
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  78.1  AVERAGE # OF PERIODS FOR AN EVACUEE TO EVACUATE ( 390 SECOND 
 
   3.0  AVERAGE NUMBER OF EVACUEES PER TIME PERIOD 
 
   672  NUMBER OF SUCCESSFUL EVACUEES 
 
   225  MAXIMUM # OF TIME PERIODS ALLOWED FOR EVACUATION (1125 SECON 
 
     2  UNNECESSARY TIME PERIODS (  10 SECONDS) 
2 
 
 
                        DESTINATION ALLOCATION: 
                   NUMBER OF EVACUEES BY DESTINATION 
                 FOR MODEL ID 'JTW_MAX' 
 
                # OF          EACH * REPRESENTS   5 PERSON(S) 
DESTINATION  EVACUEES----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----| 
 
DS01.001        78   **************** 
DS02.001        78   **************** 
DS03.001       235   *********************************************** 
DS04.001       235   *********************************************** 
DS05.001        46   ********** 
 
ENTER: 'P' TO PRINT ABOVE RESULTS, OR 'C' TO CONTINUE: C 
 
 
 
                      TOTAL ARC MOVEMENT: 
            TOTAL MOVEMENT THROUGH AN ARC BY ARC 
                   FOR MODEL ID 'JTW_MAX' 
 
                         # OF PEOPLE       % OF NUMBER 
       ARC            MOVING THROUGH ARC   OF EVACUEES 
 
  HA01.001-HA02.001          8                1.19% 
  HA02.001-LA01.001         17                2.53% 
  HA02.001-LA02.001         18                2.68% 
  HA02.001-LO02.001         78               11.61% 
  LA01.001-SW01.001        235               34.97% 
  LA02.001-SW02.001        235               34.97% 
 

 

Figure 1, Results of the EVACNET Analysis 
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Rosina Neginsky 

Ekphrasis of Salome’s Dance in Flaubert’s “Hérodias.”  

  

 In this paper I will demonstrate that the Salome’s dance described in Flaubert’s 

short story “Hérodias” represents an ekphrasis of the one particular figure of the Egyptian 

ritual dance associated with the worship of the Egyptian goddess Isis, and that that dance 

figure in the twelfth century was represented as a dance of Salome on the tympanum of 

the Cathedral of Rouen, in Rouen, France, Flaubert’s natal city. I believe that this 

architectural detail was, in part, the inspiration for Flaubert’s story, and its connection 

with Isis might shed a new light on the story’s interpretation. 

 Gustave Flaubert’s tale, “Hérodias,” the third of the collection of  three tales 

which also contains “St. Julien l’Hospitalier” and “Le Coeur Simple,” was published in 

1877. “Hérodias” – a setting of the death of John, the Baptist--partly inspired by the 

Gospels of Mark and Matthew; partly by Josephus Flavius’ historical book, The 

Antiquities of Jews; and partly by Rénan’s book La vie de Jesus, popular at Flaubert’s 

time--contains a number of ekphrasis which represent the typical scenes that involve the 

recounting, in art, of the execution of St John the Baptist. In this paper, however, I will 

concentrate only on one scene: the dance of Salome at Herod’s banquet, described in 

Flaubert’s tale in the following way: 

 And now the graceful dancer appeared transported with the very delirium 

of love and passion. She danced like the priestesses of India, like the Nubians of 

the cataracts, or like the Bacchantes of Lydia. She whirled about like a flower 

blown by the tempest. The jewels in her ears sparkled, her swift movements made 
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the colours of her draperies appear to run into one another. Her arms, her feet, her 

clothing even, seemed to emit streams of magnetism, that set the spectators' blood 

on fire. 

 Suddenly the thrilling chords of a harp rang through the hall, and the 

throng burst into loud acclamations. All eyes were fixed on Salome, who paused 

in her rhythmic dance, placed her feet wide apart, and without bending the knees, 

suddenly swayed her lithe body downward, so that her chin touched the floor; and 

her whole audience,– the nomads, accustomed to a life of privation and 

abstinence; the Roman soldiers, expert in debaucheries; the avaricious publicans; 

and even the crabbed, elderly priests – gazed upon her with dilated nostrils.  

 Next she began to whirl frantically around the table where Antipas the 

tetrarch was seated. He leaned towards the flying figure, and in a voice half 

choked with the voluptuous sighs of a mad desire, he sighed: "Come to me! 

Come!" But she whirled on, while the music of dulcimers swelled louder and the 

excited spectators roared their applause. 

 The tetrarch called again, louder than before: "Come to me! Come! Thou 

shalt have Capernaum, the plains of Tiberias! my citadels! yea, the half of my 

kingdom!" 

 Again the dancer paused; then, like a flash, she threw herself upon the 

palms of her hands, while her feet rose straight up into the air. In this bizarre pose 

she moved about upon the floor like a gigantic beetle; then stood motionless. 

 The nape of her neck formed a right angle with her vertebrae. The full 
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silken skirts of pale hues that enveloped her limbs when she stood erect, now fell 

to her shoulders and surrounded her face like a rainbow. Her lips were tinted a 

deep crimson, her arched eyebrows were black as jet, her glowing eyes had an 

almost terrible radiance; and the tiny drops of perspiration on her forehead looked 

like dew upon white marble. 

  She made no sound; and the burning gaze of that multitude of men was 

concentrated upon her. 

 A sound like the snapping of fingers came from the gallery over the 

pavilion. Instantly, with one of her movements of bird-like swiftness, Salome 

stood erect. The next moment she rapidly passed up a flight of steps leading to the 

gallery, and coming to the front of it she learned over, smiled upon the tetrarch, 

and, with an air of almost childlike naivete, pronounced these words: 

 “I ask my lord to give me, placed upon a charger, the head of – “ She 

hesitated, as if not certain of the name; then said: “The head of Iaokanann!”1 

At the Salon of 1876, Gustave Moreau presented his painting “Salome dansant” 

(“Dancing Salome”).  Flaubert visited that exhibition and saw the painting. He mentions 

this visit in his letter to Ivan Turgueneff and explains that as a result of this visit, he has a 

plan to write a story of Ioakhanan, the Hebraic name of John, the Baptist, and that 

inspiration came to him while he was looking at the Moreau’s painting exhibited at the 

Salon. In this painting we can see Salome standing on her toe, almost frozen, with her left 

hand outstretched, like a magician who enchants. 

 Although Flaubert states that he was inspired by this painting, and in the depiction 
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of Salome’s dance he describes her as “Elle dansa comme les prêtresses des Indes, 

comme les Nubiennes des cataractes, comme les bacchantes de Lydie,” it is not that 

painting that he uses to create his ekphrasis. Beyond that, Flaubert’s Salome, although 

enchanting and divinely beautiful, is not the femme fatale of Gustave Moreau. Rather, she 

is more of an acrobat who shocks the spectators by the exotic movements of her dance 

and by her ability to stand on her hands and to create the figure of a bridge while dancing. 

 The image that Flaubert depicts has a long history. Rouen, Flaubert’s native city, 

has a XIII century Gothic cathedral which Flaubert had visited since his childhood and 

revisited during his adult years. His tale “St. Julien l’hospitalier” was inspired and is an 

ekphrasis of the windows of that cathedral, the windows that narrate St. Julien’s life. This 

Cathedral also has the tympanum of the northern door of the facade, called La Prote de 

St. Jean. 

 René Dumesnil in his introduction to “Hérodias” suggests that “one day walking 

into the Rouen’s cathedral, Flaubert . . . looked with a special attention at the tympanum 

of the northern door of the facade of the Cathedral, where, since the beginning of the XIII 

century, Salome dances in front of Hérod in order to obtain John’s head. . . . The posture 

of the young girl is strange: she dances on her hands, her feet are raised, and  her heels 

are in the air. These are the exact words that Flaubert uses to describe the dance of 

Salome in front of Herod.”2 The tympanum was sculptured in the 13th century in the style 

of the Gothic sculpture of the period – the Parisian style. Salome is also depicted in this 

position is the painted windows of the cathedral of Bourges, and on a miniature in an 

English psalter. 
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 This unusual representation of Salome’s dance had precedent, however. The first 

time we can see Salome dancing in that position is in the twelfth-century manuscript 

Hortus deliciarum, an encyclopedia of the period, illustrated and compiled by the prioress 

of the Sainte-Odile convent in Alsace, Herrad of Landsberg. Herrad was known for her 

knowledge and culture and her manuscript manifests the high level of imagination, as 

well. In this manuscript Herrad paints Salome standing on her hands in the position of a 

“bridge” in front of the Herod’s assembled banquet; Herrad pictures her more as an 

acrobat than as a dancer. 

 Interestingly, in Herrad’s manuscript, Salome is not the only figure represented in 

that position. In a similar bridge or “overthrown” position are the “Whore of Babylon 

Overthrown” (321), “Whore of Babylon Falling” (351), “Lucifer Falling” (352),3 and in 

the famous “Stairs that lead toward the skies” the figure of the Priest of the People who is 

depicted in the manuscript as representing “all bad clericals who give themselves to the 

extremes of eating and drinking, of luxury... and other vices; he is falling overthrown and 

will never reach the crown of life,”4 which is the top of the ladder, virtue. It is clear that 

in Hortus deliciarum, that particular position is associated with evil, sin, and vice. Whore 

of Babylon, Lucifer, vicious Priest and Salome are all figures that will never reach virtue.  

 Herrad of Landsberg was an extremely learned person and she incorporated in her 

manuscript knowledge that came from Arabian writings that recently had reached 

Northern Europe. Arabian scholars had a great interest in the philosophy and sciences of 

ancient Greeks. Beginning 800 AD, Arabian caliphs were purchasing the works of Greek 

classics and having them translated into Arabic. At the European point of entrance, at the 
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college of translators at Toledo, in Spain, the works were translated into Latin and 

Hebrew and from there  spread to Western and Northern Europe. Via these translations 

the Arabic, Greek and Byzantine ideas and cultures were propagated.  

 At the same time, in ancient times Greek, Byzantine and Roman ideas, art and 

culture were very much influenced by ancient Egypt which was the first to introduce the 

cult of resurrection, which manifested itself in the cult of Isis, the goddess of resurrection, 

fertility, life, and changing seasons, the sister-wife who resurrected her brother-husband 

Osiris. This cult of Isis was expressed in ritual dances,  which were in ancient Egypt an 

extended form of art and which became later a part of a traditional Egyptian dance and, 

arguably, even the foundation of a modern dance.  

 That ritual dance art was so important that some hieroglyphs have names for 

dance-figures. Isis was associated with the acrobatic position known as the “the bridge” 

in which hands and feet are on the ground, with navel pointing to the zenith.5 That also 

meant the over-arching sky of night; and with the feet off the ground, was the expression 

of the wind swaying the reeds and grain of the Nile,6  an important symbol of the worship 

of Isis. That “bridge” can be found in visual representations of Greek and Roman 

acrobats. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that when Herrad of Landsberg came in contact 

with the Byzantine, Greek or Arabic works, probably in the library of Gandersheim, she 

saw the image of the ‘bridge’ in one of the manuscripts and she used that image in her 

encyclopedia endowing it with her own meaning: the symbolic fall from or inability of, 

or lack of aspiration toward reaching Grace, thus, symbolizing in that position the figures 

associated with evil, sin, and vice. Her way of interpreting this acrobatic image, which is 
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a polar ethical opposite of the Egyptian interpretation, could also be associated with the 

Church’s struggle against the traveling acrobats with whom Herrad could easily relate 

that image and or possibly with the struggle against pagans, in case Herrad knew the 

origin of the image.  

 Landsberg’s manuscript was well known. Medieval theater performances, 

including morality plays, the most popular form of the medieval theater, were often based 

on different biblical stories. They were composed and performed at various places all 

over Western Europe, and appeared at various times over a 600-year period from the 

middle of the tenth to the middle of the sixteenth century. Theater people often used 

manuscripts, in which dramatic texts and images appeared, to find the topics and the text 

for performance and the images they wanted to imitate. The theater people undoubtedly 

saw Herrad of Landsberg’s manuscript and the image of dancing Salome probably 

impressed upon them, because they adopted that image in their morality plays.7  

 Often the morality plays were performed on the squares in front of the cathedrals, 

even when the cathedrals were in the process of being constructed. It is possible that the 

performances of dancing Salome on her hands took place in front of the Rouen Cathedral 

at the time of its construction, and Salome of the morality plays, Salome standing on her 

hands inspired the medieval sculpturer to represent her in that acrobatic position on the 

tympanum of the Rouen Cathedral. The theater performance then became the ekphrasis 

of Landberg’s Salome and the Rouen’s representation of dancing Salome became an 

illustration of that ekphrasis. 

 Flaubert’s image of a dancing Salome in his “Herodias” is an ekphasis of the 
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representation of the dancing Salome on the tympanum of  the Rouen’s  Cathedral, but it 

is also an ekphrasis of the Egyptian dance, associated with the position known as the 

“bridge” that Flaubert saw while traveling in Egypt in 1859, and which in its turn derived 

from the acrobatic position of the ritual dance related to the goddess Isis. Thus, Flaubert’s 

ekphrasis of a dancing Salome combined, or was perhaps inspired by two related entities 

and it is recursive: it is a combination of the ekphrasis of a Salome’s dance on the 

tympanum of Rouen’s Cathedral, which  is an image of the theatrical ekphrasis of a 

dancing Salome in Hortus deliciarum, which  possibly originated from Egypt; and of the 

dance Flaubert saw performed in Egypt, which could earlier have been the origin of 

Landberg’s image. 

 Although Flaubert claims that he was inspired by Moreau’s painting in 1876's 

Salon to write his “Herodias,” the image of a dancing Salome on the portal of Rouen 

Cathedral that he so vividly depicted in his short story was living in him as a part of his 

subconscious life since his early childhood. His travel to Egypt in 1859, inspired by 

nineteenth century Egyptomania, and his encounter with the Egyptian dance and dancer 

created an association in his mind with the dance of Salome in Rouen, the image that by 

then, already has been the part of his subconscious.  

 Whether Flaubert was familiar with the history of the “bridge” figure and knew of 

its association with Isis or not, is indeterminent, but  in both cases, his dancing Salome is 

either a conscious or an unconscious ekphrasis of Isisian dance. If Salome is Isis, then 

Salome’s dance in Flaubert’s story symbolizes the cycle of life, transformation, and  

reconciliation.  John, through his death, passes from temporary toward eternal life. 
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Through dance, John acquires his future earthly glory and worship. Salome thus is a 

catalyst, since her dance, similar to Isis, is a symbol of life, and of the reconciliation of 

life and death. This approach of the intimate closeness between life and death, typical of 

the turn of the century, brings a new spin to Salome’s role and makes her instead of an 

executioner, a hero, the cult figure, one of her new roles in the second part of the 

nineteenth century art and  literature. 

Endnotes 

1 Flaubert, Gustave. Trois Contes. (Raymond Decesse, editor). Bordas, 1965, pp. 47-48. 

 2 Dumesnil, René. “Introduction.” Editions Gallimard, 1952, page 583. 

3 Green, Rosalie (ed). Hortus deliciarum, 1979, images 321, 351, 352. 

4 http://bacm.creditmutuel.fr/HORTUS_PLANCHE_9bas.html, Le Prêtre du Peuble. 

5 Kirstein, Lincoln. Dance. A Short History of Classic Theatrical Dancing. G. P. 

Putnam’s Sons, New York, 1935, page 14. 

6 Ibid., page 15. 

7 Chambers, E.K. The Medieval Stage. Volumes 1,2 . Oxford University Press, Oxford, 

1978. 
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Neo-Regionalism in Architecture: Looking for a Sense of Place in a Global Village: 
Gehry and Le Corbusier  

  

This paper is an  examination of Frank Gehry’s, Neo-Regionalist impulses as 

influenced by the works of Le Corbusier from 1951-54.  It is common perception that we 

live in a “global village,” due mainly to our quotidian absorption of electronics and 

electronic data.  Yet, it seems there is a strong search for identity, whether personal or 

regional, in both art and architecture.  Sometimes, it takes the form of the student wishing 

to recapture figural realism, regardless of whether it is accomplished by hand-drawing or 

digital manipulation.  Sometimes, it takes form in the professional artist’s desire to 

connect with their ethnic or geographic roots.  Or, as this paper asserts, it takes form in 

the work of contemporary architects, such as Frank O. Gehry, who demands that his work 

be site specific and carry signifiers of its region. 

 This Neo-Regionalism is a resurgence of an earlier style in architecture, found 

roughly in the latter part of the 18th and almost all of the 19th centuries.  Most buildings 

that were not classically derived were loosely considered regionalism because architects 

displayed decorative motifs and architectural elements that reflected or symbolized a 

particular region and its history.  These superficial motifs and elements carried meaning 

that was easily read by the onlooker.  In a less globally complex world, it was understood 

that most architects would build in a style appropriate to their region. 

 In the 20th century, however, a paradigmatical shift occurred.  For a myriad of 

reasons, many architects began to champion industrially-derived architecture.  Influenced 



by what became known as the International style, modern architecture varied widely in 

designs, from the most humble of schools and churches to the tallest of skyscrapers.  As 

our sense of daily life sped up, with air travel, television, and the internet, our geographic 

boundaries seemed to evaporate.  This paper addresses Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim 

Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997, as the primary model of the merging of futurism and site 

specific history.  At the Bilbao, Gehry echoes the Regionalist approach that Le Corbusier 

took in several buildings, such as the Chapel of Nôtre Dame du Haute, in Ronchamp, 

Switzerland, mid-1950s.  I will demonstrate that Gehry, like Le Corbusier before him, 

conflates history, reconciles the paradox of historical and futuristic architecture, and 

creates a renewed interest in Regionalist architecture. 
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Creating Identity Out of the Postcolonial Void 

In the last half of the twentieth century many postcolonial cultures find 

themselves living out of balance. During colonization these people lived in a kind of non-

existence, a living void; their identities had been stolen. To establish dominion, the 

colonial power eradicated previous religions, educational structures, and languages. Even 

though the indigenous person adopted a Western identity through the colonizer, it was an 

illusion, empty of meaning, because the native’s culture, in all its complexity, was not 

recognized by the colonizer. Essentially the people became imposters of themselves. 

Their personal and cultural history had been destroyed with the implication of colonial 

rule. Since the complex identity of the native was not acknowledged, the native person 

essentially never existed as a unique individual in the colonizer’s eyes. The identity 

inflicted on the indigenous person was a meaningless stereotype masking the true identity 

that had become void. This vacancy will be explored from the context of abuse of power. 

The void is lack of identity and a life with no meaning; the mask of colonial identity 

covering the void is an illusion. Taking off the mask in the postcolonial world does not 

reveal a fully-formed individual; the colonial erasure of cultural and personal identity is 

permanent.  

The enduring exploitation of formerly colonized nations has been defined using 

the term neocolonialism. The term implies a nation with a continued reliance upon the 

former imperial power and also the West in general, but more specifically neocolonialism 

also implies a persistent state of confusion of selfhood for the individual and for the 

whole nation. We spend our lives constructing unique personal traits and individually 

recognizable selves created from many different sources. In the globalization of today’s 
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society, the notion of identity is becoming increasingly complex, especially with the 

added complication of post-colonization. Many individuals don’t communicate in their 

indigenous language; were not schooled using textbooks reflecting their particular social 

and cultural situations, or had Western instructors; even their religions did not reflect 

their own indigenous community’s religious history. The definition of one’s self has 

become multi-layered and fractured. 

The departure of the colonizing power forced the postcolonial world out of 

balance placing the formerly colonized nations into a new and continued version of 

dependence upon the West. M.G. Vassanji’s novel, The In-Between World of Vikram 

Lall, covering fifty years of Kenyan history, focuses on neocolonial imbalance and the 

elaborate postcolonial re-positioning of cultures. For example in the beginning of the text, 

the Kenyan people are on the lowest rung of the social ladder with the white Westerners 

and Indian people in power. In 1965 after Kenya assumed political independence and 

Jomo Kenyatta became president of the new nation, an elaborate repositioning of the 

classes occurred. This tumultuous time contributed to a chaos that fed lawless activities, 

realigning individuals in Western nations with Kenyan politicians and private citizens in 

extortion that harmed the Kenyan people once again. 

Vassanji's elaborate novel depicts an international racketeering scheme allowing 

some individuals like the protagonist, Vik, to get very rich. The novel begins with a 

confession:  

My name is Vikram Lall. I have the distinction of having been numbered 

one of Africa’s most corrupt men, a cheat of monstrous and reptilian 

cunning. To me has been attributed the emptying of a large part of my 
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troubled country’s treasury in recent years. I head my country’s List of 

Shame. (Vassanji 3) 

Through his employer Vik is involved with an illegal scheme in which private individuals 

essentially operate their own bank with no government restrictions, providing the 

government no financial benefit. Kenya is a “country of ten millionaires and ten million 

paupers” (Vassanji 259). Vik is in the middle of a handful of Kenyans who profit 

enormously from European and American fraud. 

 Using Vik’s childhood friend, Njoroge, as a symbol of the Kenyan people and 

their resistance movement, we can conclude that Vik’s illegal activities essentially 

contribute to Njoroge’s death. In the beginning of the novel, Njoroge sympathizes with 

the Mau Mau, refers to Jomo Kenyatta as the Black Moses, and takes Vik to a meeting of 

“former freedom fighters – Mau Mau, as they used to be called” (Vassanji 153). Later in 

the novel, Njoroge realizes that Jomo Kenyatta, the man he believed would lead the 

Kenyans to a better future, had become corrupt and the Mau Mau have been betrayed. 

Njoroge is killed by a political rival of Kariuki, the honest man he hopes will become 

president, who is also the rival of Jomo Kenyatta, the man Vik is enabling to profit from 

the illegal scam. This complicated entanglement leading to Vik’s enormous profits 

essentially links Vik’s actions to Njoroge’s murder. In the end of the novel Vik’s 

realization of the ramifications of his scam leads to his suicide.  

 Kenya is out of balance, its people suffering because of a corrupt government 

with corrupt politicians and self-serving, greedy men and women. Kenya is also still 

economically dependent upon the West. Vik is the middle-man in a lucrative hustle that 
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brings American dollars into the country so that Jomo Kenyatta’s government will stay in 

power. Paul Nderi, Kenya’s Minister of Transport and Vik’s boss, tells Vik:  

These are donations to our party from well-wishers abroad. . . . Honest-to-

God donations from private individuals. I would like you to find your 

Indian contacts and have them change this money and stash it; like in a 

bank. . . . And when our different constituencies need money for their 

operations, they will be paid by those Indians. (Vassanji 257) 

Although there is no direct implication of any Western nation, it is clear that corruption 

has spread throughout all cultures in Kenya and in the West. Nderi is not a trustworthy 

character, even though the two men Vik exchanges money-filled suitcases with are 

American citizens, as Nderi has stated. While it is possible that millions of dollars are 

given by private American citizens who are concerned with the possibility of a “great 

danger from the communists” (Vassanji 256); it is also highly unlikely that one individual 

would have access to so much cash and would be so concerned about the Kenyan 

government. Therefore, this draining of Kenya's wealth is an example of neocolonialism 

implicating the American government. The people who suffer the most grievously are the 

majority of the Kenyan people. As a symbol of those people, Njoroge is the only true 

innocent. 

Throughout “On National Culture,” Frantz Fanon argues that a native writer 

assists in the process of cultural and personal re-identification by acting as a 

communicator of the national struggle to the people. Using literature to describe the 

illusion, the void, and thereafter, the imbalance created, is a native writer’s task and 

unique ability. He can evoke the identification process of the culture from which he 
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writes. Fanon clarifies this potential in his interpretation of a poem by Keita Fodeba: 

“The understanding of the poem is not merely an intellectual advance, but a political 

advance. There is not a single colonized person who will not perceive the message that 

this poem holds” (Fanon 231). By using his own heart for exploration, the native author 

communicates the struggle to the people, and thereby helps the people begin to define a 

new voice. He is removing the colonial mask of illusion. The native writer is an example 

of each individual’s own private struggle. In rediscovering his or her lost identity, each 

individual removes the illusory mask.  

On the one hand Fanon implies that there is an old identity in which the 

indigenous person can be re-attired. He also acknowledges that the old identity is extinct. 

This is problematic:  

The artist who has decided to illustrate the truths of the nation turns 

paradoxically toward the past and away from actual events. What he 

ultimately intends to embrace are in fact the castoffs of thought, its shells 

and corpses, a knowledge which has been stabilized once and for all. But 

the native intellectual who wishes to create an authentic work of art must 

realize that the truths of a nation are in the first place its realities. He must 

go on until he has found the seething pot out of which the learning of the 

future will emerge. (Fanon 225) 

If the artist puts on a destroyed mask, it reinforces the abstraction of stereotype and the 

idea that the ghost of the past is an empty white sheet. Even though Fanon believes it is 

possible to re-wear that stereotype, he also believes it is destroyed and worthless and that 

no future exists in wearing the empty mask. Moreover, it is only the first of three stages 
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that the native intellectual will progress through before he becomes “an awakener of the 

people” (Fanon 223). It is the chaotic present that holds the essence of the future. 

Therefore, while the present may contain elements of the past, for example language, 

language itself is in the process of transformation and it is that transformation that is the 

key to progress.  

 Fanon’s argument for a people’s revolution focuses on Algeria and the still 

present French colonialist power (1963); but it can be generally applied to many, if not all 

states. Also his notions are relevant to a postcolonial world and the issue of 

neocolonialism. The native intellectual must analyze and communicate the struggle to the 

people in a language they will understand; this is empowering to the most vulnerable 

class, those without money and power, the majority of the population.  

Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, whose first novels were written in English, the colonizer’s 

language, now chooses to write in his native Gĩkũyũ rather than English. The Gĩkũyũ 

people are an oral culture. Although the Gĩkũyũ may not have the money to buy his 

books, they discuss his ideas in community gatherings: 

It was easy for people to write in the language of their colonization 

because it was the language of their conceptualization, the language of 

education, the language in which they attempted to intellectually grasp the 

world around them. I believe that the language issue is a very important 

key to the decolonization process. What is really happening now is that 

African thought is imprisoned in foreign languages. (Interviews 30)  

In other words, African identity has been stolen. By his choice of language, Ngũgĩ 

accepts and acknowledges the importance of his role as communicator. When the 
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colonizers replaced the Gĩkũyũ language and when the education system was translated 

into a Western one, it weakened Gĩkũyũ identity. When the writer communicates to the 

people in Gĩkũyũ, there are unique thoughts within the Gĩkũyũ language that can only be 

expressed with that language. Paradoxically, language is a portion of the old identity, but 

it is also a tool for shaping the present and an essential part of the new identity. The 

development of a new language creates new identity; it does not resurrect an old one. 

Jamaica Kincaid’s observations on this issue will be considered later. Accordingly, since 

the texts chosen for this paper were written in English, perhaps there might be something 

missing; however, what can be gained from the cultural multitude of texts is the notion 

that the postcolonial void ignores international boundaries.  

Western identity is an illusion symbolized by fairy tales. Swami and Friends, by 

R.K. Narayan, is a Bildungsroman set in 1930 before India achieved independence from 

the British. It is written in the form of a children’s book which culminates in a fairy tale-

like setting in the climax of the story. The young protagonist, Swami, symbolizes the 

youth of India and his friend, Rajam, symbolizes the indigenous Western sympathizer. 

The West is the malevolent spirit living inside the forest, deep in India. When Swami 

gives a book of fairy tales by Hans Christian Andersen to Rajam, it symbolizes relieving 

oneself of the colonial illusion.  

The novel is told from Swami’s point of view and many times he cannot articulate 

his feelings, very much like the colonized youth of India who have been denied a voice. 

Swami’s stuttering allows Narayan the authorial privilege of utilizing Swami’s childlike 

candor; his stuttering in fact communicates how important the riots were to the Indians in 

their fight for freedom: “No – no – I was stoned [pelted with rocks]. I tried to come. . . 
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When a great man is sent to gaol. . . I am surprised to see you a slave of the Englishmen. . 

. Didn’t they cut off – Dacca muslin – slaves of slaves” (Narayan 106). Not only is 

Swami articulating his anger at his headmaster’s participation with the British, he is also 

articulating other important Indian issues, while finding his voice and selfhood through 

the popular uprising. In fact the honesty and intensity of a child cannot be doubted.  

 The climax of the book is a fairy tale. Swami runs away from home, aware that 

his father will beat him if he finds out what has happened. Swami gets lost in the forest 

and reality soon turns into a nightmarish fairy tale:  

The ground was strewn with discoloured, disfigured fruits, and leaves. The 

road seemed to be longer now that he was going back. . . . But here the 

closeness of the tree-trunks and their branches intertwining at the top gave 

the road the appearance of a black, bleak cavern with an evil spirit 

brooding over it. (Narayan 161-2)  

The forest encircles Swami like a womb; the scene is imbued with a supernatural quality. 

He is trapped by the presence of an ominous phantasm. He hears the malevolent spirit 

symbolizing the West whispering his name:  

There was no doubt about it. ‘Swami. . . Swami. . . Swami. . . Swami. . . 

Swami. . .’ the voice said, and then the dreadful suggestion of a sacrifice. 

It was some devil, coming behind him noiselessly, and saying the same 

thing over and over again, deep into his ears. (Narayan 162-3) 

But Swami refuses to sacrifice anything, including his own life. He continues his 

“journey” still lost in the “quagmire” (Narayan 163-4). Because of his fear and 

exhaustion, other imagined demons attack him and then the scene in his imagination turns 
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into a cricket match in which he shatters the captain’s head of the colonizing British 

opponent and wins the game (Narayan 165-6). So totally involved is he in his elaborate 

illusion, Swami dissolves into laughter before collapsing.  

 After surviving the nightmares in the forest, Swami carefully selects a copy of 

Hans Christian Andersen’s Fairy Tales for Rajam’s parting gift. Although not articulated 

Swami is returning the illusory fairy tales to the British through Rajam, the most 

Westernized of his friends whose father works for the British. Swami cannot hand the 

fairy tales to Rajam himself; instead he asks Mani, his rebellious friend whom he admires 

for his power and bravery, to hand Rajam the gift. Connecting to a national community 

voice, Swami is creating a new individuality for himself and for India, while protesting 

colonial rule. Swami’s personal fairy tale is an Indian one, not a Western one; he gives 

the Western fairy tales away.  

 Narayan links the illusion of a Western identity to education, a colonizing agent. 

Swami struggles in obtaining an English education, unable to function as a student in 

British schools, while Rajam expresses himself using “very good English,” but at the 

same time acting quite heartlessly, disregarding Swami’s suffering (Narayan 12). For 

example Rajam perceives Swami’s participation in a protest as a sin to be forgiven and 

not an important moral struggle: “Six weeks later Rajam came to Swami’s house to 

announce that he forgave him all his sins – starting with his political activities” (Narayan 

108). Rajam did not forgive his friend quickly. On the other hand Swami struggles 

morally with being a friend to someone whose father sides with the British and whose 

actions at the protest contribute to the suffering of the Indian people. This is an important 

lesson for Swami which contributes to his passage from childhood into maturity.  
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 Another metaphor tied to education is the headmaster’s cane. Even though he 

struggles with Rajam’s association through his father with the imperial power, Swami 

still realizes the importance of his participation in the cricket match and devises a plan to 

get out of school so he can practice for the match. Unfortunately his scheme collapses 

and when the headmaster learns the truth, he intends to rap Swami on the knuckles with 

his cane:  

Another moment and that vicious snake-like cane, quivery as if with life, 

would have descended on Swaminathan’s palm. A flood of emotion swept 

him off his feet, a mixture of fear, resentment, and rage. He hardly knew 

what he was doing. His arm shot out, plucked the cane from the 

headmaster’s hand, and flung it out of the window. (Narayan 146-7) 

By seizing the cane Swami takes power back from the colonizer. By bringing a British 

education to the colony, the colonizers enforced British language and British education 

on the Indians, stripping away their indigenous language and their education system. Like 

Rajam's father, the headmaster is an Indian siding with the British, ready to force Swami 

to submit. As a symbol of the youth of India, both of his headmasters and his father have 

physically beaten Swami. India’s youth have nowhere to turn.  

 Even though presented as a children’s tale, the novel represents a grim reality, the 

lack of identity for India’s youth. The fairy tales of the West can never replace the true 

uniqueness of the indigenous population, but will merely stereotype the people. When 

Swami gives the book to Rajam he is admitting he will continue to fight with the rest of 

the Indian people against colonial occupation and its illusions. Swami is a symbolic 
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articulation of community resistance. Fanon clarifies the importance of community 

struggle: 

We believe that the conscious and organized undertaking by a colonized 

people to re-establish the sovereignty of that nation constitutes the most 

complete and obvious cultural manifestation that exists. . . . After the 

conflict there is not only the disappearance of colonialism but also the 

disappearance of the colonized man. (Fanon 245-6) 

Swami represents the people’s fight for re-identification. During the spontaneous protest, 

he throws his cap into the fire along with the other Indian people; he marches with the 

protestors; and he gives away the illusions contained in the Western fairy tales.  

 The colonizing agents of education, religion, and language erase individuality and 

contribute to instability in the world in each of the following texts. Each text depicts a 

different stage of colonial power: the imposition of rule, the initial occurrences of strikes 

against colonial authority, and the effects of colonization. In the first text, several things 

fall apart with the imposition of colonial rule: a man’s life; his tribe; and Nigeria, his 

country. Achebe begins Things Fall Apart by quoting the first four lines of The Second 

Coming by W.B. Yeats:  

Turning and turning in the widening gyre 

The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.  
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Yeats's notion that humans have created a dark and foreboding future with no connection 

between their own humanity and spirituality is implicit in Achebe's novel. There is a loss 

of common purpose, instability, and great unrest in a world spinning out of control. 

 Like Narayan’s novel, several of Achebe’s characters are symbols. Okonkwo, the 

protagonist, symbolizes traditional Igbo society, defined by his culture, clan, and his rigid 

role in that clan. He is also a flawed character and some of his destruction is self-

inflicted. For example even though he is warned not to participate in the killing of his 

surrogate son, he fears “being thought weak” and so strikes the fatal blow (Achebe 43). 

This blow destroys his family since it drives his son to the colonizer’s religion where he 

is given a new self-identity, “Isaac” (Achebe 129). On the one hand Okonkwo’s resolute 

behavior kills him and contributes to the fracturing of his tribe; however, his daughter, 

Ezinma, symbolizes the future of the clan when she crawls into the cave and womb-like 

safety of Africa. This symbolic future represented by Ezinma will be discussed. 

 Religion is clearly represented as a colonizing agent; the missionaries reject the 

authenticity of indigenous beliefs and thereby contribute to the colonizing process by 

stripping away the already present and functioning religion. Therefore, Okonkwo’s 

determined nature is only a part of the destructive force: “From the very beginning 

religion and education went hand in hand” in the colonization of Nigeria (Achebe 128). 

Building on the destructive nature of colonial education as seen in Narayan’s novel, both 

education and religion reduce Okonkwo and his whole clan to “not a whole chapter but a 

reasonable paragraph” in the colonial text: “The Pacification of the Primitive Tribes of 

the Lower Niger" (Achebe 147-8). Missionaries are responsible for sending Okonkwo’s 

son to a British school where he is renamed. Therefore, missionaries contribute to the 
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death of the clan since they are responsible for the loss of their next generation: “Nwoye, 

who was now called Isaac, [is sent] to the new training college for teachers” (Achebe 

129).  

 The dichotomy is that the Igbo will let the white people stay and worship their 

own gods: “It is good that a man should worship the gods and the spirits of his fathers. 

Go back to your house so that you may not be hurt. Our anger is great but we have held it 

down so that we can talk to you” (Achebe 134). The Igbo are a very peaceful culture and 

will accept a Western god; but, their welcoming nature contributes to the destruction of 

their clan, since Western religion does not recognize any other gods. The distinctiveness 

of the Igbo culture is destroyed through religion and education: 

Our own brothers who have taken up his religion also say that our customs 

are bad. How do you think we can fight when our own brothers have 

turned against us? The white man is very clever. He came quietly and 

peaceably with his religion. We were amused at his foolishness and 

allowed him to stay. Now he has won our brothers, and our clan can no 

longer act like one. He has put a knife on the things that held us together 

and we have fallen apart. (Achebe 124-5) 

Okonkwo is aware of how some white men have colonized and destroyed another village. 

He cannot allow other white men to destroy his own village since traditional Igbo culture 

represents his own selfness; the destruction of his village would then imply the 

destruction of himself. So he kills the white messenger with one swipe of his machete. 

Then he hears members of his tribe questioning his actions. He now understands that his 
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tribe has fallen apart; therefore, he has fallen apart. Okonkwo has no future since there is 

no future for his tribe. Death is his only alternative. 

 Religion and education as colonizing agents also dominates the text of Weep Not, 

Child, by Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o. The protagonist, Njoroge, also completely accepts 

Western education and religion. Once again the novel is a Bildungsroman for Njoroge, an 

innocent child with a dream to go to an English school and complete faith in “the 

righteousness of God” (Ngũgĩ 49). Njoroge also symbolizes the Gĩkũyũ people. He has a 

dream of a “bright future” in which he will “have a shirt and shorts for the first time” 

(Ngũgĩ 3-4). He believes himself to be a savior or religious leader for the Gĩkũyũ: “His 

task of comforting people had begun” (Ngũgĩ 95). This notion supports an allusion to 

Jomo Kenyatta, previously discussed in Vassanji's novel, the leader of the Mau Mau and 

president of Kenya. The people believed that Jomo would save them and their country. 

But when Jomo became president, eventually the government became corrupt. Njoroge’s 

dreams were broken because he became lost in the illusion of the colonizer: “‘The sun 

will rise tomorrow,’ he said triumphantly, looking at her as if he would tell her that he 

would never lose faith, knowing as he did that God had a secret plan” (Ngũgĩ 106). 

Njoroge’s dream, like the people’s dream, is shattered at the end of the novel by what we 

already have defined as neocolonialism.  

 The gift of Western religion and education proves to be an elaborate deception. 

Njoroge walks through the woods with his teacher, a Gĩkũyũ now re-identified as Isaka, 

while “discussing the saving power of Christ” (Ngũgĩ 101). White soldiers stop them and 

murder Isaka after accusing him of being a terrorist. Then white men take Njoroge from 

his school and beat him so badly that he falls into a coma. Soldiers torture and castrate 
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Ngotho, his father, who dies from the torture. After so much tragedy, life itself becomes 

“a big lie” for Njoroge (Ngũgĩ 126). While ironically recalling his lost faith, Njoroge 

considers his religious belief and Western ideals: 

O, God – But why did he call on God? God meant little to him now. For 

Njoroge had now lost faith in all the things he had earlier believed in, like 

wealth, power, education, religion. Even love, his last hope, had fled from 

him. (Ngũgĩ 134) 

Even worse, Njoroge realizes that this Western deception was ultimately meant to pacify 

him. He now understands that as soon as he would have become educated and developed 

his own voice, any hope of power or wealth would have been taken away: “I know that 

my tomorrow was an illusion” (Ngũgĩ 132). His identity as defined by Western religion 

and education and as imposed by colonialism was an empty illusion. 

Both Narayan and Ngũgĩ choose protagonists who symbolize innocence and total 

acceptance of colonial conformity. Since Swami and Njoroge are children their lives are 

easy to disrupt and overwhelm with new self-identities. They are easy to deceive and 

once their fragile identities are erased, they have nothing to fall back on. On the other 

hand, Okonkwo will not accept defeat; but because Okonkwo is a lone voice with no 

other men from the tribe supporting him, his voice will not be heard. It is clear with all 

three characters that their loss of self-identity is complete. They are unable to return to 

any past religion, education or cultural definition of themselves through their clans or 

alone.  

In A Small Place, by Jamaica Kincaid, the elimination of identity is associated 

with a loss of language, the third and final illusion offered by the West:  
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I cannot tell you how angry it makes me to hear people from North 

America tell me how much they love England, how beautiful England is, 

with its traditions. . . . But what I see is the millions of people, of whom I 

am just one, made orphans: no motherland, no fatherland, no gods, no 

mounds of earth for holy ground . . . and worst and most painful of all, no 

tongue. For isn’t it odd that the only language I have in which to speak of 

this crime is the language of the criminal who committed the crime? . . . 

But nothing can erase my rage. (Kincaid 31-2)  

Kincaid is wrestling with language and the same notion that Ngũgĩ articulated as 

“African thought is imprisoned in foreign languages” (Interviews 30). Her old language 

does not clearly represent her new individuality. The English language cannot express the 

atrocities committed in her past. Kincaid must either find or create a new language 

because the colonizing power will never understand the enormity of what has happened 

as long as it is expressed in English. Therefore, with the adoption of the colonizer’s 

language, Kincaid was robbed of her past. A void was created and her identity was 

erased. Using another language deprives Kincaid of her complete and authentic voice; 

she is unable to clearly articulate how she has been violated. In fact her struggle to 

express that violation is painful: “[a] prolonged visit to the bile duct . . . look at how 

bitter, how dyspeptic just to sit and think about these things makes me” (Kincaid 32).  

The colonized person can never in fact adopt the persona of the colonizer. They 

are at a loss of who or what to be, quite unsuccessful at trying to be something they are 

not: 
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And so everywhere they went they turned it into England; and everybody 

they met they turned English. But no place could ever really be England, 

and nobody who did not look exactly like them would ever be English, so 

you can imagine the destruction of people and land that came from that. 

(Kincaid 24) 

Therefore, the mask of Western identity is an illusion. This idea is clearly supported by 

the texts: Western education, religion, and language simply do not function for Swami, 

Njoroge, Okonkwo, and Vik. Moreover, once the colonizer has left, the enormity of the 

remaining void is overwhelming causing these characters to contemplate suicide. There is 

literally nothing left to live for when the illusion of a Western identity is revealed. 

Specifically Okonkwo’s clan no longer supports him, rather they support the 

Western intruders; his son no longer practices the indigenous religion and has been given 

a Christian name; and Okonkwo sees no future since he refuses to accept colonial 

domination. Okonkwo hangs himself even though suicide “is an abomination. . . . [and] 

His body is evil, and only strangers may touch it” (Achebe 147). But his clan pays him a 

final, clarifying tribute: “That man was one of the greatest men in Umuofia. You drove 

him to kill himself; and now he will be buried like a dog” (Achebe 147).  

Njoroge also contemplates suicide and sits holding a rope with which he hopes to 

hang himself at nightfall. He hears an evil voice urging him to “Go on!” and kill himself 

(Ngũgĩ 135). This is similar to the voice Swami heard in the forest that made a “dreadful 

suggestion of a sacrifice” (Narayan 162). Both characters laugh while contemplating their 

actions. Both see the futility in attempting to go against the Western colonizers. However, 

Njoroge does not commit suicide:  
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His mother was looking for him. For a time he stood irresolute. Then 

courage failed him. He went towards her, still trembling. And now he 

again seemed to fear meeting her. He saw the light she was carrying and 

falteringly went towards it. It was a glowing piece of wood which she 

carried to light the way. (Ngũgĩ 135) 

While carrying a burning candle, his mother brings him back to the clan. The only place 

Njoroge can establish and create a new identity is with his own people born out of their 

struggle to survive. At the end of The In-Between World of Vikram Lall, Vik also sees a 

glow from a fire. It is surrounding a man who calls to Vik from the bottom of a staircase, 

attempting to save his life. However, Vik chooses to run away from the glow and kill 

himself. 

 The idea of re-creation can also be seen in Achebe’s novel. Immediately after 

hearing her mother tell a folk story about a Tortoise falling from the sky and smashing 

into pieces, Ezinma, Okonkwo’s daughter, is called by the oracle, Chielo. The Tortoise 

folk story symbolizes the fall of the British. Chielo addresses her prophecy to Ezinma, a 

symbol of Nigerian hope: “Chielo never ceased in her chanting. She greeted her god in a 

multitude of names – the owner of the future, the messenger of earth” (Achebe 75). 

Ezinma’s womanhood is of interest since Okonkwo is “specially fond of Ezinma” 

(Achebe 32), and in fact, “never stopped regretting that Ezinma was a girl” (Achebe 122). 

She symbolizes rebirth. Immediately after Ezinma listens to the allegorical folk tale, she 

begins a journey to a cave on Chielo’s back. As the priestess carries the girl into the 

night, Ezinma redefines her social identity through a dangerous ordeal, a liminal phase, 

prior to reintegrating with her family and clan. The future will be found in the union of 
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native people sharing their struggle, courageous enough to create new religion, language, 

and educational systems. 

A void is left with the disappearance of the colonial power, the economic and 

political power structure is gone, and each individual is bereft of a definition of himself. 

Neocolonialism maintains the relationship with the colonizer rendering the people once 

again devoid of an identity. The process of community organization is the essential step 

in the process of re-identification of both the individual and the state. The people’s 

struggle is where the new identity is born: 

We believe that the conscious and organized undertaking by a colonized 

people to re-establish the sovereignty of that nation constitutes the most 

complete and obvious cultural manifestation that exists. . . . The struggle 

for freedom does not give back to the national culture its former value and 

shapes; this struggle which aims at a fundamentally different set of 

relations between men cannot leave intact either the form or the content of 

the people’s culture. After the conflict there is not only the disappearance 

of colonialism but also the disappearance of the colonized man. (Fanon 

245-6) 

Fanon's focus is on the genesis of national culture and of a separate, unique personality. 

Nation-building as a process not only emerges when the colonizer is in power, but 

continues in the postcolonial period and creates the new identity. Therefore, while the 

colonial erasure of identity is a permanent condition, by allowing the re-emerging state 

and individual to define new selves, the culture will be reborn.  
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 Fanon defined this re-emergence of identity as a people’s revolution placing great 

importance on individuals organizing at the community level and emphasizing the 

assistance of the native intellectual in the form of a writer and artist. He also placed 

importance on appreciating the individual citizen and the individual state as unique 

entities, not as oversimplified concepts. Therefore India, Nigeria, Kenya and Jamaica, the 

nations where the authors from the analyzed texts are from, are not merely anonymous 

postcolonial states containing indistinctive postcolonial men and women; they are regions 

with ancient historical backgrounds that contain unique human beings who are re-

creating their political, cultural, linguistic, and religious identities. Not only must new 

selves be re-created, but neocolonial interference based upon economic greed must be 

eliminated. 
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The Klezmer Culture: A View of Eastern European Jewish Life Through Song and Dance 
By Deborah Netanel and Miriam Kramer 
 
Although the tradition of Jewish religious music can be traced back to the times of the 
Temple several centuries BCE, the earliest documented references to the secular genre 
known as Klezmer music are from the fifteenth century.  The term “klezmer” is derived 
from two Hebrew words, “klei” and “zemer” and originally referred to the instruments, 
then later the performers, and today the word refers to the genre of music performed at 
weddings and other secular functions by the Jews of Eastern Europe prior to World War 
II. Like much folk music, Klezmer was a highly improvised style based on the Jewish 
synagogue modes and passed down for centuries largely by oral tradition. After World 
War II, there was a large void, since thousands of players died in the Holocaust, and 
many of the traditions of playing disappeared with them. However, a recent renewed 
interest in this music has enabled a recreation of the music from old manuscripts and 
recordings, field recordings and interviews of surviving players, and the recollections of 
neighboring non-Jewish musicians, such as the Roma of Transylvania. 
 
Today Klezmer music is most often heard in a concert setting. However, it was created, 
developed and flourished within a specific tradition and culture, namely that of the 
Eastern European Jews. The reality of their everyday lives-an existence within ghettos 
and shtetls, edicts that banned Jews from playing certain types of instruments, 
interaction with non-Jewish traveling musicians-played a significant role in the creation of 
this music. In many ways, Klezmer music shares a common language with traditional 
Romanian, Russian and Polish music. Many of the dances have the same or similar 
steps and patterns, and the strong influence of the synagogue song tradition known as 
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Hazzanut style notwithstanding, the music of the synagogue modes while identified with 
certain well-known prayer melodies can also be related to specific Turkish or Arabic 
modes. 
 
This paper investigates the circumstances under which Klezmer music developed and 
flourished and looks for commonality and cross-fertilization between the music and 
dance of the Jews of Eastern Europe and that of their surrounding communities.   The 
proposed format is for a lecture recital presentation to include a performance of various 
freilachs, bulgars, horas, chosidls, shers, doinas, taqsim and fantazi for violin and 
keyboard. 



  

 
 

 

EXCHANGE  2006 

A Performance of Resistance 

Nancy Nisbet 
 

This project exchanges the studio for the roads, truck stops, 

border crossings and cities of North America. Through the 

untidy weaving of politics, surveillance technology and 

identity construction this performance engages critique. Over 

time and with the combined effort of exchange participants, 

resistance, solidarity, and artistic critique emerge. 

 

Politics: Exchange engages in cross border, person-to-person, 

trade negotiations. It offers artistic resistance to international 

economic agreements such as the North American Free Trade 

Agreement.  

 

Surveillance: Exchange critiques and exposes Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. Fears of 

terrorism, national security, and identity authentication have 

bolstered the demand for RFID. 

 

Identity: Exchange questions and disrupts correlations 

between corporate consumer data and personal identity 

through the dispersal and exchange of personal belongings 

(corporate data elements). 

 

 

As the world of advertising so clearly demonstrates, 

consumer items are marketed as expressions of identity. 

Corporations use the cumulative record of an individual’s 

purchases as the identifying feature of the consumer. In the 

databases of corporations Barbara Kruger’s famous quote 

“I shop therefore I am” has evolved into I am what I buy. 

Jeremy Crampton, author of The Political Mapping of 

Cyberspace, discusses the globalization of corporatized 

information. He extends the Foucauldian concept of 

“technologies of the self” and “technologies of power and 

domination” by proposing a “contact point” between them. 

Through the use of commercial RFID tagging for 

exchanged personal belongings, this project provides 

multiple contact points for resistance. 

In preparation for the 6  to 9 month performance of 

Exchange, Nisbet will RFID tag and inventory all her 

personal belongings. Her belongings will then be hauled in 

a commercial shipping container and will be freely traded 

throughout Canada, the United States and Mexico.  

The performance includes the day-to-day travel and 

activities associated with driving a commercial transport 

truck and contact with people and communities along the 

way. Trades may take place anywhere from truck stops to 

rest stops to prearranged ‘exchange events’ along the 

route. The trip and exchanges will be extensively 

documented and published on the Internet. Of particular 

political interest will be the experiences of crossing 

international borders with ever-changing personal 

belongings carried in a commercial truck.  

Throughout Exchange, people, places, and things become 

entangled and newly connected. The artist’s initial 

collection of belongings is dispersed and continuously 

shifts to accommodate components of another’s “identity”. 

Through the division and exchange of belongings, there is 

a multiplication and blurring of identity. 

Radio Frequency Identification technologies are being 

increasingly used to improve profit. From tracking 

commercial goods as they are transported around the globe 

to discouraging theft of retail merchandise, RFID has been 

hailed as a secure replacement to the barcode. Preliminary 

use of RFID in retail markets has many concerned about 

infringements of personal privacy. By intentionally 

choosing to wear or carry one of the exchanged items into 

various commercial establishments (and potentially setting 

off security alarms), the items and participants 

become “performers” in further expressions of culture 

jamming. 

The role of RFID in global politics and economic 

concerns for security and surveillance is of immanent 

significance. Capitalizing on the propagation of 

terror, the rapid development of surveillance and 

identity authentication systems such as RFID is well 

underway. Unfortunately, the North American 

population is still generally unaware of or 

unconcerned with this technology and the social 

issues it raises.  

• Exchange confronts free trade. In contrast to 

multinational business, this performance  trades 

personal belongings through individual negotiation.  

• Exchange questions the value of RFID purchased at 

the cost of personal privacy. Is loss of control of 

privacy worth the touted advancements to security?  

• Exchange resists expectations of a fixed identity 

connected to geography. Crossing borders and 

dispersing belongings questions the benefit of 

international trade agreements such as NAFTA.  

Exchange aims to build international community and 

solidarity through creative critique. 

 
 

Interested in hosting and Exchange Event? Contact: 

 

Nancy Nisbet 

#403, 6333 Memorial Road 

Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z2 

604.822.8727 

info@exchangeproject.ca 

www.exchangeproject.ca 

 

 

Nancy Nisbet is a multi-disciplinary artist whose 

practice weaves between the political, the 

technological and the personal. She received her 

MFA from the California Institute of the Arts and is 

Assistant Professor of Visual Arts at The University 

of British Columbia. 
 



Dr. Naomi Niskala 
Assistant Professor of Piano 

University of South Florida, School of Music 
 

 
The Legacy and History of Robert Helps, American Pianist and Composer 

 
(Lecture Recital, 90 minutes total) 

 
American composer and pianist Robert Helps (1928-2001) was one of the leading figures in 

American music from the late 1940s until his death in 2001, and belonged to the small group of American 
new music pianists who emerged in the late forties and early fifties.  As a composer his highly original 
works might be characterized as the missing link between the Columbia-Princeton atonal school and the 
“New Romanticism” movement.  Helps was Professor of Piano at the New England Conservatory, the San 
Francisco Conservatory, Princeton University, Stanford University, the University of California at 
Berkeley, the Manhattan School of Music, and artist-in-residence (pianist) at the University of California, 
Davis.  From 1980 until his death from cancer in 2001, Helps was on the faculty at the University of South 
Florida School of Music.  He won composition awards and grants from the Guggenheim, Naumburg, 
Koussevitsky, Ford and Fromm Foundations, several commissions from the National Endowment for the 
Arts, and an Academy Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.  His highly original works 
have been championed by pianists Richard Goode, Garrick Ohlsson, and Russell Sherman, as well as 
soprano Bethany Beardslee and fellow composers Joan Towers, John Harbison, David del Tredici, and 
Milton Babbitt.  

As a pianist Helps promoted music by his fellow composers, most notably in his recording of 21 
works in “New Music for Piano,” an anthology recorded for CRI in 1966 that included works written from 
1946 to 1964 by George Perle, Milton Babbitt, Samuel Adler, Earl Kim, Morton Gould, and Alan 
Hovhaness.  As a chamber musician Helps toured throughout the United States with sopranos Bethany 
Beardslee and Phyllis Curtin, violinists Isidore Cohen and Rudolf Kolisch, and pianist/composer Aaron 
Copland.  He recorded extensively as pianist and/or composer on such labels at Victor, Columbia, 
Composers Recordings, Deutsche Grammaphon, New World, Desto, Son Nova, and Argo.  Helps' music is 
published by C.F. Peters, Associated Music Publishers, E.B. Marks, Lawson-Gould, and American 
Composers Edition.  His major teachers were Abby Whiteside (piano) and Roger Sessions (composition). 
 

This lecture recital presents, through performance and analysis, several solo piano works of Robert 
Helps that span over five decades.  The evolution of and influences on Helps’ compositional style is traced 
through these works as well.  Helps’ own piano playing and unique pianistic style, as evidenced in some of 
his recordings and un-released video footage, as well as his own personal writings and manuscript notes, 
offer important insights for the interpretation of his piano works.   
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6.   En Memorium:  An Engagement With the Past 
 
 

 
Some time ago I suffered a sudden and unexpected, near-fatal illness.  Although my body 
recovered quickly, for many months my psyche and spirit lingered in a place I can describe only 
as a “space between the worlds”. My journey in that place was one of profound detachment and 
heightened awareness: time slowed, the moment became eternal.  
 
I now carry part of that place within me, and see this trauma as a rare gift: an opportunity to 
view my life and my art with a clarity and sense of purpose previously not experienced. To give 
form to this awareness, and perhaps to evoke it in others, I have engaged in two related bodies 
of work, Natura Morta and En Memorium. 
 
Natura Morta, Italian for “dead nature”, is a group of still-life collages incorporating my 
photographs, original and appropriated poetry, personal iconography, x-rays, and in-utero fetal 
imagery.  Functioning as personal vanitas or memento mori, these images invite the viewer to 
savor the bitter-sweet, tenuous, and fragile nature of human existence.  
 
The En Memorium collages contain similar elements, but also incorporate 19th century medical 
photographs. Though expressly documentary in nature, these archival images are hauntingly 
beautiful and strangely compelling.  The patient’s vulnerability before the all seeing "eye" of the 
19th century camera resonates powerfully with my own experience of having been subjected to 
the unrelenting, invasive and dehumanizing 20th century medical "gaze." The work serves as 
testimony to these patients' individuality, and to their courage and composure in facing the 
knowledge of their body's perfect and inevitable corruptibility. 
 
While continuing to add to these bodies of work, my work-in-progress is titled Revelations: 
Remembrance and Erasure.  These images weave mid-19th century, archival daguerreotype 
portraits of individuals and family groupings, with poetic interpretations of biblical texts the sitters 
may have known. Originally created as unique acts of personal remembrance, and intended for 
the most private of audiences, these portraits now function as anonymous, collective cultural 
artifacts, slowly erasing the very individuality they sought to preserve. This erasure, brought 
about by time or perhaps a tender caress, poignantly reveals the paradox at the heart of 
photographic practice: simultaneous presence and absence.  On an intellectual level, it asks 



one to examine ways in which both traditional photographic practice and Western religious texts 
serve to encode and to establish our notions of personal and cultural identity, as well as to 
enforce social and gender role conformity. These images hope to speak to, as well as to 
embody, a deep personal concern regarding the contemporary trend towards a conflation of 
religious dogma with political agenda.   
 
Functioning in the tradition of vanitas or memento mori imagery, these series invite the viewer to 
savor the bitter-sweet, tenuous nature of human existence. Beyond their artistic significance, 
these works reflect my strong scholarly interest in the intersections of personal memory, 
religious mythology, and cultural representations of the body. I continue to research historical 
archives for images of interest, both to garner new material for my artwork, and to investigate 
how photography has been complicit in the establishment of social identity, particularly that of 
the visually “forgotten” and “disposed.”  This interest is fueled by my background in gender 
studies, the history of photography, and a deep personal fascination with the pure, raw, and 
often savage beauty of the photograph. 
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Abstract of paper 
 
Elite’s Threat Perceptions: Indonesia ‘Maneuvering Between Two Reefs’ 
 
Daniel Novotny, UNSW, Sydney  
 
 
From the Western perspective, the predominantly Muslim Indonesia is presently one of 
the main outposts of anti-American sentiments. This paper explores how Indonesians 
themselves, notably the Jakarta political elite, view today’s rapidly changing 
configuration among world’s major powers. 
 
The anti-American sentiments that have swept many parts of Asia are seen by many 
scholars as evidence of a gradual decline of U.S. influence in the region. Some have 
even suggested that China will progressively supplant the increasingly unpopular ‘lonely 
superpower’. This view, it is argued, is supported by the fact that the U.S. has not been 
invited to participate in the embryonic East Asian Community. Others question whether 
Southeast Asia’s seeming failure to balance the rapidly rising power of China indicates it 
has chosen to embrace Asia’s past hierarchical order centered on the ‘Middle Kingdom’.  
 
The author has recently spent six months in Indonesia doing the field work as a part of 
his Doctoral thesis. He conducted 45 in-depth interviews with prominent members of the 
nation’s foreign policy elite to find out about their perceptions of internal and external 
threats facing Indonesia. The data collected reveal quite a different picture from what a 
Western observer might discern from the anti-American rallies or official proclamations 
of Indonesian politicians. The level of trust of the Jakarta elite, both Muslim and non-
Muslim, toward the United States is in fact surprisingly high. 
 
Indonesian leaders generally believe that in the future the island nation will increasingly 
have to maneuver between the United States and China who will vigorously complete for 
their influence in the region. While at present the elite consider the U.S. as the main 
security concern, it believes that in the future China will be the most serious security 
threat to Indonesia. 
 
Underlying this paper is the assumption that threat perceptions among domestic actors 
constitute a key force which determines the direction of foreign policy. By understanding 
the matter we can predict more accurately future tendencies in interstate relations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Elite’s Threat Perceptions: 

Indonesia ‘Maneuvering Between Two Reefs’1 
 

Daniel Novotny, UNSW, Sydney, 
 
 
 
I. Introduction 

The far-reaching shifts in international relations in the post-Cold War period 

are causing much debate about the future direction of Southeast Asian states’ foreign 

policies.2 Of particular interest is Indonesia's3 rather ambivalent approach to its relations 

with the United States and China. 

 

Some suggest the anti-American sentiments that have swept many parts of 

Asia are evidence of a gradual decline in Washington's influence in the region. This 

view, it is argued, is supported by the fact that the US has not been invited to participate 

in the embryonic East Asian Community. Others question whether Indonesia’s and 

generally Southeast Asia's seeming failure to balance the rapidly rising power of China 

indicates it has chosen to embrace Asia's past hierarchical order centered on the 'Middle 

Kingdom'. 

                                                 
1 I would like to thank all 45 members of the Indonesian foreign policy elite, as well as 

several other Indonesians, for their assistance in conducting the field work in Indonesia. 

And I am especially grateful to A/Prof. David Reeve and Dr. Elizabeth Thurbon from the 

University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, for their academic guidance, advice 

and encouraging words that have greatly helped me to write this research paper. 
The information and data revealed in this research paper are partially based on a research 
project in Indonesia in 2004/05. The research paper draws on the author’s PhD thesis which is 
due to be completed by the late 2006.            
2 Southeast Asia “holds a position of great geostrategic consequence” and Indonesia is “the key 
stone of the region” and its “most important state”- based on the source: Chair, Independent Task 
Force on Southeast Asia sponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations ‘Memorandum to the 
President’ in The United States and Southeast Asia: A Policy Agenda for the New Administration, 
2001, accessible on http://www.cfr.org/ 
3 Indonesia is considered as one of the world’s pivotal states; for more on this, see: Chase, 
Robert, Hill, Emily, and Kennedy, Paul (editors) The pivotal states: a new framework for U.S. 
policy in the developing world, New York, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc, 1999; according to the 
authors of this study, the main attributes of  a “pivotal state” is its ability not only to “determine the 
success or failure of its region but also significantly affect international stability” (page 9) and its 
position of  a “geostrategically important state  to the United States and its allies” (page 6). 



 

The following inquiry aspires to provide an insight into the kind of thinking that 

lies beneath the Indonesia’s rather ambivalent foreign policy towards the United States 

in the post-Cold War era. It will first examine the current Indonesian elite’s perceptions of 

the United States. In the second part of the inquiry, we will analyze the elite’s threat 

perceptions held towards the U.S. vis-à-vis China within the theoretical framework based 

on the balance of threat concept.  

 

Particular attention in this analysis is paid to the elite’s contemporary and 

future threat assessment focusing mainly on the unilateral policies of the United States 

and the uncertainties of the rise of China. It is because, as the series of interviews 

conducted in Jakarta revealed, Indonesian elite generally believes that in the future the 

archipelagic nation will increasingly have to ‘mendayung antara dua karang’ or ‘row 

between two reefs’ – meaning the United States and China. The analysis principally 

draws on 45 in-depth interviews the author conducted in Indonesia in the period of late 

2004 to early 2005. The respondents included two former Indonesian presidents, three 

cabinet ministers, senior diplomats, high-ranking military officers, prominent journalists, 

academics, businessmen and other members of the country’s foreign policy elite.  

 

If we accept as valid the argument that perceptions have a real effect on 

policymakers’ decision-making, then the subsequent analysis can be expected to 

elucidate the direction of contemporary Indonesian foreign relations, as much as help us 

predict their possible future dynamics. If the elite’s perceptions are as important as 

realities, insofar as they shape its real actions, what is presently the Indonesian foreign 

policy elite’s view of the United States, China and the outside world in general? As we 

will see, the data collected reveal a more nuanced view than the anti-American rallies or 

even some official proclamations of Indonesian politicians might suggest. 

 

 

II. Post-Cold War Era: Ambivalence in the Relations with the U.S.  
Indonesia’s attitude to the relationship with the United States in the post-Cold 

War period could reasonably be characterized as ambivalent. As an Indonesian leader 



and CSIS-based IR expert squarely puts it, “our relations with the U.S. are a kind of a 

love-and-hate from our side.”4  

 

On the one hand, Jakarta’s view of America in the 1990s has become more 

and more inauspicious. As the post-Cold War era progressed, Suharto’s New Order 

regime was increasingly annoyed by the U.S. criticism of Jakarta’s human right abuses 

and of its heavy-handed treatment of East Timor. The emerging distrust of America’s 

intentions was further accentuated by the perception of Washington exploiting 

Indonesia’s weakness at the time of its 1997 financial meltdown by making Indonesia 

dependent on the IMF and putting immense pressure on Jakarta to accept a 

multinational peacemaking force in East Timor. The United States, along with Australia 

and other Western powers have also been alleged to be using NGOs operating around 

the archipelago as a part of a conspiracy to separate the provinces of West Papua and 

Aceh from Indonesia. 

 

The U.S.-launched war on terrorism, the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, further 

exacerbated the upsurge of negative attitudes towards America. In particular, the military 

campaign to overthrow the Iraqi regime gave rise to a wave of anti-Americanism that 

swept through Indonesia and widened the rift between the two former Cold War anti-

communist allies. Some Islamic groups in Indonesia have even demanded that the 

government cut the country’s diplomatic relations with the U.S. To this end, some 

members of the foreign policy elite asserted during the interviews that the Indonesians’ 

perception of America is the worst, and the least favorable, in the nation’s history. “Never 

before has the U.S. image in Indonesia been so low!”5 

 

   On the other hand, despite the strong anti-American sentiments not only 

within some Islamic groups, but also among the broader population, the consecutive 

Indonesian administrations have displayed a strong commitment to maintaining close 

relations with Washington. The government in Jakarta has ignored the demands that 

Indonesia cut diplomatic relations with the United States and, conversely, has shown a 

heightened interest in resuming military-to-military ties with Washington. In contrast to 

                                                 
4 Interview with a CSIS-based International Relations expert, Jakarta, February 8, 2005  
5 Interview with a journalist and chief editor of a Jakarta-based national newspaper, Jakarta, 
February 15, 2005 



the anti-American rallies and frequent public proclamations of Indonesian leaders 

against the U.S. unilateralist policies, Jakarta has concurrently enabled the U.S. navy 

limited access to maintenance facilities in Surabaya and actively encourages the 

American participation in the ARF and its engagement in the regional security 

arrangements.6 As an Indonesian leader aptly puts it, “whatever happens to U.S. policies 

toward Indonesia, there is always this willingness on the part of the Indonesian elite to 

restore and improve the relations with the U.S.”7 

 
How can we explain this ambivalent and quite contradictory attitude to the 

United States? Moreover, what are the elite’s perceptions of America that lie beneath the 

somewhat conflicting and inconsistent Indonesian leaders’ public rhetoric and policies 

towards the U.S.? As was suggested at the beginning of this chapter, in general, the 

Indonesian elite believe that in the future the archipelagic nation will increasingly have to 

‘row between two reefs’, meaning the United States and China. Many leaders have 

pointedly used the Indonesian term ‘mendayung antara dua karang’ referring to the first 

Indonesian Vice-President Hatta’s who originally made a use of the expression to subtly 

describe the delicate state of the bi-polar Cold War era international relations.8  

 

This research paper suggests that we can better understand the dynamics of 

the contemporary Indonesian foreign policy exactly in the context of the ‘row between 

two reefs’ view. Moreover, the following analysis puts forward the argument that we can 

comprehend the threat perceptions held towards a particular state actor only in the 

context of the elite’s worldview and their long-term threat assessment. The following 

inquiry will demonstrate that the elite’s seemingly ambivalent attitude towards the United 

States becomes more coherent and comprehensible only if we analyze their threat 

assessment of the U.S. vis-à-vis their threat assessment of other state actors, namely 

China.  

 

 

III. The Elite’s Perception of the United States 

                                                 
6 Interview with a CSIS-based International Relations expert, Jakarta, February 8, 2005 
7 Ibid., Jakarta, February 8, 2005 
8 Hatta, Muhammad Mendayung Antara Dua Karang, NV Bulan Bintang, Jakarta, 1988 



“Love-hate, ambivalent, distorted and the stubborn clinging on to views that 

are wrong” – such are the Indonesian perceptions of the West, as characterized by the 

country’s well-known writer and feminist Julia I. Suryakusuma.9 The perceptions of the 

West in general vary from some very positive to those very negative ones. Although we 

can perhaps question the accuracy of some of the above adjectives used in her article, 

the series of interviews with the Indonesian elite has clearly substantiated 

Suryakusuma’s claim that “it is the U.S. that Indonesia is obsessed with, both positively 

and negatively.”10 

 

In fact, out of all countries that we consider to be part of the Western 

civilization, the United States has been by far the most prominent in the respondents’ 

minds. Apart from Japan, whose Western credentials tend to be somewhat contentious, 

Australia was the only other Western state that figured significantly in the discussions 

with the Indonesian foreign policy elite. In other words, the mostly open-ended questions 

did not lead the interviewed Indonesian leaders to pinpoint any of the European powers, 

or for that matter the EU as a whole, as a serious concern for their nation’s security. 

 

The Indonesians’ view of the United States underwent a major shift in the first 

five years of the new millennium. While 75 percent of them had a favorable opinion of 

the U.S. in 2000, three years later 83 percent of Indonesian population held an 

unfavorable view of that country.11 Although the precise extent of anti-American 

sentiments among the Indonesian elite was not known prior to the author’s field research 

in the country, a recent survey among aspirants for diplomatic career with the 

Indonesian Department of Foreign Affairs (DEPLU) is telling. Of the 6000 aspirants, 

about 95% held sentiments against its southern neighbor Australia, which is widely 

associated with the United States as one of its closest and most faithful allies.12 

 

                                                 
9 Suryakusuma, Julia I. ‘A Marriage of Inconvenience: Indonesian Perceptions of the West’ in 
Sex, Power and Nation: An Anthology of Writings 1979-2003, Metafor Publishing, Jakarta, 2004, 
p. 53 
10 Ibid., Suryakusuma, Julia I., 2004, p. 65 
11 Data based on a poll of more than 15,000 people in 20 countries conducted in May 2003 by the 
non-partisan Pew Research Centre, the United States; the poll’s results published in Bortin, Meg 
‘Polls Show U.S. Isolation: In War’s Wake, Hostility and Mistrust’ in International Herald Tribune, 
June 3, 2003 
12 Based on the data published in Daley, Paul ‘Breach of Trust’ in The Bulletin., April 20, 2004, 
pp. 36-37 



The question that naturally arises is what has prompted such a dramatic shift 

in the Indonesian leaders’ perceptions of the United States? To what extent do these 

numbers reflect the Indonesian elite’s current threat perceptions of Washington’s 

policies? Does this presently exceedingly negative image of America run deep and is it a 

long-term affair; or are the anti-American sentiments rather superficial, issue-based and 

temporary occurrence? 

 

 

 

IV. The United States: The Change of Foreign Policy Doctrine  
During the early 1990s, the U.S. foreign policy underwent a major change. In 

the wake of the collapse of the former Soviet-led communist bloc and the end of Cold 

War in the 1989-1990 period, the foreign policy of containing communist threat became 

largely irrelevant and defunct. In the early 1990s, policymakers in Washington judged 

that the America’s interests would now be best served by spreading democracy and 

human rights around the world and, henceforth, “this neo-conservative incarnation of 

U.S. policy has been reflected in ongoing democracy promotion programs.”13 The new 

American foreign policy doctrine has taken on a moral dimension. 

 

In the context of the changed American strategic priorities, Indonesia’s 

relationship with the United States throughout the 1990s became increasingly 

complicated. Up until the collapse of the New Order in 1998, Suharto’s regime was 

increasingly irritated by the mounting criticism by the U.S. President Clinton’s 

administration about the lack of democracy in Indonesia, Jakarta’s human right abuses 

and of its heavy-handed treatment of East Timor. Here, we should note the fact that 

Asian elites have traditionally been inclined to display sympathies to the U.S. 

Republican-led administrations. Moreover, as Chanda explains, “add to that the 

protectionist reputation of the Democrats and the youthful president’s (Clinton – author’s 

remark) exuberant denunciation of dictators ‘from Baghdad to Beijing,’ and it is easy to 

see why many in Asia saw Clinton’s election as a recipe for trouble.”14 In this context, 
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under Suharto’s leadership in the last years of the authoritarian New Order regime, the 

Indonesian elite’s perceptions were marked by a growing distrust of America’s 

intentions. 

 

Present Indonesian leaders are generally unanimous in the view about the 

dramatically changed geopolitical significance of the archipelagic nation for Washington. 

Whereas during the Cold War years Indonesia was seen like a ‘pretty maiden’ and as 

such was courted by the U.S. because of its importance as a ‘bulwark’ against the 

communist menace, after 1990 America did not see any more need to cultivate its 

friendship with Indonesia. A former Minister of Foreign Affairs during the New Order 

regime explains that “Indonesia was seen as a force to stop communism. That’s why 

America was approaching us, the West was approaching us. America allowed a non-

democratic, sometimes a brutal regime to be there … we were a friend of the United 

States, especially Suharto. You can imagine that he had good credentials in the U.S. 

because he was so anti-Communist.” With the cessation of the Cold War, however, 

Indonesia is seen less “like ’a pretty maiden’. … Suddenly, Indonesia was seen from 

their point of view as, you know, we were bad.  Our position … has changed.”15 

 

As to the intensifying U.S. pressure for the Suharto’s regime to democratize 

the country’s political system, present Indonesian leaders generally credit especially 

Clinton administration with facilitating the relatively peaceful transition towards a more 

democratic Indonesia. Here, we should note the difference between the Suharto 

government’s inauspicious impressions of the Clinton’s Democratic administration and 

the relatively positive view of the then Clinton’s policies which is largely shared by the 

present elite. In their view, the democratic transition occurred because the internal 

demand had been fuelled by external pressure. Under Suharto’s leadership, any 

demand for democratic reform within Indonesian society would have been fruitless in 

absence of external pressures particularly from the Western states. In the context of the 

Cold War, Western leaders were more concerned about fighting against the communist 

threat than promoting democracy. “There was no ready spectator, no ready market, and 

no external assistance for civil society groups in Indonesia… [The Indonesian NGOs] 
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could not get the mainstream political decision makers in Washington or London or 

Canberra to pay attention to that.”16 

 

With the Cold War over, Washington’s pressure gradually intensified 

throughout the 1990s and culminated with the U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine 

Albright calling on President Suharto that “now he has the opportunity for an historic act 

of statesmanship – one that will preserve his legacy as a man who not only led his 

country, but who provided for its democratic transition.”17 Albright’s statement is 

perceived positively by many within the elite as the ultimate stimulus for Suharto to step 

down. At the same time, however, in the eyes of many present leaders, this reality 

highlights just how immense influence and all-pervading power the United States wield 

in contemporary international relations. As we will see in the following inquiry, this 

ambivalent view of America constitute a distinctive attribute of the Indonesian elite’s 

worldview.   

 

 

V. “No Free Lunch” with Washington 
 As has been emphasized in the introduction to this analysis, the series of 

interviews with Indonesian leaders has clearly confirmed that the elite’s contemporary 

view of the United States is very inauspicious. In fact, at present the U.S. is generally 

viewed as a threatening power, whereby perhaps the greatest danger for the Indonesian 

national security stems from Washington’s ability to interfere deep inside the country’s 

political, economic, social and cultural sphere and hence considerably limit Indonesia’s 

space for maneuvering in the international arena. “They (the U.S. – author’s remark) are 

in the position; they have the power to do so. … The U.S. … has the greatest capacity to 

limit not only Indonesia but [all] developing countries,” points out a highly respected 

Indonesian diplomat and the country’s former Minister of Foreign Affairs.18 

 

This view, which is shared by most members of the elite, was substantiated 

during the Indonesian economic crisis in the late 1990s when Washington was perceived 
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as exploiting Indonesia’s weakness. The Asian financial crisis began in July 1997 when 

the Thai baht plummeted with the Indonesian rupiah being hit soon after. The severe 

depression of the Indonesian economy, which produced social tensions including rioting, 

looting and arson, along with killing of students and ordinary citizens on the streets of 

Jakarta, marked a slow collapse of Suharto’s 32-year authoritarian rule over the 

archipelagic nation. It is clearly beyond the scope of this research paper to discuss in 

detail the long-drawn-out negotiations between the U.S. and International Monetary 

Fund (IMF), on the one side, and Suharto’s government, on the other, over the IMF-led 

rescue plan for the embattled Indonesian economy. What is exceedingly important, 

however, is to look at how the images of Washington’s role in forcing Jakarta to accept 

the IMF’s bailout contribute to the Indonesian elite’s present negative perception of the 

United States. 

 

Besides recognizing Washington’s pressure on President Suharto to follow 

the IMF-prescribed rescue plan, one particular image remains deep-entrenched in the 

Indonesian elite’s minds. It is the almost legendary photograph of the scene in which 

President Suharto is affixing his signature on a yet another letter of intent with the IMF, 

while the institution’s managing director Michael Camdessus is standing over him, arms 

folded across his chest and with a school-master’s expression in his face overseeing his 

‘pupil’ completing his complicated assignment. It is exactly this image that has come for 

many in the Indonesian elite to be seen as a symbol of an excessively powerful 

superpower dictating terms to the fragile and feeble Indonesian government. The U.S., 

in the disguise of a reputable international institution, such as IMF, comes officially to 

help Indonesia but in reality it wants to exploit the developing nation. In reference to the 

United States’ policies towards his country, a young Indonesian career diplomat points 

out that “there is no free lunch today.”19 

 

Indonesian elite is inclined to view the U.S. policies at the time of the 1997 

financial meltdown as a deliberate attempt to make their nation dependent on the IMF. 

With the demise of the Soviet Union, Washington’s standard shifted from anti-

communism to democracy. “That can be interpreted that the U.S. [was] now fed up with 

Suharto. He was a good boy in the past but now there is a change of values,” explains a 
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retired Indonesian general and a graduate from a prestigious American university whose 

overseas studies were funded by a U.S.-funded program designed to create a 

‘modernizing elite’ for Indonesia.20 In the same breath, he brings up an argument shared 

by many across the whole spectrum of the foreign policy elite: “Because it was not easy 

to create change through a political push, a theory came that it can be pushed through 

international economic, financial pressures through the IMF.”21 There is a widespread 

sense among the elite that the Western countries, in general, and the “calculating” 

United States, in particular, “cheat on us” by using institutions such as the IMF as a 

proxy to exert influence over Indonesia.22 

 

The above analysis has examined the reasons for the rise of the Indonesian 

elite’s deep suspicion of Washington’s global actions and its ability to interfere in 

Indonesia’s internal affairs. In the following discussion, we will analyze the correlation 

between the presently record-high level of threat assessment of the United States and 

Washington’s policies under the current Bush administration. Initially, it should be noted 

that, generally, Jakarta’s political elite is not apprehensive of a traditional military threat 

to the Indonesian state. The interviews with Indonesian leaders rather indicate a concern 

about the implications of the U.S. unilateralist actions and foreign policy generally for the 

domestic political scene and wider society in Indonesia. To this end, we can find a 

corresponding view in other parts of the world. For instance, as to the recent surge of the 

anti-American sentiments in Europe, Walt argues that “Europeans may not worry that 

the United States is going to attack them, but they do worry that this country will take 

actions that might threaten their interests, either deliberately or inadvertently.”23 

 

 

VI. The ‘George W. Bush’ Phenomenon 
The research project in Indonesia has revealed that, at present, the elite’s 

exceedingly inauspicious and threatening perceptions of the United States can be 
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ascribed to their negative impressions of the current U.S. President and his 

administration’s policies. In fact, when trying to describe the sources of their negative 

attitude of the United States, a great majority of Indonesian leaders have referred to 

what can reasonably be called a ‘President George W. Bush’ phenomenon. The 

American President is frequently characterized as somebody who “worries many people 

here in Indonesia” and that “because of Bush … we are very sensitive to the U.S.” One 

leader even argues that “China seems to me to have a much matured government than 

the George Bush’s one.”24 

 

The last statement reflects the interesting inclination by some Indonesian 

leaders to compare their perceptions of the United States and China and their respective 

governments’ foreign policies. We can see this attitude in the light of the prevalent sense 

among the elite that, in the future, Indonesia will increasingly have to ‘row between two 

reefs’ – meaning the United States and China. To this end, one leader aptly 

characterized the majority’s view that “[the] Indonesians are nervous. … Never in the 

history of Indonesia are we in such a situation like now in which America is [so 

unpopular]. It is understandable if you got strong impression … that America is seen by 

Indonesians now … as a threat.” Then, in the same breath, he spontaneously put 

America into contrast with China by pointing out that  

slowly China is perceived as a country which is modernizing itself, is not a threat 
because following Deng Xiaoping’s policy developing the economy of China and 
the debacle of the Soviet Union, Communism is not slowly seen as a threat. 
Now, suddenly 9/11 occurred, followed by pre-emptive doctrine of Bush. From 
that time on until today … many Indonesians [including] the elite … are very 
aware … that America is a threat.”25 

   

During the interviews, the Indonesian leaders voiced their overwhelming 

preference for a multi-polar international system. In contrast to the present U.S.-

dominated unilateral or uni-multipolar system, they believe that a multi-polar system can 

provide Indonesia with more security and more space for maneuvering in the 

international arena. It needs to be seen in this context that the Indonesian elite are 

inclined to compare Washington’s and Beijing’s attitudes towards multilateralism. The 

leaders view much more positively China’s policies in about the last decade that 
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emphasize multilateral security and economic cooperation as opposed to “the United 

States [which] has showed that it does not pay attention to multilateralism, unlike 

Clinton. Bush [has made America] more unilateral…”26  

 

Many Indonesian leaders have spontaneously raised the question as to 

whether America under the Bush’s leadership still sustains its image as a benevolent 

superpower. Will America be using its persuasive power, or its ‘soft power’, or will it be a 

harsh power to subdue the world according to what the U.S. government thinks is ‘right’? 

Expressing the prevalent view among the elite, one leader responded to the above 

question by arguing that “Bush worries many people here in Indonesia … because he 

seems to be the second type. He does not use his ‘soft power’ anymore … He tells the 

world what he wants and he doesn’t want.”27 To this end, Indonesian leaders like to 

present many ‘pieces of evidence’ to support this argument – starting with the U.S. 

rejection of the Kyoto Agreement, International Criminal Court, to the President Bush’s 

proclamation of the War on Terrorism in September 2001. Perhaps reflecting the general 

mode of thinking about the present U.S. administration, the Indonesian paraphrased 

version of Bush’s now famous statement goes “If you are not for me, you are against 

me”.28 

 

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that the present Indonesian elite 

are not generally concerned about a direct military invasion by the United States. As a 

matter of fact, no more than five leaders out of 45 interviewed admitted the possibility of 

an U.S.-launched military attack towards Indonesia. And this view needs to be clearly 

seen in light of the Bush administration’s military invasions in Afghanistan in 2001 and 

Iraq in 2003.  To this end, a former high-ranking military officer explains that  

based on the precedence of the U.S. [policies in Iraq], there were strong rumors 
… that if Indonesia was not able to launch strong responses against those 
terrorists, which the U.S. had intelligence that they were in Indonesia, then the 
U.S. could carry out military operations against Indonesia. There were strong 
rumors of that. And because of the precedence … it was considered very 
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seriously … and the U.S. assured they will carry out [the military operations 
against Indonesia], and go after those terrorists.29 

 

Another leader confirms the view that the Bush administration’s military invasions in 

Afghanistan generated a strong concern among the Indonesian elite about the growing 

prominence of the ‘traditional [military] threat’ to the nation. This perception was shared 

“not only among the Indonesian military establishment but also among the wider 

public.”30 

 

Nevertheless, the field research project shows that the contemporary 

Indonesian leaders are principally concerned about non-conventional, non-traditional 

threats to the country’s national security. With regards to the United States, generally, 

the elite do not view the U.S. as a threat to the Indonesian state in the traditional, military 

terms. The series of interviews rather highlights the relatively high degree to which the 

Indonesian leaders are alarmed by the real and potential implications of the U.S. 

unilateral actions and the President Bush’s ‘pre-emptive strike’ doctrine for the domestic 

political scene and wider society in Indonesia. To this end, a senior diplomat at DEPLU 

expressed the opinion shared by the great majority of the elite that “the implications of 

the U.S. unilateral actions … negatively affect how countries interact with each other.” 

This statement is immediately followed by a spontaneous assessment that “the U.S. 

unilateralism is much more dangerous than the ‘China threat’.”31 

 

Also a former Indonesian president is not worried about a military threat 

posed by the United States, though he does not fail to acknowledge that the U.S. military 

is by far the world’s most potent and powerful. In his view, “it is more about how to 

maintain our own sovereignty...” He recollects that, in 2002, the Indonesian government 

gave a permit to the U.S. to send an aircraft carrier to pass through the Java Sea. Later, 

however, the carrier sent M18 Hornet military aircraft into the air space of Indonesia, an 

act, which was protested by the Jakarta government. Likewise, under the President 

Abdurrahman Wahid’s leadership, Indonesia protested against what was considered as 

an illegal intrusion into Indonesian territory when two American war ships together with 

smaller vessels from the Singaporean navy trained there. Yet, according to the former 
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president, the United States is much more likely to challenge Indonesia’s sovereignty 

‘culturally’. This “cultural threat” challenges Indonesia’s sovereignty “by means of the 

American way of life, which is materialistic, [and] is so different from our [way of life], 

which is not based on materialism. … It’s a normal feeling of ‘domination’ that the 

materialistic side of the West is more dominant than our traditional ‘culture’. [But] I think 

that we will be able to balance that in the future.”32 

 

Some leaders tend to characterize the U.S. policies towards Indonesia as a 

“kid’s game”. But in this case they do not refer only to the Bush administration but to the 

post-Cold War era in general. The term “kid’s game”, used by a senior official from 

DEPLU, describes the kind of game when one has to get to a pole that somebody else is 

holding but the pole keeps moving away. In the U.S.-Indonesian relationship, 

Washington is the pole holder and Jakarta strives in vain to reach the pole. In other 

words, Indonesia desperately keeps trying to fulfill every wish and requirement of 

Washington but then it is not enough and other requirements come.33 Most frequently 

mentioned examples are the military-to-military relations between the two countries, as 

well as Human Rights issues pertinent to East Timor, Aceh and West Papua and lately 

the War on Terrorism. 

 

Finally, the public opinion in the post-Suharto Indonesia has certainly 

informed the elite’s perceptions and thus shaped the nation’s foreign policy. Generally, 

the state’s largely Muslim population has been increasingly distrustful of the United 

States, a tendency, which was reinforced by its deep-rooted suspicion about America’s 

long-term intentions vis-à-vis Muslim countries. In particular “the war in Iraq has widened 

the rift between the United States and the rest of the world”, whereby the surge in anti-

American sentiment was most profound in Muslim countries, led by an exceptionally 

sharp swing in rather moderate and nominally secular Turkey and Indonesia.34 The 

pressure of the public opinion has constituted a massive constraint especially on the 

President Megawati Sukarnoputri who is, as a woman and a nominal syncretic Muslim, 
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particularly “vulnerable to the charge that she lacks Islamic credentials.”35 To this end, 

Smith argues that  

the primary concern over the Iraq intervention is what it means for state 
sovereignty and the way in which U.S. global actions will play out with the wider 
masses in Indonesia, whose power, when exercised, still causes considerable 
angst for Jakarta’s political elite.36 

 

 

VII. The Paradox in the Elite’s Perceptions 
Generally, theories are abstract concepts, which order observations, or, in 

other words, establish ‘road maps’ to enable us navigating through a particular set of 

events. Moreover, theories can provide explanations of phenomena that, at the first 

glance, look rather puzzling and illogical. In this analysis of the elite’s perceptions, we 

will use a theoretical framework based on the balance of threat concept. According to 

the theory, states are inclined to balance against other states, which are perceived as 

posing the biggest threat.37 Referring to the balance of threat theory, Walt argues that  “a 

state will ally with the side it believes is least dangerous”38, whereby the degree to which 

the state feels threatened is the product of the other state’s aggregate power, its 

geographic proximity, its offensive capability and the aggressiveness of its intentions.  

 

One of the main themes that run through this study is the argument that the 

Indonesian elite’s view of the United States is fundamentally ambivalent and full of 

contradictions. On the one hand, we have seen that the United States is presently 

regarded as the main threat to Indonesia.39 In light of the argument presented in the 

balance of threat theory, how can we explain that Indonesia has not displayed a distinct 

balancing behavior in attempt to eliminate the threat posed by America?  

 

Further accentuating this seeming paradox is a finding produced by the data 

collected during the research project on Indonesian elite’s perceptions. The field study 

has revealed the Indonesian leaders’ overwhelming preference for the U.S. military 

presence, as opposed to the Chinese or other states’ military presence, in Southeast 
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Asia. While as many as 70% of the leaders would prefer a continued U.S. military 

predominance, only about 12% of them would be comfortable to see the Chinese navy 

supplanting the U.S. navy in the South-China Sea.40 Hence, in spite of the comparatively 

high degree of negative perceptions towards the U.S., the Indonesian elite have 

concurrently displayed a relatively great level of trust in America. 

 

 

VIII. Perceptions of the U.S. in a Broader Context 
At the beginning of this research paper I suggested that any particular belief 

or perception is relevant only when viewed in a broader context, as a part of a bigger 

picture. The idea suggested here is that a single perception, or belief in a conspiracy 

theory against another state actor, when isolated from the elite’s broader worldview, 

lacks the necessary explanatory power. Consequently, the Indonesian elite’s threat 

assessment of the United States needs to be seen vis-à-vis the threat assessment of 

other countries. 

 

Moreover, as the first Indonesian president Sukarno liked to point out, 

“international relations are human relations.”41 And since not states make and implement 

foreign policies, but governments through their leaders and elites do, the degree of 

elite’s consensus about a threat substantially determines what foreign policy tools will be 

employed to meet a particular threat. Schweller even argues that “elite consensus [about 

the nature of the threat] is the most necessary of necessary causes of balancing 

behavior.”42 Furthermore, we need to ask “if there are multiple threats, do the elites 

agree on their rankings of external threats from most to least dangerous to the state’s 

survival and vital interests?”43 And, finally, it is crucial to establish to what extent and 

how the leaders’ strategic, long-term threat assessment influences their perceptions of 

the present threats.   
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To this end, I argue that the Indonesian leaders’ seeming ambivalence in 

their attitude towards the United States is to a large degree caused by a relatively low 

degree of consensus among the elite. In particular, it is given by the significant disparity 

between the elite’s present and future, long-term threat assessment. As has been 

mentioned earlier, Indonesian leaders generally believe that in the future the island 

nation will increasingly have to maneuver between the United States and China who will 

vigorously complete for their influence in the region. In this context, the research project 

produced another important finding: while at present the elite consider the U.S. as the 

main security concern, at the same time the leaders believe that in twenty years and 

beyond China will be the most serious security threat to Indonesia. More precisely, at 

present, 26 leaders consider the U.S. and 12 of them China as the major threat to 

Indonesia. Conversely, 22 leaders have identified China and 10 of them the U.S. as the 

main security threat to their nation within the next about 15 to 30 years.44 

 

 

IX. The Uncertainty of the Rise of China 
China’s growing economic, military and diplomatic muscles have given rise to 

new security concerns among the Indonesian foreign policy elite. In 1979, China’s newly 

empowered party boss, Deng Xiaoping, had urged that the Communist regime pursue 

economic development and modernization. The ideology as a factor in China’s foreign 

relations has been largely discarded and the country’s economy has grown ever since 

1979 at an amazing average annual rate of 9 percent. The 25 year-long uninterrupted 

economic growth has been gradually translated into China’s augmented power 

projection capabilities and expanded economic and political influence. One unknown 

factor is what trajectory the rising might of China will follow. In the words of a French 

scholar, “the [vexing] question is not whether China is rising, but whether the rise will be 

peaceful.”45 

 

In this context, the Indonesian elite’s long-term threat assessment reveals 

their apprehension of China as a future superpower with hegemonic intentions. As a 

matter of fact, “China is not a sleeping giant, China is an awakening giant,” as one 
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leader expressed the widespread view that already now Beijing’s growing influence has 

to be taken very seriously.46 It follows that the United States’ military presence in the 

region is seen as an essential element in the future regional security arrangements 

because “if China has bad intentions in the future, what power can prevent China from 

becoming a threat?”47 The overwhelming majority of the leaders admit that they view the 

U.S. as “the last guarantee”48 or also as “an indirect psychological insurance for the 

stability of the region”.49 Here, it needs to be emphasized that this perception runs 

across religious lines; in other words, it is shared by a majority of both non-Muslim and 

Muslim members of the foreign policy elite, including those who are publicly known for 

their strong, critical anti-American pronouncements.  

 

To this end, perhaps the most surprising and instructive for the author was an 

interview with a Muslim party leader who has in the past frequently criticized 

Washington’s policies towards Indonesia and other Muslim countries. In sharp contrast 

to his public image, in private, he asserted that his real main concern is much more 

about the possible future implications of the rising China to Indonesia. “I can predict that 

in ten years from now, China will become a real competitor to Washington.” He is 

concerned that the United States is now pursuing the war on terrorism and spending its 

energy in Iraq and other places while the main challenge to Washington will in the future 

come from China. He characterized the present Chinese government as an 

overconfident ‘suhu’, or the top leader in kung-fu; he is watching from distance the U.S., 

or the ‘drunken suhu’, fighting many wars, while consolidating himself and his position. 

This prominent Muslim leader believes that Washington should focus its attention on the 

region of Southeast and East Asia, the place of the most likely future military conflict 

among major powers. Hence, the U.S. should stay engaged in places such as Taiwan 

and South Korea to deter any possible Chinese military attack because, as he points out 

in reference to the 13th century attempt by the army from the ‘Middle Kingdom’ to invade 

Java, “history repeats itself.”50  
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X. Conclusion: ‘Rowing Between Two Reefs’  
    We have seen that, at present, the Indonesian elite view the United States 

as the main threat to Indonesian sovereignty. However, the sensitivity of the Indonesian 

elite towards the U.S. appears to be rather very superficial and issue-based. As one 

leader points out, “the problem with the U.S. is basically it is always up and down. … It 

depends on certain issues basically, but it is not reflecting the whole dimension of the 

relationship. Now, not only Indonesia but also many countries are sensitive to the U.S. 

mainly because of Bush.”51 Otherwise, in the almost six-decade-long history of the 

Indonesia-U.S. relationship, today’s superpower has generally been considered by a 

substantial section of the elite as benevolent and friendly power without any territorial 

design.  As one leader noted, “the U.S. should be on tap, not on top,” which means that 

America’s policy should not be to dominate Indonesia and the region but be around 

every time Indonesia needs it.52 

 

By contrast, the perceptions of China tend to be much more deep-rooted 

owing to the long history of mutual interaction and also China’s geographic proximity.53 

The Indonesian elite are very much concerned about the prospect of facing a giant with 

hegemonic intentions at its doorstep. This is why, as one Indonesian leader emphasized, 

“for Indonesia the most important thing now is to anticipate.”54 It is in this context that we 

have to see the elite’s ambivalent attitude towards the United States. Mainly owing to the 

perceived uncertainty regarding the rise of China, Indonesian elite actually tacitly 

believes that “there is a need for the United States to stay engaged in the security 

arrangement in the region. But publicly we never say it!”55 

 

This is also why, in practical terms, the Indonesian foreign policy follows a 

two-pronged approach. While seeking a closer engagement with Beijing to mainly 

benefit from China’s fast economic growth, Jakarta concurrently ‘balances’ China’s 

                                                 
51 Interview with an Indonesian International Relations expert and academic affiliated with the 
CSIS, Jakarta, February 21, 2005 
52 Interview with an Indonesian leader and academic affiliated with LIPI, Jakarta, February 14, 
2005 
53 More detailed analysis about the role of ‘geographic proximity’ in shaping the Indonesian elite’s 
threat perceptions will be published in the author’s PhD thesis titled Indonesian Foreign Policy 
Elite: a Quest for the Balance of Threats, due to be completed in the late 2006   
54 Interview with an Indonesian International Relations expert and academic affiliated with the 
CSIS, Jakarta, February 21, 2005 
55 Interview with a CSIS-based International Relations expert, Jakarta, February 8, 2005 



growing clout by tacitly backing the U.S. military presence in the region, endorsing the 

ARF security framework, and encouraging other powers, namely Japan and India, to 

greater involvement in regional affairs. Indonesian elite is also anxious to prevent China 

from dominating the emerging East Asian Community. This was manifested recently in 

Indonesia’s determined push for the inclusion of India and Australia into the emerging 

structures of EAC. 

 

Finally, in the future, Indonesia, as much as other regional states, is very 

unlikely to accept a predominance or hegemony of either China or the United States. 

Instead, we can expect a continuous equidistant maneuvering between the two powers 

that will enable Indonesia to maintain a desirable and delicate U.S.-Sino regional 

balance. 
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                                                      Abstract 

 
     Pierre’s Bakery opened in August, 1999, in Red Lake Falls, Minnesota.  Originally, 
the bakery was a little factory, following the industrial model of production.  The 
owner/operators, a French professor and myself, hired a staff of 11 to bake, deliver, and 
sell bread and pastries to schools, restaurants, a casino, and our walk-in customers.  
Within two years, the bakery’s very success had induced a “Wallmart effect,” whereby 
larger companies offering lower prices and larger volumes changed the structure of the 
bakery.  The factory is now a shop, coded along speciality lines featuring artisanal breads 
and pastries plus occasional cultural events for students in our university classes.  More 
interestingly, the bakery serves a a site for food and conversation very consciously 
designed to transform the politics and foodways our our community.   
      The methodology for this paper is semiotic rather than narrative.  Semiotics allows 
me to explore the cultural practices, rituals, and communal preferences within the 
economic choices people make, or are constrained to make.  As a spatial conceptual tool, 
semiotics will help illuminate the spaces the bakery inhabits and the transformative 
possibilities our bakery offers the social life of our town.  The bakery serves as an 
alternative site, a gathering place distinctly different from the churches, schools, and bars 
in our town.  In both symbolic and material, our bakery stands as both temptation and 
reprimand, a confessional space with a communal agenda.  As Borges would have it, 
Pierre’s Bakery offers our town a kind of “impossible cartography,” where the rules of  
recognition  and propriety keep changing, depending upon which material and/or 
symbolic forms of merchandise get named and circulated, and for what reasons. 
      This paper will be accompanied by slides. 
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Mirror Exclusions:  Bad Blood or Bad Attitudes in Bram Stoker’s Dracula? 

Tessa M. Oberg 

In a paper discussing Bram Stoker’s Dracula and his use of the doppelgänger 

figure, I will delineate the novel as exegesis itself, an inverted criticism not only of the 

racial, sexual, or classist ideologies found within its narrative bounds, but of the outside 

society it portrays.   

Out of the gay 1890s – the decade on the cusp, the decade that still felt the weight 

of Victorianism, but shivered with the tremors of a nascent Modernism – crept a 

scurrilous gang of shadow selves; out of this fin de siécle anxiety slunk Mr. Hyde in 

1886, leading the pack; Dorian Gray in 1891; and finally, Dracula in 1897.  Invented to 

purge their creator of his taboo desires, to embody and thus contain his unacceptable 

traits (particularly the characteristics of “inferior” race, class, or sexuality), the excision 

of these de-formed “others” was intended to allow the creator to exist as a whole, 

undivided by such dark propensities.  What makes Stoker’s Dracula different, however, is 

that rather than concealing, he systematically reveals his creator as the interloper within 

the social group.  By mirroring the undesirable’s actions with his own exploits, Dracula 

proves Jonathan Harker’s disbelonging, and by extension, proves his own otherness to 

stem not from any essential vice – or bad blood – but from the vampire hunters’ own 

prejudiced attitudes.   

Stoker establishes the doubling of Dracula and Jonathan in a crucial set of 

analogous mirror (and mirrored) moments: while Dracula “make in the mirror no 

reflect”1, Jonathan reflects no self in society.  We are largely aware of the scene in which 

Dracula sneaks up behind Jonathan, making no image in his prisoner’s shaving mirror; 
                                                 
1 Stoker, Bram.  Dracula.  New York: Signet, 1992.  p. 245 
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not so familiar, and never written about, to the best of my knowledge, is the scene in 

which Jonathan disappears from society.  When the other male vampire hunters plan a 

visit to Renfield, Dracula’s human accomplice, Jonathan asks if he may accompany them; 

indeed, his journal entry directly following the visit confirms his presence: “We were, I 

think, all a little upset by the scene with Mr. Renfield” (254).  The man makes “no 

reflect,” however, in the actual visit.  While Renfield addresses each man specifically by 

his social status – from Van Helsing’s medical accomplishments to Lord Godalming’s 

title – he fails completely to acknowledge, or even notice, Jonathan.  Jonathan moves as 

the social vampire within the group. 

Each successive socially deviant parallel shared by Dracula and Jonathan spirals 

out from these mirrored moments: the vampires – the monster and the undesirable – 

penetrate and pass in London society simultaneously, as Dracula arrives in town and 

Jonathan scales the company ladder on the same day; each pay off the servant class to 

facilitate their own movement within society and pretend to a higher status; each 

demonstrate fleeting queer longings, appropriately for one another; and finally, each are 

“wed” in Mina, united by the most intimate degree of marriage, sexuality, and blood. 

It is not until Jonathan and the vampire hunters utilize this connection to the 

Count in Mina that they may ultimately kill him, signaling not merely the defeat of 

Dracula, but their own acceptance of the doppelgänger, and the social interloper within 

their group.  Indicative of the group’s – and the larger community’s? – cohesiveness is 

the birth of little Quincey to Jonathan and Mina.  Not only do the couple feel that 

Quincey embodies all of their band of hunters, including his American namesake, but in 

his veins would flow “bad blood,” as each of his parents had been vamped.  Existing as a 
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symbol of the group’s ultimate acceptance of racial, sexual, and class otherness, Quincey 

signifies his father’s acceptance by extension, and Jonathan’s final ability to lay to rest 

the monstrous other upon whom he had projected all of his undesirable social qualities.   
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My first impression of the house is that it is strikingly similar to all other 

dilapidated, peeling-paint bedecked, college homes surrounded by uncut lawns.  Though 

most of the haphazard string lights have disappeared and the orange plastic fencing has 

been removed since my first visit—I attended a party at the house—the musty green 

couches hulking in the far corner of a porch riddled with rot—complete with a lounging 

couple, Noelle and her boyfriend—and the scattered beer cans still exude “college 

lifestyle.”  The stairs whine as I ascend them, and the sagging porch gives under my feet.  

I say hello to Noelle, and knock on the screen door.  Anne and Taylor wave me in from 

their seats on the couch and an overstuffed chair.  A warm, sweet smell mingles with the 

soft yellow lighting: Anne is baking rice krispy treats.  All of the furniture has been 

pushed back into place since the party, and the two couches and one chair are arranged in 

a “U” around the television, which nestles in a wooden entertainment center that 

completely obscures the fireplace behind it.  Red fabric—cut jaggedly at the edges—

covers the couches, and a red-and-white candy-striped cover adorns the chair.  A vase of 

flowers and a spice-scented candle rest on the mantle that hovers above the television, 

and Halloween decorations appear here and there: pumpkins and a large paper skeleton in 

the living room, a fall-themed welcome mat in front of the kitchen sink.  Tonight, Anne, 

Taylor, and Chloe will be carving pumpkins while watching episodes of Sex and the City, 
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while Noelle and her boyfriend go out to dinner and Kalen remains in his room, busy 

with an architecture assignment.   

These four women—Taylor, Chloe, Anne, and Noelle—and this one man—

Kalen—make up a home that is untraditional, even for college students.  It is not typical 

for unmarried men and women of this age to cohabit, especially in this one-to-four ratio, 

and even these subjects are unsure of exactly how the arrangement came to be: “Oh wow, 

I don’t really know [how just one guy came to be involved in the house],” Taylor 

exclaims.1  Kalen, however, seemed to have a clearer motive when deciding to live with 

four women: “I lived with guys from high school for the first two years [of college], and I 

did not want to do that this year, and the rest of my close friends were going to France.”  

While this arrangement may be atypical, the subjects’ own preconceptions and their 

family and friends’ reactions are standard.  Taylor laughs that Kalen is “just as messy as I 

thought he would be,” while Kalen confides that his male friends “thought it was strange 

that [he] wasn’t living with guys.”  He leans closer and drops his voice when explaining 

why they thought it “strange”:  “I don’t know if they thought it was 

somewhat…gay…that I was living with girls.”  His female friends, however, responded 

differently: “They thought it was great!  They thought I was a pimp because of it!”   

Taylor’s father lends to this stereotype, as the father who is very protective of his 

daughter’s sexuality: Taylor’s father did not know that his daughter was living with a 

man until he came to visit on Dad’s Weekend.  “Actually…my dad just found out last 

weekend,” Taylor laughs, “He’s totally the Italian father.  So I wasn’t going to tell him 

while we were house-shopping, or before we signed the lease.  And then I guess I never 

                                                 
1 All subjects’ comments are taken from the September 25, 2003 interviews unless otherwise noted in the 
text. 
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got around to telling him….because he’s from that school when you didn’t really have 

friends of the opposite sex.”  Taylor’s mother upheld an opposing, but equally traditional, 

perception of Kalen’s role in the home:  “She felt a lot safer with us having a guy living 

here,” Taylor says, “she pictures the guy living downstairs, you know, ‘Save us, Kalen.’”   

These conceptions revolve around an updated and “collegised” Madonna-Whore 

dichotomy: are the women virgins—as Taylor’s father would have them—or whores—as 

Kalen’s friends imply?  Is Kalen the “stud” of a “harem”?  Are the women helpless and 

in need of Kalen’s masculine protection, or have they effeminized him and rendered him 

“gay”?  The inhabitants themselves do not perceive themselves in any of these obliquely 

or explicitly sexual roles, yet they do define their relationships with one another within 

the limits of gender: “I think Kalen is more like a brother,” Taylor explains, “Like, I feel 

more motherly or sisterly to him.”  Kalen, too, adopts this “sibling” role; when asked how 

he feels when the women call him their “little brother,” he answers: “They’re very 

protective of me.  It makes me feel good that they’re watching out for me.”  This need for 

a gendered classification of their relations signifies that gender biases are very much at 

work in this house, albeit in a more complex, contradictory way than the above 

stereotypes express, through the vehicles of domestic duties, caretaker roles, and 

sexuality. 

These gender contradictions are not only highlighted by, but are catalyzed in part 

by the general layout and design of the house.  The four women’s rooms are all upstairs, 

and Kalen’s is the only bedroom on the first floor, intimating a design in which the 

women are sequestered in the secret reaches of the home, while Kalen stands as their 

defender on the first floor, a barrier between the women and the world outside.  
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Moreover, each of the women’s rooms are decorative and adhere to a color pattern or 

theme, while Kalen’s room is consciously minimal, nearly color-free, and more blatantly 

functional than those of his female roommates.  In The Personality of a House, 1930s 

designer Emily Post defines this difference between masculine and feminine design 

values, a distinction which resonates today, even in this untraditional home.  Post dictates 

that women’s rooms should be adorned with highly decorative, yet hardly functional, 

elements, such as pastels, lace, and delicate furniture, in order to accentuate their 

“personal becomingness,” or physical appearances (196).  More, she outlined different 

color schemes for women with different hair colors, such as the “noonday blonde,” the 

“moon blonde,” the “drab blonde,” the brunette with “white skin and blues eyes,” and the 

brunette “with dark skin and brown eyes” (Post 196-198).  Men, on the other hand, are 

explicitly not to furnish their rooms with “chairs that look easily breakable, coverings 

light and perishable in color and texture…things that go to the making of feminine 

rooms” (Post 403).  Instead, a man’s room should focus on what he does, rather than 

what he looks like, and should contain “a big desk or broad writing-table,” “books and 

special magazines,” or even the elements of a “workshop” (Post 406).  While Post’s 

direct relation of women’s rooms to their appearance and men’s to their actions may 

seem like old hat in a post-feminist world, the rooms of this house express the influence 

of the gendered thinking that inspired Post regardless. 

Chloe and Anne guide me from room to room, while Taylor remains downstairs, 

Kalen in his room, and Noelle on the porch with her boyfriend.  A large pink and purple 

wall tapestry greets me first from Chloe’s room: its size and vibrancy reverberate in the 

small space.  Red is the dominant color of Chloe’s room, and the symbol of the region 
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Basque of Bilbao, Spain is a dominant theme.  Chloe explains that this four-armed wheel 

symbolizes the region’s unique culture and represents the four tribes—or “Lau Buru”—

that settled the area, the four forces of nature—air, water, earth, and wind—and the four 

stages of life—birth, childhood, adulthood, and death [see Appendix 1].  Other artifacts 

from her stay in Spain adorn the room: a red and black poster of the “Ballet Nacional de 

España;” a photo of Chloe with a cousin of her host family, encased in a frame made by 

the cousin’s mother; and a mug with the symbol of Basque printed on it in blue ink.   

The symbol of Basque resurfaces in Anne’s bedroom—she, Chloe, and Taylor all 

studied in Spain at the same time—though her room is the opposite of Chloe’s, color-

wise.  Instead of vibrant reds and pinks, Anne’s room utilizes a combination of dark 

greens, light greens, and creams.  Her windows sport hunter green blinds with a silk lily-

of-the-valley draped over the top, while her bed—the only tidy bed in the house—is 

spread with pale green sheets and a cream blanket that was her great grandmother’s.  This 

blanket only begins to reveal the nature of Anne’s regard for her family, particularly on 

her mother’s side: over her bed is a guardian angel that her parents gave her as a birthday 

gift, along with air fare to Spain; adorning a shelf is a picture of her family—Anne is the 

oldest of three brothers and sisters—that she cites as the decorative object most definitive 

of her personality.  Moreover, home and family intersect in Anne’s case: her mother grew 

up in the house that Anne was raised in. 

Taylor, too, boasts a good relationship with her family, and also has various 

pictures of family and friends perched on a shelf and on her desk in her room.  A large 

Italian flag, however, stands out most predominately.  This flag reminds Taylor of her 

family and her ancestry, of “who she is,” particularly that she is “hot-tempered” 
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(9.21.2003).  She needs only to glance at this flag to remember: “You’re just Italian.  

Relax” (9.21.2003).  Luminous shades of green and blue also dominate the room, though 

Taylor claims that “it just came out that way” (9.21.2003).  Her bed combines these 

colors, and is also home to “Richie 1990,” a scruffy stuffed bear that her parents bought 

for her at the Macy’s in Atlanta nearly fourteen years ago, and that she still sleeps with.  

Fluffy pink slippers rest unused on the floor, and a large collection of videos nestle 

beneath a small television set, typical “chick flicks” such as “Legally Blonde,” “Center 

Stage,”  “The Wedding Planner,” “Clueless,” “Runaway Bride,” and “Save the Last 

Dance” among them.  

Like the other women, Noelle, too, has several pictures of family and friends, but 

instead of keeping these photos in a few conservative frames, she has pasted them 

haphazardly all over her walls: pictures of “good times;” her twenty-first birthday; and 

Matt, not her boyfriend, but “the man of her dreams,” whom she spotted dancing on a bar 

one night and has yet to encounter again (9.21.2003).  The most visible difference 

between all of the other inhabitants’ rooms and Noelle’s room is size: Noelle’s bedroom 

could have easily been a closet in the house’s earlier history, and is hardly half the size of 

the other rooms.  She felt that she would “not mind” this size discrepancy, however, 

because it would the first time in her college experience to have a room of her own; she 

first shared a dormitory room, and then a room in her sorority house (9.21.2003).  This 

second detail marks another major difference between Noelle and the other women: she 

is the only “sorostitute,” and she smiles when admitting that her fellow roommates “give 

[her] shit about it” (9.21.2003).  More, Noelle’s bedroom does not adhere to a color 

pattern as the other women’s do, and as Kalen’s does by lack of color; rather, a 
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Hawaiian/paradise theme unifies the room.  Her bed spread boasts palm trees and tropical 

flowers; a photo of a sparkling blue cove and bright sandy beach hangs on her wall; even 

her computer desktop image is that of a beach—all details that Noelle feels are “relaxing” 

(9.21.2003). 

Kalen’s bedroom differs vastly from the women’s rooms because of his lack of 

color and thematically-driven decorations; the women, he tells me, have blatantly said 

that his room “lacks decoration,” that it needs “more color, more light.”  But Kalen 

asserts that this lack of decoration, this minimalism, is a style.  No color dominates his 

room: even his bed is made with white sheets, tan pillows, and a tan spread.  The only 

decorations that his room features are a corkboard of pictures of friends, coworkers, and 

family; a small collection of Chicago Cubs artifacts; and a few framed pictures of 

Chicago that he himself took.  Rather than focusing on decoration, Kalen’s room is 

dictated by function.  Built into a corner of his room is a V-shaped desk, with a laptop 

computer and stereo on one side, a desktop computer on the other, and shelves of 

books—many on Frank Lloyd Wright, his favorite architect—below: the perfect work 

station.  Kalen—while consciously avoiding stereotypes, “I don’t want to say that men 

are more practical”—informs me that this focus on practicality was a deliberate decision: 

“I think I’m more functional than formal, you know what I mean?”  

Even the two bathrooms of the house—the women’s is upstairs, while Kalen’s is 

on the first floor—exhibit this distinction of style.  The women have collected different 

bathroom decorations through their years of college living, and have adorned their 

bathroom in a range of reds and oranges.  Chloe’s style exerts itself in a small porcelain 

sign that hangs on the door and reads, “El Baño;” and the group’s whimsy emerges in a 
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photo that is tacked to the doorframe: Kalen once dropped a snapshot of himself and his 

high school prom date on the floor upstairs; instead of giving it back to him, the women 

decided to tack it to the door and wait to see if he even noticed, which he did—

eventually.  Kalen’s bathroom, on the other hand, lacks what the women’s bathroom has, 

just as his bedroom lacks what his roommates’ have: color and decoration.  Completely 

sparse, excepting the essentials such as toothpaste and soap, Kalen’s bathroom gleams 

white.  His bathroom’s practicality, however, is arguable, and falls far short of the 

function of his room.  The bathroom is perhaps a third of the size of the women’s 

upstairs, so that a user must lean over the toilet in order to reach the sink, and that a male 

user must stand in the shower while urinating.  Despite its size impracticalities, though, 

Kalen’s lack of ornamentation in the bathroom suggests his dedication to a minimalist 

style. 

Kalen’s decorative philosophy not only dictates the décor of his own room and 

bathroom, but also influences his opinion of a more “common” space, the living room, 

which, because of its more “feminine” decorations, has become a space shared 

increasingly less by Kalen, and more by the women.  “I think this room bombards you 

with a feminine sense,” he says, citing the candles, the flowers, and even the color of the 

couch, which is covered in red fabric, as feminine demarcations.  Taylor, on the other 

hand, defends the women’s choice of color and decoration: “We knew we were going to 

be in this room a lot, so we wanted to be comfortable….And we knew that both guys and 

girls would be here, so we wanted to pick colors that would work for both.”  She is, 

however, aware of Kalen’s opinion: “I know Kalen thinks it’s a little feminine, though.  

We’ve heard that a lot.”  While the women may have strived for a unisexual room in 
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which both they and Kalen could be comfortable, Kalen suggests that this goal has failed.  

Interestingly, the only object in the living room that is his is a small picture of the 

women, and he admits to spending far less time in the room than the women do.  Though 

he feels that this separation, this “escape” to his room, does not affect his relationship 

with the women, he suspects that they might feel otherwise: “To them, I think it does 

[matter].  They ask me to come out here and talk to them, which I should.”  Instead, what 

generally transpires is that the women congregate in the living room, around the 

television, and Kalen occasionally rolls his desk chair to the entrance of his room and 

pokes his head into the living room when he hears something interesting in the 

conversation, or on the television program.  

Even the television and its position as the central focal point of the room—instead 

of the fireplace, which it obscures—is a point of contention between Kalen’s design sense 

and the women’s.  Taylor explains that it was the women’s choice to place the television 

stand in front of the fireplace: “The fireplace was really ugly….I don’t think it even 

works….So we covered it.  It was really dirty and gross.”   Kalen, on the other hand, 

expresses a more traditional view of the living room, and this blocking of the fireplace 

“bothers” him: “It’s the center of the home.  It’s the hearth.  And we’re blocking it!  

Well, I’m not blocking it.  The girls are blocking it.”  He claims to value architecture 

more than the women—it is his college major, after all—and finds “the fireplace more 

intriguing than the TV.”  Kalen’s disturbance of this blocking of the “center” of the home 

reveals the contemporary nature of this home—the television has replaced the hearth as a 

“family” gathering locale, becoming the new “tradition” in American homes—and 

establishes the first of many contradictions: the women use the TV in a traditional way as 
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a pseudo-hearth, while Kalen opposes the location of the TV because it challenges the 

traditional role of the hearth.  Even tonight, when the women have plans to carve 

pumpkins together, the television still acts as a vehicle through which they interact: they 

plan on watching Sex and the City while they carve, and this show will mediate much of 

the conversation and catalyze Kalen’s occasional entrance into the living room.  This 

night is no different from the other nights during which the TV has acted as a gathering 

force: the women often eat meals together in front of the television; the living room acts 

as a “briefing room,” in which the women congregate after class, work, or a weekend 

away in order to relax and “catch up” with each other; they even partake in frankly 

feminine practices in front of the television, such as painting their nails and toe nails, 

with pink polish, naturally. 

Lynn Spigel addresses this very central position of the television in the American 

home in her article, “The Suburban Home Companion: Television and the Neighborhood 

Ideal in Postwar America.”  In this way, the group’s home is more traditional than they 

may think.  For example, a 1949 article in House Beautiful suggests that “conventional 

living room groupings need to be slightly altered because televiewers look in the same 

direction and not at each other,” an arrangement illustrated by the “U” of couches around 

the television in this specific home (Spigel 198).  Furthermore, television of the 1950s 

“provided an illusion of the ideal neighborhood—the way it was supposed to be,” just as 

programs on MTV, Sex and the City, and other youth-oriented shows provide an ideal 

illusion of young, adventurous American life (Spigel 198).  Just as young suburban 

homeowners of the 1950s could form imaginary social connections with program 

characters, so does this group, as the women comment on and even directly address these 
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invented characters.  Television also facilitates real relationships, as an ad that Spigel 

focuses on depicts two couples watching TV, only interacting with each other through the 

content of the set, and I see a mirror image of this situation tonight, as the women 

communicate with each other over their pumpkins and through the medium of tonight’s 

program, Sex and the City (206).   

Later, in the privacy of his bedroom, I ask Kalen about this phenomenon.  He tells 

me that the women watch the largest amount of television, that they never like to get 

straight to work on their homework at the end of the day, and that TV provides an escape 

for them.  I decide to discuss Kalen’s assertion with one of the women, Taylor, and she 

agrees that the women do indeed watch more television, though she cites it as a social 

function, rather than an escape.  This occurrence is also interesting in conjunction with 

Spigel’s study: she notes that postwar television increased women’s social isolation by 

“reinforcing spatial hierarchies that had already defined their everyday experiences in 

patriarchal cultures” (209).  Television allowed women a glimpse into the public sphere 

without their ever having to leave their private realm: daytime programs featured public 

spaces with “the direct intention of making women feel as if they were a part of the 

outside world” (Spigel 208).  Some of these older programs, such as Shoppers’ Matinee 

and a dating program called The Continental, used a subjective camera in order to make 

the home viewer feel as if she were really there, shopping in the store, or on a date 

(Spigel 208).  Today, Kalen tells me that the girls watch the direct descendents of these 

dating shows: Blind Date, A Wedding Story, The Bachelor, Sex and the City—which 

combines dating and shopping—and more.  Though these women seem more liberated as 

students, workers, and career-minded women than their 1950s ancestors, their preference 
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of traditionally feminine television implies the complex role of the liberated 

woman/wife/mother today, as we will later see through their reaction to the situations 

presented by Sex and the City. 

Kalen’s claim that the women watch more television reveals issues of masculinity 

as well as those of traditional femininity; Spigel writes that television became a “central 

trope for the crisis of masculinity in postwar culture,” and that it was believed to 

“contaminate masculinity, to make men sick with the ‘disease’ of femininity” (212).  This 

form of “pop culture” was thought to threaten patriarchal high culture, such as visual art, 

the theater, and literature.  Moreover, this form of mass entertainment was thought to 

encourage passivity, and was represented in terms of “penetration, consumption,” and, in 

the term Kalen himself used earlier, “escape” (Spigel 212).  Also, television seemed to 

provide a means by which a wife could control her husband, by using it to lure him to 

stay home and by turning it on or off to control his “male gaze” (Spigel 214).  In this 

way, she exerted indirect control of the public sphere from her inner domestic sanctum by 

policing her husband’s movements and television viewing.  With this second aspect of 

the gender history of the television in mind, Kalen’s assertion that the women watch the 

most television appears as an attempt to bolster his own masculinity.  Even on the rare 

occasion that he takes a moment to glance at the television, he manipulates it to further 

this masculinity: as I will see later in the evening, his reactions to Sex and the City, 

particularly to one character, Charlotte, are blatantly sexual, thus his empowerment 

through this medium is on a specifically gendered basis.  

Therefore, the television both exposes gender biases and reveals the gender 

contradictions, particularly those concerning female sexuality, within the house.  As 
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Spigel notes, dating and shopping programs have historically been directed at women, 

and in this light, Kalen expresses a traditional male perception of his roommates’ 

television habits, referring to the dating shows that the women watch as “garbage.”  The 

dating/shopping program that the women watch this evening, however, expresses a more 

progressive view of relationships and women’s sexuality: HBO’s Sex and the City not 

only portrays this sexuality—at times, quite graphically—but also explores it as a source 

of empowerment, juxtaposing it with more traditional values of femininity and marriage.  

The group’s reactions to this program—particularly to Kim Cattrall’s overtly sexual 

character, Samantha, and Kristin Davis’s purposefully marriage-driven role as 

Charlotte—undermine their professed liberalism by deflating the women’s alleged 

embrace of sexuality and by reinforcing Kalen’s already-taken-for-granted male 

hormones, all within the cozily domestic activity of pumpkin carving and within the 

sphere of the “feminine” living room. 

After taking notes on the subjects’ bedrooms and garnering their opinions on the 

common space of the living room, I'm ready to “hang out” with them in that living room, 

which, as the pumpkin-carving begins, proves not to be so common, as Kalen does not 

venture out of his room, even for the prospect of carving the pumpkin—the largest of all, 

I note—that he picked out earlier that week. Taylor is in charge of this event: it is a 

family tradition to carve pumpkins every Halloween, a tradition that she has loyally 

maintained even after going away to college. Chloe and Anne join her—by this time, 

Noelle has left on yet another date—and begin by pushing the small tables in the room to 

the side so that they can spread garbage bags on the floor and begin gutting their 

pumpkins, all within comfortable sight of the television.  I cannot help myself, and leave 
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my notebook on the couch to help with the process: it becomes my job to extract the 

seeds from the orange pumpkin membranes and to put them in a separate bowl so that 

Taylor can bake them later. “350 degrees for baking the seeds?” Taylor asks us. “Sure,” 

we respond in a general chorus (10.26.2003).  Last year, she admits, she burnt them. The 

group starts out fairly conversationally, singing “The Monster Mash” and commenting on 

how they are “working up a sweat” just cutting through the pumpkins' thick skins 

(10.26.2003).  However, as the television program becomes more involved, the women 

grow quieter, and their comments and reactions begin to be directed at the program. 

On the surface, Sex and the City appears to bolster female empowerment, chiefly 

by illustrating a view of female sexuality that the women profess to encourage as well:  “I 

don’t think it really matters that we bring anyone [any men] home,” Taylor explains, 

“They cheer you on if you bring someone home….we’re not slutty.  But we’re just not 

ashamed of our…our hormonal…our sexuality!”  In this context, then, the hyperbolic 

sexual antics of Samantha are not only acceptable, but are empowering, as they restore 

women’s physicality and reclaim the sexuality that has historically been guarded and 

traded as a commodity by men.  Furthermore, the women also express their progressive 

physical potency by opposition to certain elements of the program: in one sixth season 

episode, “The Domino Effect,” Samantha injures her toe, and Taylor expresses disgust at 

this character’s expressed frailty and complaints:  “It’s just her toe?  I thought it was her 

whole fucking foot!”  Ironically, Taylor also exclaims at one point that she is “still 

shocked when they swear on the show,” despite her own occasionally vulgar language.  

While her attention to this “unladylike” behavior on the program would suggest a more 

conservative view of proper femininity, her own tendency for offensive language 
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contradicts her comment and reveals her individualism.  Finally, in the context of this 

group, Sex and the City stands as knowledge and entertainment that is passed from 

woman to woman—Taylor’s mother tapes and sends the episodes to her daughter—thus 

establishing a case-specific feminine discourse in which empowerment and 

contradictions may be created. 

While Sex and the City demonstrates the forward-thinking perception of female 

sexuality propounded by the women, it also exposes the women’s discomfort with this 

sexuality while simultaneously providing a medium by which Kalen expresses male 

sexuality.  Therefore, it paradoxically reinforces traditional gender standards within the 

house.  For example, Samantha often appears nude and shamelessly and frequently 

enjoys quite vocal, often experimental, and mostly non-monogamous sex.  The women’s 

supposed comfort with their sexuality dissolves when faced with this blatant display, and 

they become universally subdued, and even break into uneasy giggling when Samantha’s 

breasts have been on exhibit for what feels like an extended period of time (which was 

actually only a few seconds).  Kalen, on the other hand, conveys his own sexuality more 

aggressively through the vehicle of the program.  At one point, Taylor shouts: “Look, 

Charlotte’s in a bathing suit!” and Kalen rolls his desk chair over to his doorway to watch 

the scene, commenting, “She’s hot” (10.19.2003).  Anne explains that they always have 

to announce when Charlotte is naked or scantily dressed because Kalen has a “crush” on 

her.  Kalen explains that he likes Charlotte the best because she is “the classiest”: an 

irony which is not lost on me (10.19.2003).  He is attracted to Charlotte’s classy, or more 

tasteful, behavior, yet only pays attention to the show when she is most blatantly 

sexualized.  More, Kalen’s overt sexuality depends on his attraction to the character that 
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embodies the most traditional opinions of marriage and gender roles: this character 

searches for a husband, quits her high-paying job after marriage, and wants desperately to 

have children.  A character like Samantha threatens his sexuality with her own power—

“She’s too wild,” he says—but Charlotte’s sexual modesty provides an environment that 

facilitates Kalen’s aggressiveness (11.28.2003).   

Curious as to just how comfortable Kalen is with his sex drive, I take a short leave 

from pumpkin-carving to venture again into the belly of the beast: Kalen’s room.  I ask 

him if he minds my rifling through his things, and he grins and tells me that no, of course 

he does not mind; in fact, he rather likes the attention. With this, I have no problems 

making note of the stack of about fifteen condoms next to his bed, out in plain view, and I 

also have no qualms about taking one as a souvenir: a Trojan Ultra-Pleasure latex with 

spermicidal lubricant.  This reminds me of the Trojan box top that Kalen has taped to the 

refrigerator door at an earlier date because he finds the caution label humorous: 

“Spermicidal Lubricants Are Not For Rectal Use or More-Than-Once-A-Day Vaginal 

Use.”  I cannot help wondering how comfortable Kalen is purchasing these condoms, or 

if he uses the University’s offer of thirty free condoms a month. A review of his grocery 

receipts fails to enlighten me: there are no recorded purchases of condoms.  Apparently, 

he does not mix his sexual purchases with his common domestic needs of Campbell’s 

soup and gallons of milk.  I finally break down and ask him where he makes his 

purchases, and he cites a nearby Osco’s as the choice location, and “late at night, like 

after eleven” as the choice time, so that he runs less of a risk of encountering people he 

knows, revealing a touch of embarrassment, or possibly immaturity, to his otherwise 

overstated sexuality (11.28.2003). 
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I also cannot help wondering if he is putting these condoms to use, and so ask 

Kalen how “things” are progressing with Jane, a woman that he has shown recent interest 

in, but whom his "older sisters" disapprove of.  Taylor is particularly vocal about Jane, 

explaining to me that the women are “more judgmental of the girls [Kalen] brings home” 

as if “they know more,” or have “experienced more.” Jane has been becoming physically 

and emotionally involved with Kalen while still dating another man, which Taylor feels is 

“just bitchy.” Her advice for Kalen? “God, Kalen, just grow some balls. [You're] the one 

that's going to get hurt.” When I ask Kalen about this relationship, however, his response 

is far more positive and quite open: he and Jane have been an “official” couple for about 

two weeks now, but he is not completely comfortable with the relationship. Why?  Jane 

“screwed around” with other men while her involvement with Kalen was growing, but 

before they became "official." "I know I shouldn't hold it against her," he confesses, “but 

I do.”  He claims to have had relations with other women while he was becoming more 

involved with Jane, but at a recent party at the house, he did disappear into his bedroom 

with another woman, where it was rumored they were, in the words of one of Kalen’s 

friends, “makin’ out!” (11.14.2003).  While Kalen embraces his own sexuality—he keeps 

the evidence of his sex life out in the open; he shows no embarrassment when discussing 

these sexual details of his relationship with Jane—he is not so accepting of Jane’s—or 

Samantha’s, for that matter—sexual life.  While male sexuality is taken for granted—he 

has no need to vocalize his comfort with sex, as the women do—female sexuality is 

awkward and anxious giggle-inducing at best, and unacceptable at worst, as Kalen proves 

with his discomfort regarding Jane's sexual history. 
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After discovering the large cache of condoms at Kalen’s bedside, I move on for a 

quick perusal of the women’s rooms, with the specific goal of locating the signs of 

female sexuality.  I find none.  Short of searching dresser drawers—though I do check 

desk drawers—I find no condoms, no birth control, no other evidence of the sexually 

active lifestyle that the women claim to be completely accepting of.  Is this just a sign of 

modesty?  Considering Taylor’s description of the women’s informal “contest” in which 

they compare the number of men each has had stay over, I think not.  When I check the 

bathroom, I am convinced that it is not pure modesty that prevents these women from 

leaving their stash of condoms out in the open: here, on an open-shelving unit, is the 

largest and most varied supply of feminine hygiene products—everything from maxis to 

tampons—that I have seen in any single home.  The women seem to have no problem 

with this element of their physical selves—in fact, the bathroom appears to be a virtual 

mecca of feminine solidarity and acceptance—yet they are still not so open with that 

other, more problematic element of the female body.  This action, or lack of action, in 

combination with the women’s response to hyperbolic feminine sexuality in Sex and the 

City, contradicts the women’s claim to sexuality and reveals just the first of many gender 

incongruities within the house. 

During this break from carving, Taylor has popped some microwaveable popcorn: 

“It's 98% fat free,” she comments as she returns (10.26.2003).  She glances briefly at 

me—I have resumed my seed-extricating duties—and at my pumpkin-slimed hands, and 

then jokes: “Someone's going to have to feed you, Tessa!” (10.26.2003).  While funny, 

this comment also strikes me as inherently nurturing, and I begin to notice other 

“domestically caring” impulses surfacing.  While carving, Taylor asks Chloe if she had 
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carved pumpkins as a child—Chloe’s family follows the Bahai faith, and does not 

celebrate traditional Judeo-Christian holidays—and when Chloe responds, “No, but I 

never really liked carving pumpkins,” Taylor immediately searches for some sort of 

compensation: “Are you an Easter decorator?” (10.26.2003).  While the question sparks 

an interesting explanation of the Bahai faith, the way Taylor frames her curiosity is 

perhaps most fascinating: she does not ask if Chloe celebrates Easter; rather, she forms 

the question within the domestic/decorative context natural to traditional femininity, such 

as that lauded by Emily Post.  Moreover, Chloe adopts a maternal image by likening her 

pumpkin to a young child: “Oh…my tooth fell out,” she murmurs first to herself; then, 

growing louder, she exclaims, “He’s growing up!  Losing his teeth!” (10.26.2003). 

In addition to these unconscious nurturing impulses, the women also handle the 

bulk of the domestic responsibilities, such as household chores, leaving Kalen with the 

single duty of taking out the garbage on Sunday evenings.  Taylor laughs and nods 

enthusiastically when explaining why Kalen “gets the garbage,” and also the 

responsibility of mowing the lawn, which he has never actually done:  “Stereotypical man 

jobs!  No one else wants to even touch it.”  The women do concede, however, that since 

most of the clutter in the living room belongs to them because they spend the most time 

there, it would not be fair to ask Kalen to clean the room.  They would like him to help 

with the dishes, though, an event which has only occurred once and is still talked about 

weeks later.  “He never does the dishes,” Anne complains.  “He thinks he doesn’t have to 

because he lives with all girls” (9.21.2003).  Moreover, the women do most of the 

cooking: tonight, Anne is baking rice krispy treats, and Taylor plans on baking the 

pumpkin seeds.  On various other nights, the women have baked muffins, fixed eggs, or 
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made dinner.  While Kalen’s grocery receipts did not reveal much about his condom 

purchases, they did establish his lack of cooking, filled with instant or low preparation 

foods, such as Campbell’s soup, bagels, chili, snack crackers, granola bars, Easy Mac, 

and lunch meat. 

The women agree that Anne is the most domestically responsible of the house—

though Kalen claims to be the most responsible, simply because he locks the door at 

night—and sometimes the other women even catch her cleaning up after Kalen.  “I can’t 

really see Kalen as the responsible type,” Taylor muses, and then defends Anne’s 

position: “I would say the most responsible one is Anne.  I mean, she always cleans, 

locks the doors, makes sure things get taken care of.”  Taylor also explains that though 

Anne may be the most responsible, she herself relegates most of the duties: “No one else 

will say anything to him about doing anything, so they come to me, and I have to tell 

him.”  At this point, Kalen rolls his desk chair to the doorway, asking, “They come to 

you?  I thought it was just you telling me!”  “La basura!”  Taylor retorts, shouting back 

the house term, compliments of the three Spanish students, meaning Kalen needs to take 

out the trash.  “La basura,” Kalen growls back, then ducks into the kitchen and returns 

with the trash; he takes it out the front door and returns a moment later at the screen door, 

whispering: “I love you.”  “I know,” Taylor laughs, “I love you, too,” and waves her 

hand dismissively at the door.  Kalen turns away from the door and shouts, “LA 

BASURA!” for the entire neighborhood to hear, and perhaps for me to appreciate, and 

after a moment comes back inside to return to his room.   

Though Taylor may undertake more domestic responsibility than Kalen, 

following the traditional family structure in which the woman maintains the home, she 
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also wields more power in the home.  Though she attempts to negate this position—“I 

guess it should be Kalen [with the power], since he’s the man”—the other members of 

the house agree that Taylor is in control.  She eventually concedes, suggesting that she is 

only empowered because she is “the bitch of the house,” an ironic inversion of the 

Victorian “angel of the house.”  This position is clear to me this evening: Taylor has 

organized the pumpkin-carving, has decided on the viewing material, and has 

successfully maneuvered Kalen into taking the garbage out.  “I think she’s not afraid to 

let her opinions out, or what she thinks has got to be done,” Kalen reflects on Taylor’s 

dominance, adding: “I always give her a hard time about being Italian.”  Taylor, though, 

understands her role as awarded by default—no one else took charge—and as a result of 

an independent nature, which she explains through an anecdote of grocery shopping with 

her mother, in which she ignored the help of a few “cute” men that wanted to help her 

retrieve an out-of-reach item. 

In this anecdote, Taylor’s mother chastises her daughter for not accepting, or even 

noticing, the men’s assistance, and similarly, her mother feels safer with a man living in 

the house, a conventional image of the man as the protector, a stereotype that asserts 

itself in the home, as Kalen has the only bedroom on the first floor and serves as the first 

line of defense for the women tucked away securely upstairs.  Kalen told me at an earlier 

date that he felt secure in the house because he checks the locks every night before he 

goes to bed, but the women have a different opinion.  “So do you feel pretty secure with 

him down here?”  I ask.  My question that is met with laughter: “No, not at all!” Taylor 

snorts, “Wait, have you heard this story?”  I have not heard this story.  A smile tugging at 

her mouth, Taylor relates Kalen’s first failure as the male protector:  
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Anne came after all of us had gotten here.  She brought her 
mom and her grandma, and her mom and her grandma 
came in the house first.  So Kalen stuck his head out of the 
door, saw who it was, and went back in his room and shut 
his door.  Then he called Noelle, whose room is upstairs.  
Just because he didn’t know who was in our house!  So 
yeah.  That’s our protective guy, here. 

 

Ironically, Kalen has retreated from female intruders, and calls upon a female protector, 

thus opposing the stereotype of the male protector and undermining his own displays of 

aggressive masculine sexuality. Ultimately, the women decide that they feel slightly safer 

with Kalen downstairs, but only because he has golf clubs in his room.  More, though, 

they feel safer simply because they are upstairs, and are more removed from the entrance 

of the house. 

Kalen, on the other hand, casts his position as protector as an explicitly masculine 

role.  On one of my trips to the kitchen, I notice a drawing on the dry-erase message 

board.  When I ask about it, Taylor and Anne explain to me that the house had suffered 

an attempted burglary earlier that week: an unidentified person had tried to break in 

through the kitchen window, but had been startled, most likely by the bottle of soap that 

he himself had knocked into the sink, and had run away.  They tell me other details of the 

story, of what they heard, and of how Anne heard something first and then woke Kalen 

up so that he could check the house; and we study the picture.  In it, Kalen has illustrated 

himself defending the house from the burglar, using his own exaggerated, larger-than-life 

penis as a weapon [see Appendix 2].  The illustration perfectly locates the defense of the 

home as an exclusively male prerogative: women have no penises with which to defend 

their homes.  “He’s hitting the burglar with his wang!” Anne suddenly exclaims, resulting 

in laughter from the other women and myself.  Kalen finds this worthy of his presence, 
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and emerges from his room, asking, “Did she just say ‘wang’?  Who says ‘wang’ 

anymore?” (10.9.2003). 

While Kalen assumes this cavalier response to the near-burglary, the women 

express more concern.  “I don’t like to analyze it much,” Anne admits, “it scares me 

more” (10.9.2003).  And though Taylor does not understand why anyone would want to 

steal anything from their house—“We don’t really have anything of value.  I mean, we’re 

in college.  We’re kids.”—she acknowledges that “just the idea[s] that they can get in,” 

and “that people can get that close” frighten her (10.9.2003).  For her, it is less a concern 

for their material possessions, and more a concern along “physical lines” for her bodily 

self.  When I ask Kalen what, if anything, he worries about, he answers: “I was scared 

that someone would break in and take our stuff.”  This difference between the woman’s 

and the man’s response is a consistent one.  In an exercise written by the Mentors in 

Violence Program and performed in rural, suburban, and urban areas—including by the 

First Year Campus Acquaintance Rape Education program at this University—with 

people of different racial, age, and economic groups, the result is always the same.  Men 

and women are asked what they protect themselves from, and the men typically respond 

that they guard themselves against material losses, such as burglary, while the women 

answer that they protect themselves against physical harm, often rape.  This suggests that 

women are taught to survive in an environment in which their oppression—which allows 

for an increased possibility of sexual assault, a crime that robs a victim of her agency—is 

seen as inevitable, and though the inhabitants of the house may not realize it, their 

comments represent this standard.  Regardless of their fears, however, Chloe tells me that 

they have decided not to tell their parents so that they will not worry, an action that also 
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suggests this home’s attempt at independence, to stand as its own entity, apart from and 

without the aid of the group’s parents, or perhaps their fear that their parents will interpret 

the near-burglary as a sign that the house is not independent. 

This unwanted—and reasonably so—intrusion of the outside world into the house 

makes me wonder how the house functions in the outside world.  The women return to 

their pumpkin-carving and television-viewing, and Kalen returns to his room and his 

architecture work, ill-preparing me to predict their behavior outside of the house.  

Surprisingly, I learn at a later date that the group’s television-viewing behavior 

completely reverses when they are drawn out of their “natural habitat,” as I invite them to 

join myself and a few friends at a local bar.  Chloe abstains and goes to bed early, and 

Noelle attends a sorority function instead, but Kalen, Anne, and Taylor are game for a 

night out on the town.  I meet them at the house, and Kalen comes out immediately, no 

preparation necessary; the women, however, are in a mad rush upstairs, still applying 

makeup and fixing hair, and decide to meet us at the bar later.  When we arrive at the bar, 

I am both amused and surprised by the difference in Kalen: he simply gazes over my 

head and those of my friends, entranced by the big screen television on the wall behind 

us, and the basketball game it is tuned to.  Behind him, an entire bank of men fixate on 

the same television, all unified by this single object.  When the women arrive at the bar 

later, they pay no attention at all to either the game on the big screen, or to any of the 

other programs on the other screens; instead, they float around the bar, socializing with 

various groups, only gracing our table for a few minutes.  Not much later, they leave for a 

better prospect: a bar that offers karaoke.  Within the home, the television acted as a 

gathering force for the women, and as a symbol of Kalen’s detachment from the 
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communal, “feminine” space of the living room; it revealed the group’s gendered 

dynamic and stood as a synecdoche for other, larger gender paradoxes at work.  Outside 

of the home, however, the television’s role is cast as a negative, and it operates with a 

near opposite effect, demanding a new study of gender in the public sphere, a study that 

would no doubt compliment that of gender within this non-traditional home. 
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MFL: a collaboration integrating music and video 
through formal organization 

 
Paul A. Oehlers 
American University 
 
Abstract 

 
MFL is a collaborative film incorporating both live and electro-acoustic 

music that employs formalization to determine structure.  The composer and 
filmmaker developed the form by selecting routes through a magic square, 
which consists of a series of numbers arranged so that the sum of each row, 
column, and diagonal are the same amount.  This enabled the composer and 
filmmaker to independently select routes, choosing identical routes in some 
sections and differing ones at other points. These routes were then assembled to 
form the structure of the piece. 
 
Background 
 
 The collaborative film project MFL began as the result of an interest by 
filmmaker Chris Mich and myself to collaborate on a project while living in 
different cities.  While the music was composed at the University of Illinois, the 
film was shot and edited in West Chester, Pennsylvania and Los Angeles.  The 
primary goal of the project was to develop a system that would provide the same 
structure for each component while allowing each artist the creative freedom to 
realize the project in any way he chose.   In the tradition of exquisite corpses in 
visual art, there was no discussion between the two collaborators regarding the 
selection of material once the structure was determined.  As the composer, I only 
saw the realization of the film once it was synchronized with the music.  The 
filmmaker only heard the final version of the music once he had completed the 
film. 

Started in 1999 and completed in 2000, MFL was designed as a 
collaborative project that would enable independent expression by both 
composer and filmmaker.  As part of my interest in reinforcing the structure of 
music with visual elements, I conceived of the project as a means of providing 
the structure for an artwork that was satisfying to both composer and filmmaker 
without dictating artistic content.  This system would also enable different 
realizations of project and was designed to generate artworks of equal structural 
integrity. 
 
Magic squares and their development 
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In order to examine the construction of MFL, it is necessary to understand 
the basic principles of magic squares. A magic square consists of a series of 
numbers arranged so that the sum of each row, column and diagonal is the same 
amount.  A five by five square, for example, would contain the numbers 1 
through 25, each occurring only once.   Adding the numbers of each row, 
column, or diagonal would generate the same total, 75.  A six by six square, in 
comparison, would contain the numbers 1 through 36, and the sum of each of the 
rows, column, and diagonals would each equal 111. 
 The earliest known magic square is Chinese, recorded around 2800 BC. 
Fuh-Hi described the Loh-Shu, or “scroll of the river Loh.” It is a typical three by 
three magic square, except that patterns were used instead of numbers.  Legend 
says that the pattern was on the back of a turtle the came from the river.  Several 
magic squares are included in the I Ching, the Chinese Book of Changes. 
 In European history the first book that codified Western understanding of 
magic squares was De Occulta Philosophia, a book on magic by Heinrich Cornelius 
Agrippa von Nettesheim, published in 1514.  The same year, the artist Albrecht 
Dürer first included a magic square in a work of art entitled Melancholia.   
 

Figure 1.  Melancholia (1514) by Albrecht Dürer 
 

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Composers have also used magic squares, most notably in the mid to late 
twentieth century.  Principal among these are John Cage and Sir Peter Maxwell 
Davies.  Both of these composers used magic squares primarily to determine the 
pitch and duration of individual notes in the music.  In MFL, the magic square is 
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used solely to determine global parameters in the music and film.  This is the first 
instance of structuring a film in this way. 
 
Selecting the magic square for MFL 
 

The particular magic square employed in the construction of MFL is the 
magic square of the sun, one of the “Ptolemic Magic Squares” in De Occulta 
Philosophia.  Figure 2 shows this particular magic square. 
 

Figure 2.  The magic square of the sun 
 

6 32 3 34 35 1

7 11 27 28 8 30

19 14 16 15 23 24

16 20 22 21 17 13

25 29 10 9 26 12

36 5 33 4 2 31
 

 
 
Construction 
 
Structuring global parameters in MFL 

 
As it was critical that the timing for the music and the film remain 

consistent, every global element of MFL is determined by the magic square. 
Routes through the magic square are mapped onto both the visual and musical 
structure. Both the filmmaker and I used the magic square to make creative 
choices.  In the film, individual positions determined the scene or scenes and the 
visual effect.  The unique location of each number within the square and its 
position within the route is paralleled in the musical score by a particular style, 
density, timbre, orchestration, amplitude (dynamics), and digital signal 
processing.  The individual numbers in the square are used to represent the 
number of beats of that section   As the magic square employed is a six by six 
square, I created six distinct musical themes.  Each of these themes is of differing 
lengths, in order to ensure asynchronous repetitions against the others.  An 
exploration of the music reveals the level of structure determined by the square. 
 
Constructing musical themes  
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 The themes of MFL were designed to contain microcellular and 
macrocellular structure.  This was accomplished by creating a binary or Markov 
chain for each series of possibilities.  The six themes to MFL were each 
constructed by employing different compositional devices to ensure a unique 
identity.  The themes were also placed in specific frequency ranges that isolated 
them from one another.  These ranges of each theme remain a static parameter 
throughout the piece.  The first two themes, described here, are representative of 
the approach taken with all six themes. 

Theme A is comprised of the 0-1-5 pitch set.  This pitch set was then used 
to construct a theme consisting of chords containing a fifth as well as octave that 
planes by half step.  A second heterophonic realization of the theme was 
constructed a perfect fourth below.  A sixteenth rhythm was added to provide a 
thicker, rhythmic texture.  The resultant melody is twenty-eight beats. 

 
Figure 3. Theme A from MFL 
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When each beat of the theme is viewed as synchronous (S) or asynchronous (A), 
the formal organization becomes clearer.  As seen in Figure 4, the identification 
of beats leads to a grouping of these types into similar rhythmic classifications. 
 

Figure 4.  Graphic description of the beats in theme A 
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The first two groupings of synchronous and asynchronous beats reveal an 
unequal or unbalanced pair.  The second two groupings are equal or balanced 
grouping.  The final grouping is unbalanced, creating an AABBA form.  This 
structure ensures variety within the context of the individual position of the 
magic square. 

While theme A contains only two musical elements, Theme B consists of 
four separate components.  The first is a two-note eighth note pattern that is 
characterized by a descending minor second (a).  The second is a varied pattern 
consisting of an E – A dyad (b), the third is an A  Major  chord (c), and the 
fourth is a B  Major  chord (d).  These chords are rearticulated as a C – E dyad 
(b’), an A  Major seventh chord in root position (c’), and a B  Major  chord.  As 
seen in figure 5, the resulting theme begins with three different permutations of 
an “A” motif, followed by a “B” motif, before returning to a truncated “A” motif. 

  
 

Figure 5. Theme B from MFL 
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In addition, there are several ABA relationships at the local level.  There is also 
one which contains a permutation in reverse.  This use of a pattern (in this case 
ABA) that is manifested in smaller and larger layers of the theme is realized in 
most of the musical themes of MFL. 
 

 
Figure 6. Graphic description of the beats in theme B 

 

 
 

 Each theme is also put through two sieves.  These sieves omit portions of 
the theme.  Theme A, for example, is placed through a sieve that eliminates 
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synchronous beats (3) and one that eliminates asynchronous beats (2).  Along 
with the original theme (1), I had three possible outcomes for determining which 
version of theme A I could use. 
 
Determining density of musical materials 

After the themes were completed, the composer determined the density of 
each location within the square by reducing each number to modulus 3.  This 
generates the following results: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 7. The magic square of the sun expressed in modulus 3 
 

0 2 0 1 2 1

1 2 0 1 2 0

1 2 1 0 2 0

1 2 1 2 2 1

1 2 2 0 2 0

0 2 0 1 2 1
 

 
The numbers with a remainder of 0 were then represented as 3.  The composer 
correlated these numbers to the quantity of thematic ideas present in each square 
location.  As there were not a proportional number of thematic combinations as 
there were for numbers with certain remainders, a Markov chain was employed 
to determine which theme would fit in the blank spaces. 
 

Figure 8. The corresponding themes to the individual  
positions in the magic square of the sun 
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6 32 3 34 35 1

7 11 27 28 8 30

19 14 16 15 23 24

16 20 22 21 17 13

25 29 10 9 26 12

36 5 33 4 2 31

ACF EF BCD AC BD F

D BC DEF A CF BDE

B AE DF CDE BF ACD

BEF DF BE ABF AE E

C AF E ABD DE BCF

CEF AB BDF F CD A

 
 
Selecting routes for the music through the square 
 
 Routes through the square were determined subjectively.  The equal value 
of each of the routes enabled the filmmaker, Chris Mich, and I to select routes 
independently and still have points where elements could be unified.  It was 
decided that eleven routes would be used, giving MFL a length of just under nine 
minutes.   After the musical themes were affixed to individual positions, I 
selected eleven different routes through the square.  I sent these routs and 
timings to the filmmaker, but did not send him information correlating the 
numbers in the routes to particular themes.  In order to give him a sense of the 
material I did send him realizations of individual themes. 
 
 
Determining instrumentation 
 

The quantity of thematic ideas in an individual square location as well as 
the position of the number in the route determined the instrumentation and 
orchestration of a particular thematic idea.  If the third position in the route 
contained one thematic idea, for example, the instrumentation for that position 
would be piano alone.  If there were two themes present, however, the position 
would be played by electronics alone.  As seen in the grid in figure 9, the choices 
of instrumentation all follow this predetermined form. 
 

Figure 9. Instrumentation as determined by its position in the route in MFL 
 

Position in 
route 1 2 3 4 5 6 

One theme  Piano and 
electronics Electronics Piano Electronics Electronics Piano1 

Two 
themes 

Piano and 
electronics Piano1 Electronics1 Piano Piano and 

electronics Electronics 

Three 
themes 

Piano and 
electronics Piano Piano and 

electronics Electronics Piano and 
electronics 

Piano and 
electronics 
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In the positions with a superscript of 1 following the option, I was also able to 
select piano and electronics.  I initially attempted to realize a version of the piece 
with an equal amount of each of the three possible options, but it immediately 
became apparent that this was not a viable options.  First, the pianist would not 
perform during extended periods.  Second, during the portions with three 
themes presented simultaneously, the pianist would be forced to perform three 
complex themes simultaneously.  Third, implementing this system would not be 
consistent with the balanced versus imbalanced paradigm already set in the 
themes and density within the magic square. 
 
Determining other formal elements 
 

In addition to the choices of instrumentation determined by the square, 
the location of the number within the square also determined the type of 
compositional sieve employed, the type of digital signal processing 
(reverberation, spectral extraction, spectral dynamics, etc.), and dynamic shape 
of the individual location.  The resulting modifiers ensured that while musical 
ideas were repeated, the combination of these elements was unique to each 
occurrence of individual locations within the magic square.  As can be seen in 
figure 10, the listing of the different elements of the first route through the square 
of both the music and the film reveals the level of formalization of these 
components in the structure of the piece. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Sieves and DSPs as determined by its position in the square in MFL 
 

Route 1 in 
MFL 31 12 13 24 30 1 

Themes A BCF E ACD BDE F 

Sieves A1 B3 C3 F3 E1 A2 C1 F3 B1 D1 E1 F1 

DSPs None 
None (No 
electronics 

present) 

None (No 
electronics 

present) 

Spectral 
Dynamics 

Spectral 
Extraction 

None (No 
electronics 

present) 

 
 
Organizing data 
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After all of the data for each route has been determined the score is 
constructed into a grid.  The grid is a means of presenting the theme being 
performed and on which beat the theme is being played.  This is particularly 
helpful when several simultaneous themes are played.  The precise beat number 
on which the theme begins is determined by a series of predetermined rules: 
 

1. When a theme is presented alone, it begins on beat 1. 
2. A theme must cycle through completely before beginning on beat 1. 
3. When a theme is not played, it is suspended or paused.  When it resumes, 

it begins on the next sequential beat. 
 
Structuring the film 
 

While my role in the film was as composer and producer, I am able to 
speak with some authority on the creation of the film.   As with the music, the 
filmmaker, Chris Mich, chose to represent distinct differences in the individual 
positions in the square.  He accomplished this by creating different scenes. In 
total there are twenty-four distinct scenes (six times four). 
 

Figure 11. Twenty-four scenes in MFL 
 

Los Angeles area     West Chester, Pennsylvania 
Actor walks up stairs    Actor at QVC blocks 
Actors walk through an apartment   Actor smoking 
Bicycle      Chris Mich close up 
Burbank Airport     Dancer’s feet close up 
Construction workers    Film Camera 
Los Angeles Amtrak Station   Flashlight sequence 

 
Exton, Pennsylvania    Hibernia State Park, Pennsylvania 
Exton Train Station (SEPTA train looking down) David Ramos running 
Exton Train Station (SEPTA train sequence)  Olympic athlete (front) 
Exton Train Station (truck on train tracks)  Olympic athlete (back) 

 Exton Train Station (underneath train platform) Running sequence 
 Traffic      Sneakers close up 
 Truck turning     Tree 

 
Although the structuring of which scene(s) correspond to which square is 

different, the principle is the same.  The unifying element of all of the scenes is 
their inclusion of a type of human propulsion.  Even in shots with no motion, 
such as the close up of a dancers feet, the focus on this theme. 
 Some of the scenes have more apparent structural relationships.  The two 
different perspectives of the Olympic athlete, one from the front and one from 
the rear, are an obvious pairing.  Other relationships are subtle, such as that 
between the dancer’s feet in the garage, framed in the background by the square 
house frame, bisected by a yardstick, and the man waiting for a train, shot from 
an angle under the platform.  In this scene, the man’s feet are framed through a 
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square in the foreground (the support structure of the station) bisected by stairs.  
While the film does not follow the same routes in the music, the first route in the 
film is the same as in the music.  As seen in figure 12, the scenes in the first route 
adhere to the same route as the music. 
 

Figure 12. Scenes in the first route of MFL 
 

Route 1 in 
MFL 31 12 13 24 30 1 

Film All Tree Flashlight Running 
Sequence Film Reel Train 

 
 
Presentation of Research 
 
Presentation at film festivals 
  

Since it completion, presentations of MFL at film festivals include 
screenings of the movie with recorded soundtrack performed by pianist 
Augustus Arnone) at the Berlin International Film Festival, ESPN’s EXPN Tube 
2000 Film Festival, the Light Plays Tricks 3 Short Film Festival, and the Angelciti 
Film Festival.  In addition, the film has screened on the Independent Images 
television show on PBS, and was the highest rated or best film of the year on 
internet movie websites beigenet.com and zeroonefilms.com. 

 
Presentation at music festivals 
 

It has also been presented as a live performance work at the SEAMUS 
2002 National Conference, Electronic Music Midwest, the MAVerick Festival 
2003, the Midwest Composers Symposium, and the Ukrainian Institute of 
Modern Art in Chicago.  These performances were by several different pianists. 

 
Presentation as independent components 
 

In addition to its presentation as a live performance piece and as a film, 
the music component of MFL has been used as part of the film score for the 
independent feature film, Most High, by Marty Sader.  The film premiered at the 
Indiefest Film Festival in Chicago, where it won every award for which it was 
eligible, including the grand prize (the Vision Award) and the Sundance 
Audience Award.  This was followed by a selection to the Hamptons 
International Film Festival where the film won the Golden Starfish, the largest 
independent film prize in the United States.  It has since won the Atlanta 
International Film Festival.  The director is currently receiving offers for 
theatrical release and national DVD release by several major film companies. 
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 Future Research 
 
Adding location as a dynamic parameter to the system 
 
 As all of the parameters of MFL are part of a formalized process, the 
addition of other parameters is a relatively simple process.  In the next 
composition employing similar formalized Magic Square techniques, the 
addition of location as a formal parameter is the obvious next step.  The current 
5.1 encoding of multi-channel audio would provide 6 distinct possible outputs.  
Using every possible combination of these outputs would provide 720 possible 
options.  This only considers static locations as possible options.  In order to 
apply a more formal approach, a system to determine perceived location would 
be constructed.  
 
Increasing the length of films which incorporate magic squares 
 

Also, a longer format film or video is another option for the use of magic 
squares as compositional models.  This would be extremely useful in longer 
format works that could include square within a square construction.  It would 
also provide and interesting study as to how the passage of time is perceived 
when it is applied to longer structures. 
 
Adding interactive elements in magic square films 

 
The use of magic squares in interactive or non-linear artworks is another 

possibility.  As a route is played, the user could select the next route to be 
executed.  This would generate a large number of possible realizations of the 
piece, while also providing a set number of variables at the local level (i.e. the 
themes would all remain the same). 

Clearly, there are many possible directions and courses of action to purse 
in the construction and realization of other magic square compositions.  The 
complex nature of the magic square allows for many different approaches to 
create original artworks.  As a larger body of works is completed, it will become 
more apparent which future course of study we will take.  
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                           Abstract 

  

 This paper focuses on the theme of bleeding female bodies as represented in various fictional texts. 

Hariharan's representation in Thousand Faces of Night (1992) is unique  

among them is that she creates a narrative challenging the ideology of womanhood starting with 

menarche, which is tacitly assumed to be celebrated only for future motherhood, and not for women of 

stubborn wombs. 

 In Wuthering Heights (1847) the traumatic experience of Catherine's initiation into the unknown world 

of womanhood, symbolized as the Linton world, is represented through sociably accepted form, a tragic 

love story between Catherine and Heathcliff, in a Victorian society where open talks on sexuality and 

woman's corporeality were tabooed, and  women's rebellious attitudes toward feminine roles were also 

suppressed. But multi-layered structure of this text made it possible to represent the depth of a 

woman's traumatic experience of castration. No other literary text has so influentially signified the 

female body in an existential agony equivalent to estrangement from God. 

 The most vivid representation in Saadawi's text, Memoirs of Woman Doctor: A Novel (1988), involves 

the fallen idol of the male body dissected or examined by a female student of science. 

 Puberty for such girls as Devi of Thousand Faces of Night, Catherine, Saadawi's protagonist and many 

others, "is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual maturity but as the signal of immanent 

reproductive capacities"(Grosz). Midori's body in "Growing Up"(1895-96) by Ichiyo Higuchi, is not 

coded with "resonances of motherhood" but "newly awakened sexual capacities." In this sense the 

protagonist of this text is uniquely situated 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
                 Sharing Womanhood―― 

The Representation of Menarche in World Literature  

 

I wonder if the Virgin Mary also menstruates as a Hindu goddess does. The pond into which a 

Hindu goddess pours her menstruating blood is considered to be sacred for  believers in Tantrism. 

Female bodies, which had been neglected, became a significant subject of academic research in 

the 1980s. Feminist research on menstruation, that ineluctable corporeality peculiar to women, 

flourished in the 1980s, as part of this zeal for the study of the body. The early theorists of the 

second women’s movement, according to Loise Lander, had a minimizing view of menstruation 

while metaphysical feminists glorified it as a cultural event (Lander, Images of Bleeding 117-122). 

Besides this conflict between the menstrual minimizers and glorifiers, there is a serious dilemma 

which both sides face: “either to suppress an important part of the female experience or to fall, 

absentmindedly, into the biologist trap”(Lander 126). 

  Lander, Grosz, Bordo and Shildrick maintain that the cultural meanings of menstruation are 

closely connected with the social status of women.１Grosz’s seemingly universalist hypothesis is 

that “women’s corporeality is inscribed as a mode of seepage” (203), “a leaky, uncontrollable, 

seeping liquid”, and formless flow, its formlessness engulfing all form, and threatening all order. Of 

course Grosz herself realizes there are both cultural and historical differences, and individual 

differences, in menstrual experiences within a particular culture, nonetheless, she says, “it is also 

true all women, whatever the details of their physiology and fertility, are culturally understood in 

terms of these bodily flows”(chap. 8, note 17, p. 228). Grosz’s view, which privileges gender 

difference over other differences, reflects the conflict between feminists who seek a strategic 

common battleground for all women, and those who focus on the differences based on class, caste, 

race, ethnicity, age, or sexuality. 

There is another point at issue about the body. If the body is a historical and cultural product, 

could it be considered that corporeality is textual, because culture or history is produced through 

discourse? Can’t we access our bodies without the medium of language? Or, is discourse itself 

dynamically produced through a dialectic with  corporeality, so that both the discourse and the body 

are always in the process of change?  Everybody may be influenced by mainstream culture in some 

ways, but “my body” may internalize the feminine role in ways different from others, or rebel 

against it differently. Although the dominant culture tries to make a normative female body through 

the power of discourse, could the individuality of my body subvert or revise or shift it? According to 

Takeshi Yoro, the body is unique and individual, but the human brain has progressed toward 

normalizing for common understanding (The Wall of a Fool, 42). 

There are, of course, diverse views and conflicts in terms of female corporeality, but how, have the 



individual voices of women expressed themselves? As G. Greer, the author of a pioneering work on 

the female body in the 1970s(Female Eunuch) states that “ …in the Anglo-Saxon households it is 

ignored and carefully concealed from general awareness…”(56), an unmentionable subject, and 

circulated in secrecy among women for ages at least until the late 20th century feminist revolution. 

Emily Martin, an anthropologist, examines in The Women in the Body(1987) how women themselves 

in various circumstances regard menstruation and shows diverse attitudes towards it. Some women 

see menstrual bleeding as “messy”, and the blood itself as “gross”,  “disgusting” or “fearful and 

defiling.” On the other hand, some woman sees it positively, “ It joins you together”. As part of this 

Martin interviewed many American women in almost all stages of life, both working class and 

middle class, and both PMS sufferers and those with normal periods. But what about the voices of 

women with different historical and cultural backgrounds such as Islamic or Hindu, or Buddhist?２ 

We find these primarily in literary works３    

From this viewpoint, Githa Hariharan’s Thousand Faces of Night (1992) is worth examining, as 

well as N. E. Saadawi’s Memoirs of a Woman Doctor: A Novel  ( 1988). I also would like to look at 

Ichiyo Higuchi’s “Growing Up”(1895-96) and Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights (1847) as texts 

which focus on menarche and womanhood. 

First, however, let us look at how Islamic, Hindu, and Buddhist scriptures, which have been moral 

bases for both believers and non-believers, refer to or define menstruation. The Law of Manu says, 

“Oily exudations, semen, blood, (the fatty substance of the) brain, urine, faeces, the mucus of the 

nose, ear-wax, phlegm, tears, the rheum of the eyes, and sweat are the twelve impurities of human 

(bodies)”(5-135). The blood of menstruation is of course included in these twelve impurities. India is 

the first of the societies where menstrual defilement is considered evil and dangerous, but you can 

tell from descriptions in the Koran and the Old Testament that menstruation has also figured as 

impure in Islamic and Christian cultures. The Koran says, “ …concerning menstruation…It is an 

illness, so let women alone at such times and go not in unto them till they are cleansed, And when 

they have purified themselves, then go in unto them as Allah hath enjoined upon you”(chap 2 section 

222). The Old Testament says, “ ”Man that is born of a woman is of  few days, and full of 

trouble….Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean”（Job 14-1,4）? “Kaierakusotan” or 

“Yukokuyoin”, the origins of the Buddhist scripture called “Keppon Kyou” similarly says that a 

woman is originally sinful, her bleeding reflecting and defiling the earth god or the spirits of 

mountains and rivers( Okiura and Miyata, Defilement: The Hidden Source of Differentiation 

Thinking 196; Miyata, The Folklore of Defilement : The Cultural Causes of Differentiation 15). “A 

Washing Place”(“Sentakuba”), a Buddhist hymn sung in Sano, a Japanese city in Tochigi, 

emphasizes the defilement of a woman’s bleeding in order to strengthen a mutual identity among 

women, who chant a prayer to the Buddha desperately, that they might not fall into “the hell of a 

bloody pond”(Miyata, The Spiritual Power of Women and the House God 17-18). “Keppon Kyo”, 



owned by the Shousen Temple, advocates that women recite the scripture so that they can escape 

from falling into the bloody pond. Women are also recommended to carry a charm which contains 

the Keppon Scripture so that they do not have to worry about the pollution of menstruation. These 

scriptures suggest that from a folkloric anthropological religious viewpoint, menstruation is seen as a 

defilement peculiar to women, providing the ground for gender discrimination.４  

Now let us look specifically at how some literary works represent menstruation and womanhood. 

An Indian writer, Gita Hariharan(1954- ) repeatedly represents bleeding bodies in her Thousand 

Faces of Night (1992). This is one of a few exceptional texts that focus on the unavoidable 

corporeality of women through the representations of bleeding female bodies. Why does Hariharan 

obsessively represent bleeding female bodies? Is it a new thematic construction of womanhood?  

What sort of a new narrative of womanhood is created through these representations?            

Hariharan does not represent female bodies as objects of admiration for their reproductive 

capacity. She shows how some women are negated as barren, but a rebel woman challenges 

motherhood. Devi, a protagonist, for example, refuses to be a reproductive organ for a man of 

privileged Brahmin caste. Hariharan shows how each female character suffers from her own 

traumatic humiliation, guilt, and alienation from her own body, which are originated in menarche, 

and through these representations, I think, she not only exposes how women are suppressed, but she 

also creates a narrative of womanhood quite different from one based on the woman=mother 

ideology. Instead, she shows how friendship can develop among women who share the same 

existential crisis. She also creates a new bodily image, different from the bleeding female bodies 

defiled or isolated, or exploited for; rather she shows desiring female “bodies met in blood and 

sweat”(77) through an intoxicatingly erotic ritual.   

 Devi and Mayamma( a housekeeper) are quite different in caste, education, generation, and marrital 

situation, however, they share the painful experience of barrenness, for which reason they have been 

forced to feel worthless and useless.５ These two women communicate, sympathize, and support 

each other, demonstrating the power that lies in breaking “the proverbial silence” among women in 

Indian society(Women in Indian Society 192; Stories of Dowry Victims: Sita’s Curse 119).   

Devi has a secret life, her own imaginary world in which she becomes a woman warrior, a heroine 

different from the lonely, indecisive, and passive woman in her real life. Her longing creates a 

day-dream vision and she sees a radiant, “deep blood-red fruit”(41) and bites into its “thick, 

succulent flesh”(41), and “a voice” leads her to a dizzy world in which a mountain woman, her new 

benefactor, trains Devi a heroic fighter for the women suppressed by men. While Eve was doomed to 

be banished from Eden when she bit into a forbidden fruit, Devi, after her bite,  becomes “an 

incarnation of Durga,” a fierce goddess, and besides, she becomes the wife of a woodland youth, and 

bears him strong sons and daughters. She is not only a lioness-like fighter, but also a woman with a 

womanly body and mellowness that makes her a far-sighted visionary. This is an androgynous dream 



for a woman for whom self-fulfillment is a greedy sin and a caring wife-mother role is expected. 

Devi is awaked not to a womanhood based on shame, to be covered with cultural fig leaves, but to 

the all-powerfulness of a goddess. However, in real life this powerful body is only attributed to a 

goddess, while women remain powerless. Devi is, in reality, a passive rebel against a traditional role 

of women, her weapon a “ stubborn, unrelenting womb”, her barrenness(93).  Barrenness is a key 

term connected to the suppressed rage of women with bleeding bodies.  

Mayamma’s whole body is reduced to a womb, which is cursed if it can not bear sons,  in a 

society where a woman’s value mainly depends on her reproductive ability. From the viewpoint of 

the mother-in-law, who internalizes patriarchal Indian culture, Mayamma is a dangerous witch, a 

killer of her grandson. The village doctor also suggests that barrenness results from the sins of one’s 

previous birth.  Devi thinks that doctors at a modern fertility clinic, who “bristle with impatience” 

see her as “a stupid woman who couldn’t even get pregnant, the easiest of accidents” and seem to say, 

“Look at the obedient, dutiful wives around you”(91). This suggests that medical scientists share the 

ideology of womanhood as a reproductive organ. Thus, barrenness connotes sin, danger, 

disobedience, stupidity; and guilt grows in a barren, revolting womb. “The barren witch has killed 

my grandson,….’” This verbal assault by her mother-in-law  makes Mayamma feel guilty, 

worthless and desperate to such a degree that she imagines her “womb slips down, sagging with the 

weight of my greed for motherhood”, and she puts her hand up, pulls and tears it out and “throws it 

on the garbage heap to rot.”(122-23) Mayamma’s self-tormenting day-dream is generated from her 

suppressed rage and estrangement from her own uncontrollable body.  

On the other hand, Devi begins to assume a defiant attitude toward her barrenness after she has 

suffered from a sense of worthlessness and “yawning emptiness” (68) in a married life of loneliness 

and boredom. Her education, an MA acquired in the US, does not help her to be a good wife, a goal 

which Baba, her father-in-law expected of her, because the way for a woman to reach heaven is to 

serve her husband. Baba is a Sanskrit scholar on whom she totally depends and whom she adores in 

a home from which her husband often stays away on business. Her desire for a career and her 

intellectual interest in Sanskrit texts are rejected by Mehesh, her husband, who is indifferent to love 

but wants sons, as seen in his quick gaze, which appraises her body, “all bones and flat stomach”(86) 

after his return from a long business trip. His gaze   makes her feel a blurred object with a stubborn 

womb. “The focus gets softer and softer, till everything dissolves into nothingness, everything but 

my stubborn, unrelenting womb”(93). Mahesh finds a doctor, who “will set right, with sterilized 

instruments , the rebellious organ, the straying tubes inside me.” “I will leave the clinic with my 

parts glued together, whole, mended, and efficient receptacle for motherhood.”(89) Here we can see 

Hariharan’s biting sarcasm about the ideology of science conspiring with a gender system or an 

ideology of motherhood which considers a barren body as one to be controlled and mended. The 

scientists’ gaze dissects a human body into parts to be examined and mended. Her late grandmother, 



a storyteller of fables about womanhood, and her capable mother, for whom Devi has a strong 

attachment, but whose “stifling and all-pervasive” love engenders “a nameless dread”(7), also expect 

her to be a good wife and mother of sons, pureblooded Brahmins. However, as Devi secretly 

changed the plots of her grandmother’s stories of childhood, she, a passive rebel, assumes a defiant 

attitude toward the traditional role of women with the weapon of her “rebellious body”(74), her 

“stubborn, unrelenting womb”(93). 

How were these feeling of alienation from her own body, shame and guilt generated?   Now I 

would like to examine how the unavoidable corporeality of menstruation is represented in this text. 

Let’s look at Devi’s own story of menarche: 

 

When I bled for the first time, my stomach cramped in knots of pain, I went in search of my 

grandmother. 

‘Don’t tell anyone else,’ she whispered to me. ‘They’ll make you sit alone in the room at the 

back for three days.’(87)     

 

Devi’s grandmother had never mentioned bodily functions, but just lectured on motherhood. “She 

ignored my body, the body vulnerable to sudden change. She dismissed the discomfort, my shyness 

in the face of a body that was now a strange to me, ….”(87-88) Being a woman does not mean a 

glorious future of motherhood for Devi, but rather a feeling of alienation from her own body. The 

beginning of her menstrual period is connected to strangeness, a sense of disunion, discomfort, and 

shyness about her body. 

Mayamma also has her own story of menarche. She was humiliated mentally and abused 

physically when her menstruation began in a temple: 

 

The blood that flowed down my bare leg, hot and sticky, that afternoon when I prayed in the 

temple. The hairy priest with a pot-belly called me aside. I looked down at the blood on clear, 

white flesh, my heart overflowing with something like pride. 

Go home, he hissed, and before I could turn around to run, his heavy hand marked my cheek 

with a stinging slap. Hussy that I was, I had stained the purity of the temple with my gushing 

womanhood. 

    . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

My blood flowed freely, I was a woman earlier than all my playmates. I sat alone in the 

courtyard at the back, three days of the month. 

“The blood that flowed down my bare leg, hot and sticky,…. I looked down at the blood…”

（115）. 

 



A one who defiles “the purity of the temple” with her “gushing womanhood,”  Mayamma is 

inescapably connected with menstruation and later with stillbirth bleeding, which both leave 

traumatic memories of pain, abuse, humiliation, deprivation, and the death of her first son. The 

stinging slap on her cheek by a priest symbolizes the defilement and danger that a female body is 

forced to be burdened with. Mayamma’s body voices the story of millions of silenced women in 

Indian society through her bleeding womb.   

We can also see real-life women who suffer similar conflicts and misery in Promilla Kapur’s 

Indian Call Girls (1979). Those women whom Kapur interviewed were raised by mothers who 

internalized negative attitudes towards female bleeding and considered it as a curse and punishment 

women are doomed to carry on. Let us look at Asha’s typical story of her first menstruation: 

 

…she[ her mother] pushed me away from her, shouting that I was spoiling her clothes and 

that I was making a fuss for nothing. She even told me that all that bleeding which I would 

be having every month was almost a life long punishment that I would have to undergo for 

my being born a girl (124). 

 

We understand how this traumatic experience influenced her subject formation as a woman, and how 

self-debasement is inscribed in her bleeding body.  

Fiction provides alternative visions. What unites Mayamma and Devi is their bleeding bodies, and 

this blood also connects them with Catherine in Wuthering Heights, that primal fictional 

representation of a bleeding body, and a sense of alienation and castration. Catherine’s initiation into 

her womanhood is symbolically represented by a bleeding leg a watchdog bites when she tries to 

intrude into Thrushcross Grange, a symbolic space of initiation. Her experience of a body alienated 

from her soul is repeatedly represented, and finally this alienation is represented as the “shattered 

prison” from which she desperately wishes to escape, to attain the “glorious world beyond” in her 

dying bed. 

  

    “….the thing that irks me most is this shattered prison, after all. I’m tired, tired of being 

enclosed here. I’m wearing to escape into that glorious world, and to be always there; not 

seeing it dimly through tears, and yearning for it through the walls of an aching heart; but really 

with it, and in it…”(167).  

 

 The beginning of womanhood deprives her of the Eden-like world of androgynous childhood, and 

Catherine is no more a carefree “little savage” but a “lady” to be cared for and protected, a castrated 

woman. E. Bronte represents the symbolic moment when a savage girl feels castrated and chained 

when a bulldog bites Catherine in the leg. Aferwards, she is never “a savage” any more, but 



gendered and labeled “lady” the weaker sex, “a stranger” who only mourns her childhood 

wholeness.  

     

    “… the whole last seven years of my life grew a blank! I did not recall that they had been at all. 

I was a child; my father was just buried, and my misery arose from the separation that Hindley 

had ordered between me and Heathcliff—I was laid alone, for the first time, and, rousing from a 

dismal dose after a night of weeping—I lifted my hand to push the panels aside, it struck the 

tabletop! I swept it along the carpet, and then, memory burst in—my late anguish was 

swallowed in a paroxysm of despair—I cannot say why I felt so wildly wretched—it must have 

been temporary derangement for there is scarcely cause—But, supposing at twelve years old, I 

had been wrenched from the Heights, and every early association, and my all in all, as 

Heathcliff was at that time, and been converted, at a stroke, into Mra Linton, the lady of 

Thrushcross Grange, and the wife of a stranger; an exile, and outcast, thenceforth, from what 

had been my world—You may fancy a glimpse of the abyss where I groveled!… I’m burning! I 

wish I were out of doors—I wish I were a girl again, half savage and hardy, and free…and 

laughing at injuries, not maddening under them! Why am I so changed? Why does my blood 

rush into a hell of tumult at a few words? I’m sure I should be myself were I once among the 

heather on those hills…”(130 ).    

 

This is an unforgettable literary representation of a castrated female body in agony. The carefree 

world of childhood is replaced by a body labeled as that of a lady, a wife of a stranger, being 

excluded from her childhood home, Wuthering Heights, a symbolized Eden, hence “an exile”, “an 

outcaste”, doomed to wander on the moor like a ghost. 

Catherine gives a telling response to Nelly about her decision, in this condition, to marry Linton : 

 

  “…but surely you and everybody have a notion that there is, or should be an existence of yours 

beyond you. What were the use of my creation if I were entirely contained here?…If all else 

perished, and he remained, I should still continue to be;….  I am Heathcliff!…so, don’t talk of 

our separation again—it is impracticable;…”(chap.9). 

 

As seen before, Catherine’s initiation into womanhood caused her separation from Heathcliff. Her 

connection to him was impracticable according to Catherine, however, it happened on both symbolic 

and real levels. What does this signify? Her initiation into her womanhood could be read as an 

impracticable separation from Heathcliff, which means that Catherine can not survive because she is 

separated from “the eternal rocks beneath,” what her existence was based on. When all the world 

perishes, there is no chance for her to go beyond her real existence, so no use of her creation itself. 



Her separation from Heathcliff means her estrangement from all the world, the loss of Eden, the end 

of primary narcissism, a descent into the abyss, into a nothingness like that in the Malabar cave 

where Adella and Mrs Moore heard an echo which robbed meaning from every word in this world 

and reduced it to blankness. Annie in J. Kincaid’s Annie John (1983) is another example of 

Catherine’s spiritual progeny, also losing the world at the beginning of her womanhood.６ However, 

in Wuthering Heights the traumatized experience of Catherine’s initiation into the unknown world of 

womanhood, symbolized as the Linton world, is represented through a sociably accepted form, a 

tragic love story  in a Victorian society where open talks on sexuality and woman’s corporeality 

were tabooed, and a woman’s rebellious attitude toward feminine roles was also suppressed. But the 

multi-layered structure of this text made it possible to represent the depth of a woman’s traumatic 

experience of castration. This is the seminal, or rather menstrual text of a female body in an 

existential agony equivalent to the estrangement from God.     

  In Lockwood’s nightmare, the voice of a child sobs, “Let me in—let me in!” He asks, “Who are 

you?”, and it replies, “Catherine Linton,” “ I’m come home, I’d lost my way on the moor!” When 

Lockwood sees the child’s face looking through a window, terror seizes him. The child clings to his 

arm, pulls its wrist onto the broken pane, and rubs it to and fro “till the blood ran down and soaked 

the bedclothes…..” This is another impressive scene of a bleeding girl which corresponds to the 

incident of Thrushcross Grange. To Lockwood’s shouting, “I’ll never let you in, not if you beg for 

twenty years” it moans, “It’s twenty years” “twenty years, I’ve been a waif for twenty years”( 25 )! 

 

 This happens when Lockwood visits Wuthering Heights in November, 1801. Catherine’s diary, 

which he happened to read, was written 25 years earlier, that is, in 1776 or 1777, just before the fatal 

incident at Thrushcross Grange in 1777 when she was 12 years old. In her dairy Catherine lamented 

that Hindley threatened he would turn Heathcliff out of the house if he and Catherine broke his 

orders not to play together. This ominous threat and the incident at Thrushcross Grange made their 

separation definite, and these events are exactly what Catherine talks about in delirium. In her 

unconscious reality, it was at 12 years old that Catherine was converted into Mrs Linton, the wife  

of a stranger, being wrenched from the Heights, from Heathcliff, an exile and outcast. She says, “the 

whole last seven years of my life grew a blank!”, and this blank seven years started with the incident 

at Thrushcross Grange. The initiation into womanhood symbolized by a bleeding body is placed in 

the context of a love story, and Catherine’s monologue on the fatal separation is followed by 

Heathcliff’s obsession about his union with the soul of the deceased after Catherine’s death. His 

survival after her death is due to this obsession, and his desire for this union with the invisible is 

converted into his desire to attain a mysterious “it” toward the ending. Catherine’s desire for “that 

glorious world” beyond corresponds to Heathcliff’s desire to attain “it”, and this desire is generated 

by the traumatic experience at puberty of being labeled a lady, a castrated existence. This experience 



of primary loss and desire for the lost object and union is represented obsessively through out her 

monologue in delirium and on her death bed, through the words of lament in her diary, in 

Lockwood’s nightmare, and through Heathcliff’s obsessive desire for the dead, which lasts 18 years.     

In her Memoirs of a Woman Doctor (1988) the Egyptian writer Nawal E. Saadawi also shows how 

a protagonist suffers a severe conflict between her sense of identity and her femininity through her 

bleeding body. Saadawi’s protagonist also feels as if she were “ in chains---chains forged from my 

own blood tying me to the bed so that I couldn’t run and jump, chains produced by the cells of my 

own body, chains of shame and humiliation.” The conflict begins earlier, when her mother’s gaze at 

her body as a girl causes her self-consciousness feeling that “Everything in me was shameful…”(10), 

then comes to a head at the beginning of menstruation: 

 

I was bounding ecstatically along when I felt a violent shudder running through my body. 

My head spun and I saw something red. I didn’t know what had happened to me. Fear 

gripped my heart and I left the game. I ran back to the house and locked myself in the 

bathroom to investigate the secret of this grave event in private.(11) 

 

Though her mother greets her with “a broad smile”(11) and tells her “women’s bloody tale”(11), the 

sense of fear, confusion, shame, uncleanness, humiliation, weakness and emptiness caused by the 

sudden change in her body are closely united with her earlier experience of her femininity. And she 

feels cursed by God who “really hates girls”(12). She can never accept the absurdity of “this curse”. 

As L. Lander puts it in her Images of Bleeding: Menstruation as Ideology, “ Why should I bleed? 

Why only women? Why saddle only us with stigma, taboo, with feeling cursed and unclean?”(3) She 

asks herself, “Was this unclean procedure the only way for girls to reach maturity?” (12)We should 

note Saadawi’s protagonist’s word, “my weakness” and her wish for death: “If only I could die! I 

didn’t recognize this body which sprang a new shame on me every day, adding to my weakness and 

my preoccupation with myself”(12). Her word and her wish for death echoes Catherine’s, and her 

sense of shame reflects other women’s traumatized experiences of bleeding. 

 What each of these protagonists has in common is her lament for a lost childhood at the moment of 

menarche, receding from a playing ground into the back room, from  androgynous childhood into a 

space of inactivity. “I no longer went out in the street,…”(14). Midori in “Growing Up” stops 

playing with Shota, her playmate, stops going out in the street, and stays at home, lamenting the loss 

of childhood and carefreeness. Saadasin’s protagonist does likewise: she “no longer went out in the 

street”(14) and takes to her room for four days running. Devi is also told to sit alone in the room at 

the back for three days. Catherine, after her leg is injured, has to stay at Thrushcross Grange for five 

weeks to be reborn as “a lady”, a persona of femininity, the weaker sex. Each protagonist becomes 

inactive, like a sick girl. “The rejection-of-feminine-role hypothesis frequently focuses on the 



beginning of menstruation at puberty as an event that forces the developing woman to adjust to her 

femininity”(Lander 65). A Freudian formulation, in which the rejection of femininity is connected 

with a castration complex, will see Catherine, Saadawi’s protagonist, Devi and Midori as girls who 

fail to adjust to a feminine role and became a neurotic as a result, envious of the privileges of 

masculinity. But from the feminist viewpoint, Catherine’s misery can be shared with every woman in 

a society where a woman is seen as the weaker, inferior sex.  

 One of the most striking scenes in Saadawi’s text concerns the fallen idol of the male body 

dissected or examined by a female student of science. The protagonist, as a student of medicine, 

intrudes into an area where no woman was traditionally allowed, and looks at a naked man on a 

dissecting table next to her for the first time in her life. She wonders, “Why had my mother made all 

these tremendous distinctions between me and my brother, and portrayed man as a god whom I 

would have to serve in the kitchen all my life?” “Would my mother ever believe that I’d stood with a 

naked man in front of me and a knife in my hand, and opened up his stomach and his head? Would 

society believe that I’d examined a man’s body and taken it to pieces without caring that it was a 

man”(25)? Now she is positioned not as an object of desire but as a gazer, and her gaze robs man of 

dignity and respect, and her hatred and contempt are depicted as follows: 

 

    I hadn’t imagined that life would prove my mother wrong so soon, or give me my revenge in 

this way over that miserable man who’d looked at my breasts one day and not seen anything 

else out of me besides them…. 

      Was this a man’s body, the outside covered with hair and the inside full of decaying stinking 

organs, his brain floating in a sticky white fluid and his heart in thick red blood? How ugly man 

was, both inside and out…(26). 

 

The protagonist’s obsessive rebellion against her mother is repeated again and again in this text, 

whenever she suffers a conflict between her sense of identity and her femininity. Her mother forces 

her to accept a traditional feminine role, although she is very much envious of the privileges of men.
７ 

When it comes time for a female body to be dissected, her scientist’s gaze robs it of  

“the glory of the long shiny hair my mother had plagued me with”(26). This long shiny hair “fell 

into the filthy bin along with other unwanted bodily matter and scraps of flesh”(27). In the past she 

had her hair cut short to see if “a woman’s crown fall shattered to the ground” so that her mother 

would be upset. Her rebellion was a success. Though she experiences a conflict between her 

attachment to and detachment from her mother, when her mother gives a shrill cry and slaps her face 

again and again, and repeats in bewilderment, “You must have gone mad!”, she realizes she has 

defeated her mother and the great aura which had made her terrified of her mother vanishes, and she 



knows that “she was a just an ordinary woman.”(18) The magic of a phallic mother, the substitute for 

a patriarch is also broken; her mother is castrated by daughter. “My mother had ruined my 

childhood… “(67), says the narrator protagonist. Her mother had seemed to her to control her “life, 

her future and her body right down to every strand of her hair.”(16) She doubted the love of her 

mother, and her doubt lead her to a contempt for “womankind”(17). Her mother was responsible for 

her daughter’s enmity against her femininity, though her mother had greeted her daughter’s 

menarche with “ a broad smile” unlike the mothers of some of the informants in Indian Call Girls, 

whose attitudes towards menstruation are very negative. Saadawi’s protagonist is forced to believe 

that “everything in me was shameful”(10) and she has to cover up the shameful parts of her body 

when she is just nine years old because of her mother’s piercing gaze, like “an animal immobilizing 

its prey.”   

Science helps her to challenge and resist what her mother wants her to be, however, it also topples 

female dignity from its throne, leaving it at her feet “naked and powerless,” just as man had done 

before(39). When she treats a dying woman who gives birth to a living child, “the focus of the 

struggle inside me” widens out from masculinity and femininity to embrace humankind as a 

whole(38). She experiences a revelation in a village far from her home, her mother, and the 

laboratories. She feels pain for the first time in her life when she sees the eyes of her patient, whose 

moaning makes her spirit quail. Her conflict between her sense of identity and femininity had led her 

to rebel against everyone, especially her mother, who forced her to play a traditional woman’s role, 

to shut herself away in dreary isolation. But she now can open her arms to life and embraces her 

mother, “feeling for the first time that she was my mother.”   

 Now she desperately searches for a man, instead of “waiting for some men to come and buy me 

like a cow”(71). After an unhappy marriage, she finally finds a man unlike those who disliked 

openness, intelligence, and a strong personality in a woman. But before this happy encounter, an 

important change occurs. The society against which she rebelled begin to recognize her as a 

respectable physician, one with self-sacrificing compassion for those who seek for her help. She 

wonders,” Why had I been angry at the blood which stains a woman every thirty days”(84). Why?  

This question suggests that her endless battles against gender discrimination, internalized in her 

mother in particular, and in everyone in society generally, became militant when she experienced her 

menarche. Though she was surrounded by many supporters, however, emptiness took root in her. 

She refused to lead a woman’s life because of her battles against her mother and her contempt for 

men had blinded her. This novel ends as follows: “I buried my head in his chest and wept tears of 

quiet relief.”(101) She experiences the protection of someone else for the first time in her life, 

“something she hadn’t felt ever about her mother.”(100)  

  Devi, like Saadawi’s protagonist, rebels against her mother, who forced her to play a proper 

woman’s role, but she listens to the suppressed voice of her mother and understand her loneliness 



and pain. Does Saadawi’s protagonist have any space for her and her mother to share and 

communicate, to achieve empowerment? There is a quick moment when she embraces her mother, 

however, her mother impresses us as a symbol of the superego which orders daughters to accept the 

traditional feminine roles.   

  Finally, let us examine Ichiyo Higuchi’s(1872-1896) “Takekurabe”(“Growing Up” 1895-96) 

which tells the story of how Midori, the protagonist, reaches puberty in her 14th calender year and 

how she mourns her carefree childhood. Midori lives in Daikokuya, a geisha house, with her parents 

and her sister, Omaki, a famous courtesan called “Oiran”. Thanks to Omaki’s fame, power, and good 

connections with celebrities, as well as her own entertaining, friendly nature, Midori is very popular 

among the people in the licensed quarter. However, Midori is expected to be like her sister, “Oiran”, 

in the near future, instead of becoming a mother of sons or a lady to be given away in marriage, like 

Devi, Catherine and Saadawi’s protagonist at puberty. Puberty for such girls as Devi, Catherine, 

Saadawi’s protagonist and many others, “is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual 

maturity but as the signal of immanent reproductive capacities”(Grosz 205). Midori’s body is not 

coded with “resonances of motherhood” but  of “newly awakened sexual capacities.” In this sense, 

the protagonist of this text is uniquely situated.  

Let us see how Midori reacts to the beginning of menstruation. On the fatal day, Midori wears 

her hair in a special style, equivalent to “the first Sari”８ which makes visible the end of childhood. 

This is described as follows: 

 

    …a little shyly, she wore her hair in a fresh Shimada, tied with a rich twist of ribbon. Her 

combs were tortoise shell, and little bunches of streamers hung shimmering from her hairpins. 

She was more brightly dressed than usual, the model Kyoto doll. Shota was speechless. 

Ordinarily he would have run over and taken her by the arm…. 

     “It looks wonderful.” Shota pulled at Midori’s sleeve. “When did you have it done? 

Yesterday? This morning?” And a little reproachfully, “Why didn’t you tell me?” 

     “They did it this morning in Omaki’s room. I hate it.” Midori’s tone was heavy, she looked 

down at the ground, she seemed shy of the passing crowds.”(chap.14, 106) 

 

What does menarche signify for Midori of Daikokuya, a geisha house where her sister Omaki is a 

famous Oiran? We can find the suggestion in the topic of Midori’s hairdo which Shota and the 

Moose discuss: 

 

    “…Has anyone seen Midori?  I’ve been looking for her all day….”… 

      “Oh, Midori. She went by a little while ago over the bridge. You should’ve seen her. her hair 

done up like so.” He swept his hands up grandly over his head to suggest the lines of the 



Shimada, the coiffure a young girl adopts when she reaches adolescence. “She looked good. 

Good,” he added, wiping his nose. 

     “Better than her sister, I bet. Maybe she’ll turn out like her sister.” 

    Shota looked at the ground. 

     “Hope she does. Then we can go buy her. Next year I’ll open a stall and make me some 

money.”(chap.14, 105) 

 

While Shota feels sorry for Midori, the Goose becomes excited at the prospect of buying her. Midori 

is gendered and labeled as the object of men’s desire, unlike the protagonist of A Woman Doctor and 

Devi of Thousand Faces of Night who were expected to marry a proper person and to give him 

legitimate sons. The fatal day of bleeding at  Thrushcross Grange symbolizes for Catherine 

separation from her childhood to become Mrs Linton, the wife of a stranger. The beginning of 

menstruation usually means girls are oriented toward marriage and motherhood in the near future, 

and their sexuality is hidden behind the reproductive project. “Takekurabe” is unique in this sense, 

though Midori is not the desiring subject, but the object of sexual desire unconnected to reproductive 

ends in this specific scene.  

“From that day on Midori was a changed girl.”(109) The question is how exactly, and  

how did people around her change their attitude toward her?  Not only her acquaintances but also 

passers-by begins to admire her, but their praise “sounded in her ears like taunts” and “she felt as 

though they were jeering at her.”(106) Thus she ends up staying at home alone of her own volition. 

Even Shota annoys her to the extent that she says, “I’ll die if you stay. It gives me a headache to 

listen to you, and it makes me dizzy to talk to you. I don’t want anyone to come near me, not anyone, 

I wish you would go home.” (108) She wants to hide in a dark room, speaking to no one and 

showing her face to no one because she feels depressed and embarrassed when she has to meet 

people. She often flushes or looks as if she wants to weep when she is talked to, even by Shota. 

Shota is still a child, and can not understand the change in her, so he only wonders if she is ill. 

Midori herself is muddled and cannot express how she feels. 

 

    Sad thoughts accumulated, vague thoughts that she could not define herself—thoughts that 

would never have come to the Midori yesterday. How was she describe the shame she felt?...Ah, 

if she could go on forever with her dolls and her cutouts, if she could go on playing house, what 

a joy it would be. She hated it, hated it, she hated growing up. Why did she have to grow old? If 

she could only go back seven months, ten months, a year—it was as though she were already an 

old woman.(107-108) 

 

Midori’s “ bright manner and winsome way of looking at one”(75) are gone, and she  



feels alienated from her body, which seems to her that of “an old woman, with no future as she 

expected”. However, this text does not have a despairing ending. Midori is not represented only as 

the objectified female body but also as a girl in love, a desiring subject in the end. Her childish 

approach to Nobu, her school mate and an heir to the Ryugeji Temple, subtly changes before the day 

of her menarche. When she was a carefree child and offered a scarlet silk handkerchief to Nobu, who 

tripped over the root of a pine and fell with one hand to the ground, gossip spread. Though Midori 

was always friendly to Nobu, he disliked gossip and desperately kept away from her. Midori 

gradually comes to think that “he was making a special effort to be disagreeable.” Midori is always 

annoyed by his coldness, rudeness, and neglect, but still she cannot  restrain herself when Nobu is 

in trouble with a broken clog under the gate of Daikokuya. However, she cannot talk to him 

spontaneously as usual, and keeps silent, standing in the shadow of the gate heedless of the rain. 

“She could not open the gate, and yet she could not ignore the unfortunate. Turning over all the 

possibilities in her mind, she finally thrust her hand out through the lattice and tossed the cloth over 

him. He ignored it. Ah, He’s the same as ever. All Midori’s resentment gathered in her eyes, tears of 

annoyance welled up. What does he have against me?”(103) Though she has plenty of things to say 

to Nobu, Midori collects herself and “marched firmly into the house” (chap.13, 103) when she hears 

the voice of her mother.   

 The last paragraph shows how Midori has changed in her attitude toward Nobu. 

 

   Midori heard nothing of Nobu’s plans. The old spirit was still put away somewhere, it was only 

that she had felt so unlike herself these last few weeks. She was shy, everything embarrassed her. 

One frosty morning someone left a paper narcissus at the gate. There was no message with it, but 

for reasons of her own Midori put it in a vase and sat fondly up at it. And then, she hardly knew 

where, she heard that the following day in a seminary Nobu had put on his dark robes.(110) 

 

Interestingly, her new shyness and embarrassment in place of her old spirit of childhood  

are connected to her subtle response to the gift of a paper narcissus, which suggests  

her growth in terms of imaginative ability and sensitivity as a girl in love. Midori, like  

the protagonist in A Woman Doctor mourns her carefree childhood, and has gloomy  

thoughts, however, unlike Saadawi’s protagonist she does not hate nor have a great  

contempt for men. On the contrary, her sexual awakening is represented through her  

love for Nobu instead of her childish chagrin at his neglect. Grosz states, “ Puberty for  

girls marks the development of the breast and the beginning of menstruation as an  

entry into the reproductive reality that is presumed to be women’s prime domain.  

Puberty is not figured as the coming of a self-chosen sexual maturity but as the signal of  

immanent reproductive capacities”. In “Takekurabe,” however, there is no resonance of  



motherhood, only of newly awakened sexual capacities. Midori’s sexual maturity might  

be exploited as the object of male desire, but the ending suggests the possibility of her  

desiring subjectivity as a girl in love. Thus, menstruation does not indicate reproductive  

reality but the potential forcorporeal pleasure, though it also indicates the jeopardy of  

being the desired object. The feminine role Midori is expected to accept is strikingly  

different from that of the other girls we’ve seen.  

Interestingly, we can see contrasting reactions of people to Midori’s change: “Some praised 

Midori for having become so quiet and lady-like, some mourned the entertaining child who was 

gone.” Ichiyo herself seems to fall into the second group, lamenting the inescapable end of Midori’s 

childhood world: “The gaiety disappeared from the main street like a fire put out.”(110) Heathcliff 

similarly mourns Catherine, the savage girl who was gone, but we can find no one in A Woman 

Doctor who mourns the childhood activeness of the protagonist, and this kind of apathy is 

predominant.  

 Hariharan’s representation of bleeding female bodies is unique because she creates a  narrative 

that challenges the ideology of womanhood starting with menarche, which is tacitly assumed to be 

celebrated only because it means future motherhood, and thus means nothing for women of stubborn 

wombs. Devi’s rebellious barren and menstruating body has a subversive power, challenging the 

reproductive equation menstruation=motherhood.  

Moreover, in Hariharan’s text we can find a secret bond between women which is not  developed 

in other texts. Now I would like to examine how women around Devi support each other. We find 

diverse metaphorical mother-and-daughter narratives between Devi and Parvatiama, her 

mother-in-law; Mayamma and Parvatiama; Devi and her grandmother; Devi and Mayamma, besides 

the real mother-and-daughter narrative between Devi and Sita. And each woman’s story, and the 

legends and fables of many heroines and goddesses narrated by Devi’s grandmother intersect and 

develop the theme of womanhood and the narratives of sisterhood and friendship between women of 

different castes, generations, and educational backgrounds.  

“Devi, Devi, Parvatiamma was my sister, my mother, my daughter”(82). This is what Mayamma 

tells Devi. Many years after her first son is born dead, Mayamma bears a son, but eight years later 

her husband leaves home taking with him all the money in the house. Her son, at fourteen, begins to 

threaten to beat her and pesters her for valuables. After her son dies, she feeds the ashes “into the 

river’s mouth” (123). Then Mayamma comes to Parvatiamma, Devi’s mother-in-law, with only a 

torn sari, and Parvatiamma gives her a home. From that day, Parvatiamma becomes her sister, her 

mother, and her daughter. Mayamma, a victim of domestic violence by her mother-in-law, her 

husband, and her son, all sustaining the patriarchal system, is supported by Parvatiamma, who has 

left her husband, and is thus labeled a fallen woman because she has crossed “the threshold, the 

boundaries of home, and for “women, a step over the bar is an act of transgression”(Lal, The Laws of 



the Threshold 12)  Parvatiama chooses to seek for God by herself, which is not permitted to women, 

instead of serving her husband, the only path to attain good wifehood. She is doomed to be punished, 

but Parvatiamma,  becomes her “guardian angel”, a model of a rebel woman far different from Sita, 

Devi’s mother, who sacrificed her dream to be a good wife. When Parvatiamma leaves the house, 

Mayamma “felt destitute” as if her “mother had died again”(63). But Mayamma could live again not 

only through Parvatiamma but also “ even through” Devi (136) after Parvatiamma leaves.     

The long-suffering Mayamma, then, in turn,  supports Devi, who is also sterile and feels 

humiliated by busy gynecologists and worthless in her husband’s gaze. Devi finally decides to leave 

home like Parvatiamma. Devi’s grandmother also gives deserted wives and impoverished widows a 

warm refuge. She herself was widowed in her early thirties, as Sita was. Grandmother is Devi’s 

beloved “old friend”, and through her mother-love seems to Devi stifling when she is on her death 

bed, but she leaves “a gift of the ultimate fantasy: a woman avenger”(39), as well as diverse moral 

fables, out of which Devi herself will make her own stories of womanhood. Sita, a modern version 

of Gandhari, dedicates herself to the altar of marriage as a dutiful wife and daughter-in-law, but the 

sacrifice comes to nothing because of her widowhood. However, Devi, who was an “obedient 

puppet” of her mother, now begins to think of “her mother’s years of unstinting devotion to the 

family” and understands her loneliness and deep, unrelenting pain, her survival, efficient but 

empty.(136) Her daughter’s sympathetic gaze suggests “the possibility of our newly made 

friendship”,(14) which Devi had expected just after she came back from the US and was 

disappointed, will be realized in the near future. She decides to meet Sita with “the unflinching look” 

which she rehearses beforehand and to offer her love, in order to start from the very beginning. She 

opens the gate and “quickened her footsteps as she heard the faint sounds of a veena, hesitant and 

childlike, inviting her into the house.”(139) Sita also seems to start from the very beginning. Now 

Sita is not a womb that cocoons her child, she starts her life again as a child desiring her abandoned 

dream. Hariharan suggests that Devi and Sita creates a space to stand face to face in order to 

empower each other in the concluding scene.  

I would like to emphasize here again the supporting relationship of these outcast women, their 

sisterhood. The way they help and support each other through shared pain and humiliation, with the 

invisible ties between Devi and Parvatiamma, or the possible re-union of Devi and Sita, creates the 

basis for a battle against the abuse of power, a warm refugee, allowing them to challenge the myth of 

a self-denying ideal wife in a traditional Hindu culture. All these barren or widowed women are 

united and form an network with other women through their bleeding bodies. Hariharan, like Bapsi 

Sidhawa, who also has a myth-making representational power related to a women’s community, 

seems to risk reductionism; however, she avoids this. Her characters are not reduced to an idea of a 

bleeding body, their diversity is carefully delineated.    

The psychology of subject formation, along with the ideology of motherhood, is so ingeniously 



systematized through myths of motherhood that we may not notice they divide women into 

“pregnant women of all shapes and sizes” and barren women with “flat stomachs”, or  women with 

“ rebellious organs”(89), and obedient women. I do not mean that a bleeding women’s community 

momentarily stops the endless multiplication of axes of difference among women, but it can be a 

strategically powerful image of a place for women to share their painful or joyful experiences and to 

understand their bodies.          

  

                             Notes 

  

１. L. Lander shows that women’s corporeality has been exploited in order to sustain  their low 

status by examining the ideology of medical science from the 18th century up to now, and proposes a 

vision of menstruation from a woman’s viewpoint. Menstruation is not just physiological 

phenomenon but a cultural product closely related to the status of a woman, and it has a negative 

meaning, such as stigma, taboo, curse, defilement, punishment, and so on in many cultures. A. 

Dworkin’s biting comment on the cultural meaning of menstruation, is “The filth of women is a 

central conceit in culture: taken to be a fact; noted, remarked on, explicated, analyzed, poetized, 

pornographized, satirized: genital filth, menstrual filth, excremental filth, filth down there, between 

the legs, in the hole, the wound oozing blood and slime, dirt and smell; the dirt inherent in the 

genitals or in her bad character—wash, slut, wash. She is dirt and what she touches is dirt because 

she contaminates, makes unclean; her dirt is a contagious dirt, defiling whatever she touches” 

(Intercourse 184). Greer sees “atavistic fear” in the common attitudes to menstruation. She points 

out that “Women who adhere to the Moslem, Hindu or Mosaic faiths must regard themselves as 

unclean in their time of menstruation, principally evinced by our efforts to keep it secret…” (Female 

Eunuch 57).  Her view suggests that fear generates the meaning of the female body which bleeds as 

dangerously filthy. In their Daughters of Independence: Gender, Caste and Class in India, which 

argues that there is a link between women’s subordination through the control of female sexuality 

and the patriarchal caste hierarchy, Joanna Liddle and Rama Joshi also mention the pollution of 

menstruation: “To the Brahmin, childbirth, sexuality and menstruation were all sources of 

pollution….The ideas about women’s ritual impunity which arose, along with the physical 

constraints on their activities, stressed that women’s menstrual, reproductive and sexual functions 

made them inherently impure(69). We can find in most arguments on menstruation reference to  

defilement, through some researchers mention positive meanings. Yagi, for example, states that 

menstruation is considered as fortunate because it is connected with reproductive capability, fertility 

and sexual maturity in matriarchal culture (Yagi, “Menstruation” An Encyclopaedia of South Asia). 

２. I interviewed 10 Indian women in Mumbai and Kolkata, all from their 20s to their40s, between 

30th August and 7th September in2003, and 27th August and 2nd September in 2004. I asked them 



how they experienced their menarche, what sort of health education they received, and what sort of 

taboos they were experiencing. Meghne, 20 years old was a hotel attendant in Mumbai. Her parents 

held liberal views and did not restrict her activities so severely during her period as a Brhamin 

family did. She was not expected to shut herself in an innermost room and she could spend the 

period rather comfortably. But she was not permitted to enter the kitchen, and a curtain was drawn 

behind the images of god so that her body might not affect them. The beginning of her menstruation 

did not shock her because she had enough knowledge of it owing to her school health education, but 

she could not talk with her mother frankly. But now she can talk with her about anything, she said. 

Mala was 22 years old, a Hindu, and Charmaine, 24 years old, a Catholic. Both were airport 

attendants. They received sex education at school and had enough physiological knowledge. They 

were not permitted to enter a temple or a church until their periods were over and they cleansed 

themselves. Charmaine said that she was annoyed by her menstruation and hated it because she felt 

uncomfortable 5 or 6 years ago, but that now she was not suffering from pain or discomfort. Now 

they could enjoy TV commercials and can buy packs of comfortable sanitary items. These are 

popular among women in urban areas, but women in rural areas can not afford to buy them yet, nor 

do they have enough information about them. Nupur was 24 years old, a service manager at a 

restaurant in Kolkata. She did not receive a regular school education of physiology, but a special 

seminar on menstruation. Her mother taught her about it and took care of her when it started. But she 

suffered from pain, and it was very annoying to her. Though she was not forbidden to enter a kitchen, 

her mother’s eldest sister was not permitted to touch the images of god, and had to use spare linen 

and chairs during her period. Veena (pseudonym)was in her 40s, a Buddhist. She said that an attitude 

or taboo against menstruation depends on religion, caste, generation, family, and the area where one 

lives, but even a very modern woman from a liberated family is not permitted to enter a temple nor 

touch the images of god. Rohini was a 42 year old housewife, and Laxmi a 43 years old housewife, 

both Hindu. Laxmi’s first period started at the age of 15, and she did not have any knowledge 

beforehand, so she was shocked. Shock, discomfort, and depression were what she felt at that time, 

but now she is free from them. She did not have a health education at school. Her mother did not tell 

her anything about menstruation, but her grandmother did. She did not talk with her friend, either. 

She learned about sanitary pads from a TV commercial 5 years ago, but she said that she prefers 

cloth to them. Rohini’s first  period started in the 9th grade, and she was shocked and embarrassed. 

She did not have a health education at school, and neither her mother nor her elder sister told her 

about it, but her friend told her what to do. She uses sanitary pads but most women in a village use 

small pieces of cloth, cut from old sari. During her period she is not permitted to enter a temple or to 

touch the brass gods at home, but she can come into a kitchen. Gayalei(a pseudonym), 26 years old, 

was working at a travel agent. She needed a guarantee of non-publication about a private answer and 

also she was irritated when I showed her what R. N. Pati wrote in Adolescent Girls, “…very little 



attention is paid to education and awareness of adolescent girls about the facts of life of menstruation. 

In Pondichery a restriction prevails that mothers should not be the one to see and ‘verify’ her 

daughter’s first menstrual bleeding”(8). She looked very suspiciously at the book, and said, “ It may 

be true only of uneducated village women, but urban girls have a good health education at school 

and enough knowledge, so menarche was not a shock to me because it is natural.” She disliked R. N. 

Pati’s research, which seemed to give an impression of backwardness to India, and she seemed to be 

very proud of her education at a convent school. When I asked if she could talk with her mother 

freely, she did not answer my question and only repeated that she had enough knowledge. To enter a 

temple and a kitchen is tabooed for 3 days, but she persisted that it does not have anything to do with 

religious defilement, and it is just a sanitary matter. Devi ( a pseudonym) was 22 years old, working 

at a hotel in Korkata. Her parents lived in a small town not far from Kolkata. She said that to talk 

about sex or menstruation was tabooed in the past, and even now she felt awkward. She received a 

health education at a convent school in Tharkland, using VTR about women’s bodily functions. Her 

first  period started in 9th grade, and her mother told her how to handle it and she could talk with 

her freely. She remembered a TV commercial on sanitary pads when she was a child, so she was sure 

that it started more than 10 years ago. Her mother used cloth in the past. She was not permitted to 

join the ritual but not forbidden to enter a temple and kitchen. 

  According to Yagi taboos and restrictions during menstruation in India depend on caste and area, 

but cooking and attending religious service are commonly prohibited, and women are supposed to 

shut themselves up in a menstruation hut or in a back room. Moslem women are permitted to cook, 

but to read or touch the Koran, to attend a service in a mosque, and to go on a pilgrimage are not 

permitted. (Yagi, “Menstruation” An Encyclopaedia of South Asia) These taboos correspond to what 

the women I interviewed told me.  

See also R. N. Pati’s Adolescent Girls based on an investigation of issues of health,  

nutrition, and reproductive behaviour of adolescent girls living in a tribal area, and both rural and 

urban areas in Orissa, India. This study reveals that in spite of rituals and traditional festive 

celebration of menarche, and restrictions during menstruation such as “seclusion, ritual bathing, 

practice and prescriptions concerning washing and management of the menstruated cloths/pads, etc” 

seen in most parts of the country, young girls are not provided with enough knowledge about 

menstruation and reproductive health until their first personal experience of it . “Well over two thirds 

of the girls taken for this study described the onset of menarche as a fearful event,….Many of them 

cried when they first saw the menstrual blood.…Even after the attainment of  

menarche, very little information is given to young girls about the physiological  

processes involved and the hygienic practices to be followed”(7-8). 

See also Bumiller’s May You Be the Mother of a Hundred Sons: A Journey Among the Women of 

India which introduces a woman field laborer named as Bommadda in Tamil Nadu who used to “lie 



down in some clumps of dried tree roots and dirt, which had been designated as the spot where the 

women of the village should sleep during their periods” because she was considered impure. She 

discovered that “in one part. of India women were made to sleep outside their family homes until the 

bleeding was over.” The author suggests that the village women internalize strict rules equating 

menstruation with polluting power. “Bommadda was convinced that if she returned to her home she 

would fall sick, or the harvest would fail”(12). 

On the other hand, in “From a Girl to a Maiden, a Maiden to a Woman” which is based on an 

investigation in a village near Varanasi, Yagi states that women during periods and pregnancy are 

considered “fortunate” because of their reproductive fertility, which brings their matrimonial home 

prosperity.( 70) 

Kalpana Ram points out the transition from public to privatized constructions of sexuality because 

of high female literacy in Kanyakumari. Women there do not wish to advertise the ritual, but like to 

privatize it as “a feminine secret”(“Uneven Modernities and Ambivalent Sexualities” 288).  

３. “Red Flower” by Yoshiharu Tsuge, a Japanese cartoonist, represents menstruation in a way 

different from these women writers. Masaji, a schoolboy, casts a furtive gaze at Sayoko, his school 

mate, suggesting his sexual curiosity. When Sayoko is looking after a shop in a mountain village, 

Masaji glances at her lying down languidly. Her belly was swollen, and didn’t seem to concentrate 

on the sale’s account. Masaji sympathizes with her in her trouble, but she keeps him away, like 

Midori during her period in “Growing Up”. His sexual curiosity, which is first seen in his mischief, 

pulling Sayoko’s kimono’s hem off, or teasingly mentioning her pubic hair, is closely related to his 

sympathy for her when she seems to feel out of sorts. One day Masaji furtively glances at Sayoko 

crouching on the river, and at the moment she rises to her feet, he sees red flowers bloom with a plop, 

plot, plop on the surface of the river. The vividness of the flowers strewn on the surface of water 

mystifies him with the ineluctable corporeality of women, and this impressive picture of 

menstruating blood visualized as red flowers may divert one’s attention, romanticizing the 

physiological reality of women. But, interestingly, Sayoko’s bleeding body is not represented as a 

female body with reproductive fertility, nor, as an estranged body, nor as an unclean body, nor as the 

object of male desire, but as an eroticized body which strangely keeps male gaze away, in spite of 

Masaji’s furtively insistent gaze.   

４. According to Sekine, the author of Antholopology of Pollution : The Life-world of the South 

Indian Harijans (1995), the concept of pollution(tito) which is generated from  marginalized 

experiences such as death and the blurring of boundaries is originally ambivalent, with both 

destructive and creative powers, but this ambivalence is changed into a discriminatory ideology 

based on defilement, which differentiates harijans. If we follows his logic, the bleeding female 

bodies are seen not as exuberantly and dangerously creative but only dangerously defiled because 

female bodies evoke the threat of death, chaotic marginal experience between this world and the 



world beyond.  

Grosz says that the female body broadly coded as a body which bleeds is associated with “infection, 

disease, and the idea of festering putrefaction” because menstruation is associated with blood, injury, 

the wound, and with “a mess [that] leaks that does not dry invisibly, that leaks, uncontrollable, not in 

sleep, in dreams… indicates the beginning of an out-of-control status…. (Grosz, Volatile Bodies 

205-206) 

５. Both the feminists who had neglected or hated the corporeality of menstruation as the source of 

women’s oppression and those who celebrated the female body as a source of power tended to focus 

on the reproductive body and sexuality, and the non-reproductive female body, its sterility seems to 

have been neglected.   

See also Army of Roses in which the author suggests that Wafa Idris, the first woman Palestinian 

suicide bomber, died for “reasons that go beyond the liberation of Palestine”(8), and a gender issue 

lurked behind her seemingly patriotic deed, which is closely related with her sterility. Because Wafa 

delivered a stillborn female infant she was blamed by her husband’s family and told by a local doctor 

that “she would never be able to carry a child to full term” (43). After that she stopped eating and 

talking, and stayed in bed all day and night, and thus was labeled as a disobedient wife as well as a 

sterile incomplete woman, and she was cast aside. The author suggests that Wafa was in despair and 

her hopelessness motivated her to carry out an act of terror.  

６. Annie’s menarche in Annie John is described as follows:    

    On the morning of the first day I started to menstruate, I felt strange in a new way—hot and 

cold at the same time, with horrible pains running up and down my legs. My mother, knowing 

what was the matter, brushed aside my complaints and said that it was all to be expected and I 

would soon get used to everything. Seeing my gloomy face, she told me in a half-joking way all 

about her own experience with the first step in coming of age, as she called it, which had 

happened when she was as old as I was.  I pretended that this information made us close—as 

close as in the old days—but to myself I said, “What a serpent!”(51-52) 

Annie has already lost the paradise of her childhood, when she adored her mother and never doubted 

her mother’s love for her, and this experience of menarche made the loss and her hatred for her 

mother definite. On the other hand, this made her and Gwen so close as they could not sustain each 

other’s gaze when they looked each other.(53)     

７. See Images of Bleeding, in which Lander explains the “blame-the-mother approach [of a 

behaviorist theory]” as follows: this approach was “sometimes related to the 

rejection-of-feminine-role hypothesis by positing that the bad-mouthing mother was herself resentful 

of her proper feminine role and passing on that resentment to her unwary daughter….The girl who 

suffers most at this time…may have been poorly prepared by her mother to accept the facts of 

female sexuality and reproduction. One gynecologist says, ‘If the mother suffered from painful 



menstruation, if she referred to her periods as “the curse,” you can bet your bottom dollar that her 

daughter will experience a similar type of trouble with her periods.”(65-67, chap.4, note 35)  

８. Indian girls in the south wear their “first sari” at the menarche ritual which indicates they are 

marriageable (Yagi, “Menstruation” An Encyclopaedia of South Asia).  
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Abstract: Daniel Maximin’s Myopic Vision: Tropes of Resistance in Tu, c’est l’enfance 
 
Phillipe Lejeune’s definition of an autobiography derives from his position as a reader, 
for it is the reader who decides how an autobiography functions, and consequently how it 
is to be read and interpreted: “What defines autobiography for the one who is reading is 
above all a contract of identity that is sealed by the proper name” (19).1  There exists an 
“autobiographical pact” (3) between author and reader, where the reader hopes to 
pinpoint the author, the narrator, and the protagonist as one and the same person.  In 
Daniel Maximin’s Tu, c’est l’enfance, however, such a “contract of identity” is precisely 
what his text aims to complicate. 
 
In my conference paper, I propose to discuss how Maximin’s Tu, c’est l’enfance seeks to 
test the limits of the autobiographical genre by displacing the conventional usage of the 
pronouns “je” (I) and “tu” (you), as well as by undermining the dominant view of myopia 
as a physical or visual impairment.  Generally speaking, the autobiographical genre is 
about a doubling process: past and present; child and adult; a writer functioning as both 
observing subject and object of observation.  Maximin’s splitting of the self—“je” as the 
adult (observing subject) and “tu” as the child or childhood (object of observation)—
undermines positing the self as a unified subject or the author as a figure of authority.  
This doubling of the self is textually inscribed by his focus on not only the “je”/“tu” 
dialogue, but also his myopic vision.  Maximin’s myopia, both literally and figuratively, 
becomes a means of underscoring the difficulties of faithfully remembering and 
representing past experiences, on both an individual and collective level, as well as of 
embracing the child’s perspective and imagination as a new way of envisioning the 
world.  
 
With theoretical texts such as Roland Barthes’s “The Death of the Author,” Michel 
Foucault’s “What is an Author?” and Thomas Couser’s “Introduction: The Embodied 
Self” as my secondary sources, I propose to consider how Maximin’s Tu, c’est l’enfance 
serves as a means of exploring questions of representation, memory, and life experiences 
(in general) and of how to write about one’s past and childhood (in particular).  Such a 
trajectory—an analysis of Maximin’s use of grammatical pronouns, as well as his literary 
trope of myopia—provides a productive framework from which to consider 
Guadeloupe’s vexed relationship to its own history of French colonial violence, and how 
Caribbean diaspora writers such as Maximin attempt to delve into its obscure past.  
Ultimately, Maximin’s Tu, c’est l’enfance serves as an act of resistance, for to write, 
think, and see in a new or different light is essentially about making a gesture towards 
social criticism and change.  

                                                 
1 Lejeune, Phillipe. On Autobiography. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989. 
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Preface 
In April 2002, the North Carolina Museum of Art Foundation commissioned the master plan for 
the North Carolina Museum of Art/Museum Park. This production comes at a time when the 
region is faced with the development pressures of a progressive economy. Since 1950, the 
region’s population has tripled, resulting in the pollination of commerce, and the perpetual 
“dispersal of industry, homes”1 and commercial infrastructure – such as the Research Triangle 
Park [RTP], the Raleigh-Durham International Airport. The project presents an opportunity for a 
different agenda for museums, and affirms the importance of art, and the commitment of the 
museum to remain vital, and engaging. This compendium, traces the development of the master 
plan for the North Carolina Museum of Art/Museum Park – a visual monograph that includes 
theoretical ideations, diagrammatic analysis, and images of an ongoing project. 
 
Background 
Nowhere in the United States does a museum with a notable collection of art also possess such 
expanse of undeveloped green space, as does North Carolina Museum of Art. The NCMA has an 
unparalleled opportunity to develop a contemporary park for the arts and a museum for 21st 
Century. The North Carolina Museum of Art [NCMA] was recently granted a 164-acre site, which 
includes the recently abandoned 45-acre Polk Correctional Facility: A 100 + acre portion of this 
green space is dedicated to the Museum Park and comprised of rolling meadows, woodlands, 
and a small stream known as House Creek. The Museum is committed to protecting and 
restoring the land and has formed partnerships to develop the design concept and preservation 
plan for the site. The North Carolina Museum of Art is planning to implement an innovative 
environmental park that integrates works of art into the landscape, and provides a venue for 
artists whose works focus on the natural world. The Museum Park will be a venue for 
experimental projects in the landscape, facilitating collaborations among artists, architects, 
landscape architects, and environmental scientists.  
 
     The Museum Park will be a publicly accessible model and laboratory for environmental 
restoration, art and nature based education, and a powerful tool to engage community members 
in active learning processes, toward ecological sustainability. The museum park will be: 
 

• A laboratory for ecological sustainability 
• A laboratory for environmental restoration 
• A venue for artistic experimentation 
• Continually accessible for public education  

  
 
Project Site 

                                                 
1 Marx, Leo. “The American Ideology of Space” in Denatured Visions: Landscape and Culture in the 
Twentieth Century. Ed. Stuart Wrede and William Howard Adams. New York: Abrams, 1991. 75 



    

This museum park was once the land of the Tuscarora Indians. White colonists moved in a half-
century before the Declaration of Independence. Twenty years before the American Civil War, a 
free black family farmed here. Military training camps were here in the Civil War and World War 
One. Then the area became a prison site, the Polk Prison Complex.   
The museum complex is located between the City of Raleigh, the Research Triangle Park [RTP] 
and the City of Durham in North Carolina. The project site is bounded on the west by Blue Ridge 
Road and on the east by I-440, and on the south by I-40/ Wade Avenue.  
 
Polemic 
As an act of critical engagement, the project represents a unique moment where the impulse of 
architecture [as critical/artistic production] and landscape architecture [as an extension of 
architectural production] converge, producing an opportunity that requires a repositioning in the 
prevailing stance on contemporary design practice – where the issue of interiority and exteriority 
are often considered autonomous.   
 
Unlike most museum design projects where the architecture dominates the site, this project 
adopts a strategy that places great importance on the relationship between building and site, and 
the relationship of that built environment to the surrounding context. This strategy looks at the 
building’s landscape and the landscape’s architecture as an extension of the same design 
problem – the museum environment as a dialectic “spatial continuum as an organic and extensive 
ambient.”2 
 
     The following questions are designed as conceptual frames for critical discourse and design 
engagement: establishing a virtual landscape for [the foundation and formation of] theoretical 
operations: 

• How does one create a place that challenges the conventional notions and perceptions of 
art, landscape, architecture, and the environment? 

• How does one create a place [or landscape] that informs and stimulates discourse on 
contemporary art and artistic expression? 

• What is the relationship or dialogue between art, architecture, and landscape at the 
beginning of the 21st century? 

• How does one create an exclusive environment for the arts that remains inclusive at all 
levels of public engagement? 

• As one considers the increasing ephemerality of places, what role does contemporary art 
play in the creation and transformation of public spaces? 

• How then, does one create a place [or landscape] that informs and stimulates discourse 
on contemporary art and artistic expression? 

• How does one create a spatial environment that allows for the cross-fertilization of 
cultural activities?  

• How could the juxtaposition of the history and the future be used to balance the public’s 
interest in aesthetics with the centuries of pain, struggle, and occasional triumph 
associated with the site? How does one design a place to exhibit the perpetual dialogue 
between the past and future? 

• How does one create a condition where the disclosure of the threshold is the 
materialization of the concept of space or the experience of space itself? 

• How does the relationship of space and experience create senses of place, identity or 
image? 

 
 
 
Program Summation 

                                                 
2 Aureli, Pier Vittorio. “Mannerism, or the “Manner” at the Time of Eisenman” in Peter Eisenman: Barefoot on 
White-Hot Walls. Ed. Peter Noever. Germany: Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2004. 72  



    

• To create a landscape that reflects the contemporary aspirations of the city of Raleigh/ as 
a cultural and civic center in the Northeast. 

• To create a dynamic cultural landscape that supports the museum’s exhibition, research, 
and education programs. 

• To create a unique spatial environment for engaging artists, designers and scholars. 
• To create a memorable and engaging urban park: a public space for gathering, 

performance, contemplation, discovery, relaxation, cultural recreation and pleasures of 
everyday life. 

• To provide a visible botanical strategy for site beatification and ecological restoration. 
• To create a spatial environment for experimental projects in land art, landscape 

conservation, and ecological restoration. 
• To create a spatial realm where people can simultaneously engage art [in nature] and 

nature [in art]. 
• To improve the buildings physical relationship with the surrounding cultural landscape: 

The resulting solution should creatively address the relationship between architecture, 
landscape, visual arts and contemporary life. 

• To restructure the approach and arrival sequence to the museum complex. 
 

On Public Space 
The development of public space at the beginning of the 21st century present a perplexing urban 
design problem for architects, landscape architects and planners, as clearly articulated by Wolf 
Prix’s remark in his article on public space:  “ The gradual privatization of urban public space in 
Western cities is having profound effects on contemporary architecture as a whole. Faced with a 
lack of public funds, cities and local authorities are increasingly unable to play an active role in 
urban planning and instead acquiesce to private investors who help themselves to the biggest 
and best pieces of the city...Contemporary urban interventions take place in an amorphous and 
imponderable space, analogous to chess figures moving horizontally across blurred television 
screens – but the grid of the chessboard has disappeared, as have the rules determining how the 
pieces move.  … Space is no longer predetermined but rather develops through the tension and 
interrelationships between figures. This is the basis for a vigorous new model of urbanism.”3  
 
     These comments are reactive to synthetic contemporary conditions – where urban and natural 
systems are not mutually exclusive, but interdependent – produced as byproducts of a dynamic 
[consumer-oriented] global economy, where architects, landscape architects and planners are 
key protagonist in the translation, formation and transformation of urban spatial environments.  
When considered carefully, they are irrefutable observations that parallel the growing urban 
condition in North Carolina – particularly, around the Raleigh-Durham, Cary and Chapel Hill area 
– where a coherent urbanist approach lacks consistence. As summed up by Prix in the same 
article: “it is a game whose end is easily predicted – architecture will end up as infrastructure built 
to maximize profits within the global economy.”4 In the case of Raleigh-Durham, with few notable 
exceptions, the city’s landscape is increasingly fractured by urban sprawl and architectural 
mutations, which in time may prove to be perfect acts of architectural graffiti, and aesthetic 
barbarism.     
 
     Prix’s comments also speak to the need for new urban domains that are designed as cultural 
infrastructures – for transformative programming – that will accommodate the tension and 
dialogue produced by local and global economies. These domains are catalytic nodes that 
amplify surrounding urban conditions through connective circuits and movement ribbons – 
                                                 
3 Prix, Wolf. “b5 2 c6: Public Space” in The State of Architecture at the Beginning of the 21st Century. Ed. 
Bernard Tschumi and Irene Cheng. New York: Monacelli Press, 2003.18. 
 
4 Prix, Wolf. “b5 2 c6: Public Space” in The State of Architecture at the Beginning of the 21st Century. Ed. 
Bernard Tschumi and Irene Cheng. New York: Monacelli Press, 2003.18. 
 
 



    

emphasizing programmatic interrelationship between contrasting spatial environments in a given 
domain. This philosophical approach to urbanism proposes a new agenda for shaping 
eventscapes and acknowledges the criticality of flow patterns in cultivating and sustaining nodes 
of attraction – “critical points where the flows are arrested, redirected, and intensified.”5 
 
Prix’s proposal has direct theoretical application in the development of museum spatial 
environments, particularly when considering the organic evolution of the North Carolina Museum 
of Art and the pending museum extension. The project, Deviations from the Normative: Towards 
a New Museum Landscape is centered on the development of museum environments as critical 
agents in the cultivation of contemporary urbanism. 
 
The Museum Environment 
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, museum’s are integrating within their body envelope 
ancillary programs: such as the café, the restaurant, the theater, art studios [for residencies], the 
library [or research center], the bookstore, souvenir gift-shops, and private lounges – as they vie 
for attention and patronage of the cultural elite, and culturally deprived public. Today, museum 
environments are so vital to urban life, because of the declining number of public spaces 
available to urbanites. They also serve as economic engines for revitalizing the image of a city, 
and attracting domestic and international tourist, as well as global investors.6 
 
The design strategy contemplates the idea of the Museum as an urban café [an incubator of 
urban culture]. According to writer Elisabeth Wilson, in the nineteenth century and the first part of 
the twentieth century: “The café was the ideal bohemian venue because it was a chameleon 
environment, continually changing its purpose and atmosphere. The café was also a labor 
exchange for intellectuals and artists, and the essential meeting place for journalists and editors, 
for artists, models and dealers before the invention of the telephone and fax. Seated in café you 
might meet the person who would change your life. …That at least was the hope – and of course 
the café was also a meeting place for lovers, an erotic as well as a business setting.”7 Today, it 
serves as a node [or docking station] for the virtual studio, gallery and office environment – it is 
both an incubation station for culture expression, and a trampoline intellectual gymnastics. 
 
Spatial Concept 
The concept of the park was conceived and drawn from the notion of layering [as an additive and 
subtractive process] and movement [that of erasure, transport and flow dynamics] – as a visible 
and invisible process.        
 
Surface Strategy 
The objective is to stage a dialogue between the architecture, the art, the landscape and the 
visitor. The museum of the future will unfold its walls beyond the confines of architecture and 
embrace the surrounding urban matrix creating a transparent threshold (or edgescape) were the 
museum and the park grounds serve as a canvas for cultural expression. The museum park will 
serve as a venue and staging ground for instigating, describing, evolving and revealing new 
archetypes for museum spatial environments. Within this context, some areas will be flexible in 
their programmatic function, allowing their users to prescribe and compose the nature of space. 
The result is a museum environment that is more dynamic, intermediate, adaptive, and aqueous 
in its configuration, and capable of handling the demands of a dynamic programmatic framework. 
The landscape becomes an active development interface, were a new layer of time is 

                                                 
5 Prix, Wolf. “b5 2 c6: Public Space” in The State of Architecture at the Beginning of the 21st Century. Ed. 
Bernard Tschumi and Irene Cheng. New York: Monacelli Press, 2003.18. 
 
6 Tilden, Scott j. ed. Architecture for Art: American Art Museums, 1938-2008. New York: Abrams, 2004. 7-8  
7 Wilson, Elizabeth. “The Café: the Ultimate Bohemian Space”: in Strangely Familiar: Narratives of 
Architecture in the City. Ed. Iain Borden, Joe Kerr, Alicia Pivaro, and Jane Rendell. London: Routledge, 
1996.     



    

superimposed to create a unique and memorable environment – a collage landscape and a 
palimpsest of contemporary cultural expression. 
     The collage landscape attenuates the proposed system of exhibition galleries in the new 
museum, creating a new spatial volume and relationships where "space and event are 
interdependent but mutually exclusive.”8 The resulting challenge is to create conditions that allow 
for the creation of a space that is transformative, with cross-programming capabilities.9 The 
landscape serves as a monocle or filter for engaging the construct and discourse of art in 
contemporary society. It is a multifaceted response to the aesthetic and functional dynamics of 
the museum as an event or theatrical destination. 
 
Converging Trajectories [analogue/projective functions]: 
The museum and Polk Prison infrastructure are analogous institutions with projective conceptual 
ideas, and share similar functional qualities, but differ in value as anthropocentric depositories. 
They are diametric inversions that speak to and address different social conditions – dealing with 
transient spatial occupation, freedom of expression, and freedom of movement - relating to 
confinement, spatial organization and porosity.  

 
       
Summation of Critical Components: 
The Green   
All Movement ribbons converge into the central green, the museum’s primary social and 
entertainment realm: comprising of the amphitheater, the restaurant, the pond, and a lawn area. 
The Green is a critical component in the programmatic and spatial configuration of the museum 
park and is structured by an undulating [nautilus-shaped] circulation ribbon, which integrates the 
existing museum and amphitheater with the surrounding site, creating a more dynamic, and 
unified relationship between architectural punctuations, spatial volumes and landscape elements. 
                                                 
8 Tschumi, Bernard. Architecture and Disjunction. MIT Press, 1998. 160-168 
 
9 Tschumi, Bernard. Event-Cities. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1998. 327-29 
 



    

The intervention is drawn as a synthesis of site character and from an existing architectural 
language of precise geometries. The prescribed configuration spirals out to an open spatial 
realm, which identifies the site as the cultural heart of the park and the city of Raleigh. The design 
is driven by the dualities and contrast between the natural and synthetic: interiority versus the 
exteriority, inclusivity [public] versus exclusivity [private], containment and extension, the past 
versus the future, presence versus absence, and the idea of permanence versus temporality. The 
resulting design animates and enriches the visitor’s experience through the assertion of a 
counter-aesthetic vocabulary – notions of the dialectical.             
 
The Pond  
The design introduces a new ecological and aesthetic language to the museums central green, 
grounded by a strong understanding of the site’s ecological calculus and cultural conditions. The 
resulting site intervention will animate, challenge, and enrich the visitors experience through 
diverse and distinct programming for art and environmental education; with particular emphasis 
on the complex relationships between human systems and natural systems. Thus, the pond is an 
innovative response to a new layer of programmatic demands superimposed on the landscape. It 
serves as a mediating visual element between the museum and park grounds: a gesture that 
invites engagement while collecting, filtering and redirecting water.   
 
Park Access + Circulation Corridors 
The design provides access and circulation for museum and park visitors, cars and service 
vehicles that support activities in three programmatic zones: 1) the Museum’s Gallery/Pavilion 
and Center for Education and Creativity; 2) the Green, which serves as the social and 
entertainment node; and 3) the Woodlands. The issue of movement and connectivity is central to 
the design and planning of the North Carolina Museum of Art [NCMA]: The museum complex is 
organized around separate spatial realms, which are stitched and bridged together by a 
comprehensive circulation apparatus comprising of primary, secondary, and tertiary ribbons. They 
are modulated ribbons [horizontal spaces] that support programmatic conditions and activities 
within the museum landscape.  
 
The Bridge [visual connector and entrance portal]:    
An object of design that addresses the need for programmatic linkage and public access 
A prosthetic connection that serves as a lifeline 
An infrastructure for the transport of people 
Provides the safest means of navigation across the sea of automobiles   
A stitching device across the ribbon of curvilinear highways and undulating beltlines  
A conduit for the cultivation of ideas and construction of memory 
A supplementary object that augment the relationship between inside and outside 
In a single gesture, it reconnects once fractured patches, allowing for equal and reciprocal 
porosity between spatial thresholds and liminal conditions.    
 
     As an entrance portal, the bridge is design to engage the surrounding urban matrix [via a 650-
foot bridge], linking Meredith College to the Museum Park grounds. The bridge is a stitching 
apparatus with the capacity to absorb and accommodate people. It serves as a prosthetic tool for 
cross-fertilization, connecting the museum island to the surrounding context and “allowing it to 
consummate its relationship with the city”10 of Raleigh. The labyrinthine trail is seen as a 
conceptual extension of the bridge condition; a navigation mechanism, linking and stitching 
segregated spatial realms of social and cultural interaction. Like an enzyme, the bridge and 
greenway spline sifts through the density of vegetation, increasing the spatial permeability of 
connective programs.    
  
Parking Receptacles 
The parking system is designed to calibrate the experience and sequence of entry, arrival and 
departure at the interface between the Blueridge Road and the museum site. 
                                                 
10 Koolhaas, Rem. Delirious New York. The Monacelli Press, 1994. 30 



    

 
The West Lawn/ Museum Entrance  
The West Lawn is located on the site of the demolished Polk Prison complex and serves as the 
threshold and transition point between Blue Ridge Road and the museum. As proposed, the 
helical segment of the spiral serves as a critical visual element between the museum extension 
and Blue Ridge Road. The museum’s identity and image are cultivated, communicated, and 
revealed to the public from this liminal swatch.        
  
Park Pavilion 
The Pavilion serves as a viewing receptor that extends and reconnects the museum to the 
surrounding urban context. 
 
The Horse Pasture and Piedmont Prairie 
An area of transient programming, designed for multiple spatial conditions, where site 
installations and environmental interventions are constantly changing. 
 
Museum Arboretum 
The arboretum serves as a transition zone between the new museum extension and the 
proposed hotel and conference center. It is designed as an archeological reference to the site’s 
history: adding visual and seasonal interest to the experience of engaging the museum’s West 
Lawn and the park woodlands.    
 
The Woodlands  
This 50-acre woodlands, serves as an armature for the museum park. The design proposal calls 
for vegetative densification on the southern coniferous edge, creating a highly distinctive 
edgescape, and a natural sound screen that will muffle the cacophony of traffic noise emanating 
from the 440 Beltline, and the I-40/Wade Avenue highway Infrastructure.  
 
     For the interior section of the woodland zone, the plan proposes a park culture of site 
installations, informal trail ribbons, bridges and a range of programmatic activities centered on art 
and ecology. The site presents an unprecedented opportunity for commissioned artists to 
experiment with natural materials, while the museum cultivates a conservation and nature 
development program – designed to restore the natural character of this ecological zone and the 
water quality of House Creek, which flows through the woodland corridor of the Museum 
Preserve. This lush and verdant zone, serves as a primary confluence point for the invisible and 
visible channels of flow – transporting runoff from the museum’s building facilities and the 
surrounding context, including peripheral highway infrastructures and the North Carolina State 
University College of Veterinary Medicine Campus.  
 
     As park visitors move through the woodlands along the greenway spline, they encounter 
secondary trail systems that allow for an intimate exploration of the woodlands – a green 
exhibition gallery for experimental art and site-specific sculpture – where nature and culture 
intersect. The nature of commissioned work on the site, are designed to engage the park visitor 
and to challenge their understanding of contemporary sculpture – between works that are 
classified as site punctuations, “site construction, and axiomatic structures.”11 The act of 
deforming and transforming natural objects gives rise to new identities and spatial constructs – 
gestures of symbolic and elastic architecture – which serve as contraptions for understanding and 
engaging the natural environment. These gestures offer new ideas to the spatial imagination and 
the growing theoretical discourse in architecture and contemporary landscape architecture. The 
goal is to create conditions that allow art to be used as a vehicle for articulating and 
[re]articulating our contemporary relationship with nature.  
                                                 
11 Peter Jacobs, “DE/RE/IN/[FORM] ING LANDSCAPE” in: Simon, Swaffield. Theory in Landscape 

Architecture: A Reader. University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002. 117 
 
 



    

 
House Creek 
Located at the lowest point on the site, the House Creek Corridor defines the area of highest 
ecological sensitivity – its proximity to existing highway infrastructures and residential settlements 
makes it susceptible to permeation and disturbance.  
 
Northern Buffer Enhancement 
The planted periphery, buffers the park from the surrounding neighborhood, creating a privacy 
screen between the private realm [of the community] and the public domain [of the museum 
park]. 
 
Service Complex 
This remnant infrastructure is designed as a staging facility for all maintenance and landscape 
services on the museum park grounds. 
 
Museum Hotel and Conference Center 
Proposed as a catalyst for urban growth, the conference center is design as a dynamic hub of 
exchange – amplifying the sense of enclosure through it spatial and volumetric configuration 
along Blueridge Road.   
 
The Smoke Stack [industrial artifact, icon of entropy and object of spectacle]: 
Once part of the Polk Youth Center, is striking in its verticality, scale, and material contrast – 
serves as a mnemonic totem that links past history to present contemporary condition. Its 
dialectical position is one of contemplation – deconstructing and reconstructing the past in the 
present, and the present in the past.       
 
Polk Prison Site [Historic summation and significant events]  
The historic outline reveals the density of compressed history buried in the strata of cultural 
constructs: 
 
Before 8,000 B.C.: The beginnings of American Indian use of the site. 
 
1711-1713: Tuscarora War.  The Tuscarora Indians fight an unsuccessful war against the 

English colonists of North Carolina who were stealing their land and enslaving them.   
 
1764-1771: British Governor William Tryon at the 1771 Battle of Alamance crushes “The 

Regulators”, a pre-Revolutionary War protest movement of white farmers.   
 
1840 to 1898: While white farmers control most land on the Polk site, a free mulatto woman, 

Charlotte Blake, buys five acres of what will become a 97.5-acre farm, beginning a four-
generation farm owned by the Blake family. In 1898, the Blake family is forced to auction 
their lands to whites, ending four generations of black ownership. 

 
1861-1864:  Near the free black farm of the Blake’s, more than 500 acres of the site serves as a 

Confederate training facility, Camp Mangum, named after a prominent Confederate family.  
 
1887: Some of the site becomes a part of the North Carolina Agriculture and Mechanical College 

(now North Carolina State University). 
 
1918: U.S. government establishes a tank training facility, Camp Polk, named for a Revolutionary 

War hero William Polk. The slogan of the tank corps was “Treat ‘em rough.”  Black and 
white troops as well as black and white civilian workers lived and worked in segregated 
facilities. 

 
1920: Camp Polk becomes Polk Prison Farm, a segregated prison.  Beyond the prison, the 

surrounding area is entirely farmland. 



    

 
1928: by this year, the prison no longer held any African Americans.  “All able-bodied Negroes” 

are sent to work “in quarries, mines, and road camps”.   
 
1928-1932: Prison population increases because of the 1929 Depression from 92 to 301. 
 
1942: prison population becomes entirely black. 
 
1956: prison integrates whites with existing black population. 
 
1959: 551 inmates are in the prison, surrounded by Raleigh suburbs.  The murder of a white male 

by a released inmate adds momentum to the Citizens Committee for the Removal of Camp 
Polk.  Chamber of Commerce President Dan Stewart declares that the “land near the camp 
is vital to the growth of the Raleigh-Durham area in connection with the burgeoning 
Research Triangle program.”  But the prison remained. 

 
1997: Polk Youth Center closes. 
 
2001: Department of Correction transfers the land to the North Carolina Museum of Art.  
 
Freedom, slavery, and the law: these are the major themes and tensions at this site.  
 
The outline of significant events was extrapolated from the Polk Prison Historic Report [prepared by Dennis 
F. Daniels].12 
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Reexamining the Social Justice Debate in View of Inclusive Global Justice 
T.Y. Okosun 
(Northeastern Illinois University) 
 

Abstract 
   

Social justice is better understood when it is associated with the notion of distributive 
justice.  In the 20th Century, the discourses of social justice emerged mostly from 
political philosophy and were dominated by theories that sought to categorize how 
resources (scarce or not) ought to be distributed to people in social contexts.  But the 
limitation of the discourses on distributive justice is that they focus on the distribution of 
economic resources in specific contexts.  Should resources be distributed in a given 
context following specific philosophical guidelines or distributed on the basis of the 
equality of all human beings, context not withstanding?  Should the needy members of 
society receive basic resources for survival or should their condition be remedied by the 
configuration of the economic job market?  But what if some of them cannot work - such 
as those with physical and mental challenges, the elderly, children, those of ill health, and 
many denied of lucrative employability because of their complexion, etc.?  In a more 
complicated sense, should homeless folks be given minimal basic social assistance by 
tired and overburdened social workers, or should they benefit from a more elaborate 
global response made possible by a standardized international assistance system?  What 
is more fundamentally valuable:  the management of prisoners under parochial rules or 
under standardized global criminal justice regulations?  Should people of different 
complexions be given equal access to resources, rights, and privileges based on 
contextual dynamics (which appear not to diminish the burdens of some) or should there 
be a global standard of fairness?  What distinguishes a Senegalese or Sudanese from an 
American so that the American can enter Senegal or Sudan when she/he wants, but the 
Senegalese or Sudanese cannot enter the U.S. when she/he wants?  Should a Senegalese 
or Sudanese continue to suffer the hassles of visa requests and humiliation from affluent 
nations or should there be a standardized global travel system?  The push in 
contemporary social justice debates is for these questions to receive interminable 
responses within specific social contexts.  Social justice debates worry about the potency 
of global justice because that notion moves too close to a universic egalitarian system.  In 
impoverished and dispossessed conditions, the sectarian debates of whether people merit 
or deserve resources are incomprehensible in the face of total misery and abject poverty. 
 
Remarkably, social justice is not often taken seriously within affluent contexts or by 
national governmental systems.  It is mentioned only when the needy (poor folks) or 
human dignity and rights are violated.  Its particular tour de force never seems to leave 
the hands of overburdened social agencies, non-governmental organizations, and 
religious groups.  The reexamination of social justice debates allows for the argument 
that the very word “social,” though important, is both contextual and constraining, and 
should be abandoned for the more inclusive notion “global” which goes beyond contexts 
to include the possibility of well being for all of humanity.  Global justice requires a 
number of fundamental elements that would distinguish it from parochial social justice.  
The debate must include the configuration of elaborate cooperation between nations, and 
must call for standardizing the elements of rights, responsibilities, dignity, global 
taxation, and resource distribution.  This presentation will describe the problematic nature 



of contextual social justice and focus on the critical advantages/benefits of the more 
inclusive and humanistic notion of global justice. 
_____________________________________ 
 
 
The Nature of Contextual Social Justice 
Discussions about social justice have remained locked in how to distribute resources to 
mostly poor and needy people.  Those who are wealthy traditionally do not have to 
consciously think about social justice.  They have no place for the notion that, in order for 
everyone in society to enjoy a dignified social well being, they must be lumped into a 
distribution process that considers whether or not they qualify for resources (scarce or 
not).  It is possible that if the elite/wealthy few of the world realistically had considered 
the issue of distributive justice as a viable way to sustain societies, two major 
advancements may have occurred.  There may have been a less avaricious drive for a few 
people to control and monopolize public resources which presently causes scarcity, and 
there may have been a considerably limited demand by human beings for social justice.  
In other words, what we consider social justice because of enormous social demands 
would only occur in contemporary contexts as aberrations rather than the norm. 
 
The appropriate question then is really not how to distribute scarce resources to poor 
people, but is rather why the resources are scarce.  Within that question we must become 
interested in who has control over the rest of the resources so that resources become 
scarce.  The resources in question are those basic social necessities that the elite/wealthy 
of all social contexts take for granted.  For every social context, basic resources include 
but are not limited to a decent health care system that sustains life (but does not simply 
prop it up); a transforming education that is socially realistic (provides adequate personal 
satisfaction and labor skills) propagated in standardized academic environments; housing 
that has adequate amenities (enough space for everyone, water, electricity, heating and 
cooling, and cooking and storage facilities) in a standardized and economically 
functioning neighborhood (with garbage disposal services); jobs that pay economically 
sustainable wages so that even at the minimum and basic level of sustenance individuals 
and families can without strain afford shelter and alimentation procurement; adequate and 
effective public transportation to easily move people from place to place; and realistic 
and fair distribution of social burdens (for instance, social response to crime and 
punishment, landfills for disposal of public garbage, shared spaces, and unavoidable 
service in the military during a legitimate war).   
 
Incredibly, the debates about social justice, its relevance to social change, and whether or 
not it is related to distributive, economic, or political justice abound.  David Hume in his 
Treatise of Human Nature formulated a significant response to the misery of his day 
when he observed that the origin of justice is linked to human selfishness and the scarcity 
of resources.  In contemporary parlance, the sinking-boat-with-limited-life-vests example 
is often used to describe difficulties with the distribution of scarce resources.  This 
automatically limits the discussions of distributive justice to a social contextual realm.  
That realm is often one with strangers, and it is supposed to utilize an objective set of 
principles such that the distribution is relative and not universal.  The principle of 



distribution which emerges to deal with a sinking-boat situation would remain locked in 
considering those elements that allow a fair distribution of the scarce resources in that 
context, but it is clear to theorists that every human being (stranger or no stranger) 
demands not only a fair way but a right and a fair way of getting access to resources (life 
vest, food, water, health care, etc.).  Additionally, the sinking-boat and the limited-life-
vest situation is no longer reasonable in a world that now knows how to produce enough 
life vests for the exact number of people on a boat.  It is often wise to include extra life 
vests along with the number of vests already available to everyone in a boat in case some 
fail, or the situation calls for a response to people without vests from a neighboring boat, 
and so on.  Here we would assume that once any group of people technologically knows 
how to mass produce vests, or any resource for that matter, it would be unwise to travel 
around without considering that they may encounter human beings who are not yet able 
to produce or afford these things.  When a boat is in trouble and its occupants face sudden 
death without intervention, responding to their crises by offering life vests is often 
considered humanitarian and does not require elaborate business transactions for the 
transfer to happen.  It is also to the advantage of those who know how to mass produce 
life vests to impart this knowledge to others who do not yet know so as to minimize and 
eventually eliminate economic dependency.  These days, the example of the life-vest-
scarcity-in-boats can only make sense when the foreman or boat manager forgets to bring 
along the required number of vests.  We have also found medical triage to be a good 
example.  Where there is a scarcity of medical workers (especially emergency doctors), 
certain medical conditions may take priority over others.  The infant ill with a cold may 
have to wait for the elderly seventy-year-old who has just had a myocardial infarction.  In 
this case, the infant will eventually receive medical attention.  The attention may not 
come from a doctor but from a nurse practitioner or a physician assistant.  In the context 
of medical triage, there is not a scarcity of medicine but of trained medical personnel, and 
in an affluent nation, the obvious approach would not be to continue to have medical 
personnel scarcity, but to open access to serious young and motivated undergraduate 
students of all genders, races and ethnicities to enter into medical school and saturate the 
society with competent emergency doctors.  This would eliminate the scarcity and create 
a no-waiting distribution of health resources to all who show up.  But there is a problem 
that overshadows all of this ideal.   
 
The politics of medical education, the vanguards of elite education, and the radical 
barriers placed in the various educational entrance activities discourages most young 
folks who, though they may be coming from dispossessed and poor contexts, could 
eventually serve as excellent medical doctors.  Because medical training is viciously 
expensive, only children of the elite/wealthy, and a few individuals from the rest of the 
society willing to risk everything move into the training.  Add to this the extreme loans 
and financial burdens incurred during training, and the fact that these loans must be paid 
off.  It is, therefore, no wonder that those who eventually become doctors directly seek 
out lucrative practices.  To complicate the scarcity further, another quite unusual elite 
group has tagged on a premium for medical malpractice insurance.  When doctors make 
mistakes, sometimes truly accidental rather than premeditated, they either can sustain 
themselves through this high level insurance process or lose their job entirely.  It then 
follows that the case of scarcity in the medical realm which would call for circumstances 



of triage has been socially constructed and further complicated by incredibly 
insurmountable rules.   
 
The argument here is simply that the hypothetical assumptions of the sinking-boat-with-
limited-life-vest-supply, or busy-hospitals-with-limited-number-of-emergency-doctors 
cannot fly in the face of contemporary knowledge that it is now wise to service all boats 
and hospitals with adequate numbers of life vests and emergency doctors.  This view that 
without much expense society can produce these life saving resources (vests, doctors, 
etc.) – rather than nuclear bombs and biological weapons which cost billions of dollars – 
can rather quickly resolve the problem of having to agonize and argue over complicated 
distributive principles for such contexts.  It follows that what has usually been termed 
scarce resources only distributable in a given context with complicated distributive 
justice principles, may actually be defeated with the notion that society now needs to 
have resources made available to everyone because such possibilities exist.  In other 
words, contextual distributive processes or principles make it quite possible to do things 
only in relative terms so that such theories always have limitation of fairness to humanity 
in general.  A broad example comes from the United States’ failure to act in Rwanda.  
The United States which speaks, of course, of its absolute position as the beacon of 
justice and fairness in the “free” world, only grudgingly practices such justice and 
fairness among its citizens in the United States (for example, New Orleans and Hurricane 
Katrina, racial inequalities, police brutality, unequal distribution of punishment and penal 
residency, brick ceilings for racial minorities, and much more).  When the Rwandan 
violence exploded in 1994, there was no room for inclusivity in its theory of justice 
during the evacuation of its citizens.  All those who were left behind were abandoned to 
die simply because of the United States’ insistence on its contextual justice scheme.   
 
Contemporarily, an argument for a holistic distributive process is critical now as an 
evaluation of the economic world appears to suggest that global corporations recognize 
the pliability of human populations for their markets so that the more they can distribute 
their commodities/manufactured goods to people – no matter how far away those 
populations live – the more money they can make.  This economic process of moving 
products and goods suggests that there are billions of pieces of resources, which include 
valuable life sustaining products, available and readily moved around and distributed to 
the entire world population, not directly for sustaining human beings, but mostly for 
extensive financial gains.  This means that it is possible to speak about a wider 
availability of resources which can be used to respond to the basic human needs of those 
suffering tremendously because of various forms and levels of dispossession.  The 
population of humanity in need cannot depend on the affluent world freely distributing 
resources to it, although it is clear that the affluent world reached their current zenith by 
exploiting the unsuspecting and now mostly dispossessed world (Fanon, Rodney, Marx, 
Torres, and Gutierrez).  Instead, it can become self-sustaining through several elaborate 
labor and resource distribution paradigms that seek only to transform their miserable 
conditions.  But this process of self-sustenance will never happen unless there is solid and 
genuine collaboration between the dispossessed and the elite of the world that transcends 
contextual responses.   
 



Keep in mind that contextual justice now mostly suggests that elite/wealthy people 
around the world send some type of “aid” – crumbs – to the poor in response to the needs 
in each context.  There is no universal or standardized approach focused on resolving the 
ongoing human misery of hunger, poverty, and abject conditions.  In other words, there is 
no suggestion in this work that the affluent members of the world must simply give their 
resources away (even though this is what they ought to do), nor do they recognize that in 
order to salvage a dying and miserable world (the humanity of which they are members), 
they must bring their resources first to feed and build health, and then to teach their 
technologies of sustenance (food, health, communication, and transportation) 
unconditionally, and to engage in legitimate and equitable business practices where 
trading goods, labor, and wages are globally standardized and fairly distributed.   
 
Nevertheless, the discourses about social justice which resulted from the presence of 
overwhelming appalling conditions, agitation of the poor and needy, and a few concerned 
elite, still mostly view society in segments.  Presently, those who do not worry much 
about the intense social divide in the human population proceed with making 
arrangements to invent theories that are used to distribute crumbs and measly life 
sustaining resources to two-thirds of the poverty stricken world while allowing 
significant opportunities in their theories to defend those who have taken control of 
almost all of the resources of the earth and actually now decide who gets what (see 
Nozick and Hospers).  Those elite members of society who found that their very 
existence is premised on the religious model that embraces total liberation (economic, 
political, justice, equity) for all of humanity, but who also enjoy tremendous wealth and 
control of resources, proceeded to speak about the clear and extreme economic and social 
divisions between human beings.  For instance, the Roman Catholic elite popes (Pius XI 
in Quadragesimo Anno 1931 and Divini Redemptoris 1937, Leo XIII in Rerum Novarum 
1891, and Paul VI in Populorum Progressio 1967) persuasively stated the case of the 
growing divide between the wealthy and the poor.  Much more decisively, angry elite 
writers, such as Karl Marx and (see his Critique of the Gotha program in Pojman, 46-49), 
produced a linking of society’s economics, poverty, equity to a commune agenda which 
eventually became a socialist movement proposing solutions to remedy the miserable 
conditions of the poor.  In the United States, Westel Willoughby, a political scientist who 
produced the first work entitled Social Justice (Miller, 4), attempted to understand the 
proper functioning of the society, and alluded to the civilized populations (in the 1900s 
he means Europeans, a tragic bias) and their efforts to evaluate economic and social 
conditions in relation to their view of justice at the time.  Willoughby’s effort in 
contributing to the debate on social justice focused on the critique of the socialist 
propositions (see the entire work).  The Gotha project, a socialist discourse which 
proposed equality as a viable social distributive process, was attacked by Marx who 
proposed communism as an alternative to the free market and capitalist agenda, insisting 
to his socialist friend, Ferdinand la Salle, that labor was important.  For Marx, 
communism required that people worked to sustain services for each other.  But even the 
Marxist agenda for a communion of humanity steeped in labor was rejected by the 
proponents of the capitalist agenda who sought ways to maintain it, and spoke about 
tempering it with a minimalist distributive process.   
 



Many writers from the 1900s forward, for instance Menger’s The Right to the Whole 
Produce of Labour, appear to argue that real social balance exists when economic and 
legal structures are matched by the notions of equity.  In addition, Carver’s Essays in 
Social Justice, Ryan’s, Distributive Justice, and Hobhouse’s, The Elements of Social 
Justice, all argue for a relationship between economics and just distributive process, but 
somehow, many of them still viewed the socialist movement as a ploy to dethrone the 
already successful and growing free market model.  It is also fair to suggest that much of 
this early thinking was heavily theoretical and disconnected from real praxis.  During this 
period several sobering injustices erupted on the world scene.  For instance, the colonial 
intrusion of Europeans into many parts of the world, the Armenia genocide in 1913, the 
disintegration of the First World War, the vicious racism and social barbarism of the 
Second World War 1939-1945, and the incomprehensible fomentation of human negation 
wrought by the Cold War defined much of the mindset of the time.  This means that from 
1900 to circa 1968, scholars sought to link the structure of society (political, legal, and 
economic) to their prevailing conceptions of justice and equity, but race, ethnic, gender, 
and labor differences and revolutions clearly showed that their conceptions of social 
justice were minimalist, and that all was really not well. 
 
Because of the gap between theory and praxis, some desperate and compassionate 
members of humanity tried to initiate direct contact with the expanding social impasse.  
Most notable are the examples of African Americans and their struggle for civil rights in 
the United states (James Cone captures this struggle in his work, A Black Theology of 
Liberation), Paulo Freire’s efforts to educate poverty stricken Brazilians, Miles Horton’s 
contribution to the African American struggle, Roman Catholic priest Camilo Torres’ 
desperate move (joined the guerrillas) to fight against the immutable and insensitive elite 
in Colombia, and Gustavo Gutierrez’s articulation of this critical impasse in Peru and the 
rest of Latin America.  The story was much the same in Africa, Asia, and the Middle 
East.  In India, a Romanian Roman Catholic Nun – and Romania was itself in serious 
economic distress – took up the cause of the most appalling conditions of humanity and 
worked at it until she died.  Of all those who have placed their marks of compassion and 
the quest for equity and fairness on the global scene, Mother Theresa of Calcutta was the 
quintessential definition of the most radical effort to bring some sense of social justice to 
any suffering population.  She distributed the very little resources she had to the 
population which never had enough until the misery of her worked sapped life out of her.  
Human beings in Latin America, Calcutta, and Africa are still extremely poor today, and 
the legacy of Mother Theresa has not motivated the world of the elite/wealthy to change 
their behavior and relinquish public resources that they so ragingly control as theirs. 
 
Realistically then, discussions about distributive justice today continue to focus on ways 
to distribute lower category/quality resources socially defined as limited or scarce to an 
overwhelming number of poor human beings.  Such discussions do not focus on a 
distributive justice discourse fundamentally structured to respond to the nature of creating 
a good society for everyone’s comfort.  Most distributive theorists are worried that their 
passion and call for fair distribution of public resources across the board may jeopardize 
their own position in the enjoyment of access to resources as many of them are either 
scholars or some such agents with enough viable resources to sustain them.  They also do 



not want to upset the already existing system which makes it quite possible for them to 
enjoy their ruminations in a relatively peaceful context away from the boisterous and 
unhealthy poor populations of the world.  In this sense then, claiming to understand the 
medium of compunction for their fellow human beings who live in absolute misery does 
not preclude their protective ideologies which are linked to their direct or indirect social 
protection.  In other words, understanding that basic resources are not really scarce and 
that a few powerful and greedy people around the world have taken control of all public 
resources does not produce the moral responsibility that is linked to the complete 
advocacy of across-the-board redistribution and equitable access.  It must be pointedly 
noted here that distributive justice theories that pay no attention to the actual experiences 
of those who live in abject poverty – that is, choosing their side and writing from their 
perspective rather than from the perspective of those who are already socially protected – 
only really continue to promote the widening inequality in society.  The nature of 
sustainable peace at every level hinges on this very fundamental reality.  
 
In the most definitive terms, the elite/wealthy have a lot of resources and have no need 
for distributive justice as it was conceived in the past and as it has mostly been conceived 
today.  Usually when there is a major resource scarcity, the wealthy do not worry because 
they are generally sure that they have abundance of resources to last them for a long time.  
It is perhaps the notion that they need to safeguard resources for their future and the 
future of those closer to them that fuels their insatiable rage to control as much of the 
resources of the earth is insatiable.  This insatiability creates scarcity for the poor 
populations.  It is important to mention that ironically, the elite/wealthy have also 
configured society in ways that are advantageous to them, making their status enviable 
and socially deserving at the expense of the humanity they have degraded.  The 
elite/wealthy status is now vehemently sought after by the socially constructed 
undeserving people, but concrete ceilings of social stratification will not let them get far.  
For instance, the overwhelming number of poor/struggling middle class people in the 
United States who have adopted much of the ideological indoctrination which promotes 
the elite and their agenda to receive an overwhelming amount of public resources, and 
which consequently diminishes the resources that reaches the disadvantaged population, 
are themselves totally submerged in oblivion.  When energy is focused on propping up 
the elite/wealthy as those who automatically merit advantages, society often becomes 
wrongly focused on the poor and needy, and their struggle for “scarce resources” without 
due attention paid to how public resources became scarce.   
 
Resources become scarce because some members of given social contexts seize control 
of economic, political, and social resources, and proceed to give access only to those who 
play according to their rules.  In the United States, to gain access to resources requires 
that individuals successfully navigate through a number of hoops.  Successful navigation 
of the hoops really often means that one adopts an ideology that is advantageous at 
various times, constantly vigilant that one’s position is not jeopardized by a mistake in 
the adoption process.  Those who are not able to navigate creatively or are not willing to 
play fiddle in any particular ideology, will only succeed when they become creative 
lunatics that defy the structure of a conformist social structure poised against 
overwhelmingly poor and constantly needy members.  The most significant question in 



the discourse of social justice is whether or not the elite/wealthy of given social contexts 
are willing to share the public’s resources in such a way that every member of society 
enjoys a consistent access and benefit.   
 
There is another concern.  Should the elite/wealthy, who clearly understand that their 
monopoly of all viable resources has direct impact on the scarcity of resources, be the 
ones who debate the processes of distributive justice?  If they are not the ones who can 
debate these issues, would they accept the deliberations and conclusions of the suffering 
majority?  If they do not accept the conclusions of the suffering poor, will they suspend 
their elitism to understand the sense in the demands of their fellow human beings, to see 
things together and construct a more realistic social context where social agitations for 
basic sustenance are considerably diminished or eliminated for most societies, especially 
those who already have the means to do so (G8 nations)?  Here they must suspend their 
“seeing” (Senge et al) only economic gains at the expense of the poor populations of the 
world to “see” with others a new and realistic vision that generates automatic peace.  To 
“see” with others who have suffered is to fairly “see” that because the elite/wealthy have 
been in control of the debates and in control of resources and that the divisions between 
the haves and the have-nots have widened tremendously.  This brings us to the dangerous 
debates about distributive justice among elite scholars. 
 
Social justice theorists, mostly members of the elite population of haves (even though for 
some of them it is only a minimum sense of elitism), want to arrange the social structure 
and people’s minds in such a way that the consistent tool utilized is the social 
stratification model.  They view people in given contexts as individuals who design their 
world with their specific strengths and weaknesses.  They adopt the models of every 
social epoch and advance terminal discourses that continue to view human beings in 
polarity.  Their discourses may claim that they are in full recognition that there are human 
beings with serious needs out there, hence the radical need for some sort of fair resource 
distribution, but they come back to the obsolete position that divides human beings into 
haves and have-nots, and proceed to discuss the misery of the have-nots, while being 
candidly silent on the behavior of the haves.  For analysis sake, it is important to point 
out that social justice theorists do not venture too far away from taking away the 
dangerous behaviors of the wealthy and the elite and their insatiable desire to control 
public monies, resources, and consequently human behavior.  This is where the 
discussion breaks down – that not too many social justice theorists are willing to abandon 
the discourse about scarce resources and the needy or disadvantaged, or better put 
dispossessed poor, and to focus on the behavior of the elite.  It may be worthwhile to 
discuss distributive justice in terms of what the elite must now do.  Perhaps enormous 
theories on why and how the elite and the wealthy of the world ought to focus on 
distributing what they have monopolized may eventually create a new rage among human 
beings.  The new rage would be that people simply get wealthy in order to sustain each 
other.  In such a world there would be no need to debate distributive justice, but to find 
adequate ways to get resources to people who need them.  It was never true and will 
never be true that when human beings become needy and receive support they became 
complacent and eventually refuse to work.  What makes this perception possible is the 
socialization of people into that behavior of complacency.  When members of society are 



constantly working to sustain each other and when this becomes a way of life, then 
people are socialized into that particular trajectory, and this is quite simply a different 
society.  But for right now, the myth that dispossessed, poor, and needy people are lazy, 
and that the elite/wealthy are the hard working folks, persists and so the myth allows the 
elite/wealthy to escape with most of the advantages while abandoning those who are less 
fleet to the minimum resources left in the hands of a few humanitarians who themselves 
are broken by the dissonance of misery and scarcity. 
 
But social justice theories abound.  In many of the discussions, the focus always remains 
on how to manipulate people to accept a particular conception that is to the advantage of 
the elite/wealthy or those who have some control of the ways that society distributes 
resources.  Take the simple and innocuous sounding principle of desert promoted by 
many theorists.  The idea that you only receive what you put in makes perfect sense to 
many people who have been socialized in a context that has forced them to accept major 
differences between human beings.  These same people who defend the dangerous 
principle of desert do not view it as divisive or dangerous.  They do not see in which 
ways the principle separates people into superior and inferior, more endowed, less 
endowed, etc.  But the same people who vehemently separate themselves from each other 
would defend to death the constitution of the United States which claims that all men 
(people) are created equal when any attempt to attack it.  Should not the Constitution 
have simply said that all people are not created equal so that this current rage for division 
promoted by quite a number of people in world now would better advance their desires 
and whims to control and monopolize all resources on earth?  Why maintain a 
constitution that speaks so well of human equality, but adopts a completely different 
philosophy of economic and political operations that discounts people with compunction?  
The desert principle suggests that if you work, then you get paid, and if you do not have a 
job, then you are in trouble.  There is really no way to convince people that there is value 
in the very real condition of not being able to work because of social circumstances.  
There is no immediate connection in the discussion of desert that people’s real 
circumstances (not being able to work for instance) have something to do with the nature 
of social stratification that pitches the wealthy against the poor.  Social stratification a la 
United States style breaks society into segments of humanity where some people own and 
have control of all resources while others are left to beg for crumbs.  In the end, the only 
thing that is left is the real condition of those who must continue to depend on the 
organization of the society to be able to capture a little bit of dignity.   
 
Even the principle of merit and need carries with it the risk of linking to the very bizarre 
idea that because people are incapable of doing some things – say work because of age, 
or because they are children, or mentally incapacitated – that something has to be done 
for these poor and incapacitated people.  Many welfare programs came as a result of 
these social moves, but welfare programs were organized without a true social process 
that would arrange things in such a way that there is a standard that is written within the 
constitution of the nation so that there will never be a person within any social context 
who would sit around without hope.  In other words, welfare systems have loopholes 
where once again only those who are savvy would know how to make demands on the 
system.  But the system does not really sustain people; it only provides below minimum 



sustenance and so causes people to engage in desperate moves in order to elevate their 
condition to acquire basic sustenance.  In the United States, things have worsened to the 
point where there is really no fundamental point at which really poor people can 
functionally exist.  They exist, but must continue to act as if everything is okay.  They are 
informed that the only way that they can become a competitor is to acquire some 
education.  This process agrees with the desert principle which directly rewards only 
those who are capable of doing something to get something.  To attempt to follow 
instruction and educate oneself is to move in the direction of trying to be better than other 
human beings.  What is the point of getting a doctoral degree from Yale or Oxford if you 
are not going to be treated better than others who got their doctorate from Michigan State 
or some other unknown institution?  While both people equally followed instruction and 
got some valuable education, in the end, some peculiar standard exists that separates 
these two from each other. 
   
Conflicting Messages from Contextual Social Justice 
In the United States, for instance, there is a constitutional argument for equality, but 
among the people who are supposed to define and concretize this equality, there is the 
rage for inequality in society.  The United States has enjoyed its constitution which 
models equality and liberty as the beacon of justice and peace.  By 1996 South Africa, 
where inequality has been extremely vicious (Terreblanche, 2002), created a constitution 
that also considers equality of access and the primacy of liberty for everyone, but the 
radical rage of the old brigade to continue business as usual has re-emerged in the 
adoption of the free market economic model where only those who originally controlled 
all access and resources still maintain control (Terreblanche, 2002).  In that context, the 
search for social justice becomes elusive for most members of that population as many of 
them must follow a trajectory of stringent requirements, not often attainable by most 
battered members of the South African society, to achieve some measure of success and 
comfort. 
 
Often, conflicting messages from societies which trumpet the significance of the equality 
of human beings can be extremely confusing.  These messages not only drive a wedge 
between people’s responses to each other’s social struggles but also create impossible 
demands that alienate them from each other.  Only those who have some compassion 
reach out to others, not to permanently build them up, but to occasionally keep them from 
dying horribly on the streets.  The other troubling confusion is that there are principles of 
distributive justice which clearly show that there are significant differences between 
members in various social contexts to keep them from experiencing fairness and dignity.  
The libertarian (Nozick and Hospers), the egalitarian (Rawls), the communitarian 
(MacIntyre), and many other arguments point to a clear distinction in the perceptions 
about social justice.  Although it appears that those who are elite/wealthy make their own 
way and construct their economic viability all by themselves, it must be emphasized that 
economic success in all societies is linked to help and support through inheritance and 
other selective forms of assistance.  The elite/wealthy did not make it on their own 
contrary to what they want people to believe.  They prop up their make believe world 
with the capitalist social stratification which helps to maintain some people at the top and 
others at the bottom of society.  This means that those who cannot make it are at the 



mercy of those who can make it.  Those who can make it develop the theories with which 
to deal with those who cannot make it.  Furthermore, those who cannot make it cannot do 
so because their lives have been proscribed as those who cannot make it.  They now 
listen and follow the instructions from those who have made it.  In addition, the ways in 
which things are structured are only in agreement with the whims of those who can make 
it, otherwise, things are not right.  There is no one from the community of those who are 
not making it who can influence the thinking of those who are making it unless that 
someone chooses to follow every rule in the books of those who are making it.  Because 
this is a one-sided process of social engineering, and because all discourses in social 
justice follow this process, there is a major problem here.  The problems embedded in 
contextual social justice are individualism and negationism fostered and defended at 
every cost which makes the popular principles of social justice namely, desert, merit, 
equality, and need, achingly reductionistic and putatively focused on the individual who 
is constantly being torn from the human community.  
 
The Nature of Global Justice 
Global justice has a number of fundamental elements that distinguishes it from parochial 
social justice.  These elements include the configuration of elaborate cooperation between 
nations, and calls for standardizing rights, responsibilities, dignity, global taxation, and 
resource distribution among all human beings.  Global justice breaks the barriers created 
by racism and ethnocentrism which expanded to become nationalism and human 
negation.  Global justice is inclusive of all aspects of social reality that impact the quality 
of life of every human being.  Within the discourse of global justice, the indicators of 
justice and peace are not separable but consistently linked together as an indispensable 
unit.  When one thinks about the nature of distributing resources across borders, the 
immediate reaction is usually that of the negation of other human beings who live 
elsewhere.  There is a proliferation of concerns such as should we be feeding those 
people and if we feed them continually, are they not going to become dependent on us for 
their sustenance, and how then are they going to learn to deal with their own development 
and will they ever move from the context of dependency on “food or resource aid” from 
other parts of the world?  In fact, the real concern is not so much that those people will 
become dependent on the resources of another wealthy nation, but that such a nation is 
even willing to consider crossing its border with resources to support populations of 
another nation.  Now, there are complications here.   
 
Imagine that in the past the relationship between certain nations has been that of colonial 
interaction, and that within that colonial imperialization, particular populations were 
never recognized beyond the dimension of holding the lower category of humanity.  This 
makes it very difficult for members in the nation that colonized other human beings to 
view those once colonized with any respect.  In fact, there is another draw back with this 
type of concern.  It is that most people have been socialized to adopt a very specific 
approach to conducting themselves socially.  In the United States for instance, that 
approach is extremely rigid and inflexible, often precluding various populations of people 
depending on their race, gender, and ethnicity from access into various areas of 
significant labor and important services.  The United States configures all significant 



labor and service positions for only a few individuals who control and moderate social 
life the way they choose.  
 
Such distinct differences are registered in the ways nations treat each others’ members 
when it comes to travel access through various territories.  In the realm of contextual 
social justice which is better understood when it is associated with the notion of 
distributive justice, fundamental and ingrained ideologies persist to disclaim every effort 
to advance the possibility of global justice.  For over one hundred years, the discourses of 
social justice emerged mostly from political philosophy (Miller) and were dominated by 
theories that sought to categorize how resources (scarce or not) ought to be distributed to 
people in specific social contexts.  The limitation of these discourses is that they focus on 
the distribution of economic resources to specific contexts.  In the context of global 
justice, resources would be distributed across the board without specific concerns for 
borders.   The nature of global justice requires that contextual social justice be displaced 
and the specific philosophical guidelines for such narrow and relative contexts be 
expanded to assume an inclusive dimension that distributes the world’s resources on the 
basis of the equality of all human beings, contexts, or borders not withstanding.  The 
needy members of any society ought to receive basic resources for survival, and their 
social condition and development should not be remedied by the configuration of a 
runaway free market that makes promises but delivers nothing.  In the discourse of global 
justice, there will be many more people who cannot work – such as those with physical 
and mental challenges, the elderly, children, those of ill health, and many denied of 
lucrative employability because of their race, ethnicity, gender, age, physical condition, 
etc.  In a more complicated sense, the notion of homelessness on the global context will 
be one of the most decisive elements to pursue and discontinue.  After shelter, all people 
should be given basic social assistance not by tired and overburdened social workers, but 
through an elaborate global benefit system that is both labor, savings, and assistance 
based.  Such an elaborate global response with labor, savings, and assistance can only be 
made possible by a standardized international labor and assistance system.   
 
What is more fundamentally valuable is the fair and responsible management of crime 
and punishment.  Those who must endure the burden of the penal system must enter this 
suspension of liberty under standardized global criminal justice regulations.  Differences 
in race, religion, ethnicity, gender, and cultural excuses will no longer dictate access to 
resources, rights, and privileges.  Instead, a standardized global process of fairness will 
become the formula for services to all human beings.  Because within the dynamics of 
global justice there is a standardized level of fairness which actuates peace, Senegalese, 
Sudanese, Mexicans, and United States citizens can travel in each others’ territories 
without the animosity, restrictions, and hassles of current visa schemes replete with 
punishing humiliation from affluent nations seeking to keep people from poor nations out 
of their contexts.  Within the dynamic of global justice arrangements, a standardized 
global travel system for all people would ensure equitable travel access, and discourage 
any form of humiliation.  Because a standardized global process to access would focus 
more on the common good of all people, the concern of MacIntyre in his After Virtue, 
that contemporary debates have some emotive shrillness and interminability to them, 
would gradually dissipate.  In the global justice context, debates would be judged based 



on whose ideas of the principles of global justice would better advance the efficiency of 
making the earth’s resources available to all of humanity so that people’s lives are 
sheltered, comfortable, and productive for each other.   
 
Global justice would allow international bodies working together to regulate all economic 
activities, making sure that commerce, trade, taxes, and wages are constantly moderated 
in accordance to the strengths and weaknesses of human productivity, the availability of 
resources, and the quality of comforts gained from being a global citizen.  Remarkably, 
contextual social justice is not often taken seriously within affluent contexts or by 
affluent or any national governmental systems.  This is because there is only a one-way 
approach to the regulation of economic gains, commerce, and wages.  It is often the case 
that those who are in control ensure that they have adequate wage adjustments to meet 
the increasing demands of the economic indexes they set to create an ever-widening 
divide between the elite/wealthy and the poor of the earth.  For many nations, especially 
the affluent ones, social justice is mentioned only when the needy (poor folks) or human 
dignity and rights are extremely violated and cannot be contained as an isolated event.  
Contextual social justice never seems to leave the hands of overburdened social agencies, 
non-governmental organizations, and religious groups who are saturated with demands 
that never appear to be adequately met.   
 
When social justice debates are critically examined, it allows for the argument that the 
very word “social,” though important, is both contextual and constraining because it is 
already defined in those terms.  What is social experience in the United States is not the 
same for South Africa or North or South Korea.  The nature of the notion “social” 
attached to any real human experience, “social justice,” “social problems,” “social 
behavior,” etc., is always relative to a context and often immune to the characteristics of 
what may happen elsewhere.  But justice and peace is a reality that runs across the board 
for all of humanity.  It ought to be reasonable to view justice as a global reality rather 
than as a contextual reality, so that when a human being is being mistreated anywhere on 
earth, it would be the case that nobody would like to be mistreated that way.  The purpose 
of contextual social justice has been to glorify religion and different ways of life which 
have traditionally insisted that they are unique and ought to be allowed to function in 
their own relative terms.  But these same religions also want to be known to be universal 
and to have a special appeal that can cut across borders.  Islam and Christianity, for 
instance, would like to convert everyone to their particular religion because they claim 
that they have these universal qualities that are just amazing enough that people can see 
their values independent of race, borders, ethnicity, and so on.  If the second argument 
holds, then there ought to be a way that all human beings can agree that these special 
elements that cut across borders, complexions, and ethnicities ought to make it possible 
for people to enjoy a universal justice system that makes every human being’s life 
comfortable and immune from misery, torture, and common injustices made possible and 
undefeated within the domain of contextual or parochial social justice.   
 
The idea is to simply abandon contextual debates for social justice and pursue the more 
inclusive notion of global justice which goes beyond contexts to include the possibility of 
well being for all of humanity.  As long as contemporary arguments focus on the defense 



of parochial social justice, there may never be that fundamental human liberation 
required for the transformative dimension which humanity seeks for the next medium of 
human evolution.  In other words, those who oppose global justice are afraid of releasing 
humanity from its current chains to move on to the actual postmodern historical period 
which may be distinguished from the modern period as the real global period of human 
history. 
 
The Advantage of Global Justice 
Social justice debates worry about the potency of global justice because the “global” 
notion moves too close to a universal egalitarian system which would entitle people to 
resources that some people would prefer to keep as their individual possessions/property.  
For the discourse of the principles of global justice, the concern will focus not on how to 
manipulate theory to favor in some remote or direct way the sustenance of the status quo, 
but to globally improve the conditions of every human being.  Global justice seeks 
balance, and its concern would be to specifically bring those presently impoverished and 
those who live in abject poverty to par with others.  Global justice principles will suggest 
that in impoverished and dispossessed conditions, sectarian debates of whether people 
merit or deserve resources are incomprehensible in the face of human beings suffering 
from total misery and abject poverty while others enjoy life. 
 
One of the more modest advantages to be gained from focusing on global justice is that 
discourses which allow contextual control of benefits, burdens, and resources will be 
displaced by ones that view all resources, context not withstanding, as the property of the 
human population.  In this context, all members of humanity will have no need to focus 
on labor and resource distribution as an individualistic dynamic to improve one’s lot, but 
as a fundamental process focused on the development of everyone.  Global justice’s main 
focus is the transformation and the equilibrium of the human society to become a very 
different and comfortable place.  This means that the persistent and burdensome debates 
about contextual distributive justice will no longer be necessary for such a world view 
because all attention and debates will focus on how to fundamentally improve upon the 
principles necessary to enjoy a viable and lively global fairness, peace, and comfort. 
 
Moreover, the conception of global justice in this work would consistently engage with 
the efforts of John Rawls’ egalitarian justice, but must go beyond the formulation of 
justice as equal opportunity to the dissemination of fairness as a precondition for any 
sense of justice and peace.  This perspective would also consider the work of Louis 
Pojman who has constructed a discourse on cosmopolitan justice.  In a radical sense, 
global justice seeks to protect every human being with an inclusive and humanistic 
dynamic that focuses on fairness, comfort, and peace.  The efforts of Thomas Pogge and 
Charles Jones in setting a dynamic stance for the evaluation of the intricacies of global 
justice are seminal for further exploration. 
 
Conclusion 
This paper has focused on two concerns.  The first one is that there is an increasing divide 
between the populations of the world, and that the debates about the distribution of 
resources are problematic.  Those who are wealthy have increased their distance and 



levels of control of resources to unprecedented levels, and those who have been 
dispossessed and who live in abject poverty are now at the bottom and lowest position of 
total misery.  The second concern recognizes that there are several discourses on 
social/distributive justice but that they are mostly focused on careful theoretical 
paradigms that favor the existence of the status quo.  Because the social divide grows 
daily, and because these principles of social/distributive justice are unanimously 
organized to respond to the suffering populations mostly on the contextual level, this 
paper seriously suggests the reexamination of contextual social/distributive justice in the 
light of several technological developments and abundant resource availability.  Such a 
consideration would seriously begin to consider global justice as an advantageous and 
more propitious form of justice.  The argument for global justice is that standardizing 
justice specifically as it deals with the issues of resource distribution of basic needs for 
human sustenance all over the world may actually dislocate humanity from the impasse 
of the stagnating modern era to allow the progressive social evolution into a more hopeful 
and inclusive postmodern era.  The postmodern era will only deal with discourses on 
global justice (which is inclusive of all forms of justice issues) and move away from the 
sectarian and segmentation of human beings into a punishing contextual social 
stratification.  This would also allow the gradual advantageous linking of all of humanity 
together as one people/one specie, who must work together to enjoy a standardized 
structure of social experience (labor, tax, wages, commerce, etc.) no matter where they 
live.  The debates will focus on how best to continually improve already standardized 
distributive schemes that favor everyone.   
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abstract of paper
“The Concept of Perpetual Motion as Found in the Works of Leonardo da
Vinci”

Leonardo da Vinci’s technical investigations fill his folios. We find there
designs for weapons, underwater breathing apparatus, vehicles, flying
machines, as well as numerous sketches of pulleys, weights, wheels, and
other devices. Leonardo’s sketches reveal a thorough and exhaustive
approach to the design and analysis to mechanical devices of many
kinds.

One area of Leonardo da Vinci’s investigations has gone relatively
unnoticed, however. Many folios in the Codex Atlanticus, the Madrid
Codices, and others show designs for perpetual motion machines. These
machines usually are driven by weight systems or hydraulics, and employ
various gears, wheels, pumps, bellows, and other components commonly
found elsewhere in the technical drawings of the folios.

Something for nothing — a machine that is an endless source of energy,
driving wheels, spinning gears, moving powering itself: this is perpetual
motion. And this, for Leonardo da Vinci, presented a challenge with which
he struggled for at least two decades.

Chronologically, Leonardo’s investigations into moto continuo were by no
means a simple linear process. He alternately adopted, worked with, and
rejected different approaches to the problem at various times in his
career. Indeed, designs of perpetual motion machines, or their
components, often appear in folios that contain no other reference to the
idea. But we do begin to see a pattern to Leonardo’s struggle — the
struggle to design and perhaps construct a device that would endlessly
supply itself with energy.

This study examines the perpetual motion machines in the works of
Leonardo da Vinci, with a look at their design and their place in
Leonardo’s thinking. We take an interdisciplinary approach, with an
artistic analysis of Leonardo’s drawings, a historical investigation of his
work in mechanics, and a philosophical inquiry into his ideas on the
concept of perpetual motion.
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ABSTRACT 

 
In THE REFLOWERING OF THE GODDESS1 Gloria F. Orenstein explores the relationship 
between contemporary women’s art and literary creations and the reclamation of the mythos 
and the ethos of knowledge of ancient goddess-centered cultures emerging from archeological 
discoveries and feminist scholarship.   Recovery of this knowledge has spawned two 
generations of new works in both literature and the visual arts.  Prof. Orenstein will open the 
session with a presentation of her research and how this reclaimed knowledge, called “matristic” 
by Archeologist Marija Gimbutas, has influenced feminist visual arts in the seventies, eighties, 
and nineties.   Her research will be presented in the form of a slide-lecture, and will include a 
discussion of works by Mary Beth Edelson, Ana Mendieta, Betsy Damon as well as precursors 
Leonora Carrington and Helene de Beauvoir (Simone de Beauvoir’s sister).  Over the past three 
decades the recovery of knowledge of Goddess-centered cultures has had ramifications in the 
area of procreation as well as in the arts.  This important result of the reclamation of Goddess-
mythology cultural studies leads to Wennifer LinCurry’s investigation of actual childbirth 
narratives, empowered by the mythology of the Goddess in eco-conscious subgroups residing 
in present-day Hawaii. 
 
Wennifer LinCurry’s doctoral dissertation (Birth Art and the Art of Birthing, UCLA, to be filed 
2006) studies the narrative and artistic expressions of women on the “radical fringe” (Robbie 
Davis-Floyd) who choose to birth wholistically and with a traditional midwife – often on the land 
or in the water – on the Big Island of Hawaii, the homeland of the Goddess Pele.  Comprised of 
less than 1% of all pregnant women in America, these ethnically-eclectic, subaltern women 
often view their pregnancies as an opportunity to re-negotiate their identities, re-affirm their 
lifestyle choices, and re-tribalize with ‘sisters’ and ‘brothers’ of the emergent gaia (mother earth, 
matristic) tradition.  From the perspective of feminist spirituality, these women instinctively and 
beautifully embody the three facets of matristic creation as discussed in The Reflowering of The 

                                                 
1 Orenstein, Gloria Feman THE REFLOWERING OF THE GODDESS.  Columbia Univ. Teachers College Press, (NYC: 1990)  
formerly, Pergamon Press, Athene Series. 
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Goddess  (Gloria Feman Orenstein) – cosmic creation, procreation, and artistic creation: 
physically, they view their blossoming bellies as sacred and symbolically-fecund; spiritually, they 
practice an organic blend of beliefs that are commonly earth-centered and female-based; 
artistically, they are often un-trained and self-taught, but their works are refreshingly raw and 
potent with metaphors that reclaim the powers of female agency, sexuality, and fertility.  What 
LinCurry suggests as the “non-native Other,” these outsider, grassroots artists, in spite and 
possibly because of their liminality – physically and ethnically, geographically and spiritually – 
share a common ground of creating art specifically related to their personal journeys in 
pregnancy and motherhood.  In her presentation, LinCurry will celebrate the “material behavior” 
(Michael Owen Jones) and artistic creations of these “radical fringe” women who, as they birth a 
new life from their bodies, are also rebirthing an earthy-birthy paradigm rich in goddess 
reference and mother earth deference.  
 
Following, Lycia Trouton, a former Canadian author-artist, currently based on the 'radical 
periphery' in Darwin, Australia, will examine issues of colonial encounters and her feminist-
matristic art practices in ritual art and earth architecture.  In her presentation, Trouton describes 
her own contemporary women's art about memory, through her Diasporic journeys from her 
country-of-origin, Northern Ireland, to the USA, Canada and Australia. Trouton links 
developments in postcolonial literary (text) and textiles theory with public art based in ecofeminist 
scholarship for social change and activism, together with mythological symbolism. Her research 
results in new imagery and contemporary theoretical associations between small-scale, portable 
textiles-based printmaking and large-scale, site-specific earth-based sculpture with imagery 
derived from ancient Irish (Gaelic, Celtic), as well as Indigenous Australian (Northern Territory) 
mythologies. 
 
Two contemporary women artists will then present their bodies of work relating to the influence 
of goddess-mythology cultures and knowledge of the ecological themes connected to the image 
of The Great Earth Mother honored in these cultures, 
 

1. The works of Siona Benjamin, a Jewish artist from the Bene Israel people of 
India refines and expands this creative lineage in the direction of diversity and 
multiculturalism.  In fusing mythological iconography from her Hindu, Muslim, 
Catholic and Zoroastrian education with her Judaic religious anti-iconic training, 
Benjamin, a woman of Jewish heritage, paints herself as a Blue (woman of 
color) woman, giving herself the many arms of the Durga to suggest that the 
spiritual powers of the Durga (her many arms holding her weapons such as 
books, paint brushes and computers), empower women today – colorful 
rainbow women of our earth, all descendants of that ancient Durga energy, 
updated to confront and heal our contemporary identity and ecological crises.  
The stunning combination of images from diverse traditions that we find in 
Benjamin’s work exemplifies the way in which the mythological goddess 
images of the sacred feminine in India liberate her imagination to enlarge and 
enrich the notion of identity from that of a single national or ethnic construct to 
that of a polycultural home, opening onto new spiritual and aesthetic vistas of 
future evolution. 

 
2. Therese Chabot, Assoc. Prof. of Studio Arts at Concordia University in 

Montreal, is inspired by the empowerment she receives from the tradition of the 
Great Earth Mother from pre-historic art to the present.  Hers is an ecological 
vision honoring the connection between the cycles of the Great Mother’s 
seasons and a “matristic” spirituality.  Chabot plants the seeds for the colorful 
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flowerbeds whose blooms she then collects, dries, and places carefully in 
designs inscribed on the floors of temples, cathedrals and galleries like petalled 
tapestries and prayer rugs.  As the artist delicately places petal after petal in 
the sacred geometrical grids outlined on the floor of the chapel, we bear 
witness to the acts of artistic and spiritual ritual with which she creates work in 
harmony with nature’s cycles of life, death and regeneration.   Her Goddess 
performances, such as OFFERINGS OF A QUEEN (Montreal, 2001) reunite 
the world of art with the world of nature by showing us how the artist mediates 
human and non-human nature, outdoors and indoors. In tending the garden, 
Chabot prefigures a transformation in the mythic narrative of Eden.   In this new 
matristic narrative, a new Eve cannot be expelled from the garden, because 
she is called upon by the Earth Mother to regenerate the garden, and to honor 
the Mother’s garden in sacred and artistic ways. 
 
Therese Chabot will present a slide-lecture on her creative process, her 
Goddess performances, and her spiritual petalled prayer rugs, such as “The 
Living Rose of Hours” (2002) and “Crusade for Peace” (2002) installed at the 
Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York City, the “Star of David” (2001) 
created in the Garnethill Synagogue in Scotland, and the Prayer Rug” (2001) 
installed in the Cathedral of Glasgow. 
 

This panel of theoretical and artistic presentations will outline the way in which, via Women’s 
Studies in interdisciplinary research, a matrilineal transmission of the formerly suppressed 
knowledge of goddess-mythology cultures has been transmitted from generation to generation 
and has fostered a cornucopia of new empowered “matristic” experiences of procreation and 
artistic creation over the past three decades. 
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ABSTRACT  

 
Islamic revivalism intrigues many analysts throughout the world. Various works 

on Islamic revivalism have attributed this phenomenon to the emergence of Islamic 
fundamentalist movements such as the Jamaat-E-Islami and the Muslim Brotherhood 
(Esposito, 1994). Others claim that the Muslim militants, such as members of Al-Qaeda 
are responsible for the phenomenon (Pipes, 2002). These works tend to ignore the role 
that the religious scholars and teachers (ulama) have played in this phenomenon.  
 

Departing from this common trend, Muhammad Qasim Zaman’s work on the 
ulama in India and Pakistan examined the transformation that the ulama had undergone to 
revive Islam among Muslims in their own community in the late 20th century (Zaman, 
2002). Taking the cue from Zaman’s work, this paper will explore the transformation in 
the role of the ulama in Malaysia during the late 20th century, and the links that this 
transformation had with Islamic revivalism. Prior to this transformation, the ulama had 
focused mainly on Islamic education, solemnizing marriages and other rudimentary 
religious matters. However several domestic and global developments had led the ulama 
to mobilize and change tradition to define issues of religious identity and authority in the 
public sphere and to articulate a changing and more important role for themselves 
particularly in the realm of Islamic politics.  
 

The paper aims to examine the religio-political activism of the ulama. It will 
examine how the ulama within the state institutions as well as those outside the state 
institution try to enhance the position of Islam through engaging the authorities in various 
Islamic issues pertaining to Islam. Despite the common perception that the so-called 
government ulama (in government bodies such as the Malaysian Islamic Religious 
Council, JAKIM) are not involved in the process of reviving Islam, (Mutallib, 1990) 
these government ulama do try to Islamise the society by focusing on the “micro” Islamic 
issues such as the role of Islamic education, gender issues and policing issues of morality. 
On the other hand, the ulama outside the state institutions such as the Malaysian Ulama 
Association and the Islamic Party of Malaysia (PAS) tend to focus on the “macro” 
Islamic issues such as the establishment of the Islamic state through the imposition of the 
Shariah laws. It will also be shown that there is often fluidity in the positioning of the 
ulama vis-à-vis the government. Many government ulama have moved to the side of the 

mailto:MohamedNawabMohamedOsman@nus.edu.sg


non-government ulama due to disagreements with government leaders over Islamic 
issues.  

For the purposes of this paper, the author will be utilizing various primary 
materials provided by various ulama bodies such as PUM, JAKIM, PAS as well as 
interviews conducted with the leaders of the above organizations and the mufti of various 
Malaysian states between June and August 2005. 
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Abstract   “Reflections in Watercolours: Canadian Artist Robert Sinclair.” 
 
Robert Sinclair was born in Saltcoats, Saskatchewan in 1939, holds a B.F.A. from the University 
of Manitoba and M.A. and M.F.A. degrees from the State University of Iowa. He taught at the 
University of Alberta from 1965 to 1996. He currently runs watercolour workshops combining 
art and awareness/meditation techniques to explore connections between creativity and 
physical/spiritual well being. He has exhibited regularly in Canada since 1972, but is also 
represented in many corporate and public collections in Europe, America, and Japan, as well as 
Windsor Castle in England. During the forty years of his work, one of the most popular series of 
paintings, that of roads, established him as one of Canada’s foremost artists, and the comment 
has been made that he single-handedly changed the face of watercolour painting. His experience 
with Tai Chi Chuan, and Buddhist meditation coincided with an exploration of Chinese 
calligraphy, and Japanese brush paintings of the Edo period. This in turn issued in an analysis of 
the relationship of art and energy, the geometric space in which the work is contained, the 
placement of the object on the page, outer and inner space, and the use of as little line and colour 
as possible to convey the image.  He perceives his work as spiritual in nature. 
 
This paper will present a survey of the work of Robert Sinclair, including the “Road” series, 
“Alberta Wildflower” Series, “Bow Valley Series”, and more current works. The object of the 
paper is to explore the philosophical and spiritual aspects of the work of Robert Sinclair. 
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Abstract 
 
Experiencing the field as an anthropologist is often times a solitary endeavour – an endeavour in 
which one makes sense of the strange and at times the familiar in the case of native 
anthropologists.  In the process of this sense making the field space, becomes a field place which 
is imbued with olfactory, visual, auditory, kinaestethic, intuitive and tactile memories.  As the 
anthropologist reflects on these memories (as they are occurring, as well as in the process of write-
up) we produce an embodied knowledge for a more general audience.  In this paper I experience 
my sense-making of my field site in Muizenberg, South Africa amidst refugees and migrants from 
the Democratic Republic of Congo, anew as I reflect on the construction of embodied knowledge.  
In the process I detail a number of bodily ‘learnings’, which initially fragmentary, coalesce into a 
body of knowledge that tells my story as intertwined with the stories of others.  The information 
accessed through my senses, thus becomes an experiential process of place making. 
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Abstract: 
 
The Teachers for a New Era (TNE) project, funded by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, is 
designed to increase the quality of teaching in K-12 classrooms by improving the quality of 
teacher education programs and enhancing the position of teacher education at each participating 
TNE institution. This initiative is based on the belief that good teacher preparation begins with 
work in the arts, letters and sciences and continues through professional coursework and clinical 
experiences in K-12 schools. It is the second design principle area, the engagement of faculty in 
the arts and sciences that is the focus of this paper. What has been the process, products and 
progress made between faculty in the School of Education and Letters and Sciences, specifically 
world languages, in this important work? How can other institutions of higher education (IHE) 
not involved in the grant benefit and model their own programs to improve student learning? 
 
 

All, regardless of race or class or economic status, are entitled 
 to a fair chance and to the tools for developing their individual 

 powers of mind and spirit to the utmost. This promise means that  
all children by virtue of their own efforts, competently guided, can  
hope to attain the mature and informed judgment needed to secure 

gainful employment, and to manage their own lives, thereby serving  
not only their own interests but also the progress of society itself. 

A Nation At Risk 
 
And so begins one of the most referenced calls for reform in education. While there had 

been longstanding calls for reform in teacher education previous to the 1983 report from the 

National Commission of Excellence in Education, A Nation at Risk concretized many of the 



concerns regarding teaching and teacher education. Several recommendations were made in the 

report, specifically seven parts “intended to improve the preparation of teachers or to make 

teaching a more rewarding and respected profession.” Some of the recommendations are yet to 

be realized at all (professionally competitive salaries for teachers with 11-month contracts, for 

example) or in meaningful ways (many alternatively certified teachers resulted from the “scare”). 

The first recommendation that “Persons preparing to teach should be required to meet high 

educational standards, to demonstrate an aptitude for teaching, and to demonstrate competence in 

an academic discipline. Colleges and universities offering teacher preparation programs should 

be judged by how well their graduates meet these criteria” has been a critical focus of reform. 

Indeed the National Academy of Education report reaffirms that “teachers need to (1) know how 

students learn and develop and how they acquire and use language; (2) understand their subject 

matter and the purposes of curriculum; and (3) know and understand teaching: how to teach 

subject matter so it can be understood by diverse learners, how to assess learning, and how to 

manage a classroom effectively” (Darling-Hammond & Baratz-Snowden, 2005). 

 Progress in evaluating and improving teacher education has been made. The National 

Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) has set standards for the assessment 

of teacher education programs but not all institutions of higher education (IHE) seek that 

endorsement. Individual states have spearheaded their own reforms in state certification with 

many adding entrance and exit exams for teacher candidates. Additionally, the PRAXIS series 

from the Educational Testing Service (ETS) is one of the most popular measures utilized by at 

least 40 states in some form. And, finally, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) 

reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 contains as a key 

cornerstone the tenet of a highly qualified teacher in every classroom by the year 2006, a 



provision that has encouraged an examination of teacher preparation and licensure. Regardless, 

however, of the progress made in recent years with upgrading teacher education programs, there 

still seems to be no overall consensus on the characteristics of exemplary teacher education 

programs across the nation. Enter the Teachers for a New Era project.  

 

Teachers for a New Era 

In 2003, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) was selected as one of 11 

universities nationwide to participate in the Teachers for a New Era (TNE) program. The other 

institutions included in the project are Bank Street College of Education, Boston College, 

California State University, Northridge, Florida A&M University, Michigan State University, 

Stanford University, the University of Connecticut, the University of Texas at El Paso, the 

University of Virginia, and the University of Washington.  The TNE project is organized by 

three design principles:  

• Teacher education programs should be guided by a respect for evidence, 

including attention to pupil learning gains accomplished under the tutelage of 

teachers who are graduates of the program.  

• Faculty in the disciplines of the arts and sciences should be fully engaged 

in the education of prospective teachers, especially in the areas of subject matter 

understanding and general and liberal education. 

• Education should be understood as an academically taught clinical 

practice profession, requiring close cooperation between colleges of education 

and actual practicing schools; master teachers as clinical faculty in the college of 



education; and professional support for beginning teachers during the first two 

years of teaching experience (induction). 

It is the second design principle area, the engagement of faculty in the arts and sciences, that is 

the focus of this paper. What has been the process, products and progress made between faculty 

in the School of Education and the College of Letters and Sciences, specifically those in world 

languages, in this important work? How can other institutions of higher education (IHE) not 

involved in the grant benefit and model their own programs to improve student learning? 

 

Importance of Foreign Languages 

The cross-cultural ability of communicating in a foreign language is advantageous on 

many levels, both personally and professionally. There are also economic, social, and academic 

benefits to the mastery of a second language, including job advancement (Morris, 2002). Foreign 

language even merited special attention in A Nation at Risk: “Achieving proficiency in a foreign 

language ordinarily requires from 4 to 6 years of study and should, therefore, be started in the 

elementary grades. We believe it is desirable that students achieve such proficiency because 

study of a foreign language introduces students to non-English-speaking cultures, heightens 

awareness and comprehension of one's native tongue, and serves the Nation's needs in 

commerce, diplomacy, defense, and education.”  

Under the NCLB Act, foreign languages are emphasized as a core academic subject. In 

comments to the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Annual 

Convention in 2003, Secretary of Education Rod Paige stated: 

Foreign language instruction should be part of every child’s education. A language is more 

than sounds and syntax: it is a culture, a way of thinking, and a perspective on the world. 



Each language is a precious resource that must be studied, used and preserved precisely 

because a language opens the mind to new possibilities. The study of language is the study of 

life, literature, history, and thought. It is nothing less than the study of our world and 

ourselves. (Paige, 2003) 

Thus the importance of foreign language study is clear. Yet how are teachers best prepared for 

this complex discipline? 

 

National Standards for Foreign Language Education 

In 1996, the National Standards for Foreign Language Education (National Standards) 

emerged to define what students should know and be able to do in foreign language education at 

different educational levels. While still broad, the National Standards speak more specifically to 

curricular aims. They are organized around five main goals that focus on (a) communicating in 

the target language, (b) understanding the target culture, (c) connecting with other disciplines 

and acquiring information through the target language, (d) comparing the target language and 

culture with one’s own, and e) being able to participate in a global community (Standards, 1999). 

While the 5 Cs—Communication, Culture, Connections, Comparisons, Communities—are 

represented as interlocking rings, implying some degree of equality of importance and 

interdependency, communication is at the heart of second language study whether that 

communication is spoken, written or read.  

When first published, the National Standards did not portray the reality of the day in 

language classrooms, but, rather, a vision for the future of language study in the United States. 

While the original intent was to provide a framework for K-12 classrooms, benchmarks for 

grades 4, 8, 12, and 16 were included in the language specific Standards published in 1999. 



Professional language organizations such as ACTFL, the Modern Language Association (MLA) 

and the American Associations of Teachers of the various foreign languages (AATs) have 

encouraged their usage at levels K-16. Both the National Standards and the American Council on 

the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Proficiency Guidelines emerged in part as a result 

of pushes from government and industry for accountability in language instruction, and their de 

facto purpose in combination is to provide the foundation for foreign language curriculum and 

instruction in the United States. The National Standards have been utilized in schools and 

colleges of education as part of new teacher preparation, and the Standards have been employed 

to operationally define assessment for reviews by the National Council for Accreditation of 

Teacher Education (NCATE) and Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). 

However, faculty in colleges of arts and sciences or humanities have been slow to align the 

curriculum to the Standards and thus, a disconnect can exist between schools of education and 

departments in the humanities with regard to the use of standards in the curriculum. The 

preparation of foreign language teachers involves intense language and content preparation, and 

many states have an oral proficiency requirement as well as in immersion or study abroad 

component for future teachers but not necessarily for non-teachers. 

 

Process of Program Self-Assessment 

So how did the process begin for the foreign language design team? The Wisconsin 

Department of Public Instruction (DPI) had experienced recent legislation (PI 34) which made 

sweeping changes in licensure for teachers at all levels. Licensure for world languages in 

Wisconsin—for which a portfolio is required—is now grade levels K-12 for candidates seeking 

certification in only one language. Additionally, a professional development plan (PDP) 



portfolio, focusing on at least two of the National Standards and documenting learner outcomes 

resulting from the teacher’s growth and development, is required for license renewal. As a first 

step in the analysis of the teacher preparation programs at UWM, the Foreign Languages Design 

Team determined that the first logical step would be to use the assessment rubric (Appendix) 

already developed by the world language consultant at DPI. Faculty from each of the major 

languages taught (French, German, Spanish) as well as members from the Department of 

Curriculum and Instruction were asked to evaluate our current language teacher certification 

program. The assessment document begins with a statement from the NCATE Program 

Standards for Foreign Language Teacher Preparation (Initial Level): 

“The preparation of foreign language teachers is the joint responsibility of the faculty in foreign 

languages and education.  In order for foreign language teacher candidates to attain the 

knowledge, skills, and dispositions described in the ACTFL Program Standards for Foreign 

Language Teacher Preparation, foreign language programs of teacher preparation must 

demonstrate that they have the components and characteristics described below. 

 
1. Development of candidates’ foreign language proficiency in all areas of 

communication in all courses, with special emphasis on developing oral 
proficiency, in all language courses.  Upper-level courses should be taught in the 
foreign language. 

 
2. Ongoing assessment of candidates’ oral proficiency and provision of diagnostic 

feedback to candidates concerning their progress in meeting required levels of 
proficiency. 

 
3. Language, linguistics, culture, and literature components. 
 
4. A methods course that deals specifically with the teaching of foreign languages, 

and which is taught by a qualified faculty member whose expertise is foreign 
language education and who is knowledgeable about current instructional 
approaches and issues. 

 



5. Field experiences prior to student teaching that include experiences in foreign 
language classrooms. 

 
6. Field experiences, including student teaching, that are supervised by a qualified 

foreign language educator who is knowledgeable about current instructional 
approaches and issues in the field of foreign language education. 

 
7. Opportunities for candidates to experience technology-enhanced instruction and 

to use technology in their own teaching. 
 
8. Opportunities for candidates to participate in a structured study abroad program 

and/or intensive immersion experience in a target language community.” 
 

In the individual program assessments, thirteen areas are highlighted for specific examination; 

these are based on Wisconsin’s Model Academic Standards for Foreign Languages (for K-12 

students) which, in turn, are based on the National Standards for Foreign Language, commonly 

referred to as the 5Cs: 

1. Interpersonal communication 

2. Interpretive communication 

3. Presentational communication 

4. Cultural practices and perspectives 

5. Cultural products and perspectives 

6. Language connections across disciplines 

7. Language connections to add perspectives 

8. Language comparisons 

9. Cultural comparisons 

10. Communities for practical applications 

11. Communities for personal enrichment 

12. A basic understanding of linguistics and second language acquisition 

13. Lesson preparation and teaching performance 

 
At the time of the submission of this paper for conference proceedings, the work of the 

TNE project is ongoing. Faculty members have been polled in the various programmatic areas, 

with the hope that their participation and inclusion from the initial stages of the examination will 



lead to greater “buy in” and acceptance on the part of language faculty members. Deriving then 

from the compilation of the faculty responses and the subsequent analysis of that self-assessment 

data will be interdisciplinary discussions which can begin to consider modifications of courses 

and program requirements. Working together, faculty members from the various departments 

involved can negotiate changes to be undertaken in each department for the good of not only 

future teachers, but all foreign-language majors. 

Certainly one intended result of the project will be improved communication between 

units on campus. Informal initial contacts that began the networking between faculty in the 

School of Education and the College of Letters and Sciences can be more formalized into a 

minimum of once-a-year evaluation of advising sheets and materials. This step will ensure 

accurate information for students that are interested in teacher certification. Recruitment and 

retention activities are also planned to invite the most promising language students to explore the 

teaching profession. 

Currently, there is a need to survey our graduates regarding the preparation they received 

in both content area courses and professional education sequence in order to better ascertain our 

graduates’ perceptions of our programs and their experiences after exiting our programs. This 

survey should also make inquiry into what can be done to better prepare our students for their 

post-graduate experiences and/or needs such as a required immersion experience, revised and/or 

revamped student teaching, a more formal mentorship from faculty and academic advisors, etc. 

What kind of support do first, second and third year teachers need in both content and pedagogy 

after having graduated from our programs? What other areas of need do these teachers have in 

their first years? How can the university best help with those needs? 



The long term effects of this TNE project are intended to reach much beyond the original 

grant recipients. Through a study of the accomplishments and outcomes of the eleven TNE 

institutions, other institutions of higher education (IHE) not involved in the grant benefit can 

have a model for evaluation and assessment of their own programs to improve teacher 

preparation and affect student learning. Collaboration between schools, colleges and departments 

of education (SCDEs) and the humanities is a vital part of teacher preparation. Curriculum 

alignment to National Standards must be explored and appropriate changes made in the context 

of each institution. 
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Rubric for Evaluating Teacher Preparation Programs in World Languages - PI 34 
 

CONTENT GUIDELINES FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
 
Introduction: 
From:  National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) - Program 
Standards for Foreign Language Teacher Preparation (Initial Level) 
 
“The preparation of foreign language teachers is the joint responsibility of the faculty in foreign 
languages and education.  In order for foreign language teacher candidates to attain the 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions described in the ACTFL Program Standards for Foreign 
Language Teacher Preparation, foreign language programs of teacher preparation must 
demonstrate that they have the components and characteristics described below. 
 
1. Development of candidates’ foreign language proficiency in all areas of communication in 

all courses, with special emphasis on developing oral proficiency, in all language courses.  
Upper-level courses should be taught in the foreign language. 

2. Ongoing assessment of candidates’ oral proficiency and provision of diagnostic feedback to 
candidates concerning their progress in meeting required levels of proficiency. 

3. Language, linguistics, culture, and literature components. 
4. A methods course that deals specifically with the teaching of foreign languages, and which 

is taught by a qualified faculty member whose expertise is foreign language education and 
who is knowledgeable about current instructional approaches and issues. 

5. Field experiences prior to student teaching that include experiences in foreign language 
classrooms. 

6. Field experiences, including student teaching, that are supervised by a qualified foreign 
language educator who is knowledgeable about current instructional approaches and issues 
in the field of foreign language education. 

7. Opportunities for candidates to experience technology-enhanced instruction and to use 
technology in their own teaching. 

8. Opportunities for candidates to participate in a structured study abroad program and/or 
intensive immersion experience in a target language community.” 

 
 
The World Language teacher shall demonstrate knowledge of and skills in 13 areas, based on 
Wisconsin’s Model Academic Standards for Foreign Languages (for K-12 students): 

 
Communication: 
1. Interpersonal communication including: 

• Minimum oral proficiency at a level equivalent to Intermediate High on the ACTFL 
Proficiency Scale. 

• Strategies for initiating, maintaining, extending, and advancing conversation. 
• Strategies to check for understanding and to ask for clarification. 
• Delivering instruction primarily in the target language, ensuring accurate modeling of 

the second language and providing multiple ways to make the input comprehensible. 



• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ interpersonal 
communication skills. 

 
2. Interpretive communication including: 

• Knowledge of roots and affixes, word family analysis/etymology, and sociocultural 
requirements applied to a variety of text formats. 

• Processes for learning to read and listen with understanding. 
• Familiarity with a wide variety of authentic materials (oral, written, and viewed) and 

how they can be used successfully in the foreign language classroom by adjusting the 
comprehension tasks for beginning through advanced students. 

• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ interpretive 
communication skills, guiding students to use prediction, context clues, and inferences 
for comprehension. 

 
3. Presentational communication including: 

• Demonstration of grammatical accuracy in oral and written expression. 
• Demonstration of accurate pronunciation in oral expression and of sufficient knowledge 

to help students improve their pronunciation. 
• Narration in written form at least equal to one’s oral ability (roughly equivalent to the 

characteristics of Intermediate-High on the ACTFL scale). 
• Adapting oral and written presentational styles to one’s audience and purposes, ranging 

from the informal to the formal. 
• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ presentational 

skills, including strategies for priming students for telling stories and strategies for 
guiding students through the writing process in their second language. 

 
Language Departments 
Area:  
Communication 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Interpersonal 
Communication 

Program requires 
evidence of 
achieving oral 
proficiency at 
least at the level 
of  Intermediate 
High on the 
ACTFL Scale 
through an 
official OPI or a 
proven 
equivalence 
(Intermediate-
Mid for non-
European 
languages) 

Program faculty 
interview 
candidates to 
gauge 
interpersonal 
communication 
skills, targeting 
the 
characteristics of 
I-High. 

Program relies 
on course grades 
and evaluations 
to evaluate 
interpersonal 
communication 
skills, or uses 
substitute 
evidence (such as 
the MLA written 
exam) 

 



Interpretive 
Communication 

Program requires 
evidence of 
ability to 
interpret beyond 
the literal level 
(including 
author’s and 
cultural 
perspectives and 
personal 
interpretation of 
text) a variety of 
authentic sources 
(read, heard, and 
viewed) 

Program requires 
evidence of 
interpretive skill, 
focusing on main 
ideas and most 
important details, 
with some 
attention to 
author’s 
perspective 
and/or cultural 
perspectives) 

Program relies 
on course grades 
to evaluate 
interpretive 
skills, targeted at 
mainly a literal 
comprehension 
level (main ideas 
and most 
important 
details) 

 

Presentational 
Communication 

Program requires 
evidence of oral 
(spontaneous and 
prepared) and 
written 
(polished) 
presentations, 
evaluated as at 
the equivalence 
of Intermediate-
High 
(Intermediate-
Mid for non-
European 
languages) 

Program requires 
evidence of oral 
and written 
performance 
without targeted 
levels of 
performance 

Program relies 
on course grades 
to evaluate 
presentational 
communication 

 

Education (C & I) Department 
Area:  
Communication 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Teaching 
Communication 
Strategies 

Program requires 
evidence of the 
candidate 
teaching 
interpersonal 
communication, 
including the 
candidate’s 
explana-tion of 
how 
interpersonal 
communication 
strategies were 

Program requires 
candidate to 
analyze own 
teaching in light 
of how 
interpersonal 
communication 
strategies were 
being taught, but 
no supporting 
evidence of the 
actual teaching is 
required (video). 

Program requires 
candidate to 
describe 
communication 
strategies, but is 
not required to 
apply this 
knowledge to 
his/her teaching 

 



being taught and 
modeled. 

Teaching 
interpretive skills 

Program requires 
lesson plans 
using authentic 
materials and 
showing 
adaptations to 
different 
language levels, 
identifying 
specific 
strategies being 
taught and/or 
practiced 

Program requires 
lesson plans 
using authentic 
materials and 
evidence of 
knowledge of 
reading and/or 
listening 
strategies 

Program requires 
lesson plans 
using authentic 
materials 

 

Application of 
presentational 
skill to teaching 

Program requires 
evidence of the 
candidate 
teaching the 
writing process 
or preparation for 
oral 
presentations, 
where the 
candidate 
explains the 
strategies being 
taught and 
modeled. 

Program requires 
candidate to 
analyze own 
teaching in light 
of how 
presentational 
communication 
strategies were 
being taught, but 
no supporting 
evidence of the 
actual teaching is 
required (e.g., 
video). 

Program requires 
candidate to 
describe how to 
teach the 
presentational 
skills, but is not 
required to apply 
his/her 
knowledge to the 
teaching. 

 

Use of target 
language to 
conduct all 
aspects of the 
classroom 
instruction 

Program requires 
evidence of the 
maximum use of 
the target 
language in the 
student’s 
teaching and a 
variety of means 
of making it 
comprehensible 
to students (for 
example, giving 

Program requires 
candidate to use 
the target 
language in 
instruction most 
of the time 

Program requires 
candidate to 
explain how to 
use the target 
language in the 
classroom 

 



class directions, 
conducting 
activities, 
providing 
information, 
spontaneous 
conversation) 
and an analysis 
of why and how 

Integration of 
communication 
modes in 
teaching 

Program requires 
candidate to 
create lesson and 
unit plans based 
on the state 
standards for 
learning 
languages, 
integrating the 
three modes of 
communication 
in instruction and 
assessment, 
adapting any text 
materials as 
necessary 

Program requires 
lesson and unit 
plans focused on 
teaching the 
three modes of 
communication, 
without attention 
to assessment or 
adapting 
materials 

Program requires 
lesson and unit 
plans focused on 
teaching 
communication, 
without attention 
to the state 
standards or 
adapting 
materials 

 

 
Sample Evidence:  Communication 
1.  OPI (at least at Intermediate High) 
2.  Samples of student’s achievement in each mode (portfolio of best, sustained work in each 
mode) 
3.  Lesson plans to teach three modes of communication (interpersonal, interpretive, and 
presentational) 
4.  Assessments designed to evaluate student progress in the three modes of communication 
5.  Video of teaching experiences, showing maximum use of target language and teaching of 
communication strategies 
 
Culture: 
 
4. Cultural practices and perspectives including: 

• Experiencing a period of language immersion in residence in a country in which the 
language is spoken (or a substitution that requires a comparable degree of language and 
culture immersion) and documenting the resulting increase in cultural knowledge and 
improved proficiency in the language. 

• Daily living patterns, societal structures, institutions, and value systems of a variety of 
countries that speak the language being studied. 



• Cultural practices such as religious celebrations, historical events, and rites of passage 
of a variety of countries that speak the language being studied. 

• How various forces have shaped perspectives of the target cultures. 
• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ knowledge of 

cultural practices and perspectives, including how to observe, discuss, research, and 
reflect upon daily living patterns, societal structures, institutions, and value systems. 

 
5. Cultural products and perspectives including: 

• Historical, geographical, political, socioeconomic, literary, and artistic features of a 
culture. 

• The role and significance of other cultures on the target cultures and of the target 
cultures on other cultures (today and in the past). 

• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ knowledge of 
cultural products and perspectives, including methods to connect the learning of culture 
with communicative practice. 

 
Language Departments 
 
Area:  Culture Meets 

Requirements 
Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Immersion 
experience 

Program requires 
evidence of 
having 
experienced 
cultural and 
linguistic 
immersion in a 
target culture or 
community and 
the cultural 
insights and 
perspectives 
gained 

Program requires 
a set period of 
immersion, but 
does not evaluate 
the cultural 
insights gained. 

Program accepts 
travel or tourism 
experience in the 
target culture as 
fulfillment of this 
requirement. 

 

Knowledge of 
cultural 
practices 

Program requires 
evidence of 
candidate’s ability 
to analyze and 
hypothesize about 
cultural practices 

Program presents 
syllabi and course 
grades as 
evidence of 
cultural 
knowledge 

Program has not 
evaluated its 
coursework in 
terms of the 
cultural content 
(practices) 

 

Knowledge of 
cultural 
products 

Program requires 
that candidate can 
cite key cultural 
products, 
including 
historical, 
geographical, 

Program presents 
syllabi and course 
grades as 
evidence of 
cultural 
knowledge 

Program has not 
evaluated its 
coursework in 
terms of the 
cultural content 
(products) 

 



political, 
socioeconomic, 
literary, and 
artistic features of 
the target cultures.

Knowledge of 
cultural 
perspectives 

Program requires 
evidence that 
candidate applies 
knowledge of the 
target culture’s 
perspectives to the 
interpretation of 
its products and 
practices 

Program presents 
syllabi and course 
grades as 
evidence of 
cultural 
knowledge 

Program has not 
evaluated its 
coursework in 
terms of the 
cultural content 
(perspectives) 

 

Process of 
analyzing 
cultures 

Program requires 
evidence of 
candidate’s ability 
to analyze and 
hypothesize about 
unfamiliar or 
unknown cultural 
issues, and the 
impact of cultures 
on each other. 

Program collects 
evidence of 
analyzing 
cultures in an 
arbitrary, not 
systematic, way 

Program relies on 
evidence of 
cultural 
information 
learned, not 
analyzed by the 
candidate. 

 

 
Education (C & I) Department 
Area:  Culture Meets 

Requirements 
Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Application to 
teaching 

Program requires 
evidence that 
candidate 
integrates culture 
into daily lessons 
and units of 
instruction, 
engaging 
students in 
exploring the 
products and 
practices that 
relate to specific 
perspectives in 
the target culture, 
and analyzing 
those 
perspectives. 

Program collects 
evidence that 
candidate uses 
discrete pieces of 
cultural 
information in 
daily lessons and 
units of 
instruction. 

Program relies on 
candidate’s 
evaluations in 
cultural 
coursework, 
without evidence 
of application to 
teaching. 

 



Connecting 
culture and 
communication 

Program requires 
evidence that 
candidate can 
conduct the 
culture lesson 
through the target 
language, and 
analyze different 
scenarios or 
approaches to 
teaching culture. 

Program collects 
evidence of 
candidate 
conducting 
culture lessons 
through the target 
language, but 
without analysis 
or explanation of 
approaches used. 

Program requires 
candidate to 
describe how to 
teach culture 
through the target 
language, but is 
not required to 
demonstrate it. 

 

 
Sample Evidence:  Culture 
1.  Projects (technology enhanced presentations) on literary or cultural topics 
2.  Performance on exams demonstrating understanding of a cultural framework of practices, 
products, and perspectives. 
3.  Observations and reflective journal entries of classroom teaching integrating culture with 
communication 
4.  Collection of cultural resources, including websites and literary texts, and how they would be 
used in language instruction for students at various levels 
5.  Setting linguistic and culture targets prior to immersion experience, followed by reflections 
on learning and new insights upon returning 
6.  Cooperating teachers evaluations of the candidate’s use of the target language in classroom 
instruction 
 
 
 
Connections 
 
6. Language connections across disciplines including: 

• Accessing resources in the target language and from the target cultures on topics being 
discussed or researched from the general curriculum in other classes in the school. 

• Design of assessment and instruction that measure and use topics and skills from other 
subject areas as the context for language learning and practice. 

 
7. Language connections to add perspectives including: 

• Information about and perspectives from the target culture(s) that can be related to 
different subject areas in the school curriculum (e.g. cultural attitudes toward 
environmental, political, social, and personal issues). 

• Design of strategies to encourage students’ to bring the knowledge and skill learned in 
the language classroom to bear on learning in other subject areas, including strategies to 
help students make personal connections across disciplines through the study and use of 
another language. 

 
 
 



Education (C & I) Department 
Area:  
Connections 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Accessing 
resources 

Program requires 
candidate to 
collect materials 
in the target 
language from 
other disciplines, 
and plan for using 
them in language 
instruction  

Program accepts 
use of discrete 
pieces of 
information from 
other subject 
areas as they 
appear in a 
textbook as 
meeting this 
requirement. 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of the use of 
materials from 
other disciplines 
in the teaching of 
the language 

 

Use topics and 
skills from other 
disciplines in 
language 
instruction 

Program requires 
candidate to seek 
out colleagues in 
other disciplines 
to create a unit of 
instruction for 
learning the target 
language and 
improve skills in 
that discipline 

Program accepts 
the random 
inclusion of 
material from 
other disciplines 
(usually from a 
textbook) as 
sufficient 
evidence for 
integrating other 
disciplines with 
the language 
instruction 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of the use of 
topics or skills 
from other 
disciplines in 
language 
instruction 

 

Relating target 
culture 
perspectives to 
other disciplines 

Program requires 
candidate to 
explain how 
cultural 
perspectives can 
add to the 
learning in 
another discipline 
(e.g., historical, 
social, arts), 
providing a 
variety of 
classroom 
examples from 
different ages and 
levels 

Program requires 
candidate to use 
other disciplines 
in planning one 
lesson, but not to 
show the link 
with target 
culture 
perspectives or 
adaptation to 
other ages or 
levels 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of applying 
cultural 
perspectives to 
another discipline 

 

Strategies to 
develop 
students’ 
personal 

Program requires 
candidate to show 
a variety of 
lesson plans to 

Program requires 
candidate to show 
a lesson plan to 
adapt target 

Program does not 
require candidate 
to adapt target 
language 

 



connections of 
language 
learning to other 
disciplines 

adapt target 
language 
materials from 
other disciplines 
to the age, grade 
level, program 
goals, and 
interests of a 
variety of 
students  

language 
materials from 
other disciplines, 
but only for one 
student age or 
grade. 

materials from 
other disciplines 

 
 
Sample Evidence:  Connections 
1.  Projects (technology enhanced presentations) on topics from other disciplines 
2.  Observations and reflective journal entries of classroom teaching integrating topics and 
materials in the target language from other disciplines with the teaching of communication 
3.  Collection of resources, including websites, video, and text materials, and how they would be 
used in language instruction for students at various levels 
4.  Lesson plans and analysis of what content can be drawn on as the basis for language learning, 
how to create interdisciplinary lessons, and the expectations of what students will demonstrate in 
the target language 
 
 
 
 
Comparisons: 
 
8. Language comparisons including: 

• Second language analysis (vocabulary, sound systems, and structures) with comparisons 
and contrast to English. 

• Second language acquisition theory and research, including implications for the 
language classroom. 

• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ use of the target 
language for real communication, including strategies to apply knowledge about the 
language to skill at using the language. 

 
9. Cultural comparisons including: 

• Historical, geographical, political, socioeconomic, literary, and artistic features of a 
culture. 

• Characteristics of the cultures of speakers of other languages in the United States. 
• Ways to use the language skills students bring to the classroom (as native speakers, 

heritage speakers, or through prior experiences). 
• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ understanding 

of cultural similarities and differences, including strategies for helping students create 
valid cultural comparisons (moving away from stereotypes). 

 



Language Departments 
Area:  
Comparisons 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Comparisons 
between target 
and other 
languages 

Program requires 
candidate to 
explain a variety 
of language 
comparisons such 
as dialectical 
differences and 
appropriate 
register. 
 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify a variety 
of language 
comparisons such 
as dialectical 
differences and 
appropriate 
register. 

Program does not 
address the issue 
of a variety of 
language 
comparisons 

 

Comparisons 
between target 
and other 
cultures 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify and 
analyze a variety 
of ways their 
students will 
make cultural 
comparisons 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify cultural 
differences 
between US and 
target cultures 

Program does not 
require 
demonstration of 
an understanding 
of cultural 
similarities and 
differences 

 

 
Education (C & I) Department 
 
Second language 
analysis 

Program requires 
candidate to 
demonstrate 
understanding of 
the key 
grammatical rules 
of the target 
language and 
provide examples 
of how students 
will apply them in 
meaningful 
situations to 
develop 
communicative 
skills 

Program requires 
candidate to 
demonstrate 
mastery of the 
key grammatical 
rules of the target 
language (a 
required 
assessment) 

Program accepts 
course grades as 
evidence of 
understanding of 
the key 
grammatical rules 
of the target 
language 

 

Second language 
acquisition 

Program requires 
candi-date to apply 
language 
acquisition theories 
to analyze a variety 
of learning 

Program requires 
candidate to 
explain language 
acquisition 
theories, but 
without 

Program accepts 
course grades as 
evidence of 
understanding of 
second language 
acquisition 

 



situations in the 
language classroom

application to 
actual teaching 
situations 

Heritage speakers 
in the classroom:  
characteristics of 
language and 
culture 

Program requires 
evidence of how 
lesson plans could 
be adapted to meet 
the needs of 
heritage speakers 
(while this may 
apply more to 
languages with 
sizable minority 
populations in the 
US, such as 
Spanish, Russian, 
or Korean, all 
language teachers 
need some ideas 
for meeting the 
unique needs of 
heritage speakers) 

Program requires 
the candidate to 
explain the 
unique needs of 
heritage speakers 

Program does not 
require special 
attention to 
meeting the needs 
of heritage 
speakers 

 

 
Sample Evidence:  Comparisons 
1.  Performance on examinations demonstrating knowledge of comparisons of languages and 
cultures 
2.  Reports/papers in which candidates make comparisons of languages and cultures 
3.  A variety of lesson plans adapted to show how language and culture comparisons will be 
learned and how the needs of heritage speakers will be met. 
 
Communities: 
 
10. Communities for practical applications including: 

• Resources (including technology) to connect the classroom to native speakers locally 
and around the world. 

• Demonstrating strategies for adapting learning to the widest possible range of ages, 
learning styles, and ability levels, including incorporating native speakers into the 
classroom, motivating and challenging them.  

• Design of assessment and instruction to measure and develop students’ ability to 
explore the resources of the culture(s) within their community and to use the language 
within the local and global community. 

 
11. Communities for personal enrichment including: 

• Plan for and demonstrate the use of technology and various media to bring authentic 
materials to the classroom to achieve clear language learning goals. 



• Applying knowledge learned from participating in workshops, seminars, and/or 
conferences of professional language and/or teaching organizations and planning 
ongoing professional development. 

• Beginning to regularly reflect on the effectiveness of lesson and unit plans, identifying 
areas for change, and implementing new approaches of instruction and assessment, and 
analyzing the results.   

 
 

Language Departments 
 
Area:  
Communities 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Participate in 
target culture’s 
community 

Program requires 
evidence of how 
candidate has 
connected to 
target-language 
communities 
and/or used 
technology to 
make such a link 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify 
characteristics of 
the cultures of 
speakers of other 
languages in the 
United States 

Program relies 
on course grades 
to provide 
evidence of 
attention to the 
cultures of 
speakers of other 
languages in the 
US 

 

 
Education (C & I) Department 
 
Area:  
Communities 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Resources Program requires 
candidate to use 
technology and 
other media to 
locate authentic 
materials and 
then show how to 
adapt them for 
use with a variety 
of levels 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify sources 
for authentic 
materials to use 
in the classroom 

Program does not 
address the use of 
authentic 
materials 

 

Participate in 
professional 
community 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify and 
participate in at 
least one 
professional 
organization 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify 
professional 
organizations 

Program does not 
address 
participation in 
professional 
organizations 

 

Professional 
development and 
reflective 

Program requires 
candidate to 
create a detailed 

Program requires 
candidate to 
outline a 

Program does not 
address planning 
for professional 

 



teaching professional 
development plan 

professional 
development plan 

development  

Adapting 
teaching 

Program requires 
candidate to 
create and teach 
lessons adapted 
to a variety of 
ages, learning 
styles, and ability 
levels (including 
heritage 
speakers), 
adapting the 
instruction based 
on student 
assessment data 

Program requires 
candidate to 
provide lesson 
plans and to 
describe how, in 
general, lessons 
could be adapted 
to meet various 
ages, learning 
styles, and ability 
levels 

Program requires 
lesson plans, but 
no adaptation to 
meet the needs of 
various learners 

 

 
 
Sample Evidence:  Communities 
1.  A variety of lesson plans, adapted to meet the needs of a variety of learners 
2.  Action research project, based on own teaching experiences 
3.  List of professional development activities and explanation of how they fit into a focused plan 
 
 
Linguistics and Second Language Acquisition: 
 
12. A basic understanding of linguistics and second language acquisition, including: 

• Basic principles of and research on theories of second language acquisition. 
• Demonstrate an understanding of the various linguistic elements (phonology, 

morphology, syntax, semantics, register, and pragmatics) and their interaction with 
social, cultural, and psychological factors in the language learning classroom. 

• Demonstrate an understanding of both first and second language development and their 
interrelationship (including language interference and strategies for error correction 
tailored to the learner). 

• Demonstrate the use of developmentally appropriate first language literacy strategies in 
the second language classroom and an understanding of the connection between first 
and second language literacy. 

 
Language Departments 
 
Area:  
Linguistics and 
Second 
Language 
Acquisition 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Linguistic Program requires Program requires Program relies on  



elements candidate to 
analyze the 
linguistic 
elements of the 
target language in 
reaction to 
students’ errors in 
order to improve 
students’ 
pronunciation, 
grammar, and 
syntax. 

an assessment of 
candidate’s 
knowledge of 
linguistic 
elements of the 
target language, 
without attention 
to how to apply 
this knowledge to 
analyzing 
students’ errors 

course grades to 
provide evidence 
of candidate’s 
knowledge of 
linguistic 
elements of the 
target language. 

 
Education (C & I) Department 
 
Area:  
Linguistics and 
Second 
Language 
Acquisition 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Second 
language 
acquisition 
theories 

Program requires 
candi-date to 
explain the use of 
target language 
input, negotiation 
of meaning, 
interaction, and a 
supportive 
learning 
environment in 
learning a second 
language. 

Program relies on 
course grades to 
provide evidence 
of learning about 
second language 
acquisition 
theories 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of candidate 
learning about 
second language 
acquisition 
theories 

 

L1 and L2 
language 
development 

Program requires 
candi-date to 
identify 
similarities and 
differences in 
first and second 
language 
develop-ment, 
and the impact of 
one on the other; 
requires 
candidate to 
identify non-
linguistic factors 

Program requires 
a course 
comparing first 
and second 
language 
development and 
the linguistic 
factors involved 
in language 
learning. 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of knowledge of 
first and second 
language 
development 

 



involved in 
language learning 
and how to 
address them in 
the classroom.  

Literacy 
strategies 

Program requires 
candi-date to 
identify the 
literacy strategies 
(for reading and 
writing) used in a 
variety of specific 
teaching lessons. 

Program presents 
syllabi and course 
grades as 
evidence of 
knowledge of 
literacy strategies 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of knowledge of 
literacy strategies 

 

Application to 
teaching 

Program requires 
candidate to 
analyze one of 
the candidate’s 
lessons as to how 
language 
acquisition 
theories and error 
correction were 
consciously 
applied to 
improve students’ 
learning 

Program presents 
syllabi and course 
grades as 
evidence of 
knowledge of 
application of 
language 
acquisition 
theories to the 
classroom 

Program does not 
require evidence 
of an application 
of language 
acquisition 
theories to the 
classroom 

 

 
 
Sample Evidence:  Linguistics and Second Language Acquisition: 
1.  Analysis of classroom lessons to reflect application of principles of language acquisition 
2.  Course examinations and papers 
 
 
 
 
Application to Teaching Languages: 
 
13. Lesson preparation and teaching performance, including: 

• Applying an understanding of the theoretical principles of a variety of teaching 
strategies to produce the desired learning outcomes. 

• Making critical curriculum decisions. 
• Selecting, preparing, adapting, and evaluating instructional and assessment materials. 
• Developing, sequencing, and implementing creative and communicative learning 

activities that integrate language, culture, and content. 
• Evaluating effectively the total teaching-learning process, including continuous self-

assessment and student assessment related to learner goals. 



 
Education (C & I) Department 
 
Area:  
Application to 
Teaching 
Languages 

Meets 
Requirements 

Approaches 
Requirements 

Does Not Meet 
Requirements 

Institutional 
Evidence 

Teaching 
communication 

Program requires 
evidence of 
candidate’s use 
of spontaneous 
interaction in a 
classroom setting 
and explicit 
teaching of ways 
to negotiate 
meaning; pre-
sent activities to 
develop 
meaningful 
interaction of 
students with one 
another. 

Program requires 
candidate to 
explain how to 
teach 
communication 
strategies, 
without evidence 
from actual 
teaching 
situations 

Program requires 
candidate to 
present lesson 
plans as evidence 
of teaching 
communication 
strategies 

 

Curriculum and 
unit planning 

Program requires 
candi-date to 
integrate student 
standards into a 
unit of 
instruction, 
showing how 
students’ 
proficiency will 
improve and 
identifying 
specific learning 
targets 

Program requires 
candidate to 
present lesson 
plans with 
specific focus on 
teaching to the 
student standards, 
without 
development of 
an entire unit of 
instruction 

Program requires 
candidate to 
present lesson 
plans during 
student teaching 

 

Materials Program requires 
candidate to use 
knowledge of the 
standards and 
curricular goals 
to evaluate, 
select, adapt, and 
design materials 
appropriate for 
teaching various 

Program requires 
candidate to 
identify materials 
to use at various 
levels, without 
evaluation or 
analysis of 
appropriateness 

Program requires 
candidate to list 
materials used in 
a lesson plan 

 



levels 
Assessment Program requires 

candidate to 
design formative 
assessments to 
measure progress 
within a unit of 
instruction and 
summative 
assessments to 
measure 
performance at 
the end of a unit; 
to develop 
appropriate 
holistic and/or 
analytical 
scoring methods 
for summative 
assessments 

Program requires 
candidate to 
create an end of 
unit assessment 
(summative only) 

Program does not 
require candidate 
to present self-
created 
assessments, may 
rely on text 
materials for 
assessments 

 

Self-assessment 
of teaching 

Program requires 
candidate to 
present evidence 
of reflective 
assessment of 
own teaching, 
based on student 
performance 
data, targeting 
paths for 
improvement in 
teaching and 
students’ 
learning 

Program requires 
candidate to 
reflect on own 
teaching, without 
reference to 
student 
performance data 

Program does not 
require candidate 
to self-critique 
his/her teaching 

 

 
Sample Evidence:  Application to Teaching Languages 
1.  Sample lesson plans and units of instruction 
2.  Evaluations of commercially prepared materials (textbooks) and websites 
3.  Assessments and rubrics designed for a variety of purposes 
4.  Reflective journal about actual teaching experiences 
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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A HISTORICAL BRIDGE IN IZMIT, TURKEY 
 
 This paper aims to express the reconstruction process of a historical bridge 
which had to be moved from its original place during the construction of the rapid 
railway between Ankara and İstanbul, to be reconstructed in the nearest suitable 
place. The paper consists of two parts. In the first part, a brief description of the 
historical development of bridge construction until the 15th century is given followed 
by the characteristics of Turkish masonry bridges with significant examples. In the 
second part, the reconstruction process of the Kilezdere (Kiles) Bridge is described 
with drawings and photos where necessary. 
 
Masonry Bridges 
 

Human race has always used technology along his struggle with nature. 
Though it is not possible to know when and how man first used one, the construction 
of bridges to cross from one side to another over a natural obstacle such as a river, 
stream or a chasm is among the victories mankind has had. Long before our day the 
possibilities were quite limited and the simplest primitive bridges should have been 
formed by tree trunks, branches or stone slabs first roughly as found in the nature. 
Then, with the development of tools, skills in construction were achieved.   

The first bridge made in stone is known to be built by the Hittites in Boğazköy, 
Anatolia, in 8th century B.C1, and this was followed by others built by different 
civilizations in different parts of the world. Although not many of them has reached 
our day, either their traces can be seen, or they are known to us by historical 
evidence. The Roman civilization was the first to develop a real expertise in the 
design and construction of masonry bridges as they employed semicircular arches 
which were strong, secure and durable. They also used this system in the 
construction of aqueducts to carry water into the cities of the Empire. The collapse of 
the Roman Empire in the west brought to an end an era of engineering achievement 
including the construction of bridges. Through the middle ages, the semicircular arch 
continued as a Romanesque tradition, and the pointed arch also came to the 
architectural scene as the Gothic archetype. However, it was only towards the end of 
the Medieval that  western engineers started to produce bridges that matched the 
Roman masterpieces . The masonry arch remained the most practical form for large 
permanent bridges throughout the Renaissance 2. 

 

 
Pic.1. Ponte Vecchio in Florence,1345. The main span has a length of 30 meters.. 
 

                                                 
1 Rudolph Naumann, Die Hethitische Brücke über die Schlucht bei Büyükkaya (Boğazköy), Mitteil. deutsch-türk 
Orient Gesell., Nr. 94, 1963, p.24-32. 
2 David J. Brown, Bridges, Reed International Books Ltd., 1996. 



Turkish Bridges 
 

Turks have made quite a success of masonry bridge construction in history. 
They  first came to Anatolia in 1071 and have been living in the region since then, for 
nearly 1000 years. Masonry bridges are one of the significant building types that they 
have employed as they not only built new bridges in their territories but also restored 
ancient ones. Bridges have a significant place in Turkish culture.    
 

 Pic. 2. Kesikköprü in Sivas, 13th Century. 
 
Turkish masonry bridges are made of one or more (generally pointed) arches. 

The number of the arches, the span size and the thickness of the piers depend on 
the size of the stream running under the bridge (Picture 2). They are mostly sloped 
upwards into the bigger arch. There is a technically calculated proportion between 
the height and width of the arches 3.  Another common feature is that most of the 
bridges have inscriptions placed on a visible part to make a literary statement of their 
presence (Picture 3). In some of the bridges, even a separate small kiosk that 
contains this statement is built. In the statement, the name of the owner and the date 
of construction is given, but the name of the architect is not always mentioned, which 
is why many ancient bridges are anonymous.  

 

 
Pic. 3. Inscription plate from Kesikköprü in Sivas. 

                                                 
3 Cevdet Çulpan, Türk Taş Köprüleri, Türk Tarih Kurumu Yayınları, 1975, p.7. 



 
Ottoman architects have achieved great technical skills in masonry 

construction and it is known that they built arches up to 40 meters of width. The 
empire reached the peak of its territorial expansion in the 16th century and its 
architectural traces can be seen in three continents, namely Asia, Europe and Africa 
where they have built masterpieces of different bridge types. The Uzunköprü in 
Edirne, 1392 meters long with 174 arches was completed in 1443-44 (Picture 4). The 
Büyükçekmece Bridge near Istanbul, completed by architect Sinan in 1567 is 630 
meters long with 28 arches (Picture 5-5a). The Mostar (Neretva) Bridge in Bosnia, 
built between 1557-67 by architect Hayrettin, is a significant example of single arched 
Ottoman masonry bridges with its single span of 27 meters (Picture 6). 

 

 
Pic. 4. Uzunköprü in Edirne, 1443-44. 

  
Pic. 5-5.a. The Büyükçekmece Bridge, 1567. 
 

 
Pic.6. The Mostar (Neretva) Bridge, 1557-67. 



The Story of Kilezdere (Kiles) Bridge 
 

The Kilezdere (Kiles) Bridge is placed in the eastern part of İzmit (Kocaeli), a 
town in the Marmara Region of Turkey, on the İzmit-Gölcük-Yalova exit from the 
Istanbul-Ankara highway (Picture 7). As it was not possible to reach the name of the 
architect in the historical research, it is assumed that the bridge was anonymous. We 
also don’t have information on the construction date. The only information about the 
bridge is found in the diary of the German traveler Hans Dernschwam, who travelled 
through Asia in the year of 1555. Dernschwam states in his diary that as he crossed 
the bridge on March 13th 1555 it was covered with a stone pavement and in a small 
cottage near the bridge there were two or three men, who were probably responsible 
of safety4. It is therefore clear that the original bridge was built before 1555, and in 
time it should have been restored (Picture 8).  

 
Pic.7. Izmit and the location of Kilezdere Bridge. 
 

The construction of rapid train between İstanbul and Ankara started at the 
beginning of 1990’s and as the Kiles Bridge stood on the railway it was decided that 
the bridge should be moved and reconstructed in the nearest suitable place. The 
deconstruction process was carried on by the Avunduk Firm of Architecture who at 
first hand documented the bridge by photographs and slides and prepared a 
measured drawing, including plans of different altitudes, cross-sections and 
elevations in the scale of 1:50 and details in 1:5 and 1:1 where necessary (Picture 9).  

                                                 
4 Hans Dernschwam, İstanbul ve Anadolu’ya Seyahat Günlüğü, çev. Prof. Dr. Yaşar Önen, Kültür Bakanlığı 
Yayınları, 1992, p.213. 



 
Pic. 8. The ancient bridge before deconstruction  

 

 
Pic. 9. Measured drawing and some details from  the ancient bridge. 
 

The ancient bridge consisted of three pointed arches, the largest arch had a 
width of 7.50 meters, and the other two 5.20 and 3.80 meters respectively and it had 
a length of 57.50 meters. All the ancient stones were numbered and moved off one 
by one without using machines, to be grouped and stored according to their original 
places (Picture 10, 10a).  

 

 
Pic. 10, 10a. The numerification of the stones before deconstruction. 
 

The bridge had the traces of its long history and many of the stones were 
damaged in a way that it would not be possible to use them in the reconstruction. A 
total of 725 ancient stones were moved off, and only 205 of them were re-usable. 
Among the ancient stones were marble blocks brought from different sights and used 
with little interference. The Greek inscription found on one of the blocks gives the 
impression that material could have been brought from the ruins of ancient Greek or 
Roman buildings (Picture 11).  



 
Pic.11. The Greek Inscription on one of  the ancient blocks. 
 

Wrought iron hinges and clamps, lead connections and overflow channels 
were some of the many details that were discovered during the deconstruction and 
the process gave the team clues about ancient masonry construction techniques1. It 
was a surprise to reach juniper piles at the base, which remained undamaged despite 
the humidity (Picture 12). There was a stone filling between the piles and the total 
system formed a primitive example of raft foundation. Samples of ancient stone and 
mortar were surveyed in the laboratory in order to determine the quality of the 
material to be used in the reconstruction. The firm also prepared the reconstruction 
project according to the measured drawing and the data collected during 
deconstruction, all in details (Picture 13-13a).  

 

 
Pic.12. Juniper piles. 
 

The reconstruction process started in September 2002, as soon as the 
financial problems were overcome. The architect Acar Avunduk who was in charge of 
the measured drawing, also took charge of the control group of the reconstruction as 
the work was carried on by the construction firm TINSA, from Ankara. The General 
Manager of the firm Mr. Akın Çavdar worked in coordination with architect Kıyas 
Tökmeci who was in control of the construction team. As the bridge would be 
reconstructed by using the ancient techniques, craftsmen were chosen due to their 
                                                 
1 Acar Avunduk, İzmit Kilezdere Köprüsü, mimar.ist, Nr. 3, TMMOB Mimarlar Odası İstanbul Büyükkent 
Şubesi Yayını, 2001, p. 108. 



experience in traditional masonry architecture and Mr. Lokman Gülsün was their 
chief. Long inquiries were made in order to find the stone most suitable to the ancient 
type and it was decided that the new stones to be used in the reconstruction would 
be brought from a quarry near İzmit. The mixture of the mortar was determined 
according to the Horasan2 mortar used in the original bridge and the proportions alter 
with different levels of the bridge.  
 

 
Pic.13,13a. The Reconstruction Project by architect Acar Avunduk. 
 

 
 
The construction team worked fastidiously and in harmony with the control 

group as they met every week on the sight to check the progress. Any piece of work 
that would not match the criteria would immediately be undone. The reconstruction of 
the bridge was completed by May 2005 (Pic.14-18) and the result reflects the pure 
and modest simplicity of bridge architecture. 
 

                                                 
2 Horasan mortar is a special kind of mortar which is commonly used in ancient Turkish and Ottoman 
architecture and is prepared by the addition of a certain amount of brick-dust into ordinary mortar. 



 
Pic.14 
 
 

 
Pic.15 
 
 



 
Pic.16 

 
Pic.17 



 
Pic.18 
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OF SCHOLARLY WRITING AND CREATIVE WRITING 
 

 
 
 
Who is a scholar? A widely read person is a scholar. But a creative writer  
(whom we would call ‘creator’ hereinafter ) may not have such extensive 
study. Even without so-called formal education, an individual may be a 
creator. But a scholar makes brilliant result in the examination. In other 
words, score is the yardstick of a scholar. The more marks, the more scholar 
an individual is. On the other hand, a creator, generally, cannot make good 
result and even sometimes fail to qualify in the examination. Perhaps, failure 
renders an individual to be a creative writer. Thus, disqualification is his 
qualification. 
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 A scholar has thirst for knowledge. But a creator feels to create 
something new. Both of them tries to increase knowledge. A scholar 
continues his study to widen the horizon of knowledge. He can do anything to 
acquire knowledge. For that reason he can undertake painstaking endeavour 
to realize his ambition. A creator also starts his study like a scholar. But in 
the mid-way creativity disturbs his attention towards studies and leads him 
to do something new thus rendering him a diverted genius. And finally a 
creator fails in the examination due to lack of preparation. But a scholar 
makes brilliant result and paves his way towards temporal gain. However, 
both the scholar and the creator start with studies but the former finishes it 
while the latter leaves it. 
 
 Everybody cares and respects a scholar. But a creator is ignored. He 
has innovative power. Imaginative faculty of mind agitates him much. So he 
is compelled to forget his mundane existence. Thus wild flights of fancy 
chases him from one galaxy to another. As a result, a creator fails 
everywhere in this world and becomes a laughing stock. Because he has 
business having no return. 
 
 Writing of a scholar lacks imagination but full of information. A scholar, 
in fact, is always guided by reference. But no reference is the preference of a 
creator. A scholar always pays attention for chronological and systematic 
representation of writings. But the talent of a creator is scattered. 
 
 A scholar, basically, is a consistent person. In the worst case, he may 
be inconsistently consistent. Thus whatever the case may be in the activity of 
a scholar, there must be a consistency at least. But a creator is very 
whimsical. He is a vagabond. In fact a creator is an inconsistent individual by 
birth. Either he will be consistently inconsistent and in most of the cases he is 
inconsistently inconsistent. In real life, consistency has immense value. There 
is no substitute for consistency. In fact consistency itself is its substitute. 
 
 In every sphere of life we expect consistency. We hate inconsistency 
since it has no exchange value. But consistency is the manifestation of 
artificiality already in man. On the other hand, inconsistency is the outcome 
of natural trait of an individual. The nature itself is inconsistent in its nature 
and behaviour. For example, the sun rises in the East and sets in the West. 
But both sunrise and sunset do not happen at the same time. Everyday the 
time of occurrence changes. A man who, everyday, comes in time has to face 
much trouble. Because every morning does not dawn to him at a particular 
point of time. So to reach in time he has to deprive himself from enjoyment 
and engagement from other events. As such to maintain continuity one has 
to face much hurdles which remain unknown to us. Inconsistency faces no 
such troubles. Spontaneity is the alias of inconsistency. Inconsistency needs 
no practice. It is quite natural like a spring of the mountain. But one has to 
practise much to be a consistent artist, ie , an artificial individual. 
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 A scholar has to mind many a things. But a creator has no such 
bindings. For he writes of his own Innumerable and various thoughts, like the 
careless waves of the sea, flash in his mind’s easel ceaselessly. His creation 
is the manifestation of inspired writing. He writes to get relief through 
catharsis. But a scholar experiences no such pain to get relief. A scholar may 
write scholarly notes on demand. But a creator cannot write on compulsion. 
In fact, the innovation of a creator cannot be regulated or controlled by 
demand and supply theory of economics. Because appearance or 
disappearance of imagination obey no rule at all. They are so whimsical 
rendering a creator bohemian in character. Thus bohemian whimsicality 
isolates a creator from reality.  
 
 A creator may be a scholar through extensive study. But a scholar may 
not be a creator. Because creativity cannot be acquired by practice, rather it 
is a gift man gets by birth. A scholar is a biased person. He, generally, is 
influenced by knowledge, ie, other men’s thoughts. Thus acquired knowledge 
kills his clarity of thought and thereby his originality. As such his innovative 
power is defeated by a giant knowledge. Thus a scholar beats everybody’s 
drum except his own. But a creator always beats his own drum. He seldom 
beats other person’s drum. He is so undaunted and a confident person.  
 
 This world is for scholar of scholar by scholar. So everywhere we see 
the infrastructure of manufacturing scholars. So creators are unwanted. 
That’s why only a scholar gets scholarship. Because the scholar builds the 
nation. But creators are the ornament of a nation. Thus scholars are the 
builders of a building and creators are its decorators. So a scholar is a civil 
engineer but a creator is an architect. Thus scholars are must for the nation. 
But creators are optional. So scholars are rewarded and creators die unfed. 
Thus to give scholarship to a creator is nothing but a wastage of money. So 
society spends for scholars only. Because a scholar needs dollar. Conversely, 
dollar makes scholar. However, if a scholar is a national scholar then a 
creator is a rational scholar. 
  

But creator is superior to scholar. In fact where scholarship ends, 
creativity begins. For example, an airplane runs in the runway before take-
off. Here running ends with the flight of imagination. A scholar gathers 
knowledge from book. He is a mobile library, a ready reference. But a creator 
learns gazing at the sky, observing a hill or horizon or ocean, i.e., nature is 
his teacher. As such unobstructed view of the sky, robustness of mountain, 
distance of horizon, vastness and depth of ocean influence and perplex him 
much and he becomes indifferent. 
 
 A creator always feels to communicate what he feels. So he expresses 
simply so that everybody can realize what he says. But a scholar is a man of 
complex mind. His allusion may not easily be understandable. Also he has no 
commitment to communicate his high thoughts. So the contribution of a 
scholar is the so-called ‘large still books’ which remain unread. 
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 A creator is naturally learned. A scholar, on the other hand, acquires 
greatness. For example, a duckling can swim. But a human baby cannot. It 
must have to learn how to swim. 
 
        In creative writing there must not be any influence of other school of 
thoughts. But a scholarly writing is fully pregnant with different thoughts of 
his predecessors. So a 100% creator is seldom born. But 100% scholar is 
abundant in the world. Because there must be shadow of external influence 
that devours, like an eclipse, the spontaneity of a scholar. Thus reading 
means to increase knowledge as well as invasion of other thoughts. A scholar 
considers the voice of a book as final. But a creator values his own choice. So 
he declines to confess the sayings of a book, rather he likes to preach his 
own views without being influenced by the news of a book. As such a creator 
reads very cautiously lest he should be influenced by other thoughts. But he 
who wants to be a scholar should be absorbed in studies. 
 
 A scholar compiles a dictionary. He also explains the meaning of the 
words which are chronologically arranged in a definite manner. But a creator 
interprets the meaning of any word from a different point of view. His way of 
representation has a rare individual style. This different angle of view and 
new light illuminates the dark avenue to reach an untrodden destination. 
Thus this endeavour kindles the imagination of an inquisitive heart. 
 
 A 100% creator dies unfed, unwept, unsung and unknown as well due 
to lack of practical experience. An 100% scholar communicate only with 
another 100% scholar. As such his friends are numbered. In fact a scholar is 
a reserve personality. 
 Degree of reference, in a scholarly writing, is the yardstick of 
measuring the talent of a scholar. In fact a scholar lives with reference and 
dies with reference. He cannot think anything without reference. To him no 
reference is also a reference like no politics is also a politics. On the other 
hand, reference is considered as the demerits of a creator. Scholarly writing 
is quite stereotyped. All scholars, generally, use the same data of reference. 
As such scholarly writings may have similarities with each other. This is due 
to the so-called fact that great men think alike. In other words all roads leads 
to Rome. But creative writing differs with each other. They differ even on any 
definite topic. They think not alike. They follow no rule at all, rather break 
the rules. But a scholar is strict in obeying established rules while he writes 
anything.  
 

Research means to agree or disagree with the existing school of 
thoughts. A scholar seldom contributes but, generally, agrees with his 
predecessors. As such he mentions references in support of his claim. But a 
creator disagrees always.So he has no liability to site examples.  

 
A creator goes ahead with a hypothesis. He tries to establish it. If he 

fails, he modifies it and ultimately finds the truth i.e., the theory. So, he has 
to use no reference at all. But his works are used as reference. 
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A scholar copies and gives reference. When number of reference is less 

it is called ‘plagiarism’. Unfortunately, a novice scholar is blamed as a 
‘plagiarist’. But huge number of reference crowns such a’plagiarist’ as a 
researcher.Thus he becomes an expert. Now the question arises – who is an 
expert ?  
 
They say, an expert is one who complicates simple things. But a creator is  
free from all such allegations of plagiarism or expertise. There are two types 
of writers. On finds pleasure when the reader understands his writing. But 
the other class likes to remain obscure. It is a fact that he who realizes any 
matter clearly can explain it lucidly. A scholar enjoys much when his writings 
remain not understandable to others. It may be merits of a scholar but 
demerits or misfortune of a reader. But a creator enjoys immense heavenly 
delight when the reader enjoys his feeling. Thus a creator wants to share his 
ideas and thoughts. But a scholar keeps safe distance, lest he should come 
close. 
 
 A scholar is a matured person. As such he is calm and noble by nature. 
But a creator is quite restless just like the spring of a mountain. A scholar 
dies of a heart attack due to excessive pressure of facts, figures and 
theories. But a creator, generally, leads a long life due to absence of cares 
and anxieties that may be faced by a knowledgeable scholar. 
 
 A scholar becomes biased through reading. Much studies render him to 
a rigid character. The more studies the more rigidity. Thus he becomes an 
orthodox or conservative like a communist. But a creator is a flexible one. He 
changes his opinion with the change of time. His change occurs very quickly. 
Thus a creator is moulded very easily. He says that there is no basic 
difference between the two sentences, viz., he may come or he may not 
come. The former expresses the affirmation and the latter one the negation, 
i.e., it simply expresses the tendency of an individual concerned. 
  
 Wisdom is the glamour of  a learned scholar. Through serious study, 
constant meditation and continuous experience he becomes wise. A creator 
becomes a scholar when he uses reference. Similarly, a scholar becomes a 
creator without using any reference. So a man may be 100% scholar or 
100% creator or ‘cocktail’ of both in different proportion. Perhaps both of 
them dwell at the threshold of creativity and scholarship. However, it seems, 
both the scholar and the creative writer are complementary to each other for 
the upliftment of the civilization. Now it seems clear that Shakespeare is a 
creator but he who has read all his writings is a scholar. 
  
 Lastly, a good nation salutes a scholar. But a great nation welcomes a  
 
creator. 
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DOES  JACK  ‘MASTERLY’  SPEAK  ? 

 
 
 

 
An empty vessels sound much. Jack sounds much, since Jack is empty. Jack 
wants to speak whatever he thinks. He wants to communicate whatever he 
sees. Jack always wants to remain empty. He has a ‘vomiting’ character. He 
absorbs nothing. He is an extrovert. Thus, he vomits everything. So he has 
no disease. As such, Jack is immortal. So, Jacks are found in all ages. Thus, 
their very existence is observed through generations.  
 
On the other hand, John sees everything, hears much, bears more than that, 
but speaks nothing. He is an introvert. They say he has a reserve 
personality. Perhaps this is the cause of his premature death. John is vigilant. 
He looks before he leaps. But Jack leaps everywhere. He leaps first without 
any fear or hesitation where John does not. So he falls down and breaks his 
crown. Jack is restless. He pays no attention to a thing for a long period of 



time, for he has commitment elsewhere. In short, Jack is a first-class fool 
having ‘zero’ sense of hard reality. He seldom considers the fact that money 
and fame are the first and foremost crying needs of a successful individual 
for long-cherished recognition. 
 
 
Jack has subjects but John has object. For, the fact is that John has definite 
object. He takes appropriate measure to realize his ambition. As a 
consequence, he achieves his desired goal at ease and becomes successful in 
every sphere of life. His life is precalculated. As such he faces no problem 
from cradle to grave. His life is a life of no problem. So they humourously 
remark that John has no problem and that itself is his problem. 
 
Conversely, Jack is interested in all the numerous subjects of the whole 
universe. He has a classical belief that all subjects belong to knowledge 
which is being ceaselessly emitted from a single source. So he loiters in 
every field, viz., grass-field, paddy-field, ‘Sheffield’, etc., and tries to be a 
‘Nesfield’ in vain. He fails successfully and his successful failure chases him 
from one field to another to welcome success. 
 
Jack nurtures an optimistic philosophy in his mind. He argues whenever an 
individual tries for something, there are two possibilities. Either he may fail 
or he may fail to fail. An individual should simply try for the latter one. 
Experienced John always fails to fail. But innocent Jack is so unfortunate that 
he always fails. Seldom he fails to fail. So, misfortune dogs Jack wherever he 
goes. Yet he is an optimist. It seems he is an autonomous body who is again 
a self-encouraging personality as well. 
 
Jack is ill-famed for his superficial knowledge. But this ill-fated fellow has a 
general and genuine inquisitiveness. His discontentment pushes him from his 
house to the outer world. He sees many unknown things there, gathers 
various experiences and wonders and cannot help speaking. He loves 
everybody but remains unloved. 
 
Incidentally Jack has come to know that, ‘time is short, but art is long’. He 
does not believe in rebirth. Because he is neither learned nor wise. So he 
remains unilluminated by the light of this imaginative hypothesis. So, he 
wants to learn everything in this life with the sincere intention to be master 
of all trades. But a man cannot be master of all trades within the short 
tenure of a single birth. In other words, one cannot learn the whole part of 
knowledge. Because the fountain of knowledge is never closed. 
 
As a matter of fact, Jack has an intuitive power to grasp any subject very 
easily. This very intuitive power encourages him to wander in different fields 
restlessly and is singularly liable to render him the so-called Jack of all 
trades. It is alleged that Jack has no depth of knowledge on any particular 
subject. It is five hundred percent correct. But it does not mean that he lacks 
in quality to be a master. 



 
One can tolerate the heat of sun-rays,but one  cannot bear when a convex 
lens concentrates the same. Jack’s intellect is scattered and if that scattered 
talent can somehow be concentrated then Jack can reach in any field in its 
deepest level with widest span. Thus Jack becomes John. He can be a John in 
any field for his diversified inquisitiveness that rendered him Jack. So he 
cannot conclude whether to him this characteristics is a curse or a blessing or 
both simultaneously. 
 
However Jack has a wide spectrum of knowledge. His knowledge is more 
wide than it is deep. This is due to the pressure to learn everything within 
the short life-span. Had he not this pressure, this versatile fellow would have 
been master on different fields like John whose knowledge is narrower having 
much depth in any particular field only. Thus John could not be versatile. For 
his basic instinct is single-minded with strong determination to succeed. He is 
a realist. He is sincerely professional. But Jack is an amateur. 
 
Jack is romantic. He is a diverted genius. Somebody crowns him as a 
misguided missile. He has an inborn capacity to learn anything and earn from 
any field which John lacks in. Thus Jack can be John but John can never be 
Jack.  
 
Jack’s life may be compared to a river. A river becomes wider, and looses 
depth, when it reaches the sea, the ultimatum of its inevitable destiny. 
 
Jack believes that this is  his first and last birth. As such he tries to learn 
everything in haste. It seems he dwells on the threshold of glamour and 
wisdom. Unfortunately, his whole-hearted achievements throughout his 
entire life remains  unevaluated. Rather neither this world seldom praises for 
his good effort nor anybody appreciates his innocent sentiment. On the 
contrary, conspiracy renders him an universal laughing stock . For this act of 
the society he is badly criticized and thereby sadly hurt. 
 
Now it seems clear if Jack’s son becomes master Jack becomes happier more 
than his son thinking that his son will enjoy a secured life at least and 
thereby will be honoured and respected everywhere. But Jack mourns when 
he comes to know that his son has been identified as another unfortunate 
Jack, just like him. Because the grey-haired Jack knows that every ‘Jack’ dies 
unfed, unwept, unsung, unknown. So he laments over the failure of his son 
out of fear. Thus father Jack’s mourning is universal like a father of the hard 
reality. 
 
This world is of John by John for John. So John dominates in every sphere of 
life. He is omnipresent like God. As such they say John is God-father. 
 
Who is not a Jack ? He who knows one thing is John. He who knows more 
than one thing is a Jack. He who knows many things is a better Jack. He who 
knows everything is the best Jack. In school a student is taught many 



subjects for full blooming. A student is never encouraged to read one subject 
only. Because all subjects have definite influence to build up the career of a 
student. So society paves the way to be a Jack. But that very society praises 
John and laughs at Jack. This tricky behaviour of the society is quite strange. 
Shrewd John is quite aware of it. But innocent Jack cannot understand it. So 
he follows the advice of the education system and becomes valueless. 
 
Political leaders are better than best Jack. A political leader is a piece of a 
rare species. For he can deliver extempore an speech on any subject with 
deepest and latest knowledge in such a way that even the so-called ‘John’ 
will be afraid and astonished simultaneously. Because a leader is heard to 
speak on quantum mechanics in the morning and on quality control in the 
evening. So what is the real identity of a politician? Is he a Jack? Or is he a 
John? Or is he a ‘cocktail’ of both? 
 
In any educational institution rivalry and hatred are observed among 
different departments. One department says that all other departments 
except itself, are undeveloped hence inferior to it. Another department 
recognizes the other disciplines as merely developing. The third school of 
thought laughs at the other departments of being underdeveloped like third 
world countries. Each department behaves like a fascist. So there is little 
interdepartmental communication. But Jack pays equal respect to every field. 
But John is partial. He likes not to divert his attention. He belongs to any 
department and pleads on behalf of the same only. But Jack beats 
everybody’s drum. He is a link man. Thus Jack is democratic, while John is a 
dictator. To Jack all disciplines are equivalent from the point of view of 
knowledge. The question – who is greater, a scientist or a poet? – is quite 
absurd. Jack believes that both of them are engaged in search of truth. Thus 
Jack is the practitioner of peace whereas John creates hoo-ha. 
 
Society for its own need produces John but never Jack. Everywhere we 
observe the infrastructure for the birth and growth of John only. But there is 
no such opportunity for Jack from his cradle to grave. In fact society is just 
like a machine for manufacturing John only. Every production has its by-
product. Jack is that very by-product. But we observe that Jacks are many 
and Johns are numbered. It causes anger and anxiousness of the society, 
since John is wanted and Jack is unwanted. To civilization, parasite is the real 
identity of Jack that grows in abundance. Thus he is simply neglected. But 
Jack cares not for invitation of the society for its birth and rise. He believes 
that his rise and downfall does not depend on anybody’s will. He is so 
undaunted. He appears silently and disappears quite in unaware. He knows 
that in this world everything is uncertain except death which is only sure and 
certain. Thus arrival and departure of an individual is certain, but time of 
occurrence of both is quite uncertain. Thus certainty sometimes, is controlled 
by uncertainty. 
 
John may be compared with the wife and Jack with a lover.  Wife gets 
recognition. But a lover is ignored. Wife is just like the rose of a garden that 



grows with the tender touch of the affectionate gardener. A lover is just like 
a flower of an untrodden hill of far-off land. No gardener looks after it. It 
experiences heat and hailstorm. Yet it rises high alone. Nature is its real 
mother. Thus it grows, blossoms and is withers away silently, unnoticed. The 
arrival and departure ie the chronicle of life of a lover remains unknown to 
the society. But the memories of the lost lover render an individual 
melancholy, indifferent and nostalgic. 
 
Jack feels dullness and monotony with a single subject. Singleness causes 
agony to him. He suffers from frustration. Nothingness attacks him pushing 
his life at stake. Singleness thus, threatens him. Variety is the spice of life. 
He crazily adds that spice in his life for the sake of his existence. He is the 
worshipper of variety that inspires him to know manything. But they remark 
that Jack knows something of everything but John knows everything of 
something. Jack can write on statistics without any statistics. But whenever 
John writes on statistics he writes with statistics. John knows the rules of 
getting success. Jack’s approach is quite exceptional. John has bartered his 
soul away to the society for his success by any means. Thus once born free, 
John now everywhere he is in chain. But  Jack has no such binding. He has 
no obligation to please anybody except himself. Those who gamble with 
money are gamblers and those who gamble with life are great gambler. Jack 
belongs to the second category. 
 
John is famous for his mastery. He is an expert. But today’s expert becomes 
a novice tomorrow due to fast advancement of technology. Thus the age of 
John seems to be no more. Those days of John are gone. Today’s John must 
have knowledge on various fields. So today’s master is Jack but not John. 
Because present age is the age of interdisciplinary approach. So we find 
different mixed fields, viz., Bio-physics, Bio-chemistry, Socio-economic, 
Psycho-somatic, etc. Now a student of Bio-physics must know both biology 
and physics. Knowledge on any single subject cannot crown him in this 
compound field. With partial knowledge on either discipline, he will be a 
marginal player. Half and incomplete knowledge will produce half-genius who 
is dangerous more than a non-genius.     
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Over the centuries famed artists have illustrated Dante’s Divine Comedy, including 
William Blake, Salvador Dalí, and Barry Moser.  Further, Blake and Dalí have 
established literary reputations in addition to artistic ones. Blake’s fame as a writer 
overshadows his artistic abilities while Dalí’s artistic gifts overshadow his literary ones.  
Barry Moser is a contemporary artist and illustrator.   
 
With any illustrated text a number of questions arise.  How does a visual artist use a 
literary masterpiece for inspiration?  What specific characters and events does he chose to 
illustrate and why?  From the standpoint of the author, do illustrations enhance the 
meaning of the text or distract the reader?  Blake, Dalí, and Moser chose the Divine 
Comedy as the inspiration for their drawings, and Dante’s story serves as a starting point 
for an illustrator’s creative process.  Blake, who died in 1827, left 102 designs of the 
Divine Comedy in various stages of completion.  Dalí produced 101 watercolor 
illustrations of Dante’s work in 1951-1952 for a septecentennial edition of Dante’s 
birthday.  Barry Moser illustrated Allen Mendelbaum’s translation of the Divine Comedy 
in the early 1980’s. 
 
The purpose of this study is to compare selected illustrations of Blake, Dalí, and Moser 
from the Inferno, Purgatorio, and Paradiso to determine if the illustration conforms to, 
imitates, distorts, reverses or subverts textual meaning.  The visual drawing may be more 
or less detailed than the text by adding or subtracting people, objects, and décor.  Out of 
the busy texture of characters and events in the Divine Comedy, what scene or character 
does the artist decide to illustrate, thus lending importance to one part of the text, while 
ignoring the rest?  Does the crux of the matter lie in the mimetic function of visual art, 
the extent to which the artist is faithful to the written and conforms to the text?  What 
does fidelity to the text mean when the artist confronts symbolic and allegorical texts?  
Artists like Blake, Dalí, and Moser do not slavishly illustrate the Divine Comedy with 
photographic fidelity.  Being faithful to the text may not allow the artist to be consistent 
with his own creative vision.  Blake’s illustrations depart from the text to become 
embodiments of his own symbol system, Dalí’s response to Dante is private, not 
objective, and goes beyond the text by idealizing, exaggerating, and transforming it.  
Moser, while not as daring as Dalí, offers an original and contemporary rendition of the 
text. 

mailto:paolini@cl.uh.edu
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(Re)Gaining the Female/Historical Bodies from the Japanese Military Sexual Slaves: 
Comfort Woman by Nora Okja Keller, Silence Broken by Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, and 

Breeding Season by Insoon Ha  
This research aims to pursue the female/historical bodies of the “comfort women” 
through the sober meditations on the possibility and impossibility of representing the 
pain of the Japanese military sexual slaves in the works of art. I will investigate three 
different forms of art work: first, the novel Comfort Woman (1997) by Nora Okja Keller, 
second, the film Silence Broken: Korean Comfort Women (1998) by Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, 
and third, installation art Breeding Season (2004) by Insoon Ha. The main question 
these works of art raise is the status of “imaginative reconstruction” of the pain of the 
Japanese military sexual slaves, and how the reconstruction avoids, on the one hand, 
objectification and, on the other hand, identification with respect to the full recovery 
and compensation of that pain. 

Concerning the ultimate aim of this research, I absolutely agree with Jin-kyung 
Park in terms of “a compelling need to pursue an imaginative reconstruction of the lives 
of Korean comfort women” for the purpose of getting the official apology and 
reparation from the Japanese government. Those artworks try to get closer to the 
physicality of their pain through representation but fails in a sense, mainly relating to 
historical truths. Nonetheless, authentic artworks inexorably play a part in the historical 
unfolding of that pain without excluding their limitations to the “unimaginable” 
suffering in the original scene. No one might refute the undeniable need to restore the 
lost voices/subjects from the Japanese military sexual slaves in the fields of politics, 
scholarship and art because “[t]he history of the comfort women is the story of voices 
being denied and suppressed” as well as “the story of oppression and subjugation.” 
What is the meaning of the “complete silence” comfort women endured in Korean 
history until Grandmother Kim Hak-Soon spoke out at a Tokyo court in 1991 for the 
first time? As Jin-kyung Park points out, the silencing was done in part due to “Korean 
nationalist and independence movements’ sin of ignorance on the colonial patriarchal 
violence in colonial Korea.” 

Both the novel and the film focus on restoring the lost voices/history to the 
former sexual slaves through the first person narrative technique which is never 
simplified both by the novelist and the director because the multiple-layered narrative 
creates its own life that resists manipulation. Meanwhile, the installation art Breeding 
Season is a challenge to articulate the silence imposed on the Japanese military sexual 
slaves. Is the direct access to the pain/suffering of “comfort women” possible? Can we 
provide a full consolation only through giving voices back to the victims? 
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Mikyung Park  
 

(Re)gaining the Female/Historical Bodies from the Japanese Military Sexual Slaves: 
Comfort Woman by Nora Okja Keller, Silence Broken by Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, and 

Breeding Season by Insoon Ha  
 

In a world in which photography is brilliantly at the service of consumerist 

manipulations, no effect of a photograph of a doleful scene can be taken for granted. As 

a consequence, morally alert photographers and ideologues of photography have 

become increasingly concerned with the issues of exploitation of sentiment (pity, 

compassion, indignation) in war photography and of rote ways of provoking feelings.  

-- Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others (2003)1 

 

Authentic art knows the expression of the expressionlessness, a kind of weeping 

without tears.                              -- Adorno, Aesthetic Theory (1997)2 

 

I. The Japanese Military Sexual Slavery as a Discursive Register 

     The first epigraph implies that any attempt to frame the pain of others in war 

photography may fall into the consumerist manipulation of sentiment in the authentic 

experiences of sufferers.3 This research aims to pursue the female/historical bodies of 

the so-called “comfort women,”4 through the sober meditations on the possibility and 

impossibility of representing the pain of the Japanese military sexual slaves in the works 

of art. We will explore three different forms of art work: first, the novel Comfort Woman 

(1997) by Nora Okja Keller, second, the film Silence Broken: Korean Comfort Women 

(1998) by Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, and third, installation art Breeding Season (2004) by 

Insoon Ha. The main question these works of art raise is the status of “imaginative 
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reconstruction” 5  of the pain of the Japanese military sexual slaves, and how the 

reconstruction avoids, on the one hand, objectification and, on the other hand, 

identification with respect to the full recovery and compensation of that pain. 

     Those three artworks try to get closer to the physicality of their pain through 

representation but fails in a sense, mostly relating to historical truths. Yet, authentic 

artworks inexorably play a part in the historical unfolding of that pain without excluding 

their limitations to the “unimaginable” suffering in the original scene.6 No one might 

refute the undeniable need to restore the lost voices/subjects from the Japanese military 

sexual slaves in the fields of politics, scholarship and art because “[t]he history of the 

comfort women is the story of voices being denied and suppressed” as well as “the story 

of oppression and subjugation.”7 The Japanese military sexual slaves have been forced 

to endure the “complete silence” 8 in Korean history until the late Grandmother Kim 

Hak-Soon spoke out at a Tokyo court in 1991 for the first time.  

Both the novel and the film focus on restoring the lost voices/history to the 

former sexual slaves through the first person narrative, which is never simplified both 

by the novelist and the director, and yet resists manipulation. Meanwhile, Ha’s 

installation art reveals a challenge to articulate the silence imposed on the Japanese 

military sexual slaves.9 Is the direct access to the pain/suffering of “comfort women” 
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possible? Can we provide a full consolation only through giving voices back to the 

victims? How can we imaginatively reconstruct the pain of “comfort women” who were 

deprived of their subjective voices/bodies and reduced to sexual commodities without 

objectification and exploitation of the victims? Besides, how is it possible to embody 

that pain by the imaginative reconstruction of their subjectivity without pretending to 

have a direct access to their pain/suffering, and without providing a full recovery?  

     At this juncture, Adorno’s notion of art as “semblance” is integral to the 

understanding of the idea that artworks are aware of the negativity of an assumed full 

recuperation of the pain of others. If artworks are self-conscious that a full restoration of 

the lost voices is impossible, how does semblance operate in different forms of art? First, 

there is a possibility of resuscitating the voices of “comfort women” through the first 

person narrative in both the novel and the film. Second, it seems imperative to tackle 

with the implication of articulating the silence in the installation art. 

 

II. Semblance of the Voices: Comfort Woman and Silence Broken 

  In the first person narrative, which is the semblance of the voices, rest the 

double dangers of objectification and identification. The first person narrative is also 

mediated though it is ostensibly unmediated. The first person narrative in both Keller’s 
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Comfort Woman and Kim-Gibson’s Silence Broken forces readers/audience to deliberate 

the status of the transparency of representation, i.e. referentiality of language. It seems 

inextricable yet unavoidable to form “the distinction between ‘comfort women’ as an 

epistemological/literary object, and the actual people who lived through the institutional 

violence that is part of the history underwriting the term.”10  

Keller uses the first person narrative in an effort to avoid objectifying the 

Japanese military sexual slave “Akiko,”11 whose real name is revealed as “Soon Hyo” 

later in the novel. This perspective seems crucial to the division of the narrator into a 

subject and at the same time an object of her own narration, in which it is hard for her to 

find any traces of her body until her death. After the death of her mother, Beccah, an 

obituary reporter for a local newspaper in Hawaii, starts the novel with the shocking 

reminiscences of her missionary father murdered by her mother. Hence, Beccah’s life is 

intimately intertwined with her mother’s through the first person narrative.  

     Why is the first person narrative indispensable to telling suffering/pain? Beccah’s 

mother was never given voices to tell her life except when dancing and singing with her 

daughter in her life. Yet, her memory cannot be appropriated and displaced by others, 

especially by the oppressive figures of Japanese soldiers in the comfort stations. 

Performing Korean shamanism that is not limited to irrational superstition but unifies 
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her whole corporeality thoroughly immersed within her spirituality, she resurrects after 

many times of metaphorical deaths and births in her trances as well as in the forced 

sexual slavery. After her death, the voice Beccah’s mother records in a cassette tape 

finally tells her life and death both to readers and to her daughter, thus enabling Beccha 

to rehabilitate the narrative of her mother’s life as a register of history. The words from 

the cassette tape not only weave her own life but also pursue the possibility of healing 

the suffering/pain of her body and spirit in addition to the possibility of recovering her 

own subjectivity.12 Still, her speech is foreign to herself not because she is ignorant of 

the words, but because her body is alienated from her disembodied voice. For that 

reason, she does not survive her words, which in her absence assemble the fragmented 

bodies and words into the life history of a representative Japanese military sexual slave. 

Hopefully, on the part of Beccah, through the mediation of her body and 

narrative, memories of and about her mother leads her to the symbolic reclaiming of her 

body after her death. In the very closing of the novel, in Beccah’s dream, she lay 

sleeping in bed on the earth, being “coiled tight around a small seed planted by [her] 

mother, waiting to be born.”13 Her dream marks a hope of infinite strength and recovery 

from the past forward future. Beccah’s ritual of sprinkling her mother’s ashes into the 

river behind her house resonates with the sublime act of eliminating as well as 
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remembering her mother’s pains. Through this ritual, Beccah absorbs her mother as 

both body and spirit, telling her mother “Your body in mine.”14 Beccah’s mourning of 

her mother amounts to the mourning of her own past riddled with traumatic torments. 

    Despite Beccah’s embracing of her mother in the end, the former’s narrative does not 

meet with the latter’s. This means that “Beccah cannot access her mother’s past except 

as traces, through her remains and the disembodied voice left on a cassette tape.”15 

While washing her mother’s body for the funeral, she encounters with the embarrassing 

foreignness and similarity the body of her mother invokes.16 In this solemn scene, 

Beccah fails to recover the entire body of her mother, yet in that failure she fulfills her 

promise to her mother, “I’ll rescue you.”17 “Through the ‘lack of identification’ between 

the two women’s subjective worlds,” the novel implies that “to transmit historical 

memories and to erect a collective subject which can pursue justice do not necessarily 

presuppose a stable and positive connection between the victims of the original violence 

and those who stand in as agents of redress.”18 

The film Silence Broken: Korean Comfort Women is also a groundbreaking 

accomplishment to give voices back to the former “comfort women.”19 Again, it is the 

first person narrative that enables the Grandmas, by re-presenting themselves, to reclaim 

their bodies, female and historical alike. In this manner, the director produces a 
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documentary film, in which the double mediations of the suffering, on the one hand, 

through the victims’ mouths, and on the other hand, through the screen of the film, 

deflect a transparent way of accessing their pain. Kim-Gibson also gives voices back to 

the “other” witnesses in the interviews with former Japanese soldiers, a then doctor, and 

present-day Japanese historians including Yoshima Yoshiaki. Unlike the first half of the 

film filled with the interviews, the latter part of the film deals with the dramatized 

reenactment of the “comfort women,” actually based on Grandmother Chung Seo-Woon. 

     Speaking out in detail demands enormous courage from the Grandmas since the 

“interviews recalled to them the full horror of what had happened as they virtually 

relived their experiences.”20 Yet, it needs to reconsider the first person narrative as a 

critical strategy of the film that does not completely exclude mediation, which through 

the first person narrative endeavors to foreground the unbridgeable hiatus between the 

film and the experience of the Japanese military sexual slaves. Without mediation, some 

survivors of the Japanese sexual slavery would be in the danger of public consumption 

because “the testimonies have become highly formulaic, with an intense focus on the 

repetitive sexual acts and abuses, which may be in danger of serving voyeuristic 

curiosity.”21  

     Not unlike the direct testimonies, both Comfort Woman and Silence Broken propose 
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the paramount importance of the first person narrative. The two works of art appear to 

render the experiences of the Japanese military sex slaves in the range of witness. “Pity 

is the last thing that [the Grandmothers] want to evoke in public”22 by telling the 

unspeakable abuse. It is useless to them, who already have swallowed their sorrows for 

themselves. Rather, they want to “gain some kind of quiescence from their horrors 

they’d endured, to have their issues be acknowledged without skepticism of its validity, 

to show that they have no need to keep silent or be shamed.”23 This is nothing other than 

what they emphatically speak in the film, along with the official apology and 

compensation from the Japanese government. 

 

III. The Paradox of Articulating the Silence: Breeding Season 

     Insoon Ha’s installation art is challenging the artwork’s capacity to articulate the 

silence imposed on the Japanese military sexual slaves. Put otherwise, it is in 

questioning the complete recovery of the pain of “comfort women” through artistic 

representations that the installation expresses the inexpressible. In this regard, Adorno is 

convincing in that the “purposefulness of artworks requires the purposeless, with the 

result that their own consistency is predicated on the illusory; semblance is indeed their 

logic.”24 The purposelessness of artworks is a negative questioning of appropriation, 
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which signifies that art works against itself, thus resisting the necessary appropriation 

and consumption of the pain of others. 

      Ha’s installations invite the audience to experience the pain/suffering of the 

“comfort women” as an observer is allowed to appreciate the visibility of the pain only 

through walking through a corridor of sections. The small sections include “What’s 

Funny?,” “After It,” “Legion,” “Numb,” “Sanitary,” and “Supply” each of which 

occupies a separate space but linked to one another by the walking of the observer. The 

conspicuous parts of the sections consist of a baby/horse (they are “melded together 

back to back”25 into one creature) which gets tangled in electric wires dangling from the 

ceiling, a crouching woman prostrate on the floor whose head is hidden/cut on/into the 

wall and whose back contains a leg of the baby/horse, salivating red tongues of “dogs of 

war”26 which stick to the wall at the height of the four-feet animal. A remarkable 

implication consists in the pamphlet on which is inscribed a torso of a woman breeding 

a baby/horse. The torso contains the everlasting/fixing moment of the lost body. That is 

to say, the elimination of her head and legs is indicative of the suffocation which might 

be caused not only by the removing of her voice and mobility, but by her inevitable 

situation where she cannot help breeding the baby/horse. The singular experience of 

pregnancy and giving birth to a baby in the comfort station might lead her to the 
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ambivalent attitudes towards the baby/horse. The overwhelming theme of “comfort 

women” seems to challenge the very possibility of articulating the pain and silence of 

the Japanese military sexual slaves. Thus, the installations open up the arena of conflicts 

between the paradoxical characteristics of representation. 

     The artwork’s logic of “semblance” is again convincing in the sense that the work of 

art realizes the unrealizable, thus negating its own property of semblance. Since 

artworks appear to have actualized what is lost, forgotten, and negated, they are aware 

that they can turn out to be traitors to themselves. Thus, either through the first person 

narrative or the paradoxical articulation of silence, all of three works of art render their 

own questioning of the representation of the pain the Japanese military sexual slaves 

have been suffering from. As Keller’s Comfort Woman tells us, a work of art can beckon 

the possibility of a collective subject of historical justice even in the absence of the 

stability of experiential truth and the apriority of identity.”27 Therefore, the ultimate aim 

of this research pertains to Jin-kyung Park’s claim for “a compelling need to pursue an 

imaginative reconstruction of the lives of Korean comfort women” for the purpose of 

getting the official apology and legal reparation from the Japanese government. 
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 Upon the introduction of air conditioning in the 1930s, people have been able to 

settle in significantly warmer latitudes, particularly in the Sunbelt cities of the United 

States where air-cooling technology has been more readily available than in developing, 

lower-income countries that tend to straddle the tropics.  The explosive growth that has 

taken place in the American Sunbelt is characteristic of the population history of the city 

of Miami, Florida.  In 1930, just prior to the institution of air conditioning, the city of 

Miami contained 110,637 people.  The city grew to a population of 172,172 by 1940.  

Estimates from the year 2005 place the population at 382,894 people within Miami�s city 

limits but this figure dramatically underscores the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach, 

Florida CMSA present population of well over five million inhabitants.1  According to 

the United Nations population figure of 5,232,107 metropolitan Miami is the nineteenth 

largest urbanized area in the world lower than 26º latitude (in either hemisphere) and is 

the largest metropolitan area in the developing world that low in latitude (Hong Kong at a 

latitude of about 22º is a developed, high-income urban area now in an otherwise 

developing, peripheral state)2. 
 The city of Miami, at 25 º47�N latitude, is less than two degrees (222.6 km) from 

the Tropic of Cancer making it barely considerable as �subtropical�.  Situated so close to 

the tropics it is not surprising that the normal high temperature for Miami above 70ºF.  

Only 157 days per year have coldest maximum temperatures below 70ºF.3  The 70ºF 

value is the threshold in which energy demand increases due to the necessity for cooling 

air temperatures within buildings.  Thus, all days with temperature maximums above 

69ºF are termed �cooling-degree days�. 

                                                
1 McKinnon, United States Census Bureau, 2003 
2 United Nations, 2005 
3 National Weather Service, 2005 
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In Miami, as is the case in all of Central and South Florida, rapid population 

growth in an area with perpetual cooling-degree days is increasing energy demand. The 

rise in demand not coincidentally increases fuel costs.  As of November 2005, state 

regulators have approved the implementation of a 20.6% rate hike by Florida Power & 

Light (FPL).  This fuel surcharge to customers is currently only to account for $743 

million of $972 million in higher-than-expected fuel costs projected by FPL for 2005. 

The rising cost of energy is exacerbated in Florida by additional costs to power and fuel 

infrastructures spawned by destructive hurricanes that intermittently strike the state. 

Hence, this rate hike does not take into account extensive damage to the FPL energy 

production and transmission infrastructure done by Hurricanes Katrina and Wilma of 

which costs have yet to be calculated4.   

As these costs are passed down to the consumer, low-income households are the 

most adversely impacted.  Because of climate implications, South Florida has a relatively 

high number of cooling-degree days increasing energy consumption among its low-

income population at rates not found in states and regions northward. In Miami-Dade 

County a disproportionate share of the low-income population is black.  With an 

estimated 2003 black population of 1,091,176 the Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Miami Beach 

Metropolitan Area has a larger black population below 30ºN latitude than any other 

metropolitan area in the United States.  Of this figure, over 80,000 blacks live within the 

35.58 square miles of the incorporated city of Miami accounting for nearly 23% of the 

city�s total population.5  The disproportionate representation of blacks in low-income 

levels in Miami-Dade County is also applicable to the city of Miami.  As of 1999, the 

                                                
4 �Rates Go Up and Up�: Miami Herald, 2005. 
5 U.S. Census Bureau, 2005. 
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median income of blacks within incorporated Miami was $9,562 which is much lower 

than the average median income of $15,128 for the entire city and also much lower than 

the state average for blacks of $12,585 and a national average for blacks of $14,437.  

Only the negligible population of American Indians (and Alaska natives) has a lower 

median income than blacks within the city of Miami.6 

Historically, a large proportion of the black population in the city of Miami is of 

Caribbean descent.  Since the 2000 U.S. Census, Broward County, Florida (just to the 

north of Miami-Dade County) has had the largest numerical gain for blacks of any county 

in the United States.  Much of this growth is fueled by African-Americans departing 

Miami-Dade County and moving northward into Broward. Despite this exodus of 

African-Americans from Dade into Broward the �black� population of Miami-Dade 

County is still making modest gains.  Much of this growth can be attributed to the 

immigration (and in-migration) of Caribbean-descent blacks into the county.7   The 

incorporated city of Miami has a slightly higher black population proportion than the 

surrounding county (about 22% versus about 20%) indicative of a national trend of black 

overrepresentation and population concentration within inner cities.  Examining the 

dissimilarity index, the most commonly-used indicator of residential segregation, Miami-

Dade blacks witnessed a slight increase in residential segregation from 1990 to 2000 

(69.0% versus 69.4%) after declining from 78.5% in 1980.8   

                                                
6 U.S. Census Bureau, 2000. 
7 Beverly, John; Houston, David.  �Notes on Miami�, 1996. 
8 U.S. Census Bureau, 2002.  Segregation is smallest when majority and minority populations are evenly 
distributed. The most widely used measure of evenness is the dissimilarity index. Conceptually, 
dissimilarity measures the percentage of a group's population that would have to change residence for each 
neighborhood to have the same percentage of that group as the metropolitan area overall. The index ranges 
from 0% (complete integration) to 100% (complete segregation). 
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The end of de jure segregation began to take place in Miami as early as the 1940s, 

despite resistance from whites, that lasted into the early 1960s.  Despite the elimination of 

legal barriers to residential integration, as blacks moved into formerly all-white 

neighborhoods widespread in the late-1950s massive �white flight� ensued and these 

areas soon were transformed into all-black neighborhoods.  Irregardless of their foreign-

born status, African-descent Caribbean migrants to Miami were legally obligated to live 

in all-black, segregated neighborhoods prior to the Civil Rights Era. 

Prior to the liberalization of U.S. immigration law by the Immigration Act of 

1965, the vast majority of foreign-born blacks in Miami were of Bahamian descent.  

Black migrants from the Bahamas were instrumental not only in the populating of black 

Miami neighborhoods but in the overall development of the city.   The first black 

Bahamians began to migrate to the location of present-day Miami in the early 1880s.  In 

an area south of Old Fort Dallas known as Coconut Grove, developer Ralph Monroe 

persuaded entrepreneurs Charles and Isabella Peacock to open a hotel, the Bay View 

House, completed in 1882.9  The Peacocks imported Bahamian labor to work at the hotel; 

these immigrants started a black community called �Kebo�.  The prosperous hotel 

induced a need for more laborers thus bringing in more Bahamian immigrants.  By 1894, 

Coconut Grove was considered the largest and most influential community on the South 

Florida mainland.10   

As Miami became an incorporated municipality in 1896, its booming economy 

and that of its surrounding areas further increased the demand for Bahamian immigrant 

labor.  The first migrants to the area worked in agriculture but would also serve as the 

                                                
9 Dunn, Marvin.  Black Miami in the Twentieth Century, 1997. 
10 Chapman, Arthur.  �History of South Florida�; South Florida: The Winds of Change, Thomas Boswell, 
ed., April 1991, page 33. 
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labor force necessary to establish Miami�s infrastructure.  Prior to the incorporation of 

Miami, a number of black farmhands from the Bahamas lived in an area known as Lemon 

City (which would be incorporated into Miami) by 1890.11 Bahamians were instrumental 

workers in the occupational sectors of building construction and road construction.12  By 

1905, the Henry Flagler-owned Florida East Coast Railroad reached Florida City (then 

called Detroit); this line was expanded to Key West between 1905 and 1912. The 

construction of the Key West extension necessitated the hiring of Bahamians to clear land 

and lay down the span.13   

The presence of the railroad and the large land-clearing labor force propagated the 

establishment of large farms in South Dade, which provided winter fruits and vegetables 

to the North.  These large-scale capitalist farms required manual labor to clear wooded 

land as well as field hands to harvest agricultural products.  The bulk of this agrarian 

labor force was comprised of Bahamian immigrants.14  The tourist industry created by 

Northeasterners traveling down the East Coast Railroad into Miami produced jobs in 

hotels, restaurants, and laundries, principally-occupied by Bahamians.15 

Initially, many of these Bahamian immigrants were temporary workers in the 

seasonal South Florida agriculture and tourism industries.  By 1900, many of the 

Bahamians began to stay permanently, creating a growing black immigrant community in 

Miami.16  Almost 22% of the 966 blacks in Miami at the turn of the twentieth century 

                                                
11 Dunn, Marvin.  Black Miami in the Twentieth Century, 1997. 
12 Mohl, Raymond.  �The Settlement of Blacks in South Florida�; South Florida: The Winds of Change, 
Thomas Boswell, ed., April 1991, pages 119-120. 
13 Johnson, Howard.  �Bahamian Migration Labor to Florida in the Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth 
Centuries�; International Migration Review, Volume 22, Issue 1 (Spring 1988), page 90. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Mohl, Raymond.  �The Settlement of Blacks in South Florida�; South Florida: The Winds of Change, 
Thomas Boswell, ed., April 1991, page 121. 
16 Ibid. 
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were born in the Bahamas. Only more Miami blacks were born in the state of Florida 

(40.6%) than in the Bahamas.17  The 1910 U.S. Census tabulated a Negro population in 

Miami of about 5,000 with 3,500 being British subjects.  Given the migratory patterns of 

the time, most of these British blacks would have been from the Bahamas.18   

The majority of Bahamian immigrants was relatively poor and unskilled, and was 

indeed employed in service or manual labor positions.  Some Bahamians became 

tradesmen and developed skills to become employed as carpenters, painters, masons, and 

bakers.19  A number of these skilled immigrants also brought with them capital to become 

entrepreneurs.  These businesses provided a variety of services to Miami�s black 

population and some of these business endeavors became quite lucrative.  However, strict 

enforcement of racial segregation ensured that all such businesses operated only in 

Miami�s �Colored Town�, thus preventing them from competing directly with white-

owned businesses.20   

By 1920, the black Bahamian population of Miami numbered 4,815, in which 

Bahamians would comprise not only 52 percent of Miami�s Negro population, but also 

over 16 percent of Miami�s total population.  For the 1920 census, the black immigrant 

population of Miami ranked only second in the United States to that of New York City.21  

After 1920, U.S. immigration policy hindered migration of Bahamians to Miami.  A 

policy created in 1917 making passage of a literacy test a requirement for entry into the 

United States designed to prevent the entrance of Southern and Eastern European 

                                                
17 Dunn, Marvin.  Black Miami in the Twentieth Century, 1997. 
18 Mohl, Raymond.  �The Settlement of Blacks in South Florida�; South Florida: The Winds of Change, 
Thomas Boswell, ed., April 1991, page 121. 
19 Ibid 
20 Ibid 
21 Ibid 
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immigrants also began to prevent the return of Bahamian seasonal migrants. This policy 

had been suspended during World War I but was strictly enforced upon the Great War�s 

conclusion.22 

The 1924 Johnson-Reed Immigration Act eliminated the flow of legal labor 

migrants into Miami23; only minimal numbers of Bahamians came to Florida by way of 

illegal trafficking.  Black Bahamian migrant labor streams turned inward toward Nassau, 

the primate city of the Bahamas.  These labor migrants found work in an economic boom 

of Nassau based on bootlegging, tourism, land speculation, and building construction.24  

By the 1930s, the black Bahamian population of Miami was in decline resulting from 

lack of further in-migration and the movement of Bahamians northward to Palm Beach 

County.  The 1940 census counted 4,063 foreign-born blacks in Miami, a decrease of 26 

percent over the span of the 1930s.25 

Despite the conclusion of black immigration directly to Miami until the late 

1960s, blacks from the Bahamas and their progeny became firmly entrenched in the black 

social fabric of Miami. In some instances, Bahamian cultural and social influences within 

the city pre-dated those of American-born Blacks.  Due to the pervasiveness of legal 

segregation, Bahamian and American blacks were inextricably linked.  Such social 

connections and influences on the overall black Miami community by black Bahamians 

were bound to leave a cultural imprint on the urban landscape.  One important 

contribution was architecture, namely inherent-cooling factors of single family dwellings.  

                                                
22 Johnson, Howard.  �Bahamian Migration Labor to Florida in the Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth 
Centuries�; International Migration Review, Volume 22, Issue 1 (Spring 1988), pages 96-97. 
23 Johnson, Howard.  �Bahamian Migration Labor to Florida in the Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth 
Centuries�; International Migration Review, Volume 22, Issue 1 (Spring 1988), page 97. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Mohl, Raymond.  �The Settlement of Blacks in South Florida�; South Florida: The Winds of Change, 
Thomas Boswell, ed., April 1991, page 121. 
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The majority of American-born blacks in Miami came from North Florida, Georgia, and 

the Carolinas.  While migrating from �southern� states, the climate regimes of these 

regions of origin were humid subtropical at best.  The single-family homes constructed 

by southern black Americans reflected these origins.  Bahamians did not migrate along a 

north-to-south axis like the majority of early black Miamians, but laterally from the 

archipelago just forty miles offshore from Miami at its closest extent (the island of 

Bimini).  The architectural styles favored by Bahamians for single-family homes would 

have been better-suited for the Miami climate than those built (or at least favored) by 

American-born blacks.  Significant elements possessed by Bahamian-origin single-family 

homes conducive to comfort in the near-tropical Miami climate include hurricane 

shutters, light-colored pastel paint, and reflective roofs. 

This particular study will focus on the corrugated-steel panel roofs indicative of 

single-family homes in the Bahamas.  The black areas of the city of Miami possess the 

largest low-income population, a population which would have the least ability to protect 

itself from the ever-increasing monetary costs of providing cooling factors in a city where 

everyday of the year is a cooling-degree day.  The goal of this analysis will be to locate 

the occurrence of inherent cooling-factors among single-family houses in the majority-

black neighborhoods of Miami.  This study will then identify the propensity of light-

colored roofs to be favored in black areas, thus indicating a persistent cultural influence 

of the foreign-born blacks that would not have otherwise been present had Bahamians or 

other tropical-latitude black populations not migrated to Miami during the formidable 

stages of early neighborhood development. 
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Defining Organic Black Miami Neighborhoods 

As was mentioned before, the control factor of this study is the African-American 

neighborhood.  Simply, in order to study the African American neighborhood its 

characteristics must be defined.  Using the GIS program ArcView, a map of Miami-Dade 

County, Florida was constructed using census block groups as the level of analysis.  Each 

census block group is supported by statistical information tabulated and compiled from 

the results of the year 2000 U.S. census.  The proportion of the black population of each 

census block group was identified then classified into quartiles. Those block groups with 

a majority (over 50%) black population were identified as being �African-American� 

neighborhoods.  Those census tracts with black population proportions of 75% - 100% 

were identified as �core� African-American areas where the African-American cultural 

landscape would potentially be considered the most authentic.  Within ArcView, no effort 

was made to determine the national origin of the populations within these census tracts.  

The variable in question of this study is the characteristic of being black.  The lack of 

identification of national origin also nullifies the potential question of black individuals 

with multiple national origins and the potential of multiple black populations of different 

national origins living within one block group with no national origin comprising a 

majority.  As a result, there are no inherent pre-conceived notions of the distribution of 

Bahamian-descent blacks in the Miami neighborhoods thus giving non-analytical 

indicators as to which block groups would have the greatest likelihood of possessing 

single-family homes fitted with Bahamian-origin cooling factors.   

The presence of black-majority block groups is an indicator of where blacks 

presently live, yet does not indicate the location of an organic black neighborhood.  An 
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organic black neighborhood is one that was settled exclusively by a black population thus 

exhibiting the greatest likelihood to possess cultural characteristics (in this case inherent 

cooling factors) purveyed by blacks rather than cultural characteristics developed 

externally in respect to the black population.  The study areas defined for this analysis 

must minimize the prospect of non-black (and specifically non-Bahamian) landscape 

influences being pervasive enough to prevent the accurate pinpointing of cultural markers 

within the abundant �black majority� census block groups.  One mechanism that can be 

employed to distinguish truly organic black neighborhoods from neighborhoods that were 

once a majority-white (or at least non-black) but became a majority black is the 

implementation of �environmental racism� indicators. 

The concept of environmental racism is the �idea that non-whites are 

disproportionately exposed to pollution�.26  Laura Pulido in her work �Rethinking 

Environmental Racism: White Priveledge and Urban Development in Southern 

California� feels that by researchers relegating racism only to �hostile, discriminatory 

acts��they �miss they role of structural and hegemonic forms of racism in contributing 

to such inequalities�.  She goes on to discuss how residential segregation is generated by 

multiple forms of racism, not solely by Jim Crow era laws that are now extinct.  Whites 

environmentally are in a privileged position where they do not suffer from the same 

exposure to pollution as non-whites.  The question of racism is often phrased as to why a 

minority neighborhood is directly exposed to a source of anthropogenic pollution rather 

than why white neighborhoods are not being exposed to similar sources.  In Los Angeles, 

                                                
26 Pulido, Laura.  �Rethinking Environmental Racism: White Priveledge and Urban Development in 
Southern California�; Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 90 (1), 2000. 
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Pulido finds that industrial land use is �highly correlated with pollution concentrations 

and people of color�.   

 She goes on to define white racism as �those practices and ideologies, carried out 

by structures, institutions, and individuals that reproduce racial inequality and 

systematically undermine the well-being of racially subordinated populations�. However, 

white privilege is not an overt act of racism but action to preserve and maintain the 

preferential status already achieved by the dominant majority population.  Thus the 

political and economic privileges afforded to the white population may not intentionally 

be designed to impact people of color but do so maliciously because these privileges are 

protecting the white population.   

 Pulido gives the example that a polluter will locate the source of pollution near a 

black neighborhood, not to be malicious, but because land prices are lower and it is near 

an industrial zone. To the polluter this is economically rational but the manner in which 

the area near a black neighborhood became cheaper and zoned for industrial use results 

from inherently racist policy-making on the part of whites.  Accordingly, white privilege 

always comes at the expense of non-whites.  For a white neighborhood not to be polluted 

a non-white neighborhood will receive the pollution. 

 Thus the borders of organic black Miami neighborhoods can be defined by the 

environmental racism indicators that have been historically employed as effective barriers 

between majority-black areas and majority white areas.  Indicators include the location of 

noxious activity (tangible pollution disposal and storage sites) as well as the location of 

obnoxious activity (the noise and visual pollution of railroads and controlled-access 

highway corridors frequently employed during the era of legal segregation to serve as 
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buffer zones between majority-black and majority-white areas). Using the Arc-View 

generated map of Miami-Dade County with the black population proportions of the block 

groups, a layer was added for railroads. Another layer was added to indicate the paths of 

interstates.  A third layer was added for additional major transportation routes. Such 

routes include primary roads with limited access27, primary roads (U.S. Highway System 

Routes), secondary and connecting roads (Florida Highway System Routes), access 

ramps, and ferry crossings.  Three shapefiles were then added for the location of tangible 

pollution disposal sites for solid waste, hazardous materials, and sewage treatment 

facilities.  The relationship between these major transportation routes, tangible noxious 

activities, and black majority block groups was then visually analyzed. 

The majority of the black population in Miami-Dade County lives in a district that 

has been historically referred to as the �Northwest�, based on its site and situation in 

relationship to the Central Business District.28  More accurately, this expansive area of 

majority-black census block groups occupies a wide, north-central corridor of the 

developed areas in the county.  Much of the truly �northwestern� areas of Miami-Dade 

County have a more widely-dispersed black population.  Black �Northwest� Miami-Dade 

could be considered to exist as one large black district based on the contiguity of 

majority-black census block groups.29  Most of this Northwest district is excluded from 

the study because it exists beyond the effective barriers of environmental racism and 

these �Northwest� neighborhoods are essentially comprised of formerly white areas that 

                                                
27 On the map, the paths of  the primary roads with limited access appear over top of the interstate 
highways within Miami-Dade County 
28 All streets avenues in Dade County adhering to the grid system to the north of Flagler Street and to the 
west of Miami Avenue are designated with the prefix �Northwest�, abbreviated �NW�.  Notable exceptions 
to this directional designation are streets and avenues within incorporated Hialeah, Opa-Locka, and Miami 
Lakes 
29 Mohl, Raymond.  �The Second Ghetto Thesis and the Power of History�, 2003. 
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became a majority black through the rites of neighborhood succession.  Those areas 

beyond the effective barriers that have always been a majority black (such as Bunche 

Park in Opa-locka, were constructed by real estate developers and are thus lacking the 

cultural markers indicative of an organic neighborhood, black or otherwise. 

For this reason, all �black� neighborhoods in this analysis are located within the 

city limits of incorporated Miami.  The effective barriers of environmental racism almost 

directly coincide with the corporate boundaries of Miami that straddle black majority 

areas.  In the most extreme instances, such as outside of the Allapattah and Liberty City 

neighborhoods, census block groups transition from being more than 75% percent black 

to less than 25% black after crossing a gauntlet of waste disposal sites, railroad tracks, 

and the western extent of the Airport Expressway. 

Based on social characteristics (in this instance the quality of being defined 

�black� in the Jim Crow-era South leading to forced, intense, legally-sanctioned 

residential segregation), certain populations will tend to cluster in specific neighborhoods 

because the area in some manner suits the lifestyle of the residents in a housing unit, 

whether the lifestyle characteristic is derived from age, language, gender, race, ethnicity, 

income, etc.  Neighborhoods serve as the physical structure that link together people of 

similar class, financial status, ethnic background, race, age, or specific interests.  As 

stated by Peter Muller, �People increasingly seem to want to live, work with, and 

socialize with people just like themselves.�30  The propensity of individuals to settle in a 

neighborhood based on some lifestyle characteristic forms a neighborhood typology.  

Warren and Warren devised a six-part typology on neighborhoods based on social 

organization.  It should be noted that unlike Moore�s typology of neighborhoods, the 
                                                
30 Weissler and Hogue, �Ghettos that People Don�t Want to Get Out Of�, 1983. 
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Warrens� typology does not incorporate features of the physical landscapes.  The latter 

typology deals strictly with the social characteristics of neighborhood inhabitants. 

 The first type of neighborhood in the Warren and Warren typology is the 

integral neighborhood.  This neighborhood is known for the interaction between its 

residents, who often engage in social dialogue within organizations to which the 

individuals formally or informally belong.  The second type is the parochial 

neighborhood, based on some strong ethnic identity or homogenous character.  This 

neighborhood type is isolationist in nature, rejecting outside influence and maintaining 

traditional values of the ethnic group.  In this homogenous respect, the parochial 

neighborhood has many shared aspects with settlement in a rural landscape.  The diffuse 

neighborhood, is one where little interaction takes place between residents, but they 

cluster together by virtue of sharing many like characteristics.  In this third type of 

neighborhood, most of the social activity occurs with residents outside of the 

neighborhood, in direct contrast to the parochial neighborhood.  The fourth-type is the 

stepping-stone neighborhood.  This neighborhood is noted for the high population 

turnover; residents do not identify with the neighborhood but are active in social affairs to 

enable them to ultimately move out of this neighborhood to advance their stations in life.  

The fifth type of neighborhood, the transitory neighborhood, is similar to the stepping-

stone neighborhood in terms of high turnover rates.  Unlike the stepping-stone 

neighborhood, the residents of the transitory neighborhood engage in little social activity 

and often separate into smaller subgroups within the neighborhood.  The sixth type of 

neighborhood in the Warrens� typology is the anomic neighborhood.  Within the anomic 

neighborhood, there is little cohesion among residents.  The inability of these residents to 
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unify for common causes makes the anomic neighborhoods highly susceptible to outside 

influences.31  Utilizing the Warrens� typology, this study will attempt to eliminate Miami 

neighborhoods within the black zones that are potentially stepping-stone, transitory, and 

anomic.   

Using the black-majority census block map overlain with waste disposal sites and 

major transportation routes (emphasizing railroad and controlled-access highway 

corridors) five black organic neighborhoods were identified within incorporated Miami 

city limits to be used in the study.  The Little Haiti Organic Neighborhood is relatively 

compact and archetypical barriers serve as its boundaries. Historically known as Lemon 

City and South Little River prior to the 1980s, the Little Haiti Organic neighborhood is 

bounded on the west by Interstate 95.  The Little River (coinciding with the boundary of 

the corporate limits of the city of Miami) between Interstate 95 and U.S. 1 is the northern 

boundary of the study area.  The U.S./Florida East Coast Railroad corridor is the eastern 

boundary of the study area and Interstate 195 between U.S. 1 and Interstate 95 is the 

southern boundary. 

 Perhaps the most compact, well-defined, and notable organic neighborhood in the 

analysis is that of Overtown.  Historically known as �Colored Town�, the Overtown 

Organic Neighborhood also includes the southern periphery of a neighborhood referred to 

as Wynwood. The Florida East Coast Railroad between NE 29th Street and NW 7th Street 

is the eastern boundary.  The southern boundary is NW 7th Street between the Florida 

East Coast Railroad and NW 7th Avenue.  The western boundary is NW 7th Avenue 

between NW 7th Street and the area of NW 14th Street and the massive interchange 

                                                
31 Brower, Good Neighborhoods: A Study of In-Town & Suburban Residential Environments, 1996 
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between Interstate 95 and Interstate 195/Dolphin Expressway32.  The eastern boundary 

continues northward along Interstate 95 to NW 29th Street.  The northern boundary of the 

                                                
32 There is no access ramp from NW 14th Street onto Interstate 95 

Figure 1 
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Overtown Organic Neighborhood is NW/NE 29th Street between Interstate 95 and the 

Florida East Coast Railroad.  The Overtown Organic Neighborhood is notable because 

Interstates 95 and 395 do not serve as effective barriers to black expansion.  This results 

from black settlement existing prior to the construction of the Interstate Highway System 

in the 1960s.  Such highway construction resulted in the razing of much of the housing 

stock within the parameters of the present study area.33  A railroad spur of the Florida 

East Coast Railway did serve as the northwestern boundary for Overtown, but the slum 

clearance fostered by the construction of the interchange of Interstates 95 and 395 

eliminated the development within this zone thus rendering Interstate 95 as the 

northwestern boundary of the study area.  The Overtown Organic Neighborhood is a 

classic black segregated neighborhood from the Jim Crow era.  The most striking feature 

of Overtown was how classically prohibitive the Florida East Coast Railway corridor was 

to west-to-east travel into formerly all-white areas occupying the wedge of land between 

the industrial zone to the east of the railroad and Biscayne Bay.  The only outlet 

westward from Overtown north of Interstate 395 is NW 29th Street, the northern 

boundary of the study area.  North of the boundary, the percentage of blacks in census 

block groups immediately plummets from at least 50% to less than 25%. 

 The Liberty City Organic Neighborhood is bounded on the north by the east-west 

line of the Florida East Coast Railroad just two blocks north of Miami city limits.  

Demographically, this railroad spur no longer serves as an effective barrier to black 

residential expansion until the railroad crossing at NW 27th Avenue.  However, those 

areas to the north of the railroad track were formerly all-white neighborhoods thus not 

                                                
33 Without the construction of Interstate 95, the western boundary of the Overtown Study Area would have 
continued to be NW 7th Avenue 
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part of organic Liberty City.  The CSX railroad line between the east-west spur and the 

Airport Expressway serve as the western edge of black residential expansion outward 

from Liberty City34.  However those areas west of NW 17th Avenue (thus outside of the 

Miami city limits) were the formerly white neighborhood of Brownsville.  Thus NW 17th 

Avenue between the east-west railroad spur and the Airport Expressway is the true 

western boundary of organic Liberty City.  The Airport Expressway between NW 17th 

Avenue and the interchange with Interstate 95 is the southern boundary of the 

neighborhood.  Interstate 95 between the interchange with the Airport Expressway and 

the east-west line of the Florida East Coast Railroad is the eastern border.  Had Interstate 

95 not been constructed, NW 7th Avenue may have been the eastern boundary of the 

neighborhood. However, the construction of Interstate 95 has played a major role in the 

historical momentum in transitioning the areas on the eastern side of Interstate 95 into 

black majority districts.   

 The Allapattah Organic Neighborhood is a small cluster of three census block 

groups wedged in between the Airport Expressway and NW 29th Street with black 

population proportions between 50 and 74%.  No block group in the study area has a 

black population proportion of 75% or over.  The Allapattah Organic Neighborhood is 

seemingly spillover from the Liberty City Study Area; the place name �Allapattah� 

appears on features such as schools, parks, and a Metrorail Station on both sides of the 

Airport Expressway and all west of NW 17th Avenue.  South of the Allapattah Organic 

Neighborhood, east of NW 12th Avenue, west of Interstate 95, and north of the Dolphin 

Expressway the block groups all have black population proportions between 25 and 49%.  

                                                
34 The census block group at the juncture of the CSX Railroad and the Airport Expressway has a black 
population proportion of less than 25% 
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Because of the barrier that Interstate 95 presents, it is possible that the black expansion 

into these block groups results from movement southward out of the Allapattah Study 

Area Organic Neighborhood rather than westward from the Overtown Organic 

Neighborhood.35 

 The four previously-mentioned organic neighborhoods are all part of a black 

north-south axis of development along NW 2nd Avenue and an east-west axis along NW 

54th Street.  The construction of controlled-access highways (Interstates 95, 395, 195 and 

the Airport Expressway) to foster slum clearance has generated a peculiar spatial 

distribution to the four neighborhoods.  Prior to the 1940s, southern Liberty City, 

northern Allapattah, and western Lemon City all would have been characterized as part of 

an organic black neighborhood known as Railroad Shops Colored Addition, which began 

to be developed in 1917.36  This �addition� was a spatially-separate black district to the 

north and west of Colored Town (Overtown).  In the late-1930s, the Liberty Square 

Housing Projects were completed to the north and west of Railroad Shops separated by a 

white neighborhood (Orchard Villa) from the colored addition.  However, in 1947 the 

core of Railroad Shops was seized by imminent domain to make way for a land holding 

that would become two all-white schools, a fire station, and three conjoined parks.  The 

destruction of Railroad Shops essentially squeezed black organic development south of 

NW 40th Street and north into Liberty City.  The completion of the Airport Expressway in 

1962 separated the remnants of the southern edge of Railroad Shops into present-day 

Allapattah.  But during this same time in the late 1950s and early 1960s  black residential 

expansion was taking place in the formerly all-white areas serviced by the imminent 

                                                
35 Due to the presence of  Interstate 95, the only direct connection between the Overtown Study Area and 
the zone south of the Allapattah Study Area with 25 to 49% black population  proportions is NW 29th Street 
36 Dunn, Marvin.  Black Miami in the Twentieth Century, 1997. 
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domain seizure of Railroad Shops thus making this area virtually all-black once again, 

but not organically-developed. 

 Much of the growth of Liberty City and Allapattah was fueled by slum clearance 

taking place in Overtown beginning in the late 1950s.  This slum clearance culminated in 

the completion of the I-95/I-395 interchange which destroyed twenty square blocks of the 

Overtown residential neighborhood.37 Interstate 95 then made Overtown and Allapattah 

spatially separate and Liberty City and Lemon City (later Little Haiti) spatially separate.  

Thus at various times in the mid-twentieth century these black areas were all conjoined 

but the shape of the massive black Northwestern district had been radically altered by 

slum clearance policies. 

 The Coconut Grove Organic Neighborhood was also developed during the Jim 

Crow era and is often referred to as the �Black Grove� to distinguish the segregated zone 

from the predominately non-black areas of Coconut Grove.  The oldest of all of the black 

districts, this neighborhood is the most spatially discontinuous of all the studied areas.  

Overtown actually got its name from the site and situation of Coconut Grove as Grove 

blacks had to travel �over� downtown to get to the other black district of Miami.  As a by 

product of de jure segregation, the boundaries of the neighborhood are distinct and well-

defined.  The northern boundary is the U.S. 1/Florida East Coast Railroad (Metrorail) 

corridor.  The western border occupies a short span of SW 37th Avenue (Douglas Road) 

between U.S. 1 and Franklin Avenue.  The southern border roughly follows Franklin 

Avenue although in the true manner of Jim Crow segregation the boundary between the 

black and non-black areas is a discontinuous zone of dead end and curved streets that 

deviate from the overall grid pattern.  The eastern boundary is also irregular by design, 
                                                
37 Mohl, Raymond. �Stop the Road: Freeway Revolts in American Cities�, 2004. 
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occupied by a length of SW 32nd Avenue (McDonald Avenue), a block of Grand Avenue, 

and Commodore Plaza.  This boundary is purposefully discontinuous as to discourage 

through traffic.  Unlike many of the study areas whittled out of the black-majority 

Northwest Miami district, the Coconut Grove Organic Neighborhood is not flanked by 

transition zones occupied by block groups with black population proportions between 25 

and 49%.  The transfer from black majority areas to block groups with less than a 25% 

black population proportion is abrupt. 

 

Methodology 

This study attempts to locate inherent cooling factors (specifically reflective 

roofs) in single-family homes in black organic Miami neighborhoods.  The definition of 

what constitutes a single-family home is derived from the land-use terminology 

designated by the Miami-Dade County Department of Planning and Zoning.  Employing 

land-use data from the County as well as by the process of �ground-truthing�, 

development cores were defined in each of the five organic neighborhoods.  In Overtown, 

the core is centered at NW 2nd Avenue and NW 12th Street, just north of the historic core 

of the Central Negro Business District (the historic core has long since been destroyed).  

In Little Haiti, the core is centered at NW 2nd Avenue and NW 54th Street, the heart of the 

historic Lemon City Business District.  In Liberty City, the core is actually within the 

Liberty Square Housing Projects at the intersection of NW 14th Avenue and NW 63rd 

Street at the location of the Liberty Square Community Center.  In Allapattah, the core is 

in the center of the business district at the intersection of NW 17th Avenue and NW 36th 
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Street.  In Coconut Grove, the core is centered along the Grand Avenue Business District 

at the off-center intersection of Grand Avenue and Hibiscus Street. 

Around each of the five cores of the black organic neighborhood, a ½ square mile 

study area was formulated from which to extract the sample of single-family homes.  The 

single-family homes in question for the study were those with reflective or light-colored 

roofs.  The definition of a reflective or light-colored roof includes single-family houses 

that possess roofs made of corrugated steel, shingled roofs with colors ranging from 

white to light gray, and �cool colored� roofs including haematite red and green barrel tile 

roofs.38  Barrel tile roofs are considered in the study because the curved nature of the tiles 

has a greater propensity to deflect sunlight than flat surfaces of any color.  Naturally, 

white barrel tile roofs are considered in the study. 

A dataset of land-use types was developed for each of the five study areas using 

Miami-Dade County property records.  The occurrence and location of single-family land 

use was extracted from the ArcIMS database. The survey of single-family homes with 

reflective or light-colored roofs was taken by a process of ground-truthing.  Maps of the 

½ square mile study areas were extracted from the Miami-Dade County ArcIMS 

database.  Then the streets of the study areas were then surveyed for the location of 

single-family homes.  Each single-family home in the study area was then examined for 

the presence of a reflective or light-colored roof.  Single-family homes with a corrugated 

steel roof (thus the most authentic indicator of Bahamian architectural heritage) were 

classified as �Type 2� in the dataset.  Single-family homes with a light-colored roof not 

                                                
38 Pomerantz, Akbari, Berdahl, Konopacki, Taha, and Rosenfeld.  �Reflective surfaces for cooler buildings 
and cities�; Philosophical Magazine B: 1999. 
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made of corrugated steel were classified as �Type 1� in the dataset.  The Bahamian 

phenotype was standardized with data collected from a cultural landscape survey of 

inner-city Nassau with the likelihood that Bahamian housing types reflected in urban 

Miami would be transplanted from an urban Bahamian landscape (Nassau) rather than 

from the rural Bahamas.39 

Each single-family home in each of the five study areas possessing a reflective or 

light-colored roof was then analyzed for the following variables also extracted from the 

Miami-Dade County Property Records Database.  The variables employed in the study 

beyond roof classification were square footage of the single-family home, year of 

construction, year of last sale, year 2004 market value, and year 2005 market value.  As 

mentioned before, these five variables were all collected secondarily from public records. 

A Pearson�s R correlation was run for the entire population of single-family 

homes with light-colored roofs (1) and steel roofs (2) collectively for the five study areas 

                                                
39 The data of urban Bahamian architectural phenotypes was collected during the author�s research for his 
doctoral dissertation. 

Figure 2: Single-Family Homes in Miami or Nassau? (left: Miami/ right: Nassau)
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where Overtown = 1, Little Haiti = 2, Allapattah = 3, Coconut Grove = 4, and Liberty 

City = 5.  It is hypothesized there will be a strong correlation between the presence of 

light-colored roofs and steel roofs in the five study areas based on the pre-selected factors 

that these cores are accurate samples of the organic black neighborhoods defined by 

environmental racism characteristics.  This is based on the assumption that all five study 

areas historically were influenced by Bahamian residents who were demographically 

indistinguishable from an overarching �black� identity purveyed by Jim Crow-era racial 

segregation. 

A Pearson�s R correlation was run for the population of single-family homes for 

each of the five study areas between year built and year of last sale.  A second hypothesis 

is that in each study area that follows the integral, parochial, and diffuse neighborhood 

types of the Warrens� typology will display a strong correlation between year built and 

year of last sale.  Integral, parochial, and diffuse neighborhoods should display a low 

turnover in population.  It is historically-documented that Bahamians were early settlers 

in the black neighborhoods of the city of Miami.  Should these Bahamians (and their 

descendants) maintain tenure within the five neighborhoods this will have increased the 

time of their presence in the study area thus increasing the likelihood that they have had 

significant cultural influence on the phenotypes of the single-family homes surrounding 

the neighborhood cores in question. 

A Pearson�s R correlation was run between light-colored roofs and 2005 market 

value for each of the five study areas.  The rationale behind the third hypothesis is that if 

Bahamian culture persists in the neighborhood, then the market value of light-colored and 

reflective-roofed homes would be more desired in the study area.  Should these Bahamian 
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influenced homes not be well-maintained in relationship to the overall characteristics of 

the neighborhood than market value will be homogenously-low, thus displaying a weak 

correlation. 

A Pearson�s R correlation was run between light-colored roofs and square footage 

for each of the five study areas.  The fourth hypothesis assumes that light-colored roofs 

would be built on smaller homes to promote maximum energy efficiency and enhance 

inherent cooling factors of Bahamian phenotypes.  Should light-colored and reflective 

roofs be present on both large and small homes based on square footage then the 

correlation is expected to be weak. 

A Pearson�s R correlation was run between light-colored roofs and year built.  

This fifth hypothesis asserts that if Bahamian culture has been persistent, then too would 

be the association of light-colored roofs and the year of construction of single-family 

homes.  In effect, the peak years of home construction in the study areas should be the 

peak years of light-colored or reflective roof implementation.  Should there be any 

clustering of the years of light-colored or reflective roof implementation this would 

indicate that Bahamian influence on inherent cooling factors has waned.  Historical 

documentation of waves of migration from the Bahamas has already determined that 

cultural influence from the islands has not increased.  Should clustering of light-colored 

or reflective roof implementation be apparent on the back end of housing construction 

this would indicate a weak correlation.  Then these inherent cooling factors would have 

come from a non-Bahamian source likely replicating Bahamian urban phenotypes. 

A Pearson�s R correlation was run between light-colored roofs and sale date.  This 

final hypothesis asserts that light-colored roofs would be less likely to have been sold at 
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later dates due to the progressively-increasing institution of central air-conditioning in 

houses making inherent cooling factors in housing construction less of a necessity over 

time.  Should a weak correlation be evident, then likely Bahamian phenotype housing is 

still coveted by the populations in the study area.  Reasons could be persistent cultural 

influence, affordability of the dwellings, or aesthetic appreciation for more unique 

architectural phenotypes on a Miami landscape where new construction is the hallmark of 

large developers rather than individuals. 

 

Results 

 At total of 1,545 single-family homes were surveyed in the five study areas 

combined.  Of these 1,545 houses, only 194 (12.6%) of the houses had light-colored 

roofs.  Of the 194 houses in the five study areas with light-colored roofs, in turn, only 19 

homes had the corrugated steel roofs indicative of the Bahamian phenotype.  These 19 

homes constitute 9.8% of all the light-colored or reflective roof houses found in the study 

but only 1.2% of all single-family homes present in the five study areas.  This is a clear 

indicator that Bahamian phenotypes possessing inherent cooling factors are by far not a 

favored style of roof in black Miami neighborhoods. 

 Of the 19 houses with corrugated steel roofs, a full 18 houses were in the Coconut 

Grove study area.  The only other house with a corrugated steel roof was found in Little 

Haiti.  This is a clear early indicator that what little Bahamian influence is present in 

black Miami neighborhoods is overwhelmingly clustered in Coconut Grove and in no 

other neighborhoods.  Even though corrugated steel roofs are present on only 1.2% of all 

houses surveyed, these roofs are present on 3.3% of all houses surveyed in Coconut 
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Grove and present on 21.5% of all light-colored or reflective roof houses in this study 

area. 

 In the Coconut Grove study area, 16.3% of all single-family houses have light-

colored or reflective roofs.  Bahamian phenotypes are essentially exclusive to Coconut 

Grove where Bahamian cultural markers still persist through architectural characteristics.  

Bahamian phenotypes are not limited to identification of corrugated steel roofs, but these 

roofs are clearly not favored among progressively recent builders within the study area.  

With a Pearson�s R significance of .234 there is a weak correlation between year built 

and year of last sale. With a Pearson�s R significance of .054 there is a weak correlation 

between light-colored/reflective roof and 2005 market value.  With a Pearson�s R 

significance of .183 there is a weak correlation between light-colored/reflective roof and 

square footage.  With a Pearson�s R significance of .104 there is also a weak correlation 

between light-colored/reflective roof and the year built.   

Construction Year Of Light-Colored Roof Homes (1) and 
Corrugated Steel Roof Homes (2) 

Figure 3 
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 The only other study area to have a home with a corrugated steel roof was Little 

Haiti, with one.  Still 10% of all homes in the study area had light-colored roofs.  

However, Bahamian influence on roof type is less than negligible.  Notably, a Pearson�s 

significance of .983 demonstrates a very strong correlation between year built and year of 

sale.  Although Bahamian influence on roof type is virtually non-existent, Little Haiti as 

an ethnic enclave does constitute a parochial neighborhood, a favored status for the 

purposes of this study from the Warrens� typology.  With a Pearson�s R significance of 

.296 there is a moderately-weak correlation between light-colored/reflective roof and 

2005 market value.  With a Pearson�s R significance of .651 there is, in turn, a 

moderately strong correlation between light-colored/reflective roof and square footage.  

This is likely related to the condition of Little Haiti being a parochial neighborhood 

populated by blacks from a poor Caribbean state in which the inhabitants are more likely 

to seek out smaller (thus cheaper), more energy-efficient homes to keep fuel costs lower. 

With a Pearson�s R significance of .119 there is still a weak correlation between light-

colored/reflective roofs and the year built.   

 In the Overtown, Allapattah, and Liberty City study areas correlations could not 

be made based on roof type because there were no corrugated steel roofs in any of the 

three areas; the light-colored roof designation was rendered a constant.  In Overtown, 

there was a Pearson�s R significance of .733, actually indicating a very strong correlation 

between year built and year of last sale.  However, Overtown only has a total of 28 single 

family homes, three of which (10.7%) have light-colored roofs.  The housing stock of the 

neighborhood was decimated by the slum clearance initiatives which routed Interstate 95 

directly through the heart of Overtown.  Much of what little original housing stock was  
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Year of Construction for Single Family Homes  
City Percentage of  

Light-Colored 
Roof Homes 

Number of 
Homes With 
Light-Colored 
Roofs 

Percentage 
of Steel 
Roof Homes 

Number of 
Homes with 
Steel Roofs 

Total 
Number of 
Homes 

Overtown 1.5% 3 0.0% 0 3 
Little Haiti 
(Lemon City) 

13.9% 27 0.5% 1 28 

Allapattah 22.7% 44 0.0% 0 44 
Coconut Grove 37.1% 72 9.3% 18 90 
Liberty City 14.9% 29 0.0% 0 29 
Totals 90.2% 175 9.8% 19 194 

 

left after the 1960s was razed in favor of a preponderance of poorly-ventilated, block 

structure, multi-family apartment buildings known locally as �concrete monsters�.  

Because of so few houses in Overtown, statistical data for the study area is easily skewed. 

 With a Pearson�s R significance of .474, there is a slightly weak correlation in the 

Allapattah study area between the year built and year of last sale.  Many long standing 

residents still maintain homes along the periphery of the study area but the Allapattah 

organic neighborhood is notable in Miami for hosting a relatively recent influx of 

Dominican immigrants.  Of the 221 single family homes in Allapattah, 44 (20%) have 

light-colored roofs, the highest percentage of all of the five study areas. 

 With a Pearson�s R significance of a paltry .018, there is almost no correlation in 

Liberty City between year built and year of last sale.  Liberty City is a transitory 

neighborhood according to the Warrens� typology indicating there is an extremely high 

population turnover in the study area.  Transitory neighborhoods have little likelihood to 

display the cultural markers of a long-standing, tenured ethnic group or nationality.  The 

reasons for this transitory status are likely linked to the core and dominant landscape of 

Figure 4 
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Liberty City being the Liberty Square Housing Projects.  As government housing, these 

projects possess no cultural markers and prohibit the implementation of cultural factors as 

no individuals can own a project unit thus no individual can alter the landscape of the 

project.  Even with the looming presence of the housing project, Liberty City still has 470 

single-family homes, 28 of which (6%) have light-colored roofs.  This is the lowest 

percentage of all study areas. 

 

Conclusions 

 For what little influence Bahamian archetypes (corrugated steel) have on roof 

selection in black Miami neighborhoods, essentially all of this influence is located in the 

Coconut Grove study area.  This is not to say that Bahamian archetypes have not 

influenced housing characteristics in organic black Miami neighborhoods because they 

Figure 5: �Concrete Monster� multi-family dwellings in Overtown; replaced much of single-family housing stock 
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have.  The depleted housing stock of Overtown still contains housing types found on the 

other side of downtown Miami in Coconut Grove as well as in the residential 

neighborhoods of Nassau of similar age to the two initial black Miami settlements.  The 

only other example of the corrugated steel roof in Miami outside of Coconut Grove is in 

Lemon City (Little Haiti), also an area of old black organic development. 

 Yet there are no examples of corrugated steel roofs in three of the five study 

areas.  The reasons for this lack of steel roofs in black Miami neighborhoods (including 

Coconut Grove) are numerous.  First, while aesthetically-pleasing in conjunction with the 

Bahamian house style, corrugated roofs do not provide a particularly high degree of 

cooling.  During the era of construction of Bahamian style houses in Miami, corrugated 

roofs were more reflective and more durable than other building materials used for roofs 

(particularly heavy wooden planks) at the time.  However galvanized steel, while able to 

Figure 6: Bahamian phenotype infill with corrugated steel roofs in Coconut Grove
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reflect off the ultraviolet rays which would be converted to thermal infrared upon surface 

contact, lacks the ability to shed radiated heat as quickly as insular materials of lesser 

durability.40  Therefore, houses constructed after the advent of air conditioning (even 

those of a Bahamian phenotype) may have been more likely to employ the use of a more 

lightweight (perhaps even darker) roofing material despite its aesthetic dissimilarity. 

 As part of a Bahamian phenotype, corrugated steel may have been more readily 

available as a building material in the Bahamas because there was the expectation that 

such steel would be available for roofing.  In Miami, the Bahamian phenotype is clearly 

in the minority thus corrugated steel may not have been available in abundance for 

roofing.  A few examples of corrugated steel roofs in Miami found during the study were 

rusting.  There is always the possibility that if these roofs need to be replaced there may 

not be cost-effective corrugated steel available as replacement material. 

 Although corrugated steel is more durable than shingles, numerous destructive 

hurricanes have struck the city of Miami since the period of initial Bahamian settlement.  

These corrugated steel roofs could have feasibly been destroyed by the hurricanes as 

could have been the wooden structures on which these roofs were perched. In all of the 

study areas there was a preponderance of concrete-block single-family homes which 

likely dominated the post-hurricane infill landscapes in Miami since the 1920s.   Hence, 

there may have, at one point, been many more houses with corrugated steel roofs but 

these roofs (and houses with steel roofs) may have been destroyed over the span of the 

twentieth century due to natural causes, fire, dilapidation, or slum clearance and simply 

not replaced.   

                                                
40 Pomerantz, Akbari, Berdahl, Konopacki, Taha, and Rosenfeld.  �Reflective surfaces for cooler buildings 
and cities�; Philosophical Magazine B: 1999. 
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In the Little Haiti, Allapattah, and Liberty City study areas there was a decided lack of 

Bahamian housing phenotypes.  The corrugated steel roof may not have been in the 

position to be replaced in these study areas because they simply were never there or have 

not been in the neighborhoods for a long time.  Certainly there was one corrugated steel 

roof on a single-family home of the Bahamian phenotype in Little Haiti.  This particular 

home (constructed in 1917) was the second oldest house catalogued in the dataset for this 

study.  There potentially could have been at least a few more Bahamian phenotypes in 

Lemon City�s past, but these houses likely have long since been destroyed.  However, 

many of the light-colored roofs in Little Haiti, Allapattah, and Liberty City were light-

colored shingles or barrel tile.  A reoccurring element in many of the houses in all three 

study areas was the white barrel-tile roof.  If there was an abundance of Bahamian 

phenotypes in these three study areas it is likely that such homes (and the corrugated steel 

roofs on top of them) were lost during the imminent domain seizure of the Railroad 

Figure 8: Rusting corrugated steel roof in Coconut Grove
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Shops Colored Addition or later in the slum clearance efforts generated by the 

construction of controlled-access highways through the cores of organic black Miami 

neighborhoods.  The architectural styles and roof types of the homes in Little Haiti, 

Allapattah, and Liberty City all have elements unique to each of the study areas but most 

of the housing stock appears to have been constructed after the era of black organic 

neighborhood development; some of the housing stock on the periphery of the cores of 

the neighborhoods may have in fact been constructed by developers and occupied by 

whites prior to the wave of �white flight� and neighborhood succession. 

 Ultimately, this analysis refutes my initial assertion that Miami blacks are living 

increasingly in homes possessing inherent cooling factors as a result of their lower 

socioeconomic status and necessitation to offset rising energy costs.  Instead Miami 

blacks are living increasingly in dwellings lacking inherent cooling factors and are more 

dependent on air conditioning than their Bahamian counterparts.  The usage of air 

conditioning is universal in the Sunbelt and its usage is by far not unique to Miami 

Figure 9: Sole corrugated steel roof not in Coconut Grove; built in 1917, house is located in historic Lemon City (Little Haiti) 
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blacks.  However, as the poorest large population in the city of Miami, blacks will 

continue to be adversely affected by rising energy costs to cool homes and there is a 

decided deficit of housing stock possessing the inherent cooling factors pioneered by 

Bahamian migrants.  Hence, there are few housing alternatives for blacks seeking to save 

on energy costs by dwelling in a home possessing inherent cooling factors. 
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APPENDIX: LANDUSE SUMMARIES FOR FIVE STUDY AREAS 

OVERTOWN STUDY AREA 
14 landuse type(s) found in 0.50 square mile of  

 

Summary Result: 
No. Landuse Type 
105 Vacant Unprotected 
94 Low-Density Multi-Family 
49 Shopping Centers, Commercial, Stadiums, Tracks 
40 Communications , Utilities, Terminals , Plants 
37 Institutional 
31 Parks (Including Preserves & Conservation) 
28 Single-Family 
10 Two-Family (Duplexes) 
9 Expressway Right of Way Open Areas 
7 Industrial 
3 Office 
1 Multi-Family, Migrant Camps 
1 Streets/Roads, Expressways, Ramps 
1 Vacant, Government Owned 
416 Total  
 
 

LITTLE HAITI (LEMON CITY) STUDY AREA 
11 landuse type(s) found within 0.50 square mile of 

Summary Result: 
No. Landuse Type 
279 Single-Family 
206 Two-Family (Duplexes) 
69 Shopping Centers, Commercial, Stadiums, Tracks 
45 Vacant Unprotected 
43 Low-Density Multi-Family 
19 Industrial 
7 Institutional 
4 Streets/Roads, Expressways, Ramps 
3 Vacant, Government Owned 
2 Parks (Including Preserves & Conservation) 
1 Office 
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678 Total  
 
 
 

ALLAPATTAH STUDY AREA 
13 landuse type(s) found within 0.50 square mile of 

Summary Result: 
No. Landuse Type 
221 Single-Family 
131 Two-Family (Duplexes) 
65 Shopping Centers, Commercial, Stadiums, Tracks 
37 Parks (Including Preserves & Conservation) 
34 Institutional 
27 Low-Density Multi-Family 
23 Vacant Unprotected 
6 Communications , Utilities, Terminals , Plants 
4 Office 
3 Industrial 
1 Streets/Roads, Expressways, Ramps 
1 Expressway Right of Way Open Areas 
1 Vacant, Government Owned 
554 Total  
 
 

LIBERTY CITY STUDY AREA 
10 landuse type(s) found within 0.50 square mile of 

Summary Result: 
No. Landuse Type 
470 Single-Family 
146 Two-Family (Duplexes) 
38 Shopping Centers, Commercial, Stadiums, Tracks 
26 Vacant Unprotected 
10 Low-Density Multi-Family 
9 Institutional 
4 Office 
4 Industrial 
1 Streets/Roads, Expressways, Ramps 
1 Vacant, Government Owned 
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709 Total  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COCONUT GROVE STUDY AREA 
12 landuse type(s) found in 0.50 square mile 

Summary Result: 
No. Landuse Type 
547 Single-Family 
55 Two-Family (Duplexes) 
50 Shopping Centers, Commercial, Stadiums, Tracks 
44 Low-Density Multi-Family 
36 Vacant Unprotected 
21 Townhouses 
15 Institutional 
15 Cemeteries 
5 Parks (Including Preserves & Conservation) 
3 Communications , Utilities, Terminals , Plants 
1 Office 
1 Streets/Roads, Expressways, Ramps 
793 Total  
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Abstract 
 
Haitian vodoo is a syncretistic religion based on African, Catholic, and some 
Awarak Indian elements. It is a complex system of varying beliefs. The names of 
the spirits and their numbers vary according to the tradition and the ideas of the 
believers. Also the aims and forms of the voodoo practises vary greatly depending 
on the district, setting and the specialities of the individual ritual leaders. Some 
ideas of the African python worship seem to survive in the Haitian voodoo, such is 
the idea of the powerful snake spirit called Damballah or Damballa Wedo. 
 
Early ethnographic accounts of voodoo rituals may convey a rather chaotic picture 
of what went on in a ritual. When compared to old descriptions the voodoo rituals 
of a later date appear as much more formalized events. 
 
The focus of this paper is on two different ritual voodoo patterns, one chaotic and 
the other more formalistic and the snake behaviours connected with them. The aim 
is to view creative problem solving and change as generated through ritual chaos 
and form. The early ritual account was described by J.M. Herskovits in 1937. The 
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more recent account is based on own experience of voodoo as a babtized member 
of a voodoo cult. The perspective is that of a dancer and dance therapist.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Haitian voodoo, a syncretistic religion, developed mainly out of various 
African religious beliefs, which Africans, who were brought to Haiti as slaves 
continued to practise in Haiti. These beliefs blended with some Caribbean Awarak 
Indian elements, which co-existed and fused with Catholicism. Haitians are 
baptized Catholics, but many of them venerate their traditional spirits as well. The 
Haitian spirit pantheon consists of spirits whose numbers, names and characters 
vary. The aims of voodoo rituals vary too, depending on the district, tradition and 
beliefs of the devotees (Herskovits 1937). 
 
Voodoo’s African past, the worship of python. Slaves were taken from 
many locations, but most of those brought to Haiti were Fon people from Dahome 
and Yorubas from Nigeria. Among the slaves were ritual specialists who 
continued to practise their rituals in Haiti. One such a ritual practise was the 
python worship. The West-African python was a sacred animal that no-one was 
allowed to harm. Pythons were kept in large amounts in sacred places, where they 
were fed and worshipped. The python worship, according to Hambly, is 
fundamentally a fertility cult; the beliefs are concerned with reincarnation, 
conception and fecundity (Hambly 1929). 
 
Damballa or Damballa Wedo, the serpent-god, refers to a category of deities 
called Da in Dahomey. Herskovis understands Da as the principle of movement, 
energy, or life itself (Hertskovits 1937). In the Haitian voodoo Damballa became 
the most powerful spirit. Damballa is a benevolent spirit, his nature is motion, and 
his attributes are snake, rainbow, water and waves (Metraux 1972). Damballa 
expresses his power through the movements and dance of the voodoo devotees. 
 
A brief account of a voodoo ritual in the valley of Mirebalais. 
The family who gave the ritual had suffered many misfortunes and was in urgent 
need to solve their problems. Their voodoo priests, or houngans, informed them 
that the family spirits, or loa, demanded a ritual. It was the first time this family 
gave a big ritual. The houngan who conducted the ritual said that spirits were to be 
called: troublesome spirits would be sent away and friendly ones would be fed. 
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The ritual was conducted outdoors in a clearance where an altar, a table was 
placed for the occasion. On the altar ritual items were displayed, a crusifix, holy 
water, white candles, a lamp of palm oil, food, refreshments and coffee. A white 
banner was hung in a tree behind the altar. Two other tables were placed to some 
distance from the first one. A fire was lit. The sacrificial animals and fowls were 
tethered to nearby trees. 
 
The family of 25 persons was gathered in front of the altar. The ritual began by an 
officiant who standing in front of the altar started to chant prayers. The family was 
kneeling for the Catholic prayers and repeated the frases of the chanting. The 
houngan sat quietly by. Two women, ritual assistants or hunsi, dressed in white, 
waved red and white banners. During the chanting each member of the family was 
called forth to give coins as payment for the officiant. 
 
As the rhythm of the chanting became more African the houngan took over to 
conduct the ritual. The houngan repeated a phrase which marked the climaxes of 
the ritual. The family repeated the phrase. The houngan then ordered each family 
member to address himself to the loa and tell about his troubles and what favours 
he expected. Symbolic procedures followed, candles were placed in certain spots, 
the family was lined up infront of the altar while the houngan drew veves, ritual 
compositions on the ground. When completed the houngan summoned in song the 
family to watch the preparation of the animals for the sacrifice. While doing this 
he became possessed by the spirit Simbi, who set the fee for the conducting of the 
ritual. The fee caused the family to exclamate loud pleas of poverty. Speaking 
through the hungang the loa and the family agreed about a sum. The houngan now 
sang a long invocation and invited all loas to come.  
 
Heavy tropical rains started to poor down. The ritual proceedings continued. As 
the singing becamer louder and more rhythmical, the family members started to 
get possessed. Some of the possessed run about, jumped into the fire, stamped on 
the embers, others were reeling, waving their arms, while still others were rolling 
on the ground that now was muddy. Others were moving tense beween the tables, 
mudbespattered. The singing was aided by the bell and the whistle of the houngan. 
 
The houngan now calmed down the possessed, and summoned the family before 
the altar with their offerings. Each creature was prepared, washed, perfumed, 
powdered, and ritually slaughtered, the fowls first. At this point two persons were 
still possessed, a man and a woman. The man was possessed by Gede, a gossip. 
People were more interested in the family scandals that were revealed than in the 
offerings and singing. This caused the slaughterer to get angry.  
 
A calabash containing the blood of the killed animals was placed on the altar, the 
carcasses were gathered in a pile by the altar. The houngan performed symbolic 
actions singing, while coins were collected to the slaughterer. The women then 
picked up a chicken each to clean it for cooking. The posessed man continued 
talking, demanding rum and gifts. 
 
After the food was cooked, the troublesome loa were called forth, and as each 
entered the head of a devotee, the loa fought with the hungan refusing to leave. 
The houngan fought simultaneously with several strong and stabborn loa. 
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After he had managed to drive the loa away and to calm down the situation he 
performed rites that secured that the evil loa would not return to trouble the living.  
 
The next day the heavy rain continued to poor down. The ritual was started in the 
afternoon by a stream. After the houngan had finished drawing veves he spun 
some women around to induce possession on them. The loa Damballa Siligwe 
entered a girl who threw herself into the stream threshing about as a serpent. 
Another girl came running possessed by Damballa. Now the loa entered in 
numbers, white dresses got spoiled when the possessed people rolled on the 
muddy ground. A woman possessed by Damballa climbed into a calabash tree. 
Shaking the tree she punctuated her shouted demands. She climbed higher and 
higher.The houngan pleaded her to come down. He wanted the assembly to move 
into the family house on the hill. But this woman persisted with much violence, 
shouting all the wrongdoings the family had done and which had provoked the 
anger of the loas. Only after the family had gathered around the tree and all her 
demands for the family were fulfilled, she very slowly started to descend while the 
heavy rain poored down. A woman and the man who earlier was possessed by 
Gede became now possessed by Damballa. The woman was laughing. The man 
drew himself into the river and rolled like a snake. Later he strode, shouting, into 
the near-by fire and stamped on it. Still another woman became possessed by 
Damballa and rolled in the mud while another possessed woman started to beat the 
ground, “Damballa” then began to beat the rhythm on the thighs and the buttocks 
of the other posessed woman. Both were induced to come to their feet and go and 
change their clothes. 
 
After the sacrificial food was prepared and served the desired loa were invited to 
enter. Several people got possessed by the loa who were coming to partake in the 
offerings. The food was placed inside the house for the loa to eat. The door was 
closed. The family sat in silence for several hours. Finally the houngan knocked at 
the door and opened it asking if the loa had eaten. Then he called the family to eat 
what was left. By noon everything was consumed and the ritual was ended 
(Herskovits 1937). 
 
A brief account of a more recent voodoo ritual in Brooklyn, N.Y. 
The ritual was conducted during the 70s in Brooklyn in the Haitian 
neighbourhood. The setting for the ritual was a big, old, aristocratic looking 
apartment in a two floor brick building in Eastern Parkway. The ritual space 
consisted of two spacy rooms which had a large opening between them.  
 
While the members of the voodoo society entered the apartment the houngan was 
drawing veves on the floor in front of the altar in the innermost room. On the altar 
ritual, symbolic items were placed, such as religious pictures, candles, snacks, 
fruits, food stuffs, holy waters and perfumes. The houngan was immersed in his 
task and payed no attention to anyone. The participants exchanged greetings, and 
sitting down they talked quietly. Most of the guests were dressed in white. Their 
presence conveyed a strong feeling of dignity and inner balance. The sentiment 
was that of a peaceful anticipation. 
 
The ritual was a babtisement ritual. It started with a quiet singing of prayers led by 
the houngan’s ritual assistant, a man. As the singing grew louder and the drums 
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joined in the ritual was taken over by the houngan. The ritual proceeded through 
invocations for the loas that were venerated.  The houngan conducted symbolic 
actions while surrounded by his two assistants, both men, and those of the 
participants who actively were involved in the ritual proceedings. Other 
participants kept themselves in the room adjacent to the main ritual space. 
Occasionally they were invited to join the main group to form ritual processions or 
dance rounds and to be sprincled by the holy waters and perfumes.  
 
Only the houngan and his ritual assistants got possessed during this ritual. At one 
point the three men were possessed simultaneously. In the middle of the crowd 
they waved their ritual matchetes that were decorated by red silk ribbons. Then the 
houngan pointed his matchete straight towards his diaphragm. By doing this he 
caused the strong steel blade of the eighteen inches long knife to bend, but without 
causing any harm to himself. 
 
The ritual proceeded through 21 clearly delineated sequences that had their 
distinct forms; every sequence was gradually built up growing in intensity and 
then slowed down, after which there was an interval, until the next wave started to 
build up its energy again. The ritual ended about at four or five in the morning 
when a meal was served. 
 
Reflection. The method which the ritual leader as a creative facilitator may 
choose seems to be determined by the purpose of the ritual. The form which the 
ritual may take seems to be influenced by the physical setting of the ritual. An 
outdoor space invites to an open, ongoing event, while an apartment in a city calls 
for a more time-limitted and closed event. 
 
Both rituals described here had their definite structure, and a given frame that 
people tacitly agreed upon. Everyone knew what s/he was going to, what 
responsibilities to share and what sentiments to create. The structure of the early 
ritual was more loosely defined than that of the later one. When the loosely 
defined ritual process started to turn chaotic and ritual sections overlap with each 
other it was no easy task to follow the course of the events or delineate the ritual 
sequences. The long lasting heavy rains and seemingly unexpected possession 
behaviours shook the ritual frame. The houngan himself got possessed only once, 
it was when the price of the ritual was negotiated. The houngan induced people to 
get possessed; his task was to interact with the spirits. He used the chaotic 
situations skilfully to work out the changes that the ritual was staged for. This 
relates strongly to my dance therapy sessions; only when a client shakes the 
therapeutic frame a process can get started that leads to the changes that therapy is 
about (Parva 2005). Creativity may not flourish in strongly structured and 
controlled circumstances in dance therapy or in a ritual. 
 
No particular problems were expressed or solved in the later, well structured ritual. 
The leaders allowed themselves to get possessed according to the ritual’s frame. 
No-one else among the assembly showed any possession behaviours.  
 
The snake behaviours seem to appear in basically two forms; those of the early 
ritual that imitate snake movements; the possessed individuals wrickled on the 
ground or climbed a tree. The snake behaviour of the later ritual had a stylished 
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dance form that is called yenvalou. In the earlier case the individuals expressed 
their feelings through a spirit medium. In the later case the dancers expressed the 
spirit of the ritual through a stylished dance form. The difference between the two 
forms of expression seems to be that of feeling shown (self-expression) and feeling 
represented (the dance expression), symptom and symbol; the term basic 
abstractionism seems to apply here (Langer 1978). 
 
When dancing yenvalou the dancer centres him/herself, bends down, lowers 
his/her back, places his/her hands on his/her thighs and steps forward. On each 
basic dance step two waves are created; a wave starts from the body’s movement 
centre in the pelvis, proceeds through the spine and ends in the head. The wave is 
produced by the dancer contracting and releasing his/her stomack muscles. 
Yenvalou movements are described in Labanotation by Burroughs (Burroughs 
1995). The dance is done slowly with a dignified quality; the dancer’s low posture 
is combined with a slightly hightened use of his/her energy. About the significance 
of the energy use in dancing see Judy Van Zile 1977. No uncontrolled breathing or 
hyperventilation is involved here. While the centred dance movements deepen the 
breathing of the dancer they also require deepened breathing. The dance 
expression of the snake movement is seen here as the breathing wave itself. As the 
breating wave proceeds through the body it has a revitalizing and integrating effect 
on the dancer (Parvia 2004).  
 
The conpulsive overbreathing of the possessed individuals, who loose the mastery 
over their body and mind, has a disintegrating effect on the individual. The 
pathology was the concern of Metraux (Metraux 1972). As the natural flow of the 
breathing gets broken the balance between oxygen and carbondioxid in the blood 
gets disturbed, and tetany cramps and loss of consciousness may result. The 
broken individual breathing pattern seems to be repeated in the all-over pattern of 
the first ritual. The houngan worked through a ritual frame that called for chaos; 
he used the seeming chaos to induce therapeutic changes for the individual 
members of the family as he let the family solve its problems and to heal itself. 
 
The houngan of the latter case worked through a ritual frame within which clearly 
distinguishable wave-like sequences were created; each sequence was gradually  
built up, slowed down, after which it fell into a rest, until the wave started to build 
up its energy anew. The integrating and revitalizing, individual breathing pattern 
seemed to be repeated in the pattern of the ritual as a whole. This seems to be the 
pattern of a child birth process. At dawn when everyone felt renewed the ritual 
process was completed. The devotees felt they were re-born. “The snake had shed 
its skin.” 
 
To conclude. The originally African worship of actual, living python snakes 
died out in Haiti during the nineteenth century (Metraux 1972); the god of fertility 
(Hambly 1929) then disappeared. The sacred python survived in a degenerated 
form as a hyperventilation syndrome, as the mechanism of spirit possession in 
relation to ritual dancing is described by Ivy Baxter and Edward Seaga (Baxter 
1970, Seaga 1969). In today’s modernized society the voodoo spirits act again 
differently (Metraux 1972); the python has generated an abstract, more refined 
form of spiritual expression, of transformation, of reneval and – rebirth. 
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Abstract: 
 
New Zealand has a rich heritage in Adult and Community Learning reaching back to 
the first Education Act of 1877. Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries voluntary 
organisations like the Mechanics Institute, The Workers Educational Association, The 
New Zealand Federation of Trade Unions and the churches provided, through 
organised community learning, opportunities for communities to produce their own 
printed material – books, newspapers, magazines, journals, pamphlets and occasional 
publications. 
 
Government financial involvement in the early 1970s encouraged the expansion of 
adult education with state funding support for the New Zealand Council of Adult 
Education, universities, polytechnics and community associations that provided 
opportunities for community centres, both urban and rural, to develop their own 
community media. Support for such innovations was severely reduced when more 
conservative governments were elected from 1976 onwards. This saw a decline in 
community media outlets. 
 
The election of the fourth Labour government in 1984 saw major changes occur in 
New Zealand as policies of economic liberalism were applied and market principles 
dominated much government activities. During this period all media were subjected to 
massive deregulation and ‘capture’ by large overseas media conglomerates. To 
protect localism and to provide for areas of ‘market failure’ within, particularly 
broadcasting, a radical experiment saw the establishment of a broadcasting 
commission and the direct state funding of community media outlets in radio. 
 
While this paper briefly backgrounds some of this history it focuses on two unique 
elements of the experiment, the establishment and success of a network of community 
access radio stations and a network of  Iwi (tribal) based indigenous Maori radio 
stations. The stories of the rise of access and Iwi radio and the ways in which 
communities have engaged with these assets are rich ones. This paper contextualises 
these models of community media and theorises on the concepts of public and 
community ‘space’ within what are globally unique models of community media 
expressions.    
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Overview 
 
 
Technological progress of the last decades enabled the creation of an enormous amount 
of footage of audio- and video recordings not only for commercial or private purposes, but 
also at the academic level. The long term preservation of this material for future 
generations is the main - and very challenging - goal of an AV-archive, be it in the form of 
an independent institution dedicated solely to the archiving task, or as a subdivision of an 
actively movie- or music-producing company, e.g. a broadcasting station. The possible 
application of new and more effective processing methods to be developed during the 
next decades requires a carefully designed strategy for technical and operational tasks of 
the archiving process. 
 
The paper gives a short overview of experiences gained over almost a century of audio 
archiving at the Phonogrammarchiv in Vienna (the oldest audio archive in the world, with 
tapes and disks supplied by Austrian researchers covering music, dance, languages and 
ethnological issues) and then concentrates on highlights and pitfalls experienced over the 
last couple of years of newly introduced video archiving. It outlines the general guidelines 
for successful acquisition, processing, storage and preservation of audiovisual material 
and presents specific topics related with the technical part of archival procedures. A 
summary of technically oriented issues that demonstrate successful work but also 
discusses problems, drawbacks or loopholes along the field research and the archiving 
tasks are explained. Special emphasis is given on problems and challenges for small 
archives with limited financial means. 
 
An outlook on future technological and operational trends and requirements for the 
archival community concludes the paper. 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
Millions of hours of AV-footage worldwide are stored unattended in more or less suitable 
facilities, waiting for a transfer to the digital level and to preservation for future use, or at 
least to be put to temperature and humidity controlled locations, with future treatments 
hopefully on the horizon. In Austria, more than 5000 hours of video footage has been 
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located among the academic society; a multiple of that number will probably be found on 
audio recordings. And this does not include historic, contemporary or commercial 
recordings of broadcasting stations or other commercial companies, e.g. documentations 
in sports, politics or nature. 
 
In addition, the availability of low cost, high quality equipment broadened the application of 
audiovisual recordings down to the consumer level. Today's sources differ substantially 
from those a few decades ago, when AV-recordings of academic content and according to 
the state-of-the art could be made only on the top level of the institutions, simply for 
budgetary reasons. Nowadays digital camcorders and walkmans are widely used in the 
laboratory and in field research on all academic levels and will further increase the amount 
of footage processed by the archives. Modern personal computers are well suited and fast 
enough to deal with these sources, acquiring the data through standardized digital 
channels and processing the material using off the shelf software. 
 
Major problems, however, will occur with older recordings. Depending on the duration of 
storage, the carrier material and the storage conditions, deteriorations may complicate the 
transfer to new media. In some cases no suitable playback equipment can be located, and 
occasionally valuable footage may be lost entirely because of manufacturing problems in 
the past, as it happened with some brands of magnetic tapes. 
 
These problems led to a change of philosophy two decades ago, encouraged by new 
developments based on digital technology. Digitization and content transfer rather than 
preserving the original media seemed to be the better way, enabling recurring migration to 
new carriers without alteration of the content. 
 
Consequently, for an archive determined to switch to the digital domain important  
questions arise: Considering the budgetary frame and the archiving philosophy, what is 
the most suitable level of technology to be chosen for digitization, storage, preservation 
and possibly restoration? What will be the best - and future-proof - carrier? What about the 
migration cycle? How to guarantee problem-free access? 
 
Some answers are found through recommendations of the major audio- and video interest 
groups, academic or commercial AV-societies, research institutions, and standardization 
panels. Some new questions evolve by merely working on the subject and making own 
experiences. The Austrian Phonogrammarchiv gained substantial knowledge in the field of 
audio archiving, and much less but valuable experience during the last few years on video 
archiving. Thus, presenting some results, pointing out some critical issues and warning of 
possible pitfalls is certainly a helpful and rewarding task of help for the arts and humanities 
community. 
 
 
 
Audio and Video - Similarities, Differences 
 
 
Audio recording over the last century underwent major alterations in technology and 
operational patterns, thinking of the wax cylinder and the phonograph (also used for field 
recordings despite its considerable weight) at the turn of the 20th century, and the digital 
audio tape and the solid state- or hard disk-recorders of today. Plenty of time in between 



to collect material, gain experience and learn how to process the audio content and how to 
extract as much information as possible. 
 
Developments on the video side took place during a much shorter period of time and were 
based mainly on the magnetic tape, supplemented  recently (and possibly on the long run 
replaced) by hard disks, optical disks and solid state storage devices. Thus, processing 
experiences lag behind those acquired with audio materials. However, other knowledge 
like handling procedures for magnetic audiotapes could easily be applied to videotapes as 
well, one of many good reasons for the lasting popularity of magnetic videotapes for 
archival purposes. 
 
Audio archiving and post-processing experiences triggered another important issue during 
the initial phase of video archiving. When considering the options for the necessary quality 
level of the digitization procedure, essential results from previous audio-processing tasks 
suggested a performance level actually estimated to be over-engineered for most sources: 
Uncompressed, "linear" recording of the digitized video-stream from the original analog 
signal. This caused quite some turmoil because the consequences were far reaching. The 
user would have to handle data rates two orders of magnitude higher than those for high 
quality audio signals, and the required storage space would grow in an equally dramatic 
way. An explanation for these obviously exaggerated intentions partly came from audio 
engineers. With newly developed software algorithms for audio processing they were able 
to extract audio signals from the noise even on signals with SNRs (signal to noise ratios) 
close to one, but only when sampling the mixture with the highest possible quality ("we 
have to extract the noise as accurate as possible to separate the audio components 
searched for"). So the voice of the Austrian Emperor Franz Josef (died 1916), barely 
recognizable at the original recording on the cylinder, could be easily distinguished from 
the noise. 
 
The given example encouraged some of the archives currently adding video material to 
their collections to try uncompressed recording after digitization, despite the higher costs 
of the  equipment and the final media. We can be quite sure that for video footage 
comparable algorithms will be available in the future enabling a better evaluation of the 
original content. Fortunately, this philosophy is supported by the market trends. Prices of 
high performance computer tapes suited for uncompressed recording dropped 
significantly. 
 
 
 
Technical Issues 
 
 
The Vienna Phonogrammarchiv digitizes analog audio and video footage without any 
subsequent compression and stores the data on high-performance LTO-tape, originally 
designed for backup tasks on large data sets. The tape module has been developed by 
major manufacturers for computer components, the system is well defined into the future 
for more than 4 successive generations, with the third generation just entering the market. 
Emphasis is put on speed and storage space. Even the first generation is able to cope 
with data rates of up to 15 Megabytes per second, enabling backup times for data 
intensive uncompressed recordings that are close to 60% of real-time playback, and 
allowing to put about 75 minutes of video material on the tape. Generations two and three 
double and quadruple speed and capacity, respectively. Backwards compatibility ensures 



the readability of the data for three generations, thus covering the typical migration cycles 
of eight to ten years. 
 
When speaking of maximum performance for the digitization process, a careful evaluation 
of the budgetary constraints is a must. For audio, this will cause little troubles since high 
performance Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs) as an add-on for personal computers 
are readily available and reasonably priced. They offer a resolution (word length of each 
digital sample) of up to 24 bits and a sampling rate of at least 96kHz (Kilohertz), essential 
for accurate recording and future processing. For video, true 8-bit converters for full speed 
standardized sampling rate of 27MHz (Megahertz) are an acceptable standard, 
guaranteeing 16 million shades of colors, and considered sufficient for accurate archiving. 
These devices operate without any compression and are offered as rather expensive add-
on cards for personal computers, frequently bundled with editing software and an interface 
box to ease the connection to the most common playback devices.  
 
The need for higher resolution for the ADC to minimize rounding errors (induced by the 
computationally intensive editing algorithms) especially at organizations performing heavy 
editing of video sequences, e.g. broadcasting and professional companies for movie 
productions, fuelled their development and mass production, thus lowering the price. State 
of the art 14 and 16 bit ADCs are very expensive and usually out of reach for most small 
archives, but 10 and 12 bit converters are affordable and a good investment. They are 
occasionally included in other modules - e.g. synchronizers - to improve the conversion 
process and sometimes need not to be bought separately. 
 
 
 
Drawbacks, Pitfalls, Loopholes 
 
 
Preserving the original analog audio and video carriers without any digitization is 
recommended only if severe budgetary constraints prevent any archival activity.  
 
Starting digitization procedures with very little means will find many institutions tempted to 
use compressed material for long time storage. Admittedly the requirements for storage 
space are reduced drastically when using popular codecs (coder/decoder units), while 
performance deteriorations seem to be negligible. MP3 coded music sounds great 
provided the data-reduced material is limited to about 20% or more of the size of the 
original signal. MPEG2-compressed video material looks good; after all it was the base for 
the success of the video DVD. However, access to small sets of samples for analysis - 
e.g. to a single frame of the video stream - may reveal insufficiencies like block artifacts 
induced by the compression algorithm. 
 
Compressed material may be great for inspection copies and large volume collections with 
fewer demands on quality. Having 10 hours of audio on a single CD can be helpful for 
continuous listening to some interesting footage during a long drive, but is certainly not a 
good base for applying spectral investigations on small sections of the signal in hope to 
find pronunciation details. 
 
Naturally, it is understandable to process and store endangered footage using 
compression than risking a total loss of valuable material while waiting for funds for the 
more expensive uncompressed recording. 



 
It must be mentioned that practically all new incoming video material is already 
compressed in some way or the other. Popular camcorders on the consumer level and up 
to mid-level professional equipment use the DV compression scheme, reducing the data 
to about one tenth of its original value. This is done by weighting the luminance 
(brightness) and color components for digitization, i.e. putting more emphasis on the 
luminance, and subsequently adding some compression. Luckily, this technology uses an 
intra-frame algorithm, compressing every single frame in an equal matter, thus making a 
reconstruction of a specific frame easier. Compared to the inter-frame scheme of MPEG2 
(is based on key frames and omits picture areas that don't seem to change over a 
sequence of pictures) the DV representation is better suited for subsequent image 
processing though the data rate is about 3 to 10 times higher than MPEG2. Newer and 
more efficient compression standards may allow to use even lower data rates without 
visible reduction in picture quality, as long as the video stream is watched as a whole 
sequence.    
 
For digitization of audio material with the help of a personal computer it is advisable to 
disable any built-in converters and to spend some extra money for external devices. The 
specification of the internal audio card may point out that CD-quality is achievable 
because the ADCs have 16-bit resolution and 44.1kHz sampling frequency. Alas, internal 
16-bit converters will never substantially exceed a signal to noise ratio comparable to 14 
bit converters because of the noisy environment within the cabinet, even when shielded 
devices are used. It is much more effective to position the converter outside the computer 
and - if money is an issue - use low cost 20 or 24-bit ADCs, preferably with 96kHz 
sampling frequency - in order to get signal to noise ratios around 100 Decibel or more, 
which is better than those offered by off the shelf CDs. More expensive devices approach 
the theoretical limit somewhere above 120 Decibel, given by the noise of active and 
passive components on the converter board. 
 
For video, similar contemplations apply. It should be mentioned that it may be better to 
invest in a professional 8-bit system rather than in a consumer acquisition card that claims 
to offer 10-bit resolution. A closer look will possibly make other errors apparent like 
nonlinearities or missing codes frequently found on low cost devices. 
 
When starting with audio archiving, after an introduction period a certain workflow will 
evolve and stabilize. Adding video archiving, this workflow could be a good base to start 
with. The substantially larger data sets will require adjustments around the storage 
devices, especially when uncompressed recording is used. Sometimes it will make sense 
to use more than one acquisition set for a single archiving person to bridge the long 
storage times with useful tasks on the other computer. 
 
There is no dedicated archiving software for video footage, at least not for the personal 
computer environment (probably the only computer family affordable for smaller archives). 
So regular editing software must be used to do the archiving job. Cutting the material into 
pieces of related sequences (virtually or by rendering) can be done even by low cost 
software. Some useful features like controlling the playback speed to access single 
frames eases the task of tracing specific scenes or faulty frames, e.g. caused by dropouts 
on the tape. 
 
For the storage process conventional backup software proved to be sufficient. It is 
supplied either together with the operating system of the computer or with the tape drive. 



 
Still a major point of discussion are the backup media suitable for long term storage. 
Optical disks, though only usable for compressed material due to their limited storage 
space, have the disadvantage of an uncertain lifespan, in any case not guaranteed for any 
period of time, which is unacceptable for an archive. They are well suited and widely 
accepted for user copies, thus being a good solution for offline access.  
 
Recently, some archives use hard disks for storage. They have been developed over time 
to a very high standard considering their reliability and will usually last a full migration 
period, provided there is hardware available for the readout-process. Some manufacturers 
recommend an occasional operation during the storage period. The main advantage of 
hard  disk storage is, naturally, rapid and random access when compared to tapes, 
enabling online operation. 
 
Tapes, on the other hand, have been manufactured and stored for decades, their behavior 
is well understood and storage procedures developed to perfection. Tape condition can be 
checked easily using "natural" human sensors (eyes, nose), evaluating their suitability for 
immediate playback or, on the other hand, for special treatment in case of chemical or 
mechanical deterioration. Recording and playback times will always lag behind those for 
hard disks and, in some cases, optical disks, and the sequential access restricts the use 
to offline access only. 
 
 
 
Outlook 
 
 
On the technical side, archivists are looking for new developments on optical disks with 
guaranteed lifespan and enough storage space to hold longer sequences of 
uncompressed material. For field research, solid state memories will certainly replace tape 
and disk on the long run. Prototypes of 8GB (Gigabytes) memory cards have been 
demonstrated that could hold two hours of high quality standard definition video footage or 
30 minutes of high definition material, not to mention the enormous amount of audio data 
that could be written onto these cards.  
 
Dedicated archiving software will possibly never be commercially available for the 
personal computer world, but standardized formats ("containers") for audio, video, still 
pictures and metadata are already defined, recommended by major interest groups (e.g. 
MXF, "Material Exchange Format"),  and introduced in connection with some of the newer 
hardware. 
  
There are some contemplations in the European Union to support the archiving of 
academic and commercial video and audio footage because they are considered as 
substantial parts of the cultural heritage. Projects are initiated to set up standards, 
procedures, workflows and other guidelines for archives. "Preservation factories" could 
possibly support the process and encourage archives of all sizes to outsource the 
digitization and migration procedures. However, these concepts are still in the definition 
phase. 
 



Careful preservation will also strengthen recent trends to give back essential material to 
the communities (especially minorities) where it came from a long time ago, thus 
supporting their educational activities and sometimes their search for cultural roots. 
 
 

- - - - - - - - - -�  
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Abstract: 
 
This presentation investigates the topographic history of New Orleans as a significant environmental 
force in place-making.  New Orleans has become a palimpsest drawn out and continually retraced for 
almost three hundred years. Each retracing marks and makes a unique record of the eternal conflict 
between riparian forces and cultural agency.  From the first civic clearing along the second crescent 
curve of the Mississippi River by the French in 17181, New Orleans has struggled to secure a place to 
dwell on the fluid ecological island between the Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain.  For the city 
to grow, stay dry and remain healthy within the backwater cypress swamplands, bayous, and marshes, it 
had to significantly alter the natural systems, adapt its physical form to environmental circumstances, 
and cultivate one of the most urban and diverse cities in North America (Pre Hurricane Katrina 
Abstract).  
 
 
Introduction: 
 
In his book, The New Science, published in 1744 by the Italian theorist, Gambatista Vico, he says:  
 

This was the order of human institutions: first the forests, after that the huts, then the villages, 
next the cities, and finally the academies (Vico, The New Science, 1744, 239)  

 
As a description of the cyclical rises and falls of civility and civic culture, Vico discusses the role that the 
forests, a metaphor for nature and wilderness, play in our cultural imagination as an opposing force to 
civic expansion.  The forest is also used as a metaphor of lawlessness, profanity, promiscuity, and 
corruption. 
 
Vico applies to ancient myth a genetic psychology that leads him deeply into human prehistory in search 
of what he calls the three universal institutions: religion, matrimony, and burial of the dead (Harrison, 
1992, p3).  In Vico’s exploration of the “landscape of origins,” he defines the forest as the primordial 

                                    
1 On June 10, 1718, Bienville went to the site of the settlement of New Orleans for John Law’s Company of the West, founded in 1717 and given 
a 25 year monopoly charter to settle the Louisiana territory for the French. Law promises the French crown that he would have 6000 settlers and 
3000 slaves living in Louisiana within 10 years. 
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matrix of civilization, formed and informed by human occupation. He speculates that only within the 
clearing could the family maintain its coherence and guard its genealogy against the infamous 
promiscuity of the wilderness: 
 

To burn out a clearing in the forest and to claim it as sacred ground of the family… was the 
original deed of appropriation that first opened the space of civil society.  It was the first decisive 
act … which would lead to the founding of cities, nations, and empires (Harrison, 1992, 6). 

 
Vico suggests that at this extreme edge of institutional control, between the forest and the civic clearing, 
is where the “logic of tragedy” is to be found.  For, tragedy revels itself as a fatal collision between two 
divergent laws (Harrison, 1992, 3). 
 
New Orleans, for almost 300 years, has lived perched upon this extreme edge of tragedy, poised in a 
“place” between cultural inhabitation and environmental disaster.  New Orleans has been a “place” where 
Vico’s landscape of origin could, at any moment, devolve from the institution of the academies back into 
the forest of darkness, lawlessness, and the lair of wild beast…a condition of bestial freedom. Vico’s 
imaginative archeology of human origins depicted in his text prophesizes the constant reclamation of 
culture by nature and, in turn, the reformation of nature by culture.  We may have seen this process of 
natural reclamation up close in New Orleans after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita passed.   
 
Having seen the infrastructure of New Orleans fail, we have begun (finally) to question our technological 
capacities to adapt to the environmental threats of hurricanes, flooding, forest fires, earthquakes, 
volcanoes, tornados, mud slides, storm surges, and other hazards that we see affecting our country and the 
world almost everyday.  In the twenty years between 1975 and 1995, every state in the union had at least 
one Presidential Disaster Declaration. Eight states had between 15 and 20 such declarations in the same 
time-span, while five states, California, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and New York, had between twenty 
and forty declarations, more than one per year on average (Schwab, 1998, 184).  
 
Twenty-three states have coastal exposure where the threats from hurricanes, volcanic eruption, 
earthquakes, flooding, and tornados are by far the greatest.  In addition, over half of the world’s 
population lives on or near the coast, making the management of human settlements in such fragile 
ecologies an increasingly important topic for all to consider. 
 
Given recent events, many of us might be wondering about our adaptive capacities as human culture to 
mitigate the risks involved in occupying high risk terrains, let alone our ability to afford the consequences 
of failure. Jared Diamond, the Pulitzer Prize winning author of Guns, Germs, and Steel, has just penned 
a new book, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed.  In his latest book, Diamond examines 
numerous societies that have failed, or nearly failed, identifying the frailty and resiliency of both the 
society’s environment and their culture.  Examples include Easter Island in the Pacific, the Anasazi and 
Mayan civilizations, to name a few. Specifically, he examines the “processes through which past societies 
have undermined themselves by damaging (their) environment.”(Diamond, 2005, 14)  He uses a five 
element framework for discussing each society’s collapse: environmental damage, climate change, hostile 
neighbors, trading partners, and a society’s response to its environmental problems. An important aspect 
of this inquiry and process of overexploitation depends partly on the environmental properties of a 
particular place.  The place’s “fragility (susceptibility to damage) or its resiliency (potential for recovery 
from damage)” along with the society’s response informs settlement patterns, inhibitory practices, and 
ultimately a society’s triumph or failure in a particular place. (Diamond, 2005, 15)  Diamond notes that a 
society’s response (or lack thereof) to its environmental problems is the most important factor of his five 
point framework contributing to collapses.  
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For New Orleans, the city may well rise and perhaps fall on Diamond’s very points about fragility, 
resiliency, and adaptive capacities. For water has created and defined the City of New Orleans since its 
European founding in 1718 and presumably for the thousands of years of human occupation in prehistoric 
periods.  Until the beginning of the 20th Century, almost 50 percent of the current City of New Orleans 
(within its municipal boundaries) was still low-lying backwater swamplands.  Today, some occupied 
areas of New Orleans sit more than 20 feet below its encircling river and lake.  Before Katrina hit, this 
paper read “New Orleans is ‘a city of the river’ and water forms the rhythm of its life.” We might 
reconstruct that observation now by saying that New Orleans is a “city of the river and in the lake.” Its 
high ground formed by both river and lake sedimentation levees and its low ground formed as the 
backwater swamps of both river and lake. 
 
As a major Mississippi River port, water transportation has influence and literally formed the way of life 
in the Crescent City, from the introduction of yellow fever to the sounds of the steamboats and paddle-
wheels, to work songs of the rocking and rolling of the stevedores. The river has cultivated epidemics, 
economic prosperity, blues work songs, riverboat gamblers, the riff raff of keel boaters and flat boaters, as 
well as, unmitigated terror and disaster from recurrent flooding and hurricane force storms. These 
destabilizing and transient forces have created a temporal attitude towards everyday life in the “big-easy: 
live for today, not for tomorrow.  There they would say: laissez les bon temps roulez (let the good times 
roll). New Orleans is known for great parties and outrageous festivals, for the general decadence of its 
citizens and the eternal decay of its physical fabric. 
 
  While, now, few would argue the fragile nature of New Orleans’s location, what may be currently 
overlooked are the questions about the resiliency of its landscape and the adaptive nature of its cultural 
responses to these sensitive environmental conditions.  Since our best technological efforts to stem the 
risk of environmental disaster has failed us, a substantial change in our collective behaviors about city-
building and emergency management may be a more appropriate and adaptive cultural response than 
building higher levees and flood walls, increasing transportation egresses, or deploying larger pumps. 
And while it is impossible to forecast the future of this great city, until September 2005, New Orleans’ 
response to its environmental problems has allowed dwelling to continue uninterrupted for almost 300 
years.  With Katrina, its sustainability has been called into question and rightly so. We hope that our 
presentation will allow all of you to express your hopes and concerns about this human tragedy of people, 
property, and civility.  
 
This paper was intended to explore the continuous topographic and technological transformations made to 
sustain this unique cultural landscape.  While we will sketch a brief outline of our original presentation to 
allow for greater discussion, we would like provide some background. 

Geographic Origins: 
 
New Orleans finds itself connected to the rest of the North American continent by some eighty miles of 
alluvial ridge, surrounded on all sides by open water and swamplands.  New Orleans is, in fact, an island 
in the Gulf of Mexico. During the Cretaceous Period, some 72 millions years ago, “the coastline was 200-
300 miles inland from its present location and was punctuated by a series of folds in the earth’s crust that 
extended hundreds of miles inland.”(Campanella, 2002, 16)  The largest of the folds known as the 
Mississippi Embayment reached 500 miles inland into the Mississippi Valley, all the way to Cairo, 
Illinois.  The Mississippi River was subsequently formed by melting glacial ice sheets on the upper half 
of the North American Continent. Over millions of years of flooding, sedimentation, river shifts and 
climate change, the river formed some seven individual deltas extending out some two hundred miles into 
the Gulf of Mexico from its Pleistocene Epoch coastline just south of Baton Rouge.  Between 2500 B.C. 
and 1500 B.C., the site of New Orleans sat at the mouth of the Mississippi River where it entered the Gulf 
of Mexico. (Campanula, 2002, 16)    
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Historic Origins: 
 
The French first happened upon this watery geography in the spring of 1682 when LaSalle sailed by the 
future site of New Orleans on his way to the mouth of the Mississippi to claim the entire watershed of 
1,125,910 square miles for his homeland, France.  In 1699 while exploring the Gulf, the French were led 
by Native American guides to an ancient portage between the Pontchartrain Embayment and the 
Mississippi River.  There they found a wide and flowing bayou (Bayou St. John) from Lake Pontchartrain 
which connected to narrow ridge of land (Esplanade Ridge) surrounded by a large impenetrable cypress 
swamps.  This ridge, running about a two mile distance, led from the bayou to an expanded natural levee 
on a cut-bank of the Mississippi River.  This pronounced landform (now the Vieux Carre) was formerly 
used as a Native American marketplace.  This prehistoric trading path was strategically important because 
any attempts to navigate the Mississippi River from its fanned mouth in the Balize Delta, a 13,000 square 
mile area of a shifting deltaic plane, was very treacherous and invited immediate disaster. The delta was a 
disorienting maze of barrier islands, bays, bayous, marshes, and swampland with ever-shifting channels, 
shoals, and sand bars.  The “Pontchartrain passage” was not only a much safer route but was also a 
shorter distance from the Gulf of Mexico to the Mississippi River. 
 
The easiest way to get to the Mississippi River from the Gulf of Mexico was to enter the Mississippi 
Sound, move through Lake Borgne and the Rigolets, through the Chef Menteur Pass, into Lake 
Pontchartrain, and then move down to the headwaters of Bayou St. John.  At that point, one had to 
portage down a broad ridge along what is now Bayou Road and then put in on the banks of the 
Mississippi River near the present street of Governor Nichols. This ancient aboriginal trading path was 
seen by Europeans as a way to exploit the promise of the interior of the North American continent from 
the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean. New Orleans, nicknamed the Crescent City, stood guard at 
the mouth of North America’s Fertile Crescent, the Mississippi River Valley.   
 
New Orleans strategic location created an economy that was equal to the total economy of the United 
States when the Louisiana Territory was acquired from the French some 200 years ago by President 
Thomas Jefferson.  In the census of 1810, seven years after the French transfer, New Orleans was the fifth 
largest city in the country (Lewis, 2003, 5). It is still an important economic and ecological engine for the 
United States. This deltaic landscape of southern Louisiana produces one third of the country’s seafood, 
one fifth of its oil and one quarter of its natural gas.  It harbors 40 percent of the nation’s coastal wetlands 
and provides wintering grounds for 70 percent of its migrating waterfowl. (Fischetti, 2001, 78)   
 
 
Topographic Origins 
 
It is in this ecologically fragile environment that the watery and temporal landscape of New Orleans 
began to emerge.  For most of the Mississippi’s journey from its headwaters to the Gulf of Mexico, this 
slow moving River acts as a bulldozer cutting and gouging out banks, eroding slopes, and digging 
channels.  As it passes the clay hills and loess bluffs of Baton Rouge, the river is transformed into a dump 
truck of sediment.  As its sediment-laden water flows down the more shallow slopes of the river below 
Baton Rouge, it loses energy and the gravitational pull on the sediment causes the particles to settle out.  
The flattened slope of the river causes it to go from excavator to depositor. This depository process 
perches the river some ten to twenty feet above it surrounding backwater swamps and deltaic plain.   The 
tremendous deposition of sand, silt, and gravel creates a significant topographic inversion: the river’s 
natural levees are the highest topographic feature in the landscape rather than the lowest. 
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Through the first several hundred years of its existence, New Orleans clung to the high cut-bank and point 
bar levees of its river and the subtle riparian ridges that mark historic shifts of the river and adjacent 
distributary bayous. The history of urban development can be seen by examining the topographies of the 
landforms of the natural levees and riparian ridges named Vieux Carre, Esplanade Ridge, Metairie Ridge, 
Gentilly Ridge, and the Carrolton Spur, all found within the natural bowl that was formed between the 
river and the lake.  The development history of the City of New Orleans begins on a cut-bank levee of the 
Vieux Carre, originally used as a Native American marketplace, and extended back towards the Metarie 
Ridge and Lake Pontchartrain to a Native American festival ground now named Congo Square. La Blond 
and Pauger’s original plan for New Orleans was divided into nine urban bocks in width along the river 
and six blocks deep into the backwater cypress swampland, with a central block forming the Place d 
’Arms, cathedral site, and central armature street of Orleans.  Each block contained 12 lots. 
 
New Orleans continued to develop, after the Louisiana Purchase, along Esplanade Ridge as Creole 
Fauborgs in the Treme and New Marigny neighborhoods and along the crescent levee between the old 
city, Vieux Carre (Old Square) and the newly formed Town of Carrolton on the high ground of the 
Carrollton Spur, a depository crevasse of the Mississippi.  These American suburbs, created by 
subdividing the original French long lot plantations, were developed between 1835 and the Civil War. 
The fledgling cities of New Orleans and Carrollton were eventually connected along the flat mid-contour 
of the back levee between the levee ridge and the backwater swamp by the longest continuously running 
rail line in America, the St. Charles Street trolley, begun in 1833. 
 
Transformations: 
 
New Orleans has been responding, adapting and transforming its urban form due to environmental 
conditions since it was founded in 1718 and deemed the French capitol of Louisiana in 1721. The 300 
year development and the subsequent responses to environmental conditions is the process of ‘place 
making’ that represents some of the intrinsic characteristics of New Orleans that give it meaning.  From 
1722 to the late 1800’s, the emerging city struggled with access to potable water; recurring epidemics of 
typhoid and yellow fever that could caused the death of half the population in the span of a summer; 
recurring floods; two major fires in 1788 and 1794, and numerous hurricane force storms.   
 
Now Katrina will forever mark a turning point in the City’s history in much the same way Mrs. O’Leary’s 
cow did with the Great Chicago Fire that started around 9 o'clock on Sunday evening, October 8, 1871, 
somewhere in or very near the O'Leary barn.  Their adaptive cultural response to the Chicago disaster was 
a new American style of architecture that employed emerging construction technologies of structural 
steel, plate glass, and elevators with reliable automatic brakes.  The historic transformation of Chicago led 
the way to the development of a new form of American urbanism as well. 
 
For almost 300 years New Orleans has attempted to defy nature and the natural processes that constructed 
the vast deltaic plain that it occupies south of Baton Rouge.  The exaggerated topographies of constructed 
levees, fortress-like flood walls, and armored banks of the Army Corps of Engineers, and the pumping 
stations, canals and pipes of the New Orleans Drainage Commission are symbolic of the fragile 
relationship between the river, lake, and city. Its primary attributes of strategic geography, lying on the 
shortest path between the North American interior and the Gulf of Mexico, have, to date, outweighed the 
ever present problems of flooding, storm surge, wave action, and hurricane force winds as well as the 
inevitable environmental conditions of heat, humidity, and disease that have shaped the very character of 
New Orleans and its inhabitants since its founding.  
 
The shifting topographies of this riparian city have left a deep, rich history of urban processes, cultural 
systems, and environmental change.  These curious confluences have constructed a city with a unique 
spatial presence, cultural identity, environmental experience, and set of adaptive inhibitory practices.  
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Because of the extensive canals and pumping stations, the city is experiencing severe soil subsidence. 
Due to the channelization of the Mississippi River for commerce, the Gulf barrier islands and coastal 
wetlands are deteriorating at an alarming rate, stripping New Orleans of its buffering ecologies that 
significantly reduce storm surges potentials. The lack of annual flooding due to flood control structures is 
starving the wetlands of the necessary sedimentation that replenishes these natural structures.  While 
threats from its dynamic locale are nothing new for New Orleans, the pressing problem of isolation on a 
“dwindling deltaic plain” presents a new scale of thought, intervention and action.   If the rate of wetland 
loss and barrier island erosion were to remain the same as it is today, within 50 years, New Orleans would 
become a beach town on the Gulf Coast, reversing 6500 years of ecological development of its buffering 
deltaic plain. When one adds climate change and its concomitant sea level rise and increase in storm 
severity, along with subsidence to the equation, one can rightfully ask if New Orleans is a sustainable 
community, with or without the threat of hurricanes.   
 
As Diamond noted “A society’s response depends on its political, economic and social institutions and on 
its cultural values.  Those institutions and values affect whether the society solves (or even tries to solve) 
its problems”. (Diamond, 2005, 23)  One can only speculate that the cultural ideas which have evolved 
from centuries of transformative environmental challenges have masked the fragility of New Orleans’ 
ecological environment, and have instilled in us a confidence in artificial technologies that lead us to 
believe that we can control nature.   
 
 
 
Is it time that we learn to adapt to these environmental forces and use them to rebuild barrier islands, 
renourish and restore coastal wetlands, and enhance the cultural inhabitation of New Orleans and the four 
metropolitan Parishes that surround it. 
 
Some would say that “the party is over in New Orleans.”   Its topological condition may now be telling us 
that human occupation of its coastal ecologies and temporal terrains are too fragile or too risky to 
continue to inhabit.  This position might best be summed up by an article in the Baton Rouge Morning 
Advocate in June 1997: “If you don’t evacuate New Orleans, the best thing that you can do is tie a tag 
around your toe so we can identify your body.”  The Governor of Louisiana reiterated this statement by 
asking non-evacuees of New Orleans (before Hurricane Rita made land fall) to write their social security 
numbers on their arms with waterproof magic markers so they could identify the bodies more easily. 
 
While faced with the immediate threat of a catastrophic storm, this “tie a tag around your toe” mentality 
may be prudent advice for those unwilling or unable to evacuate.  But, in the aftermath of the crises, it 
may well sell short our creative capacities to adapt our individual and political behaviors as well as our 
technologies and settlement patterns to the difficult task of inhabiting fragile ecologies.  
 
New Orleans was born by burning a clearing in the primeval forest of a backwater swampland and was 
claimed as sacred ground that guards the commercial and cultural genealogy of the North American 
interior.  In creating the civic clearing, the city had to armor itself against the environmental systems and 
natural forces that formed the deltaic terrains of the Mississippi Embayment over the last 7,000 years. 
And while we have had to extend our technological competencies to perhaps their current limits, lighten 
our treasuries substantially, and mustered our forces to their breaking point to maintain New Orleans’ 
civic expanse, the question must be asked if we have thought or done enough.  For, our best engineering 
practices, our most determined intergovernmental cooperation, and our most diligent military and civilian 
planning have not been able to protect the City of New Orleans from the forests reclaiming its oculus of 
civility.  
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One can only hope that “the party is over” for laissez faire development, corruptible politics, and 
unbridled capital enterprise in New Orleans and other such fragile topographies.  And while we have only 
begun to explore our capacities to invoke best management practices of coastal and riparian planning, 
deign, and development, we cannot now, any more than in the past, just fly off with a wing and a prayer 
that we can do a better job. It is time for the design, planning, city management, and engineering 
professions to come together and rethink how we settle in “high hazard zone” across the United States 
and around the world.  A moment in time has come for these professions to stand tall and invoke the body 
of knowledge that we have created from many thousand of years of building and occupying the earth as 
human communities. 
 
One must wonder whether several thousand years of continuous occupation of the Isle of Orleans can be 
wiped away by four weeks of high water.  If it can’t or won’t be abandoned, then what do we do to 
mitigate the risks involved in its reoccupation? The challenge is clearly before us.  For the design and 
planning professions, this challenge is an issue of will, not imagination. 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper addresses a three-year European design project that focuses on the 
possibilities of incorporating the advantages of technology in performances and 
applied stage design. The paper also attempts to discuss cultural education and 
cultural production using technologies that do not limit or over-influence them. It is 
part of the collaborative activities of Technological Educational Institution of Athens, 
Greece, with Schools of Design through Socrates, Erasmus and Tempus programs. 
The unique feature of this project and the case study is that it provided the opportunity 
for multicultural and multi-lingua students to explore common multidisciplinary 
issues, offering equal educational possibilities to students with or without learning 
difficulties/disabilities. The case study was an interaction of different disciplines, 
methods and techniques for the implementation of technology in stage design 
applications. It involved Hungarian and Greek professors and international design 
students. Both parties have benefited from the research work, the exchange of 
insights, research tools and methods that support research, and the sharing of 
experience, ideas and information on art, design, local culture, education and the 
application of multimedia. The research methodology and the teaching programs have 
become part of the academic curricula of the participating institutions. Examples from 
the design research work and the teaching programs are here provided. 
 
Keywords: Educational Collaborations, Stage Design, Local Culture, 
Interdisciplinary Project, Technology  

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The paper discusses the possibilities of incorporating technology as a means of 
conducting applied research in stage/performance design, a special and specific field 
that modern technology plays a catalytic role. The research team explored connections 
within the areas of education, technology, applied design, stage design and culture. 
The participating schools have collaborated throughout the project, exchanging 
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project briefs and learning source materials. The use of technology played a vital role 
during all steps of this work. 

The idea that motivated the present research collaboration derived from the 
fact that during the last five, or more, years, many local stage-design production 
companies have produced poor design works, resulting in an ineffective presentation 
of the “drama”, with a subsequent lack of attracting spectators. Different factors 
contribute to success or failure, but often they can be traced back to the designers’ 
designing ability or inability of innovative and human-centered design approaches. 
Stage designers are asked to bring quality, innovation and human consideration to 
their design products if they wish to be competitive in our highly demanding era.  

Design innovation is always closely related to critical reflection, 
experimentation and practical delivery. Innovation and design go hand in hand as any 
new design is effectively an innovation in itself, especially if new approaches or new 
concepts have been incorporated, eminently transferable, as what one designer does 
could benefit another; exactly as innovation is addressed here. Innovation in design 
does not have to be product related, as happened in the present experiment. It can 
encompass new media/material in a traditional application or the use of a known 
component somewhere where it has not been adapted.  

The approach as discussed in this paper has been applied and educated within 
the framework of the European funded programs. The research team with the 
assistance of innovation bodies investigated the possibility of a design theme that has 
common interest at a supranational level and can be undertaken and fulfilled together 
with other schools of design of different countries, languages and cultures with the 
use of technological applications. Designing for performances, due to its qualities and 
relevance to partners’ curricula, was identified as the most suitable and appropriate to 
the present experiment. It was an interdisciplinary and well-known subject, of 
common interest to all participants.  
 
 
THE RESEARCH DATA 
In the educational field of Art and Design, artifacts are created and developed in a 
way that research plays a central role. Both proceeding and during the process of 
designing/creating, research is a substantial part of the process. By bringing research 
and designing/creating together innovative artifacts and new didactic approaches can 
develop. 

The partners contacted research on design and culture, stage design, modern 
technology and education, and design education issues. It was followed by students 
applied research on a team assigned project on stage design and modern technological 
applications that resulted in a final presentation/application. In support of the process 
of research and design creation, they presented performances with the implementation 
of the design work, applied by technological means. Within both the preceding of the 
design creation, as well as during the process of the performance presentation, 
research was part of the process.  

 
Design and Culture  
Design, according to Webster's Dictionary and Thesaurus, 1992, means, "to invent 
and bring into being", thus defining that design deals with creating something new not 
existing in nature. A world without design would have been a very unpleasant one. 
Design is what makes our world conform to our needs and desires, it is problem 
solving, changing existing situations into preferred ones. Design is also an 



interdisciplinary and integrative process and a professional field of practice and 
applied research. Traditionally, design of all disciplines has been viewed as a service 
within an organization—not as a strategic resource of business success. This 
traditional view has changed and design has become a feature of marketing and 
economic competitiveness and the creative discipline that coordinates data to produce 
positive innovation. 

Design is a highly competitive industry. Through centuries and from the cave 
era to the age of industrialization, design has evolved with the assistance of 
technology. Design practice has changed dramatically in the last decade, because of 
the technological revolution that directly impacts on design in its various forms and in 
many ways. Design production is shifting from mass to flexible, and from national 
markets to global ones. 

Designing can be very generally defined as an activity that contributes to the 
understanding of a phenomenon. In the case of design research, all or part of the 
phenomenon may be created as opposed to naturally occurring. The phenomenon is 
typically a set of behaviors of some entity/ies that is found interesting by the 
researcher or by the research community. The activities a research community 
considers appropriate to the production of understanding are its research methods or 
techniques. 
  Design research by definition changes the state-of-the-world through the 
introduction of novel artifacts. The design of artifacts is an activity that has been 
carried out for centuries. This activity is also what distinguishes the professions from 
the sciences.  Schools of architecture, business, education, law, and medicine, are all 
centrally concerned with the process of design. Scientific research is problem solving 
like design – but where designers focus on the solution, researchers focus on 
problems. In design research there is a general understanding of facts before getting 
creative.  

Culture and heritage have made a great contribution to design development. 
Over the centuries diverse local cultures have been spreading throughout the 
Mediterranean, Europe, Asia and America, inspiring designs for textiles, ceramics, 
furniture, decorations, founding and cultivating design heritages. The oldest forms of 
design consisted of geometric figures such as circles, bands, straight and curved lines, 
which were drawn in categorical regularity, according to a certain rhythm, and 
conformed to the structure of the objects they adorned. These figures formed the 
common design background throughout the Mediterranean littoral; they were the basis 
for the spread of intellectual and technical skills and they provided the inspiration 
needed to create more sophisticated designs. Local cultures remain an outstanding 
inner strength of design and throughout history they have long contributed to design 
evolution. 

Across the centuries, intellectuals have preserved their attachment to their 
cultural heritage, despite all the efforts of the avant-garde. Vivid examples can be 
found in architecture, which is deeply inspired by the theories and the forms of Egypt 
and Hellenism, and is datable and marked by its local cultural identity. At the turn of 
the 20th century Post-modernism and Eclecticism revived the traditional classical arts, 
the artistic forms of the past and the old values of expression. The design history of 
the 70s and early 80s is an attempt to expand the given forms, with a liberal 
interpretation of the new materials, the techniques and the ways of thinking, and it 
aims at a final point of artistic, but often formless, communication. It was in those 
decades that the need to turn back to more traditional forms for design inspirations 
was aroused.  



Is there any relation between past and modern design? Many artists, especially 
during the early 20th century, were defending the dogma that everything belonging to 
the past had to be discarded and only new Art and Design should be created with 
completely new forms of interpretation. At the end of the 20th century these ideas 
were disputed. Four decades ago, it was thought that the acceptance of heritage had 
come to an end. Now these values are appreciated again, and Art and Design are 
enriched in a vivid process with cultural experience, new ways of thinking and new 
techniques.  

Reconsidering culture from a new viewpoint is a real design work, because 
during the process of designing, the artist views things without preconception. It is 
also a human-centered design approach, in the very broad meaning of the term, since 
culture and tradition are fundamental parts of human nature. If one is unfamiliar with 
the real culture, the attempt to recreate or unite it with industrial products can destroy 
both the form and the artist’s intention. It is vital to understand old things, to have a 
renewed appreciation of culture, to develop cultural originality and distinctiveness, 
and to design products that reflect cultural background in ways that establish one’s 
identity and originality. When the distinctiveness of culture is reinterpreted in terms 
of form, image and symbolism, and is compounded into products, the tradition can 
live over space and time, new human-centered products will result, and our industrial 
competitive power will be definitely strengthened. 

Mixing traditional culture with commercial/industrial design production does 
not mean imitating the traditional forms. It is more important that symbols, concepts 
and images of our cultural heritage are implied in the designing process. Industrial 
design is, in an indirect way, a medium of culture. Good examples are Italian products 
that are designed combining the principle of “beauty and art”, while German products 
bear the feeling that “technique is the best”, and the Japanese designing principle is 
“smaller is more beautiful”.  

Design producers and companies need to rethink accordingly the processes of 
designing and the ways in which they communicate the values of design, culture and 
technology – old and new ones. Design will operate as a leading discipline of 
innovation only if it will be able to incorporate this valuable knowledge in a fluent 
process to the success of an enterprise. Thus stage designers can be visionaries with 
important roles to play in the research innovation process, and key drivers to stage 
business success. 

Culture and design production as well as the art/design education system, have 
become integrated by technology with a kind of cultural regeneration. Education is a 
very important factor in forming cultural-consciousness and the increasing 
opportunities offered by multimedia and the Internet can help to approach the values 
of culture and design. Art and design, as well as art and design education follow 
technological imperatives for the most part, but are they also influenced – or even 
over-influenced by it? The case study attempts an equilibrium approach between art, 
design and technology. 

 
Stage Design 
Stage designers are responsible for designing stage settings for productions, from 
single scene dramas, where the action takes place in one room, to complex scenery 
and scene changes. They may also become involved in costume design and to identify 
suitable outside locations for productions. Considerable research is necessary before 
design work. They produce models that are used to demonstrate the setting of stage or 
location, and they are often skilled in modeling. The traditional medium for 



conceptualization of stage design was pencil and paper sketching that facilitated the 
rapid development of design ideas in a short period of time. Recently, for the 
conceptualization phase of the design process, computer aided design and model 
making are increasingly used in theatre, film and television design work.  

Stage design can be considered as a human-centered design, in its very broad 
meaning, and this is how has been addressed from antiquity. Human-centered product 
development is the process of product development that focuses on users and their 
needs rather than on technology; needs meaning here physical, mental and cultural. 
The human centered approach of this work applies to the design of the entire project, 
considering cultural, social, emotional and physical factors of participants/designers 
and receivers/participants. It is rather a “humanized” design approach. The goal of the 
research team was the adaptation of technology that is serving and not overcoming, 
users/educators/participants, fitting their task, necessities and limitations. 

Drama has its roots in the ancient Hellenic religious worships. The transition, 
from religious worship to drama, occurred around sixth century BC in Athens, 
according to the legend, by Thespis, who first had the idea to add speaking actors to 
the religious performances of choral song and dance, which took place throughout 
Greece. Masked actors held these wordless performances outdoors, in daylight, during 
religious festivals, from the Minoan era, long before the Dorian invasion. This archaic 
way of performing inspired the current research experiment, offering the idea to 
replace the actors’ words with the international language of design, of textiles and 
textures, of shades and colors expressing feelings and emotions, all created by 
technological applications. 

Was there an ancient equivalent of a stage/costume designer? Stage and 
costume design is not a static art with fixed rules, but in antiquity neither architecture 
nor costume /fashion changed as rapidly as they do now. Theatre is ephemeral by 
nature, but scholars have managed to make intelligent and convincing inferences 
about costumes, masks, properties, wooden stage buildings, and even stage business 
and acting techniques. Indirect evidence has been found in vase-paintings and 
sculptures.  

Concerning costume design and since the material had to be produced in the 
same way and the available raw materials and dyes remained the same, changes in 
clothing style were likely to be variations on an old theme. It is a fact that the Ancient 
Theatrical Costume has received very little attention in the study of stagecraft. One 
reason for this is the lack of direct evidence, due to the perishability of the cloth from 
which those costumes were made. 

The research team addressed the issue whether there is any relation between 
modern theatre and classical drama. Comedy and tragedy are the types of drama, 
which were developed and flourished in ancient Athens the fifth century BC. They 
have influenced nearly all the subsequent Western drama, starting with that of the 
Romans, with their extravagant public performances and spectacles that included 
everything from pantomime to mock naval battles. Opera owes its existence to an 
attempt to return from the Roman to the Greek type of theatre. Both French classical 
tragedy and 19th and 20th century Irish drama feature Greek themes. Even Brecht 
wrote an Antigone, and Jules Dassin's film ‘A Dream of Passion’ is based on 
Euripides ‘Media’. Commedia dell' arte bears a strong resemblance to Roman 
comedy. In modern times, many television programs echo the topical humor of 
Aristophanes. The contemporary proscenium theatre evolved from a modern 
misinterpretation of the descriptions of theatrical buildings by the Roman architect 
Vitruvius. Greek and Roman plays remain among the most powerful, moving, 



provocative, funny, biting, witty, and pertinent dramas with a lasting influence. They 
are part of European culture, flourishing on stages around the world, moving beyond 
their traditional Western sphere of influence, as directors explore their structural and 
thematic links with the performing arts of India, Korea, Indonesia, Africa, and Japan - 
to name only a few.  

In order to identify the designing paths, the research team studied selected 
parts and scenes of well-known classical dramas, international stage and costume 
design productions and presentations, masters’ paintings, ancient statues, frescos and 
fragments of fifth-century pottery representing drama, stage, actors and chorus 
wearing everyday clothing, boots, masks and richly pleated chitons in purple and 
gold. During the experiment the participating students selected a single scene of a 
drama of their choice, focusing on costume and stage design, created by the use of 
technological applications. The participants academic background of design/interior 
design was more that adequate, since all were familiar with interior and basic costume 
design, basic art applications, modeling, history of architecture, design and furniture, 
and application of modern technology.  

 
Modern Technology and Education 
New technology is shifting educational. Wireless Based Learning, Humanoid Robots, 
Data Mining, Text Mining, and Web Semantic, will be within the main learning and 
teaching norm in a very near future. Distances between Classical Educational 
Systems, E-learning, Distance-learning and Interactive Machine Learning have 
become closer and closer.  

Design students in today's technology-rich higher education environments are 
presented with unprecedented opportunities to use and integrate the new tech, 
technology tools and electronically accessed information resources into their 
academic studies. Students now have access to sophisticated computer pods in which 
they may access state-of-the-art desktop publishing, database management, 
spreadsheet, multimedia, statistical analysis, systems modeling, and to a wide range of 
university computation services such as electronic mail, online library catalogues, and 
reference materials. Many have access to the computer-network leviathan Internet, 
with its hundreds of networks, databases, user groups, bulletin boards, information 
services, and library catalogues across the globe. 

Using computer-mediated communications, they are able to ask questions, 
access information resources, and work on projects with fellow students from other 
countries, cultures and languages. These new tools and resources are providing 
exciting and unprecedented opportunities for higher education students to enhance the 
quality, width and depth of their academic studies and to collaborate with, and 
compete with, their peers in these new knowledge environments.  

Computers are powerful and flexible tools making learning more engaging, 
addressing the needs of individual students, providing access to a wealth of 
information, and encouraging students to explore and create; or they can be used in 
negative way, to play mindless games, access inappropriate materials, or, the worst, 
isolate students.  

Many believe that our changing world requires reconsidering the very 
structure and culture of schools and classrooms, along with the teaching process and 
curriculum. Online education is being heralded as meeting the needs of students’ 
lifestyles by managing time conflicts and access from remote locations, and helping 
people to juggle personal commitments, but it is not a panacea. Research indicated 
that improvements are needed to boost learning results. Most visions of the future 



feature increased autonomy, more collaborative work both face-to-face and online, 
more global connections, richer learning resources than traditional textbooks, and 
more inquiry, interdisciplinary, and project-based learning.  

 
Design Education 
Learning styles in art and design differ in line, since art/design learners are ‘visual 
thinkers’. They appreciate materials, which are well conceived visually, but they can 
be critical or dismissive of those, which may not meet their aesthetic preferences. 
They also respond well to materials or activities that provide them with the stimulus 
to create something. The occurrence of dyslexia in art and design does not affect their 
study. Many gifted students who use the new, visually oriented technologies are 
dyslexic or have other academic learning difficulties. Currently, art and design 
students are using a range of new tools, among which, the most popular are Web and 
e-mail services.  

The usual learning ways in the design field are the individual and studio-based 
cultures. Design students are accustomed to learning through teamwork, collaborative 
activities and peer assessment. Some disciplines, such as History of Art/Design, offer 
a more traditional, academic approach to study, while in others, such as Product 
Design, learners prefer a more practical, visual, approach. 

Traditionally, the most important types of learning resources used to be paper-
based, particularly books, journal articles, handout materials and the lecture notes. 
Nowadays, the range of media available to support design student learning is 
extended due to many technological developments, and include interactive computer-
based packages that use a variety of formats, interactive computer-based 
communication media, computer conferencing, electronic mail, on-line databases, and 
the Internet. Media-based resource material is also available, such as videotapes, 
audiotapes, and practical kits, and applications of communication media, such as 
telephone tutoring, teleconferencing, and video-conferencing. The rapid development 
of assistive technology makes it possible for individuals from remote locations and/or 
with a wide range of learning difficulties/disabilities to gain access to education via 
computers, networking, telecommunication technologies and multi-media products. 

The increased pedagogical opportunities enhance student learning, intensifies 
competition in higher education, expand mass education throughout the industrialized 
world and lead to a rapid adoption of electronic technologies into the learning process. 
This is transforming the learning environment, promising capability, declining cost 
and ease of use of these networking technologies. 

Design education courses need to be designed in such a way that learners with 
different backgrounds, disabilities and preferred learning approaches will feel 
motivated and gain the best possible learning results from such courses. Between 
students' learning styles/necessities and educators' teaching styles, design education 
should be offered based on the students learning styles, matching them to instructors 
that teach, in complementary ways. Design curricula should have a built-in flexibility, 
mixing research and practical knowledge with theoretical design foundation 
principles, theories, philosophies and knowledge from other disciplines, so that 
students 'explore' design in learning it. 

It was a challenge for the partners of the present work to design the 
educational approach, to determine the multicultural/multilingual learners’ preferred 
learning approaches/necessities and related social and cultural issues, and to design a 
learning environment to meet these needs. An efficient learning system has to 
consider pedagogical and sensitive approaches in order to enable learners to gain 



maximum education. Designing the program, the partners considered cultural 
differences, as students of different cultural backgrounds could have different 
perspectives and interpretations of learning content. Print-based materials, CD-ROMs 
and audiotapes supported learning, while traditional classrooms, e-mailing, Internet 
and telephone, provided fruitful environments for the interactive learning; interactive 
here meaning communication among learners and between learners and educators. 
 
 
DESIGN RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
The research activities and the interaction between partners were studied in order to 
build a successful research methodology. Teamwork is an area that requires delicate 
handling, as power relationships can begin to emerge. If clumsily handled this can 
lead at best to hurt feelings, and at worst, a failed project. Keeping always this in 
mind the partners adapted the following methods and actions in relation to the 
project: 
-Meetings to discuss and outline the main activities, 
-Discussions within the scope of implementing technology beyond its existing usual 
application,  
-Exploration of the role of research, culture, technology and processes that lead to 
stage design innovation, 
-Investigation on the possibilities of innovative designs and new design products that 
will result from combined research on design, culture and today's accelerating 
technology, 
-Discussions of terms and conditions for introducing new tools and new strategies to 
the partners’ educational working environments,  
-Production of a framework of tasks, 
-Collection of information related to design education and technological status of each 
participating Institution, 
-Collection of information related to local and international stage design and stage 
design business, 
-Create information files on all the above data, 
-Identify methods for reporting on the progress of each partner’s activities, 
-Create a network of shared knowledge that included the co-designing project, the 
presentation of the completed work, proposals of future cooperative projects. 

The working group was an interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary team that 
included students, educators, stage designers and representatives from technology. 
The task started with research, continued through didactic strategy definition, 
requirements and application, concluded with the design teaching process and 
technology adoption and finished with performance/presentation and evaluation. 
The adapted design research methodology had the following structure: 
- Awareness of Project/Problem: The output of this phase is a formal or informal 
proposal.  
- Suggestion: This phase follows immediately behind the proposal, intimately 
connected with it.  
- Development: Designing is implemented in this phase.  
- Evaluation: Designed and constructed, the artifact is evaluated according to criteria 
that are always implicit and frequently made explicit in the phase of proposal. 
Deviations from expectations, both quantitative and qualitative are noted and must be 
tentatively explained.  



- Conclusion: This phase is the finale of a specific research effort and the result of 
satisfying. The knowledge gained in the effort has facts that have been learned and 
can be repeatable and successfully applied, or may well serve as the subject of further 
research. 
 
 
THE CASE STUDY 
The case study focuses on the possibilities of incorporating the strengths and the 
identity of modern technology in stage design applications and presentations as a 
starting point for a new way of international dialogue and expression of ideas. The 
partners were also targeting to improve the present situation of the local theatrical 
business that is of the greatest cultural value to both. It is also a proposal that wishes 
to stimulate further collaborative educational research projects and to open up new 
horizons to design students, educators and designers.  

The research team was composed of qualified designers, staff members of 
both Institutions, and international design students. In the present research 
participated six educators and forty-five design students, of which one dyslectic, one 
with kinetic problems and five from families of economical immigrants. All students 
had general and interior design education, and basic knowledge of modern 
technological applications. The experiment was arranged in two major groups and in 
small ones of one, two or three participants, according to their personal wish, their 
level of education, their possible learning difficulties or disabilities, they’re linguistic 
preferences and their semester of attendance. They were asked to design for live 
performances and to deliver a presentation with technological means. All had to 
follow a similar work procedure that lasted the same time period. The experiment was 
repeated twice, in two different periods, with the two different major groups of the 
international students. The case study included processes and resources that assisted 
the multicultural, multilingual and disable participating students to undertake research 
in an effective way. 

A special strength of Greece is its location between East and West – Asia and 
Europe. Greece is geographically and culturally in between, so its cultural heritage, its 
emphasis on traditional arts and crafts, sometimes becomes an obstacle in the 
collaboration with more technologically developed countries. So far, stage design has 
not succeeded in taking total advantage of these qualities, so the research team 
decided to focus also on improving this situation in the special Hellenic field of stage 
design, which has been over the centuries of the greatest cultural value for Greece.  

. 
 
Didactic Approach  
Between the participating Institutions were differences in delivering design education 
and application, but the aim was common - improvement of the local stage design 
business and the education field with the correct use and implication of technological 
achievements. It was decided that the didactic approach should employ two actions, 
one parallel/separate, and one common. The first included a data selection method, by 
asking all participating students to photograph or sketch all forms of designs and 
items that inspire them to visualize and create new design proposals for the specific 
use of performances. Introductory sessions were considered as necessary to discuss 
the technical and design aspects, the organization and implementation of technology, 
of designing, of the techniques and technologies used to apply designs in 
performances and to solve technical/computer problems.  



The structure of the educational methodology, as delivered by both partners to 
the participating students had the following three basic elements: 
-Vision: It is the first major step to create an image. 
-Proposal: This is the phase that gives form to vision. 
-Motivation: It is the rational and technical element of the design process made up of 
general and specific goals.  

Design sessions were expanded with lectures on construction, style and 
composition and also with a discussion of aesthetics. All the educational sessions 
included short video and slide or image presentations on performances. The students 
were supported both in content and in process by direct support by supervisors, by 
methods of research during the fist part of their assignment, and by application 
research methods during the designing part of the assignment. 

The second action was a co-designing process that was held at Technological 
Education Institution and resulted to a live performance with the implementation of 
all participants.  

 
Teaching methodology 
The research team adapted the following teaching and learning strategies in relation 
to the project, concentrating on the learning side of the teaching-learning equation: 
-Presentation of previous, similar, works via CD-ROMS, Internet, Videos, slides, 
transparencies and hard copies, 
-Development of techniques that would assess the levels of creativity and innovation 
of students, targeting to new design approaches, through design teaching projects that 
are using cultural data and modern technological applications, 
-Collection of design data and personal sketches, selected by the participants during 
the first part of the assignment, (Fig. 1, 2, 3),  
- Student Presentation and Analysis of the selected data within the scope of the 
project, 
-Production of designs for the specific application with examples of their proposed 
involvement,  
-Presentation and evaluation of all the results and outcomes on students’ research and 
design works. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1     Fig. 2 
 
Fig. 1, 2. Classical Greek marble and terracotta statues inspired costumes and scenery 
designing/construction; Athens National Museum.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. The 3rd century terracotta statuette from Thessalonica Museum inspired not 
only costume design but also the chorus movements. 

 
 
An important issue of the teaching methodology was the involvement of all 

the participants in activities that allowed them to get close to information and gain 
access to data. They were assigned to inquire libraries, theaters, cinemas, museums, 
archaeological sites, and select information photos and slides on drama, theatre and 
theatrical performances; to attend performances and presentations in different theatres 
and places; to see videos and DVDs with international performances and 
presentations. A rapid virtual access to the places and people of their choice was 
offered to all of them, through a combination of activities and visits, as a part of their 
education program. 

Various elements and constraints were considered including the design 
production cost. The final design proposals were selected among hundred of sketches 
that were created during the project. A self-imposed restriction was necessary to 
participating students’ enthusiasm, efforts and untiring energy, if chaos was to be 
avoided: to re-stain from the total spectrum of designs and to focus on those 
distinctively related to the character of the research. 
The educational parameters, as defined by the research team, were: 
-Emphasis on teaching/learning inputs/outcomes,  
-Emphasis on attitudinally based "deep" learning,  
-Wide variety of learning tools and assessment instruments,  
-Lecturer/student relationships, 
-Individual and examination-based assessments. 

After one semester’s work the participating groups proposed and presented 
together designs, inspirations, and research on the possible ways, means and media 
for the application of their designs in stage performances with the use of modern 
technology. Accordingly the students have to collect their design work in a folder for 
evaluation.  The research team evaluated the works, and than they were turned back 
accompanied with written remarks and statements, thus helping the participants to 
work on their proposals completion with the best possible results. Finally, the 



participating students presented their final design works in silent live performances in 
front of their Greek and Hungarian colleagues, Greek and Hungarian educators and 
the research team. 

Two performances took place at the auditorium of the Technological 
Educational Institute that had none of the characteristics of a traditional stage 
performance. The scenery was created by two to four overlapping designs that were 
parallel projected by slide/video/overhead projectors. There were no actors, only 
silent figures with costumes “designed” again by projected overlapping images (Fig. 
4). Many of the proposed designs for scenery and costumes were inspired by a 
combination of modernity and ancient prototypes (Fig. 1, 2). The participants were 
free to select any media or computer program they preferred in order to design and 
present their proposals. The final, in many cases abstract, design/color decisions and 
combinations, were presented together with the prototype design inspirations in layers 
with the multiple parallel use of video/slide/overhead projectors, and with the 
assistance of selected electronic lighting systems. Craft paper, fibers and fabrics were 
also used in order to “build” scenery and form figures (Fig. 5). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. The costumes were “designed” by projected overlapping images created by 
the participants with computer work, many based on the ancient classical prototypes. 
The presented here costumes are based on images 1 and 2. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Costumes, movements and scenery are a combined proposal of archaic 
statues and contemporary inspirations. The presented here scenery and costumes are 
the result of the study of the motion and pleads and folds of statues 1, 2, 3. 



Color was applied via the projectors and unusual/extreme color combinations 
resulted. Selected electronic sounds and music accompanied and completed the 
emotional atmosphere of the performance. All the projected designs were created by 
the participants during the design sessions and were products of combined 
hand/computer work. All these elements were substituting words, costumes and 
scenery, embodying everything and everybody, creating a magical and altogether 
mythical atmosphere for the participants and the audience. Eyes became the gates for 
all kind of words, forms, feelings and emotions (Fig. 6). Drama was expressed and 
evolutes by continues design projections, connected and presenting the myth, and by 
colors and sounds that were magnetizing the audience. Linguistic 
differences/difficulties/disabilities were minimized.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Volumes, colors and shades were applied via the projectors and 
unusual/extreme color combinations resulted, expressing feelings and emotions. 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
The research procedure indicated, as the best collaborative approach for long distance 
researchers, the adaptation of the use of asynchronous computer-mediated 
communication, a system that allows groups to interact over time as well as over 
geographical location. This is a different type of interaction to that supported by 
videoconference systems, which allow people to be geographically dispersed, but 
require them to be present at the same time. E-mail is a simple form of it. The benefits 
of the use of computer-mediated communication systems for supporting long distance 
research and group learning are flexibility, participation of quantity and quality, 
communication, openness/access and post-participation review/access for references, 
allowing learners to interact with one another over time.  

Learning in a asynchronous computer-mediated communication environment 
can lead to deeper processing of material because time for reflection is allowed. It 
provides opportunities for group-work that would not otherwise exist, but it is not a 
panacea; the research team was well aware of that. The flexibility over time can also 
be a problem for participants. It may be days, before someone replies to a question. 
Decision-making can be difficult on-line, again due to flexibility over time. For the 
presented here research work flexibility over time was of the utmost importance and 



the minor problems were readily solved. Actually numerous positive learning 
outcomes were the result of this adaptation, naming here the most important ones: 
-Understanding of research methods, 
-Knowledge of the possibilities and applications of today’s technology 
-Knowledge of design development,  
-Provision of learning materials concerning innovation via technology,  
-Provision of learning materials concerning stage design/business, 
-Analysis of design/technology practices and interactions, 
-Provision of case study material for the students to develop an understanding of the 
organization of intercultural team building. 

Computer-mediated communication can successfully serve as a learning 
medium for students with different disabilities, learning difficulties or ethnic/cultural 
backgrounds. Cultural backgrounds and difficulties/disabilities of learners should be 
considered in the delivery of both computer-mediated communication and face-to-
face instruction, by improving the presentation and developing richer learning in a 
transcendent multicultural context. 

 
 

CONCLUTIONS  
The great thing about this work is that it was fundamentally for and about people. The 
case study offered many important outcomes for both the research team and the 
participating students. The successful educational synergy proved that players from 
distant cultures and production systems could create innovation that bears the 
hallmark of sensibility when efficient synergies are in place. Initiative, imagination 
and the application of technology make the establishment of long-distance design 
research and teaching/learning programs possible, implicating students and educators 
of different cultures and languages. The application of technological achievements 
can successfully create educational networks on themes of common interest that will 
share innovation projects among partners. Design research is successful when 
interaction, multidisciplinary knowledge, and technological transfer are successfully 
coordinated. 

Modern technology is a valuable tool that does not only acts for sharing 
knowledge; it also provides new aesthetics, innovative designs, improving sensibility 
and expressing emotions. Language differences are not barriers in the design society; 
the language of design can equally and powerfully communicate ideas and emotions, 
with technology acting as a positive medium. 

Research and practice cannot be seen as separated parts, as well as design 
education and technological improvements. They are partners of conversation and 
they should be equally balanced. To make students aware of this they should be 
triggered to be more interested by enjoying the research part and the creation that 
results, showing them that the project will embody their visions and emotions.  

The present case study could provide a working model for developing future 
research projects though culture, design education and technological applications, 
which will involve Universities, professors, practitioners and students from 
multicultural backgrounds that have the same extensive design sensibility, feeling and 
vision. This exploration hopes to stimulate further research on the processes in which 
modern technology plays an important, vital role in designing without over-
influencing the final product. The recently growing and enduring emphasis for 
technological applications in design and design education could open new horizons to 
students with sensibility and spirit for innovation, if the human dimension of 



designing is not lost in the process. Design knowledge and design thinking, society 
and people should move towards the Design most unquestionable skills: creativity, 
innovation, emotional and imagination skills for a more “human-dimensioned” 
design.  
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Abstract 
 

AIDS has become the profound pandemic of modern times.  The Joint United 

Nations Program on HIV/AIDS has estimated that more than 39.4 million of the world’s 

inhabitants may be infected with human-immunodeficiency virus (Joint United Nations 

Program on HIV/AIDS, 2005).  Of this number, 25.4 million are citizens of countries in 

Sub-Saharan Africa.  Of all infected inhabitants of Sub-Saharan African, 17.6 million are 

women. 

Since the first case of AIDS was reported in Ghana in 1986, the total number of 

AIDS cases reported to the Ministry of Health reached 392,000 by 2003 (National AIDS 

Control Programme, 2005).  As have been observed throughout the world, most of the 

reported cases of AIDS in Ghana have been associated with sexual contact.  Unlike the 

United States and other industrialized countries, the African AIDS pandemic is 

heterosexual in nature.  As a consequence, nearly as many females as males are infected 

with HIV in African countries (Lear, 1996; United Nations Global Program on AIDS, 

2005).  At the core of the epidemic are macro level issues related to political, economic, 

and cultural factors which make women “socially vulnerable” to disease contraction 

(Petros-Barvasian, 1990; Heise & Elias, 1995; Lear, 1996; van Niekerk, A., 2002; 

Ackermann & de Klerk, 2001; Kawewe, 2001).  The literature further suggests that the 

psychosocial consequences of HIV/AIDS on the lives of these wives, mothers, 

grandmothers, aunts, sisters, and daughters are profound (Keogh, Allen, Almedal, & 

Temahagili, 1994; Woudenberg, 1994; Heise & Elias, 1995).   

Qualitative research is an avenue through which a researcher may identify and 

interpret the essential elements of human experiences as described and framed by the 
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subjects of the research.  The qualitative methodology selected to explore the lived 

experiences of Ghanaian women with HIV/AIDS is phenomenology as interpreted by 

Max Van Manen (1990 and Amedeo Giorgi (1985).  Phenomenological research is 

fundamentally concerned with the study of lived experiences.  Phenomenological 

research is also described as the explication of phenomena as they present themselves 

into the consciousness.  Further, phenomenological research is the study of essences and 

the description of the experiential meanings we live as we live them.  Additionally, 

phenomenological research is the human scientific study of phenomenon, as well as the 

attentive practice of thoughtfulness. Finally, unlike most of its quantitative counterparts, 

phenomenological research is a search for what it means to be human. The feelings and 

experiences of the human beings afflicted with the many diseases, disorders, epidemics 

and syndromes under study are so often ignored. Phenomenology serves as a poetizing 

activity.  In direct line with the nature of phenomenology is the presentation of the voices 

of the women through a dramatization of their narratives.  It is more than appropriate that 

data being presented also be offered in the very voices of the women who the presenters 

are representing. 

The focal point of this proposed panel will be a study which represents an 

illumination of the voices of Ghanaian women affected by HIV/AIDS.  This 

phenomenological study provides meaningful insight into Ghanaian women’s 

perspectives on living with HIV/AIDS.  Emerging from the experiences of the twenty co-

researchers who participated in the research was a multidimensional construction of the 

phenomenon which was captured by core dimensions of this phenomenon including the 

Pre-Illness Experience, the Core Experience of Living with HIV/AIDS and The 
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Transformation of Self. Following an overview of the research study, the voices of 

Ghanaian women living with HIV/AIDS will be illuminated via a dramatization. This 

will be followed by the panelists’ discussion of the utility of phenomenological and other 

methods of qualitative research and narrative dramatization informing audiences of social 

phenomena. Finally, a discussant will present reactions to the presentation and initiate 

discussion of session content with panel attendees. 

In addition to contributing to the expanding the body of literature relative to the 

international community of women living with HIV, this research has significant 

implications for the international social science community and others who are 

committed to enhancing the lives of women through research, practice, and policy 

initiatives. The utility of the dramatization of narrative collected through the 

phenomenological method of research will serve as a model for presenting the sensitive 

and rich knowledge of the most proficient experts, those who are living through the 

phenomena being studied.  
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A People Starved and Stabbed in th’ Untilled Field  * 
 

The Manchester Massacre of 1819 
 

Hugo Pezzini. 
 
     Let the horsemen’s scimitars 
     Wheel and flash, like sphereless stars 
     Thirsting to eclipse their burning 
     In a sea of death and mourning. 
 
   Percy Shelley 
 

     The August 1819 Peterloo events in Manchester were one of the most momentous and 

important in the 40 year-period of struggle for parliamentary reform in England.  The period 

extends itself roughly from early 1792, when Thomas Hardy founded the London Corresponding 

Society, to mid 1832, the date of the passing of the Reform Bill.  It is during this period that the 

English workers came to realize that there was an "identity of interests as between themselves, 

and as against their rulers and employers" (Thompson 11). 

     Through five nights of the London Corresponding Society's first month of existence, the 

question "have we, who are Tradesmen, Shopkeepers, and Mechanics, any right to obtain a 

Parliamentary Reform?" (Thompson 18) was continuously debated.  The consolidation of this 

conviction--to give every adult the right to a vote for a seat in the Parliament--launched the 

reformers in a campaign that would not stop until the signature of the Reform Bill.   

     The growing consciousness of "the people," expressed itself in acts consequent with their 

vision of being governed by a King in tandem with a corrupt, unrepresentative House of 

Commons, and a hereditary House of Lords who granted themselves privileges to eternity.  On 

October 29th 1795, in a London where about 200,000 protesters roamed the streets, where 

"there was actual starvation and tempers were high;"  the King, "going in state to open 

Parliament, was hissed, hooted, and his carriage pelted" (Thompson 144).  The authorities 

responded with the immediate introduction of the Two Acts, legislation that, among other 

measures (many of them sanctioning various acts as treasonous and punishable with death) 

forbade unauthorized meetings of more than 50 people.  The sanction of the Two Acts was the 
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first of a battery of repressive legislation that would assault the incipient working class' struggle 

for rights.  Through these repressive measures, the government launched a widespread 

persecution of the reform movement, and quickly began to send reformers indiscriminately to 

prison, exile, and the gallows.  In August 1803 The poet, printer, and engraver William Blake 

was indicted for supposedly uttering seditious words. He was finally acquitted.  

     The 1810's decade saw an escalation in revolutionary plots and insurrectionary attempts, 

often infiltrated by government provocateurs and spies.  In 1817, Habeas Corpus was 

suspended.  On January 28th of that year,  the Royal carriage was mobbed again, this time, 

returning from opening the Parliament; riding on it was the Prince Regent .  The reformers kept 

submitting their demands through written petitions to the Houses of Parliament and the Throne 

of England.  Radical pamphlets, handbills, and papers flooded the main English cities (Cobbet's 

Register, and The Black Dwarf were the most important).  Riots, crowded meetings in clubs and 

societies led the government to enforce with more and more rigor the anti-riot, anti-sedition, and 

anti-reunion laws.   

     Throughout most of 1818, the reform movement was terrorized and in disarray, but it was 

reawakened in great strength by the argument of constitutionalism: "Liverpool, Sidmouth, Eldon, 

and Castelreagh" (the Lords of the Tory governing party) "were seen as men intent upon 

displacing constitutional rights by despotic 'continental' rule" (Thompson 671, my emphasis).  

Under this new argument, the reformist forces suddenly soared:  "The policy of open 

constitutionalism was proving more revolutionary in its implication than the policy of conspiracy 

and insurrection" (Thompson 682).  

          By 1819, the workers’ struggle for real representation and defense of their interests and 

needs within the Parliament had achieved its highest point.  Dozens of demonstrations and 

gatherings of workers confronted the ruling power:  The reformers had found out that the 

loophole of constitutionalism allowed them to effect their meetings, and the success of each one 

continuously raised their morale.  A meeting in Manchester, to be held in St. Peter’s Fields, was 

being planned.  It was to constitute the culmination of the newly found legal course of action of 
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constitutionalism.   

     On the day of the meeting, August 26th 1819, well over 50,000 defenseless marchers, who 

had concentrated in the field and were listening to the opening remarks by the orator, were 

attacked by sword-armed horsemen of the Yeomanry Cavalries.  The Yeomanry were volunteer 

corps, sworn-in by local Magistrates whenever the need for such a force--in the view of the 

magistrates--arose.  About  500 people were wounded and 11 were killed in Manchester's St. 

Peter's Field, and the event entered the pages of history with the tragic name of Peterloo, thus 

establishing associations between its bloody developments and the three-day savagery in the 

Belgian fields of Waterloo.  

     Two historical views began to shape themselves immediately after Peterloo: an official, 

government view, and a reform or radical one.  Looking above and beyond the historical 

traditions originated by the "polarity of contemporary documentation which subsequent historical 

writing has dutifully mirrored" (Lawson 25),   I will struggle to find some light in the conflicting 

accounts of the two existing views, solidified by official communiqués, extended by the loyalist 

and the radical press, and which still, after about 150 years, constitute a matter of discussion 

and disagreement among present-day scholars.  
 
 
  From the 1820's on, contemporary pamphlets and prints  
  presented both sides of this case, encouraging the idea  
  of rivalry which scholarship of the 1980's still perpetuates.   
  It is a pattern of historical analysis in which two very  
  differing, and adversarial views of Peterloo, can be discerned.   
  In brief, one side argues that the reformers went too far in  
  their protest or demonstration at St. Peter’s Fields and that  
  in the aftermath of Peterloo, support for the established order  
  was reaffirmed by the mass of the population.  On the other  
  side there exists the view that a legitimate movement of  
  popular constitutionalism ended in a massacre, betrayed on  
  all sides by middle-class equivocation and a corrupt and  
  repressive political system (Lawson 25).    

 

     By the time of the Manchester meeting, the working class had reached a point in the history 

of its struggle that the ruling class was not willing to allow it to surpass.     
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 Confronted by this swelling power, Old Corruption1 faced the   
  alternatives of meeting the reformers with repression or      
  concession.  But concession, in 1819, would have meant      
  concession to a largely working-class reform movement; the     
  middle-class reformers were not yet strong enough (as they  
  were in 1832) to offer a more moderate line of advance.   
  This is why Peterloo took place (Thompson 683, my emphasis).  

 

     Thompson’s central thesis, tries to rescue working-class history from its more moderate 

version, which insists that always and at every point the workers were only interested in reform, 

and that anything else was just a fabrication of spies and reactionaries. The ruling class was 

only willing to make concessions which permitted it to keep control of the situation.  Whenever it 

felt its control threatened in any fashion, the ruling class would either retreat and play for time, or 

neutralize the threatening circumstances by any means, as had been done in various cases 

before.  Given the "legal status" gained by the maneuvering of its organizers in the previous 

days (as it will be seen below), the authorities had run out of legal justifications to prevent the 

taking place of the reunion; but, the local rulers (and the Home Office) saw the St. Peter's Fields 

meeting as outright revolutionary and would not tolerate it.  Thus, the meeting was interrupted at 

its very initiation by the intempestive action of the Manchester Yeomanry Cavalry.   Some saw 

this action as a concerted move by the ruling class to hinder the workers' consolidation of their 

increasing political potentiality, the most violent and desperate attempt by the rulers to prevent 

the enfranchisement  of the working class.  The official view held that by this action, a riot of 

bigger proportions was contained.       

     Thompson makes two crucial points:  

     1) “The actual bloody violence of the day” (685).  Peterloo had indeed been a massacre that 

had not been accidental, butt it had taken time, brutality, and the effort of the Yeomanry for it to 

happen in the way it did:  “There is no term for this but class war.  But it was a pitifully one-sided 

war” (686).  The events had lasted much longer than the fifteen minutes accounted for by most 
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historians, most likely about an hour.    

     2) The importance of “the sheer size of the event in terms of its psychological impact and 

manifold repercussions.  It was without question a formative experience in British political and 

social history” (687).  Thompson shares with Messinger2 a recognition of the speed with which 

the St. Peter’s Field bloody events were rushed to the  national knowledge: “Within two days of 

Peterloo, all England knew of the event” (687).  

     Thompson's view is that Peterloo was a scenario of class warfare, where the active roll was 

played by “the Yeomanry-- the Manchester manufacturers, merchants, publicans and 

shopkeepers on horseback”  (686).  This ill-trained but well armed cavalry, was composed of 

members of the emerging loyalist Manchester bourgeoisie, fighting against an also emerging, 

but by then quite organized, new power (the radical reformers? the Radicals? the English 

working class? We will see below) that was trying to make a claim to political rights through as 

clear, explicit, and sincere demands as the legal artifices intended to prevent them allowed.   

     The magistrates were, on August 16th, 1819, in spite of their desire, obliged to respect 

(ultimately they did not) the careful legal course followed by the articulators of the meeting.  

Because of a paradoxical, special condition created by the various acts enacted to prevent 

meetings and riots, and the loopholes in them, the magistrates found themselves unable to use 

any legal mechanisms that could totally prevent the--between 60,000 and 100,0003 --marchers’ 

gathering at St. Peters’ Fields.  The magistrates’ fear of a mythical instantaneous revolution, 

their desire to stop the always increasing popularity of Mr. Henry Hunt (the main orator of the 

meeting), as well as their intention to use this event to teach the reformers a lesson, led to the 

tragic chain-reaction that ended in the bloody actions of the Yeomanry Cavalry, and later on in 

the day, the shootings by the 15th Hussars Regiment at New Cross.   

     What had allowed the reformers to gain such power in 1819 had been the fact that the 

government had become isolated and the ruling class divided, while the reformers had found the 

device of constitutionalism, thus requesting rights that could not be denied if the spirit of British 

law was to be respected.  The working class had traditionally been submitted to the ideological 
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manacles of deference and fear.  Their intimacy with Dissent, and with the practices inspired by 

Methodism had weakened these ideological tools that had been of so much service to the ruling 

class.  Without the restraint of deference, the reformers were in a position to request rights they 

recognized as their own, and which they deemed necessary to achieve a dignified position in 

society:  The right to politically organize themselves, the respect of the freedom of press, and 

the right to public assembly.  The workers had become mature enough to realize that their only 

chance of having their demands satisfied--any demand satisfied--was through organization.  

They had arrived at a point where they were aware that they had evolved from their original mob 

identity to a level of political existence as a movement: The root mobile from which the  

pejorative "mob" originated, now served again to signal the new situation of the workers.  The 

working class was finally a class, and by the time of Peterloo, had achieved its point of no return:  

The mob no longer existed. 

 

    Several factors make me suggest that the St. Peter’s Fields events developed their tragic 

course of action because of the (intentional) lack of specific, clear instructions along a chain of 

command that should have originated in the British government, passed on through the 

Manchester local magistrates, ending with the military chiefs who should have had a greater (or, 

at least, some) control over the Manchester and Cheshire Yeomanry Cavalries, as well as over 

the regiments stationed in the vicinity of St. Peter’s.  Supposedly, they were there to support and 

complement the means to ensure the safe and peaceful enactment of an authorized, thus legal, 

political meeting.4  

     Both the government and the reformers were deeply aware of the charged symbolism that 

this meeting held in itself, and indeed the meeting was a symbolic action on both sides, despite 

the final body-count.  The magistrates' intention was to assert control, while the reformers were 

coming fully loaded with the symbols of their existence and intentions:  banners, the bugle, the 

drums, the Cap of Liberty, the white caps, etc.  Thus,  I must emphasize the remarkable 

awareness and recognition by both conflicting sides of the existence, presence, and use of 
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symbols charged with meaning that could instantly elicit feelings and synthesize ideas and 

situations .  The forces of the establishment showed not only inability to stop or prevent the 

magnification of these symbols that the realization of “the biggest reformist gathering ever in the 

Kingdom” would cause, but, with their blood-spilling action at St. Peter’s Fields, contributed to 

create the reformers’ richest symbol.   

     The reformers could also be called radical reformers, or constitutionalists, or working-class 

constitutionalists, or radicals, or Radicals, if you wish.  I have intentionally used all these terms 

as synonyms to provide an example of how contemporary hypersensitivity allowed the use of 

these words in contexts that changed their meaning.  This meaning would be, oftentimes, 

charged with a heavy political symbolism and, if sometimes these words could be used as 

interchangeable synonyms, at other moments their special use by either side represented 

different postures or opinions: the word “radical” in a reformer’s mouth had a different meaning 

than in a magistrate’s.  By the alteration of their literal meaning, these words would oftentimes 

even become vicious epithets preceded by nasty adjectives:  any time I repeatedly ran into the 

headline Radical Reformers in the pre-Peterloo issues of The Times, I could not help but having 

the sensation that it represented an editorial condemnatory comment in itself.  Until a few days 

after these bloody events, the newspaper had been the voice of the ruling class.  In sum: the St. 

Peter’s Fields events provided reformers with the grandest-sounding symbol of their oppression, 

unrepresentativeness, and victimization: Peterloo.   

 

     The quick arrest,  at the moment when the meeting was just at its beginning, of Hunt, 

Johnson, and some other important figures who were sharing the hustings5 with him, had among 

other objectives, the purpose of preventing the fiery orator from delivering his speech.  From the 

magistrates' point of view, no doubt, this arrest should have been done in the least violent 

fashion the circumstances allowed: the magistrates must have been smart enough to 

understand that the creation of a martyr of the reform cause had to be avoided at any cost.  By 

arresting Hunt, the magistrates also wanted to put a stain on this meeting, frustrate its 
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realization, and make it clear for once and for all that these meetings would not longer be 

tolerated.  But, by that time the central government had become aware that the old practice of 

plain and arbitrary suppression of the lower orders’ public expression was no longer possible.  

Repression now needed some sort of justifying legal appearance:  The authorities seemed 

somehow aware that the cost of violent repression was higher than the results obtained by it.   

       The magistrates’ decision to form a mounted military force from members of a class that 

had the most interest in keeping Old Corruption at work, and who held the most grievances 

against the reformers’ protests (were not some of them, for example, the owners of the looms 

that the reformers had destroyed in the years of Luddism6?), was a very unhappy one.  The real 

desire of the central government and of the local magistrates had been to neutralize the 

reformers’ organized actions, to keep the status quo.  But, by the time of St. Peter’s, a need had 

arisen for more sophisticated means of doing so, and that is what both the local magistrates and 

the Home Office were trying to devise in their eager communication during the days previous to 

the Manchester meeting.  The magistrates’ specific ambition was to keep the reformers under 

control at any cost.  Since the central government had--as I said above--demanded some 

appearance of legal procedure, and the former had run out of legal reasons to forbid the meeting 

outright, they had to find a mid-course of action.    

     The original date for the meeting, August 9th, had been changed to the new one of August 

16th, after the first planned gathering of the reformers had been declared illegal through an 

advertisement published by the magistrates in the Manchester Observer of July 31th:  “. . . (A) 

PUBLIC AND ILLEGAL MEETING is convened for Monday, the 9th day of August next, ( . . . ) 

do hereby caution all Persons to abstain AT THEIR PERIL FROM ATTENDING SUCH ILLEGAL 

MEETING” (Marlow 103).   

     The Times of August 10th, 1819 informed readers that the meeting that was to be held on the 

9th had been declared illegal due the stated purpose of “electing a representative to serve in 

Parliament for the unrepresented.”  The magistrates had based themselves on the interpretation 

of a Royal Proclamation, and “perhaps on the opinion of Counsel.”  The newspaper said that, 
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given this warning, the reformers had set the second date (August 16th) for another meeting 

where “Parliamentary Reform generally” (The Times 10 Aug. 1819) would be considered.  After 

the reformers reformulated the original terms of their meeting, it had become legally acceptable, 

or better, it had become impossible for the government to declare it illegal.    

     The legality of this second meeting (and of the reformulated purpose) had been confirmed by 

the authorities’ refusal to arrest Hunt--who they knew was in Manchester to be the main orator of 

the meeting--when he, in a smart  preemptive movement, had turned himself in at the New 

Bailey Court House on August 14th.  On this issue, it is interesting to observe that the desire of 

the government had indeed been to arrest Hunt before the meeting, but the popularity of both 

the meeting and the orator were such that the magistrates could not do it without paying too high 

a price: 
 
 
  Another idea which was being mooted by the magistrates  
  was to arrest Hunt before the meeting.  On this subject the 
  Home Office had given its usual qualified advice:  ‘His  
  lordship thinks that if you find good ground for issuing a  
  warrant it will be advisable not to forbear from doing so  
  in the expectation of his giving you a better opportunity,  
  unless some other reason for forbearance presents itself.’  
  In the end the magistrates chose to forbear, though Hunt  
  himself presented them with a golden, if double-edged,      
  opportunity on August 14th, by offering to surrender  
  himself to them.   
            Hunt’s explanation for going to the New Bailey, where  
  the magistrates were, was that having heard of their plans to  
  arrest him, he wanted to clarify the situation.  Either they  
  could arrest him, which he surely thought most unlikely,      
  as the public reaction, although an unknown factor, would      
  undoubtedly be a noisy and immense one ( . . . ); or they  
  could state that they had no charge against him.  The latter      
  was what happened. ( . . . ).  So, off Hunt drove, back to  
  Smedley Cottage, ‘conscious of having performed an important     
  public duty by depriving the authorities of every fair pretence  
  for interfering with the meeting’  (Marlow 115-6). 
 
 

     When finally the road for the reformers to realize their meeting at St. Peter’s was cleared, the 

concern of the magistrates was directed to the control and restraint of the attending mass.  The 
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fear the loyalists felt of the reformers had been greatly increased in the previous weeks by the 

organizational skills displayed by the latter in their open-field drilling.  The semi-military 

maneuvers of the workers had awakened in loyalist and moderate minds a fear of a 

revolutionary explosion which could very well start exactly at the Manchester meeting.7  

     Thus, the magistrates had decided that the reformist armies that would march on August 16th 

to St. Peter’s could only be controlled by a strong military presence.  Notwithstanding, Marlow 

maintains that the military intervention in St. Peter’s Fields was an excessive measure:  The 

Peterloo “dress rehearsal” of January 18th 1819 (the protest meeting for the repeal of the “Corn 

Law”) had been a clear proof that people’s marches and meetings could happen without 

disturbance and without military intervention.  The January meeting had had 10,000 people in 

attendance, Hunt as a main speaker, and an organized crowd marching to the rhythm of bands 

with display of banners.  Then, the magistrates had “behaved with good sense and restraint.”   

( . . . ) “(A)lthough they had troops standing at the ready in barracks on the 18th they did not call 

upon those troops.  Thus the meeting dispersed peaceably”  (Marlow 84). 

     But, if the January meeting had constituted a test by the reformers to “prove their growing 

strength” (Marlow 82), by the time of the August meeting, this strength had grown in the 

magistrates’ eyes to a point where it justified their measures: an extensive set of military and 

paramilitary formations would surround the field, guard its exits, and be stationed at considerable 

distance from it .  It is interesting to notice how the meaning of the reformers’ drilling was 

interpreted by the loyalists, and what the reformers really intended to achieve by their essays of 

precise displacements about Manchester.  Samuel Bamford, a veteran of the 1817-21 reform 

movement who was intimately involved in the preparations, and recorded his experiences two 

decades later, explains the drilling: 

 
 
  It was deemed expedient that this meeting should be as  
  morrally (sic) effective as possible, and, that it should exhibit  
  a spectacle such as had never before been witnessed in  
  England.  We had frequently been taunted by the press,  
  with our ragged, dirty appearance, at these assemblages;  
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  with the confusion of our proceedings, and the mob-like  
  crowds in which our numbers were mustered; and we  
  determined that, for once at least, these reflections should  
  not be deserved,--that we would disarm the bitterness of our     
   political opponents by a display of cleanliness, sobriety, and    
    decorum, such as we never before had exhibited.  In short we   
    would deserve their respect by shewing that we respected  
  ourselves, and knew how to exercise our rights of meeting, as  
  it were well Englishmen always should do,--in a spirit of sober     
  thoughtfulness; respectful, at the same time, to the opinion of     
  others. 
 
   “CLEANLINESS,” “SOBRIETY,” “ORDER,” were the first     
  injunctions issued by the committees; to which on the  
  suggestion of Mr. Hunt, was subsequently added that of,  
  “PEACE.” ( . . . )  Order in our movements was obtained by  
  drilling; and peace, on our parts, was secured, by a prohibition  
  of all weapons of offence or defence; and by the strictest  
  discipline, of silence, steadiness, and obedience to the  
  directions of the conductors (176-77). 
 
     

     But these "quasi-military" drillings “provided panic suction (sic) for even the moderates.”   

( . . . ) “(W)hat could the participants possibly be doing except training for insurrection, armed of 

course, with their pikes stuck somewhere up their jerkins?” (Marlow 93).   “The drilling parties 

increase VERY EXTENSIVELY, and unless some mode be devised of putting this system down, 

it promises to become a most formidable engine of rebellion.  I expect the operation of the 

Watch and Ward Act8  will have a great effect in this instance.” (The magistrate J. Norris, in a 

letter to Lord Sidmouth. Bamford 183-84).  

 

     One of the many commonplaces to describe history is to say that, in history,  nothing 

happens too early or too late, nothing that has happened could have not, and nothing that has 

not happened could have been made to happen. History only is, and it is so at its own time, 

which is always the right one.  Marlow devotes a good deal of her work to trying to analyze 

which alternatives--if realized--could have prevented Peterloo from happening.  So I will just 

briefly refer to them, not to support Marlow’s imaginative attempt at historical fiction, but--through 
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commenting on her listing--to find some of the reasons why Peterloo did happen.  

 

*    Had, during the Lancashire strikes of 1818, the masters acceded to “placating the slumbering 

giant” by conceding the weavers’ demands of an increase of 7s a week, “there would probably 

have been no Peterloo” (Marlow 70).  The failure of this strike is what sent the majority of the 

weavers, previously apolitical, in the direction of the Radicals.  Once politicized, the weavers 

“provided the backbone” for Peterloo. 

*     Lord Sidmouth was, by the time of the Peterloo events, a tired and frustrated man who 

wanted to retire, but remained in his post; preventing his replacement by an eventually “stronger, 

clearer minded, more liberal Home Secretary” who could have “changed the magistrate system 

within six months.”  This “more liberal Home Secretary could have given the necessary clear 

directives to, and left less in the hands of, the magistrates” (Marlow 80).   

*     The last offer by Sir Oswald Mosley--the Lord of the Manor--to sell his manorial rights as a 

consequence of various scandals (“unearthed by the radicals”) had brought about the sentiment 

that it was time for the creation of a corporation in Manchester.  Lord Mosley had made an offer 

to sell his rights for 90,000 Pounds, but the deal did not go through given the sabotaging actions 

of the oligarchy “working on the fears of the small shop-keepers and loyalists.”  ( . . . )  “Thus 

ultimate control of Manchester remained in the Magistrates’ hands” (Marlow 81). 

     Thompson mentions another historian, Donald Read, who in a study on Peterloo also 

establishes one more item that could have prevented the massacre from happening.  Concerned 

to “place the event in its local context”, Mr. Read says: 

*     “Peterloo, as the evidence of the Home Office shows, was never desired or precipitated by 

the Liverpool Ministry, the government in office at the time, as a bloody repressive gesture for 

keeping down the lower orders.  If the Manchester magistrates had followed the spirit of Home 

Office policy there would never have been a ‘massacre’ ” (Thompson 683). 

 

     Some major points about the combination of explicit facts that led to Peterloo surface from 
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the above short list: a Manchester that had been anachronistically kept in submission to a 

Medieval manorial structure, while other less important centers had already been transformed 

into corporate towns; an always increasing mass of underpaid workers who had no choice but to 

turn towards the radicals in search of a solution for their economic grievances (this would lead to 

their political indoctrination); and a group of reactionary magistrates holding all the authority.  

Lastly, there was little effective communication among the central government, the magistrates, 

and the people over whom they ruled. 

      The tremendous political strength of the array of forces displayed by the workers in the 

gathering at St. Peter's Fields could have also been realized at other points of Great Britain at 

the time.  The working class was mature and ripe for this kind of political statement.  Also, it 

must be said that the forces of the government would probably have found the means to repress 

the gathering in any other place that the workers had chosen for the meeting.    In spite of that, I 

would like to add another item to the list above:  

*     The fact that “police in the modern sense did not exist until 1829 when Sir Robert Peel 

established the Metropolitan force in London” (Messinger 28).   The keeping of the civic peace 

was the task of a few constables; this allowed the magistrates to swear in more constables or 

even form special forces, i.e, the Yeomanry, and to call for military regiments to perform police 

work whenever the need arose.  To establish when this need indeed existed was also the 

function of the reactionary magistrates.  The increased exchange between the Home Office and 

the Manchester magistrates in the days before the August 16th meeting was intended to 

determine this need.   

     The reasons given to the government by the magistrates to request authorization for the 

creation of these special forces are profusely documented in Bamford’s Passages in the Life of a 

Radical.  There, appears a collective statement by the magistrates J. Sylvester, R. Wright, W. 

Marriott, C. W. Ethelston, and J. Norris addressed to Lord Viscount Sidmouth.  Its last paragraph 

upholds my assertion as to the magistrates’ inability to legally prevent the realization of the 

meeting, as well as their eager request for an authorization to form the special force: 
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   We believe, on Monday next, a meeting will be held at  
  Blackburn, and on the following Monday, at Manchester,  
  at both of which Sir Charles Wolseley is to preside.  AS  
  THE LAW NOW STANDS WE CANNOT INTERFERE WITH  
  THESE MEETINGS, NOTWITHSTANDING OUR DECIDED     
  CONVICTION OF THEIR MISCHIEF AND DANGER.  We  
  are most anxious to do every thing in our power to preserve  
  the peace of the country, but UPON THIS MOST IMPORTANT     
  POINT WE ARE UNARMED (Bamford 182).  
 

     The request had been presented dated July 1st, 1819.  By July 16th, the Chairman of the 

Committee to “Strengthen the Civil Power,” John Bradshaw, communicated a resolution to arm 

and equip a maximum of one thousand men.  The number of armed forces available for 

Lieutenant-Colonel Guy L’ Estrange, the officer commanding the Manchester district, to use at 

St. Peter’s Fields was composed of “four squadrons of cavalry of the 15th. Hussars, comprising 

about 600 men, with several hundred infantrymen in the whole of the 88th Foot and several 

squadrons of the 31st Foot. ( . . . )  (A) detachment of the Royal Horse Artillery, Major Dyneley’s 

regiment, with their two six-pounder guns.  ( . . . )  (T)he amateur Cheshire Yeomanry Cavalry at 

full strength with eight corps, at least 400 men, and three troops of the Manchester and Salford 

Yeomanry Cavalry, two of which, comprising 120 men were actually used” (Marlow 126).   

     The communiqué neither acknowledged any need for uniforms, nor for drilling, “as it is 

considered only necessary that the most simple parts of military discipline would be required by 

such Association” (Bamford 182-83).  This conceptions embodies a good deal of class 

arrogance:  The members of the Yeomanry would have to deal with the rabble, so just the toting 

of the weapons by the horsemen would be enough to keep the rabble under control.  The 

Yeomanry, on the other hand were not so sure that that would be enough, or had their own 

reasons to expect (or their own motives to want) their weapons to be used. 

     Even though the deliberations on the formation of the Yeomanry, its arming, and its lack of 

training are known by the historians, the final directions given by the Home Office to the 

magistrates, as well as the orders given to the Yeomanry and military commanders by the 
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magistrates are still obscure.  It is worth mentioning another of Thompson's points:  

 
 
  Mr. Read places great weight ( . . . ) on a letter of  
  Sidmouth’s twelve days before Peterloo, advising the  
  Manchester magistrates to “abstain from any endeavour  
  to disperse the mob”.  But if any “Peterloo decision” was  
  reached by Sidmouth and the magistrates it is likely to  
  have been reached privately in the week before the meeting.   
  And it is highly unlikely that any record would have been  
  left in the official Home Office papers for subsequent  
  inspection.  The “Private and Secret” correspondence  
  between Hobhouse and Byng and Norris ( . . . ) is  
  curiously ambiguous.  Several letters (which have the  
  air of being “for the record”) deprecate “hasty” or forcible  
  action against the crowd ( . . . ); but there is an air of  
  anticipation without precedent, a private address is  
  given to Norris (Chairman of the Manchester Bench)  
  for correspondence ( . . . ), and two days after Peterloo  
  Hobhouse records Sidmouth’s satisfaction in the  
  judgment of Colonel L’ Estrange in “his employing the  
  Yeomanry in the Van, agreeably to the Plan on which I  
  know you intended to act ( . . . ).  My opinion is (a) that  
  the Manchester authorities certainly intended to employ  
  force, (b) that Sidmouth knew--and assented to--their  
  intention to arrest Hunt in the midst of the assembly  
  and to disperse the crowd, but that he was unprepared  
  for the violence with which this was effected (Thompson  
  683, my emphasis).  
 

     Thus lack of specific orders confused both sides of the conflict, but the intention of the 

authorities in keeping this hazy environment is clear: while the Yeomanry organized itself for the 

massacre,9 Hunt published a letter in The Times, August 16th 1819, which in part said: “Our 

enemies will seek every opportunity by the means of their sanguinary agents to excite a riot, that 

they may have a pretence for spilling our blood, reckless of the awful and certain retaliation that 

would ultimately fall on their hands.”  Conservative revisionists such as Philip Lawson can not 

avoid stating that the potential for catastrophe was present at St. Peters’:   
 
  The argument today swings back and forth across the  
  ideological spectrum much as it did then, and it is worth      
  highlighting two points in particular, that scholars of  
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  Peterloo always raise to reinforce their case.  First, were      
  participants in the reform meeting ready and armed for      
  confrontation with the policing forces, and, second,  
  did the authorities from Home Office down, concoct a  
  plan to deliver a smashing blow to the reform impetus  
  in North West England? (  . . . )  (I)t seems apparent  
  that everyone and his dog carried some sort of weapon  
  at Peterloo.  The Yeomanry had sabres, the regulars  
  swords and firearms, the special constables batons and  
  staves, and those in the crowd nearest to the speakers  
  shouldered sticks or even pistols (Lawson 27-8).     
 

     It is clear that there were open threats for both sides looming over that day’s meeting, but, 

Hunt advised attendance  to “(c)ome, then, my friends, to the meeting on Monday, armed with 

no other weapon but that of a self-approving conscience; determined not to suffer yourselves to 

be irritated or excited, by any means whatsoever, to commit to any breach of the public peace” 

(Lawson 27-8).  It is possible to suppose that the people armed with sticks or even pistols 

nearest to the speakers were, most likely, the bodyguards of Hunt and other prominent 

members of the reform movement.  It would be unthinkable to imagine a man both as 

flamboyant and as threatened as Hunt to go to the meeting without a personal guard.  [An 

example of this custom is provided by Bamford (169-70) in his account of the request by Hunt 

for him to provide a guard to stand by on the occasion of Hunt’s attempt  (finally frustrated) to 

attend for the second time a show at the Manchester theater].  Since “(t)he leaders of the 

contingents had warned their followers to ignore all provocations(,)  (m)any staves --or ‘walking-

sticks’-- had been left behind” (Thompson 685).  Again the weight of the responsibility for the 

deaths and injures caused by weapons falls on the side of the government.  It is evident that the 

authorities expected that the armed forces would end up exerting some violence on the 

protesters, but the lack of written orders--the lack of a paper trail--would provide the government 

with infinite ways of excusing itself of any responsibility for any happening at St. Peter’s:  The 

government was washing its hands.  Since the ultimate decision to transform the meeting at St. 

Peter’s Field into Peterloo was left within the hands of the Manchester Yeomanry Cavalry, it is 

worthwhile to take a look at how the Cavalry is seen by scholarship:  The most circumspect 
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historians, in books that tangentially touch Peterloo, as Messinger does in Manchester in the 

Victorian Age, see the Yeomanry as just another victim caught up within a weird  accident: 
 
 
  Suddenly a struggle began between parts of the crowd and  
  parts of the Yeomanry.  Some of the Yeomanry became   
  isolated.  Then, for reasons which have caused puzzlement  
  to the present day, panic erupted.  Men and women screamed,     
  sabres flashed, and a full-scale riot ensued.  When the dust  
  settled and the sun began to dry the blood on the ground, some  
  six to eleven persons had been killed and another one hundred  
  to six hundred seriously injured (Messinger 28).  
 

     This is a radically different picture of the Manchester Yeomanry from the one painted by 

Marlow.  Marlow tells of Hugh Hornby Birley, the Commander of the Yeomanry, entertaining the 

Yeomanry with drink at nearby public houses to provide them with Dutch courage.  “There is no 

evidence that any other troops, amateur or regular, were drunk, but that many members of the 

MYC were by the time they finally took up their positions is indisputable.  It was considerably to 

add to the disaster of the day” (Marlow 127).  Some people could even use such a detail to 

justify the action of the Yeomanry as the irresponsible acts of drunken horsemen.  A better light 

on explaining the reasons behind the Yeomanry’s actions is shed by Thompson’s account.  He 

best describes the imbalance between the mood of the working class attending to the meeting, 

and the disposition of the Yeomanry: 
 
 
  The presence of so many women and children was  
  overwhelming testimony to the pacific character of a  
  meeting which (the reformers knew) all England was  
  watching.  The attack was made on this multitude  
  with the venom of panic. 
       But the panic was not (as has been suggested) the  
  panic of bad horsemen hemmed in by a crowd.  It was  
  the panic of class hatred.  It was the Yeomanry--the  
  Manchester manufacturers, merchants, publicans, and      
  shopkeepers on horseback--which did more damage than  
  the regulars (Hussars).  In the Yeomanry (a middle class  
  reformer testified) “there are . . .  individuals whose  
  political rancour approaches to absolute insanity.”   
  These were the men who pursued the banners, knew the  
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  speakers by name and sought to play off old scores, and  
  who mustered and cheered at the end of their triumph 
  (Thompson 686-87).  
 

   Thompson’s emphasis on the presence of women, something that Bamford elaborates with 

visible pleasure in his Passages in the Life of a Radical, brings me back to the importance of 

understanding the symbols shared by both parts of the Manchester conflict.  Another symbol--

feminine presence, which was intended to reinforce the meeting’s festive and peaceful 

character--was to constitute still another element to incense the passion of the Manchester 

Yeomanry.  The irritation of the ruling class at the presence of women in political protest went as 

far back as the 1790’s repulsion of the elites for the ideas promulgated by the French 

Revolution.  Women had been in popular protest before; but by 1819 their presence in the 

politics of radicalism was formal: women voted, were officers in associations, held their own 

meetings, presented addresses (Epstein 100-01).  At the summer 1819 Blackburn meeting, the 

women of the Committee of the Blackburn Female Reform Society had played an active role by 

delivering a cap of liberty to chairman John Knight.  
  
 
  The New Times immediately proclaimed the ladies of the  
  Blackburn Female Reform Society “worthy followers” of  
  the women of the French Revolution:  “(t)he Poissardes  
  of Paris, those furies in the shape of women, who  
  committed so many murders, and were foremost in so  
  many scenes of horror”.  The Manchester Exchange Herald  
  recorded its “repugnance at this “most disgusting scene”  
  of women presenting a cap of liberty, noting that the  
  women “mixed with the orators” and remained in the  
  hustings for the rest of the day: “The Public scarcely need  
  to be informed, that the females are women well known to  
  be the most abandoned of their sex”.  The New Times left  
  no doubt about the character of the “lady” who presented  
  the Society’s address: “for we cannot conceive that any but  
  a hardened and shameless prostitute would have the  
  audacity to appear on the hustings on such an occasion  
  and for such a purpose” (Epstein 103).  
 

     At their August 16th meeting in Manchester, the reformers pursued a romantic, poetic, and 
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pacific gesture--and an egalitarian one as well--with their opening the march with a battalion of 

white clad women.   The Yeomanry, however, perhaps thought that they were in the hateful 

presence of the “harpies:” 
 
  
  The role of the market-women of Paris during the French      
  Revolution offered the quintessential image of a total  
  inversion of natural order, an image enhanced by the  
  close association of female radicals with the Bonnet rouge.   
  The dramatic entry of women bearing the symbol of  
  revolution on to the public platform underscored the  
  threatened reversal or all relations of social and political      
  authority.  It is at least possible to imagine that some  
  members of the Manchester Yeomanry saw “harpies” rather  
  than mothers amid the confusion on St. Peter’s Field.  Lists  
  of those wounded suggest that there was little attempt to  
  spare the lives of women (Epstein 104).  
 

     In my research on The Times I found the accounts that follow, surprising because they are 

written in a medium that had been traditionally the expression of the ruling class, thus always 

echoing the government view.  What follows marks an important switch in the most powerful 

journalistic publication in England.  The account of the actions of the Yeomanry in The Times, 

August 19th 1819, describes their advance towards the hustings “at rapid trot,” with “their ranks 

in disorder.”  Interestingly enough, The Times says that, while the cavalry directed itself to the 

hustings “(n)ot a brick was thrown at them--not a pistol was fired during this period; all was quiet 

and orderly, as if the cavalry had been the friends of the multitude, and had marched as such 

into the midst of them.  A bugle-man went at their head, then an officer, and then came the 

whole troop.”  But, it seems that the orderly fashion was only necessary until they could secure 

their intended prey:  

  
  As soon as Hunt and Johnson had jumped from the wagon,  
  a cry was made by the cavalry, “Have at their flags.”  In      
  consequence, they immediately dashed not only at the flags  
  which were in the wagon, but those which were posted among  
  the crowd, cutting most indiscriminately to the right and to the     
  left in order to get at them.  This set the people running in all     
   directions, and it was not till this act had been committed that  
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  any brick-bats were hurled at the military.  From that moment  
  the Manchester Yeomanry Cavalry lost all command of temper 
  (The Times 19 Aug. 1819).    

     And so the massacre happened.  Let us proceed directly to the aftermath.  Hunt, Bamford, 

and others were tried and sentenced: Hunt was given two and a half years prison, and he had to 

provide a security deposit of 2,000 pounds that the government would keep if he broke the law 

afterwards.  Bamford, and two others were sentenced to a year in prison; Bamford's security 

proviso was established at 1000 pounds (Bamford 156).  But, Thompson says that “(i)f Peterloo 

was intended to curb the right to public meeting it had exactly the opposite consequences.  

Indignation provoked Radical organization where it had never before existed, and open-air 

demonstrations were held in regions hitherto under the spell of ‘Loyalists’ ” (Thompson 690).   

     The repercussions of Peterloo immediately acquired national and international dimensions, 

as both Thompson and Messinger have said.  The animosities brought about by the excesses of 

the troops were recognized even by the, until then, loyalist The Times: “there was no pretext 

under heaven for applying force to the meeting at Manchester which might not have been as 

plausibly brought forward to excuse a similar indiscretion in the case of the Smithfield 

assemblage.”  Still further, The Times focuses the nature of the disturbances within the frame of 

class warfare: 
 
 
  The Magistrates are, we have been informed, with scarcely  
  one exception, of the class of master-manufacturers.  They  
  have the power consequently in their own hands; and it is  
  wonderful, that men so situated should employ it for the  
  benefit of their own party, than for that of the multitude,  
  whom they consider “the common enemy”.  So the  
  Manchester Cavalry are of that class of society who  
  sympathize with the masters against the men, and whose      
  prejudices and antipathies have, throughout the whole      
  manufacturing contest, been engaged on that side of the  
  question, which would lead them to consider a military  
  movement against a meeting of Reformists (composed  
  exclusively of the class of labourers) as tantamount to  
  an attack upon “the common enemy” (The Times 21st Aug. 1819). 
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 The Times' strong criticism of the events and its sudden journalistic accuracy is highly 

significant.  At this point The Times was probably starting to distance itself from Old Corruption 

and to recognize itself as having different interests from it.  By 1832, The Times’ voice already 

echoed the middle-class.  

     Naturally, in the following days, months, and years, the images of Peterloo would feed the 

collective imagination, and its victims would become heroes. 
 
 
   Hero(e)s of Manchester, all hail! 
   Your fame the astonish’d world shall know; 
   Th’ immortalizing bard can’t fail  
   To sing the deeds of Peterloo!10  
 

              In the same fashion in which the bloody field of St. Peter’s was a fertile ground to 

cultivate the myth of Peterloo’s popular heroes, it also produced Peterloo’s instant fiend: 
 
 
  You have heard of the far-renoun’d Waterloo plains, 
     Where the sun, horror struck at the slaughter, declin’d; 
  Where courage to frenzy abandoned the reins,  
     And liberty fell ‘midst the tears of mankind. 
 
  But a scene still more dreadful remains to the story, 
     Where the blood of the helpless in wild torrents ran; 
  When women, and children, and grandsires hoary,  
     Fell beneath the fierce sword of the Peterloo Man!11         
 

    Percy Shelley, using the voice of Nature, of Mother Earth, delivers the definitive words 

inspired by the Peterloo massacre: 
 
   “Men of England, heirs of Glory, 
   Heroes of unwritten story, 
   Nurslings of one mighty Mother, 
   Hopes of her, and one another; 
 
   “Rise like Lions after slumber 
   In unvanquishable number 
   Shake your chains to Earth like dew 
   Which in sleep had fallen on you-- 
   Ye are many--they are few.12  
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* The title is a line from Percy Shelley's poem England in 1819. 
1Old Corruption was the widespread reformist sobriquet identifying the unrepresentative Parliament. 
2 "Before the day was over, news of these events was on its way to London, to England, and to the world" 
(Messinger 28). 
3 The Times  18 Aug. 1819.   “. . . the mob altogether amounted to more than 40,000 persons--some say 60,000--
collected from all the neighboring districts (.)” 
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4  This statement, though, is already in jeopardy if one considers the conflicting views held immediately 
before and after the meeting: If there was the expectancy on the part of the magistrates that incitement to 
violence, the committing of illegal acts, the proffering of libelous statements, or even the plain incitement 
to the overthrowing of the established government could happen during the course of the meeting,  it 
would--at some point--become illegal.  Some sources claim that the Riot Act was read as soon as the 
gathering took shape, much before the main orator (Henry Hunt) had even arrived to the hustings (other 
sources, on the other hand, say that the Riot Act was never read).  Also, to complicate even more the 
views on the legality/illegality of the meeting, it has been argued that--had the meeting been illegal--it 
could have been interrupted and the crowd dispersed without any need of reading of the Riot Act, just by 
recourse to “common law.” 
5 The hustings were a makeshift device “consisting of two wagons pushed together.”  ( Marlow 128-9) 
6 Luddism:  framework-knitters underground movement; between 1811-13 realized acts of power-loom 
destruction in order  to protect their trade. 
7 Thompson’s main concern in The Making of the Working Class is not to discuss the claims of the 
reformers, but to analyze if at any time in the history of the working class movement a generalized 
revolutionary action had ever been feasible and/or imminent.  My opinion is that, if, undoubtedly, there 
were revolutionaries within the Manchester attendance, under  no circumstances a revolution would have 
started that day .  The general spirit of these gatherings was indoctrinating, strength-displaying, and 
political-gesturing, not a belligerent one.  It is enough just to pay some attention to the reformers’ 
concerns with orderliness, cleanliness and peacefulness. 
8  The Radical Reformers,  The Times   13 Aug. 1819:  “It is expected that the Watch and Ward Act which 
comes into operation on Monday next, will be a means of checking, if not of entirely preventing, these 
practices.”  
9  “At the first taste of power, on receipt of the letter from Lord Derby, the MYC leapt into action.  They 
sent their sabres to be sharpened.  ( . . . ).  No other Yeomanry corps sent their sabres to be sharpened.  
The MYC had never sent theirs to be sharpened before, only to be cleaned.  So what prompted the action 
other than hopeful bloody use of the sabres?”  (Marlow 98). 
10 R(obert). S(horter)., The Bloody Field of Peterloo! A New Song (Scrivener 218). 
11 (N.A.) The Peterloo Man (Scrivener 266). 
12 Percy Shelley, The Mask of Anarchy. Written on the Occasion of the Massacre at Manchester  
Shelley’s Poetry and Prose, Donald H Reiman and Sharon B. Powers, ed. (New York: Norton, 1977), P. 
305.  
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Pfefferkorn 1 

 The genesis, success, and subsequent proliferation of synchronized early movie 

sound system technologies in converted vaudeville theaters and community centers was 

not just the result of a myriad of blossoming technological advancements in the recording 

and film industries, but also the result of a push toward mass media entertainment and 

communication diversification in the early 1920s.  Through investigation of the entangled 

web of patent wars, industry to scientific laboratory interactions, economic incentives, 

transformations in film technique, the role of the musical score, and the cultural shifts 

surrounding the entertainment industry that occurred prior, during, and after the 

conversion to sound film, it is apparent that the transformation to sound film was not a 

hasty one, but rather a slow and measured change.1 

 From its inception in the early twentieth century, cinema in its various forms has 

held a place in the hearts of Americans of virtually all walks of life.  For this reason, its 

power and its influence in shaping and reflecting American culture and aesthetic 

standards is formidable.  In addition, the constant shifting of cinematic forms throughout 

history and how these varied forms were used by society can reveal a great deal about the 

aesthetics and the technological capabilities that enabled their success.  Examples include 

film’s transformation from photography, to illustrated music, to vaudeville, to opera, to 

cartoon, to radio, to phonography, and even to telephony by the late 1920s.2  At every 

step along its evolutionary process, film has “blended in with whichever image or sound 

technologies serve a particular aesthetic or economic purpose.”3  Using this framework as 

                                                 
1 The misconception that the transformation to sound film was a hasty one is possibly a reflection of the 
high expectations placed on the information technologies today.  The rapid rate of change expected from 
information technology has undoubtedly impacted our perspectives on historical technological and cultural 
revolutions.  
2 Rick Altman, Sound Theory Sound Practice, (New York: Routledge, 1992) 114-125.  
3 Altman, Sound Theory Sound Practice, 114. 
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a gauge to measure technological impact on entertainment culture, it is reasonable to infer 

that the development and popular explosion of sound film popularity in the late 1920s 

represents the amalgamation of rapidly diversifying radio, telephone, recording with the 

preexisting cinematic technologies.  

 Predating the first attempts at creating a sound-film synchronization system was 

Thomas Alva Edison’s invention of the phonograph and later the Kinetograph and the 

Kinetoscope, or motion camera in the 1870s.  These inventions allowed scientists and 

engineers the means to fabricate hybrid systems from the phonograph and the motion 

camera for sound-film synchronization.  One demonstration of these attempts was 

Thomas Alva Edison’s Kinetophone in 1895, which synchronized Kinetoscope images 

with the sound from a phonograph.  While this device saw only marginal commercial 

success, it still marked the beginning of a trend toward a more prominent role of recorded 

sound in the entertainment industry.4  

 
 

Figure 1: Frames from early experimental attempt to create sound motion pictures by the Edison 
Manufacturing Company.5  

 
 Following Edison’s invention was Leon Gaumont’s Chronophone in 1902.  This 

rudimentary system employed cables linked to both a film projector and two 

phonographs. While this apparatus gained temporary support by the film industry 
                                                 
4 Elizabeth Wise and John Belton, Eds., Theory and Practice: Film Sound. (New York: Columbia  
   University Press, 1985) 6.  
5 “Kinetophone,” About Inc., 2005, 20 April 2005  
   <http://inventors.about.com/library/inventors/bledison_kinetoscope.htm>.  These frames are taken from a     
   Kinetoscope film clip documenting one of Edison’s earliest experiments to synchronize action with   
   sound.  Two men are dancing while a man plays the violin in front of a horn (phonograph) connected to a   
   cylinder recording machine, Edison’s Kinetophone. The two dancers also add to the intimate nature of     
   the recorded music at this time.  
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monopoly, the Motion Picture Patents Company, and premiered at the Hippodrome in 

London in 1907, its rough sound recordings and amplification abilities combined with 

high production cost and synchronization instability lead its general abandonment by 

local and global cinema industry leaders.6  

 
 

Figure 2: Early advertisement for Gaumont’s Chronophone featured in the London Hippodrone Theater7 
 

 It was also during this time in the early 1900s that several smaller rivalries for the 

production of synchronized sound technologies flourished yet to no great avail. One of 

these inventions was the Cameraphone, invented by E. E. Norton in 1908.  The 

Cameraphone, much like the Chronophone, seemed to have a promising future in its early 

stages of development and testing.  While early successes including the installation of 

several Cameraphone machines in a few innovative vaudeville theaters signified a 

                                                 
6 Rick Altman, Silent Film Sound, (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004) 162.  
7 Altman, Sound Theory Sound Practice, 115-16.  
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successful future for the primitive system, its cumbersome and temperamental equipment 

was nevertheless abandoned.  

 
 

Figure 3: Advertisement for Cameraphone featuring well known Vaudeville Stars8  
 

 Underpinning these failures was not just the stubborn status quo in the 

entertainment culture, but also the inability of inventors to create a film sound system that 

combined the increasingly advanced and specialized technologies used in radio, 

telephone, and the predecessors of sound film.9  The general public, along with major 

movie investors, were simply not satisfied with the instability of early synchronization 

devices given their limitations in amplification and quality at a large expense.  

                                                 
8 Altman, Silent Film Sound, 164. 
9 Altman, Sound Theory Sound Practice, 113-25.  I am broadening Altman’s argument that the 
Cameraphone’s decline was a result of its marketing strategy.  The Cameraphone’s was marketed as an 
amalgamation of existing technologies and not a new one.  Similarly, this effect is observed in all early 
movie sound system technologies produced during the zenith of the vaudeville entertainment medium. 
These marketing constraints also probably slowed the rate of integration of new technologies used in 
communications because instruments of a more revolutionary nature were simply not needed to augment 
pre-existing vaudeville show needs.  
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Aside from technological constraints, early inventors of sound film were facing 

the satisfaction of the public audience and industry with the vaudeville tradition. This is 

evidenced in the large escalation in vaudeville theater construction in small towns and 

communities in the first quarter of the twentieth century.  The construction of the 

Majestic Theater in 1925 in rural Gettysburg, Pennsylvania for example, was constructed 

to accommodate the many popular traveling vaudeville shows.  Despite the attempts of 

early apparatus like the Cameraphone to appeal to the owners of vaudeville theaters, 

vaudeville simply did not require the use of expensive, bulky, and cumbersome sound 

production systems and their accompanying amplification equipment to appease 

audiences already happy with live accompaniment.  

 It was not until the mid to late 1920s with the gradual decline of vaudeville and 

the diversification of applications utilizing the basic building blocks of electronic 

technologies, that a long term revolution in film identity was imminent.  The beginning of 

this transformation can be marked by Lee De Forest’s invention of the Phonofilm system 

in 1923.10  Unlike earlier attempts at sound film synchronization by sound on disk, the 

Phonofilm system employed a method of recording sounds directly onto the film stock as 

parallel lines of electronic information.  Synchronization was achieved by first 

photographically recording the electrical impulses and then translating those electrical 

pulses back into sound waves upon projection.11  Since the film and sound was taken in 

parallel, if part of the film reel was damaged the same number of frames of image and 

                                                 
10 Weis and Belton, 5-7. 
11 “Vaccumm Tube,” The Wikipedia Free Online Enclyclopedia, 18 April 2005, 20 April 2005     
    <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_tube>. 
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sound would be eliminated, preserving the undamaged section of film and sound ensuring 

sustained synchronization.12  

 

Figure 4: Scene from 1929 film Hallelujah13  

  

Figure 5: Shooting a De Foreset Phonofilm in 192514 

Despite the groundbreaking nature of this new method, it was not successful on a 

national or international level because its inventor Lee De Forest’s lacked business 

prowess as well as the support from the mainstream American movie producers and 

theater owners. While De Forest’s patents were impressive, his professional affiliations 

were limited in number and his corporations lacked secure financial backing, making all 
                                                 
12 Kristin Thompson and David Bordwell, Film History: An Introduction, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw Hill,  
    2003) 194. 
13 Thompson and Bordwell, 194. This picture depicts both a still action frame from De Forest sound film    
    and the photographic electronic sound image which accompanies it. 
14 Scott Eyman, The Speed of Sound, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997) 222.  
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major film corporations insecure about adopting his sound film system.  Even though 

Phonofilm did not herald the era of sound film, its technological supremacy and small 

scale success in a few theaters did foreshadow the significant changes in cultural 

aesthetic preference and technological capabilities that would soon make sound film a 

practical actuality.  

 The technology used in De Forest’s Phonofilm is just one example of how 

groundbreaking inventions in electronics in the early 1900s were first reflected in 

revolutions in a homogeneous mass media and communications business and then later in 

diversifying entertainment industry technologies.  For example, De Forest’s audition 

tube, an improvement on the “Fleming Diode” invented by British Scientist John 

Ambrose Fleming in 1904, allowed for the first wireless-telegraph, amplifiers and 

microphones, radio transmissions, and later sound-film synchronization and television.15  

Figure one shows DeForest’s original patent from 1907.  

 
 

Figure 6: Lee De Forest’s original audition tube patent from 190716 

                                                 
15 “A Science Odyssey: People and Discoveries: Lee de Forest,” PBS Online, 1998, 20 April 2005     
    <http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aso/databank/entries/btfore.html>. 
16 Mike Adams, “The Complete Lee de Forest,” Perham Collection of History San Jose, 20 Apr 2005.   
    <http://www.leedeforest.org/inventor.html>. 
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 With the precedence of its use in radio and telegraph, the audition tube was 

adopted for use in the more diversified sound film medium. While each of these 

communication and entertainment mediums matured at different times, all of their early 

developmental stages were grounded in the same technologies and were similarly shaped 

by changing cultural aesthetics.  Early radio telegraphy for example, did not challenge the 

pre existing popular music, vaudeville, or silent film industries, in the same way that a 

sound voice synchronized film potentially could. 

 It took the combination of the diversification of fundamental technologies, the 

staying power of industry giants, a monopoly on recording and sound technology patents, 

and the decline of vaudeville to result in the first successful commercial implementation 

and public acceptance of sound film.  Western Electric, a subsidiary of the monopoly 

holder on telephone technology the American Telephone and Telegraph Company 

(AT&T), created state of the art recording systems, amplifiers, and loudspeakers.  With 

financial backing from AT&T whose revenues in 1925 over $800 million and whose 

assets exceeded 2.9 million, Western Electric could pursue more radical and diverse 

applications of these sound technologies including sound film synchronization.17  The 

fruits of this research came in 1925 when Western Electric introduced a sound on disk 

system for sound picture synchronization, the Vitaphone.  Even though the Vitaphone 

was backed by one of the largest corporations in the world, film giants remained skeptical 

that any sound film system was worth investing in after the myriad of previous failures 

from implementation of instruments such as the promising De Forest Phonofilm.18 

                                                 
17 Altman, Sound Theory Sound Practice. Weis and Belton, 9. 
18 Thompson and Bordwell, 191-5 
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 Despite skepticism, Western Electric’s sound film technology was eventually 

adopted, and was implemented by the innovative and growing Warner Brother’s 

Corporation.  Ironically, the adoption of Western Electric’s sound film technology by 

Warner Brothers occurred only after a business contact between two companies regarding 

radio equipment.  Western Electric provided radio equipment to Warner Brother so that 

they could promote their productions with the most innovative mass media mediums.19  

In this way, the unified nature of early communication companies, such as Western 

Electric, opened the gate for the implementation of more diverse applications of similar 

technologies.  

To further ensure the success of the Vitaphone, AT&T secured a place for itself as 

sound film leader and wire communication monopoly holder by making deals with the 

Radio Corporation of America (RCA).  Since AT&T had previously acquired non-wire 

communication patents in the broadcasting industry, it had an ample supply of bargaining 

chips to present to RCA with regard to their innovations in sound film.  In exchange for 

shared rights to broadcasting patents, AT&T guaranteed its monopoly in the wire 

communication sector as well as the rights to many sound film technologies. Both of 

these things were integral components for maintaining their status as sound film industry 

leader.  It was the business prowess and foresight of AT&T company leaders and the 

visionary businessmen and leaders at the Warner Brother’s corporation that enabled the 

necessary financial and technological freedoms for the success of their Vitaphone system.  

                                                 
19 Weis and Belton, 8.  
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Figure 7: An early version of the Vitaphone with record running in coordination with the projected film20 

 For the first time a sound film system included just the right mix of cutting edge 

technology with a relatively high quality synchronization and reliability at a reasonable 

price.  With the support and stability guaranteed from the largest communication 

technology company in America, the Vitaphone was free to ignite the long anticipated 

overhaul of the American entertainment industry.  Not turned away by the prospect of 

unreliable technologies and the possibility of risky and expensive business ventures, 

Vaudeville theater owners as well as film theater entrepreneurs embraced the sound-film 

technology.  

 While inventors had produced a reliable film sound synchronization system, the 

limitations and hurdles facing late 1920s movie producers can not be dismissed.  Due to 

immature sound film recording infrastructures, technological limits demanded that the 

film music and the action be recorded in close proximity to each other so that the 

amplification instruments and cameras could be in seemingly perfect synchronization.  

                                                 
20 Eyman, The Speed of Sound, 223. 
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Despite these restrictions, producers did the best they could to film movies with sound by 

utilizing different camera angles to create an effect of space. Figures eight and nine 

demonstrate how the limitations were overcome.   

 

Figure 8: A posed publicity shot demonstrating the limitations of early sound filming21 

 

Figure 9: A Warner Brothers early sound filming22  

                                                 
21 Thompson and Bordwell, Film History: an Introduction, 2nd ed.  
22 The limitations of live sound recording put on film set designers were formidable. The closeness needed 
between orchestra and action can be observed in this figure. Since the orchestra must be close to the action, 
only a small part of the space can be filmed free of background musicians, the use of microphones and 
shifted camera angles allowed for a sense of space within tight physical confines.   
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Don Juan, filmed in 1926, was the first large scale Warner Brother’s Production 

to include Vitaphone synchronization.  This film, like prior accompanied silent films, 

included no spoken dialogue, but rather a completely synchronized musical score. The 

popularity of this film resulted in the production of other films with synchronized musical 

scores and no spoken dialogue.  The music used in these scores was much like that of 

silent films accompanied by live organists or small ensembles in the early 1920s. One 

such film is Cecil B DeMille’s 1925 production of The Road to Yesterday, the first 

motion picture presented in Gettysburg’s vaudeville house, the Majestic Theater.  

Musical accompaniment in The Road to Yesterday, similar to most music only 

synchronized scores of the late 1920s, is mainly derived from well known classical music 

standards by composers such as Mozart and Beethoven. The non-diegetic function of this 

music was pivotal in these early films as supplementing the drama and intensity created 

by the film’s plot was integral in the absence of spoken dialogue.  Music was generally 

not a main part of the action or plot since text boxes were still used in a recitative like 

manner to further the plot and support visual screen action.  The non-diegetic musical 

function in live accompanied films and music specific sound synchronized films can be 

found in almost every scene in The Road to Yesterday.  

Analysis of just one short selection of music in The Road to Yesterday illustrates 

how a musically diverse score can reveal undertones and emotional shifts integral to 

creating mood.  The scene’s setting is the Grand Canyon, home to a boy’s camp where 

action begins with an innocent fight between two campers.  As the boys start fighting, the 

musical accompianment commences with a rapid sequence of homophonic repeated notes 

in the full wind and string orchestra.  The anticipatory effect induced by the sequence of 
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repeated notes is paralleled by the anticipation of a final outcome of the fight.  The 

sequence of full repeated notes adds to the frenzied and dramatic nature of the boys fight, 

but the contrasting fast lively tempo and bright tone color indicates a mood less serious 

and more playful and innocent, much like the innocence of the young boys.  After a 

winner is determined, all the boys play and fight with each other.  The music parallels 

this with a change in timbre, a heavier texture, and a more frantic tempo.  Instances of 

this musical visual text painting occur throughout the entire film accenting climatic plot 

points and embodying the personality of each character.  

 Despite an increased awareness of the importance of music’s role in providing 

dramatic inflection in silent films, it would take a more serious transformation in the 

function of music in sound-talkie films to overturn the popular vaudeville tradition once 

and for all.  This turn of tide can be marked by the 1927 Warner Brothers premiere of The 

Jazz Singer; the first film to include text-mouth synchronization using Vitaphone 

technology. This revolutionary part talkie film produced such large public attention, that 

a conversion back to pre-talkie entertainment was practically unthinkable. The premiere 

at the Warners’ Theater was a complete success.  

 
 

Figure 10: Jazz Singer Premier in Warner Theater October 6, 192723  
                                                 
23 Eyman, The Speed of Sound, 222. 
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Even though the success of The Jazz Singer was in some part due to the 

anticipation and expectations of the first on screen text-mouth synchronization, without 

the use of pre-existing cultural practices in the movie’s plot material and music, the 

impact of sound-film may not have been as formidable.  The amalgamation of culturally 

identifiable practices in the The Jazz Singer through the inclusion of diegetic music, 

reminiscent of the vaudeville tradition, and a culturally significant subject, the morality of 

Jazz, certainly improved the audience’s personal relation to the film.  The plot of the Jazz 

Singer focuses around a simple story about a Jewish cantor’s son who in pursuing his 

dreams of becoming a jazz singer and vaudeville performer would have to defy his 

traditions and family.  In this way, audience members could grapple with their own 

conceptions of the morality of real jazz singers through a new entertainment medium.  

Audience members could also share in the excitement of a sound film while retaining 

their love of vaudeville, and similar diegetic entertainment forms.   

While making vaudeville the central theme in The Jazz Singer might upon first 

inspection seem to diminish the revolutionary nature of the new sound film technology 

by promoting vaudeville, further assessment reveals that it probably did the exact 

opposite giving sound film superiority over the fading vaudeville entertainment genre.  

By reducing vaudeville to just one element within the context of another entertainment 

medium, vaudeville as its own self sufficient entity was inherently diminished.  This is 

because early talkie films like the The Jazz Singer could not only include vaudeville, but 

also other elements of visual and mental stimulation such as romance, family values, the 

culture and morality of jazz singers and vaudevillian performers, immigration of Jewish, 

city life, and the American dream.  People could still enjoy vaudeville while gaining all 
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the new benefits of a completely different entertainment medium.  The vaudeville and 

film connection was further enforced by director Alan Crosland’s choice to employ Al 

Jolson to play the part of Jackie Rabinowitz in the film.  

By employing Al Jolson, a real life successful, popular, and famous vaudeville 

blackface comedian and performer with Jewish heritage, as the main character in The 

Jazz Singer, an element of truth and realness was brought to the screen. This probably 

further blurred the distinction between vaudeville and talkie films by fostering a feeling 

of security and familiarity for most audience members.  Another way that Jolson helped 

to make sound film a superior entertainment form was through his status as one of 

America’s first pop stars.24  This status, achieved only through use of mass dissemination 

technologies and revolutionary interactive performance practices gave Jolson the power 

to create and form new cultural trends, a power shared by many of today’s pop stars.  

Juxtaposing the nostalgia induced by movie content matter and the immortalizing of 

vaudeville through employing Al Jolson as the protagonist along with the tight bond 

between Hollywood and the music of Tin Pan Alley, The Jazz Singer became the perfect 

vehicle to pay tribute to talkie film’s parent entertainment mediums while at the same 

time creating a superiority and distinctiveness for text-mouth and sound synchronous film 

technologies.     

 The relationship between Tin Pan Alley popular music culture and the developing 

sound film industry can not be diminished.  Examples of this tight relationship can be 

seen in almost all the musical selections from The Jazz Singer.  One of the most 

identifiable of these musical selections is “Blue Skies,” composed by one of the most 

                                                 
24 Larry Starr and Christopher Waterman, American Popular Music From Minstrelsy to MTV, (New York:  
   Oxford University Press, 2003) 62-85. 
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prolific Tin Pan Alley songwriters, Irving Berlin.  This piece not only functions to 

enhance plot development, but also relies on the formal and structural musical elements 

of the song form to further foster familiarity in new voice and action synchronized films. 

 Familiarity between popular music culture and sound film is enforced through 

“Blues Skies” in several ways.  Formally, the structure of “Blue Skies,” AABA with no 

introduction section, is simple like many popular Tin Pan Alley songs.  While 

accompaniment in a music recording of “Blue Skies,” would probably have been 

different, the use of just a piano in The Jazz Singer adds to the intimacy of the sound film 

medium.  In the film, Jakie performs “Blue Skies” in his parent’s home two times upon 

his return after many years of separation.  Jackie first performs a legato tender 

interpretation of “Blue Skies” underscoring the intimacy and love between son and 

mother.  The next rendition is much faster and livelier, “jazz” performance that includes 

an upbeat jazz piano accompaniment, vocal slurs, increased body movement and 

syncopation.  The pairing of the two interpretations in addition to plot development 

between Jackie and his parents demonstrate the power and influence of the jazz 

movement in popular music, as well as the generational gap in opinions on the morality 

of  jazz performers.  As many of the controversial issues surrounding jazz were very 

close to the hearts of many audience members, discussion of issues such as performer 

morality in The Jazz Singer probably induced a sense of intrigue yet familiarity.  

 Another element underscoring the success of The Jazz Singer and subsequent 

talkie films was the increased use of diegetic versus non-diegetic music. In synchronized 

non-talkie sound films and silent movies with accompanying scores, the music’s main 

function was to provide added intensity thus taking a secondary role to plot development 
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and on screen action. This was not the case with The Jazz Singer; while there were still 

uses of non-diegetic music to add to plot intensity, increased musical selections were 

diegetic and an integral part of plot, action, and character development. Warner Brother’s 

decision to make the music in The Jazz Singer active and inseparable from plot and 

character development, also most likely added another layer of familiarity to the new 

talking motion pictures since vaudeville acts were so interactive with audience members.   

Using the first spoken dialogue in The Jazz Singer to impress the interactive 

nature of the diegetic music in talkies reinforced the importance of synchronized spoken 

dialogue in sound film.  The phrase “Wait, Wait… you ain’t heard nothing yet” was 

sandwiched in between two diegetic interactive musical selections sung by Jackie in a 

jazz lounge with small jazz orchestra accompaniment (“Dirty Hands, Dirty Face” and 

“Toot Toot Tootsie”). The use of an improvised text at this point in the film was integral 

in creating familiarity among audience members, many of whom probably had 

experience with jazz lounges, and places offering popular music recordings, and the 

intimacy created by experiencing such settings.  

Aside from the positive public response to The Jazz Singer and other early talkies, 

the success of the talkie film revolution can also be evidenced in the large demand for 

Vitaphone and Vitaphone compatible movie systems installations by Vaudeville and 

silent movie theater owners.  After the introduction of the Vitaphone system in 1925 by 

Western Electric, other industry leaders soon followed with their rival technologies in 

talkie film technologies. By 1927 all major Hollywood producers producing films which 

required different sound film synchronization systems. To maximize profit, 
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standardization was needed so that all major sound films could be viewed in the all 

theaters across the country.  

Such a standardization agreement was made in February 1927 and was called the 

“Big Five Agreement” in which the five largest producing companies in Hollywood 

agreed to standardize sound technology systems so that their films could be viewed in all 

theaters not just their own satellite theaters. The five, including MGM, Universal, First 

National, Paramount, and the Producers Distributing Corporation agreed to adopt the new 

Western Electric sound on film disc and sound on film technologies which it acquired by 

1928.  By mid 1932 nearly every theater in America had been converted to sound.25  

In many areas, including rural Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, the conversion took 

place much faster. The Majestic Theater transformation occurred in 1929 for example, 

when a Western Electric Vitaphone-Movie tone system was installed. The installation of 

this $15,000 machine not only changed the entertainment culture in Gettysburg, but also 

changed the Majestic Theater itself.  The projection room was enlarged to seventy square 

feet, a new rubber Datone perforated screen was mounted, and two six by five feet horns 

and amplifiers were installed.  Within three weeks the traditional Vaudeville acts on 

Friday and Saturday nights were discontinued.26  This conversion can be mirrored in 

towns and cities across America, but it occurred only after years and years of trying, 

retrying, fixing, and perfecting movie sound system technologies, and a cultural climate 

ready for big change in entertainment.  

                                                 
25 Thompson and Bordwell, 195. 
26 “$15000 Vitaphone-Movietone Machine… All-Talkie Programs to be Shown Within Three Weeks,”  
     S&S Gettysburg, 18 May 1929, 1.  
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Figure 11: A Western Electric model that could play both sound on disc and sound on film27 

 The introduction of sound synchronized films changed the face of American 

entertainment culture forever.  Sound film synchronization was one of the first 

achievements for American inventors that relied on the integration of multiple 

technologies touching all the major mass communication and entertainment mediums of 

the early 1900s.  In addition, the knowledge gained by inventors and industry leaders 

about the importance of industry to scientific laboratory collaboration is something which 

has also continued to advance man and the way in which he lives today.  The 

development and technological success that heralded the era of sound film not only 

advanced man’s understanding of early technologies, but also created an entertainment 

force powerful enough to incite revolutions in thought and culture that will continue well 

into the future. 

 

                                                 
27 Thompson and Bordwell, 195. This type of projector was probably the same model installed in the 
    Majestic Theater in 1929. The projector installed in the Majestic was the Western Electric Vitaphone 
    - Movietone system dual sound on disc and sound on film projector. 
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Cotton Mather as Pawn of Puritan Politics: 
his private writings and his role in the Salem Witch Trials of 1692 

 
 
 The Reverend Cotton Mather (1663-1728) has traditionally been viewed as the spearhead 
of the Puritan movement in Massachusetts. Often referred to as, “the witch-finder”, Mather has 
been attributed with almost the sole responsibility for perpetuating the Salem Witch Trials, 
culminating in the death of twenty people and one dog. Closer examination of primary sources, 
however, reveals Mather to be a man who resisted, rather than drove, the building frenzy of the 
Salem Witch Hearings. In fact, Cotton Mather worked within his means towards bringing an end 
to the whole atrocity.  
 
This paper sets out to refute the traditional image of Mather “the propagator” and to present him 
as a victim of the Puritan Colonial political machine. Closer examination of Mather’s role in the 
witchcraft proceedings and, most particularly, his reluctant involvement within the 
Massachusetts Commonwealth government, as witnessed thorough his private writings, reveals 
him as a political pawn.  As revealed in his self-damning “Wonders of the Invisible World”, 
Mather clearly wrestles with issues of guilt and responsibility in endorsing the pursuit of the 
witchcraft trials; an endorsement entered against his better judgment.  A puppet of the Crown, by 
his own admission, Mather was too vain to resist the temporary fame promised by such an 
appointment. As a tragic hero suffering from hubris, Mather’s decision to become a 
representative of the court for the witch trails resulted in his downfall and cast him in History as 
the perpetrator of the atrocities he so ardently sought to prevent.  
 
 
 
 
Martha E. Pfeiffer 
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For my own part, I was always afraid of proceeding to 
convict and condemn any person, as a confederate with 
afflicting Daemons, upon so feeble an evidence, as a 
spectral representation.  Accordingly, I ever testified 
against it, both publicly and privately; and in my letters to 
the judges, I particularly besought them, that they would by 
no means admit it; and when a considerable Assembly of 
Ministers gave in their advice about that matter, I not only 
concurred with their advice, but it was I who drew it up."  
 

Cotton Mather 
  May,1692  

 
 

Although the above suggests that Cotton Mather was against the Salem witch trial 
 
 proceedings, he has emerged throughout history as the man who was their greatest  
  
advocate. The Reverend Charles Wentworth Upham, who published the acclaimed two 
 
 volume Salem Witchcraft in 1867,  believed Mather to be the villain of the whole  
 
witchcraft conspiracy.  Of Cotton Mather, he wrote,  "How blind is man to the future!  
 
 The state of things which Cotton Mather labored to bring about, in order that he might 
 
 increase his own influence over an infatuated people,  by being regarded by them as 
 
 mighty to cast out and vanquish evil spirits,  and as able to hold Satan himself in chains by 
 
 his prayers and his piety,  brought him at length into such disgrace that his power was 
 
 broken down, and he became the object of public ridicule and open insult."  In nearly 
 
every case of witchcraft during the Salem trials,  guilt was most often established by  
 
testimonies based upon spectral evidence.  In other words, the alleged witch could appear 
 
 in spectral form to torment the victims while their physical body remained in another  
 
place.  Considering that Mather spent most of his energies condemning the use of spectral 
 
evidence, constantly urging the magistrates not to rely on it as their sole source of proof, 
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it is surprising that he aquired notoriety as their chief defender.  How Mather came to be 
 
held responsible for the propagation of the trials,  when he was so adamantly against the 
 
manner in which they were conducted,  is a matter which requires further examination. 
 
 

 Although Cotton Mather did support the concept behind the trials, in the hopes 
 
of exposing practicing witches,  he did so out of a solemn commitment to rid the area of 
 
Satanic influence.  The idea that Mather had encouraged the executions of twenty- two 
 
innocent people is a gross exaggeration;  he was simply a man of purpose,  who strove to 
 
please God in all that he did.  Although he yearned for the notoriety that came with 
 
success,  he also cursed himself for the vanity that required such recognition.  He was 
 
human,  caught in an inner struggle between the conflicting  forces of pride and piety.  He 
 
aspired to live up to the pious expectations that came with the Mather name;  yet,  he 
 
thrived on public recognition and desired praise for all of his endeavors.  This tragic flaw  
 
would eventually lead Mather to destroy his own reputation  
 
 

This paper presents Cotton Mather in a more human light, as a Puritan  
 
Minister struggling to preserve a lifestyle in a community that was quickly deteriorating.   
 
Being a very devout man, he was genuinely frightened that Satan was threatening the  
 
existence of a society ordained by the Almighty God.  Convinced that he had been visited  
 
by an Angel who had foretold the coming evil,  as well as his responsibility to end such  
 
an atrocity, Mather committed himself to the task of putting an end to the Devil's reign in  
 
Massachusetts.  This task, which was soon to become a lifelong obsession, would scar  
 
the excellent reputation that Mather had established in his earlier years,  and would  
 
darken his name for the next three centuries. 
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In his biography, Barrett Wendell portrays Mather as a man of great passion in all  

 
that he strove to accomplish.  He appears as one whose emotions drove him into great fits  
 
of passion,  sometimes related to things sacred,  and other times related to things profane.   
 
According to Wendell, Mather "often saw things not as they were, but as he would have  
 
had them.  What counted for him was God's own work, what counted against him was the  
 
Devil's; and God's work, of course was all good, and the Devil's refreshingly free from  
 
any redeeming trait."    Most of Mather's convictions can be found in a variety of sources,  
 
ranging from those remaining passages from his Diary to his greatest literary achievement,  
 
The Magnalia.  Cotton Mather lived by his own code, a compact formed between himself  
 
and God.  He recognized the Puritan idea that everything happened according to God's  
 
plan,  from the untimely deaths of his youngest children to the simple pain of a toothache,  
 
and was devoted to understanding  what God expected of him.  He spent the greater  
 
portion of each day in prayer and the reading of the scriptures,  believing that most any  
 
ailment,  whether social or physical,  could be readily solved through prayer and fasting.   
 
In short, he was the Puritan example; one who constantly strove to gain a better  
 
understanding of God and how he could better serve Him.  To truly understand Cotton  
 
Mather and how he came to such conclusions, one must begin by examining the roots of  
 
his character and the environment from which he emerged.   
 
 

Cotton Mather was born in Boston, Massachusetts on February 12, 1663.  His  
 
father, Increase Mather,  was one of the most renowned ministers of his day.  His  
 
grandfathers, John Cotton and Richard Mather were also reputable Puritan ministers.  
 
According to Barrett Wendell,  "His very name combined two of the most distinguished  
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clergy of Massachusetts."  Richard Mather's son, Increase, became the most powerful  
 
minister in New England for thirty years.  In studying the lives of these three powerful  
 
Puritan ministers, one can almost predict the path that lay before young Cotton and why  
 
he strove so hard to live up  to the example of his namesakes.  In his book The Mathers,   
 
Robert Middlekauff describes the Mathers as,  "...men of powerful minds, and especially,   
 
because they were men of intense piety -- everything they did they attempted to do in the  
 
service of God --they succeeded at times in transcending the limits of the emerging  
 
culture of their time.  Thus, they did more than 'respond'; they did more than  
 
accommodate their creed to the American environment."  A tradition had been  
 
established through the examples of these great men,  and Cotton persevered to live up to  
 
the standards they had set. 
 
 

Increase Mather, father to Cotton, was born in Dorchester, England in 1639.   
 
He began preaching in Boston's North Church in 1664, and continued to preach there until just  
 
before the end of his life in 1723.  He strongly advocated the need for men to grow in grace,  
 
 and continued to instruct his congregation on living in faith. He spent a great deal of time in  
 
prayer and fasting,  and believed that since some of his prayers had been answered, there must  
 
indeed be a God.  This practice of extensive prayer and fasting would be repeated and expanded  
 
upon by his son Cotton, as a cure for any affliction,  be it great or small. 
 
 
   To Increase Mather, Christian charity was a limited concept.  "The ungodly did not  
 
excite his sympathy, rather, he felt only revulsion from them,  a feeling he expressed in  
 
his insistence that good men should avoid them," Robert Middlekauff suggests, "the  
 
company a godly man kept constituted a test of his regeneration: a truly godly man,   
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Increase said, delighted only in the company of other godly men; he resented wasting  
 
his time with sinners; he did not want them to throw his mental frame out of joint."     
 
Increase Mather felt the danger of the world so greatly that he preached on the idea of a  
 
moral separatism.  "The faithful must isolate themselves from sinners; bad company  
 
corrupted good.  Bad company fancied the creatures rather than Christ; bad company  
 
liked nothing better than to drag good men into the pit." Increase suffered from constant  
 
doubt in his own sanctification;  his practice of isolation from the unfaithful was  
 
doubtlessly an act of Christian self defense. 
 
 

In 1681, Increase Mather published An Essay For The Recording Of Illustrious  
 
Providences.  Although the text was one more testimonial to God's wonders it went one  
 
step further and emphasized the power of the demonic as well as the power of the  
 
Divine.  Four chapters of this book were dedicated to witches, demonic possessions,  
 
and apparitions. He wrote that " although something of witches and apparitions could be  
 
explained scientifically,  eventually one must come to the conclusion that they were  
 
demonic mysteries...He (the scholar) could consol himself with the knowledge that the  
 
Devil and his kind operated within the restraints set by God who used the evil spirits for  
 
his own purposes."    

 
 

 An increasing majority denied the existence of evil spirits and witches, insisting on 
 
tangible evidence as the only valid basis of scientific explanation . Increase Mather hoped to  
 
dismiss such skeptics, and produced his Essay to destroy such doubters. These nonbelievers  
 
were often referred to as 'Sadduccees'. Taken from Biblical text of Ezekial 40: 46, the Sadducees  
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were an exclusively priestly caste who ridiculed the doctrine of the Resurrection, and denied the  
 
existence of angels and spirits.  Therefore, disbelievers in the existence of devils,  
 
demons, witches and their powers were regularly so specified.  In his Cases of  
 
Conscience Concerning Evil Spirits, Mather refers to a Sadducee as "One not believing  
 
that there are any Devils or any Invisible World."  He maintains that "no man but a  
 
Sadducee doubts of the ill will of Devils." Mather feared that the doubts and  
 
skepticism of the sadducee could lead to a disbelief in God and His angels. In his Essay  
 
For The Recording Of Illustrious Providences, Increase Mather hoped to encourage such  
 
skeptics to refute scientific explanations in favor of the acceptance of an "Invisible  
 
World"; one in which God had complete authority and control.   
 
 
 

A firm belief in the 'Invisible World ' was part of the doctrine under which Cotton 
 
 Mather was raised. Cotton Mather once confessed, "I were a very degenerate person, if I should not  
 
be touched with an ambition,  to be a servant of this now famous country, which my two grandfathers  
 
Cotton and Mather had so considerable a stroke in the first planting of, and for the preservation  
 
whereof my father hath been so far exposed."  He knew the path before him, and strove to deserve,   
 
through pious works,  the reputation that came with the Mather name.  However, the man who most  
 
influenced Cotton's attitudes and beliefs was his father,  Increase Mather. Cotton continued to uphold  
 
Increase's struggle to convince his congregation of the realities of the Invisible World.  In one of  
 
Cotton's earliest works, Memorable Providences, he affirms: 
 

 
It has also been made a doubt by some, whether there are any 
such things as witches, i.e. Such as by contract or explicit 
covenant with the Devil, improve or rather are improved by 
him to the doing of things strange in themselves, and besides 
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their natural course.  But (besides that the Word of God 
assures us that there have been such, and gives order about 
them) no age passes without some apparent demonstration of 
it.  For, though it be Folly to impute every dubious accident, 
or unwonted effect of Providence, to Witchcraft; yet, there 
are some things which cannot be excepted against, but must 
be ascribed hither.  

 
 
Cotton Mather was raised with the understanding that he was a member of a  

 
devout family, who had achieved its distinct reputation in serving God.  He never  
 
doubted the manner in which he lived or the principles he endeavored to uphold; what he  
 
did doubt was whether he had managed to live his life according to God's design.  He  
 
deemed himself unworthy of God's blessings and continually struggled to achieve Divine  
 
acceptance. Throughout his life, Cotton Mather never lost his sense of sin.  He lived with a  
 
great deal of inner turmoil,  believing that he was unacceptable in the eyes of God.  He  
 
failed to live up to his ideal,  which in turn,  led to an anxiety that he endured for the rest  
 
of his life. Because of pride, Mather failed to renounce the outside world entirely.  For  
 
this he believed himself ugly in the sight of God and viewed himself as a filthy creature.   
 
He wrote such affirmations in his diary constantly.  In the first entry of his forty seventh  
 
year,  Mather recorded, "Tis amazing, tis amazing,  that such a feeble,  and such a  
 
fruitless, and such a sinful Thing as I am,  should still be continued in the world!"     
 
 

Robert Middlekauff suggests that "from an early age Cotton Mather had been  
 
made aware of his sins;  and by the time he reached maturity he became obsessed with  
 
them. The most trivial incident could set his fears in motion."  Mather believed that  
 
whatever he did in his outward life had to be done with his entire being fixed on God,  and  
 
when he fell short of this Puritan conduct,  he believed himself to be the lowest of all  
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sinners. Mather viewed the sin of pride as his greatest failure.  In his Diary, an entry  
 
dated June 6, 1681,  reflects such feelings: 
 
 

 For upon my Reflection I found that I had of late been dog'd 
with, proud thoughts, in almost all I did.  My heart grew full 
of Distress, lest the unreasonable Pride, should provoke the 
God of Heaven to deal terribly with me.  And a sermon 
preached this week, by my Father about the sin of Pride, I 
thought, I heard and wrote as my own Condemnation. The 
Apprehensions of the cursed Pride, the Sin of Young 
Ministers, lurking and working in my Heart, filled me with 
much Bitterness and Confusion, before the Lord; and caused 
me to resolve, that before the week was out, I would sett 
apart a Day, to humble myself before God, for the Pride of 
my own Heart, and entreat that by His Grace, I may bee 
delivered from that Sin, and from all dreadful Wrath whereto 
I had been by that Sin exposed. And I did endeavor to 
humble myself this Day, as for my Unprofitableness in every 
Relation and my other manifold Corruptions, thus especially 
for my PRIDE, with the several Manifestations of it.  

 
 
 

Mather condemned himself for his desire to be recognized, and yet his jealousies  
 
were easily aroused when he heard news which told of the success of others.  He envied  
 
the triumphs of his friends,  and for this he despised himself even further.  He so wanted  
 
to live up to the expectations of his namesakes;  and to carve a place for himself in their  
 
accomplishments. Perhaps this desire to live up to such heroic expectations, combined  
 
with his sense of pride and the need for recognition thrust him into the role he is most  
 
famous for: that of the Salem Witch Hunter.  Little did he know that his self- appointed  
 
task to drive the Devil out of Massachusetts would result in a total reversal of the respect  
 
and admiration he so longed to be worthy of.  
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In most historical evaluations, the name Cotton Mather appears as synonymous  
 
with the Salem Witch Trials.  Charles Upham wrote that Mather was the one who "got up   
 
the Salem Witch Trials ".  Frances Hill argued,  "Nothing Mather says can ever be  
 
completely trusted.  He was incapable of genuine detachment since he always had  
 
something to prove regarding his abilities or integrity.  His habitual self- delusion made him  
 
mistrust himself,  increasing his anxiety and reducing his acuity further.  He was a  
 
dangerous man to have on the scene when evil was sifted from good."  In his book,  
 
The Devil's Disciples, Peter Hoffer directly linked Mather to the prosecutions.  He  
 
maintained, "No divine had more to do with the forthcoming trials than Cotton Mather.    
 
His story is inextricably woven with the cases, for he was more than an elite spokesman    
 
for a bound book priesthood."  There seems to be a general belief that Cotton Mather's  
 
confirmation of demons and other inhabitants of the 'Invisible World'  directly led to the  
 
Salem executions; yet in reality, Mather had very little to do with the actual trials until  
 
they were half over.  Kenneth Silverman attests that,  "His suspicions of them were  
 
momentous; he did not want to defend them.  His health, broken by his grave fasts and bouts of  
 
prayer, prevented his attendance of the trials until the very end."  Due to Mather's conviction  
 
that the only means to cure the afflicted was through strict fasting and prayer,  he was too weak  
 
to attend the early trials. He was bedridden at home during the first few months of the  
 
prosecutions, preoccupied with a sense of his own approaching death.  Mather's Diary entry of  
 
April 29, 1692, reads:  
 

My health has been lamentably broken for diverse Years, 
partly by my excessive Toyle, in the public and private 
Exercises of my Calling, but chiefly I fear, by my sins 
against the God of my Health; whence tis, that I have been 
put many Times to preach, when I had been fitter to have 
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been in my Bed, and, when that by Sickness I have been 
almost utterly disabled for all preparatory Study, yett I have 
delivered long and hard Sermons, with great Assistances to 
great Congregations, and come easier out of the Pulpit,  
than I went into it.  But, now Illness and Vapour, with an 
anguish Indisposition, grows upon mee, at such a rate, that 
indeed, I live in exceeding Misery: and I can see nothing 
but a speedy Death approaching.  Blessed bee God, that I 
can dy!    

 
 

The witch trials began on June 2, 1692, and yet Mather did not attend until  
 
August 19, when he was asked to speak at the executions.  Nonetheless, the people of  
 
Massachusetts reviled him.  In a diary entry dated October, 1692, he wrote that people  
 
detested him, "as if I had been the doer of all the hard things."  For his part in  
 
convincing the people of New England that witchcraft was a reality, Cotton Mather was  
 
made to appear responsible for the Salem Witch Trials despite the long history of  
 
suspicion and punishment of witchcraft in New England.  
 
 
 

Although Salem is famous for its witch trials, it was not the first New England   
 
village to experience the prosecution of witchcraft.  As it had been in Europe, witch  
 
hunting was a prominent part of seventeenth century New England.  The early colonists  
 
had been born and raised in a country where it was 'infidelity'  not to believe in  
 
witchcraft. The Bible condemns the practice of witchcraft as a sin punishable by death.   
 
Samuel Drake suggests,  "Because they drew their Capital Code from the Bible,  
 
witchcraft was included among the capital offenses."  Excluding Salem, the total cases  
 
of witchcraft through the end of the seventeenth century was ninety three.  Between  
 
1648 and 1663 the courts of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Haven (then a  
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separate colony) ordered the execution of some fifteen persons.   In 1641, the law for  
 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony read as follows, " If any man or woman be a witch (that is  
 
hath or consulteth with a familiar spirit),  they shall be put to death.  Exodus 22:18,  
 
Leviticus 20: 27, and Deuteronomy 18: 10-11."   As early as 1642, New Haven law  
 
defined 11 crimes of witchcraft punishable by death.  Based on the Holy Bible, the second  
 
of this series reads:  If any Man or Woman be a witch,  that is,  hath or consulted with a  
 
familiar spirit,  they shall be put to death.  Deuteronomy 13: 6, Deuteronomy 17: 2,  
 
Exodus 22: 20.  Plymouth Colony also warned its colonists to resist the temptations of  
 
witchcraft. The laws of 1671 and of 1685 read, " If any Christian (so called be a witch,  
 
that is, hath, or consulteth with a familiar spirit;  he or they shall be put to death."    In  
 
1647, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations stated the following,  "Witchcraft is  
 
forbidden by this present Assembly to be used in this colony;  and the penalty imposed by  
 
the Authority that we are subjected to is felony of death."    In 1672 Connecticut set the  
 
following law, " If any man or woman be a witch,  that is,  hath consulteth with a  
 
familiar spirit,  they shall be put to death,  Exodus 22: 18,  Leviticus 20: 27,   
 
Deuteronomy 18: 10-11.  "New Hampshire also included a similar legislature.  Their law  
 
regarding the practice of witchcraft is stated as follows,  " If any Christian,  so--called,   
 
be a witch, that is, hath or consulteth with a familiar spirit,  he or she shall be put to  
 
death."  In regards to witchcraft, the colonies were in agreement and utilized the Bible  
 
as a source for both their law,  as well as justification for punishment.  In a community  
 
whose basis of law was the Holy Bible,  no Christian man would dare question such an  
 
ordinance.   
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Prior to an analysis of Mather's role in the Salem Witch trials, one other case of  
 
Witchcraft must be examined for its contribution to the local environment:  the case of the  
 
Goodwin children.  Due to its similarities to the Salem witch trials, this case serves as a  
 
prelude to the outbreak of accusations in 1692.  In 1688, four years prior to the Salem  
 
trials, four children of John Goodwin,  a mason in Boston,  began to display symptoms  
 
that were likened to demonic possession. Cotton Mather joined the minister of their  
 
church, and several other local ministers in praying for the children.  Prior to these  
 
outbreaks, Martha,  the Goodwin's eldest daughter at age thirteen,  accused the young  
 
woman who did the laundry of stealing an article of linen.  Mary Glover, the mother of  
 
the laundress,  was insulted by Martha's accusations and gave the girl some "harsh  
 
language." As a result of the children's manifestations, both mother and daughter were 
 
taken to prison, with the mother accused of witchcraft. 
 
 

During the trial, Mary Glover admitted to practicing image 
magic (several poppets were found in her home) to afflict 
the Goodwin children.  She had also confessed that six 
years before she had afflicted the Goodwin children, she 
had bewitched a woman to death.  Glover was found guilty 
of witchcraft and hanged on November 16, 1688.  Before 
she was hanged, she said that the children would not be 
relieved of their afflictions by her own death, for there were 
others who had a hand in their torments.  She went on to 
name one of these tormenters, yet Mather would not 
disclose the name.  Upon her death, three of the children 
complained of worse afflictions, and the cause was deemed 
to be demonic possession.   

 
 

At this time, Cotton Mather visited the Goodwin household to pray with the  
 
children. He eventually took the eldest daughter, Martha, to his home for the purpose of  
 
observing her more closely and to pursue a spiritual healing through rigorous prayer and  
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fasting. He also recognized that this was an important case, and a means by which he  
 
could gain notoriety if able to heal the girl through spiritual methods.  In addition, Mather  
 
was a writer, whose sense of pride would not be able to turn down publishing such a  
 
story. Here, Mather was engaged in a conflict of interests between minister and author;  
 
yet, he was determined to publish a genuine account of diabolical possession.  He had  
 
hoped such an account would convert the skeptics to believe in the 'Invisible World.'   
 
Mather took the girl into his own home in an attempt to cure her, and, in his own words,  
 
"…also that I might have a full opportunity to observe the extraordinary circumstances of the  
 
children and that I might be furnished with evidence and arguments as a critical eye-- 
 
witness to confute the sadducism of this debauched age."    
 
 

His experiences with the Goodwin children, and most especially Martha, would  
 
later serve to be published in one of his earliest and most famous books,  Memorable  
 
Providences.  During her stay, Martha named three other women of Boston as being  
 
witches but Mather kept these names to himself,  "for we should be tender in such  
 
relations lest we wrong the reputation of the innocent by stories not enough inquired    
 
unto." After all, Mather believed her to be a girl through whom Devils were speaking.   
 
 

Eventually, all three children recovered and the power of prayer upheld.  The  
 
father of these children,  John Goodwin, blamed himself for this attack on his children.   
 
"Now I thought I had greatly neglected my duty to my children in not admonishing and  
 
instructing of them;  and that God was hereby calling my sins to mind to slay my  
 
children." He believed that he was being punished by God for a neglect to properly  
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instruct his children in the Puritan doctrine.  Upon their cure, Goodwin wrote,  "If we  
 
want afflictions we shall have them, and sanctified afflictions are choice merries.  Now I  
 
earnestly desire the prayer of all good people;  that the Lord would be pleased to perfect  
 
the work he hath begun,  and make it appear that prayer is stronger than witchcraft."    
 
Mather was now armed with what he held to be proof of the Devil's power.  He could join  
 
his father in enlightening the skeptics of the realities of witchcraft.  Chadwick Hansen  
 
attests, "At a time which he recognized to be a crisis in the history of religious belief,  he  
 
had discovered a clear case of witchcraft which he thought could not possibly be  
 
explained on material grounds.  He made it the central matter of Memorable Providences,   
 
a book which he hoped might once and for all confute materialism and reestablish  
 
Christianity on the firm foundation of a real and concrete spiritual world."    The case of  
 
the Goodwin children affirms the precedent for the belief in witchcraft amongst the  
 
Puritan society, and illustrates Mather's conviction of his duty to put an end to it. 
 
 

In the matter of the extent of Cotton Mather's involvement in the Salem Witch  
 
Trials, the facts have been sadly overlooked.  He was a firm believer in the dangers of the  
 
manner in which the courts were bringing people to trial--especially in the heavy reliance  
 
on spectral evidence -- and wrote letters of warning to the magistrates.  He offered to help  
 
the afflicted by praying with them and fasting on their behalf,  as he had done with the  
 
Goodwin children, but the court refused him permission.  Yet, history has viewed him as  
 
an enemy to the innocent people of Salem.  One reason for this tainted opinion of Cotton  
 
Mather lies in his willingness to publish a testimony in support of the trials.  His book,  
 
which bore the title Wonders Of The Invisible World,  was to become one of Mather's  
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most famous works. 
 
 
 

Although more famous for the effect it had on the Mather name and less for the  
 
writing itself, this book was written in defense of the judges who presided over the witch  
 
trials. Mather had penned the document as a favor to Governor Phipps, who requested  
 
an essay in support of the proceedings in the hopes of a 'self defense' from a possible  
 
English attack on the manner in which he was handling the outbreak of witchcraft.   
 
Mather,  honored by such a request,  wrote the essay in the hopes of gaining favor with  
 
the governor.  Unfortunately, this manuscript cost him his reputation as a fair and honest  
 
man. Several years later, Baptist minister Robert Calef published an essay entitled More  
 
Wonders Of The Invisible World, in which he presented Mather as both a fraud and a letch.  
 
Mather's  publication of Wonders, coupled with Calef's slanderous essay,  greatly diminished  
 
his standing in New England. From that time on, Cotton Mather would never regain the  
 
reputation and respect he had worked so hard to attain.  A closer examination of these  
 
conflicting documents requires an analysis of events which would act as a catalyst in the  
 
historical misrepresentation of Cotton Mather and the famous witch trials of Salem.   
 
 

In June of 1692, the Governor and council of Massachusetts were skeptical as to  
 
their methods of resolving the dilemma of the witch trials.  Bridgett Bishop, the first to  
 
receive the death sentence for witchcraft,  was condemned to hang,  while Salem prison  
 
was quickly filling with others charged of witchcraft.  Judge Saltsonstall, of the special  
 
court of Oyer and Terminer,  had resigned over his dissatisfaction with the proceedings.   
 
The Government, uncertain of what it should do next in terms of the prevailing chaos, 
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 turned to the Boston clergy for spiritual guidance. Governor Phipps requested the    
 
leading ministers of Massachusetts Bay to advise him on the complex issues raised by the  
 
witchcraft accusations. Flattered by such a request, Cotton Mather drew up a document  
 
entitled, The Return Of Several Ministers Consulted By His Excellency,  and the  
 
Honorable Council, upon the present Witchcrafts in Salem Village. Although the  
 
opinions of other ministers were also represented,   the document bears only Mather's  
 
name. Charles Upham suggests,  "The answer of the ministers is said to have been drawn  
 
up by Cotton Mather: in general terms it urged  the importance of caution and  
 
circumspection in the methods of examination,  but earnestly recommended that the  
 
proceedings be vigorously carried on."  Mather's document is courteous and tactful,  
 
and clearly illustrates a flair for persuasive rhetoric. The work begins with a testament of  
 
compassion towards the sufferers: "The afflicted state of our poor neighbors that are now  
 
suffering by molestations from the invisible world, we apprehend so deplorable that we  
 
think their condition calls for the utmost help of all persons in their several capacities."     
 
The next section commends the magistrates for their labors,  "We cannot but with all  
 
thankfulness acknowledge the success which the merciful God has given unto the sedulous  
 
and assiduous endeavors of our honorable rulers to detect abominable witchcrafts which  
 
have been committed in the country." However, once the necessary acknowledgments  
 
are related, Mather proceeds to reject nearly every technique used by the judges in the  
 
preliminary examinations. Beginning with section III, the Return of Several Ministers  
 
clearly represents Mather's honest convictions about the witch trial proceedings.  Sections  
 
III through VI are listed below: 
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Section III:  We judge that in the prosecution of these and 
all such witchcrafts, there is need of very critical and 
exquisite caution, lest by too much credulity for things 
received only upon the Devil's authority, there be a door 
opened for a long train of miserable consequences, and 
Satan get an advantage over us; for we should not be 
ignorant of his devices.   

 
 

Mather warns the judges not to solely rely on the testimonies of the afflicted.   
 
Here, Mather draws particular emphasis to the belief that the Devil could be speaking  
 
through the afflicted. He then warns the courts to take into consideration the pious nature  
 
of those brought forth on accusations of witchcraft in the hopes of letting their reputations  
 
serve as a defense against the testimonies. 
 
 

Section IV:  As in complaints upon witchcrafts there may 
be matters of inquiry which do not amount unto matters of 
presumption, and there may be matters of presumption 
which yet may not be reckoned matters of 'conviction,' so 
'tis necessary that all proceedings thereabout be managed 
with an exceeding tenderness towards those that may be 
complained of, especially if they have been persons of an 
unblemished reputation.    

 
  

 Had this warning been followed by the courts in Salem, several devout members  
 
of the community may not have hanged.  One woman in particular, Rebecca Nurse, was  
 
believed such a pious woman that even Judge Hathorne, one of two magistrates who  
 
conducted the majority of the preliminary examinations,  could not be certain of her guilt.   
 
Most of the accusations against Nurse were based on spectral evidence; yet, because of  
 
her reverent nature,  many refused to believe she was a witch.  During her examination,  
 
thirty nine of her neighbors had signed a petition stating that, "..her life and conversation  
 
were according to her profession (as a Christian) and we never had any cause or grounds  
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to suspect her of any such thing as she is now accused of."  Such a petition was  
 
dangerous, for those who had supported Nurse would have been considered as her  
 
consorts. Fortunately for the petitioners, the jury also found it difficult to believe such a  
 
pious woman culpable of witchcraft and pronounced her,  'Not Guilty.'  However, when 
 
Nurse was released for her indictment, one of the afflicted girls, Ann Putnam, screamed  
 
that the specter of Rebecca Nurse was coming to choke her.  Soon, the others joined in  
 
with their cries of similar visions.  As a result of their outbursts, Rebecca Nurse was  
 
pronounced 'Guilty'  and sentenced to hang.  Had the judges heeded Mather's warning,  
 
cited in Section IV of The Return,  such an innocent woman would not have been allowed  
 
to die. The next section of Mather's document calls for the termination of public  
 
examinations. It reads as follows: 
 
 

   Section V:  When the first inquiry is made into the 
circumstances of such may lie under any just suspicion of 
witchcrafts, we could wish that there may be admitted as 
little as is possible of such noise, company, and openness as 
many too hastily expose them that are examined, and that 
there may nothing be used as a test, for the trial of the 
suspected, the lawfulness whereof may be doubted by the 
people of God; but that the directions given by such 
judicious writers as Perkins and Bernard be consulted in the 
case.   

 
 

Mather remained strongly against public examination.  Throughout the period of the trials  
 

and even before, he argued that those who believed they were plagued and tormented by Devils  
 
should not be examined in the public courtroom but examined privately. He was most likely  
 
reflecting the beliefs of his father. Increase Mather was vehemently against such tests as saying  
 
the Lord's Prayer or the water ordeal. Both Cotton and Increase Mather encouraged that the  
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afflicted should be brought by fasting and prayer to repulse Satan. This type of treatment was  
 
effectively utilized and seemingly proven by Cotton in the Goodwin case.   
 
 
 

Perhaps the most important advice given by Mather was his warning against the use of  
 
spectral evidence, that is,  evidence concerning a specter or apparition of the accused,   
 
rather than his or her bodily person  In section VI,  he cautions the court of Terminer and  
 
Oyer against relying on spectral evidence as the sole basis for convicting the accused.   
 
Although Mather did support the judges during the proceedings in Wonders Of The  
 
Invisible World, he continued to affirm that spectral evidence alone was not conclusive of guilt.   
 
This conviction was based on Mather's belief that the Devil could appear in the form of a godly  
 
person. If this were the case, then no one, not even Mather himself, was safe from accusation.   
 
He cautions: 
 
 

Section VI:  Presumptions whereupon persons may be 
committed, and, much more, convictions whereupon 
persons may be condemned as guilty of witchcrafts, ought 
certainly to be more considerable than barely (i.e. merely) 
the accused person being represented as a specter unto the 
afflicted, inasmuch as 'tis an undoubted and a notorious 
thing that a Demon may, by God's permission, appear, even 
to ill purposes, in the shape of an innocent, yea, and a 
virtuous man.  Nor can we esteem alterations made in the 
sufferers by a look or touch of the accused to be an 
infallible evidence of guilt, but frequently liable to be 
abused by the Devil's legerdemains.  

 
 
  Mather took great pains to refute the use of spectral evidence as a sufficient proof of  
 
guilt. The basic question during the proceedings, as the seventeenth century understood it, was   
 
whether God would permit the Devil to assume the shape of an innocent person.  Most  
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authorities believed this possible. Mather agreed with them and hoped that John Richards and  
 
his fellow judges would heed his warnings.  On May 31, 1692, Mather wrote a separate letter to  
 
Judge Richards in which he advised: 
 

 
 ...lest I be guilty of any sinful omission in declining what 
no good man amongst us can decline,  even to do the best I 
can for the strengthening of your honorable hands in that 
work of God,  whereto ( I thank Him ) He hath so well 
fitted you, as well as called you,  I thought it my duty 
briefly to offer you my poor thoughts on this astonishing 
occasion.  I am not without very lively hopes that our good 
God will prosper you in that undertaking which He hath put 
you now upon.  His people have been fasting and praying 
before Him for your direction; and yourselves are persons 
whose exemplary devotion disposeth you to such a 
dependence on the wonderful Counselor, for his counsel in 
an affair thus full of wonder, as He doth usually answer 
with the most favorable assistances. 
 

 
Once again, Mather clearly wished to communicate his cautions without offending the  

 
judges. Most of these men were members of his own church, whose public reputation and  
 
greater age inspired in him a reverence towards them.  Once he had paid such overt respects,   
 
Mather continued with his warning: 
 
 

And yet I must humbly beg you that in the management of 
the affair in your most worthy hands, you do not lay more 
stress on pure specter testimony than it will bear. When you 
are satisfied or have good, plain, legal evidence that the 
demons which molest our poor neighbors do indeed 
represent such and such people to the sufferers, tho' this be 
a presumption, yet I suppose you will not reckon it a 
conviction that the people so represented are witches to be 
immediately exterminated.  It is very certain that the devils 
have sometime represented the shapes of persons not only 
innocent, but also very virtuous, tho' I believe the just God 
then ordinarily provides a way for the speedy vindication of 
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the persons abused.  Moreover, I do suspect that persons 
who have too much indulged themselves in malignant, 
envious, malicious ebullitions of their souls, may unhappily 
expose themselves to the judgment of being represented by 
devils, of whom they never had any vision, and with whom 
they have much less written any covenant.  I would say 
this:  if upon the bare supposal of a poor creature's being 
represented by a specter, too great a progress be made by 
authority in ruining a poor neighbor so represented, it may 
be that a door may be thereby opened for the devils to 
obtain from the courts in the invisible world a licence to 
proceed unto most hideous desolations upon the repute and 
repose of such as have yet been kept from the great 
transgression.  If mankind have thus far once consented 
unto the credit of diabolical representations, the door is 
opened!"   
 

   
In his reference to "ruining a poor neighbor so represented," Mather may well have  

 
intended to recall the case of Elizabeth Knapp,  where the specters of innocent persons had  
 
appeared in her hallucinations. Fortunately for the accused, Mather refused to allow the use of  
 
spectral evidence to determine guilt.  In addition, Judge Samuel Willard's fair handling of the  
 
case quickly cleared the suspects of all charges. Unfortunately for those accused in Salem, such  
 
fairness would not observed. 
 
 

In his letter to John Richards, Mather also warns the court against public examination of  
 
the accused. He feared that the confusion caused by the behavior of the afflicted could possibly  
 
prompt an unwarranted confession.  He warned Richards, "Whatever hath a tendency to put the  
 
witches into confusion is likely to bring them unto confession too." He also advised Richards to  
 
observe the 'witch's'  behavior as a determinant of proof,  rather than solely relying on spectral  
 
visitations reported by the afflicted girls. He cautions: 
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For if there have been those words uttered by witches, 
either by way of threatening, or of asking, or of bragging, 
which rationally demonstrate such a knowledge of the 
woeful circumstances attending the afflicted people, as 
could not be had without some diabolical communion, the 
proof of such words is enough to fix the guilt. Once more, 
can there be no puppets found out?  And here I would say 
thus much, I am thinking that some witched make their 
own bodies to be the puppets.  If therefore you can find that 
when the witches do anything easy, that is not needful  (and 
it is needful that I put in the clause "not needful" because it 
is possible that a prestigious demon may imitate what we 
do, tho' we are none of his) I say if you find the same thing, 
presently, and hurtfully and more violently done by any 
unseen hand unto the bodies of the sufferers, hold them, for 
you have catched a witch.          

 
 

Mather continued to caution the courts against their exclusive dependence on spectral  
 
evidence; however, his warning came too late to direct the course of events.  The people of  
 
Salem were so committed to the validity of spectral evidence that they were willing to call  
 
anyone who challenged it, including Mather himself,  a 'witch advocate.' Unfortunately,   
 
Mather's advice was unheeded. Chief Justice William Stoughton believed spectral evidence to  
 
be a strong indication of guilt;  and it was on spectral evidence that he rested his case.  Stoughton  
 
strongly argued that the Devil could not assume the shape of an innocent person.  Judge Richards  
 
agreed.  By the end of May, Judge Hathorne had also conceded that spectral evidence was  
 
conclusive proof of witchcraft,  maintaining that the individual impersonated by the specter had  
 
been in contact with the Devil. With three of the judges in agreement, spectral evidence became  
 
the chief source of condemnation. Had Mather's advice been heeded, very little of the evidence  
 
provided at the trials would have supported the accusations of those eventually hanged for  
 
witchcraft.  Having paid little attention to Mather's cautions, the magistrates were chiefly  
 
responsible for the unnecessary deaths of those convicted on spectral evidence alone.  
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Several other documents verify Mather's position against the reliance on spectral  

 
evidence.  John Foster, a member of the Governor's council, was equally disturbed over the  
 
possibility of convicting innocent persons on such a basis, and had written to Cotton Mather 
 
for his opinion. Mather replied, in a letter dated August 17, 1692.  Two days later, five more  
 
people were executed for witchcraft.  The letter begins with the following testimony : 
 
 

Sir 
You would know whether I still retain my opinion about 
the horrible witchcrafts among us, and I acknowledge that I 
do.  I do still think that when there is no further evidence 
against a person but only this, that a specter in the shape 
does afflict a neighbor, that evidence is not enough to 
convict the person of witchcraft. That the Devils have a 
natural power which makes them capable of exhibiting 
what shape they please I suppose nobody doubts, and I 
have no absolute promise of God that they shall not exhibit 
mine. 

 
It is the opinion generally of all Protestant writers that the 
Devil may thus abuse the innocent; yea, 'tis the confession 
of some Popish ones.  And our honorable judges are so 
eminent for their justice, wisdom, and goodness, that 
whatever their own particular sense may be, yet they will 
not proceed capitally against any upon a principle contested 
with great odds on the other side in the learned and Godly 
world. Nevertheless, a very great use is to be made of the 
spectral impressions upon the sufferers. They justly 
introduce and determine an inquiry into the circumstances 
of the person accused, and they strengthen other 
presumptions... 

 
 

   Near the end of the letter, Mather refers to the possibility of being himself    
 
represented by the shape of an ungodly specter.  He confirmed:  
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For my own part, if the Holy God should permit such a 
terrible calamity to befall myself as that a specter in my 
shape should so molest my neighborhood as that they can 
have no quiet, although there should be no other evidence 
against me, I should very patiently submit into a judgment 
of transportation (i.e. exile) and all reasonable men would 
count our judges to act as they are, like the fathers of the 
public, in such a judgment.  

 
 
In addition to his written correspondence, Cotton Mather made several Diary entries  

 
relating his convictions with regard to spectral evidence,  such as the following on May 31, 1692:  

 
 

The Divels, after a most praeternatural Manner, by the 
dreadful Judgment of Heaven took a bodily Possession, of 
many people, in Salem, and the adjacent places; and the 
Houses of the poor people, began to be filled with the 
horrid Cries of Persons tormented by evil Spirits.  There 
seemed an execrable Witchcraft, in the Foundation of this 
wonderful Affliction, and many Persons, of diverse 
Characters, were accused, apprehended, prosecuted, upon 
the Visions of the Afflicted. ...For my own part, I was 
always afraid of proceeding to convict and condemn any 
person, as a Confederate with afflicting Daemons, upon so 
feeble an Evidence, as a spectral representation.   

 
 

However, in the same entry, Mather recorded a highly favorable opinion of the judges;  
 
the very men who would foolishly ignore his warnings. The following clause indicates Mather's  
 
high self appraisal  as he puts himself on the judges' level- as if they were equals:  
 
 

Nevertheless, on the other side, I saw in most of the judges, 
a most charming Instance of Prudence and Patience, and I 
knew their exemplary Piety, and the Agony of the soul with 
which they sought the direction of Heaven . 

 
 

Mather was caught between his cautious and conservative attitude, and his  
 
political desires not to offend the character of the judges.  Later in the same entry, he  
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confesses feelings of anger with regard to his offer to bring the afflicted into his own  
 
home in the hopes of saving them through constant prayer and fasting.  He believed he  
 
could cure them in the same way he had helped the Goodwin children and was offended  
 
that his offer was turned down:  
 
 

In this Evil Time, I offered, at the beginning, that if the 
possessed people, might be scattered far asunder, I would 
singly provide for six of them; and we would see whether 
without more bitter methods, Prayer and Fasting would not 
put an end unto these heavy trials:  But my offer (which 
none of my Revilers, would have been so courageous or 
charitable, as to have made) was not accepted.  
 

  
However, he did not give up on those more peaceable methods, continuing to fast  

 
and pray for the afflicted, often asking the Lord to direct him. He spent time in the  
 
prisons, preaching to those persons committed on the suspicion of witchcraft, "with a  
 
special help from the spirit of the Lord.   Although he disapproved of the manner in  
 
which the trials were progressing, Mather continued to preach to his congregation about  
 
the reality of witchcraft.  He strongly believed that the troubles in Salem were a result of  
 
Satan's plot to destroy New England- the " City of God."   Samuel Parris, the reverend of  
 
Salem parish during the witch trials, also believed that the Devil had singled out New  
 
England as a special target. He preached,  "If ever there were witches, here are  
 
multitudes in New England." Mather explained the reasoning behind this common  
 
viewpoint, "If any are scandalized that New England, a place of serious piety as any I  
 
can hear of under Heaven, should be troubled so much with witches,  I think 'tis no  
 
wonder:where will the Devil show the most malice but where he is hated, and hateth  
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most? " In the eyes of Cotton Mather, witchcraft was a stark reality in Massachusetts.   
 
Mather believed that a divine mission lay before him: to cleanse New England of  
 
witches. He knew that his forefathers had established the pious environment of New  
 
England, and now he could carry on their work. Cotton Mather had not yet reached the  
 
revered status of his forefathers, and saw this as an opportunity to carve a place for  
 
himself in accordance with the Mather name.   
 
 

Cotton Mather's commitment to exposing the witches and ending the crisis is self  
 
evident; however, this zeal had very little to do with his acquired reputation as the chief  
 
defender of the trials. This view of him emerged after the publication of Wonders Of The  
 
Invisible World, which he had written in the fall of 1692, at the request of Governor  
 
Phipps.  Phipps needed a justifiable account of the proceedings because the chaos at  
 
Salem had created skepticism in London about his leadership. As Royal Governor he had  
 
received a number of intense questions from London about the court's proceedings in the  
 
witchcraft trials.  This account, requested by Phipps, would be published as an  
 
explanation for his actions.  Prior to this, Increase Mather had recently published a book  
 
entitled Cases Of Conscience Concerning Evil Spirits at the request of several Cambridge  
 
ministers. These men were appalled by the earlier hanging of six witches in Salem, and  
 
were furious at the court's negligence in heeding their advice in The Return.  In Cases Of  
 
Conscience, many of the warnings and arguments previously used in The Return were  
 
repeated; however,  this time Increase made his position very clear and argued with more  
 
vehemence. Increase Mather warned the judges that, "It were better that ten suspected  
 
Witches should escape, than that one innocent Person should be condemned." He also  
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maintained that he would rather, "judge a Witch  to be an honest woman,  than judge an  
 
honest woman as a Witch." Cases Of Conscience had already been circulated in and  
 
around Salem when Phipps began to experience evidence of a growing opposition against  
 
the judges he had chosen to conduct the trials. He had hoped that a positive record of the  
 
trials would do his reputation some good. He also knew that he had to choose its author  
 
carefully. He could not have asked Increase Mather to defend his judges, for after the  
 
recently criticized with severity.  He had to choose a respected minister, for the people  
 
relied on the judgment of their clergy as spiritual leaders.  Because of this rationale, he  
 
chose Cotton Mather.  
 

 
In choosing the younger Mather, Phipps placed Cotton in a distraught state.  He  

 
was eager for the fame and power that would come from publishing such a book,  but he  
 
knew that a defense of the trials would not be met with approval amongst his peers, or his  
 
father for that matter. Cotton Mather had been one of the chief critics of the witch trial  
 
proceedings from the beginning.  Kenneth Murdock describes Mather as, "... caught in a  
 
painful dilemma. He agreed with his father's criticisms of the witchcraft trials.  Could he  
 
now, with a clear conscience,  write anything in defense of the judges which would  
 
satisfy them and the governor,  unless he hid his real feelings and dealt only in half  
 
truths?  On the other hand, could he take the consequences of a refusal to follow the  
 
Magistrates' wish?"  Eventually, Cotton Mather's sense of pride outweighed his sense of  
 
reluctance. In a letter written to Judge Stoughton, Mather conveyed his new-found  
 
eagerness to begin such a document : 
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Honorable Sir,  
 

I have made the world sensible of my zeal to assist, 
according to my poor capacity, the weighty and worthy 
undertakings wherein Almighty God has employed Your 
Honor as His instrument for the extinguishing of as 
wonderful a piece of devilism as has been seen in the 
world; and yet I hope I may say that one half of my 
endeavors to serve you have not yet been told or seen.  But 
one of my feeble essays that way, I would not use til I have 
in the first place asked your direction, with your 
countenance.         

 
 
Although Mather had consistently opposed the judge's decisions, he knew these  

 
men and respected them for their authority. Several of the judges were members of his  
 
congregation; therefore, Mather thought nothing of defending them against criticism. In  
 
keeping with his strive for notoriety, Mather was quite honored at the prospect of taking  
 
on such a project.  According to Samuel Drake,  "The judge was more regarded in New  
 
England than any other as Authority because of his great Piety and the Purity of his  
 
character."  Mather could not decline the opportunity to work for a man of such  
 
importance. The most complex task for Mather was the maintenance of a balance  
 
between his own feelings towards the proceedings and publishing a document that  
 
justified the practices of the court.  Although he continued to maintain his conviction that  
 
spectral evidence was inadequate proof of witchcraft,  such a  point was lost amongst his  
 
strong support of the hearings.  Chadwick Hansen attests, "Thus Cotton Mather converted 
 
himself from a man who, during the trials, had been one of the most cogent critics of the 
 
court's methods to the man who, once the trials were over, became their chief apologist."   
 
Obviously, Mather knew that this project would not contribute to his popularity and, in the  
 
letter cited above,  implored Judge Stoughton to support his manuscript: 
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...Throughout the whole of that attempt, I would both 
propound your service and enjoy your conduct, 
wherefore...(I) would beg that either Your Honor singly, or 
the judges jointly, would in a line or two signify unto the 
world that my labors have your approbation, or being not 
only an agreeable account of the calamity now upon us, but 
also a profitable representation of the duties whereto we 
should apply ourselves on this occasion.  

     
 
 
Although he acquired such a letter, Mather did not arrange it at the beginning of  

 
his book. Instead, Wonders Of The Invisible World began with a forward, entitled: The  
 
Author's Defense. In his defense, Mather predicted the dangers that would befall him for  
 
writing such a book. He postulated: 
 

I am far from insensible, that at this extraordinary time of 
the Devils coming down in great Wrath upon us, there are 
too many Tongues and Hearts thereby set on fire of Hell; 
that the various Opinions about the Witchcrafts which of 
later time have troubled us, are maintained by some with so 
much cloudy Fury, as if they could never be sufficiently 
stated,  unless written in the Liquor wherewith Witches use 
to write their Covenants;  and that he who becomes an 
Author at such a time,  had need be fenced with Iron and 
the Staff of a spear.   

 
 

In the next paragraph, Mather maintained that one of his primary reasons for  
 
writing such a document  was to instruct the people in  finding ways to apply their  
 
thoughts and energies concerning the trials toward a concession to the Power of God.  
 
Because no one had taken on this task, Mather believed it to be his duty. He argues,  
 
"And because I was concerned, when I saw that no abler Hand emitted any Essays to  
 
engage the Minds of this People,  in such holy,  pious,  fruitful Improvements,  as God  
 
would have to be made of his amazing Dispensations now upon us.  Therefore it is, that  
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One of the Least among the Children of New England, has done here, what is done."    
 
His self-righteous tones emerge in the next passage, "None, but the Father, who sees in  
 
secret, knows the Heart-breaking Exercises wherewith I have composed what is now  
 
going to be exposed,  lest I should in any one thing miss of doing my designed Service  
 
for his Glory,  and for his People; but I am now somewhat comfortably assured of his  
 
favourable acceptance; and I will not fear; what can a Satan do unto me!"   
 
 
 

Mather followed the Defense with a copy of the letter he had acquired from Judge  
 
William Stoughton, commending him for his labors. Stoughton acknowledged Mather's  
 
request and drafted a hearty approval of the piece;  his letter flowed with praise and  
 
gratitude, "You very much gratify'd me, as well as put a kind Respect upon me when  
 
you put into my hands your elaborate and most seasonable discourse entitled The  
 
Wonders Of The Invisible World " He proclaimed an undying gratitude for Mather's  
 
generous labors to uphold the reputation of the judges involved: 
 

     
Considering the place that I hold in the court of Oyer and 
Terminer, still laboring and proceeding in the Trial of the 
Persons accused and convicted for Witchcraft, I find that I 
am more nearly and highly concerned than as a mere 
Reader, to express my Obligation and Thankfulness to you 
for so great Pains; and cannot but hold myself many ways 
bound, even to the utmost of what is proper for me, in my 
present publick Capacity, to declare my singular 
Approbation thereof.  

 
 

This glorified approval was signed "Your assured Friend, William Stoughton."  
 
Mather believed that his book would be taken in a better light with such an opening  
 
endorsement from Chief Magistrate Stoughton.  However, before the text is presented,  
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Mather included one last forward to his book, in which he wrote this unusual sentiment,  
 
"I live by neighbors that force me to produce these undeserved lines."  The fact that  
 
Mather found it necessary to include such sentiments clearly indicates his preoccupation  
 
with pride; however,  he was also concerned about the task that lay before him and  
 
hoped to convey  to the reader some explanation as to why he would write such a book.      
 
 

The five trials used by Mather to illustrate the fair judgment of the court system  
 
were carefully chosen.  Whether they were selected by Mather or Stephen Sewall, clerk  
 
of the court, remains uncertain although Mather seems to have had an active role in the  
 
choices. The following letter indicates that Mather was hoping to find several cases  
 
which would serve his purpose. On September 20, 1692, Mather inquired the following  
 
of Stephen Sewall 
 
 

My Dear and Very Obliging Stephen, 
 

That I may bee the more capable to assist, in lifting up a 
standard against the Infernal Enemy, I must Renew my 
most Importunate Request, that you would please quickly 
to perform, what you kindly promised, of giving me a 
Narrative of the Evidences given in at the Trials of half a 
dozen, or if you please a dozen, of the principal witches, 
that you have condemned.  I know, 'twill cost you some 
time; but when you are sensible of the benefit that will 
follow, I know you will not think much of that cost.  And 
my own willingness to expose myself unto the utmost, for 
the defense of my friends with you, makes me presume to 
plead something of merit to be considered.  

 
I shall be content if you draw up the desired narrative by 
way of letter to me; or at least, let it not come without a 
letter, wherein you shall, if you can, intimate over again, 
what you have sometimes told me, of the awe which is 
upon the hearts of your juries, with respect unto the validity 
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of spectral evidences.  Please also give some of your 
observations about the confessors and the credibility of 
what they assert; or about things evidently preternatural in 
the witchcrafts, and whatever else you may account an 
entertainment, for an inquisitive person, that entirely loves 
you and Salem.  Nay, tho' I will never lay aside the 
character which I mentioned in my last words, yet I am 
willing that when you write, you should imagine me as 
obstinate a Sadducee and witch-advocate as any among us; 
address me as one that believed nothing reasonable; and 
when you have so knocked me down, in a spectre so unlike 
me, you will enable me to box it about among my 
neighbors till it come, I know not where, at last.  

 
 

Mather was asking for material that would serve to persuade others of the reality  
 
of witchcraft and specters. Upham believed this to be an example of Mather's artful  
 
dishonesty. He concluded that Mather was "laying his plans for a renewal, or rather a  
 
continuance, of witchcraft prosecutions."  Of Mather's written request to Sewall,  
 
Upham argued:  The object of the writer is declared to be that he might be ' more capable  
 
to assist in lifting up a standard against the infernal enemy.'  The literal meaning of this  
 
expression is, that he might be enabled to get up another witchcraft delusion under his  
 
own special  management and control.  Can anything be imagined more artful and  
 
dishonest than the plan he contrived to keep him out of sight in all the operations  
 
necessary to accomplish his purpose?  
 
 

  Mather's intentions were not to "get up" the witchcraft delusion, but to rather  
 
stop the angry public opinion towards the judges who had presided over the case.   
 
Naturally, since the purpose of the text was to defend the decisions of the court, Mather  
 
would want to reproduce accounts of those cases in which the judges had conducted  
 
themselves in accordance with the law.  He also required some semblance of the  
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transcripts; since Mather was not present at any of the trials he would have had a  
 
difficult task in judging the proceedings.          
 
 
  Whether the selection of the records were Mather's or Sewall's, they were clearly  
 
chosen as those trials whose guilty verdicts were the easiest to defend.  They were also  
 
those cases which relied the least on spectral evidence. Mather included accounts of the  
 
trials of the following  in his narrative: George Burroughs, Bridgett Bishop, Susana  
 
Martin, Elizabeth How, and Martha Currier. Cases involving persons of observable  
 
piety, such as Sarah Cloyse and Rebecca Nurse, are not mentioned at all. By selecting  
 
persons who had warranted somewhat tainted reputations before the witch trials had  
 
begun, Mather was able to uphold the judge's decisions and continue to maintain his  
 
belief in the inadequacy of a sole reliance on spectral evidence as proof of witchcraft.   
 
Cotton Mather was clearly walking a very fine line. 
 
 

The first case description is that of George Burroughs.  Burroughs had been  
 
minister of Salem Village from 1680 to 1682.  At the time of the witch trials he was  
 
serving a small parish in Maine. He had departed Salem parish after a series of quarrels  
 
with parishioners.  According to court records, Burroughs had been neglecting his  
 
ministerial duties. The example set by Burroughs' own behavior outweighed any  
 
accusations Mather might have induced. An examination of the trial documents reveals  
 
that Burroughs clearly had come to embody everything that the Puritans detested:  a  liar,   
 
one who shirked his family duties (i.e. devotion to his wife,  the baptism of his children)  
 
and one who meddled with the occult. He would have been hanged whether or not  
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Mather had been present at the executions. 
 
 

The next case recounted by Mather was the trial of Bridgett Bishop.  Of Bridgett  
 
Bishop, Chadwick Hansen owns,  "Bridgett Bishop was in all probability a practicing  
 
witch." She had a long established reputation for using witchcraft; in fact, stories were  
 
told that she had bewitched her first husband, Goodman Wasslebee, to death. Most of  
 
the accusations against Bishop were based on spectral evidence;  however,  evidence of  
 
another sort was utilized during her prosecution.  This evidence was more concrete in its  
 
nature and served to confirm local suspicion.  Her present husband, Edward Bishop, had  
 
testified that he believed Bridgett guilty of practicing witchcraft.  He had been heard to  
 
say that, "the devil did come bodily into her,  and that she was familiar with the Devil,   
 
and that she sat up all night long with the Devil." On June 2, 1692, John and William  
 
Blye, both of Salem, testified that: 
 
 

Being employed by Bridgett Bishop, alias Oliver, of Salem, 
to help take down the cellar wall of the old house she 
formerly lived in, we, the said deponents, in holes in the 
said old wall belonging to the said cellar found several 
puppets made up of rags and hogs' bristles, with headless 
pins in them with the points outward, and this was about 
seven years passed.  
 

 
The practice of sticking pins in puppets or doll like images was a common form of  

 
magic believed to be utilized by practicing witches. Although the evidence was  
 
circumstantial, considering that no one had testified to actually seeing Bishop use the  
 
dolls or hide them in the walls,  it was still enough to incriminate her. Cotton Mather  
 
wrote that as to where the puppets had come from, "she could give no account unto the  
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Court, that was reasonable or tolerable." Combined with the previous evidence turned  
 
in against her, Bishop was surely guilty of witchcraft by the standards of seventeenth  
 
century New England. 
 
 

The third trial related by Mather was the case against Susanna Martin. In 1692,  
 
Martin was accused of witchcraft by the "afflicted" girls of Salem Village. They claimed that her  
 
specter had tortured them, and had encouraged them to become witches like herself.  This was  
 
not difficult for Mather to believe; neighbors had testified that Martin had been guilty of evil  
 
mischief for over thirty years. Robert Downer of Salisbury testified that after he told her that he  
 
believed what people said about her, that she was a witch,  Martin threatened that, "some shee  
 
devil woold fech him away shortly." Martin was quite defiant during the proceedings. Many had  
 
long suspected her of witchcraft,  and by the time of her hearing,  she wasn't at all concerned  
 
about what they thought of her. After Judge Hathorne had informed her that many believed her  
 
to be a witch, she simply replied, "Let hem think what they will."  This was not the repentant  
 
response that was expected by the magistrates.  
 
 

Elizabeth How, the fourth case examined by Mather, was also suspected of  
 
witchcraft prior to trials in Salem.  When she was tried in 1692, witnesses verified that  
 
for nearly ten years How had not been permitted to join the church at Ipswich due to her  
 
reputation. She had been the subject of constant harassment because her neighbors  
 
believed her to be a witch.   
 
 

Martha Carrier, the fifth and final case reviewed by Mather, was most known for  
 
her fiery spirit.  She had pleaded innocence from the day she was accused, regardless of  
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the many testimonies against her. By the time she was brought to trial in Salem, a young  
 
confessing 'witch' from Andover had said that Carrier had murdered her brother,  her  
 
brother in law,  and two nephews.  In addition to that testimony, several other Andover  
 
witches testified that Carrier had made them witches and invited them to join her at the  
 
witch meetings in Salem Village.  Furious over such hateful accusations, her behavior  
 
during the trials was likened to that of Susanna Martin: unyielding, angry, and  
 
malicious. Although Carrier maintained her innocence to the end, she was hanged on  
 
August 19, 1692.  
 

 
Wonders Of The Invisible World was surely met with a degree of controversy.   

 
Based on his diary entries, Mather felt the need to assure himself that his book was not a  
 
failure, and that he had not made a mistake in writing it. However, it is doubtful that he  
 
was ever able to truly convince himself of that fact. The yearning for approval and lack  
 
of confidence in a man of such esteemed reputation is sad to observe. His advice was  
 
sought from the most prominent Judges in Massachusetts in a time of great need,  and yet  
 
Cotton Mather continued to view himself as a failure. Those who have perceived him to  
 
be pompous need only read between the lines to discover that he was an ordinary man  
 
hoping to procure the recognition he so desired.  
 
 

 Cotton Mather had grown up with the conviction that he had been divinely  
 
selected to perform some tremendous feat to glorify God.  When tales of a nearby case of  
 
demonic possession had reached his ears, Mather clearly understood what he had to do.   
 
He was a man who struggled with the sin of vanity, while equally as anxious to prove to  
 
God that he was worthy of His love. Because of his need to earn God's approval, Mather  
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could not disregard an opportunity to destroy Satan's powers in Massachusetts.  Because  
 
of the pious nature of the inhabitants of Salem, Mather concluded that Satan would fear  
 
the success of such a society and aim to destroy it. He truly believed in the Devil and that  
 
Salem had been chosen as a place for destruction.  
 
 

Charles Upham's reference to Cotton Mather as the one who "got up" the  
 
witchcraft trials is distorted.  Much of the blame ought perhaps to be placed with the local  
 
physicians who, because of their inability to diagnose the strange behaviors of the  
 
afflicted girls, placed the blame on Satan. To accuse Cotton Mather of endorsing the  
 
witch trials is closer to the truth;  however, only in so far that he truly believed that  
 
witchcraft was being practiced in Salem, and that identifying the witches was necessary  
 
in order to put an end to the suffering. The publication of Wonders Of The Invisible  
 
World was clearly more an attempt to win the favor of the Judges through his support,   
 
rather than an approval of the proceedings. Mather warned against the sole reliance of  
 
spectral evidence,  from the beginning of the witchcraft outbreak, and continued to  
 
maintain his position in Wonders as well. The trials included in his document were those  
 
which relied the least on spectral evidence,  not to falsely persuade the public to accept  
 
the decisions of the court,  but to demonstrate that there was concrete evidence that  
 
witchcraft was being practiced. Mather believed that he could support the magistrates,   
 
through the writing of his manuscript,  by proving the existence of evil practices in  
 
Salem.  Unfortunately, the book was to cast a dark cloud over Mather's reputation, as  
 
being in full support of the witchcraft hearings.   
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In her book, A Delusion Of Satan, Frances Hill suggests that Mather never regretted his  
 
decisions during the witch trial period.  She writes, "Cotton Mather also remained unrepentant.   
 
He spent the rest of his life as a minister, agonizing over the falling away of New England from  
 
its high Puritan ideals and his own failure to become president of Harvard,  but never giving a  
 
sign that he believed he might have done wrong in the witch-hunt." Clearly dependent upon  
 
Charles Upham, Hill based most of her text on such biased publications and very little on  
 
Mather's own writings. Had she read his diary, Francis Hill would have learned that Mather did  
 
fear that he may have behaved inappropriately. The following entry, dated April 15, 1713, is  
 
the second time that Mather refers to visitation from an angel:    
 
 

I also entreated of the Lord, that I might understand the 
Meaning of the Descent from the Invisible World, which 
nineteen years ago produced a Sermon from me, a good 
part of what is now published.  And I bewailed before the 
Holy One, all my Impieties and Impurities; particularly 
under this Aggravation of them, the Grief I have thereby 
given to his Holy Angels  
 

 
In time, Mather began to doubt his own judgment.  In his book, Paterna, he questioned  

 
his own behavior during the period of the witch trials. Mather believed that he may have been  
 
tricked into working for Satan, rather than the Lord, through his endorsement of the hearings.   
 
He suggests: 
 

In the former part of this Day (a fast), I humbled myself 
before the Lord, with Inexpressible Agony of Soul, for all 
the Filthiness of my Heart and Life: And Especially a Fear, 
Lest under my Extraordinary Trials from the 
InvisibleWorld, I have at any time gratified the Hidden 
Desires of Evil Angels, or Entertained any Disposition to 
see broken the Good, Wise, Right Order, wherein Humane 
Affairs are fixed by the Lord.  
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  Clearly, Mather was never certain if his position had been in accordance with God's plan  
 
during the witchcraft trials. Mather was confused and his obsession with sin filled him with a  
 
massive anxiety over the simplest things.  In a diary entry, dated 1685, Mather wrote of having  
 
suffered from a toothache and pondered the following,  "Have I not sinned with my teeth?  How?   
 
By sinful, graceless, excessive eating.  And by evil Speeches, for there are 'Literae dentales'  
 
used in them." Mather's goal was to live a life focused on God, the Puritan means of earning  
 
divine favor; yet, he was obsessive about his sins and how they rendered him unclean in the  
 
eyes of God.   
 
 
      Cotton Mather had for years been a religious enthusiast whose constant ecstasies brought him  
 
into such direct communication with Heaven as he believed the witches to maintain with Hell;  in  
 
other words, he had for years been, what he remained all his life, a constant victim of a mental  
 
or moral disorder whose normal tendency is towards the growth of unwitting credulity and  
 
fraud...Striving with all his might to do the Lord's work,  believing that the Lord's will forbade  
 
him for a moment to relax a particle of his energy,  he went through this world from beginning to  
 
end in a state of emotional exaltation,  of passionate affection and reaction,  which left him in all  
 
the sixty years of his conscious life hardly an hour of that cool thoughtfulness without which any  
 
deliberation is impossible.  
 
 
 

 Cotton Mather was a troubled man.  Struggling with his desire to live according to  
 
the strict Puritan doctrines in which he was raised,  his aspirations aimed higher than any  
 
human could have hoped to attain. When he achieved success, he believed himself to be  
 
been blessed by God;  when he failed, he believed himself tormented by Demons.  He  
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was constantly engaged in prayer,  begging the Lord to forgive him for his sins,  most  
 
often the sin of pride.  Yet, he often likened himself to Christ in enduring the afflictions  
 
that come with serving the Lord. Mather was no saint, but he was not the pompous,   
 
self- righteous character which history has so often portrayed.  He was a sensitive man,   
 
born into the strict Puritan environment of seventeenth century New England.  The son  
 
and grandson of the most respected ministers on both sides of the Atlantic, Mather had a  
 
standard set for him early in his life.  Such circumstances led Mather to strive to become  
 
a model of Christian piety,  a character difficult to maintain.  He viewed the era of the  
 
witch trials as a chance to demonstrate his "divine" talents to set the world right again.   
 
He may have also perceived the circumstances as God's challenge to him -- to take up  
 
this cross to prove his virtue.  Unfortunately, the majority of his peers did not view him  
 
in the same light. History has not been kind to Cotton Mather; for it fails to perceive him  
 
in terms of his environment. Modern historians have tried to present Mather's life in  
 
terms of their own values,  rather than those to which he subscribed.  To understand the  
 
devout Puritan of the seventeenth century is to understand Cotton Mather. To judge him  
 
in any other circumstance would be neither fair nor accurate.  The intention of this paper  
 
is to present Cotton Mather as a Puritan minister,  who lived according to the dictates of  
 
his religious convictions.  My hope is to enable the reader to view Cotton Mather in  
 
terms of the formation of his character,  as well as the nature of the world in which he  
 
lived. Hopefully, this paper will serve to support Barrett Wendell's conclusion that,   
 
"there is still good ground for believing that it was a good man they buried on Copp's Hill  
 
one February day in the year1728."   
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Abstract 
 
Antigone: the conflict of Masculine and Feminine Order 
 
 
Sophocles’ great tragedy of Antigone has long puzzled scholars as being without a true 
central tragic figure.  In strictly Aristotelian terms, Antigone, herself, makes her ultimate 
sacrifice and is gone too early in the play.  Creon, while suffering the ultimate 
punishments for his actions is, perhaps seen too little.  Both are left empty as a result of 
their actions.  Both have acted sincerely out of belief in the ‘right.’  Often interpreted as a 
contest between Divine and Civil Law, the play continues to intrigue and perplex.  Yet 
both characters must share the mantle of Tragic Hero – each a martyr to his or her own 
morality and each brought full circle by individual hubris. 
 
This paper attempts to place this conflict between the Divine and the Civil in terms of an 
underlying battle between the Masculine and the Feminine.  In a more mystic sense, the 
play presents the conflict of Masculine and Feminine deities for supremacy over 
humankind.  Here, Antigone comes to represent the Divine Spark which is Feminine in 
all humanity and which manifests itself through the need to nurture and to protect.  To 
her belongs the realm of the family and the future.  In balance, Creon represents the 
equally human need for supremacy over Nature and thereby to dictate the future.  Neither 
can succeed just as neither could exist without the other.   The tragedy, therefore, 
becomes more primal and incapable of resolution if seen from the vantage of this battle 
between two visions of Natural Order.  
 
In addition to analysis of translations from diverse time periods and literary criticism 
available, this paper will be founded in perceptions discovered in the work of actual 
rehearsal.  As so frequently happens when working on a play in production, nuances of 
the work are revealed in the speaking and hearing of the poet’s words which solitary 
literary analysis could not accomplish.  Therefore, while based in preparatory research, 
I would expect that much of the insight, which would form the paper’s conclusions, 
would be unveiled as I, as director, and my actors collaborate on our production of the 
tragedy. 
 
 
Dr. T. Paul Pfeiffer 
October 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Preface 
 
This paper arose from research and preparation for a specific production of the tragedy.  
As such, the work is not intended to represent a comprehensive literary analysis; nor is it 
an extensive examination of feminist scholarship of the play although such scholarship 
does impact the final approach to production.  Rather, in utilizing historical research in 
conjunction with the text itself, this paper attempts to set the play in its original per-
Aristotelian context creating a basis for the exploration in rehearsal and production in 
terms of its mythic and symbolic basis.   
 
 
The Antigone of Sophocles: Tragedy as Ritual Drama 
 
 
Antigone as a tragedy has traditionally been interpreted as a battle between ideologies: as 
the contest of Divine vs. Civil Law.  The play has also been interpreted as a contest 
between the ideals of the State and those of the Family, as Antigone, herself, frequently 
cites the needs of or obligation due to family.  This is particularly curious when one 
considers the complex and untraditional nature of her own familial relationships as a 
daughter of Oedipus.  Feminist scholarship places the character of Antigone as a bastion 
of strength and courage in defiance of the male order.  This perception, while perhaps 
closer to the original, is entirely modern.  This view of Antigone as a defiant woman is 
significant, although, perhaps not for the precise reasons cited by feminist authors.   
 
Antigone is here examined through the lens of the primitive beginnings of Tragedy and as 
the embodiment of the necessary conflicts of the masculine and feminine orders found in 
Nature.  The intention here is not a decidedly feminist reading but does recognize the 
latent power of Antigone as a female in her performance of perceived duty.  Indeed, one 
might argue that only a female could rightly perform these duties of obligation to the 
dead and to family.  Indeed, in fifth century Athens, this funeral lamentation was one of 
the few public actions open to women and was, to a great extent, considered the 
particular realm of women.  Lamentation was seen as an act recognizing loss.  In the male 
context, in which death is idealized as a service to the State, lamentation seemed 
contradictory.  To women, however, death marked a specific loss; either of husband or 
relative or of income and social standing.  Especially in times of war, therefore, 
lamentation became a natural foil to the morale of the State.  What follows is an 
examination of the play in light of the ever-present duality in Nature and the constant 
state of conflict and balance brought about by these gender perspectives. 
 
As an extension of the act of lamentation and responsibilities for protection in this life 
and the next through duties owed the dead and the gods themselves, Antigone presents 
conflicting deals in terms remarkably primitive and essential.  The play retains 
fundamental elements of primordial rituals and its plot aptly reflects the connection.  In 
the Prologue Antigone and Ismene debate Creon’s edict that Polynices should be denied 
customary funeral rites and thereby be denied access to the Underworld.  The magnitude 



of this act of excess establishes the need for an opposing act of equal magnitude in order 
to appease the gods and so restore the balance of Nature. 
 
As Creon’s edict condemns all people under his new rule, his grotesque act of retribution 
will require an equally glorious sacrifice to be offered for the safety and protection of the 
people of Thebes.  Antigone, before the action began had recognized herself as the fitting 
sacrifice.  Thus, the conflict begins and the platform for moral debate is open.  However, 
beneath the action and the ensuing debate, the inevitability of this sacrifice runs as 
constant undercurrent. 
 
Much of the play’s interpretation has traditionally centered on the debate between 
Antigone and Creon in which the conflicting values of divine and civil law are set forth.  
However, this dialogue is relatively short – and self-evident – in comparison to the 
majority of the play in which the need for and the offering of Antigone as this sacrifice is 
the subject.   
 
Antigone is also traditionally interpreted as regretting her choice, lamenting to the Chorus 
asking for their pity as she goes to her death.  She does express her fears yet these are 
centered not on death but on her own treatment after death.  She calls upon the Chorus to 
lament her once she is gone.  She seems rather to celebrate her offering of herself and is 
determined to make her death meaningful.  In this scene, her speeches serve as constant 
reminder of the need for the sacrifice and that she goes willingly to her fate as an offer for 
the redemption of her people. 
 
In order to examine the play more completely, one must place the work in its original 
context – which has been, until recently, an exercise foreign to dramatic criticism of this 
great play.  By examining the play in these pre-Aristotilean conditions, Antigone emerges 
as not only an eloquent example of middle tragedy but as a direct link to primitive funeral 
rituals.  As such, the play takes on the elements of the Ritual Drama in which, through 
human failing, a sacrifice must be offered the gods in order to restore Natural balance. 
 
Origins of Tragedy 
 
In order to more completely grasp the social and moral underpinnings of Antigone the 
play must be examined for its part in the evolution of both Tragedy and of Philosophy.  
Tragedy, as Aristotle tells us, had its beginnings in both Homeric epic poetry and in the 
celebrations of the Dithyramb connected with fertility rites.  As an outgrowth of the 
annual celebrations dedicated to Dionysus, Tragedy furthered that affirmation of life by 
dramatizing events from the lives of ancestors in mythic past which stood as illustration 
to the power of the human spirit and to the gods.  
 
William Ridgeway places the origins of Tragedy in funerary rites.  He makes a strong 
argument, citing funeral customs in Asia, Greece, Italy and Scandinavia in which the 
deceased was accompanied to the tomb by dancers who, wearing masks, impersonated 
the ancestors.  This procession also often included a dancer who wore a mask made in the 



likeness of the deceased and imitated his speech and actions, often in a lightly mocking 
way just as we still share humorous anecdotes about the deceased at funerals today. 
 
Such elaborate customs originally centered only on the funerals of great warrior kings but 
later included the wealthy and the powerful.  As such, these celebrated the lives of men 
who were considered heroes.  To the Greeks, a man who had become a hero was close to 
divinity itself.  These practices eventually came to be celebrated not only at the time of 
entombment, but, as the dead were thought to live on, their memories could be 
maintained with repeated celebrations in succeeding years.  In this way, certain annual 
festivals evolved around the act of honoring dead heroes or kings who had, by their 
greatness, achieved a certain divinity.  As Dionysus was regarded as both a god and a 
hero, that similar celebrations should evolve dedicated to him is logical. (Ridgeway, p. 
60) 
 
Tragedy, therefore, as a dramatic form, according to Ridgeway, owes its origins to these 
funeral rituals.  This origin in funerary duty seems all the more apt given that these 
obligations become the center of Sophocles’ Antigone. Accepting this direct line to 
funeral rites and ancestor worship, the play must have had deep resonance for its original 
audience and must, therefore, take on a somewhat larger significance for us today. 
 
Tragedy as Moral Debate engenders Philosophy 
 
Drama has traditionally been conceived as having evolved from the chanting chorus 
when, according to theatrical tradition, Thespis stepped forth from the ranks of the chorus 
to ‘speak as’ a character in the epic poem rather than to ‘speak of’ the character.  Thespis, 
originally a dancer in these rites, combined music, dance and mythology to create 
dramatic action. (Kuritz, p. 20)  Thus, dramatization superceded narrative on the stage as 
a means of story-telling.  Aeschylus, (525-456 B.C.) the earliest known tragic poet 
constructed his plays around the notion of two characters (the second added in 471 B.C.) 
and a chorus all of whom centered on a solid moral theme which supported the ethics of 
government.  (Kuritz, p.24) 
 
Sophocles (496-406 B.C.) is credited with adding a third character, compounding the 
possibilities for conflict, but more importantly, reflected the concerns of 4th century 
Athenians more accurately in tragedies which challenged the status quo.  Sophocles, in 
placing his plays in distant times and non-Athenian locations enabled his plays with 
conflict which would not have been possible otherwise.  The action of Antigone, for 
example, takes place in the Bronze Age Thebes of 1200 B.C. rather than in the Athens of 
the Golden age of 442 B.C.  Sophocles, as so many dramatists have done since, 
approached controversial ideas from a safer distance and thus was able to broach on the 
stage subjects, which while of immediate concern to every Athenian, were not yet 
considered acceptable for public discussion.  Tragedy, therefore, opened the debate of 
action and consequence framed in a contest between the values of the present and those 
of the past.  
 



This notion of public discussion is of vital importance here.  Other than the Theatre, 
perhaps the greatest contributions of the Athenian city-state were Philosophical enquiry 
and Democracy.  Philosophy, as a structured and logical debate of controversial 
perceptions of moral issues was a direct byproduct of the same action on the stage as 
embodied in Tragedy.  Tragedy allowed this battle of ideas and ideals through the 
distancing effect of time and myth.  Although Creon may well have posed as a veiled 
criticism to Pericles, (469-429 B.C.) and his downfall might have served as a warning, 
this is not the direct point of Sophocles’ play.  (Kuritz, p.410)  Tragedy, in other words, 
provided a voice for public opinion and a vehicle for debate.  With plots drawn from 
distant socio-religious history, the genre provided a platform of ideas of divine and civil 
law and duty and of the emerging concept of Democracy.   
 
Democracy, or the concept of the individual’s right to opinions, perhaps controversial, 
engendered Philosophy and the art of debate and, as such, surpassed Tragedy in 
utilitarianism.  By the time Aristotle (384-322 B. C.) was writing his Poetics, (335 B.C.) 
tragedy was already waning. Antigone was already over one hundred years old when 
Artistotle first saw the play in performance.  Aristotle, in placing the form of Tragedy 
under scrutiny, preserved its principles and its purposes for posterity, yet only so far as 
these were perceived in the fourth century B.C.  Tragedy, in its original context, had until 
recently, been lost for lack of a lasting description.  (Kuritz, p.34)  
 
Since Aristotle’s Poetics, tragedy, as a dramatic genre, (especially those of Sophocles) 
has come to represent a grand metaphysical battleground in which heroic individuals play 
out their desires, often against the wishes of the gods or the warnings of seers, and in so 
doing, demonstrate our inescapable failing and inevitable mortality.  Tracing its origins as 
Ridgeway has done to funeral rites and ancestor worship, such a preoccupation seems 
quite natural.  Tragedy, therefore, can be seen as a vehicle for playing out the human 
desire for immortality and for debating the moral acceptance of such a primal desire. 
 
Ethos and Hubris 
  
Antigone is not, as is commonly argued, a tragedy about individuals nor is it concerned 
with individual feelings or anything remotely resembling psychology. Antigone is rooted 
in the relationship between mortals and their gods, yet in a notion of a relationship, which 
predates all else and posits a state of conflict so primal as to be defined in essential terms 
of gender.   
  
All Greek Tragedy attempts to explore and explain the cosmos - and the answers given 
express the distinctive ancient Greek perspective or ethos. To this pagan ethos we owe 
the basis of our civilization and our conduct. The essence of this perspective is that 
human behavior has no limitation only consequences.  The Greeks strove to emulate not a 
divine ideal but a human one, which celebrated the pursuit of excellence in all that was 
the very best of individual potential.  These typified the most heroic, the most beautiful 
and the most human individuals.  As such, the Greeks did not see human action in terms 
of ‘good’ or ‘evil’ but rather in terms of the ‘wise’ and the ‘unwise.’  Misfortune, which 
was seen as considered a sign of insolence against the gods, and the natural consequence 



of action considered unwise or excessive.  Hubris, or the act of excess, was a natural 
pitfall for all humans in this pursuit of excellence.  Careful judgment was needed in order 
for one to know how far was just – and how much further was ‘unwise.’   

This notion of hubris, however, was drawn from customs, believed handed down by the 
gods themselves, to warrior cultures.  More pertinent here, perhaps, is the connection 
between these warrior communities and the inevitable conflict with the natural forces 
embodied by feminine ideals.  Perhaps no work of Theatre embodies this conflict more 
completely or with more primal savagery than the Antigone of Sophocles. 

The Balance in Nature 

Through these customs, the gods themselves were honored and the moral constitution of 
community sustained. Thus, a noble human balance was maintained. Inevitably, some 
action or series of actions considered excessive created an imbalance in Nature.  The 
community recognized that these excesses were unwise and that a punishment of equal 
proportion to the offense would also be inevitable.  Thus, the balance of Nature was in 
constant flux due to the instability of human nature itself.   

This was the ethos of the warrior ever conscious of the power of Fate and of the gods. 
This ethos created and maintained a certain personal character so readily seen in the 
works of Homer, Sophocles, Aeschylus, and other Greek writers and, indeed, is evident 
in Greek art. The archetypal Greek male was an intelligent, reasoning, proud, vigorous, 
independent warrior who respected the gods and who honored the customs of the 
community and of his family and tribe. In essence, he was human - able to enjoy life and 
its pleasures, but aware (from personal experience) of death, suffering, the power of Fate 
and the gods.  

As D. W. Myatt summarized, “What we admire so much about the ancient Greeks was 
this balance between a pagan joy and enthusiasm, and an understanding and acceptance 
of Fate, of the power of the gods - in the rightly-famed Choral Ode of the 'Antigone 
(ll.332 ) Sophocles calls such a man the ‘thinking warrior,’ the all-resourceful one, for 
whom nothing is impossible: he who by his skill rules over others. Fundamentally, Greek 
tragedy enables us to gain an insight into that way of living and that way of thinking 
which are essential to civilization.” (D.W. Myatt 1994) 
 
Antigone is not a contest of moralities, nor a battle of individual wills, but a vigorous 
demonstration of the conflict between masculine and feminine perceptions of power, duty 
and immortality as dictated by Nature.  As such, the play embodies notions of 
immortality through masculine concepts such as the state, martial glory and the power of 
personality in direct opposition to immortality achieved through feminine concepts such 
as relationships, cultivation and continued bloodline.  To Creon, for instance, the dead 
live only through glory.  To Antigone, they live through memory.  In essence, to 
accomplish would merit remembrance as opposed to simply having given. 
 



In the pursuit of some form of immortality, the hero in Greek tragedy inevitably 
overreaches.  As the gods were seen to suffer human flaws, the primary distinction 
between humans and the gods was immortality. Yet, as mortality itself literally denied 
immortality, this could only be accomplished through glory and rememberance.  
Athenians vilified all forms of excess.  Harmatia, the tragic flaw, therefore condemned all 
heroes in tragedy. The paradox found in all heroes, therefore, is the conflict between the 
desire to be god-like and its sheer impossibility.    
 
Securing Immortality: Antigone as Priestess and Sacrifice 
 
Antigone determines her end, albeit rashly, in advance of the Prologue.  The action 
begins with her announcement of her resolve.  Seeking and, to some extent, achieving 
immortality – she is certainly consumed with the notion of dying. She is also determined 
– and speaks often in these terms – of utilizing her death for a larger purpose.  Life itself 
seems to mean little to her – she constructs her inevitable death so carefully.   
 
In the Prologue, when asked to join in burying their brother, Ismene shrinks from the task 
warning Antigone: 
 
 Ismene: “I thus ask the pardon of those below 
   Since in these things I have no power 
   And must therefore obey those in authority. 

To be excessive is unwise.”  
(lines 65-68) 

 
Antigone, in answer, rebukes her sister’s weakness and swears to perform the libations 
alone.  Ismene, once more, advises caution: 
 
 Ismene: “If you must – then do not announce the deed 
      But keep it secret, as shall I. 
 
 Antigone: “No, announce it!  I shall detest you more 
        If you keep silent and do not proclaim it to all.” 
       (lines 84-87) 
 
Finally, Ismene reaffirms her commitment to her sister in terms she may command: 
 
 Ismene: “Go then, if resolved: but know that although foolish 
   Those who love you will love you still.” 
       (lines 98-99) 
 
When Ismene returns to stand by her condemned sister before Creon.  Frequently, 
Antigone is interpreted in this scene as scorning Ismene.  Antigone does not, at the first, 
allow Ismene to take part of the blame.  She does not simply refuse her, but clearly 
attempts to protect: 
 



  Antigone: “But it is not fair to allow you this 
    Since you did not desire it and I gave you no share.” 
       (lines 538-539)   
 
Although Antigone does treat her sister harshly in pressing her point, she does rather 
desperately urge Ismene to live absolving her of her weakness:  
 
  Antigone: “Save yourself – I shall not blame you for escaping.” 
       (line 553) 
 
Shortly, Antigone repeats her desire that Ismene survive in order that she may repeat the 
tale and so pay honor to her dead sister:   
 

Antigone: “Be Trusting; you live, but my psyche long ago 
    Perished that I might aid the dead.” 
       (lines 559-560) 
 
By outliving Antigone, Ismeme also remains as a living reminder of Creon’s failure to 
exterminate the line of Oedipus.  Antigone likewise urges the Chorus to mark her passing 
well  
 
  Antigone: “My Clan! You – wealthy kinsmen… 
    I have you, at least, to bear witness...’ 
       (lines 841-843) 
 
As she is led to her entombment, she charges the Chorus, the elders of Thebes and her 
kinsmen, to let her death remind them of their future at the hands of a dictator: 
 
  Antigone: “ Behold me, you Theban lords, 
    The solitary descendant of your nobility 
    And how I am treated and by what kind of man 
    For so respecting honor!” 
       (lines 940-943) 
 
Antigone does not, as is commonly held, desert her mission and beg the pity of the 
Chorus just prior to her death.  Instead, she charges the Chorus, just before her death, 
with keeping her memory.  Antigone never relents in her pursuit of her own form of 
immortality, creating, through her own death, a sacrifice offered to the gods in 
recompense for Creon’s wrongful judgement and hubris.  She is, in essence, the priestess 
who oversees her own sacrifice – her own offering.   
 
Antigone clearly does not seek assistance or support from anyone but Ismene.  
Significantly, she confines her plea for the burial of Polynices to her sister – no males are 
to be a part of this act of lamentation and rebellion.  She seems consciously to avoid any 
male support clearly convinced that this offence to her family and to the gods can be 
righted only by a female.  This is also in keeping with the traditional role of women in 



lamentation of the dead.  Once Ismene has shown her reluctance (out of her practical 
concern for safety as well as doubt in her abilities as a woman to confront the male order) 
Antigone sets off on her own.    Later, when Haemon comes to argue for Antigone there 
is no indication that they have seen one another.  He clearly has come of his own volition 
and leaves his father under threat of suicide without Antigone’s knowledge.  
 
The apparent suddenness of Antigone’s choice and the refusal to listen to any argument 
which might dissuade, is her own act of hubris. This act of rash judgment, from which 
there is no graceful return, is a flaw common to both Antigone and Creon.  Such action 
goes beyond pride or even arrogance.  Such an act transgresses logic – the primary 
quality which the Greeks revered above all others – and which they held to separate 
themselves from the beasts and connect them to their gods. 
 
Creon as Warrior King 
 
Creon presents a picture of authority self-conscious of its own illegitimacy.  This gives 
the play an additional universality and accounts, in part, for its popularity in times of 
political turmoil.  For example, the German poet, Francis Hölderlin translated the play in 
the midst of the French Revolution and the advance of Napoleon. Jean Anouilh’s famous 
translation was performed in Paris blatantly anticipating Nazi occupation.  Brecht staged 
Antigone in neutral Switzerland at the end of World War II and the disclosure of the 
Holocaust. Athol Fugard’s adaptation of Antigone makes it a prison play. (Biddick) 
 
Creon’s crime is one of moral blindness caused by excessive pride.   As a direct result of 
that hubris, Creon overreaches his newfound power in dictatorial fashion, thus 
transgressing customs passed down, as Antigone charges, from the gods themselves:   
 
  Antigone: “Neither did I suppose that your edicts 
    Had so much strength that you, who die, 
    Could out-run the unwritten and unchanging 
    Customs of the gods: for the life of these things 
    Is not only of yesterday or today, but eternal, 
    No one remembering their birth.” 
        (lines 453-458) 
 
After the first Choral Ode, in which the brothers’ battle to the ‘double-kill’ (line 147) is 
described the political and moral confusion and terror of the Thebans is clearly 
established.  Creon enters determined to persuade the Chorus of the moral correctness of 
his decision to deny proper funeral rites to Polynices.  The civil war, settled by single 
combat of champions, as was often the custom, had pitted the two brothers in blood 
against blood.  Creon begins, ominously enough, with flattery, which is soon followed by 
threat of death and similar treatment.  Much like Shakespeare’s Richard III, and so many 
dictators in history, Creon has a hard case to prove his own claim to power, as merely 
brother to Jocasta, so long as the line of Oedipus remains in Antigone and Ismene.   
 



Creon glorifies Eteocles as a hero who promptly is left out of the rest of the play, while 
the defeated and defiled brother, Polynices, remains central to the action. The action 
begins, therefore, with a newly sealed power vacuum.  Amidst the confusion of civil war 
Creon, has seized the opportunity to claim the throne.  Creon, however, emerges as a 
warrior king who is not a warrior.  No mention of his participation in the combat is made.  
He appears more a politician than a soldier and so, therefore, the capability of his 
leadership seems even less secure.  His hunger for power translated into political 
necessity, Creon presses deeper into forbidden territory unable to relent:   
 
 Creon:  “Such is my judgment, for I shall never 

Honor the ignoble or place them before the just: 
Yet whoever is friendly toward the clan I shall esteem 
While they live, and when they are dead.” 

   (lines 209 – 212) 
 
Creon’s immediate suspicion of those whispering against his edict clearly conveys his 
own undercurrent sense of wrong: 
  
 Creon:  “Yet just now there were among our clan 
   Men hostile to my edict who in secret whispered 
   Against me, rearing their heads instead of keeping their necks 
   Under the yoke as and when I deem fitting.” 
       (lines 289 – 292) 
 
The immediate thought of mercenary gain as the first motivation for any action is a 
telling one and casts doubts on Creon’s motives for claiming the throne, despite his many 
claims to service to Thebes and to its people.  He continues unrelenting and, in so doing, 
more clearly affirms the pressing need of Antigone’s sacrifice.  When she is brought 
before him and confesses to her act of ritual for Polynices, Creon cites her disobedience 
in terms of gender bringing transgression of gender roles to his accusations: 
 
 Creon:  “ She is well practiced in insolence, in going beyond 
   The prescribed laws – for after the first, her further 
   Insolence was to boast f it, and laugh! 
   Now she would be a man, and I would not 
   Were she to be master in this and uninjured.” 
       (lines 480 – 484) 
 
Widening his net, in an action that would eliminate the line of Oedipus and assure his 
political position, Creon accuses Ismene as Antigone’s collaborator.  Ismene is brought 
forth and willingly claims that she would wish to be included and to share her sister’s 
fate.  Yet Antigone denies this urging Ismene to live on, thus denying Creon’s objective 
of the eradication of the royal line of Oedipus.  Creon has Antigone removed and Ismene 
follows, and disappears from the play.  As no more is said of her one is left to conclude 
that she does survive at least the action framed by the play. 
 



Haemon enters to argue for his beloved Antigone.  Creon, anticipating his son’s motives, 
begins by reasserting his authority as a father and proceeds to warn Haemon of the 
dangers of losing one’s reason to the charms of a woman. (line 649)  Haemon, however, 
argues admirably and with wisdom: 
 
 Haemon: “ Do not keep only a single mask for yourself 
   In what you say, and nothing else, is correct. 
   For whosoever supposes that he alone is wise 
   Or that his words or his nature are above all others 
   Will, when split open, be revealed as empty. 
   Certainly a man, clever though he be, 
   Can without shame learn many things 
   And so still stretch himself.” 
      (lines 706 – 713) 
 
The impending loss of a potential leader of such magnitude is augmented by the sagacity 
of his argument.  Clearly, had he survived Thebes would have flourished under his 
guidance.  Had Antigone also survived to wed him, her bloodline would have secured the 
throne from insurrection.  Thus, Creon’s excess robs his countrymen of a double 
assurance of prosperity.  Yet Creon persists, falling on the obstinate claims of sexual 
superiority and natural power.  Haemon surrenders to him in anguish rushing off with 
words foreshadowing his own demise.  Creon reaffirms his resolve to see Antigone 
punished for her insolence by entombment in a cave.  He seems also to taunt the gods: 
 
 Creon:  “ There she may if she asks have success from dying 
   By giving reverence to Hades, the only god she reveres –  
   Or she will learn at last though late by this 
   That it is useless toil to so revere Hades.” 
      (lines 777 – 780)    
 
In a political sense, Creon’s actions warn of the danger of authoritarianism and argue the 
need for some form of democracy.  The Chorus, feebly attempts to dissuade him, but is 
easily cowered.  Antigone’s last warning to them all hangs in the air.  She at once 
reminds the Chorus of her willing sacrifice for their redemption; of her ravaged bloodline 
which demands that sacrifice and of the danger in which their misplaced trust has placed 
them: 
 

Antigone: “Behold me, you Theban lords, 
  The solitary descendant of your nobility 
  And how I am treated and by what kind of man 
  For so respecting honor!” 
     (lines 940 – 943) 

 
After Antigone is led off the Chorus recognizes Creon’s error and launches in an Ode 
citing prior examples of figures fro the past suffering similar fates.  As good law-givers 
the Chorus immediately cites precedent. When Tyresius enters immediately afterwards 



the public fate, their denouncement by the gods is made clear. Tyresius confirms their 
fearful state by telling of the gods’ refusal of their sacrificial offering.  He chastises 
Creon urging him to relent: 
 
 Tiresias: “All mortals have in common 
   That sometimes they aim wrong, and miss – but after an error 
   A man is no longer luckless or thoughtless 
   If he wills to cure the ill he has fallen into 
   By not remaining idle: 

Obstinacy and awkwardness bring reproaches.” 
      (lines 1024 – 101029) 
 
Following Tyresias’ curse, the Chorus rebels urging Creon to correct his wrong. As an 
agent of the gods, the seer’s gifts are undoubted.  Creon reverses his decision claiming:  
 

Creon: “I who bound her should also release her.” 
(line 1112) 
 

On Creon’s exit, the Chorus immediately throws itself into an Ode of praise to the god 
Dionysus (Bacchus in some translations).  This ode may be interpreted as a celebration of 
Creon’s awakening, but is clearly an invocation – calling on the god himself to 
materialize and intervene.  If the play is viewed from the standpoint of ritual, the latter 
interpretation seems more natural.  Praise is a natural reaction following Creon’s 
epiphany, but also seems premature.  While this does provide an added irony to the scene, 
the Ode builds to a remarkable climax, which clearly reads as a direct calling forth of the 
god himself: 
 
 Chorus: “My Lord, appear! – 
   With your Thyiad followers 
   Who in frenzy dance through the night 
   For you, their Master, Bacchus!” 
       (lines 1141-1144) 
 
The Messenger as the god Incarnate 
 
As suddenly as this incantation has reached its climax, the messenger appears.  The 
Chorus is awestruck.  The messenger warns of more dread news speaking with an 
authority and judgement which does not seem human: 
 
 Messenger: “But now, all is gone – for if a man betrays 
   What is delightful to him, I do not hold him as living 
   Since he is but an animated corpse.” 
       (lines 1164 – 1166) 
 
When Euridice enters (She is left out in some translations and the messenger relates her 
fate) the messenger relays the story of the deaths of Antigone and of Haemon and what 



had happened at the tomb.  Although a specific name is not entirely called for, he 
identifies himself saying merely: 
 

Messenger: “As a guide I attended your husband…” 
     (line 1197)  

 
The messenger concludes with a pronouncement of moral judgment befitting a divine: 
 
 Messenger: “Thus, this shows to mortals that of the ills conferred upon men 
   The greatest is privation of wisdom.” 
       (lines 1242 -1243) 
 
Eurydice says nothing, but exits to the Palace.  Even the messenger is suspicious of her 
reaction to her grief and follows.  Creon returns accepting responsibility for his actions 
and publicly recognizing his wrong.  The messenger returns and tells of Eurydice’s 
suicide, which, as was not prevented must be seen as part of the general punishment 
necessary to correct the central imbalance of Nature.  Thus a third sacrifice was called 
for.  The messenger then reveals the body of the slain queen telling Creon: 
 
 Messenger: “…her last deed 
   To invoke ills upon you, the killer of her children.”  
       (lines 1304 -1305) 
 
Creon, calling as Tyresius had done, to be led away, labels himself as “foolish.”  The 
Chorus summarizes the action: 
 
 Chorus: “Judgment is the greater part of good fortune 
   Just as it is necessary not to be disrespectful to the gods – 
   For the great words of the excessive boaster 
   Are repaid by great blows 
   And this, as one grows old, teaches judgment.” 
       (lines 1347 - 1351) 
 
Creon as Priest 
 
In accepting this responsibility, Creon recognizes his error in punishing Antigone and 
that he must right the wrong himself.  This may seem to negate the sacrifice of Antigone 
yet, more powerfully, bonds his sacrifice to hers in avenging Polynices. 
 
In this way, Creon presides over the sacrifice of Antigone.  This is his role in the ritual. 
Representing an older, perhaps archaic, form of governance, Creon embodies the ills that 
befall a people when power corrupts.  The wrongs of Creon are seen as the natural 
extension of the curse brought on by Oedipus.  Ironically, Creon, in attempting to end this 
curse, makes worse the fate of his people by incurring more wrath from the gods. As a 
leader, despite his arguments to the contrary, Creon has abandoned his people’s welfare 
for self-aggrandizement and self-preservation. 



  
As a symbol of masculine order, Creon embodies the primal use of force and personal 
power to assert himself.  He manipulates by sheer determination and energy, not by logic 
or even pathos.  He holds power simply because he makes himself appear incontestable. 
This had been, of course, the ancient way of the warrior kings.  The Greeks would not 
have seen this system as flawed, yet would readily have urged (and did so) the need for a 
democratic system of checks and balances to prevent excess.  In primitive cultures, such 
balance had been provided by the shaman and later, the priest or priestess.  In this sense, 
although both serve as priests who, in some fashion preside over the central sacrifice, 
Antigone, as a natural foil, serves as shaman to Creon’s warrior king in the restoration of 
the balance of Natural Order. 
 
In shifting the focus in Antigone from the traditional view of the conflict between the 
Divine and the Civil moral codes to the underlying battle between the Masculine and the 
Feminine orders inherent in Nature, the tragedy takes on more mythic and more universal 
truth.  In this mystic sense, the play suggests the conflict of Masculine and Feminine 
deities for supremacy over humankind; a conflict reflected in our very nature as human 
beings.  Seen from the vantage of this battle between two visions of Natural Order, the 
tragedy takes on a more primal life incapable of incapable of resolution.  Antigone, 
therefore, comes to represent the Divine Spark which is Feminine in all humanity and 
which manifests itself through the need to nurture and to protect.  To her belongs the 
realm of the family and the future.  In balance, Creon represents the equally human need 
for supremacy over Nature and thereby to dictate the future.  Neither can succeed alone 
just as neither could exist without the other.   This co-existence is the balance of Nature.   
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ABSTRACT 

Debates around conceptions of professionalism and professionalisation are part 

of the major drives behind the changes in the statuses and roles of knowledge in 

higher education of the 21st century. Most of these debates center on a 

conceptualization of a 21st century higher education that is characterized by 

technoscientific oriented knowledge that is instrumental in nature. 

Consequently, some kinds of knowledge especially those that are theoretically 

oriented are forced to justify their existence and maintenance in the new era. 

This paper, therefore, asserts the importance of the role played by the 

humanities in building up professionals in the 21st century despite the dominant 

focus on instrumentalism that characterizes the current era. Through an analysis 

and argument approach, the paper asserts that both professionalism and 

professionalisation are essential elements of a profession in the 21st century.   
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Résumé 
 

Le déroulement de l'oeuvre d'Hélène Cixous ne suit pas un développement 
linéaire, comme le remarquent des critiques tel-le-s que Verena Andermatt Conley.  En 
effet, son oeuvre ne se prête pas à l'interprétation diachronique, mais se développe en 
strates qui interagissent d'une manière omnidirectionnelle, chaque texte évoquant et 
récrivant partiellement ses prédécesseurs, qui rendent la pareille pour former une matrice 
complexe et décentrée, en mutation continue.  Une profonde transtextualité contribue à ce 
processus, où figures, motifs et intertextes reviennent et diffèrent irréductiblement à 
travers l'oeuvre, donnant lieu à un dialogue partiel doté de mystère, de communication 
manquée, de silence, et d'oubli.  Nos recherches visent à explorer les mécanismes 
transtextuels dans l'écriture de Cixous par l'analyse d'un cas (ou «K») particulièrement 
frappant qui implique l'un des textes les plus troublants et ambigus de l'auteur, Angst 
(1977).  Cette fiction, située à la fois dans une chambre d'hôtel et dans un non-lieu 
dystopique textuel et intérieur, peint une scène de terreur, de culpabilité inexplicable, de 
mort omniprésente, et de permutations dysphoriques et continues.  Elle évoque un-e bien-
aimé-e absent-e et malade, qui change constamment de forme.  Face à un tel texte, on est 
tenté de chercher à l'expliquer à l'aide de Manhattan (2002), fiction bien plus «lisible» 
selon la terminologie de Barthes.  A part la récurrence différentielle d'intertextes, de 
motifs, de cadres et de figures, ce dernier texte fait explicitement référence à Angst dans 
son portrait cryptique d'un jeune homme de lettres étrange, mystérieux, et apparemment 
malade, qu'autrefois la Narratrice a aimé, et qu'elle a attendu dans l'Hôtel King's Crown, 



qui n'existe plus.  Cette étude tracera les effets transtextuels qui mettent ces deux fictions 
en rapport; elle tracera le degré auquel celles-ci s'éclairent et s'obscurcissent l'une l'autre, 
et sondera leur dialogue partiel et fragmentaire, et leur incommensurabilité.  Elle 
mobilisera des théories - générales et relatives à l'auteure - de transtextualité, 
d'intertextualité, et de mise en abyme, et celles de l'écriture kaléidoscopique, 
stroboscopique, et différentielle, y compris l'article de Gilles Deleuze au sujet de 
l'écriture cixousienne et l'analyse récente de Mireille Calle-Gruber, Du café à l'éternité - 
Hélène Cixous à l'oeuvre; ces théories aideront à exposer, à sélectionner, et à analyser les 
effets transtextuels, et à bâtir une interprétation du «K» de ces deux textes en ce qu'il 
informe et la poétique cixousienne et le déroulement non-linéaire de son oeuvre, ce 
gâteau mille-feuilles qui ne cesse de miroiter dans une danse de la différ(e/a)nce. 
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Abstract: 
This paper will explore the political eruptions surrounding 
a single film in a single moment on March 31,1930.  
 
Germany’s most notable film between 1918 and 1933, The Blue 
Angel (Der Blaue Engel), had its premiere on April 1, 1930. 
In 1927, the production company, Universum 
Filmaktiengesellschaft (UFA), Germany’s largest producer of 
films, had come under the ownership of Alfred Hugenberg, a 
right-wing industrialist and owner of the far-reaching and 
influential Scherl-Verlag newspaper empire.  From that 
moment on, the minutes of executive meetings, held four or 
five times a week, illustrate again and again how 
Hugenberg’s team worked to sanitize its films for the 
political right. The feature films it produced and the 
films it allowed to be shown in its theaters were kept 
within the bounds of acceptable right-wing political 
agendas.  With the Great Depression in 1929, UFA’s profits 
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slumped, and executives scrambled to make a film that would 
bring new strength to its sagging finances, UFA turned to 
Germany’s  most famous film star, Emil Jannings, who had 
emigrated to America and already won the first Academy 
Award for his acting in The Last Command.  Jannings was at 
the top of his game, and UFA needed him badly.  What, the 
executive board wanted to know, would entice him back to 
Germany to make a film?  After considerable back and forth, 
UFA, at Janning’s insistence, agreed to produce Der blaue 
Engel, based on a novel by Heinrich Mann, Professor Unrath.  
The problem, UFA’s people knew from the outset, was that 
Mann was an outspoken critic of the political right, and 
his novel had been a depiction of corruption of the German 
middle class and right-wing aristocracy in the late 19th 
century. The potential embarrassment that  a company based 
solidly in the German political right was to produce an 
adaptation of a novel from the political left wing could 
not be overlooked in Germany’s hypersensitive political 
atmosphere.  
 
On March 31, 1930, the day before the film was to have its 
premiere, Friedrich Hussong, Hugenberg’s star editor and 
advocate of German conservatism, published a “pre-review” 
of the film in a Hugenberg paper. After heaping praise on 
the film, he shocked other members of the Berlin press by 
announcing that Der blaue Engel was a film “against 
Heinrich Mann.” The ensuing uproar in the press of this 
“stab” in Mann’s back, beginning with newspapers that 
appeared within hours of Hussong’s article, failed to ask, 
again and again, “why.”  Why would Hugenberg have done 
this?  Most knew that it had something to do with right and 
left politics, but they failed to explore what this move 
could have accomplished for Hugenberg.  No one noticed that 
on that very day and on the next day, the day of the 
premiere, Hugenberg, also a member of the German 
parliament, was trying to overthrow Heinrich Brüning as 
Chancellor of Germany, and, many thought, to rise to the 
Chancellorship himself.  How could he possibly explain in 
the maelstrom of German politics that his own production 
company was about to release a film on a novel from the 
political left?  In order to polish his potentially 
tarnished image, Hugenberg turned his chief political 
spokesman in the press loose on Heinrich Mann to distance 
Hugenberg from the taint of the political left. Only one 
newspaper, only one editor seemed to notice what was going 
on:  Der Angriff, edited by Dr. Josef Goebbels himself. The 
reviewer wrote, “There’s no question that the film 



elevated, intellectually and morally, Heinrich Mann’s dirty 
novel.  But the question remains, why would Ufa have found 
value in the cantankerous, soiled ideas of an author like 
Heinrich Mann?” The question was, of course, rhetorical.   
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Abstract: 
This paper will briefly discuss patterns of cognitive 
development among students, then propose a definition of 
thinking and suggest strategies that have moved students 
toward independent thinking.   
 
Thirty-five years ago, William G. Perry, Jr., published his 
now well-known and widely discussed essay on how students 
develop cognitively. He outlined four broad stages: 
Dualism:  black and white thinking.  Answers are either 
right or wrong.  Professors know the answers, and the job 
of the student is to write them down. 
Multiplicity:  everyone has a right to their own opinion.  
This is the flip side of dualistic thinking.  Students in 
the multiplistic phase have discovered that the experts 
they once believed disagree with other experts. This leads 
to a crisis, and students conclude that one answer is just 
as good as any other. 
Relativism: students begin to realize that there are ways 
of analyzing problems, ways of determining whether some 
answers are better than others.   
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Commitment: this is the project of the mature adult, who 
develops, revises, and develops again a personal philosophy 
based on thoughtful consideration of issues and problems.   
 
Perry’s ideas have been discussed in numerous symposia and 
books, but, after 35 years of searching for class-room 
applications, I believe the problem is not to describe the 
theoretical issue but to discover teaching strategies that 
will move students to higher levels of thinking as Perry 
and others have described them.   
 
The first problem is to define thinking, which I will argue 
is both rational and intuitive. Intuitive thinking would 
include synthetic, associative, connective, fictional, 
dramatic, subconscious, visual/spatial, auditory/musical, 
metaphoric, symbolic, and lateral.  Rational thinking would 
include critical, scientific, mathematical, and 
verbal/linguistic.   
 
Leading students to think, since some are inclined one way 
and some another, requires that teachers appeal to both the 
rational and the intuitive. To require only critical 
papers, as we often do in literature courses, is to 
blindside those students whose gifts lie in areas of 
intuitive thinking.   
 
When we teach students about thinking and about how to 
think, it is necessary to talk about both intuitive and 
rational thinking, to understand the place of each, and to 
show them that thinking people understand how to use 
various modes of thinking  separately and in tandem.  To 
teach just critical thinking is to blind them to at least 
half of the means by which we gain understanding.   
 
Every semester I experiment with new ways of pumping 
students’ gray cells into action.  Here are some of my 
strategies:   

• Rush writing. Every class period, the first five 
minutes are spent in rush writing any thoughts they 
have about class and reading topics. 

• Taking alternative points of view on a question--
looking at a text from various theoretical 
perspectives; having students take differing positions 
on characters; trying de Bono's :"six thinking hats" 
exercises. 

• Summaries of reading. Students turn in a summary of 
everything they read--just the content, no analysis. 



• Summary of one scholarly essay for every piece of 
literature covered in class. 

• Oral reports. Each student gives one oral report on a 
scholarly essay during the semester and provides 
copies of the summary for each student. 

• Discussion of both rational and intuitive thinking, 
introducing them to the aspects of both.  This 
includes teaching them the fallacies of logic that 
they may be prone to.   

• Experimenting with alternative modes of writing: 
instead of writing interpretive essays over and over 
(we do some of that), students write letters, 
dialogues, and discussions with authors or characters 
in the text.  They may write imitations, parodies, 
satires, or even draw or paint pictures, compose 
fictions or music in response to texts.   

• Personal consultations built into the syllabus.  Each 
semester I set one class period and two days aside for 
students to meet with me privately to discuss their 
thoughts about themselves and their education. 
Consultations are required.   

• Gestalt exercises with characters or authors. Students 
sit in front of a vacant chair, ask a question or make 
an assertion, then take the other chair, representing 
the other person's point of view, and answer. This 
goes back and forth until the discussion plays itself 
out. 

• Open-ended "minute" essays in the middle or at the end 
of class. Students write thoughts about what has just 
gone on in the class discussion. 

• Frequent discussion of modes of thinking.  When we 
talk about the Enlightenment or Romanticism in 
Germany, I require students to reflect on their own 
preferred modes of thinking, why they prefer them.   

• Group oral final exam. I divide students into groups 
of 4 to 5. These groups appoint a discussion leader, 
write questions they want to discuss during the exam 
period, and then talk them through in the exam. I sit 
in the corner as an "invisible" listener. Students 
claim without exception that this kind of final exam 
helps them to solidify ideas from the course that they 
would otherwise not have thought about. 
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 ABSTRACT 
 for 
 MEREOLOGY OF ABSTRACTION 
 
 The constituent elements of experience are quality and abstraction.  Quality is the content 
of sensation, and can be the content of imagination.  Abstraction is the content of imagination.  
Quality occurs in time and/or space; abstraction occurs in neither time nor space.  As content of 
sensation at least, quality is unimaginable in neither time nor space.  As content of imagination at 
most, abstraction is unimaginable in either time or space. 
 An abstraction is simple identity, being this and nothing else.  It is indivisible as such, 
which is to be logically complete, and rational as so.  Thus a limited sequence is “sense,” and an 
unlimited sequence is “nonsense.”  Required for understanding abstraction is not the 
representation of sensation, but the awareness of sense.  Imagination can be a non-
representational phenomenal experience.  When such, it is expressed as a “sense,” as distinct 
from a representational “sensation.” 
  Not only simple identity distinguishes abstraction, but also the sequences within which it 
can occur.  Abstract mind is sequenced with some things, and abstract body with other things.  
And different minds and bodies can be sequenced with different things.  This sequencing 
function not only distinguishes abstractions, it also relates abstractions which can occur 
interchangeably in the same sequences. 



 

 

 
 MEREOLOGY OF ABSTRACTION 
 
1 SUBSTANCE AND FORM.  Infinite divisibility denies reality of substance.  Infinite regress denies 

reality of form.  Both content and form endlessly approaching nothing, neither is made of 

anything, so neither exists.  Yet being formal, infinite regress is self-contradictory.  A formal 

proof of non-existence of form is self-defeating.   Also being formal, infinite divisibility is self-

contradictory.  Form constituting relationship of content, if content is unreal because infinitely 

reducing to nothing, form is unreal. 

 Neither argument being possible unless form and content exist, when form and content 

devolve to nothing, both must be real, neither a construct.  Presupposing form and content, both 

arguments show neither form nor content derive from some ultimate element or elements.  So 

their existence can be only spontaneous, and thus inexplicable.  Simply, both form and content 

are intrinsically immediate and primitive. 

 Being such, a universal logic is self-contradictory.  Everything presupposing logic (a rule 

of identity), logic exists independently of everything else.  Anything reduces to other related 

things, and these into still other related things, and so on endlessly.  Form is real and substance is 

unreal, then, as Plato posited.  But being a thing itself, form is unreal.  Every rule of logic is 

divisible into related constituents, which is identifiable by another rule of logic similarly 

divisible, etc.  A fatal regress ensues in which there is no ultimate logic by which every other 

logic is identifiable.  No logic being identifiable, there is no logic.  Logic being relationship, 

there is no relationship.  And things being constituents in relationship, there is nothing. 

 Yet things do exist, structure in reality being an emergent mystery.  It is self-evidently 

immediate in experience, presupposing no prior standard.  Certainly such a standard can be 
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provided, but it is not incorporated in immediate experience.  Coherent experience could not 

occur if it were incorporated, because the standard of logic would be limitless.  Logic is 

necessarily a self-evident intuitive reality, error only occurring within the context of another 

world, where self-evidence differs. 

 Truth occurs within such a reality, a world of this sort constituting what exists.  

Incorporated must be a priori existents which are self-evident within a world, requiring 

clarification only when occurring within another world.  There can be no truth in a world unless 

some truth is self-evident in it, and what is self-evident in one world need not be so in another 

world.  Self-evident truth can exhaust a world’s content, or a world can contain a necessary truth 

identifying conditional truth.  Only assuming combined worlds need otherwise self-evident truth 

be derived from other self-evident truth to be veridical.  A self-evident truth becomes a 

conditional truth within this different world. 

 No two objects are identical at least in identity and, qualitatively, in temporal and/or 

spatial location.  In respect to what makes it unique, any object is an analogical archetype—“a 

‘base case’” in set theory—for a universal class of which it is sole member.1  As so it is both 

intensional criterion and intentional constituent of the universal class of itself.  It is intensional 

criterion because any member of the class is an analogical archetype for membership in the class.  

And it is intensional constituent because any analogical archetype for membership in the class is 

a member of the class. 

 Identifying every element between a set’s limits, any set’s power set is ambiguous.  

Distinguishing each member of a set is understandable in contradictory ways, as generating both 

one indivisible thing and infinite indivisible things.  Either every element is fused into one with 
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nothing separating any from another, or every element is diffused into infinity with nothing 

linking any to another.  Resolving the ambiguity is mutual identity of whole and parts. 

 How is it known fused whole is diffused parts and diffused parts are fused whole, since 

neither appears like the other?  How is it known A/B+C?  Identity of whole and parts is knowable 

only by self-evidence, each identifying the other in the vicious circle of a corecursive hyperset.  

A complete set is proven by its containing all of the constituents of the complete set; and all of 

the constituents of the complete set are proven by the containment in the complete set.  Diffused 

parts and fused whole are intensional and intentional in turn, each criterion as limit for and 

instance as limit of the other. 

 Indistinguishable and distinguishable whole being limits of any set, mutual identity as set 

limits occurs by iterative determination of fused whole and diffused parts.  Each is identified by 

either consecutively resolving each disjunctive of the limits exclusively, or consecutively 

resolving each disjunctive of the limits inclusively.  Exclusive disjunction of the limits generates 

diffused parts from fused whole; inclusive disjunction of the limits generates fused whole from 

diffused parts. 

 Within the same limits, any exclusive disjunctive iteration terminates in the same 

diffused parts, and any inclusive disjunctive iteration terminates in the same fused parts, after all 

disjunctives of the limits are resolved.  This constitutes all the constituents of the set being 

identified.  Constitutive of an axiomatic system, such structure is manifested in systems such as 

parallel computer architecture and macroeconomics. 

2 ABSTRACTION.  Grouped and ungrouped qualitative elements being sensately indistinguishable, 

distinguishing them is abstraction.  Experience composes two elements, quality and abstraction.  
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Quality is content of sensation, and can be content of imagination.  Abstraction is content of 

imagination.  Quality occurs in time and/or space; abstraction occurs in neither time nor space.  

As content of sensation at least, quality is unimaginable in neither time nor space.  As content of 

imagination at most, abstraction is unimaginable in either time or space.  God exists in neither 

time nor space.  So abstraction exists independently of time and space. 

 An abstraction is simple identity, being this and not anything else.  It is indivisible as 

such, occurring in neither time nor space, which is to be logically complete, and rational as so.  

Thus, a limited sequence is “sense,” and an unlimited sequence is “nonsense.”  Abstractions 

being simple identities, disjunctives of simple identities are unimaginable.  Resolution of 

disjunctives being relation, abstractions cannot be related.  Rather than transitioning through 

disjunctive resolutions of states of being, abstractions emerge in states of being. 

 This is because they occur in imagination rather than sensation.  Abstraction 

spontaneously appears and disappears in imagination, emergent from autonomous mind willing it 

into and out of being.  As Robert Audi indicates, 

We can by and large introspect at will - roughly, just by (sufficiently) wanting to - though 
we may also do it quite spontaneously.2 . . . Granted, some content - like sensations of 
pain - comes into consciousness uninvited; still, we can very freely call to mind both 
propositional and imagistic content.3 

 
Because spontaneous self-contained occurrence, emanation is substantively illogical—viz., 

inexplicable.  Emanation is logical only formally when located within a pattern of occurrences.  

Abstraction being imaginative, and imagination being spontaneous self-contained occurrence, 

abstraction is eminent and illogical. 

 An analogical archetype can act as a sign of an infinity, as does an abstraction.  

Represented by the analogical archetype and symbol, still the abstraction is understood 
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independently of the analogical archetype or symbol.  All would be immediate if not so, and 

there would be no abstraction.  Whether or not abstraction is understandable independently of a 

representation, it still exists independently of representation.  Required for understanding, 

abstraction is not representation of sensation, but awareness of sense. 

 It being possible to imagine a world whose properties are unimaginable, indeed an 

infinity of such worlds, shows imagination can be a non-representational phenomenal 

experience.  An example is the quantum in physics.  When such, imagination is expressed as a 

“sense,” as distinct from a representational “sensation.”  It might be thought a representation of 

what is imagined, but a representation is at best an analogical archetype, not the thing imagined.  

This latter is an abstraction, the set of all things like the analogical archetype.  As an abstraction, 

it cannot be experienced in its entirety at any moment, only sensed at any particular time. 

 Having a sense without a representative sensation is possible.  Sensation is immediate 

awareness.  There being no immediate awareness of abstraction, there is no sensation of 

abstraction.  If there is awareness of abstraction, then it is by another means.  This is by “1sense 3 

: b : a definite but often vague awareness or impression,”4 which is to “2sense GRASP, 

COMPREHEND.”5  Manifest is “intuition c : the power or faculty of attaining to direct knowledge 

or cognition without evident rational thought and inference.”6   It is a primitive act of, 

“apprehension 1 a : the act or power of perceiving or comprehending.”7  As so, although a 

“vague awareness or impression,” a sense of understanding is still to “comprehend 2 : to contain 

or hold within a total scope, significance, or amount.”8  As so, it constitutes “comprehension 1 c 

: the capacity for understanding fully.”9 
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 Sense can be mistaken if not behaving as if having it.  Such behavior constitutes a pattern 

of specified things related by specified logical transitions.  Understanding is indicated in the 

ability to identify the criteria of membership and relationship by defining the pattern, or to 

identify the content of membership and relationship by following the pattern.  In Wittgenstein’s 

phrase it is, “to go on.”10  But behaving as if understanding is not understanding because such 

behavior can be accidental, as John Searle’s Chinese room example illustrates.11  More is 

required, and this a sense of understanding. 

 Necessity of mathematical proofs illustrates this.  Contra the claim it can be known 

mathematical proofs are necessary in a field, it can be replied since there is no awareness of all 

possible proofs in a field, it cannot be known all proofs are necessary in it.  To the reply although 

not experiencing all proofs in a mathematical field, one has a sense all proofs are necessary, it 

can be replied only experience provides knowledge.  Accepting this, though, since not 

experiencing all proofs in a mathematical field, how is it known a proof need not be necessary?  

Abstraction vanishes if a sense of truth is not knowledge, and the claim of the possibility of an 

unnecessary proof in a mathematical field is an abstraction. 

 Indeed all is abstraction.  Experience occurring in time, and time being reducible to a 

nonexistent infinitesimal moment, experience is inherently abstraction of past and perhaps future 

moments not currently experienced.  Since abstraction is unknowable by sensation, how is it  

knowable at all?  And since all is abstraction, how is anything knowable at all?  Not an object 

observed in itself, for instance, how is time knowable? 

 Resolution is by understanding knowledge of the abstract as a presumption or 

propositional attitude.  Being primitive, whether it is a definition or sensation or something else 
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is indeterminable.  Such is beyond human knowledge.  What is knowable, it is an a priori 

conception of truth.  Knowledge must be a priori, and can be a posteriori.  If the latter, what is 

considered and how it is considered is necessarily determined by an a priori preconception of 

truth or what is.  It is the a priori which is known as a sense, and the a posteriori when judged by 

the a priori truth of relevance. 

 Abstraction is manifest in quality.  Only existing in time and/or space, quality is irrational 

because time and space are extended.  Thus, they are divisible into segments, and the segments 

are divisible into segments, and so on limitlessly.  Limitlessly divisible, time and space are 

irrational, any calculation containing either or both having no product.  Abstraction is simple 

identity.  As such, it is unextended.  Being unextended, it is indivisible.   Because indivisible, 

abstraction is rational. 

3 SEQUENCE.  Abstraction being identified by simple identity, and not existing in time, how is 

the same abstraction identified in time?  No longer applicable is D. W. Hamlyn’s criterion, “If 

anything provides the principle of individuation for substances, or at any rate material 

substances, spatio-temporal history does,” because abstraction has no spatio-temporal history.12  

Even Hamlyn acknowledges this with the qualifier, “at any rate material substances.”  But if 

spatio-temporal history is the “principle of individuation for [material] substances,” yet cannot 

individuate abstract substances, how can the same abstract substance be individuated? 

 Indicating the same abstract substance can be individuated is the expression “this is the 

same idea I had before” is meaningfully assertable.  Such individuation is explainable only by 

simple reidentification, this as primitive as initial identification.  It is simply known to be the 

same abstraction.  Even the current idea only being like the former idea, not being the same idea, 
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requires recall of what is identifiable as the former idea, reintroducing historic identification of 

what has no spatio-temporal history.  Otherwise abstract thought is constantly de novo. 

 Still this is incomplete, individuation of abstractions not confined to simple identity.  

Abstraction is distinguished not only in this way, but also by the sequences within which it can 

occur.  Abstract mind can be sequenced with some things, and abstract body with other things.  

And different minds and bodies can be sequenced with different things.  This sequencing 

function not only distinguishes abstractions, it also relates abstractions which can occur 

interchangeably in the same sequences. 

 Being self-identifying, abstraction is self-contained.  Being self-contained, abstraction 

can be related to other elements, abstract or qualitative, only by sequencing.  Abstraction being 

limited, an abstract sequence is limited, rendering the sequence rational.  Quality being limitless, 

abstraction brings a limit to a qualitative sequence, rendering the sequence rational. 

 Abstract sequence is logically certain.  A logic is identification of particulars.  Such is 

intentionality, which is sequencing of particulars, which is coterminous awareness of particulars.  

Awareness being emergent, coterminous awareness of particulars is primitive.  There are 

different instances of coterminous awareness of particulars, constituting different logics. 

 Whether there is intervening content between particulars determines how transition from 

one to another occurs.  This is a function of content being qualitative or abstract, qualities always 

having intervening content and abstractions not.  Qualities always having intervening content, 

qualitative logic is limitless.  Suffering Zeno’s Paradox, it is uncertain.  Abstractions not always 

having intervening content, abstract logic is limited.  Not suffering Zeno’s Paradox, it is certain. 
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4 WORLDS.  Truth can exist within an abstract world because an abstract world can be rational.  

Truth cannot exist within a qualitative world because quality is irrational.  Only within a limited 

set is knowledge possible because an unlimited set is irrational.  An irrational set has no product, 

when the product of a set constitutes knowledge.  Knowledge is the product of a calculation, and 

the product of a calculation is identity of a composite.  Even self-identity is a calculation, parts 

identified as whole and whole identified as parts.  An unlimited set has no product, so there is no 

knowledge within it.  Being such, an unlimited set is irrational. 

 Edmund L. Gettier’s counterexamples are irrational because they are outside the limits of 

the set.  Their irrationality is proven by the possibility of any Gettier counterexample having its 

own Gettier counterexample.  This possibility being unlimited, and an unlimited set defining 

irrationality, Gettier counterexamples are irrational.  Science assumes all understanding occurs 

within a limit.  Unlimited, knowledge is impossible.  Rational activity is to move toward the 

limit. 

 There are two kinds of rational worlds.  Either a world is supervenient with the properties 

of every complex within it deducible from the properties of its constituents, or emergent with the 

properties of at least some complex within it not deducible from the properties of its constituents.  

An emergent world might be thought irrational because incoherent, but is not.  Any order is 

rational, whether coherent or not, even the wholly emergent world of chaos.  As Charles Sanders 

Peirce observes, “‘. . . [(A) world in which induction would fail as often as lead to truth] would 

not be disorder, but the simplest order; it would not be unintelligible, but, on the contrary, 

everything conceivable would be found in it with equal frequency.’”13 
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 An irrational world is a world in which not everything occurring within it is deducible 

from a constitutive principle or principles.  In a world of one principle, all occurrences are 

deducible from the principle.  In a world of more than one principle, all occurrences are 

deducible from one of the principles.  All is coherent if no occurrence follows from more than 

one principle.  If an occurrence does, it is ambiguous and the principles from which it follows are 

vague.  Now a world is incoherent, and irrational because it is made coherent only by arbitrary 

choice. 

 Coherent and incoherent worlds are asymmetric.  A coherent world need be determinate, 

and an incoherent world need not be determinate.  Indeterminacy is a product of ignorance or 

error in a coherent world, and a product of freedom in an incoherent world.  Order is explained 

by the supervenient structure encompassed in one principle of a coherent world.  Disorder is 

explained by the emergent structure encompassed in more than one principle of an incoherent 

world.  A  rational world is constituted by one principle determining that world.  A nominal 

world is constituted by more than one principle determining that world.  A chaotic world 

constituted by no principle cannot exist. 

5 CONCLUSION.  Manifest in the limitation of truth to an abstract world is, quite contrary to 

expectation, abstraction is a requirement of the practical.  Practicality being the ability to 

predictably alter experience, this is possible only with abstract elements.  Prediction is a 

calculation considering elements.  Calculation identifies the subset of subsets composing a set of 

elements—viz., what is common to all subsets composing a set of elements.  This subset of 

common elements constitutes the product of the calculation and the meaning of the sequence.  
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Not something perceived, meaning is sensed.  Importantly it is spoken of as the sense of what is 

meaningful. 

 Calculation occurs in a linear consecutive identity arriving at the same product of a 

specified sequential consideration of the elements of the set.  Being indivisible, abstract elements 

are limited, and rational as such.  Being rational, a calculous of abstract elements has a product.  

Quality occurs only in time and/or space.  Any extent of time or space being divisible, time and 

space are endlessly divisible.  Therefore quality is endlessly divisible.  Being so, qualitative 

elements are unlimited.  Being unlimited, qualitative elements are irrational.  Being irrational, a 

calculous of qualitative elements has no product.  Only in calculating the product of abstract 

elements is predictive calculation of the practical possible. 
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The War with the Dunces: Leonard Welsted and the “Popian Law” 

 

I. Mystification, Ingenuity, and Literary Marketplace 

 The publication of the Dunciad in May 1728 was counted together with Swift’s 

Gulliver’s Travels and Gay’s Beggar Opera among the most important literary events of 

the eighteenth century arising directly from the Scribleran schemes. Conceived as a 

declaration of war against the tribe of scribblers, the poem appeared on the literary scene 

at a time when the audience supposed that Pope’s major works for the year had already 

been published and he had already been loudly praised by the Dunces he subsequently 

offended. A whole plot was devised to this effect, partly orchestrated with Swift, the 

publication of the Dunciad being surrounded by various tricks “intended partly to evade 

possible consequences, and partly to excite public interest or to cause amusement at the 

expense of the bewildered victims” (Stephen 125). Thus, the Dunciad was initially 

published anonymously (although there was no doubt as to the identity of the author); this 

disguise behind somebody else’s persona went even farther by the pretense that it would 

represent a second edition of the poem. A “Letter to the Publisher” is added in 1729 

(allegedly signed by William Cleland), which, even if it is known to have been written by 

Pope, makes such an adulatory commentary on the work that it seemed really weird to 

belong to Pope himself. The names of the Dunces are disclosed and the author comes up 

with “Notes Variorum” which give revelatory hints to the nature and causes of his 

critique. In order to complicate things even more, Martinus Scriblerus, a “fictional 

pedant” whose memoirs and works were to form a satire upon stupidity in the guise of 

learning, comes up with his own commentary at the beginning of the poem, enlarged 
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further on throughout the whole work. Some other devices for avoiding unpleasant 

consequences were used, such as assigning the Dunciad to three noblemen – Lord 

Bathrust, Burlington, and Oxford – who transferred their right to Pope’s publisher, or as 

Pope’s “failure” to prove the property on the work before Chancery Court. What were the 

causes of this complicated and insistent mystification Pope tried to devise and how 

effective were they both in terms of self-defense and in increasing the public’s interest in 

the book? 

 An answer to this question may be found in the unbelievable effect the 

appearance of the Dunciad had on the literary marketplace of the epoch. According to 

Savage, the author’s mouthpiece: 

On the Day the Book was first vended, a Crowd of Authors besieg’d the 

Shop; Entreaties, Advices, Threats of Law, and Battery, nay Cries of 

Treasure were all employ’d, to hinder the coming out of the Dunciad; On 

the other side, the Booksellers and Hawkers made as great Efforts to 

procure it. (Pope xi) 

As quoted above, the publication of the poem had all the characteristics of an editorial 

boom. The reports underline both the reactions of the public (the Dunces formed clubs to 

devise measures of retaliation or wrote to ministers to denounce Pope as a traitor; some 

other readers praised the undertaking and even brought Pope’s image in clay to execute 

his effigy) and of the vendors, who had to struggle for copies and who profitably sold 

successive editions, genuine or spurious, of the book. The war was just started and it was 

amplified by the launching of the Grub-Street Journal in January 1730, which included 

epigrams and abuse that continued the attack against the heroes of the Dunciad. The 
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Dunces’ reaction, on the other hand, was immediate and virulent; inflamed retorts signed 

by Dennis, Smedley, Moore-Smythe, Welsted, and others poured from their quills 

incessantly. What Pope did was to include them in an appendix to future editions of the 

Dunciad in order to prove, on the one hand, his argument already formulated in the poem, 

and also to use them as a means of defense. The irony of the case, sensed by Swift quite 

some time before the publication of the poem, was that the bad poets thus transmitted 

their names to posterity, while Pope apparently wasted his talent on criticizing 

insignificant persons, turning himself into a victim of their venomous attacks. 

II. “Obscurity” vs. “Fame,” or the Avatars of the “Polite Writer” 

The Dunces’ reaction at the publication of the poem was one of undisguised 

perplexity. Nevertheless, in Welsted’s case this perplexity soon turned into a vigorous 

counterattack in the form of two poetic works published in 1730 (“One Epistle to Mr. A. 

Pope”) and 1732 (“Of Dulness and Scandal”). Quite a number of other authors, such as 

Henry Baker, Thomas Gilbert, Joseph Mitchell or Thomas Cooke, took the defense of the 

“melodious Bard” and thus amplified, like in a chain reaction, the effects of the impact 

that the Dunciad had on the literary marketplace of the time. It is legitimate, then, to ask 

what determined Pope to include Welsted among his Dunces, and what was the role 

played by this character on the literary scene of the epoch. 

In one of his footnotes to the Dunciad, Pope provides his readers a short portrait 

written by Welsted of himself, as an ironical means of proving his “impartiality”: 

Mr. Welsted  had, in his youth, rais'd so great expectations of his future 

genius, that there was a kind of struggle between the most eminent in the 

two Universities, which should have the honour of his education. To 
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compound this, he (civilly) became a member of both, and after having 

pass'd some time at the one, he removed to the other. From thence he 

return'd to town, where he became the darling Expectation of all the polite 

Writers, whose encouragement he acknowledg'd in his occasional poems, 

in a manner that will make no small part of the Fame of his protectors. It 

also appears from his Works, that he was happy in the patronage of the 

most illustrious characters of the present age--Encourag'd by such a 

Combination in his favour, he--publish'd a book of poems, some in the 

Ovidian, some in the Horatian manner, in both which the most exquisite 

Judges pronounce he even rival'd his masters--His Love verses have 

rescued that way of writing from contempt--In his Translations, he has 

given us the very soul and spirit of his author. His Ode--his Epistle--his 

Verses--his Love tale--all, are the most perfect things in all poetry . 

Welsted of Himself, Char. of the Times, 8vo 1728. pag. 23, 24.  

The eldest son of the vicar of St. Nicholas, Newcastle, Leonard Welsted (1688-1747) was 

indeed admitted as a queen’s scholar at Westminster in 1703, and was elected to Trinity 

College, Cambridge, in 1707. He apparently did not attend either of them for too long, as 

soon he married a daughter of Henry Purcell, the musician, and obtained a place in the 

office of one of the secretaries of state. As a result, he was granted a room in the Tower 

of London which later on provoked his lamentations (recorded in “Olikographia, A 

Poem… to the Duke of Dorset”, 1725) at the emptiness of his cellar. His work includes a 

good deal of verse (dedicated to a large number of patrons, which drew Pope’s attack in 

the Dunciad), a comedy (The Dissembled Wanton, 1727), a meritorious translation of 
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Longinus’ treaty On the Sublime (1724) and a number of critical pieces in which he 

argued for flexibility in applying the classical rules to poetry. Of greater significance is 

the fact that, according to Rene Wellek, Leonard Welsted was the first critic who applied 

the term “Augustan” to English literature (Epistles, Odes, &c. written on several 

Subjects; with a Dissertation concerning the Perfection of the English Language, 1724).  

In his Lives of the Poets of Great Britain and Ireland, Part 4 (1753), Colley 

Cibber considered that Welsted “had certainly from nature an exceeding fine genius,” but 

“after coming to town, he became a votary to pleasure and the applauses of his friends 

which taught him to overvalue his talents.” This self-sufficiency is openly suggested by 

the above-quoted characterization and was harshly exploited by Pope in the Dunciad later 

on. His friend, Steele, spoke of him as a promising genius, whom he patronized and 

encouraged (Dictionary of National Biography 1152). 

In spite of the superlative opinion he had on his own poetic persona, Welsted is 

now best known due to his quarrel with Pope. Apparently it was started by the 

publication, in 1717, of the “Triumvirate, or a Letter in Verse from Palemon to Celia 

from Bath,” a satire on Three Hours after Marriage, by Gay, Arbuthnot, and Pope. Two 

verses from the poem might have provided Pope a theme of meditation that grew into the 

Dunciad eleven years later (“But Poets now, to flourish, Wit disclaim;/ And Dullness 

prospers in the Land of Fame,” 157-158), including Welsted in the same tradition opened 

in 1682 by Dryden with his “MacFlecknoe.”  In his turn, Pope answers by attacking 

Welsted in 1727, in “Peri Bathous: The Art of Sinking in Poetry,” a sort of zoological 

approach of the contemporary poetasters, where he introduces Welsted as a Didapper and 

Eel: 
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The Didappers are authors that keep themselves long out of sight, under 

water, and come up now and then when you least expected them. L.W. 

G.D. Esq.; The Hon. Sir W. Y. (…) 

The Eels are obscure Authors, that wrap themselves up in their own Mud, 

but are mighty nimble and pert. L.W. L.T. P.M. General C. (Pope 400) 

Pope draws attention to the posed wit and stylistic easiness of the criticized authors, as 

well as on their sudden and stubborn coming up with works whose value is highly 

debatable. But what makes his approach even more interesting from our perspective is the 

fact that “Peri Bathous” is an indirect tribute to Longinus’ treaty on sublime (Pery 

Hypsous) translated by Welsted in 1712. According to some authors, by paralleling 

Longinus’ quotations with modern instances, Pope may have “improved the dullness” of 

some of Welsted’s translations of Longinus’ text (Subhan 54). 

In the Dunciad, Pope repeatedly alludes to Welsted in his footnotes, which offer 

the reader a wealth of details with regard to his Dunce. In Book II (line 138) reference is 

made to Thomas Cooke, the author of a “Battel of the Poets” (1742) in which Philips and 

Welsted were the Heroes, and Swift and Pope “utterly routed.” In Book III, Pope 

comments on Welsted’s qualities as a literary critic, signaling a gross mistake unobserved 

by him (“By his broad shoulders known, and length of ears” – instead of “years”!), as 

well as by some other “accurate persons,” such as Dennis or Oldmixon. Immediately 

after that he brings further arguments on his Dunce’s inability to build a correct value 

scale, quoting his praise of Settle, a former “Writer in vogue”: “Mr. Welsted goes yet 

farther in his behalf: ‘Poor Settle was formerly the Mighty rival of Dryden; nay, for many 

years, bore his reputation above him.’ Pref. to his Poems, 8vo. p. 31”. In the footnote to 
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lines 199-213 Pope provides us further evidence of Welsted’s bombastic style by quoting 

his laudatory account on J. Henley, an obscure orator presented as “the Restorer of 

ancient eloquence” (Welsted, Narrative in Orat. Transact. N. 1.). He thus appears as a 

dumb critic, a questionable translator and a man of doubtful connections, struggling to 

maintain a system of relations based on the most disreputable interest. 

Within the poem, Welsted is directly attacked twice. The first reference to him is 

made in Book II, lines 207-210, where our Dunce is accused of squeezing money out of 

patrons by dedications: 

But Welsted most the Poet’s healing balm 

Strives to extract from his soft, giving palm; 

Unlucky Welsted!, thy unfeeling master, 

The more you ticklest, grapes his fist the faster. 

 
The attack is reiterated in Book III, lines 169-172, where Welsted’s style is 

ridiculed and allusions to some earthly pleasures completely ruin his majestic persona: 

Flow, Welsted, flow! like thine inspirer, Beer, 

Tho’ stale, not ripe; tho’ thin, yet never clear; 

So sweetly mawkish, and so smoothly dull, 

Heady, not strong; o’erflowing, tho’ not full. 

The intestine motivations of these virulent attacks are partly explained, again, in 

footnotes, which portray Welsted as an obscure author who wrote “things which we 

cannot remember” (except for the mentioned “Triumvirate” which directly bantered 

Pope; see also the subversive use of the plural form). Dennis is said to have identified 

Welsted in the Didapper and Eel from “The Art of Sinking in Poetry,” and even to have 
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depicted him as another animal, a Mole (“How proud a little dirt to spread;/ Conscious of 

nothing o’er his head!”). Thus, even if the use by Pope of his own poem in support of his 

argumentation might have seemed suspicious, the hypertextual frame of his assault 

provides his readers enough reasons to justify it.  

The second reference portrays Welsted as an empty, meaningless form, which the 

poor author arduously tries to fill in with his own words about himself. Welsted is 

exposed as a sort of absurd construct, “overflowing” from his rich emptiness gifts of no 

value, a victim of his own lack of “clarity” and discern, captive in a perpetual, 

magnifying childhood. “Not ripe,” but full of his own importance as a public persona, 

Welsted is disclosed as a mean receiver of “the sum of 500 pounds for secret service,” 

“hired to write anonymously for the Ministry.” This is true, and Welsted himself admits 

to have been paid for special services provided in August 1715. However, he declares he 

received the money for the use of his friend Steele, and Aitken (Life of Steele, ii. 72-3) 

mentions a letter of Steele to his wife which seems to confirm this story. It is a fact, 

however, that from now on the conflict between Welsted and Pope becomes more 

serious, as any reference to money in the harsh context of the early eighteenth century is 

meant to inflame the spirits to an apocalyptic extent. Welsted retorts in “One Epistle” 

(1730) and “Of Dullness and Scandal” (1732) by accusing Pope of libeling the Duke of 

Chandos, from whom he had received a present of 500 pounds (!), and even more 

seriously, occasioning a lady’s death. Pope answers back in January 1735, in “Epistle to 

Dr. Arbuthnot, or Prologue to the Satires,” where he attacks Welsted under the name of 

Pitholeon and accuses him of hypocrisy and gross negligence for his public persona: 
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Three thousand suns went down on Welsted’s lye: 

To please a mistress one aspers’d his life, 

He lash’d him not, but let her be his wife…  

Symptomatically reflecting the epoch’s change of interest toward more unstable 

or emotional values, the argument between the two poets changed its course from the 

artistic level to the moral one, from irony and satire to more serious topics, such as 

financial corruptibility or death (their debate provoked by the feminine presence 

destroying, in our scenario, the homosocial relationship based on already outdated 

values). There is no doubt as to the personal motivations of their conflict, as reflected by 

Welsted’s reaction at the release of Pope’s “Essay on Man,” for example, which being 

published anonymously he warmly praised (“It is, indeed, above all commendation!” he 

exclaimed, among others). This dramatic movement from the object of their art to issues 

deeply anchored in the mundane world had as effect, at the stylistic level, a 

“physicalisation of thought” (Erksine-Hill 45) that made room for parody and grotesque. 

Ostensibly, the level of this debate is lowered by Welsted himself, whose verses, 

even when referring to Pope in terms of poetic value, are constantly alluding to his 

physical infirmity and often turn into imprecations. He calls Pope “grating scribbler,” 

“Demi-Bard,” “Eunuch,” “Coupleter,” “Inglorious Rhymer,” “aping Virgil’s style,” 

mocking “Deformity with Aesop’s shape,” “by instinct base, by nature shap’d to ill,” “a 

fop in rhyme, a bungler in affairs,” etc. More than once the perspective is narrowed to an 

attentive textual analysis, and there are lines in “One Epistle,” for example, where 

Welsted punctually answers to Pope’s allusions to his “mawkish” style, accusing him of 

(envy and) inability to “talk dulcissant” and “mellifluous sing.” It is a total attack which 
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contests Pope as a poet, critic, translator, and moral being. The system of values is 

completely reversed, “the Popian law” is anything else but wit, and the Grub-Street 

troubadours are the models to be followed. They are triumphantly represented by “I, the 

Worthiest that thy page adorn,” whereas you, “little Alexander,” “the more we pity, while 

we less admire…”. And what could be more insulting than the pity of a “poetaster”? 

Well, probably his paternal suggestion of a proper use for Pope’s poetic work, which 

equals here the Swiftian acidity:  

Blest Coupleter! by blooming Critics read,  

At toilets ogled, and with sweetmeats fed: 

See, lisping toilets grace thy Dunciad’s cause, 

And scream their witty Scavenger’s applause… 

It is interesting that in an earlier version of the Dunciad Welsted is one of the 

main protagonists of the diving contest; from this perspective the above-mentioned lines 

might be a direct reply to Pope’s burlesque depiction of his “dirty dance”: 

No Welsted so: drawn endlong by his skull, 

Furious he sinks; precipitously dull. 

Whirlpools and storms his circling are invest, 

With all the Might of gravitation blest. 

No crab more active in the dirty dance, 

Download to climb, and backward to advance. 

He brings up half the bottom of his head, 

And boldly claims the journals and the Lead. (A. II, 263-70, 279-82, 287-

300) 
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III. Conclusion: Embalming and Cultural Periphery  

Given the systematic nature of his attack against all the facile authors of his time, 

probably no writer has ever had more enemies than Pope. The publication of the Dunciad 

started an unequalled phenomenon of replies and counter-replies which dramatically 

divided the English literary arena at the beginning of the eighteenth century. But this was 

only the effect of another splitting up, which aimed, in Pope’s opinion, at “commanding 

good writers” (such as Locke, Isaac Newton, Dryden, Congreve, Garth, Addison) by 

“exposing the bad, who can only that way be made of any use to it” (Theobald, Cibber, 

Elizabeth Thomas, Susannah Centlive, John Oldmixon, Aaron Hill, Edward Curll, 

Richard Bentley, etc.). In Leonard Welsted’s case, however, an honest critic might call in 

question Pope’s correct assessment of his Dunce’s poetic work. Because, in spite of his 

swollen ego and his promising more than he later produced (as Cibber correctly 

observed), in spite of the fact that he did not come with any substantial literary project, it 

is beyond any doubt that he was a man of wit, an intelligent and astute translator and, 

even more, a talented poet whose verses display surprising classiness and refinement. 

Probably a more interesting phenomenon occurred as a result of this “embalming” by 

Pope of his Dunce ever since his lifetime: caught in the chrysalis of his adversary’s 

enormous prestige, labeled as dumb and a literary avorton, he stopped growing, was 

systematically ignored by the literary authorities and got hopelessly trapped in the 

cultural periphery. Engaged in an unequal battle of vainglory, Welsted the poet was a 

victim of Welsted the man. 
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The Birth of the Novelistic Consciousness at the Beginning  

of the 18th Century – a (Para)Textual1 Analysis 

 
 
I. Romance vs. Novel – Modern Perspectives 
 

In Anatomy of Criticism (1957), Northorp Frye suggests a number of criteria for 

distinguishing between novel and romance which remain fundamental to the 

understanding of the two literary genres. Observing that the romance precedes in time the 

emergence of the novel, he considers it to be a “juvenile and undeveloped form” 

characterized by an interest in “psychological archetypes,” instead of “real people,” a 

“grave idealizing of heroism and purity” (with roots in the aristocratic perspective to the 

world), instead of a realistic presentation of the hero as “one of us” (a symptom of the 

class diversification at the beginning of the 18th century), a predilection for the use of 

allegory instead of focusing on reality, etc. “The hero of romance moves in a world in 

which the ordinary laws of nature are slightly suspended: prodigies of courage and 

endurance, unnatural to us, are natural to him, and enchanted weapons, talking animals, 

terrifying ogres and witches, and talismans of miraculous power violate no rule of 

probability once the postulates of romance have been established.”2 Frye divides romance 

into two main forms: a secular form, “dealing with chivalry and knight-errantry,” and a 

                                                 
1 I use the term with the meaning given to it by Umberto Eco, who defines this way all  “the external 
messages that surround the text.” From this perspective, “A typical paratextual signal for fictional narrative 
is the designation ‘A Novel’ on the book’s cover” (Six Walks in the Fictional Woods, 20). However, I draw 
the readers’ attention to the fact that, at the beginning of the novelistic genre, such self-referential messages 
were spread all over within the text, as an attempt of defining and, even more importantly, of advertising a 
new literary species. 
2 Northorp Frye, “Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays,” in Theory of the Novel. A Historical Approach. 
(Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 2000), 122. 
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religious form, “devoted to legends of saints”; this very classification indicates, however, 

an interesting inadequacy, revelatory for the very essence of this genre: while having its 

roots in legend, folk tale and märchen, and thus addressing a public placed at the lower 

end of the social scale, romances promote heroes of an elevated social or moral status. 

Considered from this perspective, the novel is nothing else but a “realistic 

displacement of romance,”3 a parody of the outdated genre, tending to expand into a 

fictional approach to history. No longer is the narrator interested in the story for its sake, 

but in the morals and wisdom the story displays when projecting the outside world on the 

canvas of his fictional work. As seen from the above-mentioned analysis, the novel rose 

from the tension generated by the no longer digestible (at least for a part of the readers) 

romancizing or romanticizing of the fictional world; therefore, the new genre started by 

defining itself as being anything else but romance and by mocking the inadequacies of 

the attacked model. Cervantes’ Don Quixote and later on Fielding’s novels are often 

given as examples for this effort of adjusting the formal structures to a more credible 

context, as well as for the distinctive parodic quality of the genre. 

Although there are not to be found any “pure” examples of either form, the 

distinction suggested by Frye is extremely helpful in terms of literary theory, and was 

taken over almost literally by contemporary dictionaries. Marriam-Webster, for example, 

defines the novel as being “invented prose narrative that is usually long and complex and 

deals especially with human experience through a usually connected sequence of events,” 

                                                 
3 Northorp Frye, “The Secular Scripture: A Study of the Structure of Romance”, in Theory of the Novel. A 
Historical Approach.(Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 2000), 141. 
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and romance as “a prose narrative treating imaginary characters involved in events 

remote in time or place and usually heroic, adventurous, or mysterious”4. 

 
II. Romance, Fiction, Narrative, (Hi)Story, Novel at the Beginning of the 18th 

Century 

 
 

                                                

The etymological analysis of the terms romance and novel provides us a helpful 

perspective on the evolution of these literary genres, as well as a historical background 

for understanding their change of meaning that culminates at the beginning of the 18th 

century.  A corruption of the Latin adverb romanice, romance was the word used by 

vulgar Latin speakers to describe the “manner of speaking in Rome.” In the fifth century, 

the word romans distinguished European vernaculars from the low Latin of the Church 

and of diplomacy. The identification with a literary form occurred later on, when 

romance (derived from the verbs enromancier and romancar, meaning “to translate into 

the vernacular”) turned into romanz, romant or romanzo. In the 15th century Spain, 

romanza designated a song or ballad; in the 16th century the chivalric romance was 

already circulating in France, Spain, and Italy, and from the late 17th century on the new 

heroic romance entered in competition with the emerging literary form of the novel.  

 The term novel is a foreshortening of the vulgar Latin novella and initially 

indicated an oral narration, a dissemination of news and rumors made in a familiar style. 

As a literary term, it was fist used in the 14th century Italy (and consecrated by 

 
4 Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2004. New York: Merriam-Webster, Inc. (http://www.m-w.com) 
For a more specialized analysis of the terms, see also Marthe Robert, “Origins of the Novel,” in Theory of 
the Novel. A Historical Approach. (Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 2000), 57-
69, 160-177. 
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Boccaccio) indicating a short story of the common classes. In France it designated a 

lengthy narration and gained courtly pretensions, and in Spain novelas turned into 

exemplary tales. In England, Shakespeare used the term novelle for dramatic plots; in 

time, its pronunciation was Englished to novel and, starting with the 17-18th centuries, it 

was more and more frequently contrasted with romance, as being shorter (!) than this and 

having more relation to real life.5 

 What happens in England at the beginning of the 18th century, when no less than 

three novelists appear in a single generation cannot be, as Ian Watt observed, a “sheer 

accident.”6 Defoe, Richardson and Fielding write in a period characterized by dramatic 

changes in the economic, politic and social spheres, a period when property becomes not 

only mobile but speculative as well, when morals are vitiated by the conversion (as Defoe 

observed) of “credit” into “opinion,” when values such as virtue, honor or truth are 

radically redefined and corruptibility becomes a public issue, when a more diversified 

social landscape forces a reassessment of the notions of class and gender.7 They publish 

at a moment when writing becomes a trade, the literary marketplace experiences its first 

booms and, consequently, become more and more interested not only in providing moral 

guidance to their readers, who are repeatedly exposed to distorted, unrealistic accounts, 

but also in increasing their number, by addressing their work to nontraditional segments 

of the public. Their competing with obsolete literary forms, as well as with each other in 

                                                 
5 Paul Schellinger, ed., Encyclopedia of the Novel, vol. 2, (Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1998), 
942-943. 
6 Watt, Ian, “The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson, and Fielding”, in Theory of the Novel. A 
Historical Approach. (Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 2000), 363. 
7 As J.G.A. Pocock observed, from this moment on “production and exchange are regularly equated with 
the ascendancy of the passions and the female principle”. Virtue, Commerce and History (Cambridge UP, 
1985), 114. 
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order to share their public is therefore symptomatic for the epoch’s larger attempt to 

redefine its values. 

As Ian Watt observed, they clearly show an acute consciousness of exploring a 

terra incognita; however, he considers that “the novelists themselves do not help us very 

much” in identifying their attempt with the emergence of the novel in the modern sense 

of the word. “It is true that both Richardson and Fielding saw themselves as founders of a 

new kind of writing, and that both viewed their work as involving a break with the old-

fashioned romances; but neither they nor their contemporaries provide us with the kind of 

characterization of the new genre that we need.”8 This observation is inexact at least from 

two points of view. Firstly, it would have been difficult for them to come up with a clear 

definition of what they were actually writing when the new genre was still struggling in 

the pains of its birth. Secondly, the novelists of the epoch did try to define the new genre, 

and did it repeatedly, by approximation, examples and contextualization. This was a 

larger phenomenon including not only the fiction writers themselves, but also a great 

number of other authors of the time.9 

The instability of the genre is reflected (and favored) by the instability of the 

literary terms used in defining it. In 1719, Defoe defined Robinson Crusoe as a “Story”, 

or, more exactly put, a “History of Fact” with “no Appearance of Fiction in it.” History 

and Story are the same, and both are opposed to Fiction: obviously, the issue posed here 

is one of truth. Later on, in 1740, the terms become more specialized and Richardson 

describes Pamela as “A Narrative which has its Foundation in TRUTH and NATURE” 

                                                 
8 Ian Watt, “The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson, and Fielding”, in Theory of the Novel. A 
Historical Approach. (Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 2000), 363. 
9 For a thorough analysis of this impulse of defining literary categories, see Michael McKeon, The Origins 
of the English Novel: 1600-1740. (Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1987). 
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and therefore “entirely divested of all those Images which, in too may Pieces calculated 

for Amusement only, tend to inflame the Minds they should instruct.” Narrative is here 

praised for its authenticity, and it is opposed to “romancing” (a reference in the text 

quoted by Johnson in his Dictionary), described as being a “strange” device, opening the 

discussion of the genre demarcation.  

A year later, both Eliza Haywood and Henry Fielding publish responses to 

Richardson’s extraordinary successful book, ridiculing his method and contesting his 

pretense of authenticity. Thus, Anti-Pamela is intended to be “A NARRATIVE which has 

really its Foundation in Truth and Nature” [emphasis mine], and that “arms against a 

partial Credulity, by showing the Mischiefs that frequently arise from a too sudden 

Admiration.” Even more interestingly, Haywood clarifies the meaning of the terms used 

throughout her book, by placing them in revelatory contexts. While “Narrative” has a 

positive connotation, being associated with truth (see Vardine’s unhappy presentation of 

himself as being only a Lieutenant, which is defined as such10), the “Story” in which 

Syrena enveloped her financial greed, is easily read by Vardine as a fake. The skilful 

display of “Romantic Notions” and the versed use of a “romantick Stile” are recognized 

both by Lord R_ (with amused disdain) and Mr.W_ (with sincere worry for the heroine’s 

hypocritical naïveté). 

In considering Shamela a “History,” Fielding not only solves Defoe’s confusion 

of the term with a mere story, but also opposes it to the “Narrative” written by 

Richardson, which he considers to be “a Misrepresentation of Facts” and a complete 

                                                 
10 Eliza Haywood, and Henry Fielding. Anti-Pamela and Shamela. (New York: Broadview Press Ltd., 
2004), 68. 
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“Perversion of Truth”.11 Even more subtly, by alluding at the end of his account to 

authors of completely imaginary lives, able to “make black white” when presenting their 

characters (and whose work, being financially rewarded, is assimilated to a profession), 

Fielding casts a shadow of doubt at Richardson’s much trumpeted sincerity. A new 

Pamela is announced which will contain no more truth than his rival’s already circulating 

book.  

The discussion is amplified in Joseph Andrews (1742), which starts by 

announcing the use of a “species of writing… unattempted in our Language,”12 defined 

by Fielding as a comic epic in prose. This is a species of Romance itself, but a “comic 

Romance,” “its Action being more extended and comprehensive; containing a much 

larger Circle of Incidents, and introducing a greater variety of Characters. It differs from 

the serious Romance in its Fable and Action, in this; that as in the one these are grave and 

solemn, so in the other they are light and ridiculous; it differs in its Characters, by 

introducing Persons of inferiour Rank, and consequently of inferiour Manners, whereas 

the grave Romances sets the highest before us; lastly in its Sentiments and Diction; by 

preserving the Ludicrous instead of the Sublime.”13 The distinction he made seems to be 

similar to the demarcation made between novel and romance by Northorp Frye later on; it 

is the same opposition between elevated and common heroes, between a grave and a 

laughable content, between allegory and reality. Nevertheless, Fielding separates himself 

from the “Romance Writers,” authors of  “voluminous Works,” such as Clelia, Cleopatra, 

Astrea, Cassandra, or The Grand Cyrus, and considers himself to be a “Burlesque” or 

“Comic Writer,” that is “an accurate Observer of the Ridiculous.” The above-mentioned 

                                                 
11 Henry Fielding. Andrews. Shamela. (London: Penguin Group, 1999), 239-240. 
12 Fielding, 54. 
13 Idem, 50. 
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list is indicative, however, for his concern with the corruption of the notion of History by 

the inappropriate use of the term. In order to put things in order, in Book III, Chapter I he 

makes and apology of the Biographers, praised for the “authenticity” of their work, and 

includes Cervantes among them, as an author of a “true History”! 

Does Fielding really consider that Romances are devoid of any value whatsoever? 

Apparently not, as we can observe from the following statement; there is also to be taken 

into consideration the fact that he himself includes his novels in a romance tradition, and 

that his works are substantially permeated, both in form and content, by romance 

elements, proving their inaugural hybridity:  

“…for I would by no means be thought to comprehend those Persons of 
surprising Genius, the Authors of immense Romances, or the modern Novel and 
Atalantis Writers; who without any Assistance from Nature or History, record 
Persons who never were, or will be and Facts which never did nor possibly can 
happen: Whose Heroes are of their own Creation…. Not that such Writers deserve 
no Honour; so far otherwise, that perhaps they merit the highest: for what can be 
nobler than to be as an Example of the wonderful Extent of human Genius.”14 
 

In spite of these contradictory attempts of defining their own work, the authors of the 

time start a process of terminological clarification that culminates with Johnson’s 

publication of his monumental Dictionary (1755). But before casting a glance to his 

attempt of defining the terms, we shall briefly examine two other texts, published by 

Johnson five years earlier, which are revelatory for the epoch’s perception of literary 

“truth.” Thus, in Rambler no. 60 [ON BIOGRAPHY]15, Johnson makes an interesting 

distinction between “narratives of history”, which are less useful as they “afford few 

lessons applicable to private life,” and “narratives of the lives of particular persons,” or 

                                                 
14 Ibidem, 202. 
15 Samuel, Johnson, “Rambler No. 60”, in The Norton Anthology of English Literature. Volume 1C. The 
Restoration and the Eighteenth Century. (New York and London: Norton & Company, 2000), 2717. 
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biographies, which he highly recommends, considering that “…more knowledge may be 

gained of a man’s real character, by a short conversation with one of his servants, than 

from a formal and studied narrative, begun with his pedigree, and ended with his 

funeral.”16 In Rambler no. 4 [ON FICTION], we discover a clearly cut distinction 

between comic romance and heroic romance, which echoes and amplifies Fielding’s 

discussion of the terms. Thus, comic romances are characterized by their interest in 

“natural events” and by an “accurate observation of the living world”; their authors are 

“just copiers of human manners” and are engaged in drawing “portraits of which 

everyone knows the original”; their purpose is to “represent life” in “familiar histories” 

and to teach moral lessons by a process of “selection” of the significant events. Heroic 

romance, on the other hand, presents a long display of “incredibilities,” “incongruous 

combination of images” and exhibits a “wild strain of imagination”; it abounds in 

machines (supernatural agents intervening in human affairs), “personages lodged in 

imaginary castles” or “bewildered in the deserts”; giants, knights, satyrs, dryads populate 

a world of “fiction” vanishing at the mere shaking of its ephemeral trimmings. 

 A few observations, now, on some distinctions arising out from the comparison of 

the terms as defined in Johnson’s Dictionary. There is to be noticed, first of all, the 

equivalence he suggests between narration and history, also underlined by the definition 

of the former term as “relating things past.” The confusion between “story” and “history” 

is perpetuated, and the storyteller himself is nothing else but “one who relates tales, an 

historian.” A romance is a “tale of wild adventures in war and love,” “a lie,” and “a 

fiction”; fiction itself is “the act of feigning or inventing.” It is obvious, thus, how the 

terms are paired and opposed to one another, depending on their “truth.” The novel is still 
                                                 
16 Johnson, 2718 
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considered “a small tale, generally of love,” but while the novelist is “an innovator,” the 

romancer is “a liar” and “a forger of tales.”17 

* * * 

The novel’s struggle to define and consecrate its status as a distinct literary genre 

overlaps the more general interest of the epoch for defining its own identity, of 

discovering a new language for expressing new, contradictory realities. It is an age of 

double standard, that starts paying attention to individual values and emotions, revalues 

domesticity and discovers a new, gender-rooted discourse, shaping its form according to 

the desires and emerging standards of a new literary public. It is not an accident, indeed, 

and even if “it could hardly be called a marriage,” as Martin C. Battestin observed, it is 

“from the rude and often hilarious conjunction of Richardson’s feminine sensibilities and 

Fielding’s robust masculinity”18 that the modern novel was born. It opened an epoch of 

ebullience and dialogic relation that also gives distinctiveness to the literary marketplace 

of the time. It is (as in the Dunciad’s case), a conversation between the authors 

themselves, who attack, compare or openly satirize their literary products. It is also a 

more subtle dialogue between their own works, inaugurated by Fielding and Haywood’s 

responses to Richardson’s overly sentimental Pamela. It is, at the same time, a dialogue 

of the authors themselves with their own public, made transparent, on the one hand, by 

their response to their audience’s change in taste which led to the rise of a new literary 

genre, and, on the other hand, by their personal way of advertising their work. The prose 

at the beginning of the 18th century abounds in such self-referential messages alluring the 

reader into the story, promising him immeasurable pleasures, flattering his intelligence or 

                                                 
17 Samuel Johnson. A Dictionary of the English Language. (New York: AMR Press, Inc., 1967). 
18 Martin C. Batterstin, “Introduction”, in Joseph Andrews and Shamela.(Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1961), v. 
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turning him into an accomplice of the author. And there can also be detected a form of 

conversation of the writers with their own uncertainties, with their own epistemological 

limits and discomfort when trying to label their own work or institutionalize their 

taxonomical distinctions. They raise questions everywhere, on the title page, in the 

enthralling titles of their chapters, inside their stories or in the generous space offered by 

footnotes, but not (yet) on the back cover of their books. A metaphor of their last, 

unformulated interrogation, that white space is to be filled out with our own more or less 

expert responses, as 250-year-old readers of their work. 
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Introduction 

There is more to speech than mere communication. Rather than simply conveying 

information or other data, an utterance can also be a performative act, playing a causal 

role that does not depend on the language’s meaning. A jury’s pronouncement of “guilty” 

or a bride’s “I do” are both examples of how words can change the social landscape. This 

phenomenon is also encountered in the common, everyday occurrence of the promise. 

People make promises, keep promises, and behave differently towards individuals who 

make or break promises. The possibility of distinguishing degenerate or merely colloquial 

promises from those that can fill the role that promising does in all sorts of interactions 

has been recognized as a worthwhile pursuit. This endeavor has been undertaken by a 

number of philosophers and legal theoreticians, whose work now can roughly indicate 

what is, and what is not, a promise.   

This paper will examine three attempts to define the scope and force of promising.  

Each of the definitions focuses on separate aspects of promising, embracing different 

paradigmatic examples and excluding others that cannot be accommodated by their 

respective principles. Each of the definitions characterizes promising in different ways, 

but always in terms of the commitments underwriting the phenomena. The definitions 

pick out domains of utterances that are largely disjoint. Each domain exhibits some 

feature of promising that should not be left out, but which, nonetheless, is not shared by 

all the perspectives. This paper will identify the valuable attributes of each position and 

will use those features to show that none of the putative definitions are entirely adequate.  

None of the definitions capture all the positive phenomena that can fruitfully be 

characterized as ‘promising’. 
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Warranties 

I will use warranties, as the contrast-class of speech acts, to illustrate the 

purported features of promising. A warranty consists of an affirmation or denial of a 

supposed fact and the commitment to indemnify, or make reparation, to the warrantee 

should the ‘fact’ be other than as warranted. For example, “Satisfaction guaranteed or 

your money back” is a warranty. “Satisfaction guaranteed” presents the assertion that the 

purchaser will be satisfied. “Or your money back” expresses a commitment to indemnify 

the purchaser if the asserted satisfaction does not obtain.  

Theoretical versus Practical Commitments 

The three disparate definitions of promising can be characterized in terms of the 

commitments they entail and how these different commitments interact.  There are two 

general categories of commitment: practical and theoretical.  Practical commitments 

obtain, for example, when the promisor has the intentional state that will result in 

performance of the act to which the promise has committed her.  The commitment is 

practical because all that is left to the success of the promise is the carrying out of the 

requisite act.  Theoretical commitments, the second type of commitment, can arise in two 

different ways; either as a contingent commitment, which will not arise unless certain 

conditions are met, or as epistemic commitment, such as a belief that some state obtains.  

These are theoretical commitments because they will not require action on the part of the 

promisor unless something else activates the commitment. The catalyst can be either the 

realization of a condition or being shown to be wrong about the asserted fact. These two 

types of commitment, in assorted conformations, accommodate all three definitions of 

promising.   
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The Three Definitions 

The literature on this topic begins with C.K. Grant (Grant, 1949) who treats 

promises as the express commitment made by a person with respect to his future actions. 

Warranties and promises, from Grant’s separatist position, are essentially different. A 

warranty, which need not refer to the actions of the warrantor, will not be a promise 

according to the separatist1. This is followed by the position of Patrick Atiyah (Atiyah, 

1981) who expands the list of promising phenomena to include assertions of fact. This 

assimilates warranties into the same category as promises. In contrast to the Separatist 

position, ‘promising’ that X where X is not a future action of the promisor, perhaps not 

even something under the promisor’s control, is still a promise under this Assimilationist 

view. However compelling each of the separatist and assimilationist perspectives may be, 

a deeper contextual layering of the two offers a third position. This subtentionist position, 

exemplified in the works of legal theorist Arthur Corbin (Corbin, 1963) and philosopher 

Mark Migotti (Migotti, 2003), builds across the foundations of the earlier positions. For 

historical and conceptual reasons, discussion of the meaning and nature of the 

subtentionist position must follow explication of the separatist and assimilationist 

positions.  

The separatists2 hold that a promise must be directed towards some future action 

under the control of the promisor. A warranty may count as a conditional promise for 

Grant and Searle only if it has the aforementioned features of a promise. The 

assimilationist position held by Atiyah allows the promising of facts, whether past, 

                                                 
1 Further support is found for this position in John Searle (Searle, 1969), who treats promises as a distinct 
type of speech act, predicated on institutional facts that distinguish promises from warranties.   
2 Besides Grant and Searle, the separatists include Richard Fox and Joseph DeMarco (2001). Fox and 
DeMarco use a separatist definition of promising to show that the practice is inherently immoral. 
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present, or future, whether or not the fact can be influenced by the promisor.  For this 

position, a warranty can be a promise of some fact’s truth and hence no departure from 

promising-proper.  Finally, the subtentionists believe there is a symmetrical relationship 

between warranting and promising such that warranting entails promising and promising 

entails warranting in terms of a relationship that will be unpacked once the necessary 

conceptual machinery has been made explicit.  The choices for the relationship between 

warranting and promising are: identity, for the assimilationists; dissimilarity, for the 

separatists; and mirrored subtention, as will be shown, for the subtentionists.   

Separatism 

The separatist position is supported by a number of plausible inferences from 

linguistic phenomena. In order for promising to be of a different natural category than 

other speech acts, and to be different in the appropriate way, promises must impose some 

obligation on the promisor. Given the voluntary nature of promising, particularly sincere 

promising, the imposition will generally be a self-imposed commitment directed in 

accordance with the content of the promise.  In considering the utterances “I did,” “I am,” 

and “I will,” the separatist makes the credible observation that it is in the final, future, 

tense that the greatest commitment is imposed on the person uttering the phrase (Migotti, 

63). 

Less immediately empirical, there is also the possibility of deferring the 

confirmation of the fact or state asserted to some future time whenever asserting 

something about the present or past. For example, the promise “I did my homework” can 

be interpreted as “I promise that, if I produce evidence for having completed my 

homework, you will be satisfied,” or “I promise I will show you my homework, which 
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must have been completed in time to satisfy the conditions of being available for that 

confirmation.”  The forward-looking aspect of promising does not essentially distinguish 

between promises and warranties. A warranty such as “trouble free for the first five 

years” is for an extended period of time reaching into the future. A warranty may also be 

in effect only at a later time. For instance, one may warrant “it takes a year to work out 

the kinks, but if the car still feels uncomfortable after that you can exchange it for 

another.” This future-looking feature is compatible with, if not required by, the three 

definitions of promising.   

 It is more contentious whether the content of a promise must be in the control of 

the promisor. The phenomenon of promising that all three positions attempt to capture is 

such that it is not authentically done without some commitment on the part of the 

promisor.  The separatist can draw on the contention of the subtentionist, that “[o]ne 

cannot make a sincere promise to X… without at the same time becoming committed to 

indemnification in case of breach [when warranting] or falsehood [when promising].” 

(Migotti, 65)  The separatist distinguishes between warranties and promises on the 

grounds that the commitment assumed in each case is basically and relevantly different.   

When warranting, the initial commitment is only theoretical. The warrantor might 

not be required to do anything if the initial commitment to some fact or state is not 

violated. The indemnification clause may or may not require that the promisor 

compensate the promisee for failure. It is only an obligation to act in theory. If I warrant 

the success of a baseball team3 and the team wins then there is no difference between the 

situations where I warranted “the team wins or I’ll give you a nickel” and “the team 

                                                 
3 Not to be confused with a wager or other contractual agreement. 
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succeeds or I’ll give you $100,000,000 (USD).” The indemnification to which I have 

committed myself is theoretical in either case since it in no way limits my actions or 

changes my obligations once the team has already won the game.  

Alternatively, a promise immediately imposes a practical commitment on the 

promisor to act in the appropriate manner. If the promise is legitimate the commitment is 

not theoretical since the obligation to act has immediate consequences. If the promisor 

acts to make eventual performance impossible he is still in breach of the promise, no 

matter how far off the promised activity. If I promise to attend a movie on a certain date 

then the promissory commitment is made. It is possible that the commitment may be 

overwhelmed by circumstance- ceterus paribus I am committed, in a practical sense, to 

be at that movie at that time.   

If a promise is characterized by commitment, then a warranty, which initially has 

no commitment, is not a type of promise.  This is because “[w]hen I promise to do 

something, what I promise to do is just what I thereby commit myself to doing and just 

what I thereby put myself under an obligation to do.” (Migotti, 63)  In the case of my 

own future action, if I promise to perform some action then I am committed to that 

action.  If I promise to be at the wedding tomorrow, then the promise will be fulfilled if, 

the next day, I am at the wedding.  However, it is ambiguous what a promise that the 

wedding will be a perfect success entails.  Am I thereby committed to doing everything in 

my power to ensure that the wedding is a perfect success?  What if the content of the 

promise is clearly outside my control?  According to the separatists, I have committed 

myself to nothing and hence have made no promise, excepting linguistic form.   
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If, as in a warranty, the promise is accompanied by the commitment to 

indemnification then it could be argued that what has been promised is the act of 

indemnifying, whatever form that may take.  Rather than the bald promise of the 

assertion that the wedding will be a perfect success, I include the surety of a trip to 

Tijuana if it should turn out to be the case that the wedding is not a perfect success.  Here, 

the future act to which I will have committed myself is the provision of tickets, etc. to 

Tijuana.  This does not bring the ‘promise’ of some fact into the separatists’ program.  It 

merely appends a conditional, almost contractual, component to what is essentially a 

warranty.   

Other Differences between Promises and Warranties 

The contrast between the theoretical commitment adopted when asserting a fact 

and the connected practical commitment to indemnify is demonstrated in the respective 

failure conditions for promises and warranties (Migotti, 75). If I promise that I will be at 

the wedding tomorrow while intending to be elsewhere, I may change my mind the next 

morning and revive the promise.  However, if I warrant that the wedding will be a perfect 

success knowing that the weather is forecast as abysmal and that the caterer has to cancel, 

then, no matter how many tickets to Tijuana I try to replace the fact with, it will not have 

been a genuine warranty.  The absolute insincerity of a warranty cannot always be 

rectified as a promise can be.  Of course, the similarity between the promise and the 

indemnification clause of a warranty still has the similarity identified by the separatists; 

they will both be genuine if the appropriate acts are carried out. 

A further distinction between warranties and promises is suggested by Migotti 

(Migotti, 85).  He argues that warranting one’s own actions, parallel to a promise, may be 
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an act of bad faith if it implies that one is not in control of her actions.  Either one makes 

the initial practical commitment or one does not.  To warrant, for example, that I will 

attend the wedding tomorrow suggests that I am not so committed.  Rather, I am 

committed to making reparations if I do not attend.  If, as is typical of warranties, it is out 

of my control whether or not the action will occur (distancing my will from the act) then I 

could not commit to attending, but I could indemnify my absence. Alternatively it is not 

an act of bad faith if I promise to perform some act with success conditions out of my 

control. If I am committed and manage to perform the act then the promise is successful. 

Under these conditions, a warrant will be in bad faith whereas a promise will not. This 

suggests that the assimilationist conflation of warranties with promises may neglect to 

distinguish essential features of promising.  

Assimilationism 

The assimilationist position holds that the bare assertion of a fact can constitute a 

promise.  The assertion can be a promise because, if placed as the hypothetical position at 

the front of a warranty, it must, if genuine, incur some obligation for the warrantor.  As 

Migotti points out “a sound theory of promising [must] be able to do justice to the myriad 

ways in which we assume responsibility for the actions of others.” (Migotti, 84)  The 

assimilationist response to the separatist’s charges invokes the existence of conditional 

promises.  Warranties are cast as promises of the form “if p then I will X” where p is 

some condition to be fulfilled and X the action obligated by the promise. 

The demure stance of the assimilationist insists that ‘promises’ are not merely an 

intensifier, emphasising some point contra Searle (1969, 58). Nor are promises that fail 

the separatist standard synonymous for ‘being certain of’, contra Grant (1949, 362).  
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Rather, there is no problem promising facts or actions, under the promisors control or 

otherwise, since the promisor always has something at stake, whether that is a loss of 

credibility or having to compensate with an apology. The difference between the various 

forms of promise is the degree of commitment. A bold promise that is clearly beyond the 

promisor’s ability to fulfill would impose less of a commitment than some promise that is 

easily executed. Rather than a difference in type, as the separatists propose, the 

assimilationist sees the variety in the commissive force of the promise. 

Subtentionism 

The subtentionists are the most technically sophisticated contenders for 

explicating promises. This group perceives a connection between promising and 

warranting that is stronger than formal similarity and weaker than identity; this 

connection is called subtention. The subtending relation focuses on how the overall 

commitment entailed by a promise or warranty has fundamentally different, but related, 

roles when being made and later, when being honoured. In contrast, the other positions 

focus solely on the beginning (separatist) or result (assimilationist) of the commitment, 

but not both. For warranties, there is the initial theoretical commitment that develops into 

a practical obligation of indemnification; for promises there is the initial practical 

commitment and the final conditional commitment expressed in the act. 

A type of commitment subtends another “if the truth of the proposition that one 

has explicitly committed himself on the ground [initial] level entails the truth of the 

proposition that he is thereby committed on the upper [final] level as well.”  (Migotti, 66)  

The particular propositions are not important in this relationship. Rather, subtention is a 

relationship between types of commitment, such as the theoretical and practical 
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commitments of a promise. Commitments subtend when one is necessary for the 

existence of the other. The manner of the reliance is non-linguistic. It can, however, be 

demonstrated in the phenomena of promising and warranting. By definition, subtention is 

the relation between the epistemic and the practical commitments of a warranty. It is also 

the relationship between the practical and theoretical commitments of a promise. If I 

make the express commitment to attend the wedding tomorrow then I subtend the 

implicit commitment to accept/suffer a loss of face or credibility if I should fail to attend 

the next day.  

The subtentionist begins a promise with the practical commitment; this subtends 

the theoretical commitment, which is essentially a warranty.  Symmetrically, the 

theoretical commitment of a warranty subtends the later, practical, commitment. 

Warranties parallel promises. Performance or indemnity, conditional or not, the structure 

of promises and warranties are intrinsically similar. The problem with the subtentionist 

position is that, in so clearly emphasising the similarity between promises and warranties, 

it obscures the important differences. There is a stronger commissive force to a promise 

than a warranty, illustrated in the greater moral import of honouring promises, as opposed 

to the contract-like obligation to fufill a warranty.The subtentionist position does not 

capture the relative importance of different types of commitment. 

The Role of Commitment 

 The assimilationist definition conflates promising with either type of 

commitment.  One can either adopt the practical commitment as to her future actions or 

the theoretical commitment to the truth of some fact.  The latter commitment covers other 
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people’s future actions or the promisor’s own past actions, as evidenced in some present 

state to be confirmed (or interpreted) in place of the future action.   

The separatist’s definition associates promising only with the practical 

commitment of the promisor’s own future actions and not the epistemic commitment.  

Hence, the warranties that the assimilationists do not distinguish from promises proper 

are resolved into the initial theoretical (epistemic) commitment and the contingent 

practical commitment of reparation in case the epistemic commitment fails in the 

appropriate way.  The separatists identify only the latter, practical, commitment as being 

promissory.  Thus, a warranty is only like a promise in that the warrantor conditionally 

promises to remunerate the warrantee. 

The subtentionists' definition attempts to maintain the priority of the practical 

commitment, as the separatists would, while accounting for the broad inclusiveness of the 

assimilationists’ position.  The subtentionist holds that the practical commitment of a 

promise, that the promisor will act in the appropriate manner, “extend[s] under, so as to 

embrace or enfold” the theoretical commitment (Migotti, 66).  This refers to the empirical 

claim that the breaking of a promise, like the failing of the empirical component of a 

warranty, leads to some indemnification for the promisee.  A failed practical commitment 

will exhibit the subtention of the theoretical commitment by a loss of credibility, public 

censure, or derision; these are the fruit of a broken promise.  

The practical/theoretical dichotomy of commitments can explain promises as 

either merely practical (separatists), uninterestingly either practical or theoretical 

(assimilationist), or practical subtending theoretical (subtentionist) commitments.   
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Conclusion 

 Each of the positions on promises explored here has compelling features; the 

separatists provide unparalleled prominence, the assimilationists provide breadth of 

scope, and the subtentionists attempt to accomplish both breadth and prominence.  

Promising can be possible either solely with future acts of the promisor, with any future 

act, or with additional subtleties illuminated. The primary issue in evaluating each of 

these positions is the extent to which each manages to capture what we mean when we 

promise and to give the act a robust interpretation. In order to capture the domains of all 

three definitions, while ignoring the parts that are deliberately excluded by each, we 

would need a theory that can account for the exceptional force of promises, the good faith 

that attaches to the practical commitments that may arise, and the generality to cover all 

the many different ways that the commissive force embodied in warranties, etc., can be 

used in social interaction.   
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The dynamics of interaction in distinct group-work settings in the foreign language 
classroom: A qualitative and quantitative investigation 

 
 Over the last few decades, much debate has ensued concerning the effectiveness of group 
work in the foreign language classroom.  While some foreign language (FL) instructors feel the 
traditional approach to language teaching is superior to that of a learner-centered environment, 
stemming from the belief that group work is essentially a “waste of time” (Davis, 1997), more 
recent empirical work has provided findings supporting the notion that students’ target language 
learning in group work settings yields much more favorable results as opposed to the traditional 
approach (e.g. Antón, 1999; Dörnyei, 1997; Lantolf, 2000; VanPatten, 1998). According to the 
findings of these authors, language, by definition, is a social function and can only be learned and 
acquired through its principal purpose; that is, interpersonal communication. Furthermore, such 
an approach is vital to the cognitive development of the target language learner such that (s)he is 
able to analyze, deduce, and eventually appropriate the novel structures of the foreign language 
and eventually be able to manipulate these novel structures in new and creative ways, much like a 
native speaker of any given language is able to do.  
 In light of the abundant evidence in support of employing group work in the FL 
classroom, the principal goal of the present research is to address a question that lies very much at 
the forefront of the curiosities of FL teachers who are proponents of employing learner-centered 
methodology in their classrooms. However, to our knowledge, it is a topic that has never been 
formally examined on both quantitative and qualitative dimensions.  Therefore, the question 
motivating the present research is the following: Is there a significant quantitative and/or 
qualitative difference in language learning, retention, appropriation and performance as well as 
attitudes toward group work between two classes of basic level Spanish students where one 
groups of students (class #1) remained in the same groups throughout the course of the semester 
and the members of a different group (class #2) who were systematically rotated in order to 
consistently vary the composition of the groups? 
 In order to seek answers to the various levels of this question, the principal investigator 
taught both sections of basic Spanish in back to back time slots. Each class period lasted 50 
minutes and met three times per week. The class #1 remained in the same groups throughout the 
semester, while class #2 was orthogonally rearranged into new groups on a weekly basis such that 
no group composition was identical at any time during the course. A preliminary proficiency test 
was administered to be sure that there were no statistical differences in Spanish proficiency 
between the two groups, and the results of a paired samples t-test indicated that there were not. At 
approximately the middle of the semester, one class period was set aside to teach a cultural lesson 
focusing on slang terms typically used in Mexico, material that none of the students had seen or 
been exposed to outside of class. This lesson was completely learner-centered, such that the 
majority of the learning of the material took place through communicative interaction within the 
assigned groups.  Both groups were told that it was not necessary to study this material, as it 
would not appear on any form of evaluation that would determine part of their course grade.  Four 
days after the presentation of the slang terms, an extra credit opportunity was given at the end of a 
chapter test to see how many of the slang terms the students could recall. The students were given 
a simple translation task in which the students had to provide the Mexican slang “translation” for 
the English word provided. In order to test retention of the information, approximately two weeks 
later, a second extra credit opportunity was given along at the conclusion of a chapter test in 
which students were asked to translate the underlined English words into the Mexican slang terms 
they had learned given within a written English dialogue. During the last week of the semester, 
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students were given a “Group-work attitudes questionnaire” in which they were asked to rate 
different statements pertaining to group work on a Likert scale and provide additional comments 
on the statements whenever the student deemed it necessary.  
 The preliminary results indicate, by examining the mean scores on both the initial and 
follow-up extra-credit “slang” tests, that class #1 (the one that remained in the same groups 
throughout the semester) consistently obtained higher mean scores on the initial test as well as the 
follow-up test, which was used to measure level of retention of the material. In addition, by 
comparing the mean scores of the initial test and the follow up test within group, class #1 also 
showed a notably smaller gap between the scores obtained on the initial test and the follow up 
test, indicating that this group was better able to not only learn, but also retain the information. 
On the other hand, class #2, the group that systematically changed groups throughout the 
semester, showed a marked decline of performance on the follow up test with respect to the initial 
test.   
 Further analyses have yet to be conducted, however, to assess the attitudes of both groups 
of students in terms of how they perceive the effectiveness of group work in the FL classroom as 
well as a close examination of each student’s personal comments and opinions of the statements 
given in the questionnaire.  
 Overall, this study provides preliminary evidence that there may be a differential effect in 
ultimate language learning, appropriation and retention as a function of group composition in the 
FL classroom.  
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Message Mechanics: Semiotics as a Core to Graphic Design Education 

An abstract for a paper and accompanying PowerPoint presentation that examine  

semiotics, its history and its role in graphic design 

The education of visual creators and communicators has changed a great deal over the 

last century. From small private presses to famous educational institutions, the field of 

graphic design education has evolved. But as much as methodologies have changed 

and grown over the first half of the century, the second half has tended to see the codi-

fication of what has come before. Many schools have focused on technological and sty-

listic quandaries while neglecting research that pushes the theoretical boundaries of de-

sign. We have seen the formal systems of the Bauhaus become standard practice all 

over the world, but in comparison have seen little in communication theory become 

standard educational practice. 

In particular, graphic design education has focused on the formal qualities of 

design and composition, and to a lesser degree business practices and etiquette, when 

it is the realm of cognitive science and communication theory that has seen the greatest 

strides in the second half of the twentieth century. This is not to imply that traditional ar-

eas of concern should not be a focus, but to say that it is appropriate to expand the 

education of visual communicators to include the long line of scholarly thought that has 

explored the act of communication and cognition. 

Just as engineers must learn physics and doctors chemistry, it is important for 

graphics designers to learn about communication and the study of signs, known as 

semiotics. At a time when the line between amateur and professional is increasingly 



blurred, with a detriment to the profession, it is becoming more important for graphic de-

signers to have the ability to articulate their skills to an otherwise ill-informed society. 

Designers must know how communication systems work “under the hood” and by doing 

so have the vocabulary to explain the role they perform to a sometimes skeptical client. 

It can be helpful to look at how the use of signs permeates the work of graphic 

design—particularly in the areas of client interaction, concept generation and product 

application. An understanding of semiotics can help students see how clients often have 

a hard time communicating their own problem or understanding work presented to them 

in early conceptual phases. It will also help students understand how concepts are 

formed, how brainstorming can lead to new creative ideas, and how the culture we be-

long to provides us with both clichés and new directions. And most to the point, semiot-

ics can provide students with an understanding of visual communication and aesthetics.  

In the end, it is up to the educational system to provide students with the in-

formational cornerstones that a designer needs to compete in a marketplace where eve-

ryone has access to the tools of the trade. It is important that we incorporate the ex-

panding field of semiotics into our strong visual tradition.  
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Music History 2

Abstract 

  Bach wrote his St. John Passion in order to tell the story of the Passion of Christ 

on Good Friday.  Many performances of this piece proceed without consideration for 

staging, and the resulting performances make a diluted impact on modern audiences.  In 

Bach’s day, he could have assumed that his congregation knew the story before the 

performance even began.  Such an assumption would not hold today, especially in setting 

outside of the church.  The pivotal choir fulfills two very different dramatic roles in the 

St. John Passion.  I argue here that the conductor of any chorus of forty singers or more 

should divide the chorus into two separate ensembles, one to fulfill each dramatic role.  

This approach to staging brings out the dramatic elements of the performance to any 

audience and offers a new, critical understanding of Bach’s concept of music as drama. 

 

Keywords: Bach, St. John Passion, performance practice, choral music, musicology 
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 Throughout Johann Sebastian Bach’s career, choral settings of biblical texts held 

a position of paramount importance, according to the tradition of the Lutheran church.  

The elements of storytelling in Bach’s St. John Passion represent the closest resemblance 

to opera that Bach ever produced, both in form and style.  In modern performance 

practice, presentations of the St. John Passion often include soloists in various dramatic 

roles, accompanied by large choirs of 50 to 100 singers and symphony orchestras.  

However, Bach’s setting places the choir in bipolar positions: one in which the choir 

represents the crowds of people within the story, and another in which the choir steps out 

of the narrative and ministers to the congregation as the voice of Lutheranism.  The 

differences between the performance practices of Bach’s day and the habits of modern 

performers suggest that modern performances of the St John Passion might make use 

instead of two smaller choral groups, similar to opera choruses, in order to highlight 

Bach’s understanding of music as drama. 

 As a choral conductor, I frequently must consider the aspects of performance 

practice – some of which I can control, and others that I cannot – that influence the effect 

that my performance has on my audiences.  In order to examine the performance practice 

of Bach’s St. John Passion, it is critical to understand the context in which this work was 

performed in Bach’s day.  This work was written to be performed on Good Friday, the 

day that marks the crucifixion of Christ near the end of the Lent season every liturgical 

year.  Congregations participating in a Good Friday service would have been aware that 

this service was the pinnacle of their time of mourning, and the theme of the service, for 

the last time in that liturgical year, would have been repentance.1  This was important for 

the message that Bach and his musicians wanted to communicate in their performance.  
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Bach, conscious of his goal to persuade the congregation to feel grateful repentance, 

inserted Lutheran chorales between portions of set scriptural text.  When compared to 

each other, these chorales illustrate consistent patterns in tonality, tempo, dynamics, and 

texture.  These sections of the St. John Passion were sung as the congregation, as 

evidenced by their translation into the first person.  For example, movement 7, “O groβe 

Lieb, o Lieb ohn’ alle Maβe” ends with the words “I lived with the world in delight and 

joy, and you have to suffer.”2  This is in contrast to the scriptural choral sections, in 

which the choir assumes a dramatic role as generic crowds of people within the narrative. 

 The Lutheran chorales in the St. John Passion function as one unit in their 

musical and dramatic space, and their structural similarities reflect this quality.  Almost 

all the inserted chorales begin in a minor key and resolve by a picardi third in the final 

cadence into the parallel major key; the one exception is movement 15 in the Bach-

Gesellschaft, “Wer hat dich so geschlangen.”  Their tempi are slower than those of the 

scriptural sections, they are generally presented in softer dynamic ranges, and they are all 

homophonic in texture.  This mode of performance unifies the choir as one voice, which 

sings texts of repentance, apology, guilt, and finally praise, as the congregation.  

Throughout the St. John Passion, the choir sings these inserted Lutheran chorales as the 

inner voice of each congregation member, promoting a morality that stems from Good 

Friday’s theme of repentance. 

 The patterns found in the structure of the scriptural segments are in contrast to 

those found in the chorales.  Most of the choral scriptural segments remain in minor keys 

from start to finish, without the Picardi third resolution.  They feature heavier 

orchestration than the chorales, recitatives, or arias, and they are usually performed in 
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more hurried, impatient tempi in which the notes seem pressed together.  Their text and 

the nature of their composition render them loud and percussive.  They are nearly all 

fugal – with the exception of movement 3, “Jesum von Nazareth” – so they employ 

polyphonic texture.  The choir sings to the congregation – or perhaps more appropriately, 

at the congregation – in these segments in a way that makes them seem like an 

obnoxiously noisy crowd designed to unsettle the audience.  

 The case for the use of two choirs instead of one is centered on the assumption 

that the St. John Passion exemplifies music as drama.  The case for the use of smaller 

opera choruses is less obvious.  I suggest the opera chorus as the analogy here because 

these are the kinds of choirs Bach used in his own performances: a chamber group of 

eight singers, all of whom were highly trained musicians.  In fact, Bach did use two 

choirs under his direction while he was at Leipzig for the Good Friday services, though 

not in the construction I suggested above.  Each choir was, in more precise terms, only a 

quartet, and when combined, these two choirs formed a double-chorus or octet.  On the 

instrumental side, Bach always had more players than he had singers, which is “very 

much in contrast to modern practice.”3  The reference to opera also suggests that the 

setting of religious allegories to music represents Bach’s equivalent to opera.  Though 

Bach did not write any operas to our knowledge, the form of the da capo aria is clear in 

several movements of the St. John Passion (movements 58 and 63, for example), and the 

movement from recitative to aria is analogous to their dramatically static and kinetic 

equivalents in opera.  The modern choir, then, is either like a single bipolar choir 

presenting this oratorio-like work, or may be divided into two smaller “opera choirs” to 

handle the load of two dramatically polar jobs.   
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 By the standards of the day, eight singers with about 16 instrumentalists was 

already a larger-then-normal force.  Good Friday was the only occasion, apart from 

“town council elections and weddings, when Bach would have had the opportunity to 

bring together two choirs that normally sang at different churches.”4  Andrew Parrott 

asks, “Is it not axiomatic that to understand a musical work fully we must first understand 

its intended medium?”5  It is perhaps somehow deeply threatening to imagine that Bach 

could have intended so many of his great masterpieces to be sung by so small a group.  

Even though chamber choirs have most recently fallen into favor, to perform this with a 

group of eight hardly seems practical, even though this number is historically based.  

Bach did put two choirs together in his performances of the St. John Passion, but the 

arrangement of one choir for each dramatic function was not established by any records 

that we have.  Nor do we know for certain whether or not Bach actually wished to have 

only a group of eight singers.  Perhaps circumstances, financial or otherwise, did not 

permit him to hire more professional singers.  Perhaps having more than four singers in 

either choir would not have been ideal as a year-round situation.  Whatever the case, it is 

clear that Bach used relatively small ensembles of skilled singers to present his choral 

works.6 

 The inserted chorales point to Bach’s lifelong ties to the Lutheran church and the 

abundant religious symbolism witnessed throughout much of his work.  “He considered 

his church music to be not so much a work of art as a part of the religious service, meant 

to teach the congregation, to elevate their souls, to strengthen their faith.”7  The images in 

the St. John Passion are no exception.  The chorales draw from chorale tunes composed 

by Martin Luther, which were “well known to any Protestant and thus Bach, when 
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quoting them, could assume that his listeners would understand what he had in mind.”8  

This may not be true, however, for modern audiences.  Outside of the Lutheran church, 

and indeed, perhaps even within the modern Lutheran church setting, the symbols in a 

work like the St. John Passion might not be so accessible.  The story of the Passion may 

not be as familiar to a modern congregation as it was then, when such stories abounded in 

popular culture.  Even after the recent presentation of the story through film in Mel 

Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ (2004), the story of the Passion lacks the automatic 

presence that Bach could assume.  Envision for the moment that a semi-professional 

community chorus gives a performance of Bach’s St. John Passion in a setting outside of 

church to an audience with varying degrees of familiarity with the story of the Passion.   

In this hypothetical concert, imagine that the conductor chooses to use only one large 

choir and does not consider the option of dividing the choir.  To the pastors, musicians, 

and musicologists in the audience, the dramatic impact of this performance is as 

expected, and without even being conscious of it, they may think that “everybody does it 

this way.”  To the audience member who is not at least familiar with Bach or Lutheran 

liturgy, the impact of this performance is purely musical, and the dramatic elements are 

absent from the performance itself.  The performance in this format does not engage the 

curiosity of the listener; it does not compel the “lay listener” to want to gain a sense of 

the drama. 

 Consider now a performance of the St. John Passion in which the conductor 

divides a choir of 100 singers into two groups of 50 singers each and dresses each group 

in its own uniform according to their dramatic function.  Immediately, the audience gets a 

visual cue that something will be unique about this performance.  This is no longer 
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simply a presentation of choral music; this is now a staged production.  For experts and 

lay singers alike, the experience engages the senses in new ways, and instead of 

“everybody does it this way,” they are more likely to become intrigued by what is going 

on, whether they are conscious of that intrigue or not.  Like in opera, the staging is a key 

ingredient in establishing the performance’s impact.  At this point, the open-minded 

conductor has many options for staging depending on the stage.  Costumes, positioning, 

and proportioning of singers are among the considerations the conductor has to make for 

the final production. 

 Many modern choirs present their concerts in concert dress: men in tuxedos with 

vests and bow ties, and women in elegant black dresses.  This standard uniform gives the 

impression of professionalism, high class, and discipline, and it matches the expectations 

of most audiences today.  Consider instead the possibility of Baroque costumes for the 

choir representing the crowds, and liturgical vestments (for example, white choir robes) 

for the choir singing the inserted chorales.  Our imaginary choirs may not look as 

professional as they did in the black-and-white picture painted by their “standard 

uniforms,” but the new costuming serves its purpose of communicating a dramatic 

separation between choirs.   

 Positioning of the choirs is a tricky aspect of performance practice, but the 

experiments involving placement of choirs can also be fun and rewarding.  A conductor 

must consider the acoustics of the space, the areas available to the choir, and his or her 

ideal of the choral sound for the performance – a complete consideration of the “sound 

effect” produced by the physical arrangement of the choirs.  One possibility is to have the 

two choirs on risers, unified during the opening and closing movements, but separated 
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down the middle for most of the performance (see Figure 1).  This is relatively simple.  

The audience readily understands the situation, and the separation keeps the dramatic 

functions clear.  However, the sonic presentation may not be as balanced, since all of the 

inserted chorales will reach the audience from one side of the stage, while all the 

 Another p

scriptural texts will be sung from the other.   

ossibility is to 

ave o

Stage 
 
 
 
 
 
  Audience 
 
Figure 1: Center split arrangement 
Here, antiphonal choirs are placed on 
either side of the risers, leaving space in 
the center during the body of the work, 
but coming together during the opening 
and closing movements 

  Risers 
   
 
  Crowds              Chorales
 

h ne choir flanked on 

either side by the other.  This 

lessens the visual imbalance in 

the costuming because the 

presentation is symmetrical: 

from left to right, half of the 

“crowds” choir, then all of the 

“chorales” choir, then the 

second half of the “crowds” 

choir, or vice versa (see Figure 

2).  The acoustic advantage in 

this setup is that the audience 

hears the choir on the outside 

stereophonically.  If the 

“crowds” are on the outsides of 

the stage, their surround-sound 

effect complements their 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  Audience 
 
Figure 2: Surround sound  
Pictured is one of the two possible 
settings of this arrangement of choirs.  
The “chorales” choir is surrounded by the 
“crowds” choir.  The other setting 
switches the choirs so that the “crowds” 
choir sings from the middle, surrounded 
by the “chorales” choir. 

   
            Chorales  
     Half               Half 
  Crowds               Crowds
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dramatic function of a crowd of people surrounding the audience. 

 Alternatively, if there is a loft or a tier available where a section of audience seats 

ay be

 each choir by part relates to the desired balance in the sound.  

m  blocked off for one of the choirs, then a conductor may choose to use that space 

for the “chorales” choir.  This experiment probably implies the use of two conductors, 

since the two choirs are facing opposite directions.  Having only one conductor would 

require that he or she turn around before each inserted chorale to face the audience, and if 

this situation would not be awkward enough, the distance between the choir in the 

balcony and the conductor down on the stage would probably be too far for the singers to 

see the conductor well enough to perform well.  The use of two conductors in this setup 

produces a wonderful effect that portrays the “chorale” choir – symbol of the voice of 

Lutheranism – as angels singing from a literally higher space.  Their presence amid the 

audience highlights their role singing as the congregation during the chorales, as 

mentioned earlier.  From the audience’s point of view, there is also an element of surprise 

if no one knows about the choir in the loft.  If the audience never looked back and did not 

detect the presence of that choir during the opening movement, then by the time that 

choir sings alone in movement 3, the audience is sure to be surprised, and they would 

probably enjoy that surprise as they consider the dramatic rationale for splitting the choir.  

Aside from decisions about the positioning of the choirs, a conductor who splits his 

original chorus in two will also need to be conscious of the proportioning of singers to 

each part of either choir. 

 The breakdown of

Different conductors make varying creative choices in this respect, and the ideal on 

which I base my preferences may be radically different from another conductor.  The 
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recommendations that I make here are based on the models of the ideal choral balance 

established in the 20th century by conductors Robert Shaw and Roger Wagner.   

“Roger Wagner’s approach was a ‘pyramid of sound,’ with the soprano dynamic 
level being the least, gradually increasing the [in the] sound of the altos and 

nd from the altos, tenors, 

By this rs and 

lar dramatic 

tenors, until, finally, the basses would be the strongest.   
Robert Shaw, on the other hand, agreed with the idea of [a] slightly diminished 
soprano sound but preferred a uniformity of dynamic sou
and basses.  This resulted in a somewhat more natural, unaffected sound.”9 

 
 model, then, if we return to our original hypothetical chorus of 100 singe

divide them once again into two groups of 50 each, then the ideal breakdown by voice 

part would be about 10 sopranos, 12 altos, 13 tenors, and 15 basses (Wagner), or 8 

sopranos with 14 each of altos, tenors, and basses (Shaw).  In our hypothetical, tailor-

made choir, we can dictate these proportions exactly.  In practice, however, these models 

only represent guidelines towards an ideal.  Whatever factors he or she considers in 

determining the ideal choral balance, the conductor who uses our two-choir approach 

must consider exactly how to divide the chorus in order to achieve that ideal. 

 Once it is made clear to the two choirs that they each fulfill a particu

role, the reflection of their roles should be apparent in their performance.  If we examine 

the opening movement as an example, we can highlight the specific differences in 

performance practice between the choral forces and the orchestra.  In the opening 

movement, the orchestra achieves much of its musical imagery with a steady, ominous 

basso continuo, mulling and tumultuous strings, and immediately clashing woodwinds, 

all presented in the opening bar to the piece.  The articulation of the minor 2nd intervals in 

the woodwinds not only grabs attention, but also invokes the idea of tragedy, 

appropriately like a wail of mourning.  At the same time, the dark foreshadowing 

provided by all the performing forces presents itself in true operatic tradition, like a 
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dramatically effective overture.  The orchestral forces must use color, style, and 

orchestration to communicate its dramatic effects indirectly.  The opera chorus, on the 

other hand, has a distinct advantage: text.  One the fundamental differences between 

instrumentalists and singers is that singers have words.  “A singer must be one-third 

musician, one-third vocal technician, and one-third actor, theater, and drama.  ...Without 

[dramatic language, singers] are only doing two-thirds of [their] job, and people would 

probably rather hear an orchestra.”10  The language, then, controls not only the content in 

dictating what is sung, but also how it is sung.   

 The text provides the basis for the differences in the complete presentation of the 

singers in each choir.  Singers’ considerations include aural properties such as tone 

quality, dynamics, and melody, as well as visual properties such as posture, facial 

expression, and gestures.  The differences between the two choirs in these respects are 

substantial.  The “chorales” choir must maintain a controlled, focused, and unified 

character throughout the performance.  As the voice of Lutheran morality, this choir 

serves to ground the story of the Passion in a personal space for each audience member.  

Therefore, the presentation of this choir projects a kind of discipline that the singers 

reflect in their uniform vowel formation, tight harmonies, and limited body movement.  

The “crowds” choir, as mentioned earlier, makes use of percussive consonants in its 

language (for example, “kreuzige” in movement 36), impatiently pressed-together tempi, 

and emotionally affective content throughout the performance.  The energy of this choir 

can be presented as more dispersed and less central or inwardly reflective through the use 

of more raucous tone, exaggerated facial expressions, and a greater degree of movement 

onstage.  Body language can be as important of a contributor to the idea of “music as 
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drama” as the music itself, especially for the singer, whose instrument is his or her body.  

The text provides a rhetorical basis that enables performers to interpret these aspects of 

performance practice for dramatic purposes.  

 So far, our discussion on general performance practice issues in Bach’s St. John 

how best to present their work in order to achieve 

axim

Passion has mainly addressed the portion of the work involving the telling of the story of 

the Passion (movements 2 through 67).  The remaining choral movements at the 

beginning and at the end of the St. John Passion refer to Bach’s church cantatas in their 

placement.  The choral movements respectively serve to introduce the story and to end it 

in prayer in a huge way.  By this rationale, even the conductor who chooses to split the 

large chorus in two for the St, John Passion might prefer to combine them for the 

opening and closing movements.   

 Performers must consider 

m al effect, just as Bach considered as a composer.  Performance of the St. John 

Passion with split choirs benefits the audience because it creates an automatic 

understanding that these are different “characters” in the dramatic and musical landscape.    

The impact of the choir shifts between two polar extremes: outwardly menacing at first, 

then inwardly moralistic, then menacing once more.  The use of two choirs would 

accentuate this divergence for modern audiences who may be less likely to have the same 

expectations as the congregations who listened to Bach’s own presentations of this work.   

 The question remains whether or not Bach intended his work to be for just eight 

singers, or whether or not he wished he could use larger choirs.  The effective 

presentation of the drama in the St. John Passion depends heavily on the arrangement of 

singers and the staging of the St. John Passion, almost as if it were an opera.  Bach 
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apparently combined two quartets into one choral force in his day, but assuming that he 

kept the choir together throughout the entire work assumes also that his single “opera 

chorus” expressed rather bipolar sentiments from one moment to the next.  This 

arrangement creates an ambiguous concept of Bach’s music as drama and an unclear 

presentation of distinct dramatic roles, which is especially problematic for modern 

audiences, both inside and outside of the church setting.  In order to take full advantage 

of the devices that Bach employs to tell the story of the St. John Passion, conductors 

must be willing to consider a change in performance practice and get creative with the 

staging of a dramatically effective choral performance.  I only regret that this paper could 

not be accompanied by a live performance of this work to demonstrate the value of these 

experiments! 
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Teaching and Learning Japanese Kanji for Beginners 

- A Report on the Teaching of Kanji in the National University of Singapore - 

            Xia Qian , Kato Tomiko, Lai Siew Hoon, Takeda Makoto 

 

It is vital to acquire a firm foundation in the Japanese scripts during the early stages in Japanese language 

acquisition. While the majority of students are able to master the katakana and hiragana scripts, kanji tends to 

remain problematic. In 1999, Guo (1999) and Ge (1999) conducted a survey on third year students from the 

Japanese language program in the National University of Singapore (NUS). They found that by the third year, 

students’ misconceptions and errors in kanji had taken root and were difficult to rectify; and the study thus 

concluded that correct kanji must be taught during the first year. It is the goal of this study to research into and 

implement a system of teaching kanji via E-learning coupled with learner-centered classroom instruction.  

Furthermore, this system will be tailored to the specific needs of Singaporean students.  

 

The most decisive factor in a student’s ability to learn kanji is his or her linguistic background.  A typical 

Singaporean university student is one who is bilingual, and therefore it is important to take this into 

consideration when developing a syllabus. Moreover, as most Singaporean students have a background in the 

Chinese language, this can interfere with kanji learning.  Hence, it is necessary to demonstrate how kanji differ 

from Chinese characters. To facilitate this process we researched and collated a list of the most common errors 

made by Singaporean students. While such tools are invaluable to “struggling” students, it is nonetheless 

necessary to make more substantive changes to the pedagogical techniques used for the instruction of kanji. 

 

If students were to acquire a strong foundation in kanji, then the instruction of kanji must be accorded greater 

significance in course syllabi. E-learning is a valuable tool to learning a foreign language.  Concurrently, 

interactive learner-centered classroom instruction is necessary as students can then demonstrate their mastery 

over kanji while teachers can provide immediate feedback to students.  Revisions to the present system of kanji 

instruction will be conducted in an organized manner and their effectiveness will be measured subsequently.  
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Abstract 
The ideal of the university as a community of students and academics committed to inquiry and intellectual 
excellence continues to be accepted by society as a cornerstone of our humanity and culture.  In the 
contemporary climate of higher education this acceptance is mediated by an assurance focus on the 
qualitative learning outcomes expected of student educational experiences in the disciplinary communities 
of a university.  As assessment communicates to students what is valued in the learning outcomes and 
culture of a discipline there is increased demand for transparency in assessment practices that 
communicate what is valued as excellent academic performance. 
 
This paper introduces an action-research educational research project that sought to reveal student and 
staff lived experience perceptions of excellence assessed in student design projects in Architecture, 
Landscape Architecture and Interior Architecture in the Faculty of the Built Environment at the University of 
New South Wales.  However, this paper will only focus on the findings related to the Bachelor of 
Architecture degree program, specifically, students’ perceptions of what constitutes the grade of High 
Distinction (HD) and characteristics of the ideal design teacher.  In so doing this paper reveals the 
productive interplay that can exist between research-led teaching initiatives and student perceptions of the 
dominant characteristic of excellence in design projects.  The project findings reveal the importance to 
students, of the personal qualities of design teachers, thus affirming the social enterprise attributes of 
universities as interactive communities of students and staff committed to learning, inquiry and excellence. 
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Introduction 
As a place and ideal of learning and inquiry a university brings together a community of students 
and academics desirous “of speculating about what could be and what ought to be” (Hart 1992, 
p.60).  In this ideal, inquisitiveness and understanding, refined through shared, open and critical 
inquiry, honesty, reflection, creativity and imagination is intimately connected to our culture, to 
our well being as individuals and that of the society we wish to live in.  Nossal (1997, p.10.) 
eloquently captures this aspiration as follows,  

 
Humanity’s unending quest for understanding of the world around us and within 
us stands side by side with a desire for greater control of events and for more 
elaborate goods and services which are the more practical fruits of 
research…Surely that restless yearning for knowledge, for a seamless 
understanding of the universe and the events within, clearly insatiable though it 
may be is core to being human. 

 
Increasingly, contemporary university communities are sites of tension as they grapple with the 
complexities of meeting this aspiration (Boyer, 1990, Readings 1996, Barnett, 2000) whilst 
mediating the demands of multiple stakeholders.  As such, a technocratic functionalist orientation 
to higher education as preparation for specific work and a humanistic orientation to higher 
education as preparation for engaged life -long inquiry practices are not mutually exclusive.  This 
is because at the core of both orientations the ideal of the university as an energetic community 
of speculators striving for intellectual excellence continues to be accepted by society as a 
cornerstone of our humanity and culture.   
 
However, in the current functionalist climate there is increased external and internal activism for 
the creative Arts and Humanities disciplinary communities to account for their conceptions of 
knowledge, intellectual integrity and material benefit to society.  These demands necessitate an 
evidence-based approach to understanding lived experience conceptions of what is valued as 
inquiry and academic excellence in these disciplines.  Such an approach is described in this 
paper, which introduces an educational research project that sought to reveal student and staff 
perceptions of excellence in student design projects in Architecture, Landscape Architecture and 
Interior Architecture in the Faculty of the Built Environment at the University of New South Wales.  
However, this paper will only focus on the findings related to the Bachelor of Architecture degree 
program. 
 
Background 
When viewed as a cultural custodian of social knowledge, the university from medieval times has 
organised itself into domains of knowledge to frame the pursuit of inquiry and learning.  With its 
foundational links to church institutions the schema of classical liberal arts education, the trivium 
(grammar, logic and rhetoric) followed by the quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music and 
astronomy) cultivated the cultural education of the social elite (gentlemen) in the intellectual 
traditions of philosophy and literature.  As Ben David (1977, p.11) comments,  

 
These advantages were justified by the belief that the learned were intelligent and 
that learning imparted wisdom, skills and habits of thinking that could be used in 
everything a person did.  There was no assumption, however, that one could 
apply theoretical learning directly to technical problems. 
 

This model of a university as a social institution, composed of men committed to learning and 
inquiry - fostering knowledge for its own sake in the pursuit of intellectual excellence is best 
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exemplified by American Ivy League and Britains’ Oxbridge (Oxford and Cambridge) legacy.  In 
this deeply embedded view of a university inquiry is focussed on shared, refined processes and 
approaches to learning involving interaction with teachers whose focus was the cultivation of an 
educated person (student).   
 
Intersecting this ideological perspective is the pervasive influence of the Humboldtian concept of 
academics as researchers involved in the production and organisation of domains of knowledge 
inquiry and their discourses.  Fuelled by the aspirations and funding of nation states, this 
concept, with its emphasis on specialised (scientific / technological) knowledge content, drove 
the formative development of Australian and possibly American Land Grant universities, 
informed by the legacy of the Scottish civic university with its emphasis on, 

 
the need to provide a form of education that would equip a student for a 
profession.....a system of lectures and classes by specialists in the different 
disciplines rather than a college tutor who attempted to straddle the full range of a 
student’s studies. (Gascoigne, 1994, pp.43.) 

 
With its focus on education as the transmission of purposeful knowledge content, a procedural 
product formulated by academics as researchers, cloistered in discrete disciplinary enclaves this 
intersection precipitated the ongoing tensional nexus between the educational and research 
functions in contemporary universities (Boyer et al, 1990, 1998, Johnston, 1998).  In this 
perspective students are dislocated from the agency of intellectual excitement and inquiry, where 
the cultivation of their educated character and thus society’s cultural well being is a distraction to 
an academic’s real work of self directed research – the discovery, production and dissemination 
of knowledge.  Intellectual excellence and the judgement of what is valued as disciplinary 
knowledge articulated as peer reviewed discourse is confined to the vested interests of the 
disciplinary inner life of the self-regulating academy, distanced from the turmoil of fast changing 
social and governance structures.   
 
In the utilitarian climate of late modernity nation states frustrated with the perceived inflexibility 
and self-interested elitist protectionism of universities and their disciplinary communities have 
responded with successive interventions to align the focus of student learning and disciplinary 
inquiry in the academy with national agendas.  Within Australia, deregulation of the tiered higher 
education system (universities, polytechnics and teacher colleges) was aligned with increased 
student enrolments and the introduction of higher education fees.  This type of intervention, 
common to many countries, has seen the growth of higher education as a burgeoning industry 
generating valuable export earnings, which in turn has precipitated the advance of educational 
globalisation.   
 
In a climate of restrained funding governments such as Australia’s have further sought, through 
fiscal control, to assure the quality and standard of education, research and institutional 
governance in a competitive international marketplace (Devos, 2003; Karmel, 2003: James, 
2003).  In meeting these demands, understandings of excellence, the sine qua non of student 
learning, staff research and scholarship within the academy is subsumed by the discourse of 
‘excellence’ of management and quality assurance with its attendant language of vision planning, 
goals, accountability, standards and benchmarking (Readings 1996). 
 
Within contemporary higher education these external pressures have brought a revitalised focus 
to the qualitative learning outcomes expected of student educational experiences at university.  
Within this stakeholder climate a particular focus is on making transparent assessment criteria 
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and standards with regard to student academic performance.  As James, Mc Innes and Devlin 
(2002, p.7) remind us, 
 

For most students, assessment requirements literally define the curriculum. 
Assessment is a potent tool for educators with which to spell out the learning that 
will be rewarded and to guide students into effective approaches to study. 
Equally, however, poorly designed assessment has the potential to hinder 
learning or stifle curriculum innovation. 

 
Individual academics, operating in disciplinary communities are increasingly called upon to justify 
and demonstrate the reliability of their informal, staff managed practices in regards to the “use of 
learning outcomes, assessment criteria, benchmark statements, programme specifications and 
structured feedback on student work” (Price 2005, p.215).  These demands for greater 
transparency in the ‘inner life’ judgement practices of close knit disciplinary communities have 
revealed the difficulties of articulating staff understandings of what is valued as shared 
knowledge and thus “helping students to internalise the discipline’s standards and notions of 
quality” (Gibbs, 1999, p.47).  As Boud reminds us, 
 

Assessment always performs functions other than the ones teachers and 
examiners normally think about and take account of.  It is always about more 
than judging the achievement of the learning outcomes for a given module or 
course.  It is an act of communication about what we value.  It transmits not only 
our views about what is important in our subject, but is an act of cultural 
communication transmitting what the collective ‘we’ intends.  
(Boud, 2000, pp.153) 

 
Despite the implementation of assessment assurance tools such as explicit criteria and grade 
performance descriptors (Price et al, 2003) it is clear that the sharing of academic standards, 
particularly in a climate of increased casual staff employment, is a complex social enterprise.  In 
reflecting upon this Higgins et al (2002, p.56) remind us “that teachers struggle to articulate 
exactly what they are looking for in good student performance because conceptions of quality 
usually take the form of tacit knowledge”.  As Polanyi (1998, p.136) comments “ tacit knowledge 
is that which we know but cannot tell.  For Schon (1987, p.28) this is knowledge in action, 
“spontaneously delivered without conscious deliberation; and it works, yielding intended 
outcomes so long as the situation falls within the boundaries of what we have learnt to treat as 
normal”.   
 
In understanding what is the lived experience or ‘normal’ in a student and staff community of tacit 
educational practice phenomenological approaches to educational research have proved to be of 
real benefit in reflecting upon and effecting qualitative changes to learning and teaching settings 
(Prosser and Trigwell, 1999).  Such a research method with its focus on “seeking to identify the 
qualitatively different ways in which individuals experience such aspects of their world as 
teaching, learning or the meaning of disciplinary concepts” (Ashworth and Luca, 2000, p.295) 
informed the research project described in this paper. 
 
Research Project 
Commenced in 2003 this Faculty funded project is a collaborative enterprise involving staff from 
Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Interior Architecture and Planning1. The goal of the project 
was to assist the Faculty in its efforts to articulate shared qualities of academic excellence valued 
in student design projects.  An objective was to enhance and inform the interaction between 
student design learning, expected learning outcomes, teaching and assessment practices. 
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The project is now in its third stage of investigation, which involves a discourse analysis of the 
literature in regards to the findings of this Faculty focussed research.  Aspects of the research 
project have been presented in previous publications (Quinlan et al.2003, Corkery et al. 2004).  
 
Mindful of the sensitivities of the research intentions within a community of practice, their own 
involvement as teachers and researchers, and the distinctiveness of each programs design focus 
an action based research framework was considered best suited to the project as participants 
could share understandings and practices of design education.  In addition to a review of the 
literature the project research methodology also involved two other techniques.  Firstly, a series 
of discussion groups with current students, graduates, full and part time staff and the researchers 
themselves to elicit qualitative understandings about their experiences in design studio courses 
in the three programs.  Secondly, students in each of the programs were surveyed to elicit 
information about their learning experiences in the design studio courses of their previous 
academic sessions.   
 
At the commencement of the 2003 academic session (March) 539 questionnaires were 
distributed to students in Years 2, 3 and final year design courses of each of the design 
programs.  Participation in the survey was voluntary and anonymous, with only program and year 
of study identifying the responses.  341 students chose to provide written responses with the 
overall survey response rate being 63%.  The Architecture student response rate is as below in 
Table 1, with the findings reported later in this paper drawn from the statistical analysis2 of their 
responses to the surveys. 
 
Table 1. Architecture Student Survey Response. 
 

Year of Study Year 2 Year 3 Year 5 Total 
Student enrolment 105 114 58 277 
Student respondents 73  65 44 182 
Percentage 
of Student respondents 

 
69.52% 

 
57.00% 

 
75.86% 

 
65.70% 

 
Before discussing the Bachelor of Architecture research findings this next section of the paper 
outlines the institutional and educational context in which the research project is situated. 
 
Institutional Context 
The University of New South Wales (UNSW), located in Sydney, is a member of the G083 group 
of public research universities that aspire to benchmark the excellence of their scholarship and 
research activities in the international arena.  Founded in 1950 UNSW is composed of 10 
faculties4 with their aligned research centres, teaching hospitals and a soon to be developed 
campus in Singapore.  With over 35,000 students, mainly drawn from Australia and Pacific Rim 
countries, UNSW enjoys the benefit of a diverse and culturally robust student community.  
 
Encompassing a unique array of disciplines connected to built environment fields and 
professions the UNSW Faculty of the Built Environment (FBE) is one of the largest of its kind in 
the world.  While research and scholarship activities, doctoral and postgraduate coursework 
education are major responsibilities, the core of the Faculty enterprise is student learning in the 
undergraduate degree programs with over 1400 students (73%) engaged in design learning in 
Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Interior Architecture and Industrial Design.   
 
Of these programs the Bachelor of Architecture accounts for over 750 students, making it one of 
the largest Architecture programs in Australia.  As a five and half year degree program it is 
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nationally accredited to prepare students for careers as Architects.  Student learning is structured 
around the intersecting subject domain streams of Design, Technology, History and Theory, 
Research and Practice complemented by subject domain and FBE interdisciplinary electives.  An 
academic coordinator who works in association with the Head of Program and other stream 
coordinators to conceptualise, manage and deliver the professionally accredited curriculum lead 
each stream. 
 
Educational Context 
With its antecedents in experientially based master –apprenticeship trade models mediated by 
the French Ecole Beaux Arts, the German Bauhaus and the British / Australian accreditation 
system student design learning in the ten core design studio courses of the Design Stream is at 
the heart of the FBE Architecture degree program.  During the period 2001 –2004 the author and 
her colleague, Dr Paul-Alan Johnson led the Design stream.  Informed by scholarship5 in higher 
education, assessment practices, design and architectural education we adopted an active 
research-led, student-centred approach to teaching and curriculum development.  Boyer’s 1998 
report Reinventing Undergraduate Education - A Blueprint for America’s Research Universities in 
which he called for the involvement of undergraduate students in the inquiry and research life of 
research universities framed our approach, 
 

Undergraduate students who flourish at research universities enjoy diverse 
experiences, are not dismayed by complexity or size, have a degree of 
independence and self reliance and seeks stimulation more than security.  They 
understand the unique qualities of the institutions and the concomitant 
opportunities to enter a world of discovery in which they are active participants, 
not passive receivers.  The ecology of the university depends on a deep and 
abiding understanding that inquiry, investigation and discovery are at the heart of 
the enterprise whether in funded research projects or in undergraduate education 
classrooms or graduate apprenticeships. 

 
As did Barnett’s (2000) perspective on realising a university in the age of supercomplexity, 
 

The university is a site of organised inquiry for generating and managing 
uncertainty.  The task of generating uncertainty: that is the university’s research 
function.  The task of managing uncertainty, of enabling individuals to live with 
uncertainty; that is the university’s teaching – or rather, its educational – function. 
(pp.142-143) 
Where,  
a pedagogy for supercomplexity, accordingly, requires space and 
encouragement for students to be audacious, daring and creative.  Their ideas, 
their formulations, their insights and their creations matter; and they feel and 
understand that they matter. (pp.161) 

 
The focus of our considered curriculum intentions during that time was the deliberate moderation 
of a competence, performance driven curriculum (Eraut, 1994, Jarvis, 1997, Toohey, 1999;) with 
inquiry, process driven research based student learning.  In this constructivist model our goal 
was to align the expected learning outcomes with assessment criteria (Biggs, 2003).  In design 
studio courses/project briefs this criteria was articulated as four intersecting themes, Design 
Inquiry, Visual Literacy, Craft Practices and Social Practices.  For the stream leaders learning 
Architectural design in the setting of the Design Studio was, 
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a reflective, reflexive, meditative, projective practice involving the dialogical 
interaction of inquisitiveness, knowledge, action and production in the public 
setting of a design studio.  Designing is necessarily interpretive and persuasive, 
exercising wise judgement through the purposeful deployment of capabilities.   
 
Design Studio is properly a place of verifiable competency, of creative 
transformation, of adaptation to evidence and context, of risk – taking 
experiment, of insightful and abductive logic, of applied and generated 
understanding and of higher order intellectual development that vivifies the 
individual, whether student or staff – all qualities germane to research, to 
inquiry, to scholarship, to a state of being, in a University.  
(Quinlan and Johnson, 2003) 

 
In implementing these intentions the stream leaders affirmed that the ideals of liberal education – 
questioning, discussion and interaction between students and the teacher in small groups, were 
at the core of design studio learning.  As Brown and Atkins (1988) have noted these attributes 
enhance students’ ability to inquire critically, explain and argue issues insightfully, work 
collaboratively with others, reflect on their attitudes and improve their self- understanding and our 
relation to others.  When the small group interactions between students and teachers work well 
students develop sophisticated intellectual capabilities such as evaluating, synthesising and 
speculating creatively (Biggs and Collis, 1982), capabilities germane to successful design 
learning and performance as measured by academic grades and standards.  
 
Framing this layer are the professional values, norms and practices – ideology - that have 
formed the knowledge and social contributions of Architects and their practices.  Embedded in 
this ideology is an emphasis on creativity and craft directed to formal propositions - artifact / 
models / drawings.  As such, in the Design Studio setting, the teacher – design tutor – is very 
influential in socialising students to the values and practices of the profession through their 
interactions with students and their evaluative judgements of student process and artifact design 
work.  Within the Architecture program these student interactions and academic assessments 
generally involve casual design tutor staff in consultation with course leaders who are usually full 
time academic staff.  Mindful of this, the stream leaders, wherever possible, were judicious in 
their selection of casual and academic design studio staff, ensured they were engaged and well 
briefed through regular meetings and encouraged them to be participants in the shared and 
collaborative design stream enterprise (Wenger, 2000).  Students were also active members of 
this community of practice directed to achieving common understanding of academic standards.  
Student representatives in each course actively sought perspectives from their peer colleagues, 
which were discussed with stream and course leaders at regular meetings.  This mutual 
engagement was complemented by continuous web based exhibitions of student design work 
from each stage of each design course. 
 
Bachelor of Architecture Research Findings  
Framed by this institutional and educational context this paper examines, in relation to the 
Bachelor of Architecture program, two aspects that the research project explored.  These are, 
students’ perceptions of the characteristics of outstanding student design projects as described 
by the grade High Distinction (HD)6 and the qualities of design teachers that they believe best 
facilitates that possibility. 
 
Architecture student perceptions of the characteristics of HD design studio projects. 
Analysis of student responses across all programs to the survey question, What are the 
characteristics of a High Distinction design studio project elicited eleven major characteristics7.  
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For each characteristic the table below displays the total aggregated percentage of students 
across Year 2, 3 and final Architecture design studio courses that nominated that characteristic 
in their written response (The total adds up to more than 100% as students could nominate more 
than one characteristic). 
 
Table 2: Bachelor of Architecture Students’ Perceptions of Higher Distinction Project 

Characteristics  
Characteristics 
 

Percentage of all  
Architecture Students 

Well researched project leading to a great design 68% 
High quality from beginning to end, synthesised, complete 68% 
Practical, realistic, functional and sustainable 57% 
Goes beyond the criteria of the brief, innovative, unique 54% 
Presentation, graphics, drawings are visually appealing 53% 
‘Other’ (time, money, effort, hard work is considered) 38% 
Meets the criteria set for the design project brief 31% 
Clarity, communication of ideas 27% 
Strong, sophisticated ideas and concepts 22% 
Resolved theoretically and conceptually 18% 
Amazing, exceptional, WOW, best in the class 10% 

 
As the table illustrates, architecture students perceive that - a well researched project leading to 
a great design that is synthesised and complete, demonstrating high quality from beginning to 
end’ is a dominant characteristic of High Distinction (HD) design studio projects.  Student 
perception of these aspects of academic excellence resonates with scholarship understandings 
of sophisticated intellectual engagement and its correspondence to academic excellence as 
measured by grading criteria and standards in universities.  Toohey (1999, p.171) proposes that 
in regards to student academic performance at the level of excellence, 

 
The A grade performance requires students to show thorough understanding of 
the concepts that they have been taught but also to be able to use the concepts 
and ideas beyond the immediate applications they may have studied.  It is 
characterized by a high level of abstract thinking, which enables students to 
generalize to new contexts, make applications or draw conclusions that are 
apparently original.   

 
That 57% of the architecture student respondents perceive that high achieving projects should 
be practical, realistic, functional and sustainable affirms student community recognition that their 
design educational experiences are performance orientated, authentic, purposeful and focussed 
on enhancing their future professional actions as Architects in real world contexts.   
 
Going beyond the criteria of the brief, being innovative and unique draw an overall response rate 
of 54%.  This demonstrates student confidence, empowerment and understanding that an 
expectation of being academically successful in their design studio learning is to extend 
themselves beyond the capabilities or competencies expected in the design course, to speculate 
- to take risks in their design thinking and exploration.  This is affirmed by Queensland 
University’s perspective on the distinctive qualities of a HD grade, 

 
demonstrates imagination, originality or flair based on proficiency in all the learning 
objectives for the course where student work is interesting or surprising or exciting or 
challenging or erudite. 
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Following closely was student perception that Presentation, graphics and drawings are visually 
appealing was a specific characteristic of HD student projects.  While the elegance of 
presentation, communication and language proficiency are ever-present tacit and explicit 
assessment criteria in universities (University of Flinders, 2005, Osmond, Merry and Reiling, 
2004) this aspect, with a response rate of 53% reinforces the distinct disciplinary and craft 
traditions and ideological product focus of architectural design learning.  It alerts us to the 
influence of habitual professional values and norms that the casual design tutors bring to their 
assessment practices in design and the need to mediate this so that the processes of design 
inquiry are valued as well as the designed artifact in assessment criteria.  It should be noted that 
this characteristic was perceived by students in the other two programs to be the most dominant 
characteristic of a High Distinction student design project in their programs. 
 
When the survey results are examined by Year of Study, different clusters of the top three 
ranked characteristics are revealed in Table 3.  This suggests that as students progress through 
the five years of Bachelor of Architecture design studio experiences their understanding of what 
constitutes High Distinction design project work evolves.  A range of factors may mediate this 
understanding such as curriculum intentions, increasingly complex projects, distinctive studio 
teaching approaches as well as the development of a students personal approach to design and 
their own high expectations and aspirations of their design work.  
 
Table 3: Ranking of Characteristics of Higher Distinction projects  

by Architecture Students by Year of Study. 
 
Year 2 Architecture students  Ranked characteristic 
 1 Presentation, graphics, drawings are visually appealing 
 2 Other, (time, money, effort, favouritism, hard work is considered) 
 3 Well researched project leading to a great design 

 
Year 3 Architecture students  Ranked characteristic 
 1 Well researched project leading to a great design 
 2 Practical, realistic, functional, sustainable 
 3 Goes beyond the criteria of the brief, innovative, unique 

 
Year 5 Architecture students  Ranked characteristic 
 1 High quality from beginning to end, synthesised, complete 
 2 Well researched project leading to a great design 
 3 Goes beyond the criteria of the brief, innovative, unique 
  Practical, realistic, functional, sustainable 
  Clarity and communication of ideas 

 
In reflecting on their year one design studio experiences year two students highly ranked the 
characteristic Presentation, graphics and drawings are visually appealing.  This reminds us that  
in commencing university education students make the transition from their previous educational 
experiences to the academic discourse of a university community.  Within that transition is 
another more potent socialisation into the disciplinary discourse of their selected area of study.  
For Architecture students this involves an engagement with the distinctive grammar and structure 
of visually based design language and craft traditions of design studio learning and design jury 
assessment system with its emphasis on the artful and aesthetic presentation of design projects.   
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A sobering finding was that year two students in particular also perceived other determinants 
such as time, money, effort and passion to be a characteristic of an HD design project. .  For 
some students the findings suggest that their initiation into the distinct design learning culture is 
demanding, however it is one they seem to quickly adjust to.  This perceived characteristic also 
suggests that students be assisted to understand that hard work and the quantity of work 
produced and presented for design assessment is not unto itself, a characteristic of an HD.  
However, often effort does contribute to the resultant quality of academic performance at the 
level of High Distinction. 
 
Architecture student perceptions of the characteristics of the Ideal Design Teacher. 
 
Analysis of student responses across all programs to the survey question, Name three qualities 
you think a Design Tutor should have to assist your successful learning, elicited a range of 
characteristics.  For each characteristic Table 4 below displays the total aggregated percentage 
of students across Year 2, 3 and final year Architecture design studio courses that nominated 
that characteristic in their written response. 
 
Table 4: Bachelor of Architecture Students’ Perceptions of the characteristics of the Ideal 

Design Tutor. 
 
Characteristics 
 

Percentage of all  
Architecture Students

Personal qualities, patient, honest, approachable, fair, dedicated 82% 
Open to new ideas, pushes creativity, imaginative, innovative, does not
push own design agenda 

36% 

Good communicator, listener 26% 
Inspiring, energetic, enthusiastic, passionate, motivating 24% 
Constructive criticism, honest feedback, problem solver 21% 
Knowledge of Design 19% 
Good teacher, gives guidance / direction, ‘wants to be there’ 18% 
Industry, professional experience 14% 
Professional, equitable, good time manager, well briefed on course 7% 
Other (up to date knowledge, has sources / references) 5% 
Good at representing ideas, drawing, a good designer 3% 

 
The most outstanding characteristic that all students in all year groups perceived would assist 
their successful learning were the positive personal qualities of the design tutor, their patience, 
compassion, understanding, approachability, consistency, fairness and their obvious dedication in 
teaching design studio. Of specific interest is that this characteristic was rated so highly across all 
surveyed Architecture student year groups (Year 2, 3 and 5).  This was also the case for all 
students in all years in the other two Faculty design programs that participated in the research 
project.  Other studies of students’ perceptions of the qualities of an ideal or good teacher (Watts, 
1996, Sander et al, 2000) alert us to the importance of the teachers’ approachability in 
contributing to an effective and successful learning environment for students. 
 
The characteristics most cited by each year group of Architecture students are shown in Table 5 
below. 
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Table 5: Ranking of Perceived Characteristics of an Ideal Design Teacher by  

Architecture Students by Year of Study. 
 
Year 2 Students    Ranked characteristic 
 1 81% Personal qualities, patient, honest, approachable 
 2 33% Inspiring, energetic, enthusiastic, passionate 
 3 29% Good communicator, listener 
 4 26% Open to new ideas, does not push own design agenda 
 5 19% Industry, professional experience 
 
Year 3 Students    Ranked characteristic 
 1 72% Personal qualities, patient, honest, approachable 
 2 42% Open to new ideas, does not push own design agenda 
 3 31% Constructive criticism, honest feedback, problem solver 
 4 26% Good communicator, listener 
 5 22% Inspiring, energetic, enthusiastic, passionate 
 
Year 5 Students    Ranked characteristic 
 1 98% Personal qualities, patient, honest, approachable 
 2 43% Open to new ideas, does not push own design agenda 
 3 25% Knowledge of Design 
 4 23% Good teacher, gives guidance, ‘wants to be there’ 
 5 20% Good communicator, listener. 
 
 

That Architecture students perceive that design tutors should be open to new ideas and not push 
their own design agenda affirms students’ understanding and expectations of the traditions of 
small group learning as a setting that facilitates listening, explaining, questioning and discussion 
rather than hasty judgements.  All respondent years ranked this quality in the top five with Year 3 
and Year 5 respondents particularly noting this quality.  This suggests that design tutors in the 
middle and senior years may need to redirect their studio teaching approach from a teacher-
focussed one to one that facilitates, encourages and enhances students emerging awareness and 
confidence in constructing their own understanding of architectural design in a non threatening 
environment. 
 
Respondents in all years, perceived that the tutors ability to be a good communicator and listener 
to be important for their successive design learning thus affirming the importance of interpersonal 
interactions in small group learning settings such as design studio.  Being Inspiring, energetic, 
enthusiastic, passionate was a second ranked characteristic by Year 2 students suggesting that 
students expect design teachers to actively engage with a motivational context that encourages 
them in their successful design learning.   
 
The research team was surprised by the characteristics that were not considered as important by 
students.  These include being a good teacher, having industry or professional experience or 
knowledge of design.  This suggests that for Architecture students the affective aspects of their 
design learning process are much more important than the content and organisational orientation 
of their teachers for their successful learning. 
 
These responses alert us to the highly intensive, social interactions that occur between students 
and tutors in the small group setting of the design studio.  This is particularly the case in the final 
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graduation year of the program where students' emerging design research interests inform their 
design project work.  Further discourse analysis of this characteristic is required to further 
understand the implications of this response for not only the Architecture program but for all FBE 
Design programs. 
 
Conclusion 
Framed by a perspective that the deeply embedded social value of the university as a student and 
staff community committed to inquiry, life-long learning and intellectual excellence underpins 
contemporary higher education this paper proposes that aspects of the current fiscal and 
assurance climate are constructive in enhancing this perspective.  A focus on the learning 
outcomes expected of student educational experiences at university has encouraged disciplinary 
communities to reflect on their educational contexts, approaches to curriculum design, learning 
and teaching and specifically, assessment practices that communicate to students the academic 
standards expected in their learning engagement in a discipline.  Despite the organisational 
desire for agreed common benchmarks and standards this reflection has revealed the 
complexities of tacit assessment practices at the local level of autonomous academics and 
disciplinary communities.  In particular, it reveals the difficulties experienced in aligning expected 
student learning outcomes with assessment criteria as well as ensuring common standards, 
application and consistency in staff managed marking in a climate of increased workloads, 
student enrolments and casualisation of academic work.  This background informed the 
objectives of the Faculty educational research project introduced in this paper. 
 
The Bachelor of Architecture project findings, when examined in concert with the research led, 
‘community of practice’ approach of the Design stream leaders reveal that it is possible to work 
mutually and productively to align learning outcomes with assessment criteria so as to focus 
students successful learning.  As such, confidence in qualitative understandings of what 
constitutes excellence in academic performance at a local disciplinary level is further affirmed 
when this resonates with institutional standards.  Architecture student perceptions that a well 
researched project leading to a great design that is synthesised and complete; demonstrating 
high quality from beginning to end; is practical, realistic, functional and sustainable as well as 
going beyond the criteria of the brief, being innovative and unique and where their presentation, 
graphics and drawings are visually appealing indicates that they are well aware of the 
performance expectations expected in excellent academic student design project work.   
 
Further, it demonstrates that these student respondents have successively mediated and value 
the interaction of inquiry, life long learning and intellectual excellence with a contemporary focus 
on higher learning as preparation for professional careers.  Underlying this is their perspective 
that the personal and interpersonal qualities of their design teachers are crucial to their 
empowerment as future managers of ‘uncertainty’.  This aspect affirms the social enterprise 
attributes of universities as interactive, energetic communities of students and staff who are 
committed to inquiry and who aspire to excellence. 
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projects developed to assist students in making a successful transition to university.  This transition is 
explored through the theme of relation to self, place and community in the Pacific Rim.  A considered 
intention of the projects is to develop students sensitivity to the way in which their social development, 
cultural identity and community informs their approach to Architecture, to understanding, making 
sense of, and acting in our world, on behalf of others. 
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Religious Attitudes and Identities of Second Generation Immigrant Muslim Youth 
in Canada: An Investigation in Progress 

 
Rubina Ramji 

Department of Classics and Religious Studies 
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Abstract: 
 

Currently, most research on Canada’s more recent immigrants still 
ignores religion almost entirely, and that which does not focuses primarily 
on immigrant religious institutions and on the religious expression of the 
first, adult generation. Almost all extant research on immigrant youth in 
Canada not only ignores religion, but concentrates on the teen and post-
teen first generation. The current project examines the religious 
expression and involvement of second generation immigrant youth, aged 
18-27, those born in Canada of immigrant parents or who were less than 
10 years old on arrival. This paper restricts its view to such youth from 
Muslim families and who currently reside in the urban regions of Toronto, 
Montreal, and Ottawa. The paper reports the results of in-depth interviews 
conducted from 2004 to 2005. One hundred interviews are being 
conducted, with both the religiously involved and uninvolved, men and 
women, francophones and anlgophones, as well as those who have 
maintained their parental religious identity and those who have converted 
to another faith. Since data gathering for the project is not yet complete, 
the results reported are preliminary.  Patterns and tendencies that have 
suggested themselves thus far will be discussed within a framework of 
analysis that looks for continuities and discontinuities in religious 
orientation and involvement in comparison with the first generation and 
with trends in other parts of the world. 
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Black Theatre in Post-Apartheid South 

 
Theatre has been employed for centuries primarily as a form of entertainment. However, 
it has also been utilized as a tool to disseminate information as in the case of Education in 
Theatre, commonly known as TIE. But in recent times theatre became a voice for the 
voiceless and a weapon for the oppressed masses. This was very much so with women in 
Europe in the 19th Century during the Franchise or Suffrage Movement. The same can be 
said of the Civil Rights Movement in United States. Similarly, during the freedom 
struggle in South Africa, having been denied any means of expressing themselves, be it 
politically or otherwise by the apartheid system, black South Africans turned to theatre to 
express their anger, frustration and suffering under the system. 
 
With apartheid having been officially abolished, the question is what nature is Black 
Theatre to assume given its protest and resistant nature under apartheid? According to 
Marxian Theory-Dialectic, any given situation, thesis, give rise to an opposing force, 
antithesis, which eventually bring about a change or a new situation, synthesis. The 
synthesis itself becomes a thesis, which automatically provokes antithesis.  
 
Based on this theory, if the introduction of apartheid in South Africa by the National 
Party in 1948 was to be taken as thesis which provoked all forms of opposition and 
resistant including Black Theatre, antithesis, the abolition of apartheid is the synthesis 
which becomes the thesis challenging the relevance of Black Theatre in its original 
protest or resistant nature. This in return forces Black Theatre to change accordingly in 
line with the democratization of South Africa.     
 
The paper is to argue that contrary to what Black Theatre critics thought or believed, that 
is, Black Theatre was to die or vanish with abolition of apartheid, Black Theatre has 
instead been fragmented into three camps based on the age and gender of South African 
black playwrights namely; New and Young Generation of Black Playwrights, Older 
Generation of Black Playwrights and finally, Black Women Playwrights. However, the 
paper will note the fact that Black Theatre is no longer unified or homogeneous as it was 
under apartheid. The reason being that under apartheid, freedom of blacks as a race was 
paramount and as a result black playwrights had to shelf their immediate or personal 
concerns and focus of issues that affected the entire race. However, with apartheid having 
been abolished, South African black playwrights are free to write on issues which they 
deem to deserve immediate attention based on their experiences, hence the fragmentation 
in three different camps.     
 
Submitted by, 
Francis Rangoajane, 
University of Witwatersrand, 
Johannesburg. South Africa 
range112@gmail.com 
range112@hotmail.com 
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Abstract: 
 

Most American universities require students to complete a writing requirement 
satisfactorily before these students can graduate. Adult English as a Second Language (ESL) 
students entering mainstream courses are expected to be proficient enough to perform effectively 
in the university classroom, and this includes being proficient in written expression. One sizeable 
challenge that some ESL students encounter is writing anxiety or apprehension, which is a high 
degree of anxiety that interferes with the writer’s ability to write effectively. It is crucial that 
causes of writing anxiety be identified and effectively reduced or eliminated so that ESL students 
can succeed. In this presentation, several causes of writing anxiety are examined. The results of 
ten L2 students who completed the English as Second Language Writing Apprehension Test, as 
well as strategies for addressing and reducing anxiety and increasing writing proficiency of 
students, are addressed. 
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Exploring and Identifying Causes of Self-Reported Writing Apprehension in  
Adult English Language Learners 

Dr. Maria S. Rankin-Brown, ALCI, California State University, Chico 
 Dr. Morris Brown Jr., Department of Journalism, California State University, Chico 

 
 

 As teachers of writing, we believe that the ability to communicate effectively through 

writing is one of the most important skills for our students to master. In our ESL  (English as a 

Second Language) classes and in regular University-level writing courses, we have both had 

English Language Learners who have expressed that one of the most difficult aspects of learning 

revolves around writing in English—especially for students who exhibit and report that they 

have writing apprehension. And we have both been concerned about the role we can play in 

guiding our struggling students. 

 Writing apprehension1 is generally understood to mean negative, anxious feelings (about 

oneself as a writer, one’s writing situation, or one’s writing task) that disrupt some part of the 

writing process. The term is used to describe writers who are intellectually capable of the task at 

hand, but who nevertheless have difficulty with it (McLeod). It can sometimes lead to what we 

know as writer’s block. It is important to note that writing apprehension is also a challenge faced 

by first-language learners.  

 Much research has been conducted on L1 (first-language learner) writing apprehension, 

such as that by John Daly; Daly and Michael Miller; Daly and Deborah Wilson; Daly, Lester 

Faigley, and Stephen P. Witte; Mike Rose, Robert Boice, and Sondra Perl, but not as much 

research, beyond the overall scope of “language anxiety,” has been conducted that directly 

addresses adult ESL student writing apprehension. 

                                                 
1 In this paper writing apprehension and writing anxiety will be used interchangeably. 
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Some may believe that only unskilled writers experience writing anxiety. This is not the 

case. According to Brand: “[…] [U]nskilled writers may experience anxiety or frustration 

because they are undertaking a task at which they feel inept. But, it is also true that skilled 

writers may experience apprehension or frustration because they have high standards for 

themselves” (100). Moreover, anxiety may affect people in different ways. Smith writes:  

Anyone particularly apprehensive about the subsequent evaluation of what is 

being written will pay the most attention to those aspects of writing that are most 

likely to be evaluated. […] This of course is one reason why many people find 

themselves thinking and writing ineffectually at examinations; the very desire to 

be legible and to give the impression of a tidy and organized mind distracts even 

further a reserve of attention already dispersed by general anxiety about the 

situation. (23)  

For whatever reason, students who encounter writing anxiety have an added challenge to 

overcome when they learn a new language. 

In the 1970s, Daly and Miller studied L1 writing anxiety (which they refer to as writing 

apprehension) and developed a test of writing apprehension (the Daly-Miller Writing 

Apprehension Test [DM-WAT], a 26-item self-report instrument). They differentiate between 

those with a high degree of writing apprehension (HWA) and those with a low degree of writing 

apprehension (LWA). They write, “HWAs avoid writing when possible, and when forced to 

write, do so with great anxiety” (Gungle and Taylor 236).  

Writing apprehension falls under the larger category of language anxiety. Thomas Scovel 

provides an overview of research conducted on language anxiety. He concludes, “The research 

into the relationship of anxiety to foreign language learning has provided mixed and confusing 
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results, immediately suggesting that anxiety itself is neither a simple nor well-understood 

psychological construct […]” (17). For researchers and students seeking definitive advice or 

guidance, this is not encouraging. However, it does indicate the need for further study in the area. 

Elaine Horwitz and Dolly Young, who studied language anxiety for L2 (learners for 

whom English is not a first language) students, cite that the most common method used in 

measuring communication anxiety is through the use of self-reports, of which there are at least 

fifty. Again, writing anxiety is categorized under general language anxiety and is not necessarily 

differentiated from other kinds of anxiety. Conclusions on language anxiety have thus resulted 

from observations of behaviors, self-reports, and physiological measures. However, 

contradictory evidence has resulted between self-reported anxiety and physiological measures 

conducted (Scovel 20). 

Robert Madigan, Patricia Linton, and Susan Johnson pose an intriguing paradox of 

writing anxiety with L1 writers. “On the one hand, apprehensive writers report distress over their 

writing abilities and, on the other, objective ratings of their writing fail to find serious, consistent 

shortcomings” (295). Interestingly, this indicates that students who exhibit or report writing 

anxiety may not necessarily produce a final product that is worse than those who do not report 

having anxiety, but they perceive that their product is worse.  

 

Causes of Writing Apprehension: 

We have found that for many English language learners entering university-level classes, 

some writing apprehension may stem from a lack of prior experience with writing. “Their ESL 

writing experiences are typically too easy, with too great an emphasis on success and security. 

Practice in writing often does not match up well with the writing demands that students must 
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address in courses across the university curriculum” (Grabe 44). Furthermore, many L2 students 

believe they cannot write English, and this leads to anxiety, which “inhibits progress in achieving 

writing proficiency” (Kasper and Petrello 5). Loretta Kasper and Barbara Petrello also point out:  

Many ESL students recall past difficulties with writing for evaluation, and their 

perceptions of themselves as writers have been shaped by their writing 

experiences in school. They often continue to have difficulty writing because they 

have been conditioned to expect failure. These students also tend to evaluate 

themselves as they write, a habit that compounds the anxiety and inhibits the 

generation of ideas. (5) 

Often, because of prior experiences, such as being unprepared, being advanced to higher levels 

before they are ready, having experienced negative evaluation or feedback, or only engaging in 

“easy” writing practice prior to regular university-level writing classes, some students may be 

shocked by the writing demands of a university-level class. 

Madigan, Linton, and Johnson’s research on L1 writing also found that writing 

apprehension was a psychological phenomenon that had little to do with the demand of the 

writing task or the quality of the texts produced. Writer anxiety was not necessarily caused by 

the end result—a poorly written product. This means that psychological sources of anxiety need 

to be considered.  

Young provides six potential sources of language anxiety: (1) personal and interpersonal 

anxieties; (2) learner beliefs about language learning; (3) instructor beliefs about language 

teaching; (4) instructor-learner interactions; (5) classroom procedures; and (6) language testing.  

Each of these potential sources may show itself in the form of writing anxiety.  
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In looking specifically at L2 research and psychological influences, Stephen Krashen’s  

(1994) Affective Filter hypothesis claims that when affective conditions are not optimal, such as 

when a student is afraid or resistant to learning a certain concept, the Affective Filter will 

“prevent the input from reaching those parts of the brain responsible for language acquisition” 

(22). Conditions that influence the Affective Filter are students’ motivation level, levels of 

anxiety of students, and the degree to which students identify with speakers of the target 

language. “Those whose attitudes are not optimal for second language acquisition will not only 

tend to seek less input, but they will also have a high or strong affective filter—even if they 

understood the message, the input will not reach the part of the brain responsible for language 

acquisition” (Gass 83). Moreover, “[…] [A]cquirers with a low affective filter seek and receive 

more input, interact with confidence, and are more receptive to the input they receive. Anxious 

acquirers have a high affective filter, which prevents acquisition from taking place” (Richards 

and Rodgers 183). If writing is assigned as part of the language acquisition process, students who 

have high Affective Filters during the language learning process may experience anxiety about 

any form of writing, as well. 

While writing anxiety may or may not also stem from a lack of learner motivation to 

write in the target language, negative experiences from previous writing assignments may also 

influence students to view writing as a negative endeavor. According to Laureen Fregeau, it is 

important to note, too, that writing apprehension is not fixed. It may change over time and 

anxiety may even change over the course of the writing process. Apprehension may also take on 

different psychological forms. This could be an indication that it can be eliminated. 

Spielberger, Gorsuch, and Lushene distinguished between the often long-term quality of 

trait anxiety, and the temporary condition of state anxiety, which appeared to solve some of the 
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earlier discrepancies of studies in that they identified two categories of anxiety which showed 

that some learners are simply highly anxious, regardless of the task (qtd. in Scovel 21). Peter 

MacIntyre and Robert Gardner identify a person with high trait anxiety as being highly likely to 

become apprehensive in a number of different situations. They also identify situation specific 

anxieties, which can be seen as trait anxiety in a specific context. Writing anxiety may be either a 

trait anxiety or situation specific anxiety. Depending on which it is, different methods of dealing 

with the anxiety will need to be adopted.  

 Yuh-show Chen, Elaine K. Horwitz, and Diane L. Schallert suggest that while “second 

language classroom anxiety is a more general type of anxiety about learning a second language 

with a strong speaking anxiety element,” L2 student writing apprehension “is a language-skill-

specific anxiety” (417). They also suggest that “low self-confidence seems to be an important 

component of both anxiety constructs.” It is important then, to identify specific causes or 

“triggers” of writing anxiety to determine if students feel anxious about learning a language, in 

general, or if they only exhibit anxiety when writing. 

Krashen also notes that levels of general anxiety will influence the Affective Filter. When 

students are anxious about life in general, they will not perform at their optimum level. They first 

have to overcome their general anxiety before being able to perform effectively in a specific 

skill. General anxiety is similar to trait anxiety. The Affective Filter may manifest itself in other 

ways. 

Schumann’s Acculturation/Pidginization Hypothesis supports the idea that students who 

identify with speakers of the target language will have lower Affective Filters. “Acquisition 

depends on the degree of acculturation or adaptation to the target culture; this in turn depends on 

the degree of the learner’s social and psychological distance from the target culture” (qtd. in Leki 
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19). We further find that this model illustrates how writing students need to be initiated into 

various academic discourse communities. “When the academy appears too distant, too cold, and 

too unwelcoming, both ESL and native writing students may resist the kind of acculturation or 

initiation into the academic discourse community which is expected of them in their writing 

classes” (21). Students who identify with speakers of the target language and whose Affective 

Filters are lowered may not necessarily be more fluent writers than those who do not identify 

with speakers of the target language. However, identifying with the target language/culture may 

increase fluency in the writing process as students feel less resistant to writing in the target 

language. This may also lead to decreased anxiety. Acculturation, however, isn’t the only factor 

to consider when identifying anxiety.  

 Scovel further addresses the relationship between affective variables and language 

learning. “[…] [A]ffective factors are those that deal with the emotional reactions and 

motivations of the learner; they signal the arousal of the limbic system and its direct intervention 

in the task of learning” (16). Scovel then contextualizes anxiety as an affective variable that can 

affect foreign language learning, claiming that research on the role of anxiety in foreign language 

learning has provided mixed results. He writes that physiological tests combined with self-

reports can provide a somewhat accurate depiction of the effect of anxiety on language learning.  

 Scovel also explains how the levels of IQ and levels of students (i.e. beginner, advanced 

learner) have also been studied as pertains to anxiety.  

It has been discovered […] that higher states of anxiety facilitate learning at upper 

levels of intelligence whereas they are associated with poorer performance at 

lower IQ levels, ceteris paribus; furthermore, increased anxiety is likely to 
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improve performance at later stages in a learning activity, but conversely hinders 

academic performance at earlier stages of the same activity. (Scovel 20) 

This would indicate that advanced students of higher intelligence should be given tasks that 

induce higher levels of anxiety in order for learning to take place more effectively. This may be 

because advanced students of higher intelligence have mastered coping strategies and are at a 

level where they need to be challenged for learning to take place. It also suggests that during 

early stages of an activity, student anxiety should be kept to a minimum for learning to take 

place. Further research by Spielberger indicates that high anxiety facilitates learning when the 

task is relatively easy but leads to decrements in performance when the task is more difficult 

(qtd. in Scovel 20). This means students with a high IQ will excel regardless of anxiety and that 

low IQ students will be debilitated by anxiety in more difficult tasks and learning will not take 

place for them. Foss and Reitzel argue that “if students can recognize their irrational fears, they 

will be able to interpret anxiety-provoking situations in more realistic ways and eventually opt to 

approach rather than avoid an anxiety-evoking situation” (qtd. in Young 430).  

 Citing Swain’s research on comprehensive output, Susan Gass indicates that input alone 

is not sufficient for acquisition and writes, “Comprehensive output thus refers to the need for a 

learner to be ‘pushed toward the delivery of a message that is not only conveyed, but that is 

conveyed precisely, coherently, and appropriately” (139). Student apprehension may further be 

increased when comprehensible output is required in written form, especially if the written form 

is going to be evaluated. “Students, already conditioned to the idea that there is something wrong 

with their English, come to believe that writing is designed to magnify and expose this 

deficiency. As a result, they refuse to take risks in writing” (Kasper and Petrello 5). 
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Methodology 

 In this study, we wanted to determine the specific causes of writing apprehension for a 

specific group of English language learners who were preparing to enter university-level courses. 

Advanced-level English language learners who were reported to be exhibiting high levels of 

writing apprehension were selected to participate. None of the participants claimed to have high 

trait anxiety. 

 We used the English as a Second Language Writing Apprehension Test (Adapted from 

the DM-WAT) used by Gungle and Taylor. We administered this test and further used it as a 

guide in selecting ten final participants (five males and five females) who expressed having the 

highest degrees of writing apprehension out of the whole group (Gungle and Taylor  238). Final 

participants were from various countries and had studied English in an Intensive English 

Program (IEP) at a University in the western part of the U.S. for varying amounts of time. 

Participants had all spent at least six months in an IEP before participating in this study. Ages of 

students ranged from 18 to 28 years. All students were preparing to enter university-level courses 

in the United States at the time of this study.  

Participants completed The English as a Second Language Writing Apprehension Test 

and were found to have similar results. These results indicated the participants all experienced a 

high degree of writing apprehension. Almost all questions that indicated a high level of 

apprehension were answered “strongly agree with this statement” by participants. All questions 

that indicated a low level of apprehension were answered “strongly disagree with this statement.”  

 While this was useful in determining whether students exhibited apprehension or not, we 

wanted to determine the causes behind the reported apprehension. This required further analysis 
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of participants’ answers to understand. We conducted follow-up interviews with ten participants 

who reported a high level of writing apprehension. We asked participants to identify specific 

reasons behind their initial answering of the questions. The following answers represent a 

composite of results from all of the participants. All of the tests and interviews were conducted 

in English. 

 

Composite Results of Follow-Up Interview Questions2 

 

I. I avoid writing in English because: 

a. Apprehension stems from self evaluation and expectation of L1 writing ability to 

reflect L2 writing ability:  

I hate my English writing. I do not sound fluent and I cannot think of the correct words to 

use. It takes me a long time to write anything and I have to use my dictionary to find correct 

words. I know I can do better. Sometimes I don’t know anything about the topics the teacher 

gives us and I have to spend a lot of time just finding out what the topic is. I am a good writer in 

[my home country] but I cannot express this in English and I am so angry with myself for this. 

Why can’t I be a good write here, as well?  

I am so frustrated because I know I can write a letter or anything simple at home, but here, it 

is so different and difficult for me. Why can’t I do this? Sometimes I sound like a child when I 

read my writing in English. I cannot bear to read my own writing because it sounds so immature. 

                                                 
2 Grammatical errors have been fixed. 
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I am frustrated when I don’t have the vocabulary to express difficult and abstract 

concepts in English; I give up trying sometimes. Why waste energy when I’m just going to be 

upset because I can’t write what I’m thinking? 

b. Apprehension stems from teacher evaluation of writing:  

I feel nervous when I know the teacher will grade my writing. I know that my English is bad 

and that I will not get a good grade even if I try my hardest. Then I will just have to write it all 

over again. The teacher shows me how to do it in class. When the teacher is there, I can ask for 

help. I feel more confident because the teacher is there. When the teacher leaves or when I am at 

home trying to write, I know I will get things wrong. Then the next day the teacher will say, 

“Didn’t I show you this already? Why didn’t you tell me you didn’t understand this?” Then I feel 

very foolish. I was listening in class, and I understood it in class, but when I had to do it alone, it 

was more difficult.  

I don’t want to disappoint my teacher. This person is a good teacher, but sometimes I know I 

will get a bad grade before I even begin writing because what the teacher expects is not 

something I can produce. I am just a bad writer. 

c. Apprehension stems from peer evaluation of writing: 

When we have to read our papers in class I feel nervous because the other students will also 

see how bad my English is. Sometimes the teacher makes us exchange papers. We have to help 

each other grade and find problems and mistakes. I do not want some people looking at my 

mistakes. I know we all have problems, but some people laugh or they call me a bad writer. They 

compare themselves to me and they are always better. I feel so bad when we do this in class. 

I also feel like we are wasting time when we have to exchange papers and edit each other’s 

work. The teacher knows what is correct. Sometimes we correct something that was fine, but 
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make it wrong instead. This is a waste of my time. I don’t like to read something that I do not 

understand. Then I get confused and I know it’s just me because others seem to be doing fine. 

d.  Anxiety stemming from losing one’s identity: 

My teacher does not understand the [foreign country] way of thinking. The teacher says we 

must learn the American way because we will go to university here, but I do not want to forget 

my way from home. Why must I give up my identity? This is me. This is how I write. If I change 

my writing in English, this is another person. I don’t want to be another person. Even in my 

personal writing, I have noticed that when I write, it is a different kind of writing (i.e. tone). I 

feel differently when I write in English. I am not the same person. Sometimes this is fearful for 

me. Who am I when I write like an American? Does this mean I am no longer who I was before? 

This is very scary.  

 

II. I have fear of my English writing being evaluated because: 

a. Anxiety stemming from lack of progress being made: 

When I see my mistakes I think, “You have been here for a year. You should not be making 

the same mistakes.” I have to pass the TOEFL. I don’t know if I can do that because my writing 

is not good and the TWE section is very difficult. If I do not pass the TOEFL, I will return to my 

country a failure. My parents or my employers will be very disappointed. This is not acceptable.  

I am paying so much money to learn English. If you count the amount of money paid, I 

should be getting A grades all the time and not making stupid mistakes. I don’t want to waste my 

money and my time. I have to improve before I lose all my money. I’m so slow. Others have 

graduated already but I’m still here because I can’t write. 
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If I do not learn to write now, when I get to university, I will fail there, too. I do not want to 

be here for too long before I go back to [my home country]. I need to hurry up, but if I cannot 

write in an ESL class, how am I going to write in a regular university class? 

b. Anxiety stemming from error analysis: 

The teacher will make changes to my paper. Sometimes the teacher makes changes that I do 

not agree with. Sometimes my ideas are fine and the teachers will completely change the whole 

idea around because they do not understand what I am trying to say. This is frustrating. My 

opinion is not important. The teachers only want to write what they believe and if I write 

something, they will change it to their opinion because my point of view is stupid. 

My paper has so many marks on it. Look [laughs and shows paper]! I can’t even see what I 

wrote in the beginning. See how bad my Grammar is? I am terrible. When I have to edit my own 

paper I realize there are so many mistakes I could have avoided if I had paid more attention at 

the time. I’m just a bad writer. See [holds up paper for researchers to see]. 

 

III. Expressing ideas in English seems to be a waste of time: 

a. Lack of interest in writing in English: 

We are given stupid assignments to write in class [indicates list of topics the teacher has 

supplied for essays]. I am not interested in writing about my happiest moment, or the best 

vacation I have ever had. I am not interested in reading other students’ happiest moments.  

When I go back to [my country] I will only write in English when I contact my English 

teachers. I do not have to write in English for my work. Why must I write here? I can speak 

English and my level of listening is very good, so if I don’t need writing, why must I write? I do 

not want to write. I can’t write. I’m not good at it, so why should I? 
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Even in [my own language], I do not write much. I am not going to be a writer when I return 

to [my country]. Most of my time will be doing mathematical calculations. Even here in the U.S. 

when I enter university, my major will be Engineering. I do not have to write much for that.  

b. Lack of confidence in accuracy of written English: 

If I cannot express myself correctly in English, others will not understand me, so it is a waste 

of both our time. I will not ask someone to read what I have written if I know they will not 

understand it. Why should they read rubbish? I do not want to read something my classmates 

write if it makes no sense. My grammar is so bad. No one understands me. My words don’t make 

sense. Even when I get a good grade, I know it’s a pity grade. 

 

IV. I have a terrible time organizing my ideas in an English composition course: 

a. Anxiety stemming from unfamiliarity of academic discourse: 

Sometimes I do not understand what is a thesis sentence or what is a topic sentence. We do 

not write like this in [my home country]. We are taught not to be so blunt. I do not understand 

the point of a persuasive essay or argumentative essay. Why do we have to be so straight? I want 

to make my point more softly. If I write like this at home, my teachers will tell me I am too 

confident, too bold. 

I don’t always understand why I have to cite everything. My teacher said I was cheating (i.e. 

plagiarizing) because I did not say who wrote it. Why isn’t my idea important? I can have the 

same thoughts as a great philosopher, but if I write my thoughts and do not write about the ten 

people who wrote about this before me, then I am cheating. It is not fair. 

The teacher tells me that I must not use, “I” or “me” (i.e. first person). This is easier for me to 

write with “me” or “I” because it is my opinion. If I have to change it, then I have to go to the 
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Writing Center and ask them to help me. This takes too much time. What is wrong with using 

“I”? 

Also, the format for writing papers is very confusing. We are learning APA and MLA and 

they are similar. Why does this matter how we write? I am very proficient on the computer, so I 

feel comfortable typing my papers, but not in English. I know many of my classmates are upset 

when they have to learn to use Word. For me, it is easier to type on the computer than to write 

with my terrible handwriting that I cannot even read. It is a foreign language for anyone to read 

my handwriting [laughs]. The computer is my friend. But English is not. 

b. Anxiety stemming from perceived lack of sensitivity/knowledge of U.S. teachers: 

The teacher tells me my writing is not organized. I am a very good writer in [my country]. 

Often, the teacher used to say, “Look at Hiro’s writing. He is very organized.” Now, when I 

come here, the teacher says, “You are not organized.” This teacher does not understand my way 

of thinking. This person’s logic is very different. This teacher has no logic [laughs]. 

I don’t think my teacher is a very good teacher. This teacher sometimes says things 

backwards from the textbook or what I learned in [another IEP]. I will ask another teacher and he 

will say, “This is fine,” but when I go back to my teacher, they tell me it is wrong. I don’t think 

this teacher knows how to teach or about English. How can I learn to write if my teacher is bad? 

 

V. Is there any other time when you experience anxiety similar to writing anxiety?  

a. Anxiety from speaking: 

I feel very anxious when I have to give a speech in English. Any time I have to get up and 

say something and I know other people are looking at me, I feel very nervous. Also, if an 

American stranger comes to me and begins to talk, I will immediately start to feel nervous. My 
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heart beats very fast and my mind often goes blank. I do not know what to say to this person, so I 

pretend I don’t understand, or I just smile and look stupid. Then they go away or they ask me 

questions that I don’t understand. Sometimes I relax after a few minutes when I understand what 

is happening, but at first, I am nervous. 

b. Anxiety from inability to rapidly read or process English information: 

I feel nervous when I am driving and I realize that I can’t read the signs on the highway fast 

enough and that I might get lost and if I get lost, then I will have to ask for directions, which I 

will not understand. I carry my cellular phone with me everywhere so I can phone my friends. 

They can look on the internet for directions for me in case I get lost. 

c. Anxiety when attempting to make a good impression to a potential mate: 

Writing probably causes me most anxiety, but the other times I feel like this are when I am 

on a date for the first time. My hands are wet (i.e. sweaty) and I feel my heart is beating very 

fast—especially if it is a date where I don’t know the other person (i.e. blind date).  But this is an 

enjoyable kind of nervousness. When I am writing, I am not enjoying it at all. I know that the 

date will probably end very well because I am a good date person [laughs]. But my writing will 

not end well. It will never be good. 

 

Summary of Interview Results 

 Based on our interviews, it is evident that participants reported avoiding writing because 

of four main reasons: (1) Frustrations stemming from self evaluation and self expectations of 

how well one should write; (2) Fear of how the teacher will evaluate the writing; (3) Fear of how 

their peers will evaluate their writing; and (4) Fear of losing one’s identity when using new 
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rhetorical styles and patterns to write. Three of these four reasons focused around the fear of 

evaluation from various sources. 

 Participants expressed fear of evaluation for the following reasons: (1) Anxiety when 

believing little to no progress is being made in learning English; (2) Anxiety stemming from 

error analysis, which, in turn, leads to feelings of inadequacy as a writer. 

 Several participants believed that writing in English simply appears to be a waste of time 

for them. They were either not interested in writing in English because of the classroom content 

and assignments, or because they would be required to do little writing once they graduated from 

university. They also expressed a lack of interest in writing in English because of their writing 

not being sophisticated enough for others to understand. 

 Participants also expressed a difficulty in organizing their writing because of 

unfamiliarity with U.S. academic rhetorical expectations and guidelines. Alarmingly, they also 

expressed that their inability to organize or advance their writing was because of teacher 

feedback or disinterest. Participants reported that some teachers were either unsupportive or did 

not have enough knowledge/training to teach their classes. 

 When asked to compare their writing anxiety to any other times they feel anxious, 

participants reported feeling anxious when speaking in public, when driving and being unable to 

read directions or signs quickly enough, and when going on a blind date—all of which indicate 

they are, indeed, feeling high levels of anxiety when attempting to write. 

 

Limitations 

 We have found that learner anxiety stems from various sources and is not easy to 

pinpoint from self-reported data. While this study originally set out to examine emotions of 
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writers with self-reported writing anxiety, we did not observe specific behaviors that would 

exhibit writing apprehension in our participants. All results were taken from interviews with 

participants who identified themselves as being highly anxious.  

Furthermore, we focused solely on writing apprehension and different kinds and levels of 

apprehension were not addressed. All reported apprehension was reported to be exhibited in high 

levels only when participants were writing.  

Differences between trait and situational anxiety were beyond the scope of this research 

study, despite participants reporting that they were not generally anxious people. Further 

research on psychological aspects of anxiety would be necessary for trait anxiety to be fully 

ruled out of the equation. While participants reported feeling apprehensive in other settings (such 

as during occasions where public speaking was required) none reported being a highly anxious 

person in general. Psychology personality tests may have been helpful in determining whether 

participants exhibited high trait anxiety. 

Learner motivation was not addressed as a factor in this study, but could be important 

when further evaluating writing apprehension. 

 

Further Research, Recommendations, and Implications for the ESL Classroom 

 Knowing what to do when confronted by a student who exhibits high levels of writing 

anxiety is enough to cause anxiety for any teacher. Popovich and Masse recommend using the 

“writing process method of instruction,” as opposed to emphasizing the writing product. 

The writing process is defined as a series of steps—pre-writing, drafting, and 

revising/editing—used in a recursive (non-linear) fashion. When employing the 

writing process in the classroom, the instructor utilizes pedagogical strategies for 
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creating a supportive environment (e.g., positive feedback, revision opportunities, 

selective marking of errors). (341) 

In our teaching, it is evident that teaching writing as a process one needs to go through provides 

students with an organized step-by-step format for learning to write. By allowing students to 

view writing as a process, rather than as a one-time skill that must be mastered, writing teachers 

and coaches can help students at each step of the process, thereby allowing for more time to 

provide positive feedback to students. Students can also learn to realize that they do not have to 

perfect each draft of their writing and that it is acceptable, and even preferable for writing to 

evolve with practice.  

 Another consideration in this study is that writing has traditionally been taught as a 

separate skill from other elements of language acquisition. Viewing it as an isolated skill can 

sometimes lead to students believing that their other strengths in reading, speaking, or listening, 

cannot be used to inform their writing practices. In our classes we try to emphasize, for example, 

that reading and writing are skills that support and inform each other. When they begin to view 

all of their language acquisition skills as integrated, students may be less intimidated to confront 

a writing task because they will already have other skills and knowledge that can benefit and 

contribute to their writing practices.  

 Moreover, we have found that when L2 students are confronted with learning new 

concepts, they are often already feeling anxious about learning in a new culture and negotiating 

the process of acculturation. As students encounter a “language barrier” when communicating, 

they may need time to transition to their new culture. “The remedy is a degree of acculturation, a 

reduction of the psychological and social distance between immigrant and indigenous groups, 

involving the negotiation of more than one barrier “(Mettler 98). This may be accomplished by 
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having students learn conventions of communicating (in all forms, not just writing) in a new 

culture before expecting L2 students to master academic writing. 

 Because of anxiety caused by “language barriers,” when they are expected to display 

fluency in a skill that requires them to write about something they do not necessarily know much 

about, English Language Learners may become more apprehensive. By having students master 

writing by addressing topics they are already familiar with, such as by having them write about 

topics they are familiar with, students can focus on learning to write from what they know. In a 

manner that takes advantage of scaffolding—building on prior knowledge—they can use the 

skills they already have in their first language and can then learn to master the basics of writing 

before tackling writing on subjects about which they need to research. 

The issue of error analysis (in the form of evaluation) arose in the interviews with all 

participants in this study. We are not alone in trying to reconcile the conflicting views on 

whether or not to attend to errors in student work. Ellis writes: 

Where the purpose of the error analysis is to help learners learn an L2, there is a 

need to evaluate errors. Some errors can be considered more serious than others 

because they are more likely to interfere with the intelligibility of what someone 

says. Teachers will want to focus their attention on these. (19) 

Ellis does not advocate the carte blanche pointing out of errors, but allows teachers to focus their 

analysis of errors on those that lead to a lack of comprehension taking place. However, even 

focusing on errors can have a negative effect on students. 

 Kasper and Petrello write that “when writing teachers focus attention on the errors that 

the ESL students makes, what gets lost in the process is what the student has to say in the 

writing, the free-flowing expression of ideas” (179). As a result of focusing only on errors, 
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“students lose the possibility for discovery,” and they may “come to believe that what counts is 

not the thought they give to a topic, but how correctly that thought is conveyed.” (179). This can 

lead to students being overly “preoccupied with correctness of form that they are unable to 

derive satisfaction from the writing process, and their progress as writers is severely inhibited” 

(179). 

 Keeping this in mind, Kasper and Petrello conclude that their ESL students might become 

less anxious and more proficient writers of English if instructors “emphasized fluency and clarity 

of expression over correctness of form, and at the same time, provided nonjudgmental instructor 

feedback” (181). They further write that “comments that encouraged ESL students to take 

control over their composing would promote both improved writing and increased confidence in 

their ability to write English” (181).  

 They thus recommend that instructors ask task-oriented questions of students. Kasper and 

Petrello write that task-oriented questions are “designed to focus students’ attention on 

improving and expanding the content of their essays and on increasing the clarity of their ideas” 

(181).  Questions such as: “Could you be more specific, provide more details, about this point? 

Could you open up the essay with a more general statement? How does this example relate to the 

main point of your essay” (181) instead of only correcting grammatical structures of a student 

paper can be helpful in changing the focus of evaluation to be more task-oriented. We have 

found this to be effective in encouraging students to expand their ideas without worrying as 

much about errors. 

It is also evident that students who write on a regular basis are also less likely to feel high 

levels of apprehension because it is a skill they are regularly mastering. According to Krashen, 

writing competence can be developed by addressing other skills. “Writing competence […] 
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comes from large amounts of self-motivated reading for interest and/or pleasure” (20). Readers 

are hypothesized to acquire competence while they are reading and are not always aware they are 

improving writing skills. “Moreover,” Krashen continues, “when enough reading is done, all the 

necessary grammatical structures and discourse rules for writing will automatically be presented 

to the writer in sufficient quantity. These rules and structures will be acquired if the reader is 

“open” to the input, if his Affective Filter is low” (23).  Krashen further suggests that students 

who are interested in the subject matter will forget their anxieties and engage in the task because 

they are interested in it. If students already feel positively about a topic, they will be more likely 

to want to express themselves on the topic, and be more confident about how much they knows 

when they writes about the topic. Writing on topics that are of little interest to students may thus 

lead to increased anxiety. This interest level can help to alleviate anxiety when students sit down 

to write about the topic.  

  Krashen also found: “Encouraging writers to write regularly, with the modest reinforcer 

of their recording their output and reporting it to someone else, was the most effective level of 

management” for writers trying to achieve optimal levels of writing management (“Optimal 

Levels” 608).  

The effect of computer use on writing apprehension is a fairly recent avenue of research. 

For some students, using a computer for the writing process may invoke anxiety. However, for 

others who are accomplished and seasoned veterans of using a computer, this may actually help 

to alleviate anxiety. If students have used a computer to compose in the past, or who feel that the 

computer is their friend and a comfort zone, using computers in the classroom may be helpful in 

lowering anxiety. Marianne Phinney (1991) cites studies that have suggested computer use has a 

positive effect on second language writers and that “…students felt the computer improved their 
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attitudes toward writing in English. They also seemed to spend more time writing than students 

who did not use a computer and produced longer papers.” 

 Mark Mabrito conducted a study of writers in internet newsgroups. He states that students 

who are highly apprehensive about writing actually contributed more, initiated more topics of 

discussion and felt more comfortable participating in electronic discussions with unknown 

audiences than they did when communicating with familiar audiences. He suggest that the 

“comparatively safe and non-threatening environment of the global newsgroup—achieved 

through the anonymity of the participants—may have provided more of a low-risk environment 

for these writers” (49). 

Another important consideration when evaluating writing anxiety is the role of student 

identity in writing. Self-identity was a subject that almost every participant spoke about during 

the interviews. Fan Shen emphasizes the social aspect of writing: “Starting with the first English 

paper I wrote, I found that learning to compose in English is not an isolated classroom activity, 

but a social and cultural experience” (124). As students learn to navigate the social and cultural 

aspects of living in a new culture, they will also need to find a way to reconcile their personal 

identities in this new world. 

John Vázquez writes that some students seem to resist integrating into U.S. American 

culture for fear of losing their basic identity. One’s identity can be tied closely with the language 

one uses. Some students may feel that they need to adopt a new identity in order to learn another 

language and thus lose the identity they have in their first language. Vázquez further states, “To 

engage in learning a second language is to step into a new world. This act of extending the self 

so as to take on a new identity is, we believe, an important factor in second language learning. 
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The willingness to modify ones culturally-ingrained identity is a process of demanding positive 

attitudes toward the target language as well as toward the people that speak that language.”  

As teachers of writing encounter students who exhibit or report writing anxiety, they need 

to keep in mind that the causes may be multiple and complicated. Having greater awareness and 

sensitivity to students’ anxieties may go a long way in helping students face their challenges. 
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Abstract 
 
Many people believe that the Fine Arts are a superfluous subject and are not important as 
part of a child’s education.  However, this paper disproves this belief and focuses on the 
benefits of Fine Art education, its function as a language, the neurological connections 
between Visual Arts and Language Arts, and how skills learned in the Fine Art can 
transfer to other subjects.  A literature review is conducted that outlines current 
philosophical theories, successful art-literacy education programs, and scientific studies.  
This paper concludes by explaining that Fine Arts skills are very beneficial to students, 
but actual transfer of skills between Fine Arts and Language Arts have not yet been 
adequately proven.  It is recommended that further research in this area be undertaken. 
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Fine Arts and Literacy: 

A Focus on Drawing and its Relationship to Literacy and  

Language Development 

 

Introduction 

Maxine Greene states education is crucial for “the growth of persons, with the education 

of persons to become different, to find their voices, and to play participatory and 

articulate parts in a community in the making.”1  Education is comprised of specific 

curriculums, which according to Eisner, is an array of activities that give direction to and 

develop the cognitive capacities of individuals.2   Although everyone agrees that 

education is extremely important, the building blocks that make up each curriculum 

varies and is often the subject of debate.  As Greene says, we cannot assume that there is 

a consensus about what is valuable and useful and what ought to be taught, despite all the 

official definitions of necessary outcomes and desired goals.3  The Fine Arts is one such 

subject that often initiates a debate. 

 

Many people believe that Fine Art is a superfluous subject in schools today and do not 

add any “real” value, unlike core subjects such as math or science.  This belief is echoed 

in the decisions of administrators as when faced with cutbacks and decreased budgets, the 

                                                 
1 Maxine Greene, Releasing the Imagination: Essays on Education, the Arts, and Social Change, 

(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1995), p. 132. 
2 Elliot Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, (Harrisonberg, Virginia: Yale University 

Press/New Haven & London, 2002), p. 148. 
3 Greene, Releasing the Imagination: Essays on Education, the Arts, and Social Change, p. 3. 
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arts are always among the first programs to be eliminated.  Educators such as Bob Steele 

complain that the Fine Arts are “seriously neglected” in our homes and school 

curriculums.4  This could be a great disadvantage to some students, especially those who 

are visual learners and communicators.  Studies such as Walter Grey’s modes of 

communication show that varied forms of communication are important to increase 

understandings.  He has shown that 15% of the population thinks exclusively in the visual 

modes, 15% exclusively in verbal modes, and 70% uses a combination of the two 

approaches.5  Given that at least 85% of the population thinks in some form of visual 

mode, the visual arts should be better embraced by the education system.   

 

This paper will examine how the Fine Arts can act as a contributor to the development of 

children’s language skills.  In particular, philosophical theories regarding how Fine Art 

skills influence the acquisition of literacy skills will be explored.  Scientific neurological 

connections between the use of the hand in drawing and the use of the mouth in speech 

and literacy will also be examined, as well as specific examples of art-literacy programs, 

and scientific statistical research illustrating the impact of one skill upon the other will be 

detailed.  Finally, this paper will conclude with a plan for future research required in this 

area of study. 

 

                                                 
4 Bob Steele, The Drawing Path for Children Handout, The Drawing Network. 
5 Joyce Armstrong Carroll, “Drawing into Meaning: A Powerful Writing Tool”, English  Journal, 

October 1991, p. 35. 
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The Many Benefits of Fine Art Education 

A great deal of research has been conducted that show the advantages of learning Fine 

Art skills.  According to Steele, many mental capacities are used during the creation of 

Fine Arts including perception, cognition, memory, imagination, empathy, a wide range 

of feelings and emotions, and even advanced thinking skills.6  Exhibit 1 shows one 

example of an image created by a five-year-old boy that demonstrates a range of skills, 

including perceptual, intellectual, affective, and imaginative abilities7.   

 

There are many reasons for including visual arts in schools.  For example, it can show 

intellectual ability in children with learning disabilities, help articulate feelings and 

emotions, be cathartic, serve as communication across language boundaries, recapture 

events, and facilitate social bonding.8  In addition, drawing can help students sharpen 

perception and knowledge, increase understanding of the world, solve problems and 

invent things.   

 

The Fine Arts also help to develop the imagination of students, reorganize our perception 

of the world, and give students a new way of looking at things.9  This is important, as 

schools tend to underestimate imagination and focus on facts, correctness, linearity, and 

concreteness.10  Imagination also makes empathy possible and it encourages divergent 

thinking.  According to Greene, it also helps to develop social imagination, which she 

                                                 
6 Bob Steele, Draw Me A Story, (Winnipeg, Manitoba: Penguin Publishers, 1998), p. 101. 
7 Steele, Draw Me A Story, p. 5. 
8 Steele, Draw Me A Story, p. 18. 
9 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 197.  
10 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 198. 
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defines as the “capacity to invent visions of what should be and what might be in our 

deficient society”.11   

 

Many of the Fine Arts also aid in the development of creativity.  Creativity helps to 

develop high-level cognitive skills including problem finding and the ability to define the 

problem.  It also emphasizes several modes of reasoning, including alternating between 

divergent and convergent thinking. It also develops one’s insight processes and abilities 

to evaluate competing ideas, and general knowledge of understanding new ideas. 12 

 

Imagination and creativity lead to make-believe play.  Vygotsky emphasized the 

importance of make-believe play in the development of language in children.  He 

believed that make-believe play creates a zone of proximal development, which 

represents what the child can do with adult help.  This enables children to learn to act in 

accordance with their internal ideas as well as external stimuli, and it strengthens 

children’s ability to think before they act.13  

 

Eisner also advocates the importance of the arts and claims that they “contribute to the 

development of complex and subtle forms of thinking”14.  He explains that through 

“noticing subtleties, conceiving of imaginative possibilities, interpreting metaphorical 

                                                 
11 Greene, Releasing the Imagination: Essays on Education, the Arts, and Social Change, p. 5. 
12 Laura Berk, Child Development, Fourth Edition, (Needham Heights, Massachusetts: Allyn and 

Bacon, 1998), p. 333. 
13 Berk, Child Development, p. 249. 
14 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 35. 
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meanings, exploiting unanticipated opportunities” as necessary in creating artwork, all 

require complex thinking skills.15   

 

In addition, all arts require attention to new relationships and this requires a new type of 

vision, which Eisner calls “perceptual activities”.  He also refers to an improvisational 

side of one’s intelligence that is needed in the arts.  This is the ability to change directions 

and redefine one’s goals, as defined by Dewey as “flexible purposing”.  This may 

develop forms of thinking and attitudes toward problems that emerge in other fields.16  I 

believe that this may also be true with the relationship between the arts and literacy.  

Skills learned in the arts, especially the visual arts, may transfer to other visually oriented 

subjects such as Language Arts. 

 

The Fine Arts also teach students that there can be multiple answers to a question and 

multiple solutions to a problem.17  The arts also show that how something is portrayed is 

as important as what is portrayed.  For example, the way in which something is said 

shapes its meaning, like for an actor reciting his lines, a poet forming a sonnet, or a 

painter creating a new image.  These forms of divergent thinking are enhanced through 

the arts, and become a part of a student’s general skill sets available for use in other 

subject areas.  Learning and practicing problem-solving skills such as these are always 

valuable.  There are so many benefits of learning Fine Art skills, yet many are reluctant to 

fully embrace it as a legitimate, valuable subject in schools today. 

 

                                                 
15 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 35. 
16 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 35. 
17 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 196. 
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Fine Art, Symbols and Literacy 

Children scribble and draw before they speak, and there is an important link between the 

two actions.  Drawn images and written symbols are connected.  According to Olsen, 

“the picture is the child’s beginning of written language” and “children develop a mastery 

of written language by integrating their pictures and words.”18 Overall, art skills, such as 

drawing, are thought to stimulate the use of words and thus the acquisition of literacy.19   

 

Fine Arts also form the basis for the notational system.  As shown through combined 

research in anthropology, primatology, art history, neurology, child development 

(including research with deaf and blind children), gender studies and literacy suggest that 

notational systems are extremely important to human language.20  In addition, these 

diverse symbol systems, including pictures, maps, and algebraic expressions, play an 

important role in the development of higher cognitive processes, with language being the 

highest importance.21   

 

Examining today’s English language system does not readily show the relationship 

between the language, its symbols, and visual pictorial cues.  However, examining the 

initial stages of our system illustrates the relationship more easily.   

 

                                                 
18 Janet Olsen, Envisioning Writing Toward an Integration of Drawing and Writing, (Portsmouth, 

NH: Heinemann Educational Books, 1992), p. 127. 
19 Bob Steele, Question: But is Drawing Really a Language?, The Drawing Network Handout. 
20 Susan Rich Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid 

brain evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html, accessed June 2005. 

21 Berk, Child Development, p. 254. 
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The beginning of our phonetic system five thousand years ago began with the great 

oriental systems such as the Sumerian, Egyptian, Hittite, and Chinese word-syllabic 

systems.22  Many of the pre-writing systems included the picture and the logogram as 

well as picture illustrations.  One of the most well known examples is the Egyptian 

language that used pictographic writing that helped in setting the course toward today’s 

phonetic writing.  For example, a picture of a hawk came to stand for the sound that 

started the word "hawk." A picture of a thing became a picture of a sound.23  An example 

of such a system is shown in Exhibit 224.  Another example is the Greek alphabet, which 

was the first complete phonetic system where each sound had its own symbol.  This 

provided a direct link between the pictures and sounds.  Chinese and Japanese language 

systems also show an actual visual correspondence between what is written and reality.25 

From Eastern point of view, separating the visual from the verbal, such as in our phonetic 

system, is unnatural because they believe that words and pictures should be closely 

combined together. 

 

A Neurological Link Between Fine Arts and Literacy 

In addition to a historical symbolic link, there is also a neurological link between symbols 

used in Fine Arts and literacy.  Susan Sheridan explores a marks-based theory of the 

human brain, which is centered on the notational system.  She explains that by 

recognizing the importance of children's scribbles and drawings in developmental terms 
                                                 

22 Olsen, Envisioning Writing Toward an Integration of Drawing and Writing, p. 128. 
23 Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid brain 

evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html 

24 Olsen, Envisioning Writing, p. 129. 
25 Olsen, Envisioning Writing, p. 128. 
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as well as in evolutionary terms, this marks-based theory of the human brain enables 

language and consciousness to emerge.26   

 

Recent research on the development of the human brain suggests that there is a close 

connection between the function of one’s hands and mouth.  In fact, according to 

researcher Susan Sheridan, “the contiguity of the hand and the mouth on the sensory-

motor human cortex supports a synergistic relationship between the action of the hands 

and speech.”27  She shows that this unique relationship between the hands and mouth is 

apparent in children, including those that are sighted, blind, hearing, or deaf, and 

concludes that “gestures, signing, scribbling, babbling, speech and literacy are 

neurologically connected in the brain.”28 

 

Sheridan explains that in a marks-based theory of language, scribbling and drawing act 

like thermostats, heating/speeding up brain frequencies for easy word-retrieval in speech, 

as well as for reading and writing, then cooling/slowing down brain frequencies to 

achieve efficient resting states via marks-based resolution/understanding.29 

She also states that sustained visual attention is needed for speaking, as well as for 

drawing, reading, writing, and other marks-based expression.  She concludes that the 

                                                 
26 Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid brain 

evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html 

27 Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid brain 
evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html 

28 Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid brain 
evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html 

29 Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid brain 
evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html 
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work of the hands creating marks extends the attentional capabilities of the visual cortex 

for language.30  

 

The Scribble Hypothesis is a theory based on the idea that scribbling prepares the brain to 

become literate.  It reveals that the marks people make, also known as scribbles, affect 

symbolic thought, which includes reading and writing.  Basically, as children scribble, 

their physical and mental gestures become visible and they teach the brain to be 

responsive to its own symbolic needs through self-reflection.31  Rhoda Kellogg agrees 

with Sheridan and believes that a child’s early scribble pictures are important and 

meaningful because they “hold the key to the development of an extensive graphic 

vocabulary”.32  She analyzed children’s drawings and developed a series of twenty 

scribbles that are the building blocks that underlie all graphic development, as shown in 

Exhibit 933.  The first four tenets of the scribble hypothesis supports Sheridan and 

Kellogg’s theories:   

 

One: Very young children’s scribbling trains the brain to pay attention and to 

sustain attention, setting up self-organizing feedback loops between the 

eye/hand/ear/mouth and the inter hemispheric brain.  

                                                 
30 Sheridan, A Theory of Marks and Mind: the effect of notational systems on hominid brain 

evolution and child development with an emphasis on exchanges between mothers and children, 
http://drawingwriting.com/MMNota.html 

31 Susan Rich Sheridan, The Scribble Hypothesis: Invisible Brain Building, 
http://www.lifelearningmagazine.com/0208/JulyAug02.pdf, accessed June 2005. 

32 Claire Golomb, The Child’s Creation of a Pictorial World, (California: University of California 
Press, 1992), p. 12.  

33 Golomb, The Child’s Creation of a Pictorial World, p. 13. 
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Two: Very young children’s scribbling stimulates individual cells and clusters of 

cells in the visual cortex for line and shape.  

Three: Very young children’s scribbles help them practice and organize the 

shapes or patterns of verbal and visual symbolic thought.  

Four: Very young children’s scribbling encourages an affinity, or love for marks, 

preparing the mind for its determining behavior: literacy. 

 

In this context, literacy is multiple.  It affects visual and verbal, artistic and scientific, 

mathematical, musical, and literary capabilities.34  These steps show that by preparing 

and training the brain to create, use, and understand marks, scribbling and creating marks, 

including those created in Fine Arts, can help prepare the human brain become literate. 

 

The Fine Arts as a Language 

According to Vygotsky, drawing is a kind of speech in itself.35  He states “only one thing 

is certain – that written language of children develops in this fashion, shifting from 

drawings of things to drawings of words. The entire secret of teaching written language is 

to prepare and organize this natural transition appropriately...Make believe play, drawing 

and writing can be viewed as different moments in an essentially unified program of 

development of written language.”36    

                                                 
34 Susan Rich Sheridan, Very Young Children’s Drawings and Human Consciousness: The 

Scribble Hypothesis, http://drawingwriting.com/scribReQ.html, accessed June 2005. 
35 Olsen, Envisioning Writing, p. 128. 
36 Sheridan, The Scribble Hypothesis: Invisible Brain Building, 

http://www.lifelearningmagazine.com/0208/JulyAug02.pdf 
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Researcher Ann Dyson also agrees with Vygotsky and also believes that drawing and 

literacy are closely related.  She states that drawing and literacy both graphically 

symbolize an object, create one graphic object for another, and represent a symbolic 

narrative form.  In addition, print and picture often form a complementary whole.37  

 

The Drawing Network of British Columbia defines language as “any symbol system, 

coded or uncoded, which makes possible articulation, expression, and communication of 

perceptions, thoughts, and feelings.”38  Steele uses this definition to show that children 

often use Fine Arts as a language medium.  His research shows that from the age of about 

two years, children draw as though using language.  This is illustrated in artwork created 

by children that show:  events organized in sequence (story telling); poetic and 

metaphoric imagery; diagrams that analyze and explain, graphic images that compare, 

categorize, evaluate, express feelings and emotions, describe from observation and 

memory, demonstrate fantastic invention.  Some examples can be seen in Exhibits 3 and 

439.  According to Steele, all of these show the hallmarks of language as children can 

articulate, express and communicate their thoughts, perceptions, feelings and creative 

imaginations through this medium. 

 

People do not need to be professional artists in order to create artwork that is considered 

to be language.  In fact, any type of drawing can be considered to be a form of language, 

                                                 
37  Catherine Bates, The Resource-Teacher Project Background, 

http://www.nald.ca/canorg/cclow/doc/Drawing/4.htm, accessed June 2005. 
38 Steele, Question: But is Drawing Really a Language?, The Drawing Network Handout. 
39 Steele,  What We Can Learn From Studying Children’s Drawings, The Drawing Network 

Handout, Figures 3 and 5. 
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including simple doodling.  Researchers Fulwiler and Petersen identified three different 

types of doodles and referred to doodling as “analogous to journal writing, free writing, 

and rough drafting.”40  They also explained that “doodles help develop concrete records 

of otherwise incompletely synthesized intellection.”41  This means that they believe 

doodles and other drawings help make visible that which is ineffable.  As Eisner says, 

meaning is not limited to what words can express.42 

 

Eisner has also found that children “use words mainly to convey practical messages, but 

draw to articulate and express complex and subtle perceptions, thoughts, and feelings.”43  

He suggests that children could not achieve a similar level of language articulation and 

expression using words alone.  I agree with Eisner, because while teaching early 

elementary children, I have found many young children do not have the vocabulary or 

ability to fully articulate their experiences or emotions, but can more easily draw or paint 

a picture illustrating their experiences. 

 

Many people consider the Fine Arts to be solely an affective subject.  However, the Arts 

are actually a combination of affective and cognitive/intellectual activities.  Steele states 

that “drawing takes the young mind into new areas of language expression and the 

literacy code is never far behind if parents and teachers take advantage of this 

connection.”44  For example, adults can easily link drawings to conversation and translate 

                                                 
40 Joyce Armstrong Carroll, “Drawing into Meaning: A Powerful Writing Tool”, English Journal, 

October 1991, p. 34. 
41 Carroll, “Drawing into Meaning: A Powerful Writing Tool”, p. 34. 
42 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 230. 
43 Steele, Drawing-As-Language in Preschool, Kindergarten, and Primary Rationale and Method, 

The Drawing Network Handout. 
44 Steele, Question: But is Drawing Really a Language?, The Drawing Network Handout. 
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them into verbal language including word fragments and sentences by discussing the 

drawings with the children.  Examining drawings created by preschool through primary 

aged children, Steele has shown a positive relationship between drawing and intellectual 

development, learning, and mental health.45   

 

Researchers Neu and Stewig have also shown that drawing and language development 

skills are linked.  They state, "besides using drawing for artistic expression and emotional 

enjoyment, many children draw to explore and understand language."46  These 

researchers also hypothesize that children use drawing as a rehearsal and scaffolding 

technique while learning to write, read, and comprehend language, to decode words and 

understand story-language patterns, and to generate and organize ideas for reading and 

writing.47 

 

The Process Approach to Language Arts and Fine Arts  

Many Language Arts teachers advocate the “process approach” to written language 

instruction.  As suggested by the title, this method focuses on the process of writing and 

how to manage prewriting, writing, and rewriting rather than the product of writing.  It 

                                                 
45 Bob Steele, “Intellect and Feeling as Children Integrate Them in Their Drawings”, Early 

Childhood Education, Vol. 32, No. 2, Fall/Winter 1999, pp 4-9. 
46 Catherine Bates, The Resource-Teacher Project Background, 

http://www.nald.ca/canorg/cclow/doc/Drawing/4.htm, accessed June 2005. 
47 Bates, The Resource-Teacher Project Background, 

http://www.nald.ca/canorg/cclow/doc/Drawing/4.htm 
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has been a dominant idea in written language instruction for over a decade.48   The 

processes taught to students involve five steps:  

1. Prewriting: Thinking about the topic before writing  

2. Drafting: Initially writing the words down on paper  

3. Revising or Editing:  Improving the product  

4. Proofreading: Checking the product for errors 

5. Presenting/Publishing: Sharing the final product with others 

 

Eisner states that the arts can serve as a model for teaching the subjects that are usually 

thought of as academic.49  I believe that one such example can be seen with the process 

that some art teachers advocate that is similar to the Language Arts process.  As 

illustrated in Exhibit 5, the steps involved in the Language Arts and Fine Arts processes 

directly correspond to one another50.  The Fine Arts process involve five similar steps: 

 

1. Pre-Arting: Thinking about the project and getting started 

2. Sketching: Initial drawing ideas on paper 

3. Designing: Revising the sketch and making it better 

4. Refining: Improving the drawing by examining mechanics and composition 

5. Exhibiting: Sharing the final product with others 

 

                                                 
48 Kathleen Black, “How Students See Their Writing: A Visual Representation of Literacy”, 

Journal of Reading, Vol 35, Nov 1991, p. 206. 
49 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 196. 
50 K. Grauer, “Stages in the Writing and Art Processes”, Art Education, September 1984. 
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Both processes are very similar in that they both include brainstorming, creating an initial 

product, revising it, and sharing it with others.  Each of the five steps in each subject area 

lead the student through specific steps designed to create a well thought out, successful 

product.  It is hypothesized that learning one process in one subject area will allow the 

student to transfer the knowledge into another subject area, namely, that students learning 

the Fine Arts process will be able to apply it to other subject areas including Language 

Arts.  However, this hypothesis has not been thoroughly studied, and thus requires further 

research. 

 

Arts and Literacy Based Programs – Three Examples 

The following are three examples of successful programs that were created on the 

presumption that the Fine Arts can influence a student’s literacy skills and performance 

in Language Arts.  Each program uses the Fine Arts as a mode of communication and 

form of language.   

 

The Drawing Network – An Arts and Literacy Based Program 

The Drawing Network is a 15-year-old grassroots organization in British Columbia based 

on the premise of art as literacy.   It is primarily compromised of a large group of 

teachers, parents, administrators, and academics in British Columbia who believe that 

children use drawing as a language.  According to Bob Steele, founder of the Drawing 

Network, the program was founded on a double premise.  Namely, that drawing as a 
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natural uncoded language has a double role to play: 1) mental development and 2) 

literacy.51 

 

In this program teachers are asked to inaugurate a daily drawing program at school and 

are supported with ways to organize and motivate students.  Drawing is used as an aid to 

literacy and is developed through strategies such as encouraging conversations about 

drawings, creating printed labels and captions, creating stories told in a series of pictures, 

adding illustrations to stories, and adding “balloons” to convey spoken words or secret 

thoughts of characters.  This is done through motivation, providing adult models, 

visualization and guided imagery, game drawing, picture studies and encouraging 

attitudes that embrace the fine arts.  

 

The program has three requirements.  First, students must draw spontaneously for 15 to 

20 minutes each day.  Second, drawing should be incorporated into the home/school 

curriculum in a variety of subjects including social studies, science, language arts, and 

visual arts when possible.  Third, a parent or teacher must be present to help motivate 

students and respond to the finished projects.  According to Steele, it is those 

conversations that enhance literacy skills.52 

 

                                                 
51 Bob Steele, Personal letter written to Catherine Read, Feb 19, 2005. 

52 Bob Steele, “Drawing is the First Language”, http://www.bctf.ca/newsmag/Archive/2004-
2005/2005-05/support/22Drawnet.html, accessed July 2005. 
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The Visual-Narrative Program 

Janet Olsen founded the Visual-Narrative program in Brookline, Massachusetts on the 

idea that children have a natural inclination to tell stories through drawing.  The program 

was designed to provide a basis for both visual and verbal literacy and develop visual 

thinking skills, which are complex and nonverbal.  Olsen believes that “visual thinking 

tends to be overlooked or misunderstood entirely” as it is usually associated with 

television, computer terminals, photographic reproductions, book illustrations or films.53  

This program was designed on the hypothesis that children could use their visual thinking 

skills to improve their writing skills.  The first step in Olson’s program is teaching the 

students the artistic drawing tools needed to succeed in the program.  This includes 

teaching the students about using various characters, movement, emotions, fantasy, 

relationships, settings, and plots in their drawings.  She uses literature, music, and other 

works of art as resources and inspiration.  Students then create images that illustrate 

various narratives.   

 

Through this program, Olsen proved her hypothesis and found that visually oriented 

children definitely could improve their writing skills through their visual inclinations.  

She also discovered that the visual vocabulary of the students also improved along with 

their drawing skills.  One example can be seen in Exhibit 6, which shows visual thinking 

and verbal dialogue54.  Olsen also came to the conclusion that “art is actually a kind of 

                                                 
53 Olsen, Envisioning Writing, p 45. 
54 Olsen, Envisioning Writing, p. 102. 
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language and a form of communication” because art can “give form to personal ideas, 

feelings, and experiences that can be shared with others.”55 

 

The Resource-Teacher Project: Linking Art and Literacy  

The Resource-Teacher project was a project conducted primarily by Catherine Bates at 

Dawson College in Montreal.  It was also directed at showing both how art might 

enhance the teaching of literacy and vice versa.  This project posited literacy as the root 

of learning across the disciplines and integrated literacy - reading, writing, speaking, 

listening, critical thinking - into content-area courses.   

 

Bates assigned adult students with a project that involved drawing or painting along with 

writing.  Students were allowed to choose which to complete first, the artwork or the 

written work.  Bates found that the students insisted that they did the drawing/painting 

first because that was their primary mode of expression, as shown by their exclamations 

that they made pictures  "long before (they) learned how to write."56  She also found that 

more time was devoted to the visual aspect of the assignment, and that there was a 

predominance of a narrative mode of writing and painting. 

 

This project successfully showed students’ ability to integrate art and writing.  Creating 

the artwork inspired the students with their writing.  It proved to be a great motivating 

factor to write and complete the assignment, which was important, as the students were 

                                                 
55 Olsen, Envisioning Writing, p. 150. 
56 Bates, The Resource-Teacher Project Background, 

http://www.nald.ca/canorg/cclow/doc/Drawing/4.htm. 
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not graded for this assignment.  The drawings also helped the students develop and 

organize their ideas before beginning the written component, and inspired some students 

to create more imaginative written works such as poems.  Some examples can be seen in 

Exhibits 7 and 857. 

 

These three programs are typical of art-literacy programs that are available to children 

and adults.  All three are based on the assumption that Fine Art skills aid in the 

development of literacy skills, are well developed and organized, and employ trained 

professional teachers.  However, the founders of these programs, like many others, have 

not specifically and scientifically tested their hypotheses.  They claim that it is the Fine 

Arts taught in the programs that are helping students with their Language Arts skills.  

However, other factors could be at work.  Perhaps the students enrolled in these programs 

already have an aptitude for Language Arts.  Or, perhaps the teachers, already knowing 

about and believing the hypothesis are unintentionally influencing the students (also 

known as the Hawthorne Effect).  Or maybe some of the students are enrolled in other 

Language Arts programs that affect their skills in these classes.  These scenarios are 

possible and could easily affect the results of these programs.  Therefore, although these 

programs seem to be beneficial, more studies are necessary before any valid claims can 

be made. 

 

                                                 
57 The Centre for Literacy, Montreal, Quebec.  

http://www.nald.ca/canorg/cclow/doc/Drawing/16.htm, accessed July 6, 2005. 
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The Question of Art Skills Transferring to Literacy Skills 

We have seen many researchers and philosophers claim that learning Fine Arts can 

improve language skills.  Possible benefits of Fine Art programs, as advocated by leaders 

in the field of art education such as Howard Gardner, Elliot Eisner, and Maxine Greene, 

have been discussed.  Examples of well designed, seemingly beneficial Art-Literacy 

programs have been brought forward.  All promote the value of an arts education, but do 

not go into detail about exactly how art skills help students achieve better results in other 

academic areas.  They provide excellent, well thought out theories, but do not 

scientifically or statistically prove the transfer of art skills to other areas such as literacy 

or language development. 

 

There are two types of skills transfer that must be defined.  These are in-domain and out-

of-domain transfer.  In-domain transfer refers to a specific transfer of skills from one type 

of task to another task within the same domain, such as a skill learned in drawing and 

transferred to painting.  Out-of-domain refers to a skill learned in one domain and 

transferred to a new domain.  An example is learning a skill in Fine Art that is transferred 

to a new subject area like Social Studies.  A key aspect of out-of domain transfer is that 

the student transfers the skill without being explicitly taught how to transfer it to the new 

domain.  According to Eisner, this type of transfer is difficult to demonstrate in any 

study.58 

 

                                                 
58 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 220. 
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Although many claims are made that learning art can help students learn other skills, is it 

really the art skills that are being transferred?  For example, some large-scale surveys 

show that students who participate in art classes get significantly higher SAT scores than 

students who are not enrolled in art classes.  In fact, the more art classes they are enrolled 

in, the higher the SAT score.  However, Eisner reveals that more courses in any field are 

positively correlated with higher SAT scores, not just art courses.59  This suggests that 

research that is undertaken in this area must be examined very carefully, removing biases 

and inadequate studies. 

 

Throughout my research on this subject area, I found extremely few studies that were 

properly conducted and claimed to show an actual transfer of skills from the Fine Arts to 

other subject areas.  Eisner also found that “really good studies of such transfer are 

scarce”, and of those studies that that do show skill transfer, many groups that are studied 

are nonrandomly selected.60  This makes it impossible to determine whether the transfer 

effects are actually due to the students learning and transferring a new skill or due to the 

students’ natural abilities.  In order to avoid this difficulty, studies need to include groups 

of students that are comparable, either created randomly or by matching student abilities 

in each group, and assigning experimental and control groups.  According to Eisner, very 

few studies using such methods have been undertaken so far.61 

 

Kristin Burger and Ellen Winner are two researchers who have conducted a thorough, 

statistical review of research that has been carried out in the field of arts education.  They 

                                                 
59 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 38. 
60 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 219. 
61 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 220. 
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also found that many art programs that claimed to improve students’ reading abilities 

were not scientifically sound.  For example, programs designed to help remedial students 

improve reading skills did help the students, but their success could not really be 

attributed to the arts because students received instruction in both visual arts and reading.  

In addition, control groups were not used, and therefore researchers could not determine 

if the improvement in reading was due to the fact that the reading instruction was 

integrated with the arts, or simply due to the extra reading instruction.62  

 

One of their studies focused specifically on how visual art instruction can help students 

learn to read, if at all.  They hypothesized that visual arts instruction could improve 

students’ reading ability by either improving cognitive mechanisms through an actual 

transfer of skills, or by increasing students’ motivation by providing an engaging entry 

point to reading.  

 

While conducting their research, Burger and Winner searched 4133 records from seven 

electronic databases from their inception to 1998, 41 journals, and requested unpublished 

data from 200 arts education researchers.  They eliminated all studies except sound, 

empirical research with control groups.  They were left with only ten valid studies. 

 

Burger and Winner continued their research by coding the characteristics of each study 

and statistically analyzing their findings.  Based on valid studies and statistically correct 

methodology, they disproved their first hypothesis by finding that there is not a reliable 

                                                 
62 Kristin Burger and Ellen Winner, “Instruction in Visual Art: Can it Help Children Learn to 

Read?” Journal of Aesthetic Education, Vol. 34, No 3-4, Fall/Winter 2000, p. 278. 
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relationship between arts instruction and reading improvement.  However, they also 

noted that their findings were “extremely fragile” since their sample size was so small.  

Burger and Winner concluded by saying that more replications are needed before 

drawing and firm conclusions.  

 

Burger and Winner also examined the transfer of visual art skills to reading readiness 

skills.  Readiness was chosen because reading readiness tests are often figural in nature 

rather than linguistic.  Further analysis on their data revealed that there is a moderate 

degree of transfer skills from art to reading readiness (visual skill to visual skill), but no 

transfer from art to reading achievement (from visual skill to linguistic skill). 

 

Their analysis also revealed that arts instruction “may be effective” as an entry point into 

reading, weakly supporting their second hypothesis.  Overall, these researchers 

discovered that visual arts instruction could lead to small improvements in visual reading 

readiness, but not in reading achievement.  In addition, they found that teaching reading 

skills in an engaging way, such as through the arts, might help children become 

motivated to read more.  However, more research is needed in this area in order to 

determine strong/relevant results. 

 

Additional Research Required 

Areas such as assessment and analysis have historically been challenging in the field of 

Fine Arts.  Instead of quantitative research, Eisner has recently supported the use of 

qualitative research methods (such as narratives, films, video, theatre, poems being used 
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to deepen understandings of aspects of educational practices) as a legitimate way to study 

and understand educational problems that cannot be easily studied with measurable 

statistics.63  He explains a shift toward “natural experiments” where researchers look to 

schools and classrooms and see what goes on in ordinary circumstances rather than 

secured laboratory results, and backs up his statements by explaining that bias can be 

present in all forms of research.64   However, many people today still need solid, 

quantitative research before they can fully believe and embrace theories such as that of 

the transfer of Fine Art skills to other subject areas. 

 

Many such studies claim to show a transfer of skills but have not been conducted 

properly.  Many are simple studies that are done over a short period of time, do not have 

control groups, often have biased teachers contributing to the Hawthorne effect, and are 

not truly experimental because they are subject to teacher expectancy effects.  These 

challenges cause a bias in many of the studies that have already been conducted.   

Winner’s research shows that additional, properly conducted research is needed in this 

field.  More specifically, research that is specifically designed to empirically demonstrate 

the transfer of skills from Fine Arts to Language Arts is required. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 
Although there is no research that directly proves the transfer of skills between the Fine 

Arts and Language Arts, we can definitely state that students do benefit from studying the 

                                                 
63 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 210. 
64 Eisner, The Arts and the Creation of Mind, p. 211. 
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Fine Arts.  The Fine Arts are an important aspect of a child’s education and should not be 

overlooked or taken for granted.  It provides children a means to develop dexterity in 

perception, cognition, memory, imagination, empathy, emotions, problem finding and 

solving, and advanced thinking skills.   

 

Each type of art education has its own implications for curriculum development, and 

different programs are more appropriate for different groups of students.  As Bates 

explains, for poor readers and slow learners, the arts provide a way of "seeing" words, 

helping them get to the meaning in a way that traditional teaching has not; for strong 

readers and able learners, it provides a way of extending their thinking.65  Fine Art is a 

language in itself, and language acquisition supports the development of literacy, learning 

and development.   

 
 
   

                                                 
65 Bates, The Resource-Teacher Project Background, 

http://www.nald.ca/canorg/cclow/doc/Drawing/4.htm.  
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 Exhibit 1: Birthday Drawing For Grandpa 
 
 

 
 
 
 
As Steele explains in the paragraph above, this drawing shows perceptual, intellectual 
and affective mental activities.  It also shows the use of memory, imagination, and 
thought that was put into the image.   
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Exhibit 2: Words and Symbols 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
This chart shows the pictorial versions of the listed words.  The images in the second 
column show a direct correspondence to the words.  The images become more abstract as 
they move toward the right. 
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Exhibit 3: Visual Vocabulary 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
This is a picture called “Eighteen Birds” that shows a graphic vocabulary that is 
developing.  The word “bird” and its picture are linked.  The images are “loosely 
equivalent to a noun” and the variations in the images “suggest modifiers such as 
adjectives and adverbs”.  
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Exhibit 4: Tennis Match 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
This is a picture created by James, a 5-year-old student, of his parents playing tennis.  
Steele explains that the audience might not have known what the picture was about 
without James explaining it, and this process shows a link between oral and artistic 
expression.  According to Steele, children love to talk about what they have created, and 
this gives the codes of literacy much needed practice. 
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Exhibit 5: Stages in the Writing and Art Processes 
 
Stages in the Writing Process 
Prewriting: what we do before we write   
Thinking about the topic or what the writer wants to say. Prewriting activities, such as: 
viewing a film or a picture, talking with a friend or in a group, reading an article or a 
book, listening to a speaker or to music, help students generate ideas 
  
Drafting: Writing the words down on paper 
Initial attempts at putting ideas into written words 
 
Revising or Editing: Making it better 
Revising earlier drafts by rewording, altering, adding, eliminating, and rearranging words 
and ideas 
 
Proofreading: Checking it 
Examining the revised draft for errors in capitalization, punctuation, spelling, usage, and 
form. 
 
Presenting/Publishing: Sharing it 
Sharing the work with others in oral or written form 
 
Stages in the Art Process 
Pre-Arting: getting started 
Thinking about the topic of what the artist wants to express. Pre-arting activities such as: 
brainstorming ideas on a theme, or looking at slides, films, or other artists’ work, help 
students generate ideas 
 
Sketching: Drawing ideas on paper 
Initial attempts at composing ideas in pictures 
 
Designing: Making it better 
Revising the first sketch by subtracting, adding, rearranging, or substituting material to 
achieve the results the artist intended 
 
Refining: Improving it 
Examining the technique and composition to determine if the result is mechanically 
correct 
 
Exhibiting: Sharing it 
Sharing the work with others. 
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Exhibit 6: Visual Thinking and Verbal Dialogue 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A verbal dialogue was conducted with this student as he drew the picture.  According to 
Olsen, because the dialogue and translation took place simultaneously with the act of 
drawing, the student was able to easily proceed to the task of writing the corresponding 
story. 
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Exhibit 7: Is Something Wrong? 
 
 

 
 

Q: See something wrong with this picture? 

A: Person A is the jumper who made a  
mistake and forget about one thing.  
Which means he's putting one very important thing one the line.  
Now person B is you if you consider  
taking crack; or any other narcotic for 
that matter. Which means your putting  
that same important thing on the line  
because of one careless mistake. 

Q: What do you and person A have in common?  

A: Height. It's all downhill from then  
on. Just remember, the "higher" one gets  
the harder the fall.  
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Exhibit 8: A Question of Perspective 
 
 

A Question of Perspective  

Here I sit, with my eyes on the universe around me 
I create my own world, 
in my own mind space. 
My chair is tilted forwards, 
peering onto the objective world beyond.  
Past my subjectivity is another world 
with another person inquisitavely glancing at me  
We are from different planets 
seeing foreign galaxies.  
He from his blue, lensed binoculars,  
me from by chair.  
The bug on the window is looking back and forth  
seeing the two separate worlds;  
side by side. 
Who's perspective is real?  
Is the world simply composed of 
millions of subjective scope? 

Is it all just an illusion?  
We shall never know 
We'll just continue observing  
everything around us  
million of eyes  
from millions of places 
and mind space.  
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Exhibit 9: Twenty Scribbles 
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Dr. Sharon L. Reeves 
ABSTRACT 

“Exploitative Mother, Victimized Daughter: The Toxic Relationship of 
Angustias and  Rosita Pérez in Eduardo López Bago’s Naturalist Tetralogy, 

‘La Prostituta’” 
     This paper examines the destructive relationship between a mother, 
Angustias de Pérez, and her daughter, Rosita, as depicted in the last three 
novels of “La Prostituta” (“The Prostitute”), Eduardo López Bago’s naturalistic 
tetralogy against professional female prostitution in late nineteenth-century 
Spain.  The novels are titled: La Pálida (The Pale Lady) (1885), La buscona 
(The Searcher) (1886); and La querida  (The Mistress) (1886). 
 
     López Bago was one of late nineteenth-century Spain’s most popular, 
prolific, and highly controversial secondary authors.  Like his mentor, Emile 
Zola (1840-1902), the Spanish naturalist novelist was a social crusader, a 
sympathetic yet aggressive voice for ostracized members of society and for 
the undefended and forgotten lower classes. 
 
     Women play a primary role in the seventeen naturalist novels López Bago 
published in Spain and Latin America between 1884 and 1895.  Although he 
was deeply concerned with the quality of life of all women, López Bago 
concentrated his efforts, first and foremost, to exposing societal and familial 
injustices committed against proletarian females, doubly exploited by the 
Establishment by gender and by class in nineteenth-century Spain. 
 
     For López Bago, the greatest evil perpetuated against defenseless 
working-class women was professional prostitution, as the novelist expounds 
throughout “La Prostituta” tetralogy.  In his own era, the worst offenders were 
several sectors of the Spanish Establishment: the aristocracy, the Catholic 
Church, the capitalist bourgeoisie, the civil government, and even the medical 
community.  Concomitant to the Establishment, López Bago also blamed 
abusive family situations for the forced prostitution of minor daughters, as he 
documents in the case of the protagonist, Rosita Pérez.  This paper 
addresses the dysfunctional familial causes of prostitution; causes which 
propel the Rosita into the hierarchal roles of streetwalker, “buscona” ( the 
available kept woman in search of her next long-term arrangement), and 
mistress.  In the most tragic sense, the physical, moral, sexual, economic, 
and psychological exploitation of lower-class women like Rosita Pérez is 
more perfidious than society’s, inasmuch as it is rooted in the least likely and 
most shocking source: a mother.  Vain, selfish, arrogant, insensitive, 
hypocritical, materialistic, and a spendthrift, Angustias first seeks to sell her 
daughter’s hand in marriage in order to live off of the prospective son-in-law’s 
income.  Although she does not succeed in her primary mission, Angustias 
succeeds in forever corrupting her daughter’s mind into believing her value 
rests solely in selling herself to men in order to provide for the entire Pérez 
household. 
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Dr. Sharon L. Reeves 
 

“Exploitative Mother, Victimized Daughter: The Toxic Relationship of  
 

Angustias and Rosita Pérez in Eduardo López Bago’s Naturalist  
 

Tetralogy, ‘La Prostituta’” 
 

 

 This paper examines the destructive relationship between a mother, Angustias de 

Pérez and her daughter, Rosita, as depicted in the last three novels of “La Prostituta” 

(“The Prostitute”), Eduardo López Bago’s (1853-1931) naturalist tetralogy against the 

evils of professional female prostitution in late nineteenth-century Spain.  The novels 

take place in Madrid and are titled, respectively: La Pálida  (The Pale Lady) (1885); La 

Buscona (The Searcher) (1886); and La Querida (The Mistress) (1886).1 

 Eduardo López Bago was one of late nineteenth-century Spain’s most popular, 

prolific, fascinating, and highly controversial secondary authors.  His naturalist novels 

earned him success, but also severe criticism and even censure.  His descriptions of the 

sordid and repugnant, and his provocatively erotic novels satisfied the literary tastes of 

certain sectors of the reading population, but offended the Establishment’s sense of 

decency and good taste in literature.  His seventeen naturalist novels published in Spain 

and Latin America between 1884 and 1895 expose and denounce the worst human vices 

and societal injustices he found pervasive in: politics, prostitution, the Catholic Church, 

the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie, capitalism, the penal system, white slavery, and even 

bullfighting.  Like his mentor, Emile Zola (1840-1902) in France, López Bago was a 

social crusader, a sympathetic yet aggressive voice for the undefended and forgotten 

lower classes, and for ostracized members of society.2 
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 Women from all socio-economic backgrounds play a primary role in all of López 

Bago’s naturalist novels.  Although he was deeply concerned with the quality of life of all 

women, López Bago concentrated his efforts, first and foremost, to exposing societal and 

familial injustices committed against proletarian females, doubly exploited by the 

Establishment by gender and by class in nineteenth-century Spain. 

 For López Bago, the greatest evil perpetuated against defenseless women was 

professional prostitution, as the novelist expounds throughout “La Prostituta” tetralogy.  

In his own era, the worst offenders were several sectors of the Spanish Establishment: the 

aristocracy, the Catholic Church, the capitalist bourgeoisie, the civil government, and 

even the medical community.  In the tetralogy, López Bago examines the sexual and 

economic exploitation of women primarily through the experiences of his two 

protagonists from the socioeconomic strata most adversely affected by the abuses of the 

profession.  Estrella Sáchez is from the proletariat while Rosita Pérez represents the 

lower middle class.3 

 Concomitant to the Establishment, López Bago also blamed abusive familial 

situations for the forced prostitution of minor daughters.  This paper focuses on Rosita 

Pérez and addresses the dysfunctional familial causes of professional prostitution. 

 Like the tetralogy’s first heroine, Rosita Pérez is also portrayed as a model of 

feminine beauty; with the latter’s dark beauty serving to complement the blond, blue-

eyed Estrella Sánchez.  When first introduced to readers in La Pálida, the twenty-one year 

old is described as “una muchacha preciosa.  Un poquito baja, eso sí,… “ (90).  Her 

voluptuous body is “muy bien formado” and her black eyes sparkle “con mucho brillo” 

(100). 
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 Rosita Pérez is a sensitive and sensible young woman, devoted, intuitive, 

determined, realistic and assertive; affectionate, intensely sensual and passionate, and 

generous of spirit.  Despite her take-charge personality, the second heroine remains a 

tortured figure, pursued by self-doubt, insecurities, loneliness, nervousness, and 

pessimism.  Rosita does not believe that fate will allow her to find enduring happiness. 

 The root of Rosita’s profound unhappiness lies in the dynamics of her family 

situation.  The sudden death of her father, Don Tomás Pérez, an army captain killed in 

action during the Second Carlist War (1872-76), marked the definitive turning point in 

the seventeen-year old protagonist’s life.  The inevitable grief and sense of overwhelming 

loss at the untimely and violent death of a loved one; especially the head of the family—

the symbol of strength, security, protection and stability--constitutes “una página 

imperecedera en la historia de una familia” (La Pálida 69).  Moreover, the protagonist’s 

relationship with her father was a loving one; the young girl held a special place in the 

career military officer’s heart as his “Rosita, su querida, su idolatrada hija” (La Buscona 

11).  For Rosita, Don Tomás’ literal demise signaled her own emotional death; the loss of 

lasting happiness and peace of mind. 

 As a minor, Rosita is totally dependent upon her surviving parent, her mother,  

Angustias.  Abandoned in death by her father, Rosita is not only emotionally orphaned by 

her mother, but will be exploited and dehumanized by both Angustias and her younger 

brother, Juan.  Vain, selfish, hypocritical, arrogant, insensitive and materialistic, Captain 

Pérez’ widow is ruled by her delusions of grandeur and class superiority.  She lives 

beyond her means in her efforts to maintain the illusion of upper middle class prosperity 

and social standing.  Despite the accumulation of debts, the pawning of possessions; 
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borrowing money from friends, relatives, and acquaintances; and the very real threat of 

homelessness, this stubborn spendthrift rejects all practical solutions for living well on 

her widow’s pension.  Instead of using common sense and self-restraint to resolve the 

family’s financial difficulties, Angustias looks to Rosita to put an end to their problems 

by taking advantage of her daughter’s youth, attractiveness and availability.  She insists 

that Rosita actively search for a husband among the bachelor patrons at Café Nuevo del 

Siglo, identified as “una gran cátedra de muchachas casaderas,” since it is a favorite haunt 

of “los estudiantes, los cadets, los horteras, toda la juventud de Madrid y provincias….” 

(La Pálida 91).  However, Rosita is placed on display, and debased as an object of desire 

and amusement. 

 Angustias’ plan is to marry Rosita off to the first patron who asks for her hand.  

Neither the character of the prospective suitor nor Rosita’s opinion interests the 

coldhearted woman.  When Rosita objects, the widow humiliates her:  “Parecía un 

hombre muy distinguido… ¡Qué más podía desear una pobre huérfana!… todos son 

iguales; de carne y hueso era aquél como los otros….” (La Pálida  94-95).   Angustias 

effectively devalues her daughter’s worth as a woman and a human being.  According to 

her mother’s way of thinking, Rosita should feel eternally grateful if any man should 

want to marry her at all. 

 Angustias’ mission to find a husband for Rosita based on financial reasons was 

the most natural course of action for mothers with marriageable daughters in the 

nineteenth century.  We are reminded by the following scholars that, with the exception 

of becoming a nun, marriage was the only respectable life style and career option 

available for women from all socioeconomic classes, especially “pobres huérfanas” like 
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Rosita.   As Margarita Nelken affirms: “La mujer sin fortuna y sin medios de ganarse la 

vida conforme a sus necesidades, ha de considerar fatalmente el matrimonio como una 

salvación, como un refugio contra la implacable lucha por el sustento.” 4  And, according 

to Mary Nash, “la falta de recursos económicos de la mujer le hace considerar el 

matrimonio como única opción suya, como única manera de garantizar su futuro 

bienestar económico.” 5   However, for Doña Angustias, husband hunting has nothing to 

do with the maternal desire to protect a daughter’s financial future.  In reality, the widow 

plans to sell her daughter’s hand in marriage for her and for Juan’s own advantage.  She 

hopes to continue her extravagant spending by living off the prospective son-in-law’s 

income, just as she later succeeds in doing with Rosita’s live-in-lover, Miguel Loita’s 

salary.  Rosita, in effect, is regarded by her mother as another family possession to be 

pawned and sold to the highest bidder; a bitter reality not lost on the young woman.: “¡Lo 

exploitable! ….La viuda quería seguir haciendo dinero…  allí estaba su hija…  se vende 

una novia.  ¿Quién la quiere? ¡A la una, a las dos, a las tres!  Al mejor postor” (La Pálida 

85-96). 

 López Bago makes it quite clear that he blames Angustias’ own actions for 

Rosita’s subsequent decision to become a professional mistress; for it was the mother 

who first attempted to prostitute her daughter: “…tenía la culpa su madre…aquel ansia de 

boda….  [Rosita] no amaba, pero obedecía a su madre.  Y se prostituyó por obediencia, 

entregó a muchos su blanca mano… “ (La Pálida 98-99).  Although she obeys her 

mother’s advice, none of Rosita’s many boyfriends want to marry, but they all want to 

seduce her. 
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Although Angustias does not succeed in her primary mission, she does succeed  in 

corrupting her daughter’s mind into believing her value rests in selling herself to men in 

order to provide for all members of the Pérez household. While Rosita suffers in silence, 

circulating as the “novia de todos los parroquianos” (La Pálida 98), Angustias is reaping 

the benefits, enjoying having the family’s beverages or meals paid for by whomever 

happens to be Rosita’s boyfriend at the moment. 

Depressed, frustrated, and tired of the family’s unrelenting poverty and her 

mother’s refusal to resolve it, Rosita takes matters into her own hands when she agrees to 

become the mistress of a libertine priest.  Moreover, no longer capable of enduring the 

strained relationship between her mother and herself, Rosita, for the first time in her life, 

speaks frankly with Angustias, confessing her decision to sell the use of her body to 

support the family and enumerating her mother’s many mistakes.  One of the more 

noteworthy aspects of Rosita’s speech is López Bago’s suggestion of an alternative 

respectable life style option to marriage for women like Rosita; an option which requires 

the collaborative work efforts of all members of a family.  Rosita need not be forced into 

a marriage of convenience nor into prostitution if the surviving members of the Pérez 

family had pooled their collective resources and lived within their means.  To achieve 

such a goal, López Bago  emphasizes the critical importance of education for the lower-

class youth, especially girls.  As Rosita tells her mother, she should have been taught a 

marketable skill, such as sewing by machine while she was young; and Juan should have 

learned a trade.  If these measures had been taken, the three of them could have lived 

very well; the Pérez children would have been both productive and respectable members 

of society.  By emphasizing the importance of living within one’s means and by 
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reaffirming the dignity of honest labor, Rosita demonstrates common sense and a 

maturity beyond her years, the qualities lacking in Angustias as the legal head of the 

family (La Pálida 223-24).  Rosita concludes her speech with with a devastating blow: 

“Nosotras no somos ni hemos sido nucna de la clase media” (La Pálida 228). 

Rosita’s confrontation with her mother forever changes their relationship.  For 

Angustias, Rosita is responsible for destroying not only her own illusions about 

belonging to the upper bourgeoisie, but her confession of being a professional mistress 

places, not only Rosita, but the entire dishonored Pérez family, in nineteenth-century 

society’s eyes, at the very bottom of the social hierarchy—on a par with the lowly 

masses; and even worse, with social outcasts.  As a result, Angustias’ general 

indifference toward her daughter is now replaced by pathological hatred.  Her new 

lifelong obsession is to punish, manipulate and torment her daughter; and then take 

pleasure in observing Rosita’s manifested agony.  Eavesdropping on Rosita’s quarrels 

with Miguel, for example, the widow, “sola, en su butaca…sonreía siniestramente” (La 

Querida 21).  Angustias enjoys humiliating Rosita by calling her: “¡Mala hija!, ¡mala 

hija!, la más mala de todas!” (La Querida 30). The narrator sympathizes with “¡pobre 

Rosita!,” who “echaba a correr, tapándose los oídos para no escuchar aquellas dos 

palabras que se repetían…” (La Querida 30).  Angustias disowns her daughter while she 

receives Juan “con una explosión de ternura,” shouting: ‘--¡Hijo mío!  ¡Hijo mío!  Yo no 

tengo más hijo que tú” (La Querida 31). 

Sexual exploitation accompanies psychological abuse inflicted upon the 

protagonist.  Although Angustias believes herself justified in her hatred toward her 

daughter for having defiled and disgraced the family name, the hypocrite not only denies 
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her own participation in Rosita’s dishonor, but fosters and even forces the continued 

prostitution of her daughter for her own materialistic purposes.  If the widow so valued 

the family’s honor, she would have reacted in keeping with such a position: she would 

have decided to live on her widow’s pension and/or forced Rosita to leave home.  

Angustias does not choose this course of action, but becomes her daughter’s avaricious, 

demanding and menacing pimp.  Now she will supplement her pension by living off of 

Rosita’s earnings from lovers and clients.  She believes herself justified in knowing the 

status of the lovers Rosita brings home so that she can calculate her daughter’s earnings.  

Just as before when she judged Rosita’s boyfriends from the Café Nuevo del Siglo based 

on their appearance and willingness to pay for the family’s supper, Angustias now 

distains or respects her daughter’s lovers based on their ability to support the family.  She 

openly detests the struggling writer Miguel Loitia, but the Duke de Tres Estrellas is “un 

angel” (La Buscona 169), since he pays extremely well for Rosita’s favors. 

The mother-pimp has a vicious accomplice in her good-for-nothing son, Juanito.  

Angustias uses him as Rosita’s bully.  When the mother commands, the brother 

intimidates, threatening his sister with bodily harm: “Pero a quien más temía Rosita era a 

su hermano…que entraba y salía, que registraba los cajones y la (sic) pedía dinero, 

cuando no saqueaba los bolsillos de los trajes que ella tenía colgados en el ropero” (La 

Buscona 82). 

One evening Rosita discovers that she has no money to give Juan.  The intense 

look of intimidation is enough to send Rosita into the streets to search for customers.  

Reduced to functioning as nothing more than a money-making machine, Rosita reacts 

automatically, on command.  Angustias and Juan have dehumanized Rosita; denying her 
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any sense of human dignity.  Rosita feels disconnected from the human race, trapped in 

an irremediable situation.  The protagonist laments her deterministic and mechanical 

existence: 

Recordó.  No podía volver a su casa con las manos vacías.  Allí estaban, 

en el comedor, esperando, impacientes ya por la tardanza, los verdugos de 

su vida.  Su madre y su hermano….  Era preciso llevar dinero a todo 

trance…. ¡Ah! ¿querían dinero?  Nada más que eso.  La echaron a la calle 

para buscarlo….  Y se sintió convertida de pronto en algo que no tenía 

relación alguna con los organismos vivos.  En algo que no contaba con los 

lazos en la sociedad de los seres humanos.  Ni familia, ni amores, ni 

amistades.  En algo que se movía automáticamente, que era de acero, que 

se distendía por medio de resortes y no de músculos; una máquina de 

hacer moncnedas (sic).  (La Buscona  (91-92) 

 It is in her role as streetwalker—“a common prostitute whose field of operation is 

the streets” 6—that Rosita is most severely sexually and economically exploited by her 

clandestine pimps, Angustias and Juan. 

In nineteenth-century Europe, public women were divided into two large 

categories: registered or inscribed prostitutes like the residents who lived  state 

supervised bordellos; and unregistered or free or independent prostitutes, professionals 

who escaped police supervision. 7   Statistically, the population of  independent 

prostitutes far outnumbered that of registered brothel inmates, 8  as much as seven times 

greater, estimates Philippe Hauser.9    This second category was comprised of a 

heterogeneous mixture of full-time career women such as mistresses and busconas (Capel 
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Martínez 278) 10; or part-time or occasional professionals, working women who sold the 

use of their bodies to supplement their substandard salaries as maids, seamtresses, factory 

workers, etc.   While some streetwalkers worked full-time, others like Rosita worked only 

when financial necessity dictated their course of action.11 

In La Buscona López Bago documents Rosita’s experiences as a streetwalker.  

When the money she earned from the Duke de Tres Estrellas runs out, Rosita, for the first 

time in her life, joins the ranks of public women who roam streets, parks, cafés, bars, and 

so forth in specific neighborhoods, at specific hours, in search of a series of brief sexual 

encounters with unknown customers.  The streetwalker is more fortunate than her brothel 

colleagues in the freedom of being able to choose her customers, determine fees for 

services and the type of activities to be undertaken (Capel Martínez 279).  Unlike the 

brothel resident, however, the streetwalker publicly exposes her sexual availability before 

all passersby, making her “the most noticeable”12  of all professionals.  Ironically, she 

must play a very active part in her own exploitation.  In order to attract prospective 

clients, the streetwalker must pretend.  Rosita flirts with all the male passersby she meets 

while hiding her shame.  López Bago underscores the cold, anonymous nature of the 

sexual encounter between streetwalker and customer: 

En aquellos encuentros  y citas por la calle…entre todos los desconocidos 

que la miraban y la seguían, ninguno deseaba más que el goce y la 

posesión de un momento; ninguno era capaz de otra cosa que de satisfacer 

ambos, estipular el precio, pagar y despedirse de ella, sin preguntar 

siquiera el nombre de la mujer que acababan de estrechar entre sus brazos.  

(9-10) 
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 Rosita’s current position as a streetwalker is indicative of her fall in professional 

status from her initial entry as a mistress into the world of commercial sexuality.  While 

streetwalking meets her immediate pecuniary needs, she also hopes it will lead to an 

arrangement.  Nevertheless, it was rare that a customer would want to repeat the 

experience with the same streetwalker.  There were so many readily available that this 

category of public women, perhaps more than any other, was reduced to the level of a 

disposable object (10). 

 Although the streetwalker has the freedom to accept or reject any prospective 

client, she is constantly jeopardizing her health, physical safety with every new 

experience.  The possibility that a client may hurt her always exists, and she is 

defenseless against attack and has no legal recourse.  In fact, it was not uncommon for 

streetwalkers to be murdered by their customers, as Capel Martínez points out: “Por ello, 

no es raro que esta prostituta termine siendo víctima de un homicidio…” (279). 

 Bolstered by her lover Miguel’s move into their apartment, Rosita realizes her 

own power as the breadwinner and rebels only once against her exploiters.  Rosita’s new 

found spirit is admirable; but, unfortunately, precarious and short-lived.  Her self-

confidence is predicated upon the success of her affair with Miguel.  When the lovers’ 

relationship begins to deteriorate in La Querida, Angustias and Juan’s sadistic 

mistreatment of Rosita escalates.  With regard to her mother and brother, Miguel’s 

abandonment of Rosita represents the definitive psychological destruction of an already 

emotionally scarred and fragile protagonist.  Without Miguel, Rosita is left at the mercy 

of her sadistic familial executioners. 
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In the pivotal confrontation between mother and daughter in La Pálida, López 

Bago underscores another critical and deterministic consequence of Angustias’ blind and 

egotistical mania to marry Rosita off to the first willing eligible patron at the Café Nuevo 

del Siglo.  Loosing her innocence as a result of “aquellos groseros contactos y asquerosas 

caricias” (226), Rosita, the “novia de todos los parroquianos” (98), judges herself 

permanently unsuitable for marriage.  Ironically, for Rosita the preclusion of marriage as 

a life choice is based on emotional and psychological perversion resulting from 

experiencing her boyfriends’ carnal desires while still technically remaining a virgin.  

Such a position contradicts nineteenth-century bourgeois society’s mores which 

condemned naïve but deflowered females as “fallen women.”  By society’s standards, 

Rosita was still “innocent” technically, and thus, as a member of the lower middle class, a 

legitimate candidate for an honorable marriage.  Rosita’s determined stance is reflective 

of López Bago’s own unorthodox views on the subject of marriage.  For the radical 

naturalist, society’s obsession with technical purity in women is unimportant; it is the 

purity of spirit, that matters (La Pálida 227). 

 Rosita’s declared intention never to marry constitutes another principal area of 

bitter and irreparable contention between mother and daughter.  In addition to dashing 

Angustias’ middle class pretentions, Rosita rejects her mother and society’s rigid and 

prescribed determination that “la única carrera de la mujer es el matrimonio” (La Pálida 

92).  Angustias’ attempts to force Rosita into marriage with the first willing male by 

belittling her with condescending statements, backfires.  Instead of compliance and 

passivity, Angustias’ words and deeds fueled Rosita’s rebellious nature.  With the 

hypocritical Angustias as her model of the “esposa legítima” (La Querida 30), it is only 
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natural that her daughter would reject the institution of marriage.  True to her own nature 

and to what she has been forced to become, Rosita is more “honrada” than the legitimate 

but false wife, Angustias de Pérez.  The latter makes a mockery of the idealized middle 

class concept of the “mujer honrada”—the loving, devoted, submissive, supportive, 

selfless wife and mother—a concept whose expectations are as unrealistic as Angustias is 

false. 

 Although we have already examined Angustias’ destructive influence in her 

daughter’s life and her principal role in effecting Rosita’s deterministic life style as a 

“fallen woman,” the following observations may be added to offer a more complete 

portrait of this character’s maternal role. 

 With Angustias de Pérez, López Bago has succeeded in creating an authentic case 

of maternal pathology.  A mother only in the biological sense, Angusitias is an aberration 

of nature; she goes against all natural, moral, social and religious laws of all cultures 

which revere the mother figure.  According to “an expert” quoted by Helene Deutsch, 

“maternity is a moral, religious, and even artistic ideal of civilization; a pregnant woman 

is protected by law and custom and should be regarded as a sacred object….” 13  “If we 

ascribe to motherliness the highest degree—perhaps a unique degree—of altruistic 

emotion,” observes Deutsch (2:167), then Angustias’ maternal identity represents the 

antithesis to this ideal; rooted in the aforementioned multiple character defects: 

selfishness, pride, vanity, envy, hypocrisy, arrogance, pretentiousness, cruelty, delusions 

of grandeur and so forth. 

Through his characterization of Angustias, López Bago also sought to debunk 

another prevailing stereotype of his own era: the “exalted status of motherhood in the 
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nineteenth century.” 14  As Thurer informs us, this idealized perception of the mother 

developed in the eighteenth century and continued to prevail in the nineteenth when “a 

mother—she who presided over the sacred temple of the hearth—became the repository 

of all that was decent and good” (182).  She was “virtuous, gentle, devoted, asexual, 

limited in interests to creating a proper refuge for her family and to tenderly guiding her 

children along appointed ways….”   This “exalted” image was attributed primarily to the 

“cataclysmic” impact of the Industrial Revolution which had “shattered the traditional 

structure of the family by splitting apart what had been an indivisible whole—the home 

and workplace—never to be reunited” (183). 

In a very tragic sense, the physical, moral, sexual, psychological and economic 

exploitation of Rosita Pérez is the most perfidious, inasmuch as it is rooted in the least 

likely source: a mother.  Hidden and protected behind the stereotypical image of the ideal 

mother there exist mothers like Angustias de Pérez—López Bago wants readers to 

remember—a mother who becomes her daughter’s earthly hell, assuming all the 

characteristics of a diabolical anti-maternal figure.  The following is a summary of 

Angustias’ sins against motherhood and the biological laws of nature, exemplified in the 

intimate exploitation of her own daughter.  Angustias: 

1. failed in her fundamental responsibility to provide a financially stable home life 

for her children.  As a result, Rosita and Juan lived adrift, fluctuating between 

unhealthy extremes: from excessive and useless luxuries to the deprivation of 

basic necessities. 
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2. demonstrated an extreme inequality in the treatment of her two children.  She 

would  always pamper and spoil Juan, but ignored Rosita; and even favored the 

mistreatment of her daughter by her son. 

3. inverted the natural roles of mother and daughter.  Traditionally, it is the mother 

who sacrifices her own desires for the physical, moral and economic well-being 

of her children.  Angustias does not sacrifice herself for her children; it is the 

daughter who sacrifices herself for her ungrateful mother and brother.  Moreover, 

Angustias never exhibits the maturity and common sense of an adult; it is Rosita, 

the teenager who continually demonstrates these qualities.  While Rosita always 

confronts the harsh realities of life, her mother escapes into a fantasy world of her 

own creation. 

4. did not prepare for the practical education of her children.  Her desire for Juan to 

become an attorney had nothing to do with a mother’s aspiration for a better 

quality of life for her children; on the contrary, his becoming a member of the 

legal profession was an extension of her own obsession with the idea of class 

superiority.  During the late nineteenth century, law was one of the most esteemed 

professions a young man could hope to enter, the equlvalent to the respect 

accorded to physicians in the late twentieth century.15  Inasmuch as Juanito never 

realized such a professional goal, Angustias preferred to see him unemployed.  As 

for Rosita, Angustias never instructed her in the most basic of domestic skills, 

never encouraged her daughter to earn an honest living by her own means, but 

prepared her to survive on her physical attributes and attractiveness to men.  
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Instead of Rosita, it should have been Juanito, as a strong and healthy male, who 

took charge of providing for the family. 

5. converted her home into a private house of prostitution—a place where she could 

stay posted on Rosita and her lovers’ comings and goings. 

6. failed at the most important responsibility of all by depriving Rosita of the 

benefits of the innate qualities of a truly maternal woman: guidance and 

unconditional love, affection, support and acceptance.  For Angustias, Rosita was 

never a beloved child.  Consequently, Rosita’s affective life was determined; the 

protagonist was destined or programmed to search for love in all her sexual 

relationships. 

While Angustias’ diabolical anti-maternal identity represents the anathema to 

nineteenth-century attitudes on motherhood, the truth regarding her maternal identity 

remains largely hidden from all but the most perceptive of outside observers.  López 

Bago, however, does not allow Angustias to escape retribution for her misdeeds.  While 

Rosita’s fall is moral, sexual and psychological, Angustias is punished physically.  In La 

Buscona  she is afflicted with chlorosis—an unsightly condition which causes “the skin 

to turn a greenish color.”16  In La Querida Angustias’ health deteriorates even more, into 

paralysis.  López Bago’s choice of afflictions for Angustias was not a casual decision.  

For a woman obsessed with external appearances, both conditions are especially severe 

punishments.  Both chlorosis and paralysis go to the root of destroying any desire to 

appear in public, and the latter handicap precludes the facile or comfortable possibility of 

such an act.  The definition of to “paralyze”17 is “to bring into a condition of helpless 

inactivity; make ineffective or powerless;” and symbolically, Angustias’ permanent 
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confinement to a wheelchair mirrors her authentic self, her life-long inability to serve any 

productive purpose in society or to her children.  In one final twist of irony, this 

character, who possesses no redeeming qualities, will no longer, after Miguel death and 

Rosita’s probable subsequent incarceration for her part in his murder, have her daughter 

at home to exploit and torment.  Moreover, Angustias will now be forced to support 

herself and Juanito only on her widow’s pension and will also be forced to depend upon 

her useless son to care for her. 

 In his continuous vitriolic campaign to expose and denounce the inherent evils of 

professional female prostitution in the late nineteenth century, López Bago, beginning 

with La Pálida and continuing in La Buscona and La Querida, shifts the focus of his 

objective to the tetralogy’s second young heroine, Rosita Pérez.  While in La Pálida, 

López Bago details the causes which propelled Rosita Pérez into professional 

prostitution; in La Buscona and La Querida, the novelist examines the devastating effect 

the protagonist’s status as an acknowledged “fallen woman” has on her lifelong quest to 

find happiness, true love and acceptance in an intimate and committed relationship. 

 In La Pálida López Bago makes it perfectly clear that Angustias, a character who 

represents an aberration of maternal nature, is responsible for Rosita’s irrevocable sexual, 

moral, psychological and spiritual descent into professional prostitution—a fall which 

was initiated by the self-centered and avaricious mother’s cold determination to marry 

her daughter off to the first available male who requested her hand, regardless of the 

man’s character or her daughter’s feelings on the most consequential decision of her life.  

The nineteenth-century practice of forcing marriageable daughters to parade before 

prospective suitors was, to López Bago, as abhorrent as the inhumane and morally 
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degrading auctioning of the services of prostitutes in brothels or the trafficking of human 

flesh in slave auctions for pecuniary  profit.  Marriage,  López Bago believed, should not 

be the only acceptable life style option for women; they should not be forced into 

marriage solely to ensure their financial future; nor should they have to resort to 

prostitution in order to survive.  Like upper-class men, women of all socioeconomic 

backgrounds—especially working-class females, most of all, are entitled to a solid, 

formal education and up-to-date vocational training.  The same (or similar) career and 

professional opportunities should be made easily available to them with comparable 

wages.  Had Rosita not been deprived of state mandated educational opportunities, she 

would have been able to support herself honorably with or without the benefit of 

marriage, and thus could have lead a healthy and productive life, independent and totally 

removed form the clandestine infernal maternity of Angustias de Pérez.  

                                                 
NOTES 

 
 

1  See: Eduardo López Bago, La Pálida: Novela médico-social, (Segunda parte de 
“La prostituta”), 2nd ed. (Madrid: Alvarez hermanos, 1885); La buscona: Novela médico-
social, (Tercera parte de “La prostituta”), 9th ed. (Madrid: M. Núñez Samper, n. d.); and 
La querida: Novela social, (Cuarta y última parte de “La prostituta”), edición ilustrada 
con el retrato del autor por Nicolás Megía (Madrid: Juan Muñoz, [1886]). 

 
 
2 Eduardo López Bago was born into a middle-class family in 1853 in Aranjuez, 

Spain, but he spent his formative years in Seville.  He studied medicine before embarking 
on careers in journalism and literature, first in Seville and later, and primarily, in Madrid.  
Between 1884 and 1895, in Spain and Latin America, he published seventeen naturalist 
novels, subtitled “novelas sociales” or “médico-sociales.”  In these novels, López Bago 
set out to expose and denounce the worst human vices and social abuses in the Catholic 
Church, the aristocracy, the bourgeoisie, the penal system,  politics, and prostitution.  In 
1888 he moved to Latin America where he visited Uruguay, Argentina, Mexico, Puerto 
Rico, and Cuba before returning to his native country in 1895.  After a second trip to 
Latin America around 1911, López Bago returned permanently to Spain.  He died in 
Alicante in October 1931.  See: Pura Férnandez, Eduardo López Bago y el Naturalismo 
Radical: La Novela y el Mercado literario en el siglo XIX, Texto y Teoría (Amsterdam: 
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Rodolpi, 1995) 11.  Also see: Sharon L. Reeves, “Eduardo López Bago: ‘Radical 
Naturalism’ and the Representation of Women in His Novels,” 2 vols., diss., City U of 
New York, 1998: 1:21-22, 23, 26-32, 72-81, 85. 
  

3 Estrella Sánchez is the protagonist of La prostituta, the first novel of the 
tetralogy with the same title.  She shares the role of heroine with Rosita Pérez in the 
second novel (La Pálida) where the lives of the two women intersect.  See: Eduardo 
López Bago, La prostituta: Novela médico-social (Madrid: Juan Muñoz, [1884]). 
 

4 Margarita Nelken,  La condición social de la mujer en España: Su estado actual, 
su posible desarrollo (Barcelona: Editorial Minerva, [1919]) 30. 

 
5 Mary Nash, Mujer, familia y trabajo en España (1875-1936) (Barcelona: 

Anthropos, 1983) 22. 
 
6 Vern L. Bullough, The History of Prostitution (New Hyde Park: University 

Books, 1964) 290. 
 

7 See: Alain Corbin, Women For Hire: Prostitution and Sexuality in France After 
1850, trans. Alan Sheridan (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1990) 161.  Also see: Jill Harsin,  
Policing Prostitution in Nineteenth-Century Paris (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1985) xvii, 6, 
241. 

 
8 Rosa María Capel Martínez, “La prostitución en España: Notas para un estudio 

socio-histórico.” Mujer y sociedad en España:1700-1975, comp. Rosa María Capel 
Martínez, ed. María Angeles Durán (Madrid: Dirección General de Juventud y 
Promoción Socio-Cultural, 1982) 278. 
 

9 Ph[ilippe] Hauser, Madrid bajo el punto de vista médico-social: Su policia 
sanitaria, su climatología, su suelo y sus aguas, sus condiciones sanitarias, su demografía, 
su morbicidad y su mortalidad, vol. 2 (Madrid: Sucesores de Rivadenayra, 1902) 143. 
 

10  In the hierarchy of professional prostitution, “buscona” is used in the tetralogy 
to describe the intermediary position of the professional who lives temporarily by her 
own devises and between lovers.  She actively seeks a steady arrangement with one 
client, known euphemistically as her “lover” or “protector.”  Unlike the brothel resident, 
the buscona controls the selection of her lovers.  Like the superior mistress or courtesan, 
the buscona seeks to cater to men of wealth, power, prestige and/or fame.  There is no 
single word equivalent in English for “buscona,” “she who seeks.”  Spanish dictionaries 
do not distinguish between “buscona” and “prostitute.”  See the Real Academica’s 
Diccionario de La Lengua Española, 16th ed., 1941; and María Moliner’s Diccionario de 
uso de español, 2 vols. (Madrid: Gredos, 1975). 
 

11 Judith Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society: Women, Class and the 
State  (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1980) 14. 
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12  John F. Decker, Prostitution: Regulation and Control (New York: New York 

U, 1979) 98. 
 

13 B. Malinowski, Sex and Repression in Savage Society  (New York: Harcourt, 
1927) 19-22; qtd. in Helene Deutsch,  The Psychology of Women: A Psychoanalytic 
Interpretation, 2 vols. (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1944-45) 2:10. 

 
14  Shari L. Thurer, The Myths of Motherhood: How Culture Reinvents the Good 

Mother (Boston and New York: Houghton-Mifflin, 1994) 215. 
 

15  See: Miguel Martínez Cuadrado, La burguesía conservadora (1874-1931) 
(Madrid: Alianza, 1976) 265, vol. 6 of Historia de España Alfaguara, 3rd ed., 7 vols. 

 
16 “Chlorosis,” Webster’s New World Dictionary, 2nd college ed., 1986. 

 
17 “Paralyze,” Webster’s New World Dictionary, 2nd college ed., 1986. 
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 Coming of age in the 1980’s, it has been difficult to approach the subject of the 

Parental Music Resource Center Trials with both self-reflexivity and some necessary 

distance for the purpose of understanding the larger framework of cultural studies.  The 

PMRC trials in 1985 involved issues of economics, politics, religion, and popular culture.  

Actually, these trials exemplified an important turning point in the American Culture 

Wars at large. The Culture Wars have a long, entrenched history that goes back to the 

founding of the country, and deserves analysis with regard to the PMRC trials. Some of 

the most interesting facets of the trials (and their repercussions) have not been the focus 

of previous inquiries.  Rather, most writing on the subject has tended to focus on specific 

issues of media censorship and youth culture.  Understandably, censorship and youth 

culture were immediate sources of interest because Rock ‘n’ Roll was called into 

question.  However, it is not generally noted in most sources on the subject that the 

culture industry of music was at an extreme point of change in America at this same time.  

As a result, concepts of Otherness were beginning to be subsumed by the mainstream in 

America, albeit selectively. This inquiry will challenge the assumption that the PMRC 

trials were nondistinct from other similar censorship issues in music, as well as attempt to 

look more closely at the cultural fears that came to light in America through them.  These 

fears did not begin with the trials, nor have they subsided in contemporary American 

culture.  They are fears which are woven into the very fabric of American heritage, and 

which dominate the political scene to this day. 

 Was growing up in the 1980’s different than any other decade in American 

history? Each decade brings its own specificity of styles, inventions, and happenings.  
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Within the context of media, this decade began with relatively little access compared to 

what we know today. Pac Man was one of the first video games to be widely distributed 

in 1981.  However, hand held games such as Rubik’s Cube were also in vogue. In 1981, 

MTV premiered its first video “Video Killed the Radio Star.”  In 1982 the first 

widespread televised government campaign began as the “War on Drugs”.  1982 also saw 

the first network cable channel, HBO.  The multi-platinum album “Thriller” by Michael 

Jackson was released, and Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five became well-known 

for their mixing and scratching techniques, considered to be the beginning of hip-hop 

music. In 1983 the first internet code language, TCP/ IP was born, and Motorola began 

testing cell phone service.  The first Compact Discs were sold.  1984 saw the Break 

Dancing craze, and Run DMC was the first rap group ever to go gold. In advertising, the 

first multicultural ad campaign was launched in 1985 by Benetton.  “The Cosby Show” 

became one of the most popular television shows, and Live Aid was organized in 

Philadelphia and London to benefit African famine victims.  “The Color Purple” was 

nominated for 11 Academy Awards, although it lost to “Out of Africa” in many of the 

categories. In 1986, Fox News was created and the TV Bureau of Advertising found that 

Americans watched television an average of 7 hours per day. Also, “The Oprah Winfrey 

Show” debuted. 1987 brought the first condom commercials to television, with a 

heightened awareness of AIDS, and the Fox channel released the sitcoms “Married with 

Children” and “The Simpson’s.”  A new genre of music was established by mainstream 

companies called World Music.  MTV introduced “Yo! MTV Raps” in 1988, and the 

music genres of Rap, Alternative, and Hair Metal were introduced into the mainstream.  

Finally, in 1989, the first World Wide Web browser was established for internet use. As a 



result of the PMRC trials, the Recording Industry Association of America released the 

first black and white universal parental warning stickers to be placed on the covers of 

music packaging. It was an amazing decade for the advance of technology, and this 

timeline is meant to establish a framework for the cultural issues that were entering the 

mainstream media. Namely, these were African American culture, globalism, 

multiculturalism, and the sexual issues surrounding AIDS. 

 The idea that rock music is potentially dangerous to American youth was nothing 

new in 1985.  Most will recall the widely publicized opposition to Elvis Presley in 1957 

when the “Ed Sullivan Show” was asked to show him from the waist up only, because of 

his suggestive and lewd hip gyrations. “This spurred a wave of anti-rock sentiment and 

by 1958, radio stations across the United States removed all rock music from their play 

lists, and ran announcements that denounced rock as well as Rhythm and Blues.” 

(Nuzum, 221) Note that the music genre term “Rhythm and Blues” was changed to be 

more progressive from its original term “race music.” The most famous example of anti-

rock movements was of course, when the Beatles came to America. Despite their special 

popularity, these examples are only a few of thousands of attempts to censor and ban rock 

music since its inception in the United States.   

 In December of 1984, Mary Elizabeth Gore (Tipper) took her daughter shopping 

to purchase Prince’s “Purple Rain.” Tipper Gore is the wife of then Tennessee Senator, 

Al Gore, who later became Vice President of the United States. Their daughter was 11 

years old at the time, and when Tipper and her daughter listened to the album, they were 

shocked by the lyrics of “Darling Nikki” which included: 

“I knew a girl named Nikki, I guess you could say she was a sex fiend 

I met her at a hotel lobby masturbating with a magazine.” 
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Like all of Prince’s songs, “Darling Nikki” has a strong, sexy beat and coupled with these 

lyrics, it reportedly angered and embarrassed Mrs. Gore.  She decided that something 

should be done about the increasingly obscene and violent lyrics in rock music and 

formed the Parental Rights Music Resource Center with Susan Baker who is the wife of 

then Treasury Secretary, James Baker. Eight other Washington wives joined this group 

and began a public relations campaign that would change the music industry on several 

levels. (Nuzum, 14) Let’s cut to September 19, 1985. The Cultural Desk of the New York 

Times released “Debate Spurs Hearings on Rating Rock Lyrics.”  

“The National Congress of Parents and Teachers, with 5.6 million members, is urging the 

establishment of an industry wide rating system for rock albums.  The National Association of 

Broadcasters, representing radio programmers, has asked record companies to supply radio 

stations with the lyrics to every new album.  And many record companies, on the advice of the 

industry’s trade group, have begun to package potentially offensive albums with stickers that say 

“Parental Guidance – Explicit Lyrics.” (Pareles)  

 This issue received immediate media attention with the backing of the 

Washington wives, although it was previously ignored by the RIAA when it was brought 

to their attention earlier in the same year by the National PTA.  This becomes very 

important to the trials because the letter from the PMRC was actually signed by the wives 

of four influential Washington legislators that were due to hear arguments for the Audio 

Home Recording Act. (Nuzum 20)  This act’s intention was to tax audio tapes as well as 

home audio recording equipment so that the recording industry would not lose as much 

money on copyright violations from tape duplication.  “The passage of this act had the 

potential to generate a $250 million profit for the recording industry…90% of this tax 

would go directly to the record companies and the remaining 10% to the actual artists.” 
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(Nuzum 20)  The Audio Home Recording Act was not actually passed until 1992, but the 

argument is clear.  The attention that the PMRC received and the immediate action that 

was taken could very well have been primarily profit motivated.      

 Delving a bit more deeply into American culture in the 1980’s reveals a particular 

intersection of the economy and religion. The Capitalist system has shaped the perception 

of culture in the complex arena of public and private life. “The appearance of high and 

popular culture as distinctive categories in American life occurred around the turn of this 

century” (Romanowski 20) These divisions originally came from class distinctions and a 

particular branch of Protestantism.   

“The cultural elite in America during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were the 

prosperous native Protestants, the Victorians. They came from the oldest and wealthiest 

American families whose ancestors were among the first to settle in the colonies. 

Graduates of colleges or universities, or at least public or private secondary schools, they 

championed Victorian ideals, values and practices and set the tone for the middle class. 

There were, of course, other groups existing in the United States at this time, including 

Native Americans, African-Americans, and the Spanish-speaking people living in the lands 

taken from Mexico. There were also some intellectuals-Walt Whitman, Herman Melville, 

and Edgar Allan Poe among the most famous-who rejected the norms of the Victorian 

middle class. Most notably, the huge influx of ethnic immigrants brought a tremendous 

level of cultural diversity and conflict to the United States. But there is little question that 

Victorianism was the dominant cultural force during the crucial transformation to 

modernization.” (Romanowski 61)  

The term “puritanical” is often used to describe religious conservativism. This sheds 

some light onto how American religious and class distinctions are intertwined.  The 

Puritans founded the New England colonies after breaking with the Church of England in 
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Britain.  Their history is multi-faceted from Europe on into the settlement of the colonies 

and beyond.  Presbyterians, Quakers, Baptists, Evangelicals, and Unitarians are all 

religious derivatives of the Puritans.  Most notably, the Puritans banned drama, religious 

music, and erotic poetry, feeling that these art forms were not conducive to listening to 

God. The various sects of Puritanism in America have reached their own conclusions 

with regard to this history, and they are certainly varied in their interpretations. 

 “The doctrine of common grace and the cosmic struggle between good and evil, light and 

darkness, can be found in some form or another, with greater or lesser emphasis, in all 

Christian denominations. The earth is the arena where this spiritual warfare takes place, a 

struggle between cultural activity in the faith and that in unbelief, waged in human affairs, 

that leaves no aspect of life untouched. Righteousness characterizes faithful Christian 

living, worldliness the compromise with sin.” (Romanowski 38) 

 The term that has come to be used in contemporary America for the most active 

branch of Christianity in the Culture Wars is “Evangelical.” To evangelize is to actively 

spread the Word of God. What better way to do this than to reach as many people as 

possible through new channels in the media?  The rise of TV Evangelism in the late 70’s 

and early 80’s represented the increasing ability for the Christian right to spread the Word 

of God on a scale the original colonists and missionaries had never dreamed possible. As 

a broad simplification, the religious debates focused on the same problems that the 

Puritans had fled in England, namely, modernization and the secular.   

“By the 1930’s it was clear that reform from within church denominations was not 

effective in turning the tide of modernism.  Many fundamentalists began separating 

themselves from the mainline denominations, establishing their own denominations, or, 

more often, independent churches and para-church organizations. Instead of trying to 
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influence American culture, fundamentalists retreated from it.  This represented their 

approach to the ‘worldly amusements’.” (Romanowski 40) 

 Interestingly enough, the Victorian sentiment was also to separate itself from the 

masses. The Victorians believed that they had a duty to uphold “high” culture and also to 

disseminate this culture to the masses through education in America, but this 

dissemination was partial and came from a hegemonial perspective. “As Levine points 

out, the creation of a cultural hierarchy in America led the arbiters of culture on the one 

hand to insulate themselves from the masses in order to promote and preserve pure 

culture, and on the other to reach out to the masses and sow the seeds of culture among 

them in order to ensure civilized order.” (Romanowski 79) What this separation 

accomplished, however, was increased disdain among the majority of Americans for the 

“best of” Western civilization.  Immigration and Industrialization contributed to 

increased urban populations with diverse interests and tastes.  Going to the movies was 

never as popular as in the 1940’s.  The largest popular music movement before Rock ‘n’ 

Roll was Tin Pan Alley in New York City,  The movies, vaudeville, and Tin Pan Alley 

were all considered “lowbrow” culture by the establishment, yet represented a way for 

hard working middle class Americans to relax and entertain.    

 It may seem logical to conclude that modern popular culture which arose from the 

middle class distinguishes American culture because it represents the struggle and 

diversity of this nation. The culture of Rock ‘n’ Roll gave a voice to the middle classes 

and declared itself in opposition to “highbrow” culture, which was represented by adults 

(remnants of the Victorian and Puritan). The cultural elites and the religious zealots 

separated themselves from mass culture, and, in doing so, allowed popular culture to 
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thrive at mid 20th century.  However, ideas of the political economy further complicate 

this issue.   

“For more than 50 years evangelicals kept studiously aloof from American politics.  They 

sang hymns and tended to souls, but left the burdens of legislation and social policy to their 

more worldly counterparts in the Protestant mainstream.  From time to time an occasional 

voice broke the self-imposed silence…But these were the exceptions and even fellow 

fundamentalists tended to regard them with suspicion…They were, by all indications, a 

declining remnant, destined to survive only by withdrawing from active confrontation with 

the secular age…That their own pastors would lead a political movement seemed out of the 

question.” (Walsh 1) 

With regard to the political economy, both the Victorians and the Evangelicals have their 

economic roots in Social Darwinism. It is less difficult to understand classism in terms of 

Social Darwinism than to understand how Christians can reconcile with it.  Social 

Darwinism itself was applied to the term Laissez-Faire theory, and later called supply-

side or trickle-down economics. (Walsh, 12)   

  The trickle-down theory of economics is now widely associated with Reaganism 

and Thatcherism in the 1980’s.  

“The success of the Reagan revolution, in part, is that it provided a new paradigm for 

conceptualizing the relationship between morality and economics.  Jesse Helms, Jerry 

Falwell, Timothy LaHaye, and Richard DeVos had already articulated key features of this 

new paradigm, but George Gilder deserves special attention.  Not only was his Wealth and 

Poverty popular among new Christian right activists, it was treated as a veritable bible by 

the Reagan Administration.” (Walsh 11) 
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Understanding how survival of the fittest applies to Christianity is not easy upon first 

glance.  It would seem that a Christian approach to society would be to advocate social 

responsibility towards poverty from both the private and public sectors.   

“Drawing upon the parable of Jesus’ miracle of feeding the multitudes with five loaves of 

bread, David Chilton of the Institute for Christian Economics explains, “The Bible shows 

that poverty will be abolished through godly productivity and rising real wealth.  The 

biblical answer is not, as the saying goes, to redistribute the pie, but to make a bigger pie.” 

(Walsh 18) 

Of course, not all Christians adhere to this economic theory but, as illustrated above, 

there is a strong correlation between Social Darwinism and the political economy of the 

Christian Right.  This correlation was particularly strong during the eight years that 

Ronald Reagan held presidential office.   

 Worth noting also is the scathing racism in Social Darwinism. “In Race and 

Social Darwinism Thomas F. Gosset summarizes the conclusions of nineteenth-century 

Social Darwinists by stating “Its central idea is that the nonwhite races are oppressed, 

poverty-stricken, and of an inferior social status for no other reason than their innate lack 

of capacity.” (Walsh 20)  This view can only conceivably be held if one assumes that the 

free market provides an equality of opportunity.  Unfortunately, there are many who do 

believe this, and will do whatever is necessary to protect their own interests in the free 

market.   

 The concept of “Otherness” is perpetuated by any majority that creates a 

mainstream culture, reflecting its hegemonic view of the world. Otherness has come to 

include race, class, gender, and sexual orientation in America. Mainstream music culture 
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has always relied on the “Other” to hybridize and energize popular music, without 

necessarily giving credit where credit is due.   

“All styles have a centripetal tendency.  The desire for pleasure leads to repetition 

(Middleton, 1987), and an obsessive return to key features which are exemplified by those 

consistencies in the mainstream …inevitably wanes over time (Toynbee, 2000:104-07). 

This may be through exhaustion, when aesthetic possibilities of a given genre run out, but 

it may also have to do with the attraction of other musical voices on the margins of a 

style.” (Toynbee 153) 

These ideas hinge on particular concepts of the culture industry including but not limited 

to standardization and commodification.  The field of critical studies no longer 

recognizes popular culture (with its implication of highbrow and lowbrow), and instead, 

discusses the culture of everyday life.  This allows for the inclusion of Otherness without 

a hierarchical slant.  Ideas of standardization and commodification came out of Fordism, 

which was a German critique on the dehumanization of technology and the assembly line. 

(Von Gottl-Ottlilienfeld 402)  The Frankfurt school, most famous for the work of Adorno 

and Horkheimer, critiqued mass culture from an economic and technological standpoint, 

postulating that mass production of culture would generate homogenization to the point at 

which diversity was no longer possible. (Bauer 410) The Frankfurt school theories are 

applicable in that they recognize modern culture primarily as an industry.  However, 

America is peculiar because although its mainstream culture does represent extreme 

homogenization, its immense diversity creates a cultural system of checks and balances.  

“One aspect of the social and intellectual developments in the late twentieth century is the 

dissolution of the conceptual and social borders between high and low culture.  Scholars 

have come to recognize that high and popular culture have much in common as human 
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social practices, and have begun to trace their mutual influence, recognizing that the 

division between them has been social and political, rather than a defensible intellectual 

distinction. “The redefinition of popular culture studies has made problematic earlier views 

of mass culture as degraded and elite culture as elevating.” the editors of a recent volume 

on this subject explained.  “Instead, the new studies recognize the power of the ordinary, 

accept the commonplace as a legitimate object of inquiry, hammer away at the often 

arbitrary and ideological distinctions between popular, mass, and elite culture, and ask 

serious questions about the role of popular culture in political and social life” 

(Romanowski, 302)  

 The concept of Other is applicable when attempting to understand the significance 

of the PMRC trials in 1985.  Otherness continues to be threatening to “American Family 

Values” which rely on the traditional, patriarchal view of family.  Quite often, the 

dissolution of the traditional family unit is blamed on new gender definitions, racial 

issues, and homosexuality by the Religious Right.  When the PMRC first communicated 

with the music industry, they listed fifteen songs that violated their sensibilities and 

potentially corrupted children. 

The Filthy Fifteen 
1. Judas Priest: “Eat Me Alive” (sex) 
2. Motley Crue: “Bastard” (violence) 
3. Prince: “Darling Nikki” (sex) 
4. Sheena Easton: “Sugar Walls” (sex) 
5. W.A.S.P: “(Animal) F-U-C-K Like a Beast” (sex) 
6. Mercyful Fate: “Into the Coven” (occult) 
7. Vanity: “Strap on Robby Boy” (sex) 
8. Def Leppard: “High ‘n’ Dry” (drugs and alcohol) 
9. Twisted Sister: “We’re Not Gonna Take It” (violence) 
10. Madonna: “Dress You Up” (sex) 
11. Cyndi Lauper: “She Bop” (sex) 
12. AC/ DC: “Let Me Put My Love Into You” (sex) 
13. Black Sabbath: “Trashed” (drugs and alcohol) 
14. Mary Jane Girls: “My House” (sex) 
15. Venom: “Possessed” (occult) 
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This list represents cultural fears that can be more deeply understood from the concept of 

Other. Although the perceived dangers associated with these songs were labeled as sex, 

drugs and alcohol, violence, and the occult, what was really operating was fear of 

alternative definitions of sexuality, lifestyle, race, and secularism.  

 What consequences did the PMRC trials and the subsequent rating system have 

on the music industry? Most obviously, many smaller music distributors completely 

stopped carrying music which was labeled explicit.  They did not want to deal with 

protestors, and could not afford the negative publicity.  The large recording companies 

were more cautious with the types of music they signed on, not wanting to incur the 

expense of screening potentially controversial artists.  This was exactly the intended 

result of the Parental Music Resource Center.  At first glance, this could be interpreted as 

a socially responsible act that protected American children from the harmful influence of 

explicit lyrics in rock music.  However, it only protected some children, mostly suburban 

white children, and only from very selective media content. On the contrary, allowing the 

cultural fears of a moral majority to dictate and limit a culture is socially irresponsible 

and anti-democratic. 

 Attempting to understand broad intersections of American culture through the 

portal of the PMRC trials and their significance in the 1980’s has led to a multiplicity of 

layers and connections including, but not limited to race, religion, capitalism, and 

democracy.  After the trials, Mary E. Gore wrote a book entitled Raising PG Kids in an 

X-Rated Society which was published in 1987.  To lend credibility to her argument and 

advance her beliefs, she stated in her book that: 
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“The dilemma for society is how to preserve personal and family values in a nation of 

diverse tastes. Tensions exist in any free society. But the freedom we enjoy rests on a 

foundation of individual liberty and shared moral values. Even as the shifting structure of 

the family and other social changes disrupt old patterns, we must reassert our values 

through individual and community action. People of all political persuasions --

conservatives, moderates, and liberals alike -- need to dedicate themselves once again to 

preserving the moral foundation of our society.” (Gore) 

This may sound like a reasonable statement but notice how the first sentence creates a 

division between personal/ family values and diverse taste. Shared moral values indicate 

a majority.  Diverse taste is questionable then because it cloaks the concept of Otherness 

within the concept of taste, which indicates a class differentiation from an aesthetic 

position.  The shifting structure of family and other social changes connotes a threat to 

old patterns of patriarchy and Puritanism.  Next, we must reassert our values.  Who does 

she mean by “We?” Gore is calling on people of all political persuasions and making the 

assumption that everyone has the societal obligation to uphold old patterns.  The moral 

foundation of our society was created by more than one point of view. Freedom of 

Speech and Religion are Constitutional rights in America.   

“Still, spokespeople for the Christian Right often position themselves as the bearers of the 

Puritan tradition in the modern world. Their rhetoric of moral decline, and of the material 

consequences that must ensue, is indeed appropriated from the Puritans.  The jeremiad of 

the Christian Right, like that of the Puritans, may tell us more about the persistence of 

America as the most religious and the most capitalist of modern nations. The rapid collapse 

of Marxism after 1989 left no serious alternatives to capitalist economic organization. 

American prosperity in the 1990’s left relatively few Americans looking for such 

alternatives. The culture of capitalism remains strong in post-Protestant America.  The 
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history of postwar America seems to testify to the power of capitalism to co-opt religion, 

just as it co-opts so many other forms of cultural expression.  American religion remains 

haunted by the spirit of Capitalism.” (German 290) 

 When Gore speaks of “We” she hopes that the reader will assume a shared moral 

vision for America.  It became evident in the PMRC trials that this was not the case, 

through protests and notable congressional appearances by musicians Frank Zappa and 

Dee Snyder of the band “Twisted Sister.” Both had to defend themselves by declaring 

that they were men with families and values.  

 As the Culture Wars in America deepen, it becomes even more imperative to 

assess concepts of We and Other.  

“Socially constructed reality, the human defense against chaos, becomes ever more 

precarious when culturally legitimated social patterns lead individuals away from stability 

toward the boundary between order and chaos.  When the source of tension is integral to 

the very social order, humans are likely to reason metaphorically by “effecting 

instantaneous fusion of two separated realms of experience into one illuminating, iconic, 

encapsulating image” (Beit-Hallahmi 1989:75-76) …Rather than being confronted by 

troublemakers for whom an appropriate label must be found, there is a source of trouble 

inherent in the pattern of social relations to which no existing type of troublemaker 

corresponds.  One way of preserving (or restoring) order in this circumstance is to identify 

symbolically the source of tension…The problems confronting families thereby become 

the product, not of inappropriate parental conduct but rather of irresponsible or malevolent 

others. The appropriate response is intensified alertness, surveillance, and social control.”  

(Bromley 68)  

This is one approach to deconstructing the various motivations for parental concern and 

control in America.  Another approach is to consider theories of social scapegoating.   
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“Self formation and cultural renewal are inextricably linked to a sacrificial procedure that 

enables those who feel threatened, inadequate, or guilty to find expiation and deliverance 

through the projection of their senses of vulnerability, deficiency, or corruption on some 

“other” who can then be vilified, shunned, or exterminated.” (Gunn 84) 

 As the American Culture Wars rage on, so do the ideological wars around the 

globe.  Ethnic and religious nationalism are on the rise.  So to are political attempts to 

control and take back social order, as is seen in the rise of Neo-Fascism.  Are their other 

solutions to these increasingly difficult times?  Let’s hope so.  It has perhaps never been 

more important to attempt understanding and incorporation of difference into ourselves, 

and the culture which reflects us. 

“At a considerably more complex level legislated by global revolutions in 

communications, information, and representation, the question becomes how to make the 

self more corrigible with respect to the “other” without at the same time simply turning the 

“other” into a surrogate or simulacrum of the self.  This question arises almost 

inevitably…from one of the basic epistemological postulates of the West.  This postulate 

states that if the primary condition for understanding virtually anything remains the self’s 

willingness to place its own convictions and assumptions at risk for the sake of 

encountering that which is different, “it is only through an engaged encounter with the 

Other,” as the pragmatist philosopher Richard J. Bernstein puts it, “with (indeed) the 

otherness of the Other, that one (also) comes to a more informed, textured understanding of 

the tradition to which  ‘we’ belong.” (Gunn 83) 
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 After the September 11th Terrorist Attacks on the United States in 2001, Professor 

Karlheinz Stockhausen, Contemporary German Composer, was quoted as saying “What 

has happened is-now you all have to turn your brains around-the greatest work of art 

there has ever been.  That minds could achieve something in one act, which we in music 

cannot even dream of, that people rehearse like crazy for ten years, totally, fanatically for 

one concert, and then die. This is the greatest possible work of art in the entire cosmos.” 

(Hilferty, sec. 1). This statement set off a reverberating cry of alarm and dismay as it 

circulated throughout global media.  Stockhausen issued a formal apology on September 

19th, 2001. Many more condemned him than came to his defense. The Aesthetic debate 

had resurfaced in the wake of one of the most horrific tragedies in American history. It is 

not surprising that a composer and many other artists, including Damien Hirst, would 

comment on the September 11th attacks from an aesthetic point of view.  Twentieth 

Century history changed the face of Art and Aesthetics in the extreme. This history is still 

being grappled with in contemporary cultural studies as well as within the increasingly 

global community at large.  Just as the world would never be the same after World War II 

with the horrific spectacle of the concentration camps and the bombings of Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki, so was the face of the world permanently changed by the September 11th 

attacks.  Modern terrorism began in the late 1800’s, but the scope and extreme nature of 

the 2001 attack was a warning that lies within incomprehensible realms.  Over and over 

again, witnesses of the attacks uttered phrases like “words can not describe…” and 

“words fail.”  When there are no words and something beyond comprehension has 

happened in a culture, something that people know is destined to change the face of the 

world they thought they at least basically understood, there are no words. Is there art? 
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What role does the artist play in the wake of September 11th?  The same kinds of 

questions that arose after the atrocities of World War II were re-introduced, still 

unanswerable, and yet art goes on.   

 To gain a basic understanding of the nature of Stockhausen’s now notorious 

statement, it is necessary to contextualize his artistic work and its potential 

historical/political position.  The following two examples will serve to show that this is 

not as easy as it may seem.  

 

1. Karlheinz Stockhausen is 73 years old and one of Germany’s most famous postwar 

composers.  He comes from the modernist tradition of artist-prophet and believes in the 

power of art to thoroughly transform consciousness, much like the power of revolution. 

(Osborne)  

 

2. The music of Karlheinz Stockhausen, the 73-year-old experimental composer, has long 

incorporated elements of theatre and spectacle. He has followed Duchampian aesthetics, 

searching for metaphorically violent ways of thrusting image and sound together. His 1994 

"Helicopter Quartet", based on a dream he had of "towers of television screens", thousands 

of outdoor spectators and musicians in flying helicopters, was creepily prescient of 11 

September as a live spectacle. (Padel) 

 

Even within these two basic descriptions of Stockhausen from different sources and 

viewpoints, we see a contradiction within interpretation.  The first description from 

William Osbourne defines Stockhausen as an artist-prophet of the modernist tradition, 

and goes on to discuss how dangerous the composer’s artistic ideology is, following in 
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the tradition of Adolph Hitler by imagining acts of violence and terror as works of art. 

The second, from Ruth Padel, presents Stockhausen as following Duchampian aesthetics.  

Marcel Duchamp is considered one of the forerunners of Postmodernism, beginning to 

resist and recontextualize Modernist aesthetics. Andante magazine released an article 

shortly after the statement was made, calling it “the ultimate Duchampian maneuver.”  

Stockhausen’s work is not easy to categorize with regard to genre, and is complex in the 

way that art itself is complex in the contemporary.  It does appear to have more affinity 

within the bridge between Late Modernism and Postmodernism in that it draws upon 

traditions of the mass spectacle, as well as performance art and “Happenings” of the 

1960’s.   

 Stockhausen is a unique composer, most often associated with John Cage because 

of his desire to completely change the face of what was previously understood as 

musical.  Stockhausen did meet Cage in 1958 and “Now, having already integrated 

chance elements into his own composition methods, he was fascinated by the challenge 

of “everything” being potentially music.” (Toop  495). His work in the 1960’s very 

closely resembled the “Happenings” in New York.  Many artists in New York during this 

time had also been strongly influenced by John Cage, who “extended the ideas of 

Duchamp, 1) that art was what the artist wanted art to be; which meant, 2) that found 

objects and chance situations qualified as art-either on their own or in combination with 

specially crafted objects and constructed situations.” (Kaprow 208) Understanding the 

artistic concepts that were being addressed with “Happenings” lends a context to 

Stockhausen’s seemingly insensitive statement after 9/11. For more than 40 years, he had 

been working to bridge the gap between art and life, along with many other contemporary 
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creative forces.  “Happenings invite one to cast aside for a moment these proper manners 

and partake wholly in the real nature of the art and (one hopes) life.  Thus a Happening is 

rough and sudden and it often feels “dirty.” (Kaprow 210) Another aspect of Cage and 

Stockhausen’s work, as well as in the “Happenings” was the involvement of chance.  

“The word “chance,” then, rather than “spontaneity” is a key term, for it implies risk and 

fear (thus reestablishing that fine nervousness so pleasant when something is about to 

occur.”  (Kaprow 211)  A final important feature of the concept of “Happenings” with 

relation to Stockhausen’s statement is the actual materials that were most appropriate for 

use. They were impermanent materials.   

 

“By composing in such a way that the unforeseen has a premium placed upon it, no 

Happening can be reproduced.  The few performances given of each work are considerably 

different from each other; and the work is over before habits begin to set in.  In keeping 

with this, the physical materials used to create the environments of Happenings are of the 

most perishable kind: newspapers, junk, rags, old machines, etc.  They cannot last for long 

in whatever arrangement they are put.  A Happening is thus at its freshest, while it lasts, for 

better or for worse.” (Kaprow 211)   

 

The similarities between ideas of “Happenings” and Stockhausen’s perception of 

September 11th should not go unnoticed.   

  The nature of art is often considered extreme and radical, and has a long history 

of misunderstanding which it often references in the contemporary.  From Aristotle to 

Guy DeBord, the concept of spectacle as a philosophical premise in art has an enduring 

legacy.  Aristotle dealt with the concept of the “authentic” and, with the advent of 
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technology, Walter Benjamin addressed the loss of “aura” in his famous essay, “Art in 

the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”. The difference with Stockhausen though, is that 

he was not speaking of the media spectacle (the reproduction) of the terrorist attacks, but 

the actual event itself.  

 

“Aesthetic revolutionaries historically wage polemical war on behalf of the authentic, 

which they habitually define as an overcoming of precisely traditional art’s “once 

removed” character. The famous intention of Wordsworth, for example, to write a 

language “really spoken” by the rural unprivileged, as opposed to the artificial language of 

poetic writing, or the intention of his inheritor Robert Frost, by avant-garde standards, like 

Wordsworth a staid conservative, to “drop to an everyday level of diction that even 

Wordsworth kept above,” and to “entangle,” in Frost’s words, a living voice in the “syntax, 

idiom and meaning of a sentence”—these artistic desires of Wordsworth and Frost are 

alike desires to jump the gap between word and thing (writing and voice) and thereby 

defeat the mediated or representational character of literature as it has been theorized since 

Aristotle, who two thousand years before his New York Times inheritor argued in the fourth 

chapter of The Poetics that “objects which in themselves we view with pain, we delight to 

contemplate when reproduced with minute fidelity: such as the forms of the most ignoble 

animals and”—now an example to the point of September 11—“of dead bodies.” 

(Lentriccia and McAuliffe)    

 

This desire to defeat the mediated character of literature, art, and music has revolutionary 

roots expressed within it.  “Overcoming traditional art’s once removed character was also 

a major goal of the French Situationists International, The Situationists developed a 

critique of Modern Capitalism and are most well known for the writing and filmmaking 
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of Guy Debord. They are also known for their involvement in the 1968 student rebellion 

in France.   

 

“The way out for the Situationists was not to wait for a distant revolution but to reinvent everyday 

life here and now. To transform the perception of the world and to change the structure of society 

is the same thing. By liberating oneself, one changed power relations and therefore transformed 

society. They therefore tried to construct situations which disrupt the ordinary and normal in 

order to jolt people out of their customary ways of thinking and acting. [Hardly an original idea, 

spanning from Leary-style LSD use to zen, etc. -- Ken.] In place of petrified life, they sought the 

derive (with its flow of acts and encounters) and detournement (rerouting events and images). 

They supported vandalism, wildcat strikes and sabotage as a way of destroying the manufactured 

spectacle and commodity economy. Such gestures of refusal were considered signs of creativity. 

The role of the SI was to make clear to the masses what they were already implicitly doing. In 

this way, they wished to act as catalysts within the revolutionary process. Once the revolution 

was underway, the SI would disappear as a group.” (Marshall) 

 

The Situationists embraced the spirit of revolution, but did not wish to wait for a distant 

proletariat revolution.  Instead, they wished to create revolution in everyday life, indeed, 

to transform everyday life into a creative revolutionary force. 

 The full quote, and its context within the Hamburg Music Festival Press 

Conference, was not included in many of the reactions to Stockhausen’s statement.  

 

“Stockhausen’s composition projects had never lacked ambition. But in 1977, he embarked 

on a project compared to which even works like Hymnen seemed modest: he announced a 

cycle of seven “operas” lasting a total of twenty-four hours, each named after a day of the 
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week, and jointly entitled LICHT (Light). The musical basis of the cycle is a triple 

“superformula” that combines the formula for the three main characters: Eve, Michael, and 

Lucifer; its principal subject, much influenced by the Urantia Book (a book of 

“revelations” from other parts of the galaxy) is the search for a “higher consciousness.” 

(Toop 496-97) 

 

 Stockhausen was asked if MICHAEL, EVE, and LUCIFER were historical figures of the 

past and he answered that they exist for now, for example, Lucifer in New York. His full 

statement goes on as such: 

 

“What has happened is-now you all have to turn your brains around-the greatest work of 

art there has ever been.  That minds could achieve something in one act, which we in music 

cannot even dream of, that people rehearse like crazy for ten years, totally fanatically for 

one concert, and then die.  This is the greatest possible work of art in the entire cosmos.  

Imagine what happened there.  There are people so concentrated on one performance, and 

then 5000 people are chased into the Afterlife, in one moment.  This I could not do.  

Compared to this, we are nothing as composers…Imagine this, that I could create a work 

of art now and you all were not only surprised, but you would fall down immediately, you 

would be dead and you would be reborn, because it is simply too insane. Some artists also 

try to cross the boundaries of what could ever be possible or imagined, to wake us up, to 

open another world for us.” (Hilferty)  

 

Next, a journalist asked him if he equated art and crime.  He answered: 
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“It is a crime because the people were not agreed.  They didn’t go to the ‘concert.’ That is 

clear.  And no one gave them notice that they might fly apart (draufgehen). What happened 

there spiritually, this jump out of security, out of the everyday, out of life, that happens 

sometimes poco a poco (gradually) in art.  Otherwise it is nothing.” (Osborne) 

 

In Stockhausen’s statement then, can we not find the spirit of revolution?  His desire to 

see art as transformative, as a way to remove people from their security of the spectacle 

of mass mediated society in which they live, becomes more akin to ideas of the 

Situationists when viewed in this light.   

 Contemporary art contains the transformative spirit of revolution, often 

allegorized by the concept of Lucifer (Chaos).  Stockhausen did say that we must all 

turn our brains around.  He was aware that the language he was using required a 

perceptual shift.  In his international apology, he said “In my work, I have defined 

Lucifer as the cosmic spirit of rebellion, of anarchy. He uses his high degree of 

intelligence to destroy creation.  He does not know love.” He found an artistic metaphor 

for the tragedy of September 11th and likened it to a constant theme in his life’s work.  

He goes on to say “I cannot find a fitting name for such a “satanic composition”. In my 

case, it was not and is not my intention to hurt anyone.  Since the beginning of the 

attack onward I have felt solidarity with all of the human beings mourning this atrocity. 

Not for one moment have I thought or felt the way my words are now being interpreted 

by the press.” (Stockhausen) 

 Confusing the matter further is the belief held by Stockhausen that art has 

spiritually transformative power which can change universal consciousness. This belief in 

the universal within art comes more from the Modernist tradition of the artist as a heroic 
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and visionary figure in Western culture. The concept of artistic genius is often seen in 

Postmodern critique as patriarchal and hegemonic.  This is understandably so, since most 

“artistic geniuses” have been white men throughout history.  The question though is 

whether Stockhausen’s statement was coming from the perspective that art should be so 

transformative as to include mass murder. This interpretation would lead many to believe 

his statement on the September 11th attacks to be megalomaniacal, unsympathetic, and 

frankly, insane.  As quoted in Der Spiegel, Fellow composer Gyorgy Ligeti said “if he 

interprets this treacherous mass murder as an artwork, then unfortunately I must say he 

ought to be confined to a psychiatric clinic.”  (Hilferty)  In addition to being labeled as 

insane, Stockhausen has also been compared ideologically with Hitler.  

 

“Perhaps the clearest representation of romantic transcendentalism manifesting itself in the 

modernist artist-prophet is Karlheinz Stockhausen, who not only played a notable role in  

the technological development of electronic music, but who also believes that his highly 

mystical cycle of seven long operas is being completed from a higher plane of 

consciousness. Patriarchal transcendentalism is inherently self-destructive, because its 

raises Mind over Nature, or the spiritual over the material. In artistic expression it thus 

tends toward recurrent cycles of ecstasy, revolution, destruction and remorse. This was 

vividly illustrated by Hitler's appropriation of the image of the modernist artist-

prophet.[33] The itinerant painter-cum- artist Führer from the garrets of Vienna was finally 

heard, and with his "divine" inspiration and "scientific" understanding, hoped to destroy 

the world and create a revolution based on "scientific" notions of racial evolution, eugenics 

and euthanasia. (Similarly, the Italian Futurists, who worshipped both modern technology 

and the romantically transcendent authority of the "superman", were among the first 

devotees of Mussolini.) “ (Osbourne) 
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This comparison, however, seems as unfair as labeling the man insane.  Artistic pursuits 

are not so easily categorized, and must be carefully and individually distinguished.  With 

regard to the idea that Stockhausen raises the spiritual over the material, this is a true goal 

of his work. He writes in “The Composer and His Spirit” that: 

 

“Stockhausen's music is not Stockhausen, but this spirit which is using me. And you, too, 

are not what you appear to be. Your human personality is quite limited and temporary. You 

are little lights, as I am, which flicker -- which whisper something to one another, to pass 

the time. What it is that we say is fundamentally also not so important ... what is important 

is that we are together like this ... for twenty lights simply give off more light ... than a 

single one ...” (Stockhausen) 

 

It becomes easier to understand, after hearing the voice of Stockhausen himself, that his 

spirituality influences his work quite profoundly and that he views himself and his work 

in a kind of universal harmony with others.   

 Despite extreme reactions to Stockhausen’s statement, it seems that his intent was 

aesthetical/ polemical rather than social.  He appears to have deeply sympathized with the 

victims of the tragedy, but his statements were taken out of context and circulated for the 

purpose of vilification. Unfortunately, this was to be expected in the Post September 11th 

political climate, not only because of how easily they could be misinterpreted, but also 

because Stockhausen himself was representing a view that embraces the nature of evil as 

chaos and revolution, concepts that have dominated the conflicted nature of art in the past 

century. 
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“The postmodern sensibility of our time is different from both modernism and avant-

gardism precisely in that it raises the question of cultural tradition and conservation in the 

most fundamental way as an aesthetic and a political issue.  It doesn’t always do it 

successfully and often does it exploitatively. An yet, my main point about contemporary 

postmodernism is that it operates in a field of tension between tradition and innovation, 

conservation and renewal, mass culture and high art, in which the second terms are no 

longer automatically privileged over the first; a field of tension which can no longer be 

grasped in categories such as progress vs. reaction, Left vs. Right, present vs. past, 

modernism vs. realism, abstraction vs. representation, avant-garde vs. Kitsch. That such 

dichotomies, which after all are central to the classical accounts of modernism, have 

broken down is part of the shift I have been trying to describe. I could also state the shift in 

the following terms: Modernism and the avant-garde were always closely related to social 

and industrial modernization.  They were related to it as an adversary culture, yes, but they 

drew their energies from their proximity to the crisis brought about by modernization and 

progress…Such heroic visions of modernity and of art as a force of social change (or,for 

that matter, resistance to undesired change) are a thing of the past, admirable for sure, but 

no longer in tune with current sensibilities, except perhaps with an emerging apocalyptic 

sensibility as the flip side of modernist heroism.” (Huyssen 332-333) 

 

In a time of fear, artistic and philosophical freedoms become limited in unprecedented 

ways.  Stockhausen saw the cancellation of all of his concerts in Hamburg, as well as a 

barrage of blogs in which people threatened to kill him if he ever set foot in New York 

City.  People who know nothing of his work suddenly became critics of it and often 

referenced his German heritage to ask whether he also thought that the concentration 
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camps were works of art. Ben Watson, in his online essay “Music, Violence, Truth” 

states that “Stockhausen’s equation of beauty and terror- “This leap from security, from 

what’s ordinary, from life” –may be poor consolation for inhabitants of Manhattan who 

have lost loved ones, or now feel desperately insecure.  However, this weird outburst 

touches on something deep.  Why is it that, since the modernist revolts of the early 

twentieth century, composers and improvisers have continually shouted noise, crisis, and 

violence?”  

 And what of the aesthetic of death?  Was Stockhausen’s attempt to apply 

Aesthetics to the terrorist attacks morally deformed? Many thought so, but Mark Dery 

asks in “A Terrible Beauty”:  

 

“Is there room for esthetic philosophizing in such times? …But for those of us who live 

and breathe visual culture, the esthetic keeps creeping back, taunting our consciences, 

reminding us how much the disaster zone looked like a piece of installation art, how much 

the debris field resembled an earthwork.  Two and a half years later, we know too well that 

the obliteration of the Twin Towers was an unutterable horror, a gash in the sky that will 

never heal.  Is it our moral duty, then, to close our mind’s eye, to beat back the intertextual 

associations that crowd in on every page of those coffee-table books memorializing 

September 11?...To the cultural critic McKenzie Wark, author of Virtual Geography, the 

emotional voltage that Stockhausen’s lightning-rod remark drew is proof that “he was on to 

something.” Says Wark, “Of course the image of the towers going down had an esthetic 

aspect.  The bombers forced us to witness this act esthetically, and nobody wanted to 

acknowledge this. Nor did anybody want to acknowledge their willing and unwilling 

accomplices: the news media, and by extension, all of us who watched it.  The only way to 

avoid the esthetic is not to look.”  (Dery) 
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It is important to remember also, that Stockhausen did not begin or end these arguments.  

He offered a critical statement, that whether ill-timed, insensitive, or both, did strike a 

chord of disharmony. This was an important statement within its own conflicted nature. 

The idea of criticism is not to wait until after something has ended, but to embrace the 

moment to say something worth saying.  “Criticism can not wait for the crisis to be over 

to have a perspective on the events.  Criticism is more properly understood, in fact, as a 

cultural practice that is, in some deep sense, synonymous with crisis.” (Mitchell 570)  

When words fail, what, in fact, is the right thing to say?  

 Stockhausen, unlike the Situationists and “Happenings” artists, did not create the 

bombings. Or did he?   He did aestheticize them, previously called the “Ultimate 

Duchampian maneuver.”  By recontextualizing the terrorist attacks, did Stockhausen 

transform them into art? Does naming make it so? Maybe Stockhausen did create art out 

of terror with language alone, but he also said this act was a crime and that “compared to 

this, we are nothing as composers.” What could he have been speaking of? Perhaps he 

meant that within the context of Art, Artists had not been able to meet the heroic goals 

put forth by Modernism and could not fathom the difficulties of creating new goals 

within Postmodernism. For this, the spectacles of life and death had completely surpassed 

any power Art might have previously held to transform.  Art can no longer bear witness.  

Stockhausen embraces his own mortality, both as a man and an artist. What more can we 

do as humans than to recognize our own “fall from grace”, accepting a certain degree of 

chaos and our own mortal limitations?  Perhaps this is the place to start from then, and we 

must all turn our brains around, to effect real change.   
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For Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities  
Proceedings 

 
1. Title of Paper/Presentation:  Sound and Healing 
2. Author:  Patricia Ann Repar, D.M.A. 
3. Affiliation:  The University of New Mexico 
4. Address:   Patricia Ann Repar  

Department of Music 
Center for the Arts  MSC 04-2570 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-1231 

5.  Email address:   repar@unm.edu 
6.  Abstract is as follows: 
 
 

SOUND and HEALING 
 

Vibration and music--image and imagination--technology and performance-- 
are key elements in the emerging field of sound and healing and form the core of this multimedia 
presentation.  Several specific techniques and approaches to sound and healing will be described 
briefly including cymatic therapy and bioacoustics, tuning forks and harmonic resonance, guided 
imagery, music therapy, the electronic ear of Dr. Alfred Tomatis, hemi-sync therapy, toning and 
overtoning, vibro-acoustic furniture and psychoacoustically engineered CDs.  Some of the 
above-mentioned techniques will also be combined and presented as an alternative kind of 
musical and/or healing experience.  

 
Composer-performer Patricia Ann Repar, D.M.A. conducts research on sound and healing in the 
context of the Arts-in-Medicine program she founded and currently directs at the University of 
New Mexico. Entitled Return to Wholeness: Healing and the Humanities the program aims to 
facilitate healing, in its broadest sense, for patients, their families, and medical professionals by 
offering a renewed sense of possibility via the creative encounter (music, dance, storytelling, art-
making, creative writing, and life review).  While relieving pain and stress, artists aim to expand 
awareness and stimulate dialogue in the community regarding the nature of health and 
healthcare, illness, death and dying.  Bridging academia and community, art and medicine, the 
Arts-in-Medicine program involves community artists, the UNM College of Fine Arts and 
School of Medicine faculty and students, UNM Hospital and community healthcare 
professionals, patients, and volunteers.  The program now in its fifth year, provides service to 
approximately 10,000 people a year.  
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1. Title:   The Buddha, Joyce, and Filipino-American Writing: 
  Notes toward an Epistemology of Form 
2. Author: Carlos V. Reyes 
3. Affiliation: St. Olaf College 
4. Address: 1105 Highland Avenue 
  Northfield, MN 55057  (home) 
    
  English Department 
  1520 St. Olaf Avenue 
  Northfield, MN 55057 (work) 
 
5. E-mail: reyes@stolaf.edu 
  seyerc@berkeley.edu 
 
6. Abstract: 
 

Drawing on Buddhist epistemology as a mode of cognitive science with an 
empirical basis in Buddhist practice, I develop five theses as starting points for the 
investigation of literary form.  Based on the Buddhist concepts of emptiness, the five 
aggregates, embodiment, impermanence, and karma, these five theses are: 

 
First thesis: The study of form yields insights not only about the inside of form 
(authorial intention, content), but also about its outside (social context and 
history). 
Second thesis: The aggregate of form can be analyzed from the perspective of the 
other four aggregates (feeling, perception, consciousness, and volition). 
Third thesis: All forms are embodiments or representations of the body. 
Fourth thesis: Aesthetic forms as imaginary constructions express individual and 
collective values; individual and collective desires, fears, and ignorances. 
Fifth thesis: The effects and meanings of a given form are products of its past 
deployments. 
 
Applying these theses to two Filipino-American texts – José Garcia Villa’s poem 

“Before,one,becomes,One,” and Lynda Barry’s comics memoir One Hundred Demons – I 
advance five further propositions about Filipino-American writing as diasporic writing: 

 
First diasporic thesis: Diasporic forms are modes of imagining community in the 
context of globalization.  From this perspective, many diasporic artists can be 
seen as creatively thinking through the problems and possibilities engendered by 
the disappearance of boundaries. 
Second diasporic thesis: The body is impermanent, empty, nirvana. 

First corollary: The diasporic body is plural, hybrid, and complex. 
Second corollary: Diasporic consciousness is paradoxical. 
Third corollary: Diasporic community is compositional (diversity-based) 
rather than oppositional (identity-based). 
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Using these ten propositions – five propositions about literary form in general 
together with five propositions about diasporic forms in particular – I propose to study 
specific Filipino-American texts to show how form is content insofar as it expresses the 
values and socio-historical contexts of the individuals and communities formed by the 
Filipino diaspora in America. 



The Buddha, Joyce, and Filipino-

American Writing:

Notes toward an Epistemology of

Form



Buddhist Epistemology and the

Analysis of Form

Buddhism as  a cognitive “science” – an

empirical analysis of consciousness and

its objects

° An investigation of form as objective

phenomenon

° An analysis of form as subjective mental

construction

° A meditation on the body (which brings us

back to form via corporeal metaphors of form)



Joyce as exemplary diasporic writer

• The novel of consciousness as an investigation
of mind
° Ulysses, in particular, as an analysis of diasporic

consciousness

° Joyce’s composition of diverse forms to express the
plurality, hybridity, and complexity of diasporic
consciousness

• Ireland and the Philippines
° Island nations with protracted histories of colonialism

° Predominantly Catholic with significant non-Catholic
minorities (Protestants in the north in Ireland, Muslims
in the south in the Philippines)

° Massive diasporas



Basic Buddhist Concepts

• Emptiness

• The Five Aggregates

• Embodiment (The body as foundation)

• Impermanence ~ (De)composition

• Karma



The Heart Sutra
• Form is emptiness,

emptiness form.

• The Joycean version:
Style is substance,
substance is style.

• What is emptiness?

• First thesis: Aesthetic
form is interdependent
with extra-aesthetic
forms.

• The author’s personal
intentions are intertwined
with  the supra-personal
and the unintended.

• The study of form yields
insights not only about
the inside of form
(authorial intention,
content) but also about its
outside (social context
and history).



The Five Aggregates

All phenomena are

composed of the five

aggregates (or “heaps”):

– Form (or Body)

– Feeling

– Perception

– Consciousness

– Volition

Second thesis: The
aggregate of form can be
analyzed from the
perspective of the other
four aggregates:
– Form is feeling. (The

affective dimension of
form.)

– Form is perception. (The
perceptual dimension of
form.)

– Form is consciousness.
(The cognitive dimension of
form.)

– Form is volition. (The
libidinal dimension of form.)



Third thesis: The body is the most

basic embodiment of form.
• The body is the primal work of art, the original

aesthetic object – and subject.

• In Joyce: Ulysses as an analysis – or anatomy –
of the body.

• All forms are embodiments, representations of
the body.

• To understand form, we must always return to
the body.

• The body as a basic source for metaphorical
conceptions of structure.  In particular, modes of
imagining the body translate to modes of
imagining both aesthetic forms and social forms.



The Buddha’s Last Words

• All compounded
things decay.

• In Joyce: Stream of
consciousness as a
representation of the
instantaneous
composition and
decomposition of
consciousness.

• Fourth thesis: Form is
conditioned by
pressures of
destruction, disorder,
and death.

• Aesthetic forms as
imaginary
constructions express
individual and
collective values;
desires, fears, and
ignorances.



The Karma of Form

• Fifth thesis: The effects and meanings of a given

form are products of its past deployments.

• Ulysses as a genealogy of the novel.

• When a writer employs a form, whether

intentionally or unintentionally, she is

conditioned by the past uses of that form.

• Diasporic corollary: As outsiders, diasporic

writers are often more aware of their adopted

forms’ histories.



The Aesthetic

 Corpus

The Body 

Politic

The Body



Diasporic

aesthetic

forms

Diasporic

social 

forms

The diasporic

body (and

consciousness)



Diasporic Forms in Filipino-

American Writing:

Questions for Research



Five Theses on Form from a

Buddhist Point of View
First thesis: The study of form yields insights not only about

the inside of form (authorial intention, content), but also
about its outside (social context and history).

Second thesis: The aggregate of form can be analyzed
from the perspective of the other four aggregates.

Third thesis: All forms are embodiments or representations
of the body.

Fourth thesis: Aesthetic forms as imaginary constructions
express individual and collective values; individual and
collective desires, fears, and ignorances.

Fifth thesis: The effects and meanings of a given form are
products of its past deployments.



1.  How do forms employed by

certain Filipino-American writers

express diasporic consciousness

on the one hand, and diasporic

social forms on the other?



2.  Given a Filipino-American

text, how might one map its

affective, perceptual, cognitive,

and libidinal dimensions to

describe its particular form?



3a.  How are form and

representations of the body (both

individual and social) inter-

dependent in a given Filipino-

American text?



3b.  How do Filipino-American texts

address the dichotomies of identity and

contradiction, purity and danger, order

and chaos in prevalent American

representations of the body?

(An intuition: As diasporic writing, certain

Filipino-American texts dissolve these

dichotomies by promoting plurality,

hybridity, and complexity, respectively.)



4.  What pressures of

destruction, disorder, and death

are particular Filipino-American

textual forms responding to?

What individual and collective

values – desires, fears, and

ignorances – do these given

forms express?



5.  Can formal experimentation in

Filipino-American writing be read as

a diasporic response to the historical

burden of forms adopted from

mainstream American culture? To

put it another way, is formal

experimentation a diasporic value?



Globalization and Diaspora

“‘Globalization’ isn’t primarily about trade or
communications, economic monopolies or even
empire.  If it were it would hardly be new: those
aspects of life were already ‘globalizing’ a
hundred years ago.  Globalization is about the
disappearance of boundaries—cultural and
economic boundaries, physical boundaries,
linguistic boundaries—and the challenge of
organizing our world in their absence.  In the
words of Jean-Marie Guéhenno, the UN’s
director of peacekeeping operations: ‘Having lost
the comfort of our geographical boundaries, we
must in effect rediscover what creates the bond
between humans that constitute a community’”

    (Tony Judt, New York Review of Books 10 Feb. 2005: 41).



Communities without

Boundaries

First diasporic thesis: Diasporic forms
are modes of imagining community in
the context of globalization.  From this
perspective, many diasporic artists
can be seen as creatively thinking
through the problems and possibilities
engendered by the disappearance of
boundaries.





A reading of José Garcia Villa’s

“Before,one,becomes,One,” (1949)
The plurality, hybridity, and complexity of diasporic

consciousness (and of the diasporic social body)
expressed in both the content and form of the
poem [Third thesis]
° The poem refers explicitly to “The,labor,of,un-oneing,

/ To,become,a,One!” and to the Absurdity of
Unification.

° comma < “to cut” (skep- ~ shape)
The poem is shaped by disjunctions and conjunctions;
in particular, the commas show that disjunction is
conjunction, with the poet gathering a plurality of
disjoined parts and fitting them together into complex
hybrids.



The Comma Poems

in Historical Context

• The function of the commas in regulating time
movement – “line movement . . . become[s]
more measured.”

• Comma poems written during and after the
Second World War, from 1942-1949.  In this
period, the Philippines went through American
colonialism, the Japanese occupation, and
“independence.”

• For the Philippines – and the world – time in the
post-war period was out of joint.  Comma poems
can be read as an aesthetic reconstitution of
shattered time.  [First thesis]



• Writing in the language and using the forms of the
colonizer, Villa expresses his resistance to both
through his “strange innovations” (i.e. the
innovations of a stranger or outsider).

• Recall the thesis that literary experimentation is a
diasporic value, a response to the “karma” of form.
[Fifth thesis]

• Modernism as a movement of strange innovations,
many of whose practitioners are outsiders – and
border-crossers – in significant ways (e.g. Joyce and
Beckett, Woolf, Faulkner, Proust, Kafka).

• Compare Yuri Slezkine’s argument in The Jewish
Century about the Mercurian values of cleverness,
restlessness, crossing boundaries, diplomacy, and
ingenuity (cf. the Joycean formula of “silence,
cunning, and exile”).  [First thesis]



Modernism and Diasporic (De)Composition:
Scattering and Gathering

• Comparison of technique in comma poems with Seurat’s
pointillism – “points of color . . . as medium of art and as
medium of personality.” (Note Villa’s border crossing
between writing and painting, the visual and the verbal.)

• Modern art as the “art of the juxtaposition of discrete
fragments” (Everdell 353).

• Diasporic art likewise draws attention to (psychic and
social) fragmentation, at the same time that it highlights
the multiplicity of connections between disparate parts.

• Is international modernism diasporic? (diaspora <
diaspeirein ~ to disperse, to scatter)

• The other face of diaspora – gathering, assembling,
forming.  The work of building community.  [Fourth
thesis]







Interrogating form in Lynda Barry’s

One Hundred Demons

• Autobiography or fiction? True or false?

Reality or fantasy?

• Highbrow or lowbrow? For adults or for

children? Complex or simple? Realistic or

cartoonish? [Fifth thesis]

• A comics “autobifictionalography”

overturns these dichotomies.



The Paradox of the Diasporic Body

• Paradox as the logic of diasporic consciousness,
overthrowing the principle of non-contradiction.

• A critique of epistemic dichotomies involves a
critique of sedentary conceptions of the body
(governed by the opposition of identity and
contradiction, purity and danger, order and
chaos), a critique that advances the value of the
diasporic body’s plurality, hybridity, and
complexity.  [Second and third theses]

• An ethical entailment of the affirmation of
paradox: the inclusion of difference, which
translates, politically, into a vision of society as a
composition of diversity.  [Fourth thesis]



Other dissolved dichotomies

• Inside and outside – transgressing the frame,
which becomes porous to images.

• Word and picture – words as icons; reference and
resemblance – the Magrittean paradox: This is not
an author.

• Space and time – the gutter, where space = time.

• Disjunction and conjunction – closure as the
process of “observing the parts but perceiving the
whole” (McCloud, Understanding Comics).

The in-between as a privileged site for diasporic
composition.  [Fourth thesis]



• East and West – Zen art and comics

• Real and imaginary – 100 Demons

• Finite and infinite – the infinite recursion

of self-reflexivity (panel 3)

• Complex and simple, realistic and

cartoonish, objective and subjective,

specific and universal – the subject

matter and drawing style



The paradoxical body is . . .
• Internal and external

• One and many

• Real and imaginary

• Finite and infinite

• Objective and subjective

• Specific and universal

    Etc.  [Second thesis]

In the paradoxical body, opposition becomes
composition.  (Ethically speaking, for the
diasporic body, the other is included rather than
excluded.) [Fourth thesis]

In Buddhist terms, the body is empty.  [First thesis]



Second diasporic thesis:

The body is

impermanent,

empty,

nirvana.



Three Diasporic Corollaries

• First corollary: The diasporic body
is plural, hybrid, and complex.

• Second corollary: Diasporic
consciousness is paradoxical.

• Third corollary: Diasporic
community is compositional
(diversity-based) rather than
oppositional (identity-based).
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A GREAT CONFUSION IN THEATRE MANAGEMENT 

 William Shakespeare was an exceptional leader.  Not only did he create a vast 

body of artistic composition, he coordinated the work product of countless others in the 

creation of stage performances of those compositions.  And he did so successfully.  But 

to dissect Shakespeare’s contributions to the world of theatre from a managerial 

perspective is to comprehend more acutely that the myriad of hats the Bard donned, the 

broad spectrum of duties and responsibilities he embraced, is considerably more 

voluminous than simply those of writer, director, actor and producer.  The latter of these 

terms is the singularly most confusing.  It implies an array of fundamentals varying 

almost as greatly as the individuals who attempt its definition.  There is little doubt that 

the term ‘producer’ has been reserved for the person in charge, but even then, this was the 

person in charge by virtue of financial control, and not necessarily artistic aptitude.  And 

financial acumen is most certainly not the only necessary ingredient in the operation of a 

successful theatrical endeavor.   

 The issue that looms largest for those who attempt to manage a theatre, and 

particularly for those who train and educate others to manage a theatre, is whether 

management is simply the effective coordination of resources, or if it includes the almost 

ineffable visionary leadership.  Shakespeare most decidedly exhibited the traits of both 

leader and manager, with the former influencing the latter.  So if management requires 

leadership, how do we develop it and how do we teach it? 

WHAT IS MANAGEMENT? 

It is largely semantics that is confusing about managerial accountability, and such 

confusion is reserved not only for those who consider themselves artistically impassioned 
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and therefore commercially reserved, but for a great many purported experts on the 

subject.  In fact, this semantic perplexity about those who lead, manage, administer, 

control, govern, oversee, regulate, run, superintend, supervise, direct, guide, coach, 

mentor, teach, plan, or devise, is a complexity yet to be thoroughly examined and 

explained by theoreticians of management worldwide.  Peter F. Drucker, largely 

considered the father of modern management theory, responsible for the development of 

vast quantities of practicable models, including an appreciable portion that are already 

completing their life spans of usefulness, appears incapable of or at least unwilling to 

draw distinctions.  To Drucker there is no definitive puzzlement regarding supervisory 

structure and hierarchy, and, consequently, Drucker draws no distinction between the 

focus of those who are superior to others.  Each is a manager.  “One hears a great deal 

about ‘the end of hierarchy.’  This is blatant nonsense.  In any institution there has to be a 

final authority, that is, a ‘boss’ – someone who can make the final decisions and who can 

expect them to be obeyed.” 1 

And lest you be put off by Drucker’s use of the terms ‘boss,’ and ‘obeyed,’ 

understand that Drucker only intends to emphatically imply that hierarchical structure is 

necessary to overall managerial success; and there are obvious instances of its necessity.  

Drucker goes on: 

“In a situation of common peril – and every institution is likely to encounter it 
sooner or later – survival of all depends on clear command.  If the ship goes 
down, the captain does not call a meeting, the captain gives an order.  In addition, 
if the ship is to be saved, everyone must obey the order, must know exactly where 
to go and what to do, and do it without ‘participation’ or argument.  ‘Hierarchy’ 
and the unquestioning acceptance of it by everyone in the organization is the only 
hope in a crisis.2 
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Drucker’s example requires no debate.  One can easily superimpose it onto any 

business endeavor, theatre included.  Take, for example, the San Bernardino (California) 

Civic Light Opera, which in the early 1990’s transferred a distinct portion of managerial 

decision-making from founder-director, producer and visionary leader C. Dale Jenks, to a 

recently hired managing director.  It is important here to recognize that a single authority 

no longer held the entire decision-making process.  Jenks retained some authority while 

the new employee garnered other responsibility.  Together they would determine major 

course shifts.   

The company had chosen to invest a sizable amount of resources into the 

development of the new musical Annie II, and capitalized on the comic page tie-in by 

launching their marketing campaign (and heavily weighting their sales resources) on 

comic page spadias throughout the region disseminating the datum that Annie was 

coming back.  The marketing error existed in their neglect to determine how the potential 

audience member might respond to the wrapper – its appearance was that of a newspaper 

promotion touting the return of a long retired comic strip.  Their second error was the size 

of investment, which unduly risked the entire season’s marketing campaign resources on 

a single promotional tool.  Moreover, because that tool's employ occurred on a day that 

happened to coincide with two of the largest earthquakes to shake the region in decades, 

no one was reading the funnies.  Consequently, no one was ordering season tickets.  

Regardless of how the poorly handled marketing campaign came to be, once it was 

determined as a failure, no corrective course was swiftly enacted, no repair undertaken, 

no bailing out.  The result was a sinking ship without a clearly defined captain.   
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Fortunately, every institution is not a sinking ship, nor every situation one of peril.  

“Other situations within the same institution require deliberation.  Others still require 

teamwork – and so on.”3 

What is largely Drucker’s point is that without authority anarchy follows, and 

anarchy is clearly the absence of management, that duty defined as “the act or activity of 

looking after and making decisions about something.”4 

The manager, then, is the individual responsible for coordinating resources most 

effectively toward a common goal.  And in so doing, the manager may alter the behavior, 

attitude and function of people under her charge for the especial purpose of achieving that 

goal.  “The fundamental task of management remains the same: to make people capable 

of joint performance through common goals, common values, the right structure, and the 

training and development they need to perform and to respond to change.”5 

There is even a clear mandate for management to define goals for the individual 

and the team.  For the definition of goals delineates effective from ineffective 

performance, prescribes a plan for success, and allows for benchmarks upon which we 

can evaluate that success.  And those goals are determined by the successful manager, 

perhaps in consultation with others or independently, to place employees appropriately 

and on a course for their own personalized success within the managerial structure as a 

paramount piece of organizational success. 

The manager not only guides individuals, he sees where they will be most 

effective, and places them there.  “If…an instinct for coaching is the first talent required 

of great managers, the ability to perceive individual differences is the second.  After all, if 

you can’t see the uniqueness in a person, it’s mighty hard to capitalize on it.”6 
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WHAT IS LEADERSHIP? 

 In his seminal work, “Managing a Nonprofit Organization in the Twenty-First 

Century” (formerly titled “Managing a Nonprofit Organization”) Thomas Wolf observes 

the market discord on the subject.  “If there is consensus about the importance of 

leadership, there is little agreement about what, precisely, it is.  Some experts offer a 

specific list of techniques; others describe key personal attributes of a leader.”7  In either 

case, when it comes to running a nonprofit, and in this discourse, a theatre, leadership is 

clearly the key skill set one must possess or have training in if one is to prove successful.  

Clarifying the distinction between management and leadership appears to be the more 

difficult challenge. 

It is the leap from management to leadership where students of the field find the 

greatest degree of puzzlement.  And there is little doubt that the very term ‘leadership’ is 

inappropriately misapplied to some types of authority within an organization.  But 

modern civilization has so finely honed its promotional skills (and has so recognized the 

desire to understand leadership) that the marketplace is continually deluged with flashy 

advertising materials promoting the latest leadership title from Rudolph Giuliani or 

Donald Trump.  In fact, a recent Amazon.com search for books relevant to the word 

‘leadership’ returned 154,328 hits.  So why are we confused? 

In 1978 James McGregor Burns introduced his book “Leadership,” to the world, 

and with it, he offered his theory of dual leadership: transactional and transformational.  

Transactional leadership, though not employed as consistently and effectively as one 

might hope in the present-day business model, describes the managerial process where 

supervisor provides goals and objectives, rewards and punishments in a process for 
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effectively achieving pre-determined outcomes.  This type of “leadership” is based on a 

series of transactions between manager and managed, and ascribes its name to its 

philosophy.  It is a philosophy largely rooted in Drucker’s 1954 work “The Practice of 

Management,” which first outlined the technique of ‘Management by Objective.’ 

And while Burns’ field of study focused primarily on politicians and leadership in 

politics, it is still an excellent foundational tool for any discussion of leadership training.  

(We see plenty of politics in theatre…and plenty of theatre in politics.) 

Transformational leadership, according to Burns, is a process whereby 

subordinates are empowered by raising their level of responsibility to an organization, 

granting to them the authority to facilitate change where only they can see its need.  

Transformation, meaning change, occurs because those with the closest observational 

level to needed change are granted institutional authority to cause that change to occur.  

And it is the transformational leadership model that certainly contributed to the currently 

embraced feedback evaluation model developed by Mark R. Edwards and Ann J. Ewen 

called the ‘360 Degree Feedback Process.’  This process allows for universal sharing of 

impressions within an organization toward an individual’s growth and development.  It is 

this sharing of ideals throughout the organization’s various levels of hierarchy upon 

which both 360 Degree Feedback, and transformational leadership lay their foundation. 

DISTINGUISHING A MANAGER FROM A LEADER 

Transformational leadership emphasizes the intrinsic needs of the individual. 

Transactional leadership emphasizes extrinsic needs.  But I will dangerously tread along 

the precipice between our solid understanding of what management is, and the abyss of 

our confusion regarding the term ‘leadership’ and state without hesitation that neither of 
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Burns’ suppositions is actually leadership.  They are both simply variations on a theme of 

management. 

“Each employee can take initiative, and figure out new ways of getting things 

done, and show resolve, and take full responsibility for his actions.  And, yes, if each 

employee does these things, the organization will be stronger for it.  But (organizations) 

err when they label these behaviors leadership.8 

The rationale for clarifying such a justification as an error lies in the single most 

necessary trait of a true leader, one that theoreticians and practitioners alike agree is 

paramount to being a successful leader: vision.  And it is vision, as we have discovered, 

that theatre decision-makers seek most when ruminating on whom to hire. 

In recent work, Marcus Buckingham has most clearly delineated between 

management and leadership, and done so by relying upon the agreed value of vision.  For 

Buckingham sees a leader as an individual blessed with some insightfulness regarding the 

future that is distinct from a learned ability to plan for it.  It is not simply an ability to set 

an agenda for change, nor a capacity to weed through conceptual propositions for 

transformation, but an innate adeptness to master the future by defining it in the present.  

“What defines a leader is his preoccupation with the future.”9 

On a cursory level, the distinction between manager and leader is clear.  The 

leader defines a vision for the future; the manager coordinates resources effectively to 

accomplish the vision, setting goals, objectives, benchmarks, and evaluative processes 

along the way.   Both form and function of management can be taught in the classroom 

and the laboratory, used here as synonymous for a real world setting in a protected, 

instructional environment, but the dreams of a visionary come from an individual’s 
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imagination.  They can be explained and encouraged, nurtured and nuanced through 

dedicated mentorship and guidance, students can be told about having vision, they can be 

protected as they experiment with visioning, they can be given examples of where vision 

is required, and shown what visions were implemented, but having vision cannot be 

taught.  This vision for the future, witnessing in one’s mind’s eye how an organization 

will be better by reaching that place, is the key to effective leadership. 

Because the core of visioning is buried in one’s personal passions, it is 

inescapably an individual attribute.  And it is this attribute that defines one as a leader 

and not merely a manager.  But simply having this vision is not enough.  One must also 

be consumed with its implementation and have desire so great as to demand its 

fulfillment, because one knows it is the correct course.  “The key thing about leading is 

not only that you envision a better future, but also that you believe, in every fiber of your 

being, that you are the one to make this future come true.  You are the one to assume the 

responsibility for transforming the present into something better.”10 

So the distinction between manager and leader is encompassed in what Gerard M. 

Blair defines as the formal descriptors of a manager: planner, provider, protector; and the 

informal: vision, values, verve. These distinctions more clearly define and delineate a 

manager from a leader.  But Blair is also wise to note that style of leadership varies 

drastically.  Machiavelli had a very distinct leadership style, but he was a leader.  So was 

Churchill, effective in wartime, but not so effective without it.  Hitler, likewise, was an 

effective leader.  Bernard Ebbers of WorldCom and Ken Lay of Enron too were effective 

leaders, as are Thomas Schumacher of Disney Theatricals and Cameron Mackintosh of 

Cameron Mackintosh, Ltd.  All of them effective because they had a vision for the future, 
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believed they were the person effectively causing it to occur, and inspired others to 

manage the consequences necessary for its occurrence.  Leaders are, “the ones who stop 

to think where they want to go and then have the shameless audacity to set out.”11  The 

marked distinction between all of these leaders has to do with personal character traits 

regarding ethics, morals, respect for the community (locally and globally), enthusiasm, 

problem solving, etc. 

In a 2003 study conducted by Executive recruiting firm Korn/Ferry International, 

almost fifty percent of responding executives ranked “having a clear vision” as 

paramount to successful leadership with over a third seeing the “ability to motivate” as 

key to leadership.  And while it can be argued that the former is clearly a leadership 

attribute, the latter is an attribute that could be assigned to either leader or manager.  It is 

necessary for a leader to possess, but it is an attribute that in and of itself does not define 

leadership.  Many great leaders are also great managers, though the converse does not 

necessarily hold to be true.  With vision, one can lead.  “Leaders of the future must be 

able to envision the future and convince others that their vision is worth following.”12 

THE LEADERSHIP TRIUMVIRATE 

o Vision 
o Communication 
o Personal Presentation 

 
If vision is the one primary quality of a genuine leader, and a tenacity for 

communicating that vision, and a fundamental belief in oneself as the locus for driving 

that vision to fruition the secondary qualities, then what follows are the necessary traits of 

a leader, the leadership triumvirate: strategic planning and decision making (vision), 

communication, team-building and consensus building (vision communication), drive 
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toward goals, maturity and experience, professional demeanor, credibility and self 

assurance (personal presentation).  It is this collection of traits that can be found in a 

leader, some generally bearing more weight than others, and they fall into the triumvirate 

of Vision, Communication and Personal Presentation.  Leaders possess all of these traits.  

They may employ them differently; some young leaders speak with a great deal of 

maturity, while others are physically mature.  Some demand results from a team while 

others encourage them.  Some combine all these traits and subordinates never feel as if 

their leader has set forth a picture of the future at all, while others send dictums down 

from on high.  But all of these traits have been consistently found in leaders.  Other traits 

may also be found, though not universally, but they are attributes of different skills and 

abilities, usually those of a manager, that also happen to have been perfected by leaders.   

Note that clarity of goals is not necessarily a trait of leadership.  In fact, it is 

important to understand that, “a leader must not be clear on all points, and that one of the 

areas in which he should allow significant ambiguity is in the strategies and tactics 

selected by his employees.  Yes, he should be clear about whom he is trying to serve, but 

then he must actively encourage his employees to devise novel and as yet unproven ways 

of serving them.”13  What’s interesting about this school of thought is its intimation that 

beyond the vision, a manager, not the leader, assumes the clarification duties. 

When we examine the complete works of William Shakespeare, and here I 

include his works as manager as well, we see that his successes came because he was 

both an artist and a leader.  He had a vision for the Globe.  He had a vision for the theatre 

of his day.  He saw things being different and convinced those around him that what he 

saw was what had to be. 
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Joseph Papp at the Public Theatre in New York City was likewise a double-

jointed visionary.  As the father of the regional theatre movement his core strengths have 

been examined ad nauseum.  But what Papp was by example, others failed to emulate.  

Papp’s visions were both of artistic and non-artistic focus.  And while it is difficult to 

separate the two, and most organizations fail in the attempt, it is his managerial skills and 

his aptitude for leadership that made him successful in both realms. 

THE SKILLSETS OF THEATRE MANAGERS 

 While no exhaustive list of management traits and criteria for establishing relative 

importance of each appears to exist, there are functionary responsibilities within theatres 

that can be delineated clearly from one another.  At the Executive level is the leader, 

either artistic or business leader, or perhaps both (a more unique individual though more 

effective if duly qualified).  For our purposes we shall focus on the business leader.  

Additional upper level management with the theatre might be categorized departmentally: 

Marketing and Public Relations, Development, Human Resources and Fiscal 

Management. 

AN ANECDOTAL SURVEY TO OPEN DISCUSSION 

 A survey instrument was distributed to 396 theatres nationally, randomly selected 

from both the Theatre Directory (published by Theatre Communications Group) and the 

American Association of Community Theatres all of which were identified as having a 

respondent with decision-making authority regarding hiring.  That decision-maker was 

asked a series of questions regarding the importance of traits when hiring into the upper 

levels of management in theatre.  The traits were not delineated by area of specialization, 

and were mixed randomly throughout the survey to avoid any portion of questioning to 
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appear weighted toward a specific area of specialization.  Decision-makers were asked on 

a scale of 1 to 5, how well prepared they felt a theatre manager must be for each trait (1 

being no preparation necessary, 5 being total preparation).   

 206 responses were returned at a rate of 51.89%.   

 A survey group of research assistants with varying degrees of backgrounds in 

theatre management, and all with at least three years of theatrical experiences was then 

convened and asked to sort into nine categories where they felt each trait was most 

appropriate.  The categories were pre-determined for the survey group using Paul 

DiMaggio’s “Managers of the Arts” as an initial reference for demarcation.  Of note is 

the category of Government Relations, used by DiMaggio in 1987, which appeared to 

have no present relevance in terms of traits a theatre manager might possess unless they 

have been more specifically categorized under Leadership.  Additionally, the entire area 

of specialization of Fund Development (fundraising), which was non-existent in 

DiMaggio’s report, now has taken a significant posture in theatre management.  Traits 

that DiMaggio might have placed under his category of Planning and Development have 

been assigned into a few more specific areas of specialization (I.e. Campaign Planning 

and Design (Marketing), Vision/Strategic Planning (Leadership), Event Planning 

(Fundraising/Development)).  Because the focus of this collection of data was on Theatre 

Management as opposed to DiMaggio’s broader reach of Arts Administration in general, 

some Theatre Specific/Artistic traits were included (I.e. directing, acting, technical 

theatre experience).  Lastly, traits that respondents might have considered in weighing 

their responses in 1987 that in 2005 could be easily categorized as either Leadership or 
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Character Traits were so designated.  The nine categories that the traits were assigned to 

are: 

Character Traits 
Leadership 
Board Relations 
Fundraising/Development 
Personnel Management 
Labor Relations 
Fiscal Management 
Marketing and PR 
Theatre Specific/Artistic 

 

 The purpose then of this survey was to begin to develop an understanding of what 

those with decision-making authority are currently seeking when making decisions 

regarding hiring of upper level managers in the theatre.  Its function is different from that 

of DiMaggio who conducted his research, “to provide practitioners, donors, and 

policymakers with information on the administrators…of arts organizations,”14 or a 

following study by Dan J. Martin and J. Dennis Rich that set out to, “assess the training 

needs of the profession and to measure the success of arts administration programs in 

meeting those needs.”15 

 The distinction between both the DiMaggio and Martin and Rich studies and this 

one is important to clarify.  The earlier studies looked at what impact university training 

was having on arts programs throughout the country.  And the Martin and Rich study as a 

follow-up to DiMaggio doesn’t seek to clarify if academic coursework changed as a 

result of the latter, and therefore affected how responses would differ from the earlier 

study.  The two studies took a broad look at what arts administrators believed to be the 

training levels of arts administrators, their belief in future needs for training, and with the 
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Martin and Rich study how successful academia has been in meeting previously defined 

needs. 

This current survey did not examine responses from arts organizations other than 

theatres, and it attempted only to get a general sense of where those theatres feel future 

training should be focused.  It is not an evaluation of past practices in any sense, and 

didn’t ask for evaluative responses regarding past practices, behaviors or traits.  The 

questioning was specifically geared to ask the respondent to consider a list of traits and 

their relative weight when making a hiring decision.   The distinction here is that we seek 

to determine not what the training needs of theatres are, but to begin to narrow our focus 

on what decision-makers feel would be the most beneficial training for a potential 

candidate to possess, regardless of the actual usefulness of that training.  Respondents, 

therefore, were not only upper administrators of theatres, but Board members and civil 

employees where those were the decision-makers regarding hiring into upper-level 

theatre management. 

RESULTS 

 Table 1 shows where each trait was placed in each of the nine specific categories.    

The categories were not distributed to respondents, but were designated to allow for 

general summation of response for each category.  And while it may be argued that 

certain traits could appropriately appear in more than a single category, it could also be 

argued that respondents would have varying understandings of what terms truly mean in 

relation to work product.  In keeping with the stated goal of the survey, traits were 

assigned only one category in an attempt to begin to develop an understanding of what 

decision-makers are seeking. 
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TABLE 1   
   
CHARACTER TRAITS  LABOR RELATIONS 
Enthusiasm  Training 
Time Management  Grievences 
Problem Solving  Labor Relations 
Gentle Touch  Labor Contract Negotiation 
   
LEADERSHIP  FISCAL MANAGEMENT 
Communication Skills  Budgeting 
Vision/Strategic Planning  Cash Flow Projecting 
Credibility  Investing 
Strong Decision Maker  Rental Contract Negotiation 
Self Assurance  Insurance  
Goal Driven  Equipment Purchase/Rental 
Maturity  Facilities Rental Experience 
Team-building  Ticket Software 
Professional Presentation   
Consensus building  MARKETING AND PR 
Years of Experience  Customer Service 
  Public Relations 
BOARD RELATIONS  Press Relations 
Board Development  Campaign Planning & Design 
Board Leadership  Marketing Research 
Board Member Recruiting  Working With Educators 
  Group Sales 
FUNDRAISING/DEVELOPMENT  Desktop Publishing 
Donor Relations  Creating Study Guides 
Grantsmanship  Telemarketing Experience 
Corporate Relations  Web Site Design 
Foundations   
Event Planning  THEATRE SPECIFIC 
Outreach to Schools  Directing 
  Stage Management 

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT  
Technical Theater 
Experience 

Conflict Resolution  Acting 
Hiring   
Job Analysis/Structure   
Knowledge of Labor Laws   
House Management   
Teaching   

 

Table 2 delineates mean response rates regarding preparation required in each of 

the nine categories calculated by determining mean response for each trait designated 

within a specific category.   
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TABLE 2  
  
AREA OF SPECIALIZATION RESPONSE
Character Traits 4.1473 
Leadership 4.0436 
Board Relations 3.7654 
Fundraising/Development 3.4688 
Personnel Management 3.2893 
Labor Relations 3.2216 
Fiscal Management 3.0829 
Marketing and PR 3.0263 
Theatre Specific/Artistic 2.6452 

 

 Responses suggest that the traits in the category of Character Traits (such as 

enthusiasm and problem solving) are generally the most necessary areas requiring 

advanced preparation, followed immediately by the traits in the category of Leadership 

skills.  The mean of traits in the categories requiring least preparation were Theatre 

Specific Traits and Marketing and Public Relations, the latter seeming quite interesting 

since DiMaggio’s 1987 respondents felt most prepared for the fields of Marketing and 

Public Relations and Personnel Management.  The distinction between the two could 

likely be explained because those who feel most prepared in this category feel it less 

necessary in those they hire. 

              
  TABLE 3       
         
  TRAIT MEAN MEDIAN HIGH LOW   
  Communication Skills 4.6289 5 5 3   
  Enthusiasm 4.4145 5 5 2   
  Problem Solving 4.3834 4 5 3   
  Budgeting 4.3247 4 5 2   
  Vision 4.3041 4 5 2   
  Credibility 4.2753 4 5 3   
  Time Management 4.2629 4 5 2   
  Strong Decision Maker 4.201 4 5 2   
  Self Assurance 4.1477 4 5 2   
  Goal Driven 4.1399 4 5 2   
  Maturity 3.9774 4 5 2   
  Team-building 3.949 4 5 2   
  Conflict Resolution 3.9454 4 5 2   
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  Professional Presentation 3.8927 4 5 2   
  Donor Relations 3.858 4 5 1   
  Board Development 3.8156 4 5 1   
  Customer Service 3.8068 4 5 1   
  Board Leadership 3.8011 4 5 1   
  Public Relations 3.6854 4 5 2   
  Board Member Recruiting 3.6796 4 5 1   
  Cash Flow Projecting 3.6776 4 5 1   
  Consensus building 3.6753 4 5 1   
  Hiring 3.6557 4 5 1   
  Grantsmanship 3.608 4 5 1   
  Press Relations 3.6067 4 5 1   

  
Campaign Planning & 
Design 3.548 4 5 1   

  Gentle Touch 3.5285 4 5 1   
  Corporate Relations 3.5227 4 5 1   
  Foundations 3.5057 4 5 1   
  Training 3.382 3 5 1   
  Job Analysis/Structure 3.3626 3 5 1   
  Event Planning 3.3125 3 5 1   
  Years of Experience 3.2881 3 5 1   
  Marketing Research 3.2316 3 5 1   
  Grievances 3.2167 3 5 1   
  Labor Relations 3.1878 3 5 1   
  Knowledge of Labor Laws 3.1813 3 5 1   
  Labor Contract Negotiation 3.1 3 5 1   
  Investing 3.0576 3 5 1   
  Working With Educators 3.0339 3 5 1   
  Outreach to Schools 3.0056 3 5 1   
  Group Sales 2.8523 3 5 1   
  Directing 2.8352 3 5 1   
  Rental Contract Negotiation 2.8202 3 5 1   
  House Management 2.8011 3 5 1   
  Teaching 2.7898 3 5 1   
  Insurance  2.764 3 5 1   
  Desktop Publishing 2.7345 3 5 1   
  Stage Management 2.7288 3 5 1   
  Equipment Purchase/Rental 2.7232 3 5 1   
  Facilities Rental Experience 2.6854 3 5 1   

  
Technical Theater 
Experience 2.6836 3 5 1   

  Ticket Software 2.6102 3 5 1   
  Acting 2.3333 2 5 1   
  Creating Study Guides 2.3029 2 5 1   
  Telemarketing Experience 2.2955 2 5 1   
  Web Site Design 2.1921 2 5 1   
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 Table 3 shows the complete list of 57 traits ranked by mean response regarding 

required preparation, and also notes median ranking as well as high and low response. 

 Of the 57 traits evaluated, the twelve with the highest responses for required level 

of participation were, sequentially: communication skills (4.6289), enthusiasm (4.4145), 

problem solving (4.3834), budgeting (4.3247), vision (4.3041), credibility (4.2753), time 

management (4.2629), strong decision maker (4.201), self-assurance (4.1477), goal 

driven (4.1399), maturity (3.9774), team-building (3.949).  Of the top twelve traits, eight 

fall into the classification of Leadership, with the remaining Leadership traits appearing 

on the list at 14 (Professional presentation), 22 (Consensus Building), and 33 (Years of 

Experience).  The latter bodes well for formal University training in Theatre Management 

as a benchmark for a successful manager.  With the exception of Budgeting (#4), the rest 

of the top twelve traits were filled out with the Character traits of Enthusiasm (#2), 

Problem Solving (#3) and Time Management (#7). 

 Of interesting note is the low score ranking of 3 for both Communication Skills 

Problem Solving and Credibility, indicating that there are virtually no decision-makers 

willing to hire a manager who is poorly prepared in these areas.  Certainly these are three 

areas that could benefit from further study.  Because Credibility is achieved through both 

success and the ability to articulate that success, it is logical to assume that providing 

training in both Communication Skills and Problem Solving would contribute toward 

training in Credibility.  Thus, Communication Skills and Problem Solving appear to be 

paramount traits of a successful theatre manager, indeed they have been identified as 

important traits for any managers, and they are taught largely in MBA programs through 

the use of case study.   
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 “Cases help us sharpen our analytical skills.  We work with facts and figures to 

produce quantitative and qualitative evidence, supporting recommendations, and 

decisions.  Challenged by both instructors and colleagues to defend their arguments, 

students develop an increasing ability to think and reason rigorously.”16 

 And the very process of rigorous reasoning and argument defense, particularly 

through class discourse, goes lengths toward the development of communication skills.  

“Class discussion also…develops communication skills.”17 

Certainly there is little doubt that in order to train the leaders of tomorrow we 

need to identify those most capable of succeeding as a leader.  In Leadership Journal, 

Fred Smith notes, “It’s critical to distinguish between the skill of performance and the 

skill of leading the performance, two entirely different skills.”  In the arena of theatre 

management the goal is, therefore, to determine who are those skilled at handling the 

tasks of marketing, development, finance, and customer relations, and who are those 

skilled at leading marketing, development, finance and customer relations experts.  “The 

trick,” says Smith, “is identifying those who are capable of learning to lead.”18 

But this defies the logic that leadership can be taught.  “Leaders are rarely (if 

ever) born.  Circumstances and persistence are major components in the developmental 

process of any leader.”19  So the next logical step in determining the most effective 

training for both management and leadership would be to determine how to separate and 

distinguish them from one another in an academic setting, and create a path for the 

student to develop skills in either area or both, likely starting with the former and leading 

to the latter.  This will most certainly be accomplished by developing or enhancing 

programs that provide both classroom instruction and real-world implementation, 
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meaning an opportunity to actually manage (both finances and human resources) and to 

lead (envision a future and cause it to occur).  As Martin and Rich observe, “a 

combination of classroom and on-the-job training is best.”20 

What we are seeing, both from DiMaggio and Martin and Rich, as well as from 

this research is that the successful theatre manager will have not only classroom 

experience but real world experience.  So the next logical course of action is to determine 

how students can be given opportunities to actually lead and manage a theatre, how that 

is distinct and different from leading or managing the theatre of an educational 

institution, and how the differences can be reduced or eliminated. 
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Kiana Davenport’s Shark Dialogues: Re-inscribing Hawai΄i 

I.  The Burden of Received History   

It requires considerable effort to push aside the idyllic backdrop that contextualizes 

Hawai΄i in the imaginations of many United States’ mainlanders.  Hawai΄i’s “complex 

global/local dialectics of jet mass tourism and U.S. exoticism projected in the Pacific” obscures 

our views of authentic Hawai΄ian culture (Wilson xi).  We are left to create images drawn, most 

typically, from Eurocentric representations in history, literature, popular culture and the iconic 

artifacts produced by the tourism industry.  Early accounts of contact from the journals of 

Captain John Cook describe pagan savages in dire need of salvation and civilization. The 

“Sandwich Islands” captured the imaginations of writers such as Herman Melville, Mark Twain 

and Jack London whose representations, no matter how democratic, were drawn from a 

Eurocentric optic.  In the 1960s, paradise filmed in Panorama® was splashed across the screens 

of theaters in the United States, displaying vivid images of pristine beaches and happy natives 

when films such as Blue Hawaii (1961), Paradise Hawaiian Style (1966), and James Michener’s 

Hawaii (1967) were released.  Elevating its tourism industry to the number one slot, Hawai΄i, 

according to Rob Wilson, “called to the U.S. mainland via music, image, hula skirt, and resort 

hotel, and American paradise-seekers came in droves [. . .] looking for some lost aboriginal 

treasure” (xv).  In order to develop a more authentic image of Hawai΄i, we must look beyond the 

veneer and turn to local writers who resist master narrative in order to articulate true Hawai΄ian 

voices. 

Kiana Davenport is one such writer.  Her novel, Shark Dialogues, deconstructs historical 

fiction by re-inscribing history from the local point of view.  Like James Welch, Davenport tries 
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to represent her culture from the inside, looking out, and like Welch, she succeeds in this by 

interjecting language variants, altering prose form and reviving native cultural values.  Set in the 

present, the novel reaches back in time using the remembered stories of one family.  More than 

recalled, these stories are re-invoked by Pono, the surviving family matriarch, who uses her 

powers as kahuna to see far into the past.  She is able to do this by using her “aniani kahuna” or 

“prophet mirror” that allows her to see, on one side, the “past-running-backward” and, on the 

other, the “future-running-forward” (25).  The novel goes on to examine the lives of the 

surviving members and the unspoken shame they carry as a result of the secret scourge of 

leprosy that has touched their family.  Through the recollections and admissions of Pono, the 

four granddaughters, Rachel, Jesse, Ming and Vanya, learn of their genealogy and their place in 

Hawai΄ian culture and history.  These recovered memories reach back to early colonial Hawai΄i 

of the whaling era and move forward to the present, surviving family members.  The events that 

take place in the lives of successive generations connect them to important moments in 

Hawai΄ian history. 

The Polynesians of the Hawai΄ian islands struggle with misrepresentation that parallels 

the false representations of Native Americans, termed “manifest manners” by Gerald Vizenor.  

Early writers who objected to missionary interventions in the Pacific islands still tended to view 

the indigenous population as savages, noble or otherwise.  In a passage from Herman Melville’s 

Typee, the narrator’s plea to “let heathenism be destroyed, but not by destroying the heathen,” is 

hauntingly similar to Francis Leupp’s edict to “kill the Indian, spare the man” (qtd. in Dougherty 

74).  As Rob Wilson notes in Reimagining the American Pacific: From South Pacific to Bamboo 

Ridge and Beyond, “the narratives of  Hawai΄i as a sensory Eden and/or fall-from-Eden staging 

space had already been created in the Western anthropological imagination of Pacific islanders 
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as primitive Indians” (79).  Wilson points to the journals of Captain James Cook as the original 

inscription of indigenous Hawai΄ians as savages (79).  Undoubtedly, revision and recovery of 

indigenous history was sorely needed. 

II.  Resisting the Literal and Figurative Language of Colonial Inscription 

 Reacting to the projected identity of the colonial subject, Davenport uses two strategies to 

resist the language of colonial inscription and deny the validity of essentialist thought.  First, she 

metaphorically presents the body as text, inscribing on many of her characters shadings and 

marks that symbolize colonial subjugation of varying degrees.  The colonial signification is 

transposed into local authenticity by movements from the exterior, imposed meanings, to 

interior, authentic self-identification and definition, resulting in emancipation from colonial 

subject positions.  It should be made clear that Davenport avoids an essentialist stance by 

allowing each of her characters to arrive at unique notions of self that acknowledge difference.  

Through her commitment to diversity, Davenport manages to create characters that are not 

stereotyped.  She abrogates and appropriates English to create a hybrid form of language that 

disrupts the master narrative and more accurately represents the local mix of ethnicities and 

nationalities that make up Hawai΄i’s current social reality.  She accomplishes this by inserting 

Hawai΄ian, Pidgin, Chinese, and Japanese words and phrases into the dialogue.   

A.  The Body as Inscribed Text 

As is true of many present day Hawai΄ians, Davenport is a mixed blood, and so are her 

characters.  This hybridity is depicted in the family’s mixed marriages that reach back to the 

original couple.  Mathys Coenradtsen is the son of a Dutch immigrant to New England who 

seeks his fortune on a New England whaler, and finds himself shipwrecked and imprisoned on 

the island of Maui.  He escapes captivity and meets Kelonikoa Pi΄imoku Kanoa, the daughter of 
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a Tahitian high chief.  Kelonikoa seeks refuge on a hidden beach in Maui to escape an arranged 

marriage to the cousin of Kamehameha III.  Most of the generations that result from this 

coupling contain more Hawai΄ian blood than anything else, but in the fourth generation, Pono’s 

four daughters each become involved in relationships with men of different ethnicities.  Holo, the 

oldest, marries a Chinese man; Edita has a child by a Filipino; Emmaline marries a white 

American, and Mina has a child whose father is never identified but is thought to be Japanese or 

Korean.  The physical representation of hybridity in the characters points to the cultural hybridity 

that exists in the Hawai΄ian islands.     

Mixed-blood identity is worn like badges of shame by Pono’s four granddaughters of 

varying hues and experiences.  Their skin becomes the text by which they read themselves and 

each other.  The narrator describes their differences:  

Ming, Hawaiian-Chinese, was delicate, ‘one pound powder’ pale.  Vanya, 

Hawaiian-Filipino, had rich, brown island skin […].  Rachel, Hawaiian and 

maybe Japanese (or Korean, or Mongol, who knew?), possessed the fairness of 

peach blossoms and apple jade […].  Jess was ruddy-skinned, fair in winter, red 

then tan in summer” (7).  

Pono rejects the mixed-marriages of her daughters, creating a rift in the family that the 

granddaughters sense during their summers on her coffee plantation.   Through their varying skin 

colors, each granddaughter symbolizes the internalization of racial discourse that indicates a 

displacement of self within the marginalized definition of the mixed-blood.   

The most prominent inscription on the bodies of the women is the mark of shame.  

Initially, each woman determines her worth by the color of her skin.  They are acutely aware of 

their marginalized positions, but, because critical facts about their family history have been kept 
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from them, they carry the added burden of unspoken shame that has its source in the colonial 

experience. The granddaughters are separated by a one hundred and fifty year gap from their 

immigrant ancestors.  They know little of their family history, so they do not understand the 

indignities that their Tahitian foremother suffered at the hands of a racist husband in a colonial 

setting.  They have only sketchy information about Pono’s difficult life on the streets of 

Honolulu when her parents were arrested for anarchy.  They know nothing of the mark of shame 

stamped upon Pono and their mothers because of leprosy.  Pono bears the burden of this secret 

shame, for many years revealing to no one other than her close friend Run Run, that her husband, 

Duke Kealoha, is a leper.  For most of her adult life, she engages in secret rendezvous by 

smuggling herself in and out of the leper colony at Kalaupapa.  Duke fathers four daughters who 

never know his identity. 

The adult granddaughters have been summoned home by Pono, and once there, each of 

them struggles to fit in.  Jess is the lightest skinned granddaughter, and she believes she is not 

Hawai΄ian enough.  She was raised in the continental United States and, like her mother, married 

a white American.  Once she arrives at Pono’s home in Kona, she finds it difficult to sleep one 

night.  While taking a walk around the grounds, she sees her cousin, Vanya, through the bedroom 

window.  The narrator tells us, “She had always coveted Vanya’s rich, dark skin.  Not yellow, 

not caramel, but brown, the true golden-brown of Hawaiians.  And she knew there had been 

years when Vanya envied her, hated her.  The walls of your white soul.  Making Jess feel 

bleached, useless as a root” (190).  Later, as Jess is unpacking, she reflects on her childhood and 

her own daughter Anna:   

Vanya saying I once packed my face with mud, trying to grow darker so she 

would love me.  Brown, beautiful Vanya.  Knowing exactly who she was.  Yet 
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there were times I’d catch her staring at my pale skin with a sort of . . . thirst.  

Each of us wanting something of the other.  Sometimes in dreams becoming the 

other [. . . .]  Bringing [Anna] here at sixteen.  Introducing Pono, Run Run, 

Vanya, Rachel, Ming. HERE IS MY SKIN.  THIS IS WHO I AM. Her diffidence, 

polite disdain. (Palomino hair, cold cream skin.  So much like her father, so very 

much his child.)  Her shock, her accusation, “you didn’t tell me they were dark!”  

Summer of our fracturing. (217) 

Jess suffers from the self-incrimination commonly felt by mixed-bloods.  At this point in the 

novel, her identity is drawn from external, colonial inscriptions that she reads in the skin of 

others and herself.  When she is with her Hawai΄ian relatives she believes she is not brown 

enough, but when she is with her daughter, she is not white enough and, in either case, she reads 

her skin color as insufficient. 

 Vanya is raised in the slums of Honolulu by her Hawai΄ian mother and Filipino father.  

After getting an education, she becomes an activist attorney.  When Pono summons her, she is in 

Australia attending a “Pacific Women’s Peace Conference in Sidney” (11).  Shortly after arriving 

in Kona, she reflects on her college years:   

. . . And entering university in Manoa Valley, frightened every day [. . . .]  

Smoothing out my English.  Swallowing Pidgin, denying it, saving it for home, for 

“slang.”  This tongue I was born with, raised on, this part of my mouth 

demeaned, thrown out like garbage [. . . .]  University . . . this haole [white] 

wahine [female] professor [. . . .] Fishbelly skin, freckles, yellow teeth, their smell 

[. . . .]  Sometimes in class, I’m the only dark-skin in a room of whites.  I panic.  
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Will I get out alive?  Sometimes hating my Hawaiian mother, Filipino father.  

Sometimes hatred of myself. (193). 

Vanya is driven by her awareness of her marginalized position.  Her anger toward whites comes 

from her sense of inadequacy that is read in differences of skin color. Her self-consciousness 

about speaking Pidgin is transfigured into the dismembered tongue that she has discarded.   

 Rachel, whose father is unknown to her and whose mother leaves her at Pono’s door, 

struggles with the added stigma of bastardization.  When she arrives in Kono, she reflects on 

this, thinking, “Illegitimate.  Knowing it [. . . .]  I had heard the whispers, the child who stood 

just outside the door” ( 208).  Her marginalized state is symbolized in the body of the 

eavesdropping child.  At a young age, she meets and marries a man who functions as a father 

figure.  Her husband, Hiro, is Japanese, and it is his skin that first attracts her to him:  

Auwē [Alas], I was just a child, he was the father I’d been searching for.  Sixteen, 

visiting Ming’s folks.  One night looking over a wall into the neighbor’s yard . . . 

This man, naked, bathing with a garden hose.  So blue and evil-looking, I had to 

know him.  Knowing if I stayed with him, nothing in this world would ever hurt me 

. . . Tattooed.  All of him.  Everything  [. . . .]  His skin changing colors in the 

moonlight, volcanoes on his back smoking, flowers on his shoulders blooming as 

if from radiation.  (210) 

Hiro is part of the “Yakuza” or Japanese Mafia.  Rachel’s attraction is a mixture of horror and 

awe.  When Hiro returns from one of his many trips to Japan, she ceremoniously bathes him and 

studies his tattoos: 

As she gently massaged, Rachel studied his back, the dragon, fiercest part 

of his body-art that only she had intimate knowledge of.  Hiro knew it 
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only from mirrors, photographs.  As a young bride, the thing had terrified 

her.  Then she learned to embrace it, caress it in the act of love, a monster 

that drew strength from each bizarre creature that formed it.  (262) 

Hiro’s skin is a text that Rachel reads regularly, variously interpreting the artwork as the exotic, 

the unknowable, and the indomitable. 

 Ming is the daughter of Holo, Pono’s oldest child, and she is the only granddaughter who 

has figured out the secret shame of leprosy.  Her mother remembers more about Pono’s difficult 

life than any of her aunts.  Shortly after Duke was exiled to the leper colony, Pono would take 

Holo to Duke’s coffee plantation and leave her in the care of Tang Pin the Chinese overseer.  

Holo marries Tang Pin’s son, and when she breaks the news to Pono, the stigmas of mixed 

marriage and leprosy are thrown in her face when Pono bursts out, “’Pākē [Chinese]?  You have 

married a Pākē?’ Ma΄i Pākē [leprosy, literally Chinese sickness].  Stigma.  Filth.  Her oldest 

daughter, her pride, stoic witness to the years” (168).  It is Pono’s great fear that Duke’s leprosy 

will emerge in one of her daughters, and she painstakingly reads the skin of each child, looking 

for the first signs of leprosy. 

 Ming develops lupus as a young adult, and she remembers her mother and grandmother 

reading her for signs of leprosy: “Mama weeping, scouring my body like she did when I was 

small, looking for lesions on my skin.  One night Pono standing at my bed, studying my delirium, 

arthritic limbs, looking at my skin like Mama.  I knew what they were looking for.  I have always 

known” (200-01).  She imagines her disease as a wolf that will ultimately devour her body, and 

she bears the signs of the wolf on her skin: “And always, the butterfly rash across her nose and 

cheeks -- a wolf’s facial markings” (200).  In a passage that alludes to the transfiguration of body 

to text, Ming thinks of the day when her battle with lupus will be over: 
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One day we will reach a truce, lie down together, join my father’s ancestors: 

newborn girls whose mouths were stuffed with ash, soft-shouldered eunuchs 

beheaded for errors in calligraphy, courtesans with three-inch feet that ran to rot.  

Mistakes erased from the genealogy.  We will be fleetfooted, my wolf and I, dash 

through the afterlife without being bothered by stares. (200) 

The ancestors Ming imagines are conceived of as parts of the family text, “mistakes erased from 

the genealogy,” that have attained invisibility, the sort of invisibility she longs for.  The freedom 

she imagines after death comes when she is freed of the gaze of others that she is subjected to in 

life. 

 In addition to reading the text inscribed upon the self, members of this family read the 

bodies of others as text.  In Toward the African Revolution, Frantz Fanon remarks on the 

paralyzing effects of colonization: “The culture once living and open to the future, becomes 

closed, fixed in the colonial status, caught in the yolk of oppression.  Both present and 

mummified, it testifies against its members [….] The cultural mummification leads to a 

mummification of individual thinking” (44).  This is where the family members are held hostage 

at the novel’s start.  In her daughter’s Chinese husband, Pono reads leprosy.  In her white 

professor, Vanya reads foreigner and colonizer.  Jess inverts the readings by interpreting the 

darker skin of her cousins as authentic and legitimate.  In her husband Hiro’s tattoos, Rachel 

reads exoticism, danger and beauty.  In her Chinese ancestry, Ming reads disease and decay.  

They all unsuccessfully try to decipher Pono’s overpowering physicality.       

The first description of Pono intimates a living text that is shrouded in mystery:  “She 

was massive, standing well over six feet, hair a luxuriant gray shawl billowing round her hips.  

She held her arms out, chanting, and wild boar in the jungle went down on their knees. [….] She 
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was kahuna, creating more life around her than was actually there, heightening the 

momentousness of each living thing by simply gazing upon it” (23).  Pono is the embodiment of 

pre-colonial Hawai΄i.  The unspoken shame that silences the family obscures the granddaughters’ 

view of her.  Vanya surveys Pono upon her arrival in Kona and thinks, “Auwē! Our history . . . 

Tongueless women, eyes filled with ignorance of our own blood.  I give Pono if-looks-could-kill 

stares, blame it all on her [. . . .] and us, all those summers, little girls looking sideways for 

identity.  Now grown women whose history rots beneath the layers of our skin” (198).  For the 

four women, she was “their dark fairy tale, the unraveled narrative they needed to solve” (9) but 

repeatedly misread. 

Pono’s native Polynesian beauty marks her as an oddity in the changing world of 

Hawai΄i.  The narrator describes her when she is walking the streets of Honolulu, looking for her 

imprisoned parents: “Endowed with the classic beauty of Polynesian women, at fourteen, Pono 

carried her height of almost six feet with a natural arrogance.  Though she was strong of limb, 

breasts and hips full, and possessed the big hands and feet of a native, she moved with a fluid 

grace that drew glances” (89).  When she finds her mother, she is told to go away and start her 

own life because, as her mother explains, “When whites hear you are kahuna, they’ll label you a 

witch [. . . .]  You will be lepolepo [filthy] on this island” (91).   Through the words of Pono’s 

mother, the Western notion of the savage is imprinted upon her flesh.  Davenport evokes the 

stereotyped Hawai΄ian when Pono is asked to “dreamtell” for President Franklin D. Roosevelt.  

The government representative that asks her to do this, the narrator tells us, “neglected to say 

they also wanted Roosevelt to see a prime example of the islands’ majestic ‘aborigines,’ a stately 

reminder of what Hawaiians had once been” (147).      
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A moment of catharsis is provided for the granddaughters when Pono finally tells them 

all the secrets of their family history, including the identity and condition of their grandfather.  

When the women first meet their grandfather, his bodily image is one of colonial 

dismemberment.  Leprosy has ravaged him, and he is “Half blind.  Ears twisted like green 

peppers.  One hand clawed.  One hand gone.  Toeless feet.  Legs cratered nightmares.  Scarred.  

Twisted” (342).  Duke is filled with shame when he discovers his granddaughters have 

accompanied Pono to the leper colony.  Coming face to face with their grandfather, the women 

“held his gaze, each one looking deep beyond the scars, the mutilation, looking deep within at 

who he was, and who they were” (342).  When Pono breaks the bond of secrecy she held with 

Duke, she presents her granddaughters with the opportunity to emancipate themselves from the 

bondage of marginalization.  When the granddaughters are able to look beyond the external 

dismemberment of their grandfather, they are emancipated from oppression and are free to 

reclaim their cultural heritage.     

In his examination of the works of Frantz Fanon, Homi Bhabha touches on Fanon’s 

rhetorical question, “What does a black man want?” from Black Skins, White Masks.  The 

discussion is worth revisiting, for it provides insight into Davenport’s portrayal of colonized 

Hawai΄ians: 

To this loaded question where cultural alienation bears down on the ambivalence 

of psychic identification, Fanon responds with an agonizing performance of self-

images: “I had to meet the white man’s eyes.  An unfamiliar weight burdened me.  

In the white world the man of color encounters difficulties in the development of 

his bodily schema. . . . I was battered down by tom-toms, cannibalism, intellectual 

deficiency, fetishism, racial defects. . . . I took myself far off from my own 
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presence. . . . What else could it be for me but an amputation, an excision, a 

haemorrhage [sic] that spattered my whole body with black blood?”  From within 

the metaphor of vision complicit with a Western metaphysic of Man emerges the 

displacement of the colonial relation.  The black presence runs the representative 

narrative of Western personhood: its past tethered to treacherous stereotypes of 

primitivism and degeneracy will not produce a history of civil progress, a space 

for the Socius; its present, dismembered and dislocated, will not contain the image 

of identity that is questioned in the dialectic of mind/body and resolved in the 

epistemology of appearance and reality.  The white man’s eyes break up the black 

man’s body and in that act of epistemic violence its own frame of reference is 

transgressed, its field of vision disturbed. (42) 

This analysis holds true in Davenport’s representation of the psychic trauma experienced by the 

Polynesians of Hawai΄i and is symbolized in the broken body of Duke Kealoha.  The healing 

gaze of his granddaughters releases Duke from the stigma of leprosy: “And it seemed as if the 

cliffs around him parted, finally releasing his life to him” (342-43).  After this process of 

recovery is complete, Duke is able to return to his ancestral home.   

The revelation of Duke to his granddaughters is the culmination of an extended metaphor 

that began when Duke first found Pono.  When the disease was in its early stages, Duke still 

possessed a remarkable physique.  He was a descendant of a family that could trace their 

genealogy back to Kamehameha I.  After their chance meeting in the sea, Duke takes Pono back 

to his family estate.  As they ride on horseback through the town of Captain Cook, the locals 

respond to Duke as if he were royalty: “Pono saw how people in the streets [. . .] waved, feeling 

Duke’s magnetism.  He seemed to envelope them in a kind of spell, his size, his dignity, his 
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passion for the land reminding them of their Hawaiianness, their fierce, proud heritage” (106).  

Davenport’s use of irony is found in the mimicry of a royal procession through a town named 

after the man who brought colonization in his wake.  The striking physical presence of this 

couple harkens back to pre-colonial purity, but the narrative takes a postmodern turn when this 

essentialist notion is shattered by the coming disease.  Instead of this procession culminating in a 

wedding celebration, it marks the couple’s descent into brokenness, secrecy and shame.  The 

leprosy that erupts on Duke’s body becomes the outward manifestation of the psychic 

dismemberment that results from the epistemological violence that befell the Hawai΄ian people.      

B.  “Mother Tongue” 

 As with other colonized groups, one of the first sites of contention in Hawai΄i was that of 

language.  While many early missionaries learned and even printed Bibles in the Hawai΄ian 

language, it was only to facilitate communication.  The use of native language was discouraged, 

as Rob Wilson describes: “the English language superseded the Hawaiian language, which was 

banned as a language of public school instruction in 1898 upon annexation into organic U.S. 

territory.  Only as recently as 1986 was this state-imposed injustice reversed, with the Hawaiian 

language officially adopted by law as the ‘second language’ by the state of Hawai΄i” (198).  This 

legislation also follows the Native American assimilation policies in place in the United States.  

Ho΄omanawanui notes the languages used by local writers since the 1960s are “English and  

Hawai΄i Creole English (HCE), popularly referred to in Hawai΄i as ‘pidgin.’” (89). With her 

overriding commitment to hybridity, Davenport expands her lexicon to include Hawai΄ian, 

Pidgin, Japanese and Chinese.  Davenport has used language the way Ho΄omanawanui says 

“Kanaka Maoli” authors have; “[they] have successfully manipulated this colonial language as a 

tool of empowerment and cultural expression in a way described by African writer Chinua 
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Achebe when he proclaimed, ‘I have been given the language, and I intend to use it’” (89).  

Davenport depicts language variants that authentically represent current social realities and 

disrupt the master narrative. 

 Davenport does touch on the significance of naming in more than one place.  Shortly 

after Mathys Coenradtsen and Kelonikoa begin their family a “law had been passed requiring 

Hawaiians to give their children two names, and to call them by their Christian name first” (54).  

Their children were given names like “Daniel Punahele (Favorite),” “Sophie Leihulu (Beloved 

Child),” and Eliza Mapuana (Windblown Fragrance)” (54).  The process through which 

Kelonikoa goes to ascertain the Hawai΄ian name for each child is described as one bearing great 

spiritual and ritualistic import: 

When Kelonikoa was strong enough, as with each previous child, she would place 

the infant’s placenta between her teeth and swim out to the reef beyond which 

kūpuna kāne [forbidden man] and kūpuna wāhine [forbidden woman] and all 

΄aumākua [gods] presided.  She would release the placenta, letting waves carry it 

out into the elements, its blood flowing into that of its ancestors, their mana 

[divine power] flowing into the newborn child so it would be fearless and strong.  

She would float inside the reef, perhaps for hours, until waves blew her back a 

sound, a Polynesian name. (54) 

The odd combination of names reiterates the clash of one culture against another.  While 

Kelonikoa is loyal to her cultural traditions, her children are sent to missionary schools to 

prepare for college, thus, becoming more acculturated to Western tradition (54).  The 

significance of names is not lost on Davenport when she names the descendants of this family. 

Pono, the living family matriarch and symbolically pure Hawai΄ian, is known only by her first 
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name, but the names of her granddaughter’s reflect the unavoidable hybridity that has threatened 

their genealogy generation after generation.  The only granddaughter assigned a last name is the 

one whose mother married a white American.  She is introduced as Jess Montgomery, while her 

cousins are introduced by first names only.  By playing with names in this manner, Davenport 

covertly underscores the differences and difficulties ushered in with cultural hybridity.  The fact 

that the family matriarch is known only by her first name privileges Polynesian customs over 

others that have been overlaid on the Hawai΄ian cultural map, without denying the social reality 

of hybridity.   

 While it would be unrealistic for Davenport to write in Hawai΄ian, she gives the language 

a place of prominence inside the covers of her book.  The epigraph is an excerpt of a Hawai΄ian 

Chant of Creation in its original form.  It is followed by the English translation, but the first thing 

to confront readers is this decentering, foreign language.  Each division and chapter in the book 

is titled first in Hawai΄ian, then in English.  Most of the Hawai΄ian words inserted into her syntax 

are glossed at the novel’s end, but for mainstream readers, the interruption of reading in order to 

check the gloss reminds them that they are on the outside of this culture, an effect quite similar to 

that produced in Welch’s novel.  Not every Hawai΄ian word is glossed, so there are moments in 

the reading process where some readers are kept on the outside. 

 After the epigraph, readers are confronted by the heavy Pidgin dialect of Run Run the 

Japanese cook who is Pono’s closest friend and confidant and knows things the granddaughters 

do not.  She opens the novel in the following manner: 

“SAILORS, LEPERS, OPIUM, SPIES [sic] – with such a family history, how 

could we be anyt’ing but sluts?”  Dese Jess’s last words to her grandmot’er, 

Pono.  Dat night Pono walk into da sea.  But dis happen later, much later, after 
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Ming rinse from our lives full of Dragon Seed.  After Vanya become a terrorist, 

and Hiro suffocate from his own tattoos.  It happen long years after dese little 

half-orphan girls – Vanya, Ming, Rachel, Jess – swim into Pono’s life.  I seen.  I 

seen it all.  Da years dey run from her.  Da years she pull dem back, like bait       

[. . . .]  Dese four cousins comin’ home.  Grown women, now, life t’rown 

everyt’ing at dem.  But on dis island, dey still called “Pono’s girls.”  And when 

she call, dey come. (3) 

Like Ratnam in K.S. Maniam’s play, The Chord, Run Run speaks in a “Language variant of 

cultural fidelity” (Ashcroft, et al. 53).  The initial use of Pidgin by a secondary character in this 

manner follows the pattern of the Hawai΄ian custom of “talking story” and possesses a cultural 

fidelity that draws readers back to earlier oral customs.  Davenport’s characters provide multiple 

variants evolving out of a diverse immigrant population. 

 Within the language of her narrative, Davenport inserts more Hawai΄ian than anything 

else.  There are specific words to identify non-Hawai΄ians and mixed-bloods.  Whites are called 

“haole,” while those who are half white and half Hawai΄ian are called “hapa haole.”  Chinese are 

called “pākē” while those who are only half Chinese are “hapa pākē.”  Many words pertaining to 

families or family relationships are used.  “Aloha ΄ohana” means love for the family; “tūtū” is 

the informal word for grandmother and “tita” means sister.  “Wahine” is the word for woman, 

and “kāne” is the word for man.  There are several Hawai΄ian words used in reference to 

spirituality such as “΄aumakua” for family or personal god, “kapu” for forbidden, “mana” for 

divine power, and “manō ΄aumākua” for shark ancestors (481-87).  It is interesting to note that 

Davenport not only leaves some words out of her glossary, like the Hawai΄ian word for mother, 
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she also includes some words in the glossary that are not found within the narrative.  Whether or 

not this is intentional, it creates a sense of play between the two languages. 

 Pidgin is used in sections of dialogue.  Characters like Run Run use it exclusively, while 

others use it selectively.  For some characters, Pidgin is used as a tool of subversion.  During her 

early days in Honolulu, Pono provides a “safe house for Filipino strikers on the run” (147).  

There are two such strikers hiding in her house when the government representative comes, 

asking her to appear before President Roosevelt.  Fearing she had been found out, she 

communicated by “speaking Pidgin, a language she could hide behind” (147).  When the workers 

on sugar plantations tried to organize a strike, they wrote out hand-made signs in pidgin: “PAU 

[finished] ‘COOLIE’ KINE, NOW UNION KINE. TRY COME MEETING” (126).  There are 

only a few pidgin words or expressions included in the glossary.  The pidgin found in 

Davenport’s glossary includes words such as “brah” for brother, “ole kine” for old-fashioned,” 

“howzit” for “Hi! How are things?” “one-fingah poi” for “poi thick enough to scoop with one 

finger” and “soah” for sore (481-87).  The inclusion of this local language variant accurately 

depicts the abrogation and appropriation of language in the colonial setting. 

 Davenport’s choice to include multiple language variants has postmodern implications.  

When discussing the revival of a “shark god hula poem on Ka-lani-ō΄pu΄u from early nineteenth-

century Hawaiian literature,” Rob Wilson comments on his efforts to “promote a keener global 

sensibility toward local and indigenous identity in Hawai΄i as this can be rooted (and routed) in 

multitongued spatiality, competing symbolic systems and language games, and the clashing 

traditions and heritages of Pacific, Asian, and American makeup that demand a postmodern 

hearing” (196).  The various languages in Shark Dialogues compete for a hearing and play off of 

one another, ultimately creating a world of “multitongued spatiality” that destabilizes Western 
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essentialism.   So, through her representation of multiple language variants, Davenport has 

accomplished in her art what Wilson attempts to communicate in his theoretical writings.   

III.  Bending Form  

 Critics are not quite sure what to do with Shark Dialogues.  It has been labeled everything 

from ethnographic history to historiographic metafiction.  Davenport’s style has been derided by 

Paul Lyons as “reconstructed and market tuned indigeneity” (qt. in Wilson fn. 52, 209).  While it 

is true that the novel functions on this superficial level, Lyons overlooks Davenport’s strategic 

manipulation of historical fiction that gives the work greater depth.  In Shark Dialogues, 

Davenport deconstructs received history by highlighting the local and particular, calling into 

question Western claims of truth.  The fact that both these novelists have succeeded in producing 

works that can be either skimmed superficially or plumbed to greater depths signals the strategic 

manipulation of text that couches subversive or political implications within the skin of an 

accepted genre.  The more profound statements made by such novelists are easily overlooked by 

readers who are content with superficial interpretations and “market tuned” labels such as 

historical fiction.   

 Both J.K. Donaldson, when he calls the novel ethnographic history, and E. San Juan, Jr., 

when he calls it historiographic metafiction, are partly right; however, the novel exceeds 

ethnography because of its full development of character, and it lacks the self-reflexivity of 

metafiction.  What Davenport has done is to abrogate and appropriate the historical fiction genre 

in order to free the local culture from “U.S. exoticism projected in the Pacific” and to “determine 

what certain events might mean for a given group,” in this case, the Polynesians of Hawaii 

(White 487).  Davenport’s appropriation of historical fiction exceeds the accepted boundaries of 

the genre.  Patrick D. Murphy, in his critical work Farther Afield in the Study of Nature Oriented 
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Literature, notices Davenport’s alteration of the form and says she “takes her narrative beyond 

the confines of much of the historical-novel genre by breaking with the mode of enlightenment 

realism to present an alchemical relationship with the land in terms of the ultranatural powers of 

the kahuna and the legendary, mythic relationships of Hawai΄ians with shark deities and the 

possibility of human-deity metamorphosis” (33).  While Murphy’s observations are astute, 

Davenport’s text is, like her theme of hybridity, composed of fragments of various genres, 

including psychological realism.  The supernatural features Murphy cites are important and will 

be taken up later, but what matters here is Davenport’s willingness to bend the genre in order to 

align her novel with “Kanaka Maoli [native Hawai΄ian]” literature by emphasizing genealogical 

tradition.   

It is the common belief of native Hawai΄ians that their lineage spans across thousands of 

years and thousands of miles of the Pacific Ocean to the ancient Tahitians.   Early Hawai΄ians 

took great pride in the oral transmission of genealogies that would link family lines to Tahitian 

chiefs.  Ethnographer Martha Beckwith confirms this by stating the Hawai΄ian link to Tahiti “is 

distinctly recorded in old chants and legends and further proved by linguistic identities and 

corresponding forms of culture between the two areas” (6).  The preservation of genealogies is 

considered an important part of Polynesian identity and was overtly practiced throughout the pre-

colonial period and covertly practiced until the Hawai΄ian Renaissance brought renewed cultural 

freedoms.  Ku΄ualoha Ho΄omanawanui explains the importance of keeping traditional stories 

alive:   

By learning, understanding, and perpetuating the mo΄olelo of our kūpuna (elders, 

ancestors), Kanaka Maoli are empowered with traditional ΄ike (knowledge).  This 

΄ike inspires us to continue to kū΄ē, to resist and to stand in opposition against 
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colonization and against foreign domination, suppression, and appropriation of 

who we are and what our culture is and means to us.  (88-89) 

In Davenport’s efforts to deconstruct received history and re-inscribe it authentically, she has 

made the recovery of family genealogy the overarching concern of Shark Dialogues.   

Along with the chants that accompany the hula, traditional Hawai΄ian knowledge is also 

imparted orally when locals “talk story.”  The oral tradition of “talk story” is subdivided into two 

genres, clearly separating fiction (“kaao”) from histories, genealogies, sacred stories and 

folktales (“moolelo”), according to Martha Beckwith (1).  Despite efforts to eradicate oral 

traditions, the hula and other forms of mo΄olelo, like “talk story,” survived. In Shark Dialogues 

Davenport simulates “moolelo” through the stories of family history and genealogy told by 

various characters.  Interjecting remembered stories into the narrative disrupts the chronological 

flow, asking the reader to abandon linear notions of structure. 

The novel is structurally organized around the various stories that are told.  In his article, 

“Sense of Place, History, and the Concept of the ‘Local’ in Hawaii’s Asian/Pacific Literatures,” 

Stephen H. Sumda remarks on the importance of memory within Hawai΄ian history, saying 

“Remembering chronology ‘by event or person,’ in a ‘typical Hawaiian’ way, is consonant with 

the ways of identifying place by history” (225).  This emphasis on memory evokes the strategy 

Gerald Vizenor describes for his “postindian warriors of survivance.”  Davenport takes up this 

approach as she pulls readers deeper and deeper into this family’s history.  The epigraph opens 

the novel with an excerpt of a Hawai΄ian chant of creation that is delivered in the form of 

“moolelo:” 

  Born was Kumulipo in the night, a male 

  Born was Po΄ele in the night, a female 
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  Male for the narrow waters, female for the broad waters 

  . . . Born a shark was my god 

  Born a shark in the month of Hinaia΄ele΄ele . . .  

This should signify to readers that stories, or “moolelo,” dealing with high matters of history, 

genealogy or sacred events are about to unfold.  Readers do, indeed, find all of this within the 

pages of the novel, but in a postmodern twist, the creation chant is juxtaposed with Run Run’s 

psychological realism.  The first words she speaks characterize the family history rather bluntly: 

“Sailors, lepers, opium, spies” (3).  After Run Run’s short passage, it is immediately evident that 

the characters are not romanticized versions of native Hawai΄ians.  Run Run’s passage also 

serves to thrust readers into the middle of things, without apology or explanation. 

 After this passage, a chapter is devoted to each of the granddaughters.  They have been 

called home by Pono, and each of them summons up memories of people and events from their 

respective childhood visits to the coffee plantation.  Duke’s plantation, which Pono oversees, is 

the symbolic center of this family.  Because of the unspoken family shame, the granddaughters 

see it as a “mausoleum of riddles” (283).  Early on, the narrator describes the granddaughters’ 

impression of Pono’s home:  

It became a place of women, cautious, whispering, filling up the gaping mouths of 

doorways.  Their mothers brought them in the early years […].  And when the 

mothers could no longer bear the burden of the house, what it contained, they sent 

their daughters there alone, threw them across the sea like human sacrifices.  The 

girls grew inextricably close, turning away from the rest of the world.  Entering 

Pono’s house, they entered a kind of Ice Age. (5) 
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Thinking the house holds the answers to the questions the granddaughters have about their 

family history, this place is fixed in their imaginations and dominates their early memories. 

 Jess and Vanya are the two most affected by the house, and the impressions it stamps 

upon them come through in their respective introductory sections.  On her way from the U.S. 

mainland back to Pono’s home, Jess reflects on the house: “Young faces dripped into her 

dreams, she and her cousins coming of age in their grandmother’s house, overlooking the 

Pacific. [. . .] Wind searches its haunted rooms, turning pages of a book.  A delicate slip laid 

across a koa chair breathes of itself.  A letter trembles.  Orchids sweep across the lānai.”(5). 

Vanya’s image of the house is much darker than Jess’s, for her it is a “place [she] reconstructed 

so often in dreams she could no longer leave it behind.  It inhabited her.  Through the years it had 

become for her a House of Horrors, Pono mocking her, demeaning her, offering no comfort, no 

advice” (12).  All four of the granddaughters feel the mystery that surrounds the house, and the 

narrator describes their childhood summers there as a time of hunting down clues and piecing 

together the puzzle of their family:  

Arriving in late spring, the girls were always given separate rooms. [. . .]  But, 

later, while [Pono] snored, their white sleeping sarongs licked the dark like 

candles as they explored secret rooms, lagoons of the forbidden, then tumbled into 

a big koa four-poster, mosquito net like albino skin muffling their laughter” (8). 

The importance of the house and its positioning as the most constant backdrop to the action 

signals Davenport’s interest in the notion of place.  Sumida mentions the old Hawai΄ian values of 

“aloha ΄āina (love of the land) and ΄ohana (family)” (227) that Davenport is aware of and 

incorporates into the novel’s ending.  The house is symbolically fixed as the repository of secrets 
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and the nexus of the action.  As Sumida has observed in Hawai΄ian literature, Davenport’s novel 

firmly ties history to place. 

 While the house is made larger than life in the imaginations of the granddaughters and is 

ripe with symbolism, there are personalities that they attach to the physical structure.  Run Run is 

seen as a permanent fixture in the kitchen, where she prepares food and “talks story,” feeding 

them small tidbits of their family history.  Pono is the embodiment of this mysterious shrine.  In 

their childhood years, coming to Kono was oppressive and intimidating.  This effect was a result 

of the mystery surrounding Pono and her house:  “[. . .] seeing their grandmother waiting at the 

door, something like fatigue came over them.  They moved slower, to accommodate their fear” 

(6).  For the granddaughters, the two women and the house in which they live are inseparable. 

 Run Run provides the granddaughters with carefully selected bits of their family history.  

As Pono’s cook and only confidant, she functions as the propelling force that drives both the 

narrative and the family.  The stories she tells counteract the sense of petrifaction that threatens 

to overcome the granddaughters within the walls of Pono’s home.  The kitchen becomes an oasis 

to which they frequently turn:  

In that large, restless house of water-haunted sunlight, the kitchen was where they 

discovered their real history.  Stories heard from Run Run, the cook, drugged 

them, startled them, fleshed and shaped their evolution.  As she talked, her hands 

were busy whacking bloody chicken parts, dripping grease from laulau [meat 

wrapped in banana leaf], cheroot of dried cuttlefish hanging from her lips. (7) 

Run Run is selective in her stories, choosing tales that will vindicate Pono in the eyes of her 

granddaughters.  One such story is that of Pono’s difficult years in Honolulu: “Dat missin’ fingah 

on yoah tūtū’s hand, from pineapple sliceah at Dole Cannery.  You know how many years she 
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punched time clock at dat evil place?  You know foah why?  So could send yoah mot’ers private 

Catholic school, so dey no turn out gum-chewin’ whores on Hotel Street.  Dis da truth, foah 

shoah!” (7-8). The stories that Run Run tells only heighten the mysteries surrounding Pono 

because Run Run never reveals Pono’s deepest secrets. 

 By guarding the secret of Duke’s leprosy, Pono lives a life of lies that only increases her 

granddaughters’ suspicions.  This leaves room for rumors to grow up around her.  The rumors 

spread by locals play with the myth of the savage and are easily believed by her granddaughters:  

Pono was a giant woman, pure-blood Hawaiian, her beauty legendary.  She was 

also kahuna, she could look someone to death.  The cane she carried, made of 

human spine, was said to be that of a lover who betrayed her.  She possessed a 

rosary of human molars.  At night, it was said, her teeth grew into points.  How 

she came to own the big house, the coffee plantation, so much land, was never 

known.  There were rumors.  Part of each month she disappeared. (6) 

It is worthwhile to contemplate the function such a passage serves within the postcolonial 

context.  Clearly, Pono is demonized by members of her own community; in fact, her own 

granddaughters are susceptible to the rumors.  Vilification of the female is certainly not unique to 

postcolonial writing, but what is unique is the manner in which female postcolonial writers 

appropriate it as a trope within their literature.  In order to understand the purpose such a trope 

serves, it is helpful to look for a model in Native American literature. 

Davenport’s passage about Pono is reminiscent of Native American novelist Louise 

Erdrich’s description of her character, Fleur, in Tracks.  At a time when most of her tribe is 

assimilating to Western culture, Fleur holds onto her traditional beliefs and is viewed with 

suspicion by other tribe members.  Presented in the form of rumor, the narrator reports that 
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“Some say she kept the finger of a child in her pocket and a powder of unborn rabbits in a leather 

thong around her neck.  She laid the heart of an owl on her tongue so she could see at night, and 

went out hunting, not even in her own body” (Erdrich 12).  Writing about Erdrich’s female 

characters, Julie Tharp attributes the demonization by the community of characters like Fleur to 

changes brought about by Western assimilation.  She says factors like “a change in religion that 

replaces female deities [. . .] with a male creator; a movement from egalitarian tribal government 

to hierarchical, male centered government; economic conversion from self-sufficiency to 

government dependency; and a shift from the clan system to the nuclear family system” all 

contribute to disbelief in spiritually powerful women (170).  While Native American and 

Polynesian social systems are not identical, they were breached in much the same way.      

It cannot be asserted, as Paula Gunn Allen has about Native American social systems, 

that Hawai΄ians originally operated under a gynocratic system, but Hawai΄ian mythology 

includes many female deities like Pele, goddess of the volcano.  Strong female figures appear in 

early tales and raise no apparent threat to the social structure.  It is only when the hierarchical 

system of Western patriarchy is entrenched within Hawai΄ian culture that strong females become 

threatening.  As the traditional socio-political structure breaks down and is replaced by Western 

practices, even the indigenous people perpetuate the binaries that result from such orientation.  

After extensive work with the oppressed peasants of Brazil and Chile, Paulo Freire arrives at  

conclusions about the damaging effects such conditions bring about in the psychological make-

up of the native.  Describing one such psychological anomaly, he says, “the oppressed, instead of 

striving for liberation, tend themselves to become oppressors, or ‘sub-oppressors.’  The very 

structure of their thought has been conditioned by the contradictions of the concrete, existential 

situation by which they were shaped” (27).  By vilifying their kahuna, the locals are depicted as 
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participating in their own oppression.  Davenport, like Erdrich, employs this trope to reveal the 

extent to which Western patriarchy has penetrated the native psyche. 

Pono’s behavior during their visits was no less mysterious.  Without warning during the 

pre-dawn hours, she would occasionally wake them, and they would scavenge little known 

locations on the shoreline for “treasures washed in from the Orient” (8).  Hunting until the girls 

were tired out, they would return home.  On their return journeys, Pono would “talk story,” 

explaining “how they were descended from the daughter of a great Tahitian chief, a fearless 

swimmer and Eater of Stones, a woman who fought for Queen Lili΄uokalani, last monarch of 

Hawai΄i” (8).  These fragments of their family history do not solve the puzzle of Pono’s strange 

behavior or explain their constant sense of shame. 

 As abruptly as readers are thrust into the middle of the action through the introductory 

chapters of the first section, they are launched backward in time through Pono’s conjured family 

history.  Running counterpoint to the granddaughter’s efforts to piece together their family 

history is the private knowledge Pono possesses.  This portion of the narrative consumes over 

two-thirds of the first section and is structured around the events, both historical and personal, 

that touched the lives of Pono’s ancestors.   With the aid of her “aniani kahuna” or “prophet 

mirror,” Pono looks into the past, far beyond the time of her birth.  Through the memories she 

conjures, readers are swept back into the tumultuous history of colonial Hawai΄i.  This long 

section of narrative functions not only to emphasize the atrocities of colonialism, but to provide 

the genealogy and personal history of five generations of her family.   

 While this section is structured chronologically, moving from the first generation forward 

to each subsequent generation, it is not dates but people and events that dictate the narrative 

flow.  What Davenport develops in this section of the narrative is an exhaustive account of the 
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injustices and injuries wrought on one family as a result of colonization.  The story that emerges 

holds all the missing pieces of the family puzzle that the granddaughters covet.  It demonstrates 

how the ill-effects of colonialism tore at the fabric of their family and threatened it at every turn.  

Because of her connection to Tahiti, the most important ancestor is Pono’s great grandmother 

Kelonikoa Pi΄imoku Kanoa.  She was the child of a “Tahitian high chief and a lady-in-waiting at 

the court of the reigning king of the islands of Tahiti” and was sent to Hawai΄i to fulfill the 

agreement of an arranged marriage (36).  Through her mirror, Pono follows the maternal line 

from Kelonikoa to her own daughters. 

Davenport’s efforts to re-inscribe history are realized through her decision, like Welch’s, 

to focus on the local and particular.  A constant reminder of the family’s genealogical link to 

Tahitian royalty is provided symbolically in Kelonikoa’s dowry.  She possesses six black pearls 

that, the narrator tells us, “were legendary, priceless South Seas pearls from the rare black-lipped 

oyster.  Kings went to war for them, white men conspired and murdered for them” (42).  These 

pearls are passed down from mother to daughter through the successive generations.  Over the 

years, some are lost or stolen so that by the fifth generation, there is only one left.  The pearls 

serve as the symbolic link to the past, and the tenuous grip the daughters have on the pearls 

represents the difficult task of holding onto the customs and culture that they represent. 

 Kelonikoa’s flight from her prospective husband and subsequent involvement with 

Mathys Coenradtsen afford Davenport the opportunity not only to present colonial Hawaii of the 

whaling era but to invert subject/object positionality by reversing the myth of the savage.  The 

reasons Kelonikoa and Mathys meet as fugitives involve not only her runaway status but his 

perceived criminality.  When Mathys’ whaling ship wrecks far out in the Pacific Ocean, he finds 

himself aboard a small rowboat with eleven other men, including the captain.  After native 
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Hawai΄ians rescue him, they are shocked to discover that he and one other man survived by 

eating the dead captain.  Horrified by his cannibalism, the Hawai΄ians put him in jail (35-36).  By 

assigning cannibalism to the white, Anglo Saxon character, Davenport has inverted the myth of 

the savage, using a strategy very much like the one Welch employs when his character, Mik-api, 

describes to Fools Crow his first encounter with white men. 

 It is through the events in the lives of Kelonikoa and her female descendents that readers 

are submerged in Hawai΄i’s history.  The ravages of diseases brought by sailors and other 

immigrants are personalized in the loss of three of Kelonikoa’s children, one to measles and two 

to small pox.  Throughout Kelonikoa’s lifetime, there are changes in the monarchy that lead up 

to and include the coronation and later imprisonment of Queen Lili΄uokalani.  As the monarchy 

loses its power, Kelonikoa protests by joining a lady’s movement called the “Bustle Club” that 

first devotes its energies to serving the poor and preserving local culture but later becomes a 

vehicle for “Royalist Hawaiian women” and “advocated return of all governing powers to the 

monarch” (Davenport 66).  The countermovement is brought to life when Kelonikoa and her 

daughter Emma are imprisoned for protesting the overthrow of the monarchy (69).  Along with 

scores of other protestors, they affirm their loyalty to the throne by chanting, “Ae, we are the 

Stone Eaters, / Loyal forever to our Land” (67).  In subsequent generations, the events unfolding 

in the lives of Kelonikoa’s descendents expose readers to life as a worker on a pineapple 

plantation, futile attempts at unionization and the resultant massacres, and, finally, Pono’s 

struggle to survive without her clan in the slums of Honolulu.   

The pressures brought on by colonization are portrayed in a repeated cycle of betrayal 

within the family system.  This is borne out, generation after generation, in the mother’s betrayal 

of the daughter.  Once her family is raised, Kilonikoa tires of her life within the colonial system.  
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Her marriage to Mathys has not been a happy one.  She has silently observed his subtle racism; 

she has tolerated his ties to the powerful whites; and she has endured his questionable business 

practices.  She decides to end her life by returning to the sea that brought her to this place, but 

before she departs, she passes on the legacy of the pearls to her daughter Emma.  In the middle 

of the night, she turns her back on all her possessions and runs to the sea: 

She swam lazily for there was time, and there were distances to go.  Deep, deep 

in the Pacific, far below the Equator, past the mysterious Marquesas, the 

Tuamotus.  Waves lapped her gently, hair floating round her a phosphorescent 

net.  She swam slowly, thoughtfully, befitting the pace of an old woman.  She 

swam through Circadian troughs of night and into a purple hour, and looking back 

she saw, like points of pure yearning, the volcanic tips of Hawai΄i.  Then she 

turned, stroking for her birth sands. (73) 

Emma is abruptly awakened and knowing what her mother has done she “ran down boulevards 

and roads, and she ran toward the ocean screaming” (73).  This event establishes a pattern of 

desertion that is repeated in each generation, including Pono’s.    

 Pono loses her mother when both her parents are arrested for participating in illegal union 

activities.  She tracks her down to a Honolulu jail and visits, expecting her family to be reunited.  

Instead, she is told the story of her great grandmother, Kelonikoa, given the remaining pearl, and 

sent away.  Surviving on her wits, she wanders aimlessly until she meets Duke.  She is fiercely 

loyal and an unfailing provider for her daughters, but the scourge of leprosy keeps her aloof and 

detached and ultimately results in her estrangement from all four of her daughters.  All four of 

the daughters feel betrayed because Pono’s distant silence prevents them from acquiring a sense 
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of their own history.  When Pono’s granddaughters enter her life, they feel the same void that 

drove their mothers away.   

 The first section of the novel concludes with another of Run Run’s passages.  The re-

emergence of her sing-song Pidgin serves as another reminder of oral traditions highly valued by 

the locals.  Her section serves again to move the narrative along.  As she “talks story,” she wraps 

ups loose ends for readers.  She reveals that she is responsible for reassembling the family.  She 

has secretly contacted three of Pono’s four daughters and urged them to come to the plantation.  

The daughters are unable to heal the rift, but they do allow their daughters to spend time on the 

plantation every summer.  While Pono is arrogant and hard, casting aside as unworthy anyone 

but true Hawai΄ians, she has unconsciously become attached to Run Run and her son Toru.  Over 

the years they form a mismatched family and build a life on the plantation.  Through this 

depiction, Davenport explores notions of family and tribe.  While she still places prime 

importance on the genealogical family unit, the success of this alternative family suggests that 

bonds formed out of necessity and strife can be viable as well.   

The second half of the novel, entitled “Hybrids of the New World,” dips into memory 

from time to time, but it is more tightly focused on the contemporary generation of the family 

and the recovery of their history.  Davenport is clearly interested in examining the postcolonial 

condition and exploring various modes of restoration.  Again, a chapter is devoted to each of the 

granddaughters, but the point of view shifts from third person narrator to interior monologue to 

reveal the granddaughters’ struggles to come to terms with their half blood status.  While each 

granddaughter’s difficulties are unique, they all are a direct result of the breach in the family 

system. 
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At the beginning of the second section, the family is still fragmented and this is 

emphasized by Davenport’s decision to, again, devote a separate chapter to each of the 

granddaughters.  As is depicted in much of Native American literature, alienation is viewed 

negatively, and it is only through connection with one’s tribe that wholeness is possible.  This 

theme is played out in the second half of Davenport’s novel where the clan or tribe becomes the 

collective protagonist.  The granddaughters in Shark Dialogues find no recovery from their 

brokenness until the family secret of leprosy is revealed and they meet their grandfather.  This 

cathartic moment frees the granddaughters from isolation and gives them a sense of community 

they have never before known.  They are then able to form new, more authentic identities.   

It is, in fact, their grandfather who voices the truth about their identities when speaking of 

all the granddaughters he says, “You’re hybrids, all of you.  You’re what the future is” (371).  J. 

K. Donaldson claims “Pono learns to accept the inevitable racial mixing and comes to value her 

granddaughters” and notes, “Each [granddaughter] takes a different approach to the social and 

ecological wounding of Hawaii: drug addiction, political activism, charity, healing” (232).  

Donaldson’s conclusions are not entirely accurate for two reasons.  First, Pono is never able to 

fully accept the hybridity of her family and, while she does value each of them, she favors their 

Hawai΄ian blood: “They were her tribe of ‘many kine colors,’ skin different-hued but 

underneath, what she called ‘best kine blood, Hawaiian” (186).  Second, the drug addiction to 

which Donaldson refers is Ming’s use of opium to combat the debilitation brought on by lupus.  

After Pono and Duke are gone, Jess remains on the plantation, assuming the matriarchal role of 

her grandmother; Rachel devotes her vast resources to the rescue of young girls bought for 

prostitution by her deceased husband’s crime organization; and Vanya moves beyond political 

activism by leading a revolution. 
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The transformation that takes place in each of the surviving granddaughters is told in 

small stories that are woven through the remainder of the narrative.  The type of narrative 

Davenport employs is described by Jean-François Lyotard as “petits reçits.”  Lyotard uses the 

term “metadiscourse” to define narratives “making an explicit appeal to some grand narrative, 

such as the dialectics of Spirit, the hermeneutics of meaning, the emancipation of the rational or 

working subject, or the creation of wealth” (72).  Such “grand narratives” imply a singular, 

originary truth against which all else is measured and dismiss difference as inauthentic or 

inferior.  Antidotal to such “grand narratives,” or, as they are collectively called, the master 

narrative, are such “petits reçits,” or small narratives, as Davenport presents by re-telling history 

from the local and particular point of view.  Attaching history to round characters such as those 

presented in Shark Dialogues lends an air of authenticity to the new inscription. 

The novel closes with a sense of circularity, as Jess has determined that she must pass on 

the history of her family by inscribing it for future generations.  While grieving the loss of Ming, 

Pono and Duke, Jess sits desolately by the sea where a young native boy scratches one word in 

the sand: “IMUA. Go forward! Press on!” (479).  As she stares out into the ocean, it becomes 

clear what she must do: 

Time passes, it was the hour of tides, the ocean seemed to moan.  Then, by a play 

of light, Jess saw countless images spring up before her in the waves, the light 

like a well chain drawing up not water, but faces, all, each of them, faces from 

other eras, and those more recent, their history more beautiful in remembering.  

She spoke their names, Kelonikao, and Emmaline, and Lili, Pono, Duke, and 

Emma, Mina, Hernando, Ming, even Hiro, lives still attached and flowing, in 
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myths, dreams, imaginings.  Lives permanent because someone, Jess, was there to 

pass them on. (479) 

Without leaving her spot on the beach, Jess immediately begins writing the lines, “. . . Peacocks 

skittered on polished floors [. . .] She wore a Paris gown” (480).  This scene is from Pono’s 

memory of her early days with Duke on the plantation in the first section of the novel.  Before 

Duke’s leprosy advances, the two of them live an idyllic existence together in the big house.  

Describing the scene, the narrator says, “Peacocks skittered behind them on polished floors, pet 

mynahs prudently scaled their way up the banister,” and on the next page we are told Duke gave 

Pono “dresses from Hong Kong and Paris” that were “Sweeping formal gowns” that she would 

wear when they “danced for hours” (107-108).  Late in the second section when Pono and Duke 

have returned to the plantation, Duke tells Pono, “I was remembering peacocks skittering on 

polished floors.  You wore a Paris gown.  We waltzed . . .” (277).  By writing down these lines, 

Jess has taken up the role of the storyteller who will preserve their history for future generations.    

III.  Cultural Renewal 

The struggle for freedom does not give back to the national culture its former value and shapes; 

this struggle which aims at a fundamentally different set of relations between men cannot leave 

intact either the form or the content of the people’s culture. 

-Frantz Fanon-  

from The Wretched of the Earth 1592 

 It is safe to say that most United States mainlanders are better versed in Native American 

spiritualism than in its Hawai΄ian equivalent.  This aspect of Davenport’s novel has probably 

been the source of much of the negative criticism and blatant misreading that have been 

articulated.  In discussing the need for developing a theory with which to approach the reading of 
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Hawai΄ian literature, Stephen H. Sumida asserts that there is a breach that is difficult to traverse 

when approaching such literature from outside of the culture.  By way of example, he 

demonstrates how easy it is to misread this literature by examining Richard Hugo’s reading of 

Cathy Song’s poem, “The Youngest Daughter” from her longer work Picture Bride.  Focusing on 

the closing lines, “a thousand cranes curtain the window, / fly up in a sudden breeze,” Hugo 

reads them “as showing ‘that freedom is momentarily known in the sudden dramatics available 

to the visual imagination’” (qt. in Sumida 229).  Sumida demonstrates how Hugo has missed an 

important allusion: 

Within the poem, the themes include the need of the youngest daughter, herself in 

weak health, and the aged, diabetic mother to care for each other, the daughter no 

longer young but confined to an endless filial role from which she says “even now 

[I am] planning my escape.”  But pointing outside the poem, Song’s description 

of the thousand cranes pictured in the fabric of the curtains alludes to a local 

custom, in Hawai΄i, of decorating a wedding hall with a thousand origami cranes 

folded by their friends and relatives to wish the couple a thousand years of marital 

happiness.  In Japanese custom the cranes also signify a wish for a thousand years 

of good health.  The youngest daughter in Song’s poem has had neither of the 

wishes granted and evidently no hope for their ever coming true; the tone of the 

concluding lines involves regret, a dull depression, wistfulness, and indeed a 

sense of humor (and much more) about the speaker’s condition in life. [. . . ]  

Here, it is not that his comment contradicts Song’s allusion but that without his 

knowing it, Hugo in 1982 was being simplistic and reductive in his interpretation 
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and judgment of the lines which he considered to rise free from the poem’s 

contexts. (229-230) 

The danger of such a misreading, that results from missed allusions or poorly interpreted 

symbols, is great in a work such as Shark Dialogues.  Davenport offers no aid to readers on the 

outside of Hawai΄ian culture.  In his article, “Cultural Studies Amongst the Sharks: The Struggle 

Over Hawaii.” E. San Juan, Jr. summarily dismisses many of the reviews of Shark Dialogues 

because they “veer toward a formalist aestheticism that politically occludes, if not totally 

expunges, what Edward Said would call the worldliness or circumstantial resonance of the work” 

(72).  Both San Juan and Sumida contend that “extraliterary studies” are necessary -- San Jaun 

embraces cultural studies in the broadest sense, and Sumida advocates careful readings of history 

and historiography -- for mainstream readers to bridge such gaps (San Juan 74; Sumida 231).  

The two most challenging representations found in Shark Dialogues are Davenport’s depiction of 

the kahuna [keeper of the secret] and Pono’s transubstantiation into a shark and the attendant 

allusion to shark deities.  In order to understand these two major aspects of the novel, it is 

necessary to investigate both areas. 

 The occurrence of shark deities in Hawai΄ian spirituality has a long and ancient history.  

According to Martha Beckwith, sharks are one of the favorite “aumakua” [personal or family 

gods] of native Hawai΄ian fishermen: “On the whole the relation of a fisherman’s family to its 

shark aumakua was a friendly and intimate one and the fact of the tangible presence of the pet 

robbed it of horror.  There is scarcely a Hawaiian family of the old type who cannot claim today 

some such aumakua known by name to the whole community” (128).  The worship of sharks is a 

custom that Beckwith traces back to Tahiti, and the shark deities worshipped by Hawai΄ians are 

believed to be descendants of Tahitian ancestors.  Beckwith’s discussion of shark deities cites 
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cases of human/shark transubstantiation.  She reports on sharks who become human, humans 

who transform into sharks, and cross-breeding that results in human/shark hybrids (129- 135).  It 

is also important to note that it was customary for traditional Hawai΄ians to put their dead in the 

water, believing they will be transformed into living sharks (128).  The role sharks play in 

Hawai΄ian cultural imagination is complex and profound. 

 The powers with which kahuna are endowed would have enabled them to guide people to 

their “aumakua.”  In fact, Beckwith mentions that it is the local kahuna who possesses special 

knowledge of the shark.  When a corpse is put to sea by family members, the kahuna “is able to 

point out [. . . ] the actual markings on the body of the shark singled out for worship, 

corresponding to the clothing in which the body of their beloved had been wrapped” (Beckwith 

128).  Kahuna function within the community in a fashion similar to that of a shaman.  They are 

believed to have special knowledge and powers that enable them to be in close contact with the 

spiritual world.  According to S. D. Smith, kahuna are individuals who practice Huna which is 

the “predominant pre-Christian spiritual tradition of the people of the Polynesian Islands” (1).  

The word huna means “a secret,” “a profound message,” or “that which is hidden” (Smith 1).  

Kahunas, Smith says, are “the keepers of Huna: keepers of ‘the secret.’  They are transmitters of 

the teaching, maintainers of the spiritual tradition and its practices in law, science, the arts, 

medicinal and spiritual healing, architecture, education, engineering, meteorology, and 

agriculture.  They are persons of high moral fiber and of real abilities” (1). 

 As kahuna, Pono does have certain powers that begin to emerge soon after she is born.  

Pono is the fourth child of Kelokinoa’s granddaughter, Lili, who gave birth to her in 1910.  Even 

her birth is unusual, as the narrator says, “This child was huge, came out of her silent, wide-eyed, 

memorizing everything around her.  She was unwrinkled, big as a four-month-old” (80).  When 
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Pono is three days old, she names herself, and her parents begin to realize she is kahuna.  By the 

time Pono is eight, she has foreseen a tsunami and the future of her older brothers, and felt the 

death of Queen Lili΄uokalani (81-81).  Her powers ensure her loneliness because many people 

fear her, including her mother.  By the time she is fourteen, she is fending for herself on the 

streets of Honolulu. 

 Not even Pono, with her natural psychic and spiritual endowments, can escape the 

negative aspects of colonization.  Davenport creates a character with such human attributes as 

anger, self-pity and despair. With her only guidance coming from elders she meets in chance 

encounters, Pono’s powers remain in their most primary form.  It appears Davenport has shaped 

her after the most elementary order, that of “the Order of kane,” to depict her unprincipled 

powers: “This group of Kanunas are intuition-centered.  Their approach to life is predominantly 

intuitive. [. . . ]  They work with ‘alternative states of consciousness” (King 33).  This description 

is very fitting for Pono who lives close to the earth and sea and feels her way through life. 

 One ability that Pono acquires early on is her gift for “dream-seeing,” which allows her to 

foretell the future for others from information gained through visions or dreams.  After her 

parents are arrested during a raid on a labor union, Pono wanders across the countryside alone.  

She does encounter “Hawaiian kāhiko [elders]” who teach her “naming chants and healing 

chants” (87).  As a child, she dreamed that one brother would become a scholar but the other had 

“spotted lungs” (82).  She keeps the bad news about her brother’s lungs to herself, and her 

knowledge becomes a source of division in her family.  When she finds her parents in jail in 

Honolulu, her mother confronts her about it: 

“You fear me,” Pono cried, “because I see too much.”   
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Lili nodded thoughtfully.  “You saw your brother’s lungs in dream.  You didn’t 

tell me.  You have that power.  To give.  Or not.”   

“Oh, Mama, I was trying to spare you.”   

“I could have saved him, special herbs, secret roots.  You should have told me, 

child.” (91) 

After she is banished by her mother, Pono survives in the streets of Honolulu where she “learned 

to barter dreams in exchange for food” (91).  Pono’s dreams are accurate, and she is able to 

survive in this manner.   

Unlike Fools Crow’s dreams, many of Pono’s dreams are straight-forward images that 

are easily understood; however, she does have a few dreams that are difficult for her to 

comprehend.  At one of her low points in Honolulu, Pono goes through a period of frequent 

dreaming.  One recurring dream haunts her because she cannot make sense of it: “A giant in a 

cape of rain riding a corpse across the ocean’s skin.  A face taking shape inside a wave, teeth 

gnashing a squid to death with a fierce bite behind the eyes” (95).  More than a year will pass 

before she learns the meaning of her dream.  She is swimming alone on a rainy day when she 

sees “a human face, taking shape inside a wave” (102).  Swimming in closer, she sees the man 

“wrestling with a squid large as a steer.  Awful tentacles whipped the man’s torso as he drove his 

knife into its stomach, grabbed its neck, and bit it viciously behind the eyes” (102).  After pulling 

the squid to shore, he returns to the water on a surfboard.  Still watching, Pono realizes the board 

is so large that “he seemed to be riding a corpse” (103).  The man she is watching is Duke 

Kealoha who will become her husband and the father of her four daughters. 

This passage is packed with mystical overtones, as it is just prior to her first encounter 

with Duke that Pono transforms herself into a shark.  It is in this transformation that Murphy 
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remarks on Davenport’s treatment of the “mythic relationships of Hawai΄ians with shark deities 

and the possibility of human-deity metamorphosis” (33).  Struggling to survive, Pono goes to the 

sea in despair.  Her first transformation is described as follows: 

One day she dragged in a strange species of seaweed that glowed pink and tasted 

septic.  She stuffed her mouth and chewed, hoping it would kill her.  Instead, 

alkaloids in the weed produced a floating sensation.  Standing in the surf, she felt 

her jaws tighten, then contract, something growing like a snout.  Then she was 

swimming, released from gravity.  She plunged down, sporting through coral 

canyons, through boulevards of light limned by prismatic lens of waves.  Her 

lightness intoxicated her, she could no longer feel the weight of her organs.  Huge 

sharks suddenly bladed along beside her, playful, amorously nudging her.  Pono 

pulled back, terrified, then in the eyes of one of them, she saw her reflection: a 

white-tipped reef shark, powerful in size, moving like a bullet.  Schools of smaller 

fish scattered as she lunged.  The taste of blood.  (101-102) 

She is in this alternate state when she observes Duke for the first time.  As she returns to human 

form, she is injured, and Duke sees her transformation.  He is neither surprised nor repulsed by 

what he has witnessed.  Duke, being from a long line of pure Hawai΄ians, would readily 

understand the power behind Pono’s transformation.  

 For Pono, the transformation helps her cope with her difficult existence, but she is pulled 

in both directions.  She realizes “that water was her natural element, entering her like a drug” 

(100).  When life got too difficult, “the sea was what she now turned to” (100).  When she did 

transform herself into a shark, she no longer marked time and only returned to human form when 

“Nerves in the soles of remembered feet began to cry for land” (102).  During the early days on 
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the coffee plantation with Duke, she would sometimes feel the pull of the sea: “[. . .] she felt her 

skin grow rough, her bones grow thirsty, tasted saltwater on her lips, and wanted blood” (109).  

Duke, understanding her longing, would “come upon her, see her skin marbling into gray, and 

coax her back to human form” (109).  Years later, after Duke has returned from the leper colony, 

he and Pono end their lives by ceremoniously returning to the sharks.  They sail out into the 

night in a small, hand-hewn canoe and are ultimately consumed by “niuhi, huge, white sacred 

sharks who ate only the flesh of kāhuna and those of royal blood” (376). 

Kiana Davenport’s efforts to depict Hawai΄ian culture are evident throughout the novel, 

but the title of the second section, “Hybrids in a New World” makes it clear that she is not 

attempting to mimic the ways of the ancient people.  In The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz Fanon 

voices the undeniable truth that “The struggle for freedom does not give back to the national 

culture its former value and shapes; this struggle which aims at a fundamentally different set of 

relations between men cannot leave intact either the form or the content of the people’s culture” 

(1592).  It is because a writer like Kiana Davenport is profoundly aware of the cultural losses 

that accompany colonization that she places so much importance on the role of memory in 

preserving aspects of oppressed and dying people.  Kiana Davenport uses the character of Pono 

to transmit remnants of Hawai΄ian culture to her descendants.  The three surviving 

granddaughters will find unique ways in which to pass on bits of their culture to future 

generations, but their hybridity cannot be denied.  Pono symbolizes a dying breed: that of the 

pure Hawai΄ian, and it is primarily through her characterization that Davenport evokes aspects of 

the old culture that have managed to survive many decades of foreign occupation.  Readers are 

assured that this tradition will be carried forward to future generations when they witness Rachel 

beginning her inscription of the family history.  Neither Davenport nor Welch expunge oral 
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transmission from their respective cultures, but faced with the realities of contemporary life, they 

turn to the written word as the most expedient form of communication.  In this, their boldest 

move, they have appropriated the lines of communication that originate with the oppressor to 

give voice to the oppressed. 
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Reconfiguring the Cartography of Impermanence 
Michael Richards Assistant Professor of Architecture  
Oklahoma State University 
 
Beginning Design students have traditionally been required to develop their abilities to record and 
understand their surroundings through conventional sketching. This Abstract outlines the results 
of a design studio that was asked to consider alternative territorial practices; ways of recording 
and mapping our surroundings to better engage with the nature of surface, texture, and 
materiality; the means by which we can represent and measure 3D space, and about mapping 
the ephemerality, transience, and impermanence of the everyday with techniques traditionally 
reserved for things considered more monumental. The intention was to offer two alternative 
territorial practices that would seek to avoid any idealization of our land-cityscape and embrace a 
more visceral, sensorial, and physical engagement with our environment; that in the very process 
of recording specific and real-scale geographic regional surface conditions, could acknowledge 
the actions of the elements that shape, characterize and act upon them.  

Two recording techniques or territorial practices were employed; Rubbing and Casting. 

Rubbing techniques have long been used as a means of recording, or making a facsimile of 
unique immovable objects, such as gravestones and tomb inscriptions, but are also a tool used in 
Elementary Schools as a teaching aid to introduce children to the notion of texture. The result is a 
positive 2D facsimile of the 3D subject that is defined by omission of recessed surface 
information. It can easily be recorded in any plane in contrast to Casting. 

Paleontologists, Archaeologists, Dentists and the Police all use surface Casting techniques to 
record negative impressions of important and often delicate 3D objects. British Artist Rachel 
Whiteread has employed the technique of casting to record negative, solid impressions of space 
that we might otherwise take for granted. The monumental results invite us to reconsider the 
nature and meaning of the enclosures, surfaces and spaces she casts. Her work ranges from the 
volumes inside everyday utility objects, through the spaces around iconic domestic objects, to the 
scale of the spaces and rooms inside buildings. Here the results are essentially physically 
complete, verbatim recordings of space adjacent to the subject. Poured under gravity, casts also 

relative to the horizontal.  record the orientation of the subject 

Our students worked in teams and utilized these two 
territorial practices to map the occurrences of four themes; 
DAMAGE/AGE/EDGE CONDITIONS/MATERIAL-
TRANSITIONS throughout predetermined component 
territories of the land-cityscape. The results were gathered, 
reordered, discussed, debated and exhibited in a series of 
external public spaces, over a period of several weeks, as a 
reconfigured territorial map, a reassembly of the city within 
the city. Here the work could deteriorate; be comprehended, 
misunderstood, broken, vandalized, stolen; essentially 
recreating some of the varied narrative process inherent in 
the themes it set out to record. The intent is to engender a 
debate about the merits of two specific alternative and 
adaptive territorial practices, and their precedents, employed 
by beginning design students to uncover the symptomatic 
and macro-regional conditions of our environment as 
potential vehicles to enrich the traditional critical practices 
within the Studio.  

e: michael.richards@okstate.edu    
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This Paper reports the results of a short one week project carried out by Architecture students in their second semester 
of design studio. The intention of this project was to address a perceived weakness and develop the capability of 
students to succinctly and profoundly articulate textually a critical position in which to situate future design work.  
 
To do this, students were asked to reinterpret sets of existing information by drawing on established art-practices of 
juxtaposition and collage advanced by artists Kurt Schwitters; Eduardo Paolozzi; and John Mc Hale, together with the 
paper architecture of Pop-Up books, as critical practices to create a series of articulating 3D spatial collages employing 
found readymade materials in a four stage exercise which resulted in the construction by each student of four 
individual Pop-Up pages.  
 
These concerned the separate and sequential consideration of IMAGES, DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS, TEXT 
EXTRACTS, and COMPLEX COMBINATION of both image and text.  
 
Additionally this project introduced intersections with the profound theme of War or Struggle and Conflict as subject 
matter to be further developed throughout the semester. Thus intersections with the battlefield became our territory for 
the examination of historical, moral, and political positions through the critical practices of Pop-Up.  
 
First students were asked to combine any two contradictory images to make a reinterpretation of their new, combined 
relationship.  
 
Secondly students were required to examine passages of War literature provided, and then at the scale of a selected 
Word (adjective or verb); articulate their reinterpretation through compositional juxtaposition with the selected word’s 
Antonym.  
 
Thirdly at the scale of the passage of text-extract selected from those provided; students were asked to choose an 
additional piece of text; from any source; that supported; contradicted; opposed or exemplified their position articulated 
in the previous exercise. They were required to construct a new Pop-Up page which expresses the inherent similarities 
or differences between the short lengths of text selected.  
 
Finally students were asked to combine what had been produced in the previous exercises. Using an increased and 
developed vocabulary of both image and text to say something about the implications of this combining exercise, and 
its suggested meanings. Here it is was not enough to simply break down these previous images; there was a 
requirement for an element of reconfiguration through Pop-Up to imply a new, critical or indeed enhanced (existing) 
meaning, by using the tactic of contrast, leaps in scale, cut and slice, depth of field, components of horizontal and 
vertical orientation and the movement throughout each page’s operational phases.  
 
The resultant work has been assembled into a series of Pop-Up books to allow the reader to assess the capacity of the 
critical practices of Pop-Up for developing students’ awareness for the potential narrative intersections uncovered 
through the actions of reinterpretation. 
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Abstract 
 
Competence in foreign languages is viewed as an essential component of a liberal arts education 
and is intended to prepare each graduating student for the global world in which they must 
compete.  The need to train professionals who are proficient in languages other than English is 
widely acknowledged.  Attitudes of language learners towards the target language influence 
achievement since particular attitudes students bring to the learning experience have a direct 
influence on their motivation to learn.  Inspired by previous work by Gardner, Lambert and 
Giles, who have studied how learner’s attitudes reflect value judgments that are the result of 
distal factors - social psychology, power relations and prestige status -  that may impact cognitive 
gains, this study involves instructors of foreign languages.  Native speakers are commonly 
regarded as the ideal instructors to teach foreign languages.  Native speakers of Spanish, 
however, speak with a rich dialectical variety depending, among other things, on their 
geographical point of origin. The central question that informs this study is what impact the 
particular dialectical variety of Spanish used by the instructor has on the motivation of the 
Spanish language learner in the classroom.  My presentation will focus on an analysis of student 
attitudes towards a variety of native Spanish speech. Following Lambert’s matched guise 
technique - where listeners rated taped speech on basis of affective qualities- I designed a 
Spanish Accent Survey. I have analyzed the responses of more than 60 undergraduate Spanish 
language learners towards 10 pre-recorded native Spanish speakers.  I began by selecting native 
speakers who used particular linguistic markers of native Spanish speech found in five main 
geographical regions: Central Spain, the Caribbean region, the Andean region of South America, 
Central America, and the Southern Cone of South America. The taped examples of native speech 
were made by speakers of both genders and correspond to a variety generally held to be standard 
Spanish in their region. This study was conducted in a classroom setting, with English-speaking 
informants of mixed gender, of mixed backgrounds and between the ages of 18 and 22.  The 
common link was that they were all matriculated in the course which they had to complete 
successfully in order to graduate.  I hypothesized that learners would give higher ratings to 
speakers whose speech exhibited affinity to the Castilian variation found in Central Spain, as this 
specific variety is recognized as one that enjoys considerable prestige among native Spanish 
speakers. An alternative hypothesis favoring the Spanish spoken by Mexican speakers was also 
considered, since learners’ predisposition may be influenced by the dialectical variety most often 
encountered in the United States. The analyzed results, however, were surprising. Spanish 
learners of both genders and of mixed backgrounds indicated, almost unanimously, their 
orientation towards a dialectical variety of Spanish spoken in the Andean region of South 
America.  Prior studies of language attitudes have identified the Spanish of the Andean variety as 
being more careful, more formal, evenly paused, less loud, and characterized by a sense of 
politeness even in casual talk.  In addition, analyzing these findings, I came to realize that this 
variety of Spanish has a more discernible intonation pattern – the rise and fall of pitch –closely 
corresponding to the intonation of Standard English; the native tongue of the learners. The 
findings in this study allow us to make certain generalizations about learner motivation in the 
Spanish language classroom. Although certain dialectical varieties of spoken Spanish may enjoy 
power and prestige status among Spanish speakers, in the classroom language learners appear to 
have more pragmatic concerns. Speed, clarity and intonation appear to have more influence in 
shaping student attitudes towards the target language they were studying.   Practical application 
of the findings can have a positive impact on the Spanish language learning experience.  My 



study highlights the role of instructor-speech in general and of speed, clarity and intonation 
patterns in particular, in shaping positive attitudes in the classroom.    
Maria Riegger 
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Abstract:
The gender stereotypes associated with certain wind instruments have resulted in
limitations placed upon children choosing band instruments, as demonstrated in
numerous objective studies (Abeles and Porter, 1978; Byo 1991; Tarnowski, 1993;
Sinsel, et al, 1997; etc.).  This qualitative study was developed in order to explore more
fully the root of this social bias and how it affects girls entering band programs.  

Following reviews of the literature covering the history of women’s participation in
Western classical music and the uneven treatment girls receive in North American public
schools, four case studies are presented in order to explore personal experiences playing
traditionally gender-stereotyped instruments.  The four women interviewed, all graduate
students at Indiana University in spring 2002, play trombone, percussion, and flute (2).
They were asked to discuss their experiences in their band programs, including how they
chose their instruments, how peers and mentors reacted to their choices, and how they
have been able to carve niches for themselves in the music world.  

All subjects reported a degree of dissatisfaction with their experiences; those playing
trombone and percussion disclosed widespread verbal and physical harassment as
children, and those playing flute expressed a certain amount of despair at the large
quantities of women flute players in the field.  It is interesting to note that both flutists
had originally chosen other instruments (baritone saxophone, clarinet), of which their
parents did not approve; the percussionist and trombonist chose their instruments without
guidance from adults.  All four subjects have chosen nontraditional careers within the
music profession.   Implications for further research and implementation of band
programs are discussed.
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Abstract 
The M.A.S.H mnemonic is a useful framework for generating, tracking and objectively 
evaluating innovative ideas. M.A.S.H expresses the fundamental components of 
successful design; Mechanics, Aesthetics, Sustainability and Human Factors. These 
essential elements are often underdeveloped in student design concepts and subsequently 
require bolstering throughout the process. For a given problem, M.A.S.H can be 
implemented as a useful brainstorming tool, allowing students, educators and project 
mangers to filter out extraneous ideas while maintaining sufficient depth. M.A.S.H can 
also be successfully implemented as an objective measure of a concept’s performance. 
Using a rating system based on the M.A.S.H. mnemonic, individuals can readily identify 
strengths and weaknesses of a given design concept. This system supports individualized 
design process and allows students to develop the vocabulary to articulate and compare 
complex concepts. 
 
This paper describes the application of the M.A.S.H. framework in a Senior level 
industrial design studio course. It is illustrated with detailed examples of student projects 
and an evaluation checklist that can be used by other educators and project managers to 
facilitate the production of innovative outcomes. 
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Introduction 
In the classroom, it is often challenging to find new ways to approach and present 
complex material.  This is particularly true in design education where innovation is 
highly valued and often required. A student developing a design for a new product has to 
successfully resolve multiple variables simultaneously while refining their own 
communication and idea generation skills. This process is highly individualized, 
depending on the student and the product. The complexity is compounded for the 
educator who has to manage and evaluate eighteen different students designing eighteen 
different products. The M.A.S.H mnemonic is a useful framework for generating, 
tracking and objectively evaluating innovative ideas. M.A.S.H expresses the fundamental 
components of successful design; Mechanics, Aesthetics, Sustainability and Human 
Factors. These essential elements are often underdeveloped in student design concepts 
and subsequently require bolstering throughout the process. For a given problem, 
M.A.S.H can be implemented as a useful brainstorming tool, allowing students, educators 
and project mangers to filter out extraneous ideas while maintaining sufficient depth. 
M.A.S.H can also be successfully implemented as an objective measure of a concept’s 
performance. Using a rating system based on the M.A.S.H. mnemonic, individuals can 
readily identify strengths and weaknesses of a given design concept. This system 
supports individualized design process and allows students to develop the vocabulary to 
articulate and compare complex concepts. 
 
Each M.A.S.H category is broadly defined by its key elements, but should be specifically 
tailored to suit each design project.  This is absolutely critical for successful application. 
A student developing an electronic interface will encounter different issues than a student 
developing a lawnmower. For interface design “raw materials” might be defined as pixels 
and bits used to create a graphical user interface.  For the lawnmower design “raw 
materials” might be defined as the metals and plastics required to create blades, shrouds 
and handles. Both approaches are possible within the M.A.S.H framework. 
 
Mechanics 
This category requires the student to focus on a product’s structure and function.   
Important questions to ask about mechanics would be: How does the design perform its 
intended function? What material/materials is it made from? How is it produced and 
reproduced? How are its parts constructed and assembled? Is it based on an existing or 
emerging technology platform?  How do these elements impact the product’s efficiency 
and durability? What kind of mechanical limitations do you expect to encounter? 
 
Aesthetics 
This category requires the student to focus on a product’s form and appearance. 
Important questions to ask about aesthetics would be: Is it based on a certain type of 
proportion system? Is there a historical or natural precedent for appealing shapes and 
colors? What color/colors is it? What does its shape communicate to the viewer? Is it an 
appropriate size and scale for its intended use? Is it meant to evoke a certain mood or 
emotion? Is it appropriate for its intended audience? Does it have to exist within some 
kind of brand or identity system? How and where are graphics and labels applied? 
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Sustainability 
This category requires the student to think about the environmental impact of a design. 
Important questions about sustainability include: How long will this product be useful 
(What is its intended life span?) Is it meant to wear out or be disposable? Can it be made 
from recycled materials?  Can it be disassembled so its parts can be recycled or reused? 
Can you reduce the number of parts or fasteners required? Does it have multiple uses? 
Where does its power come from?  Is that energy source renewable? Are the 
manufacturing processes required to create it harmful? Is their a service that exists that 
could replace this product? 
 
Human Factors 
This category requires the student to concentrate on human interaction. Important 
questions about human factors would include: What are the important human 
measurements for interaction with your product? In what environment will this human 
and product interact? Will that influence the person’s or product’s performance? Are 
there any conceptual, physical or cultural barriers to your products acceptance and use? 
How much learning or training is required for someone to use your product? Is it safe to 
use? Can you minimize unintentional use or reduce the negative impact of incorrect use? 
Is your design fun or pleasurable to use? 
 
 
An idea generation tool 
Once students identify or are assigned a problem to solve, M.A.S.H can be implemented 
as a useful brainstorming tool.  Some brainstorming activities can quickly become 
unfocused without a structure for guiding and collecting the ideas. Generating as many 
ideas as possible within a given M.A.S.H. category allows students or educators to filter 
out extraneous ideas and generate sufficient depth. One useful application of M.A.S.H for 
idea generation is to list as many variables as possible in each category and then 
systematically or randomly combine them to guide a new design.  For example, a student 
may select “plastic” from Mechanics, “red” from Aesthetics, “reusable” from 
Sustainability and “safety” from Human Factors and then try to develop as many ideas as 
possible from those elements. Some obvious relationships will form and some will be 
surprising. Some designs will be practical and some will be radical. 
 
An evaluation tool 
M.A.S.H can also be successfully implemented as an objective measure of a concept’s 
performance. Often when comparing multiple competing ideas, it is difficult to gauge 
one’s quality relative to another. Using a rating system based on the M.A.S.H. 
mnemonic, students and educators can easily identify strengths and weaknesses of a 
given design concept.  The target ranges for success in each M.A.S.H. category would 
have to be defined for each product, not unlike performance criteria.  Concepts can then 
be evaluated based on how well they perform relative to any given criterion. Comparing 
ideas to criteria is not a new approach to product design, but there seems to be some 
value in creating a simple language for doing so, based on the language used to generate 
the ideas in the first place. 
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M.A.S.H. Worksheet v1.0 
The following worksheet can be used for framing a discussion about the factors that 
influence design, as a guide for brainstorming, or as a rating system for evaluating 
concepts. 
 

Mechanics [Structure and Function] 
How does the design perform its intended function?   
What material/materials is it made from? 
How is it produced and reproduced? 
How are its parts constructed and assembled? 
Is it based on an existing or emerging technology?  
How do you define the product's efficiency?
How do you define the product's  durability? 
What kind of mechanical limitations do you expect to 
encounter?

Aesthetics [Form and Appearance] 
Is it based on a certain type of proportion system? 
Is there a historical or natural precedent for appealing 
shapes and colors? 
What color/colors is it? 
What does its shape communicate to the viewer? 
Is it an appropriate size and scale for its intended use? 
Is it meant to evoke a certain mood or emotion?
Is it appropriate for its intended audience?         
Does it have to exist within some kind of brand or 
identity system? 
How and where are graphics and labels applied?

Sustainability [Environmental Impact]
How long will this product be useful 
What is its intended life span?                 
Is it meant to wear out or be disposable? 
Can it be made from recycled materials?  
Can it be disassembled so its parts can be recycled or reused? 
Can you reduce the number of parts or fasteners required?
Does it have multiple uses? 
Where does its power come from?  
Is that energy source renewable? 
Are the manufacturing processes required to create it harmful? 
Is their a service that exists that could replace this product?

Human Factors [Human Interaction]
What are the important human measurements for interaction with 
your product? 
In what environment will this human and product interact? 
Will that influence the person's or product's performance?
Are there any conceptual, physical or cultural barriers to your 
products acceptance and use?
How much learning or training is required for someone to use your 
product?
Is it safe to use? 
Can you minimize unintentional use or reduce the negative impact 
of incorrect use? 
Is your design fun or pleasurable to use?

M.A.S.H Discussion Guide

Mechanics

Function

Materials

Production

Construction

Technology

Efficiency

Durability

Limitations

Assembly

poor naexcellent

Sustainability

Lifespan

Obsolesence

Recycled

Disassembly

Multiuse

Energy Source

Manufacture

Service

Parts

poor naexcellent

Human Factors

Anthropometrics

Ergonomics

Learning

Physical Access

Concept Access

Safety

Error

Pleasure

Cultural Access

poor naexcellent

Aesthetics

Proportions

Precedent

Color

Semantics

Emotion

Appropriate

Branding

Graphics

Scale

poor naexcellent
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Senior Industrial Design students were asked to interpret and apply the M.A.S.H process in the 
completion of their final studio projects.  These examples have been chosen to illustrate diversity 
of application and scale. For the most part, students found M.A.S.H. useful as a roadmap to guide 
their design decisions and remind them of issues that had become clouded by project complexity.  
This was particularly true of students who were very strong in some areas and weaker in others.  
For example, one student who was adept at making aesthetic observations and decisions found 
the tool useful to remind her of mechanical issues that remained unaddressed. It is natural for 
students to gravitate toward their strength, but struggle when forced outside of what is 
comfortable. This is particularly true of a discipline like industrial design where solutions have to 
be equally strong in aesthetic and functional performance. 
 
Lighting Products 
Melanie used M.A.S.H to aid in the development of lighting products. Her goal was to develop 
three lamps that had distinct aesthetic features, but were recognizable as a “family” of products.  
She had limited experience and knowledge of electrical and mechanical issues required for the 
design and assembly of such products.  After extensive research and experimentation in these 
areas, Melanie developed multiple concepts for each lamp and used their M.A.S.H evaluation 
scores to compare them.  
 
Mechanics 
The mechanical issues for this product include:  

• light source type and energy source  
• frame type [pendant, desk, floor] and construction 
• shade and diffuser material and connection to frame 
• electrical wiring 
• light source and shade are chosen to avoid heat damage 

 
Aesthetics 
The aesthetic references for these lamps were derived from natural objects like the human body, 
water and plants. 

• Interpretation of natural references 
• Quality of light output 
• Relationship to other lamps in the series 

Sustainablity 
The lamps elegantly achieve multiple goals in this category 

• Low power consumption 
• No fasteners or glue allow for easy disassembly 
• Polystyrene used for the shades is highly recyclable 

 
Human Factors 

• The lamps are flexible enough to be used in diverse location and décor schemes. 
• Cord mounted switches insulated user from bulb 
• Cool to the touch styrene shade is easy to adjust  

 
 
Website Design 
Angela’s Web Interface project required the most individualized interpretation of the M.A.S.H 
categories. Since resources are defined and utilized differently in electronic interface design than 
in three dimensional design, Angela was challenged to investigate and organize ideas in 
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unfamiliar territory.  M.A.S.H gave her a familiar and comfortable structure from which to 
explore her options. 
 
Mechanics 
The mechanical issues for web interface include:  

• Programming and deployment 
• Hosting and maintenance 
• Bandwidth and throughput 
• Browser compatibility 
• Information architecture 
• Search engine compatibility 

 
Aesthetics 
The aesthetic issues for the web publishing have a great deal to do with where and how the 
website will be viewed. 

• Graphic composition 
• Font and typeface 
• Use of Audio 
• Brand communication and continuity 

 
Sustainablity 
Natural resources in this category are uniquely defined. 

• Low power consumption 
• Use of electronic media can eliminate paper usage 
• Easy to update to promote longevity 
• Service orientation may eliminate the need for some products 

 
Human Factors 
In general, “ease of use” is a driving factor for web interface. 

• Information flow 
• Easy to read and compatible with Web accessibility standards 
• Customizable button size and spacing 
• Option to “hide” unused features or advance quickly through site 
 

Kitchen Appliances and Storage 
Clay was somewhat overwhelmed by the scale and complexity of kitchen environmental design. 
Once he focused on certain appliances and activities, he was able to apply M.A.S.H in a way that 
yielded some very innovative solutions. Clay proposed a system of cube shaped modules, 
suspended from a wall mounted track system that would replace existing refrigerators, 
dishwashers and cabinets. This is a “blue sky” design concept meant to demonstrate possible 
applications of emerging technologies. Notably, he researched trends in thermo-acoustics and 
ultrasonics that could impact the development of refrigeration and dishwashing appliances 
 
Mechanics 
The mechanical issues for this system include:  

• Power source routed through track system 
• Counterbalance allows for perceived weight reduction of each module 
• Ultrasonic cleaning in washing unit 
• Thermo-acoustics incorporated in refrigeration units 
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• Module surfaces double as countertops 
 
Aesthetics 
The aesthetic references for these products relate to the simple geometry from which the forms 
are derived. 

• Visually simple environment  
• Adjusts to multiple configurations 
• Quieter technology will be more pleasing 

 
Sustainablity 
This system has powerful environmental implications. 

• Lower power consumption 
• Eliminates use of harmful chemicals and greenhouse gasses currently used. 
• Small size reduces waste and provide efficient use of space 
• Windows allow user to view contents without opening units 

 
Human Factors 

• Adjustability accommodates diverse users 
• Can be customized to user preferences 
• Can be adjusted based on task 

 
Conclusion 
It is important to note how each student defined their M.A.S.H elements differently depending on 
the application. They also generated a great deal of overlap between categories, which helped to 
show that one decision can impact multiple factors and change a products performance 
dramatically. They could also see the tradeoffs that start to take place when attempting to 
optimize certain features. Each of these students found the M.A.S.H. approach to be a useful and 
productive part of the design process. Used in conjunction with other techniques this approach 
can be supportive in any creative environment. 
 
The initial results are promising enough continue implementing and evaluating this 
process of assisting students in achieving innovative design solutions.  An objective 
comparison of this technique with other is currently being planned for upcoming 
Industrial Design studio courses.   
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Abstract  

This research assesses Participatory Action Research (PAR) through the Integrated 

Upland Agricultural Research Project (IUARP) in Luang Prabang province, Laos. The 

IUARP is designed to produce alternatives to shifting cultivation for smallholder farmers. 

Through interviews, observations, and a farmer database I analyzed who participates in the 

project, who benefits, and the level of participation developed between the project 

administrators and farmers. Village politics, farmer socio-economic status, village and land 

location, and gender affect the participation process. Village politics is the most important 

factor undermining PAR goals. In the IUARP the participation objective is functional with 

collaborative participation. Farmers are gaining material benefits and knowledge about a 

variety of agricultural technologies. PAR has the potential to alleviate poverty but it runs the 

risk of reinforcing social inequalities.  
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PROGRESS REPORT ON 
“THE CENTER OFF-BALANCE: AMERICAN MUSIC AND DANCE AT THE EDGES” 

 
Please find below a Research Abstract for the larger project, followed by my proposed Progress 

Report Presentation, based on a portion of the larger work.  
 
RESEARCH ABSTRACT: “The Center Off-Balance: American Music and Dance at the Edges” 

examines two seemingly unrelated music and dance spheres in their shared cultural context of World War 
II: music and dance in Aaron Copland’s and Martha Graham’s iconic Appalachian Spring and in the 
Japanese American internment camps. The project investigates the negotiations between Japanese 
American and mainstream American culture through the Japanese diasporic contributions embedded in 
prototypical and marginalized American music and dance. These music and dance communities are 
normally studied in isolation, but by locating them within a rich and unifying conceptualization of their 
cultural context, including World War II as an artistic catalyst, we find surprising influences among 
principal participants, their aesthetic vocabularies, and patterns of kinesthetic transmission. I develop a 
new heuristic for the integrated analysis of sound and movement by combining musicological archival 
research with ethnomusicological interviews and fieldwork, and kinesthetic performative study. The 
resultant “topographical” analysis extends musicological and ethnomusicological analysis of structural 
and contextual elements to dance, allowing for an integrated and richly nuanced social history and 
musico-choreographic analysis.  

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES: Methodologically, this project introduces a preliminary model for 

an integrated interpretation of the social history and structural analysis of dance and music. The proposed 
heuristic extends ethnomusicological analysis of a soundscape’s structural and contextual elements to 
movement. This new “topography” affords a rich framework for analyzing not only sound, but also 
movement. Consider the image of a solar system with three dimensional planetary orbits radiating 
outward from the sun. At the center, structural analyses of movement or music, can be mutually distinct 
and influential, given the coexistence of physical and sonic components. However, as orbits radiate 
outward from the center, indicating broadening contextualized spheres, they increasingly overlap. 
Whether for a single musico-choreographic composition or concurrent music and dance genres, it is 
instructive to identify shared or distinct contextual elements (audiences, venues, or institutions among 
others) and processual elements (such as transmission, memory, or identity). For the conference, 
PowerPoint graphics will illustrate the topography which will be a reference point throughout the 
presentation. 
 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES: This project contributes to the study of American music and dance 
through three main objectives. The first is to explore globalization in mid-twentieth century American 
mainstream and marginalized music and dance, specifically through a Japanese American lens. The 
second goal is to contribute to an emerging interdisciplinary understanding of the complex interactions 
among music and dance through their structural components, the process of community and personal 
identity transformations, and the meanings created by cultural context. The third objective of “The Center 
Off-Balance: American Music and Dance at the Edges” is to further interdisciplinary conversations about 
American music and dance among the disciplines of musicology, ethnomusicology, dance studies, 
anthropology, Asian Studies, and American Studies.  
 

 RESEARCH OUTCOMES:  
• Historical musicology has a long but inadequate tradition of treating dance as an appendage to music. 
Until recently, ethnomusicology focused its methodologies almost exclusively on contemporary subjects. 
Thus, this project’s distinctiveness is twofold: First, it integrates dance into the scholarship of American 
music. Second, it avoids disciplinary boundaries, integrating musicological historical archival research 



with ethnomusicological methods of participant observation through performance, ethnographic 
interviews, and fieldwork as determined by the needs of specific historical and cultural contexts.  
•  The new heuristic model that I develop for integrated arts theory in “The Center Off-Balance: 
American Music and Dance at the Edges” further melds musicological analysis of structural and 
biographical elements with ethnomusicological analysis of a soundscape’s contextual elements (such as 
transmission, memory, environment, and transformation) in order to create an integrated musico-
choreographic structural analysis and social history. My proposed methodology, therefore, complements 
other recent geographically and culturally contextualized studies in New Musicology. 
• Rejecting the typical binary construction of Euro-America and the rest of the globe, this study will 
locate the music and dance of the United States among global cultures through its immigrant traditions.  
• Archival contributions: Because music and dance activities in the internment camps have not been 
fully documented in secondary sources, this project contributes to the historical record by cataloguing 
evidence gleaned from photos, diaries, correspondence, and oral histories. A goal of the project is to draw 
awareness to the content of the archives, thus increasing the accessibility of the primary source materials 
for further commentary in secondary sources. 
 

PRESENTATION SUMMARY: In this presentation, topographical analysis will facilitate the 
simultaneous examination of two seemingly unrelated music and dance cultures in their shared cultural 
sphere of World War II--Martha Graham’s iconic modern dance Appalachian Spring (1944) and dance in 
the Japanese American internment camps. Case studies of two internees, modern dancer Yuriko 
(Anemiya Kikuchi) and sculptor Isamu Noguchi, will be used to explore the larger context of the arts, 
education, and physical culture in the internment camps. I have chosen these two case studies in particular 
because Yuriko, an internee who taught modern dance in one of the camps, was resettled in New York 
and joined the Graham Company during the creation of Appalachian Spring. Noguchi, who created the 
sets for Appalachian Spring, was a voluntary internee in another camp. Photographed scenes of 
internment life, while art in themselves, provide important visual evidence of the larger arts culture in 
camp life.1 For this presentation, I will trace their stories through historical photographs, correspondence, 
and interviews. These primary sources provide unexpected connections between the music and dance 
cultures in New York and the camps, including modern dance lessons, evening swing dances, and a 
staged production of the Nutcracker. As a microcosm of immigrant and mainstream traditions of the 
larger American culture, the landscape of the performing and visual arts in the internment camps 
challenges narrow conceptions of artistic Americanism. For example, it is the internment camp setting 
that creates an American meaning for the centuries old traditional Japanese arts transmitted there.  
 While music and dance in the internment camps represents the margins of social and theatrical 
dance as practiced concurrently on the East Coast, the iconic composition Appalachian Spring by 
composer Aaron Copland and choreographer Martha Graham is arguably the central model of mid-
twentieth century modern dance. A topographical analysis of the constitutive musico-choreographic 
elements of Appalachian Spring will provide the starting point for examining the interactions between the 
center and periphery in American theatrical music and dance. Using Powerpoint graphics and excerpts 
from Graham’s choreography, including Noguchi’s sets, and Copland’s score, I will develop a cultural 
analysis that traces how the combination of music, sets, choreography, and even Graham’s “divadom” 
were largely shaped by aesthetic elements and styles of transmission from the concurrent periphery of 

                                                 
1 Although visual art in the camps has been documented, music and dance, in particular, are virtually undocumented. 
For that reason, I will travel to internment camp sites such as Manzanar National Historic Site with its newly opened 
Interpretive Center housing the Oral History Project (Independence, CA). Other important archival collections 
include the Hirasaki National Resource Center of the Japanese American National Museum (Los Angeles), National 
Archives and Records Administration in Washington, D.C. which houses the U.S. Army and War Relocation 
Authority records, and the Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley Special Collections Library, home to the Japanese 
[American] Evacuation and Resettlement Study (JERS). 



music and dance—the internment camps.2 Curiously Appalachian Spring has not been examined for 
influences from the periphery, in this case a Japanese American aesthetic connected to the migration of 
Yuriko and Noguchi to the Graham Company following their internment. This lens specifically 
challenges the prototypical Americanism of this iconic composition. By recontextualizing Appalachian 
Spring within the larger political context of World War II, aesthetic elements of Appalachian Spring, 
previously viewed as precursors to Minimalism can be examined from the perspective of a Japanese 
aesthetic.  
 

                                                 
2 Archival documents and primary source materials for this section are housed in the Copland, Coolidge, and 
Graham collections of the Library of Congress (the latter being a recent acquisition), the Dance Collection of the 
New York Public Library (oral histories related to Yuriko), and the Isamu Noguchi Museum in Long Island City. 



This partial bibliography is drawn from the full project bibliography which relies on secondary sources in 
the following areas: Copland and American Music Studies, Japanese Internment Studies, Asian American 
Identity Studies, Ethnomusicological and Dance Ethnographic Studies, Ethnic and Identity Studies, 
Diaspora Studies, Japanese Dance Studies, and Okinawan Culture and History. Primary source materials 
include archival documents (Copland’s musical scores, manuscripts, Graham’s dance films, 
correspondence, internment artifacts and art), interviews, and Okinawan dance lessons and performances.  
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At the nexus of all three models is a set of principles that appeal to the goal of

creativity as an opportunity for engagement with, rather than disengagement

from, the world at large: (1) careful attention to the difference between art and

propaganda; (2) dramatic art as particularly well-suited to the exploration of

ethical issues; (3) the ethical issues that obtain during the telling or

reconstruction of a story (case), especially when the main themes involve the

potential for abuses of trust or power.

After opening remarks during which the history of this work (1988-present) is

established (e.g. topics addressed, research methods, pedagogical imperatives in a

professional school environment, creating original works from research data),

examples from each of the three models will be performed by session members.

 Approximately one-third of the session will be devoted to an open discussion of

the themes and/or issues raised by the work,
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This workshop will introduce  a series of initiatives based in different schools of

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH), which make use of

readers’ theater as an instrument of education and outreach.

Three different models for the use of readers’ theater will be presented, based on

(1) community outreach from within the UNC-CH School of Medicine; (2)

pedagogical strategies in bioethics education in the School of Medicine’s Second-

Year Humanities and Social Sciences curriculum; and (3) community outreach,

education, activism and research ethics in environmental justice (EJ) issues from

within the UNC-CH School of Public Health.
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Abstract 

 Lee Gui-Sook, although entering the field of composition at a much later date than would 

normally be expected for a Korean composer, has emerged during the past eight years as one of 

the most active and highly accomplished women composers in Seoul.  By the time she entered 

Yonsei University in 1989 as a graduate student, her initial concentration in piano and music 

education had given way to an interest in music theory, and it was her keen analytical abilities 

that in turn led her to focus on composition as a career, first at Ohio University (1992-1994) and 

then at Ohio State University (1994-1996) for her doctoral work in composition.  Like most 

Korean women composers, Lee has been able to find only part-time work as a theory and 

composition teacher since returning to Seoul in 1997, but she has gained considerable 

recognition since 2001, the year during which she was the grand prize winner for two prestigious 

orchestral competitions, the Ahn Eaktai competition (Orchestral Canvas) and the Han-Min-Zok 

competition (Motion for piano and orchestra).  Recently Lee has received a number of 

commissions for new works, including one from the well-known Trio Han, and has also 

appeared as a guest composer in residence at the University of South Florida.     

 Although a Western-style composer in many ways, Lee has become increasingly 

interested in finding ways to integrate Korean elements into her music, while at the same time 

paying some attention to social and political issues.  Her clearcut melodies sometimes exhibit 

characteristics found in Korean traditional melodies, and her rhythms often fluctuate between 

slow-paced sections (reflecting the dignified rhythms of Korean court music) and faster sections 

using asymmetrical rhythms.  Melodic and rhythmic ostinatos are an important part of her style, 

and her well-designed formal structures are often based on the principle of departure followed by 

a varied return to the opening material.  Lee has distinguisher herself both as a composer of 



orchestral music and as a composer of chamber music that explores unusual combinations of 

instruments.  This paper will include a discussion of some of Lee’s most significant works, 

including her prize-winning Motion for piano and orchestra and Hope Resurrected for Korean 

traditional orchestra, which was inspired by the patriotic feelings rampant during the 2002 World 

Cup Soccer Games in South Korea.  Her interest in composing for unusual combinations of 

instruments will be illustrated through several recent chamber works, including Saek-dong for 

bassoon and string trio, Refrain for percussion quartet, Kyul for string quartet (which has a 

section reminiscent of the Korean concept of soul or “Han”), and Images of Sae-ya sae-ya for 

flute, clarinet, violin, cello and piano, written in memory of the Korean peasants who perished 

during the invasion of the Japanese army in 1894.  Although working within a culture that still 

believes that males will make better composition professors than females, and facing the 

additional problem of never having studied composition within her native country, Lee Gui-Sook 

has nevertheless emerged as one of the best composers currently working in twenty-first century 

South Korea. 
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 One of the most significant developments in sixteenth and early seventeenth-century 

instrumental music was the rise of variation procedure, which at that time could mean variations 

over a repeated bass/harmonic pattern, variations over a Protestant chorale tune, or variations 

over a popular secular melody.  This lecture-recital will trace the development of the 

Renaissance variation by focusing entirely on the solo lute repertory, performed on a ten-course 

Renaissance lute.   

 Variations over a repeated bass/harmonic pattern, by far the largest category, were 

cultivated initially by Italian and Spanish composers during the first half of the sixteenth-century, 

and later on by Flemish and German composers.  This type of variation will be demonstrated 

through a variety of works by Joan Ambrosio Dalza (Calata ala spagnola), Luis de Narvaez 

(Diferencias sobre Guardame las vacas), Emanual Adriaenssen or Joachim van den Hove 

(Passemezo and Galliard over the antico bass pattern), and Giovanni Battista Domenico 

(Bergamasco).   

 The much rarer chorale variation will be illustrated by a setting of the melody most 

frequently identified by Protestants with the Lord’s prayer (Onse Vader en Hemelryck by 

Nicholas Vallet).  Compositions by various English composers (Robinson, Dowland, etc.) and 

Franco-Flemish composer Nicholas Vallet, who was somewhat by English lute music, will be 

used to show the development of variations over a popular secular melody (Go from my Window, 

John come Kisse mee Now, Gaillarde du comte essex).  By illustrating the development of the 

concept of varying a repeated bass line or harmonic pattern along with the variety of figurations 

explored by composers as they sought to vary popular melodies, this lecture-recital will show 

that the Renaissance lute variation was one of the most progressive genres of early instrumental 

music. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 
 

Images of the Ramakien: Images of Thai Identity 
 

 
King Rama I (r.1782-1809), founder of the Chakri dynasty, succeeded a politically 
unpopular king whose increasing delusions of religious grandeur prompted the religious, 
military and noble community to replace him. Rama I, originally a military general with 
no royal lineage, inherited a politically turbulent and religiously discontent Siam. Aware 
of his humble lineage and his predecessor’s follies Rama I sought ways in which to create 
a royal identity that would conform to established cultural traditions. The King adopted 
the title of Rama symbolically linking him to the great ruler Rama of Ayodhya from the 
Indian Hindu epic the Ramayana. By situating himself within the Ramayana literature he 
established an ancient historical linage from which to derive a royal identity.  
 
This paper argues that the mural paintings and epic of the Thai version of the Ramayana, 
the Ramakein, found at the Temple of the Emerald Buddha were used as a political tool 
to create a royal identity for the Chakri dynasty. The Ramakien’s culturally specific 
references to Siamese history and societal values allowed King Rama I to cultivate a 
royal identity within pre-established notions of cultural identity. Hindu aspects of the epic 
were ignored by the court and did not therefore conflict with established Buddhist 
traditions. Similarly, the mural paintings that are found on gallery walls surrounding the 
temple symbolize the Chakri’s status as protectors of Siam’s cultural traditions, which 
continues through the present day.  
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ABSTRACT: 
 

 
Anna Hariette Leonowens and King Mongkut: the Orientalist and Oriental Orientalist 

 
 

 
The legacy of Anna Harriette Leonowens, governess to the Siamese court from 1862 
to1867 during the reign of King Mongkut, can still be felt today more than a century later. 
After her tenor at court Anna published an autobiographical text describing her time in 
Bangkok entitled The English Governess at the Siamese Court in 1870. Her book was 
later adapted in 1943 by Margaret Landon into the famously entitled book Anna and the 
King of Siam. Landon’s book became the inspiration for films and Broadway plays of 
similar titles. The Thai government has banned all films of this genre from viewing in the 
country because of its blasphemous portrayal of the king and of the nation.  
 
This paper argues that Anna’s text, undeniably orientalist in its view-point and 
presentation, continued to be broken down to present certain desirable orientalist tropes 
and stereotypes, which further exoticized and fetishized Siam as the ‘other’.  Furthermore, 
the Thai government’s response to the orientalization of the nation is not cultural but 
instead political. It is a reflection of the nation’s longstanding imperialist and Siamese-
centric policy, which like its European rivals or allies exoticized and de-humanized the 
‘other’ in order to justify its cultural and political hegemony. Moreover, the orientalist 
presentation that Anna describes, coupled with the imperialist version the Thai 
government continues to espouse, has created a mythical nation which is neither an 
‘angel’ in the presence of an ‘evil’, nor is it a barbaric pagan country ruled by a sex-
crazed scholarly lunatic. Instead, the history we have of Siam is a fictional construct that 
presents certain political desires. This paper focus on scenes in two films, which depict 
the presentation of Siam’s geographic topography, as knowledge of geography and 
demarcations of territorial boundaries became an important factor in establishing the 
modern nation-state and identity in nineteenth century Siam.  
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This paper is based on my experience as an editor of the three-volume THE NEW  
 
ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN POETRY from Rutgers University Press and the first volume’s  
 
receipt of the CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award for 2003. My main question here is:  
 
Can poetry anthologies play a meaningful role in creating cultural justice in the United States? I  
 
will explore this question in a two-part paper. First, I will present a working definition of cultural  
 
justice and demonstrate through several case studies that  poetry anthologies have the potential to  
 
indeed play such a role. For example, volume one of the anthology—Beginnings to 1900-- that I  
 
coedited not only has been reviewed as a revision of literary history, an important cultural justice  
 
goal in itself, but also as a successful refutation of such American myths of social history and  
 
progress  as the “Great” Reconstruction following the Civil War. Second, I will consider several  
 
of the challenges that I faced in my work, my solutions, and new directions for further research. 
 
Here I will focus on such examples as the inclusion of Hawaiian plantation worksongs and other  
 
Hawaiian selections in the anthology that reveal the imperial drives of the U.S. elite classes of  
 
power in the Pacific and Asia.      
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TOWARDS ELECTION 2006: UP FROM THE 

GRASSROOTS: A HISTORIAN LOOKS AT THE 
POLITICS OF THE VERY PERSONAL AND ASKS 
“WHAT’S A NICE LADY LIKE YOU DOING IN 
THE MIDDLE OF A CAMPAIGN LIKE THIS?” 

 
 
 
This is the sixth paper in my series examining the role of history in 
campaigns1, in Illinois’ 9th congressional district2.  Each of the 
previous papers discussed campaigns in general, and how history 
shaped the issues and allegiances. 
 

1. The first two papers, The Illinois Primary 2002: A Historian Looks at the 
Politics of the Personal; Illinois Primary 2002, A Historian Looks at the Politics 
of the Personal, Six Months after the Dust has cleared, pointed out how 
history shaped the races in the Illinois Primary 2002.  Further, 
they defined and clarified how the “politics of the personal” 
drove Larry Suffredin’s campaign for County Commissioner and 
Carol Ronen’s campaign for State Central Committeewoman 
and the dangers that low election turn out pose to democracy. 

 
2. The third paper, Election 2002: A Historian Looks at the Politics of the 

Personal, and asks “Why wasn’t it fun?” examined the impact of 
history on Illinois Election 2002.  In addition it defined the “fun 
factor” and examined its role in several victorious campaigns, 
and one unsuccessful state representative’s campaign, in the 
process pointing out what occurs when campaigns lack the “fun 
factor.” 

 

                                                 
1 Campaigns examined include IL. 9th District Congresswoman Jan D. Schakowsky; Cook County 13th 
District County Commissioner Larry Suffredin; IL 18th District State Representative Julie Hamos; IL 9th 
Congressional District Committeewoman State Senator Carol Ronen; IL Governor Rod Blagojevich; IL 
Attorney General Lisa Madigan; U.S. Senator Barack Obama; IL 17th District State Representative 
candidate Pat Hughes; IL 17th District State Representative candidate Michelle Bromberg, and 9th Judicial 
Sub-Circuit Judge Jeanne Cleveland-Bernstein. 
2 Judith-Rae Ross, The Illinois Primary 2002: A Historian Looks at the Politics of the Personal; Illinois 
Primary 2002, A Historian Looks at the Politics of the Personal, Six Months after the Dust has cleared; 
Illinois Election 2002: A Historian Looks at the Politics of the Personal, and asks “Why wasn’t it fun?”; 
Illinois Primary 2004: A Historian Looks at the Politics of the Personal, asking “What led to the Clash of 
the Hope and Fear Titans?”; Illinois Primary 2004-Election 2004: A Historian Looks at the Politics of the 
Personal, and asks, Which Political Use of History will Triumph?”. 
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3. The fourth paper, Illinois Primary 2004: A Historian Looks at the Politics 
of the Personal, asking “What led to the Clash of the Hope and Fear Titans?” 
discussed the roles of hope and fear in Illinois Primary 2004. It 
also explored the history of and interplays between national 
and local elections in Illinois’ 9th CD, and discussed why local 
campaigns have grown more vicious.3 

 
4. The fifth paper, Illinois Primary 2004-Election 2004: A Historian Looks at 

the Politics of the Personal, and asks, “Which Political Use of History will 
Triumph?” explores campaign tactics used in Election 2004, 
contrasting them to the campaigns held during the French 
Restoration, 1815-1830.  By use of this comparison it’s possible 
to see why Democrats failed to regain the majority on the 
national scene in 2004.  In addition, this paper discussed the 
creation of national images.  It also revealed strains in state 
and local government in the Illinois 9th CD. 

 
This paper differs from the previous papers in that it explores how 
history and the “politics of the personal” contribute to the creation of 
candidate images, rather than the images of campaigns or political 
parties--which images win and which images result in the candidate 
delivering a concession speech on election night.   
 
Two images will be examined as successful case studies, in which 
image and style sustained two candidates throughout their political 
careers, Chicago’s Mayor Richard J. Daley and San Francisco’s 
attorney and political boss Abe Ruef in early 20th century San 
Francisco. 4  
  
This paper also continues the exploration and comparison to French 
history in the mid-nineteenth century begun in the previous paper.  
The creation, decline and collapse of the July Monarchy, 1830-1848, 
sheds light on what happens when party image clashes with 

                                                 
3 This paper introduced the “Wharton equation.”  Robert L. Wharton, the President and CEO of CEDA 
noted the less power a party has nationally, the more vicious local campaigns become.  The fight for 
remaining power at the local level often degenerates into turf wars. 
4 Walton Bean, Boss Ruef’s San Francisco, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1952; Earnest Conlinson, The American Past, 1865- 1980, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1992; George E. Mowry, The 
California Progressives, Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1951; Adam Cohen, Elizabeth Taylor, American 
Pharaoh: Richard J Daley: His Battle for Chicago and the Nation, Boston: Little Brown, 2000; Eugene 
Kennedy, Himself!, New York: Viking, 1978; Len O’Connor, Requiem: the Decline and Demise of Daley 
and his Era, Chicago: Contemporary Books, 1977;. Milton Rakove, Don’t Make no Waves; Don’t Back No 
Losers, Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1979; ----“Don’t Want Nobody Nobody Sent,” 
Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1980; Mike Royko, Boss, Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1988.  
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candidate persona.5 The July Monarchy’s collapse also revealed what 
occurs when the historical perception becomes so unyielding and 
entrenched that the government fails to encompass change and 
flexibility.   
 
But, this paper cuts closest to home.  I’m the Democratic candidate 
for State Representative in the Illinois 17th Legislative District.  That 
makes much of image creation, historical perception, and party 
interplay discussed the politics of the very personal--my personal 
tale. 
 
Introduction 
 
It’s that time again.  Three invitations to fundraisers arrive daily in 
the mail; campaign brochures show up on the dry-cleaners’ counter 
next to the ‘Miracle Clean’ ads.  Soon yard signs will share the lawns 
with Valentines Day decorations and left over Christmas lights.  The 
Illinois Congressional primary election, March 21, 2006 is just 
around the corner.  
 
A year has elapsed since Senator John Kerry’s defeat in Presidential 
Election 2004.  The how and why of Senator Kerry’s loss weren’t 
clear immediately after Election 2004.  While the Senator won 
Illinois, great enthusiasm didn’t accompany his “victory.”  
Depression was the operative mood the morning after, November 3, 
2004. 
 
But distance lends clarity.  Mr. Bush won because: 
 

1. Fear triumphed in Election 2004.  Most of the voters stuck with 
“the devil they knew,” rather than the unknown quantity.   

 
2. Americans considered the “War on Terror” more important than 

the economy.  9/11 loomed large, much akin to the elephant in 
the hall. 

 
3. Mr. Bush appeared more decisive on the campaign trail than 

Senator Kerry, in part because of the success of the “flip/flop” 
theme promoted by Republicans in the wake of the Republican 
convention. 

 

                                                 
5 Judith-Rae Ross, Anglo-French Encounters: The English Civil War in France, 1789-1848, University of 
Illinois at Chicago, 1978. 
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4. The president6 seemed more likeable, and issues always take a 
back seat to likeability.  Voters vote for their preferred 
candidate because: 

 
 They like one candidate more than the other or one party 

more than the other. 
 They hate both candidates, but recall that Candidate 

Shark once saved junior from Candidate Anaconda.  
Hence, Jane Q. Voter holds her nose and punches for the 
dorsal fin. 

 
 They don’t know or care which candidate gets in, but the 

respected authority in the family or neighborhood is in 
favor of Candidate7 Mr. Anaconda,8 so they vote for the 
snake. 

 
5. Hence Kerry won the presidential debates, but Bush won the 

election. 
 

6. The “moral factor” (Monica now lives in England) played some 
role in the 2004 Republican national victory, but faded as 
American casualties mounted in Iraq. 

 
Since the dust cleared, Election 2004 also revealed what’s needed 
for the Democrats to win in 2006.  One thing is clear: It’s almost 
impossible to regain power in Washington without buttressing the 
party at the local and state levels, and pushing disparate issues. 
 

1. The Democrats need to regain power at all levels through 
“grassroots-style” campaigns. 

 
2. The Democrats need a more unified ideal rather than a given 

set of issues.  In the words of former president George Herbert 
Walker Bush, “It’s the vision thing!” 

 
Neither of the abovementioned points can be accomplished by 
outspending the opponent.  Money alone doesn’t decide the fate of 

                                                 
6 That still may be a matter of conjecture.  See the Conyers report, on the Ohio Election 2004 returns. 
7 This comes from a personal story.  There is a voter in my former precinct who took my suggestions as 
orders.  I was out of town at the time of the municipal election, and had voted absentee.  I returned to find a 
message on my voice mail asking what all the signs were about, was there an election, and whom should 
the caller vote for.   
8 Ross, “Trends not tallied. Opinions Not Polled: A Politician looks at three elections and their significance 
for the Future,” Journal for Mental Changes, January 2000. 
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any campaign.  The Democrats had more money in Election 2004, 
yet they lost, nationally and at the state and local levels.9  
 
But: 
 

1. What is an effective grassroots campaign? 
 
2. What makes a candidate likeable? 
 
3. How much money is needed to mount an effective campaign? 

 
4. How united do the Democrats have to be to win in Election 

2006? 
 
In short, “What makes a winner?” 
 
Democratic victory in Election 2006 will hinge on mounting effective 
grassroots campaigns on every level of government.  It’s crucial to 
reenergize the local base.  That why the races and political 
structures with their Democratic majorities and diverse populations 
in the Illinois 9th Congressional district provide excellent material for 
a case study. 
 
 
GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS’ DEFINITION AND STRUCTURE 
 
 
What makes a successful grassroots campaign--A style of 
campaigning?  A style of management?  The role of the volunteers?  
The term grassroots is bandied about without much thought as to 
what it really means.   
 
In simplest terms grassroots campaigns rely heavily on volunteers, 
rather than hired experts for information and strategy.  The 
candidate is known in the community, but not far beyond the 
community.  Grassroots campaigns tend to run on smaller 
contributions made by many people, rather than larger contributions 
made by the few. 

                                                 
9 Senator Kerry had more money than President Bush; Congresswoman Jan D. Schakowsky had less money 
than either of her opponents in the 1998 Democratic Congressional primary election; Senator Barack 
Obama had less money than either of his major opponents, Assessor Daniel Hynes, or business executive 
Blair Hull in the 2004 Democratic U.S. Primary; Michelle Bromberg, Democratic candidate for State 
Representative in the 17th Il. Legislative District had more funds than incumbent State Representative 
Margaret Elizabeth Coulson, but lost to Coulson by close to 4000 votes.  
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Certain assumptions underlie typical grassroots campaigns:   
 

1. The grassroots candidate decides to run on her/his own.  Ms. 
or Mr. Candidate may or may not be a stalwart party 
member, but the grassroots’ candidate declines party help 
as a condition for running.  That decision to announce for 
office is strictly personal.  Party help may be sought only 
after the decision to run is announced. 

 
 
 
That may by why: 
 

2. Grassroots campaigns have a wider decision-making base 
because volunteers are more active in decision-making, 
taking on roles usually reserved for the political party and its 
campaign consultants. Volunteers also circulate petitions, 
hold fundraisers, plot issues, and plan strategy in concert 
with the candidates.  Professionals are still important in 
grassroots campaigns, but rather than supervise the 
volunteers per se, they work on tasks requiring specialized 
skills and experience, such as targeting. 

  
3. Grassroots campaigns keep the decision-making apparatus 

local.  Decisions, even on campaigns for national office, are 
made within the community.10   

 
4. Grassroots campaigns run on less money.  If there’s a bake 

sale the volunteers do the baking.  Campaign materials are 
bought at the least expensive price.  Both candidates and 
volunteers learn how to bargain, downright haggle.  Thus, 
grassroots campaigns often run on 1/3 the funds of party 
campaigns.  As grassroots campaigns gain momentum they 
take pride in doing their work for less money.  This links 
grassroots campaigns to the popular American underdog 
image. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
10 Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky’s campaigns run out of Evanston, IL rather than Washington DC.  
Senator Barack Obama and Richard Durbin keep political directors in Chicago. 
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That’s in turn why: 
 

1. Implicit within grassroots campaigns is the “David/Goliath” 
syndrome.  The grassroots campaigner is the underdog going 
against a far larger, well financed opponent.  Being David gives 
the grassroots campaign greater cohesion and greater morale, 
drawing strength from being that underdog.  It’s a good historical 
stance.  Americans since the American Revolution have viewed 
themselves as the underdog, winning against all odds.  Some 
examples: 

 
 During the 1930s the Ballad for America, as sung by Paul 

Robeson, gained great popularity.  As narrator, Robeson 
stressed that America’s ideals were considered silly and 
impossible by those in the know.  “Nobody who was 
anybody believed it…”11 

 
 A historical example: The grassroots campaign acts like the 

English on the eve of the Battle of Agincourt, in which 
Henry V destroyed the French army with 1/3, the 
manpower.  The esprit de corps of successful grassroots 
campaigns more than makes up for the lack of resources. 
…”and they will hold their manhood cheap who were not 
with us on St. Crispin’s Day!”12 

 
2. Grassroots campaigns rely on personal relationships; hence 

they’re the quintessential example of the “politics of the personal.”  
These personal relationships sustain both candidate and 
committee when the going gets rough. 
 

3. Grassroots campaigns rely heavily on information technology, 
including the Internet.  It’s cheaper than mail, and reaches more 
people.  It’s also possible to raise money and gather volunteers via 
the Internet.  Most interesting, technology used to be the province 
of the conservatives worldwide13.  It was the way they could get 
their message out, as mainstream media was out of the question.  
Today, grassroots movements make extensive use of the Internet. 

                                                 
11 Gordon Jenkins, “Ballad for America.”  First performed by Paul Robeson at the 1936 Republican 
Convention.  Perhaps even more ironic, Robeson who believed in socialist ideals was branded a communist 
during the 1950s, much of his work banned.   His work was remained largely unknown until the late 1980s.  
Today, over 100 years since Robeson’s birth, his work is again enjoyed. 
12 Wm. Shakespeare, Henry V, “St. Crispin’s Day Oration, “Act IV, Scene III. 
13 A significant example of right-wing use of technology is Goebbels’ use of propaganda during the 1920s 
and 1930s.  
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4. Winning grassroots campaigns expect their candidate to remain 

responsive to individual concerns and community issues once the 
candidate has taken office.  Grassroots candidates who morph into 
old style politician/office-holders often serve only one term. 

 
Grassroots campaigns range from national to local.  For Example, 
State Representative Jan Schakowsky began her campaign for 
Congress out of the basement of her home.  Initially Schakowsky 
hired one professional, scheduler Leslie Combs.14  Of the three 
candidates in the 1998 primary election, Schakowsky spent the least 
amount of money.15  Most of her professionals worked for room and 
board and a small allowance.16  The leaders relied on volunteers to 
brief them on each strengths and weaknesses of each area in the 
Illinois 9th Congressional District.  
 
Similarly, State Representative Julie Hamos, Democrat, 18th 
Legislative District, employed three coordinators when she initially 
ran for the Democratic nomination for State Representative in 1998.  
At that time the 18th Legislative District encompassed much of 
Evanston, northern Skokie and Rogers Park’s 49th Ward, an area of 
Chicago bordering Evanston.17  Hamos hired community activists to 
act as coordinators for each area; they arranged her scheduling, and 
recruited volunteers for their given area.18 
 
Hamos’ plan also worked.  By 9:30 of the Primary Election night, 
Hamos had won the primary and subsequent election to the Illinois 
Legislature.  But, though now the heavily favored candidate and a 
very well liked one to boot, Hamos continues to circulate her own 
petitions, and go door to door.  She keeps the “grassroots” 
orientation. 

                                                 
14 IL U.S. 9th Congressional District Democratic Primary, March 1998.  When Schakowsky was elected to 
Congress, Leslie Combs became her Chicago Chief of Staff. 
15 Schakowsky spent roughly $1 million; her opponent J.B. Pritzker, $14 million; Howard Carroll, c. $5 
million. 
16 These consultants were known as Campaign Schoolers.  They worked for an allowance and board, and 
relied on information from volunteers to devise strategy.  After the campaign concluded, the Schoolers 
received a letter of recommendation from Schakowsky.  Most went on to be successful political 
consultants.  The program was so successful that it became an integral part of the Strategic Campaign 
Group’s working plan.  Since 1998 three cohorts of Schoolers have helped on local campaigns.  Today 
Schakowsky employs a Political Director, as well as a Congressional staff, and the Strategic Campaign 
Group is a well respected campaign consulting group. 
17 Today the 18th Legislative District encompasses all of Evanston accept the northwest tip, the 6th Ward, 
and the eastern parts of Wilmette, Kenilworth, Winnetka and Glencoe. 
18 Alderman Joe Moore acted as Hamos’ Chicago Coordinator, and the author worked for Hamos as Skokie 
Coordinators. 
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Local campaigns, especially, lend themselves to the grassroots 
mold.  Judges are elected in Illinois, and their campaigns tend 
toward a “grassroots” approach.   
 
Case in point: Jeanne R. Cleveland-Bernstein’s successful campaign 
for judge in the Illinois 9th Sub-circuit.  Then Evanston Township 
Committeeman, Cleveland-Bernstein, upon deciding to run for 
judge, called her board members and asked them to support her.  
Upon securing their support, she resigned as Committeeman to 
devote full time to her campaign. 
 
Cleveland-Bernstein hired a professional campaign manager, Renee 
Schaefer, who coordinated the campaign and worked on fundraising.  
Rather than rent a campaign headquarters, Schaefer worked out of 
Cleveland-Bernstein’s law offices. 
 
Judicial campaigns lend themselves to the grassroots approach 
because the Judicial Canon of Ethics precludes judicial candidates 
from taking stances on issues.  This prohibition was put into the 
canon because judicial candidates, if elected, might rule on such 
stances taken during the campaign.19.  Most non-judicial campaigns, 
on the other hand, revolve in large measure around issues.     
 
This makes judicial campaigns extremely personal, the major issue 
being the candidate’s personality, rather than qualifications.  During 
Cleveland-Bernstein’s campaign, a six-way race, issues from gender 
to religion became campaign fodder.  One opponent, Henry Singer, 
who had been appointed to the bench in an interim appointment, 
accused Cleveland-Bernstein of being an interloper for attempting to 
run against a sitting judge.  His campaign literature showed him 
wearing judicial robes and acting as a judge.  
 
Religion entered the campaign when Niles Township Committeeman 
Cal Sutker announced he would only support Jewish candidates.  
Singer is an observant Jew.  Cleveland-Bernstein isn’t Jewish.  A 
rumor circulated that she had converted to Judaism to make her a 
more appealing candidate. 
 

                                                 
19 For example, on one occasion Ms. Cleveland-Bernstein was asked about the choice/life issue.  The 
Cannon of Ethics made it impossible for her to give a clear answer.  A campaign aide stepped in to clarify 
the issue, thereby saving the candidate further embarrassment.  
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The grassroots mold suited Jeanne R. Cleveland-Bernstein’s 
campaign well.  Volunteers contributed by planning and hosting 
coffees, circulating nominating petitions, escorting the candidate 
and coordinating election-day volunteers.  There were three coffees, 
in Evanston, Skokie and Wilmette, each catering to a different 
constituency.  The three raised roughly $10,000.  In the Wilmette 
and Skokie coffees, overhead was reduced by having the volunteers 
bake cakes, donate houses, and donate food. 
 
These coffee proceeds went a long way toward purchasing campaign 
materials.  Cleveland-Bernstein selected her campaign colors 
herself, and relied on a friend, Alderman Rex Parker of Park Ridge, 
to design and print her campaign literature. 
 
With her husband, Evanston 4th Ward Alderman Stephen Bernstein, 
Cleveland-Bernstein leafleted at commuter rail stations.  Shortly 
before Illinois Primary 2004 she handed out donuts with leaflets to 
morning commuters, on the theory that the road to a voters’ 
support is through his/her stomach. 
 
The grassroots style of Cleveland-Bernstein’s campaign kept her 
campaign close and ready to weather the mud that was slung from 
all directions.  Cleveland-Bernstein won her election, and today is a 
respected judge in Family Court. 
 
Grassroots campaigns also work well for ethnic candidates who 
would not usually attract attention from established political parties.  
Two examples of successful local grassroots campaigns follow. 
 
P. Lali Watt, a Wilmette resident, first entered politics when she 
spearheaded a successful campaign to keep the former Mallinckrodt 
College campus in Wilmette from being sold to developers eager to 
place a housing project on the property.  Thanks to Watt’s work the 
property is now part of the Wilmette Park District.  For her efforts, 
Watt received the “Unsung Heroine of Cook County” award for the 
13th County District. 
 
Watt than became active in the Howard Dean for President 
Campaign, and was selected as one of the Dean delegates.  
Governor Dean withdrew from the Presidential campaign shortly 
after the Iowa Caucuses.  But Watt ran for Trustee of the Village of 
Wilmette, using the political acumen she acquired in both the Dean 
campaign and the Mallinckrodt project.  These campaigns also 
provided needed volunteers and funds.  Watt was elected handily. 
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A grassroots style campaign recently altered the position of ethnic 
groups in Skokie.  But to understand the shift it’s necessary to 
understand some of the history. 
 
Beginning in the 1960s, elective offices in Skokie were largely 
divided between Catholics and Jews.20  Skokie itself has a political 
party, the Caucus Party, which is an amalgam of Democrats, 
Republicans and Independents, but of late years Democrats, largely 
from the Niles Township Regular Democratic Organization, have 
played an increasingly significant role in Caucus Party Politics, 
especially in the slating of candidates. 
 
Skokie’s ethnic makeup has changed since the 1960s.  Today 40% 
of Niles Township’s voters are newly naturalized American citizens, 
mostly from Asia and Eastern Europe.  They outnumber the Catholic 
and Jewish residents who crafted the unofficial political power 
sharing arrangement of the 1960s.  It was only a matter of time 
before some of Skokie’s newer ethnic groups sought political office. 
 
The first salvo came in 1980 when “Setu” Sethuraman announced 
his interest in politics, becoming a precinct captain in northeastern 
Skokie.21  Sethuraman failed.  In 2001, a group of community 
activists challenged the Caucus Party during the village election.  
Their Community Vision Party lost, and ultimately dissolved.  But 
their slate included Ferdinand Saco, a Filipino-American citizen and 
Mohammed Farooqui, a Pakistani-American citizen.  During the 
election campaign the Skokie mayoral candidate from the CVP 
pointed out the Skokie village board was “pale, stale and male.” 
 
Sutker reacted quickly to the CVP’s challenge, slating Usha Kamaria, 
the first Indian woman in Illinois ever to serve as an elected official, 
as Township Trustee.  Kamaria replaced me, as I left the board to 
run for village Trustee on the Community Vision Party ticket. 
Kamaria served a single term, replaced by Pramod Shah, the former 
Collector22 of the township, and the Chair of the Indo-American 
Democratic Party. 

                                                 
20 See, Ross, The Machine was Alive and Well and Living in Skokie, in Bruce Newman, ed.  Handbook of 
Political Marketing, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1999, 525. 
21 Sethuraman announced his interest in turning Skokie Republican by becoming a precinct captain in 
precinct 111, my precinct.  He wasn’t successful, and in later years confined himself to glaring hostilely at 
the Democratic side of the table.  Ultimately, he moved away from the area.  
22 The Collector is an elected office that lacks both function and salary.  However, it gives its holder 
elective title and in two cases has led to slating as a candidate for Township Trustee. 
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The most interesting race in the 2005 Skokie village election was 
not at the village or township level—the Caucus and Township 
Caucus parties ran uncontested--but the race for the village park 
board.  Jerry Clarito, a Filipino-American citizen ran for Skokie Park 
Board Trustee.  He ran a grassroots campaign that ultimately 
captured both Caucus Party and independent support to win the 
election, becoming the first Philippine-American citizen to be elected 
to public office in Skokie. 
 
Clarito and his family held a victory party at Skokie’s Oakton Park to 
celebrate.  And everybody celebrated!  The Philippines Consul 
General, Blesila C. Cabrera, spoke.  Children danced.  Skokie’s 
Mayor George Van Dusen appointed “Jelly” Caradang, Clarito’s 
trusted campaign manager, to the Skokie Planning Commission.  
The Planning Commission, Skokie’s most powerful commission, is 
often seen as a stepping stone to election as a Skokie trustee. 
 
At the end of the afternoon, State Representative Louis Lang and 
Committeeman Cal Sutker came in, apparently unexpectedly.  Lang 
congratulated Clarito, stating that he looked forward to working with 
him at the state level.  Sutker commented that Clarito would be 
sworn in by Sutker’s daughter, Judge Shelly Sutker-Dermer, and 
work with Skokie Village Trustee Edie Sue Sutker, another Sutker 
daughter.  Then both gentlemen left as unexpectedly as they had 
come.  Clarito’s election which started as a grassroots campaign 
irrevocably altered the elected profile in Skokie. 
 
 
There’s a second type of grassroots campaign organization that 
deserve mention.  These emerged since Election 2004 as “cause” 
organizations whose genesis lay in the local branch of national 
candidate campaigns.  While the three discussed here each view 
themselves as Democrats they aren’t branches of the Democratic 
Party per se, rather they run parallel to the party.  Many members 
of each group are Democrats, and belong to the Democratic Party; 
others are independent and progressive/liberals.  But these groups 
employ grassroots techniques, highly personal interactions, to 
achieve their goals, as such they appeal to voters beyond the 
Republican and Democratic Parties. 
 
Democracy for America originated after Presidential candidate 
Vermont Governor Dr. Howard Dean decided against pursuing the 
presidency. A national organization, Democracy for America’s 
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purpose is to support some national as well as state and local 
candidates who, though progressive Democrats, would not be well 
known enough to qualify for national funding.  Chaired nationally by 
Dr. Dean’s brother, James, Democracy for America has numerous 
local chapters.  These local chapters often adopt local candidates, 
helping them with petitions, fundraising and policy assistance. 
 
In addition members of Democracy for America learn about issues 
and aspects of campaigning.  The Evanston/ North Shore Chapter of 
Democracy for America took Blue Basin seminars led by political 
consultant Alan Cottrell on issue and image development and 
campaign research.  
 
The grassroots aspect of this organization is revealed in the meeting 
structure.  The Evanston/ North Shore Chapter meets the first 
Monday of every month at a local restaurant in what is called a “link 
up” in a combination social/business meeting.   
 
During Governor Dean’s presidential campaign Dean’s supporters 
got together weekly for “meet ups,” small meetings between 
supporters that strengthen their ties to the Dean campaign and plan 
strategy.   The Evanston/ North Shore Democracy for America “link 
up” resulted from the “Meet ups.”  These meetings are informal and 
cultivate personal relationships and kinships between members, a 
smaller incarnation of the “politics of the personal.”  Before and 
after the meetings informal discussions take place, and plans are 
made.  The atmosphere resembles that of a club rather than political 
organization. 
 
Themed house parties continue the grassroots campaign ethos.  
During the Dean for President Campaign, Governor Dean was 
hooked in for conference calls between him and the individual house 
parties.  The house parties continue, enhancing the grassroots 
aspect of Democracy for America’s work. 
 
The Committee of a Hundred was founded by Congresswoman Jan 
Schakowsky and headed by Daniel Dennison, a Kerry campaign 
activist and Vice President of the Democratic Party of Evanston.  The 
goal of this committee is to secure a Democratic Congress by raising 
at least $25,000 and working on promising Democratic 
Congressional Campaigns. 
 
Like Democracy for America, the Committee of a Hundred, holds 
meetings that resemble link ups, but to foster Congressional 
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Campaigns.  Interestingly, Kerry campaign stalwarts still holds meet 
ups, but now they use the time for forums concerning politics and 
current events. 
 
The Progressive Democrats of Niles Township under the leadership 
of Leah Yarrow emerged from Senator Barack Obama’s campaign.  
They meet once a month at Yarrow’s house to discuss and champion 
progressive causes in Niles Township, that include voter integrity, 
and a resolution to leave Iraq.  They also circulate nominating 
petitions, but as of yet have not heavily engaged in election 
campaigns. 
 
In addition, Yarrow is also a conduit for the Democratic National 
Committee in Niles Township.  DNC meet ups occur on the third 
Thursday of every month at a local restaurant during which 
progressive causes are discussed. 
 
The grassroots campaign has grown from local roots to affect 
national organizations as well, particularly the Democratic National 
Committee.  Governor Dr. Howard Dean sought and won the 
chairman’s position during summer 2005, and is in the process of 
restructuring the DNC along a grassroots model.  On November 15, 
2005 volunteers for the DNC held a set of house parties with a 
national hook up to Governor Dean.  Members socialize and plan 
strategy.  Most important, they bond, developing the personal 
relationships that glue successful campaigns together. 
 
An equivalent process is occurring with the Republicans.  Kenneth 
Mehlman, the chair of the Republican National Committee has called 
for the Republicans to remain in constant campaign stance, and has 
asked local republicans to represent the party on the community 
level. 
 
One thing is certain: personal smaller campaigns, grassroots 
campaigns are in vogue.  Will they succeed?  Now that’s the 
question! 
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGN’S 
CANDIDATE: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
 
 
Who makes a good grassroots candidate?  A few factors jump off 
the page.  A good grassroots candidate: 
 

1. Has roots in the community; knows constituents 
 

2. Is plain spoken 
 

3. Is likeable 
 

4. Is not a caricature of a political hack 
 

But these traits could characterize any good candidate, grassroots or 
party stalwart.  What separates them?   
 
A grassroots campaign must rely more on the candidate’s 
personality to win, than a traditional party run campaign.  The force 
of the grassroots candidate’s personality attracts volunteer to the 
campaign banner, not the party affiliation.  The candidate must 
convince the voters, party members and the press of her/his ability 
to win, often by force of personality. 
 
This raises more questions:  
 

1. What comprises a good grassroots campaign personality? 
 
2. How should the grassroots candidate behave?   

 
3. What role do issues play in a grassroots campaign? 

 
Political history sheds light on how personality affects campaigns.  
The first politicians in late nineteenth century America that gained 
power and/or office were not the progressive liberals but the 
political bosses23.  The political machines of the late nineteenth to 
twenty-first century America stay in tact by dint of their leaders’ 
personalities. 
 
 

                                                 
23 Ross, Trends, 102; cf. Rakove, Losers, 234, 282-283; O’Connor, Requiem, 203-204. 
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One rather colorful example: 
 
Abraham Ruef was born in 1864 in San Francisco, California the son 
of Meyer Ruef, a successful merchant who emigrated from France to 
California in 1862.  Ruef was a child prodigy who graduated at age 
18 from Berkeley in 1886, and completed law school in 1889 at age 
21. 
 
Politics beckoned.  Ruef joined the Republican organization, perhaps 
in hopes of becoming a party boss or elected official.  But his 
attempts at control failed, perhaps because of anti-Semitism.  He 
failed to rise above the established authority structure. 
 
Undaunted, Ruef created his own political party from his labor union 
contacts.  Eugene Schmitz, president of the Musicians Union, ran for 
Mayor of San Francisco and won in 1901.  By 1905 the Union Labor 
Party controlled all the offices and commissions in San Francisco, 
and Abe Ruef controlled the Union Labor Party.  By his mid-forties 
Abe Ruef controlled San Francisco, and became known as “Boss 
Ruef.”  
 
What kind of a man was Abe Ruef?  Ruef was smart, possessing 
both academic skills and street smarts, and he had a sense of 
humor. 
 
Walton Bean recounted the time Ruef was to speak and noticed his 
audience came to the speech armed with eggs for throwing.  Ruef 
told the audience to go ahead and throw the eggs, get it over with.  
After the stage was thoroughly egged, Ruef completed his speech 
and was warmly received by the same audience.24  One might assert 
that he was egged on! 
 
Ruef inspired loyalty.  Eugene Schmitz, upon being elected Mayor, 
swore he’d never forget the man who put him into office.  Ruef 
helped elect Schmitz by writing his speeches.  The “Boss” knew 
Schmitz would deliver them brilliantly, and go on to forge favorable 
coalitions in the process. 
 
Was Ruef a progressive, cause-driven labor leader?  Not likely!  The 
gentleman may have believed in the labor cause, but his strength 
lay in bringing diverse coalitions, labor and management together.  

                                                 
24 Bean, Boss Ruef, 7. 
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His largest accomplishment may have been getting a labor party 
ticket elected to public office.  Not even Eugene Victor Debs 
accomplished that. 
 
Was Ruef a dashing, charismatic dazzler?  Ruef was imposing.  
When he was young he had black curly hair and an imposing 
mustache.  But his looks weren’t out of the ordinary, and he was 
short25; statistics indicate that the taller candidate usually wins.  
Ruef led by dint of personality.  San Franciscans saw, at least until 
his trial, the best of what they desired in themselves in Abe Ruef. 
 
Ruef dreamed of becoming a U.S. Senator, but that didn’t happen.  
The San Francisco earthquake, April 18, 1906 exposed weaknesses 
in the Ruef/Schmitz administration.  In addition, Fremont Older, 
Editor of the San Francisco Bulletin, believed Ruef was corrupt.  He 
inveighed and investigated Ruef, ultimately finding “graft.”  Whether 
it was influence peddling or graft is still an open question.  Many 
were indicted and some faced trial, but only Abraham Ruef was 
convicted.  He was sentenced to 14 years in prison. 
 
Ruef’s fall was most troubling.  He shared his legal fees with San 
Francisco’s Selectmen and Commissioners to get decisions favorable 
to California’s utility companies.  This is categorized as influence 
peddling rather than graft, and it’s not certain that every deal was 
bad for the citizen.26  But it’s crystal clear that Older had it in for 
Ruef, and printed charges until something stuck.   

 
It’s also clear that only Ruef went to prison, even though the 
corporations were just as guilty.  There was something personal 
here, anti-Semitism. 
 
Even Older realized the injustice of Ruef’s solitary conviction.  In an 
editorial dated October 16, 1911, he called for Ruef’s release.  Ruef 
was released in 1915, and pardoned in 1920.  While he never 
practiced law again, he started a profitable real estate business. The 
business prospered until the Depression.  Ruef died bankrupt and 
alone in 1936.  Alas, not much of a last hurrah! 
 
But Ruef’s career sheds light on what makes a political boss, and on 
what makes a serious grassroots candidate.  Abraham Ruef, as 

                                                 
25 Bean, Boss Ruef, 1. 
26 This type of influence peddling is alive and well living in Congress today.  On 11-28-2005 Congressman   
Randy “Duke” Cunningham of San Diego was convicted of accepting bribes from Defense contractors.   
He could be sentenced to 10 years in prison. 
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noted above, was personable, caring, pragmatic, witty, thoughtful, 
and self-possessed, traits prized and admired by San Francisco’s 
citizens.  Those who worked for him, including Eugene Schmitz, 
idolized him—at least until the scandals emerged. 
 
Ruef as well developed personal bonds between himself and San 
Francisco’s citizens.  For example, at the height of his career Ruef 
sent a personal gift and personal note to every child who had a First 
Communion or Bar Mitzvah in San Francisco.27  San Franciscans 
believed the Ruef personally cared about them.  That personal bond 
underlay his power. 
 
Personal ties also sustain grassroots campaigns.  Voters believe the 
grassroots candidate personally cares about them, and will always 
be accessible.  The candidate’s volunteers believe more firmly in the 
candidate, and those ties propel the workers to cheerfully do the 
grunt work.  They also prize and admire the grassroots candidate’s 
personality because he or she embodies traits important to them. 
 
This is in sharp contrast to political campaigns run at a distance 
from the location of the race.  These campaigns have become pro-
forma.  It appears that all the candidates say the same things, 
promising the sun and the moon in return for votes.  Too often 
promises are forgotten the day after the victory, with result that the 
electorate becomes jaded.   
 
The “disconnect factor” is a feeling that government and politician 
don’t care about the electorate, and will forget them the day after 
the election.  The result…over half of all American citizens don’t 
vote.  They’re not uneducated or disloyal.  Non-voters believe that 
no one in politics cares about them.  They feel alienated, 
disconnected, and cynical.28 
 
The grassroots candidate shakes things up by a combination of 
humor and fervor.  The candidate must inspire the voter to hope 
there’s a better day coming.  U.S. Senator Barack Obama evoked 
such feelings in his Keynote Address to the Democratic Convention 
in New York in 2004. 
 
Abraham Ruef was a political boss, not a grassroots candidate 
because he didn’t readily share decision making.  But he would have 

                                                 
27 Conlinson, the American Past. 
28 Jack Doppelt & Lynne Shearer, Non-Voters: America’s No-Shows, Evanston: Northwestern University 
Press, 1998. 
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made an excellent grassroots candidate.  He succeeded in bringing 
together people from disparate backgrounds, get groups on opposite 
sides of issues to work together, handle tough situations with 
humor, inspire loyalty and create the personal bonds needed to 
sustain both a political machine and a grassroots campaign. 
 
A second example:  Mayor Richard J. Daley of Chicago 1902-1976.  
Few think of Daley as a grassroots candidate.  But the reason he 
stayed in power was his persona as a simple man, and the 
embodiment of traits prized by the Chicago middle-class in the 
1950s-1970’s. 
 
Mike Royko’s biography of Richard J. Daley, Boss, begins with the 
Mayor’s morning.  Mayor Daley lived in a bungalow in the Bridgeport 
section of Chicago, a working-to-middle-class neighborhood.  He 
attended Mass every morning, keeping his family life separate from 
his political life.  Royko noted that many politicians would have 
loved to be invited to the Daley’s home.  But that honor was 
reserved for the Daley’s personal friends.29  Politicians need not 
apply!   
 
Daley also believed in a strict personal moral code.  If it came to his 
attention that a subordinate cheated on his/her spouse, Daley ended 
that person’s political career. 
 
Mayor Richard J. Daley was a well-dressed, dapper gentleman.  But 
he wasn’t handsome.  However, in the care he took with his 
wardrobe he represented a generation that believed in precise dress 
codes.  Tight jeans were for rebels and teen-aged malcontents.  Hair 
length became a measure of political beliefs in the 1960s.  Mayor 
Daley’s hair stayed short.  In short, the Mayor represented the 
aspirations of the sons and daughters of immigrants, especially Irish 
immigrants. 
 
No one would accuse Mayor Richard J. Daley of being a grassroots 
or independent candidate.  But his personality and actions reflect a 
generation, and this underlay his power.  He was Chicago’s 
“everyman.” 
 
The late political science professor and activist Milton Rakove 
pointed out that even the most jaded politician at the beginning of 

                                                 
29 Royko, Boss, 1. 
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his/her career wanted to some good for the community.30 Mayor 
Richard J. Daley believed he was acting in Chicago’s best interest.  
In Don’t Make No Waves, Don’t Back No Losers31 Rakove pointed out 
that power on the top shifts when the ethnic mix shifts.  Thus 
Rakove foresaw the day when African-Americans would run Chicago.  
Had Mayor Harold Washington not died unexpectedly in 1987, 
African-Americans may have gained control of Chicago’s political 
organization.  Similarly, Chicago had a significant Irish population 
during Mayor Richard J. Daley’s tenure.  Eugene Kennedy likened 
Daley to a clan chief.  The Mayor was the leader and Chicago his 
clan. 
 
There is another parallel between Abe Ruef and Mayor Richard J. 
Daley, which pertains to their respective falling from power.  After 
the 1968 Democratic Convention and police riots, Daley lost a 
tremendous amount of prestige.  Daley and his delegation were 
ousted from the 1972 Democratic Convention in favor of a more 
liberal Illinois delegation.  Newspaper reporter and NBC news 
commentator Len O’ Connor believed the Mayor’s last years 
represented decline, and wrote a book detailing that decline and 
fall.32 
 
Richard J. Daley died in 1976, shortly before Governor Jimmy Carter 
became President of the United States--with Mayor Daley’s help!  A 
succession of mayors followed.  By 1989, Daley’s son, Richard M. 
Daley was elected Mayor, and today holds more power than his 
father had.33 
 
Mayor Richard M. Daley appeals to a different constituency.  Both 
his campaign and political staff are quite diverse.  He concentrates 
on beautifying Chicago, restoring neighborhoods, and developing 
Chicago’s cultural life.  Millennium Park, a beautifully refurbished 
downtown park, and the development of north Michigan Avenue as a 
world-class shopping area, are just part of the mayor’s success 
story. 
 
Unfortunately, scandals have erupted over patronage and contracts 
with selected truck and construction companies.  Investigations 

                                                 
30 “Don’t Want Nobody, Nobody Sent”, Bloomington: U. of Indiana Press, 1981 (Check date) 
 
31 Rakove, Don’t Make No Waves, Don’t Back No Losers, Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1979. 
32 O’Connor, Requiem 
33 Daley works more with the suburbs; has appointed over ½ of Chicago’s City Council, and has staunch 
allies in industry. 
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continue, and the final chapter has yet to be writ.  Will Mayor 
Richard M. Daley suffer Abraham Ruef’s fate? 
 
Neither Ruef nor Daley shared their decision-making power, 
hallmarks of grassroots candidates and campaigns.  But both men 
had the personalities required of successful grassroots candidates: 
 

1. Each inspired hope, trust, perhaps love. 
 

2. Each appealed to a broader constituency. 
 

3. Each employed the politics of the personal to forge needed 
bonds with voters. 
 

4. Each created a unified optimistic vision for the future. 
 
Grassroots campaigns are fueled by the candidate’s personality, 
personalities such as Abraham Ruef’s or Richard J. Daley.  But not 
every candidate has the “Daley/Ruef” personality.  That’s why most 
candidates are created, not born.  What goes into that creation? 
 
 
HOW GRASSROOTS CANDIDATES ARE CREATED 
 
Grassroots candidates are the product of a personal and communal 
process, enabling them to: 
 

1. Assess whether or not a race is winnable 
2. Whether or not they will be able to pursue a grassroots 

campaign 
 
If a candidate decides a race is winnable, a personal assessment 
begins the candidate-creation process.  This occurs even if the 
candidate is the incumbent, even though incumbent and candidate 
posture differently.  For the successful incumbent the candidate 
creation should include successes from tenure.  For less-than-
successful incumbents, candidate creation concentrates on 
minimizing mistakes.  The challenger, on the other hand, needs to 
take a good look at the campaign process before throwing her or his 
hat in the ring. 
 
For example, in 2001 two gentlemen approached me, asking what I 
thought of their running for political office.  I answered that my 
opinion shouldn’t matter.  Running or not running is a personal 
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decision.  However, every perspective candidate must know what 
lies ahead.  For that reason, I created a questionnaire for both 
gentlemen,34 asking: 
 

1. How does your family feel about you running for office? 
 

2. Are you able to devote your life to campaigning? 
 

3. Do you have anything in your past that you’d rather not be 
revealed? 

 
4. How important is your privacy? 

 
5. Do you want the office badly enough to take the abuse of a 

campaign? 
 

One gentleman threw his hat in the ring; the other found a new 
hobby. 
 
The next part of personal assessment concerns the office:  Why run 
for this office?  Answers vary.  Honestly answering this question will 
help the candidate determine which type of campaign best suits 
him/her.  The best “grassroots candidates” answers range from: 
 

1. I will accomplish my community’s goals by being elected to 
this office. 

 
2. It’s my time to run. 

 
These answers, though disparate, suggest the candidate 
understands that he/she represents a community bound together by 
a particular set of concerns.  The candidate also knows something 
about the government versus the concern.  The problem can be 
solved through political means, via holding a particular political 
office.  Candidates answering in this fashion exhibit a community 
interest and altruism, qualities necessary for an effective grassroots 
candidate. 
 
The second response appears to suggest egoism akin to that 
associated with Napoleonic rule, rather than campaigns in 
democracies or republics.  But likely as not, such a candidate has 
been waiting for the right time to announce for office.  She/he has 

                                                 
34 J-R. Ross, So You Wish to be a Candidate: a questionnaire, March 2001. 
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worked on projects in the community, learning what will be needed 
to succeed in public office, gaining an understanding that public 
office is the means to accomplish the ends35 sought by the 
community.  This candidate has bided his/her time.  Now’s the time 
to act!  The combination of service, belief in the cause and sense of 
the rightness of action makes this responder an effective grassroots 
candidate as well. 
 
Both of these responses are ‘self-propelled.’  These candidates 
aren’t waiting for exterior blessings.  They’re ready to run and 
expect to win, regardless of the battle.  They view themselves as 
David’s, and yell, “Bring on Goliath!”  It’s the same self-assuredness 
exhibited by Ruef and Daley.  This self-assuredness attracts 
supporters, campaign workers, and voters. 
 
Non-grass-roots candidates often state their reasons for running as: 
 

1. The polls say my ethnic group and/or gender can win. 
 

2. I’ve been promised support and campaign staff. 
 

3. The party wants me to run. 
 
Such candidates are not effective grassroots candidate material.  
Each of these reasons suggests reliance on outside strengths.  The 
grassroots candidate possesses an inner mission, and this fervor 
propels successful grassroots campaigns.  If the outside forces are 
strong enough, the candidate relying on outside forces can win, but 
not employing a grassroots-style campaign. 
 
The next step in candidate-creation concerns choice of issue.  A 
candidate takes strong positions on two or three issues, making 
them campaign issues as the campaign progresses, personifying 
them.  Political marketing expert Bruce Newman has noted that 
voters forge personal bonds with their chosen candidates.  Some 
voters seek candidates holding sympathetic views on particular 
issues, then bond with candidate holding those views.  Others bond 
with the candidate for emotional reasons, rather than espouse the 
candidates’ issues.36  
 

                                                 
35 With apologies to Nicolo Machiavelli author of the Prince. 
36 Bruce Newman, Andresz Falkowski, Eighth Prystop Conference on Political Marketing, July 5-8. 2001, 
Proceedings. 
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Either way, candidate-creation means adopting stances that will 
resonate with supporters on an emotional basis.  This is especially 
necessary for grassroots candidates, as much of their campaigns 
revolve around how the voters perceive them.  Thus grassroots 
candidates need to carefully decide which of her/his issues will 
resonate with the voters.   
 
For example, if the candidate supports business development, which 
groups in the district also favor it, and why?  Which age and 
economic demographic is affected by small business development, 
and why?  
 
Once the candidate has determined his/her issues and who supports 
those issues, then it’s necessary to determine if the issues will 
attract sufficient votes needed for victory.  If the issues affect only a 
small minority, the candidate needs to re-think the platform and find 
issues that the candidate believes important, yet will resonate with a 
significant number of voters. 

 
After the candidate determines which issues will bond him/her to the 
voters, quantitative evaluations are needed to clarify whether or not 
the candidacy is viable.  Pinpointing natural constituencies comes 
first.  A natural constituency can consist of one or more of the 
following: 
 

1. Political party members; and political groups 
2. Local, state and national elected officials 
3. Committeemen 
4. Ethnic, faith-based, and anti-poverty organizations 
5. Community organizations 
6. Unions 
7. Chambers of Commerce, executive directors as well as 

members 
8. Schools and parents’ organizations 
9. Senior citizens’ organizations 

  10. Park districts 
 
The prospective candidate then meets with these groups to discuss 
and listen to their concerns, building constituency with every 
meeting. 
 
Mathematics plays a crucial role at this point.  Before going any 
further, the wise candidate decides whether or not the run for office 
has a numerical possibility of winning. 
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Equation one (for both incumbents and challengers): 
 

Number of likeminded allies and their constituencies  #A 
Number of likeminded political parties and organizations   +#B 
Approximate number of likely supporters’     #C 

 
Equation two (for both incumbents and challengers): 
 

Number of registered voters in the chosen electoral district #D 
Number of approximate likely supporters          -#C 
Approximate number of undecided/adversarial voters’ (+/-)#E 

 
If C>E, than the prospective candidate concentrates on 
consolidating support with groups A and B, making certain these 
groups vote on election day.  But, if C<E, then the prospective 
candidate must expend a higher proportion of resources to develop 
A and B to attain the “magic number” of votes needed to win.  While 
every campaign needs “magic numbers,” the size of this number 
often determines the style of the campaign.  The “C<E” campaign 
fits the grassroots mold particularly well. 
 
Developing the “magic number” requires analyzing the previous 
election returns, and likely voter turnout.  If the candidate is 
involved in a midterm Congressional election, one taking place 
between presidential elections, voter turnout drops.  To get a good 
picture of midterm voter turnout, the campaign must obtain voter 
total numbers from the previous midterm election.  After allowing 
for possible population shifts, voter registration campaigns and local 
political interest, it’s possible to estimate the likely number of voters 
in the election. 
 
Prior to analyzing the precinct data it’s necessary to learn which are 
the precincts in which #C voters live.  This is tiresome work, but it 
gives the campaign manager an idea of which precincts contain 
potential volunteers, and which do not. 
 
Once #C voters’ locations are pinpointed, it’s possible to analyze the 
numerical precinct totals to discover:  
 

1. Which precincts have gained significant numbers of 
registered voters since the last election, and the 
approximate number of possible voters; which have 
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declined; which of these precincts appear likely to vote 
for the candidate, and the approximate number of new 
candidates.  

 
2. Which precincts have likely supporter voter registration 

potential; which are either almost completely registered, 
and/or contain unregistered voters most likely to support 
the opponent. 

 
3. Which precincts have favored likeminded candidates in 

past elections; which opposed them. 
 

4. Which precincts appear “undecided,” and could swing 
toward the candidate; which “swing” precincts contain 
new voters that appear receptive to the candidate’s 
ideas; which “swing” precincts might swing to the 
opponent; which have new registered voters that appear 
receptive to the opponent. 

 
5. Which precincts have a high proportion of #C supporters; 

which do not. 
 
Once these totals have been established it’s time to do more math. 
 
Equation three (for incumbents): 
 
Total number of registered voters’      #F 
 

Number of potential candidate votes calculated  
in precinct-by-precinct analysis            -#G 
Total number of voters’  

        Undecided / opponent’s supporters                     #H 
 
Equation four (for incumbents): 
  
    Number of potential votes calculated in precinct- 
      by-precinct analysis         #G 
    Number of voters’ generated by supporters outside 
      the district             +  #I 
    Total approximate number of likely candidate votes    #J 
 
If the candidate is the incumbent and J>H, than J=the Magic 
Number.  The candidate understands there’s a likelihood of winning, 
and can declare her/his candidacy.  The campaign concentrates on: 
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1. Solidifying voter support 

 
2. Adding undecided voters 

 
Grassroots campaigns, in these cases, enable the incumbent 
candidate to retain an independent image, inspiring workers to 
continue volunteering.  An incumbent grassroots campaign also 
militates against the disconnect factor.  It provides workers and 
voters with a reason to go to the polls, giving the candidate the 
opportunity to continue his/her work. 
 
But, if the incumbent’s H>J, it’s necessary to analyze the #H factor, 
and devise strategy to win the majority of #H.  If #H is at least 30-
50% higher than #J, the candidate should consider not running. 

 
Equation five (for incumbents) =  

 
                  #J 
+ 1/3 - 2/3 #H 
Magic Number 
 

The multiplier for #H is proportional to the disparity between #H 
and #J; the greater the disparity between #H and #J, the higher the 
multiplier. 
 
If the candidate decides to run despite #H > #J, grassroots 
campaigns can be effective.  Even for incumbents, grassroots “catch 
up” campaigns convey underdog status to the candidate, as well as 
the candidate’s desire to regain stature lost during term of office. 
 
Magic number creation for challengers differs from the 
abovementioned process.  The #H>#J becomes part of the 
equation: 
                   
 #H = the incumbent’s totals + additional voters as noted in the 

precinct analysis, or #HC. 
 
 The challenger then subtracts last challenger’s total from the 

incumbent’s totals to get the victory margin, or #K. 
 
 To focus incumbent strength, subtract #K from #HC.  If the 

answer is positive the incumbent has grown stronger since the 
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last election.  But if the number is negative the incumbent’s 
support is slipping. 

 
Then the candidate checks likeminded candidate vote totals in the 
last election.  If these candidates also lost their races, it’s likely the 
votes won’t be there to defeat the incumbent, and the candidate 
should not declare.  But, if likeminded candidates won, the 
incumbent might be vulnerable to a campaign differing from that of 
the predecessor’s.  In this case, the possible challenger continues 
analyzing the precincts and numbers. 
 
Equation six (for challengers): 
 

Former challenger’s vote total  #K 
Number of current possible 
Challenger votes not covered in #K       +#J 
Likely number of challenger votes  #L 

 
Equation seven (for challengers): 
 

 Likely number of incumbent votes   #HC 
Likely number of challenger votes          -#L  
Disparity between candidates    (+/-) #M 

 
 If #M is negative, the candidate has a good chance of 

winning.  The candidate should determine his/her magic 
number, then begin planning the candidacy announcement.  
His/her campaign follows the model of a successful 
incumbent’s campaign. 

 
 If #M is positive, and the disparity is over 25% the race 

may be un-winnable and the candidate might wish to re-
think running. 

 
 The magic number is computed similarly. 

 
Equation eight (for challengers): 

 
                                    #L 

+ 1/3 to 2/3   #HC 
                    Magic Number 
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 The multiplier for #HC is proportional to the disparity 
between #HC and #M; the greater the disparity between 
#HC and #M, the higher the multiplier. 

 
The targeting process continues with studying the precinct map and 
determining where the extra magic number votes will be found.  The 
perspective candidate may wish to enlist help from local activists 
and committeemen in the district.  As a result of this homework, the 
prospective candidate will have determined: 

 
1. Whether or not a grassroots campaign can be effective in 

her/his case 
 

2. The issues needed to attract voters, community activists and 
politicians 

 
3. The numbers needed to win 

 
4. The location of new supporters and swing voters 

 
At this point the perspective candidate has acquired enough data to 
make the decision whether or not to run. 
 
If the prospective challenger-candidate decides against running, after 
making his/her wish to run public, a small announcement, the return 
of any monies already raised, the paper work, and thank you notes to 
supporters are all that’s required.   
 
In the case of an incumbent, there’s more publicity.  Typically they 
point out the rigors of public life, stating they wish to spend more 
time with family.  That may be the truth, or it may be the most 
acceptable cover story.  At first there may be a let-down.  But if the 
ex-candidate acts with grace, there will be another race--if that’s 
what she/he wishes. 
 
But for the perspective candidate who has found issues that resonate 
with the voters, and numbers that reveal a real possibility of victory, 
the third and most challenging part of candidate creation begins: 
persona creation—by far, the scariest part of the process. 
 
 
CREATING THE CANDIDATE’S PERSONA 
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The first part of persona creation is internalizing all of the material 
developed in the first two phases of candidate creation. 
 
Once internalized, the candidate begins the process of becoming a 
human symbol.  Issues are the first thing that become part of and 
symbolize the candidate.  If asked what he/she “stands for” the 
candidate rattles off the issues with fervor.37  Then the candidate 
internalizes the reasons she/he is viable, and the numbers needed to 
win.  These also become part of the candidate, symbolizing him/her.  
The candidate readily answers why she/he is running, his/her 
background, how she/he plans to raise money as well as attract 
supporters, and what he/she hopes to achieve.  The candidate gives 
all of this “a human face.”38 
 
It’s difficult becoming a human symbol, incorporating issues and 
numerical data into the human psyche, making them human traits.  
To borrow from Star Trek lore, it’s resembles the assimilation by the 
Borg, a non-human entity, of humans.  The difference here is that the 
candidate, the human being, makes the issue part of the human side, 
not the other way around.  This Borg, the issues, is assimilated into 
the human.  Sad but true: voters pick their choice on emotion.  
Symbols, especially human symbols, provide voters with good 
guideposts. 
 
Another caveat: fear is a human constant.  Successful candidates 
learn quickly how to persevere, frightened or not.  Courage for 
candidates doesn’t mean not being afraid.  They’re always afraid, but 
they campaign despite their fears. 
 
The next step consists of continuing meetings with likeminded 
activists, office holders, and politicians.  These meetings accomplish: 
 

1. Honing the symbolization process. 
 

2. Enhancing the ability to think on one’s feet. 
 

3. Getting a better grasp of constituent priorities. 
 

4. Pinpointing what’s likeable in a part of the candidate’s district. 
 

                                                 
37 Cf. Gordon Stulberg, Richard Attenborough, A Chorus Line, 1985, Diana Morales sings of her problems 
trying to be a sled. 
38 Cf. Alexander Dubcek late premier of Czechoslovakia spoke of socialism with a “human face.”  
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Each of these is critical.  Issues in themselves do not guarantee 
votes; likeability does.  If the candidate understands and practices 
conduct considered likeable in an area, she/he bonds with the voters 
in that area.   
 
Since the candidate becomes the living symbol for certain issues, the 
voters’ support of the candidate reflects voters’ support of those 
issues.  Even if voters are cause-oriented, the symbolized candidate 
more readily attracts cause-voter support.  How can voters fail to 
support the symbol of the cause they hold dear? 
 
All of this takes a great deal of introspection and soul searching.  
 
Henry “Hank” Perritt39, Dean of ITT College of Kent Law School, who 
unsuccessfully challenged IL 10th District Congressman Mark Kirk in 
2002, suggested candidates draw a square, then divide the square 
into equal quarters.  In one section the candidate lists perceived 
strengths; in the one below perceived weaknesses.  On the other side 
list the opponents’ perceived strengths and weaknesses.  Begin with 
the most obvious strengths, likewise the most obvious weaknesses.  
 

Candidate’s  
perceived strengths 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  

 

Opponents’  
perceived strengths 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Candidate’s  
perceived weaknesses 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

 

Opponents’  
perceived weaknesses 
 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

 
Perritt pointed out this assessment pinpoints perceptions of strengths 
and weaknesses, not necessarily reality.  In election campaigns, truth 

                                                 
39. Meeting of Perritt, Alexey Kaplan and Judith-Rae Ross, Hubbard Woods, December 6, 2004. 
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is in the eye of the beholder!  If the candidate completes this 
assessment honestly, Perritt notes it provides the candidate with the 
necessary information to: 
 

1. Enhance his/her image. 
 

2. Assess the opponent’s strength and weaknesses. 
 

3. Postulate probable campaign strategies for both sides. 
 
Perritt’s assessment helps the candidate refine both image and 
issues.  But this leads to a second assessment: the crafting of 
message. 
 
Campaign consultant Alan Cottrell40 points out that candidate image 
creation is only the first part of candidate creation: the image must 
broadcast a message.  To create this message it’s necessary to create 
a different box grid: on one side projecting the candidates 
image/message and attack on the opponent’s; on the other the 
opponent’s attack on the candidate’s image/message. 
 
 
 
 

Candidate’s Message Opponent’s Message 

What we say about us What we say about them 

What they say about us What they say about them 

 
 
Cottrell’s position jibes with that of political consultant David 
Wilhelm,41 who asserts that successful candidates develop their major 
strength belief or issue and repeat it continually throughout the 
campaign, never deviating from said point.  This point becomes the 
message, defining the campaign, attracting voters in the process.  
Both experts agree on the need for a message, only differing on how 
the message is created.   
 

                                                 
40 Cottrell, the Paul Tully formula; Evanston/North Shore  Democracy for America Link-up, Celtic Knot, 
Evanston, IL, October 3, 2005. 
41 David Wilhelm interview February, 2002 
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Wilhelm favors finding the issue dearest to the candidate, the one 
that the candidate both understands and cares about deeply.  This 
makes it easy for the candidate to stay on message, and hone the 
issue into a campaign attack strategy.  Wilhelm also assumes most 
voters will bond with a candidate whose message is an issue.  If 
pressed hard enough, the single issue will force the opponent into a 
defensive position, weakening him/her. 
 
Cottrell suggests that the message stems from more than one issue, 
as well as campaign tactics.  His grid enables the candidate to 
construct a message that does double duty as a campaign tactic.  It 
also enables the candidate to see the opponent’s possible attack. 
 
With both of these laid out, Cottrell argues, it’s possible to: 
 

1. Hone the message. 
 

2. Construct an effective attack against the opponent. 
 

3. Perceive the opponent’s attack. 
 

4. Compare alternative messages, determining the most effective. 
 

5. Create campaign materials with the candidate’s desired 
message. 

 
After all this introspection, it’s all too possible for the candidate to 
discover some unpleasant traits not previously recognized.  Self 
discovery is can be painful, but the worst is yet to come, as the 
candidate finally pits him/herself against the opponent(s). 
 
 
CAMPAIGNING IN EARNEST 
 
At this point the candidate begins campaigning in earnest; the battle 
begins, meaning the focus shifts to: 
 

1. Fund raising. 
 

2. Creating campaign materials. 
 

3. Developing the campaign organization. 
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4. Meeting with likeminded groups and community leaders. 
 

5. Meeting with political party leaders, elected officials and 
constituents. 

 
How do political parties respond to candidate creation, especially 
grassroots candidate creation?  American political parties aren’t 
monoliths.  All possess progressive, moderate and conservative 
wings.  Even local political parties encompass progressive, moderate 
and conservative points of view.  
 
Grassroots candidates usually work well with the progressive or 
moderate wings of any given political party because these party 
wings are most open to change, and see alliances as a means of 
enhancing party status.  Today’s grassroots activist may become 
tomorrow’s party leader.  The candidate may either hold membership 
in one of these wings or have worked with its members on different 
causes.  But grassroots candidates often clash with more traditional 
party structures.  Why? 
 

1. Traditional parties have a party boss or chair who has 
already imprinted her/his personality upon the party. Strong 
party bosses resist challenges to personal authority, such as 
those represented by strong grassroots candidates. 
 

2. Grassroots candidates don’t always follow the party line, or 
care about the party chair’s policies or platform, thus 
representing a challenge to party authority. 

 
3. The party itself is divided into progressive and “regular” 

wings.  Grassroots campaigns upset the balance of power 
between the two wings. 

 
4. Political parties have one vision; grassroots campaigns 

another. 
 

Most established political parties concentrate on maintaining some 
stability, so as to maintain a stable membership.  Grassroots 
candidates don’t share political party’s concerns about keeping the 
traditional members happy.  When challenged, political parties point 
to past achievements rather than future possibilities.  Party solutions 
often fall back to applying past formulas in the hopes that they’ll still 
prove effective.  This contributed to Senator John Kerry’s defeat in 
2004.   
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Grassroots candidates read the past differently.  They’re interested in 
how the current conditions become agents for change, and what 
types of change prove most effective.  Grassroots candidates work to 
get themselves elected, and strive to create new party structures that 
are more responsive to constituents’ current needs.  For established 
political parties, achieving goals gets confused with achieving ends—
sometimes with disastrous results.  Again, look at Kerry’s 2004 
campaign. 
 
 
HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS 
 
Another historical example, beginning where my last paper left off: 
the aftermath of the French liberal vindication of the French 
Revolution using the analogy of the English Revolution. 
 
In my last paper I contrasted the French Liberals’ struggle to win 
back the government from the Bourbons with the 2004 election 
campaign.  The French Liberals in the 1820s succeeded because they 
attacked the single overriding issue, the validity of the revolution.  
Using historical writing on the English Civil War as their metaphor, 
French liberals transformed revolution from a cyclical process that 
brought chaos to a linear process that led to constitutional 
monarchy.42 
 
In 1828, French conservatives--clearly on the defensive--counter-
attacked by warning that the liberal re-definition of revolution was in 
reality a prelude to more revolution.  An arch-conservative, the 
Vicomte Louis deBonald, argued that Restoration France resembled 
England in 1640: 
 

I only wish to appeal to those who do not wish a new 
revolution and who, in the simplicity of their hearts, 
believe that there is nothing to fear—I urge them to 
reread the historians of the epoch, Hume and Lingard.43 

 
A defensive note crept into his writings in the next few pages. De 
Bonald clearly was horrified by the liberal intellectual ascendancy, 
adding:   

                                                 
42 Ross, Anglo-French Encounters: The English Civil War in France, 1789-1848, University of Illinois at 
Chicago, 1978. 
43 Vicomte Louis deBonald, Analogies de L’histore de France et D’Angleterre, 1828 et 1840, Paris: Chez 
J.J. Blaise, 1829, 1. 
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They (the French liberals) believe themselves the nation’s 
elite, the only enlightened ones, the only pure ones, the 
only free ones; they treat all who are not liberal as 
victims of misguided intellect.44 

 
Vicomte deBonald wasn’t alone.  Vicomte Francois-Rene de 
Chateaubriand, a French conservative best known for his defense of 
Christianity,45 attacked Guizot’s history of the English Civil War46 
shortly after its publication.  In Les Quatre Stuarts, 47 Chateaubriand 
criticized both Guizot’s analogies and interpretations of revolution.  
He concluded his analysis by implying that Guizot and the liberals 
lacked the experience needed to understand the revolutionary 
process.48 
 
But Chateaubriand was not simply playing the game of academic 
nitpicking.  He worried that the analogy may have had merit, and, as 
a result, the French crown sat uneasily on Charles X’s head.  The 
Vicomte concluded: 
 

The Stuarts are gone [but] the Bourbons still 
remain…they have adopted the recent liberties born of 
our own unhappy revolution.  Charles II disembarked at 
Dover with empty hands; his baggage contained only 
vengeance and absolute power.  Louis XVIII presented 
himself at Calais with the Old Law in one hand and the 
new constitutional power in the other, his injuries 
forgotten.  The loyal Charles X, imitating his august 
brother, has not changed—or wished to change—the 
nation nor had he destroyed that which he has sworn to 
maintain.49 
 

The French conservatives worried; the French liberals crowed.  In 
1827 French journalist, Armand Carrel published, A History of the 
Counter Revolution in England.50  Guizot concluded with Charles I’s 
execution; Carrel alluded to the Revolution of 1688.  In terms 
reminiscent of Jean Jacques Rousseau, Carrel reminds the French 
that a monarch who violates the law can be replaced.51 
                                                 
44 deBonald, Analogies, 7-8. 
45 Vicomte Francois_Rene de Chateaubriand, Le Genie du Christianisme, 1802. 
46 Francois Guizot, L’histore Revolution D’Angleterre, 2T, Paris, 1826. 
47 Vicomte Michel de Chateaubriand, “Les Quatre Stuarts,” in Oeuvres 8T, Paris: Furne, 1832. 
48 Chateaubriand, “Stuarts,” II, 361, 385, 418, 440-41. 
49 Chateaubriand, “Stuarts,” II, 478. 
50 Armand Carrel, History of the Counter-Revolution in England, (London: H.G. Bohn, 1857) 
51 Carrel, Counter-Revolution, 1-2, 54. 
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A year later, Alphonse Borghers in his abridgement of Henry Hallam’s 
constitutional history of England,52 pointed out the need for dynasty 
change.  “It is then,” Borghers warned, “that those in power ought to 
recall how the Stuarts were twice pushed from the throne.”53 
 
The way seemed clear:  All that was needed to obtain a French 
representative constitutional monarchy was a second change of 
dynasty.  A revolution analogous to the Revolution of 1688, the 
English Glorious Revolution, was the logical next step for the French. 
 
Bourbon France sat on a powder keg, and it wasn’t long before that 
keg exploded.  The 1830 Chamber elections returned an 
overwhelming liberal majority.  Charles X nullified those elections, 
and attempted to muzzle the French press by sending guards to 
confiscate the printing press used by that most liberal of newspapers, 
Le Nationel. 
 
But Charles picked on the wrong three journalists.  Le Nationel’s 
editors, Armand Carrel, Adolph Thiers, and Francois Mignet, saw 
France’s liberty hinging on their actions.  Everything they believed in 
was at stake.  With their lives hanging in the balance, Carrel, Mignet 
and Thiers refused entrance to Charles X’s guards, thereby touching 
off three days of rioting.  These days became known as the “Trois 
Glorieuses.” 
 
When the dust cleared after a minimal loss of life, Charles X and his 
family were on their way to Scotland.  A group of teachers, writers, 
journalists and artisans succeeded where 26 years of revolution had 
failed: they ended 215 years of Bourbon rule in France.  The Duc 
d’Orleans, Louis-Philippe became France’s first liberal constitutional 
monarch.  The analogy had held.  France had her equivalent of 
England’s constitutional monarchy; 1688 = 1830. 
 
The July Monarchy fell on February 24, 1848, lasting only slightly 
more than 18½ years.  What precipitated its fall?  The obvious 
answers were economic conditions, and a successful protest 
movement.   
 
But the July Monarchy long before 1848 had fallen prey to ruling 
political parties increasingly out of touch with their supporting 
                                                 
52 Alphonse Borghers, Précis de L’histore de la Constitution D’Angleterre d’apres Hallam, Paris, Ponthieu 
& Co., 1828. The introduction was written in 1827. 
53 Borghers, Précis, viii. 
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constituencies.  That’s why a look at the liberal Doctrinaire party in 
France during the 1830s and 1840s sheds light on problems political 
parties face in the Illinois 9th Congressional district and the nation in 
2005-2006. 
 
The French liberals confused goals and ends.  History didn’t stop after 
Louis-Philippe’s coronation.  But the liberal/Doctrinaires assumed the 
goal of constitutional monarchy was the end of France’s political 
journey.  A stable constitutional monarchy had been attained, and 
any other unrest was just unpleasant details.  Would that the French 
liberals had learned what close to a century and a half later John F. 
Kennedy noted: “the devil was in the details!”54   
 
As early as 1833, the time of a massive cholera epidemic and silk 
weavers strike, Armand Carrel regretfully concluded that 
constitutional monarchy was incompatible with liberty, and called for 
the formation of a republic.55  That same year Alexis de Tocqueville 
published Democratie en Amerique, prophesying the demise of all 
European monarchies, to be replaced by democracies.56  But the 
liberals or Doctrinaires (the name of the liberal political party) paid 
little heed to either Carrel or Tocqueville.  Carrel died tragically in 
1836, the victim of a duel; Tocqueville launched a lackluster political 
career in 1837.  In fact Guizot, shortly after Democratie’s publication, 
wrote Tocqueville in patronizing tones, “pray, allow me speak for a 
little longer future.”57 
 
The attacks continued.  Europe nearly went to war over England and 
France’s conflict over who should rule Egypt in 1840—most likely 
souring many of the French on the efficacy of the British 
constitutional model.   
 
Again, historians and politicians attacked the British/French 
constitutional monarchy analogy in general and liberal party leader, 
now Foreign Minister Francois Guizot, in particular.  
  
Louis Napoleon, nephew of Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, and later 
Emperor Napoleon III (1850-1870), jumped into the fray.  Louis 

                                                 
54 Attributed to President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, probably a reaction to Corbusier, God is in the details. 
55 Carrel, Le Nationel, III, March 27, 1833, 374-82. 
56 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democratie en Amerique, T I & II en Oeuvres, Ed Mme de Tocqueville, Paris: 
Michel Levy, 1864. 
57 Guizot to Tocqueville, 1833 as quoted in Stanley Mellon, Alexis de Tocqueville’s Paris, University of 
Chicago Press, 1972, Introduction. 
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Napoleon denounced the 1688/1830 analogy as only a ploy to keep 
the liberal Doctrinaire party in power: 
 

It seems easy for us to prove that…English society was 
much different from French society.  It is simple to prove 
that the empire, monument to civil and military glory, at 
no point resembles the bloody and fanatical empire of 
Cromwell and, finally that the Bourbon Restoration differs 
from that of the Stuarts.58 
 

Louis Napoleon had his own agenda.  The future French emperor 
believed his time was coming, and proceeded to pave the way for it.  
But he did so with a delicious bit of irony.  After debunking the 
analogy and noting the difference between England and France, Louis 
Napoleon commented, “We believe that we can find no better account 
of the state of England under Charles I than the brilliant history of M. 
Guizot.”59 
 
The Doctrinaires ignored Louis Napoleon, holding fast to their belief 
that the French constitutional monarchy wasn’t in danger.  But 
support for the monarchy continued to fragment.   
 
During the summer of 1847, a young German radical living in a 
Parisian slum published another view of history.  In his Communist 
Manifesto, Karl Marx asserted that bourgeois government 
predominance would inevitably give way to a classless society in 
which the proletariat—the workers—controlled the means of 
production.  The prologue constitutes the opening salvo: 
 

A specter is haunting Europe--the specter of communism. All 
the powers of old Europe have entered into a holy alliance to 
exorcise this specter: Pope and Czar, Metternich and Guizot, 
French Radicals and German police spies…60 

 
The specter failed to either haunt or frighten Guizot--or the 
Doctrinaires for that matter.  The foreign minister assumed all would 
be well once he expelled Marx and his family from Paris.  Karl Marx 
and his family then fled to London, where Marx spent much of the 
remainder of his life writing Das Kapital, an unfinished multi-volume 

                                                 
58 Louis Napoleon, Fragmens Historiques, Paris: Administration des Libraries, 1841, 12. 
59 Louis Napoleon, Fragmens, 62. 
60 Karl Marx, the Manifesto of the Communist Party, in Basic Writings on Politics and Philosophy: Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels.  Ed. Louis Feuer, Garden City New Jersey: Doubleday & Co., 1959, 6. 
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explanation of capitalism and communism.61  Karl Marx died in 
London in 1883.   
 
Not every liberal academic ignored the fragmentation of Doctrinaire 
support, or liberal historians who contended that the creation of a 
French republic was the next logical historical step.62  In 1845-46, 
Jean Cohen published his reflections, which quite clearly reveal he 
understood the July Monarchy to be in danger.63  In his introduction 
Cohen pleaded with his readers not to deceive themselves into 
believing revolution is needed to redress all problems.  Radical 
revolution, he asserted was rarely necessary.  Further, all 
governments are always in need of reform.  Cohen exhorted his 
readers against believing “progress to be synonymous with 
perfection.”64 
 
Two years later, in 1847, Ferdinand Goldschmidt defended the July 
Monarchy against those historians believing its collapse was 
imminent, stating that France had indeed reached her apex in 1830, 
“that happy alliance between royalty and philosophy.”65  But the 
liberals/Doctrinaires had confused goals and ends so completely that 
by 1848 they had alienated many of their original supporters.   
 
The Doctrinaires further weakened their base by becoming 
increasingly conservative in economic matters.  They initiated 
scholarships and programs promoting arts and letters, yet class 
divisions remained.  The sole difference between the Restoration and 
July Monarchy, as an increasing number of French saw it, was the 
triumph of the Bourgeoisie over the nobility as the dominant class.   
 
Guizot contributed to this unfortunate perception in a speech made c. 
1840, in which he said “enrichez-vous” (“enrich yourself”), analogous 
to the “let them eat cake” phrase attributed to Marie Antoinette, 
which led to her undoing.  The use of “eclairissez-vous” shortly before 
enrichez-vous suggested Guizot was referring to self-improvement of 
the mind and soul.  But it taken was out of context to mean “get 
rich.”  As late as the 1970s, Alistair Cooke when introducing 

                                                 
61 CF. Karl Marx, Das Kapital, New York: Gateway Publishers, 1999. 
62 CF. Jules Michelet’s essay on the French people; Louis Blanc’s biography of Maximilian Robespierre; 
Alphonse Lamartine’s study of the Girond.  
63 Jean Cohen, Reflexions Historiques, Paris: Comptoir des Imprimeries, 1846. 
64 Cohen, Reflexions, 12-13. 
65 Ferdinand Goldschmidt, Histoire Politique de Guillaume III, Paris: Comptoir au Imprimeries unis, 1847, 
1-2, 4.  
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Masterpiece Theater’s dramatization of Pere Goriot, translated the 
Guizot’s phrase as “Get rich quick!” 
 
Cooke was only repeating the motto applied to the Doctrinaires after 
1840.  After 1840, the Doctrinaires so discouraged new initiatives, 
that they increasingly looked like defenders of the status quo, 
enemies of all new ideas.   
 
Economic conditions worsened.  Why the Doctrinaires refused to 
either institute new changes or campaign to attract new members 
still remains a mystery.  Protests mounted.  By February 1848 a new 
protest movement, the Banquet movement, gained popularity and 
strength. 
 
On February 24, 1848 the government tried to squelch one of this 
movements meetings and banquets.  A giant protest erupted at the 
palace, calling for the abdication of Louis-Philippe.  The king looked at 
the crowd below his window and, perhaps figuring ‘the crowd giveth; 
the crowd taketh away,’ abdicated. 
 
With the king’s abdication the French lost both their constitutional 
monarchy and their sense of historical continuity.  The party that 
created the July Monarchy in effect destroyed it by confusing goals 
and ends, becoming such a staunch defender of the status quo that it 
alienated the bulk of its supporters--a lesson for any political party 
that grows complacent or loses its vision. 
 
The pundit who placed the ill-fated Earl of Strafford into the Mother 
Goose rhymes might have just as well been writing Louis-Philippe’s, 
Francois Guizot’s, and the liberals/Doctrinaire political party’s 
epitaphs when he wrote: 
 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall 
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall 
All the king’s horses 
And all the king’s men 
Couldn’t put Humpty together again 
 

 
…AND NOW TO THE POLITICS OF THE VERY PERSONAL 
 
On April 28, 2005 I announced my candidacy as a Democratic 
candidate for State Representative of the Illinois 17th Legislative 
District.  All of the material discussed above had a significant impact 
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on me and my campaign; each historical example and definition, had 
personal applications. 
 
I’m uncertain when the idea of running for office first began to take 
root.  Perhaps it was the February 2004.  Elections had been on our 
minds since 2002.  There was no let down in activities after 
Blagojevich was sworn in as Governor.  I was eating breakfast at the 
Dixie Kitchen in Evanston with friends Bonita Cohen and Richard 
Reeder, discussing politics.  Reeder had already decided to run for 
Niles Township Committeeman, and we were joking around.  I turned 
to Reeder and laughed, “I’ll flip you for committeeman!”  Both of us 
laughed, and the three of us chowed down on our southern omelets.   
 
February turned to October, and each of us grew progressively busier 
attempting to elect all the good Democrats to office in the 9th 
Congressional District.  It was clear that Senator Kerry and Candidate 
Obama had little to fear in our district from President Bush and 
Republican U.S. Senate candidate Allan Keyes.  In fact one person in 
my precincts asked me to congratulate Mr. Obama on “hiring” such a 
good opponent. 
 
But Michelle Bromberg didn’t fare so well.  Despite a six-figure war 
chest, and an endorsement from Barack Obama, Bromberg’s advisors 
had urged her to campaign negatively, and this had alienated the 
power base of the Democratic Party’s liberal/progressive wing.  The 
success of her election began to appear in doubt.   
 
One campaign piece in particular drew a very hostile response.  The 
piece showed Beth Coulson and Allan Keyes side by side with a gun 
superimposed in the center.  The caption read, “They’re both 
Republicans.”  That piece was geared to appeal to every fear, 
possibly racist feeling hidden within the voters’ psyche.  It was just 
too long a stretch.  Looking back, that might well have been the 
turning point for Coulson. 
 
Nonetheless, the district was overwhelmingly Democrat, and it was 
very possible Bromberg could sweep in on the Kerry/Obama coattails.  
No one in the 9th had any inclination how Election 2004 would turn 
out. 
 
In mid-October, Reeder and I again met for breakfast.  This time we 
were all more serious.  He told me that he’d been approached by 
various groups to run for Niles Township Democratic Committeeman, 
and the groups had promised volunteers and funding.  I pledged my 
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support, joking, “Okay! But I get to be president of the organization.”  
Reeder stayed serious, replying, “Why don’t you consider running for 
State Representative?  Michelle Bromberg may not make it.” 
 
I stopped smiling; that gave me pause.  I had been approached to 
run for the 17th in both 2002 & 2004, but I didn’t pursue it because, 
for me, the time wasn’t right.  Now things seemed different.  I knew 
Bromberg might yet win, and I wasn’t going to sabotage her, but I 
decided to keep an eye on race, whatever the results.  Besides, by 
this time I had gotten to know Michelle Bromberg, and concluded that 
she was a nice person who deeply cared about her constituents and 
positions.  She was taking a tremendous beating in the press, and I 
felt for her. 
 
On November 3, 2004 every Democrat in the 9th needed anti-
depressants.  Kerry and Obama won overwhelmingly in the 9th; 
Obama won his bid for Senate.  But Kerry conceded; Bromberg lost. 
Shortly after the election Reeder and I talked again.  I told him that 
my research showed the loss fell under the 25 percent un-winnable 
number, and pending approval from my family, I was very seriously 
considering the run. 
 
Reeder had already been on the computer.  Bromberg had lost votes 
in otherwise heavily Democratic areas from the 2002 Hughes 
campaign.  A different style of campaigning for Bromberg might have 
made the difference. 
 
At that point my husband Allan and I talked seriously about the race, 
and Allan voiced his approval.  I immediately appointed him chair of 
my campaign committee.  Next stop, I called my son, Sol, at that 
time the Assistant to Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich. Sol headed 
the State of Illinois’ Washington DC liaison office.  Sol, too, was 
enthusiastic, offering help.  I then broached my mother and step-
father, Dorothy and Elmer Lipstadt.  They offered to start rallying 
neighbors and giving advice on senior issues.  Finally, I looked up, 
heavenward, asking, “What do you think?”  I thought I heard from on 
high, ‘you go girl!’  At that point I held the virtual balloon drop and 
made a virtual campaign acceptance speech.  Me, myself and I 
cheered loudly. 
 
By December 6, 2004 I had my first campaign contribution, and 
excellent advice from Hank Perritt, Dean of IIT College of Kent Law 
School.  By December 15, 2004 the campaign fund was in the four 
figures, and campaign committee had grown. 
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I began meeting with elected officials and committeemen.  Some 
were most encouraging.  State Representative, and then 
Committeeman Elaine Nekritz of Northfield Township pointed out that 
Michelle Bromberg had made some headway against Beth Coulson in 
heavily Republican Glenview.  When the check for lunch came, 
Nekritz took it, saying the candidate should never pay for lunch! 
 
At that point I realized that it was possible to develop the first steps 
toward a magic number.  A few more percentage points in New Trier 
and Evanston plus continued climb in Northfield might well produce a 
victory.  The question remained how to gather a coalition capable of 
producing this victory. 
 
A second issue presented itself: How to win against a moderate, well 
regarded Republican?  Bromberg’s loss had soured most Democrats 
as the winnable nature of the seat.   
 
I encountered this when I first met with Committeeman Bill Crowley 
of New Trier Township.  When I first worked on a North Shore 
election in 1976, it appeared that then Committeeman Lynn Williams 
could gather the entire New Trier Democratic Party around his dinner 
table.  The New Trier Democratic Organization was clearly the 
minority party.   
 
Times had changed.  Committeeman Crowley to his credit heads the 
majority party in New Trier Township.  It’s a growing, vibrant 
organization with a large executive board, and a group that meets on 
Wednesday mornings.  I had worked with Crowley on Larry 
Suffredin’s campaign for Cook County Commissioner.  As we worked 
together our mutual respect grew. 
 
But not even Crowley, the kindest well-meaning committeeman is 
going to purchase a deck chair on the RMS Titanic.  I had to convince 
him my campaign was viable, capable of producing a victory--this 
despite the fact that Niles Township Committeeman Cal Sutker 
almost certainly wouldn’t support me, and instead would search for a 
primary election opponent. 
 
Further, Crowley is a lawyer, partner in a large corporate law firm, 
well versed in the art of cross examination.  I knew Committeeman 
Crowley would be polite and kindly, but also question and voice his 
concerns.  I also got a first-hand view of his powers of perception 
before the meeting began.  There are no windows in the lobby of his 
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law firm.  But as Crowley helped me remove my coat he commented 
“I hope you didn’t get too wet getting to my office.”  I looked up. He 
replied, “Your coat’s damp.”   
 
Committeeman Crowley wouldn’t jump on my bandwagon because of 
a good dog and pony show.  His support hinged on whether or not I 
could convince him I’d be an effective candidate.  Frankly, I was 
nervous as he ushered me into his office. 
 
The questioning began.  He asked why I thought Bromberg lost, and 
why I thought I could win.  I pointed out the numbers, and that I’d 
campaign in a different, less negative way.  I answered truthfully that 
Cal Sutker wouldn’t support me, but that I’d develop my own precinct 
organization, if necessary, and that I retained a lot of support in 
Skokie.  Besides, I pointed out the election may well have been won 
if Ms. Bromberg had campaigned more strenuously in New Trier 
Township, and I pledged I’d walk every block of the New Trier 
Township 17th District with the New Trier Democrats.  The questions 
and answers continued for the better part of an hour.   
 
Then Crowley smiled and pointed out that while endorsements would 
have to wait, it would be a good idea to meet with his executive and 
steering committee, as the next step to getting to know the New Trier 
Township Democratic Organization better.  I floated out of his office. 
 
Not every interview went as well.  One elected official informed me 
Coulson was a “wonderful woman,” and because of this, this official 
refused to get involved.  I had anticipated that the “wonderful 
woman” factor might surface; nonetheless, it hurt. 
 
A series of interviews with the various ethnic and immigrant groups in 
the area followed.  These went fairly well.  I’d worked with many of 
these groups in previous campaigns, and as a result I often heard the 
line, “You helped me.  Now I’ll help you.”  Former students also 
flocked to my banner. 
 
But not everyone cheered.  State Representative Louis Lang, 16th IL 
Legislative District likens Cal Sutker to his political “father66,” and is 
an Assistant Majority Leader of the Illinois House.  He has the ear of 
House Speaker Michael Madigan and Speaker Madigan as head of the 
Democratic Party of Illinois was Michelle Bromberg’s major 
contributor.  Speaker Madigan doesn’t give private candidate 

                                                 
66 Interview at Lang’s Skokie office, July 2001. 
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interviews, and I have reason to believe that Lang might have told 
Speaker Michael Madigan what he thought of me. 
 
Chris Cohen67, an invaluable friend since the Carter campaign, began 
giving me advice and background on many of the Democrats in 
leadership.  I had made an appointment to speak with State 
Representative Barbara Flynn Currie.  Representative Currie agreed 
to bring my credentials before the Democratic Party of Illinois.  
Consequently, one of Madigan’s aides, Will Cousineau, requested my 
credentials and a copy of my funding list.  While I happily sent my 
credentials, funding lists are private property, not meant to be shared 
with other candidates.  Questions about Lang, Sutker and fundraising 
began to surface. 
 
Two endorsements became crucial: Congresswoman Jan Schakowsky 
and 13th District Cook County Commissioner Larry Suffredin.  These 
two officials are the driving force in 9th District progressive politics.  
Suffredin early on had told me I’d make an “interesting” candidate.  
In March, 2005, shortly before I announced I asked him to join my 
committee.  He agreed, and voiced his support. 
 
Next stop: Congresswoman Schakowsky’s political headquarters on 
Broadway in Chicago.  Schakowsky was waiting with her Political 
Director, Alex Armour.  The quizzing began with magic numbers and 
fundraising, and didn’t let up.  The Congresswoman had entered the 
House leadership, in the process becoming less willing to put up with 
idiocy.  She pulls no punches, and gets directly to the point.  I was 
prepared, but even so it’s not easy answering a barrage of questions 
thoughtfully.   
 
At one point I stopped, took a breath and brushed back my hair.  
Schakowsky said, “Let’s get one thing straight.  I support you and am 
going to endorse you. Relax!”  The necessary endorsements were in 
place. 
 
One more concern: Richard Reeder and I decided to announce our 
candidacies jointly.  We rented a room at Maggiano’s Little Italy in 
Westfield/Old Orchard shopping center, and planned the evening 
together.  Nandita Chatterjee, my image consultant and fundraiser in 
the Indian community, coordinated the details.   
 

                                                 
67 Cohen has always given me good advice.  I value his ideas and opinions.  If my campaign has a “Dutch 
Uncle,” it’s Cohen. 
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Some worried that would guarantee me a primary opponent.  Would 
it not be better to announce separately from Reeder, they asked?  I 
replied to these queries that would be too expensive.  What was done 
was done. 
 
But my ties to Reeder continued to worry some of my other 
supporters.  Bonita Cohen noted that none of the politicians would 
come because Reeder was announcing.  They feared Cal Sutker’s 
wrath. 
 
That gave me pause.  It would be nice to have unqualified support.  
But Reeder and I had been friends since “time immemorial,”68 and I 
didn’t want to look myself in the mirror knowing I had betrayed such 
a good friend and ally. I also don’t want to ever look in the mirror 
and know that I’m just a hack with a pretty face. 
 
Morality aside, Cal Sutker blamed me for most of his woes since 
1998.  Even if I swallowed my conscience and begged forgiveness for 
voting conscience over party, I’d been informed he’d never “forgive” 
me.69 
 
So Reeder and I proceeded to announce together.  Over 100 people 
came, including local press.  As I began speaking I noticed the 
waiters rolling in more tables.  The evening was a great success, and 
the press coverage went well.  Momentum was building, and I was 
looking forward to moving slowly but surely to victory. 
 
Then my campaign hit its low point after my first fundraiser on June 
23, 2005.  It was an outdoor wine tasting at the home of my 
campaign secretary Alexey Kaplan.  Everything was in readiness; 
over 200 invitations and 500 Evites had been sent.  Kaplan believed 
he could raise between $2000-5000 that evening by inviting 700 
guests at a relatively low price: $50 a person/$75 a couple, and the 
initial RSVPs looked promising. 
 
But none of us figured on the “wind and tide”70 factor.  That day it 
was close to 90 degrees in the shade.  Had I not been the guest of 
honor I would have stayed home, and vow to make a contribution at 
another time.  The fundraiser did raise approximately $1500, but that 

                                                 
68 British diplomatic term signifying an period of time of such long duration that it’s unknown 
69 Meeting with Mayor George Van Dusen, May 2001. 
70 When King Philip II of Spain heard the Spanish Armada had been destroyed largely by storms, he 
remarked that he could guarantee a good fleet with courageous sailors and soldiers, but he could guarantee 
“wind and tide.” 
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wasn’t apparent until the next day.  We scheduled a campaign 
meeting following the fundraiser; a bad mistake given how tired and 
disappointed all of us felt. 
 
It all proved too much for one member of the campaign committee. 
She lost her temper and began shouting at me violently. “Why 
haven’t you completed your friends and family list yet?  You know 
Debra Shore has quit her job to work on her campaign.  I don’t want 
you doing anything but making phone calls.  No more volunteering 
with the old people.  Why didn’t you send out more email 
invitations?”  The shouting continued for close to 45 minutes.  
Everyone kept repeating they were only trying to help. 
 
By the time we got home I was considering dropping out of the race 
entirely.  That urge passed by noon the next day.  We had raised 
some money.  I was running in the black.  But it seemed to me a new 
rule was necessary.  I informed my committee that I welcomed all 
opinions, even the unpleasant ones.  However, everything from this 
point on was to be stated in a civil tone of voice.  No more shouting! 
 
They each readily agreed.  On further reflection each appeared 
chagrined at what had transpired at the meeting following the 
fundraiser.  One member felt so badly that she called the member 
who had lost her temper, advising her to keep her temper in the 
future.   
 
It became a moot point. The member who had lost her temper left 
my campaign in August, presumably because of my friendship with 
Reeder. 
 
During the summer my support grew, and in unexpected places.  I 
had rejoined the Skokie Caucus Party after meeting with Caucus 
chair, Ralph Klein in March 2005.  Reeder acted as the honest broker.   
 
I informed Klein that I was willing to join or re-join the Caucus, but 
worried that I’d remain a member for two minutes.  Cal had removed 
my name from the membership list in 1999, after his candidate lost 
the park district election, and I had written a guest editorial for 
Pioneer Press about the election71.   
 
We shared our concerns about the past, and I decided I could rejoin 
and support the current ticket.  There was no betrayal here.  The 

                                                 
71 Ross, “Thoughts of a tired Campaign Chair,” The Skokie Review, May 13, 1999. 
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Community Vision Party no longer existed, and Klein was working 
hard to create a Caucus Party that reflected Skokie’s population.  We 
both agreed on the Caucus Party’s goals.  Besides, Ralph Klein is a 
likable, honorable man.  We might have come to the table a bit 
apprehensive.  We left as friends. 
 
The Caucus Party picnic takes place every summer around the July 
4th holiday.  This time Allan and I attended for the first time in six 
years.  Truth to be told, I was nervous.  In fact I whispered “battle 
stations” to Allan as we approached Lorel Park.  We were welcomed 
with open arms by the Caucus Party members.  In fact Pramod Shah, 
the chair of the Indo/American Democratic Party asked to sit on my 
campaign committee, and invited me to the Indo/Democratic dinner.  
Ralph Klein also now sits on my campaign committee.  Bygones were 
indeed bygones! 
 
On August 1, 2005 I was invited to speak at the Evanston/North 
Shore Democracy for America Link-up at the Celtic Knot in Evanston.  
Allan and I went to the meeting, briefly discussing what I was going 
to say.  It seemed to the both of us that simple speech from the 
heart was the best way to go.  Wilmette Village Trustee, P. Lali Watt 
began the meeting, stating she supported me.  We had met for 
breakfast earlier in the summer, and I knew she was interested in my 
campaign, but I didn’t realize I had earned her support. 
 
I started to speak, giving a short bio, pointing out that I had served 
as an elected official, and was active in CEDA, the largest community 
action organization in the country.  I asked for their support and 
answered questions.  It went well, and I decided to join Democracy 
for America, as well as go to Springfield with them on Governor’s 
Day. 
 
There were also introductions.  One man introduced himself as Alan 
Cottrell, political consultant in charge of the Blue Basin Project.  He 
said he came because his wife, Joan Donahue was impressed with me 
when the two of us met at Debra Shore’s announcement.   
 
We exchanged cards and met for lunch the next week.  By the time 
lunch ended Cottrell had become my political consultant and targeter.  
A former national political consultant who had worked in both 
Republican and Democratic campaigns, Cottrell has proven invaluable 
for both his advice and wit. 
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By October, 2005 I had become a regular member of Democracy for 
America’s Evanston/North Shore Link-up.  But I hadn’t realized just 
how strong their support was until I attended a reception for James 
Dean, Governor Howard Dean’s brother and chair of DFA, and Illinois 
Lieutenant Governor Pat Quinn.  Cottrell noted I had favorably 
impressed Quinn and his aides when I met them at the Governor’s 
Day’s festivities at the Illinois State Fair.   
 
Despite its hefty price tag, $250 a person, it seemed a very good idea 
to attend this reception.  The reception took place David Wilhelm’s 
and Kevin Conlon’s political consulting offices.  My oldest, dearest 
friend and general campaign image consultant, Joan Krawitz and I 
took the Metra commuter train downtown to their offices. 
 
It was a small reception, a good time to make new friends, and 
cement old friendships.  Sometimes the craziest things prove to be 
ice-breakers.  Kent Wilson, a computer expert and retired Classics 
Professor at the DFA Evanston/North Shore chapter, said something 
at the sign in table that made another man look up, smile and say, 
“I, too, am a retired Classics professor.”  Then the gentleman smiled 
at me.  I replied, “I’m afraid the only thing I remember about the 
classics is the salutation to Agamemnon.”  Then I rattled it off in the 
correct trope.  He stopped, “That’s Attic Greek!”   
 
That’s the first time that my two years of Attic Greek study ever did 
me any good!  We introduced ourselves, struck up a lively 
conversation, and when we met again a week later at a reception for 
Democratic National Committee Chairman, Dr. Howard Dean, my new 
friend Dr. John Shumaker, retired professor, university president and 
currently advisor on financial matters for the World Bank SEPAP 
project in Afghanistan, informed my friends he was my “newest 
supporter.”  Let’s hear it for Agamemnon! 
 
Back to the Democracy for America reception for James Dean!  
Conlon was introducing the candidates, giving a lot of attention to 
Debra Shore who had been adopted by the Edgewater Democracy for 
America chapter.  Watt spoke up, pointing that the Evanston/North 
Shore chapter had adopted Shore but had also adopted, and strongly 
supported me. 
 
When it came time to pose with Dean and Quinn, I was posed 
squarely in the middle of the picture.  Reeder recently informed me 
that my name is now all over all of the progressive blogs.  Support 
grows. 
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Another pledge of support came when Reeder and I went to the 
Filipino Voters Midwest Association Dinner on October 15, 2005.  We 
had split the cost of a full page ad in their ad book.  We got to our 
seats just as the dinner began, and Park Board Commissioner Jerry 
Clarito began introducing politicians and dignitaries.  We were 
introduced separately, both of us receiving warm applause as we 
stood.  Then Clarito announced that the Filipino community, which 
numbers over 18,000 voters, was supporting both of us, and would 
help us in our campaigns. 
 
Later in the evening a representative of the Filipino press asked for 
our cards, and we were asked to speak.  My speech drew large 
applause, and both of us were asked to pose with the leaders.  
 
The following Wednesday, October 19, 2005 Reeder and I were 
invited to the President General Pervez Musharraf’s rally for victims of 
the earthquake in Pakistan at the Holiday Inn in Skokie.  I arrived 
shortly after Reeder because I had spent the afternoon getting 
photographs taken for my brochure and press pack.  I barely had 
time to change clothes before getting to the Holiday Inn.  I was still 
wearing the stage makeup applied for the photos. 
 
Upon entering, each of us wrote a check towards the relief fund.  
Then I began to introduce myself.  I walked up to some gentlemen 
standing near the buffet and offered my card.  One gentleman, in 
particular, looked at me, asking, “What party?”  “Democrat,” I 
replied.  He smiled and said “I’ll support you.”   
 
Since then, Mohammed Adil Khan, vice president of the Bank of 
Pakistan has been one of my staunchest supporters.  He has brought 
me additional support voter and press support in the Pakistani 
community, as well as some influential members of the Jewish 
community.  Khan walked into my last campaign meeting with The 
Consul General of Pakistan.  The Consul General’s meetings at 
Pakistan’s Washington DC embassy were delayed so he could deliver 
greetings to my campaign committee. 
 
Fundraising has also improved.  My husband Allan ran the Chicago 
Marathon dedicated it to me, asking contributions to my campaign, 
raising $2400.  At this point if my support holds and if I raise enough 
money, it’s possible I’ll stand a fighting-to-good chance of winning 
this race.  But there’s a lot of work to be done before planning the 
victory party. 
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There were two other ‘make or break’ points worth mentioning.  By 
late September, Sutker had decided to step down from the post of 
Niles Township Committeeman, in favor of State Representative 
Lang.  Once this occurred, Lang asked Reeder to meet with him 
privately over a cup of coffee. 
 
Reeder told me what happened later that afternoon.  Lang began the 
conversation by pointing out that Reeder had indicated to him that he 
was running against Sutker.  But, Sutker had dropped out.  Lang had 
indicated that Reeder once said to him that he might be willing to 
support him if Sutker stepped down.  Reeder told Lang he had no 
recollection of such a conversation and that he was in the 
Committeeman’s race to stay.  That ended much of the conversation 
about politics. Both men spent the rest of breakfast talking about the 
White Sox’ post season success.    
 
On October 8, 2005 I attended the NAACP dinner and ran into one of 
my key supporters, who on several occasions had expressed worry 
about my campaign.  A month earlier this supporter told me some of 
the “wonderful women” adherents believed I was a progressive 
“creation.”  A few weeks later at another meeting this supporter 
worried I’d get hurt.  To that, I rejoined, “I’m hurt already!”  This 
supporter also mentioned to me that Sutker was searching for 
someone to run against me in the primary. 
 
So when I saw my friend at the dinner, I worried about being advised 
to drop or because of a fierce primary campaign.  But the supporter 
knew something I didn’t; no one was pursuing a primary campaign.  
That’s when I discovered that all of my supporters, especially this 
one, had remained loyal to me, strongly supporting my candidacy.  
Thus far, no primary challenger has surfaced. 
 
On November 6, 2006 the New Trier Democratic Organization held 
their annual dinner, and I attended.  Schakowsky sat at the next 
table.  Committeeman Crowley was in the process of reading of the 
list of candidates in attendance.  He was at the “S’s.”  Schakowsky 
came over to me and whispered, “Bill didn’t read your name.  Do you 
have a card?”  I produced my card, and Schakowsky walked over to 
the podium and handed it to Crowley.  Crowley looked at it, saying, 
“Judith-Rae Ross, candidate for State Representative is also present, 
but she’ll speak with the other legislative candidates.”  
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I had no idea I was speaking that night.  All I knew was the 
legislators were next on the program.  State Senator and Evanston 
Township Committeeman Jeffrey Schoenberg began with a detailed 
address about programs secured for Illinois while he’s chaired the 
Appropriations Committee.  Addresses followed by State Senator 
Susan Garrett, State Representative Julie Hamos, State 
Representative Karen May, and short greetings by Congresswoman 
Jan Schakowsky.  I grew edgy waiting my turn to speak. 
 
Then Senator Schoenberg said, “Our work isn’t done.  One seat 
remains in Republican hands.  But we have a candidate for the seat in 
the 17th District, Judith-Rae Ross.”   
 
As I crossed to the podium, I realized this was a make or break 
moment.  The rank and file membership of the New Trier Democratic 
Organization was seated in this room.  I had three to five minutes to 
make them believe I was a viable candidate. 
 
After thanking Senator Schoenberg and Committeeman Crowley, I 
quickly mentioned my qualifications and accomplishments, mentioned 
my family, and my three major issues: education, senior citizens, and 
small business/community development.  I followed that by noting 
that I had voted to lower, as well as raise taxes, depending on the 
circumstances.   
 
Then I decided it was time to try out the campaign line I felt would 
resonate.  “Ladies and Gentlemen, now I have a question for you.  
Have you had enough?”  Applause erupted.  So far, so good!  Now to 
heave a salvo at Ms. Coulson! 
 
“My opponent,” I continued, “votes moderately on social issues, but 
straight Republican on the money issues.  She serves two masters.  I 
serve one…you!”  More applause, warm applause!  Best now to 
conclude on a high point, “If we work together we’ll all have cause to 
celebrate next November, thank you.”  Thunderous applause!  I 
turned around and kissed Senator Schoenberg, walked off the podium 
to a hug and kiss from a smiling Committeeman Crowley and his 
friend Jane Kaplan. 
 
When I returned to my table Wilmette Trustee James Griffith 
complimented me on speaking well.  I said I hadn’t expected to 
speak.  He replied, “If that’s what you do on an ‘extemp’, I like to see 
what you do on a written.”  Crowley later told me he had heard 
favorable comments about me. 
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There are personal moments as well.  The night I declared my 
candidacy, Krawitz got to Maggiano’s early to help me put on some 
make up.  I had not worn any make up in 20 years.  The next day 
she taught me how to apply the make up myself.  It’s all part of the 
image. 
 
During the summer, Cook County goes parade happy.  I marched on 
three occasions.  In each I had a large banner, and I designed T-
shirts for my supporters.  Much of my summer was spent designing 
and ironing on transfers.  I still have the burns, political battle scars, 
to show for it! 
 
Before I went to the Indo American Democratic Party Dinner, Nandita 
Chatterjee took me to the Indian section of Devon Avenue in Chicago 
to buy Indian clothes.  We decided northern Indian attire would suit 
me best.  I worried that a sari would unwind in the middle of dinner, 
and a bare midriff wasn’t appropriate.  
 
I’m not certain what went through the salespeople’s minds when I 
started to select items.  While in the dressing room I overheard 
Chatterjee speaking in Hindi phrases which were punctuated with ‘Dr. 
Ross,’ ‘State Representative’ and ‘Skokie.’  But when I stepped out of 
the dressing room to model the clothing, the salespeople said, “These 
look good on you.  You wear our slacks and tunics well.”  No one was 
laughing. 
 
It turned out I looked good and felt very comfortable in the long 
tunics and pants of northern India / southern Pakistan.  My wearing 
Indian garb, indeed, impressed my hosts at the dinner.  One 
acquaintance when she realized I was wearing Indian garb hugged 
me and said, “Don’t you look beautiful!” In fact, my table partners 
noticed that the embroidery on my tunic and her sari were similar.   
 
A week after the dinner I attended the one year anniversary 
dedication of the statue of Mahatma Gandhi in Skokie’s sculpture 
park.  Upon arrival the president of the Indo American Democrats 
welcomed me warmly, handed me a bottle of spring water, and 
escorted me to a seat in the VIP section. 
 
All candidates for office require versatile and varied wardrobes.  I 
owned one formal suit, and had already worn it twice in rapid 
succession.  Clearly, I needed more clothes, but lacked the money to 
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invest in the good silk suits, de rigueur for all candidates, especially 
female candidates on the campaign trail. 
 
Another friend came to the rescue.  She pointed out it was possible to 
pick up new clothes at the Salvation Army Thrift Shop, AKA the “Sally 
Ann.”  I agreed to meet her on Friday, November 4th.  Together we 
began to search for silk suits. 
 
My late father, Leonard Elias would have called the “Sally Ann” a first 
rate hegdish, Yiddish for unorganized mess.  There was no order on 
the racks.  Suits, dresses and slack suits shared the rack along the 
wall, casual attire next to formal gowns; larger sizes next to petites.  
There were no fitting rooms.  Customers estimate their sizes, or take 
measurements prior to shopping.  My friend measured some of the 
widths with a yardstick provided by the management. 
 
I decided the Braille system worked best.  When I felt something silky 
I pulled it off the rack.  If it looked like it was my size I pulled it on 
under my skirt.  My friend stood guard in front of me, laughing.  
Incredibly enough I found three silk suits.  Then we went to the 
blouse rack where the Braille method worked again, and I found 
three silk blouses.  The six items cost $35.21.   
 
After I got them home I tried my new clothes on again.  I made some 
quick alterations to one slack suit, and put the others aside to take to 
the cleaners for alterations.  When I attempted to put my hand in one 
of the pockets of the suit I was going to wear, I found the pockets 
were still stitched together.   
 
My friend was right.  That silk slack suit had never been worn.  It had 
been donated new by the retailer because it hadn’t been sold and the 
season for it had passed.  I felt wonderful in it…and no one at the 
New Trier dinner was any the wiser. 
 
All of the clothes were altered by the next week.  I decided to wear 
the same slack suit to the Democratic Party of Evanston dinner that I 
wore to the New Trier dinner.  We arrived, and I was saying hello to 
my friends. 
 
At that an Evanston District 65 School Board Member came up to, put 
his arm around me and whispered, “Since you’ve declared your 
candidacy, you look beautiful.  Where did you get that gorgeous 
suit?”  I laughed, replying, “The Sally Ann!”  He answered, “The 
Salvation Army Thrift Shop?  I buy all my clothes there except my 
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shoes!”  My friend was wearing a designer black silk suit with a 
designer tie.   
 
Will I meet Ms. Coulson one day going through the racks in search of 
yet another formal suit? 
 
Another moment:  Joan Krawitz, Executive Director of Voter Trust 
and I were practically born together.  Our parents were close friends, 
and the families have been friends since the 1930s.  We’re the 
second generation.  I was Joan’s Maid of Honor; she my Matron of 
Honor.  Her advice and counsel is invaluable, and it extends from 
issues to what to wear.   
 
All of us drove to the Democratic Party of Evanston dinner together, 
and after saying hello the two of us went to the washroom to freshen 
up.  Joan pointed out I needed darker lipstick.  I always need darker 
lipstick.  As I applied it both of us remembered how we used to play 
‘ballerina and witch’ with my mother’s old formals when we were 6, 
how neither one of us could master ballet, and what a long time has 
passed since we went to the prom.  The memories hit us both, as we 
squeezed hands.  What a journey! 
 
What have I learned from this so far?  When circulating petitions I 
can rattle off my issues, experience and hopes.  I’m a strong 
speaker, and actually relish campaigning.  I’m learning how to ask for 
money, and to keep my cool. 
 
Most important, politics may be a dirty business.  But I’ve learned to 
keep my soul.  It’s no good to win and have nothing of yourself left to 
give to the office. 
 
It’s still early.  Already, I find my weeks are planned around 
campaign appearances and meetings.  There are never enough hours 
in the day to accomplish every task.  I do the best I can. 
 
So far my support has been building, and my campaign committee 
has stabilized.  My marketing consultant has developed a tag for me: 
Judith-Rae Ross, Democrat:  “The Grassroots Choice for the Illinois 
House 17th Legislative District.”  Fundraisers are planned for after the 
January 1, 2006. 
 
It will be a donnybrook, a knock down slam ‘em fight.  But since 
April, I’ve found my issues and my niche.  I’m comfortable rising 
from the grassroots. 
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So when people ask me how goes the campaign, I smile and say, “So 
far, so good.” 
 
--11:59 PM; November 29, 2005 
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LOGIC IN CHAOS 
IS TERRORISM A POLITICAL SYSTEM? 

 
 

Introduction: 
 
Since 9/11 few words have been more bandied about, yet less 
understood than “terrorism.”  Most agree that terrorists are bad people 
who kill innocent civilians for questionable reasons.  Their motivation 
can vary from defined goals, such as the creation of the Palestinian 
state, to ideals such as a society based on religious beliefs. 
 
President George W. Bush asserts that America is currently engaged in 
a war against terrorism.  Hence, America has terrorist alerts.  Boarding 
an airliner in post-9/11 America is often more challenging than making 
the flight. 
 
Whatever terrorism is, it may well presage future warfare, and it’s not 
going away.  Actually, it’s been around for a long time.  That’s why an 
examination of that “ism” is in order. 
 
 
I.  HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS 
 
A.  Suicide as a war tactic 
 

1. Masada 
 

2. Kamikazes 
 

3. Keiros 
 

4. Laurie Wasserman Dann 
 

5. Gary Frances Powers 
 
6. Tom Clancy (Literature) 
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B.  Fear as a War Tactic 
 

1. The Romans 
 

2. The Mongols 
 

3. The Thirty Years War 
 

4. The American Revolution 
 

5. The Indian Removals:  Trail of Tears 
 

6. The French Revolution:  The Reign of Terror 
 

7. The American Civil War:  Sherman, KKK 
 

8. World War I:  Espionage Act 
 

9. World War II:  Poland, Holocaust 
 
 
II.  TERRORISM AS A TACTIC1  
 
A.   When does terrorism enter war? 
 

1. Guerilla warfare 
 

2. Technology 
 

3. Size of army 
 

4. Publicity 
 

5. Psychological matters 
 
 
III. TERRORISM AS A POLITICAL SYSTEM 
 
A.     What are political systems? 
 

1. What is the role of land in a political system2  

                                                 
1 My thanks to Dr. Alan Cottrell for this insight 
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2. What generates political systems? 

 
3. Feudalism: Rural and Urban 

 
4. Terrorism: Rural and Urban 

 
5. Feudalism vs. Terrorism 

 
6. Are Democracy and Terrorism antithetical?  

 
IV. HAS TERRORISM SUCCEEDED AS A STABLE POLITICAL 
SYSTEM? 
 
A.   History 
  

1. Mongols 
 

2. Nazis 
 

3. Right wings 
 

4. Left Wings 
 

5. The Chin Dynasty 
 

6. The Mongols 
 

7. The Third Reich 
 

8. Afghanistan 
 

9. Argentina 
 

10.Cambodia 
 
B.  Israel/Palestine 
 

1. Hamas 
 

2. Sharon 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
2 My thanks to Kathy Routliffe, Staff writer for Pioneer Press for this insight 
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3. Populations 
 
 
C. Post 9/11 America 
 

1. Voting habits 
 

2. Views on freedom 
 

3. Iraq 
 
D.  Africa and the Balkans 
 

1. Rwanda and Burundi 
 

2. South Africa 
 

3. The former Yugoslavia 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Although this research is based in the South African context, it is applicable to any country 
where poverty alleviation and associated social issues resulting from segregation, 
discrimination and colonialism, are of concern. 
  
The presentation deals with creative solutions to some of these issues and is accompanied 
by examples of South African work with brief discussions of these works/projects. 
  
The presentation will be a summary of this written paper in keeping with the times 
stipulated for each session. 
 
 
This paper was motivated by the necessity of finding meaningful and tangible ways of 
integrating art1 and society where art becomes modes of urban regeneration, public expression, 
ways of addressing past histories and a tool of public empowerment within a developing 
democratic South Africa.  
 
This doctorial research was also based on the premise that creativity and individual expression 
through the arts has a valuable role to play in the development of integrated societies and in 
creating visual identities and dynamic environments for all communities worldwide. The arts can 
provide effective programmes of human resource development through appropriate education 
and training that is not necessarily based on standards of prior learning and therefore is able to 
accommodate wider and diverse communities. These programmes function within a social2 
context that takes account of the concept of the people and the place as the genesis and subject 
for these manifestations.   
 
Within all Countries, there are very many silences, in particular, acts of social injustice with a 
multitude of guises that need to be unveiled, heard and re-addressed. Art-making is a creative act 
of self-expression that has its own value: that of freedom. The freedom to speak is a right 
accorded to every person. The arts are an appropriate and dynamic mode of visual 
communication and it is important that they be afforded an opportunity to speak on behalf of the 

                                                 
1 The term “art” applies generally the various disciplines within the visual and performing arts.  
2 The term “social” does not imply sociological intent but refers to the everyday context of any group or society. 
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people within the public domain. Artists working collaboratively with communities have the 
ability to create works that instil a consciousness of issues relevant to the lives of a society.  
 
Crime and poverty are destructive elements currently undermining societies all over the world 
and there is a desperate need to find ways of sustainable development and regeneration to uplift 
the economic and social status of many communities. The concept that “the arts can build 
communities” is a generally accepted notion and although I make no attempt to prove this 
statement, I firmly believe this notion. In addition, individual expression is a human and basic 
moral right and as such, new modes of public, participatory and community-based arts can fulfil 
this need. This presentation examines programmes in which the arts have been successful in 
regenerating public spaces, empowering communities and acting as agents of social, cultural, 
economic and ecological change. 
 
Collaborative art programmes are ideal opportunities for and important tools of group 
expression. The images created in these collaborative projects are drawn from and assume the 
life of that community, the results being the universal language of art.  However, there are three 
important areas of consideration and criticism, those of aesthetics, social value and outcomes. 
The issue of quality is to some degree determined by the nature of each individual project, its 
intentions and expectations and its temporary or permanent nature.  How can quality be achieved 
and on what is this assessment based. Unfortunately, formal criteria of assessment based on 
aesthetics, quality of the craftsmanship, and collectability are unsuitable for public and 
community-based arts and do not consider the intentions and the resultant outcomes of any 
project. Assessment should be based on the appropriateness and value of expression and the 
relationships set up between site, process, artwork and audience. This paper is concerned not 
only with the aesthetic value of the arts but in particular, with its ability to effect socio-economic 
change, its ability to speak of everyday concerns and its aims as being pro-active. These then are 
the social value and outcomes mentioned earlier and include independence of participants and 
sustainability. 
  
The nature of the work discussed could be said to be popular, public and accessible. 
Unfortunately, in contemporary art-thinking, particularly in South Africa, these terms are often 
interpreted as demeaning. One reason is the lack of critical and informed literature in this field of 
art-making and, what information is available, tends only to commend and expound the values of 
this relatively new area of art activity without dealing critically with the aesthetic, conceptual, 
social and political issues surrounding the work. Another reason is the contradictions inherent in 
this work within traditional notions of high art: those of permanence, commercial value, 
collectability, traditional art contexts, and the autonomy of the artists. 
 
The notion of democratising art emphasises the concepts of public, appropriateness and 
audience as well as the role of the artist in society. The issue of an appropriate language of 
critique is essential especially as the nature of public and participatory community-based art 
projects is at odds with gallery practice and precludes the application of traditional formal 
evaluative criteria. Understanding the context within which each project has been defined and 
structured, is essential to any meaningful assessment of this work. 
 
As the doctoral research progressed, several issues of concern changed and dealt with the notion 
of public versus community as people and as spatial concepts, with contested spaces, that is, with 
the privatisation or appropriation of public spaces, and as a result, the implications of whose 
public, whose community, and whose spaces together with the concern for the quality and use of 
public spaces. 
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These concerns led to an area in between the arts, social sciences, the ecology of place and the 
role of the artist. This presupposed that art is not merely an object within a space but that, 
operating within the public domain, it could become a combination of permanent or temporary 
structures or even transitory events as well as participatory ongoing projects that reflect the needs 
and social conditions of a particular group or society. Thus, art can empower communities and 
give them a voice to effect change and create social awareness. This is particularly necessary 
within the present South African context. 
 
Important to this argument is the fact that is generally not understood nor accepted: it is not the 
artwork that should be considered as public but the context and the intention of the process, 
particularly in the case of socially-conscious and activist art. 
 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN   
are:  CONTEXT,         the CONCEPT of public,        and    INTERVENTION. 

 
 
SELECTED PUBLIC AND COMMUNITY-BASED ART PROJECTS: 
 
Art in history reveals that creative people have always played a role in the social and cultural 
development of a society. Given a public context from which to operate, creative expression 
gave voice to political, spiritual, historical and social concerns of every culture. I feel 
passionately that the role of community-based art in South African society can be enormous, if 
afforded the opportunity. In the multi-dimensional and complex society that exists in this 
Country, artistic expression has the potential to give people a voice and enable them to reclaim 
their place in society. It is also a means of building capacity and community, both of which are 
sorely needed. The knowledge that one can be creative and use that creativity expressively, in 
itself creates capacity as well as self-esteem and dignity.  
 
Artists use their creativity not only to give voice to their own expression but to present the world 
with a vision of itself. However, creativity is neither the privilege of the few nor of the elite. The 
capacity of choice empowers in dynamic ways and, in socially-conscious artworks, choice 
becomes the domain of both the maker and the viewer. It is a generally accepted notion that the 
releasing of emotional pain or injustices assists in healing processes. The visual expression of 
such issues gives the maker the power to take back his or her life by publicly exposing social ills 
that he/she wishes to be addressed. Social responsibility and social awareness are the tools of 
everyman that enable him or her to play a role in the reestablishment of an integrated and healthy 
society. Visual artistic expression is the vehicle, accessibility is the key and a public context is 
the space. This implies the necessity for accessibility not only of physical space but also for the 
use of a visual language that is comprehensible to all.  
 
Two recent State public memorial sites that are examples of this philosophy and fulfil these 
criteria are the Garden of Remembrance at Freedom Park and the Monument to the Women of 
South Africa, Wathint’ abafazi, Wathint’ imbokodo : Strike the women, Strike the rock, at the 
Union Buildings, the administrative seat of the South African Government. These projects 
exemplify new alternative attitudes by the State in the rendering of national monuments.  
 
The Freedom Park development complex presently being constructed in several phases will 
eventually consist of a Garden of Remembrance, now completed, a museum, memorial, 
conference and events centre, an information centre and additional landscaping features. The 
intention is for a 
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centre of knowledge [that] aims to create a deeper understanding of South Africa 
and all its people through the narration of the country’s pre-colonial, colonial, 
apartheid and post-apartheid history. It will retell South Africa’s story, to dispel 
the many myths and prejudices that have concealed its true history and distorted 
the richness of its cultural heritage. Beyond acknowledging the past, Freedom 
Park will celebrate the achievements of democracy and stand as a beacon of hope 
for the future. It is envisaged to become a place of pilgrimage, renewal and 
inspiration for South Africans and all humanity (Young & Darroll 2004:18).  

 
 
The complex is situated near the summit of the yet undeveloped Salvakop (“kop” being a hill) 
and provides excellent views and reminders of typically historical sites/buildings from the 
Afrikaner Voortrekker Monument in the south, through Skanskop and Klapperkop as two 
historically important Fort sites of the South African Anglo-Boer War towards the east, and to 
the City and the monument of Paul Kruger in Church Square in the North. The Isivivane as the 
sanctuary is called, faces the rising sun of each new day throughout the seasons. Its location 
looks back on the past but speaks for the future and the formal manipulation of the site evokes a 
sense of reverence and plenitude, a respect for both life and death, and a symbolic meeting place 
between the ancestors and the living, a sanctuary for the past and the future.                                                     
 
The artwork, Wathint’ abafazi, Wathant’ imbokodo : Strike the women, Strike the rock, is a 
multimedia memorial celebrating the women’s march on the Union Buildings in Pretoria on 9 
August 1956. It is a multifaceted work incorporating the context and the implications of both the 
event and the site. The three main components of this public artwork are the sculptural element 
of The Imbokodo, the audio recordings of The Whispered Voices and Stair Text. Ascending the 
stairs, this inscription provides the historical context of the memorial, with extracts from the 
original “letter of protest” presented to the Government: The Demand of the Women of South 
Africa for the Withdrawal of Passes for Women and the Repeal of the Pass Laws. The aim of this 
text is not only a record but also a reminder that history must never be repeated. 
 
The call “strike the women, strike the rock” has great significance and is repeated in the mosaics 
created by the women in one of my projects in Moroko Dam Link Park in Soweto. The audio 
element The Whispered Voices, activated by infra-red sensors, repeatedly whispers “Wathint’ 
abafazi, Wathint’ imbokodo” in familiar and unfamiliar languages as if emerging from the past, 
moving towards the future, forever a reminder of women’s innate capacity to combine their 
efforts to create a powerful force that protects and nurtures both their immediate worlds and 
those of others. The voices provide an exhortation and a reminder that tampering with women is 
tampering with the very source of life.  
 
The District Six public sculpture project and festival took place on Heritage Day, 24 September 
1997. This, I also consider to be an important memorial, albeit a temporary one. The intention of 
the festival and artworks was activism - to comment, protest, record, commemorate, remember, 
trace, gather, heal and memorialise by creating alternative temporary monuments in a particular 
space to recall and oppose the events that took place from 1966 over a period of 16 years, that of 
forced removals from District Six, a prime urban area of Cape Town that had been reclassified as 
a “white residential area”. Over 7000 people attended the opening and festival on Heritage Day, a 
fact that on its own attests to the injustices that are still felt to this day. The event was initiated as 
a result of the imminent redevelopment of the site and return of former residents, a definite cause 
for the celebration of this victory.    
 
The artworks were not about “being art” but were traces of the past, reconstructed into temporary 
yet poignant reminders, in the present context, of the struggle for the land, for home and for 
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human rights. Simple direct use of found material became the interpretations and memories of the 
events that had taken place. Those memories were brought home figuratively with the 
communities returning once the development is completed. Sites were re-invested with the spirit 
of the people, past and present.  
 
Visual expression is a direct and appropriate means of communication in countries where not 
only poverty and illiteracy make the dissemination of information difficult but attitudes such as 
denial, prejudice, bigotry and human rights abuses also thwart the acceptance of certain 
information. The fear of the other3 in any form is always difficult to address because of the moral 
implications of non-acceptance of the other. Art has the means to create an immediate and visual 
impact whereby the speaker becomes a universal spokesman or representative for that society. It 
detaches the voice from the individual and becomes the voice of the many that hold that 
particular opinion or vision. Art has the potential to shape the consciousness of the people, to 
create global awareness of actions or non-actions and in this way, mobilise social action, debate 
and responsibility. This could be defined as artistic citizenship. The artist sits at the edge of 
society and, wittingly or unwittingly, becomes the conscience of the people.  
 
Artists for Human Rights in South Africa is a non-profit organisation concerned with the rights 
of others and utilises visual and public communications aimed at creating an awareness of social 
injustices. Break the Silence! is a unique HIV/AIDS educative project in the South African 
context although precedents exist internationally. In Break the Silence! artists collaborated to 
create a portfolio of prints that are being reproduced into both posters and billboards for display 
in public sites.  The following approach was taken. 

 
Artists for Human Rights advocates the promotion of a human rights 
consciousness through art. The programme identifies with the hypothesis that the 
HIV/AIDS pandemic in Southern Africa reflects human rights abuses which are 
compounded by rampant ignorance, poverty and the lack of adequate primary 
health facilities. Such conditions breed suspicion, create a stigma attached to 
those whom it affects and promotes denial (Jordaan & Nanackchand in Collins 
2001:7). 
 
The Print Portfolio/Billboard project “Break the silence” (sic), … is unique in its 
aims at reaching a very different audience without relinquishing its claims to 
being ‘art’. … the portfolio-based billboards intend to make art socially relevant, 
take it out of the elitist gallery (or portfolio) context into the streets and make it 
accessible to large masses of people. … [the billboards] are furthermore highly 
public, large-scale community-oriented and educative media of visual 
communication (Marschall in Collins 2001:18). 

 
The AIDS quilt, the AIDS ribbon and texts such as Michael Nash’s Silence=Death are the 
results of artists’ collaborative actions and certainly do not fit comfortably within the traditional 
definitions of artworks, yet these works are discussed in the latest art publications and journals. 
Community action has power. It has the ability to speak with one voice. Group action could be 
seen to be greater than the actual numbers involved in any pro-active event and, by implication, 
be representative of all who hold that particular opinion whether directly involved in the action 
or not, irrespective of where in the world they might be. 
 
Of equal importance and aligned with the intent of the Print/Billboard project, is the grassroots 
community Bambanani Sketchbook Project “aimed at encouraging the victims of HIV/AIDS, 

                                                 
3 The other could be seen as situations such as racism, gendering, discrimination, homophobia, poverty, et cetera. 
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particularly those children affected and infected by the disease, to articulate their experiences 
with confidence and dignity and, in so doing, stop the denial about the disease” (Jordaan & 
Nanackchand in Collins 2001:8).A project such as this, gives not only participants the 
opportunity to express and release their feelings but, by sharing their experiences, provides the 
viewer with an intimate, if somewhat immature and naïve yet brutal interpretation of reality 
through their collective voices. The visuals are direct and honest with pencil drawing providing a 
familiar medium for speaking about a tragic and devastating reality and voicing the unspeakable. 
Involvement in this project became a healing process, a plea for action, an opportunity for 
capacity building, a mode of educating others and a means of creating a national and global 
awareness.  
 
Aligned with Break the Silence! campaign, a 500m AIDS banner or ribbon was wrapped around 
the Durban City Hall. The Foreword to the catalogue states that “one of the aims for choosing the 
historic City Hall was to ‘decolonise’ the building … [as] it was forbidding to many people. The 
idea of encircling this building with a ribbon created by a representative and large section of the 
population was to give the citizens of Durban a sense of ownership of the building while drawing 
attention to the plight of Aids (sic) in our area” (2000). The banner was the result of a collective 
effort by many groups to create an artwork that in its physical and on its social scales, the 
enormity of its installation, public exposure and experience, caught the imagination of the 
Durban public and international delegates who attended the XIII INTERNATIONAL AIDS 
conference for which this banner was intended. Collaborative in the extreme, the ribbon dealt 
with a taboo subject for public exposure rather than any acceptable contemplative philosophical 
content. The installation became an art happening, exhibiting the work of many voices. The 
artwork was the process, the spaces between the work and its audience rather than the ribbon 
itself.  
 
A community project that has achieved success and could be considered a model of good 
practice is the Mapula (mother of rain) Embroidery Initiative based at the Sisters of Mercy 
Centre in Winterveld, Mpumalanga. It is a success story of sisterhood, compassion and 
commitment. The aim was the empowerment of the women within the extremely poor rural 
region of Winterveld. A small sponsorship was obtained and with the commitment of a handful 
of volunteers, it has grown into a self-sufficient sustainable business involving about 400 
women. The women are encouraged to create personal images accessed from their experiences 
and the rituals of everyday living. The embroideries have a naive local flavour that is derived 
from the familiarity with daily chores in a rural existence while its vibrancy is a result of the 
individualistic use of colour, texture and patterns. They have, as a result of its sustainability and 
assurance of production and quality, established a large international market. 
 
Amazwi Abesifazane/Voices of Women was a project within the same genre protesting human 
violence and abuse. It was a “unique project which preserves and promotes the creativity and 
memory of African women” (Project Pamphlet [sa]). Participants with no training in the arts 
were asked to create embroidered memory cloths as a way of releasing and recording the tragic 
events of the past. These cloths built and became a visual history, a creative archival expression 
of injustices. The creative process became both a process of healing and of reclaiming a place in 
history. These actions empowered the participants and gave them dignity. Being given a voice, 
they claimed and exerted their right to express their grief, thereby creating a public record of 
very personal, intimate and private events over which they previously had neither control nor 
access to commentary It is hoped to collate 1000 cloths to create a permanent South African 
archive that becomes a means of questioning and publicly criticising the actions of human abuse. 
Many of the cloths recorded the violent inter-racial clashes and faction fighting between the 
various ethnic groups in KwaZulu-Natal. The role of art in any society is to represent that society 
and question its position. These artworks represent both a past and ongoing reality, while 
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questioning not only its legality, but also the situation that led to these acts of inhumanity. Sadly 
however, although these are memory cloths they also represent and question present conditions 
of racial intolerance, crime and human abuses within the greater global society.  
 
These artworks or memory cloths are beautiful in their naivety and charm but acutely harsh in 
their directness and commentary. They are stark reminders of social intolerance. Such visual 
representations cannot be easily ignored. Combined with simple text, stories of the actual events, 
these embroidered artworks have the power to confront the viewer with these realities. Creative 
and aesthetic group action has compiled a quiet yet resounding visual manifestation of these 
voices of women. The artworks gave the women the freedom to speak and a public context in 
which to be heard. 
          
A similar project to Mapula, is the Keiskamma Art Trust located in the Eastern Cape with a 
scattering of holiday cottages as well as several rural African villages. At present more than 200 
women from the surrounding areas are involved in creative activities in working studios 
converted from old homesteads. The Trust is presently initiating a cultural centre with a working 
museum and tourist centre. Nevertheless, the programme would still seem to encourage a culture 
of dependency with the coordinators and facilitators taking most of the responsibility for creative 
decisions, development, sales and publicity. It is unknown to what extent freedom of expression 
is permitted in the creative development of ideas and images. The modus operandi of late seems 
to introduce artists into the project for a short period of time to initiate and develop ideas for 
large-scale artworks which are then implemented by the women whereas the original large-scale 
artwork was developed and implemented by the women themselves. This would seem contrary 
to the original idea of giving the participants a “voice” and puts the emphasis on work as paid 
employment rather than ownership and capacity.     
  
The Keiskamma Tapestry, exhibited in 2003, is a 126m-long embroidered artwork that tells the 
story of this region of the Eastern Cape and the Xhosa people representing a rich fertile land 
filled with wildlife prior to human settlement, to the early San/Bushmen, and ending with the 
1994 democratic elections. This visual history is retold in dynamic yet simple bold and direct 
images that have been accessed through their own traditional knowledge and the memories of the 
oral history passed from generation to generation combined with written records of the events 
over time. Its long narrow format compounds the narrative; the directness and intensity of its 
intent fascinates and convinces the viewer of its honesty in its recording; and the multiplicity and 
marriage of the images and events create a richness and aesthetic that cannot be denied. It is 
without doubt art, not sewing.    
 
The Keiskamma Altarpiece, its Xhosa title translates as “dying and rising as the moon does” 
relates to a traditional Xhosa proverb of a tenacious person refusing to accept defeat. Its format is 
based on the altar piece by the German painter Mathias Grünewald, the Issenheim Altarpiece 
showing the crucifixion of Christ. Not only is the format “borrowed” but many of the images are 
closely aligned to Grünewald’s as in angels flying overhead with the content of life and death 
central to both works. However, the work is unique in its exploitation of contemporary media, 
concepts, processes and design. Its direct relevance to its community is strongly communicated 
through the depiction of specific individuals, located to its site through the mapping of the 
village, river and surrounding landscape, and the local fabric of the life of its community is 
completely embedded and woven into its images. It is nevertheless, a universal statement linked 
to communities worldwide in its commitment to life and death, struggles and joy, and the 
dependency of family, love and hope. 
 
A project with similar intentions, is Monkeybiz which has  
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made a dream come true. A desire to create employment and empowerment for 
disadvantaged women in Cape Town has led to the creation of Monkeybiz. A non-
profit organization, the business supplies richly coloured glass beads to the women 
in [three] townships … . Each women is paid for every item produced and, since 
they work from home, can look after their families and avoid transport costs. The 
beadworks are unique, creating a sensation wherever they appear locally and 
abroad (Jackson in Viljoen 2003:7). 

 
 
The project draws directly on the Southern African tradition of beading but has reinvented and 
transformed the products and the intentions of this traditional craft. In the publication positively 
HIV+, the intention has been transformed from body adornment to body preservation in the form 
of an educational book on HIV/AIDS. It is a “bead-picture book” that is completely new in 
approach, contemporary in its design, imaginative, creative and functional.  
 
The individual animals and figures that are crafted are delightful, each one different, well crafted, 
references the exuberance of the African culture with its love of colour, pattern, rhythm, and 
texture, and is typically within the decorative tradition of beading. The personalities of the women 
are expressed in the crafting of each object in the use and choice of colour and design.    
 
The African Continent has a long history of trading in beads and shells. In South Africa the 
traditional crafts of beadwork and embroidery are being reinvented in unique and exciting ways 
and the results could be considered art as opposed to craft. The combinations of beading, 
embroidery and appliqué together with the incorporation of other media such as ceramic shards, 
wirework, buttons, safety pins, plastics and metals used to create unique and beautiful works of 
art, attest to the innovative and creative potential within South African cultures. However, 
craftsmanship is absolutely essential for success and training the various creative skills is still 
very necessary to ensure the quality of these new innovative works. 
 
The Hollard Contemporary Bead Collection is a “unique collaboration between six of South 
Africa’s artists and Qalo, a studio of 16 Xhosa beaders based in Cape Town. … each artist 
provided an original design for beading by Qalo and in collaboration worked towards 
highlighting the astonishing versatile nature of glass seed beads” (Coeo Information booklet 
[sa]). Qalo is Xhosa meaning “beginning” and the project is a visual arts community upliftment 
initiative of Coeo, an art consultancy specialising in creative collaboration. As with Monkeybiz, 
the use of glass beads has quite evidently been innovative in recreating the artists’ designs. The 
beads replace paint and are laid into the surface, reinterpreting forms, textures, tonalities, 
rhythms and movement as light is brought into play reflected in and by beads. The Bead 
Collection is one of several similar initiatives facilitated by Coeo, providing a context for job 
creation. The extent to which the beaders are given an opportunity to express their own 
interpretation of a given work is totally dependent on the participating artist. This is a relatively 
new project and hopefully in time, the beaders will have an opportunity to develop their own 
creative potential both conceptually and technically.       
 
The Ilithalomso Craft from Waste is an important collaborative community project within a 
completely different ethos. It originated as a training programme for The Coastcare project, 
initiated in 2000, of the Kommetjie Environmental Awareness Group (KEAG) in the Eastern 
Cape with two of the main aims being that of concern for the environment and equally important, 
that of poverty alleviation. The Working for the Coast Project supports 20 women in the area by 
providing training and work collecting litter daily from the beach and if necessary, participating 
in environmental rehabilitation. These teams collect on an average 1000 refuse bags of litter per 
month.  
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Although the material is available and could be assumed to be a “free source”, the process from 
collecting, sorting and preparing the material to the manufacture of the final product, is labour 
intensive resulting in craft objects becoming relatively expensive. However, taking into account 
production time and the uniqueness of concept and creativity, the product can be considered as 
an individualised artwork and therefore, not merely a mass-produced craft item. As the project 
has progressed, product development now takes place through dialogue within the group 
resulting in the creation of brightly coloured, well crafted  items that are both functional and 
decorative crafted from the “flotsam and jetsam” washed up by the tides. Several important 
criteria are applied within the project, quality of production, product development and dialogue.  
 
One of the important factors of this programme is the interdisciplinary nature that affords the 
participants alternative opportunities for development and the ability to implement this training 
in various aspects of their lives. This multi-faceted approach would serve any person in any 
training of any upliftment programme – the need for an understanding and implementation of the 
knowledge of the interconnectedness of life. 
 
Intuthuko, Tsoganag Basadi and Boitumelo are three sewing projects whose aims are income-
generation, training of design, sewing, embroidery and basic business skills, developing  
awareness of and commenting on many social and environmental concerns, and pride, self-
esteem and empowerment. In addition to practical skills, the projects aimed to create a voice for 
the participants in the hope that this will create a sense of empowerment through creative 
expression. Socio-economic issues that plague our society at present are emphasised, in 
particular: HIV/AIDS, child and women abuse, and the environment. These issues form the 
subject matter for the production of embroidered and appliqué functional artworks for both local 
and international trade. The imagery is accessed from drawings by the participants based on their 
own social contexts. Creative writing/verse complementing the imagery was also encouraged as 
additional and alternative modes of expression. Drawing and writing workshops were presented 
to assist in the development of ideas and creativity. 
 
Not only are these artworks functional, for example, shopping bags or objects of adornment, they 
become personalised items that “make a difference” by highlighting many relevant social issues. 
Each work becomes an individualised unique artwork. As such, these items and the 
accompanying text/verse become expressions of the individual and, by implication, represent the 
feelings and identities of their communities. The whole community becomes represented by the 
work thereby enriching and empowering that society making positive contributions to the 
income-generating power of that community.  
 
Pyramids of Naxos was an international art exhibition in Greece as an art action of ecological 
concern that addressed pollution and created an awareness of waste management including the 
avoidance, separation and recycling of the daily waste in world societies. South Africa suffers 
extensively from pollution, particularly plastic bags which are strewn throughout the 
countryside, so much so that this plastic is said to have become South Africa’s “national flower”. 
Hence my decision as the representative artist for South Africa, to use recycled plastic for two of 
the artworks sent to Greece. As the population of this Country is largely ignorant of the concepts 
of the separation of waste, and the reduction and recycling of materials, I collaborated with three 
community upliftment projects to participate in embroidering small triangles that were combined 
to create a large embroidered fabric pyramid, with two of these communities each making a 
small woven plastic pyramid.  
 
The artwork Masibambaneni: let’s work together was the result of approximately 35 women 
working in three communities together with several artists. Information and books dealing with 
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many aspects of water, land and air pollution were provided and issues regarding the causes of 
and solutions to the problems were discussed. Each side of the pyramid was dedicated to an 
aspect of pollution such as land or the home but thereafter the creative decisions were left to the 
participants. Each participant was encouraged to select her own ideas within the theme of each 
panel, find personal interpretations for these ideas and create her own drawings for the images to 
be embroidered. These 144 triangles were finally sewn into the large fabric pyramid. The aim of 
this project was to create an awareness of and introduce the participants to the many issues 
concerning waste and world pollution with which they were not familiar. By discussing 
solutions, involving a relatively large group of women who worked on the embroideries mainly 
at home, facilitated the dissemination of the concepts of recycling and re-use to their families and 
friends.  
 

WasteArt 2004 was linked to the international arts action THE PYRAMIDS OF NAXOS, Greece 
in both its aims and intentions. WasteArt hosted a range of arts and crafts events that provided an 
opportunity to develop a creative understanding of the interrelationships between people and the 
planet and thereby encourage the development of re-using and recycling waste materials in the 
making of arts and crafts. The intentions were to promote the principles of sustainability by 
promoting the practices of reduction, re-use and recycling while encouraging the use of waste as 
an incentive for creativity at all levels.  
 

Several events were presented: a schools’ competition and exhibition of posters and waste-art 
and functional objects made from found and waste materials; a craft market of artworks and 
functional objects crafted from recycled waste materials; a gala dinner and fashion show of 
“wearable art” made from recycled materials; and an auction of artworks donated by prominent 
South African artists created around the theme of discarded cooldrink cans. The proceeds from 
the auction established a trust fund for emerging artists. The approach was to encourage 
innovative ideas and creative possibilities inherent in waste management, an alternative 
dimension of presenting unique, creative and innovative solutions to the problems of pollution 
that offers an incentive and provides examples for others to follow. 
 
Journey to Freedom, Unisa/Mississippi Project was an arts programme incorporating a choir 
performance, multimedia projections and embroidered artworks to commemorate and celebrate 
the two similar events that occurred in the USA and SA: America’s 40th anniversary of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and South Africa’s 10th anniversary of independence. The visual arts and 
multimedia project demonstrated how the universal attributes of storytelling through creative arts 
could become tools that assist in altering attitudes of racial and political divisiveness and help 
build bridges towards reconciliation. The concept of producing a digital projection, which 
included the hand of the person at grassroots level, was central to the idea of empowering people 
and giving individuals a platform for their stories. Digital animations of these images 
contextualized the songs historically and extended the “language of sound” into a “visual 
language” Furthermore, the images embroidered on panels were combined into two narrative 
wall hangings that record the history. The aim was to inspire a desire for a shared future, to build 
cultural bridges and the empowerment of people through creative and academic freedom. The 
embroidery project provided the opportunities of: incorporating people at grassroots level; 
provided skills training; generated income; afforded the two sewing groups public exposure for 
their projects; and created self-esteem, pride and empowerment and the confidence to venture 
further. Personal experiences, previously hidden and ignored, were made public and given 
recognition.  
 
Overlay: woven roots, a cross-cultural experience was a land art community programme. The 
work not only highlighted the environment but also expressed hope for the future and was based 
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on the premise that the function of art could be extended to become both an educational and 
community tool while having the potential to empower ordinary people to take account of their 
world and act accordingly, expressing their concerns and hopes by claiming the right to a voice 
that will be heard. The artworks were connected by using colour, saffron orange, to create 
continuity and a commonality, the aim being to create awareness of the land.  
 
Commissions for permanent public artworks at Sharpeville, Etwatwa, Oudtshoorn, 
Olievenhoutsbosch, and Springvale Primary School: the development of public spaces affords 
great potential for creative interventions. Social spatial structures (parks, squares, pedestrian 
walkways/malls, informal trading areas) are important forms of infra-structure in the social 
fabric of society, particularly in inner-city spaces, urban and suburban dwelling areas. They 
should be seen as creating “urban living rooms” and as becoming “core public areas” around 
which communities arrange their recreational, economic activities and informal trading. A safe 
and dynamic functional public space creates a “dignified community- or public-owned arena” or 
civic precinct which can become both a physical and psychological landmark. However, such a 
space must be conceptualised within the broader context of its own particular public context and 
site. The additional element of a creative intervention or sculptural articulation of space must 
consider the issues of ownership and accessibility. These two issues are important factors in the 
success and acceptance of public artworks/environments.  To ensure acceptance, it was necessary 
to develop the art programmes in collaboration with local residents, workers and businesses in 
the immediate vicinity. Additionally, construction of the work on-site afforded and invited 
interaction between the artists and the local community. 
 
Skills training and development in the arts and crafts is being instituted throughout the Country 
at enormous cost. Much of this energy and newly acquired expertise however, is being lost. This 
is due to inexperience, the inability or “know how” to proceed and the fact that skills alone do 
not create opportunities. The problem however, lies not in the initial training courses but would 
seem to be due to the lack of regular support and mentorship. Training programmes must include 
aspects of marketing and product development, business skills and long-term planning for 
sustainability. Capacity should be seen not merely as practical skills and formal understanding 
but should incorporate the dimension of independent creativity. It is the desire for and 
acquisition of creative and spiritual capacity that assists in establishing sustainability.  
 
 
CONCLUSION:  
 
A project can only be considered successful if the training can be seen to have any long-term 
effects on the recipients as in the case of the Mapula sewing initiative. The direction in which the 
Keiskamma project has developed recently in terms of the large-scale artworks that have been 
produced has great potential for demand in both local and international collections but, as far as 
can be ascertained, relies heavily on the facilitation of the coordinators and creative input from 
guest artists, and at this stage, cannot be considered an independent empowerment initiative until 
group members become self-reliant with regard to creative and developmental decision-making, 
and ownership of the project is held equally by the embroiderers. The same can be said of many 
projects and there is much concern about the culture of dependency previously discussed. If the 
arts are to play an important role in the economic growth of South Africa, it is essential that 
entrepreneurial skills are considered to be equally important as practical skills. Only then is 
empowerment secured.        
 
An excellent example of a well structured development pro-active initiative is that of the 
Ilithalomso Craft from Waste training programme. It not only pays attention to the practical craft 
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skills but also offers literacy and numeracy skills and is linked to the environmental coastal 
clean-up project that afforded additional knowledge and therefore further opportunities.  
 
Journey to Freedom, Pyramids of Naxos and WasteArt 2004 could be considered successful as 
temporary short and long-term creative interventions with potential for the implementation of 
similar programmes that enable and build capacity in various dimensions. WasteArt 2004 Expo 
although quite different in format, employs alternative measures in various dimensions with 
ecological intentions, and has an important role to play as an educative event with broad public 
and corporate exposure. Similarly, the District Six festival, the Durban AIDS Ribbon 2000 and 
Break the Silence! billboards cultivated and impacted on alternative and diverse audiences. 
These are pro-active events, each with its own socio-political agenda – the processes could be 
categorised as socially responsible art or art activism.                       
 
South Africa has the resources, manpower and potential skills to develop a vibrant arts and craft 
industry. When the necessary funding, infra-structures and training are in place with regard to 
quality, product development, business skills, outlets, public relations, and support structures for 
the arts and crafts, only then can creative interventions within everyday social systems address 
poverty, pollution and job creation through capacity building and also assist in the dissemination 
of necessary information throughout the Country. What is required are social and environmental 
strategies for innovative sustainable growth, broad-based models for collaborations, multiple-
beneficial programmes facilitated through industry, corporate and state social investment. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Throughout the last centuries Western culture underwent a transition from a culture against the 
body to a culture of the body. But the paradoxes of our contemporary age may have created 
new dichotomies: those that oppose Man to his own body. In this process, new imaginaries will 
symbolically  represent, the new collective mythologies.  
As an art of the body, dance cannot be dissociated from the changing status of corporeality in 
present societies. Dance in Portugal followed this wider western  movement. However, while 
popular dance forms have profound roots in Portuguese culture, there is not a strong tradition 
of theatrical dance forms. The peripheral geographic situation of Portugal in relation to Europe 
had an influence on its historical and cultural evolution. In addition, during the 1926-1974 
period, Portugal was governed by a totalitarian regime, which further contributed to 
its cultural, social and economic isolation. 
After the April 1974 revolution there have been many changes in Portuguese society, politics 
and culture. However, these have not occurred without some paradoxes and tensions: there are 
still constant tensions that  cross Portuguese society today, between contemporaneity and 
tradition, globalization and isolation.. This process, however, has also given place to curious 
complementarities. 
This paper explores the directions of Portuguese dance today, and analyses how they reflect 
both Western contemporary dance trends and specific national traits. Through a longitudinal 
analysis followed by  a cross-section study  of the body representations of  a large sample of 
dance pieces,  we identified explicit or symbolically significant elements   in which the 
questioning of  national identity,  post-modernity, and their cross-over with the  imaginary of 
the body was present. 
Key words:  Body imaginary, contemporary dance, Portuguese culture 
  

Dance in Portugal 
 
Portugal is the oldest country in Europe. For eight centuries the country has largely kept  
the same borders. However, the peripheral geographic situation of Portugal in relation 
to Europe had an influence on its historical and cultural evolution. Historic, economic 
and artistic trends have always arrived later in Portugal. Having no other borders than 
those with Spain, since the 15th century the country turned to Africa, to the Atlantic and 
to overseas discoveries. This was the beginning of a colonial Empire - spreading from 
soth America and Africa to China - that lasted until the revolution of April 1974. In the 
period of 1926-1974 Portugal was governed by a totalitarian regime. This, of course, 
further contributed to its cultural, social and economic isolation from Europe.  
During the 20th century in other European countries dance underwent many 
developments in terms of modernism and post-modernism. Yet this did not happen in 
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Portugal. While popular dance forms have profound roots in Portuguese culture, 
theatrical dance forms did not develop a strong tradition. The first professional dance 
company (Bailados Portugueses Verde Gaio) was created in 1940, under the aesthetic 
ideology and dictatorship of Salazar. It was a politically compromised project, searching 
for an exaltation of national history and ethnicity. As for dance technique and aesthetics, 
they followed a mixture of folklore, expressionism and ballet (Roubaud, 2003, 2004). 
Verde Gaio did not last long. 
A few decades after Verde Gaio the two main institutional dance companies were 
created. In 1965 the Gulbenkian Ballet was formed. This was a private initiative of 
Calouste Gulbenkian, a cultivated Armenian business man, art collector and lover of 
Portugal who chose to live in the country   after the 2nd World War. Ever since, the 
Gulbenkian Foundation  had a very important role in modernizing art and dance 
audiences, and also in the emergence of new professional creators and performers. After 
forty years of an internationally recognized brilliant career, the company was 
unfortunately and unexpectedly extinguished a few months ago (July 2005).  
Only in 1977 the first state dance company was created (Companhia Nacional de 
Bailado). It was mainly designed to accomplish  the classical repertoire, but several 
contemporary pieces and choreographers have been able to perform there. The course of 
the company has been uneven, and though some interesting dance pieces have been 
performed, the national lack of a strong theatre dance background can sometimes still be 
felt. 
 
During the 30 years that followed the April 1974 revolution, Portugal has known 
accelerated changes. The country witnessed the end of the colonial empire, and was 
involved in learning the first steps in democracy, after 50 years of a totalitarian regime, 
and  in  joining the European Union. 
Through the  last 3 decades, a peripheral and strongly rural based society, has  been  
(maybe too quickly) transformed into a more urban, industrial, technological and 
informational society. This opening to the outside world and to contemporary times  
profoundly changed the social and economical background, as well as cultural habits 
and mentalities.  The art forms, of course, have been reflecting such modifications very 
accurately.  
Dance was one of the art fields that has known a significant explosion, especially since 
the 80s, and during the 90s. Even struggling with all kinds of difficulties, new non- 
institutionalized dance events, groups, schools, companies, festivals and other initiatives  
spread all over the country. 
The dance forms developed over these last decades, on the fringe of the few established 
companies, have reflected both contemporary cultural trends and the deep and 
sometimes contradictory changes in Portuguese society.  
Many of these new creators, performers and producers have experienced international 
exchanges. Because of this, this movement has been clearly parallel to other 
contemporary western dance trends, and has given  place to the so called “new 
Portuguese dance” or “Portuguese independent dance”:  a dance that refuses to be a 
mere aesthetic exercise, but prefers to question dance itself; that chooses to approach  
human condition and restlessness, to be involved with contemporary life and ideological 
engagements, and to make political statements. Despite the fact of sharing Western 
dance trends, a closer look  led us to recognize some specific traits in this new 
Portuguese dance. Traits of a certain “portugueseness” confronted by the contemporary 
and the traditional; traits of conflicts between the remaining signs of isolation and 
globalization; images that evoke the appeal of the past and the pressure of the future. In 



fact, after the revolution,  Portuguese society was drowned in identity questions: the 
national imaginary is changing. 
However, in spite of these specific traits and in an age of globalization, the notion of  
“peculiarity” is vanishing. The artistic routes of these new independent choreographers 
show the search for an “author’s language”, each is trying to find his own path.  
Nevertheless, despite their diversity, personal universes and ideological statements 
overflowed from an individual to a collective level. In this sense  they became a trend,  
reflecting a clear generational profile and identity. 
 
This paper approaches  the crossing of images expressed in the body representations of  
Portuguese independent dance. We studied a large sample of choreographies as a 
starting point for a debate concerning some aspects of  contemporary Portuguese and 
Western culture and imaginary. This led us to address the questions hereunder: between 
the callings of contemporaneity and tradition, to what degree do these tensions translate 
in the body representations of Portuguese independent dance? To what degree is it 
possible to characterize the choreographers’ individual universes, and through them 
recognize a generational direction? To what degree do these national identity issues 
cross  other contemporary themes? 
 
                               Dance and body as representations of the word 
 
At the transition of the millennium, rethinking the body is on our everyday agenda. 
Throughout this century, we moved from a culture against the body to a culture of the 
body (Bernard, 1972). But this process has developed new problems and new debates. 
The valorization of the body may have eventually created new dichotomies: those that 
oppose Man to his own body. In fact the contemporary age is above all, a time of 
paradoxes. Maybe like never before, has the progress of human knowledge and the idea 
of development  set upon the human body, in such an ambivalent and complex way.  
On the other hand, in view of the technological rush, and facing new concepts of “what 
is reality” and changing relations with “time” and “space”, an extremely tiring 
adaptation posture is demanded of the body both individually and collectively. We need 
to add the complexity of social systems and the asymmetries between the 1st and 3rd 
world, revealing fractures which demand a constant remodelling of contemporary 
societies. Finally, science and religion have lost much of the reassuring role they used to 
play within the community. 
In this context, Western culture and contemporaneity are submerged in a frequently 
mentioned value crisis which is  lived on a concrete level as a crisis of the ecosystem,  
on the collective psychological level as a dissolution of  references   and on the spiritual 
level as a crisis of meaning. 
In a context of quick transformation, under constant threat, one’s body is the last 
stronghold of identity. At the transition of the millennium much has been said about an 
emerging crisis of the body. 
 
As a consequence of an ever changing reality, new imaginaries will represent new 
collective mythologies. Thus, as an art of the body, dance cannot be dissociated from 
the changing status of corporeality throughout the history of culture. A global 
perspective of the evolution of  body representations in Western theatre dance, shows us 
how it followed  changing social imaginaries. Between the ascending body of ballet and 
the body engaged in human condition in modern dance, researchers and creators have 
recognized a metaphor of a descent of the body (Ribeiro, 1997). That descent, which is 



the outcome of  contemporaneity, caused a splintering:- an inwardness, hidden until 
then  in the bodies of  Western theatre dance, has  revealed itself. The splintering can be 
witnessed in the multiplicity of  languages that seem to be as many as their authors. 
Nowadays, the idea of authorship seems to have replaced the concept of “school”.  But 
this splintering is also present in the obsession with deconstruction shown in many  
contemporary dance pieces; and, finally, it can be seen in the use of techniques in which 
the idea of the weight and the  fall of the body and the organic quality of movement, are 
shown. 
On the other hand, the values of democracy, and a mass society context , are reflected in 
a certain tendency for a growing proximity between art and life. This closeness can be 
observed in the idea of an apparent accessibility of some   dance forms, that refuse an 
aristocratic body, imposed from without by technical training; it is also reflected on  
stage through scenes, gestures, and sounds that remind us of  world issues and everyday 
life atmospheres. 
But under the creator’s desire to find individual expression, his urge to manifest 
intimacy and difference, and his will to make statements, lie the forces of globalization 
and mass culture. These provoke a paradoxical effect: they erase the peculiar, create 
barriers to the aspiration of originality, and make obvious the precariousness of the 
“new”. 
 
For many contemporary dance authors, this need to express contents and to question the 
establishment fails when facing the possibilities of a more conventional dance: they feel  
it as a limited form of expression. Why dance when what you want is to discuss 
concepts or to evoke restlessness? What is the role of the body in dancing? Why move 
the body, and how, and towards what?  
In these performances, the use of a multiplicity of artistic languages, of schools of 
thought, and of technologies, seem to be a way of avoiding a feeling of uneasiness when 
confronting a dancing body. 
In many contemporary stages, a certain dance crisis seems to emerge. The bodies 
convey images of impotence, vulnerability, and  incompleteness. They seem to reflect 
an imaginary that represents much of the unconscious of  post-modern societies, and 
some of the problems that affect our world. 
 
                      Analysis of  Portuguese independent dance 
 
We decided to focus on Portuguese Independent Dance in this study, due to three 
factors: first, because  these authors were trained in an international context and their 
creations were a Portuguese version of the so called “new dance”, that was developed 
since the 70s in Europe and the USA. It seemed worthwhile to study whether national 
issues would come through, in an age where globalization eclipses the notion of 
“peculiarity”. Secondly, because belonging to a generation that grew in the cultural 
opening of the 1974 April revolution, they were both agents and a result of a changing 
Portuguese society. Finally, because this dance movement  was a result of spontaneous 
individual energies, which ultimately acquired a generational outlook.   
These motives made the development of a profound analysis of body representations in  
performances, and the characterization of each author’s thematic universes, seem 
worthwhile. Their independence towards conventional repertoire companies would 
allow   a greater freedom of assimilation and of performative re-creation of the 
psychological-collective issues we wanted to approach. 
 



Between the late 70s and the year 2000, we have identified about 20 independent 
choreographers, which were representative of the Portuguese “new dance” movement. 
A first overview of their  artistic trajectories and dance works led us to recognize the 
presence of different creative flows that  correspond to three generations. We decided to 
focus on eight of these choreographers, who we have considered to embody what we 
could call a “2nd generation” (Assis, 1997), in this study. These choreographers 
represent the ascending phase of the independent dance  movement, which started to 
become evident in the 80's and got stronger at  the beginning of the 90's. 
Our study consisted of a very detailed analysis of video recordings of a total of 84 dance 
pieces by choreographers  Paulo Ribeiro, Vera Mantero, Margarida Bettencourt, Clara 
Andermatt, João Fiadeiro, Rui Nunes, Madalena Victorino, and Francisco Camacho. 
 
The research procedures involved three levels of analysis. In the  1st level we took on a  
systematic observation and detailed annotation of all video records of the 
choreographies. The 2nd level corresponded to a  longitudinal (chronological) analysis 
of these  records,  covering each author’s dance pieces produced through periods of 
about  ten to fifteen years. This consisted of a kind of overlapping view of the dance 
pieces. The aim was to detect links, associations, dramatic relationships , mythical 
figures or body metaphors in the pieces, which might be recurrent in each author's 
language. Afterwards, we grouped these findings into thematic categories that would 
characterize the main traits of each personal mythology and universe. In the 3rd level 
we carried out a  cross-section analysis of the video records and of the former thematic 
categories. The objective here was to detect common discursive traits to the different 
authors, and to look for issues such as generational questions, and aspects concerning 
the links to “portugueseness” and contemporaneity. 
 

Complementarities, tensions and paradoxes: the contemporary dance scene in 
Portugal 

 
The superimposition procedures in which our analytic methodology was based clearly   
exceeded our own expectations. This longitudinal analysis of the dances allowed by 
video records, showed  evidence of certain perceptive elements of the performances that 
would otherwise have remained hidden or unarticulated.  In all the choreographers we 
found clear thematic and stylistic recurrences that served their concepts of dance and 
performance and personal mythologies. We cannot examine all these aspects in detail in 
this paper, but we must emphasize the heuristic potential of our adaptation to dance 
analysis of  Mauron´s literature study methods (Mauron, 1963); this research also led us 
to stress the importance of video (and even more of digital) records to   the  
understanding of dance construction, creative strategies, and to the characterization of 
choreographic languages. 
Video recording corresponded to the arrival of a “new Gutenberg” to the performing 
arts. Dance followed a  similar course  to the one of the transition from oral to written 
communication (with the first notation systems), and from written to printed 
communication (which is somehow an equivalent of video recording). Finally, digital 
technologies  are allowing to deal with sound, word and (bi-dimensional) image and 
movement in a single means. 
The potential of this evidence cannot  be shown in the present written support,   but 
some of the mentioned  aspects were video-illustrated during the Conference. 
 



As we expected, many of the personal themes  overflow from an individual to a 
collective level. It is  this sense of confluence that confers a generational profile to these 
authors, despite the diversity of their proposals. 
But in this study we also faced some surprising findings. Being a relatively young 
generation, cosmopolitan and raised in an urban and lay culture, we were amazed by the 
persistent and unexpected presence of a religious imaginary (recurrent images of 
kneeing, praying, or of self flagelation, frequent allusions to christian-catholic moral 
and iconhography, etc…). The issues of "portugueseness" were also evident. These 
identity icons were mainly seen in re-configured images of the near or early past,  
Portuguese history, the imperial era,   tradition, popular culture, or  a vanishing rural 
world. Such aspects were also approached through symbols of everyday life. However, 
these “private” echoes of nostalgia are reconstructed into new ambiances, and are 
crossed by issues belonging to a broader world and to contemporary life. 
From the existing energies of different times and spaces, a field of crossed tensions 
appeared, and from it emerged representations of contemporaneity : 
Affirmation /dissolution of individuality. The  affirmation  of the self is a cultural 
value which is reflected in the need to build personal, free narratives about one’s 
intimacy and the world. In this sense, the refusal of pure dance formalism, and the 
receptivity in relation to new expressionisms and dance-theatre formulas corresponds to 
the search for discourses that serve the expression of contents and the idea of 
authorship. The  mixing of different body techniques and other arts and technologies 
serves the same purpose. Paradoxically, because these strategies  become a tendency,  
differences were attenuated, languages became similar, and in the end, the search for 
individuality disclosed resemblances. 
Global/mass culture. Frequently we saw images and sounds that evoked popular or 
global culture. Through these stage atmospheres, artistic, social, cultural and 
generational references are produced. On the other hand, the use of the poetics of 
everyday life and the occupation of public spaces as dance settings reduces the distance 
between life and art. These frequent references create  permanent connections to the  
contemporaneous imaginary. 
The idea of a “democracy of the body” is implicit in the exploitation of non- 
institutionalized  stage scenes, in the idea of de-construction of performance or of  
dance technique, in the use of poor materials, in the heterogeneous bodies reproducing 
gestures from the streets and tragicomedies of everyday life. On the whole, these images 
are a representation of the democratic idea of accessibility. 
Imagetic and cinematographic conceptions of the performance, reveal a cross- 
influence between the languages of dance and cinema (also present in the soundtracks). 
This influence is also clear in the use of image technologies, in the concept of video-
dance, or in  video installation performances. We also recognized an idea of assemblage 
underlying the construction of the pieces, in the sequence of different scenes or in their 
framing. 
A gender imaginary in mutation was also evident in the exposition of the bodies, 
which are frequently androgynous, or of travestied figures. In the exhibition of nudity 
and in the heterodoxies before conventional gender roles, the issue of undetermined   
gender roles is present. This suggestion is also present in images of constant conflict, in 
the difficulty and lack of communication in love encounters. 
Body crisis/dance crisis. In a certain way the atmospheres and the images of the body 
which dominate these performances seem to configure the representation of a crisis of 
the body which is reflected in a crisis of an idea of dance itself. 
 



The images of vulnerable bodies appearing as a “low technology”, oscilating  between  
anguishing immobility and the imminence of an explosion, question the meaning of 
dance and develop figures that translate effort, constraint, circumscription or even  
impediment. 
The frequent sounds of suffocated voices and the gaze of panic seem to represent a 
sense of the impossibility of dancing, which is crossed by echoes of the pains of the 
world:  performers emerge as erratic beings moving in chaotic places, submerged in 
contexts of absent sense. They are images of human isolation in contemporary societies, 
of the perplex orphanage of post modern man. 
As an utmost expression of impediment, we also observed a curiously recurrent ironic, 
or sometimes humoristic, representation of death scenes. 
 
Nevertheless, there are moments of passing joy. When poetry jumps from slow 
movements, there is the force of a counter-current. The desperate humanity of these 
bodies, their capacity to find humour in the heart of tragedy or in deepest sadness, their 
compulsion to question established orders, to expose their pain and that of the world, 
transforms them, vulnerable, impure and non-canonical, into images of resistance and 
unsubmission. 
Amidst the tension of expectation, the paralysing weight of responsibility, the conflict 
of uncertainty, and the suffocation of questioning, one wonders if in their bodies, 
beyond the contingencies of contemporaneity, a circumstance of a certain             
“portugueseness” does not linger. 
Crossed by energetic currents in contrary directions, between contention and explosion, 
an impasse is represented:- a crisis of dance, a crisis of the body, or crises of culture? 
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6. Abstract 
 

The Raging Grannies: 
Older Women Who Dream of a Better World Use Creativity, Songs and Humour in Educational 

Protests 
 

I  will examine the use of creativity and humour in songs and actions by the distinctive Raging 
Grannies, an inspiring movement of older women. Started in Victoria, British Columbia, in 1987, 
the movement has spread across Canada, the United States, England, Australia, Japan, Greece, and 
Israel. They seek to educate the public and authorities on a wide range of issues, in the process also 
challenging stereotypes of older women. This paper is the result of my doctoral research. 
 
Warren Magnusson, professor of political sciences at the University of Victoria, called them a 
"brilliant example of a group acting out their protests" and using their credibility as grandmothers to 
"undercut the legitimacy of military violence, corporate greed, and governmental insensitivity" (1996: 
93-94). The Raging Grannies reveal that older women's passion and playfulness have often been left 
out and that it is never too late for active citizenship.  The Grannies contribute to the democratic 
process: "without citizens’ commitment to put their bodies on the line and their willingness to 
demonstrate . . . there is no democracy" (Kaplan 1997: 188).  Their approach is unique among social 
movements as they bring together music and performance in their attempt to educate on social and 
political issues. Theirs is a valued example in a world desperate for notions of political action that 
require both, defiance of oppression and respect for life.  Democracy survives in its dissent. This 
presentation will make use of photographs and lyrics from satirical songs.  
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Andrey Tarkovsky finished the work on Solaris in 1972 – sixteen years after 

his first student work as a director Ubiitsy (aka: The Killers) and fourteen years before 

his death.  Solaris became not only the central point of the director’s body of work, but 

(and it is much more important) the counterpoint of that which Tarkovsky defined later 

as sculpting in time.   This paper seeks to explore the meaning of this counterpoint and 

its philosophical implications for Tarkovsky’s filming. 

Tarkovsky’s film is loosely based on Stanislaw Lemm’s science fiction novel 

Solaris. What interests the director in Lemm’s novel is not advances in the 

technological progress of human civilization, but ever present dilemmas of human 

spirit. That is why Tarkovsky pays very little attention to the futuristic entourage of the 

film, as was the case with his previous film Passion According to Andrei set in 15-th 

century Russia when he made it a point not to stress any exotic details pertaining to 

that particular époque. What interests Tarkovsky is the phenomena passing through 

time that leave their mark on the canvas of the human soul.  

 In Sculpting in Time Tarkovsky says that “the cinema image is essentially the 

observation of a phenomenon passing through time”.1 Therefore the counterpoint in 

filming is the ability to simultaneously express a phenomenon passing through time 

against another phenomenon passing through time in a comprehensible way. The 

counterpoint of Solaris deals with time - the time of a human being. What is this time 

of a human being that speaks in Solaris’ counterpoint? Tarkovsky says that in its 

essence it is “the relationship between man and his own conscience”.2 This way time 

of a human being reveals itself as a counterpoint inextricable from the nature of what a 

human being is. It is existence in time that cannot be separated from itself. It depends, 

                                                 
1 Andrei Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003, 67). 
2 University of Calgary, “On Solaris”, 13 October 2005, 
<http://www.acs.ucalgury.ca/~tstronds/nostalgia.com/TheTopics/On_Solaris_2.html> (13 October 
2005). 
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as Levinas puts it in On Escape “on the very being of our being, on its incapacity to 

break with itself”.3  

The counterpoint of one’s presence to oneself is intelligible only because it 

harbors a need, a profound need to escape because one’s presence to oneself can be 

unbearable, shameful, nauseating. In this sense images of Tarkovsky’s films make the 

viewers’ presence to themselves radically visible. In the same way, Hari’s appearance 

on the Solaris space station makes visible Kris’ presence to himself in all its nakedness 

and brutality. In this light it is not accidental that the theme music of Solaris is J. S. 

Bach’s Prelude F minor - a hymn of supplication, an expression of a profound need to 

be delivered from unbearable solitude of our presence to ourselves. The last words of 

this hymn strike me as particularly relevant to the understanding of escape:  

O make me now and wholly 

Love Thee solely, 

My neighbor hold as self, 

And keep Thy word e’er holy.4                                                                                    

We can hold the other as self only when we stop seeking excuses for all that is 

shameful, unbearable and nauseating in our presence to ourselves. 

Solaris begins with long takes of nature: seaweeds gracefully waving in a 

stream, close-ups of green blades of grass, a beautiful landscape embraced by the light 

fog. Kris, the main character of the film, is present in this beautiful setting but is 

completely oblivious to its presence. Thus Kris’ presence in the landscape is given 

through his absence from its presence. Consequently Kris is oblivious not only to his 

presence in the landscape but also to his presence to himself in this landscape. This is 

time lost. Time we loose every day without ever noticing it. Tarkovsky’s images make 

this time lost visible. In other words, they reveal the difference between what we see 
                                                 
3 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 63). 
4 Virtually Baroque, “Virtually Baroque”, 16 October 2005, 
<http://www.virtuallybaroque.com/track096.htm> (16 October 2005). 
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without taking notice and what is visible as immediate intimate presence in our 

presence to ourselves. This is how cinematic image becomes expressive. It turns that, 

which we see without seeing it, visible. In Sculpting in Time Tarkovsky wrote that 

time can be felt in a shot. 

It becomes tangible when you sense something significant, truthful, going on beyond the 
events on the screen; when you realise, quite consciously, that what you see in the frame is not limited 
to its visual depiction, but is a pointer to something stretching out beyond the frame and to infinity; a 
pointer to life. (Andrey Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time)5 

 
Tarkovsky never ceased to stress that the artist has to be touched by the 

presence of that which he transcribes into his artwork. It is the main condition under 

which the artwork can acquire expressive force; the rest is the work of a pure skill. 

Benjamin, in his now classical work “The World of Art in the Age of Mechanical 

Reproduction”, foresaw and highlighted the expressive potential of the cinematic 

image by pointing out that “the camera introduces us to unconscious optics”6.  

Tarkovky wrote that the viewer must be ready to receive the selfless gift of the 

creator - it takes an equal effort to understand the work of art as it is needed to create 

one. He also points out that the director “from a ‘lump of time’ made up of an 

enormous, solid cluster of living facts, cuts off and discards whatever he does not 

need, leaving only what is to be an element of the finished film.”7 The little metallic 

box for sterilizing syringes that is shown in the beginning of the film, keeps 

reappearing throughout the film and is present in the last scene was not cut off and 

discarded. It is there for a reason. Tarkovsky is subtle and it requires an effort to 

understand the cluster of meanings to which this image points. Kris is shown with the 

box in the beginning of the film, but it is closed and the viewer is left perplexed about 

what Kris is doing with this box during his morning work. Only before Kris’ lift off do 

we meet with this image again. The box is open and some soil is spilled over the Don 

                                                 
5 Andrey Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003, 117-118).  
6 Walter Benjamin. “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, in The Critical 
Tradition. Classic Texts and Contemporary Trends ed. by David H. Richter (New York: St. Martin 
Press, 1989, 584).  
7 Andrey Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003, 64). 
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Quixote novel. Kris puts the box in his bag to take it to Solaris. Thus Kris pays tribute 

to the ancient ritual of taking a handful of native soil into a long journey. But Kris - 

who has a concrete goal and is ready to destroy that which he cannot understand, who 

thinks like an accountant and is interested in abstract truth - is not capable to live 

through the ritual or to comprehend its meaning.       

 When Kris is shown in the beginning of the film in the midst of the beautiful 

landscape the viewer feels ill at ease about his absentee presence and preoccupation 

with a metallic box for sterilizing syringes. This feeling of uneasiness reveals that the 

old ritual that Kris performs there is empty. Only when Kris confronts his own self 

externalized by planet Solaris in the form of Hari does the true meaning of this ritual 

come to the surface: return. The impossibility to break up with what you yourself are 

that becomes painful to the point of malaise shows itself as presence, presence of Kris’ 

being to himself. This is return that in its essence is escape. It is a return because it is 

his presence to himself that is unbearable and it is an escape because, as Levinas puts 

it, “The fact of being ill at ease [mal à son aise] is essentially dynamic. It appears as a 

refusal to remain in place, as an effort to get out of unbearable situation.”8 This effort 

involves Kris’ being as a whole because it is the presence of this being as a whole is 

unbearable. The effort itself might be fruitless but it is the effort that counts. Only in 

this effort, which has no other goal but to get out of the unbearable situation of being 

oneself, does the dignity of the being that undertakes this effort have a chance to reveal 

itself and that which is co-present with this effort have a chance to acquire value and 

meaning. 

The soil from the box was spilled over the Don Quixote novel. The whole life 

of Don Quixote was pitched towards escape in Levinasian sense of the term. His 

efforts are often fruitless but they engage his whole being and it is for these efforts that 

                                                 
8 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 58).  
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we love and respect Cervantes’ character. In a sense, this state of being pitched 

towards escape from one’s own self is very Kantian. In fact Kris’ consciousness turns 

into a battleground between pure science and morality. On the one hand Hari is a 

byproduct of a scientific experiment, on the other she is a being that shows all the 

characteristics of a human being and cannot be treated as a mere object for research. 

Hari is at the same time the most foreign as a creation of the Ocean Solaris and the 

closest as the most painful reproach of Kris’ consciousness. Hari makes visible that 

which Kris wants to hide even from himself. Presence of Hari makes Kris ashamed of 

himself. Hari exhibits the nakedness of Kris’ total being. As Levinas puts it, 

“Nakedness is shameful when it is the sheer visibility [patience] of our being, of its 

total intimacy.”9 Shame makes Kris conscious of his need to escape the shame of being 

the being that he himself is.  

Kris is the being that makes the viewer feel ashamed for him. His presence is 

characterized by his absence from the presence of everything and everyone that comes 

into contact with him in the first part of the film. He is absent from the presence of 

Earth that is represented by the beautiful landscape near his house when he is about to 

leave it. Kris is absent from the presence of his aunt when she cries he does not find 

parting words for her. Kris is irritated by Burton’s visit during his last day on Earth 

and is deliberately cruel to him. Kris is ready to continue the research on Solaris even 

at a cost of destruction of that which we are not yet capable of understanding. In one of 

the most powerful scenes in the film Kris deeply hurts his father without even noticing 

that he does it. This happens in a scene where Kris and his father stand by the bonfire 

on which Kris burns the papers that he considers useless. Kris makes a passing remark 

that he has so many useless papers: student notes, research papers, thesis and notes 

with irritation that he cannot understand how all these papers survived throughout the 

                                                 
9 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 64). 
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years. At the moment Kris utters these words the camera shows his father’s back. The 

whole posture of his father expresses that he is helpless, caught in the act of caring that 

is not needed, considered a mere nuisance.  

Thus the shame that Tarkovsky’s Solaris sculpts out of time is twofold. On the 

one hand it is Kris’ shame of himself and on the other viewers shame for him. These 

two kinds of shame are closely connected. Kris’ cheer visibility to himself makes him 

ashamed which in its turn makes shameful visible and enables him to be ashamed for 

others. The images of the film make the shameful visible in the same way as Hari 

makes what is shameful visible for Kris. And this enables the viewers to be ashamed 

not only of but for as well. It is not accidental that towards the end of the film Kris 

says that shame is the feeling that is going to save humanity.  

How is this escape possible? Once Kris realizes the need to escape he makes 

an attempt to behave humanely in inhuman situation. But he takes the route that is 

fallacious. Kris wants to escape by protecting and loving Hari. He wants to escape 

from what he is by means of the pleasure of undoing what he has done in the past. It is 

not possible. As Tarkovsky says that one cannot do it “if he had been able to live this 

stage of his life differently, he would not have been guilty the first time, either”.10 It 

turns out that the pleasure of being united with the being you love is a false promise of 

escape. The pure ecstasy of being united with the being you love that is skillfully 

rendered on the screen through levitation abruptly breaks up in Hari’s new attempt to 

kill herself. Contrary to common belief that the absence of sexual acts in Tarkovsky’s 

films is due to the censorship and Puritanism of soviet society, the director states in 

multiple interviews that the uniqueness of this act done in privacy acquires an opposite 

                                                 
10 University of Calgary, “On Solaris”, 13 October 2005, 
<http://www.acs.ucalgury.ca/%7Etstronds/nostalgia.com/TheTopics/On_Solaris_2.html> (13 October 
2005). 
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characteristic when performed on the screen.11 Tarkovsky searched and found 

cinematic expression of this act that would preserve its uniqueness – levitation. The 

pure pleasure and ecstasy of Kris and Hari’s embrace in levitation is cruelly cut short 

by the harsh sound of broken glass of the can from which Hari drank liquid nitrogen. 

The promise of escape through pleasure proves to be an illusion. Levinas formulates in 

the following words, “the moment when pleasure is broken, after the supreme break, 

when the [human] being believed in complete ecstasy but was completely 

disappointed, and is entirely disappointed and ashamed to find himself again 

existing.”12 Kris comes to the point where “nothing-more-to-be-done”, to the point of 

ultimate solitude that makes him physically ill. He makes one last subconscious 

attempt to ground himself by appealing to the most precious memory of his childhood 

– mother. But his past fails him too. His mother abandons him and fades into darkness. 

Kris’ memory turns into pure pain, time lost. By time lost Tarkovsky understands 

experience of death of another person. The moment of death is also the death of 

individual time: the life of a human being becomes inaccessible to the feelings of those 

remaining alive”.13  The main character, Kris Kelvin, lost two very close people: his 

mother and his wife, Hari.  Kris’ mother was cold and distant towards him. In a home 

video to which Kris constantly returns in his memory his mother never smiles to little 

Kris, never plays with or talks to him. She seems to be in some world of her own and 

this world is inaccessible to Kris.  As a child Kris suffered because of lack of 

emotional connection with his mother. It was not his fault, but he still felt guilty.  

When she died there was nobody to reconcile him with his painful childhood 

memories and answer the question: “Why?”.  But since she is dead she is inaccessible 

to Kris’ feelings, and his attempts to question his memory turn into pain: “As a moral 

                                                 
11  University of Calgary, “Nostalghia”, 22 October 2005 
<http://www.acs.ucalgary.ca/~tstronds/nostalghia.com/TheTopics/AT_On.html> (22 October 2005). 
12 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 61). 
13Andrey Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003, 57). 
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being, man is endowed with memory which sows in him a sense of dissatisfaction.  It 

makes us vulnerable, subject to pain”.14  

When appeal to the memory turns into pain Kris finds himself in “limit-

situation in which the uselessness of any action is precisely the sign of the supreme 

instant from which we can only depart.”15 This is the moment when the metallic box 

with the soil from Earth reappears on the screen. Only this time there is something 

different about it: little green plant springs out of it. Nobody planted it but it is there. It 

is the escape that springs out of the last memory where Kris tries to find refuge and 

fails. It is the point at which Kris realizes that one can love only that which he can 

loose. That preservation of simple human truths requires mystery. That one cannot rest 

in a satisfied illusion that his self is transparent to him. That it is not your world, other 

worlds or other people you are in conflict with. The conflict lies much deeper – it is in 

the self itself. As Snout puts it, “We don’t know what to do with other worlds.  We 

don’t need other worlds. We need a mirror. We are in the foolish human predicament 

striving for a goal that he fears, that he has no need for. Man needs man.”16 The 

counter point that Tarkovsky sculpts out of time is the self against self, the 

impossibility to be the being that you are and remain human. In this line of thought 

Tarkovsky comes very close to the idea that Levinas expresses in On Escape, “Every 

civilization that accepts being – with the tragic despair it contains and the crimes it 

justifies – merits the name ‘barbarian’”.17 The barbarian civilization can occupy itself 

only with knowledge understood in a sense of rational and methodical appropriation of 

everything that is as a whole. This is exactly what Kris does in the beginning of the 

film.  

                                                 
14 Andrey Tarkovsky. Sculpting in Time. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003, 58). 
15 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 67). 
16 Andrei Tarkovsky: Solaris, prod. and dir. Andrei Tarkovsky, 169 min., MosFilm, 1972,  DVD. 
17 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 73). 
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The refusal to accept and justify what you are as “the fait accompli of 

creation”18 means return to your true self and rediscovery of the mystery that makes 

simple human truths possible. Only through that refusal to remain in place can we 

rediscover people as the reason for love.  This can be accomplished only when we are 

sick at heart of what we are, through the experience of nausea. Tarkovsky very 

skillfully prepares the viewer to the understanding of this intuition in the beginning of 

the film. When we feel ill at ease because of Kris’ cruelty to Burton who exposes 

himself to Kris in the uttermost way Tarkovsky reinforces this feeling by cinematic 

means. Burton makes an effort to reach Kris by sharing with him the most painful 

experience of his life only to be hurt at the moment he is most vulnerable. The viewer 

does not know that Burton has a proof of his experience on Solaris that would satisfy 

Kris’ requirement of verifiability but still feels ill at ease. This is highlighted by Kris 

father’s emotional response to the harshness of Kris’ position. When the proof is 

exposed and the viewer is made conscious that the cruelty Burton was exposed to was 

uncalled for the experience turns from uncomfortable into sickening. This is reinforced 

by the nauseating cinematic experience that follows. The long shot of Burton’s drive 

through the location of Akasakamitsuke in Tokyo is accompanied by electronic music 

that gradually increases in volume to the point of becoming unbearable. Olga Surkova 

writes about Tarkovsky’s work on this shot in her Tarkovsky’s Chronicals. She says 

that it was Tarkovsky’s intention that this shot would be unbearable to the point of 

nausea.19 Only after going through the experience of nausea ourselves we can 

comprehend Kris’ experience of it as true. This is how the viewer can see the 

possibility of return to our true self shown on the screen as the one that can be ours.  

The film ends with a scene in which the Ocean Solaris brings from out of its 

depth that which can open the road for any contact – return to our true self. On the 
                                                 
18 Emmanuel Levinas. On Escape. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003, 72). 
19 Old Kinoart, “Old Kinoart”, 13 October 2005 <http://www.old.kinoart.ru/public/02-04-16.html> (13 
October 2005). 
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screen it is rendered through strong visual allusion to Rembrandt’s canvas The Return 

of the Prodigal Son. The little metallic box that Kris took from Earth is still there. It is 

closed. But this time the fact that it is closed is not entrapment in the self it is 

preservation of mystery.  

In conclusion I want to say that counterpoint of self against self that penetrates 

all Tarkovsky’s films is not the only meaning of counterpoint that can be applied to 

Tarkovsky’s cinematic works. There is another meaning of this term on which I want 

to elaborate briefly – polyphony. It became a common place in viewer’s accounts after 

watching Tarkovsky’s retrospective that they are under impression of seeing on long 

film. In this sense Solaris stands out because in a crystallized way its images contain 

allusions to past works and seeds of the works yet to come. Visually Solaris sends us 

back to the images of Ivan’s Childhood through dreamlike shots of nature. Ivan’s 

Childhood opens up as yet another sense of shame - shame of being human with 

respect to our historical existence. History is not a glorious march toward progress and 

happiness if the price that is paid for them is a child’s life and sanity. Solaris evokes 

moral themes of Passion According to Andrei through the image of Rublev’s Trinity 

that is preceded by the return to the main musical theme of this film. Rublev’s 

dilemma of his inability to reconcile vocation to love humanity as a whole and 

inability to love that which is disgustful and cruel in individual human beings. This 

theme is very strong in Kris’ monologue in the second part of Solaris. Illogical 

sequences of Kris’ memories of his childhood and dream scene with his mother will 

later be developed in the Mirror. Science fictional setting and collision between moral 

and scientific worldviews stresses Solaris’ affinity with Stalker. Stalker will later 

reinforce the theme of human ignorance that is one of the focal points of Solaris. We 

are ignorant.  And if we are forced to face our true self most of the time we choose to 

retreat.  We consciously choose to ignore that which was best expressed by Plato 
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through Socrates in the Apology – “the unexamined life is not worth living” (Apol. 

38a).  This thought is expressed in Stalker through the story about Dikoobraz.  

Dikoobraz was a renowned stalker who went into The Zone with his brother.  He lost 

his brother in The Zone and upon his return became astonishingly rich.  Dikoobraz 

hanged himself a week later.  In The Zone there is a place that grants the most sincere 

desires of the heart.  Dikoobraz might have cried his eyes out asking for the return of 

his brother but this was not the deepest desire of his heart.  So he was granted money 

instead. Dikoobraz could not face his true self and committed suicide. This theme is 

particularly strong in Solaris. Hari asks Kris if he knows himself.  Kris’ response is 

that he knows himself as every human being does.  In fact he does not know himself.  

Moreover, he is fully aware that he does not.  When Snout suggests that Kris’ waking 

thoughts would be transmitted to ocean Solaris, which is considered to be a gigantic 

brain with which the human race tries to establish a contact, he resents this suggestion 

for the fear that he might subconsciously desire Hari to be dead.  This fear is very real. 

The nostalgia for Earth, for home, for the place of our origin of which we are ignorant 

in our everyday existence, which is stressed in Akira Kurosawa’s essay on Solaris20, 

finds its new development in Nostalghia, which practically quotes the shot of Kris’ 

aunt over the valley on the day of his departure from Earth. Kris’ readiness to sacrifice 

any hope for return to Earth for the sake of Hari foresees the main theme of the 

Sacrifice that quotes levitation as an ultimate expression of love between human 

beings. Viewed this way Solaris is a thread that is weaved into the fabric of 

Tarkovsky’s cinematic work as a whole.                     

 

 

 
                                                 
20 University of Calgary, “Kurosawa on Solaris”, 23 October 2005, 
<http://www.acs.ucalgary.ca/~tstronds/nostalghia.com/TheTopics/Kurosawa_on_Solaris.html> (23 
October 2005). 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The underlying premise for this study concerns holistic education and the 

inextricability of emotions and intellect.  When education extricates these and limits its’ 

focus to the acquisition of content, emotional development is ignored. Current 

economical and social changes have caused an increased need for the emotions of 

children to be addressed in the classroom.  These needs are particularly acute for children 

facing the struggles and transitions of adolescence.   

A caring classroom can promote positive growth in both the affective and 

intellectual realms.  This type of classroom begins with the behavior of teachers; the 

environment they establish and the relations they foster with and among students.   A rich 

and elaborate description of a caring classroom and the behaviors of teachers who build 

and maintain them have been provided throughout this study.  

This study investigated sixth grade Leon County art students’ and art teachers’ 

perceptions of caring teacher behaviors, with an emphasis on students’ perceptions.  A 

self-administered survey, and a phenomenological study including observations and 

interviews with select art students and art teachers were conducted to help describe a 

caring classroom and caring teacher behaviors. The statistical program for social sciences 

(spss) was used to calculate and describe how respondents rated the teaching behaviors 

included in the surveys. A content analysis, of recorded interviews and observations, was 

then conducted to gain a more detailed understanding of one art teacher and his students’ 

perceptions of caring teacher behaviors. 

 All teacher behaviors included in the survey were indicated by a high percentage 

of students as determining a teacher’s care. Results from both studies indicated that a 



well-managed classroom with discipline was perceived by both students and teachers as 

the most important behavior expressing a teacher’s care.   Students unanimously 

expressed their desire for teachers to maintain a quiet and orderly classroom in which 

they can think and learn. These results could significantly help in the preparation of pre-

service art teachers and also provide valuable insight to seasoned teachers as they 

evaluate their behaviors and consider the emotional growth of their students.  
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ABSTRACT 

EVOLUTION OF THE ISSUES IN THE DEBATE OVER THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE 

 

 The Fairness Doctrine, which was created to regulate the broadcasting of 

controversial public issues, became one of the most controversial of all Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) policies.  The Fairness Doctrine required broadcast 

stations to cover important public issues and to present contrasting views on these issues.  

The Fairness Doctrine had a substantial impact on broadcasters, politicians, regulators, and 

consumers.  The proponents and opponents have been in a heated debate since Fairness 

Doctrine discussion began.  Since the Fairness Doctrine is such a significant public policy 

controversy and the controversy continues, even after elimination of the policy, I studied the 

debate over the Fairness Doctrine and its evolution.   

 In my thesis, I presented the history of the Fairness Doctrine and studied six 

documents containing arguments both for and against the Fairness Doctrine by individuals 

or organizations who are in a position to affect policy or who represent a constituency that 

is directly affected by the policy.  Proponents came from two sources—the Supreme Court 

decision in Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC and the FCC’s opinion in the 1974 Fairness 

Report.  Opponents of the Fairness Doctrine came from two documents—the 1985 Report by 

the FCC and the 1987 decision by the FCC in Syracuse Peace Council v. WTVH.  

Proponents and opponents both appear in two Congressional hearings that I studied—the 

1989 hearing on H.R. 315 (Hearings on Broadcasters and the Fairness Doctrine) before the 

House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and the 1991 hearing on S. 217 (Hearings on 

Broadcasters’ Public Interest Obligations and S. 217, The Fairness in Broadcasting Act of 

1991) before the Senate Subcommittee on Communications. 

 As a result of my analysis of the six documents, I discovered the debate over the 

Fairness Doctrine did not evolve.  The issues in the debate have remained relatively stable 



throughout this lengthy controversy.  The four distinct issues include scarcity, First 

Amendment, public interest, and chilling effect.  Two additional issues in the debate are 

related to chilling effect:  efficacy and cost.  As the debate over the Fairness Doctrine has 

not been resolved, it will continue with each new challenge.  Thus, further research on this 

significant public policy controversy is encouraged. 

       Lisa M. Rundell 

       English / Foreign Languages 

       Colorado State University-Pueblo 
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When Ekphrasis Opens Out: 

The Possibilities and Perils of Writing Poems about Visual Art 

 

 The act of scribbling passionately while standing in front of a painting or sculpture 

attracts some poets and puts others off.  And one can only tremble at the thought of how the 

artists themselves may feel about it.  Many, of course, don’t give much thought to ekphrastic 

writing, which the literary critic James Heffernan defines as “the verbal representation of visual 

representation.”1  Unfortunately, his dry definition suggests why others are unexcited by, or even 

opposed to, the genre.  It sounds remote, and limited.  In my view, however, the best such poems 

are urgent and expansive.  They bring the poet’s world to bear on the artwork, and vice versa.   

 One striking example is a poem called  “Caravaggio: Swirl & Vortex” by Larry Levis.2  

This is what he had to say about it in an interview: “I doubt that the world is in any desperate 

need of another poem about a painting, and mine, I am glad to say, isn’t one.”3  It is, of course.   

Levis’s poem gives close attention to a painting and to the painter’s life.   

In the Borghese, Caravaggio, painter of boy whores, street punk, exile & murderer, 

Left behind his own face in the decapitated, swollen, leaden-eyed head of Goliath, 

And left the eyelids slightly open, & left on the face of David a look of pity 

 

Mingling with disgust.  A peach face; a death mask.  If you look closely you can see 

It is the same face, & the boy, murdering the man, is murdering his own boyhood,  

His robe open & exposing a bare left shoulder.  In 1603, it meant he was available, 

 

For sale on the street where Ranuccio Tomassoni is falling, & Caravaggio, 

 

Puzzled that a man would die so easily, turns & runs. 
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Then the poem goes further, moving into associations that Caravaggio’s painting stirs up for the 

speaker, in particular, memories of a high-school friend named Zamora, who was killed in Viet 

Nam.  “I stood there looking at it a long time,” the speaker says.  “A man whose only politics 

was rage.”  Whose rage?  That of Goliath-as-Caravaggio, the killer who dies by violence, as the 

painter ultimately did?  That of David-as-Caravaggio, the killer-initiate, who destroys his own 

innocence as well?  Or is the rage that of the older speaker and his younger self—both angry at 

being caught up, like Caravaggio and Zamora, in the “wide swirl & vortex of history”?  Or, 

again, does the fury belong to Zamora, who, on his own killing mission, “thinking he heard 

someone call his name, . . . strolled three yards / Off a path & stepped on a land mine”?  

Throughout the poem, these people get all tangled up.  The speaker admits, “When I think of 

[Zamora], I get confused.  Someone is calling to him, & then / I’m actually thinking of 

Caravaggio . . . in his painting.  I want to go up to it / And close both the eyelids.” 

 Although in his interview Levis first deems ekphrastic poetry unnecessary (defining his 

own expansive version of it as something else), he then concedes, “that is no reason at all not to 

go and write a poem about a painting if you need to, or even desire to.”4  Levis understands that 

the project can arise from a profound urge, a matter of need or desire, and he respects that pull—

having acted on it himself.  

 Ekphrastic poetry, when it’s compelling, opens out.  It responds, from the writer’s 

experience, to what a work of art seems to say.  The artwork confronts you, if you’re that sort of 

writer, and begins a conversation that you can’t resist continuing.  This can happen out of the 

blue, as the novelist Jeanette Winterson recounts in her book of essays called Art [Objects].  

Although Winterson had never much cared for art, one day she was captivated by a painting, and 

irrevocably changed.  She writes, 

 

I passed a little gallery and in the moment of passing saw a painting that had more 

power to stop me than I had power to walk on. . . .  

   What was I to do, standing hesitant, my heart flooded away? . . .  
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   I had intended to leave Amsterdam the next day.  I changed my plans, and 

sleeping fitfully, rising early, queued to get into the Rijksmuseum, into the Van 

Gogh Museum, spending every afternoon at any private galleries I could find, and 

every evening, reading, reading, reading.  My turmoil of mind was such that I 

could only find a kind of peace by attempting to determine the size of the 

problem.  My problem.  The paintings were perfectly at ease.  I had fallen in love 

and I had no language.  I was dog-dumb.  The usual response of ‘This painting 

has nothing to say to me’ had become ‘I have nothing to say to this painting’.  

And I desperately wanted to speak.5 

 

That painting, and then others, became lively presences in her creative life.  Now, Winterson 

says, 

 

   I move gingerly around the paintings I own because I know they are looking at 

me as closely as I am looking at them.  There is a constant exchange of emotion 

between us, between the three of us; the artist I need never meet, the painting in 

its own right, and me, the one who loves it and can no longer live independent of 

it.  The triangle of exchange alters, is fluid, is subtle, is profound and is one of 

those unverifiable facts that anyone who cares for painting soon discovers.  The 

picture on my wall, art object and art process, is a living line of movement, a 

wave of colour that repercusses in my body, colouring it, colouring the new 

present, the future, and even the past, which cannot now be considered outside of 

the light of the painting.  I think of something I did, the picture catches me, adds 

to the thought, changes the meaning of thought and past.  The totality of the 

picture comments on the totality of what I am.  The greater the picture the more 

complete this process is.6 
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It is not necessarily a stretch to refer to such a process as interchange—whether it takes 

place only in the mind, as Winterson describes it, or also on the page.  The picture or sculpture 

communicates initially; you meditate on it; your meditation reveals what the artwork implies, 

which gives it more to say; and so on.  

 One of my favorite examples of this kind of interchange is Mark Doty’s poem “Lilies in 

New York.”7  In it, the speaker contemplates a pencil drawing in which a flowerpot, stalks, and 

leaves are very densely rendered while the lily blossoms themselves are barely suggested.  The 

poem conveys the intensity of his engagement with almost breathless momentum, which is 

propelled by enjambment and by surprising shifts in images and association.  The issue, for 

Doty, is what the incompleteness of the drawing can reveal about the relation of art to life.  His 

speaker comes up with a series of hypotheses in the form of questions. 

 

What’s this about?  Why, 

 

up here where trumpeting 

crowns all this darkness, 

has the artist given up? 

. . . .   

                               Is it that 

he wants us to think, This is a drawing, 

not a flower and so reminds us 

 

that the power of his illusion, 

alive below the lily’s neck, 

is trickery?  A formal joke, 

. . . . 
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                                           Or is it 

too much for him, to render that delicacy, 

 

to bring the white throat out 

of white paper, no hope of accuracy, 

and so he makes this humble gesture 

 

to acknowledge his limitations . . . ? 

 

Or “Would he rather remain with the push / of areas of darkness . . . ?”  At this point, halfway 

along, the poem turns, reminding us that it concerns a drawing that hangs in a New York gallery.  

The “cacophony of pot / and stem” become the sounds and emotions of the city, 

  

              As if the frame 

were filled with colliding expanses 

of noise (traffic, sirens, some engine 

 

hammering into the street below, 

barking, air brakes expelling their huge 

mechanical tribute to longing. . . .  

 

 Further on, the blossoms too become the city: “Trumpet, trumpet, and trumpet: / now New 

York’s a smear / and chaos of lilies.”  I love how in the line “Trumpet, trumpet, and trumpet” the 

same word, repeated, takes on different meanings—honking horns, trumpet-shaped blossoms, 

joy in the midst of “chaos.”  And then the lilies undergo another metamorphosis.  They become 
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the human part of the city, all bound up with, and resisting, the mechanistic part.  Doty describes 

these inextricable parts as  

  

snowy throat and black crosshatched 

 

field of atmosphere, scent 

and explosion, tenderness 

and history, all that’s leaning 

 

down into the delicate, nearly human skin,  

pressing with its impossible weight. . . . 

  

By the end of his inquiry, the speaker ultimately focuses on the fact that the blossoms appear 

                    open as if 

about to speak.  Open— 

is that it?  Out of these negotiations 

 

arises a sketchy, possible 

bloom, about to, going to, 

going to be, becoming 

 

open.  

 

 “And who,” he says,  “could hope to draw that?” 

 Thus Doty’s ekphrastic poem, which has itself opened out from the visual plant, to the 

aural city, to the tactilely imaged vulnerability of the human condition, concludes by praising 

openness itself. 
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 In spite of such vivid examples, some writers still deprecate ekphrastic poetry as a genre 

that operates at an extra remove from “reality.”  In contrast, those who are excited by the genre 

can’t separate “life” and “art” so easily.  Although it’s true that the ekphrastic poet stands at an 

additional remove from, say, the scene represented by a painting, this distance enables other 

kinds of immediacy, such as the “triangle of exchange” among writer, picture, and painter that 

Winterson describes.  In fact, ekphrasis enables various kinds of ménages à trois—indeed, 

ménages à plusieurs —among the poet, the painting, its subject, the painter, the model, the 

picture’s audiences, the reader, and so forth.  (Ekphrastic poetry usually concerns 

representational art, though not always.)   

 Successful ekphrastic poems vary widely, but generally the writers move beyond the 

artwork they see before them, to associations that arise from it.  A poem may expand the moment 

a painting or sculpture represents into a narrative.  Another may speculate about the work of art 

itself, its creation and reception.  A poem may elaborate a painting’s take on the world, or argue 

with it.  Others, like Levis’s, unfold into memories the artwork recalls.  Some ekphrastic poems 

regard the visual work as an object of meditation, ranging beyond it to explore a complex 

philosophical or social problem, or the action of art itself on the viewer and the world. 

Despite the multiple possibilities of ekphrasis, one thing it cannot do well is make the 

reader see what the poet sees.  Yet poets are continually tempted to try.  I certainly have been, 

and often still am.  Many failures of ekphrasis come from the writer’s urge to recreate, and share 

with readers, a particular aesthetic blessing. When I am enchanted by, and writing about, a 

picture, it’s hard to believe that the reader can’t see what it looks like.  But paintings, like poems, 

are “unparaphrasable,” as Mark Doty has written.8  Even attempting to detail in words a picture 

that the viewer takes in immediately would require a boring quantity of prepositional phrases and 

such.  (“Beyond the church, next to the man in a top hat, in front of the garden fence. . . .”)  And 

in any case, the reader would still imagine something other than what the poet sees, or 

remembers seeing.   
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 Nonetheless, description, despite its uncertain reception in the reader’s mind, is usually 

an element of ekphrastic poetry.  In a successful poem, however, description is not exhaustive 

but selective.  And it is connected to the poet’s own associations. 

 Using the encounter with a work of art as a springboard to a wider world of association 

isn’t always easy, though.  One problem is that when one is standing in front of a painting or 

sculpture, caught by its timelessness, it’s hard also to participate in the realm of words deeply 

enough to recall its possibilities of narration, self-revision, and other sorts of movement through 

time.  One way to reduce the temptation simply to describe what takes one’s breath away is to 

look thoroughly at the artwork and then go away to write elsewhere.  

 While ekphrastic poetry, in a sense, deprives the reader of the full visual experience of 

the artwork—and cannot do otherwise—many exciting poems find ways of making up for this 

deprivation.  They offer, instead, metaphorical images, and often invoke sensuous experiences 

other than the visual: sound, touch, smell, taste, and visceral and kinetic sensation.  Doty, for 

example, enlivens his meditative poem with images of New York’s street noises. 

 Another issue is that of whether an ekphrastic poem, after it’s finished, remains 

dependent on the work of visual art from which it sprang.  Generally, it seems to me, mature 

ekphrastic poems are those which have let go the hand of their parent sculpture or picture, to live 

in the world on their own terms.  Many writers and literary critics share this opinion; readers, 

however, often say they’d prefer to see the literary and visual works side by side.  From my point 

of view as an art-loving poet, I’m happy if an ekphrastic poem I’ve written makes a reader want 

to go and see the artwork that stimulated it.  But that is not my primary aim.  I want to produce a 

full-fledged piece that contains whatever the reader needs in order to find it moving.  I believe 

that seeing the artwork should be no more vital to the poem’s reception than reading its 

intertextual sources—a matter of interest, but not essential.   Others disagree with this ideal of 

the poem’s autonomy.  For instance, the poet John Hollander, in his scholarly book on ekphrasis 

called The Gazer’s Spirit,  considers poems about actual but “lost or untraceable” works of art to 

be “unassessable.”9  For Hollander, assessing the poem involves evaluating the writer’s 
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interpretation of the artwork.  The British critic Michael Benton concurs, and goes further, 

writing that “the poem is always dependent” on its visual source.10  In Benton’s model,  

ekphrastic poems mainly “read” the artwork.  In mine, the poems  I value engage it, opening out 

into their own vision and making a separate aesthetic contribution to the world of the arts. 

 I’d like now to consider four more, quite variegated examples of such engagement.  Anne 

Carson’s poem “Hokusai,”11 on the famous Japanese painter, treats the issue of anger at one’s 

imminent mortality, and how a person can transmute that anger and pain into art.  The poem 

opens out right at the beginning, by starting with a general aphorism:  “Anger is a bitter lock. / 

But you can turn it.”  Then it turns to a particular instance: “Hokusai aged 83 / said, / Time to do 

my lions.” 

 This sinewy, graceful poem both speaks, and arranges itself in print, in ways that recall 

the deft, clean motion of many of Hokusai’s pictures.  The critic Michael Davidson calls this 

kind of ekphrasis painterly, meaning that it employs strategies analogous to those of the visual 

work.12  

Wind came gusting from the northwest. 

 

Lions swayed 

and leapt 

from the crests 

 

of the pine trees 

onto 

 

the snowy road 

or crashed 

together 
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over his hut, 

their white paws 

 

mauling stars 

on the way down. 

 

 Carson portrays the work of Hokusai’s art as both a struggle for well-being and an 

endeavor of living to the last. 

 

Every morning  

until he died 

 

219 days later 

he made 

a lion. 

 

The poem ends, 

   

I continue to draw 

hoping for 

a peaceful day, 

 

said Hokusai 

as they thudded past. 
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With her verbal image of a storm of thudding lions, whose paws thrash at the stars, Carson 

portrays the violence of that struggle for peace, and its cosmic import for the person who 

undergoes it. 

 In his book-length essay Still Life with Oysters and Lemon, Mark Doty writes that “we 

always seem to be looking through” or “into” an evocative representational painting.13  Another 

poem that enacts this sort of looking is Rilke’s “The Donor.”  The translation I’m using is by 

Edward Snow.14  The poem focuses on, and through, a minor figure in a religious painting, a 

donor whose gift of artwork to a church is rewarded by his inclusion in that picture.  As is often 

the case, this personage looks quite out of place among the holy figures.  Rilke writes, 

  

Perhaps the Saviour never appeared to him,  

perhaps even no holy bishop stepped  

gently to his side as in this painting  

and lightly placed his hand on him. 

 

 Contemplating the man’s demeanor leads Rilke’s speaker to imagine the donor’s spiritual 

state as his own. 

   

Perhaps this was everything: thus to kneel  

 . . .  

to kneel: and thereby hold one’s own  

outward-willing contours tightly reined  

in one’s heart, like horses in one’s hand. 

 

 The nature of this spiritual tension grows clearer in the last stanza, as does the 

implication that most of us share that state. 
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           If something enormous should happen, 

something unpromised and never-written, 

we could hope that it wouldn’t see us 

and would come closer, all the way up to us, 

deep in itself and self-occupied. 

 

Looking into the painting, and through it at himself, the speaker discovers longing for contact 

with the sacred and miraculous, a longing outstripped only by the all too human fear that such an 

encounter would require too much of him.15   

These days, poetic meditations on visual art often move into the social and political 

arenas.  Richard Howard takes a comedic approach to social criticism in his poem “Eugène 

Delacroix: Moorish Conversation, 1832.”16  Like much of Howard’s other ekphrastic work, this 

poem is a dramatic monologue.  The speaker, one of the two figures in the picture, characterizes 

Delacroix as a peeping Tom.   

 

          Don’t look now (I said don’t look!  

 I’ll tell you when you can look), just lie back 

           as if we were—well, as if 

      we were talking . . . , 

 

he commands his male companion on a rooftop in Tangier. The speaker has seen a man on a 

higher rooftop watching them.  “You must have noticed him: / a sharp-faced foreign devil / 

always lurking somewhere and staring so?”  At first the speaker mistakes the man’s intentions, 

thinking him an agent of a wealthy lover, 

 

                                                             someone 

          he’s put there to spy on us. 
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    On me!  What does it matter to him 

          whether I’m up here with you 

or one of the bath-women?  He has to 

          know, that’s all, it affords him 

     some kind of gratification (more 

          than he gets from anything 

he ever does with me!). 

  

Soon, however, the speaker realizes his error: “that . . . person / is nothing like Mustapha’s / 

usual parasites” but rather someone “crouching / with a notebook in his artful hands: / he’s put 

us in his picture!”  Well, this is all great gossipy fun, but what else, one wonders?  Then the 

speaker returns—in essence—to his original estimation of the painter: “art / such as his goes far 

enough for spying. . . .”  Moreover, it appears that the painter is not merely prurient, but lofty: 

“there’s always / a roof higher than the one you’re on, / a man looking down” with a judgmental 

attitude: “He takes it all in as if / life were the scene of the crime, even / the pair of us, harmless 

enough. . . .”  Further, the poem suggests that, by choosing Tangier as the setting for a 

homoerotic encounter, Delacroix diminishes his subjects as both sexual and racial exotics.  In his 

eyes, says the speaker, “we incarnate / your typical Tangerine / dalliance.”  Thus, even as the 

peeping painter thinks he’s catching two men in the act, so to speak, the speaker catches him in 

the act of sexually othering and Orientalizing them.  In fact, Edward Said, in his well-known 

critical work Orientalism, singles Delacroix out as an Orientalist of note.  “Later in the 

nineteenth century, in the works of Delacroix and literally dozens of other French and British 

painters,” he writes, “the Oriental genre tableau carried representation into visual expression and 

a life of its own,” in which the fictive Orient came to symbolize such dark forces as “Sensuality, 

promise, terror, sublimity, idyllic pleasure, [and] intense energy.”17  In response, Howard’s 

monologue cunningly reverses the usual point of view that a figurative painting implies.  The 

object of the gaze looks back critically at the subject who gazes.  In this “ekphrastic encounter,”18 
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Howard takes the part of the “other” who stares back, and challenges the reader to forgo the 

painter’s othering stance.19   

The last poem I want to discuss is a long, intense, meditative piece by Jorie Graham 

called “The Field.”  Although I can only quote parts of it, I’ll try to give you a sense of the 

whole.  The poem appears in Edward Hirsch’s anthology of literature inspired by works in 

Chicago’s Art Institute.20  Though each poem is accompanied by a reproduction of the artwork, 

Graham’s piece does not refer explicitly to its source.  Graham does, though, implicitly 

acknowledge the painter as an alter ego of a composer and a pianist in the poem and would 

certainly in some other volume identify the visual source in a note, as is her habit.  For our 

purposes, the picture mainly illustrates the poem’s independence from it.  The painting, entitled 

“The Order of the Angels,” depicts a ravaged field, upon which the speaker meditates.  I’m sure 

Graham was aware that the artist, Anselm Kiefer, was concerned with state-sponsored mass 

killing, particularly that carried out by the Nazis.  But her poem does not dwell on the numbered, 

fallen angels/aeronauts portrayed in the painting as snakelike and rocklike forms.21  Rather, 

Graham’s work attempts more generally to realize the fact of such violence and to raise the 

question of its sources in the human spirit. 

 The poem begins in a muddy field that “we”—the speaker and the reader—come to 

realize is soaked with the blood of recent battle-slaughter.  It moves, a few harrowing sections 

later, to the speaker’s living room, where she sees a man chase a dog outside her window and 

then listens to a recorded piano piece.  The sequence leads one to consider how these two 

contexts, and what happens in them, are related.   

On the one hand, the poem opposes two things: careful attention, and chaos.  Acts of 

careful attention are, for example, those of the “we” in the field listening, trying to see and 

distinguish what we see, longing to recover presences who “can’t see you anymore.”  There is 

also, in the last section, the attention of the composer, the musician, and the speaker who listens.  

The opposing state—chaos—appears in the field’s “bureaucracy of mud,” and its “powers” and 
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“aggressions,” which result in a terrible “equality of all seen / things.”  The powers and 

aggressions of the soil stand in for those of the battle that the poem does not witness directly.  

On the other hand, later on, I believe it implies that these opposed states of activity—

careful attention and aggressive chaos— arise from the same sorts of energy.  This is the energy 

of “busy desire / (or fear?),” embodied in the black dog that a man chases across the speaker’s 

yard.  Later still the speaker hears this energy “slaver[ing]” under the piano, with its sounds of 

“the pressure / in the making / of the thing.”  This elemental energy—neutral in the dog—can 

become either that of a man, “screaming . . . hoarse, large with / rage” or that of an impassioned 

composer and performer.  Therefore, the need for vigilant observation, with which the poem 

begins and ends, is critical—in order to avoid the terrible absence with which it also begins, and 

which the final lines reflect.  “Outside, smoke rises between the houses.  I look carefully.  

Nobody / there.”   

 Graham uses a variety of other strategies, besides the strange shifts in scene, to prompt 

the kind of attention the poem values.  There are also tonal shifts, for example, from anguished 

confusion in section one, to slippages back and forth between objectivity and profuse 

nightmarish imagery in section two, where the blood is revealed: 

  

So, now, we are in this field and it is the start 

of day.  It is deep with what appears to be 

mud.  Actually what has opened the soil and made it 

                                                          exuberant, 

made it snarl with suctions and tiny, momentary, frontiers, 

is blood.  Enough blood to cough up 

                                the underloam 

—and footsteps, and the weight of many bodies, heavy 

                                                                 equipment 

(grammatical swirlings of 
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tire-tread, tank-tread— 

if there were horses one cannot tell). . . . 

  

 In that passage, Graham also calls attention to battlefield ironies, such as the squirming 

life of death-soaked mud.  Another section, bureaucratically numbered 2a, depicts the ironic 

“recovery” and personalization—by labeling—of corpses, juxtaposing it with the equal care 

given to reclaiming of war machines like tanks and guns. 

 Other attention-prompting strategies include the way Graham’s lineation directs the 

phrasing and breathing of one who reads the poem aloud, to create a sense of urgency. At one 

point, her spacing and line breaks mimic the man’s panting and the dog’s bounding.  In another 

passage, line and stanza breaks and repetition enact attention itself, in the way one hears the 

sounding of a piano key: 

 

           the making of the note distinct from 

                                           the intended 

note—distinct also from the heard 

 

note—distinct from the imagined note.  Just where 

                                                  it pushes free. . . . 

 

 Altogether, the six poems we have considered suggest, I hope, not only the range of 

possibilities that ekphrasis offers, but also the challenge it poses.  For despite the wide variety of 

these responses to paintings, their authors have something other than the ekphrastic urge in 

common. They share a willingness to leap beyond their initial aesthetic encounter.  They make 

something of it: a poem that revels in its movement through time, opening out into a world of its 

own.  
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Abstract 

Cary Woods Elementary School is a public elementary school in Auburn, Alabama with an 

enrollment of 270 students in grades 1 through 5. It is the designated school to serve the city’s 

severely autistic and multi-disabled children. Through comprehensive programming, the design 

of the school’s recently constructed playground embodies a theory of playground design that 

responds to the type of play, the varied ways in which children engage in the act of play, and 

amenities and elements that create a rich and comfortable play environment. The resulting design 

also addresses elementary curriculum objectives, accessibility, and maintenance. The 

construction of the playground was realized through an alliance between community volunteers, 

academia, and the construction industry professionals and is a model for the development of 

similar projects.  

 

Key Words: play, playground, design, children, elementary education, service learning 
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Cary Woods Elementary School Playground: A Case Study 
 

In the fall of 1999, the PTA of Cary Woods Elementary School in Auburn, Alabama 

formed a volunteer 15-person Playground Steering Committee that consisted of the parents of 

children attending the school and faculty representatives. The Committee’s purpose was to 

determine the best use of a $50,000 gift that had been made to each of the elementary schools in 

the Auburn City Schools system. The money was allocated for the development or betterment of 

each school’s playground.  

The original building for Cary Woods Elementary School was constructed in the 1960’s. 

Later additions to the building were added to the west in the 1970’s and the resulting shape of the 

school facility is similar to a pentagon featuring a courtyard in the center. The school’s property 

is bounded on the east by what is more or less a residential street with slightly more traffic due to 

the location of the school on the street, and on the west by a heavily wooded area that features a 

nature trail that was developed and is used by the school. Possible areas for development were 

located to the north and south of the building.  

To the north, are two small wooden composite play structures, three tennis courts that are 

maintained by the City and are often used by the school’s P.E. program for physical education 

activities requiring a hard surface, and a small greenhouse that is used to support the school’s 

science curriculum. The wooden play structures were constructed by parent volunteers in the 

1980’s. While still used, these composite play structures were rather small, oddly placed in 

relation to one another, and had not been maintained properly to avoid the occasional splintering 

of the wood.  

 Toward the southern end of the campus were a parking area and approximately 9 

individual pieces of uncoated metal that were popular in the 1960’s at the time the school was 
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constructed. A large rectangular pad of asphalt was also located on this end of the school. The 

equipment had become outdated, was unimaginative, and unsafe in its installation. The area in 

which this equipment had been installed sloped significantly up to 11%; far steeper than the 2% 

recommended for play areas (Untermann, 1973). To compensate for the slope, the individual 

pieces of metal play equipment on this end were located within terraces that had been created by 

filling small areas surrounded by railroad ties with sand to create individual pads for the various 

pieces of equipment.  

Both play areas, the metal components to the south and the wooden structures to the 

north, were showing signs of age and neither were constructed or installed in accordance with 

current safety guidelines for use zones and safety surfacing as outlined by the U.S. Consumer 

Product Safety Commission (n.d.), nor were they in any way accessible for disabled children. 

Both areas represented a mixture of playground equipment that had been collected over the years 

without a deliberate plan as to the development of a quality outdoor environment. Instead of 

patching or updating either of the existing outdoor play areas or hastily purchasing yet another 

piece of manufactured play equipment, it was the desire of the Committee to use the monetary 

gift to develop a comprehensive Master Plan for the development of the school’s outdoor play 

environment; a plan that could guide present and future development of the outdoor play 

environment as funds become available. 

The first step of the Committee was to appoint a General Coordinator who then assigned 

the remaining members to the subcommittees or responsibilities of Treasurer, Public Relations, 

Grant Writing, Landscaping, Site Preparation, Equipment Design and/or Selection and Purchase, 

Equipment Installation, Volunteer Coordinator, Hospitality, Fund Raising, Art Coordinator, 

Purchased Materials, and Auburn Early Education Center Liaison. (The Auburn Early Education 
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Center is the school from which the Cary Woods first graders advance from within the school 

system.). As a registered architect with a Masters in Child Development and due to past 

experience in the design of outdoor play areas, I was commissioned by the Committee to develop 

a Master Plan for the playground and to assist them in getting it constructed as funds became 

available.  

Context 

 Auburn, Alabama has a population of approximately 50,000 and is home to Auburn 

University, a land grant institution. Cary Woods is one of five elementary schools within the 

Auburn City Schools system and is located within a residential community consisting 

predominately of single family detached homes. The school has an enrollment of approximately 

316 students in grades 1 through 5 (ages 6 – 11). The school zone from which the school draws 

consists primarily of middle to low income households. Approximately one third (31%) of the 

316 students are enrolled in the free lunch program and an additional 8% qualify for the reduced 

lunch program.  The student body is almost evenly divided between Caucasian (53%) and 

minorities (47%).  

Cary Woods Elementary is also the designated school to serve all of the severely autistic 

children, as well as all of the multi-disabled children in the Auburn City School system.  On 

average, 10% of the students at Cary Woods Elementary have special needs ranging from mild to 

moderate physical and mental disabilities. At the time of the project, the disabled children in the 

school represented numerous disabilities including severe autism, cerebral palsy, fetal alcohol 

syndrome and cri du chat syndrome. Two children were permanently wheelchair bound and two 

other children were semi-ambulatory and unable to walk unassisted.  Five additional children had 

significant fine and gross motor impairment to a degree that they too could not travel unassisted. 
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Due to the lack of an accessible outdoor play environment, these children and their caregivers 

would spend their recess time walking or being pushed in their wheelchairs on the sidewalks and 

drives surrounding the school building, segregated from the other children and teachers at the 

school. Therefore, creating a playground that was accessible and enjoyable by all of the children 

at the school regardless of level of ability was of paramount concern to the Committee. 

Another important discussion and design decision was to retain the current play areas’ 

availability to the community as opposed to developing a gated play environment that could only 

be accessed during school hours. The school is located within a safe 15 to 20 minute walk of the 

vast majority of the school’s students which makes the play areas a common destination and 

gathering point within the community.  

Project Objectives 

The objectives discussed in Play for All Guidelines (Moore, Goltsman, & Iacofano, 1992) 

were adopted as the goals for the design of the playground. These were to create a fun 

environment that was accessible to all of the students regardless of their level of ability and to 

provide opportunities for motor skill development, opportunities for decision making, 

opportunities for learning, opportunities for dramatic play, and opportunities for social 

development. Additional goals set by the Committee were to make the play environment 

enjoyable for teachers and caregivers, as well as the students, and to make the playground an 

integral part of the child’s education and serve as an outdoor extension of the classroom. 

Sitework 

Site Selection 

The south end of the campus was selected for the development of the outdoor play area. 

This decision was based on a strong possibility that the school building itself would soon require 
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an addition due to the rapid growth that the city was experiencing. With the building being 

bound on the east by a roadway and on the west by a heavily wooded area, the most likely and 

least costly area for a future building expansion would be to the north. It was of great concern to 

the Committee that funds and energy not be expended on constructing a play environment that 

would soon require removal and relocation of the playground. Therefore, it was decided to locate 

the playground on the more steeply sloped southern end of the campus.  

Site Preparation 

While a two-level or tiered playground scheme was considered, the size of the site did not 

accommodate such a design. It fractured the environment into smaller areas that were felt to be 

difficult to supervise, counterproductive to creating a cohesive play environment, and 

particularly inappropriate when considering the number of students, both at the time and in the 

future, that were either wheelchair bound or experienced difficulty ambulating.  

Leveling the site required the construction of a large retaining wall to the west end of the 

playground and a smaller one on the east side. The negative aspects of creating a level space 

were the loss of the existing pine trees on the site and the costliness of the engineering and 

construction of the retaining walls. Believing in the ability of the children to create their own 

play experiences if presented with a safe and accessible outdoor environment (Naylor, 1985; 

White & Stoecklin, 1998), the Committee decided to spend the initial $50,000 gift toward the 

construction of the retaining walls, even if it meant simply sodding a field and foregoing the 

construction or installation of any play structures until additional funds were available. In the 

end, the cost of the retaining walls was reduced by 60% through the donation of structural 

engineering services from the City of Auburn, the use of the project as a service learning project 

within the local University’s construction education program, and the volunteering of local 
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professional contractors to provide construction supervision for the student-built retaining walls. 

These events made funds available to continue with the implementation of the second phase of 

the playground.  

Design Issues 

After the site selection, the first step of the design process was to gather information from 

all the stakeholders in the project: teachers, students, parents, administrators, and maintenance 

personnel. Information was gathered either through interviews or meetings. Numerous classes 

conducted ‘brain-storming’ sessions with the children and had them draw or write about their 

conceptions of activities that they would like to engage in during their free time. All of this input 

was then considered in the final Master Plan of the playground.  

The comments and concerns from each of the stakeholder groups reflected their 

backgrounds and areas of expertise. The final design integrated the disciplines of child 

development, elementary education, architectural design, landscape design, and construction. 

The application of knowledge in each of these areas is discussed below.  

Child Development   

The age range of the school’s student body (6 – 11) involves a tremendous amount of 

growth along several key dimensions – linguistic, physical, social, and cognitive, to name a few. 

Play has been found to be a valuable ally in the development in each of these domains (Barnett, 

1991; Mann, 1996; Stork 2005; Thompson, 2005). By far, the most obvious is the physical 

change in size that children experience as they age. While being careful to set benches and water 

fountains at heights that are easily used by the younger children, it was necessary to design most 

aspects of the playground, such as height and width of openings, to the dimensions of the 5th 

graders, the largest age group of children that would be using the playground.  
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Choice of physical activities during recess varies with age and is reflected in the design 

of the playground (Pellegrini, 1998). Younger children (grades 1 – 2) are learning to play with 

other children as opposed to playing side-by-side without interaction.  This new mode of play is 

accommodated on the playground by providing backdrops for dramatic play settings (Brown, 

Sutterby & Thornton, 1988; Mann, 1996; Smith, 2005) in which they can act out adult role-

playing such as playhouses, a kid-sized stylized version of Alabama’s Capitol building, and a 

dramatic play stage. In addition, the students in the youngest age group (grade 1) are developing 

hand muscles and hand coordination in order to control pencils and crayons and scissors. Sand 

play helps in the development of the muscles necessary for hand control. A large sandbox is 

included in the design of the playground to accommodate this activity and its associated 

development.  

Often, as children become older and more confident of their physical capabilities, they 

feel more comfortable selecting and trying out more physically challenging play activities, even 

when older children are on the playground. The gross motor play equipment becomes an 

important part of their play experience (Pellegrini, 1998). Children in the later grades (grades 4 

and 5) are able to organize themselves into groups and develop their own games and set of rules. 

This is an important developmental skill in children’s play (Pellegrini, 1987). The large open 

field on the playground encourages and supports this developed type of play activity. In essence, 

a variety of play opportunities are made available on the playground to address the individual 

preferences and development needs of the children during the elementary grades. 

ElementaryEducation 

The purpose of the Cary Woods Playground Project was to build a playground for the 

school that will be very special for both disabled and able-bodied children and support the 
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educational mission and curriculum of the school. Following are examples of how this was 

accomplished. 

The history curriculum for grades 1 – 5 within the Auburn City Schools includes the 

study of neighborhoods in the early grades to Alabama state history in grade 5.  These topics are 

reflected on the playground through the construction of two side-by-side playhouses and a 

stylized replica of the Alabama state capitol building.  A giant outdoor map of the United States 

oriented in the proper compass direction, with Alaska and Hawaii in correct proportion, is also 

painted on the activity sidewalk. 

The school’s science curriculum includes a study of simple machines and time. 

Throughout the playground are examples of simple machines that can be used as examples in the 

teaching of these concepts. The concept of time is represented both on the working clock that 

sets on the Capitol structure and on the sundial that is oriented properly and painted onto the 

concrete allowing the student to stand and serve as the pole that casts the shadow.  

Art and science projects that are messy in nature can be accomplished with less concern 

for neatness and more concern for involvement by using the Classroom Gazebo that is provided 

on the playground. The gazebo also provides a covered gathering area for groups or classes that 

may need to meet while using the playground. 

The basic math skill of weights and measures are facilitated with measuring cups in the 

sand box. More complex mathematical logic is required by the unique Bankshot Basketball 

system that requires predicting angles of trajectory.   

Architectural Design 

 The initial programming process and the organization of the playground itself was 

developed from the conceptualization of the playground as various zones as discussed by Steen 
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Esbensen in The Early Childhood Playground: An Outdoor Classroom (1987). Although 

Esbensen’s work was directed toward the development of a preschool playground, the concept of 

zones has been modified to allow for its adaptation to playgrounds for older children as well 

(Ruth, 2003) and has been expanded to include regions of more than one zone and points that are 

distributed throughout the playground. 

The following zones were incorporated into the design of the playground:  

entry/transition, sand play, dramatic play, gross motor, swings, natural elements, and hard 

surface. Water play was indirectly incorporated through the location of the water fountain next to 

the sandbox. An area to conduct Big Loose Parts activities was provided but no objects for this 

activity have been developed to date. The purpose and expression of each of these zones has 

been discussed in several proceeding publications (Ruth,  

In order to separate the play zones that require more contemplative and verbal activities 

from those that invite more physical movement and noise, the zones were located in Regions of 

quiet play and noisy play. The Quiet District consists of the Entry/Transition, Sand Play, and 

Dramatic Play zones. The Active District consists of the Gross Motor and Natural Elements. The 

Swings and Hard Surface zones were located on the edge of the Active District that is adjacent to 

the Quiet District since activities in these areas are often in a mid-range of the amount of noise 

produced.  

Throughout the playground, elements are included that provide Social Points, Comfort 

Points, Observation Points, and Maintenance and Service Points. Social Points offer elements 

that support and encourage interactions between students and between students and teachers or 

caregivers. Comfort Points provide elements that make the playground more comfortable and 

enjoyable such as seating, tables, a water fountain, and shaded areas. (Programming uncovered a 
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lack of need for restrooms as a Comfort Point on the playground due to the close proximity of 

the restrooms in the building.) A centrally located Observation Point provides teachers and 

caregivers with a convenient location from which to supervise the activities on the playground 

from a location that is fairly equidistant to each play area on the playground. Service and 

Maintenance Points include a lockable storage unit, a large trash receptacle, and provisions for 

bike and car parking.  

Accessibility 

The profoundness of the disabilities of some of the students at the school made it vital 

that the playground be designed with a higher level of accessibility than that recommended by 

the ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Play Areas (2000). The large concrete activity street 

stretches along the width of the playground and a sidewalk runs alongside the length of the site. 

This provides children who have difficulty walking in sodded areas or in the wood chip safety 

surfacing under the play structure, a smooth and level surface on which to walk to and from the 

majority of activities on the playground. For children that are wheelchair bound, the concrete 

activity street provides a large area that is easily accessible and it allows the caregivers and the 

disabled child to intermingle with the other students and teachers. Additional details for 

improved accessibility include a sunken sandbox that allows children who have limited mobility 

to walk directly into the sand and a play structure that features traditional-style steps with 

handrails that allow children to access the ‘treehouse’ with less difficulty. Additional accessible 

features of the playground include: 

- Bankshot Basketball, a game in which the wheelchair athlete and the able-bodied 

child can play together with neither at a disadvantage, 
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- an elevated sand table and sand digger that is accessible by wheelchair and can also 

be used by able-bodied children and children who have trouble moving into a seated 

position 

- dramatic play structures (Capitol, playhouses, stage) that are designed to allow 

wheelchairs to move through them 

- five raised planters are planted with a variety of fragrant native Alabama plants 

allowing children with limited or no vision navigate through the playground by using, 

and thus strengthening, their sense of smell.  

Construction 

Construction elements that made construction possible was the absolute dedication and a 

won’t-take-no attitude of the General Coordinator, access to the construction education pogram 

at Auburn University, and the generosity of the local construction professionals. After 

completion of the Master Plan and the large amount of site preparation that was required, 

additional funds were raised through fundraisers and local and national grants. The cost of the 

playground was reduced greatly and made possible through a variety of sources of volunteer 

labor and deeply discounted or donated construction materials.  

In addition to the construction of the retaining wall that was discussed previously, the 

large slab also became a vehicle for applying knowledge for students in courses within Auburn’s 

construction education program that focus on the study of concrete as a building material.  The 

construction of the retaining wall became the course’s hands-on project for two semesters. The 

skills of scheduling, estimating, site layout, concrete placing and finishing were practiced in a 

real-life situation. Service learning projects, such as this, enable students to develop leadership 

and teamwork skills through collaboration and service to the community while applying the 
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knowledge gained in the classroom. The students provided the labor at no charge and the 

school’s PTA paid for the materials. Because of the structural and safety concerns associated 

with the construction of a retaining wall, a local professional contractor volunteered to supervise 

the students on-site to insure the level of quality that was needed. The contractor agreed to 

provide not only on-site supervision, but also provided all of the formwork for the project.  

The concrete slab was divided into six separate projects and once again students from 

these courses provided labor while meeting their course requirements. One ambitious team took 

on the task of surveying the site and laying out the corners of the slab as well as constructing an 

extremely complex concrete foundation for the in-ground sand box. Having six student groups 

pour the slab was a great lesson in teamwork and collaboration as the students had to coordinate 

their work with each other in order to finish all six pours by the end of the semester.  

Construction of the Cary Woods playground project also became a service project for the 

Builders Guild, the student chapter of the Associated General Contractors (AGC) with Auburn’s 

construction education program. The Builders Guild constructed several of the small wooden 

structures for the playground, including the storage unit, the dramatic play stage, and the sand 

box trellis. For these service activities, the chapter was awarded the Outstanding Student Chapter 

of the Year by the national AGC organization. Additional support from academia came from an 

instructor in Auburn University’s Department of Industrial Design who assisted in the project by 

sponsoring a design studio that designed, built, and installed the accessible sand table.  

The Classroom Gazebo was constructed as part of an Eagle Scout project and parent 

volunteers painted the sidewalk games, constructed the playhouses, installed the landscaping, 

and constructed the Observation Gazebo. Parents also participated in a community build process 

to erect the manufactured play structures, saving 30% of the cost of purchasing the equipment an 
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having it installed by the manufacturer. Local construction professionals assisted by providing 

the site grading and drainage system, supervising of the concrete constructions to provide quality 

control, and the services of a brick mason. 

As evidenced by the listing of the varied sources for labor and materials, completion of 

the playground’s construction required a determined and collaborative effort by representatives 

of academia, the construction industry, and the community. When completed, $250,000 worth of 

construction had been put in place for only $100,000 (which includes the initial $50,000 gift). 

The remaining $50,000 was raised through fundraisers, donations, and grants. 

Conclusion 

Since its inception at the start of the 20th century, playground design in the U.S. has 

advanced dramatically from the traditional playgrounds of isolated metal pieces of play 

equipment to today's composite structures of imaginative play activities that are designed to high 

standards of safety and durability. Still, it is important to remember that the process and quality 

of play cannot be purchased. It is provided by the child's imagination and innate desire to play. 

Therefore, the goal of designing for play is to create an environment that will beckon to children 

and enrich their 'work' of play. 

The Cary Woods Elementary School playground was completed and dedicated in May of 

2002. Its realization through the collaboration of academia, the profession, and the community is 

an exemplary model of what can be accomplished through these types of relationships and how a 

playground can be and should be far more than a lone piece of manufactured play equipment. 
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“TEMPTED TO TOUCH” IN THE COMMODIFIED CARRIBEAN: SEA, 
SEX AND SOCA IN THE MOVIE “AFTER THE SUNSET” 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Soca music, developed in the Caribbean island of Trinidad in the 1970s by artist Ras 
Shorty I, has long since been popular and commercially successful in the Caribbean, 
South America and in diaspora communities in the United States, Canada and 
Britain. However, in the last five years soca music has exploded into the mainstream, 
following on the heels of the meteoric rise of Jamaican dancehall in the international 
market. 
  
Bajan artist, Rupee, signed to Atlantic Records, is one of the lengthening list of 
Caribbean soca artists to enjoy mainstream international success. His hit single, 
“Tempted to Touch,” has not only been climbing the Billboard charts, but in 2004, 
was the theme song of the Hollywood film, “After the Sunset.” This highlights the 
major impact that soca is making on the international market. 
  
The film and soundtrack are remarkable in several ways. Another soca artist, Kevin 
Lyttle, along with several Jamaican dancehall artists, also appears on the soundtrack. 
Moreover, the movie is extraordinary in that it is that rare Hollywood blockbuster to 
feature black and Latina actresses in leading roles. Furthermore, the movie portrays 
the actresses involved in interracial sexual relationships. 
 
This all seems like excellent news for the people and culture of the Caribbean, Latin 
America and minority ethnic populations of the developed world. However, the 
barely concealed subtext of the movie, and its coupling with soca and dancehall 
music, create disturbing images of cultural and sexual exploitation déja-vu, and 
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suggest that it is perhaps too early to celebrate. 
 
By deconstructing this matrix of music and movie, I interrogate the easily 
swallowed by ultimately indigestible propaganda of progress – economic, equal 
opportunity and exposure – of ethnic minorities, Caribbean and Latin American 
peoples and culture in the international music and film industries. I identify 
dangerous trends of neo-colonialism and cultural imperialism – the pernicious 
continuity of patriarchal Western hegemony in reformulated packages – in the 
present, which can serve to undermine the agency of post-colonial populations. The 
assumed celebration of cultural and ethnic diversity of the international music and 
film industry conceals a persistent imbalance of power and a homogenizing spirit 
that threatens to reduce the potency of the multiple and original identities of the 
peoples and cultures involved, such as the Caribbean and soca music. 
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Paper Presentation 
 Abstract 

 
I decided to throw myself with all will…the brilliant state of soul. 
 

- Salvetti Wolfe 
 

The purpose of this presentation is to explore the historical and ideological 

tension between stereotype and experience in the identity formation process.  I 

will explore The Godfather film trilogy and selected episodes of the Home Box 

Office (HBO) television miniseries The Sopranos, which depict the strongest, and 

most widely viewed, Mafia/gangster images in American media history.  Using a 

heuristically-influenced model of qualitative research, I will ask how these works 

represent, or engage with, the issues of Italian-American identity formation by 

focusing on the following areas: 

• Identity formation in general, role models, and the power of 

cinematic images; 

• Ethnic or bi-cultural identity formation and the perpetuity of 

certain stereotypes; 

Joy Salvetti Wolfe 
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• Postmodernism and its view of identity as performance; 
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• Generational variances of Italian-American identity 

formation. 

My ultimate objective will be to offer a new perspective by which the Italian-

American identity can be read, thereby increasing the discursive power of this 

ethnic group. 

 The initial motivation for this presentation grew out of my own desire to 

define my identity as an American-born child of Italian immigrants.  In other 

words, I wanted to offer an alternative lens through which society can view the 

Italian-American culture with the intent of facilitating true cross-cultural 

understanding.  Scholar Richard Juliani’s question, “How do we develop people’s 

sensitivity about any issue…in particular, what role does the humanist have in 

influencing the social values of other human beings?” further clarifies my 

motivation for this presentation:  Juliani responds that modern America is a very 

complicated body, consisting of many diverse parts.  The humanist must be 

dedicated to the goal of making it all somehow work together.  Certainly, helping 

us to perceive one another with greater accuracy and empathy is a part of that 

responsibility (Miller 104). 
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 Paradoxically, Coppola’s and Chase’s vision has reconstructed our sense 

of place, diminishing the aura of dislocation, instability, and strangeness while 

providing a blueprint for the new millennium identity.  This contention appears to 

cast a positive connotative quality to the Italian-American gangster image, 

resulting in the following query: “Is this controversial proposal that we as a 

society outweigh the negative with the yet unproven positive influences of the 
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Italian-American Mafioso stereotype an unpardonable heresy or a sage 

prophecy?”  More importantly, “is identifying with any cultural myth better than 

identifying with none at all?” 
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East Meets West: Toru Takemitsu and Roger Sessions 
 

by Barry Salwen 
University of North Carolina Wilmington 

 
 
Toru Takemitsu (1930-1996) is one of Japan’s most renowned composers, whose music 
has for decades had an international reputation.  Takemitsu explored Western 
compositional styles while also writing extensively for traditional Japanese instruments.  
His music is especially focused on texture and timbre, and is often prevailingly quiet, 
with a free approach to structure, and significance laid on pauses in movement. 
 
Roger Sessions (1896-1985) is one of America’s most established composers; his 
symphonies and other works have been played by some of the world’s leading 
performers.  His music is grounded firmly in the Western heritage of structure and 
harmonic practice, with dense textures, complex, propulsive rhythms, and wide dynamic 
range. 
 
This presentation will view the music of Takemitsu and Sessions as a reflection of the 
Eastern and Western esthetics, respectively.  Two works will be performed: For Away by 
Takemitsu, and the first movement of Piano Sonata #3 by Sessions.  These pieces were 
written just a few years apart, and each is an important, representative work of its 
composer.  Specific comparisons will be drawn in the treatment of rhythm, form, phrase, 
and other musical quantities.  This will lead to understanding the two pieces as reflections 
of the broader esthetic views of East and West as embodied by these leading composers.  
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Tennessee’s 1925 anti-evolution statute, known as the “Butler Act,” stated: 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Tennessee, That it 
shall be unlawful for any teacher in any of the Universities, Normals and all other 
public schools of the State which are supported in whole or in part by the public 
school funds of the State, to teach any theory that denies the story of the Divine 
Creation of man as taught in the Bible, and to teach instead that man has 
descended from a lower order of animals. 

Section 2. Be it further enacted, That any teacher found guilty of the violation of 
this Act, Shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction, shall be fined not 
less than One Hundred $ (100.00) Dollars nor more than Five Hundred ($ 500.00) 
Dollars for each offense. 

Section 3. Be it further enacted, That this Act take effect from and after its 
passage, the public welfare requiring it.” (Chapter 27 of the Public Acts of 1925) 

 

As Clarence Darrow, William Jennings Bryan, and the attention of a nation descended upon 

Dayton, Tennessee for the misdemeanor trial of John T. Scopes accused of violating this law, an 

epic clash between enlightenment and obscurantism developed.  Which attorney’s views 

deserved which of these monikers is wholly dependent upon one’s prior predilections.  In the 

eighty years since the Scopes trial, it has been regularly portrayed as the genesis of the legal 

battles surrounding biblical literalism and the separation of church and state.  Although it is 

certainly the most widely reported example, the strategies adopted by the Scopes defense were 

neither without precedent nor certain to carry the day.  In Freeman v. Scheve (1902) the Supreme 

Court of Nebraska heard a case resulting from a mandamus suit asking that a school board to 

stop Bible readings and the singing of religious songs.  The Supreme Courts of Wisconsin and 

Michigan faced similar questions in Weiss v. District Board (1890) and Pfeiffer v. Board of 

Education (1898), respectively. Despite the fact that the Supreme Court of Tennessee passed 

over these issues during its ruling on the Scopes case, these and numerous other state court cases 

demonstrate that the question of what, if any, place the Bible should hold in relation to public 



school curricula was an open and hotly contested issue. Intersecting with these rulings, in the 

years immediately preceding the Scopes trial, the U.S. Supreme Court had delivered decisions 

regarding the extent to which state legislatures could regulate the curricula of their states’ 

schools. Although the scope of the current project prevents a comprehensive review of this 

history, a sampling should provide a context for judicial attitudes in play at the time of the 

Scopes trial. Within this discussion we will not consider technical issues of statute construction 

peculiar to Tennessee or the general rule that a criminal statute must be sufficiently clear so as to 

allow an individual to reasonably determine what constitutes a violation of said statute.  The 

former are quite esoteric and not germane to the general issue of the constitutionality of anti-

evolution statutes, and because the latter applies to all criminal statutes, a full examination of it is 

beyond the scope of this project.  Instead, the following discussion will focus on the issues 

relating to the powers of state legislatures to control and direct the public schools and their 

curricula. 

Before getting to the issues concerning the place of the Bible in the public schools, for our 

purposes, it is important to note that in 1899 the Supreme Court of Tennessee, in Leeper v. State, 

was presented with the question of whether or not the legislature acted within its power when it 

adopted a uniform textbook law.  According to the Leeper decision, the pertinent portions of the 

statute stated,  

“Section 1 creates a State Text-book Commission, and empowers and directs it to 
select and adopt a uniform system or series of text-books for use in the public 
schools of the State…The text-books selected by the commission are to be used 
for five years in all the public schools of the State, and it is made unlawful for any 
school officer, director, or teacher to use any other text-books on the same 
branches. The series of books to be selected cover all the branches of study 
usually taught in the public schools… Section 11 provides that the books adopted 
shall be introduced as text-books, and be used as such to the exclusion of all 
others in all the public free schools in the State…Sections 13 and 14 make it a 
misdemeanor for any person or teacher to violate the Act, and for any teacher to 



use, or permit to be used, in his or her school any textbook other than those 
adopted…” (Chapter 205 of the Public Acts of 1899) 

Recognizing the arguments by the Supreme Court of Indiana in the case of Clark v. Haworth 

(1890), the Court held that the act was “valid and constitutional.”  The Tennessee Court 

advanced several reasons for this decision.  For the purposes of the Scopes trial prosecutors, the 

most important are:  1) the education of future leaders of the Commonwealth is a state concern; 

2) “the establishment and control of public schools is a function of the General Assembly”; 3) 

the legislature “has the power to prescribe the course of study as well a the books to be used”; 4) 

the legislature’s “discretion as to methods cannot be controlled by the courts…” Beyond these, 

the court made a distinction between the state regulating textbook sales within its property, the 

public schools, and the state attempting to regulate general property rights within the general 

community.  It also drew attention to the fact that the state did not require all of its citizens to 

purchase the books; rather only those who chose to receive “the benefits of the public schools.” 

Taken as a whole, the reasoning in the Leeper decision provides a reasonable guide to the legal 

context of the Scopes trial within the state of Tennessee. 

Although the presentation above seems to make a decision in favor of the prosecution’s 

arguments as forgone conclusion in the Scopes case, the ellipsis in point four above leads into 

the phrase, “unless some scheme is devised which is contrary to the other provisions of the 

Constitution.” If the defense could show that the Butler Act was anathema to the Tennessee 

Constitution’s protections for religious liberty, the courts would then have both reason and 

authority to void the statute.  If this could not be accomplished, the strategy would hinge on First 

and Fourteenth Amendment challenges with the U.S. Supreme Court.  As the defense outlined its 

strategy during the trial, it was clear that they acknowledged a narrow view of the Leeper 

precedent––they did not attack the legislature’s general right to establish the curriculum.  



Although Bryan would contend that the state has a relatively unfettered authority to control the 

content of its schools before, during, and after the trial, the defense construed this power much 

more narrowly.  The amicus brief entered on behalf of the Tennessee Academy of Science 

elucidates the legal nuance raised by the Butler Act and the general tone of the defense’s appeal.  

Initially, the brief notes that the power of the legislature “is limited by ‘other provisions of the 

Constitution’” (amicus, 81).  Acknowledging the power of the legislature set out in Leeper, the 

brief added that the statute also required, “‘That none of said textbooks shall contain anything of 

a partisan or sectarian character.’” (amicus, 103).  Linking this syntagma, provisions of the 

Tennessee Constitution, and an argument that a literalist interpretation of the Bible is sectarian, 

the defense assaulted the constitutionality of the Butler Act.  In the end, the defense’s central 

attack on the Butler Act hinged upon proving that some aspect of the statement, “That it shall be 

unlawful for any teacher in any of the Universities, Normals and all other public schools of the 

State which are supported in whole or in part by the public school funds of the State, to teach any 

theory that denies the story of the Divine Creation of man as taught in the Bible, and to teach 

instead that man has descended from a lower order of animals.” was either sectarian or 

impermissibly vague, or both.  In contrast to the prosecution’s claims that this was a simple case 

of a teacher willfully violating a statute validated by the state’s right to control the curriculum in 

its schools, the Scopes defense sought to expand the case to include establishment clause issues, 

all the while contending that the statute was unconstitutionally vague. 

During the trial, Scopes’s defense objected to the introduction of the King James version of the 

Bible as “the Bible” contending that to adopt this version as the Bible elevated the “Protestant 

Bible” above the “Catholic Bible” and the “Hebrew Bible.”  This strategy was neither new nor 

guaranteed to succeed.  For example, in Weiss v. District Board, the Supreme Court of 



Wisconsin had addressed this same issue thirty-five years before Scopes came to trial, finding 

unanimously that reading passages from the Bible without comment in Wisconsin public schools 

was unconstitutional.  Just eight years later, in Pfeiffer v. Board of Education, the Supreme Court 

of Michigan, in a 4-1 decision, held that this same practice was acceptable.  The Supreme Court 

of Nebraska, in 1902, disposed of the Freeman v. Scheve case by ruling that the practice was 

unconstitutional. The Supreme Court of Washington faced a similar question in Dearle v. 

Frazier (1918) when it was asked, “May the directors or a school district prescribe a course of 

Bible study for high school students and grant school credits to apply toward graduation from 

such high schools to students who successfully pass examinations upon such course of Bible 

study, provided that such Bible study shall be optional and shall be pursued outside of the public 

school money, and that no part of the public school money, time or property be used in 

conducting such courses?”  These and numerous other state court cases (e.g. Church v. Bullock 

(1908), Vollmar v. State (1927), Ring v. Board of Education (1910), and Billard v. Board of 

Education (1904), among others) demonstrate that the question of what, if any, place the Bible 

should hold in relation to public school curricula was an open and hotly contested issue.  Leading 

up to the Scopes trial, this question was raised and answered in states across the country.  Two 

striking commonalities emerge from these cases:  1) in rulings against including the Bible the 

justices dedicated considerable effort to discussions addressing the establishment issue of 

adopting a particular Bible, generally the King James version, for the readings; 2) opinions 

accepting the Bible stressed the role and value of religion for enhancing the character of citizens, 

thereby promoting the public good.  This dynamic was played out anew in the Scopes trial, even 

though the Supreme Court of Tennessee sidestepped this issue in its decision. 

As the majority and concurring opinion in Scopes v. State pointed out, there was a crucial 
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difference between the Scopes case and those cited above––the Butler act did not require a 

teacher to teach anything; it merely forbade teaching a theory [that was not part of any religion].  

Scopes’ lawyers did not, and could not, read the law in this way.  To do so would have rendered 

their entire case, with the exception of the vagueness argument and a few very minor technical 

issues, completely moot.  After the defense argued that there are multiple versions of the Bible 

and that the statute does not stipulate which version of the Bible would be the standard, defense 

attorney Dudley Field Malone engaged in a telling exchange with Tennessee Attorney General 

A. Thomas Stewart.  When asked if teaching the Bible in a public school was a religious matter, 

Malone stated flatly, “No.” commenting that to teach a theory set forth in any version of the 

Bible would be objectionable.  Asked for clarification, Malone argued that for the state to impose 

a course of science with a particular Biblical view of creation would be a violation of the civil 

rights of any citizen who did not subscribe to that Biblical view.  His contention being that the 

objectionable portion is not the inclusion of the Bible in a public school, but rather the 

privileging of a particular religious interpretation.  In a contemporary court, this reading would 

certainly carry weight with the judiciary.  For example, one could teach a literature course where 

students were asked to read the Bible and analyze its literary qualities, but it would be 

unacceptable to proselytize for a particular religious viewpoint.   Nonetheless, the majority 

opinion of the Supreme Court of Tennessee in Scopes made clear the extent to which they saw 

the statute as prohibitive, rather than permissive.  The opinion put forward the following: 

“Our school authorities are, therefore, quite free to determine how they shall act 
in this state of the law. Those in charge of the educational affairs of the State are 
men and women of discernment and culture. If they believe that the teaching of 
the Science of Biology has been so hampered by chapter 27 of the Acts of 1925 
[the Bulter Act] as to render such an effort no longer desirable, this course of 
study may be entirely omitted from the curriculum of our schools.” 

With this ruling, the Court rejected any and all arguments concerning the privileging of a 



particular interpretation of the Bible.  In his concurring opinion, Justice Chambliss explicitly 

states that nothing in the Butler act prohibits the teaching of either “literalist” or “liberalist” 

interpretations of the Bible.  Despite the unequivocal nature of the majority opinion just 

presented, a contemporary reader may be inclined to think that the U.S. Supreme Court would 

have ruled differently.  

Although there can be no question that the precedents of the last forty years, particularly 

Epperson v. Arkansas (1968) and Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971), leave no doubt that the Bulter Act 

would not pass muster in the federal judiciary of today, historical precedents do not lend 

themselves to this direct interpretation.  In Epperson, the Court was asked to decide whether an 

Arkansas statute that prohibited teachers in any state supported school from teaching “that 

mankind descended from a lower order of animals” or using a textbook that teaches the same 

was constitutional.  Reaffirming the states’ rights to prescribe curriculum, the Court held that 

“The sole reason for the Arkansas law is that a particular religious group considers the evolution 

theory to conflict with the account of the origin of man set forth in the Book of Genesis.” Further 

finding that to prohibit the teaching of a scientific theory on this ground was a violation of the 

First Amendment.  Addressing the broader question of separation of church and state, in 1971, 

the Court established a three-prong test in Lemon.  The “Lemon Test,” as it has come to be 

known, requires the following: “First, the statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, 

its principal or primary effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion; finally, the 

statute must not foster ‘an excessive government entanglement with religion.’”  Though this test 

has served as a line in the sand for separation of church and state for nearly thirty-five years, it 

has not gone unchallenged.  In the Edwards v. Aguillard (1987) decision overturning a Louisiana 

statute providing equal time for creation science whenever evolution is taught, Justices Scalia 



and Thomas offered a dissenting opinion that questioned the validity of the first prong.  This 

issue objection not withstanding, the view that legislation could (and should) be judged based 

upon its purpose or the intent of the legislature wasn’t just missing in the context of the Scopes 

trial; the prevailing judicial attitude was the exact opposite. 

An instructive decision on matters of legislative intent at the time leading up to the Scopes trial 

was the case of Hennington v. Georgia (1896).  Hennington had been charged with the crime of 

running a freight train on the Sabbath day in Georgia.  Much like Scopes, Hennington admitted 

his action, but contested the constitutionality of the statute.  In this case, Hennington contended 

that the Georgia law was an unlawful restriction of interstate trade due to its effect on the multi-

state rail line. The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the Georgia Court’s decision that the law was a 

reasonable exercise of state police power to promote the public welfare.  In doing so, the 

majority opinion rejected claims concerning the motivation and effect of the law; instead, it 

favorably cited the following remarks by the Supreme Court of Georgia: 

 “Courts are not concerned with the mere beliefs and sentiments of legislators, or 
with the motives which influence them in enacting laws which are within 
legislative competency. That which is properly made a civil duty by statute is 
none the less so because it is also a real or supposed religious obligation; nor is 
the statute vitiated, or in anywise weakened, by the chance, or even the certainty, 
that, in passing it, the legislative mind was swayed by the religious, rather than by 
the civil, aspect of the measure.” Hennington v. State (1892) 

The majority held that “inspection, quarantine, and health laws” might all have the effect of 

disrupting interstate commerce, the laws must be considered valid unless congressional 

legislation to the contrary exists.  In such cases, the local laws “to the extent of the conflict, must 

give way.”  In rendering the decision, the Court continually returned to the power of the state to 

enact laws to promote the public good and the limits of the courts to get involved in such 

matters, as illustrated by the following excerpt: 



“In our opinion, there is nothing in the legislation in question which suggests that 
it was enacted with the purpose to regulate interstate commerce, or with any other 
purpose than to prescribe a rule of civil duty for all who, on the Sabbath day, are 
within the territorial jurisdiction of the state…The legislature having, as will not 
be disputed, power to enact laws to promote the order and to secure the comfort, 
happiness, and health of the people, it was within its discretion to fix the day 
when all labor, within the limits of the state, works of necessity and charity 
excepted, should cease. It is not for the judiciary to say that the wrong day was 
fixed, much less that the legislature erred when it assumed that the best interests 
of all required that one day in seven should be kept for the purposes of rest from 
ordinary labor.” Hennington v. Georgia 

 
 The dissenting Justices took no exception to this line of reasoning; rather, their only comment 

concerned the extent to which state laws must yield to federal interstate commerce issues. Along 

the same lines, in Lochner v. New York (1905), the Supreme Court held, “The purpose of a 

statute must be determined from the natural and legal effect of the language employed; and 

whether it is or is not repugnant to the Constitution of the United States must be determined from 

the natural effect of such statutes when put into operation, and not from their proclaimed 

purpose.”  Contrary to the decisions in Epperson and Lemon, the earlier Court is clearly 

supportive of the power of the states to promote the public good as defined by their own 

legislatures without regard to the real or implied religious motives of the legislators.  Avoiding 

anachronism, the court would have had little if any sympathy for a defense claim that the “intent 

of the legislature” was to promote a specific religious doctrine.  

Despite the reluctance of the Supreme Court to get involved in matters concerning state control 

of the public welfare, it did venture into this area on occasion.  In Myer v. Nebraska (1923) the 

Court considered a Nebraska law that outlawed all teachers, at public or private schools, from 

teaching any subject in any language other than English and prohibited teachers from teaching 

any language other than English to any student until said student had completed the eighth grade. 

In its 1923 decision, while discussing the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment, the majority 



opinion states: 

“Without doubt, it denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the 
right of the individual to contract, to engage in any of the common occupations of 
life, to acquire useful knowledge, to marry, establish a home and bring up 
children, to worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and 
generally to enjoy those privileges long recognized at common law as essential to 
the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men.”  

The Court later offered this general analysis as its reason for overturning the law: 

“The power of the state to compel attendance at some school and to make 
reasonable regulations for all schools, including a requirement that they shall give 
instructions in English, is not questioned. Nor has challenge been made of the 
state's power to prescribe a curriculum for institutions which it supports…mere 
abuse incident to an occupation ordinarily useful is not enough to justify its 
abolition, although regulation may be entirely proper. No emergency has arisen 
which renders knowledge by a child of some language other than English so 
clearly harmful as to justify its inhibition with the consequent infringement of 
rights long freely enjoyed. We are constrained to conclude that the statute as 
applied is arbitrary and without reasonable relation to any end within the 
competency of the state.” 

In the context of the Scopes case, the defense interpreted this decision as the starting point for an 

attack in the Butler Act.  If they could demonstrate that the purported negative consequences of 

teaching evolution were “incident” to the ordinarily useful practice of teaching accepted 

scientific theories, they might have a case.  In contrast, the prosecution emphasized the rights of 

parents to bring up children and the affirmation of states’ power to regulate their schools.  

Bartels v. Iowa  (1923), addressing similar laws in Iowa and Ohio, was overturned with a simple, 

direct reference to Meyer.  It is not clear how the Court would have ruled on the Scopes case in 

light of Meyer.  It would seem that the pressing issues would have been whether or not teaching 

evolution was generative of a public emergency and/or whether evolution was “ordinarily 

useful”––both issues that would have generated plenty of controversy between the constituencies 

involved. 

The final decision shaping the context of the Scopes trial is that of Pierce v. Society of Sisters 



(1925), which concerned an Oregon law that required all students ages 8-16 to attend public 

schools.  Here again, the Court’s 1925 decision, issued less than six weeks before the start of 

Scopes’ trial, provided ammunition for both sides of the Scopes case.  The Court declared that 

the Oregon law was an violation of the Fourteenth Amendment protections afforded to the 

operators of private schools––enforcement would have denied them their livelihood by 

unlawfully depriving citizens of their businesses and property.  However, its decision contained 

remarks much more tantalizing for the Scopes trial lawyers.  Within the opinion, the Court 

wrote: 

“No question is raised concerning the power of the state reasonably to regulate all 
schools, to inspect, supervise and examine them, their teachers and pupils; to 
require that all children of proper age attend some school, that teachers shall be of 
good moral character and patriotic disposition, that certain studies plainly 
essential to good citizenship must be taught, and that nothing be taught which is 
manifestly inimical to the public welfare… Under the doctrine of Meyer v. 
Nebraska, we think it entirely plain that the Act of 1922 unreasonably interferes 
with the liberty of parents and guardians to direct the upbringing and education of 
children under their control.” 

Two years after this decision, just weeks after the Supreme Court of Tennessee ruled on the 

Scopes appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled against a Hawaii statute aimed at restricting 

enrollment at schools that provided instruction in a language other than English or Hawaiian in 

Farrington v. Tokushige (1927).  In doing so, the court cited due process concerns with regard to 

the fact that enforcement of the statute would unconstitutionally deny owners of private schools 

of their livelihood.  Again, the Court commented, “Enforcement of the act probably would 

destroy most, if not all, of them [private, foreign language schools]; and, certainly, it would 

deprive parents of fair opportunity to procure for their children instruction which they think 

important and we cannot say is harmful.” For the Scopes defense, not only had the Court’s 

opinions in these cases had again rejected a claimed state power to regulate the public schools, 

and it had also intimated that a test for barring something from the public schools was that it 



must be “inimical to the public welfare” or “harmful.”  Drawing on the Meyer decision, this line 

of reasoning would place a heavy burden on defenders of the anti-evolution statutes, asking them 

to provide the destructive effects of evolution.  Unlike the inferences involved in the defense’s 

appropriation of this opinion, the prosecution could assail the evils of evolution while safely and 

securely trumpeting the rights of parents to control their children’s education.  Again, it is not 

entirely clear how the Supreme Court would have ruled on the Scopes case; however, it is 

unlikely that the Court would have given much weight to the Pierce or Farrington decisions.  

First, this was primarily a case concerning property rights and the rights of individuals to 

contract for services.  Second, Pierce and Farrington added little if anything to the body of law 

concerning state regulation of public schools. 

Taken as a whole, the judicial context of the Scopes trial shows that questions regarding the 

limits on states’ powers to control curricula and the appropriate place, if any, of the Bible within 

those curricula were under active consideration in the courts.  For the Scopes defense, a victory 

would require stringing together a few successful state supreme court challenges to teaching or 

reading the Bible in public schools with extrapolations from Meyer and Pierce.  When these 

arguments were tested in the Supreme Court of Tennessee they were flatly rejected.  Decisions 

by other states’ courts were not at all binding within Tennessee.  The Meyer and Pierce decisions 

were passed over as pertaining to the rights of individuals and corporations, because in both 

cases, the laws in question applied to all schools, not just the public schools. As has been stated 

earlier, there is no way of knowing for certain how the U.S. Supreme Court would have ruled.  

Again, none of the state court decisions would have been binding, and the attitudes expressed in 

Lochner and Hennington would have most certainly precluded appeals to the religious purpose 

of the Butler Act.  It would be decades before the Court would undergo the sea change 



concerning the First Amendment that would drive decisions such as Epperson and Lemon.  It is a 

relatively safe bet that the prosecution would have had an easier time making its case to the 

Court––we can only speculate and continue to debate whether or not the defense would have 

been up to the challenge. 
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Abstract: Pedagogy of Parsimonious Voice Leading 

 Over the past eight years, many theorists have been inspired by Richard Cohn’s 

groundbreaking work in Neo-Riemannian theory.  While Cohn’s work has sparked an 

explosion of research, none of this research has been in the area of pedagogy.  This paper 

will outline an approach to introducing concepts of parsimonious voice leading within the 

context of an undergraduate theory curriculum through part writing exercises, reviewing 

current pedagogical approaches to chromatic voice leading in the process. 

 Many undergraduate theory textbooks address the problem of understanding 

harmonic progression in chromatic music, but few extend their studies into a systematic 

approach to part writing.  Part-writing exercises where the student chooses the next 

harmony based on considerations of voice leading parsimony and not harmonic function 

are rare, and where they do occur, they are not used as building blocks for subsequent 

exercises that develop progressively more complex features of this kind of harmonic 

logic.  While the terms “parsimonious” and “maximally smooth” are not historical, the 

spirit of exploration that exercises such as these promote is decidedly Romantic, and as 

such deserves a place in our curriculums.  



Pedagogy of Parsimonious Voice Leading 

 Over the past eight years, many theorists have been inspired by Richard Cohn’s 

ground-breaking work on what is commonly referred to as Neo-Riemannian theory.1  

While Cohn’s work has sparked an explosion of research, none of this research has been 

in the area of pedagogy.  This paper will outline an approach to introducing concepts of 

parsimonious voice leading within the context of an undergraduate theory curriculum 

through part writing exercises, reviewing current pedagogical approaches to chromatic 

voice leading in the process. 

 Many undergraduate theory textbooks address the problem of understanding 

harmonic progression in chromatic music, but few extend their studies into a systematic 

approach to part writing. 2  They mostly seek to outline the problem for the student 

through the analysis of representative passages, like the Tristan prelude, and by 

explaining how chromatic sequences and patterns like the omnibus progression can serve 

to override the tendencies inherent in functional tonality.  Part-writing exercises where 

the student chooses the next harmony based on considerations of  voice leading 

parsimony and not harmonic function are rare, and where they do occur, they are not used 

as building blocks for subsequent exercises that develop progressively more complex 

features of this kind of harmonic logic.  This paper focuses exclusively on part writing 

exercises, as there is not space here to explore a more holistic approach that integrates 

analysis with those exercises.  However, some suggestions will be made at the end 

regarding how these exercises could successfully be integrated with the analytical work 

already being done in most theory classrooms.  

 Two pedagogical orientations are evident in this approach: 1) a preference for 

exercises that maintain a consistent basic structure and assimilate new concepts as they 

are introduced; and 2) a preference for economy of terminology – i.e., avoiding the 

introduction of terms that are unlikely to become commonly used by performing 

musicians in the near future.  Regarding the repetitive nature of the exercises, I expect 



few critics, since it is already so common in teaching undergraduate harmony to keep 

returning to exercises that consistently use four parts in a chorale style as new concepts 

are introduced.  Regarding the preference for economy of terminology, I expect more 

resistance, since most music theorists who introduce new terms probably believe they 

have a good reason for doing so.  However, this does not necessarily mean that all future 

musicians graduating from college must speak the language of the professional music 

theorist, and in fact, to believe that they could do so responsibly after a mere four-year 

program might be unrealistic.  The approach outlined below introduces just two new 

terms – “parsimony” and “maximally smooth” – believing that fewer terms will result in 

a greater level of conceptual mastery. 

 Example 1 shows the first lesson and pair of exercises.  The two new terms, 

“parsimony” and “maximally smooth,” are introduced and defined in a short paragraph.  

Though not shown here, I might give an example of a hexatonic cycle (without naming it 

as such) – C, Cm, Ab, G#m, E, Em, C – to demonstrate the two concepts.  I might follow 

with an example of just the major chords from that cycle played successively – C, Ab, E, 

C – to demonstrate that a progression doesn’t have to be maximally smooth to be 

parsimonious.  The accompanying exercise requires a series of whole-note chords for 

three upper voices that is maximally smooth.  It also requires that the exercise begin and 

end with the same chord, and that the top voice should move exclusively by descending 

half step or by common tone.  By requiring that the top voice descend only, we avoid any 

chance of redundancy, and by requiring that the first and last chord be the same, we 

insure that the student’s solution will be a suitable length.  The second exercise is merely 

an inversion of the first and could be omitted at the discretion of the instructor (or the 

instructor could allow the students to pick which one they would like to complete). 

 The second part of the first lesson ties the sound of parsimonious voice leading to 

Romanticism, and explains why Roman numeral analysis, which is so helpful in 

explaining much tonal music, is less useful in explaining music created from 



parsimonious voice leading strategies.  Questions regarding labeling and regarding 

enharmonic equivalence will undoubtedly arise here, but the instructor should probably 

deemphasize the “preferred” spelling of augmented triads here: the chord symbols are 

required merely to insure that students are limiting their chord choices to triads, and the 

Roman numerals are used only in this one example to make a point about harmonic 

function in this kind of music.  I have avoided including bass notes with my chord 

symbols for analytic clarity, and have chosen to label the augmented triads throughout 

based on their simplest spelling.  Spending a lot of time on issues of enharmonic spelling 

and root finding here would only come at the risk of the students missing the point.  

 Example 2 shows the second lesson and pair of exercises.  The second lesson adds 

(027)s and incomplete seventh chords to the roster of available harmonies for our 

parsimonious chord progressions.  (027) might be an additional new “term” for the theory 

sequences at some schools, but if one covers set theory in their harmony sequence, then it 

is not.  Nevertheless, it is defined here as though set theory has not yet been introduced, 

and in this it might provide one additional bridge between tonal and post-tonal harmonic 

thinking for the students.  The third exercise keeps the structure of the first, but requires 

that the two new harmonic choices be used at least once.  The fourth exercise is merely 

an inversion of the third and could also be omitted at the discretion of the instructor (or 

the instructor could allow the students to pick which one they would like to complete).  

 Example 3 shows the third lesson and pair of exercises.  The third lesson keeps 

the expanded roster of available harmonies from the second lesson, but focuses on 

parsimonious progressions that are not quite maximally smooth.  The fifth exercise keeps 

the structure of the first, but requires that students use the following voice leading pattern 

throughout: two voices move by half step while one voice holds a common tone.  This 

creates the opportunity for students to write parallel fifths; some instructors may wish to 

have the students avoid these, while some may wish to allow the students to write them, 

stating that, in this new harmonic language, parallel fifths are permissible.  The fourth 



exercise is merely an inversion of the third and could also be omitted at the discretion of 

the instructor (or the instructor could allow the students to pick which one they would 

like to complete).  

 To fully investigate how the part-writing exercises suggested here could be 

integrated with analysis assignments would be beyond the scope of this paper, but a 

general strategy and some repertoire choices could at least be outlined.  After introducing 

the terms parsimonious and maximally smooth, one could have students analyze passages 

of music that are parsimonious by adding chord symbols and Roman numerals, but also 

providing a tally of how many voices held common tones, how many voices moved by 

half step, how many voices moved by whole step, and how many moved by more than a 

whole step, in each motion from chord to chord.  This tally could be abbreviated as a 4-

place vector (c, h, w, l), with c, h, w, and l representing the common tones, half step 

motions, whole step motions, and leaps, respectively, and a series of such tallies could 

stand in between where Roman numerals usually stand in a tonal analysis.  Furthermore, 

one could have students perform such a tally after normalizing the registers so that voice 

leading motions that could be reduced to common tones, half steps, or whole steps 

through octave transposition are tallied according to those smaller intervals.   

Example 4 shows how the accompaniment of mm. 73-76 of Schumann’s “Die 

Loewenbraut,” Op. 31, No. 1 could be understood more fully by including the voice 

leading patterns expressed as vectors in addition to a traditional Roman numeral 

analysis.3  The voice leading patterns expressed as vectors are (0,3,0,1), (2,2,0,0), 

(1,2,1,0), (0,4,0,0), and then the last three patterns repeated twice.  By leading a class 

through both parts of the analysis, students can see that the voice leading connections 

between key areas are smoother than those that can be understood diatonically within a 

single key area, a fact that might be overlooked by a traditional Roman numeral analysis 

alone.  Example 5 shows how a similar analysis of mm. 11-20 from Rimsky-Korsakov’s 

Scheherazade can demonstrate the same compositional strategy: voice leading 



connections between key areas are smoother than those that can be understood 

diatonically within a single key area.4 

The approach to teaching parsimonious voice leading outlined here could be 

expanded in several different directions.  One could keep returning to the chorale-style 

harmonization of chromatically descending and ascending lines, and keep changing 

different elements: 1) the upper three parts could be allowed to move freely by common 

tone or by step; 2) a fourth upper voice could be added, creating a five-part texture in 

which the top four parts move parsimoniously; or 3) one could allow the bass part to 

introduce new notes that would transform triads into seventh chords.  One could 

alternately keep the parsimonious method of harmonization as given in Exercises 1-6, but 

choose different melodies (newly composed or from the literature) to harmonize.  Or one 

could take a completed harmonization exercise like those given here and compose it out 

by adding different figuration patterns (for example, eighth-note figuration embellishing 

a harmonic rhythm in whole notes).   

While the terms “parsimonious” and “maximally smooth” are not historical, the 

spirit of exploration that exercises such as these promote is decidedly Romantic, and as 

such seems to deserve a place in our curriculums.  To my ear, the examples that I’ve 

composed for each of these exercises also sound Romantic, and to my thinking, the 

rational framework provided by Neo-Riemannian theory is the most efficient way of 

understanding that sound, and the most efficient way to explain harmonic progressions in 

Romantic music to undergraduates when Roman numeral analysis fails to do so. 

  

  



Example 1.  The first lesson and pair of exercises. 
 

Parsimonious and Maximally Smooth 
Parsimonious literally means “frugal,” and parsimonious voice leading has come to mean 
voice leading in which the individual parts move as little as possible.  Maximally smooth 
voice leading is the most extreme form of parsimonious voice leading, in which only one 
part moves by half step while the other parts hold common tones.  The following 
exercises focus on writing music where the upper three parts are maximally smooth. 
 
 
Exercise 1 
Instructions: Write a series of whole-note chords for three upper voices that is maximally 
smooth.  It should begin and end with the same chord, and the top voice should move 
exclusively by descending half step or by common tone.  All chords in the series should 
be one of the four triad types (major, minor, diminished, or augmented), but inversion 
may be used freely.  Label all chords using chord symbols (C, Cm, Co, etc.), but not with 
Roman numerals.  Then add a bass line that moves exclusively by common tone or by 
leap, and is composed solely of notes from the chords above.  Hint: Compose the upper 
parts at the same time while playing them with your right hand on the piano. 
 
Example:    

 
 
 
Parsimonious Voice Leading and Romanticism 
Notice that by following the instructions, we have avoided the use of the whole step 
entirely.  When one does this, it becomes impossible to write many of the most common 
chord progressions in tonal music that are functionally goal directed, like ii –V- I, for 
instance.  The example below attempts to apply Roman numerals to a maximally smooth 
progression (the sample for Exercise 1), but as you can see, with very limited success: 
 



(Example 1 continued) 
 
Example: 

 
 

This might be why parsimonious voice leading is a prominent feature in the music of 
many Romantic composers: such voice leading creates chord progressions that are 
strikingly different than those found in the Baroque and Classical eras, and Romantic 
composers were often very concerned with setting their own music apart from the music 
of other composers and particularly the music that they inherited. 
 
 
Exercise 2 
Instructions: Write a series of whole-note chords for three upper voices that is maximally 
smooth.  It should begin and end with the same chord, and the top voice should move 
exclusively by ascending half step or by common tone.  All chords in the series should be 
one of the four triad types (major, minor, diminished, or augmented), but inversion may 
be used freely.  Label all chords using chord symbols (C, Cm, Co, etc.), but not with 
Roman numerals.  Then add a bass line that moves exclusively by common tone or by 
leap, and is composed solely of notes from the chords above.  Hint: Compose the upper 
parts at the same time while playing them with your right hand on the piano. 



Example 2.  The second lesson and pair of exercises. 
 
(027) as an Agent of Parsimony 
(027) is the name of a common harmony produced when the third of a triad or incomplete 
seventh chord is suspended or retarded, and it is often found in progressions that move 
parsimoniously.  It is called (027) because in its most compact, most bottom-heavy 
voicing the middle note is two (2) half steps above the bottom note, and the top note is 
seven (7) half steps above the bottom note.  There are three bass positions for (027): 
 
Example: 

 
As with the augmented triad and the diminished seventh chord, one can only tell the root 
of a given (027) by its context – i.e. by how it resolves: 
 
Example: 

 
Exercise 3 
Instructions: Follow the instructions for Exercise 1 above (harmonizing a descending top 
voice), but this time add seventh chords with the fifth omitted as well as (027) harmonies 
to the roster of possible chord choices.  Include at least one example of an (027) harmony 
and one example of an incomplete seventh chord in your setting. 
  
Example:    

 
 
Exercise 4 
Instructions: Follow the instructions for Exercise 2 above (harmonizing an ascending top 
voice), but this time add seventh chords with the fifth omitted as well as (027) harmonies 
to the roster of possible chord choices.  Include at least one example of an (027) harmony 
and one example of an incomplete seventh chord in your setting. 



Example 3.  The third lesson and pair of exercises. 
 
Parsimonious, but not Maximally Smooth 
While maximally-smooth voice leading is the most parsimonious, other less-
parsimonious voice leadings can still achieve the same effect, especially if used 
consistently.  The next two exercises focus on progressions which, while not maximally 
smooth, are still very parsimonious. 
 
 
Exercise 5 
Instructions: Write a series of whole-note chords for three upper voices using the 
following voice leading pattern throughout: two voices move by half step while one voice 
holds a common tone.  It should begin and end with the same chord, and the top voice 
should move exclusively by descending half step or by common tone.  Use the same 
harmonies that were used in Exercises 1-4.  Label all chords using chord symbols (C, 
Cm, Co, etc.), but not with Roman numerals.  Then add a bass line that moves exclusively 
by common tone or by leap, and is composed solely of notes from the chords above.   
 
Example: 

 
 
 
Exercise 6 
Instructions: Follow the instructions for Exercise 5 above, but this time harmonize a top 
voice that moves exclusively by ascending half step or by common tone.     
 



Example 4.  Roman numeral and voice leading analysis of Schumann, “Die 
Löwenbraut,” Op. 31, No. 1, mm. 73-76 (piano part only). 

 

 
 
NB: The four-place vectors (c, h, w, l) record the number of voices that move by 

common tone, half step, whole step, and leap, respectively, in each chord-to-chord 
motion.  For example, (0,3,0,1) records that three voices move by half step, one voice 
moves by leap, and no voices move by common tone or whole step. 

. 
 



Example 5.  Roman numeral and voice leading analysis of Scheherazade, mm. 11-20 
(chordal reduction). 

 

 



Notes 
                                                 
1 See articles by Clifton Callender, Adrian Childs, David Clampitt, Richard Cohn, Jack 

Douhthett and Peter Steinbach, and Edward Gollin in the Journal of Music Theory 42/2 

(1998).  Also see Richard Cohn, “Maximally Smooth Cycles, Hexatonic Systems, and the 

Analysis of Late-Romantic Triadic Progressions.” Music Analysis 15/1 (1996): 9-40.  

Other authors who have published articles on Neo-Riemannian topics since Cohn’s 

influential 1996 article include Guy Capuzzo, Julian Hook, Brian Hyer, David Kopp, 

Kevin Mooney, Robert Morris, and Matthew Santa.   

2 The following authors have had editions of harmony textbooks released in the past three 

years: Edward Aldwell and Carl Schachter, Harmony and Voice Leading, 3rd edition.  

(Belmont, CA: Thomson-Wadsworth, 2003); Robert Gauldin, Harmonic Practice in 

Tonal Music, 2nd ed. (New York and London: W. W. Norton & Co., 2004); Stefan 

Kostka and Dorothy Payne, Tonal Harmony with an Introduction to Twentieth-Century 

Music, 5th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2004); Steven Laitz, The Complete Musician: 

An Integrated Approach to Tonal Theory, Analysis, and Listening (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2003); and Miguel Roig-Francoli, Harmony in Context (New York: 

McGraw-Hill, 2003). 

3 The passages analyzed in Examples 4 and 5 were chosen because they are both used in 

the 5th edition of the popular undergraduate theory textbook Tonal Harmony, by Stefan 

Kostka and Dorothy Payne.  The passage in Example 4 can be found in the workbook to 

that text on p. 254. 

4 The passage in Example 5 can be found on pp. 454-455 of Tonal Harmony, 5th edition. 
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ABSTRACT 

  
This paper examines mediated messages found in visual and verbal rhetoric used 

on reality makeover television program web sites.  Three sources of network television 

programming were chosen for the study; Fox TV’s The Swan, ABC’s Extreme Makeover, 

and MTV’s I Want A Famous Face.  The web presences of the three programs contained 

visual and verbal rhetoric, which was examined using semiotic theories and concepts. 

Conceptual and theoretical constructs included the idea of myth and spectacle, the 

presentation of self, blazoning and sign systems regarding the human body.  

The visual and verbal messages contained within these three web presences were 

similar in content and presentation. Implementing a formulaic approach, each television 

show presented a man or woman who discussed particular physical features that they 

hoped to have changed.  Additionally, subjects discussed why the transformation they 

yearned for would change their lives for the better.  Factors that influenced these subjects 

to participate in the makeover were varied but also contained similar themes of low-self 

esteem, a desire to seek love in a lasting relationship, and to become more “attractive” as a 

means to attaining personal goals.  Licensed physicians and dentists participate in the 

medical procedures involving reconstructive plastic surgery; the capping of teeth. 

The web sites portrayed video, photographs and written accounts of each step of 

the transformations, including the final moment when each subject was reunited with 

family and friends for the “Big Reveal.” The visual and verbal rhetoric disseminated on 

these web sites carries these images and messages to a worldwide audience perpetuating a 

mythology of physical perfection and that through sacrifice one can receive redemption.  
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Messages and Myths: 
A Semiotic Examination of Reality Makeover Web Sites 

 

He now felt glad at having suffered sorrow and trouble, because it enabled 
him to enjoy so much better all the pleasure and happiness around 
him…He had been persecuted and despised for his ugliness, and now he 
heard them say he was the most beautiful of all the birds…He cried 
joyfully, from the depths of his heart, "I never dreamed of such happiness 
as this, while I was an ugly duckling." 
   --Hans Christian Anderson, The Ugly Duckling, 1844 

 

Fox TV’s The Swan, ABC’s Extreme Makeover, and MTV’s I Want A Famous Face are 

all ‘Reality TV’ shows that depict people unhappy with their physical appearance and seek to 

modify their bodies in order to seek personal satisfaction. 

Society is inundated with visual imagery containing mythical male and female 

bodies. The daily perpetuation of these images though the media has created a myth of the 

ideal human body type. This myth has evolved and has created stress and discomfort 

(Griffith, 2005; Halliwell & Dittmar, 2004; Bissell & Zhou, 2004; Agliata & Tantleff-

Dunn, 2004) if a person does not feel they match up to this myth.  

The mythical ideal body is now the focus of these three reality makeover television 

programs and fictional programs such as FX’s Nip/Tuck resulting in a mediated social 

phenomenon of transforming ones body into perfection while subsequently providing 

entertainment over mass media. This form of entertainment serves to perpetuate the 

mythology of the ideal body and other myths and messages contained within the 

programming.  

Semioticians have long looked at the body and its parts in terms of meanings and 

codes.   Parts of the body are scattered throughout the literary and cultural texts of 
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sixteenth- and seventeenth century Europe” (Hillman & Mazzio, 1997, p. xi). The body 

and its fragmented parts are examined for cultural and social implications. 

 Semioticians also examine the way society produces images of the body in 

suffering and pain (Sontag). Do we enjoy watching the pain of others? If not, than how 

can a successful show that depicts pain in the form of a sacrifice to meet the myth of the 

ideal body be.  

Semioticicans also have studied the idea of the myth. The myth created around the 

perfect male and female human body is comodified in a way that it is used to sell mass 

produced products, services and entertainment. The myth regarding sacrifice and 

redemption serves to provide a means to an end regarding the transformation of ones party 

into something else. The theory of spectacle is used to analyze the motivations people 

have to become a contestant on the reality makeover television shows.  

 
Literature Review 

In order to examine more issues of mediated visual images and the impact on 

society and then the societal impact on the individual’s self-image and presentation of self, 

I chose literature from a few areas: advertising effects, mediated images, cosmetic surgery, 

presentation of self and semiotic themes such as myth, pain and suffering, subjection and 

the blazoning of body parts.  

Advertising 

“Nostalgia advertising containing visual or verbal nostalgic cues are capable of 

evoking nostalgic thoughts in individuals,” (Muehling & Sprott, 2004, p. 1). Nostalgia 

themes such as period-oriented symbols and period-oriented music are the most prevalent 

ways to induce nostalgic reflection. Nostalgia themes do not necessarily mean more 
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support for the product/service, allowing the conclusion that advertisers can change 

advertising methods. 

A kind of advertising method examined for change was exercise. Berry and Howe 

(2004) tested television advertisings of health-based vs. appearances-based ads that 

promoted exercises. Health-based ads produced positive effects on social physique anxiety 

and self-presentation for exercisers while appearance-based advertising had negative 

effects. Thus, people should be motivated to exercise with health benefits and not 

appearance, avoiding anxiety over achieving the “ideal body.” 

  It is widely popular that exposure to ideal bodies in ads has negative effects on 

average women’s body images. Halliwell and Dittmar (2004) examine body-focused 

anxiety and advertising effectiveness by using three kinds of ads (one with ideal body 

models, one with average sized models, and one with no models). The ideal body ads 

radiated more anxiety than the other two kinds, but all kinds were equally effective. This 

suggests that ads depicting average sized and beautiful women can still be effective 

without causing anxiety to young women.  

Mediated Images 

Bissell & Zhou (2004) studied thinness depicting and promoting (TDP) visual 

imagery in the media and how it affects body perception of school age and young adult 

females. The study compared two kinds of TDP imagery: male and female sports 

programming vs. prime-time TV programming. Results revealed that exposure to prime 

time, “thin-ideal” TV was more damaging to women’s perception of reality body 

perception and that sports programs were not a significant factor. The study explained 

female generated ideas about the ideal body, but what about males? 
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“Mass media are believed to be a pervasive force in shaping physical appearance 

ideals and have been shown to negatively impact female’s body image,” (Agliata & 

Tantleff-Dunn, 2004, p. 1). Agliata and Tantleff-Dunn showed men different images: 

either ideal body images or neutral images. Results showed that the men who were shown 

the ideal body images were significantly affected, becoming depressed and showed signs 

of higher muscle dissatisfaction than those who were exposed to neutral images.  

Since we know that males and females are affected by ads and mediated images 

we should ask why. According to Gass & Seiter (2004), “a print ad that contains text and 

images may be labeled a visual argument. They go on to label images as the integral and 

indispensable to arguments.  

Self-Presentation 

Goffman said self-presentation is the intentional and tangible component of 

identity. This impression is maintained through consistent performer coherent and 

complimentary behavior, called impression management (Goffman, 1959). Self-

presentation could also be construed as people’s need to be vain. 

 Elliot (2004) said that the collective desire for self-transformation has its roots in 

the American’s preoccupation with how they appear in the eyes of others. Also people are 

expected to build an individual identity for themselves by virtue of how they live and the 

way they present themselves to others. Self-presentation has spread from day-to-day 

human interactions to the interactive world of the Internet where computer-enhanced 

images are common.  
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Schau & Gilly (2003) discover self-presentation within personal web sites. 

Personal web site consumers construct identities by digitally associating themselves with 

signs, symbols, material objects and places, thus personal web-identities allow the web 

site consumer to become anything or anyone they desire.   

Cosmetic Surgery 

 We live in a time with increasing focus on the body and its perfection. The 

marketing environment is replete with products and services catering to the health, well-

being, and beauty of bodies and, it is implied, of our souls,” (Askegaard, Gersten & 

Langer, 2002, p. 1). Cosmetic surgery is motivated by the search for the ideal body and 

self-presentation by individuals. Before turning to drastic measures, people begin to hate 

their bodies because of the perception that certain body parts are flawed. 

 “Facial blemishes, sagging breasts and saddlebag thighs” were all body parts and 

issues that women wanted changed (Cutler, 2002, p. 1). Women disassociated themselves 

from their body parts and spoke of their body parts with disgust: “those things,” 

“mountains of fat,” “sagging knockers.” Once these parts are labeled defective and in need 

of change, people may proceed with surgery and other procedures.  

Bleeding, infection, permanent loss of feeling in the nipples and/or breasts, chest 

skin ripping, and implant leakage or deflation are only a few serious complications many 

women today are willing to risk cosmetic breast surgery (Casaje, 2005). According to the 

American Society of Plastic Surgeons, in 1992 alone, 32,607 women underwent breast 

augmentation surgery. Ten years later, the number nearly jumped 700 percent as 225,818 

women went under the knife for the same procedure in 2002.  
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The American Society of Plastic Surgeons made this comment about breast 

augmentation, “(It) can enhance your appearance and your self-confidence, but it won't 

necessarily change your looks to match your ideal, or cause other people to treat you 

differently” (May, 2005).  

Semiotics 

 “We life in a ‘society of spectacle” according to Sontag’s interpretation of other 

theorists (2003, p. 109). They described a society that requires spectacle in order to make 

real certain events for the public. Sontag argues that turning war and human suffering into 

a spectacle that privileged people view or ignore. Yet, even as the privileged seem to 

ignore the war and suffering that exists for other populations of people, even those who 

have suffered, feel their suffering is unique. Sontag described the outrage of Sarajevans 

after photos of war and suffering in their city were displayed next to those of Somolian 

pain and suffering. “The atrocities taking place inn Sarajevo have nothing to do with what 

happens in Africa, they exclaimed” (p. 113). 

“For throughout the culture of the modern period, the figure of the individual has 

been haunted by the figure of the artificial man” (Barker, 1995, p. viii). Barker discussed 

that since the beginning of modernity, humans have been “pursued and made afraid” of 

the creation of an artificial being. The text, based on a seventeenth century painting of a 

public dissection, introduces itself with the premise that the body mystifies humans. The 

human body is researched and is the basis for subjection by the curious. These studies 

have given birth to artificial body parts…and the fear of the artificial body.  
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 “Signs and codes are generated by myths and in turn serve to maintain them.” 

(Chandler, 2002, p. 145).  Barthes saw myth as “Bourgeois ideology…turns culture into 

nature” (Barthes, S/Z, 1974, p. 206). The popular use of the term myth deals with fables 

and beliefs that are false. Barthes argues that myths help naturalize phenomenon…causing 

cultural experiences into nature, or the reality. When connotation and denotation combine 

into Barthes “third order of signification” or ideology and myth. 

 “The ontological status of the part is revealed…to be in endless flux between 

positions of subject and object: as vehicles of culture and symbolization, as organs of 

eerily individuated agencies…” (Hillman & Mazzio, 1997, p. xii). The blazoning of the 

human body and its parts invokes signification of each parts individually and the cultural 

identity.  

 After examining many areas of thought surrounding the consumption and practice 

of extreme medical procedures being used to create artificial human bodies or parts, a 

question emerged. 

Question 

What messages and myths are mediated from the visual and verbal rhetoric used 

on reality makeover television program web sites? 

Method 

I chose to examine the visual and verbal rhetoric through content and contextual 

analysis presented on the web presences of three reality makeover television programs, 

“The Swan,” “Extreme Makeover,” and “I Want a Famous Face.”   

Results 
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The Swan 

Welcome to The Swan. Where two ugly ducklings [turn] drop dead gorgeous” (Fox.com). Each 

episode of The Swan begins with a Clearinghouse Sweepstakes-styled door ambush. Swan creator Nely 

Galan told The Boston Herald that she thinks of The Swan as the “most loving lottery for women’ show 

in the world.” In each episode, the show gives two contestants a three-month makeover, worth about 

$250,000, and awards one of the two contestants a spot in “The Ultimate Swan” pageant. “ 

 “The Swan” credo: There’s power in the blood.” (Fox.com). The Swan claims “self-proclaimed 

ugly ducklings” are given the unique opportunity to realize their dreams,” (FOX.com). The Swan 

depicts women who are “stuck in a rut” and “revitalizes” them by “revealing their beauty and 

confidence.” FOX claims to offer the women an “incredible opportunity to undergo physical, mental 

and emotional transformations” during the program.  

 The Swan contenders are assigned a coach, therapist, trainer, cosmetic surgeon, dentist and 

stylist to accomplish their 3-month-long transformation. At the end of the season, the women 

participate in a pageant and the most successful transformation will be crowned “Ultimate Swan.” After 

two sessions, first aired in 2004 and then The woman who starred in this show all suffer from low self 

esteem from some body disfigurement or distortion from what they conceive as the ideal body. 

The following are two introductions of “Swans” and their problems that lead them 

to the show: 

Meet Beth, 25, from Milton, Washington. Beth's a 
wife, mother and…following the birth of her son, 
she suffered the usual wear and tear on her stomach 
and breasts, which lead to low self-esteem and 
intimacy issues between her and her husband. She's 
always thought of herself as one of those people who 
wouldn't stick around if she discovered her husband 
was cheating on her but he was and she didn't leave. 
Why? Because she didn't believe anyone else would 
ever love her. 
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Meet Andrea, 29, single mom … self-conscious 
about her nose, hair, breast size and especially her 
skin. She has a bad case of acne that started when 
she was in her early twenties. When she looks in the 
mirror she sees the memories and scars of all the 
hurtful names she's been called in her life. Andrea's 
afraid her insecurities will adversely affect her own 
life as well as the life of her young son, Zachary. She 
believes her relationship with Brian will ultimately 
end if she doesn't get a handle on her emotions 
forcing Zachary to grow up without a father in the 
home.  

 
Each contestant is introduced with a certain physical problem that needs to be 

remedied in order for her to be accepted and accept herself. During the first season, 12 

women claimed the following body parts and organs were the cause of insecurities: skin, 

hair, teeth, nose, facial hair, stomach, breasts, and having an over with body. Four women 

attributed their physical problems to childbirth. The body part mostly women wanted 

changed was their nose (5) and then skin (4). Other problems were makeup and overall 

emotional distress over being too “plain Jane.” 

These women visit with the specialists on the show that decides upon a plan of 

action or recipe for beauty. An example of such a plan is:  Kelly needs: 

1. Face: Brow Lift, Lower Eye Lift, Lower Eye Life, Fat Transfer:  

2. Lips, Cheek Folds, Fotofacials  

3. Body: Tummy Tuck, Breast Lift, Liposuction: Inner Thighs  

4. Dental: Upper and Lower Retainers, Zoom Bleaching, Deep Cleaning  

5. Fitness: 1200 calories/day diet, Gym: 2 hrs./day, 6 days/wk.  

6. Confidence building: Weekly therapy and coaching  
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Or Amy needs: 

1. Face: Jaw Implant, Chin Implant, Nose Job, Upper Lip Lift, Lower Eye Lift, 

Brow Lift, Eye Surgery  

2. Body: Liposuction: Thighs, Abdomen, Hips, Tummy Tuck, Breast Lift 

3. Dental: Tooth Reconstruction, 10 Root Canals, DaVinci Veneers, Laser Bone 

and Gum Surgery, Crowns  

4. Fitness: Nutrasystem Diet, Gym: 150 hours  

5. Confidence building: Weekly therapy and coaching  

 
After the women were transformed, they made comments about their satisfaction. 

“I’m so beautiful” and “I don’t even recognize that girl (herself in a before shot)” were 

frequent.  

Extreme Makeover 

The web site for Extreme Makeover, ABC’s makeover show teases  

viewers that “this season, expect more emotion, tears and joy as life-long dreams and 

fairy tale fantasies come true,” (ABC.go.com). Forty men and women were chosen 

following nationwide open casting calls and over 10 thousand written application; 14 

men and 26 women. A hint of what a contestant will go through on the show is given 

when they introduce the “Extreme Team” which consists of plastic surgeons, 

dermatologists, eye surgeons, cosmetic dentists, hair and makeup artists, stylists and 

personal trainers.  

Extreme Makeover’s supreme motto is “We’ll stop at nothing to turn ordinary 

into extraordinary!” This brief description tells us that by watching this show, we will see 

extraordinary measures taken to assist people “realize their lifelong dreams with surgeries 

and exercise” and construct new bodies. Each new episode features participants in their 

"before" phase, then the various procedures performed, and finally the big reveal.  
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An example of a contestant is Steve; his bio read (abc.com): 

After years of torture from classmates, Tim, a 30-
year-old assembler for Siemens Energy and father 
of two from Kenton, Ohio, wanted a new look to 
match his improved self-esteem. He gets an 
Extreme Makeover… not just a total body 
makeover, but a reverse vasectomy, to enable him 
to give his wife the baby she desperately wants.  

 

Tim was transformed with the following procedures: septo-rhinoplasty, buccal fat 

pad excision, fat injections to face, upper blepharoplasty (eyelid lift), browpexy (brow 

lift), liposuction of submental chest, abdomen and hip rolls, a vasectomy reversal, LASIK 

eye surgery, Zoom whitening and da Vinci porcelain veneers. 

Christina, another contestant went on the show because: 

Christina, a 25-year-old from Sarasota, FL, is a 
shy, single financial services representative who 
never liked to smile because people often laughed 
at her looks. She's never been kissed and wants to 
start a new chapter in her life. She undergoes a 
total transformation, gets tips from a Hollywood 
kissing coach and learns how to flirt from 
relationship expert Marilyn Anderson, author of 
"Never Kiss a Frog."  

  
Christina was treated with: a rhinoplasty, brow lift, upper eyelid lift, ears pinned 

back, liposuction to abdomen, hips and thighs, LASIK surgery, skin medica peel, 

Fotofacial, lip restylane, four fillings, da Vinci porcelain veneers and Zoom whitening.  

Contestants seemed please with their makeover and made comments like, “My 

family barely recognized me” and “My husband was pleased.” 
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I Want a Famous Face 

“The web site for I Want a Famous Face begins by introducing the site and 

information with a series of questions: “How far would you go to look like a celebrity? 

Nose job here? Nip & tuck there?” (MTV.com). 

The 12 people depicted on the show endured painful and risky surgery to look like 

celebrities. While MTV does not sponsor and pay for the surgeries (unlike on The Swan 

and Extreme Makeover), MTV does seek out those who have had procedures done and 

follows them trough a timeline. Elvis, J. Lo, Kate Winslet and Brad Pitt are examples of 

celebrities that people have imitated or attempted to clone through surgery and will be 

showcased during the season.  

MTV does warn people about harmful effects of surgery and places an abundance 

of disclaimers on the site, as to avoid taking any legal responsibility. “Think living like a 

celebrity is glamorous? Plastic surgery often involves a long road to recovery… 

(MTV.com)” The site also has a photo gallery to view images of surgeries and 

procedures done to people, but there is a disclaimer: “WARNING: These photos are not 

for the faint-of-heart” (MTV.com). 

One woman depicted on the show is Crystal. Her bio is as follows: 

Crystal is a shy, single 24-year-old Britney Spears 
look-alike who lives a normal life. She has a comfy 
office job but secretly desires a different lifestyle. 
Crystal thinks bigger breasts and a nose job will 
give her the confidence needed to become a 
stripper. Because of her similarities to Britney, 
Crystal is planning on impersonating Britney on 
stage when she becomes a stripper. After surgery, 
she can honestly say, she's "Not that innocent 
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Jesse was also a star on the show. His bio is: 
 
 Jesse has been impersonating Elvis for about eight years, 
but feels like the competition is becoming tough in Vegas. 
He doesn’t want to lose his game to the younger generation 
so he decides to get a chin implant, lip injections and a 
peel. He’s all about staying on top of his game and hopes 
that his new look will make him model material.  

  

Stars of the show were given post-transformation interviews and the main themes 

that resounded were that they didn’t have any regrets about the surgeries and they now 

have more confidence.  

Discussion 

Through the research of many others, it has been theorized that visual and verbal mediated 

messages depicting a mythical body image creates negative effects (Griffith, 2005; Halliwell & Dittmar, 

2004; Bissell & Zhou, 2004; Agliata & Tantleff-Dunn, 2004). Research on what those negative effects 

entail have been linked to stress, discomfort, eating disorders and depression (Moore, 2004). Another 

relatively new effect is the physical alteration of the body through medical procedures, combining the 

myth of the ideal body with the myth of sacrifice leads to redemption.  

“Myths help people to make sense of the world in which they live” (Chandler, 2002, p.93). As 

society views mediated images, usually containing abnormal human figures that reflect the mythical 

body image, people are being influenced. Levi-Strauss also believed that myths are “…a kind of 

message from our ancestors about humankind” (Chandler, 2002, p.93). The ancestors in this case would 

be the producers or marketing professionals that design the shows themselves, and their web sites. These 

professionals operate in a consumer society and are influence by money and power.  
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As society is exposed to visual and verbal rhetoric composed to attract consumers, the messages 

and myths produced are generated to effect generations of consumers. The current generation has been 

conditioned with messages and myths that are perpetuated by The Swam, Extreme Makeover and I Want 

A Famous Face.  

Levi-Strauss saw “myths of a culture…built upon oppositions related to nature versus culture” 

(Chandler, 2002, p.93) indicating that myths are not based on reality or science but interpretations of 

reality. These interpretations are often misguided and show inexperience with subject matter. The Swan, 

Extreme Makeover and I Want a Famous Face are “reality” television shows that capitalize on myths of 

the ideal body and sacrifice leads to redemption.  

The original story of The Ugly Duckling is a fairy tales written by Hans Christian Andersen 

(1805-1875) in 1844. Many of Andersen's fairy tales depicted characters who gain happiness in life after 

suffering and conflicts such as The Emperor’s New Clothes, The Princess and the Pea, The Ugly 

Duckling and The Little Mermaid'. 

According to Chandler, we usually associate myths with classic fables, such as The Ugly 

Duckling. The Swan introduces the show as an opportunity for women who are “ugly ducklings” to 

transform into the most beautiful of all birds, a swan, The Ugly Duckling is a classical fable or myth. 

The concepts in the story are that suffering one can achieve the highest caliber of beauty. 

 
The duckling remembered the lovely birds [the swans], and felt more 
strangely unhappy than ever. “I will fly to those royal birds,” he 
exclaimed, “and they will kill me, because I am so ugly, and dare to 
approach them; but it does not matter: better be killed by them than 
pecked by the ducks, beaten by the hens, pushed about by the maiden who 
feeds the poultry, or starved with hunger in the winter.” 
 
   --Hans Christian Anderson, The Ugly Duckling, 1844 
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The Swan and Extreme Makeover are invoking the powers of myths and fables to 

attract participants for their show. They claim to be able to transform the suffering, 

persecuted and unattractive into the most beautiful of all humans. 

Barthes argues that “myths function to naturalize the cultural; making dominant 

cultural and historical values and beliefs seem entirely normal or commonplace and thus 

objective and true reflections of the way things are” (Chandler, 2002, p.145). The 

cultures, which believe that through sacrifice and suffering, one can achieve redemption 

and happiness is based on the Judeo-Christian religion. Popular children’s fairy tales, 

Disney films and the thousands of movies, television programs and books also perpetuate 

this myth.  

The American-way mythology is similar in nature: “hard work and determination 

will bring due success and happiness.” Other resounding philosophies such as “Pull your 

self up with your bootstraps” and “work till you drop” are common sayings that resonate 

the tone of this myth.  

The Swan, Extreme Makeover and I Want a Famous Face give contestants a 

chance to sacrifice in order to achieve the greatest happiness of satisfying the myth of the 

ideal body.   

The Swan’s credo is “There’s power in the blood.” Just as there is power in the 

blood of Christ, the blood he shed during his crucifixion, there is power in the blood lost 

through drastic medical procedures to transform the body into a mythical beauty.  

“We’ll stop at nothing to turn ordinary into extraordinary!” is Extreme Makeovers 

motto. Stated as a promise but eerily seems threatening as they transform bodies into 

“extraordinary” mythical creatures.  
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As the contestants of these shows begin to discuss their bodies, picking them apart 

and describing the parts they want transformed, they are blazing their bodies and 

separating themselves form these parts. Their body parts do not resignation the mythical 

ideal body and individuals suffering from their parts, then sacrifice and shed blood, in 

order to remedy their problem.  

When the bandages are removed, the spectacle of the “Big reveal” shows the 

complete transformation of natural human body into an artificial mythical body. The 

contestants then cry out “I am so beautiful” and are grateful for the transformation 

because they could have never been this happy without it.  

The myths of the ideal body and sacrifice and redemptions become reality on 

these programs, yet, it is also accepted knowledge that these bodies are not of nature. 

Bathes argued that modern man feared artificial beings yet it seems the post-modern man 

and woman’s desires to be artificial.   

 “People themselves aspire to become images: celebrities” (Sontag, 2002, p. 109). 

The individuals who participate on this show not only want the mythical body but they 

want to be part of a spectacle. They have to desire celebrity status and the attention that 

celebrities receive. Sontag examines how society has commodified pain and suffering 

within spectacular television programs.   

Conclusion 

The Swan, Extreme Makeover and I Want A Famous Face capitalize on the stress 

relating to desiring the mythical body, desire to be a spectacle and a celebrity and feeling 

that sacrifice is needed in order to achieve redemption. These programs sell the 

individuals involved as they do products and services.  
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Amazingly, people watch and check out the web sites. But, why?  

The “privileged” as Sontag argues, are the viewers of these shows, who can turn 

off the program at any time. These provided view the shows and web sites from the 

safety of their homes and feel superior to the contestants on the show, but all the while, 

still being exposed to the myths and messages mediated through the visual and verbal 

rhetoric 
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 Abstract: 

Complimenting: Gender and Age – how they are important 

 This paper intends to investigate how gender and age influences on giving 

compliments, based on the results of a data collection in complimenting situations.   

The data was collected by professor and students in Eng 343 at Illinois State University 

during spring 2004 semester.  The result of this study confirmed the results of previous 

studies that compliments between women are the most frequent.   

It also showed that female participants receive more compliments both in 

performance (abilities) issues and appearance (possessions) issues; male participants give 

more compliments both in performance (abilities) issues and appearance (possessions) 

issues.  It can be concluded that gender identity has influence on the role in 

complimenting.  Age ranges of complimenters and addressees are also considered. 

 The findings, however, may reflect the age skewing of the sample.  As most of the 

collectors in this study are in college age about 21 – 30, it is possible that the data they 

collected may relate with their daily experience with people in the same age.  Moreover, 
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people in this age are concerned with the way they look, so the findings that they tend to 

give and receive more in appearance topics is reasonable. 
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Southern Crisis in Thailand: News as One of Literary Texts and Social Cognition 

 The paper analyzes news discourse of five English news articles: Bangkok Post, 

BBC, AP, The New York Times, Arab News.  I would like to make certain of correlations 

between discourse and society: how social and cognitive features of different societies 

affect news discourse production, and what role the newspapers perform by using such 

discourse. 

 The news that I have selected are about crisis event occurring in the southern part 

of my own country, Thailand.  The conflict is about one of most important form in the 

superstructure in our social consciousness, religion.  Religion is part of people’s ideology.  

It constructs the way we think, the way we belief, and the way we do.  The news 

concerning religion relates with ideology, a complex phenomenon, which may 

incorporate conflict or even contradict views of the world. (Eagleton, 1976)   

 From the articles’ analysis of the same event, the result shows that to understand 

the text, we have to understand the social in which it is part.  These articles also show 
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various forms of perception upon the event.  The way one writer sees the event differs 

from the others.  It is like they are seeing the world from different spectrums.   
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［Research Paper］ 
 A reconsideration of kami-Buddhist amalgamation paradigm in Japan            
 
                     Hiroo Sato 
                 Tohoku University, Japan  
 
1,The Kami-Buddhist amalgamation Model   
What was the nature of the interaction between the buddha reaching Japan from the Asian 
mainland and indigenous Japanese kami（神). How did the two types of divinities interact 
and in what ways did their encounter bring about changes in their respective 
conceptualizations and associated rituals? The significance of the negotiations between 
buddha and kami is not limited to the history of religion, but has attracted the interest of 
scholars from a range of disciplines as it provides a paradigmatic example of the reception of 
foreign cultures by the Japanese.  
To date, such questions have been studied almost exclusively from a theoretical and doctrinal 
perspective; this methodology has been enlisted to understand the process of amalgamation 
between the two belief systems.  
Large-scale interaction and negotiation between Buddhism and indigenous worship of the 
kami can be dated to the Nara period (奈良時代 8th cent. ). The first instance that can be 
cited as evidence of amalgamation is the construction of temple-shrines (神宮寺 jingûji) for 
the salvation of the kami, which were seen by Buddhism as sentient beings possessed of 
delusions and disturbing impulses . The Nara period also saw many theories that positioned 
kami as benevolent deities whose function was the protection of the Buddhist dharma. 
If these two different treatments of the kami during the Nara period is taken as the first stage 
in the process of amalgamation, the full-fledged formation of syncretistic theories would 
center on the emergence, in the Heian period (平安時代 794–1185), of the teachings of honji 
suijaku（本地垂迹）, which posits a relationship of “sacred originals and traces” between 
buddhas and kami. We find evidence of this when the kami enshrined at 
Chikuzen-Hakozaki-gu（筥崎宮）, Owari-Atsuta-jinja （熱田神社）and elsewhere are 
referred to as gongen (権現 provisional manifestations), that is, buddhas and bodhisattvas 
who have taken the form of kami to make their appearance in this world. In the late Heian, the 
practice of determining the true identity of each of the kami becomes widespread and by the 
Kamakura period (鎌倉時代 1185–1333), virtually all of the kami have been assigned a 
specific Buddha of which it is the trace.  
This syncretic merger of the kami and buddhas—guided by Buddhist theorists and centered 
on the buddhas—is eventually countered by Shinto practitioners and thinkers; in the latter 
years of the Kamakura period, for example, theories are developed within Ise Shinto（伊勢

神道） that inverts the honji suijaku relationship by according the kami the status as the true 
identities of buddhas.  
To date, the history of interaction and negotiation between kami and buddhas has been seen 
principally as the history of a deepening fusion between a universal religion (Buddhism) and 
basal faith in the indigenous kami. ［The stages have been seen as: encounter/syncretism → 
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honji suijaku→ inverted honji suijaku. ］ 
 
2, Praying to the Kami for Rebirth in the Pure Land 
This understanding has been accepted, with modifications, as the guiding paradigm since it 
was first formulated by Tsuji Zennosuke (辻善之助). As such, it has played an undeniably 
important role in facilitating the study of kami-buddha interaction and negotiation. At this 
juncture, however, I feel that it is necessary that we fundamentally reexamine this paradigm.  
In contemporary Japan, it is universally accepted that buddhas and kami are entirely distinct 
and separate beings. The kami are understood to be uniquely and indigenously Japanese; 
buddhas and Buddhism represent a foreign religious system imported from the Asian 
mainland. Kami are found in shrines, buddhas in temples. Their functions are likewise 
distinguished: buddhas typically watch over affairs of the afterlife, which is why funerary 
services are conducted at Buddhist temples; kami, on the other hand, are generally thought to 
look after the matters of this life, ensuring the safety of travelers and so forth. For most 
Japanese people, the idea of holding a funeral at a jinja（神社） would be unthinkable, so 
decisive and insurmountable are the barriers separating buddhas and kami and their 
respective functions. If we go back in history, however, we find that these ideas—universally 
accepted today—were preceded by an entirely different understanding.  
The medieval period (12th-16th cents) is replete with evidence of this. Throughout the period 
it was quite common for people to entreat the kami with a variety of prayers. As is the case 
today, these were principally focused on this-worldly benefit, such as career advancement or 
cure for illness. There are, however, not infrequent instances of people praying for rebirth in 
the paradise of the pure land after death. For contemporary Japanese, accustomed to the idea 
that the responsibility of kami is exclusively for the affairs of this life, it is quite difficult to 
imagine people earnestly praying to the kami for rebirth in paradise.  
Why, we find ourselves wondering, would people do such a thing? It violates entirely our 
contemporary understanding of buddhas watching over the affairs of the afterlife and kami 
doing the same for matters of this world. But, in fact, the kami were regularly implored to 
facilitate such rebirth and this can be cited as clear evidence of the distinct transformations 
that Japan’s kami have undergone over the long course of their history.   
 
3, Questioning the Kami-Buddha Division  
Further evidence of the distance between contemporary understanding of the division 
between kami and Buddhas and that of earlier eras can be found in a body of tales that are 
repeated with some regularity from the latter half of the Heian period on. These typically 
revolve around scholars who have traveled to China for study and who, in a moment of 
humiliation, invoke “the buddhas and kami of Japan” by whose protection they are rescued. 
The episodes involving Kibinomakibi（吉備真備）and Jakusho（寂照）are particularly 
famous. Worth noting here is that buddhas and kami are cited together as the object of 
supplication and there is no apparent distinction between their functions. It is impossible to 
read into these prayers any awareness of kami and buddha as distinct beings. But even more 
important in this context is the distance from our present understanding of the nature of the 
buddhas whose aid is invoked in parallel with that of the kami. Buddhism has often been 
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described, like Christianity and Islams, as a religion of universal aspirations whose practice 
bears no essential relationship to affinities of blood or place. But the buddhas mentioned in 
the above example are not objects of worship receptive to prayers of any and all; rather, they 
are portrayed as extending their protection to these student monks for the sole reason that the 
students are Japanese. It is evident that “universal religion” is, as a category, inadequate to 
offer a full understanding of the nature of such buddhas. This is clear evidence that, like the 
kami, buddhas have also undergone various and essential transformations over the course of 
history.  
While contemporary understanding groups together as deities the kami, buddhas and 
bodhisattvas who inhabit otherworldly realms beyond ordinary human understanding, there 
is a sharp line drawn between kami and buddhas.  
To the medieval mind, however, the crucial distinction was between those buddhas who 
occupy the otherworldly “far shore” of enlightenment and the buddhas and kami who inhabit 
the this-worldly realm in which humans also reside.  
Thus there was, I believe, two principal types of what I will refer to as “deities” (kami and 
buddhas) in medieval Japan. The first were the Buddhas who inhabit the realm of 
enlightenment separate from the world in which we live and whose presence we cannot see 
of sense. Such Buddhas were believed to be responsible for leading sentient beings (such as 
ourselves) to ultimate salvation; Amida Buddha (Amitabha) who inhabits the Pure Land is a 
representative example of such a Buddha. I will refer to these collectively as "saving deities".  
The other category of deities are those who take concrete form here in the sahâ world（娑婆

世界） and whose role is to wield their formidable powers of reward and punishment in order 
to lead people to form connections with the salvific deities. I will refer to these as "wrathful 
deities". These "wrathful deities" of course include the traditional kami of Japan, but also the 
buddha images enshrined in temple halls, as well as saints such as Prince Shôtoku（聖徳太

子). The buddhas and kami who came to the aid of Japanese monks studying abroad belong 
to this category. 
Here I would like to use the texts of medieval oaths (起請文 kishômon) to illustrate and 
examine these distinctions. Kishômon have been decribed by Sato Shin’ichi（佐藤進一）, a 
noted authority on early documents, as vows of an absolute nature in which the signatories 
call down the curse of the kami and buddhas upon themselves in the event that they fail to 
fulfill their commitments.  
Such kishomon typically comprise two parts. In the first half, the maegaki（前書）, the 
detailed nature of the vow is spelled out. In the second half, the shinmon（神文）, the kami 
and buddhas who will supervise the fulfillment of the vow are listed, along with curses that 
will befall the person making the vow in the event it is broken. While there are various 
theories regarding the origins of kishômon, by the 12th century, their format and style had 
been established, and throughout the medieval period vast numbers of such oaths were 
composed by representatives of all social strata and occupations, from aristocratic and 
samurai elites, to monks and commoners.  
The various deities invoked in the shinmon portion of the oath invariably fall into the 
category of what I have defined as the "wrathful deities" of the this-worldly realm. When 
buddhas are invoked, they are consistently buddha images that had been rendered into visible 
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form such as the Great Buddha of Tôdaiji Temple（東大寺） or the image of Bodhisattva 
Kannon of Hasedera Temple（長谷寺）. In contrast, one will never find invoked in such 
written oaths the names of Buddhas believed to inhabit distant Pure Lands, such as Amitabha 
or Bodhisattva Kannon of the Potolaka.  
The "wrathful deities" were thought to exist here in the sah realm, constantly observing the 
actions of humans and strictly allotting punishment and reward in response. The task of 
arousing fear in people by according reward and punishment in this way was something 
beyond the capabilities of the Buddhas residing primly in their distant Pure Lands. To fulfill 
this role required deities whose unmediated presence and scrutiny could be clearly and 
sharply sensed by people.  
 
4, The True Aspect of Honji Suijaku  
As mentioned, from the late Heian period on, the theory of honji suijaku, by which native 
Japanese kami were assumed to be the manifestation of buddhas who represented their true 
identity, gained widespread acceptance. This theory is normally explained in terms of Indian 
buddhas who have appeared in Japan, taking the form of Japanese kami. My own 
interpretation is somewhat different. I find it more convincing to view honji suijaku as a 
relationship not simply between buddhas and kami, but more centrally between the "wrathful 
deities" in this world  and the "saving deities" residing on the far shore . 
In medieval collections of tales, there are many stories in which buddha images exhibit 
supernatural powers. Here, it is understood that, while the nature of buddhas and 
bodhisattvas is such that they cannot be perceived by humans, they will on occasion take 
visible form, becoming manifest in this world, in order to demonstrate their spiritual powers 
to humans. In the medieval period, buddhas who have incarnated in this way are frequently 
referred to as shôjinbutsu(生身仏). It also became common in the medieval period to view 
saints who possessed outstanding spiritual capacities as the manifest traces of a buddha or 
bodhisattva. In line with this, it was believed that the founders of various schools of 
Kamakura Buddhism, with their very strong and unique personalities, were the reincarnation 
of particular buddhas or bodhisattvas.  
In the collection, Yuzunenbutsu-engi（融通念仏縁起）, Amitabha inhabiting the “far shore” 
of enlightenment is defined as the Tathagata of the true identity. In contrast, Bonten, Taishaku 
and other devas, such saints as Nagarjuna and Japanese kami such as a Ise（伊勢） and Usa
（宇佐） are all collectively referred to as traces of buddhas in "far shore".  
Understood in this way, we can imagine that the various deities invoked in the kishômon 
oaths, from the Japanese kami and buddha images, to devas and saints, were all seen as 
manifestations of "saving deities"—Buddhas and bodhisattvas of an otherworldly realm. In 
other words, the sacred original–trace relationship of honji suijaku functioned in the 
medieval period not simply as a link between Buddhas and Japanese kami, but more broadly 
between the "wrathful deities" of the this-worldly realm and the "saving deities" residing on 
the far shore of enlightenment.  
From the late Heian period, the practice of praying for rebirth in the Pure Land paradise 
enjoyed widespread popularity. But to believe in buddhas of other realms, who could not be 
seen and whose voices could not be heard, was considered beyond the degraded capacity of 
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people living in the corrupt final Dharma days. Thus, the otherworldly, salvific Buddhas 
would take concrete, visible form in this world in order to save sentient beings; this was the 
true nature and identity of the "wrathful deities".  
As mentioned, it was believed that the "wrathful deities" used their powers of reward and 
punishment to guide people toward true buddhas. The places where these "wrathful deities" 
resided was often regarded as sacred ground—a pure land in this world. Thus they were seen 
as a linking pathway to the Pure Land on the far shore; to visit such a place and offer prayers 
there was seen as a crucial step toward achieving rebirth in the Pure Land. Such conceptions 
underlie the medieval practice of praying to kami for rebirth in the Pure Land.  
 
5, The Cosmology of Medieval Buddhas and Kami  
I have set forth my theory regarding what I consider the more accurate classification of the 
two types of buddhas and kami present in medieval Japan. Where did these two types of 
deities fit into the larger structures of the medieval cosmology and what role did they play in 
configuring that cosmology? Here I would first like to draw your attention to document. 
While this document has is considered to be a kishômon vow, it is actually closer in character 
to the introductory portion of a keibyakumon, a ritual text addressing the deities. This 
differed from the kishômon in that that the deities invoked—a wider and more colorful 
pantheon than in the case of kishômon—were not expected to inflict direct punishment in the 
case of non-fulfillment.  
While many different deities were invoked, if we examine these carefully, we can see that 
they fall into several distinct groups. I have set these out in Table 1. The first group are 
Buddhas who express an ultimate and ideal form of being. The second group are various 
bodhisattvas. The third group are “all great Wisdom Kings” and “hosts of holy fearsome 
ones”. The fourth group includes “all srâvakas and pratyekabuddhas” who had attained 
Hinayana awakening. These two groups were referred to as the people of the Two Vehicles in 
the Mahayana tradition. The fifth group consists of the kami of the deva realms, deities who 
have promised to protect the Buddha’s teachings.  
Again, the order here is Buddhas, bodhisattvas, Wisdom Kings, the Two Vehicles 
(pratyekabuddhas and srâvakas), and devas. This is an ordering and ranking that is clearly 
aligned with the cosmology of Buddhism.  
The Buddhist cosmology usually distinguishes between ten levels of being, a hierarchical 
ordering with Buddhas at the pinnacle, followed by bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, srâvakas, 
devas, humans, asuras, beasts, hungry ghosts, and finally those who have fallen into hell. Of 
these, the four highest levels are called the “four kinds of holy beings” who are regarded as 
inhabiting the world of enlightenment. In contrast, the six realms or paths from deva down 
were considered the world of delusion. Among different schools, these ten realms have been 
conceptualized in widely differing ways, from physically separate worlds with an objective 
ontological standing, to subjective, inner states of mind. But the existence and system of 
classification of ten levels in this way was almost universally accepted. Although the 
document I have cited includes Wisdom Kings, it is clear that the ordering is based on the ten 
realms theory.  
What is significant here is the fact that following the various devas headed by Bonten we find 
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the groups of buddha images enshrined in the halls of Mount Hiei（比叡山）, such as the 
Lecture Hall (講堂) and the Dharma Wheel Turning Hall (転法輪堂), have been invoked. 
These are then followed by such representative Japanese kami as Hachiman（八幡） and 
Kamo（賀茂）; also included are Chinese and Japanese saints such as Nan-Yüeh（南岳） and 
Saich（最澄）.  
From their positioning following the devas and their role which they play in the kishômon 
oath, it can be surmised that within the medieval cosmology, and specifically within the 
Buddhist ten realms theory, these buddha images, Japanese kami and saints correspond to the 
deva realm. If the four kinds of holy beings inhabiting the otherworldly realms have a salvific 
function, the role of these wrathful deities living in the sah world of delusion is, as mentioned, 
to mete out punishment and award benefit in order to lead people toward Buddhism. Thus the 
two categories of divinities—saving and wrathful—that I have suggested represent the 
accurate classification for medieval deities have clearly defined places and roles within the 
medieval cosmology.  
It is of great interest that the buddha images enshrined the various halls of Mount Hiei should 
be positioned here, together with the Japanese kami, so as to rank below Bonten and the other 
devas. The buddha images that had become manifest in the six lower realms of this sahâ 
world were considered Buddhas, but not the kind of Buddhas who in their vast compassion 
hold out to people the gift of salvation. Rather, they were conceptualized as beings of the 
deva realm who inhabit this world of delusion and violent impurity. As such they are directly 
responsible for benefiting people in the present existence as well as for meting out 
punishment. The Japanese of the medieval period understood there to be two very different 
kinds of Buddhas.  
 
6, Issues in Japanese Medieval Religious History  
To conclude, I would like to discuss what I feel are some of the implications of my 
presentation for research in the field of medieval religious history as it has been conducted to 
date.  
The first thing I would like to stress is the need for a fundamental reevaluation and rethinking 
of the concepts and methods that have been central to the study of kami–buddha relations. 
Specifically, I refer to the amalgamation paradigm in which honji suijaku theory plays a 
central role. Traditional research methodologies, which have assumed an intrinsic bifurcation 
between buddhas and kami have, in my view, failed to take adequate account of the changes 
that have been undergone by such deities over the course of history. Adherence to that 
distinction has made it impossible to fully enter into the complex and chaotic spiritual realms 
of the medieval worldview, made up of deities that cannot be clearly classified by as either 
buddha or kami. Thus I feel that the first step, if we are to reach a clearer understanding of the 
medieval religious world, is to abandon the practice of treating kami and buddha as 
immutable, suprahistorical categories. Then it is necessary to attempt to grasp the complex 
and multilayered cosmology of the period, inhabited by multifarious deities, as it was 
actually present to the minds of the people of that period. 
The second point I would like to stress is the need for a new method for approaching texts 
that moves us beyond the limitations imposed by existing methodologies of doctrinal 
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research focused on organized systems of thought.  
As one who conducts research on medieval Japanese Buddhism, my ultimate goal is to 
develop a comprehensive grasp the religious world of the time. The methods that have been 
adopted to date include the effort to reconstruct “Kamakura Buddhism”（鎌倉仏教） as an 
integrated whole, or understand Original Enlightenment Theory (本覚思想 hongaku shisô) 
as shared backdrop for all of medieval Buddhism. The contributions of such research have 
been immense. But we must keep in mind that the Buddhism that has been the object of such 
research has typically been a highly refined and ordered body of thought. In order to fully 
clarify the historical significance of Kamakura Buddhism or Original Enlightenment Theory 
it is necessary to locate such systems—which occupy the “commanding heights” of the 
intellectual achievements of their era—relative to the thought patterns and belief systems that 
held in common by constituent members of wider medieval society. After all, these towering 
intellectual peaks arose and drew sustenance from ideas and patterns of thought of a much 
less summoning nature; at the same time, their reception by within society was mediated by 
such ideas and patterns.  
Hampered by the paucity of historical materials available, little progress has been made in the 
effort to clarify the “medieval way of thinking.” Kishômon oaths were adopted widely 
throughout medieval Japanese society, and were written by people of widely variant status. It 
is for this reason that I have used these as a resource in the attempt to identify the salient 
elements of the cosmology that was generally shared by people of that era.  
The attempt to clarify the cosmology of buddha and kami requires that we fill in the 
intellectual background of the medieval era. I believe that only when we succeed in doing 
this will the true contours of more organized systems of thought, such as Kamakura 
Buddhism, come clearly into view.  
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       In the Beginning Was the Image and the Word: Dickens and the Madonna 
                            
 
     On May 20, 1852, the London Times reported a three-day sale on Paris’s Rue Sentier  
 
of the renowned Marshall Soult’s exquisite collection of 157 paintings.1  Although   
 
throughout the entire ten days of the exhibit, the gallery was packed with crowds eager to  
 
view the paintings, the first day of the auction generated particular interest and  
 
excitement.  Bartolomé Estéban Murillo’s masterpiece The Immaculate Conception-- 
 
also known as The Conception of the Virgin--was to be sold during the first hour of the  

 
opening day. 2  

    The doors opened at 1:30 in the afternoon, and within five minutes the rooms were so  
 
crowded with people jostling for seats that guards were summoned to restore order.  By  
 
2:00, the auction was underway, proceeding uneventfully until about 3:00, when the  
 
order of the day was called, and the four greatest pictures of the collection were presented  
 
for sale.  First was Murillo’s massive eight and a half feet in height by three feet wide 
 
Immaculate Conception.  A reporter for the Times describes the painting: 
 
         This almost divine picture represents the Virgin in the act of being carried up to  
 
         heaven.  Her golden hair floats on her shoulders, and her white robe gently swells in  
          
         the breeze, a mantle of blue at the same time falling from her shoulders.  Groups of  
 
         angels and cherubim of extraordinary beauty sport around her in the most evident  
         
         admiration, those below thronging closely together, while those above open their  
         
         ranks, as if not in any way to conceal the glory shed around the ascending Virgin.   

        All the writers of the Spanish school of painting agree in declaring this to be the chef  

         d’oeuvre of Murillo; and never, perhaps, did that great master attain to such  

         sublimity of expression and such magnificent colouring. (“Soult” 8) 
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What followed reflected the public’s recognition of the value of this great work: bidding 

opened at 150,000 francs (around thirty thousand dollars) and soon surpassed 400,000.  

As agents of Spain’s Queen began bidding against those of Russia’s Czar, the price was 

driven above 530,000.  When, finally, a gentleman directly in front of the auctioneer 

placed the winning bid of 586,000 francs (over one hundred thousand dollars), the crowd 

broke into applause.  But the Time’s reporter notes, “this applause became absolute 

enthusiasm when it was ascertained that the purchaser was Niuewekerke, the director of 

the national museums [director of the Louvre].  The crowd rushed forward, shaking him 

by the hand and cheering most heartily.”  The purchase price of the painting was the 

highest that the Louvre had ever paid (McDannell 59). 

     Additional Murillos were sold over the next three days, at respectable prices of  

60,000 francs, but the Immaculate Conception  remained the highlight of the three-day 

sale.  What seems worth noting about this particular painting is that Mary is depicted as a 

fully grown woman, rather than as an infant, even though the Immaculate Conception 

refers to her conception and birth according to the dogma propounded in 1854 which 

states that Mary was born without spot or stain. A sort of slippage in language and shift 

of meaning of the definition of the Immaculate Conception seems to have occurred at this 

point, expressed in and perhaps amplified by this eroticized image.  That is, popular 

notions of the Immaculate Conception seem to have been influenced more by questions 

about Mary’s sexual status—Virgin, Mother, Sex Symbol—than the dogma that she was 

conceived sinlessly and thus born without the usual stain of sin. 3   Why were nineteenth-

century people so enamored with paintings of the Immaculate Conception by a 

seventeenth-century artist that most people do not even remember today?  And what does 
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this painting have to do with writers such as Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, and 

Charles Kingsley? 

       For clarification, one might cast an eye over events that occurred even before the 

purchase of the painting by the Director of the Louvre. In 1851, Edward Bulwer–Lytton 

composed a play entitled Not So Bad as We Seem, which was performed for Queen 

Victoria on May 16th.   Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, John Forester, and other British 

literary notables acted in this play to help raise money for the Guild of Art and Literature 

in England which was to “endow ‘chairs’ outside universities for writers of distinction, 

who would thereby be financially and critically independent of reviewers and public 

opinion” (Mitchell 124).   The play, a popular romance about politics, love, and power, 

eventually went on national tour.  The tour’s success in raising four thousand pounds, led 

to the guild’s being incorporated by an Act of Parliament in 1854.  In the play, Dickens 

took the role of Lord Wilmot, who was trying to win the hand of the daughter of a 

wealthy, powerful man, and Wilkie Collins played his assistant, Smart.   In a subplot, 

Wilmot attempts to get a government position for his friend Mr. Hardman (played by 

John Forster) by bribing the Prime Minister.  In the following passage from Act 1, Scene 

1 between two characters, Hardman, who is looking to move up in Parliament, is talking 

with Lord Wilmot (Dickens): 

        Hardman:  A new picture, my Lord? I’m no very great judge—but it seems to me  

                       quite a masterpiece.   

        Wilmot:  I’ve a passion for art. Sold my stud to buy that picture. [Aside] And please 

                       my poor father.  ‘Tis a Murillo. 

        Hardman:  A Murillo! You know that Walpole, too, has a passion for pictures.—In 
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                       despair at this moment that he can’t find a Murillo to hang up in his  

                       Gallery.  If ever you want to corrupt the Prime Minister’s virtue, you  

                       have only got to say, “I’ve got a Murillo.” (Bulwer Lytton 416) 

Later in Act IV, Scene 3, Wilmot tells the story of Sir Robert Walpole’s delight 

at receiving the Murillo, and Wilmot wryly comments, “ He got the Murillo—Hardman 

the place. And here stand I, the only man in all England who can boast that he bought the 

Prime Minister” (Bulwer-Lytton 468).  The implications are obvious. Dickens and 

Collins not only knew of Murillo paintings but also introduced his name to theater 

audiences throughout England.  Bulwer-Lytton may have intended another subtler joke 

for those who were already familiar with Murillo’s Immaculate Conception in this play of 

corruption against purity, the not-so-immaculate bribe set against the Immaculate 

Conception.  

     But, interest in the Murillo does not stop here.  About eight years later, the February 

19, 1859, volume of Household Words ran a column about Murillo’s paintings in an 

article by George Thornbury entitled “Murillo and his Picture Children,” which describes 

paintings Thornbury encountered in art galleries, convents, and churches throughout 

Spain. Thornbury makes it clear that nothing Murillo else had done was as popular as The  

Immaculate Conception, but not without merit.   According to what may have been an 

apparent response to John Ruskin’s disdain for Murillo’s work  (Ruskin is reported to 

have said of one of the Murillo peasant boy paintings at the Dulwich gallery near 

London, “Do not call this the painting of nature: it is mere delight in foulness”), 

Thornbury declares emphatically that “The only excuse for Mr. Ruskin’s sneer at the low 

vice and dusty feet of Murillo’s beggar boys, is, that he has never been to Spain and seen 
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any Murillos worth seeing” (274).  Thornbury then goes on to explain the excellence of 

Murillo’s best-known work: 

         I must not recapitulate all the charms of the picture of San Augustine [,] .  .  . Saint  

         Joseph,  or the Dead Christ, or I shall be thought a greater bore than      

         Schwartzenlicht  [an art critic from the National Gallery] who is bound in rule not  

          to admire any painter till he is dead . . . . Else should I like to learnedly inflict on  

         you the beauties of that best Concepcion (for Murillo is called par excellence, “the  

         painter of conceptions”); the glory of that blue robe the singularity of the crescent  

         moon the Virgin stands on; the rapture of that burst of saffron sunrise that brings   

         out the pure, pitiful woman, with her arms meekly crossed upon her bosom, and her  

         serene, adoring eyes turned exaltingly heavenward.  It is the vision of a child- 

         betrothed, dead, on the eve of marriage.  (Thornbury 275) 

     The significance of this article can be explained in several ways. Thornbury clearly  

describes the Madonna of the painting as being child-like, an already popular Victorian 

quality that will continue to be emphasized by writers such as Dickens and Collins, 

even as it incorporated suggestions about Mary’s pitifulness and the beautiful corpse-like 

nature of the child/woman.  The article also contributed enormously to Murillo’s 

popularity, while the title of the painting no doubt contributed to interest in the 

Immaculate Conception, an idea which showed up in newspaper articles over 241 times 

between 1850-1900.4  But even more strikingly, between 1854-1860, keeping in mind 

that the Immaculate Conception definition first became dogma in 1854, 83 articles 

include that phrase (and six have it in their title).  The presence of so many articles with 

even just the mention of this specific topic illustrates that, despite the Protestant faith 
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claimed by the writers Dickens, Collins and Kingsley, Catholic dogma and images were 

very much a part of their culture, as is also evidenced by Dickens publishing an article on 

Murillo and The Immaculate Conception painting in his own Household Words, for 

which journal Collins was also on staff. 

     Furthermore, despite their denouncing the Catholic Church publicly and privately in 

favor of a more austere Protestantism, the writings of Dickens, Collins, and Kingsley 

often reflect a fascination with the Mary of the Immaculate Conception who was more a 

part of the Catholic tradition in thought, art, and dogma as they invoke her with reference 

to portraits of the Madonna in traditionally viewed “Catholic” artwork  (as is defined by 

the nineteenth-century Protestant fascination with Italian art in works such as Jenny 

Franchot’s Roads to Rome 235-236), in references to her in the writers’ literary allusions 

such as Dante’s Divine Comedy, and in her centrality as a morally and sexually pure, 

guiding influence. Admittedly, since the ideals of the cult of true womanhood made 

popular in the early nineteenth century through magazines and literature—obedience, 

piety, purity, and domesticity —were already a part of the Protestant Victorian culture 

during the time that Dickens, Collins, Kingsley and others were writing, one could argue 

that the Madonna image was already in place by 1850.  But what happens from the 

1850’s until 1910 or so is an increasing tendency to eroticize, and, at the same time, to 

infantilize the figure of the Madonna who had previously commanded great respect and 

worship by millions of people.  While purity, obedience, piety, and domesticity continue 

to be associated with Marian-like female characters in literature, she is also encumbered 

with an odd type of sex appeal that gains strength through forbidden desire to possess that 

which is unavailable (a taboo heightened with the advent of the Immaculate Conception 
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definition), pathos (of child-like figures), and the merging of some aspects of Catholic 

culture into the British culture.  What happens in the process, however, is that the literary 

image of the Madonna weakens as the Virgin Mary’s queenship, her exceptional status of 

being God’s mother, and her independence become less important to these writers than a 

Madonna who is willing to efface her identity and give untiring aid to the male characters 

of these novels. While it is true that these Madonna characters are often shown to be 

“exceptions” to the rest of their gender, this quality is sometimes used to cast other 

female characters in the novels in a negative light, although it is often done for a 

humorous effect, and to criticize not just women but also social institutions—such as 

religion and law.  Additionally, Marian qualities (of being pure, queenly, an object of 

worship) will serve as objects of ridicule for such writers as Kingsley, and, occasionally, 

Collins.  By contrast, George Eliot who was a contemporary of these writers and equaled 

them in popularity, surely noted the love/hate literary interest in the Madonna and sought 

to show the negative effects on real women who are made into the image of a Madonna 

figure, as interpreted by Protestant males who want to use such an image for their own 

power and politics.   Kimberly VanEsveld Adams argues that in Eliot’s novel 

Middlemarch (1871) “the Madonna becomes almost wholly a limiting figure for women, 

an image no longer expressive of female self-definition but instead proposed and 

interpreted by men” (184).  And it is this limited figure of the Madonna promoted by 

such male writers as Dickens, Collins, and Kingsley that will also become a trademark of 

Victorian novels.   

     Dickens was the most popular and influential writer of the three.  With his novels 

gaining widespread notice through their serializations, their publication as three-volume 
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novel sets in England and the United States, the Mudie libraries, and his popular 

magazine Household Words, Dickens became a spokesperson for Victorian England.   

R.L Betts in his work Faith and Doubt states that Dickens was considered to be a 

Christian writer by an audience that was greatly influenced by his writing not so much for 

his mention of any specific doctrine but mainly because his themes encompass the 

struggle of good and evil (119).    In the preface to The World of Charles Dickens, Angus 

Wilson strongly argues that Dickens was a “devout and practicing [sic] Christian, 

however much sectarians of all generations denominations raised and still raise their 

eyebrows at his kind of Christianity” and that in Dickens’s later novels, “It is essentially a 

Christian New Testament world with transcendental overtones” (262).   Janet Larson in 

Dickens and the Broken Scriptures further adds, that in addition to Wilson, “dozens” of 

other writers, including Steven Marcus, Harland Nelson, and even Dostoevsky, have 

described Dickens as a “Simple New Testament Christian” (Larson 12).  However, not 

everyone agrees.  Humphrey House in The Dickens World writes that Dickens’ faith was 

that of the  “practical humanist kind of what is called religious experience, and his work 

shows no indication of any powerful feeling connected with a genuinely religious 

subject” (131); furthermore, he argues, “[A] historian could hardly gather from his books 

that during the years in which they were written the English Church was revolutionized” 

(111).   However, Betts has a different interpretation of the way that Dickens approached 

religion, noting that  “Dickens’s influence on theology would have been slight and 

indirect, of course, but his fiction popularized the changes in religious thought that were 

coming about”  (124).   Those changes in religious thought were often wrought through 

Dickens’s use of biblical allusion, as Larson points out: “While rationalistic critics were 
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treating scripture as a book of myths, Dickens was drawing upon some of its stories as 

divine fairytales—the Book of Esther on the level of Cinderella” (12).   She goes on to 

argue, “In a climate where the historical facticity of God’s Word in all its parts is no 

longer assured, nor even deemed necessary . . . Biblical character types or paradigmatic 

plots do not have to be thought historical to have emotional resonance; for Dickens as for 

Matthew Arnold, such things are part of the  ‘poetry of religion’” (13).  In regard to 

Larson’s use of Arnold’s phrase of the  “poetry of religion,” 5 the Madonna was also 

clearly a part of that “poetry” and was thus a perfect addition to Dickens’s array of 

characters that appealed to the public at deep emotional levels.  Bram Dijkstra in Idols of 

Perversity: Fantasies of Feminine Evil in Fin-de-Siecle Culture comments that “In the 

literature of England, the cult of woman as household nun was taken up far and wide, 

with Dickens doing much of the effective flag waving” (13).   While nun and Madonna 

are not synonymous, Dijkstra nevertheless indicates that the Catholic model of the 

spiritual, perfect wife had captured the Victorian imagination. 

     Betts points out that since Dickens seldom “reveals his deepest beliefs in an authorial 

voice, we have to let his novels speak for him” (119). So, let us examine the novel that 

Dickens claimed was his favorite—David Copperfield, published in 1849-1850 in 

serialized form.  This novel appeared the same year (1850) in which the Roman Catholic 

Church established Bishoprics in England, much to the chagrin of many Protestants, 

including Dickens.  House comments,  “In nothing was Dickens so much of an 

elementary John Bull as in his hatred of Roman Catholicism” (128).  Privately in a letter 

that he wrote in 1851 to Angela Burdett Coutts, he expresses this disdain for Catholicism 

in response to the first meeting of the Roman Catholic Defense Association.  This 
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controversial group’s raison d’etre was to demand the repeal of the Ecclesiastical Titles 

Assumption Act that forbade the use of diocesan titles by Catholic Bishops.  Dickens 

writes as follows: 

         I feel quite certain that but for the laisser-aller dealing with the Candlestick and  

         Confessional matters, we never should have got to this pass—for the Pope was  

         made, through that medium, to believe that there was a tendency towards him in  

         England which does not exist—and presumed upon it—and went too far to retract.   

         Now, a War between the Roman Catholic Religion—that curse upon the world— 

         and Freedom, is inevitable.  And numbers of people of the better order of sense and  

         spirit are so indignant with the Protestant Church for its indolent temporizing and its  

          miserable internal squabbles, that they have lost their natural interest in the  
 
          struggle.  (Letters August 22, 185l, 466) 
 
His view that Catholicism is “that curse upon the world” is further demonstrated, as  
 
many critics have pointed out, in his Child’s History of England (1852-54), which work, 
 
according to D.G. Paz’s Popular Anti-Catholicism in Mid-Victorian England,  
 
is Dickens’ “most sustained attack” on Catholicism and “molded the historical  
 
consciousness of several generations of young readers” (69).  Betts further comments on  
 
Dickens’s contempt for Catholicism (as well as Evangelicalism):   
 
         He is equally hostile to what he considers the extremes of the other end of the  
 
         religious spectrum.  Evangelicalism was followed in the Victorian period first  
          
         by the Oxford movement and then by the establishment of the Roman Catholic 
         
        hierarchy in England.  Dickens was in favor of Catholic emancipation and     
 
         in Barnaby Rudge showed sympathy for persecuted Catholics, but for Roman  
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         Catholicism itself, he had nothing but the contempt of the xenophobic Protestant  
 
         Englishman.   When he visited Italy . . . he found little to admire and considered the  
 
         liturgy of the Roman Church as mere superstition.  He was disappointed in Rome  
 
        and unmoved by the buildings and paintings he saw.  (117) 
 
Ironically, if we look at the Madonna-like character of Agnes Wickfield in David  
 
Copperfield, we would never dream that Dickens harbored any anti-Catholic sentiment at  
 
all. 
 
     Agnes is not the first of Dickens’s Madonnas—for example, in The Old Curiosity  
 
Shop (1840), one could argue that Little Nell was a type of Madonna, as perhaps was  
 
even Florence of Dombey and Sons (1848). However, Agnes appears a fuller, richer  
 
allusion to the Virgin Mary.  Larson states that Dickens often employs “subtextual”  
 
allusion in his work through the use of biblical passages, whole books of the Bible or  
 
other popular religious texts, as well as biblical characters.  These subtexts are allusive  
 
narratives that run parallel to the actual story—for example, themes from Pilgrim’s  
 
Progress thread their way through Oliver Twist, The Old Curiosity Shop, and  
 
Esther’s narrative in Bleak House (17).  The second type of subtextual allusion in David  
 
Copperfield works “to provide a medium of interpreting episodes or characters (the  
 
Sermon on the Mount for Amy Dorrit); or a biblical book or passage to which sets of  
 
allusions in the fiction point can act as an analogical matrix for parts of a novel or for  
 
wider reaches of the imaginative vision” (17). In the case of David Copperfield, Agnes  
 
Wickfield, Copperfield’s childhood friend and eventual wife, serves as a key Madonna  
 
figure in the novel and represents the higher vision that David strives for, and ends up  
 
achieving, by the end of the novel.  He says at last,  “As you were then, my sister, I have  
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often thought since, you have ever been to me.  Ever pointing upward, Agnes; ever  
 
leading me to something better; ever directing me to higher things” (774). 
 
    Agnes’s name indicates her close association with St. Agnes, patron saint of Virgins.   
 
According to legend, St. Agnes was martyred in the fourth century after refusing to marry 
 
an undesirable suitor.  Like St. Agnes of the legend, Agnes Wickfield refuses to marry  
 
the contemptuous Uriah Heep.  More important to my argument is the idea that Agnes is  
 
often portrayed in terms that resonate with the Virgin Mary.  Copperfield, comparatively  
 
early on in the novel, describes how Agnes has influenced him for good while they were  
 
growing up:    
 
         The influence for all good, which she came to exercise over me at a later time,  
          
         begins already to descend upon my breast.  I love little Em’ly, and I don’t love 
           
        Agnes—no, not at all in that way—but I feel that there are goodness, peace, and 
          
        truth, wherever Agnes is; and that the soft light of the coloured window in the         
         
         church, seen long ago, falls on her always, and on me when I am near her, and on  
 
        everything around.  (220)  
 
Copperfield’s language makes clear his spiritual love for Agnes.  He says that he loves  
 
little Em’ly, but that “love” is not the right descriptor for how he feels about Agnes.  He  
 
seems to imply that veneration might be a more apt term than mere love. But then he  
 
takes his description further and says that he thinks of her as someone like a Madonna  
 
who is associated with stained glass windows, which were designed to bring actual and  
 
spiritual light to those who viewed them.  6 
      
       In Dickens’ travels to Italy and Europe in the years preceding 1850, images of Mary  
 
in front of glass or in stained glass may have inspired some of his ideas about Agnes.   
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While Protestant churches would have also had some stained glass windows, the most  
 
spectacular ones dedicated to the Virgin Mary (such as Notre Dame) were located in the  
 
cathedrals and churches in Florence, Venice, Milan, Rome and Paris, which Dickens  
 
mentions in his travel writings such as Pictures of Italy and in his correspondence to  
 
friends when he was living in Italy. In Pictures of Italy, he specifically comments on the  
 
painting of the Assumption of the Virgin in Venice in the church of Santa Maria Gloriosa  
 
dei Frarei as well as on paintings by Raphael in the Vatican (Dickens, Pictures 11).   
 
These experiences no doubt affected his choice of symbols and allusions in his literary 
 
works. 
    
    Not only does Dickens suggest Agnes’s purity by depicting her in the refracted  
 
light of stained glass, but Copperfield calls her his “angel” on several occasions—for  
 
instance, his “good angel” (342) and “angel face” (771).  Like many Protestant writers, in  
 
order to avoid a direct Catholic reference, he uses the more acceptable term of angel.    
 
However, his Madonna-like character is more Virgin Mary than angel.  Besides the  
 
obvious association of Agnes with Mary through the familiar image of the stained glass  
 
windows, Copperfield says that he is constantly inspired by her, and he also implies that  
 
she answers his “entreaties”: 
       
         But Agnes was too superior to me in character and purpose, as I know well now,          
 
         whatever I might know or not know then, to be long in need of any entreaties.  The  
 
         beautiful, calm manner, which makes her so different in my resemblance from  
 
         everybody else, came back again, as if a cloud had passed from a serene sky.  (341) 
 
Later, after Copperfield’s “child wife” Dora dies, David turns to Agnes again for  
 
consolation, which has been a role for the Virgin Mary over the centuries as she became  
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an ear and a tear for people who brought their “entreaties” and  “grievances” to  
 
her.  In the following passage, we see David’s profound gratitude to Agnes for her  
 
comfort during his time of grief as well as for being a faithful friend throughout his life: 
           
         She was so true, she was so beautiful, she was so good, --I owed her so much  
 
         gratitude, she was so dear to me, that I could find no utterance for what I felt. 
     
         I tried to bless her, tried to thank her, tried to tell her . . . what an influence she  
 
         had upon me; but all my efforts were in vain.  My love and joy were dumb. 
 
         With her own sweet tranquility, she calmed my agitation.  (771) 
 
Agnes and Copperfield finally marry, so the Virgin Mary allusion must take a different  
 
turn at the end of the novel.  But, unlike Dora, for whom David feels passion, Agnes’s  
 
love is of a different quality.  Tim Dolin and Lucy Dougan in their essay “Fatal Newness:  
 
Basil, Art, and the Origins of Sensation Fiction” note that in David Copperfield, Dickens  
 
shows that sexual passion is “disruptive and threatening” (17).  Michael Slater comments  
 
in Dickens and Women that “All the intensity in the novel’s last chapter . . . is directed  
 
not towards the presentation of Agnes as wife and mother . . . but towards her as a sort of  
 
continuing spiritual presence . . . (101).  In the novel, then, it is possible for Agnes to  
 
represent both Virgin and married woman.   Betts writes, “In Dickens we encounter death  
 
and marriage frequently and they are invariably given a religious dimension” (117), even  
 
though Larson points out, with allusion always comes some “dissonance into literary  
 
work because the original text is never completely assimilated into its new environment”  
 
(17). Larson further notes that by “imagining these intertextual patterns, as Ziva Ben- 
 
Porat has put it, we ‘reconstruct a fuller text’” (17).  The novel has continued to be  
 
popular over the years, precisely in part because its textures are rich in allusion and  
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character types.  The image of Agnes as Madonna, despite the obvious fact that Agnes  
 
does not remain a virgin, seems to be Dickens’s intention throughout the novel.  Not  
 
surprisingly, as a real woman and main character, Agnes lacks development.  Other than  
 
Agnes’s motherless status and her devotion to her father and David, we know little of her  
 
hopes and dreams or even her personality. Her character is mostly described in terms of  
 
abstractions: so true, so beautiful, so good.  
.   
     One of the most powerful examples of Agnes’s serving as an image of the Madonna  
 
occurs in the last paragraphs of this very long novel: 
 
            And now, as I close my task, subduing my desire to linger yet, these faces fade  
 
         away.  But, one face, shining on me like a Heavenly light by which I see all other  
 
         objects, is above them and beyond them all.  And that remains. 
 
              I turn my head, and see it, in its beautiful serenity beside me.  My lamp burns  
 
         low, and I have written far into the night; but the dear presence without which I  
 
         were nothing, bears me company. 
 
            O Agnes, O my soul, so may thy face be by me when I close my life indeed; so 
 
         may I, when realities are melting from me like the shadows which I now dismiss,  
 
         still find thee near me, pointing upward.  (806) 
 
Just as such medieval writers as Anselm of Canterbury, Honorius Augustoduensis,  
 
Bernard of Clairvaux and others who successfully use elaborate allusions in their  
 
writings, mixing eros, metaphor, and piety, to help spread the Mary devotion of the  
 
eleventh and twelfth centuries, so, too, does Dickens as he develops his character of  
 
Agnes as Madonna-Redemptrix, Copperfield’s “savior.” This novel, in turn, may have  
 
generated even greater interest in the Virgin Mary popular culture. 
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      Another text that demonstrates well how much religion was on Dickens’s mind  
 
during the early 1850’s is his great work of 1852, Bleak House.  In this text Dickens  
 
seems conflicted in his ideas about Catholicism.   On the one hand, his satirical running  
 
commentary shows the antipathy that he feels toward the Catholic Church through his  
 
characters like Mrs. Pardiggle, as well as his slams on the Medieval Mary societies and  
 
Anglo-Catholicism. 7   However, despite this criticism, his female protagonist Esther  
 
strongly suggests the Virgin Mary as well as the biblical Queen Esther who, at first  
 
reading, would be the most likely allusion with whom to associate this Esther. One could  
 
argue, too, that Esther evokes other notable figures as well such as the gray-eyed  
 
Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom and justice.  However, given the religious  
 
political climate in England of the time, Esther of the Old Testament seems the figure that  
 
Dickens wants to evoke most clearly.  In keeping with Victorian typology of prefiguring  
 
New Testament figures with Old Testament characters, Dickens’s Esther resembles the  
 
Old Testament Jewish Esther--given by God “for such a time as this”—a strategic figure  
 
who, in turn, according to the Victorian figure typing, foreshadows the Jewish Virgin  
 
Mary also given by God to his people “in the fullness of time.”   In art, the biblical Esther  
 
has long served to prefigure Mary as James Hall in Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in  
 
Art notes:  “Esther in the act of pleading with the king [Xerxes of Persia, fifth century  
 
B.C.] was regarded by the Church as a prefiguration of the Virgin in her role of  
 
intercessor on the day of judgement” (Hall  116).   Additionally, in Christian  
 
iconography, Mary’s Immaculate Conception is represented by a verse written on a scroll  
 
from Esther 15:13 in the which states “this law was not made for thee, but for all others,”  
 
proclaiming Mary’s exemption from original sin (Oxford Study Bible: Revised with the  
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Apocrypha). 
 
    Like the biblical Esther, Dickens’s Esther in Bleak House is also a rich allegorical 

character. Betts notes that Dickens’s character of Esther calls up a “host of associations” 

(16) and “multiple functions of allusions” (17).  Harland S. Nelson in Charles Dickens 

has called her “Dickens’s emblem of hope in a dark world” (177).  Her birth is also 

reminiscent of the nativity; while she is born out of wedlock, she is declared as 

“innocent” as Jesus and Mary were (Dickens 162).  Further, in chapter 43, Mr. Skimpole 

says that he is going to declare a “Saint Summerson Day” (524), Mr. Buckle in chapter 

59 calls her a Queen (704) for being “mild” and “game” (obedient) like Mary, and she 

serves as a comforter to many people throughout Bleak House as “she moves from one 

end of the novel to the other dispensing benedictions” (Larson 24).  She is also 

“betrothed” to an older man, Mr. Jarndyce, just as Mary was betrothed to Joseph.  In 

addition, she is associated with several pietas in the novel although these pietas 

sometimes display the “dissonance” that Larson describes as an effect of typical 

intertextual allusion because Esther takes on different roles in them. Larson says that “the 

closing tableau of chapter 36 bears once again the irony of the New Testament allusion.  

Esther becomes ‘like a child’ in Madonna-Ada’s arms” (170).  The like-a-child descriptor 

implies Esther’s innocence, and Betts says that although she has been born to an unwed 

mother, she is declared “innocent from inherited sexual fault” (Larson 170), which 

further links her to Christ but also again to the Mary of the Immaculate Conception.  In 

the biblical account (Oxford Revised English) of Luke 1:28ff, Mary is described as 

“greatly troubled” when the angel Gabriel announces that she is to give birth to a child 

without a husband; she at first wonders about this event, but later accepts and submits to 
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the message after Gabriel tells her, “Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor 

with God  . . . . for God’s promises can never fail” (1:37).  Mary responds by saying, “I 

am the Lord’s servant . . . . May it be to me as you have said” (Luke 1:38).    Like Mary, 

who has been linked with an “illegitimate” pregnancy but comes to peace with her lot in 

life, Esther accepts her burden.  She says in chapter 36, “I saw very well how many 

things had worked together . . . . I knew that I was as innocent of my birth as a queen of 

hers; and that before my Heavenly father I should not be punished for birth, no a queen 

rewarded for it ” (455).  Andrew Sanders argues in Charles Dickens Resurrectionist that 

“Esther feels that her life has meaning, and that she has lived to some purpose; she both 

is, and now feels, innocent, and she is worthy of life and love,” her discovery of 

illegitimacy acting as “a rebirth into innocence which is new in Dickens’s work” (162).  

This rebirth is significant because Bleak House is so “embedded in a dying world 

populated with hollow men” (Sanders 162). 

At the end of Bleak House, Esther has gone from being an independent virgin to a  

married woman, reflecting an image of Mary that was much more acceptable to the  

Victorian public (Engelhardt, “Paradigmatic Angel” 159-168).   At the same time, Esther  
 
remains a type of Virgin because she does not have children.  Instead, Ada Clare 
 
Carstone, ward of John Jarndyce and wife to the deceased Richard Carstone, becomes  
 
the Marian passive vessel giving birth to the miraculous child Richard named  
 
after his father who is appropriately in heaven    Esther says of the redemptive baby:   
 
“Though to bless and restore the mother, not his father, was the errand of this baby, its  
 
power was mighty to do it.  When I saw the strength of the weak hand, and how its touch  
 
could heal my darling’s heart, and raise up hope within her, I felt a new sense of the  
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goodness and the tenderness of God” (767).    
 
     From these examples of Agnes and Esther from Dickens’s work, we can see how  
 
Dickens uses the Madonna image with her rich metaphoric complexity to present what  
 
he sees as the ideals for the perfect Victorian woman.   Dickens combines the qualities of  
 
the Catholic medieval Mary’s  of being a queen as well as mild and obedient as he  
 
develops his character of Esther.  To Dickens’s credit, despite his own later love interest  
 
in a “child-bride” in the nineteen-year-old actress Ellen Ternan, Agnes and Esther are  
 
both emotionally mature, wise, honorable women who captured the interest of the  
 
Victorian public. Perhaps they did precisely because they also represent the self-effacing  
 
feminine model who spends her life in complete subordination to the needs of the males,  
 
family, and the community, a model that will continue well into the twenty-first century.    
  
 

                                                        Notes 
 
 
      1  Field Marshall Soult was Napolean’s general who was defeated by the Duke of Wellington at 
Toulouse (1769 -1851). 
 
     2  Bartolome Esteban Murillo, Spanish painter 1617-1682.      
 
     3 This eroticized image of Mary was not unique to the seventeenth century since the Renaissance 
Madonnas were painted from the likenesses of famous women, in some cases, notorious mistresses of 
famous men and artists such as Raphael. 
 
      4 Digital Times Database   
 
     5  In the introduction, I mention that Arnold said that “the strongest of religion today is its unconscious 
poetry,” taken from his Introduction to “The Study of Poetry,” 1888. 
 
   6 Besides the many stained glass windows in churches that depict the Virgin Mary, also in many of the 
old master paintings, Mary is often depicted in the light of stained glass, and in fact, late gothic artists like 
Jan Van Eyck who were great favorites of the Victorians, often show a ray of light coming in through 
windows (See Van Eyck’s The Annunciation and Madonna in a Church) to illustrate how the Virgin Mary 
was impregnated by God while not causing a breaking of the hymen—a metaphor so popular in the middle 
ages that a song circulated that “light passeth through glass/but the glass will not break”  
       
    7 Mrs. Pardiggle’s offspring are described in great negative detail:  her children are “dissatisfied,” 
“weazened and shriveled,” “ferocious with discontent”—which reflects badly on her “Catholic” mothering 
skills which the Victorians held in the highest esteem.  In another instance of religious commentary, in 
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chapter 8 of the novel, Dickens has Esther commenting on the different charitable organizations of England 
that “want everything” (92).  She says:  “They were going to raise new buildings, they were going to pay 
off debts on old buildings, they were going to establish in a picturesque building….the Sisterhood of 
Medieval Marys…” (92).   Here Dickens is referring to “The Oxford Movement and the associated Gothic 
revival in art and literature that fostered the establishment of religious communities for women modeled on 
Continental Catholic communities.  The first sisterhood in the Church of England, the Sisterhood of the 
Holy Cross, was founded in London by Dr. Pusey, and subsequent ones with similar names were founded 
in various cities during the next few years”  (Anson, 1955, 220-30; Butt and Tillotson 180).  Dickens 
considered such communities to be ‘in the practice of a perverted form of religion’, an opinion expressed in 
1849 in a letter to Miss Coutts about a pamphlet from the Church Penitentiary movement appealing for 
funds to establish “houses of Mercy’ for penitent prostitutes [although, ironically, Dickens himself later 
established a charitable house of prostitution with Coutts)] The narrator of Bleak House also comments on 
the Oxford movement, which according to D.G. Paz  (in Popular Anti-Catholicism in Mid-Victorian 
England, Stanford University Press,  1992) ,  Dickens characterizes as reflecting “womanly dilettantism” 
(69).  Dickens’s words follow: 
         There are, at Chesney Wold this January week, some ladies and gentlemen, of the 
         newest fashion, who have set up a Dandyism—in Religion, for instance.  Who, in 
         mere lackadaisical want of an emotion, have agreed upon a little dandy talk about  
         the Vulgar wanting faith in things in general; meaning, in the things that have been  
         tried and found wanting, as though a low fellow should unaccountably lose faith 
         in a bad shilling, after finding it out.  Who would make the Vulgar very picturesque 
         and faithful, by putting back the hands upon the Clock of Time, and canceling 
          a few hundred years of history.  (145) 
Susan Shatto in The Companion to Bleak House  (London: Unwin, 1988) says that Dickens here is 
satirizing those who sought to bring ritual back to the English Church:  “Reacting against the contemporary 
trend promoted by the Protestants towards Individualism and liberalism in religion and politics, high-
church Anglicans sought a return to the medieval times when the church, the monarch and nobility 
governed England”  (123). 
 
    8Janet Larson in Dickens and The Broken Scripture (University of Georgia Press, 1985) shows how Lady 
Dedlock uses some of Christ’s speeches in Chapter 48 as Lady Dedlock is contrasted against an 
unambiguous figure of Tulkinghorn as antichrist or Judas. She calls Dickens’ unusual allusion here a 
“muddle” in “an apparent eleventh-hour attempt to provide Lady Dedlock with a Passion story subtext” 
(22).  Larson, for example, shows that Lady Dedlock uses Christ- like language that recalls the speech of 
the Garden of Gethsemane where Christ says “not my will, but thine, be done when she says to Rosa “what 
I do, I do for your sake, not my own.”  Larson cites several other compelling examples of how Dickens 
wants us to see Lady Dedlock as a Christ figure. 
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                                     ABSTRACT 
 
I have been co-teaching a course in "Periods and Styles" at USC 
since 1990.  The course focuses primarily on research sources for 
scenery and costumes for stage and cinema productions.  The 
course looks at art, architecture, interiors, furniture, fashion and 
styles.  It also examines how the production values of a play, film, 
opera or ballet give an insight into the time period of the piece.  One 
way that a course in "Periods and Styles for the Theatre" will differ 
from an Art History class is the treatment of the all but unknown artist.  
An unknown artist who's work embodies the zeitgeist of an era may 
be of more interest to the theatrical designer.   



 
William Lemond was an American pastel artist active in the late 19th 
Century and the early 20th Century.  You won't find him in an Art 
History book and he doesn't even warrant an entry in "Who Was Who 
in Art".  Auction houses that handle the occasional one of his works 
being sold on the Art & Antiques market, have next to no biographical 
information on him.  The late June Rhode, author of THE POWER OF 
PASTELS, An Overview of Chalks at the Turn of the Century… 
(2000), was researching information on Lemond and others for a 
second book on pastel artists.  In personal correspondence about his 
work she wrote: “Still-lifes are the only subjects that I have seen so 
far and he was superb at doing them.”  
 
Most of Lemond’s pastels are quite similar to one another.  They are 
horizontal arrangements of fruit; they are quite dark in tone and have 
a highlight in the upper righthand corner as well as a low angle light 
source from the left. 
 
Despite his relative obscurity, Lemond’s work can be used to provide 
examples of ideas written about both art and interior decoration.  In 
her book INSIDE THE VICTORIAN HOME (2003), Judith Flanders 
observes that the rooms of the 19th Century home were considered 
either masculine or feminine spaces.  She writes: "At mid-century, 
dining rooms were considered masculine spaces, even though it was 
women who spent the most time in them...these masculine rooms 
were therefore to be dark, sober".   
 

 
     Still-life with Fruit & Blue Bowl circa 1900 

 



Lemond's art  fits into this tradition.  To some, his art might be 
considered to be more a part of interior decoration rather than art for 
gallery display.  Most extant examples of his work are "Still-lifes with 
Fruit", framed horizontally and suitable for display above a typical 
Victorian-style buffet.  They are dark and sober--embodying what 
Samuel Isham observed in his book, THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN 
PAINTING (1905, revised 1916), about the overall "wholesomeness" 
of American art as well as its "tender melancholy". 
 
Lemond’s fruit pastels follow in the tradition of other 19th century 
American still-life artists such as Andrew John Henry Way  
(1826-1888), Robert Spear Dunning (1829-1905),  Morston C. 
Ream (1840-1898), and  Bryant Chapin (1859-1927) all of whom 
work in a style defined by the well-known Peale family.  “Members of 
an influential family of Philadelphia painters, James Peale [1749-
1831] and his nephew Raphaelle (1774-1825) have been credited 
with setting a standard in still-life painting that contributed to a 
broader taste for this subject among American patrons…” 
[www.worcesterart.org/Collection/American/1939.37.html (Worcester 
Art Museum)]  
 
Lemond used composition conventions similar to those established 
by James Peale.  Their still-lifes feature elegant arrangements of fruit 
rendered in a variety of textures with an illusion of heightened reality 
sometimes contrasted with the shiny surface of a bowl or a softly 
defused basket.  Like Peale before him, Lemond occasionally 
featured the more colorful hues of cut fruit; his Still-life with Cut 
Cantaloupe is reminiscent of Peale’s painting of a cut watermelon. 
 

 
Still-life with Fruit & Square Basket, Still-life with Cut Cantaloupe 
 

http://www.worcesterart.org/Collection/American/1939.37.html


Most of Lemond's work was done at a time when men were no longer 
making domestic purchases themselves but turning this responsibility 
over to their wives.  For a time, women were still decorating their 
dining rooms to please the taste of their husbands.  Sarah Burns 
broaches this issue in her book INVENTING THE MODERN ARTIST: 
ART AND CULTURE IN GILDED AGE AMERICA (1997).  The 
domestic interior was a space composed of "commodities purchased, 
arranged and displayed by feminine hands".  Lemond's art is 
consistent with the idea of art done by a man but which "nurtures the 
feminine". 
 
T J Jackson Lears in NO PLACE OF GRACE: ANTIMODERNISM 
AND THE TRANSFORMATION AMERICAN CULTURE, 1880-1920 
(1981) as well as Ann Douglas in THE FEMINIZATION OF 
AMERICAN CULTURE (1987) and others have observed how 
feminine taste would dominate the appearance of domestic spaces in 
the 20th Century.  Works such as Lemond's fruit pastels gave way to 
an abundance of floral paintings in 20th Century interior decoration.   
 
Likewise tastes in tableware has moved away from fruit patterns and 
nowadays and feature much greater number of floral patterns.  
Aynsley China Ltd writes about its line: “In the [19th] century, most 
china companies had an orchard design in their collection.  Today, 
Aynley’s Orchard gold is almost unique.”  
 
Also, as tall glass paned hutches, used to showcase fine china, 
replaced Victorian buffets, there was no space on the wall for the 
horizontal fruit picture which had been ever-present in the 19th 
Century dining room.  Yet many of Lemond's pastels have hung on 
dining room walls for three generations of residents ,and are only now 
coming to the antique auction market (where they sell for more than 
other works of the same genre).  For decades people have simply left 
the pastels hanging "just where grandma put them".  So perhaps 
there is something in his art that warrants a place in the history of 
domestic decoration: They are a quintessential representation of a 
bygone era. 
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Brian Scott 

Metaworldnarratives, Protean Selves, Tools to Adapt the Self: 

The Postmodern Lessons of Hayao Miyazaki’s Spirited Away 

A common thread nowadays when discussing the media’s impact on children, is how 

violent movies and gruesome videogames negatively affect children’s growing moral base.  

Some critics may cite a return to the wholesome morals of Disney animation as one possible 

panacea for this cornucopia of carnage.  Disney’s animated feature-length films such as Beauty 

and the Beast and The Lion King indoctrinate children with neat moral messages about good and 

evil, beauty, and how to believe in yourself.  But are these morals really teaching children coping 

tools for our postmodern world?  Does knowing that darkly colored hyenas are bad and lily-

white French maids are good actually teach children how to make judicious character judgments 

in real life?  Does being blindly cocksure that if you believe in yourself you will be able to 

achieve anything equip children with any means to actually succeed in the competitive capitalist 

job market?  Do vague notions of a true self endow children with any coping skills to understand 

their complex labyrinthine person? 

It is a valid argument that children do need a solid moral foundation, and this foundation 

may be cultivated by films that teach children that stabbing your brother in the back is bad (The 

Lion King) and judging people not for their looks but for their personal character is good (Beauty 

and The Beast).  But are these blunt moral lessons and vague abstract ideologies genuinely useful 

to children when they have to negotiate a nuanced world of shades of gray and reconcile 

frightening personal changes?  To get to the kernel of this discussion, do Disney films give 

children coping tools to understand themselves?   
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While some animated Disney films may instill some self-esteem and perseverance in 

children, these films do not address characters as protean selves.  One-dimensional good or bad 

characters that have singular, unchanging personalities, do not inform children that individuals 

are complex, morally ambiguous, and constantly modifying their selves.  While Disney avoids 

these postmodern issues of the self, Japanese films of late have been embracing these highly 

complex issues. 

 It seems fitting that films that dwell in ambiguities come from a country whose culture 

today is an amalgam of juxtaposing economic and social influences.  Japanese animated films 

have long thrown off American animators and screenwriters, and even the cutting-edge 

generation of Pixar animators cannot capture the profundity of Japanese animation.  One such 

film that offers postmodern guidance into the realm of the self is the 2001 Spirited Away.  

Spirited Away is the highest grossing film in Japanese history and was conferred the first Best 

Animated Feature Film award at the 2003 Academy awards (Spirited Away).  Hayao Miyazaki, 

the director and screenwriter of the acclaimed 1997 Princess Mononoke, wrote and directed 

Spirited Away.  The thematic similarity between Princess Mononoke and Spirited Away is the 

ambiguous nature of the characters manifested through plots that do not establish a clean line 

between good and evil.  Unlike Disney’s characters that always act admirably if they are good 

and abominably if they are bad, Hayao’s characters react differently to specific situations and 

abstain from donning good or bad roles.  These contingent reactions reflect the character’s 

complex inner-selves. 

The ambiguous moral nature of Spirited Away makes it difficult to flesh out simplistic 

messages.  But Spirited Away is a not about vague, obvious moral messages: it is about identity.  

Instead of answering the moral question of what should I do, it tackles the more difficult 
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question of who am I.  Specifically, it attempts to shed light on the question of who am I if I 

change.  That I in Spirited Away is a ten-year old girl, Chihiro, who goes on an Odysseye-que 

adventure wherein she is cast into another world and must adapt herself in order to persevere.  

Herein lies the complex postmodern message about how our pluralistic human experience 

modifies our protean identities: we sometimes have to change our identities, to wholly 

reconceptualize our selves, and while this change is surprising and frightening, it is within our 

human ability to perform these radical identity changes.  This message is significant in teaching 

children not just about how they will develop from children to adults, but how to reconcile their 

changing personal selves in relation to their social environment. 

 Spirited Away is not only thematically postmodern, but is stylistically postmodern as 

well.  The composite stylistic backdrop of multiple metanarratives grounds the incorporation of 

protean characters.  The combination of elements is foreshadowed by Chihiro at the beginning of 

the film.  While moving to a new city, Chihiro remarks that no one ever gives her any flowers, 

but her mother reminds her about the rose her father gave for her birthday.  Chihiro’s response 

metaphorically grounds the film: “Just one rose isn’t a bouquet.”  Indeed, as one rose is not a 

complete bouquet, a complete representation of our pluralistic reality is not a complete reality 

with only one metanarrative.  

 Chihiro notices hints of these overlapping metanarratives when her father takes the 

family on an overgrown back road and she spies tiny stone houses on the side of the road: 

 CHIHIRO. What are those stones?  They look like little houses. 
MOM. They’re shrines.  Some people think little spirits live there. 

The shrines are representative of traditional Japanese culture, while Chihiro’s family represents 

contemporary, fairly westernized Japanese culture.  This is evidenced by the family moving into 

a modern housing tract and driving a Swiss Audi.  These shrines foreshadow the metanarrative 
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Chihiro will encounter, and soon enough, the family encounters a mysterious tunnel leading to 

what Chihiro’s father presumes to be an abandoned amusement park.  However, this amusement 

park is not spatially or geographically a logical end to the tunnel, as the landscape radically 

changes and all signs of modern development disappear.  The family is unaware that they have 

stepped out of the plane of their conception of reality and are crossing into a disparate 

metaworldnarrative. 

 Chihiro’s Japanese world is occupied by multiple metanarratives, disparate ways of 

making meaning out of the human experience.  All metanarratives are valid interpretations or 

constructions.  Per Isaiah Berlin: “the conception that there are many different ends that men 

may seek and still be fully rational, fully men, capable of understanding each other and 

sympathizing and deriving light from each other” (52).  This idea of a pluralistic world is a 

cornerstone of postmodern theory that posits that because all human groups are part of the same 

human condition, their disparate ways of making meaning and thus their different experience of 

reality are all equally valid. 

 Spirited Away evolves the theory of metanarratives into a more encompassing theory of 

metaworldnarratives.  This theory extends the perception of reality to include any experience of 

the universe, not just the human experience. Charles Jenks posits “the story of the universe could 

be a new credible metanarrative” “in which the cosmos is the measure of all things” (71).  This 

cosmological view perceives “the universe [as] a single, unbroken, creative event which is still 

unfolding with human beings as essential parts of its story” (Jenks 71).  But this belief also 

recognizes that “we are fundamentally built into the laws of the universe, but are not necessarily 

its final achievement” (Jencks 71).  If our human experience is not the universe’s final 

achievement, then likely there are other simultaneous achievements co-existing with our 
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experience, who reify the universal experience in disparate, valid ways just as human groups 

reify their human experience into metanarratives. 

 These reifications of universal experiences would not be metanarratives (as these only 

incorporate the human experience), but rather metaworldnarratives: any group’s method of 

creating meaning out of the universal experience.  However, this theory of metaworldnarratives s 

not represented in Spirited Away as a distant otherly world of alien metaworldnarratives.  Instead 

of isolation, Spirited Away fosters incorporation: the incorporation of multiple 

metaworldnarratives into multiple planes of existence that are connected by overlapping 

common ground.  These metaworldnarratives share the same universal earthy experience, but 

have radically different renderings of what reality is. 

 The common ground that links the metaworldnarratives together allows for transference 

from one metaworldnarrative to another.  In Spirited Away the metaworldnarrative boundaries 

are marked by water.  This use of water may be an allusion to Greek mythology, where crossing 

water (specifically the Mediterranean Sea) symbolized crossing into another world.  The water 

boundary that separates Chihiro’s native metaworldnarrative from others is a river.  When 

Chihiro’s family first crosses the river, it is only an arid riverbed occupied by a meager creek, 

but when darkness falls, the creek has transformed into a vast, untraversable lake.  The 

boundaries of metaworldnarratives are always in a state of flux, like the waxing and waning of 

ocean tides. 

 Across the river does indeed lay a new world for Chihiro.  This metaworldnarrative is a 

synthesis of traditional Japanese folklore, Greek mythology, and Western mysticism.  This 

fusion of cultural referents is another decidedly postmodern characteristic of Spirited Away.  

Jencks refers to postmodern art’s ability to incorporate disparate elements as “Kaleidoscopic 
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Sensibility” (59).  Spirited Away is an excellent exhibition of this sensibility with its seamless 

incorporation of multiple metanarratives woven into a believable, functioning 

metaworldnarrative.  The cinematic experience of this reality is a delightful, engaging suspension 

of disbelief.  This is not a world where Odysseus enlists a band of ronin samurai to defeat the 

wicked witch of the west. 

 The incorporation of Greek mythological elements begins with the use of the myth of 

Persephone.  Persephone was abducted into the underworld by Hades, where she was tricked into 

eating six pomegranate seeds.  Her eating of the food of the dead bound her to Hades’ 

underworld for six months out of the year (Persephone).  Similarly, after Chihiro’s parents 

mistake the new metaworldnarrative for an old theme park, they find an unattended restaurant 

and begin gorging themselves.  Ironically, Chihiro’s father still thinks he is in his native 

metaworldnarrative and can settle any debt for the food with his capitalist purchasing power: 

[DAD to CHIHIRO] “Don’t worry. You’ve got daddy here. He’s got credit cards and cash.”  But 

the metaworldnarrative does not function on a western exchange system.  In exchange for taking 

food, the master of the metaworldnarrative takes their bodies and identities.  This master is a 

powerful witch, Yubaba, who turns Chihiro’s parents into pigs and corrals them in with her other 

livestock. 

 However, one must consume part of another metaworldnarrative to have concrete 

existence therein, and Chihiro who did not consume any food, beings to fade out of existence.  

Chihiro is rescued by a denizen to this new metaworldnarrative, Haku, an adolescent boy who 

feeds her a single seed from his metaworldnarrative: [HAKU] “You have to eat some food from 

this world, or else you’ll disappear.  Don’t worry.  It won’t turn you into a pig.”  This revisiting 

of the Persephone myth makes an alteration in the original story: food may bind you to a world, 
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but you still need some food to exist there.  Spirited Away also alludes in a general manner to the 

Odyssey.  Chihiro is stranded by a water boundary from her home metaworldnarrative and on her 

quest to return home she encounters many unique characters and challenges. 

 Spirited Away’s main Western mythological influence is the witch Yubaba.  Yubaba is 

unmistakably a western witch and has ultimate authority in the metaworldnarrative of her 

Japanese bathhouse.  Her physical appearance mirrors that of the western witch with her long 

nose and aged features.  She also possesses and uses power of the occult, such as spell casting, 

telekinesis, and transmogrification.  However, this myth is also altered as to include a 

characteristic not traditionally associated with western witches: parenting.  Yubaba cares for a 

baby boy, an unfeasibly large baby that she is devoutly protective of (there are no hints if she is 

his biological mother).  Another general reference to western mythology is shown through a 

characteristic of the character called No-Face.  No-Face mirrors the weakness of a vampire: he is 

powerless unless you let him into your home (as Chihiro naively does). 

 The setting and majority of the other characters and elements are distinctly traditional 

Japanese.  The locus of the metaworldnarrative is Yubaba’s Japanese bathhouse where all of the 

characters converge and the majority of the plot unfolds.  This bathhouse is a desired haven for 

denizens of other metaworldnarratives, who come there to eat, bath, and relax.  While they are 

generally referred to as “spirits” in the film, it is apparent all that of the spirits are not from the 

same metaworldnarrative, and not from the same spirit world.  “Spirits” is used in this manner to 

refer to any entity not of the current metaworldnarrative (the bathhouse in this instance).  The 

various citizens of the other metaworldnarratives who travel to the bathhouse include giant baby 

chickens, amorphous blobs, and bulbous Radishes.  While there are human figures that work in 
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the bathhouse (Haku and Rin namely), the film makes it clear that they are not from Chihiro’s 

human metaworldnarrative.  

These converging identities are the impetus for the film’s lesson on identity.  What 

happened to Chihiro’s parents demonstrates what happens when one does not conform their 

identity to the metaworldnarrative they are currently in.  Chihiro’s agency for change is rescuing 

her parents and returning to her native metaworldnarrative.  Her identity change transforms her 

from a spoilt, whining, apathetic child into a hard-working, clever, compassionate protean self.  

The story of her change is Spirited Away’s postmodern moral of accepting that the self must 

change, can change, and this change is not pathological but advantageous. 

 The postmodern conceptualization of identity is that the self is a multiplicity of identities, 

and can transform into different identities pendant on the social situation.  Walter Anderson 

states that the postmodern psychological understanding of identity does not believe in a singular, 

unified self.  In fact, if you believe you have this singular unchanging self, then you have a 

problem: “Only the one who claims to have a simple, definite, and clear cut identity has an 

identity problem” (Anderson 127).  The grounding idea of multiple identities is that your identity 

shifts when you must adapt.  Chihiro must adapt to the challenges of her new 

metaworldnarrative, and this calls for a radical identity change. 

 This identity change is signaled by a signifier intrinsically connected to identity: names.  

Yubaba took an oath that forces her to give a job to anyone who asks for one, and she offers 

Chihiro a contract.  Within this contract, Chihiro’s bail for being employed by Yubaba is her 

name: [YUBABA] “That’s your contract.  Sign your name away and I’ll put you to work.”  After 

Chihiro has signed her name, Yubaba literally lifts Chihiro’s written name off the paper and 

absorbs it into her hand.  With Chihiro’s name in her possession, Yubaba controls Chihiro by 
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having power over her identity.  Without her name, Chihiro cannot return to the 

metaworldnarrative where was from, as names bind characters to their realities and they are 

powerless without them.   

 Yubaba then gives Chihiro a grounding signifier in the metaworldnarrative of the 

bathhouse: the name Sen.  By adopting a new name, Chihiro beings her transformation from her 

original self to a self that can flourish in this new metaworldnarrative.  Yet this changing of 

selves does not reflect a leaving of an original self for a new ersatz self, but instead this change is 

a molding of the self as a “soft plastic” (Gergen 142). 

 Anderson states that the self is created not by a deep-seated intrinsic singular being, but 

by relationships to others: “a reality of immersed independence, in which it is relationship that 

constitutes the self” (Anderson 127).  And indeed, it is the community that Chihiro is immersed 

in that forces her to adapt.  In her home metaworldnarrative, Chihiro had no sense of how to treat 

authority figures, and was not admonished when she whined to her parents.  She soon learns that 

the metaworldnarrative of the bathhouse has an established hierarchy, and she must address and 

respect authority figures likewise.  Chihiro begins to understand her place in the bathhouse 

hegemony when she first meets Yubaba and Yubaba literally zips her lips shut.  And as she is at 

the lowest end of the hegemony, she must address others as sir or ma’am if she wants a response. 

 Just as Chihiro did not have any conception of a social hierarchy, she initially does not 

have any conception of a work ethic.  Chihiro is put to work with the human-like Rin, and 

together they must service the bathhouse customers.  While Chihiro has never worked in her 

young life nor had any reason to, she has much agency to do so now.  Not only is she working 

towards her ultimate goal of freeing her parents and returning home, but she is threatened by the 

other employees who will boil and eat her if she fails.  The characteristics of respecting authority 
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figures and fostering a work ethic may be assumed to be traditional morals that Spirited Away is 

trying to instill, but it is the community wherein those morals are taught that introduces the 

postmodern conception of identity. 

 While Chihiro is learning respect and building a work ethic, she must learn to adapt 

herself to the community of individuals of this new metaworldnarrative.  The identities that make 

up this new community force Chihiro to reevaluate her conception of what identity is.  And in 

order to understand identity, she must learn what a protean self is.  Proteus was a Greek who has 

the ability to change shapes from a wild boar to a lion to a dragon to a flood but couldn’t find “a 

form most his own” (Lifton 130).  The protean self in our postmodern world is a person who is a 

different self or mask for all their disparate roles: employee, friend, son/daughter, parent et al. 

 The problem with the protean self is that they are not sure which of these masks is the 

one true mask, the mask that is below all the other masks.  Protean selves have an “ ‘identity 

diffusion’ or ‘identity confusion’ ” (quoted in Lifton 130).  This diffusion and confusion can be 

difficult for some individuals who still believe that there is one true, core self.  These lost 

proteans often try soul-searching methods to find their true self, which are likely to end in vain.  

This “identity diffusion” can put one in “a state of bewilderment, typical of the young, at a lack 

of a firm sense of self” (Gergen 138).   

Haku is one of these protean selves, and his diffusion is at first confusing to Chihiro.  

Haku is friendly when he is initially helping her, but in the bathhouse he is suddenly cold and 

distant to Chihiro when he has to switch to his role as Yubaba’s master of the house.  Without 

looking at her, Haku tells Chihiro to: “address me as Master Haku.”  Confused about who this 

person is, Chihiro asks Rin if there are really two Hakus.  At this point, she has a child’s 
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understanding of the identity, and does not understand the wearing of different masks for 

different roles. 

 Indeed, this diffused self is an asset, allowing to one to function in many roles.  Modern 

psychology may have ingrained in the minds of many that a diffused self is a pathological 

condition and these confused protean selves should seek therapy.  Postmodern psychology, 

however, understands that this confused state of self may be trying, but believes this is not 

pathological but adaptively innovative (Lifton 131).  Instead of viewing the self as a singular true 

character, this view reifies the self as an actor.  One main principle of acting is that acting is 

reacting, and reacting is what the protean self does in different environments or communities.  It 

is adaptive and capable of change with its “Polymorphous versatility” (Lifton 131).  This 

versatility allows Haku to function very well as a protean self within many metaworldnarratives. 

 Haku is first introduced as a helpful boy, but soon becomes master Haku in the 

bathhouse.  The postmodern self is able to shift from these communities: “The postmodern 

person is a multi-community person, and his or her life as a social being is based on adjusting to 

shifting contexts and being true to divergent—and occasionally conflicting—commitments” 

(Anderson 128).  Everyone carries the potential to mold the “soft plastic” of themselves into 

other selves, depending on the needs of the social situation (Gergen 142).   

 Yet Spirited Away does not feature the all of the selves of the adaptive protean individual 

to be altruistic, and in the admirable service of others.  Eventually, Haku’s darker self is revealed 

as Yubaba’s louche henchman.  As this self, Haku changes forms (like Proteus) into a dragon.  

When Chihiro first sees Haku as a dragon, she is beginning to understand the pluralistic self:  

[CHIHIRO] “Haku.  He’s a dragon?”  When Haku is in this form performing a dubious deed for 

Yubaba, he is attacked by hundreds of flying paper birds and nearly fatally wounded.  After 
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Haku reverts back to human form, he is still in critical condition.  While the self as an actor may 

wear many masks, there is still a physical core that feels pain and bleeds.   

 Haku’s transformation back to human form when he is injured may appear to give 

credence to the belief of the self having a core identity, a core to return to when the other selves 

fail.  But Haku is more complex than this.  His complexity incorporates the discomfort many 

protean selves experience with identity.  Haku’s protean identity crisis is revealed during a 

conversation with Chihiro about the power of names and their connection to identity: 

CHIHIRO. Chihiro. Chihiro. That’s my name, isn’t it? 
HAKU. That’s how Yubaba controls you – by stealing your name. While you’re 
here you must call yourself Sen. 
CHIHIRO. I can’t believe I forgot my name.  She almost took it from me. 
HAKU. If you completely forget it, you’ll never find your way home. I’ve tried 
everything to remember mine. 
CHIHIRO. You can’t remember your name? 
HAKU. No.  But for some reason I remember yours. 

When Haku is counseling Chihiro on Yubaba controlling her name, he reveals that he 

cannot remember his native name.  Chihiro’s name of Chihiro connects her back with her 

own metaworldnarrative and the name Sen allows her to have identity in the bathhouse. 

But the name Haku is only a valid identity in the bathhouse metaworldnarrative; he does 

not remember his name from his original metaworldnarrative. 

 Haku’s forgotten name is resolved at the end when Chihiro recollects the 

connection they felt: [HAKU] “I’ve known you since you were very small.”  Chihiro is 

connected not to Haku’s self as the boy Haku, but Haku as a river spirit in Chihiro’s 

metaworldnarrative: [CHIHIRO] “Your real name is Kalaku River.”  Chihiro remembers 

Haku was the river spirit that saved her from drowning when she was younger.  After 

Chihiro recites Haku’s original name, he wonders why he wasn’t able to remember his 

name: 
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 CHIHIRO: They filled in that river.  It’s all apartments now. 
 HAKU: That must be why I can’t find my way home. 

The metaworldnarratives of Spirited Away are intrinsically connected.  Human development in 

Chihiro’s metaworldnarrative extinguished Haku significance in his native metaworldnarrative, 

leaving him wandering the spirit world nameless. 

 Haku’s self-journey takes him from having an original identity, to being nameless but 

still bound to an idea of his original self, to finally being free from his original identity.  Haku is 

the exemplar protean self: he can transform the soft plastic of his self into other selves while 

having no conception of who he originally was.  It is significant that the film does not have 

Chihiro remember Haku’s name and then have him return to a real self, thankful that all his 

wandering is over with.  Modern psychology believes the original self could not be destroyed 

and if it did it would probably result in a state of insanity.  But Haku’s original self was 

destroyed and he is still able to fully function as a protean self.  Haku assures Chihiro that he will 

be alright, showing her the adaptive malleability of the protean self, capable of adapting even 

when the original self is filled in with concrete. 

 Chihiro’s relationship with Haku along with her personal identity change cultivates her 

understanding of the advantageous pluralistic person.  Chihiro has discovered that in order to 

function in a new community, one must change and adapt oneself.  This protean adaptation is 

possible even if your original identity is lost. 

 At the end of Spirited Away, Chihiro earns her name back from Yubaba, frees her 

parents, and is able to return to her metaworldnarrative.  The life lessons Chihiro leaves the 

bathhouse metaworldnarrative with, are more complex and useful than any of Disney’s moral 

platitudes.  During the last few minutes of the film, Chihiro and family are back in their 
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indigenous metaworldnarrative traveling to their new home, and Chihiro’s parents (oblivious to 

everything that occurred of course) reassure her about beginning her new life:  

MOM. Let’s get to our new home. 
FATHER. You’re not scared, are you?  Don’t be afraid, honey.  Everything’s going to be 
okay. A new home and a new school? It is a bit scary. 
CHIHIRO. I think I can handle it. 

If this were a Disney film, after the journey Chihiro just experienced, she would boast that she 

could take on anything and would never be afraid again after what she went through.  But this 

thankfully is not Disney, and Chihiro’s nuanced response summarizes the complexity of the film 

beautifully. 

 Chihiro does not say that she is unafraid, as she is aware more than ever that change is 

frightening.  But now she knows she has the ability to adapt her identity to any new community.  

As she adapted to the metaworldnarrative of the bathhouse, she can adapt to the narrative of a 

new town: to a new school, to new friends, to a new life.  The postmodern message Spirited 

Away leaves children with is that we all have to tools to adapt ourselves, and while it is never 

easy, this protean diffusion of the self is healthy and necessary. 
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 In his ground breaking novel Oxherding Tale, Charles Johnson grapples with 
ideas of race and identity construction in American culture.  From the original slave 
narratives to modern popular culture, Johnson sees the portrayal of Black identity as 
merely a “caricature, at best, [of] the complexity of [African-American] lives.”  The slave 
narrative almost universally limits the definition of freedom to that of physical or legal 
terms.  Johnson said he wanted Oxherding Tale to be a “neo-slave narrative for the 
second half of the twentieth century, a fiction that would explore bondage not merely in 
physical and legal terms, but also in ways psychological, phenomenological, sexual, and 
spiritual.”1  With this in mind, Johnson set out to revise “one of the pillars of the African-
American cannon: Frederick Douglass’ “Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an 
American Slave, Written by Himself.”  In doing this, Johnson drew on a wealth of Eastern 
philosophical and religious influence.  He believed that to “transcend the slave narrative” 
a completely different way of viewing the world was needed.  He found what he was 
looking for in Eastern philosophy, in general, and Buddhism, in specific.  Everything 
from the title, to the structure and content of Oxherding Tale is infused with Buddhist 
thought.  Through Johnson’s masterful handling of this ancient religion, ideas of identity 
and race are inverted and scrutinized until the reader is left with a liberated and 
enlightened view of the centuries old binary of Black and white.    
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Charles Johnson’s Oxherding Tale: Racial Transcendence Through Eastern 
Philosophy 

 
 
 

 Besides unbridled consumerism, nothing defines the national character of the 

United States more so than the concept and perpetuation of racial distinctions between 

the white and Black populations.  It is so ingrained in the national consciousness that it 

appears to be an essentialist feature of even being American.  From the writing of slave 

narratives to the teachings of Martin Luther King, African-Americans have held to the 

theory that the best method to achieve freedom, and to find a place and prosper in 

America was to develop a strong sense of black identity.  Though there may be some 

sense to this, it ultimately creates a separation from other races, and an “othering” of 

what is defined as the oppressors.  Charles Johnson grapples with these ideas of race and 

identity construction in his ground-breaking novel, Oxherding Tale.  William Nash points 

out that for Johnson, “freedom is not a matter of “othering” the oppressor; instead, it is a 

matter of recognizing that the very idea of “otherness” generates oppression.”2  Though 

these ideas may seem strange in the context of American culture, Johnson masterfully 

uses Eastern philosophy to interrogate and ultimately dismantle the racial binary that is 

essential to the American consciousness and a trademark of the slave narrative. 

 Johnson began attending Southern Illinois University in 1966, and after attending 

a lecture by Amiri Baraka, briefly embraced the Black Arts movement.  This was short 

lived, however, because he said that though he sympathized with Black cultural 

nationalism, he could never completely buy into it because “it always struck [him] as 
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naïve.”3  Soon after his foray into the Black Arts movement, Johnson rejected it for the 

more holistic vision of the East, most clearly articulated in the form of Zen Buddhism. 

 Extensive reading in Eastern philosophy proved to have an enormous impact on 

Johnson’s consciousness, and therefore his writing. He did not limit his studies to one 

religion, tradition, or school of thought.  He voraciously consumed anything he could get 

his hands on, including Indian texts such as the Bhagavad-Gita, the Taoist works of 

Chuang Tzu and Lao Tzu, and even Japanese Zen texts.   By focusing on the concept that 

all things are interconnected in the world, and inherently empty of an essential self, which 

winds its way through all Eastern thought,  Johnson now began to realize that the 

dualistic trap that race and identity construction were caught in could never offer anyone 

true liberation from earthly suffering.  Only through connecting with, and ultimately 

embodying, what Emerson called the “Over-Soul” can one transcend a limited, dualistic 

understanding of life, and therefore race.  The achievement of this, referred to in different 

traditions as enlightenment, Moksha, or Satori, allows the recipient to truly understand 

that all outer appearances, including race, are ultimately insignificant, because all beings 

are truly comprised of the same essence.  By advocating an essential Black self that needs 

to be propagated, Black writers and intellectuals have perpetuated the “us vs. them” 

mentality as a means of dealing with Black identity, thus stagnating the evolution of 

racial understanding in America, and remaining in what Zen master Shunryu Suzuki 

called the “small mind.”   

Johnson’s frustration with the limited offerings in Black writing grew, and noted 

that beyond Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, and Jean Toomer, there was little he could 
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regard as philosophical Black fiction.4  He went so far as to say, “we’ve reached a point 

where to be Black…is to exist within the easy categories of racial existence…Accepting 

this interpretation kills as surely as a knife thrust the evolution-expansion and 

efflorescence- of Black life,” and concerning contemporary Black writers, Johnson said, 

“there is dangerously little vision, interpretation, or thought [in black writing].”  And 

finally striking a blow at the limits of Black popular culture Johnson points out that he 

has “nothing against The Jeffersons, Papa LaBas, Richard Pryor records, or Kunte Kinte; 

but the cold facts are that we have frozen our vision in figures that caricature, at best, the 

complexity of our lives and leave the real artistic chore of interpretation unfinished.”5 

With this new perspective on the human condition in general, and Black life in America 

in specific, Johnson set himself the task of applying these Eastern teachings to the racial 

problem in modern society, and dedicated his life to filling the void he saw in Black 

writing.6  Johnson began writing Oxherding Tale as his means of grappling with and 

coming to terms these issues.  “The quest for this vision has become the most important 

recurrent theme in his fiction.  Throughout his corpus, he presents protagonists who 

undergo a sort of phenomenological transformation.  In demonstrating how they can 

come to see their Blackness differently, he also offers readers a lesson in how to 

overcome, or at least attempt to set aside, the limitations of racialist thought in favor of a 

more expansive understanding of race.”7   

 Set in the three decades prior to the Civil War, Oxherding Tale can be 

superficially read as a standard slave narrative.  It is the story of Andrew Hawkins, a 
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mulatto slave who, by passing as white, escapes and successfully leads a free life in 

South Carolina.  However, Johnson radically diverges from this genre in several key 

areas by blending conventions of the slave narrative with “an extensive survey of Eastern 

and Western thought.”  His true intention was the development of a drastically different, 

fresh look at the problem of race in America.  On writing Oxherding Tale Johnson said 

that, “black fiction as [he] envisioned its intellectual possibilities hung in the balance...” 

Johnson frequently refers to the novel as his “platform book,” in that everything else that 

he wrote would be “based upon and refer to it.” 8  In calling it his “platform” book, he is 

referring to the Platform Sutra, which was the only Zen writing to reach sutra status.  This 

is important because Zen stresses the value of meditation and actual experience over 

understandings of the intellectual nature.  By getting rid of intellectual obstacles, the Zen 

practitioner can focus on maintaining awareness of pure experience, which is exactly 

what Johnson is advocating as a means for African-Americans to transcend their narrow 

definitions of their own identity.  

 By fusing Eastern and Western philosophical ideas, and setting them in the 

context of the slave narrative, all in order to interrogate the concept of race and identity 

construction in Oxherding Tale, Johnson admits that this is his most ambitious work.  It is 

certainly the most challenging to wrap one’s mind around, but for those who are up for 

the challenge, it is the most rewarding as well.9  The two aspects of Oxherding Tale that I 

have time to highlight here are Johnson’s attack on the slave narrative as a sacred genre, 

and Johnson’s masterful use of Buddhism in developing the structure, content, and theme 

of the novel. 
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 As previously mentioned, Charles Johnson grew increasingly frustrated with 

Black Nationalism, and especially the extremely limited definitions of race found in the 

traditional slave narrative.  “For the African-American writer…not to realize that skin 

color, in this case, blackness, is a trope, a figure of substitution that encodes social 

relations rather than representing a cultural essence or commodity, is to reenact the Ex-

Colored Man’s error.”  The “Ex-Colored Man,” and almost all characters in the slave 

narrative genre, are imprisoned by their own “erroneous definition of freedom, which is a 

direct result of [their] inability to comprehend the nature of surfaces.”   Or in an Eastern 

take, the element of skin color, or race, is a temporal phenomenon which has absolutely 

nothing to do with the true essence or nature of beings.  What seems all to obvious is that 

by upholding these categories of race, which are extremely limiting, these 

autobiographers are contributing to an identity construction that is just as oppressive and 

devoid of “human complexity” as white racism.10  Another matter that genuinely gets at 

the heart of Eastern teachings is that of freedom and liberation.  The slave narrative 

almost universally limits the definition of freedom to that of physical or legal terms.  

Johnson addressed this problem and said that he wanted Oxherding Tale to be a “neo-

slave narrative for the second half of the twentieth century, a fiction that would explore 

bondage not merely in physical and legal terms, but also in ways psychological, 

phenomenological, sexual, and spiritual.”11 

 With this in mind, Johnson set out to revise “one of the pillars of the African-

American cannon: Frederick Douglass’ “Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an 
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American Slave, Written by Himself.”12  He uses this as the platform by which to criticize 

and rework the entire genre.  Johnson identifies and dismantles the three major themes in 

Douglass’ autobiography: first, the need to develop a sense of identity and individuality, 

second, the importance of literacy in the quest for freedom, and finally the difference 

between the Christianity of the slaveholders, and that of the slaves.  The reason for 

Johnson’s disagreement with the first point has already been handled, but this is most 

clearly expressed in Oxherding Tale through his protagonist, Andrew Hawkins.  Born 

from humorous origins, Andrew is the son of a white mother and Black father.  In another 

reworking of the slave narrative, in which the storyline usually follows the sexual 

indiscretions of the white male slave master who rapes one of his slaves, Johnson creates 

a scene in which the slave master, Jonathan, and Andrew’s father, George concoct a plan 

to have sex with each other’s wives.  Anna, Jonathan’s wife, is fooled into thinking she 

was sleeping with her husband, and ultimately gets pregnant from her slave, George.  

Layered with humor, the scene inverts the typical mulatto’s origins.  By infusing his 

novel with this type of humor, though it would have been undoubtedly seen as 

sacrilegious to authors of the traditional slave narrative, Johnson shocks his reader out of 

complacency, which in turn highlights “the author’s challenge to conventional modes of 

perception.”13  This also lightens the usual sense of tragedy consistently found in slave 

narratives.  By the traditional laws of the South, Andrew should have followed the race of 

his mother, which would have made Andrew white.  However, Anna cannot deal with 

this complicating factor of her own identity, so she ultimately rejects Andrew, therefore 

dooming him to the life of a slave.   
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Andrew’s knowledge of his origins is another point that diverges from the usual 

ambiguity found in traditional slave narratives.  Not only was he aware of this, but he 

grew up on the plantation where he was born.  With this intimate understanding of the 

circumstances surrounding his birth, and the feeling of not belonging to the “house or the 

field,” Andrew was the true embodiment of DuBois’ concept of double-consciousness. 

 Having been sent to the fields after his sexual escapades with Anna, George 

developed and solidified what would be seen in the traditional slave narrative as a strong 

sense of Black identity.  Not only does his bitterness at anything white crystallize, but his 

move from house servant to field hand gives the Johnson the opportunity to convey the 

Eastern concept of the lack of an essential self, and that all identity is fluid.  George was 

just not able to comprehend the larger meaning in his fate.  He dedicated the rest of his 

life to resisting the white race, and staying true to the “world-historical mission of 

Africa.”14   

Not only is this limited vision of Black life seen in Douglass’ writing, but Harriet 

Jacobs, the author of Incidents in the Life if a Slave Girl, also expresses this forceful 

resistance to the white race.  She said that, “the way my life had begun; and though one 

of God’s most powerless creatures, I resolved never to be conquered.”15   

Contrasting this inadequate understanding of race in Andrew’s life was his hired 

teacher, Ezekiel.  Being extremely well read in not only the Western canon, but also 

Eastern philosophy, Ezekiel opened an entirely new world to Andrew.16  After his studies 

with Ezekiel, Andrew left Jonathan’s plantation to work in order to save the money to 

buy his freedom.  His father took him to the neighboring plantation where he would begin 
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work for its owner, Flo Hatfield.  George left Andrew with the request to “never pass for 

white,” which George saw as an act of treason against the Black race.  He told Andrew 

that whatever he did, “pushes the Race forward, or pulls [it] back, and that if he failed, 

“everything we been fighting for fails with you.”  And then in a twist of Johnson irony, 

George tells his son to “Be y’self.”  This is obviously quite problematic for Andrew in 

that he must embrace both the Blackness and the whiteness of his ancestry to be himself.  

This now requires much different means to liberation than the standard slave narrative 

variety.  Andrew must invent news ways of coming to grips with “the Veil.”   

 Johnson uses this as an opportunity to argue against Douglass’ second theme, the 

role of literacy in obtaining freedom.  Though Johnson, being a university English 

professor, and winner of the National Book Award, would not argue that literacy is 

unimportant, he would say that its effectiveness to true liberation is limited.  As Ezekiel 

and Andrew prove in Oxherding Tale, more than simple literacy or intelligence is 

necessary to obtaining what J. Krishnamurti has called “the final freedom.”  Once 

Andrew leaves his home, he realizes that he is going to have to rely on more than the 

intellect to free himself from the bondage of race and oppression in America.  As all the 

spiritual masters of the East know, one does not need to be literate in the least to achieve 

“the final freedom.”  Andrew must embrace both his Blackness and whiteness to achieve 

this liberation.  In this is a lesson that reveals the limits of Douglass’ “necessities” for 

freedom.   

 Douglass’ third theme of his narrative is that of making a distinction between the 

Christianity of the slaveholders and that of “true” Christianity, or the slaves’ religion.  

Johnson’s critique of this is more implicit than explicit.  I believe he would argue that for 



the slaves to remain in the framework of the slaveholders’ religion is to limit themselves 

spiritually and psychologically.  Christianity, whether that of the slaveholders or the 

slaves, is ultimately a dualistic religion that continually focuses on the “othering” of the 

external.  It separates the individual from the rest of the world, which creates a sense of 

alienation and the need to play the game of survival.  Man is separated from God, and 

forever made to feel guilty and sinful for being unable to embody the Divine.  Lao Tzu 

points out in the Hua Hu Ching that “most of the world’s religions serve only to 

strengthen attachments to false concepts such as self and other, life and death, heaven and 

earth, and so on.”17  For Douglass, Jacobs, and others to seek true liberation in the narrow 

confines of Christianity is futile.  Johnson resolves these difficulties with his 

incorporation of Eastern philosophy, which views the world as one organic being in 

which each “individual” is not separate, but purely Divine in essence and interconnected 

with everything else in the universe. 

 Johnson’s most eloquent critique of the slave narrative comes in the form of two 

brief “interjectory” chapters, which are reminiscent of Tom Robbins’ humorous 

“Interludes” in Still Life With Woodpecker.  Titled “On the Nature of Slave narratives,” 

and “The Manumission of First-Person Viewpoint,” they break from the narrative, and 

are written in the authorial first person point of view to unleash a scathing attack on the 

slave narrative genre.  The first lays out the three “kinds” of slave narratives that Johnson 

believes exist.  The third, or what Johnson calls the “authentic narratives,” are of the most 

interest to him.  He explains their “long pedigree,” and says that,  

“As a form, the third kind of Slave Narrative is related, as distant cousins are related, to the Puritan 
Narrative, a document written specifically by a member of a religious American community to 
show- as a testimony- that he has accepted Christ.  Here the narrative movement is from sin to 
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salvation; it is with only slight variation that this narrative oomph becomes, in the work of a 
Douglass, a progress from slavery to freedom.  In point of fact, the movements in the Slave 
Narrative from slavery (sin) to freedom (salvation) are identical to those of the Puritan Narrative, 
and both these genuinely American forms are the offspring of that hoary confession by the first 
philosophical black writer: Saint Augustine.  In The Confessions we notice (and perceive also in 
the Slave and Puritan Narratives) a nearly Platonic movement from ignorance to wisdom, 
nonbeing to being.”18   

 
Here we see Johnson identifying the religious limitations of the slave narrative, and the 

frustration he has with the writers blinded allegiance to Christianity.  The final line of this 

passage is of great importance.  He says the narratives are movements to Being.  The 

problem with this, that has already been established, is the pointless process of creating a 

separate “being” or “identity,” when by nature, all beings are inherently empty of any 

essential self.    

 The second “interlude” chapter, “The Manumission of First-Person Viewpoint,” 

develops and explains further the problem of the self.  Interested in the obviously 

“invariant feature” of the slave narrative, first-person viewpoint, Johnson explains, 

“The Self, this perceiving Subject who puffs on and on, is, for all purposes, a palimpsest, 
interwoven with everything- literally everything- that can be thought or felt.  We can go further: 
The Subject of the Slave Narrative, like all Subjects, is forever outside itself in others, objects; he 
is parasitic, if you like, drawing his life from everything he is not, and precisely the instant he 
makes possible their appearance.”19 

 
Here we see criticism of two of Douglass’ three main themes.  One, the creation of a 

strong Black identity, Johnson would argue, is naturally dependent on the “other,” or the 

white race.  It is a very simple concept that is frequently overlooked, that of the law of 

opposites.  To have good, there must be bad, to have Black, there must be white.  

Therefore, the narrators in this genre are undeniably and forever linked and dependent on 

the peculiar institution to provide them with a sense of self, or as Johnson said, they are 

“parasitic.”  This leads into the criticism of Douglass’ means to create this Black identity, 
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the Christian church.  Johnson, I believe, would argue that Christianity itself is parasitic.  

It ultimately relies on the external, and everything it is not to create and support identity.  

Whereas, in Eastern modes of thought, the individual must cultivate understanding and 

peace within themselves through insight and meditation.  Instead of building up this 

artificial ego house of identity, practitioners of most Eastern religions strive to destroy 

this ego self, and ultimately any sense of individual identity.  Johnson feels that this is the 

only true, lasting way to achieve authentic liberation, one the writers of the slave 

narratives missed out on.   

 All of this criticism of slave narratives and their writers, who previously were 

held in such high regard as to be considered almost saintly, puts Johnson in pretty 

dangerous territory.  Critics who do not understand what he is doing could easily write 

him off as a lunatic who is severely insensitive and completely out of touch with reality.  

These critiques that Johnson formulates are in no way attempts to make light of the 

horrible institution of slavery, undermine the Black race, or mock the freedom it has 

worked so hard to achieve.  Johnson is offering a profoundly new way of seeing the 

world and the dramas that take place in it.  He believes that the only way to truly change 

these things is to transcend petty limitations and drastically change ourselves from the 

inside out.  Despite the humor and rebellious attitude that Oxherding Tale embodies, 

Johnson strives to point out the horrors of slavery, and the resulting racism and 

intolerance that has come down through the years.  The scenes that describe the 

debasement of Andrew at Flo’s Leviathan, and how precarious his existence is there, 

prove the outrageous power that whites had over Blacks.  That from one indiscretion, 

Andrew could be sent to a sure death is horrifying.   



 Buddhism is arguably the principal influence on Johnson’s life and writing, and 

he goes so far to say, that “there is no philosophical teaching more radical, emancipatory, 

non-essentialistic, and emphatic than the Dharma.”20  But to avoid a dualistic, essentialist 

contest that pitted Buddhism vs. Christianity, he incorporated the teachings and wisdom 

of several Eastern religions in Oxherding Tale.  Maxine Hong Kingston also understands 

the delicacy of this situation.  When asked why she was a Buddhist, she said that she 

could not respond because, to say that one is a Buddhist is like saying, “ ‘I am a Catholic’ 

or ‘I am a Protestant’ or ‘I am a Confucian.’  It all seems so narrow, even Buddhism.”21  

This ability to transcend the narrow definitions of even one’s proclaimed religion, to 

honor and acknowledge others, is quite rare. 

 In the interest of time, I will not be able to discuss the wealth of influence 

Oxherding Tale draws from other Eastern thought.  I will have to confine my discussion 

simply to the influence from Buddhism. 

 Johnson chose Buddhism to be the primary framework of Oxherding Tale 

because, more so than any other religion or philosophy, Buddhism challenges the basic 

premise of identity construction, and performs the task that he desired in the novel, the 

creation of new ways of perceiving the self.  In order to undermine and challenge the 

limited scope of the slave narrative, Johnson would need a revolutionary new system of 

thought.  Johnson acknowledges the practicality of this ancient philosophy for African- 

Americans when he said, “for through the dharma, the Black American quest for 

‘freedom’ realizes its profoundest, truest, and most revolutionary meaning,” and goes on 

to underscore this with, “if the teachings of Shakyamuni Buddha are about anything, they 
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are about a profound understanding of identity and the broadest possible meaning of 

liberty- teachings that sooner or later had to appeal to a people [African-Americans] for 

whom suffering and loss were their daily bread.”22  Buddhism “provides the commitment 

to transcending dualism, thereby strengthening Johnson’s response to DuBois’ binary 

model of identity.”23  Though Buddhist terminology, concepts, and thought are infused 

throughout the novel, including the repayment of a debt to Herman Hesse’s Siddhartha, I 

will focus on what I see as the primary point of intersection, the origin and use of the title 

Oxherding Tale.  

The concept for Oxherding Tale is a phenomenal feat in itself.  The title is an 

obvious allusion to the 12th century “Oxherding Pictures” by Kakuan Shien.  They are 

comprised of ten frames that present an oxherd in search of his escaped ox.  The pictures 

metaphorically represent sentient beings’ (the oxherd) quest to tame the mind (the ox) 

and attain self-realization.  Johnson admitted during his National Book award speech for 

Middle Passage that he had become fascinated with these pictures, and wanted to work 

them into a novel somehow.   

Andrew’s quest runs parallel with that of the oxherd’s.  Johnson consciously 

constructed his narrative to mirror that of the “Oxherding Pictures.”  Frames one and two 

depict the oxherd as alienated from himself and his surroundings, but he notices faint 

tracks of the ox, or mind.  This correlates with chapters one through five in Oxherding 

Tale.  In these chapters we see the conflicted origins of Andrew, his education with 

Ezekiel, his “homeleaving” to join in the depths of samsara with Flo Hatfield, and finally 

his sentencing to the “Yellow Dog Mine.”  Frames three through six find the oxherd 
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catching sight of the ox, taming it, and finally riding it home.  Chapters six through nine 

depict Andrew in these stages.  He discovers he can pass as white, escapes from the 

“Yellow Dog Mine,” makes his “middle passage” to Spartanburg, settles into a teaching 

job and the white world, and falls in love with the white Peggy Undercliff.  Frames seven 

through nine find the oxherd beginning to realize his true nature.  The ox has vanished, 

eventually leading to the vanishing of the oxherd, and finally he returns to the source, or 

attains Moksha.  These frames parallel chapters ten through twelve in Oxherding Tale.  In 

these, Andrew learns his dharma is that of a householder, discovers what he thinks is 

irrefutable proof that Bannon has captured Reb, attends a slave auction and purchases 

Minty’s freedom, watches as she dies, and finally comes face to face with Bannon.  After 

the oxherd’s enlightenment, he returns, in the tenth frame, to the market place to assist 

other sentient beings.  This matches the final chapter, “Moksha,” in the novel.  Andrew 

leaves, to what he thought was a certain death at the hands of Bannon, discovers Bannon 

has given up slave catching because he could not catch Reb, achieves Moksha, and 

finally returns, like the oxherd, to society and his family.24   

An interesting point Johnson included was Andrew’s encounter with the broken 

down Minty, and his witnessing of her appalling death.  The treatment she received while 

being enslaved would have solidified most people’s dualistic notion of the races, and 

inspired their feeling of hatred for the “other.”  In the East it is said that the quest after 

enlightenment grows more difficult as the “oxherd” grows near his destination.  Usually 

one last test is given to determine if the “oxherd” has transcended desire and is prepared 

to embrace Moksha.  It is described as “swallowing a burning ball of lead.”  Andrew 

went through this test as well, in the form of seeing his old friend Minty in her pitiful 
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condition.  Instead of allowing anger and resentment to overwhelm him, and plunging 

back into the depths of samsara, he turned these events into grist for the mill, and 

transcended desire and suffering to enter the gates of enlightenment, or Moksha. 

 Charles Johnson’s Oxherding Tale is a ground breaking work that defies 

categorization.  The novel and its author are tremendously underrated, and have failed to 

receive the respect they deserve for such an incredible piece of literature.  The mass 

populace and most critics have simply ignored it.  I do not understand why, because 

Johnson offers a buffet for readers by taking an otherwise sacrosanct genre, the slave 

narrative, turning it on its head, and questioning not only its foundation, but the 

foundation of the entire concept of Black identity in the United States.  He deploys 

several schools of Eastern philosophy to interrogate identity construction and finally 

liberate the slave narrative from its limited point of view.  Not only was Johnson 

successful in his critique of Western ideas of race and identity construction, he also 

created the benchmark for philosophical Western literature that has not been matched 

before or since.   
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6. ABSTRACT: 
One of theatre's many possible functions is to act as a kind of public forum, to allow an 
audience to concentrate in a communal way on a current event or social issue through the 
playwright's investigation enacted onstage. I have been fascinated by the ways in which 
Canadian women playwrights have chosen to deal with the difficult topic of violence 
committed by women. To date, the plays I have written about have all dealt with real-life 
incidents of violence by women which can only be viewed as extremely negative.  
In this current paper, I want to take a slightly different focus and examine plays about 
real-life women whose involvement with violent action is portrayed as positive and 
heroic. My methodology will be to return to the theoretical framework with which I have 
explored a series of plays by Canadian women and to problematize it further through the 
application of writing about female suffering, including Elaine Showalter's Hystories 
(1997).  
 
Sharon Pollock is one of Canada's most acclaimed playwrights and her 1991 play, The 
Making of Warriors, is a characteristically powerful evocation of the life and murder of 
Native activist Annie Mae Aquash. Sally Clark's 1989 play, Jehanne of the Witches, is a 
complex and multi-layered revisioning of Joan of Arc. And most recently, (2002), Sonja 
Mills has used the life of hergreat-aunt, Agnete Ottosen, a Resistance fighter in World 
War II, to create The Danish Play. Each of the plays under consideration focuses on a 
real-life example of a woman warrior, someone who remained committed to her cause 
before everything else, who committed dangerous acts, and whose battle ended in her 
own suffering and sacrifice. In much the same way that portrayals of violent women test 
stereotypical notions of feminine capacity and gendered behaviour, so too the emergence 
of the female "action hero" in history confounds received wisdom about what women 
have done and are willing to do. Each playwright frames her heroine in a context that 
highlights her apparent difference from other women, then proceeds to stage the 
character's gender and sexuality in unexpected and provocative ways, in each case 
confounding an easy understanding or a simple relationship with the audience.  
 
It is my contention that theatre is the perfect place to play out questions about the 
meaning of physical assertion, as the body of the actor onstage carries with it the tensions 
of the society and culture of the character, as well as the one in which she and her 
audience exist. Female violence resonates and makes meaning in a way that may truly be 
understood in the physical experience of the stage.  
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THE SAME BUT DIFFERENT. 

“The same religion, different Popes,” was the observation of Marvin Sackner, the 

reknowned collector of visual poetry and art, when the subject of Lettrisme and Inismo came 

up. He spoke with knowledge of the subject, since the Ruth and Marvin Sackner Archive of 

Concrete and Visual Poetry includes works from both movements, and he has met with both 

“Popes.” 2 

 The two popes have little use for each other, although a superficial cordiality is 

maintained on both sides. When I mention writing about Inism as an extension of Lettrisme, 

the Lettrist reaction is scornful: “Toss them out,” suggests Alain Satié, one of the most loyal 

and dedicated Lettrists. In the eyes of Satié and other Lettrists, Inismo is just a pale imitation 

of Lettrisme.3  

 Gabriele-Aldo Bertozzi, hearing of my intention to discuss these two movements, tried 

to dissuade me from mentioning Lettrisme, which is for him just a vestige of the twentieth 

century, by-passed by Inismo: “We would have preferred you choose an argument that left out 

Lettrism, which no one here much likes talking about, because it is decidedly superseded and 

disqualified….4 Another observer commented that Bertozzi, leader of Inismo, gets a rash 

when he hears the word “Lettrism.” 

mailto:dseaman@georgiasouthern.edu


 The two groups were in concert for a time, exhibiting together in the late 70’s and up 

to 1980. It was at this point that Bertozzi sat in the Café de Flore and invented INI, 

Infinitesimale Novatrice Internazionale. The movement recently returned in great numbers to 

the Café de Flore to celebrate their 25th anniversary. A dozen Inisti came up from Italy, a few 

former and current Lettrists dared show up to share the moment, and even the “King” of 

INIUSA, the American branch of Inismo, came all the way from that branch’s home base in 

Portland, Oregon. The moment was sweet for the Inisti, and Bertozzi was in his element. 

 At the same moment, Lettrism was suffering from the strains of age. Isidore Isou, at 

the age of 80, suffers from an illness that confines him to his bed, and in spite of a lively 

mind, is effectively silenced. His magnum opus, La Créatique ou la Novatique, 1,400 pages 

on creativity, was published in 2004, completing a life work 55 years after his first 

manifesto.5 Maurice Lemaître, sometime partner and sometime nemesis of Isou, was 

represented at the 2005 FIAC, the International Contemporary Art Fair in Paris, but only 

through re-edited versions of his films from half a century ago. He was not there in person, 

dealing with deafness and other health problems. The same month, Lettrists mourned the 

sudden loss of one of their long time women members.  

 Based on this introduction, it would be easy to imagine that Lettrism has given way to 

Inismo in the arena of the avant-garde. Instead, the founders and disciples on both sides are 

vigorously engaged in a struggle to determine who is truly at the avant-garde of the avant-

garde. That is why the word of the day is “en garde!” 

 

LETTRISM. 



 There is no doubt that Lettrisme came first. Isidore Isou had an idea which became the 

basis for the longest-running avant-garde movement of the post-war 20th century. He believed 

that letters–written letters like ABC, and sounds like ah, bey, cey–should be the basis of new 

creativity in poetry and the arts. Lettrism, the movement he established in Paris in 1945, 

evolved from a few sessions of poetry recitation in the Club Tabou to a vibrant and active 

movement of poetry, painting, and politics in the 1960s. These ideas were first expressed in 

Isou’s manifesto, the book Introduction à une nouvelle poésie et à une nouvelle musique, 

published in 1947.6 

“In poetry, Letterism is the thing,” writes Art Buchwald on a typewriter at the New 

York Herald Tribune  office, supposedly taking dictation from Orson Welles, who is on the 

scene in Saint-Germain des Prés. The scene is from a 1955 television documentary, part of a 

five-part BBC program called “Around the World with Orson Welles.” His Paris segment 

focused on the Saint-Germain des Prés district, and featured a long interview with Isidora 

Duncan’s son, with shorter glimpses of singer/actress Juliette Gréco, author Jean Cocteau, and 

then Lettrism.7  

 The Lettrist interview on Orson Welles’ program shows a silent Isidore Isou looking 

on as Maurice Lemaître speaks in English about the nature of the Lettrist movement. He 

explains that he and his friend, as he calls Isou, have made poetry out of sounds, and he 

demonstrates some new sounds that they have codified. There is a recitation of an Isou sound 

poem with Lemaître, Isou, and Jacques Spacagna performing. This section then concludes 

with Garbriel Pomerand reciting Lettrist poetry in a nightclub, probably the Tabou. 



 Lettrist poetry means sound poetry. The sounds are phonetic “letters,” augmented by 

new sounds such as Lemaître suggested: whistles, belches and so forth. These are all 

schematized with symbols in the scores that make up the early Lettrist poetic compositions.  

 Lettrist poetry has the advantage of immediate impact. In one of the earliest stunts of 

this fledgling movement, Lettrists disrupted a theatre production of a play by the Dada artist 

Tristan Tzara, demanding performance of something new, such as Lettrism. They negotiated a 

chance to recite their poems at the end of the play.8  

 This intrusion on a Tzara event does not suggest animosity toward Dada, which the 

Lettrists revered and respected. In fact, Isou viewed Dada as the only valid predecessor to 

Lettrism, and he and his cohort Lemaître made a big deal of celebrating Tristan Tzara, the 

Dada founder, at his Paris funeral. They attended with a special text to recite, and only the 

risk of a confrontation in the cemetery prevented them from performing it on the spot. This 

was later resolved nearby at the café La Coupole.9  

 Lettrism in fact could be seen as the logical successor to Dada. Tzara’s movement had 

successfully reduced art to nothing, as it claimed. Isou’s goal with Lettrism was to begin 

again, and to create everything from the smallest element, the letter. From the initial emphasis 

on Latin letters, Isou enlarged the scope of Lettrism to include all letters and signs from all 

alphabets, plus invented letters. This was called Hypergraphics,  

 The breadth of Lettrism is hard to encompass in a short essay, but its essential features 

are easy to grasp. The artistic output became extensive, with Lettrist exhibitions at the 

Museum of Modern Art in Paris, as well as in numerous prestigious galleries. Lettrism gained 

a succès de scandale at the Cannes film festival in 1951 with Isou’s film Traité de bave et 

d’éternité, which was awarded a special prize. This film introduced their signature separation 



of the sound track and the visual track, which was taken up by numerous practitioners and 

spawned the early work of Guy Debord, who later broke away and formed Situationism. 

 Isou also contributed to the spirit of the May 1968 uprisings in Paris, having published a 

text on the value of youth, called Le Soulèvement de la jeunesse.10  He was not recognized 

properly for his role in this, leading to a temporary depression. But the movement flourished, 

with many exhibitions and sales in the 1970’s and 80’s. By 1980 Lettrism was conducting its 

own art salon and film festival, and had branched out into publishing the works of group 

members.  

 Alain Satié, one of the most active continuing members of the Lettrist group, has 

explored a wide range of media, incorporating his characteristic invented signs in furniture, 

illuminated wall reliefs, paintings, photography and print media. Lettrist theory identifies two 

major activities of art, which are called the amplify phase, where a new medium is explored 

and illustrated, and the chiseling phase, where an established art form is cut away, bringing it 

back to its elements. Thus Impressionism and Cubism were part of the chiseling phase of 

painting. Lettrist photography is an example of chiseling today, where photographs receive 

extreme exposure, cuts and intrusions into the surface of the print, as well as other distortions 

of the classic photograph. One of Satié’s techniques is an adaptation of the accordion-fold 

which allows different images to be seen from different angles. He typically places a photo of 

a person or event on one angle, and a text related to it on the other.    

 My visits to Isidore Isou in the Latin Quarter were like a pilgrimage to a monastery. The 

creator lives in an austere room at the top of several flights of stairs, where he was occupied 

with writing and maintaining phone contact with the outside world. An illness prevents him 

from walking, and the medication slurs his speech. When he made his last public appearance 



at the Sorbonne in 2000, the presentation began with scenes from his film, where an abstract 

sounding Lettrist poem was being chanted on the sound track. By the end of the lecture Isou’s 

voice had disintegrated into a garble that resembled the sound poem.  

 The latest stage of Lettrism is a poorly understood art called Excoordism. I have found 

that even the artists practicing Excoordism have trouble explaining it, but essentially this 

concept combines expansion and coordination. The art works often have arrows and signs that 

point to other dimensions of space and time, attempting to suggest connections that may not 

have been perceived. Excoordism leads readily into the use of electronic media and the 

internet, that globally coordinated expansion. François Poyet, a longtime Lettriste, is currently 

working on pieces that make use of the computer and can only be fully appreciated in this 

medium, so he may be making the necessary leap into the realm of Excoordism. An  early 

Lettriste who goes by the name Jim Palette now maintains e.t. web, an excoordist site on the 

internet, at http://perso.wanadoo.fr/e.t.web/.  

 The Lettrist group is now composed of a handful of faithful activists who continue to 

meet monthly at a Paris café. They bring together their plans for exhibitions and publications, 

and keep the spirit of Lettrism alive. 

 

INISMO. 

 When one receives a letter or card from Gabriele-Aldo Bertozzi, the closing salutation is 

likely to include a phrase like "saluti ininterrotti", going out of the way to include a word with 

the succession of letters, I N I. This indicates the absorption of Inismo in the mind of one of 

its founders. Inismo, ini, or I.N.I., comes from the terms, Internazionale Novatrice 

Infinitesimale, concepts that help define this avant-garde movement. As Angelo Merante 

http://perso.wanadoo.fr/e.t.web/


points out in his essay, I domini operativi degli Inisti, all three of these words suggest 

"extension", indicating the desire of Inismo to go beyond the conventional.11 These terms 

invite some elucidation.  

 Internazionale is obvious, and it refers not only to the goal of expansion, but also to the 

implantation of Inismo in Spain, Argentina, and the United States. 

 Novatrice is a Latinized version of "innovatrice", and I suspect that this term was 

influenced by the French Lettristes, who use it. 

 Infinitesimale is also a term the Lettristes have promoted; for them and the Inisti it is not 

to be confused with our English concept of infinitesimally tiny, but rather it means leading to 

an infinity that is unknown and difficult to imagine. One can readily see, therefore, what the 

role of the avant-garde poet is: to lead the reader toward discovery of that vision beyond the 

finite world. 

 Inismo was initiated in Paris, early in 1980, by Bertozzi and Laura Aga-Rossi, and they 

were soon joined by Giulio Tamburrini, Angelo Merante, Moreno Marchi, and Antonino 

Russo. The first manifesto, Qu'est-ce que l'I.N.I. - Che cos'è l'I.N.I. was published in Paris and 

Rome in September of 1980, and the first exhibition of ini works was the same month in 

Paris, at the Salon de la Lettre et du Signe. This salon is a Lettriste show, which suggests the 

ini relationship to the French movement. In fact, the first manifesto will declare, "INI was 

foreseen by Futurism, by Dada, and announced by Lettrisme."12 

 The second manifesto, called Apollinaria Signa was created in the town of S. 

Apollinare, and alludes purposely to Guillaume Apollinaire, whose L'esprit nouveau et les 

poètes holds great importance for the Inisti. Among the declarations in the second manifesto 

are calls for emancipation of the poet and the reader, and it lists the following among its 



formal advances: 

• Poetry is not necessarily a written page 

• Poetry can also be seen or heard 

• Poetry is also scent and gesture 

• A sonnet can be hypergraphic and rhyme with a drawing... 

• A poet can use at his whim the pen or the brush, computer or mallet, tape or film... 

• Every word, even the oldest, will be heard for the first time.13 

 The first INI works were visual poems or inias. Ini theater began in 1984 with the 

involvement of actor and director Giorgio Mattioli, Other areas were soon developed, such as 

abstract phonetic poetry, which grew out of the theatrical experiments, followed by sound 

collages by Bertozzi, film scenarios by Pietro Ferrua, and the abstract reader participation 

novel, by Merante. Photography has been developed and expanded by Inismo, and translation 

has been developed creatively, as "la traduzione astratta." Eventually even interactive 

computer-based collaborative works were added to the Inisti's opus. 

 A glimpse at some examples of the range of Inista works will suggest the nature of their 

project. Out of a list that might include inia, inika sonorika, narratinika, videoinipoesia, 

fotografia Inista, and libroggetto Inista, I will limit myself to a few brief examples. 

 The inia is a text based on the sign. This is the signature work of poetic avant-garde 

movements, and results in visually stunning compositions. It is used in prints, paintings, and 

works like the mail art work from Madrid signed by Bertozzi and others. Another fine 

example available on the Inista web page is a work by Laura Aga-Rossi, and several inia 

works by Merante can be seen at the same location. 

 The inika sonorika is a sound poetry composition, which Merante has sometimes called 



“abstract poetry.”14 The sounds are scored with the international phonetic alphabet, an Inista 

innovation in sound poetry. When I sat with Merante in a cafe near Rome's via del Babuino, 

Merante improvised an inika sonorika to greet me, which he called Un saluto per Davide. We 

were also afforded an opportunity to see what the reception of Inismo is, when someone at a 

neighboring table asked "What are these strange sounds?" Merante explained that this abstract 

poetry is like listening to a song in a language you don't know - you can still understand the 

expression. Merante explained that in a more fomal composition he makes several vocal 

passes that he records over each other, producing finally a polyphonic work. 

 The feeling of polyphony is present also in fotografia Inista. Bertozzi has made a 

distinction between this form, which is entirely photographic, and the fotoinigrafia, where 

images that include written signs are combined with the photograph.15 These photographs 

combine layers of photographic imagery to produce rich designs that combine two or more 

images - each with its own reading, to result in a third, more complex reading. 

 The Libroggetto is a further example of the Inista desire to produce works that provoke 

multiple responses through the association of evocative stimuli. In Bertozzi's apartment 

museum, the Roman amphorae displayed on the walls give a first hint of the almost 

archeological layering of meaning in the works. Bertozzi's interest in antique writing 

instruments leads to some works that play on the theme of writing, and written 

communication: In one composition there are Japanese ink, ink grinding plates, and brushes, 

and a in another we see a Venetian glass pen and ink well. There is even a collection of "Inista 

Incunabulae." This focus on the instrument that makes the sign is at the heart of visual poetry. 

 Inismo now has a short but firm history, and it has a convenient vehicle for its theories, 

in the journal, Bérénice, Rivista Quadrimestrale di Studi Comparati e Ricerche sulle 



Avanguardie, edited by Bertozzi. It is time to give serious consideration to this newest avant-

garde movement. And INI is full of life and energy, as indicated by a photo which I received 

from Bertozzi in October, 1999: It came from Ethiopia, and shows a dark-skinned woman 

with colorful writing on her face -"Rift/ini/poesy" can be read, and she smiles at the multiple 

meanings. 

 Without making a side-by-side comparison, one can see that the two movements, 

Lettrisme and Inismo, share many interests and approaches, with similarities in the form and 

intention. A look at two of their works will confirm this; on the left is a painting by Lettriste 

Alain Satié, and on the right one by Inista Angelo Merante.  

 

                 

Figure 1 Alain Satié, Untitled, 1985.        Figure 2 Angelo Merante, “Inito,” 

Acrylic on canvas, 46 x 38 cm.                          1999. Gouache and oil on paper,  

From internet site bj-fineart.fr/.../                    25 x 35 cm. From internet site 

 satie/oeuvres/satie1.htm          members.xoom.virgilio.  
             it/merante/ini.htm 

http://members.xoom


 
         
It would be hard to say why these are works of two different art movements. They both 

contain an artistic arrangement of letters and invented signs. Nevertheless, Bertozzi states that 

“on a creative level there are no links [between Lettrism and Inismo] because ours is truly a 

total revolution.”16 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Gabriele-Aldo Bertozzi, "Poeme est-hétique," 1990. Mixed media, 86x66.5 cm. 
Photographed by the author at the Exhibition “Inismo 1980-2005,” Vittoria Colonna Museum 
of Modern Art, Pescara, Italy, May 2005. 

 
AVANT-GARDE TRADITIONS. 



 Tracing the history that Inismo claims for itself, one sees clear parallels with other 

visual poetry movements. In common with Lettrisme and concrete poetry, there is a 

recognition of the role of Mallarmé for liberating the word, Rimbaud for liberating the letter, 

and Marinetti and the futurists for liberating the phoneme. It is interesting to compare this 

with the scheme elaborated by Isidore Isou in placing Lettrisme as the culmination of the 

tradition. Inismo differs from this, as we will note below. Isou credits the following tradition, 

in his manifesto, Introduction à une nouvelle poésie et à une nouvelle musique : 

Ch. Baudelaire (destruction of the anecdote for the form of the POEM) 

P. Verlaine (annihilation of the poem for the form of the line of poetry) 

A. Rimbaud (destruction of the line for the WORD) 

St. Mallarmé (arrangement of the WORD perfected) 

T. Tzara (destruction of the word for NOTHING) 

I. Isou (arrangement of a NOTHING - THE LETTER - for the creation of the anecdote)17 

 Inismo credits Baudelaire with initiating the process by concentrating his creative 

energy on reducing the anecdote (for instance, a poem) to a fragment. They see the process of 

distilling the lyrical nucleus as being developed further by the efforts of Verlaine, reducing 

the verse, Mallarmé reducing the word, and Rimbaud reducing the letter. As  Figure 3 shows, 

Bertozzi gives an importance to the Italian Futurist movement that Isou refuses: Here one can 

read the progression Baudelaire – Verlaine – Rimbaud – Futurismo – Inismo. 

 The first Inista manifesto cites two French texts: First there is Rimbaud's statement 

about the Voyelles, where he declares, "I invented the color of the vowels... I directed the 

form and the movement of each consonant..." The second text is Apollinaire's statement in 

L'esprit nouveau et les poètes, that "...people are seeking a new language which no 



grammarians of any language will have anything to say about..." 

 A visit I made to Bertozzi's Rome apartment in March of 1998 was instructive and 

astonishing, as the space is like a museum of visual poetry. Near the entry are photographs 

that show Bertozzi with proponents of three movements that gave him inspriation: Inismo and 

Futurism, with Primo Conti in 1977; Inismo and Surrealism, with Philippe Soupault in 1981; 

Inismo and Lettrisme, with Isidore Isou in 1982. There is clearly no desire to deny the sources 

and origins of Inismo. At the same time, there is a need to distinguish Inismo from the others. 

In a letter published in 1989, Bertozzi addresses the debate: Inismo non è Lettrismo.18 

Bertozzi underscores Isou's tendency to write polemics that insist on his importance and the 

treachery of others who steal his ideas. Inismo is indeed similar to Lettrisme, and came after 

it, but it has the ambition, Bertozzi says, of creating a new vision and opening, and of being 

superseded some day by new movements. This contrasts with the messianic character of 

Isouian Lettrisme. 

 If one makes an analogy with political revolutions as laid out in Crane Brinton’s classis 

Anatomy of Revolution, one can identify four stages to artistic revolutions.19 The first stage of 

political revolutions is unrest, leafleting, planning sessions for a revolt. This occurs when 

artists display unconventional works, write manifestos, and meet in cafés to discuss their 

ideas. The second stage is the honeymoon period of accepted notoriety following a minor 

triumph such as storming the Bastille, or for the artists having a successful exhibition. The 

third stage in politics is likely to be a “reign of terror,” where strong tactics are required to 

keep the revolution going and to keep the revolutionaries in line. For artistic movements it can 

be seen when one leader emerges and fights off diversions. André Breton expelled Salvador 

Dali from Surrealism, Isou struggled with Lemaître for control of Lettrism, and Bertozzi 



works to keep the vision of Inismo pure.  

 The fourth stage brings stability, and acknowledgement that the revolution has 

succeeded and its principles have been adopted. This is like the moment of the “paradigm 

shift” in Thomas Kuhn’s discussion of the Structure of Scientific Revolutions.20 For Kuhn, 

you know that the revolution has been successful and the new paradigm accepted, when the 

ideas appear in text books. For artistic movements, this level of acceptance occurs both when 

books are published, and when major collections pass into museums. The accomplishment is a 

double-edged sword, since as the Futurist Marinetti declared, “museums are cemeteries.” 

 The first book about Lettrism was Jean-Paul Curtay’s La Poésie lettriste, published in 

1974, which contained a history of the movement up to that time, a selection of poems, and 

some of the important documents of the movement.21 Next came Le Lettrisme, les creations et 

les créateurs, by Roland Sabatier.22 In 2000, Alain Satié published La Peinture lettriste.  

 Inismo is equally well covered in print. Bertozzi has been illustrated in a coffee table 

book bearing his name, and in 2005 the 25th anniversary of the movement saw volumes by 

Antonio Gasbarrini23 and François Proïa.24  

 Do these books suggest that both movements are in the final stage of their development? 

It would be premature to suggest that, since all of the above books are by insiders, still 

concerned primarily with promoting their movement, not as outside critics evaluating it. 

While comments like Orson Welles’ suggestion that “Letterism is the thing,” seem to grant a 

level of acceptance, and indeed the word Lettrisme has made it into the standard French 

dictionary, yet the general public is still indifferent to both of these movements. Their 

revolutionary struggle continues.  

 



BITTER BATTLES. 

 An essay by Pietro Ferrua introduces a text where the Lettrist Isou discusses Inist 

Bertozzi’s involvement in the avant-garde, published in 1987 and 1991 with the ambiguous 

title “For and Against Bertozzi.” Ferrua speaks in his introduction as someone who has been 

involved with both movements, and who has been in struggles with both. What he describes is 

the verbal sparring between Isou and Bertozzi. Ferrua begins by noting how Bertozzi’s new 

movement that he established in 1980 at the café de Flore was at first approved by Isou, who 

was present at the event.25 Apparently the expectation was that Bertozzi and his colleagues 

would create an Italian Lettrism. But instead, they broke away, claiming that there was too 

much control from Paris.  

 Later, according to Ferrua, issues arose over the importance of Futurism as a 

predecessor of Lettrism. Isou insisted that Futurism had no influence, while the Italians give 

great importance to this movement. It becomes clear in the exchange of jibes that Isou 

demands precedence as an innovator, pointing out that he alone created the new movement 

called Lettrism, and suggesting that he is not the successor of other movements. Bertozzi’s 

response comes in an Italian newspaper under the title, “Avanguardie in polemica: Inismo non 

è lettrismo.”26 He distinguishes Inismo from Lettrisme in part because Inismo is dynamic, 

rather than reactionary; Inismo feels a sense of destiny that it will contribute to the birth of the 

artists of tomorrow. 

 This latter goal of Inismo is confirmed by Paul Lambert, an American artist called by 

Bertozzi the “King of INIUSA.” Lambert had educated himself in the avant-garde with books 

on Lettrisme, Situationism and Ini, and then went to Europe to participate in exhibitions. He 

describes the contact in this way: “When I went to Italy in 1992 after the conference at 



Pescara I rode back to Rome in Bertozzi's car. During our ride together Professor Jean 

Gaudon translated a tape of a statement by Bertozzi declaring the Inist departure from 

Letterism.” 

 Lambert continues by emphasizing the freedom of expression he thought Inismo would 

afford him: “I remember my response to Bertozzi at this time was to say that the appeal to me 

of Inism was the idea of finding an art/poetry movement of no boundaries the 360 degree 

infinite horizon of creative freedom. The reply from Bertozzi that Professor Gaudon translated 

back to me in English was that the nations in the international movement would develop and 

reflect the variety of the artist members from those countries.”27  

 I have also had contact with both movements and have exhibited with both of them, and 

it has led to some awkward situations. At the Inismo 25th anniversary gathering in Paris, an 

outsider said to me that he would like to meet a Lettrist, and I responded that I was a Lettrist. 

This person then publicized our conversation, and it drew a strong reaction from Bertozzi. He 

clearly felt betrayed that I still maintained ties with the earlier movement, while also 

participating in some Inist events. The critical issue for him was not the quality of my art 

work, which he acknowledged as valid, but rather he insisted on the very cogent point that to 

be an active participant of an avant-garde group means to be a militant in their cause. If one is 

not, then the two sides nullify each other.28 I remind myself that avant-garde is a military 

term. And as both movements are militant on behalf of their beliefs, they may both consider 

that the debate between the two of them, dormant until someone like me stirs it up again, has 

already been settled.  

 Speaking as an art historian, for me the Lettrists’ and Inists’ battle against each other is 

to some extent a matter of a band of slightly younger artists carrying on the same or similar 



principles in a sunnier climate. The rejection of Lettrism by Inismo does not have the full ring 

of reaction, but more the freshness of youth. When the two movements square off with swords 

unsheathed, the battle must be a draw, because they know each other too well. This is not like 

the moment when Lettrism picked up art and reversed the direction from Dada. This is a 

continuous wave with precedence going either to the innovators who started it all, or to the 

last team standing at the end of it all. 
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The new face of South African literature 
 
Abstract 
 
Apartheid in terms of its own option was a system involving a great deal of silencing of 
inward voices. As the apartheid years recede further into the past, the question that needs 
to be answered is: Since the politically oppressive conditions to which protest literature 
responded no longer exist, will creative writers continue to create protest literature? 
 
Aikant (200:337) emphasizes that the most common aspect of literature today is in 
relation to history. This is confirmed by Walhout (1987:41) when saying: 
 
                      The movement of something new cannot take place except in relation 
                      to what already exists, that is, to what is or becomes the past. Change 
                      implies difference, and to discover or shape something new requires both  
                      an evaluation of the past and a separation from it. 
 
South African literature, particularly that written during the nineties, is characterized by a 
quality of reassessment of re-writing history. According to Van der Merwe (1999:229), 
this manifestation is also notable in the literary “testimonies” of white creative writers 
previously associated with apartheid. South African writers indicate a shift in emphasis 
away from the black-and-white racial polarities. This change implies the recognition of 
other important factors that constitute a community and its history, such as ideologies that 
shape history and perceptions of identity. 
 
Introduction 
As the apartheid years are gone, a reasonably objective stocktaking of the South African 
literary achievement within the social and political context generally known as protest 
literature becomes important. The obvious question that arises from readers and critics is: 
Will protest literature continue to be read? Which protest texts are likely to survive? 
Contemporary South African fictions are characterized by a quality of re-assessment of 
re-writing history. They indicate a shift in emphasis away from the black/white racial 
polarities. This change implies the recognition of other important factors that constitute a 
community and its history, such as the influence of ideology that shapes history and 
perceptions of identity. 
 
It must be noted that South African literature manifests a notable shift in emphasis away 
from protest that was perceived as the main preoccupation of South African postcolonial 
literature. The focus of South African creative writers has gradually shifted from 
confrontation to the future for all South Africans. This change implies other important 
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factors that constitute a community and its history, such as the influence of culture, 
religion and the various perceptions of identity. This article is an attempt to contextualize 
Serote’s  poem “Come and Hope with Me” (1994) and Coplan’s  "In the Time of 
Cannibals" (1994) within the larger framework of a contemporary South African reality. 
Both written within a postmodern paradigm and they both problematize the relationship 
between history and fiction. The results were both a re-writing history and the creation of 
another history thereby creating an intertextual frame of reference. 
 
A brief survey of African Literature 
 
According to Gerard et al (1993) the introduction of writing skills in Africa was the result 
of western colonization. Creative writing in South Africa has been marked by a history of 
enforced racial segregation which has led to the creation of better literature written in 
Afrikaans and English. Social and educational pressure have spread and developed 
bilingualism among the white community. Afrikaans- and- English speaking people could 
write about the racial theme the way they wished. They had seen the black person as 
either evil or a clown. South African black writers were encouraged to write school books 
and beside that, the indigenous languages were not regarded as a suitable medium of 
instruction. They were not allowed to write books making reference to the political 
system of the country. African language literatures have suffered most from segregation. 
A large proportion of the vernacular literatures had been created to provide reading matter 
for school children. These literature were not viewed in terms of artistic value, but were 
assessed in terms of their educational and linguistic value.   
 
Apartheid had made its evil influences felt. The only two among the literatures of South 
Africa to have received their fair share of serious attention were Afrikaans literature and 
English literature. The apartheid system in South Africa denied many people access to 
opportunities to gain the information, skills and experience necessary for development. 
The Bantu Education system did not promote the idea that people should think 
analytically, or be critical and creative. In 1958 the government decreed that a black child 
had to be taught through the medium of English and Afrikaans. The education 
department’s argument was that it was an entrenched clause in South Africa’s constitution 
that English and Afrikaans should be the official languages of the Republic and that they 
should be treated on equal footing. 
 
The political climate changed dramatically with the unbanning of all previously banned 
political parties in 1990. The sociolinguistic reality of multilingualism in South Africa 
was eventually recognized. The new Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 
108 of  1996) reflects the  linguistic diversity of South Africans and recognizes their right 
to exercise their freedom in choosing their own languages. 
 
South African history and fiction 
 
In his essay titled: “What Has Literature Got To Do With It?” Achebe (1989b:163) 
speak of human needs in this way: 
 
                   So important have such stories been to mankind that they are so 
                   restricted to account of initial creation but will be found following 
                   human societies as they recreate themselves through vicissitudes of their  
                   history, validating their social organizations, their political systems, their 
                   moral attitudes and religious beliefs, even their prejudices. Such stories  
                   serve …to sanction change when it can no longer be denied. At such critical 
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                   moments new versions of old stories …tend to be brought into being to  
                   mediate the changes. 
 
South African literature written within a postmodern paradigm illustrates the problematic 
relationship between history and fiction, both discourse making sense of everyday 
experience and the past. Hutcheon (1992:92) says: 
             
                            It is historiography’s explanatory and narrative employment 
                            of past events that construct what we consider historical facts. 
 
These texts further conform to Hutcheon’s (1992:96) description of a pluralist view of 
historiography as consisting of different but equally meaningful constructions of past 
reality. This pluralistic view is attained in the texts either through deviations from 
“historic data” or by suggesting alternative versions in juxtaposing the private lives of 
historical personages with their public images. 
 
If postcolonial literature is honest in its intention to include suppressed voices and give a 
more representative account of reality than provided by official history, we should 
consider whether rewriting could degenerate into a one sided testimony. Such a 
discussion would refer to the role of ideology in fictional discourse which is defined by 
Du Plooy (1990:216) as a system of values, ideas, motives and norms that strives to 
understand and interpret reality but also serves to shape and distort it by prioritizing the 
specific goals of a community. Du Plooy 1990:224) points out that adherence to a single 
ideological perspective could impair and restrict the reading and interpretation of a text. 
 
 
Testimonial quality 
 
South African texts, particularly those written during the democratic period are 
characterized by a quality of testimony. This manifestation is also notable in the literary 
“testimonies”of white writers, previously associated with colonization, whose work could 
be deemed a literary truth and reconciliation mission (Van der Merwe, 1991:229). For 
instance Brink’s indictment of an apartheid Utopia in Imaginings of Sand (1996), 
Coetzee’s implicit directive towards self-examination in Disgrace (1999), Landman’s 
though-provoking expose of the past in The Devil’s Chimney (1997). 
 
 
South African texts written during the nineties contain features of testimonial writing 
identified by scholars in diverse interests and fields of research. Shoshona and Laub in 
Testimony Crises of Witnessing in Literature, Psychoanalysis and History (1992) see 
testimony as “a discursive practice, as opposed to a pure theory. To testify- to vow to tell, 
to promise and produce one’s own speech as material evidence for truth- is to accomplish 
a speech act, rather than to simply formulate a statement.  
 
They further propose that the literature of testimony is “not an art of leisure but an art of 
urgency, it exists in time not just as memorial but as an artistic promissory note, as an 
attempt to bring the backwardness” of consciousness to the level of precipitant events. 
The literature of testimony is not a statement but a performative engagement between 
consciousness and history, a struggling act of readjustment between the integrative scope 
of words and the unintegrated impact of events. 
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Simon (1993) perceives testimonial writing as a “construction of pedagogy that may help 
elicit the reformation of historical memory, consciousness and imagination” Simon’s 
description of testimonial writing is close to Liebler’s explication of historical 
representations: 
 
                      Historical representations are provocations aimed at altering our ongoing 
                      processes of collective remembrance. Central to these processes is a     
                      procedure within which images and stories of a shared past are woven 
                      together with a person (or group’s) feeling and  comprehension of their 
                      embodied presence in time and space. These processes of remembrance 
                      are organized and produced within practices of commemoration which 
                      initiate and structure the relation between a representation of past events 
                      and that constellation of effect and information which define a standpoint  
                      from which various people engage such representations  (Liebler, 1993:76). 
 
In another context, in a discussion of Hamlet’s perceptions of rituals of mourning 
triggered off by the unmourned death of his father, “which evaporate with rapidity from 
his mother’s and uncle’s memory like dew on a hot summer morning”, Liebler and 
Naomi (1995:173) underscored the centrality of a selective and deliberate remembrance 
of certain events of the past “within practice of commemoration”. 
 
                      Changing times problematize the value of the past, even of a past of a  
                       parent. Nostalgic reference to the forgotten hobby-horse implies the  
                       evaporation of old customs…such consciousness, or self-consciousness 
                       suggests that adherence to tradition is not accidental. What is  
                       retained is retained deliberately, for a purpose. 
 
Gordimer (1995:13), basing her argument on Milan Kundera’s dictum – “The struggle of 
man against power is the struggle of man against forgetting”, explains testimony in a 
South African historical context in this way: 
 
                        Personal testimony is piecing together the chronicle of an era torn apart 
                        by silencing decrees which without this witness would remain blown                                        

about in the gutters of time. This is not so much an alternative history as a 
gathering in of what was missing in South African’s perceptions of their 
country, the actual context of their lives…testimony is that agent of that 
struggle (against forgetting). But testimony in my country today is not only 
provision against forgetting what we knew, it is also the provision of what 
we never knew. 

 
This testimonial quality is, however, criticized by John (2000:44). John emphasises the 
notion that this testimonial quality depends much on the unreliability of memory. But this 
skepticism concerning the reliability of memory is justified as it is selective and also 
subject to the interpretation of facts and events. On the other hand, this tendency for 
“confession” should be regarded as typical of the contemporary period of transition, of a 
new Zeitgeist (John 2000:45) which cannot be denied if one takes  into consideration the 
number of academics, critics and writers who seem to share this view  (John,2000:48). It 
would not be wise to deny the emotions of individuals and communities by pointing to 
their ideological bias because they seem to need such an exercise. Du Plooy (1990:227) 
points out that people are accustomed to do things because they believe certain things. 
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The role of ideology within South African history 
 
To explore this interaction between literature and history, Lerner (1991:335) distinguishes 
three dimensions of context which he/she relates to its ideology, its strategies of writing 
and social reality. In this article I am more concerned with the role of ideology in history. 

It should be noted that South African literature written by both black and white writers 
indicates a shift in emphasis away from the restrictive black-white racial polarities. The 
focus has gradually shifted from cause and confrontation to effects and intimations of 
reconstruction and reconciliation in the promotion of creating a better future for all. This 
change implies the recognition of other important factors that constitute a community and 
its history, such as the influence of ideologies that shape history and various perceptions 
of identity. Samin (2000:26) correctly points out that a writer like Zakes Mda does not 
focus his attention exclusively on reconciliation between victims and perpetrators but 
concentrates on the black community and issues such as solidarity that need to be 
addressed in that context. 
 
In an attempt to facilitate the deadlock between the past and the present, several writers 
have fictionalized history. Harries proposes that “Modern man retrace his steps and 
revisits his past”. Dubois (1998) pleads for the exhumation of the fossils of the personal 
as well as the collective unconscious. 
 
This process of disinterment constitutes the fabric of creative writing, of fictionalizing 
history, it revitalizes the past, enabling it to mesh with the present. Coetzee (1988:4) 
contends that history and literature are both forms of discourse, but history should not be 
awarded primacy in such a comparison because it is a certain kind of story that people 
agree to tell each other. Walhout (1995:12) emphasizes that: 
 
                            The difference between history and the stories we tell is that 
                            the story of history is always in process, never finished. 
 
Through the imagination, a writer can create a story to interpret the past. Walhout 
(1995:14) points out that “The value of literatures is in the final analysis that they help us 
to reflect on possible directions for our own actions in our own historical stories”. The 
personal experience in fiction also enables the reader to identify and recognize the 
dominant ideologies as Scott (2001:304) points out: “Where there is evidence of what 
seems enduring and unchanging identity, there is a history that needs to be explored”.  
 
Hutcheon (1992:97) puts it in this way: 
 
                            Historiographic metafiction self-consciously reminds us that, while 
                            events did occur in the real empirical past, we  name and constitute 
                            these events as historical facts by selection and narrative positioning.       
                            And, even more basically, we only know of those past events through 
                            their discursive inscription, through their traces in the present. 
 
Coplan (2000:138) gives a good example of such “fictionalization” when referring to the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s hearings. He observes that this exercise could 
produce neither suitable truths nor political reconciliation. He maintains that the voices 
and memories have been combined into a single moral and political story effacing the 
internal conflicts in the interest of a univocal “official” story that consolidates African 
National Congress leadership. According to John (2000) the T&RC fails to differentiate 
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between judicial and theological issues leading to a reduction of the complexity of 
historical reality. Bowers (1993:63) reminds us that the memory becomes an ideological 
tool, provided that it includes the historical perspective that enables the individual to 
place issues in a broader context and also to exercise a form of critical thinking as well as 
judgement that can hold accountable those who misrepresent the past in order to gain 
political advantage. 
 
According to Thompson (1979:48), from the earliest times literature has been regarded as 
a healing agent. It is a dynamic therapy for exploring tensions and conflicts. It is the 
healer of our minds and souls. 
 
The role of literature in the South African context 
 
South African literature written during democracy plays an important role in the 
economic, social, cultural and political renaissance of our country. It also strives for the 
development of indigenous knowledge systems. It acts as a barometer for our country to 
measure our progress with regard to matters such as democracy, human rights and 
development issues. South African literature is not characterized only by its concern with 
the individual person, but also by its interweaving of social, economic, political, cultural 
and educational threads together into a common tapestry. Through literature, education in 
South Africa is distinguished by the importance it attaches to its social nature and the 
need to defeat poverty. Literature in the South African setting is not separate from life 
itself. 
 
The colonial system which was designed to achieve exploitation of raw materials, 
wreaked serious damage that continues to impact on contemporary Africa.  To address 
this state of affairs, South African literature portrays a distinctively South African 
knowledge system with the goal of recovering the humanistic and ethical principles 
embedded in South African philosophy. 
 
South Africans now find themselves in a re-imagined territory because the system 
involving a great deal of silencing of inward voices no longer exists. A veritable voice of 
witnesses, in autobiographies and testimonies, is beginning to make itself heard. These 
testimonies are likely to refine their art with time. Many of the old stories are still around 
us and they are stories of the land, and as Achebe (1989a:124) has written: 
 
                                When  we  are young and without experience  we all imagined 
                                that the story of the land is easy. The erasure of various acts  
                                of expropriation in a history lesson for children is especially 
                                dismaying, but the temptation that it offers is as unmistakable 
                                as its danger and hidden ugliness. 
 
Like Achebe, Said (1994:13) has also expressed his/her concern about stories: 
 
                                 Stories are at heart of what explorers and novelists say about 
                                 strange regions of the world; they also become the method  
                                 colonized people use to assert their own identity and the existence  
                                 of their own history. 
 
Using Achebe’s (1975:22) vision – expressed as “Art belongs to all, and is a function of 
society,”- I propose to take up, in examining the writing of literature for transformation, 
Achebe’s notion that “art is in the service of man/life, as an urgent need in South Africa. 
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Within the South African social, political and cultural spheres, literature of this kind is 
recognizable in exhibiting such qualities as an awareness of the cluster of cultures and in 
dignifying their formerly denigrated members and cultures of their society. 
 
It is with these considerations in mind that the two local texts/works examined in this 
article have been chosen. Because of the limited scope of this article, it has not been 
possible to examine more than two local works. The first text is Wally Serote’s long 
poem  “Come And Hope With Me” (1994). The use of the poem, Come And Hope With 
Me (1994) becomes more important when read against the background of Serote’s 
personal history. Mongane Wally Serote was born in Sophiatown in 1944. He attended  
primary school in Alexandra, and the Morris Isaacson High school in Soweto. He was 
arrested in June 1969 under the Terrorism Act, and spent nine months in solitary 
confinement before being released without charges. In 1974 he obtained a passport and 
left for the USA on a Fulbright scholarship. He completed a Fine Arts degree at the 
university of Columbia. In 1977 he settled in Botswana and since 1987 he has been living 
in exile in the UK, attached to the ANC offices in London  
 
                        Our land needs peace 
                        Its soil is heavy and sags with blood 
                        We do not want civil war 
                        We need the simple things of life 
                        To drink and eat 
                        And to know 
                        We must return   (Serote 1994:6) 
 
Here Serote gives us a mixture of vivid and delicate statements. These statements are an 
example of a cluster of cultural image. The theme around hope in this poem is not an 
erasure of anguish, referring to the killing of Chris Hani. 
 
                         Soon 
                         We stood 
                         At the pool of blood and the motionless body 
                         On the driveway in broad daylight 
                         In Dawn Park 
                         Chris Hani 
                         Like a broken cup lay  
                         They shot him in the head and chest      (Serote 1994:20-21) 
                            
 
 
 
The above quotation shows Serote’s artistic beauty, as he uses the image of a tragedy to 
evoke the shock felt at the assassination of one of the most prominent black South 
African political and military leader, Chris Hani. This happened during a crucial period in 
the negotiations for the South African political transition. The killers of Chris Hani were 
associated with the oppressors because he was killed by a white person(s). They killed 
him because there was much progress for peace. Serote, through his poem, emphasizes 
the notion that, even though  Hani was killed, there is still “Hope” after his death, 
meaning that peace will prevail. 
 
Serote portrays the beauty of the South African landscape, but what is more important, he 
moves on to recognize that South Africa needs peace because her soil is heavy in blood. 
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The poet invites all South Africans to show “Ubuntu” towards one another because we 
are all South Africans. The poet also invites those who are still in exile to return because 
South Africans should live in South Africa, they should not be afraid to come and live in 
South Africa. But they should come back and make South Africa a land of peace. 
 
                                come 
                                amaZulu 
                                amaXhosa 
                                Jew 
                                baSotho 
                                maNdebele come answer me 
                                maVenda maSwati 
                                civil war against whom for whom 
                                baTswana  maShangana 
                                Boers maPedi 
                               The English        (Serote 1994:11). 
 
The speaker addresses the whole spectrum of South Africans with the aim of promoting 
societal transformation. He wishes to endorse intercultural understanding, access to 
different world views and a critical understanding of the concept of culture. 
 
When one reads within a paradigm of literature as testimony, Serote’s Come And Hope 
With Me (1994) assumes a status of a representation of the writer’s obligation to testify to 
the “woes” of history and to its dead. Shoshona (1992:115) posited that “contemporary 
writing is testimonial to the extent that it exists in a state of referential debt, of “constant 
obligation to the “woes of history”, and its dead. Come And Hope With Me (1994) 
coincides with the work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission which aimed at 
promoting reconciliation and nation-building in a war-torn South Africa before the 
nineties. 
 
The second text we examine is Coplan’s In the Time of Cannibals (1994) 
 
Coplan combines history and cultural studies to tell the stories of the Basotho from 
Lesotho and South Africa. In his book, Coplan tells us about the migrant worker’s songs 
known as “difela”(singular: “sefela”). Makobane (2000:iv) takes sefela as a form of 
poetry that emerged in the context of migrant labour. Coplan (1994:88 has this to say 
about sefela: 
 
                           Sefela is a poetic autobiography composed in social 
                           context, a personal odyssey of common travails and travels… 
 
Coplan (1994) quotes one the migrant worker as saying: “When your sefela is good and 
contains the real language, you are getting pleasure by sharing your feelings”. Coplan 
shows that the trope of cannibalism provides the multiple significance. Lesotho having 
suffered heavily in the hands of the country by which it is landlocked, for example. South 
Africa, Coplan refers to “that cannibal of cannibals, to former white South Africa. The 
Basotho chiefs are referred to as cannibals because they behaved selfishly with white 
South Africa. Coplan also portrays the train that engulfed and removed migrants as the 
cannibal, and the mines that swallow them are also portrayed as cannibals (Coplan 
1994:37). 
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In order to find one’s coordinates in the world of Coplan’s fiction, knowledge of some of 
the events that shaped the lives of blacks in South Africa would be helpful. In some 
instances the writer alludes to these events directly, in some he takes it as a given that the 
reader is aware of them. Some of the decrees enacted by successive white governments to 
maintain the ideology of forced racial separation were: the Pass Laws of 1896, which 
restricted the movement of blacks by forcing them to carry an identity document. 
(Roberts, 1990:34); the Native Land Act of 1913 which allotted less than 8% of the 
country’s land to blacks (Liebenberg and Spies, 1993:58); the Separate Amenities Act of 
1953, according to which separate and inferior facilities had to be provided for blacks and 
finally the Bantu Education Act of 1953 which consigned black education to an inferior 
position (Liebenberg and Spies, 1993:326). 
 
The ideology of apartheid was sedimented in the proto – ideologies of tricameralism. It 
was in fact a divide-and- rule strategy, that lead to the militarization of South African 
politics. South Africans were not only psychologically divided amongst themselves, but 
were also fighting and killing one another in an organized way. 
 
With regard to the significance of the memory of the past and the use of testimonial 
literature as “provision for what we never knew” Coplan gives an interesting example of 
historical facts when he gives a better example of the Truth and Reconciliation procedure 
from the words of King Moshweshwe:  
                  
                            We, the masters of the country, did drive you to live on human 
                            flesh, for men cannot eat stones. You ate my father, but before 
                            that I had eaten yours. Oh, let it all be forgotten  (Coplan, 1994:30). 
 
Rakotswane (the cannibal) who had eaten King Moshweshwe’s grandfather Peete, was 
brought before Moshweshwe by his followers. They were eager to see the king punish 
Rakotswane. The king instructed his people that Rakotswane was his (Moshweshwe’s) 
father’s grave and he instructed them that the grave of his ancestor should not be 
disturbed. 
 
In “In the Time of Cannibals”, Coplan has provided South Africans with a text that 
enlarges one’s sense of life of Southern African people. The text broadens one’s 
awareness  that the study of South African literature after 1990 might contain the 
elements of Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Coplan, through his text, argues that 
Truth and Reconciliation Commissions are recent phenomena as attempts by which 
recently democratized societies choose to unburden their past through public 
acknowledgement in search of justice. Many such countries have been under authoritarian 
rule and have experienced prolonged human rights abuses. They have decided on a moral 
basis to come to terms with their history of oppression in a way that would allow for 
public admission of the conditions that led  to the systematic abuse of human rights. 
 
This article has developed from the theme of South African literature after 1990 and also 
from observing the Truth and Reconciliation process in South Africa as embodied in the 
promotion of  the National Unity and Reconciliation Act of South Africa (Act 34 of 
1995). In the aftermath of transition to democracy, South Africa following the example of  
other countries such as Chile and Argentina, deciding to unearth the truth about the part 
of repression and collective violence. Truth Commissions are characterized by a “Truth 
Phase” in which they open up the past which is linked to the ideal of effecting justice -
“the justice phase”. 
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Literary theories for South African literature 
 
The role of literature in South Africa is an ongoing debate. It is difficult to choose the 
literary theory (theories) that are most appropriate to our present situation in South Africa. 
There is not sufficient recognition of the theory and social analysis embedded in 
supposedly “non-theoretical” creative writing such as novels and short stories by creative 
writers. Little critical attention has been given to South African literature by both critics 
and readers. For instance Young (2001) does not even list Achebe in the index of his 
Postcolonialism: An Historical Introduction. Young (2001) proposes that the term “post-
colonial” be replaced by “tri-continental”. This does not seem to indicate a concern of 
“discomfiture” with the acclaimed relevance of post-colonial theory to describe the 
position of marginalised cultures. 
 
We are aware of the need to devise and select theories appropriate to our south African 
context. We should also be willing to adapt international perspectives to local realities. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
According to Thompson (1979:101) literature enables one to keep in touch with the past 
as well as finding a direction for the future because our spiritual past is as out of date as 
yesterday’s technology. It is in the historical- cum- ideological aspect that the 
significance of the different interpretations rendered by Serote and Coplan become 
apparent. In this dimension, the power of history to shape human experience as well as 
the influence of human experience on history, is illustrated. In the discussion of 
intertextuality, Du Plooy (1990:7) points out that one of the main features of 
intertextuality is the assumption that the subject producing the text is a combination of 
intertexts, in a linguistic, cultural or ideological sense. Viljoen and Hentschel (1997:22) 
write as follows: 
 
                     It seems as if the literature of the interregnum – marked by the  
                     spectacular protest, war, struggle, violence, bloodshed – is making 
                     way for a literature of transition – more human – like, focusing on  
                     the ordinary lives and concerns of ordinary people. 
 
Testimonial literature proves to be relevant to the contemporary literary debate as it 
proves a glimpse into the diachronic process of historical re-writing and highlights the 
significance of intertextuality in the interpretation of South African literature from the 
nineties. 
 
I conclude this article by pointing out that both texts provide a glimpse behind the scenes 
of history that has been prepared for public consumption. They represent the shadow side 
of history, but it remains the reader’s prerogative to determine his/her own interpretation 
of events, as Schick (1999:21) asserts: 
 
                        Narrative plays a central role in the constitution and preservation  
                        of identity. It is a carrier of meaning, the channel through which 
                        an individual tells her/himself and others the tale of his/her place 
                        in the world. 
 
In a voice, which makes reader feel the prick of conscience, the new face of South 
African literature, which can also be regarded as the “Truth Phase” of South African life, 
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reminds beneficiaries of political change – parliamentarians and some people who have 
appeared from nowhere - that freedom is a product of a collective effort and should be 
enjoyed all South Africans. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

"How  John Stuart Mill Treated Himself for Depression" 
 

Lewis P. Sego, Ph.D. 
emeritus professor of linguistics 

Indiana State University 
 

Although today many academics are looking for something to cheer them up, they would 
hardly expect a poem on "Dejection" to serve the purpose.   Certainly unconventional, John Stuart 
Mill will show us the power of poetry to perform the unexpected, psychologically, through 
creativity in the arts.  A well-wrought ode can lift our spirits.  By examining three contributions of 
Coleridge's poem as a framework for this idea, the analysis will attempt to reveal how literature can 
empower us, as it did for Mill, to lift our spirits above the depression, despondency, and despair 
that all too often weigh us down in today's college classrooms.  His first contribution to the lifting 
of our spirits is to show us that in depression we are not alone.  We share common brain structures, 
common experiences, and common processing strategies.  We can draw the necessary strength 
through our cognitive and linguistic capabilities.  Both constructs exist in essence within the 
Cognitive Domain, or as this study terms it, the Metaphysical Domain, or MIND.  They both touch 
the Physical Domain where neural activity occurs in the BRAIN, functioning in specialized loci of 
the hemispheres of the cerebrum.  For most of us, the linguistic phenomena occupy space in the left 
hemisphere and communicate with the right hemisphere through the corpus callosum.  Fear 
inhibits this cross-cerebral communication.  Recent research on the brain and cognitive processes 
leads us to believe that two key emotions govern mental activity.  Fear drives animals away; love 
brings them together.  Because the two emotions are antithetical in other species, it does not 
surprise us to see them working antithetically in human brains.  Fear seems to lie at the root of 
depression.  The opposite is love, which contributes to relaxation, to faith and trust, and to hope.   
Connecting literature to language, cognitive processes and the linguistics of imagery, the process 
resembles the design of the famous pont d’Avignon in southern France.  Metaphor will lend itself 
to the semantic components of our languages.  Professor Jerome Bruner (Harvard University) 
postulated  that sensory stimuli created enactions in the brain.  When these enactions match 
themselves in clusters having similar properties, our brains form from them what he chose to call 
icons.  When these icons resonate with others having similar properties, they produce a symbol, 
producing components of language.  Language clusters, moreover, give rise to semantics and 
metaphor—yes, and ultimately literatures, some farther up the mental “food chain” than others.  
By means of synthesis this language base generalizes into increasingly abstract levels of ideation.  
When we immerse ourselves in abstract left-brain activity, we soon begin to plunge into 
depression, despondency, and despair.  Literature serves for us the source of mental adjustment.  
Thoughts and emotions re-connect in helpful ways:  fears fall aside, and love takes their place.  In 
concreteness they share a common base.  This solid connectedness in shared experience places us 
in the singularity and unity of the space-time continuum, making all else in our worlds a matter of 
relativity:  relations and perspectives. 
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Reports on Issues Related to Teaching 
Presentation  Proposal 

 
 

This report chronicles a request to initiate research toward publication.  Meetings with 
 
LAUSD K-12 Music Advisor, Steven Venz, have been positive and are ongoing. LAUSD  
 
is also prepared to assist in publication if research suggests there is merit and a market. 
  

 
Problem Statement 
 

Students starting from the beginning of middle school through high school are expected 
 
to meet or exceed the California State Music Standards.  However, formal exit 
 
examinations given to LAUSD students who exit music appreciation classes have shown 
 
students cannot perform adequately on these summation assessments. A major factor 
 
affecting these test results might be that middle and high school music teachers are  
 
teaching appreciation  and history classes in the same tradition as college or 
 
university music classes, that is in a lecture format.   
 
As stated by Jeffrey Bush in “Bringing Music History to Life,”Music Educators Journal, May 
 
2000, “Educators tend to teach the way they were taught until they either see a better 
 
examplar or have the time and opportunity to be more creative. The only model for 
 
teaching music history that most music educators have experienced is what they 
 
encountered in  university course work. Without a better exemplar, it is not surprising 
 



that most music educators, when addressing Content Standards 8 and 9, tend to revert to 
 
lecturing." 
 
Another factor affecting the students’ learning is the limited use of scaffolding and 
 
explicit instructional methodology by music educators.  These factors seem particularly 
 
true as cultural concerns are addressed in teaching music history.     
 
As Patricia Shehan Campbell stated in “Cultural Consciousness in Teaching General  
 
Music,” Music Educators Journal; May 1992, “The challenge to teach music from a 
 
multicultural perspective can seem overwhelming. Because of the time of considerable 
 
societal change in which we live, there is a sense that within the traditional music 
 
curriculum, European and Euro-American concert genres from 1775 to 1910, something is 
 
askew. The sensitive teacher then struggles for a personal interpretation of the new 
 
cultural consciousness in the musical education of children at the edge of the twenty-first 
 
century.”  
 
We know that students are passively aware of music as culture in the modern visual 
 
entertainment experience.  Film music is overtly used as an emotional tool to influence 
 
students' larger or small screen cinematic experience. Students perceive cultural values in 
 
film music but are unaware this contemporary and world music finds its foundation in 
 
the classical historical realm. Perhaps teachers can start with what students already know 
 
(their own musical culture) and build on this as a hook to hang other knowledge about 
 
the classical realm. 

 
“Students’ existing knowledge is the best starting point for the introduction of new 
knowledge (principle of similarity).” 
Howe, M. J. A. (1984).  A teacher’s guide to the psychology of teaching.  New York: Blackwell.  



 
“New knowledge is learned more easily and retained longer when it is connected to 
prior knowledge, frames of reference, or cognitive schematas (principle of 
congruity).” 

Ormrod, J. E. (1995).  Human learning (2nd ed.).  Columbus, OH: Merrill/Prentice-Hall. 
 
 

 Expected Outcome - Questions for which we are seeking answers 
 

Regarding the problem statement, we would like to present these following questions: 
 

How can music teachers change their pedagogy in order to be more successful when 
 
teaching the 8th Grade and the 9-12 Grade Proficient Historical and Cultural Context 
 
strand of the California Music Standards? 

 
With this in mind… 

• Can film music with hands-on musical experiences provide a better 
opportunity for students to develop an understanding of music history, music 
from different cultures and the elements of music?   

• Can this music be used as a "hook" or an entry point to provide an inquiry into 
classical, jazz and world music based upon each student’s personal experience 
with media? 

• Can this context provide a more effective interdisciplinary approach to teaching 
the California Writing Standards and Music Standards to high school students? 

 
 
 
Methodology and Timeline 
 

Working with a group of LAUSD middle and high school credentialed music teachers we 
 
propose, over a 6-8 week period and in the following order, to: 
 

1. Recruit 8 teachers who are teaching one period of General Music or World of  
Music to participate and divide them into two groups (Blue Group -- which will 
provide the hands-on curriculum to students and the White Group -- which will 
provide traditional instruction to students).  When providing students with 
either, each group will address the same CA music standards.  We will meet 
with all participating teachers to review music standards to be addressed, 
assessments and all deadlines. 

 



2. Shortly thereafter we will meet with the Blue Group and prepare them to 
teach/deliver the newer curriculum and pedagogy based on our context. 

a. Design curriculum delivery to teacher’s strength (Vocal, 
instrumental, percussion, etc.) 

b. Prep teachers about curriculum information 
c. Have teachers design lessons 
d. We provide… 

i. Curriculum context  
ii. Methodology for curriculum delivery 

iii. Assessments (before, during, after) 
iv. Coaching 

 
3. Next all teachers will administer the pretest to all students. 
 
4. Following the pretest, teachers apply procedures with curriculum over a four-

week period. 
 
5. During this time we visit Blue Group teachers delivering the curriculum to 

check current status. 
  
6. Teachers from all groups test students after delivery of curriculum. 
  
7. Meet with the 4 teachers delivering the curriculum to review/reflect on 

process.  
 
 
 
Significance and Analytic Process 
 

A pretest and posttest reflecting the above-mentioned Standards will be offered by all 
 
teachers to their students to provide assessment data. These will be developed in 
 
collaboration with the teachers in both groups.  We will research assessment models to 
 
help us discover the effectiveness of the pedagogy. We will also interview teachers of the 
 
Blue Group before participating with the training to assess their methods of instruction. 
 
After participating in this Professional Development process, we will then interview 
 
teachers in the Blue Group to assess how they are incorporating this new method of 
 



pedagogy into their teaching. 
 
 

Impact on Instruction 
 
I believe the impact on instruction will be profound.  In my work with C-2 GE Music  
 
In Film classes here at CSUN, classes using this context are popular and always filled. 
 
Student evaluations of this class are high (4.9 on a scale of 5.0) There has been an interest 
 
on the national level in this research.  I presented this material at the College Music Society 
 
National Convention in fall of 2004.   Inservice presentations to LAUSD teachers about this 
 
method of teaching have been well received.  Teachers at these inservice presentations 
 
have asked about the availability of published materials for their classes. 
 
 

Plans for Dissemination 
 

LAUSD will help in publication of this curriculum.   We hope to have a manuscript 
 
including a curricular outline at the end of our research. 

 
 
 
 
 
Grade 8  CA Music Standards Addressed 
3.2 Identify and explain the influences of various cultures on music in early United States history. 
3.4 Compare and contrast the distinguishing characteristics of musical genres and styles from a 

variety of cultures. 
3.5 Perform music from diverse genres, cultures, and time periods. 
3.6 Classify exemplary musical works by style, genre, and historical period and explain why each 

work is considered exemplary. 
 
Additional standards that would be addressed: 
1.2 Read, write and perform rhythmic and melodic notation in duple, triple, compound and mixed 

meters. 
1.5 Analyze and compare the use of musical elements representing various genres, styles and 

cultures with an emphasis on chords and harmonic progressions. 
2.4 Compose short pieces in duple, triple, mixed and compound meters. 
2.5 Arrange simple pieces for voices or instruments other than those for which the pieces were 

written, using traditional and nontraditional sound sources, including digital/electronic media. 



4.1 Use detailed criteria for evaluating the quality and effectiveness of musical performances and 
compositions and apply the criteria to personal listening and performing. 

4.3 Explain how and why people use and respond to specific music from different musical cultures 
found in the United States. 

4.4 Compare the means used to create images or evoke feelings and emotions in musical works from 
a minimum of two different musical cultures found in the United States. 

5.2 Describe how music is composed and adapted for use in film, video, radio and television. 
5.3 Describe the skills necessary for composing and adapting music for use in film, video, radio and 

television. 
 
Grades 9-12 Proficient CA Music Standards Addressed 
3.1 Identify the sources of musical genres of the United States, trace the evolution of those genres 

and cite well-know musicians associated with them. 
3.2  (Similar to 3.5) 
3.3 (Similar to 3.6) 
Additional standards that would be addressed: 
1.4 (Similar) 
1.5 (Similar) 
2.6 Compose… 
2.7 Compose…(Similar) 
2.8 Arrange… 
4.1 (Similar)   
4.3 (Similar) 
5.2 (Similar) 
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From the Cosmetic Prosthetic to the Functional Form: The Revolutions in 

Prosthetic Limb Design and Social Construction of Disability 
 

In 1999 Aimee Mullins set a world record in the 100-meter dash and the long 
jump. What is so extraordinary is that she accomplished this task while wearing two 
prosthetic legs. Only a decade earlier this would have seemed an unrealistic achievement. 
By all accounts Aimee Mullins has the tenacity to overcome significant obstacles. 
Without the recent advances in prosthetic limb design however, her inner drive could not 
have manifested itself in setting athletic world records. Technology has become so 
advanced that it now has the power to make a disability, such as paraplegias, no longer 
disabling.  

By examining 20th century changes in prostheses design my paper will reveal how 
the disability rights movement altered the connection between disability and technology 
and allowed greater quality of life to people living with disabilities. I will specifically 
look at inventor Van Phillips and his Cheetah Leg to show how consumers of prosthetic 
limbs pioneered changes in the industry. By examining changes in prosthesis design over 
the past century, and by focusing on recent transformations, I will contradict the 19th 
century designer, Douglas Bly’s statement “only an anatomist could construct a limb to 
act like nature.”  

Van Phillips is one of many recent designers who has proven Douglas Bly wrong. 
Phillips is not an anatomist, yet his own amputation inspired him to construct a limb to 
act similar to, and often superior to nature. The Cheetah Leg differs significantly from 
prostheses that preceded it, because it does not resemble nature in appearance, but 
mimics it more efficiently in function. Prosthesis trade catalogs from the late 19th century 
to the 1980s included advertisements and consumer testimonials that distinguished 
appearance as one of the most valuable features of prosthetic limbs. I will draw upon the 
work of Stephen Mihlm to show how the old designs disguised the amputation so the 
wearer would not offend the public, and the technology did little to help the amputee 
resume an active life. Advances in technology in the early and middle 20th century were 
geared toward making the limb appear life-like. Less attention went toward making the 
limb more functional. The 1980s marked a transformation from attention on appearance 
to attention on function.  

This change was made possible through achievements of the disability rights 
movement of the late 20th century. Pioneered by and for people with disabilities, the 
movement achieved greater freedom from marginalization and discrimination. This 
translated in advances in prosthetic limb design, which allowed for amputees to be more 
active participants in life. Limbs were no longer designed with the non-disabled public in 
mind. The most important element became the amputees’ ability to enjoy life and sport. 
A change of this magnitude was possible with the work of designers who were also 
consumers of prostheses, as well as activists in the disability rights movement. Through 
the lens of technology my paper will explore the lived experience of disability and 
examine how technological innovations are altering our definitions of disability. 
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Architecture and Identity: Learning from the ordinary in the contemporary world 
 
 
 

Two forces that are shaping our contemporary world—modernity and 
globalization—often ignore any expression of a sense of place. As a result, the 
prevalence of globalization brings about the issue of alternatives to globalization, 
pointing to the notion of identity, of locality, a micro site that might offer critiques of 
modernity and globalization. Ideas such as “region,” “nation,” and “local” have their own 
strengths and weaknesses in exploring the notion of locality and providing critiques of 
globalization. This paper proposes the study of “the everyday,” a terrain that has been 
principally suggested by the French philosophers Henri Lefebvre and Michel de Certeau, 
as an alternative for the examination of the locality. Based on thoughts of Bourdieu, 
Lefebvre, and de Certeau, I argue that “the everyday” provides a challenging site to 
investigate the notion of locality and identity, in which human beings are both active 
agencies and recipients of values. Perhaps, “the everyday” exemplifies what Foucault 
calls heterotopia, in which different temporal and spatial orders collapse. Further, this 
research links the notion of the “everyday” to the investigation of the notion of identity in 
architecture. What kind of lessons that architects can learn from “the everyday” in terms 
of the issue of identity in the contemporary world? Does the architecture of “the 
everyday” actually posit moments of critique to the process of globalization and 
modernity, both of which help shaping contemporary identity? How are both processes, 
combined with the persistence of tradition, negotiated in “the everyday?” 

 
The research, in the very first place, intends to engage in a cross disciplinary 

approach to architectural research, borrowing discourses from fields such as 
anthropology and critical theory. The investigation of the everyday and architecture 
includes the consideration of the presence of the marginal in societies, including the poor 



and the minorities. Hence, this research specifically examines a cross-cultural comparison 
of several practices that operate within the margin of our contemporary world, exploring 
the works of Samuel Mockbee and the Rural Studio in Alabama, Gregory Burgess in 
Australia, and Mangunwijaya, winner of the Aga Khan Award in 1992, in Indonesia. 
Discussion on theoretical views of the critical values of the everyday, particularly those 
revealed in the writings of Levebfre and de Certeau, serves as a basis in the investigation 
of works of those three architects. By investigating these cases, this research intends to 
shed the light on the best properties that allow architects to address the notion of identity 
in a more grounded way and to contribute to the notion of critical architecture as a form 
of resistance to the homogenizing world system.  
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"The Persecution of Catarina Fernandes as a Case Study of the Witch Trials 
in Late Baroque Portugal" 
 
 
 If one examines the general histories of the European witch hunts in  
medieval and early modern Europe, cases concerning Portuguese witches will  
generally not be found, unless the author asserts the hunts did not in fact  
occur there.  I intend to address this lacuna in my paper.  Based on  
research conducted at the Municipal Library in Evora and the National  
Archive in Lisbon, I will argue that the persecutions that took place in  
Portugal during the late 17th and early 18th centuries were just as  
important as the more commonly studied ones that occurred in Germany,  
France, England, and Scotland.  As my paper will demonstrate, while there  
were only a few instances of Portuguese witches being burnt alive for their  
crimes like those in Germany and Scotland, the end result for many was  
indeed a de facto death sentence.  Many died in prison or were exiled to  
Africa and they were not expected to live. 
 My paper specifically examines the trial of Catarina Fernandes.  Unlike the  
typical witch in other parts of Europe, who would have been old and widowed,  
Catarina was young and unmarried.  Other characteristics associated with  
witches in Europe are that they were often midwives or practiced magic in  
their communities.  Catarina, however, did not serve her community by  
conjuring spells or delivering babies.  Her only crime was that she  
confessed--after being tortured--to having sex with the Devil.  Her  
punishment was severe.  She was sentenced to serve an unspecified time in  
prison, to be whipped through the streets of Coimbra, and to be sent to  
Angola for five years.  Members of the Inquisition seized control of what  
property she had because she was not expected to return. 
 Historians have ignored the stories of women in Portugal, like Catarina  
Fernandes, who were punished for acts they did not commit; but without their  
untold stories, the historiography of the European witch persecutions is  
incomplete. 
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Submission: 
4th Annual Hawaii International Conference  

on Arts and Humanities 
 

Abstract: 
 

Plot, Surprise, and Inspire: 
A Workshop of Multi-media, Rhetorical Strategies 

for Revitalizing Writing Instruction 
 

 Writing instructors—and those who teach some degree of writing through the  

papers they assign in their fields—are painfully aware of the deficient writing skills of 

most of their students, particularly incoming Freshmen. The challenge for writing 

instructors, more than any others, is how to balance the need for an aggressive pedagogy 

of writing instruction with the equally important need to teach content—the substantive 

matter that students will write about.   

Critics of the social-epistemic rhetoric that dominates in most college writing 

courses, particularly in the ubiquitous Comp 101, charge that it focuses most of its 

attention on issues of social reform (the actual content of the course) rather than on 

improving student writing itself.  Maxine Hurston takes English departments to task for 

“concentrating on issues rather than on craft and critical thinking . . .”  

 I agree.  Yet who can blame overworked, unappreciated Comp 101 instructors for 

fleeing from the bloody field of craft into the retreat of personally satisfying content?   

Whereas their colleagues in other fields can duck the responsibility of teaching much-

needed grammatical skills, for instance, compositionists cannot do so without guilt 

feelings.  Like it or not, even at the collegiate level, grammar instruction remains a most 

necessary evil.  It is foundational.  But since when is it a joy to teach it or to learn it?   



One answer is to teach rhetorical grammar.  Martha Kolln’s Rhetorical 

Grammar: Grammatical Choices, Rhetorical Effects offers a liberatory approach to 

grammar—not as a code of ‘thou shalt nots’—but as mastery that offers the writer 

conscious choices for rhetorical ends. 

 A second approach—the focus of this workshop and of my own evolving 

pedagogy at Boston University—builds on Kolln’s work and on Andrea Lunsford’s.  I 

invite compositionists to give their students a thorough grounding in rhetorical grammar 

through a multimedia approach that will surprise and inspire both teacher and student 

 This workshop proposes to do the following: 

• A brief presentation stating the problem and proposed solutions 

• A multi-media demonstration using short texts, film and musical excerpts to 

demonstrate (1) how to define rhetoric and (2) how to help students discover 

this rhetorical dimension at the sentence level and its dynamism. 

• Small group work: hands-on exercises that will mimic application to the 

classroom. 

• Large group discussion to seek reactions and pedagogical suggestions 

• Handouts and a listserve for participants who would like to continue the 

dialogue beyond the conference. 
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Abstract: 
4th Annual Hawaii International Conference  

on Arts and  Humanities 
 
 

Transpositions of Swedenborgian Theology into Poetics: 
Balzac’s Seraphita and Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh. 

 
  

What is Swedenborgian theology?  In what sense were Honore de Balzac and 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning Swedenborgians?  And how did this impact their work?  

This paper explores these questions by pinpointing and explicating specific 

Swedenborgian ideas in two works:  Balzac’s novella, Seraphita, and Browning’s 

novella-poem, Aurora Leigh.  It also contrasts the writers’ strategies of transposition—

Balzac’s overt references to Swedenborg versus Browning’s covert appropriation. Why 

their strikingly different approaches?  Part of the answer lies with their sense of reader 

response to Swedenborg in Post-Kantian Europe—and their own individual response to 

that perception.   

Certainly, eighteenth century Swedish theologian and scientist, Emanuel 

Swedenborg has been the object of ridicule, of mixed praise and of unconditional 

admiration.  Immanuel Kant penned a scathing diatribe in Dreams of a Spirit Seer;  Ralph 

Waldo Emerson published a guardedly enthusiastic paen in Representative Men, and  

Jorge Luis Borges unequivocally called him “the most extraordinary person on earth.” 

Whatever one makes of Swedenborg and his astounding claims about the afterlife and 

Biblical exegesis, an ever-increasing number of influence studies argue persuasively that 

his impact has been enormous.  Balzac and Browning offer striking examples of that 

influence and of different transpositions of Swedenborgian theology into poetics. 
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Subjective Site Design:  A first Graduate Studio Project  

Abstract 
During the second half of a first graduate design studio, students focus on a project that 
lets them experience the ecosystems and landscape of their new home.  The process 
has four phases:   
 
Phase One: Research of a selected ecosystem and the preparation of a board showing 
its flora, fauna, and major characteristics 
Phase Two: Immersion in the ecosystem, followed by a subjective site analysis 
involving a photographic collage, five descriptor words, and ecosystem sketches  
Phase Three: Sculpture selection and construction of a "bug" model, analyses, 
and spatial containment with plans, sections, and scaled model 
Phase Four: Transformation of ecosystem principles into a sculpture garden 
 
These four phases enable a design process that isolates the visual, experiential nature 
of an ecosystem, transforming it into culture as embodied in a sculpture garden that 
reflects the thoughts and feelings engendered by a particular place at a particular time.  
This transformation grows out of the subjective site analysis and is based in a personal 
and emotional reaction to a site, rather than an impersonal and objective process.  The 
subjective site analysis is the all-important transitional enabler between the original site 
and the designed site. 

 

Introduction 
Students in a first professional degree graduate program spend the first half of their 
beginning semester learning basic design principles, hand graphics, and drafting.  
During the second half of the semester they work on a project that lets them experience 
the landscape of the surrounding region, while utilizing their newfound knowledge and 
skills.  The project's design process has four phases:   
 
Phase One: Ecosystem selection and research  
Phase Two: Subjective analysis of a site containing the ecosystem 
Phase Three: Selection of three sculptures, with their analyses, and spatial 

containments  
Phase Four: Transformation of ecosystem principles into sculpture garden 
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These four phases expose students to multiple ways of gathering information and 
initiating the design process.  Subjective judgments grow out of objective facts, and 
physical reactions combine with emotional responses.  Site analysis is seen as an 
artistic endeavor that is created as much from a personal perception of the site as from 
the reality of the site's existence.  The design that results from this multi-dimensional 
approach is a holistic coming together of intellect, emotion, senses, and intuition. 
 
This project/process has been used successfully in warm, wet central Florida, as well as 
hot, dry West Texas, although this paper focuses on the project as actualized at the 
University of Florida.  Its major requirement is the existence of varying ecosystems or 
habitat zones within easy traveling distance of the classroom.  (Two hours driving time 
is probably the maximum, allowing students to team up if desired and still have daylight 
time to go to each person's location.)  The University of Florida at Gainesville is about 
two hours from the Atlantic Ocean to the East and the Gulf of Mexico to the West, 
allowing selections from multiple coastal as well as interior sites.  Although perhaps not 
crucial, the project works best if the ecosystem/site selected by each student is unique 
to that student.  This relieves some of the nervous competitiveness that new design 
students sometimes possess, before they learn that their vision for a site will be different 
from every other student's, even when beginning at the same place with the same 
problem. 

The Project 
Because students often go to graduate school in regions or even countries that are new 
to them, this first project gets them into the surrounding countryside and into the native 
habitats of their new home.  It is also deliberately experiential, providing physical and 
psychological release after the intense learning and long hours spent at the drawing 
board during the previous weeks.  Although Phase One is not as overtly active as 
Phase Two, it is a change of pace from earlier work.  In Phases Three and Four 
students are back in the studio and continue their exploration of a process that taps into 
the intellectual, physical, emotional, and intuitive aspects of producing design solutions. 
 
Class presentations, comments, and discussion at the end of each phase become an 
important learning component in the overall process.  At first the learning simply 
involves getting acquainted with habitat communities other than the one they selected.  
As the project continues, they are exposed to the wide range of possible responses to 
design problems as individuals approach the specifics of each site.  They learn how to 
transform the visual principles revealed by the subjective site analyses into a garden 
design that also contains spaces for sculptures that have their own set of visual 
imperatives.  

Phase One 
Phase One provides a factual grounding for the subjective site analysis that follows in 
Phase Two and is, therefore, targeted to the intellectual side of design.  It begins with a 
list of ecosystems within the required driving radius.  In central Florida this is quite 
extensive and includes pine flatwoods, dry prairie, scrub, high pine, temperate 
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hardwood forest or hammock, cypress dome (swamp), freshwater highland marsh, lake, 
river, spring, dunes, salt marsh, and mangrove systems.  To avoid the appearance of 
favoritism, lots are drawn to determine which of these will be explored by each student.   

 

Figure 1:  Research board for the Cypress Dome ecosystem. 

By the next class 
period, they have 
researched their 
ecosystem and 
compiled a systematic, 
organized inventory of 
the flora and fauna that 
inhabit it, with sketches 
of individual elements.  
This information is used 
to develop an idealized 
plan and section 
containing the structural 
elements that contribute 
to the ecosystem's 
overall look and feel.  
Symbols used in the 

plan and section also reflect the unique texture of the environment within which they will 
be working.  Inventory, plan, section, and sketches are combined on a board, which is 
presented to the class for comments and questions.  (See Figure 1.)   
 
Phase One and the initial research portion of the project is now complete.    

 

Phase Two  
Phase Two's assignment is to complete a subjective site analysis based in a firsthand 
experience of the ecosystem.  Prior to the weekend of the excursion, a map showing 
the locations of listed ecosystems is posted.  Once specific sites are chosen, students 
travel to theirs for an immersion experience that emphasizes individual physical and 
emotional responses to what is seen/felt/heard.  
 
After arriving, the first fifteen or twenty minutes is spent simply walking (or boating, 
perhaps) through the area.  This begins to personalize the site as each person 
discovers how this place is similar or dissimilar to the facts portrayed in the intellectual 
approach of Phase One.  The "walkabout" culminates in a series of five words that 
describe the feelings engendered by being in the ecosystem.  
 
The physical act of inhabiting the site is enhanced and focused with sketches and 
drawings.  These not only capture the specificity of that particular place at that particular 
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time, but the act of sketching helps students to "see" the site, in its details as well as 
globally.   By also sketching elements or components that explain visually the five 
feeling words; the personal, subjective interpretations of what they are experiencing is 
continued and strengthened.   
 
The last activity at the site is to photograph it extensively, both in multiple-shot 
panoramas and in multiple-shot close-ups and single-shot details.  A minimum of three 
rolls of film is required, or the digital equivalent, since a collage will be created from the 
photographs later.   
 
Back in the studio, students first put together a board containing sketches and words 
that describe their physical and emotional reactions to being in the site.  (See Figure 2.)  
Next; the cutting, piecing, and arranging of a photographic collage encourages the use 
of intuition, as the collage is shaped by the site's visual characteristics, as well as by the 
previous board.  (See Figure 3.)  

 
 
 
Figure 2.  Words and sketches for the Lake Ecosystem, left, and the Mangrove Ecosystem, right. 

  
Figure 3.  Collages for the Lake Ecosystem, left, and the Dunes Ecosystem, right. 
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Phase Three 
In Phase Three students put aside thoughts of site interpretation and turn to the 
selection of sculptures and the design of their spaces.  (This project has been done 
successfully with only one sculpture and with three sculptures, depending on which is 
best for the current enrollment and/or site.)  As in the completed phases above, this is 
also designed to bring a full range of responses into the design process:  intellect, 
senses, emotion, and intuition.   

 
Initially, students are sent to the sculpture section of the library with a 
list of possible sculptors from which to choose.  The list is broad 
enough so that all in the class should be able to find one whose work 
s/he likes.  Once the selection is made, a written report is prepared 
on the artist and three of his/her works.  In the studio, a scaled "bug" 
model, no more than six inches high, is constructed for every 
sculpture, promoting knowledge of each piece on a tactile level.  
(See Figure 4.)  Students are encouraged to be creative in their 

choice of materials for these.  Report and models are presented to 
the class for comments and discussion.  In this part of Phase Three, 
the research forms an objective base that, when combined with the 
physical senses engaged by the modeling, begins, again, to 
personalize the process.   

Figure 4.  
Baked clay 
figures of 
sculptures 
by Picasso. 

 
The bug models; as scaled, three-dimensional 
representations; are now ready to be analyzed 
spatially, both for their characteristics and for their 
emotional impact.  As in Phase Two, students pick five 
words that express how each sculpture affects them.  
The analysis phase concludes with scaled plan and 
elevational drawings for all sculptures, which are then 
placed on a board with the descriptor words.  (See 
Figure 5.)  
 
Finally, multiple sketches and study models explore 
the intuitive requirements for the containment of each 
sculpture.  The goal is to create three-dimensional 
spaces that exemplify each of the five descriptor words 
in a holistic way.  Phase Three concludes with scaled 
models of the sculptures in their new spaces. 
 

Phase Four 
The three previous phases are brought together in this final
members receive topographic maps of the local site that wil
garden.  Visiting the site with topo in hand lets students rela
dimensional representation to physical reality.  The garden 
Figure 5.  Board with plans, 
elevations, and descriptor words 
for three sculptures for the Dunes 
ecosystem. 
 one.  To begin, studio 
l be the location of the new 
te an abstract, two-
will be placed between a 
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new performing arts center and an art museum, in a vacant piece of undeveloped land.  
This creates opportunities for a processional entrance that links the garden to the two 
buildings, particularly to the Center for the Performing Arts.  Of interest also is how 
visitors will access the garden from the existing parking.  While at the site students 
sketch the context, locate existing trees that might be preserved, and make note of any 
other elements they deem important before returning to the studio for intensive sessions 
at the drawing board.   
 
Three plans are produced that refer back to the research and site analyses in Phases 
One and Two.  One of these (or a combination) is selected that combines the principles 
and characteristics, as well as the emotional impact, of the ecosystem.  The final plan 
should clearly relate visually to the revelations of each student’s collage and 
words/sketches board. Once the outline of the overall garden is set, the placement of 
the three spaces that contain sculpture is considered.  Most students find that drawing 
the sculpture spaces on separate pieces of butter or trace paper and then moving them 
around over a drawing of the garden plan until an arrangement "fits" is the best 
methodology.  Once the optimal placement of spaces containing the art works is set, the 
garden plan is "massaged" to create transitional elements melding the four spaces 
together.  In other words, the three spaces are embedded within the larger garden 
space, creating a design that is both holistic, in a conceptual sense, and dynamic for 
those who move through the garden.  (See Figure 6.) 

 
Figure 6.  Final plan of the Lake egosystem garden, left, and final model of the Dunes ecosystem garden, right.

 

Conclusion 
This four-phase project involves a transformational process that works very well with 
beginning graduate students.  Often, one of the more difficult things new students must 
do is to simply begin working.  The research that starts both the ecosystem and the 
sculpture phases bypasses any blockages or "blank paper" syndrome they might 
encounter.  By focusing on personal insights and their own reactions to, first, the 
ecosystem immersion and, second, their three sculptures after the research is finished, 
the process itself moves them along without pause,   
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One problem with the project is that it is fairly complex.  It can be simplified by reducing 
the number of sculptures from three to one.  If the sculpture portion is thought to be too 
much to include at all, then a "demonstration garden" can be the goal of the ecosystem 
transformation.  This has been done several times and works well, especially when a 
shorter time allocation for the project is necessary. 
 
There are several lessons that are not overtly mentioned in this project but that are 
formative, nevertheless, for beginning landscape architecture students.  They are 
mostly lessons in valuing:  their own thoughts and feelings, the natural landscape, the 
use of concept in design, art and science working together.  Ultimately, however, it is 
design that is experiential, honoring the thoughts, emotions, senses, and intuition of 
humans as they interpret and transform personal responses into a built landscape.  
(See Figure 7 for drawings that show the complete process.) 
 
In summary, this project enables a design process that isolates the visual, experiential 
nature of an ecosystem, transforming this into culture as embodied in a sculpture 
garden reflecting the thoughts and feelings engendered by an ecosystem at a particular 
time and place.  A subjective site analysis is the all-important transitional enabler 
between the original site and the designed site, without which the transformation could 
not occur. 

 
Figure 7.  The Springs ecosystem, from Phase One to Phase Four. 
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Abstract: On the final day of their 2004-2005 term, the United States Supreme Court 
issued controversial split decisions concerning challenges to public displays of the Ten 
Commandments (Texas: Van Orden v. Perry and Kentucky: McCreary County et al. v. 
ACLU). In a 5 to 4 ruling, the Court upheld challenges to displays of framed documents 
in Kentucky while, in a separate 5 to 4 ruling, they dismissed a challenge to the 6-foot 
high granite monument on the grounds of the Texas State Capitol. In both cases, Justice 
Stephen Breyer provided the decisive swing vote. This paper explores the bases of the 
Court’s decisions, the underlying controversy that generated such a sharply divided 
split, and the confusion that the ruling generates for other communities with similar 
displays. Specific consideration will be given to issues concerning separation of church 
and state, the role of the courts in deciding those issues, and the precedents set by 
previous rulings (including the notion of active v. passive symbols and the so-called 
“Lemon test”). 

 
The First Amendment:  

Thou Shalt Make No Law Respecting An Establishment Of Religion 

T
 

he first ten amendments to the United States Constitution are known, collectively, 
as the Bill of Rights. They represent inviolable, constitutional guarantees of key 
fundamental liberties accorded every American citizen. According to the first 

amendment: 
 

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of 
grievances.2 

 
                                                 
1 ©November, 2005 by Douglas W. Shrader. This paper is especially prepared for the Fourth Annual 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities, January 2006. Participation in the conference is 
supported in part by a Faculty Development Award.  Sincere appreciation is extended to SUNY Oneonta, 
especially Provost F. Daniel Larkin and Dean Michael Merilan. 
2 www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/constitution.billofrights.html, 10/25/05. 
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The first clause in this first amendment – Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion – is known as the Establishment Clause. If the language seems 
curious or unclear – even eccentric or peculiar – you are not alone. A recent Supreme 
Court ruling, fraught with controversy and conflict, notes: 
 

We all agree … on the need for some interpretative help. The First Amendment 
contains no textual definition of “establishment,” and the term is certainly not self-
defining. No one contends that the prohibition of establishment stops at a designation of 
a national … church, but nothing in the text says just how much more it covers. There is 
no simple answer, for more than one reason.3 

 
Part of the problem, according to the opinion’s author Justice Souter, stems from the 
simple fact that: 
 

The prohibition on establishment covers a variety of issues from prayer in widely 
varying government settings, to financial aid for religious individuals and institutions, 
to comment on religious questions. In these varied settings, issues … about interpreting 
inexact Establishment Clause language, like difficult interpretative issues generally, 
arise from the tension of competing values, each constitutionally respectable, but none 
open to realization to the logical limit.4 

 
Moreover, he observes: 
 

The First Amendment has not one but two clauses tied to “religion,” the second 
forbidding any prohibition on the “the free exercise thereof,” and sometimes, the two 
clauses compete: spending government money on the clergy looks like establishing 
religion, but if the government cannot pay for military chaplains a good many soldiers 
and sailors would be kept from the opportunity to exercise their chosen religions.5 

 
Justice Souter concludes: 
 

…trade-offs are inevitable, and an elegant interpretative rule to draw the line in all the 
multifarious situations is not [to] be had.6 

 
The ruling from which I have just quoted (McCreary County et al. v. American Civil 
Liberties Union of KY, 545 U.S. (2005)) is one of a pair that must have seemed strange 
even by American judicial standards. Specifically at issue in the McCreary case was the 
question of whether a county court could include the Ten Commandments as part of an 
                                                 
3 McCreary County et al. v. ACLU, 545 U.S. (2005), docket 03-1693, plurality opinion written by Justice 
Souter, p. 27. Slip opinions of Supreme Court cases, including the ones discussed in this paper, are 
available on the Internet at www.supremecourtus.gov/opinions/opinions.html. Unless otherwise noted, all 
quotations are taken from and page numbers refer to PDF versions of slip opinions downloaded from that 
site on October 21, 2005. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. p. 28. 
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exhibit entitled “The Foundations of American Law and Government Display.” In 
addition to a framed copy of the Ten Commandments, the display included similarly 
“framed copies of the Magna Carta, the Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights, 
the lyrics of the Star Spangled Banner, the Mayflower Compact, the National Motto, the 
Preamble to the Kentucky Constitution, and a picture of Lady Justice.”7 
 
Only on one prior occasion had the Supreme Court issued an opinion that focused 
specifically on a public display of the Ten Commandments. Twenty-five years ago, in 
Stone v. Graham 449 U.S. (1980), the Court struck down a Kentucky statute that required 
posting the Ten Commandments in public schools. On the whole, federal court cases 
concerning public displays of the Ten Commandments are a fairly recent, still relatively 
rare, but rapidly growing phenomenon. Presenting oral arguments before the Supreme 
Court in McCreary on March 2, 2005, Matthew D. Staver noted: (a) the nation’s first 
ruling occurred in 1973, (b) when McCreary and Pulaski Counties in Kentucky created 
the initial version of their display in 1999, “there were less than a handful of reported 
decisions ever,” and (c) “[t]here are only 30 reported cases in the country or so and 23 of 
those happened from 1999 to the present.”8 
 
Given the Court’s apparent reluctance to take on cases of this sort in the past, many 
observers (myself included) were surprised last term to learn that the Court had accepted, 
not just one, but two Ten Commandments’ cases (to be considered in tandem, with 
judgments to be delivered concurrently). The second case, Van Orden v. Perry (545 U.S. 
(2005), docket 03-1500), revolves around a challenge to a 6-foot-high x 3.5-foot-wide 
granite monument on the grounds of the Texas State Capitol. The monolith, shaped like 
two ancient tablets bearing the text of the Ten Commandments, was donated to “the 
people and youth of Texas” by the Fraternal Order of Eagles as part of a program 
designed to reduce juvenile delinquency, accepted by a joint resolution of the House and 
Senate in early 1961, and erected on a site selected by the state organization responsible 
for maintaining the Capitol grounds.9  Legally speaking, it stood unchallenged for forty 
years before Thomas Van Orden, an Austin resident who was at one time a licensed 
lawyer, filed suit against numerous state officials “seeking both a declaration that the 
monument’s placement violates the Establishment Clause and an injunction requiring its 
removal.”10 
 
Because there are profound differences between the factual circumstances of the 
McCreary and Van Orden cases, as well as significant differences in the decisions of the 

                                                 
7 Ibid. p. 13. 
8 McCreary oral arguments, p. 5. Oral arguments in Supreme Court cases, including the ones discussed in 
this paper, are available on the Internet at www.supremecourtus.gov/oral_arguments/oral_arguments.html. 
Unless otherwise noted, all quotations are taken from and page numbers refer to PDF versions downloaded 
from that site on October 21, 2005. 
9 Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals (http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/data2/circs/5th/0251184cv0p.pdf, 10/25/05, 
pp. 3-4) and Rehnquist, Van Orden v. Perry, p. 5. 
10 Rehnquist, Van Order v. Perry, p. 5. 
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lower courts, placing the two cases side-by-side on the 2004/05 docket seemed not only 
strange and puzzling, but perhaps unwise or ill advised as well. In my less cynical 
moments, I found myself hoping that the justices had taken on this unusual conjunction 
of cases to unveil a new Establishment Clause test, to demonstrate how broadly that test 
could be applied, and to lay to rest widespread rumors concerning dissention and 
disagreement between members of the Court on this important issue. Alas, my less 
cynical moments did not prove a particularly reliable guide to judicial opinion.11 
 
Petitions for Writs of Certiorari, requesting a review by the Court, were granted on 
October 12, 2004.12 Oral arguments were conducted on March 2, 2005 (the final 
presentations in a session that had begun on February 21). Arguments in the Texas case 
(Van Orden v. Perry) were heard first, from 10:06-11:07 a.m., with those in the Kentucky 
case (McCreary County et al. v. ACLU) following immediately thereafter. Decisions of 
the Court were not issued until the very final day of the 2004/05 judicial term (June 27, 
2005).  
 
Justice Souter delivered the opinion of the Court in the Kentucky case (McCreary). In 
what was to become the last opinion filed during his long and illustrious career, Chief 
Justice Rehnquist announced the judgment of the Court in the Texas case (Van Orden). 
 
It is hard to imagine a more sharply divided set of rulings. Eight of the nine justices found 
themselves unable to agree with the judgment of the Court in one of the two cases. They 
generated 10 different written opinions (7 in Van Orden and 3 in McCreary), authored by 
7 different justices, totaling 149 pages (74 in Van Orden and 75 in McCreary).13 Even 
those who cast their votes on the same side of a judgment did so for different reasons. 
Justice Breyer, the only one to vote with the majority in both cases, did not join the 
opinion in which Chief Justice Rehnquist announced the judgment of the Court. As a 
result, Van Orden v. Perry joins the ranks of an extraordinarily small number of cases in 
which there was a judgment, but no “opinion of the Court.” 
 

                                                 
11 I must confess that I never held particularly high hopes for judicial consensus. On June 9, 2005, I gave a 
presentation titled “Of Church and State” to the 34th World Congress of the International Society for 
Comparative Study of Civilizations (St. Paul, MN). In that presentation, eighteen days before the Supreme 
Court issued rulings in McCreary and Van Orden, I speculated concerning their disposition of these cases. 
While the vitriolic nature of the disagreement in the justices’ opinions surprised me somewhat, it was 
gratifying (though disappointing) to find that I had correctly predicted the outcome of both cases (including 
the specifics of each vote as well as the issues that would divide the Court).  
12 Complete dockets for the two cases are available at www.supremecourtus.gov/docket/03-1500.htm (Van 
Orden) and www.supremecourtus.gov/docket/03-1693.htm (McCreary), 10/25/05. The petitions for writs 
of certiorari were filed March 31, 2004 (Van Orden) and June 21, 2004 (McCreary). Those petitions and 
related documents are available at www.abanet.org/publiced/preview/briefs/2004-2005.html. An alternate 
source for similar materials is http://supreme.lp.findlaw.com/supreme_court/docket/2004/march.html.  
13 It is interesting to note that 87 of the 149 pages (58%) were written by those who opposed displays of the 
Ten Commandments, with approximately the same ratio for each case (58% in Van Orden and 59% in   
McCreary). Justice Souter accounted for 55 of those 87 pages (63%). 
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There may be some small comfort in the fact that individually, at least, the justices appear 
to have been fairly consistent in their judgments. Rehnquist, Kennedy, Scalia, and 
Thomas voted in favor of permitting displays in both Texas and Kentucky. Ginsburg, 
O’Connor, Souter, and Stevens voted against displays in both states. 
 
 

Texas: Van Orden v. Perry 
Origin and Description of the Monument 
 
The Texas monument is one of a substantial number of similar memorials donated to city, 
county, and state governments by the Fraternal Order of Eagles during the 1950’s and 
1960’s. A juvenile and probate court judge in Minnesota, Judge E. J. Ruegemer, initially 
conceived the project during the late 1940’s as a way of combating juvenile delinquency. 
By the mid-1950’s, the Fraternal Order of Eagles had distributed thousands of framed 
copies of the Ten Commandments (including one to President Harry S. Truman).14 
Recognizing the possibility of a mutually beneficial relationship with Cecil B. DeMille’s 
1956 epic movie “The Ten Commandments,” the organization began to carve the words 
in stone.  
 
The Hollywood connection brought plenty of media attention, but no legal challenges. 
While filming on location in the Middle East, Cecil B. DeMille wrote an article for The 
Eagle Magazine (1955) in which he articulated clearly the basis of the Eagles’ juvenile 
delinquency agenda, expressed his approval, and asserted his own views concerning the 
Ten Commandments: 
 

The scene below my window here at Sinai is unlike anything that could be seen in 
America. Yet people are much the same everywhere; and, when you stop to think of it, 
these young people and our American youth have fundamentally the same questions in 
their minds, the same problems to face as they grow into adulthood. …[S]trip away the 
external differences and, whether at Sinai or Seattle, the great basic questions by which 
men and women guide their lives are much the same.  

… The way a boy or girl learns to answer these questions determines the kind of man or 
woman that boy or girl will be. 

We have a veritable army of juvenile court judges and officials, probation officers, 
psychologists and others trying to do repair work on young lives because, somewhere 
along the line in those lives the fundamental questions were answered wrong or left 
unanswered by those who were responsible for the guidance that youth needs but does 
not always get. 

…[T]he Ten Commandments … are older than Moses, older than this mountain, 
because they are not laws: they are the law. 

                                                 
14 August 20, 1952. The Eagles’ website includes a photograph of Truman receiving the document: 
www.foe.com/tencommandments/demille_ten_commandments2.html, 10/25/05. 
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To guide young people in today’s complex world we need all the light that expert 
knowledge and advanced scientific techniques can give. But most of all we need the 
Divine Code of Guidance which was given to the world. 

That is why I am so enthusiastic about the Fraternal Order of Eagles’ project of 
circulating and erecting copies of the Ten Commandments… The many young people 
who will know the Commandments better because of the Eagles’ work may well apply 
to themselves the words the Lord spoke here at Sinai long ago: “I bear you on eagles’ 
wings, and brought you unto myself.”15 
 

In 1956, Martha Scott (who played Moses’ mother) helped dedicate a monolith in 
Pittsburgh. That same year, Charlton Heston (Moses) spoke at the dedication of a 
monolith at the International Peace Garden on the North Dakota-Canadian border. His 
testimonial asserted:  
 

The Ten Commandments have become the basis for the whole code of human law ... It 
is appropriate that on the border between the two countries, the United States and 
Canada, the Ten Commandments have an important place to show how men can live in 
peace.16 

 
A year later, in 1957, Yul Brynner (who played Rameses II) spoke at the dedication of a 
Ten Commandments monolith in Milwaukee, stating: 
 

Man has made 32,600,000 laws. God made only ten, and yet there is no law among all 
these millions man has made that isn’t covered with the Divine ones you can count on 
the fingers of your hands.17  

 
Although Yul Brynner seemed certain about the exact number of laws made by man and 
God, the exact number of granite monuments donated by the Eagles remains unclear, for 
reasons that remain unclear. The Supreme Court proceedings do not specify a figure, but 
a page devoted to the Van Orden case on the Fraternal Order of Eagles’ website, 
referenced by Justice Stevens in his dissent to Van Orden (p. 8, note 11), speaks of 
“hundreds of Eagles’ Ten Commandment monoliths.”18 An open letter by the Eagles’ 
Board of Grand Trustees, in response to the Van Orden ruling, claims the organization 
“donated thousands of Ten Commandments monoliths to communities across the 
country.”19 An additional page on the same website, dealing with a monument donated to 
the Johnson City Courthouse in Iowa City, Iowa, makes a more specific claim: “it was 
one of about 2,000 such monuments dedicated to county and city governments across the 

                                                 
15 www.foe.com/tencommandments/demille_ten_commandments.html, 10/25/05. 
16 Sue A. Hoffman, “The Real History of the Ten Commandments Project of the Fraternal Order of 
Eagles,” www.religioustolerance.org/hoffman01.htm, 10/25/05. Originally posted: 2005-MAR-06. 
17 Ibid. A photograph of Yul Brynner at the Milwaukee dedication, included on the Eagles website, 
specifies the year as 1955: www.foe.com/tencommandments, 10/25/05 
18 www.foe.com/tencommandments, 10/25/05, emphasis added. 
19 www.foe.com/tencommandments/bogt.html, 10/25/05, emphasis added. 
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country.”20 However, in an article titled “The Real History of the Ten Commandments 
Project of the Fraternal Order of Eagles,” Sue A. Hoffman writes: “There is 
documentation and verification of 145 monoliths located in 34 states plus one in Canada, 
with the possibility of a few more.”21 
 
Regardless of total number, by the time the Texas monolith was dedicated in 1961 the 
Hollywood frenzy had died down. In fact, erecting the monument does not seem to have 
caused much of a stir at all. As noted in the November 12, 2003 ruling by the Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals,  
 

…there was no religious service attending the acceptance of the monument in Texas.  
The record shows that only two state legislators attended.  There is no evidence of any 
religious invocations or that any minister, rabbi, or priest were even present.22 

 
As might be expected from what I have written thus far, the primary content of the Texas 
monument is what the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals characterized as “a nonsectarian 
version of the text” of the Ten Commandments.23  It begins with the pronouncement, “I 
AM the LORD thy God” (in slightly larger letters than the rest of the text, centered, with 
“AM” and “LORD” in all capital letters), and continues as follows: 
 

Thou shalt have no other gods before me.  
Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven images. 

Thou shalt not take the Name of the Lord  
thy God in vain. 

Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. 
Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy  

days may be long upon the land which the  
Lord thy God giveth thee. 

Thou shalt not kill. 
Thou shalt not commit adultery. 
Thou shalt not steal. 
Thou shalt not bear false witness against  

thy neighbor. 
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s house. 
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife, nor  

his manservant, nor his maidservant, nor his  

                                                 
20 www.foe.com/tencommandments/nov_2001_ten_commandments.html, 10/25/05, emphasis added. 
21 www.religioustolerance.org/hoffman01.htm, 10/25/05, emphasis added. Originally posted: 2005-MAR-
06. 
22 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, decision filed 11/12/2003, p. 4. Available on the Internet at: 
http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/data2/circs/5th/0251184cv0p.pdf, 10/25/05. 
23 Ibid. pp. 3-4. Note, however, the dissent by Justice Stevens (below). 
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cattle, nor anything that is thy neighbor’s.24  
 
Although there are no numbers on the monument, the fact that ten lines begin on the far 
left while others are indented slightly expresses a clear preference as regards what one 
should identify and count as the first commandment, the second, and so on. Unfortunately 
the Torah, from which the commandments are taken, is far less explicit. Not only does it 
fail to provide a clear numbering system, but the term translated “commandments” is 
more naturally rendered “words”: these are, according to the text, the ten words of 
YHWH. As such, the pronouncement “I am the Lord thy God” is sometimes taken as “the 
first word” (leaving a remainder of nine, not ten).25 Additional variations in numbering 
stem: (a) from splitting what the Texas monolith presents as the first commandment 
(rendering “Thou shalt have no other gods before me” as the first commandment and 
“Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven images” as the second) as well as (b) from 
combining what the monolith presents as the ninth and tenth commandments (yielding a 
final commandment that forbids coveting of anything that belongs to your neighbor: 
house, wife, servants, cattle, etc.).26 Allowing for a liberal translation that includes 
omitting details about God delivering the Israelites from slavery, about His jealous 
nature, about visiting the iniquities of the fathers on the children even unto the fourth 
generation, etc., the text on the monolith corresponds roughly to Exodus 20:1-17 and 
Deuteronomy 5:6-22.27  
 
Interestingly, the opinion written by Chief Justice Rehnquist which announces the 
judgment of the Court pays relatively little attention to specifics concerning the 
monument’s text, but does describe the symbols surrounding it: 
 

An eagle grasping the American flag, an eye inside of a pyramid, and two small tablets 
with what appears to be an ancient script are carved above the text of the Ten 

                                                 
24 Van Orden v. Perry, dissent by Justice Stevens with whom Justice Ginsburg joins, pp. 1-2: omitting 
internal quotation marks and formatting line breaks parallel to the monument. A photograph of the 
monument, included as an Appendix to Justice Stevens’ dissent, is reproduced here as Appendix 1. The 
website of the Fraternal Order of Eagles includes a photograph of a newer monument with identical text: 
www.foe.com/tencommandments/monolith.html (10/25/05). The monument pictured on the Eagles’ 
website was dedicated August 18, 2005 at the organization’s headquarters in Grove City Ohio. 
25 Harry M. Buck, People of the Lord. NY: Macmillan, 1966, p. 261. 
26 Ibid. 
27 The situation is further complicated by (a) an element of the story according to which Moses smashes the 
original tablets and then has to manufacture replacements (Exodus 32: 15-19, Exodus 34: 1-4, 27-28 and 
Deuteronomy 10:1-5) and even more so by (b) another passage in Exodus (34:1-28) that substitutes a very 
different set of rules and regulations. Many Biblical scholars account for these differences according to one 
or another version of the Graf-Wellhasuen hypothesis, assuming four or more separate sources: J (the 
Yahwist tradition which consistently refers to the divine being via the Tetragrammaton: an arrangement of 
four Hebrew letters alternately rendered in English as YHWH or JHVH), E (the Elohist tradition which 
consistently refers to the divine being as “El” or “Elohim”), D (the Deuteronomic framework which 
focuses on laws, rules, and regulations), and P (the Priestly tradition). See Buck, People of the Lord, pp. 99-
103, 262, 399-406 and B.A. Robinson, “The Ten Commandments (a.k.a. The Decalog): Its text, authors, & 
format”: www.religioustolerance.org/chr_10c4.htm, accessed 10/25/05, last updated 8/17/05. 
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Commandments. Below the text are two Stars of David and the superimposed Greek 
letters Chi and Rho, which represent Christ. The bottom of the monument bears the 
inscription “PRESENTED TO THE PEOPLE AND YOUTH OF TEXAS BY THE 
FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES OF TEXAS 1961.” (p. 2) 

 
Case History, Part 1: Setting the Stage 
 
Despite the size, location, and religious content of the monument, the Texas case was 
considered by many legal analysts to be the “easy” one.28  The monument was a 
(presumably unsolicited) gift from a private, nondenominational organization that also 
bore the costs of erecting it.  The inscription at the bottom of the monument serves both 
to acknowledge and identify that source. Although located on state grounds, it does not 
stand alone; nor is it given an especially prominent position. Rather, it is one of “17 
monuments and 21 historical markers commemorating the ‘people, ideals, and events that 
compose Texan identity.’”29  The state of Texas has “specifically endorsed” nine of the 
seventeen monuments, signified by the addition of a state or Lone Star seal, but such is 
not the case for the Ten Commandments monolith.30 Other monuments and markers also 
contain religious symbols or references, including a symbol of Aztec prophecy as well as 
a Confederate Seal containing the inscription Deo Vindice (“God will judge”).31 
According to arguments presented by the state, a replica of the Seal of Mexico displayed 
on the tour path of the Capitol, “acknowledges the mystical traditions of the indigenous 
people of the Southwest, who were displaced by a religious Catholic regime for some 300 
years.”32 
 
The Capitol and its surrounding grounds, originally dedicated May 16, 1888, are 
recognized as “a protected National Historic Landmark maintained by the State 
Preservation Board.”33 Even those who oppose the Ten Commandments monument have 
stipulated that it is “an element of a legally-protected National Historic Landmark.”34 
Moreover, the state of Texas argued, the monument “is displayed in a museum setting.”35 
To support this argument, the State noted that: (a) “the Curator of the Capitol is a 
professional museum curator, with an advanced degree in museum science,” (b) “the 
Texas State Preservation Board qualifies as a museum as defined by federal statute,” (c) 

                                                 
28 See, for example, Slate senior editor and legal analyst Dahlia Lithwick, “Take Two Tablets: The 
Supreme Court picks through the rubble of its Ten Commandments jurisprudence.” Posted Wednesday, 
March 2, 2005, at 5:03 PM ET: www.slate.com/id/2114258, 10/25/05. In an NPR interview on Day to Day, 
3/2/05, she characterized Van Orden v. Perry as the “good case” and McCreary County et al. v. ACLU as 
the “bad case”: www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4519800, 10/25/05. 
29 Rehnquist, Van Order v. Perry, p. 1, citing Tex. H. Con. Res. 38, 77th Leg. (2001). 
30 Greg Abbott, oral arguments in Van Order v. Perry, p. 32, cf. 43. 
31 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, decision filed 11/12/2003, p. 3. Available on the Internet at:  
http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/data2/circs/5th/0251184cv0p.pdf, 10/25/05. 
32 Ibid. p. 13. 
33 Ibid. p. 2.  
34 Ibid. p. 2, note 1. 
35 Ibid. p. 14. 
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the board “employs, among others, three professional curators with graduate degrees in 
history and museum science,” (d) they “maintain the historic artifacts of the Capitol 
Collection, including an art collection with an estimated value of twenty to thirty million 
dollars,” and (e) they offer “educational programs and brochures, including guided tours 
of the Capitol Building.”36 
 
The monument is not located near the main entry to the Capitol, on its south side, but 
rather on the opposite side of the building, between the Capitol and the Supreme Court 
building.37 It requires “virtually no maintenance”38 and has stood in the same location 
without causing controversy for forty years. Even Thomas van Orden, the former defense 
attorney who filed suit in the matter, encountered the monument on a frequent basis for 
six years before taking legal action.39 
 
Mr. Van Orden, a native Texan, was raised in a Methodist family and received his law 
degree from Southern Methodist University. He has more recently described himself as 
(a) “a religious pluralist” and (b) “not religious.”40 On the subject of this case, he has 
been quoted as saying: 
 

I have nothing against the Ten Commandments. I grew up with the Ten 
Commandments. I didn’t sue Christianity or Judaism. I sued the government. It was 
filed to uphold the principles of the First Amendment.41 

 
Irrespective of motivation or background, Mr. Van Orden’s lawsuit against Governor 
Rick Perry et al. led to a bench trial in which the United States District Court for the 
Western District of Texas “considered documents, testimony, and an extensive stipulation 
of facts filed by the parties.”42 As summarized by Chief Justice Rehnquist: 
 

…the District Court held that the monument did not contravene the Establishment 
Clause. It found that the State had a valid secular purpose in recognizing and 
commending the Eagles for their efforts to reduce juvenile delinquency. The District 
Court also determined that a reasonable observer, mindful of the history, purpose, and 
context, would not conclude that this passive monument conveyed the message that the 
State was seeking to endorse religion.43 

 

                                                 
36 Ibid. pp. 13-14. 
37 Ibid. pp. 4-5. See Appendix 2 (a map of the grounds, showing markers, monuments, and buildings) and 
Appendix 3 (a photograph of the area taken from the north side of the Capitol). Both items are taken from 
Appendices to Justice Breyer’s opinion in Van Order v. Perry (2005). 
38 Ibid. p. 4. 
39 Rehnquist, Van Order v. Perry, p. 2. 
40 Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance, www.religioustolerance.org/chr10cj3.htm, originally 
written: 3/2/05. Accessed 10/25/05. 
41 Ibid. 
42 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, p. 2. Op. cit. 
43 Rehnquist, Van Order v. Perry, pp. 2-3. 
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Mr. Van Orden appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. In a 
unanimous opinion filed November 12, 2003, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the ruling of the 
District Court (351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003)). 
 
In Part I of their ruling, the Fifth Circuit summarized pertinent details concerning the 
origin and placement of the monument. Part II set forth the disagreement between the 
plaintiff and the State concerning: (a) the purpose of the display and (b) the manner in 
which the monument would be perceived by “a reasonable observer.” Concerning the 
first, the plaintiff rejected the State’s claim to a secular purpose, arguing instead that: 
 

…Texas “accepted” the monument “for the purpose of promoting the Commandments 
as a personal code of conduct for youths and [b]ecause the Commandments are a 
sectarian religious code, their promotion and endorsement by the State as a personal 
code contravenes the First Amendment.”44 

 
Concerning the second, he asserted that: 
 

…a reasonable viewer would perceive the display of the decalogue as a State 
advancement and endorsement of religion favoring the Jewish and Christian faiths.45 

 
The State replied that: 
 

…the display serves a secular purpose as found by the district court and a reasonable 
observer would not conclude that the State is seeking to advance, endorse, or promote 
religion by its display. …[A] reasonable person touring the Capitol Building and its 
historical grounds would not see the display of the decalogue as State endorsement of 
religion. Rather, with its simple presentation and location between the Capitol Building 
and the Texas Supreme Court Building, a reasonable viewer would see the monument 
as a recognition of the large role of the decalogue in the development of Texas law. 
Equally, with its proximity to the pioneer woman holding a child and to the figures of 
children at play, it would be seen as a fit location to express appreciation for the work 
of the Eagles with American youth.46 

 
Case History, Part 2: Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971) 
 
In Parts III-IV of their ruling, the Fifth Circuit applied the so-called “Lemon test” to the 
case: 
 

In its thirty-two year life, Lemon v. Kurtzman (403 U.S. 602 (1971)) has been 
criticized but remains a required starting point in deciding contentions that state 
displays of symbols and writings with a religious message are contrary to the First 
Amendment. Its three-part test requires that a court consider (1) whether the 

                                                 
44 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, p. 5. Op. cit. 
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. pp. 5-6. 
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government activity in question has a secular purpose, (2) whether the activity’s 
primary effect advances or inhibits religion, and (3) whether the government activity 
fosters an excessive entanglement with religion (Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 
583 (1987)).47 
 

As we will see below, the judicial precedence of Lemon v. Kurtzman casts a long shadow, 
also playing a pivotal yet controversial role in McCreary County et al. v. ACLU. Together 
with two other cases that were heard concurrently – Early v. DiCenso (1971) and 
Robinson v. DiCenso (1971) – Lemon v. Kurtzman tested the constitutionality of statutes 
in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island that used state revenue to support teaching secular 
subjects in church-related schools. 
 
Writing for the majority, Chief Justice Burger noted the lack of clear lines of demarcation 
as well the opaque language of the Establishment Clause. After identifying “three main 
evils against which the Establishment Clause was intended to afford protection,” he 
proceeded to set forth the three prongs of the Lemon test referenced by the Fifth Circuit 
Court of Appeals in Van Orden v. Perry (above): 
 

In Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947), this Court upheld a state statute 
that reimbursed the parents of parochial school children for bus transportation expenses. 
There MR. JUSTICE BLACK, writing for the majority, suggested that the decision 
carried to “the verge” of forbidden territory under the Religion Clauses… Candor 
compels acknowledgment, moreover, that we can only dimly perceive the lines of 
demarcation in this extraordinarily sensitive area of constitutional law.  

The language of the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment is at best opaque, 
particularly when compared with other portions of the Amendment. Its authors did not 
simply prohibit the establishment of a state church or a state religion, an area history 
shows they regarded as very important and fraught with great dangers. Instead they 
commanded that there should be “no law respecting an establishment of religion.” A 
law may be one “respecting” the forbidden objective while falling short of its total 
realization. A law “respecting” the proscribed result, that is, the establishment of 
religion, is not always easily identifiable as one violative of the Clause. A given law 
might not establish a state religion but nevertheless be one “respecting” that end in the 
sense of being a step that could lead to such establishment and hence offend the First 
Amendment. 

In the absence of precisely stated constitutional prohibitions, we must draw lines with 
reference to the three main evils against which the Establishment Clause was intended 
to afford protection: “sponsorship, financial support, and active involvement of the 
sovereign in religious activity.” Walz v. Tax Commission, 397 U.S. 664, 668 (1970).  

Every analysis in this area must begin with consideration of the cumulative criteria 
developed by the Court over many years. Three such tests may be gleaned from our 
cases. First, the statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its principal or 
primary effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion, Board of 

                                                 
47 Ibid. p. 6. 
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Education v. Allen, 392 U.S. 236, 243 (1968); finally, the statute must not foster “an 
excessive government entanglement with religion.” Walz, supra, at 674.48 

 
In terms of the widely acknowledged opacity of language, note Chief Justice Burger’s 
rather strange reading of the term “respecting” in the second paragraph (above). Rather 
than taking the term as generally synonymous with the phrase “with respect to” – which I 
suggest is the most natural reading – he imbued it with content similar to that of serving 
as a potential means to an end, speaking of steps along a path that could (not necessarily 
would, but could) lead to establishment. 
 
Note next that there is no clear logical connection between the first two evils he identified 
(sponsorship and financial support) and the first two tests he enunciated in the following 
paragraph (secular purpose and neither advancing nor inhibiting religion).  There is, 
however, an apparent link between the third evil (active involvement of the sovereign in 
religious activity) and the third test (excessive government entanglement with religion). 
 
Finally, note that Chief Justice Burger did not attempt to support any of the three tests 
with arguments based on careful, critical, and consensual reading of the Constitution 
itself. Indeed, his discussion of Establishment Clause language seems to acknowledge 
that any attempt to construct such a reading would be fruitless. Moreover, he did not 
attempt to support any of the three tests with arguments based on agreements concerning 
the intentions of framers of the First Amendment. Instead, he grounded the tests solely on 
the basis of case history: “the cumulative criteria developed by the Court over many 
years.”49 
 
Applying these tests to the cases in question, Chief Justice Burger acknowledged the 
secular purpose of the Pennsylvania and Rhode Island statutes (giving them a pass on the 
first test) and sidestepped the question of whether their principal or primary effect is one 
that neither advances nor inhibits religion (in effect, holding them harmless as regards the 
second test). They did not, however, fare so well on the third test: “…the cumulative 
impact of the entire relationship arising under the statutes in each State involves 
excessive entanglement between government and religion.”50 
 
Even after setting forth the three tests that have become the juristic core of Lemon v. 
Kurtzman, Chief Justice Burger – in making his case for excessive entanglement – found 
it necessary to reiterate the Court’s inability to draw precise, definitive lines on the basis 
of clearly articulated rules: 
 

Our prior holdings do not call for total separation between church and state; total 
separation is not possible in an absolute sense. Some relationship between government 
and religious organizations is inevitable… Judicial caveats against entanglement must 

                                                 
48 Lemon v. Kurtzman 403 U.S. 602 (1971), pp. 611-613. www.justia.us/us/403/602/case.html, 11/11/05. 
49 Ibid. p. 612. 
50 Ibid. p. 613. 
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recognize that the line of separation, far from being a “wall,” is a blurred, indistinct, and 
variable barrier depending on all the circumstances of a particular relationship.  

This is not to suggest, however, that we are to engage in a legalistic minuet in which 
precise rules and forms must govern. A true minuet is a matter of pure form and style, 
the observance of which is itself the substantive end. Here we examine the form of the 
relationship for the light that it casts on the substance.51 

 
Case History, Part 3: Applying Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971) to Van Orden v. Perry 
 
As indicated above, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit treated 
Lemon v. Kurtzman as a controversial but unavoidable judicial framework for their 
analysis of Van Orden v. Perry.52  Because the plaintiff conceded that excessive 
entanglement is not an issue, the court restricted specific discussion to the first two tests 
(secular purpose and neither advancing nor inhibiting religion).53 
 
The Fifth Circuit observed that the Supreme Court has “refined” the two tests as follows: 
 

A display has the purpose of endorsing religion when it “‘convey[s] or attempt[s] to 
convey a message that religion or a particular religious belief is favored or preferred.’”54 

And to determine whether it has the effect of endorsing religion we ask “what viewers 
may fairly understand to be the purpose of the display.”55 

 
The Fifth Circuit then noted: 
 

Religion and government cannot be ruthlessly separated without encountering other 
First Amendment constraints, including its guaranty of the free exercise of religion. 
Such hostility toward religion is not only not required; it is proscribed.56 

In sum, we recognize that proper application of First Amendment principles demands a 
sense of proportion and that our inquiry is fact-sensitive. Ultimately, we have the 
delicate task of placing this display of the decalogue in its full setting.57 

 
The court turned first to the question of secular purpose. While “[t]he district court found 
that the purpose of the legislature was ‘to recognize and commend a private organization 
for its efforts to reduce juvenile delinquency’ … [t]he plaintiff … contends that it was not 

                                                 
51 Ibid. p. 614. 
52 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, p. 6. Op. cit. 
53 Ibid. pp. 6-7. 
54 Ibid. p. 7: citing Allegheny, 492 U.S. at 593 and quoting Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 70 (1985) 
(O’Connor, J., concurring)). 
55 Ibid: citing Allegheny, 492 U.S. at 595 and quoting Lynch, 465 U.S. at 692 (O’Connor, J., concurring)). 
56 Ibid. p. 8: referencing Lynch, 465 U.S. at 673. 
57 Ibid. p. 9. 
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the true purpose.”58  The Court acknowledged that the Legislature “cannot dictate the 
finding of secular purpose by a bland recitation” but argued that: 
 

The finding of the district court here, however, rests on two powerful realities. First, 
there is nothing in either the legislative record or the events attending the monument’s 
installation to contradict the secular reasons laid out in the legislative record, brief as it 
is; there is nothing to suggest that the Legislature did not share the concern about 
juvenile delinquency. Second, Texas has a record of honoring the contributions of 
donors and those they represent, contrary to plaintiff’s unsupported argument… There 
is nothing to suggest that the recited reason was a sham, and the State’s treatment of 
other monuments on the Capitol grounds belies any such suggestion. Without more, 
then, the recited legislative purpose should be accepted.59 

 
In terms of “whether the primary effect of the display advances or inhibits religion as 
seen from the eyes of a reasonable observer, informed and aware of his surroundings,”60 
the Fifth Circuit considered first the museum-like setting of the monument.61  Because 
“[t]he Ten Commandments have both a religious and secular message,” the court stressed 
the necessity of focusing on “the specific facts and context of the display.”62  To support 
their strategy, they quoted Justice Blackmun: 
 

[T]he effect of the display depends upon the message that the government’s practice 
communicates: the question is “what viewers may fairly understand to be the purpose of 
the display.” That inquiry, of necessity, turns upon the context in which the contested 
object appears: “[A] typical museum setting, though not neutralizing the religious 
content of a religious painting, negates any message of endorsement of that content.”63 

 
Without accepting the State’s museum analogy in full – and without indicating which 
parts they accepted, which parts they did not, and why – the court nonetheless concluded: 
 

…the manner in which the seventeen monuments are presented on the grounds portion 
of the Capitol tour supports the conclusion that a reasonable viewer would not see this 
display either as a State endorsement of the Commandment’s religious message or as 
excluding those who would not subscribe to its religious statements.64 

 
While they could have left it at that, the court continued with an intriguing argument that 
must have baffled those on both sides of the issue: 
 

                                                 
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. pp. 9-10: omitting notes. 
60 Ibid. p. 12. 
61 See above: paragraph 2 of the section titled “Case History, Part 1: Setting the Stage.” 
62 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, p. 12. Op. cit. 
63 Ibid: quoting Allegheny, 492 U.S. at 595 (citing Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. at 687 (O’Connor, J., 
concurring, embracing Justice O’Connor’s concurring opinion in Lynch)). 
64 Ibid. p. 14. 
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Even those who would see the decalogue as wise counsel born of man’s experience 
rather than as divinely inspired religious teaching cannot deny its influence upon the 
civil and criminal laws of this country. That extraordinary influence has been repeatedly 
acknowledged by the Supreme Court and detailed by scholars. Equally so is its 
influence upon ethics and the ideal of a just society. A reasonable viewer must also be 
aware of the placement of the monument at a point on the direct line between the 
legislative chambers, the executive office of the governor, and the Supreme Court 
Building. It is plainly linked with those houses of the law while standing apart and not 
physically connected to any of them. The decalogue is presented as relevant to these 
law-giving instruments of State government, but from a distance.65 

 
Note the phases: “plainly linked … while standing apart” and “relevant … but from a 
distance.” It is not quite doublespeak, but it sure is hard to sink your teeth into.  
 
Again, the Fifth Circuit could have left the matter at that; but Part V of their opinion 
presents a final argument that influenced Justice Breyer’s swing vote on the Supreme Court 
and thus may well constitute the turning point of the case.66 
 

History matters here. For forty-two years, the monument has stood in Austin without 
the filing of any legal complaint. This quiescence is remarkable for Travis County, the 
seat of state government and the home of the University of Texas, whose campus is a 
stone’s throw away from the Capitol grounds. This Court is well aware that Travis 
County is not lacking in persons willing and able to seek judicial relief from perceived 
interferences with constitutional rights. Had this monument been recently installed, the 
inference of religious purpose would have been stronger. That it has been in place for so 
long adds force to the contention that the legislature had a secular purpose.67 

 
To support their “history matters” line of reasoning, the court quoted Judge Becker: 
 

The reasonable observer would perceive an historic plaque as less of an endorsement of 
religion than a more recent religious display not because the Ten Commandments have 
lost their religious significance, but because the maintenance of this plaque sends a 
much different message about the religious views of the County…. The reasonable 
observer, knowing the age of the … plaque, would regard the decision to leave it in 
place as motivated, in significant part, by the desire to preserve a longstanding plaque.68 

 
They then reiterated their dual-message position: 
 

                                                 
65 Ibid. p. 15. 
66 In fact, given the critical role that Justice Breyer’s swing vote played in the disposition of the two cases, 
this argument takes on added significance. The judicial landscape would be very different from what it is 
today if the Supreme Court were to have struck down (or upheld) both the Kentucky and Texas displays. 
67 351 F.3d 173 (5th Cir. 2003) Case 02-51184, p. 16: omitting notes. Op. cit. 
68 Ibid. pp. 16-17: quoting Freethought Soc. of Greater Philadelphia v. Chester County, 334 F.3d 247, 265 
(3rd Cir. 2003). 
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We are not persuaded that a reasonable viewer touring the Capitol and its grounds, 
informed of its history and its placement, would conclude that the State is endorsing the 
religious rather than the secular message of the decalogue.69 

 
By way of conclusion, the Fifth Circuit made a thinly veiled, but undeveloped analogy 
between the Texas display and another, more famous one in Washington, DC: 
 

A display of Moses with the Ten Commandments such as the one located in the United 
States Supreme Court building makes a plain statement about the decalogue’s divine 
origin. Yet in context even that message does not drown its secular message. So it is 
here. 70 

 
 

Kentucky: McCreary County et al. v. ACLU 
 
Testing the Test: Establishment Clause Jurisprudence on Trial 
 
As noted previously, Van Orden v. Perry was widely regarded as “the easy case.”71 The 
plaintiff’s appeal, for example, presented the Supreme Court with a single question 
concerning a specific display: 
 

Whether a large monument, 6 feet high and 3 feet wide, presenting the Ten 
Commandments, located on government property between the Texas State Capitol and 
the Texas Supreme Court, is an impermissible establishment of religion in violation of 
the First Amendment.72 

 
By contrast, the appeal of McCreary County et al. v. ACLU presented the Court with four 
questions, only two of which are display-specific: 
 

1. Whether the Establishment Clause is violated by a privately donated display on 
government property that includes eleven equal size frames containing an 
explanation of the display along with nine historical documents and symbols that 
played a role in the development of American law and government where only one 
of the framed documents is the Ten Commandments and the remaining documents 
and symbols are secular. 

2. Whether a prior display by the government in a courthouse containing the Ten 
Commandments that was enjoined by a court permanently taints and thereby 
precludes any future display by the same government when the subsequent display 
articulates a secular purpose and where the Ten Commandments is a minority 
among numerous other secular historical documents and symbols. 

                                                 
69 Ibid. p. 17. 
70 Ibid. p. 18. 
71 See above: Texas: Van Orden v. Perry – Case History, Part 1: Setting the Stage. 
72 www.supremecourtus.gov/qp/03-01500qp.pdf, 10/25/05. 
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3. Whether the Lemon test should be overruled since the test is unworkable and has 
fostered excessive confusion in Establishment Clause jurisprudence. 

4. Whether a new test for Establishment Clause purposes should be set forth by this 
Court when the government displays or recognizes historical expressions of 
religion.73 

 
Because the final two questions in McCreary challenge the foundations on which courts 
throughout the United States have decided Establishment Clause cases for 34 years, the 
Supreme Court was presented with the extraordinary challenge/opportunity to either: (a) 
defend and reaffirm the original ruling in Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971), (b) refine and/or 
redefine that ruling, possibly reaffirming some prongs of the three-part test while 
rejecting or revising others, (c) discard the Lemon test in favor of some new set of rules, 
(d) retain some version of the Lemon test but augment or strengthen it via the addition of 
new rules, or (e) set forth a new judicial understanding of the Establishment Clause 
(including but not limited to the possibility that it neither endorses nor precludes displays 
similar to those in Kentucky and Texas).  It is a wide range of vastly different options 
but, based on the ten opinions filed by the nine justices in these two cases, there is no 
option so unusual that it will not appeal to at least some members of the Court. 
 
Two Counties, Three Displays – Or Was That Three Counties, Five Displays? 
 
American Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky, et al. v. McCreary County, Kentucky, et al. 
(No. 01-5935) – on appeal from the United States District Court for the Eastern District 
of Kentucky at London (Nos. 99-00507, 99-00508, and 99-00509: Jennifer B. Coffman, 
District Judge) – was argued before the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth 
Circuit on December 4, 2002. Fifty-four weeks later, in a sharply divided and contentious 
decision filed December 18, 2003, the court upheld the district court’s order “granting 
Plaintiffs’ motion for a supplemental preliminary injunction prohibiting Defendants from 
displaying copies of the Ten Commandments.”74 In a section titled “Procedural History,” 
the Sixth Circuit Court described the origins of the case: 
 

On November 18, 1999, seven individuals in three Kentucky counties (McCreary 
County, Harlan County, and Pulaski County) along with the American Civil Liberties 
Union (“ACLU”) filed three lawsuits in the United States District Court for the Eastern 
District of Kentucky, alleging that these counties had erected displays consisting of 

                                                 
73 www.supremecourtus.gov/qp/03-01693qp.pdf, 10/25/05. Compare these four questions with the final 
four presented in the Writ of Certiorari filed in Harlan County, Kentucky; Tim Saylor as Superintendent of 
the Harlan County School Board v. ACLU of Kentucky, et al. Note, especially, section V which concludes: 
“The Circuits are fractured. This Court should resolve the conflict and bring clarity to the Establishment 
Clause” (p. 27): http://docket.medill.northwestern.edu/archives/KY_v._ACLU_certiorari.pdf, 10/25/05. For 
additional information concerning Harlan County v. ACLU and its relationship to McCreary v. ACLU, see 
below: “Two Counties, Three Displays – Or Was That Three Counties, Five Displays?” 
74 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003) – Electronic Citation: 2003 FED App. 0447P (6th Cir.): available online at 
http://laws.lp.findlaw.com/6th/03a0447p.html 10/25/05 and www.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/03a0447p-
06.pdf, 11/13/05: Opinion, p. 2.  Page numbers cited henceforth refer to the PDF version. 
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framed copies of the Ten Commandments in the county courthouses of McCreary and 
Pulaski Counties, as well as in the schools of the Harlan County School District, in 
violation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. Plaintiffs sought a 
declaration that the displays were unconstitutional, as well as preliminary and 
permanent injunctive relief enjoining the counties from continuing their display of the 
Ten Commandments.75 

 
An extensive footnote to the first sentence provides crucial detail regarding consolidation 
of the cases:  
 

The three lawsuits were considered as one by the district court, and are so considered on 
appeal. See ACLU of Ky. v. McCreary County, Ky., 96 F. Supp. 2d 679, 682 n.2 (E.D. 
Ky. 2000) (“This is one of three companion cases, simultaneously filed, which attack 
such displays. Any minimal variances among the three displays possess no legal 
significance for the purpose of the motions now pending before the court. Having 
observed that the case records also share similar complaints, memoranda, and motions 
and that the three cases share identical lead counsel on both sides, the court combined 
the three for oral argument and today enters virtually identical opinions—with 
necessary but slight factual variations—in all three.”). The three opinions of which the 
district court spoke are as follows: ACLU of Ky. v. McCreary County, Ky., 96 F. Supp. 
2d 679 (E.D. Ky. 2000) (“McCreary I”); ACLU of Ky v. Pulaski County, Ky., 96 F. 
Supp. 2d 691 (E.D. Ky. 2000); Doe v. Harlan County Sch. Dist., 96 F. Supp. 2d 667 
(E.D. Ky. 2000). The district court eventually consolidated the three cases under case 
number 99-507. All Defendants filed a single notice of appeal from the district court’s 
June 22, 2001, order granting Plaintiffs’ motion for a supplemental preliminary 
injunction. ACLU of Ky. v. McCreary County, Ky., 145 F. Supp. 2d 845 (E.D. Ky. 
2001) (“McCreary II) (order granting Plaintiffs’ motion for supplemental preliminary 
injunction).76 

 
The cases remained conjoined in this fashion until they reached the Supreme Court. At 
that time, McCreary and Pulaski Counties filed a joint Petition for a Writ of Certiorari 
while Harlan County filed a second one. The Supreme Court case of McCreary v. ACLU 
(2005) focused exclusively on the displays of McCreary and Pulaski Counties, holding 
the petition of Harlan County for possible review at a later date. On June 28, 2005, the 
day after they issued a ruling in McCreary v. ACLU, the Supreme Court denied Harlan 
County’s petition. 
 
Round One: Simple Displays 
 
In the summer of 1999, officials in McCreary County and Pulaski County hung privately 
donated copies of the Ten Commandments in their respective courthouses. The McCreary 
County display was erected pursuant to an order of the county legislative body, signed by 

                                                 
75 Ibid. Section I.A. Procedural History, pp. 2-3. 
76 Ibid. p.3, note 1. 
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the county Judge Executive.77 The order required “the display [to] be posted in ‘a very 
high traffic area’ of the courthouse”78 and the Sixth District noted that it was “readily 
visible to the plaintiffs and the other county citizens who use the courthouse to conduct 
civic business, to obtain or renew driver’s licenses and permits, to register cars, to pay 
local taxes, and to register to vote.”79  In Pulaski County,  
 

…the Commandments were hung in a ceremony presided over by the county Judge-
Executive, who called them “good rules to live by” and who recounted the story of an 
astronaut who became convinced “there must be a divine God” after viewing the Earth 
from the moon. The Judge-Executive was accompanied by the pastor of his church, 
who called the Commandments “a creed of ethics” and told the press after the ceremony 
that displaying the Commandments was “one of the greatest things the judge could have 
done to close out the millennium.”80 

 
Justice Souter, writing for the majority in McCreary v. ACLU (2005), described the 
displays as “large, gold-framed copies of an abridged text of the King James version of 
the Ten Commandments, including a citation to the Book of Exodus.”81 Specifically, the 
text presented in these displays was the following: 
 

Thou shalt have no other gods before me. 
Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven images. 
Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain. 
Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. 
Honor thy father and thy mother. 
Thou shalt not kill. 
Thou shalt not commit adultery. 
Thou shalt not steal. 
Thou shalt not bear false witness. 
Thou shalt not covet. 

                                                 
77 The Petition for Writ of Certiorari clarifies that “Judge Executives” are “neither lawyers nor judges. The 
title … is given to the chief elected administrative official for each county”: available online at 
www.abanet.org/publiced/preview/briefs/pdfs_04-05/03-1693Pet.pdf, p. ii. 
78 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), p. 2: citing 96 F. Supp. 2d 679, 684 (ED Ky. 2000). 
79 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section I.B. Facts, p. 5: citing McCreary I at 684 and Pulaski at 695. Cf. 
Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), p. 2.  The Petition for Writ of Certiorari in McCreary v. ACLU 
clarifies that: “The Foundations Display is in the lobby hallway of both courthouses, not in the courtroom 
or any other official place of business” (p. 4). 
80 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), p. 2: citing Dodson, Commonwealth Journal, Jul. 25, 1999, p. 
A1, col. 2 and A2, col. 3, in Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Injunction in 
Civ. A. No. 99–509 (ED Ky.): internal quotation marks omitted. Cf. 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section 
I.B. Facts. 
81 Ibid. p. 2. The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals did not include details concerning the color of the frames. 
Nor did they comment concerning the size of the displays. 
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Exodus 20:3–17.82 
 
Meanwhile, in Harlan County, the School District posted the Ten Commandments in 
classrooms. As noted by the Sixth Circuit, these displays, like those in the courthouses, 
 

…initially consisted of “framed copies of one version of the Ten Commandments which 
were not part of larger educational, historical or retrospective exhibits.”83 

 
The Petition for Writ of Certiorari in McCreary v. ACLU clarifies the historical, 
conceptual, and physical context of the courthouse displays: 
 

Each courthouse contains numerous other historical documents… In McCreary, there 
are 58 historical documents posted in the Executive’s office, 41 in the waiting room, 
124 in the side entrance to the courthouse, 33 in the fiscal courtroom, and 28 in the 
conference room. As part of the 200th anniversary in 1999, Pulaski added numerous 
historical documents in the Executive’s office, in the lobby, in the side entrance to the 
courthouse, in the fiscal courtroom, and in the conference room.84 

 
Round Two: Expanded Displays 
 
Within a month after the ACLU filed lawsuits on November 18, 1999 - before the District 
Court had issued a response – each county chose to amend their displays by making the 
Ten Commandments part of a larger exhibit. The legislative bodies of McCreary County 
and Pulaski County passed “nearly identical resolutions” authorizing the new displays.85 
According to those resolutions, the Ten Commandments are “the precedent legal code 
upon which the civil and criminal codes of … Kentucky are founded.”86  The resolutions 
further state:  
 

…that “the Ten Commandments are codified in Kentucky’s civil and criminal laws”; 
that the Kentucky House of Representatives had in 1993 “voted unanimously … to 
adjourn … ‘in remembrance and honor of Jesus Christ, the Prince of Ethics’”; that the 
“County Judge and … magistrates agree with the arguments set out by Judge [Roy] 
Moore” in defense of his “display [of] the Ten Commandments in his courtroom”; and 
that the “Founding Father[s] [had an] explicit understanding of the duty of elected 
officials to publicly acknowledge God as the source of America’s strength and 
direction.”87  

                                                 
82 Ibid. p. 3 (omitting internal quotation marks): citing Def. Exh. 9 in Memorandum in Support of 
Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss in Civ. A. No. 99–507 (ED Ky.) and noting: “This text comes from a 
record exhibit showing the Pulaski County Commandments that were part of the County’s first and second 
displays. The District Court found that the displays in each County were functionally identical. 96 F. Supp. 
2d 679, 682, n. 2 (ED Ky. 2000); 96 F. Supp. 2d 691, 693, n. 2 (ED Ky. 2000).” 
83 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section I.B. Facts, p. 6: quoting Harlan at 671. 
84 Petition for Writ of Certiorari in McCreary v. ACLU, p.4. 
85 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), p. 4. 
86 Ibid. citing Def. Exh. 1, at 1–3, 6. 
87 Ibid. 
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The modified Courthouse displays included a copy of the county’s resolution, and 
privately donated copies of the following:  
 

(1) an excerpt from the Declaration of Independence; (2) the Preamble to the 
Constitution of Kentucky; (3) the national motto of “In God We Trust”; (4) a page from 
the Congressional Record of Wednesday, February 2, 1983, Vol. 129, No. 8, declaring 
it the Year of the Bible and including a copy of the Ten Commandments; (5) a 
proclamation by President Abraham Lincoln designating April 30, 1863 a National Day 
of Prayer and Humiliation; (6) an excerpt from President Lincoln’s “Reply to Loyal 
Colored People of Baltimore upon Presentation of a Bible” reading, “The Bible is the 
best gift God has ever given to man.”; (7) a proclamation by President Ronald Reagan 
marking 1983 the Year of the Bible; and (8) the Mayflower Compact.88  

 
In addition to these documents, the Harlan County school displays included “a recently 
enacted Kentucky statute, K.R.S. 158.195, which the defendants allege permits the 
posting of the Ten Commandments; and …a Harlan County School Board resolution 
permitting the posting of the Ten Commandments.”89 The Sixth Circuit Court also noted 
that, in all three exhibits, although some of the added documents were “displayed in their 
entirety, the defendants [] excerpted a small portion of others to include only that 
document’s reference to God or the Bible with little or no surrounding text.”90 
 
Note that item #4, the Congressional Record of February 2, 1983 – which reprints a Joint 
Resolution of Congress declaring 1983 to be “Year of the Bible.” (J.A. 208.) – includes 
the text of the Ten Commandments. Court records reflect some confusion as to whether a 
separate, stand-alone copy of the Ten Commandments was displayed as well.  Justice 
Souter acknowledges the factual uncertainty in a footnote, but concludes: “Like the 
District Court, we find our analysis applies equally to either format.”91 
 
According to documents reviewed by the Sixth Circuit, the modifications noted above 
reflect “an attempt to bring the display[s] within the parameters of the First Amendment 
and to insulate themselves from suit.”92  If the counties expected to appease either the 
ACLU or the courts, they were sadly mistaken.  The district court conducted a hearing on 
April 20, 2000. Two weeks later, on May 5, 2000, the court ruled that “the amended 
displays failed the ‘purpose’ and ‘effect’ prongs of the three-part test set out in Lemon v. 

                                                 
88 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section I.B. Facts, p. 6: citing McCreary I at 684 and Pulaski at 695-96. 
Cf. Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), pp. 4-5. 
89 Ibid. citing Harlan at 672. 
90 Ibid. pp. 6-7: citing McCreary I at 684; Pulaski at 696; Harlan at 672. According to the Petition for Writ 
of Certiorari in Harlan v. ACLU: “Most of the documents were included in their entirety, but the excerpted 
portions of the Declaration of Independence and the quote from President Lincoln presented primarily the 
religious references in the documents” (p. 3). 
91 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), pp. 4-5, note 4. Cf. 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section 
II.B.1.a.i.a. School displays. 
92 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003), p. 6: citing McCreary I at 684. 
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Kurtzman … in that they lacked a secular purpose and had the effect of endorsing 
religion.”93  Writing for the majority in the Supreme Court case that would ultimately 
ensue, Justice Souter summarized the district court’s analysis, focusing first on the 
question of secular purpose: 
 

The court’s analysis of the situation followed the three-part formulation first stated in 
Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U. S. 602 (1971). As to governmental purpose, it concluded 
that the original display “lack[ed] any secular purpose” because the Commandments 
“are a distinctly religious document, believed by many Christians and Jews to be the 
direct and revealed word of God.” Although the Counties had maintained that the 
original display was meant to be educational, “[t]he narrow scope of the display—a 
single religious text unaccompanied by any interpretation explaining its role as a 
foundational document—can hardly be said to present meaningfully the story of this 
country’s religious traditions.” The court found that the second version also “clearly 
lack[ed] a secular purpose” because the “Count[ies] narrowly tailored [their] selection 
of foundational documents to incorporate only those with specific references to 
Christianity.”94 

 
The district court’s reasoning concerning endorsement merited somewhat less attention 
from Justice Souter (in fact, only a footnote): 
 

The court also found that the display had the effect of endorsing religion: “Removed 
from their historical context and placed with other documents with which the only 
common link is religion, the documents have the undeniable effect of endorsing 
religion.”95 

 
Based on this analysis, the district court issued an order for preliminary injunctive relief, 
which not only required that the “display ... be removed from [each] County Courthouse 
IMMEDIATELY,” but further mandated that no county official “erect or cause to be 
erected similar displays.”96  The counties filed a notice of appeal to the Sixth Circuit 
Court as well as a motion to stay the injunction pending appeal. The district court denied 
the motion to stay, as did the Sixth Circuit.97  
 
After hiring new lawyers, the counties withdrew their appeal to the Sixth Circuit Court.98 
Instead, they filed a motion requesting clarification of the district court’s prohibition 
against erecting “similar displays.” According to the Petition for Writ of Certiorari in 
Harlan v. ACLU, the purpose of the motion was “to determine whether any of the 
documents could ever be re-posted in a constitutional manner.”99 The district court 
                                                 
93 Ibid. p. 7: citing McCreary II at 846 
94 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005): pp. 5-6 (omitting citations). 
95 Ibid. p. 6: note 5. 
96 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005): p. 5: citing 96 F. Supp. 2d, at 691; 96 F. Supp. 2d, at 702–
703. Cf. 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Sections I.A. Procedural History and I.B. Facts. 
97 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section I.A. Procedural History, p. 4. 
98 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005): p. 6. 
99 P. 3. Cf. Petition for Writ of Certiorari in McCreary v. ACLU, p. 2. 
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denied the motion on September 15, 2000, insisting that “the injunction speaks for 
itself.”100 
 
Round Three: Revised Displays 
 
Left to interpret the matter as they saw fit, each county constructed a new display (once 
again using materials donated by private citizens). The Courthouse exhibits were titled 
“The Foundations of American Law and Government Display.” In addition to a framed 
copy of the Ten Commandments the displays included similarly “framed copies of the 
Magna Carta, the Declaration of Independence, the Bill of Rights, the lyrics of the Star 
Spangled Banner, the Mayflower Compact, the National Motto, the Preamble to the 
Kentucky Constitution, and a picture of Lady Justice.”101  
 
The third exhibit posted in the Harlan County Public Schools differed substantially from 
the Courthouse displays, containing: 
  

(1) The full text of the Declaration of Independence. 
(2) The entire lyrics of the Star Spangled Banner 
(3) The full text of the Mayflower Compact. 
(4) The full text of the Bill of Rights.  
(5) The full text of the Magna Carta.  
(6) The National Motto. 
(7) The Preamble to the Kentucky Constitution. 
(8) A page from the Congressional Record declaring 1983 to be the Year of the Bible 
and containing the full text of the Ten Commandments. 
(9) A copy of K.R.S. 158.195. 
(10) A Resolution authorizing the display of historical documents.102  

 
A central and distinctive feature of the Harlan County exhibit is a School Board 
resolution that “opens up the walls of the Harlan County Public Schools as a limited 
public forum and establishes a procedure by which additional documents may be 
posted.”103 Concerning the aforementioned items, the resolution asserts:  
 

We believe these … documents positively contribute to the educational foundations and 
moral character of students in our schools. … [I]t is our opinion that these … 
documents, taken as a whole, are valuable examples of documents that may instill 

                                                 
100 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section I.A. Procedural History, p. 4. The District judge later 
acknowledged that “the order barring ‘no similar displays’ was unclear” (Petition for Writ of Certiorari in 
Harlan v. ACLU, p. 3: note 2). 
101 Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005): p. 13. Cf. Petition for Writ of Certiorari in McCreary v. 
ACLU, pp. 2-4 and note 3. 
102 Petition for Writ of Certiorari in Harlan v. ACLU, p. 4 (omitting references). 
103 Ibid. p. 5. 
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qualities desirable of the students in our schools, and have had particular historical 
significance in the development of this country.104 

 
The Sixth Circuit Court took note of the manner in which the Harlan County Public 
Schools exhibit included the Ten Commandments. Specifically: 
 

The Ten Commandments are included in a statement of Representative Philip M. Crane 
of Illinois in which he discusses a Joint Resolution authorizing then-President Reagan 
to declare 1983 to be the “Year of the Bible.” Representative Crane’s version of the Ten 
Commandments reads: 

1. I am the Lord thy God, thou shalt have no other gods before me. 
2. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image. 
3. Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain.  
4. Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy. 
5. Honor thy father and mother. 
6. Thou shalt not kill. 
7. Thou shalt not commit adultery. 
8. Thou shalt not steal.  
9. Thou shalt not bear false witness. 
10. Thou shalt not covet.105 

 
In sharp contrast to this relatively low-key approach, the Courthouse displays included 
separately framed copies of the Ten Commandments. Statements about the historical and 
legal significance of each document were posted as well. The explanation accompanying 
the Ten Commandments stated: 
 

The Ten Commandments have profoundly influenced the formation of Western legal 
thought and the formation of our country. That influence is clearly seen in the 
Declaration of Independence, which declared that “We hold these truths to be self-
evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 
Happiness.” The Ten Commandments provide the moral background of the Declaration 
of Independence and the foundation of our legal tradition.106 

 
Moreover, whereas the first two Courthouse displays posted an abbreviated version of the 
Ten Commandments (above), the third exhibit included considerably more text from 
Exodus 20: 3-17: 
 

Thou shalt have no other gods before me. 
Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in 
heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water underneath the earth: 

                                                 
104 As quoted by the Sixth Circuit: 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): Section I.B. Facts, p. 10. For additional 
text, see Petition for Writ of Certiorari in Harlan v. ACLU: pp. 5-7. 
105 Ibid. note 3 (omitting references). 
106 Ibid. pp. 13-14. 
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Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the LORD thy God am a 
jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and 
fourth generation of them that hate me. 
Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD thy God in vain: for the LORD will not hold 
him guiltless that taketh his name in vain. 
Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. 
Honour thy father and mother: that thy days may be long upon the land which the 
LORD thy God giveth thee. 
Thou shalt not kill. 
Thou shalt not commit adultery.  
Thou shalt not steal. 
Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.  
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s house, thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s wife, 
nor his manservant, nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor anything that is thy 
neighbour’s.107 

 
Not surprisingly, the ACLU filed a motion with the District Court to either (a) hold the 
Defendants in contempt for violating the preliminary injunction against posting “similar 
displays” or (b) issue a supplemental preliminary injunction order. The Defendants, in 
turn, argued: 
 

…that the new displays were not similar to the previous displays, and contended that 
the “purpose for the display is to educate citizens of the county regarding some of the 
documents that played a significant role in the foundation of our system of law and 
government.”108 

 
At a hearing on March 30, 2001, the District Court denied the motion for contempt. Three 
days later, on April 2, 2001, the Court entered a corresponding order denying the motion 
for contempt and urged the parties to settle the matter on their own (setting a deadline of 
April 30, 2001). On June 22, 2001, in the absence of a consensual agreement by the 
various parties in question, the Court issued a supplemental preliminary injunction 
requiring immediate removal of the displays.  Applying Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971) to the 
counties’ revised exhibits, the Court concluded that – like the ones they replaced – the 
new displays violated both the ‘purpose’ and ‘effects’ prongs of the test.109 
 
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals:  

Applying Lemon v. Kurtzman (1971) to McCreary v. ACLU 

                                                
 

 
107 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): note 2. The text is also quoted by Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU 
(2005), pp. 6-7, citing App. to Pet. for Cert. 189a. The posted document omits verses 6 and 9-11. Although 
the Sixth Circuit identifies the text as the King James Version, it differs slightly (though in relatively 
insubstantial ways) from the King James Version with which I compared it. 
108 Ibid. Section I.A. Procedural History, pp. 4-5. 
109 Ibid. p. 10. Cf. Justice Souter, McCreary v. ACLU (2005), p. 8. 
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1. Admonishing the District Court 
 
The counties appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, which 
heard the case on December 4, 2002. On December 18, 2003, a full year later, the Sixth 
Circuit Court issued a sharply split opinion upholding the supplemental preliminary 
injunction. Justice Clay delivered the opinion of the court. Justice Gibbons filed a 
separate opinion, concurring in part. Justice Ryan filed a dissenting opinion. Following a 
brief discussion of the appropriate standards for issuing a preliminary injunction, Justice 
Clay observed: 
 

While sitting en banc, this Court recently observed that although individual Supreme 
Court justices have expressed reservations regarding the test set forth in Lemon v. 
Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971) for determining whether a particular government action 
violates the Establishment Clause, …this Court, as an intermediate federal court, is 
bound to follow the Lemon test until the Supreme Court explicitly overrules or 
abandons it.110 

 
Debate concerning the first prong of the Lemon test – whether the government activity has 
a secular purpose – dominates the judicial landscape in this case. As noted above, the 
District Court also regarded the displays as violations of the second prong of the test: 
government activity that has the primary effect of advancing or inhibiting religion.  
Justice Clay expressed a similar opinion, but Justice Ryan dissented in a singularly 
pointed fashion and Justice Gibbons explicitly limited her concurrence to the question of 
secular purpose, writing: “I express no opinion as to whether the displays violate the 
‘effect/endorsement’ prong of the Lemon test.”111  Neither the District Court nor the Sixth 
Circuit Court ruled that any of the displays in question violated the third prong of the 
Lemon test: government activity that fosters an excessive entanglement with religion. 
 
Although the Sixth Circuit eventually agreed (narrowly) with the District Court that the 
displays failed to demonstrate sufficient secular purpose, they did not do so without 
substantial criticism of “the district court’s reasoning underpinning that conclusion.”112 
Such, unfortunately, is indicative of the lack of clarity that obtains throughout the judicial 
system concerning the various prongs of the Lemon test. 
 
As noted by the District Court and repeated by the Sixth Circuit, the counties articulated 
the following purposes for the final versions of their displays: 
 

(1) to erect a display containing the Ten Commandments that is constitutional; 
                                                 
110 Ibid. Section II.B.1, pp. 12-13: omitting citations and references. 
111 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003), pp. 43-44: concurring opinion by Justice Gibbons. Even her support for 
the “secular purpose” test seems guarded:  “With respect to the ‘secular purpose’ prong of the test used to 
determine the constitutionality of the current displays, as set forth by the Supreme Court in Lemon v. 
Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971), the majority opinion appropriately follows controlling precedent, and I 
generally agree with its application of the law to the facts of this case” (p. 43). 
112 Justice Clay, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003), Section II.B.1.a. p. 15. 
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(2) to demonstrate that the Ten Commandments were part of the foundation of 
American Law and Government; 

(3) [to include the Ten Commandments] as part of the display for their significance in 
providing “the moral background of the Declaration of Independence and the 
foundation of our legal tradition;” 

(4) to educate the citizens of the county regarding some of the documents that played a 
significant role in the foundation of our system of law and government; and 

(5) [as stated by the Harlan County School Board] to create a limited public forum on 
designated walls within the school district for the purpose of posting historical 
documents which played a significant role in the development, origins or 
foundations of American or Kentucky law.113 

 
According to the District Court, the first three purposes are, “on their face, religious in 
nature and therefore impermissible.”114  The Sixth Circuit disagreed strongly: 
 

Stone established no per se rule that displaying the Ten Commandments in an 
educational setting is unconstitutional. … Moreover, contrary to the district court’s 
conclusion, Stone announced no per se prohibition against displaying the Ten 
Commandments for the purpose of demonstrating a connection with the structure of 
American law or government. In fact, several courts have indicated that a display for 
such a purpose may be permissible.115 

 
In other words, given appropriate context and purpose, the Ten Commandments may be 
displayed in both classrooms and courthouses. The challenge becomes one of defining 
and adjudicating appropriate context and purpose. Justice Clay explains: 
 

…the government must present the Ten Commandments objectively and must integrate 
them with a secular message. The government achieves this goal by ensuring that the 
symbols, pictures and/or words in the display share a common secular theme or subject 
matter.116  

 
Following a brief discussion of a display of Ten Commandments at the State’s Capitol, as 
well as a frieze on the wall of the Supreme Court that depicts Moses carrying the Ten 
Commandments, he concludes:  
 

Accordingly, a court examines the same factors (content, context and the evolution of 
the displays) to assess the nature of the governmental purpose, regardless of whether the 
display is in a school building or a courthouse.117 

 

                                                 
113 Ibid. pp. 14-15: citing McCreary II at 848. 
114 Ibid. p. 15. 
115 Ibid. p. 17. The reference is to Stone v. Graham 449 U.S. (1980), mentioned briefly in the opening 
section of this essay. 
116 Ibid. p. 18. 
117 Ibid. p. 19. 
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This sets the stage for Justice Clay to provide more specific admonishment to the District 
Court for its reasoning concerning the case, but nonetheless reaffirm the outcome: 
 

The district court failed to apply these legal standards to Defendants’ second and third 
articulated purposes, dismissing them without sufficient analysis. Nevertheless, as 
discussed below, the undisputed evidence in the record concerning the content and 
context of the displays, as well as the evolution of the displays, demonstrates that the 
district court did not clearly err in finding that Defendants’ actual purposes were 
religious.118 
 

The final two purposes listed above – educating citizens concerning the foundation of our 
system of law and government and creating a limited public forum for the purpose of 
posting historical documents – appear secular. However, according to the District Court, 
“the history of the display belies the secular intentions” of these two purposes as well.119  
Again, Justice Clay both admonishes and reaffirms: 

 
Further, although the district court’s legal analysis of Defendants’ fourth and fifth 
articulated purposes was more substantive, it, too, was incomplete. Again, however, any 
flaws in the district court’s reasoning were not outcome-determinative because the 
displays’ content, particularly when viewed in light of Defendants’ past attempts to 
display the Ten Commandments in a blatantly religious manner, showed that 
Defendants’ predominate purpose for the displays was religious.120 

 
2. Content of the Displays 

 
Addressing first the question of “content of the displays,” Justice Clay argues that, 
despite differences between the various displays of the Ten Commandments, they all 
“suffer from the same fundamental flaw – the lack of a demonstrated analytical or 
historical connection with the other documents.”121  He rejects the counties’ explanatory 
documents as insufficient and dismisses their arguments in court as misplaced and/or 
inconsequential (since those courtroom arguments are not part of the display and thus not 
accessible to the ordinary viewer).122 He argues, for example:  
 

It is not facially apparent ... how the quotation from the Declaration [of Independence] 
is in any way connected with the Ten Commandments, which say nothing about men 
being created equal and with the rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The 
only facial similarity between the two documents is that they both recognize the 
existence of a deity. The concept of a deity, however, is by no means unique to the Ten 
Commandments or even the Judeo-Christian tradition. Thus, this solitary similarity 

                                                 
118 Ibid. 
119 Ibid. p. 15: citing McCreary II at 848-849. 
120 Ibid. p. 19. 
121 Ibid. Section II.B.1.a.i.b): p. 22-23. 
122 Ibid. p. 24. 
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hardly demonstrates how the Ten Commandments in particular influenced the writing 
of the Declaration and, hence, the foundation of our country and legal tradition.123 

 
Justice Clay concludes: 
 

In sum, the very text in which the Ten Commandments are contained in the 
schoolhouse displays manifests a patently religious purpose. Defendants’ courthouse 
displays also manifest a religious purpose because they utterly fail to integrate the Ten 
Commandments with a secular subject matter.124 

 
In all likelihood, the architects of the Harlan County School Board display filed this one 
under: “damned if you do, damned if you don’t.” The “text in which the Ten 
Commandments are contained in the schoolhouse displays,” recall, is an official 
publication of the United States Government: the Congressional Record of Wednesday, 
February 2, 1983 (Vol. 129, No. 8).  The architects of the display probably reasoned that 
including the Ten Commandments in this fashion not only avoided the perceived 
difficulties of posting a freestanding copy (as was the case for the McCreary and Pulaski 
Courthouse displays), but also established some of that conceptual and historical 
connection that took center stage in this part of Justice Clay’s opinion. Come to find out, 
because that entry in the Congressional Record reported President Reagan’s proclamation 
declaring 1983 to be “the Year of the Bible,” Justice Clay regarded the document as 
manifesting “a patently religious purpose.”  Applying this same standard of reasoning, if 
Justice Clay had been asked to rule on President Reagan’s proclamation (5018), or on the 
Joint Resolution of the 97th Congress that authorized and requested that proclamation 
(October 4, 1982), he would have had little choice but to conclude that both Congress and 
the President were guilty of violating the Establishment Clause.125  
 

3. Context of the Displays 
 
Continuing the three-part analysis that he had scolded the District Court for not 
following, Justice Clay considered next the “context of the displays.” He began by 
acknowledging that “the displays did not provide undue physical emphasis to the Ten 
Commandments,” but then immediately cautioned that “sandwiching the Ten 
Commandments between secular texts does not necessitate a finding that the primary 
purpose of the displays is secular.”126 Quite to the contrary, he wrote: 
 

A finding of religious purpose is militated by the blatantly religious content of the 
displays. The displays do not present a “passive symbol” of religion like a crèche, 
which, when accompanied by secular reminders of the holiday season, has come to be 

                                                 
123 Ibid. p. 23. 
124 Ibid. p. 27.  
125 www.moseshand.com/studies/reagan.htm (11/13/05) includes the text of the proclamation as well as the 
Joint Resolution of Congress. In addition, it posts the text of a proclamation by President George H. W. 
Bush declaring 1990 to be “the International Year of Bible Reading.” 
126 Justice Clay, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): p. 29. 
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associated more with the public celebration of Christmas, rather than that holiday’s 
religious origins. Instead, the Ten Commandments are an active symbol of religion 
because they “concern[] the religious duties of believers: worshipping the Lord God 
alone, avoiding idolatry, not using the Lord’s name in vain, and observing the Sabbath 
Day.” The Ten Commandments “are undeniably a sacred text in the Jewish and 
Christian faiths,” and, therefore, are “still an inherently religious text.” As such, 
Defendants had to exercise special care to present the Ten Commandments objectively 
and as an integral part of a non-religious message. As discussed above, Defendants 
failed in this endeavor.127 

 
Justice Clay’s demarcation between active and passive symbols occasioned a direct 
rejoinder in Justice Ryan’s dissent. Characterizing the distinction as “a novel statement of 
the law that finds no support in the Supreme Court’s landmark decisions of Lynch and 
Allegheny,” Justice Ryan wrote: 
 

In Lynch, the Court approved the display of the crèche despite the fact that the crèche 
has “special meaning to those whose faith includes the celebration of religious Masses.” 
In Allegheny, the Court approved of the display containing the menorah even though it 
also concerned certain religious duties of the Jewish faith… In both cases, the Court 
held that these religious icons, which necessarily concerned the religious duties of 
believers, were also symbols of a holiday that had both secular and religious meaning. 
Therefore, simply because the Ten Commandments may prescribe religious duties for 
Jews and Christians, that fact alone does not detract from its place as a symbol of the 
religious origins of our law and government.128 

 
Given his admonishments to the District Court, one might expect that Justice Clay would 
have had more to say about the context of the displays (one of his three requirements for 
discerning purpose). Such, however, was not the case. Immediately following his 
comments concerning active and passive symbols, he turned his attention to the 
“evolution of the displays.” Whereas considerations of context had required only one 
page in his opinion, those concerning evolution of the displays spanned slightly less than 
six (pp. 30-35).129 
 

4. Evolution of the Displays 
 
Justice Clay began this phase of his argument by observing: “Defendants’ conduct from 
the time it created the Ten Commandments displays throughout the time it modified the 
displays is relevant to determining their primary purpose.”130  Basing his arguments first 
and foremost on the Supreme Court ruling in Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe 530 U.S 
(2000) and secondarily on the Sixth District’s own ruling in Adland v. Russ, 307 F.3d 
(6th Cir. 2002), Justice Clay reasoned that “courts can, and must, look to prior 

                                                 
127 Ibid. (omitting citations and references). 
128 Justice Ryan, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): pp. 69-70 (omitting citations and references). 
129 Justice Clay’s discussion of the “content of the displays,” above, accounted for nine pages (pp. 19-28). 
130 Justice Clay, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): p. 30. 
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unconstitutional practices when determining the primary purpose behind the 
government’s present practices.”131  The District Court, he wrote,  
 

…found it “significant” that Defendants’ original displays, containing only the Ten 
Commandments, “were erected in violation of the Supreme Court’s clear ruling in 
Stone.” “This defiance,” according to the district court, “imprinted the defendants’ 
purpose, from the beginning, with an unconstitutional taint observed not only by this 
court, but by anyone acquainted with this litigation.”132  

 
Without so much as commenting on the controversial claim that the original displays 
constituted clear violations of the Establishment Clause, Justice Clay endorsed the 
process of considering past violations:  
 

The district court’s finding is consistent with the Supreme Court’s decision in Santa Fe 
Indep. Sch., which compels courts to consider the government’s past violations of the 
Establishment Clause when evaluating its present conduct, and with this Court’s Adland 
decision, which authorizes courts to rely on evidence of such prior violations as proof 
that subsequently-added, secular components of an otherwise-unconstitutional display 
are an “afterthought.”133 

 
Similarly, he lauded the District Court for considering the second displays as probative of 
the counties’ true purposes in constructing the third and final displays. According to the 
District Court, those second displays: 
 

…accentuated the defendants’ religious purpose, rather than diminishing it, by posting 
the Commandments along with specific references to Christianity and texts that, while 
promulgated by the federal government, were chosen solely for their religious 
references.134 

 
Considering that he had previously admonished the District Court for reading Stone as a 
blanket prohibition against posting the Ten Commandments in government settings, 
Justice Clay’s affirmation of that flawed reading in this context is nothing short of 
enigmatic. In that earlier discussion, only a few pages prior, he had argued: 
 

Stone established no per se rule that displaying the Ten Commandments in an 
educational setting is unconstitutional. … Moreover, contrary to the district court’s 
conclusion, Stone announced no per se prohibition against displaying the Ten 
Commandments for the purpose of demonstrating a connection with the structure of 
American law or government. In fact, several courts have indicated that a display for 
such a purpose may be permissible.135 

                                                 
131 Ibid. p. 33. 
132 Ibid. p. 34 (omitting references and citations). 
133 Ibid. 
134 Ibid. (omitting quotation marks and references) 
135 Ibid. p. 17. In fact, Justice Ryan specifically cites the Fifth Circuit ruling in Van Orden v. Perry (5th Cir. 
Nov. 12, 2003) as an example in which the court not only “concluded that the State had a valid secular 
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The point is simple: if  (as Justice Clay himself argued) it is possible to erect government 
displays of the Ten Commandments that do not violate the Establishment Clause, if a 
government display of the Ten Commandments is not per se unconstitutional, then it is 
nothing short of judicial nonsense to argue that having previously erected such a display 
“imprint[s] the defendants’ purpose … with an unconstitutional taint.”   
 
Similar considerations require us to reject the District Court’s argument that the second 
set of displays – simply because they sought to demonstrate historical relationships 
between religious and political documents – adds to that “unconstitutional taint.”  If there 
is nothing inherently unconstitutional about “displaying the Ten Commandments for the 
purpose of demonstrating a connection with the structure of American law or 
government” (above), then it follows as a matter of course that the counties’ second set of 
displays were not inherently unconstitutional.  
 

5. A Dissenting Opinion 
 
In his thirty-six-page dissenting opinion, Justice Ryan argued: “This theory of indelible, 
unconstitutional ‘taint’ not only offends common sense, it is also contrary to the law of 
this circuit.136  His observations concerning the effect/endorsement prong of the Lemon 
test are instructive in this context: 
 

In concluding that a reasonable observer would understand these displays, in their 
totality, as conveying a message of endorsement of religion, because of the religious 
“taint” imparted by the Ten Commandments, my colleague attributes to reasonable 
observers an utter lack of common sense, a profound ignorance of American history, 
and, arguably, an outright hostility to religion in our nation’s public life. In my 
judgment, no reasonable observer, gazing at these displays in McCreary, Pulaski, and 
Harlan counties could fail to appreciate what, apparently, my colleague does not: that 
from the founding of the republic, religion was and always has been, an inherent 
component of the law and culture of our pluralistic society, and that saying so in the 
public square acknowledges religion, but does not endorse it.137 

 
Justice Ryan points out that even the Supreme Court has confirmed the fact that “religion 
has been closely identified with our history and government.”138 Monuments and 
depictions of Moses as well as the Ten Commandments appear, uncontested, throughout 
the United States and its Capitol, including: “three separate locations in the United States 
Supreme Court.”139  Justice Ryan concludes the effect/endorsement section of his dissent 
with an intriguing argument concerning historical integrity: 
                                                                                                                                                 
purpose for the display, [but] also affirmed the relationship between the Ten Commandments and American 
law” (p. 60). 
136 Justice Ryan, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): p. 71. 
137 Ibid. p. 79. 
138 Ibid. citing Abington Sch. Dist. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 212 (1963). 
139 Ibid. 
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The history and ubiquity of the Ten Commandments in public buildings throughout the 
country and the universal practice of courts and legislatures publicly invoking God’s 
blessing and guidance each day, before beginning the public’s business, confirm the 
obvious: The inclusion of the Ten Commandments in these displays did nothing more 
than acknowledge the indisputable historical role of religion, and especially the canons 
of the Decalogue, as one of many principles, ideas, values, and impulses that, taken 
together, influenced the founders of this republic in shaping our law and government. 
Indeed, to have omitted the Ten Commandments from the collage of documents the 
defendants labeled “part of the foundations of American Law and Government,” would 
have been historically inaccurate. No reasonable observer would consider the 
defendants’ displays to have the “principal or primary effect” of endorsing religion.140 

 
Throughout his dissenting opinion, Justice Ryan – the senior member of the three-judge 
panel that decided the case – complains that his colleagues as well as the District Court 
have misunderstood and/or misapplied an assortment of judicial principles.141 His 
concluding summary states: 
 

My colleagues’ reasoning and conclusions are faithful neither to the language and 
meaning of the Establishment Clause nor to the Supreme Court’s interpretation of it. … 

The district court erred in the legal analysis it applied and clearly erred in its findings of 
fact in holding that these displays violate the Establishment Clause. Therefore, it also 
erred in its conclusion…142 

 
Justice Ryan’s dissent is passionate, but he does not strike blindly: without precedent or 
direction. In his initial discussion of the matter, he argues that: 
 

The defendants’ displays comport with the requirements of the Constitution in every 
respect, as is clearly indicated by the Supreme Court’s two landmark cases permitting 
the use of religious symbols on public property: Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668 
(1984), and County of Allegheny v. ACLU, 492 U.S. 573 (1989).143  
 

However – and this is the heart of his disagreement – his colleagues are disinclined to 
decide the matter on the basis of Lynch and Allegheny: 

 
Rather than address these authorities in a meaningful fashion, the majority conjures a 
rule from the case of Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39 (1980), a two-page, per curiam 
decision of the Court that preceded both Lynch and Allegheny, that was decided without 

                                                 
140 Ibid. pp. 79-80. 
141 James Leo Ryan is a Senior Circuit Judge, appointed in 1985 by President Reagan. Eric L. Clay is a 
Circuit Judge appointed in 1997 by President Clinton. Julia Smith Gibbons is a Circuit Judge appointed in 
2002 by President G.W. Bush.  For a complete list of the members of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, 
see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Court_of_Appeals_for_the_Sixth_Circuit, 11/13/05. 
142 Justice Ryan, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): p. 80. 
143 Ibid. p. 45. 
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the benefit of oral argument or briefs on the merits, and that bears no factual similarity 
to the case before us.144 
 

Justice Ryan also expresses frustration with his colleagues’ attempts to rescue a 
lower court ruling that they themselves criticize profusely:  

 
Nevertheless, having rejected much of the district court’s analysis, the majority now 
affirms the judgment of that court by employing a wholly independent rationale that 
was not developed below and not presented to this court for review.145 

 
Finally, Justice Ryan raises concerns about the Lemon test. He observes that he is not 
alone in his concerns: 
 

Of the current members of the Supreme Court, six have criticized the Lemon test.146 
 
Following a four-page discussion concerning the defects, deficiencies, and demerits of 
the test, he concludes: 
 

While judges, lawyers, and constitutional law scholars continue to criticize Lemon, and 
repeatedly urge the Supreme Court to fashion a new, more workable test for 
determining whether a unit of government has made a “law respecting an establishment 
of religion,” we (the lower federal courts) are stuck with the three-part Lemon test, and 
we must apply it in this case.       

Having done so, I conclude that the three displays the plaintiffs have challenged, easily 
and obviously pass the Lemon test, and that, perforce, my colleagues’ conclusion to the 
contrary is mistaken.147 

 
 

Point, Counterpoint 
  
It is hard to imagine two cases more different from one another. In Texas, the Ten 
Commandments were carved in granite. In Kentucky, they were written on paper. In 
Texas, the display had stood for over forty years without legal challenge. In Kentucky, 
lawsuits were filed within a few months of posting the documents. In Texas, the case 
involved a single monument on the grounds of the State Capitol. In Kentucky, it involved 
at least five substantially different exhibits in three separate counties (including two 
courthouses and an unspecified number of schools). In Texas, the District Court did not 
issue an opinion before conducting a full bench trial. In Kentucky, the District Court felt 
the matter to be so clear and so urgent as to warrant both preliminary and supplemental 
injunctions, appropriately described by the Circuit Court of Appeals as “an extraordinary 

                                                 
144 Ibid. 
145 Ibid. 
146 Ibid. p. 46. 
147 Ibid. p. 49. 
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measure that has been characterized as ‘one of the most drastic tools in the arsenal of 
judicial remedies.’”148 In Texas, the Fifth Circuit unanimously affirmed both the 
reasoning and the ruling of the lower court.  In Kentucky, a deeply divided Sixth Circuit 
spent over a year wrestling with the case, sharply criticized the lower court’s reasoning, 
but then affirmed the ruling by a paper-thin margin. 
 
It is impossible to read the court records of the Kentucky dispute without being struck by 
the widespread confusion and disagreement that engulfs Establishment Clause cases. 
Justice Gibbons, the junior member of the three-judge panel that conducted the Sixth 
Circuit review, must have felt as though she had been thrust into the midst of a 
maelstrom. Unfortunately, the 2005 rulings by the United States Supreme Court in the 
cases of Van Orden v. Perry and McCreary v. ACLU serve only to affirm and reinforce 
one simple fact that we can no longer afford to ignore: our court system has been asked to 
do too much with too little for too long. 
 
The paucity of resources to which I refer is neither fiscal nor political, but rather 
philosophical and judicial. We have looked to our courts to answer a series of complex 
questions concerning the proper relationships between church and state.  Last June, the 
Supreme Court answered loud and clear: “We don’t know!” More than that, they have 
answered: “The language of the Establishment Clause is too opaque to be of much 
assistance. Some of us think we should try to ascertain the intentions of the Framers who 
created the Constitution, including that pesky First Amendment, but there are others who 
are equally convinced that: (a) we wouldn’t like what we would find and/or (b) it doesn’t 
matter anyway. To avoid charges that judges simply decide landmark cases based on 
personal, political, or perhaps even religious preferences – a definite no-no in this context 
– many of us have tried to take refuge in the church of judicial precedents. However, the 
lack of firm principles and Constitutional touchstones has lead to an inconsistent, 
possibly even incoherent set of precedents. We have tried to formulate general rules and 
tests, but the ones we have arrived at thus far are so vague and subjective that we cannot 
agree with one another concerning their meaning, their value, or their applicability. Even 
worse, when we do apply them, we cannot agree with one another as to the outcome. In 
short, the rules and tests we have devised so far have no ‘inter-judge’ reliability: two 
different well-intentioned and conscientious judges, applying the same rules to the same 
facts in the same case, are likely to come up with two different conclusions. We have 
tried to come up with new rules that avoid this highly undesirable consequence, but each 
new foray into the arena seems only to muddy the water further. Given the apparent 
intractability of the problem, some of our radical colleagues have even suggested that we 
scrap the ideal of writing our own rules altogether: that we should apply the Constitution 
as written and let the chips, monuments, and displays fall where they may. Other, equally 
if not more radical colleagues are inclined to see our mission in a different light: given a 
Constitution that does not exactly say everything we think it should, it falls to us – the 

                                                 
148 Justice Clay, 354 F.3d 438 (6th Cir. 2003): p. 10 – quoting Hanson Trust PLC v. ML SCM Acquisition 
Inc., 781 F.2d 264, 273 (2d Cir. 1986). 
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courts – to serve as the moral and social conscience of America. They argue that we 
should embrace the concept of a ‘Living Constitution’ as well as the notion that it is us – 
the courts – who breathe life into it on a daily basis. Of course, that task would make a lot 
more sense if we were all of one mind. But, as you can plainly see, we are not.” 
 
None of our Supreme Court Justices actually wrote the quote I have wistfully attributed 
to them. However, if you invest the time it takes to read all ten opinions that the nine 
Justices filed in these two cases, I think you will agree that my one-paragraph summary 
captures those 149 pages fairly well. Justice Souter, as evidenced by passages quoted in 
the opening section of this paper, argued: (a) that the language of the First Amendment is 
too opaque to be of much assistance, (b) that there is not at present any clearly articulated 
rule that can be uniformly applied in a wide range of cases, (c) that the prospects for ever 
finding such a rule are remote at best, and (d) that that is okay.  
 
Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Scalia, and Justice Thomas each presented arguments in 
which other writings by the Framers of the Constitution, as well as their public conduct, 
were considered probative in determining the meaning of the Establishment Clause. 
Justice Souter and Justice Stevens not only disputed the factual and historical parts of 
their analysis, but also dismissed the inquiry as both irrelevant and undesirable. An 
Establishment Clause, understood as its original authors may have intended, Justice 
Stevens wrote, “is plainly not worthy of a society whose enviable hallmark over the 
course of two centuries has been the continuing expansion of religious pluralism and 
tolerance.”149 Justice Souter concluded: 
 

The fair inference is that there was no common understanding about the limits of the 
establishment prohibition, and the dissent’s conclusion that its narrower view was the 
original understanding … stretches the evidence beyond tensile capacity. What the 
evidence does show is a group of statesmen, like others before and after them, who 
proposed a guarantee with contours not wholly worked out, leaving the Establishment 
Clause with edges still to be determined. And none the worse for that. Indeterminate 
edges are the kind to have in a constitution meant to endure, and to meet “exigencies 
which, if foreseen at all, must have been seen dimly, and which can be best provided for 
as they occur.”150  

 
Justice Thomas argued that the Fourteenth Amendment, which extended full citizenship 
rights – including those guaranteed by the Constitution – to former slaves and their 
descendents, did not affect the Establishment Clause.151 As such, he argued, it places a 

                                                 
149 Justice Stevens (dissenting), Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S. (2005), p. 25. 
150 Justice Souter, McCreary County et al. v. ACLU, 545 U.S. (2005), pp. 31-32: quoting McCulloch v. 
Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 415 (1819), omitting internal references. 
151 Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment states: “All persons born or naturalized in the United States, 
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. 
No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 
United States; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” 
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limit on the legislative powers of Congress but does not restrict the actions of either state 
or local governments. Accordingly, it has no bearing on either the Texas or Kentucky 
case. It is an interesting argument, but most of his colleagues did not buy it. Justice 
Stevens, in a footnote, offers up a rejoinder: 
 

…even if the decision to incorporate the Establishment Clause was misguided, it is at 
this point unwise to reverse course given the weight of precedent that would have to be 
cast aside to reach the intended result.152 

 
It is a strange response, is it not? If I discover that the road on which I am traveling does 
not lead to my intended destination, continuing to travel in the wrong direction simply 
because “I’ve come this far already” makes no sense. A decision to do so, and an 
insistence that others do so as well, does not reflect a cooperative spirit of objective and 
consensual reasoning, but rather a stubborn inability to even entertain the possibility that 
we may be headed down the wrong path. If everyone in the United States had reasoned 
that way 140 years ago, the Fourteenth Amendment would never have passed: people 
would have said, “even if denying rights to former slaves was misguided, it is at this 
point unwise to reverse course.” 
 
Concerning the much-maligned Lemon test, Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote: 
 

Over the last 25 years, we have sometimes pointed to Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U. S. 
602 (1971), as providing the governing test in Establishment Clause challenges. Yet, 
just two years after Lemon was decided, we noted that the factors identified in Lemon 
serve as “no more than helpful signposts.” Many of our recent cases simply have not 
applied the Lemon test. Others have applied it only after concluding that the challenged 
practice was invalid under a different Establishment Clause test. 

Whatever may be the fate of the Lemon test in the larger scheme of Establishment 
Clause jurisprudence, we think it not useful in dealing with the sort of passive 
monument that Texas has erected on its Capitol grounds.153  

 
Justice Scalia took a stronger position, arguing that, at the very least, the purpose prong 
of the Lemon test should be abandoned.154 The majority not only disagreed, but also 
carved out new territory for its application. Siding with Justice Clay and the District 
Court in McCreary v. ACLU, they probed prior actions of officials in McCreary and 
Pulaski Counties to ascertain the “true” motives behind their “Foundations of American 
Law and Government Display.”  Because the constitutionality of a display is thus made 
                                                                                                                                                 
 www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/constitution.amendmentxiv.html, 10/25/05. The amendment was passed 
by Congress June 13, 1866, and ratified July 9, 1868. In this context, it is also important to keep the Tenth 
Amendment, the final guarantee in the Bill of Rights, in mind: “The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the 
people.” www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/constitution.billofrights.html, 10/25/05. 
152 Justice Stevens (dissenting), Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S. (2005), p. 26, note 32. 
153 Chief Justice Rehnquist, Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S. (2005), p.6 (omitting notes and references). 
154 Justice Scalia (dissenting), McCreary County et al. v. ACLU, 545 U.S. (2005), pp. 19-20. 
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to depend not only on content, but also on the motives of those who sponsor it, a 
physically identical display can be constitutional in one county but unconstitutional in 
another. For that matter, newly elected officials in McCreary and Pulaski Counties could 
possibly re-hang the now-forbidden exhibit! Justice Scalia wrote: 
 

This inconsistency may be explicable in theory, but I suspect that the “objective 
observer” with whom the Court is so concerned will recognize its absurdity in practice. 
By virtue of details familiar only to the parties to litigation and their lawyers, McCreary 
and Pulaski Counties, Kentucky, and Rutherford County, Tennessee, have been ordered 
to remove the same display that appears in courthouses from Mercer County, Kentucky 
to Elkhart County, Indiana.155 

 
Although the Court did not repudiate or abandon the Lemon test, they did demonstrate 
clearly just how badly it fares on a far more important test: “inter-judge” reliability. 
Justice Souter, Justice Breyer, Justice Ginsburg, Justice O’Connor, and Justice Stevens 
each examined the facts of the matter and concluded that the foundations displays in 
McCreary and Pulaski Counties violate the Lemon test. Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice 
Kennedy, Justice Scalia, and Justice Thomas each examined the facts of the matter and 
concluded that those same displays do not violate the Lemon test. Justice Souter, Justice 
Ginsburg, Justice O’Connor, and Justice Stevens each examined the facts of the matter 
and concluded that the monument on the Capitol Grounds in Austin, Texas violates the 
Lemon test. Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Breyer, Justice Kennedy, Justice Scalia, and 
Justice Thomas each examined the facts of the matter and concluded that that same 
monument does not violate the Lemon test. For those keeping score, that represents a vote 
of nine-to-nine.  
 
How much more evidence do we need? If nine Supreme Court Justices – operating in the 
best possible judicial environment available – can do no better than a 50/50 split when 
applying the test to two cases that have already been diced and sliced, what should we 
expect from the various District and Circuit Court judges around the country? If those 
judges were looking to the Supremes for guidance, they surely came away disappointed 
and disillusioned: with too little or too much. Anyone who reads these opinions hoping to 
find evidence that government-sanctioned displays of the Ten Commandments violate the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment will surely find arguments to that effect. 
But, by the same token, anyone who reads these opinions hoping to find evidence that 
government-sanctioned displays of the Ten Commandments do not violate the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment will find plenty of arguments to that effect 
as well. 
 
By similar token, we should offer a special prize to anyone who thinks they can find 
something in the United States Constitution on which to base a broadly consensual ruling 
concerning cases of this sort. Clearly, nine Supreme Court Justices could not. 
 
                                                 
155 Ibid. p. 24. 
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When the dust settled, the Supreme Court did not change the outcome of either case: the 
monument donated by the Eagles still stands in Austin, Texas and the “Foundations of 
American Law and Government Display” is still banned in McCreary and Pulaski 
Counties, Kentucky (at least for the time being). 

 
 

The Bottom Line : Where Do We Go From Here? 
 

In the final opinion of his judicial career, the late Chief Justice Rehnquist provides a 
cogent reminder of both the enormity and the importance of the issues at hand: 
 

Our cases, Januslike, point in two directions in applying the Establishment Clause. One 
face looks toward the strong role played by religion and religious traditions throughout 
our Nation’s history. … The other face looks toward the principle that governmental 
intervention in religious matters can itself endanger religious freedom. 

This case, like all Establishment Clause challenges, presents us with the difficulty of 
respecting both faces. Our institutions presuppose a Supreme Being, yet these 
institutions must not press religious observances upon their citizens. One face looks to 
the past in acknowledgment of our Nation’s heritage, while the other looks to the 
present in demanding a separation between church and state. Reconciling these two 
faces requires that we neither abdicate our responsibility to maintain a division between 
church and state nor evince a hostility to religion by disabling the government from in 
some ways recognizing our religious heritage…156 

 
Unfortunately, the cases of Van Orden v. Perry and McCreary v. ACLU demonstrate with 
unmistakable clarity the inability of our courts – including the Supreme Court with a 
carving of Moses carrying the Ten Commandments on its wall – to provide meaningful 
guidance or direction in these matters. As sad as that may be, it will be far worse if we, as 
citizens, simply accept the status quo and blindly continue along the same path that has 
led to the edge of this precipice. 
 
We have depended on the courts to protect our rights: to protect us not only from one 
another, but also from the government itself. Somewhere along the way, we failed to 
notice that we had unwittingly surrendered essential rights in the process: rights of self-
determination, rights to decide – via a democratic process – the sorts of communities in 
which we live and the sort of country we want to be, etc. We have allowed the courts too 
much autonomy and given them too much power. We have allowed our judicial system in 
general, and Establishment Clause jurisprudence in particular, to stray too far from the 
scheme of checks and balances that was designed to keep any one branch of the 
government from becoming more powerful than the other two. It is, in short, the age-old 
question of “Who will guard the guardians?” 
 

                                                 
156 Chief Justice Rehnquist, Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S. (2005), pp. 3-4. 
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Thou Shalt Not: Supreme Court Rulings … 

In an essay titled “Ten Commandments v. Ten Opinions,” Justice Tom Parker (Associate 
Justice of the Alabama Supreme Court) wrote: 
 

The current conflict over cases that come before the Court and the threatened struggle 
over its next nominee … is a very bitter one. That is because over time majorities of the 
Court have come to claim more power than the presidency and Congress in a judicial 
coup against the Constitution that threatens to destroy the republican form of 
government the Founders gave us.  

And what is this power that makes presidents quiver and congressmen quake? It is the 
Court’s claimed right to be the exclusive and final interpreter of the Constitution.  

This dogma of judicial supremacy is, like so many controversial Supreme Court 
doctrines, not found in the Constitution itself. Rather it was invented in 1958 in a U.S. 
Supreme Court case called Cooper v. Aaron, in which a majority of the Court claimed: 
“the federal judiciary is supreme in the exposition of the law of the Constitution.”157 

 
According to Justice Parker, the Founding Fathers explicitly and emphatically rejected 
the concept of judicial supremacy. He quotes President Thomas Jefferson on the subject 
(1804): 
 

[T]he opinion which gives to the judges the right to decide what laws are constitutional 
... not only for themselves in their own sphere of action, but for the legislature and the 
executive also, in their spheres, would make the judiciary a despotic branch.158 

 
A few years prior to President Jefferson, Congressman Joseph Nicholson, a former judge, 
warned about the dangers of judicial despotism:  
 

Where is the charter which places the sovereignty of this country in [the judges’] 
hands? Give them the powers and the independence now contended for, and they will 
require nothing more; for your government becomes a despotism, and they become 
your rulers.  

They are to decide on the lives, the liberties, and the property of your citizens; they 
have an absolute veto on your laws by declaring them null and void at pleasure; they are 
to introduce at will the laws of a foreign country, differing essentially with us upon the 
great principles of government; and after being clothed with this arbitrary power, they 
are beyond the control of the nation...  

If this all be true ... the constitution is not worth the time we are spending on it. It is, as 
its enemies have called it, mere parchment. For these judges, thus rendered omnipotent, 
may overleap the Constitution and trample on your laws; they may laugh the legislature 
to scorn and set the nation at defiance.159 

 

                                                 
157 www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2005/6/28/100305.shtml, “Ten Commandments v. Ten Opinions,” 
dated June 28, 2005, accessed 10/21/05. 
158 Ibid. 
159 Ibid. 
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More recently, in his dissenting opinion in McCreary County et al. v. ACLU, Justice 
Scalia wrote: 
 

What distinguishes the rule of law from the dictatorship of a shifting Supreme Court 
majority is the absolutely indispensable requirement that judicial opinions be grounded 
in consistently applied principle. That is what prevents judges from ruling now this 
way, now that—thumbs up or thumbs down—as their personal preferences dictate. 
Today’s opinion forthrightly (or actually, somewhat less than forthrightly) admits that it 
does not rest upon consistently applied principle. In a revealing footnote, the Court 
acknowledges that the “Establishment Clause doctrine” it purports to be applying “lacks 
the comfort of categorical absolutes.” What the Court means by this lovely euphemism 
is that sometimes the Court chooses to decide cases on the principle that government 
cannot favor religion, and sometimes it does not.160 

 
The most disconcerting feature of the two cases that I have considered in this essay is the 
uncomfortable extent to which the outcomes depended on the personal feelings, value 
systems, and predilections of the judges. Because the cases are embedded in a system that 
entrusts the courts with decisions about the proper relationships between religion and 
government, the strong likelihood that those outcomes depended heavily on the judges’ 
religious or irreligious beliefs, values, and commitments is especially troublesome. 
 
When different judges issue contrary opinions and ruling based on critical examination of 
the same evidence, the principle of equal justice for all has been replaced by another 
principle: you get what you get and some get more than others. The concept of rule by 
law guarantees both freedom and equality for those who live under the protection of the 
law. That concept cannot work, however, unless the judicial system can demonstrate a 
reasonable degree of objectivity and uniformity. If a judge is free to decide cases based 
on his or her personal vision for a better America, a defendant will never know what 
judicial potluck may come his or her way. Laws and rights – even the vaunted 
Constitution itself – become irrelevant and judges reign supreme. 
 
 
Douglas W. Shrader      Philosophy Department 
Distinguished Teaching Professor    State University of New York 
& Chair of Philosophy     College at Oneonta 
SUNY Oneonta      1 Ravine Parkway 
Oneonta, NY  13820-4015  USA    Oneonta, NY 13820-4015 
  
shradedw@oneonta.edu    
Phone: 607-436-2456 
Fax: 607-436-2653 

                                                 
160 Justice Scalia (dissenting), McCreary County et al. v. ACLU, 545 U.S. (2005), p. 7 (omitting 
references). 
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Thou Shalt Not: Supreme Court Rulings … 

Appendix 1: 
Ten Commandments Monument in Austin, Texas  
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Appendix 2: 
Map of Capitol Grounds 
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Thou Shalt Not: Supreme Court Rulings … 

Appendix 3: 
Photograph of Monument Grounds 

Facing northwest from the Capitol, with the Supreme Court building on the left.  
The Ten Commandments Monument is the small object at the far left when the 

picture is rotated clockwise to reflect a normal viewing angle (red arrow). 
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Christo’s and Jeanne-Claude’s The Umbrellas, Joint Project for Japan and U.S.A. (1984-1991): 
How an Artwork Compares Cultures  
 
Gerald Silk, Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 

 

This paper examines The Umbrellas, Joint Project for Japan and U.S.A., which the 

famous artist team of Christo and Jeanne-Claude worked on from 1984 through 1991.  (Starting 

in 1994, they changed the authorship of their projects from simply Christo to Christo and Jeanne-

Claude, since collaboration is key to their enterprises.)  I plan to devote some attention to the 

cultural comparisons that this bi-continental venture was designed to engender: “to highlight the 

similarities and underline the differences in the everyday use of space in Japan and the West,” as 

Christo himself characterized it.1  Still visual images and cinema play a role in this paper, in 

particular the documentary film entitled Umbrellas, released in 1995 by Albert Maysles, along 

with Grahame Weinbren and Henri Corra.   

While movies about art (documentary or otherwise) vary in their usefulness, the 

“authorized” films about the Christos’s projects are fundamental to grasping the nature of their 

art.  In some respects, these cinematic accounts are both part of the piece itself and a narrative of 

a given undertaking, offering a model entry into the experiencing of this unique type of artwork.  

The Christos do not think of their art exclusively as the palpable physical objects of fences or 

umbrellas or gates or wrappings situated in specific locales for a limited period of time.  Rather, 

the artists believe that everything connected to the piece/project is part of the work.   

The tangibility and the recording of these linked artifacts and events vary.  They can 

include artist drawings; engineering specifications; environmental impact reports; transcripts of 

zoning board hearings; the labor of erecting the works; media coverage, from print to electronic 

to press conferences and announcements; and negotiations with landowners for use of their 
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property.  There's a scene in the Maysles brothers 1978 film, Running Fence —a chronicle of the 

well-known Running Fence, Sonoma and Marin Counties, California, 1972—in which Christo 

explains in his not-always-easy-to-understand English, the idiosyncratic nature of the art to a 

packed hearing room: “The work of art is really right now, and here.  Everybody is a part of the 

art.”2  While obviously not every facet can make it into these movies, what better way to 

transcribe these myriad moments and components than though the medium of film.   

It should be noted, however, that while film functions as a vital gateway into and register 

of a project like The Umbrellas, the Christos’s archival passion is also manifest in an 

extraordinarily detailed 2-volume, 2-language, signed limited-edition book eponymously 

entitled, Christo and Jeanne-Claude, The Umbrellas, Japan-USA, 1984-9.3  Running 1422 

pages, the book contains maps; engineering drawings; drawings that function as both sketches 

and as art to be sold to raise money for the enterprise; photos of the project at numerous stages 

and sites, including shots of factories where parts for the umbrellas were made and their various 

stages of transport; environmental reports; contracts with landowners; all array of 

correspondence, including those with government officials and agencies, designers, engineers, 

manufacturers and consultants, and even a poignant concluding poem by Christo and Jeanne-

Claude’s only son—Cyril—himself a poet and filmmaker. 

The Umbrellas piece itself cost $26 million and as is customary, the money came from 

the sale of Christo’s art related to the corresponding project.  The Christos’s avoidance of public 

funding, along with the ephemerality of the final artwork and their intentional, endemic 

engagement with a large cast of people at all stages of implementation, provides the artists with a 

degree of freedom absent from more permanent, publicly-sited and supported works.  As Christo 

himself has put it:  
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Nobody can own this project, nobody can buy the project, nobody can possess the 
project, or charge tickets. This project is a demonstration of freedom. A demonstration of 
absolute freedom and total irrationality. The world can live without “Umbrellas,” without 
“Valley Curtain” or “Running Fence.” They have no other reason to be there except 
poetical creativity, total creativity. That freedom is the most important part of this project 
and this is why they cannot stay, because freedom is the enemy of possession and 
possession is equal to permanence.4 
 

As “screams of freedom,” the projects have special meaning for Christo himself, who grew up in 

a totalitarian state.  In a variation on the “East vs. West” theme, the Communist-born artist 

employs capitalist tools to effect these grand ventures.  

Like the CEO and CFO of a large corporation, Christo and Jeanne-Claude appreciate 

facts and figures because they indicate the enormity and difficulty of these projects.  In this 

spirit, this bi-national enterprise—the artists likened it to a “diptych”5—resulted in the placement 

of 3100 octagonal umbrellas on two continents, each 19’, 8 1/4” tall by 28’, 4” in diameter.  One-

thousand, three-hundred and forty blue umbrellas covered 12 miles on the Japanese site in the 

province of Ibaraki, about 75 miles northwest of Tokyo.  One thousand, seven-hundred and sixty 

yellow umbrellas stretched 18 miles on the California locale about 60 miles due north of Los 

Angeles.  Eleven companies in multiple countries designed and manufactured the structures and 

a huge labor force was employed throughout the phases of the project.  Christo made 67 trips to 

Japan while working on the piece and estimated that he and Jeanne-Claude drank over 6000 cups 

of green tea while in Japan.  The time lag between the two points would be just enough to allow 

Christo to oversee the inaugural opening of umbrellas in the morning in Japan, catch a flight to 

California, and direct the opening of The Umbrellas in the morning on the same day in 

California.  He surveyed and walked the two sites in order to determine the ideal arrangement of 

the umbrellas, covering a distance that one observer calculated was “the equivalent of climbing 

Mount Everest twice.”6  Seven years in the planning and making, and scheduled for just three 
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weeks of viewing, The Umbrellas was a highly ambitious project in its bi-continental and 

comparative aspirations.   

California had already been the site for one of their most notable enterprises, Running 

Fence, and the “Fence’s” thrust into the ocean might be imagined as pointing the way to Japan.  

Christo has always been fascinated by multi-national or multi-cultural situations.  In 1969, he 

had proposed a two-country project involving Japan and Holland, but the piece was never 

realized.  Other works, such as Iron Curtain, Wall of Oil Barrels, Rue Visconti, installed in Paris 

in 1962, referred both to France and Algeria and the 1971-1995 Wrapped Reichstag to multiple 

and divided nations and to an East-West theme.  Although he would eventually become an 

American citizen, Bulgarian-born Christo for many years claimed no country as his own.  His 

penchant for fabric as a salient artistic material relates partly to tents and a nomadic way of life, 

as does the temporal and physical impermanence of his large-scale projects. 

The complications of this two-nation process, as well as their cultural differences, 

naturally appealed to the Christos.  The more daunting and complex the project, the more 

inviting it is for them.  They have identified their schemes as “impossible” and “suicidal”—while 

growing up, Christo’s brother likened him to “Don Quixote”7—and if matters go too smoothly, 

the Christos can seem disappointed and can even begin to lose interest.  The Umbrellas required 

permission from 27 governmental groups in the US and 17 in Japan.  In the States, the land was 

held by a small number of individuals, thus simplifying the permission process, but in Japan, the 

Christos needed consent from over 450 landowners and rice farmers.  This in and of itself 

offered insight into property ownership in the two countries, a significant idea behind the project.  

Christo and Jeanne-Claude wanted to probe the contrasts in the treatment of terrain in two inland 
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valleys in two different countries and chose the freestanding module of “umbrellas” as a way of 

visually staking out that concept.   

While the state of California and the country of Japan are roughly similar in size and both 

share a coastline with the Pacific Ocean, the two valleys where The Umbrellas were installed 

have distinct features.  The one in California is mostly uncultivated grazing land and this allowed 

for a much freer placement of umbrellas dotting the landscape.  Denser land usage and 

population in the Japanese spot forced a tighter clumping of the umbrellas, and much of the 

arrangement was dictated by the geometry of local rice fields.  The visual effects, as Christo 

described them, were “magnificent” for California, “poetic” for Japan.8 

The fabric and pole colors also corresponded to the landscape: yellow to complement the 

arid and parched brown hills and blond and golden grass of the California terrain; blue to match 

the water that fed the lush vegetation of the Japanese locale.  Moreover, Christo and Jeanne-

Claude thought of the umbrellas like open-walled tents or residences, their pointed tops 

resembling rooflines and their height approximating a two-story house.  (In this spirit, some 

Japanese visitors removed their shoes before venturing under an umbrella).  To carry out work 

on two continents almost simultaneously, the Christos selected a device which, once anchored in 

the ground in its unfurled state, could be quickly and easily opened (or closed, if need be).  

While the tents correlate with portable and transient domestic architecture, their form and 

operation and their disposition in the landscape could suggest things floral and arboreal, with the 

opening of the structures evoking “blooming,” as the Christo team dubbed it.9 

As mentioned, film is an ideal way to come to grips with a Christo and Jeanne-Claude 

project and the documentary movie about The Umbrellas is no exception.  (Since the projects 

involve all the elements that occur in relationship to them during their entire process, people can 
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be afforded interface with them in a variety of ways.  In this context, their most recent piece, The 

Gates, Central Park—originally conceived in 1979 and actualized on February 12, 2005—was 

the first on American soil in 14 years.  Its location made it accessible to a large number of people 

and allowed a new generation and population to interact with and approach this art in ways 

previously denied to most.)  Returning to Umbrellas, “the movie,” it appeared four years after 

the project itself was disassembled.  (Almost invariably the Christos and crew restore their sites 

to a condition that leaves no trace of the once-installed project, as well as recycling the materials 

used in its construction.)  The documentary filmmaking brothers, Albert and David Maysles 

(though David died before the completion of Umbrellas), comprised the film team on many 

Christo projects.  The Maysles, considered among the most important American documentary 

directors (collaborating with others, especially on many of their Christo films), are best known 

for movies like Gimme Shelter of 1970 and Grey Gardens of 1975.  Good friends of Christo and 

Jeanne-Claude, they had basically open access to the main aspects of the projects.  Famous for 

avoiding “running narrative” and “face-to-face” interviews and adopting more of a “running 

camera” approach, the Maysles, however, have been accused by some as exploitative. Even 

though they insist on their “objectivity,” they are understood as exercising strong editorial 

control.  Their films about the art of Christo and Jeanne-Claude typify this mode of pointed and 

somewhat subjective documentary.  Furthermore, the music accompanying these movies 

manipulate mood, playing an especially forceful role in Umbrellas. 

The Umbrellas film begins with a pan of the landscape in which the piece will be 

situated, followed by Christo’s hand on a map, tracing the route of the Umbrellas in Japan, as if 

conflating the role of drawing and constructing on this terrain.  At this point, Christo and Jeanne-

Claude express confusion over the pronunciation of the Japanese region in which they will work, 
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as if to say, while we must translate our ideas to a people whose language we don’t speak, our 

inspirational art will transcend language and culture.  (Curiously, Christo’s inability to master 

foreign languages and his heavy accent have worked both for and against him on projects, since 

he takes his pitch about his pieces directly to whoever must be persuaded).  Japanese-type music 

initially provides the background score.  When the film cuts from Asia to America, Maysles 

juxtaposes a lone Japanese farmer tilling a rice field, signifying a venerable tradition of natural 

ties, with a California “Carl’s Jr.” fast-food restaurant, as cars whiz by on a highway, signifying 

an impersonal built environment of mass dissemination of processed products.   

In their DVD commentary accompanying The Umbrellas films, the artists seem more 

pleased with the Japanese response to their art.  For example, Christo and Jeanne-Claude, 

themselves savvy entrepreneurs, praise the “decent and elegant” Japanese selling of items 

designed to enhance the experiencing of the umbrellas: “apples,” “prunes,” and “trout on a 

stick,” fished from the very waters where umbrellas stood.  In contrast, they criticize the 

American entrepreneurial co-option of The Umbrellas, what they called a “horrendous” and 

“unauthorized…mess of merchandise” of T-shirts, souvenirs and the like.10  On both continents, 

The Umbrellas pass by postal offices.  The Christos were warmly moved by the sale of maps at 

the Japanese offices, which functioned as guides to walk segments of The Umbrellas route, 

encouraging stops at other Post Offices along the way, where the map could be stamped as proof 

that you had made the trek.  In Japan, tourist buses dropped people at points where free bicycles 

could be borrowed to view The Umbrellas; this system, the Christos insisted, would be 

impossible in the States, because they believed that the bikes would be stolen.11 

 Christo recounts lectures about The Umbrellas that he gave at universities on both 

continents.  In the US, the first question from the audience, about who pays for the piece, was 
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financial; in Japan, the first question, about the choice of fabric color, was aesthetic.  While 

Christo and Jeanne-Claude take pride in accomplishing the challenging task of bringing elaborate 

projects to fruition, they emphasize the final visual aesthetic incarnation of the work, invoking an 

age-old belief that what distinguishes art from other endeavors, is its non-utilitarianism, its lack 

of practical function.  America has historically been wary of the fine arts precisely because it 

seems to lack utility.  The Japanese have traditionally shown deep respect for the aesthetic, no 

matter where or how it may be encountered and no matter how divorced from or wedded to 

conventional functionalism.  While in the end, populations on both sides of the Pacific embraced 

The Umbrellas, Christo and Jeanne-Claude seemed beguiled and touched by how this project 

placed Eastern admiration for the aesthetic in such affecting relief.  

If the Christos and also Albert Maysles point up divisions that can play into cultural 

stereotypes (legitimate or otherwise), the artists, throughout the film, oscillate between 

friendliness and aloofness.  Christo can appear patronizing, especially as he explains how he 

brings art to people who might not have much sophistication.  The sense of the artist as a special 

being delivering art from on high is concretized shortly after the film starts.  We are presented 

with the sound and image of helicopters transporting umbrella anchors, as the opening credits 

begin to roll and Philip Johnston’s jazz fusion original score (is it a kind of musical East meet 

West?) kicks in.  At the same time, this scene adds a dynamic and technological tenor to the film 

and indicates that we’re in the world of post-studio art (a category in which the Christos’s art has 

been placed).  Despite the energy of this scene, it implies that whatever bureaucratic hurdles the 

Christos might have faced, these have essentially been surmounted and some serenity, 

punctuated by violent and dramatic interruptions, ensues.  The subordination of bureaucratic 

machinations, in part, reflects California’s greater openness to a Christo and Jeanne-Claude 
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project at this date, since their earlier California piece, Running Fence, was deemed a success, 

helping to catapult the artists to great fame.  The Japanese appeared to have little problem 

envisioning this scheme as art (unlike the initial skepticism of Californians to Running Fence), 

perhaps because of the culture’s reverent aesthetic appreciation of things like rock and flower 

gardens and arrangements.  As noted above, Christo perceives this Eastern openness to his 

“environmental art,”12 as he likes to call it, as a prominent cultural distinction between Japan and 

the US.  Nonetheless, property issues were so tangled in Japan that Christo could lose his temper 

and direct negotiations were often taken out of his hands, as some Japanese were offended by his 

occasional intemperate behavior. 

When tension occurs in the film, it is often the result of engineering issues, the forces of 

nature, and the volatility and crankiness of the Christos.  (In a recent interview, Jeanne-Claude 

said that she and Christo have “screamed at each other successfully for over forty years.”)13  In 

the Running Fence film, Christo and Jeanne-Claude come across as more sympathetic figures.  In 

Umbrellas, a certain imperiousness reigns, which places their role in the project, at times, in a 

less flattering light.   

The Christos argue that their approach to art is the most apt for modern life.  Christo has 

said that “to do valid work” during the Renaissance “it was necessary to be profoundly 

religious,” but today “we live in an essentially economical, social and political world.”14  To the 

Christos, the success, relevance and contemporaneity of art are based on the degree to which it 

interfaces with the current realms of economics, society and politics.   

The Christos encourage a “dynamic relationship” with their art, and both cultures 

interacted with the piece: people posed for pictures, slept, picnicked, got married or removed 

their shoes.  As is the case in many of their enterprises, the wisest and most moving assessments 
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of The Umbrellas came not from critics or experts or even the artists themselves, but from the 

“people” who live in these communities.  

The Christos often speak of the issue of imagination, as if their projects produce the 

nearly unimaginable, something “more beautiful than our wildest dreams,” as Jeanne-Claude put 

it.15  The true unimaginable in The Umbrellas project is the power of nature (something we have 

all witnessed in the past few years).  The Christos can tame people and bureaucracies, but one 

force over which they have no ultimate control—despite their careful planning and 

engineering— 

is nature.  Weather dogged the project from start to finish.  The scheduled opening of The 

Umbrellas was delayed by a day because of a typhoon in Japan, as those in sunny California 

wondered what was holding up the event.  High winds from another typhoon several days later 

led to cranking closed many of the Japanese umbrellas, re-opened once the weather improved.   

On two continents, three million visitors saw The Umbrellas.  Sadly, two people died in 

connection with the project.  A woman in California was impaled by runaway umbrella 

unmoored by winds from a sudden and unexpected storm, which led the Christos to dismantle 

the project several days before its intended termination.  In the process of removing umbrellas, a 

Japanese worker, in another freak accident, was electrocuted.  Aberrant accidents both, but since 

the Christos claim that all the ingredients of the project are part of the art, then these deaths must 

also be included.   

Christo and Jeanne-Claude expressed great remorse over the deaths, though they 

acknowledged that because their art so deeply involves life itself, that death, like life, is part of 

an unavoidable natural process.  Ironically, even in death, cultural differences glared.  In the 

States, the family of the woman killed by an umbrella sued the artists, receiving an out-of-court 
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financial settlement.  In Japan, the family of the workman who died apologized to the Christos, 

believing that his death placed an unfortunate stain on this beautiful process.  
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ABSTRACT 
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review of the literature, this study hypothesized that several demographics, medical, 
and psychological factors would predict choosing substance use as a coping 
mechanism among young individuals.  

Two-hundred-thirty-six young adults (age 18-24), from diverse ethnic 
backgrounds, participated in a clinical assessment session. The assessment battery 
comprised items from the Brief COPE, a measure of depression (the CES – D), and a 
demographic questionnaire. 

A full regression analysis showed that gender, number of religious/spiritual 
practices per week, cigarette smoking, depression, and perceived health status—not 
age—significantly predicted substance use (p<.05). Some interesting results, discussed 
herein, include the finding that cigarette smoking was inversely related to using alcohol 
and drugs to cope, unlike what is suggested by most of the available literature on this 
topic. The clinical implications of the findings are discussed. 
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ABSTRACT: Modern Teaching Methodologies in Architectural Education between 1950 – 1970  

 

The methodologies and didactic concepts of architectural education are diverse and manifold, both in origin and 

influence. The diversity within architectural education is further augmented by the range of different schools, 

academies of arts, institutes of technology, and university programs, all seeking to educate in the discipline of 

architectural design. 

The aim of the paper is to discuss a selection of different design methods. Focus will be on the origin of a method, 

its development, and how it evolved over time. Certain elements of the method stay the same; others change or are 

left out.  

One teaching approach of primary importance, which will be addressed in the paper, is that of the Italian architect 

Aldo Rossi. He was an important teacher at schools both in Europe and the USA. In 1966 Aldo Rossi wrote “The 

Architecture of the City” (Architettura della città). In this theoretical text he linked the research of typologies to 

architectural design. This theoretical approach to architectural design had a great impact on his teaching 

methodology.  

From 1972 to 1974 Aldo Rossi was a guest professor at the ETH Zurich, at a time where the ETH Zurich 

experienced several turbulent transitions. Rossi’s approach towards the architectural curriculum differed 

significantly from that of his colleagues at the ETH. Rossi established a new direction within the school, a new way 

of looking at architecture. The urban context, the analysis, the study of typologies and the morphology of buildings 

were new issues to be addressed in the logical development of architectural design. His teaching method gained 

broad recognition and aroused intense discussion. 

The intention of this paper is to discuss the sources, influences and bibliographical references critical to Rossi’s 

teaching methodology, such as Antoine C. Quatremère de Quincy and Saverio Muratori, and to outline the 

development of his teaching concepts. Influences of his method can be found at Cornell University, the Cooper 

Union, and Yale University. It is also informative to examine the connection with current methods and teaching 

concepts at institutions like the ETH Zurich. 

 

Pia Simmendinger, dipl. Arch. ETH, MA SCI-Arc 
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Katharyn Sinelli 
5/10/05 
 

Mythic Heroes in McGraw’s “Live Like You Were Dying” 
 

 Tim McGraw’s song “Live Like You Were Dying” presents a strikingly sunny 

view of the cancer experience.  In the song, written by Tim Nichols, a cancer survivor 

relates the benefits of his disease to a questioning narrator.  The survivor makes a bold 

proclamation to the narrator. He states, “I hope you get the chance to live like you were 

dying.”  While the song was inspired by the death of McGraw’s father, famous Phillies 

pitcher Tug McGraw, the saccharin sentiment bears little resemblance to his father’s 

actual experience with a debilitating brain tumor.  The speaker in the song is a fictional 

character.  On the surface, the central argument presented in the song is that cancer was 

such an amazingly positive experience for this speaker that he wishes others will contract 

life threatening diseases so that they too can reap the rewards of living as though they 

were dying.  A linguistic analysis of the lyrics reveals the ways in which the language of 

the song supports not only this central argument but also several more subtle and 

insidious cultural notions of cancer.    An ideal cancer survivor persona is presented.  

This contrived character serves to make cancer more palatable to a society that wants to 

live forever.   

 The idea that Western culture creates a cancer mythology was first put forth in 

Susan Sontag’s groundbreaking work Illness as Metaphor.  She claims that metaphor 

developed around cancer in the twentieth century in the same way that metaphor formed 

around tuberculosis in the nineteenth century.  She gives two main reasons for the 

development of myths about cancer.  The first is that industrialized societies have few 

mechanisms for dealing with illness and death.  More importantly, Sontag asserts, we 
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currently have no cure for cancer and very little understanding of the disease.  This is 

where she draws a parallel between the representations of cancer and the representations 

of tuberculosis.   She claims, “Any important disease whose causality is murky, and for 

which treatment is ineffectual, tends to be awash in significance” (58).   Before it was 

understood that tuberculosis was caused by bacteria and prior to the advent of antibiotics, 

it was commonly thought that tuberculosis was contracted by those who were overly 

passionate.  Once the pathology of the disease was discovered and articulated, this myth 

disappeared.   

 Likewise there is now a typical cancer personality.  Without a clear scientific 

causality, the culture must agree on a mythical cause in order to claim some control over 

the disease.  The current magical thinking is that cancer is caused by negative feelings.  

Sontag asserts that cancer is more specifically related to the suppression of rage.  In the 

thirty years since Illness as Metaphor was written, we can see a shift in the mythology.  

Cancer is said to be caused by clinging to any negative emotion, but most notably 

depression, fear, or self-pity.  These emotions are seen as crippling to the American ideal 

of self-reliance.  

 Sontag goes on to illustrate that because of this perceived personality defect, the 

cancer survivor is stigmatized. 

Psychological theories of illness are a powerful means of placing  

blame on the ill.  Patients who are instructed that they have, unwittingly,  

caused their disease are also being made to feel that they have deserved it (57). 

It is this notion that leads to the development of an ideal cancer survivor persona, a 

character that comes into being after a cancer diagnosis.  If the cancer patient is 

stigmatized by her disease, she must then offer some evidence in her favor in order to 
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remove the stigma.  One way to achieve this is to claim that cancer has brought about a 

profound positive transformation in her character.  Through the course of the disease, she 

has learned to avoid negative feelings and focus only on positive emotions.  Thus she 

tries to reverse her stigma and prove that she is ready to rejoin society.  In fact, she is a 

better person than she ever was before.   

 In her book Teratologies: A Cultural Study of Cancer, Jackie Stacey explores the 

cultural significance of cancer narrative.  She argues that by creating a cancer narrative, 

we seek to make linear a disease process that is chaotic (11).  She discusses an ideal 

cancer survivor persona and the social implications of this type of storytelling.   

Heroic cancer narratives also reproduce the conventional privileging of the triumphs of a 

few at the expense of the majority.  The lucky ones (though they are never called that) 

are celebrated while the rest suffer defeat.   The heroes of cancer are represented as 

special people, unique individuals, better than the rest of us…And what of the others?  

What of those who did not smile bravely? What of those who declined rapidly, who cried 

with fear and terror in the face of death?...Sadly, they do not rise to heroic status (15). 

Indeed we can predict the effect that these heroic narratives will have on the storyteller, 

the listener who does not have cancer, and the listener who does.  As Stacey suggests, the 

narrative is a way for the storyteller to assert control over her disease.  It is also an 

offering she makes in order to remove her societal stigma.  For the non-cancered listener, 

the narrative still serves as a means of control as she can identify the negative behaviors 

which caused the storyteller’s cancer and avoid the disease by avoiding those behaviors.  

The listener can further believe that if by some mistake she does get cancer, at least the 

experience will be a positive transformation.  There are two possible effects that the 

heroic cancer narrative can have on a listener with cancer.  If the survivor has had a 
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positive transformative experience, the story reinforces that she herself is a hero.  If the 

survivor has had an experience that is negative in any way, she is forced to reconcile this 

gap between experience and narrative. 

  “Live Like You Were Dying” is clearly a heroic cancer narrative and thus is 

laden with cultural notions of disease.  In order to see how the language manifests these 

notions, it is useful to look at lexico-syntactic cohesion within the piece.  This is a helpful 

approach in the analysis of poetry or lyrics as word choice and sentence structure are 

overtly manipulated.  William S. Chisholm suggests that “phonological, lexical, and 

syntactic patterns can control a reading of the text” (19).  Indeed Chisholm puts forth a 

reading of Robert Creely’s “I Know a Man” that uses etymology to support deeply buried 

religious symbolism in the poem. The lexico-syntactic cohesion in “Live Like You Were 

Dying,” however, provides clear evidence to support the ideal cancer survivor persona. 

 The song consists of two characters in a brief dialogue.  The questioning narrator 

recounts for the audience a conversation he had with a cancer survivor.  The cancer 

survivor begins by relating the story of his diagnosis.  Then the narrator asks the survivor 

how he coped with “that kinda news.”  The survivor answers with the chorus of the song 

where he catalogues the adventures he undertook and the lessons he learned.  The chorus 

ends with the survivor’s hope that the narrator has a similar brush with death.  The 

benefits listed by the survivor can fall into two main categories: exhilarating adventures 

(sky diving, mountain climbing, bull riding), and improved interpersonal relationships 

with his father, wife, children and friends.   

 The surface rhetoric of the song is clearly stated.  Cancer can be a true 

opportunity for a person to change for the better.   A closer look at the language of the 
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text reveals the underlying meanings conveyed.  The folksy diction serves to create an 

empathetic bond between the characters and the audience.  The limited vocabulary 

reinforces that bond and serves to obscure the harsh aspects of illness and death.  Finally, 

there is a question as to whether the blessings received by the survivor are spontaneous 

and automatic manifestations of his disease, or if they are the products of a process of 

volitional self-critique.  The language provides some support for both theories, but when 

the total force of the rhetorical elements is combined, one reading decidedly stands out.  

 One of the most notable qualities of the text is the conversational diction. Nichols 

contracts kind of to “kinda” and about to “bout.”  This can be seen as a distinguishing 

characteristic of the country music genre. However, “Live Like You Were Dying” lacks 

many of the definitive country traits and this allows the song to crossover into pop 

markets.  The diction and the distinctive elements of the Southern dialect also serve a 

rhetorical purpose.  These colloquial aspects situate the survivor and the narrator as 

regular folks.  They are people to whom the audience can relate.  Listeners can believe  it 

is possible that they too can have this upbeat attitude about cancer.  The survivor in the 

song has a great attitude, and there is nothing particularly special about him.  While the 

survivor is certainly a hero, he is the kind of hero any regular old person could be.   

 In several instances the conversational Southern dialect is foregrounded by the 

rhyme scheme.  Two examples occur in the second verse.  Line 20 ends with the word 

“husband” [                ].  In order to make the end of line 21 come closer to rhyming, the 

pronunciation of “wasn’t” [            ] is changed to [               ].  Likewise, the “fishing”     

[             ] in line 23 changes to [              ] in order to match the word “imposition”            
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[                     ] at the end of line 24.  These transformations in pronunciation are subtle 

but intentional cues to the listener. 

 The lexical choices within the text are relatively limited to a simple vocabulary.  

Again, this serves to humanize the characters and to ensure that the speakers are not 

trying to position themselves above the audience.  The limited vocabulary is exemplified 

in Nichols’ repetition of the very generic modifiers “good” (lines 25 and 26) and “sweet” 

(lines 6 and 15 of the chorus).  Similarly the colloquial phrase “Talking bout,” appears in 

both lines 6 and lines 7 just after the survivor has received his diagnosis.   The most 

striking example of the repetition of simple vocabulary is in lines 8 and 9, “And I asked 

him when it sank in/ That this might really be the real end”    At first glance this 

statement can be read as a banal description of the situation by a rather uneducated 

speaker who has few words in his mastery.  However, if the statement is paraphrased, we 

can see that there is an underlying function in this folksy transformation.   The sentence 

can be read as – I asked him when he realized that this might be his death.  This 

transformation reveals a second rhetorical purpose to the conversation language.  Nichols 

is trying to obscure the threat of death by using extremely vague language in the 

descriptions of the negative aspects of the disease. 

 If “Live Like You Were Dying” is a “triumph-over-tragedy” narrative (Stacey 

21), there is very little tragedy depicted.  Neither the survivor nor the narrator even 

mentions the word cancer.  The listener must infer the nature of the survivor’s illness in 

lines 3 through 5, “And I spent most of the next days/Looking at the x-rays/Talking bout 

the options.”  We are familiar with the image of cancer patients staring aghast at x-ray, 

MRI or CT films that show some horrible black spot.  The scene is common in cancer 
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narratives.  Also, many listeners who are Tim McGraw fans would also know that his 

father had recently died from a brain tumor.  The listener brings cultural assumptions and 

prior information to the song, and that is how we are able to decode Nichols’ and 

McGraw’s obscured message.  These vagaries illustrate Sontag’s assertion that 

contemporary society is terrified of death and unable to even speak openly about the 

subject. 

 The cancer diagnosis is glossed over in the first verse.  Nichols makes use of 

idiom and eschews any clinical language.  The survivor relates his diagnosis in the first 

three lines of the song, “I was in my early forties/ With a lot of life before me/ When a 

moment came that stopped me on a dime.”  Presumably this is when he was told that he 

had cancer.  However, this revelation is simply referred to as a “moment” that benignly 

“came.”  It is difficult to say what emotions the survivor experienced.  Nichols only uses 

the generic “stopped me on a dime” to describe the survivor’s immediate reaction to his 

disease.   The only real medical terminology used in the song is the word “x-rays.”  

However, this is an incorrect or general use of the term.  No physician would make 

cancer treatment recommendations based solely on x-rays.  The survivor would have had 

a CT scan, MRI, PET scan or some combination of this technology.   

 The listener infers that the survivor is “talking bout” treatment “options” in line 6, 

but the “sweet time” to which he refers in line 7 is ambiguous.  It can either be 

interpreted as the time he has left in his life, or the time of his life that has already passed.  

Again this is a general notion present in cancer narratives.  The survivor ponders about 

time that was wasted and resolves to do more with, or hold on to, or truly appreciate the 

time that is remaining in his life.  The ambiguity allows the listener to read into the line 
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whichever appropriate cultural notion she likes.  The use of the phrase “sweet time” 

seems a bit unfitting and perhaps unintentional as it is frequently used in a negative way.  

We are generally frustrated when someone is taking their “sweet time” at the cash 

register.  Here the word “sweet” must have a more literal meaning. 

 In the survivor, Nichols and McGraw create a character that presents himself as 

an Everyman.  He takes care not to scare anyone off with fancy medical jargon or open 

discussions of death.  He admits that he is a flawed human.  In lines 20 and 21 he 

confesses, “I was finally the husband/ That most the time I wasn’t.”   The survivor 

continually reiterates that cancer brought about positive changes in his life.  He “spoke 

sweeter,” “loved deeper,” and “became the friend a friend would like to have.”  The 

listener can infer that the survivor was not the kindest of men before his diagnosis.  

Although it is not stated outright, it is implied that the survivor may have caused his own 

cancer.  This implication is present in any narrative of transformation.  The storyteller 

must be in need of reformation before the diagnosis.  She must be doing something 

wrong at the outset or there would be no need for positive change.  Her cancer could not 

be used as a vehicle for self-improvement and would instead be viewed as an 

impediment. 

 It is clear that the survivor undergoes a positive transformation through the course 

of his disease.  However, there is a question as to the nature of this metamorphosis.  Does 

this enlightenment come about wholly and immediately upon diagnosis?  Or does the 

survivor have agency?  Does he carve out a new self through force of will?  Several 

aspects of the language support the idea that the changes were spontaneous.  The verbs 

used in the chorus are in the simple past tense indicating that the actions took place and 
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were completed in one moment in the past.  He “went sky diving,” and “loved deeper.”  It 

seems as though no effort was involved in these actions.  He didn’t work on speaking 

sweeter he simply “spoke.”  Similarly he “was finally” a good husband.  It is ad though 

he instantaneously switched into this new state of being.   Line 23 openly states the 

abruptness of the changes.  The survivor claims that “All the sudden fishing/ Wasn’t such 

an imposition.”  

 As would be expected from an American cancer narrative, there is more evidence 

in the text to indicate that the survivor acted as an agent in his personal development.  

When we bring the questioning narrator into the analysis this idea comes into focus.  At 

the end of the first verse, the narrator asks the survivor three questions.     

 And I asked him when it sank in 

 That this might really be the real end. 

 How’s it hit you when you get that kinda news? 

 Man, what’d you do? 

It is important to note that “what’d” could be a contraction of what did, what would, what 

could, or what should.  These modal verbs come into play in lines 38-40. 

 What’d you do with it? 

 What did you do with it? 

 What did I do with it? 

 What would I do with it?  

It is unclear at this point who is speaking.  The narrator could be repeating his question to 

the survivor, and then asking the question of himself.  The survivor could be asking the 

narrator to ponder what his own reaction to the disease might be, and then reaffirming his 

own choices by repeating the chorus.  There is also the third option that conflates the 

narrator with McGraw. This interpretation of the song would primarily be available to 
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those listeners who knew McGraw’s father had died of cancer.  This is presumably a 

large group of people as McGraw openly publicized his father’s illness.  Tug McGraw 

even published a book about his ordeal entitled, Ya Gotta Believe: My roller-coaster Life 

as a Screwball Pitcher and Part-time Father, and My Hope-Filled Fight Against Brian 

Cancer.  The book was published posthumously.   

 The use of the modal verb “would” in line 41 and possibly line 38 invites the 

audience to place themselves in the survivor’s position and imagine what they would do 

if they were diagnosed with cancer.  The question “What did you do?” asks the hearer to 

declare a past behavior.  Contrastingly, “What would you do?” asks the hearer to put 

themselves in the future and choose a behavior from a range of options.  This shift in 

tense emphasizes the fact that the survivor had many choices for his reaction to the 

disease.  He actively decided to go on exhilarating adventures and improve his 

interpersonal relationships.  This idea is further supported by line 27 and 28 “And I took 

a good long hard look/ At what I’d do if I could do it all again.”  The survivor admits that 

he came to his decision through a process of self-reflection.  Again the suggested modal 

verb is would in the phrase “what I’d do.”   

 The most compelling evidence to support the concept of agency is Nichols’ 

choice of the word “chance” in the survivor’s proclamation “I hope you get the chance to 

live like you were dying.”  If his transformation was spontaneous, he wouldn’t wish the 

narrator “the chance” to live as though he was dying.  The reformation would happen 

automatically upon diagnosis.  Instead the survivor implies that cancer provides an 

opportunity for personal growth.  A cancer patient can choose to better herself, or she can 

choose to go through the experience unchanged.  If she feels negative emotions during 
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her disease, it is simply because she chose to feel them.  This is the underlying rhetoric of 

the song.  It serves to reinforce the “psychological theories of illness” (Sontag 57).  It 

serves to further stigmatize those who are diagnosed with cancer.   

 In “Live Like You Were Dying” McGraw and Nichols outline the traits of the 

ideal cancer survivor persona.  The survivor who speaks in the song is actively 

performing this persona.  He is a person who chose not to feel self-pity or anger or fear.  

Instead he chose to live life to the fullest by participating in acts of daring.  He also made 

himself into a kinder, more sensitive person because he realized that he did not have an 

unlimited amount of time remaining in his life.  When McGraw asks the listener “What 

would you do?” there is truly only one correct choice.  While there are a range of options 

for dealing with cancer, “Live Like Your Were Dying” presents only one reaction as 

socially palatable.  The ideal cancer survivor uses the disease as a means for self-

improvement.  To consider any other metaphor for cancer would force us to admit the 

inevitably of illness and death.   
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Live Like You Were Dying 

Written by Tim Nichols        Performed by Tim McGraw 

1 He said I was in my early forties 
2 With a lot of life before me  
3 When a moment came that stopped me on a dime 
4 And I spent most of the next days  
5 Looking at the X-rays  
6 Talking bout the options  
7 And talking bout sweet time 
8 And I asked him when it sank in  
9 That this might really be the real end 
10 How’s it hit you when you get that kinda news? 
11 Man, what’d you do? 
 
12 And he said 
13 I went sky diving 
14 I went Rocky Mountain Climbing  
15 I went 2.7 seconds on a bull named Fu Manchu 
16 And I loved deeper and I spoke sweeter  
17 And I gave forgiveness I’d been denying 
18 And he said someday I hope you get the chance  
19 To live like you were dying 
 
20 He said I was finally the husband  
21 That most the time I wasn’t  
22 And I became the friend a friend would like to have 
23 And all the sudden fishing 
24 Wasn’t such an imposition 
25 And I went three times that year I lost my Dad 
26 Well I finally read the good book  
27 And I took a good long hard look  
28 At what I’d do if I could do it all again 

 
29 And then 
30 I went sky diving 
31 I went Rocky Mountain Climbing  
32 I went 2.7 seconds on a bull named Fu Manchu 
33 And I loved deeper and I spoke sweeter  
34 And I gave forgiveness I’d been denying 
35 And he said someday I hope you get the chance  
36 To live like you were dying 

 
37 Like tomorrow was a gift and you got eternity to think about  
38 What’d you do with it? 
39 What did you do with it? 
40 What did I do with it? 
41 What would you do with it? 
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42 Sky diving 
43 I went Rocky Mountain Climbing  
44 I went 2.7 seconds on a bull named Fu Manchu 
45 And I loved deeper and I spoke sweeter  
46 And I gave forgiveness I’d been denying 
47 And he said someday I hope you get the chance  
48 To live like you were dying 
49 To live like you were dying 
50 To live like you were dying 
51 To live like you were dying 
52 To live like you were dying 
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6. abstract 

   
Colonization of Silence and its Re-reading in the Post-colonial:  
Sikh Scripture and Descartes’ Dog Derrida 
 
 
This paper operates on “two” silences: the human and the animal, and parallels them with two 

readings of Sikh scripture: the colonial and the postcolonial. It concludes with a re-evaluation of 

the colonial encounter as an aspect of an overlooked colonization of (human-animal) silence.  

 The paper problematizes the notion of a clear-cut distinction between the “human-mind” 

and the “animal-body”, (Descartes). This colonial and bifurcating logic parallels how westerners 

viewed foreign peoples as animals and so affected how Sikhs and their scripture was read.   
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 However Derrida’s “the animal that therefore I am”, consciously reclaims this overlooked 

animal silence and argues that this unsettling silence possesses a power to challenge fundamental 

notions of identity, hospitality and responsibility. Here new postcolonial interpretations of the 

Sikhs and their Scripture are explored. The other/animal is not only beyond the self on the 

periphery of one’s map, but within the self as the self that resists naming. 

 

Extended Abstract 

 This paper operates on “two” silences in double effect: that of the “human” and that of 

the “animal”, and parallels them with two readings of Sikh scripture: the colonial and the 

emerging postcolonial interpretations. It concludes with a re-evaluation of the colonial encounter 

as an aspect of an overlooked colonization of (human-animal) silence.  

 The paper problematizes the notion of a clear-cut distinction between the “human” and 

the “animal”, as though, as Descartes argues, only humans have minds whereas animals do not, 

thus rendering the dog a mere mechanical and mute body.  This ocularcentric and bifurcating 

logic involves a visual hermeneutics that parallels how western explorers, travelers and colonial 

ethnographers viewed foreign peoples as less than human, and closer to animal mutes, by 

stressing their physicality and primitiveness.  By situating Descartes’ gaze in a wider narrative 

and trajectory of European namings of the Other – especially the “monstrous races” thesis (John 

Friedman’s The Monstrous Races in Medieval Art and Thought and Partha Mitter’s Much 

Maligned Monsters: A History of European Reactions to Indian Art) – the paper aims to bridge 

and conflate the false dichotomy between “human-mind” and “animal-body”, through the figure 

of the cynocephali (dog-headed human) where the figure is not only seen as a monster but a 

demonized barbarian at the edge of western Christendom. The mind-body split is therefore seen 

as a foil for Descartes’ human-animal distinction. Within such double mappings the Sikh 

Scripture (envisioned as a “living Guru”) becomes the monstrous animal (a mere text) that 

requires taming, or destroying. Indeed Ernest Trumpp could not “make sense” out of the dark 

and obscure animal-like silence of the text, nor could Sikhs illuminate it for him when 

questioned. He abandoned the project as a pointless exercise – since its “atheism,” “immorality” 

and “nihilism” were too far off the map of scientific Christo-centric reason. How a text could be 

“alive” is not entertained. 



 Yet, a radical reversal of Descartes’ divisive logic has recently been entertained. Derrida 

(re)claims his animal self (“the animal that therefore I am”) in contradistinction to Descartes, 

(and a long line of others who speak over and for mute animals), by consciously returning to the 

silence of the animal and its unnerving look, which, he argues, maintains its power to challenge 

fundamental notions of identity, hospitality and ethical responsiveness. Derrida, being naked 

under the gaze of the animal (this time his cat), is profoundly embarrassed, placing his whole 

being into question. I implant Derrida’s reversal, again, onto the colonial and post-colonial 

encounters, where the indigenous “natives” gaze back at the Empire and its rulers, from a point 

of silence beyond resentment or mimetic replication. Though the colonially-backed orientialist 

translations tamed the Guru Granth Sahib to re-say another version of western “moral 

monotheism” in the translations of Authur Max Macauliffe in indignant response to Trumpp’s 

initial translation, the inscription of colonial rule could not be denied: Europe remains the 

Master. The Guru-Text or Adi Granth was no longer perceived to be a monster roaming outside 

the civilized periphery of Europe, its animality (and hence otherness) muted, castrated and tamed 

making the Text and Sikhs with it, mere European pets – allowed a stage in the West as 

familiarized foreigners but only inasmuch as they are recognizable by their affirmation of an 

accession to modern rationality (of science), the morality and indeed superiority of (Christian) 

monotheism, and the lawful right of British Governance. As the postcolonial subject recognizes 

him or herself as a tamed animal, s/he is eventually bound to ask not only “who names me 

such?” and also “who am I?,” but also “whose leash binds me?” 

 This paper therefore charts a nudity that is experienced both ways: the (literally) naked 

body of the native in the frame of the conquering mind of the European, to the otherness of the 

native now in European tongue gazing back at the white Westerners as the aliens (decentering, 

regionalizing or provincializing Europe’s self-proclaimed normativity – Dipesh Chakrabarty). 

Moreover the meditation of the paper returns to the “beauty of the beast”, learning how to make 

friends with an alien (people, scripture), but also, and crucially, seeing the animal stare back at us 

in the mirror of our own looking and not overriding this naked, embarrassing, and uncomfortable 

silence we feel within ourselves towards ourselves, but learning to live with it as a possibility, 

and even an axis of liberation – a shared, albeit heterogeneous, corpus pointing towards an 

unspeakable and uncolonizable naked animality of a “pre-formed” and/or silent, spontaneous 

subjectivity. 



 The distance between the problematic of colonizing the animal’s (native’s and dog’s) 

silence, of speaking over the subject, and speaking for the subject in colonialism, and that of 

having that gaze returned, where the animal’s (native’s and dog’s) stare profoundly questions the 

viewer in postcolonialism, brings to the foreground a silence that all beings (human “and” 

animal) share that is always already being colonized, named and spoken for. Thus, it is argued 

that the colonial encounter is not bound to particular periods in history, places and peoples, but is 

primordial, setting time and identity in motion, allowing a people to form, and create place. This 

paper explores this possibility: that there is a primordial and perpetual colonization of silence 

that constitutes a fundamental forgetting which forms the very nature of a “secular” being. What 

can be called the “religious praxis” would be to recall and re-engage that unnameable silence, 

return to the alien-ness of an original indecidable ambiguity.  

 Just as modern western liberal secularism has the religious as its shadow, no matter how 

much it is subjectified within the private realm, so too, does the “human” have its “animal” 

shadow, for as Derrida argues ‘a certain “madness” must watch over thinking’. The other animal 

is not only beyond the self and on the periphery of one’s map, but within the self as the self that 

resists naming. Rather obviously, this unnamable silence has religious dimensions – especially 

given the discourse of mystical experience of a “wholly Other” and its ineffability. Underlying 

the paper then, and its contribution therefore, is an exploration of the question: how is the human 

(religious, mystical) silence (of ineffability) and/or that of the animals  – which is always being 

colonized – related to the colonization of the native’s silence, mind and culture in colonial and 

postcolonial moments? It is argued that reflection on this question may illuminate why the need 

to colonise the other arises in the first place. Perhaps if we could resist and desist from 

colonizing the silence of ourselves, this may counter the desire to colonize others. There is much 

evidence in Sikh scripture that promotes an analysis forwarding a deconstruction of the self via 

the motif of the dog - which is at once a metaphor for the blind, cheating, ignorant mind as well 

as the ideal devotee or bhakta who expresses the qualities of loyality, obedience and self-less-

ness. 

 

*** 

Postcolonial Reflections: Descartes’ “(in)humanity” and Derrida’s “(hum)animality” 

 



 Derrida (and others like Fanon, Cixous) deny or at least suppress the “colonial roots” to 

their poststructuralist thought, that is they disguise, hide, their hybrid and ambiguous place of 

origin – (Derrida was born in French Algeria). Pal Ahluwalia therefore asks, “why has there been 

a silence, suppression or, at best, a belated acknowledgement of the colonial roots and 

affiliations of these theorists?” Postcolonial Studies 2005:140. 

 Both Fanon and Derrida as outsiders with feelings of not belonging, of alienation, and 

inferiority are bound to suppress this colonial legacy’s inscription of superiority. After all who 

wants to remember themselves as “animals”? The dog, the animal, is another name for the other, 

for the “outside”, not only in the permanent outdoors sense but more so within, the banished, the 

exiled, the demons, the shadows of our lost selves – ghosts that begin to haunt us. 

 The argument of my “religious” reading of this exiled and lost, suppressed and forgotten 

identity, claims that such ignorance of the silence of this identity is almost normative and 

certainly pathological. And that through “remembering”, “finding” and “befriending” its silent 

otherness constitutes what it means to be “human” or fully awake and alive. It is therefore not at 

all unexpected that the writings of such individuals explore themes of bondage, return and 

liberation. I ask: what if we are all, irregardless of geographical dislocation and/or immigrant 

displacement, dogs without masters, constantly wandering without a place to call home, without 

the security of belonging? That even within the most comfortable and secure (Euro-American) 

lives a restlessness is abundantly present. What if we are aliens to ourselves, and have colonized 

this uneasy and unbearable silence with the comfort of being located as members of a named 

group that has its own language and culture? What if there is a primordial migration stitched into 

birth, a fundamental ontological departure from a state of unity (the ‘oceanic feeling’)? What if 

there is an original amnesia and estrangement sewn into our very being and existence? What if 

the ego-named-social-structure we call ourselves is a temporary colonization of the “silence” that 

we are – a provisional naming we attempt to immortalize? What if this estrangement continues 

despite the fate of History? What if this silent self-witness exists in, through and before, 

colonizer-colonized, before “first-worlds” and “third-worlds”, before bourgeoisie and proletariat, 

before black and white, before literate-illiterate, before king and subjects, before men and 

women, priest and commoners, before the pure and impure? 

 What if language, family, nation, culture is a trap we’ve been caught in [Cixous], and 

liberation comes in the movement to break free, let go, move on but never again settle, never 



again take up a name except in “fear and trembling”? Yet, perhaps if we never took leave of our 

“silent self” we would never begin to comprehend its true significance. Perhaps alienation is the 

primary mode of remembrance. So when Derrida finally acknowledges he is “tattered of identity 

and rootless, neither here nor there, within culture and beyond it, within his Judaism and without 

it”, then we begin to see the inevitability of Derrida’s turn to religion. And that is why, it seems, 

Derrida is put into question by the animal’s stare, which makes him uneasy. As does the colonial 

masters’ stare; for both are symbols of a haunt: the Other’s voice – the voice of Derrida’s 

acquired “taste for the Secret”. We are a secret to ourselves because we are other than who think 

we are; for “we are not what we are said to be” (Cixous). We cannot name ourselves, let alone 

the other beyond our horizon. 

 There is a religious plus side to suffering, to silence, to rootless-ness, of being displaced 

and labeled a social misfit: “Neither France, nor Germany nor Algeria. No regrets. It is good 

fortune. Freedom, an inconvenient, intolerable freedom, a freedom that obliges one to let go, to 

rise above, to beat one’s wings. To weave a flying carpet. I felt perfectly at home, nowhere” 

(Cixous).  This is a religious narrative that has very clear political dimensions. Ahluwalia picks 

up on the politics of acknowledgement and identification which often yields the irony of denying 

one’s locations – as if one could still speak from the nowhere of the Imperial Eye, as the 

(Western) Subject that questions the Other but sees itself as unquestionable and providential. 

Ahluwalia’s insightful exploration reveals a crucial contradiction “between the marginality, and 

indeed provisionality, of the Algerian experience that seeks to challenge the master discourse of 

the West, and the simultaneous disavowal of that marginality which puts deconstruction at the 

centre of European thought.” (p.145) Yet he does not explore the “mystical” roots to self-loss. A 

loss that calls for an acknowledgement of inter-relational human-other, human-animal “self” in 

constant yet provisional remaking. It seems, one has to re-invent, continually, who one is; re-

create a people, place, language, culture, constantly, simply to remember who one is; one has to 

create shared fictions to remember the real. Yet more often than not, the near impossible nature 

of continuous creative remembrance, yields, and ever so easily, a lazy comfortable forgetfulness 

that only remembers an unchanging, simplified and purified monolith, a name across time. And 

in whose name we proudly celebrate with grotesque fanfare and pomp, the greatest deceit of all, 

that we are who we say we are: human not animal. This is done by colonizing a silence that does 

not retreat, cannot be captured – and whose signature is eternal resistance. What if I am an 



eternal resistance to the name? Is this not the source of language, thinking and acting? What if in 

this uncolonizeable silence one realizes there is no real other, as Guru Nanak claims? Now, here, 

each “other” is so intimately connected to form a universal Plural-We (humanimality), an 

unameable collective body. What if the silent self as the Plural-We that cannot be named but felt, 

connected with, merged into, is the beginning of decolonization and the dawn of an 

interconnected humanimality. To the One Plural-We, to humanimality, humans look more and 

more like a cancer. 
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As an immigrant from India who teaches Comparative English Literature in an institution 

of higher learning, I have pondered the question of multiculturalism, or diversity as it is now 

called, for over a decade.  I teach non-western world literature/postcolonial literature at Northern 

Michigan University.  However, that was not always the case.  I used to teach composition as a 

graduate teaching fellow at Oregon State University as well as the University of Oregon. At that 

time, having been in the United States for only about seven years, I used to think that students 

resisted multicultural issues because I was an inexperienced teacher and could not teach it well.  

When students would write racist or sexist comments on the response papers or on class 

evaluations—“a foreigner should not be allowed to teach English in America,” “She has such a 

thick accent it was hard to understand her,” or “Wear Khaki pants!”-- I wondered about teaching 

from the margins, especially as a graduate fellow or assistant; I felt under-prepared and 

unsupported, in spite of the best intentions of the composition coordinator, who was justifiably 

horrified at the students’ evaluations.    

I remember presenting a paper in 1992 at a conference regarding teaching 

“institutionalized multiculturalism” when I was at the University of Oregon.  I looked at the notes 

again to write this paper and realized how little had changed over a decade.  I am a tenure track 

professor and I still go through some of the same concerns.  My students in a composition class 

wrote some troubling responses in the wake of   9/11 when I taught a text called Re-Reading 

America: Some students accused me of attacking the American Dream when we read an essay on 

the Horatio Alger myth.  They also asked why immigrants stay in this country if they do not 

believe in the American Dream.  To them, immigrants are only from the Third World and are not 

really Americans as they might not be citizens. 



The question that I had asked at that conference is still relevant today:  “What happens in 

such a classroom when we insert a few minority texts to show our awareness of multiculturalism? 

What happens when we insert a few minority teachers in the Ivory tower to show our support for 

diversification?  Finally, what does it do to immigrant women from the Third World to be 

teaching multiculturalism in the Ivory Tower, especially after 9/11?  As transnational 

multicultural feminists, we in the Ivory Tower are  

navigating between being excommunicated by patriarchal nationalists as “traitors to the 

nation” or “betrayers of the race” and Western feminists’ imperial fantasies of rescuing 

clitoridectomized and veiled women, post-Third Worldist multicultural feminist have not 

metamorphosed into Western-style feminists—even if Third World nationalist often 

accuse them of becoming “white” or “westernized”; and even if white feminists embrace 

them as those who “finally learned their lesson.” (Talking Visions 12) 

In the rest of the paper, I will look at the most current theory regarding the definition of 

multiculturalism and its interconnections with feminism, particularly Third 

World/Transnational/Multicultural feminism for my own purposes.  In an era of globalization, 

and particularly in the aftermath of 9/11, such redefinitions become politically charged.  Are 

feminist political concerns separate from multicultural concerns?  Can we, as transnational 

multicultural feminists, refuse the hierarchy of class, racial, national, sexual, and gender-based 

struggles (Talking Visions 1)?  According to Ella Shohat in her introduction to Talking Visions: 

Multicultural Feminism in a Transnational Age, there is the mutual embeddedness between the 

two and in fact the struggles highlight instead the ‘“political intersectionality’ (Kimberle 

Crenshaw) of all these axes of stratification” (1).  We, in Academia, often try to define 

multiculturalism and come up with various terms that either seems to embrace all differences and 

diversity or simply become exclusionary.  I will address the problematics of some of these 

definitions, and address some of the questions raised above.  
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6. Project Statement 
 
Teaching and producing interactive art and design in a collaborative environment 
 
A Case Study presentation by Mark Siprut 
 

As an educator and artist, I explore interactive multimedia formats, investigating 
creative methods to deliver visual information. In interactive digital presentations and 
installations, I use non–linear narrative formats to combine and present photography, 
video, text, and sound. Content of my artwork includes social and political issues, 
often as related to cross-cultural and generational comparisons. Recent works have 
been influenced by residencies in Turkey. 
 
The popular gaming industry has infused itself into the arenas of multimedia, film, 
entertainment and education. Although the fundamental elements and theory of 
interaction design are common among all formats of time-based visual presentations, 
the gaming industry and its impact on how its audience perceives the visual, audio 
and textual information are changing how all audiences consume data. 
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The authoring and delivery of interactive content has expanded dramatically to 
include a plethora of devices, platforms and delivery systems, including personal 
computers, personal digital devices, cell phones, television, DVD, proprietary digital 
devices (such as Nintendo Game Boy, Playstation, etc), kiosks, robots, gambling 
machines and installations. 
 
The interactive multimedia format is a vital content delivery vehicle, as evidenced in 
the plethora of contemporary media such as television, DVD, the internet, robotics, 
the digital gaming industry, on-line education and corporate education technology. 
Although the principles of interface design and interactive navigation are similar in 
all of the above systems, the public, especially younger audiences, is accustomed to a 
fast tempo and multiple simultaneous viewings of information. 
 
The writings and presentations of John Seely Brown, former chief scientist of Xerox 
Corporation and director of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)l, have 
taught us that today's youth have the ability to multiprocess information, by listening 
to music, chatting on line, watching television, surfing the internet, playing video 
games and doing homework, all at the same time. 
 
In my teaching I encourage students to invent new forms of interaction design using 
new technologies, while understanding and implementing traditional design 
principles. Although the principles of interface design and interactive navigation are 
based of traditional design theory, new delivery methodology as well as an audience 
hungry for an ever faster delivery of information is influencing how visual content is 
authored and interpreted. Students are familiar with the non-linear narrative and 
interactive environments found in contemporary digital games, yet are not educated in 
the authoring of non-linear content. This tends to be a new experience for most 
students who have studied traditional narrative forms from an early age. Fundamental 
to the non-linear interactive format, including the interactive game, is that the user 
decides how the story or environment is explored. Content is revealed based on the 
user's decision-making and timing. 
 
As an educator, I work to promote an appreciation of our multicultured global 
environment by assigning collaborative interactive projects to my students. I have 
found that visual expression through creative problem solving in collaborative 
situations promotes dialogue and mutual understanding among students from diverse 
backgrounds. Collaborative projects are also an introduction to the "real world" for 
multiple career options. 
 
I assign projects that require students to participate both individually and in 
partnership with their classmates. A primary goal is to allow students the freedom to 
experiment and develop unique ideas while conforming to the system developed by 
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the class as a whole. Issues that students discuss in order to create cohesive projects in 
the collaborative setting include grid systems, navigational elements, transitions, 
content elements, color palettes, backgrounds, and audio. 
 
The collaborative projects work as cohesive units, and allow students to participate in 
much larger and impressive projects than if they had worked alone. 
 
Collaborative student project examples: 

Turkish graduate students collaborative interactive installation 
Creative interactive play using common themes, forms and audio effects 

Time 
Interactive collaborative project based on the theme of time, inspired by audio 
recording of "Time" aired on Soundscapes on public radio 

911 
Interactive collaborative project based the 911 crashes on the World Trade 
Center and Pentagon 

Collaborative three dimensional animations 
Animated video films demonstrating collaboration of entire classes to produce 
animated class project. 

Earth wind water fire, artist book 
Collaborative book by Turkish students 

 
In conclusion, my work, both as an artist and educator, focuses on multimedia 
formats, with a special emphasis on interaction strategies and gaming issues. In the 
future, I plan to study gaming communities and cultures internationally. 
 

Case studies 

Multimedia works by Mark Siprut 

 

Dad 
Interactive video based on video recordings of my father, Joseph, at age 90 combined with 
video of my three year old son, Joseph, exploring ideas of memory loss and rebellion. 
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Dad, by Mark Siprut, 2003, Interactive Multimedia Installation 
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Mom 
Interactive video based on video recordings and oral history of my mother's immigration from 
Mexico and subsequent marriage to my father in the Sephardic community of Los Angeles 

 
Mom, by Mark Siprut, 2003, Interactive Multimedia Installation 

 
Sisters 
Interactive video based on recordings of two sisters in their late 80’s discussing memories of 
their strict Puritan upbringing. 
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Sisters, by Mark Siprut, 2003, Interactive Multimedia Installation 

 

Family 
Interactive video and installation commenting on my recent experience living in Turkey with 
my family during the beginning of the war in Iraq. 
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Family, by Mark Siprut, 2004, Interactive Multimedia Installation 
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Control 
Interactive multimedia installation commenting on the Iraqi war 
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Control by Mark Siprut, 2005, Interactive Multimedia Installation 
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Abstract 

Addressing the matter of whether to teach grammar or not to teach grammar in the ESL/ELL writing 

classroom, this paper examines theories, philosophies, and diverse arguments before introducing the 

author’s concept of “phrase and clause tactics”: sentence combining exercises that insist students 

craft and control sentences by creating adjective clauses that perhaps transform to participial phrases, 

morph into appositive phrases, and so forth, resulting in a variety of interesting sentence structures at 

the disposal of the writer.  Through a series of mini-lessons, handouts, practice sessions, and 

assignments sandwiched into the writing goals of the class, students learn techniques of phrase/clause 

manipulation.  Building and moving “pieces of sentences” in order to create fresher, freer, more 

professional-sounding structures, students at all levels, beginner through highly advanced, realize 

accomplishment and gain the insight that grammar actually serves as a tool for sentence crafting and 

polishing. 
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Phrase and Clause Grammar Tactics 

for the ESL/ELL Writing Classroom 

Introduction 

 Funny how paradigms shift: to teach grammar or not to teach grammar.  What says the 

conventional wisdom today?  Assessment is the educational watchword of the moment sparked by 

legislative mandates and decrees insinuating that “progressive teachers […] don’t mark errors and 

approve of anything that students spel or rite” (Tchadi & Thomas, 1996, p. 46).  Administrations, 

school boards, boards of regents, and the like demand accountability.  Back to the basics reform!  

Fine.  Grammar is undoubtedly back-to-the-basics.  It is not wrong to approve of teaching grammar.  

But it is important to know the facts of grammar.  How we wield such a wild, often unwieldy tool 

greatly impacts effectiveness.  Therefore, before we examine the particulars of phrase/clause 

grammar tactics, we first ought to refresh our understanding of grammar facts relevant to the 

ESL/ELL writing classroom. 

The Real Grammar “Catch 22” Paradigm 

 While knowledge of grammar is essential for ESL/ELL student generalization of increasingly 

sophisticated, error-free sentence structures, study of grammar in and of itself and correction of 

problematic sentence structures offer little in way of sentence structure improvement.  So says one 

argument.  Gray (2004), Hillock (1986), and Krashen (1982) advocate grammar study and grammar 
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correction typically lead students nowhere.  This is a grammar fact often encountered before but, as 

educators, we do not always choose to acknowledge.  It undermines our purpose, undermines our 

intents and goals in the ESL/ELL writing classroom.  Not only that.  How can such a concept be true?  

As Widdowson (1988) clearly states, “Language learning is essentially grammar learning and it is a 

mistake to think otherwise” (p. 154).  Grammar is the key!  Nonetheless, Leki (1992) affirms: 

 After ten years of studying English in classrooms abroad, ESL students still may have trouble 

 writing effectively in English…and students who can recite grammar rules…are not always 

 able to use those rules in producing language.  (p. 715) 

Likewise, Greaney (1997) asserts that students who for years have studied English grammar and 

syntax may lack “passive knowledge of such structures as relative clauses [and may] not 

automatically generate such structures in their writing” (p. 1).  In a landmark 1986 study involving 

Japanese students learning English, Robb, Ross, and Shortreed concluded that grammar correction on 

student essays served no essential purpose so far as helping students correct grammatical writing 

errors.  Students made the same errors in follow-up writing assignments, the researchers concluded.  

Similar studies by Krashen (2004), and Loewen (1998) discussed in Gray (2004) concur: 

 […]marking full (every error is corrected by the teacher) or selective (only one type of error 

 is marked at a time) grammatical corrections is […]not effective[….]  Nor was the lack of 

 benefits of grammatical correction dependent upon students’ gender, age, proficiency level, 

 or educational background.  (p. 2) 

Further, Truscott (1996) stresses how little error correction has to do with learning when he states, 

“Often a student will repeat the same mistake over and over again, even after being corrected many 

times [so] the teacher should conclude that correction is simply not effective” (p. 341). 

The Failure of Grammar Correction in Writing 
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 With so many ESL/ELL teachers spending so much time correcting so many errors in so 

much student writing, must all that grammar feedback result in widespread student failure to 

improve?  It seems impossible.  Nevertheless, Gray (2004) lists four specific reasons to account for 

the incomprehensible.  First, grammar correction addresses “only the surface appearance of grammar 

and not […] the way language develops” (p. 2).  Second, language and grammar acquisition occur 

developmentally and hierarchically: “if a student is given a correction for a [language/grammar] stage 

he has not yet reached, it would not be effective” (p. 2).  Third, teacher and student understanding of 

grammar comments vary greatly.  Teachers frequently misinterpret student writing and address 

grammar concerns built upon misinterpretation whereas students “often find teachers’ remarks vague, 

confusing, and contradictory” (p. 2).  Fourth, students “only make mental note of the corrections they 

have understood, and if they have to rewrite their papers, regularly do not incorporate these 

corrections into their work” (Gray, 2004, paraphrasing Cohen, 1987). 

The Debate over Form-focused Instruction 

 A major fault of theorists, Larkin (1981) proclaims, is their failure to reason that theory is not 

a one-size-fits-all proposition.  In example, he lists the old school grammar technique of sentence 

combining as failing non-native speakers, stating how such students “are outside the application of 

theory on which sentence combining is based” (p. 31); in other words, such students do not have the 

developmental/hierarchal language skills necessary to competently address sentence combining 

exercises.  To assess this, we must consider how paradigm shifts in writing instruction have brought 

great impact upon formal grammar and its form-focused approach to curriculum.  The shift from 

writing as product to writing as process to writing as social activity has removed grammar further and 

further from being essential curriculum.  Moreover, theorists such as Krashen (1982) have argued 

that form-focused grammar instruction actually undermines the natural acquisition process in 
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language learning.  Hartwell (2002) and Long and Robinson (1998) advocate a noninterventionist 

position that “reject[s] explicit focus on form” (Frodeson, 2001, p. 234). 

 Judging from the aforementioned research and resulting theories, a radical shift away from 

form-focused instruction for ESL/ELL learners appears prevalent in the United States.  Classrooms in 

the U.S., too, often advocate learner-centered curriculum deemphasizing grammar.  Rather than risk 

suppressing language, many teachers favor any type of communication, believing whenever students 

utilize English, regardless of how “substandard” that English may be, learning takes place. 

 Is the paradigm poised to shift once more?  Scarcella (1996) stresses how lack of form-

focused teaching has proven detrimental to students in need of advanced writing skills.  Lightbown 

(1998), once an advocate of the noninterventionist position, more recently argues for corrective 

feedback after witnessing the outcomes of non-corrective and non-grammatical-focused classrooms, 

believing now that students require structural and grammatical input.  As debate escalates, we might 

do well to consider Hartwell’s (2002) insight: 

 It would seem unlikely […] that further experimental research […] will resolve the grammar 

 issue […] it may well be that the grammar question is not open to resolution by experimental 

 research, that, as Noam Chomsky has argued in Reflections on Language (New York: 

 Pantheon, 1975) […] there will be no “good experiments” in the study of human learning. 

 (pp. 425 & 426) 

The Students and Their Needs 

 Sjolie (2002/2003) puts forth how “learning that does not meet the present situation or past 

experience of ESL students quickly becomes irrelevant to those students” (p. 25).  Needs, as 

Scarcella (1996) points out, are key.  Byrd and Reid (1998) note how student needs must dictate the 

decisions teachers make with regard to grammar instruction.  Now, more than ever, those students in 
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ESL/ELL classrooms are, as characterized by Ferris and Hedgcock (1998), a very heterogeneous 

population with great diversity linguistically, ethnically, and culturally.  Moreover, as Reid (1998) 

contends, these learners exhibit wide diversity in learning styles as well.  Similarly, Frodeson (2001) 

states while these learners may produce non-standard forms in their writing, they “have typically 

learned most of their English in classrooms […] have received considerable explicit grammar 

instruction [… and] are often able to access and explain grammar rules” (p. 235).  Indeed, 

international students frequently have far superior knowledge of English grammar than do native 

speakers.  Regardless, not all students in ESL/ELL writing classrooms are international students.  

Some are permanent residents.  Others are immigrants – perhaps refugees – many of whom with little 

or no past exposure to grammar.  Nonetheless, each of these students is expected to write 

competently in an academic format to attain personal academic goals in a variety of fields in varying 

undergraduate and graduate degree programs. 

Phrase and Clause Tactics 

 Celce-Murcia (1985) insists that as language use becomes increasingly professional in 

register, the need for attention to form increases correlatively.  Focus upon phrase and clause 

variation, as introduced through sentence combining exercises, provides essential curriculum for all 

levels of ESL/ELL writers.  The key component of sentence combining as a springboard to creating 

more interesting, more formal, or more “professional-sounding” sentences is the same, whether the 

base sentences combined are basic in structure or more challenging in composition.  Beginning level 

students, for example, can combine the simple sentences “Bob is taking me camping this weekend” 

and “Bob happens to be an expert outdoorsman” to create the complex sentence variations “Bob, who 

happens to be an expert outdoorsman, is taking me camping” and “Bob, who is taking me camping 

this weekend, happens to be an expert outdoorsman.”  Likewise, more advanced students can work 
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with the sentences “Marxist theory offers one vital approach to literary criticism” and “Marxist 

theory addresses issues of class struggle and ideological construction of social reality” to create such 

complex sentence variations as “Marxist theory, which address issues of class struggle and 

ideological constraints of social reality, offers one vital approach to literary criticism” and “Marxist 

theory, which offers one vital approach to literary criticism, addresses issues of class struggle and 

ideological construction of sound reality.” 

 From these beginnings, the first group of students would next create an appositive phrase, as 

found in the sentence “Bob, an expert outdoorsman, is taking me camping this weekend,” whereas 

the second group of students might write “Marxist theory, one vital approach to literary criticism, 

addresses issues of class struggle and ideological construction of social reality.”  This way, students 

of varying levels begin to understand how sentence “pieces” can be manipulated and moved to 

provide sentence variation for fresher writing.  This is critical to student need as so frequently 

students at all levels, beginning through advanced, lament how “boring” their writing is, how their 

sentences perpetually are structured subject, verb, object, lacking any variation to add excitement or 

flair.  Of course, some students ask why they ought to worry about changing an adjective clause to an 

appositive phrase.  Why?  Because an appositive phrase can move to the front of the sentence!  

Adjective clauses cannot.  Thus, we have the sentences “An expert outdoorsman, Bob is taking me 

camping this weekend” and “One vital approach to literary criticism, Marxist theory addresses issues 

of class struggle and ideological construction of social reality.”  

 Now, the fun begins!  Students working with the “Bob” sentence can go on to create “Being 

an expert outdoorsman, Bob….” while students working with the “Marxist theory” sentence can write 

“Offering one vital approach to literary criticism, Marxist theory….” and “Addressing issues of class 

struggle and ideological construction of social reality, Marxist theory….”  In this, students transform 
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the adjective clause morphed into appositive phrase into a participial phrase for yet another example 

of sentence variation. 

 

 

You Control the Grammar! 

 Often times ESL/ELL learners at varying levels ask the questions “When do I have to use this 

form?” or “When do I have to use such a grammatical structure?” when looking at a particular 

grammatical issue.  A freeing response to such typical questions is “You control the grammar, the 

grammar doesn’t control you!”  By manipulating sentences to create a variety of possible adjective 

clauses, elliptical adjective clauses, appositive phrases, participial phrases, and absolute phrases, 

students realize how freeing grammar exploration is.  Consider, for example, the following 

phrase/clause sentence combining exercise (developed by the author) in which students are instructed 

to create a variety of phrases and clauses.  (Possible answers are included in parentheses.) 

1.) Julie had written the letter. 
      Julie set out for the post office. 
 
      Participial Phrase: (Having written the letter, Julie set out for the post office.) 
 
2.) The letter is a long series of complaints about her sister’s behavior. 
      The letter took Julie a long time to write. 
 
      Appositive Phrase: (The letter, a long series of complaints about her sister’s behavior,  

      took Julie a long time to write.) 
  

3.) Julie lives in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
      St. Paul is a big city across the Mississippi River from Minneapolis. 
 
      Adjective Clause: (Julie lives in St. Paul, Minnesota, which is a big city across the 
                                    Mississippi River from Minneapolis.) 
 
4.) The post office was closed. 
       Julie dropped the letter in the mailbox outside. 
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      Absolute Phrase: (The post office being closed, Julie dropped the letter in the mailbox 
               outside.)      

5.) Julie looked up at the sky. 
      The sky was dark and heavy and threatened to send snow.   

  
        Adjective Clause: (Julie looked up at the sky, which was dark and heavy and threatened
     to send snow.) 
 6.) Julie decided to go to a nearby restaurant for a cup of coffee.  
      Julie felt lonely on the gloomy winder street by herself. 
 
      Participial Phrase: (Feeling lonely on the gloomy winter street by herself, Julie decided 
                                                to go to a nearby restaurant for a cup of coffee.) 
 
 7.) The restaurant was one of Julie’s favorite in the city. 
       It was a warm, busy, colorful place to drink coffee and read. 
 
      Appositive Phrase: (A warm, busy, and colorful place to drink coffee and read, the  
     restaurant was one of Julie’s favorite in the city.) 
 
 8.) Julie sat down at a table beside the door. 
      Julie’s favorite table was taken. 
 
      Absolute Phrase: (Julie’s favorite table being taken, Julie sat down at a table beside the 
             door.) 
 
 9.) Julie pulled a book of poems from her handbag. 
      Julie ordered a cup of coffee with cream and a sugar cookie. 
 
      Participial Phrase: (Pulling a book of poems from her handbag, Julie ordered a cup of 
                                                coffee with cream and a sugar cookie.) 
 
 10.) Julie decided she would not think about her ex-boyfriend or her sister. 
                   Her ex-boyfriend and her sister were both jerks. 
        Her ex-boyfriend and her sister deserved each other. 
 
        Adjective Clause: (Julie decided she would not think about her ex-boyfriend or her sister,
                                      who were both jerks and deserved each other.) 
 
 Students learn to master such exercises through a series of ten- to fifteen-minute mini-lessons 

during class time disbursed through the first weeks of class wherein instructors introduce each new 

phrase/clause concept.  Instructors then address student questions and provide handouts/assignments 

allowing students to practice the new phrase/clause types.  Instructors should next assign revision of 
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past writing exercises and essays, encouraging students to utilize a variety of phrases and clauses to 

vary sentences.  After a seven-minute free writing exercise, for example, instructors might assign 

students to revise their free writing as homework, being sure to include at least one adjective clause, 

one participial phrase, and one absolute phrase as further sentence control practice.  Ensure students 

that errors such as dangling participles or misplaced modifiers will be corrected later.  The important 

thing now is for students to work for achievement of greater sentence variety, to reach for 

grammatical structures previously unused, and to take control of grammar for sentence crafting and 

building.  Many students will apprehensively (albeit proudly) turn in revisions, stating, “I tried to use 

more participial phrases here, but it’s a mess,” or “I used several absolutes, but I’m not sure if they 

are correct.”  No matter.  Writing maturity develops through practice and trial and error.  We must 

first challenge our writing to improve it.  Safe writing allows no room for growth. 

Additional Points to Consider 

 When students understand the phrase/clause tactics listed above, they might next spend time 

building sentences containing noun clauses and adverbial clauses.  Students are interested in learning 

adverbial clauses according to type; i.e., time adverbial clauses, place adverbial clauses, adverbial 

clauses of concession, and so forth.  Punctuation rules are beneficial for students at this juncture as 

well, especially rules such as “adverbial clauses, like participial phrases, must be followed by 

commas when they begin the sentence, but are not preceded by commas when they end the sentence.”  

Of course, students need ongoing review of the phrases and clauses previously covered.  ESL/ELL 

students, too, will have persistent trouble with comma placement pertaining to non-essential adjective 

clauses – as do many native English speaking students!  Grammar proficiency, unfortunately, is not 

like riding a bicycle.  We forget the grammar that we do not utilize; therefore, ongoing review is 

imperative.  Handouts, exercises, quizzes, and games provide fine methods to help ensure student 
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grammar retention.  Another technique is to include phrase/clause tactics on peer review sheets on 

days when students must read and comment upon one another’s papers.  Items such as Indicate 

several sentences that might be combined for smoother flow or greater clarity or Where might a 

participial phrase or an adverbial clause work especially well within this writing? help keep students 

on the watch for sentence crafting, applying the grammar they have learned. 

In Conclusion 

 To teach grammar or not to teach grammar—  Regardless of varying viewpoints, regardless of 

numerous arguments highlighting changing conventional wisdom, the choice remains ours, 

demanding our attention.  Is grammar correction in writing a pointless waste of time?  Is form-

focused instruction too much of a one-size-fits-all proposition?  Maybe.  Maybe not.  Depending 

upon student need.  In academic situations, ESL/ELL learners must write as proficiently as their 

peers.  That reality dictates student need.  As student need establishes high expectation, the teaching 

must rise accordingly to fulfill the need.  And that is the simple truth of the situation. 

 In a small ESL program at a small Midwestern university – the University of South Dakota 

has the distinction of being the smallest state flagship university in the nation at between 8,000 and 

9,000 students – my students, beginners through highly advanced, respond well to phrase and clause 

grammar tactics.  They experiment with sentence structures, study sentence-building handouts and 

worksheets, and perform strongly on phrase/clause quizzes.  They work to bring the structures they 

learn into the texts they generate.  The most advanced student, those enrolled in doctoral programs 

across campus, have written and polished their first English papers for professional conferences or 

their first English articles for publication utilizing phrase/clause tactics.  Very exciting 

accomplishments!  Beginning level students are just as excited by being able to change correctly 

adjective clauses into participial phrases and move the new phrases correctly about in sentences. 
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 Admittedly, phrase/clause tactics may be a one-size-fits-all approach to grammar through 

writing, but if the size actually fits most students, student needs are served.  There is surely no 

shortage of new ideas in education.  Some of are nonsense; others require serious contemplation.  As 

Frodesen (2001) asserts, even now the widely varying components of global “Englishes” challenge 

the idea of what “Standard English” ought to be.  Rising populations of non-native English speakers 

outnumber native speakers three to one and bring forth “questions about what the expectations should 

be [regarding] ‘linguistic correctness,’ even in formal written English” (p. 246).  Still, I argue that 

grammar remains the understructure upon which we hang the competently written word and echo 

Frodesen’s conclusion in my own: “in some form, the rules of grammar will remain as an essential 

component of effective written communication” (p. 247).  Moreover, as Larsen-Freeman (2001) 

contends, “[…]grammar is about much more than form, and its teaching is ill served if students are 

simply given rules” (p. 251).  Grammar aids writers in crafting their sentences.  In this, it is the tool 

of the artist. 
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PROVOCATIVE OPERATIONS 
Experiences in Creativity  
 
This paper/presentation outlines a series of experiences developed to allow potential art and 
design student’s to experience the power of creativity.  Nothing is truly created, new ideas are 
made up of new combinations, novel connections, unique organizations, by being able to look at 
things in an un-habitual way.   These experiences force students to see differently then they ever 
have before.  Experiences include: Excursions, Random Analogies, Attribute Listing, Forced 
Relationships, and Visual Metaphors.  Creativity can be judged by fluency—thenumber of ideas, 
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Provocative Operations—Experiences in Creativity 
Paul T. Skaggs, Associate Professor 
Brigham Young University 
 
After reviewing 22 definitions of creativity, P.K. Welsh found significant levels of 
agreement about the key attributes of these definitions.  From her review of the 
literature, she proposed the following definition: “Creativity is the process of generating 
unique products by transformation of existing products.  These products, tangible and 
intangible, must be unique, and must meet the criteria of purpose and value established 
by the creator.1” 
 
Isaksen and Treffinger defined creativity as “making and communicating meaningful new 
connections in order to think of many possibilities, think and experience in various ways 
using different points of view, think of new and unusual possibilities, and guide in 
generating and selecting alternatives.2” 
 
Creativity is the ability to make “combinations of previously unrelated structures in such 
a way that you get more out of the emergent whole that parts you have put in.3” 
 
All these definitions point to the fact that creativity is a “transforming of existing 
products,” “communicating new connections” or “combinations of previously unrelated 
structures.” These definitions not only define creativity but also give us a clue on how to 
be creative. 
 
These definitions help creativity become more of a concrete concept than a mystical 
one.  It is a skill that can be developed if we can learn to view things in a new way.  We 
need to learn how to play with, combine, connect, or transform ideas in a surprising and 
useful way. 
 
Three especially important aspects of creativity to the designer are: problem finding, new 
combinations or connections, and the ability perceiving things in a non-habitual way.  
This paper addresses the latter two concepts.  Problem finding is the most intriguing of 
the three, but is beyond the scope of this paper. 
 
Books on creativity are full of techniques to help make new connections or combinations.  
Most creativity techniques are to help view things differently than we have before.  
Techniques force our thinking down a new and sometimes uncomfortable path. These 
techniques are what we call provocative operations. These include; analogies, 
metaphors, questions, checklists, brainstorming, attribute listing, and mind mapping.  
Other operations are adopted, adapted, or evolutions or popular techniques that include: 
recycle, excursions, attribute substituting, modifying, removing, and forcing. 
 
Evaluation of creative ideas is a very subjective task but there is a criterion.  All of our 
creative experiences are evaluated on fluency, flexibility, originality and elaboration, as 
prescribed by Robert Sternberg in his book Handbook on Creativity. “Typically creativity 
tests are scored for fluency (total number of relevant responses), flexibility (approaching 
the problem from a number of directions), originality (the statistical rarity of the 
responses), and elaboration (amount of detail in the responses).4” 
 



Combinations and Connections 
 
Provocative Operation:  Brainstorming Experience.  Brainstorming is a good 
springboard for a discussion of how ideas connect.  Quantity, not quality, is the goal of 
the experience.  The purpose of the session is to “spark off” of other student’s ideas and 
to recognize the patterns of thought.  The instructor draws an image on a white board, 
for example, Abraham Lincoln in a bathtub, and asks the students to guess what it is.  
When the students have guessed, the instructor asks them to add 100 more “Who’s in 
the bathtub?” ideas.  The students are doubtful that they can do it, and then surprised 
how easily ideas come, and then are confident they could do more.  Each student who 
draws an idea makes a connection with an idea in another student’s mind.  There are 
associative categories that begin to form.  For example, someone draws Mickey Mouse 
in the bathtub and a whole group of cartoon characters follow, someone draws a 
superhero, and a whole group follows.  There are ideas that spur new categories and 
those that fill in the categories, then those that cross category boundaries creating even 
another new category. 
 
Provocative Operation:  Metaphor Experience. “The greatest thing by far is to be a 
master of metaphor.” It is “a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an intuitive 
perception of the similarity in dissimilar,” said Aristotle.  There are many ways to use the 
idea of metaphor.  One example is the “random word association” technique.  This 
technique forces the student to create a metaphor.  Students were asked to brainstorm a 
product idea, in this case, a camera.  They were given a random word from a random 
word bucket.  They were to use the word to help them generate ideas for the camera.  It 
was explained that they did not need to use the word literally, but the word could be 
used as a metaphor and that the word could define the form, function, or other meanings 
of the product. 
 
One student did well on flexibility.  The word was “pyramid,” and her explanation of the 
concept behind her camera design showed good flexibility.  She explained that a 
pyramid was a place where everything was put that a pharaoh would need in his next 
life, everything you need in one compact space.  That led to a camera design that had 
the same philosophy.  Another student, whose word was “pebble,” did well in fluency.  
She had a lot of forms, but the flexibility was not there.  All the forms were pebblelike 
cameras.  A student whose word was “Sun” did well in flexibility, originality and 
elaboration, but not fluency; he only had a few ideas.  A student with the word “recoil” 
was successful in all four aspects.  
 
Provocative Operation:  Visual Analogy Experience.  This uses visual and verbal 
references to help make connections to the ideas that are being developed.  This 
assignment is particularly good at developing form combinations.  The definition of form 
for this assignment is a material that has had a force act upon it.  You may use 
environmental references such as water, land, rock, sand, snow, and ice.  You may use 
living things as references: animals, bugs, fish, birds, plants, and so forth.  An 
assignment shows a picture with a brief description of the material and force and the 
student is to make a form analogy to the product being designed. 
 
Provocative Operation:  Attribute Listing Experience.  Attribute listing is the process 
of breaking down a product or process into its component parts, and then thinking about 
the attributes and the effect the attribute has on the whole.  Attributes can be broken into 
categories such as: form, functional, environmental, and perceptual attributes.  Attributes 



can be listed using as existing product as an example or attributes can be listed in 
generic categories.  Once the list is complete, the new combinations can begin.  These 
new combinations are accomplished in a variety of ways: 
 
Substituting.  This experience substitutes one attribute for another.  If working with a 
category or form and the attribute is geometric, substitute organic.  If the attribute is 
material, as in the case of the screwdriver, substitute plastic for rubber or substitute a 
square shaft for a round one. 
 
Modifying.  Modifying is not changing one attribute for another but modifying the attribute 
itself.  In the case of the screwdriver, modify the orientation or the shape of the handle. 
 
Typical questions: What happens if a component is shrunk or enlarged? What will 
happen if the process is modified in some way? 
 
Removal.  Removing attributes from the list is done in order to simplify the design or 
experiment with how to remove attributes completely or combine two attributes into one.  
Removal may also include changing attributes that are dependent on each other to be 
independent.  What if the shaft is removed? What if the handle is removed? What if the 
dependency of the tip to the shaft is changed? 
 
Forcing Combinations.  Combining attributes in a unique way can be accomplished by 
taking an attribute from each category and randomly connecting them together to create 
new combinations.  The categories are given, and then the students brainstorm the 
attributes that fill the categories.  In a nonpractical environment, like the classroom, the 
wilder the ideas in each category the more surprising the combinations.  For example, 
shows an example of a suspended piece of furniture for the garage with a foam rubber 
cushion held together with tie wraps whose basic material is wire. 
 
Provocative Operation: Question.  This operation is simple but can yield good results.  
The technique is as simple as asking yourself a question in relation to your product.  
“What if?” is a question that can be asked.  Wendall Castle, an internationally renowned 
furniture designer, uses this technique extensively.  He asked, “What if a table had no 
legs?” which leads to a suspended table.  The same question about chairs resulted in a 
series of cantilevered chairs.  Edward De Bono teaches the concept of asking 
provocative questions.  He uses the example of “what if” cars had square wheels? The 
question sounds absurd, but forces us to think in a different way.  This could lead to the 
development of a very robust independent suspension.  The question experience 
assigns the students to look at things in their apartment and ask, what if? 
 
Another great question is, “Why?” When you ask “why,” you should ask it at least five 
times. 
 
Non-habitual Seeing 
 
Woodrow Wilson said, “Originality is simply a fresh pair of eyes.5” And William James 
says, “Genius in truth means little more than the faculty of perceiving in an un-habitual 
way.6” Un-habitual seeing is also called rule breaking, rut jumping, paradigm shifting, 
thinking outside the box, and having an open mind.  All these terms describe the ability 
to view things in a new light. 
 



Provocative Operation: Recycle.  The recycle experience asks the student to look at 
something in a new way.  They are instructed to find an object that is usually discarded 
or their useful lives short lived, and develop a new use for the product.  Samples of 
discarded objects might be: CDs jewel cases, water bottles, disposable plastic 
containers, short pencils, metal strapping, aluminum cans, or pens that are out of ink. 
 
Provocative Operation:  Excursion.  In the excursion students are asked to solve a 
design problem.  Once the problem is presented, they go on an excursion to a content-
rich environment, such as a hardware store.  They are to wander the aisles looking at 
everything as a possible solution to the problem.  Don’t make a decision until all the 
aisles are covered.  The process is more important than the result.  After you have 
looked at everything, select a solution and present it. 
 
Linus Pauling said, “The best way to have a good idea is to have lots of ideas.” These 
provocative operations help students explore the possibilities of finding new ideas using 
these and other techniques as a tool to make new connections, combinations, and see 
in a nonhabitual way.  The hope is that the ideas will be surprising and useful. 
                                                 
1  Welsh, P.K. Understanding and Recognizing Creativity, Scott G. Isaksen, Mary C. Murdock, Roger L. 
Firestien, Donald J. Teffinger, ed. Norwood, NJ, Ablex Publishing Corporation, (1993): 17. 
2 Welsh, P.K. Welsh, P.K. Understanding and Recognizing Creativity, Scott G. Isaksen, Mary C. Murdock, 
Roger L. Firestien, Donald J. Teffinger, ed. Norwood, NJ, Ablex Publishing Corporation, (1993): 18. 
3 Hanks, K., and Parry, J.A.  Wake Up Your Creative Genius.  Los Altos, CA, William Kaufmann, Inc. 
4 Robert J. Sternberg, Handbook of Creativity.  New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999. 
5 Standard Oil Company, Creativity, the Human Resource. 
6 ibid. 
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Abstract: This paper examines the generational evolution of the Vietnamese-American 
literary genre by reviewing selected writings and commenting on their characteristic 
conjuring of memory in collective and personal forms.  Using the convention of first, 1.5, 
and second generations, designated by the sociologists Min Zhou and Carl Bankston in 
describing the distinct categories of experience in the Vietnamese American community, 
I observe in the writings selected from each generation a clear reference to a greater 
collective memory, and through it, identity, as an overarching theme.  Yet congruously, 
there is an evolution of increasing abstraction, sensuality, and asynchronicity in the 
description of memory contiguous with the authors’ distance of personal experience from 
Vietnam.  The younger generations, whose experiences and memories of Vietnam are 
further removed or even non-existent, continue to evoke a collective memory of Vietnam 
as a central theme in their work.  However, the style of writing around this theme 
contrasts with that of the older generations.  As collective and personal memory become 
increasingly bifurcated for the younger generations, there exists a tendency towards more 
non-linear narratives rich with descriptive and sensory moments of individuated memory 
and self expression.  These moments are also noticeably located within the details of a 
mundane, everyday framework.  I argue that the development of this underlying theme 
characterizes the literary genre as much as the ubiquitous presence of any grand 
mnemonic collective. 
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abstract 
 
Introduction 
 
Stories form the basis of mediated narrative. DVD movies, animations, stage plays, 
screenplays, computer games, web delivery, and all other types of media come after 
writing, preferably effective and powerful writing. What is a better way for a professional 
in New Media to understand a young audience than to examine writing that was 
consumed by hundreds of millions of readers during the last decade! 
 
In the mid-1990s, R.L Stine widely claimed to be one of the foremost writers of 
American Children’s books (03Top) had sold more than 250 million.1 If he made 10 
cents per book, he would have made 25 Million dollars.2 What poor academic out there 
wouldn’t like to better understand the Goosebumps phenomenon, regardless of 
profession? 
 
R. L. Stine’s popular young reader series inaugurated in July 1992 (95ALD)3 has several 
techniques that make readers excited about a story. So much so that many of the sixty-
two titles (see appendix I) in the series exist as television adaptations that may also saw 
print, and these shorter books include photos from the actual production (see appendix 
II).4  
 
The alternative realities for middle-grade readers created by Stine through print have not 
only been modified and realized for TV, but also got adapted to videocassette, CD-ROM, 
DVD, software games, theme parks, and, as of 1996, there were 40 products of licensees 
(such as bike helmets, boxer shorts, skateboards, puzzles, and games) (96LOD, 97BAN, 
96STI).5 
 
Why have millions of these books been purchased and read, and leading developers have 
been interested in translating/adapting the series to various media? Without doubt, a 
combination of content and its presentation make this enterprise commercially lucrative 
for Stine and associates. A decade after the release of the series, the books are still in 
demand.6 What motivates a typical reader to turn the pages? 
 
Though R. L. Stine continues to be active in the 2000s and even continued with a 
Goosebumps2000 series (see Appendix III), most of the rest of the paper is devoted to an 
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analysis of the aspects of the 62 books of the Goosebumps series of the 1990s.7 We will 
examine the physical aspects of the book—such as short paragraphs, short chapters, short 
book, cover information, the teasing chapters of the next book in the series at the end—
and the content and style created by the first person point of view, sympathy for the 
narrator, varied gender of 12-yr-old narrators, locale, use of alternative scenarios to give 
false leads, surprise ending, and other aspects. 
 

-x-x-x-x-x- 
 
 
Physical aspects 
 
 
Reading the books in the Goosebumps series gave the author his first introduction to a 
short paragraph style of presentation. A paragraph generally occupies two lines but some 
as short as one and as long as five are found. For instance here are five consecutive 
paragraphs from page 60 of How I Learned to Fly: 
 

Awesome! 
I sailed through the sky. I floated. Glided. Drifted. 

Soared. I even flew on my back! 
I let the breeze gently lift me up. Then I lowered my 

arm and swooped down, then up again. 
I gazed at the hills below. At the houses that nested in 

them. 
The houses seemed to dot the hills in a perfect 

pattern—right down to the beach front. 
 
 
A page normally has thirty lines and each full line is about seven to ten words long. For 
instance, there might be 187 words on a full page. One book had 113 pages total but 
when the partial pages at the beginning and end are accounted for, one has the equivalent 
of ninety-four full pages. (The lowest number of pages found for a book in the series is 
111 and highest is 139, but the median is 119 based on a study of all sixty-two books.) 
 
Doing the requisite mathematics, this means a typical book may be more or less 18000 
words long, taking a little more or less than an hour to read depending on the level of the 
reader. While Rosen (05ROS) asserts that the normal reading is 250 words a minute or 
about 15000 an hour, the words in the Goosebumps series are not exotic or ‘big’. The 
vocabulary for the most part is limited. The books consequently seem to go fast. 
 
The pages are grouped to create the chapters ranging from eighteen to thirty-three 
chapters. For instance Shocker on Shock Street and Vampire Breath each have twenty-
eight chapters. Twenty-nine chapters is the median for a study of all 62 books. It is clear 
to see that a typical chapter may average four or five pages. One can read a chapter in a 
couple of minutes. 



 
Any book of the 62-book series has no illustration other than the cover, and the colored 
cover illustration is designed to capture the imagination of the reader or suggest what the 
story might be about. The reader gets to create his or her own images of the characters 
and setting, though it is arguable that any image—including a cover—may shape the 
imagination. 
 
The cover spine and cover have the Goosebumps trademark branding. It is interesting to 
note that partway through the series (at vol. #20), the name of Stine appears larger on the 
spine than on the books that appeared earlier. 
 
At the end of the book, book order forms for earlier titles, fan club, additional products, 
and other forms of commercialization are found.8 A device to generate hype about the 
next book in the series is an inclusion of several chapters from the book that the book 
company marketers or Stine himself thinks are interesting. No page numbers are found on 
these pages. 
 
 
Storytelling Aspects 
 
 
The point of view (pov) is generally that of first person.9 The reader sees the world 
through the eyes of the narrator and is aware of the narrator’s thoughts. As a result of the 
narrator’s musing, the pov is not absolute or reliable. There is a good mix of dialogue and 
non-dialogue thoughts of the narrator, as well as the more traditional exposition. The 
experience of the story is more active as a result of first person pov and the use of ‘I’.  
 
Stine makes the reader have sympathy for the narrator or main character by making the 
person vulnerable.10 Often the narrator/main character is isolated because he or she is 
new to an area, or is weaker, smaller, or less assertive than others. 
 
The narrator/main character in each story may be boy or girl.11 This enlarges the audience 
so the books aren’t genderized in their readership as in The Hardy Boys or Nancy Drew. 
The character of the narrator doesn’t get too involved with feelings for the opposite 
gender; there are few romance/mating concerns. Nearly always there is a secondary 
character of opposite gender to that of the narrator/main character.12 The rationale might 
be to include a character that a reader can related to, a reader whose gender is not the 
same as that of the main character/narrator. 
 
The names of characters are fairly common to North American culture. Rarely is a name 
long or unusual.13 
 
Rorke points out what is obvious to anyone who looks at a couple of the books—that 
there is no set of continuing characters as is found in the Baby-Sitters Club series 
(05ROR). This allows for a variety of relationships and situations. 
 



Variety in all ways works for readers because it would likely be forced for a single 
character to have the number of experiences a series of 62 books requires.14 
 
Normally in the first chapter, Stine makes it possible for the reader to know that the 
narrator/main character is twelve-years old. The reader is often given a brief sketch of 
physical attributes of some characters in the first or second chapter, and this often 
includes age, hair color, and physical dimensions of shortness and sometimes heaviness.15 
 
Often the narrators are framed in a family context of father, mother, sibling, and pet. 
Often the sibling is bothersome and younger but sometimes one is older, as in The 
Barking Ghost. 
 
Other relationships may include aunts or uncles, cousins, or playmates. Sometimes adults 
are necessary for the plot, such as a salesman of costumes in Haunted Mask or camp 
director in Camp Nightmare. 
 
The main characters other than the narrator are predominately youths.16 They might be 
competitive with the narrator, as in How I learned to Fly, Calling all Creeps, Let’s Get 
Invisible!, Be Careful What You Wish For, You Can’t Scare Me!. The main character 
normally is slightly wiser as a result of the experience, but still exists in a world 
essentially unchanged. 
 
Others that don’t fit a pattern include a girl who discovers that she, rather than the boy 
next door, is a ghost (The Ghost Next Door), a boy who is no longer afraid of bees (Why I 
am Afraid of Bees) [which is a misnomer], a boy who discovers he is a comic book 
character (Attack of the Mutant), a boy who erases his younger brat sister (The Cuckoo 
Clock of Doom), a boy and girl who get changed into chipmunks (Barking Ghost), a boy 
who becomes a rabbit (Bad Hare Day), a boy who becomes a lizard-head (Calling All 
Creeps), and a girl who discovers her father (the mountain man in Beware, the 
Snowman). 
 
Stine generally doesn’t spend much time in painting the scenery of the story’s 
environment. The typical context is that of a typical boy or girl in an industrialized 
country (actually, North America). Rather than exotic or fantastic, it is mundane. 
Familiar. Normal. References to cities such as Cleveland or Toledo may locate the place. 
Other devices, for instance, on page 10 in Don’t Eat Worms!, allow the reader know to 
know the state—“We don’t get earthquakes in Ohio.” By the way, Stine was born in the 
Columbus area and went to The Ohio State University where he took a degree in English. 
 
Typically the action takes place in one general location such as a camp or neighborhood. 
The story however may have scenes at several places within walking distance or bike-
riding distance within a camp or neighborhood.  
 
Sometimes the locale is not North American as, for example, London (A Night in Terror 
Tower), Europe, (Legend of the Lost Legend), jungle (How I Got My Shrunken Head), 



Europe (Vampire Breath), Egypt in (Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb), and at the ocean 
(Deep Trouble). 
 
The action in the stories generally occurs during a period of days. Sometimes the action 
can occur in hours during a single day as in A Shocker on Shock Street, A Day in 
Horrorland, and The Beast from the East. 
 
Time is generally linear—within a single time period, the present, but in a couple of the 
stories, characters start in present, go back to another year, and return, as in A Night in 
Terror Tower and Vampire Breath. A character may go back in increments that stretch in 
years as in The Cuckoo Clock of Doom, and then comes back to the present. Don’t Go to 
Sleep seems to have considerable jumping between realities/times. 
 
For the most part, Stine establishes a normal, everyday world as a backdrop to the 
shocking or scary things that can titillate a young reader. But if anything can go wrong, it 
does. Traditionally in the craft of writing, this is referred to as obstacles appearing in the 
path of the main character as he or she tries to accomplish something. 
 
The Goosebumps books are not just scary books. Teasing, practical jokes, and humor are 
part of the experience. The books allow readers to have a ‘safe scare’, with little gore and 
death. Stine readily admits that this might be a reason his books work, and the main 
character’s teacher Mr. Melvin from chapter 21 of You Can’t Scare me!, serves as a 
mouthpiece for Stine: 
 

“People have a need to create monsters,” he said. “It helps us believe that the real 
world isn’t quite as scary. The real world isn’t as scary as the monsters we can 
dream up.” 

 
Effective is the use of alternative scenarios that are false leads, but create tension. These 
can be dreams and daydreams, or where the imagination of the narrator/main character 
gets carried away. Stine says he likes to be fooled, and this might also be part of the 
appeal to young readers—a story motivating as a mystery might (05DEU). Stine says he 
likes give to each book three or four shockers that kids can’t predict, and likes to end 
chapters with tension—a cliffhanger (05DEU). 
 
The twist at the end most likely gives readers a satisfaction that makes them want to be 
surprised again with another story. For instance, in Werewolf Skin, the main 
character/narrator Alex discovers that his aunt and uncle are actually the werewolves; not 
the neighbors. They are released from the curse when they can’t put on the skins Alex has 
stolen. All along we think the dominant secondary character, the girl Hannah is harmless. 
She acts as if she doesn’t believe in werewolves, but at the end, she bites the Alex. No 
one could have predicted this.  
 
Sometimes the narrator is really changed or transformed, as in humans to dogs in My 
Hairiest Adventure, or modern-day kids to royalty five hundred years earlier (and then 
back with a new awareness of themselves) as in Terror Tower. Sometimes, the characters 



are constant but the situation has been changed, as in Legend of the Lost Legend—where 
they are now lost forever to wander in a forest. 
 
The changes [twists] are often for the worse, and these changes often occur on the ending 
page. For instance, the bully is cloned at the end of (Monster Blood IV), Crystal and Cole 
will likely turn into pigs (Chicken, Chicken), a teacher uses a camera that causes bad 
things to happen in order to photograph the entire class (Say Cheese and Die—Again), 
children who just escaped with their lives from one game are put in another at a higher 
level of skill (The Beast from the East), and a kid brother puts on a mask that can’t be 
easily removed (Haunted Mask), 
 
At the penultimate page of many of the stories, the reader has just experienced the trials 
of the main character/narrator trying to overcome problems arising from some action, and 
at the twist at the end, there is a flashback to the past experience created through reading. 
The twist gives the reader the feeling—‘Oh no, here we go again.’ 
 
The twist at the end leaves the story up in the air. The story is not neat and tidy, with 
everything in its place. Rather than figuratively the door being closed, it is left ajar. 
 
To give a concrete example of this, Margaret in Stay Out of the Basement has been trying 
to figure out what her scientist father has been doing with plants from the beginning of 
the story and has even rescued her father from the clutches of an evil clone. This lasts 
through pages 1-121. But right when we think the story has ended, on page 122: 
 

The smile faded from her face when she heard the whisper at her feet, “Margaret.” 
She looked down to see a small yellow flower nudging her ankle. 
“Margaret,” the flower whispered, “help me. Please—help me. I’m your father. 
Really! I’m your real father.” 

 
It is interesting to note that the idea of a twist at the end is alluded to in the 1998 
television self-conscious Cry of the Cat that parodies a television production [but actually 
Stine’s techniques]. While everything seems to have been resolved, in the last moments, a 
boy says that there is no twist at the end . . . and ends up swallowing a mouse. 
 
 
Absorption by others of the Goosebumps phenomenon 
 
 
Likely motivated by the commercial success of Goosebumps, many contemporaries to 
Stine have likely examined both the physical presentation/packaging and storytelling 
aspects of Goosebumps. 
 
Of a collection of several imitators wishing to tap into Stine’s readers appearing in the 
1990s, A. G. Cascone is a pseudonym for two sisters, Annette and Gina. Their series is 
Deadtime Stories published by Troll. Some of the seventeen titles, for instance, are 



Terror in Tiny Town, Invasion of the Appleheads, Along Came a Spider, Ghost Knight, 
Revenge of the Goblins, It Came from the Deep, and more that were released monthly.  
 
Cascone’s Deadtime Stories volume #13 The Beast of Baskerville is exactly the same 
physical dimension [height, width] as that of Goosebumps. It has 134 pages as 26 
chapters—very similar in style to that of Goosebumps. Likewise, it has marketing aspects 
at each book’s end with teaser pages of the next story to be released and a list of previous 
titles and ordering information. Trademark features are also similar in style to that of 
Stine on cover and spine. Though most things are similar, the website and email 
addresses to authors is different than the material normally found in Goosebumps, as well 
as some choices for border and font.17 
 
The storytelling in Deadtime Stories also has some features of Stine, though seems more 
horrific and callous. The scare is not as safe. Blood or the suggestion of it occurs. There 
are twists, however. At the end of volume #13, the children who have released a 
sympathetic character from a curse are cursed as a result of releasing him. Good is repaid 
by evil. The penultimate paragraph in the book is ‘“See you later, suckers!” His voice 
echoed in the sewer pipe behind him.’ 
 
Cascone also tells the story from the omnipotent point of view. The third person pov 
seems more objective, but less effective than Stine’s first person. 
 
Strange Matter, a series published by Engle & Barnes had fifteen titles such as No 
Substitutions, The Midnight Game, Driven to Death before #16 The Weird, Weird West 
(1996). A book is of similar dimension in size, number of chapters, number of pages, and 
marketing information [teaser, ordering of back issues list, etc.] to Goosebumps.  
 
Similar to blurbs about authors Stine and Cascone appearing at the end of their respective 
series, a blurb about Strange Matter authors Marty M. Engle and Johnny Ray Barnes, Jr. 
appears at the back. Both graduates of the Art Institute of Atlanta, they are interested in 
3-D computer graphics, interactive media, and television and motion picture. The 
commonalities suggest that these authors Engle, Barnes, Cascone, and Stine share a 
strong ability to visualize artistic elements for media. Worthy of note, the Cascone sisters 
created screenplays and hit songs, and Stine worked years writing for television. The 
authors use their words to allow readers to visualize what the authors have imagined. 
 
Lodge (96LOD) also mentions that Bone Chillers of Betsy Haynes launched in Spring 
1994 had twelve titles and 1.5 million copies in print [as of 1996].  
 
A team of authors under the pseudonym of M. D. Spenser created the stories under the 
series Shivers such as The Enchanted Attic, A Ghastly Shade of Green found in Dollar 
Stores, Odd Lots, and Target and had 2.5 million copies of inaugural twelve titles 
[released in September 1996 (96LOD).  
 
Spinetinglers had sixteen releases by various writers using the pseudonym of M.T. Coffin 
[again, as of 1996]. 



 
SpineChillers by Fred E. Katz had titles such as #1 Dr. Shivers’ Carnival of Terror, 
Attack of the Killer House, The Venom Versus Me, and Pizza with Extra Creeps. 
 
The concept of a thriller, or page-turner is also reflected in the Nickelodeon series Are 
You Afraid of the Dark?. For instance John Peel’s The Tale of the Sinister Statues (March 
1995) has 119 pages and is the same dimension as that of the Goosebumps, but is 
presented through the storytelling frame of a club, The Midnight Society.18 Young people 
are in a museum where a professor is taking the life force of one creature and transferring 
it to statues. The professor brings the statue Anubis to life, who ends up judging his 
actions to be bad. 
 
With stories of bad professors and other monsters by a plethora of authors, it is likely that 
the market became saturated with all of these many choices for the reading middle 
graders. This may have precipitated the falling readership of Goosebumps in early 1997 
(00BLO)19. 
 
 
End 
 
 
We can learn from the Goosebumps series that articulated a genre and style worthy to be 
imitated.20 
 
 
 
 



 
Appendix I (of titles in Goosebumps series) 
 
01Welcome to Dead House (1992) 
02 Stay Out of the Basement 
03 Monster Blood 
04 Say Cheese and Die! 
05 The Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb 
06 Let’s Get Invisible! 
07 Night of the Living Dummy 
08 The Girl Who Cried Monster 
09 Welcome to Camp Nightmare 
10 The Ghost Next Door 
11 The Haunted Mask 
12 Be Careful What You Wish For 
13 Piano Lessons Can Be Murder 
14 The Werewolf of Fever Swamp 
15 You can’t Scare Me! 
16 One Day at HorrorLand 
17 Why I’m Afraid of Bees 
18 Monster Blood II 
19 Deep Trouble 
20 The Scarecrow Walks at Midnight 
21 Go Eat Worms! 
22 Ghost Beach 
23 Return of the Mummy 
24 Phantom of the Auditorium 
25 Attack of the Mutant 
26 My Hairiest Adventure 
27 A night in Terror Tower 
28 The Cuckoo Clock of Doom 
29 Monster Blood III 
30 It Came From Beneath the Sink! 
31 Night of the Living Dummy II 
32 The Barking Ghost 
33 The Horror at Camp Jellyjam 
34 Revenge of the Lawn Gnomes 
35 A Shocker on Shock Street 
36 The Haunted Mask II 
37 The Headless Ghost 
38 The Abominable Snowman of Pasadena 
39 How I Got My Shrunken Head 
40 Night of the Living Dummy III 
41 Bad Hare Day 
42 Egg Monsters From Mars 
43 The Beast From the East 



44 Say Cheese and Die — Again! 
45 Ghost Camp 
46 How to Kill a Monster 
47 Legend of the Lost Legend 
48 Attack of the Jack-o’-Lanterns 
49 Vampier Breath 
50 Calling All Creeps 
51 Beware, the Snowman 
52 How I Learned to Fly 
53 Chicken Chicken 
54 Don’t Go to Sleep 
55 The Blob that Ate Everyone 
56 The Curse of Camp Cold Lake 
57 My Best Friend is Invisibile 
58 Deep Trouble II 
59 The Haunted School 
60 Werewolf Skin 
61 I Live in Your Basement! 
62 Monster Blood IV (1997) 
 



Appendix II (of some of the titles of TV Books that are adaptations of the teleplays of the 
some of the Goosebumps series) 
 
01 The Girl Who Cried Monster (1996) 
02 The Cuckoo of Doom 
03 Welcome to Camp Nightmare 
04 Return of the Mummy 
05 Night of the Living Dummy II 
06 My Hariest Adventure 
07 The Headless Ghost 
08 Be Careful what you Wish for 
09 Go Eat Worms! 
10 Bad Hare Day advertised in 52 
11 Lets Get Invisible! 
12 Attack of the Mutant 
13 Ghost Beach 
14 You Can’t Scare Me! 
15 Monster blood 
16 Attack of the Jack-O’-Lanterns 
17 Calling All Creeps! (1997) 
 



Appendix III (of some of the titles of Give Yourself Goosebumps Series [Readers choose 
the paths through the stories]) 
 
 
01 Escape for the Carnival of Horrors (1995) 
02 Tick Tock, You’re Dead 
03 Trapped in Bat Wing Hall 
04 The Deadly Experiments of Dr. Eeek 
05 Night in Werewolf Woods 
06 Beware of the Purple Peanut Butter 
07 Under the Magician’s Spell 
08 The Curse of the Creeping Coffin 
09 The Knight in Screaming Armor 
10 Diary of a Mad Mummy 
11 Deep in the Jungle of Doom 
12 Welcome to the Wicked Wax Museum 
13 Scream of the Evil Genie 
14 The Creepy Creations of Professor Shock 
15 Please Don’t Feed the Vampire! 
16 Secret Agent Grandma 
17 Little Comic Shop of Horrors 
18 Attack of the Beastly Baby-sitter 
19 Escape from Camp Run-for-Your-Life 
20 Toy Terror: Batteries Included 
21 The Twisted Tale of Tiki Island 
22 Return to the Carnival of Horrors 
23 Zapped in Space 
24 Lost in Stinkeye Swamp 
25 Shop Till You Drop . . . Dead! 
26 Alone in Snakebite Canyon 
27 Checkout Time at the Dead-end Hotel 
28 Night of a Thousand Claws 
29 Invaders from the Big Screen 
30 You’re Plant Food! 
31 The Werewolf of Twisted Tree Lodge 
32 It’s Only a Nightmare! 
33 It Came from the Internet 
34 Elevator to Nowhere 
35 Hocus-Pocus Horror 
36 Ship of Ghouls 
37 Escape from Horror House 
38 Into the Twister of Terror(1999) 
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1 Ranked in 2003 behind J.K Rowling and her Harry Potter series and ahead of Dr. Seuss 
(Green Eggs and Ham, and The Cat in the Hat) and Marc Brown (Arthur) in a study of 
1800 kids between ages of 7 and 15. 
2 Of course Stine’s real earnings are difficult to ascertain. His wife, Jane Stine cofounder 
of Parachute Press sold to Scholastic the Goosebumps trademark and all rights to the 
series for 9.65 million dollars as reported in 2003 (03Mil). Fox Entertainment sold 6.5 
million videos as of 1998 prior to Night of the Living Dummy III, its sixth release 
(98Lop). If Stine received $.10 per unit, that would be $650,000. Certainly there would 
be residuals for the later airing of products created 1995-98 for the Fox Children’s 
Network (03BRO). In 1995, Stine commanded $1,000,000 for the screen rights to one of 
his stories, Superstitious (95RLS). 
3 Welcome to Dead House is the first of the series. See Appendix I. 
4 TV Episode Book #01 was The Girl Who Cried Monster. It contains 57 pages of text 
that is divided into 10 chapters. The font size is larger than that of the regular 
Goosebumps series with only 24 lines a page, and about 155 words per full page [based 
on page 56]. Taking into account all partial pages beginning and ending chapters, there 
are about 50 full pages of text equating to about 7750 words. 8 full pages are devoted to 
color images with captions from the movie. They are presumably put together to tell the 
story to young readers, those 6-7. 
5 At the back of How To Kill A Monster, Parker Brothers advertises four games and 
puzzles. The software game, Escape from Horrorland developed by DreamWorks 
premiered on Win95 system. DreamWorks’ interactive game Attack of the Mutant 
reported in 1998 sold for $39.99 (98CHI). Monster Blood IV (#62 of Goosebumps) first 
published Dec. 1997 even advertises a cruise vacation for a week in 1998 with R. L. 
Stine. Haunted Lighthouse a 4-D adventure film was predicted to premiere in spring 2003 
at Busch Gardens Tamp by, created by R. L Stine. 25 minutes in length, 3-D effects, 
multi-sensory surprises (02OBR) The author and his family saw a production in Sea 
World in San Diego 2004 and his daughters loved the blowing air and water spray in the 
theatre. Goosebumps—Live on Stage was a broadway quality production (99TAY). 
6 My then six-year old daughter in spring 2005 asked me to bring her some Goosebumps 
books when I returned for my sabbatical, and my now nine-year old daughter has read 
nearly every book. They have enjoyed going to bookstores searching for errant titles and 
constantly are taking the books they own and are rearranging them. Of course each book 
represents an idea. At bedtime, we like reading the Give Yourself Goosebumps books 



                                                                                                                                                 
where the reader makes decisions of how the story goes. Often, my daughters alternate 
making the decisions. According to Alderdice (95ALD), Stine wasn’t actually to be 
involved writing this more interactive series, but was involved in the concepts. It is 
interesting to note that as I write this paper, my 9-yr old had to take to school in Fall 2005 
several objects important to her from the house that fit in a shoebox, and three of the 
objects were Goosebumps books—including Monsterblood. 
7 The original series in 1992 was just called Goosebumps, but in 1999 a 
Goosebumps2000 series of twenty-five titles was launched. Cry of the Cat was #1 and 
Ghost in the Mirror was #25. This paper examines only the first series of sixty-two books 
from the 1990s. 
8 The prices listed at the end of some of the first printed books were $2.95 USD. At a 
certain point, vols. 18-20 were listed as $3.25 [however, my vol. #8, obviously a later 
printing is priced differently]. Later printings [e.g. my vol #6] of the series include all 
through #37 for $3.50. Still later printings [e.g. my vol #1] include all vols through #47 
for $3.99. My vol #5 with a different cover design and no list of books associated with 
prices has $4.99 on the back cover. 
9 In a study of the books, only nine stories demonstrated 3rd person points of view. These 
are #2 Stay Out of the Basement, #3 Monster Blood, #4 Say Cheese and Die!, #7 Night of 
the Living Dummy, #11 The Haunted Mask, #18 Monster Blood II, #21 Go Eat Worms!, 
#29 Monster Blood III, and #62 Monster Blood IV. 
10 The popular series, A Series of Unfortunate Events by author Lemony Snicket, arising 
in the late 1990s and also made into a media presentation [movie] takes the idea of 
sympathy for characters to an extreme. In this series, the characters are orphans in 
environments where they are extremely miserable. They have to work hard, lack food and 
sleep, are cold, and have a terrifying adult enemy—Count Olaf—that they are always 
evading. A reader of Snicket isn’t motivated to turn the pages in the same way as a reader 
of Stine. 
11 In a study of the books, about twenty are from the perspective of a 12-yr old girl. 
12 Often the author of this article has quickly read partway into the book and must confess 
that he didn’t really pay attention to gender—that gender doesn’t seem important to what 
these stories are about. This probably enables readers to better relate to the experience of 
the alternative reality created in the story. 
13 A sample of names of girls are Amanda, Margaret, Shari, Max, Kris, Lindy, Lucy, 
Hannah, and so on. Of boys, Josh, Casey, Evan, Greg, Doug, Randy, Billy, Danny, and so 
on. 
14 Bailey School Kids for six-year old readers has a series of situations for the same set of 
main characters. The environments or adult characters are varied and strange in this 
series. 
15 For instance in Don’t Eat Worms!, here is a rather developed description: Todd didn’t 
look at all mischievous. In fact, he usually had a very serious expression on his face. He 
had dark brown eyes under short, wavy brown hair. No one ever saw his hair. It was 
always covered by the silver-and-black Raiders cap he wore day and night. [new 
paragraph] He was tall and skinny. His mother said he was as skinny as a worm. Todd 
never thought that was funny. He took worms seriously. In Stay Out of the Basement #2, 
“Margaret hated the name Fatso even more than she hated Princess. People in her family 



                                                                                                                                                 
jokingly called her Fatso because she was so thin, like her father. She also was tall like 
him, but she had her mother’s straight brown hair, brown eyes, and dark coloring.” [page 
4] 
16 Emily Rodda’s Deltora Quest series [e.g. City of Rats (2001)] features a few characters 
that are young adult, but most are older. Consequently these books may be hard for 
twelve-year old readers to relate to. 
17 The Deadtime volume has larger font that fills more of the page, and this writer would 
prefer a greater leading. The font seems much hard to read than that of Goosebumps. 
18 Peel wrote the Doctor Who series, Star Trek series, and others. It is clear to see his 
connection with media. 
19 The stocks were $77 a share in 1995 and $23 in April 1997. 
20 The author has applied many of Stine’s techniques to a recent story, Scarabopolis, that 
reflects a raison d’etre for sabbatical research. He’s used short paragraphs, first person 
pov, humor, a narrator for whom we have sympathy, dreams, ambiguity, and has created 
a safe scare. Divergent however is the use of two main characters who are sisters without 
inclusion of a strong male secondary character. Dissimilar to Stine, the setting and names 
are non-North American and pre-industrial. The concept of a literary journey is figurative 
and literal. There are surprises getting to the end, and the ending is more of an epiphany 
than a twist. If things can go wrong, they must. Thank you Mr. Stine. 
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     For hundreds of years, opera has stood as a paragon of high culture.  Author Thomas Carlyle 
noted in his 18th century essay, The Opera, that the music of the stage is “well said to be the speech 
of angels” (Bartlett).  If Carlyle is to be believed, however, then a few of those angels have been 
saying some pretty interesting things lately;  “Intro to Diaper Man (I Just Wanna Shit My Pants)” 
and “Mama Gimmee Smack on the Asshole,” for example, don’t generally spring to mind when one 
ponders divine proclamations.  Nevertheless, these and other similarly unexpected works are all part 
of a controversial new addition to opera’s long and distinguished history: Jerry Springer: The Opera.  
The London production is a parody of (and tribute to) the long-running talk show, and includes an 
impressive list of characters such as Adam and Eve, Jesus, Satan, the aforementioned Diaper Man, 
and a tap-dancing group of Ku Klux Klansmen.   
     In spite of the show’s contentious style, or perhaps because of it, it made theatre history in 
February of 2004 with a clean sweep of “Best Musical” at the Critics’ Circle Theatre Awards, the What’s 
On Stage Awards, the Olivier Awards and 2003’s Evening Standard Theatre Awards (Jerry Springer: The 
Opera – Web Site).  The question, then, becomes one of why such success and praise has been 
awarded to a simply magnified form of the talk show named by TV Guide on July 20th of 2002 as 
“the worst show of all time” (Grimes).  Such stark contrast offers an enlightening perspective as to 
why we as a culture, so quick to condemn the Springer show’s “confrontainment” style, really place 
far more value on the public reinforcement of morality than we may realize. 
     Maria Elizabeth Grabe provides us with the perfect lens through which to examine such a 
paradox in her September 2002 essay “Maintaining the Moral Order:  A Functional Analysis of ‘The 
Jerry Springer Show,’” published by the National Communication Association’s Critical Studies in 
Media Communication.  By focusing on the social function of moral transgression, Grabe allows us 
to take a closer look at the Opera’s seemingly immoral message and discover the surprisingly ethical 
implications.   
     So, how does a parody of television’s most immoral show actually function as a successful moral 
critique?  To better answer this, we can first set the stage by looking to the framework of Grabe’s 
theory.  Secondly, we can apply this model to the Jerry Springer Opera itself, before lastly providing 
some final thoughts of our own, both empirically and rhetorically, discovered through an analysis of 
Jerry Springer: The Opera. 
     Maria Elizabeth Grabe helps set the stage by creating a three-pronged methodology that parallels 
the trial, verdict, and punishment of a common criminal.  First, she suggests the importance of the 
reaffirmation of moral stance, or the metaphorical trial.  According to Grabe, morality is a complex 
thing; nothing is ever entirely good or purely evil.  Therefore, when practical social dilemmas are 
brought into the public spotlight through venues such as “The Jerry Springer Show,” it forces us to 
make a concrete decision about our values, drawing the proverbial line in the sand in terms of what 
is right and wrong.   
      Secondly, Grabe identifies the social cohesion, or verdict, that often results from such 
examinations of immorality.  Collective outrage unifies the public, building further the foundations 
of morality upon which we base our own decisions.  Public spectacles such as 9/11, the Oklahoma 
City bombing, the Laci Peterson case, and even the Kobe Bryant trial serve to provide us with a 
social outlet and target at which to focus our shared disdain.   
     Finally, Grabe explains the critical element of social control, or punishment.  Public punitive 
spectacles have been historically prevalent in countless civilizations.  Though Americans have 
moved away from public hangings, we still rely on television and other forms of media to instill fear 
of consequences for immoral (or illegal) behavior. In the context of “The Jerry Springer Show,” the 
studio audience’s cheers and jeers act as a modern-day verbal stoning of the immoral figures on the 
stage, symbolically defending our own moral boundaries.  Particularly in a milieu where the media is 
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often criticized for failing to promote ethics, Grabe’s explanation of cohesion is uniquely relevant in 
explaining exactly how a seemingly innocuous medium can impact our views of right and wrong. 
     Grabe’s analysis of “The Jerry Springer Show” can be extended to the Opera by filtering her 
observations through Kenneth Burke’s conception of burlesque.  According to Burke, burlesque 
operates by simply magnifying the elements of good and evil into a parody (Bostdorf).  In other 
words, burlesque takes the elements of a show such as “Jerry Springer” and pushes them to the 
absolute extreme.  By using humor and an almost grotesque distortion of reality, burlesque works 
ultimately allow us to better examine the true value and importance of the object being parodied. 
     Now that we’ve outlined the theoretical matrix of Grabe’s model, along with the concept of 
burlesque strategy, let’s apply this paradigm directly to the Opera.  According to Grabe, the Opera 
should provide a reaffirmation of moral stance by highlighting issues that are likely to polarize an 
audience.  The Independent, a London newspaper, concurs in an article from April 28th, 2003, 
noting that some of the most divisive issues from the original show are recreated in exaggerated 
glory on stage (Cripps).  Among the tamest examples of these dilemmas include basic emotional 
conflicts such as betrayal and rage, as exemplified in the song “I’ve Been Seeing Someone Else.”  
Other, more pointed issues, such as stripping and transsexuality also find their place in the spotlight.   
      What makes the Opera unique, however, is the burlesque extreme to which these themes are 
pushed: in the third act of the show, Jerry is asked to mediate a spat between Jesus and the Devil.  
While this episode may seem merely amusing, it serves a greater purpose in bolstering the audience’s 
own beliefs.  Grabe is quick to note that Jerry will almost always make his own statements with 
respect to morality; however, the key value of social reaffirmation is found in the conclusions drawn 
by the viewers themselves.  At the show’s conclusion, Jerry is eventually propositioned by God 
himself to assist in judging all of mankind.  Silly?  Perhaps...but the hyperbole here serves as a 
pointed commentary on how we truly allow shows such as Jerry Springer to help us judge one 
another and ourselves...and that may not be such a bad thing. 
     The second element Grabe notes is the creation of social cohesion.  Paralleling the original 
television show, the Opera includes moments where the audience’s jeers actually drown out the on-
stage action when moral boundaries have been crossed.  Shortly after the aforementioned song “I’ve 
Been Seeing Someone Else,” the offending mistress (otherwise known as the “Someone Else”) is 
introduced on-stage to a loud and harmonious chorus of “Dirty whore! Dirty whore!  Filthy, dirty, 
stinky, skanky slut-whore!  Slut-whore!”  As the Opera continues, the audience members are 
specifically encouraged to boo and hiss their objections to various characters’ immorality. 
    The final tenet in Grabe’s model, however, is perhaps the most powerful:  social control.  Here, in 
particular, we truly see the value of the Opera’s burlesque nature shine through.  By exaggerating the 
verbal punishment that wrongdoers are subjected to, the Opera also magnifies the emotions felt by 
the audience: guilt, fear, and submission.  After all, who wants to feel that they, too, are “faggot-
losers,” “strip-sluts,” or any of the other more foul labels placed vindictively upon the guests?  By 
combining these verbal attacks with the now-emboldened moral views created by the audience 
themselves, the Opera serves clearly as a deterrent to immorality.  In fact, in the second act of the 
show, all of the characters find themselves as guests of Satan…and in Hell, the consequences of 
immoral acts are very clearly defined.  Jerry himself is told by the Devil that one of the common 
punishments is to be grilled, flambéed, and fire-roasted for all of eternity, in addition to being 
violated with barbed wire in a rather private location.  Punishment like this, thanks to the Opera’s 
burlesque nature, goes well beyond anything we would typically care to imagine. 
     Our initial question asked if highlighting immorality through the use of burlesque parody could 
actually function as a moral critique.  Through an examination of Jerry Springer: The Opera, based 
on Grabe’s methodology and Burke’s conception of burlesque, it appears that our answer is yes…in 
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fact, it can be done rather effectively.  The show has had some surprising implications on two 
distinct levels: empirically, and in the context of rhetorical value. 
     Practically speaking, the show has been a huge critical success.  It has thus far won every major 
award, and seems to still be going strong.  Luminaries from the entertainment world such as Andrew 
Lloyd Webber and Nicholas Hytner praise the show’s edgy style, highlighting further the almost 
paradoxical nature of the show.  Though “The Jerry Springer Show” has always been the poster 
child of trash TV, focused on issues from the underbelly of society, the Opera has taken these same 
issues to a higher (and, oddly, deeper) level.  Perhaps the Daily Telegraph of August 7th, 2002, put it 
best when it explained that the Opera is a “violent marriage of high and low culture” (Cavendish).  
The nouveux bourgeoisie typically found in the audience seats of London’s National Theatre don’t 
necessarily typically address the issues of the lower class; in the face of such extreme parody, 
however, class stratification is dissolved, and common ground of morality is reached. 
     The empirical success of the show is clear: while the Opera currently plays to packed houses in 
London, theatres here in the United States are clamoring for its availability, with a Broadway run 
planned for the autumn of 2005 (Jerry Springer: The Opera – Web Site).  Such popularity raises an 
intriguing question of an apparent anomaly: why has there been this overtly warm reception for such 
an unusual and seemingly offensive production?  Even in the avant-garde world of theatre, Jerry 
Springer: The Opera seems to break all barriers of acceptable language and subject area.  The answer 
to this paradox is simple, however, and lies within the Opera’s successful use of the rhetorical 
strategy of burlesque. 
     The use of burlesque allows the Opera to be accessible, and even palatable.  In her assessment of 
the original “Jerry Springer Show,” Grabe argues that even though Springer ultimately upholds 
traditional morality, critics are quick to dismiss the show because it seems to revel in deviant 
behavior.  Burke, on the other hand, suggests that the use of burlesque allows audiences of the 
Opera to better receive the message of moral reaffirmation.  The use of humor, in this case, serves 
to create a safe distance for the audience between reality and the message being presented.  
Additionally, the magnification of burlesque removes any ambiguity the original show may suffer 
from, and makes the moral condemnation that much clearer. 
     So, can songs such as “Mama Gimmee Smack on the Asshole” and “Chick With a Dick” actually 
serve to promote morality?  When looking to Jerry Springer: The Opera, examined through Grabe’s 
methodology and Burke’s conception of burlesque, it becomes clear that the answer is a very ironic 
“yes.”  The rhetorical implications of reaffirming morality through parody may seem illogical, but in 
fact are more effective and powerful than we might imagine. 
     Author Annie Dillard once noted that morality is a purely human concept, and perhaps she is 
right (179).  As such, then, it is up to us as a society to ensure its proliferation; what better way to do 
so than through parodic art?  While the great opera masters of centuries old are likely rolling over in 
their graves right now, maybe Jerry Springer: The Opera is exactly what we need. 
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Dance professors have struggled for years with how to balance the inclusion of 

traditional academic work within the structure of a studio dance class.  The desire to see a 
student develop technically often becomes the goal of a dance instructor, which can lead 
to the creation of misguided assignments that end up equating to nothing more than busy 
work for both the students and teacher.  However, by viewing our students’ non-
movement based class work in this light we are doing them a great disservice as teachers.  
If we step back and seriously consider the mission of our individual dance programs we 
will not only begin to develop creative class assignments that support a student’s 
technical training, but we will also be responsible for developing a fully integrated dance 
curriculum that will lead to the outcome of well-rounded, intellectually minded, verbally 
articulate, future dance professionals. 

 
Like many other dance professors, the first assignment that I used to give to my 

technique students was a paper that required them to attend a dance performance and then 
write a critique of that said show.  In recent years, however, I saw how little this 
assignment was actually benefiting my students.  While I agree that this is a successful 
way to get a student into a concert, and to demand of them a certain level of engagement 
in what is occurring on stage, I have found that most students are not truly prepared to 
write this type of paper.  Furthermore, the completion of this assignment does little to 
benefit their development of dance technique.  The honest reality is that the majority of 
dance students that we as dance professors are working with today, have never read a 
dance critique and do not possess the vocabulary necessary to discuss a performance, nor 
do they really draw connections between what a dancer may be doing on stage and their 
own technical training.  The idea of requiring students to write a dance critique is still a 
valid class exercise, but we need to rethink how and when it is done in order to maximize 
its effectiveness for our students. 

 
A better placement for this assignment might be in the required coursework of a 

dance composition class.  In most cases, this is a course where students are being asked to 
explore the dance elements of space, time and energy and how they can use these 
elements to develop their own artistic voices.  Dance Composition often covers how the 
inclusion of the technical elements of sound, lighting and costuming can help or hinder 
the shape of a piece, all of which is usually experienced though reviewing and critiquing 
individual movement studies.  If this is the case, it makes academic sense to spend time 
early in the term developing skills in how to evaluate dance with a critical eye.  While 
you may loose actual “dance time” in class, the short time period that is spent on reading 
current dance reviews, discussing how professional critics evaluate dance and developing 
the vocabulary needed to intelligently discuss the art form, will better prepare students to 
attend and then write their own reviews of dance concerts.  In the end, we will be 
educating them in what to look for when critiquing their own work, the work of their 
peers and that of professional choreographers.  Finally, we will be providing our students 
with the tools they need to possess in order to articulate their thoughts about the field of 
dance while they are developing a sense of their own artistic process.  With critiques 
being covered in Dance Composition, we can reevaluate what we are assigning our dance 
technique students. First, let us look at the goal of the course.  Regardless of the form of 



dance being covered, the goal of a dance technique class is for a student to develop a 
certain level of physical and intellectual proficiency as they learn how to move their body 
safely and efficiently through space.   By assigning our students some thoughtful, 
creative class projects, we will be promoting a better understanding of these basic 
principles of dance training. 

 
Most dance professors that I have spoken to agree that one of the biggest 

obstacles to overcome in teaching technique to beginning college students is the lack of 
body awareness that this age group and level face.  With this in mind the first assignment 
that I have started giving to my beginning modern students is a creative project that 
forces them to focus on their body from the inside out.  First, each student creates a body 
picture that is life size, by having a friend trace him or her out on a large piece of paper. 
They then are required to take this paper, and, using whatever kind of materials they like, 
they must “draw” their skeletal structure.  Once this first part of the assignment is done, 
each students writes a reflective paper titled,” Body Structure/ Body Choices”. This paper 
gives them a chance to understand the structure that they have to work with in class.  
They build an understanding of any true physical limitations they may face but more 
importantly, they must analyze choices they make everyday, such as how they sit at a 
computer, or stand in class, and how they can make changes in their body by correcting 
bad habits.  This assignment has proven to be the proverbial light bulb going off for many 
of my beginning dance students. 

 
  Another creative and equally effective assignment that I have given my 

technique students is a written assignment that requires them to not just bring their body 
awareness to themselves, but to bring that awareness out into their everyday environment.   
This is a paper on Body Language, and in order to complete it, my students are required 
to spend about a half hour in a public space and view how people use their bodies in 
relation to both the objects and the people around them. This is one way for a student to 
step out of class and see how movement is a fundamental form of communication.   
Through both this and the pervious written assignment I mentioned, students are building 
skills in body awareness.  This sense of awareness is fundamental in being able to 
develop a student’s technical skills in dance.   

 
While writing is and always will remain an imperative tool in educational 

training, I have begun to think “outside the box” and develop new assignments that help 
to broaden the educational experience of my dance students.  As reality sets in regarding 
the use of technology in our every day lives, dance instructors need to find ways to 
incorporate it into our own class structure.  Recently, video technology has become a 
strong element in several of my dance courses.  In dance technique, video work has been 
successfully integrated into the courses through an assignment, which requires students to 
complete a series of recorded self-studies.  Throughout the term students are asked to 
show their level of physical proficiency on class combinations by video taping 
themselves performing solo studies.  A way to get the students excited about this project 
is to allow the students to perform the combinations to their own musical selections and 
to present them at different tempos.  I do have the benefit of teaching in a small college 
were my largest class is around 20 students and I have chosen to use this project in only 



my advanced classes.  However, with that said, my students have access to only two 
departmental cameras that they can check out though a video assistant only two days a 
week.   This limited access has proven to be just enough that in a ten-week term I can 
require the students to find the time to video tape themselves on three different occasions.  
The outcome of this project is that my students have a greater understanding of their 
skills and are better prepared to focus on their weaknesses. This project has pushed my 
students to develop their performance skills and, overall, my students are learning and 
retaining information more quickly and are more focused in class.   We can create 
another opportunity for integrating video technology into our curriculum by incorporating 
it into a Dance Composition course.   

 
As discussed earlier, dance composition requires students to complete a series of 

focused movement studies.  This year, I am assigning my Dance Composition students a 
dance for video project.   In the world of contemporary dance the movement towards this 
field has been exploding. My goal in creating this assignment is to not only train my 
students in video technology, but to educate them in how dance translates differently in a 
different medium.  Today’s college students are already exploring the world of video 
technology and, I believe that it is my role as an educator to help my students learn how 
to use the tools of today wisely.  While I do have the benefit of understanding video 
editing software, I do not believe that it is a skill that needs to supersede the integration of 
video related class assignments. Today there are many colleges and universities across 
the country that are focused on helping their faculty find ways to integrate technology 
into their course work.  By planning ahead and working with your institutions computer 
center, or Audio/Visual Department, integrating a video assignment into a dance 
composition class is easier than it seems.   

 
The last dance course that I wish to discuss in regards to creating new class 

assignments is Dance History.  What I find to be so valuable in this course is not just the 
fact that it provides us with a vehicle to discuss the development of dance as an art form, 
but in its basic structure, it educates our students on the relationship between dance and 
the development of all world cultures.  Dance History is a tool that can be wisely used by 
any dance professor to discuss the ideas of politics, cultural identity, and technological 
progress, among other topics. A Dance History course can be one of the most obvious 
ways our dance programs can draw connections to the greater university curriculum, and 
through this connection, build a greater understanding of the value of dance within higher 
education, through the appreciation of it in relation to our own cultural developments.   It 
is with this in mind that the first assignment that I now give my dance history students is 
a research paper titled, Leaving a Mark on History: Exploring Dance as an Expressive 
Tool throughout History.  For this project each student is asked to focus on a topic of 
personal interest.  It may be exploring this idea of dance as a tool of propaganda, the civil 
rights movement, the Berlin Wall or even AIDS in Africa.  Each student then researches 
how different dance artists have used dance as a tool to discuss the issue they have 
chosen to investigate.  What I have discovered by assigning this project to my students is 
that, though their research, they are able to see the power of dance and how it can have 
long lasting effects on a community, way after a public performance. 



Finally, one last assignment that I want to discuss is the presentation that I ask my 
history students to give at the end of the term.  Each student is asked to pick one dance 
artist that has been discussed throughout the term and then develop a performance piece 
that presents the life and work of that artist.  The presentation in done is such a way that it 
requires the student’s take on the artist’s persona as they inform the audience of the 
advances made in the history of dance through their work.   I allow students to 
collaborate on creating this assignment, which has lead to the development of some of the 
most exciting presentations.  In class I have seem Merce Cunningham & John Cage 
reunite for one last creative adventure together.  Doris Humphrey and Charles Weidman 
have come together for a final duet, and the founding members of the Judson Church 
Theater group have rejoined to present one last happening on the steps of my college’s 
Old Main building.  What this assignment does for my students is bring life into an 
exciting topic and help them to understand that dance is a continually evolving art form, 
that they as the next generation of dance artists, can learn from the past and find ways to 
connect to the world around them.  They see how, through all of their course work in the 
program, that dance is much more then perfecting the movement.  Dance can be and is a 
part of a fully integrated curriculum that can prepare them to speak, perform, appreciate 
and create dance with the next generation of artists.   

 
If we as dance professors take the time to responsibly develop course work that 

reinforces the mission of any one of our given dance classes, we will in effect help our 
students develop a deeper understanding of the field of dance.  Whether or not our 
students go on to become dance professionals, we will at least have provided them with 
better skills to express themselves physically as well as verbally when discussing the 
world of dance.   Finally, everyone who passes through our studio doors will gain insight 
into how they can draw connections between what they are learning in dance and how it 
relates to the greater world as a whole.   
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ABSTRACT 
In contemporary Western culture, identities have become increasingly malleable, 
perpetuated by medical advancements, new assistive and enhancement technologies, 
and innovations in engineering and manufacturing.  Body modification has progressively 
become a viable means for transforming one’s identity, while architecture (especially the 
home) has become an extension, signifier, and modifier of the self.  The architectural 
and human bodies, not unlike the automobile, have become customizable commodities. 
These bodies can easily be re-contoured, re-colored, and re-surfaced.  Enhancement 
and mass-media technologies have filled the space between body and building; 
prosthetic technologies have penetrated the spaces of the body and the building; and 
assistive technologies have accumulated on the skins of the body and the building.  As a 
result, the boundaries between interior and exterior, public and private, natural and 
prosthetic, body and building, personae and home have been obscured—giving way to 
an increasingly hybrid body-architecture.  This paper discusses the significance of the 
‘bursting’ of the architectural and humanoid bodies, citing examples such as Stelarc’s 
Stomach Sculpture and Koolhaas’s Maison Bordeaux.  More specifically, this paper 
discusses how the architectural and human bodies have collided to form a new hybrid 
identity, and the implications of this transformation. 



Breaking the Skin: 
Scissions of the Architectural Surface, the Human Surface, and Identity 
 
 

All I wanted was…reconciliation—to live as myself, to clothe myself in a more 
proper body, and achieve Identity at last. 

- Jan Morris, Conundrum (describing sex reassignment surgery) 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In contemporary Western culture, identity—the “self”—has become increasingly 
malleable, perpetuated by medical advancements, new assistive and enhancement 
technologies, and innovations in engineering and manufacturing. Body modification has 
progressively become a viable means for transforming one’s identity, while architecture 
(especially the home) has become an extension, signifier, and modifier of the self. 
 

A new house is a new life…A house is an expression of who you are. It says 
something not just about the place where you have come from, your family roots, 
or even your social status; it is also an expression of your identity as an 
individual…Today it is expected that you will be able to look at a dwelling and tell 
something important about the person who lives there…1 

 
Forming distinctions between identities has become increasingly complex due to identity 
theft, transgender surgery, dissociative identity disorder, cloning, and the like. The 
distinctions between body and building have also become convoluted. Enhancement 
and mass-media technologies have filled the space between body and building; 
prosthetic technologies have penetrated the spaces of the body and the building; and 
assistive technologies have accumulated on the skins of the body and the building. Jos 
Boys states that “changes in technologies…are having direct and powerful effects on 
space and identity—literally shifting our sense of ourselves and our relationships to both 
conceptual and material space.”2 The “breaking” of the architectural and humanoid3 
skins has obscured the boundaries between natural and prosthetic, body and building, 
persona and home. The envelopes of the body and the building are no longer the 
boundaries between public and private. The combined scission of these skins has 
resulted in a rupture of the previously bounded identities of the body and the building, 
giving way to an increasingly hybrid body-architecture. The functioning of some organs 
has been displaced to the exterior, such as the dialysis machine or the insulin pump, 
while internal “organs” may be monitored and controlled from the exterior, such as the 
pacemaker. The contemporary human is a cyborg. Performance artist Stelarc states: 

 
Cyborg bodies are not simply wired and extended but also enhanced with 
implanted components. Invading technology eliminates skin as an adequate 
interface or barrier between public space and physiological tract. The 
significance of the cyber may well reside in the act of the body shedding its 
skin…THE BODY MUST BURST FROM ITS BIOLOGICAL, CULTURAL AND 
PLANETARY CONTAINMENT.4 

 
In parallel, the architectural body has also ‘burst’ from its ‘containment.’ The enclosure of 
space has dissolved, interior and exterior have been inverted, and the defining edges 
between ceiling, wall, and floor have been erased—respective examples including the 
ambiguous enclosures of the Barcelona Pavilion, the inversion of the Pompidou Center, 
and the plasticity of the work of Neil Denari. This paper discusses the significance of the 
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‘bursting’ of the architectural and humanoid bodies, and how these bodies have collided 
to form a new hybrid identity, exemplified in works such as Stelarc’s Stomach Sculpture 
and the Maison Bordeaux designed by Rem Koolhaas/OMA.  
 
THE ENCLOSURE OF IDENTITY 
In American society, identity formation has historically been characterized by 
circumscription, defining boundaries between the self (or selves) and the other(s). 
Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), which reaffirmed “separate but equal,” and Executive Order 
no. 9102 (established the War Relocation Authority in 1942), which enabled the isolation 
of Asian Americans, are legislative examples of the pursuit to clarify the precincts of 
identity. Possibly more influential, though less formalized, have been social mores and 
stereotypes. However, the social and legislative boundaries that once characterized the 
self and the other—sexuality, class/status, (dis)ability, etc—have blurred for three 
reasons. First, the boundaries of identity are not static. Consider, for example, the 
deterioration of health that comes with age. This illustrates a shift in identity: ‘abled’ to 
‘disabled,’ ‘healthy’ to ‘unhealthy.’ Second, the structure of individual American families 
has become more diverse in race, religion, fashion and musical tastes, sexual 
expression, etc. A multi-lingual culture, technological changes, inter-racial marriage and 
procreation, and an upwardly mobile society are characteristics that have contributed to 
the increasing complexities of identity recognition. Finally, and in a more corporeal 
sense, the populace has actively pursued modifications of their own skins—an attempt 
to become younger, thinner, or bustier; to become more “white” or more ethnic; to 
become, on the exterior, the gender of the interior. Identity formations and 
transformations have become increasingly complex due to the breach of the human hull. 
Consequently, recognizing or differentiating identities has become more complex; the 
boundaries that we once used as identifiers have been relocated. In addition, there has 
been an incising and excising of the architectural calyx.  

The architectural surface has been used throughout history to establish cultural 
or architectural identity and social hierarchy: the east pediment of the Parthenon, the 
hand-carved surfaces of the Alhambra, or the terra cotta of Sullivan’s Guaranty Building. 
Even when Loos argued for the removal of applied ornament in 19085—the removal of 
tattoos from the body’s skin and the removal of handicrafts from the architectural skin—it 
was still the surface that contained the expressive power. For Loos, it was the clean 
surface that allowed for a clear reading of space and boundary. Unlike Filarete, 
Vitruvius, Alberti, or Le Corbusier, Loos does not use the human body as a geometric 
analogy or proportioning system.6 Loos uses the body as an ideological metaphor. 
According to Vidler, the building may portray “bodily states of mind” or may function as a 
body: “…breathing, hearing, hungering, desiring…blood-pumping.”7 As a result, by 
association to the body’s states of mind and being, the enclosure of the building has 
become sacred. In “Striking Home: The Telematic Assault on Identity,” Philip Tabor 
describes both a) the reading of the building, especially the home, as a body, and b) the 
penetration of this body. Tabor states: 
 

The idea of the building as a body has recurred in architectural theory since 
Roman times. Burglary of a home often causes…distress…because it is 
experienced metaphorically as an assault on, a penetration of, the owner’s body.8 

 
The architectural skin, the wall, was once a monolithic thickened mass. Privacy, 

structure, thermal insulation, and weather protection were achieved with a single 
material that passed from the exterior surface to the interior finish. Developments in 
reinforced concrete, the production of iron and steel, and advances in glass technology, 
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tensile systems, and thermal insulation allowed for a thinner wall as well as a layered 
wall system that could be dissected. This is the period in architectural history (1890-
present) that the term “skinning” corresponds to its taxidermy definition: to scrape-, cut-, 
or peel-off the surface—an era of dissection and inversion, reaching a climax in the 
Pompidou Center. In architectural practice the contemporary definition of “skinning” is 
quite opposite; “skinning” is additive rather than subtractive. 

These developments have resulted in three conceptions of the architectural 
surface: 1) a flattened surface, as seen in the “pop-vernacular” of the strip-mall or car 
dealership, 2) a projected surface, exemplified by the accumulation of devices for 
“access” (ramps, lifts, signage, etc.), and 3) a dissected surface and space, the inversion 
of the innards the building. 
 
SCISSIONS OF THE ARCHITECTURAL SKIN 
The flattening of architecture is not merely structural in nature. It has been perpetuated 
by readings of early- and late-Modernist ideologies. Those ideologies include: 1) the the 
doctrine Form follows function, 2) the pursuit of transparency, a literal reading of the 
interior space on the exterior surface, and 3) the priority of spatial expression over 
surface expression. The present-day flattening has come primarily from a misreading of 
these tenets by architects and popular culture. Popular society has privileged the 
imagery of Modernism, while “popular” architects have used the tenets to justify a 
simplification of the meaning embodied in the vertical surface. As a result, the vertical 
surface has become less an allegorical symbol and more so a sign—quite literally, 
signage. 

In opposition, the architectural skin has also been excised and projected. The 
skin is no longer synonymous with its previous load bearing necessity. As a result, the 
skin has been stretched, penetrated, incised, and excised; the skin has become 
translucent; it has become digital;9 it has become “intelligent.” The skin has gained a 
new compositional and programmatic identity autonomous of the structure. The 
architectural skin is now elastic in meaning and form. The phenomenon of the ‘elastic 
surface’ is traceable to Modernist examples, such as the German Pavilion in Barcelona. 
The stretched and overlapped planes and the transparent and reflective surfaces in 
Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion illustrate this phenomenon of the elastic boundary. This is 
echoed by Wright: 

 
We have no longer an outside and an inside as two separate things. Now the 
outside may come inside, and the inside may and does go outside…let walls, 
ceilings, floors become seen as component parts of each other, their surfaces 
flowing into each other…Have no posts, no columns, no pilasters, cornices or 
moldings…no divisions of the sort…Let walls, ceilings, floors now become not 
only party to each other but part of each other…10 

 
This design ideology is similar to what Tabor defines as one response to the assault of 
technology on the home: to extend the boundaries of the home, to deconstruct the 
existing walls and “build new ones further out.”11 This is similar to the notion of 
infinite/unbounded space explored in late Modernism (the Farnsworth House or Philip 
Johnson’s Glass House). Vidler describes a significant effect from this. The production 
“of unlimited space…signals the end of bodily projection in its formed and bounded 
character.”12 It is crucial to recognize that with unbounded space, the body-architecture 
metaphor is not eliminated, merely transformed. The identities of the body and the 
building are transformed. Identity is no longer bound by sealed enclosure. The envelope, 
in the late-Modern examples above and in post-Modern examples such as the Pompidou 
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Center, is broken; and with this break, identity formation, for both the human and the 
building is altered. Vidler extends this notion to describe the work of Coop Himmelblau: 
“It is a body which seems to be fragmented, if not contorted, deliberately torn apart and 
mutilated almost beyond recognition.”13 It is important to recognize that Vidler is careful 
to state “almost beyond recognition.” Vidler does not describe the architecture as 
unrecognizable; despite its mutilation, the body is still recognizable. Space is 
fragmented, but the parts of the body remain. 

In addition to spatial manipulations, the body’s material is re-imaged, a trend 
visible in the popular architectural magazines of the US, Europe, and Japan. The trend is 
toward translucency, exemplified by the works of Herzog & DeMueron, Koolhaas, 
Sejima, and others. This may be read as a response to Modern architecture’s 
transparency, a clothing of its “nudity.” Translucency is a means to achieve heightened 
seduction. The translucent surface is not an opaque barrier between the self and the 
other, nor an open invisible threshold, but an alluring veil. It is the ambiguity of the veil’s 
simultaneous consent and refusal that is seductive. Aaron Betsky affirms that 
“Translucency is the…answer to the transparency of modernism…Translucent objects 
seduce, frighten, and draw you into them. They tantalize rather than tell…”14 Again, like 
the fragmented boundary described by Tabor and Vidler, the enclosure becomes 
ambiguous, while identity (the interior, the self) becomes more complex. Identity—
through the translucency and fragmentation of the envelope—is no longer the separation 
or clarification of the self and the other, but the overlap and intersection of self and other. 
This intersection may also be seen in the human body. 
 
SCISSIONS OF THE HUMAN SKIN 
The performance works of Stelarc, such as Stomach Sculpture, underscore the body-
environment dialectic. While the works of Acconci or Horn engage the threshold between 
body and environment, and poke at the both the privacy of the body and the envelope of 
the environment, Stelarc reaches into his body. For Stelarc, the skin is no longer the 
threshold between public and private, between the ‘self’ and the ‘other.’ In Stomach 
Sculpture, Stelarc’s stomach is treated as a gallery, a public enclosure that houses 
artwork. The stomach is no longer a private internal single-functioning space; it is 
opened to public view and scrutiny. In Stomach Sculpture, the collision of public and 
private occurs within the body, not at its surface. This work exemplifies the breakdown of 
the skin as enclosure. Stelarc asserts: 
 

As surface, skin was once the beginning of the world and simultaneously the 
boundary of the self…now stretched and penetrated by machines, SKIN IS NO 
LONGER THE SMOOTH SENSUOUS SURFACE OF…closure. The rupture of 
surface and skin means the erasure of inner and outer.15 

 
Moreover, Stelarc’s work is central to this discussion because of its relationship 

to technology, function, and pragmatism. Stelarc is interested in the practical scientific 
effects of his work, not merely its art implications. In a spring 2001 performance and 
lecture at the University at Buffalo, referring to his explorations in the Extra Ear project, 
Stelarc stated that he was not interested in the project as a theoretical piece. The Extra 
Ear project, according to Stelarc, is valued to the extent that it is feasible. As such, his 
work is often prefaced by contemporary examples from medicine or science: 
pacemakers, etc. Stelarc’s work does not merely investigate the threshold of privacy; the 
work simultaneously questions the limits of human evolution, the boundary of prosthetic 
and natural, and the closure of identity. Howard Caygill describes Stelarc’s work as, 
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…the redefinition of the limits of human physiology: this is a process by which the 
body becomes “an object for redesign”…Instead of regarding the prosthesis as a 
supplement to the human body, it is now seen as already an integral part of its 
organization and consequently as a site for its potential reorganization.16 

 
Stelarc refers to the body as “hollow,” something to be designed, constructed, modified, 
augmented, and re-construed. The body is merely a shell or framework on which, in 
which, customizations can be made. The body is architecture. It can be renovated and 
re-surfaced, re-programmed and re-imaged. Yet we need not look to Stelarc’s work to 
see this. According to Katherine Ott, the history of prostheses illustrates this.17  
 

…the peculiar history of prosthetic devices reveals the extent to which the 
evolution and design of technologies of the body are intertwined with the 
subjective and practical needs of people.18 

 
Ott suggests, as does Carl Elliot, that the goal of prosthetic technologies is to become 
one with the body, to feel “natural,” and that a prosthesis is natural to the extent that the 
division between self and other is made ambiguous or erased. Elliot states: 
 

When prosthetic technologies restore or simulate human capacities destroyed by 
injury or illness, it is one measure of the prosthetic’s success if the patient comes 
to feel as if the technology is natural. It rarely occurs to us anymore to ask if an 
artificial hip joint or a pacemaker is unnatural or alien, and the same may soon be 
true of technologies that affect other human capacities.19 

 
The “other technologies and human capacities” to which Elliot refers are 
medications such as Beta Blockers that affect mental states, enhancement 
technologies such as steroids that affect bodily states, and assistive technologies 
such as computerized voice boxes that affect communication between bodies. 

Individual identity, like the contemporary automobile, is something to be 
customized, according to Elliot. Modern engineering and medicine have 
equipped the body with numerous "options”—personality, facial proportions, 
gender, and so on. This is a condition in which people not only want to look more 
like, but to become more like whatever identity they are pursuing. Elliot describes 
a common connection seen in varying identity groups—transgenders, bulimics, 
or apotemnophiles. The common ground between these groups is the way that 
they speak about their pursuit of identity, using language such as, “the old me,” 
“becoming who I really am,” or “getting my outside to match who I am on the 
inside.” These individuals are describing a pursuit of their self image: “the true 
me”; and, as Elliot describes, many of these individuals are willing to undergo 
dangerous, costly, often unpredictable surgeries or modifications to become that 
“true self.” 

Similarly, Stelarc states that “what is significant is no longer freedom of 
ideas but rather freedom of form—freedom to modify and mutate the body.”20 So, 
if the modified you is more “you” than the unmodified, so-called natural you, then 
it is not difficult to imagine an ‘invading’ architecture, an architecture that collides 
with you, as part of, not separate from, one’s “self.” 
 
A NEW IDENTITY: COLLISIONS OF THE BODY AND THE BUILDING 
 

In modern discourse, architecture is no longer simply the supplement of the body 
of the building. The classical relationship between structure and ornament, 
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always understood as that between a body and its clothes, has been displaced 
onto that between body and building. Traditional ornamentation appears to be 
removed from the building at the very moment when the building itself becomes a 
kind of ornament worn by its occupant. But this mechanized ornament is 
structural. Indeed, it restructures the body that wears it.21 

 
There are those assistive devices and technologies—various apparatuses of 

sight, sound, or touch: mechanical limbs, speech devices, or mechanisms of 
knowledge—that have been expressly labeled “prostheses.” It is often their 
mechanization—operating as a machine, as if made by a machine, or having an 
aesthetic sensibility of a machine—that categorizes them as “prosthetic.” However, this 
article develops from the stance that all architectures—building-, clothing-, furniture-
design, etc.—mechanistic or not, are exercises in prosthetic creation, that architecture is 
a prosthesis for an often generalized, sometimes specialized human body. It is the 
design of “body fixtures” (body-architecture) that articulates the current trajectory in 
architectural design. Congruently, as there are prosthetics for the human body, there 
exist prostheses for the “body” of architecture (communication systems, wheelchair lifts, 
etc). Stelarc’s seemingly radical notion that the skin is no longer the boundary between 
the public and the private, that the human skin—and, as suggested here, the 
architectural skin—is perpetually being crossed outward from the body and penetrated 
into the body by numerous devices (IUDs and cochlear implants; ramps and 
automation), illustrates a “need” to manipulate or augment the humanoid and 
architectural bodies for both functional and aesthetic reasons. This begs several 
questions. To what extent is the building an extension or expression of the self? Is the 
building, moreover the home, an expression of one’s identity? Is the home now literally, 
not figuratively as suggested by Le Corbusier, the machine for living in, a prosthetic 
extension of the body? Or, inversely, is the humanoid now the machine for living in, a 
product to be customized and re-inhabited? 

The phrase “body-builder” no longer refers merely to a body-conscious weight-
lifter. Body-building, in the context of Stelarc, is quite literally a construction process, an 
“architecture of the body.”22 Again, this is not a metaphorical reading of the body, but a 
literal bionic body. 
 

Medical technologies that monitor, map and modify the body, also provide the 
means to manipulate the structure of the body. When we attach[ed] or 
implant[ed] prosthetic devices to prolong a person’s life, we also created the 
potential to prolong a person’s life, we also created the potential to propel post-
evolutionary development—PATCHED-UP PEOPLE ARE POST-
EVOLUTIONARY EXPERIMENTS.23 

 
Similarly, Ott argues that prosthetic history and theory should be tied foremost to the 
functional and material interface of body and prosthesis, rather than politicized or used 
metaphorically to discuss power struggles or social critiques.24 However, Ott recognizes 
that aesthetic critiques—issues of applied ornamentation—are significant to prosthetic 
history. 
 

Once function has been produced, everything that comes after it is…flourish. The 
cosmetic outer skin and the pigmentation added to it…are all surplus. 
Overdesigned and –decorated technology, epitomized by the big chrome of the 
1957 Buick, may be less gaudy when found on prostheses, but it is equally 
superfluous.25 
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This illustrates that identity is intimately tied not only to function, but to ornament. Like 
the skins of the Alhambra, the skins of prostheses infer identity, and, as will soon be 
argued, the architectural envelope is not merely an identifier of the building but also a 
signifier of its occupants. As seen in the previous quotation from Mark Wigley, “the 
building…becomes a kind of ornament worn by its occupant,” or as Sarah Katherine 
Roszler states, quoting RuPaul, “…you’re born naked and everything you put on after 
that is drag.”26 These citations suggest that the architectural skin is a prosthetic second-
skin for the body. This is congruent with Ballard’s definition of fashion: “a recognition that 
nature has endowed us with one skin too few…”27 If the architectural envelope is a 
prosthesis for the body, it is both a functional and aesthetic mechanism, and, 
consequently, the envelope is an integral feature in the expression of the self. The 
integration of the corpus and the building forms a new identity, a hybrid body in which 
the separation of the conjoined bodies would result in figurative and literal fatality. 

The Maison Bordeaux, designed by Rem Koolhaas/OMA (completed in 1998), is 
exemplary of the collision of body and building, the inseparability of body identity and 
building identity. Designed for a wheelchair-bound paralyzed man (and his family), the 
design of the Maison Bordeaux is centered on a large-scale hydraulic platform that 
moves between floors. In addition, a long ascending circular drive rises into the 
courtyard of the house and is the focus of the site development. Both examples, the lift 
and the drive, illustrate the desire to express the identity of the homeowner in the home. 
Wouter Vanstiphout suggests that the Maison Bordeaux exemplifies the increased 
“concentration on making hyper-specific buildings,”28 buildings that reflect their unique 
programmatic situations: site-specific, user-specific, etc. Tabor suggests this is the 
primary function of the home. 
 

A house identified as the self is called ‘home’, a country identified as the self is 
called ‘homeland.’ Home is a surrogate for, and extension of, the self and the 
body. A sense of home, however you define it, is as important to self-identity as 
the persistence of personal memory.29 

 
Like translucency, the “hyper-specific” home may be another response to the 
International Style or Modernism at large. But there is a paradox in this response, 
and the paradox lies in the notion of the home as machine. Consider Wright’s 
critique in The Future of Architecture of what he terms the “modernistic” house: 
 

Any house is a far too complicated, clumsy, fussy, mechanical counterfeit of the 
human body…By way of a new sense of the character and power of this machine 
age, [the “modernistic”] house strips and stoops to conquer by emulating, if not 
imitating, machinery…But it is not necessary…to build as though the building, 
too, were a machine—because, except in a very low sense, indeed, it is not a 
machine, nor at all like one.30 

 
And thus Wright builds homes not in the image of the machine, but in the image 
of himself: 
 

Taking a human being for my scale, I brought the whole house down in height to 
fit a normal man…It has been said that were I three inches taller (I am 5’ 8½” 
tall), all my houses would have been quite different in proportion. Perhaps.31 

 
The Maison Bordeaux is unmistakably a machine. Built in the image of 

the paralyzed man, the house becomes a prosthetic, or what Vanstiphout defines 
as a “contraption.”32 It is not a “mechanical counterfeit” of the man, but an 
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extension of him. The body and the building, like the body and the wheelchair are 
inseparable. The house takes the place of the wheelchair. There is, however, a 
dilemma in this. Rob Imrie states that “for wheelchair users…the wheelchair is a 
paradoxical object.” The wheelchair signifies to others the impaired bodily state 
of the individual and is simultaneously the mechanism for mobility, 
independence, and freedom.33 Similarly, the Bordeaux house, as part of the 
identity of the owner, is a mechanism of both freedom and potential 
discrimination.  

Vanstiphout asks: Is the Bordeaux House a “sign for the crippled man?”34 This 
question may be answered in several ways. First, the Maison Bordeaux is a 
customization based on the needs of the owner; it is an expression of the owner. The 
independence of the owner is dependent upon his prosthetic structure, the home. 
Second, the house reflects to a greater degree the life of the paralyzed man than it does 
the workings and interrelationships of the family. Third, is the absence of the paralyzed 
man from the images of the Maison Bordeaux in the popular literature. Numerous 
articles published in popular magazines—including A+U (November 1996 and March 
1999), GA Houses (August 1998), Domus (January 1999), and Architecture (December 
1998), even Architectural Digest (October 1998)—do not include the paralyzed man in 
the photographs. Photographs in this literature often center on the hydraulic lift, showing 
it in various stages of movement, such as Architecture (December 1998), an article 
curiously titled “Machine for Living” with a subtext reading: “A client’s disability gives new 
impetus to the classic Corbusian dictum.” In these photographs, the building is a sign for 
the crippled man, an indicator of his corporeal being and character despite his absence. 
The Maison Bordeaux illustrates that prostheses have changed scales. Prosthetic 
devices are no longer the size of a limb, organ, or other body part. The entire home is a 
prosthesis. As such, the home is a prosthesis for identity. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Breaking the skin has resulted in the erasure of the difference between interior and 
exterior, public and private, the natural and the prosthetic, personae and home. The 
‘break’ has formed what Vidler describes as a “morsellated body,”35 an architectural and 
human body that has been excised and incised so that fragments of each may be 
inserted into one another. For some it is an augmentation of the self; it is a search of a 
taller, more robust, more confident, more intelligent, sexier self. For others it is a pursuit 
of an exterior identity that correlates with the interior. Yet for others it is simply an 
expressive means, a way to investigate the articulation of the space around, on, and in 
the body—the relationship between one body and the next. 

Identity formation was once a process of circumscription, of defining boundaries. 
This is no longer the case. Identity formation, regarding both the human and 
architectural bodies, is now a process of hybridization. It is a collision of body and 
architecture. The architectural and human bodies, not unlike the automobile, have 
become customizable commodities. These bodies can easily be re-contoured, re-
colored, re-surfaced. As Wright recognized fifty years ago and as Stelarc suggests, the 
surfaces and spaces of the architectural and human bodies now flow into one another; 
so too does the identity of each. Not only can the “interior upholstery” match the “exterior 
finish” in a single body, like the transgender, but the surfaces of each body—the building 
and the humanoid—can be modified toward one another, to match one another, to 
intersect as one body.
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Abstract 
The Poet Has No Self: Keats, Blake, and Buddha 

Mark Trevor Smith, Missouri State University 
 
 The most challenging concept expressed by John Keats is his “Negative Capability.” One of 
William Blake’s most challenging concepts is “Self-Annihilation.” These two phrases, both focused 
on the very nature of the poet’s self, can be better understood with some help from Buddhist 
thinking on the illusion of the selfish ego. I shall explore not only the philosophical meanings of 
these phrases but also their direct poetic expression in Keats’s sonnets and odes and in Blake’s 
epics. 

In a letter of October 1818, Keats, often considered the most impressive of the Romantic 
poets, declares that the poet has “no self.” The “poetical Character” has “no identity” because it 
can imaginatively enter into all extremes, including “light and shade, high and low.” In other 
letters, Keats testifies to his ability fully to feel the existence of a sparrow picking in gravel or a 
billiard ball rolling in delight.  The best poet, Keats implies, imaginatively enters fully into the 
existence of another, much as does the best actor. This definition of the selfless poet, so contrary 
to our commonly accepted view of the egotistical Romantic writer who expresses his “true self,” 
echoes vividly beside Keats’s earlier definition of Negative Capability (27 December 1817): 
“capable of being in mysteries, doubts, uncertainties, without any irritable reaching after fact and 
reason.” Keats here expresses a concept that is best explained by similar concepts from 
Buddhism.  

Blake, often considered the most extreme of the Romantic poets, also makes surprising 
statements against the self. One of his extreme phrases, occurring several times in his epics 
Milton and Jerusalem, is “Self-Annihilation.” This passage near the symphonic conclusion of 
Jerusalem provides a resoundingly Blakean setting for the phrase: 

       Driving outward the Body of Death in an Eternal Death & Resurrection  
       Awaking it to Life among the Flowers of Beulah rejoicing in Unity  
       In the Four Senses in the Outline the Circumference & Form, for ever  
       In Forgiveness of Sins which is Self Annihilation. it is the Covenant of Jehovah  
                                                            (J 98: 20-23; E527) 

Although Blake’s language is very Christian, his Christianity is so different from any main line that 
the context of Buddhist thought is our greatest aid to understanding.  
     Fundamental to the Buddhist world-view is the dissolution of the Self, or more exactly the 
recognition that the self does not exist: the individual ego is a destructive illusion that falsely 
encourages us to cling to what is impermanent and thereby to cause ourselves suffering. In 
Blake’s and Keats’s radical definitions of creativity, the egotistical self similarly inhibits the fullest 
expression of the Imagination. A Buddhist psychoanalyst’s formulation of the dynamics of the 
false self provides some terminology that can shed light on Keats and Blake: “what we take to be 
so real, our selves, is constructed out of a reaction against just what we do not wish to 
acknowledge. We tense up around that which we are denying, and we experience ourselves 
through our tensions” (Mark Epstein, Thoughts without a Thinker 19). Both Blake and Keats find 
ways to break through this self-sabotage, Blake by expanding the circumference of human 
possibilities, Keats by refusing to calm his tensions through reassuring reasons. 
     I do not intend to steer this paper toward Buddhist philosophy, but rather to use elements of 
Buddhist philosophy as helpful analogues to steer us toward how Keats and Blake exemplify their 
paradoxical definitions in their poetry. I am not asserting that either Blake or Keats is Buddhist or 
even knew anything about Buddhism, only that certain Buddhist ideas fit well with and shed light 
on some of the ideas of these two leaders of the Romantic Imagination. Blake obviously extends 
ideas from Christianity, as in the above quotation where he equates forgiveness of sins with self-
annihilation; Keats derives his concepts from other arts, primarily painting and Shakespeare’s 
theater. 
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Functional Art: 
Teaching Craft-Based Mediums in Contemporary Art Departments 
 
 
Craft-based mediums have vast histories that, since the time of antiquity, have dealt with 
concepts of power, beauty, religion, and cultural values.  These concepts are reflected in a wide 
range of objects, both utilitarian and ceremonial.  These objects hold strength in their interactive 
qualities.  People understand them both visually and tactilely, and relate to them on a personal 
level.  A current trend in all craft-based mediums is to recognize and exploit the power of 
materials and objects to create meaningful work, bringing new insight to the discourse between 
materialism and contemporary society. 
 
As future artists, students can make a positive contribution by creating innovative work that not 
only relates to the history of their craft-based field, but also interacts with other academic 
disciplines.  Referencing the history of their field, students can make work that explores relevant 
issues through the changing agenda of material culture.  The work coming out of craft-based 
medium programs differentiates itself from work coming out of other areas in art departments by 
emphasizing the discipline of craftsmanship, asserting the primacy of the object, exploring the 
changing premise of functionalism, and examining social issues inherent in functional objects.  
The history and unique dialogue that craft-based medium programs bring to art departments 
has a meaningful connection to many issues that contemporary artists in all media are 
addressing.  Utilizing the resources available in academia, students can promote a new and up-
to-date understanding of their field through writing, research, curating exhibitions, educating the 
public, and creating innovative work. 
 
This paper considers the current climate of teaching craft-based mediums (clay, fiber, glass, 
metal, wood) in contemporary Art Departments.  The presentation will focus on the author’s 
experience in developing a contemporary pedagogy and curriculum for the Boise State 
University Art Metals Area.  In order to create a broader and more relevant picture, additional 
findings and different positions will be collected and presented from a survey of over 50 
professors teaching in a variety of craft-based mediums from universities across the United 
States.  Topics explored in this paper will include the following: the place of craft-based 
mediums in universities, contemporary pedagogy and curriculum (including specific 
assignments), and the integration and survival of craft-based mediums in contemporary art 
departments (including outreach projects and alternative strategies). 
 
 
 
 
Note: This presentation will include a slide component. 
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Wedding Abstract/Snay 
 
 
Occasioned by my own recent marriage and inspired by artist Judith Schaechter's linocut, 
Child Bride in which a young woman in a wedding dress crawls on the floor vomiting a 
wedding bouquet, I pondered the reality and validity of the twenty-first century wedding 
ceremony, the grossly commercialized preparations for it, and by extension marriage, in 
American culture.  The coeval debate over gay marriage and polygamy raises even more 
questions about the definition and function of this institution.  In brief, what does 
marriage mean?  
 
In the belief that we must study the past in order to understand the present, the paper 
proposed here is my initial effort to search the visual record and discover what did 
marriage mean? It represents the research conducted in preparation for a focus exhibition 
to be held at the Jack S. Blanton Museum of Art in May 2006 examining the role of 
prints as a means both of perpetuating the marriage myth and of critiquing it.  First, I 
establish a taxonomy of images, identifying allegorical, mythological, religious, and royal 
weddings from the sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries.  Next, I parse the visual 
discourse provided by juxtaposing Abraham Bosse's two wedding suites (Le marriage à 
la ville and Le marriage à la compagne) dating to the mid seventeenth century with 
William Hogarth's iconic Marriage à la Mode, made a century later.  This arrangement 
demonstrates the very practical exercise of marriage in early modern Western society and 
the transformation it underwent during the Enlightenment when the idea of marrying for 
love was introduced.   While the definition of marriage has never changed, its role in 
social organization, rules governing it, and attitudes toward it certainly have. 
 
The narratives that Bosse and Hogarth provide us underscore the most basic function of 
marriage, which is the peaceful transfer of wealth from one generation to another by 
providing a social and legal structure for bearing children.  Before the twentieth century, 
marriage also served to confer honor, credibility, and rank to members of a community, 
with positions in church and civic affairs allocated based in part on marital status.  In 
democracies where these positions are, in principle, awarded based on merit, marriage 
becomes less relevant.  
 
Offering an historical perspective on weddings and marriage based on the analysis of 
imagery common in selected prints from the sixteenth through the nineteenth centuries 
will encourage conference participants and later, visitors to the exhibition, to test their 
assumptions about this long-revered institution and the ceremonies that attend it.  The 
conference will be an ideal opportunity for me to gather feedback from colleagues 
concerning the ideas presented here and incorporate them into the final design of the 
exhibition. 
 



 
 
 
Monogrammist MW, Women Snaring Men (Women Bird-Catching for Husbands), 16th 
century, woodcut.  The Leo Steinberg Collection, Jack S. Blanton Museum of Art, 
2002.854. 
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Duas cartas: duas mortes no feminino 

Sandra Sousa 

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth 

297 County st, 1s. New Bedford, MA, 02740.  

sandraasousa@hotmail.com 

 

       “Será que lá longe ainda o céu é azul, 
ou já o negro cinzento confunde Norte com Sul?” 

Pedro Abrunhosa 
 

“The death of a beautiful woman is, unquestionably, 
the most poetical topic in the world.” 

E. A. Poe 
 

 Mulher, Amor e Morte é um triângulo que podemos frequentemente encontrar na 

Literatura ao longo dos tempos. O Romantismo, indo buscar a sua inspiração à Idade 

Média, encontra-se imbuído do espírito dos trovadores. É, então, neste período que este 

triângulo surge uma vez mais em toda a sua intensidade, com repercussões que se podem 

verificar na actualidade. Comparando a carta de uma das obras-chave do período 

romântico português – Viagens na Minha Terra (1946), de Almeida Garrett, – com a 

carta do filme do mesmo nome de Manoel de Oliveira mais de um século depois, procuro 

investigar o motivo que leva ambos, autor e realizador, a matar a personagem feminina. 

O questionamento desta morte no feminino leva ao recurso a algumas teorias que poderão 

conduzir ao esclarecimento deste enigma, ao mesmo tempo que se mostram incapazes de 

nos proporcionar uma conclusão definitiva. A associação ao mito de Tristão e Isolda é 

apenas uma das muitas explicações para o problema da morte no feminino. O facto de a 

mulher, quase obsessivamente e até aos dias de hoje, ser vítima do próprio escritor tem 

mailto:sandraasousa@hotmail.com
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consequências que vão para além da própria obra: um tipo de mentalidade que estará, e 

apesar da expansão de grupos e movimentos feministas, ainda que muito subtilmente, 

enraizado nos modos de pensar e agir. Ou será apenas uma questão de beleza poética, 

como refere Edgar Allan Poe: “When it most closely allies itself to Beauty: the death, 

then, of a beautiful woman is, unquestionably, the most poetical topic in the world”? Esta 

espécie peculiar de estética assassina é perturbante e o mundo labiríntico da investigação 

por ela lançado torna-se ainda mais obsessivo quanto mais tempo dedicamos a tentar 

resolvê-la.  

        
  

 A partir do último quartel do século XVIII algo de compulsivo e irreversível 

acontece na Europa que determinaria, não só um novo modo de viver mas, mais 

profundamente, uma outra e diferente forma de cada indivíduo olhar para si mesmo e 

para o Outro. A Revolução Francesa, acompanhada pela Revolução Industrial em 

Inglaterra, é hoje encarada como factor central de despoletamento de uma nova 

mentalidade de que o século XXI é ainda herdeiro nas mais variadas feições. Esta 

incomparável revolução em todos os campos do saber e do conhecimento ficou conhecida 

como Romantismo, sendo as formas literárias um dos seus mais conhecidos e 

reconhecidos veículos. No entanto, convém notar, o Romantismo “está longe de ser um 

movimento homogéneo, até pelo facto de ter convivido com situações históricas, políticas 

e sociais consideravelmente diversas de país para país”1 (Reis 425). Em toda esta 

revolução cultural, social, histórica, económica e política, algo permaneceu 

perturbantemente imutável: o Amor e a Morte.  
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 Que uma tendência progressiva para a abolição do sistema patriarcal e uma 

reivindicação para a igualdade dos direitos das mulheres se começa a fazer sentir nesse 

período com maior intensidade, disso não restam dúvidas. É exemplo de tal o 

reconhecido filósofo John Stuart Mill quando afirma no seu livro The Subjection of 

Women que  

Among all the lessons which men require for carrying on the struggle 

against the inevitable imperfections of their lot on earth, there is no lesson 

which they more need, than not to add to the evils which nature inflicts, by 

their jealous and prejudiced restrictions on one another. (101) 

Mas a busca prática dessa igualdade teórica poderá ter tido um preço elevado para 

a mulher. Na literatura, muitas vezes as personagens femininas sucumbem ao esforço de 

libertação do patriarcado. Tida como frágil, emocional, sensível e romântica incorrigível, 

a mulher que se tenta mover para fora do seu espaço, quer seja este social, económico, 

religioso ou romântico definha como a donzela no poema “The Lady of Shallot” de 

Alfred Tennyson. 

Uma atenta análise da literatura desde a antiga Grécia até aos nossos dias já revela 

esta reiterada morte da mulher. Poderá ser que, no Romantismo, esse “sentimentalismo 

amoroso indizível e irrealizável” (Saraiva 654) associado a uma “obsessão da morte”2 

(Saraiva 654) tenham sido levados a um extremismo significativo? Provalmente, já que o 

Romantismo representou um período de profundas alterações e multiplica-se em emoções 

extremas.3 

Neste sentido, o livro Viagens na Minha Terra de Almeida Garrett de 1846, e o 

filme A Carta de Manoel de Oliveira de 1999, baseado no romance de Madame 
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Lafayette, La Princesse de Clèves (século XVII), apresentam-se como dois exemplos do 

assunto que me proponho abordar. Aparentemente Viagens na Minha Terra e o filme A 

Carta pouco ou nada têm em comum.4 São inúmeras as diferenças e o tempo que separa 

as duas histórias, o que levaria a uma maior incredulidade quanto à sua comparação. No 

entanto, não se trata aqui de falar de divergências, mas daquilo que as aproxima. No 

âmago das duas histórias três aspectos são, passo a expressão, transtornadamente 

semelhantes: duas histórias de amor trágico, duas cartas e, consequência destas, duas 

mortes, quer sejam estas reais ou simbólicas. Acrescentaria aqui um outro elemento que 

me parece bastante pertinente, os destinatários destas cartas são, em ambas as histórias, 

mulheres.  

Qual o interpretação que se poderá dar a esta obsessão com a morte no feminino 

por parte de autores? Eis o motivo deste ensaio. Analisemos mais pormenorizadamente as 

duas cartas e as suas destinatárias tendo em conta que a carta adquire aqui apenas um 

valor simbólico, o de ser a causa última que leva à irremediável consequência: a morte 

destas duas personagens. Deste modo, ser-lhe-á dada menos importância do que aquela 

que nas obras tem. 

 O autor ficcional da carta de Viagens Na Minha Terra, seja ele Carlos ou Garrett5, 

é um sujeito masculino. Contudo, optarei por designá-lo por Carlos, uma vez que é o seu 

nome que assina a carta. A destinatária é Joaninha6 que, ao lê-la, morre, por a mensagem 

nela contida ter sido fatal. É uma carta que traz nela o indício de uma fatalidade, uma vez 

que Carlos, embora não negue o seu amor por Joaninha – “E amo-te, e amo-te a ti só 

como realmente nunca amei nem poderei tornar a amar” (Garrett 288) – lhe nega, ao 

mesmo tempo, o seu amor e uma vida partilhada. Além de Carlos se apresentar como 
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uma personagem paradoxal, uma vez que é “incapaz de verdadeiramente amar por 

sensibilidade excessiva e largueza de coração” (Régio 66), afirma que amou outras 

mulheres – “pois amei outras mulheres” (Garrett 282) –, o que qualquer mulher que ame 

não gosta de ouvir do seu amado. No final, a sua justificação, também contraditória, para 

não poder dar o seu amor a Joaninha é a sua alma corrompida não ser “digna de juntar-se 

com essa alma de anjo que em ti habita”, argumentando que “A mulher que me amar há-

de ser infeliz por força, a que me entregar o seu destino, há-de vê-lo perdido. Não quero, 

não posso, não devo amar a ninguém mais” (Garrett 288). 

 Em relação a esta carta de despedida, Jacinto do Prado Coelho afirma que é ela 

“exemplo da literatura do eu típica do Romantismo e prova, ao mesmo tempo, da finura 

analítica de Garrett e da sua já moderna concepção do Homem” (Coelho 99). 

Efectivamente, enquanto Carlos, talvez pela cobardia de não querer enveredar pelos 

caminhos e desafios de uma vida a dois, airosa e efectivamente se desenvencilha de 

Joaninha, ela não está preparada para receber essa mensagem sob a forma de carta. 

 Atente-se agora na outra carta, a do filme A Carta. O autor ficcional da mesma é 

uma mulher, Catherine de Clèves. O seu destinatário uma freira, amiga de Mdme. de 

Clèves. O conteúdo desta carta pode ser considerado também fatídico, uma vez que a sua 

autora, a escrever de algures em África para onde “fugiu” e se juntou a uma missão 

humanitária, renega a tudo e, principalmente, ao amor. Depois da leitura da carta feita 

pela sua amiga freira, o filme acaba sem sabermos em definitivo se Catherine morre ou 

não. Mas se essa morte física aconteceu ou não pouco importa. Mdme. de Clèves está 

para todos os efeitos morta para o mundo das perseguições terrenas. Pelo menos o 

destinatário das atenções de Catherine, o cantor Pedro Abrunhosa, trata essa ausência 
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como uma morte. Pedro Abrunhosa, um músico, dá um concerto no qual “exorciza” de 

dentro de si “uma canção de amor, mas também de morte.”  

 Catherine é descrita como uma mulher de uma beleza sem comparação, assim 

como Joaninha era “uma gentil e airosa donzela, uma mulher feita e perfeita, e que nada 

perdera, contudo, da graça, do encanto, do suave e delicioso perfume da inocência 

infantil” (Garrett 144). Duas mulheres perfeitas – e frágeis na sua perfeição feminina – 

que, por imposição social e pessoal7, no caso de Catherine, ou imposição de factores 

externos, no caso de Joaninha, vêem o seu amor frustrado. Duas mulheres que amam e, 

embora rejeitem ou sejam rejeitadas, aniquilam o seu amor e a si próprias.  

 Por outro lado, Carlos e Pedro, afirmando-se também apaixonados, escolhem uma 

outra via, a da vida. Carlos torna-se agiota e Pedro continua a cantar. Isto leva-nos à 

questão central deste ensaio: por que escolhem os autores a via da morte, ou abnegação 

da vida, para as mulheres? Por que não continuam elas como eles a sua vida?  

 É interessante observar que o homem do Romantismo é um homem complexo, 

que vive numa incessante indeterminação entre o eu natural e o eu social certamente 

corrompido. De acordo com Jacinto do Prado Coelho, “O Homem vive no tempo, flui 

com o tempo, os seus sentimentos gastam-se, alteram-se, não se pode prever no que se 

vão tornar” (Coelho 102). Daí que, e na sequência do pensamento de Prado Coelho,  

Em defesa de Carlos, Garrett interpela o leitor. Pois qual de nós pode 

saber que sentimento o ligará em breve à mulher que hoje lhe parece bela 

ou interessante? “E quando vier, se vier, esse fatal dia de amanhã, 

responder-me-ás também da parte que ficará tendo em tua alma essoutra 

imagem que lá estava dantes e que, ao reflexo desta agora, daqui observo 
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que vai empalidecendo, descorando... já lhe não vejo senão os lineamentos 

vagos... já é uma sombra do que foi... Ai! O que será ela amanhã?” (cap. 

XXII). (103) 

 Uma primeira tentativa de explicação poderia advir de uma leitura atenta da 

explicação de Garrett em defesa de Carlos. Podemos depreender que para Garrett, Carlos 

não pode ficar com Joaninha em consequência do facto de que ela irá envelhecer e os 

sentimentos de Carlos envelhecerão com ela. Mais profundamente, os sentimentos de 

Carlos podem mudar e disso ele tem consciência. E é esta fluência de sentimentos, que 

podem mudar a qualquer momento, que é a chave para a continuação da vida do homem. 

Não há nada que o prenda pois ele tem a irremediável, diria também trágica, consciência 

da mudança, o que lhe permite continuar a viver. Em oposição, a mulher é vista como 

estável, ela não põe em causa a solidez do eu amor, muito pelo contrário, ela afirma “Eu 

amo-o cada vez mais” (Garrett 216)! Daí que ela morra, pois na perda do que é para ela a 

fonte da sua vida, não consegue olhar para o futuro e ver uma luz de salvação. Com a 

morte, a força do amor fica cristalizada. O ideal do amor extingue-se com ela. A mulher 

não consegue encontrar uma solução prática para continuar a viver. O homem consegue, 

porque percebe que nada é permanente. A esta explicação poder-se-ia ainda acrescentar o 

facto de na díade homem-mulher, a mulher ser reiteradamente vista como  

irrational, emotional, dependent and private, closer to nature than to 

culture, in comparison with men and masculine attributes that are 

portrayed as rational, scientific, independent, public and cultural. Women, 

it is commonly argued, are at the mercy of their bodies and their emotions, 
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whereas men represent the transcendence of these baser features, mind to 

women’s body. (MacDowell 11) 

 Uma leitura semelhante é-nos facultada por Victor Mendes ao afirmar que: 

Nas Viagens, as personagens femininas apenas amam um homem, 

invariavelmente Carlos; pelo contrário, este ama duas, três, quatro 

mulheres: Laura, Júlia, Georgina, Joaninha. Há uma diferença básica entre 

as mulheres portuguesas e as inglesas nas Viagens; as inglesas viajam, 

saem do espaço físico que lhes é familiar, e as portuguesas não. As 

mulheres que saem do seu espaço familiar sobrevivem; pelo contrário, as 

mulheres que ficam confinadas a um mesmo espaço, no caso Joaninha e 

Francisca no Vale de Santarém, morrem. As mulheres no estado natural 

morrem; as que atingem certo estado social, cujo sinal pode ser 

identificado na capacidade de viajar, vivem. Diz Frei Dinis em tom de 

desenlace da “história da menina dos rouxinóis”: “Joaninha enlouqueceu e 

morreu. Georgina é Abadessa de um convento em Inglaterra” (Cap. XLIX 

336). (42) 

 Há que referir, contudo, que esta interpretação de Mendes contradiz de certa 

forma o pensamento de Tennyson. A Lady of Shallot não conseguiu mudar, por isso 

morreu. Quando esta saiu da sua isolada ilha para enfrentar um mundo em constante 

mudança lá fora, pereceu. Assim, poder-se-á mais uma vez dizer que a mulher, para 

sobreviver, terá que necessariamente mudar. Mas para poder mudar, a mulher tem que 

abandonar o seu lado emocional e adoptar o pragmatismo masculino. Se isso não 

acontece, ela definha. 
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Assim sendo, no mesmo livro poderíamos encarar a decisão de Georgina de se 

converter e ir para um convento como uma morte simbólica, uma vez que a entrada num 

convento poderá significar morrer para as coisas dos homens e dedicar-se apenas às 

coisas de Deus. Esta é assim uma morte em quase tudo semelhante à de Mdme. de Clèves 

em A Carta. 

 Sabemos que uma das características do Romantismo do século XIX é “o gosto 

das tradições medievais” (Saraiva 653), o que resulta numa apreciação dos temas e 

formas dos trovadores da mesma época. Ora segundo Denis de Rougemont, o lirismo 

cortês teria origem na religião dos Cátaros. Esta Igreja de Amor cátara “celebra a Dama 

dos pensamentos, a ideia platónica do princípio feminino, o culto do Amor contra o 

casamento, ao mesmo tempo que a castidade” (Rougemont 99). Ainda segundo esta 

religião a Dama dos pensamentos “não seria mais que a parte espiritual e angélica do 

homem, o seu verdadeiro eu” (Rougemont 93). E qual seria a concepção da morte na 

poesia trovadoresca que colheu os frutos da religião cátara? A morte, refere Rougemont, 

“é a noite da iluminação, o dissipar das formas ilusórias, a união da Alma e do Amado, a 

comunhão com o Ser absoluto” (Rougemont 95). Temos assim que nesta concepção do 

Amor, o homem não ama a mulher por ela mesma, mas sim uma Ideia do Amor que lhe 

era fornecida pela beleza da sua amada. (Note-se que tanto Joaninha como Catherine são 

mulheres de uma beleza singular.) Daqui resulta que se repudie o objecto do amor (a 

mulher) pois “perdemo-la ao possuí-la” (Rougemont 255). Aí temos o mito do amor-

paixão: só através da dor, a paixão se torna consciente e, para tal, é preciso “sofrer e fazer 

sofrer” (Rougemont 255) culminando este sofrimento na morte pois “a paixão do amor 

supremo jamais encontra satisfação neste mundo!”(Rougemont 197). 
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 Se, como se constatou acima, o Romantismo busca os valores dos trovadores da 

Idade Média, então, estamos perante um regresso a esta concepção de Amor, de vida e 

morte. Esta visão do Amor, segundo Rougemont, terá permanecido até aos nossos dias 

evidenciada por uma crise no casamento. Tal como Tristão procura incessantemente 

obstáculos para se manter separado de Isolda, uma vez que é a separação que mantém o 

Amor vivo através do sofrimento, também Carlos cria obstáculos para se separar de 

Joaninha e Catherine serve-se de argumentos pouco práticos (como a honra) para se 

manter separada de Pedro. No entanto, uma diferença merece aqui reflexão: por que não 

morrem Carlos e Pedro como Tristão? Poder-se-ia tentar a argumentação de que Carlos 

possuiu sexualmente Joaninha e, como tal, partiu-se o elo e ele terá que continuar a sua 

busca. Pedro não morre, porque a exorciza Catherine dentro dele em forma de música, o 

que lhe permite uma continuação. Por outro lado, Joaninha e Catherine morrem ou 

abnegam da vida porque completam a sua função de mulheres no mito: o seu amor agora 

só será possível em união com o divino. 

 “A morte é o objectivo ideal dos «homens elevados»” (Rougemont 198), afirma 

Rougemont; e a mulher, ao longo dos tempos8, foi sempre retratada como “passiva, 

impessoal, puro princípio, sem rosto e sem nome” (Rougemont 106). Tal como já 

referimos anteriormente, ela é o ser fraco porque sucumbe às emoções. Na díade homem-

mulher, o homem simboliza a racionalidade e a mulher a emocionalidade, 

consequentemente é a emoção que será aniquilada porque encarada como uma falta de 

poder9. 

 Foram aqui alvo várias tentativas de percepção do fenómeno literário e cultural 

que até aos dias de hoje persiste no tópico da morte no feminino, seja ela uma morte no 
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sentido literal do termo ou num sentido simbólico. Uma primeira tentativa viu o homem 

como instável e a mulher como estável; uma segunda explica a diferença entre a mulher 

no seu estado natural e social, sendo que a primeira morre e a segunda vive. Estas teorias 

mostraram-se insuficientes e não esgotam de forma alguma o tema, uma vez que a 

primeira pouco explica e a segunda não considera a morte como símbolo, que é o factor 

decisivo. A terceira tentativa de explicação – recurso ao mito do amor-paixão 

desenvolvido por Rougemont e aplicado a histórias de amor – é a mais credível. Estas 

histórias seriam, claro, uma versão deturpada desse mito que segundo Rougemont chegou 

até aos nossos dias, embora não nos apercebamos de tal, e que foi grande motivo no 

Romantismo, o que nos levaria a acreditar nas palavras de Edgar Allan Poe: “When it 

most closely allies itself to Beauty: the death, then, of a beautiful woman is, 

unquestionably, the most poetical topic in the world” (801-2). 

 Como objecto romântico de morte trágica, não há dúvida que as palavras de Poe e 

as teorias de Rougemont obtiveram ressonância em muitos outros escritores. Basta aludir, 

na Literatura Portuguesa, a Eça de Queirós no século XIX, no século XX a José Cardoso 

Pires e, na Literatura Francesa a autores como Flaubert, cujo exemplo flagrante seria 

Madame Bovary, e Emile Zola. O facto de estes autores serem do sexo masculino poderá, 

ainda, fornecer-nos mais uma pista na tentativa de apreensão da morte no feminino. 

Autores imbuídos de um espírito romântico, para os quais a beleza de uma mulher 

associada à sua morte constituíria o apogeu de uma obra de arte (Garrett), autores para 

quem a morte das suas heroínas seria “a consequência de pânico sem remorso e sem 

paixão” e uma recusa da catarse da tragédia clássica a uma sociedade não digna da 

mesma (Lisboa 349) (caso de Luísa de O Primo Basílio de Eça de Queirós), autores que 
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punem a mulher por esta não respeitar as regras sociais e invadirem espaços que lhe são 

proibidos (como é o caso da personagem Emma Bovary de Flaubert). No fundo, autores 

que herdaram e reiteraram nas suas ficções as regras sociais e, para o que interessa aqui, 

também literárias dos persistentes e por vezes inconscientes hábitos da muito 

disseminada misoginia ocidental.  
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Notas 

1 É de assinalar que Carlos Reis em O Conhecimento da Literatura faz uma distinção entre Pré-
Romantismo e Romantismo, sendo que Pré-Romantismo se refere: “ao subperíodo que institui a transição 
entre o Neoclassicismo e o Romantismo propriamente dito. Desenrolando-se entre o final do século XVIII 
e o princípio do Século XIX, o Pré-Romantismo apresenta, desde logo, a tendência para articular duas 
atitudes ideológico-literárias em princípio de sinal oposto: por um lado, a valorização da emoção e da 
sensibilidade, de sinal claramente romântico; por outro lado, a disciplina formal e o culto da propriedade 
vernacular, de sinal neoclássico” (421). 
 
2 Este sentimento do amor fatidicamente resolvido em que a mulher é “condenada” à morte encontra-se 
patente em poetas ingleses como, por exemplo, Alfred Lord Tennyson no seu conhecido poema The Lady 
of Shalott: For ere she reached upon the tide/ The first house by the waterside,/ Singing in her song she 
died,/The Lady of Shalott. (1923). 
É ainda de notar que, no caso português, a morte da mulher se encontra também patente em autores como, a 
título de exemplo, Eça de Queirós (O Primo Basílio) e José Cardoso Pires (O Delfim). 
 
3 No seu artigo “Dangling Virgins: Myth, Ritual, and the Place of Women in Ancient Greece” Eva 
Cantarella fala-nos do fenómeno ritualista atestado em textos gregos em que a mulher aparece 
insistentemente enforcada. Destaca-se a sua conclusão: “The sign of female nature and of its difference 
continue to determine not only the lives of women, their social and legal status, but also their road to death” 
(66). 
 
4 Na impossibilidade de ver o filme, atente-se na sinopse do New York Times em: 
‹http://movies2.nytimes.com/gst/movies/movie.html?v_id=179969›. 
 
5 Quanto à autoria da carta em Viagens na Minha Terra atente-se nas seguintes palavras de Victor Mendes 
no livro Almeida Garrett. Crise na Representação nas Viagens na Minha Terra: “O autor e o destinatário 
da ‘carta para Joaninha’ é, de certo ponto de vista, Garrett. Numa outra versão, ainda um pouco mais 
redundante, o autor da carta para Joaninha é o autor (das Viagens), e o destinatário da carta é também o 
mesmo autor, que é também o leitor –, no sentido de que é o autor quem lê a carta das mãos de Frei Dinis. 
Que o autor da carta para Joaninha seja Garrett é, a um certo nível, absolutamente trivial, uma vez que é o 
nome do autor do livro Viagens na Minha Terra e, por conseguinte, é sua a composição. Outros 
argumentos porém se podem aduzir em favor da leitura, para a qual o autor da carta não é Carlos, mas 
Garrett. Examinemos dois: as circunstâncias e o estilo. Quanto às circunstâncias, Garrett tem acesso à carta 
quando se preparava para partir para Lisboa e, depois de um breve diálogo com Frei Dinis, ganha a 
simpatia do frade, e este dá-lhe a carta a ler. ... Carlos não pode ser o autor da carta para Joaninha que 
actualmente podemos ler nas Viagens na Minha Terra. Em primeiro lugar, o frade “Tirou do breviário um 
papel dobrado…” (itálicos meus). Ora num papel dobrado não poderiam caber cerca de vinte e três páginas. 
Por conseguinte, o frade não pode ter dado a Garrett a carta integral para leitura tal como esta aparece no 
livro. Em segundo lugar, depois do autor ter lido a carta, ele devolve-a imediatamente a Frei Dinis; no 
breve diálogo que travam em seguida, o autor não pede a carta e, “alguns segundos” depois de finda a 
conversa, parte a grande velocidade para o Cartaxo. Por isso, o autor – nos termos do livro – não pôde 
transcrever a carta a partir do papel do frade, uma vez que lho devolveu imediatamente. A escrita de Carlos 
não pôde, pois, ter sido transcrita pelo autor, pelo que só pode ter sido escrita por Garrett – vamos supor 
que com recurso à memória do que tenha lido, e a primeira oportunidade de o fazer com a memória fresca 
foi no Cartaxo. Todavia, estas circunstâncias denunciam que o autor se apropriou do discurso de Carlos e 
que o leitor não pode ler exactamente, nestas circunstâncias, o que o primo de Joaninha escreveu. Sabemos 
já que a memória do narrador não é perfeita e, por conseguinte, estamos perante uma versão da carta 
original de Carlos” (36-8). 
 
6 A cerca do destinatário da carta atente-se na primeira linha da citação da nota anterior. 
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7 No caso de Catherine a imposição pessoal deriva do seu medo em se impor a regras sociais já caducadas, 
mas que a sua descendência aristocrática a elas obriga. Catherine é uma “deeply unhappy woman who 
torments herself with questions about loyalty, virtue, honor and trust that may have been vital issues in 
Roman Catholic France three centuries ago but that today hardly anybody anywhere bothers to ask” 
(Holden, New York Times). 
 
8 Já Darwin na sua obra Origem das Espécies propõe, baseados em Malthus, que as populações crescem 
mais rapidamente que as suas fontes de alimento, o que conduz a uma luta pela existência na qual cada 
indivíduo fará uso das diferenças individuais herdadas dos seus ancestrais; os mais aptos sobrevivem num 
processo de selecção natural e, como meios diferentes seleccionarão indivíduos diferentes, isto originará 
novas espécies. Ora a mulher, foi desde sempre vista como a parte fraca na díade homem-mulher, o que 
poderá constituir uma justificação para a morte da mulher. 
 
9 Margaret Higonnet refere o seguinte no seu artigo “Speaking Silences: Women’s Suicide”: “Strindberg 
insists that woman is a “stunted form of human being,” inferior to man in strength, sensitivity and initiative. 
The educated “half-woman” who has won equal civil rights – today we might speak of androgynous 
woman – “represents degeneration.” Women, like children and the half-educated, he says, “still retain a 
primitive capacity for deceiving themselves and for letting themselves be deceived, that is, for succumbing 
to illusions and responding hypnotically to the suggestions of the author” (78). Convém ainda fazer 
referência ao estudo de Fernando Augusto Machado Almeida Garrett e a Introdução do Pensamento 
Educacional de Rousseau em Portugal, em que o mesmo refere a falta de abertura e de inovação de Garrett 
em relação à educação das mulheres ao afirmar que: “A mulher deve estar em certa sujeição ao homem, 
porque depende dele.” Mas é a questão educativa que constitui o maior obstáculo à igualdade e que Garrett 
se mostra mais incapaz de transpor. O argumento é o geralmente utilizado: a educação não pode ultrapassar 
o que a natureza determina. A mulher tem, antes de mais, como função natural, ser mãe, o que é de 
imediato limitativo relativamente a certas funções sociais: ‘A mulher deixa de ser mãe, para o que a 
natureza a formou; é erudita, é autora, é estadista, é tudo menos mulher’” (180). 
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Abstract 
 

The experiment to introduce multi-party democracy in Algeria starting in 1988 failed, 

leading to a long and costly civil war during the 1990s and into the twenty-first century.  This 

paper argues that the attempted democratic reforms between 1988 and 1992 in Algeria failed not 

so much due to a failure of ‘political Islam’ but rather was due a lack or underdevelopment of 

socio-political structures required for a democratic system of government.  This article draws on 

scholarship on recent Algerian history, news articles from the period and interviews along with 

the work of scholars on modernity and democracy to analyze this problem as one of an Islamic 

society’s encounter with modernity.  The methodology employed in the paper is to examine the 

changing characteristics of Algeria’s socio-political structures in response the historical 

experience of the country starting in the colonial period into the period of independence and 

finally to the attempt to introduce democracy.  

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Introduction 
 

 A major theme in the study of modern Islamic societies is the struggle to come to terms 

with modernity, and in particular with democracy.1  The benefits – both real and imagined – that 

are perceived to derive from a democratic system of government are an incentive to many living 

in non-democratic systems to strive for change .  Yet the challenges of reconciling the needs of a 

democratic system with the historical and cultural legacy of modern Islamic civilization has 

proven difficult to overcome.  This can be seen in the recurrent attempts since the nineteenth 

century in Africa, the Middle East, and central Asia to implement democratic governments.2  

Despite these attempts, which continue up to the present day, a consolidated democracy has yet 

to be achieved in any of the Islamic countries in these parts of the world. 3  The attempt to 

                                                 
1 While acknowledging democracy in the ancient world, and that descriptions of such systems of government and 
philosophical concepts expounded by ancient authors have influenced the development of modern concepts of 
democracy, a distinction is made between ancient and modern forms of democracy.  This distinction is due to the 
impact of other aspects of modernity on the concept of democracy, some of which will be discussed in this paper. 
2 Recent events in the Middle East, such as the elections in Iraq, the pro-democracy demonstrations in Lebanon, 
elections in Palestine, and the October 2004 elections in Afghanistan are all such examples. 
3 While some states, such as Turkey in particular, have elections, the military has intervened periodically, thus 
preventing them being qualified as consolidated democracies.  Briefly, a consolidated democracy is one in which 
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institute multi-party democracy in Algeria between 1988 and 1992 serves as an example of the 

difficulties in transitioning from a totalitarian system of government to one of multi-party 

democracy.4  The immediate trigger for instigating democratic reforms in Algeria was the violent 

and destructive episode of rioting that occurred in October 1988, which was only quelled after 

the military was brought in to restore order and the President of Algeria, Chadli Benjedid, 

promised democratic reforms.  After creating a new constitution, a variety of political parties 

arose.  One of these was an Islamist political party, the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS).  The FIS 

successfully challenged the ruling establishment in elections.  But shortly before the last round of 

elections, elements within the military staged a coup that brought the transition to democracy to a 

halt.  In the wake of the coup the beginning of a violent civil war began that continued through 

the decade of the 1990s in which over 100,000 people died.  The purpose of this paper is to 

examine this event in its historical context as a problem of an Islamic society and its encounter 

with modernity.  The central argument being put forth here is that the failure to introduce 

democracy in Algeria from 1988 to 1992 was due in large measure to Algeria's historical 

experience that produced a set of socio-political structures ill-suited to supporting a democratic 

system of government.  To show this requires understanding what democratization means in this 

context; what does it mean to create a democracy in a country with no real tradition of 

participatory politics and a long history of colonial rule?  To that end, the following section will 

describe the historical background of Algeria prior to independence in 1962.  The scope of the 

third section looks at relevant aspects of Algeria’s history from independence up to 1988.  A key 

part of this analysis includes looking at democracy and totalitarianism.  The third section 

                                                                                                                                                             
elections are regularly held, no major groups seek to go outside the constitutionally defined means of civic 
participation – including the military, and there are orderly transitions of power between competing groups. 
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therefore is devoted to describing the analytical construct used to address this problem.  The 

fourth section applies this construct to the analysis of the democratization process and the 

challenge posed by the Islamists of the FIS in Algeria.  The significance of the coup and the 

conclusion form the last two sections of this paper. 

Colonialism and the War for Independence 
 

 The development of the modern state of Algeria owes a great deal to its colonial history.  

It was in this period that Algeria's Muslim communities came under the direct influence of a 

Western power.  The colonial period lasted for over a hundred and thirty years.  This period was 

critical in shaping the Algerian people’s experience with the West and with modernity. 

 Compared to France's other colonial holdings, Algeria was extremely close, being just 

south across the Mediterranean.  Algeria occupies a large region of north Africa known as the 

Maghrib.  It borders Morocco on the west and Libya and Tunisia on the east.  It also borders 

Mauritania, Mali, and Niger in the south from west to east, respectively.  As with any country or 

region, the history of Algeria has been influenced by its geography and other environmental 

attributes.  The country features geographic and climatic extremes.  While the country is one of 

the largest in Africa, most of the area consists of either desert, arid plateus and mountains.  Most 

of the population has therefore generally lived in the north of the country along the 

Mediterranean.  All of the major cities, such as Algiers, Oran, and Constantine are in the north.     

 The region that today makes up Algeria has had a long history of human occupation, but 

has only had a distinct political existence since winning independence in 1962.  In the past the 

region has been part of the territory of various empires, even going back as far as the Roman 

                                                                                                                                                             
4 While the terms 'totalitarian' and 'authoritarian' are sometimes used interchangeably, there is in fact a distinction 
between the two.  Briefly, a totalitarian government features an ideological component whereas an authoritarian 
regime does not. 
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Empire.5  Islam was introduced into North Africa with the Arab conquests of the seventh and 

eighth centuries.  From the sixteenth century until 1830 Algeria was part of the Ottoman Empire.  

In practice Algeria was ruled by the Turkish janissaries, who still paid tribute to Istanbul.  Thus, 

for all practical purposes Algeria was ruled independent of the Turkish Sultan.6  The Barbary, 

which included Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, and Morocco, were paid tribute in order to ‘protect’ their 

shipping from corsairs.7   

 In June of 1830, a new phase in the region's history as a French colony began when 

approximately 37,000 French troops aboard 635 ships landed in Algeria.8  This was a new 

beginning for French imperialism as well, since most of France’s imperial holdings were stripped 

away by 1815.9  Resistance to French rule was led early on by Amir Abd al-Qadir until he was 

defeated in 1847.10  Other revolts against the French, such as Bou Maza and Bu Ziyan, both of 

whom claimed to be the Mahdi.11  The last major revolt, led by Muhammad al-Hajj al-Muqrani, 

was attempted when France lost the Franco-Prussian War in 1870. Like its predecessors though 

it was defeated.12  In being defeated the French took out punitive steps on the Algerian 

population, notably the confiscation of land.   

 The French occupied Algeria for 130 years, during which time nature of Algerian society 

was drastically changed.  There were a number of different groups participating in colonizing 

                                                 
5 Ruins of Roman cities dating from the first and second century A.D. can be found at Timgad and Djemila, for 
example. 
6 Ira Lapidus, A History of Islamic Societies.(New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p. 398 
7 In 1794 the United States signed a treaty with the Dey of Algiers agreeing to pay tribute over a twelve year period 
to allow American shipping safe passage.  In fact the US Congress had allocated funds to construct warships to deal 
with the threat.  Harold D. Nelson, Algeria: A Country Study Foreign Area Studies series (Washington, D.C.: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1986), p. 27 
8 Michael Willis, The Islamist Challenge in Algeria: A Political History (New York, NY: New York University 
Press, 1997), p. 3;  John Ruedy, Modern Algeria: The Origins and Development of a Nation (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1992), p. 48.   
9 Robert Aldrich, Greater France: A History of French Overseas Expansion. (New York, NY: St. Martin’s Press, 
1996), p. 19, 23 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid., p. 5 
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Algeria – not just government officials setting policy but colonists themselves, the military, 

entrepreneurs, members of the church, and others.  Official policy changed over time as different 

groups came to power in France as well.  For the first forty years the French military were in 

charge of colonial policy in Algeria, changing later to civilian rule.  Overall however, during the 

period of colonization the approach that the French took towards Algeria was to try to increase 

the European population of Algeria in order to cement the conquest, to try to assimilate the 

Algerians, and to shape the territory according to the needs of the metropole.  During the 1840s 

the European population of Algeria rose from 26,987 to 125,963.13  By the beginning of the war 

of independence in 1954 there were a million people of European descent living in Algeria.14  

Many of those that immigrated to Algeria were not French in fact.  Many came from Spain, Italy, 

or the south of France.15  Later, under the Third Republic, the French government de-emphasized 

large-scale settlement and delegated development of Algeria, as well as other colonies, to third 

parties.16  More than many other colonies, Algeria was very much a settler-colony.  The impact 

of the immigration of significant numbers of European colonists into Algeria had important 

consequences for the native Algerian population. 

 Under French rule the structure of Algerian society suffered extensive damage.  On the 

one hand the European population was increasing and already occupied the upper stratum of 

society while the Algerians themselves were relegated to the lower segment of society.17  

Algerians were forced to relocate and the land was reappropriated from the Algerians for the 

                                                                                                                                                             
12 Ibid. 
13 Ruedy,  p. 68. 
14 Aldrich, p. 292 
15 Ruedy, p. 69 
16 Aldrich, p. 110 
17 Lorcin, p. 194 
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colons and commercial owners.18  French law displaced Islamic law, which in turn marginalized 

segments of the population.  The population of Algeria became severely polarized between a 

minority of large landholders primarily of European descent and the broader Arab and Berber 

populations that held smaller individual plots of land. 

After the period of revolts had passed a level of stability was created.  While a substantial 

portion of the population was undernourished, the more severe state of famine was not a 

problem.19  Some basic public health measures were introduced that reduced the impact of 

diseases like cholera, typhus, and plague.20  The result of these measures was that death rates 

declined and birth rates increased .21  The resultant increase in the population of Muslims led to a 

migration to the cities, which had been predominantly European.  For example, the city of Oran 

in 1921 was 12.7% Muslim but by 1954 this population had grown to 40.5%.22 

 Between the demographic changes in Algeria, the inferior political and social status that 

the colonial system kept the Muslim population in, and particularly the education of a sliver of 

the Algerian population, an Algerian nationalism started to take shape.  Sheik 'Abdelhamid Ben 

Badis early on articulated a claim of Algerian national identity that rejected French association.23  

While the vast majority of the Muslim population of Algeria remained illiterate, a small number 

of Algerians were educated and, no doubt exposed to ideas from the Enlightenment and the 

French Revolution as well as more recent ideas such as Marxism which influenced the 

movement for national liberation.24  In the 1920s four movements emerged to voice opposition to 

the French colonial system: the Islamic Reform movement, the Etoile nord-africaine, the 

                                                 
18 Ruedy, p. 79, pp. 94-95, p. 98; Robert Malley, The Call From Algeria: Third Worldism, Revolution, and the Turn 
to Islam. (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California Press, 1996), p. 39 
19 Ruedy, p. 120 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., p. 121 
23 Aldrich, p. 270 
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Algerian Communist movement, and the Fédération des élus indigènes.25  A string of reform and 

independence movements competed with each other.  One of these was the MTLD.  Out of the 

MTLD was formed the Comité révolutionnaire d’unité et d’action (CRUA).  It was out of this 

organization that the revolution was launched on November 1, 1954.26 

 In the eight years from 1954 to 1962 one of the most violent wars of independence in the 

twentieth century was fought and ultimately won in Algeria.  The Front de libération nationale 

(FLN) was formed from the earlier CRUA.27  The leadership of the FLN was organized into two 

groups – an internal group of six operating inside Algeria known as the 'internals' and three 

leaders operating outside Algeria known as the 'externals'.  Algeria was organized into five 

'wilayas' (later there would be six), each with a colonel in charge.  The colonels in charge of the 

wilayas along with the primary leader of the movement, Mohamed Boudiaf, formed the 

'internals' and were tasked with organizing the war of independence inside the country.28  An 

important aspect of the war was that the leadership recognized that they needed international 

support in order to succeed.29  The 'externals' operated out of Cairo, among whom was Ahmed 

Ben Bella who would later be one of the leaders of Algeria.  Collectively these leaders are 

known as the chefs historiques of the Algerian Revolution.30 

 The war of independence was not simply one of the native Algerians fighting against the 

French.  The segment of the population descended from the French settlers – the pieds noirs – 

were another factor in the conflict.   At the end of the war almost the entire population of one 

million pieds noirs left Algeria.  Due to Algeria's colonial system this population included most 

                                                                                                                                                             
24 Ruedy., p. 126; Malley, p. 48 
25 Reudy., p. 131 
26 Ibid., p. 155 
27 Ibid., p. 159 
28 Ibid., p. 158-159 
29 Matthew Connelly develops this particular point well.  Matthew Connelly, A Diplomatic Revolution: Algeria's 
Fight for Independence and the Origins of the Post-Cold War Era. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2002) 
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of the skilled workers – administrators, teachers, doctors, engineers.31  When this segment of the 

population left, their skills and talent went with them.  Before leaving, many of these Europeans, 

no doubt out of anger, resentment, and frustration damaged or destroyed parts of the 

infrastructure of the country such as schools, hospitals, and factories.32  The French regime, 

though defeating the FLN in a number of instances, lost the war and therefore lost Algeria. 

 Not only Algeria but Algerian society were profoundly changed by the encounter with 

the West.  The FLN was a product of this experience with modernity.  By the end of the war of 

independence, the country had been liberated by an organization that developed in response to 

the challenge of trying to throw off the yoke of colonialism.  That organization was shaped by 

two interwoven needs: that of executing military objectives and the need to rally support from 

the Algerian population as well as international support.  Within these needs there was little 

room for developing the kinds of social behaviors requisite of democracy.    

Totalitarianism and the rise of Islamism: Independent Algeria, 1962-1988 
 

 Algeria formally became an independent country in June 1962.  With independence the 

problem of governing the newly liberated country became the focus of the regime.  The 

totalitarian state took shape in this period.  During this twenty-six year period the broader 

Algerian population recovered from the war and changed, only to face economic and 

demographic problems in the 1980s.  It was in this context that Islamism and the FIS developed. 

 Once independence had been achieved the task of governing Algeria became the province 

of the organization that had liberated the country – the FLN.  The three leaders of the totalitarian 

government that came to power in this period – Ahmed Ben Bella, Houari Boumedienne, and 

                                                                                                                                                             
30 Ruedy, p. 159 
31 Martin Stone, The Agony of Algeria. (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1997), p. 41; Ruedy, p. 95 
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Chadli Benjedid – all followed essentially the same pattern, as far as succession to the presidency 

was concerned.  It is important to recognize that there were factions within the FLN and the 

military.  The mechanism by which each president established his control was to build a close 

inner circle through which control of the military and other parts of the FLN was secured.  The 

inner circle was a formal organization, but it was built through alliances and connections of 

patronage with the president.  In practice, maintaining this control was problematic.  What is also 

characteristic of this period is that power struggles were cloaked under a thin guise of 

constitutionality. 

 This process started immediately after the Evian Agreement was signed.  The military, 

the trade unions, and the Algerian Muslims in France were all divided in their support for one of 

the 'historic chiefs' that were released by the French on the day the agreement was signed.33  

However, Ahmed Ben Bella – one of the 'externals' during the war – engineered his succession to 

become the first president of Algeria by creating a Political Bureau that competed with and 

eventually outflanked the provisional government, the GPRA (Le Government Provisoire de la 

République Algérienne).  Aided by Houari Boumedienne, Ben Bella had a power base to 

effectively compete with the GPRA.34  After a brief period of violence Ben Bella rose to power.  

A sham election was held that returned a 99.5% approval of the list of National Assembly 

candidates.35  Ben Bella's inner circle consisted of the Political Bureau, the army, and the 

'Tlemcen Group', which included Boumedienne and two others.36 Ben Bella's hold on power was 

                                                                                                                                                             
32 Ruedy, p. 95 
33 Ibid, p. 43 
34 Stone, p. 44.  Boumedienne headed the Armée de Libération Nationale (ALN) which was a military force based 
on the Algerian border between Morocoo and Tunisia.  William B. Quandt, Between Ballots and Bullets: Algeria's 
Transition from Authoritarianism (Washington D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 1998),  p. 20; Malley, p. 135; 
Stora, pp. 128-129 
35 Ibid., p. 45; Ruedy, p. 197 
36 The army, or more specifically the Armée Nationale Populaire (ANP) was essentially the former ALN headed by 
Boumedienne.  Stone, pp. 44-46 
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very unstable, and in trying to solidify his hold on power he alienated what support he had from 

his inner circle.  This resulted in Houari Boumedienne's bloodless coup of June 19, 1965.37 

 In contrast to Ben Bella, Boumedienne created a larger inner circle to govern through.  

The military officers that took part in the coup made up the core of the 26-member Council of 

the Revolution.38    The old structures created by Ben Bella – the Political Bureau and the APN – 

were abolished.39  What was retained though was the Arabization programme as well as the 

socialist economic development agenda.40  This in fact was part of the ideology not just of Ben 

Bella but essentially all the leaders of the war of independence.  As with Ben Bella's regime 

there were challenges to Boumedienne's position, but despite these challenges Boumedienne 

remained in power until his death in 1978.  While never having the mass appeal of a figure such 

as Gamal Abdel Nasser, Boumedienne did have a degree of charisma.  This charisma added to 

his ability to remain in power.  Boumedienne proved to be a pragmatist that crafted an internal 

policy that was accepted  by both urban intellectuals and the  more conservative citizens in the 

rural population.41  Michael Willis notes that Boumedienne cultivated an Islamic aspect to his 

regime.  As an example he cites Boumedienne's appointment of Ahmed Taleb, who was the son 

of Bachir Ibrahimi, to be the director of national education.42  Under Boumedienne the National 

Assembly was reconstituted in 1975, though this was still selected from the FLN.43  This was in 

many ways the zenith of Algeria's stature in the Third World: the Fourth Summit of Non-Aligned 

Countries was held in Algiers in September 1973.44  Also, the first OPEC summit was held in 

                                                 
37 Ibid., p. 50 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid, p. 51 
40 Ibid., p. 53 
41 Ibid., p. 55 
42 Willis, p. 46 
43 Stone., p. 56 
44 Stora, p. 159; Malley, p. 206 
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Algeria in March 1975.  Boumedienne's death in December 1978, however, brought the issue of 

Algerian leadership up again.45 

   Chadli Benjedid's rise to the presidency was very smooth.  Benjedid was a colonel in 

charge of the Oran military district prior to becoming president.  A competent though not overly 

distinguished military leader, his main strength was that he was a compromise candidate between 

other contenders in the military.46  Like his predecessors, he arranged an inner circle by 

reorganizing the military and the FLN leadership to put in place key figures.  The period of 

Chadli Benjedid's rule encompasses a number of changes in Algeria due both to internal and 

external factors that are important in understanding the issues with the democratization process 

started in 1988.  Hence the remainder of this section will examine the state of Algeria in the 

1980s in terms of Algeria's changing demographics, the economy, education, and Islam in 

Algerian society. 

 Demographically, the long term trend in Algeria has been towards a more populous and 

more urbanized country.  In 1962, the nation's population was roughly ten million, which 

included approximately one million people of European descent, known as colons, that were 

subsequently to leave the country.  The estimated population in July 1980 was 18,666,000.47  By 

1988, on the eve of the riots, Algeria's population was approximately twenty-three million.48  

This population was predominantly very young, for whom the war of independence was the 

province of their grandparents' generation. 

                                                 
45 Boumedienne died of a rare blood disorder 
46 Stone, p. 58.  The two other candidates were Mohamed Slaah Yahiaoui, who was coordinator of the FLN since 
1977, and Abdelaziz Bouteflika, who was foreign minister. 
47 Benjamin Stora, Algeria, 1830-2000: A Short History. translated by Jane Marie Todd. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 2001), p. 165 
48 John P. Entelis and Phillip C. Naylor (eds), State and Society in Algeria. State, Culture, and Society in Arab North 
Africa series, (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1992) p. 54 
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 One result of this population increase has been an increase in the population of cities.  

Migration to the cities was driven by the search for employment.49  In 1900 approximately 12% 

of Algerians lived in cities.  By the time of the revolution this had increased to about 20%, and 

by the end of the twentieth century approximately half of the population live in cities.50  Most of 

this population was very young.  For this younger generation of Algerians the war of 

independence was part of their history and not part of the lived reality that it was for their parents 

or grandparents. This younger population was also the product of the changes in the educational 

system made by the regimes, as well be discussed later.   

 Approximately 20% to 25% of the poulation are Berbers.  Berbers are distinguished from 

the majority Arab population primarily by language, culture, and political history.51  The Berbers 

have their own language – Tamazight -- that they strongly identify with and have been trying to 

get official recognition for in Algeria.52  In practice a number of Berbers speak Arabic and 

French as well.  The Berbers exhibit strong group identity as well.  Many live in the Kabyle 

region in and have generally been more prosperous in the period after independence than the rest 

of the country.  The Berbers living in the Kabyle also tend to be more politically active.  The 

Berbers make up a significant part of the bureaucracy.53  Politically, the Berbers tend to lean 

more to the left than the rest of the population and tend to see Islamic policies and Arabization as 

a threat to their own culture.54 

 The approach to handling the economy changed between Boumedienne and Benjedid.  

Boumedienne favored industrial development over agricultural development.55  Given that 

                                                 
49 Nelson, p. xxii 
50 Ciment, pp. 7-8 
51 Ciment, p. 8 
52 Quandt, p. 36 
53 Ibid., p. 19 
54 Ibid., p. 3 
55 Richard Tlemcani, “Chadli’s Perestroika”, Middle East Report, No. 163 (Mar.-Apr. 1990), 15 
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Algeria has only about 3% of the country as arable farmland this perhaps makes a certain sense.  

However, in the 1980s, Benjedid attempted to introduce a measure of privatization and 

decentralization in Algeria’s hitherto planned economy.56  Due to the population explosion and 

other factors, only a small segment of Algeria’s population was able to benefit from these 

changes.  Wealth was very ill-distributed in Algeria, which contributed to the growing 

resentment of the population.  Another part of the problem related to this was that the education 

system in the 1980s produced citizens that were not as conversant in French or as familiar with 

Western nations, which was in fact a problem for those entities in the Algerian planned economy 

that had to interact with the West.  The area where this was most pronounced was in business 

dealings with Europe and the U.S. on oil and natural gas. 

The most important natural resources in the country by far are oil and natural gas.  Like a 

number of countries in the Middle East and Africa, modern Algeria relies very heavily on a 

singularly important resource – hydrocarbons.  Oil was discovered in 1910 but large deposits of 

oil were not discovered until 1956 in the northeastern part of the country.57  Since then other oil 

deposits have been discovered.  Estimates of the amount of oil and natural gas in the country 

vary from year to year, but one estimate of Algeria's natural gas reserves from the mid-1980s 

placed it as the fourth largest in the world.58  The management of Algeria's oil reserves has been 

through a government-run organized called Sonatrach.59  The revenue from oil has been vitally 

important in the modern history of Algeria as it has been used like a crutch by the regime to fund 

the operation of the country.  In 1984 oil and natural gas made up 30% of Algeria's GDP, and 

                                                 
56 Ibid., Entelis, p. 55 
57 Nelson (ed), p. 200 
58 Ibid., p. 170.  Additional statistics are available from the Energy Information Administration, which is part of the 
U.S. Department of Energy.  See in particular: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/international/reserves.html.   
59 Sonatrach has a complex history unto itself that is a level of detail beyond the scope of this paper. 
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account for over 90% of Algeria's export revenues.60  The oil extracted in Algeria, being low in 

sulfur, makes it superior in quality to oil extracted from other countries.61  During the 

Boumedienne era the price of oil was higher, but in the 1980s the price started to drop.  This 

drop in the price of oil created the economic downturn that triggered the 1988 riots. 

 In the period since independence Algeria did in fact make substantial gains in building 

out the educational infrastructure of the country.  In 1982 there were 19,000 Algerian instructors.  

In 1980 the number of students enrolled in primary classes was over 4.5 million, and in 1982 

there were 250,000 high school students and 80,000 university students.62 Teachers from France 

came over at various times to provide assistance as well.  The 1980s saw a number of significant 

changes in the education curriculum.  Arabization, while being an explicit part of the nation 

since independence, was more forcefully pursued in this decade, partly in the wake of the Berber 

Spring.63  Under Benjedid the government increased funding to Quranic educational institutions 

and recruited a greater number of imams for the mosques.64  This was part of the same pattern 

that Boumedienne had pursued as far as cultivating an Islamic image for the regime, but it did 

have real consequences for the broader society. 

 Prior to her life as an activist, Khalida Messaoudi was a teacher in Algeria.  In an 

interview, she noted the changes she witnessed as part of the change in the curriculum of the 

schools.  At one point she taught a bilingual school, and it was in relation to this that she 

commented on the loss of topics along with the French language, such as modern concepts of 

                                                 
60 Ibid., p. 198 
61 Ibid., p. 200 
62 Stora, p. 163 
63 Algeria was certainly not the first country to focus on language as part of an effort to foster a national identity – in 
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Darwinian evolution and critical thinking skills.  She also noted that the children of the leaders of 

the nation still attended bilingual classes and continued to be taught a broader range of topics.65 

 The challenge posed by the FIS between 1989 and 1991 did not materialize out of 

nowhere.  There had been an undercurrent of Islamist activism in Algeria well prior to this.  As 

has already been noted, both under Boumedienne and Chadli the Algerian government had 

incorporated elements of Islam into the image it cultivated while at the same time keeping a 

thumb on any Islamic opposition groups.  What these Islamic opposition groups objected to were 

some of the programs of the regime, such as the nationalization of agriculture.  Most of the 

opposition to this program came from Islamists who objected that it was not in keeping with the 

precepts of the Koran.66   

 In terms of the broader society the level of active observance of religion appears to have 

increased in the 1980s.  Almost all of Algeria's population are Sunni Muslims.  Only about 1% of 

the population are Christian or Jewish.  Once again noting the experience of Khalida Messaoudi, 

she noted that when she started to rediscover her faith, in 1977, it was rare for someone of her 

generation to be reading the Quran.67  Later, as a teacher, she noted an increase in religious 

practice among the students.  More girls started to wear the veil and some of the boys were 

uncomfortable because she did not veil. 

 The political developments and the accompanying changes in Algeria’s demographics, 

economy, education, and religious practices form the near term historical context of the riots and 

the democratization process.  To understand that process requires some more general explicative 

comments on the nature of modernity, particularly as it relates to totalitarianism and democracy.  

                                                 
65 Khalida Messaoudi, Unbowed: An Algerian Woman Confronts Islamic Fundamentalism, interviews with Elisabeth 
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66 Ibid., pp. 49-50 
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Modernity, Totalitarianism and Democracy 

 
 

 The purpose of this paper is to explain the failure of the attempt to institute democratic 

reforms in a totalitarian system, particularly with regard to an Islamic context.  In order to 

understand the nature of the problem some initial comments on modernity, democracy, and 

totalitarianism are in order before continuing to detail the case of Algeria’s experiment with 

democracy.  As already mentioned, modernity encompasses a number of elements.  Underyling 

all of these lies a fundamental problem of modernity: how to reconcile or balance individual 

agency with the recognition and acceptance of the agency of others, indeed the rest of society.  

In Farzin Vahdat's analysis of the intellectual history of Iran with regard to modernity, these two 

concepts are what he refers to as subjectivity and universality, which together make up the two 

'pillars' of modernity.68  These concepts have important ramifications in political, social, and 

economic terms since they define the relationships between individuals in society.  These 

relationships take the form of different socio-political structures and practices that mediate 

between individuals and groups in society.  Collectively, these relationships are what makes 

modern systems of government work, be they democratic, totalitarian, communist, or some other 

form.  An especially important point in the argument presented here is that the set of socio-

political relationships are different for different systems.  Part of the argument in this paper is 

that the regime that took power in Algeria after independence from France was a totalitarian 

regime. 

 Totalitarianism is as much a product of modernity as democracy.  The distinction 

between a totalitarian system and an authoritarian is essentially the emphasis on an ideological 
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component; totalitarian systems place more emphasis on the ideological component than 

authoritarian regimes.  Vahdat describes such regimes are an expression of 'positivist 

subjectivity'.69  Such regimes place more emphasis on ethnic and historical identity as part of a 

national identity which in turn forms the basis for the legitimacy of the regime.  This can be seen 

in Algeria in this period.  The experience of the War of Independence itself – lasting almost eight 

years as it did -- was a key part of legitimizing their rule.  The stated goals of the FLN at the 

beginning of the War of Independence defined their goals in terms of sovereignty and Islamic 

principles, and emphasized the Algerian people as being of one nationality.70 

     The first part of this two-pronged emphasis, Islamic identity, was emphasized during the 

war as part of crafting an official separate identity for Algerians from the French and casting 

them as the Other.  But this emphasis continued after the war to form part of the ideology of the 

regime.  Within the first year of independence the government of Algeria was established as a 

socialist state in which the FLN was the only legitimate party.  These points – socialism as the 

base of Algeria, Arabic as the official language, and Islam as the official religion of the state -- 

were also reiterated in charter that came out of the FLN congress in April 1964.71  While Arabic 

was made the official language, for practical purposes French was retained.72  In 1970 

Boumedienne's Minister of Religious Affairs, Mouloud Kassim, began a campaign against the 

'decline in morals' in Algeria amid much media fanfare.73  

 Such regimes concentrate all power in the institutions of the state, and access to the group 

in control of those institutions is itself controlled.  As one scholar has noted, totalitarian regimes 
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seek to be focus of the relationship of the people in the state and the government.74  Laws may 

exist but they are based on the state’s stated right to rule, which itself is generally based on an 

ideological and/or historical definition of a right to rule.  Such regimes also curtail if not 

eliminate the right to voice dissenting opinions.  An example of this was the dissolution of Al 

Qiyam in Algiers in 1966 which was eventually followed up with a ban on the organization 

throughout the country.75  The government balanced incorporation of elements of opposition 

groups' concepts and message with suppression of those opposition groups.  Like other systems, 

governing remains the province of the privileged few without regard to the rest of the populace.  

The basis of a totalitarian regime is in some ways very simple, particularly in contrast to 

democratic systems. 

 Indeed, there is no singular form of democracy in the world today either, having various 

forms of parliamentary and presidential democracies.  Yet some common elements are clearly 

present in all modern democracies, even if the form varies.  To use Vahdat's concise terms of 

subjectivity and universality, the ideal democracy is a manifestation of what he calls 

universalizable subjectivity.  This is a system balancing the collective good with minority 

rights.76  Vahdat correctly describes subjectivity and universality as the 'pillars' of modernity.77  

In and of itself that is insufficient for defining modernity, since it fails to specify the mechanisms 

by which a political regime is manifested out of society.  This is a product of a civil society, 

which itself is constructed out of subjectivity and universality operating in the associational life 

of a community or nation 
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 It should be understood that associational life is not the same thing as civil society.  If the 

citizens in a state are perceived to exist in a lattice or network of relationships, then the ties 

between them make up what is called among political scientists social capital.78   The 

associational life of a community, or indeed a nation, is built out of such networks.  Extending 

the metaphor, we can posit the existence of more highly connected parts of society – hubs in the 

network.  This associational life encompasses the multi-layered experiences of the people of the 

society.  The conception of the people of the society as being part of the same entity, the same 

'imagined community', to borrow Benedict Anderson's term, forms the basis for civil society.  

Civil society is a dimension of the associational life of a nation. 

 Civil society, as the term is used in this paper, is a space outside of the control of 

government institution in which citizens can participate in voicing their opinions without fear of 

retribution from the institutions of government.79  Jürgen Habermas described a number of the 

features of the public sphere or 'lifeworld': the public sphere provides an arena in which issues 

can be critically discussed, without the threat of coercion from state institutions.80  Such a public 

sphere requires a level of associational life in which contemporary issues are discussed.  Civil 

society also exists outside kin networks, neighborhoods, ethnic and religious communities, 

although their members can clearly participate in civil society.81  Another defining feature of 

civil society is that there is tolerance for competing views.  This division between people acting 

in a religious capacity as opposed to a more generic role as citizen is one area where scholars 
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disagree about definitions of whether one can say that a civil society exists or not.  Or another 

variant on this issue is whether one can say that there is a civil society if the state institutions 

espouse a specific doctrine or ideology?   

A defining feature of democracy that one scholar has noted is that democratic systems 

institutionalize the process of conflict.82  This institutionalization of conflict occurs partly within 

civil society, which as mentioned before requires that competing views are tolerated.  But 

another part of this is that a democracy has to provide a space in which people and groups with 

differing views can make their voices heard, cooperate and even compete, but compete in 

prescribed terms.  Part of the laws of a society need to address preserving the public sphere 

without crippling it.  In terms of occupying governmental positions or choosing from different 

courses of action, the mechanism for selection of one group over another comes about through 

elections primarily.83  The term 'consolidated democracy' means a democratic system in which 

elections are held regularly and no significant group uses extra-constitutional means to attain 

power.  This implies the relatively smooth operation of elections and the uncontested succession 

by different groups with different agendas. 

One aspect of the transition to democracy in any country that is often not sufficiently 

addressed is the role of patronage.  Patronage, as the term is used in this paper, refers to the 

informal exchange of favors between people in a social network, and through this exchange they 

reinforce the social connection between them.  Patronage is a very human behavior and is part of 

every democracy in some degree as well as in every other form of government devised by 

civilization.  The term has, with some validity, a slight negative connotation.  How this is 

handled in an analysis such as this is important though.  The questions of having a consolidated 

                                                 
82 Lipset, p. 12.  The particular phrase is quoted from Francisco Weffort. 
83 Another form would be appointments, but this is another level of detail that need not concern us at this time. 
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democracy or not, and the quality of such a democracy are related but separate questions.  The 

presence of patronage networks should not, on that basis alone, be taken as negating the validity 

of a democracy in a country.  

Both totalitarianism and democracy are products of modernity.  Modernity itself is a 

relatively recent historical development in the West, but one whose influence has been extending 

across the globe since the nineteenth century.  The historical experience of Algeria and the West, 

particularly the encounter with France, played an important role in influencing how Algeria 

adapted to modernity.   With the historical and theoretical background now established, the 

problem of the attempt to institute democracy in Algeria can be analyzed. 

 

Democratizing Algeria: The Islamist Challenge 
 
 

                                                

There were riots in Algeria before 1988, notably in Constantine in 1986.  However, the 

riots of what came to be called ‘Black October’ were particularly violent and widespread.  Most 

importantly, the riots were the trigger for the democratization reforms.  As noted earlier, the 

1980s was a period of economic decline in Algeria.  This has been well documented in the 

contemporary accounts at the time and in later scholarship.84  Shortages of food, spices, and 

other basic necessities were common.  The economic problems in Algeria led the government to 

impose austerity measures in mid-September. 

 Two weeks later, on October 4, the government announced that further measures were 

needed.  The rioting began in Algeria shortly thereafter in the Bab el Oued district in Algiers.85  

The rioting had escalated beyond the ability of the police to handle but the government was very 

 
84 Messaoudi, p. 83 
85 Paul Delaney, “Toll Is Put At 200 In Algerian Riots”, New York Times, 10 October 1988, p. 1A.  Khalida 
Messaoudi states that she heard ambiguous rumors starting on October 1, and that the riots started on October 5.  
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slow to respond.  The riots were not confined to Algiers but had spread to other cities, such as 

Oran and Djelfa.86  Many buildings were attacked and burned, including the Ministry of 

Commerce, which oversaw youth employment programs and the Ministry of Sport.87  On 

October 6, President Benjedid declared a state of emergency and called in the military to put 

down the riots.88  Civilians were fired on by the military, which was the first time this had 

happened since the War of Independence.89  The riots only ended on October 10 when President 

Benjedid appealed to the Algerian people for more time to effect a political change.  In his 

televised address, Benjedid briefly mentioned the economic crisis but he focused on the need to 

overhaul the Algerian political framework.90  A point worth noting here is that the causes of the 

riots were economic, and not political.  The rioters were not demanding democratic reforms, yet 

that is what Benjedid proposed.91  Why Benjedid did this is a matter of some speculation.  As 

some scholars have pointed out, there was little that Benjedid could do about the economic 

problems in the short term.  Ironically, taking the first steps to change the political system was 

easier, but the consequences were far-reaching.  Drawing on the theoretical points made in the 

previous section, what follows is an examination of what it meant to transition to democracy 

from totalitarianism: what the new constitution provided for, the implications for the practical 

aspects of associational life and civil society in Algeria, and the political parties that formed and 

where they drew their support from. 

                                                                                                                                                             
Such a warning would suggest that the riots were at least in part planned.  Additional documentation to corroborate 
this version of events has not been found to support this though.  Messaoudi, p. 84 
86 Ibid.; Reuters, “Algerian Troops Again Fire on Protesters in Capital”, New York Times, 9 October 1988, p. 23 
87 Paul Delaney, “Algiers Riot Toll Put at Dozens Dead and 900 Hurt”,  New York Times, 8 October 1988, p. 3 
88 Ibid. 
89 William B. Quandt, Between Ballots and Bullets: Algeria’s Transition from Authoritarianism. (Washington D.C: 
Brookings Institution Press, 1998), p. 39 
90 Frédéric Volpi, Islam and Democracy: The Failure of Dialogue in Algeria. (Sterling, VA: Pluto Press, 2003), p. 
43. 
91 Boutheina Cheriet, “The Resilience of Algerian Populism”, Middle East Report, No. 174, (Jan.-Feb. 1992), p. 9 
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 The reforms were announced on October 24, 1988.92  Algerians overwhelmingly 

approved of them in a referendum held on November 3, 1988.93  Further amendments were 

passed in another referendum on February 23, 1989.94  This was Algeria's third constitution since 

independence in fact.95  Defining Algeria as a 'Democratic and Popular Republic', the new 

constitution guaranteed the "freedoms and basic rights of man and the citizen."96  The important 

feature of the new constitution was that it allowed for the creation of 'Association of a Political 

Character', or more practically speaking, political parties.  Articles twelve and fourteen specified 

that each 'political association' had to submit an application to the Ministry of the Interior signed 

by the three leaders of the party, which had to have at least fifteen members.  The core elements 

of the totalitarian regime were still present within the constitution.  Article eight specified that 

political associations were banned from using names of pre-existing associations or were part of 

a movement contrary to the ideas of the revolution.97   

 Between February 1989 and June 1990, 14 political parties were created, and 36 new 

parties were created between June 1990 and the December 1991 elections.98  The large number 

of political parties that formed in Algeria when the new constitution permitted shows there were 

many groups interested in taking advantage of the opportunity to participate in elections.  In this 

early phase of the democratization process the government registered most parties, both large 

and small and certainly including parties opposed to the FLN.99  Most of these new parties were 

very small, and as already indicated the majority of votes went to the FIS and the FLN, with all 

                                                 
92 Tahi, Mohand Salah, "The Arduous Democratisation Process in Algeria", The Journal of Modern African Studies, 
Vol. 30, No. 3 (Sept., 1992), 399 
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94 Tahi, Mohand Salah, "The Arduous Democratisation Process in Algeria", p. 399 
95 Ruedy, p. 251 
96 Ibid. 
97 Tahi, Mohand Salah, "The Arduous Democratisation Process in Algeria", p. 400 
98 Volpi, p. 47 
99 Jean de la Gueriviere, “Demands of Democracy”, Le Monde, October 5, 1989, p. 15 
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other parties trailing much further behind.  It is instructive to look at some of these parties to 

identity some of their key features, including where they drew their support from.  The parties 

that are examined here are the FLN, FIS, MDA, FFS, and RCD. 

 To a large extent much of this paper has already discussed the historical development of 

the FLN.  The discussion here will focus on the FLN in terms of a 'new' political party.  Under 

the new constitution, the FLN lost its status as the one and only state party.100  In practice, 

however, there was still a strong link between the FLN as political party and the rest of the 

government, including the military.  The economic policy of the FLN, true to its historical 

background, often advocated socialist concepts.101  

 As has already been stated, the FLN lost out in the elections to the FIS.  The FLN, being 

the party in power effectively since independence, was perceived as being at the root of Algeria's 

problems and not part of the solution.102  The party – not unlike other political parties – had 

international divisions within the regime, between Benjedid and elements of the military.103  As a 

political party, the FLN proved less capable of organizing internally to compete in an election.  

The members of the national assembly – which were all still part of the FLN in 1989 – made the 

error of voting themselves higher salaries and other benefits.104  The FLN failed to overcome the 

barriers between itself and the larger population that had been erected by over twenty-five years 

of totalitarianism.   

                                                 
100 Volpi, p. 46 
101 Kapil, p. 33 
102 Of course even in well-established democracies, the party in power often gets the blame when the economy is in 
decline. 
103 Susan MacDonald, “Cloak of democracy hides dictatorship in Algeria”, The Times (London, England), June 12, 
1990 
104 Francis Ghiles, “FLN still looks backwards as Algeria seeks a way forward”, Financial Times (London, 
England), 28 November 1989, Section I; Overseas News, p. 6 
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   There are a number of commonalities between the FLN and the FIS.  As Arun Kapil 

notes, the FIS and the FLN were 'essentially cut from the same cloth.'105  Some of the 

background of the Islamist movement has already been addressed, but suffice it to say briefly 

that the movement grew in the 1980s and with the new constitution the government no longer 

undercut the Islamists as they had in the past.  The FIS as a party was founded on February 21, 

1989 by 28 Islamist preachers and formally accepted as a party in September 1990.106  According 

to the new constitution, the FIS should not have been allowed to register though.  Article five of 

the new constitution stated that a political association must "not base its actions on religious, 

linguistic, or regionalist ingredients,…"107  The most significant figures within the FIS were 

Abassi Madani and Ali Belhadj.108  Madani, 59 at the time, was a professor at the University of 

Algiers' Institute of Education.109  Madani in fact had a Ph.D. from the West – London 

University's Institute of Education.110  Belhadj was a younger preacher – 33 at the time – and 

advocated a more radical Islamist program.111  Despite internal differences of opinion the FIS 

appears to have been sufficiently organized and focused on achieving the goal of winning 

representation, if not control, of the government.   

 Most of the policies that the FIS advocated were social policies.  Not surprisingly they 

advocated a conservative social policy that included Arabization of the education system, 

extension of Sharia law to apply to a number of areas, particularly family law and a number of 

points related to women's role in society.112  With regard to this last point, the FIS emphasized 
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women's roles as wives and mothers and their domain being the home, and the end of co-

education in the country.  In contrast, the economic policy of the FIS was not developed as well.  

This may have been due to differences within the party.  On the one hand the party advocated a 

belief in the marketplace but on the other the were against loaning money for interest.113  They 

advocated using the country's petroleum reserves to finance Algeria's development of a market 

economy.114  

The operations and financial support for the party is similarly worth examining.  Through 

the network of mosques and charitable organizations the FIS was able to organize its activities, 

address problems of the population, and bring Algerians of different classes together.115  In terms 

of funding their operations, the FIS received funding from a variety of sources.  One source was 

donations.  Luis Martinez cites a particular example of a successful entrepreneur, Hadj Sadok, 

that donated a considerable amount of money to the FIS.  He was important enough to the FIS 

that Madani visited him periodically.116  Another source were small-scale merchants, such as 

jewelers, bakers, and butchers that had an interest in the FIS winning: they had built their homes 

and businesses illegally on government-owned land.117  Finally, and probably most importantly, 

the FIS received funding from Saudi Arabia.118  To put it another way, the FIS had the advantage 

of occupying a ‘hub’ in the network of Algerian associational life, which it leveraged to its 

advantage.   

 Regardless of the differences within the party, the FIS was able to maintain their 

organization and succeeded in receiving a majority of the votes.  During the campaign for local 
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elections the FIS was able to assemble a rally in Algiers with an estimated crowd of 600,000-

800,000.119  They also reached out to both urban and rural citizens.  It is important to examine 

where the support came from.  Part of the success of the FIS was in fact due to the failures of the 

FLN as a party but also as the ruling regime for over a quarter century.  The FLN effectively 

drove voters to the FIS.  Even voters that had no particular problems with women wearing 

Western clothing, who had no particularly desire to see Sharia law put into practice, nevertheless 

voted for the FIS.120  Some voters also saw in the FIS opportunities for wealth – either acquiring 

it or being able to keep it.121  What is also a factor is that the concessions made by Benjedid and 

Boumedienne in the 1970s and 1980s had an effect in shaping the society through the programs 

of Arabization in the educational curriculum and the emphasis on Islam as a key part of Algeria's 

identity.122  The bulk of Algeria's population was skewed towards the younger segment, which 

had an educational experience that was shaped by the changes in the curriculum discussed above.   

 Two last particularly points about the FIS need to be made though.  The FIS even prior to 

the coup in 1992 had more militant members.that did act to intimidate people that disagreed with 

their views.  A news article in the Financial Times 1989 cited actions such as threatening 

journalists and physical violence towards women that opposed instituting Sharia law.123  

Similarly the FIS used its social network to do favors for some people.  In the same article cited 

above it was noted that the FIS edited a list of people who would get new homes.  These acts 

certainly go against what is generally agreed to be proper behavior for a political party, but 

similar behavior has been present in other democracies at other times.  Certainly such behavior 
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does nothing to provide an environment conducive to the development of a healthy 

democracy.124 

 The elections were primarily contests between the FIS and the FLN, and even then the 

FIS had won significantly more of the votes than the FLN.  The rest of the parties received much 

smaller numbers of votes, but it is worth looking at some of these other parties as part of the 

examination of the overall democratization process.  One of these was the Movement for 

Democracy in Algeria (MDA).  The formation of the MDA predated the new constitution in fact.  

Ben Bella formed the MDA in 1984 while in exile in Switzerland.125  At the time of the 

democratization process it appeared that Ben Bella, and by extension the MDA, had a number of 

strengths: He was one of the founding members of the FLN and the first President of Algeria.  

The fact that he was ousted in a coup in 1965, placed under house arrest and later exiled meant 

that he was distanced from the Algerian government of Chadli Benjedid.  It would appear that 

this added to his legitimacy as a potential leader in Algeria.126  Ben Bella's views had appeared to 

change from his earlier years; the MDA emphasized Islamic values.  He was still consistent in 

his anti-colonialist message from the period of the revolution; he spoke out against the West and 

in favor of Saddam Hussein in the period leading up to the Gulf War.127  This last point appears 

to have been intended to steal support from the Islamic Salvation Front.128 

 The apparently strong position of Ben Bella and the MDA failed to manifest itself 

however.  In the December 1991 elections the MDA received only 2% of the vote.129  In 

retrospect there were a number of things that worked against him.  Even though he had been 
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politicallyh active in the 1980s he was active outside Algeria.  Given the tight control of media in 

the country it is questionable how much of his message penetrated to Algerian society prior to 

his arrival back in the country in September 1990.  Another factor was his age.  He was 74 in 

1990, and for most of Algeria's young population he was more a part of an earlier era than of 

contemporary Algeria.  In fact Ben Bella stated that he saw his role more as a symbol and to 

provide advice, and that younger people should be in power.130  However, there was no other 

young figure associated with the MDA. Perhaps most crucially, however, was the fact that the 

MDA did not participate in the municipal elections.  This appears to have put the MDA in a 

position of trying to define itself in relation to the FLN and the FIS.  By criticizing one party and 

then the other he appeared to be more of a political opportunist trying to get back into 

government, and therefore his credibility suffered. 

 The FFS was founded in September 1963 to oppose Ben Bella's regime.  It had in fact 

been calling for democratic reform since then.131  Led by Aït Ahmed, the FFS drew on the 

predominantly Berber population of the Kabyle.  From early on it had called for democratic 

reforms in Algeria.  The FFS had a secular platform that claimed to represent the Kabyles.132  

Despite the challenge of the RCD, the FFS did win all twenty-five parliamentary seats in the 

Kabyle.133  Nationally this made up 7.4% of the votes in the December 1991 election, which 

made it the third strongest showing among the political parties, after the FIS and FLN.134  This is 

not surprising, and in fact reflects the solidarity of the Berbers in Algeria. 
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 The Rally for Culture and Democracy (RCD) was formed on February 10, 1989, well 

before it could be officially recognized as a party.135  Tahi notes that this party was created as an 

instrument of the regime to offset the Islamists and play a role in the Kabylia.136  He notes that a 

meeting took place between the leaders of the RCD and the Minister of the Interior, Larbi 

Belkhir.137  The leader of the party was Said Sadi, a young psychiatrist.138  He often appears in 

the scholarship as a fiery party leader but the RCD proved inconsequential.  The program of the 

RCD largely resembled that of the FFS, in that they emphasized secularism and recognition for 

the Tamazight language.139  The RCD, like the FFS, attracted Berbers in the Kabyle mainly.  The 

RCD had greater sway with the younger intellectual Berbers in the Kabyle.  In practice the RCD 

was never able to challenge the FFS, let alone the FLN or FIS.  In the June 12, 1990 elections the 

RCD received 2.1% of the votes.  In the December 26, 1991 national elections they received 

2.9% of the votes.140   

 What can be seen here is that a number of political parties appeared very quickly and they 

largely materialized in an expected manner: many small ones, a few mid-sized ones, and a 

couple of very large ones.  The political parties reached out to certain segments of the population 

for support.  The FLN arguably received as much support as it did since a number of people were 

already invested in it.  The FFS and RCD reached out primarily to a Berber community with a 

strong sense of identity apart from that of simply being Algerian.  The FIS had the largest 

network though, being able to tap into the community of the faithful through the mosques around 
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the country.  Clearly there was a level of associational life that was tapped but the civil society, 

which as discussed earlier is not exactly the same thing, was not so well formed. 

The Coup and the End of the Democratization Process 
 
 A critical failure of the democratization process was that not all of the major groups in 

Algeria were committed to it.  The pattern of the elections clearly showed that the FLN was 

going to lose to the FIS.  For those in the military who had been in a strong political position 

since independence, an important consideration was the question about what changes the FIS 

was planning to make if they came to power.  News stories that suggested that the FIS would 

create tribunals to try the enemies of the party were denied, as were reports that they would shut 

down secular newspapers and parties were denied, though with some qualifications.141  

Technically the FIS only attained power in some of the local councils for a time.  Since the FIS 

never came to power at the national level it is speculative what they would in fact have done.142  

But fears of what they would do, particularly in certain quarters of the military and FLN, were 

real enough.  An expression of this can be found in the statement by general Mustapha Celloufi, 

the secretary-general at the Ministry of Defense, had earlier stated that the army would not allow 

any party elected democratically to impose a dictatorship.143   In fact these fears may have been 

warranted, given some of the behavior of the FIS.  This apprehension of a potential FIS 

government conveys part of the motives behind the coup that ended the democratization process.  

If there was going to be a dictatorship, the army was going to be the one to impose it.  And 

ultimately a group within the army clearly felt threatened by the proposition of an Islamist 

regime coming to power and took action to preserve their position.  In late December 1991 a 
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group of leaders from the militaqry met and planned a coup.  On January 11, 1992 President 

Benjedid announced that he had "resigned".  A new organization – the High Council for Security 

(HCS) appointed a group, called the Haut Comité d'Etat (HCE), replaced the president.144  This 

was the same pattern of political succession under the totalitarian regime and what was 

understood by those in the Algerian military and FLN.  Obviously because of the 

democratization process, the coup came as a shock to Algerians, in contrast to previous regime 

changes.  In an interview, Rabia Bekkar captured this well when she said: 'Many people had 

forgotten about the army, about the possibility of intervention.  There had been the feeling that a 

breath of liberty was coming, and then – it collapsed.'145  

Conclusion 
 
 

                                                

"Competitive, multiparty politics in Algeria is here to stay", wrote Arun Kapil 

prematurely in 1990, "and perhaps it will serve as a model fo rthe rest of the Arab world as 

well."146  Hopes for the transition to democracy in Algeria were ultimately not to be fulfilled.  

The main failure was, of course, the coup.  With the military coup Algeria's experiment with 

democratic reforms came to an end, and instead the country went down the path towards a long, 

violent civil war.  At least up to this point in early 1992, this was not primarily a failure of 

political Islam, per se.  The FIS was in fact winning, but more to the point the FLN and the FIS 

often did not differ greatly in terms of the vision that was being put forward.  Or at most it might 

be argued that the FIS should have done more to reassure the populace that they would respect 

the new democratic institutions and give up political power if voted out of office.  Algeria’s 

democratization process failed the succession test – a competing political party was not allowed 
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to assume power.  But besides the coup there were other problems with the democratization 

process in Algeria.  One of these problems has to do with the nascent civil society in Algeria.  

For a while the political parties were allowed to form and express a variety of views, and were 

able to pursue their respective and various activities in the quest to win votes.  Once it became 

clear that the party in power was under threat of losing in the elections the state intervened to try 

to cancel or postpone elections.  This interference in the public sphere by the state damages one 

of the requisite socio-political structures needed for a democracy.  The legacy of totalitarianism 

was still too well entrenched.  With these critical failures in the underlying socio-political 

structures of Algerian society democracy failed to take hold.  To have the promise of a 

democratic system suddenly taken away could not go without consequences though.  So what 

started as an economic crisis in 1988 was turned into an immense political challenge to transition 

from a totalitarian state to a democratic one, which proved at least in the case of Algeria to be too 

much to attempt in such a short period with the disastrous consequence of the civil war that 

followed. 
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“A jest’s prosperity”:  

Shakespeare’s Jesters, the Fool Tradition, and Stand-up Comedy 

Kay Stanton 
 

“A jest’s prosperity,” Rosalind explains to Berowne in Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost, “lies 

in the ear / Of him that hears it, never in the tongue  / Of him that makes it” (V. ii. 851-53).1  In more 

prosaic words, it’s the audience, not the comedian, who determines the success of a joke.  The greatest 

challenge for a comedian is a “tough crowd,” but the audience of “the speechless sick” and “groaning 

wretches” (V. ii. 841, 842) that Rosalind charges Berowne to amuse could cause “flop sweat” to pour 

from the most expert comic, and Berowne responds that it would be “impossible” to “move wild laughter 

in the throat of death,” because “Mirth cannot move a soul in agony” (V. ii. 845-47).  Such, however, is 

the difference between a an amateur like Berowne and professionals whose “labor” is the making of 

“mirth” (Pericles II. i. 96), and Rosalind so knows and says: the kind of “influence” that a “gibing spirit” 

like Berowne possesses “is begot of that loose grace / Which shallow laughing hearers give to fools” ( V. 

ii. 848-50).2   Professional Fool Feste in Twelfth Night can and does cheer Lady Olivia, who is in a state of 

mourning over her brother’s death, though Feste’s prior absence, commented upon by Maria at his first 

appearance in I. v., may have been occasioned, at least in part, by his sense that Olivia would be in no 

mood to laugh when her grief was new, and even this professional jester feels a need to give himself a bit 

of a pep talk before encountering Olivia again: “Wit, an ’t be thy will, put me into good fooling!” (I. v. 

31-32).  Furthermore, even professionals can’t “fool” all of the people all of the time: Malvolio does not 

find Feste at all funny and tells him so to his face, even adding that he takes “these wise men that crow so 

at these set kinds of fools no better than the fools’ zanies” (I. v. 85-86), a remark very close in spirit to 

Rosalind’s characterization of the “shallow laughing hearers” of Berowne’s “mocks, / Full of 

comparisons and wounding flouts” (V. ii. 833-34), though Rosalind, a wit in her own right, has a much 

better sense of humor than does Malvolio. 
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What amateur comic Berowne and professional comic Feste have most in common is their 

intentional use of humorous language to attempt to provoke laughter via the ears of their listeners.  In 

playing with language toward such a goal, both participate in the Fool tradition, as do many other 

characters in the Shakespeare canon, both professional and “amateur.”  Enid Welsford asserts that 

“comedy is the expression of the spirit of the Fool” (324), and, with a brief look at elements of Fool 

tradition, and the acknowledgement that its current manifestation is in stand-up comedy, we may be better 

equipped to appreciate the complexities that Shakespeare’s “word-players” face in creating verbal humor 

that “prospers” in an audience’s ears.  

Shakespeare often has a character chastise the perpetrator of mean-spirited humor, as Rosalind 

does Berowne and Duke Senior does Jaques in As You Like It.  Having met Touchstone in the forest and 

been mightily amused by him, Jaques (like Berowne, a comic “wanna-be”) decides that he is “ambitious 

for a motley coat” (II. vi. 43).  The Duke indulges him at first—“Thou shalt have one” (II. vii. 44)—until 

Jaques describes how he would employ his Fool’s “liberty” to “speak [his] mind” (II. vii. 47, 59).  He 

would “through and through / Cleanse the foul body of th’ infected world, / If they will patiently receive 

[his] medicine” (II. vii. 59-61).  This remark, which, as some commentators have suggested, seems to be a 

reference to Jonson’s “humour comedy,” strongly annoys the Duke, who instantly withdraws his support 

of Jaques’ whim to become a Fool: “Fie on thee!  I can tell what thou wouldst do”—that being “Most 

mischievous foul sin, in chiding sin”  (II. vii. 62, 64).  What apparently so irks the Duke is hypocrisy: he 

anticipates that Jaques, having been a “libertine,” would “disgorge into the general world” the various 

“evils” that he had “caught” “with license of free foot” (II. vii. 65, 67-69).  Rather than purging social 

evils, Jaques, in the Duke’s opinion, would instead spread them, by means of another kind of “license”: 

comic license, the Fool’s license, which will be discussed below. 

As suggested by the remarks of Rosalind to Berowne and Duke Senior to Jaques discussed above, 

there are important differences between those who can sometimes, or even often, amuse others among 

their acquaintance, and those with the talent to amuse groups of  strangers as a profession, which is an art 

requiring much skill, diligence, and practice.  Schopenhauer commented that   
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[. . . ] everything ludicrous is either a flash of wit or a foolish action, according as the 

procedure has been from the discrepancy of the objects to the identity of the concept, or 

the converse; the former always intentional, the latter always unintentional, and from 

without.  To seem to reverse the starting point, and to conceal wit with the mask of folly, 

is the art of the jester and the clown.  Being quite aware of the diversity of the objects, the 

jester unites them, with secret wit, under one concept, and then starting from this concept 

he receives from the subsequently discovered diversity of the objects the surprise which 

he himself prepared.  (excerpted in Morreall 52-53) 

A passage from True Story, a comic novel by professional stand-up comic Bill Maher, provides 

“practical” corroboration of philosophical theory:  

[. . . ] a joke must be told so that what’s funny about it comes out all at once, at the end: a 

joke is like a balloon that is inflated in the set-up and popped suddenly for the punchline; 

a slow leaking of the air will destroy the effect.  But that is not the only thing that can 

destroy an otherwise funny idea: as a sculptor should use no excess clay, a composer no 

extra notes, a writer no superfluous, flabby, verbose, redundant wording, so the witmoil 

must pare his wording down to only what is essential.  Conversely, if the jackanapes 

omits a key word or phrase, his efforts can also be undone.  [ . . . ] a joke is so delicate 

that a single word added or omitted or moved to the wrong place or even accented 

improperly can spell the difference between laughter and silence.  [ . . . ] even when a 

joke has been completely outrigged for duty, honed to lucidity, pared to a lean, fighting 

weight, and timed to detonate at precisely the right moment, there is still the matter of 

finding the right “home” within the existing fleet of jokes where it will have the 

maximum effect.  (66-67)  

Mintz complains that neither audiences nor stand-up comics themselves (who “tend to eschew theory in 

favor of trial-and-error practice”) are able to provide precise information on why something is perceived 

as funny (71), but possibly some of them deliberately conceal the serious artistry of what they do for the 

purpose of maintaining a “naturally funny” “fool” stance.  
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Humor itself is oxymoronic, or paradoxically “incongruous,” in being both particular and 

universal, knowable and mysterious.  What specifically strikes one nation, cultural group, era, audience, 

or person as funny may leave others cold.  Yet Beatrice Otto, in her recent (2001) comparative analysis of 

the court jester figure world-wide over the course of recorded history, argues that academics’ obsessive 

concern with “political correctness” and antipathy to “essentialism” often obfuscates provable facts in 

regard to specific human phenomena that recur over both geographical boundaries and periods of history, 

and one such is various cultures’ sensing a need for and enjoying the humor of jesters (xvi-xviii).  Orrin 

E. Klapp, writing of comedians, takes a similar stance, describing “comic universality” as follows: “Every 

kind of society seems to find fool types useful in: sublimation of aggression, relief from routine and 

discipline, control by ridicule (less severe and disruptive than vilification), affirming standards of 

propriety (paradoxically by flouting followed by comic punishment), and unification through what Henri 

Bergson and Kenneth Burke have called the communion of laughter” (60).  Thus although we cannot 

know specifically what will be regarded by a particular culture at large as funny in the future, we can 

predict that the Fool figure will continue to be a primary vehicle for humor.   

As Mintz maintains, “Standup comedy is arguably the oldest, most universal, basic, and deeply 

significant form of humorous expression (excluding perhaps truly spontaneous, informal social joking and 

teasing),” which makes it “the purest public comic communication, performing essentially the same social 

and cultural roles in practically every known society, past and present” (71). He adds that although the 

“styles of standup comedy differ almost as much as the content of jokes and joke routines themselves,” 

the “essence of the art is creative distortion.  Such distortion is achieved through exaggeration, stylization, 

incongruous context, and burlesque” (the latter of which he defines as “Treating of that which is usually 

respected disrespectfully and vice versa”), such that its “techniques all disrupt expectation and reorder it 

plausibly but differently from its original state” (79).  This idea of creative distortion, thus “incongruity,” 

is the constant over the historical evolution of the Fool role that currently expresses itself in stand-up 

comedy.    

The position, arising in the work of Otto and others through comparative historical/social 

analysis, that there is indeed a Fool “type,”3 involving a collection of characteristics shared by some few 
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and not hundreds of others, distinguishing which ones are destined for professional comedy, has actually 

been confirmed, to their surprise, by psychologists Seymour and Rhoda L. Fisher, who did extensive 

research on professional comedians, using professional actors, amateur comedians, and persons not 

connected at all to entertainment as controls.  Although they saw much variety in professional comedians’ 

personalities and were able to debunk some widespread misconceptions about them, by finding them not 

“unusually moody or irritable or aggressive” and without “unusual psychological disturbance” but instead 

impressively endowed with “relative psychological sturdiness” (199-200), the Fishers nonetheless found a 

striking consistency of pattern, “not easily duplicated out of common elements” and not present even in 

amateur comedians or professional actors.4   Remarkably, they report,  

[. . . ] most of the themes we discovered to be characteristic of the humor-maker are 

persistently evident across comics of different cultures, sex, and degrees of public 

recognition.  It has also literally astounded us that the modern comic continues to be 

concerned with themes that are discernible in the behavior of the ancient court jester and 

the fool-priest.  This has persuaded us that the stand-up comedian and the Ringling 

Brothers clown perform basic societal functions analogous to those assigned to their 

earlier prototypes. (218) 

Psychological research, then, substantiates the idea that there is demonstrably such an animal as an 

archetypal Fool.  

In her book The Fool: His Social and Literary History, Enid Welsford traces the historical forms 

of manifestation of the Fool role.  The first form examined is “The Laughter-making Parasite or 

Buffoon,” about which she says,  

There have always existed men who have a peculiar faculty for taking life easily, 

for gliding out of awkward situations which would baffle more serious-minded and 

responsible human beings.  Such characters are a source of entertainment to their fellows, 

their company is welcome, good stories about them accumulate, and if they have little 

conscience and no shame they often manage to make a handsome profit out of their 

supposed irresponsibility.  In a favorable environment, such characters blossom 
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abundantly and their way of life may even develop into a half-recognized profession, that 

of the parasite or buffoon.  It is, of course, obvious that mere stupidity cannot bring 

success in such a calling, but for our purposes the buffoon may be regarded as a fool 

because, although he exploits his own weaknesses, instead of being exploited by others, 

although he is no real or pretended madman, but merely an absurd ne’er-do-well, 

nevertheless he resembles other comic fools in that he earns his living by an openly 

acknowledged failure to attain to the normal standard of human dignity. (3)   

This description of the parasitic buffoon applies loosely to several characters in Shakespeare’s canon, 

such as Gratiano of The Merchant of Venice, but this type manifests in most specific and perfect form in 

Falstaff, especially in Henry IV, Part I. 

Another manifestation of the general Fool type is the Natural Fool, or, in Welsford’s terms, “The 

Fool as Mascot and Scapegoat” (55), one  

[. . . ] who causes amusement not merely by abnormal gluttony, merry gossip, or knavish 

tricks [as can also be the case of the Parasitic Buffoon], but by mental deficiencies or 

physical deformities which deprive him both of rights and responsibilities and put him in 

the paradoxical position of virtual outlawry combined with utter dependence on the 

support of the social group to which he belongs.  (55) 

At various times in various civilizations, persons who were physically abnormal, mentally challenged, or 

regarded as insane were taken into the households of the rich and powerful to serve as combination 

mascot and scapegoat, partly because “an over-sophisticated society is often exotic in its tastes and prone 

to revert to the most primitive superstitions” (Welsford 61), including the idea that such persons could 

function as a kind of lightening rod for the visitations of evil (pop singer Michael Jackson’s employment 

of a dwarf in his retinue is a contemporary parallel).  Shakespeare’s “natural fool types” are characters 

like A Midsummer Night Dream’s Bottom and Much Ado About Nothing’s Dogberry, who lack self-

consciousness of the humor that they provide, but the character who best fits Welsford’s criterion of 

“outlawry combined with utter dependence” is All’s Well That Ends Well’s Parolles, who, having had his 

deficiencies exposed in the eyes of his social group, determines that “Simply the thing I am / Shall make 
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me live,” as he resigns himself to “live / Safest in shame” and “by foolery thrive” (IV. iii. 335-36, 339-

40).  Parolles subsequently presents himself as a beggar to Lord Lafew, who, at the end of the play, agrees 

to take “Tom Drum” in to “make sport” with him by humiliating him at every opportunity over the drum 

incident that had exposed Parolles to his peers as a liar and betrayer (V. iii. 322-23).      

Thersites, in Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida, may be regarded as a transitional figure 

between the stages in the development of the Fool role, as he is described as deformed, and is the object 

of ridicule because of his appearance, but his humor is self-consciously intellectual in its mocking 

criticism of his “betters.”  As Goldsmith states, in the medieval period “The merging of the professional 

jester with the licensed fool gave rise to a new species—the artificial fool or court jester” (7), also called 

the “wise fool,” who pretended the stance and societal position of the Natural Fool and thereby assumed 

his uncivilized, irrationalized, unsocialized freedom, or “license,” to speak truths through wit to his social 

superiors.   

As Otto notes, the “interchangeable nature of the king and the jester is a recurrent theme” in Fool 

accounts (49), and thus the bauble, a “prop” that accrues to the Fool once the role is made into a 

“profession,” is often equated with the king’s scepter, both, though in diverse senses, representing phallic 

power: the king’s as symbolic of moral patriarchal authority, the Fool’s as indicative of amoral cravings 

of the physical body, but with the Fool’s bauble thereby insinuating itself as an “undressed” version of the 

kingly scepter.  In Titus Andronicus, Aaron, while its captive, both sues to Roman patriarchal power and 

simultaneously mocks it by entreating Lucius to swear an oath to save Aaron’s child; although Aaron 

himself is regarded as atheistic by the Romans, he says, “I know / An idiot holds his bauble for a god / 

And keeps the oath which by that god he swears” (V. i. 78-80).  Professional Fool Lavatch uses the 

specifically sexual sense when identifying himself as a “fool [. . . ] at a woman’s service, and a knave at a 

man’s” by offering the man’s wife his “bauble” (All’s Well That Ends Well Iv. v. 23-24, 30), and 

Mercutio, the unofficial jester of Verona, also employs the sexual sense, while additionally mocking 

“higher” aspirations, by equating “this driveling love” to “a great natural that runs lolling up and down to 

hide his bauble in a hole” (Romeo and Juliet II. iv. 90-91).   The Fool’s bauble, interestingly, began as 

club, then developed into the form of a shrunken Fool’s head (see Figure 1), a “double” or “companion” 
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of the Fool (see Figure 2), but in later times reverted to something like its original form as the “slap 

stick,”  
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employed for the comic punishment of the Fool for transgression of accepted standards of decent 
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behavior (the phallic power returned to patriarchal authority), then still later came into its current sense of 

referencing comedy that relies primarily on physical activity, generally abusive in some form.  

In their psychological study of comedians, the Fishers noted the recurring pattern of polar 

extreme good/bad mother images (55-58), and that aspect is evident historically in the Mother Folly 

image represented not only in Erasmus’s influential The Praise of Folly but also in medieval/early 

modern religious or secular fool festivals (see Figure 3), of which Willeford states, 

If the authority of the Pope is shared with the fool, as the king’s is with his jester, then the 

Church as the Bride of Christ becomes the Church as the Mother of Fools. The 

momentary abrogation of the Pope’s authority in the joke of the fool festival allows the 

representation of the feminine within the cult, the Virgin and the Bride of Christ, to be 

opened to kinds of femininity that are excluded from that representation.  Within the cult, 

selfless maternal compassion is represented, but jealous rage is not; chastity is 

represented, but whorishness is not; silently contained inner knowledge is represented (as 

in the story of the Annunciation), but mindless chattering [. . . ] is not.  During the fool 

festival the walls of the pure feminine vessel admit for a moment the coarse and 

seemingly chaotic vitality of the Mother Nature to whom the fool belongs.  Through the 

consecrated walls of the Church the fool before the altar affirms his connection with the 

live earth. (177) 

Thus a real risk for the Fool is reabsorption into Mother Folly, hence a fixation even in current stand-up 

comedy on good/bad mother representations.  As will be treated below, this ambivalence toward female 

“engulfment” carries into the Fool’s attitude toward sexual relations. 

The best description in Shakespeare’s canon of the artistry of the Wise Fool is provided in 

Twelfth Night, by heroine Viola, who, in an outer disguise of herself as male that is a mask to her core 

femininity, is in the best position of any character in the play to appreciate Feste’s masking of his wit in 

folly: 
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This fellow is wise enough to play the fool,  

And to do that well craves a kind of wit.   

He must observe their mood on whom he jests, 
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The quality of persons, and the time,  

And, like the haggard, check at every feather  

That comes before his eye.  This is a practice  

As full of labor as a wise man’s art;  

For folly that he wisely shows is fit,  

But wise men, folly fall’n, quite taint their wit. 

   (III. i. 58-66) 

The word “haggard” here means “a wild or untrained hawk,” and its use in the passage refers to the 

traditional association of bird images with “madmen” fools.  That the wise or artificial Fool must “check 

at every feather / That comes before his eye” means that he must make witty comment on any “feather,” 

or trapping or instance of folly in others, that manifests itself in his panorama or viewpoint, and in fact 

one of the aspects of the Fool archetype is an association with animality—what the Fishers call a “nice 

monster” image—historically demonstrated by animal elements such as ass’s ears or the cock’s comb5 on 

the Fool’s head and other animal paraphernalia and symbols, indicating the Fool’s position as not quite 

evolved to fully developed human status (see Figure 4).  

Often the animal aspect of the Fool is connected to unrestrained sexuality, and also essential to 

full achievement of the highest level of male Fool archetype is the quest for and dilemma of union with 

the female.  Touchstone’s remark that “As the ox hath his bow [ . . . ] the horse his curb, and the falcon 

her bells, so man hath his desires; and as pigeons bill, so wedlock would be nibbling” (As You Like It III. 

iii. 73-74) exemplifies Willeford’s statement that “From his position on the fringes of the social world and 

of the human image, the fool mocks the conventional relations of man to woman and keeps visibly alive 

the sexual morass from which the form of marriage emerges or upon which it is imposed” (175).  

Willeford further reports that, archetypically, “The yearning of the fool for a woman is often ill-defined: 

he blindly gropes after an inchoate something, often hoping that it will serve as an object of his random 

and diffuse sexuality” (188), and such may be seen in Lavatch’s reason for requesting permission to 

marry Isbel as only that his “poor body requires it,” as he is “driven on by the flesh” (All’s Well That 

Ends Well I. iii. 28-29), whereas later, he “has no mind to Isbel since [he] was at court,” since “Our old 
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lings and our Isbels o’ the country are nothing like your old ling and your Isbels o’ the court,” so he 

“begin[s] to love as an old man loves money, with no stomach” (III. ii. 12-16).   As Willeford states and 

Figure 5 depicts, the audience’s permissiveness of the sexuality of the Fool “derives, on the one hand, 

from the impersonality and generosity of his sexual interest—it is not so much that he wants this or that 

woman for himself as that he wants sexuality to flourish in everyone—and, on the other, from the 

attribute of fertility magic in that interest—he wants natural life to continue and magically furthers it, in 

himself, in us, and in the world” (183).  Thus stand-up comedians, in the tradition of the Fool, continue to 

endorse liberated sexuality and attempt to invoke acceptance at least of its notion in their audiences.   

Another significant recurrent element, noted by Willeford, of “the fool’s continuity with the 

feminine of nature and the unconscious” is “that of himself as a hermaphrodite, his hermaphroditism 

amounting to a symmetical stylization of that continuity” (179-80). (See Figures 6 and 7.)  Willeford 

continues that “In the history of folly the hermaphroditism of the fool has been chiefly expressed in two 

forms: the reversal of sexes (as when the male clown wears a female costume) and the division of the 

clown into himself and a female alter ego” (183).  In Shakespeare’s canon the first may be seen in 

Falstaff’s disguise as “the witch of Brentford” in The Merry Wives of Windsor, and the second in 

Benedick and Beatrice’s being doubles of one another in Much Ado About Nothing, and I believe that 

something close to that functions in one possible interpretation of the Katherine-Petruchio pairing in The 

Taming of the Shrew.  

Thus the male archetypal Fool, as has been discussed above, may double the king, the head of the 

church, and the female, but he additionally doubles both his own fool image in the bauble and his non-

fool image as the “normal man.”  Willeford notes that “The fool often appropriates or replaces the image 

of someone else; his victim may be either another fool or a nonfool” (34), and he offers the twentieth-

century example of the mirroring of Groucho and Harpo Marx in Duck Soup, about which he says, “Only 

a fool would think of imitating the two-dimensional reflection of another person, and only another fool 

would be deceived by the imitation: together they constitute the fool nature in which the distinction 

between reality and reflection is broken down” (38).  “Sometimes,” Willeford continues, “when the fool 
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thinks that he has overcome the difference between him and us, he has only succeeded in falling deeper 

into his own folly  
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and may be rewarded with a glimpse of how wrong he has been” (see Figures 8 and 9).  Yet “in important 

ways he is a person like us, and he shares some or even many of our assumptions about what a human 

being is and should be and do” (42), such that “Whatever equivalent he has of our intelligence struggles 

and plays with, on the one hand, his foolishness and on the other, the normal human image” (44).  This 

consciousness may be behind Feste’s declaration that “I wear not motley in my brain” (Twelfth Night, I. 

v. 51-52).  

Although many more pages could be filled with instances from Shakespeare’s canon of the 

elements of the Fool tradition, perhaps a sensible place to conclude is with glancing at the image of the 

fool’s mirror reflection, as it epitomizes so much about the nature of humor, which has reflected the same 

image with mere superficial differences across cultures and through centuries, ever similar, yet ever 

mysteriously new, sudden, and unusual.  Achilles, something of a “natural fool” himself as Shakespeare 

depicts him in Troilus and Cressida, wisely observes that “speculation turns not to itself / Till it hath 

traveled and is mirrored there / Where it may see itself.  This is not strange at all” (III. iii. 110-12).  And 

yet it is so incongruous with our standard way of “seeing” that we need the Fool to mirror it for us.  Jests 

may initially travel from the tongue of the maker to the ear of hearer, but they might ultimately “prosper” 

by speculative investment of the inner eye, which can find their reflective images of human beings as 

being, in the “alternate universes” of humor, both superior to our reductive and inferior to our inflated 

senses of the reality of ourselves.   
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Notes 

1 All quotations of Shakespeare’s works are taken from Bevington’s edition. 

2 Those who make their living doing professional stand-up comedy share Rosalind’s disdain for 

amateurs like Berowne.  Bill Maher, an American stand-up comic, wrote and published a novel called 

True Story in which he describes the life of aspiring professional comedians, with the character based on 

himself (as he acknowledged to me in a personal interview) complaining about the glut of comic-wanna-

be entrants onto the comedy club circuit in the late 1970s, which he hated  

Because he was not part of a trend!  He was one of the ones who was born to do it!  He 

would have been a comedian in any era, and curse the luck that he came of age just as 

every asshole in America who had ever gotten a laugh at a fraternity party was now 

crowding the field.  For decades, to be a comedian had meant you were literally one in a 

million, as there were certainly no more than two hundred professional comedians in the 

whole country.  But now, just as he was ready to fulfill his lifelong dream, comedians 

were positively pullulating, breeding like mosquitoes after a wet spring in these stagnant 

pools they called comedy clubs.  (7-8)  

The recent spate of books by professional comedians has precedence in Fool tradition.  Shipley notes 

that folly literature developed in the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries, “using the conventionalized 

‘fool’ in tales, based on Christian ethics, for the masses,” and he further states that “Combined with 

elements of common folks’ jest-books,” folly literature is significant in the evolution of literature, as it 

“helped in the movement from allegory to ‘characters’” and in the “lively flow of the picaresque novel” 

(166).   On the history of the jest book, sometimes written or compiled by a professional jester, Shipley 

adds, “The geste, or exploit of the knightly romances, came for the middle-class townsman to be a 

realistic if not ribald anecdote.  Collections of these became popular after 100 Merry Tales,” published in 

England around 1526, and they are characterized by “Sharp ridicule, practical jokes, on the whole range 

of bourgeois life” and have been a “popular form ever since” (243-44).  Willeford, however, states that  
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In such jestbooks what would in real life be complex events are the gags and jokes of a  

clown’s routine, the clown who enacts it being regarded as delightfully silly, as 

contemptible, or as both.  This tendency is still extremely pronounced in books and 

articles by and about fool actors, including some of the most famous ones of recent times.  

(As a result, such writing is generally of very limited value as biography; at the same 

time it is dreary as entertainment, since it is just convincing enough as biography to make 

the jestbook style unconvincing.) (xx-xxi).   

Such is what I take to be the case of these contemporary books, with Maher’s novel True Story as the 

exception.  Willeford asserts that writing about the Fool generally falls into two categories: the “naїve 

view, summarized with the slogan ‘Ha, ha!  Look at the silly fool!’” (xx) and the “attempt to reach though 

what is taken to be the clownish surface of the fool to the meaning behind it,” exemplified by the work of 

Welsford, Goldsmith, Otto, and certainly of Willeford himself. 

For non-fiction discussions of the comedy club scene and the work of other well-known 

comedians, see Berger, Martin and Segrave, and Smith.  For definitions of some of the terms of 

comedians’ jargon, see Pullium—though Maher’s True Story actually provides fuller and more accurate 

(and certainly more witty) definitions of most of the terms studied by Pullium. For psychoanalytical 

commentary on stand-up comics, see Fisher and Fisher.  For sociological implications of stand-up 

comedy, see Koziski and Mintz.   

3 The Fool type in this paper will be discussed on the male model, as it is primarily so treated in 

my references.  However, the Fishers’ psychological study of comedians found no gender difference 

attached to the male and female comedians in expression of the comic personality pattern, and Welsford, 

Willeford, and Otto all discuss the existence of female Fools in various eras.  See Martin and Segrave for 

profiles of twentieth-century comediennes. 

4 The “basic comic parameters” found in the Fishers’ study, each of which is present in True 

Story and among Shakespeare’s jesters, are concern about good versus bad, images of smallness and of 
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concealment, “nice monster” fantasies, feelings of depreciation, and perception of mother as demanding 

(201).  Page numbers for the Fishers’ work throughout this essay refer to their book-length study, Pretend 

the World Is Funny and Forever, but the Fishers also provide a summary of their findings in their article 

“The Comic’s Quest for Goodness.”  

5 Willeford suggests that “The cock,” being “lecherous, vain, and stupid” could be taken as the 

emblem or even the genius” of “a topsy-turvy world, a fool’s paradise or limbo,” since “According to 

legend, the cock calls the day into being.  Symbolically the day is the time of consciousness; in the same 

way that the cock expresses the coming dawn, the fool often expresses an incipient consciousness still in 

the darkness of the unconscious” (4). 
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Linking Past and Present:  Teaching Poems, Songs, and Dance in  

Scotch Novels 
Abstract 

 
Undergraduate students often have a difficult time entering into the historical and cultural 

world of nineteenth-century Scottish novels such as Waverley and Clan-Albin.  Language 
(Scots) can also pose a barrier for students.  Therefore, before reading long Scottish fiction, I 
take students on a short “tour” of Scottish life through a brief study of significant Scottish poetry, 
ballads, and songs (including “Tullochgorum,” “Charlie Is My Darling,” “My Heart’s in the 
Highlands,” “Scots Wa Hae,” and others), as they begin to contemplate important issues and 
Scottish culture.  By the time we reach Scotch novels, students are tuned into the cultural, 
narrative, and symbolic potential of poems, songs, and dance, all of which are integral aspects 
of the fictional worlds.   

Young adults relate to and enjoy music, and even though the content of the lyrics may to 
be new to them, based on their own experiences they understand the cultural currency of music.  
A continued intermittent focus on songs and poetry throughout the study of Waverley, for 
instance, thus helps students bridge known and unknown experiences while encouraging an 
interactive “community” in the classroom.  In addition, about half way through the semester, I 
bring Scottish musicians and dancers into the classroom for demonstrations and discussions, 
ending the class with a rousing session of Scottish social dance.  Students remember these 
classes well.  I have even had new students come up to me the next semester, asking if we will 
have an opportunity to dance in class, which can also work well when teaching authors such as 
Jane Austen.  This approach enlivens the classroom while inviting students to enjoy novels’ 
intertextual richness.  It also aids the process of moving through the initial chapters of fiction, 
which may seem rather imposing, historically complex, and unfamiliar to many students.  
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Title:  Who Me - A Student?  An Older Teacher Learns to Weave. 
Author:  Elizabeth Starcevic 
Affiliation:  Professor of Spanish- Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 
                                    The City College, City University of New York  (CUNY) 
Address:  NAC 5/223 - City College, 137 St. & Convent Ave.  NYNY 10031 
Email:  Starccny @aol.com 
Abstract: 
 
I became a student of  rug weaving in Mexico in 1992.  The class functioned on the "watch me 
and do what I do" system .  This meant not only learning a whole new vocabulary, but also 
learning how to "see".  The challenges to me, someone who did no crafts at all and was 
accustomed to learning from instructions in books, were enormous and often daunting.  Both my 
successes and my failures in the day to day  tasks of acquiring new skills in a new culture, led me 
to reflect on my own teaching and the ways in which teaching and learning occur at the university 
level in the United States.  I want to show a rug or two, discuss myself as an older learner and 
explore the ways that this experience of learning something new in a new way has been 
translated to my teaching.  10/25/05   
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Abstract of Research: 
 
This presentation will explore the extensive planning process used by Sabre Holdings in the 

design of their corporate headquarters. The 474,000 square foot campus located on a heavily 

wooded 177-acre site in Southlake, Texas, opened in December 2001. Sabre is a world leader in 

the travel industry and best known for Travelocity, an on-line travel service.  One of the 

company’s major project objectives was to create an environmentally friendly facility. To give 

form to that goal, the planning team embarked on the certification process for the LEED 

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Green Rating System® for new construction, 

the building program established by the U.S. Green Building Council. LEED categories are 

sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, and indoor 

environmental quality. As a result of the team’s diligence, Sabre was one of the country’s first 

major corporations to achieve a Silver LEED rating. 

 
Another key goal for Sabre was to develop an innovative workplace that would accommodate 

corporate structural change and position the company as a developer of state-of-the-art travel 

technologies. A primary objective of this study was to document the application of the LEED 

process with emphasis on how green strategies enabled and enhanced Sabre’s goals for a new 

workplace culture. For example, open office workstation areas were configured so that the 

majority of employees have a view to the exterior, one of the line item requirements in the indoor 

environmental quality section of the LEED guidelines. Special attention was also given to 

daylighting, ventilation, and air quality. Other employee amenities included bike trails, wellness 

areas, and gourmet food service.  

 

The consistent, well-defined categories of a LEED project lend themselves to the case study 

format. One-on-one interviews with client representatives including personnel involved in 

original project decisions, the architectural team, and other consultants served as the main form of 



information gathering. Findings are also based on a review of programming documentation and 

data compiled for the LEED certification submittal. The LEED process demands extensive 

documentation of performance criteria of construction methods and building products. This 

approach is effective for benchmarking because performance criteria are evaluated using industry 

standard measurements. The database becomes the foundation for cost analysis during the project 

and for projected life cycle cost savings.  

 

For the initial project, the LEED program and green building approach unified and expanded the 

client’s goals and objectives for innovative workplace design and corporate culture change in 

response to evolving market pressures, employee-centered strategies, and cost-effective 

construction and operation. A study of the Sabre design process is rich in examples of creative 

problem solving adding valuable information to the evolving body of knowledge surrounding 

sustainable design.  
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Abstract 
 

For the past two decades, scholars, policy-makers, and activists have all decried the 

decline of voter turnout in American elections.  College-aged turnout is the lowest amongst all 

eligible age groups.  Thus, increasing youth voter turnout was the target of several 

communication campaigns in the 2004 presidential election.  Building upon the work of Downs, 

Putnam, and Rosenstone and Hansen, this study examines the various factors that underlie voter 

turnout, and it explores the effectiveness of mobilization and information campaigns.  It was 

hypothesized that political knowledge, interest, and efficacy would be heightened after viewing 

stimulus television material, and that these factors would in turn increase college voter turnout.  

These ideas were tested with a pre-test post-test model that measured subjects’ levels of political 

knowledge, interest, and efficacy before and after exposure to one of three videos: 1) excerpts 

from the presidential debates that influenced political knowledge, 2) selections from MTV’s 

“Choose or Lose” campaign that targeted youth voter interest, and 3) news segments from the 

2000 presidential election in Florida which highlighted the importance of individual votes, 

thereby stimulating a sense of efficacy.  Data analysis revealed that the manipulation videos did 

not significantly increase voter turnout, but that the debate video increased knowledge, which 

increased turnout.  Additionally, knowledge influenced the subjects’ favorability ratings of the 

presidential candidates.  Efficacy and interest were not significantly related to the video 

conditions or to voter turnout. These findings can be partially explained by the high turnout rate 

of the entire sample, which gave little room for manipulation effects. 
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Introduction 

The United States has experienced a severe decline in its political participation rates over 

the last few decades.  With a voter turnout rate below 21 of 22 established democracies (the 

exception being Switzerland, Putnam, 2000; Teixeira, 1992), it is clear that our society is 

suffering from a lack of political interest and involvement.  Scholars, policy-makers, and 

concerned citizens have bemoaned and investigated the problem.  There are numerous theories 

regarding this process of decline, and there have been recent attempts to reverse the trend.  But 

the reality remains that the viability of American democracy is in danger from the continuing 

drop in political participation and voter turnout.  Furthermore, the voting and participatory 

patterns of the younger cohorts indicate that the problem is increasing as younger generations 

participate at a rate lower than the preceding ones.  Additionally, the decline in turnout is even 

greater among lower socioeconomic groups, which indicates a widening class gap in 

representation (Shaffer, 1981). 

Whether the nation’s decline in democratic participation is due to a “substantial decline 

in social connectedness, as manifested in a younger, less married, and less church-going 

electorate” or because of a “declining psychological involvement in politics and a declining 

belief in government responsiveness” (Teixeira, 1992, p. 57) or because of other factors, it is 

clear that there has been a decline in civic participation by all traditional measures.  For example, 

voter turnout for presidential elections reached its peak in 1960 and has been declining since then 

(Aldrich, 1993).  Shaffer (1981) summarizes his explanation for the decrease in voter turnout, 

“An electorate both younger and older, decreased political efficacy, decreased reliance on 

newspapers for campaign information, and less intense partisan identifications are the most 

important causes of decreased turnout outside the South after 1960” (p. 68).  Aldrich (1993) also 
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found that the decline in partisanship led to the decline in participation.  Today’s fierce partisan 

identifications reflect changes since these statements, but even with intensifying partisan battles, 

turnout rates are still below what they formerly were.  Whatever the reasons may be, each 

succeeding generation has had lower levels of political and social participation throughout their 

lives than the generation that preceded it.   

 The focus of this study will be college-aged voters, who represent the youngest eligible 

cohort of the voting population, and whose turnout rates at the voting booths are dismally low.  

There are three overlapping issues addressed in this study.  First, there is the significant policy 

problem in that a vibrant democracy requires civic participation.  We must encourage greater 

participation and particularly greater voter turnout.  Second, there is a prominent scholarly 

debate regarding the factors behind voter turnout and its decline.  The contested theoretical 

approaches provide an important framework for future study of turnout among the college-aged 

population in particular.  We will relate these theories to the approaches that have been 

undertaken to increase voter turnout.  And finally, the third element of this issue is the 

methodological problems that are encountered when studying youth voter turnout.  This study 

uncovers critical problems with how college-aged voters have been studied.  It identifies serious 

faults with most of the standard voting studies’ scales used to study the factors influencing 

college voter turnout.  Therefore, it becomes apparent that this is a unique population that has not 

been adequately studied with measures that are reliable and valid for this cohort. 

 There have been numerous efforts by scholars to highlight this problem of participation 

decline.  For instance, Putnam (2000) discusses the importance of civic engagement for the 

health of individuals and society as a whole.  Teixeira (1992) looks at turnout decline through the 

century and finds that there are significant demographic gaps between voters and non-voters, but 
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that in general increasing voter turnout would not change the outcome of elections or policy 

decisions.  On the other hand, many vote drives and campaigns were undertaken to tap into the 

pool of over 40 million potential voters between the ages of 18 and 29 (The New York Times, 

September 15, 2004).  Millions of dollars have been spent in the hopes that mobilization efforts 

will have success among young voters, and that their votes will make a difference.  It is a topic 

addressed in all the major media outlets, and one of timely relevance. It was found that there was 

in fact a nine percent increase in the voter turnout rate for eligible adults under 30 in the 2004 

election; young adults had a turnout rate of 51 percent, compared to 42 percent in 2000 and 40 

percent in 1996.  However, 1992 boasted a 51 percent turnout rate for this cohort as well, which 

shows that this year’s turnout was still not anything spectacular.  It is important to discover what 

worked and what didn’t in all of the propaganda and energy spent on the potential young voters 

of this country. 

 Voter participation is a key issue in understanding the dynamics of American democracy.  

Yet it is a complex phenomenon with varying influences such as the media, interpersonal 

contacts, and psychological factors that eventually lead to the voting booths.  Therefore, it is 

important to understand the factors that can augment voter turnout.  The media have been shown 

to play a leading role in our political process through such avenues as knowledge, interest, and 

mobilization tactics.  The 2004 presidential election provides a case to analyze in terms of 

campaign techniques and turnout results.  Chaffee, Zhao, and Leshner (1994) acknowledged that 

“Each election campaign is unique, and so are the events in it” (p. 310).  Each election brings its 

own style and priorities.  The emergence of a new priority to engage the underrepresented 

population of college students in the democratic process is overdue. 
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Participation requires effort, and it is important to understand the forces that will motivate 

the college population to exert this political effort.  In general, the U.S. has the second lowest 

voter turnout out of 23 major democracies at only 47% in the 1990s (www.isr.umich.edu/news/ 

isrupdate-2003-11.html#voter).  In particular, the 18 to 24 year-old age demographic makes up 

13% of eligible voters, but only 5% of the actual vote (www.fec.gov/pages/98demog/ 

98demog.htm).  Scheufele (2002) wrote, “Citizens’ participation in democratic processes is a 

necessary condition for a healthy, functioning democracy” (p. 48).  But effective mobilization 

efforts depend on accurate information about the key influences on participation. 

A Unique Population 

 College students are an important population to study because they are the future of 

America’s democracy.  Not only do students represent an important and unique set of interests 

that have been underrepresented, but they also are at a crucial point when they will create their 

voting habits.  There has been a trend of less interest, a lower sense of the importance of voting, 

and lower voter turnout since the 1960s.  This shows that even after college-aged students grow 

older, they are still not turning out to vote in as high numbers as earlier generations.  In 1996, 

approximately 32% of 18 to 24 year-olds voted and made up 7.6% of the total U.S. vote.  This is 

a noticeable decline from 1972, when approximately 49% of this population voted and made up 

14.2% of the total U.S. vote.  In 2000, the presidential election was determined by 537 

controversial votes, which shows that an invigorated and actively voting college-aged cohort 

could significantly impact the election process. 

By targeting the college-aged population to increase voter turnout, mobilization efforts 

will not only benefit from immediate college votes, but the group will also establish participatory 

habits and reverse the historical decline in voter turnout.  Generational influences are critical, and 
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younger generations have not proven to be as active in the voting process as their elders 

(Putnam, 2000; Scheufele & Shah, 2000).  Only half of people under 50 paid attention to the 

2000 presidential campaign news, compared with two-thirds of people 50 or older (people-

press.org/reports/display.php3?ReportID=35).  Wober, Brosius, and Weinmann (1996) noted the 

low voter turnout of the college-aged population and found age to be the strongest determinant of 

the likelihood to vote, with greater age indicating a greater participation rate.  And older 

individuals have been found to be more interested in elections and politics than youth (Johnson, 

Braima, & Sothirajah, 2000; Scheufele & Shah, 2000).  Additionally, education has been 

strongly linked to political knowledge (Atkin, Galloway, & Nayman, 1976).  It is 

counterintuitive then that the population currently most involved in the education process and 

presumably well-informed actually has such low turnout.   

Bennett (2005) examines these changes in the democratic practices of today’s young 

citizens and argues that what is emerging is not necessarily a total decline in participation, but 

rather the creation of a new type of citizenship.  Young citizens are being drawn to a more 

personal political experience with an emphasis on individual purpose and issue activism instead 

of conventional politics.  This new citizenship places less importance on the act of voting.  

Bennett suggests that inadequate civic education is partly to blame for participation declines, as 

civics education has declined in schools over the past several decades.  A new type of education 

is encouraging young citizens to find issues that they feel are important; this approach is being 

used in such organizations as the Student Voices Project and Project Citizen.  However, Bennett 

(2005) acknowledges a problem with this new issue-specific, personalized citizenry: “The danger 

in personalizing the information process, of course, is the fragmentation of publics and the 

isolation of individual citizens” (p. 17).  Bennett’s argument identifies the changes in 
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participation by young people, and places importance on finding ways to increase the interest, 

motivation, and engagement of this population. 

In light of the narrow battle in Florida during the 2000 presidential election, it has 

become clear that even within our Electoral College system, individual votes do matter.  Kam, 

Cheung, Chan, and Leung (1999) developed a model of the influences on the political 

participation of senior citizens.  Civic-mindedness, political mobilization, enabling factors, 

constraint factors, political knowledge, and self-interest were identified as the relevant stimuli of 

political participation.  A similar model of participation factors must be constructed for college 

students.  McLeod, Scheufele, and Moy (1999) stated, “The willingness to participate is the 

outcome of a dynamic process of information and motivation” (p. 316).   This process must be 

understood and college students, with so many resources at their disposal, could become a much 

more valuable voting sector.  Additionally, a cycle of rational abstention must be avoided.  

Downs (1957) states, “a voter who is indifferent to begin with may also feel apathetic about 

becoming informed” (243); with little knowledge and a perception of low benefits, it becomes 

more rational for college students to remain apathetic than to exert the effort to become involved 

and impassioned.  

Television as a Prominent Information Medium 

 Because the percentage of college-educated Americans has grown in the last forty years 

while voter turnout has simultaneously decreased, there must be other significant factors besides 

education affecting participation.  Media use has grown exponentially during this same time 

period and its influence on politics has been studied in depth.  Chaffee, Ward, and Tipton (1970) 

identified media as the most important source of information and attitudes when compared to 
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friends, teachers, and parents.  Television in particular serves an important role in providing 

information and entertainment.   

The use of television has grown continuously since its invention in the 1930s and 

children have come to prefer electronic media over print media (Simon & Merrill, 1997).  Simon 

and Merrill (1997) found that television was reported as used “frequently” or “occasionally” by 

76% of children in grades K through 12, radio by 71%, newspapers by 52%, and magazines by 

31%.  These figures testify to the popularity of electronic media, and television in particular.  

Electronic media are now more easily accessible (Conway, Wyckoff, Feldbaum, & Ahern, 

1981), and there has been a significant decline of newspaper production and readership.  Print 

media were associated with education and social class but electronic media use was not, which 

indicates the more universal availability and usage of electronic media.  Television is often 

simpler and more comprehensible; and its dramatic presentation, personalization, and focus on 

entertainment allow TV to engage viewer interest better than any other medium (Garramone & 

Atkin, 1986).  Interest and motivation go hand in hand, and television’s political motivational 

power was indicated by Kennamer’s (1987) finding that newspaper use only indirectly affected 

voting, while television directly affected the intent to vote.  Thus, television’s broad social 

appeal makes it an attractive medium to use in campaign and mobilization attempts.   

The Campaign Period 

 The time period leading up to an election is a critical phase for campaign activity and 

decision-making.  Massive amounts of campaign budgets are spent on television advertising each 

year (Schoenbach & Lauf, 2002).  Because attention is a much better indicator of effects than 

mere exposure, it is important to focus on the time that people pay the most attention to political 

activity (Johnson et al., 2000).  The heavy campaign period of the 2004 presidential election was 
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particularly rich because of the close competition and heightened political awareness of potential 

voters due to the war in Iraq and other political controversies of the Bush administration.  It has 

been found that close elections lead to greater campaign efforts, which reduce voting costs, 

thereby increasing turnout (Aldrich, 1993).  There have been great changes in international and 

domestic policies during the Bush presidency; and Florida’s election results in 2000 illustrated 

the importance of voter turnout.  Thus the 2004 election was a prime setting to study voter 

turnout and the possible increases in participation. 

The condensed time period preceding the election provided a valid context for the 

assessment of media and mobilization effects because it has been shown that exposure to 

broadcast media and TV news, as compared to print media, is more strongly correlated with 

current events knowledge than with fundamental or long term knowledge (Garramone & Atkin, 

1986; Chaffee et al., 1994).  The election was considered a current event and the campaigns 

relied greatly on televised commercials, promotions, and debates to spread information and gain 

support.  Therefore, TV messages immediately prior to the election provided an informative 

resource to study attitude and behavior effects in the youngest eligible voting population. 

Theoretical Frameworks 

Theory 1 

One of the most enduring approaches to voting is that of Anthony Downs.  Downs's 

(1957) theory of economic democracy addresses the costs associated with information-gathering 

and participation in democracy.  Citizens make rational decisions regarding the utility of their 

actions.  Downs argues that there is logic behind the process of becoming informed and 

subsequently voting.  The citizen acts as a consumer and must evaluate the costs and benefits of 

participation.  Thus, campaign and mobilization materials must adequately convince voters that it 
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is in their best interests and worth the associated costs to engage in participatory behavior.  

Benefits are explained as follows: “The total return each citizen receives from voting depends 

upon (1) the benefits he gets from democracy, (2) how much he wants a particular party to win, 

(3) how close he thinks the election will be, and (4) how many other citizens he thinks will vote” 

(Downs, 1957, p. 274).  On the other hand, costs can be accumulated in several ways such as 

procurement costs for data gathering, analysis costs, and evaluative costs (Downs, 1957).  If the 

costs are minor or the benefits are significantly greater, citizens will be more likely to participate.  

This evaluation is what makes rationality a major factor in Downs’ economic theory.  The citizen 

is an active and rational decision-maker.  For Downs, rationality is about the decision-making 

process, “Rationality thus defined refers to processes of action, not to their ends or even to their 

success at reaching desired ends” (Downs, 1957, 6).  Although there are many types of utility 

incomes, or benefits, only the benefits that a citizen is aware of can positively contribute to a 

rational decision regarding voting or participating.  Additionally, the reduction of uncertainty can 

increase a citizen’s confidence in his voting behavior,  

“If added knowledge clarifies the situation in his mind and points more 
strongly to one alternative as being the most rational, his confidence varies 
directly with the amount of data he has.  Conversely, additional information 
may contradict what he knows already, so that his confidence falls as he 
learns more.  However, as a general rule, the more information a decision-
maker acquires, the more confident of making the right decision he becomes 
. . . However, marginal returns from this use of data rapidly diminish 
towards zero; i.e., the more confident a man is about his decision, the less he 
believes he can gain from further information” (Downs, 1957, p. 78).   
 

This argument supports the idea that having a higher level of political knowledge will increase 

one’s likelihood to vote.  There are lower costs for information acquisition if one already feels 

informed, and the benefits of voting are more apparent.  Additionally, an increased level of 

interest and sense of efficacy would logically increase turnout because the voter would receive 
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the benefits of personal satisfaction from participation.  However, Aldrich (1993) argues that the 

costs and benefits of voting are more balanced and therefore not a good predictor of 

participation, “Turnout is, for many people most of the time, a low-cost, low-benefit action.  

Turnout is a decision almost always made ‘at the margin.’  Small changes in costs and benefits 

alter the turnout decision for many citizens” (p. 261).  But Aldrich’s view still identifies political 

participation as a rational decision-making process that involves analysis of costs and benefits. 

Theory 2 

Putnam (2000) looks at the evolution of voting practices over the past decades and 

generations, and concludes that social capital is at the root of political participation.  Social 

networks provide information and motivation to get involved in politics.  Similarly, Schoenbach 

and Lauf (2002) found a “trap effect” for personal conversations instead of the widely accepted 

belief in the power of television to trap passive viewers.  With so many cable channels and media 

outlets, people can easily escape unwanted TV, but personal contacts are more stable and thus 

are more influential in voter turnout (Schoenbach & Lauf, 2002).   

Putnam has found a general decline in overall social-connectedness and civic 

engagement; this is exemplified by the way people now give money instead of time.  Although 

there are a higher number of organizations today, there are fewer people in each one.  With the 

advent of computers, email, and new technologies, organizations and political parties have 

become more streamlined and professional.  This makes them more effective and have a broader 

reach, but it keeps fewer people involved in the process.  Whether it is workplace unions, 

religious groups, or any kind of formal club, there is a pronounced generational difference in the 

level of community involvement.  Informal social connections have now become much more 

common instead, but these too are on the decline.  There is a trend toward the individual rather 
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than the group, toward “volunteering” instead of “community projects”, toward watching instead 

of doing.  Additionally, there has been a decline in trust which affects all aspects of social-

connectedness (Putnam, 2000; Scheufele & Shah, 2000).  These trends have evolved for several 

reasons according to Putnam.  Dual career families have become more prevalent and people are 

spending more time at work; while at home the television has become omnipresent and a 

substitute for civic or social engagement.  With the rise of the suburban lifestyle, more time is 

spent driving and more people live in homogenous, private neighborhoods.   

Scheufele and Shah (2000) also argue for the importance of social-connectedness: 

“Awareness and concern about community needs, it is argued, fosters civic participation” (p. 

112).  They distinguish three elements of social capital as social trust, life satisfaction, and civic 

engagement.  The decline of these factors has real effects on a person’s ability to identify and act 

on important political issues.  Shaffer (1981) also looked at social trust, and found that the 

distrustful were less likely to vote.  And Ainsworth and Nownes (2003) found a link between 

social-connectedness and increased political efficacy; thus, a decline in social-connectedness can 

mean declines in society’s sense of efficacy. 

All of these trends in declining social capital are harmful for individuals and 

communities, and above all for the democratic political process.  And Putnam (2000) found that 

every form of civic disengagement is most concentrated in the younger sectors of our population.  

For example, when comparing 1973-74 to 1993-94 there was a 46 percent decline in petition-

signing by those aged 18 to 29.  There was a 57 per cent decline in the number of those aged 18 

to 29 who attended a public meeting, and a 64 per cent decline in those who worked for a 

political party.  These changes show that our democracy is suffering from a lack of social capital 
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in the younger generations, which thus signals a major lack of interest in participation of all 

kinds. 

Theory 3 

In contrast to Downs’ theory of economic democracy and Putnam’s theory of social 

capital, Rosenstone and Hansen (1993) argue that mobilization is the key factor in voter turnout, 

“The key to understanding who takes part and who does not, when they take part and when they 

do not, is mobilization” (p. 7).  Because participation hinges on a person’s resources and 

interests, strategic mobilization is the most effective way to shape such factors to encourage 

participation.  Mobilization has a partnered relationship with the individual’s attitudes and 

existing resources, “Strategic mobilization without individual motivation is impossible, and 

individual motivation without strategic mobilization is illogical” (Rosenstone & Hansen, 1993, p. 

10).  Motivation and a likelihood to participate are enhanced if the individual has a direct stake in 

the outcome, has a strong preference, and can identify closely psychologically with the 

contenders in a political race.  Additionally, social networks work to encourage participation and 

they help to counter ignorance and to provide information.  In this way, Rosenstone and Hansen 

combine elements of Downs’ and Putnam’s arguments.  Like Downs, Rosenstone and Hansen 

recognize the importance of rational ignorance; when it is costly to inform oneself, a person is 

less likely to do so if they have a sense that the outcome would be the same with or without their 

individual vote.  However, like Putnam, Rosenstone and Hansen highlight the importance of 

social networks in that they help to overcome rational ignorance.  Mobilization efforts often 

work through such social networks.  But the problem with strategic mobilization is that it targets 

certain people that are accessible and likely to be affected, therefore it exacerbates class biases in 

political participation.  Rosenstone and Hansen (1993) state “Resources, interests, and social 
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positions distinguish people who participate in politics from people who do not” (p. 228); this 

indicates that there is class inequality among the politically involved, an unequal distribution of 

political resources, and class bias in political mobilization.  In this way the overall decline in 

participation means growing inequality; with fewer participants, the mobilization efforts that 

target the higher classes become more significant.  This is important because democracy is 

theoretically based on a balanced and thorough level of citizen participation, “The extent of 

citizen involvement in American politics matters, then, because people defend and express their 

interests through participation” (Rosenstone & Hansen, 1993, p. 248).  The failures in the history 

of American democracy are evidence of the importance of fair representation. For example, the 

creation and implementation of the Jim Crow laws was a product of an unfair and unbalanced 

democracy: “Inequalities in participation led to inequalities in influence, which led to 

inequalities in policy outputs, which led to inequalities in resources, which led once more to 

inequalities in participation and the beginning of another vicious circle” (Rosenstone & Hansen, 

1993, p. 245).  It becomes apparent that mobilization matters, and that it is critical to understand 

where the class biases occur.  If political participation depends on the level of strategic 

mobilization, as Rosenstone and Hansen argue, then it is necessary to understand the process of 

mobilization and how to make it strategically intelligent to expend political resources at all class 

levels.  Aldrich (1993) supported Rosenstone and Hansen’s emphasis on mobilization, 

“Empirical studies have consistently found that campaign efforts by parties and other groups 

stimulate turnout” (p. 268).  An and Pfau (2004) clarified the effects of mobilization and argued 

that campaign efforts are most influential when the race is close, party allegiances are weak, and 

there are many undecided voters.  Even so, effective mobilization would successfully increase 
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potential voters’ knowledge, interest, and efficacy, which would lead them to the voting booths 

and help bring equality back into American democracy. 

Despite these theoretical models suggested by the preceding authors, this study proposes 

a new model for voter turnout among college students.  The aforementioned theories do not 

account for college students’ unique attributes and setting that could set them apart from the 

general population and its voting behavior.  This is why the researchers suggest a comprehensive 

theory that includes political knowledge, political interest, and political efficacy as the three 

leading factors in college voter turnout.  Additionally, the researchers look at the types of 

television that could specifically target these three variables. 

Political Interest and Television 

 Because of the remarkably low voter turnout of college students, it is important to look at 

their interest level in politics and its roots.  Television’s style and wide appeal makes it an 

obvious target for study on causes of interest.  Atkin et al. (1976) found that exposure to mass 

media causes political interest.  But McLeod et al. (1999) and Scheufele and Shah (2000) found a 

reverse directional link from interest in local politics to the use of TV hard news.  Thus these 

studies indicate conflicting directions for the relationship between TV and interest.  Johnson et 

al. (2000), in a study comparing different broadcast types and their effects on political attitudes 

and behaviors, avoided directional claims but found that television news use was simply related 

to political interest.  And television’s ability to engage interest better than any other media type 

(Garramone & Atkin, 1986), seems to logically apply to political interest as well.  This ability 

can be conceived of as a kind of motivation.  Moreover, the tendency of the younger generations 

to prefer electronic and broadcast media such as television indicates it is the most relevant media 

type to examine with college students. 
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Political interest is the degree to which a person cares about the political process and 

political issues, and desires to be informed about politics. In order to establish a working model 

of influences on political interest, it is important to understand the direction and nature of cause-

effect relationships.  Atkin et al.’s (1976) findings that mass media exposure caused political 

interest are based on a cross-lagged correlational design over time that convincingly established 

causality.  However, the opposing findings of McLeod et al. (1999) were found using a one-time 

telephone survey, and thus can not reliably indicate a causal direction.  The study qualified its 

findings and stated that causal relationships were inferences based on observed patterns.  Thus 

the solid relationship in Atkin et al. (1976) provides justification for the following hypothesis 

regarding the relationship between motivational television and political interest: 

 Hypothesis 1: As exposure to motivational television material related to politics increases 

among college students, political interest in college students increases. 

Political Interest and Voter Turnout 

 Increasing interest is the first step in reaching potential college voters.  Turnout at the 

voting booths is the eventual goal, so it is critical to look at whether political interest can have 

such behavioral effects.  Although intent to vote is a measure that will undoubtedly overestimate 

actual voting behavior, it is this attitude that has been the subject of several studies.  Kennamer 

(1987) looked at voter intent for the 1985 gubernatorial election in Virginia.  He found that 

attention to television and interest in the election were significant predictors of the intent to vote.  

While Schoenbach and Lauf (2002) found that interested people were more resistant to change or 

influence, it is this interest that is positively related to civic engagement and voter turnout 

(Scheufele & Shah, 2000; Shaffer, 1981).  Likewise, McLeod et al. (1999) found a significant 

direct path from interest in local politics to political participation of various forms. And Bennett 
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(2005) argued that engagement and active citizenship requires motivation, which is rooted in 

interest.  

Interest is also elevated in competitive races (Patterson & Caldeira, 1983).  Interparty 

competition and the significance of the election came to a climax in the 2004 presidential 

election.  At the time the study commenced, the polls indicated that the race between George W. 

Bush and John Kerry would be close (www.pollingreport.com/wh2004.htm).  The increased 

level of interest due to the close competition and television coverage of the campaign suggested 

that voters would be motivated to participate in the election.  Although the following hypothesis 

is self-evident, it provides a crucial link in an overall model of voter participation: 

 Hypothesis 2: As political interest increases among the college population, voter turnout 

in the college population increases. 

Political Knowledge and Television 

 Bennett (2005) noted that “Young citizens are immersed in what may be the richest, yet 

most fragmented information environment in human history” (p. 13).  It is thus important to 

understand how young citizens gain their information from the overwhelming amount of sources, 

and what they then do with such information and knowledge.  Television’s informative power 

has been studied in its specific relationship to political knowledge acquisition.  According to 

Atkin et al. (1976), “Political knowledge in the election campaign context is conceived as the 

individual’s possession of accurate information about political actors, issues and events relevant 

to a campaign for public office” (p. 231).  There have been mixed findings on the ability of 

television to increase knowledge.  In a review of past studies, Johnson et al. (2000) highlighted 

support for and against television’s informative ability.  And within single studies there have 

been discrepant results regarding media and knowledge.  Johnson et al. (2000) had one sample in 
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Jackson County, Illinois and one in Pulaski County, Arkansas.  In Jackson County television was 

a significant predictor of knowledge; but in Pulaski County it was found that broadcast media did 

not significantly increase knowledge regarding political candidates’ issue stands.  Atkin et al. 

(1976) showed a similar but less pronounced contradiction of samples.  In a Michigan sample, 

media exposure significantly contributed to political knowledge illustrating a strong relationship, 

while a Colorado sample showed only a mild relationship between the two variables.  On another 

note, Park (2001) argued that news media was not so powerful in increasing knowledge, but was 

instead able to enhance “self-perceived” knowledge.  

Despite these contradictory findings, there seems to be a more convincing body of 

evidence that shows exposure to media and television does in fact contribute to knowledge.  

Conway et al. (1981) found that news media use does cause increases in political knowledge.  It 

has become part of conventional wisdom that media have a significant impact on knowledge, and 

a majority of the population has come to rely on media for information purposes.  Chaffee et al. 

(1970) wrote, “Comparing the sources, the mass media are clearly rated as the most important 

source of information and (albeit to a lesser extent) personal opinions” (p. 658).  Television has 

provided support for this claim of media’s informative power.  TV election viewing (Wober et 

al., 1996), and TV hard news use (McLeod et al., 1999) have both been related to knowledge.  

An and Pfau addressed the prominence of televised debates in today’s political campaigns and 

noted that “A USA Today survey in 1996 revealed that 36% of people considered televised 

debates to be the most valuable information source in their decision-making” (p. 421).  Zhao and 

Bleske (1995) found that TV news was related to specific knowledge of candidate’s stands on 

political issues.  They also differentiated the informative power of campaign advertisements 

from general news, and found that ads were more informative when attention was considered 
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instead of mere exposure.  But both findings provide evidence that TV does indeed contribute to 

knowledge.  And An and Pfau (2004) found that specifically viewing televised debates increased 

political knowledge as well as increased a person’s commitment to their favorite candidate and to 

their participation in the election.  Garramone and Atkin (1986) looked specifically at broadcast 

news and found that it not only provided a majority of political information, and current events 

knowledge in particular, but that it was also more user-friendly, engaging, and easier to consume 

than print news.  Eveland and Scheufele (2000) also addressed this user-friendly characteristic, 

and found that television news is better able to impart information to the lower socioeconomic 

classes and the lesser educated than are newspapers.  Because education is related to knowledge, 

this finding indicates that television news is the best way to close the knowledge gap between the 

classes, although TV news was only weakly related to political knowledge.  This could be 

because the lower classes can learn a lot from TV news, while the higher classes and already 

more educated do not learn much, thereby narrowing the knowledge gap.   

Chaffee et al. (1994) distinguished between different forms of media and their effects on 

different types of knowledge.  While newspapers were a better indicator of knowledge about 

political parties, their findings regarding TV agree with Zhao and Bleske (1995) that television 

news was the strongest predictor of knowledge about candidates’ stands on issues, “We find that 

TV news stands out particularly in relation to knowledge about issue differences between the 

candidates—hardly a superficial or irrelevant topic of voter learning” (p. 318).  And their 

findings support the conclusions of Garramone and Atkin (1986) that TV provides more 

knowledge of current information, while newspapers are more effective in contributing to long-

term, general knowledge.  Finally, Chaffee et al. (1970) logically concluded that exposure to 

public affairs media (TV or newspapers) increases political knowledge.   
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Because the human mind has real limits when it comes to power and energy, information 

acquisition must therefore be limited as well (Downs, 1957).  And as Downs highlighted in his 

theory of economic democracy, citizens are rational and thus try to reduce the costs of 

information-gathering.  As a result, presenting information regarding politics in a clearly 

understandable and easily obtainable manner, such as television, would naturally appear to be an 

efficient way to increase political knowledge.  Overall, it seems that the evidence regarding 

media, and television in particular, as effective sources of information is more convincing than 

other findings to the contrary. 

Hypothesis 3: As college students increase their exposure to politically informative 

television, their political knowledge increases. 

Political Knowledge and Voter Turnout 

Knowledge about the issues and candidates in a political race makes it easier for 

individuals to participate.  In accordance with Downs’s economic theory of democracy, 

information acquisition has significant costs, and information increases in value when it adds 

confidence to a decision.  In his model of utility, once uncertainty is reduced, the rational citizen 

is more likely to undergo the costs of voting in order to receive the benefits of participation and 

fulfilling social responsibility.  Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) expand on this idea of costs and 

benefits when it comes to knowledge acquisition and political participation,  

“Theoretically, participation and knowledge should be closely linked.  
Citizens should learn about politics as they take part in it, and because of 
the activity they should be more attentive to political information 
outside the context of participation as well.  Moreover, knowledge 
should stimulate participation by lowering the costs of doing so and by 
making the benefits of participation more apparent” (p. 186).   

 
Similarly, Kennamer (1987) argued, “Such [political] information may provide people 

with the competence and confidence to cast a vote, and also give them the reason to do so by 
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connecting issues and candidates to their own lives” (p. 293).   Along this same line of thinking, 

Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) assert the fundamental concept that “Political knowledge boosts 

participation because it promotes an understanding of why politics is relevant” (p. 224).  In this 

indirect way, they also show that political knowledge is positively correlated to both internal and 

external efficacy.  This is a logical association because someone who feels knowledgeable and 

that participation is important and relevant, is therefore going to experience a higher level of self-

efficacy.  

Over the years, knowledge has been linked to participation both directly and indirectly 

(McLeod et al., 1999; Kennamer, 1987); and Kam et al. (1999) found that knowledge was the 

best predictor of conventional political participation, including voting.  News media use and 

knowledge as related to participation were also addressed in Conway et al. (1981), “Our findings 

indicate that children’s news media use and level of knowledge about American political 

processes are consistently more important in determining level of political participation, support 

for the political parties, and support for the electoral process than are instructional method, 

parental news media use, or the structural variables of grade and gender” (p. 174-175).  

Additionally, the association between higher education and higher voter turnout in gubernatorial 

elections adds further support to the important role of knowledge (Patterson & Caldeira, 1983).  

College students are in a unique position with access to information, knowledge, and educational 

resources.  With prompting, this population could expend the effort to increase their political 

knowledge in particular.  And it is presumed that this knowledge would directly affect their 

political participation.  Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) note that “A well-informed citizen is 

more likely to be attentive to politics, engaged in various forms of participation, committed to 

democratic principles, opinionated, and to feel efficacious.  No other single characteristic of an 
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individual affords so reliable a predictor of good citizenship, broadly conceived, as their level of 

knowledge” (p. 7).  Overall, they view knowledge as the central route to an effective citizenship 

that makes reasoned opinions and actively participates (Delli Carpini and Keeter, 1996, p. 65).  It 

is therefore hypothesized that: 

Hypothesis 4: As political knowledge increases among college students, voter turnout 

among college students increases.   

Political Efficacy and Participation 

The controversy over Florida ballot returns in the 2000 presidential election illustrated 

the importance of individual votes.  Bush won the election by the narrowest margin in American 

history; and citizens were shown how much their individual votes can matter.  This contributed 

to a sense of political efficacy, defined as the feeling of personal effectiveness in influencing the 

political and decision-making process, and the belief that the government is responsive to 

individual influence attempts (McLeod, et al., 1999).  Political efficacy is important in the theory 

of economic democracy; a rational citizen will only endure the costs of participation if he feels 

he will receive benefits such as shaping the outcome in his favor.  Wober et al. (1996) identified 

a form of political efficacy in their discussion of an “affective route” versus a “cognitive route” 

of media influence.  The affective route states that media reinforce existing attitudes and 

feelings, which are then represented through political action.  In the cognitive route media 

actually enhance knowledge and the realization that voting is an important opportunity to show 

support for one’s preferred policies and represent one’s political beliefs.  The importance of 

voting is not just to impact politics, but also to fulfill the duties of citizenship, “Interpersonal 

networks serve to promote participatory behavior both by conveying important mobilizing 

information and by conveying a sense of citizen duty and obligation toward one’s community” 
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(McLeod et al., 1999, p. 320).  Kennamer (1987) showed that media can increase feelings of 

political efficacy and Kam et al. (1999) found that civic-mindedness (a form of efficacy) was 

related to political participation.  Thus it appears that media can increase efficacy, which in turn 

increases participation.   

Efficacy is also manifested in a sense of behavioral consequentiality.  The theory of 

economic democracy states that people are more likely to participate if they feel their actions 

will have significant consequences in the political arena.  Similarly, Burkhart, Eisenstein, 

Fleming, and Kendrick (1972) noted that “the political process tends to be dominated by, and run 

for the benefit of, a small minority of influential persons who do avail themselves of the many 

opportunities for participation” (p. 2).  Seeing actual results and the extent of influence 

encourages this minority group to pursue its participatory behavior.  If college students held 

similar attitudes regarding the influential consequences of their voting behavior, it is 

hypothesized that they would exert the effort to vote.   

Shaffer (1981) found efficacy to be strongly related to voter turnout and argued that 

“Declining political efficacy is the single most important cause of less voting among 

nonsoutherners at least 21 years of age” (p. 90).  Downs’ (1957) theory of economic democracy 

indicates that a sense of consequentiality of voting will rise from experiencing benefits.  This 

emphasis on the utility of voting means that people must feel that they will receive something in 

return, such as contributing to the winning election of their preferred candidate.  A return or 

visible result that demonstrates an individual’s influence and power in the political system will 

increase the sense of political efficacy and behavioral consequentiality of voting.  And 

ultimately, a sense of civic duty and political participation can be a benefit itself, “It is 

sometimes rational for a citizen to vote even when his short-run costs exceed his short-run 
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returns, because social responsibility produces a long-run return” (Downs, 1957, p. 261).  

Feelings of political efficacy were especially prominent in the 2004 election because of the 

excessive coverage of the preceding 2000 Florida election controversy which demonstrated the 

consequentiality of 537 individual votes.  The relationship between television material that 

highlights behavioral consequentiality and feelings of political efficacy is hypothesized, as is the 

subsequent relationship between political efficacy and voting. 

Hypothesis 5: As exposure to televised indications of political behavior consequentiality 

increases among college students, feelings of political efficacy increase among college students. 

Hypothesis 6: As feelings of political efficacy increase among college students, the voter 

turnout of college students increases. 

Figure 1. 
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Meanings for Mobilization 

This study will provide insight into voter turnout and its causes, which will offer valuable 

information for mobilization efforts.  The findings of this study will help to clarify what types of 

mobilization efforts effectively influence the voting behavior of college students in particular.  

Patterson and Caldeira (1983) stated that a one cent increase in campaign spending per voter 

increases voter turnout by four percent.  And Kam et al. (1999) also showed that mobilization 

efforts do increase participation; but it is important that these efforts are correctly designed and 

implemented.  Mobilization was formerly conceived as personally contacting potential voters 

and working through local party organizations (Patterson & Caldeira, 1983).  But with increasing 

dependency upon the media, we must find new forms of mediated mobilization to increase voter 

turnout. 

Procedure 

Sample 

 This study was implemented immediately before and after the November 2004 general 

election.  Using purposive sampling techniques, 165 undergraduate pre-communication and 

communication major students were selected to participate.  160 of the participants were between 

the ages of 18 and 22, while 5 were over the age of 22.  All attended the University of California, 

Santa Barbara.  There were 35 males and 130 females; and 71 subjects were currently employed 

while 94 were not.  Additionally, the subjects self-described their class background as follows: 

there were 13 working class, 78 middle class, 66 upper middle class, and 5 upper class.  The 

distribution of ethnicities (also self-described) was as follows: 28 Asian, 14 Hispanic/Latino, 107 

White, and 15 Other.   
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Method and Measures 

 This study employed a pre-test, post-test design that aimed to evaluate the effects of 

various television stimuli.  The subjects were given a 151-item questionnaire (Q1) that measured 

their baseline levels of political knowledge, political interest, political efficacy, social-

connectedness, economic democracy, and mobilization.  Additionally, this first questionnaire 

collected information regarding the participants’ demographics and background information.  

One week after completing the first questionnaire, the subjects were exposed to one of four 

manipulation videos.  One video contained television material that aimed to increase political 

interest; it was created from clips of MTV’s Choose or Lose campaign.  This campaign targeted 

young voters and tried to show how political issues impact their lives.  It was an overall effort to 

help young voters feel connected to and interested in politics.  The manipulation video contained 

scenes from a documentary by Christina Aguilera on “Sex, Power, and Politics,” as well as 

segments of Drew Barrymore’s documentary “The Best Place to Start” on how to inform and 

motivate young voters.  Additionally, several commercials were included that addressed salient 

issues such as the military draft and gay marriage.  The overall campaign can be identified as 

motivational TV material, which is television material that encourages people to get involved in 

the political process.  The second manipulation video consisted of material that aimed to increase 

political knowledge.  Informational TV material is television material that increases viewers’ 

awareness and understanding of political issues, events, and candidates.  This video used clips 

from the three presidential debates that preceded the November 2, 2004 election.  The clips 

touched on prominent issues such as health care, the environment, and the war on terrorism; they 

illustrated George W. Bush and John Kerry’s stances on these issues.  The third video contained 

material that aimed to increase one’s feelings or sense of political efficacy.  This type of 
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television is conceived as material that prompts viewers to have a heightened sense of civic 

responsibility and efficacy and feel that their political behavior has meaningful consequences.  

The video used clips from news broadcasts in November and December 2000.  These news 

broadcasts were from the major television networks and covered the ongoing ballot count and 

election controversy in Florida.  The video emphasized how the presidential election was 

ultimately determined by Florida’s electoral votes, which were in turn established by 537 

individual votes.  The last video contained neutral material for the control group.  Segments were 

taken from the food channel and the travel channel. 

Table 1. Manipulation Videos. 

Source Video Manipulation Intent 

1. MTV’s Choose or Lose Campaign Increase political interest 

2. Presidential debates Increase political knowledge 

3. News segments from post 2000 Florida election Increase sense of political efficacy 

4. Control Video (Food, Travel) Control group 

 

 After watching their manipulation video, each of which lasted approximately twenty 

minutes, the subjects were immediately administered a post-test in the form of a second 

questionnaire (Q2).  This questionnaire contained the same scales that appeared on the first 

questionnaire.   

 Approximately two weeks after the subjects took the post-test, they were contacted by 

email with a third questionnaire (Q3).  This questionnaire appeared just a few days after the 

November 2 election for U.S. president.  It asked subjects whether they had actually voted in the 

election and asked them to rate their favorability of the leading presidential candidates. 
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In an attempt to increase the reliability and validity as well as the possibility of 

comparative research, the three target variables of political knowledge, political interest, and 

political efficacy were measured using scales drawn from previous studies.  The background 

theory variables of social-connectedness, degree of mobilization, and perception of participation 

costs and benefits were also measured using established scales.   

Table 2. Scale References. 

KNOWLEDGE 
“Political Knowledge Scale” M.X. Delli Carpini & S. Keeter, 1996 

INTEREST 
“Current Campaign/Election” A1-A2, National Election Study, 2000 
“Current Campaign and Politics” A2-A3, National Election Study, 2000 

EFFICACY 
“Political Efficacy of the Respondent” N2-N3, National Election Study, 2000 
“External Political Efficacy” Q1, National Election Study, 2000 
“Political Efficacy Scale” A. Campbell, G. Gurin, & W.E. Miller, 1954 
“Political Efficacy Scale” S. Verba, K. Schlozman, & H. Brady, 1995 

SOCIAL-CONNECTEDNESS 
“Social Responsibility Scale” L. Berkowitz & K. Lutterman, 1968 
“Citizen Duty Scale” A. Campbell, G. Gurin, & W.E. Miller, 1954 
“Involvement with Community or Issue” L5-L7, National Election Study, 2000 
“Trust in People” K8-K10, National Election Study, 2000 

MOBILIZATION 
“Participation, Contributions” B1-B10, National Election Study, 2000 

ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY/ “RATIONAL” VOTER 
“Costs of Involvement Scale” C. Pattie, P. Seyd, & P. Whiteley, 2003 
“Social Norms Scale” C. Pattie, P. Seyd, & P. Whiteley, 2003 
“Expressive Incentives Scale” C. Pattie, P. Seyd, & P. Whiteley, 2003 
“System Benefits Scale” C. Pattie, P. Seyd, & P. Whiteley, 2003 
“Group Incentives Scale” C. Pattie, P. Seyd, & P. Whiteley, 2003 
“Selective Benefits Scale” C. Pattie, P. Seyd, & P. Whiteley, 2003 

 

A measure of a subject’s sense of political efficacy was obtained with four separate 

scales.  Two scales, “Political Efficacy of the Respondent,” and “External Political Efficacy” 

were taken from the American National Election Study, 2000: Pre- and Post- Election Survey 
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(NES).1  Political efficacy was also measured with a scale drawn from Campbell, Gurin, and 

Miller (1954).  For this scale, the variable of political efficacy was defined as “the feeling that 

political and social change is possible, and that the individual citizen can play a part in bringing 

about this change.”2    A final measure for political efficacy was provided by a scale from Verba, 

Schlozman, and Brady (1995).  For this scale, “the authors define efficacy in terms of how much 

attention a local and a national government official would pay if the respondent had a complaint 

and how much influence the respondent has over local or national government decisions.”3   

The video containing news broadcasts from 2000 was intended to raise the efficacy 

scores of subjects in that manipulation group.  It was hypothesized that: As exposure to televised 

indications of political behavior consequentiality increases among college students, feelings of 

political efficacy increase among college students.  Additionally, it was hypothesized that: As 

feelings of political efficacy increase among college students, the voter turnout of college 

students increases.  Therefore, this study investigated the power of the 2000 news broadcasts to 

not only increase efficacy, but also to increase voter turnout in college students.   The change in 

efficacy level was measured by comparing the scores of the efficacy scales on the first 

questionnaire with the scores on the second questionnaire, which was taken after viewing the 

video. 

                                                 
1 For both of these scales, questions required responses based on a five point scale ranging from “Agree Strongly” to 
“Disagree Strongly”; the response that indicated highest efficacy was given a 5, and the each successive response 
was assigned a 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively.  The scale score was created by summing the response values for each 
item; higher scores indicated higher levels of efficacy. 
2 For the Campbell, Gurin, and Miller (1954) scale, response options were either “Agree” or “Disagree”.  The 
response that indicated efficacy was scored as 1, and the other response as 0.  The scale score was a sum of the 
responses to the individual items; thus scores ranged from 0, indicating low efficacy, to 4, indicating high efficacy. 
3 For the Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995) scale, responses ranged from “No Attention At All” to “A Lot of 
Attention”.  Again, the response indicative of efficacy was scored highest, as a 4, and the lowest efficacy response 
was scored as a 1.  Total scores for the scale varied between 4, indicating low efficacy, to 16, indicating high 
efficacy. 
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Interest was measured with two scales from the 2000 National Election Study.4 There 

was great inconsistency in the method of scoring for the items on these scales. For example, 

there were response ranges of one to three, zero to three, and zero to seven.  This variance in 

scoring will be discussed later in regards to scale reliabilities.  The two NES scales were 

combined to create the “Interest scale” that was used for the purposes of this study. 

The “Choose or Lose” manipulation video was designed to increase the level of political 

interest in viewers.  It was hypothesized that: As exposure to motivational television material 

related to politics increases among college students, political interest in college students 

increases.  Ultimately, the purpose of showing the video and increasing interest was to increase 

voter turnout.  Thus, it was hypothesized: As political interest increases among the college 

population, voter turnout in the college population increases.  Changes in the levels of subjects’ 

political interest were determined by comparing their score for the “Interest Scale” on the first 

questionnaire with their score for the same scale on the second questionnaire. 

Knowledge was measured with Delli Carpini and Keeter’s (1996) “Political Knowledge 

Scale”.  Several questions were updated to reflect the current politicians who hold various 

political offices.  Additionally, several items were eliminated that were originally part of the 

scale.  This was because these items measured the subject’s self-positioning on a liberal-

conservative spectrum rather than a level of political knowledge.  This information was used for 

demographic information rather than as a part of the political knowledge scale.  In addition to 

using the scale by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996), the researchers created an original seven item 

                                                 
4 Item 109 was scored with responses ranging from 1 to 4, with 4 indicating the highest level of interest.  Item 110 
was scored from 1 to 3, with 3 indicating highest interest.  Items 111 and 113 were scored by assigning a 1 to the 
answer indicative of interest, and a 0 for the two other responses.  Item 112 was scored with values of 0 to 3, with 3 
indicating highest interest.  Item 114 was scored with 0 to 7, with 7 indicating highest interest.  The total score for 
the “Interest” scale was obtained by summing the scores for the individual responses. 
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scale to measure current political knowledge.  It tested subjects’ knowledge of the prominent 

issues in the 2004 presidential campaign and debates.5   

The manipulation video that contained clips from the three 2004 presidential debates was 

intended to increase political knowledge in viewers.  This is reflected in the following 

hypothesis: As college students increase their exposure to politically informative television, their 

political knowledge increases.  As with efficacy and interest, an increased level of political 

knowledge was studied in order to evaluate its relationship with young voter turnout, as indicated 

in Hypothesis 4: As political knowledge increases among college students, voter turnout among 

college students increases.  Thus the debates were hypothesized to be a medium through which 

young voters would increase their political knowledge and their likelihood to vote. 

Putnam’s concept of social capital or social-connectedness was measured with several 

different scales.  The “Social Responsibility Scale” (Berkowitz and Lutterman, 1968) measured a 

concept that is the opposite of social alienation; it “assesses a person’s traditional social 

responsibility, an orientation toward helping others even when there is nothing to be gained from 

them”.6  Campbell, Gurin, and Miller’s (1954) “Citizen Duty Scale” defined their variable as 

follows: “Sense of citizen duty is defined as the feeling that people ought to participate in the 

political process, regardless of whether such political activity is deemed as efficacious”.7  The 

                                                 
5Both the Delli Carpini and Keeter scale and the researchers’ original scale were scored by assigning a 1 for a 
correct answer to an item, and a 0 for a wrong answer or an item left blank.  The scale score was obtained by 
summing the scores of the individual items.  A higher number of items correctly answered indicated a higher level 
of political knowledge.  
6Responses ranged from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree, with the response indicative of social responsibility 
scored as 5, and the remaining answers scored from 4 to 1.  The scale score was a total of the item scores, with total 
scores ranging from 8 to 40.  
7Response choices were “Agree”, scored as 0, or “Disagree”, scored as 1.  Disagreement with the items indicated a 
sense of civic duty, thus the total scale score was a sum of the “Disagree” responses.  Scores ranged from 0 to 4, 
with 4 indicating the highest sense of civic duty.    
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National Election Study (2000) scale for “Involvement” was also used.8  Trust was measured 

with a scale from NES as well, entitled “Trust in People”.9   

Rosenstone and Hansen’s theory of mobilization was tested by using the NES scale for 

“Participation”, which helped to measure the level the participants had been mobilized by outside 

campaign forces.10  Downs’ theory of economic democracy was tested by measuring subjects’ 

perceptions of costs and benefits.  The following six scales were taken from Pattie, Seyd, and 

Whiteley (2003).  The “Costs of Involvement Scale”11, which measured subjects’ perceptions of 

the challenges and costs of participation; the “Social Norms Scale”12, which evaluates 

perceptions of social norms that encourage participation; and the “Expressive Incentives” scale, 

which reflected the level of attachment to being an American citizen.13  The “System Benefits” 

scale14 evaluated subjects’ perceptions of the benefits or rewards that come as a result of 

participation.  The “Group Incentives” scale15 addressed perceptions about incentives to 

participate; for example, receiving benefits for groups that the subject cares about could provide 

enough incentive to participate.  Finally, the “Selective Benefits” scale16 addressed perceptions 

                                                 
8A response of “Yes” to the items was scored as 1, while responses of “No” and “Don’t Know” were scored as 0.  
Scale scores ranged from 0 to 3, with 3 indicating the highest level of involvement.    
9Responses indicative of trust were scored as 3, “Don’t Know” responses were scored as 2, and the response 
indicative of a lack of trust was scored as 1.  The total scale score was a sum of the scores for the three items.  
10 “Yes” responses indicated participants had been subject to mobilization attempts, and were thus scored as 1, while 
“No” and “Don’t Know” responses were scored as 0.  The scale score was a total of the “Yes” responses, and higher 
scores indicated higher levels of mobilization. 
11 Item scores ranged from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating the highest perception of costs.  Scale scores were a sum of the 
individual item scores; a high score on this scale suggests perceptions of significant costs for participation. 
12 Item scores ranged from 1 to 5, and high scores on this scale reflected perceptions of social norms that encourage 
participation. 
13 Scores ranged from 0 to 3, with a higher score indicating a higher attachment. 
14 Responses ranged from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree” and were coded from 1 to 5, with higher scores 
indicating a higher perception of benefits from participation. 
15 Again, responses were coded from 1 to 5, and item scores were summed to create the scale score.  Higher scores 
indicated a higher perception of incentives to participate. 
16 Responses again ranged from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree”.  They were coded from 1 to 5, with 5 
assigned to the response most indicative of a perception of benefits from participation.  The scale score was a sum of 
the item scores. 
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about incentives for the subjects themselves, rather than the groups around them.  Table 3 

presents example items from the various scales used. 

Table 3. Example Scale Items. 

KNOWLEDGE 
What job or political office does Vladimir Putin now hold? 
Whose responsibility is it to determine if a law is constitutional or not?  Is it the President, the 
Congress, or the Supreme Court? 
The U.S. has created a surplus in the federal budget over the past four years—True or False? 

INTEREST 
Would you say that you have been very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much 
interested in politics so far this year? 
Do you ever discuss politics with your family or friends?  Yes, No, or Don’t Know 
Would you say that you personally care a good deal who wins the presidential election this fall, 
or that you don’t care very much who wins?  Care a Good Deal, Don’t Care Very Much, Don’t 
Know 

EFFICACY 
“So many other people vote in the national election that it doesn’t matter much to me whether I 
vote or not.”  Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree 
somewhat, or disagree strongly with this statement? 
“People like me don’t have any say about what the government does.”  Do you agree strongly, 
agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly with this 
statement? 
How much influence do you think someone like you can have over national government 
decisions?  None At All, Very Little, Some, or A Lot 

SOCIAL-CONNECTEDNESS 
“People would be a lot better off if they could live far away from other people and never have to 
do anything for them.”  Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree 
During the past twelve months, have you worked with other people to deal with some issue 
facing your community?  Yes, No, or Don’t Know 
Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of you if they got the chance or 
would they try to be fair?  Take Advantage, Try To Be Fair, or Don’t Know 

MOBILIZATION 
As you know, the political parties try to talk to as many people as they can to get them to vote for 
their candidate.  Did anyone from one of the political parties call you up or come around to talk 
to you about the campaign this year?  Yes, No or Don’t Know 
Did you wear a campaign button, put a campaign sticker on your car, or place a sign in your 
window or in front of your house?  Yes, No, or Don’t Know 
Were there any groups concerned with moral or religious issues that tried to encourage you to 
vote in a particular way?  Yes, No, or Don’t Know 

ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY 
Politics would take time away from one’s family.  Agree Strongly, Agree Somewhat, Neither 
Agree nor Disagree, Disagree Somewhat, or Disagree Strongly 
Politics is a good way to get benefits for groups that I care about.  Agree Strongly, Agree 
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Somewhat, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree Somewhat, or Disagree Strongly 
Every citizen should get involved in politics if democracy is to work.  Agree Strongly, Agree 
Somewhat, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree Somewhat, or Disagree Strongly 
 

Results 

Scales 

 Although numerous scales were used to measure the various factors under examination in 

this study, the eventual analysis was completed using a select few of the scales.  Multiple scales 

were eliminated because of low reliability alphas.  Additionally, several scales were discarded 

because they emerged as unfit to evaluate a young college population.  This problem with the 

impact of age on the reliability and validity of the established scales will be further discussed in 

the Conclusion. 

 The knowledge scale created by the researchers to evaluate knowledge of current political 

events and issues had a reliability alpha of .61 on Q1, and .59 on Q2.  The Political Knowledge 

Scale by Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) had a reliability alpha of .71 on Q1 and .62 on Q2.  

This scale measured knowledge of the American political system and current political leaders.  

Both scales were used in analysis because they measured different aspects of knowledge.  

Interest was originally measured with two scales from the 2000 National Election Study.  

“Current Campaign/Election” had a reliability alpha of .51 on Q1 and .52 on Q2.  The second 

scale, “Current Campaign and Politics” was discarded because it had a low reliability alpha of 

.31 on Q1 and .38 on Q2.  The “Political Efficacy of the Respondent” (NES, 2000) scale had a 

reliability of .75 (Q1) and .70 (Q2).  It was used to represent efficacy as a matter of personal 

political capability.  The “Political Efficacy Scale” (Verba, et al., 1995) had a reliability of .71 
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(Q1) and .62 (Q2); it represented another aspect of efficacy as a reflection of government bodies 

and their attention to citizens.17 

 Social-connectedness was ultimately represented by only one scale, “Trust in People” 

(NES, 2000).  This was the only scale in the category of social-connectedness that had an 

acceptable reliability alpha of .58 on Q1 and .77 on Q2.18  Although trust is certainly not the only 

component of social-connectedness, it provided a usable measure for the purposes of this study.  

Social-connectedness is an abstract concept that is difficult to measure, and there was not a 

reliable or valid scale that could appropriately measure all aspects of the factor.  For this reason, 

this study will use the results from the “Trust in People” scale to represent subjects’ social-

connectedness, but it will acknowledge that this is a limited and incomplete measure. 

“Participation, Contributions”, the scale used to measure subjects’ levels of mobilization, 

had acceptable reliability alphas of .63 (Q1) and .68 (Q2).  However, the factor of economic 

democracy proved another difficult concept to measure.19  The “Group Incentives Scale” (Pattie, 

Seyd, &Whitely, 2003) had useful reliability alphas of .70 (Q1) and .64 (Q2); it was ultimately 

used to fully represent the concept of economic democracy.  The researchers acknowledge that 

                                                 
17 The two other efficacy scales were dropped from analysis because of low reliability alphas: “External Political 
Efficacy” (NES, 2000) was .30 (Q1) and .55 (Q2), and “Political Efficacy Scale” (Campbell, et al., 1954) was .24 
(Q1) and .32 (Q2). 
18 The “Social Responsibility Scale” had a measured reliability alpha of .40 (Q1) and .45 (Q2).  The “Citizen Duty 
Scale” (Campbell, Gurin, & Miller, 1954) measured in at .31 (Q1) and .55 (Q2).  “Involvement with Community or 
Issue” (NES, 2000) had reliability alphas of .52 (Q1) and .28 (Q2).   
19 The “Costs of Involvement Scale” (Pattie, Seyd, &Whitely, 2003) had low and inconsistent reliability alphas of 
.34 (Q1) and .59 (Q2), perhaps because the items in the scale were not appropriate for or applicable to college-aged 
respondents.  The scale was discarded from analysis, as was the “Social Norms Scale” (Pattie, Seyd, & Whitely, 
2003), which had very low reliability alphas of .26 (Q1) and .35 (Q2).  The “System Benefits Scale” (Pattie, Seyd, 
&Whitely, 2003) had reliabilities of .56 (Q1) and .43 (Q2).  The items in this scale were also determined to measure 
an aspect of both economic democracy and social-connectedness.  Its lack of clarity and validity of measurement 
and its low reliability alphas made the scale inapplicable and useless.  Similarly, the “Selective Benefits Scale” 
(Pattie, Seyd, &Whitely, 2003) was discarded because of low reliabilities of .32 (Q1) and .50 (Q2).  The “Expressive 
Incentives Scale” was discarded because it only questioned one’s pride in being an American, and proved useless for 
this study of economic democracy. 
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there is more to a balanced measure of economic democracy than just a sense of group 

incentives; but for the purpose of this study it was the only scale that proved reliable and useful. 

Much of the low reliability findings for the established scales can be explained by the use 

of inconsistent response measures by the scale creators.  Instead of giving a five-point scale, 

many of the questions prompted an Agree/Disagree or similar answer selection.  Thus, many 

responses were coded as 0 or 1 as compared to the typical 5 or 7 point Likert type response scale.  

It was difficult to analyze the data when working with items that used several different types of 

response scales. 

Data 

 The level of voter turnout among the participants was extraordinarily high when 

compared to the national averages.  On the final questionnaire (Q3), 128 subjects reported voting 

in the November 3 presidential election, while only 21 did not, and 16 did not report their 

turnout.  This extremely high level of turnout made it difficult to find any significant effects of 

the various manipulation materials because there was little variability among the respondents.  

Analysis found that the video conditions did not affect voter turnout levels; which can be 

partially explained by the 85.9 percent turnout in each group.  Table 4 shows the turnout 

numbers for each video group.  These numbers are particularly impressive when put in context 

with national and state numbers.  California had a turnout of 47.7 percent of the total voting age 

population, which is the third lowest state turnout in the country (www.uselection.org).  The 

national turnout rate was 60.7 percent of the total people eligible to vote, which is a higher 

percentage than calculations using voting age population.  
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Table 4. Voter Turnout. 

 Debate Group MTV Group News Group Control Group 

Voted 30 34 31 33 

Did Not Vote 4 6 6 5 

 

This study’s high turnout can be associated to the sample population’s association to the 

University of California, Santa Barbara.  Prior to the election, there was a prominent voter 

registration campaign on campus.  From the presidential primary elections in March to the 

election in November, there was an increase from 11,991 to 15,974 registered voters on the 

UCSB campus and living in Isla Vista.  UCSB students were targeted heavily by local politicians 

to vote in the election to help determine the local representatives.  The general turnout rate for 

UCSB and IV was 68.4 percent.  Furthermore, Santa Barbara County as a whole reported an 80.4 

percent turnout rate, substantially higher than the national rate of 60 percent.  Santa Barbara 

County has a historic trend of high turnout, as illustrated by example turnout rates of 64.2 

percent in 1996 and 78.1 percent in 1980.  This provides a context of greater participation and 

higher turnout that could have influenced the sample population.   

Despite the lack of variability in turnout levels between the groups, there were some 

interesting findings regarding the sample.  College campuses in general, California more 

specifically, and UCSB in particular are known to have a left-leaning liberal tendency.  

California reported 54.3 percent voting for Kerry and 44.4 percent voting for Bush 

(www.elections.gmu.edu/President_2004.htm).  The national percentages were more right-

leaning than California, with 48.3 percent voting for Kerry and 50.7 percent voting for Bush 

(www.uselectionatlas.org).  Because of California and UCSB’s known Democratic leanings, it 
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was expected that the great majority of student voters would prefer Kerry to Bush.  Instead, 51 

subjects reported voting for Bush (39.8 percent) compared to the 76 that voted for Kerry (59.4 

percent).  This was a more balanced distribution than expected because the widespread 

perception on campus is that the students and professors are almost all liberal.  The UCSB/IV 

voting precincts reported 76.2 percent voted for Kerry and 20.6 percent voted for Bush.  This 

shows that the college population in general is more left-winged than Santa Barbara County as a 

whole, which reported 53.1 percent voted for Kerry and 45.1 percent voted for Bush.   

 Using a univariate Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), it was found that there was a 

significant correlation between the videos and knowledge as measured on the researchers’ scale.  

Knowledge at Time 2 (Q2) was elevated in the debate condition, F = 8.45, p < .001.  An 

ANOVA was repeated using the Delli Carpini and Keeter knowledge scale, but there were no 

significant findings.  Therefore, throughout the analysis, the researchers’ scale was used as the 

only measure of political knowledge.   

A mixed-model ANOVA was conducted with the four video conditions and using Time 1 

(Q1) and Time 2 measures of knowledge.  A main effect for the time of measurement was found, 

F(1, 161 ) = 20.77, p < .001.  This showed that knowledge was greater at Time 2 (M = 4.62) than 

at Time 1 (M = 4.25).  However, this was qualified by an interaction with video condition F (3, 

161) = 18.60, p < .001.  A priori comparisons confirmed as predicted under Hypothesis 3 that 

knowledge was greater at Time 2 (M = 5.50) than at Time 1 (M = 4.08) for the debate condition 

(p < .001).   

An Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was used to control for the Time 1 measures of 

knowledge, interest, and efficacy.  This test showed an even stronger relationship between 

knowledge and the video conditions.  Controlling for Time 1 scores increased the effect of the 
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videos on Time 2 knowledge scores on the researchers’ scale, F = 20.33, p < .001.  When 

controlling for Time 1 scores, the knowledge scores for each video condition at Time 2 were as 

follows: News M = 4.28, Control M = 4.10, MTV M = 4.49, Debate M = 5.64.   This shows that 

viewing the debate video very strongly increased knowledge.  It was incidentally found that the 

subjects who viewed the MTV video had high knowledge scores at Time 2, but this can be 

explained by their randomly high scores at Time 1 as well.   

A mixed-model ANOVA was used with the video conditions and Time 1 and Time 2 

measures of interest.  There were no significant results.  When an ANCOVA was conducted to 

control for Time 1 measures of interest, the significance was even worse, p = .10. 

A mixed-model ANOVA was also conducted with the Time 1 and Time 2 scores for 

efficacy (both the NES and Verba scales); this did not produce significant results.  Although 

there was a general effect for increasing efficacy just from watching the videos, a particular 

video condition did not stand out as being more effective.  Video effect on the NES scale of 

efficacy was p = .10 and video effect on the Verba efficacy scale was p = .19.   

A univariate ANOVA was conducted with trust and video.  Videos did not affect levels 

of trust (which represented social-connectedness).  Similarly, a univariate ANOVA showed that 

the videos had no effect on the mobilization measures.  However, a univariate ANOVA showed 

that the videos marginally affected measures of economic democracy, p = .051. 

An ANCOVA was conducted to clarify the video effect on economic democracy.  This 

test showed that economic democracy was significantly affected by the video conditions, F = 

4.27, p = .006.  The mean scores for economic democracy for each video condition were as 

follows: News M = 5.44, Control M = 5.59, MTV M = 5.88, Debates M = 5.71. 
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 Using the ANOVA test, knowledge was found to have a significant effect on favorability 

ratings of the two candidates: as knowledge scores increased, the favorability ratings of Kerry 

increased while those of Bush decreased, p = .007.  But the video conditions did not have a 

significant relationship with favorability.  Therefore, we are presented with the relationships 

illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. 

 

Video Condition 
(Debate vs. others) 

Favorability of  
Bush 

Political 
Knowledge Q2 

B = -.002
t = 026

 p < .001
 t = 3.91 
B =  .29 

p = .008 
t = -2.69
B = -.23 

Although the video condition is not directly related to the favorability ratings, the Sobel test finds 

this to be a working model for the findings: Sobel Z = 2.15, p = .031 and the mediation is 

significant.  Therefore, because video condition is significantly related to knowledge, which is 

significantly related to favorability ratings, it can be concluded that video is thus significantly 

related to favorability through mediation. 

 Multinomial logistic regression revealed that knowledge at Time 2 was also a significant 

predictor for whom the subjects voted, p = .016.  And an ANOVA showed that trust 

(representing social-connectedness) predicted higher favorability ratings for Bush, p = .02.  An 

ANOVA also showed that higher favorability ratings for Kerry were predicted by knowledge at 

Time 2, p = .014, and by economic democracy scores at Time 2, p = .001. 

Nominal Regression was conducted and revealed that for whom subjects voted was 

predicted significantly by knowledge at Time 2, p = .041, and marginally by level of 
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mobilization, p = .056.  A higher level of knowledge indicated a higher likelihood to vote for 

Kerry.  Nominal Regression showed that trust and economic democracy were not significant 

predictors for whom subjects voted. 

Overall, it was found that a higher level of knowledge, even prior to the manipulations, 

indicated a higher likelihood to vote.  Logistic regression showed that knowledge interacted with 

video to affect voting or not, p = .068.  Knowledge and voter turnout were strongly correlated in 

the debate condition, correlated in the control condition, and not correlated in the news or MTV 

conditions.  

Discussion and Conclusions 

 Despite the lack of variability in turnout among the different manipulation groups, this 

study found evidence to support the power of knowledge and its links to television and voter 

turnout.  Knowledge was related to the video conditions, to voter turnout, and to favorability 

ratings of the candidates.  This indicates that Hypotheses 3 and 4 were supported.  These findings 

were established with the researchers’ knowledge scale rather than the Delli Carpini and Keeter 

knowledge scale.  This is understandable because the researchers’ scale measured knowledge of 

current political issues, which were addressed in the debates, whereas the Delli Carpini and 

Keeter scale measured more in depth and long term knowledge of the political system.  Indeed, 

Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) defined political knowledge as “the range of factual information 

about politics that is stored in long-term memory” (p. 10).  Therefore, the subjects’ exposure to 

the debate video and the immediate measure of knowledge on Q2 could not have influenced 

Delli Carpini and Keeter’s notion of long-term political knowledge.  The debate video was 

significantly related to political knowledge, but it was a more current, short-term aspect of 

knowledge.  Because the questionnaire was administered minutes after the video was shown, any 
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changes in knowledge would naturally be short-term and related to the topics covered.  In 

contrast, the Delli Carpini and Keeter scale targets knowledge of the more fundamental and 

underlying issues of structure and leadership that is enhanced through education rather than 

knowledge of current issues that can be increased through brief campaign efforts. 

 Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) state that ability, motivation, and opportunity are the 

three necessary factors for learning (p. 179).  Providing the subjects with access and exposure to 

the presidential debates accounted for the needed opportunity to increase their political 

knowledge.  There were no attempts to manipulate their inherent ability to learn or to alter their 

motivation beyond placing them in a room with nothing to do besides watch the video.  But Delli 

Carpini and Keeter allow that one area, such as opportunity, can compensate for shortcomings in 

the other two areas.  This understanding of the learning process provides support for the 

expectation and finding that exposure to the debate video would significantly increase subjects’ 

levels of political knowledge.  Additionally, Schoenbach and Lauf’s (2002) concept of passive 

learning suggests that learning occurs even if the person does not actively seek the information.  

Perhaps it is most important that knowledge increase was the significant finding of this study 

because of the fundamental argument that “democracy functions best when its citizens are 

politically informed” (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996, 1). 

 In contrast to the ability of knowledge to affect voter behavior, political interest and 

efficacy were not significantly related to their video conditions or voting behavior.  Thus, 

Hypotheses 1, 2, 5, and 6 were not supported.  This could be due to the scales used and their 

inability to properly measure the factors under study.  For instance, political efficacy was 

measured with an established scale, but efficacy is an abstract concept that is difficult to 

measure, and the scale questions were not appropriate for the sample’s demographics.  
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Ainsworth and Nownes (2003) address the concept of political efficacy and how it has evolved, 

“Scholars began to refer to two separate categories of efficacy: internal efficacy and external 

efficacy.  The former is generally defined as an individual’s feelings concerning his or her own 

fitness to deal with political matters, and the latter is generally defined as an individual’s beliefs 

about the responsiveness of government  to the demands of ordinary citizens” (p. 3).  It is 

possible that the video on the 2000 Florida election did indeed increase subjects’ efficacy, but 

that the scales were not able to reflect the changes in this complex concept. 

 This study illustrated the importance of creating appropriate scales to measure a college-

aged population.  The scales used were well-established and had been utilized in prominent 

studies over the decades.  But they clearly did not have acceptable reliability and validity for this 

demographic group.  And with increasing emphasis on young citizens and politics, it is critical 

that there are measures that can adequately reflect the population’s characteristics and behavior 

changes.   

 Mobilization was a simple factual concept to measure, while economic democracy and 

social-connectedness proved difficult to measure.  Social-connectedness was represented by 

trust; and it was found that trust predicted higher favorability ratings for Bush.  A guiding sense 

of economic democracy as indicated on Q2 predicted higher favorability ratings of Kerry.  

Additionally, for whom the subjects voted, Bush or Kerry, was predicted marginally by 

mobilization levels.  However, these three competing theories of mobilization, economic 

democracy, and social-connectedness were not significant predictors of voter turnout.  Therefore, 

this study did not support the work of Downs, Putnam, or Rosenstone and Hansen.  Instead, it 

was found that, building upon the insights of Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996), political 

knowledge was a key factor in determining turnout.  The hypotheses regarding interest and 
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efficacy were not supported.  But future work should continue to analyze these competing 

explanations of voter turnout.  Better measures of these factors in college-aged voters will allow 

more certainty regarding the accuracy of the opposing theories. 

 It is important to acknowledge the role of external factors in influencing the behavior of 

this study’s subjects.  The atmosphere of the election campaign provided influences other than 

the manipulation material of this study.  This suggests possible threats to its internal validity.  

This study involved data collection at multiple points in time, which left subjects open to outside 

factors between measurements.  And as mentioned before, there was exceptional voter 

mobilization activity on the UCSB campus both before and during the time this study was 

conducted.  Shadish, Cook, and Campbell (2002) discuss the varying external factors that can 

influence the relationship between variables, “Threats to internal validity are those other possible 

causes—reasons to think that the relationship between A and B is not causal, that it could have 

occurred even in the absence of the treatment, and that it could have led to the same outcomes 

that were observed for the treatment” (p. 54).  Although there were four groups in this study that 

were randomly assigned to the different experimental conditions, there could have been an initial 

selection bias that led a certain type of people to sign up as participants for the study.  Subjects 

were found on a volunteer-basis, thus students that were already more interested in politics could 

have been more likely to participate in the experiment.  All participants were pre-communication 

major students, which also allows that the entire subject pool was fundamentally different than 

students in the general school population.  Additionally, there was an issue of attrition, or 

experimental mortality, which refers to the loss of participants over time.  There were 32 

participants that began the experiment by completing Questionnaire 1, but then did not complete 

the next two phases.  It is possible that the participants who dropped out were the ones that were 
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least interested in politics and were least likely to vote.  Their data could have altered the results, 

such as the 85.9 percent turnout rate of the sample population.  The history factor also played an 

important role in this study, it refers to “all events that occur between the beginning of the 

treatment and the posttest that could have produced the observed outcome in the absence of that 

treatment” (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002, p. 56).  This study aimed to determine the 

different voter turnout levels of the different manipulation groups, but the passing of several 

weeks between exposure to the experimental videos and the election left subjects open to societal 

influences.  Registration drives, mobilization campaigns, the media, and peer influences were all 

part of the historical time period preceding the November 2 election.   Another element discussed 

by Shadish, Cook, and Campbell (2002) is the testing effect, “Sometimes taking a test once will 

influence scores when the test is taken again” (p. 60).  This study used the same scales as 

repeated measures, so changes that appeared on Questionnaire 2 could have occurred simply 

because the participants had already seen the same items on Questionnaire 1.  These are all 

possible factors that could have influenced subjects’ behaviors and attitudes.  These threats to the 

internal validity of this study provide some understanding of the extraordinarily high turnout in 

each manipulation group. 

 The high turnout of this study’s subjects is not typical of potential college-aged voters 

nationwide.  It remains clear that outside of UCSB college students, voter turnout remains 

dismally low for young citizens.  But this study has illustrated that targeting this population’s 

political knowledge is the best way to increase their turnout and political participation levels.  

Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) state, “Citizens do need to be more engaged in politics, but the 

reasons for paying attention need to be clearer to them, the benefits of stronger citizenship must 

be more evident, and the opportunities to learn about politics more frequent, timely, and 
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equitable” (p. 21).  With increased opportunities, often provided by social contacts or 

mobilization efforts, young potential voters will become more politically knowledgeable and the 

trend of participation decline will finally be reversed. 
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This paper examines how two Canadian communities have attempted to implement a 
religious global ethic in their local communities:  A House of Peace has been established 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, with the support of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary, and an 
Inter-Spiritual Centre is being planned with the leadership of a Jewish Rabbi in 
Vancouver, BC.  While these two initiatives differ from each other, they exemplify how 
the idea of a global religious ethic may indeed be gaining support within diverse religious 
urban centres.  This paper provides an overview of these projects and compares them 
with the principles of the 1993 document entitled Towards a Global Ethic: An Initial 
Declaration, which was endorsed by various religious and ethical leaders who attended 
the Parliament of the World’s Religions in Chicago.    
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Abstract: My presentation reflects work in progress toward an intercultural study of 

Anna Seghers’s postwar prose written in East Germany.  I plan to focus on her 
book Geschichten aus Mexiko, a collection of short stories in which Mexico 
plays a role – loosely and marginally in some stories, centrally in others.  This 
book is not as widely read as Seghers’s collection entitled Karibische 
Geschichten.  While stylistically more accomplished, Karibische Geschichten 
has been criticized for its Eurocentric perspectives.  In my reading of 
Geschichten aus Mexiko I hope to uncover how Seghers’s understanding of 
Mexican reality during her exile years shaped her writing and her perception 
of East Germany after her return to Berlin.  In today’s paper I will present a 
brief sketch of her exile and then move to an analysis of Crisanta, one story 
from the collection. 

 
 Like many German artists, Anna Seghers spent the years between 1933 and 1945 in exile.  
Most writers, like Bertolt Brecht, Thomas Mann and Lion Feuchtwanger, opted for the United States 
and spent the Hitler years either in New York or in California, but a sizeable group of artists and 
emigrants found refuge in Latin America.  By the late 1930s, Latin American countries, above all 
Mexico, already hosted thousands of Spanish republicans and intellectuals who had to flee from 
Franco and the Spanish Civil War.  Among the Latin American countries that admitted German and 
Jewish refugees escaping from Hitler’s fascists, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile took in the largest 
numbers of immigrants.  Mexico, the country that opened its doors to at least 15000 refugees from 
Spain, played a numerically smaller role in hosting non-Spanish Europeans:  Around 3000 German 
immigrants settled here during the war. 
 But numbers may deceive, and Mexico indeed assumed a pivotal role in receiving German 
refugees.  Mexico had just undergone its own revolutionary wars and revolution by 1917, and the 
period of intense artistic creativity that followed it – Eisenstein and Trotzky came here, Frida Kahlo 
and Diego Rivera painted here – may be compared to the Weimar Republic in Germany.  The liberal 
government of President Lázaro Cárdenas, elected in 1934, openly welcomed communist 
intellectuals, many of whom were refused entry into the United States, because the US authorities 



attached political conditions to immigration.  Anna Seghers, for example, never received the 
American visa that she had requested, most likely, according to the scholar Alexander Stephan, 
because of her membership in the Communist Party, the KPD.  Via Martinique, Seghers then 
embarked for Mexico.  Mexico also was the only country besides the Soviet Union to refuse 
diplomatic recognition of Hitler’s “Anschluss” (annexation) of Austria. 
 Mexico thus became a haven for left-leaning writers and thinkers who founded publishing 
houses as well as cultural and literary clubs in Mexico City, and who hoped to contribute to the 
overthrow of fascism with their publications.  Anna Seghers spent the years 1941-47 in Mexico, and 
the community of German-language writers in Mexico also included Egon Erwin Kisch, Ludwig 
Renn, Gustav Regler, and Bodo Uhse. 
 Seghers participated in Mexico City’s cultural life and befriended prominent Mexican artists, 
such as the muralists Diego Rivera and Xavier Guerrero.  Most of her intellectual activities, 
however, were directed at supporting the anti-fascist struggle in Germany:  She joined the LPC, the 
“Liga Pro-Cultura Alemana en México”, an association of political exiles from Austria and 
Germany in Mexico City which was at the time the most important center of the KPD exile in the 
western world.  She supported the activities of the BFD, “Bewegung freies Deutschland in Mexico”, 
another Mexican outpost of German communists, and she wrote essays for the exile journals Freies 
Deutschland and Demokratische Post.  After the collapse of the BFD, Seghers was also one of the 
founders of the CPI, the “Comité Pro-Intercambio Cultural Mexicano-Alemán”, the Committee for 
Mexican-German Cultural Exchange (Pohle, Das mexikanische Exil 373).  She was elected 
President of the Heinrich Heine Club (Club Enrique Heine, Asociación de Intelectuales Antinazi de 
Habla Alemana), a cultural organization of German exiles that offered literary and musical evenings, 
lectures, film screenings, and even theater performances in Mexico City.  The most notable of these 
was a staging of The Threepenny Opera, with German actors performing and the Mexican muralist 
Xavier Guerrero, Seghers’s friend, contributing the stage design.  Seghers also wrote literature for El 
Libro Libre, the publishing house of the German exiles in Mexico.  It was founded on 9 May 1942 in 
Mexico City’s Palacio de Bellas Artes.  This Fine Arts Palace had been built on the site of a former 
quemadero, a place where the Spanish Inquisition burnt heretics.  Ironically, this same building in 
Mexico, sitting on a former witch-burning ground, now hosted an event commemorating the ninth 
anniversary of the Nazi book burnings in Berlin on May 10, 1933, and inaugurating the anti-fascist 
publishing house El Libro Libre.  Here Anna Seghers first published Das siebte Kreuz, her 
acclaimed novel about the attempts of seven prisoners to escape from a Nazi concentration camp.  In 
1942 an American translation, The Seventh Cross, appeared, became an immediate bestseller and the 
basis for a Hollywood film by Fred Zinnemann, with Spencer Tracy in the title role.  This 
international success finally provided Seghers with a secure lifestyle in Mexico. 
 During her exile years, Seghers concentrated largely on German themes and wrote little 
about her Mexican experiences.  “Mexico is ideal for artists,” she wrote in 1943.  “The atmosphere 
is stimulating.  But I don’t believe that I will ever write about it.  I know so little about the country” 
(Pohle, “Kriegsexil in Mexico” 111).  Despite her understatement Seghers familiarized herself with 
Mexican culture, learned the Spanish language, studied Mexico’s history and art and knew many 
contemporary Mexican artists.  But Mexican topics are indeed rare in her fiction in the 1940s.  
Transit, Die Toten bleiben jung, and Der Ausflug der toten Mädchen form a few isolated exceptions. 
 After her return to the GDR (German Democratic Republic, the Communist East German state), 
Latin American or Caribbean themes abound in her writing. 
 Seghers’s most famous story about Mexico, written in the GDR, is Das wirkliche Blau: Eine 
Geschichte aus Mexiko (Benito’s Blue, 1967).  In 1986, Christa Mühl produced an East German 



television film of the novella, with Henry Hübchen as protagonist.  An earlier story by Seghers, one 
that also incorporates the symbolic color blue and almost appears to be a predecessor of Das 
wirkliche Blau, is Crisanta.  Published in 1950 in the GDR, Crisanta is Seghers’s first story with a 
Mexican theme. 
 The plot of Crisanta centers on a simple girl, born illegitimately and orphaned in Pachuca, 
two hours north of Mexico City.  Her mother died during her birth, she knows nothing about her 
father, and thus Lupe González, the wife of a mining worker and mother of multiple children, takes 
her into her family.  Crisanta stays here until the oldest González daughter marries and there is no 
more space in the family home.  She moves to Mexico City to live with a neighbor’s aunt, Dolores, 
who owns a tortilla bakery where Crisanta can work.  Dolores too has a huge family, and except for 
one night when Dolores’s alcoholic husband makes advances to Crisanta, the girl feels happy there.  
She meets a young man, Miguel, son of a ceramic artisan, with whom she falls in love.  They share 
months together, and both attend evening school, benefiting from the government’s campaign 
against illiteracy among the poor.  But Miguel’s ambitions ultimately separate the two.  He finds a 
better job in Oaxaca and abandons Crisanta who is pregnant.  Shaken and ashamed, Crisanta leaves 
Dolores’s family.  She wanders the countryside aimlessly, begging, occasionally stealing, and 
leading a life bordering on prostitution.  When her pregnancy starts to show, a girl takes her in and 
helps her abort Miguel’s baby.  After a return to her unstable life and a short relationship with a 
mason, Crisanta reencounters the González family in Pachuca.  They cannot offer her shelter; but 
realizing that Crisanta is again pregnant, this time without knowing the identity of her baby’s father, 
they find her a job selling fruits and vegetables on the outskirts of Mexico City.  She describes her 
new job as “neither good nor bad” and perceives her new employers as “neither rude nor friendly”.  
Wrapping her baby into her blue shawl, the rebozo, she reflects on her life and recalls the meaning of 
the color blue: her past, her childhood, her people. 
 In many ways, Crisanta tells a common story; it is the lot of millions of poor women around 
the world.  While the details of Seghers’s narration are situated in Mexican society, one wonders 
also to what degree Crisanta represents the author’s or the narrator’s state of mind.  Could Crisanta 
reflect the experiences of an exiled artist who wandered the world before she finally returned to the 
GDR, to a society that was, like Crisanta’s job, “neither good nor bad”?  The balance of a rather 
objective account of day-to-day reality in a developing country and a more subjective lens that uses 
this life as a metaphor for Seghers’s sentiments upon her return to war-torn Berlin provides multiple 
layers of interpretation in Crisanta. 
 This balance is already visible at the beginning of the story.  It opens with an account of 
recent Mexican history in a didactic, almost socialist realist style, educating an uninformed GDR 
reader about a Latin American country.  Then it moves soon to the personal level: 
 

Ihr fragt, wie die Menschen in Mexiko leben? – Von wem soll man erzählen? 
 Von Hidalgo? – Er ließ die Glocke der Dorfkirche von Dolores läuten, und 
damit gab er als erster das Zeichen zum Aufstand gegen die Spanier.  (...) 
 Soll man von Morelos sprechen? – Seine Herkunft war unklar.  (...)  Da 
überwältigten ihn die Ideen, die Hidalgo mit Leben und Tod bezeugte (...)  Eine 
Handvoll von Bauern wurde, von ihm geführt, zu einer Armee. 
 Soll man von Juarez sprechen? – Er vertrieb zur Zeit Napoleons III. die neue, 
die französische Fremdherrschaft, die man seinem Volk aufgepfropft hatte.  Er ließ 
den Kaiser Maximilian erschießen.  (...) 
 Ich will nichts von diesen Männern erzählen und auch nichts von anderen 



großen Männern, die später in Mexiko lebten.  Obwohl sie, fast unbekannt in Europa, 
nicht nur dort zu den Größten der Großen gehören.  Ich erzähle nichts von Juarez und 
nichts von Hidalgo und nichts von Morelos.  Ich erzähle euch von Crisanta.  
(Seghers, Erzählungen 1950-52 7-8) 
 
You ask how the people live in Mexico? – About whom should one talk? 
 About Hidalgo? – He rang the bell of the village church of Dolores, and 
thereby he gave the first sign for the rebellion against the Spaniards. (...) 
 Should one talk about Morelos? – His origins were unclear.  (...)  Then he 
was overwhelmed by the ideas that Hidalgo created with his life and death (...)  Led 
by him, a handful of farmers became an army. 
 Should one talk about Juarez? – During the time of Napoleon III he dispersed 
the new, the French foreign rule which had been imposed upon his people.  He had 
the emperor Maximilian shot.  (...) 
 I do not want to talk about these men and not about other great men who later 
lived in Mexico.  Although almost unknown in Europe, they belonged to the greatest 
of the great not only there.  I do not talk about Juarez and not about Hidalgo and not 
about Morelos.  I talk to you about Crisanta.   (My translation) 

 
With this last sentence, Seghers’s narration moves from the abstract to the personal, and we enter 
into Crisanta’s destiny.  One is reminded of Brecht’s 1935 poem “Questions From a Worker Who 
Reads” (“Fragen eines lesenden Arbeiters”) in this opening.  Brecht here provocatively asked who 
the makers of history were.  Was it Alexander, Caesar, Philip of Spain, Frederic II, or should we 
rather tell of the workers, the cooks, the slaves who made their luxurious lives possible?  The answer 
for Brecht, and for Seghers, seems clear.  Both authors ask the same question, but Seghers adds two 
further layers of complexity, by alluding to the postcolonial situation, and to questions of gender.  
Seghers’s list of national heroes – to complement Brecht’s Alexander, Caesar, Philip etc. – also 
contains famous leaders: Hidalgo (the father of Mexican independence), Morelos (a priest who 
assumed leadership after Hidalgo’s rebellion and execution), and Juarez (Mexico’s president from 
1861 until 1872, who freed the country from Napoleon III and Maximilian).  While Brecht’s 
“heroes” in his poem are all conquerors, these figures are considered revolutionaries, often 
themselves victims, some of whom sacrificed their lives to liberate the indigenous population of 
their country from European colonial rule.  Furthermore, while Brecht’s “reading worker” is male, 
Seghers adds gender distinctions by choosing a woman to represent the people.  In Brecht’s poem 
both heroes and victims are men; Seghers juxtaposes male national figures, be they leaders or rebels, 
to the people, personified by a woman.  In today’s feminist literature this romanticizing metaphor of 
the people as feminine is often seen as a problematic choice.  Seghers’s sensitivities to postcolonial 
and feminist topics may not satisfy modern critics, but compared to many of her contemporary 
writers she was keenly aware of issues that were not debated as publicly in her time as they are now. 
 Crisanta includes many details of Mexico’s history, art, politics, and daily life of the period. 
 The national holiday in September (Grito de Dolores), the legend of the virgin of Guadalupe, the 
government’s literacy campaign and the efforts of the Church to resist it, the power of Catholicism, 
life in the crowded market places (the Mercedes market in Mexico City), machismo and traditional 
family structures – these elements find subtle entry into the telling of Crisanta.  Yet, on several 
occasions Seghers transcends the seemingly folkloristic narration, loses any reference to a specific 
geographic region, and becomes subjective and poetic: 



 
Sie war einmal in ihrer frühesten Jugend an einem Ort gewesen, der keinem anderen 
auf Erden glich.  Dort war ihr so wohl zumute gewesen wie nie mehr später.  Als sei 
sie allein für sich von einem besonderen Himmel behütet.  Wenn sie sich fragte, was 
es gewesen war, dann fiel ihr immer nur ein:  Blau.  Ein sanftes und starkes Blau, das 
es später nirgendwo gab.  Die ganze Welt war vorbeigerauscht, doch nicht durch das 
Blau gedrungen.  (Seghers, Erzählungen 1950-52 9) 

 
Once in her earliest youth she was at a place that did not resemble any other on earth. 
 There she felt as comfortable as never again later.  As if she alone were protected by 
a special heaven.  When she asked herself what it was, she only remembered: Blue.  
A gentle and strong blue that later never existed anywhere.  The whole world had 
rushed by, but could not penetrate through this blue.  (My translation) 

 
Almost as a Leitmotiv and foreshadowing Seghers’s later story Das wirkliche Blau, the symbolic 
color blue recurs throughout the story:  Miguel, Crisanta’s lover, carries a “blue” bird of clay among 
his pottery (Seghers, Erzählungen 1950-52 11); later, when Miguel abandons her without saying 
good-bye, she despairs at having lost this “blue” place where she felt warm and sheltered (Seghers, 
Erzählungen 1950-52 28); toward the end, it is again “blue” pottery that reunites Crisanta with the 
González family; and the last sentence closes with the deep dark “blue” image of mother González’s 
scarf (Seghers, Erzählungen 1950-52 34). 
 Beyond its spiritual character as a symbol of truth for Seghers, the color blue also refers to a 
Mexican ceramic tradition: talavera poblana.  It originated in the town of Puebla and developed 
over centuries, integrating Chinese and Islamic traditions.  The color blue figures prominently in its 
tiles and its pottery.  The Sanborn restaurant in Mexico City featuring such Puebla tiles is called the 
casa de las azulejas, the “blue house”.  Anna Seghers, who herself published essays on Mexican 
painting, must have been familiar with this ceramic style. 
 But the color blue is not only grounded in Mexican artisanship, it also evokes a German 
literary tradition: Romanticism.  There are clear parallels between Seghers’s “true blue” or the color 
blue hinted at in Crisanta and Novalis’s novel Heinrich von Ofterdingen.  Blue became the 
archetypal color of German Romanticism, ever since the “blue flower” appeared in a dream to 
Heinrich as the symbol of beauty, longing, love, poetry, and pure inwardness.  That such a symbol 
should appear in Seghers’s writing upon her return to the GDR, a state that understood itself rather 
as an antithesis to Romanticism, may be seen as an inner revolt against the rationalist culture 
imposed by the East German government, her longing for a different world. 
 The Romantic image “blue” shows that Crisanta is not only a story about a Mexican girl 
seen through the distanced eyes of a European writer.  Rather, Seghers may also identify with 
Crisanta.  Crisanta is a Catholic Indian girl, Seghers a German Jewish intellectual.  Crisanta is 
apolitical, Seghers on the contrary a committed communist.  Yet they share profound experiences:  
Crisanta was an orphan ever since her birth; Seghers lost her mother in Auschwitz.  And the 
wandering existence of a Mexican orphan may also reflect the spiritually orphaned state of an exiled 
writer, of Seghers, who may not have been as in tune with East German society on her return to the 
GDR as her official recognition as President of the GDR Writers Association, honored with 
numerous national and international prizes, led to believe. 
 One other image describes ironies of Crisanta’s life in ways that may be taken as a light-
hearted metaphor of an exiled artist.  When Crisanta is transferred from the González family to a 



new home, that of aunt Dolores, she is kicked out of one place for the same reasons that she is 
admitted in the other – a daughter gets married: 
 

Crisanta gefiel es abends ausnehmend gut in der Familie der Tante Dolores.  Daheim 
war ihr Schlafplatz durch die Heirat der ältesten Tochter besetzt worden.  Hier war 
einer für sie frei geworden, durch die Heirat der zweitältesten Tochter.  Crisanta 
glaubte, auf solche Art verliefe das Leben immer.  Hier war etwas voll, dort leer.  
(Seghers, Erzählungen 1950-52 13) 

 
Crisanta was very happy with aunt Dolores’s family in the evenings.  At home her 
sleeping place had been occupied by the marriage of the oldest daughter.  Here one 
had become free for her, by the marriage of the second oldest daughter.  Crisanta 
believed that life always happened in this way.  Something was full here, empty 
there.  (My translation) 

 
Marriage for Crisanta means on one occasion that she is becoming homeless and on another that she 
finds a home.  Such are the destinies of exiles:  Persecuted in one country, they try to become useful 
in another. 
 Even Crisanta’s name could be symbolical.  Numerous explanations come to mind, as 
Seghers explains its origin only partially in the story.  Born on All Saints’ Day – the holiday that was 
first celebrated to honor martyrs, later including all saints, and now all those who died in the faith –, 
the girl was baptized “Santa”, in the best Catholic tradition.  But why “Crisanta”?  We only hear that 
the girl likes that name better (Seghers, Erzählungen 1950-52 8).  Could “Crisanta” allude to 
“Chrysantheme” (in German), to “chrysanthemum”?  Once again this would be a symbolical flower, 
although not blue.  Furthermore, the critic Olivia Díaz Pérez recently discovered a 1947 text by 
Anna Seghers on the famed Mexican actress Dolores del Río.  Olivia Díaz notices parallels between 
the character of Crisanta and that of Margarita, the protagonist of the 1945 film Las abandonadas 
played by Dolores del Río. (It is, incidentally, the film that Crisanta and Miguel watch together in 
the story.)  Finally, there is a further biographical dimension:  “Crisanta” was the name of a “criada” 
– a maid who for a while lived and worked at the home of the Seghers family. 
 In conclusion, this seemingly simple story about a poor Indian girl may be read on multiple 
levels.  Crisanta inaugurates a period in which Anna Seghers begins to write openly about Mexico.  
After her return to the GDR she may have acquired the necessary distance, and she may have felt 
nostalgia for Mexico as she is faced with the grim, gray reality of devastated, war-torn Berlin of the 
immediate postwar era (a witches’ sabbath in which even the broomsticks were missing, according 
to Brecht...).  Jokingly, she once remarked that Berlin would greatly benefit from a Mexican sector 
(in addition to the allied American, Russian, French, and British ones occupying the city...).  
Furthermore, Mexico may also serve as a metaphor to mask her critical views of East Germany.  
Seghers has been criticized, even condemned, for not speaking out against injustices committed by 
communist authorities.  In response, Crisanta, the Mexican orphan, may not only reflect the mind 
state of an exiled artist (Seghers’s experiences in Latin America), but also the occasional alienation, 
the inner exile and spiritual orphanhood, that Seghers still sensed, despite her official status, in the 
GDR. 
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        Communication skills are one of the most necessary tools that a teacher possesses. 
Instructional methodology has tremendous influence on the success of a lesson at any 
level. The implementation of communication strategies, combined with the creative use 
of music and literature, enable the teacher to exercise greater impact on their pupils. This 
workshop is designed to involve participants in active strategies to enhance their ability 
to communicate in any teaching, business or professional situation. Multiple musical 
activities and a number of communication exercises will be demonstrated. Group 
participation is required. 
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“Sandra called and said she’s ok.”  On the morning of July 7, 2005 I received the wake up call of a 

lifetime from my mother-in-law as I prepared for the day ahead.  There had just been a series of 

coordinated bombings at the close of the morning rush hour in London.  And although I hadn’t yet seen the 

news, I wasn’t too worried as I assumed my wife was fine being a fair distance away in Manchester.  I’d 

later learn that she had left for London early, and was actually above King’s Cross Station at the time of the 

attacks.  It took a minute for this to register: my wife was at King’s Cross at the time of the attacks!  

Whatever the motivation, if the desired effect was to induce a world-wide sense of terror and confusion, the 

criminals have succeeded. I can only imagine the sense of fear and horror experienced by the families who 

lost loved ones at the hands of the 9/11 terrorists.  

But individuals, families, communities, and nations immediately unite to take a stand against such 

violent crimes.  They will not be tolerated, and justice will be enforced.  We might carry a heavy heart, but 

we carry an even mightier fist.  We speak with conviction that “terrorism will not stand,”1 and so we act 

swiftly and robustly.  We immediately deploy our armies and fleets, and spare no expense at tracking down 

our enemies.  But perhaps our response is too swift, and the moral of the story forgotten in our haste.  I 

think Tony Blair put it quite succinctly: "11 September for me was a wake up call. Do you know what I 

think the problem is? That a lot of the world woke up for a short time and then turned over and went back 

to sleep again."2 Perhaps when “both sides deem their opponent to be the embodiment of unconditional 

evil,”3 justice and resolution can never fully come to fruition.  Retaliation provokes further retaliation, and 

violence merely incites further violence.  

By examining what we perceive as terrorism, I hope to elicit an appropriate response to 

contemporary situations like 9/11 and the London Bombings in light of the Gandhian tactics of satyagraha.   

More profoundly, I’ll explore the notion that a response to terrorism is itself terrorism, and the proposal that 

even Gandhi could be perceived as a terrorist. 
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What is Terrorism? 
 

When you think about it, how do you really define terrorism?  Without question, the tragedies of 9/11 and 

the London Bombings qualify.  But why do they qualify?  What constitutes a terrorist act?  I’d like to 

challenge your conceptions, and I’ll be willing to wager that posing definition may not be as simple as you 

might think.  Specifically, I’ll be considering six factors as the determiners of an act of terrorism: quantity, 

visibility, mode, motive, association, and intention. 

 

Quantity.  If we were to begin with a generalization, we’d probably agree that in most cases, terrorism 

involves a group of some sort acting in opposition to another group of sorts.  9/11 and the London 

Bombings are a perfect example of this.  In both cases, a group of terrorists (TG) acted violently toward 

another (larger) group of people (VG).   But is terrorism limited to a system of multiplicity?  Is the quantity 

of terrorists or victims involved a determining factor?  Consider Figure 1 as four possibilities. 

 
TI Individual Terrorist Individual Victim VI 
TI Individual Terrorist Group Victim VG 
TG Terrorist Group Individual Victim VI 
TG Terrorist Group Group Victim VG 

Figure 1: Terrorism as a function of quantity. 
 
As TG + VG  is the case most of us are aware of, I’ll assume we’re agreed that this is an acceptable case, and 

move to TG + VI.  Consider an example where a group makes an assassination attempt at an individual.  

Could this be an instance of terrorism?  I think we’d agree that if members of al Qaeda targeted the 

President or the Prime Minister for example, we would without doubt consider it an act of terrorism.  

Therefore, TG + VI  also applies.  But what if we turn the tables, and now an individual acts alone in the 

assassination of another individual?  Considering the previous example, if an individual had subscribed to 

terrorist ideals, but did not belong as part of a group such as al Qaeda, I think we would still consider such 

an act as being terrorist.  Similarly, consider the same individual plotting a bombing that would affect 

scores of people.   Quite obviously, both cases would apply: TI + VI , TI + VG.  If all four cases could 

potentially qualify as terrorist acts, quantity is indeterminate of terrorism. 

 



 

Visibility.  With quantity out of the picture, we’ll consider an act of terrorism in relation to its visibility.  

More specifically, is the number of witnesses to a terrorist act a requirement?  It is no question that the 

events of 9/11 and the London Bombings immediately garner a word-wide audience.  Information is easily 

and immediately broadcast over a variety of channels including television, newspapers, websites and the 

like.  Within moments of an attack, terrorists have commanded the attention of the world.  But is this scale 

a requirement? 

Consider an attack made by a terrorist group toward a country other than your own.  For whatever 

reason, you don’t happen to read the newspaper that day, or watch the news.  Perhaps you’re on vacation 

hiking in the Alaskan wilderness.  Would this still be considered an act of terrorism?  Well, of course it 

would!  It would be absurd to think that something wouldn’t qualify as terrorism simply because you 

weren’t aware of its occurring.   But take it a step further.  Perhaps no one outside the country involved 

were aware of the terrorist event.  Even though the scope might be limited, is the terrorist act somehow 

diminished in this case?  Not likely.  But narrow the scope as far as it goes, and consider the TI + VI case 

where now the only witnesses to the act are the terrorist and the victim.  What would you say?  Consider it 

an applied example of the “If a tree falls in the woods, and there’s no one to hear it, does it make a sound?” 

question.  I would argue that it is still an act of terrorism, for the same reason as our broader scope.  

Whether or not I hear about it, my country hears about it, etc…an act of terrorism is still an act of terrorism 

regardless of how visible it becomes 

 

Mode.  Close your eyes and picture a terrorist for a moment.  You follow him in the precious moments 

before a major attack against a country with significant global dominance, say the United States or the 

United Kingdom.  Now, as he is in the act of committing this violence, what do you see?  What is he 

doing?  What has he just done?  What is the aftermath of what has just happened? 

I’d be willing to bet that you just imagined a bombing, an explosion, or an assassination of some 

kind.  This is to be expected considering what we see in the news.  But what if I were to tell you that this 

man was dressed in a pinstriped Armani suit, and just walked into a world bank.  He walks upstairs to make 

a transaction, and slips into the computer room undetected.  He quickly inserts a disc, issues a few 

commands, and hits Enter.  He ejects the disk, walks out the door, and is on his way.  What just happened, 



 

you might ask?  Nothing much, aside from the immediate transfer of all US funds worldwide into an 

untraceable account of his choosing. 

Now, wouldn’t the effect in this case be similar to the bombing, explosion, or assassination you 

just pictured?  Though no physical harm was inflicted, I can assure you that mass panic, fear, and terror 

would quickly ensue.  It could even be argued that such a terrorist act would be the most crippling of all.  In 

fact, terrorism can be described as using any number of means: “economically, militarily, psychologically, 

politically, culturally, religiously.”4  Given that terrorism is not limited to the physical harm we tend to 

associate with it, a specific mode cannot be a potential determiner. 

 

Motive.   According to the United Kingdoms’ Terrorism Act 2000, an act of terrorism is one where “the 

use or threat is made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious or ideological cause.”5  Similarly, 

the United States Patriot Act considers the attempt to “influence the policy of a government”6 as domestic 

terrorism.  This leads us to a consideration of motive.  It would seem the case that acts of terrorism are of a 

political nature, intending to cause a social change.  We’re told that the London Bombings are linked to al 

Qaeda or the war in Iraq, and this is an instance of terrorism.  But what separates these acts from the 

bombing of an abortion clinic? 

Both cases illustrate the advancing of a political agenda, do they not?  And both cases are of a 

violent nature.  So what separates them?  What about the KKK?  Definitely violent, and also advancing an 

ideological cause.  So, perhaps the motive involves a further requirement of non-discrimination /precision 

in relation to the victim.  According to London Mayor Ken Livingstone, "…I don't just denounce suicide 

bombers. I denounce those governments which use indiscriminate slaughter to advance their foreign 

policy."7  In the case of abortion clinic bombings or the KKK, the victim is quite specific.  The terrorists of 

9/11 or the London Bombings did not show such discrimination in their attacks.  So does that mean that we 

can narrow the motive as being of a political nature combined with an indiscriminate victim?  According to 

TG + VI and TI + VI, we’ve already disregarded that possibility.  So the question remains, how do you 

distinguish between a terrorist and an abortion clinic bomber?  Can you make such a distinction?  Is there a 

difference in motive? 

 



 

Association.  If you were to ask a doctor what he did for a living, or what profession he belonged to, what 

would his answer be?  “I’m a doctor”, or “Medicine” would probably be the responses we’d get.  But what 

if you asked a terrorist?  Would a terrorist describe himself as being a terrorist?  According to Allen, a 

“terrorist to some is often a “freedom fighter” to others”.8   Think about this for a moment, and perhaps in 

simpler terms.  Would a schoolyard bully describe himself as a bully?  Probably not.  Being a bully would 

be an attribute that other people associate with the bully.  The bully doesn’t see anything wrong in his 

actions of stealing other’s lunch money.  He simply sees what he wants and he takes it.  He’s bigger and 

therefore entitled to it. 

A terrorist can similarly be described.  He doesn’t see his actions as being unjust, but rather 

contributing to a cause.  Instead of setting his sights on lunch money, he aims at promoting his ideals.  But 

how is this different from an activist?  Perhaps to those aligned with the terrorist, that’s all he is.  If I agree 

with your agenda, it’s obvious that I’m not going to call you a terrorist.  But if I disagree?  Based on this, it 

seems that an ascription of terrorism may very well be subjective in nature.  But this is inherently 

problematic, for it becomes a system of alliances.  And terrorism isn’t simply a matter of alliances, is it?  

According to President Bush, “We will make no distinction between the terrorists who committed these 

acts and those who harbor them.”9  Sounds like an alliance or association, doesn’t it?  Which side will you 

associate with so you’re not considered a terrorist? 

 

Intention.  Perhaps our definition of terrorism boils down to a matter of intention.  Perhaps it is the fact 

that terrorists intend to cause harm and chaos.  But doesn’t the abortion clinic bomber behave similarly?  In 

fact, even in cases where harm is not intended, we ascribe terrorism.  Hussain Osman, one of the suspects 

involved in the July 21 London bombings, claims that "I am against war.  I’ve marched in peace rallies and 

nobody listened to me.  I’ve never thought of killing people.”10  Consider the possibility that the supposed 

bombs that were placed were specifically configured to never detonate.  Would we still consider this an act 

of terrorism?  I have the feeling that we would.   

In fact, our governments make no distinction from an actual act or the threat of one: Terrorism is 

violence, or the threat of violence, calculated to create an atmosphere of fear and alarm.11  But again, how 

would the schoolyard bully fit in here?  Whether or not the bully actually hits you, isn’t the threat of it 



 

enough to instill fear in you?  But would we consider a bully a terrorist?  What about the inflictor of 

domestic violence?  Or the parent who threatens to ‘kill’ his teen daughter if she becomes pregnant? 

It’s possible that you’re considering the notion that the difference in intention is of a 

positive/negative distinction.  Terrorists, you say, aim at a negative end with their terror: namely the 

destruction of innocent lives.  Parents, on the other hand, aim at a positive end with their terror: namely 

looking after their child’s welfare.  That’s true; but don’t the domestic abuser and the bully still have 

negative intentions?  It seems as though intention, though a crucial ingredient, might be difficult to extract.   

Consider the following: 

On the basis of external action, it is difficult to distinguish whether an action is 

violent or nonviolent.  Basically it depends on the motivation behind the action. 

If the motivation is negative, even though the external appearance may be very 

smooth and gentle, in a deeper sense the action is very violent.  On the contrary, harsh 

actions and words done with a sincere, positive motivation are essentially nonviolent. 

In other words, violence is a destructive power.  Nonviolence is constructive.12 

 But again, if we consider the terrorist as a ‘freedom fighter’ or an activist, we have a serious problem.  

Based on our discussions on quantity, visibility, mode, motive, and association, it seems our definition of 

terrorism must rely on a flawed source of intention. 

 

What Would Gandhi Say? 

As I’ve demonstrated, extracting a concrete sense of terrorism is not easygoing.  Though I hope to have 

outlined some serious problems, I’ll offer the following definition posed by Allen: 

Terrorism consists of intentional policies and actions that use explicit violence or implicit 

forms of violence and threats of violence-economically, militarily, psychologically, 

politically, culturally, religiously-primarily directed against civilian populations in order 

to terrorize or inflict extreme fear and insecurity as the means to achieving political and 

other objectives.13 

Considering the frequency of terrorist acts in our society, it seems we should consider a serious 

examination of intent.  For in doing such, perhaps we may come to a resolution, and an end to the 

interminable cycle of violence.  I will turn to satyagraha, a Gandhian approach to conflict resolution: 

Satyagraha is a process of conversion.  The reformers, I am sure, do not seek to force their views upon the 

community; they strive to touch its heart.14 



 

In Gandhian philosophy, violence solves nothing.  It merely fuels the fire for further violence.  In 

fact, violence is, in principle, strongly condemned by Gandhi.  Satyagraha “excludes the use of violence 

because man is not capable of knowing the absolute truth and therefore not competent to punish.”15  In the 

simplest sense, consider it an example of reasonable doubt.  In the courtroom, a jury is instructed to deliver 

a guilty verdict only if considered to be beyond a reasonable doubt.  I think the problem as Gandhi would 

see it, is that we have become too concerned with punishment and less with the causes driving a supposed 

offense.  Or put another way, we have become so consumed with the radiance and beauty of a rose’s petals, 

that we have neglected care of the root.  And before long, what will you be left with if you forget to water 

it? 

I will consider three components of satyagraha in response to terrorism and opposition: reason, 

self-suffering, and disobedience. 

 

Reason.  “The first stage is characterized by persuasion through reason.”16  Without resorting to violence, it 

is quite possible to appeal to your opposition by reason.  Think of it as asking for a raise.  You’ve been a 

loyal employee for several years, put in the work, and you’ve decided it’s time for a bigger paycheck.  But 

how are you going to convince your boss?  A common tactic might be present some findings to support 

your claim.  Perhaps the average salary for your position is much higher.  Or perhaps statistics show that 

more highly paid employees work more efficiently. 

It as at this most basic level that progress can often be made.  But asking for a raise isn’t like 

dealing with a terrorist, you claim.  Possibly not, but I would argue that the use of reason opens the channel 

for dialogue.  Consider it negotiation.  We’ve all seen the movies, and the first thing the police do in a 

terrorist or hostage situation is to call in the negotiator, don’t they?  This is because, in general, I think 

people have a common sense of what is reasonable behavior and motivation.  It would not be reasonable to 

bomb a convenience store simply because a loaf of bread were incorrectly marked as $100 for example.   

What would be reasonable is to present the loaf of bread to the clerk or manager, so the situation could be 

remedied. 

 



 

Self-Suffering.  The notion of self-suffering makes an attempt at an emotional level, which in turn hopes to 

extend to the rational levels of persuasion.  Many of us are aware of the self-prescribed instances of fasting 

implemented by Gandhi, and this can at times be quite effective.  But this response it not easy, and indeed 

requires “the positive attribute of courage.”17  An extreme and vivid image for many of us is that of a monk 

set ablaze in protest.  Distinctly horrific, but undeniably an appeal to our emotions.  The aim of such violent 

suffering is obviously a substitution for violence toward others, and can perhaps be even more effective.  

And according to Gandhi,  

It is not because I value life low that I can countenance with joy thousands voluntarily 

losing their lives for Satyagraha, but because I know that it results in the long run in the 

least loss of life, and, what is more, it ennobles those who lose their lives and morally 

enriches the world for their sacrifice.18 

The objection might be raised that the suicidal terrorist also conforms to a similar conception.  By the loss a 

few lives, the terrorist might claim that the world will be richer in the long run because of it.  To this, I 

would counter that the terrorist is not adhering to a strict policy of self-suffering since he is still subjecting 

others to his violence.  But this in turn creates a problem for the satyagrahi, in considering the loss and pain 

his family members or friends experience upon his death.  There is obviously a difference here, and my 

contention is that it centers around the unsettled notion of intention.  For purposes of this examination, 

we’ll just have to accede a difference and move on. 

 

Disobedience.  The final act in our progression of satyagraha involves civil disobedience and non-

cooperation.  By denying submission to your opponent, you act in a non-violent manner, while at the same 

time making a bold move.  It is quite common for disobedience to be akin to passive resistance, but there is 

a need for clarification here.  When most people consider passive resistance, they conceive a notion of 

weakness.  Gandhi challenges this conception, and postulates that it is in fact a strength.  Similar to our 

example of self-suffering, it takes a tremendous amount of strength to stand up to your oppressors without 

bowing down to them. 

In the face of physical beatings and torture, civil disobedience can play at the emotional levels of 

persuasion.  Gandhi has even said that his oppressors could beat him until his death.  But do you know 

what they would be left with?  His dead body, and nothing more.  It is a profound statement, and one he 



 

needs to make.  It bewilders the enemy, and it gets to the heart of his philosophy, that nothing can be 

achieved through violence. 

 

What Should We Do? 

Based on the principles of satyagraha, it might be evident that a shift is required in our way of dealing with 

terrorism.  To begin with, how do you punish a terrorist if you have difficulty defining one?  We are told 

that it is violence utilized in the advancement of some political (or other) objective.  But how does this 

exclude the anti-abortion activist/bomber, the domestic abuser, or the overbearing parent? 

It seems common sense that there is in fact a distinction, whether or not there is a tangible line 

separating them.  But I would argue that determining where the line lies is of critical significance.  For in 

determining where the line lies, you can gain an understanding of what draws an individual or group 

toward terrorist ideals.  And through understanding this motivation, a diffusion of violence can be initiated.  

Make no mistake, this is no simple undertaking.  As the notion of association implies, there are 

bound to be quarrels concerning an identity of terrorism.  It is quite feasible that our very response to 

terrorism is an act of terrorism itself.  When you consider our initial blood-thirst reaction, isn’t this the very 

violence we oppose?  It is quite possible that even Gandhi himself acted as a terrorist.  An absurd notion, I 

agree.  But how does a ‘day of prayer’ play into the mix?  If an entire community or nation acts in 

economic defiance, what would happen?  Widespread panic.  Also the very notion entailed of terrorism.  

I propose that in order to confront terrorism, we must first confront ourselves.  We must challenge 

the very definition of terrorism, and acknowledge the temptations within ourselves.  Only when we can 

grasp our own foundations, will we be better prepared to respond in a positive manner to any form of 

opposition or terrorism. 
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Revolution and Revelation: the life and music of Czech composer Zbynek Mateju 

                                                  by George Stoffan 

   The music and life of Czech composer Zbynek Mateju (b. 1958) reveals a compelling insight 

into the indelible link between one nation’s history of political and social struggle with musical 

style and expression.  Mateju’s voice is but one that has emerged from the Velvet Revolution of 

1989 in the former Czechoslovakia and the subsequent end of communism.  However, music of  

living Czech composers is not often considered to be a part of the standard repertoire.  Czech 

music has most commonly been associated with the nationalist artistic movement at the end of the 

nineteenth century and composers such as Antonin Dvorak and Bedrich Smetana, both of whom 

integrated Czech dance forms, popular melodies, and legends and tales into the classical genre.  

Mateju’s style is characterized by the use of traditional music forms, but also of modern and 

contemporary forms, the influence of other living Czech composers and of western composers, 

the use of the vernacular, and the duality of being Czech and a member of the international 

community.  Is this what it means for music to be “Czech” in 2006?  According to Mateju 

himself, his style is international and diverse, and is more of a search for personal and individual 

identity than of any national identity.  He does allow that what is Czech is to be determined by 

one who looks from the outside into the Czech culture and nation.   This presentation will 

demonstrate how political and social conditions may often drive and in part define artistic 

expression, and compare two distinctly different eras in music.  The discussion will aim to show 

how nationalism as a specific cultural characteristic of Czech life at the end of the nineteenth 

century inspired Dvorak and Smetana, and how communism and its ultimate demise affected 

Mateju’s compositions.  It will also examine the difference in perception between how Mateju 

views the effects of historical social and political upheaval in his country on his music, and this 

author’s perception of the same conditions.  The political and social conditions that led to 

nationalistic fervor in Bohemian society at the end of the nineteenth century and which affected 

Dvorak and Smetana will be demonstrated through a few hearings of selected works.  A brief 

summary of musical styles present throughout the twentieth century in Prague and Bohemia will 

serve as a link to a discussion of Zbynek Mateju’s life and career, and a hearing of a few selected 

works.  The overall objective is to demonstrate how several composers responded to the unique 

social and political conditions of their times, and how their responses are expressed in a musical 

style.      
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Abstract for Smollett and Cervantes: Spanish Shadows in the English Picaresque 
 
In the preface to The Adventures of Roderick Random, Tobias Smollett asserted 

that “Cervantes, by an inimitable piece of ridicule, reformed the taste of mankind, 
representing chivalry in the right point of view, and converting romance to purposes far 
more useful and entertaining, ... making it assume the sock and point out the follies of 
ordinary life.”  Smollett saw himself as a follower of Cervantes (translating the Quixote 
in 1748), particularly in the way he hoped to stir “that generous indignation which ought 
to animate the reader against the sordid and vicious disposition of the world.”  As a 
Scottish physician who served in the British royal navy, he took the essence of the 
Quixote and applied it to his own experiences, resulting in the first full-blown picaresque 
novel in English. 

Smollett also portrayed in his first novel a young woman who fears that her father 
will react violently to her fall from grace, causing her to leave the protection of home.  
This is the basic trajectory of “The History of Miss Williams,” the main interpolation in 
Roderick Random and, I argue, a recasting of the Quixote’s interpolated “Captive’s 
Tale,” which, in spite of its seemingly tangential nature, is a crucial point of reference for 
both novels.  Miss Williams’ conversion to Presbyterianism and descent into prostitution 
is described with directness unthinkable in Cervantes’ day, yet her story appears as a kind 
of palimpsest on the Captive’s Tale, which centers on the conversion of a young Algerian 
woman, Zoraida, to Christianity. 

Miss Williams commits the same naïve error as Zoraida, confusing attractiveness 
with goodness, but with a more immediate unfortunate consequence, namely, pregnancy 
out of wedlock.  Fearing that her father will never forgive her, she flees his country estate 
and thus begins her downward slide.  Only after her father’s death does she come across a 
newspaper ad he had purchased that recalls the retraction of the curses hurled at Zoraida 
by her own abandoned father:  

 
…whoever will give me any information about her... shall be handsomely 
rewarded; or if she will return to the arms of her disconsolate parent, she will be 
received with the utmost tenderness, whatever reason she may have to think 
otherwise, and may be the means of prolonging the life of a father, already 
weighed down almost to the grave with age and sorrow.  
 

It seems that the only way to reconciliation - although in the Moorish case it is in fact too 
late - is through a reconsideration of the circumstances that brought about the dissolution 
of families closely bound by blood or common history, whether divided by Christianity 
and Islam or Presbyterianism and Anglicanism.  

At least Miss Williams narrates her own tale, unmediated by a self-serving 
narrator (the Captive) or translator, and her honor is ultimately restored when she marries 
Strap, the generous barber who is Smollett’s equivalent of Sancho Panza.  Smollett 
finally gives his reader the satisfaction that Cervantes could not because of canonical 
literature of the Spanish Golden Age in which a schizophrenic treatment of Moors praises 
the near-saintliness of the likes of Zoraida, while Spain damns the majority wholesale.  
Thus the melancholy of the Quixote gives way to the more hopeful comedy of Roderick 
Random. 
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Abstract 
As disciplinary boundaries in the visual arts dilate and shift; as theory turns toward socio-
cultural ramifications of visual imagery; and as pedagogy becomes cross-disciplinary, 
critical, and transformative, what researchers want to know and relate and how they want 
to proceed in their inquiries take on new substance and complexity.  Centered in these 
new research directions is arts-based research, ensconced in literary and nonverbal artistic 
media.  Interactive by nature, subjective, reflexive and empathic, arts-based inquiry 
becomes a reciprocal act, a moral/ethical dialogue where community context and face-to-
face spontaneity determine the goodness of the researcher-researched relationship. It is 
these nascent times in arts-based research, when researchers embark on methodologically 
promising but uncertain ground, that create a basis for taking stock of the ethical/moral 
issues entailed in the way we conceive of and carry on research. Theoretically based, this 
presentation illuminates and exemplifies issues of ethical/moral agency emergent in arts-
based inquiry and enjoins researchers to reconsider their responsibilities toward ethical 
self-consciousness.  

 

        
--  
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Abstract: 
 
A slide presentation of work from my studio practice focussing on women’s 
experience-specifically, the construction of identity and the reclamation of agency. 
Focussing on subjectivity, my work challenges dominant social norms and 
popular notions of Otherness, body image, abjection, sexuality, domesticity, 
anxiety, mental health, ageing and Mothering. In the work, the co-existence of 
photography, drawing, painting and text challenge notions of stability and truth. 
The dichotomy between the public and private presentations of self will be 
addressed, as will the social, personal and artistic motivations behind each work. 
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Abstract: 
  
 
As both a professor of studio art and an artist exploring body image and identity 
in my practice, I have led workshops on body image across Canada for the past 
ten years.  I have developed techniques and exercises derived from teaching 
studio art that promote introspection, personal creativity and self expression 
without the performance anxiety so commonly associated with fine arts classes. 
 
Workshop participants do not need to have art experience or ability, as the 
intention of this workshop is not to make art, but rather to utilize art processes 
and materials as vehicles for exploration. The session begins with a slide show of 
my work on body image and proceeds to preliminary exercises followed by a 
choice of several projects in the mediums of drawing, painting, collage and 
writing. In past workshops, participants have focussed on issues including; 
identity, race, sexuality, health and ageing in addition to body image. 
 
All materials are supplied and participants work independently, receiving 
direction when requested.  At the conclusion of the session, the group comes 
together for a discussion period, modelled on the critiques held in visual arts 
classes, but focusing on intention and interpretation, rather than skill. The 
discussion allows for the sharing of ideas and brings closure to the experience. 
  
 
To allow for individual attention in this workshop, the maximum number of 
participants is 15. 
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6. Abstract: 

This paper explores everyday discourses presented and adhered to by administrators, front-line 

workers and clients/students at a Canadian day treatment service for youth with mental health 

diagnoses, and how they reflect and reinforce institutional and societal normative hierarchies. 

Drawing on data from a research project focusing on the role of creative programs at the service, 

and on-going anthropological multi-sited fieldwork, I examine how discourses on well-being and 

productivity can be witnessed in everyday creative activity and conversation, as well as during 

times of upheaval. I present three brief case-examples: first, the service’s dual position as both 

hospital and educational facility; second, the client/students’ need to ‘fit in;’ and third, my own 

negotiated role as dual volunteer/researcher. In negotiating binary categories and in conforming 

to normative discourses in order to be a ‘valuable’ service, a ‘healthy’ individual, or ‘valid’ 

researcher, we witness complex roles that might be understood as controlled and disciplined, in a 

Foucaultian sense. However, the continued service adaptation, medical discharge, wellbeing and 

school success, and move beyond ‘novice’ researcher, reflects growth and development on 

various levels. This paper thus explores the implication and ironic juxtaposition of tensions 

between conforming to the demands embedded in seeking ‘well-being’ and ‘productivity,’ and 

the feeling of growth and development this engenders, and perhaps necessitates.  
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Close Range Photogrammetry, Historic Recording of Ancient Puebloan Ruins 
 

Luis H. Summers-Pagador 
PhD, AIA, PE, 

Professor of Architecture and Planning, Denver; 
Professor of Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering, Boulder; 

University of Colorado, luis.summers@colorado.edu 
 
Abstract 
This paper describes the use of close-range photogrammetry for recording of historic structures. 
Photogrammetry involves, using corrected photographs to measure and model architecture at a 
more economic cost than other, manual, accurately measured and transcribed methods. Two case 
studies are used to show how photogrammetry is used in historical recording. The first case is a 
study by Dr M. Doneus which is an acknowledgement of the European leadership in this field.  
He used photogrammetry to record and model the Theseus Temple in Vienna. The second case 
study describes the HABS (Historic Architectural Building Survey) recording of an ancient 
Pueblo ruins in BLM (Bureau of Land Management) land in South Western, Colorado.  The 
project was undertaken as a contract awarded to the University of Colorado at Denver (UCD), 
Historic Preservation Program, College of Architecture and Planning to produce HABS 
measured drawings (very strict and detailed output specifications) for the congressional record 
and was sponsored by the NPS (National Parks Service). UCD researchers chose to use two new 
methods to record the Pueblo structures. One method used advanced surveying equipment to 
record the structures, while the second method used PhotoModeler, a computer based 
photogrammetric tool, to document the Pueblo buildings. Both methods were contrasted, with 
the conclusion that photogrammetric recording would be significantly more economical in effort 
and time, while producing equally accurate results as surveying methods. Detailed illustrations 
document all aspects of these efforts. Finally, the HABS recording drawings, slated for the 
HABS congressional record are shown. 
 
Introduction 
This presentation was originally given in May of 2002 to a group of 17 US, and 19 Italian 
Experts in historic preservation convened in Venice, Italy by the US and Italian governments, 
National Science Foundation, and the Getty Foundation. The topic of the conference was New 
Preservation Techniques (Architectural, Engineering and Related Preservation Sciences) 
Applicable to the Preservation of Venice, a World Heritage Monument. A second presentation 
was made in Denver Colorado during the meeting of Colorado Preservation Inc. 1/05. 
 
The presentation has been updated to show the latest work performed by the College of 
Architecture and Planning, University of Colorado at Denver, UCD. This presentation defines 
photogrammetry, its terminology, principles and tools. It recommends some basic rules for 
architectural photogrammetry and then presents two case studies. 
 
The large number of world historical buildings (Venice, Sicily, etc.) in need of recording and as-
built documentation makes close range photogrammetry a much needed tool. 
 
Photogrammetry 
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Photogrammetry is the technique of measuring objects, in either two, or three dimensions, from 
photo-grammes.  The most common photo-gramme is the photograph. However, images are 
more easily stored electronically on a disk taken by video or CCD (charged coupled device, 
electronic chip that serves as film) digital cameras or radiation sensors such as scanners. 



Photogrammetry utilizes digital images to obtain accurate measurements and geometric data of a 
facility, in order to provide spatial information for architectural design, accurate measuring of 
facades, 3D modeling, etc. The benefits of photogrammetry over other field procedures include: 
A. Increased accuracy  
B. More complete as-built information  
C. Reduced costs  
D. Reduced on-site time  
E. Useful for small & large projects 
 
Close Range Photogrammetry once used only by civil engineers for surveying and geographers 
for cartography is being used by architects, engineers and archeologists to document, measure 
and model historical buildings and monuments. 
 
Use of Close Range Photogrammetry 
Close range photogrammetry (as opposed to aerial photogrammetry) is an accurate, cost effective 
technique of collecting field measurements of real world objects directly from photographs. The 
availability of microcomputer based computer aided design tools such as Photoshop© and 
Panorama Tools© has made photogrammetry accessible to professionals and students.  
 
Photographic Principles 
Photographic devices are divided into three categories:  metric cameras, stereometric cameras, 
and amateur cameras. Metric and stereometric cameras are expensive and specially made for 
professional purposes, such as land surveying or map making. Amateur cameras are severely 
flawed in their optics, inasmuch as they are made for general public consumption in order to 
produce pretty pictures. They have non-fixed focal lengths, therefore they produce acceptable 
pictures which are, however, geometrically deformed and therefore inaccurate. It should be noted 
that cameras will distort images because of their optics, focal lengths and/or curled film and that 
the resulting images need to be corrected if precise representation is needed.  
 

 
Figure 1. Photographic Principles 
 
A basic comprehension of photographic principles is needed to understand how photogrammetry 
is used. The basic terms are (Figure 1): 
focal length (f) is called the principal distance, that is the distance of the  
projection center (PC), or camera lens from the  
focal plane, the 
image plane or the object being photographed (3D object), and the 
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principal point (pp), or central point, see Figure 1.  
 
In a pinhole camera (old fashion black box camera), Figure 1, all image rays pass through the 
same PC (projection center, Figure 1) point and we obtain a accurate representation on the focal 
plane, or film. A camera that uses a lens, to gather more light by aperture change, and is able to 
focus pictures over a large range of distances, or to change its focal length (wide angle or 
telephoto) introduces errors because the light rays do not all pass through the PC, thus showing 
straight lines as curved, and vertical parallax (converging vertical lines) see Figure 2. Also, 
architectural photography, by definition, does not permit parallax, all vertical lines in the object 
must remain vertical in the photographs, and photographic correction is always needed. 
 
The use of computer aided design programs makes digital rectification of flawed images 
(produced by amateur cameras) a straight forward process. Panorama Tools (Helmut Dersch) is a 
free program (plug-in to Photoshop) which can be used to generate, edit and transform many 
kinds of panoramic images. Its four main functions are:  
1. Correction of Images.  
   Remove all sorts of lens induced distortions (barrel and/or pincushion). 
   Correct light falloff at edges of wide angle shots. 
   Correct chromatic errors (color separation) introduced by the camera’s lens. 
2. Perspective Control. 
    Simulates a shift lens in software for normal and fisheye lenses. 
3. Remap from any projection to any projection. 
    Warp and unwarp normal, panoramic and fisheye images.  
 

 
Figure 2. Freiburg Concert Hall,                      Figure 3. Freiburg Concert Hall,  
Fish-eye Picture (photos by P. Waldhäusl)        Rectified Image 
 
4. Adjust images into a panoramic view generate full panoramic view using any mixture       

of normal, fisheye images. See and compare Figure 2, a fish eye lens photograph, with Figure 
3, the image digitally corrected to reflect no wide angle lens induced distortions. 

5. Built-in stitching tool to automatically merge images into a panoramic view. Extract any view  
    (normal/fisheye/panoramic) from any panorama. 
 
Photogrammetric Procedure Overview  
The photogrammetric procedure is easy to learn and use. Basically, it allows the user to take 
overlapping photographs using hand held cameras. The entire process can be done in a few hours 
for small projects (say 20 images).  
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Figure 4. Theseus Temple and Photographs for Study (Photograph by Dr. Michael Doneus) 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Plan Documentation of Theseus Temple (Graphics by Dr. Michael Doneus) 
 
The photogrammetric process consists of four steps: 
A. Field work (photography & control) 
B. Image processing (scanning and input to software) 
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C. Analytics (software) 
D. Measurement/3D modeling (CAD program) 
E. Field work (photography & control verifications) 
 
A Case Study in Close Range Architectural Photogrammetry, which acknowledges the European 
leadership in this field, is the recording of the Theseus-Temple in Vienna. In the spring of 1998 
Dr. Michael Doneus led six archeology students in the photogrammetric documentation and 
CAD modeling of Vienna’s Theseus Temple with low cost equipment and software, 
PhotoModeler Pro4©. Figure 4 shows the sequential photographic study of the Theseus Temple. 
Figure 5 documents the angles and locations of the photographs. Figure 6 shows one of the 
orthogonal, digitally rectified elevations. Figure 7 shows the 3D model resulting from the 
merging of the photographic information using PhotoModeler ® Pro 4. 
 

 
Figure 6. CAD Model of the Theseus             Figure 7. 3D-CAD Model of the Temple 
Temple (Graphics by Dr. Michael Doneus) 
 
As already noted a large number of world historical buildings are in dire need of recording and 
documentation which makes close range photogrammetry a much needed tool. A Second Case 
Study in Close Range Architectural Photogrammetry, the Puebloan Cannonball Ruins in Cortez, 
Montezuma County, Colorado is presented next. This Study Used a Total Station transit and 
PhotoModeler® Pro 5 (PhotoModeler) to acquire geodetic building data. 
 
Cannonball Pueblo 
Located in the four corners area of the desert Southwest, Cannonball Pueblo was constructed and 
occupied during the 12th and 13th centuries CE (common era) and includes over 100 masonry 
structures. The impressive architecture includes habitation and storage rooms, kivas, and towers, 
in two distinct mesa top multi-story pueblos and in masonry structures on the talus slope below 
the pueblos. Most of the masonry wall fabric has collapsed, although several structures contain 
wall segments which stand over 3 meters in height. 
 
Various archaeological investigations and preservation activities have occurred at the site since 
the early 1900’s, including the excavation of the South Pueblo in 1908 by Sylvanus Morley, 
limited structural stabilization of Tower A at the South Pueblo in 1977, and preparation of  a 
stabilization plan in 1981. 
  
Managed by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Canyons of the Ancients National 
Monument, the integrity of Cannonball Pueblo is threatened by a number of natural and human 
agents. The greatest threat to the site is the unmitigated and ongoing erosion resulting from 
Morley’s early excavations of the South Pueblo. Natural erosion and weathering, and human 
impacts, have taken a toll on the standing architecture of the North Pueblo and the talus 
structures below the two pueblos are also subject to erosion. Vandalism in 1997 resulted in the 
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loss of portions of the standing walls at the structures and livestock grazing damaged the site 
until 1966. 
 
The University of Colorado, Denver, College of Architecture and Planning was contracted by the 
National Parks Service (NPS) to produce HABS (Historical Architectural Building Survey) 
documentation for the congressional record. This project was intended to include a first 
experiment in using Photogrammetry in NPS recording of HABS drawings. HABS 
documentation will result in comprehensive recording of the significant standing architecture 
before long term stabilization is completed by backfilling part of the site. It should be noted that 
The University of Colorado chose to use two new (to HABS recording) methods. One, a Carl 
Zeiss Inc. Total Station transit (surveying instrument), and two, the photogrammetric method 
employed by the PhotoModeler computer program. In most situations, only one of the methods 
would have sufficed, however, Colorado researchers decided to use both methods in order to 
compare and cross check them.  
 
The Total Station Laser Transit 
Survey of the site in question was made with a Carl Zeiss Inc. Total Station, see Figure 8. Total 
stations can record horizontal (azimuth) and vertical (altitude) angles, together with slope 
distances, to a datum mirror. A microprocessor in the Total Station is capable of performing 
various mathematical operations, for example, averaging multiple angle measurements; 
averaging multiple distance measurements; determining horizontal and vertical distances; 
determining x, y and z coordinates; remote object elevations (that is, height of sighted features), 
and distances between remote points; and making atmospheric and instrumental corrections. The 
on board microprocessor in the Total Station monitors the instrument status (e.g., level and 
plumb orientation, battery status, and return signal  strength) and makes corrections to measured 
data for the first of these conditions when warranted. In addition, the microprocessor controls the 
acquisition of angles and then computes horizontal distances, vertical distances, coordinates and 
the like. Many Total Stations are designed so that the data stored in the data collector (an 
optional apparatus) can be downloaded automatically to a computer via an RS232 interface.  
 
Most Total Stations allow the surveyor to capture the slope distance and, the horizontal and 
vertical angles to a datum point by simply pressing one button, a far cry from the old transits. 
The Total Station will emit an acknowledging sound beep once a data point has been acquired 
(this may take some time). The point number and point description for that datum point can then 
be entered and recorded, either to an RS232 data recorder or into a notebook by hand (our mode 
since we had an educational model, and surveying professors want students to learn the 
rudiments of hand recorded data), see Figure 9. In addition to automatic point acquisition we 
prepared sketches showing the overall detail of each structure and the individual point locations, 
see Figure 9. This sketch (accompanied with photographic records) helped keep track of the 
completeness of the work and was invaluable later when the plot file was prepared. 
 

 
Figure 8. Cannonball Structure 4, Instrument, Senon Vigil Rod, recording persons 
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Locating fixed data points established by earlier surveys of the site commenced the survey and 
recording of the Cannonball Pueblo. This procedure ensured optimum correlation of previous 
information with that acquired during HABS fieldwork. Once these points (marked with metal 
caps or rebar) were found and recorded, they were used as initial stations of the new survey. 
Station 1, the first active survey station, was located by convenience where it was most useful as 
a line-of-site position from which to view the majority of the site or to establish subsequent 
stations. Station 1 was sighted from the original datum with the battery-powered, laser Total 
Station transit, which calculated both horizontal and vertical distances and angles from the datum 
to a mirror-equipped rod (with the mirror at a predetermined height on the rod) placed at the 
proposed location of Station 1. The transit having originally been oriented by magnetic compass 
to true north, the direction of Station 1 from the datum was determined to an accuracy of about 
0.1 seconds of arc by the instrument (which was self-leveling). The distance was measured with 
an accuracy on the order of a thousandth of a foot. When Station 1 was set up, the first sighting 
taken from it was a back shot (sight back) to the datum point, both as a check on the original 
measurements, and to increase accuracy of subsequent shots.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Surveying with the Total Station Laser Transit 
 
Absent information to the contrary, locations and elevations of earlier surveys were assumed 
correct. After all sighting points visible from the station had been measured and recorded, a new 
station overlooking a new view of a structure, was established using the same method: next 
station A fore shot (sight forward), relocation of instrument, back shot, and then survey 
sightings. This routine was followed for as many stations as were necessary for measuring and 
recording all of the germane aspects of each site and its structures.  
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In most cases, four or five stations proved sufficient to record necessary points on buildings and 
cogent characteristics of their surroundings. Referenced drawings accompanied shots of each 



structure, Figure 9. The survey crew consisted of three members: the instrument operator, a rod 
person, and a recorder assisting the instrument operator, see Figure 8.  
 
Data Recording 
Shots of the sites and their respective buildings and structures included wall bases, tops, ends, 
corners, and representative thickness; significant topographic features; and any consequential 
associated man-made components, see Figure 11. Significant building wall targets (used for 
photogrammetry) were recorded as an aid to future modeling and drawing. Both instrument 
survey and photography were based on the very detailed and stringent scope-of-work 
requirements for the ultimate drawings (HABS documentation guidelines as published by the 
USA National Parks Service) and documentation. 
 
Data Interpretation and Processing 
After acquiring the first round of field data, the next step was to process it. The survey 
information gathered with the Total Station transit was transcribed into a spreadsheet to better 
organize it and reproduce it for each the three summer interns (in typical NPS manner three 
graduate students from the University of Colorado at Denver, Historic preservation Program, 
College of Architecture and Planning were competitively selected and were responsible for 
documentation of the Ancient Puebloan Ruins). Since we had not used an automatic data 
collector, the points had to be entered manually one at a time. A starting point was created, 
representing the total station instrument, and points were plotted based on their compass 
direction from the total station point to locate their X-Y position, and the Z direction was 
determined by the vertical angle created from the total station’s location to the point in question. 
Next, the survey points were used to construct three-dimensional wire-frame models using the 3-
D modeling capabilities of AutoCAD 2002.   
 
Finally, all information was correlated to the appropriate 7.5 minute USGS (United States 
Geographical Survey) topographic map. A second field visit to each survey location had been 
scheduled from the outset of the project in order to check the results of the original data 
collection and to provide any information that was subsequently found to be missing or 
incomplete. New data, essential for completion of certain aspects of the project, was obtained 
during a second visit. This consisted primarily of taking supplemental photographs to facilitate 
completion of the HABS measured drawings.  
 
PhotoModeler® Pro 5 (PhotoModeler) 
PhotoModeler is a Windows program that helps you extract measurements and 3D models from 
photographs. The computer program is eventually used to produce orthogonal elevations of a 
structure without the original input photographs’ parallax and perspective deformations inherent 
in them. By using a camera as an input device PhotoModeler lets you capture photographically 
accurate detail in a short time period. It then organizes the model building process as you trace 
over photos on the screen. 
 
To use PhotoModeler, one or more photographs of a scene or an object are taken with a 
calibrated digital camera. The digital photographs are displayed on the screen and the operator 
marks each photograph with a mouse, tracing and tagging features of interest. Typically these 
would be sharp edges, window and door corners and orthogonal intersections readily seen and 
uniquely identified in each photograph. Corresponding traces and tags are marked on each 
photograph. PhotoModeler then combines the data in a step called processing and locates the 
marked features in three dimensions as dots or lines. 
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PhotoModeler generates the 3D positions of points, appearing in 3 or more over lapping 
photographs, by projecting straight lines from the camera position, through the point of the film 
or CCD and out into space. When two such rays are used, the intersection of the rays gives the 
point position, see Figures 11 and 12. The marks become accurately measured points, and when 
joined become lines, curves, cylinders or surfaces in a single, unified 3D space. The result is a 
3D model that can be transferred to any graphics or CAD program (Photoshop, AutoCAD, etc.), 
see Figures 10 to 16. 
 
Photographic Records 
Each structure was photographed for use in PhotoModeler. In our project, due to subject nature, 
the first step was to draw with chalk a two foot by two-foot grid on the structure to be recorded. 
At the intersection of grid lines (grid points) 2” x 2” self-sticking (non-destructive) targets were 
pasted on the structure. The square targets presented a black background with a 1.8" diameter 
white circle designed to be semi-automatically acquired by the computer program, see Figures 10 
to 12. In addition targets were placed on all points marking the profile (or features such as the 
outline of a door or window) of the structure. The target size was determined by an algorithm 
described in the PhotoModeler manual that guaranteed a minimum target size on the CCD of 8 
pixels (a pixel is the smallest recognizable digital point), see Figure 12.  
 
Photographs were taken using the CANNON EOS Rebel (300D) digital camera recommended, 
calibrated, and bundled with the PhotoModeler computer program by EOS Inc. of Vancouver, 
Canada. Multiple photos were taken of each elevation.  To achieve the best results from 
PhotoModeler, it was necessary to photograph each elevation from several different angles, and 
several different heights. The decomposed nature of the structures themselves was problematic in 
acquiring photographic data. To compensate for the lack of distinct reference points (sharp 
intersections) on them we placed 2 x 2 inch non-destructive paper targets on the structures on the 
orthogonal 2 ft x 2 ft grid. This insured that we would have consistent reference points to use in 
PhotoModeler. Overlapping photographs were taken at multiple horizontal and vertical angles to 
picture the façade of the building, see Figure 12. Care was taken so that each target appeared on 
at least three diverse photographs. Ultimately, some of the PhotoModeler models were created 
from photographs without the targets.  In such cases, distinctive points on the structures 
themselves were used.  This technique was useful, however accuracy was compromised. 
 
We used digital reference photos extensively in the field.  These were taken for contextual 
references, as well as to be used in PhotoModeler. Reference photos were taken for each 
structure, both of the structure itself and of the surrounding context, see Figure 10. They were 
taken of each structure from the direction of the elevations required for the finished drawings. In 
order to correlate photographic coordinates to cardinal points (N, E, S and W) PhotoModeler 
needs an item in each picture that signals scale and cardinal orientation. We, rather clumsily, 
used a ladder whose orientation and size were known, see Figures 10 and 11. Today, being wiser 
and more experienced, we use less grotesque elements such as elevated and cardinally oriented 
horizontal surveying measuring poles, for scaling and orientation purposes.   
 
Once the data was collected on site, the information was used to generate a model of the 
elevations in PhotoModeler.  The camera calibration points (supplied by the Vancouver, Canada 
based EOS Systems, distributors of the software) were inputted into the program as well as the 
images taken on site.  The project started with one photograph in which the targets were 
identified, recorded and labeled, and then additional photographs were processed in a similar 
manner. The specific target points were marked and similarly labeled on each photograph. These 
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Figure 10.  PhotoModeler screen showing 4 diverse, correlate views of structure 4 
 
 
   

 
Figures 11 and 12. Cannonball Photograph, with Targets and grid, of Structure 4 
 
target points were marked and numbered in the computer program and then additional 
photographs were added and each of the target points in the first photograph was cross-
referenced onto the additional photographs, Figure 10. Selecting a target point of one photograph 
and marking the same point on the additional photograph did this. After each additional 
photograph was added, the program referenced and recognized similar target points on each 
photograph.   
 
Once all of the points were plotted for each individual structure (Figure 13), they were connected 
by the user with line segments (which defined triangular plane segments) creating a three 
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dimensional wire-frame model that could be viewed from any direction, and was proportionally 
scaled to the actual structure, see Figure 13.  The 3-D viewer tool (a program feature that allows 
the user to see a 3D model of the structure) was used periodically to view the points, lines and 
surfaces in three-dimensional space and any input abnormality (such as points that should not be 
connected or unreal surface facets) was edited out. The resulting one sided, curved surface is 
called a 2 ½-D surface. 2 ½-D surfaces have special computational properties that make them 
different from full 3D objects. The 2 ½-D surface was now ready for rendering. It can be shaded, 
or the texture of the photographs can be rendered onto the surface (Figures 14 and 15 
respectively), an option is to show the location of the cameras so as to ascertain adequate 
separation of data, see Figure 16. PhotoModeler was used in the HABS project to generate 
elevations of the buildings by creating a three dimensional model. The model image then 
generated was exported to AutoCAD 2000 (computer aided design program) to help draft the 
final elevations. An orthographic image was then exported as a .tiff file. Programs like Adobe 
Photoshop and AutoCAD could then use this file.  
 
PhotoModeler is a program more suited for orthogonal buildings and has a steep learning curve. 
It presented a challenge when generating irregular structures in plan and volume as those called 
by the project. The Cannonball Pueblo, Margarita Martinez and Senon Vigil Homesteads, which 
were all surveyed but the latter two are not shown here in the interest of brevity, are all stone 
structures irregular in shape and plan, which made referencing multiple photographs and 
generating three-dimensional models a challenge. Once the wire-frames were constructed, they 
could be located respective to one another in space.   
 

 
 
Figure 12. Cannonball Photograph, with Targets and grid, of Structure 4. 
 
This served as a method for us to double check the original architectural survey data, which we 
found to be very accurate.  The models also served as a reference to double check the scale and 
orientation of digital photographs taken in the field, as well as the justified elevation photographs 
produced in PhotoModeler. 
 
Selection of Representation Media 
Rough drafts of each page of the final drawings were created in order to establish the layout and 
content of each HABS page.  The NPS project director was extremely helpful and exacting 
during this task. Elevations, plans and details were sketched in a variety of scales so that we 
could determine the best way to represent each structure.  We ultimately decided that 24 x 36 
inch pages would be best suited for our drawings. 
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Figure 13. 2 ½-D Numbered Model Points, and triangulated 2 ½-D Form a Surface 
 

 
Figure 14. 2 ½-D Shaded Surface               Figure 15. 2 ½-D Photograph rendered Surface 
 

  
Figure 16. 2 ½-D Photograph, rectified and rendered, and 2 ½-D Triangulated surface 
showing camera locations. 
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It was decided at the outset that the page layout and text for the finished drawings would be 
prepared digitally and plotted onto Mylar, with the final drawings then being drawn (traced) 
traditionally by hand with exquisite graphic detail, as is the tradition in HABS recording. Since 
an appropriate pre-existing NPS HABS (Historical Architectural Building Record)  digital page 
layout file was not available, we duplicated the page style ourselves, based on an existing hard-
copy example provided by the NPS.   
 
This page was scanned into the computer using a large format scanner, and imported into 
AutoCAD as a raster image.  It was traced using polylines (a type of CAD continuous segmented 
line) and the thickness and orientation was reproduced exactly. The majority of the text, 
including the title for each structure, the scale bars, and the title block were done in AutoCAD, 
using the single line text command.  Per NPS HABS/HAER (Historical Architectural 
Engineering Record) specifications, we used the Sans Serif font.  This worked very well.  
However, we had difficulty using this procedure to incorporate the statements of historical 
significance (prepared by NPS) into the drawings.   
 
These were instead prepared as Word documents, using the Sans Serif font, and imported into 
the AutoCAD pages as OLE objects.  By using this process instead, the text blocks retained their 
original format.  Also, it was easier to edit the text as the NPS provided later renditions and edits. 
A plot style table was created in the plot dialogue box with pen-weights corresponding to the 
pen-weights on the original HABS documents provided by the NPS.   
 
The pen-weights we used, from thick to thin, were: 1.2 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.1 mm.  Text was 
plotted using the default pen weight. Once the format for each sheet had been finalized, they 
were saved as PDFs and taken to local reproduction agencies to be plotted. This worked well, 
although we had to use two different reproduction offices, since the first office’s plotters were 
leaving roller marks on the pages, and not plotting consistently.  The second office produced 
excellent quality pages, see final HABS product slated for the congressional record, Figures 17 
to 22. 
 
Conclusion 
Close range photogrammetry coupled to new CAD tools make architectural recording of 
undocumented building and monuments much easier and with a shorter field time than 
traditional field surveying. In addition, once the 3D model of the monument or building has been 
created, a whole new spectrum of presentation and study possibilities are open to the owner, 
designer, engineer or fund raiser. The ability to three dimensionally represent objects 
(graphically corrected) with the use of two dimensional fish-eye photographs adds a new 
dimension to the art of graphical presentation. If the user insists on using traditional surveying 
methods, then field surveying can be significantly improved with great field time economies 
when Total Station transits are used. 
 
Many thanks to the individuals that made these experiences happen. 
Thomas G. Keohan, Historical Architect, National Park Service  
Michael Holleran, PhD, Associate Dean, College of Architecture and Planning, Denver 
Judith Bergquist, Community Development Specialist, Colorado Center for Community 
Development (CCCD)  
Graduate student HABS interns:  Mark Sullivan, Senior Archeologist, Alan Scheer, Archeologist 
and Meera S. Joshi. 
Rebecca Turley-Summers, MBA, JD, for extensive editing assistance. 
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Figure 17. HABS Cannon Ball Pueblo Titular Page 
 
 

 
Figure 18. HABS Cannon Ball Pueblo, South Pueblo 
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Figure 19. HABS Cannon Ball Pueblo, Structure A 
 

 
Figure 20. HABS Cannon Ball Pueblo, Structure 2 
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Figure 21. HABS Cannon Ball Pueblo, Structure 4 

 
Figure 22. HABS Cannon Ball Pueblo, Tallus Structure 
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Abstract 

 

In pre-modern China, two major schools of thoughts dominated people’s lives: 

Taoism urged man to work symbiotically with nature while Confucianism set standards 

of behavior and the hierarchy of human society.  The proposed paper will demonstrate 

how the spaces of classical Chinese architecture were formed in the climate of these two 

influences. 

 

The relationship between man and his world exists naturally at the time of birth.  At 

first, the Chinese believed that people had to learn to deal with survival instead of 

changing the environment.  In Chinese philosophy, the word “nature” does not just mean 

the physical environment, but suggests the workings of the whole cosmos.  Such 

discussions can be found in Tao Te Ching, an essential Chinese classic, by Lao Tzu in 

about 600 BC 

 

We can find successful application of this concept in the architectural works of 

Tadao Ando, the noted Japanese architect.  His projects will be highlighted and discussed 

in some detail later in the paper. 

 

The relationship among people in traditional Chinese society on the other hand, is 

quite different from that of the Western world. Generally speaking, Western philosophy 

focuses more on issues about “what is the truth’ as well as on discussions on the 

existence of human being.  On the contrary, Chinese philosophies took human existence 

for granted. More attentions were paid on how a person should behave as a noble being 

as distinguished from other creatures.   While Taoism provided abstract concepts of the 

phenomenon Confucianism defined rules and regulations in the operational domain, It did 

not come as a surprise that architecture and city planning became important physical 

manifestations of settings for pomps and circumstances in the ritual-rich lives of China’s 

past. 

 



When we study traditional Chinese residences, a good understanding of the unique 

family structure (i.e. Confucianism) will help explain it layout and style.  In a likewise 

manner, the design and planning of villages, palaces and cities followed the same 

principle with consistency and predictability. 

 

The paper is based on the author’s on-going dissertation at Virginia Tech.  The goal 

of the research is to postulate an approach to the design of contemporary (Chinese) 

architecture that is powered by the intangible contents, culturally and spiritually. 

 

In addition to the general discussions on theory and concept, some case studies by 

well-known architects and the author’s own design exercises will be presented. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes the content of news reports on major newspapers in the U.S. and in 

Japan about the anti-Japan mass protests in various parts of China in spring 2005. In an 

unusual display of nationalism, Thousands turned up in Beijing, Shenzhen and other 

cities to express their anger towards Japan. The protests were fueled by Japanese 

government’s effort for a permanent seat at the United Nation’s Security Council and the 

publishing of history textbooks downplaying Japan’s military past. At various stages of 

the movement, international media has offered different interpretations of the events, 

referring to both macro and micro forces intertwined together. The author finds that the 

Japanese media put a lot of emphasis on the psychological effect the protests had on 

Japanese firms conducting business with China and on Japanese public, while U.S. 

newspapers tend to underscore the role of the Chinese government in manipulating the 

public’s dissatisfaction with reality. The author argues that while political and 

economical factors have major impact on the ways nationalism are expressed at a specific 

historic moment, the role of global media, both commercial and noncommercial, is 

indispensable in shaping and spreading these movements. 
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Abstract 

 
 This study moves beyond classical gatekeeping research to propose a set of ten 

strategic communication categories (aesthetics, breadth, convenience, depth, emotionality, 

freshness, germaneness, helpfulness, incisiveness, and justice) that allow for discussion of 

presentational style beyond the mere yes/no of story selection based on newsworthiness criteria. 

It also extends the gatekeeping paradigm by comparing the complex decisions driving the  

production of mediated messages to the multi-faceted process of preparing food.  Both food and 

media production are highly strategic endeavors that can profoundly affect the wellbeing of 

others. 

 Fifty Chinese and Western journalists broadcasting internationally with the Voice of 

America, the BBC World Service, and China’s three major international media outlets (CCTV, 

Xinhua, and CRI) were interviewed about the strategic decisions they make in their reporting, 

including their criteria for story selection, their conception of the interests of their audience, and 

their views on the present nature of international broadcasting.  At the conclusion of the 

interview, each journalist was asked to complete a forced-choice selection task to indicate the 

strategies that they felt were most important in their work.  In the responses, a significant pattern 

appeared for Chinese journalists (both in China and in the West) to emphasize the value of 

justice in their responses, although data suggest that the Chinese definition of “justice” may have 

surprising differences from the way it is construed in the West.   

 This study provides more fodder for the “Asian values” debate and introduces the 

food/media connection as a potentially rich metaphor to explore cross-culturally. 
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Strategies in International Broadcasting: 

New Directions in Understanding Media Production Values Across Cultures 

 

 Whether we like it or not, the majority of people on our planet are tuned into media in 

some way—radio, television, the Internet.  And just as we humans receive our physical 

nourishment from the foods we eat, our minds are nourished and developed by the messages we 

consume—our “food for thought,” so to speak.  It is widely known that media systems are 

engaged in a process of rapid globalization as we make our way into the 21st century, a dramatic 

development in our world’s history that will undoubtedly carry untold implications for all the 

residents of this planet we live on.  As strategic “battles for the hearts and minds” rage, both 

publicly and privately, it is time to seriously consider what we are doing to each other, and what 

this will mean for the ways we live together, both now and in the future.  To do this, instead of 

just studying messages and systems and structures and functions, it may be helpful to boil things 

down to where they begin—with us, with people.  If we can understand better what we truly 

hope to do, perhaps we can figure out better ways to accomplish it. 

Back to the Beginning 

 It is telling that the field of media studies was born under the toxic conditions of wartime.  

It was during the height of the global suspicion of World War II and the onset of the Cold War 

that the systematic study of mediated communication entered modern life, carrying with it an 

imperative of the greatest magnitude.  International political stakes were high, lives were being 

lost, and the consequences of psychological warfare were very real.  Hitler was one of the 

earliest to use media for political “propaganda” purposes, and certainly with great effect.  One by 

one, nations of the Allied, Axis, and Communist blocs scrambled to assemble international 

broadcasting mechanisms so as not to be left without a voice on the world stage.  Mass 
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communication was a relatively new phenomenon, and people in power wanted to know as soon 

as possible what potential effects media would have on their world. 

 In 1948, early media scholar Harold Lasswell put forward his simple media equation:  

Who – Says what – To whom – In which channel – With what effect?  For scholars working in 

the immediate post-WWII years and at the outset of the Cold War, it was imperative to begin 

media study right at the end of the equation, with effects research.  How do media affect our 

attitudes and behavior?  What powers and limitations do they hold?  Can media make us believe 

or do just about anything?  Unfortunately, the fruits of this early program of research were less 

than satisfactory, giving mixed results and raising more questions than answers.   

 In the late 1950s and 1960s, media theorists became fascinated with computers and their 

potential, shifting their focus in Lasswell’s media equation back a notch to “In which channel,” 

or medium analysis, following the thought process of McLuhan’s (1964) axiom, “the medium is 

the message.”  In the 1970s and 1980s, the “me generation” came in, and media scholars took yet 

one more step back in the media equation, focusing on Lasswell’s “To whom.”  Audience 

analysis and other consumer-centered approaches to studying media became popular, and “uses 

and gratifications” became the media buzz words.  By the 1990s, emphasis had again shifted a 

step further back in the media equation to Lasswell’s “Says what,” or message/content analysis, 

which underpins the framing and rhetorical approaches currently in vogue today.   

 Perhaps at the outset of the 21st century, it is time to finally come back to where the 

media equation began, with the “Who” itself, the people who actually craft the messages that fly 

across the national boundaries around our world.  During the dangerous Cold War years, scholars 

could scarcely fathom crossing into “enemy territory” to study the people behind the media 

systems outside our own.  But today, with the ready availability of transportation and 

communication tools that make our world much smaller, we can finally begin where we should 
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have begun all along – with the people who produce the media we consume.  Who are they?  

What makes them tick?  We often paint those who create our media with broad strokes, as if they 

are inanimate cogs within the enormous machines of global broadcasting.  But if we strip away 

the layers of anonymity and see the human faces of those who hold the pens and the keyboards, 

the microphones and the cameras of our world, we find that we cannot truly understand media 

without talking with those who work to create them.   

Beyond Gatekeeping 

 The father of gatekeeping theory, Kurt Lewin, died before his unfinished manuscript was 

published in 1947, pairing the terms gatekeeping and communication for the first time 

(Shoemaker, 1991).  As a part of his larger work in field theory defining individual life spaces as 

causally connected to human social action (Hample, 1997), Lewin’s “theory of channels and 

gatekeepers,” as it came to be called, was developed as a means of understanding social changes 

in a community through the metaphor of food choices.  Lewin pointed out that food reaches a 

family’s table through “channels,” such as the garden, the grocery store, and the refrigerator.  At 

each stage of the production process, decisions are made about harvesting, storage, preparation, 

etc., and at any juncture an individual item may be accepted or rejected and never make it to the 

dinner table.  The key to Lewin’s analysis was the examination of forces acting upon the 

selection decisions made by the gatekeepers along the way, which Lewin felt could be measured 

and modeled psychologically in the same way that models of physical forces were used in 

physics.  Although a physicist by training, Lewin (1951) made the connection of this application 

of field theory to communication when he wrote in another posthumously published manuscript 

that the gatekeeping process “holds not only for food channels but also for the traveling of a 

news item through certain communication channels in a group, for movement of goods, and the 

social locomotion of individuals in many organizations” (p. 187). 
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 Lewin’s gatekeeping theory was first notably applied in 1950 by David Manning White, 

who spent time with a small-city newspaper editor whom he dubbed “Mr. Gates.”  White 

examined the editor’s rationale behind the decisions he made about individual news items, 90% 

of which were not used by the newspaper.  Later gatekeeping studies, such as those by Gieber 

(1956), McNelly (1959), Snider (1967), Bass (1969), and McQuail and Windahl (1981), kept 

with White’s tradition of examining the news item selection process, focusing on the simple 

“yes” or “no” of whether an item was accepted for publication or not and why.  Although 

Chibnall’s (1977) work did make the important theoretical leap of conceiving of news personnel 

as “creators” rather than mere “gatherers” of the news, gatekeeping theory still has not lived up 

to its potential of helping us understand the complexities of communicators’ dynamic “life 

spaces,” as proposed by Lewin.  The early focus in this line of research was to conceive of 

psychological forces and role relationships in quantifiable, analytical terms, a tendency heavily 

influenced by the prevailing methodologies of the time.  However, this project suggests that our 

work may be enhanced by a more thorough exploration of context and values guiding not only 

“either/or” gatekeeping choices, but also strategic decisions about how messages are crafted.   

Although significant work has been done on the decisions made by message producers 

within media organizations (Allan, 1999; Chan, 2002; Dayan & Katz, 1992; Epstein, 1973; 

Fishman, 1980; Franklin & Murphy, 1998; Galtung & Ruge, 1981; Gans, 1979; Hartley & 

Montgomery, 1985; Hofstetter, 1976; Jacobs, 1996; Pozner, 1991; Reese, 1991; Roshco, 1975; 

Scott, 1994; Tuchman, 1978; Turnow, 1983; Xu, H., 2000), no studies on producer intentions 

appear to have been conducted cross-culturally, especially with cultures that have been distant as 

a result of the Cold War.  We continue to operate under outdated assumptions about what others 

intend based on our own interpretations of their programming (content and framing analysis).  

Now that it is possible to communicate directly with media producers virtually the world over, it 
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is necessary to develop tools with which we may better explore the process by which meaning is 

made and coded into media messages across cultures.  Knowing whether a message is to be 

broadcast is helpful, but understanding how it is to be presented is another issue altogether. 

The Ingredients in the Daily Feed 

 Human beings are consumers; we spend significant amounts of time, resources, and 

energy each day to acquire both physical food as well as mental “food for thought.”  Those who 

feed us tend to respond to our complex tastes by supplying what we want, when and where we 

want it, as evidenced by the tremendous proliferation of tasty convenience foods available just 

about anywhere in the developed (and now the developing) world.  The process of feeding and 

being fed is, by nature, an iterative process, with a whole host of “cultural” factors catering to 

local traditions—tortillas in Mexico, bread in France, gari in Nigeria, rice in Japan, etc.       

 In the highly competitive world of the “daily feed,” culinary metaphors already abound.  

Responding to the perceived needs of our modern society, journalists and other media producers 

strive to suit our “tastes” to get us to “consume” their messages.  They often “spice up” 

otherwise “bland” reporting, or make efforts to add more “meat” or more “juicy tidbits” to a 

piece.  “Sweet” stories are nice, as long as they do not become “syrupy” or “saccharine.”  Of 

course, “stale” news must be avoided, as well as topics that might cause “indigestion” for the 

audience.  Some reporters clearly act as “short-order cooks,” simply assembling details from 

prescribed sets of story elements, whereas other journalists style themselves more as professional 

“chefs,” striving for the complexity and creativity that will suit the “taste” of a more elite market.  

Judging by our discourse, food metaphors seem to apply readily to the process by which we 

produce and consume media products. 
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 Thus, as we seek to understand the dynamics of the “daily feed,” we must look carefully 

into the intentions of those who produce and market the foods and messages we consume.  

Certainly there are those media outlets that deliberately produce mental “junk food” simply 

because it sells, whereas others consciously try to serve up a nourishing balance of information 

to promote both individual and societal health and wellbeing.  Although the thought of having 

some worldwide regulatory body overseeing the “health content” of the messages we consume is 

rather terrifying, if media producers were individually and collectively to view themselves as 

feeding their audience instead of just entertaining them—merely gaining attention for the 

purpose of selling it to advertisers—subtle shifts might occur in our media that could lead to 

significant benefits over time.  

From “Newsworthiness” to Recipe-Building 

 One difficulty with Lewin’s gatekeeping paradigm is that it can become cumbersome 

when applied to complex, multi-layered tasks.   In its simplest form, Lewin describes the process 

by which each individual item of food makes it to a family’s table.   “Do I keep this item or 

throw it away?  Do I keep that item or throw it away?”  However, anyone who has ever prepared 

a meal knows that cooking is much more artful and complex than that—we are not robots that 

operate digitally via “yes” or “no.”   Thus, it is necessary to develop a fuller vocabulary to 

describe the multi-faceted strategic decisions we make in not only selecting, but also in 

preparing a message for the consumption of others.   

 Previous studies delineating strategies or factors that influence journalistic decision-

making, consistent with White’s (1950) early Mr. Gates study, have focused mainly on 

newsworthiness, the basic “yes/no” of story selection.  For instance, from a review of recent 

literature, Allan (1999) gleaned a comprehensive list of 12 newsworthiness factors cited 

throughout media literature: conflict, relevance, timeliness, simplification, personalization, 
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unexpectedness, continuity, composition, reference to elite nations, reference to elite persons, 

cultural specificity, and negativity.  However, in order to more fully address the entire repertoire 

of taste that media producers may draw from to make their stories appealing to their audiences, it 

is necessary to expand this list to account not only for the mere yes/no of which stories will be 

included, but also to account for the strategic presentational style of stories as crafted by those 

who produce them.  The above-listed newsworthiness factors fail to account for a reporter’s 

individual aesthetic sense, for instance, nor do they address a journalist’s desire for her work to 

positively impact the lives of her audience.  In other words, newsworthiness factors lead us to 

believe that there is something inherent in the piece of news itself that makes it “worthy” of being 

broadcast.  It leaves little room for the human judgment or values of the communicator.  Thus 

indeed, we need to take our attention all the way back to the beginning of Lasswell’s media 

equation, from the “Says what” of the message to the “Who” that is communicating to more fully 

account for the subtle human forces at work in our globalizing media system. 

This study will make use of a newly-developed list of strategic communication factors 

that transcend basic newsworthiness and move us further into the multi-layered decision-making 

process engaged in by media producers themselves.  The ten categories include: aesthetics, 

breadth, convenience, depth, emotionality, freshness, germaneness, helpfulness, incisiveness, and 

justice.  (These categories are described, in both journalistic and culinary terms, in Figure 1.)  

Aesthetics refers simply to what looks or sounds good—how to create a “good narrative” through 

fitting together words, scenes, and sounds to make a coherent piece (i.e., packaging or 

presentation).  Breadth means drawing on universal values or interests to try to attract the 

broadest audience possible (i.e., appealing to the masses).  Convenience refers to how readily 

producers can gather necessary footage or sound, working within constraints such as time, 

staffing, or equipment (i.e., “fast food”).  Depth is about making a piece thought-provoking or 
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analytical, gaining in-depth or “expert” information, and avoiding sensationalism (i.e., something 

complex for the discriminating palate).  Emotionality describes making a program personal, 

heartwarming, exciting, or fun—appealing to people’s feelings to attract attention or touch them 

in a certain way (i.e., “comfort food,” or something spicy or sweet).  Freshness is making a 

program unique or clever; innovating in such a way that material is new, different, and creative 

(i.e., something “straight out of the garden”).  Germaneness has to do with making a program 

relevant to current circumstances, addressing what is going on at a given time (i.e., seasonal or 

holiday food).  Helpfulness means striving to make a program educational or useful to viewers, 

provide a needed service, or change the world for the better (i.e., something nutritious).  

Incisiveness provides the ability to analyze a situation and add something that is needed, 

providing missing elements or serving a “watchdog” role (i.e., nutritional supplements).  Justice 

describes making a program fair, balanced, accurate, objective, or impartial (i.e., balanced meal). 

One interesting element of this category scheme is that the ten categories can fall into a 

convenient alphabetical listing, which may be helpful as a mnemonic device for students or 

practitioners who might use such a coding scheme in the future.  There may well be more 

categories than these herein mentioned, which will need the work of future studies to delineate. 

The ten categories used in this study were devised through pilot-testing among both 

American and Chinese journalism students and professionals in the Washington D.C. area.  

Participants were asked to freelist “words that would make them happy if they were used to 

describe their work,” and then further descriptors were sought through interviews and focus 

groups.  Once a list of words was compiled, they were sorted and organized to fall into 

exhaustive general categories.  Naturally, these ten categories have some degree of overlap, and 

it would be unusual for a journalist to be motivated by one sole category, to the exclusion of 

others.  As we have noted, strategic decision-making in journalism is a multi-layered process in 
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much the same way as cooking.  If I am preparing a Christmas dinner for my family, I will 

probably focus largely on “germane” elements that evoke the holiday spirit, seeking 

heartwarming ingredients and spices that are traditional and satisfying to my guests.  Of course, I 

want to also serve a nutritious, fresh, and balanced meal, yet on an occasion such as Christmas, I 

might choose to splurge, erring on the side of more emotionally evocative recipes.  However, if I 

am preparing a summer salad for a picnic, I may choose to focus most of my efforts on freshness 

in order to use some of the vegetables currently coming out of my garden.  And to make the 

salad palatable to everyone at the picnic, I may seek breadth, choosing a fairly universally-

accepted salad dressing.    

The point is that no one category is used exclusively by any journalist at any particular 

time—media production is a highly creative, multi-faceted process that adapts dynamically to 

meet evolving needs.  Yet, there are circumstantial and preferential patterns to be found between 

individuals, media organizations, and even national cultures.  Just as culture shapes our diet, 

cultural influences may also impact our communicative choices in ways that we have yet to fully 

understand.  Everyone in the world eats.  All media producers want their work to be “palatable” 

in some way to their audience.  Thus, with the range of options provided by our ten-pronged 

category scheme, we may begin to work within a common conceptual vocabulary through which 

we can discuss and more clearly understand the choices we make, both as producers and 

consumers of mediated messages.  After all, the creation and maintenance of “culture” is an 

iterative process, and at every moment we are situated in the highly contextual world of 

communicative decision-making.  Developing and refining categories through which to discuss 

our choices can provide a number of new ingredients to our conceptual “cookbook.” 
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THE STUDY 

Samples 

For the purposes of this study, I chose to draw participants from the Voice of America 

(VOA) in Washington D.C., the British Broadcasting Corporation’s (BBC) World Service in 

London, and Chinese journalists with official international media outlets in Beijing (China 

Central Television, China Radio International, and the Xinhua News Agency).  I was interested 

in examining the influence of culture on media decision-making, but after spending some time 

within various media outlets, I realized it would impossible to isolate pure “cultural” elements 

from the myriad organizational influences affecting reporters working for news agencies in 

different countries.  Especially because I wanted to focus on the main cultural influences of 

“Chinese” and “Western” values in mass communication, I found it would be impossible to do a 

study that focused on “culture” without significantly addressing the different organizational 

mandates driving media choices in places as disparate as Washington and Beijing.  Thus, I had to 

find a way to somehow “control for” organization to be able to see the influence of culture itself.  

VOA and the BBC are two of the world’s premier broadcast institutions, employing 

relatively large numbers of well-seasoned journalists from many different national cultures.  

Both VOA and the BBC employ Indonesians and Afghans, Nigerians and Koreans, Russians and 

Chinese.  These broadcasters now largely live in the same cities (Washington and London); they 

work within the same organizational mandates; they work their way up the same bureaucratic 

structures as their American and British counterparts.  (It can be argued that the Americans and 

British at the VOA and the BBC are still privileged nonetheless, but at least attempts are made to 

treat them equally “in principle” in terms of job descriptions, benefits, status within the 

organization, etc.)  Many of these international broadcasters have lived in the West for years, and 

their adult lifestyles and experiences have run alongside their American and British counterparts.  
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The main difference between these journalists is their native culture, which makes their discourse 

about their work a perfect “laboratory” for examining the influence of cultural background while 

at the same time “controlling for” organizational influences, at least to the extent possible. 

I approached the entire features teams of the Chinese and English divisions of VOA and 

the BBC World Service, soliciting about ten people from each unit for interviews, striving for an 

equitable gender balance.  I chose to focus on feature reporters because their latitude in story 

selection is much wider than that of their “hard news” colleagues, whose decisions are guided 

more by the availability of news stories on the international wire services.   Feature producers 

and editors have a world of options before them, so I was interested in the values and strategic 

considerations that drive the stories they cover, and how they choose to cover them. 

In order to examine the degree to which the Chinese reporters at VOA and the BBC think 

like their American or British colleagues, or rather like other Chinese reporters from their 

homeland, I also went to Beijing to interview ten more journalists employed by China’s premier 

international broadcast organizations—China Central Television (CCTV), China Radio 

International (CRI), and the Xinhua News Agency.  Unlike my experiences at VOA and the 

BBC, where I had enjoyed blanket approval to conduct research, in China I had to “take 

whomever I could get,” relying on personal contacts and friends of friends for interviews.  

Naturally, this sample of Chinese journalists who were willing to let me interview them may be 

more internationally-minded than other reporters in Beijing, yet I was careful to reserve at least 

half of my sample in China for those who spoke no English.   

In total, I interviewed 50 reporters—10 Chinese at VOA, 10 Americans at VOA, 10 

Chinese at the BBC, 10 British at the BBC, and 10 Chinese working for official Chinese 

international media.  At VOA and the BBC, some of the Chinese reporters had American or 

British citizenship, or permanent residency status in the U.S. or U.K., yet all those I interviewed 
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had grown up and been educated in the P.R.C. or Taiwan.  Figure 2 describes the average ages, 

gender mix, and educational and journalistic training backgrounds of those I interviewed.  

Although the Chinese sample in Beijing was self-selecting (international journalists who were 

willing to be interviewed on their own time), the VOA and BBC samples turned out to be quite 

representative of the larger teams from which they were drawn. 

Procedures 

I completed 30-45 minute semi-structured interviews in the native language (English or 

Chinese) of the 50 feature reporters who came forward for the study.  The interviews focused 

around the reporters’ story choices, their overall journalistic values, their role models and 

preferred media, their understanding of the composition and interests of their international 

audiences, and their notions about “propaganda” and the nature of modern international 

broadcasting.  At the completion of the interview, I gave each journalist a blank piece of paper 

for a freelisting exercise, with the instruction to “Write down as many words as you can think of 

that would make you happy if they were used to describe your work.”  With these values now 

very salient in their minds, I then asked each journalist to complete a forced-choice selection 

task.  I presented them with ten envelopes, on which were written the labels: Aesthetic/Beautiful, 

Broad/Comprehensive, Convenient/Easy to produce, Deep/Analytical, Emotional/Moving, 

Fresh/Original, Germane/Relevant, Helpful/Beneficial, Incisive/Probing, and Just/Balanced.  

Each journalist was asked to choose the top three that they personally thought were most 

important in their work to and rank them in order of importance.  Opening the envelope that the 

journalist had selected as number one in importance, I then pulled out ten slips of paper on which 

were written out longer descriptions of each of the ten values—these slips of paper had been 

identical in each envelope.  (Pilot testing among international journalists not involved in the 

study revealed 100% reliability between the ten categories and their lengthier descriptions.)  The 
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journalist again had to choose his or her top three and rank them in order of importance. 

Once those two sets of choices were made, I made note of the journalist’s selections and 

ranked them by a simple scoring system: three points for each first choice, two points for each 

second choice, and one point for each third choice.  The range of possible scores between the 

two trials was thus 0-6,  zero if a journalist had never selected a certain category, and six if they 

had selected a particular category as their first choice twice (thus 3+3).  Summing these totals 

among the categories makes it possible to examine patterns of emphasis across the five samples.   

RESULTS 

 Graphically representing the weighted selections from the five samples of journalists 

reveals some significant patterns.  (See Figure 3 for VOA data, Figure 4 for BBC data, and 

Figure 5 for data from the Chinese media.)  The easiest finding to note is that almost none of the 

journalists (only two of the 50) selected convenience as one of their top three choices.  Although, 

in their interviews, most of the reporters described time pressures which would make 

convenience an important selection criterion for stories in the midst of day-to-day deadline 

pressures, apparently when given a chance to articulate a choice, convenience does not appear as 

a value worth emphasizing—at least to a researcher.  Thus, we might conclude that the 

categories being selected in the study are ideal values, or those that the journalists would strive 

to achieve under ideal circumstances.  Because this study focuses on the journalists themselves 

rather than their products, no effort was made to try to correlate the reporters’ stated values with 

the programs they have produced.  Such questions will have to be answered by future research. 

 Probably the most significant finding of this study is the consistent propensity of Chinese 

journalists to select justice as one of their top three concerns—indeed, for one out of every five 

Chinese journalists in the study, justice was given as the number one choice during both trials of 

the selection task.  After completing my interviews at VOA and the BBC and noting this pattern, 
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I was very curious to see if this tendency was appearing because Chinese journalists employed 

by VOA and the BBC are a very special, self-selecting breed of journalists—those who have left 

their home country, become proficient enough in English to be employed by Western media 

organizations, and been willing to engage in broadcasts to China that they know are blocked by 

the Chinese government.  Many of these journalists, particularly those employed by VOA or the 

BBC for ten or more years, experienced the Cultural Revolution and/or the Tiananmen Square 

incident firsthand, thus I expected that their feelings about journalistic values may resemble 

those of Westerners more than journalists from their home country.  However, when I discovered 

the pattern of citing justice to be even further enhanced among reporters working for the official 

Chinese media, I realized that there must indeed be something “Chinese” about selecting justice 

as a top journalistic value.   

 Two possibilities I could imagine for this finding would be: 1) perhaps Chinese 

journalism curricula place great emphasis on this value, to the extent that “justice and balance” 

would emerge readily as a salient value when one is asked to articulate values, or 2) perhaps the 

the Chinese media system has been deficient in this area, which produces a longing or a striving 

among journalists that translates into significant emphasis on this value as one that is needed.  In 

other words, could this pattern best be explained by abundance, or by scarcity?  Do we value 

something because it is plentiful, or because we perceive it to be rare? 

 Examining the journalists’ demographics, we find that although 70% of the Chinese 

journalists in Beijing did receive some formal journalism education in China (in many instances, 

such training is a prerequisite to take jobs in the official Chinese media), those were not 

necessarily the members of the sample who rated justice most highly.  Of the Chinese VOA and 

BBC reporters, only two of the 20 had received significant journalism training in China.  Most of 

the Chinese VOA and BBC reporters had received their education in the West, many in other 
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fields.  There emerges no significant correlation between having received journalistic training, or 

having received training either in the West or in China, and the tendency to select justice as a 

preeminent value.  Likewise, there is no apparent correlation by gender.  Aside from the strong 

effect by national culture, the only other factor that appears to be related to rating justice highly 

is age.  Those who had been through traumatic events in China did tend to put justice on top of 

the pile more readily than others.  

 In subsequent follow-up conversations with the Chinese journalists, I asked them to 

provide some context around why justice/balance emerged as such a significant value for them.  

What they told me was reminiscent of the themes that appeared in their interviews.  One VOA 

reporter explained:  “I am a reporter, not a judge.  So I cannot judge the matter.  We should 

remove any judgment and strive for balance, which is the basis of news from my point of view.  

This is what I am always emphasizing, being complete and being impartial.”   Similarly, a 

journalist in China told me, “You must be truthful. The primary principle of journalism is to be 

factual.  To put it simply, it has no exaggeration and hiding, just true reporting. People have their 

own judgments.  It’s not your job to teach them.”   

 

DISCUSSION 

Choosing to Not Choose 

 Throughout the development of the Chinese media system, official media in China have 

been called the “mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist Party.”  Thus, I expected Chinese 

reporters to have a more public-service mindset than their Western counterparts.  I imagined that 

they would focus significantly in their discourse on the responsibility to “feed” their audience 

with healthful servings of what they consider necessary to build a strong “socialist society with 

Chinese characteristics.”  After all, in China it is traditionally considered the responsibility of a 
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host or a leader to order dishes for his subordinates in a restaurant—to consider the needs of 

others and to meet them preemptively.   At present, “junk food” is known as a more Western 

phenomenon, both in terms of food and media.  Anyone who has seen even a small dose of 

official Chinese media broadcasts knows that reaching for a balance of perspectives does not 

manifest obviously as a highly-cherished value.  Instead of “all the news that’s fit to print,” 

Chinese international media tend to focus more on “all the good news that’s fit to print”—about 

China, at least.     

 However, the data from this study suggest that indeed, some Chinese reporters feel they 

can best do their job as a journalist by not choosing ideas or opinions for their audience.  They 

see a danger in taking sides and want to be as objective as possible.   

One senior Chinese VOA reporter put it this way: 

We grew up in a very bigoted cultural environment, that is, at that time there was only 
one notion; other notions must be wrong.  That is the education we received.  So people 
would be going to extremes.  However, after the Tiananmen Square incident, this extreme 
notion was broken.  I know more than one notion can be correct in this world.  There are 
other correct notions, and many wrong ones.  So I should cherish more being objective, 
being truthful, and being complete.  Now that I am out of that environment, at every 
second, I am, consciously or unconsciously, reminding myself of being objective and 
being complete.  Because I grew up in that environment, I know how much damage and 
impact partiality could bring.  So I should not be that way.  

 

 When I presented this quote to Chinese reporters at the BBC, almost every head in the 

room nodded.  Likewise, journalists in China—even a senior editor with the Xinhua News 

Agency—expressed solidarity, as well.  So, why the apparent disconnect between what Chinese 

reporters say they want and the output of their media system?  One CCTV editor explained: 

Objectivity means that you have both positive and negative sides.  But I cannot do this 
when it comes to some sensitive issues.  I am not allowed to do so.  I have to abide by the 
rules of CCTV and represent China.  With regard to such sensitive issues as Taiwan, 
human rights, the Falun Gong cult, especially some resolutions passed by the United 
States condemning China, I can only position the United States as our antagonistic target 
in my stories.  That’s all I can do.  I will not even leave half of the space for the United 
States.  Most likely I would present China’s standing and argue against the United States. 
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Ninety percent of the content will be devoted to China and the remaining 10% to the 
United States.  I cannot put too many criticisms from the American side in my stories.   
It’s not allowed.  Under such circumstances, I cannot consider my audience.  Whether it 
is effective or not is not my concern.  I only speak for the government and weigh what I 
can say and cannot.  Effectiveness is not my concern, because such political issues may 
affect my career. 

 

 Thus, the question that emerges is not whether the individuals that comprise the Chinese 

media system want to present their society (and the world society) with a healthful balance of 

news and information, but how to best go about that without damaging the stability and security 

of the status quo. 

 An employee at CCTV explained the disconnect he feels between the views he holds 

privately and the opinions he expresses publicly: 

The boss rarely listens to input from staff.  I think he may want to, but doesn’t have such 
chances.  We don’t have such a mechanism.  Another thing is that it may affect 
teamwork.  We divide up our assignments among different teams.  If one team actively 
suggests that we should do this and that, other lazy members will not be happy.  So, we 
don’t speak up.  Chinese are like this.  We all want a peaceful and secure life.  Few 
Chinese talk about their suggestions.  I have many suggestions, but I don’t say them.  
Chinese culture doesn’t favor spearheads.  Spearheads often risk their life or career, 
especially in terms of political performance.  They want to stick to the current rules so 
long as there are no big mistakes.  I am one of them.  I know foreigners don’t act like 
this.  Foreign experts speak up about their concerns and suggestions, but nothing changes, 
because of the teamwork thing I mentioned.  So, they don’t talk any more.    

 

The Meaning of Justice 

 Ironically, one major question that emerges from the data in this study centers around the 

meaning of “justice” in broadcasting.  By justice, do we mean complete impartiality, or do we 

mean social justice?  Chinese reporters most often defined what they were striving for as: 

objective / keguan (客观 ), correct / zhengque (正确), impartial / gongzheng (公正), complete / 

quanmian (全面), or truthful / zhenshi (真实 ).  Yet, when I asked Western reporters about the 

meaning of these values, I was told, “Well, of course reporting has to be correct and truthful—
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that just goes without saying.”  Yet what constitutes a “whole” truth?  Is there such a thing?  

 Although there was repeated emphasis among all the samples on the value of trying to be 

as impartial as possible, there was also an awareness among the American and British reporters 

that complete objectivity may be impossible.  Everyone looks at their reporting through a lens 

created by life experience, I was told, thus striving for balance is much more about recognizing 

and correcting imbalances than pretending that no lens exists. 

 Among American and British reporters, particularly among British at the BBC, I found a 

marked tendency to equate justice with “leveling the playing field” in terms of social justice and 

welfare.  One BBC feature maker stated the case passionately: 

What makes me feel effective is when I’ve given the voiceless a voice.  I’m not on the 
side of the powerbrokers.  It’s very important to understand that that’s a role within a 
large organization, primarily concerned with news that gives voice to the powerbrokers.  
News programs interview politicians, presidents, prime ministers, academics, 
intellectuals, experts.  We are doing that as a news organization, wall to wall.  So when I 
say that I’m batting for the underprivileged, if you like, that is within the context of an 
organization that is absolutely in the mainstream in giving voice to the privileged all the 
time.  I mean, I’m not a crusader, I’m sounding like one, but I’m not a crusader with a big 
flag going out and righting wrongs.  But there are real people who are being squashed by 
circumstance.  And the discovery, if you like, of my professional life is that there’s a 
difference between being told something in a classroom and experiential learning.  You 
can say half the world drinks dirty water, but go and spend time with those people and get 
diarrhea and see their children die and it becomes a bit more important.  
 

 
 Indeed, most of the Western journalists I interviewed, particularly at the BBC, indicated 

certain values that they hoped their programs would promote—diversity, tolerance, democracy, 

human rights, social welfare.  In that sense, they do not claim to be striving for pure 

“impartiality,” but to be finding ways to promote an agenda, albeit given our modern 

sensibilities, a very constructive one.  A BBC journalist described the thought process that 

underlies her choices in guests: 

It’s the whole argument about being on the side of the angels, isn’t it?   You know, do 
you say that apartheid is right, or do you get somebody on to support apartheid, or do you 
get someone from the British National Party expressing their racist views?  Do you get 
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somebody on from the Mujahadin to say that jihad against the West is necessary?  That 
9/11 was the best thing?  I think there are times when that point of view must be 
expressed.  But immediately it needs to be balanced.  Immediately it needs to be 
balanced.  You couldn’t get somebody on the radio saying that 9/11 was the best thing 
that ever happened, in isolation. I mean, everybody would know that if you had 
somebody on saying that 9/11 was fantastic and then you went direct to “Thank you very 
much.  Now we’re going to do a story about the Green Party in Sweden.”  I mean, that 
just sounds wrong.  It’s not rocket science, but I mean, I have actually done an interview 
with somebody saying 9/11 was the best thing that ever happened, but that was in the 
context of a package that I had put together, so it was immediately balanced.  But it’s not 
bad in itself to have that expression.  It’s important to seek out alternative perspectives. 

 
 
 Indeed, I found that the reporters I interviewed at the BBC World Service stood apart 

from those at VOA and in the Chinese media in their open discussion of universal values, in their 

expressed hopes to “give the voiceless a voice,” to facilitate “the world talking to itself,” 

embracing a world view “devoid of Eurocentrism” to the extent possible.  Although a few BBC 

journalists shared the view that their mandate was to “show the best of Britain simply by being 

impartial,” most also felt it could be somewhat problematic at times that “we do cover British 

culture to a far disproportionate degree than we would if we were looking really at spaceship 

Earth.”  At VOA and in Beijing, there were no apologies for this—the American and Chinese 

reporters felt unequivocally that their institutional charge was to present their respective nations 

in the best light.  Yet, as media evolve and reporters around the world begin to examine their 

values more clearly, perhaps there will develop a more self-imposed mandate to look beyond 

national boundaries for universal themes that nourish and inspire.  Perhaps attracting audiences 

simply because one is broadcasting from a powerful nation will no longer be enough. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 International broadcasters have a difficult mandate—to reach out to disparate audiences 

around the globe in ways that meet both their institutional requirements as well as the needs of 

the unfathomable variety of people who tune in.  Yet when I asked these 50 international 

broadcasters who they worked for, the majority of them told me, “I work for myself.”  They 
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work for international broadcast agencies because of the interesting and diverse nature of the 

work; they choose stories simply because they find them fascinating.  They consider themselves 

perpetually “going to university,” constantly learning new things and having the precious chance 

to share what they learn with people around the globe.   

 Through this, I realized that there appears to be something very freeing and even public-

spirited about working for an international public broadcast agency.  Because there is great 

difficulty in gaining audience ratings or clearly grounded feedback from everywhere one’s signal 

is received, journalists for organizations like VOA, the BBC World Service, and the Chinese 

international media work on stories that feed themselves.  It is as if they are eating a snack and 

offering to share some simply because it tastes good.  “I like it, so maybe you’ll like it, too.” 

 If we conceive of media like food, we realize that the fare we produce does have 

profound effects on those who consume it.  Yet how we conceive of health and balance may be 

impacted significantly by our own cultural norms and expectations.  For instance, journalists in 

the different nations I studied likened their reporting to foods in unique cultural terms, as in the 

following representative sampling: 

• Perhaps a stir-fried vegetable dish, because I like things clear and concise, not sloppy.  
No need to say something useless.  I prefer things which are plain, that is to say, you 
could find facts, truthful stories inside.  I don’t like greasy things, like stories with lots of 
adjectives and jargon.  (VOA Chinese) 

 
• I would say a peanut butter and wildflower honey sandwich on really good peasant bread. 

The peasant bread for substance and honesty.  The peanut butter for the flavor and 
comfort, and ease to make.  And the wildflower honey because it’s sweet in itself when 
it’s doing its own thing rather than, you know, being shaped or domesticated.  All 
together, it has substance, comfort, flavor, and a bit of a wild streak.  (VOA English) 

 
• I think it’s like a fish-flavored vegetable that grows in Sichuan and Yunnan Provinces.  

You may not like it in the beginning because of the fishy smell.  But one day, you might 
suddenly find it so delicious.  The more you eat, the more addicted you’ll become.  
(China Central Television) 

 
• Maybe something spicy and light.  It’s not something completely risk-free, but interesting 

enough to attract attention, you know, a bit on the spicy side, so they get a lovely shock, 
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but then hopefully it wouldn’t upset their stomach completely, you know.  You can still 
think, “That’s interesting, I’d like to experiment a little bit more.”  (BBC Chinese) 

 
• It would have to be cultural fusion.  That’s absolutely paramount.  So it would have to be 

sort of Eurasian dish or, you know, Indochinese or something.  It’s the global 
conversation, it’s the meeting of cultures.  And it would have to be delicious.  The dish 
probably hasn’t been invented yet.  (BBC English) 

 
 

Limitations and Future Directions 

 This program of research is still in its early formative stage.  The category scheme needs 

further refining and operationalizing.  The food metaphor can be overstretched if not treated with 

care.  The decision to interview 50 journalists for this project in order to attain some modest 

degree of generalizability comes at the cost of truly deep, grounded analysis, which will need to 

be undertaken as opportunities arise.  More international reporters—from both commercial and 

public media, from every corner of the globe—need to be heard, and heard carefully.  

Particularly as the Chinese official media open up to the inexorable pull of globalization, we 

need to get to know journalists and officials there who are “higher up the food chain” in order to 

better understand the inertia of the current system; we all need to prove the sincerity of our 

intentions to each other in order to be able to engage in the long-term dialogue and collaboration 

that is so desperately needed.   

 Current nutritional wisdom teaches us that the healthiest approach to eating is to achieve 

a mindful, balanced diet.  Likewise, there is room for a very wide diversity of media products on 

our international airwaves, especially if we can free our world’s most talented and committed 

journalists from having to be mere “convenience store peddlers” in the impatient rush to grab 

bits of global market share.  If we can forge a common vocabulary for what we want and how to 

get there, the invisible silken threads of communication we stretch between our nations may 

indeed bring our world closer together instead of tangling it in the white noise of global 

commercialization. 
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FIGURES 

 
 
Figure 1.   Description of Communication Value Scheme. 

 
Category Journalistic Description Culinary Description 

Aesthetics What looks or sounds good; what are the 
elements of a “good narrative;” how 
words, scenes, and sounds are organized 
to make a coherent package. 

Attractive, aesthetically pleasing. 

Breadth How to engage the broadest possible 
audience; appealing to universally shared 
values, tastes, or interests. 

Something everyone likes. 

Convenience How easy it will be for the producers to 
gather necessary footage or sound; how 
to work within constraints such as time, 
staffing, or equipment. 

Ingredients on hand or readily 
available. 

Depth How to make a program thought-
provoking or analytical; gaining in-depth 
or “expert” information; avoiding 
sensationalism. 

“Haute cuisine;” something complex 
for the discriminating palate. 

Emotion How to make a program personal, 
heartwarming, exciting, or fun; appealing 
to people’s feelings to attract attention or 
touch them in a certain way. 

Tasty or evocative:  
spicy, sweet, salty, etc. 

Freshness How to make a program unique or 
clever; innovating in such a way that 
material is new, different, and creative. 

Fresh ingredients, something “right 
out of the garden.”  

Germaneness How to make a program relevant to 
current circumstances; addressing what is 
going on at a given time. 

Appropriate for the occasion, such 
as seasonal or holiday-specific food. 

Helpfulness How to make a program educational or 
useful to viewers; providing a needed 
service; changing the world for the 
better. 

Healthy, organic food that promotes 
wellness for individuals and/or the 
planet. 

Incisiveness How to analyze and add something 
needed; providing missing elements; 
serving a “watchdog” role. 

Performing a vital function not 
otherwise provided, such as vitamin 
supplements. 

Justice How to make a program fair, balanced, 
or objective. 

Creating a well-balanced diet 
without undue emphasis on one 
particular food. 
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Figure 2.   Description of samples 
 
 
 
 
Sample Average age Gender balance Attended  

graduate school 
Had formal 
journalism 
training 
 

VOA Chinese 
(80% China, 
20% Taiwan) 

40 50% male 
50% female 

90% 60% 

VOA English 
(100% Amer.) 

43 
 
 

60% male 
40% female 

60% 40% 

BBC Chinese 
(90% China, 
10% Taiwan) 

38 50% male 
50% female 

60% 30% 

BBC English 
(100% Britain) 

37 
 
 

30% male 
70% female 

40% 30% 

Chinese media 
(100% China) 

33 
 
 

50% male 
50% female 

50% 70% 
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Figure 3.   Weighted categories among journalists at VOA 
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Figure 4.  Weighted categories among journalists at the BBC  
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Figure 5.  Weighted categories among journalists in the official Chinese media 
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FULL PAPER: 
 

“Academic, Political, and Cultural Crossroads: A Study of the Folk Music Scene 
at Cornell University in the 1950s” 

 

Mikiko Tachi 

Introduction  

 This paper explores the intersection of academic, political, and cultural 

interests in folk music during the decade preceding the folk music revival of the 1960s 

through a case study of the Cornell University’s folk music scene in the 1950s, when the 

Cornell Folk Song Club, one of the few surviving college-based folk song clubs in the 

U.S., emerged.  Drawing sources from archival materials deposited at the Rare and 

Manuscript Division of the Cornell University Library, documents stored at individuals’ 

residence such as lectures notes, handouts, and photos, and oral history interviews with 

people who spent their undergraduate years at Cornell in the 1950s, this paper reveals 

that folk music developed multiple dimensions, influencing students in myriad ways; it 

directed students then toward political, academic, and music careers and lives.  While 

the relationship between folk music and student movements in the 1960s is often the 

focus of journalistic and academic interests, the importance of folk music on college 

campuses during the 1950s, although acknowledged, often escapes close scrutiny.  

This paper argues that the silent, grassroots dissent and resistance against mainstream 



American culture as expressed through appreciation and performance of folk music in 

the 1950s set the stage for the folk music revival of the following decade.  At the same 

time, this paper demonstrates the complexity of the roots of the folk music revival by 

revealing the diverse ways in which students made meaning of folk music and also by 

demonstrating that folk music scholarship played an important role in preparing for the 

youth movement in the following decade. 

Cornell University campus in the 1950s is a unique point of reference in 

discussing the roots of the folk music revival.  First, Cornell developed a student-led 

folk song club as early as in the 1950s, before the 1960s when many universities came 

to have regular folk song meetings and hootenannies on campus.  The weekly singing 

gatherings organized by one student as well as a folk song concert series by students 

laid the foundation for the Cornell Folk Song Club, which has lasted to this day.  

Second, folk music was a subject of an undergraduate course taught at Cornell in the 

1950s.  Lectures given by English professor Harold Thompson, the founder of New 

York Folklore Society, provided students with in-depth knowledge on and repertoire of 

folk songs and some students with the opportunity to perform folk songs in front of the 

audience.   

 



College Campuses and Folk Music in the 1950s 

The importance of college campuses during the 1950s in the history of folk 

music in the U.S. has been pointed out, although not fully analyzed, in folk music 

literature.  Woody Guthrie’s biographer Joe Klein noted that even before the rise in 

popularity of folk music in the 1960s, “college students of the 1950s had grown up 

singing traditional songs like ‘Shenandoah’ and ‘The Erie Canal’ in their school music 

programs.”i  Earlier at the end of the 40s, the Weavers (1947-1952) popularized such 

folk songs as “Irene Goodnight” (which they had taken from Huddie Ledbetter), 

“Wemoweh,” “Tzena, Tzena” (Jewish folk song), and “On Top of Old Smoky,” 

becoming the first commercially successful folk singing group in the U.S., until it was 

attacked under McCarthyism.  After the Weavers disbanded in 1952, blacklisted Pete 

Seeger took folk music to summer camps and college campuses, where he taught folk 

songs and song making to young audiences.  As Klein pointed out, this underground 

transmission of folk songs among young Americans prepared for the folk music revival 

of the 1960s.ii  On the other hand, Josh Dunson argued that due in part to McCarthyism, 

folk music of the 1950s turned tradition-oriented; folk singers of the time preferred 

traditional folk songs to ones with political over tone.iii  Both can be found in the case 

of the folk music scene at Cornell.   



 

The Emergence of the Cornell Folk Song Club 

Cornell University’s freshman handbook, The Cornell Deskbook, for the class 

of 1954 listed “The Cornell Folk Song Club” as one of the student activities and clubs.  

It simply explained that it concerned with the study and singing of folk songs.  Since 

then, the CFSC has gone through an expansion, decline, and survival.  During the 

height of the folk song popularity in the mid 1960s, the CFSC frequently hosted 

large-scale concerts to the extent that the president of the Club had to write a manual on 

how to handle the logistics of concert organizing.iv  Today, the CFSC modestly but 

steadily hosts a monthly singing party and seasonal concerts initiated by community 

members who help student members who have been decreasing in number.  The origin 

of this long lasting organization offers an insight into the cultures of folk singing group 

on campus then. 

The CFSC emerged from approximately two activities run by students: the 

hootenanny (which has been called “The Sing”) and concerts.  Some students had 

already familiarized with and mastered the performance of folk music before they 

arrived at Cornell.  A large student body from New York City, who were more likely to 

have been familiar with Greenwich Village music scene, may account for the significant 

amount of students who started off the Club.   



The Sing was initiated by Ellen Stekert, ’57, who, having grown up in New 

York City and had self-taught singing folk songs and playing the guitar, organized a 

weekly Sunday Sing in the basement of one of the oldest dormitories on campus, the 

Risley Hall.  Stekert recalled that she started the Sing primarily to entertain her fellow 

female students who felt miserable for not having been invited by any sorority groups 

on campus.  The women requested that she sing more, and Stekert booked the Risley 

Hall and began to hold the Sing regularly.  The members eventually increased to 

include not only women outside the sororities but also men.  The students would sit in 

circle on the floor and sang, with candles in the middle of the room.v  

The Sing in the 1950s was different from the popular image of folk singing at 

the music’s height of popularity in the 1960s.  Although the group that gravitated 

toward folk music was against mainstream American values and were personally on the 

left, political songs were not often sung at the Sing.  While Stekert shared with Pete 

Seeger his political views and admired his courage for voicing his opinions even during 

the McCarthy era, Stekert did not like his sing-along style and the blending of politics 

into songs.  The Sing was also a place where people shared songs but not necessarily 

where they sang together, except for songs that were specifically for group-singing.  “It 

was very important that we were a group, but we were group engaged in listening to the 



same songs.”vi   

Three years prior to Stekert’s entry into Cornell, Dan Isaacson, ’54, began the 

tradition of offering folk song concerts on campus.  Isaacson recalled that he first 

performed at a freshman orientation week event, which was “an instant hit.”  He was 

invited to other parties and gatherings on campus to sing folk songs, which led him to 

reserve the music room in Willard Straight Hall on campus to host music gatherings.  

According to Isaacson, the music gatherings attracted a large audience: “The music 

room held between 20 and 100 people, and after a few months it was often filled to 

capacity.  Sometimes we would meet in Willard Straight’s Memorial Room, with 

gatherings of 300 to 400 people.”vii   

 

Students’ Meanings of Folk Music 

 Those who attended the Sunday Sing recalled that what drew them to folk 

music was that the music and the community around the music offered an alternative to 

the dominant culture of the time.  Musically, folk music was contrasted to Elvis 

Presley and other commercial music.  Culturally, appreciating folk music was 

implicitly a sign of rejecting the materialistic values as represented by commercial 

cultural products and behaviors.  In addition, the Sing served as a place where 



non-conforming and marginal students formed a community.   

 Folk music gatherings offered a place where dissenting students found comfort 

among like-minded students.  Ellen Stekert summarizes the atmosphere of the folk 

community as follows: “The club was actually a refuge for people who were just 

outcasts or didn’t think conventionally.”  Fraternity culture dominated the campus 

culture of the time, as represented by “women who were there to find husbands, who 

were there to look pretty, to get married…MRS degree.”viii   

Similarly, Peter Yarrow of the notable folk singing trio, Peter, Paul and Mary, 

and a graduate of Cornell (class of ‘59) who once served as president of the CFSC, 

recalled the sense of discomfort he felt at Cornell: While at high school “everybody 

sang folk music” and he “experienced the full meaning of folk music,” “Cornell was 

very much dominated by the fraternity system at the time,” where all was about 

“success and money and fame” and people were not judged on their intrinsic worth.  

He also felt that “there was no real integration of social life at Cornell with the academic 

life and political life…and creative life; they were very much segmented.”  He “found 

some kind of refuge in other people who were not mainstream”; he further determined 

that he wanted to change the world itself.ix   

Naomi Lohr, ’57, who had been introduced to folk music through her 



friendship with Stekert, and later became a professor of psychology, also described the 

folk community as follows: “For the most part, they were people that took the study 

seriously and more active in social clubs of various sorts quite often in class.”  Few 

people in the folk singing group, Lohr remembers, were in the sorority or the fraternity: 

“It was probably pretty clear that the vast majority of people in the folk singing were 

not connected to the Greek system and they were pretty independent people more 

interested in doing their own things.”  Men in the folk singing group would be 

“shaggy” when most men were clean shaven in the 1950s.x   

 Folk music was also defined against commercial culture, and was valued for its 

“tradition” and “authenticity.”  The students mostly came from white, middle-class 

families and felt a lack of traditional culture of their own, which folk music fulfilled.  

In addition, appreciating folk music was a way of resisting materialistic values as 

represented by popular music.  Stekert noted that folk music embodied a sense of roots 

and was antithetical to the disposable, “plastic” culture that was dominant at the time.  

“We never had any religious training whatsoever.  And it was kind of like finding a 

creative past or creating a tradition for yourself.”  Through folk music, she gained 

insight into the lives of people who did not live commercially.  “The big argument was 

whether or not the person was authentic or not, or ethnic or not.  It really meant if 



somebody sounded commercial, he or she was a sell-out.  In fact, in those days if you 

accepted any money for singing, you were frowned on.  Tells you a lot about how 

middle-class it was.”  Authentic sources of folk music were blacks and mountain poor 

whites, whose “noble savage” qualities middle-class audiences valued.  Stekert 

reflected that it was a middle-class fantasy to value cultures of the poor.xi  Yarrow 

perceived folk music as intrinsically “authentic,” or real: “Folk music requires, 

exemplifies, authentic exchange because the songs were paid out of something deeply 

just and respecting.”  While he did not stop to define what constituted authenticity, he 

valued folk music as it had “the tradition of being written not for dollars.”xii   

  

Harold Thompson’s Folklore Courses and Their Influences 

For students like Stekert, Yarrow, and Isaacson, who entered Cornell with a 

background in folk music, Cornell offered not only the audience who listened to their 

music but also academic environment where they could further their study of folk music.  

An English professor Harold Thompson would have courses on folklore at Cornell.xiii 

These students were appointed by Thompson as teaching assistants who would not only 

grade papers and help him with logistics but also performed the folk song excerpts in 

class that Thompson would explain.  The courses were entitled “English 355: 

American Folklore” (fall term) and “English 356: American Ballad and Folktale” 



(spring term).  Thompson organized his courses around categorizing folk songs, 

ballads, and folk tales thematically.xiv  The handout at the beginning of the semester for 

the American Folklore course is titled “How To Study Ballads.”  Thompson cited G. L. 

Kittredge’s definition of “popular ballad” as “a song that tells a story,” or “a story told 

in songs.”  Thompson then outlined characteristics of ballads in terms of their textual 

and musical styles: 

II. Important characteristics: 
1. narrative impersonality 
2. dramatic 

III. Technical features: 
1. Bare styles 
2. Much repetition 
3. Conventions 

IV. Subjects: [Child’s classification] 
1. “Domestic tragedy” 
2. Supernatural  
3. Historical 
4. Heroes of the folk 
5. Humorous 

V: Music, tunes: 
1. Many in old modes, such as 

a. Dorian (d to D on white keys of piano) 
b. Aeolian (a to A on white keys of piano) 

2. Some pentatonic: five tones; e.g., play black keys on piano. 
3. Gapped scales; e.g., seventh not used in eight-toned scales. 

VI. Transmission of words and music:  
1. Sometimes text shortened or otherwise changed, sometimes improved but 

not always. 
2. Sometimes more than one tune for a ballad; sometimes one tune altered. 
3. Re-creation by oral transmission. 



 
  

As this introduction indicated, Thompson followed the preservationists’ tradition 

of studying Anglo-American folk ballads,xv as exemplified by his use of Francis J. 

Child’s classification.  The lecture moved thematically, each class meeting designated 

for a theme of folk songs such as “Cowboys and Bandits” and “Railroaders and 

Hoboes.”  In each class meeting, Thompson would explain historical backgrounds of 

the genre of folk songs, define terms, and give approximately 4-6 examples of songs.  

For each song, he would give detailed genesis – how and by whom it was found – and 

explained musical characteristics of the songs.  He would either play a record or have 

a teaching assistant perform the songs live.   

Thompson seemed to have no agenda in this course other than to expose as 

many students to the world of folklore as possible and to collect even more folklore and 

folk music.  Thompson’s course was based on cataloguing, classifying, and 

categorizing extensively collected folk songs.  Every point was numbered and 

explained and accompanied by examples.  However, the explanation of why one may 

study folklore was missing.  According to Stekert, “whatever makes papa laugh” was 

Thompson’s motto; ballads were worthy of study because they pleased and interested 

him.   



Thompson invited and attracted a large number of students with his unique 

courses filled with music.  His lecture would take place in the “dead hours” of 

Saturday mornings in Willard Straight Hall, in the largest lecture hall on campus.xvi  

According to students then, the folklore course was also known as a “gut course” or 

“stamping and stomping,” and as a result, attracted a variety of students ranging from 

athletes to pre-med students wishing to raise their scores, in addition to those who were 

seriously interested in the subject.xvii  Besides having a large number of students taking 

his course, Thompson encouraged other students to audit his lectures.  The syllabus 

read: “Visitors are welcome and are asked to take back seats in the center section of 

room B.”  He also held daily office hours between 11 and 12 in his office in Goldwin 

Smith Hall, keeping his door open to whoever was interested in the subject.   

Thompson influenced his teaching assistants in ways that he may not have 

intended.  Both Ellen Stekert and Peter Yarrow served teaching assistant and were 

assigned similar roles in class.  Their experiences played an important role in deciding 

their career paths and their lives; however, their memories of the assistantship and the 

ways in which they incorporated the experience into their lives differed significantly.   

Ellen Stekert met Harold Thompson when she visited the university for an 

interview.  Thompson recruited her to become his teaching assistant upon learning that 



she was already an accomplished singer who had made a record of her songs.  Thus 

Stekert became Thompson’s teaching assistant from her freshman year.  She and others 

who were in the class would bring the folksongs they learned in class to their Sunday 

Sing.  In addition to assisting him in class, Stekert also worked as Thompson’s 

research assistant by conducting fieldwork in his place.  As the professor was in poor 

health, Stekert would go collect folk songs from traditional singers in the rural parts of 

New York State.  “People would write to Harold Thompson saying there is an old 

singer here whose songs should be collected, and he couldn’t go collect them, so I went 

out and collected them.”xviii  The folk singers she met during such fieldwork later 

became her research subject, as she went on to graduate school after Cornell to receive a 

doctorate in folklore; Stekert became a professor of folklore herself.  Thus, her TA 

experience laid the foundation for her career as a professional folklorist.  However, this 

was not necessarily what her professor intended.  Thompson had a traditional gender 

view, and while he had an appreciation for Stekert’s talent as a folk singer and benefited 

from her work, he did not consider her as a potential scholar in his field; he encouraged 

her to concentrate on performance.xix   

To Peter Yarrow, on the other hand, teaching assistantship to Thompson served 

as an inspiration to pursue his career not only as a singer and but also as an activist.  



He found the root of what he later called “song of conscience” in folk music and folk 

singing while performing and group singing folk songs in class.  Yarrow recalled that 

he felt a sense of community among the students who would sing along with him:  

What was most interesting was when they sang, there was something within them that 
would reveal that was extraordinarily powerful and meaningful and moving and it 
was clear that their singing together brought something out in them that was exact 
sensibility that I wanted to tap into that I felt was the root of the kind of caring and 
vulnerability that was characteristic of the kind of person and the kind of world that I 
wanted to experience.  And it was at that point that I realized that folk music might 
play a very important part in opening the hearts of America and helping to establish 
new traditions and the views of our lives and our society that would be far more just 
and fair and caring, and instead of taking a job when I left Cornell, I went out one 
night, I went to Greenwich Village and I started singing there. 
 

Thus Yarrow came to hold the view that group singing of folk songs was a key to social 

change.  This was in contrast to Stekert, who did not recall ever group singing in 

Thompson’s class and was not favorable of the idea of using songs as a weapon of 

social change.xx Thompson’s lectures, which did not concern with social relevance, as 

his definition and understanding of folk music purely academic, served to inspire his 

student toward political activism. 

 

Pete Seeger on Campus: Folk Music During McCarthyism  

McCarthyism was influential in shaping the dominant culture of the time.  

While for the most part, she and other former students in the folk music circle had 



idyllic, fond memories of their college days, Stekert also recalled as follows: “It was a 

horrible time, and it was a very repressive time, and that colored all sorts of things…. 

The worst thing that could happen to you in those days was being called either a 

homosexual or a communist.”  Being involved with folk music also meant being 

exposed to and witness the dominant political force of anti-Communism.  The Pete 

Seeger concert controversy underscores not only the dual meaning of folk music as 

traditional and political but also the impact of McCarthyism in clouding folk music.   

As Pete Seeger’s biographer David Dunaway noted, after being blacklisted and 

had to disappear from major public performing scenes, Seeger frequented college 

campuses to have concerts.xxi  Seeger would employ what he called “cultural guerilla 

tactics” in making an appointment; he would make a last-minute call to a radio or TV 

station so as to avoid organized protest against his appearance.xxii Two years after 

Seeger was called to testify at the HUAC, a similar low profile concert was held at 

Cornell University, which caused a controversy that was quiet yet telling of the time.  

A short ad announcing Seeger’s concert appeared on the student newspaper Cornell 

Daily Sun, in 1957:  

FOLK SONG CONCERT 
 Pete Seeger will entertain at a Folk Song Club Concert in the Memorial Room 
of Willard Straight Hall at 8 p.m. today.xxiii   
 



This ad triggered a series of letter exchanges among alumni and the administration.  A 

Cornell alumnus John Collyer, a successful businessman in rubber industry, received the 

following letter of concern:  

This [concert] was given by Pete Seeger, one of the most widely-known and 
publicized Communists in this country, who has been cited endless times.  If this hits 
the press, it will do Cornell great harm.xxiv   
 

Collyer presumably forwarded this letter to Deane Malott, the president of Cornell at 

that time.  The hand-written note on the letter stored at the Cornell University’s archive 

today indicated that the president asked the vice president then to investigate the matter, 

find out who Pete Seeger was, how many students attended this event, and if there was 

any political event that went with this concert.  After a month, Malott wrote back to 

Collyer reporting the Seeger concert in a manner that reassures him that the concert was 

not as influential as had been feared:  

He apparently did perform and I find upon investigation that he is apparently a 
competent entertainer.  He did not lecture but merely entertained.  As near as I can 
find out, an audience of perhaps 400 or so attended.  I can find no evidence of any 
other activity or meeting with any groups that took place during this visit.  He was 
simply brought here by this club to entertain with a program of folk songs.  These 
things always present some difficulties.  We could, of course, ban people of this sort 
but the raucous that would result would be more harmful than the cure that would be 
effected…”xxv  
 

As the stress on the word “entertain,” which Malott used three times, suggested, Malott 

tried to portray Seeger’s visit as harmless.  This exchange of letters illustrated the 



tension that the administration faced when they learned of the visit of an activist who 

was suspect of a communist.   

Naomi Lohr attended this controversial Pete Seeger concert, who had learned 

about the concert from Stekert before seeing the announcement on the Cornell Daily 

Sun.  According to Lohr, Seeger came to Cornell to be welcomed by a big crowd in the 

Willard Straight Hall.  She recalled there were at least two hundred people there.  The 

audience ran out of space to sit, and therefore, children sat on the floor in front of the 

adults.  There was “a sea of microphones” that had been brought by the audience who 

wanted to record the event.  The audience was ready to hear familiar songs, and they 

called out song titles for him including “Talking Union Blues.”  Seeger dodged the 

request, pulled out the microphones, and started talking to the children explaining that 

there were some bad words that children should never use, after which he started 

singing.  The audience was a mixed group, ranging from undergraduate students to 

faculty and townspeople.xxvi  Some were personal fans of Pete Seeger while others 

were left-wingers who supported his causes; still others were there to listen to folk 

songs, perhaps “simply” to be “entertained.”  The Seeger concert and its controversy 

underscored the multifaceted nature of folk music as embodying both traditional 

“authentic” culture and political dissent and demonstrated the crossroad of social, 



academic, and political lives at Cornell.   

 

Conclusion 

Cornell University campus in the 1950s was a unique place where academic, 

political, and cultural interests in folk music intersected.  On the one hand, it served as 

a place where dissenting students shared their ideas, including their disdain for 

commercialism and conformity, through appreciating folk music.  Being contempt of 

other affluent students’ sorority-fraternity lives, which they perceived exclusive and 

conformist, the “outcasts” found not only solace and company in the folk music circle 

but an opportunity to reflect on their values leading to their pursuing serious careers in 

the future.  Folk music appeared to them as representing tradition and authenticity that 

were lacking in their regular lives on campus.   

One the other hand, the university offered a place where students were exposed 

to folk music in an academic setting.  The appreciation of folk music which went hand 

in hand with resistance to dominant culture was not purely a student-led movement 

where the authority and the youth were in opposition to each other; rather, the faculty 

offered students with materials and insight.  The folk music scene at Cornell in the 

1950s was in fact a collaboration of the adult and the youth. 



Furthermore, the testimonies of former students also revealed the diversity of 

their interpretations of folk music.  While they agreed on the marginality of folk 

singing group and shared the anti-commercial and nonconforming sentiment, their 

interpretations of folk music differed.  The students who served the same teaching 

assistantship in the folklore course came to different understandings and interpretations 

of the music, and incorporated folk music in their lives in contrasting manners. 

The undercurrent of discontent in the fifties to dominant culture was thus 

apparent among the folk music enthusiasts of the time, and folk music provided tools to 

resist dominant values such as commercialism and conformity.  However, unlike in the 

1960s, when folk music tended to be directly linked to social protest, their support of 

folk music was only subtly political.  As sociologist Wini Breines demonstrated in her 

work on middle-class white girls in the 1950s,xxvii one does not need to look for visible 

protest movements in order to detect signs of discontent and resistance to dominant 

values.  The case of the folk music scene on Cornell University campus served to 

illustrate the diverse ways in which students of the time quietly expressed their dissent 

to dominant values and actively incorporated the music in their lives. 
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Abstract: This paper explores two distinct and recurrent approaches to construction technology in the 
process of amalgamation with design. One imbued with comprehensive integrity, where each aspect of design 
maintains it’s own clarity while respecting and harmonizing neighbouring elements; a principle source of this 
tradition, in the technological sense, originating in the use of masonry construction, where gravity exerts 
substantial influence over constructional techniques and where a need is perceived for consciously displayed 
awareness of the properties embedded in materials. 
 
The second tradition is manifest in the architecture of the Pacific Rim, and North America in particular, where 
there is a preoccupation and particular concern for skin, or surface, alone. Here the historic reference is traced 
through the deployment of timber frame construction, where the forces of gravity exert no substantial influence 
on ultimate form. As a consequence, the resolution of structural and other themes may be allocated to a level of 
banal significance or interest in a domain where surface reigns. 
 
Contemporary architecture of Australia and New Zealand substantially emphasises the use of repetitive small 
member size [timber] framed construction systems, yet still pursues the rigor of comprehensive integrity as 
practised in Northern Europe out of the traditions of masonry construction; thus denying the alternative 
preoccupation with skin or surface as practised, in North American for example.  
 
At the same time and with the ever increasing availability, Computer Aided Design and Computer Aided 
Manufacture (CAD, CAM and CADCAM), together with Rapid Prototyping (RP) and stereo lithography (SL) all 
contribute to the development of native craft emulating skills and ‘one-offs’ as well as facilitating the 
rationalisation of complex geometries. 
 
Primary drivers in the development of these approaches are contained in the works of eminent psychoanalyst 
and psychiatrist D.W. Winnicott and in particular his papers ‘Playing and Reality’

1
and ‘Transitional Objects and 

Transitional Phenomena’ where he discusses an intermediate area between internal and external reality. This 
potential space is where Winnicott perceived the creation of transitional objects, where creativity first takes 
place, and with respect to architecture, this includes both the individual building and planning (urban design) 
The paper will also interrogate characteristics of the two distinct approaches to construction technology with 
reference to works of art historian and psychologist Wilhelm Worringer

2
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This paper explores two distinct and recurrent approaches to construction technology in amalgamation with 
design. One imbued with comprehensive integrity, where each aspect of design maintains it’s own clarity while 
respecting and harmonizing neighbouring elements; a principle source of this tradition, in the technological 
sense, originating in the use of masonry construction, where gravity exerts substantial influence over 
constructional techniques and where a need is perceived for consciously displayed awareness of the properties 
embedded in materials. The first approach was typified in Western Europe with greatest clarity during the Middle 
Ages in the periods of Gothic architecture, with the emergence of the ‘flying buttress.’ In European cathedral 
design, this device liberated the external wall from the burdens of gravity and the oppressive forces of roof 
structure, both of which imposed serious limitations on the use of the wall other than for support. Once liberated 
the wall could expand its vocabulary with greater employment of glass, the principal medium of daylight and 
communication through coloured images. The use of stone in both wall and buttress conditions, without 
contradictory functions (support and daylight), offered the material another layer of expression. Wilhelm 
Worringer

3
 wrote; 

 

“Architecture begins to be an art from the moment that it ceases to be satisfied 

with employing stone as merely the material for some practical aim or another, 

and with treating it according to the strict nature of the material, but seeks to 

wrest from the lifeless nature of the material an expression corresponding to a 

certain ‘a priori’ artistic will” 
 

                                                     

Kansai Airport Japan                                1988-94                                                                 Cathedral of Notre Dame Paris            1163-1250 
Renzo Piano Workshop  
                                                       

The Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris, typified a comprehensive integrity in the Middle Ages, while Kansai Airport, 
with its clear separation of structure and envelope, typified a global development and interpretation in the late 
twentieth century. 
 
The second tradition is manifest in the architecture of the Pacific Rim, and North America in particular, where 
there is a preoccupation and particular concern for skin, or surface, alone. Here the historic reference is traced 
through the deployment of timber frame construction, where the forces of gravity often exert any substantial 
influence on ultimate form. As a consequence, the resolution of structural and other themes may be allocated to 
a level of banal significance or interest in a domain where surface reigns; supported nevertheless with a skilfully 
appropriate technology. 
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Up to the 1980’s, domestic architecture of Australia and New Zealand substantially emphasised the use of 
repetitive small member size [timber] framed construction systems, yet pursued the rigor of comprehensive 
integrity as practised in Northern Europe borne out of the traditions of masonry construction, but in Australasia 
more appropriately though the use timber frame; thus denying the alternative, a preoccupation with skin or 
surface as practised, in North American for example. 

Much of the commercial architecture constructed in the Auckland CBD during the economic boom times of the 
1980’s maximised net (lettable): gross (constructed) area calculations often consequent to developer client 
requirements for greater financial return. To that end, external wall constructions were often minimised to 
literally one skin of low performance glass. That in itself is nothing unusual, after all Norman Foster’s 1975 much 
internationally acclaimed award winning commercial office building, Willis Faber Headquarters in Ipswich, 
England deployed a single skin of suspended toughened glass for the external wall skin, unashamedly, though 
for different reasons. Subsequent façade engineering technology in the commercial architecture of Europe and 
USA has developed from the single skin barrier to responsive double or triple+ filtering facades and while in 
New Zealand there are legislative, environmental and economic reasons why this technology has not been 
utilised, it remains the case that the external skin (seen by some as the architecture) frequently pays little 
homage to nor offers any connectivity with the technology within. The engagement by architects and designers 
of New Zealand in thin barrier skin architecture (known as ‘10mm architecture’) has continued to present times 
and contributed particularly over the past three years to wide ranging and serious problems relating to water 
penetration into buildings, particularly in the residential sector. The causes of these failures are identified as 
being related to the application of European ‘architectural masonry styles’ applied thin skin to timber frames – a 
mismatch of technologies, so to speak. In the meantime the architecture of USA continued its interest in thin 
skin architecture, but with appropriate technology supporting the skin. 

 

                                      
Cote d’Azur France Daily Telegraph colour library                                              Speculative housing Auckland “Mediterranean-style” 

 
 
Much of the exploratory research work carried out early in the twenty-first century by the New Zealand Building 
Industry Authority, BIA, on the causes of leaking buildings is now being absorbed into legislation with the 
notable requirement that with ‘monolithic cladding’ there can be no presumption that the barrier will succeed in 
practice and that a secondary waterproofing layer and cavity must be incorporated in all new construction – 
indicating the external wall is be a filter and not barrier. More importantly here, the report identifies 
weatherproofing vulnerability as a consequence of the application of thin veneered ‘style replication’ to 
traditional New Zealand timber frame practice, a technology developed out of frequently disparate cultural 
aspirations which can only result in a dislocation between the forces of design and technology - a cultural 
malaise, so to speak. This paper argues that for architecture to succeed in practice there should necessarily be 
cohesion between the cultural forces driving the external skin and the cultural forces driving structural and 
spatial aspirations. They need not be the same cultural forces, but they should have symbiotic empathy. 
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In the USA for example, the recent works (Pritzker Pavilion in Chicago) of Frank O Gehry have now developed 
an inclusive approach, having now designed with the free form of well established architecture deploying timber 
frame, yet demonstrating the clear comprehensive integrity of respect in all materiality; structure is now all 
inclusive, unlike some of his earlier works where disparity between skin and bones suggests a culture in conflict.  
 
 
D. W. Winnicott (1896-1971) was a paediatrician, psychiatrist, psychoanalyst and psychotherapist with a special 
interest in child development and for this paper I have referred to two works by Dr. Winnicott, “Transitional 
Objects and Transitional Phenomenon” and “Playing and Reality”

4
 In the former publication he says; 

 
When symbolism is employed the infant [student] is already clearly distinguishing between fantasy 
and fact, between inner objects and external objects, between primary creativity and perception." 
(from "Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomenon," 1951) 
 
It is in the space between inner and outer world, which is also the space between people--the 
transitional space--that intimate relationships and creativity occur. (from "Transitional Objects and 
Transitional Phenomena," 1951) 
 

Winnicott had a special interest in the mother/child relationship and in particular, the ‘good-enough mother’ who 
allows herself to be used by the infant in the process of detachment by the child. His theories conceptualized 
the psychic space between the mother and infant, part physical, part psychological, which he called a ‘holding 
environment’ where the child's transition to detachment can be more autonomous. This concept of a ‘holding 
environment’ led Winnicott to his theories relating to the ‘transitional object’. The transitional object, in ‘potential 
space’, or the intermediate space between internal and external reality, is where creative experimentation can 
take place, safely and without fear. In is in precisely this zone that materiality can take place in the transitional 
object. From these early formings of materiality can be spawned threads of interest in appropriate technology. 
 
In a subsequent publication ‘Playing and Reality’ Dr. Winnicott develops ideas discussed in ‘Transitional Objects 
and Transitional Phenomena’. Referring to the intermediate area between internal and external reality, he 
postulates that if children [students] can utilize this realm to initiate their relationship with the world 
[architecture], first through transitional objects, and especially through individual play and shared playing, then 
cultural life and heritage becomes freely available to them. The process of playing, but not playing games 
(competitive) becomes a valuable activity in personal creativity, a pre form engagement with cultural themes in 
architecture. A further source is Winnicotts publication, "Playing: Its Theoretical Status in the Clinical Situation"

i

 
The place where cultural experience is located is in the potential space between the individual 
and the environment (originally the object). The same can be said of playing. Cultural 
experience begins with creative living first manifested as play. (from "Playing: It’s Theoretical 
Status in the Clinical Situation”

5
 1968) 

                                                 
4
 Winnicott, D.W. (1971) Playing and Reality. London: Tavistock Publications 
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 Winnicott, D.W. (1968). Playing: its theoretical status in the clinical situation., Int. J. Psychoanal., 49:591-599 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Now a new breed of architects are exploring the freedom of escape from Modernism, people like Rem 
Koolhaas, who’s intellect, linked with his enormous energy, produces buildings that challenge the status quo 
aggressively, yet have the completeness of a culture encapsulated. The paper introduction focused on what I 
have described earlier as a New Zealand malaise (thin skinned style applied to a dislocated supporting 
technology) - opening with examples of random ‘style pasting’ veneers on standard timber frame construction. 
This extends into materiality and the proposition of a necessity for engagement with materiality prior to 
construction technology. The residential dwelling below for example (thin skin monolithic cladding on timber 
frame) was used to illustrate material or materiality denial in architecture and paralleled with the default material 
rendering capabilities of low grade modelling software – an absence of engagement. The two adjoining images 
served to illustrate purposeful materiality, which in turn would lead to deployment of appropriate technology. 
 
 

                       
Residential Dwelling Auckland 2003              Bronze casting                                Stainless steel sheet tiling 

 
 

The engagement with materiality was always a part of the Modern Movement, but often utilised in a peculiar 
way. Lecturing on materiality I weave threads through a series of buildings linking in design, pre-architecture 
thematic issues explored through materiality and open with Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoie (1929-31), Paris France, 
the OMA Rem Koolhaas One-Family Home (1998) Floirac, Bordeaux France and the National Museum of 
Australia (2001) by Ashton Raggatt McDougall. In the first example, Le Corbusier explores contemporary steel 
ship aesthetic using a blend of concrete frame and traditional European masonry and render technologies, while 
Koolhaas, referring back to the Villa Savoie, deploys concrete but exposed in it’s raw state rather than 
concealed, yet perforated with circular ship like ‘portholes’.  Ashton Raggatt McDougall, on the other hand, 
chose to follow the forms of the Villa Savoie, but using the contemporary materials of coated lightweight metal 
panel cladding (emphasised by a mismatch in colour in adjoining panels). Extended case study investigation 
included La Maison de Verre (1927-32) Paris, France by Pierre Chareau, where steel and glass technologies 
are overtly yet seductively deployed as material evidence of thematic value at the time Le Corbusier, knowing 
the building, was constructing the concrete Villa Savoie. Early works of Buckminster Fuller were explored, as 
being more appropriate to the ‘spirit’ of the day, and other works through to the Sendai Mediatheque (2001), 
Sendai, Japan by Toyo Ito, who used steel ship yard technologies in the construction and described the building 
as a contemporary interpretation of Le Corbusier’s ‘Domino’ construction system. So weaving through the now 
rejected Modernism, was an unstable interest in materiality, an unsureness not resolved until the global burden 
of cultural consistency had been cast aside in favour of  ‘native’ like cultural springs with global resources. 
   
During the first weeks of a subsequent design course, initial focus is on ‘why’ appropriate technology is 
necessary for good design, with some attention given to ‘how’ technology is deployed, the emphasis is inverted 
in the second half of the semester to explain ‘how’ technology is deployed while retaining aspects of ‘why’. 
Emphasised as critical during the design process is the moment ‘when’ technology engages with design. The 
connectivity device of materiality between the abstract or thematic (conceptual design) and the representational 
or technology (production documentation) is referred back to D.W. Winncott’s work on potential space and 
transitional objects to reinforce the understanding of materiality concerns as a linkage between theme and 
technology. The earlier the engagement with materiality (transitional object) the more likely is appropriate 
technology to be deployed, empathetic to cultural or aesthetic concerns.   
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The design process explores materiality as mediator between the abstract [design] and the representational 
[technology] and builds on themes gained in work on technology. It reflects on works of psychoanalyst and 
psychiatrist D.W. Winnicott and in particular his paper ‘Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena’

 
where 

he discusses an intermediate area between internal and external reality - potential space. Potential space is the 
overlapping space, neither subject nor object but some of both and in this space are found transitional objects 
and transitional phenomena. Two forms of transitional space are examined; the zone between abstraction 
[thematic concerns] and materiality [technology concerns] and the spaces between spaces as transitional zones, 
be they in the form of filters or barriers – these are the spaces occupied by technology. Given a course 
requirement for greater engagement with technology, [Transitional] Space engaged with materiality (later 
partnered by appropriate technology) at a pre form or pre architecture stage of development.  
 
Initial studies prior to engagement with use programme or context, focussed on materialisation of abstract or 
internal thinking processes while remaining alert to accidental creativity. These transitional objects in transitional 
or potential space brought about in a spirit of play mark the beginnings of thematic interest in a tangible way not 
necessarily involving form, but certainly engaging with materiality. This in turn leads to engagement with specific 
materials and appropriate technology, all at a pre or early architecture stage of design development. Too early 
an engagement with construction technology might constrict thematic design interests, while an absence of 
technology or too late an engagement might, as has recurred in the practice of architecture in New Zealand, 
leave themes as a veneer, dislocated from a concealed, inappropriate and unrelated technology or the 
‘shoehorning’ of a convenient technology into a predetermined design outcome, as mentioned earlier. 
  
Two examples here illustrate diversity of interpretation in the engagement with materiality. On the left, a 
‘transitional object’ on the theme of ballet on ice uses woven fabrics in a pre form state later developed into a 
flowing architecture of heightening intensity in readiness for performance. The second illustration relating to film 
and possibly a film school, is one of translucent concrete made by the student inserting varying densities of fibre 
optics through the depth of the sample to transmit variant levels of illumination. This technology will be 
developed to grade concrete from opaque through to translucent - a dissolving of mass, and to insert frames of 
light. 
 

                 
Pre form materiality in an Academy for Ballet                      Translucent concrete with fibre optics: Film School 
 
With these early transitional objects, associations were made between the abstract and the representational 
from which developed the early stages of an architecture inclusive of technologies associated with materials. 
Layered with this were use, programme and context in no particular sequence. In so doing the students 
engaged with technology at the earliest and most primitive of stages, rather than as a late appendage. 
 
The conventional timeline for project development in the practice of architecture, of theme, concept, outline 
design, detail design, documentation and construction is not necessarily appropriate to the process of creating 
architecture. When the practitioner sets out curious to explore thematic interests, he comes equipped with 
knowledge of likely empathetic technology, or at least where to find that knowledge, while the student arrives 
vacant of technology and the earlier the engagement with technology – at a stage of materiality or transitional 
object – the less daunting the prospect of engagement. The later the engagement, the greater the possibility of 
deploying inappropriate technologies. With technology grasped early on during the materiality ‘Transitional 
Object’ stage, then, at that stage the student begins to grapple with the relative technologies available to 
particular materialities as the building design develops; and it is at this earlier stage the construction industry 
specialists can then support further appropriate development to ensure the deployment of appropriate 
technology or technology appropriate to cultural interests.  
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The Chinese Spatial System in Feng-shui Theory  
- An analysis of its structure and perspectives 
 
By An-chi Tai 
 
 
Abstract 
 

This research attempts to study the spatial system of feng-shui theory and 
postulate a decision-making process of in design process.  It is not meant to probe the 
fundamental principles of the feng-shui theory. 

First, the paper will take the compass school – one of the two major schools – as 
an example to present the Chinese housing patterns that was developed from Pa Gua (the 
eight Dimensions) and the nine-square grid. The plan also defines the inter-relationship 
of rooms in a house and locates the house in its total surroundings.  Secondly, it will 
demonstrate a working model derived from a feng-shui master’s practical design process. 

Through a review of literature and the interviews with a number of feng-shui 
masters and scholars, this research is able to identify several key connections between 
theoretical concepts and practical spatial patterns of the feng-shui theory. By way of 
using geometrical and dimensional analysis, the whole system can be represented by 
some typical architectural typologies. 

In the book, Feng-Shui: The Chinese Art of Placement, the author Sarah Rossbach 
defines feng-shui theory as “to arrange Chinese thoughts from Taoism and Buddhism to 
rural magic,” and “it operates on many levels: superstitious and practical, sacred and 
profane, emotional and physical.”  There are those who draw parallels between feng-shui 
and the psychological and scientific thoughts of the West, believing in one unified theory 
that encompassing the matter and the mind.  Feng-shui is something between science and 
art in practice.  It is often called geomancy in the Western world. However, these two 
terms are not really the same.  In short, the feng-shui theory is about the relationship 
between people and space and these relationships were evident in the typical house plans 
as well as urban patterns of ancient Chinese society. 

An unique system in the architectural world of design methods and processes, the 
feng-shui theory is the integration of practical and theoretical views of the Chinese way 
of optimizing natural and social relations. While this knowledge is developed from I-
ching, it contains not only the physical and spiritual elements of the environment; it also 
includes basic knowledge of other sciences of ancient China.   However, because of the 
missing part of the I-ching system, the essence of the Chinese culture, including feng-
shui, is oftentimes hard to be understood and explained.  Today, people are still confused 
by its complexity that mostly is caused by the language used in I-ching and a general 
ignorance of its spatial essence. 

Based on I-ching, feng-shui is a complex theory of astronomy, geography, 
calendar, urban planning, architecture, sociology, policy, religion, etc. But its overall 
purpose is to organize the relationship between humans and nature.  The task at hand is to 
develop a system of spatial patterns from I-ching and apply them in the design and 
planning of human experiences on this good earth of ours. 
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Abstract 
 
800 million people in the world are currently engaged in urban food production with 200 
million of those doing so for commercial reasons. Despite the increasing number of urban 
farmers, researchers and academics started to show interest to the development of urban 
agriculture about 10 to 15 years ago. 
 
The paper aims at pointing out factors pushing and pulling urban residents into 
agricultural activities. A combination of external factors (structural adjustment programs, 
decline in world prices for the primary commodities and dependency relationship 
between peripheral economies and core economies) and internal factors (low wage, 
unemployment, rapid population growth, economic crisis, war, poverty, natural disasters 
(droughts, earthquakes, floods), agricultural crisis in traditional sector, etc) oblige people 
to cultivate in the city in order to survive. On the other hand, food, income and 
employment that urban agriculture is providing attract urban dwellers. 
 
The persistence of push and pull factors may mean that urban agriculture will remain for 
a long time the major livelihood strategy for urban poor in developing countries, 
especially in Africa. 
 
Since its independence from Belgium in 1960, the Democratic Republic of Congo has 
been subject to serious economic, political, and social conflicts. The Katangese and Kasai 
secessions, the politics of nationalization and the quest for authenticity, corruption, tribal 
conflicts, political dissolution and a series of civil wars in recent years, have all worsened 
the living conditions of population. To ensure survival, people used various forms of 
social organizations such as tribal or religious associations, informal economy, small 
business, and particularly urban agriculture.  
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Push and Pull Factors in Urban Agriculture 

 

1 Introduction 

 

The United Nations Centre for Human Settlements predicts that by the year 2020 more 

than 57 percent of the world’s population will be living in urban areas. Urbanization will 

be uneven, with levels of to 77 percent in developed countries and 53 percent in 

developing countries (McGee 1991). On the global basis, it will apparently take only 30 

years for the urban population to double, rising from 2.8 billion in 1995 to 5.3 billion in 

2025 (Smith 2002). Africa’s urban population could jump from 138 million in 1990 to 

500 million in 2020. As a result of this rapid urbanization, the following consequences 

are expected: 

▪ pollution from water wastes, because of poor and inadequate essential urban services 

such as waste collection and treatment; 

▪ increased level of urban food insecurity and malnutrition, because of poor urban food 

systems (production and distribution); and  

▪ increasing urban poverty, accompanied by a widening income gap, with more and more 

urban dwellers living below the poverty line, 30% in 1988 to 57% in 2000 (Hussain 

1990, cited in Smith 2002: 19). 

Smith (2002) asserts that there is increasingly a consensus that urban agriculture 

(hereinafter UA) can contribute effectively to the alleviation of some of these problems.  

800 million people in the world are currently engaged in urban food production with 200 

million of these doing so for commercial reasons. This means that one person out of 
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seven in the world is urban farmer.  Despite the increasing number of urban farmers, 

researchers and academics started to show interest to the development of UA just about 

10 to 15 years ago  (Peter 2003; Moustier and Fall 2004). Although the interest in 

agriculture in urban centres is quite recent, this activity has been practiced for a long time 

(Jacobi et al. 2000). 

In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), although urban households are 

more and more involved in food production, very little has been documented. Obviously, 

the lack of road maintenance and the damage inflicted by civil strife on the transport 

infrastructure has disrupted the supply chain. As a result agriculturalists are increasingly 

cultivating substance crops, and food in cities is scare and expensive. This begs the 

question: Are people pushed into urban farming because they have nothing better to do or 

are they engaged in UA because they know they can make a good living out of it? 

This paper offers a tentative answer to the above question.  For this purpose, it is 

subdivided into the following sections.  First, a definition will be offered of the concept 

‘urban agriculture’.  Thereafter, a general background to the phenomenon UA will be 

provided taking into account Western and African experiences, given its growth in the 

world.  The description of the Africa experience will constitute a springboard for the 

discussion of pushing and pulling factors.  Modernization and dependency, theoretical 

approaches frequently used in this area of research, will be expounded, taking as a case in 

point the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
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2 Definition of UA 

Tinker (1994) acknowledges that it is difficult to define the terms ‘urban’ and 

‘peri-urban’ because municipal boundaries seldom reflect lands use and also because 

cities expand, thus often engulfing existing villages whose residents continue farming in 

increasingly constricted surroundings.  In the light of this difficulty, some social scientists 

attempted to define the concept of UA.  For Mbiba (1995:15), UA is the production of 

crops and/or livestock on land which is administratively and legally zoned or at the 

periphery of urban areas.  This activity, he argues, is done within the zone or at the 

periphery of urban areas, i.e. land likely to be re-zoned from rural agriculture to urban 

land—the peri-urban areas.  Mougeot (1994:1) adds that the production in question 

concerns food and non-food plant and tree crops and animal husbandry (…) and fringing 

(peri-) built-up urban areas.  Inspired by Mougeot’s view of UA in his thesis, Peter 

(2003) uses the terms for activities located within the urban area of a town or city, which 

involves the growing of crops and/or the raising of animals, and using materials, products 

and services found in and around urban areas.  The following activities have been 

regarded as relevant to UA: crops, fruits, vegetables, parks, gardens, orchards, animal 

husbandry, fuel wood plantations and aquaculture (Mbiba 1995; Mougeot 1994; Peter 

2003; Yeung 1988; Egziabher 1994; Tinker 1994). 

Since 1996, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) has enriched the 

definition of UA by adding ‘processing’ and ‘trade’ to ‘production’, thus emphasizing 

their interaction.  For this institution of the United Nations, UA is an activity that 

produces, processes and markets food and other products, on land and water in urban and 

peri-urban areas, applying intensive production methods.  From the above definitions and 
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others, Mougeot (2000) considers the following criteria as determinant in the formulation 

of UA: 

▪ types of economics activities; 

▪ food/non-food categories of products and subcategories; 

▪ intra-urban and peri-urban character of location; 

▪ types of areas where it is practiced; 

▪ types of production systems; and 

▪ products destination and production scale. 

 

In short, by urban agriculture, I understand agricultural activities (cultivation of crops, 

rising of animals, forestry, aquaculture, etc) practiced on urban or peri-urban lands, which 

provide food, income and employment to urban residents, particularly in developing 

countries. 

 

3  Background to UA 

Agriculture, i.e. cultivation of crops, rising of animals, aquaculture, and forestry, 

is as old as the human world.  This activity has been a preoccupation of researchers and 

academics from different disciplines.  For a long time, agriculture was considered the 

main socio-economic activity of people living in rural areas.  Thus, agriculture served as 

a criterion of distinction between rural and urban settlements: while agricultural activities 

characterized rural areas, secondary and tertiary activities characterized the urban areas. 

However, it has been found that Greek city-states were self-supplied and that vast 

agricultural drainage schemes on Roman imperial sites of Timgad in Algeria and 
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Volubilis in Morocco, and crop rotation system were tested in farms and fields of 

monasteries in medieval Europe (Mougeot 1994:2).  Consequently, UA is as ancient as 

the city itself.   In fact, archeological evidence indicates the existence of agriculture in 

urban settlements of ancient civilizations (Mbiba 1995; Webb 1996; Lee-Smith and 

Memon 1994; and Mougeot 1994).  This shows clearly that agriculture had been first an 

urban activity before being pushed to the rural areas. 

Despite its seniority vis-à-vis its rural equivalent, UA came into the spotlight only 

recently.  The situation may be due to the fact that agriculture had been considered for a 

long time as merely a socio-economic activity of rural areas.  So, it was inconceivable to 

speak about agriculture in the city.  For example, the International Labour Organization 

(ILO 1972) excluded agricultural activities from its definition of informal activities in the 

city.  Also, agriculture in the city was forbidden or simply declared illegal by many 

governments, mainly in Africa. 

Mougeot (1994), Tinker (1994), as well as Mbiba (1995) stress the role played by 

a Canadian international, the International Development Research Centre (IDRC), in the 

promotion of UA.  But Mougeot (1994) assumes that before IDRC started the promotion 

of UA, already in 1958 a survey conducted by Vannetier in Pointe-Noire, Congo-

Brazzaville, revealed that 16,500 people (30.6% of Pointe-Noire’s population) practiced 

UA, of whom 4,500 were women.  As a result of this study, Vannetier has been credited 

as having launched a new field of inquiry in urban farming in sub-Saharan Africa and 

beyond.  It is important to note that many of the urban development studies in developing 

countries concentrate more on housing, urban services, and non-agricultural informal 

activities (Axumite 1994; Mougeot 1994). 
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The 1980s marked the starting point for recent research on urban agriculture. 

Recognizing the importance of urban food production, IDRC held a seminar on UA in 

Singapore in mid-1983, commissioned a literature search by Urban Resources Systems, 

which produced some 222 annotated entries.  In the later half of the 1980s, IDRC funded 

projects on urban food production in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda (Mougeot 1994). 

Under Yue-man Yeung, IDRC funded a study of six urban centres in Kenya to be carried 

out by the Mazingira Institute of Nairobi (Tinker 1994).  In 1999, Obudho and Foeken 

published an important book Urban agriculture in Africa, which is a bibliographical 

survey research report with over 500 annotated entries.  This book gives a concise and 

general summary of some of the findings of the studies on UA in Africa.  Among 

findings highlighted in most studies on UA literature, the predominance of women in 

urban food production is underlined.  This may be explained by the fact that traditionally 

women are responsible for the household’s food provision and often usually women in 

Africa have a lower educational level than men and have more difficulties finding some 

other kind of employment (Obudho and Foeken 1999). 

Three types of UA are distinguished.  Firstly, there is the backyard or on-plot 

farming, i.e. the cultivating of crops and/or the keeping of animals in one’s own 

compound near the house.  On-plot farming usually concerns middle-income households 

(Obhudo and Foeken 1999).  Secondly, there is off-plot farming.  Contrary to the on-plot 

farming, the off-plot farming is practiced on open spaces, for example along roads, rivers 

and railways lines, under power lines, in parks.  Finally, there is a type of UA common in 
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the outskirts of African cities (Mbiba 1995) which consists of crops fields surrounding 

cities. 

The 1960s and 1970s were characterized by restrictive policies in the sense of 

harassment and destruction of crops as measures taken by local authorities.  By contrast, 

there has been a gradual positive shift in the attitude of local authorities toward farming 

people in the city from 1980s.  In addition, urban farmers face theft of crops, lack of land, 

capital and inputs and eviction or destruction of crops. 

  

  

4 UA in Western Countries  

 In western countries, the first type of planned urbanization created to bring people 

closer to nature was the garden city of the nineteenth century.  France, Germany, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States were built according to this design (Madeleno 

2002).  According to City Farmer, Canada’s office of urban agriculture (CFCUA 2005), 

UA was an important part of food production of European Cities during the Middle Ages 

(when armies laid siege to them).  The Australian Bureau of Statistics revealed that about 

2.5 million Australian households (about 35%) grow some of their own fruits and 

vegetables.  This is estimated to be about 11,000 tons of fruits and about 153,000 tons of 

vegetable a year.  But 8,000 Australian households have poultry that produce around 

2,000 tons of meat and more than 26 million dozen eggs (CFCUA 2005).  A 1980 U.S. 

census revealed that about 30%, by value, of America’s food was produced in urban 

centres.  A 1990 census revealed the total to be moving closer to 40%.  This increase 
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indicates the rise in intensive UA within city boundaries, plus the encroachment and 

encirclement of traditional agriculture on urban fringes (UNDP 1996). 

In western countries, UA started as an activity growing food in pots, on 

windowsills, balconies and in small backyard plots.  Seen as an important source of food, 

it took on a new dimension during the time of war.  According to the World Commission 

on Environment and Development (1987: 45), in the United States during World War II, 

for example, “victory gardens” provided 40 percent of the fresh vegetables.  When the 

United Kingdom was under siege, agriculture developed in cities allowed the country to 

solve its problem of food supplies.  In the nineteenth century, Paris produced more than 

100,000 tons of salad crops annually (Stanhill 1990, cited in Webb 1996:1).  At present, 

some families in western cities have gardens allotments, mainly vegetables but also for 

poultry and small ruminants such as rabbits and guinea pigs.  The Commission’s report 

recognizes that this supplements the food budgets for the needy. 

Far from disappearing, UA in Europe and in North America is changing its 

function.  In spite of the rise of the population’s well-being, gardens remain but become 

recreational gardens.  At city level, UA can be maintained for agriculturalists as a 

profession, for the poor as a source of food and means of social integration, and for 

officials as a means of urban management to solve some problems in the city 

(Olanrewaju et al. 2004). While UA is changing its function in developed countries, in 

Asian and African countries it is taking an incredible proportion despite the high rate of 

urbanization in Asian countries, for example. 
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5 UA in African countries 

About 10 to 80 percent of African people are involved in farming in the city 

(Anon 1996; Moustier 1998:33).  The following figures reveal how much important UA 

is in African countries.  For example, 67 percent of Nairobi’s urban families are farmers, 

50 percent of the land in Kampala is farmed, and urban gardens are an important source 

of income and produce sufficient amounts to make Bamako self-sufficient in vegetables 

(Mougeot 1994: X).  About 45 percent of 648 households interviewed in Lusaka were 

cultivating gardens in 1992-93 (Drescher 1994). In two areas of Harare four fifth of 

households interviewed were involved in food production (Bryceson 1991).  In Kampala, 

more than 30 percent of urban residents are involved in UA (Maxwell 1993).  Similar 

percentages had been obtained from Addis Ababa (Egziabher 1993).  Vegetables supply 

reached 100 percent in Brazzaville, 90 percent in Bisau and Antananarivo (Moustier and 

David 1997).  Lubumbashi city (the second largest city in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo) with more than 1 million inhabitants is self-sufficient in vegetables1.  

 

6 Push factors 

By seeking to find out the push and pull factors, the aim of this section is to 

predict that as well as these factors will remain, urban agriculture is willingly to remain a 

major survival strategy for poor urban residents.  Several factors such as continuing rural-

urban migration, economic recession, structural adjustment, rapid urbanization, 

ineffective agricultural policies, wage cuts, civil strife, war, and natural disasters, are 

recognized as factors pushing urban residents into food production (Mougeot 1994, 

Obudho and Foeken 1999, Pélissier 2000, De Lattre 1994).  On the other hand, 
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cultivation of crops and breeding of animals in urban areas are firstly motivated by home 

consumption, and secondly by commercial purposes (Lee-Smith and Memon 1994, 

Maxwell 1994, Mbiba 1995, Freedman 1991).  This means that UA is not only a survival 

strategy for poor urban residents but also a means of enrichment for middle- and high-

level classes in the city.  That is the reason why urban farmers are distributed in both 

planned and non-planned areas in most African cities.  A survey conducted by Sawio 

(1994) in Dar es-Salaam revealed that 65 percent of urban farmers were living in planned 

areas and only 35 percent in non-planned areas.  This can serve as a proof to confirm that 

farming urban people come from different socio-economic categories. 

Among external factors pushing African people into farming are: structural 

adjustment programs, the decline in world prices of the primary commodities, and 

dependency relationships between peripheral economies of the Third World and core 

economies of the First World.  As is widely known, most African countries had 

specialized in the supply economies of primary commodities exports.  The situation has 

not much changed forty years later.  Thus, the former colonized countries remain in a 

position of subordination in relation to core needs of western economies.  Additionally, 

the prices of primary commodities (agriculture and mining) are always cheaper, whereas 

the manufactured commodities from developed countries are always expensive. 

The seventies and eighties had been particularly tough for the majority of the 

Third World economies because of the decline in world market prices of primary 

commodities, while the oil prices quadrupled.  In order to cope with the severe economic 

crisis of this period, many African governments referred to the World Bank and 

International Monetary Fund (IFM).  By 1989, more than half the countries in Africa 
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were in the middle of Bank-funded structural programs (Jesperson 1996, cited in van de 

Walle 2001:215).  The structural adjustment programs consist in the effort of stabilizing 

the weak economies of the South.  But the loans from the two Breton Woods institutions 

are accompanied by various requirements. De Beer and Swanepoel (2000: 256) 

enumerate the following: 

▪ the local currency is devaluated to make imports more expensive; 

▪ the budget deficit is cut (this is done by cutting subsidies on goods and services and by 

cutting down on services as education and health); 

▪ ceiling on interest rates are removed (raised) to discourage borrowing, to curb inflation 

and to stop capital flight; and  

▪ price controls are abolished or phased out. 

 

As a result of this situation, there has been economic stagnation in most African 

countries, a rise of unemployment, a rise of poverty, a decline in purchasing power for 

the working class, etc.  Given the circumstances, people have had to cope with in 

different ways to ensure survival, using various forms of social organization (such as 

associations on tribal or religious basis), the informal economic activities, and 

particularly agricultural activities. 

There are several internal forces pushing African households into UA. The 

following are the most mentioned: low wage and/or salary, unemployment, rapid 

population growth, economic crisis, war, poverty, natural disasters (droughts, 

earthquakes, floods), agricultural crisis in traditional sector, etc (Maliyamkono and 
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Bagachwa 1989, Freedman 1991, Mougeot 1995, Mbiba 1995).  In this section four 

factors are explored: rapid urbanization, low wage, economic crisis and poverty.  

Among factors attracting people in the city is the expectation of opportunities for 

work (to earn money), education, and enjoyment of urban amenities.  Between 1930 and 

2020, the total population of West African population will move from 45 to 430 million, 

and urban population estimated to reach 4 percent in 1960 will be 50 to 60 percent in 

2020.  In 1994 the urbanization rate was 36 percent in West Africa, 33 percent in Central 

Africa (intermediate rate between South Africa: 48 percent and East Africa: 21 percent) 

(Peléssier 2000, De Lattre 1994).  According to Waltps’ survey, in 1930 one rural 

resident could feed another one; in 2020 one rural resident should feed one rural and two 

urban residents if one considers that food supply in cities must be supplied only by rural 

population. 

In addition to the issue of rapid urbanization, the wage earned by most working-

class in the developing world is not sufficient for its basic needs.  For example, in the 

1980s a wage earner in Ghana, Guinea, Uganda, and Angola could only feed his family 

for less than one week (MacGoffey 1991).  In his survey conducted in Lusaka (Zambia) 

in the 1970s, (Rakodi 1988, cited in Freedman 1991:17) interprets the increase of gardens 

as a response of people to the failure of wages to keep pace with the costs of urban life.  

Similarly, economic crisis has worsened the living conditions of people in the world, 

particularly in Africa and Asia. Considering the growth of urban agriculture in Harare, 

Mbiba (1995) believes that UA is a response activity to some national economic crisis 

associated with nationwide poverty or general erosion of assets. This has been at the 

origin of the increase of unemployment. 
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Poverty is one of the determining factors pushing urban residents to use other 

means than the formal ones. The issue of poverty is variously documented. Sen (1991), 

for example, analyses six different conceptions of poverty, namely: biological approach, 

inequality approach, relative deprivation, policy definition, and standards and aggregation 

approaches. But he considers poverty as a matter of deprivation.  More interesting is the 

shift in focus from absolute to relative deprivation in the sociological literature on 

poverty.  Urbanization in Africa is accompanied by poverty.  In many African countries, 

unemployment is a very serious issue, due to a lack of secondary sector.  Employment 

depends heavily on the public sector, which has, anyway, been the victim of structural 

adjustment programs initiated by IMF since the 1980s in most African countries.  The 

agricultural sector uses more than half of the African population.  Additionally, factors 

like systems of transport between the city and villages having been damaged, urban 

density is less important than that from developed countries and urbanization makes 

pressure on certain resources like soil, water and wood. Push factors coexist with pull 

factors.  

 

7 Pull factors 

According to Obudho and Foeken (1999), the increase of food security is usually 

the main motivation for the poor, while commercial considerations are usually of more 

importance for the middle-income households and high-income households. Obviously, 

many of the poor also sell some of their produce in order to be able to afford other basic 

needs.  Nevertheless, subsistence farming is dominant in the African urban centres. 
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By his efforts of understanding why urban dwellers in Dar es Salaam engage in UA, 

Sawio (1994) discovered the answer in the daily expenditures on food per urban farmer 

household.  He reveals, for example, that almost 30 percent of households in each ward 

reported expenditures of food of 901 to 1,150TZS per day—in 1993, 1 US$ = 575 TZS 

(Tanzanian shilling).  Furthermore, Sawio (1994: 37) observes that food costs in rapidly 

urbanizing cities in the world are rising.  This has been also stated by the Washington-

based Population Crisis Committee (PCC) in a 1990 survey, which found that food 

exceeded 50 percent of household income in 23 cities.  

Maxwell’s (1994) study on Kampala indicates that roughly 20 percent of the 

staple food consumed within 5-km radius of the city centre is produced within the same 

area. Statistics from the government of Uganda note that some 70 percent of the poultry 

products consumed within Kampala are produced there.  In view of an estimated 25.2 

million kg of crops, worth about 60.9 million KES (about 4 million US$ in 1985) 

produced in urban areas in one season in Kenya, Lee-Smith and Memon (1994) assert 

that most of this production was consumed by the households and only 23 percent of 

urban farmers sold even a portion of what they produced. 

Underlining the significance of urban food production on the basis of findings 

from different parts of Africa, Tinker (1994) estimates that in Kenya although most food 

is grown for consumption, 23 percent of the urban farmers sell some of their production 

to buy fuel for cooking.  About 30 percent of the women food vendors grow their own 

food.  With 50 percent of farmed land in the city of Kampala, 70 percent of poultry and 

eggs are produced there.  Furthermore, 20 percent of tubers (basic staple crop) are 
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consumed by the growers, but the rest is sold. It is the same in Addis Ababa where 

cooperative members are primary growing vegetables for commercial purpose, even if 

the families also consume some of their produce. As it appears, home consumption has 

the advantage to reduce household’s expenditures on good and leaves them with cash that 

otherwise might have been spent buying vegetables. 

UA is not only a source of food and income, but also of employment. Most 

studies stress more the nutritional and financial aspect of UA.  In his study on Ethiopia, 

Egziabher (1994) tries to fill the gap. Basing his observation on cooperative members in 

Ethiopia, the author asserts that the combined household and cooperative strategy of the 

urban producers has created full-time employment for the heads of households and their 

spouses, and part-time employment for their children and other members of the 

households.  Obviously, this has the advantage to reduce urban unemployment rate and 

therefore improves the living conditions of urban residents.  But it is important to note 

that UA in Africa has low level of investment. 

 

8 Modernization Theory 

Most African countries became independent after the Second World War, i.e. in 

the Cold War period which the world in two blocks (capitalist and socialist).  Conflicts 

between the western countries led by the United States of America and the eastern 

countries led by the Soviet Union pushed a number of social scientists, particularly a 

group of American scholars in the 1950s and early 1960s, to develop the Modernization 

Theory.  This was an ideological instrument used to attract most countries to the idea that 

sustained accumulation and investment were the lesson to be learned the success of the 
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western experience and to be mechanically applied to the rest of the world (Webster 

1990). 

Concretely, the following were advocated: a democratically elected government 

and a free press on the political level; like in a capitalist economy, industrialization, 

urbanization, and the commercialization of subsistence agriculture on the economic level; 

the spread of education and health services on the social level; and the adoption of 

modern individualist and rational values on the cultural level (Craaff 2003).  In short, the 

modernization theory stresses more breaking the shackles of tradition which block 

progress and its replacement by the modern ones. 

The modernization theory, precisely its dualist approach, distinguishes formal and 

informal sectors in the urban economy.  Taking into consideration the level of crisis in 

the developing countries, the partisans of this theory implicitly or explicitly advocate the 

informal sector as a solution to the problem of urban poverty, malnutrition, and 

unemployment.  The informal sector has been recognized as relatively autonomous, with 

a vitality that gives it a potential for expansion (MacGoffey 1991).  Thus, it is envisages 

the integration of the informal economy into the national economy.  In fact, an activity 

like UA must be seen as an adaptation to social or market forces working towards 

societal harmony or equilibrium.  According to the optimists’ views, the second economy 

is not a pathological fact but rather a kind of “nature’s revolt”, a sort of healthy reaction 

to the pathology of the state (Maliyamkono and Bagachwa 1989:33).  In other words, the 

partisans of this view believe that if UA is promoted, it can become an important factor in 

the development of developing countries, such as DR Congo.  It has been argued that 

informal sector possesses the dynamism of upgrading artisan skills, mobilizing the 
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otherwise idle domestic resources, especially through provision of additional 

employment, and utilizing economic resources productively. 

 

9 Dependency Theory 

The crisis in development discourse occurred in the 1970s, with the decline of the 

US economy (the US dollar devaluation of 1971), the “oil crisis” of the 1973-4 winter 

and an international “crash” in the summer of 1974 (Seddon and Walton 1994).  The 

collapse of the free-market model was at the origin of the emergence of dependency 

theory in 1960s.  The partisans of this theory argue that the world is divided between 

wealthier core countries and poorer peripheral countries, and that core countries are 

responsible for an active and purposive underdevelopment of peripheral countries (Graaff 

2003: 36).  Peripheral countries have been specialized in the export of raw materials or 

primary goods and in import of manufactured goods.  The prices of primary goods 

(agriculture and mining) are always lower, whereas the prices of manufactured goods are 

higher. 

Concerning the informal sector, dependency theory argues that this sector cannot 

improve the living conditions of those involved in it because linkages between the formal 

and informal sectors are characterized by a dependency and subsidizing relationship 

(Gerry 1990, cited in Lee-Smith and Memon 1994:68).  In this approach, an activity such 

as UA is seen as dysfunctional.  In Tanzania, for example, the second economy was seen 

as threatening the Tanzania’s desire for a classless society because it increased the 

number of those in the powerful class, and, worse still, created a different type of class 
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(Maliyamkono and Bagachwa 1989: 31).  It is also noted that the second economy 

activities interfere with the country’s legal system and encourage tax evasion. 

 

10 The Democratic Republic of Congo: A case study 

Petit’s survey (2003) conducted in the second largest city of DR Congo 

(Lubumbashi) revealed that one head of household out of six declared being involved in 

farming.  In another survey conducted by the World Bank one year latter, it was found 

that more than 54 percent of retired Gecamines2 employees (11,000) had agriculture as 

their substitute economic activity.  Already in 1987, Bruneau and Bukome estimated that 

one Lubumbashi’s stand out of four was farmed.  MacGoffey (1991) finds the 

explanation for the expansion of the second economy in DRC in the fall of world market 

prices for principal export commodities and the heavy burden of the increasing national 

debt. 

As one of the most marginalized countries in the world, the DRC, a former 

Belgian colony from 1884 to 1960, had specialized in the export of raw materials, such as 

coffee, tea, cobalt, copper.  In addition, since its independence in 1960, the DRC had 

been subjected to serious economic, political, and social conflicts.  The secession of 

Katanga, the policy of nationalization and the quest for authenticity, corruption, tribal 

conflicts, political dissolution and a series of civil wars in recent years, have all worsened 

the living conditions of the population.  Consequently, people have had to come up with 

different survival strategies, using various forms of social organization (such as 

associations on a tribal or religious basis), the informal economy, small business, urban 

agriculture, and so on.  Among these strategies, urban agriculture and independent food 
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production seem to be the most important course of action, involving a large number of 

households. 

In fact, despite the period of secessions, the Congolese currency (Zaire) was one 

of the strongest in the 1970s.  One Zaire was the equivalent of two United States dollars. 

But by the political process of nationalization called “zairianization”, President Mobutu 

handed over foreign-owned companies to his Congolese cronies, many of whom were not 

sufficiently skilled in business.  As a result, these businesses collapsed.  At the same time 

in 1973, world oil prices tripled while the prices of copper and cobalt (principal 

commodities for export) dropped.  Another detrimental event which occurred was the 

closure of the Benguela railroad linking Angola to DRC, followed by the invasions of 

Katanga province which resulted in the disruption of the copper mining in 1977-8. 

Despite various attempts to address the economic crisis such as the radicalization policy 

in 1975, the Mobutu plan of 1979-81, a debt rescheduling agreement with IFM in 1983, 

the economic crisis deepened (MacGoffey 1991). 

The roc fall at Katanga Gecamines concession disrupted three quarters of the 

production of copper. As if it was not enough, pillages took place in the majority of 

Congolese cities in early 1990s. As a result several companies have been closed thus 

pushing thousands of people to unemployment.  In a study conducted on three Congolese 

cities in 1970s and 1980s, it is stated that from 1969 to 1983 the real purchasing power 

incomes declined sharply. Even if in 1983 public services salaries were nominally seven 

times higher than in 1975, but the prices were 113 times higher than in 1986 (Houyoux et 

al. cited in MacGoffey 1991:13). In 1984, for example, the National Institute of Statistics 

(INS) estimated an average monthly salary food budget for a family of seven was 
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estimated at 5915Z (118US$/ 1US$=50.15Z). 62 percent of monthly household 

expenditures went on food (Petit et al. 2001:125). Given this situation, despite salary 

increase in 1984, 1986 and 1987, urban dwellers found outside the formal wage and 

salary system not only the sole means for survival of unemployed, but also essential 

supplementary income if they were employed, as well as income for any improvements in 

living standards or for becoming wealthy (MacGoffey1991:13). 

Petit’s survey (2001) in the city of Lubumbashi revealed that a household of 

seven persons lived on an average monthly food budget of 10,160FC (127US$=80FC). 

The highest salary in the public sector was 20,000FC (250 US$) and the lowest salary 

was 400FC (5 US$). More than 52 percent of the monthly household expenditures went 

on food. Taking into consideration the differences between expenditures and salary 

earned in public sector, it appears that most urban households use other means to survive.  

Petit (2001) listed more than 60 informal economic activities in 2000 in the city of 

Lubumbashi alone. The study recognizes that agricultural activities are the most used 

among other informal activities in the city of Lubumbashi. 

When Laurent Desiré Kabila took power in 1997, new hope was permitted. 

Unfortunately, one year later, a devastating civil war with the implication of foreign 

countries condemned people to move from DRC to the neighbouring countries, or from 

one place to another within the country, most of them from rural to urban areas. More 

than 3 million people died as a result. Once again, the informal sector was and remains 

the unique opportunity for the displaced people to survive. With a GNP per capita of US$ 

1,120 in 1995, the DR Congo is one of the poorest countries in the world. 
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Maize flour is the staple food for Lubumbashi’s residents. In 2000 a bag of maize 

flour (50kg) cost FC 1,088 (US$ 13.6). The average monthly food budget for a household 

of six persons was FC 5,254 (US$ 65.7).  In the same period, the salary paid to a junior 

lecturer in a public university was US$ 16 (FC 1,280), meaning that he could just buy a 

bag of maize flour of 50kg.  

The lootings of 1991 and 1993, as mentioned earlier, worsened the living 

conditions of people in the DRC because the majority of businesses closed or collapsed. 

The few companies that subsisted paid their employees irregularly.  During this period, 

Lubumbashi residents learned to eat food reserved for animals, called locally “vimba”. 

People preferred “vimba” because it was affordable.  Many wanted to eat it to get full 

because they said the “vimba” flour constantly rose.  Fat people had lost weight, with 

flattened buttocks. During this period, we only had famished people (Mwembu 1998:231-

2).  One of the interviewees in Petit’s survey acknoledged that at the National Railway 

Company (SNCC), employees remained unpaid more than one year. Consequently, the 

death rate increased mainly in working-class households. Many households buried their 

relatives in cardboard. The bicycle was the common means of transport. 

If the beginning of UA in Lubumbashi (DR Congo) may be situated in the 1970s 

because of the economic crisis, the activity epanded in the 1980s.  Literature on UA is 

still recent even if the phenomenon itself is as old as the city. Because of this, there is not 

yet a general theory explaining the behaviour of the people who act in urban food 

production. It is important to remind that for long time UA has been excluded from the 

definition of the informal sector. That is the reason why MacGoffey (1991) in her book 
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on informal economy in DR Congo did not make allusion to UA as one of the informal 

activities.  

UA shares a number of characteristics with other elements of the informal 

economy including ease of entry, reliance on indigenous resources, small scale, labour 

intensive and adapted technology, lack of training, and unregulated markets (ILO 1972, 

quoted in Lee-Smith and Memon 1994:68). 

 

11 Conclusion 

As a growing phenomenon in many parts of the world, urban agriculture can be 

taken as a survival strategy for poor urban residents. In order to predict the future of 

urban agriculture as a survival strategy for poor urban residents, it was necessary to 

identify the push and pull factors because as long as there will be persistence of factors 

pushing and pulling urban residents into agricultural activities in the city, these activities 

will remain for long time the major livelihood strategy especially for urban poor.    

Even if there are so many forces pushing urban dwellers into urban agriculture, 

these find their benefits through food, income and employment. Thus, there is a duty for 

policy makers to solve the eventual conflict that can occur between urban builders and 

farmers in terms of land and water uses. 
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Notes 

  

1 I conducted interviews in Lubumbashi city from November 2004 to March 2005. 

2 Gecamines is the former Union-Minière du Haut-Katanga created in 1910. It is a 

mining company specialized in production and export of copper and cobalt. In the 1990s, 

Gecamines was the most important national company by the size of its contribution to the 

national budget (up to 60%).  
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Discourse Markers " kha " and " in " : A Comparative

Study in Casual Conversations between Standard Thai

and Standard Burmese/Myanmar

Preliminary statement of conventions

The following conventions are used throughout this research:

        The decision to change the name of the country from Burma to Myanmar was 

announced on 27 May 1989. The subsequent change of town names was announced later 

on 18 June 1989. To avoid confusion, the new names for the country, cities and towns are 

used. In cases where old names are used as reference source, they remain unchanged and 

quoted in this research as:

 The new names of towns are listed as follows: (Nitasakorn : 2000)

        Former names       New names

Akyab Sittwe

Amherst Kyaikkami

Arakan Rakhine

Bassein Pathein

Burma Myanmar

Chindwin Chindwin

Ayeyarwady Ayeyarwady

Mandalay Mandalay

Martaban Mottama

Maymyo Pyin U Lwin

Mergui Myeik (or Beik)

Moulmein Mawlamyine

Myohaung Mrauk U
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Pagan Bagan

Pegu Bago

Prome Pyay (or Pyi)

Rangoon Yangon

Salween Thaniwan (or Thanlwin)

Sandoway Thandwe

Sittang Sittoung (or Sittaung)

Sri Ksetra Thiri Kettaya

Syriam Thanlyin

Taunggyi Taunggyi

Tavoy Dawei

Yaunghwe Nyaung Shwe

The term “Myanmar” is used to designate the Myanmar race, country, people, and 
language.

Research Rationale and Significance

In foreign language learning, a complicated problem lies in the use of sentence particles, 
or final particles. They are units of speech learners need to use appropriately, both 
through correct pronunciation and native-like meaning conveyance. I was interested in 
final particles of the Myanmar language and carried out a thesis on them, as a partial 
fulfillment for a Master of Arts degree at Mahidol University in 2003. The study was at 
sentential level, yielding a basic insight into their functions. Nonetheless, it still was not 
clear in respect of their meanings and discoursal functions. Accordingly, I would 
especially like to study their linguistic forms and put particular emphasis on 
conversational discourse. Believing that in the light of discourse analysis their meanings 
would become even more explicit, I will thus use the discourse analysis framework 
proposed by Deborah Schiffrin (1987). The study is a comparative study in casual 
conversations between standard Thai and standard Burmese and focus on 2 examples; 
that is, Discourse Markers " kha " in standard Thai and discourse marker ” in ” in standard 

Myanmar. It is expected that this study will be beneficial to those who are studying both 
the Myanmar language and Thai language as a foreign language insofar as they can 
effectively communicate with native speakers of Myanmar and Thai.

Research Objectives

To comparative study in casual conversation between discourse markers " kha " and ” in ” 
and to analyze the use of them.
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Statement of Hypothesis

The research hypothesis is that discourse markers " kha " and ” in ” in casual 

conversations signify action structure in agreement with Deborah Schiffrin’s theoretical 
framework (1987).

Scope of the Study

The focus of the study is on discourse markers derived from casual conversations. This 
kind of conversation denotes spontaneous speech occurring in Bangkok Thailand and 
Myanmar Yangon speakers’ daily lives, regardless of gender, age, educational 
background or occupation. In this study, the piece of data of casual conversations in 
different communicative situations and with a range of conversation period are used, 
without foreign loanwords such as yes, no, and OK examined.

Assumption of the Study

The speech material for the analysis of Thai and Myanmar discourse markers is obtained 
from the collection through sound recording. The data will be brought to rechecking their 
correctness with Thai and Myanmar informants.

Delimitation of the Study

The data used in the analysis of this study are only of  the Thai language spoken in 
Bangkok, capital of Thailand and the Myanmar language spoken in Yangon, capital of 
Myanmar.

Definition of Terms

1. Discourse

Halliday and Hasan (1976) explained that a discourse is a linguistic unit beyond 
sentential level, e.g. a paragraph, an episode of a book, or even a topic unit.

Stubbs (1983) spelled out that discourse is an obscure topic and concerns the studies of 
beyond-sentential linguistic units, which really take place and proceed naturally. A 
sequence of discourses is not merely in simple arrangement but also has an essential 
feature called coherence, meaning the discourse utterances hold an interrelationship and 
linkage in terms of content and ideas.

Brown and Yule (1987) explicated that discourse analysis is an analysis of language 
usage necessarily involved with the study into objectives or functions of linguistic forms 
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as serving human social activities.

Schiffrin (1987: 6-7) said that a discourse has three major properties, namely forming 
structures, conveying meanings, and accomplishing communicative actions. The first two 
properties involve a discourse as made up of such smaller units as sentences, 
propositions, and utterances. The last one is about language usage for social interactions.

Van Dijk (1997: 2-3, qtd. in Watcharapon Booppanimit: 1996) elucidated that discourse 
is a phenomenon associated with language users’ society and culture, in which they or 
speech participants all take part in social interactions within their social and cultural 
contexts. A discourse consists of words, particles, sentences, propositions, and sets of 
speech acts, all interrelated with one another.

2. Discourse Markers

Schiffrin (1987) provided the definition of a discourse marker that (a) it is a linguistic 
form occurring before or after a unit of talk, independent of sentential structures of co-
occurring units of talk, and (b) performs a functional role in showing the relationship 
between contexts in discourse-level communication. According to her study of English 
discourse markers, she concluded that discourse markers fulfill a crucial function of 
indexing statements or utterances to contexts--being contextual coordinates--rendering 
discourse coherence and speech participants informed of conversational contexts as well 
as the way to interpret the utterances.

Noss (1964) studied the system of Thai grammar, classified words by using the position 
of occurrence as criterion, and gave his definition of sentence particles that they are 
dependent, occur as the final elements of the entire sentences. He found that linguistic 
forms capable of functioning as discourse markers according to Schiffrin’s definition 
(1987) are also other parts of speech, for instance interjections and conjunctions.

Cooke (1979) studied sentence particles using the occurrence of position as criterion as 
Noss did, but classified them according to their meanings. Therefore, Cooke’s sentence 
particles are linguistic forms that syntactically occur in the sententially final position and 
modify their respective entire sentences, but can also be found sententially medially 
behind the words or phrases which emphasize questioning utterances. Sentence particles, 
in the meantime, may show the relationship between speakers and hearers, or indicate 
certain intentions of speakers, e.g. command, request, and persuasion.

Significance of the Study

1.To set out some guidelines for studies on discourse markers in Thai and Myanmar.

2.To help Bangkok-Thailand and Yangon-Myanmar language students and users gain 
insights into meanings and functions of discourse markers " kha " and ” in ”, rendering 

language usage for effective communication.
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Research Procedures

1. Survey related documents, articles, books, theses, and researches as follows:

1.1 documents, articles, books, theses, and researches relevant to the Thai and 
Myanmar language, both in Thailand and abroad.

1.2 documents, articles, books, theses, and researches relevant to the discourse 
markers of Thai, Myanmar and other languages.

2. Collect data, which are Bangkok-Thailand and Yangon-Myanmar casual conversations 
of varied speech situations, in which the spoken utterances of participants’ conversations-
-rather than some probably occurring gestures--are of great significance. As such, sound 
recording on tape and its transcription into the phonetic alphabet together with the 
illustration of conversation characteristics according to Schiffrin’s transcription 
conventions (1987) are deployed.

3. The selection of linguistic forms being discourse markers according to Schiffrin’s 
proposed criteria

Schiffrin gave the definitions for the selection of discourse markers in English, as 
follows:

(1) A discourse marker is a linguistic form which takes place before or after a 
small unit of a turn.

(2) A discourse marker is not a syntactic component of any small unit of its co-
occurring turn.

(3) A discourse marker functions at discoursal level through conveying the 
meanings of the discoursal functions.

4. The analysis of the functions of discourse markers

In this research, I use Schiffrin’s proposed theoretical framework for the analysis of the 
functions of discourse markers, examining how specific discourse markers convey 
meanings in conversations in correspondence action structure.

Examples and Conclusion

Discourse markers " kha " and ” in ” are exclusively used by females and are used in 

statement, negative, interrogative, persuasive or any sentence when the speaker wants it 
to become more polite. Children are required to use this markers when talking to adults to 
express respect and politeness. For examples:

Myanmar: tmin sa ne d in

rice eat in progress V-suffix Markers
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“I am still eating.”

Thai: kamla kin kaw ka

in progress eat rice Marker

“I am still eating.”

In a negative statement

Myanmar:

m sa bu in

not eat Markers

“I don’t want to eat it / I’m not going to eat (it).”

Thai: maj kin ka

not eat Marker

“I don’t want to eat it / I’m not going to eat (it).”

In an inviting/ persuasive statement

Myanmar: sa baon in

eat together Marker

“(Come) eat together.”

Thai: kin duajkan ka

eat together Marker

“(Come) eat together.”

 In an interrogative statement

Myanmar:

b ua l in

where go Marker

“Where are you going?”

Thai: paj naj ka

go where Marker
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Concerning the usage, the study finds that the choice of markers is dependent on 

the situation, objectives, feeling, and most of all, sentence modes which include 

statements, questions, requests or persuasion, and command or warnings. It finds that the 

discourse markers " kha " and ” in ” are functioned in action structure and used by only 

female.

Suggestions for further studies

1. A comparison between the discourse markers in Bangkok dialect and other  
Thai dialects or Yangon dialect and other Myanmar dialects can be 
pursued.

2. A comparison between the written and spoken language would be an 
interesting topic to study.
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Haruki Murakami, born in 1949, might now be the most popular Japanese 

writer both in Japan and abroad.  Many of Murakami’s texts are translated into English, 
German, Chinese, and other languages.  There are, however, some tenacious criticisms 
against him, such as Kenzaburo Oe’s concerns about his noncommittal attitude towards 
society, and Masao Miyoshi’s criticism of his compromise to commercialism.  The 
conflict of Murakami’s evaluations points to the subtleties of crossing the border 
between pop literature and serious literature.  Murakami’s emphasis on style and the 
awareness of language as fictitious construct also tend to draw negative responses from 
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postcolonialist critics.  The interpretation and evaluation of Murakami’s texts can 
reveal the problems and also the possibilities of postmodern literature, whose aim is, 
partly, to overcome the boundaries of serious literature.   

I am going to demonstrate, first, how style plays an essential role in 
Murakami’s texts, by examining his short story “Lederhosen,” which he took the trouble 
of translating back into Japanese from the English version of his original story.  The 
short story and his translation suggest that the vehicle, whether the lederhosen for the 
middle-aged wife in the story, or the English version of the original story, plays a major 
part in shaping a penetrating insight.  Murakami perceives a new insight in his story 
when he reads the English version and is inspired to translate it.   

Next, I will discuss how William Faulkner affected Murakami’s writing in 
relation to Kenji Nakagami, and what Murakami aims at with his reference to Faulkner.  
Faulkner’s text, like other writers’, serves as a vehicle for Murakami to compare and 
clarify his own situation. 

Murakami has been influenced a great deal by American literature, and many 
of his favorites are stories with sophisticated, urban or suburban settings.  Admittedly, 
in addition to F. Scott Fitzgerald, J.D. Salinger, or Raymond Chandler, he is also 
influenced by less glamorous writers like Raymond Carver and John Cheever.  He is 
not, however, usually tied to William Faulkner, a Nobel Prize winner and a literary giant 
of the American South in the 20th Century.  Neither is Murakami associated closely 
with Kenji Nakagami: actually, when one of the major Japanese literary magazines 
offered a dialogue between Haruki Murakami and Kenji Nakagami 20 years ago, the 
magazine featured the talk as “City versus Anti-city,” emphasizing their differences 
rather than their similarities.   

Kenji Nakagami, born in 1946, was recognized early in his career as one of the 
literary masters of postwar Japan.  Nakagami was expected to succeed Kenzaburo Oe, 
the recipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1994, but Nakagami died of kidney 
cancer at the age of 46 in 1992.  Kenji Nakagami publicly announced Faulkner’s 
influence on his literary imagination, just as Kenzaburo Oe did.  Faulkner, Oe, and 
Nakagami are normally categorized as belonging to serious literature, while Murakami 
refuses any categorization.  But Murakami sometimes mentions Faulkner in his texts.  
In his response to the writers of “serious literature,” whom he is actually aware of, but 
to whom he assumes indifference, we may be able to detect the common themes and 
concerns, as well as the remarkable contrast, he shares with them. 

In spite of his detached style, Murakami is obsessed with a sense of loss.  This 
connects him to Faulkner, who also seems to write out of his sense of loss, whether the 



loss belongs to his personal history or to the history of the South.  Murakami’s 
suffering of loss, however, is characterized with emptiness, while Faulkner’s sense of 
loss is often marked with physical pain and scars.  Faulkner and Nakagami depend on 
language and corporeality to remember the loss and to challenge oblivion.  
Murakami’s sense of despair is presumably greater than Faulkner’s in his resigned 
recognition of total emptiness of being. 

Murakami may be also attracted to William Faulkner’s awareness of the 
double-bind ignominy of the American South.  Faulkner’s South exploited African 
Americans as slaves and was in turn exploited by the capitalist economy of the North.  
Murakami repeatedly returns to the theme of the Japanese military colonization of 
China as well as the American cultural colonization of Japan.  Nakagami is also quite 
conscious of his own double-bind, when he vehemently criticizes patriarchal power 
from the viewpoint of a minority, and yet is attracted to a patriarchal figure as well.  In 
parallel with Faulkner, Nakagami pursues the contradictory situation in family 
relationships because they reflect the society they belong to after all. 
Until recently, however, Murakami’s protagonists have kept a more or less 
noncommittal attitude toward the double-bind situation mentioned above.  His 
protagonists’ aloofness is represented in their distance from their own family.  In spite 
of his resilience to cross the border either between pop and serious literature, or between 
actuality and subconscious, Murakami stubbornly refrains from writing in detail about 
family relationships.  Though he superbly describes the mysterious darkness hidden in 
daily life, he avoids exploring the complicated power relation among kinships: he 
suppresses a family motif to the minimum, using instead a parody of a family, or 
substituting one with a pseudo family relation.  I would like to see if this repression 
justifies the persistent criticism against Murakami and keeps him outside of serious 
literature.  Further, I hope to explore how it is related to his recent claim of 
commitment.   
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Abstract 
 
 
This study assessed and ascertained the usefulness of A Thesaurus of Old English (henceforth TOE ) 
for Early Middle English studies, extending its use beyond Old English to Early Middle English. For 
this purpose, word pairs (or doublets) found in the saints lives of the ‘Katherine Group’ (henceforth 
KGL) were used for analysis of TOE . 
   TOE needs to be examined for use in Early Middle English, since the thesaurus, intended for use 
in Old English studies, is as yet the only lexical resource of its kind available to the students of 
Middle English, that is, until A Thesaurus of Middle English (henceforth TME) is published in a few 
years time. In such examination, word pairs like have and hold can provide important clues because 
of semantic relations between the components of word pairs. This study treats word pairs 
specifically in KGL, i.e. St. Katerine, St. Marherete and St. Iuliene in MS Bodley 34 because this 
group of works, written around 1200, is known to abound in alliteration and word pairs. 
   First, to examine the treatment of word pairs in TOE in comparison with Clark Hall (1960), one 
of TOE‘s sources, the lexical index of TOE was looked through for word pairs; then those word 
pairs were compared with those in Clark Hall. The analysis shows that almost all the word pairs in 
TOE are non-compositional ones, specifically consisting of antithetical components, and that TOE, 
heavily influenced by Clark Hall, made its choice of word pairs, 1) with heavy concentration on the 
“space and time” semantic fields and 2) without regard to the distributional proportion of parts of 
speech of word pairs, for example, in KGL. 
   Second, the components of all the word pairs in KGL were put to etymological analysis based 
on the information of OED2. The result demonstrates, first and foremost, the utility of TOE for Early 
Middle English: nearly 90% of the components, being derived from OE not from OF, can be 
searched for and looked up in TOE. 
   Next, KGL synonymous word pairs in four semantic fields were chosen. The word pairs under 
analysis belonged to 1) “face, appearance,” 2) “beautiful,” 3) “to praise, extol” and 4) “always, 
forever.” All the components of such word pairs were looked up in TOE to see if these ME 
components were arranged and placed in the same semantic fields of TOE. The result shows that, 
despite some inconsistency in placing components into entries, most ME components of the word 



pairs in the same semantic groups are found in the same entries of TOE, i.e. they fit well in these 
entries, which demonstrates the utility of TOE for Early Middle English studies. 
   This study has shown that, for all the semantic changes and the lexical replacement which 
occurred as Old English became Early Middle English, TOE is a useful and perhaps even an 
essential lexical tool for Early Middle English studies (at least until TME is available).  
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Abstract 
 

American media have had a great influence in shaping opinions and identity not just in 

the United States but also in other countries in which the United States extends its hegemony. 

The aims of the U.S. mass media marketing strategies are not simply to sell specific products all 

over the world; media texts are also structured to engineering social, political and cultural change 

in order to ensure a level of ideological supremacy that underlies U.S. hegemony.  

Independent and critical news media are essential to an informed democracy. Neither 

China nor Taiwan can be called informed democracies, and neither of them has developed an 

independent or critical press. In China, journalism has been tightly controlled since the 

Communist Party took power in 1949. The Communist Party created certain taboos within the 

news media, restricting critical discourse in the media about both the restrictions as well as on a 

wide range ofsocial issues and policy options. On the other side of the Taiwan Strait, martial law 

and strict government censorship of the press were an accepted fact of life for both the journalists 

and people in Taiwan. For decades, suspended publishing licenses, stiff fines, and even jail 

sentences awaited those who strayed from the ruling Kuomintang party line.  

This paper examines how today the mass media in both China and Taiwan are 

cross-invested or merged with western media giants, and U.S. multinationals in particular. 

Under the influences of these western media giants, journalism in both countries has 

become increasingly similar to that of the mainstream news outlets in the United States. 

Media houses have become profit-oriented institutions and increasingly cozy with the 

economic and political powers, neglecting the public interest.  Most importantly, the media 

in China and Taiwan have become the key players that promote the fundamental principles 

of the U.S. hegemony in both countries. 
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Abstract 
 The paper points out that there has been a sharp and dangerous decline in universal 
moral and ethical human values in general at all levels of the social strata in our nation 
and the rest of the world. The uplifting of our moral and ethical values should be done at 
the family, church and schools. The primary responsibility of uplifting of moral and 
ethical values lies heavily on schools at all levels. The paper proposes how this can be 
accomplished by integrating moral and ethical values in all classrooms from pre-k to 
twelfth grade and even university level. It suggests the set of moral and ethical values that 
should be integrated in all curricula, pre-k through the twelfth grade, in schools and in 
universities and colleges and how this can be accomplished. The principal benefit that 
will result from this program is that it will help build character of our students and 
youngsters, making them more disciplined, respectful of law and order, peaceful and 
nonviolent. We expect this to create a more peaceful and safe environment in schools 
Also it is expected to help reduce corruption in government and the private sector. Our 
communities will be more at peace with and tolerant of one another. Not only our 
education system and our government but our multiethnic, multinational, multiracial, 
multi-religious nation will become a role model for the world; for the superpower USA 
must be supermoral and superethical. 
 
 

Introduction 
There has been a decline in universal moral and ethical human values in general at all 
levels of the social strata: 

• There has been a sharp decline in truthfulness, honesty, integrity and other 
universal ethical and moral human values of our politicians, government officers, 
administrators, business people, professionals and other people. 

• Our families are breaking up at an unprecedented rate. 
• There has been increase in the intensity of expression of joy of winning or 

frustration of losing a competition through violence and property destruction. 
• The respect for life has fallen to such a low level that killing and crimes have 

become more rampant among adults and school children. 
• There is ignorance among people about faiths other than the faith  

            they themselves may be following, if any at all, leading to a lack of   



 
 

            tolerance. 
• Discrimination against women and racial, religious and ethnic groups  
     exists among people due to prejudices and stereotyping. 
• The foreign policy of our nation in particular and other nations in general is quite 

often based on materialistic interests and/or friendship rather than fairness, 
justice and in conformity with the international laws. 

• We preach democracy to the whole world, but we have rejected all attempts to 
give a democratic structure to the United Nations Organization. Americans 
would never accept a constitution that would give veto power to senators from 
some 5 arbitrary states. But the fact that 5 members of the security council have 
veto power does not bother most of us. 

 
   

The Basic Problem 
The basic problem is that our youngsters and students are not receiving these universal 
moral and ethical human values so that they foster these moral, ethical values as they 
grow before they embark on their careers. Hence we are constantly pumping into our 
societies professionals, business men, politicians and workers, who are driven by material 
benefits only and no moral and ethical considerations. Since the kids grow without an 
understanding of and tolerance and respect towards people of other faiths, cultures and 
societies, they fail to establish harmonious and peaceful neighborhoods and communities, 
 

Value-Integrated Education 
We need to ensure that a child begins to learn and continues to learn ethical and moral 
values throughout its education from the pre-k level to the university level. Some 
business, engineering, law and medical schools and other professional schools teach 
‘professional ethics’ relevant to their respective professions. The so called ‘professional 
ethics’ should really be the natural extension of these basic moral values integrated into 
overall ethics and morality that should control human behavior at all aspects of life in a 
unified way all the time. We should require our schools to design their curricula so as to 
integrate morality, ethics and universal human values into them as suggested below: 
(1) Throughout a child’s education from kindergarten onward, courses such  
     as English literature, other languages, history, sociology, and all possible other  
     courses in humanities and social sciences be designed in such a way  
     that the universal human values suggested, but not limited to, in  
     Appendix I will be deeply integrated into these courses. 
(2) At the high school level in every private and public school, there be a required  
      course on world faiths, cultures and traditions, which will cover topics   
      described in Appendix II. It can be argued that all over the world, in the   
      history of mankind, religions preached by hundreds of thousands of   
      prophets who came to different parts of the world at different times have    
      been the primary sources of ethical and moral values. It is very helpful to  
      expose the young kids to the history of these ethical values and their  
      sources.  
(3) There should be another required course selected from a group of courses, each one of  
      these courses covering  an objective, academic study of  a distinct world religion in  
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       details, the course to be chosen by the student. 
 (4) A committee of knowledgeable representatives of different ethnic and  
      religious groups be established to determine a broad range of values that  
      should be integrated in the curricula of our private and public schools. 
 (4) A committee of experts in the field of education, curricular  
       development, and authors of school textbooks be established to discuss  
       ways of integrating morality and ethics and  values into curricula and textbooks.  
(5) A national committee be established to coordinate the efforts to integrate  
      ethics and morality in curricula in schools in all states in the USA. 
                  The program will lead to many advantages for our citizens and residents. The 
principal benefit that will result from this program is that it will help build character of 
our students and youngsters, making them more tolerant, respectful of law and order, 
peaceful and nonviolent. We expect this to create a more peaceful and safe environment 
in schools Also it will help reduce corruption in government and the private sector. Our 
communities will be more at peace with and tolerant of one another. Our foreign policy 
will become more fair and just, based on values higher than just friendship and/or 
material interests. Not only our education system and our government but our 
multiethnic, multinational, multiracial, multi-religious country will become a role model 
for all  the nations in the world. 
 

The Role of Church and Parents 
The schools need to aided by churches, mosques, synagogues and temples and parents. 
Our churches, mosques, synagogues and temples will have to preach tolerance while they 
preach their own respective faiths. The parents will have to be trained to provide 
appropriate role models for their children. 
 

Conclusion 
 Many young people all around the world look up on us and follow American way of life 
as a role model. Looking at our current value system, ethics, morality and foreign policy, 
this is extremely dangerous for us the Americans and the world at large. The decline in 
morality and ethics that is continuing has to be reversed. A value-integrated education 
will go a long way in establishing the morality and ethics that we need for a peaceful, 
decent society with fine moral values. A superpower and superwealthy nation has an 
obligation to be supermoral and superethical. A superpower and superwealthy nation has 
a super responsibility to the world of providing a super role model. It is high time we put 
our act together and lead the world in the right direction. 

 
Appendix I 

Some of the values that need to be integrated in education at all levels are listed 
below: 
(a) Respect for life of not only people but of animals, birds and even the tiniest insects as  
     long as they do not pose any danger to us. This includes a sincere effort to eliminate   
     all hunting games that kill innocent animals for fun and cruel collection of trophies for  
     display as decorative pieces in a living room or a museum.                      
(b) Respect for parents, teachers and other elders.                        
(c) Truthfulness, honesty, integrity, loyalty, dependability, modesty, punctuality and   
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      sanctity of sex.                                                            
(d) Decency in speech, looks, behavior and writing.                                        
(e) Tolerance and respect for beliefs and opinions of others.                              
(f) Awareness about irreparable harm that could be caused by tobacco,  
     alcohol, marijuana and other drugs. 
(g) A positive, optimistic, charitable outlook towards life, with a desire to reform the  
    world where it is needed and leave a better a world than they found it. 
 

Appendix II 
Topics to be covered in the proposed course on World Faiths : 

This course will be a course on world faiths, cultures and traditions and their 
contributions to society’s moral and ethical values. It will include, among other things, 
• An analytical and comparative study of the universal moral and ethical human values 

of the world faiths.  
• An analytical and comparative study of the basic beliefs and origins of these faiths.  
• A study of the distribution of followers of these faiths in our nation  

and the world. 
This course as well as courses of different faiths will not preach nor intend to preach 
any faiths but only make a purely academic, objective and scientific study of these 
faiths and the universal moral and ethical human values that they impart.  
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Re-defining The Book: The Significance of Tactility in the Information Age

This research questions the rules and the elements of traditional book design and seeks

the ways of the survival of the book in 3-dimensions. Conventional rules are

insufficient and restrictive in this era of new visual tendencies and investigations. A

book designer should not be just a follower of these conventional rules; a book

designer should be designing the book itself as an object. The design of the book

should be reviving the content of the book by using all of its elements such as type,

image, material, printing, form, structure, folding, binding, sequence, packaging, etc.

With the insight of new experimentations and explorations, contemporary book design

takes on an important role in the survival of the book as an object. For the audience

seeks for plain information no more: the book is not “interesting” anymore if blocks of

text are the only things it contains. The reader has a more comfortable way now to

reach for that written information and that is the digital way. Therefore the 3-

dimensional book has to be different and new, and has to use the advantages of being

physically interactive with the audience. Otherwise it will continue its life on the

shelves only as a classic. In consequence, the existence of the 3-dimensional book is

dependent on the designers seeking new ways of exploring this object.

Although many books in the Artists’ Books field uses the elements of the book to

substructure the content, the productions are usually rare or one of a kind. This is

because book artists are not designers; they produce the book as a precious art object

–not as a design object to be produced in many copies. Book design integrated

together with book arts will be the future of the 3-dimensional book. The existence of

the intermingled book design and art will give book the value for it to survive in the

digital information age. Thoughts and emotions chosen to be explored and

communicated thorough the pages of a book have the power to use all the organs of

the book, and this makes the visual communication more effective and extraordinary.
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In teacher education research, the interaction between student teachers, university 

supervisors and cooperating teachers has been widely investigated. The nature of feedback 

in the post-lesson sessions have been documented to differ across university supervisors 

and cooperating teachers. Considering the importance of practice teaching in student 

teachers’ careers and the crucial role the cooperating teachers play in this experience, it is 

considered important to know the dynamics and the nature of feedback student teachers 

receive from their university supervisors and their cooperating teachers. 

 

Strong and Baron (2004), in their qualitative analysis of the feedback sessions between 16 

veteran teachers and beginning teachers found out that the teachers made an extreme 

effort to avoid giving direct advice to the protégé. Koerner (1992) looked at the issue from 

the cooperating teachers’ perspective and documented the challenges cooperating teachers 

encountered while working with student teachers. Both studies concluded that the 

curriculum and general features of the teacher education program influenced the nature of 

feedback. On the other hand Wang, Strong and Odell (2004) carried out a cross-cultural 

study in which they compared the content and form of the conversation that took place 

between two U.S. and Chinese pairs of mentors and novices. The interactions were found 



to be different in focus and form due to the curriculum structures and organization of 

mentoring in each country. 
 

 

This presentation reports the preliminary findings from an on-going research study. The 

purpose of the study is to investigate the nature of feedback from university supervisors 

and cooperating teachers given to the student teachers in a language teacher education 

program at a university in Istanbul, Turkey. Data for the study were collected from four 

university supervisors, 25 student teachers and 15 cooperating teachers during an 

academic semester through (a) interviews between student teachers and university 

supervisors and student teachers and cooperating teachers, (b) relevant documents such as 

student teacher journal entries and teachers’ notes. The preliminary findings point to some 

differences and similaties between the feeedback from cooperating teachers and university 

supervisors.   
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 “David Walker Speaking for the Race: In Defiance of the ‘Talking Ape’” 
 
David Walker’s Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World (1829, 1830) is considered 
by critics to be the most controversial antislavery text of the early nineteenth century 
written by an African American.  The author’s militant persona with its moral urgency 
subverts the political, religious, and racial images of the dominant culture that relegated 
the African American race to an orangutan brute creature incapable of intellectual 
pursuits.  Walker constructs a witty, erudite, and multifaceted persona in his candid and 
personal polemic while denouncing the ideological and discursive hegemonic forms the  
Christian nation imposed upon his race.  
 
This study provides a rhetorical analysis of the Appeal.  The erudite style with its 
numerous polysyllabic terms, references to Western literature, contemporary news 
articles and other sources, has been a source of contention for critics.  If walker is 
claiming to write to the enslaved population, why does he not write in a language/voice 
that his dispossessed “brethren” can understand?  This study assumes that Walker with 
his passionate love of books has a sense of his complex audience.  He wants to impress 
upon the more educated African American readers the importance of literacy and sharing 
their knowledge with their illiterate “brethren”. Using the racial uplift approach, he 
expects the educated to convey his urgent message to the enslaved.  To his readers of 
European American descent, he chooses to debunk the talking ape image and replace it 
with what Emerson in Representative Men  refers to as “a great man”, one in search of 
knowledge “who takes up into himself all arts, sciences, all knowables, as his food.”      
Walker’s humble metaphor of crawling on his “hands and knees through mud 
and mire” to sit at the feet of a master teacher, bespeaks his insatiable quest for 
knowledge and urgency to appeal to the conscience of greater humanity. 
 



This emotionally charged and incendiary pamphlet generated widespread responses 
unlike any antislavery document prior to its release.  While critics have examined the 
white paranoia and the emergency legislation triggered in the South by the text, 
sympathetic and ambivalent responses have been largely overlooked.  To develop a sense 
of the deliberative process that emerged from the Appeal’s broad audience and to 
determine its persuasive powers, Walker’s complex persona must be examined along 
with the variety of responses that acknowledge a common ground with the author. 
 
This study consists of two parts.  The first part utilizes Eugene White’s model discussed 
in The context of Human Discourse including the concepts of configuration, congruency, 
and identification.  This study considers the following questions: What were the 
provoking urgencies that caused Walker to boldly cry out for justice?  What were the 
author’s creative impulses, the “rhetorical satisfactions” that shaped the text’s response to 
the provoking urgencies?  The second part considers the deliberative process the text 
generated.  The question explored in this section is how well did Walker use the available 
means of rhetoric to influence the flow of events, to negotiate an identity with his 
audience that would maximize their identification with him?    
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Objective:  To develop an educational module for university researchers to ensure good 
working relationships between university and investigators. 
 
Background:  Historically working relationships between native nations and university 
have been tense and tenous.  Recent events within Arizona prompted the universities to 
consider the develop an ethical issues educational module for investigators. 
 
Methods:  Simultaneously and independently two programs approached the office of 
Human subjects to develop a means to educate investigators to proceed with protocol in 
Native Nations.  An interdisciplinary group representing convened continuous to discuss 
needs.  One non-native investigator with experience working with native nations and 
native graduate student developed using real case studies from literature.  Currently, the 
interdisciplinary group has re-convened to review ethical module.  With edits 
recommended the module should be available to complete in the spring of 2006. 
 
Conclusions:  The intent of module is to promote positive mutual benefits and value 
amongst Native Nations.  Beneficial research to Native communities and academics 
ensures successful government to government relationships. 
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ABSTRACT: 
 

In the world of contemporary dance, the American Midwest is regarded by many as a 
vast expanse of geographical space that, with the exception of a few large cities like Chicago, has 
little to offer in the way of dance culture.  It is understandable that dancers in America’s largest 
cities, such as New York, San Francisco, Chicago, and L.A., can become fairly ethnocentric, 
taking pride in the dance community of which they are a part, and believing that they are in one 
of the few places where new dance is really happening.  It is also easy for dancers, dance lovers, 
and even choreographers and teachers to buy into the notion that the contemporary dance that 
happens in these cultural centers is automatically superior to the dance happening throughout the 
rest of the country.  But how much of this is reality, and how much is simply stereotype and 
skewed perception? 

Is New York contemporary dance inherently better than that of the rest of the country, or 
is there just more of it?  It is true that when you have a great deal of new choreographic work 
going on in one place, there is likely to be a larger volume of excellent work.  What tends to be 
overlooked is the fact that more work also means more bad work.  We must get past thinking that 
contemporary dance belongs exclusively to the major cities.  It belongs to all of us, and we 
should celebrate that we all have different ideas and perspectives to bring to the dance world. 
Many early modern dance choreographers used the Midwest as subject material, but created and 
presented their work in the cities of the East and West Coasts.  Even today, you seldom hear of 
new, cutting-edge work being debuted in Middle America.  Though many of the world’s leading 
modern/contemporary dancers and choreographers have come from the Midwest, it appears that 
they felt the need to move to a major metropolitan dance mecca to be validated, recognized, or 
even just to find work.  Many serious dancers feel the same way today. 

The fact that New York City and a few other major metropolitan areas are widely seen as 
the cultural centers for dance in the U.S. is not likely to change anytime soon, nor should it.  
What we should ask is, “What is happening in contemporary dance throughout the rest of the 
country?”  Can modern/contemporary dance thrive outside of the three or four major cities 
known for this art form?  How does the overall culture influence the dance culture of the 
Midwest? How are audiences for contemporary dance being cultivated in midsize and smaller 
communities, and does that differ from the way audiences are built other places?  What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of being a contemporary dance artist in Middle America?  These 
are some of the questions addressed in this paper. 

This primary purpose of this research is to look at the state of contemporary dance in the 
central area of the United States.  Current dance literature is lacking an encompassing view of 
the subject.  This initial overview will give readers a new view of the American Midwest as 
fertile ground to create works, build audiences, and train dancers for the expanding world of 
contemporary dance. 
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 Drama scholar John Simon asserts that “leading playwrights throughout history 

have come, or been made to come, in tandem” (553).  He further suggests that the pairs 

are not created by coincidence, but by critics.  “[I]t may be that we need either a real or 

imaginary second-best so that we can deliver critical pronouncements on how and why A 

is better than B—or even…on why B is actually as good as or….superior to A,” he 

writes.  In his list of the “divine twins” of playwriting, along with Racine and Corneille, 

Shaw and Wilde, Goethe and Schiller, and others, are American playwrights Eugene 

O’Neill and Tennessee Williams. 

 Simon reports that “O’Neill and Williams are the two master playwrights of 

America” (553). Many other critics and scholars agree, and, between the two, tend to 

favor O’Neill, except in realm of poetry and dialogue.  Although these scholars and 

critics do not always agree on which of the two is the ultimate American playwright, 

Williams, as the second playwright of the pair, probably felt the weight of the comparison 

much more than O’Neill did.  In his early days as a writer Williams was often mentioned 

in reference to O’Neill, as “the next Eugene O’Neill,” or “the best American playwright 

since O’Neill.”  Even after both of their deaths in 1992, a revival of Williams’s A 

Streetcar Named Desire was measured against O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey into Night. 

“Depending on your feelings about Long Day’s Journey into Night,” reviewer Frank Rich 

wrote, “A Streetcar Named Desire is either the greatest or the second greatest play ever 

written by an American” (qtd. in Griffin, 77). 

 It is likely, as John Simon suggests, that Williams felt a combination of love and 

hate for his predecessor.  Even though Williams had to write in the shadow of O’Neill, 

“he could write like Williams because he had a predecessor that wrote like O’Neill” 
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(557).  Drama reviewer Tom Donaghy writes of O’Neill’s influence on Williams in terms 

of their most famous female characters and extends the path of influence backwards to 

Ibsen and forward to Albee in his article “Hedda and her Sisters.”  He writes: 

Ibsen’s Hedda begat O’Neill’s Mary Tyrone, who begat Williams’s Blanche, who 

begat Albee’s Martha—the great Monstres sacres of the modern theatre.  These 

women have a uniquely similar predicament: they’ve bought into a set of notions 

they’ve received about the world.  No problem, except the notions are outdated on 

receipt…each one of them will rage against the world’s waning romanticism with 

everything they have. (28) 

Donaghy’s reasoning is flawed: Blanche was written several years before O’Neill’s 

widow Carlotta released Long Day’s Journey into Night, but it is possible that through 

his numerous female characters that led up to and culminated in Mary Tyrone, Eugene 

O’Neill influenced Tennessee Williams in his writing of female characters.   

Because O’Neill’s mother, Ella O’Neill, largely influenced his writing, O’Neill 

almost always wrote his female characters into maternal roles. Although some scholars 

argue that mothers are absent in many of Williams’s plays, Williams scholar Gulshan Rai 

Kataria maintains that, like O’Neill’s women,  “It is [Williams’s women’s] ‘mothering 

function’…comes to the fore while reading [many of his] plays” (qtd. in J. Hall, 678).  

Tennessee Williams wrote the plays that are considered to be his most important works in 

the years following World War II, a time of unprecedented attention to the role of 

mother.  It is not surprising, therefore, that many of his female characterizations, like 

O’Neill’s, focus on women’s maternal characteristics (J.W. Hall, 678). 
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 This paper will examine the female characters of Eugene O’Neill and Tennessee 

Williams through the playwrights’ portrayal of mothers and motherhood in their major 

plays. It will assess the similarities and differences in the two writers’ depiction of 

various types of mothering, and consider whether Williams’s female characters were 

influenced by those of Eugene O’Neill. 

 Criticism devoted Eugene O’Neill and Tennessee Williams, separately, is both 

highly expansive and highly diverse.  O’Neill critic Ernest Griffin writes that students 

should “bear in mind that almost every book on modern drama contains a passage, 

perhaps a chapter devoted to O’Neill (144).  In a short bibliographical essay, scholar 

Michael Manheim describes O’Neill criticism as belonging to two categories: critical 

reviews of his plays, and scholarly interpretation and evaluation of his life and works.  In 

the 1920s and most of 1930s, he writes, “journalistic reviews” predominated.  After the 

publication of Barrett Clark’s Eugene O’Neill in 1934, however, scholarly evaluation of 

O’Neill “as a (if not the) major American dramatist and a significant figure in world 

drama” grew rapidly (237). 

 Virginia Floyd’s Eugene O’Neill: A New Assessment provides a useful 

introduction to the playwright through the analysis of his work in the context of his life 

and the social and theatrical history of his time.  Manheim’s The Cambridge Companion 

to Eugene O’Neill (1998) and Shyamal Bagchee’s Perspectives on Eugene O’Neill: New 

Essays bring together diverse critical readings of O’Neill’s plays. Biographies are 

important to the study of the highly autobiographical plays of O’Neill as they reveal the 

extent to which O’Neill’s works were connected not only to his life, but also to the life of 

his family.  Michael Manheim recommends two biographies, Barbara and Arthur Gelb’s 
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O’Neill (1962) and Louis Scheaffer’s two volume O’Neill: Son and Playwright (1968) 

and O’Neill: Son and Artist (1973), though John Simon reports that the Gelbs’ biography 

is the less reliable of the two.   

 Biographies are equally important to the study of Tennessee Williams, who is also 

a highly autobiographical writer, and many Williams scholars cite Lyle Leverich’s 

biography Tom: The Unknown Tennessee Williams (1995) as essential to understanding 

the playwright and his plays. Jac Tharpe’s Tennessee Williams: A Tribute (1977) is an 

important collection of O’Neill criticism.  Williams scholar Robert Martin calls this work 

“a giant step forward in Williams criticism” (10).  The book is made up of fifty-three 

essays written by respected scholars and is currently the largest collection of original 

Williams essays. 

Like O’Neill scholarship, criticism of Tennessee Williams is vast. Particularly 

since his death, “Essays and articles on Williams’s life and plays have grown to massive 

proportions” (Martin, 10). Williams scholar Philip Kolin reports that “[t]he 1990’s 

ushered in a renaissance of Tennessee Williams research” (ix). Also in 1995, George 

Crandell published his “clear, complete and accurate” A Descriptive Bibliography of 

Tennessee Williams, and Philip Kolin guest edited a special issue of The Mississippi 

Quarterly dedicated to Tennessee Williams.   

 Alice Griffin explores Williams’s nine major dramas, from The Glass Menagerie 

through The Night of the Iguana in her book Understanding Tennessee Williams.  She 

combines literary and theatrical analysis to provide readers an understanding of the 

prevalent critical approaches to and the original reception of each work (O’Connor, 248).  

Tennessee Williams: A Guide to Research and Performance (1998), edited by Kolin, 
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studies in greater detail “the state of research as well as a history of performance of the 

varied Williams cannon” (Kolin, x).  The Cambridge Companion to Tennessee Williams 

(1997), edited by Matthew Roudane, Critical Essays on Tennessee Williams (1997), 

edited by Robert Martin, and Confronting Williams’s ‘A Streetcar Named Desire’: 

Essays in Critical Pluralism (1993), edited by Philip Kolin, are interesting collections of 

Williams essays that focus on critical readings from Marxism to Feminism. 

 Williams’s women are often the subject of critical essays, and Michael Manheim 

reports that feminist readings of O’Neill’s work and studies of his female characters 

increased during the late 1980s and 1990s (242).  Judith Barlow’s essay “O’Neill’s Many 

Mothers,” written first in 1988 and revised as “O’Neill’s Female Characters” in 1998, 

examines O’Neill’s association of “feminine” with “maternal.”  She focuses particularly 

on Mary Tyrone, a failed mother who could not deny herself for her husband and her 

sons, and Josie Hogan, a successful “mother,” who put the needs of Jim Tyrone above her 

own, providing him a momentary solace as she “bears a dead child into the night 

(O’Neill, 1932-1943, 936).  In A Kind of Alaska: Women in the Plays of O’Neill, Pinter 

and Shephard (1993), drama scholar Anne Hall analyzes female stereotypes in these 

playwrights’ mature plays.  She provides a brief assessment of O’Neill’s relationship to 

women in his life and the female characters he wrote leading up to his mature plays, then 

examines the women of The Iceman Cometh, Long Day’s Journey into Night, and A 

Moon for the Misbegotten.   

 Tennessee Williams’s women have long been studied as his most fascinating 

characters.  Essays like Louise Blackwell’s “Tennessee Williams and the Predicament of 

Women” (1977), Durant Dupont’s “Tennessee Williams Gallery of Feminine Characters” 
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(1977), and Jeanne McGlin’s “Tennessee Williams’s Women: Illusion and Reality, 

Sexuality and Love” (1977) pay homage to these fascinating characters as they examine 

them in depth.  Joan Wylie Hall looks specifically at Williams’s expectant mothers in 

“The Stork and the Reaper, the Madonna and the Stud: Procreation and Mothering in 

Tennessee Williams’s Plays” (1995).  She discusses Williams’s characters’ desire for 

motherhood in the context of post World War II attitudes toward mothering.  In “Gallery 

of Witches” (1977), Nancy Tischler writes about Williams’s mature mothers, “terrible 

mothers,” like Amanda Wingfield, who try to control their children. 

 Both Williams and O’Neill have been compared to other writers and playwrights.  

The influence of Strindberg, Ibsen, and the Greek tragedians on O’Neill is frequently a 

topic of critical study.  Tennessee Williams is often linked to Strindberg, D.H. Lawrence, 

and Chekhov. Though Williams and O’Neill are compared briefly in works such as 

Gilbert Debusscher’s “Creative Rewriting: European and American Influences on the 

Dramas of Tennessee Williams” (1997), Donald Costello’s “Arthur Miller’s Circles of 

Responsibility” (1996), Allean Hale’s “Early Williams: The Making of a Playwright” 

(1997), and Patricia Schroeder’s The Presence of the Past in Modern Drama (1989), 

extended comparison is more difficult to find.  Similarly, the playwrights’ female 

characters are often compared briefly, but rarely discussed together extensively.  John 

Simon provides an in depth discussion of the similarities between O’Neill and Williams 

as artists and men in “Brothers Under the Skin: O’Neill and Williams” (1987).  He also 

researches and evaluates claims of O’Neill’s personal influence on Williams.  In “A 

Streetcar Named Desire Under the Elms” (1977), Alan Ehrlich examines the dramatic 
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space of the two works and discusses similarities between the characters of Blanche and 

Abbie. 

 The maternal female characters of Tennessee Williams and Eugene O’Neill can 

be examined in three categories: the hopeful or new mother, the failed autobiographical 

mother, and the “earth mother,” who may or may not be a biological mother, but 

maternally puts her needs behind the needs of others. This paper will examine the two 

playwrights’ depiction of mothers and mothering based on these three categories.  It will 

focus on the new mothers in Desire Under the Elms and A Streetcar Named Desire, the 

failed autobiographical mothers of Long Day’s Journey into Night and The Glass 

Menagerie, and the earth mothers of A Moon for the Misbegotten and The Night of the 

Iguana. 

 Abbie Putnam becomes a new mother in O’Neill’s Desire Under the Elms.  She is 

a competitive, lustful, feisty woman, and she becomes a mother not only to the son she 

conceives but also to her lover Eben, the son she gains by marrying Ephraim Cabot.  

From the moment Abbie first meets Eben and tells him “in her most seductive tones” that 

she’s his “new Maw” (CP1920-31, 338), the roles of mother and lover are confused.  

Later, Abbie seduces Eben with “a horribly frank mixture of lust and mother love” (354), 

and becomes Eben’s lover at the same time she replaces his true mother.   

Abbie’s true son was first conceived as a means for her to secure rights to the 

Cabot’s farm, but when Eben begins to doubt her motives for having the child with him 

and threatens to leave her, the baby becomes an obstacle to her happiness. “If that’s what 

his comin’s done t’me—killin’ yewr love—takin’ yew away—my on’y joy—the on’y joy 

I ever knowed—like heaven t’me—purtier’n heaven—then I hate him, too, even if I be 
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his Maw!,” Abbie declares.  In the end, she chooses her lover-son over her true son, gives 

up her hope of gaining a home through her son, and kills her baby in a desperate attempt 

to keep Eben. “I’ve done it Eben!” she cries, “I’ve proved I love ye—better’n 

everything…” (369). 

 Although most people would consider the murder of one’s offspring an ultimate 

sin of motherhood, O’Neill scholar Jane Torrey suggests that for O’Neill it is more 

important that a mother character be maternal toward her husband or lover than toward 

her children (66).  Husbands come first; therefore, Abbie made the correct, if extreme, 

choice.  In fact, Virginia Floyd writes that O’Neill gives Abbie physical attributes that are 

“apparently those of his ideal woman…given later to others, such as Sarah Melody in A 

Touch of the Poet and Josie Hogan in A Moon for the Misbegotten” (276). This idea that 

O’Neill was sympathetic to Abbie and her devotion to Eben is consistent with what the 

playwright looked for in the women in his life. The Gelbs report in their biography that 

O’Neill’s ideal woman was one that could be devoted to him in all ways: as a mother, a 

wife and a lover (369).  Children must come second to O’Neill and his work, if they came 

at all.  Although Abbie exhibits the type of devotion O’Neill expected from the women in 

his life, O’Neill, in blurring the roles of wife and mother and writing a woman who 

places her need to be with Eben over the needs of her child, creates in Abbie a more 

complex woman who does not fit traditional female stereotypes (A. Hall, 23). 

 Abbie is representative of many other O’Neillean female characters.  Like Abbie, 

“[O’Neill’s] heroines define themselves primarily or wholly in terms of their 

relationships to the men in their lives” (qtd. in Barlow, 165). Additionally, O’Neill 

scholar Judith Barlow provides a long list of O’Neill women who, like Abbie, “regard 
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their husbands or lovers with maternal solicitude…” (170).  Drama scholar Louise 

Blackwell suggests that Tennessee Williams’s women also identify themselves in “their 

battle to find a mate or to keep the mate they’ve already found” (248).  On the other hand, 

Williams scholar Joan Wylie Hall argues that for Williams’s women, unlike O’Neill’s, 

“the passion for motherhood is as great as their need for sex and affection” (677).   

 In A Streetcar Named Desire, the position of motherhood is exalted through 

Christian imagery, and Stella’s devotion shifts from Stanley to her newborn son in the 

closing scene of the play.  Throughout most of A Streetcar Named Desire, Stella places 

her relationship with Stanley above all else.   Blackwell writes that Stella, though 

superior to her mate “in background and personal endowments,” subordinates herself to 

Stanley’s way of life “because they have a satisfying sexual relationship” (245).  To 

maintain their marriage, she accepts Stanley’s physical abuse and chooses to believe that 

he didn’t rape Blanche.  However, in the final scenes of the play, Stella is distanced from 

Stanley.  Williams scholar Bert Cardullo suggests that “Stella’s absence from scenes 9 

and 10 while she is giving birth, coupled with her reappearance onstage in scene 11, 

serves to distance her in our mind from her husband and prefigure her relationship with 

him beyond the perimeters of the play” (174).  Further distance is created between 

husband and her wife by the lack of dialogue between them.  Stella does not speak to 

Stanley in the closing scene of the play, even when he addresses her.  It is the baby that 

Stella clings to in her anguish over Blanche’s departure, not Stanley.  In the acting edition 

of the play, the replacement of husband with son is even more apparent.  Stella tells 

Eunice in Scene 11 that she aches when she is not in the same room as her baby. 
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Previously, in Scene 1 she told Blanche that she hated being away from Stanley, even for 

one night (Cardullo 174-5).  

 Joan Wylie Hall proposes that Stella is compared to the Virgin Mary from the 

beginning of the play as Blanche greets her as “‘Stella for Star,’ evoking the Virgin 

Mary’s title ‘Stella Maris’” (84).  Religious allusions are also found in the stage 

directions which describe Stella as “serene in the early morning sunlight” and with a 

belly “rounding slightly with new maternity” (85).  Blanche reminds audiences of the 

Madonna imagery of the play when she announces in Scene 11 that she is wearing “Della 

Robbia blue.  The blue of the robe in the old Madonna pictures” (135), and the final 

moments of the play, drama scholar William Hall suggests, with Stella’s son wrapped in 

a blue blanket, could easily be played as an “eroticized Nativity Scene” (qtd. in J.W. Hall, 

85).   

Stella and her baby gain an exalted status in this religious imagery while Stanley 

is pushed gradually away.  More than O’Neill, Williams celebrates the relationship of the 

mother and her child in his new and hopeful mothers.  Yet, even in writing his new 

mothers, Nancy Tischler asserts, “Williams rejected the beloved American stereotype: the 

good wife, good mother, loving sweetheart” (qtd. 84).  The male is “displaced from 

center stage to focus instead on the Madonna figure…At their most extreme, his women 

(Lady Torrance, in particular) view men as studs of a different type, valued less for the 

sexual pleasure they bring than for their crucial service as ‘gaudy seedbearer’” (81). 

Drama critic Durant Da Ponte writes that “next to Eugene O’Neill and Thomas 

Wolfe, [America’s] most autobiographical writer is Tennessee Williams” (259).  The 

next pair of mothers this paper will examine are O’Neill’s and Williams’s most 
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autobiographical mothers, Mary Tyrone and Amanda Wingfield.  Both women are 

written as “failed” or “terrible” mothers, but because of their failure to fall into traditional 

maternal roles, they subvert stereotypes and offer more complex, sympathetic portrayals 

of motherhood. 

Mary Tyrone is the culmination of all the autobiographical aspects O’Neill wrote 

into his earlier women, his “most fully realized character, a figure whose suffering 

exposes the limitations and paradoxes imposed on women in a world shaped around male 

desires” (Barlow, 172).  Part of her problem, Barlow continues, is that she is in one of her 

son’s plays, where most male characters demand a nearly impossible “triumvirate of 

virtues: nurturance, forgiveness, and renunciation of her dreams for theirs.” She cannot 

live up to these virtues and, therefore, fails her sons and husband.  Mary is lost 

somewhere outside the traditional female stereotypes of virgin, mother and whore. She 

cannot break through her guilt, her blame, and her lost dreams to fill a maternal role.  She 

is associated with the figure of prostitute through her morphine addiction, and she cannot 

retreat far enough into her past to her status as virgin. Motherhood for Mary is not 

fulfilling but rather suffocating (Hall, 43).   

Mary also lacks the physical attributes, the large breasts and ample figure, that 

O’Neill ascribes to his most maternal characters (Barlow, 172).  Although Mary 

represents a more realistic version of motherhood than the traditional patriarchal 

stereotypes do, O’Neill cannot completely free himself from the patriarchal system in 

writing Mary Tyrone.  “[H]e simultaneously understands Mary’s maternal failures and 

blames her for them,” Barlow writes (172). Despite Mary’s centrality to the story of Long 

Day’s Journey into Night, she is kept off stage for most of the last act of the play.  She is 
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too far gone into her fog of morphine to explain herself through confession as her sons 

and husband do; therefore, she is denied forgiveness for her maternal sins.  We hear 

about her and the family problems from the men, and “it is for the men…that O’Neill 

seeks our understanding and empathy.” 

 Tennessee Williams’s Amanda is also presented as a failed mother, but her failure 

lies in being too extreme in her maternal devotion.  Williams scholar Alice Griffin 

describes Amanda as “a mother with characteristic qualities of devotion to her offspring 

and determination to survive for their sakes.  She is however an extremist who carries the 

traits to their limits and beyond” (23).  Like Mary Tyrone, she often retreats into the 

illusionary past of her youth in Blue Mountain, but she never completely loses sight of 

reality.   

Critic Nancy Tischler believes that, as a single mother, Amanda does not fit the 

traditional stereotype of the mother, or that of the southern belle (497).  Although her 

lack of a mate is no victory for her, she makes the best of her situation in the unique ways 

that only she can, and struggles to survive for the sake of her children.  However, she is 

presented from the male (Tom’s) point of view. For Tom, Amanda is the “terrible 

mother” who dominates him and will drive him to either to masculinization through a 

confrontation or to castration through capitulation.  Even so, Williams’s shows sympathy 

for Amanda.  After her confrontation with Tom, Williams’s stage directions identify in 

Amanda “dignity and tragic beauty.”  Her final movements are “dance-like as she 

comforts her daughter” (96). 

Unlike Mary Tyrone, Amanda is featured as the central character of The Glass 

Menagerie (Tischler 494). In contrast to O’Neill, Williams wrote major women 
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characters more often than major men characters.  Even though Tom is the primary 

author, “he acknowledges the centrality of Amanda as director, designer and lighting 

technician of the drama which has been his life and the life of his tortured sister” (Bigsby, 

39). 

The two most stereotypically “good” mothers discussed in this paper are not 

mothers at all, but rather childless women who put their needs behind the needs of the 

men in their lives and are fulfilled in doing so.  Josie Hogan in Moon for the Misbegotten 

and Hanna Jelkes in The Night of the Iguana are two earth mothers who provide comfort 

and solace to the lost souls of James Tyrone and Lawrence Shannon. 

In contrast to Mary Tyrone, Josie Hogan fills each of the traditional roles of 

virgin, mother and prostitute (Barlow. 173).  She is a seeming prostitute to the men of the 

town, serving their egos, but never really sleeping with any of them.  For Tyrone, she is a 

mother and a virgin, a pure, comforting woman who will listen to his confessions.  Josie 

possesses the triumvirate virtues discussed earlier.  She nurtures Tyrone by staying up all 

night with him resting in her lap; she forgives him the sins he confesses; and she gives up 

her dreams of marriage to be Jim’s “chaste confessor” (174).  She is fulfilled not by her 

own dreams, but by her ability to comfort Tyrone.  Josie is also physically a mother, with 

her large stature, ample figure and full breasts.  She is linked to the Virgin Mary in Act 4 

through a Pieta stage picture.  As an unconventional Madonna, she has borne “ a dead 

child in the night, and the dawn finds her still a virgin” (qtd. in A. Hall, 51).   

Barlow writes Josie off as a character who falls into a traditional patriarchal role, 

but Ann Hall maintains that “since Josie…must deny part herself in order to play [the 

role], O’Neill makes it clear that such roles neglect to account for female desire” (50).  
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Josie is not passive, but actively chooses to play the Madonna role for an evening.  

Moreover, the play does not end on the fetishized maternal image of the Pieta.  Josie parts 

with Tyrone, and she is left stronger, “she begins to take some control of the stage, her 

household, and her father” (52). 

Hannah, in The Night of the Iguana plays a chaste mother figure to Maxine’s 

sexual one.  She cares for her aging grandfather and offers comfort and sympathy to 

Lawrence Shannon. Shannon’s conversations with Hannah calm him and save him from 

suicide.  Nancy Tischler describes Hannah as a “cool Oriental Madonna, offering 

[Shannon] poppy seed tea and sympathy” (506). Like Josie, she is linked to the Madonna 

through Pieta imagery at the death of her grandfather. 

Also like Josie, she can be read as a flat stereotypical representation of chastity 

and goodness or as a highly complex unique woman.  Although Griffin describes Hannah 

as patient, enduring, compassionate, Christian, and the “most complex and appealing 

woman in the extensive gallery of Williams’s women (217), Tischler believes that 

Hannah seems flat, incapable of passion.  She can only offer compassion.  “While 

Hannah would never tie up Shannon or the iguana, neither would she release them” 

(Tischler, 506).  Most critics, however, agree with Griffin.  Hannah is a new type of 

female character for Williams—unconventional in her strength and ability to endure.  She 

lives in the present rather than the past or future, and she is “most often viewed as the 

strongest figure in the Williams spiritual pantheon” (qtd. in Kolin, 151). 

Although parallels can be drawn between specific female characters in the plays 

of Tennessee Williams and Eugene O’Neill, a larger similarity is apparent in the 

examination of these three pairs of mothers.  Like Ibsen before them, O’Neill and 
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Williams both wrote unconventional women who do not fall easily into traditional 

stereotypes.  Although O’Neill defined his women by their men, by writing the truth 

about his own mother into his female characters instead of merely creating idealistic 

mothers, he shows patriarchal views of women to be “misleading, inaccurate, and often 

displaced” (A. Hall, 16).  Ann Hall further believes that O’Neill’s mother “can be 

read…as an inspiration for more complex and sympathetic portrayals of femininity” (23). 

Although it cannot be concretely proved, this is the most likely way in which 

O’Neill’s writing of female characters influenced Tennessee Williams.  It is likely that 

Williams wrote strong unconventional women in part because he had a predecessor that 

wrote strong unconventional women.  Perhaps this is what Tom Donaghy meant when he 

wrote that “Ibsen’s Hedda begat O’Neill’s Mary Tyrone, who begat Williams’s Blanche,” 

that actually, Ibsen’s portrayal of unconventional women begat O’Neill’s unconventional 

women, who begat Williams’s unconventional women. 
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Now do you believe in them? Utopia as Ironic Construct in Le Guin’s “The Ones 
Who Walk Away from Omelas”1 

 
 

                                                          

One recent analysis of Utopia and irony, focuses on the way in which our current 

academic culture demands that “anything that offends us or even differs much from our 

modern sensibilities must be interpreted as ‘a subtle form of irony’” (25-6).  Gorman 

Beauchamp is speaking here of how, since the advent of modernism and essentially the 

death of the author, readers of, for example, Thomas More’s Utopia find it necessary to 

impose irony on a text that is supposedly a “Straightforward statement, unambiguous 

clarity” (28).  He then bolsters this opinion citing Pride and Prejudice and Middlemarch 

(perhaps two of the Victorian era’s most ironic texts).  For example, he says, “When the 

narrator of Pride and Prejudice tells us that Mrs. Bennet ‘was a woman of mean 

understanding, little information, and uncertain temper’ that, after all, is that” (28).  There 

is no account made of her more manipulative side in convincing Mr. Bennet to acquiesce, 

nor is the first line of the book mentioned.  One pole of this debate, that all Utopia is, say, 

ironical in nature, gives way in this analysis to another extreme—that all statements 

should be taken at face value.  This is an impossible task, even in Thomas More’s Utopia, 

as the mere title of that text is ambiguous, and leads us to an irony.  Is it Eutopos, a good 

place, or is it Outopos, a place that cannot exist?  This irony is inherent in that work and 

every work that participates in the same tradition of ambiguous –utopia. 

 Ursula Le Guin’s Omelas is one such text operating in a vein of science fiction 

utopia, with a vast history of irony.  Le Guin’s short story is a politically charged work of 

metafiction which allegorizes “first-world” relations with “third-world” societies.  It is, at 

first, a “straightforward” utopia, until the narrator directly asks, “Do you believe? […] 

 
1 This paper was originally comparative in nature as Omelas was compared and contrasted to Rodolfo 
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No?  Then let me describe one more thing” (492).  What follows is a description of a 

scapegoat, a child whose suffering in a basement, in a pile of its own excrement, is the 

only thing that permits the immense joy of the city.  In this depiction, utopia functions as 

an overt irony as described by Wayne Booth.  That is Le Guin’s question to the reader is 

essentially one of those “direct assertions that ‘things’ are or ‘the universe’ is ironic” 

(Booth 6).  Yet, if this irony is overt, there is still more to the text that is not put to the 

reader so blatantly.  The end, for example, when we are introduced to “the ones who walk 

away from Omelas,” is much more ambiguous, covertly ironic, and subtly self critical. 

 Moreover, the ending appears to demonstrate to the reader that the greatest irony 

is that Utopia cannot exist.  Or rather, that it is an element of fiction which, when filtered 

through a reader, is no longer capable of maintaining a grasp on the real.  In this way, Le 

Guin’s text, “seeks not harmony, but the maximum fullness of experience, always aware 

of the impossibility of reaching this ideal” (Kelly 399).  This paper, then, will examine 

how Omelas displays this ironic element of utopia, namely, that utopia at once presents 

itself as an ideal and an impossibility depending on the perspective of its reading 

community. 

 

 Recent criticism of Omelas has attempted, with limited success, to fashion a 

theoretical stance from which to view this short story.  Jerre Collins views it as a 

theodicy, an attempt at “compensation for the anomic phenomenon,” anomie being that 

which threatens an otherwise orderly world (527).  He then points to a certain 

metanarrative, what he calls an “ur-story,” which he said is reflected in the text, read 

“alternately as a religious allegory and as a politico-economic allegory” (531).  The 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Martinez’s El abismo te devueve la mirada. 
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political allegory is one furthered by Le Guin herself in an introduction to the text, it 

being a variation on a theme of William James.  The religious allegory is his own 

interpretation of the story as “an appeal to the resurrection theodicy” of the Judeo-

Christian tradition, equating the suffering child to a Jesus figure.  The reliance on 

Christian symbolism, in Collins’ interpretation, is the downfall of the story since there is 

no final resurrection and so no justification for the child’s suffering. 

 Bruce Brandt criticizes this stance saying “it is pointless to seek an ur-text [that is 

intertextual to a Stapledon novel with a similar plot]” (54).  He goes on to refute the 

reading done by Collins, where the child is equated to Jesus, but instead suggests that the 

people who remain in Omelas “recalls the words of Caiaphas when plotting against 

Jesus” (55).  This reading is perhaps equally as valid as that of Collins.  What is most 

ironic in the criticism is that despite the indication of the author herself “that her story is 

to be read politically” (Collins 525), all the scant criticism of this text ultimately equates 

it to religious allegory.  Again interesting is that although an intertextuality with Le 

Guin’s contemporaries is ruled out, biblical interpretations are given full consideration.  

This may be the first instance we find of Booth’s “amiable communities […] of those 

who grasp an[y] irony” (28-9). 

 In this sense, however, the readers seem to have missed the joke, despite the 

authors quite overt preemption.  If her intent, and we cannot definitively say that, though 

it is the conclusion to which these critics themselves come, is to advance a political 

statement; the reliance on religious imagery is almost superfluous.  More importantly, 

that they attribute to this construction of their own creation the failure of the story, is a 

gross overstatement.  Still, from another perspective, they have formed a community 
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from which to view the abundant imagery and metaphor of Omelas.  In addition, they 

have immediately recognized that there lies a more covert message behind these than the 

simple realism of Omelas existing, whether in reality or the Real of the author 

(suggesting that she is directly forwarding this place as “straightforward” utopia).  So, as 

“all readers will be required to reconstruct the message” of this text (Booth 29), these 

readers have reconstructed it along similar patterns and this, in turn has formed the basis 

of their allegorical community. 

 Yet, that the bible is the only text to which these critics allow parallels to be 

drawn from Omelas most likely reveals more about them than it does about the story.  As 

discussed above, there is a tradition of utopian literature, stemming from that text of 

More’s.  Le Guin participates in that tradition in her simple use of utopian imagery, 

intentionally or not.  Take, for instance, the description of “Omelas, bright towered by the 

sea.  [With] miles of sunlit air, under the dark blue of the sky” (490).  We are told time 

and again that “the people of Omelas are happy people” (491), and this happiness is 

explained to us as a non-intellectual, yet not simple, sort of joy.  Furthermore, we are 

presented social interaction, without military or religious patriarchy, in which there exists 

“A boundless and generous contentment, a magnanimous triumph felt not against some 

outer enemy but in communion with the finest and fairest in the souls of all men…” 

(492).   In short, this utopia is described every bit as blissfully as the inhabitants of, say, 

More’s utopia, Plato’s republic, or even Hawthorne’s Merry Mount. 

 Still, in the midst of this description, already there lie clues to the ironic subplot of 

the story as the narrator says, “I do not know the rules and laws of their society, but…” 

and “…but I wish describe it better […] Perhaps it would be best if you imagined it as 
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your own fancy bids, assuming it will rise to the occasion” (490-1).  We are given the 

sense, in these instances, that the text calls attention to its own fictionality.  The narrator, 

in short, admits to not being omniscient as regards its subject, but the reader is asked to 

fill in the blanks on their own.  So, the authorial voice of the first paragraph gives way to 

the sense of communal writing later, “Let us…” and “I think for more modest tastes there 

ought to be…”  We are left, as readers, to our own devices as how to interpret various 

passages of the first half of the story, and this in turn leads to a sense of community on 

the part of the reader.  That is, not only does the narrator hint that we are to read the story 

allegorically, we are actually given sanction to take part in the creation of this utopia.  

Are critical stances, though, like those of Collins and Brandt, included in this sanction of 

reader interpretation? 

 There is yet one more change in the narrative tone, directly after the explicit 

questions, “Do you believe?  Do you accept the festival, the city, the joy?  No?  Then let 

me describe one more thing” (492 my italics).  Here begins the description of the 

scapegoat child, whose “abominable misery” is the source of all the happiness of the 

people of Omelas.  Most important, though, is that the authorial voice of the narrator 

returns at this point—though it is quite unclear of many of the details of Omelasian life, it 

speaks at length, and with determination, about this child.  One could perhaps echo 

Blake’s criticism of Milton that, he spoke at length about Satan but with regard to God 

was “in fetters.”  Still, with the preemptive question above, we must interpret this as the 

narrator attempting to make Omelas a believable utopia, essentially to convince us.  

Given the lack of authority displayed in the first half of the story, though, is it possible to 

trust this account of the scapegoat as well? 
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 Reading Omelas as “straightforward,” as Beauchamp suggests, would mean 

accepting that Omelas is someone’s (author’s or narrator’s) ideal society.  This is 

obviated by the narrator’s distinct lack of authority.  Nor can we safely say that “the story 

points toward the real utopia, a negative space defined by its difference from Omelas” 

(Collins 531).  We cannot say this because in the end, narrative authority is again elusive 

with the statement that “the place they go towards is a place even less imaginable to most 

of us than the city of happiness.  I cannot describe it at all.  It is possible that it does not 

exist” (Le Guin 494).  Here, the nature of Le Guin’s utopia is revealed not to be a 

negative space, but rather, it is the dialectic nature of Omelas itself.  That is, the city 

displays the characteristics of both a Eutopia, as well as an Outopia.  The irony of the 

story is then revealed to be that utopia is not a singular concept but one that is pluralistic; 

that the utopist strives for the ideal, but that ideal is elusive and possibly non-existent.   

 In this conception, the scapegoat child is a positive space that functions as that 

Outopia.  This lies in the effect of the child on the townspeople, not only those who 

“walk away,” but those who remain as well.  We are told: 

Yet it is their tears and anger, the trying of their generosity and the acceptance of 
their helplessness, which are perhaps the true source of the splendor of their lives.  
There is no vapid, irresponsible happiness.  They know that they, like the child 
are not free.  They know compassion (493-4). 
 

Here the child reminds them that their utopia does not exist, essentially, in introducing 

compassion it also introduces guilt.  This guilt is alluded to in the story as being the 

source of the downfall of Omelas as we are told they cannot “throw away the happiness 

of thousands for the chance of the happiness of one: that would be to let guilt within the 

walls indeed” (493).  Yet guilt already exists within the walls of Omelas as its people 
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come face to face with the miserable source of their happiness.  Thus, utopia as non-

existent is very much a real presence in the story. 

 Furthermore, far from being a religious symbol, the child is pinned between the 

two utopias alluded to by More’s work, as a pawn working between ideal existence and 

non-existence.  The origin of this figure is older than Christianity if one considers its 

predecessor in the soldiers of Plato’s The Republic.  These figures, criminals pressed into 

military service, bore the brunt of the utopia in that they were responsible for abolishing 

war.  It is not that war would not exist, but the everyday citizens of the republic would 

have no conception of war because of the filter of these involuntary soldiers.  In fact, 

more than a scapegoat, the image of the child and soldier respectively, taken together 

point quite clearly to the need for a utopian filter.  More precisely, utopia perpetually 

presents a figure, necessary to the ideal happiness of its residents, which ultimately belies 

the ironic nature of utopia. 

 As stated earlier, criticism to date has latched onto this figure as the central point 

of Le Guin’s text, quite appropriately.  In interpreting the child, though, critics have 

formed a community of meaning that is ultimately too narrow to support the overt irony 

of the story.  That is, their agreement on religious allegory, “rather than being a proof of 

the stability of objects, is a testimony to the power of an interpretive community to 

constitute the objects upon which its members […] can then agree” (Fish 338).  This is 

done to the extent that when Brandt makes his comparison of the townspeople to 

Caiaphas, he mentions that “Christians read this statement as prophetic of Christ’s 

redemptive suffering…” (55), but makes no mention of how others might interpret it.  

What is important to note here is that they have quite obviously formed (or simply 
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joined) an interpretive community from which to view the irony of the story.  More 

interesting, though, is that the author has attempted to form one quite to the contrary. 

 The negotiation of these two views, and surely there might be myriad others, 

points to the ironic nature of utopia itself.  That is, these interpretations, though 

contradictory, are no less valid (though perhaps they are shortsighted), but are testament 

to the multiplicity of meanings behind the very concept of –utopia.  Le Guin first presents 

us with an idyllic community, replete with a joyful festival of Spring, in a traditional 

authorial voice.  She then subverts this community through authorial intervention, 

showing, quite literally, the dirty underbelly of the town of Omelas.  This rather overt 

irony forces us as readers to form an interpretive community, to make sense of the 

destruction of the ideal.  

 

 Considering this text, then, perhaps we are people of only “normal intelligence” 

(Beauchamp 28), but it appears to assert its own fictionality to us, the interpretive 

community.  Le Guin’s direct question, “Do you believe?” is not simply a postmodern 

dialectic whereby we must assume the opposite, “You do not believe.”  Rather, it is an 

invitation to the reader to help her create her –utopia. 

 The conclusion of this analysis, then, is a rejection of the binary structure on 

which Booth’s (and Beauchamp’s, and many others’) interpretive strategies rest.  While it 

is not entirely accurate, in the case of utopia, to interpret it as “straightforward, 

unambiguous clarity,” essentially as a Eutopos; neither can it be completely reduced to an 

interpreted fictionality, that is, an Outopos.  Being a product of fiction, inherently, it 

resists either polarity.  –utopia is also inherently ironic in that we are at some point, 
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“required to reject the literal meaning” of utopia (Booth 10).  That is we must see it as 

Outopia, at some point.  However, we do move back toward the text in our own fictional 

involvement in the –utopia.  This we do in contrast to Booth’s statement that it is 

necessarily an interpreted text to which we will attempt to return.  That may be so, but 

since the essence of –utopia is fiction (and in this case even metafiction), interpretation 

does not destroy, but rather strengthens the Eutopia in that we may choose, as 

Beauchamp has apparently done, to pretend that everything is alright. 

 This analysis, then, does not seek to be “the critic who asks us to ironize our 

straight readings [and] may seem to be corrupting a beloved object and repudiating our 

very souls” (Booth 44).  However, its design is to point out that irony is engendered in 

the very notion of utopia, and that criticism must reconcile this fact when considering an 

author’s version of that concept.  If this seems like the creation of a utopian world of 

criticism at the expense to the scapegoat of choosing “a side,” then so be it.  Not all must 

walk away from Omelas. 

Derek Thiess 

University of North Carolina 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
As we use technology more and more in the 21st Century, the need for all students to 
know and be able to use technology correctly becomes an essential part of their 
overall success post college graduation.  This is true for students of all nationalities 
and cultural backgrounds.  Colleges and universities around the world are striving to 
help students achieve these goals by teaching and using technology in all types of  
classrooms, not just in  the science or computer classroom.  
 
This presentation will focus on how teaching and learning are enhanced with 
technology in the speech communication classroom.  The presenters will explain 
teaching and learning methods which make use of a variety of technologies.  The 
technology includes interactive white boards and tablet PCs.  Instructional practices 
and student performances are both impacted by these technologies.  The panel 
discussion will include how these technologies have impacted both instruction and 
student performances in the classroom, and a move to make classrooms paperless. 
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Foundations of the American Symphony Orchestra 

 
 

 The American Symphony is the result of an American need to establish a music culture similar to 

Europe. This paper will discuss the overall history of the orchestra in America. This will include what was 

happening in Europe and America during that time. It will also explain some of the differences between the 

success of music in Europe and America. This paper will also discuss the earliest established orchestras; the 

orchestras will be the New York Philharmonic, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and the Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra. Finally, a brief comparison of these symphonies in their founding and the first 

season. 

  

 

Early musical life in America 

 

 

 Musical life in America began very rudimentary. In the early 1600’s, the Pilgrims and Puritans of 

the New England settlements had brought over music from Europe in a very limited form. Music was 

mainly used in worship rather than for personal enjoyment. However, this understandable because at the 

time the primary concern for them was survival in the New World (Tawa 4). It is important to mention that 

during this time Europe’s music flourished  more than America’s music for a number of reasons. First of 

all, Europe had court employed musicians. Court employed musicians worked for kings, dukes, counts, or 

whoever the ruling class may have been at the time. For example, J.S. Bach worked at the court at Weimer 

and Coten in Germany, P.E. Bach worked for the Frederick the Great in Potsdam, Haydn worked for the 

Esterhazy (Meuller 14). Unfortunately, the New England settlers did not bring any of the European 

aristocracy with them. America had no personnel for teaching music or any concert halls ( Meuller 16). 

 Another reason why concert life here in America began so slowly is because of the size of the 

population. The main cities at that time were the cities that were port cities. Three of the main cities at that 

time were Boston, Charleston, New York, and Philadelphia (Philadelphia being an exception because it is 



more inland but it is close to a river). The earliest known concert life in Boston, Charleston, and New York 

can be traced back to 1731-33, however, there was no evidence of concert life in Philadelphia until 1757 

(Mueller 19). Music in this country was also limited by the facilities for travel and communication and 

social opportunity (Mueller 18). 

   

Early Musical Organizations and Attitudes 

 

 The concert season began to develop in this country around the late 1700’s to the early 1800’s 

(Mueller 20). Concerts were given one of two ways: concerts could have been in a series over several 

weeks or they could have lasted for an entire season (Mueller 20). Typical of these concerts, or “tutti-frutti” 

concerts as they were sometimes called, would be a mixture of vocal and instrumental solos and ensemble 

pieces (Mueller 19). Sometimes a Haydn symphony would appear with some “sentimental and ribald 

ditties” and interesting enough is the fact that Beethoven himself did these kinds of concerts (Mueller 19).  

Musicians, amateur and professional alike, began to organize permanent organizations for 

performance after 1800 (Mueller 20). For example, the Handel and Haydn Society began in Boston in 1815 

with the purpose for “cultivation and improving a correct taste in performances of sacred music” (Mueller 

20). This group performed vocal and choral works. Also in Boston, there was a short lived instrumental 

(fifteen years) organization was founded by Gottlieb Groupner in 1810 and the Harvard Musical 

Association(forerunner to the Boston Symphony Orchestra) was founded in 1837 (Mueller 20). Even New 

York had a musical society that lasted from 1800-1850 known as the Euterpian Society (Mueller 20). Other 

musical societies began popping up all over the country as well. There were some located in Philadelphia, 

Cincinnati, St. Louis, and as far west as San Francisco (Muller 32). There are reports of how a group of 

German musicians living in the United States formed an orchestra and toured the country playing works by 

Beethoven and other serious works as well as some light music from 1848-1854 (Mueller 32).  

 Much of the growth of the music in the United States at this time can also be attributed to the 

influx of Europeans entering the country.  Most of the immigrants came to America to escape the mounting 

political problems. For example, the French Revolution, the Revolutions of 1848, and World Wars I and II 

(Mueller 22). Another factor that contributed to immigration was the promise of “new riches.” 



Unfortunately, many of the immigrants did not achieve those riches. Some of the musicians of the day that 

did take part in the “American Dream” were Jenny Lind, Anton Rubinstein, Paderewski, Theodore 

Thomas, and Leopold Damrosch (Mueller 22).   

 Unlike its European counterpart, the American symphony had the potential to stand on its own as 

an institution. In Europe, the orchestras were created from the players in the opera orchestra pit, however, 

the orchestra in America was created as not to rely on the support of opera (Mueller 23). The orchestras in 

this country were created by people wanting an instrumental ensemble as a permanent fixture in their 

respective cities. The members in the pit for an opera were a mere byproduct. People in the United States 

were proud to have orchestras separate from opera. One music critic from Boston claimed:  

 

In Germany, no unsubventioned orchestra can maintain itself without offering the public 

the additional attractions of beer and tobacco. A symphony orchestra pure an simple does 

not exist in all of Europe. That is to say, that in no city in Germany, Italy, France, or 

Russia is there an orchestra which is made up of players whose only business is to 

perform such music as is to be found on programmes of symphony concert…This sounds 

sweeping…Bilse, supported by liquor, plays everyday. But orchestra is artistic bait 

merely…All other orchestras are recruited from opera. (Mueller 23-24) 

 

 This was a very bold statement from a country that had yet to prove itself in musical world. The 

orchestra could have stood on its own, however, people in general felt that vocal music was superior to 

instrumental music (Mueller 27).  This may explain why orchestras in Europe were subservient to opera. 

English Busby’s Dictionary claims that vocal music is “infinitely superior in its effect to that of any 

instrument” because through the “means of the words, the mind is entertained while the ear is delighted” 

(Mueller 27). That seemed to be a universal sentiment at the time. For example, even the New York 

Philharmonic whose primary function was to be an instrumental group had vocal pieces on its earlier 

concerts (Mueller 27). In another case, Theodore Thomas (conductor of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra) 

made the comment “I think that it is in the vocal direction and not the instrumental that the present 

development of art lies…singing appeals to everyone” (Mueller 27). People felt that songs, oratorios, or 



opera “betoken[ed] dramatic action; it involve[d] personalities and plots and always had something going 

on” (Mueller 28). In many ways, that comment is true today. The average person that listens to the radio 

would rather hear a song on the “pop” radio stations rather than listen to instrumental jazz or classical 

music just because the pop song has words. When comparing how people feel about instrumental and vocal 

music today verses the mid-late 1800’s, not much has changed. 

 

The Big Three 

 

 Many musical societies came and went during the 1800’s. Some of them were amateur or some of 

them were made of professionals. This section will discuss the three symphonies that grew out of the need 

to have a permanent orchestra in the city. 

 

 

The New York Philharmonic 

 

 There was a huge demand for a permanent orchestra by music lovers as well as musicians in New 

York. In April 1842, Urelli Corelli Hill met with several musicians by the names of C.E. Horn, William 

Penson, P. Maroncelli, and several others try to start a permanent orchestra in New York (Huneker 3). 

There were three meetings that were held on April 2nd, 16th, and 23rd resulted in the following officers:  The 

president of the musical society was to be U.C. Hill, the Vice-President was A. Reif, Secretary was F.W. 

Rosier, Treasurer was Allen Dodworth, the Librarian was W. Wood (Huneker 3). Two assistants, A. 

Boucher and H. Otto, were hired May 7th of that year (Huneker 3). Once this organization was formed, the 

decision to have the first December 7th, 1842 in the Apollo Rooms of New York City was finalized 

(Huneker 3). 

 The first concert ‘s concert proceeded as follows: Hill conducted Beethoven’s Symphony Number 

Five, H.C. Timm conducted an Overture in D by Kalliwoda and some of the vocal selections for the 

evening, Weber’s Oberon was directed by Etienne (Huneker 4). Also, performed that evening was the 

Hummel Quintet in D minor which featured piano, violin, viola, cello, and bass and a Madame Otto sang a 



scene from Oberon and a duet with C.E. Horn from Arunda (Huneker 4-5). C.E. Horn also sang a scene 

from Beethoven’s Fidelio and Madam Otto sang Aria Bravura from Mozart’s Belmont and Constance 

(Huneker 5). Unfortunately, there are no records as to how this concert was received.  

 The size of the musical personnel was dictated by the board of trustees. The constitution adopted 

on April 23, 1842 allowed for seventy-five men, however the orchestra was supposed to have at least fifty-

three actual members (Huneker 7). The original instrumentation allowed for ten first violins, nine second 

violins, six violas, four cellos, four basses, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four horns, two flutes, 

one piccolo, three trombones, two trumpets, and kettle drums (Huneker 7) (please see chart 1 for names of 

musicians). In addition to the  personnel at the time, thirty associate members were added so that if a 

vacancy opened up, then the conductor or whomever was to hire from that list of thirty (Huneker 7). By the 

sixth season, the associate list had grown to one hundred thirty-two members and had to be divided into 

two categories, amateur and professional (Huneker 7). On a side note, the name of women began to appear 

on the list at that time. 

 Every symphony needs a concert hall to hold its performances. The New York Philharmonic 

Society did not have a concert hall in its beginnings. The concerts were held in the Apollo Rooms, 

Steinway Hall, Irvin Hall, the Academy, and other locations. 

 Conductors can make or break an orchestra. Having a great conductor will usually ensure the 

success of any musical organization. Research has shown that the New York Philharmonic had several 

conductors that were on the board of trustees during the first season. As a matter of fact, Hill and Boucher, 

the president and one of the assistants, were conductors. From 1842-1892, the conductors have been Hill, 

Timm, Etienne, Alpers, Boucher, Loder, Wiegers, Theodore Eisfeld, Max Maretzek, and Carl Berman 

(Huneker 8). Also mentioned by Huneker are conductors G.Matzka and Leopold Damrosch (1876-1877), 

Theodore Thomas (1877-1878), Adolph Neuendorff (1878-1879), Theodore Thomas returned for the 1879-

1880 season and succeeded by Thomas was Anton Seidl in 1892 (8).  Seidl was one of the many influential 

conductors of the New York Philharmonic. Under his leadership the orchestra played the works of 

composers such as  Richard Strauss (Death and Apotheosis), Koch (Symphonic Fugue), Dvorak 

(Symphony No. Five), and MacDowell (Suite No. Two) (Huneker 17). The Philharmonic Orchestra played 



current works of the day and under the leadership of Seidl it seemed that the ensemble was playing less 

vocal music on its programs.  

 The budget for the first season of the organization is helpful in understanding the costs for the 

orchestra. The money that was taken in for the orchestra in ticket sales, taxes, fines on the players, and 

loaning the orchestra out was totaled up to $2,2232.75 (Erskine 55). The expenditures included typical 

things, rent for the auditorium, salaries, music stands, printing, music, and some extra items totaled up to be 

$2,232.75, however, this can not be the final balance because there were some outstanding debts that were 

not paid (Erksine 55-56). 

 

The Boston Symphony Orchestra 

 

 The Boston Symphony Orchestra formed out of the same basic need for a permanent symphony in 

the Boston area. In 1881, H.L. Higginson, the founder of the orchestra, came up with the proposed budget 

and financial backing necessary to establish the symphony.  

 The original budget that Higginson proposed was for a one year trial and is as follows; he wanted 

sixty men to be paid $1500 annually, he wanted the conductor to be paid $3000 annually, and for the solo 

players, concert masters, and principal players he wanted $7000 (Howe 15). He also wanted to have a total 

of twenty concerts which included “serious” music in the winter and “light” music in the summer (Howe 

17). Higginson also wanted the musicians were to be paid for the concerts and the rehearsals. According to 

this plan, the musicians would receive $3.00 per rehearsal(two private/one public) and $6.00 per concert 

(Howe 17). Higginson also gave the conductor the authority to “select the musicians, the music for the 

programs, conduct all rehearsals and concerts, rule over the orchestra and soloists, and generally be held 

responsible for the proper production of each concert”(Howe 17). He also allowed the conductor to hire a 

librarian and an assistant if he deemed it necessary (Howe 17). If the orchestra did well, then another 

season would have been pursued and if that were the case, Higginson wanted to go with his original 

intention; to have an orchestra with seventy men (Howe 19). The instrumentation was broken down into 

twenty wind players twelve first violins, twelve second violins, ten violas, eight cellos, and eight basses 

(Howe 19). He still wanted to pay the men $1500 annually, however the conductor and the concert masters, 



and the principal players would get a little more (Howe 19). After all the expenditures (salaries, hall rental 

fees, advertising, guest soloist fees), Higginson figured that it would take about $1,000,000 to fund the 

orchestra and he also wanted to fund a music school that would allow younger musicians to be incorporated 

into the orchestra to fill vacancies when the time came (Howe 19). 

 With the finances in place, it was time for Higginson to find a conductor for this orchestra. At a 

concert Higginson attended in March of 1881 for the Harvard Musical Association, George Henschel 

conducted his own Concert Overture and based on the reception by the audience, Higginson chose him 

(Howe 21). Under the leadership of Henschel, the orchestra had several successful seasons. Henschel was 

very professional and commanded the respect of the musicians he led. In a letter that he wrote to the 

orchestra, we get an idea of his expectation for his musicians. The letter states four rules: 

1. Be punctual. 

2. Tuning and playing will stop the moment the conductor says so. 

3. No person is to leave, even if they are not needed without permission of the 

conductor. 

4. Folios containing parts will be closed after every rehearsal. 

5. [Musicians] will not talk about private matters at rehearsals or concerts. (Howe 32) 

 

  The first concert was held October 22nd, 1881 (Howe 34). The concert, which was well received, 

included on its program Beethoven’s Overture, Op. 124, Air (Orpheus) by Gluck, Haydn’s Symphony in B 

flat, intermission, Ballet music from Schubert’s Rosamunde, an operatic scene from Odysseus by Max 

Bruch, and finally Weber’s Festive Overture (Howe 34).  Naturally, there were some critics that didn’t like 

some things about the concert. Some critics were documented in saying that “they didn’t like the way the 

orchestra was seated” or made comments that “Henschel conducted the Hadyn symphony in an ‘un-

Haydnesqe’ and altogether untraditional manner” or that they “didn’t like the tempos on some of the 

familiar tunes” (Howe 35). Fortunately, the criticism did not keep the public away. For example, the total 

number of people attended for the initial twenty concerts was 49,985 and for the twenty public rehearsals 

the total number of people that attended were 33, 985 and when the number of concerts were raised from 

twenty to twenty-six, there was a total of 111,777 in attendance (Howe 43). 



 Some of the problems that arose were too many people and not enough seats. Even in the late 

1800’s there were ticket scalpers. People would buy the tickets in advance and sell them at a higher cost 

(Howe 44). Two solutions were offered: one was to have more public rehearsals and the other was to have 

certain seats offered in an auction which is similar to season tickets (Howe 52).  

 

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra 

 

 The city of Chicago had several established organizations before the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra. For example, there was the Philharmonic Society that was organized in 1850 by Julius 

Dyherenfurth and from the combining of the Society with the Great Western and Light Guard Band in 1856 

by Henry Ahner, a new orchestra was formed (Otis 9). Due to the lack of financial support and appreciation 

by the public, this orchestra disbanded in 1858 (Otis 9). Another Philharmonic Society was organized in 

1860 by John G. Shortall, E.I. Tinkham, Samuel Johnson and several others; they chose Hans Balatka as 

the conductor (Otis 10). Under the leadership of Balatka, this organization gave its first concert November 

11, 1860 but later disbanded six years later due to lack of interest by the public (Otis 10). Balatka, as 

records indicate, was determined to succeed. He reorganized the Society again in 1868 (Otis 10).  The 

concert of the newly formed Philharmonic Society was advertised in the paper, “[In] Farwell Hall [will be] 

the First Grand Symphony Concert of H. Balatka, Friday, November 26th” , however, in the same column 

there was advertised, “Theodore Thomas’ Grand Concert Organization of 40 Celebrated Musicians 

Composing all the Eminent soloists of His great Orchestra will give Three Grand Concerts in Farwell Hall. 

November 27, 29, 30” (Otis 10). Naturally, this did not sit too well with Balatka. He accused the critics and 

the paper of “trying to break up his orchestra” (Otis 11).  Thomas’s orchestra had visited had visited the 

city several times. For example, they did seven concerts in 1870 and they would have done several in 1871 

if it had not been for the Great Chicago Fire that year (Otis 13). 

 Over time, an interest to have a permanent orchestra was building. One of the people instrumental 

in the founding of the CSO was the President of the Chicago Telephone Company, Gas Company, and the 

Chicago Arc and Power Co., Charles Norman Fay (Otis 25).  By 1889, Fay suggested to a struggling 

Thomas that they start a new orchestra in Chicago (Otis 26). Fay guaranteed Thomas that the Board of 



Trustees would come up with $50,000 per annum for three years to cover any losses (Otis 27). Also, the 

contract drawn up for Thomas included two valuable points: 

Article II-Thomas agrees to furnish all orchestral music, not solos and vocal numbers, 

except when the same are in the Thomas Library. 

Article III-Trustees reserve the right to furnish Orchestra(and auditorium) for opera 

performances with or without Thomas as the conductor. (Otis 27-28). 

  

 In the Spring of 1891, Thomas had given “Farewell Concerts” so he could have a clean break with 

his audiences and immediately start preparing his new orchestra (Otis 29). Before the ensemble got off the 

ground there were problems with the local musicians union. They wanted to make sure that Thomas hired 

“players that were from Chicago” not from New York or Europe and if he did otherwise, then that would 

violate their Alien Labor Contract Law (Otis 30). Eventually the dispute was settled and Thomas was 

allowed to select the musicians from anywhere he wanted but not before he had this to say, “I shall select 

my players where I find them; and I will bring them from New York or [look] to Europe for them if 

necessary. If there are good men in Chicago I will use them. I do not work for money or business. I work 

only for art” (Otis 30). The plan for the 1891-92 season included eighty-six men, twenty-four were from 

Chicago, there were to be twenty concerts with ticket prices ranging from $30, 20, 10, and $200 for box 

seats, the rehearsal ticket prices were $20, 15, 10 and $150 for the box seats (Otis 31). The first program 

was given on October 16, 1891 (Otis 32). The concert was programmed to have A Faust Overture(Wagner), 

Symphony Number 5(Beethoven), Intermission, Concerto No. 1 for Piano forte and 

Orchestra(Tschaikowsky), Dramatic Overture “Husitka”(Dvorak), and the program notes were written by 

Adolph W. Dohn (Otis 32). Otis records no record of how the concert was received.  

 The budget for the orchestra was done differently than the others. The budget report was made at 

the end of the first season. The total expenditures are for twenty concerts in Chicago, five weeks of Italian 

opera, three weeks of out-of-town concerts, the salaries of all the players and conductor, rent for the 

auditorium, soloists, advertisement, and business management was $129,328.69 (Otis 37). The money that 

was collected for all the concerts totaled up to $85,715.28 which left the investors $53, 613.41 to make up 

in losses (Otis 37).  



 

Conclusion 

 

 After researching the materials that I have found, I have come up with some assessments in the 

similarities and some of the differences in the orchestras. For instance, as stated before all of the orchestras 

were founded on the need for a permanent musical culture in those particular cities. I have found that the 

New York, Chicago, and Boston symphony orchestras were not the first instrumental societies. The main 

reason why these three survived those early years was due to financial support of the wealthy.  

The different amounts for the budgets are interesting to compare. The Boston Symphony 

Orchestra and Chicago Philharmonic had much more funding compared to the New York Philharmonic. 

This may have something to do with the fact that the cost to run an orchestra in 1842 was cheaper than 

running one in 1881 or  1891 or it could mean that the people in Chicago and Boston were willing to risk 

more on an orchestra than the people in New York.   

All of the literature that these organizations played were the standard literature for the day (Haydn, 

Wagner, and Beethoven). It is interesting to note that all of the orchestras played a work by Beethoven and 

had some sort of vocal feature on their first concerts. This leaves me to believe that these organizations did 

not have faith that the orchestra doing just symphonic music would not make be widely accepted. In 

modern times, I have seen nothing but orchestral works to fill program. Also, I found out that each of the 

orchestras did what is today called tribute concerts. For example, when Wagner died the Boston symphony 

orchestra changed an entire concert program to fit that occasion (Howe 47) and when Lincoln died the New 

York Philharmonic did a tribute concert to him by playing the “Funeral March” from the Eroica Symphony 

instead of doing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony (Huneker 8). As far as the players for these orchestras, it 

seems that they attracted the best people they could find. If given enough time, and if the records exist, I 

feel that I could try to find out what caliber of players the trombone section had.  As a continuation of this 

project in the future, I would like to find out how these orchestras survived the Great Depression. At a time 

when the economy and people were losing money from the stock market crash, how did they find patrons 

to support them? This is an important question, I feel, that needs to be addressed at a later date.  
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Abstract: 
Language is increasingly viewed, not as a cultural artifact, but instead as a piece of the 
biological make-up of our brains.  According to some, language is intuitive and 
instinctual.  This being, then, so too, one can say, is the film language.  This project 
provides a broad overview of the current state of linguistic and cinematic affairs, focusing 
on major points of consensus as well as existing controversy.  Studies are made of 
language and studies are made of three distinct auteurs, Sergei Eisenstein, Jean Luc 
Godard, and Alfred Hitchcock.  Each of these directors have their own cinematic styles, 
and each exhibit three degrees of what I call cinematic disconnection, disconnection 
which indicates the presence of instinct.  Evidence is thus provided for instinct -- a map, 
as it were, is laid down, which can be used in establishing not only language’s instinct 
and intuition, but film’s intuition and instinct as well. 
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ABSTRACT: 

This presentation will focus on demonstrating my fully interactive multimedia version of 

Dostoevsky short story The Gentle Creature.  Having taught this text at the Advanced Russian 

course since 1993 at Yale, I have had the opportunity to observe and measure the students’ progress 

in using both the traditional paper format, and more recently, the fully annotated computer-based  

program that I created,  and to witness the advantages that the latter assures in a foreign language 

classroom.  

 

The background for this project sponsored by our Center for Language Study at Yale University was 

the following. The importance of reading in developing language skills can not be overestimated 

because it allows students to have exposure to authentic text and syntactic structures, see language 

elements/grammar concepts in a meaningful context, practice acquiring meaning from context, and 

last but not least gain valuable insight into target culture by reading its literary and non-literary 

works. For this reason foreign language instruction has always contained a reading component, from 

the very beginning levels to the advanced.  Research in foreign language acquisition (see Claire 

Krumsch’s work) points out that there are two different ways to read the text: one way is to read for 

information (newspaper articles, recipes, weather forecast, etc.) This type of reading is focused on 

retrieving information and is known as referential reading.  The other way to read which is known 

as representational reading is needed for a literary text/ a poem where the reader is expected not 

only to extract the content but to recognize how the text is put together (the patterns and variations).   

Ideally we want to prepare our students to be able to do both types of reading.  

 

The presentation will examine the typical challenges for foreign language learners at all levels (such 

as reading in a linear fashion, i.e. translating word by word without regard to syntax, automatically 

following English word order and sentence structure, leading to inability to extract meaning from 

the text, stumbling upon the word that they don’t know and picking the wrong definition from the 

dictionary, lack of necessary background knowledge of period customs/culture) and focus on the 

potential of a multimedia format in addressing these problems. 

 

In conclusion the students’ responses to the multimedia reading experience will be presented and the 

data supporting the gains in reading comprehension using the technology-based approach will be 

discussed.    

 



APPENDIX: 

Some examples from the student questionnaires are below:  

Sara Myers: “The Gentle Creature” website has greatly enhanced my comprehension of an 

extremely difficult text. The structure of the site is user friendly and provides the student with 

several options that allow him/her to engage with the story.  The student can simultaneously hear the 

text read aloud, learn new vocabulary, and read the original text. In addition to these helpful 

features, the site also offers a virtual tour of the text’s setting, (St. Petersburg) that provides the 

reader with a vivid backdrop for the story. The advantages of working with the interactive website 

do not even compare to the limited uses of a traditional paper copy. “The Gentle Creature” website 

brings the story to life and its interactive format provides the student with a variety of learning tools 

that are simply not possible with a paper copy.   

 

Whitney Mae (Yale, 2004): The Internet brings an exciting dynamic and vast array of possibilities to 

the study of foreign language.  Last year in Russian IV we read Dostoevsky’s Gentle Creature.   As 

part of this unit I spent a considerable amount of time using the website Professor Titus created for 

the story.  Reading the story online offered several advantages over a book.  One of the advantages 

was the fact that on the website unknown words were printed in blue, so if I didn’t know the 

meaning of a word all I had to do was click on it and the definition would appear on the side.  This 

broke up the reading far less than flipping to the dictionary in the back of a book, which tended to 

divert my attention from the story line.   

Another aspect of the website that was particularly useful for me was the audio option that 

accompanied the story.  After I was finished reading, I always listened to the audio story.  One of 

the difficulties in studying a foreign language in a university setting is that we don’t hear the 

language enough outside of the classroom.  The fact that the entire story was available in audio 

format was immensely helpful because I could read the story and then hear it (section by section, if I 

wanted), further reinforcing my comprehension of both written and spoken Russian.  

In addition to these useful tools, I also appreciated all the supplementary material.  For 

example, in addition to the text there was also a biography of Dostoevsky, questions to think about, 

exercises with important vocabulary and a section of literary criticism.  When I wrote my paper 

about Gentle Creature I drew upon and even quoted a couple of these literary critiques in order to 

broaden my perspective of the story.” 

 



Matthew Pasternack (Yale ‘04): “The Gentle Creature Website has enormously enhanced my 

understanding of Dostoevsky’s story.  The text portion of the website has done this in two ways. 

First, and most importantly, each of the difficult words links to a short explanation of the word or a 

phrase in Russian. This forces a Russian student to spend the entire experience of reading the text 

thinking in Russian. Thus, rather than the usual experience of looking up every difficult word in the 

dictionary and scribbling its meaning onto a page and ending up with a patchwork of awkwardly 

translated vocabulary words that take place of the story, we end up feeling the true flow of the story 

in Russian as Dostoevsky intended. Second, the text portion of the website breaks each paragraph 

down into digestible chunks in a legible font, thus rendering intimidation and dense paragraphs 

approachable and exciting.  The audio portion of the website is also extremely useful since it gives 

us a rare opportunity outside of class to hear Russian, and greatly enhances our aural comprehension 

since we have the written text in front of us.   
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Abstract 
 
 With a primary focus on The House of Mirth (1905) and a secondary focus on 
The Custom of the Country (1913), this paper examines Edith Wharton's use of mirrors 
and other reflecting surfaces to tell the stories of Lily Bart and Undine Spragg.  Both 
Undine and, to a great extent, Lily are visible to themselves and to the reader only in the 
reflections and fictions of others.  Essentially, both women have life only in society; 
Undine Spragg is without a soul, and the "real Lily" (HM 107) does not exist.  Cynthia 
Griffin Wolff notes that "Lily can see herself only as a reflection--as others' judgments of 
her or literally in a series of mirrors that stalk her through the novel" (335).  It is possible 
that Wharton is using her portraits (or reflections) of both social stars, one rising and one 
falling, to pursue a larger purpose: to condemn a society in which, as Ralph Ellison's 
narrator says, "perhaps the truth is always a lie" (Invisible Man 498).   
 Like Undine Spragg, Lily Bart is both consumer and consumed.  She 
comprehends too well the expectations of her social peers and works hard to transform 
herself into a product that will be successful in the marriage market (Ammons 349).   
Mirrors--literal and figurative--document her tragedies and triumphs.  Both Lily and 
Undine see themselves reflected in the mirror of society and measure their social clout 
accordingly.  Percy Gryce, Lawrence Selden, Mrs. Bry, Simon Rosedale, and, finally, the 
working girls of Mme. Regina's establishment all provide distorting mirrors for Lily as 
she descends the social ladder.  The mirrors in The Custom of the Country, meanwhile, 
reflect Undine at each stage of her "quest for publicity, wealth, power, fulfillment, and 
the 'right people'" (Edmonds 3).   
 Claude Popple's portrait and Paul Morpeth's tableau vivante are reflections of 
Undine and Lily respectively.  Undine's portrait gives testimony to her soullessness, and 
"the portrait of Miss Bart" (HM 106) is, according to Wolff, "doubly an artifice, being a 
recreation of a portrait which is, itself, an exalted rendering of reality" (333).  The tableau 
vivante certainly does not reflect the "real Lily" (HM 107), no matter what Gerty Farish 
says.  If Undine is the equivalent of her portrait, a reflection of a reflection, then Lily is 
her tableau vivante, a reflection of the views of all those enjoying the performance in the 
theater of the Brys' mansion.  In Book II, the inauthentic self of the tableau vivante gives 



way to "the hard brilliant substance" (HM 149) of Miss Bart.  Lily's fellow "performers" 
(HM 144) prepare the reader, the audience, for her entrance onto Monaco's stage, the 
jewel-like setting that reflects, complements, and frames Lily's "crystallization" (HM 
149).  The distorting mirrors of Carry Fisher, Mrs. Bry, and Lord Hubert Dacey create 
slightly different versions of Lily, each qualifying Selden's own fiction about the "real 
Lily" (HM 107). By extension, the party's fictions and Wharton's narrative method 
prevent the reader from forming a truth about Lily.  Various interpretations of Lily's 
actions deny the reader first-hand knowledge of what took place in Nice.  Lily herself is 
unwilling or unable to articulate her own version of her break with the Dorsets.  The 
reader is left, then, with the enigma of Lily and Wharton's point: the truth is the reflection 
of the most powerful people. 
 This paper also contrasts Undine and Lily in their ability (or lack of) to achieve 
self-knowledge.  Throughout The Custom of the Country, Undine Spragg's knowledge 
remains superficial and limited to what can be reflected in her glass.  Gary Lindberg 
concludes that Undine "has no soul, no inner life, no means of self-evaluation. . . . she 
cannot feel guilt over her own behavior" (Lindberg 115).  Her preoccupation with her 
own reflection makes her incapable of self-reflection. Susan Goodman contends that 
Undine is Wharton's heroine "with least self" (60).  To Undine, the mirror reveals only 
her beauty and charm; it does not reveal the Undine who, according to Ralph, has "the 
face of her thoughts" (CC 164).  Lily's mirror, on the other hand, reflects a psychological 
landscape as well as a refined social exterior.  The "horrors" (HM  207) and 
"disfigurement" (HM 131) Lily recognizes after her encounter with Gus Trenor are 
comprised not only of her own fears but also of the falsehoods of society's mirror, "the 
only mirror in which she can see her 'real' self" (Wolff 336).  So, once again, Wharton 
denies the reader the "truth" about Lily, but the Undine who, according to Raymond, is 
"capable of anything" (CC 469) is all too apparent.  
 Undine's ascent to power and wealth contrasts with Lily's descent to social non-
existence and invisibility.  Following her rejection of offers by Dorset and Rosedale for 
social rehabilitation, Lily loses even her reflection.  A fallen social star, she cannot even 
claim a place in the imaginations of her co-workers at Mme. Regina's.  She sees, instead, 
"the fragmentary and distorted image of the world she had lived in reflected in the 
working girls' minds" (HM 223). 
    Curiously, though, as the social self disappears, an authentic self of sorts is born 
in Lily.  By casting Bertha's letters into Selden's fire, she disposes once and for all of the 
means of rebirth for the social self--the self that had existed at the mercy of others and 
had blocked any real connection to life.  What is left, the "old self" (HM 241), cannot 
exist on its own, but it has made possible Nettie's life and the life of her child.  Elaine 
Showalter notes that "Lily sees herself mirrored in Nettie and her baby" (269).  On a 
symbolic level, what remains of Lily passes into the baby she imagines holding as she 
dies.  Certainly, as Wolff notes, Lily's "impulsive gestures [burning the letters and paying 
her debt to Trenor] are not integrated into a sustaining moral vision of herself" (337).  
Nevertheless, she is unwilling to blackmail Bertha. Lily is not what Undine always has 
been: "capable of anything" (CC 469).  This is why Undine's story ends where it begins, 
with "a look in the glass" (CC 509), while Lily's must end in death.  The obliteration of 
the socially visible Miss Bart, however, might mean the rebirth of the "old self" (HM  
241) in Nettie's child. 



 Just before death, Lily draws from her trunk the dress she had worn in the tableau 
vivante. That "portrait of Miss Bart" (HM 106) had reflected everyone's version of Lily, 
most importantly, Selden's.  It is appropriate, then, that the reader's final view of Lily is 
the reflection of Lawrence Selden, who is just as deluded now as he was then.  The "real 
Lily" (HM 107) is no more present beneath the "delicate impalpable mask" (HM 253) of 
death than she was clothed in Mrs. Lloyd's dress.  For Selden, the "real Lily" (HM 107) 
always will be "the beautiful idealized memory her carries of her, the most superb piece 
in his collection" (Wolff 338). 
 Ultimately, both heroines are elusive if not invisible.  Lily disappears into the 
reflecting mirror of Selden and Undine vanishes into her own.  Wharton uses mirror 
images to tell their stories but, perhaps, also to tell us something about their worlds, in 
which the truth is always suspect and, sometimes, an outright lie. 
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How Japanese Women Were Portrayed in the Early Years  

of the Japanese Community on the West Coast (1886 – 1924) 

by 

Dr. Ikuko Torimoto 

 

This paper is a part of my ongoing research on Japanese immigration to California. I 

believe that the evolution of Japanese women immigrants to the U.S. West Coast begins with the 

history of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm at Gold Hill, where the grave of a young Japanese 

girl named Okei stands today as a solitary reminder of the past. Ito Okei was brought to the 

Wakamatsu Colony by Sakurai Matsunosuke, a middle-aged former samurai from Aizu-

Wakamatsu, who arranged for her passage from Japan to serve as a nursemaid in the household 

of the Schnells several months after their daughter Mary’s birth. After the Wakamatsu Colony 

failed, its members disbanded in 1870. Some stayed in the U.S., but we do not know what 

happened to most of them. Okei stayed at Gold Hill even after most of the colonists had left, 

hoping that someday in the not too distant future, someone would come to get her; sadly, the 

following year in 1871, she died from malarial fever and never saw her home country again.   

The number of Japanese immigrants changed significantly during the Immigration 

Period, 1885-1924. When the Japanese government legalized contract labor in 1886, a large 

number of Japanese immigrants began arriving on the American West Coast. For the next 40 

years the Japanese population in the U.S. steadily grew, reaching a peak in the early 1920s; but 

by 1924 it had begun to decline rapidly.  

Japanese emigrated to the U.S. for the same reasons as people from the rest of Asia 

(China, Korea, and the Philippines, for instance): to find work and to make a better life for 
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themselves and their children.  Just like them, Japanese were willing to engage in manual labor at 

near-subsistence wages.  Japanese men were employed as bellboys in hotels, as housekeepers, 

and as manual laborers on the railroads, for example.  

However, there is another history, which is the story of Japanese who came to the U.S. to 

study and obtained student visas.  After the Russo-Japanese War in 1904-05, the craze for 

studying abroad escalated. The United States became an education mecca for young Japanese.  

They traveled to the U.S. to make a new life for themselves, to succeed and become well-to-do, 

but also to satisfy their intellectual curiosity about America. Some young men came to the U.S. 

to avoid being drafted into the Japanese army.  To all of them America was the country of 

freedom, liberty, and equality, as well as a country that was sympathetic toward students from 

Japan (Takeuchi 585).    

Nagai Kafû and Arishima Takeo made the same journey across the Pacific Ocean. 

Actually many Japanese who would later become politicians or famous novelists visited America 

and Europe. As previously mentioned, other Japanese immigrants were not workers but students 

who entered the U.S. on a student visa.  Some Japanese were sent to America by their 

government and were well supported. Of course, some young Japanese men from more 

privileged, wealthy family backgrounds also enjoyed financial as well as moral support while 

abroad. They often traveled first class and had a contact person to help them in the U.S.  

However, the rest of the hundreds of young Japanese who traveled on a student visa seldom were 

as wealthy. They usually were from well-to-do middle-class families but traveled as second-class 

passengers with only one suitcase and no more than $50-$100 in their pockets. 

Many Japanese men brought their families with them; unlike Chinese women 

immigrants, many Japanese women could enter the U.S. with their husbands, as family members. 
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This paper seeks to understand the portrayal of Japanese women immigrants who arrived on the 

U.S. West Coast in the period 1886–1924, by looking at how they were portrayed in various 

cultural spaces, such as newspapers, magazines, and, especially, literature.  For Japanese women 

immigrants, living in one of the early West Coast settlements was a formative stage in the 

process of cultural transformation or cultural adjustment to America, which all immigrants went 

through. Gradually, of course, increased immigration from the four corners of the world led to 

the formation of a hybrid culture very evident today in places such as San Francisco and Seattle.  

However, until recently scholars studying the lives of immigrants were primarily interested in  

males, whose numbers were far greater. The experience of women, to the extent that it was 

described at all, typically was told from a male point of view.  In this presentation, I will look at 

two Japanese writers, Nagai Kafû and Okina Kyûin, and examine how their stories and memoirs 

portray Japanese immigrant women.  

Nagai Kafû (1879-1959) and Okina Kyûin (1888- 1973) both traveled to the U.S. and 

describe America in their literary works. Nagai Kafû, who went on to become one of the most 

important modern Japanese writers, lived in Tacoma and Seattle and traveled to the Midwest, 

where he stayed in Chicago and Kalamazoo, Michigan. He became a student at Kalamazoo 

College, then traveled east, living in Pennsylvania and New York between 1903 (Meiji 36) and 

1907 (Meiji 40). His well-known memoir entitled Amerika Monogatari (American Stories) is a 

detailed and gripping account of his American odyssey.  Nagai spent a total of four years in the 

U.S.  His journey began at the age of twenty three and lasted for four years; needless to say, he 

was not a teenager but was more mature than the average Japanese man who traveled to the U.S. 

on a student visa. He left New York and continued to France, which apparently had been his 

primary destination all along.  
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As I stated above, there is not much literature dealing with the lives of Japanese 

Americans, particularly Issei women or Japanese women in the immigrant community during the 

early immigration period.  In addition, although many Japanese women traveled to the U.S., few 

of them wrote about life in America, whether in Japanese or in English.  

I am interested in how male writers portrayed women in immigrant society, and I will 

focus on Japanese women on the North American continent at the turn of the century. By looking 

at Nagai Kafû’s journey to the U.S. and using Amerika Monogatari, as well as several literary 

works by Okina Kyûin, who happened to be in the U.S. around the same time and who lived in 

the very same cities, I hope to better understand the life of immigrant women.  

Okina Kyûin left for the U.S. in 1907 (Meiji 40), at the age of 17, and lived there until 1924, in 

Washington State, Oregon, and California.  He published several volumes, later part of his 

collected works or Zenshû.   During these years, Okina not only published hundreds of articles, 

essays, and novels in Japanese-American newspapers on the West Coast, but also became a 

prominent advocate for Japanese immigrant literature. He was a founding member of the Seattle 

Immigrant Literary Circle and used his positions with publishing companies such as Benri-sha, 

the Ôfu Nippô (The Sacramento Daily News), and the Nichibei Shimbun (The Japanese-

American News) to promote Japanese immigrant literature. In 1924 (Meiji 57), Okina decided to 

return to Japan for family reasons and remained there until his death in 1973, at the age of 85.  

Both Nagai and Okina wrote novels about immigrant society and the life of Japanese people in 

the U.S., but their experiences, though apparently similar, were really quite different.     

It is interesting to note that Nagai Kafû’s father, Nagai Kyûichirô, was a scholar, 

bureaucrat, and successful businessman who visited Europe on government business and later 
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worked for the shipping company Nippon Yûsen.  Nagai was his oldest son, and he was expected 

to follow in his father’s footsteps and become a bureaucrat.  

In 1898, Nagai Kafû began writing short stories under the guidance of a popular novelist, 

Hirotsu Ryûrô (1861-1928). In 1899 he helped write and stage Rakugo. At around the same time 

he dropped out of the Tokyo Foreign Language School.  In 1899, he began publishing short 

stories.  In 1901, he worked briefly as a newspaper reporter and then began to study French. He 

was interested in the culture of the Edo period and, as Iriye Mitsuko writes, “immersed himself 

in the lifestyle of a typical late Edo dilettante” (ix); he took shakuhachi (bamboo flute) lessons, 

visited theYanagibashi geisha quarter (the red light district in Tokyo), and frequented Kabuki 

theatres. As Edward Seidensticker mentions in his book entitled Kafû the Scribbler, “he was sent 

to the United States [because] his father had given up hope of making a bureaucrat of him, and 

had decided that a degree from an American university might start him on a commercial career” 

(18). 

Around the same time, Nagai Kafû also became interested in French literature and 

devoured many of the French naturalist Émile Zola’s novels (which he read in translation). His 

novel entitled Yume no Onna (The Woman of the Dream) was published in 1903 and told the 

story of a prostitute; the work is very “Zolaesque,” reminiscent of Zola’s masterpiece Nana. As 

Edward Seidensticker writes (14-15), when Kafû first appeared on the literary scene, he was 

called an anti-naturalist because he never could bring himself to admit that flat, seemingly 

passionless and objective reports ought to be the ultimate goal of writers of fiction. But then the 

categories used in Japanese literary history are sometimes quite curious, since essentially 

European schools of thought were imported piecemeal and never consistently applied. Kafû’s 

most famous statement about literary naturalism can be found in the epilogue to his second story: 
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“There can be no doubt that a part of man is beast…. He has built up religious and moral 

concepts from customary practices and from the circumstances in which he has found himself, 

and now at the end of long discipline, he has come to give the darker side of his nature, namely 

sin” (14).  Such a statement suggests that Nagai Kafû did have some sympathy for literary 

naturalism, which holds that man is a prisoner of social forces beyond his control; however, as 

anyone who has read his collected works knows, Nagai Kafû’s literary characters are not all as 

powerless as the people who make up the world of Zola’s multi-volume frescos of life in late 

nineteenth-century France, the series entitled Les Rougon-Maquart.  Nor does the narrator 

explore the life story of his characters in the same depth as Zola. By comparison, Nagai Kafû’s 

point of view is superficial and almost dilettantish. Zola’s stated goal was to improve society by 

exposing its faults; nowhere does Nagai Kafû express a similar position.  

In September 1903 (Meiji 36), Nagai Kafû departed for the U.S; he was one of the 

fortunate young Japanese who came from a privileged family background, and he had both 

wealthy patrons in the U.S. and financial support from his parents.  Nagai Kafû arrived in Seattle 

and settled in nearby Tacoma. He quickly wrote his first story in November.  In 1904 (Meiji 37), 

he sent it to Japan, where it was published in a magazine the following January.  In October of 

the same year, the Furuya-shôten Trading Company hired him.  In November, he moved to 

Kalamazoo, Michigan, and enrolled at Kalamazoo College, a well-known liberal arts institution. 

He wrote another story, entitled Okano Ue (Atop the Hill), in December. He left Kalamazoo in 

1905, staying in Pennsylvania before going on to New York City. He needed to save money to 

go to France and found a small job at the Japanese Consulate and later also worked for the 

Yokohama Specie Bank. During his years in the U.S., his fourteen short stories were published 

in various magazines in Japan. He left for France in July 1907 (Meiji 40) and went first to Lyon. 
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Upon returning to Japan in 1908, he published a collection of short stories under the title 

Amerika Monogatari (American Stories). He also published Furansu Monogatari (French 

Stories) in 1909. The translator of Amerika Monogatari, Iriye Mitsuko, states that “no such work 

had ever been published in Japan”(xvii) and that this work presented a novel view of life in 

America which retains its charm even today. 

This collection opens with a short story entitled Funabô Yobanashi (Night Talk in a 

Cabin), recounting how the narrator boarded a ship bound for America in Yokohama harbor. The 

story is cast in typical autobiographical form but uses various framing techniques to bring in 

other, sometimes quite colorful characters who tell the actual story. The narrator simply sets the 

stage for them to tell their stories: “his novels are written in a modern style typical of the era in 

which he wrote, and the dialogue spoken by his characters seems particularly natural and 

unaffected” (“Nagai Kafû,” Wikipedia). 

The story just mentioned is a good example. The narrator makes friends on board. One 

stormy night, he invites them to his cabin for drinks. As they get to know each other, one of these 

new friends, Yanagida, tells the story of his life. After graduating from a certain Japanese 

university, he was hired by a company and transferred to Australia. When he returned to Japan 

he never doubted that he was highly valued and could obtain a desirable position based on his 

experience abroad; however, he was assigned a translation job at the head office and paid a very 

small salary. He was very disappointed by this treatment and therefore decided to take a wife. He 

thought that surely it would be easy for a man like himself to attract a lady. Eventually he did 

meet a lady, the daughter of an aristocrat; however, she turned out to be married, and her 

husband was a graduate of the university that Yanagida despised the most. Yanagida was 

devastated but recovered by deciding to embark upon another foreign expedition. He found a 
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position with a raw-silk company, which wanted to him to investigate the silk market in the 

United States. Then, he ends his story. 

At this point, while the evening is still young, another new friend, Kishimoto, tells his 

story. He is married and has a child. At one point he started working for a company, but he did 

not have any prospects for career advancement because he did not have a college degree. When 

his wife inherited some money, he begged her to let him use it to study in the U.S.  He promised 

her that he would return to Japan upon receiving a university degree. His wife did not want her 

husband to strain himself to succeed, as she did not want to be separated from her husband and 

believed that he ought to accept his limitations and live peacefully. “Yet, faced with her 

husband’s resolute entreaties, in the end she yielded and tearfully saw Kishimoto go off to a 

faraway land” (7). 

The reader immediately notices that Nagai was no ordinary traveler: here was a first- 

class passenger with his own cabin, which included a comfortable sofa, and the right to order 

drinks through room service.  Nagai was a bourgeois through and through, unlike most Japanese 

on their way to Seattle at the turn of the century. Moreover, Nagai’s female characters are 

usually presented through a male narrator. For example, Kishimoto describes his wife, who 

sacrificed her own feelings and helped her husband advance his career even if it meant that he 

would leave her to travel to a faraway country.  Kishimoto’s wife is described as a devoted and 

loving partner of her husband, the ideal traditional Japanese wife.  

The story titled Makiba no Michi (A Return Through the Meadow) takes place in the late 

fall. The narrator has decided to buy a bicycle and spends time cycling around the prairie with a 

friend from Tacoma. His descriptions of the late autumn prairie are vivid and colorful, to say the 

least. Nagai uses the same narrative technique as in the first story, letting his companion tell a 
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story as they approach the Washington State mental hospital.  His friend begins his story by 

explaining that there are a few Japanese confined in the asylum, adding mysteriously that they 

are “laborers” from Japan.  Here Kafû gets agitated; when he hears the words “laborers from 

Japan,” his hear aches, since he remembers how he crossed the Pacific with a group of laborers.  

In this story Nagai adopts a new tone, expressing his genuine feelings for people who were 

treated as something less than human, as luggage packed tight in the bottom of a ship full of 

immigrants. During good weather they would come up on deck to watch the ocean and smoke.  

He describes those laborers this way: “unlike the rest of us, oversensitive souls, they do not seem 

particularly struck by any feeling” (11). Nagai expresses deep sympathy with those farmers who 

left farmland that had been passed on to them from their ancestors, believing that three years of 

hard work “abroad [will] sow the seeds of ten years’ wealth and happiness after they go back 

home…. [they] remain patient all through humiliations such as immigration regulations and 

health examinations”(11).  

Now his cyclist friend tells the story of a laborer who lost his sanity. The man arrived in 

Seattle, together with his wife, to earn a living. At that time, much of immigrant society was full 

of lawlessness; many people who came to work in the U.S. ended up falling into traps set by   

crooked employment brokerage firms, innkeepers, or smugglers of prostitutes. When immigrants 

stepped ashore they might be approached by some con artist or other. One such man guided the 

narrator and his wife to an inn. They paid a commission, and the husband was taken to the woods 

and given a job as a woodcutter while his wife stayed in town and worked at a laundry.  One day 

his fellow workers cautioned him that it was as dangerous to leave his wife alone in Seattle as it 

was let a small child play alone at the edge of a river; a woman, they said, was treasure worth as 

much as a thousand dollars. Pimps were always on the lookout for new prostitutes. When the 
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poor man heard these scary stories, he could not bear the thought that something might happen to 

his wife, yet he could not do much in his present condition.  His friends then suggested that he 

bring his wife to live with him in the woods; he followed their advice. One day after work, his 

fellow workers started drinking and singing and asked matter-of-factly if they might borrow his 

wife for the night. The poor man turned dead pale, and began to tremble, but he could not do 

anything with his wife crying at his feet. He fainted, and when he regained consciousness he had 

lost his mind and had to be put in a mental hospital. In this story Nagai Kafû gives a vivid 

portrayal of life in immigrant society, with its often raw mores. Women are described as male 

sex objects that satisfy carnal desire and precious objects, since women were scarce in an 

immigrant society dominated by males. In this sense one might argue that Nagai is a naturalist, 

simply because he described what he saw. 

Nagai’s story titled Akuyû (Bad Company) focuses on a particular Japanese woman who 

works as a barmaid in a whorehouse in Seattle. The story begins one evening as Nagai is 

engaged in conversation with his friends.  One of his friends asks: “Is it true that there are a lot of 

Japanese prostitutes over there?” (81).  He recalls a certain waitress, a very suave and good-

looking woman, who worked at Daruma, a tea-stall restaurant in Seattle.  He found out that her 

husband was a well-known thug in Seattle but also a college graduate with fluent English.  As a 

newcomer to America, he is impressed by the contrast between good and bad. Evidently, society 

has many disgusting characters that make a living by “seducing, kidnapping or smuggling 

women…. so called pimps” (82). One of his friends, Shimazaki, knows the woman, who is 

around twenty-six or twenty-seven years old, tall and with a slender face. He recognizes her 

husband as a close friend of his deceased older brother. Shimazaki begins his story at the request 

of his friends.  He arrived in Seattle three years ago. He was glad that he had landed safely, but 
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he was at a loss for what to do next. Then he met a man who said he was the desk clerk in a 

Japanese inn and took him to the area of town known as Japan town, where he checked into a 

dingy wooden inn.  He describes the surroundings from the inn’s window at night: 

There was also the sound of samisen everywhere…followed by women  
singing and men clapping their hands…. Just imagine. Against the surrounding  
American view, you have on one hand the noise of “the West” presented by the  
whistling of ships, the bells of trains, and band music played by gramophones,  
and on the other, long-trailing, howling, moaning, and sleepy country songs from  
the Kyûshû region, accompanied by the brief, intermittent sound of the strings.  
No music is sadder, giving rise to such a discordant, unpleasant, and complex,  
even if monotonous, sensation (85).  
 

One evening he was unable to sleep as the sound of the samisen was ringing in his ears, 

so he took a walk in the pleasure quarter, following a crowd of laborers.  There were “huge 

crowds of Japanese everywhere, from the archery grounds and billiard parlors to various 

restaurants, and … from the windows of wood-frame houses, women’s faces could be seen on 

and off…” (86). He continues to describe those women as “women from the western part of 

Japan, with flat noses, narrow eyes, and flat faces. Their hair was swept back in a bun at the back 

with bangs at the front, and they wore what appeared like Western-style gowns. But for me, just 

a glance at them was enough to make me feel satisfied--or rather, queasy--anyway, I could not 

bear to get closer to them” (86). 

Suddenly, he saw several distinguished-looking gentlemen coming out of a dark 

doorway. One looked vaguely familiar; as it happened, he was none other than the close friend of 

Shimazaki’s late older brother, a man who used to come to see him quite frequently. This 

gentleman, named Yamaza, took Shimazaki to a Japanese restaurant in the same alley; there, 

Yamaza spoke with a waitress who sat down close to him and who happened to be his wife (90). 

Small world! 
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In Nezame (Rude Awakening), Nagai describes the fate of yet another Japanese 

immigrant. The protagonist of this story, Sawazaki Saburô, is appointed manager of his 

company’s branch office in New York; “he left alone for the United States in high spirits, 

leaving behind a wife and children at his home in Tokyo” (105).  After several months, he feels 

“desolate” living all by himself in a foreign land.  He explains “he is more and more given to 

feeling the inconvenience of daily life as well as the loneliness of his lot” (106). He misses a 

morning bath in a Japanese tub and having a grilled eel with shot of warm sake; back home in 

Japan he had a wife who willingly did everything he asked; and there was also a time when he 

secretly kept a mistress.  He feels foolish for leaving the “comfort” of the life he enjoyed in 

Japan (106).  

The reader of this story may be inclined to feel sympathetic toward single company men 

transferred abroad; this particular protagonist works hard and essentially promotes himself to  

manager of the New York branch of his company. However, Nagai seems to be primarily 

interested in letting Sawazaki talk about his marriage, showing how this man married his wife as 

a convenience, as though he was hiring a maid, according to custom, and as though his home was 

just for the sake of appearances, for the sake of decency: “just a gateway for show, his children, 

ones to bring up primarily because they had been born… That was all there was to it, and it felt 

quite unmanly and cowardly to worry about wife or home” (106).  

I came to Nagai Kafû after reading Okina Kyûin, and so asked myself the question: “How 

does Okina Kyûin measure up and compare to Nagai Kafû?” This question admits of no easy 

answer but does reveal both some distressing similarities and some obvious and far-reaching 

differences. Let me now focus on the life of Okina Kyûin and one of his major literary works, 

published in the Nihichibei Shinbun in 1915.  
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Okina Kyûin (1888-1973) traveled to the U.S. around the same time as Nagai Kafû and 

he, too, lived for a time in the Seattle area. Both men were exposed to immigrant society and 

wrote extensively about immigrant life. However, whereas Nagai Kafû remained a spectator 

constantly on the move, Okina assimilated into immigrant society and tried hard to establish 

himself in the U.S., even bringing his Japanese wife back to the U.S. to live with him. Okina had 

met Kiyoko Ishiguro when he made a short visit to Japan.  Kiyoko’s younger sister, Fusako, was 

married to a Japanese man who had emigrated to America and now ran an orchard in Florin, near 

Sacramento.  Kiyoko approached him-rather passionately, it seems!, expressing her desire to 

return to America with him as his wife (Zenshû, Volume II, 361).  He was married to Kiyoko 

Ishiguro in 1913 (Taishô 2).  

In February 1914 (Taishô 3), Okina left his new wife with his father in Japan and 

returned to the U.S. Surprisingly, Okina now made the decision to give up literature and become 

a businessman, working for the Furuya-shôten Trading Company in Seattle.  In November 1914, 

he left Seattle to go to San Francisco by boat.  After arriving in San Francisco, he moved to 

Stockton and started working for Benri-sha.  His wife Kiyoko joined him there in 1915.  

Okina’s years in Stockton (1914–1917) inspired his literary works on immigrants.  Living in 

Stockton, he interacted with Japanese immigrants and had the chance to meet many influential 

people in the area, including leaders of the local Nihonjin-kai (Japanese Association).  Okina 

described his life and his involvement with immigrants as he became active in the community, an 

experience that had a profound influence on his writings.  On June 5, 1914, Okina started writing 

articles in the Ôfu Nippô (The Sacramento Daily News) under the pen name Okina Rokkei. His 

articles and essays appeared almost daily on the front page of the newspaper.  Some articles 

recounted his impressions of Sacramento and, more generally, of California. Okina began 
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writing criticism for the New Year’s special editions of the nine Japanese-American newspapers 

on the West Coast, urging the establishment of a pure immigrant literature. Okina emphasized 

the importance of a realistic literature based on the everyday life of immigrants; he felt that if the 

immigrant experience were seen through a rose-tinted glasses, would seem meaningless. 

By 1915 (Taishô 4), Okina’s literary works spanned virtually every genre. In addition to 

publishing articles and essays, Okina continued to write fiction and later comedy.  As an 

advocate of literature about immigrants’ experience, and with the support of Yamanaka Magae 

of the Nichibei Shimbun, he wrote a lengthy novel entitled Aku no Hikage (Shadow of Evil), 

which appeared in the Nichibei Shimbun in 1915 (Taishô 4), in 99 installments (Zenshû, Volume 

III, 26-34).  At twenty-seven years of age, Okina was building a career as an editor at the 

publishing company and the Ôfu Nippô, and serving as secretary of the Stockton Nihonjin-kai.  

He also enjoyed life with his wife Kiyoko, who had joined him in the U.S.   

Aku no Hikage is about the lives of several young people: Ofumi, Okuni, Kumagaya,  

Kôno, Tajima, Tayama, and Tomura.  He modeled two of the female characters (Ofumi and 

Okuni) on the waitresses he had befriended in the Maneki restaurant, four of the male characters 

(Kumagaya, Kôno, Tajima, Tayama) on his personal friends, and Tomura on himself.  All four 

are young Japanese immigrants who happened to be schoolmates in the same junior high school 

in Japan and who arrived in Seattle in the same year and struggled to make it in their new 

country.  Tajima and Tomura became schoolboys, and Tayama went to Alaska to work. The 

story begins when Tajima and Tomura visit the cemetery where Tayama is buried; he was killed 

four years before the story starts, after getting in trouble with a woman. Okina has very good 

powers of observation; he bases his story on some episodes that happened in the community and 

on some of his own experiences with women, as well as on actual drinking establishments, 
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waitresses working at several Japanese restaurants, houses of prostitution, hotels, and streets, 

including their layout, which is why some characters and episodes in the novel are so realistic, as 

if parts of a documentary. One example is a love triangle set in a drinking house, Maneki, and 

Yachiyo in the Japanese quarter (Zenshû, Volume III, 26-34).  As the story progresses, it often 

becomes difficult for those people who know Okina well to distinguish between his own life and 

the fictional actions of the character Tomura, especially when Tomura describes his feelings for 

various women. Those readers familiar with his Zenshû (Volumes II and III) are aware of the 

topics described in his diary and can easily relate them to Tomura’s experiences with a white 

girl, who happened to be Okina’s schoolmate in Union High School in Bremerton (Selma 

Pittack, who later became a silent film star).  These readers also recognize his experiences with 

waitresses at the Maneki restaurant, the Zabuton (Japanese cushion) incident, the prostitutes in 

King Street, his visits to Tacoma with his friend and meetings with a lady who openly expresses 

her feelings toward Tomura.  The story ends rather unexpectedly when Tomura suddenly loses 

his passion for her because he is disappointed by her rather rude behavior while she was 

drinking. She leaves town and disappears. Okina’s novel was well received by critics and many 

fellow young people, who considered it the most vivid and realistic description of the life of 

immigrants that they had ever read. He received many critiques from his readers, most of whom 

were pleased with his story. 

Finally, let me attempt to define the significance of Nagai’s and Okina’s life and work 

and how women are portrayed in their stories. Both writers were exposed to all sides of 

immigrant society and wrote about the life of immigrants. Although they had similar experiences 

in America and described many of the same experiences in their work, Nagai Kafû remained 

aloof, knowing full well that he had other options, chief among them a visit to France (which he 
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had been preparing all along). His journey to the U.S. recalls the French Symbolist Charles 

Baudelaire’s famous poem entitled  “Le voyageur,” which Nagai quotes at some length:  

Mais les vrais voyageurs sont ceux-là seuls qui partent  
Pour partir; cœurs légers, semblables aux ballons,  
De leur fatalité jamais ils ne s’écartent, 
Et, sans savoir pourquoi, disent toujours: Allons !  

 

In Nagai Kafû’s stories, the Japanese female figures include the wife of a man who 

comes to the U.S. to get a college degree, a laborer’s wife who is gang raped, a waitress whose 

husband is a pimp, an assortment of prostitutes, a young female student attending college, and 

the wife of a businessman who left her behind in Japan.  These women are all quite helpless; 

more importantly, they are usually victims, objects of male desire, particularly the prostitutes but 

also the laborer’s wife who is raped, the wife who was abandoned in Japan and whose marriage 

was a marriage of (male) convenience, and even the student pursuing a degree from an American 

college. All are portrayed as objects lacking emotions and passion; however, this is not enough 

to make Nagai Kafû a naturalist in the accepted sense of the term.  

Okina, on the other hand, actually did become an American in the sense that he lived and 

worked in America for many years. Okina’s work is important for historical reasons, because he 

helps us understand the lives of ordinary people in Japanese immigrant society.  This is the 

personal journey of a young Japanese man who wanted to come to America, the land of his 

dreams, in order to experience success.  In so doing, he became an advocate for immigrant 

literature, a new genre of writing by, for, and about immigrants. Okina often used events that 

happened to him and to people in the Japanese community as material for his novels and stories. 

He believed that their experiences made up the essence of immigrant literature. In Okina Kyûin’s 

stories, the Japanese female characters are rather few and limited to waitresses or daughters of 
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Japanese immigrants.  Often his stories involve a young man’s struggle to make a living as an 

immigrant, tormented by love and lust, caught between his romantic feelings and his carnal 

desire. For example, when Okina Kyûin tries .to describe a young man’s passion for women, he 

often uses married women or waitresses. Needless to say, these women all are portrayed as quite 

helpless and as victims of immigrant society. Okina knew the realities of immigrant life first-

hand. Women did not have much choice, and it was difficult for them to escape from the 

conditions in which they lived (of course, the same could be said about many male immigrants at 

the time). Some women arrived in the U.S. without much knowledge about the country. For 

instance, they came as picture brides to strange men; sometimes one of these brides suffered so 

much that she ran away with another man.  Other women accompanied their husbands but could 

not endure the harsh reality of immigrant life and left them. In some cases, women were lured by 

sweet talk of easy money and tricked into coming to the U.S., where they sometimes ended up as 

prostitutes. If they were lucky, they found work as waitresses, for example, but overall women 

immigrants did not have many options.  

 The women who appear in Okina Kyûin’s stories are often women with whom the author 

himself was romantically involved, which means that their literary personae express the author’s 

emotions and passions rather than those of the characters he intends to portray. Okina’s romantic 

interludes ended rather quickly, though, and unfortunately were limited to women of a certain 

type, who did not reflect a ross section of immigrant society. Actually Okina’s experience with 

women was rather limited, period.  Moreover, he was not always able to make smooth transitions 

between scenes, characters, and themes, which frequently creates an awkward impression on the 

part of many readers. I believe that one reason for this “rushed” quality of his writing was that he 

was usually in a great hurry to meet a newspaper deadline. 
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Okina Kyûin’s world is dominated by the harsh realities of immigrant society. However, 

this is not enough to make of him a naturalist, at least not in the accepted sense of the term; nor 

was Nagai Kafû a naturalist in the French, Zolaesque sense of the term. Both writers met women 

in immigrant society, whom they later described in their literary works; however, although 

women were omnipresent in immigrant society, their stories almost always were told by male 

authors, not from a woman’s point of view, but from a male’s, so one might say that an 

immigrant woman’s voice was heard seldom, if ever.  Here again, I think of Okei, who was 

brought to the Wakamatsu colony and left all alone; she wished to return to her homeland but 

instead died in faraway America. Her grave stands as a solitary reminder of one Japanese woman 

immigrant’s sad destiny and echoes the difficulties that awaited other women immigrants from 

Japan.  

In the final analysis, despite all their shortcomings and their narrow and even self-

indulgent focus, both writers are eminently interesting to researchers studying Japanese 

immigration to the American West Coast because their works transcend literature proper insofar 

as they offer a wealth of information about Japanese immigrant society. 
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Lejla Tricic 

Movements in Time and Space: 

The Identity Shifts in Anita Desai’s Clear Light of Day 

 

According to a social theorist Higgins, “Self is both an array of self-relevant knowledge, 

the tool we use to make sense of our experiences, and the processes that construct, defend 

and maintain this knowledge” (Higgins 1996). It isn’t until the adulthood that the concept 

of self gains the crucial significance. Here, the self grows out of proportion to include not 

only the characteristics of the individual, but also material possessions, marital or family 

connections, gender roles and assumptions about them. “In its widest possible sense,” 

says James, “a man’s Self is the sum total of all he can call his, not only his body and his 

physical powers, but his clothes and his house, his wife and children, his ancestors and 

friends, his reputation and works…” (250). Thus, the concept of self grows through life 

to include a myriad of social roles and labels, and to expand the idea of identity to 

envelop the results of the social interactions instead of just innate biological 

characteristics. 

If the process of creating self takes most of one’s life and involves so many 

factors, what happens if, in a short period of time, one of the mentioned ingredient-

variables of self is removed or absolutely changed? Or two? Three? In this article, I will 

examine just such a situation. By utilizing Desai’s Clear Light of Day, I will discuss how 

the cultural predetermination, or inheritance of the cultural assumptions of the parents is 

contrasted with the dissolution based on migration or colonial exchanges, causing a 

selection of the new set of cultural values and literal reinvention of the characters. The 



old self is than replaced with a new one (new sets of cultural values, language, codes of 

behavior) in a measure in which the process is allowed to happen, consciously or 

subconsciously, or in other words, to adapt and adopt. But what consequences does this 

have on the society that the characters inhabit or have inhabited and left? What is the 

impact of this mutation of two cultures and their inbreeding or the “hybridity” on the 

community and the communal identity? “Caught between worlds that collide as often as 

they collude,” asks Bhabha, “are we representative of anything but ourselves? “(135). I 

think we are, and I think that Desai’s characters demonstrate that.  

Although the process of becoming a cultural hybrid is unique in the same way that 

each self is unique, there are common threads that can be followed. One thread, for 

example, is a problem Bhabha comments on: the overlapping and the exchange of the 

identities, influenced by the cultural values, and troubled by the often-felt antagonism of 

the competing communal identities. He argues that cultural identities do not fit neat 

categories of ethnicity. They have to be examined in the terms of the boundaries or 

contact zones, in which one is to perform the learned values and traits and to define 

oneself in the terms of a difference in order to make a distinction, but never to consider 

him/herself as a separate entity that exists independently. It is in this “liminal” spaces that 

the hybridity serves to produce rather than reflect cultural meaning. 

Through her narrative, Desai also comments on the ways that the colonial 

oppression, nationalisms, and postcolonial societies affect formation and dissolution of 

social identity and the way that the liminal spaces are formed. She understands that 

colonialism does in fact have a consequence on the idea of selfhood; by examining its 

influences, Desai gives us tools to better analyze and describe the discourse between the 



oppressed and the oppressor, the dominant and subaltern, the center and the margins of 

the culture and comment on, as Bhabha puts it, “the ability of characters to make their 

way into the world acknowledging its fragmented structure, its split imperatives, its sense 

of an absence of authority” (140).  

Through the close examination and analysis of a middle-class Hindu family, 

Desai comments on the identity shifts happening in India since the independence. She 

uses four siblings as symbols of different possibilities of the hybridity: religion, class, 

gender and nationality. She analyses the influence of languages such as Hindi and Urdu 

on the identity. Every crossover in terms of the language causes cultural crossover too, 

resulting in the hybridity. As Bhabha says,  

“Shades of meaning and degrees of cultural distinction seem to flow into each 
other like a range of old hills disappearing, fold upon fold, into the useable 
distance. You stumble upon a social landscape where the merest tremor of a tone, 
a vowel flattened or faltering reveals a whole geography of belonging—class, 
region, family, education” (Bhabha, 136). 
 
 The English language serves both as destabilizing tool of a colonizer, who 

introduces his culture and influences the Das siblings to accept the imposed social values, 

but also as the enabling device, as, through English, all siblings achieve what they want. 

As Bhabha suggests, once they are aware of the cultural transition and able to accept their 

hybridity, their social identity gains the value of its own:  

“From the perspective of the ‘in-between’, claims to cultural authenticity and 
sovereignty—supremacy, autonomy, hierarchy,-- are less significant ‘values’ than 
an awareness of the hybrid conditions of the inter-cultural exchange. Aesthetic 
and ethical conditions are derived from those boundaries between languages, 
territories and communities that belong, strictly speaking, to no one culture; these 
are values produced in the on-going practices and performances of  ‘crossing 
over’ and become meaningful as cultures to the extent to which they are 
intricately and intimately interleaved with one another” (Bhabha 139). 

 



Thus, each of Desai’s characters is transformed and transposed into a new culture in 

which their childhood is ‘intricately and intimately interleaved’ with the lives they choose 

to live as adults, creating new cultures in the process. 

 By the virtue of being oldest, Raja, the first son, is the one to enter the 

transformation process first. Troubled by the absence of parents, who are busy gambling 

at the local club (as they themselves take on entertaining choices of the colonizer), Raja is 

adopted in a sense by his neighbor, Hyder Ali, and his family. Noticing the boy’s 

loneliness and alienation early on, Hyder Ali invites Raja to visit, and introduces him to 

the enormous library of Urdu poetry that he owns. Mesmerized by his love for literature, 

Hyder Ali’s knightly appearance on the white horse, and the ‘oriental’ oddness of a 

Muslim culture, Raja succumbs. He visits Ali’s daily, and finds relief from his silent 

household in the hustle and bustle of this family. Raja, who wants to be a hero when he 

grows up, is not only taken seriously in Ali’s house, but is given a tool. His poetic 

potentials are allowed to come to full expression there; his talents are admired and 

nurtured, unlike at his father’s home. Soon, this results with the privileging Urdu over 

Hindi, which Raja considers a ‘horrible language’ and is puzzled that anyone can create 

art, or even write in Hindi, considering it an alphabet full of confusing, inferior symbols, 

throwing away, thus, 5 centuries of literary tradition.  

By immersing himself in the poetry of Rumi and Iqbal, Raja crosses more than 

just linguistic borders: he also crosses religious borders too. Language, which in the case 

of Hindi and Urdu is a good indicator of belonging to Hindu or Muslim religious 

communities, divides the Das family and separates Raja from his siblings, who, including 

Baba who does not communicate at all, are all deeply affected by the linguistical ‘divide’, 



as Raja is their favorite member. The division of the family is of such significance that 

the father, who would not miss his nightly visit to the club for anything less than a war or 

a death, stops going to the club to have nightly discussions with Raja, pressing him not to 

attend a Muslim school or major in Islamic studies. Thus, Desai, while only vaguely 

mentioning the events that were caused by the religious tensions, uses language as a 

metaphor of the religious division, calling the attention to the historical events through a 

single character.  

This crossing-over on Raja’s part changes him forever: forced by his father not to 

pursue his interests, Raja falls sick, and spends most of his best years in a room. While 

the country is rapidly changing, due to the mass migrations, expulsions and violence, 

Raja changes too. He starts reading English literature, and perhaps realizes that the world 

is not only black or white, or sterile in the terms of cultural identity. This, together with 

migration of Hyder Ali’s family to Hyderbad, alleviates his identity crises. He decides 

that, as soon as he gets better, he would join Ali’s and maybe even marry into the family, 

which he eventually does, transgressing the border set between the two and creating a 

culture of his own—culture of the Other, which although at the margins, offers him the 

strength which Homi Bhabha talks about. 

Bim and Tara, Raja’s sisters, on the other hand mock Urdu poetry, questioning the 

validity of this language. They don’t see the same magic Raja does: “a cup and a lamp, a 

wine and the hand,” they laugh, unwilling to understand Raja’s movement toward 

linguistic hybridity. This view is also representative of the community as a whole: "When 

he spoke to them [fellow students] of Pakistan as something he quite accepted, they 

turned on him openly, called him a traitor, drowned out his piping efforts at 



reasonableness with the powerful arguments of fanatics". Raja's transformation separates 

him from the cultural identity he was raised in, causing the community uproar. Through 

the textual removal from Raja as a character and the distance from the reader, as we only 

observe this character through the memories of others, Desai establishes attitudes of the 

community towards this shift: Raja leaves his communally created identity behind, 

becoming a traitor and an inferior. 

 The process of Raja’s transformation is mirrored by Bimla’s movement in 

terms of gender. The oldest sister, Bim, is expected to follow gender prescriptions for 

women: marry well, have children, become a housewife whose first job is to keep up the 

house and second to keep up with empty gossip. Bim, although placed in a situation in 

which not many options are available, chooses neither.  

While the Das siblings are little, Aunt Mira, a poor widowed relative, provides 

care that they need and replaces their parents. She treats children well, and offers all the 

love she can. However, being a constant caregiver takes toll on Aunt Mira, and she 

succumbs to alcohol. Desai draws attention to the constant demands to nurture through 

her symbolism—the cow that was brought to provide milk for children (in the way that 

Aunt Mira was brought) falls into the family well and dies, signaling the destiny of the 

good Aunt Mira—a well of desperation so deep that one cannot but drown, not leaving 

even the bones visible above the surface. With parents gone, Raja ill, Aunt Mira insane 

and Tara too young to help, Bim finds herself in the position of the ultimate caregiver. A 

doctor that is seeing Raja admires her courage and independence and wants to have a 

relationship. Bim, however, although liking the doctor somewhat, sees in him another 



man that needs nurturing and care, and decides against it. The doctor, or any man seems 

too week in comparison to Bim. As Desai put it,  

“Bim laughed with more scorn than humor. She had no patience with 
weakness, she thought , none. ‘I could have been a nurse—or a matron—in a 
plague hospital. I can handle it all.’ ‘Have you ever though of nursing?’ Dr. 
Biswas asked, hurrying after her down the mirror-lined passage and the marble 
stairs to the dusty crowded street below. ‘It’s all I do,’ She snapped at him” (85). 

 
Although not liking the lonely existence, Bim still prefers it to the role of the dutiful wife. 

She finds a perfect companion in Baba, her autistic brother, and her cat. She can’t 

imagine a life in which her likes and dislikes would be set aside for a man in which as she 

ironically reflects, “she…overlooked so many virtues, such glorious and unique qualities” 

(91). Recognizing that a married life with Dr. Biswas would revolve around the interests 

of a helpless husband (“an Apollo in disguise” according to Mrs. Biswas, his mother), 

around his medical degree , his patients and profession, and his music, Bim realizes that 

she loves life too much to attempt this ‘spiritual’ suicide. 

Although Bim is placed in a position in which all the usual gender assumptions 

have to be carried out because of filial connections, Bim chooses not to perpetuate the 

cycle of nurturing any further by deciding not to have a family of her own. Instead, she 

concentrates on her studies and receives a degree in history. It is necessary to know the 

past in order to not repeat its mistakes in future, but by teaching about the past one has 

the power of the transformation of the communal identity in her hands. That’s exactly 

what Bim decides to do. Instead of becoming either a nurturer or, like her mother, a 

socialite, she becomes a spiritual mother of the new generation of women, her students. 

By teaching about the powers of ancient queens over man, Bim is imparting valuable 

knowledge to the young girls. They can, as Bim shows and tells, transgress the imposed 



gender barriers and become thinkers and philosophers too. As Spivak puts it, "Women in 

many societies have been relegated to the position of 'Other,' marginalized and, in a 

metaphorical sense, 'colonized,' forced to pursue guerrilla warfare against imperial 

domination from positions deeply embedded in, yet fundamentally alienated from that 

imperium” (Spivak, 272), and Bim takes steps toward dismantling the colonizing power 

by acquiring male privileges and responsibilities. 

What she also shows by her example are the interests that a woman is allowed to 

have. Her lack of interest in the state of the house is exactly opposite of what is 

considered not just a female virtue, but also an inborn part of the character. Everything 

around Bim is dusty and in need of repair; yet she thinks nothing of it all. She completely 

disregards Tara’s husband complains about the leftovers she serves every day, or about 

the lack of comfort in a dilapidated building. She seems to realize, like Virginia Woolf 

points out in A Room of One’s Own, that in order for a woman to intellectually cross the 

gender barriers, she has to let her environment degenerate, and completely detach herself 

from any obligations to the housekeeping duties at all. (And that’s why the only man she 

can live with is the silent, degenerated Baba, who allows Bim’s creativity and scholarship 

to come out unhindered by his requests). Unattended by guests, she can focus on the 

discussions of true importance, and not empty gossip almost always seen as the main 

entertainment of ignorant female gender, unlike Tara, who needs socializing to cross-over 

her boundaries and achieve a different social identity. 

Tara, the baby of the family before Baba was born, never develops either a 

passion like that with which Raja’s life is consumed and guided, nor Bim’s defiance and 

strength. From early on, she is aware that she is not willing to be a hero, either in Raja’s 



sense of multi-linguistical, multi-cultural artistic identity, or heroine, in Bim’s sense of 

being an androgynous intellectual and sage. Instead, she wants to be a ‘mother’, a 

socialite that moves in the highest circles and is a westernized, sweet woman. She uses 

her childhood experiences where she was always left behind by Raja and Bim to form ’a 

damsel in distress’ identity. 

In her striving to change her social class and run away from the dusty home of her 

childhood, Tara finds friends in her two cousins, the Misra sisters. It is their femininity 

that draws her close, for that is a quality lacking in all of the female members of her 

household—her mother, although being closest to that ideal is ill, and seeing her father 

engage in treating her mother with an insulin, desecrates her persona the way it does 

when the children witness the sexual act between the parents. Tara observes the way that 

the Misra sisters interact with their environment: what to do to have friends and suitors, 

and how to handle the disappointments that the life is bound to bring on through extra 

work.  

When Bakul asks for her hand, Tara doesn’t have confidence to answer, but 

instead directs him to Bim. Bim approves, and so they marry, encasing Tara into the idea 

that her husband has about what it means to be his, a government official’s wife, in 

exchange for taking Tara out of the dusty Delhi and her solitary childhood to countries in 

which she can transform into a ‘soccer mom’ and surround herself with people of her 

class. 

Both Tara and Bakul are aware of the movement they have made in terms of their 

identity. It is this awareness that brings them back to visit, to stay in touch and not forget 

the roots, in order to keep the claim to being a just and informed ‘representative’ of 



Indian people. Although Tara requires nothing to change so she could revitalize her sense 

of (not) belonging to this community, she is also stunned that Bim changes nothing in the 

house: 

It seemed to her that the dullness and the boredom of her childhood, her youth, 
were stored here in the room under the worn dusty red rugs, in the bloated 
brassware, amongst the dried grasses in the swollen vases, behind the yellowed 
photographs in the oval frames - everything, everything that she had so hated as a 
child and that was still preserved here as if this were the storeroom of some dull, 
uninviting provincial museum. (132) 

 
The hopeless atmosphere of the house represents to Tara a lack of ambition in Bim’s life 

and an attachment to awkward traditions that are obsolete and unpopular. She brings new 

records for Baba to listen, but he refuses to receive them, suggesting that for himself too, 

the old traditions are important more important than the new ones. Thus, Baba aligns 

himself with Bim—besides being the only two siblings that stay at home, they are also 

two that define themselves as refusing to accept the imposed selves, instead of embracing 

the newly created ones. 

Baba is represented as mentally disabled, autistic-like person who has no voice 

but understands. He is slow in his development—it takes him three years to learn how to 

walk He is a silent shadow; he sits on the floors of the Das house and plays games with 

stones, taught by Aunt Mira. Later, when Bim goes to check on Hyder Ali’s house after 

he leaves for Hyderbad, Baba finds a record player and old American records. He adopts 

it as soon as he realizes what it represents, adopting in a way a cultural heritage and the 

language of the colonizing culture. He obsessively listens to it, to the point that the 

records become scratched and damaged. He still plays them, creating ‘a monstrous 

raucous’ that becomes a part of the household as much as the birds outside are.  



As Raja represents transformation of religious and linguistic identity, Bim of  

gender roles, Tara of social class, Baba also represents identity shift, this time in terms of 

nationality. Desai uses Baba’s character to represent the changes in the perception of the 

Indian nationality in the light of the achievement of independence. As India becomes a 

self-ruling swarm of diverse cultures, without central language or religion to unify the 

cultures, influenced by the years of British rule, it becomes a ‘huge baggy monster’ 

(Chaudhurry), so does Baba: a mentally handicapped character who has lost both the 

language and any insignia of a cultural identity. Instead, he has adopted the music and the 

technology of the colonizing power, transferred to him from yet another intermediate 

culture (Muslim), which has used (and so skewed and damaged) the actual cultural 

artifact and the ideology. Baba’s conquest of the technology is used in novel as a 

powerful metaphor of passionate desires to find the self, but also of the cultural 

appropriations during which the symbolisms are deformed and “scratched” as Baba’s 

records.  

According to LaCom, “the colonized are only able to ‘become men,’ to establish a 

national identity in the historical moment of decolonization, through the reification of a 

new category of monsters—the disabled, the deformed, the mad”(141). Therefore, she 

says, “disability designates a docile body upon which nationalist tensions can be 

arbitrated,” and against which the dominant ideology can establish the new nationality, 

pulling "a collection of disparate peoples into a self-identified nation" (Heng, 31). Thus, 

Baba does not only establish the parameters of the new nation, but also is the ruler 

against which to measure India’s efforts to escape the deformation and monstrosity.  



There is no doubt that Desai uses the characters of Raja, Bim, Tara, and Baba to 

explore the ‘in-between’ spaces Bhabha talks about, or that she uses the elaborate story of 

their lives to elaborate on their selfhood, both individual and of the communities they 

belong to, in case of Raja and Tara, or fail to belong to, as is case with Bim and Baba, in 

order to establish the ‘sites of collaboration and contestation’ and so construct brand new 

societies on the margins: 

The move away from the singularities of 'class' or 'gender' as primary conceptual 
and organizational categories, has resulted in an awareness of the subject 
positions - of race, gender, generation, institutional location, geopolitical locale, 
sexual orientation - that inhabit any claim to identity in the modern world. What is 
theoretically innovative, and politically crucial, is the need to think beyond 
narratives of originary and initial subjectivities and to focus on those moments or 
processes that are produced in the articulation of cultural differences. These 'in-
between' spaces provide the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood - 
singular or communal - that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative sites of 
collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of society itself 
(66). 
 

The cultural movements of the two sisters, who are also the narrators of the text, 

and their transformations correspond to what Bhabha calls the awareness of the subject 

positions: ability of Tara and Bim to come to terms, at the end of the novel not with who 

they used to be, but who they became.  

It is this awareness of not being an “originary and initial subjectivity” that allows 

them the space for discussion of the cultural differences among them. Although this 

discussion is masked as a discussion of the painful childhood memory—a bee attack, it 

still achieves its purpose, and allows sisters to heal not only their relationship, but also 

relationships with their brothers. 

While attending a picnic with the Misra sisters, Tara and Bimla wonder off into 

the nearby caves, where Bim is attacked by the bees. Tara doesn’t do anything to help 



Bim: she even runs away. Bim survives but gets very sick, and Tara feels guilt for not 

staying with her sister. She wishes to apologize to Bim, but doesn’t know how to start the 

discussion, as this event lies heavily on her mind. At their reunion as the adults, the same 

memory tortures Tara. The alienation that the sisters feel, in Tara’s mind is a result of 

Bim’s unwillingness to forgive for Tara’s running away. When Tara apologizes to Bim, 

Bim says that she doesn’t remember and forgives Tara. Through the conversation about 

the escape from bees, the sisters are able to converse about the larger issue, which is 

Tara’s escape from a difficult family situation and Delhi in general. The guilt that Tara 

feels can be exposed, and the trajectory between the originary and transposed subjectivity 

finally be discussed, focusing on ‘those moments or processes that are produced in the 

articulation of cultural differences’ (66).  

When Bim forgives Tara, she also talks through the symbols. “You saved me,” 

she says, “by running away.” On the surface she refers to Tara bringing help to Bim, but 

under it, Bim reasons that if Tara stayed, Bim would have to continue being a nurse and 

care taker, and would probably need to marry in order to provide for Tara. Thus, Bim’s 

transformation would not and could not have happened. Realizing this, two sisters can for 

the first time take an objective look at Raja’s choice and Baba’s condition, and allow 

them the same freedom that they just claimed for themselves—the opportunity to cease to 

exist only in the context of the fixed identity or Bhabha’s ‘initial subjectivities’ that the 

siblings had previously required from each other. Only then can the true borders be 

crossed and Tara’s and Raja’s children and spouses become a part of the family. Only 

then can joy be found in Baba’s disability and he accepted the way he is, scratched 

American records and all, ‘defining the idea of the new society itself’. 



As we see, this process is neither easy nor painless, as it involves self-

examination in every step. As Bhabha puts it: 

Cultural translation is not simply appropriation or adaptation; it is a process 
through which cultures are required to revise their own systems of reference, norms, 
values, by departing from their habitual or ‘inbred’ rules of transformation. Ambivalence 
and antagonism accompanies any act of cultural translation, because negotiating with the 
difference of the other’ reveals the radical insufficiency of sedimented, settled systems of 
meaning and signification; it demonstrates, as well, the inadequacy of those ‘structures of 
feeling’ through which we experience our cultural authenticity and authority as being 
somehow ‘natural’ to us and part of the national landscape (141).  

 
Thus, new systems of meaning and signification need to be born for the self to 

translate itself to others; Desai has done an amazing job to create such systems so we can 

understand the implications of these ideas on the everyday characters, such as the Das 

siblings. 
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                           Abstract  
The article first deals with a literary analysis of the Inaugural Vision 
presented in the call narrative of Ezekiel (1.1-3.27), followed by a 
discussion of parallel source material taken from the Ancient Near 
Eastern cultic and royal symbolism. It finally highlights a theology 
of transcendence in Ezekiel’s visionary presentation of the divine 
throne.   

 

 

 

Set against the historical setting of the people of ‘taken into exile out 

of its land’ (2 Kgs 25.21) in Babylon, Ezekiel’s theophanic vision 

begins with the Inaugural Vision (1.1-3.27) given on 31st July, 593 B.C. 

Generically speaking, the Inaugural Vision belongs to what Joerg 

Jeremias describes as the Theophanie-schielderung 

(theophany-description),1 and is constructed with a standard setting 

in which divine manifestation is accompanied by unusual natural 

phenomena and the divine words directed to the prophet.  

Ezekiel follows the long-standing call narrative in which visions are 

                                                 
1.  J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung, 
BWANT 10 (Neukirchen, 1977). See also the dated but still useful study by Julius 
Morgenstern, 'Biblical Theophanies', ZA 25 (1911), 139-93; ZA 28 (1914), 15-60.  
 
2. J. Herrmann, Ezechielstudien (Leipzig, 1924), 7ff; W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel, OTL 

(London: SCM, 1970), 21, 49-59.  
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related to divine oracles concerning the divine judgment or deliverance 

directed to the rebellious house of Israel (Amos7, Isaiah 6, Jeremiah 1). 

Ezekiel’s vision has affinity with Isaiah in the presentation of the 

glorious throne, an anthropomorphic deity, and a commission given to 

the prophet (Ezek 2.1-7, 8-10; 3. 4-11, 22-27; cf. 7.1-13; 20-27). 

However, Ezekiel’s Inaugural Vision differs in several accounts. There 

is a lack of the attending angels giving heavenly music in praise, divine 

appearance occurs in a foreign land, and the external form of the 

anthropomorphic deity is not given. Moreover, the divine throne in 

Ezekiel is presented as a chariot, closely connected with the Ark of 

Covenant (Hab 3.8; cf. Ps 104.3; 68.17). The description of the 

dynamic presence of God is lengthier and more elaborate than any 

other prophetic passages.   

So far as the language and imagery are concerned, there is a 

conspicuous imagistic progression in Ezekiel’s vision. In a 

horizontal-vertical direction the vision account presents a fourfold 

structure, producing an awesome numinous experience moving 

centripetally toward the sacred center : 1) the depiction of distant 

storm and cloud, 2) the living creatures, 3) the wheels, and 4) the 

throne with the man-like figure above the expanse. The content of the 

vision report itself is a rhetorically heightened act and the imagery of 

the throne-wagon reveals a polarity of empyrean heights and interior 

depths, in which the divine appearance makes the concrete space and 

time vanish dramatically, leaving the paradox of immanence and 

transcendence eternally unresolved.  

 

A. A Contextual Reading of the Inaugural Vision 
 The Inaugural Vision starts in 1.4 from the peripheral where the 

Storm, Cloud, and the Living Creatures unfold in a portentous way. 

The initial image of the open heaven graphically describes a visionary 

glimpse upwards into the abode of God (cf. Gen 28.12ff; 1 Kgs 22.19; 
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Isa 64.1), while significantly pointing back to the effulgent Sinai 

setting (Deut 33.2; Hab 3.3-4), in which thick clouds, fire, and 

lightning were all around about Yahweh (Ps 97.2-5). The open heaven 

is then accompanied by the storm and the cloud emerging from the 

north, a direction rich in theological associations. Elsewhere in 

Jeremiah, the north is a geopolitical setting from which an enigmatic 

enemy will come to attack Israel (Jer 1.14; 4.5-13; 6.1-8,22-26; 

8.14-17; 5.15-17; 25.9), and like a violent sirocco or devouring lion, to 

destroy Judah (Jer 6.18,19).3  In Psalms and the prophetic tradition, 

the north is regarded as a dwelling place of the deities (cf. Ps 48.2; Isa 

14.13ff). In Ezekiel, the direction of the north denotes something 

mysterious and unknown, fitting for the emergence of the divine 

throne-seat.  

 The stormy wind, clouds, and fire evoke an immediate, deep-felt 

mystic experience. In the patriarchal tradition, the mystic sense is 

usually associated with 8(7‚ $(, the 'Fear of Isaac' (Gen 31.42), "83* 

9*"!, the 'Mighty One of Jacob' (Gen 49.24), or %&%* %/*!, 'the terror 

of the Lord' (Job 9.34, 13.21). Moreover, the imagery of the stormy 

wind in the Biblical tradition stands for the regenerative and 

destructive force4  demonstrated in the creation narrative, in which 

the spirit of God moves over the face of the waters (Genesis 1.2). It is 

also related to wind and water God executed judgment during the time 

of Noah's flood (Gen 6). In the combat motif, Yahweh acts as 

                                                 
3. Otto Eissfeldt, Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der Israeliten durchs 
Meer, Beitr@ge zur Religionsgeschichte des Altertums I (Halle: Niemeyer, 1932), 
13-20; Aare Lauha, Zaphon der Norden und die Nordv`lker im Alten Testament, 
AASF (Helsinki: St@nderhuset, 1943); William F. Albright, “Baal Zaphon’, FS Alfred 
Bertholet, ed. Walter Baumgartner (Thbingen: Mohr, 1950), 1-14; B.S. Childs, ‘The 
Enemy from the North and the Chaos Tradition’, JBL 78 (1959), 187-98. See also 
Willaim L. Holladay, ‘Excursus: The Problem of the Identity of the Foe from the 
North’, Jeremiah I, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 42f.  
4. In the Enuma Elish, the divine king Marduk triumphs over the Serpent of the Sea, 
Tiamat, through the use of his most potent weapon, Imhullu, the mighty wind (IV, 
45, 95-100). See the Creation Epic in the section of the ‘Akkadian Myths and Epics’, 
trans. E.A. Speiser, ANET (1969), 66-67. 
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sovereign king reigns over the raging sea, the earth and all that it 

contains.  

The awesome phenomena of storm, cloud, fire, and dazzling 

brightness in Ezekiel forcefully contributes to a poetic synaesthesia, in 

which movement becomes light, and color converted to energy.  

Within such an awesome mystic atmosphere, four ;|% hayyot, living 

creatures appear (1.5), followed by a description of four faces in 1.6.  

The faces of a man, a lion, a bull, and an eagle in 1.11 represent an 

eminent animal in each of the spatial domains. Just as man is king of 

all animals in the world (Gen 1.28; Ps 8.7), the lion is fiercest of the 

forest (Num 23.24; 24.9; Judg 14.18; 2 Sam 1.23; 17.10). While the 

bull is considered most endurable and useful of the animals in the 

arable field (Prov 14.4; Job 21.10), the eagle ranks the most soaring 

and keen-sighted of the birds in the air (Deut 28.49; 2 Sam 1.23; Jer 

48.40; Job 39.27; Lam 4.19).5   

Verse 12 repeats the straight movement of each of the creatures (cf. 

1.9), but introduces the spirit without any explanation. The mention 

of the  burning coals and torches (1.13) echoes those in the solemn 

dream-vision of Abraham (Gen 15.7-11; 12-21), and is 

synaesthetically reinforced by  the sweeping energy given by the 

images of 'lightning', the blazing fire (1.13), and the living creatures’ 

disruptive darting and sparkling movement (1.14). Swiftness and 

brilliance are emphasized.     

The second part of the vision report focuses on the Wheels, Wings, 

and the Fiery Figure on the throne. The construction of the wheels is 
                                                 

5.  A midrash on Exodus 23.13 reads, 'R. Abin said: Four kinds of proud beings were 
created in the world: the proudest of all -man; of birds -the eagle; of domestic animals 
- the bull; of wild animals - the lion; and all of them are stationed beneath the chariot 
of the Holy One...' See Midrash Rabbah: Exodus, trans. S.M. Lehrman (New York: 
Soncino Press, 1983), 291. These animals serve as bearers or pedestals of images of 
gods in Ancient Near Eastern art, see ANEP pls. 470-74, 486, 830 for lion (646 for 
colossal winged lion from the doorway of Ashurnasirpal palace); 500, 501, 531, 
835a-b for bull (647 for winged bull guarding doorway to palace of Nimrud); 534 for 
winged lion with bull's head; 537 for gods mounted on different animals. Also see 
ANEP, 855 for an eagle-headed human figure with two sets of wings supporting 
overhead a sun-disk, symbol of a god, and in ANEP 653, horned bull-men holding a 
stool on which the divine symbol rests. 
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peculiarly dominated by a single design with ’one wheel inside the 

other’ and each wheel resembles chrysolites in accompanying the four 

living creatures.  After the rims and the straightforward movement of 

the wheels are given in 1.17-18, the creatures take the initiative in 

guiding the wheels to simultaneously moving alongside them. The 

passage concludes with the living creatures’ free, dashing movement in 

their going and halting. Again, the momentum comes from the spirit in 

the midst of the creatures.     

 The last section (1.22-27) deals with the expanse and the divine 

throne. The Hebrew 3*89 'firmament' is situated above the heads of 

the creatures, signifying a mythological zone which contains the upper 

and lower waters (Gen 1.6ff), the moon, the sun, and stars, and the 

throne of Yahweh above it overlooking the earth (Isa 40.22; Ps 113.5f). 

It appears like sapphire, opaque blue lapis lazuli (Lat., ’stone-azure’) 

which is clear as heaven itself in Exodus 24.9-11 (cf. Exod 28.18, Job 

28.6,16; Isa 54.11) 6. In Ezekiel, the firmament-expanse embodies a 

microcosmic reduction of the divine throne on high, and below it the 

earth and the kappôreth, mercy-seat as God's footstool.  

In 1.23, the two horizontally outstretched wings and the other 

lowering ones recapitulate those in 1.9 and 1.11. Except for the brief 

mention of the slackened wings of the halted creatures, 1.24 is mainly 

concerned with the sound of the creatures' wings like that of the great 

waters, the Almighty, and an army.  In his advent, the Lord of zebaoth 

is surrounded not only by flame but also by the deafening tumult of 

the ministering angels. Momentarily, the prophet comes to a 

captivating fusion of sound and motion, and the fluttering sound of 

the wings is about to be subdued to explosive silence in 1.25.  

1.26 portrays the figure of a fiery throne, who resembles the 

‘appearance of sapphire-stone'. An indefinable atmosphere and a more 

                                                 
6. The word 'awesome' is rendered by Greenberg as 'dazzling', but Zimmerli excludes 
it as a gloss. See Greenberg, 48 and Zimmerli, I, 87. 
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shadowy imagery surround the elusive throne. The anthropomorphic 

figure is seen with his upper trunk cast in the likeness of electrum and 

fire. In all its vagueness, he is forcefully encapsulated in fire resembling 

Moses’ presence before the burning bush (Exod 3.2), or the divine 

speaking ‘out of the midst of the fire’ at Mountain Sinai (Exod 19.18; 

Deut 5.4).  

In the elusive fire, God discloses as well as hides himself. A 

likeness of a rainbow emerges from the divine effulgence, and again 

resembles the unidentifiable fiery figure on the throne. Unfolding from 

within the absolute center, the divine self is enshrouded in an 

unfathomable depth of Ding in sich, echoing his self-manifestation as ’I 

am that I am’ before the burning bush (Exod 3.14).  

 To present the awe-inspiring majesty, Ezekiel describes God with 

an impregnated imagery of the luminous divine glory, and at the 

emotional as well as descriptive climax, the prophet utters: 'That was 

the appearance of the Majesty of YHWH'. At a glimpse of the glory, he 

could not but fall on his face to avoid a direct confrontation with the 

divine face. The inspired prophet’s inner vision has dramatically 

become an alter ego of the divine psyche in an arresting moment of 

mystical apprehension. 

                       

 
B. The Inaugural Vision and the Ancient 

Near Eastern Cultic Symbolism 
Scholars have searched for analogues of the Ancient Near Eastern 

religious background to the cultic symbolism of Ezekiel's theophanic 

vision. Such critical effort was exemplified by Franz Delitzsch and 

Bernhard Stade almost one century ago, who saw some links between 

Ezekiel and Babylonian language in a list of words and the influence of 

the Babylonian concepts on Ezekiel respectively. 7 Others like David H. 
                                                 

7. Franz Delitzsch, Specimen gloss. Ezechielico-babylonici (Leipzig, 1884); 
Bernhard Stade, Biblische Theologie des A.T. (Tübingen, 1905-11), I, 290-91.  
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Müller list literary parallels between Ezekiel’s prophecies and the 

cuneiform inscription.8  In addition, a tremendous amount of resource 

material, cultic furniture, and palace setting have provided a basis for 

studies of various religious symbols.9 Among them are a great number 

of man-like beasts and cultic emblems that have been discovered on 

the seats and palace walls in archaeological sites in Mesopotamia.10  

The religious texts and royal symbols relevant to the understanding of 

Ezekiel’s throne-wagon and living creatures are as follows. 

1.  Just like the Ugaritic mythological accounts, the north in 

Psalms and prophetic tradition is regarded as a dwelling place of the 

deities (cf. Ps 48.2; Isa 14.13ff). In Ezekiel, it indicates the sovereignty 

of the Lord of zebaoth over other gods and spiritual beings. The image 

of cloud and light in Ezekiel has a parallel in the Ugaritic literature 

regarding the pd, golden brilliance, attending Baal, which Yam plots in 

vain to take away. Another account in the Babylonian Creation Epic 

(Enuma elish I, 65-68) shows that Ea removes from Apsu the melammu 

                                                 
8. David Heinrich Müller lists literary parallels between the prophecies of Ezekiel 
and the cuneiform inscriptions in his Ezechiel-Studien (Berlin: Reuther & Richard, 
1895), 56-58.  
 
9. Among monumental collections of source material discovered in the Ancient Near 
East see G. Parrot and C. Chipiez, Histoire de l'art dans l'antiquite, II. Chaldee et 
Assyrie (Paris, 1884); Altorientalische Bilder zum Alten Testament, ed. Hugo 
Gressmann (Berlin, 1927); K. Galling, Textbuch zur Geschichte Israels (Tübingen, 
1950); James B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old 
Testament (ANET) (Princeton, 1969); Karl-Heinz Bernhardt, Die Umwelt des Alten 
Testaments (Güterloch: Mohn, 1967); E. Strommenger, 5000 Years of the Art of 
Mesopotamia (London, 1964); Othmar Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World: 
Ancient Near Eastern Iconography and the Book of Psalms, tr. Timothy J. Hallett 
(New York, 1978), and W. Beyerlin, Religionsgeschichtliches Textbuch zum Alten 
Testament (Göttingen, 1975), ed. Walter Beyerlin, ET: Near Eastern Religious Texts 
Relating to the Old Testament, OTL (London/Philadelphia, 1978) which is a 
translation of ancient Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Hittite, Ugaritic, and North Semitic 
texts with commentary. 

 
10. For studies of the Mesopotamian cultic and royal symbolism, see R.D. Barnett, 
Assyrian Palace Relief  (London: Batchworth, n.d.), pls. 1-8; 30-31; P. Albenda, 'Of 
God, Men and Monsters on Assyrian Seals', BA 41 (1978), 17-22; C.J. Gadd, The 
Assyrian Sculptures (London: British Museum, 1934), 50-53; A.K. Grayson, 
Assyrian Royal Inscriptions, Vol. I: From the Beginning to Ashur-resha-ishi 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1972). See also Moshe Weinfeld, '"Rider of the Clouds" 
and "Gatherer of the Clouds"', JANES 5 (1973), 421-26; K. Tallqvist, Akkadische 
Götterepitheata, Studia Orientalia 7 (Helsinki: Societias Orientalis Fennica, 1938); 
V. Vanel, L'Iconographie du dieu de l'orage, Cahiers de la Revue Biblique 3 (Paris: 
Gabalda, 1965). 
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(halo) and dresses himself with it.11 

 2.  As for the sparkling wheels in Ezekiel’s Inaugural Vision, the 

Ancient Near Eastern chemistry, geology, and metallurgy are 

important. A thorough study of the Syrian, Egyptian, and Akkadian 

culture has led G.R. Driver to conclude that the color of 

amber/electrum, fire, bronze/brass, and the sparkling splendor stem 

from some familiar process or object of a Babylonian brass-founder. 12 

3. The numeral 'four', which is derived from the Ancient Near 

Eastern concept of 'the four regions of the world' (an Akkadian 

expression kibr~t arba’i, ’four shores’), is rendered in the Old Testament 

as 'the four winds' to an all-embracing space (cf. Jer 49.36; Ezek 37.9) 

or an all-seeing God’s control of the whole world from above (Ps 

113.2-6; Isa 40.22; Ps 139.1-7). Here in Ezekiel’s vision, the numeral 

four symmetrically juxtaposes the storm, cloud, fire, and electrum in 

the opening scene with the creatures' four faces. The creatures’ wings, 

wheels, and the elements (firmament, electrum, fire, rainbow) 

surrounding the throne-wagon are skillfully displayed.   

4. The deities seated on the divine throne in the ANE sources are 

variably depicted as the storm-cloud, animals, or a wheeled 

conveyance in fighting against the cosmic enemies.13 Parallel materials 

can be found in a basalt sculpture found at Carchemish (dated around 

the first half of the first Millennium B.C), two lions are held by a 

bird-headed creature with a sky plate on its top, and throne rests on 

                                                 
11. ‘Akkadian Myths and Epics: The Creation Epic’, ANET, 61; F. M. Cross, 
Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 165-66 n.86; G.E. Mendenhall also identifies 
anan 'the cloud' with melammu (=halo), but does not distinguish between the 
enveloping cloud and the melammu, which is the radiance set inside the cloud. See 
G.E. Mendenhall, The Tenth Generation (Baltimore, MD.: Johns Hopkins Univ. 
Press, 1973). 54-5. See also Moshe Weinfeld, 'Divine Intervention in War', in 
History, Historiography and Interpretation: Studies in Biblical and Cuneiform 
Literatures, eds. H. Tadmor and M. Weinfeld (Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1983), 
131-36.  
        
12. G.R. Driver, 'Ezekiel's Inaugural Vision', VT 1 (1951), 60-62.14. G.R. Driver, 
'Ezekiel's Inaugural Vision', VT 1 (1951), 60-62. 

13.  Frank M. Cross, Jr., Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 155-56; 162-63. 
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the sky place above the birdlike creature.14 In an Achaemenid (Persian) 

seal a winged deity is at the top and his upper body differs from the 

lower portion.15 Two 'sky-bearers', whose hind legs end in calves’ feet, 

have each a human face and four wings, stand erect like humans, 

holding up the sky.          

Othmar Keel, a Swiss Assyriologist, have scrupulously studied the 

cultic and royal symbolism from the Ancient Near Eastern seals, 

inscriptions, and a number of artwork. In an excellent study of the 

divine splendor in Isaiah, Ezekiel and Zechariah, he places the 

appearance of Yahweh, attendant ministers, and natural phenomena 

against the Ancient Near Eastern sources. In particular, he shows in 

Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst: Eine neue Deutung der 

Majestätsschilderungen in Jes 6, Ez 1 und 10, und Sach 4, showing three 

views of sky-bearers in pair, standing alongside a deity, with hands 

stretching upwards.16  In the frames from left to right are the faces of 

lions, oxen, and eagles. 17 The central figure in each frame is a human 

figure, which is presumably a mountain deity flanked by a pair of iden-

tical animals who support something that is missing from the presenta-

tion.  

Whether the four creatures in Ezekiel are taken from the seraphim 

of Isaiah or the Ancient Near Eastern royal symbolism of guardian 

deities remains an open question, since there is no direct connection 

between seraphim with the sanctum of the Jerusalem temple. Despite 

                                                 
14. R. Klein, Ezekiel: The Prophet and His Message (Columbia, So Carolina: Univ. 
of So. Carolina Press, 1988), 19. 

 
15. R. Klein regards the feathery tail as corresponding to the flame of fire that 
comprises the lower half of the divine figure in Ezekiel's vision. The wings projecting 
from the deity symbolize the sky or heaven, in which the god is thought to dwell. See 
Klein, 19.  
 
16. O. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst: Eine neue Deutung der 
Majestätsschilderungen in Jes 6, Ez 1 und 10, und Sach 4 (Stuttgart: Verlag 
Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1977).   
 
17. O. Keel, 238.  
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its possible association with the serpent, the image of seraphim in 

Isaiah is understood as that of the living creatures in Ezekiel. 

Similarities are found in the pairs of wings, hands, and feet on the one 

hand, 18 and the verb 49” sarap, ('to burn') in Isaiah’s vision as a 

cognate of the ‘Seraphim’. It is thus no coincidence that the legs of the 

creatures in Ezekiel sparkle like 'burnished bronze'.   

   

 

C.  THE INAUGURAL VISON AND EZEKIEL'S 
THEOLOGY OF TRANSCENDENCE         

In the field of the history of religion, Ezekiel's concept of divine 

presence is a complicated one. It touches up a twofold issue. One is 

concerned with the human accommodation of the ‘holy other’, and 

the other, God as incomparable. The first issue is about an immediate 

feeling of a God who is outside and wholly apart from nature, a 

religious feeling similar to Rudolf Otto’s analysis of the irreducible, 

irrational religious experience identifiable as 'an unsurpassable form’. 

As an indispensable religious feeling, holiness, is in Otto’s view, 

synonymous with sublimity as found in the lofty throne and the 

sovereign figure of God'.20 A feeling of mysterium tremendum arises from 

a close rapport with something ’wholly other’, temporal or spatial, and 

results in a feeling of absolute amazement or blank wonder. 

Analogously, Ezekiel encounters in his intense spiritual activity a 

transcendent and absolute world, and submits himself completely to 

the imposing visionary landscape.  

From the outset of the vision clusters, Ezekiel’s concept of 

incomparability points to the fact that God manifests himself away 

from the long-held tradition of a fixed location. As is well-known, the 

                                                 
18 . Lorenz Dürr, 'The Motif of the Four Faces of the Cherub', Ezekiels Vision 

(Würzburg, 1917), 54-60; Zimmerli, I, 125f.  

20 . Otto, 63.  
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orthodox Jews usually link the glory of God with the land of Israel and 

the Jerusalem temple.21  As is evident, the appearance of the shekinah 

in the Inaugural Vision is outside Palestine, reflecting a persistent 

conflict between a temple and anti-temple ideology in Israelite cult. 22 

But the basic issue is more or less concerned with whether the divine 

glory should always be, as held by the Rabbinic tradition, present in 

Jerusalem. This question naturally leads to a debate whether Yahweh 

needs a physical temple to contain the ritual prescriptions of the 

Mosaic Law. To look into this issue, the classic case of Isaiah's temple 

vision can serve as a point of analogy. As analyzed by Knierim, Isaiah’s 

visionary account gives a telling case: Is Yahweh seated on his throne 

in the Jerusalem temple, or does Isaiah have a vision of Yahweh on his 

throne in heaven? If one puts the question differently, is the vision 

seen by Isaiah concerned with the existence of the throne in the 

Jerusalem temple or in the heavenly council? Is there any connection 

between the visionary throne of God  with the terrestrial temple at all? 

                                                 
21 . For the appearance of the divine glory in the ’unclean’ land outside Palestine, see 
Mekilta on Exodus. According to this Rabbinic school, God spoke to Moses outside 
the abominable city in Egypt and to prophets only in a clean place near water, as ’by 
the river Ulai’ in Dan 8.2 and by the side of the great Tigris river in Dan 10.4. See 
Mekilta de Rabbi Ishmael, ed. Jacob Z. Lauterbach (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication 
Society of America, 1933), I, 3-7, Max Kadushin, A Conceptual Approach to 
Mekilta (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1969), 31-282 
containing the identical content of Mekilta listed in Lauterbach’s edition and 
translation of the Meklta De-Rabbi Ishmael, or Mechiltha: Ein tannaitischer 
Midrasch zu Exodus, Erstmalig ins Deutsche übersetzt und erläutert von Jacob 
Winter und Aug. Wünsche, mit Beitragen von Professor Ludwig Glau (Leipzig: 
Henrichs, 1909), 2-3. The Midrash records an imaginary dialogue between the Lord 
and his angels regarding the divine appearance in Egypt (Exod 12): The angels 
asked, ’Wilt you go to an unclean place?’ The reply [from the Lord] was, ’Yes, so that 
my messenger Moses may not be put to shame’. See The Midrash Rabbah: Exodus, 
trans. S. M. Lehrman (London/New York: Soncino Press, 1983), 183-84. Nahum M. 
Sarna has pointed out that the location of Egypt in Exod 12.1 is given because it is 
an exception to the rule that all the laws were promulgated in the wilderness. See N. 
M. Sarna, Exodus, the JPS Commentary (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 
1991), 54. Nevertheless, Rabbis have cited Ezek 1.3 to refute a tenacious view that 
although God revealed himself everywhere, it was only in Palestine that the glory of 
God and his spirit remained as an ever-abiding reality. See Targum Jonathan ben 
Uzziel, ed. D.Rieder (Jerusalem, 1984-85) on Ezek 1.3; H. Parzen, ’The Ruah 
Hakodesh in Tannaitic Literature’, JQR XX (1929-30),  

 

22. R.E. Clements, God and Temple (Oxford/Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965), 
63-99. 
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23  

   Since God covers all space and all time, the heavenly realm and the 

earthly existence are identical from the perspective of eternity and 

transcendence. In some sense, heaven and earth are analogical 

participants in the divine Being and Becoming, when God's revelation 

is active in history. The temple on Mount Zion and the cherubic 

throne belong to an earthly order, but strictly speaking, they embody a 

heavenly realm. 24  The way Isaiah identifies the Jerusalem temple with 

heaven thus points to the assertion that the temple is a replica of 

heaven, 25 and that the visionary throne-seat in Ezekiel exists between 

heaven and earth. In the visionary reports of Isaiah and Ezekiel, the 

transcendent God is represented by the symbolism of the throne and 

the glory is 'representative' of the divine presence.  

The paradox found in God and Temple is a complicated semiotic 

issue, and warrants an inquiry into how symbols and images disclose 

the fuller manifestation and power of the signified that divine being 

and the visionary account of  who and what are in action. In some 

sense, the theophanic vision does not completely follow the agnostic 

notion that no predicate can truly be predicated of God, because God 

himself is a predicate of anything in the visible and imaginable world. 

                                                 
23 . Rolf Knierim confirms the call narrative as a historical experience and the 
relation of the revelation to the prophetic commission. He surveys the divided 
scholarly opinions concerning the possibilities of the earthly and the heavenly throne 
in his 'Vocation of Isaiah', VT 16 (1968), 47-68. We need to tend to the 
traditio-historical issues of the heavenly and earthly throne not only from the history 
of religions like the Ras Shamra texts where El gives his decrees ex cathedra in parallel 
to Zech 3 and 1 Kgs 22, but also from the redactional considerations in the different 
treatment of the throne in the vision of Isaiah and Ezekiel.  

24 . Knierim, ibid., 52. 
 
25. Benedick Otzen, 'Heavenly Visions in Early Judaism', In the Shelter of Elyon, eds. 
W.B. Barrick and J.R. Spenser (Sheffield: JSOT, 1984), 199-215. The conception of 
temple sanctuary has been conceived of as heaven on earth, as proposed by Gösta 
Ahlström regarding the temple at Hazor and Arad in Palestine. See Gösta Ahlström, 
'Heaven on Earth--at Hazor and Arad', Religious Syncretism in Antiquity: Essays in 
Conversation with Geo Widengren, ed. Birger A. Spenser (Missoula, Mont: Scholars 
Press, 1975), 67-83. See also Y. Aharoni, 'Arad: Its Inscriptions and Temple', BA 31 
(1968), 2-32. 
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While affirming the stipulated meaning of religious symbolism, one 

must build the doctrine of analogy on the supposed resemblance 

between the mundane world and God’s world. With such an analogical 

imagination, the hidden world beyond can become a phenomenal 

entity in a dialectical exchange of impossibility and possibility.     

   But when one comes to the orders of the sacred and the profane, 

heaven and earth are differentiated particularly. The existing human 

and natural spheres that have become a sacred space rests upon a 

profound similarity beneath the surface dissimilarities as two separate 

entities. The locus classicus on the human plane can be a place for the 

seer to make a visionary ascent to the third, seventh, or ninth heaven 

(Test Lev 18.10; 4 Ezr 4.7,8; 3 Bar 4.8; TB Hagigah 15b in which 

Akiba was able to follow God right into Paradise unhurt). It can also be 

a ritual designation for the divine to encounter human on earth. The 

altars, sanctuaries, and places of divine manifestation have become a 

sacred center, receiving ’meaning’ only when religious symbolism, the 

divine word, or the spirit of God is integrated into the living 

experience of the religious community, and when a separate spiritual 

world is made dynamic by the speech act. 

    Ezekiel depicts the most fundamental aspects of human 

experience and postulates an absolute, unconditioned reality of which 

his theophanic vision speaks. The prophet's individual knowing and 

the divine reality to which his individual knowing is directed are 

subsumed in an all-pervading subjectivity. The expanded prophetic 

consciousness, that is activated at this crucial juncture of the 

divine-human encounter, fleetingly grasps something beyond the 

limited relativity of time and space. It involves an objective, total 

otherness that one envisages but cannot attain with the senses. 26  

                                                 
26.  See Gordon Kaufman, God the Problem (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1972), 33f; Don Cupitt, The Leap of Reason (London: Sheldon Press, 1976), 
61-7. 
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To make the elusive divine presence in the vision report both 

sensuously comprehensible and supra-sensuously intangible, Ezekiel 

focuses on both the concrete detail and infinite spiritual aura. From 

the throne chariot, the firmament to the throne, he synthesizes the 

visionary reality in homoesis. It is easy to grasp, yet elusive. It is graphic, 

yet hard to substantiate. The static, concrete detail contributes to 

the ’spiritual’ characteristics of the divine self, but at the same time it 

is differentiated absolutely from God himself. Through theophanic 

communications, one grasps the divine manifestation, but 

instantaneously, eternity intrudes into the finite world and the 

particular absolute reality becomes an object of immediate 

apprehension. Only in mystic apprehension can heaven and earth, 

vision and reality, exist as one, while the depth and fullness of the 

heavenly mystery is partially intuited.      

   To encompass divine being and manifestation, Ezekiel presents the 

divine effulgence in a paradoxical mirror image, 27 highlighting the 

word 'appearance' as a theological response to the unsolved dilemma of 

transcendence in immanence. Etymologically, the Hebrew word ;&/y 

demuth ('likeness', 'form', 'image') indicates a subtle emanation of the 

divine aura, and is used to describe God and the heavenly world 

revealed as ’something’ totally outside and beyond. In the Augural 

Vision, the transcendence of God (1.28; 3.12,13) is underlined by 

epithets like ’likeness’ (;&/y: 4 times) or ’appearance’ (%!9/: 7 times). 

In the midst of fire something sparkles like the alloy of gold and silver, 

that is, according to Otto Procksch, 28 something like a mirror. In the 

disc of the mirror the prophet saw the 'appearance' of the four living 

                                                 
27 . Otto Procksch states that Ezekiel did not see 'die Urgestalt der göttlichen 
Herrlichkeit, sondern nur die ,4Pã< J@Ø h,@Ø'. See O. Procksch, 'Die Berufungsvision 
Hesekiels', FS K. Budde, BZAW 34 (Giessen: Töpelmann, 1920), 144. 

 
28 . O. Procksch, ibid., 142, n.1: ' 0*3 kann hier nur "der Spiegel" sein' (here 'eye' can 

only mean 'mirror'). 
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creatures, whose 'appearance' (%!9//ειδος) had the form (;&/y) of 

man (1.15). Something spread out above the heads of the four 

creatures looks like (;&/y) a firmament. It shines like a sheet of ice (or 

crystal 1.22), and is to be recapitulated by the apocalyptic vision of 

the primeval sea of glass in Revelation 4.3-6 and 21.11.  

Elusiveness characterizes the world above the expanse, which is 

predominantly a world of profound invisibility immersed in 

unfathomable similitude. Above the firmament, something looks like a 

throne (!ƒ ;&/y) which has the appearance (;&/y) of sapphire, and 

a figure appears like a man (.$! %!9/ƒ ;&/y) seated upon the form 

of a throne (!ƒ ;&/y; LXX: και επι τοu hoµoioµατos tou θρoνou 

hoµoioµα Òs ειδos ανθρoπou ανoθeν 1.26). The part above the 

appearance (;&/y) of the loin of the shadowy figure appears to be a 

shining alloy of gold and silver, and around the figure is the appearance 

(;&/y) of fire. Below his loin is the appearance (;&/y) of the engulfed 

splendor. The intuitive apprehension of the ultimate sacred center lies 

in an essential withholding from something hidden, veiled, and 

unspeakable. Just like an image in another image, or fire within fire, 

the figure within the image of fire is surrounded by brightness (1.27), 

and the appearance (;&/y) of the brightness is like a rainbow.         

The paradoxical nature of elusiveness lies in divine invisibility as a 

feature of the Hebrew concept of theophany. Samuel Terrien has 

argued that the appearance of Yahweh is of a blinding quality not 

really ’seen’ by the people, but only ’heard’, although there are visible 

signs of his presence.29 One must, however, add that the divine 

presence is 'perceived'; it is intuitively apprehended through an 

illumined inner sight. Except for the occasion where the voice of the 

heavenly Father sounds like a rumbling thunder (Jn 12.28f), the divine 

utterance in the Biblical tradition is direct and the men whom God 

                                                 
29 . Samuel Terrien, The Elusive Presence: The Heart of Biblical Theology (San 
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1978), 69. 
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calls can recognize it as a voice (Exod 3.2-6; 1 Sam 3.4-6; 1 Kgs 

19.9-15). When the divine presence is not manifested as a heavenly 

voice, it is vaguely described as a verbal quality, to ’appear’ or ’seem’. 

Theologically, the mirror image of the divine effulgence in Ezek 1 

provides a structure of interconnection between essence and 

phenomenon, between the divine and the human, thus offering 

possibilities for expansion and exploitation. It mirrors something in 

similitude, while disclosing mysterium lurking indefinitely behind the 

mirror of iconic presentation. Underlying the distinctive thought that 

man cannot see God and live (e.g. Exod 33.20; Judg 13.22; Isa 6.5), 

the entire description suggests that the prophet sees only a mirror in a 

mirror, a ‘symbolic’ equation of the mirror quality with that which is 

'representative' of something verbally suggested. Just as Isaiah sees the 

hem of the garment and the seraphim, Ezekiel concludes his 

description with the following words: ’Such was the appearance of the 

likeness of the glory of the Lord’ (RSV 1.28). The prophet has come to a 

transcendent and overwhelming experience. The depths of the interior 

space are suggested by a sort of negative thinking, in which the world 

of being is rendered into one of non-being.  

   In reality, Ezekiel does not see the throne, God’s waist, a rainbow, 

or even the likeness of the glory of the Lord. The prophet encounters 

the inexpressible, and the plethora of seemingly vague details lead him 

to the multiple elusive ‘appearance’ always on the verge of 

transformation. The appearance, which is a circuitio for the Lord 

himself, approximates what has been revealed. Seemingly it is 

self-generating and perpetually penetrating in approaching the core of 

the absolute center, but it also intensifies the hiddenness of an 

inaccessible God. What can be spoken of the elusive God refers to the 

enthroned figure in human form in 1.26, which is similar to the image 

of the white-haired Ancient of Days in Daniel 7.13-14 (cf. 1 Enoch 

46.1: 'One who had a head of days, and his head white like wool'). Like 
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Moses and Isaiah, Ezekiel has seen only the manifestation in its 

formation and transformation instead of the divine being himself. The 

vision culminates in the spiritual communication between God and 

the prophet, as the prophet places himself in an inner vision. At God’s 

disposal, he has felt about God’s mighty personal world, and by 

intuition he 'has been aware of His presence in what he has seen'. 30 At 

the most sublime moment of the divine-human encounter, the prophet 

has stood on a holy ground. At this moment, the hidden God in its 

holy enclosure reveals himself only through attendant phenomena.  

 

 

4.  CONCLUSIONS: THEOLOGICAL 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE INAUGURAL VISION 

In search of the historical purpose of the Inaugural Vision, one can 

view the manifestation of the divine throne as a theological expression 

of the divine judgment and deliverance. While defending his great 

name and glory, Yahweh indicts the rebellious house of Israel. Leslie 

Allen has rightly viewed that the conventional motif of the divine 

warrior is reversed as the storm theophany, taking the ark of covenant 

as a representation of the divine power and majesty. Surely, the divine 

presence in the Inaugural Vision heralds divine judgment against Israel 

for violating his justice and holy character. 31 As will be disclosed in the 

Temple Vision (Ezek 8-11), the important theological theme of divine 

judgment plays a key role in the first part of the prophetic corpus.    -

  

Conversely, the Inaugural Vision extols a triumphal appearance of 

God in the midst of Israel’s historical misfortune. The divine throne 

signifies Yahweh’s supremacy in the land of Israel as well as the world. 

                                                 
30. E. Brunner, Revelation and Reason: The Christian Doctrine of Faith and 
Knowledge , trans. Olive Wyon (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1946), 91.   

31 . Leslie C. Allen, ’The Structure and Intention of Ezekiel 1', VT 43 (1993), 

145-61.  
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With his unlimited power, he is able to deliver the people from distress. 

Such an understanding enables one to see the relevance of the divine 

kingship of Yahweh celebrated in the Israelite festivals. In his studies 

on Psalms (1921-24), Mowinckel draws attention to the dynamic and 

dramatic character of the pre-exilic worship and the autumn festival at 

Jerusalem. 32 Yahweh is depicted as the God of victory and salvation 

coming in glory and power.  

Ezekiel's theophany description can be seen as based upon the 

Temple cult, but it emphasizes the immanence and transcendence of 

Yahweh. Just as Cyrus (550-29) is God's anointed one in Isaiah (Isa 

45.1), the land of Babylon can become a holy ground for his glory to 

shine. Yahweh has, to Ezekiel as well as his school, chosen to make a 

new phase of revelation and to vindicate his holy name. The 

appearance of the divine throne affirms God’s covenant obligation to 

the exile community. It is from the soil of Babylon that the Lord 

initiates a divine drama of salvation for the house of Israel. To fulfill 

the prophetic hope of ’the Return’ of his own people, Yahweh is bound 

to return to his own temple and to reclaim his glorious status as king 

and lord in a transcendental, triumphal manner. During the time 

Yahweh has rejected the old and rebellious Israel, the glorious 

foreground is set against the dark phase of the exilic age. But now the 

Inaugural Vision initiates a drama of exile and restoration, a message 

of to be revealed in Ezek 33-48.33  Through his dramatic transforming 

force God is going to call to existence a community of the chosen 

                                                 
32. NEB correctly renders the Hebrew #( hag into ’pilgrim-feast’ (Exod 23.14-16; 
Lev 23.6, 34; Deut 16.10,13,16). Connected with a visit to God in the temple court 
(cf. Deut 16.14f; Isa 30.29; Amos 5.21-2; 8.10), hag-pilgrimage was observed by the 
Israelites in three occasions: Feast of Unleavened Bread, Weeks, and Booths. For this 
subject see Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1961), 487-517; Hans-Joachim Kraus, Worship in Israel (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell, 1966), 61-70; Harold H. Rowley, Worship in Ancient Israel: Its 
Forms and Meaning (London: SPCK, 1967), 184-212; Menachem Haran, Temples 
and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1978), 289-303, 
especially 298-300 on the festival of Tabernacles (Booths). 

33 . Ernst Vogt, Untersuchungen zum Buch Ezechiel (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 
1981), 11f.  
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people standing before him in truthfulness and walking in perfection., 
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“School as Place to Meet and to Learn” as Expressed by Louis I. Kahn 
 
 
 
Introduction 
     It was the mid nineteen-twenties when Louis I. Kahn (1901-1974), one of the prominent 
American architects of the twentieth century, began his practice. However, his major work of 
architecture did not appear until the early nineteen-fifties. The last two decades of his practice 
was a transitional period from Modernism to Postmodernism. It was the time of searching for 
new directions in architectural design philosophy while exploring advanced technology. Kahn’s 
philosophy of architecture is expressed through both his works of architecture as reflection of 
his creativity and his words as reflection of his thoughts. Furthermore, he expressed his 
philosophy of architecture through his design process and thought process that are considering 
the nature of human activity, the nature of space, and the space as reflection of the activity. For 
Kahn, the works of architecture are the solutions to his search for the ideal relationship of 
human activity and architectural space. He described that architecture as an institution of man 
stems from the beginnings of human activity. Furthermore, Kahn described the beginnings of 
human activity through the word “inspiration” that is part of human consciousness. “Inspiration 

to express, Inspiration to question, Inspiration to learn, Inspiration to live. These bring to man 
his institutions . . . The Institutions are the houses of the inspirations. Schools, libraries . . . The 
architect considers the inspiration before he can accept the dictates of space desired.”1 
“Inspiration” is the beginnings of creating an institution of man and it became one of the 
important stages of Kahn’s design process and thought process.       

Kahn’s creativity had been developed since his childhood. He grew up within the Jewish 
immigrant community in Philadelphia after he had immigrated with his family in 1906. Even 
though the way of living was not easy for him and his family, he was able to attend the schools 
in art from his early teens through 1924 when he received the Bachelor of Architecture from the 
School of Fine Arts at the University of Pennsylvania. Kahn expressed the significance of 
school through his experience at the Central High School where he attended from 1916 to 1920: 

“At Central High School, William Gray, teacher of Art, gave talks on Architecture. I was to be a 
painter but he touched the very core of my expressive desire. How circumstantial, but how 
wonderful is the light thrown upon the threshold when the door is opened.”2 The teacher’s 
lecture inspired him to the very core of his mind. For Kahn, the school was a place to be 
inspired. Furthermore, the school became a place not only to be inspired from, but also to 
inspire others. Later, Kahn became a spiritual educator.      
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1. The Objective of the Study 
Kahn had taught at universities since he became chief critic in architectural design at the 

Yale University in 1947. Later in 1955, he became a professor of the School of Fine Arts at the 
University of Pennsylvania, where he learned Beaux-Arts traditions, and continued to teach 
throughout his life. For Kahn, the school became one of the significant institutions of man. As 
part of his philosophy of architecture, Kahn frequently described the school not only as a place 
for an institution, but also as a place that inspires men to learn. He believed that learning is a 
fundamental inspiration of man and the desire to learn is one of the greatest of inspirations. 

The objective of this study is to examine the meaning of “school,” that could be 
interpreted as one of the most important institutions for Kahn, in order to comprehend part of 
his philosophy of architecture. The school could be interpreted not only as an institution or a 
place of learning, but also as a group of men who are willing to teach others and to learn from 
each others. Kahn was mentioned as the leader of a group, called “the Philadelphia School” that 
is considered an influential design movement in architecture during Modernism. It is also 
necessary to examine the Philadelphia School as an architectural design movement that would 
draw part of Kahn’s philosophy of architecture. Prior to the Philadelphia School, this study first 
examines the schools since the late nineteenth century, that one could interpret the period as the 
dawn of Modernism in architecture, in order to situate the Philadelphia School.  

Throughout his career, while working for improvement of the communities as part of the 
responsibility of the architectural profession, Kahn was also involved in designing schools. 
Some of them were not built, however, his philosophy would be expressed through his design 
process and thought process, not only through the completed works. It is important to examine 
the meaning of “school” not only through his works as solution to his search, but also through 
his design process and thought process. This study would examine the examples of his works. 
The examples are the First Unitarian Church and School, the Indian Institute of Management, 
and the Philadelphia College of Art. The works would be examined through both his 
descriptions of the design process and thought process, and through the accomplished work as 
the solution to his search for the ideal relationship of human activity and architectural space.  
 

2. The Schools since the Dawn of Modernism 
Several schools in architecture had appeared since the dawn of Modernism. One could 

distinguish that the major schools are the Chicago School, the Prairie School in the United 
States, and the Bauhaus in Germany. The Chicago School and the Prairie School are groups of 
architects who have similar ideas, thoughts and an architectural design philosophy. However, 
unlike the Bauhaus, they are not institutions in the literal sense. All three schools are the 
important architectural design movements that have influenced latter generations.  
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2-1. The Chicago School and the Prairie School 
The Chicago School appeared after the fire of 1871 in Chicago, a period when important 

technology was developed for new building construction. The steel framing structures, elevators 
and fire proof materials such as tiles to cover the steel framing structure were major elements of 
the advanced technology in architecture. The advanced technology made it possible, for instance, 
to construct multiple stories in fireproof buildings. This was a significant characteristic of the 
architecture of the Chicago School. It was widely applied to the tall commercial buildings. The 
architects of the Chicago School sought out to create in technical and aesthetic ways the 
combination of masonry and steel-frame in a form appropriate for the new architecture. The first 
of the Chicago School architects was William Le Baron Jenney who had practiced as an 
architect in Chicago since 1867. Louis Henry Sullivan, William Holabird, Martin Roche and 
Daniel Burnham were employed by Jenney. Later all of them became leading architects of the 
Chicago School.  

The Prairie School is a group of architects who practiced in Chicago and its suburbs. It 
was also called the second Chicago School. The emphasis of the Prairie School was not only 
designing commercial buildings as the Chicago School, but primarily residences and banks on 
the prairies of the Midwest. The architects of the Prairie School sought out to achieve a new 
architectural expression. The designs of the Prairie School were mainly characterized by precise, 
angular forms and original interior designs. Louis Henry Sullivan is sometimes mentioned by 
historians as a member of both the Chicago School in his early works of architecture and the 
Prairie School in his works in the Midwest after 1900. The leading architects of the Prairie 
School were Louis Henry Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Walter Burley Griffin.  

The influences of the Chicago School and the Prairie School were spread not only in the 
United States, but also outside of the United States. The architects of the Chicago School and 
the Prairie School, such as Louis Henry Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright became pioneers of 
the twentieth century architecture in the United States. One could interpret both schools as 
archetype of Modernism. 

2-2. The Bauhaus 
The Bauhaus is the school in the literal sense, which was founded by Walter Gropius, one 

of Kahn’s contemporaries. Gropius’s approach was to restructure a major institution of art 
education using modern ideas. The Bauhaus appeared in Weimar, Germany, in 1919 and 
continued to educate architects and designers until 1933 changing the locations to Dessau and 
Berlin. At one of the locations, Dessau, Gropius designed the new school building of the 
Bauhaus which consists of classrooms, student dormitory and workshops. It has become one of 
the symbolic buildings of modern architecture.  

Gropius provided the theory and organization of the Bauhaus that would strive to 
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coordinate all creative effort in a new architecture and to unify all training in art and design. The 
idea to create a new unity through welding together of many arts and movements was the 
guiding principle of the Bauhaus. Furthermore, the character and scope of the Bauhaus in 
education were drawn from the realization that: “Human achievement depends on the proper 

coordination of all the creative faculties. It is not enough to school one or another of them 
separately: they must all be thoroughly trained at the same time.”3 The purpose of education in 
the Bauhaus is to educate men and women in order to understand the world in which they live 
and in order to invent and create forms symbolizing that world.4 Gropius believed that it is the 
responsibility of the Bauhaus. The Bauhaus continued to develop the constructive program and 
new experiments in education, and it was an advanced school for creative work in Germany 
until 1933. 

After the Bauhaus days in Germany, Gropius moved to the United States and became one 
of the most influential architects during Modernism. He had taught at the Harvard University 
since 1937 and later became the chairman of the Department of Architecture at Harvard’s 
Graduate School of Design. Gropius believed that the essence of the idea in education was to 
train architects and designers who would bring the unity and beauty. It became the important 
part of his belief in education throughout his life. He described in “Scope of Total 
Architecture”5 that an architect must have a very broad and comprehensive vision to achieve a 
true synthesis of a future community. As well as Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, who had been the 
director of the Bauhaus from 1930 to 1933, became an influential architect. He had taught at the 
Armour Institute, which later became the Illinois Institute of Technology, since he was 
appointed the Director of Architecture in 1938. The influence of both Gropius and Mies was 
exerted through both teachings and their works of architecture. As an architectural design 
movement, the Bauhaus has been led by the master architects, Gropius and Mies. As an 
institution, the Bauhaus has continued since it was founded in Weimar. In 1994, more than half a 
century after the original Bauhaus was closed, the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation was founded. Its 
stated mandate is “to preserve, transmit, and study the legacy of the historic Bauhaus, as well as 
to contribute to solving the problems of designing today’s environment.”6 After the Foundation 
was founded, the Weimar Bauhaus became the Bauhaus University in 1996 and the Dessau 
Bauhaus became the Bauhaus Kolleg in 1999.7   

Even though the locations were changed and the names were changed, the original 
concept, the fundamental theory of education in architecture that Gropius founded in 1919 has 
not changed and would remain as a legacy of Modernism. Since it was founded, the Bauhaus 
has been the influential school and movement not only in architecture, but also in industrial and 
manual designs in all phases of contemporary life. Furthermore, the Bauhaus would remain of 
great significance not only as an organization, but also through the influences of its master 
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architects, Gropius and Mies.   
 
The influences of the architectural design philosophy of the Chicago School, the Prairie 

School and the Bauhaus were widely spread in the world. Some of them would continue to 
influence the next generations. Along with the other major schools, one could also interpret that 
the Philadelphia School was one of the influential schools in the period of Modernism.     

 

3. The Philadelphia School   
In the early nineteen-sixties, Kahn was mentioned as the leader of an architectural design 

movement, the Philadelphia School.8 The Philadelphia School is interpreted by researchers as a 
School of Architecture. One of the researchers, John Lobell described that the Philadelphia 
School might be defined as an activity in city planning, the architectural profession, and 
architectural education, centered around the Graduate School of Fine Arts at the University of 
Pennsylvania since 1955.9 Prior to the Philadelphia School, during his early 30’s (1932-1934) 
Kahn was the leader of the Architectural Research Group in Philadelphia. It was organized in 
order to improve the community as part of the responsibility of the architectural profession.  

In March 1961, the Progressive Architecture Symposium (P/A Symposium) titled: “The 
Sixties a P/A Symposium on the State of Architecture” was held as “Part One”. It continued the 
next month, April, as “Part Two”. They brought out the prevalent confusion and aimlessness in 
architectural design philosophy of the nineteen-sixties. It appeared without any logical 
ideologies and systematic disciplines. The period was the times of the exploring technology and 
lessons from the pioneers of the early period in the modern movement. In the P/A Symposium, 
Kahn’s comment on the aimlessness in architectural design philosophy was that the designers 
were unable to direct new things because of confusion and the great deal of permissiveness. He 
probably meant that they were not capable to design architecture with their own creativity. Kahn 
expressed: “we must strengthen our institutions in whatever way architecture, as the individual 

expressions of men, can strengthen our institutions.”10 During that time the architectural design 

philosophy needed to be improved and new influence on practice was necessary. It brought out part 

of the concepts of the Philadelphia School as an activity in the architectural profession and 

architectural education.     

As the leader of the Philadelphia School, Kahn brought in his philosophy of architecture. 
He expressed the essence of architecture as part of his philosophy: “If I were to try to define 

architecture in a word, I would say that architecture is a thoughtful making of spaces . . . Spaces 
which form themselves into a harmony good for the use to which the building is to be put . . . An 
architectural space must reveal the evidence of its making by the space itself . . . A plan of a 
building should read like a harmony of spaces in light.”11 Kahn emphasized the architectural 
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spaces that are expressive of the use to which they would be placed. He meant that everything in 
architecture, materials, structure, and natural light, should be expressed by the architect in a 
harmonious way. The architecture must show how it was made. Kahn considered that all living 
things should express their existence will as he described through the word “ina” (Kahn 
invented this word) in 1959.12 According to Kahn’s description, everything which lives, not 
only man, has ina. Ina is the common thing in all living things. It is the beginning of all 
conscious existence. An architect expresses through creating spaces while respecting everything 
in architecture, its existence will. The desire to express is a significant part of man’s activity that 
Kahn described: “I know that I always want to do more than I am able to do. Man is always 
greater than his works, because man can never fully express his aspirations.”13 This describes 
that the purpose of man’s activities is always in his mind and constantly kept in the advance. For 
Kahn, along with the desire to learn, the desire to express is one of the greatest of man’s 
activities.  

As man’s activity, the desire to learn brought an inspiration to create the school as an 
institution where men can learn. It is the beginning of school. Kahn particularly expressed it 
through his own words: “Schools began with a man under a tree who did not know he was a 

teacher discussing his realization with a few who did not know they were students. The students 
reflected on what was exchanged and how good it was to be in the presence of this man. They 
aspired that their sons also listen to such a man.”14 This is the spirit of beginning of learning. 
Kahn believed that the beginning of any established activity of man is its most wonderful 
moment. During the period when the Philadelphia School was active, however, the spirit of 
school did not seem to be reflected on the typical institutions of learning. Kahn felt that these 
schools were shallow in architecture because the spirit of the beginning of school, the man 
under the tree, has been forgotten. To solve the problem, he believed that the architect should be 
aware of what School wants to be, what is the form School and should convey the spirit of 
school in his own design.15 Furthermore, Kahn expressed the spirit of the beginning of school 
in 1967; “The marvel of the first classroom never leaves me, and now I approach a problem 

with the desire for the sense of beginnings. I think we need in all schools reverence for the 
marvels of the beginnings.”16 As the institution of learning for men, the desire to learn and the 
spirit of the beginning of school should be revered. The institutions of men, from a house to as 
complex as a city, are places for men’s activities and they should reflect the spirit of the 
beginnings. To reflect the spirit of the beginnings through creating institutions is the significant 
part in the architectural profession and architectural education and it could be interpreted as part 
of concepts of the Philadelphia School.  

The Philadelphia School was an architectural design movement that its approach 
indicated not only as one man’s personal expression, but an influential universal validity as Jan 
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C. Rowan expressed through his article “Wanting to be” in 1961. The Philadelphia School was 
continued by Robert Venturi and Romaldo Giurgola and other followers of Kahn. Not only as 
the leader of the Philadelphia School, Kahn was often mentioned by critics in architecture as an 
architect bridging Modernism and Postmodernism. One of them, Robert A. M. Stern situated 
Kahn specifically as the transitional figure between the second generation of the modern 
architects: Kevin Roche, Paul Rudolph, and Philip Johnson, and the third generation of the 
modern architects: Venturi, Giurola, and Charles Moore.17 However, Kahn’s philosophy of 
architecture transcends the periods and would continue to influence the next generations not 
only as part of the Philadelphia School, but more strongly as his own. For Kahn, the 
Philadelphia School probably meant beyond a School of Architecture, but school as a place to 
learn for everybody as part of man’s activities. 
 

4. The School as Expressed by Louis I. Kahn through Works of Architecture  
The schools designed by Kahn were not many, and even fewer were built. However, some 

of them became masterworks of the twentieth century architecture. This chapter examines the 
schools designed by him, the First Unitarian Church and School, the Indian Institute of 
Management and the Philadelphia College of Art, in order to draw the meaning of “school.”  

The First Unitarian Church and School (1959-1967) was an example of Kahn’s concepts 
of “form and design.” In 1961, after completion of the design phase, he stated that the final 
design did not correspond to the first design, but the form was still kept. Kahn, as he described 
in his words, considered what the form School is. His first design was a completely symmetrical 
square which consisted of the schoolrooms around the periphery while the corners were 
emphasized by larger rooms. Kahn further described part of the design process: “At one stage of 

discussion some even insisted that the sanctuary be separated entirely from the school. I said 
fine, let’s put it that way, . . . Soon everyone realized that the coffee hour after the ceremony 
brought several related rooms next to the sanctuary, which, when alone, were too awkwardly 
self-satisfying and caused the duplication of these rooms in the separated school block. Also, the 
schoolrooms, when separated, lose their use for religious and intellectual purposes, and, like a 
stream, they all came back around the sanctuary.”18 What he described was that the importance 
of the relationship between the schoolrooms and the sanctuary. They should not be separated as 
their functions are related. It brought the form of the First Unitarian Church and School, and the 
form was reflected on the final design. Kahn’s design was considering the space as a reflection 
of the spirit of man’s activity. Later in 1973, he described the essence of the First Unitarian 
Church and School: “This church building is a little world within a world, just as a house is its 

little world within a world, but, nevertheless, they are very different. The one makes a home. The 
other makes a place away from home, where home is also. So you never lose sight of the home, 
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because a person coming from his home to a place away from his home must feel he is in a 
place where home is not away from him.”19 The First Unitarian Church and School is a place to 
meet others and it has a sense of home. Kahn considered that it was not a personal place, but a 
place for many and the place should reflect men’s activities. As final plan, the First Unitarian 
Church and School is designed with the sanctuary surrounded by classrooms and offices. It was 
the original concept since the beginning of the design. From the large center space, small rooms 
are placed in a functional way. At the center of the space, the meeting room is placed as part of 
hierarchy in the spatial organization and it reflects the nature of the Unitarian Church. 
Furthermore, the natural light from all four corners of the room emphasizes a sense of sanctuary. 
Even though the rooms are different in size, together they reflect a unified sense of community. 
The entire project is designed as a place to come in order to meet others as part of man’s 
activities. In the First Unitarian Church and School, the essence of place for Kahn could be 
interpreted as a meeting place for everyone while feeling at home.  

The Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad, India (1962-1974) is designed as a 
school with dormitories and teacher’s houses. It is the place for learning and living. Kahn 
described in 1965; “The plan comes from my feelings of monastery . . . I made all these 

buildings answerable to each other even though the scale of the house and the dormitory and 
the school is so different.”20 In this complex, school, dormitories and teacher’s houses are 
placed to meet each other. Especially, the dormitories are placed right next to the school. Kahn 
also described: “In the total plan, the dormitories and classrooms are held together as a unit 

distinguishable from the rest of the campus, which is composed of faculty, administrative, and 
servants’ housing . . . I want to create an atmosphere in which the students will not feel that 
living and learning are separate. That is what the dormitory-classroom complex achieves. Even 
the porches serve as classrooms. The porch of each dormitory house becomes a transitional 
space where living and learning meet. The porch not only protects you from the sun, but also 
can be a community room.”21 On this site Kahn emphasized the classrooms and dormitories as 
a distinguishable unit. As a unit held together, the relationship of classrooms and dormitories 
reflects the relationship of man’s activities, such as to learn and to live. The entire project is 
designed with the combination of grid and clustered spatial organization. It articulates the 
importance of a group of spaces in both outside and inside of the buildings, but also the 
relationship of man’s activities. With the climate in India, the porch of each dormitory becomes 
an important space and a transitional space where living and learning meet as Kahn described. 
The porches serve as classrooms as well as community rooms. The Indian Institute of 
Management is the place for learning and living. It could be interpreted that the essence of 
school for Kahn in this project is the place to meet others and to learn from each other while 
sharing their livings. 
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The Philadelphia College of Art (1964-1966) was a complex project in the city of 
Philadelphia. Kahn was commissioned to design the expansion of the Philadelphia College of 
Art in 1964. The program included studios associated with Schools of Fine Arts, History, 
Architecture, Painting and Sculpture. A library, exhibition hall, auditorium and a theater of 
performing arts were required. Additionally, dormitories, a dinning hall, faculty club, 
gymnasium, swimming pool, offices for the management, and parking facilities were to be 
housed on the available space. Kahn’s approach was to design the project as a small city. During 
the design process, Kahn considered the concept of “garden, court and plaza”. He described; “I 

am interested in gardens. I understand gardens, I feel them, I can . . . Garden leads you into the 
idea of the court. There are yellow, blue, red, and green courts. Court is a boy’s space. Then 
there are courts and plazas; plaza is a man’s space.”22 Court and plaza are places to meet 
others. Kahn expressed the importance of the garden, court and plaza where men meet others. 
The final plan was submitted at the beginning of 1966 to authorities, however, was not approved 
for execution. The Philadelphia College of Art was not built. Even though the project was not 
accomplished as built, Kahn’s expression remains: “Suppose you had a great kind of alley, or 

gallery, and walked through this gallery, and connected to this gallery are schools which are 
associated in the fine arts, be it history, sculpture, architecture, or painting, and you saw people 
at work, in all these classes . . . It was designed so that you felt always as though you were 
walking through a place where people are at work.”23 In this project, the essence of school for 
Kahn could be interpreted as a place where men meet others and learn from each other while 
sensing their activities. Furthermore, in the Philadelphia College of Art, Kahn tried to express 
the nature of the city, such as its “availabilities.” 

It could be found that the schools designed by Kahn have places where men can freely 
come to meet others. It is the place men exchange their knowledge with each other and learn 
from one another. One could distinguish that the sanctuary and the classrooms in the First 
Unitarian Church and School, the porches, the courts and the classrooms in the Indian Institute 
of Management, and the court, plaza, garden and gallery in the Philadelphia College of Art are 
the places where men meet others and learn from each other.       

 
5. The Meaning of “School” for Louis I. Kahn 

Kahn was a spiritual educator even though he had never founded a school as a place to 
educate, such as the Bauhaus. For Kahn, the school is a place not only to educate, but also 
where men meet others and learn from each other. He further believed that the essence of school 
is to be inspired in order to learn in the spaces: not only classroom, but also porch, court, plaza, 
garden, and others. Later in 1973, he expressed the essence of space for him: “I make a space as 

an offering, and do not designate what it is to be used for. The use should be inspired, that is to 
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say, I would like to make a house in which the living room is discovered as the living room.”24 
In the same manner, one could interpret that man who uses the space would discover as a place 
to learn and it becomes a school. One of Kahn’s students at the University of Pennsylvania 
described that his lectures were informal and there were always questioning and answering 
between the students and Kahn.25 In his classroom, the students probably discovered it as a 
place to learn and it became a spiritual school where they were inspired to learn. Kahn often 
mentioned that a good question is always better than a good answer. It could be interpreted that 
questioning is a reflection of man’s desire to learn and part of the essence of the school.  

Through his works of architecture, Kahn expressed the meaning of “school” as a place to 
meet others and to learn from each others with emphasis on the relationships of the spaces and 
human activities. It was distinguished as meeting and learning places: the sanctuary and the 
classrooms in the First Unitarian Church and School, the porches, the courts and the classrooms 
in the Indian Institute of Management, and the court, plaza, garden and gallery in the 
Philadelphia College of Art. The relationship of the spaces in the schools provides connections 
not only to these spaces, but also to human activities, such as meeting and learning.    

As Kahn believed, the school as an institution of learning stems from the spirit of the 
place, under a tree, a man and others around him listening to the words of his mind. It was 
probably an enlightening moment when they realized that one man is a teacher and others are 
students and that it is wonderful to learn. Later in his life, Kahn expressed what school meant 
for him: “I teach school because I think school is my chapel. When I go to school, I think my 
duty is to write Psalms. And I don’t know if I do or not; but I certainly think of it that way.”26 
Kahn probably meant that the school is a spiritual place. To learn is a spiritual part of human 
activity. For Kahn, the meaning of “school” is not only the institution or the place where men 
share the space to meet and to learn, but also to share their thoughts by expressing themselves.  

   
6. Conclusion  

The Chicago School, the Prairie School, and the Bauhaus were the new influential 
architectural design movements since the dawn of Modernism. The Chicago School and the 
Prairie School could be defined as the important movements in the architectural profession. The 
Bauhaus could be defined as the important movement in the architectural profession as well as 
architectural education. Along with the three major schools, the Philadelphia School could be 
defined as the important movement in the architectural profession and architectural education, 
but also the movement that synthesizes men’s creativities and environmental improvements for 
the next generations. The Philadelphia School probably brought a prominent influence in 
architecture not as an institution or movement, but as Kahn’s spiritual leadership in the 
architectural design philosophy. 
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Kahn’s philosophy of architecture would continue to influence through his spiritual 
school: “a man under a tree who did not know he was a teacher discussing his realization with 
a few who did not know they were students.” In that sense, the school was recognized as the 
place to meet and to learn. It brought the institution of learning and could be called 
“availability” as Kahn described it.27 He frequently used the word “availability” when he 
described the city. The city is composed of “availabilities”, such as schools, churches, libraries 
and others. One could interpret that for Kahn, the school is the most important institution that 
inspires men to meet others and to learn from each others. The place to meet and to learn stems 
from the beginnings of human activity that eventually grows into a community.  
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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this paper is to explore Benjamin Britten’s opera The Rape Of Lucretia as 

an example of how he brought about a revival of interest in a sub-genre of opera; the 

chamber opera. This was essentially what the first operas were, beginning with 

Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo. The reasons why Britten chose to do this will be discussed as well 

as some of the composition methods he used. The reception of the opera will be explored 

also. Finally, the opera will be presented as an example of Britten’s personal ideals about 

the composition of opera. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Although the genre of the chamber opera ( an opera of modest proportions for a few 

singers and chamber orchestra) had not been forgotten, it had fallen by the wayside for 

most of the nineteenth century. This was the time when grand opera reigned supreme. 

Audiences clamored to see the latest stage spectacle by Meyerbeer, Verdi, Wagner and 

Puccini. However, by the twentieth century, smaller-scale works began to be embraced 

again, particularly after the second world war. This was due to many reasons, not the 

least of which had to do with a lack of money in many European countries, which were 

pooling most of their resources into rebuilding their infrastructures. The time was ripe for 

a composer who was not tied to nineteenth century conventions. Such a composer was 

Benjamin Britten. 

In his article, “ Benjamin Britten: Twenty-five years of Opera,” George Martin 

states, “ In the twenty-five years since the Second World War, no other composer in the 

field of opera has done as well as Britten.” (Yale Review XL, 24) This is of course one 

man’s opinion, but it is an opinion that most authorities on opera seemed to uphold. 

Britten was one of those few geniuses who was appreciated as such during his lifetime. 

Within a few weeks of the first performance of Peter Grimes, so many music critics 

descended upon London from different parts of the world that it was clear the opera had 

earned itself a place in the international repertory and Britten had become an important 

composer in the operatic field. 

 Edward Benjamin Britten was born on November 22, 1913 at Lowestoft, Suffolk. 

The youngest of four children, he was born to a father who was a dental surgeon and a 

mother who was an amateur singer. Music was an early love for the young Britten and 

one in which he was encouraged. He showed prodigious talent early on as a composer, 

writing his first music at the age of five. He studied piano and viola while he was young. 

Starting in 1927, young Benjamin started to seriously study composition with the 

composer Frank Bridge. This mentor-student relationship had a profound influence on 

Britten. About Frank Bridge, Britten wrote, ‘ He taught me to think and feel through the 

instruments I was writing for.’ In 1930, Britten was awarded a scholarship in composition 

at the prestigious Royal College of Music. While there, he studied composition with John 

Ireland and piano with Arthur Benjamin. After completing his studies in 1933, Britten 

settled in London and wrote mostly incidental music for theater, film, and radio. Britten’s 
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operatic career was launched, in part, due to the influence of two great artists. Wystan 

Hugh Auden, the successful English poet and librettist, encouraged Britten’s interest in 

the theater and provided the libretto for Britten’s first opera, Peter Grimes (1944-5), 

which premiered in London on June 7, 1945 at the Sadler’s Wells Opera. George Martin 

writes that, “ Grimes had an instant success with the London audience which was starved 

for opera throughout the war. Grimes was proclaimed a masterpiece.” (Yale Review LX, 

26) One would think that this early success would have left Britten elated. However, 

while he was encouraged by the success of this opera, Britten was not happy with the 

experience of the production. A group of singers at Sadler’s Wells who were not involved 

with the production of Grimes, demanded the company’s reorganization because of the 

piece. They resented the amount of publicity that Britten and his opera were receiving. 

They also complained because Britten, Pears and the producer were conscientious 

objectors to the war. They demanded a postponement of a recording of the opera, a 

change of management, and a new policy which would stress the standard operas in 

which they hoped to make their reputations. Unfortunately, the singers won and the 

company did not commission another opera from Britten. Not surprisingly, the whole 

affair left Britten very suspicious of the operatic establishment and especially of large 

companies where the specter of money seemed to overshadow all else. This experience 

had a very large hand in Britten’s decision to try chamber opera which was more flexible 

and on a much smaller scale. ( New Grove. I, 606) 

 After his experience at Sadler’s Wells Opera, Britten started looking for 

someplace that would appreciate his talents better. He noted,     “ To some of the singers, 

writers and musicians involved in Peter Grimes this appeared to be the moment to start a 

group dedicated to the creation of new works, performed with the least possible expense 

and capable of attracting new audiences by being toured all over the country. “  

(White,1983) Although this desire would eventually lead Britten to form the Aldeburgh 

Festival, he first decided to work with the newly formed Glyndebourne English Opera 

Company. In order to keep production expenses down and to have the capability of 

touring, Britten revived a form of opera that hadn’t been seen much since the eighteenth 

century: the chamber opera. The subject he chose for his first journey into this new/old 

operatic form was a legend from antiquity: the ancient Roman story of Lucretia. 
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 Britten’s first foray into the chamber opera genre was The Rape Of Lucretia, 

which was premiered on July 12, 1946 by the English Opera Group at Glyndebourne. 

Britten chose as the groundwork for his setting of the Lucretia legend, Andre Obey’s play 

Le Viol de Lucrece. To comment on the action of the play, Obey had chosen two 

narrators, the Male and Female Chorus. These characters were given special insight into 

the minds of the characters. Britten especially liked this feature of the play. He further 

expanded the idea of the Choruses by having them relate to the pagan tragedy in terms of 

Christianity (a feature which would often be criticized and will be discussed later). In 

order to further reduce the scale of the production, Britten’s librettist, Ronald Duncan, 

reduced the cast to four men and four women. This created a nice balance dramatically 

and musically. He also compressed the action into two acts instead of the original four. 

This meant that much more insight would have to be communicated musically than 

verbally. This was a challenge that Britten was well equipped to accept. 

 One of the most obvious features of chamber opera is the greatly reduced 

orchestra. The orchestration for The Rape Of Lucretia was kept to a bare minimum. Only 

twelve instruments are called for in the score: five winds (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, 

horn), one of each of the five standard strings, harp and percussion. It seems obvious that 

such scoring calls for highly virtuosic players. Every sound becomes exposed and takes 

on certain characteristics. Each instrumental sound takes on a unique significance in the 

overall scheme of the piece. (Evans, 125) The use of these unique sounds allowed Britten 

to create new types of 'mood music.' Nowhere is this more apparent than in the scoring of 

Lucretia's sleep music. Britten used the bass flute and the bass clarinet along with a 

muted horn to achieve a hollow sound. Added to this, he brings in the harp (playing 

harmonics) with the entrance of the Female Chorus to give the whole passage a luminous 

quality (Ex. 1).  

 

 Example 1. 
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 Since each instrument takes on a unique character and tends to stand out to the 

listener, Britten was faced with the problem of what to do instrumentally when he wanted 

especially important text to stand out. He solved the problem by reverting back to the 

Classical technique of secco recitative (using the piano instead of the harpsichord). 

Britten proved himself a master of this technique in Lucretia. He even made the overall 

texture of the opera more seamless by using accompanied recitative to make transitions 

back into the fully orchestrated body of the work. Britten's use of recitative is one of the 

reasons he has been called a 'neoclassicist.' Lucretia is one of the composer’s best 

examples of a more 'classical' technique. Britten was also interested in, as he put it, “the 

Classical practice of separate numbers that crystallize and hold the emotion of a dramatic 

situation at chosen moments.” Lucretia is full of such moments. However, it is not a 

number opera (neither are any of the rest of his operas). Even though there are clearly 

“numbers” in the opera (for lack of a better word), Britten uses pervasive motivic and 

harmonic relations found in more through-composed works. (Whittall, 607)  

Ronald Duncan, Britten's librettist for Lucretia, notes, " Britten saw that the same 

lucidity and brevity he demanded from a librettist, should also be the composer's style: 

the ability to establish a mood with a single chord or its repetition, or to identify a 

character or a dramatic situation". (Duncan, 64) Of course this was not a new 

compositional technique. Composers since Wagner had been using leitmotifs. However, 

unlike Wagner, Britten did not use a comprehensive leitmotif system of construction. 

Instead, he used the leitmotif idea to emphasize the fundamental conflict in the action and 

to achieve a more homogeneous texture in the opera. (White, 154) One of the essential 

ways that Britten used the leitmotif idea in Lucretia was to express the conflict between 

innocence and violence. To find the two contrasting motives needed, he took the interval 
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of the diminished fourth and arranged the notes in two different ways. The first motive 

(Ex. 2), a descending scale passage, is Tarquinius's theme (violence). The second (Ex. 3), 

a sequence of two thirds in contrary motion, is the theme associated with Lucretia 

(innocence). In general, the motive for maleness is a scale, either descending or 

ascending. The ascending scale is clearly associated with Lucretia's husband, Collatinus, 

who is the moral opposite of Tarquinius (Ex.4).  

 

 Example 2.   Example 3.   Example 4. 

 

 
 

Another motivic device, which Britten uses extensively in Lucretia is the minor 

third. The minor third has been used by composers to express grief since the medieval 

sequence, Dies Irae. Britten uses it throughout the opera to give an overall feeling of 

despair. For instance, it is used at the very beginning of the opera at such key points as:  

a) the first mention of the Tarquins, b) the “noise of crickets” figure in the harp and c) the 

phrase with which the Male Chorus introduces the generals in camp. Later in Act II, as 

the rape scene itself approaches, the use of minor thirds becomes hypnotic and almost 

obsessive. (Headington, 121-22) Since The Rape Of Lucretia was Britten's first chamber 

opera, one might be inclined to think of it as experimental. However, there is nothing 

experimental sounding about Britten's use of the chamber medium in Lucretia. It is not 

even perceived as a limitation, but rather as a revelation of the added insight such a style 

brings to the drama itself. (Howard, 45) 

Over the years, many people have criticized The Rape Of Lucretia for its 

“Christian commentators” in the forms of the Male and Female Choruses. Even from the 

opera’s premiere’ this was a point of contention among critics. Cecil Gray wrote in the 

July 14, 1946 issue of The Observer:  
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" For the most part the work is powerful and effective, but there are 

moments when it is difficult to reconcile the simple and brutal story 

of ancient Rome with the superstructure of sententious neo-Catholic 

moralizing imparted by the chorus!" 

 

 

Another critic for the July 20,1946 issue of The Times wrote:  
  " Indeed it draws too much, for the end of the opera, with its Christian  

moral tacked on to the close of the drama already completed strikes false  

and spoils as anticlimax the great ostinato with which the composer resolves 

the tragedy." 

 

 

 

While most critics attacked Duncan over this issue with the libretto, it was in fact Britten 

himself who insisted on having the Choruses end the drama with a Christian viewpoint of 

the tragedy. This was a quite natural idea for Britten who was puzzled by the criticisms. 

(Elliot, 29) In Yale Review (Autumn 1970: 28), George Martin points out, " People who 

ask, 'Why bring Christianity into a pagan story?' underestimate the intensity of Britten's 

Pacifism and of his belief in Christianity." The final word on this subject goes to 

Christopher Headington who writes, " The Rape Of Lucretia could be described as an 

'intimate' opera. This introverted quality could make the audience, who are helpless 

spectators of this tragedy, feel claustrophobic if the Male and Female Chorus were not 

there to buffer the impact with their Christian commentary." (Headington, 121)  

 It is always interesting to see how a work was received when it premiered, 

especially when the composer tries something radically different from what his audiences 

are used to. Luckily since Lucretia premiered right after World War II, there were plenty 

of people ready to talk about something other than the war. Here are a few of the reviews 

from that first run of the opera.  

 
" The Rape Of Lucretia is not the worst opera ever written. It is indeed a masterly 

production in its own kind." Stage, July 18, 1946  
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"Except for the novelty of treatment, the music shows little development in Mr. Britten's 

style..." The Weekly Review, July25, 1946  

 

" I must confess that there is too much "Sprechgesang" and not enough music in the opera 

for my liking... I look forward then, to the day when Mr. Britten will give us an opera that 

is all music." Ernest Newman, Sunday Times, July 28,1946  

 

" When in The Rape, Britten has three people singing different word with Lucretia in bed 

it sounds like bedlam to me. I can only sigh with relief when the band drowns the .lot." 

Preston Benson, The Stage, August 9,1946  

 
" But we listen to The Rape Of Lucretia wholly unmoved and with no more reluctant 

admiration for so much musical cleverness whose purpose remains neither intelligible nor 

sensible." W.J. Turner, The Spectator, September 6,1946 

 

Judging by the reviews, one might come to the conclusion that all of the real opera critics 

died in the war. However, it must be remembered that with each advance in art, there is 

resistance. This resistance usually comes because the new work does not fit in with the 

accepted aesthetic of the time, as was the case with The Rape Of Lucretia. The reviews 

did not have much impact on the work however. There could be no doubt that the 

audience received the work well. By the end of the summer, Lucretia had played about 

seventy-five times in Great Britain. The 100th performance was celebrated at Covent 

Garden on October 17 of the following year. ( White, 55) The success of  Lucretia helped 

solidify the chamber-opera genre in the twentieth century. Other notable composers such 

as Michael Tippett, Gian Carlo Menotti and Kurt Weill had great success composing 

chamber operas. 

After Lucretia, Britten went on to write 14 more operas, including two more in 

the chamber-opera genre, Albert Herring and The Turn Of The Screw. Today, he is 

generally considered one of the great composers of the twentieth century (or any other 

century for that matter). Usually it takes quite a bit more time for a genius to be 

appreciated for what they are. That does not mean however, that Britten's operas are not 

subject to criticism to this day. Many critics and scholars still cannot understand why he 
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chose to put the story of Lucretia in a Christian framework. Furthermore, many critics 

fail to look beyond the surface of the text and listen to the deeper meanings and subtexts, 

which Britten presented in the music itself. Take for instance this review by Ellen 

McDonald in Opera Quarterly (Autumn 1986).  

She writes, 
" The most important instance of the 'ideal- woman' is Lucretia. Britten  

hardly characterizes Lucretia at all. Before the rape, her words disclose  

nothing except her complete obsession with Collatinus. During and after  

the rape, one can only tell that she is traumatized by it. She no longer sings  

'ideal-woman' music. The others respond to her suicide by saying, 'So brief  

is beauty.' This reaction shows the opera's prevailing attitude toward Lucretia:  

she is a lovely object." p.92-3 

 

The Rape Of Lucretia serves not only to illustrate Britten’s revival of the chamber opera 

genre, but also serves as a microcosm of the composer’s compositional philosophy. 

Britten's attitude towards operatic composition can be seen in the speech he made upon 

receiving his first Aspen Award in 1964. He said, " I certainly write music for human 

beings directly and deliberately. I consider their voices, the range, the power, the subtlety, 

and the color potentialities of them. I consider the instruments they play- their most 

expressive and individual sonorities... I also take note of the human circumstances of 

music, of its environment and conventions; for instance, I try to write dramatically 

effective music for the theatre..." Britten gave even more insight on his artistic beliefs in 

his speech upon being made a Freeman of the Borough of Aldeburgh in 1962, " I believe 

that an artist should be part of his community, should work for it, with it, and be used by 

it." (Kendall, 85,97) Britten never lost the belief that art should convey fundamental 

truths. A prevailing theme to his operatic works is the confrontation of social majorities 

by showing their bigotry, and perhaps this is the greatest legacy left to the world by this 

twentieth century master.  
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 Abstract: China and India: Two Asian Giants and Two Differing Communication Policies 
 
China and India are two Asian countries with rich cultural heritage and history. They are the 
largest countries with together constituting nearly one-third of the world population. – China with a 
population of 1.3 billion and India with 1.1 billion. 
 
The Chinese civilization dates back to 3,500 years. Under the Han dynasty (202 BC to 220 AD), 
the Chinese empire was as large as the Roman empire. Mongols conquered China in the 13th 
century, but the Chinese rule was restored in 1368. The Manchu people of Mongolia ruled the 
country 1644 to 1912 when the country became a republic. War with Japan (1937-45) was 
followed by a civil war between the nationalists and the communists. The communists triumphed 
in 1949 establishing the People’s Republic of China (PRC).   
 
India is one of the oldest civilizations in the world. The first known urban society in India was the 
Indus Valley Civilization, also called the Harappan civilization, which thrived between 2800 and 
1800 BC. The Mughal rule left s strong influence in India with the spread of Islam since the early 
16th century. Later the discovery of new sea route to India 1498 by Vasca da Gamsa paved the 
way for the European colonization. India gained independence from the British rule in 1947 
becoming the largest d democratic nation in the world.  
 
In addition, India and China have been the birthplaces of great religious and philosophical 
thoughts – India gave birth Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and  
Sikhism; and China gave birth to Confucianism and Taoism although Buddhism is said to have 
more than 100 million adherents. 
 
But there are some differences. India is multi-religious country with more than 75 percent of the 
population practicing Hinduism, 15 percent Islam, and with major religions like Jainism, Sikhism, 
Christianity, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism and the Ba’hai faith.  It is also multi-linguistic 
with Hindi as national language, English enjoying the associate status and 15 other official 
languages recognized by the Indian constitution. China, on the other hand, is much more 
homogenous in terms of religion and language. Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism are the 
most common religious practices. The “standard Chinese” (Mandarin is most commonly used 
followed by Cantonese, Shanghaiese and others. 
 
The focus of this research is on the mass media and the communication policies of these 
countries with special reference to post-Independence period of India (since 1947) and the post-
Revolutionary period of China (since 1949).  
 
India has had a vibrant and free newspaper industry in the English language and various regional 
languages since the period of independence.  The same is not true with broadcasting – it was 
under the government control, as part of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, for a 
number of years, but in the recent years, especially with the introduction of cable television, 
private entrepreneurs have taken over a variety of broadcasting channels with programs ranging 
from news, music to other forms of entertainment.      

mailto:rama_t116@hotmail.com
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6.     ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

STAIRWAY TO PARNASSUS: PIANO EXAMINATIONS AS A SYMBOL OF MUSIC 
ACHIEVEMENT AND SUCCESS IN MALAYSIA 

by 
Jason Kong-Chiang Tye, Department of Music,  The Science University of Malaysia 

 
 

The primary objective of this paper is to present the current status of piano instruction in 

the Southeast Asian country of Malaysia and to explore the influence of a uniquely British 

tradition of music exams in a pluralistic and postcolonial Malaysian society.  Central to this 

presentation will be a discussion of the extant influence of the world’s largest music examination 

board, The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM) on the instructional 

practices of piano teachers in Malaysia.   Private piano education in Malaysia is essentially 

peripatetic with foreign music examination boards primarily dominating its pedagogical practices.  

Despite achieving independence since 1957, the vestiges of colonialism in Malaysia are still very 

apparent, a phenomenon that permeates through all spheres of cultural life including the private 

music education milieu.  

This 20-minutes paper presentation will take on a three-fold plan.  (1) Cultural 

considerations that affect music instruction in a socially pluralistic and primarily Moslem country 

like Malaysia. (2) Methodology: Summary on the results of a survey conducted on a random 

sample population of 300 piano instructors in the city of Penang, Malaysia.  In this survey, 

teachers were asked to identify their instructional practices and choice of teaching materials as 

they prepare students for entry into the ABRSM piano examinations.   (3) A discussion on the 

existence of major discrepancies between the objectives of the Associated Board and the misuse 

of the Board’s syllabi, manifested in the teaching approaches used by Malaysian piano instructors 

in preparing their students for these music examinations.  

One of the outcomes of this study reveals that a majority of piano teachers do not adopt 

effective pedagogical approaches in their teaching practice.  This scenario in Malaysia’s private 

music teaching arena is attributed to a myriad of factors, ranging from the lack of professional 

development support and resource of teaching materials to an educational system that 

substantially depends on examination results as an all-encompassing measure of musical 

achievement and development.   
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The magnitude of ABRSM’s influence in shaping the course of music instruction can 

neither be over emphasized nor overlooked.   In the year 2002 alone, more than 600,000 

candidates from 88 countries around the world enrolled and sat for the ABRSM music 

examinations.        

The notion of viewing music examinations as an integral part of learning the piano is still 

relatively foreign to many music teachers in the United States.   However, the recent 

establishment of the Royal American Music Examinations in 2003 may very well change our 

perspective towards music, assessment and examinations. 
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Documents, Files and Folders: 

The 19th-century Precedents for the 21st-century Office 
 
 By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the demand for office furniture was 

large enough to support furniture-manufacturing firms which specialized in commercial 

types of furniture including furnishings for the office. As the volume and size of business 

increased, there was a need for more and better organized storage of business 

paperwork—first, through changes in the design of the desk, and second, through the 

development of new furniture forms.  Two events in 1876 were significant in the 

development of the office furniture industry and consequently important in the design of 

office furniture.  One was the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876, where 

business decided that better housekeeping meant larger profits.  [Office furniture was on 

exhibition from de Bock of Boston, Ransom of Buffalo and Wooten (sic) of 

Indianapolis.”]1  “Better housekeeping” referred to organization of the office and its 

contents.  The display of office furniture at the exposition, particularly the Wooton desks, 

illustrated to business men how furniture could be utilized to help organize documents 

and maintain order in the office.  This was a growing concern among businesses large 

and small as the volume of paperwork generated in the office increased dramatically. 

These international exhibitions, like the Philadelphia Centennial, drew large audiences of 

potential consumers and proved to be an efficient way for manufacturers to market new 

products to buyers and end users.   

The second event that was the same year introduced the Dewey Decimal System 

at The Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.  While more subtle in their influences on 

                                                 
1 Wallen, 40-41. 
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office practices, layout and furniture design, the vertical card file indexes and the filing 

cabinets which had been designed for use in libraries were subsequently adopted by many 

business offices as a means to organize, reference and file documents and retrieve them 

upon demand.  “The equipment for these card files was provided through the Library 

Bureau2, an organization that Melvil Dewey founded in the same year to sell supplies and 

promote the decimal system for libraries.  Card indexes and card files gradually came to 

be used in business both for indexing numerically organized flat files and for compactly 

recording and storing various types of business information (sales office records, for 

example).”3  This concept of card filing would lead to a revolution in the storage of office 

documents in the 1890s. 

 The Chicago Columbian Exposition of 1893 was also extremely significant for 

office business practices and office furniture.   During the exposition, the Library Bureau 

introduced the concept of vertical filing for business documents.  This concept was based 

on the Dewey Decimal System of card filing which had been introduced in 1876.  To 

implement the vertical document filing system, the Library Bureau designed and 

manufactured filing cabinets to accommodate the system. 

 This paper will document the evolution of the cabinets designed to contain 

documents, files and folders in the last quarter of the nineteenth century utilizing the 

same organization techniques and terminology seen in the use of the computer in the 

twenty-first century terminology. 

 

                                                 
2 The Library Bureau eventually became a division of Remington Rand Corporation. 
 
3 Yates, 56-57.  
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 Storage Units and Vertical Filing___________________________________________ 

     Washington, D.C., Jan. 1, 1884 
 Dear Sir: 
 As a custodian of public documents, you are of course interested in 
every advance that is made in the filing and safe-keeping of official 
papers.  I therefore take the liberty of handing you a Catalogue of our Files 
and Files Cabinets, feeling confident that you will recognize their special 
merits, in their elegance, security, convention, and economy of space.  No 
other ONE article in this line has ever been invented that combines all 
these advantages. 
 Nothing else of this kind is made which affords such quick access 
to the papers, and at the same time gives such an elegant piece of office 
furniture.  Disregarding their convenience and elegance, but considering 
only the solidity with which the papers are compressed, they afford the 
cheapest possible plan of filing papers in great numbers.  If you will give 
the matter due consideration, we feel assured that our Cabinet Cases will 
find favor with you.  We shall be pleased to furnish you with special plans 
and estimates for large cases if you will notify us of your wishes. 
       Very Respectfully, 
       M. J. Wine4   

 

“Order is Heaven’s First Law.”5 

 

 The changing nature of business, with increased numbers of employees 

performing specialized tasks which had been implemented as a result of the new office 

procedures, required new furniture forms for these tasks to be completed accurately and 

efficiently.  Most of these tasks involved transmittal of information, most often as some 

form of paper document— letters, sales orders, invoices, communications both internal 

and external to the company.  The desk, which had been the main receptacle for these 

documents in earlier times, was not easily modified to accommodate  the increased 

                                                 
4 Wine, M. J.  Catalogue of National Office Furniture.  TC-SI.   Washington, D. C., 1884, Introduction. 
 
5 National Cabinet Letter File Company.  Illustrated Catalogue of the Improved National Cabinet Letter 
File.  TC-SI. Chicago, IL, nd. 
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quantity of documents generated in the modern world of business.  And just as it was no 

longer possible for a single individual to know and direct all operations of a company on 

a personal basis, as was often the case with small sole proprietorships, as the number 

people employed on office staffs increased and work responsibilities were divided among 

them, it was no longer possible for one person to retain files at their desk which may be 

required by other personnel.  Owners and managers had to depend on written 

communications to convey company policies, orders, instructions, and changes in 

procedures, in addition to the “normal” business correspondence of incoming and 

outgoing letters, orders, invoices, and bills.  To organize the increased volume of these 

written communications in the office, a variety of “systems” of organization or filing 

were devised in order to sort, duplicate, store and retrieve documents.  Many of these 

systems were developed by office furniture manufacturers, and the variety of systems 

required an almost equal variety of storage cabinets and furnishings to accommodate the 

types of paperwork documented according to the business practices promoted by these 

different systems.  The purpose of these systems was twofold.  First, the system provided 

the organizing structure, i.e. procedures, for the how various types of paperwork would 

be handled in the office.  Once this method of organization, or indexing, was established 

the other parts of the system could be standardized.  Second, through the implementation 

of a system with standardized forms and procedures, management personnel were able to 

control and direct the actions of the office workers by eliminating any decision-making 

on the employee’s part.  The employees did not have options to choose from when 

processing a specific type of paperwork—only the one prescribed method. 
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There were two main problems to resolve when dealing with the ever-increasing 

volume of paperwork—how to organize it and how to store it.  Prior to the 1870s, 

correspondence was copied, either individually by a clerk or in a letter press book by an 

office boy; and business accounts, both payable and receivable, along with orders and 

shipping information, were entered into portfolio-size account books or ledgers.  The 

correspondence was stored in either letter file boxes or letter press books and the account 

ledgers were stored on flat shelving. As business grew more complex, these relatively 

simple methods of organization and storage proved to be ineffective in handling the 

volumes of paperwork produced at the various levels of the business organization.  In 

many smaller offices papers were placed in these letter boxes as they were received 

which resulted in a more or less chronological ordering.  But in some cases, papers would 

not be filed for several days after receipt, particularly if something required extended 

action on the part of the owner.  This would take those documents out of the 

chronological sequence.  Retrieval of specific items in this method often depended upon 

the accuracy of the owner’s or bookkeeper’s memory as to when the transaction in 

question took place and/or the documents were stored.  Otherwise, an item by item search 

would take place to locate the document in question.  In addition, letter boxes were 

traditionally stored in a vertical position.  To conserve space, these boxes were stacked 

horizontally, one on top of another, which necessitated moving any number of boxes if 

the document which you required was in the bottom box.  As paperwork increased in the 

office, it became apparent that the old ways of organizing and storing documents in 

ledgers and boxes were not capable of accommodating the large volume of documents of 

expanding businesses in a manner which would enable them to be easily retrieved for 
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referral when needed.  New methods for the arrangement and storage of documents were 

needed, and to facilitate these new methods, new types of storage units had to be 

developed. 

M. J. Wine, sole proprietor of National Office Furniture, addressed the issue of 

document storage from a historical perspective in the introduction to his catalogue in 

1884: 

It is a singular fact that with the vast improvements in every branch 
of industry, the furniture of our offices is to-day practically that of fifty 
years ago. 

The wire suspended from a nail, or running up from a block; the 
open pigeon-hole; the package fastened with a strap and buckle, or tied 
with a string; the open file-folder; the paper box and the rubber band, area 
all more or less in private and public offices for filing papers, and all serve 
one purpose, namely; they hold the papers together. 

The most common of these methods is the old system of pigeon-
holes, so ancient that its origin is unknown. . . . The objections to this 
system are numerous. . . . 

It is but recently that a number of good simple contrivances have 
been made, whereby the papers may be placed loosely in a box and 
compressed or released with a single movement of the hand.  A variety of 
such File-boxes have been made and are considered invaluable wherever 
they have been introduced, several styles having become quite popular.6 
 

By the 1870s, manufacturers were producing document storage cabinets which 

could be ordered with a selection of components to accommodate different types of filing 

systems.  The Amberg File and Index Company, established in 1868, was one such 

manufacturer who claimed that they were the “Originators of Modern Indexing.”7  This 

was one of the earliest examples of a manufacturer taking on a dual roll in the furnishing 

of business offices.  The Amberg File and Index Company developed indexing systems 

                                                 
6 Wine, M. J.  National Office Furniture, TC-SI, 1884, 5-6. 
 
7 Amberg, Price List No. 537, 1938. 
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for business to use in organizing the documents in the office, while also manufacturing 

and supplying cabinets in which the system could be implemented.  One type of cabinet, 

probably introduced by Amberg File and Index Company around 1868, was the cabinet 

flat file.8  The flat file was an adaptation of the letter box, transforming the individual 

vertical letter box into a horizontal drawer.  The drawer component was duplicated and 

joined together to form a flat file cabinet.  The volume of business records to be stored 

would determine the size of cabinet/number of drawers required in an office.  As shown 

in Fig. 1, the cabinet letter/flat file drawers were labeled to show what was contained 

within—the drawers of the left and middle stacks are an alphabetical arrangement, with 

the drawers of the right stack labeled for categories such as “agents” and “banks.”9  

While the basic form of the flat files was similar among manufacturers, the feature which 

most distinguished one manufacturer from another was the operation of the flat file 

drawer and the method by which the documents were secured inside it.  The National 

Cabinet Letter File (see Fig. 2) explained the use of their cabinet: 

Draw the slide form the base for a work table; draw the lower row 
of Files out as far as you can, the next row a little less, and so on to the 
top.  Now sort and distribute the papers into the Files.  The sorting done, 
take one File at a time and place it in the position as shown in the cut and 
file the papers into their respective places between the index leaves. 

 
Using this method, each document was handled twice—first, when sorted into the correct 

drawer; then when file in the correct place in the index leaves within the drawer.  The  

 

 

                                                 
8 Yates, 34. 
 
9 National Cabinet Letter Co. , 1887. 
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Figure 1  National Cabinet Letter File 
(Catalog.  National Cabinet Letter File Co., 1887 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution) 
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Figure 2  How to Use the Cabinet 
(Catalog.  National Cabinet Letter File Co., 1887 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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reasoning was that if each document was handled in this manner,  it “makes mistakes 

almost impossible.” 10 

 Another version of the flat file cabinet by The National Office Furniture concern 

of M. J. Wine was illustrated with its Patent Suspension Drawers, and a metallic 

compressor which was optional (see Fig. 3).  These drawers were not removed from the 

cabinet, but extended out the full-length and dropped at an angle, “so that the contents 

can be examined with greater ease and security.”  Index sheets were available for the 

drawers, and the optional metal compressor held “the contents of the drawer in place, and 

keeps them smooth and compact.”11  

Another type of filing cabinet, designed for legal document storage, was also 

illustrated in the National Office Furniture catalogue. Known as a Document File Cabinet 

(see Fig. 4), it was designed to hold a variety of documents which were folded to standard 

sizes.  These were often legal documents, such as property deeds or wills, which when 

folded indicated the pertinent information on the top of the document.12 Similar to the flat 

file drawers, the document file drawers varied in design and use.  National Office 

Furniture manufactured several different types of file boxes for the document file 

cabinets—one which is constructed of all wood (see Fig. 5), and one which is a  

 

 

                                                 
10 National Cabinet Letter File Co.  
 
11 National Office Furniture, Catalogue of National Office Furniture, pp 42-3. 
 
12 This pertinent information may have appeared on the top of the folded document by design, as in legal 
documents such as wills or property deeds; or the information may have been hand-written or endorsed on 
the outer surface after the document was folded to the appropriate size, most common with non-standard 
items such as personal letters and business correspondence. 
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Figure 3  Patent Suspension Drawers 
(Catalog.  National Office Furniture, 1884. 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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Figure 4  Document Files at the Internal Revenue Office 
(Catalog, National Office Furniture, 1884. 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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Figure 5  Wood File Boxes 
(Catalog.  National Office Furniture, 1884. 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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combination of wood and iron (see Fig. 6).13  Like most other innovations in the design of 

office furniture during this period, M. J. Wine had secured, either by purchase or 

invention, the patent rights to “over twelve separate and distinct devices for clamping and 

releasing the papers in the box. . . .we felt that nothing less than THE BEST DEVICES that 

had been or could be invented would be in keeping with the important strides we had 

made in the convenience and elegance of our Cabinets.”14  Document files, flat files and 

cabinets and bookshelves were often combined to provide multi-use storage units for an 

office, as shown in Fig. 7.   

Both the flat and document files were custom-built to meet the needs of the 

business.  Regarding styles and finish, the catalogue stated: “We make, at present, about 

thirty different sizes and styles of Cabinets.  We shall increase the number and variety as 

new styles are suggested and approved.”15  There was no mention of “stock” cabinets and 

the assumption was that all items were built to order.  They were available in pine, 

poplar, walnut and mahogany.  The styling of the cabinets was relatively simple and 

architectural in design.  Most of the units consisted of a base, the body of the cabinet 

which contained the file drawers and often flanked by pilasters, and a top or cornice 

which was sometimes featured a triangular pediment.  There was limited decoration on 

most units, often simple incised lines on drawer and door fronts.  While some comparison 

might be made with the popular Eastlake style of the 1880s, there were no significant  

                                                 
13 National Office Furniture, 9-10. 
 
14 National Office Furniture, 9.  The effect of innovation or improvement on a patented design was noted on 
this page:  “Out of the number of our Files that we have been able thus far to fully test, we have adopted, 
for the present, the one known as the “Wine” File, which has for its basis, and is an improvement on, the 
“Duryee” File, invented in 1881 by Mr. Schuyler Duryee, the present chief clerk of the Patent Office.”  I 
wonder how Mr. Duryee felt when he saw the patent application for the “Wine” File being processed? 
15 Ibid., 12. 
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Figure 6  Wood and Metal File Boxes 
(Catalog.  National Office Furniture, 1884 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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Figure 7  Combined Drawer and File Cabinet 
(Catalog.  National Office Furniture, 1884. 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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design features which could justify that classification.  A few manufacturers did produce 

more detailed and decorative cabinets for these types of files, as seen in the ornate 

cornice in Fig. 8, but the overall structure retained the basic, simple lines. 

While the document files were designed for specific types of paperwork, the form 

of the flat file cabinets permitted it to be adaptable to filing forms of various sizes.  In the 

1880s and 1890s, furniture manufacturers specializing in the production of office 

furnishings developed and patented various forms of filing mechanisms for the flat files.  

Trade catalogs offered an insight into the number of different types of files and filing 

systems which were developed during this period. The index to The Globe-Wernicke 

Co.’s 1899-1900 catalog – “Globe” Filing Cabinets and Business Furniture – listed index 

systems for eight different types of cabinets: 

Amberg Cabinets  Besly Cabinets 
Columbia Cabinets  Globe Union Cabinets 
Globe Special Cabinets Ideal Cabinets (Globe) 
National Cabinets  Shannon Cabinets  
 

Three of the cabinet styles were manufactured/patented by Globe; the remainder by 

competitors, but Globe-Wernicke offered all of them for sale.  This was one major source 

of confusion for buyers of office furniture and supplies during this period.  It was not 

always clear who was the manufacturer of a particular type of cabinet, who had 

purchased patent rights for it, and/or who was a distributor for the primary manufacturer. 

The Robert Mitchell Furniture Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio, advertised The “Ideal” Cabinet 

(see Fig. 9) in its Catalogue No. 20, 1887-8.  Advertised as the Globe “Ideal” Cabinet,16 

they were “made in about fifteen different sizes, in order to accommodate any  
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Figure 8  Shannon Filing Cabinet with Base 
(Catalog.  Office and Library Co., 1898. 

National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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Figure 9  The “Ideal” Cabinet 
(Catalog.  Robert Mitchell Furniture Co., 1887-88.  Hagley Museum and Library.) 
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amount of correspondence, received daily, for one year.”17  As indicated, the Robert 

Mitchell Furniture Co. appeared to be acting as a distributor for the Globe Company.  

The Ideal flat file drawers were equipped with an index file securely fastened on metal 

rods (see Fig. 10).  The metal mechanism could be easily released to permit the filing or 

removal of documents. The standard Globe “Ideal” Cabinet was constructed of black 

walnut and “handsomely trimmed with the finely finished handles.”18  Cabinets were also 

available in cherry, ash or oak at the same cost.  One interesting feature which was shown 

in the illustration but was not mentioned in the written description was the folding doors 

which could be closed in front of the flat file drawers, presumably to secure/lock the 

cabinet. 

The confusion between manufacturer and distributor was more evident in the 

catalog of The Office and Library Company.19  This company offered five different 

models of letter file cabinets: 

• The Brooks Letter File Cabinet – “affords all the features of an ideal filing 
system.  (A reference to Globe’s Ideal File?) 

• The Dexter Letter Filing Cabinet – “a cheaper cabinet than the Brooks” 
• The Wells Filing Cabinet – “the files, made entirely of strong paper and paper 

board” 
• The Tucker Suspension Letter File – file drawers were similar in operation to 

National Cabinet Letter File Patent Suspensions Drawers; also illustrated a 
Tucker Suspension Document File. 

• Shannon Arch Files and Cabinets – Shannon was a brand name for a patented 
system of filing documents in flat file drawers using a metal arch system.20  

                                                 
17 Robert Mitchell Furniture Co., Catalogue No. 20, 1887-8, 34. 
 
18 Ibid., 34. 
 
19 The Office and Library Company.  Modern Office Devices, 1898. 
 
20 One variation of the flat file was known as the arch file (see Fig. 21), was also known by the trade name 
Shannon Arch File.  This system of filing papers incorporated metal hoops or frames on which the 
documents would be filed.  These held the documents in order while enabling the clerical worker to flip 
through them, unlike plain flat file drawers in which the documents were loose.  The wire frames, or 
arches, could be detached to add or remove documents from the file. 
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Figure 10  The “Ideal” File 
(Catalog.  Robert Mitchell Furniture Co., 1887-88.  Hagley Museum and Library) 
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The trade catalog did not make it clear if The Office and Library Company manufactured 

any of these cabinets or served only as a distributor for the manufacturers.   

 Storage cabinets for documents not only underwent a change in form during the 

last quarter of the nineteenth century, a new material was also introduced for their 

construction.  The Fenton Metallic Manufacturing Co. of Jamestown, NY, founded in 

1887, produced a variety of filing devices, office and library furnishings using pickled 

and cold rolled steel (see Fig. 11).  Their catalog of Metallic Vault and Office Furniture, 

ca. 1892, included their own Patent Suppression Compressing File for document 

cabinets—“Recognizing the fact that public officials have many papers which are folded 

into document form for convenient filing.”21  This catalog focussed on the use of metal 

document cabinets in court houses, one of three target markets for Fenton Metallic 

Manufacturing Co.; the other two being banks (vaults) and libraries (shelving systems).  

Asserting obvious bias for metal fixtures, they stated: 

That metal, as a material for use in the construction of devices for this 
purpose, has already superseded wood is evidenced by the fact that five 
years ago less than six Court Houses were furnished with Metallic 
Fixtures, while at the present time our books show that our Metallic Files 
and Adjustable Roller Book Shelves are in use in over TWO HUNDRED 
and FIFTY Court Houses in the United States, which not only speaks 
volumes for Metallic Fixtures, but is convincing proof of the superiority of 
our particular devices.22  

 

  

 

                                                 
21 Fenton Metallic Manufacturing Co., Metallic Vault and Office Furniture, Jamestown, NY, ca. 1892, np. 
 
22 Ibid.  The catalog also states the they had furnished three-quarters of the Court Houses which had been 
constructed since the first introduction of their product line (?1887 or earlier?).  Included in the catalog was 
an illustration of the Allegheny County Court House in Pittsburg, PA, designed by H. H. Richardson, with 
the notation that it contained $50,000 of Fenton Metallic fixtures. 
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Figure 11  Metal Document Cabinets 
(Catalog.  Fenton Metallic Manufacturing Co., 1892. 

Hagley Museum and Library.) 
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The type of steel used for the construction of the cabinets was emphasized in the catalog: 

 Not only in principle and construction are our goods superior to all 
others, but they are made pre-eminently so by the use of material made  
especially for us.  We use the best grade of PICKLED and COLD 
ROLLED steel in the construction of our devices, and as to the advantages 
of PICKLED steel over ordinary cold rolled steel, we would respectfully 
refer to the letter of Mr. Henry Adams (the U. S. Government expert on 
metals), which is as follows: 
 
       May 1, 1891 
I desire to inform you that I consider it necessary that all steel or iron for 
manufacturing file cases, etc., which are to be japanned or otherwise 
painted or decorated, should be pickled, i.e., treated with a solution which 
will remove all scale, rust and other imperfections from the surface of said 
steel or iron. 
Steel plates treated with such a process are superior to plain rolled steel. 
 
Respectfully, 
HENRY ADAMS, 
Heating and Ventilating Engineer, Office Supervising Architect,  
Treasury Department 

 

The Fenton steel cabinets had an overall appearance similar to the wood cabinets offered 

by other manufacturers, as seen in the illustrations, but there was less detail to the 

surfaces.  Due to the nature of the material, the surfaces of the steel cabinets were 

smooth, unlike the possibly paneled or carved details of wood cabinets.  To compensate 

for the this lack of detail and texture, the flat surfaces were highlighted with painted 

decorative banding details.  The standard color for the metal cabinets was green, with the 

highlighted detailing in gold or bronze paint.  There is no indication why the green color 

was selected for the metallic cabinets, but it would become the standard color in the metal 

office furniture in the next two decades. 

 The Office Specialty Mfg. Co. of Rochester, NY, advertised metal office furniture 

in its 1897 “now being quite extensively used in the fitting up of business offices and 
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vaults, as well as in banks and public offices.”  The same general line of devices which 

they manufactured in wood were also manufactured in metal – “for this purpose the best 

cold rolled and pickled steel is used.”  The finish was described as “baking japan and 

handsomely decorated” with a variety of colors available, although black, maroon  and 

olive were the most popular.  They listed two principle advantages for metallic furniture: 

its non-flammable nature which made it “ a safe receptacle for valuable papers and 

records”; and its resistance to moisture so it will not be damaged if placed in a damp 

location, such as a vault.  Their metallic cabinet (see Fig. 12) was designed for bank use 

and contained spaces for various sizes of ledger books; document storage—mortgages, 

vouchers, letters, checks; and coin storage.  The styling of this cabinet included more 

decorative details than seen in the Fenton Metallic furniture.  In addition to the painted 

decorative banding, molded corner brackets on the base and a shaped cornice reminiscent 

of traditional woodworking features were added.23 

 The Office, Bank and Library Company of Boston was also offering metal 

furnishings by 1899 – “We offer the latest improved devices, made of the best material, 

in our own newly equipped factory, under our own patents.”24  The metallic office 

cabinet illustrated in the catalog (see Fig. 13) included flat file drawers, document storage 

drawers, a small space for ledger books, a cupboard base, and a feature not seen on other 

manufacturers’ products—a “roll front” closure similar to the tambour top of the roll-top 

desk, but fabricated in metal. 

 In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a variety of storage cabinets were 

developed by furniture manufacturers to meet the increased demands for the filing and  

                                                 
23 Office Specialty Mfg. Co.  Labor Saving Office Devices.  Rochester, NY.  1897. 
24 The Office, Bank and Library Co.  Metallic Bank Vault Fittings and Furniture.  1899 (?) 
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Figure 12  Metallic Combination Cabinet 
(Catalog.  Office Specialty Manufacturing Co., 1897. 

Hagley Museum and Library.) 
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Figure 13  Metallic Office Stand 
(Catalog.  Office, Bank and Library Company, 1898-99. 

Hagley Museum and Library.) 
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storage of paperwork in the business office.  Evolving from individual letter box files, flat 

file drawers and document file drawers were assembled into larger file cabinets which 

could accommodate the increased quantities of paperwork which moved through the 

office.  There was little difference in the overall basic form of these cabinets from 

different manufacturers.  The primary difference between them was in the system or 

method of filing papers in the drawers, the mechanisms which held the papers in place, 

and the overall organization of the cabinet.  The styling of most of these cabinets was 

based on simple architectural details, primarily the divisions of a column—base, shaft 

and capital—which translated into the base of the cabinet, the body of the cabinet 

containing the files drawers which were often flanked by pilasters, and a cornice or top 

molding.  A pediment was also seen in several instances.  The carved details on the wood 

cabinets were also relatively plain—shallow incised carvings which were easily done by 

machine.  Several examples of more elaborate pediments and detailing were illustrated, 

but these did not appear to be representative examples of the cabinets.  The introduction 

of metal of metal as an alternative to wood did not change the basic form of the cabinets, 

but it did affect the amount and type of detailing on the cabinet surfaces.  The incised 

carvings on wood were replaced with painted decorative banding and details.  At the turn 

of the century, metal fabricators were starting to reproduce the appearance of traditional 

wood moldings on the base and cornice of cabinets although the malleability of the metal 

limited the crisp detail and clean lines possible when carving and shaping wood.   
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Vertical Files ____________________________________________________________ 

An event occurred at the Columbian International Exposition in Chicago in 1893 

which changed the manner in which documents would be stored in every business office 

in American within a few years.  “In 1892, the Library Bureau25 devised guides and 

folders for filing correspondence on edge and had file cases designed for them.  They 

presented them at the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893” (see Fig. 14). 26   The vertical filing 

system for documents was developed from the principles of the card indexing files used 

by the Dewey Decimal System which had been introduced at The Library of Congress in 

1876.  With a card indexing file system, a separate card is used for each entry or data in 

the system and the cards are stored in appropriately-sized cabinets in a vertical position.  

This system made the filing and retrieval of data easier by holding the documents in a 

vertical position which permitted quick perusal of the cards without removing them from 

the cabinet.  This system also permitted cards to be removed or replaced without 

disrupting the entire system.  While designed for cataloguing library holdings, primarily 

books, the card file system was adopted by many business in the late nineteenth century 

for recording, storing and retrieval business records.  In the Library Bureau’s 1894 

catalog, the use of card indexes in business was discussed: 

. . .yet, in 18 years’ experience, we have found business men adapting to 
business needs and using successfully many technical library devices.  The 
Card Index has wider use today in business life than as the principal 
library catalog. . . . 
 
 

                                                 
25 The Library Bureau was started shortly after the Dewey Decimal System was inaugurated to provide 
furniture and equipment designed for the special needs of libraries because there was no other source at that 
time.   As the card filing system became more popular in business offices, the Library Bureau extended the 
concept to the vertical filing of documents which produced the vertical file as it is known today. 
 
26 Yates, 57 
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Figure 14  Vertical Filing Cabinets 
(Catalog.  The Library Bureau, 1894. 

National Musuem of American History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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The Bureau is rapidly extending its work still more on the business 
side, . . .27 
 

The expertise of the Library Bureau staff, and the adoption of library methods by 

businesses, led the company to expand their services to the business community.   An 

indexing department was developed and companies would hire the Library Bureau to set 

up card indexing system in their business offices.   

The Bureau not only undertakes this work in Boston, New York 
and Chicago, but sends its corps of experts to any locality, under the 
guaranty that the indexing will be done at less cost, more accurately, and 
the change from blank books to cards made without interruption of daily 
routine duties;. . .28   

 
The Library Bureau extended the card indexing to the filing of letter-size 

documents, designing a cabinet and interior organizing system to store them in the 

vertical position.  After its introduction at The Columbian Exposition in Chicago, the 

concept was quickly adopted by business offices as the standard procedure for filing 

documents.  The free-standing vertical file cabinet (see Fig. 14) developed by the Library 

Bureau consisted of a stack of four vertical filing drawers with removable side/end 

panels.  If additional drawers were required, one end panel was removed, the second 

vertical file unit was bolted to the existing cabinet and the end panel replaced.  This 

provided for easy expansion of the filing system as business increased.   

By the turn of the century, many companies were beginning to manufacture 

drawers components equipped to accommodate the vertical method of filing, and these 

cabinets were added to the other components for flat and document files.  Free-standing  

 
27 Library Bureau.  Classified Illustrated Catalog of the Library Bureau.  Boston, 1894, Preface. 
 
28 Ibid., 8. 
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vertical file cabinets, as seen in the Library Bureau product line, were also added to many 

manufacturers’ lines  

 While the basic method for organizing paperwork—the vertical filing method—

was based on the Dewey Decimal card system of filing introduced in the Library of 

Congress in 1876,  there were several alternatives for organizing paperwork using this 

method:  

• Chronological Order - items filed by date written or received.  This 
was an older method in which it was difficult to retrieve items since the 
date of the transaction was often not known.  In some cases, an entry may 
have been written in an index book as each item was filed  to provide 
easier retrieval. 
 
• Numerical Order – each item to be filed was assigned a number in 
a ledger book.  An index book contained a brief description of the item 
beside the assigned number to facilitate retrieval.  This method still 
required time on the part of the employee to locate/retrieve the entries in 
the index since they were most often entered chronologically in order of 
receipt 
 
• Geographical Order – each item filed by city, state or region.  This 
order was primarily used by companies which conducted business in many 
cities or regions from a central or main office site. 
 
• Alphabetical Order– each item filed according to the appropriate 
letter of the alphabet.  The designation of the appropriate letter under 
which to file an item was most often determined by acceptable convention, 
i.e. individuals filed under the first letter of the last name. 

 
Combinations of these methods were commonly used.  As an example, sales orders for a 

company may be filed geographically by state, with the orders being filed alphabetically 

within each state file.  Whichever method of filing was selected for a business office, the 

most important objective was that all users of the filing system understand and follow the 

established guidelines for labeling, storing, retrieving, and re-filing documents.  If the 
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filing system was not clearly defined, individual workers could misfile documents which 

would then be impossible to find without searching through all of the records.29   

By 1900, major manufacturers were offering a variety of file cases to handle the 

different types of materials generated in the office.  The cabinets produced by the Globe-

Wernicke Co. of Cincinnati, OH, are typical: 

The Globe-Wernicke Cabinet comprises sections or units of uniform size 
and shape, placed one above the other or end to end, each tier resting on a 
base and surmounted by a cornice, and all securely and ingeniously locked 
together into one compact and complete cabinet.  Though of uniform 
exterior size and shape, these units may be furnished with a variety of 
interiors . . .30 

 
This cabinet (see Fig. 15) contained sections or units designed as card files, letter boxes, 

document files, folio/flat files, and storage drawers.  The standardization of the horizontal 

cabinet modules facilitated production because woodworking machinery did not have to 

be reset as often to accommodate varying sizes of product.  It also proved a valuable 

marketing tool.  A major selling point was that smaller business could purchase only 

what was needed when starting out and units could be added as business grew and needs 

increased. 

  

                                                 
29 An anecdote from the University of Wisconsin in 1978 showed that these systems were only as good as 
the people who devised and used them:  The file clerk for the University of Wisconsin’s Department of 
Facilities and Planning retired in the summer of 1978.  She had been in charge of all filing for many years.    
The Department of Facilities and Planning was located in a circular, multi-story building on the university 
campus which was named after the primary tenant—the State of Wisconsin’s Department of Natural 
Resources.  Because of its circular shape, the building was affectionately known as Pi r2 (PyareSquared), 
the formula to calculate the circumference of a circle.  After the departure of the file clerk, her successor 
tried to locate the plans for the building but did not find them under Department of Natural Resources, 
which was the official name for the building.  After much searching, the plans were finally located – under 
“P” for PyareSquared!!  The file clerk had used her own system to devise the file location for this file, and 
presumably others which had been considered lost, but were thereafter considered missing in action! 
Diane Ringer Uber, personal interview. 
 
30 The Globe Company, Globe-Wernicke Sectional Cabinets, ca. 1898, np.  Patents for these cabinets are 
dated 1892 and 1896.  This catalog did not show vertical filing sections. 
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Figure 15  Globe Wernicke Sectional Cabinet 
(Catalog.  Globe-Wernicke Co., ca. 1898. 

National Museum of American History,  Smithsonian Institution.) 
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The one result of the rapid acceptance of the vertical filing method was that most 

manufactures developed complete lines of cabinets devoted to this system.  The 

interesting point at this time was not that vertical filing was so quickly and widely 

accepted as a “method” of storing office documents, but that most of these manufacturers 

marketed their own “system” for organizing these documents.31  An example was seen in 

the 1899-1900 Globe-Wernicke Catalog No. 34 “Globe” Vertical Filing System (see Fig. 

16) which explained what this “system” was: 

Briefly considered, this system contemplates the filing of letters in folders 
numbered consecutively, which are placed on edge between guides 
numbered at intervals, in a cabinet of drawers made for the purpose.  Each 
folder is designed to hold all the correspondence, copies of letters sent as 
well as received, with one concern or on one subject.  The folders are 
numbered consecutively from one up; the guides are numbered at intervals 
of usually 20, and are for the purpose of facilitating reference to the 
folders contained between them.32 

 
Just as the original vertical filing method had developed from the card catalog system 

used for libraries, Globe-Wernicke had developed its own card system—The Globe Card 

Index System—to complement the vertical filing.  It was described as  

a method of recording, arranging, classifying and indexing anything.  A 
system accomplishing all the purposes of the book index, and more.  The 
separation or elimination of dead matter, rearranging of contents, 
continuous adding of new material and unlimited expansion, are features 
of the Card Index System not possessed by the book index. 
 

                                                 
31 It is important to clarify the term system in this context.  The “system” which a manufacturer would offer 
most often referred to the organizational structure of filing and associated materials required to set up that 
structure.  A simple example is an alphabetical filing system which requires some type of file folders, 
dividers for sections within the files, labels for the sections, files, etc.  This means that the furniture 
manufacturer not only sold the cabinets but all of the required stationery products also.  Some confusion 
exists over the use of this term, although it appears that it is a matter of the definition and use of the term 
“system” changing over time.  An example is “The Wernicke System”, patented in 1892, which does not 
refer to organizational materials, but to the section units of furnishings manufactured by the Wernicke Co. 
of Minneapolis for use in stores and libraries.    This meaning of the term was carried over when The 
Wernicke Co. and The Globe Co. merged to form The Globe-Wernicke Co., based in Cincinnati.  Catalog 
No. 33 The Globe-Wernicke “Elastic” Cabinets, 1900, has a subheading—“A system of units.”  
 
32 Globe-Wernicke Co., No. 34 “Globe” Vertical Filing System, 1900, 3. 
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Figure 16  Globe-Wernicke Vertical Filing System 

(Catalog.  Globe-Wernicke Co., 1900.  National Museum of American 
History, Smithsonian Institution.) 
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 Ignorance of the system and its possibilities is a menace to the 
economical conduct of any business.  It means failure to grasp possible 
opportunities for lessening labor or improving service that may seriously 
affect ultimate results.  The Card System can be profitably adapted to 
some use in nearly every office and to many uses in some offices.  It has a 
wider range of adaptability that any office device made and that range is 
widening daily by the discovery of new applications of the system.  It is 
revolutionizing office methods, simplifying details, concentrating systems 
and increasing effectiveness.33 

 
The “system” of Globe-Wernicke was similar to the “systems” which competing 

manufacturers developed using the library card file index as the original model.  

Competing systems would offer similar results when implemented, so the success or 

failure of a particular company/system was more a function of initial salesmanship and 

follow-up service than the benefits of one system versus another. 

Conclusion 

 The rapidly expanding world of business in the late nineteenth century, and the 

resulting need of business owners to deal with the changing roles of office work and the 

development of new business practices created a prime market for office furniture 

manufacturers.  By being able to provide a business owner with a complete office 

“system” which included: the instructions—How to set up a filing system; the soft 

goods—indexing folders, file folders, labels; and the furnishings—a variety of storage 

cabinets to handle the different types of documents; the furniture manufacturers joined 

the cadre of newly emerging specialty industries whose existence was a direct result of 

the overall business expansions in the late nineteenth century.   The great demand for the 

services and goods produced by office furniture manufacturers enabled a large number of 

firms to flourish in a specialty field which under more ordinary economic conditions 

would find the competition stiffer and fewer firms surviving over a long period of time.  

                                                 
33 Globe-Wernicke Co., No. 400 The Globe Card Index System, 1900, 5. 
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At the same time, the high level of demand appeared to stifle the development of new or 

different designs.  Once a product achieved a level of acceptance in the office, its form 

appeared to stagnate and design innovation disappeared.  Each of the furniture forms 

found in the office—and in this case the filing and storage cabinets—had a cycle of 

design innovation; stabilization or standardization of form; followed by a period of 

stagnation where design changes and/or manufacturing techniques did not significantly 

alter the standardized form or style.  To significantly affect an industry like office 

furniture manufacturing, there needed to be a major force indicating a new direction to be 

followed.  At the turn of the century, the new force working its way to the surface was the 

ideal of efficiency, embodied in the work of Frederick Winslow Taylor and the Scientific 

Management Movement and promoted through the continuing use of systems in the 

office, in the factory, and in the home, all across America! 
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Abstract of the Presentation 
With a growing related fields and areas; Graphic Design is one of the hot subject in 
Design Education. Even some Arts and Design School with centuries of experiment in 
education, still want to reach and achieve different points. In other words this is a subject 
in art and design education that will never end to explore. In this presentation I will try to 
introduce my point of view to the subject in a real example in Turkey. Nowadays each 
field or profession is related or overlapped to each other maybe more than ever. 
Especially design is a field that we always try to give a broad perspective to our students 
about all different angle of life. That brings a multidisciplinary education approach. So 
now our students have much more fields to work after graduation comparing to twenty 
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years ago. This movement also pushes our system curriculum and program in our 
schools, to analyze or comment what we have.  
 
Most of time I asked myself “are we teaching a profession?..” Still I am not sure, maybe 
more than a profession, we are teaching  a life style and a way of looking… So even the 
name of the departments still a good subject to argue. This is one of the reason that we 
tried to aimed to set up a curriculum quite different than a vocational type art school.  
That immidietly brings a style that teaching “learning how to learn”. Than we should 
make more experimental assignments and projects which gives more chances to the 
students to discover. 
 
I would like to share my experience about graphic design education in an interesting 
geographic location of the world, in Anatolia. I witnessed almost to every steps of the 
movement in our short history of our school for twenty years. As you can easily  
understand this is such a young institution. Despite all the short background, our gradates 
had many national and international success. Let me start to share my thoughts with an 
explanation of education. 
 
Education; The act or process of imparting or acquiring general knowledge, developing 
the powers of reasoning and judgment, and generally of preparing oneself or others 
intellectually for mature life. 
 
What do we need to get a good design education?  
What is the accurate combination of the elements?  
 • Computers?..  
 • Classrooms?..  
 • Materials?.. 
I believe in order to set up a good curriculum and design education, we first need to get a 
tripod;  
 •Good student,  
 •Good school and program. 
 •Good instructors. 
Good Student?.. What to we need to look for… 
 •Creative or ready to be creative. 
 •Open-minded. 
 •Talent on observing, analyzing and commenting. 
 •Emotional and sensitive. 
 •Hard worker and enthusiastic. 
 •Absolutely should read a lot. 
 •Good cultural background. 
 •Should be interested in philosophy, music, poetry, literature, science fiction and 
cinema. 
 •Should have some hobbies. 
“There is nothing as dull as a designer who knows only design. That designer will be a 
second rate designer without substance or depth”. 
—Paul Hauge 



 
In order to get a good students, starting a good selection system will help to set the rest of 
them on a relatively strong base. In the prep or degree courses our aim should be support 
the students to get the objectives. Mainly art and design schools have two different 
construction systems. They have a private art ant design education for example Art 
Center, Academy of Art College etc or they are a part of a university like our school 
Anadolu University. Each system has different advantages. But I think if an art school is 
a part of a campus life in university that is a big help in order to give a broader view as I 
mentioned earlier. In this case we can set a flexible credit system that might help to give a 
real interdisciplinary type education program. This helps to support each student own 
perspective and goals. For example some of our graphic design student can get some 
courses from our cinema and communication department. This background probably 
helps the student to get a job in agency deals with TV advertising. But maybe the next 
student in same department can get more courses from different schools in the university, 
such art history, philosophy, painting etc. The second student may create more artistic 
future and different perspective. This variety is such a big support to make an 
interdisciplinary program, 
 
Good School and Program?.. 
 •Each course should allow some ability and skills that you can add to each other as a 
puzzle. 
 •A good basic design course should be supported by a good gestalt and 
communication theory. 
 •A graphic design student should have the chance to feed him or herself with other 
students’ exhibition, performing arts activities, workshops and projects. 
  
Good School and Program?.. 
 •As the whole faculty we have to understand that we are carrying a brick to make the 
building and we need full collaboration and communication with the other instructors. 
  
Good School and Program?.. 
 •Design is a philosophical and conceptual thinking process and still can be thought 
by pencil and paper. 
 
“It’s only a tool like a pencil or brush. Concepts and ideas spring from the mind and not 
from the machine. Without the knowledge of design, the computer (like pencil) is more 
than useless, for it is capable of producing enough superfluous material to create the 
illusion that one is inventing, in fact, one is merely producing variations on a theme, often 
of nothingness. This problem is particularly irksome in the field of design education” 
—Paul Rand. 
 
Good School and Program?.. 
 •A good portfolio is a key and is the last thing student can get out of the school. 
 •A well-organized on-the-job training is a valuable part of education for a design 
school. 
 •Good International relationship and broad perspective. 



 
Good Instructor?.. 
 •We need idealist, Don Quixote kind of people as faculty. 
 •The faculty has to spend some time and energy to keep themselves up to date.  
 •All visual, written, digital data related to education must be well archived. 
 •Graphic design will become a much comprehensive discipline that will include 
different skills and abilities such as to communicate, to understand the present and the 
future, to imagine more than before. 
 
“The appearance can change, but the essence remains” 
—Massimo Vignelli  
A good design educator is like an orchestra conductor, someone who knows each 
instrument’s sound and ability with a deep knowledge, and helps them work with 
collaboration in a great harmony. 
 
Maybe the best way to create your own unique way to set this up, according to what you 
have in your hand. This approach will bring an analytic solution system to get the 
maximum benefit of you have. 
 
Prof. T. Fikret Ucar 
Anadolu University 
School of Fine Arts 
Chairman of Graphic Design Department 
 
e-mail: tfucar@anadolu.edu.tr 
Phone / fax: +90222 315 0636 
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the meanings and importance of 
Art Education in Fine Arts Faculties to have healty minds  with 
humanitarian concerns and also make art prevalent in general use . 
In developing countries, Art Education is one of the important 
issues to make right progress in cultural development. Having 
good art education make people concerned about the world while 
getting rid of selfish approaches and at the same time make people 
productive and self-reliable. Fine Arts Faculties are the right places 
to have these responsibilities. Besides Art Education, Fine Arts 
Faculties are the places for cultural sharing with exhibitions, 
conferences, workshops, concerts and competitions. 
Fine Arts Competitions in Art Education are the  main point of 
this paper  while sampling the effects on Ceramic Department of  
Fine Arts Faculty of Anadolu University/ Eskisehir, Turkey with a 
very special competition during last five years. 
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6.  Abstract of paper: 
 
The reciprocal relationship between gender and identity is the source 
of much curiosity, theoretical argument, and subsequent debate, thus 
making it responsible for a sharp division between the sexes. 
Generally, according to the tradition dictated by patriarchal  
cultures, the genders and, consequently, the identities of man and 
woman are not viewed in an egalitarian manner, but in a hierarchical 
one, with man having domination over the submissive woman.  During the 
Victorian era, due to the advents of the Industrial Revolution and  
Evolution, and the crisis these events produced in the faith and 
self-worth of society as a whole, the separation between man and woman 
intensified and became even more rule-governed, perhaps as a means of 
gaining some semblance of order.  However, although society was  
patriarchal, implying that control belonged to chiefly to men, many 
women, and surprisingly, many men as well, challenged the 
establishment of a culturally intensified gender hierarchy with the 
most prominent and profound medium of the Victorian era, literature.  
 
The plot of Wilkie Collins' Victorian era novel, The Woman in White, 
illustrates that Collins understood that Victorian gender roles were 
biased towards women and thus confined not only their personal 
individuality, but the identity of the gender as a whole.  Through the  
depiction of several androgynous characters, and the ghostly figure of 
a woman in white, Collins astutely, yet somewhat covertly, reveals the 
dangers of dwelling in such a rigidly defined society.  Collins 
implies that living on the border is not as damaging as the Victorians  
imagined. By suggesting that residing on the border permits 
individuals to regard the world with a much broader and more 
open-minded perspective, The Woman in White reveals that allowing for 
the possibility of equilibrium in self as well as society is not only  
just in terms of equality, but is also essential for recognizing the 
truth about identity as well. 
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ABSTRACT 
A PRACTICAL APPROACH TOWARDS THE STANDARDISATION OF 
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The lack of terminology in Zulu can be overcome if it is developed to meet international 
scientific and technical demands.  This lack of terminology can be traced back to the absence of 



proper language policy implementation in South Africa with regard to the African languages.   
Even though Zulu possesses the basic elements that are necessary for its development, such as 
orthographical standard, dictionaries, grammars and published literature, a number of problems 
exist within the technical standardisation process:  
 

I. Inconsistencies in the application of standard rules, in relation to both orthography 
and terminology development. 

II. The lack of standardisation of the word-formation methods in Zulu towards 
elaboration.  Generally the role of extra-linguistic factors such as culture in this 
process has largely been overlooked.   

III. The avoidance of exploiting written technical text corpora as a resource for 
terminology.  (Text encoding by means of corpus query tools in term extraction has 
just begun in Zulu and needs to be properly exemplified). 

IV. The avoidance of introducing oral technical corpora as a resource for improving the 
acceptability of technical terminology by, for instance, designing a type of reusable 
corpus annotation. 

 
This paper contributes towards solving these problems by offering a practical approach within 
the context of the real written, standard and oral Zulu language, mainly within the medical 
terminological domain.  This approach offers a reusable methodological foundation with proper 
language exemplification that can guide terminologists in terminological training and research to 
achieve effective technical elaboration and eventual standardisation. 
 
This paper aims at attaining consistent standardisation on the orthographical level in order to 
ease the elaboration task of the terminologist.  It also aims at standardising the methods of word- 
(term-) formation linking them to cultural factors, such as taboo.  However, this paper also 
emphasises the significance of using written and oral technical corpora as terminology resource.  
This, for instance, is made possible through the application of corpus linguistics, in semi-
automatic term extraction from a written technical corpus to aid  lemmatisation (listing entries) 
and in corpus annotation  to improve the acceptability of terminology, based on the comparison 
of standard terms with oral terms.  
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Introduction  
 

This paper gives an overview of the main tenets of American First Amendment jurisprudence and 

how it has prevented bans of hate speech in this country. In the first part of the paper, case law 

relevant to the area of hate speech1 will be discussed, illustrating how content based restrictions 

on hate speech will always be constitutionally suspect. The second part of the paper will discuss 

some arguments that have been made by the critical race theorists on why hate speech laws could 

withstand First Amendment scrutiny. We will show that these arguments are not in line with 

established First Amendment doctrine and have therefore little chance of passing constitutional 

muster. The most promising avenue for those favoring restrictions on hate speech given recent 

decisions seems to be to try to enlarge the notion of what constitutes threatening speech to include 

certain types of hate speech. 

1.Hate speech in American law, history and development. 
Three major doctrines in First Amendment jurisprudence seem to offer potential for restricting 

hate speech: incitement to lawless conduct, fighting words and group libel all have been found to 

fall outside the scope of First Amendment protection.  But as this overview will show, because of 

the very narrow interpretation that has been given to these terms by the courts of law, in particular 

the Supreme Court, these doctrines have left very little room to serve as legal justifications for 

banning hate speech.  

1.1.  Speech that incites others to violence or other unlawful conduct  

Free societies subscribe to the ideal of freedom of speech, but recognize that certain forms of 

speech can and should be regulated and restricted under certain circumstances. Speech that gives 

rise to illegal behavior or creates a breach of the peace in many cases does not enjoy full 

protection.  If speech leads directly to an undesired effect (illegal conduct, breach of the peace,…) 

that constitutes a serious harm, it can be subject to regulation. The crucial issue in these kinds of 

cases is to assess the causal connection between the speech and its outcome. How likely does it 

have to be that the alleged undesired effect will be the foreseeable outcome of this speech in order 
                                                 
1 The scope of this paper does not allow for an in-depth discussion of the term hate speech. In this paper we mean by hate speech the 

common sense understanding of the term: insulting or derogatory statements towards a person or a group of people, targeting certain 

characteristics of these people or groups, including but not limited to race, ethnicity, political affiliation, religion etc. Most of the 

debate in the United States about hate speech has dealt with racial hate speech. This paper is written with this kind of hate speech in 

mind, but is also applicable to other kinds of hate speech.   



for it to serve as a justification for restricting speech? Throughout the twentieth century the 

Supreme Court often determined this connection to be relatively loose. During the First World 

War and the Cold War the Supreme Court affirmed on many occasions the convictions of people 

convicted for engaging in anti-war and communist speech.  In Abrams v. U.S.,2 for example, the 

Supreme Court ruled on a 1919 Amendment to the Espionage Act that stated that one can be 

convicted for conspiracy during the war for discrediting the form of government in the United 

States or to incite resistance to the United States in the war.3  The defendants in Abrams, four men 

of Russian descent, self-declared rebels, socialists and anarchists,4 had distributed publications in 

which they called for a general strike in order to stop the U.S. intervention in revolutionary 

Russia.5  The majority upheld the earlier convictions of the four, but Justice Holmes challenged 

the majority decision in a famous dissent in which he argued that the different publications6 did 

not meet the intent requirements to be banned under the Espionage Act.7 More importantly, 

Holmes argued that even if the required intent was present, nobody could argue that the 

“publishing of a silly leaflet by an unknown man, without more, would present any immediate 

danger that its opinions would hinder the success of the government arms or have any appreciable 

tendency to do so.”8  

 
Holmes’ dissent reflects the emergence of a concern for the danger posed to free speech when 

there is too much room for speculation about consequences this speech may have as a 

justification for restricting it.  Holmes argued that speech should be restricted only if it has the 

substantive evil as its specific intent and if the speech will bring that forbidden result about 

immediately. If this was not the case, speech, however unpopular, should be allowed on to the 

market place of ideas, for it is not up to the government to establish the truth and value of certain 

viewpoints: 
Persecution for the expression of opinions seems to me perfectly logical. If you have no doubt of 
your premises or your power and want a certain result with all your heart you naturally express 

                                                 
2 250 U.S. 616 (1919). 

3  Idem. 

4 Id. at 617-618. 

5 Id. at 619-621. 

6  An excerpt of the leaflets they distributed: “Workers, our reply to the barbaric intervention has to be a general strike! An open 

challenge only will let the Government know that not only the Russian Worker fights for   freedom, but also here in America lives the 

spirit of Revolution.” Id. at 621-622 

7 Holmes argued that the act  only applied to publications that had the intent to hinder the American war effort. The publications at 

hand, Holmes argued, had the intent to prevent government interference with the Russian revolution, an aim that could be reached 

without any hindrance to the war effort. See: Id. at 628. 

8 Idem. 



your wishes in law and sweep away all opposition. To allow opposition by speech seems to 
indicate that you think the speech impotent, as when a man says that he has squared the circle, or 
that you do not care whole-heartedly for the result, or that you doubt either your power or your 
premises. But when men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths, they may come 
to believe even more than they believe the very foundations of their own conduct that the 
ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideas -- that the best test of truth is the 
power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the 
only ground upon which their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any rate is the theory of 
our Constitution. It is an experiment, as all life is an experiment. Every year if not every day we 
have to wager our salvation upon some prophecy based upon imperfect knowledge.9 

 
Holmes expresses a thought that would become central to First Amendment doctrine and its 

approach to hate speech: there is no such thing as a fixed and immutable truth, truth evolves 

through time. Therefore, every idea and thought can and should be challenged in the market place 

of ideas. What is accepted truth today, may be proven wrong tomorrow.  In the context of hate 

speech, this might be a difficult position to take. Many may disagree that some of the “truths” that 

some of the hate mongers profess ought to be protected because at one point in time we might 

come to embrace them.  

 

In Gitlow v, New York,10 a man had been convicted under a state provision that criminalized the 

advocacy of criminal anarchy for publishing a manifesto that called for mass strikes and 

revolutionary mass actions with the purpose of overthrowing the parliamentary system and 

establishing a communist system.11 The majority upheld the defendant’s conviction but Justice 

Holmes, who was joined by Justice Brandeis, wrote a short dissent, arguing that the manifesto did 

not present a direct danger: “it is manifest that there was no present danger of an attempt to 

overthrow the government by force on the part of the admittedly small minority who shared the 

defendant's views.”12  Holmes also expressed his radical adherence to the ideal of the free market 

place of ideas: “If in the long run the beliefs expressed in proletarian dictatorship are destined to 

be accepted by the dominant forces of the community, the only meaning of free speech is that 

they should be given their chance and have their way.”13 

 

It was not until the 1969 Supreme Court decision in Brandenburg v. Ohio14 that Holmes’ 

dissenting remarks would become part of the majority’s rationale. In Brandenburg, the court had 

                                                 
9  Id. at 630. 

10 268 U.S. 652 (1925) 
11  268 U.S. 652 at 655-656. 

12 Id. at 673. 

13 Idem.  

14 395 US 444 (1969). 



to decide whether or not to uphold the conviction of a Klan leader under an Ohio Criminal 

Syndicalism statute for "advocat[ing] . . . the duty, necessity, or propriety of crime, sabotage, 

violence, or unlawful methods of terrorism as a means of accomplishing industrial or political 

reform" and for "voluntarily assembl[ing] with any society, group or assemblage of persons 

formed to teach or advocate the doctrines of criminal syndicalism."15  Clarence Brandenburg had 

organized a clan rally during which a cross had been burned and derogatory statements towards 

Jews and blacks had been made.16 Besides the Klan’s men, a television reporter and a cameraman 

were present at the rally. The footage showed Brandenburg giving a speech that went as follows:  
This is an organizers' meeting. We have had quite a few members here today which are -- we 
have hundreds, hundreds of members throughout the State of Ohio. I can quote from a 
newspaper clipping from the Columbus, Ohio Dispatch, five weeks ago Sunday morning. The 
Klan has more members in the State of Ohio than does any other organization. We're not a 
revengent organization, but if our President, our Congress, our Supreme Court, continues to 
suppress the white, Caucasian race, it's possible that there might have to be some revengeance 
taken.17  

 

The court reversed Brandenburg’s conviction ruling that case law had “fashioned the principle 

that the constitutional guarantees of free speech and free press do not permit a State to forbid or 

proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except where such advocacy is directed 

to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action.”18 

This  clear-and-present-danger standard established by the Brandenburg decision would take firm 

root in the following decades and provide a strong First Amendment protection for speech 

advocating lawless action. It sets a very high standard for speech to be considered incitement. 

Abstract threats, little owe insults or general statements of hate cannot be banned under 

Brandenburg. Moreover, it is a standard that focuses on effects and circumstances of speech, not 

so much content. It can just as well be used to ban speech that is spoken during an anti racism 

march as during a Ku Klux Klan rally.  One could argue that the Brandenburg ruling leaves more 

opportunity for banning hate speech originating from groups who have a history of violence, such 

as the Ku Klux Klan, (certain) anti-abortion groups, radical animal rights groups etc., since it is 

more likely that violence will erupt following incitement speech from those groups.  

                                                 
15 Id. at. 444-445. 

16  Id.  at 446 

17  Idem. 

18 Id. at 447. 



1.2.  Fighting words 

Some have argued that some expressions, such as racially based insults, for example, cause such 

an immediate and grave harm to the person to whom they are directed that they ought to be 

outside the scope of the First Amendment. The Supreme Court has recognized that certain types 

of speech can indeed cause a man to fight, and that these expressions are not protected speech. 

This seems to leave some room for restricting certain types of hate speech, of which we could 

argue that they are extremely hurtful and may have this effect. But the fighting words doctrine’s 

potential to provide support for these restrictions may be limited because of the way the high 

court has come to interpret it.  

 

In 1942, the Supreme Court ruled in Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire19 that “fighting words” 

constitute a form of speech that is not protected by the First Amendment.  
There are certain well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech, the prevention and 
punishment of which have never been thought to raise any Constitutional problem.  These 
include the lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous, and the insulting or "fighting" words -- 
those which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the 
peace. It has been well observed that such utterances are no essential part of any exposition of 
ideas, and are of such slight social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived 
from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality.20 

 
Reading this quote, one would think that epithets directed at minorities or at members of certain 

ethnic or religious groups (or other groups based upon common features that are crucial to the 

members’ identities) could be labeled “fighting words,” because it can be argued that these would 

be particularly harmful, and would be more likely to inflict injury. They attack the very essence 

and identity of a person, which seems to make them particularly hurtful. However, subsequent 

jurisprudence has weakened the potential of the fighting words doctrine to be used this way, and 

the court has rejected the notion that words that inflict injury without inciting violence can be 

suppressed.21 In later cases, the Supreme Court has refused to apply the fighting words exception.  

In Terminiello v. Chicago,22 the Supreme Court ruled that the fighting words exception could not 

be applied to speech that “stirs public anger” or “invites dispute.”  
a function of free speech under our system of government is to invite dispute. It may indeed best 
serve its high purpose when it induces a condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with 
conditions as they are, or even stirs people to anger. Speech is often provocative and 

                                                 
19 315 U.S. 568 (1942). 

20 Id. at 571-572. 

21 Calvin R. Massey, "Hate Speech, Cultural Diversity, and the Foundational Paradigms of Free Expression."  40 Universtiy of 

California Law Review 103 (1992) at 163. 

22 337 US 1 (1949). 



challenging. It may strike at prejudices and preconceptions and have profound unsettling effects 
as it presses for acceptance of an idea. That is why freedom of speech, though not absolute … is 
nevertheless protected against censorship or punishment, unless shown likely to produce a clear 
and present danger of a serious substantive evil that rises far above public inconvenience, 
annoyance, or unrest.”23 

 
Up until this point, there had been a lack of clarity in the fighting words doctrine: how is the 

likelihood of violence to be determined “by the average addressee?” Was there a fixed set of 

fighting words of which we can assume that they will trigger a violent reaction or do the courts 

need to take a contextual approach and consider whether or not the circumstances under which 

the speech is uttered will make a violent reaction likely?24  Gooding v. Wilson25 created some 

clarity on this issue and rejected the  interpretation of fighting words as a category of words that 

are inherently likely to provoke violence26 and argued that this doctrine cannot be applied to 

speech where there was no likelihood “that the person addressed would make an immediate 

violent response.”27 So the Supreme Court rejected a categorical content-based interpretation of 

fighting words in which certain words would be labeled as fighting words, in favor of a more 

context-based approach.  This rejection also focused on the likelihood of a violent response rather 

than the harm inflicted upon the addressee of the speech, making it clear that the fighting words 

exception could only be invoked in cases where the speech has a direct tendency to cause acts of 

violence by the person to whom the remarks are directed at (and not merely that they inflict 

injury) and only if there is a likelihood that that this person will retaliate in a violent way. Similar 

expressions can be “fighting words” or not, depending upon the circumstances.   

 

In its initial formulation, the fighting words doctrine did seem to leave some room to limit certain 

types of targeted hate speech, by including words that by “their very utterance” inflict injury. 

Following this standard, it would not have been inconceivable that a number of racist, sexist or 

otherwise hateful speech directed at someone in particular could be regulated, because these 

words that attack someone’s identity inflict injury. However, the words-that-by-their-very-

utterance-inflict-injury demand was abandoned and the Supreme Court, which only came to focus 

on the other half of the fighting words doctrine which refers to words that tend to incite an 

immediate breach of the peace.  

                                                 
23 Id. at 4. 

24 Michael J. Mannheimer, "The Fighting Words Doctrine."  93 Columbia Law Review 1527 (1993) at 1540. 

25 405 U.S. 518. (1972) 

26 Mannheimer at 1541. 

27 405 U.S. 518 at 528.  



1.3. Group Libel  

In Beauharnais v. Illinois,28 the defendant challenged an Illinois statute under which he 
had been convicted which made it unlawful       

to manufacture, sell, or offer for sale, advertise or publish, present or exhibit in any 
public place in this state any lithograph, moving picture, play, drama or sketch, which 
publication or exhibition portrays depravity, criminality, unchastity, or lack of virtue of 
a class of citizens, of any race, color, creed or religion which said publication or 
exhibition exposes the citizens of any race, color, creed or religion to contempt, 
derision, or obloquy or which is productive of breach of the peace or riots. . . .29  

 
Beauharnais had distributed a leaflet calling upon the major of Chicago “to halt the further 

encroachment, harassment and invasion of white people, their property, neighborhoods and 

persons, by the Negro . . ."30 and upon the “white people” to unite. "If persuasion and the need to 

prevent the white race from becoming mongrelized by the negro will not unite us, then the 

aggressions . . . rapes, robberies, knives, guns and marijuana of the negro, surely will," he warned 

in his publication.31  

 

The trial court and the Illinois Supreme court treated the statute as a criminal libel law,32 entailing 

that the truth of the statements can only be entered as a defense if these statements are made “with 

good motives and for justifiable ends.”33  The Illinois courts (followed by the Supreme Court) 

ruled that since the speech was not uttered for justifiable ends, the truth of Beauharnais’ 

statements could not be entered as a defense.34 Criminal libel –as opposed to civil libel- is not 

concerned with “the injury of the victim’s reputation, but on the tendency of libel to cause a 

breach of the peace.”35 The Illinois Supreme Court had ruled that the text in Beauharnais’ 

publication amounted to fighting words “liable to cause violence and disorder between the 

races,”36 and therefore could not be seen as being uttered for justifiable ends, denying 

Beauharnais a truth-based defense.   The Supreme Court upheld Beauharnais’ conviction in a 5-

to-4 decision, stating that libelous statements directed at groups are denied First Amendment 
                                                 
28 343 U.S. 250 (1952). 

29 Id. at 251. 

30 Idem. 

31 Idem. 

32  Id. at 253. 
33 People v. Beauharnais, 97 N.E.2d 343, 346 (Ill. 1951). 

34 Id. at 347. 

35William B. Fish, "American Law in a Time of Global Interdependence: U.S. National Reports to the XVIth International Congress 

of Comparative Law: Section IV Hate Speech in the Constitutional Law of the United States."  50 American Journal of Comparative 

Law 463  (2002)  at 479. 

36 People v. Beauharnais, 97 N.E.2d 343 at 346. 



protection, just as libelous statements towards individuals.37 In its reasoning, the Supreme Court 

mentioned the volatile climate of race riots that plagued Chicago, and argued that if the state 

legislature thought that these were the results of the speech banned by the statute, that it was not 

up to the Supreme Court to second guess the legislature.38  

 

Justice Black dissented, arguing that criminal libel could not be expanded to groups,39 and that it 

restricted speech on matters of public concern.40 He also pointed out the troubling First 

Amendment implications of this statute as well as the fact that this  might very well come back to 

haunt the civil rights movement.41 Justice William O. Douglas made a similar argument in his 

dissent: “Today a white man stands convicted for protesting in unseemly language against our 

decisions invalidating restrictive covenants. Tomorrow a Negro will be haled before a court for 

denouncing lynch law in heated terms.”42 Douglas pointed out that debate often can be passionate 

and emotional, and that hotheads “blow off and release destructive energy in the process. They 

shout and rave, exaggerating weaknesses, magnifying error, viewing with alarm.”43 However, this 

does not mean that we need to restrict this speech, according to Douglas: “The Framers of the 

Constitution knew human nature as well as we do. They too had lived in dangerous days; they too 

knew the suffocating influence of orthodoxy and standardized thought. They weighed the 

compulsions for restrained speech and thought against the abuses of liberty. They chose 

liberty.”44  

 
Group libel, even though it is content neutral, as the dissenters pointed out, could be a sharp tool 

in the hands of, for example, anti racism or anti defamation groups, and seems to provide the 

most encompassing legal framework against hate speech available in American law, because it 
                                                 
37  343 U.S. 250 at 258 “But if an utterance directed at an individual may be the object of criminal sanctions, we cannot deny to a 

State power to punish the same utterance directed at a defined group, unless we can say that this is a willful (SP?) and purposeless 

restriction unrelated to the peace and well-being of the State.”  

38 Id. at 261-262. 

39 Id. at 273. 

40 Id. at 267-269. 

41  Id. at 274:  “No rationalization on a purely legal level can conceal the fact that state laws like this one present a constant 

overhanging threat to freedom of speech, press and religion. Today Beauharnais is punished for publicly expressing strong views in 

favor of segregation. Ironically enough, Beauharnais, convicted of crime in Chicago, would probably be given a hero's reception in 

many other localities, if not in some parts of Chicago itself. Moreover, the same kind of state law that makes Beauharnais a criminal 

for advocating segregation in Illinois can be utilized to send people to jail in other states for advocating equality and nonsegregation. 

What Beauharnais said in his leaflet is mild compared with usual arguments on both sides of racial controversies.” 

42 Id. at  286. 

43 Id. at 287. 

44 Idem. 



could target public speech (not only face-to-face insults as is the case with the fighting words 

doctrine), but only if this public hate speech will cause violence and disorder. However, 

developments since Beauharnais have made it unlikely that group libel statutes could 

constitutionally be enforced in the battle against hate speech. Case law has greatly questioned the 

validity of criminal libel law the way it was applied in Beauharnais.   Most observers and courts 

seem to agree that Beauharnais, though never overruled, is no longer good law.45 It lies outside 

the scope of this paper to discuss in great detail why group libel is no longer considered to be 

“good law” but some of the post-Beauharnais developments that have cast a shadow over the 

validity of Beauharnais are: 

• The “clear and present” danger test established in Brandenburg made it much harder to 

restrict speech that is likely to cause a breach of the peace,46 making it unlikely that the 

publication at issue in Beauharnais could now be constitutionally restricted by a similar 

statute.47    

• Garrison v. Louisiana48 established that in public affairs matters, truth should be allowed 

as a defense in criminal libel cases. In Beauharnais, the truth of the statements made by 

the defendant could not be used as a defense since the court ruled that the statements 

were not “published with good motives and for justifiable ends.” Garrison established 

that truth should be a defense in criminal libel cases.49 However, hate mongers’ speech is 

often speech whose truth or falseness cannot be easily ascertained. Whether or not the 

“Negro race” has a “lack of virtue” or is “depraved” or “criminal” may not be statements 

whose truth or falsehood can (or should) be established in a court of law. Also, an 

assertion of fact cannot always be treated equally when made to an individual or to an 

entire group.50 To verify these statements one would need to be able to capture the 

identity of a group, which is a highly subjective and evaluative process.51 It is also not 

inconceivable that a defendant would prevail on a truth defense, which would have the 

                                                 
45  See for example: Deborah Schwartz, "A First Amendment Justification for Regulating Racist Speech on Campus." 40 Case 

Western Reserve Law Review 733 (1990) at 725.; or Michael J. Polelle, " Racial and Ethnic Group Defamation: A Speech-Friendly 

Proposal." 23 Boston College Third World Law Journal 733 (2003) at 253-254. 

46 379 U.S. 64 (1964). 

47 Kent Greenawalt, Speech, Crime, and the Uses of Language (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989) at 295. 

48 379 U.S. 64 (1964). 

49 Garrison dealt with criticism on a public official though, which arguably would require a more speech friendly approach than the 

speech at issue in Beauharnais, which was derogatory to a group of unnamed individuals, not public officials. 

50 Massey at 143. 

51 Idem. 



opposite effect of the one hate speech proponents would have in mind; it would give 

these kinds of speech a certain legitimacy.   

• New York Times v. Sulivan52 also undercut Beauharnais by granting increased protection 

to libelous speech.53 Sullivan is based upon the notion that the debate on public issues 

should be uninhibited, robust and wide-open even at the expense of some people’s 

reputation. It is an indication that libel is no longer put squarely outside the realm of 

protected speech, and this limits Beauharnais where the court assumed that libel was 

totally devoid of First Amendment protection.  

1.4. Cross Burning Cases 

The most recent Supreme Court decisions relevant to the hate speech issue both dealt with cross 

burnings.  Even though these cases could have been discussed in the context of the fighting words 

doctrine, because of their prominence and recentness, they deserve special attention. 

1.4.1. R.A.V. v Saint Paul54 

In R.A.V. v. Saint Paul, the court was asked to rule on the constitutionality of a city ordinance 

under which a young man had been charged for burning a cross in the yard of a black family.55  

The St. Paul Bias-Motivated Crime Ordinance stated that “Whoever places on public or private 

property a symbol, object, appellation, characterization or graffiti, including, but not limited to, a 

burning cross or Nazi swastika, which one knows or has reasonable grounds to know arouses 

anger, alarm or resentment in others on the basis of race, color, creed, religion or gender commits 

disorderly conduct and shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.”56 

 
R.A.V. challenged the ordinance, arguing that it was overbroad and constituted an unconstitutional 

content-based restriction of speech. The Supreme Court ruled the code unconstitutional, and even 

though all nine Justices agreed that the ordinance was unconstitutional, they used two very 

distinct rationales to make their arguments. The majority opinion, delivered by Justice Scalia for 

five justices, stated that this ordinance only banned fighting words, but ruled the ordinance 

unconstitutional because it banned certain types of fighting words, (based on race, color, creed, 

religion, or gender) while not banning others (based on union membership, political 

affiliation,…), making this an unconstitutional content based restriction.  Scalia argued, among 

                                                 
52 376 US 254 (1964) 

53 Schwartz  at 753 

54 505 U.S. 377 (1992). 

55 Id. at  379. 

56 Idem. 



other things, that it is the non-speech aspect of fighting words, the mode of expression, that is not 

protected by the First Amendment, not the content itself.57   

 
Scalia compared fighting words to a noisy sound truck, both are “modes of speech” and 

government can regulate sound trucks (because they make too much noise and are burdensome to 

the people living in the neighborhood) but it cannot regulate based on hostility or favoritism 

towards the underlying message expressed.58   Just like it would be unconstitutional to regulate 

sound cars that are used to distribute a message X, but not regulate sound cars that are used to 

distribute a message Y, it is unconstitutional to regulate certain fighting words without regulating 

others (for example, fighting words based on political preference, sexual preference, etc. which 

were not covered by the ordinance).59 Scalia also wrote that the content based restriction of the 

Saint Paul ordinance amounted to viewpoint discrimination, since it would favor those supporting 

racial tolerance: “But ‘fighting words’ that do not themselves invoke race, color, creed, religion, 

or gender--aspersions upon a person's mother, for example--would seemingly be usable ad 

libitum in the placards of those arguing in favor of racial, color, etc. tolerance and equality, but 

could not be used by that speaker's opponents.”60 Scalia famously argued that the court should not 

allow one side of the debate to fight freestyle while requiring the other side to “follow Marquis of 

Queensbury Rules.”61 62 

 

While the majority agreed that the state interest in this case was compelling, “to ensure the basic 

human rights of members of groups that have historically been subjected to discrimination,”63 this 

interest could have been served by an ordinance that was content neutral, one that would ban all 
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fighting words for example.64  In other words, what this decision states is that government cannot 

restrict speech that is not constitutionally protected if it does not ban all speech that is unprotected 

under the same doctrine.  This entails that the Supreme Court rejects the notion that racial or 

ethnic slurs are qualitatively different or worse than fighting words based upon union 

membership or political affiliation or other fighting words.65 It reaffirmed the notion that there 

does not exist a set of expressions that are to be considered fighting words by default.  However, 

this decision also reaffirmed the validity of the fighting words doctrine, and even seemed to 

broaden it somewhat. The ordinance does not seem to demand that the “victim” of the speech 

retaliates in a violent way (only that it “arouses anger, alarm or resentment”) and thus causes a 

breach of the peace. This seems to be an extension of the fighting words doctrine compared to 

previous decisions. 

 
Justice White wrote a concurrence in which he dissented vehemently with the way the majority 

decision was reached, arguing that a subset of constitutionally unprotected speech should also be 

unprotected.66 He criticized the majority for assuming that fighting words are a mode to exchange 

views: “Fighting words are not a means of exchanging views, rallying supporters, or registering a 

protest; they are directed against individuals to provoke violence or to inflict injury … Therefore, 

a ban on all fighting words or on a subset of the fighting words category would restrict only the 

social evil of hate speech, without creating the danger of driving viewpoints from the 

marketplace.”67  According to White, the majority elevated hate speech to a form of public 

discussion. White also argued that a prohibition on fighting words is  “not a time, place, or 

manner restriction; it is a ban on a class of speech that conveys an overriding message of personal 

injury and imminent violence, … a message that is at its ugliest when directed against groups.”68  

White criticized the majority’s decision because it amounts to an all-or-nothing approach (either 

ban all fighting words or no fighting words) and argued that the case should have been decided 

under settled First Amendment principles.69 He argued that the ordinance was unconstitutional 
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because of overbreadth. Speech that causes “anger, alarm or resentment” does not fit the narrow 

definition of fighting words laid out in Chaplinsky, White stated.70  Advise  

 
For proponents of hate speech, the majority opinion might be preferable over White’s opinion.  

Scalia’s opinion seems to broaden the scope of “fighting words,” but makes it harder to single out 

specific categories of fighting words to regulate. But this decision leaves open the door for an 

ordinance banning all fighting words under which one could prosecute racial slurs. White 

proposed exactly the opposite: a more narrow reading of the fighting words doctrine, one that 

seems to be more in line with established case law, but leaving the option open to single out 

certain types of fighting words (such as fighting words based on race, creed, ethnicity,…) for 

regulation, if this can be done in a narrowly tailored way.  Scalia’s opinion does not seem to 

exclude that an ordinance could be drafted that would eliminate some of the speech that anti hate 

speech advocates would like to see banned (such as the fighting words based on race or 

ethnicity), but only if all fighting words would be banned. 

 

1.4.2. Cross burning revisited: Virginia v. Black 

 

Ten years after R.A.V. v. Saint Paul, another cross burning case reached the High Court.  In 

Virginia v. Black,71 the conviction of cross burners who had been separately convicted under a 

Virginia statute that made it a felony “for any person or persons, with the intent of intimidating 

any person or group of persons, to burn, or cause to be burned, a cross on the property of another, 

a highway or other public place”72 was being challenged. During the trial of one of the cross 

burners, the jury had been instructed that "the burning of a cross by itself is sufficient evidence 

from which you may infer the required intent [to intimidate].”73 The cross burners brought their 

cases to the Supreme Court of Virginia, which ruled that the statute was indistinguishable from 

the ordinance that was struck down in R.A.V. because it singled out cross burning because of the 

message it contained; it also ruled that the statute was overbroad.74 The Supreme Court disagreed, 

ruling that cross burning with the intention to intimidate was not protected speech. Writing for the 

majority, Justice O’Connor argued that the Virginia statute was different from the one in R.A.V. 

because it fell under one of the exceptions listed in R.A.V. under which content based restrictions 
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are permitted “"[w]hen the basis for the content discrimination consists entirely of the very reason 

the entire class of speech at issue is proscribable.”75 Just as it is constitutional to only ban threats 

against the president or to ban only the most patently offensive forms of obscenity, it is also 

constitutional to ban cross burning with the intent to intimidate because it is a “particularly 

virulent form of intimidation.”76  The court also argued that under the Virginia statute it did not 

matter whether someone burned a cross with the intent to intimidate someone based on his 

religion, race, or gender, which made it less constitutionally suspect because it does not single out 

speech on disfavored topics.77 This may raise some eyebrows, because throughout history burning 

crosses seem to have been directed mainly towards racial minorities, or at least have been 

associated with a certain political message, making the attempt of the court to separate the content 

from the conduct aspect in cross burning arguably somewhat questionable.78 The court did give 

examples of burning crosses being used to intimidate union members and lawyers in various 

settings.79 Noting that cross burning can occur as a statement of ideology or group solidarity80 or 

as part of a movie or play (for example, Mississippi Burning),81 the court ruled that burning 

crosses without intent to intimidate is still constitutionally protected speech and that intent to 

intimidate could not be inferred solely from the act of burning a cross. 

 
1.4.3. Analysis 

 

At first sight, this decision seems to provide more of an opportunity to ban hate speech than the 

R.A.V. decision did. However, in order to keep this case within the borders of R.A.V., the majority 

had to make the argument that this was not a content and viewpoint based restriction the way the 

Saint Paul ordinance was because it did not single out speech on disfavored topics. So this 

decision should not be read as an indictment of the speech element of a burning cross, which the 

court suggest is not fixed.  If one would accept that a certain message is identified with or 

attached to burning crosses, R.A.V. would make ordinances banning intimidation through cross 

burning underinclusive. However, because theVirginia statute bans cross burnings with the intent 

to intimidate “because of the victim's race, gender, or religion”, as well as his "political 
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affiliation, union membership, or homosexuality,”82 or any other category, it is saved from 

underinclusiveness.  

 
For those favoring restrictions on hate speech, the Virginia ruling seems to be encouraging 

because it allows bans on cross burnings with the intent to intimidate. However, it does not ban 

cross burnings as such, which the court stressed can be political speech. This ruling also 

established that one of the most hateful symbols of bigots is constitutionally protected speech, 

unless it is used to intimidate. However, by invoking the history of this symbol to establish its 

threatening nature, the court engaged in a historical analysis that those who favor restrictions on 

hate speech towards groups who have been historically persecuted and discriminated against must 

welcome. Though both the R.A.V. and Virginia decision stay loyal to the content neutrality 

principle, by engaging in a historical analysis to establish the threatening nature of cross burning, 

content based considerations are being brought in again through the back door.  For those who 

propose restrictions on hate speech that targets groups that have been the victim of violence 

throughout history, this attention to historical context seems to be good news. However, this 

ruling establishes that as long as these so called symbols of hate contain a speech element that is 

constitutionally protected, a total ban is unlikely.83  Hate mongers who engage in this kind of 

communications will also have to keep in mind that while their ideas may be protected, using fear 

and intimidation to get these ideas across is not.84 Virginia has also shifted the focus of these kind 

of cases from fighting words, a doctrine which had become unclear, to the threatening 

characteristics of speech.85  

 

1.5. Conclusion 

Theories of the First Amendment state the search for truth (marketplace of ideas), the creation of 

an informed citizenry (self governance) and the self fulfillment of people (autonomy theory) are 

better served if the government does not regulate speech based on the ideas and viewpoints of this 

speech.  The majority opinion in R.A.V. was a clear statement that this notion is fundamental to 

First Amendment jurisprudence.  There is some limited room to regulate speech based on a mix 

of effects and context (speech that will lead to immanent lawless action, speech that would cause 
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a breach of the peace, speech that is likely to provoke the average person to retaliation, 

threatening speech), but these regulations cannot be content based.   

 

The Brandenburg test and the fighting words doctrine have focused on maintaining public order 

rather than protecting individuals from speech that may be harmful at the individual level. So the 

effect component of these speech regulations does not take the “victim” of hate speech in to 

consideration. In threatening speech, the effect of the threat on the victim of the threat is a 

consideration, and therefore, the Virginia decision could perhaps be seen as somewhat of a shift, 

because it looked at cross burnings through the prism of threatening speech instead of fighting 

words. The fighting words doctrine had come to focus more on the tendency of fighting words to 

incite an immediate breach of the peace, rather than their tendency to inflict injury. Looking at 

cross burnings as threats rather than as fighting words indicates an approach in which the victim, 

or recipient of hate speech is the main focus. The court’s willingness in this case to consider the 

context of burning crosses may also leave the door open to ban threats using other symbols of 

hate speech that are associated with a history of violence and intimidation such as swastikas, as 

long as can be argued that “the basis for the content discrimination consists entirely of the very 

reason the entire class of speech at issue is proscribable.”86 This overview also shows that speech 

that is targeted is easier to regulate than abstract advocacy speech, which enjoys very strong First 

Amendment protection. In order for speech to be fighting words or threats, it needs to be targeted 

at someone in particular. Numerous scholars have argued that this approach of only focusing on 

directly communicated threats is not enough and have argued for broader anti hate speech 

regulation. The second part of this paper will focus on the arguments put forward by the so-called 

critical race theorists on this issue. 

 

2. Critical race theory 

 
Critical race theory’s intellectual roots can be traced back to the legal realism movement, which 

rose to prominence in the 1920s and 30s in the field of contract law.87 Legal realists argued that 

only through government regulation, free exchange of labor could be guaranteed.88 Similarly, 

critical racial theorists argue that non-regulation of hate speech perpetuates the unequal 
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relationship that exists between dominant groups and minorities.  By not interfering, or adopting a 

viewpoint neutral approach to speech regulation, the government and courts are not neutral, but 

take the side of the dominant group and actively partake in the subjugation of minority groups, 

the argument goes: “State inaction, no less than state action, should trigger constitutional scrutiny 

in the proper circumstances.”89  Critical race theorists, like feminist scholars and civic republican 

theorists90 have embraced these notions that there is no such thing as a neutral state, and that 

refusal to take action against hate speech is a de facto endorsement of this speech.91 

 
Critical race theory originated with leftist scholars and scholars of color who argue that dominant 

legal doctrine, and especially First Amendment doctrine, disfavors minorities and perpetuates the 

status quo of institutionalized racism. They feel that the perspective of minorities is not reflected 

in traditional legal doctrine and they want to right this imbalance.  The movement with strong ties 

to the sixties’ civil rights movement produced a body of scholarship in the mid eighties, using a 

mix of Marxist, critical legal studies, feminist, post modern and other theories to show how laws 

that were designed “to advance racial equality often benefit powerful whites more than those who 

are racially oppressed.”92   

 
According to Matsuda, critical race theory can be defined by the following characteristics and 

beliefs:93 

Racism is endemic to American life and has been perpetuated by traditional values and 

interests. 

Skepticism towards claims of neutrality, objectivity, color blindness, and meritocracy in 

dominant legal doctrine. 

In order to better understand current inequalities and social and institutional practices, 

history needs to be taken into account in any analysis of the law. 

A focus on the lived experience of racism as experienced by people of color. 

Interdisciplinarity and eclecticity in theoretical approaches  

A determination to end all forms of oppression. 
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Critical race theorists also question the validity of the market place of ideas theory. It works they 

say, for questions that have a narrow scope, such as where it is safe to park, but it is an inadequate 

model when dealing with complex problems such as racism, where it just perpetuates existing 

inequalities.94  They also consider language to be one of the “instruments of positive harm,”95 

thus rejecting the First Amendment mantra Sticks and stone may break my bones, but words can 

never hurt me. In 1993 Charles R. Lawrence III, Mari J. Matsuda, Richard Delgado and 

Kimberlè, some of the prominent critical race theorists collected some of their previously 

published articles in a book entitled Words That Wound. They formulated some powerful 

arguments why the First Amendment should no longer bar hate speech restrictions, even against 

non-targeted racist speech. Some of these arguments will be explored below. 

 

2.1 Arguments for a stricter approach to hate speech 

2.1.1. We regulate other kinds of speech, why not hate speech? 

 
An important argument in the arsenal of critical race theorists is that free speech is not absolute to 

begin with, there are several areas where speech is regulated, they argue, without raising First 

Amendment concerns. Commercial speech, disclosure of private facts, threats, obscenity, 

conspiracy, libel, disrespectful words uttered to a judge or authority figure, copyright, plagiarism, 

official secrets, misleading advertising are all forms of speech, yet they do not receive full First 

Amendment protection. So why could such an exception not be carved out for hateful speech, the 

argument goes.96 Critical race theorists argue that these exceptions tend to favor the powerful and 

their commercial interests, but that a similar exception cannot be made for the victims of hate 

speech. 

 
Weinstein addresses this question and argues that this argument is built upon the misconception 

that the First Amendment protects all human utterances except in a limited number of 
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exceptions,97 but according to Weinstein, the reality of the First Amendment is the exact opposite. 

Rather than covering everything except a narrow set of exceptions, he argues, it only provides 

absolute protection to a relatively narrow category of speech.98 Weinstein argues how the speech 

exceptions in the list of Matsuda and Delgado are only regulated to the extent that they do not 

involve public discourse, to the extent that this speech does not contribute to the formation of 

truth in the marketplace of ideas.99 Weinstein considers the self-governance and marketplace of 

ideas theories the appropriate normative frameworks for speech regulation, and according to 

those theories, it is not inconsistent to ban plagiarism but not hate speech.  The speech exceptions 

mentioned by Delgado and Matsuda, Weinstein argues, are either not a regulation of public 

discourse “or regulation of a broad class of speech that includes public discourse but is neither 

intended to inhibit nor has the effect of inhibiting robust public discourse.”100 This does leave 

room for regulating face-to-face threats or intimidation, as Virginia has demonstrated, but seems 

to exclude a general ban on hate speech that is not directed at anyone in particular, since this 

would amount to banning certain viewpoints from the market place of ideas.101 Proponents of hate 

speech legislation might argue then that hate speech contributes so little to the public debate, that 

it is of such a marginal value that it would not be within the category of speech the First 

Amendment protects in the first place. After all, a similar rationale is used to ban obscenity.102   

 
2.1.2.  Why banning obscenity and not hate speech? 

Weinstein does acknowledge that the “obscenity” exception is somewhat more troublesome 

because it comes close to a viewpoint based ban on public discourse.103 In R.A.V. the court stated 

that content based restrictions of speech are constitutional only if "the basis for the content 

discrimination consists entirely of the very reason the entire class of speech at issue is 
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proscribable,"104 as is the case with obscenity.  For example, any restriction of obscenity critical 

of the government would be unconstitutional because this (government criticism) is not part of 

the reason that obscenity is restricted.105   

 

However, the “offensiveness applying community standards” requirement of obscene materials 

(see footnote 101) has given rise to the claim that “the obscenity exception reflects society’s 

antipathy toward the Dionysian worldview depicted in most hardcore pornography.”106 But 

Weinstein argues that obscenity laws do not attempt to suppress any particular viewpoint, but an 

offensive form of expression.107 Still, one may argue that burning a cross is also an offensive 

form of expression, yet blanket bans on cross burning are found to be unconstitutional since 

Virginia, because burning a cross without the intent to intimidate can be political speech.  But this 

is not different from obscenity, since the Miller test also requires that the material “lacks serious 

political, literary, artistic, scientific or political value” in order to be labeled “obscene.”   Most of 

the expressions we come to label hate speech, be it holocaust denial, gay bashing, racial slurs, 

sexist speech, religious hate speech, anti abortion speech, etc. do express a political or (pseudo) 

scientific viewpoint the suppression of which raises serious constitutional concerns.  Obscene 

speech, in most instances, does not have this content component to it, and if it does, it is not 

obscene speech under the Miller test.  

  

2.1.3. False statements do not deserve First Amendment protection 

Critical race theorists also challenge the relativism that fuels the market place of ideas concept, 

the notion that no idea, even a false one, should be banned, because it might turn out to be true at 

one point in the future.  It is undeniable that ideas that are now accepted by a large part of the 

population were once deemed unacceptable or false, but it is very unlikely that at one point the 

belief that black people are inferior, that the Holocaust is a fabrication, or that interracial 

marriages are a sin will become “accepted truths” again, not by a fringe minority, but by the 

majority. So if we agree that these ideas are based on false beliefs and facts that the majority of 

the population forcefully rejects and if these ideas are really hurtful to some groups, why not just 

banning the expression of these ideas altogether, the argument goes. Matsuda notes in this context 

that racial equality is accepted by almost every government and by every democracy in the world, 
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it is established in numerous international treaties that the world community believes in this ideal. 

So why continuing to protect a handful of hate mongers who cannot deal with this reality because 

of  the off-change that they might be right after all or because their arguments force us to keep 

thinking and defending out accepted truths? When looking at this question from the perspective 

of the “victims” of hate speech, one can understand how one would come to the conclusion that 

this may be indeed too much to ask from them. The justification provided by the market place of 

ideas model for not banning hate speech because truth is relative may indeed not be the strongest 

argument against banning hate speech.  

 

But another more practical argument that can be brought in against this may be the medicine-is-

worse-than-the-cure argument expressed by Judge Cohn in Doe v. University of Michigan,108 

who, in his conclusion, quoted Thomas Cooley who had written in his 1868 A Treatise on the 

Constitutional Limitations that even if speech  “exceed[s] all the proper bounds of moderation, 

the consolation must be that the evil likely to spring from the violent discussion will probably be 

less, and its correction by public sentiment more speedy, than if the terrors of the law were 

brought to bear to prevent the discussion.”109 This the-medicine-is-worse-than-the-cure rationale, 

creates an extra hurdle for introducing hate speech bans because it implies that even if one could 

establish that hate speech creates certain harms, one would have to establish that this harm is 

greater than the harm that would be created “if the terrors of the law were brought to bear to 

prevent the discussion.” This may be scant consolation for those who are at the receiving end, but 

the First Amendment jurisprudence seems to suggest that this is the price they have to pay. 

 

But if for the sake of argument we would be willing to entertain the possibility that there is a 

chance that hate mongers might be right, there may still be good reason to ban hate speech. Even 

if they are right, a lot of hate speech attacks the very foundations of liberal democracies, which 

are built upon a principle of equality. If the hate mongers are right, our core belief of democracy, 

that all men are created equal and deserve equal rights, would no longer be valid and our structure 

of government would be overturned. Isn’t it the right, and even the duty, of a democracy to not 

tolerate and to not provide institutional protection to speech that tries to undermine the 

foundations upon which it is built?  
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2.1.4. Constitution should not protect speech that is antithetical to constitutional beliefs 

Lawrence, for example, takes this route by pitting free speech against other constitutional rights 

that might come under fire when hate speech is not curbed. What is at play, in the hate speech 

debate, according to Lawrence, is the conflict between competing constitutional values; the 

Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protection clause and the First Amendment.110 This assertion is –

often implicitly- relied upon by anti hate speech advocates. They do not deny the importance of 

the First Amendment, but argue that if two constitutional values collide, a balanced approach is 

required, and that the First Amendment should not win by default. Since this assumption is rather 

crucial to the arguments of critical race theorists, it warrants some further discussion.  The first 

part of this assertion states that hate speech –in certain instances- constitutes a violation of the 

Fourteenth Amendment clause, the second part of this assumption claims that a balanced 

approach is required to reconcile the First and Fourteenth Amendment. 

 

2.1.4.1. Does hate speech constitute a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment? 

Graber111 tackles this question in direct response to the critical scholars such as MacKinnon, 

Lawrence, Delgado, and Matsuda, who have all argued in favor of restrictions on hate speech 

based on the belief that hate speech is antithetical to the egalitarian principles central to the Bill of 

Rights.  These scholars contend that hate speech creates an environment in which “outsiders” are 

perceived as inferior and in which their status as second rate citizens is perpetuated. Lawrence, 

for example, argues that racist speech (and acts) institutionalize the idea of white supremacy.112 A 

disequilibrium, he argues, that is institutionalized, reinforced and perpetuated by the First 

Amendment protection hate speech receives, abridging the equality rights of the disfavored 

groups.  In short, critical theorists believe that legislatures and public universities can ban certain 

expressions of prejudice because the First Amendment does not fully protect unconstitutional 

speech, speech that denies or threatens the realization of fundamental constitutional values.113 

People have no free speech rights, in this view, to advance principles or policies that are 

fundamentally antithetic to basic constitutional values. Equality of the people may be 

philosophically debatable, but that debate cannot take place within a constitutional order 
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committed to democratic and egalitarian ideals.114 This view states that hate speech, racism for 

example, should not be given the right to compete with other views in our society, views that fall 

within the constitutional order.  

 
Trough a historical analysis Graber gives examples of how speech attacking private property, 

organized government, or established democratic principles was at some time by people in the 

legal community deemed to be outside the scope of First Amendment protection. Throughout 

history, Graber argues, “the leading proponents of various bans on certain ideas have insisted that 

the First Amendment does not fully protect the right to deny or criticize what their generation 

regards to be fundamental constitutional values.”115 Graber points out that the viewpoint that 

certain ideas that challenge constitutional beliefs should not be allowed to compete with ideas that 

fall within the constitutional order is untenable. The idea that one can only advocate 

constitutionally legitimate ideas seems absurd to Graber who gives the example how one cannot 

(and should not) be barred from advocating a six-year term for the president.116 Moreover, almost 

every clause of the constitution, including the equal protection clause, is subject to amendment, 

and must therefore also be subject to discussion and debate.117  

 
However, Graber. still sees a way out for the critical theorists. If one accepts that certain 

constitutional provisions have a higher status, and cannot be changed without undermining the 

bounds of the American constitutional enterprise (for example the equal protection clause), while 

other constitutional values are more or less arbitrary arrangements (for example term limits for 

the president),118 one could ban hate speech, as long as one could argue that equal citizenship is 

such a crucial constitutional value. But this contention that there are these constitutional values 

that can remain unchallenged is neither supported by case law nor First Amendment theory and is 

contrary to the marketplace of ideas model as expressed by Holmes in his Gitlow dissent: “If in 

the long run the beliefs expressed in proletarian dictatorship are destined to be accepted by the 

dominant forces of the community, the only meaning of free speech is that they should be given 

their chance and have their way.”119  

 

                                                 
114 Graber at 378. 

115 Graber at  371-372. 

116 Graber at 379. 

117Graber  at 380. 

118 Graber at 381. 

119 268 US 652 (1925) at 673. 



2.1.4.2. First Amendment concerns should be weighed against Fourteenth Amendment concerns 

So if we would acknowledge that the equality clause is so fundamental to American democracy 

that speech that threatens this equality should and could be banned under certain circumstances it 

would require a weighing of First Amendment concerns against Fourteenth Amendment 

concerns.  This practice of weighing competing constitutional values against each other was 

coined the “constitutional tension method” 120 by Eugene Volokh,  who argues against this 

method in approaching the hate speech issue, because there is no guarantee that this approach 

would not also be used in different areas than hate speech. Just like Graber, Volokh cites 

historical legal examples (including the WWI cases) from the late 19th and early to mid 20th 

century, to bolster the argument that when this method it widely adopted by the courts, it can lead 

to outrageous restrictions on speech and that caution should be exercised before going down that 

path again:  

Of course, one can't hold those who employ the constitutional tension method today 
responsible for the views of those who employed the method in the past. But when one 
listens to today's proposals for the balancing of free speech against other constitutional 
values, or to any proposals for allowing more speech restrictions, one should ask what 
such proposals will lead to. If a court accepts this approach in one case, what will 
happen in the cases to follow?”121  

 
At first sight, the constitutional tension method seems logical enough; if constitutional values 

collide, a judge needs to weigh them against each other. But Volokh argues that this is not what 

the courts have been doing for the past sixty years, nor is it mandated by the constitution. The 

constitutional provisions, Volokh argues, should not be read as a set of competing values that 

need to be brought in accordance, but “as simply creating particular government powers or 

disabilities. And while speech can undermine broadly defined constitutional values, it can't 

literally take away government power, or an immunity from government action.”122 The 

constitutional tension method, Volokh argues, assumes that the constitution declares a certain 

truth and that speech contradicting this truth can be suppressed. This, Volokh argues, is an 

incorrect reading of the constitution and one that has not been adopted by the courts. Volokh also 

argues that this method has been abandoned by the Supreme Court since the 30s and 40s when it 

adopted the points raised in Holmes’ dissents (see above) and that there are no clear signs that it 

will be revived any time soon.  

                                                 
120 Eugene Volokh, "Conference: Constitutions and 'Survivor Stories': Freedom of Speech and the Constitutional Tension Method." 3 

The University of Chicago Law School Roundtable 223 (1996) (no pagination). 

121  Volokh. 

122 Idem. 



 
Both Graber’s and Volokh’s arguments serve as powerful rebuttals of one of fundamental 

assertions of the critical race theorists. The notion that there are fundamental constitutional 

values, the challenging of which should trigger a weighing of this constitutional value with the 

First Amendment is not supported according to Volokh and Graber by established First 

Amendment doctrine. Naturally, critical race theorists will not be swayed by these arguments and 

state that an alternative reading of the constitution is in order. What separates the critical race 

theorists from those who, like Graber and Volokh, argue against hate speech regulations on free 

speech grounds is that they have different interpretations of the power of speech. For critical race 

theorists, the speech-conduct dichotomy is a false one, they see speech as a form of conduct that 

ought to be regulated. Free speech advocates on the other hand hold on to a clear distinction 

between speech and conduct. For them, mere speech cannot jeopardize the Fourteenth 

Amendment rights, only conduct can.  

3. Conclusion: Hate Speech as Threats? 
The arguments discussed above are not the only possible criticisms of the First Amendment 

approach of hate speech, but they are some of the fundamental arguments at the disposal of 

critical race theorists to argue for an alternative approach to hate speech in the United States. The 

arguments mentioned above try to fight the First Amendment approach of hate speech from 

within the First Amendment. They try to find a way to constitutionally ban hate speech, but this 

task may simply be an impossible one. While hate speech that amounts to threats and intimidation 

can be regulated, this is possible because the non-speech element (the threat or intimidation) in 

this speech puts it outside the protective scope of the First Amendment. Content-based 

restrictions of hate speech are unlikely to be found constitutional.  In the post 9/11 climate 

however, tolerance for threatening speech may not be as high as it once was. In Planned 

Parenthood of the Columbia/Willamette, Inc. v. Am. Coalition of Life Activists,123 the Court of 

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in an en banc rehearing, ruled that a Web site and posters listing 

names and addresses of abortion doctors, crossing out the names of those who had been killed, 

constituted a true threat. This interpretation marked a willingness to enlarge the definition of 

threatening speech.  

 

Just as in Virginia v. Black, where the Supreme Court looked at cross burning cases as threats 

rather than as fighting words, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals went to great lengths to use a 
                                                 
123 Planned Parenthood of the Columbia/Willamette, Inc. v. Am. Coalition of Life Activists, 290 F.3d 1058 (9th Cir. 2002) (en banc)  



threat analysis in this case rather than looking at this speech as incitement. It would probably be 

somewhat of an exaggeration to label this as a shift in First Amendment doctrine but it does show 

that courts are “increasingly comfortable with laws of general applicability that happen to 

infringe on speech-related activities,”124 as Ronald Collins, a scholar at the Freedom Forum, 

claims. While it is true that the pro-life activists’ speech did not address the doctors directly, and 

that they were not responsible for the context of violence that led the majority to consider their 

statements as threats, and that they did not make any explicit calls for violence or law breaking, 

and that the speech was public and on a matter of public concern, it undeniably did cause a great 

deal of distress and justifiable fear among the doctors mentioned and  it was certainly not 

unfathomable that the posters and the Web site made it more likely that acts of violence would be 

committed against the physicians, given the existing context of violence. The court seemed to 

value the right to be safeguarded from this kind of fear higher than free speech in this instance.  

 

This discussion is particularly relevant because what constitutes a threat is not entirely clear.  

Most circuits focus on the listener’s perception of the speech, but the First and Ninth Circuits 

focus on the speaker’s anticipated effects of the speech, whether or not a reasonable speaker 

could foresee that a recipient would understand the speech as a threat.125 So there is some wiggle 

room to interpret what constitutes a true threat without having to shake the foundations of First 

Amendment doctrine. This explains the popularity of the Planned Parenthood case, because this 

case seems to point the way for a broader interpretation of what constitutes a threat. Critical race 

theorists or other advocates for stricter hate speech laws should therefore focus their attention on 

how the threat doctrine can further be extended to include more expressions of hate speech, rather 

than trying to find ways to have sweeping content based hate speech laws pass constitutional 

muster, an endeavor that as argued before, seems to stand very little chance under established 

First Amendment doctrine. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
124 Tony Mauro, "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad Court. Justices Upended Expectations in 2002-2003 Term." Texas Lawyer, July 7 

2003, at 12. 

125  Scott Hammack, "The Internet Loophole: Why Threatening Speech On-line Requires a Modification of the Courts' Approach to 

True Threats and Incitement." 36 Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 65 (2002) at 78. 
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 Hysterical Paradises: La De Da Da and other Samplings of the Ir-real 
Landscape  

  
The paper investigates an emerging movement in contemporary art that explores 

the dynamic meaning of contemporary landscape and landscape imagery as lived-in, 
envisioned, and portrayed by artists. This research develops from my own practice as a 
Los Angles based new genres artist, creating large-scale environmental installations that 
include both two and three-dimensional elements as well as audio, video, and 
performance pieces. Theoretically the analysis evolves from Jean Baudrillard’s and Dave 
Hickey’s commentaries on the beautiful, yet fabricated landscape of Santa Barbara, 
which could be extended to other inhabited vacation land regions. As practicing artists 
living-in and influenced-by fantasylands we are affected by this pastiche of the real and 
ir-real, often not distinguishing between the two. It is this blurred boundary between the 
so-called “natural” and “built environments” that creates a sentient awareness of living in 
a continual state of mimesis. Yet, it is this state of perpetual mimicry, of participating in 
the spectacle that enables a self-critical embracing of landscapes that includes perceiving, 
interpreting, and characterizing physical environments and their emotional, 
psychological, and sociological intricacies.       

      
These ideas are expanded through a slide discussion of works of art created by artists 
seduced and bedazzled by the real and ir-real landscapes, creating their own imaginary 
vistas. Artists work include Sharon Ellis’ psychedelic landscape paintings that engage the 
idea of “synesthesia,” producing an imaginary image that is complemented by a sense 
other than the one being stimulated—tasting color, for example. Fred Tomaselli, who 
grew-up next to Disneyland and as a child often sat on the roof of his family’s home 
watching the dynamic rides, employs paint, pills, flora and fauna, and photo-collage to 
create landscapes of artifice. Karen Carson’s recent paintings and light boxes “Putting 
Out Fires” portray the mythical splendor and destruction of fire, while her earlier works 
play-off the fantasy of Disney musicals and the eye-candy of Hollywood. Jane Callister’s 
work is a curious and surprising mixture that blurs the line between pop culture, 
imaginary places, and personal narrative. My own work, which explores a dialectical 
relationship between the ideas of creating the imaginary through tragic yet comic 
recollections, repetitive and absurd actions, and obsessive behavior undermined by 
entropy. Lastly, I will discuss the collaborative Vandallister, which consists of Jane 
Callister and myself, in which we create imaginary two and three-dimensional landscapes 
of abstract and representational images that engage the viewer by multi-sensory qualities. 
These collaborative works are meant to elicit both feelings of psychological and physical 
alienation caused by a sense of displacement, while inviting viewers to enjoy the opulent 
views and relish in its beauty.  
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Abstract 
 

In a previous study [Vassilakis, P. (2005). Art as a mode of knowing and a model for action.  
Proceedings of the 3rd Annual HICAH. CD-ROM (ISSN #1541-5899), Honolulu, HI] it was 
argued that art may be our most potent means of reconfiguring and enlarging our conception of 
reality and truth, opening up possibilities for action and innovation.  The present study addresses 
specific questions related to music’s contribution to knowing: 
a) To what kind of ‘reality,’ ‘truth,’ or ‘beauty’ does music stake a claim?   
b) How does music help expand our conception of this reality?  
c) How does such an understanding of music relate to our strong emotional response to it and to 
its potential to set, reinforce, or alter our mood? 
d) What can music’s configuration of time tell us about the way we understand ourselves 
temporally? 
Temporarily suspending belief and surrendering to the world of a work is the condition of 
possibility for works of art in general and music in particular to reconfigure experience.  Musical 
works have the potential to not only call for a suspension of the syntactic, symbolic, and 
temporal features of experience but, more importantly, to call for a suspension of our 
anticipation for any syntactic or symbolic meanings, while focusing on experience’s temporal 
features. It is these features that constitute what we anticipate will become meaningful through 
the suspension and reconfiguring of previous understanding involved in following a musical 
work.  In other words, music brings the mode of being called temporality to expression, calling 
for an epochè not of the real in general but, specifically, of the temporal features of the real, 
challenging us to rethink them.  The fact that the meaning of a musical work is often expressed 
in terms of its plot emphasizes music’s episodic and configurational dimensions, whose tension 
and resolution model and reply poetically to the tension that is inherent in our experience of time 
and behind experienced emotion.  Music’s special significance may then lie in its power to 
reconfigure the way we experience time, and with it, emotion and mood. 
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THE NAGA BELIEF AS A THAI CONCEPT

Research Rationale and Background

Humanity has a wealth of abstract concepts and beliefs, both animate and 

inanimate, which could be equated to “maps” or guidelines determining people’s 

behaviors and ways of life.  These behaviors manifest themselves in a variety of 

concrete attributes, and as such, it can be asserted that concepts and beliefs are 

essential foundations for great creativity in the forms of art, traditions, and rituals.

Among the wide array of human beliefs, there are a good number of those 

concerning animals.  What is intriguing is that people in various communities may 

have some thoughts in common or share them to a certain degree.  An example of this 

is the swan, which acts as a symbol of virtue and often connotes an upper-class lady.

As to the class of the snake, there have been certain concepts and beliefs 

related to it for a long time, as evidenced by the many legends and stories in ancient 

civilizations belonging to both occidental and oriental cultures.  Such notions occur in 

myths, paintings, mural paintings, sculptures, architectural components, customary 

traditions, patterns and designs on objects, etc.  These pieces of evidence indicate a 

long existence of the concepts themselves.  For example, there are (a) in India, stories 

with regard to the origin of the serpent, which is commonly called Naga, and also 

rites for paying homage to Nagas in the rituals named Nakhapanchami and 

Nakhawithanam; (b) in Cambodia, a myth about Phra Thong and Nang-naga, as well 

as sculptures in certain architectural components; (c) in Egypt, a belief that the snake 

symbolizes luck, power, and prosperity.

The Naga in the Kingdom of Thailand is inextricably related to Buddhism.  

This statement can be supported by several events recorded in Buddhist documents, 

such as (a) a Jataka about a past, incarnated life of the Buddha once being a Naga, (b) 

a story about a Naga asking to enter the Buddhist priesthood, and (c) a legend 

producing a style of Buddha statues with a Naga over his head.  Moreover, there are 

also oral stories about Nagas in (a) unrecorded and written literary works, such as 
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Uthai Thewi, Sangsinchai, Phra Suthon-Manora, Bhuridata Jataka, the authorized 

version of Nandopanada Sutra, and The King Naga Phraya Mutchalin, (b) 

architectural components and fine art objects commonly found, and (c) local artworks, 

e.g. particular designs on manually woven cloth.

Also, Thais of Laotian lineage living along the Mekhong River hold certain 

very interesting beliefs.  Apart from the occurrence of Nagas in well-known local 

literary works, e.g. Phadaeng Nang-ai, the legend of Urangkhathat, Khuntung, and 

Supanna-naga Jataka, there is also an amount of unrecorded literature on Nagas

there, e.g. Chaophor Srisuttho (=King Srisuttho Nagaraja) of Udon Thani Province, 

and legends of trips to the Naga world.  In regard to traditions and rituals, they, 

moreover, have a rite worshiping the king Naga named Satta Naga at Phra 

Thatphanom Temple, Thatphanom District, Nakhonphanom Province.  On the 15th

day of the waxing moon circle in October, there is a phenomenon called Bangfai 

Phrayanak (= Naga fireball) occurring annually along the basin of the Mekhong 

River, which has led to an annual worshiping ceremony on that day in Phonphisai 

District, Nongkhai Province. The rite is considered a tradition and a large number of 

people attend the festival each year.  Furthermore, the rise of the Pasak River’s 

flooding current is believed by Luangphrabang-Laotian Thais at Lomkao and Lomsak 

Districts - who call a Naga nguak - to be the result of a Naga’s activity, as there 

appears a phenomenon which looks like traces of a snakes’ slithering.  The Tai-Yuan 

Thais (Lanna) in the northern region also have oral stories about Nagas in Kwan 

Phayao (a lake often visited by tourists in Chiang Rai Province) and Nagas living in 

Chiang Dao Cave and other caves in this region.  Besides, there are a few pieces of 

literature on Nagas inscribed on palm leave paper, e.g. those about Nakkhaokham, and 

Niyai Lai-ngu (Note: nak and ngu roughly equal Naga and a snake, respectively).  

Naga literature recorded in the phapsa (= folded sheets of paper) can also be found in 

a city titled Chiangtung, e.g. Luamkinoi, Kamphra Leknai, Alongkhiawhot, and 

Haekham.

Research Objectives

To study beliefs and notions about serpents and Nagas of a variety of ethnic 

groups in Thailand and to analyze, compare, and contrast forms and transferring 
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characteristics of imagination, connotation, and concepts of the creation of Nagas 

taking place in the art works of Thai peoples.

Research Significance and Use

1. To gain insights into the snake as a source of humanity’s universal ideas 

and beliefs.

2. To gain a body of profound knowledge with respect to the multi-aspectual 

concepts of the Naga in cultural and social contexts of Thai ethnic groups.

3. To observe the cultural relationship of Thai ethnic groups in a clear and 

lucid way.

3. To pave the way for further studies on cultural concepts and thoughts of 

other ethnic groups.

Research Methodology

The researcher will carry out both documentary research and a field study, 

deploying anthropological approaches and theories, along with those of folklore 

studies and art education.  The research procedures are as follows:

1. Conduct surveys, collect, and study textbooks and documents relevant and 

useful to the project.

2. Take and gather field notes and data, prepare grounds-to-study, 

interviewing specialists in Nagas of the corresponding areas, and take 

photographs of data about Nagas to be included as part of the study.

3.  Have written literary works, if any, translated into Thai.

4.  Select some art works about Nagas and get their drawings.

5.  Classify all data above.

6. Study certain concepts and/or theories in the areas of, for instance, 

anthropology, folklore studies, and literature, to be analytical and comparison 

frameworks.

7.  Analyze and compare documentary information with that derived from the 

field study, according to the research objective.
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8. Conclude the research results and make recommendations for further 

research.

Scope of the study

The points to be studied are as outlined in the research objectives, with types 

of information as follows:

1. Unrecorded and written literary works.

2. Visual art works, including those of fine art, sculpture, architectural 

components, and local art.

3. Beliefs, traditions, and rituals.

As such, the Thai ethnic groups in this current study are those inside Thailand: 

the Tai-Kheun, the Lanna Tai-Yuan, the Central Thai, the northeastern Thai, 

and the Southern Thai.

The meaning of Naga and Phayanaga

According to The Royal Institute Dictionary (The Royal Institute 1999: 573 

and 753), “Phayanaga” derives from a combination of the word “Phaya”, which refers 

to a chief or leader, and the word “Naga”, which refers to the giant snake with a crest 

on its head. Therefore, “Phayanaga” conveys the meaning of the king of snakes. 

However, Naga is the name of the human tribes living in the area of Khao Naga 

Mountain which is situated in the northwestern part of India, as well as tribes living in 

the northwestern part of Burma and those speaking the Tibetan-Burmese language. 

Additionally, according to Buddhist tradition, a candidate for the Buddhist priesthood 

will be called “Naga”, meaning sinless. According to the Tripitaka, to be called 

“Naga” the candidate must shave his hair, eyebrows, and beard, and then wear a white 

outfit.

There are various beliefs involving a giant snake among many races such as 

the Egyptians, the Greeks, and the Romans. They all believe in the giant snake, but 

call it dragon, which is similar to the dragon of the Chinese. Similarly, Indians or 

Hindus worship the snake due to the belief that the snake is holy. The most important 

snake here is the cobra, which is called Naga or Nakon by the Hindu. Indian people 

believe that the Naga is the ancestor of all snakes. (Witchuram 1995: 15-16)
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The story of Naga or Phayanaga, in Thailand, has been told by old people and 

by pilgrims who witnessed the miracle of Phayanaga on solitary pilgrimages. 

According to the pilgrims’ tale, the appearance of the Phayanaga is similar to that of 

an ordinary snake but far bigger and longer in size. Other differences include a 

reddish crest on the head, red eyes, and shiny scales; some report the scales as 

alternating between green and red, versus other reports that the scales cover a 

spectrum of shiny colors.

In this research, the Naga or Phayanaga refers to the meaning of the Naga in 

the faiths of various tribes in Thailand. The researcher aims to present the thoughts 

and beliefs related to the Naga that appear in the traditions, rites, and art works of the 

tribes. This article is a partial fulfillment of the proceeding research named “The 

Reflection of Naga in the Tai Concept”, and the project will end in the year 2007. 

However, this paper includes the basic data and discussion of information gathered 

from field trips; the analytical theory will be in the proceeding thesis.

Beliefs concerning the Naga that can be found in the traditions, rites, and art 

works of the various tribes in Thailand

There are various Thai traditions and rites regarding the Naga during pre-

ordainment ceremonies, ordainment ceremonies, boat racing (to worship the Naga), 

floating light-boats, Naga rockets or the Naga worship ceremony. In Thailand, the 

pre-ordainment ceremony for candidates for the Buddhist priesthood has been 

practiced for such a long time because every tribe in Thailand believes that 

individuals have their own spirit. The ceremony has been performed to encourage the 

spirit to be peaceful, or the person will not be happy and may become sick, senseless, 

or die. The pre-ordainment ceremony will begin with the chant of “Nang-naga” to pay 

respect to the Naga, the great ruler of land and water, who supports abundance and 

wealth. Also, the chanting of “Nang-naga” will induce the candidate to recall the 

favors of his mother as the lyric describes how mothers nourish their children; an 

essential part of the ceremony. Thai people call a candidate for the Buddhist 

priesthood a “Naga” just because there is a Buddhist legend referring to it. In the age 

of Buddha there was a Naga that disguised himself to be a man, and then became 

ordained as a monk. While he was sleeping his body became a giant snake. When the 

Buddha knew the truth, he revoked the Naga’s monkshood because no animal can be 
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a monk. The Naga felt sorry for not becoming a monk in order to make a merit, but 

asked the Buddha to leave the word “Naga” as a memory to Buddhism.

 The belief of Naga has also been linked to marriage ceremonies by taking 

from the story called “Pra Thong and Nang-naga”. This story first appeared in the 

Ayudhya period as a song for the noble and disappeared in the Rattanakosin period; it 

is used as a “Teacher Praising Song” today. One tradition, which is practiced widely 

in many provinces in Isan (the northeastern part in Thailand) is the “Floating Light 

Boat”. However, it conveys different aims in different places: some places follow the 

tradition to worship the Buddha, others to worship the Phayanaga. Moreover, people 

in some areas, through the tradition, worship a Buddha footprint left in the sand on the 

bank of the river as requested by the Phayanaga. In making the “Floating Light Boat”, 

in the past, people would find floatable things like banana trees or bamboo trees and 

decorate these in the shape of the Phayanaga or a swan. They would then put candles 

of various sizes on the boat before floating it on the river. On the other hand, at 

present, the boat will be decorated by electric lamps instead of the candles. The 

ceremony will begin in the early morning starting by giving alms to the monks, 

decorating the boat in the afternoon, after which the monks will give a sermon to the 

people before floating the decorated boats in the Mekhong River in the evening. 

Today, we can see the “Floating Light Boat” in combination with a phenomenon 

called “Phayanaga rockets”, which has been well known among Thai and Lao people 

for many years. The “Phayanaga rockets” are the red, green, orange or pink lights 

spouting from every part of the Mekhong River at dawn. Thai people believe that 

those lights are the fires that the Naga makes to worship the Buddha after making 

merit during Buddhist’s Lent.

House building rites involving Naga beliefs

People in the past believed that house building played a very important role in 

their lives, so they would select the place to bury the first pillar of the house with 

great care. The first pillar had to match the direction of the sleeping Naga. In each 

month of the year the Naga will sleep in different directions, therefore people must 

build their houses accordingly. The auspicious power of the “Naga Building Day” can 

reverse the negative effects of an “evil day”. The main thing to be aware of is to know 

and account for the position of the Naga’s head and tail, which will bring good 

fortune to the house owner.
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Following is a table of Naga Building Days

Day direction of the Naga’s head direction of Naga’s tail

Sunday east northwest

Monday southeast northwest

Tuesday west east

Wednesday north south

Thursday northeast southwest

Friday south north

Saturday northwest southeast

(Empan  2003: 223)

The following are descriptions related to house building on each day of the week:

• Building a house on Sunday will bring annoyances and trouble to the dweller.

• Building a house on Monday will bring happiness to the dweller.

• Building a house on Tuesday will bring bad things to the dweller.

• Building a house on Wednesday and Thursday will bring happiness and 

security to the dweller.

• Building a house on Friday will bring happiness and power to the dweller.

• Building a house on Saturday will bring bad things and sorrow to the dweller.

Following is the table of Naga Building Months (the months are in the lunar 

system)

• From the first to the third month: the Naga head to the north, tail to the south 

and the stomach to the west, and back to the east.

• From the fourth to the sixth month: the Naga head to the west, tail to the east 

and the stomach to the south and back to the north.

• From the seventh to the ninth month: the Naga head to the east, tail to the east 

and the stomach to the north and back to the south.

• From the tenth to the twelfth month: the Naga head to the north, tail to the 

south and the stomach to the east and back to the west. (Empan  2003: 224)

 Consulting the “Naga Building Days and Months” will yield an auspicious 

date to build a house. However, the Lanna people, a tribe in the north of Thailand, 
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believe that before building a house, they must sacrifice to the Naga (who owns the 

land) for good luck.

Boon Kong Hod or Hod Song Nam Rites (meaning “pouring water on”) will take 

place on the fifth month during the Songkran period, annually. As part of the 

ceremony, the villagers will pour water on Buddha images and the monks who 

maintain the images. The water will be poured on the Hanghodsong (the wooden 

groove made to pour water on to the Buddha images and monks during the Songkran 

period) and through a wooden groove in Naga shape will flow over a Buddha image 

or monk. The reason why people sculpt the groove in Naga shape is because they 

believe the Naga is the king of water and purity, therefore the water from it will bring 

them happiness and good luck. Accordingly, the Hanghodsong are found mostly in 

the northern and Isan areas, and rarely in the southern and central parts of Thailand.

Naga and the fertility of water

On Songkran day, known as Thai New Year, a forecast for the fertility of the coming 

year will be taken based on the ancient book of Naga or Naga water giving. The 

fertility of water will be forecast according to the numbers of Nagas: the more Nagas, 

the less rainfall; the less Nagas, the more the rainwater.

Naga and the fall of a city – or the origin of a swamp

The stories of the origin of a certain swamp in Thailand reveal that Nagas play 

an important role in the fall of a city as exemplified in the story of the “Nonghan 

swamp” in the province of Sakonnakhon. In this love tale of Phadaeng Nang-ai, an 

unrequited love story of a young Naga who falls in love with a young lady and was 

accidentally killed by people, legend holds that the site of Nonghan swamp was once 

a city. The city was turned into the swamp it is today, because the furious Naga had 

lost his beloved son and destroyed the city in reprisal.

Beliefs concerning the lineage and offspring of Naga

According to field research, the belief that certain human families are part of 

the lineage or offspring of the Naga is limited only to regions in the Northeast, such as 

the provinces of Nongkhai, Khon Kaen, Udon Thani, etc. There are Thai last names 

related to the Naga, Nagpetchara as such. Such families are convinced that they were 
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once born as a Naga and then reborn as human beings. Through the practice of Sila 

and Buddhist meditation, they can provide us with further details about the mysterious 

story of the Naga. They even mention that the greatest Naga of all is King Srisuttho 

Nagaraja who created the Mekhong River.

Events and visible traces of the Phayanaga

1. Phayanaga holes have appeared in many places, especially in temples such 

as Wat Prathatbangpuan temple in Nongkhai province, and Wat 

Prathatpanom temple in Nakornpanom province. People believe that the 

Phayanaga dug the holes in order to creep up to worship the relic of the 

Buddha.

2. The fires spouting up from the Mekhong River on the full moon night of 

the eleventh month (finish Buddhist Lent).

3. Snapshots and video tape footage of the Phayanaga taken form the 

Mekhong River where the Phayanaga moves during the final Buddhist 

Lent period.

4. There are places that are linked to the legend of the Phayanaga such as 

Kamchanode in Udonthanee,Kaen Hahong in NongKhai, Pragaipech den 

in Chaiyaphoom.

5. People believe that some gemstones are found in a place where the 

Phayanaga has lived, so they name the gems after the Phayanaga, like 

Pechphayanaga and Nagasawad. There is news of Naga trails on the banks 

of pools, on riverbanks, in people’s houses, and on the roof of cars.

6. The Phayanaga has appeared in pictures taken at Buddhist places such as 

Phrathatpanom pagoda.

7. There are some fossils that people believe are parts of the Phayanaga.

Beliefs related to the Phayanaga in Thai Art

The arts are good reflections of the thoughts and beliefs of people in a society since 

we can see them in concrete form. The beliefs about the Phayanaga also appear in 

Buddhist architecture, sculptures and paintings. We can see that the rails, Buddhist 

monasteries, the wihara, the gables and the eaves in the temples are decorated in a 

Phayanaga like shape. There are a lot of paintings about the Phayanaga taken from 

one of 500 incarnations of the Buddha “Phooritat Jakata”; or the local legends about 
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the Phayanaga like the paintings of “Phadaeng Nang-ai”, “Phayakankak”,in Wat 

Pochai temple,in Nongkhai,and the painting of “Prachaotonluang Toong-iang” in Wat 

Srikomkam temple, in Payao. The Phayanaga sculptures are mostly seen as Buddha 

images with a Naga over his head, which are symbols of good luck, especially for 

people who were born on Saturdays. These are also seen at monasteries, wiharas, and 

on stairways leading to Buddhist places.

Moreover, people will decorate their racing barges with the Phayanaga in the 

bow; there is a royal barge with such a Phayanaga named “Ananda-nagaraj”. Finally, 

the local people like weaving their cloth, and carving daily instruments with Naga 

characters, like the shawl and the cane.

Discussion

After studying the data collected from Thai traditions, rites, and arts, the 

researcher found that Thai people’s beliefs about the Naga are taken from Buddhism, 

or rather that the Naga is a symbol of Buddhism. The symbol refers to faith in the 

Naga as a Buddhist protector, so people incorporate it into parts of Buddhism. 

Moreover, the Naga is a symbol of water which people in the north and Isan areas 

have incorporated into the Hanghodsong in the shape of the Phayanaga. In addition, 

the Naga is a symbol of the land, since Thai people will consult the “Naga Building 

Day” and “Naga Building Month” when building a house. Furthermore, Thai people 

like to build the bows of barges in the shape of the Phayanaga, and also believe that 

the Phayanaga is a symbol of wealth since they forecast the wealth according to the 

number of Nagas who will provide water to people each year.

On the other hand, when the Phayanaga gets angry, it may punish people by 

transforming a city into a big pond, as in the Nonghan legend in Sakonnakhon. There 

are also some groups of people who believe that they are part of the lineage of the 

Phayanaga (reborn as humans after practicing virtue). However, some groups of Thai 

people believe that the Phayanaga is concrete because of evidence from noble monks 

who have seen the omens of the Phayanaga: Luangpoo Fhun, Luangpoo Mun, 

Luangpoo Chobe, Luangpoo Lui, Luangpoo Kamkaning.

Conclusion

We can see that the ways of Thai lives are linked to the Phayanaga. This 

reflects how Thai people are bound to the Phayanaga unavoidably although no one 
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has ever seen the Phayanaga in reality. People in the north and Isan areas, who seem 

to believe more strongly in the Phayanaga than people in the south and the central 

parts of Thailand, still pay respect to the Phayanaga, passing their beliefs from 

generation to generation. Most of all, however, the study of the Naga reflects the ways 

of life of people who have lived and thrived in these river basins for centuries.
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Rethinking Mutual v. Ohio 

 Mutual v. Ohio is frequently characterized as the case under which the Supreme 

Court denied First Amendment protection for film. Additionally, since the ruling 

coincided with the release of D.W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation, there is a tendency to see 

the controversy surrounding this film as a significant factor in this decision. These two 

suppositions distort the rationale for the Mutual decision and how film was understood by 

the courts, the Congress, and the people of the United States at that time. The purpose of 

this paper is to reframe the discussion of Mutual in terms of the prevailing understanding 

of rights under federal and state constitutions and in terms of accepted federal, state, and 

local regulatory practices. Taking these factors into account makes clear and almost 

inevitable the language of the unanimous Supreme Court decision. Further, this 

reframing, coupled with a careful consideration of the timing of the decision and the 

actual release schedule of Birth of a Nation, prompts an interesting question: would the 

Supreme Court have ruled differently had Birth of a Nation been released three months 

earlier? 

Prizefight Films 

 By 1897, motion pictures had become a part of life in American cities. The 

technology for motion pictures had evolved quickly, generating audience interest not only 

through the novelty of motion pictures themselves but also through the manner in which 

audiences viewed these pictures. Edison successfully demonstrated the kinetoscope for 

the first time in 1893 and produced it for commercial exhibition the following year. The 

first “peep show” parlor featured ten kinetoscopes, each containing a different short film 

produced by Edison;1 patrons had to line up for a chance to peek through a magnifying 
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lens into the large box in which the film ran in a continuous loop. However, Edison’s 

Vitascope, the first widely distributed projection system in the United States, rapidly 

began to replace the kinetoscope in 1896. Follow a brief introductory period as a 

vaudeville act, motion pictures settled into storefront projection rooms. Eventually to be 

known as nickelodeons, these venues became the first permanent homes for the new 

entertainment medium.  

Another fact of life at this time was that prize fighting was prohibited in all states 

and territories of the United States. At the turn of the 20th century, boxing rested squarely 

at the intersection of the savage and the civilized. Fixed-length fights using Marquis of 

Queensbury rules had replaced bare-knuckle matches lasting until one contestant could 

no longer stand. Perhaps no fact captures the relationship between the evolution of the 

sport and the evolution of the nation than Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson’s 

transformations from gunfighters/lawmen into boxing reporters for New York 

newspapers. Along with Women’s Suffrage and Prohibition, prize fighting was a social 

issue polarized largely along gender and class lines. Consequently, male police forces 

frequently ignored small-scale “sparring matches” or “exhibitions,” but larger events, 

drawing significant protest from civic groups, faced a higher probability of intervention. 

 Technology and economics, however, provided the opportunity to circumvent 

existing laws concerning prize fighting. Nevada had experienced a prolonged economic 

downturn following the robust economic phase brought about by the silver boom. Dan 

Stuart, a prominent sports promoter, sold Nevada’s legislature on the economic 

advantages that would accrue to the first state to legalize prize fighting; despite heavy 

protest from church and other civic-minded groups, prize fighting became legal in 
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Nevada on January 6, 1897. Stuart immediately arranged a heavyweight championship 

fight between Robert Fitzsimmons and James Corbett to be fought on March 17. 

Stuart’s idea for this match transformed not only professional boxing but also the 

manner in which every spectator sport of the 20th Century would be structured and 

enjoyed. To this point, the money to be made in boxing consisted of the receipts from 

those attending the match. Boxers could not live on this income; to supplement their ring 

earnings, they toured the country, giving demonstrations or otherwise performing for 

audiences. For instance, when Corbett signed the contract for the championship fight, he 

closed down his traveling theatrical company in order to begin training.2 With the 

Fitzsimmons-Corbett fight, participants negotiated for the first time for a share of the 

revenue that would be generated by the distribution of the fight on film. Increasingly, 

professional sports would come to rely on the revenue produced by the mass distribution 

of events rather than on live audience receipts for these events. In the end, the live 

audience would become more than a source of revenue; it would affirm the significance 

of the event and become an important part of the spectacle for the film, then television, 

audience. 

The match itself proved to be an exciting affair for the audience, ending in the 

14th round when Corbett failed to rise after a sharp blow to the chest. Across the United 

States, theatres hosted live re-enactments of the fight; the blow-by-blow description 

arrived by telegraph and was acted out for the audience. Stuart had on film the perfect 

fight with which to test the idea of prizefight film distribution. As a bonus, the fight had 

concluded with a controversial final blow. Corbett supporters claimed that he had been 

fouled and that the referee erred in counting him out. When the film audience finally had 
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the chance to see the fight footage, it frequently called out for a replay of the final round.3 

The idea of the replay was born with the very first recording of a major sporting event. 

With the fight now recorded on film, Stuart was aware that he needed to be 

careful to forestall any action that might prohibit the distribution of the film. While all 

states other than Nevada prohibited prize fighting, there were no laws governing the 

duplication and distribution of fight films, but this situation could change quickly. In 

1895, Stuart had tried to arrange a championship fight in Texas when that state’s supreme 

court ruled that Texas law did not prohibit prize fighting; before the fight could be 

brought off, the legislature rushed through a new law prohibiting the practice. Stuart did 

not want similar reaction to the distribution of the film to coalesce quickly. One fiction 

created by Stuart served to make distribution, ostensibly, a non-issue; with the aid of 

Hearst newspapers, he circulated the story that the film negatives were unusable and that 

no acceptable prints of the fight could be made.4 Meanwhile, Veriscope’s Enoch Rector, 

Stuart’s film partner, was busy creating prints. By the time the film was ready for 

exhibition, there had been much debate across the country with an eye toward passing 

laws prohibiting the exhibition of the film; however, only one state (Iowa) and scattered 

municipalities had passed laws prohibiting exhibition.5 The Fitzsimmons-Corbett film 

premiered at New York’s Academy of Music on May 22, 1897. 

 Following the nationwide distribution of this film, neither the states nor the 

federal government responded in a consistent or coherent manner to the new form of 

entertainment; prize fighting remained illegal, but no significant legislation was passed 

regulating the exhibition of either actual fights or re-enactment of fights. Fight films, 

along with other films depicting actions and situations deemed by some to be immoral 
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and unsuitable, continued to be shown precisely because the content had the capacity to 

titillate as well as to offend. Indeed, according to newspaper accounts of the time, the 

audience for films such as the Fitzsimmons-Corbett fight contained a large number of 

female spectators.6 Both the degree and meaning to be attached to this phenomenon is 

open to debate, but it is clear that interest in the novel and sensational served to create 

crosscutting tensions concerning the regulation of film content. 

 The prizefight film was not only an early popular form, but it was also the first 

feature-length film form. While its popularity declined in subsequent years, and the short 

(one- and two-reel) narrative fiction films became the standard fare for the film audience, 

the prize fight film marked both the beginning of orchestrated efforts to regulate film 

content and the subsequent move to deny film the freedom of speech protection enjoyed 

by the other mass medium of the era, newspapers. A major turning point in this 

movement involved the controversy over the Johnson-Jeffries prizefight in 1910. 

 Jim Jeffries had retired as an undefeated heavyweight champion in 1906. By 

1910, the title had been taken by Jack Johnson, a “person of color.” Jeffries was 

persuaded to come out of retirement as the “Great White Hope,” but Johnson defeated 

him convincingly. Due to the sensational nature of the fight, members of the Motion 

Picture Patents Company, also known as “The Trust,” expected to earn substantial 

revenue from the exhibition of the film.7 When Johnson defeated Jeffries, racial tension 

over the outcome was high, and the film of the fight was banned in many cities. The 

Trust launched a public relations and legal campaign against what they characterized as 

censorship of a straightforward presentation of an actual event. 
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 Comparing the differences between reactions to the Corbett-Fitzsimmons and the 

Jeffries-Johnson fights highlights difficulties arising from efforts to regulate content. On 

the surface, there is little to distinguish one fight film from another.  The first film, 

however, provoked modest and ineffective impulses to censor while the second prompted 

strong and immediate regulation. The Jeffries-Johnson fight carried significance beyond 

the actual depiction of the event; at stake was the presumption of racial superiority widely 

held by white society. As a result, Congress passed The Prize Fight Film Act of 1912, 

drawing upon its authority to regulate interstate commerce. In order to suppress what 

were perceived as potentially inflammatory images, the Act prohibited the importation as 

well as the interstate transport of “any film or other pictorial representation of any prize 

fight.”8 Although the prohibition against import or transport was lifted in 1940, specific 

references remain in federal law, which still identify prizefight films as objects of 

interstate commerce.9 

 Prior to the Johnson-Jeffries fight, efforts at censorship and regulation of film had 

been sporadic, local, and usually trivial. Beginning with a 1907 Chicago ordinance 

establishing the authority of the superintendent of police to issue permits for exhibiting 

film, the method most commonly employed by cities followed the precedent of licensing 

various forms of entertainment, such as the circus.10 After the Illinois Supreme Court had 

upheld the legality of this practice in Block v. Chicago in 1909,11 the film industry was 

reasonably successful at deflecting drives for censorship and regulation by supporting the 

National Board of Censorship. Founded in New York, initially to address local concerns, 

the Board soon took on national prominence. Ostensibly, the Board was independent of 

the film industry, but it was funded by a per-reel fee assessed to producers for each film 
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reviewed; eventually, the function of the Board became as much to provide a positive 

image of Hollywood as it was to actually influence Hollywood’s output.12 

As criticism of the Board mounted, states began to join the major cities in 

establishing their own licensing agencies. By 1914, Pennsylvania, Kansas, and Ohio had 

established state-level regulation, and other states contemplated the same action. At this 

point, also, the U.S. Congress was considering a bill to form a national film review 

commission. The National Board of Censorship argued that such a commission was an 

invitation for political corruption and infringement of First Amendment rights, and it 

ceased using the term censorship to refer to its own activities—the National Board of 

Censorship became the National Board of Review.13 An important distinction the Board 

wished to make was that it was an independent agency to which film producers 

voluntarily submitted films for review, while the proposed federal commission would 

constrain expression by force of law—censorship, plain and simple. Congress was not 

compelled by this argument and seemed to be moving the bill toward passage in early 

1915. This controversy was overshadowed, and many of the arguments made moot, 

however, when the Supreme Court issued its decision concerning prior restraint of 

motion pictures in Mutual v. Ohio. 

The Birth of a Nation and Mutual v. Ohio 

  D.W. Griffith’s film, The Birth of a Nation, was an adaptation of Thomas Dixon, 

Jr.’s, The Clansman. The novel was, by most accounts, a mediocre work justifying the 

emergence of the Ku Klux Klan as a necessary and appropriate response to 

Reconstruction in the South following the Civil War.14 In many ways, Griffith toned 

down the inflammatory material of The Clansman, but he still ended up presenting an 
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account of slavery and social adjustments following the Civil War that were patently 

racist. Reaction to the film was intense. The newly formed NAACP urged boycotts and 

legal action. The Ku Klux Klan, on the verge of extinction when the film was released, 

swelled with new members and became an important political force in the following 

decades.15 Woodrow Wilson, after an unprecedented White House viewing of the film, 

was credited with the statement that the film was “history written with lightning,” 

although he later repudiated this statement. 

 The social impact of The Birth of a Nation is matched by its impact on the 

evolution of film. The Birth of a Nation, like Orson Welles’ later masterpiece, Citizen 

Kane, was not so much a work of technical originality as it was a brilliant synthesis of 

known cinematic techniques resulting in a new film aesthetic. Every device used by 

Griffith had already been seen; Griffith’s genius rested in his ability to integrate 

techniques, such as the close-up, crosscutting, and tracking shots, in such a way as to 

create a narrative structure of unprecedented scale and power. For example, the sequence 

leading to the climax of the film employs close-ups of the white protagonists besieged in 

a tiny cabin as a black mob hammers at the doors and shuttered windows, crosscut with 

dramatic tracking shots of the KKK riding to the rescue. Griffith deploys technique in an 

effort to compel the audience to side with the victims and cheer for the rescuers; at the 

same time, the audience is urged to accept as true the underlying ideological propositions. 

As fate would have it, the first great American feature film was also the blueprint for 

propaganda films. 

 Griffith’s film premiered in Los Angeles, February 8, 1915; at this point, the film 

was titled The Clansman. A month later, the film was released in New York as The Birth 
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of a Nation. The film then traveled to the first-run houses in the major cities, by which 

time Griffith had agreed to remove 558 feet from the film; the excised material depicted 

the sexual assault of a white woman by black renegades and an epilogue suggesting the 

solution of America’s racial problems involved the forced deportation of blacks to 

Africa.16 After clearing the first-run houses, film distributors acquired rights on a state-

by-state basis for the exhibition of The Birth of a Nation.  

 By all accounts, Griffith was stunned by the reaction to The Birth of a Nation.17 

He maintained that the underlying message of the film was that intolerance, the cause of 

war, was the underlying evil of the Civil War and Reconstruction; for Griffith, the effort 

to suppress the film and silence his interpretation reinforced this belief. In the following 

year, Griffith released Intolerance, another masterpiece structured around the 

crosscutting of four story lines spanning 4,000 years; in addition to reiterating Griffith’s 

premise concerning the effects of intolerance, it represents a repudiation of the criticism 

directed at The Birth of a Nation. 

 The impact of The Birth of a Nation on the free speech status of motion pictures 

does not, however, flow specifically from a suit concerning this film. Mutual Film 

Corporation, coincidentally the distributor for The Birth of a Nation in Ohio, had brought 

suit in Ohio courts in the previous year, seeking to enjoin the Ohio Industrial 

Commission from enforcing the state’s 1913 censorship statute. This statute established 

the Commission, charging it to approve for exhibition only films that were “moral, 

educational, or amusing and harmless.” 18 Distributors wanting to offer films for 

exhibition in Ohio paid a mandatory fee to the Commission at the time of submission. 
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Mutual argued that the statute deprived the distributor of due process, unlawfully 

interfered with interstate commerce, restrained freedom of speech in violation of the Ohio 

and U.S. constitutions, and unconstitutionally vested legislative power in the 

Commission. The Ohio Supreme Court denied the request for an injunction, and Mutual 

appealed to the U.S. Supreme Count, which agreed to hear the case.19 The Court heard 

arguments on January 6-7, 1915, and it was deliberating when the uproar over The Birth 

of a Nation occurred. Hence, while prior restraint of The Birth of a Nation was not the 

specific issue before the court, it is unlikely that the consternation raised by its exhibition 

escaped the Justices’ notice. 

In a unanimous decision issued February 23rd, ten days before Birth of a Nation’s 

public premiere in New York, the court rejected each of Mutual’s arguments. In terms of 

the freedom of speech argument, the Court declared: 

It cannot be put out of view that the exhibition of moving pictures is a business, 
pure and simple, originated and conducted for profit, like other spectacles, not to 
be regarded, nor intended to be regarded by the Ohio Constitution, we think, as 
part of the press of the country, or as organs of public opinion. They are mere 
representations of events, of ideas and sentiments published and known; vivid, 
useful, and entertaining, no doubt, but, as we have said, capable of evil, having 
power for it, the greater because of their attractiveness and manner of exhibition. 
It was this capability and power, and it may be in experience of them, that 
induced the state of Ohio, in addition to prescribing penalties for immoral 
exhibitions, as it does in its Criminal Code, to require censorship before 
exhibition, as it does by the act under review. We cannot regard this as beyond the 
power of government. 
 

Under today’s understanding of the First Amendment, the arguments made by the court 

appear difficult to defend. It is important to note, however, that not only is the modern 

construction of First Amendment protection broader than in 1915, but the issue of the 

individual state’s ability to regulate speech had not been fully resolved. The First 

Amendment prohibits Congress from abridging freedom of speech, but, while the 14th 
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Amendment guaranteed equal protection under the law, the limitations on states to 

regulate speech remained unresolved until a series of Supreme Court rulings dating from 

Gitlow v. New York in 1925,20 ten years after Mutual v. Ohio. In fact, Chief Justice 

McKenna’s opinion specifically addressed the claim that Mutual’s freedom of speech 

rights under the Ohio constitution had been violated; the opinion ignored Mutual’s claim 

to First Amendment protection. 

 Additionally, it may seem curious that the court justified denying freedom of 

speech because “exhibition of moving pictures is a business, pure and simple, originated 

and conducted for profit, like other spectacles...” At first blush, this distinction seems 

capricious; after all, newspapers were businesses operated for profit, yet they enjoyed 

First Amendment protection. The point being made by the court, however, did reflect the 

contemporary distinction between The Press and other venues of expression such as the 

theater or the circus; the former had explicitly stated constitutional protection, the latter 

did not. Chief Justice McKenna lists a series of precedents concerning licensing of 

entertainment;21 these rulings illustrate the belief of the time that state and local 

governments appropriately exercised police power to maintain the public good by 

licensing entertainment. 

 Not only did the Court have a clearly identifiable, non-protected space in which to 

place motion pictures, but they also could draw upon the principle that freedom of speech 

is not an absolute. While the defining cases concerning unprotected speech were yet to be 

heard (beginning with Schenck v. U.S., 1919),22 speech that was, in itself, a violation of 

law or capable of causing harm to the public was presumed to fall outside First 

Amendment protection. Further, prior restraint, as a mechanism for affording protection 
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against harmful speech, was not repudiated by the Supreme Court until Near v. 

Minnesota in 1931.23 In sum, consistent with the legal and social conventions of the time, 

the Court perceived motion pictures as subject to the same scrutiny and restrictions 

applied to other public amusements. Therefore, when the opinion continued with the 

claim that film was “capable of evil, having power for it, the greater because of their 

attractiveness and manner of exhibition,” it was making an argument that dovetailed with 

their categorization of film as “spectacle,” like the circus…but with a greater capacity for 

mischief. 

 Given the Court’s perspective on motion pictures as simple entertainment, 

an interesting but unanswerable question emerges: what would have been the effect of The 

Birth of a Nation on the Mutual v. Ohio decision if the film had premiered six months earlier? 

On the one hand, the controversy over the film certainly would have stirred increased 

demands that film content be regulated. On the other hand, the ability of The Birth of a Nation 

to provoke debate on significant social issues may have added persuasive force for the 

argument that film was more like newspapers than like the circus. If motion pictures had 

been seen as one of the “organs of public opinion,” might Mutual’s claim to free speech 

protection under the Ohio constitution have prevailed? The consequences of motion 

pictures acquiring free speech protection at the dawn of the silent feature era would have 

been profound. Instead, the Court denied motion pictures free speech protection, clearing 

the path for government regulation and industry self-censorship. 
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“Teaching Dance History Using Differentiated Learning Styles” 
 

 Meeting the needs of learners requires effective teaching practices. Each individual 
learner is differentiated by affinities towards learning. Within Howard Gardner’s “Multiple 
Intelligences Theory”, as described by David Lazear (1994) there are seven affinities, or 
pathways: Visual/Spatial, Bodily/Kinesthetic, Logical/Mathematical, Intrapersonal, 
Interpersonal, Musical/Rhythmic, and Verbal/Linguistic. 
 The paths are encoded genetically and strengthened or inhibited throughout early 
childhood development and on into adulthood. Thus, by the time a child enters school the 
affinities of the individual may be evinced quickly and easily, or they must be found and 
developed. 
 An effective teacher provides student centered learning activities to engage students in a 
variety of manners. This learning process is guided by teachers effectively observing the 
strengths and weaknesses of each learner as he or she engages in a particular activity. 
 Dance History, for any age group, can be presented in a learner centered environment 
rather than the traditional teacher centered lecture format. Dancing through history touches the 
bodily/kinesthetic and musical/rhythmic. Reading a notated movement score employs the 
verbal/linguistic and logical/mathematical. Recreating a dance sequence originally performed by 
Isadora Duncan utilizes the bodily/kinesthetic and visual/spatial. Using an excerpt from an 
ancient era play and enacting movement that might have been performed by the Chorus engages 
the visual/spatial, verbal/linguistic and bodily/kinesthetic pathways. 
 The focus of this workshop is to present innovative instruction techniques used by the 
two presenters in teaching their Dance History courses. Techniques involving learner-centered 
activities facilitate understanding. Successful teaching occurs when differences in learning styles 
are honored. Organizing and presenting course content in a manner that includes a variety of the 
Seven Multiple Intelligence capacities attends to Differentiated Learning Styles. Participants in 
this workshop will explore new techniques through sample learning activities such as creating an 
Imitation or Ritual dance, reading and subsequent performance of a Labanotation score of a 
1500’s Court dance, and learning a Polka based folk dance. Such active learning exercises 
facilitate understanding of the role of dance in history. Discussion of a variety of ways to present 
content will ensue. 
 
Lazear, D. (1994). Seven pathways of learning. Tucson, Arizona: Zephyr Press. 
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This article examines recent texts produced by the Austrian author, director 

and feminist theoretician Marlene Streeruwitz (b. 1950) designed to rouse Austria's 

public sphere to action against ethnic provincialism, xenophobia, historical amnesia 

and the patriarchal power structures in contemporary Austria and Germany. These 

include interviews, editorials, lectures, university teach-ins, radio essays and a 

website maintained by student protesters dating from mid-2000.1 Even a cursory 

glance at these writings shows a pronounced linguistic difference and literary intent 

between creative interventions by Streeruwitz as literary author and as public 

intellectual. As she herself makes clear, these discontinuities are intentional, not 

simply another genre experiment or the result of perceived limitations on the 

political power of language or literature. In this article, I will first provide a 

description of Streeruwitz' signature literary style from her short stories, novels and 

plays. Then, I will outline her philosophy with regard to "metaphor-free" political 

speech and demonstrate how Austria's unique postwar political situation combines 

with Streeruwitz' own literary-political project. These illustrate her belief that only 

"metaphor-free" political activism can counter obscuring, right-wing tendencies in 

contemporary Austrian public discourse.  

                                                 
1 http://www.marlenestreeruwitz.at 
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Marlene Streeruwitz first achieved literary prominence in the late 1980's in 

Austria by writing dramas performed on Austrian public radio, for which she had 

also worked as a journalist.2 Her output in a variety of media in the last 20 years is 

by any measure impressive, including award-winning novels, short stories, plays 

and two published collections of lectures on feminist perspectives in the arts and 

society. The critical and public acclaim she has received in this relatively brief time 

span have cemented her as an emerging canonical figure in German-speaking 

literature both within Austrian borders and beyond. Her plays have been performed 

throughout Europe and at several United States universities, and translations of at 

least two of her novels are available in English. She has won several of the most 

prestigious Austrian and German literary prizes including the Hermann Hesse Prize 

and the Austrian State Prize for Literature. Dividing her time between her native 

Baden, near Vienna, Berlin and the United States as a guest professor and lecturer in 

addition to her activities as author and theatre director, she is active in many aspects 

of the public sphere. To these activities has been added, especially since the elections 

of 2000 which brought the right-wing Freedom Party into government, the 

aforementioned political texts and activities which are the subject of this article. 

Streeruwitz' use of language in her prose and plays is unique, often highly 

symbolic. Often without completing a coherent thought, many of her sentences force 

the reader (the listener, the audience) to fill in the gaps with their own conjectures as 

                                                 
2 Actually, she is Dr. Marlene Streeruwitz. She earned a doctorate in Slavic Studies from the University of 
Vienna, where she also studied Art History. She did not pursue an "academic’s preoccupation with the world” 
(Kraft 2000) however, as we will see. 
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to their full meaning. These also often contain witty and relevant sociopolitical 

observations expressed in florid, experimental and/or genre-stylized forms. As 

Professor Helga Kraft stated to the author herself during an interview for The 

German Quarterly, "when one reads your works, one knows only Marlene 

Streeruwitz could have written them." Some of the typical characteristics of the 

"Streeruwitz-sound" in prose, Kraft notes, are "a unique grammar that the publishers 

must first be initiated into before accepting it...A spare language that does not 

confine itself to hierarchical sentences, but often offers half-sentences and thought 

fragments."3 As the critic Reinhold Baumgart describes it, "She hammers out a hard 

beat, writes short, torso-like, mugged sentences, seeds her texts with excessive 

periods and pauses, cleanses them from nearly all clauses and sweeps adjectives 

away."4 

Her literary works sometimes also do not so much replicate reality as force 

competing versions of reality into one space in order to interrogate and critique 

them, as in a collage. Of her plays, Lothar Lohs writes that the substance of these is 

also a "collage of reality fragments and levels of truth...She uses the entire cultural 

history of the West as the playground of her fantasy...A distended, fragmentary 

vocabulary dominates here."5 Klaus Zeyringer describes the texts of her plays as 

being filled with "dramatically overlapping language worlds and the choreography 
                                                 
3 Dagmar Lorenz and Helga Kraft, Schriftsteller in der zweiten Republik Österreichts: Interview mit Marlene 
Streeruwitz, 13. Dezember 2000. The German Quarterly, Vol. 75, No. 3, Summer 2002, p. 230. Translations 
mine. 
4 Quoted in Lothar Lohs, Der dominierende Punkt. Über die Autorin und Dramatikerin Marlene Streeruwitz. 
Die Wiener Zeitung, November 11, 2000. Translations mine. 
<http://www.wienerzeitung.at./frameless/lexikon.htm?ID=8895> 
5 Lohs, op.cit. 
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of world destruction." 6 On the stage, these worlds become "an outline of the 

dramatic topography of Western culture, a tapestry of stage directions, interferences, 

genre associations."7 In her 1993 play New York. New York there is a scene in which a 

Japanese chorus of tourists repeats Emperor Franz Josef's sentences in English, for 

example. Everything is off-kilter in the world of the play, everything is a pose. 

Indeed, the cover of her 2002 novel Norma Desmond, with its collage-style assault on 

the senses and invitations to critical reflection on the role of women, capitalism and 

consumerism, is a visual depiction of much of the above. Clearly, to the benefit of 

gainfully employed Germanists the world over, Streeruwitz' literary texts often 

require considerable semantic decoding and analysis to grasp their true meaning 

and the author's true intent.  

Where her life as a public intellectual is concerned, however, the language 

Streeruwitz uses becomes markedly different from the symbolic, fragmented, 

award-winning prose described above. Certainly, any number of politically engaged 

authors – here we might call to mind the Iraq-War-related interventions of Susan 

Sontag, Arundhati Roy, etc. – utilize language markedly different from their familiar 

literary idioms when intervening politically in the public sphere. Yet two factors 

unique to the postwar Austrian context make Marlene Streeruwitz' interventions 

and her conscious decision to adopt a different "literary technique" especially 

significant:  

                                                 
6 Klaus Zeyringer, Österreichische Literatur 1945-1998 (Innsbruck: Haymon-Verlag, 1999), p.218. Translation 
mine. 
7 Zeyringer, p. 384. 
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1) A postwar ban on anti-Semitic political speech and criminal prosecution of 
any political party or politician advocating policies deemed to be Nazi in 
origin; 

 
2) The rise of the Austrian Freedom Party (FPÖ) and its eventual entry into 
government in early 2000, the first time a post-Fascist party had done so since 
World War II. 

 
Specific types of political speech were banned by the Allied occupiers of Austria 

after World War II. To avoid drawing unwanted attention from the Austrian state’s 

law enforcement apparatus, right-wing politicians must couch their platforms and 

policies in stylized, evasive language- or retract statements that run afoul of laws 

against Volksverhetzung (public incitement), a call for a return of the Hitler years 

(Wiederbetätigung), or denying that the Holocaust occurred. Thus, rhetorical 

considerations and legal strategies are intertwined components of right-wing 

successes in Austrian politics to a degree not present in other Austrian parties or in 

advanced capitalist democracies generally. Political scientist Walter Manoschek 

makes clear that this is common to the language employed by both the Freedom 

Party and its predecessor, the party founded by former Nazis after WWII, the Union 

of Independents (VdU): 

If we review the history of the FPÖ (Freedom Party), we see that references 

made by politicians of that party to ideological elements of National 

Socialism are, in fact, structural characteristics of the FPÖ world-view and not 

"verbal slip-ups," as those who wish to play down outrageous statements 
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would have us believe...In equating Nazism with other political systems, VdU 

spokesmen were really playing down the crimes of Hitler's regime.8 

 
The master of such evasive, symbolic and metaphorical speech in Austria has for 

many years been Jörg Haider, one-time leader of the Freedom Party and current 

governor of the southern Austrian state of Carinthia. I assume we are all familiar 

with his various provocative statements from the early 1980's to the present that go 

even beyond Nazi flirtations: references to the "over-foreignerization" 

(Überfremdung) of Vienna, Hitler's 'proper' employment policies, postwar Austria's 

creation as an ideological miscarriage, Africans in Austria as being "particularly 

aggressive in nature," and many more. Reinhard Heinisch considers all these 

statements and comes to the conclusion that the Freedom Party gave "traditional 

right-wing issues a certain spin, making them appeal to a wider 

audience...Rhetorical devices such as exaggerations and ironic overstatements 

designed for a maximum of populist appeal were additional elements" in their 

electoral strategy.9 In the end, the success of the Freedom Party depends to a great 

degree on symbolic rhetoric, where one statement or symbol clearly references or 

stands in for another. 

Marlene Streeruwitz' decision to adapt her mode of expression accordingly 

when in a public intellectual role was a direct result of the Freedom Party's electoral 

                                                 
8 Walter Manoschek, "FPÖ, ÖVP and Austria's Nazi Past," in Ruth Wodak and Anton Pelinka, eds. The Haider 
Phenomenon in Austria (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 2002), pp. 4-5. 
9 Reinhard Heinisch, Populism, Proporz, Pariah: Austria Turns Right. Austrian Political Change, its Causes 
and Repercussions (New York: Nova Science Publishers, 2002), p. 92. 
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successes in 2000 mentioned above. In an interview with the Viennese weekly Falter, 

she defended the idea of metaphor-free political discourse as the best tonic for the 

Austrian body politic. If the language used in the Austrian public sphere was forced 

to remain free of abstraction for 10 years she stated, "(Jörg) Haider would shrink like 

a sock washed in too-hot water" and his antiseptic, contradictory slogans could be 

unmasked.10 This call for direct, non-symbolic political discourse is at first glance a 

somewhat counter-intuitive observation for those with knowledge of her plays, 

novels, short stories and excursions into feminist theory and the public affirmation 

she has reaped from them. Indeed, in the previously mentioned interview 

conducted by Helga Kraft and Dagmar Lorenz in the Spring 2003 German Quarterly, 

Streeruwitz defended the idea that texts she considers truly literary should be 

apolitical, in the sense that they should be – and in her case, are - "produced without 

regard for their interpretation by others." 

Effective action as a public intellectual, on the other hand, demands less 

nuance and more plain-spoken language to counteract the populist Freedom Party 

and to advance her anti-patriarchal project. After the swearing in of the Freedom 

Party-People's Party coalition government on February 4th, 2000, Marlene 

Streeruwitz regularly began attending and speaking at the so-called "Thursday 

Demonstrations" against the government in Vienna that lasted from February 

through October 2000, and which she described as "a small exercise in creative 

                                                 
10 Klaus Nüchtern, "Wir können alles sagen." FALTER, April 2002. 
<http://www.falter.at/print/F2002_15_3.php> Translation mine. 
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democracy."11 Not coincidentally, the number of interviews and articles of hers to 

appear in German-speaking presses increased as a result. An article written for 

Germany's Süddeutsche Zeitung four days after the coalition government formed, 

represents her first public deconstruction of Jörg Haider's rhetoric: 

Haider is speaking with his mouth full. The metaphors he throws around are 

not empty figures of speech. His metaphors are filled in with reality. And 

everyone who thinks and acts like he does understands these metaphors 

literally. Takes them as an announcement instead of an action which later, 

when the time comes, can be implemented. The action thereby remains 

contained as an actual possibility in his speech. Unveiled and literal and 

ready to break out any time.12 

 

Her concept of a metaphor being implanted in one's mind to negative effect can be 

seen in another context as well, one that predates her rhetorical analyses of the 

Freedom Party. In 1998, Streeruwitz gave a speech criticizing the media's effects on 

creating and sustaining a false picture of authors in real life- in this specific case 

Elfriede Jelinek.13 She wrote then that 

Emotionally-laden information bombs are implanted in those seeking 

information. They rest at the base of one's memory like land mines. The 

                                                 
11 Marlene Streeruwitz, WOZU SOLL DAS FÜHREN? Originally printed on an unknown date in Der Standard, 
reposted on http://www.marlenestreeruwitz.at. Translation mine. 
12 Marlene Streeruwitz, Alles, was falsch ist. Über Jörg Haiders Wortwörtlichkeit. Süddeutsche Zeitung, 
February 8, 2000. <http://ejournal.thing.at/essay/marlene.html> Translation mine. 
13 As is well known, Jelinek would later win the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2004. 
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mention of the symbol or a signaling reaction to something related to the 

symbol lets the mine explode. The feelings stored up inside it detonate. 

Resentments. Prejudices. Sentimentality. Nostalgia. Love or hate...A brief 

fireworks display.14 

 

This thought would become a trope again after 2000. At a teach-in sponsored 

by feminist Germanisten in March 2000, Streeruwitz further developed her critique of 

the rhetoric of the Freedom Party. Here, her conclusion was that metaphors are "the 

absolute description of the patriarchy." It follows that :  

The language of the FPÖ is a patriarchally excessive use of metaphor, where 

certain things are never rhetorically completed. It is a very modern language 

with much left out...With the FPÖ, their linguistic picture is not an image, but 

reality. When they say "We will clean house" (Wir werden ausmisten), educated 

people think of the Augian stables- not a pretty picture either- but the others, 

for whom it is intended, think of a pitchfork to poke people with...Critics 

have missed the chance to decode it, have not understood that it is not about 

metaphors here, but that what is said is actually meant.15 

 

For Streeruwitz, Austrian politics can do without metaphors because "our speech is 

developed enough. We can say everything...I can't think of a reason, not even an 

                                                 
14 Marlene Streeruwitz, Echos und Masken. Kolik #5, 1998. 
<http://www.kolik.at/archiv.php?ausgabeid=5&textid=26> Translation mine. 
15 Alexandra Bader, Texte als Widerstand. Report on the Aktionstag gegen Schwarzblau der GermanistInnen. 
March 13, 2000. < http://www.ceiberweiber.at/wahl/text.htm> Translation mine. 
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ideological one, to use a metaphor."16 Otherwise, the door is left open to falling for 

"unbridled political ambition and ideologies that prescribe specific versions of 

humanity and denounce all others. One could draw parallels to other times here."17 

In an interview with Gerhard Moser from ON-Kultur, she clearly listed the 

types of contemporary "texts" she found too metaphorical, as well as their noxious 

effects: 

The language, the political text, develops realities in the form of posters, 

election platforms, speeches, interviews...I am concerned with how units of 

meaning, such as "woman" or "foreigner" are used in this text. For example, 

which grammatical position they receive. Are those the subject? Not in this 

case!...The beautiful sentence "Vienna must not become Chicago" has 

affinities with the Ten Commandments...A unit of meaning like Chicago, 

which can only be the catalyst for vague associations with gang warfare is 

used here to articulate other forms of exclusion.18 

 

Many other interviews, talk show appearances and short published pieces 

could be cited, each a bit of a variation on the theme of direct, head-on confrontation 

of the male-dominated right-wing Austrian government which has remained in 

power and even won a subsequent election since 2000. She has also refused at least 

                                                 
16 Nüchtern interview. 
17 Marlene Streeruwitz, Das heißt dann Gewöhnung an die Situation und wird Alltag genannt. Ein 
Stimmungsbild. Die Zeitung, #99, May 2002. <http://www.kupf.at/index.php?sid=326&icatid=18> Transation 
mine. 
18 Marlene Streeruwitz interview with Gerhard Moser, ON-Kultur, February 2001. < http://kultur.orf.at/001003-
4259/4281txt_story.html> Translation mine. 
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two honors and awards from Austria because of the continuing political situation 

and her opposition to it. Indeed, she recently refused the Culture Prize from the city 

of her birth, Baden. She felt it would be seen as endorsing the ruling coalition and its 

(female) Foreign Minister Benita Ferrero-Waldner, at the time running for President 

of Austria and now an EU Commissioner. As she put it, "As a feminist I do not want 

to receive a prize from a female politician who felt it necessary to describe herself 

"first and foremost as a human being" <as opposed to a woman.>19 

Streeruwitz has not confined her interest in metaphor-free politics to the 

Austrian context. Before the last federal election in Germany, in 2002, she also 

deconstructed the CDU and CSU party platforms based on the methodology above. 

Here, there was not so much resurgent nationalism or anti-foreigner sentiment to be 

fought, but the subordinate role of women and their rhetorical absence in party 

platforms. Further, when receiving a prize from then Austrian Foreign Minister 

Ferrero-Waldner (now a member of the European Commission), she raised the 

concern that only the word "Mensch" or "Bürger" could be found in these party 

platforms. She writes: 

This word "Mensch," politically introduced, is depoliticizing. Politically 

sterile..."Mensch" is a politically unassailable archetype. No male or female 

politician. No man or woman of the media. No one has to say the female 

version of a noun next to the male version that way. Or even the word 

                                                 
19 "Marlene Streeruwitz lehnt Badener Kulturpreis ab," originally in Der Standard, March 1, 2004. Re-posted 
on http://www.no-racism.net/benita/presse/streeruwitz_kulturpreis.htm. Translation mine. 
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"woman," for that matter...If the word "woman" is found anywhere, then only 

in connection with the question of where children should come from.20 

 

In conclusion, productive public intellectual activism, for Streeruwitz, is a 

conscious choice on the part of an author to eschew deliberate symbolic abstraction 

or genre experimentation. In deconstructing contemporary Austrian political 

discourse, stripping it as far as possible of metaphors and affective rhetorical 

symbols, the way is paved for a return of personal political participation, agency 

and responsibility. Every participant in the democratic process will know what is 

being said and meant, and the likelihood of "rhetorical time bombs" being 

successfully set diminishes. This attention to the political power of straightforward 

public discourse puts her interventions in the same great tradition of other Austrians 

who have unflinchingly and directly "(put) their pen to the body of the Austrian 

corpse," from Karl Kraus to Thomas Bernhard and the 2004 Nobel Prize for 

Literature recipient, Elfriede Jelinek. 

 

                                                 
20 Marlene Streeruwitz, "Nur noch der Bauch macht die Frau," die tageszeitung, August 21, 2002, p. 15. 
Translation mine. 
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Abstract 

Dr. Sonia Vlahcevic 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

Musica Ricercata – György Sandor Ligeti: A Stylistic Analysis 

 

 György Sandor Ligeti was born in Hungary in 1923 of professional parents - his 

mother a doctor and his father a banker.  A cultural atmosphere prevailed in his home:  

art, music, literature and languages, but around 1940 changes occurred with the increase 

of anti-semiticism and Hitler coming to power.  After WWII, Eastern Europe looked for 

stability and freedom in the Communist Party only to be confronted with oppression and 

control.  As Ligeti, at the age of 22, entered the Franz Liszt Academy in Budapest to 

continue his musical career, the Western World was severed from him by the dropping of 

the “Iron Curtain” and the isolation of the Eastern Block from the rest of the world. 

 

 This lecture deals with the piano piece Musica Ricercata which was written 

between 1951-53.  Although this work includes some of Ligeti’s early compositional 

traits which reflect influences of Bartok and Kodaly, its importance lies in the fact that he 

now treats all the musical elements abstractly and texturally.  

 



 The goal of the lecture is to discuss how a composer created an innovative, 

diversified composition while being isolated from the new trends of his Western 

contemporaries as well as disregarding his own past musical traits.  The rigors of his  

self-imposed discipline and his creative experimentation resulted in a multi-movement 

piano solo. 

  

 Musica Ricerata is in eleven movements:  the first movement has only one note 

(A) plus octave transpositions which resolves to a second pitch (D) at its conclusion.  The 

second movement has two pitches and adds a third, hence, the third has four pitches, the 

fourth movement five pitches and this pattern continues through the final movement.  The 

eleventh movement utilizes all twelve pitches in the style of a fugue. 

 The lecture will consist of a stylistic analysis regarding the exploration of new 

and different piano techniques, harmonic language, and melodic manipulation.  Texture is 

a very important aspect of the work and Ligeti’s ingenuity with sonorities will be 

examined. 

 

 The lecture will conclude with a performance of the work by the presenter. 
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Abstract   

The recovery of ethno-technology is an exciting emergent field which can 
lead to both inspiring and humbling discoveries about the skills practiced 
by the indigenous people of the Pacific.  Long before European 
missionaries arrived, Polynesian people had developed their own sewing 
expertise.  This is an area of indigenous knowledge that is largely under 
researched.  In New Zealand museums, a variety of material evidence has 
revealed an array of distinctive needle shapes, as well as two different 
types of seam that were once used by the Māori people.  Tantalisingly, one 
of these seams was also utilized in Hawai’i.  The established knowledge 
ceased to be practised in New Zealand, and was forgotten, along with 
much associated technology.  However, similar practices amongst other 
Polynesian peoples may help to recover the lost technology and may also 
shed light on ancestral migration patterns.  
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I Ching (Yi Jing) and Its Influences on  
Chinese Communicative Behaviors 

 
 

(Abstract) 
 
 
This study is an exploration of the impact of Chinese classic, I Ching (Yi Jing), on 
Chinese communicative behaviors.  By analyzing and explicating important concepts  
such as yin, yang, dao, conflict, unity and opposition, the author exposes I Ching’s views 
on the significance of maintaining “the middle way” while communicating with others.  
From this viewpoint, the writer further demonstrates the influences of I Ching on (1) 
Chinese communication worldview, (2) Chinese strategies for maintaining harmonious 
interpersonal relationships, and (3) Chinese management of interpersonal conflicts.         
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Housing issues have been on newspapers’ front pages and 
featured articles in national magazines and journals since 
the boom of urbanization of the 1950s.  But the term 
“housing” was almost exclusively referred to as those of 
the mainline habitat such as urban and suburban homes, 
commercial apartments and public housing enterprises.  
The neglected element in this subject of critical importance 
is the shelter for the less fortunate homeless population  
that accounts to about 2% of the US population. 
 
The proposed paper will include discussions of the 
following aspects of the problem: 
 
(1) Characteristics of shelters for the homeless: 
 

• Endless variety in its forms which are constantly 
changeable and unpredictable in its creation; 

• Movable/moving-about and tentative in a given site 
which carries no postal address and zip code; 

• Using local materials, no building and maintenance 
costs involved; 

• Function and practicality are of prime importance; 
• Greatest level of creativity is exercised by the 

“owner”/user; 



• Almost always is in defiance of building codes and 
the law; 

• Usually stands in discrete isolation, is rarely seen in 
clusters and groups; 

• Does not attract tourists and receives no protection  
from the society at large. 

 
(2) Two real-life case studies of possible solution to the  

problem: 
 
• The “City Sleeper” project by Donald MacDonald, 

a prize-winning San Francisco architect who 
constructed a camper-like “home” with plywood for 
a homeless man at the cost of $800 in the early 
1990s. 

• The “Homeless Vehicle Project” by Krzysztof 
Wodiczko.  The vehicle involves a rather 
sophisticated design with metal, moveable and   
collapsible parts which can be converted into a bed 
at night  while functioning as a house-on-wheel 
during the day time. 

 
(3) Discussions and propositions: 

 
While housing for the homeless is a complex 
phenomenon with  sociological, political and 
economical implications, the design profession should 
morally and professional  confront the problem with 
empathy and trained design skills.  With the backing 
of governmental and private sector’s  funding, 
architects are to meet the challenge of coping with  the 



acute needs of this “new” clientele sector.  Unlike 
during the  days when architects almost exclusively 
designed villa, mansions and palaces for the rich and 
powerful, the truly  social conscientious design 
professional must be prepared to actively participate in  
meeting  the housing needs of the homeless 
population. 
 
The presentation will be illustrated.  
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Segregation – Texas Style 
 
Segregation – The word conjures up “White/Colored” signs, separate 
facilities, fire hoses [turned] on demonstrators, church bombings, one-
room, run-down schools, lunch counter sit-ins, subtle issues such as 
not being able to try on gloves before purchasing [them], and many, 
many others. Generalized assumptions about segregated schools include 
poorly trained teachers, poorly equipped schools, and dilapidated 
facilities, which were the usual outcomes of the “separate but equal” 
designation. These assumptions, however, were not the rule. There are 
instances of a stricter adherence to the dictum. My school, Carter G. 
Woodson Jr.-Sr. High School in Abilene, Texas, is one such school, 
which breaks the stereotype. In a town with a black population of 
approximately 5,000, the school was never larger than 500 students, yet 
it was a fully accredited institution that boasted complete auto 
mechanics, cosmetology, and home economics departments; language 
instruction included French and Spanish. Closed in 1969 when the public 
schools integrated, reunions of the school’s students, staff and 
faculty began in 1984 and continue to the present. In this paper, I 
will explore the memories of Woodson graduates regarding their 
experiences of being educated in a segregated school. I will augment 
the paper with historical data documenting the excellence of a Woodson 
education. In addition to the usual reasons for reunion gatherings, I 
suggest a motivating factor is the shared, positive segregated school 
experience. Questionnaire and interview responses will be used to 
ascertain the feelings of schoolmates and faculty to the Woodson 
experience.  
 
  
 
 



 
Destiny, Time-Causality, and Reality 

 
I define Destiny as an ideal of transcendent unity towards which a people strives in successive 
generations. In my recently published book, Evolution, History and Destiny: Letters to Alain Locke (1886-
1954) and Others, I elucidated “Destiny” in terms of four modalities: the ethnic mode, the national 
mode, the world mode and the cosmic mode, that is, the physical universe. Destiny is both immanent 
and transcendent. The one pertains to the social order; the other, to Kant’s regulative ideals of God, 
Freedom and Immortality, found in the noumena world.  
 
Time, Conflict, and Human Values, is the name of J.T. Fraser’s book that I will draw on. He holds that 
there are five time-causality modes or stages in terms of which evolution is explained. The first arose 
with the big bang; the second arose with the occurrence of elementary objects or particles; the third 
came about with the occurrence of matter; the time-causality mode that emerged with the advent of 
life pertains to the fourth one; and, the fifth time-causality mode is associated with the occurrence of 
human beings whose sense of past, present and future events in the immanent realm is heightened 
by, on the one hand, the occurrence of change and impermanence; and, on the other, the feature of 
timelessness or permanence found in the transcendent world. Our sense of aging reminds us of our 
own mortality, the anticipation of which tends to evoke in us the feeling of dread. Moreover, just as 
time-causality is level-specific, so is the manifestation of existence about which we can have objective 
knowledge, Kant’s views to the contrary notwithstanding. In this paper, I will argue with Fraser that 
not only do we have the capacity to access the various modes of time-causality,—working our way 
back from level five to level one,—we can also access the respective modes of “reality,” including its 
most primordial, chaotic form, associated with the big bang, from which the universe arose. This 
primordial, chaotic, reality has an affinity with the noumena or transcendent reality in terms of which 
the Destiny ideal is defined. Thus, in this paper, I will argue that Fraser’s epistemology provides a 
framework to explore not only our immanent Destiny, but our transcendent Destiny as well. 
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Jack Lenor Larsen:  Weaving A Legacy 
 

Purpose 
 
For over 45 years, Jack Lenor Larsen has been one of the foremost designers and 
producers of high-end textiles in the United States.  The purpose of this presentation is to 
examine the work of Jack Lenor Larsen and his significance to the field of interior 
design. 
 
Methodology 
 
Numerous forms of archival research were used to explore and document the work of 
textile designer, Jack Lenor Larsen.  Archival research included a review of Jack Lenor 
Larsen’s product and production files.  The files assisted in documenting the process by 
which designs were initiated, brought to production, and marketed.  Interviews were also 
conducted with former Larsen designers, museum collection curators, and historians.  
Visits to significant museum textile collections and the archival holdings of a major 
Midwest University provided a rich source of research information.  The methodology 
process included identifying specific pieces that were reflective of the fibers and 
technologies that were significant to the advancement of interior design. 
 
Summary of Results 
 
The name “Larsen” is synonymous with 20th century textiles.  Ever since Jack Lenor 
Larsen, Inc. was established in 1952, the influence of its innovative, far-seeing founder 
has permeated the field of interior design.  Archival research indicates that Larsen: 
 
 ●  Designed and produced the first warp-knit casements 
 ●  Designed and produced for Pan Am the first fabrics for jet airliners 
 ●  Was the first to produce printed velvet upholstery fabrics 
 ●  Developed the first diagonal stripe weave 
 ●  Designed and produced the first stretch fabric 
 ●  Developed the first production ikat fabrics 
 ●  Was one of the first “name designers” to come out with a licensed domestics   
      line.  Designed the Fine Arts Collection of towels, sheets, and blankets for 
       J.P. Stevens.      

●  Designed porcelain tableware for Dansk International 
 
During the course of 45 years, Larsen expanded to complete the total interior package.  In 
the early 1970’s, Larsen Carpet and Leather was established (Larsen, 1998).  Larsen’s 
revival of coir and sisal in America greatly contributed to the worldwide popularity of 
these fibers used in floorcoverings in the early 1980s.  The carpet division was also 
known for their custom designs involving jacquard-woven wiltons (Feeeeisst, 1984).  
Larsen Furniture was established in 1976.  Top furniture designers, such as Ben Baldwin 
and Ernst Dettinger, teamed with Larsen to introduce new furniture collections 
(McDevitt, 1983). 



 
Larsen textile designs have won numerous textile and design industry awards and have 
been sold in 31 showrooms around the world.  His work is in the permanent collections 
of some of the world’s major museums including the Museum of Modern Art, New York; 
the Art Institute of Chicago; the Victorian and Albert Museum, London; the Musée des 
Arts Décoratifs, Paris; and the Museum Bellerive, Zurich (Larsen, 1998). 
 
In 1997, the Larsen Company merged with Cowtan & Tout, the American subsidiary of 
Colefax and Fowler Group of London.  Jack Lenor Larsen has remained a consultant to 
the firm and still plays a key role in design development. 
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This research project will attempt to unravel and explore notions of beginnings and ends at 
thresholds of overlap occurring within the designing professionals.  The built form is procured 
within a profession of increasing specialization and division.   Between these areas exists 
margines containing unavoidable interplays and overlaps blurring at times the designing 
professions and there areas of ownership.  The main focus of the research will explore these 
areas of overlap between these professions of architecture and interior design/architecture.   
 
Over view. 

• These thoughts evolved from discussions and University of New South Wales, Sydney 
Australia, Faculty of the built Environment – Interior Architecture program staff teaching 
meetings centred on the notion and idea of “what is interior” and where does it fit within 
a design framework.  

• Approaching this idea it became necessary to reduce the idea to a diagram (diagram 1.) 

This diagram attempts to locate and define disciplines of design and the possible 
overlap between these professions.  These areas of overlap are the areas of interest 
that I have begun to explore. 

• I have used three cases studies of our studios edward(s) des gns work in an 

attempt to unravel the beginnings of an idea of threshold: - Architecture and 
Interior/Building and design. The three case studies are   

i

1. Primo estate and Joseph wines new head quarters – Mclaren Vale, South 

Australia 

2. 188 Palmer Street – additions to a heritage terrace – Darlinghurst, Sydney 

Australia.  

3. Apartment 1806 – rethink of a modernist apartment – Darlinghurst, Sydney 

Australia.  

• Design processes work in a non linear motion within an autonomy of the designers 
own framework more akin to the evolution of an idea rather than a sequential 
predictable progression. This framework is what we aim teach a student to come to 
embrace and understand – the students own design philosophy and process. 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 1 
 
 

I come to design with a belief that designers design, make, invent, formulate, discover and that 
the designing professions, educators, practitioners, researchers, builders are all components of 
a spatial dialect.  This dialect deals with a skill set addressing ideas of design which endeavour 
to access the new and to pre-empt the next.  Designing is not an endeavour which can be 
systematized or predicted but rather exhibits a sense of autonomy and wilfulness which defies 
all efforts to reduce its  practice to that a scientific model. The diagram above simply positions 
and locates in a type of grey scale design from large to small for the purposes of investigation 
and inquiry. This approach establishes a greater understanding of the design realms in a 
lineararity depicting the overlap of the professions.  It is this overlap which I plan to investigate. 
Boundaries that may be perceived as divisions between these designing professions appear as 
both significant and necessary for the maintenance of specialist approaches specific to each 
profession whilst simultaneously embracing this overlap as an integral multidisciplinary 
component within each design profession.      
The intent of the designer is to be at the edge of a currency a design presence  that embodies 
a process and willingness to embrace a breadth of knowledge from wherever that knowledge 
may exist from within the profession and from without.  Importantly this knowledge exists to 
inform and enhance the act of design processes and inturn the design product.  I will explore 
notions of interiority in an attempt to frame the beginnings of an understanding exploring 
margins and moments at which an envelope no longer exists as outside and falls into the 
realms of inside. An exploration of a type of grey scale from outside to inside and inside to out 



Can this point be identified?  Or is the condition of interior an approach or a truism always 
dependent on the envelope or skin that forms it? Can this condition be attributed to a singular 
perspective or rather is this condition part of a flexible and sometimes didactic dilemma known 
broadly as design – an address to many different issues from many different perspectives. 

 
Reclaiming the interior > the space that architecture came to forget. 
 
The notion that the interior space and associated processes defined as “interior” are something 
other than a consequence of the skin which encompasses it provokes a definition, which 
designers, design educators and design institutions grapple to define - the place where the 
inside finishes and the outside begins. This assemblage of hierarchical space and form at times 

defies assembling and rather encourages and allows a marginalization of the “interior” to that 
which simply “is”.  This “is” which is a consequence rather than a destination fails at times to 
define itself as a point of arrival or destination acting rather as a circumnavigated precinct 
devoid of persona or independent attribute, riddled with a predictable over confidence 
alienating itself from the denizen of the built form. 

Image one  



 
Image two 

Example of building without interior, building as architecture alone  
Image one & two House R 128. Stuttgart, Germany, 1999 – 2000. Werner Sobek  (Jodidio 
1999 , p. 5020)  
This precarious site between that of the object within, at an industrial design level, and that of 
the encompassing skin that is its packaging implies an overlap.  What is this space of interior, 
this place inside architecture?  Interior encroaches at both extremities looking inward on 
industrial design and outward at the encompassing skin. This pendulum effect of overlap, 
osculating between the designing philosophies of the built form and industrial design allows a 
breadth of design possibilities encouraging an equality of experience that is interiority as 
opposed to that of the object in the world, the built form.  An experience not in competition with 
either but an experience that is specific to interior, the place within referencing its strengths as 
a space designed for the inside designed from the inside out.  

 



 
Many assumptions and preconceived notions defining this point of departure from inside to out 
attempting a precision of definition or justification, that may extract this place that is interior 
from the distant realms of form that does not follow function, an interior space in juxtaposition to  
the form that encompasses it - Architecture.  

 
                 Image 3 

This function once all encompassing emerges to have become relegated to the views of the 
exterior, an object in place, architecture. This occupying form or object in place – the built form, 
validates its presence with address to site, zeitgeist and tectonics, a play within the brief this 
container or packaging of the interior operates as envelope alone. Architecture from without. 
Where and at which moment can a definition of architecture exist as complete and can an 
address to a brief be completed without an address alone to the broader picture a furnishing 



without an approach to inside that is directed at a true human scale that of the interior.  

 
Image 4 

Image 3 & 4 18/20 Rue Du Faubourg Du Temple, Paris, France 2000. Philippe Starck. (Jododio 1999 , 

p. 518) 

Images 3 and 4 depict an approach by the designer that refects and develops notions of 
interiority a space relevant to and designed for specific of a scale that is based on true human 
usage.  This usage relates primarily to human habitation and consequent response rather than 
the broader relationship of the built form to its place with in an urban context. A thickening at 
thresholds encouraging places to be and linger that are interior, places where the relationship 
to the space is via connections to interior detailing at a jewellery or fine type level creating and 
understanding of the environment through intimacy of materials and there relationship to each 
other.   This approach to interior where the space is developed to address first the users of the 
space in this intimate form defy the work of the building as whole in its place and rather 
embrace that which is and acts in autonomous manner the inside – something other or 
different.  This difference has become a place due to specialist designers which is redefining 
itself in a maturity that implies indepedence and 
 



Case Study    ONE 
 
Commercial design & Site, designing from a distance. 
Designed by edward(s) design, Sydney Australia 

 
Project over view. 
New business head quarters for Primo Estate and Joseph wines  
Mclaren Vale Adelaide 

                                      .  

Site                                     

McAllen Vale wine region is a 40 minute drive south of Adelaide.. The wine region is bound to 

the south by the Sellicks Hill Range and too the east by Clarendon and to the north to Reynella 

and west by the waters of Gulf St. Vincent. The region boasts 400 independent growers and 80 

wineries. 



Because of the regions proximity to the sea, the grapes ripen slowly and evenly to produce 

ripe, balanced wines. Warm daytime summer temperatures (average 27° C) and afternoons 

are cooled by a sea breeze from the St. Vincent Gulf. Summer and fall night time temperatures 

can drop to as low as 10°. These warm days help build sugar and flavour, while the cool nights 

protect the grapes’ natural acidity. 

The annual rainfall in the region is approx. 660.4 mm / 26 inches (primarily during the winter 

season; rain during harvest is rare). McLaren Vale is comprised of a wide-variety of soils 

ranging from sandy to red-brown earth, terra rosa and dark cracking soils. Each soil type 

produces distinct wines with character unique to each sub-region. Weak soils force vines to 

struggle, limiting canopy development and producing complex, flavourful fruit. 

The project.  

• Brief development and site appraisal.  

• Conceptual design development leading on from brief development. 

• Positioning and form marking, an address to site and brief. 

• Design idea development. 

• Development application preparation  

• Building and Interior design development. 

• Design Documentation  

The initial approach towards Primo estate and Joseph wines new facility began with willingness 
by the clients which allowed a broad and conceptual re-evaluation of the nature and intent of 
the place of the wine making, selling and branding within the sites region, Mclaren Vale, South 

Australia. The client’s vision for this new facility had over time developed and maintained and 
ideal for this facility that envolved such terms as “a place within a place, an event, and an 

arrival, a place to linger”.  This coupled with a generosity and openness to design possibilities 
by the clients fostered a design beginning liberal and broad in nature. The nature of the site, a 
50 hectare rural property previously a residence provided a true green field situation.  Given the 
nature of the building process and an immediate commercial necessity, the need to plant and 
establish the vines forced an early design placement decision of the new building location 
centrally with in the property. This location in the broader site became a given for the future 
design. 

 



 

Image 5 – over view – a series of buildings and objects set in a landscape 

 

Image 6 – front elevation – Main entrance 

 

Image 7- Internal court yard – a transitional space between inside and out a space within a place. 



Brief development. 

The client’s conceptual development and initial briefing alluded only to a vision which held no 
form but rather a series of needs with qualities. The brief development would evolve over the 
period of the initial sketch design process.  The future development of the project involved one 
initial site inspection shortly after the initial locating and planting of the vines.   

 

Image 8 - plan 



 

Reflection  
Primo estate and Joseph wines facility started its design life as a potential building grounded 
heavily amongst its site, brief and clients.  The gravity of the buildings presence on a genuine 
green field site, a place to embrace an object bounded by the gentle hills, vines, low clouds and 

a distant ocean views has a generating force which designated an architectural approach to 
site and form first.  A building designed to be an object first in its surrounds and an interior 

second.  The strength and necessity to approach of the site, due to its nature, in an 
architectural manner first could have somewhat tainted or placed the interior as secondary. 
Also the sites nature – a green field - commanded such an approach - an approach of a series 
of objects in a landscape creating a space within a place, the formation of a courtyard setting. 
The architectural skin which embraces the site, folds and is an attempt via design process to 
grasp at the clients commercial needs and poignant descriptive qualities.  The buildings form, 

in an address to the site and brief has developed a depth of threshold in an attempt to bridge 
the margins of inside and out encouraging a unity between interior and exterior.  
The design process was procured at a distance with the design team working from almost 1000 
Kilometres away.  This posed a problem which needed to be addressed – as any design 
project houses the inevitable issue of coming to understand the briefs relationship to its place. 
This understanding needed to be accelerated due to our distance and an understanding of the 
sites “place’ had to be developed via two initial site visits. To accelerate this process the clients 
familiarity with the site was drawn upon heavily and there descriptive visual scenarios within 
there brief used as designing arms of the project. This approach to the designing of the building 
allowed the distance between the design team and the project to become more intentsily under 
pinned by the brief and other requirements of the project – form making and an approach to 
program. This then freed the notion of site and allowed – as the site has no formal building 

contextuality to prompt such an approach - the buildings evolution as a type of grafting from a 
distance or design incubated in the studio and transplanted to the site. This approach to 
designing will become more clearly understood when the buildings construction in complete in 
mid to late 2006, at this time greater reflection will be possible. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Image 9 – Model 

 

 
Image 10 - Model 



Case Study TWO. 
 
Design & heritage a state governmental dichotomy. 
Project designed by edward(s) design, Sydney Australia 
Project overview. 
Alterations & Additions to a heritage Terrace.  
Palmer St. 
Darlinghurst 
Sydney. 

 
Image 10 

Project 
188 Palmer Street Darlinghurst, Sydney, Australia is one of a pair of masonry terraces 
designed by Edmund Blacket a significant part of Australian architectural history in 1822. The 
terrace was purchased in March of 2003, it has had no building works or building matainence 
since the 1980’s when a masonry rear addition was built. The new owners desired a vision that 
would bring the terrace into the 21st century providing a home for a modern lifestyle of two 
fathers and two mothers, two children and one dog.  
The nature and true understanding of the buildings historical significance and of its consequent 
heritage listing was unknown by the clients on purchase of the property. 
The listing of the terrace within a heritage conservation area and having an individual heritage 
order on the terrace itself came to compose numerous dilemmas for the occupants. The 
heritage listing placed the buildings main body with in an area of very significant to the 
architectural history of Sydney’s built fabric. This meant that the main body of the terrace could 



not be altered and any building works could only be directed at completely historical restorative 
design. This approach was not the approach the owners of the terrace saw as there vision for 
the property.  How could this building NOT be redesigned as its current state of disrepair 

resembled a lifestyle which was representative of design in the mid 19th century that which it 

was designed for. This was not the lifestyle the occupants desired.  Fortunately the building 
rear 1980’s addition was not part of this heritage order which allowed a more contemporary 
design approach 
 
Brief Development   
The projects brief - one new bedroom, two water closets, bathroom and new kitchen/laundry 
was part of an evolution of thought which expanded from initial investigations highlighting the 
untouchability that the body of the terrace had due to its heritage listing. The only 

changes/additions/alterations that would be supported by the City of Sydney’s local 
government was a design approach which allowed all current interior and exterior building 
elements of the terrace to remain completely in tact. The approach then was to devise a design 
that produced an outcome to address somewhat the needs and requirements of the clients 
whilst also appeasing local government concerns attached to heritage issues. This was done 
by establishing for local government the none heritage nature of the current 1980’s rear 
addition.  The approach was to demolish and rebuild it containing much of the same program 
but in a modern way.  By developing an approach to this addition and attempting not to mimic 
building styles of the 19th century but rather embracing a currency and approach of 
juxtaposition by coupling a design of the present with that of the past.   The design would 
become one which illustrated a building representative of 21st century design just as the main 
body of the terrace is representative of architecture and design of its period. 
 



 
Existing Ground floor and first floor plans of the terrace 
 

         
Image 11 -1980’s rear addition to the heritage terrace        Image 12 – grave stones found on the site 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Reflection. 
 
The approach to the architecture is one which encouraged a melding of interior and 
architecture.  The buildings envelope at times merges with interior, evolving from what which is 
division to that which is interior.  It does this, not by means of decoration or adornment but 
rather as a thickening of the skin that is at the boundary of interior and exterior – the wall 
becomes kitchen/Laundry/storage/bed/bathroom/wc, the wall itself forms and shapes the 

program.  This zone of between sited at the very margin that is neither interior nor exterior but 
rather a hybrid of both, function and envelope forming interior.  What allows this to happen is 
an approach to design which addresses more than a brief for envelope or architecture alone 
and ventures to apply a skill set to design which blurs the boundaries of architect and designer. 
Once the realm of architect fell purely around the feet of the structural edifice that is building, 
presently this division of skills more closely identifies and demands an advance towards holistic 
moves providing for both architecture and interior design.  The demand therefore requires 
either the skill set of the designer to broaden to encompass these needs or the division of these 
skills sets to provide for specialist skills individual to both architecture and design or interior 
architecture.  
The issue of the buildings heritage listing with the city council placed the design of the addition 
in a precarious position – the heritage portion of the building needed to be treated with care 
and respect and could not be adapted.  This created a need to develop a design approach to 
which came to see the new addition as a reaction against the formality of the 19th century 
terrace, a reaction that would form itself as counterpoint rather than contextual.  This design 
approach appeased all council directives – the body of the heritage terrace would exist as a 
type of host cell, with the new addition acting in a type of symbiotic design relationship.  The 
composition of 21st century design coupled with 19th century design creates a distinct 
juxtaposition between the two building appearences and styles.  This language was seen as a 
device to enhance the visual complexity of understanding of the forms aesthetic reading 
allowing the building to breath its own sense of presence one held a representation of duality 
and difference explicit in the junction time and form.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Image13 Proposed ground Floor plan    Image 14 Proposed Level One plan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Image 15 – proposed rear addition 

 
  Image 16 – model of proposed rear addition  
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Case Study   THREE. 
 
Client and home: - a conceptual approach to design, an anti modernist revival, decoration as 
friend.  
Designed by edward(s) design, Sydney Australia 
 
Project overview. 
Interior design to a  modernist apartment.  
The Horizon 
Forbes St. 
Darlinghurst 
Sydney 
Australia. 

 
e 18 – Harry Seidlers – “Horizon” Sydney Australia Imag

 



Project. 
 
A design rethink of an existing one bedroom apartment located on the 18th floor of Harry 
Seidlers 1999 RAIA, Wilkinson award winning building – The Horizon.  The clients recently 
purchased the adjoining apartment an identical mirror image of there current one bedroom 
abode.  The brief was to convert the two one bedroom apartments into one two bedroom 
apartment, with a design twist.  This twist was to would exclude the very nature of a modernist 
approach that generated the buildings form and intent, “no white walls are to remain, we hate 

them” Richard Weinstein 2004.  
The clients encouraged and supported a design approach which embraced an idea or design 
process adopting a view that is interior; this was also the case due to the site boundaries of the 

an with a descriptive exploration of aversions directed at the current 
apartment.  Concerns such as white walls and need for persona and detail “that which form a 

home”, (Client) issues of a temporality and impermanence and a need for complexity and 
design diversity stood at the forefront of our design approach and was embraced by the clients.  
Concerns also of a modernist austerity generated a design process of decadence and visual 
and sensorial overload promoting a design that built on notions of decoration and layering a 
type of synthetic baroque sensibility of generosity and abundance. 
 
 
 

building.  The process beg

 



 
Image 17 – Existing Plan one X 2 one bedroom apartments 
 
 

 

 
Image 18 – Proposed Plan one apartment 2 bedroom 
 

 
 



 

               
Image 20 – Dining storage       Image 21 – Dining storage detail 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image 19 – lounge dining stage one 
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     Image 24 – Bedroom one stage one 

age 22 – balcony to lounge. 

 
 
 

Image 23 –View to lounge   

 
 
 



Reflection 
Apartment 1806 expands any notions of less is more and exploits design ideals of overload 
questioning the very modernist skin that forms the extrusion that is the horizon. This vertical 
village denying any vision of structure or implied decorative embellishment forced the hand of 
an approach which is posed on the rim of juxtaposition between decadence and austerity.  This 
Interior is never a visual component of that which is viewed as totality – the built form of the 
Horizon itself, but rather exhibits all possible autonomous layering.  The notion that this once 
white walled beige carpeted homage to a type of curved modernism could transform to 
something which defied its encompassing envelope which conceptual contradictions as 
reactions against austerity and predictability drove most of the visual layering within of interior.  

erated from a discord or attempt to subversify the nature of what 
e apartment was or could possibly be seen to represent.  The intended representation of a 

time honour architectural language has been dressed down or rather up to embrace the act of 
decoration and embellishment clutter and chaos - in manicured designed approach. 
 
In conclusion. 
 
Any attempt to unravel the design process in its many layered and complex relationships will 
fall prey to the reality that the design is not a linear pursuit. The unravelling becomes flawed as 
the idea immerses itself in this 4 dimensional beast that is design, as difficult to tie down as the 
process that formed the very first thought of idea within the chemical equation of the brain itself. 
Indeed a design maybe in itself the closest possible representation of the thought itself and any 
attempt to qualify the act of designing a pastiche merely a fractional moment or glimpse of the 
idea itself but never as pure a representation as the object that is formed through or from the 
idea.  

 ty e of au pilot t isting a  unfolds before its 
 rationalised so a point where thought can be translated in to 

e words cannot pretend to speak of the truths that are the object – once realised 
 part of the world itself free to be read interpreted and attempted to be understood 

idual.  This understanding once again exists within the autonomy of the individual a 
pecific to the individuals past and present pertinent to the individual and individual 
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 I would like to welcome you to my lecture recital.  I will be focusing on viola 

works by four Pulitzer Prize winning composers.  First however, I would like to expound 

on what a Pulitzer Prize is, and how a prize generally associated with journalism became 

a coveted prize in music.  Then, I will focus on Pulitzer Prize winning composers who 

have written works for viola and orchestra, viola and piano and viola solo.  Finally I will 

present and play four viola works by Pulitzer Prize winning composers. 

 The Pulitzer Prize is a highly coveted award, yet it is a quiet award.  There is no 

celebration and no fantastic television coverage hosted by celebrities in front of millions 

of spectators.  “Pulitzer winners receive their prizes from the president of Columbia 

University at a modest luncheon in May, in the rotunda of the Low Library in the 

presence of family members, professional associates, board members, and the faculty of 

the School of Journalism.”1 

 A provision in Joseph Pulitzer’s 1904 will established the Pulitzer Prizes as 

“incentives to excellence.”2  Joseph Pulitzer (1847-1911) was the son of a wealthy grain 

merchant in Mako, Hungary.  While visiting Germany in 1864, he met recruiters for the 

American Union Army and enlisted to fight in the American Civil War.  The war ended 

in 1865 and Pulitzer moved to St. Louis.  He became a journalist in 1868 for the 

Westliche Post, a German language newspaper in which he later came to own a 

controlling interest.  In 1878 he bought the St. Louis Dispatch and the Evening Post, 

combining them to make the Post-Dispatch.  In 1883, Pulitzer also bought the New York 

World.3  In 1904 Pulitzer wrote his last will and testament and died in 1911.  The first 

Pulitzer Prizes were awarded in 1917, using a portion of the two million dollars Pulitzer 

bequeathed to create a graduate school of journalism at Columbia University.4 

                                                 
1 Error! Main Document Only. The Pulitzer Prizes Page, Columbia University, 1998, 
internet, available from http://www.pulitzer.org, accessed 17 September 2005. 

2 Ibid. 

3 Pulitzer Prize in Music: 1943-2000 Page, The.  Internet. Available from 
http://www.american.edu/heintze/Pul1.htm.  Accessed 5 April 2001. 

4 Ibid. 
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 At their inception in 1917, these prizes were only four awards in journalism, four 

in letters and drama, one in education, and four traveling scholarships, of which music 

was one.   The music scholarship was a bequest of $500,000 to the New York 

Philharmonic Society.5    

 Pulitzer made provisions in his will that allowed for changes in the awards and 

scholarships.  He established an advisory board to the prizes, and gave the board “power 

in its discretion to suspend or to change any subject or subjects, substituting, however, 

others in their places, if in the judgment of the board such suspension or changes, or 

substitutions shall be conducive to the public good or rendered advisable by public 

necessities, or by reason of change of time.  He also empowered the board to withhold 

any award where entries fell below its standards of excellence.”  Since 1917, the board 

has increased the number of prizes to 21, and introduced poetry, music and photography 

as prizewinning categories.6   

 The Pulitzer Prize Board created the Pulitzer Prize in Music in 1943, with the first 

award being presented to William Schuman.7  There are no established criteria by which 

competing compositions are judged.8  The jury determines each composition’s musical 

merits and whether the work should be considered significant or distinguished.  Along 

with recognition of the work as a significant addition to American music, comes a 

monetary prize.  In 1943 the prize was $500.  The current prize, as per the most recent 

increase in 2004, is $10,000. 

 More than 2,000 entries compete for the 21 Pulitzer Prizes annually.  The 

competition lasts nearly a year, starting with the appointment of 102 judges, serving on 

20 separate juries.  Each of the 20 juries submits a final jury report to the 19-member 

                                                 
5 Pulitzer Prize in Music Page. 

6 Pulitzer Prizes Page. 

7 Pulitzer Prize in Music Page. 

8 The current music prize citation reads, “For a distinguished composition of significant 
dimension by an American that has had its first performance or recording in the United 
States during the year.” Pulitzer Prizes Page.  
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Pulitzer Prize Board, Table 1.  In their report, the juries recommend up to three 

candidates from their respective fields. 

 

able 1.  Year 2004 Advisory Board__________________________________________ T 
Board Member  Title, Position, Organization_________________________ 
Lee C. Bollinger, President, Columbia University 

Jim Amoss, Editor, Times-Picayune, New Orleans, La.  

Andrew Barnes, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, St. Petersburg Times 

Amanda Bennett, Editor and Executive Vice President, The Philadelphia Inquirer  

Joann Byrd, Former Editor of the Editorial Page, Seattle Post-Intelligencer 

Kathleen Carroll, Executive Editor and Senior Vice President, Associated Press  

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W.E.B. DuBois Professor of Humanities, Harvard University 

Donald E. Graham, Chairman, The Washington Post 

Anders Gyllenhaal, Editor and Senior Vice President, Star Tribune, Minneapolis-St. Paul  

Jay T. Harris, Wallis Annenberg Chair, Director, Center for the Study of Journalism and 

Democracy, Annenberg School of Communication, University of Southern California  

David M. Kennedy, Donald J. McLachlan Professor of History, Stanford University 

Nicholas Lemann, Dean, Graduate School of Journalism, Columbia University 

Ann Marie Lipinski, Senior Vice President and Editor, Chicago Tribune  

Richard Oppel, Editor, Austin American-Statesman 

Rena Pederson, Editor at Large, The Dallas Morning News  

Mike Pride, Editor, Concord (N.H.) Monitor 

William Safire, columnist, The New York Times 

Paul Steiger, Managing Editor, The Wall Street Journal 

Sig Gissler, Administrator, Graduate School of Journalism___________________________ 

 

 The music jury, Table 2, is made up of four prominent American composers, and 

one newspaper critic.  The music jury meets in New York to listen to recordings and 

study scores.  Once they determine the most significant contribution to American music 

for that year, they make their nominations for the prize, mailing their jury report in the 

form of a letter to the secretary of the Pulitzer Prizes. 
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Table 2. Year 2004 Music Jury_______________________________________________ 
Jury Member  Title, Position, Organization_______________________________ 
*Robert Ward, professor emeritus, Duke University, Durham, NC (Chair)  
David Baker, distinguished professor of music and chairman of the jazz department, 
Indiana University  
Ara Guzelimian, senior director and artistic advisor, Carnegie Hall, New York City  
*Tim Page, music critic, The Washington Post  
*Wayne Peterson, professor emeritus of composition, San Francisco State University__  
*past Pulitzer Prize winner  
 

 

 The nominated composers are not in a specific order, but the jury does report their 

overall feelings as to who they believe is the best candidate for the prize and why.  Once 

the Board selects the winner, jury reports are sealed for three years, after which they are 

opened as public records and maintained by the Pulitzer Prize Offices at Columbia 

University, New York.   

 Once nominations are submitted, a subcommittee from the 19-member Board 

listens to the nominated works, and leads discussions during two days of deliberation.  

The board then chooses to award the Prize, usually to the composer considered by the 

jury as the best candidate.  The board however may choose to not award the prize at all, 

or it may select a different finalist, or they may select a composer other than from the 

finalists nominated by the jury.  The prize was not awarded in 1953, 1964, 1965, or in 

1981. 

 The 1953 music jury was split and could not convince the board that any 

nominated work merited the award.  It was the first year since 1943 that a Pulitzer in 

Music was withheld.  In 1964, board members Irving Kolodin of the Saturday Evening 

Review and Miles Kastendieck of the New York Journal-American, were split on their 

decision.  Kolodin argued to withhold the award, but Kastendieck defended Menotti’s 

opera The Last Savage for the award.  Kastendieck’s, argument, however, conceded that 

Menotti’s opera was “no masterpiece” but “good entertainment,” and the board withheld 

the prize for a second time.9    

                                                 
9 John Hohenberg, The Pulitzer Prizes, A History of the Awards in Books, Drama, Music, 
and Journalism, Based on the Private Files over Six Decades, (Columbia University 
Press: New York and London, 1974), 284. 
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 The Board again refused to grant an award in music in 1965.  In response, 

William Schuman, then President of Lincoln Center, said, “For the past two years, the 

advisory board has done harm to the cause of American music by its failure to make an 

award in either year.  If there were no Pulitzer Prize for music, the world of music would 

be in a better state than it is in a year when no award is given.  The negative effect of no-

prize discourages public acceptance of new music and is a black eye for our 

composers.”10   

 The 1992 Board exercised its authority in a different way.  The 1992 music jury 

recommended Ralph Shapey’s Concerto Fantastique, but the board awarded the Pulitzer 

to Wayne Peterson’s The Face of the Night, the Heart of the Dark for orchestra.  “The 

music jury responded with a public statement stating that the jury had not been consulted 

in that decision and that the Board was not professionally qualified to make a decision.” 

The Board’s response . . . “Pulitzer’s are enhanced by having, in addition to the 

professional’s point of view, the layman’s or consumer’s point of view.”  The decision 

stood and Peterson kept the award.11  

 There is no limit as to how many times a composer may win the award.  The 

double winners are in bold type on your list of winners, they include Gian-Carlo Menotti, 

Samuel Barber, Walter Piston and Elliott Carter.12  To date, no composer has won more 

than twice.  Technically, Samuel Barber has won the most Pulitzers, because, he was also 

awarded the Pulitzer Traveling Scholarship in 1936.13 

 Over the years there has been an additional Pulitzer Award in Music, that being 

the Special Awards and Citations in Music.  This special award has been given just six 

                                                 
10 Ibid. 287. 

11 The 1992 Music Jury was George Perle, Roger Reynolds and Harvey Sollberger, 
Pulitzer Prize in Music. 

12 The Pulitzer Prize in Music Page.  

13 Stanley Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. 2, s.v.  “Barber, 
Samuel,” by  Richard Jackson, (Macmillan Publishers: London and New York, 
1980),134. 
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times.  Each of these citations is for the composers’ “life’s work” and for significant 

“contributions to American music.” 

 The Pulitzer Prize in Music is a representation of America’s best composers.  

Therefore, I believe that when considering American repertoire for a specific instrument, 

one should investigate works written by these composers.  With this in mind, I conducted 

research to find which Pulitzer Prize winning composers wrote works for the viola.  

 Only one work involving a solo viola has won the Pulitzer Prize, Gail Kubik’s 

Symphony Concertante for Trumpet, Viola and Piano. 

 Kubik’s “Symphony Concertante was commissioned by the Little Orchestra 

Society of New York and was first performed by the Society, Thomas Scherman 

conducting, on January 7, 1952.  In the spring of that year it was awarded the Pulitzer 

Prize.”14  The third movement finale, states Kubik,  “is a splendid example of the lithe, 

sinewy writing of the contemporary American school.”15   

 As of May 2005, the Pulitzer Prize has been awarded to fifty five composers 

(Table 1).  Research revealed forty nine viola compositions by thirty one of the fifty five 

Pulitzer Prize winning composers (Table 2).  These include thirteen concertos, seven 

sonatas, four poems, four solo works, two suites, two duos, and seventeen other pieces.  

(A total of sixteen of the forty nine compositions are for viola and orchestra.)  Further 

research revealed eight compositions and one album for viola by three of the nineteen 

Pulitzer Traveling Scholarship recipients. These include three sonatas, one suite and four 

other pieces. 

 Sometimes, sources used to find compositions can be misleading.  In my research 

I found viola works by George Crumb and Christopher Rouse.  After exhausting all 

available options in acquiring the scores, I e-mailed the composers.  Both composers 

responded, indicating that the works in question had been student works and were 

                                                 
14 Ibid. 

15 Gail Kubik, Symphony Concertante, program notes, Composers Recordings, Inc., CRI 
SD 267.  LP. 
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withdrawn.  Rouse stated further that, “In case you should come across a listing for a six-

viola piece of mine, Dolus Apocatastasis, its fate has been the same.” 16 

 One topic that is sure to stimulate debate in any gathering of violists is whether 

the works are originally for viola.  Most of these works are originally viola works with 

some being for another instrument or viola.  A work of particular interest is Elliott 

Carter’s Elegy for viola and piano.  Before I proceed however, I would like to tell you 

about Carter’s Pulitzer Prizes. 

 Elliott Carter, born in 1908 and now in his 90’s, is still living and composing.  He 

won the Pulitzer Prize in Music in 1960 and in 1973 and was nominated for a Pulitzer 

Prize in 2005. [To Carter] . . . any music that is reducible to a few easily imitated tricks 

fails to achieve the full potential of musical expression.   Music has to have complexity . . 

. and it has to be as intellectually challenging as the best poetry or philosophy.17 

 His 1960 award was for his String Quartet No. 2, first performed by the Juilliard 

String Quartet, at Juilliard, March 25, 1960.   Carter’s String Quartet No. 2 was awarded 

the New York Music Critic’s Circle Award, 1960-61, and the UNESCO First Prize, 1961.  

Originally commissioned by the Stanley String Quartet at the University of Michigan, the 

group found it too difficult and decided to forfeit their first performance rights.  Carter 

returned the commission, thereby allowing the Juilliard quartet to premier the award 

winning work.18 

 The 1960 Pulitzer Music Jury nominated Elliott Carter’s Second String Quartet, 

Hugo Weisgall’s opera Six Characters in Search of an Author and Roger Goeb’s Iowa 

                                                 
16 Christopher Rouse, to Michael Weaver, 7 September 2001, electronic mail, and Becky 
Starobin, for George Crumb, to Michael Weaver, 21 September 2001, electronic mail. 

17 David Schiff, The Music of Elliott Carter, (London: Eulenburg Books, 1983): 21, as 
quoted in William T. Doering, Elliott Carter a Bio-Bibliography, Bio-Bibliographies in 
Music, No. 51, (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1993): 3. 

18 William T. Doering, Elliott Carter: a Bio-bibliography, Bio-bibliographies in 
Music, series advisor Donald L. Hixon, no. 51 (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press, 
1993), 13. 
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Concerto as finalists.  The jury report states that “the only superiority of Mr. Weisgall’s 

Six Characters in Search of an Author would seem to be quantitative - opera versus string 

quartet.”  The Jury report further stated “although the prize has been open to chamber 

music, the awards have been to four operas, symphonies, even on one occasion to music 

for a film (Louisiana Story by Virgil Thompson).  It would be heartening to composers 

were an award given for a distinguished work of chamber music.”19  The advisory board 

agreed and Carter’s was the First Pulitzer Prize in Music awarded for a string quartet. 

 Carter’s String Quartet No. 3 was also premiered by the Juilliard String Quartet, 

this time at Lincoln Center, January 23, 1973.  Carter faced formidable competition from 

Roger Sessions for that year’s Pulitzer.  Sessions’s Concertino for Chamber Orchestra, 

remarked the jury, “bears the unmistakable mark of his great inventive talent, and, in 

recalling some of the works of his earlier period, represents an outstanding synthesis of a 

creative career.”  The jury further described Sessions as “a composer of major stature 

over the past four decades of American music.”20  

 However, the 1973 music jury voted Carter’s String Quartet No. 3 as their first 

choice, stating “Carter is proceeding logically and powerfully along the path he had 

pursued for more than twenty years, which combines a rigorous intellectual control of 

musical materials with an intuitive exploration of opposing textures in the tradition of 

Charles Ives.”21   

                                                 
19 Clifton Chalmers, New York, to Mr. John Hohenberg, Secretary, Pulitzer Prize 
Advisory Board, 27 March 1960, Music Committee Revised Report, The Pulitzer Prizes 
Archives, Columbia University, New York. 

20 William Bergsma, New York, to Mr. John Hohenberg, Secretary, Pulitzer Prize 
Advisory Board, 30 March 1973, Music Jury Report, The Pulitzer Prizes Archives, 
Columbia University, New York.  

21 Bergsma, Jury Report, 1973.  
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 The 2001 edition of The New Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians lists 

Carter’s Elegy as a piece for cello and piano from 1943, transcribed for viola in 1961.22  

However, Charles Rosen’s book The Musical Languages of Elliott Carter includes an 

exhaustive annotated bibliography of all of Carter’s manuscripts, as they are shelved in 

the Library of Congress.  Included are quotes from Elliott Carter, which he had written on 

the manuscripts.  Under Elegy for Cello and Piano we find in quotes “Adagio for Cello 

and Piano, arranged from Adagio for Viola and Piano.”  Under Elegy for Viola and Piano 

we find in quotes “Adagio for Viola and Piano (1944), original version.”  We also find 

“revision 1961.”  There is a second entry for Elegy for Viola and Piano in this 

bibliography.  This second entry is described as a “holograph score on transparencies, 

1943 revised 1961.23  So, the date is either 1943, or 1944, but the original version is an 

adagio for viola and piano.   The work in its final form, for viola and piano, was 

premiered by violist George Humphrey and pianist Alice Canady, at the Radcliffe 

Institute for Independent Study, April 16, 1963.24 

 Elegy, dating earlier than Carter’s first quartet, is in a different style.  Carter 

studied with Nadia Boulanger in the 1930's, resulting in his period of neoclassicism.  

Between the Piano Sonata of 1944 and 45 and the first string quartet of 1950, Carter’s 

style changed, evolving into a synthesis of European modernism and American ultra-

modernists. 25  Elegy, however, dates just before Carter’s change of style and sounds 

completely different from the two quartets we just listened to. 

                                                 
22 Sadie Stanley ed. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2d edition, vol. 
5, s.v. “Carter, Elliott, (Macmillan: New York and London, 2001), 205. 

23 Charles Rosen,  The Musical Languages of Elliott Carter (Washington, DC: Music 
Division, Research Services, Library of Congress, 1984), 55-7. 
 
24 Doering, 42. 

25 Sadie, “Carter,” 202. 
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 Another question that interests violists when discussing viola compositions is: Did 

the composer play the viola?  Only one winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Music, who wrote 

works for viola, studied and played the viola.  Quincy Porter won the 1954 Pulitzer Prize 

for his Concerto Concertante for Two Pianos and Orchestra.  The jury report for that 

year could not be found, so I do not know the other nominated works, or the comments of 

the jury.   

 Porter’s Concerto Concertante was commissioned by the Louisville Philharmonic 

and given its premiere on March 17, 1954.  It is considered Porter’s finest work, 

“combining polyphony, orchestral brilliance, and emotional expression.”26 

 Porter, born in 1897, died in 1966.  He was an American composer, viola player 

and teacher.  He wrote six pieces for viola. 

 Porter’s Speed Etude was commissioned by the Juilliard Musical Foundation and 

dedicated to Paul Doktor.  Paul Doktor was a prominent American violist who premiered 

Porter’s Viola Concerto, Walter Piston’s Viola Concerto and Wilfred Joseph’s Viola 

Concertante.  27 

 Speed Etude is a perpetual motion for viola.  It is quite idiomatic, incorporating a 

technique I have not found in any other viola literature.  Figure 1 shows two arpeggiated 

                                                 
26 Concerto Concertante was one of several works commissioned by the Louisville 
Philharmonic, performed as part of their series called “Music in the Making,” a Saturday 
matinee series that lasted through July of that year.  “Symphony and Opera,” 
International Musician vol 52 (April 1954): 11, and American Music for Two Pianos and 
Orchestra, notes, Helicon Records, HE 1004, compact disc. 

27 Paul Doktor performed with orchestras and in solo recitals with piano throughout the 
United States, South America, England, Europe and the Far East.  He was a professor of 
viola at many United States universities and colleges, and at Juilliard.  He was a guest 
professor at the Salzburg Mozartium, and gave master classes, clinics and lectures in 
England, Ecuador, and Korea. Maurice W. Riley, The History of the Viola, (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan: Braun-Brumfield, 1980, 1993), 328. 
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chords where Porter calls on the violist to use the thumb to stop the pitch on the C string 

while the fingers are free to maneuver.  

 

 

 

Use the thumb where indicated by this symbol. 

Figure 1, Quincy Porter Speed Etude, measures 54 and 55. 

 

 These two composers, Carter and Porter, are names fairly familiar to violists.  The 

next two composers I would like to present are lesser known by violists, yet their music 

for viola is rich and well worth considering.  The two composers are Norman Dello Joio 

and Robert Ward.  

 In 1956 a panel from Music Club Magazine named Norman Dello Joio, along 

with Samuel Barber, Aaron Copland, Peter Mennin, Walter Piston and William Schuman, 

the six leading composers of American music.  Dello Joio was featured also by the 

National Observer in a 1963 article titled “The Artists Who Create the Nation’s Best 

Serious Music.”  Dello Joio has been awarded Honorary Doctor of Music degrees from 

four different colleges and universities and he has been elected into membership in the 

American Academy of Arts and Letters.  “He is a prolific composer who has written in 

all of the traditional genres of serious music - symphonic, choral, opera, chamber, 

keyboard, vocal, and ballet - and has written in the modern media of television and 
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film.”28  Dello Joio studied with Paul Hindemith and Bernard Wagenaar and adheres to 

their principles of tonality, and diatonicism, writing music considered “accessible as 

opposed to unapproachable by a wide general audience.”29 

 The 1957 Pulitzer Music Jury unanimously recommended Dello Joio’s 

Meditations on Ecclesiastes as their first choice.  The jury’s second choice was Paul 

Creston’s Symphony No. 5.  The jury report indicates that the decision for Creston as 

second was unanimous as well, but interestingly, the jury stated that “both compositions 

were of such excellence, and so unquestionably at the “top of the list” that either choice 

would give us satisfaction.”30  In this case, the Advisory Board adhered to the wishes of 

the jury. 

 Meditations on Ecclesiastes was commissioned by William Schuman as a ballet 

score for José Limòn, who choreographed it for Juilliard’s American Music Festival in 

April, 1956.  Dello Joio was working furiously to complete his commission for the CBS 

television series Air Power.  At the same time, he worked on Meditations on 

Ecclesiasties, composing it in the early morning and during afternoon breaks.  At its 

premier, Dello Joio recalls not remembering what was in the score, remarking, “I had no 

idea what I had done.”  Having no time to review his work, virtually every measure was 

written without time for reflection or exploration.  The music is based on Ecclesiasties 

3:1-8, and is a theme and variations for string orchestra.31   

                                                 
28 Thomas A. Bumgardner, Norman Dello Joio, Twaynes Music Series, (Twayne 
Publishers: Boston, 1986), ix. 

29 Ibid, 9.  

30 Chalmers Clifton, New York, to Mr. John Hohenberg, Secretary, Pulitzer Prize 
Advisory Board, 3 April 1957, Music Jury Report, The Pulitzer Prizes Archives, 
Columbia University, New York.  

31 Rudy Ennis, Menotti Apocalypse Dello Joio Meditations on Ecclesiasties, notes, Kock 
International Classics, KIC 3-7156-2H1, 1992, Compact Disc. 
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 Dello Joio’s Lyric Fantasies for Viola and String Orchestra was commissioned 

for and dedicated to violist Michael Tree, who premiered the work February 23, 1975 at a 

New and Newer Music concert at Tully Hall, New York.32  Norman Dello Joio later 

arranged it for viola and piano and for string quintet.  In 1978 he reworked it for chamber 

orchestra re-titling it Concertante.  The Concertante version does not use a solo viola, but 

is in the same format otherwise of the original work.33   

 The final composer I would like to present today is Robert Ward.  It was very 

shocking to find that Robert Ward, born in 1917 had, according to the 2001 New Groves 

article, died in 1994.  Why was this shocking?  Because he was interviewed by a Florida 

State University Doctoral Candidate, Leslie Warlik, for her lecture recital in 2000!  He 

was also chairman for the 2001 and the 2004 Pulitzer Prize music juries. 

 Dr. Ward won the Pulitzer Prize for Music in 1962 for his opera The Crucible.  

The music jury report for 1962 stated that the jury had narrowed the “large number of 

entries” to two works, Ward’s Crucible and Ben Weber’s Concerto for Piano and 

Orchestra.  They called Ward’s opera “somewhat traditional in style,” but that it 

“represented the finest qualities of music and drama.”  They also stated Weber’s concerto 

is “a most commendable example of a more modern idiom and we are of the opinion that 

it compares favorably with the current output of twelve-tone music by the leaders in that 

style. . . . Nevertheless, it is our opinion that, in its category, it does not reach the level of 

accomplishment as significant as Mr. Ward’s in the lyric theater.”34  They recommended 

Ward for the Pulitzer and nominated Weber as an alternative. 
                                                 
32 Samuel Applebaum and Lois Applebaum Leibow, “Music in America,” The Strad 86 
(May 1975): 75. 

33 Ibid, 91. 

34 Paul Henry Lang and William Bergsma, New York, to Mr. John Hohenberg, Secretary, 
Pulitzer Prize Advisory Board, 23 February 1962, Music Jury Report, The Pulitzer Prizes 
Archives, Columbia University, New York.  
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 Robert Ward’s The Crucible is based on Arthur Miller’s play about witchcraft in 

early Salem, Massachusetts.  It was premiered October 26, 1961 at New York’s City 

Center, by the New York City Opera Company.  The Crucible received praising reviews.  

Miles Kasterndieck described the premier as “stirring days for American opera.”  He 

described the opera as a “powerful work full of anguish and social injustice, made more 

vivid because Ward has underlined its drama with an equally compelling score.”35 

 Robert Ward has written only one work for viola, Arioso and Tarantelle.  It was 

originally for cello or viola, bearing the dedication to Hans Kindler for the Kindler 

Foundation.36  Ward describes Arioso and Tarantelle as “virtuoso display pieces written 

with the hope that they might soothe and then dazzle the listener.”37  It was premiered 

January 10, 1955 at the Textile Museum, in Washington, Raya Garbousova, cello and 

Theodore Saidenburg, piano.38 

 Ward’s Tarantelle, although it lies fairly well on the viola, includes a succession 

of chords that is difficult to play in a conventional manner.  Applying Porter’s technique 

of applying the thumb however, made this progression manageable.  Note in Figure 2 

                                                 
35 Miles Kastendieck, “Forge Triumph in ‘Crucible’,” New York Journal-American, (27  
October 1961), quoted in “Opera Premieres,” Pan Pipes of Sigma Alpha Iota, 54/2, 
(January 1962): 7. 

36 Kindler (1892-1949) founded the National Symphony Orchestra in 1931 and worked as 
their music director and conductor.  He was an eminent Dutch-American cellist, 
premiering many works, such as those by Ravel and Schoenberg. Library of Congress 
Special Collections, Music, Theater and Dance,  Internet, Available from 
http://www.Loc.gov/rr/perfoprm/guide/ fndmus.html, Accessed 4 November 2001; and 
Library of Congress News, Internet, Available from 
http://www.loc.gov/today/pr/2001/01-120.html, Accessed 4 November 2001. 

37 Robert Ward, Robert Ward Chamber Music, notes, Musical Heritage Society, MHS 
Stereo 4138, 1969, long playing record. 

38 Kenneth Kreitner, Robert Ward A Bio-Bibliography, Bio-Bibliographies in Music, No. 
17, (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1988): 34. 
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how the C string pitch remains constant, while the other notes move.  This makes it 

possible to keep one’s thumb in place on the C string while the fingers are free to 

maneuver, playing the changing notes.  This section is clearly identifiable in Ward’s 

piece.  It is the only place with piano solo, accompanied by chords played pizzicato in the 

viola. 

 
Figure 2.  Robert Ward’s Tarantelle mm121-130 

Using Porter’s Thumb Stop Technique 

 

 I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to Claudia Weissberg, Web Site 

Manager, Pulitzer Prizes, at Columbia University for providing me with copies of the 

Pulitzer Music Jury letters of recommendation and for granting permission to use the 

Pulitzer Prize Banner during this presentation.  I also thank Debby Bellmore, Secretary at 

the Yale’s School of Music Oral History - American Music, Suzanne Eggleston Lovejoy 

and Richard Boursy, Assistant Music Librarians, at Yale University, Jim Miller, sound 

technician, and Natalia Rivera, pianist, for their wonderful assistance, dedication, 

knowledge and kindness.  I also thank Elizabeth City State University for their financial 

support in attending this conference.  Thank you as well for coming to my lecture recital.  
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I hope you have enjoyed this introduction to the Pulitzer Prize from a violist’s point of 

view. 
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Table 1. Pulitzer Prize Winning Composers and their Prize Winning Compositions. 
 
Year               Composer                        Composition                                                                   
1943  Schuman, William  Secular Cantata No. 2: A Free Song for Full 
      Chorus of Mixed Voices, with Accompaniment  
      of Orchestra 
1944  Hanson, Howard  Symphony No. 4, Op. 34 
1945  Copland, Aaron  Appalachian Spring 
1946  Sowerby, Leo   The Canticle of the Sun 
1947  Ives, Charles   Symphony No. 3 
1948  Piston, Walter   Symphony No. 3 
1949  Thomson, Virgil  Louisiana Story 
1950  Menotti, Gian-Carlo  The Consul 
1951  Moore, Douglas  Giants in the Earth 
1952  Kubik, Gail   Symphony Concertante for Piano, Trumpet,  
      Viola and Orchestra 
1954  Porter, Quincy   Concerto Concertante for Two Pianos with  
      Orchestra 
1955  Menotti, Gian-Carlo  The Saint of Bleeker Street 
1956  Toch, Ernst   Symphony No. 3 
1957  Dello Joio, Norman  Meditations on Ecclesiastes 
1958  Barber, Samuel  Vanessa 
1959  La Montaine, John  Concerto for Piano and Orchestra 
1960  Carter, Elliott   String Quartet No. 2 
1961  Piston, Walter   Symphony No. 7 
1962  Ward, Robert   The Crucible 
1963  Barber, Samuel  Piano Concerto No. 1, Op. 38 
1966  Bassett, Leslie   Variations for Orchestra 
1967  Kirchner, Leon   Quartet No. 3 for Strings and Electronic Tape 
1968  Crumb, George   Echoes of Time and the River 
1969  Husa, Karel   String Quartet No. 3 
1970  Wuorinen, Charles  Times Encomium 
1971  Davidovsky, Mario  Synchronisms No. 6 
1972  Druckman, Jacob  Windows 
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Table 1. Cont. 
Year               Composer                        Composition                                                                
1973  Carter, Elliott   String Quartet No. 3 
1974  Martino, Donald  Notturno 
1975  Argento, Dominick  From the Diary of Virginia Woolf 
1976  Rorem, Ned   Air Music 
1977  Wernick, Richard  Visions of Terror and Wonder 
1978  Colgrass, Michael  Deja Vu for Percussion and Orchestra 
1979  Schwantner, Joseph  Aftertones of Infinity 
1980  Del Tredici, David  In Memory of a Summer Day 
1982  Sessions, Roger  Concerto for Orchestra 
1983  Zwilich, Ellen   Symphony No. 1 
1984  Rands, Bernard   Canti del Sole 
1985  Albert, Stephen  Symphony River Run 
1986  Perle, George   Wind Quintet No. 4, for Flute, Oboe  

    Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon 
1987  Harbison, John   The Flight into Egypt 
1988  Bolcom, William  12 New Etudes for Piano 
1989  Reynolds, Roger  Whispers Out of Time 
1990  Powell, Mel D   Duplicates: A Concerto 
1991  Shulamit, Ran   Symphony 
1992  Peterson, Wayne  The Face of the Night 
1993  Rouse, Christopher  Trombone Concerto 
1994  Schuller, Gunther  Of Reminiscences and Reflections 
1995  Gould, Morton   String Music 
1996  Walker, George  Lilacs for Soprano and Orchestra 
1997  Marsalis, Wynton  Blood on the Fields 
1998  Kernis, Aaron Jay  String Quartet No. 2, Musica Instrumentalis 
1999  Wagner, Melinda  Concerto for Flute, Strings and Percussion 
2000  Spratlan, Lewis  Life is a Dream 
2001  Corigliano, John  Symphony No. 2 for String Orchestra 
2002  Brant, Henry   Ice Field 
2003  Adams, John   On the Transmigration of Souls 
2004  Moravec, Paul   Tempest Fantasy 
2005  Stucky, Steven   Second Concerto for Orchestra 
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 Table 2.  Viola compositions by Pulitzer Prize winners. 
Babbitt, Milton (Special Award 1982) 
 Composition for Viola and Piano 
 Play it Again Sam for Viola Solo 
Bacon, Ernst (Traveling Scholarship 1932) 
 Koschatiana 
 Peterborough 
 Sonata for Viola and Piano 
Bassett, Leslie (1966) 
 Sonata for Viola and Piano 
Carter, Elliott (1960 and 1973) 
 Elegy for Viola and Piano 
 Pastoral 
Colgrass, Michael (1966) 
 Chaconne for Viola and Orchestra 
Crumb, George (1968) 
 Sonata for Viola and Piano 
Dello Joio, Norman (1957) 
 Lyric Fantasies for Viola and Strings 
Druckman, Jacob (1972) 
 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
Finney, Ross Lee (Traveling Scholarship 
1937) 
 Second Sonata for Viola and Piano 
 Viola Sonata in A Minor 
Gould, Morton (1995) 
 Concertette 
 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
Hanson, Howard (1944) 

Lux aeterna. Symphonic Poem, Op. 24 
 Summer Seascape No. 2 
Harbison, John (1987) 
 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
 Sonata for Solo Viola 
Husa, Karel (1969) 

Poème for Viola and Chamber 
Orchestra/Piano 
Suite, Op. 5, 1945 for Viola and Piano 

Ives, Charles (1947) 
Sonata No. 2 for Piano, revised with viola 
1940/47 

Kernis, Aaron Jay (1998) 
Passacaglia - Variations for Viola and 
Piano 

Kubik, Gail (1952) 
Symphony Concertante for Piano, 
Trumpet, Viola and Orchestra 

La Montaine, John (1959) 
 Conversations, Op. 44 
 
 
 

Maganini, Quinto (Traveling Scholarship 
1927) 
 An Ancient Greek Melody 
 Concert Album 
 Night Piece 
 Song of a Chinese Fisherman 
Martino, Donald (1974) 
 3 Dances, Op. 23 
 3 Sad Songs  
Perle, George (1986) 

Preludio, Invention and Ostinato, Op. 15 
Serenade Nr. 1, for Viola and Chamber 
Orchestra 

 Solo Partita for Violin and Viola 
 Sonata for Solo Viola 
Piston, Walter (1948 and 1961) 
 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
 Interlude 
Porter, Quincy (1954) 

Blues Lointains for Flute or Viola and 
Piano 

 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
Duo for Viola and Harp or Harpsichord 

 Poem for Viola and Piano 
 Speed Etude for Viola and Piano 
 Suite for Solo Viola 
Rouse, Christopher (1993) 
 Subjectives X 
Schuller, Gunther (1994) 
 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
Schuman, William (1943) 
 Concerto on Old English Rounds 
Shapey, Ralph (Nominee 1992) 
 Duo for Viola and Piano 
 Evocation No. 3 
Sowerby, Leo (1946) 
 Ballade for Viola and Organ 
 Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
 Poem for Viola and Orchestra 
 Poem for Viola and Organ 

Sonata for Clarinet or Viola and Piano 
Toch, Ernst (1956) 

Impromptu, Op. 90b, 1963, for Solo Viola 
Walker, George (1996) 
 Sonata for Viola and Piano 
Ward, Robert (1962) 
 Arioso  
 Tarantelle 
Wernick, Richard (1977) 

Concerto for Viola and Orchestra, "Do 
not go gentle..." 
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Abstract: 
 
This is a project in progress, the completion of which is not expected before summer 
2007. Results presented in this paper are thus only tentative, based on the research and 
limited data processing to date. Preliminary results based on prior data acquired through 
related work published by the presenter is referenced and cited in this presentation. 
Specific references are given below. 
 
There has been much fruitful research conducted in the last two decades in the area of 
sound perception in determining perceptual parameters, particularly those of vowels. My 
own research in this area beginning in the 70’s has added to the numerous published 
studies in this area. My initial work in this area led to revealing the function and 
interrelationship of the factors vowel length and quality for native speakers of German. 
The means and methods of determining this was unique and although the results have 
since been validated by others, the original test design still remains unique and has never 
been replicated. In fact, since the citation items used were generated entirely in a highly 
controlled and monitored environment by an expert “human synthesizer,” their 
replication would be virtually impossible, at least if the same standards were attempted to 
be applied. 
 
The generated data from the initial experiments did, however, result in the development 
of a 100-item perception test which has served as an essential part of my German 
phonetics courses since the 1980’s. It, along with a speaking test, has been administered 
both as pre- and post-tests in each German phonetics course taught at Western 
Washington University. The perception test has served as a consistently valid indicator in 
enabling the measurement of deviation in perceptual parameters by university students 
learning German when compared to the parameters of native German speaker. It has 
certainly been the assumption that improvement in production either is based on, or at 
least correlates to improvement in perception. There is indeed some initial evidence to 
support the assumption that if changes demonstrated changes in perceptual parameters, 
particularly in the direction of become more native-like also correlates to some degree 
with improvement in actual production output.   
 
It is the purpose of this project to analyze all the data gathered through the administration 
of perception and production tests in the last 20+ years in detail:  
 
1) to determine the degree of perceptual improvement;   



 
2) to determine the changes in the degree of individual vowel perceptual difficulties as a 
result of phonetic training and practice; and   
 
3)  to determine the correlation, if any,  between perception and production in both pre- 
and post-test situations. It is hoped that the results will indeed shed new light upon the 
question as to the extent perceptual parameters underlie production outcomes in second 
language acquisition. 
 
The report on this project, as stated above,  is basically a work in progress.  A request for 
a three month professional leave to support this project has been submitted to WWU. It is 
hoped that funding will be forthcoming and that this project can then be completed as 
scheduled.  
 
Since a large mass of statistical data will have to be analyzed especially for the 
correlative part of the study, Dr. Gynan, a colleague phonetics and sociolinguistics at 
WWU, has agreed to join this project to aid with the statistical processing necessary to its 
completion as well as to serve as a collaborator in developing graphic representations of 
the data. The uniqueness of the available data accumulated through decades of pre- and 
post-testing provides the opportunity and holds promise that the result will be not only 
meaningful, but perhaps unique, and if fortunate, significant results. As with all on-going 
experimental work, no valid conclusions can be definitively drawn until all the data has 
been analyzed. The bulk of the work is scheduled to be completed in spring and summer 
of 2007.  
 
Reference articles related to the project: 
 

The Perception of Vowel Length and Quality in German: An Experimental-Phonetic 
Investigation, published as Vol. 20 in the series Hamburger Phonetische Beiträge 
(Helmut Buske Verlag: Hamburg), 1976, 239 pp. 

 
"Perceptual Parameters of Vowel Duration and Quality in German,"   Proceedings of 
the VIIth International Congress of Phonetic Sciences, Montreal: Mouton Publishers, 
1971, pp. 633-636. 
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H.-H. Wängler) Phonetica, Vol. 32, No. 3, 1975, pp. 180-199. 
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 These are difficult times and murderous cruelty seems to be 

our daily staple. We are often left word-less when confronted to an 

inexplicable act of violence or terror. Literature explores these 

daunting moments and allows a fictive re-living of characters and 

scenarios involved in such circumstances. Ian Mc-Ewen’s last 

book Saturday provides a good opportunity to ponder upon these 

issues. If we have a narrative device to think about modern 

violence, there is also a philosophical reading. Philosophy in a 

Time of Terror, a book by Giovanna Borradori, brings Habermas 
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and Derrida together in a discussion over the terrorist attacks on 

9/11. 

 I doubt that extreme acts of violence can be explained away; 

however I am convinced that they should be part of an ongoing 

work where we overcome the mere horrific spectacle of its results 

and we try bringing to the imaginary world of literature and 

thought those grounds where we can exchange feelings and ideas 

about our modern reality. Are we living a culture of violence? My 

impression is in the affirmative and I think Kristeva broaches the 

subject in the following trope of abjection. “There exists in 

abjection, one of those violent and obscure rebellions of being 

against what threatens it and that seems to emerge from an 

exorbitant outside or inside, thrown side by side of the possible, 

the tolerable, and the thinkable” (9). Kristeva knows that abjection 

will always exclude us, and this is how I see the shaping of a 

culture of violence. Abjection is the threat of an internal disaster 

stemming from our rejection of Self-Otherness and the Otherness 

of the Other. Fear looms near because our emotional substance is 

brutally exposed, we attack and we defend both blind reactions to 

uncontrollable fear. Fear in this sense will always be the outside of 

Self, its Otherness, its Shadow, and often enough it is turned to a 

rejection of those whom we name the other. But fear also becomes 
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a politics of fear, where it is legitimised as a means to defend and 

attack, but which stealthily disguises a strategy of power. 

 Ian Mc-Ewan’s Saturday, is a novel focused on a specific day 

in the life of the neurosurgeon Henry Perowne. The narrative 

explores his thoughts and frequent anxiety attacks. In the aftermath 

of  9/11 violent events, many lives have changed and the invasion 

of Irak seems inevitable. The character is a successful doctor. He 

lives with Rosalind, his wife and Theo his son, a Blue’s musician, 

and is also the father of Daisy who has been living in Paris and is 

an accomplished poet, winner of the Newdigate Prize. What seems 

to be a perfectly normal day in the life of Perowne is reversed as he 

is confronted to Baxter, a dangerous young man. Henry drives his 

Mercedes through a narrow street and is hit by Baxter’s car. As 

things get violent, Perowne’s clinical eye detects in Baxter’s 

explosive reactions a neurological disorder known as Huntington’s 

Disease. The doctor offers Baxter the opportunity of curing him 

and barely walks off avoiding a very unpleasant situation. All his 

thoughts are now turned over to a family dinner; however Baxter 

and a friend of his (who also was present during the traffic 

incident) trace Henry’s address and disrupt the reunion. Henry and 

his son are able, first to get rid of the friend and then to subdue 

Baxter, after which a certain atmosphere of tranquillity is restored. 
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 Henry is looking through the window; he cannot sleep, he 

then spots a burning airplane. Listening to the news, later during 

the day, he learns it is a Russian Tupolev plane, a terrorist attack 

cannot be overruled. However after a few hours have elapsed, 

while Perowne is preparing dinner, two of the pilots that earlier on 

were arrested, claim not to be Chechens or Algerians, they are not 

Muslims, in fact they are Christians and they will be released 

without charge. There is also a demonstration in Hyde Park against 

the war in Irak. Al-Qaeda has threatened to attack a major 

European or American city. The narrative power of terror relies on 

a future tense, something that ‘might happen,’ consequently its 

impact lies on its fictive power; however this doesn’t mean that a 

threat cannot be carried out. Perowne discusses the viability of a 

short war against Irak, with “fewer deaths than Saddam causes his 

own people...” (192). A tense moment is felt as his daughter 

answers: “You hate Saddam, but he’s the creation of the 

Americans. They backed him, and armed him” (idem). 

 We might contend that if Habermas explains one of the 

causes of terrorism as ‘a distortion in communication’ any kind of 

discussion over Irak or other potentially violent episodes, like 

those mentioned a few lines before, could fall under the same 

effects of distortion, and “misunderstanding and incomprehension, 

from insincerity and deception”(35); a poisoned communication 
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that reveals how infected our political discourse really is at. An 

interesting point is made by Daisy when she argues that “in 

attacking Irak we’re doing the very thing the New York bombers 

wanted us to do–lash out, make more enemies in Arab countries 

and radicalise Islam” (196). For a moment lets imagine that 

Habermas was present during this exchange, he would have 

brought to the table his critique against Carl Schmitt’s view on -

‘the political’ as “the self assertion of a collective identity over 

against other collective identities...”- furthermore, underlining that 

“The ontologization of the friend-foe ... relations between the 

belligerent subjects ... are fated to serve the masking of particular 

interests...” (38). Of course, we can easily understand how 

insincerity and deception play a major role during the shaping of 

political pathology, under which we can also insert the argument 

between father and daughter. Because this exchange plays in the 

small scale of a family conversation what is happening at a larger 

scale with the actual political problems faced by the international 

community. Perowne holds the view that Radical Islamists fight 

for a perfect society, which is Islam,  and adds as an after thought 

that there is also a consequence to this state of affairs as “–the 

pursuit of utopia ...licensing every form of excess, all ruthless 

means of its realisation” (34). Derrida warns against considering 

that “everything that has to do with Islam or with the Arab Muslim 
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‘world’ as a ‘world’ or at least as a homogenous whole”. This 

means that we often fall into thinking about a fiction of unity in 

order to describe ‘the enemy’ or the other. From his side Habermas 

warns that when an opinion is framed as “nothing but” violence, an 

essential point is overlooked: “the critical power to put a stop to 

violence, without reproducing it in circles of new violence,” can 

only happen as a result “of mutual understanding and in our 

orientation toward this goal” (38). In fact in a -“nothing but” 

violence- rationale, descriptions become ontologized. However if 

political pathology  is ever to be diagnosed or scrutinized, the 

ontologization of discourse must be closely followed and 

understood as an extreme form of political ignorance or worse, as 

downright ill faith. 

 The narrator refers to 9/11 as he recalls that it was almost 

eighteen months ago “since half the planet watched, and watched 

again, the unseen captives driven through the sky to the slaughter, 

at which time there gathered round the innocent silhouette of any 

jet plane a novel association. Everyone agrees airliners look 

different in the sky these days, predatory or doomed” (15). 

Derrida, also watched, along with the rest of us and according to 

him  we “have no concept and no meaning available to us to name 

in any other way this ‘thing’ that has just happened, this supposed 

‘event.’ An act of ‘international terrorism’ ...” This ‘happening’ is 
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conditioned by the media, even if it happened it remains 

unidentifiable. “The telegram of this metonymy- [ September 11, 

9/11] a name, a number- points out the unqualifiable by 

recognizing that we do not recognize or even cognize...”(86). This 

symptom will be the token of a philosophy of abjection, the 

observer rebels against what threatens from both outside and 

inside, as Kristeva manifested earlier on. Abjection is also another 

way of narratizing the unqualifiable. Derrida recalls that the 

architects of the Twin Towers were already worried about a 

terrorist attack, “(premonitory, fateful, spectral, engraved in the 

stone of the unconscious)” (186) says he. This is the architecture of 

the ‘event’ and in it, dwells a metaphor for disaster - engraved in 

the stone of the unconscious-, which one could equate to Mc-

Ewan’s metonymy of the airplane, ‘in that novel association: 

airliners as predatory or doomed.’ A political unconscious could be 

defined in the way the other is excluded and later on ‘speaks’ 

through a Culture of violence. 

 This scenario will take us to another form of terrorism, 

depicted by Baxter. He emerges from a political unconscious bred 

by the metropolis. He represents a Dionysian character of sorts, 

breaking the essence of a social order that, in his mind, is 

incarnated by Perowne’s wealth and happiness with his family.  

The urban other is described as a “small-faced young man with 
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thick eyebrows and dark brown hair razored close to the skull” 

(88). He impersonates danger and provokes fear. We can well 

sense the primitive and the violent in him. This same sensation is 

repeated when Henry’s terrified wife, Rosalind returns from work 

followed by Baxter’s threatening knife. He then forces Daisy to 

take off her clothes; both Baxter and his friend Nigel are enjoying 

all this.  

 When Derrida indicates the kind of logic put forward by all 

terrorisms, he considers the justification for the worst kind of 

violence as the only ‘response’ to a ‘deaf ear’ (123). In the same 

spirit Baxter’s justification for his domestic terrorism might also 

operate as a ‘response’ to Perowne’s social order. All this brings us 

close to heteronomy. Derrida defines the term “as a law come from 

the other, by a responsibility and decision of the other- of the other 

in me, an other greater and older than I am” (134). But what are we 

to do when threatened by a terrifying law imposed by the other. 

Can we think in terms of ontological territories and boundaries, if 

so, Baxter is clearly breaking them, trespassing privacy and doing 

violence to people’s bodies. But these boundaries do not only 

apply to Perowne’s situation, it also rings true at a larger scale 

when terrorists attack the ‘body’ of a Nation. A symbolic body 

defined by its boundaries. Another element in this equation is an 

absolute body, a self contained and determined by a national 
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identity. Baxter turns out to be a fundamental character for our 

political narrative, this becomes clearer if we explore a few 

definitions about terrorism; “The worst most effective ‘terrorism,’ 

even if it seems external and ‘international,’ is the one that installs 

or recalls an interior threat at home-and recalls that the enemy is 

(...) lodged on the inside of the system it violates and terrorizes” 

(Derrida, Vattimo 188). This is why Baxter is a terrorist, he is an 

interior threat and he is also inside the system. He belongs to the 

kind of social disease engendered by the metropolis. I realize this 

was not the intention of the quote, but it helps me to draw a 

contrast between two kinds of terrorisms, the one produced by the 

individual and an institutionalized terrorism as was the case for 

9/11. However we have yet another analogy between different 

terrorisms which falls into place with an additional description on 

abjection. The body’s boundaries disintegrate as the living 

excrement of the metropolis becomes not the Other but the abject 

(See Kristeva 65). Baxter as living excrement is the “object-trauma 

or the threat that the object represents to the Self inasmuch as it 

forces the Self to modify its regimen by its sole presence”(Green in 

Kristeva 65). Other forms of terrorism could also be explained by 

the ‘object-trauma’ trope because horror and abjection will always 

be present during such events. Finally Baxter’s real disease 

operates as a metaphor for an enemy lodged in the body. Henry is 
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attacked by Baxter and simultaneously is able to diagnose; “poor 

self-control, emotional lability, explosive temper, suggestive of 

reduced levels of GABA among the appropriate binding sites on 

striatal neurons” (92). If this neuro-narrative explains Baxter’s 

internal condition, could we diagnose terrorism as a political 

disease as we have been doing throughout this paper? 
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                     Norman Bel Geddes: a Modernist Interpretation of 
 
                                          the Divina Commedia. 
 
 
For centuries, artists have given their own interpretation of the Divina Commedia: from 
the scenes of Hell depicted in the frescoes of the Cimitero Monumentale in Pisa, to the  
XIX century engravings of Gustave Dore’. 
Perhaps the most stunning interpretation of the XX century remains that created by 
Norman Bel Geddes, the theater and industrial designer, in 1921.  It was to be 
performed in Chicago, to celebrate the 600th anniversary of Dante’s death. 
The stage was set for the grandest performance of the Commedia.  The scene designs 
filled the studio of the artist with somber or soft colors.  Hundred of costumes, sketches, 
masks and architectural models for the stage were ready. 
The director’s Book was opened to the overture of the Inferno: the actors’ movements, 
the lights and sounds, all were controlled, calculated for maximum effect. 
The models for the theater were built according to a design that followed the tradition of 
the Classical Greek Theater, but the lighting, the music and the costumes, were a perfect 
example of a Futuristic performance.   And it is with these three elements of theatrical 
design that Bel Geddes totally departs from tradition. 
This is a story of a play that never was.  But it should have been.  In all its splendor, 
daring, and powerful images, it should have been. 
Today, in a study of all the stages of this extraordinary work, we can perhaps envision 
the realization of Bel Geddes’s dream.  And we can understand why it did not happen 
then. 
 
The theater was built in a circular design, with steps and elevations mounting on each 
side, and culminating in two tall pillars that would serve, in turn, as the confines of the 
city of Dis, or the gates into Paradise. 
 
No scene changes were planned, shifting and changing of lights would create all effects.  
The performance was to begin in total darkness and to end in a blinding white light, in 
Paradise. 
In the Inferno, the lights – reds, dark blues and greens - erupted from the pit, creating an 
alternating pattern of light and shadows, against which the figures moved and swayed, 
in dramatic gestures. 



In Purgatory, the lights are mellow, soft shades of blue, yellow or green, and they come 
from the sides.  As we proceed to the entrance of Paradise, the light pours from above, 
in a profusion of whites, yellows, rose and blue, until we come to the final blinding 
brightness. 
After that, the stage would return to total darkness, as it had begun. 
 
The music is another essential element, perhaps the one that caused, at the time, more 
controversy.   As Bel Geddes states in his planning book (a small publication, with an 
introduction by Max Reinhart), the music produced for the performance should result in 
a cacophony of multiple sounds, which would decrease and change in tone and 
frequency as the play moved towards Purgatory and Paradise.  The main point, in Bel 
Geddes argument with the composers, was that no instruments should be individually 
recognizable.  And some times, there were no actual instruments, but some noise 
making devices.  This music was to be channeled through large pipes installed beneath 
the floors of the stage and were built in a way that would emphasize or dilute the 
sounds. 
 
The costumes were another innovation:  they were loose fitting forms of cloth, paper 
and metal, of geometrical design, rather than the usual patterns, as we see in any 
performance, depicting an era and a place.   Clearly, the symbolic life of the damned 
souls could not, in Bel Geddes view, follow the usual human form, in their raggedy 
pieces of clothing, expression or movement. 
Masks were employed to communicate the various moods and expressions of the actors.  
No real facial movement was seen. 
As Bel Geddes designed the stage and choreographed the movements of the actors, he 
decided that the distance between them and the audience was too great to be able to  
 
convey expressions with, simply, the facial movements.  The masks for Dante, Virgil 
and Beatrice are numerous, very stylized and yet, expressive. 
 
In this presentation I will explain each stage of the development of Bel Geddes creative 
process.    
The starting point of the project was Charles Eliot Norton’s translation of the 
Commedia, which Bel Geddes used as a blue print for his own interpretation of the 
work. 
I will quote from Bel Geddes writings and correspondence, when appropriate, to make 
clear the points of agreement or disagreement with the many people involved in this 
great but difficult enterprise. 
In the end, the extreme originality and, no doubt, the cost estimates, defeated the 
project. 



Today we can only hope that, perhaps, some enlightened, exceptional impresario, might 
wish to pick up the idea where Bel Geddes was compelled to leave it. 
 
I will present slides of some of the most relevant images of the theater, scene and 
costume designs. 
 
 
 
 
Prof. Maria X. Wells 
French and Italian Department 
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center 
The University of Texas at Austin      
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6. Abstract of paper: 
 
We Are the Stories We Tell: Cultural Identities in the College Writing Class 

How do we respond authentically to a world of diversity which we 
encounter daily? Only when we embrace all the layers of our own unique cultural 
and personal identities can we recognize the complexity of who we are, and thus 
enable ourselves to embrace the diversity of others.  An exploration of these 
identities is a fruitful way not only to interest beginning writing students but to see 
them become totally involved in the task of self-expression. 

In this paper, I will first present a model (based on the work of James 
Banks) of levels of identity which we embody, and then, after illustrating this 
model from my own life, will discuss how the language used by Native American 
students in English 101 and 102 essays reflects cultural styles of story telling and  
identities. The paper will give examples of composition themes, then discuss 
choices students have made concerning topics, the language and manner in 
which they tell their stories.  

In teaching  beginning writing classes, I first describe my own struggle to 
come to terms with the several levels of my identity. Raised in a working-class 
town in Wisconsin, my own achievement as a college student and later a Ph.D 
student began to set me apart from the friends and family of my childhood 
environment.  I later lived and taught for years in both Europe and Africa, studied 
theology in Canada,  and, when I moved back to Wisconsin, discovered for 
myself how difficult it was to come back home again. 

 
 Essay topics set in these classes by the writing instructor included “tell a 

family story”, “describe a local event”, “discuss and relate to your own lives the 
theme of identity in short stories by women of color,” “discuss and relate to your 
own life essays, poems and movies by Native artists,” “How does your 
experience as an indigenous person allow you to interpret non-native literature in 
a unique and relevant manner?”  

Some comments from students have included : “This is the best class; we 
think and talk about how we feel,”  “I grew up in the city.  I never lived on the res.  
These papers make me think about where I have come from.  It is difficult, but it 
is good for me.”  “I really like writing about those funny things we did during 
summer vacation on my grandfather’s sheep ranch in New Mexico.”  “I never get 
tired of listening to people talk about their tribal traditions and compare them to 
my own,”  “It is interesting how my culture lets me understand literature better.”  I 
will share some of my students’ own stories in this paper. 
 

 Finally, the paper will discuss how this approach to curriculum is relevant 
to non-Native students as well as a way to guide and engage them in their 
writing.  
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ABSTRACT 

In recent decades Buddhists and Buddhist scholars have begun to seriously explore the 
theoretical dimensions of Buddhist ethics.  However, the topic is by no means simple, having to 
acknowledge developments in Buddhist theory including the rise of the Mahāyāna and the absorption of 
the ideals of host cultures such as Tibet, China, and Japan.  Due to the diversity of moral proclamations 
found in traditional texts and commentaries, it has been difficult to formulate an acceptable theory of 
Buddhist ethics.   

Working with the textual analyses of Buddhists and Buddhist scholars from a Kantian perspective, 
I present and argue for an ethics which echoes Kant’s appeal to a universal moral law and personal 
development which turns one away from heteronymous wills and inclinations (Kant’s terms), or greed 
(Pali: lobha, Sanskrit: lobha) and aversion (dosa) which stem form delusion (moha).  I present Kant as 
highly sympathetic to Virtue ethics, a system to which Buddhism has been compared extensively in 
recent years (cf Keown, The Nature of Buddhist Ethics, 1992/2001; Dreyfus, “Meditation as Ethical 
Activity,” Journal of Buddhist Ethics (JBE), 1995; Whitehill, “Buddhist Ethics in Western Context: The 
‘Virtues’ Approach,” JBE, 1994; McCarthy, “Why the Dalai Lama Should Read Aristotle,” JBE, 2001; et 
al.) yet pointing out inevitable flaws in the virtue approach as a reliable foundation for ethics.  Likewise we 
will find in Buddhism aspects of Virtue ethics, but also exhortations which draw the practitioner beyond 
virtue, to the universal law of Dharma (Pali: Dhamma) as the true foundation for ethical inquiry and 
progress.  With Dharma as a universal foundation, we see how karma (Pali: kamma) acts to make this 
law subjective in the same way that Kant speaks of practical reason bringing universal maxims to bear on 
the actions of the individual.  From here we may more clearly see differences of Buddhist moral 
exhortations (as well as those of Kant) as particular guidance toward understanding this foundation.   

This is an admittedly ambitious attempt to get at a more broadly acceptable basis of Buddhist 
ethics and relies heavily on the philological and historical work of previous Buddhist commentators and 
scholars.  The uniqueness of this work is thus to be found in its revaluation of Kantian thought (noting that 
Kant is generally caricatured by Buddhist scholars and opposing ethicists alike) and the suggestion that 
Buddhist ethics may claim the same strengths, but also suffer the same weaknesses, as his 
Deontological moral theory. 
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Introduction 

Several attempts have been made to understand the nature of Buddhist ethics within the 

framework of Western ethical traditions.  The two Western frameworks most commonly chosen to 

describe Buddhist ethics have been Utilitarian and Aristotelian.  In this paper I will explore a Kantian 

reading of Buddhist ethics suggesting that the Utilitarian and Aristotelian analyses fail to acknowledge, or 

misconstrue, crucial aspects of Buddhist ethics. Further, I will argue that in both Kantian and Buddhist 

ethics we find what may be called ‘rational law ethics’, an ethics of moral realism positing morality as 

inseparable from the functioning of an objective law.1  By examining the evidence Buddhologists have 

presented in favour of Utilitarian and Aristotelian interpretations of Buddhist ethics, we gain an 

understanding of Buddhist ethics as we are coming to understand it.  In Kant’s rejections of pleasure 

maximizing (Utilitarian) and virtue centred (Aristotelian) ethics we will find strong reasons for abandoning 

these conceptions of ethics in favour of his deontological ethics.  Returning to our Buddhist sources will 

show that while Utilitarian and Aristotelian aspects can be found in Buddhist writings, the very foundations 

of Buddhist ethics exhibit striking parallels to Kantian ethics. 

Damien Keown’s The Nature of Buddhist Ethics (1992) provides an excellent survey of prior 

analyses of Buddhist ethics, most of which had found Buddhist ethics to be most analogous to 

Utilitarianism.  Keown concludes that Aristotelian ethics provides the most accommodating Western 

framework to understand Buddhist ethics.  A great deal of work has been done in Buddhist ethics in the 

years since Keown’s book was initially published, much of it in the online “Journal of Buddhist Ethics” 

(JBE).2

                                                

  Much of this work has continued the debate regarding which of the major Western ethical 

traditions best describes Buddhist ethics, while some work has sought to avoid characterizing Buddhist 

ethics in Western terms.  While many of these works have invoked Kant and his ideas, noticeably lacking 

are systematic comparisons of Kantian ethics with those found in Buddhism.  In fact, what is often found 

 
1 I will elaborate on this point in chapter three: “Kantian Analysis of Buddhist Ethics”. 
2 http://jbe.gold.ac.uk/. 
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is a rough caricature of Kant and his ideas rather than a nuanced understanding.3  An analysis of Kantian 

theory as found in his own work and those of his defenders will bring to Buddhologists new appreciation 

of both his work and the depth that a Kantian reading of Buddhist ethics can bring to our understanding of 

Buddhist ethics.   

Early assessments of Buddhist ethics, especially in the Theravādin tradition,4 have argued that 

Buddhism is Utilitarian, making both ethical deliberation and moral behaviour subordinate to the 

consequence of nirvāṇa.5

                                                

  However appealing this characterization may be, I join Keown in rejecting it in 

favour of Western theories which stress the importance of motivation, individual development, and the 

interconnectedness of moral practices and their results.  However, while Keown finds Aristotelian ethics 

as providing the best foundations for an explication of Buddhist ethics, there are significant reasons for 

turning to Kant instead.  As will be shown, Kant is in many respects a follower of Aristotle, stressing 

personal development and the unique place of reason in human nature.  Yet Kant seeks to overcome 

what he perceives as pitfalls of Aristotelian ethics, including a reliance on authority, and the extolling of 

emotions such as anger in certain circumstances.  While Kant’s ethics, with its stress on reason and duty, 

may not provide a prima facia analogue to Buddhism, further analysis uncovers several areas of thought 

in which comparative dialogue may be fruitful in furthering our understanding of Buddhist ethics. 

 

Methodology 

 Keown begins his work by stating, ‘In the face of the complexity of Buddhist metaphysics it is 

easy to lose sight of the fact that Buddhism is a response to what is fundamentally an ethical problem – 

the perennial problem of the best kind for life for man to lead’ (2001, p1).  This work follows Keown’s 

 
3 Some examples of this will be mentioned in chapter two (“Kantian Ethics”) of this paper. 
4 Theravāda is Pāli for “Teaching of the Elders”.  It is practiced widely in Sri Lanka and South-East Asia and upholds 

the authority of the Pāli Canon, the earliest surviving record of the Buddha’s teachings. 
5 Keown 2001, pp.14-17 and pp.165-193. 
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presupposition that while metaphysics is not unimportant to Buddhist thought, it is always subordinate to 

soteriology.6

r

                                                

  However, it seems that metaphysical presuppositions do belie the kinds of ethical 

statements that can be made in Buddhism just as in Kantian ethics. A problem for contemporary 

Buddhologists, as Keown points out, is that early Buddhism never developed a systematic approach to 

either its metaphysics or ethics such as that found amongst contemporary Greeks.7  Recent attempts at 

systematization of Buddhist ethics is hence coming not from Buddhist traditions, but from scholars in 

ethics and religion who are trying to make sense of potentially conflicting moral statements in Buddhism.8   

Following Keown further,  this work will focus on descriptive ethics, accurately describing 

Buddhist ethics, and metaethics: inquiry into the meaning of terms and the logic employed in ethical 

deliberation, while setting aside normative issues.9  However I differ from Keown in what I take to 

constitute descriptive ethics.  Kant made the distinction between p actical anthropology and morality 

proper and urges that the two be kept distinct in analyses, only to be recombined when we have 

thoroughly understood each.10  On this account, descriptive ethics is the process of analyzing the terms 

found in Buddhist texts to understand their proper place in the overall system of Buddhist ethics.  If this is 

done well, we can then return to canonical and commentarial texts and see how their particular 

pronouncements fit into the ethical structure we have elucidated. 

Previous work shows that Buddhist ethics lacks univocality in nearly all respects when analyzed 

in Western categories: is the goal a sort of ultimate happiness or complete extinction?  Are statements 

claiming each of these contradictory or compatible?  Can ethical actions be thought of as means to the 

 
6 Sue Hamilton 2001, pp.xxiv-xxviii, in her exploration of the Buddhist theory of identity, argues that  early Buddhist 

doctrines can most coherently be read as strictly soteriological, rather than ontological. See also Keown 1995, p.13. 
7 Likewise, concerning Tibetan Buddhism, George Dreyfus states, ‘Despite the fact that the various Tibetan Buddhist 

traditions developed substantive ethical systems on the personal, interpersonal and social levels, they did not 
develop systematic theoretical reflections on the nature and scope of ethics.’ JBE volume 2, 1995, p.28. 

8 Dreyfus 1995, p.29. 
9 Keown 2001, p.3. 
10 G 388-389, p.2-3. Practical anthropology is the empirical study of what people actually do, whereas morality proper 

is the analytic examination of the concepts used in moral discourse. 
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goal (as Utilitarians would argue) or are they inseparable constituents of it (as Aristotelians, or proponents 

of other teleological ethics would argue)?  What aspect of action is morality most important: the 

motivation, the act itself, or in the consequences?  The lack of clarity, or rather the abundance of 

apparently contradictory statements within Buddhist writings makes analysis difficult.  It is this reason that 

I am especially grateful to the efforts of Damien Keown, Peter Harvey, and others for their pioneering 

efforts in this area.    

 

Chapter One: Past Comparisons 

Damien Keown’s (1992) work The Nature of Buddhist Ethics, has laid the groundwork for future 

exploration of Buddhist ethics in many ways.  There he explains that, ‘the total number of books on 

Buddhist ethics … can be counted on the fingers of one hand.’11   In the 2001 reprint of The Nature of 

Buddhist Ethics  he says that this has changed, due in part to the online Journal of Buddhist Ethics.  As 

Keown explores, a great deal of the early analysis of Buddhist ethics focused on its similarities and 

potential differences from Utilitarianism, interpreting the Parable of the Raft (M.i.134f) as emphasizing the 

transcendence of morality (synonymous with ‘ethics’ in Keown’s work) with individual realization, 

becoming an arahat.12  Keown cites several reasons for abandoning the Utilitarian interpretation of 

Buddhist ethics.  These include the Buddhist tendency to view the precepts as moral absolutes, the view 

of some Theravādin scholars that wisdom and love are ends in themselves (as opposed to mere means 

to happiness or nirvana), and the interconnectedness of wisdom and compassion (Pali: pañña and 

karuna).13

                                                

 Keown advocates an Aristotelian framework for Buddhist ethics, presenting it in the categories 

 
11 Keown 1992, cited in Keown 2001, p.ix. 
12 Keown 2001, pp.15-17, Arahat is Pāli  (Skt. Arhat ) for an awakened being, one who has achieved nirvāṇa through 

hearing the teachings of the Buddha. 
13 Ibid., pp.17-18. 
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presented by Jayatilleke as ‘altruistic, a form of qualified absolutism, objectivist, naturalist, and 

teleological (but not consequentialist)’.14 

Several scholars have questioned Keown’s interpretation of key terms in Buddhist ethics as well 

as his understanding about how these fit together to form a complete ethical system.  In particular, 

Georges Dreyfus (1995, pp.34-36) casts doubt on Keown’s interpretation of cetanā, Lance Cousins 

(1996) clarifies the canonical interpretations of kusala  and puñña, and Abraham Velez de Cea (2004, 

pp.124-125) criticizes Keown’s understanding of the criteria for right action in Buddhist ethics.  The 

continuing debate over the meaning of canonical terms suggests that creative philology may lead to 

varying understandings of Buddhist ethics. 

Keown circumvent issues of ontology15 in avoiding the philosophical terms ‘emptiness’ (Pali: 

suññata, Sanskrit: śūnyatā ) and ‘not-self’ (Pali: anattā, Sanskrit: anātman ).16  This avoidance plays a 

role in his ability to argue for an Aristotelian framework for Buddhist ethics, and a discussion of each will 

show how Buddhist ethics displays a Kantian framework. Louis Gomez places not-self at the heart of 

Buddhist ethics, examining the Buddhist claim ‘that nonself necessarily leads to detachment and 

renunciation, which then lead to altruism in its highest forms’.17

                                                

 Emptiness plays a similar practical role in 

later Buddhist thought.  Gomez suggests that meditation on emptiness is comparable with the Theravādin 

charnel ground meditations as well as Christian meditatio mortis, yet it goes beyond the negation of 

desire to remove all intellectual clinging.18  Thus, one ought not avoid the underlying ontological concepts 

of Buddhist thought when describing its ethics.  Buddhist ethics is based in fundamentally ontological 

 
14 2001, p.7, 23 
15 Ontology herein refers to the study of ‘being in general, embracing such issues as the nature of existence and the 

categorical structure of reality…’ (Honderich, ed.  1995, p.634). 
16 2001, p.19, he states, ‘to pursue the issue of the ultimate ontological constitution of individual natures in this 
context is to confuse ethics with metaphysics, and does not make for a fruitful line of enquiry.’ 
17 1973 p.362, his work deals specifically with later ‘Middle-way’ (Skt.: Mādyamika) Buddhism but this point does not 

conflict with Pāli Canon passages. 
18 1973, p.369, fn.22. 
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concepts such as dhamma (Skt. dharma) and anattā, and the avoidance of such foundational concepts 

weakens Keown’s analysis of Buddhist ethics. 

 

1.1 Utilitarian  

Keown is successful in his refutation of Utilitarian interpretations of Buddhist ethics.19  I am aware 

of no attempt by scholars to reassert the claims of I.B. Horner (1950), Mrs Rhys Davids (n.d.), David 

Kalupahana (1976), Dharmasiri (1986), and others who had suggested that Buddhist ethics is Utilitarian 

in nature.20  One asset of Utilitarianism is that its simplicity allows one to see where Buddhist ethics 

deviate from its strict understanding of the right and good.  Because the results of actions are all that may 

be assessed, the Utilitarian calls upon a ‘felicific calculus’21 by which the individual is to assess the likely 

outcomes of her actions.  Neither intention nor the character of the agent needs to be considered in 

Utilitarian moral analysis.  Given the very large emphasis that Buddhist texts put on the intention, 

understanding, and moral development of agents, it is clear that Buddhist ethics cannot be analogous to 

Utilitarianism.   

 

1.2 Kant 

In several places in his work Keown argues for a deontological understanding of Buddhist ethical 

terms.22

                                                

  He agrees with Misra (1984) that Buddhist ethics are more proximate to Kantian principles than 

Utilitarian (2001, p.16). Keown argues that sīla is deontic because through it, ‘one participates in nibbānic 

values, in what is good and right’ (Ibid., p.125).  Keown also shows why kusala refers to the goodness of 

 
19 I follow Keown in adopting John Rawls’ definition of Utilitarian theory as one in which ‘the good is defined 

independently from the right, and then the right is defined as that which maximizes the good’ (1980: 24), cited in 
Keown 2001, p.166. 

20 Keown 2001, pp.14-18 lists several of the prior suggestions toward the conception of Buddhist ethics as Utilitarian. 
21 Bentham 1789, Chapter IV. 
22 Deontology, the study of duty,  is the term used to describe Kantian other ethics that stress objective duty and 

rights as the basis of morality.  See Honderich 1995, pp.187-188. 
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an action as intrinsic, regardless of what he calls secondary consequences of the act such as satisfaction 

and praise (Ibid., p.179).  These secondary consequences would have to be incorporated into the 

Utilitarian’s felicific calculus and would thus make a praised act more moral than one which is shunned.  

This will be taken up again in chapter three when Kantian and Buddhist ethics are more closely 

examined. 

Keown’s strongest endorsement for a Kantian analysis of Buddhist ethics comes in his 

examination of the relationship between virtue and happiness. ‘The relationship between kusala and 

puñña constitutes the summum bonum of Buddhism in a manner similar to the way in which the 

conjunction of virtue and happiness is understood by Kant’ (Ibid., p.126).  In Buddhism karma  is the 

mechanism which ensures the connection between virtue and happiness, while for Kant it is a supreme 

being (Ibid.).  Unfortunately, Keown does not explore this further. In fact he later contradicts himself in 

quoting the Aristotelian philosopher J.M. Cooper (1975) in saying that ‘Aristotle…does not think of moral 

constraints themselves as imposed on persons without regard for (and even despite) their own good, as 

Kant…tends to do.’23  As Keown’s prior insight made clear, Kantian ethics do consider the good of the 

moral agent in a supernatural manner (relying upon a supreme being) just as Buddhism does (relying on 

karma).   

Peter Harvey follows Keown in choosing Aristotelian ethics as an analogue to Buddhist ethics 

(2000, p.50).  He sees Kantian ethics as ‘another possible Western analogue for Buddhist ethics’ but 

implies that Kant’s ethics ‘ignore the actual results of action on others as opposed to the will or motive 

behind it’ (Ibid., p.50).  This is another unfortunate mischaracterization of Kant’s ethics.  Harvey goes on 

to quote the same passage from Cooper cited in Keown, further diminishing the prospects for realistic 

analysis of parallels in Kantian and Buddhist ethics (Ibid. p.51).  Kantian ethics have been 

mischaracterized in much of the work done on Buddhist ethics in the past half century.  It is thus of great 

                                                 
23 Ibid., p.202.  It should be clear from Keown’s prior connections as well as Kant’s own words that Cooper’s 

characterization of Kant is incorrect.  This will be covered further in chapter two. 
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importance that Kantian ethics be examined thoroughly to determine where and how far potential 

parallels with Buddhist ethics may be drawn. 

 

Chapter Two: Kantian Ethics 

Kant’s ethical system, with its emphasis on moral law, rationality, and duty certainly appears quite 

distant from Buddhist notions of ethics as they have been analyzed thus far.  However, the lack of 

Kantian-type analysis of Buddhist ethics seems to stem more from misconceptions about Kant’s ethics 

amongst Buddhologists than any inherent intractability between the two systems.  Kant does not deny the 

importance of all feelings in favour of ‘empty formalism’ (cf. O’Neill 1989, pp.148-162) as he has long 

been accused.  Nor does he ignore the results of actions as suggested by Peter Harvey.  Instead, Kant 

can be favourably and coherently read as arguing for an ethics which is objective (a priori ) and yet 

internalizable by the individual, which depends on the development of the individual, resulting in 

happiness.  

Kant builds his ethical system by appealing to our moral sensus communis,24

                                                

 from which we must 

understand agency and thus freedom.  By accepting a mechanically determined natural world, Kant 

demands that a ‘separate’ (though in a qualified sense), non-empirical world must also exist.  This is the 

world of reason and is accessed through critiquing one’s own foundations of knowledge and stripping 

away claims of external authorities and personal inclinations.  The result is a purely negative rule termed 

the Categorical Imperative (CI): ‘Act according to a maxim which can at the same time make itself a 

universal law.’25  The CI is negative in that it provides no positive content for acting (i.e. it does not tell us 

 
24 Sensus communis is common sense, not as used in current parlance, but rather ‘a critical faculty which in its 

reflective act takes account… of the mode of representation of everyone else, in order, as it were, to weigh its 
judgement with the collective reason of mankind … (CJ, V, 293)’ cited in O’Neill 1994, p.25.  

25 Kant, Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals 1785, herein cited as G with academy pagination along with the 
page number from the Thomas Kingsmill Abbot 1959 translation: (G 402, p.18).   
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how we ‘ought’ to act), but rather only creates an ideal with which we must compare our own maxims.26  

Recognizing this ideal is the beginning of a metaphysics of morals, creating a foundation not yet 

envisioned by moral philosophers by starting at a point where all rational beings are capable of beginning 

as well by virtue of simply being rational.  Self interest and external authorities are stripped away as 

potential arbiters of morality.  

Working on the imagery of stripping away as both a social and individual process, Kant presents 

ethics as a continual task.  Kant considers the development of reason to be a historical phenomenon and 

in this it is still in progress and requires our commitment toward its completion.  With the CI as an ideal 

before us, we are given the following three principles to guide our assimilation of positive content from our 

life into our moral deliberation. The first of these is ‘to think for oneself ’27 by which a person takes 

responsibility for his own ability to reason and employ the CI.  Kant also calls this the ‘maxim of never-

passive reason’ (Ibid.).  Second, ‘think from the standpoint of everyone else ’(Ibid.) which may also be 

called the ‘maxim… of enlarged thought’ (Ibid.). By this Kant envisions the individual ‘shifting his ground 

to the standpoint of others.’28  Now one takes not only his own circumstances and the moral ideal (i.e. the 

CI) in mind when undergoing moral deliberation, but also considers all other persons.  Third, one 

undertakes the maxim ‘always to think consistently ’.29 The moral law remains constant.  Yet our empirical 

standpoint is constantly shifting.  The task is to develop a strong enough understanding of the moral law 

that one can maintain moral consistency despite changing empirical circumstances.  This is the most 

difficult maxim and ‘only attainable by the union of both the former’.30

                                                

  

With the CI and these guiding maxims, one sees how Kant’s moral theory may be useful in 

understanding Buddhist ethics.  However, further explication of Kantian ethics should be done before 

 
26 Kant explicitly states that the CI, in its third formulation, is ‘certainly only an ideal’ (G 433, p.52). 
27 Kant, CJ (Critique of Judgment ), V, 293, cited in O’Neill 1994, p.25. 
28 Ibid, p.26. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
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undertaking comparative analysis.  To understand Kant’s ethics I will first explain Kant’s reasons for 

rejecting other forms of ethics, most notably Aristotelian and Utilitarian.  Then I will briefly examine some 

of the influences that led to Kant’s unique system of ethics, including his anthropology, understanding of 

Newtonian physics, and his pious Christian background.  Lastly, I will present his system in a way that 

holds true to his writings and those of his defenders and opens the door for a Kantian analysis of 

Buddhist ethics. 

 

2.1 Kant Against Prior Ethics 

The most common objection Kant raises against other forms of ethics is that they are 

heteronomous, locating morality entirely outside the individual.  He accuses prior efforts in ethics not of 

failing to acknowledge the concept of duties as fundamental to morality, but instead of incorrectly locating 

such duties outside the rational will of every human being: 

 
Looking back now on all previous attempts to discover the principle of morality, we need 
not wonder why they all failed. It was seen that man was bound to laws by duty, but it 
was not observed that the laws to which he is subject are only those of his own giving, 
though at the same time they are universal, and that he is only bound to act in conformity 
with his own will; a will, however, which is designed by nature to give universal laws (G 
432, pp.50-51). 
 

By placing the moral law outside the individual will, prior theorists make ethics a matter of submission to 

outside influence (G 441-3, pp.60-62).  In this case, Kant argues that our acting morally must flow from 

some attraction to this outside influence and hence the theorist must explain the nature of this attraction 

(G 442, p.61).  Jeremy Bentham, the British philosopher who developed utilitarianism, begins his famous 

treatise: ‘Nature has placed mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure.  

It is for them alone to point out what we ought to do, as well as to determine what we shall do’ (1798, p.1).  
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For Bentham, reason allows us to understand the causes of pain and pleasure; our duty is to bring about 

the maximization of the latter and alleviation of the former.  Kant argues that such reasoning, which 

existed already in Hume and the Epicurean philosophers, essentially destroys morality by relying on ever-

changing feelings as our moral guides (G 442-3, pp.60-61).  Certainly, moral goodness cannot be based 

merely upon the dictates of pleasure and pain.  On one hand we know of cases of people who are 

exemplars of morality yet suffer difficult lives, and others who gain what would appear to be a great deal 

of pleasure by way of immoral deeds (G 442, p.61).  On the other hand, under such reasoning morality 

itself as a norm is replaced; any statement of ‘you ought to’ or ‘your duty requires’ could just as well be 

restated as ‘it would increase (your) happiness if…’.  Morality, in Kant’s words, would thus not be 

categorical, but always hypothetical and dependent upon our desired pleasure (G 441, pp.59-60).  Our 

aims in life as dictated by our desires are always shifting.  Therefore any system of ethics that is based 

upon fulfillment of our desires or other external goals, no matter how well articulated, is but a palace built 

on sand and mud.31 

Kant’s objection to Aristotelian ethics is similar, though as mentioned, Kant’s own ethics are 

similar to Aristotle much more so than with the utilitarians.  It is at the very deepest levels of the very 

nature of morality (as opposed to the cultivation and display of morality in the individual), that Kant 

disagrees with Aristotle.  There, Kant notes that Aristotle’s formula of the mean between the extremes 

fails because it does not present us with a formula for locating this mean: 

 
the well-known principle (Aristotle’s) which locates virtue in the mean between two vices 
… does not specify (bestimmt) the degree, although it makes the conformity or 
nonconformity of conduct with duty depend entirely on it, [so] it cannot serve as a 
definition (Erklärung) (DV 404).32

                                                

 
 

 
31 To paraphrase Descartes criticism of the moral writings of the ‘ancient pagans’, The Discourse on the Method, part 

1, paragraph 10.  The imagery of construction is important in both Descartes and Kant, O’Neill, p.11. 
32 Kant’s Doctrine of Virtue, 1797, cited in McAleer 2005, p.3. 
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No matter how drastic an action may be, one can always imagine some act being more extreme and one 

which is less.  Yet, this accusation does not truly refute the system of ethics advocated by Aristotle, as for 

him the mean is always a particular instantiation of morality and not its foundation.  The foundation of 

morality in Aristotle is the virtuous man, who has correctly combined deliberation and action such that he 

knows naturally the correct path to follow (NE X.6 1176a15-19). 

Aristotle notes that generalizations do not adequately guide action, holding that particular cases 

must be examined (NE II.9 1109b14-23, IV.5 1126a31-b4).  To determine what one ought to do in 

particular cases requires prudence (phronêsis), the combination of deliberative understanding (nous), 

cleverness (deinotêta), and perception (aisthēsis).33  Moral principles for action thus cannot be derived at 

by rational deliberation (dianoia) alone.  Aristotle’s ethics are thus what McAleer (2005) calls an internal 

system of ethics, because the determinations of morality lie solely within the virtuous person and cannot 

be deduced free of the process outlined above.  This amounts to a version of moral particularism wherein 

general statements about morality (such as those found in Kant and Bentham) cannot be made.34 

Aristotle further argues for an aesthetic, rather than imperative basis for moral actions: ‘The brave 

person, however, must be moved by the fine (kalon), not by compulsion’ (NE III.8 1116b2-3).  Kant also 

remarks on the aesthetic quality of morality, remarking on the sublimity of the good will (G 425, p.43, 439, 

p.58, 442, p.61) and its shining like a jewel (G 394, p.10). Despite this, an aesthetic understanding of 

morality makes morality something to which individuals have not merely differing standpoints or beliefs, 

but differing capacities.35

                                                

  For Aristotle just as one may have a musical talent one may have a moral one.   

Aristotle places the individual’s moral horizon firmly within the world of experience by denying the 

prospect of action guiding principles reached by rational deliberation alone.  On the other hand, Kant 

demands a moral foundation outside of the world of experience, an unconditional imperative basis for 

 
33 Irwin 1999, p.345. 
34 cf. Jonardin Ganeri’s juxtapositions of Aristotlian ethics and the Mīmāṃsa conception of Vedic laws, “The Ritual 

Roots of Moral Reason” 2004. 
35 McAleer 2005, pp.15-16. 
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ethics which renders each person equal to the next and which each person is capable of accessing.  

Such an imperative basis would dictate the same morality to all rational beings, regardless of their 

particular empirical situations.  Moral law is not cognitively difficult to grasp for Kant, it is given in our 

rational nature.  Morality is instead difficult in action because of our unconstrained wills and inclinations.36 

Before turning to Kant’s argument for such an imperative basis, we will examine Kant’s concept of human 

nature from which his ethical arguments follow.37  

 

2.2 Kant’s concept of Human Nature 

Despite the aforementioned rejections of prior systems of ethics, Kant is considered to be in 

agreement with classical ethics concerning the ‘question of ethical value or the priority among values.’38  

Kant’s divergence from classical ethics stems from his concept of human nature.  Kant’s notion of human 

nature is derived more from his studies in anthropology than his metaphysics,39

                                                

 a fact often 

misunderstood by his critics.40  Kant’s anthropology is the basis for his understanding of reason and 

morality.  Knowing this, one sees that his metaphysics of morals is a practical rather than speculative 

undertaking.  

Kant’s approach to human nature was inspired in part by the rise of what today would be called 

physiological determinism in Ernst Platner’s ‘futile inquiries as to the manner in which bodily organs are 

 
36 McAleer (2005) pp.4-8, contrasts morality as epistemically or executively difficult.  Wherein Kant holds it is only the 

latter, Aristotle’s ethics assume it is also the former.  
37 Wood 2003, p.1 argues that Kant’s ethics, metaphysics, and theology all rest on his anthropological works. 
38 Wood 2000, p.1. 
39 By ‘anthropology’ what is here meant is the proper study of humankind as a rational enterprise, supplemented and 

guided by what we consider today to be anthropology, which Kant would call ‘empirical’ or ‘local’ anthropology, 
because it is limited in scope to the study of particular peoples in particular times: ‘Anthropology, is not a description 
of human beings but of human nature’ (Ak 25:471), cited in Wood, 2003, p.38.  Ak  refers the Berlin Akademie 
Ausgabe (Berlin: W. DeGruyter, 1902-). 

40 Wood 2003, p.43.  Wood notes that the fact that Kant regarded anthropology as fundamental has been known at 
least since Martin Heidegger, Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, translated by James Churchill, (Bloomington, 
IN: Indiana University Press, 1962), p. 214. 
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connected with thought’ (Ak 10:146).41  Kant’s theory will take into account the physiological account of 

human nature, but he argues that our rational faculties propel us beyond mere physiology.  From the 

physiological standpoint no moral statement, no claim of what a person ought to do or be can be made. 

Such claims must be made from a separate and distinct standpoint.  This division between what is given 

by the natural world and what ought to happen in the moral world is given in the first paragraphs of Kant’s 

Groundwork (387-8, pp.1-2). 

According to Kant the movement beyond mere physiology comes in the rise of social interactions.  

The role of society in Kant’s conception of reason is two-fold: first it is through the historical progress of 

society that human rational faculties have come to exist.42 Second, it is only within society that education 

can develop our rational capacities. ‘A human being can become human only through education. He is 

nothing but what education makes of him’.43 In the first function, Kant envisions a historical development 

of humankind by which societal interactions forced individuals to develop their own faculties of reason.  

This development was not to maintain harmony, it was engendered by competition and the desire to rise 

above fellow members of society.44  Our desires which had been limited to immediate inclinations now 

employed reason in the pursuit of higher order inclinations: a shift from natural inclinations for food, 

shelter, and procreation, to fine foods, comfortable housing, and aesthetic appreciation.45  The objects of 

desire whose attainment we call happiness thus shift from the proximate to the remote.  In this movement 

a broader, pluralistic perspective was taken up, one where people began to consider the desires of 

others.46

                                                

  As civilization developed, this movement was able to culminate in the abstract and wholly 

unattainable notion of the summum bonum.   

 
41 Cited in Wood 2003, p.40. 
42 Wood 2003, p.52-56.   
43 Ak  9:443, cited in Wood 2003, p.41. 
44 Wood 2003, p.56-57.  
45 See Wood 2003, p.54 for Kant’s distinctions between our predispositions to ‘animality’, ‘humanity’, and 

‘personality.’ 
46 Ak  7:128-130, 200, 228-229, cf. 5:294-296, cited in Wood 2003, p.57. 
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Kant sees this notion of happiness as employing reason as the means toward the summum 

bonum, which fails to live up to the demands of either morality or reason.  He argues that if we are to take 

morality to be of a matter of laws, then morality’s laws must be categorical in nature rather than in the 

service of any other ends (G 389 p.3).  This supplants pre-moral (and pre-rational) desires for happiness 

altogether, rather than coming into the service of them (G 389, p.4).  Kant’s reason for this is that the pre-

rational desire for happiness, the ‘natural’ standpoint, is wavering, subject to change, uncertain, and not 

universal.  This notion of happiness is based on desires which eventually conflict with those of others in 

society.  Our desires are infinite, while the resources available to fulfill them are not.  What is happiness 

(as the fulfillment of desire) differs not only from society to society, but also within the individual from one 

moment to the next (G 418, p.35).  Kant agrees with the hedonic notion that happiness is a form of 

pleasure (G 399, p.15), and in doing so hopes to persuade his reader that this cannot be the foundation 

of what we know morality to be. 

Kant’s anthropology continues with the rise of social institutions such as the church and the state, 

which he states rise from the efforts of deceitful priestcraft and political greed and power-mongering 

respectively.47

                                                

  This is not a critique of the church and state per se, as Kant goes on to exalt the church 

as the centre of the development of the universal realm of ends and the state as the (increasingly 

cosmopolitan) foundation for that development.48  Kant’s rhetoric is aimed at painting an image 

harnessing the natural teleology of the classic thinkers (the notion that all things in the world are driven, 

from their creation, toward some specific end) (See G 436, fn.2, p.55). Humankind’s capacity for reason has 

arisen from the natural teleology and provides a new standpoint from which to act, an ethical standpoint 

which is not determined by the laws of nature (i.e. physiology) (Ibid.).  With reason we can think of 

ourselves as agents, and only with a self-conception as an agent in the world can an idea of morality (i.e. 

of what ought to be) come into being.   

 
47 Wood 1999,  p.8. 
48 Ibid. 
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The ancients had hoped to bring these two standpoints in line with one another, to conform our 

wants and inclinations to our rational will, but Kant’s argument is that the two are incommensurable in 

their faculties as systems of evaluation of morality.49

                                                

  The ‘natural’ goods describe the worth of states 

dependent upon external circumstances and thus always contingent.  The rational or ‘moral’ goods 

describe the worth of the person and are independent of external circumstances and thus universal.  As 

such, the natural standpoint must be abandoned as a basis for morality.   

In adopting the rational standpoint, one finally overcomes the selfishness and desire for 

competition and dominance that characterizes the period of human development where reason is 

harnessed to fulfill individual desires.  Within the rational standpoint all rational beings are equals and 

there can be no competition.  The relationship between beings moves from desire-driven competition to 

respect. This is a respect for oneself and others as end in themselves, as rational beings endowed with 

equal dignity.  Kant, however, is pessimistic about our ability to fully realize the rational standpoint: 

‘Human nature is caught in a fundamental struggle between the natural-social standpoint, whose principle 

is one’s own happiness, and the pure rational standpoint, whose principle is the moral law.’50  The desire 

for personal happiness ‘is not only irrational from the standpoint of morality,  but even when judged from 

the standpoint of pleasure, contentment or the satisfaction of natural desires themselves.’51   

 

2.3 Other Influences on Kantian Ethics 

It must not be overlooked that Kant was writing in a rather tumultuous period in the history of 

Europe: the War of American Independence (1775-1783) had ended only two years before Kant 

published the Groundwork for the Metaphysic of Morals, and the War of the Austrian Succession (1740-

1748) and Seven Years War (1756–1763) had both previously brought the perils of war into his life. Aside 

 
49 Wood 2000, p.4. 
50 Wood 2000, p.15. 
51 Ibid. 
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from global conflict, two important developments in this historical period are the rise of the natural 

sciences and the growth of Protestantism.  Kant’s parents were highly devout Christians, and while, ‘he 

did not sympathize with their religious views, [he] bears the strongest testimony to the practical effect of 

their religion on their life’ (Abbott 1959, p.xiii).  Kant was especially impressed by the forbearance of his 

parents in times of conflict, remarking that, ‘no contest had the power to stir them up to anger or hostility: 

in a work, even the mere observer was involuntarily compelled to respect them’ (ibid. p.xiv).   

Kant’s love of natural sciences is evident in his early works concerning natural phenomena.  His 

earliest works focused on questions of astronomy, and he continued his thought (though restricted to 

metaphysics) on the natural world even into his career as a philosopher, publishing the Metaphysical 

Elements of Natural Philosophy in 1786.  Certainly the concept of abstract principles found in Newton’s 

developments played an important role in Kant’s metaphysics. 

 

2.4 Kant’s Ethics 

Kant accuses all other forms of ethics of failing to understand the place of rationality in the very 

concept of morality.  Reason, as either an instrument for morality (as in the utilitarians) or as that which 

must be brought in line with the desires and inclinations (as in ancient theories) both presume a human 

nature divided from our moral nature.52  For Kant, nature, through conflict has led to the rise of reason, 

the sine qua non of morality and at the same time the sine qua non of humanity.  Prior theorists have 

sought to place morality in the realm of the natural, but for morality to be anything beyond the mere 

expression of our whims and inclinations, it must encompass a full shift from the natural standpoint to that 

of reason.  As we will see Kant does not leave us with a purely negative, ‘empty’ ethics.  Understanding 

the practical starting point of Kant’s ethics, we see that metaphysics ought only be taken up in order to 

clarify our concepts of morality (G 409, p.26).  Kant also divides between actions which may be 

                                                 
52 Wood 2000, p.6. 
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praiseworthy which promote morality while not being motivated by the rational/moral standpoint such as 

treating customers fairly for the sake of building a good reputation, and those actions which are of true 

moral worth.  We turn then to the Groundwork for Kant’s moral philosophy, because it is here that Kant 

transitions from his anthropological works and his first critique, the Critique of Pure Reason (1781/1787), 

into his full moral philosophy. 

Kant begins the Groundwork with a preface dividing human knowledge by separating out formal 

knowledge from material knowledge.  The former knowledge represents logic and metaphysics and the 

latter constitutes the studies of physics and ethics (G 387-388, pp.1-2).  The distinction goes further to 

divide physics and ethics into empirical and rational parts.  Empirical physics is that done in the 

laboratory, observing the effects of motion, mass, and light in relation to various forces.  Rational physics 

is the questioning of the a priori principles upon which our experiences are based: causality, space, and 

time.  The physicist cannot observe causality, space, or time, but assumes them as conditions for his 

empirical laws.  Empirical ethics, what Kant calls practical anth opology, is the study of humankind in its 

actual behavior through history, while rational ethics, or morality, seeks to understand similar a priori 

principles which exist as conditions for our practical moral rules (G 388, p.2).   

r

r

The beginning for questioning in morality is what Kant calls the ‘common idea of duty and the 

moral laws’ (G 389, p.3).  This common idea (communis sensus, discussed above) is our first clue that 

there are a priori principles in morality, because it does to rest on empirical claims, but rather it carries 

with it a law-like absolute necessity (G 389, p.3).  He provides the Biblical example, ‘Thou shalt not lie’ as 

one such case where empirical grounding is neither given nor sought (G 389 p.3-4).  This contrasts with 

moral principles based on experience, of which he says, ‘although it may now and then produce actions 

conformable to the law, will also often produce actions which contradict it’ (G 339, p.5).  Kant feels that he 

is the first to realize the necessity for such radical separation of empirical and rational understandings of 

morality (G 390, p.5) and the whole Groundwork will be an endeavor to show that the separation must be 

undertaken for the development of morality.  Kant breaks his G oundwork into three parts; in the first he 
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uses the ‘common idea’ of morality as a foundation and begins to philosophically examine it and its 

concepts. In the second part Kant defends the newly philosophical account of morality against attacks 

and shows its superiority over other accounts of morality.  Lastly, in the third part Kant moves to a critique 

of practical reason where he presses the very limits of his philosophy by pointing out principles that must 

be assumed as a foundation and cannot themselves be examined or understood. 

In the first section Kant argues that there is only one unconditional good in the world, the good 

will (G 393, p.9).  All else, including talent, wealth, and a virtuous disposition are good only in their service 

of the good will (ibid).  Kant then concludes that the good is not to be found in actions or possessions, by 

which we may judge one talented or wealthy, but it is only in one’s volition or motivation (G 394, p.10).  

The problematic arises in that since human physiology, with our instincts, drives and desires, seems well 

suited for our pursuit of pleasures, indeed our happiness and so what then might reason contribute to our 

being (G 395, pp.10-11).  Kant argues that reason sets humans apart from the ‘purpose of nature’ (i.e. 

happiness) , whence forth arise concepts such as duty and morality (G 395, p.11).  We cannot base our 

understanding of duty and morality on empirical notions of welfare or happiness because duty and 

morality often require the abrogation of an individual’s pursuit of happiness or welfare.  Furthermore, we 

must determine whether an, ‘action which agrees with duty is done from duty, or from a selfish view’ (G 

397, p.13) where the connection is incidental and uncertain.  It is only when one acts in accord with duty 

from duty and not inclinations that actions take on moral worth (G 399, p.15).  Kant gives the examples of 

a shopkeeper who may sell honestly to maintain a good reputation, another person who preserves his life 

out of enjoyment with it, and the philanthropist who’s actions are motivated by honour.  This is an 

important distinction in Kant’s moral philosophy, that between these acts deserving ‘praise and 

encouragement, but not esteem’ (G 398, p.14) and acts motivated by duty alone, wherein lies moral 

worth.  Acts may be praised and encouraged which improve the life of oneself or others, but only acts 

motivated purely from duty are moral.   
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 This criterion of morality places the moral worth of an action nowhere other than the subjective 

will of the agent (G 399-400, p.16).  The will exists directly between the objective a priori principles of 

morality (i.e. reason) on one side and the a posteriori physical world with one’s subjective desires and 

inclinations on the other (G 400, p.16).  The will is free in so far as it may act according to the dictates of 

either reason or physical necessities (Ibid.).  Kant suggests that the force that moves the subjective will 

toward reason and morality is ‘respect for the [moral] law’ (Ibid.).  This is opposed to inclinations which 

one has toward objects of desire (ibid).  Respect has no proper object other than the moral law.  So while 

inclinations come and go with their objects, respect ‘self-wrought’ by a rational concept and therefore is 

specifically distinct from all feelings of the former kind, which may be referred either to inclination or fear’ 

(G 401 fn.2, p.17).  Kant drives morality deep within the individual subject, to a law that may be accessed 

by respect, excluding at the moment all intersubjective aspects of morality as we commonly think of it.  As 

has already been stated however, the historical (and individual) development of morality is itself based on 

intersubjectivity, that is education, society and the conflicts therein.  It is analogous to the rise of 

geometrical knowledge, where much trial and error must be overcome before a person such as Euclid 

could set forth his abstract principles.  Once these principles are elaborated it may be argued that the 

principles themselves are timeless and wholly independent of empirical lines and triangles.  Kant then is 

similar to Euclid, attempting to set forth the abstract fundamental principles of morality such that we may 

know them to guide our empirical instantiations thereof.   

The Categorical Imperative is the bedrock of Kant’s moral philosophy;  to always act such ‘that I 

could also will that my maxim should become a universal law’ (G 402, p.18).  A maxim here is a 

‘subjective principle of volition’ (G 400, fn.1, p.17).  It is an individual’s own rule behind his or her actions, 

where every action undertaken is in some respect driven by a maxim which in turn must be compared 

with the CI.  Kant’s famous example is a borrower who might promise to pay back a loan knowing that he 

cannot (G 402, pp.18-19).  His universalized maxim would be that, ‘Every one may make a deceitful 

promise when he finds himself in a difficulty from which he cannot otherwise extricate himself’ (G 403, 
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p.19).  Examining this, he would realize that if it were the case, the institution of promise-making itself 

would collapse and the maxim would destroy itself (ibid).  Kant thinks that teaching people morality is in 

all cases just like this, and that ‘we only, like Socrates, direct their attention to the principle they 

themselves employ…’ (G 404, p.20).  Morality is always at the grasp of common understanding, and one 

only needs philosophy to remove the obscurations of inclinations and fears that have hitherto directed so 

much of life.  ‘Innocence is indeed a glorious thing, only, on the other hand, it is very sad that it cannot 

well maintain itself, and is easily seduced’ (G 405, p.21).  The innocent will’s seducer is the empirical 

world, its glory is its nearness to the moral law.  This naturally sets forth a dialectic struggle within each 

person between respect for the moral law and inclinations toward either empirical objects of desire or 

away from objects of fear (G 405, p.21-22). 

This brings us to the second section of Kant’s Groundwo k  where we move into more detailed 

analysis of the concepts of morality.  The goal of this work is to fully understand our notions of duty, 

morality, and others such that we hold a complete account of morality which we can follow in our lives 

without confusion from the contingencies of the empirical world.  Kant provides another example, that 

‘even though there might never yet have been a sincere friend, yet not a whit the less is pure sincerity in 

friendship required of every man, because, prior to all experience, this duty is involved as duty in the idea 

of a reason determining the will by a priori principles’ (G 408, pp.24-25).  Yet, despite all of his examples, 

Kant does warn that nothing could ‘be more fatal to morality than that we should wish to derive it from 

examples’ (G 408, p.25).  We must first determine the principles of morality, and use examples only to 

elucidate, encourage, or inspire (ibid).  Only by setting out in this order (i.e. principles first and then 

examples) do we avoid creating a morality which incites ‘at one time perfection, at another happiness, 

here moral sense, there fear of God, a little of this, a little of that, in marvelous mixture…’ (G 410, p.26). 

r

r

r

Now that we understand the importance of the distinction between a p iori and empirical bases for 

morality, we can discuss the finer points of those a p iori principles.  The first is that ‘Rational beings 

alone have the faculty of acting according to the conception of laws, that is according to principles, i.e. 
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have a will… [and] the will is nothing but practical reason’ (G 412, p.29).  The will as practical reason is 

the capacity for acting according to the moral law.  The will of non-rational beings, conversely, is 

constrained entirely to the laws of nature.  If the rational will always followed reason then it would achieve 

holiness; but if it is not, ‘which is actually the case with men’ (G 413 p.29), then the objective good (i.e. 

the moral law) is only subjectively contingent (ibid).  Obligation is the term here used for the ‘relation of 

the objective laws to a will that is not thoroughly good…’ (ibid, p.30).  The words ought or shall are the 

expression of the will’s connection with the moral law, a connection which could be broken (G 413, p.30).  

This connection in which the individual’s will follows its inherent reason, is the practically good, to be 

distinguished from the pleasant, which occurs when a sensation fulfills a subjective desire or inclination 

(ibid).  The latter, always external to the will, are the subject of hypothetical imperatives (e.g. ‘if you want 

to be rich, study philosophy’) while the former, the will acting of its own reason, commands categorically, 

without reference to any end (G 414, p.31).  This section of the Groundwork is very important to 

understanding Kant’s practical emphasis in his ethics.  Humans have the capacity to exercise reason and 

act morally as rational beings.  The fact that we must choose morality as opposed to acting out of desires 

and inclinations is what makes the objective good subjectively contingent. 

Kant divides imperatives into three categories: those with indeterminate ends are called ‘skill’; 

those with one end in mind are counsels of prudence, and those imperatives made without reference to 

an end outside the will itself are commands of morality (G 416, p.33).  Kant discusses the two ways that 

prudence may be understood: first as the capacity to influence others for one’s own purposes; the second 

‘is the sagacity to combine all these purposes for [one’s] own lasting benefit’ (ibid, fn.1).  This is not to say 

that one cannot be both prudent and moral but only that these are theoretically and practically distinct 

concepts despite their conflation by some philosophers.   

Kant’s clearest assault on happiness as a guiding principle in moral philosophy is that ‘all the 

elements which belong to the notion of happiness are altogether empirical, i.e. they must be borrowed 

from experience, and nevertheless the idea of happiness requires an absolute whole, a maximum of 
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welfare in my present and all future circumstances’ (G 418, p.35).  By Kant’s definition, happiness exists 

in the fulfillment of various ends, but as an empirical principle it cannot be defined rationally and thus can 

only be pursued in external objects whose attainment is uncertain (G 418-9, pp.35-36).  Instead of acting 

in pursuit of happiness, one should act from maxims that may be rationally examined in light of the CI.  

Kant characterizes the ability to examine one’s maxims as negative, a freedom from the laws of nature 

that must in turn be filled by the positive movement of the will in accordance with the laws of reason (G 

446-7, p.65).  We are capable of taking two viewpoints when examining ourselves, one by which we are 

mere appearances, determined by our physiology, and another in which we are free agents bound to laws 

of morality (G 424, p.42).  According to this division any moment of moral reflection proves the reality of 

the latter viewpoint, and the movement of the will to realize it as a viewpoint provides its content (G 425, 

p.42-43).   

Relying on his distinctions from the preface of the G oundwork, Kant states that a person can 

conceive of two types of ends. First, from the formal standpoint of reason one finds ‘objective ends which 

depend on motives valid for every rational being’ (G 427, p.45). Second, from the material or 

physiological standpoint are the ends of pleasure. This first standpoint alone is the source of moral worth.  

The ends of the second standpoint have only contingent worth.  Concerning the objects of empirical 

desire Kant writes, ‘it must be the universal wish of every rational being to be wholly free from them’ (G 

428, p.46).  The end of morality is an end in itself, is none other than the will and thus the will of the 

individual is an unqualified end it itself (G 428-9, p.47).  In other words the source of moral worth is not 

outside the individual, but inside and intrinsic to each rational being which makes that being itself a 

source of moral worth.  Kant thereby subjectifies morality, adding a further version of the Categorical 

Imperative: ‘So act as to treat humanity, whether in thine own person or in that of any other, in every case 

as an end withal, never as a means only’ (G 429, p.47, Kant’s italics).  Kant has argued that there is an 

objective moral law, that it is subjectively contingent because of our ability to choose to ignore it, and now 

r
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gives guidance on how to act in accordance with that moral law by freeing oneself of objects of desire and 

recognizing the intrinsic moral worth of all beings capable of reason. 

Kant’s third version of the Categorical Imperative follows from the second.  It is the principle that 

‘the will of every rational being [is] a universally legislating will ’ (G 432, p.50).  This means that the 

rational will in each individual gives maxims that are universal, independent of subjective qualifications, 

and thus unconditional (G 432, p.50).  The ability to legislate unconditionally Kant calls the ‘principle of 

Autonomy of the will’ in contrast to all other sources of legislation, which are of Heteronomy (G 433, p.51).  

Autonomy then is the will acting according to internal rational laws.  To act autonomously one must take 

into account his own empirical situation, but not let external factors such as pleasure or acquisitiveness 

influence his actions.   

Returning to questions of intersubjectivity, Kant argues that our ‘acting on this principle, i.e. duty, 

does not rest at all on feelings, impulses, or inclinations, but solely on the relation of rational beings to 

one another, [each being] an end in itself ’ (G 434, p.52).  The recognition of the other as an end in itself 

is duly a respect for his or her dignity (ibid, p.53).  Dignity is simply another word for unconditional worth, 

as opposed to the ‘value’ of objects in the world, which may be replaced by an object of equivalent value 

(ibid).  Evil here is none other than maxims that prove self-contradictory when universalized (G 437, p.55).  

Our effort to overcome our own evil exists in our confrontation of our maxims.  Here again the existence 

of other people is necessary for setting boundaries to our actions which inadvertently force conflict and 

the reevaluation of our maxims, providing we understand other people as ends in themselves and not 

merely as means (G 437-8, p.56).  Such an understanding of others, always as ends and not merely as 

means is ‘certainly only an ideal’ (G 433, p.52).  Understanding the imperative of morality is not 

impossible, but it must be ascertained in its pure form a priori before being elucidated in examples(G 419-

420, pp.36-37).   

The remainder of the second section is devoted to closer inquiry into other systems of morals, 

most of which are based on Heteronomy.  Kant classifies these as twofold, the first empirical and the 
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second rational.  The former are ‘drawn from the principle of happiness, [and the later are] drawn from the 

principle of pe fection…’ (G 442, p.60).  Morality based on happiness fails because ‘it is quite a different 

thing to make a prosperous man and a good man…’ (ibid., p.61).  Further, they do not properly show the 

relation of virtues and vices as two extremes, but rather ‘they put the motives to virtue and to vice in the 

same class, and only teach us to make a better calculation’ (ibid.).  The rational principles are empty and 

circular, forced to presuppose at some point the morality it tries to explain (G 443, p.62).  It is preferable 

to empirical principles, though, in that it at least moves the question into the realm of pure reason (ibid.).  

Kant avoids specific refutations here, stating simply that both of these end up in heteronomy.  The first 

quite obviously because it places the goal of morality in the attainment of sense-objects, and the second 

placing morality in an idea nonetheless outside the subject (be it God or perfection), for which Kant says 

an additional law is necessary as that which directs the will toward such an external idea (G 443-4, p.62-

63).   

r

rIn the third section of the G oundwork, Kant examines the very limits of his conception of practical 

reason (i.e. morality).  Here again he reiterates the central theme of the treatise, that while physical 

necessity forms the laws of all experience, by means of their reason, humans are not bound only to 

physical laws, but also to laws of reason (G 446-7, p.65).  The analysis here is extremely terse, tying 

together most of the key concepts throughout the treatise.  Kant argues that our simply having notion of 

our freedom entails that we really are free, i.e. we are not merely physiologically determined (G 448, 

p.67).  If we could actually abandon the idea of freedom we would simultaneously abandon reason and 

join the animals. Thus without the idea of freedom one is actually not free.   

Kant freely admits that freedom cannot be proven, but must be presupposed if we consider 

ourselves as rational beings beyond the determinations of mere physiology (G 449, pp.67-88).  

Presupposing freedom, we determine that there must be moral laws and conceive ourselves as bound by 

them in that very freedom (G 450, pp.69-70).  The circularity is obvious, but we must consider the 

alternative: lacking freedom, the only laws applicable are those of nature (i.e. physical) wherein 
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discussion of morality is not only absurd (e.g. the lion ought not eat the gazelle) but is impossible because 

the very concept of morality (i.e. any ‘ought’ statement) implies a free will toward which it is directed.  One 

can only make moral statements assuming that they are directed toward beings who have a reasonable 

free will beyond all appearances (because appearances can never suggest freedom).   Here Kant 

elaborates the distinction between the ‘world of sense and the world of understanding ’ where the former 

is in flux, the latter acting as its unchanging basis (G 451, p.70).  Even our true ‘self’ is placed in the latter 

realm as an unknown yet necessarily existing ego (ibid. pp.70-71).  In so far as we treat ourselves as 

objects of the senses, mere physicality driven by the laws of nature, we occupy the world of sense; in so 

far as we acknowledge our rational/moral faculties, as a pure will and subject of the moral law, we occupy 

the otherwise unknown world of understanding (ibid.).  We can explain morality as placing us in the world 

of understanding in the same way Kant explains that physics places objects in the world of space, time, 

and causality.  These concepts themselves cannot be examined empirically and yet they are presumed 

as the necessary foundation for all of our physical sciences. 

Making the metaphysical distinction between these two standpoints clear finally allows us to fully 

employ reason in our lives.  We can imagine occupying only the standpoint of the moral realm, wherein 

our actions would automatically conform with the moral law and likewise solely occupying the standpoint 

of the world of sense wherein our actions would be wholly determined by the laws of nature (G 439, p.58, 

G 453, p.73).  However, as beings necessarily embracing both realms we conceive of obligations (self-

wrought by respect) aligning us with morality, while desires and inclinations align us with the sense world.  

The rational man realizing this ought to abandon his striving to fulfill the desires and inclinations and 

instead ‘[wish] to be free from such inclinations which are burdensome to himself’ (G 454, p.74, and G 

428, p.46 cited above).  In this understanding of morality, ‘There arises… a dialectic of Reason… 

[between] the road of physical necessity… [and] the narrow footpath of freedom’ (G 455, p.75).  The 

dialectic (and with it the conflict) is resolved when the physical world is subsumed in the world of 

understanding such that the latter is realized as being the basis of the former (G 456, p.76). Reason may 
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think itself into the world of understanding, and this is intuition, but this is truly only a negation of the 

sensible realm (e.g. ‘I am not merely determined by physical laws’, or ‘I cannot conceive of any event 

which may happen outside of space and time’) (G 458, p.78).  This move is made positive by the motion 

of the will to follow the law of morality through adopting maxims that may be universalized (ibid).  This is 

the limit of reason, however, and no explanation may be given of how freedom is possible any more than 

how causality is possible.  Each is beyond understanding, yet necessary for the understanding of our 

experience (G 459, p.79, 461, p.81).  Knowing this limit and how it is arrived at saves us from expending 

effort in more metaphysical inquiry which can reach no further understanding (G 461, p.82, ibid. p.83).   

 

2.5 Framing Kantian Ethics 

In order to facilitate the dialogue between Kantian and Buddhist ethical theories, I will now focus 

on a few fundamental elements in Kantian ethics that show promising parallels with Buddhist ethics.  

These are 1) the source of Kantian morality, 2) the connection between that source and moral agents, 

and 3) the division between praiseworthy and morally worthy actions.  Drawing firm parallels between 

these aspects of Kantian ethics and their Buddhist counterparts should make clear the problem of a virtue 

centred understanding of Buddhist ethics.  This framework, clearly set forth by Kant yet only implicit in 

Buddhist ethics, will also make clear many of the apparent contradictions in the Buddhist texts. 

The source of Kantian morality is the standpoint of reason alone, also known as the world of 

understanding or the noumenal realm.  This world exists behind and as a foundation for the world of 

appearances, the phenomenal realm (G 451, p.70 cited above).  Nothing can be said of this world other 

than that it must exist as the origin of our concepts of causality and freedom, as these cannot arise from 

the world of appearances.53

                                                

  From our concepts we know only that such a world must exist.  In this world 

 
53 David Hume, in An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding (1748) argued against the reality of causation, 

freedom and personal identity on the grounds that one could never experience these.  Kant took Hume’s skeptical 
observations very seriously. 
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are the things-in-themselves from which we get our appearances of things.  Here also all people are 

perfectly equal as beings capable of reason; all predicates of the empirical self fall away.  The good here 

is categorical and unconditioned by the contingencies of an individual’s life.  This is in clear contrast to the 

good of pleasure-fulfillment or of a person or thing’s ability to fulfill a purpose.  Having made this 

distinction clear, Kant argues that when we speak of morality we refer to the unconditioned good of the 

noumenal realm. 

The connection Kant draws between this categorical and unconditioned realm and that of 

individual persons is like a man standing with one foot in the empirical world and one in the noumenal.  

From Kant’s anthropological works we see that humankind was once standing almost entirely in the 

empirical world, with just a toe sliding gingerly into the world of reason.  At first, rational faculties were 

used in the service of empirical wants and inclinations.  Here there was talk of morality, but it was of the 

kind advocated by Thrasymachus in Plato’s Republic, a morality in which the right is whatever serves the 

advantage of the stronger.  Kant hopes that his work will make clear the error of such claims.  Morality, 

carrying with it ‘absolute necessity’ (G 389, p.3), must not be manipulated in the service of any empirical 

ends.  Without reliance on empirical ends, reason alone is our connection with the unconditioned world of 

morality.   

However, Kant does make the concession that one feeling does arise when we recognize the 

moral law in ourselves or in another rational being.  That feeling is respect, which is distinguished from 

other feelings in two ways. First is that it comes from within; that is, it originates in the rational being and 

has no object other than the moral law.  Other feelings arise in dependence on external objects and are 

therefore changing and uncertain.  For example, if we care for another person based on the pleasurable 

feelings we have when around them, then at times when we do not have such feelings we will not care for 

that person.  Conversely, if we care for another out of recognition of a deeper goodness in him or her (i.e. 

out of respect), a recognition independent of how we feel around him or her, then our care will be steady 
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and consistent.54  Like other concepts that fell to Hume’s skepticism, respect cannot exist in a merely 

empirical world.  Respect bridges the gap between the two worlds or standpoints, making itself felt just as 

other aspects of the empirical world are felt but yet remaining free of the physical determinacy of the 

empirical world.  Kant doesn’t argue it, but it appears evident that a person’s respect for other rational 

beings and for herself will grow as she develops her rational faculties, leaning further onto the firm ground 

of reason. 

The third important aspect of Kant’s ethics is the often overlooked division he makes between our 

actions that accord with duty and yet are done out of non-moral motives which we may call ‘praiseworthy’ 

and actions that are done solely from duty which we call ‘morally worthy’.  It is important that the action 

itself in both cases may be identical.  It is the nature of the underlying motivation which is crucial.  Thus 

Kant states: 

 
I am willing to admit out of love of humanity that even most of our actions are correct, but 
if we look closer at them we everywhere come upon the dear self which is always 
prominent, and it is this they have in view and not the strict command of duty which would 
often require self-denial (G 407, p.24). 
 

The grocer who keeps fair prices for all customers, but who does so out of hope for a good reputation and 

wealth is praiseworthy for his fairness, but Kant argues that we could not call him truly moral.  This 

grocer’s actions are likely to bring him his desired ends, depending on various factors that are outside of 

his control and thus do not have moral significance.  There is no doubt for Kant that this is a kind of 

goodness, however much it is limited.  The grocer’s fault is that if reputation and wealth do not come (for 

whatever reasons) then he is likely to change his practice.  On the other hand there is the grocer who 

keeps fair prices for the sake of fairness alone, seeing each of his customers as not merely a means to 

                                                 
54 Kant discusses the scriptural commandment ‘to love our neighbour, even our enemy’ in this light.  It cannot be a 

love of ‘affection’ based on inclination, which Kant terms pathological.  Instead it must be a practical, categorical 
love, ‘seated in the will, and not in the propensions of sense…’ (G 399, pp.15-16). 
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his wealth.  He is acting out of Kantian ‘duty.’  The worth of his actions is independent of the results: 

perhaps he is cheated, robbed, and ridiculed; he is still likely to say that his fairness to all was done for its 

own sake and that he would do it again if he had to.  Kant would argue that this is acting in a morally 

worthy way.  It is important to see that the outward expression, what an outside observer could judge, is 

the same in both cases.  It is the intention, what Kant will call the maxim, which is different in the two 

cases. 

Kant’s ethics may be characterized as follows.  First it is deontological, meaning that morality is a 

matter of law-like, unchanging, and universal duties,.  Pleasure and pain and the virtuous man may help 

to point the way toward the moral laws, but morality does not depend on them as it does in other moral 

theories.  Second, moral rectitude is immediately possible in each rational being by his very nature.  Kant 

suggests the gradual development of morality through a dialectic in which reason overcomes empirical 

desires and fears.  However, with the imagery of the two standpoints it is reasonable to conceive of a 

sudden shift in the will from following desires to following reason alone.  Finally, while the moral life has 

within it sublimity, beauty, and happiness, the outward appearance of each of these is contingent upon 

factors outside a person’s control and so none of these should be taken as a necessary measure or 

indication of morality. 

 

Chapter Three: Kantian Analysis of Buddhist Ethics 

In Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysic of Morals we find one of the most influential moral 

theories of Western thought.  His work blends questions of epistemology and metaphysics in a way which 

claims to provide a complete understanding of and prescription for living in the world.  With Kant’s work 

explicated as above we can now begin the task of comparing it to Buddhist ethics.  In doing so it will be 

necessary to abstract several Buddhist concepts from their context, present them to Kantian analysis, and 
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then determine whether this provides greater clarity to the overall moral philosophy presented in 

Buddhism or rather does damage to the concepts by twisting them into an unnatural and alien framework. 

There are several essential characteristics of Buddhist ethics that clearly parallel Kantian ethics.  The first 

is the notion of Dhamma (Skt.: Dharma), ‘the underlying law of reality; the teachings of the Buddha’.55

                                                

  

Buddhist ethics in all of its many manifestations may be understood as pointing one toward conformity to 

dhamma.  Second is kamma (Skt.: karma), ‘which in classical Sanskrit simply means “action”’ (Williams 

2000, p.10).  It is through action, which in Buddhism may refer to that of body, speech, or mind, that one is 

capable of moving toward conformity with dhamma.  Thus kamma is the subjective connection to the 

underlying, objective law of reality.  Last are the terms kusala (Skt.: kuśala) and puñña (Skt.: puṇya), the 

former being ‘good, skillful, [or] wholesome’ (Gethin 1998, p.320) and the latter referring to ‘”merit”; 

auspicious and fortunate karma’ (Ibid, p.321).  These few concepts play important structural roles in our 

understanding of Buddhist ethics, and with them will follow others. 

 

3.1 The Source of Morality: Dhamma and the moral law 

For Kant there is a struggle to place morality firmly within the agent, within each human as a 

rational being.  In doing so, he avoids the obvious question: why be moral?  Kant is a critic of those who 

answer this question by appealing to potential rewards or punishments, pleasures or pains, religions or 

governments, etc, as he any of these puts morality in the hands of contingent external factors.  The 

question is not raised in Buddhist texts in the same way, but it would be wrong to say that Buddhism 

founds morality in either an external goal or the dictates of the Buddha himself.  In Buddhism the moral 

law (to use the Kantian term) is none other than Dhamma.  Dhamma and Kant’s ‘moral law’ play the same 

role by setting an objective standard of morality that seems distant and hidden and yet simultaneously 

 
55 Gethin 1998, p.319.  Dhamma, as the ‘underlying law of reality,’ will herein be capitalized whereas other uses of 

the term will be in lowercase. 
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immanent in everyday life.  On the intellectual level, each of these are simply a matter of realizing what 

has always already been there.  As stated in the Saṃyutta Nikāya II 25ff: 

 

‘…whether there is an arising of Tathāgatas or no arising of Tathāgatas, that element still 
persists, the stableness of the Dhamma, the fixed course of the Dhamma, specific 
conditionality.  A Tathāgata awakens to this and breaks through to it.  Having done so, he 
explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, discloses it, analyses it, elucidates it.’56 

 

Thus we find in the Dhamma an eternal law of conditionality.  It is from this all-encompassing nature that 

the phenomenal world of flux originates.  Unenlightened beings are those who have not ‘broken through’ 

to this reality behind and below the world of change around us.  Kant insisted that the realm of 

understanding wherein morality lies is itself unknowable and serves only as regulative principle for our 

maxims, i.e. the Categorical Imperative.  Buddhism, on the other hand, has a twelve-fold chain of 

‘dependent origination’ (Pali: paṭiccasamuppāda, Skt.: pratītyasamutpāda), the elucidation of which 

provides the context from which the above quote is taken.  The parallel breaks down as various 

descriptions of dhamma and Kant’s moral law are given but the structure remains the same.  The 

unchanging law provides the foundation for the changing phenomenal world and it is to the unchanging 

law that we must turn for our understanding of morality. 

Taking Dhamma as an eternal law and as the source of morality in Buddhism we realize that 

Buddhist ethics are a form of moral realism similar to Kant.  In the same way that Kant urged an ascent to 

pure practical philosophy followed by a descent in which one could use examples to illustrate and teach 

morality, the Buddha is the one who has ascended (awakened) to the dhamma and now uses various 

means of expounding it to others.  The relationship here is a type of moral realism and since the moral 

                                                 
56 Bhikkhu Bodhi 2000, p.551. 
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law is universal and moral action can be characterized as simply acting in accordance with the moral law, 

then Buddhist ethics should be understood as deontological.57   

Nirvana is to be understood as the complete embodiment of Dhamma.  The exact meaning of 

nirvana is difficult to ascertain.  The Sanskrit term means ‘a blowing out or going out (as of a candle or a 

lamp), being extinguished; extinction; cessation of worldly attachments, passions, etc.’58  One has 

attained nirvana when he has extinguished the mental poisons (Pali: āsavas, Skt.: āśravas).59

                                                

  Keown 

points out a passage in the Dīgha Nikāya which states that ‘A monk who has destroyed the āsavas is 

unable to intentionally [break one of the five precepts]’.60  In Kantian terms, such a monk has a will whose 

maxims are always and automatically universalizable.  No longer does he act out of self interest, only in 

conformity with external rules, or in pursuit of external objects.  His actions flow from intentions based on 

the moral law within and respect for that moral law within all other rational beings. 

 

3.2 Kant’s Respect and Kamma: Making the Universal (moral law) particular:  

For Kant the natural world is fundamentally one of deterministic causation, wherein neither 

freedom nor morality can be understood.  In order to make sense of freedom and related concepts he 

conceived an unknowable world, the noumenal realm.  This realm acts as a foundation for the natural 

world and Kant argued that the will of each rational being stands between them, or, as it were, in both.  

For Kant it is respect, a feeling emanating from the moral law itself that motivates us to base our maxims 

in reason rather than conditions in the natural world.  Since our nature as rational beings is moral in 

Kant’s view, the arising of and acting out of respect is a being’s movement to its own fundamental nature.   

 
57 That Buddhist ethics exhibits moral realism has been advocated by Velez de Cea (2004).  Keown calls Buddhist 

ethics ‘objectivist’, which is synonymous (2001, p.232).   
58 Maurer 2001, p.773. 
59 The āsavas are not discussed widely in studies of Buddhist ethics, but are covered in the final stage of ‘The Spiral 

Path’ as described by Sangarakshita (1997), pp.88-95. 
60 Keown, p.115, quoting Dīgha Nikāya.iii.235. 
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Kamma  (Skt.: karma) in Buddhist use may refer to any intentional action, and at times the fruits 

(Skt.: phala)  or fruition (Skt.: vipāka) of such actions.  The Buddha’s equation of kamma with cetanā, 

mentioned above, moved the ethical import of actions from their outward manifestation into the mental 

realm.61  The problem one finds in evaluating Buddhist understanding of karma is that karma is also often 

equated with ‘good and bad actions of body, speech, and mind whose pleasant and unpleasant results 

are experienced in this and subsequent lives’ (Gethin 1998, p.320).  This definition might fit equally well 

with the prior Brahmanic understanding of karma that the Buddha supposedly turned on its head.   The 

key difference is that the source of goodness in the Brahmanic tradition as it is criticized in Buddhist texts 

is conformity with a system of rituals and laws of conduct, whereas the source of goodness in Buddhist 

thought is the dhamma, or moral law itself.  This is why we can find the Buddha stating that, ‘A well-taught 

noble disciple does not abide with a mind obsessed and enslaved… by adherence to rules and 

observations.’62 

Jonardon Ganeri has argued that ‘the doctrine of karma is both a statement of the freedom of 

human agency and an explanation of how it can be that moral considerations can motivate those who 

grasp them’ (2001, p.1).  Karma presents a path of morality between two others that existed in ancient 

India.  The first of these was the doctrine of fate (niyati) propounded by Gośāla, where our joys and 

sorrows in life are predetermined by forces necessarily outside our control.  The second was the doctrine 

of hedonism wherein so-called moral values (immaterial categories) are denied from existing and as such 

moral actions are those of fools.63

                                                

  Both theories deny the connection between a moral agent and an 

objective moral law.  The doctrine of karma connects these in a dialectical fashion: the moral law has 

placed each individual in her current circumstances and her free (intentional) actions will condition her 

future circumstances.  Without understanding the moral law, she acts out of good and bad empirical 

 
61 Richard Gombrich states that this move acted to ‘turn the doctrine of karman on its head’ (2004, p.67). 
62 Majjima Nikāya 538, cited in Gowans 2004, p.48. 
63 From the Dīgha Nikāya I.47, Ganeri 2001, pp.1-2. 
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inclinations thus producing future like circumstances.  With understanding of the moral law, her motivation 

is turned away from her empirical inclinations and her actions bring forth no future circumstances at all.  

Just how this works will be explained in the next section.  

 

3.3 Two ways of being ‘good’: Praiseworthy/Moral and Puñña/Kusala 

The terms, Puñña and Kusala (Skt.: puṇya and kuśala), form the centre of recent debate on 

Buddhist ethics, with Damien Keown arguing that these are ‘two aspects of the same action’ (2001, 

p.123) and Abraham Velez de Cea (2004) siding with Lance Cousins (1996) and Premasiri (1976) in 

arguing for a distinction between the two.  Velez de Cea proposes ‘a heuristic distinction between 

instrumental and teleological actions’ (2004, p.123), suggesting that puñña be understood as the former 

and kusala the latter with some actions embracing both types.  While agreeing with Keown’s assessment 

that Buddhist ethics are nearest to those of Aristotle, Velez de Cea’s distinction here in fact illuminates a 

Kantian aspect of Buddhist ethics.   

Keown argues that, ‘kusala qualities partake in nibbāna, and their cultivation transforms an 

ordinary man (puthujjana) into an Arahat ’ (2001, p.119).  This fits with his Aristotelian conception of 

Buddhist ethics as a process of cultivation of virtues leading to nirvana, the Buddhist telos.  However, L.S 

Cousins (1996) has presented an excellent review of the meanings of kusala (and kuśala) and argues 

that we may understand it as meaning ‘produced by wisdom’ (p.137) or simply ‘skilful’.  This is contrary to 

Keown’s argument against the translation of kusala as skilful (Keown 2001, p.119-120).  For our purposes 

the notion of actions ‘produced by wisdom’ is clearly parallel to Kant’s actions motivated from duty i.e. 

from the moral law (G 398, p.14).  Indeed, as Cousins points out, a dhamma (‘state’ or ‘thing’ in this 

usage) that contributes to awakening is called a ‘kusaladhamma ’.64   

                                                 
64 1996, p.140 and the Sanskrit (kuśala dharma) equivalent on p.152. 
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If we follow from our understanding of nirvāṇa as the removal of mental poisons (Pali: āsavas, 

Skt.: āśravas) and kamma as intention directed toward or away from Dhamma, then kusala in its ethical 

sense is to be understood as a skilful intent toward Dhamma.  When we speak of kusala in this regard we 

are not speaking of actions per se, nor of their consequences, but of the intentional state of the agent.  

We are identifying his actions as flowing from Dhamma, ‘produced by wisdom’ in the same way Kant 

speaks of the moral worth of an action flowing from duty.   

Cousins also questions Keown’s understanding of puñña as the ‘experiential… [or] felt 

consequences’ of moral actions (Keown 2001, p.123).  Cousins traces the etymology and usage of the 

word in the pre-Buddhist period and shows that ‘what was early probably simply “good fortune” came to 

refer to whatever brings fortune and hence to the rites and practices intended to assure good fortune, 

(1996, p.153).  Thus we see the emphasis on external actions (karma), that the Buddha would internalize 

with his equating kamma with cetanā (intention).  As Cousins states, ‘with the process of ethicization that 

occurs in Buddhism and other contemporary religious traditions, just as the true sacrifice is now the act of 

generosity, so the true fortune-bringing action is no longer seen in terms of ritual action’ (Ibid. p.154).  

Keown is correct to understand puñña as he does, but not to say that it is necessarily just another aspect 

of the same action as kusala.  Cousins shows this in arguing that puñña is in most cases relegated to 

‘dāna [generosity] and other activities of lay life’ or to describe ‘a motive for a monk to backslide: he can 

enjoy life’s pleasures and still perform acts which bring good fortune (puññāni)’ (Ibid.).   

Cousins goes on to agree with Premasiri (1976) by distinguishing kusala and puñña while 

admitting the possibility of overlap.  We can understand kusala as motivational skillfulness in regard to 

awakening the technical term in Buddhist ethics corresponding to Kant’s actions of moral worth.  , 

Cousins notes that Puñña was ‘no doubt a part of the background of beliefs current at the time’ of 

Buddhist emergence and is analogous to Kant’s actions which we may call praiseworthy.  Just as puñña 

denotes an act which will bring positive circumstances but does not necessarily require wisdom or moral 
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skill, the praiseworthy act is in accordance with moral duty even though it is motivated by the ‘dear self’ (G 

407, p.24).  The Buddhist categories of good action thus appear: 

1) Kusala (in moral sense): cultivates the destruction of mental poisons and thus leads to 
awakening. 

2) Kusala (in moral sense) and puñña: cultivates pleasant conditions allowing for the destruction 
of mental poisons and awakening. 

3) Kusala (in technical sense): any skilful action. 
4) Puñña (in common usage): fortune-bringing action. 
 

Kant is more strict with his categories of ‘praiseworthy’ and ‘of moral worth’, but substituting ‘praiseworthy’ 

for puñña and ‘of moral worth’ for kusala make practical sense.  Kant’s strict division is based on his one-

sided emphasis on motivations (stripping away the obscurations of empirical questions).  If the motivation 

of praise or honour is a factor in one’s actions then for Kant they cannot have moral worth.   

To better explicate these categories I turn to a recent paper by Martin T. Adam (2005) where he 

calls upon the categories given in the Kukkuravatika Sutta (Majjima Nikāya 57).  Here all actions are 

divided into four categories: 

1) dark (kaṇha) with dark result; 
2) bright (sukka) with bright result; 
3) both dark and bright and with dark and bright result; 
4) neither dark nor bright, neither dark nor bright in result, the action that conduces to the 

destruction of actions.65 
 

Bright and dark are used in both the literal, epistemological sense, as in illuminating and obscuring mental 

states, and in the figurative, ethical sense of good and bad.  Adam suggests that calling an action bright 

may be done in the figurative sense, corresponding to Kant’s category of praiseworthiness,66

                                                

 or in the 

literal, epistemic sense which points to the mental state of the agent (Adam 2005, pp.7-8).  In this latter 

 
65 Adam 2005, p.5. 
66 Though he does use the term praiseworthy and titles his essay after Kant’s moral treatise, it is not elsewhere 

evident that Adam is drawing from Kantian ethics. 
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sense the term refers to actions which illuminate the agents mind, facilitating awakening while dark 

actions obscure the path to awakening (Ibid. p.8).   

 Bright acts are connected to kusala because they purify the mind, making it ‘open to the 

possibility of self-understanding and spiritual freedom’ (Ibid. p.9).  Kusala actions are those based on the 

moral law and flow more readily from such a mind.  Puñña actions are those which conform to worldly 

standards but are not motivated by the moral law and also flow from such a mind.  The three terms 

commingle in the actions which flow from them.  However they are importantly different in some respects.  

First, kusala may refer to states or mind ‘produced through meditation (i.e. the jhānas)’ (Ibid. p.11).  This 

is peculiar because no specific action can be said to flow from such states, and Adam proposes that they 

be understood as non-intentional (lacking cetanā).  In Kantian analysis, this could refer to the realization 

one has of the relation between oneself and the moral law.  No particular action flows from this, but the 

dialectic between the moral law and the empirical inclinations will begin, allowing at least some actions to 

attain moral worth.  Prior to such insight, and likewise in Buddhist ethics, the individual is dominated by 

empirical inclinations and good actions can only be described in terms of praiseworthiness, sukka or 

puñña.    

This brings us to the second distinction made by Adam, the classes of agent that are considered 

in Buddhist ethics.  These are similar to Kant’s understanding of moral progress: 
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Buddhist Scheme:67 

0) Animals: little awareness, unfree.    
1) Ordinary persons: some awareness, free 

but diluted by the notion of self. 
2) Disciples in higher training: free and with 

awareness of the lack of self. 
 

3) Arahats : Full awareness and free of the 
delusion of self.  

Kantian Scheme: 

0) Non-rational beings: unfree. 
1) Pre-moral humans: have reason 

but use it to dominate others. 
2) Rational beings: engaged in the 

dialectic of overcoming empirical 
inclinations. 

3) Holy beings: those whose will is 
free of all empirical inclinations. 

 

The first category or level should be self-explanatory, we cannot speak of the moral nature of beings 

lacking freedom.  The first proper moral category is that of ordinary people who live their lives under the 

three poisons in Buddhism: greed (lobha), hatred (dosa), and delusion (moha), and dominated by the 

‘dear self’ and empirical inclinations for Kant.  Here actions may bring about good future states, but they 

are always based on empirical conditions and never the unconditioned (Dhamma or the moral law).  Thus 

they may be predicated with the terms puñña or praiseworthy.   

The second moral category is made up of those who, on the Buddhist side, have attained insight 

into non-self (Pali: anātta, Skt.: anātman) and, realizing the fundamental interconnectedness of all beings, 

now actively pursue the unconditioned state of nirvana.  On the Kantian side are fully rational beings who 

have realized the fundamental equality and dignity of all beings of the noumenal realm and thus seek to 

ensure that their motives for acting are always universalizable.  Individuals here are in a state of struggle 

between desires and inclinations in the empirical world and unconditioned morality.  In both Buddhist and 

Kantian ethics a variety of virtues may be found at this level.  But the virtues are morally good only by 

providing favorable conditions for the attainment of the third and final level. 

The third moral level is the summum bonum for each system.  For Buddhists it is to attain 

nirvana, to become an Arahat, wherein one is eternally in accordance with the Dhamma.  The three 

                                                 
67 This is taken from Adam 2005, pp.19-20. 
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poisons no longer motivate any action, and in fact at this point one cannot speak of action (karma) at all 

(Adam 2005, p.17).  The paradox is similar in Kant’s account, wherein the holy being freely and eternally 

acts in accordance with the moral law. The will is no longer in a struggle, there is no movement, no 

action.  The actions of the holy being are simply that of the moral law.  As stated in Majjima Nikāya ii 27, 

the ‘bhikkhu [monk] is virtuous (sīlavā) but he does not identify with his vi tue (no ca sīlamaya) ’ (Ibid. 

p.25).  In the same light, Kant states: 

r

 
Even the Holy One of the Gospels must first be compared with the ideal of moral 
perfection before we can recognize Him as such; and so He says of Himself, “Why call ye 
Me [whom you see] good; none is good [the model of good] but God only [whom ye do 
not see]?” (G 408-409, p.25) 

 

Jesus, the exemplar of the highest level of morality, refuses to have himself identified as good because 

he who is seen is merely a phenomenal manifestation of the good which is unseen and relegated to the 

noumenal realm.   

 

Conclusion 

Despite the differences one may find through the history of Buddhist ethics, one still searches for 

a common thread weaving through all those who call themselves Buddhists.  To do this in terms of 

Buddhist ethics is particularly difficult, but the scheme advocated here seems to hold true to all Buddhist 

schools of thought.  Buddhist ethics thus represent a form of moral realism, meaning that morality is an 

objective standard for all beings.  That standard is the Dhamma, the law of reality and one who achieves 

unity with the standard has attained nirvana. Buddhist ethics displays characteristics of virtue ethics, but 

only because they facilitate awakening to the Dhamma.  While Buddhist texts contain moral exhortations 

toward seeking or avoiding certain consequences, it is the intention of the agent to avoid harm or bring 

good to himself or others which is at issue, not the results themselves.   
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Immanuel Kant died in 1804 and the first major misrepresentation of his moral theory was 

published in 1807.68  However, recent scholars are reexamining Kant’s theory despite its many 

misinterpretations.  In one recent paper, Bradford Cokelet states: 

 

I would argue that, given the recent popularity of claiming that Buddhist Ethics is a type of 
virtue ethics, Buddhist ethicists should respond to criticisms that  Kant and Kantians have 
made of western versions of virtue ethics and to claims that most virtue-ethical criticisms 
of Kantianism rest on misunderstandings of Kant and Kantianism' (p.13 fn.20). 

 
The clarity and rigour of the categorization of knowledge in Kant’s work presents a formidable 

understanding of morality, reason, and freedom, as well as the limits of reason and human knowledge.  

His metaphysical inquiry was always in the service of setting out these limits and clarifying our concepts 

and he eschews going further.69   

Nevertheless, Kant’s theory herein presents a useful working outline of a theory of moral 

realism.70

                                                

  Kant offers his own account of the development of morality as a social phenomena that is both 

historical and occurring with the socialization (education) of each person today.  In his most important 

ethical work, the Groundwork, Kant provides examples of talents (intelligence, wit, judgment) and gifts of 

fortune (power, riches, honour, even health).71  Kant further argues that it is one’s moral duty to cultivate 

talents (which seem synonymous to virtues), not for their own sake but because the maxim that one 

ought not cultivate his own talents cannot be willed, but rather reason demands of him the development 

 
68 O’Neill 1994, p.148.  O’Neill argues that readings of Kant such as MacIntyre’s are misreadings which date back to 

Hegel and are based largely on Kant’s illustrations of his moral theory.  Hegel’s book, the Phenomenology of Spirit 
dedicates two subsections, ‘Reason as lawgiver’ and ‘Reason as testing laws’ to explicating and refuting Kant’s 
moral theory. 

69 In the Third Section of the Groundwork Kant has a section ‘On the Extreme Limits of all Practical Philosophy’ where 
he argues for these limits and the uselessness of further ‘speculative philosophy’ (455-463, pp.75-83). 

70 Wood 1999 p.11: states: ‘Since Kant holds that moral truth is irreducible either to what people think or to the results 
of any verification procedures, he is a moral realist in the most agreed upon sense that term has in contemporary 
metaphysics and metaethics.’ 

71 G 393, p.9. 
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of his talents.72

                                                

   Finally, as in Buddhist texts, certain statements made by Kant refer to the results of 

actions without placing the moral importance of actions on those results.  Thus his example of the 

unhappy man choosing life rather than suicide is not deemed morally worthy on account of the result, i.e. 

life; it is morally worthy because the action follows the moral law (G 422, p.39-40).   

The first focus here was on setting forth Kant’s works in a favorable, coherent light to open the 

door for Buddhologists to carry out future explorations.  The second focus has been on identifying key 

structural elements of Kantian and Buddhist ethics which seem to remain parallel, given the limited textual 

evidence explored.  Certainly the work is deeply indebted to prior explorations such as Damien Keown’s 

The Nature of Buddhist Ethics (2001).  So, too, have specific surveys such as Lance Cousins’ “Good or 

Skillful? Kusala in Canon and Commentary ” (1996) allowed the extent to which I was able to explore 

parallels such as that between praiseworthy/moral worth and puñña / kusala.  Given the large scope of 

this project and the fledgling nature of the work thus far, it is clear that there is still an enormous amount 

be done in exploring a Kantian analysis of Buddhist ethics.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

72 G 423 p.40-41.  Kant here argues from his prior distinction between the ‘inclination to indulgence’ which talents 
might allow and duty which allows no such indulgence.  While nature might allow laziness amongst the more 
talented animals in the world, reason demands cultivation of the talents so long as there is conflict in the world.   
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       THE FAITH OF A MAKER: DAVID JONES AND THE ORDER OF SIGNS 

 

     1 

 

 In an age when thought and art have become increasingly secular, how can a 

religious faith possibly lead into exploration of new artistic forms?  Though critics of 

modern poets and dramatists have grappled with that question, critics of visual art have 

often thought it irrelevant to the formal aspects of non-figurative or even figurative 

works.  Even Roger Lipsey, in his capacious book, An Art of Our Own: The Spiritual in 

Twentieth Century Art, will consider no art in which the informing doctrine or figuration 

is traditional.  He therefore ignores the work of such artists as Georges Rouault and Marc 

Chagall—and does not mention David Jones, a Roman Catholic maker who knew himself 

to be, in T. Gilby’s words, “a hunter of forms, venator formarum.” (The Anathemata 

[London: Faber and Faber, 1954], 19.  Henceforth abbreviated as: A.) 

 Born in 1895, David Jones was a painter and poet of prophetic vision, strangely 

like a William Blake inhabiting a culture that had yet more severely broken with the past.  

His long career led him to mastery in drawing, wood engraving, copper engraving, and 

watercolor—and then in poetry, watercolor drawing, and inscriptions.  Knowing that the 

artist must find meanings both ancient and fresh, he gave his faith, as well as his personal 

mailto:thomas.whitaker@yale.edu
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life, the widest of psychological and mythical interpretations.  It is significant that one of 

his few oil paintings, a self-portrait at age thirty-six (slide #1), is simply entitled Human 

Being. (Nicolete Gray, The Paintings of David Jones [London: Taylor/Humphries and 

Tate Gallery, 1989], Fig. 22.  Henceforth abbreviated: Paintings.)  This human being 

became alert to the forces that shape all myths, sought out their contemporary relevance, 

and developed a richly suggestive yet open symbolism of historical, psychological, and 

religious import.  Of an important later painting, he could say:  “I should like to make 

plain that none of this symbolism is intended to be at all rigid, but very fluid—I merely 

write down a few of the mixed ideas that got into this picture.” (Dai Greatcoat: A self-

portrait of David Jones in his letters, ed., René Hague [London: Faber and Faber, 1980], 

150.  Henceforth abbreviated: DG.)  And of his second major poem, The Anathemata, he 

could say: “I mean by my title as much as it can be made to mean, or can evoke or 

suggest, however obliquely: the blessed things that have taken on what is cursed and the 

profane things that somehow are redeemed.” (A, 281.) 

 How could his faith sustain and direct such an openness of search?  Though 

Church doctrines might often seem rigid formulations, for David Jones every “sign” or 

“symbol” pointed toward yet other possible “analogies.”  He came to understand that all 

“signs” are implicitly sacramental, and that all “sacraments” point toward incompletely 

glimpsed meanings.  In effect, for him—as for some makers in other traditions—a firmly 

pan-sacramental faith and an assumption of comprehensive symbolism could serve as a 

kind of heuristic hypothesis, guiding exploration.  Opening to history, myth, and the 

depths of his own mind, he found ways to shape deeply ecumenical works of celebration, 

social critique, and tragic irony.    

 As a young man in the workshop of the sculptor Eric Gill, David was impressed 

by Jacques Maritain’s argument in Art and Scholasticism for “the analogy of being.”  For 

Maritain the “beautiful” was Absolute Being itself “considered from a certain aspect.”  

God, he said, is the “sovereign analogue,” whose Beauty can only be known in a “diverse 

and prismatized reflection.”  In effect, the world of the beautiful is God’s rainbow; and 

the creator in art is “he who discovers a new analogate of the beautiful, a new way in 

which the radiance of form can shine on matter.” (Art and Scholasticism and The 
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Frontiers of Poetry, trans. Joseph W. Evans [Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 

1974], 30, 45.)   

 Convinced of that argument, David Jones was drawn toward poems and historical 

speculations that make structural use of analogy.  In the late 1920s he discovered T. S. 

Eliot’s The Waste Land, Fraser’s The Golden Bough, and Jessie Weston’s Ritual and 

Romance.  In 1930 he was astonished and delighted by Joyce’s recording of what would 

become Finnegans Wake.  By 1940 he was also learning from W. F. Jackson Knight”s 

Cumaean Gates and so, indirectly, from the depth psychology of C. G.  Jung..  Knight 

had outlined a “ritual pattern of initiation in Virgil’s poetry that emphasized a 

“labyrinthine form” in ritual, dance, art, and poetry..  Supporting his argument with 

Jung’s theory of “racial memory” and the “collective unconscious,” he quoted Harold 

Rosenberg’s description of the poet as “the collective man, the carrier and former of the 

unconsciously active soul of mankind,” who can articulate an “objective” myth.  

“Objective,” said Rosenberg, “here means a fundamental unconscious mythology waiting 

to be related to the contemporaneous consciousness.” (Jackson Knight, Vergil: Epic and 

Anthropology, ed., John D. Christie [London: Allen & Unwin, 1967], 286.)  That notion 

was quite consonant with David Jones’s understanding of the Catholic faith. 

 In 1947, after his second psychological “breakdown,” he also learned some harder 

truths about objectivity and archetypal imagery from his psychotherapy and his reading 

of Freud’s Totem and Taboo.  He came to understand what he called “my inhibitions and 

my fears of sex,” and “the fear of assuming the ‘father figure’ position.”  “I see,” he said, 

“that everything one does is conditioned by one’s psychopathology.  I see that unless and 

until unconscious and subconscious are subjugated to or in harmony with the conscious 

will, a conflict and the symptoms of a conflict are bound to be present.” (DG, 137, 140, 

139.)  By 1953 he could propose that “in the Welsh ‘collective unconscious’ there were 

retained many images, some very dim, all crossed with other images, and that the 

attributes of some of the most ancient and archetypal of these images got attached to 

figures of historic times.” (Epoch and Artist [London: Faber and Faber, 1959], 45f.  

Henceforth abbreviated as: E&A.)  And two years later he included the Oedipus complex 

when he was arguing for the universality of “sacrament.”  If, he said, any man should set 

out to write a poem “about” his sweetheart, “Heaven knows what his poem will really be 
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‘about,’ for then the ‘sacramental’ will pile up by a positively geometric progression.  So 

that what was Miss Flora Smith may turn out to be Flora Dea and Venus too and the First 

Eve and the Second also and other and darker figures, among them, no doubt. Jocasta.  

One thing at least,” he said, “the psychologists make plain: there is always a recalling, a 

re-presenting again, anaphora, anamnesis.” (E&A, 167.) 

 His mentor Eric Gill had said that every man is an artist.  By 1958 David Jones   

argued that the human species should be named homo faber, homo sapiens, because it is 

the creature for whom poeisis or “making” is “his native and authentic mode of 

apperception and in the end his only mode.”  In harmony with Henri Bergson and Ernst 

Cassirer, and anticipating his friend Herbert Read’s provocative Icon and Idea, he 

affirmed that we know only in and through our acts of making.  “We were then,” he said, 

“homo faber, homo sapiens before Lascaux and we shall be homo faber, homo sapiens 

after the last atomic bomb has fallen.” (E&A, 184.)  It followed, for him, that every 

“maker” participates in, and can discern, “the order of signs”—the order of historically 

and psychologically mediated analogies of Being, into which, as the theologian Maurice 

de la Taille had said, Christ “placed Himself” at the Last Supper, in order “to have the joy 

of symbolizing and, by symbolizing it, of building up the mystical Body of which we are 

the members.” (E&A, title page; de la Taille, The Mystery of Faith and Human 

Understanding Contrasted and Defined [London: Sheed and Ward, 1930], 212). 

 This is the path that led David Jones to a conceptual understanding of the “order 

of signs.”  (For a fuller account, see my article “Homo Faber, Homo Sapiens” in David 

Jones: Man and Poet, ed. John Matthias [Orono, ME: National Poetry Foundation and 

University of Maine, 1988], 465-487.)  But if making is prior to knowing, we must also 

trace the path that led him to discover the “order of signs” as an order of analogous 

forms.  For him as for other modern makers, the “medium” was indeed to a significant 

degree the “message.”  In his black-line and white-line engraving, for example, he found 

visible forms to express the scriptural light that shines in the darkness.  But some major 

signs emerged for him in every medium. “There is, after all,” he would say, ”but one tale 

to tell:  Delectus meus mihi, et ego illi as The Canticle of Canticles puts it.” (Preface to 

Richard Barber, Arthur of Albion [London: Barrie and Rockliff, 1961]).  “My beloved is 

mine and I am his.”  And for David—or Dai, as he often signed his paintings--both 
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religious and psychological motives dictated that the two major characters in that tale 

should be the archetypal Son and his Mother-and-Bride.  “Eros & Agape,” he once wrote 

to a friend, “must kiss each other, as it were, . . . whatever anyone says.” (Thomas 

Dilworth, The Shape of Meaning in the Poetry of David Jones [Toronto: University of 

Toronto, 1988], 207.) 

     2 

 Here I can only begin to trace David’s labyrinthine path into a world of analogous 

images and forms—and then briefly suggest the cosmic center at which he arrived.  I start 

with his engravings for three very different texts: The Book of Jonah (1926), The Chester 

Play of the Deluge (1927), and The Rime of the Ancient Mariner (1929). Each provided 

an opportunity for him to explore some formal aspects of a Christian world-view.  And 

each, remarkably enough, is also a version of what Jung had called the “night sea 

journey” that leads the mythical hero through the destructive and creative unconscious—

often experienced as a threatening and nourishing mother—toward rebirth and cosmic 

reconciliation   Though not yet acquainted with depth psychology, David was attracted by 

such daunting and redemptive voyages, especially those in which our fellow creatures—

fish, animals, and birds—play significant roles.  Thirty-odd years later he would say “the 

argosy or voyage of the Redeemer is offered to the Trinity . . . on behalf of us Argonauts 

and of the whole argosy of mankind, and, in some sense, of all sentient being, and, 

perhaps, of insentient too, for, as Paul says, ‘The whole of nature, as we know, groans in 

a common travail.” (A, 106n.) 

 The Book of Jonah had already acquired a Christian interpretation, according to 

which Jonah’s disastrous voyage, his confinement in the belly of a great fish “for three 

days and three nights,” and his rescue, became a figure of both baptism and crucifixion.  

David’s frontispiece (slide #2) is therefore a bold introduction to this story:  the risen 

Christ, Alpha and Omega, here emerging from the grave, is the transcendental Analogue 

of Jonah’s voyage.  (For the engravings, see The Book of Jonah . . . with Engravings on 

Wood by David Jones [London: Clover Hill Editions, 1979].)  We will glimpse that 

Analogue when the crew holds Jonah against the mast (slide #3), as if preparing for a 
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crucifixion.  We will see it more strikingly when Jonah is thrown overboard (slide #4), 

his arms stretched out and his head violently bent to one side, inverting a traditional 

image of the Crucified that David had already used elsewhere.  Soon, however, this 

nightmare journey leads to the hero’s encounter with the archetypal Mother, who is first 

glimpsed as a beneficent whale (slide #5) and then as a devouring maw (slide #6).  Yet in 

this underwater “belly of hell” the fishes and the crosses of coral keep before us the death 

and resurrection that is the primary Analogue for these psychic events—as does the 

figure of Jonah being vomited up by the whale (slide #7). 

 The white-line engravings for The Chester Play of the Deluge move more deeply 

into a realm of universal analogy (slide #8).  (For the engravings see The Chester Play of 

the Deluge with Ten Wood-Engravings by David Jones [London: Clover Hill Editions, 

1977.]  A style with a multitude of harmonious and echoing forms now includes sensory 

perceptions, nightmare images, and transcendental analogues.  Noah and his family, 

surrounded by images of erotic license, perversity, and violence, are here praying not to 

God the Father—who speaks in the Bible and in this text—but to the sacrificed Lamb, 

behind whom solar rays emanate.  In harmony with the Fourth Gospel and David’s own 

strong Oedipal orientation, the Son here stands as the image of the Father.  The 

engravings also avoid a literal image of the rainbow that, after the flood, God will set in 

the sky to signify his covenant.  Where is that sign?  Because this world is in fact God’s 

rainbow, a prismatic refraction of absolute Beauty, the engravings abound in formal 

analogues of the celestial arc (slide #9).  Here, inverted, they become the ribs, keel, and 

bowsprit of the saving Ark, which is traditionally a figure of the saving Church.  Here 

(slide #10), they shimmer along the backs and bellies of the creatures approaching the 

welcoming women in the Ark.  When the dove sent out from the Ark finds the olive 

branch (slide #11)—an explicit symbol of Peace in this play—the Ark becomes a lunar 

crescent.  Light radiates from behind it into the sky, across the waters, and even, thanks to 

the submerged lineaments of Mount Ararat, into the depths.  In the foreground, that 

distressed and quasi-human olive tree takes our minds to Golgotha and the crucifixion, 

and to Jordan and the baptism, where the dove descended as the voice announced, “This 

is my beloved son.”   David was now apprehending all of nature as implicitly 

sacramental. 
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 The Rime of the Ancient Mariner tells a more complex story, in which the Mariner 

heedlessly kills the helpful and quasi-human Albatross, brings disaster on the voyage, and 

is then redeemed through a moment of spontaneous love for the water-snakes that—

thanks to the Queen of Heaven—leads to his safe return and a penitential compulsion to 

repeat his tale.  Gustave Doré’s late nineteenth-century wood engravings for this poem 

(slide #12) evoke a romantic world of marine turbulence, icy vistas, and personal agony.  

(For the engravings see Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, 

illustrations by Gustave Doré, intro. Millicent Rose [New York:  Dover, 1970].)  David’s 

copper engravings, printed against a slightly inked background (slide #13), have like the 

poem itself an abstract simplicity of embodiment.  (For the engravings see Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner with Ten Engravings on Copper and with a 

Foreword by David Jones [New York: Chilmark, 1964].)  They render what he called in 

his Foreword “the lyricism inherent in the clean, furrowed free, fluent engraved line, as 

quintessentially linear as the painted lines on one type of Greek vase, or in Botticelli’s 

(strangely neglected) illustrations to the Divina Commedia.”  Doré showed the Albatross 

in flight (slide #14), the arrow speeding toward its heart, as if stopped by high-speed 

photography.  But David shows, from a vertiginous point of view (slide #15), the bird at 

the instant of impact, wings outstretched and head thrown back.  As the arrow visually 

pins the Albatross against the topsail yard, the image of crucifixion extends the 

affirmation of the Gospel—and of this poem—that the least of God’s creatures is a 

manifestation of God himself.  Later, the Mariner’s vision of Life-in-Death (slide #16) 

will be an image of the erotic drive that David both feared and celebrated.  And the 

Mariner himself will become (slide #17) a guilty version of the Crucified: 

  Instead of the cross, the Albatross 

  About my neck was hung.. 

It will remain there until a “spring of love” sets him free. 

 In David’s tailpiece for this volume (slide #18) the words come from the Roman 

Mass:  “May the Lord kindle in us the fire of his love and the flame of eternal charity.”  

They seem to tally, David said, with “a theme that runs like a thread” throughout the 
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poem’s “mysterious weft and woof.”  But “the device of the pelican feeding her young 

from her own flesh,” he said, “requires no explanation.”  In fact, this traditional symbol 

of Christ was for him a powerful nexus of analogies.  In the form of one of the least of 

God’s creatures, the Son appears as the self-sacrificing and nourishing Mother. 

 During the years in which he made these engravings, David’s watercolors were 

also softening and complicating their outlines, deepening their apprehension of space, 

and beginning to incorporate an extraordinary variety of semi-calligraphic signs.   We can 

see that new style in Curtained Outlook of 1931 (slide #19). (Paintings, Fig. 37.)  The 

spontaneity of watercolor, its transparency, and its openness to multiple perspectives had 

both enabled and encouraged him to shape for the eyes an internally shifting field of 

awareness, for which the motif of the window view, used so variously by Matisse, 

Picasso, and Bonnard, became a favorite vehicle.  By 1937 a variation on that motif, The 

Farm Door (slide #20) (Paintings, Fig. 41), would naturalize his earlier vision of a 

multitude of the animals entering the Ark.  The farm door is, in effect, the open door of 

consciousness, through which we gather in no world of objects but a loving realm of 

responding fellow-creatures—cows, chickens, daisies, cornflowers, and trees. 

During the same years, David also made a bold foray into the medium of words.  

In 1928—as he told me when I first talked with him in 1970—he wanted to learn whether 

“form” and “content” worked together in writing as they do in drawing, and he thought 

that, like Blake, he might try some writing to go along with pictures.  But he soon 

discovered that the drama of human utterance and the suggestiveness of words could 

capture the very texture and movement of our life in history.  As he wrote, his literal 

account of his experiences in the trenches during World War I was gradually transformed 

into an epic journey rather like the sea voyages he had earlier illustrated.  The result was 

In Parenthesis, a long prose-poem that T. S. Eliot called “a work of genius.”  In this 

extraordinarily detailed account of military action, the narrative point of view expands to 

include a multitude of men, and a wealth of tropes and allusions reachs out to incorporate 

Welsh epic poetry, the myth of the Golden Bough, and legends of the Holy Grail.   The 

account of trench warfare becomes a collective journey into the Sacred Wood, a tale of 

our universal passage through sacrifice and suffering.  And the poem’s literal and 
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mythical vision is finally placed in the Christian order of signs.  The frontispiece, 

completed in 1937 after David’s first psychological “breakdown” (slide #21) (Paintings, 

Fig. 44), depicts a devastated landscape in which both men and rats are at pains to 

survive.  Centered in that flat and iconic landscape, but in fact emerging from a trench, a 

soldier who is struggling to put on his gear assumes the form of the Crucified.  The paired 

illustration at the end of the book translates the analogy further (slide #22). (In 

Parenthesis [New York: Chilmark, 1961], 226f.)  The scapegoat in that wilderness of 

blasted trees and barbed-wire entanglements is rendered as the Lamb sacrificed from the 

beginning of the world.  Its accompanying quotations tell us that the tale of sacrifice is 

also a tale of love. 

 From 1940 to 1941 David worked on a large watercolor drawing, finally called 

Aphrodite in Aulis (slide #23) (Paintings, Fig. 49), which his doctors “considered not 

psychologically balanced” (DG, 138) but which greatly satisfied him.  It has, I think, a 

balance of another order.  As he worked on the picture, the Athenian hetaira Phryne 

gradually  became a statue of Aphrodite chained to a rock like Agamemnon’s daughter 

Iphigenia, who was sacrificed to assure victory for the Greeks against Troy.  She is 

surrounded by worshipping soldiers from many eras of history—including the soldier of 

In Parenthesis, who appears at the lower left.  The scene suggests an Aeschylean 

comment on the costs of militarism, but the sacrificial stone on which Aphrodite is 

chained is a Christian altar.  A priest offers her incense, doves descend upon her—she is 

both Aphrodite and Mary, Queen of Heaven, as icon and scapegoat.  The painting is a 

critique and a celebration of all religion and military conquest as a function of the 

destructive erotic fixation of the “Son” upon the ”Mother/Bride.”  It holds in a precarious 

balance the maker’s Oedipal compulsions, understanding of history, and Christian vision.  

 In Parenthesis and Aphrodite in Aulis both point toward David’s second major 

poem, The Anathemata, which he gradually shaped between 1938 and 1951.  W. H. 

Auden called it “probably the finest long poem in English in this century.”  It is a 

labyrinthine and recursive meditation, illustrated with inscriptions in opaque watercolors, 

a drawing, and an unfinished wood engraving.  It is a kissing cousin of Joyce’s 

Finnegans Wake, and, like Dai’s boast, a fundamentally an aural and oral poem (slide 

#24).  (Frontispiece, Agenda [Spring-Summer 1967] Vol. 5, Nos. 1-3.)  David was firm 
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about this:  “I intend what I have written to be said” (A, 35).  (Indeed, this poem prepares 

the way for David’s last written work, The Sleeping Lord, a group of mordant and 

poignant dramatic monologues, set in Roman and Celtic times, that focus the main issues 

of our own imperial and seemingly post-Christian moment in history.)  In The 

Anathemata the questioning, dancing, ironic, and celebratory speech moves through pre-

history, history, and myth, exploring the transformations undergone by all creation as it 

journeys toward salvation.  It begins with this sentence:  “We already and first of all 

discern him making this thing other.”  We soon discover that the ambiguous “he” who is 

“making this thing other” is the priest celebrating the Mass, who lifts up “an efficacious 

sign” (A, 49).  But as we speak or listen, we find that he is also Christ at the “garnished 

supper,” and the “New Light” shining through all evolution and all human history, and 

indeed every “maker”—the species homo faber, homo sapiens.  And the frequently 

present she is the “Mother,” the matrix of life, whose  “federal waters ark’d him” (A, 

235), whose beauty as Gwenhwyfar is anatomized in the section called “Mabinog’s 

Liturgy” (A, 195-203), and whose cockney voice we hear in the section called “The Lady 

of the Pool” (A, 125-168), where a seller of lavender called Elen Monica (after Helen of 

Troy and the mother of Saint Augustine) recounts her racy version of history from 

Roman times to medieval London. 

 This labyrinthine utterance focuses the many analogies that structure David’s 

world of signs, and it returns to its beginning with two richly ambiguous pronouns: 

     He that was her son 

  is now her lover 

  signed with the quest-sign 

  at the down-rusher’s ford.  (A, 224) 

We hold in one thought the birth, the baptism, the quest, the sacrifice, and the marriage.  

Finally, recapitulating everything that has been said, the poem affirms in its open and 

questioning way the meaning of the Son’s devotion to the Mother and Bride—the 

meaning to which this “hunter of forms” has been led to find everywhere in his 

exploratory work:  

  He does what is done in many places 

  what he does other 
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    he does after the mode 

  of what always has been done. 

  What did he do other 

    recumbent at the garnished supper? 

  What did he do yet other 

    riding the Axile Tree?    (A, 243)   

That meaning is nothing less than the sacrificial creation and re-creation of the world, 

inherent in all celebration and all artistic making—which is to say, in all making. 
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BARBARA L. WHITE 
ABSTRACT 

 
ADULT LEARNING OF KEY JAPANESE GESTURES 

 

Studies for more than 50 years have established the role of non-verbal channels such 

as gestures in competent speech (Hall 1959;  Condon & Ogston 1966; Birdwhistell 

1970; Kendon 1984; Argyle 1988; McNeill 1992). In teaching second language (L2) 

speaking skills, there has been little research on the pedagogy involved in teaching 

gestures despite most performance criteria of L2 learning outcomes including non-

verbal aspects of communication. The practical considerations of adult L2 learners 

acquiring non-verbal elements in a classroom environment far-removed from the 

target culture have been neglected.  It was these issues which were investigated in 

order to produce information on the dynamics of the teaching and learning process in 

the context of adult learning of two key Japanese gestures. Students enrolled in an 

intensive Japanese language course in a Melbourne TAFE College (Community 

College) participated in the research.  

 

The methodology for the research falls within the boundaries of action research and 

reflective practice.  It involved implementing some teaching and learning strategies in 

acquiring two key Japanese gestures, observation of learning processes and outcomes 

and identifying from the learner’s viewpoint and background (through interviews) the 

difficulties faced.  The data analysis revealed that through the acquisition of gestures, 

overall spoken performance was improved, particularly in rhythm. The learners, by 

taking responsibility for their own learning, found a capacity to individually find 

resolutions in their gesture learning processes. Findings illustrate the significant 

impact of adult learners' strong sense of identity on their L2 learning and the 

importance of a safe and supportive classroom environment to enable risk taking in 

L2 learning. They also raise questions about the use of native speaker models for the 

L2 learner. The research thus shows that to teach such intimate new behaviour to 

adult learners successfully, a range of affective, social and psychological needs of 

both students and teacher must be taken into account. 
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Dr. Erlyne Whiteman                      ABSTRACT  

Expressionism in Dance and Art:  The Use of Dance Imaging to Inspire the 

Paintings of Kandinsky with Gret Palucca (Mary Wigman Dancer) 

        This project is the result of Sabbatical Research for Westmont College, Santa Barbara, California.  

As Associate Professor of Theatre and Dance and Program Director for the Theatre and Dance Major 

and Minor Emphasis, I took courses in 19th and 20th century Art History (2001-2) as my year preparation 

for the Sabbatical. I read primary and secondary texts concerning German Expressionism in Dance 

(Mary Wigman and student, Gret Palucca—who inspired Kandinsky) and Art (Kandinsky). Museum 

visits to The Art Institute of Chicago (Fall 2002), Boston Museum of Fine Art (Winter 2002), the Norton 

Simon Museum of Art, Pasadena, CA (Spring 2003), and the Guggenheim and New Museum of 

Contemporary Art in New York City (Fall 2003) included the study of paintings by Kandinsky. 

       The premise of the study was based on the events of September 11, 2001 and the resulting 

Expression in Dance and Art—Do We Escape or Do We Create Art as Expression of the Events?  A 

look to the recent past resulted in the focus on artists and dancers who lived before and after World War 

II as a basis for study and understanding the mindset of expression during and after tragedy.   

       Sources of evidence are included in paragraph one, in the addition to the reading of textual material, 

included in the bibliography to follow.  These included comparisons of the works of Kandinsky and 

Wigman (with her pupil, Gret Palucca).  

       Our faculty/student dance company also created a piece based on the results of the conclusion:  

Random Radiance (available on DVD), Winter Concert by the Westmont Windancers, December 

2003.  This piece was also accepted as a juried work for the Santa Barbara Dance Alliance to open the 

New Works:  12 Choreographers Concert in January of 2005.    
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Iniquitous Virtue; the trials of virtue in a global society 
 

‘Virtue by calculation is the virtue of vice.’ 
        Joseph Joubert 

 

‘Virtue by calculation’ implies a degree of opportunism. A virtuous act, by definition, 

cannot follow a: ‘What’s in it for me?’ Yet, globalisation has created an ‘open 

society’, a new culture where personal gains are amplified by the power of 

accessibility. This paper explores the struggle of ‘virtue’ pitted against a technological 

and global environment. It recognises ‘virtue’ as problematic in terms of its 

‘demands’ – virtue inevitably requires some measure of sacrifice and sacrifice, by 

nature, involves the relinquishment of desire.  

 

This paper looks at ‘virtue’ against the backdrop of a world of changing values. It 

acknowledges that although globalisation expands our world ‘communicatively’, in 

reality, it creates a form of alienation - distancing us, physically, from ‘the other’. 

According to Weizenbaum, this ‘distance’ ultimately diminishes our sense of 

responsibility and accountability; it separates us from the consequences of our actions.  

 

Any discussion of virtue must touch on the wisdom of Aristotle. To Aristotle, ‘virtue’ 

represents ‘excellence of character’, the embrace of responsibility and justice. He 

suggests that virtue grows from individual action – that our ‘actions’ demonstrate the 

quality of our convictions. Therefore, the problem with globalisation, as Weizenbaum 

sees it, is that; ‘society’s newly created ways to act often eliminate the very possibility 

of acting in older ways’. He claims the finer art of ‘reasoning’ has been superseded by 

a non-thinking, de-sensitised, automated society; one detached from humanism  (a 

society where we are more comfortable facing our computer screens than we are 

facing each other).  
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This paper explores Weizenbaum’s views that: ‘All thinking, dreaming, feeling, 

indeed all other sources of insight have already been delegitimated’. Weizenbaum 

suggests that for humanity to become ‘whole’ we need to have the courage to explore 

our inner, not just outer, realities – embark on a personal journey not a mechanical 

one. This work will demonstrate that the problem with technology is that it relies on 

‘instrumental’ reason, which can only ever be a small part of the greater whole - 

wisdom. Like Weizenbaum, Postman argues that culture has surrendered to 

technology. He suggests that the nature of a computerised world nullifies the human 

thought processes - substituting ‘information’ for ‘knowledge’.1 Consequently, our 

technological, globalised world - a world ‘participating’ from afar – tends to blur the 

line between accessibility and responsibility.  

 

In summary, this paper argues that technology often complicates life with its 

simplicity. It suggests that our globalised world recurrently creates a sense of 

alienation, an alienation largely due to the nature of technology - a technology that 

“acts” on our behalf, detaching us from consequences. This work advocates the 

Eastern philosophical concept that ‘virtue’ requires the absence of ‘fear’ and to 

support this view it looks at the work of various Eastern and Western philosophers 

such as Weizenbaum, Postman, Aristotle, Sartre, Freud, Nietzsche, Patanjali and the 

Buddha. This paper emphasises the vital importance of ‘individual’ responsibility in 

diminishing our ‘collective’ fears. Paradoxically, it concludes that in today’s world 

with all of its speed and efficiency, we stand to risk our quality of life simply through 

our efforts to attain it, for ultimately, we  risk surrendering ‘virtue’ to the unconscious 

‘motivating’ forces feeding our ‘will to power’. Consequently, this argument will 

conclude that, when it comes to the ‘excellence’ of  human character, our addiction to 

‘instant gratification’ is the greatest threat to our peace of mind for any craving for 

                                                 
1 This paper will make a distinction between the wisdom and knowledge, on one hand, and a  ‘blanket’ 
of information on the other - referring to the latter as an overwhelming source of data, where ‘facts 
need the substantiation of statistical study’- where instrumental reason threatens to replace our own 
inner capacity for reasoning. 
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satisfaction can only leave us wanting. In conclusion, this discussion will determine 

that it is only by freeing ourselves from our own demands, by inciting qualities such 

as awareness and responsibility, that we can find the peace of mind attributable to the 

essence of virtue.  
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                     Obstacles to Answering the Question of Kant’s Dialectic 

 

All our cognition starts from the senses, goes from there to the understanding, and        

ends with reason, beyond which there is nothing higher to be found in us to work on the 

matter of intuition and bring it under the highest unity of thinking.  Since I am now to 

give a definition of this supreme faculty of cognition, I find myself in some 

embarrassment (A298-99/B355).1 

 

 This passage indicates that at the beginning of the Transcendental Dialectic Kant 

discovers he is in some difficulty with regard to his definition of reason.2  The problem occurs in 

the explanation of the capabilities of reason and the nature of its principle.  The Dialectic aims to 

answer a question: What is the nature of reason and its principle?  The answer it gives is that 

reason in its theoretical guise has both a logical principle and a transcendental principle and the 

latter has objective but indeterminate validity.  My objective in this paper is to shed light on 

what hinders and makes difficult the arriving at the answer to this question.  

 Kant’s discussion of the question and the answer takes place in the beginning sections of 

the Dialectic and in the Appendix.3   While Kant states rather clearly the problem of the Dialectic 

and his solution to it,4  my view is that the approach to the answer to the Dialectic’s question is 

complicated by the various ways in which Kant poses the question.  In other words, there are 

several false starts or missteps that surround the question posed by the Dialectic and these false 

starts make it hard to see how to arrive at the answer that is finally given.  Two false starts have 

to do with the context in which the question is raised and they involve the definition of 

transcendental illusion.  A third false start is due to the form of the question itself and it concerns 
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the description of reason’s possible employments.  Finally, a fourth false start is due to 

assumptions that are implicitly made by the question and it deals with the definition of 

transcendental principles. 

 Before turning to these missteps, let us look at the questions the Dialectic poses and at 

the answers it provides.5   In the Introduction to the Dialectic, the question is stated this way: 

Can we isolate reason, and is it then a genuine source of concepts and                       

judgments that arise solely from it and thereby refer it to objects; or is reason only a               

merely subordinate faculty that gives to given cognitions a certain form, called “logical” 

form, through which cognitions of the understanding are subordinated to one another, and 

lower rules are subordinated to higher ones. . . (A305/B362). 

A few pages later the questions are re-stated: 

But whether the principle that the series of conditions . . . reaches to the unconditioned, 

has objective correctness or not; what consequences flow from it for the empirical use of 

the understanding, or whether it rather yields no such objectively valid propositions at all, 

but is only a logical prescription in the ascent to ever higher conditions to approach 

completeness in them and thus to bring the highest possible unity of reason into our 

cognition; whether, I say, this need of reason has, through a misunderstanding, been 

taken for a transcendental principle of reason, . . . All this will be our concern in the 

transcendental dialectic. . . (A308-09/B365-66). 

 

 So the issue of the Dialectic is the nature of reason and its principle.  The Dialectic 

section asks whether reason is an independent source of concepts and gives rise to a principle 

which has objective validity or whether it is a subordinate faculty whose principle aims at 
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unifying the rules of the understanding and claims no objective validity.  Reason may have a 

pure employment in which case its principle is: If the conditioned is given, the unconditioned is 

likewise given (A307-08/B364).  Or reason may have a logical employment and in this case its 

principle is: Find the unconditioned for the conditioned cognitions of the understanding 

(A307/B364). The job of the Dialectic is to determine the status of theoretical reason, as 

independent or subordinate, and the nature of its resulting principle, as transcendental or logical. 

 The answer to the question, as given in the Appendix, is that reason has both a logical 

and a pure employment.  Reason’s principle is not only a logical one but a transcendental one 

and as such it has objective but indeterminate validity [objective, aber unbestimmte Gültigkeit] 

(A663/B691).6  Reason is not merely a subordinate faculty for unifying the rules of the 

understanding; it also generates a principle and Ideas which are synthetic a priori propositions 

and these transcendental principles are in a certain sense objectively valid.  Thus, the “result of 

the entire Transcendental Dialectic” is the recognition that reason’s principle of systematic unity 

is objective but in an indeterminate way (A680/B708).  Reason’s principle does not allow us to 

determine its direct object but it strengthens the empirical employment of reason by thinking 

systematic unity in an object (A680-81/B708-09).  The answer is thus a sort of compromise.  

Reason is found to have more than a logical, subordinate employment yet it is also said to have 

less than a simple transcendental, objectively valid employment.  Its transcendental principle 

thinks systemic unity by giving its idea an object (A681/B709) even though these ideas cannot 

refer directly to or determine any object (A671/B699).  Reason’s principle is transcendental but 

it has objective validity in a new and qualified sense.7  

 Now, let us consider how in passing from the questions of the Dialectic to the answers 

the way has been made more difficult by the formulating of the questions.  There is in fact no 
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simple way to move from the questions to the answers because in posing the questions the text is 

misleading.  Because of these misleading false starts, two sorts of problems result.  First, the 

questions as stated seem to preclude the answers that are given.  For instance, the questions 

recognize principles that have objective validity and those that do not.  The answer allows as 

well for a different kind of principle, one with objective but indeterminate validity.  Second, 

there are some so-called answers that are given early on that make it hard to see the answer that 

is finally given.  For example, it is claimed that:  “From this, however, one sees only that 

systematic unity or the unity of reason of the manifold of the understanding’s cognition is a 

logical principle” (A648/B676).  If this conclusion is taken as definitive, then the claim in the 

Appendix that reason’s principle is transcendental appears to be inconsistent.  Consider then the 

following false starts that get in the way of providing a simple answer to what is seemingly a 

straightforward and basic question.  

 Two false starts occur because of the placement of the question, that is, the context 

within which it is asked.  The Introduction to the Dialectic contains two sections: 

“Transcendental Illusion” and “Pure Reason as the Seat of Transcendental Illusion.”  The second 

section considers reason in general and both the logical and the pure employments of reason.  It 

is in this section that the question concerning the nature of reason’s employment is posed and the 

task of the Dialectic is stated to be the providing of an answer.  But the question regarding 

reason and its principle is raised in the context of a discussion of transcendental illusion.  The 

difficulty is that the account of transcendental illusion leads away from the final answer to the 

question concerning whether theoretical reason has a logical or a transcendental employment. 

 Dialectic is a logic of illusion (A293/B349) and this illusion is transcendental, not 

empirical, since it concerns principles that are not intended for use in experience and not just 
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mistakes in the empirical employment of otherwise correct principles (A295-97/B351-53).  

Transcendental illusion is natural and inevitable and thus the Dialectic aims to expose it but 

cannot hope to eliminate it (A297-98/B354).  The cause of transcendental illusion is that 

reason’s rules “look entirely like objective principles” and hence people mistake “the subjective 

necessity of a certain connection of our concepts . . . for an objective necessity, the determination 

of things in themselves [Dinge an sich selbst]” (A297/B353).  The illusion “rests on subjective 

principles, and passes them off as objective” (A298/B354).              

 When aiming to understand the nature of reason and its principle, this account of 

transcendental illusion leads to two false starts.  First, it claims that the cause of the illusion of 

the Dialectic is due to the mistaking of a subjective necessity of a connection of concepts for an 

objective necessity in the determination of things-in-themselves.  This says that the mistake of 

illusion is that reason is taken to be a faculty whose principles determine things-in-themselves.   

The correction implied in this passage is that reason’s principle can in fact provide a connection 

of our concepts, but cannot apply to things-in-themselves.  However, the mention of things-in-

themselves is a false start.  The question of the nature of reason’s principle is more complex than 

the question of whether it applies to things-in-themselves.  If we allow this mention of things-in-

themselves to lead us back to the conclusions of the Analytic, namely, back to the object/thing-

in-itself distinction, and the limiting of knowledge to objects, then we will be led away from an 

understanding of reason’s true nature.   

 The question for reason is not whether its principle applies to things-in-themselves but 

whether its principle applies to objects.  The tasks for the Dialectic are to determine whether 

reason creates concepts which relate to objects and whether reason’s principle is objectively 

valid.  This requires an investigation into the nature of reason’s object and into the way or ways 
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a principle might be objectively valid.   

 In the course of the Appendix, there are many descriptions given of the nature of reason’s 

object.  It is claimed that: “Thus, reason really has as object only the understanding and its 

purposive application” (A644/B672).  Every principle which prescribes a priori to the 

understanding is “also valid albeit only indirectly, for the object of experience” and hence that 

reason’s  principles “will also have objective reality in regard to this object, yet not so as to 

determine something in it” (A665/B693).8  Finally, reason’s object is defined as an “object in the 

idea” (ein Gegenstand in der Idee) as opposed to an “object absolutely” (ein Gegenstand 

schlechthin) (A670/B698).  Reason cannot think systematic unity except by giving to its idea of 

unity an object (A681/B709).        

 Without attempting to provide here a thorough treatment of the nature of reason’s object, 

it is at least evident that the Dialectic proceeds to discover the nature of reason’s object and to 

determine whether and in what way reason’s principle applies to objects.  Reason is not aimed at 

knowledge of things-in-themselves; rather its principles claim to be objectively valid and that is 

what is under discussion in the Dialectic and not attempts to determine things-in-themselves.      

 In short, the transcendental illusion section posits an unhelpful route for arriving at a true 

understanding of the nature of reason.  It suggests that transcendental illusion is resolved (even if 

not eliminated) by not allowing reason to determine things-in-themselves.  But this conclusion is 

overly simplistic and does not prepare us for later discussions concerning the objective validity 

of reason’s principle.  It is certainly true that reason cannot determine things-in-themselves but 

this point does not get at the heart of what the Dialectic must discover, namely, whether or not 

reason’s principle relates to objects. 

 Second, in this section, the cause of dialectical illusion is said to be a confusion between 
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subjective and objective principles.  Transcendental illusion arises when these subjective 

principles are passed off as objective principles (A297-98/B353-54).  Later on, another passage 

refers to the inevitable illusion that leads us to ascribe objective reality to concepts of reason that 

have subjective reality (A339/B397).  Unfortunately, this subjective-objective distinction also 

hampers a straightforward move from the question of the Dialectic to its answer.   

 What is important about these passages is that in the context of the topic of 

transcendental illusion they describe reason’s nature and principles in terms of a subjective-

objective distinction.   According to this language, reason as a faculty with subjectively 

necessary principles is erroneously but inevitably taken to be a faculty with objectively 

necessary principles and this mistake is called transcendental illusion and is the topic of the 

Dialectic. 

 However, this account is misleading because it is not obvious how the description of 

reason’s nature and principles as subjective is related to the questions that are posed regarding 

reason.  The questions ask whether reason is a subordinate or an independent faculty and 

whether its principle is logical or transcendental.  Perhaps the subjective-objective way of 

characterizing reason’s principle parallels the logical-transcendental distinction posited by the 

question.  In that case, if reason has only subjective principles, then it is subordinate, not 

independent, and its principle is logical, not transcendental.  There is some evidence for 

connecting the two distinctions in this way given that reason’s logical principle is described as 

not objectively valid.  Reason taken to be an objective faculty then is understood as being the 

independent source of transcendental concepts that possess objective validity.   

 But if the terms connect in this way, there are still problems.  While it seems reasonable 

to put the questions of the Dialectic and their talk of transcendental and logical principles 
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together with the description of transcendental illusion and its talk of objective and subjective 

principles, a difficulty occurs in what follows from this connection.  The mistake of 

transcendental illusion is said to be the thought that reason has objectively valid principles.  The 

message of the Dialectic would then be the reminder that reason has only subjective principles.  

If it is a mistake to view reason as a faculty with objective principles and transcendental 

principles are objective (while logical principles are subjective), then it is a mistake to take 

reason to be a faculty with transcendental principles.  The result of connecting the description of 

transcendental illusion with the questions of the Dialectic is that reason turns out to be a 

subordinate faculty with logical principles. 

 The problem with this conclusion is that it is wrong.  This is not the picture of reason that 

Kant presents in the Dialectic.  In the Appendix, reason is described as having principles with 

objective but indeterminate validity (A663/B691, A680/B708).  In fact, the language of objective 

and subjective principles is used there as well although in a way distinct from its use in the 

section on transcendental illusion.  It is claimed that reason’s systematic unity   

does not serve reason objectively [objektiv] as a principle, extending it over objects, but 

subjectively [subjektiv] as a maxim, in order to extend it over all possible empirical 

cognition of objects.  Nevertheless, the systematic connection that reason can give to the 

empirical use of the understanding furthers not only its extension, but also guarantees its 

correctness, and the principle of such a systematic unity is also objective [objektiv], but in 

an indeterminate way [aber auf unbestimmte Art] (A680/B708).  

Here reason’s employment is said to require both a subjective maxim and an objective principle. 

 Thus, the section on transcendental illusion is misleading when it characterizes the 

problem of the Dialectic as a confusion between subjective and objective principles.   Rather, the 
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problem in coming to understand reason’s nature is not the simple one of mistaking a faculty that 

has subjective principles of subjective validity for a faculty having objective principles of 

objective validity.  Instead, the outcome of the Dialectic requires us to see that reason has an 

objective principle in addition to its subjective principle, that objective principles can be of two 

sorts, those that determine objects and those that do not, and that reason’s objective principle is 

of the latter sort.  The transcendental illusion section oversimplifies the question of reason’s 

nature and thereby suggests a solution to the Dialectic that is inconsistent with the conclusion 

finally reached. 

 To summarize, the section on transcendental illusion presents two hurdles to answering 

the questions of the Dialectic.  First, it directs us to the illusion of a determination of things-in-

themselves when in fact the question is only of reason’s possible application to objects.  Second, 

it focuses on the illusion of granting to reason objectively valid principles.  Lacking any further 

qualification or distinction, this offers the wrong answer to the question concerning reason’s 

logical or transcendental employment.  Hence, the placement or context for the questions of the 

Dialectic leads us off in two wrong directions in the search for answers. 

 A third false start occurs because of the way the questions of the Dialectic are posed.  

The questions are asked in a way that assumes there are two mutually exclusive ways of 

characterizing reason.  The questions are: Is reason an independent faculty or is it a subordinate 

faculty?  Is its principle transcendental or logical?  Does its principle have objective validity or 

does it not?  The questions are posed as if the two choices offered are the only two possible 

choices and are mutually exclusive.  We are led to expect that the answers to follow will be one 

(independent, transcendental, objective validity) or the other (subordinate, logical, no objective 

validity) but not both. 
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 We are thus encouraged by the questions to look for clues as to which of the two 

characterizations of reason is correct.  In a few places, it appears that the right answer is that 

reason has only a logical employment.  One passage states: 

In fact the manifold of rules and the unity of principles is a demand of reason, in order to 

bring the understanding into thoroughgoing connection with itself . . . Yet such a 

principle does not prescribe any law to objects . . . but rather is merely a subjective law of 

economy for the provision of our understanding…without justifying us in demanding of 

objects themselves any such unanimity as might make things easier for our understanding 

or help it extend itself, and so give objective validity to its maxims as well (A305-

06/B362-63). 

A second passage we have already seen from the Appendix confirms this:  “From this, however, 

one sees only that systematic unity or the unity of reason of the manifold of the understanding’s 

cognition is a logical principle” (A648/B676). 

 In spite of clues like these that point towards a certain conclusion, albeit a wrong 

conclusion, there are earlier indications that the question cannot be answered by picking one side 

or the other.  Prior to even asking the questions as to reason’s proper employment and the nature 

of its principles, the Dialectic insists that reason’s independent nature and its transcendental 

principle are not precluded by or incompatible with its subordinate nature and logical principle.  

It is claimed that: 

As in the case of the understanding, there is in the case of reason a merely formal, i.e., 

logical use, . . . but there is also a real use, since reason itself contains the origin of 

certain   concepts and principles . . . Now since a division of reason into a logical and a 

transcendental faculty occurs here, a higher concept of this source of cognition must be 
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sought that comprehends both concepts under itself. . . (A299/B355-56).   

 The text does not state what this “higher concept” is although the passage continues on to 

describe a way of connecting reason’s logical and transcendental employments.  It says: “from 

the analogy with concepts of the understanding, we can expect both that the logical concept will 

put in our hands the key to the transcendental one and that the table of functions of the former 

will give us the family tree of the concepts of reason.” (A299/B356).  Thus, not only is there no 

incompatibility between the logical and transcendental employments of reason, there is in 

actuality a relationship between them. 

 There are other passages which refer to a connection or relationship between reason’s 

logical employment and its transcendental employment.  One states that: “The formal and logical 

procedure of reason in syllogisms already gives us sufficient guidance as to where the ground of 

its transcendental principle will rest in synthetic cognition through pure reason.” (A306/B363).   

In the Appendix, it is claimed: “In fact, it cannot even be seen how there could be a logical 

principle of rational unity among rules unless a transcendental principle is presupposed, through 

which such a systematic unity, as pertaining to the object itself, is assumed a priori as 

necessary.” (A650/B678). 

 There are many questions which can be asked regarding these passages.  For instance, do 

they all point to the same type of relationship between reason’s logical and transcendental uses?  

And are they correct about the nature of this relationship?  But these questions need not be 

addressed here given that our concern is showing that there is a relationship between the two 

uses of reason and not in describing the nature of this relationship.  Since reason’s logical and 

transcendental principles are connected in some way, the posing of the question of the Dialectic, 

which suggests reason’s two principles are mutually exclusive, ends up obscuring the way to the 
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answer.   

 A fourth false start occurs due to the way that transcendental principles are defined.9  The 

question presupposes, wrongly as it turns out, that transcendental principles are objectively valid 

while logical precepts have no objective validity.  The question asks whether reason is an 

independent source of concepts by which it relates to objects or a subordinate faculty which 

generates a subjective law but has no objective validity and prescribes no law for objects (A305-

06/B362-63).  The choice as offered is between an objectively valid transcendental principle and 

a non-objectively valid logical principle. Again, when the question is restated it offers the same 

choice.  It asks whether the principle that the series of conditions extends to the unconditioned 

has objective applicability or not.  Or perhaps there is no such objectively valid principle of 

reason but only a logical precept.  Finally, the question asks whether it is wrong to view this 

principle of reason as a transcendental principle (A308-09/B365-66).  The same relationships are 

assumed here.  According to the question guiding the Dialectic, reason, seen as an independent 

faculty, has transcendental principles which are objectively valid.  Reason, viewed as a 

subordinate faculty, employs logical principles which are not objectively valid.  The problem 

with this is that by defining transcendental principles as objectively valid and logical principles 

as not objectively valid the answer that the Dialectic reaches cannot follow.  Hence, the 

definition of transcendental principles as objectively valid principles which is assumed by the 

question is not sufficiently nuanced or qualified to allow for the answer which follows. 

 What must be done in order to reach the conclusion of the Dialectic, namely, that reason 

has, in addition to a logical principle, a transcendental principle which possesses objective but 

indeterminate validity, is to find a way to allow that transcendental principles need not be in a 

strict sense objectively valid.  If reason is to have a transcendental principle, it will be necessary 
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to disentangle the meaning of “transcendental” from that of “objectively valid.”  If  “objectively 

valid” means “determinative of objects” (A306/B362), then its concepts and principles cannot, in 

the clear-cut way of the categories, be objectively valid, since its objects cannot be determined 

and known.  If its principle cannot be objectively valid in this strict sense and if transcendental 

principles must by definition be objectively valid in this strict sense, then its principle cannot be 

transcendental.  But this is not the conclusion of the Dialectic and so a way must be found to 

disassociate transcendental principles from strict objective validity.  

 This is exactly what happens just a few pages after the questions of the Dialectic have 

been posed.  In the section on the concepts of pure reason, a distinction is drawn between types 

of rational concepts.  The topic is the consideration of transcendental ideas, that is, of the 

concepts of reason understood as containing the unconditioned (as exhibiting reason’s 

transcendental principle).  A distinction is made: 

If despite this such concepts have objective validity, then they can be called conceptus  

ratiocinati (correctly inferred concepts); but if not, they have at least been obtained by a 

surreptitious illusion of inference, and so might be called conceptus ratiocinantes 

(sophistical concepts [vernünftelnde Begriffe]) (A311/B368).   

 This passage is crucial because it allows for the first time that there are different types of 

transcendental concepts.  By acknowledging that a transcendental concept of reason may either 

possess objective validity (and so be correctly inferred) or possess no such validity (and hence be 

sophistical), a break has been created between “transcendental” and “objective validity.”  If a 

transcendental idea of pure reason need not be objectively valid, then several important points 

follow.  First, the assumption made by the question of the Dialectic, that reason’s employment is 

transcendental and objectively valid or logical and not objectively valid, is shown to be false.  
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“Transcendental” need not entail “objectively valid.”  The acknowledgment that reason’s 

transcendental ideas may or may not possess objective validity allows us to return to the 

questions of the Dialectic and rethink what is required of a transcendental principle.  Second, by 

identifying a new class of transcendental ideas - those not objectively valid - a way is opened for 

the conclusion of the Dialectic to follow.  Now we can begin to see how the Dialectic can speak 

of transcendental reason’s objective but indeterminate validity, given that it has already been 

noted that transcendental ideas may or may not contain objective validity.  By disengaging 

“transcendental” from “objectively valid,” the distinction between correctly inferred and 

sophistical concepts helps make way for the answer of the Dialectic.   

 However, there are still difficulties in understanding how to use this distinction.  For our 

purposes, the main problem is that even though the distinction successfully separates 

“transcendental” from “objectively valid,” it is not clear how the concepts of reason fit within the 

distinction.  In some places, reason’s concepts are described as sophistical.  The conclusions of 

reason are “thus to be called sophistical [vernünftelnde] rather than rational inferences” 

(A339/B397).  Reason’s inferences are “sophistical [vernünftelnden]” (A406/B432).  Yet, later, 

Kant says that if the concepts of reason are not to be mere empty thought-entities [entia rationis 

ratiocinantis], if they are to have some objective validity, then a deduction of them must be 

possible (A669/B697).  Providing this deduction is said to be the final step in the critical 

business of pure reason; hence, reason’s ideas musts be shown to be more than simply 

sophistical concepts. 

 In the end, reason’s concepts do not fit squarely under either heading.  Reason’s 

transcendental concepts are not just sophistical concepts because they have objective, albeit 

indeterminate, validity.  Yet, reason’s transcendental concepts are not quite correctly inferred 
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concepts if objective validity in the strict sense means “determinative of objects.”  In the strict 

sense, reason’s concepts are not correctly inferred but they are more than sophistical. 

 Thus, the distinction does not give us a perfectly clear picture of the nature of reason 

because it does not provide a place for reason’s concepts, which as we have seen are not simply  

sophistical but are not fully objectively valid.  The distinction is however helpful and even 

crucial to coming to an understanding of reason’s nature, because it overthrows and corrects the 

assumption the Dialectic starts from, namely, that transcendental principles must be objectively 

valid.  Hence, it provides a way of getting around the fourth obstacle hindering the answering of 

the Dialectic’s question concerning the nature of reason and its principle.  

 In conclusion, my aim in this paper has been to reconsider the overarching question of 

the Dialectic, the answer Kant provides, and the ways in which the asking of the question 

complicates the arriving at the answer.  Susan Neiman is correct, I believe, that the answering of 

this question regarding the capabilities of reason and the nature of its principle is the real work of 

the Dialectic.10  Heiner Bielefeldt is also correct when he describes the answer to the question, 

namely, reason’s effort to think its object, the unconditioned, objectively but indeterminately, as 

an example of “analogical reasoning,” that is, of symbolic representation of its object by analogy 

to empirical objects.11  But we have seen that in spite of the importance of the question 

concerning reason’s nature, the Dialectic does not straightforwardly move us towards an answer.  

The obstacles we have considered here seem to be evidence that Kant’s self-professed 

embarrassment in providing a definition of reason was well-deserved.      
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     ENDNOTES 

1.  All references to the Critique of Pure Reason will be cited in standard A/B form.  I quote 
from the Cambridge edition of the Critique of Pure Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998).  References to the Critique of Practical Reason are to the Cambridge edition 
volume, Practical Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), and list the 
volume and page number from the Prussian Academy edition of Kant’s works.      

2.   David J. Herman agrees that there are problems with Kant’s account of reason (“The 
Incoherence of Kant’s Transcendental Dialectic: Specifying the Minimal Conditions for 
Dialectical Error,” Dialectica 45:1 [1991], 3-29).  Indeed, he believes that, in the Dialectic, 
reason has a “fundamentally incoherent theoretical context” (6).  In particular, he claims that 
because Kant does not give just one meaning to the term “dialectical error” Kant has no “real 
theory of dialectical error whatsoever” and this, he says, puts in question “the status of the 
faculty of reason itself” (5).  W. H. Walsh, on the other hand, minimizes the difficulties of the 
Dialectic when he claims that after “the obscurities and excitements of the Analytic the rest of 
the Critique is at once comparatively straightforward and comparatively dull” (Kant’s Criticism 
of Metaphysics [Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1975], 169). 

3.   There is debate concerning the value of these sections of the Dialectic.  Jonathan Bennett 
insists that “the meat” of the Dialectic is Book II on the Paralogisms, Antinomy, and Ideal while 
these sections that treat Kant’s theory of reason do not explain or illuminate Book II (Kant’s 
Dialectic [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974], 2-3, 280-88).  Susan Neiman, on the 
other hand, says that to understand the conclusion Kant wishes to draw concerning the proper 
function of reason, it is helpful to treat Book II of the Dialectic as “a very long and crucial 
footnote” (The Unity of Reason [NY: Oxford University Press, 1994], 63).  Theodore A.Gracyk 
focuses on the Appendix in order to argue that Kant’s description of reason’s transcendental 
principles as “heuristic” has been overlooked although it is important to discussions of heuristics 
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in contemporary philosophy of science and cognitive theory (“Kant’s Doctrine of Heuristics: An 
Interpretation of the Ideas of Reason,” Modern Schoolman 68:3 [1991], 191-210). 

4.   Susan Neiman and Norman Kemp Smith recognize that reason has both a logical and a real 
use and that in its real use its principles have objective but indeterminate validity (S. Neiman, 
The Unity of Reason, 63, 70, 94;  N. K. Smith, A Commentary to Kant’s “Critique of Pure 
Reason,” Second edition, reprinted, [NY: Humanities Press, 1962], 442, 551, 553).  Theodore 
Gracyk also notes that reason’s transcendental principles are in some sense “objective” (“Kant’s 
Doctrine of Heuristics: An Interpretation of the Ideas of Reason,” 198, 201).  W.H. Walsh speaks 
of reason’s ideas as having “a certain reality” (Kant’s Criticism of Metaphysics, 244).  Gerd 
Buchdahl understands reason’s transcendental principle to possess “quasi-objective validity” and 
to have objective validity “though ‘objective’ only in a manner of speaking” (Kant and the 
Dynamics of Reason [Oxford: Blackwell, 1992], 93, 183). 

5.   Norman Kemp Smith identifies “three main questions of the Dialectic: (1) whether, or in 
what degree, the so-called Ideas of Reason are concepts due to a faculty altogether distinct from 
the understanding, and how far, as thus originating in pure Reason, they allow of definition; (2) 
how far they are capable of a transcendental deduction; (3) what kind of objective validity this 
deduction proves them to possess” (A Commentary to Kant’s “Critique of Pure Reason,” 558).  I 
do not consider the question of deduction.  He also describes the two lines of thought manifest in 
the Dialectic (Reason as transcendental, independent, objectively valid and Reason as logical, 
subservient, subjective) and considers them as evidence that Kant is “wavering between the 
Idealist and the merely sceptical view of the scope and powers of pure thought” (426, 431, 560).  

6.  See A663/B691, A665-66/B693-94, A669-70/B697-98. 

7.  I do not consider in detail what is meant by “objectively valid but in an indeterminate 
manner.”  For one explanation, see A665-66/B693-94.  Nor do I discuss other strategies in the 
Appendix for distinguishing reason’s objective validity from the objective validity of the 
categories.  These other strategies include, for instance, the distinction between an object 
absolutely and an object in the idea, and the notion of “as if” (A670-71/B698-99).  There is 
abundant evidence for concluding that “objective validity” can have different meanings. 
     In the second Critique, the ideas of pure practical reason are said to have objective reality.  
Pure practical reason attributes objective reality [objective Realität] to the supersensible use of 
the categories when “an object belongs to them [concepts], because they are either contained in 
the necessary determination of the will a priori or else are inseparably connected with the object 
of its determination” (5:5).  In the Dialectic of the second Critique it is claimed that the Ideas of 
theoretical reason “receive objective reality [objective Realität] through an apodictic practical 
law, as necessary conditions of the possibility of what it commands us to make an object, that is, 
we are instructed by it that they have objects . . .” (5:135).  Ralf Meerbote argues, based on 
passages from the Transcendental Doctrine of Method, that “objective validity” and “objective 
reality” do not have the same meaning and that only the latter is connected with “truth” (“Kant’s 
Use of the Notions ‘Objective Reality’ and ‘Objective Validity,’” Kant-Studien 63 [1972], 56-7).  
I leave this issue aside. 
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8.   Note that this passage speaks of reason’s principles as having objective reality [Realität], not 
objective validity [Gültigkeit].   

9.  We might also consider how the regulative-constitutive distinction relates to the definition of 
transcendental principles.  Jonathan Bennett mistakenly identifies the regulative use of reason 
with its logical employment and the constitutive use of reason with its transcendental 
employment (Kant’s Dialectic, 279).  Gerd Buchdahl, on the other hand, says that one of the 
characteristics of regulative principles is their transcendental status (Kant and the Dynamics of 
Reason, 93).  In the first Critique, reason’s guiding principle is said to be objective, in an 
indeterminate way, and regulative, not constitutive (A680/B708).  Thus, transcendental 
principles need not be constitutive and, as is shown above, transcendental principles need not be 
in a strict sense objectively valid.      

10.  Susan Neiman, The Unity of Reason, 63.  

11.  Heiner Bielefeldt, Symbolic Representation in Kant’s Practical Philosophy (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 35. 
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1. Introduction 

Within the sociology and anthropology of Western art there has been a persistent 

conviction that the strategy of deemphasizing the factor of craftsmanship, on the one 

hand, and emphasizing Romantic notions of artistic production that include such 

concepts as inspiration, born talent, and genius, on the other hand, is a prerequisite for 

gaining the upper hand in the competition over status in the art world (Becker, 

1979,1982; Neapolitan, 1986).  For example, in two consecutive classic articles 

Christopherson (1974a, b) describes the attempts of fine art photographers in the U.S. 

to deal with their medium’s low status, which finds expression in the small degree of 

institutionalization of photography, e.g. in the lack of critics and representation in art 

schools and academia; in the small number of galleries and museums that exhibit 

photographs (and which in this case expect that photographers will give their 

photographs for free); and in the lack of interested audience. In his articles 

Christopherson ascribes the low status of fine art photography to the fact that 

photography includes a significant ingredient of craftsmanship. While artists are 

usually characterized by society in more subjective terms, e.g. as born with a talent 

that cannot be taught, photographers are usually held to be craftsmen, i.e. “individuals 

who know how to use cameras and, perhaps, process film and make photographic 

prints [-] they possess certain objective and teachable skills” (Christopherson, 

1974b:124). Following that Christopherson describes the strategies with which fine 

art photographers try to upgrade their status. Since photography is identified with 

technique, their main ideological strategy is to distance themselves from the 

dimension of craftsmanship, i.e. the technical aspect, and instead to emphasize such 

factors as artistic talent and various abstract ideas to which their technique is 

supposed to gives expression. 
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In this paper I would like to challenge the assumption that achieving status in the 

art world requires deemphasizing the factor of craftsmanship. This assumption does 

not take into account the prestige of institutionalized cognitive schemas of rationality, 

especially the prestige of technique within the professional ethos, which spread into 

the art world. It also fails to take into consideration the fact that a growing number of 

activities in the art world are organized within bureaucratic structures, such as 

organizations of various sorts, whose institutionalized environment emphasizes 

rationalized technique. These factors stand at the basis of the fact that craftsmanship 

and the technical aspect of the artistic production are more and more emphasized in 

the competition over status in the art world. I would like to unfold my claim through 

the analysis of an Israeli poetry workshop for poets who stand at an early stage of 

their poetic career.  

 

2. Methodology 

The field of poetry in Israel has a number of parallel traits to those traits of the field of 

photography described by Christopherson, which attest to a low institutionalization, 

and therefore it forms an adequate arena for comparison with Christpherson’s results. 

The number of poetry journals in Israel is relatively small.1 As a result, poetry 

criticism is also fairly absent. Almost without exception journals do not pay for the 

poems that they publish, but rather the poems are given for free by the poets who 

consider the fact that their poems are being published as a great privilege. Poetry is 

taught in the academy, but poetry writing is almost completely absent from the 

                                                 
1 Currently there are around 20 journals of poetry that is written in Hebrew in Israel. This is an 
approximation, because some of the journals are published irregularly, or form initiatives that do not 
last long. Around six or seven of the journals are circulated only in Tel-Aviv and its suburbs.   
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curriculum.2 Similar to photography, in poetry there is no sense to the original. 

Finally, the number of poetry readers in Israel is very limited.3 In fact, in one of the 

leaflets distributed by Orpheus,4 the organization that organizes the poetry workshop 

that stands at the center of this paper, the establishment of Orpheus was described as 

being a response to low institutionalization:5  

 

Orpheus was established in 1990, a year that was a year of crisis for the poetry in Israel: 

the new poetry has lost most of its traditional audience, and most of the poetry journals 

have disappeared. Publishing houses stopped publishing poetry as a service to the public, 

and demanded payment from poets. The future generation of poets had neither an 

educational framework, nor opportunities for publication. Orpheus was founded in order 

to face this crisis and turn it into a new starting point. 

  

To give another example for the low institutionalization of Israeli poetry, the head 

of the poetry workshop in the year in which I took part in it told me that in several 

years Orpheus had problems recruiting talented participants from among the 

applicants to the workshop, and therefore it had to take unusual measures: 

 

We know that we do not reach all the writers. We can finance one ad per year. Some of 

the people apply because they heard [of the workshop] and they know [about it] from 

friends … We know that there are many more, and that we could have been receiving 
                                                 

2 In 1993 the first creative writing program - for an M.A. degree - was opened at Ben-Gurion 
University. In 2003 a similar program was opened for B.A. degree at The Hebrew University. To do 
justice to this small figure, there are only seven research universities in Israel, two of which focus 
purely on the exact sciences. Nevertheless, the fact that these two programs were established so 
recently is indicative to the low institutionalization of poetry in Israel.  
3 A poet whose book is about to be published in one of the major publishing houses in Israel informed 
me in a private conversation that a poetry book is considered to be a success if it is sold in 500 to 600 
copies. Rarely do poetry books have second editions. This does not pertain to a very limited number of 
well-established poets whose books are much more successful. 
4 ‘Orpheus’ is a pseudonym.  
5 All the quotations in this paper that pertain to statements given by Orpheus or its members were 
translated from Hebrew. 
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more applications and of course track more talented applicants. But in contrast to 

[recruiting] musicians, [in which] it is possible to turn to  - in ‘MATAN’ [an art camp for 

teenagers who create in various art fields], for example, they do this – they turn to well-

known teachers in conservatories and receive from them names, and they personally call 

these persons. We can only – and sometimes we do that – for example, in one year we 

didn’t have enough qualified applicants, and therefore we simply read all the journals that 

existed then, and we tracked down all the people who we thought were qualified, whose 

writing we thought could be suitable, and we contacted them by telephone, we requested 

them to apply, and indeed this was how some of them reached us.  

 

Thus, Orpheus makes use of unusual means that enable it to cope with the low 

institutionalization of the field of poetry in Israel, and to compensate for the absence 

of an institutionalized art world.6 These facts suggest that the field of poetry in Israel 

is suitable for comparison with the field of fine art photography and for examining the 

claims concerning the secondary place of craft and technique in the competition over 

status in the art world. 

This paper is based on an ethnography of a poetry workshop in Israel for poets 

who stand at an early stage of their poetic career. The workshop was conducted in six 

concentrated weekends over a period of six months from November 2001 to June 

2002. It was organized by ‘Orpheus’, a non-profit organization for the advancement 

of poetry in Israel. It is also based on an ethnography of a master class that took place 

in six concentrated weekends over a period of six months from November 2002 to 

June 2003, which was also organized by Orpheus. The master class was designed for 

selected graduates of the previous workshops. I participated as a full member in both 

of these settings. In addition, I conducted semi-structured interviews with twelve of 

                                                 
6 Compare with McCall’s article (1977), which describes the strategies of dealing with the absence of 
an art world in the field of plastic art in a provincial town in the U.S. 
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the other thirteen participants in the workshop, as well as with the head of the 

workshop. These interviews were conducted at different intervals following the 

workshop, and were added to many informal conversations that I had with the 

participants and the organizers during the workshop and the master class. Finally, I 

conducted content analysis to numerous publications initiated by the organization, 

such as journals, ads, and leaflets.  

Orpheus is ‘a society for the advancement of poetry in Israel,’ and is one of the 

most visible and active organizations in the field of Israeli poetry. This fact allows for 

positing it as a suitable setting for the analysis of key strategies in the competition 

over status in the art world. As can be seen from one of the leaflets published by the 

organization, Orpheus’s activity was characterized by a continuous spread into 

different channels over the years. The organization was founded in 1990. In this year 

it began publishing a literary journal and it opened a poetry theatre, which later turned 

into a poetry cabaret – a performative enterprise that takes place once a month in Tel 

Aviv. In 1992 the organization established a publishing house and initiated a series of 

books of new poetry. The school for poets who stand at an early stage of their poetic 

career was founded in 1993. Over the years the organization has initiated different 

series of poetry books and journals, among which are annual journals that represent 

the work conducted in the workshop each year. In 1998 the organization spread to the 

internet. In 2001 it established the Hebrew-Arab poetry workshops, whose 

participants are neophyte poets who write in Hebrew or Arabic. In the same year it 

founded a poetry festival, and in 2002 it opened the master class for selected poets 

from the participants of the previous workshops. What is remarkable about all this is 

that these are not ephemeral activities, but rather initiatives, almost all of which have 

remained operative from the moment of their inception. 
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The poetry workshop of Orpheus is the central training structure for neophyte 

poets in Israel. This centrality finds expression, first of all, in the consciousness of the 

participants. As I showed elsewhere (Wilf, 2004), even though some of them 

participated in workshops organized by other organizations, participating in Orpheus’ 

workshop was their most desired goal, and they posited both its high quality 

compared to other workshops, as well as the institutional importance of Orpheus, as 

reasons for their desire to be part of its workshop. Several traits differentiate this 

workshop from other comparable projects. Firstly, it is the only workshop in which 

the participation of the neophyte is fully funded by the organization. This enables 

Orpheus, according to its own statements, to conduct a more aggressive selection 

process of participants. In the interviews some of the participants mentioned the 

inferior level of the participants in other workshops in which they took part, and they 

attributed it to a lack of an aggressive selection process. Secondly, this is the only 

workshop that took place over several concentrated days that included lodging. Thus, 

while other workshops consist of weekly meetings of several hours at the most, 

Orpheus’s training is of a much more concentrated and intensive format. Thirdly, this 

is the only structure in which the poems of the participants are published by the 

organization in a journal that is distributed to the bookstores at the expense of the 

organization. It is only concerning the instructors that there is no difference between 

this workshop and other workshops. All the workshops rely upon a relatively limited 

pool of the most prominent poets and literary critics in the field of poetry in Israel. In 

sum, the centrality and durability of the workshop and of Orpheus suggest that their 

analysis can provide a key to the understanding of central trends and social forces in 

the field of poetry in Israel.7 

                                                 
7 In this paper I deal with the agenda of Orpheus concerning the goals of the poetic training as it is 
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3. Analysis 

I would like to start from the ways in which the members of Orpheus characterize and 

conceptualize the project of poetic training that they initiated. Consider the following 

declarations that appeared in the anthology of poems that summarized the activity of 

the first workshop, in 1990. D, the head of Orpheus, writes the following words on the 

status of the concept of “poetic education” in a section dedicated to giving the 

ideological background to the workshop: 

 

… “poetic education” – is a thing worthy of further clarification, even only because of the 

prevalent conception regarding poetics. Poetic training is a classical concept, a concept 

that is opposed to the romantic conception of poetry; in the classical conception the poet 

is not “singing like a bird,” but rather is well aware of the poetic tradition that preceded 

him, is well versed and skilled in the use of various genres, can make the distinction 

between what is important and what is not, is aware of the poetic relations and links in his 

culture and outside of it, and controls the reading of his poetry as a player in his 

instrument. Poetic training means that the young creator receives feedback and 

perspectives on his poetry either directly or indirectly: he comes to know the poetic 

tradition that preceded him and his creative environment in which he creates today; he is 

guided by strategies of editing and the creation of variations, learns forms and poetic 

ways, and acquires most of the formal tools to the degree of absorbing them and 

spontaneously using them.  

 

                                                                                                                                            
manifested in statements made by Orpheus in various forms of publications, and as expressed by the 
heads of Orpheus in interviews I conducted with them. I dealt elsewhere (Wilf, 2004) with the training 
as it was done in practice, and with the responses of the participants to the experiences that they had in 
the workshop.  
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Being “well versed and skilled in the use of various genres,” controlling “the 

instrument,” using “strategies of editing and the creation of variations,” acquiring 

“most of the formal tools to the degree of absorbing them and spontaneously using 

them” – at the basis of all these stands the emphasis on the importance of craft. The 

essence of the poet’s capability resides in the existence of a standardized cognitive 

knowledge – which is mainly technical – and in learning to use this knowledge. This 

conception is given in more detail with the same emphasis on craftsmanship in the 

introductory notes of one of the organizers, which appears in the anthology of poems 

that summarizes the third year of the workshop, under the title “where should we go 

to”: 

 

It is obvious by now that most of these poets, who at first arrive to the poetry workshop 

with talent, will and even taste – have little knowledge and understanding regarding 

restraint, rules and technical skills, which must be mastered before they will be used, 

changed or even rejected. This occurs because of the education given to these poets in 

school and because of fashionable poetic conceptions. They [the poets] resemble art 

students who are not capable of realistic painting and who do not master the rules of 

perspective, or to music students who do not master the basic scale of their 

instrument. 

The crew must find ways to inculcate the poets with more and more interest and 

knowledge regarding so called “technical” realms, and mainly three of them: the realm 

of the poetic forms; the modes of expression and other “traditional” tools; and also the 

possibilities and capabilities that are unique to the Hebrew language. 

Significant work has been done regarding poetic forms: with the completion of the 

various workshops [i.e. the various classes within the workshop], the participants can 

identify – and if they would like, even write – sonnets, sestinas, villanelles, haiku 

poems and pantoums, and indeed we have noticed that the familiarity with these forms 
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released poetic forces among many of the young writers, which earlier were unknown to 

them.  However, all these are “imported” forms, and it is worth while to pay further 

attention both to forms that are properly related to Hebrew poetry, and to learning the 

need for forms in themselves. 

It is important to introduce to the poetry workshop poetic conventions – modes of 

expression, meter, rhyme – not only as a set of rules but also as a tools kit. No doubt we 

can create many more exercises and opportunities for the exploration and use of these 

conventions in order to make the participants conscious of them, and use them not just 

instinctively (my emphases). 

 

The central place accorded here to recognizing poetic forms and knowing how to use 

them is additional evidence for the importance of craft for the members of Orpheus.   

The same emphasis on craftsmanship as the crucial factor in the poet’s education 

finds greater expression when the organizers contrast it with the romantic conception 

of poetry. In the introductory notes to the anthology of poems that summarizes the 

second year of the workshop one of the organizers writes: 

 

The romantic arguments revolve around the belief that it is impossible to teach a person 

to be a poet: either there is a talent or there isn’t. Either the muse is present, or it is busy 

elsewhere. According to the romantic conception, the ability to write poetry is at best a 

genetic trait like long eyelashes, or at worst a born deficiency which should be cured in 

any possible way (few are the Jewish mothers in our days who wish for their son to 

become a poet).  

And it is not enough that the presence of a talent is a necessary prerequisite for writing – 

it is not a sufficient prerequisite [according to the romantic conception]. It is necessary 

that the muse will be present in all of its glory and at the right moment and with the 

talent-blessed (or stricken) soul, and that the cat will not lie on the notebook, and that the 
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children will be elsewhere, and that the phone will not ring, and that this miraculous 

coincidence will occur without our active intervention. Only then is it possible to create 

…  

And regarding the muse and the strict admission barriers that it is supposed to set up: not 

a small number of the members of the poetry workshops [in the years 1994 and 1995] 

came to us with an uncorroborated set of expectations regarding the exclusive conditions 

that allow for writing. One of the aims of the workshop is to shutter these limitations, and 

to give the participants tools that would allow for work even when the participant “does 

not feel like” working. Different instructors suggested different tools and techniques 

which allow for the poet to work both when the muse takes a nap or is in a vacation, and 

when it “works around the clock”: automatic writing, structured exercises, learning 

classical forms, looking in professional dictionaries and textbooks from the natural 

sciences, translation, working with the soul, working with the voice, working with a 

friend … and to the surprise and amazement of everybody – all these changed the craft of 

writing from an allegedly spontaneous thing, which is done in very well defined 

conditions, to a professional work. Discipline replaced caprice, and as a result of that – 

coping with the real difficulties [has become] much deeper (my emphases).  

 

Indeed, the crown jewel of the practices inculcated in the poetry workshop was a 

set of techniques taught in one of the classes, which took place in every weekend of 

the workshop, and which was titled “exercise class.” According to the instructor, this 

class is based on exercises of writing beginnings for new poems. These are “exercises 

which opened new ways for the beginning of writing … for the beginning of a new 

poetic creation.” The organizers of the workshop conceptualize these exercises as 

tools that enable the poet to start writing regardless of personal circumstances of 

mood, noise, and muse. The importance of this class for the organizers of the 

workshop finds expression in several ways. Firstly, it was given the largest place in 
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comparison with the other classes. Secondly, the explanations referring to this class 

were the longest in the introductory section to the anthology of poems that 

summarizes the first workshop. The methods taught in this class are defined as 

“unique” in these explanations. Thirdly, while referring to other competing 

workshops, the organizer of the workshop told me in an interview that “we do not 

know of any other place in which exercising was the central thing, so in this respect it 

is an innovation of the poetry workshops [of Orpheus].” Thus it is safe to say that for 

the organizers of the workshop of Orpheus, poetic technique or craftsmanship holds 

the central place and forms the ‘trade mark’ that differentiates the workshop from 

other similar structures. Poetic technique is conceived of as being able to uplift the 

status of poetry. 

How to understand this emphasis on craftsmanship? Is it possible to ascribe it to 

some larger cultural framework? A clue as to what such a framework might be is 

given in the last quote: Orpheus’ conception of poetic work is modeled after 

professional work.  

What are professions? Professions are exclusive occupational groups that 

implement abstract knowledge into particular problems (Abbot, 1988). “The task of 

professions are human problems amenable to expert service” (ibid.:36). These 

problems can be problems of creativity, such as composing music, or, for the sake of 

this paper, writing poetry. Professions have three main bases – normative (service 

orientation and professional ethics which justify self regulation), cognitive (a body of 

knowledge and techniques which is transferred through orderly training), and 

evaluative (the prestige won by professions compared to other occupations) (Larson, 

1977:x). Now in the same way that in some cases it is possible for occupations to 

imitate the institutional matrix characterizing professions, such as unions and 
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professional schools, in order to gain prestige, without having the cognitive basis 

(ibid.), it is possible to argue that other occupations can try to establish the cognitive 

basis without their having the regulatory autonomy characterizing professions, for the 

same end: gaining prestige. In other words, the professional ethos itself is prestigious 

enough even when it is devoid of the institutional anchors provided by the state (such 

as the right given to professions by law to control their own affairs, to define the 

standards according to which their activity is tested and accorded prestige, as well as 

to control training and licensing) for agents to be willing to incorporate only parts of 

the visible characteristics of professions, such as the cognitive basis that is transferred 

in the context of institutionalized training.  

  Thus the main element of the professional ethos that the organizers of the 

workshop adopt, so I would argue, is exclusive cognitive knowledge, which is 

characterized by rationalization, and which is transferred to the neophyte in the 

context of an orderly training. It entails control over abstract knowledge and over a set 

of applicable techniques. According to scholars of professions, the cognitive basis of 

professions – both abstract and applicable knowledge - forms the most significant 

element for their survival because the creation of exclusive cognitive knowledge 

immunes the profession from outside intervention, and grants it autonomy and 

prestige vis-à-vis other institutions and the wider public (Larson, 1977; Abbot, 1988). 

Professional cognitive knowledge is highly rationalized because historically 

professions emerged in a cultural environment that was related to the rise of 

rationality as a central cultural value. 

Rationality is a crucial element of professions. Professions receive legitimacy 

regarding their tasks because their tasks result from human needs that are traditionally 

valued (like health). But in addition, professions need legitimacy regarding the ways 
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in which these tasks are achieved. Because efficacy and rationality are related to the 

central cultural value of rationality of means and ends, formal rationality in the form 

of standardization of knowledge became the basis of legitimacy of professional 

techniques (see also Habermas, 1984:175). Standardization of knowledge is the basis 

upon which the professional product can be recognized and branded for the potential 

consumer. Codification of knowledge is important because it results in 

depersonalization of the ideas that are related to the professional practice and to its 

products (Larson, 1977:40). Impersonal knowledge receives an appearance of 

objectivity more easily, and thus also validity that is regarded as unrelated to local 

circumstances and interests. Formal knowledge is regarded as being objective. This 

reflects a transition from gaining legitimacy through character to gaining legitimacy 

through technique (Larson, 1977:190-191). While in previous centuries the legitimacy 

of functionaries was based on special traits of character, in the 20th century character 

lost its central place and legitimacy turned to be based completely on knowledge and 

science. Thus giving knowledge the appearance of having a rational basis through the 

standardization of this knowledge grants it legitimacy and the appearance of a 

superior epistemological ground. The core of the process of professionalization, 

therefore, is cognitive standardization in the form of training, which allows for a 

degree of uniformity and homogeneity in ‘the production of producers’ (Larson, 

1977:40). This standardization defines the language and the implicit knowledge that 

separates professionals from laypersons (ibid.:45). 

As we saw earlier, the members of Orpheus try to base the legitimacy of poetry on 

technique instead of on character. In contrast to the romantic conception according to 

which the poetic capability is intimately related to the poet’s personality in such a way 

that its realization depends on accidental circumstances of mood and the presence of 
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the muse, the organizers of the workshop would like to bring the participants to a state 

in which their writing will not depend on these accidental circumstances, but rather on 

the mastering of technique that can bring results at any time and in any situation, even 

when the poet does not ‘feel like’ writing. Poetry writing becomes a “professional 

work” instead of “a spontaneous thing.” It is transformed from “caprice” to 

“discipline.” The organizers devise a standardized body of knowledge, which is 

highly formalized, and which therefore has the appearance of objectivity, and it is 

supposed to stand at the center of the poet’s education.  

But identifying the framework of professionalism as standing at the basis of the 

poetic workshop of Orpheus is not enough. The reasons for the presence and 

centrality of this framework in the context of the poetic training are also important. 

Thus even those studies that identified the professional component in recent trends in 

the field of poetry failed to pinpoint the reasons for the presence of this component. 

For example, in his analysis of professional creative programs in the US Myers (1993) 

does not provide sufficient reasons for the move to professional writing programs, i.e. 

from creative writing programs which were not intended to give practical tools for 

writing, but only to provide an inside understanding of literature, to programs whose 

goal was specifically the production of literary producers who have control over 

literary technique.  

To understand these reasons, via the understanding of the reasons for the presence 

of the professional ethos in the poetic ideology of Orpheus, some more background on 

Orpheus is needed, and especially on the circumstances of its foundation. The story of 

the establishment of Orpheus, as narrated to me by Y, one of its senior members, can 

be considered to be a creation myth, which, similarly to other creation myths, serves 
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to explain reality and the basic forces operating in it to the people telling it and 

believing in it: 

 

Similar to many other things, Orpheus was established accidentally, and due to personal 

interest and economic scarcity. A [one of Orpheus’s founders] and D received 13 years 

ago, more or less, add half a year, they were given a job in some journal whose name I 

don’t remember, ‘Moznaim’ [an Israeli literary journal] or something like this, and they 

did a specific project of an anthology of love poems. And they worked some time and 

collected all kinds of poems by all kinds of poets, which were not published before, of 

course, and when all the poems were in their hands, and the poets gave their permission, 

and everything was almost ready for submission – they were told: ‘o.k.,’ as they say in 

this country, ‘the budget has been shut down, there’s nothing to be done.’ And thus they 

stood, not only with work that has already been done, and with poems - and they thought 

the anthology was good - but with poems that they were promised were to be published. 

And then they published a first issue [by themselves], which they didn’t know was the 

first, and that was the first issue of Orpheus. And it initiated perhaps the themed issues 

[each of the following issues was focused on a specific theme]. Now, more or less when 

they published this issue I went for a year to New York. I was at that point completely 

uninvolved. And then they decided – after it was published – they got hold of money – 

here I am not sure that I am correct – from all kinds of sources, like Discount Projects [a 

foundation that is managed by an Israeli bank], and so forth, and they decided to publish 

another issue and maybe make something regular out of it, and … they started working on 

the second issue … and it continued. Now in the first years it was under the editorial of A 

and D. And they published themed issues, and this is mainly what they did. Afterwards 

they separated for reasons which were unrelated to poetry, and D continued working 

alone, and I was already back in Israel, and I saw how he worked, and I suggested to him 

that he could make use of more people, that he should establish a kind of an editorial 
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board. He simply worked alone from his home, without an office, without a secretary, 

without a computer, I think, without a thing, and I helped him to establish a kind of an 

editorial board, a temporary one. Now even before that, when they started working on the 

first or second issue, something like that, in order for them to be able to be registered as a 

non profit organization and receive public funds and so forth - A founded a public body 

whose name is ‘The Managing Board of Orpheus’ - people, most of whom are totally 

unrelated to poetry, and who agreed to help in these matters. It is mainly about raising 

money. And it was possible [after that] to pay one low salary. So A and D shared the 

salary – one month he received it, one month she received it. It worked like this more or 

less until they separated.  

 

The central themes that repeat in this story are budget deficit and the founders’ 

resourcefulness in their efforts to cope with it. The dominating feeling is of structural 

economic insecurity. The founders work on a project for another literary journal that 

does not come to fruition due to a characteristic lack of budget – “as they say in this 

country, the budget has been shut down, there’s nothing to be done.” As it became 

clear when Y further elaborated on the history of the organization, the theme of 

budget deficit repeats as a kind of leitmotif as if it was part of Orpheus’ faith. For 

example, consider the following story that occurred shortly after the establishment of 

Orpheus: 

 

The biggest project that we worked on  - I worked on it almost half a year, almost 

exclusively on it – was to establish a poetry house, like a poetry cinemateque in 

Jerusalem. I still lived in Jerusalem (we were with one foot in Jerusalem). In the 

municipality of Jerusalem they promised us to back this up … and they said [in the 

department of education] – ‘no problem, we will give you everything, we will give you a 

budget’ and so forth. We worked a lot on locating a place, on a budget – we really had in 
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mind a place that people would come to every morning to do workshops, with regular and 

visiting instructors, where the poetry workshop would take place, from which we would 

edit a journal, with a library of audio and video and books and journals, with a coffee 

shop – a real cinemateque was the model. And of course at the last moment – ‘well, it’s 

impossible’, and they [in the municipality] failed it and it fell, but it created a kind of a 

plan. That is, thinking that some day, probably in Tel Aviv, it would happen in better 

times. 

 

The significance of budget deficit as a basic vector of reality can be understood in 

parallel to the theme of death in many creation myths. Budget deficit is a daily fact – 

perhaps the most important fact for cultural entrepreneurs in a field such as that of 

Israeli poetry. One effective way of dealing with it, which the founders turn to, is the 

establishment of a non-profit organization that is entitled to receive public funding, 

and that could rely on contributions from as many institutional bodies as possible – 

both public and private.  

Now the fact that Orpheus is a non-profit organization that relies mainly on 

public, but also on private, funds, has several consequences.8 A non-profit 

organization is an organization that operates within a specific institutional 

environment. The essence of modern organizations resides in the rationalized and 

impersonal character of their structural elements and of their stated ends and policies. 

Traditionally, the emergence of the rationalized formal structure of organizations was 

explained by the claim that this structure forms the most efficient way for achieving 

ends. This explanation is based on Weber’s analysis of the emergence of bureaucracy, 

and it focuses on the technological requirements from organizations that result from 

the nature of their activity. Starting from the 1970’s, however, a new paradigm 
                                                 

8 There are around 50 institutional bodies – both private and public – which supported Orpheus 
throughout its years of activity. 
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emerged, which emphasized the influence of beliefs, the legal system, and 

institutional roles on organizations, in addition to or regardless of any objective 

technical requirements (Scott, 1991). This paradigm emphasized the possibility of an 

alternative Weberian source for the persistence and spread of the rationalized formal 

structure of organizations: the legitimacy of these kinds of structures in modern 

society. In post-industrial society the structure of many organizations reflects 

rationalized myths, or myths of rationality, which originate due to these 

organizations’ institutional environment, and not due to the requirements entailed by 

their activity (Meyer and Rowen, 1991). These organizations are led to incorporate 

widespread rationalized practices and procedures of organizational work, which give 

them legitimacy regardless of their efficacy.  

It is possible to differentiate between the emergence of rationalized formal 

structures in two main sectors: technical and institutional (Scott and Meyer, 1991). In 

the technical sector, a product or a service are produced and exchanged in the market 

under conditions in which organizations are remunerated for effective supervision on 

their production systems. Usually this sector includes fields in which it is easier to 

evaluate the product. In addition, the success of organizations that operate within it 

depends on profit. The conditions that prevail in this sector resemble those of a 

competitive market. An institutional sector, on the other hand, is an environment that 

is characterized by the prevalence of rules and requirements that organizations must 

comply with if they would like to receive support and legitimacy. This sector includes 

such fields in which it is difficult to evaluate the final product. The organizations that 

operate within it are usually non-profit or governmental organizations. While the 

survival of organizations in the technical sector depends more on internal technical 

requirements, that of organizations in the institutional sector depends more on the 
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compliance with institutional rules and structures. In the second case such compliance 

is a prerequisite for receiving public and private funding. These sectors do not exclude 

one another, but usually they differ one from the other. Orpheus, as a non-profit 

organization that depends on public funding, is located within the institutional sector.  

The impact of the organizational environment on an organization that is found 

within the institutional sector, then, results mainly from the existence of institutional 

rules. Institutionalization is a phenomenological process in which social relationships 

and actions become taken for granted in the form of rules and classifications that are 

structured into society. One of the institutionalized cognitive styles that stand at the 

basis of Western modern consciousness is rationalized formal structure (Scott, 1991). 

Even though rationalized formal structure initially emerged as a result of the 

complexity of the modern organizational network, which required efficacy that was 

best achieved when using rationalized procedures, it became a powerful myth the 

moment it was institutionalized. The elements of this structures form myths that serve 

as prescriptions for the identification of social ends as technical ends, and for the 

specification of the means for achieving these ends rationally. These prescriptions 

form myths because they are being used regardless of their true efficacy (which may 

nevertheless still exist), and more due to the fact that they are institutionalized and 

taken-for-granted.  

Now two of the main elements of the rationalized formal structure, which 

underwent institutionalization and serve as myths, are 1) technologies of production, 

accounting, recruiting, or data processing that became taken-for-granted means for 

achieving organizational ends, and whose incorporation gives the organization an aura 

of legitimacy, modernity, rationality, and responsibility; and 2) professions (Meyer 

and Rowen, 1991). The professions are governed by social rules of training, working 
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licensing, and certification. They were institutionalized and rationalized to such a 

degree that today they are regarded as having control over impersonal technique 

rather than over moral mystery. As a result they are given the possibility for action 

with a large degree of independence.  

Thus Orpheus’s project of poetic training forms the incorporation of 

institutionalized myths of rationality mainly through the incorporation of one of their 

primary carriers: the professional ethos. The analysis of the formal declarations of the 

heads of Orpheus’s regarding the goals of the workshop points to the fact that at its 

basis stands the repeating effort to prove the possibility of the incorporation of the 

professional ethos into the realm of poetry. 

The reasons for the spread of these myths in the institutional sector – of 

organizational structures and organizational rationality in the context of the 

competition over political power and institutional legitimacy – are three (DiMaggio 

and Powell, 1991a). The first process is forced isomorphism, in which dependent 

organization are forced to adopt organizational models by powerful bodies. For 

example, a powerful body like the state can enforce rules and practices on non-profit 

organizations. Because a large number of organizations are subjected to the authority 

of one state that enforces the same rules on all of them, isomorphism is created. The 

second process is mimetic isomorphism. In conditions of uncertainty, vague ends, and 

a fuzzy technology, organizations will imitate other organizations as a response to 

uncertainty. The third process is normative isomorphism, in which the organization 

willingly adopts practices that give legitimacy. In all of these cases the basic element, 

whether it is forced, imitated or adopted, is the institutionalized myth of the 

rationalized formal structure.  
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The presence of rationalized myths in the context of Orpheus’ activities should be 

understood as resulting simultaneously from all of these three kinds of isomorphism. 

Firstly, because it is a non-profit organization, Orpheus is subjected to a set of state 

regulations. According to a governmental decision from 1998, every non-profit 

organization should come up with an approval of proper management from the 

registrar of the organizations as a condition for receiving state support. This is done in 

order that “public money that is given to the organizations, whether directly from the 

state or indirectly through tax benefits, and whether money given as donations from 

the public, will reach its destiny, and will serve the purposes for which the 

organizations were established, and for the purposes for which the money was given” 

(The Registrar of the Organizations, 2002:2). These regulations are supposed to 

enforce a formal organizational structure (pertaining to proper supervision on the use 

of funds, accounting and managing procedures, avoidance of conflict of interests, 

etc.). Thus the state enforces rationalized formal structure as a condition for receiving 

money. 

Secondly, as I showed elsewhere (Wilf, 2004), the context of decision making in 

the field of poetry forms a classic example of an institutionalized context of decision 

making in which technology is fussy, and decisions are based on multiple, vague, and 

sometimes contradictory criteria (compare Bileby and Bielby, 1994). In poetry there 

are neither clear-cut criteria for evaluating the final products, i.e. poems, nor an 

agreed upon way for producing them. In these conditions of ambiguity, choosing 

institutionalized modes of action that are characterized in this case by the rhetoric of 

rationality, forms a response to this uncertainty and an effort to solve it. 

Finally, willfully adopting the rhetoric of rationality allows for gaining legitimacy. 

Governmental and private donors are more likely to open their wallets when facing 
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the goals of the organization phrased in rationalized organizational jargon. In 

addition, it is likely to grant poets professional prestige, which is very much needed 

because the poet’s work seems to the layperson to be a trifle thing due to the lack of 

technical mystique (see Wilson, 1984:68; compare with Tuchman, 1972:673.). Many 

of the participants in the workshop complained during the interviews about the fact 

that their friends and relatives tell them upon reading their poems that they could have 

written the same poems. 

To summarize, it is safe to argue that the reason for the emphasis on 

craftsmanship in Orpheus’ project of poetic training is the incorporation of the 

rationalized myth of the professional ethos, and more particularly of the technical 

component of the cognitive basis of this ethos, both due to the institutional 

environment of Orpheus, and in order to advance the institutionalization of poetry and 

thus gain prestige. In the same way, the reasons that creative writing programs in the 

US were professionalized, so I would argue regarding Myers’ analysis of these 

programs (1993), are that they are embedded within a bureaucratic environment that 

necessitates the use of rationalized myths. 

This hypothesis receives further support from other examples for the presence of 

rationalized myths in the workings of Orpheus. I would like to give one such example. 

Following the workshop that ended in June 2002, I participated in a master class that 

was also organized by Orpheus, whose participants were chosen from the graduates of 

the previous workshops. This class was the first of its kind. In July 2003, after the 

master class ended, I participated in a concluding meeting which included the 

participants, D, the head of Orpheus, and Y, the person who was in charge of the 

master class. While the concept of the workshop was developed by D, the format of 

the master class was developed by Y, and was meant to be different from that of the 
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workshops. In the meeting the participants and D criticized the open format of the 

master class. Following this meeting Y sent an email to the participants and to D, in 

which she expressed her frustration in light of the criticism. As a response, D sent a 

number of emails to the participants and to Y. I would like to examine the rhetoric of 

D in these emails, and to analyze the world of meanings in which this rhetoric is 

embedded: 

          

… I think that it is our duty to have a real summary, devoid of attenuations and 

emotional cover-ups both in respect to ourselves and to others … 

When there are no ends and criteria it is impossible to put anything to the test of 

result, and to mark achievements and failures – and this is for me an ethical failure no 

less than a professional one: things have some kind of value, and not to recognize this 

value equals evading responsibility and giving up the ends that we set to ourselves 

and any effort to achieve them. “A failure” is recognizing that the end was not 

achieved, and a personal call to reconsider the end or the means, to improve, and 

to search for new ways in order to reach the same end. In the case of the class – not 

setting criteria for results ended up in a lack of clarity and confidence in the value 

of the artwork.   

… The master class had no plan that set such ends; there was no team that guided it 

towards these ends. 

… The class did not work according to an approved plan. My recurrent request from 

Y to provide a finished plan was answered in the negative with the claim that this is an 

open format that materializes as it progresses. I regarded this concept as unacceptable, 

and eventually a finished plan was submitted only after the third gathering of the class 

[i.e. after three months] … After two gatherings went by and I still did not receive any 

structured plan that sets ends and means of work, I considered temporarily stopping 

the work of the class until it will be made clear to me what takes place in it, but I did 
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not do that. It seemed to me to be too harsh a blow to the process, but in light of what 

took place afterwards I may have been mistaken. 

As I said in the concluding meeting, the full responsibility for this state of affairs is 

mine and Y’s. I hope that each of us will draw the lessons to the full extent and make 

use of them in the most fruitful way to him/herself and to his/her creative work (my 

emphases). 

 

The analysis of the rhetoric that finds expression here points to an emphasized and 

ritualized repetition of a small number of terms and concepts, which belong to a 

specific cultural schema that was mentioned before - formal rationality. Weber 

defined formal rationality as consisting of instrumental rationality, or rationality of 

means, i.e. resolving technical tasks by devising effective means; and of rationality of 

choice, i.e. choosing ends in accordance with values, preferences, means, and 

circumstantial conditions (Habermas, 1984:168-171). While instrumental rationality 

is measured by the efficacy of the means that were devised to reach given ends, 

rationality of choice is measured by the correctness of the ends chosen in view of 

values, preferences, means, and circumstantial conditions. A body of knowledge that 

exemplifies formal rationality is scientific knowledge. In Weber’s own words: 

 

Action is purposive-rational [zweckrational] when it is oriented to ends, means, and 

secondary results. This involves rationally weighing the relations of means to ends, the 

relations of ends to secondary consequences, and finally the relative importance of 

different possible ends. Determination of action either in affectual or traditional terms is 

thus incompatible with this type (in Habermas, 1984:168). 

 

In D’s email the two elements of this type of rationality find a clear expression in the 

forms of accusations both regarding the lack of proper professional ends, and the lack 
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of clear means and of a working plan devised in order to achieve those ends in the 

context of the master class. D endorses a clear conviction in the necessity of defining 

clear ends and devising the means for achieving them in the form of effective work 

plans, of posing criteria for success and failure, of assessing results, and of drawing 

conclusions in light of the analysis of results in accordance with these criteria. 

Personal accountability is mandatory in the case of failure. These steps represent a 

code of professional behavior and action that are opposed to emotional behavior and 

action.  

The schema of formal rationality was used again in a response email that D sent 

following several responses that he received. Clearly, this points to the importance of 

this schema for the understanding of the ideology that stands at the basis of the 

various activities of Orpheus. Inasmuch as formal rationality is part and parcel of the 

rationalized myths that are dominant in Western society, these words attest to the 

central place that rationalized myths hold in an organization such as Orpheus, which 

operates in the institutional sector, even in such a traditionally ‘irrational’ field – the 

field of art. The presence of these myths, therefore, is the context within which the 

emphasis on craftsmanship in the project of poetic training initiated by Orpheus 

should be understood.  

 

4. Conclusion 

Even though the aspects of the lack of institutionalization are similar in both fields – 

that of American fine art photography and of Israeli poetry – the strategy of the 

entrepreneurs in the latter in their attempt to handle the lack of institutionalization is 

different from fine art photographers’ strategy of handling the same challenge in the 

field of fine art photography. While fine art photographers distance themselves from 
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the technical dimension of their activity, the members of Orpheus emphasize this 

dimension. This can be ascribed to the institutional environment of Orpheus, which 

necessitates the use of rationalized myths. Rationalized training that inculcates the 

students with standardized knowledge, with an emphasis on applicable technique, is 

one such myth.  

This explanation demonstrates that attempts to gain resources and overcome the 

lack of institutionalization in the art world do not necessarily require distancing from 

and erasing the element of craft. Such attempts can entail emphasizing this element. 

Thus, this claim calls for reconsidering a prevalent argument according to which the 

element of craft is marginal in the competition over status in the art world. This 

argument does not take into account the prestige of institutionalized cognitive 

schemas of rationality and the technical component within the professional project, 

which spread into the art world. It also fails to take into consideration the fact that a 

growing number of activities in the art world are organized within bureaucratic 

structures, such as organizations of various sorts, and that this fact entails the use of 

the rationalized cognitive style of professionalism.  

These insights point to the need to further explore the effects of myths of 

rationality and the organizational environment in various artistic domains. Questions 

such as how these affect the nature of the artwork created, the production system, 

artists’ self-conceptions, and the audience’s understanding of art, are pertinent. 
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Abstract: 
 

Students sometimes find the offerings of Arts and Humanities courses to be dry 

and boring. This is frequently related to the tried and true delivery method known as 

lecture, often a significant part of such classes. Of course, there are several discussion 

methods that can help draw students more into course content, but getting students really 

interested in the essence of subject matter requires that they find a way to make the 

content personal. This can be accomplished through hands-on activities where students 

have to make creative decisions that require “thinking with” the material, instead of 

simply “thinking about” it. What makes the arts special is the possibility for gaining 

aesthetic meaning in ways unavailable outside the arts. Students can create personal 

meaning of particular artistic concepts only by experiencing those concepts as they are 

involved with solving problems through the creation of art. By involving students in 

artistic creation activities, they can gain meaning and connect with course materials in 

significant ways. 

This session will outline an Arts and Humanities course that has two basic 

components. The first is a philosophical look at the arts and asks questions such as, “what 

is art?” and “why are the arts important?” As part of this portion of class, students read 

and then discuss a variety of scholar writings by such authors as Bennett Reimer, 

Susanne Langer, John Dewey, Jerome Bruner and Howard Gardner. The second basic 



component involves a series of arts composition assignments, each involving a particular 

artistic element (such as movement, texture, color, line, etc.). Students use digital media 

to complete the assignments that involve both audio and video. They are asked to solve 

problems related to the creation of art, and through solving the problems they experience 

the basic components of art in meaningful ways. These two components, philosophic 

study and artistic creation, run concurrently through out the length of this semester long 

course. 

In addition to summarizing the components of the course, several examples of 

student work will be examined and discussed. 
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Innovative Teaching Technique
Strange Attractor - a teaching strategy for cross and multi-disciplinary concept development

This paper outlines the pedagogical and practical framework of a teaching method which focuses on 
the semiotic function of photographs, objects and texts. This method involves a combination of control/
chance and tutor directed/student centered learning. It is predicated on the notion that establishing a 
framework for random experimentation delivered in a didactic, step-by-step manner supports students 
to identify new strategies for exploration.  Students subsequently develop one or some of the resulting 
work into a more substantial project in discussion with the tutor.

Essentially the exercises involve juxtaposing 
objects, images and texts in various combina-
tions and in a variety of ways and document-
ing the results. Rather than focus on issues of 
lighting, composition or style the emphasis is 
on what the object, image or text might signify 
and what kind of associations, tensions or 
visual and conceptual idiosyncrasies emerge 
in their relationship to one another.

The initial exercises encourage randomness 
and invite chance to contribute to the partici-
pants perceptual ability. At the same time the 
instructions are relatively didactic ensuring a 
prolifi c and systematic exploration; analysis 
comes later.



As soon as a signifi cant quantity of these exercises is complete one to one discussions begin with 
the teacher and through analysis of the material, discussion and research; one or a number of the 
initial outcomes are developed into a more signifi cant, student centred project. This can take any 
form of expression and has in the past resulted in outcomes as varied as plays, short stories, anima-
tions, sculptures, performances, installations, video projections, short fi lms, photography, multi media 
works and various design applications such as CD covers and posters.

The method is currently used in the context of a multi disciplinary ‘drawing’ course for painters, 
graphic designers or photographers who are at an advanced stage in an undergraduate degree. It 
could just as easily be used for creative writers, performance artists and others.

The course provides a structure for the teaching and learning of a procedure for ‘coming up with 
ideas’. This is signifi cant because this aspect of the creative process is usually assumed to be in-
nate in the learner; they either have it or they don’t. Most art education facilitates the student with 
techniques and processes; the development of ideas is primarily initiated by the learner and subse-
quently encouraged by the teacher. 

This framework offers an alternative where the development of ideas is lead by teacher and learner 
in a discursive and collaborative process which requires no prior knowledge and can be applied to a 
range of educational levels and disciplines.
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THE CASE OF THE CHINESE FAN:  
A WORKSHOP USING AVOCATION AS THE VEHICLE  

FOR INTEGRATED LEARNING  
 
Abstract: The teaching approach suggested in this presentation and workshop 
allows visual material to dictate course content and places the central focus on 
student learning rather than subject matter. The model used an entry-level Ethnic 
Studies course, but the method applies to other areas as well. The material, 
generated from the instructor’s personal avocation (Chinese fan painting), serves 
as a transmitting vehicle for cross-disciplinary inquiry that produces a fusion of 
the humanities. The approach is an attempt to reach students who are often 
unaware of the nature of the liberal arts, seeing the university narrowly, rather 
than broadly, in terms of job preparation. The workshop will lead participants 
through the process and provide guidance in developing a course module based 
on their own avocation. 
 

WORKSHOP OUTLINE 
 

1) Introduction: description and advantages of a course module based on the 
instructor’s avocation as a vehicle for cross-disciplinary integrated learning. 
Handouts provided. 
 
2) Presentation: PowerPoint slide show illustrating examples of how Chinese 
fan paintings (the instructor’s avocation) served as a vehicle for cross-disciplinary 
learning in an Ethnic Studies course. Handouts provided. 
 
3) Breakout Session: workshop participants meet in small groups, generate 
ideas for their own courses based on their individual avocations, and design a 
preliminary learning module. Work sheets provided.  
 
4) Plenary Discussion: small groups report in a general discussion those ideas 
created during the breakout session. Work sheets will be collected to be 
compiled by the facilitator and sent via e-mail to all participants. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
I teach design history in the Division of Interior Architecture at the University of 
Wisconsin-Stevens Point. One of my regular courses is an entry-level offering in 
non-Western culture that fulfills a general degree requirement in ethnic studies 
for both design majors and non-majors. Many of the 120-150 students who take 
the course each semester have limited experience outside of Wisconsin and are 
drawn largely from families where they are the first generation to attend college. 
They and their parents are often unaware of the nature of the liberal arts, seeing 
the university narrowly, rather than broadly, in terms of job preparation. 
 
An effective method of introducing ethnic studies to this group is to use visual 
material as the base of the course, allowing that material to dictate the course 



content rather than employing a topical or chronological approach in which the 
instructor simply decides what topics to cover. The visuals unite diverse subjects 
from the general curriculum, providing something for each major rather than 
limiting the content to design and architecture. Students thus experience a more 
credible whole, an understandable fusion of not only the humanities, but the 
liberal arts in general, and connect the notion of engagement with liberal 
education. The central focus is on student learning rather than subject matter.  
 
Methodology 
The approach incorporates goals found in L. Dee Fink’s Taxonomy of Significant 
Learning* which offers a way of identifying WHAT you want students to learn. The 
primary objectives for this particular course are:   
 

1) integration or integrated learning enabling students to see and 
 understand the connections between ideas, people, events, material 
 items, etc. (objective: to develop an awareness of the value and scope of 
 liberal arts) 

 
2) receptiveness to human dimensions, or how and why others act as they 

 do; learning which informs students about the human  significance of what 
 they are learning and enables them to more easily derive meaning from 
 the course material (objective: to be aware that people in other cultures 
 may have alternative points of view).  
 
Benefit to the Instructor 
An area not usually addressed in course design is the benefit which the instructor 
can receive. There is a substantial time investment in the assembly of cross-
disciplinary material, but compensation comes when the search for material is 
built on the instructor’s avocation.  Webster defines avocation as “the smaller 
affairs of life” or what we might loosely call a hobby, something we pursue 
nonprofessionally but with enthusiasm. An engaging pastime can serve as the 
vehicle to transmit a variety of cross-disciplinary information while allowing the 
instructor to pursue a peripheral interest within the structure of the course.  
 
Chinese fan paintings served as the vehicle for delivering information in one of 
my course segments; a collection of objects like coins or stamps, or visuals 
including magazine advertisements, posters, photographs, geared to a specific 
hobby or category are other possibilities.  
 
PRESENTATION: Examining the Vehicle  
The material base for this segment derives from a personal collection of Chinese 
paintings done on fans. These fans, from the later Qing dynasty (1644 – 1911) 
through the Cultural Revolution (1966 – 1976), differ sharply in both appearance 
and content from the export fans more familiar to Westerners. Fans proved to be 
                                            
* Taxonomy of Significant Learning developed by L. Dee Fink, Instructional Development 
Program at the University of Oklahoma, can be found at http://www.ou.edu/idp/index.htm 

http://www.ou.edu/idp/index.htm


an ideal vehicle for teaching Chinese art and culture because they combine 
symbolism, social and political history, poetry and literature, with art or visual 
imagery (Fink’s goal of integration). The most intriguing aspect, however, is their 
intimacy: the fan painting lends itself to a particularly individual expression not 
always present in larger, more public, types of art (Fink’s goal of human 
dimensions).  
 
The paper fan as a painting format is not familiar to westerners as art, but is 
respected as such in China. For many hundreds of years and up to the present, 
hand-painted fans, used by both men and women, were produced in regional 
studios as well as by nationally-known artists. Although they may be considered 
ephemeral, the great numbers which have survived the centuries testify to their 
enduring appeal. The paper fan leaf was often removed from the frame, mounted 
on a background, and collected as art.  
 
Relevancy to American Audiences 
Three American popular culture items help western students relate to and 
understand something of the spirit of traditional Chinese fan paintings: 1) the 
greeting card, 2) the inscribed T-shirt, and 3) the inscribed beverage mug.  
 
Greeting cards bring cheer, congratulate, empathize, or just say “hello”. The 
images may be floral or landscape, animals or people; they may be original 
designs or reproduce famous art work of the past. Greeting cards contain written 
sentiments composed by the sender or by the card manufacturer and range from 
humorous to inspirational. Some carry the words of famous poets. We can wear 
a T-shirt or use a drinking mug which proclaims something about us: our 
philosophy of life that is either boldly straightforward or symbolic, intelligible only 
to “insiders”. Shirts and mugs often display a reflective quote or political criticism.  
 
The Chinese hand-painted fan served all the same purposes, with motifs that 
communicate expressive messages originating in language, folklore, and religion, 
using metaphor, the visual pun or rebus, and literary allusion. 
 
 

POWERPOINT SLIDE PRESENTATION: 
(will examine as many examples as time allows) 

 
Assessment 
Evidence of learning is primarily anecdotal, but not all reliable assessment data 
need be in the form of numbers, particularly when the prime goal for the course is 
the development of awareness of a culture unfamiliar to the large majority of 
students in the class. Evidence of learning is conveyed through reflective writing, 
in which students write about their own learning.  In reflective writing, they 
address a different set of questions, such as: What am I learning? What is the 
value of what I am learning?  How am I learning? What else can I learn? 
 



After viewing examples and information presented as either a gallery display or in 
an electronic format, I ask students to choose three paintings and write about 
their own learning through them: 1) how the paintings helped “connect the dots” 
to other disciplines, 2) personal reactions to the content of the selected pieces, 
and, 3) find specific facts via a scavenger hunt which ensures that they read all of 
the information and view all of the images.  
 
Conclusions 
The connections to other areas of study become obvious to the students when, 
1) they are shown “the big picture” of the liberal arts rather than relating narrowly 
to one discipline, and 2) when they are required to write reflectively. Students see 
social change and literary material in the context of the painting. Artist’s 
biographies, tied to historical events, become as engaging as the painted 
images. Flower and bird paintings become mini lessons in biology and 
landscapes portray real and imaginary geography.  
 
Personal reactions are often deeply personal, at times poignant, particularly 
where paintings incorporate poetry; or, as in the case of an ancient Chinese hero 
shown fighting a tiger, students relate to the idea of being a protector of others, 
courage in the face of adversity, fighting for what one believes, etc. Landscape 
paintings become venues for environmental concerns, appreciation of nature, 
man’s spiritual place in nature, etc.  
 
In an entry level, general education course, uniting diverse subjects from the 
liberal arts curriculum provides something for each student rather than limiting 
the content to the individual major. The instructor’s enthusiasm for the material is 
contagious, thus allowing students to experience a more credible whole and 
connect the notion of engagement with liberal education. 
 
 
ADDENDUM 
The following three examples of cross-disciplinary information accompanied the 
fan paintings in a gallery show that was used in the course. They bring together 
material from art, art history, history, languages, literature, and music, along with 
other areas of the liberal arts curriculum, such as botany, sociology, and 
women’s studies.  
 
02 UNTITLED BY ARTIST (Large Peony)  

Jiang Tingxi (1669 – 1732) 
No date indicated; 1732 or before 

 
ARTIST’S BACKGROUND: Jiang Tingxi (1669 – 1732), from Jiangsu Province, was an official of 
the court of both Kang Xi and Yong Zheng, emperors of the Qing dynasty.  Considered a fair and 
strict official, he was one of the people entrusted with making executive decisions. Jiang’s talents 
were not limited to administration; they also included the literary arts and painting. He published 
several poetry anthologies and books on ancient geographical terms and also painted over 
seventy types of northern flowers that became part of the royal art collection.  
 



CULTURAL INFORMATION: Jiang chose to inscribe his painting of a huge, lush peony not with 
his own poetry, but with a couplet from a poem written by the renowned poet Li Bai (701-762), 
one of the most admired poets in Chinese history:  
 

The famous flower and the beautiful lady enjoy each other’s company; 
It is a scene which always brings a smile to the emperor’s face. 

 
Li Bai wrote this poem during the Tang dynasty at the request of the Xuanzong emperor (see 
painting #60 for more information on the poet, Li Bai). The occasion was a royal party in the 
peony garden of the palace and the “beautiful lady” refers to the emperor’s favorite concubine, 
Yang Guifei, who was regarded as one of the “Four Classic Beauties” of Chinese history. She 
was so beautiful that the poem calls her “Qing Guo”, meaning “the whole country falls at her 
beauty”.  
 
Li Bai was delighted and eager when first called to serve in the emperor’s court, thinking that his 
position would be like that of the ancient statesmen. But the emperor regarded him only as a 
palace poet, writing (as in this couplet) what Li Bai considered were trivial lyrics, while the 
emperor and Yang Guifei feasted. Unwilling to serve in a meaningless function, Li Bai left the 
capital in less than two years.  
 
The peony is associated with the Tang dynasty because it was popular with the royal family; it 
has since become a symbol of prosperity and beautiful women. Many Chinese still hang a 
painting of this flower in their homes, hoping it will bring good fortune.  
 
 
06 Artist’s title: WOMAN PLAYING THE QIN 
 Gai Qi (1774 – 1828 or 1829)   

No date indicated 
 
ARTIST INFORMATION: Gai Qi (1774 -1828 or 1829), was born in present-day Shanghai where 
his father and grand father were government officials. He loved painting since childhood, and 
befriended the local literati and painters. Gai mastered landscape and flower subjects, especially 
orchids and bamboo, and painted in a refined manner. He made his reputation, however, as a 
painter of beautiful women. Nobles and high officials in Beijing favored his work and his portrayal 
of women is often cited as the stylistic source for later artists. A strong western influence on 
painting occurred during this time that is manifest in the depiction of space through the use of 
perspective as seen here.  
 
CULTURAL INFORMATION: Women’s position in society was subordinate to men’s in traditional 
China. A woman was required to obey her father before marriage, her husband after marriage 
and her sons in widowhood. Girls raised in well-to-do families, however, were often educated. 
Playing the qin or guqin, a zither-like musical instrument most closely related to the Indian sitar 
and Japanese koto, was an expected accomplishment of the scholar, but was not restricted to 
men. It was a skill which wealthy young women might learn from tutors just as their brothers did. 
A culturally accomplished woman, whether wife or courtesan was considered more desirable than 
her less talented peers.  
 
The qin, invented thousands of years ago, was associated with feudal society in general and the 
scholar class in particular. It had never been associated with the general population; therefore the 
qin was the only traditional musical instrument targeted for extinction during the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1976). Playing it was strictly forbidden. When UNESCO declared it a world 
cultural relic in the 1990s, there were only forty people left in the world who could play it. An 
appreciation for the qin has now been revived and Chinese musicians play qin concerts in many 
countries of the world. 
 
 



07 UNTITLED BY ARTIST (Buddha’s Hand with Cricket)    
Jiang Handing (1904 – 1963)  
Dated 1954, winter, December  
Inscribed: painted according to Mr. Yu Fu’s request; painted at home 

  
ARTIST INFORMATION: Jiang Handing (1904 – 1963) was from Jiangsu province and beginning 
at age 28, made a living by selling his paintings and teaching at Shanghai Art School. Jiang used 
techniques from the Song dynasty and studied the style of the Qing dynasty painter, Hua Yan 
(see #20). In 1960, at the request of Prime Minister Zhou En Lai, he did a painting of red plum 
blossoms and also a twenty meter-long painting of birds. Jiang had numerous students who were 
farmers, factory workers, and shop clerks. Fees were unimportant to him; he was more 
concerned with exposing people to the joy of painting and gave out brushes, pens, and paper to 
poor students.   
 
CULTURAL INFORMATION: A peculiar kind of inedible citron, citrus medica, composed almost 
entirely of rind, terminates in long narrow protrusions that resemble fingers. It is known as 
Buddha’s Hand or fu shou (meaning ‘blessings or luck and longevity’) and was once used as an 
offering at household shrines during the New Year Festival and for other religious sacrifices. It is 
also used for scenting rooms, as it has a powerful but fragrant smell.  
 
This fruit, known as the “finger lemon”, has another meaning: it illustrates the gesture of grasping 
money and represents wealth, thus becoming a good luck talisman for gamblers. Adding the 
cricket, a symbol of courage, to the painting, alludes to the popularity of gambling on cricket fights 
in the old days. Mr. Yu Fu, for whom the painting was made, probably enjoyed gambling. 
 
The Chinese have a long-standing interest in keeping crickets for their song and fighting ability. 
They capitalized on the cricket’s natural fighting instinct and bred fighting crickets. Texts since the 
eighth century attest to this. There is ample literature on the care of crickets as well as an entire 
genre of cricket paraphernalia, often made of precious materials. It includes not only traps, cages 
and ticklers (to goad the insect into singing or fighting), but tiny scales to weigh the contenders 
who were divided into heavyweight, middleweight, and lightweight categories. There were special 
brushes to clean their cages and tongs to handle their food. Owners of champion crickets 
received great honor and large sums of money from gambling on the fighting matches. Champion 
crickets who won many matches were given honorific titles and placed in small silver coffins when 
they died. The practice of cricket fighting was forbidden after 1911, the end of imperial times.  
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“A walking open wound”: 

Emo Rock and the Crisis of Masculinity in America 
 

Born out of the 1980s male-dominated hardcore scenes in Washington, D.C. and 
southern California, emo, or emotionally-oriented rock, has gained popularity as a genre 
in mainstream media as a less aggressive, more introspective incarnation of its 
underground punk roots. The enormous popularity of bands like Dashboard Confessional, 
Saves the Day, and Jimmy Eat World have inspired writers to comment on youth 
culture’s attraction to this punk-inspired subgenre and the sensitive anti-heroes that 
perpetuate its success. Yet despite this copious press and the recent publication of 
journalist Andy Greenwald’s book Nothing Feels Good: Punk Rock, Teenagers, and 
Emo, there has yet to be an investigation into the actual musical characteristics of this 
popular phenomenon with respect to gender studies or the semiotics of sexuality. This 
study will investigate how a kind of fragile masculinity is depicted within this self-
conscious, emotionally oriented musical and lyrical aesthetic—an aesthetic that 
challenges traditional constructions of masculinity in punk subgenres. 

Charting numerous social shifts from consumer culture to feminist backlash, 
writers and academics—from sociologist Barbara Ehrenreich to journalist Susan Faludi—
have examined the metamorphosis of the American masculine identity for decades. 
Through an investigation of the cultural erosion of the male stoic veneer followed by an 
inventory of the established semiotic codes of aggression, violence, and, ultimately, 
masculinity, this study will present emo as a somewhat bruised and conflicted musical 
representation of manhood. I will posit that the semiotics of fragility and vulnerability in 
emo are a musical manifestation of what sociological literature refers to as the current 
crisis of masculinity in America. 
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Ariettes oubliées: 
Art songs from a century of female composers (1830-1930) 

 
Deborah Williamson, soprano 

Elvia Puccinelli, pianist and speaker 
 

Each of the female composers featured on this program was a remarkably, sometimes 
internationally, well-known composer and musical personality in her day. Yet despite widespread 
recognition, performance and publication, the work of each one of these brilliant minds fell into 
neglect after her death.   

Drawing from the work of these four women, this program presents “forgotten” gems of song 
literature in a wide range of moods, musical styles, and levels of complexity. The performance of 
each set is preceded by introducing each composer’s music and life, as well as by placing her and 
her work in the context of the cultural milieu of her times. 

We hope that this program will aid in a continued interest in the study and performance of the 
work of so many wonderful composers whose creations are deservedly being rediscovered. 

 
Six Chansons Françaises (1930)     Germaine Tailleferre (1892-1983) 

I. Non, la fidélité… 
II. Souvent un air de vérité 
III. Mon mari m’a diffamée 
IV. Vrai Dieu, qui m’y confortera 
V. On a dit mal de mon ami 
VI. Les trois présents 

 
Selected Lieder             Josefine Lang (1815-1880) 
Fee’n-Reigen, (von Matthison) Op. 3 #4 (1830?) 
Wie glänzt so hell dein Auge (Agnes von Calatin) WoO (18??)     
Auf dem See in tausend Sterne (Reinhold) Op. 14 #6 (1841) 
Erinnerung (Byron) WoO (18??) 
Frühzeitiger Frühling, (Goethe) WoO (1830?) 
 
Settings of poems by Paul Verlaine      Poldowski (Lady Irène Dean Paul, née Wieniawska) 
 Dansons la Gigue (1913)         (1880-1932) 

Fantoches (1913) 
L’Attente (1912) 
L’Heure exquise (1913) 
Mandoline (1913) 
Spleen (1913) 

 
Three Browning Songs, Op. 44 (1900)   Amy Marcy Cheney Beach (1867-1944) 
 Ah, Love, but a day! 
 I send my heart up to thee! 
 The Year’s at the Spring 
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6.  ABSTRACT: 
 
 The objectives of this paper are (1) to delineate some essential principles of 
symbolic communication according to general semantics theory; (2) to characterize 
symbolic transcendence as described by mythologist and scholar of comparative religion 
Joseph Campbell; and (3) to show how similarities between general semantics and 
Campbell’s view of symbolic transcendence provide a basis for understanding and 
affirming religious pluralism.  This comparative research methodology is anchored first 
in general semantics, one of the first prominent modern theories of human 
communication, which began to emerge in the 1920s and reached perhaps its greatest 
influence at mid-century.  General semanticists understood symbols to be abstract and 
arbitrary and their meaning contextual.  Second, the writings of Joseph Campbell 
describe mythological or religious symbols as being masks of the transcendent or eternal 
reality.  The outcome of an analysis of the similarities between these two schools of 
thought indicates that religious pluralism is inevitable inasmuch as no religious symbolic 
communication system has exclusive claim on the transcendent.   
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Abstract 
Paul’s Christ Movement in the Diaspora differs significantly from the Jesus Movement 
led by James (brother of Jesus) in Jerusalem in terms of origins, practices and beliefs. 
In particular, Paul’s message is more radical than has usually been thought, contending 
that the time of torah is over and that no one need observe it. His movement, moreover, 
does not represent a seamless outgrowth of the movement in Jerusalem. Paul never 
met the historical Jesus; never quotes him; never refers to his teachings; and never 
grounds his own message in what the Jesus of history taught and practiced.  
 
This paper contends that the Book of Acts, written some 50-65 years later than Paul, 
represents an unreliable source for information about Paul: Acts’ Paul is not Paul’s Paul. 
Moreover, this paper argues that this later document’s retroactive synthesis of the 
Christ Movement with the Jesus Movement is suspect. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
What do we know of the historical Paul?  What do we know of his career or message? 
How do we now assess his importance and impact?  These are not easy questions to 
answer. The problem of reconstructing the historical Paul is almost as complicated as 
the problem of uncovering the career and message of the historical Jesus. It is slightly 
easier, however, for Paul, unlike Jesus, wrote documents.1
 
Two lines of scholarship have surfaced recently. Hyam Maccoby and Gerd Lüdemann 
argue for a discontinuity between Paul and Jesus, the founder of Christianity.2  David 
Wenham and John G. Gager, however, contend that Paul continued the tradition of 
Jesus.3 A tribute to the importance of this debate is that, for the first time ever, an 
important and widely used introduction to New Testament studies contains a chapter 
entitled, “Does the Tradition Miscarry?”4 
 
In investigating the historical Paul, there are two early forms of what-became-
Christianity that need to be recognized. The Jesus Movement in Jerusalem was led by 
James, the brother of Jesus. From the death of Jesus in 30 CE onwards, until his own 
murder by the high priest in 62 CE, James headed a group of observant Jews who were 
faithful to the teachings and practices of the historical Jesus, their rabbi. Other leaders 
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in Jerusalem included Peter and John. The origin of this movement lay with the 
historical Jesus. These individuals knew the Jesus of the 20’s: they walked with him, 
saw him killed and understood what he represented. 
 
The Jesus Movement functioned well within the parameters of the Judaisms of the 
times. In outward practices, the members of the Jesus Movement did not differ from 
other Jewish groups of the time such as Sadducees, Pharisees, Essenes or Zealots. 
They followed the law, the torah. This included male circumcision, keeping the dietary 
laws, observing the Sabbath and festivals and worshipping in the Temple.  
 
One primary belief set apart the Jesus Movement from other forms of Judaism. They 
revered Jesus as an inspired teacher who was resurrected and who would return to 
complete the job of the messiah. That is, they expected him to act as a catalyst in 
overthrowing Roman authority. He would establish an independent Jewish state under 
himself as the Davidic king, and usher in an era of universal peace. This would reflect 
the universal rule of God, which Jesus announced was imminent. 
 
Paul’s Christ Movement differs considerably from the Jesus Movement and from the 
Judaisms of the time. It owes its origin not to the historical Jesus who was a teacher 
and messiah claimant but to Paul’s personal mystical experience of the Christ. Paul 
never met the historical Jesus, and, according to his own account, rarely conferred with 
his successors. 
 
In terms of practices, Paul’s Movement never referred to the teachings or observances 
of the historical Jesus. In particular, it denied the necessity for keeping the law. In this 
connection Paul was particularly vexed about the matter of adult male circumcision 
which he took as symbolic of all that was wrong with the law. For him, converts can 
hang on to their foreskins. 
 
Paul also differed from the Jesus Movement in terms of beliefs. He conceived of the 
Christ as a cosmic dying-rising savior, not as a political messiah come to reestablish the 
Davidic throne. For Paul, the Christ “was in the form of God” who “emptied 
himself…being born in human likeness.” (Philippians 2:6-7). He urges his followers to 
come to “know” Christ and the power of his resurrection, as he has done, and to share 
in “his sufferings by becoming like him in his death” (Philippians 3:10-17).  While ‘Christ’ 
is the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew ‘Messiah,’ Paul transports the concept from its 
Jewish political environment into the cosmic world of Roman mystery religions. 
 
As Chart #1 indicates, the two movements differ significantly in terms of origins, 
practices and beliefs: 
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Chart #1 
 Jesus Movement Christ Movement 

Leader • James in Jerusalem • Paul in the Diaspora 
Origins • The historical Jesus • Paul’s personal mystical 

experience of the Christ 
• Paul – never met the historical 

Jesus 
Practices • Torah observant • Non-torah-observant 
Beliefs • Jesus as inspired teacher, 

resurrected, expected to 
return to complete the job of 
messiah 

• Political catalyst 
• Era of universal peace 

(Kingdom of God) 

• Christ as a cosmic figure 
• Christ: a divine being who has 

come into the world in human 
form to save humanity by dying 
and rising. 

• Those who have faith in Christ 
can share in his suffering, dying 
and rising. 

 Religion OF Jesus Religion ABOUT the Christ 
 
 
A radical question now presents itself. Are the Christ and Jesus Movements rival 
interpretations of the same religion? Or are they, perhaps, different religions? Burton 
Mack noted these discrepancies when he wrote: “Unfortunately, many scholars also 
continue to imagine Christian origins in keeping with Paul’s views….There are two 
problems with this view. One is that Paul’s conception of Christianity is not evident 
among the many texts from the early Jesus movements. The other is that Paul’s gospel 
was not comprehensible and persuasive for most people of his time.”5 
 
What, if anything, connects the Christ Movement to the Jesus Movement? Our natural 
tendency may be to say, “Yes, of course, they are both parts of the same religion. They 
simply represent different versions or interpretations of the one religion.” If we say that, 
however, then we have bought into the remarkable perspective of Luke, the author of 
the Gospel of Luke and the Book of Acts. Written around 120 CE, this remarkable 
document melds the two movements together in a seamless fashion. It was the creative 
genius of the author of the Book of Acts that retroactively links Paul to the Jesus 
Movement.6 
 
 
In this paper I will show the following: 

• that the Book of Acts represents an unreliable source for information about Paul. 
• that this document’s synthesis of the Christ Movement with the Jesus Movement 

is suspect. 
• that Paul’s message is much more radical than has usually been thought, 

denying the legitimacy of torah observance for all, whether Gentile or Jew. 
Paul is, in fact, the founder of what-became-Christianity. It is a religion about the Christ, 
not the religion of Jesus, that is, the religion as taught and practiced by Jesus. 
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This radical reassessment fits in well with those who deny a continuity between Jesus 
and Paul, but the tradition “miscarries” in a different way than has usually been thought. 
It is not that we first have the Jesus Movement and then, growing out of that religious 
enterprise, we suddenly have Paul who takes it in a surprisingly different direction. This 
way of visualizing the relationship between the two movements retains the 
presupposition that both movements are aspects of one religion. That cozy relationship 
does not seem to fit the facts. 
 
What I am suggesting in this paper is that we need to visualize these two movements as 
two different religions. They were linked retroactively by the author of the Book of Acts, 
years after Paul and James died. We will see why Luke wished to accomplish this 
synthesis in due course. The tradition, then, did not so much “miscarry,” that is, migrate 
from one form to another within the same religion. Rather one religious outlook having a 
different origin was “substituted” for an earlier one.7 A miscarriage would occur if one 
were to settle for catfish when one could have had haddock: they are both still fish. A 
substitution occurs when what is offered is not related to what was originally available, 
like having salad presented instead of the French fries one ordered. Not the same thing 
at all. 
 
 
2. Acts – An Unreliable Source of Information about the historical Paul 
 
There are three possible sources for information on the historical Paul: his own letters, 
the later Book of Acts and the even later Pseudo-Clementine Literature.8  The one 
reliable source of information on Paul’s career and message is his own account, to be 
found in his authentic letters from the 50’s and 60’s CE. Steve Mason and Tom 
Robinson have already gone a long way towards making this claim when they note, “So 
for a historical understanding of Paul, his own letters must take absolute priority over 
the presentation in Acts.”9 
 
The Book of Acts traces the early development of the Christian movement, including the 
work of the leaders in Jerusalem -- James, Peter, John and some others. This 
document also describes Paul’s conversion, outlines his career, reports on his meetings 
with Jerusalem leaders, summarizes his various missionary trips and concludes with his 
eventual preaching in Rome. It would be helpful if we could use the information 
presented in Acts to supplement Paul’s own account of his career and message. Some 
have gone this route.10 
 
There are many good reasons to question the reliability of the Book of Acts as a source 
for understanding the historical Paul.  The most important reason is that Acts distorts 
what we know of Paul from Paul himself. Several examples will suffice to demonstrate 
this. 
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Example #1: Paul and Acts differ significantly on the amount of contact Paul had 
with the Jesus Movement leadership in Jerusalem.  
While Paul is at pains to distance himself from the leadership of the Jesus Movement in 
Jerusalem, the Book of Acts heightens this linkage dramatically.  
 
Paul emphasizes, time and time again, that he did not receive his message from any 
human being (Galatians 1:1 and 1:12). Nor was he taught it (Galatians 1:12), for 
example, by earlier members of the Jesus Movement. Rather he contends that his 
source of information was experiential, that is, direct contact with the mystical Christ. In 
particular, he stresses that he did not receive instruction or validation from the 
Jerusalem leadership. He explicitly affirms that after his remarkable experience, he did 
not go up to Jerusalem to confer with James, Peter and others who were there 
(Galatians 1:16). In other words, he is denying the linkage between his movement and 
the Jesus Movement. 
 
Acts on the other hand, portrays this early stage of Paul’s career quite differently. After 
his mystical experience on the road to Damascus, he is depicted by the Book of Acts as 
going into the house of Ananias, a member of the Jesus Movement living there, who 
heals and baptizes him (Acts 9:10-19). Paul then preaches in the synagogues in 
Damascus, arouses the anger of “the Jews,” escapes when “his {?} disciples” hear of a 
plot on his life. He then goes up to Jerusalem where Barnabas introduced him to “the 
apostles” (Acts 9:27). There he is portrayed as moving freely in Jerusalem, getting into 
a serious debate with “Hellenists” who attempt to kill him. He is then rescued, taken 
down to Caesarea and packed off to Tarsus.  Why Paul arouses such anger is not 
made clear, especially when members of the Jesus Movement appear to live in 
harmony with other Jews who have different opinions. This represents an important clue 
that others understand that his teachings differ from those of the Jesus Movement. 
 
Paul’s own account is quite different from that in Acts in two important respects. For one 
thing, in his Letter to the Galatians, he says that after his remarkable experience, he 
“did not confer with any human being” (Galatians 1:16). In particular he is at pains to 
emphasize that he did not go up to Jerusalem to confer with those who were apostles 
before him. He says he immediately went away “into Arabia,” (Galatians 1:17) that is, 
into other parts of the Nabatean Kingdom, returning after a while to Damascus.  Then, 
three years later, he indicates that he did go up to Jerusalem for 15 days, to visit 
Cephas (Peter) and James, but no others. Then he went into the regions of Syria and 
Cilicia.  Fourteen years later11 he mentions another visit to Jerusalem, with Barnabas 
and Titus. 
 
Furthermore, Acts attributes the trouble Paul experienced in Damascus to a political 
issue, namely the animosity of “the Jews” of Damascus to have Paul arrested. Acts 
noted that Paul had originally been sent to Damascus by the pro-Roman high priest in 
Jerusalem to capture certain of its citizens. The high priest had no authority over Jews 
living outside of his jurisdiction, and non-Roman Nabatean government authorities 
would not take kindly to this enterprise.  Paul himself locates his mystical experience in 
Damascus but does not explain the reason for this journey. He is more concerned to 
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emphasize that through this experience “God was pleased to reveal his son in (to) me, 
so that I might proclaim him among the Gentiles” (Galatians 1:15, 16). 
 
It is as important to Paul to distance himself from Jesus Movement leaders as it is for 
Acts to put him squarely in their midst. Paul wishes to emphasize that the message he 
brings comes directly from the mystical Christ who he believes is revealed “in” him 
(Galatians 1:16), not through any human agency.  
 
Example #2: Paul and Acts differ on the sequence of events and the origin of 
Paul’s message,  
The passages already referred to about the visits to Jerusalem after his mystical 
experience confirms this. Scholars who use Acts as a source as well as Paul’s letters 
have a very difficult time reconciling these two different sequences.  
 
The sequence is important, for it helps establish what Paul thought was the source of 
his message. According to him, his information is direct, not mediated through other 
apostles. Nor was his message developed through any familiarity with the teachings 
and practices of the Jesus of history who lived and taught his disciples, like a rabbi, 
during the 20’s: it was rooted solidly in his mystical experience of the Christ. The 
members of the Jesus Movement, however, had lived with Jesus, observed his 
practices and teachings and thought that they were conveying the religion he 
encouraged them to uphold. The origins of the two movements are separate. 
 
If Paul’s own account is correct of his sources of information, then it raises questions 
concerning the extent to which Paul knew what the historical Jesus taught.12 
 
Example #3: Paul and Acts present a very different understanding as to the 
nature of his relationship with the Jerusalem movement.   
As Paul presents the matter in Galatians, there was no significant relationship between 
his movement and that of the Jesus movement. From his perspective, his movement 
concerned Gentiles; theirs, Jews. As Paul notes, “they asked only one thing, that we 
remember the poor” (Galatians 2:10).  For Paul, that is the only linkage: to take up 
collections to help those less fortunate financially. There is no reporting structure, nor 
any over-arching management coordinating the message and direction of these two 
enterprises. As Paul sees the situation, he does not report to anyone – least of all 
James in Jerusalem. From his perspective, the relationship is analogous to Coke versus 
Pepsi, two competing companies. It is not the situation of two divisions of one company 
as is the case with Coke and Sprite.  
 
The picture in Acts 15 is vastly different. In this account, when Paul goes up to 
Jerusalem, it is apparent that many members of the Jesus Movement there were 
insistent that the torah be observed, even for Gentile members (Acts 15:1).  Paul, it 
seems, was widely believed to be teaching otherwise, that torah observance was not 
required. In this instance, Paul appears to be hauled into a hostile court where his views 
would be on the defensive. The structure is one of reporting, with Paul, the junior 
partner, reporting to senior management. 
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There are some strange details in this account. Paul is overlooked, although present 
and the cause celebre of the meeting. Peter, oddly enough, is positioned as the apostle 
to the Gentiles, not Paul. It is Peter who is portrayed as indicating that the message of 
the Jesus movement should be tailored to include all of humanity, Gentiles as well as 
Jews. 
 
As depicted by the Book of Acts, James decides the issue at the Jerusalem 
Conference, adopting a dual structure for the movement (Acts 15:13-21). Jewish 
members of the Jesus movement would continue to obey torah. But Gentile members of 
the movement would need only observe the Noahide laws incumbent upon all humanity, 
not the full torah required of Jewish members. These Noahide laws include abstaining 
from food sacrificed to idols, from illicit sexuality, from eating meat from animals that 
have not been properly killed and from murder.  
 
These requirements represent much stronger obligations than simply “remembering the 
poor” as Paul would have it. It positions Paul’s Movement as a subsidiary operation of a 
larger enterprise. It sets up a reporting structure in which Paul would be held 
accountable to James. 
 
It is tempting to say that, for once, Acts got it right and that Paul minimizes the story. 
The incident places Paul in an unfavorable light, unlike most of Acts, and that might 
argue for its authenticity.  Also the position on the part of James is consistent with the 
attitude of other Jewish leaders of the time. The Pharisees, for instance, would have 
held that Gentiles do not have to take on the full responsibility of torah-observance in 
order to be regarded as righteous or to achieve salvation. For them, following the seven 
Noahide laws was sufficient. But they would not be Jews. If, for some reason, they 
wished to be converted to Judaism, they could do so through male circumcision and 
immersion…and, of course, following the law. But there was no necessity linked to 
salvation to do so. There was no question that the righteous of all the nations would be 
saved. Salvation was not the issue. The position of James concurs with the views of the 
Pharisees. 
 
However, the account in Acts of a decisive “Jerusalem Conference” with James 
rendering an authoritative decision raises some important questions.  It alone creates 
the impression that there is one movement, with two initiatives, one Jewish and one 
Gentile, each with separate obligations but all part of one enterprise. 
 
The Jerusalem Conference, if it were held at all, would date from the late 40’s CE.13 
Paul’s Letter to the Galatians is later, from the mid 50’s CE.14 In this letter, Paul has to 
deal with the issue of torah observance. Rival teachers have come into Paul’s part of 
the world, telling Paul’s Gentile converts in Galatia that they need to observe the law. It 
is interesting that Paul does not identify who these individuals were.15 They may have 
been members of the Jesus Movement whose members shared the belief that Gentiles 
who wish to become part of the new movement within Judaism must adopt torah 
observance.16   If an authoritative decision had been rendered by James only a few 
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years earlier exempting Paul’s Gentile converts from this requirement, then it is 
astonishing these rival leaders to Paul do not know of it. Clearly whoever is disturbing 
the community in Galatia is unaware of this decree. 
 
Moreover, in responding to them, it is surprising that Paul does not seem to know of this 
decree either. He does not refer to James’ pronouncement from only a few years 
earlier. That would have nipped the issue in the bud and settled the matter.  
 
The idea of a Jerusalem Conference, presided over by the wise James, rendering 
decisions about Gentiles and torah observance seems to be a construct by the author of 
Acts. It represents an important move to graft Paul’s radical Christ Movement on to the 
Jesus Movement. 
 
 
Example #4: Acts heightens the Judaism of Paul in a way that Paul never does.  
Paul usually discounts his Jewishness and he denounces those who would uphold torah 
requirements for Gentile members of the movement. He contends that they are 
perverting the message, spreading confusion and that they are accursed. He satirically 
hopes that those who circumcise would suffer an accident and castrate themselves 
(Galatians 5:12). He says that those who follow the law have fallen away from grace 
(Galatians 5:4). He counts his former life in Judaism as “rubbish” (Philippians 3:8). He 
does not give any credence to the position that there might be another legitimate 
understanding of the new movement. In particular, he provides no support to those in 
the Jesus Movement who see matters differently. For Paul, there is only one way of 
understanding the message, namely his! 
 
Acts portrays Paul as being brought up in Jerusalem as a student of Gamaliel, the 
leading Pharisaic teacher of his time, and that he was educated strictly according to the 
torah.  Paul himself, however, is more modest, just noting in passing that he was a 
Pharisee (Philippians 3:5). He never claims more than that. Many members of the Jesus 
Movement came out of the Pharisaic party within Judaism without arousing any 
antagonism from this quarter (Acts 15:5). Acts even portrays the great Pharisaic leader, 
Gamaliel, defending the Jesus Movement when Peter is brought before the Sanhedrin 
(Acts 5:34-39). Josephus notes that the Pharisees took great offense when the 
Sadducean high priest had James killed in 62 CE.17   
 
Acts’ insistence upon Paul’s Jewishness is highly overblown. 
 
 
Conclusion: Acts’ Paul is not Paul’s Paul 
The Book of Acts represents an unreliable source for information about Paul.  What we 
know of Paul from Paul is contradicted in Acts.  
 
Acts gives us more information about Paul than Paul provides. How accurate, then, is 
Acts’ Paul? If Acts’ Paul contradicts what we know of Paul from Paul’s Paul, then we 
have no basis on which to be confident of anything else Acts says of Paul. Acts’ Paul is 
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a later creation that serves the author of Acts’ purposes well; it is not, however, a 
reflection of the historical Paul but the Paul the author of Acts needs to create to support 
his synthesis. 
 
What we know of Paul, then, is from Paul. Paul’s authentic “Paul” is vastly different from 
Acts’ revisionist “Paul.”  We cannot use Acts to supplement Paul’s own account of his 
career and message. We simply have no basis of knowing what additional information is 
fictional and what is historically accurate.   
 
 
3. Acts’ Attempted Synthesis of the Christ Movement with the Jesus Movement is 
Suspect 
Acts reflects later concerns and times than do the letters of Paul. Acts is dated by 
scholars to some 40 to 70 years after Paul wrote.18  With Burton Mack, we will place this 
writing around 120 CE, approximately 60-65 years after Paul wrote such writings as his 
Letter to the Galatians. Acts reflects more settled times, after the heated passion of the 
controversies of the mid first century had died down. 
 
The author of this work is trying to understand retrospectively how what seemed to have 
begun as a movement within Judaism had, by his time, become something quite 
different. By 120 CE, the movement was predominantly Gentile. It had freed itself from 
torah-observance and was now focused on the worship of a dying-rising savior God. 
True, there were members of the Jesus Movement still in existence. They had suffered 
a major setback with the destruction of Jerusalem and the Second Temple in 70 CE. 
They were fewer in numbers and their capacity for exercising leadership diminished. 
They were being increasingly marginalized by members of the numerically larger Christ 
Movement.  
 
In so doing, the movement in the early 2nd century CE downplayed its Jewish roots, 
especially the torah-observant practices of Jesus and his early followers. How did this 
come about? is the question the author of Acts is asking. His answer has to do with 
melding the radical outlook of Paul with that of the original form of Christianity 
headquartered in Jerusalem with very different beliefs and practices.  
 
Acts’ concern, therefore, is not just to tell the history of early Christianity, the Jesus 
Movement of James and the Christ Movement of Paul. Rather he is concerned to 
produce a work of great originality, to create nothing less than a synthesis of these two 
movements. In this way he could account for the character of Christianity in his own 
time. As we have seen, this perspective shapes the information Acts presents. 
 
The Paul that Acts presents is the Paul needed to create the synthesis. We should, 
however, take Paul at his word. He takes every opportunity to distance his movement, 
his message and his career from that of the Jesus Movement. Paths do cross and when 
they do, as with the incident with Cephas Paul refers to in Galatians, he presses his 
religious commitments. There is no sense from Paul that there is another perspective or 
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that there is another legitimate faction of the movement that might have differing 
commitments and concerns. 
 
Why the author of Acts would attempt a synthesis or revisionist history is a matter for 
speculation. Luke, in both his gospel and the Book of Acts, is writing for a Roman 
audience, trying to impress upon them that the movement stemming from Jesus is a 
religion fit for the Roman Empire. He heightens Roman virtues such as self-control, 
playing down any element of emotionality in Jesus. He may also be appealing to the 
Roman virtue of antiquity, rooting the Gentile Christ Movement in the Jesus Movement 
and through that, to Judaism. That would help establish an impressive pedigree for the 
new fledgling religion. 
 
Or he may be attempting to ground the Christ myth of Paul in an actual historical being, 
Jesus, through the Jesus Movement. In reading Paul’s letters, it is surprising how little is 
made of anything that stems from the Jesus of history. There is simply no reference to 
the teachings, observances or sayings that would reinforce or ground Paul’s message in 
the religion of Jesus. There are no parables, Lord’s Prayer or Sermon on the Mount. 
There is nothing that would reflect the relationship one would expect from a disciple of a 
rabbi.19 There is just what Paul says he got mystically from the Christ whom he claims 
reveals himself in him. Devoid of linkage to the Jesus Movement and to Judaism 
generally, Paul’s Christ Movement appears suspiciously like a Roman mystery religion 
and this may be an impression Luke is attempting to avoid. 
 
The linkage is suspect. Acts distorts known information and grafts one movement onto 
another, without regard for strong differences in origin, beliefs and practices. The Jesus 
Movement people were unconvinced: they continued their separate observances, 
undeterred by the growing popularity of the Christ cult. They did not accept the 
synthesis. 
 
 
 4. Paul Radical Message 
In his influential manifesto, the Letter to the Galatians, Paul outlines one of his 
fundamental convictions regarding the relationship of the members of his movement to 
torah. He does not argue that whereas Jewish members are obliged to continue to 
observe torah, Gentiles are not. That would have been in keeping with the decision of 
the Jerusalem Conference (which we have seen is not likely an historical event).  Paul’s 
point is much more radical: no one should observe torah. It is now wrong to observe 
torah.  
 
Paul advances several arguments against torah observance in Galatians.  The 
only ones we will examine in detail here have to do with those that deny the 
legitimacy of torah observance for any one.  
 
Paul contends that the time of torah is over. He starts by saying that before faith 
came, we were under the law. In effect, the torah was a ‘disciplinarian’ until 
Christ came (Galatians 3:24). Henceforth we would be made righteous, not by 
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torah, but by faith. He confidently asserts that we are all one in Christ Jesus and 
that distinctions such as gender, ethnicity and status no longer have any 
relevance (Galatians 3:28). 
 
Here Paul is developing his own view of Jewish history. He sees three stages: 

• Stage #1: Abraham to Moses: time of faith 
• Stage #2: Moses to Christ: time of torah (the disciplinarian) 
• Stage #3: From Christ onwards: time of faith in Christ. 

 
Now that faith has come, Paul puts it, there is simply no need to observe torah.  This 
has far-reaching consequences, for, if Paul is right, this argument would apply to the 
Jewish members of the Jesus Movement as well. He is attempting, in fact, to deny the 
legitimacy of the Jesus Movement by undercutting the very basis for the distinction 
James allegedly articulated in the Jerusalem Conference – that Jews need to observe 
torah whereas Gentiles do not! 
 
This argument would have caused panic amongst members of the Jesus Movement 
who, quite correctly, would have interpreted Paul as teaching the abolition of torah 
observance for anyone, whether a member of his Christ Movement, the Jesus 
Movement or any form of Judaism. This distress reverberates decades later when the 
author of Acts comes to write his account of early church history. In spite of his desire to 
minimize past conflict, he cannot hide the fact that rumors that reached James in 
Jerusalem to the effect that Paul was teaching that the laws of Moses were no longer 
applicable (Acts 21:17-22).  
 
An argument abolishing torah observance requires much greater justification. Paul 
presents no biblical or other justification for contending that the time of torah 
observance is over: just his assertion that it is. Why the appearance of the Christ rules 
out torah observance is not made clear. There is no appeal to what Jesus said or did. 
There is no mention of any prophet who might have hinted at this. There is no reference 
to any saying of Jesus.  It just rests on Paul’s say-so. To say that the argument is 
‘flimsy’ is to be kind: it is simply expedient and self-serving.  
 
It is also at odds, it should be noted, with what the alleged Jerusalem Conference had 
decided. It is incredible that Paul would have gone ahead with arguments of this 
magnitude had that council been an historic event. If that Conference had taken place, 
then Paul’s position would have been an act of extreme defiance.  
 
The one really good argument that Paul could not use is this. He could have appealed 
to the practices or teachings of Jesus, that Jesus did not practice or advocate torah 
observance. He could then have concluded that torah-observance should not be 
obligatory for any member of the Christ Movement.  This one argument would have 
clinched the case. He could not make this argument, however, for two reasons. First, he 
could not because the historical Jesus taught and practiced torah observance. So, too, 
did his earliest followers in Jerusalem who were continuing the teachings and practices 
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of Jesus. Secondly, he could not make this argument because what the historical Jesus 
did and said did not matter to Paul: his focus was on what the Christ figure told him. 
 
The position that Paul is advocating, a religion free from what he would consider the 
shackles of torah, is a different religion than the one Jesus practiced, worked within and 
taught.  It is his own creation and it was a brilliant move.  Paul’s position had appeal, 
especially to the God-fearer segment of the synagogue, that is, Gentiles who were 
enamored of the ethical monotheism of Judaism but who did not wish to convert to the 
religion. Conversion would have entailed taking on all the obligations of torah plus (for 
adult males) undergoing adult circumcision and immersion.  
 
The battle between the Christ Movement and the Jesus Movement was concretized in 
the value attached to foreskins. Circumcision was, for Paul, symbolic of all that was 
wrong with the torah. He refers to torah-observant Jews sarcastically as members of the 
“circumcision faction.” He wishes that circumcisers would drop the knife and so castrate 
themselves.  His Christ Movement succeeded whereas the Jesus Movement did not, 
primarily because he removed the main barrier to membership. Paul’s radical message 
resonated throughout the Diaspora. Have salvation through faith in the Christ. No need 
to observe torah. And your foreskin is safe. 
 
 
5. Implications 
What we know of Paul is from Paul. What we get in Acts is an attempted synthesis, 
grafting the by-now-popular Christ Movement on to the Jesus Movement. In origins, 
beliefs and practices they had been quite separate, but through the creative genius of 
Luke they became retroactively linked. 
 
The synthesis had unintended consequences. The Christ Movement assumed center 
stage, which is what Acts wished to achieved. But it also shifted the religion away from 
the teachings and practices of Jesus to one preoccupied with beliefs about the 
Christ. Quite a different religion altogether. 
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1 The authentic writings of Paul include: Romans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, 
Galatians, Philippians, 1 Thessalonians and Philemon. They do not include the Deutero-
Pauline epistles (Ephesians, Colossians, 2 Thessalonians) or the Pastoral letters  
(1 Timothy, 2 Timothy, Titus). See Bart D. Ehrman’s helpful chart in his The New 
Testament, Third Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 287. The 
documents not included as authentically Pauline are said to be ‘pseudonymous,’ that is, 
written by some anonymous author but attributed to Paul. 
 
2 Hyam Maccoby, The Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity (San 
Francisco: Harper & row, 1986); Gerd Lüdemann, Paul: The Founder of Christianity 
(Amherst, NY: Prometheus books, 2002). 
 
3 David Wenham, Paul: Follower of Jesus or Founder of Christianity (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1995); John G. Gager, Reinventing Paul 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
 
4 See Bart D. Ehrman, The New Testament, pp. 362-371. 
 
5 Burton Mack, Who Wrote the New Testament? (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 
1995), p.99.  
 
6 As per contemporary scholarship, we do not know who wrote the various gospels, 
including the Gospel of Luke and the Book of Acts. 
 
7 To say “X miscarries Y” is to say that “X is a continuation of Y but somehow 
misrepresents Y,” where X and Y are both part of the same enterprise. To say “X is 
substituted for Y” is to say that “Y has been replaced by Y” without any claim that X and 
Y are in any way related. 
 
8 I will not discuss the Clementine or Pseudo-Clementine Literature in this paper. We 
now know that this literature reflects the views of the Ebionites, the intellectual heirs to 
the Jesus Movement. See Bart D. Ehrman, Lost Christianities (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2003), pp. 182-185. See also translations of “The ‘Letter of Peter to 
James” and its “Reception,” as well as “The Homilies of Clement” in Bart D. Ehrman, 
Lost Scriptures (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), pp. 191-200. 
 
9 Steve Mason, Tom Robinson, An Early Christian Reader (Toronto: Canadian Scholars’ 
Press, Inc., 1990), p.306. 
 
10 See for instance, Bruce Chilton’s very readable and informative, Rabbi Paul (New 
York: Doubleday, 2004). 
 
11 This could be interpreted either as 14 years from his first visit to Jerusalem and so 17 
years after his dramatic mystical experience or it could be 14 years from that event. 
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12 One important passage has to do with Paul’s mention of the Eucharist in 1 
Corinthians 11:23-30. It begins, “for I received from the Lord what I also handed on to 
you…” What was the form and manner of his receiving information “from the Lord”? 
Was it through direct revelation from the Christ? Or was it through contact with 
members of the Jesus movement? Maccoby discusses this important issue in Chapter 
11 of The Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity. 
 
13 Bruce Chilton says 46 CE (Rabbi Paul, p.268); Burton Mack says 48 CE (Who Wrote 
the New Testament? p.103). 
 
14 The New Oxford Annotated Bible with the Apocrypha (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1994), says “about A.D. 55 or slightly earlier” (p. 263 NT); Burton Mack in Who 
Wrote the New Testament? says 52-54 CE. 
 
15 It is interesting, too, that Paul speaks of them as “rival” teachers, not as “colleagues” 
as one might expect from members of the same movement. This provides further 
evidence of distancing his movement from the Jesus Movement if in fact the rival 
teachers were members of that group. 
 
16 In a separate incident, one involving Cephas in Antioch, Paul implicates “the 
circumcision faction” and “people from James” (Galatians 2:11, 12). But these are not 
so identified as the cause of the disturbances in Galatia. 

17 Jewish Antiquities, Book 20, Chapter 8. 

18 There is widespread variation in the dating of the Book of Acts. Burton L. Mack dates 
Acts to 120 CE (Burton L. Mack, Who Wrote the New Testament? p.228. Bart D. 
Ehrman dates it earlier, to “around 80-85 C.E.” [Bart D. Ehrman, The New Testament, 
p.148]. Timothy Freke and Peter Gandy date it to “the second half of the second 
century,” that is, after 150 CE [Timothy Freke & Peter Gandy, The Jesus Mysteries. 
New York: Three Rivers Press, 1999, p. 156.] 
 
19 The perception that Acts created is strongly reinforced today by the order in which the 
New Testament is presented. First we are confronted with the four canonical gospels. 
Then we encounter Paul’s writings (from longest to shortest). The order in which the 
documents are presented creates the impression that, of course, people in Paul’s time 
knew ALL that, when, of course, the gospels only appeared 10 to 55 years after Paul’s 
death (70-120 CE). We do not know what, if anything, they knew of the traditions 
reflected in these later writings. 
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Traditionally, criticism of Booker T. Washington=s Up From Slavery has focused 
on its content and the plan of industrial education and social empowerment it advocates--
but this plan was largely rejected forty years ago with the growth of the civil rights 
movement in America, Martin Luther King and Malcolm X=s rise to prominence, and the 
gradual recognition of African-American rights and interests within the law.  Why was 
this rejection of Up From Slavery as a prescription for a successful African-American life 
not accompanied by a corresponding repudiation of its artistic elements, structurally and 
thematically, and more importantly, why has such a rejection begun to appear in critical 
discourse now?   
 

It is this question that I investigate as the subject of this article.  I argue that Up 
From Slavery ultimately fails not simply as a prescriptive work, a sort-of Ahow-to 
manual@ of African-American life, but as an artistic one as well, and that it is this latter 
flaw that a new generation of critics of African-American literature have (consciously or 
not) reacted against in their recent writings.  More specifically, I suggest that the book 
falls short in two areas: first, in allying himself with the American autobiography 
tradition exemplified by The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, Washington excludes 
individuals who have been forced to fight against levels of oppression and hardship that 
Washington, only seven years old when freed, does not encounter to nearly so great an 
extent.  Second, in line with Franklin=s autobiography, Washington=s style in both Up 
From Slavery and its lesser-known sequel Working With The Hands is unornamented, 
straightforward and Adrained of personal emotion@ (Introduction xiii), in contrast with 
W.E.B. Du Bois=s much more elaborate style; like Franklin, Washington wishes to 
present himself as a truth-teller with a just-the-facts approach to telling his story, but 
unlike Franklin, he is not working under similar circumstances.  I argue that to be a 
complete and successful work in the way in which Washington envisions it requires not 
just a larger contextual but also stylistic scope, and that in Washington=s implicit denial 
of a significant and rich African-American culture, explicitly celebrated by Du Bois in 
The Souls of Black Folk, his work eventually does a disservice to the advancement of the 
African-American in society.   
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Abstract 

 
This project originated with a course entitled Materials and Methods for Keyboard 

Instruction. One aspect of the class is for the students to assemble resources for the teaching of 

specific technical and musical elements to piano students. With changing technology, the 

collected resources were converted from the original card files to computer storage. The 

combined files of approximately twenty-five years of class projects have been entered into a 

database specifically designed for this purpose that is now available via the World Wide Web. 

The rationale behind this project has been to share this resource not only among the class 

members, but also with interested teachers everywhere.  

 

A major premise of the course is that piano teachers can use carefully chosen repertoire as 

a means of teaching musical concepts and technical elements to students, while making use of 

Jerome Bruner’s Spiral Curriculum. To this end, the database design includes numerous fields 

representing explicit techniques that can function within this paradigm. Included among the 

database fields are bibliographic information, level of difficulty and technical elements, as well 

as information about key, tonality, rhythm, meter, compositional techniques, and so forth. This 

wealth of information facilitates the selection of repertoire tailored for the needs of each 

individual student and should allow more effective teaching.  

 

Database expansion and refinement are ongoing. Future plans include refinement of the 

database design and inclusion of a wider range of repertoire. 
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An Online Database of Piano Pedagogical Repertoire 

This Project has its genesis in a course entitled Materials and Methods for Keyboard 

Instruction that has been taught since about 1978. The original idea for the class was to have the 

students, as a class project, prepare a card file of repertoire for elementary and intermediate level 

students. The second time the course was taught, the instructor began putting the repertoire into a 

database instead of a card file, and has been adding to it intermittently for roughly twenty-four 

years now. It has undergone several software conversions during this time, having begun its life 

on an Apple E computer using Appleworks. With changes in the software, changes in database 

organization, terminology and format have been necessary, and because of these changes, it has 

been necessary to delete more than half the entries in the database. However, the improvement in 

database software has made it possible to do much more with the database than was ever 

conceivable with the early programs, so that the potential for it has far exceeded original 

expectations. With the involvement of a music technology specialist, progress on the database 

has been swift and exciting. 

In today’s world, databases surround us, supporting modern civilization invisibly. They are 

there when we ring directory information. They are there when we use the library. They help us 

keep track of the rapidly escalating amount of information to which we are exposed daily. They 

help our governments function effectively. They enable us to keep the economy robust by 

fulfilling our roles as consumers. They help us cook our meals. There is now a microwave oven 

that has a bar-code scanner attached to it and allows you to scan in the bar code from a package 

to program the cooking time and power of the oven--all utilizing a database. 

Databases have also made the job of researching and coordinating the information we need 

to perform our jobs easier. There is a surplus of information available to us from our individual 

computers now to do research, thanks to online databases and the Internet. Organization leaders 

can now search for student/parent contact details quickly and efficiently. We can browse through 

hundreds of pieces for band, choir, or orchestra without leaving the office. We can keep track of 

school owned instruments, repair records, supplies, etc. If one is responsible for uniforms or 

choir robes it is simple to keep track of cleaning records, issue details and so forth. Moreover, if 
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you make use of music technology, you can keep records of software details and registration 

codes using a database.  

Lets examine the basic components of a simple database. All databases consist of groups of 

related information called records. This information is usually related in some way. A common 

metaphor for a record might be the old note-card used when putting together a term paper (see 

figure 1). 

Each piece of information in a record must be placed into a container called a field. These 

fields are labeled for the class of information they hold. Again, they should all be related in an 

obvious way for the database to be valid and useful.  

Today’s database can contain virtually any sort of information: text, graphics, audio, or 

video. Given the dropping prices and greater availability of electronic storage it is possible to 

store huge quantities of information cheaply and easily. Keeping this information secure is, 

however, another issue. 

Usually each field contains only one piece of information. This adds to the usefulness of 

the design and allows accurate searches for information.  

The information in a record can be displayed in a variety of ways, depending on the needs 

of the moment. These displays are usually called a report if they are to be printed or a layout if 

they are for on-screen viewing. Each database can contain dozens or even hundreds of different 

layouts. 

Flexibility is a key element of databases. A recipe database could, for instance, contain 

basic recipes, cooking instructions, but also a report  
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Figure 1. Database metaphor.
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that could print out an ingredient list to help in shopping for the particulars necessary for 

that dish. Databases can also contain information for the novice user, as well as functional 

records, i.e., those that don’t contain information, but rather buttons which perform actions 

so the user need not be an expert with a particular program in order to make use of the 

database (see figure 2). 
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Figure 2. An example of a functional record. 
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Some layouts may contain purely information, such as directions for the novice database 

user on how to use the database. Data entry, sorting, or data retrieval are all valid subjects 

for such a layout. Frequently the genesis and rational behind the database may be stated in 

one of these layouts as well. Figure 3 is an example of this sort of layout.
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Figure 3. An example of a static informational record. 
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A common layout in database is the table view. This view is useful for displaying a large 

number of records for comparison of a few key fields. In Figure 4, there are thirteen records 

shown, with, however, only six fields displayed from over 60 total. 
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Figure 4. An example of table listing. 
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The form view shows only one record, but includes most, if not all, of the fields in that record for 

a much more detailed look at each individual record. Again, it is up to the database creator to 

decide just which information should appear on any particular layout. In most instances, deciding 

what information to leave out is every bit as important as what to include is. Figure 5 shows 

approximately the top 1/5th of a complete record. 
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Figure 5. Database form view.
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From the beginning of this project, the instructor had the notion that piano teachers could 

use repertoire as a means of teaching music to students making use of the idea of the spiral 

curriculum. As some of you may know, the spiral curriculum involves the presentation of 

concepts at a beginning level and returning to the same concepts repeatedly at gradually more 

advanced levels as the students develop. The author was introduced to this idea by Robert Pace 

when enrolled in courses with him at Columbia Teachers’ College. He recommended that they 

read The Process of Education by Jerome Bruner, (published in 1962 by Harvard University 

Press). The excellent little book was written because of the Woods Hole Conference, a gathering 

of scientists, mathematicians, historians, educators, and psychologists who met to discuss 

teaching, learning, and curriculum in the aftermath of Sputnik. The main emphasis at the 

conference was the teaching of math and science, but there was a prevailing belief that the ideas 

being discussed needed to be applied to all subjects. An important premise that emerged from the 

Conference is that   “the foundations of any subject may be taught to anybody at any age in some 

form” (Bruner, 1962, p.12) and that the basic ideas of a subject are simple and powerful, and   

“to be in command of these basic ideas, to use them effectively, requires a continual deepening 

of one’s understanding of them that comes from learning to use them in progressively more 

complex forms” (Bruner, 1962, p. 13). Furthermore, “The early teaching of science, 

mathematics, social studies, and literature should be designed to teach these subjects with 

scrupulous intellectual honesty, but with an emphasis upon the intuitive grasp of ideas and upon 

the use of these basic ideas.” (Bruner, 1962, p. 13) Regarding curriculum, Bruner (1962) has this 

to say: “A curriculum as it develops should revisit these basic ideas repeatedly, building upon 

them until the student has grasped the full formal apparatus that goes with them” (p. 13). Ideally, 

a teacher would coalesce the principal elements of a subject into concepts that can be taught to 

young children, and then return to the same elements at ever-increasing levels of advancement. 

Bruner states that in the first half of the 20th Century several problems had emerged in 

education. One was, that in the development of advanced study and graduate school education, 

first-rate scholars, and scientists had been separated from the task of presenting their own 

subjects in primary and secondary school (Bruner, 1962, p. 3). Another problem was that 

psychology lost contact with long-term educational effects of learning. There was increased 
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emphasis on learning useful skills and less on gaining general understanding (Bruner 1962, p. 4), 

making it difficult for transfer of learning to take place. In the 1950’s, there were many exciting 

new experiments in teaching taking place, and there was a renewed interest in learning that was 

designed to produce general understanding of the subject—the structure of a subject, i.e. how 

things are related. An example of this is the way a child learns language: When a young child 

grasps the idea of sentence structure, he is then able to generate other sentences based on the 

model. When she learns to transform sentences without changing their meaning (The dog bit the 

man; the man was bitten by the dog.) he can vary his sentence structure greatly. She can use the 

structural rules of English, but he does not yet know how to say what the rules are (Bruner, 1962, 

p. 8). Learning structures involves many things, including supporting habits and skills that make 

possible the active use of materials one has come to understand.  

  Robert Pace suggested the application of the spiral curriculum to music study. Looking at 

the spiral in figure six, here are some examples of how this could work: If the green X represents 

the concept of note values, then the lowest one might be a crotchet, the next higher one may be a 

minim and semibreve, the next might have added dotted notes and quavers, and the next, triplets 

and semi-quavers. The triangle might stand for chords, the first representing a root position tonic 

triad; the next, I and V chords; the next I, IV, and V7 and the concept of inversion; the next 

adding the ii and vi, and so forth. 
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Figure 6. One application of Bruner’s Spiral Curriculum
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 Influenced by Pace’s teaching, the author determined to present musical concepts and technical 

problems to early level piano students through carefully chosen repertoire and to periodically 

return to the same musical concepts and techniques in music of gradually increasing complexity 

and difficulty. The raison d’etre for the database is to facilitate this process. We have not 

included piano method books in the database except when they are used as a source of repertoire. 

Therefore, the database contains primarily repertoire for students who have completed the first 

level of a method book. However, repertoire that is supplemental to the piano series is included. 

In this pedagogy course students discuss the spiral curriculum, and list musical concepts 

and elements of piano technique that need to be taught. These vary somewhat according to the 

individual student, since some students will progress much farther than others, some may only 

want to play music for recreational purposes, some only for church, etc. However, there are basic 

concepts and techniques that are fundamental to all music, and even a student who wants only a 

minimal music education needs to learn them. Even more importantly, we want the students who 

may go on to learn difficult repertoire and perhaps continue their study as music majors to have 

the kind of preparation that will enable them to do so successfully. To this end, we ask piano 

pedagogy students to consider problems they encounter in the advanced repertoire that they are 

playing and to search for the elements of those problems in very early level repertoire and 

gradually advancing levels of music. To show you an example of this method of breaking 

technical things down to their basic elements, let us view a video of a passage from Beethoven’s 

Spring Sonata for Piano and Violin, Opus 24.  

This music includes scalar passages in the right hand. If you look at the motion of her hand, 

wrist, and arm in playing this passage, you know that these movements are too complex to 

present to a beginner. However, if we analyze the motions that she is making, we find that they 

involve the down-up motion of the 2-note slur, perhaps an element of rotation, and a circular 

motion. Therefore, these are elements we would want to teach to a beginning level student. You 

would want to find repertoire that uses 2-note slurs, and later you would give the student 3 and 4-

note slurs as an extension of that. You would also want to give the student repertoire that 

contained very simple patterns for rotation. We could also look for music that contains a figure 

that was conducive to playing with a simple circular motion. The melody just played from the 

Spring Sonata needs to be brought out over the left-hand accompaniment, which must be played 

Thomas Hughes
Opus number?
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more softly. Therefore, you would want to introduce the idea of bringing out a melody in the 

right hand in some of the repertoire that you teach students at an early level. You would also 

want to introduce the pedal at an early stage of a student’s development. Of course, an important 

aspect of learning to play this work is the need for the student performer to learn to listen to and 

interact with another musician. There are not yet very many chamber music works in the 

database, but we will be adding them in the future, because we consider chamber music playing 

to be a very valuable musical experience and one of the most satisfying and enjoyable things a 

musician can do. We would present the technical elements we have discussed in easier repertoire 

and keep returning to them in music of successively greater difficulty, and would include some 

sort of chamber music experience along the way 

Another example of such technical problems we encounter in advanced music is the trill. 

We have a new music major right now who is struggling with trills in a Maria Martinez sonata. It 

is apparent that she did not have adequate preparation for trills in her previous experience. How 

could she have been better prepared? One can find examples of trill-like figures in beginning 

music (such as figure seven) and present some in the first years of study. Then one can continue 

to return to the trill in repertoire at higher and higher levels, taking into consideration different 

kinds of trills, different combinations of black and white keys, trills with and without 

terminations, trills in left hand and the right hand, trills beginning on the upper note and trills 

beginning on the main note, and so forth. The use of rotation is helpful in playing trills, so a 

student’s trill 
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Figure 7. Music containing rotation and short trills.
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playing will also be aided by the development of the technique of rotation. This also can be 

developed through playing patterns such as Alberti bass, etc., in repertoire and studies. To 

facilitate finding repertoire at different levels that will include the requisite techniques, the 

instructor asks the pedagogy class to look for music that will be helpful in learning certain 

techniques. They are then asked to analyze the music thoroughly and put into the database 

information about the teaching elements that are found in the music. 

  It is also important for the students to receive a balanced diet of different compositional 

styles, to play in a variety of keys and tonalities, to learn music in different meters, etc. They do 

not have to do all these things in the same year, but over the course of a student’s years of 

studying piano, one would want to give them repertoire that would provide that balanced diet. 

Therefore, we have tried to include fields in the database for all that information, as well as 

bibliographic data so that it will be possible to find the music.  

  In addition to the musical and technical development of our students, we have other 

considerations in selecting repertoire. We do all sorts of things to motivate them to practice and 

help make piano study fun and appealing to them and to their parents. We may plan recitals that 

are based on holiday music or a theme such as animals, cookies and candy, historical events, 

space, dinosaurs, etc. Therefore we try to put music into the database that will satisfy the need 

for such events as these, and still give information about the teaching elements of the 

compositions, so that in planning a student’s repertoire for the year, music for Halloween, 

Christmas, and whatever theme recitals you might have in your studio, will also include teaching 

elements for the spiral curriculum. It is often important to have different repertoire to give to 

some students such as siblings, friends, or competitive members of your studio. The database can 

help you find a variety of music so that you can have students learn the same elements but in 

different literature in order to avoid rivalry and boredom in your recital programs. 

Obviously, it is necessary to indicate a level of difficulty for each composition. This has 

been one of the major challenges for the students and staff. Some of the earlier database software 

did not allow one to search by a number, so it was necessary to use letters or words for the level. 

Our method of leveling the repertoire has changed several times since the inception of the 

database. Currently we are using Jane Magrath’s excellent book The Pianist’s guide to Standard 
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Teaching and Performance Literature (1995) as the model for assigning levels. Magrath’s work 

as been an extremely helpful resource for us, and we believe every teacher should own it. 

However, in case some of you are not familiar with it, here is a little information about her 

leveling system.  

She uses numbers 1 through 10 for beginning through early advanced levels. A reference 

chart at the beginning gives examples of compositions representative of each level. For instance, 

she lists the Bartok Mikrokosmos Vol. 1 as an example of Level 1. Compositions from the Anna 

Magdalena Bach Notebook are representative of Levels 4 and 5. Bach 2-Part Inventions are 

considered Levels 7 and 8, and the easier 3-Part Inventions and easier Haydn Sonata movements 

are Level 9. In Level 10 she places Beethoven Sonatas Opus 49 and 79, more difficult 3-Part 

Inventions, Mozart Sonata K 283, etc. 

  If you keep a record of the repertoire your students play each year, you can check the list 

of things the student has played previously when planning your repertoire for the next year, 

consider technical problems the student may be having, musical and extra-musical needs of the 

student, and thus you can be sure to look for music that will complement the repertoire that he or 

she has already learned and fulfill the needs that you have identified. You can check to see that 

you have covered all the keys you think the student needs to have encountered, all the style 

periods, all the meters, all the musical genres, etc. If you want to earn the benefits of record-

keeping the old-fashioned way, a pen or pencil and a file box of index cards will suffice. 

Nevertheless, if you want to facilitate the record-keeping chore with the computer, you can 

simply print a copy of the record for each composition the student learns to keep in a filing 

folder, or, if you prefer to keep your files on the computer, you can simply save those records to 

a computer file for each student.  

Now we will demonstrate to you how this specific database works, how you can access it 

on the web, and how you can use it to search for music for your students. We will then utilize 

some hypothetical students and situations for demonstrating searches.  

If we have time, before doing a couple of sample searches, we would like to just go through 

the database field by field and explain the rationale for each one.  
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The first hypothetical student is ready for level 3. She needs music with a hand span of less 

than one octave, and we have found that she becomes discouraged if compositions are very long. 

Therefore, we are going to look for pieces that are one page long. She needs some music to 

develop a greater ability to play fast, so we want to search for some fast pieces including scalar 

passages. We also want her to work on her legato pedaling, so that will be included in the 

search.   

1. Level 3 + 1 + Less than an octave + legato pedal with regular changes: 

The search yields only four records, but there are several good choices. We may want to 

select more than one of them.  

2. Level 3 + 1 + Less than an octave + scalar passages: This search yields 

three compositions in different styles, all of which may be suitable for the student. The 

Leopold Mozart “Burlesque” in G Major, 2/2 meter, and fast tempo has techniques 

such as extensions, contractions, changing fingers on repeated notes, 3-or-more-note 

slurs, leaps, etc. in a Classical or Pre-classical style. Vincent Persichetti’s “Masque” is 

a contemporary composition in C Major, 2/4 meter, fast tempo, that includes such 

techniques as down-up motions, bouncing motions, rotation, circular motions, extensions, 

chords, voicing of alternating notes in the right hand, etc. James Bastien’s “In 

Baghdad” seems timely, with news about the war in Iraq saturating the airways, and it is 

an excellent piece with which to teach the A harmonic minor scale.  

3. Level 3 + Less than an octave + Voicing, alternating notes, RH: This 

search yielded two compositions, one of which is the previously found Masque by 

Persichetti. We want an additional voicing exercise to prepare the student for voicing 

chords, so we have dispensed with the one page limitation in this search. If we need to, 

we will tell her that she does not need to complete the piece, as our goal is to work on 

voicing. Everything we have chosen thus far has the melody in the right hand, so now we 

will look for something with a left-hand melody. 

4. Level 3 + Less than an octave + LH melody 
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5. Level 3 + Less than an octave + 3-note chords: Four compositions were 

located in this search—the famous Kabalevsky Toccatina from Opus 27, Melody Bober’s 

Raspberry Rag, and two pieces from Bartok’s Music for Children. The Kabalevsky has a 

left-hand melody and staccato chords in the right hand, so it will complement the other 

selections very well.   

We have conjured up another hypothetical student who is ready to work on level 5 music, 

and we want to plan repertoire for this student for the coming year. We want compositions for 

Halloween and Christmas recitals, a variety of style periods and keys, and there are certain 

techniques that we want to focus on during the year. We will begin the search with the holiday 

music and see what techniques are found in that music, and then we can search for the other 

techniques in the rest of the music.    

1. Level 5 + Halloween: this search yields only one composition. It is 

Martha Mier’s Jack-O-Lantern Jamboree. It is in D Minor, 4/4 meter, and medium 

speed. It has scalar passages, chords, voicing of single notes in the right hand, legato 

pedal with slightly irregular changes, leaps, hand crossing, down-up and circular 

motions, etc. Harmonically, there are I, IV, and V chords and secondary dominants.  

2. Level 5 + Christmas: This search yields four records, so we can look at 

the possibilities and choose one. There are 2 versions of Silent Night, one of Away in 

a Manger, and “We Wish You a Merry Christmas—A Two-Part Invention.” we am 

going to choose that one, as learning something contrapuntal is a goal for this student, 

and this will provide good motivation for working on counterpoint. This is in G 

Major and ¾ meter. 

3. Level 5 + Baroque: this yields 27 compositions, so we can limit this 

search further. One of the techniques we are looking for is a trill, so go to the 

ornamentation field and add short trill to the criteria. This search yields 5 

compositions, and we will choose the March in D Major from the Anna Magdalena 

Bach Notebook. It also has repeated notes with changing fingers, which will be a 

good technique to give to this student.  
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4. Level 5 + Classical: The search yields 37 records, so add arpeggios, 1 

hand from the Techniques field. Now we have only one record, a Mozart Minuet in 

D Major. It is in ¾ meter and medium speed. 

5. Level 5 + Romantic + arpeggiated bass, ascending: we know there are 

many works to choose from in this category, so we are beginning with 3 search 

criteria. We want our student to have an arpeggiated bass accompaniment pattern to 

prepare for playing Chopin Nocturnes later, but we want only an ascending pattern, 

not one that both ascends and descends, which is more difficult to do. There are 6 

records resulting from this search, and we will choose “A Special Place in My Heart,” 

by Catherine Rollin. It contains double sixths, and voicing both in alternating notes 

and two-note chords. The tonality is natural minor, so that will give an opportunity 

for the student to experience something he has not previously experienced.  

6. Level 5 + Contemporary + multimetric: There are three choices, all by 

Bartok. We like “Evening in the Country” from Ten Easy Pieces. It contains chords, 

we want the student to have adequate chordal practice, and the tempo and meter 

changes will be good for this student.  

7. Level 5 + Fast + Chords + Popular: we want to give the student one 

piece in a popular vein, and we want something fast that includes chords. This search 

yields one record, Arletta O’Hearn’s “Five Can Play” from the collection Sunshine 

and Blues. The meter is 5/4, and the key is C Major. This is a delightful composition 

reminiscent of Brubeck’s “Take Five.”  

 (The next search will be for a level 6 student with a small hand. Here are some things we 

will search for: 

1. Halloween piece, hand span <oct 

2. Xmas piece, hand span < oct, level 4 

3. Baroque 

4. Impressionist 
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5. Scalar passages, chords 

6. New Age 

7. Dotted rhythm 

8. Trill 

In conclusion, after all the talk about 2-note slurs, rotation, keys, and other technicalities, 

the real purpose behind all this is to better connect our students with music. If this database helps 

you find the right piece for a student—one that really turns him on and makes him grow and 

enables you to help him experience the joy and satisfaction that comes from making music, not 

just playing notes—then we will have helped you achieve the goal that we all share! The authors 

both share a commitment to this project and fully intend to keep the database functional, 

hopefully even after her retirement.  
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Abstract: 
A movement session in The Zena Rommett Floor-Barre Technique® will  focus on 
exploring and familiarizing attendees with the design of the Zena Rommett Floor-Barre™   
and its relation to classical ballet principles with alignment and kinetic usage.  Utilizing 
the Floor-Barre™   strengthens the pelvis and back, develops maximum turn-out 
(outward rotation of the legs), and extension and strengthens the musculature and joints, 
particularly the ankles, knees and hips, while releasing tension through the body.  
Investigation and particular emphasis will be placed on issues of muscles weakened after 
an injury which causes a tendency to overcompensate for the injured part. The Floor-
Barre™  helps to maintain proper alignment without having to bear weight on the injury 
and allows a dancer to gently isolate and strengthen specific muscle groups.  Because it 
instills and strengthens proper alignment in a dancer The Zena Rommett Floor-Barre 
Technique®  is a tool for injury prevention. 
 
Questions will be raised as to parallels between dance technique and body therapy 
alternatives in particular The Zena Rommett Floor-Barre Technique®. 
 
The Zena Rommett Dance Institute over the past 40 years has developed alliances 
between the Institute and private and public institutions, including but not limited to 
dance companies and schools, academic institutions, athletic organizations and 
practitioners of physical rehabilitation services.  Notable medical practitioners associated 
with the Center for Sports and Osteopathic Medicine and Sports Medicine, Cleveland 
Clinic recommend this Technique, and have served as medical consultants and members 
of the Board of Directors. 
 
More educational information is being made available to dancers seeking ways to 
maintain the health of their bodies and better recover from injury.  It is believed that 
parallel to the advancement of dance medicine will run a growing awareness among 
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doctors of the benefits in utilizing body therapy alternatives to prevent and rehabilitate 
dance injuries. 
http://www.floor-barre.org 
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L î l a ("Divine play" in Sanskrit): 
A philosophical approach to cross-disciplinary collaboration  

 
Reflections of a composer/sound designer on his collaborations in 

Dance, Theater, Multi-media, Political art and Science 
 
The old Sanskrit word l î l a  translates roughly as "divine play."  Stephen 
Nachmanovitch, in his book "Free Play", elaborates that "l î l a is the play of 
creation, destruction, and re-creation, the folding and unfolding of the cosmos…"  
L î l a  also suggests delight and joy in understanding (and learning about) these 
processes. 
 
Every successful inter-disciplinary collaboration flows from the shared play, and 
pleasure, of such creation, destruction and re-creation. 
 
Using this theme as a touchstone, award-winning composer, Dr. David B. Wohl, 
will reflect on his collaborations in dance, theater, multi-media, political art and 
science.  Referenced projects will include the recently inaugurated (and the 
world's first) "Bug Carousel", commissioned by the Bronx Zoo/Wildlife 
Conservation; and, the award-winning new musical "Uncle Jed's Barbershop," 
performed at the prestigious New York Musical Theater Festival (September 
2005).  Other inter-disciplinary works will be referenced, as well. 
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 Environmental impact on the development of music achievement seems to parallel 

environmental impact on the development of academic achievement: both appear to be more 

beneficial earlier rather than later (Bloom, 1964; DeYarman, 1975; Gordon, 1979a, 1980a, 

1980b, 1990, 1995, 1996, 1997). 

 The ability to achieve in music may be enhanced by early childhood training  (Flohr, 

1981; Holahan, 1983; Jenkins, 1976; Shelton, 1966; Wermuth, 1971; Zdzinski, 1992).  Every 

effort should be made to ensure enriched music experiences throughout these formative years to 

promote musical potential and achievement (DeYarman, 1975; Gordon, 1979a, 1980a, 1980b, 

1990, 1995, 1996, 1997). 

   While no direct evidence exists supporting a comprehensive and specific effect of 

kindergarten music instruction, a myriad of investigators has examined the effects of other 

background experiences on the music achievement of young children. (Brand, 1982, 1986; 

Jenkins, 1976; Kirkpatrick, 1962; Mitchell, 1985; Shelton, 1966; Stamou, 1999; Wermuth, 1971; 

Zdzinski, 1992). 

 Music achievement, including performance, appears to be related to the ability to discern 

and utilize  musical patterns (Carterette and Kendall, 1999; Gordon, 1967, 1971).  Gordon (1967, 

1971) believed that tonal patterns, pitches sung without rhythm variance, and rhythm patterns, 



rhythms chanted without pitch variance, constituted the foundation for musical understanding 

and communication.  Tonal patterns and rhythm patterns provide a more efficient means for 

music achievement than conceptualization of isolated pitches or durations (Attneave & Olson, 

1971; Cuddy, 1971, 1982; Deutsch, 1969, 1970, 1972, 1975, 1980, 1999a, 1999b; Dowling, 

1999; Gordon, 1967; 1997; Grutzmacher, 1987).  Thus, an investigation of the performance of 

tonal patterns and rhythm patterns would provide a basis for understanding music performance. 

 Tonal patterns are more accurately performed by elementary children than long-familiar 

or newly-learned songs (Guerrini, 2002). Tonal patterns have been found to be accurately 

performed by primary grade children when first modeled by a soprano (Clegg, 1966; Green, 

1987; Hermanson, 1972).  Performance of rhythm patterns through chanting has been 

determined to be the most appropriate type of imitative response for children in preschool, 

kindergarten, and primary grades (Frega, 1979; Rainbow, 1981; Schleuter & Schleuter, 1989).  

The neutral syllable “bah” has been used successfully with kindergarten children (Bradford, 

1995) and primary grade children (Lai, 1999) in rhythm pattern performance.   

 Although various investigations have examined the effects of pattern performance 

instruction on music achievement (Colley, 1987; Davies & Roberts, 1975;  DiBlassio, 1984; 

Feierabend, 1984; Gamble, 1989; Grutzmacher, 1987; Gouzouasis, 1990; Holahan, 1983; 

Hudgens, 1987; Jarjisian, 1981; Jones, M., 1979; Kane, 1994; Levinowitz, 1987, 1989; 

McDonald, 1987; Stauffer, 1986),  no study as yet has examined the effects of kindergarten 

music instruction on tonal pattern and rhythm pattern performance.  The purpose of this research 

was to improve understanding of the musical abilities of primary grade children and to 

investigate the effect of kindergarten music instruction on music performance.  

 



PROCEDURES 

 The sample consisted of 560 subjects in kindergarten, first, and second grades in intact 

classes from six suburban public elementary schools in two school districts representing 

populations of similar socio-economic backgrounds.   One school district (District 1) provided 

kindergarten music instruction; the other school district did not. 

 A standardized developmental music aptitude test, Primary Measures of Music Audiation 

(PMMA) (Gordon, 1979b) was used to establish compatibility between the schools.  The 

reliability and validity of PMMA have been reported to be sufficient to inspire confidence in 

using these tests   (Geissel, 1985; Gordon, 1980, 1986a, 1986b; Woodruff, 1984).  

 Performance was measured by an investigator-designed test, Tonal Pattern and Rhythm 

Pattern Performance Test (TPRPT)(Wolf, 2002) which examined the ability to perform tonal 

patterns and rhythm patterns in imitative response to a recorded model. The test consisted of two 

subtests: Tonal and Rhythm.  Subjects  attempted to imitate each of the recorded patterns.  

Responses were audiotape recorded, and evaluated separately using two six-point continuous 

rating scales: Tonal and Rhythm.     

 For a greater application of the research results reported by Lai (1999), tonal patterns in 

major and minor tonality, and rhythm patterns in duple and triple meter were considered.  

Because of the benefits of learning arpeggiated tonal patterns over diatonic tonal patterns  

(Gamble, 1989; Gordon, 1971, 1979b; Pedersen & Pedersen, 1970; Roberts & Davies, 1975), the 

Tonal subtest featured tonal patterns with tonic and dominant functions in ascending or 

descending arpeggios of two or three notes for major and minor tonality.  Parallel forms of 

patterns were presented in major and minor tonality.  The Rhythm subtest featured rhythm 

patterns with macro/micro beats, elongations, divisions, and divisions and elongations in similar 



forms for duple and triple meter.  Macro/micro beat function refer to the beat and its division 

into two or three parts; elongation refers to the extension of a macrobeat; division refers to the 

subdivision of a microbeat; and division/elongation refers to any combination of division and 

elongation functions.  Thus, TPRPT comprises two subtests (Tonal and Rhythm) that each 

comprises two sections ( major and minor tonality, and duple and triple meter). 

 The most frequently used patterns from three kindergarten and first-grade curriculums 

(Beethoven, et al., 2000; Boyer-Alexander, et al., 2000; Taggart, Bolton, Reynolds, Valerio, & 

Gordon, 1998) representing a variety of tonal and rhythm characteristics were selected for 

TPRPT.  Specific characteristics of tonal patterns in TPRPT include tonality (major or minor), 

function (tonic or dominant), direction (ascending or descending), intervallic relationships 

(seconds, thirds, fourths, fifths) and range (high, middle, or low).  Specific characteristics of 

rhythm patterns in TPRPT include meter (duple or triple) and function (macro/micro beat, 

elongation, division, and division/elongation). 

 Tonal patterns were recorded by a soprano singer using a non-vibrato voice, as 

recommended by Yarbrough, Bowers, and Benson (1992), and were sung using the neutral 

syllable “bum” as recommended by Gordon (1990).  Major and minor tonalities were used in the 

key of D to accommodate the range of the average child voice (Campbell & Scott-Kassner; 

Geringer, 2001; Goetze, 1986; Jones, 1971; Welch, 1979; Wilson, 1971).   Rhythm patterns were 

recorded by the same person chanting on a neutral syllable “bah” in both duple and triple meters 

over macrobeat taps produced by a metronome set at M.M. 67, which is the same tempo rhythm 

patterns are presented in PMMA (Gordon, 1979b). 

 A composite test of 70 patterns (40 tonal patterns and 30 rhythm patterns) for TPRPT was 

considered appropriate based on the Lai (1999) study. The test was designed to be administered 



to subjects individually in less than ten minutes to avoid testing fatigue, and to allow for minimal 

disruption of classroom activity in the school setting.  

 Tonal performances received six points if the pattern was sung accurately with all pitches 

correct and with good intonation; five points, if  sung accurately, but without precision and good 

intonation for one tone; four points, if sung accurately, but without precision and good intonation 

for more than one tone; three points, if sung with correct melodic direction, approximating the 

correct pitches within the interval of a fourth, but without accuracy for one or more tones; two 

points, if sung with correct melodic direction, but deviation from the pattern was more than an 

interval of a fourth higher or lower; one point, if sung without melodic direction (static pitch), in 

an opposite direction, or not completed or attempted. 

 Rhythm performances were awarded six points if the pattern was performed accurately 

and precisely on the macrobeat; five points, if chanted accurately, but without precision, slightly 

off the macrobeat; four points, if chanted accurately, but with uncertainty, and without alignment 

with the macrobeat; three points, if chanted with correct meter and tempo, but with one rhythmic 

error; two points, if chanted with correct meter and tempo, but with more than one rhythmic 

error, and one point, if chanted with incorrect meter or tempo, or if the pattern was not 

completed or attempted. 

 After several preliminary studies were conducted to examine the appropriateness of 

TPRPT for use with kindergarten and primary subjects, including an examination of testing 

procedures, test length, and performance difficulty of test items, and deemed appropriate with 

studies involving 40 primary-grade subjects, a pilot study was conducted to investigate the 

reliability of the rating scales. Forty-five subjects in kindergarten through second grade from a 

private school were randomly selected and individually tested using TPRPT.  Intrajudge 



reliability, was examined by comparing each individual judge’s two sets of ratings. Results are 

presented in Table 1.  

Table 1.  TPRPT Intrajudge Reliability 
 

Rater N Total 
patterns 

Possible 
Score 

First Rate 
Mean 

SD Second Rate 
Mean 

SD r 

Tonal Patterns         

     Rater 1 45 40  240 150.09 25.17 150.18 25.02 .95 

     Rater 2 45 40  240 149.96 25.44 150.08 25.33 .96 

Rhythm Patterns         

     Rater 1 45 30 180 110.91 23.01 110.75 23.22 .92 

     Rater 2 45 30 180 110.40 22.78 111.16 22.25 .91 

 
 
 Interjudge reliability was examined by a Pearson correlation, comparing the first tonal 

performance pattern ratings of the two judges and the first rhythm performance pattern ratings of 

the two judges.  Results are presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  TPRPT Interjudge Reliability 
 

 N Total 
patterns 

Possible 
Score 

 Rater 1 
Mean  

SD  Rater 2 
Mean 

SD r 

Tonal Patterns 45 40 240 150.09 25.17 149.96 25.44 .95 

Rhythm Patterns 45 30 180 110.91 23.01 110.40 22.78 .92 

Composite Score 45 70 420 261.00 41.52 260.36 41.53 .94 

 

 The subjects receiving kindergarten music instruction were taught by music specialists 

either once for 35 minutes in a six-day rotation, or once a week for 35 minutes.   In the schools 

where no formal kindergarten music instruction was offered, the classroom teachers were 

encouraged, but not required, to include music activities within the kindergarten program.  In 



both districts, subjects in first and second grades were taught by music specialists either once for 

35 minutes in a six-day rotation, or once a week for approximately 35 minutes.  

 The music aptitude measure,  Primary Measures of Music Audiation (PMMA) (Gordon, 

1979b) was administered to demonstrate that samples from both schools had equivalent music 

aptitude. 

 The music performance measure, Tonal Pattern and Rhythm Pattern Performance Test 

(TPRPT), (Wolf, 2002), was administered individually by the investigator to all subjects.  

Performances were audiotape recorded. Two independent judges, both vocal music educators, 

rated the performances using a continuous six-point rating scale for each dimension: tonal and 

rhythm. 

 

RESULTS 

 Descriptive statistics for TPRPT are presented in Table 3.  Each judge rated 20 percent of 

the subjects (N = 114) twice to provide an opportunity to examine intrajudge reliability.  

Intrajudge reliability results are presented in Table 4. Interjudge reliability was examined by 

comparing the tonal performance pattern ratings of the two judges and the rhythm performance 

pattern ratings of the two judges.  Mean, standard deviation, and Pearson correlation coefficients 

are presented in Table 5.  

Table 3. TPRPT  Descriptive Statistics 



 

 

Number  

of 

Patterns 

Total 

Possible 

  Score 

N Mean SD SEM Skewness Kurtosis 

 

Kindergarten       

 Tonal 40 240 165  131.2 30.4 2.37 -.278 -.478

 Rhythm 30 180 165   94.88 22.0 1.71 .378 -.013

 Composite 70 420 165  226.1 45.4 3.53 -.068 -.506

Grade 1        

 Tonal 40 240 195 136.22 29.7 2.20 -.245 -.050

 Rhythm 30 180 195  99.74 22.5 1.60 .079 -.383

 Composite 70 420 195 235.97 45.7 3.20 -.037 -.453



Grade 2       

 Tonal 40 240 200 147.36 29.7   .70 -.337 -.110

 Rhythm 30 180 200 107.93 24.5 1.70 -.034 -.316

 Composite 70 420 200 255.29 46.0 3.30 .005 -.009

All Grades       

 Tonal 40 240 560 138.72 30.6 1.99 -.271 -.191

 Rhythm 30 180 560 101.23 23.6   .99 .161 .206

 Composite 70 420 560 239.96 47.2 1.99 -.015 -.290
 
 
 
Table 4.  TPRPT Intrajudge Reliability 
                            

Rater N Number 
 of  

patterns 

Total 
Possible 

Score 

First Rate 
Mean  

SD Second Rate 
Mean 

SD r 

Tonal Patterns       

Rater 1 114 40  240 132.51 31.95 132.57  31.80 .97 



Rater 2 114 40  240 130.68 31.85 131.12  31.88 .96 

Rhythm Patterns       

Rater 1 114 30 180 99.67 23.62 99.86  24.00 .93 

Rater 2 114 30 180 99.50 23.47 99.61  23.62 .92 

 
 
Table 5. TPRPT Interjudge Reliability 
 

 N Number of 
patterns 

Total 
Possible 

Score 

 Rater 1 
Mean  

SD  Rater 2 
Mean 

SD r 

Tonal Patterns 560 40 240 138.73 30.61 137.81 31.15 .97 

Rhythm 
Patterns 

560 30 180 101.79 23.65 101.79 24.07 .93 

 

 A t-test revealed that at the beginning of the kindergarten year, the kindergarten classes 

of the two school districts had similar baseline PMMA scores.  Results are presented in Table 6.  

The results of this test indicate no significant differences in music aptitude between the districts 

in the pretest; thus, they were considered compatible. 

 
Table 6.  PMMA Descriptive Statistics 
                

  District 1: Kindergarten Music 
Instruction Provided 

 District 2:  Kindergarten Music 
Instruction Not Provided  

 

  N Mean SD SEM  N Mean SD SEM Sig. 

 Tonal 81 29.05 4.38 .486  84 29.35 4.15 .452 .656 

 Rhythm 81 26.16 4.15 .405  84 26.96 4.30 .469 .191 

 Composite 81 55.20 6.88 .765  84 56.31 7.33  .799 .317 

 

 Differences in subjects’ music performance between schools with and without 



kindergarten music instruction, was examined using three, two by three, two-way Analyses of 

Variance (District x Grade x Subtest).  Prior to conducting the ANOVA, assumptions of 

normality and variance were examined and upheld.   Skewness and kurtosis were within 

acceptable limits; thus, distributions were considered normal. The assumptions of equal 

variances for TPRPT were examined by Levene’s test and found to be homogeneous.  

Descriptive statistics for TPRPT scores for District 1 and District 2 are presented in Table 7.  The 

ANOVA results are presented in Table 8. When a Boneferroni adjustment technique is applied to 

control Type 1 error rate for multiple correlations (p< .05/3 = .02), all differences remain 

significant.   

 The analysis revealed that the interaction between the factors (district and grade) was not 

significant (p>.05).  Therefore, effects of the factors can be generalized without qualification due 

to interaction  (Glass & Hopkins, 1984). TPRPT Tonal and Composite scores for District 1, 

the district providing kindergarten music instruction, are significantly higher (p < .001) than for 

District 2 score means for each grade, kindergarten  through second grade.  District 1 TPRPT 

Rhythm scores remain observably, but not significantly, higher than District 2 score means for 

each grade, kindergarten through second grade.    

Table 7. TPRPT Descriptive Statistics 
 
 Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 All Grades 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

District 1 N = 81 N = 100 N = 100 N = 281 

Tonal 136.25 30.24 139.02 27.72 153.17 29.32 143.26 29.88 

Rhythm 98.47 22.09 100.17 22.64 109.13 22.68 102.87 22.90 

Composite 234.72 45.02 239.19 45.02 262.30 46.16 246.12 46.64 

 
District 2 

 
N = 84 

 
N = 95 

 
N = 100 

 
N = 279 



Tonal 126.39 30.01 133.27 31.46 141.55 29.10 134.17 30.71

Rhythm 91.42 21.49 99.29 22.41 106.73 26.21 99.59 24.30

Composite 217.81 44.43 232.56 47.08 248.28 45.02 233.76 47.05

 
 
Table 8.  TPRPT Analysis of Variance  
     
Source  df Sum of Squares Mean Square F      p 

District  Tonal 
Rhythm 
Composite 

1
1
1

11438.496
1646.610

21764.908

11438.496
1646.610

21764.908

13.038 
3.102 

10.573 

.000

.079

.001

Grade Tonal 
Rhythm 
Composite 

2
2
2

25252.823
15934.757
81192.734

12626.412
7967.378

40596.367

14.393 
15.007 
19.720 

.000

.000

.000

District x Grade Tonal 
Rhythm 
Composite 

2
2
2

888.625
907.077

2593.840

444.312
453.539

1296.920

.506 

.854 

.630 

.944

.598

.919

Error   
Tonal 
Rhythm 
Composite 

554
554
554

486016.802
294119.467

1140471.277

877.287
530.902

2058.612

 

Total Tonal 
Rhythm 
Composite 

559
559
559

523784.743
312560.355

1245992.213

 

 
 
 

 Tonal performance remained undeveloped in District 2 despite initial similar tonal 

aptitude scores to District 1. Music instruction during the kindergarten year provides earlier 

development of vocal performance skills. This advantage is not limited to the kindergarten year, 

but continues at least through the second grade.  Because the development of vocal performance 

skills for subjects in kindergarten through second grade was significantly improved by providing 

music instruction during the kindergarten year, the long-term importance of kindergarten music 

instruction should be realized.   

 The analyses also revealed a significant difference in TPRPT Tonal, Rhythm, and 



Composite scores among grade levels, as expected. Tukey’s post hoc test revealed a significant 

difference (p <.05) between kindergarten and second grade and between first grade and second 

grade for Tonal, Rhythm and Composite scores, but no significant differences between 

kindergarten and first grade test scores. 

 Because significant growth in tonal and rhythm performance occurs between the first 

grade and second grade, the effect of music instruction in kindergarten should not be expected to 

be realized immediately.  The effect of kindergarten music instruction may be better observed in 

later music development rather than in immediate results. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Music instruction during kindergarten significantly benefits tonal performance, and the 

benefit is significant through second grade; children receiving kindergarten music instruction 

scored significantly higher on the tonal performance measure than children deprived of 

kindergarten music instruction in kindergarten and through second grade.   

 Unlike tonal performance, rhythm performance is not significantly affected by 

kindergarten music instruction. Tonal performance and rhythm performance develop 

asymmetrically during kindergarten and primary grades.  Rhythm performance may be more 

dependent upon informal than formal music experiences during the developmental music 

aptitude stage.   

 For tonal and rhythm performance, development is significant between first and second 

grades, and not between kindergarten and first grade; therefore, the impact of kindergarten music 

instruction has greater long-term than immediate effects on music performance. 
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 Introduction 
 

In art and architecture the highest order is characterized 
by permanence. Whether keeping a book in print, a play 
in production, a sculpture preserved or a building 
maintained, the effort to extend the life of the work, to 
make it endure, is proof of its value. As the work ages, 
each generation reexamines the work’s value before 
deciding to take on the responsibility of sustaining it. 
Works that are found deficient and not worthy of 
maintenance are put in storage, cast aside or left behind. 
Works that continue to be useful and meaningful are kept 
and maintained. I propose the difference between work 
we cast aside and work we preserve is durable beauty. 
 
This study is concerned with the relevance of beauty to 
architecture at the beginning of the twenty-first century 
and argues for its necessity as a contemporary aesthetic 
pursuit. It explores how beauty is at the core of making 
and links beauty to the economics of ecology and the 
development of communities. Finally it exposes beauty 
as the key to sustainability. 
Through my many years of practice, again and again I 
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have experienced clients’ desires to save old but 
beautiful structures. Considering leaky roofs, poor 
insulation, drafty windows, insufficient plumbing and 
inadequate electricity, it frequently costs more to 
rehabilitate buildings than to tear them down and start 
over. Yet, people consistently curb their desires for 
space and compromise their functional needs to fit into 
existing structures they love. I argue it is aesthetic 
beauty that compels people to perform this irrational act. 
If we define sustainability as the ability to endure, then 
without question it is not passive energy systems, state 
of the art construction techniques or low-flow toilets that 
are key to sustainability. It is beauty. Beauty is the 
sleeping figure in sustainable architecture.   
 
For centuries, from Socrates to Hogarth and from Blake 
to Lethaby to Santayana, beauty has been a concern of 
philosophers and religious leaders. Recently though, in 
our pragmatic western culture, beauty has been 
dismissed as socially irresponsible and ecologically 
irrelevant.  Beauty is frequently seen as frivolous and 
sentimental and not deemed a worthy academic or 
professional pursuit. There are many who believe beauty 
can do nothing to solve our homeless problem, remove 
urban blight or save our planet? But in other cultures the 
pursuit of beauty is not dead by any measure. Today, 
members of the Shinji Schumeikai sect in Japan believe 
spiritual fulfillment can be attained through contemplation 
and meditation on beauty in art and nature. I. M. Pei’s 
museum for the sect’s treasures clearly demonstrates 
how architecture can embrace and express a 
philosophical belief in the transformative powers of 
beauty. 
 
The process of building requires an enormous amount of 
resources and energy. Trees have to be cut for framing 
and finishing. The earth has to be torn open to provide 
raw materials. Chemicals have to be produced to make 
new plastics. Fossil fuels have to be burned to raw 
materials into building products and to transport the 
materials to the site. Our buildings are laden with 
enormous amounts of embodied energy. For each 
building that is conserved, this embodied energy is 
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saved and the materials required to replace it do not 
need to be manufactured. It is our ethical responsibility to 
conserve our limited resources and design our buildings 
so future generations will want to save them.   
 
“Plastics” is the magic word a family friend said to Dustin 
Hoffman upon his graduation from college in The 
Graduate. While plastic might have seemed the future to 
some in 1967, today it is ubiquitous. From polar fleece 
and laptops to siding, molding, decking and trim, plastic 
is everywhere. As a building product, plastic’s major 
attractions is that it does not need maintenance. But it is 
that same quality that makes it difficult to emotionally 
care for it. Those things that we take from the earth such 
as wood, metal, fiber and stone do need our care, and 
due to this need we frequently come to care for them. 
The reasons are complex but I suspect part of it comes 
from the generative nature of the material. How many 
years does it take for a tree to mature and how many 
eons does it take to make marble? Where as plastic can 
be formed in minutes and then can take untold years to 
break down. We come to care for the organic material. 
We care for aesthetic beauty in the fluid grain and warm 
color of the wood, and for the geometry of the veins and 
subtle colorations in a slab of marble. The inherent 
beauty in the nature of these materials creates a desire 
in us to invest our time and money to preserve them and 
enhance their beauty.  

 
Using a beautiful material alone though is not sufficient 
to guarantee the material’s permanence. It must have 
quality, which is often defined as excellence in craft. That 
which displays an exceptional level of craft represents 
the care, skill and dedication that went into its making. 
Expressing devotion through developing the play of light 
in spaces, refining proportions and perfecting details 
gives weight and meaning to the work. Craft alone 
though will not guarantee permanence either. Work that 
is excellently crafted still requires beauty to seduce and 
create the desire to extend the work’s life. The maker 
naturally cares for the work because that person has a 
personal investment in the product. He or she has 
expended non-renewable resources in its making. But 
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without beauty once the product is passed on, the new 
owner will care for the product only for any economic 
value it may offer. And if it is cheaper to tear it down and 
throw it away, that is what will happen. 
 
Through the design of a building meaning is frequently 
bestowed upon it. Meaning can come through 
symbolism, metaphor or allegory but this meaning gives 
the work additional value. Meaning though can be 
transient. Regarding the importance of meaning, the 
artist Matthew Ritchie believes “You can have something 
that is both beautiful and meaningful—and that meaning 
enhances the beauty and the beauty enhances the 
meaning.” But as cultures evolve, issues explored in 
architecture and art wax and wane. As these issues 
become less meaningful and lose significance works 
without beauty slip outside the sphere of currency. For 
example, at the turn of the last century the Futurists, in 
their attempt to change the course of European art, 
proclaimed a new cult of beauty in which “a racing car… 
is more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace.” Now 
the meaning of their technological innovation in their 
work has lost much of its relevance for us but the beauty 
of their work lives on. When we look at great works of 
Western culture such as The Winged Victory of 
Samothrace, Reitveld’s Schroeder house and Saarinen’s 
St. Louis Arch we can see many of the issues that 
inspired the creation of these works have faded. But as 
their outstanding aesthetic beauty transcends disciplines 
and bridges generations these works become canonized. 
In the end beauty becomes its own issue. It continues to 
seduce.  
 
Beauty can have a significant impact on communities. 
I’m not refering to painting houses or planting trees. 
Artistic populations and the creative thinkers they attract 
have been shown to stimulate economic development. 
Sociologist Richard Florida explores this phenomenon in 
what he refers to as the creative capital theory. In 
Florida’s research, American cities that have 
experienced the most sustained economic growth have 
consistently been those cities with the highest 
concentrations of what he calls bohemians - artists, 
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architects, authors and others, many of whom make their 
living by the pursuit of beauty. Florida’s work found that 
in cities lacking bohemian presence, such as Detroit, 
economic development eventually stagnated or declined, 
even when the cities were host to vital manufacturing or 
high-tech industries. For examples of success he cites 
Austin, Texas and San Francisco, California which have 
vital bohemian populations. As these ideas become 
more accepted, some troubled communities have begun 
to subsidize housing for artists to underpin development 
of their economies. To see the economically revitalizing 
effect artists can have on a community I need only look 
at Soho in Manhattan, where I used to live. Before it was 
an artists enclave it was an economically depressed 
manufacturing district. Now, though many artists and 
galleries have left, it still supports exclusive shopping 
and multimillion dollar celebrity residences. 
 
Another economic argument for beauty is that we cannot 
afford ugliness. It simply costs too much. Studies of the 
work environment support the notion that the absence of 
beauty contributes to psychological, social and economic 
problems. Glaring lights, poor colors, intrusive and 
annoying sounds, badly proportioned furnishings and 
spaces, absence of natural light, haphazard clutter and 
inadequate maintenance are all common occurrences. 
The negative effect of these conditions on productivity 
are well known and well documented. When I was 
working my way through college I took a summer job at a 
Chrysler plant. My responsibility was to shoot 14 screws 
into a machine within a few seconds as it passed me on 
the assembly belt. Standing in the same place for 8 
hours a day with deafening noise, debilitating lighting 
and constant pressure to keep up with the speed of the 
line drove many to the edge. Occasionally fights would 
break out and assembly line workers would literally 
screw each other in the arm or body with self-tapping 
sheet metal screws.  
 
In his essay The Practice of Beauty, James Hillman 
considers the price of ugliness by asking “What does it 
cost in absenteeism; in sexual obsession, school drop 
out, overeating and short attention span; in 
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pharmaceutical remedies and the gigantic escapism 
industries of wasteful shopping, chemical dependency, 
sports violence, and the disguised colonialism of 
tourism?” Perhaps Hillman is overstepping here, but if 
there were significant improvement in their 
environments, if the workplace were more honorific and 
more beautiful, production would be more sustainable 
and workers would not only find employment less 
stressful, they might even receive meaning from their 
labor.  
 
Beauty transcends time. In MEAN GENES, Terry 
Burnham and Jay Phelan, looked at over six decades of 
Miss America contests and found that though winners’ 
measurements varied, their proportions, the ratio 
between the bust, waist and hips remained constant. 
They found the Miss America proportion also applies to 
figures as seemingly diverse as Twiggy and Marilyn 
Monroe. In architecture we need to only look at the 
longevity of classicism to begin to understand how order 
and proportion can instill an enduring beauty.  
 
Beauty also cuts across races and cultures. Burnham 
and Phelan note, “when American and Chinese men rate 
photographs of Chinese women, the rankings of beauty 
match.” They also found men and women from different 
cultures consistently find the same people attractive, 
even those from isolated cultures without media contact. 
Beauty in architecture is also cross-cultural. The studied 
beauty of Japanese architecture had an enormous 
influence on Frank Lloyd Wright and the stoic beauty of 
the work of the American architect, Louis Kahn strongly 
influenced the work of Tadao Ando and Mario Botta to 
mention just a few. We can see this especially today 
through the global nature of many practices. Architects 
who focus on beauty are finding clients in many different 
cultures. Celebrated architects such as Frank Gehry, 
Zaha Hadid and Richard Meier frequently have more 
work outside their native country than in it.   
 
I believe we have a desire to make in the image of 
ourselves. I am not concerned here with the notion of 
anthropomorphism but I am more interested in our 
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individual perception of beauty and why beauty attracts 
us. Much has been written about beauty’s connection to 
procreation. In some ways, the initiative to make 
architecture is like the urge to procreate, we want to 
hand down quality to future generations, to make 
something that will last, something that will outlive us. 
For years I have been looking at the weddings’ pages of 
The New York Times, and have been consistently struck 
by the uncanny similarity between how couples look. 
Natalie Angier of The New York Times has noticed it also 
and wondered if “a few of the couples weren’t 
inadvertently committing incest.” Because our vision of 
our parents is through love, I believe we come to identify 
their features as beautiful. And while the notion that like-
seeks-like is not new, I suggest, when we select our 
mate, we have a natural tendency to select someone 
who resembles us so that our offspring will resemble the 
parents we love. So, the primal urge to procreate can be 
in part an urge to bring beauty into the world. Even when 
people do not have the ability and talent to create 
architectural beauty they can appreciate its proportions, 
recognize its universality across cultures, and have an 
inherent desire to strive to preserve it. 
 
Beauty’s importance in reinforcing the value of life and 
sustaining civilization is made agonizingly apparent in 
times of disaster and war. Shigeru Ban writes in his 
monograph “Even in disaster areas, as an architect I 
want to create beautiful buildings….If I did not feel this 
way, it would be impossible to create meaningful 
architecture and to make a contribution to society at the 
same time.” The desire to create beauty in war and 
disaster areas reflects an instinct to honor and 
memorialize the land and the lives lost. After the World 
Trade Towers bombing, the artist Andy Jurinko, who 
focuses on cityscapes, stated in response to questions 
about what direction his work might take, “Maybe I’ll 
focus on the beauty instead of the horror. In times like 
this, beauty is the only real protest.” This answer is not 
surprising as many who were queried after the bombing 
had similar replies. In response to the question about 
what should fill the void Rafael Vinoly said, “It should be 
filled by a place that can reinstate the values of 
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innovation, pragmatism and beauty.”  
 
Building is a violent act. As those of us who are 
intimately involved in construction know, nature is not 
just disturbed, it is destroyed. It is an act of disrespect 
and a violation of nature to rip apart the land to construct 
a building that doesn’t have quality, craft and beauty. In 
his essay, Replacement, the architect W. G. Clark writes,

 
Architecture, whether as a town or a building, is 
the reconciliation of ourselves with the natural 
land. At the necessary juncture of culture and 
place, architecture seeks not only the minimal ruin 
of landscape but something more difficult: a 
replacement of what was lost with something that 
atones for the loss. In the best architecture this 
replacement is through an intensification of the 
place, where it emerges no worse for human 
intervention, where culture’s shaping of the land to 
specific use results in a heightening of beauty and 
presence. In these places we seem worthy of 
existence.  

 
Anyone involved in the building process has a moral 
obligation to do it with care. To atone for the loss we 
must testify to our respect for the land that was 
destroyed. We must strive for permanence and make our 
buildings beautiful.  
 
Our culture is increasingly obsessed by speed and 
efficiency. As Milan Kundera writes in his novel 
Slowness, “Speed is the form of ecstasy the 
technological revolution has bestowed on man.” With cell 
phones, portable faxes and email we are in the age of 
constant access. Some of us are getting used to it, I 
don’t include myself here, but for others it is a natural 
condition. Many of my students tell me of their 
compulsion to check their email every five minutes and 
cell phones at every opportunity. In my own practice, just 
10 years ago, if there was an issue on the job site that 
needed to be resolved, a week or more was usually 
allowed for a response. This allowed time to study the 
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problem and consider various options. Today, a 
response is expected and even demanded almost 
immediately. This means the first design solution we 
develop is the one we usually have to go with. 
Compressing the design process and eliminating the 
time for refinement compromises the possibility for 
beauty. We need to work against the demand for instant 
results and argue for more time to develop design 
options. We need to work towards slowness. 
 
Speed can be beautiful, as the Futurists and others have 
established, but slowness is necessary for crafting and 
appreciating beauty.  We need to stop to see how the 
light grazes the surface of a material bringing out the 
inherent glint of steel, texture of stone or grain of wood. 
We need time to understand the specific dimensions of a 
joint and how that joint relates to the nature of the 
material and the overall proportions of the building. Peter 
Zumthor is an example of an architect of slowness. His 
buildings are designed with incredible exactitude and 
must be hand crafted with extreme care. As Juhani 
Pallasmaa states, “Architecture has to halt time and 
defend the slowness of experience.” The crafting of 
beauty and its subsequent appreciation demands a 
certain slowness. We need to strive to be more assertive 
in our relationships with our clients and contractors. We 
need to negotiate for beauty. 
 
Beauty and pleasure are inextricably linked. George 
Santayana said, beauty is “pleasure objectified.” 
Beautiful things encourage visual and physical contact. 
They ask to be studied with a lingering gaze and 
appreciated with a longing touch. In return they offer 
pleasure for our senses. When we expend our 
resources, our life, to care for something we demand 
more of it than just economy. It must offer us some 
pleasure in return. Even if a product is constructed out of 
the most sustainable materials, if it does not please the 
senses, if it does not give us pleasure and touch the 
heart, over the long term, we will not want to save it.  
 
When something is truly beautiful, its mere presence can 
draw out the elements of beauty that exist in things that 
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are around it. Pallasmaa states, “…a longing for beauty 
reflects the belief and confidence in the future, and is a 
projection of the realm of ideals in our mindscape.” We 
have all seen what happens when a building on a street 
or a house on a block is renovated and bestowed with 
wonderful proportions and elegant detailing. Soon, other 
buildings begin to rise to the new standard. Just as an 
individual’s good or valorous deed will often incite others 
to do likewise, the beautiful encourages the elimination 
of the ugly. Art critic Dave Hickey said, in reference to 
the influx of good art into Las Vegas a few years ago, “In 
general I believe that the good drives out the bad. You 
put a Jackson Pollock in your office, and you have to 
redecorate your office.”  
 
The level of care and craft necessary to achieve beauty 
cannot be attained without love. For a building to rise 
above the ordinary and be beautiful, the maker must be 
full of love for the beauty of the form, for the beauty of 
the material, and for the act of making. When the work is 
beautiful in form, detail and craft, it will communicate the 
love with which it was designed and made. As the viewer 
or user appreciates the work, the intrinsic value of the gift 
is understood. The unconditional love embodied in the 
work lives on with the work and moves with it through 
time and space. Embodied love can evoke love in others 
who experience the beauty in the work. 
 
Love is not something architects are taught their designs 
should evoke. But creating love is the highest goal that 
can be achieved. The Pritzker Prize winning architect 
Renzo Piano commented, regarding his competition-
winning skyscraper design for The New York Times, “My 
real hope is that the building will be loved.” Architects 
have a civic responsibility to design their works to have 
beauty so that they will be crafted with care, and in return 
evoke love.  
 
We have to acknowledge the importance of beauty. For 
our buildings to grace our lives and encourage love, they 
must have beauty. It is essential for the sustainability of 
individual and cultural production. Through beauty and 
love architecture can demonstrate our desire to create 



for our successors, to support humanities’ good will, and 
to testify to our faith in the future. 
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Throughout history, as African Americans pressed for equal rights, the physical often 

became significant for the political.  These politics of style are apparent within the strategies of 

abolitionism, the Harlem Renaissance and the Black Power Movement, in which blacks offered 

competing constructions of the black subject as the rationale for civil rights.  As “beautifying” 

frequently became part of black uplift, hair repeatedly became a marker of one’s social and 

political identity.  Consequently, black hair is more than an aesthetic as black hair styles are 

regularly read as political statements.   

In this essay I contextualize the significance of hair within the black community.  

Specifically, I explore how these “body politics” are represented in the contemporary moment 

within “hair stories,” fictional or autobiographical narratives that purposefully comment on the 

significance of black hair to constructions of the black subject.  These hair stories demonstrate 

that the relationship between hair and politics is especially significant for women.  Therefore, 

through close readings of contemporary hair stories written between 1988 and 2001 by black 

women, I explore how black women negotiate the politics surrounding hair, protest and 

constructions of womanhood.   I focus on a driving question for these stories: Does hair function 

as a language or discourse with the power to convey a politicized black womanhood and if so 

what are the consequences of this discourse?  My analysis positions these gendered narratives as 

important representations of black women’s agency and voice in response to their unique social 

and political realities.   
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Abstract 

In this paper, I examine the dynamics surrounding the production and consumption of Jean 
Toomer’s Cane and the impact of labeling Toomer as a New Negro writer.  When Toomer’s 
Cane first appeared in the 1920s, Boni & Liveright’s featured Cane as a book “written by a 
Negro” and “a vaudeville out of the South.”  This mediation effectively and immediately 
controlled the public perception of Toomer as a Negro writer and also supplied the 
interpretive codes that conditioned the reviewers’ interpretative schemes of his work.  As a 
result, the mainstream reviewers were inclined to overlook the writer’s unique race theory, 
his denouncement of the dualistic racial consciousness of white and black Americans to 
represent the subjectivity of his black characters who spoke for themselves rather than out of 
the mainstream values.  Moreover, the mix of interpretive and promotional statements had 
imagined him as different from mainstream American authors of the period.  This ethnic 
labeling and aesthetic evaluation, I would argue, still exerts a major effect on the ways in 
which Jean Toomer is received today.  I propose in this paper that ethnic talk should not be 
the requisite and exclusive interpretive model or a natural idiom for approaching Toomer’s 
work.  In continuing to designate the salience of ethnicity to certain writers and to reinforce 
the literary difference between racial minorities and white Americans, we are still trapped in 
a Western dualistic frame within which “ethnic” writers continue to be denied a chance to 
become “American” writers.   
 
Key Words: construction of ethnicity, ethnic labeling, African-American Writer, Jean Toomer 
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Since the early 1970s, literary critics and scholars have waged war against literary 
hierarchy and cultural homogeneity in the monolithic American literary tradition by seeking 
inclusion of literary works from the social margins.  By definition, only writers with ethnic 
backgrounds are included in the canon of American ethnic literature; the result is a 
fashionable tolerance for cultural diversity and so-called “ethnic” representative voices given 
to the concerns of race, ethnicity, gender, and class.  This embrace of narratives only by 
ethnic writers, however, reflects the arbitrary arrangement of ethnic boundaries in its 
placement of writers according to their ethnic or immigrant backgrounds.  Because of his 
ethnic background, Jean Toomer was rediscovered and was celebrated as a representative 
African-American writer.  In his introduction of Jean Toomer, David Levering Lewis, the 
editor of The Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader, writes that “His [Toomer’s] connection 
to Harlem as a place and to the spirit of the Renaissance was tenuous.  He belonged more to 
the Lost Generation than to the New Negro Arts Movement.”1  Nevertheless, Lewis still 
includes Jean Toomer in his list of African-American writers of the Harlem Renaissance and 
considers Cane “a catalyst for the New Negro Arts Movement.”  Used by Lewis to mark the 
end of the first phase of the Harlem Renaissance, Toomer appears in the time-honored 
category of New Negro writers, and the publication of Cane is considered an important event 
in African-American literary history.  It is inevitable that contemporary works of criticism, 
which are greatly influenced by the Left/Right politics of literary studies, shapes a work’s 
reception and practices of a particular reading agenda.  Although critics are aware of their 
role in becoming more selective in expanding the canon in American literature, the habit of 
labeling certain writers as ethnic and endorsing literary difference are the manifestation of 
enforcing pure racial power over others. 

The category of “ethnicity” has become so prevalent that it seldom comes into question.  
In what follows, I will examine the sociohistorical circumstances of literary production of 
ethnic texts and also the ideological operation and its consequence of labeling Toomer as an 
ethnic writer in the 1920s.  What were the factors that aided Jean Toomer’s development as 
an artist and his visibility to the American reading public?  And what factors had inhibited 
the literary world of America in the 1930s from seeing Toomer’s imaginative renditions of 
black life with artistic imagination?  These are the questions I am going to explore and 
answer by looking at the historical and social context in which Toomer acquired and 
maintained his cultural visibility and literary status.  When Toomer’s works first appeared in 
the 1920s, he was treated as an ethnic writer by publishers and book advertisements.  In 
constructing an ethnic label for Toomer to parade his exotic ethnicity, Boni &Liveright 
employed a marketing strategy that coincided with the idea that ethnic narrative “was a 
commodity which [ethnic writers could] . . . trade for their humanity.” 2  While this kind of 
                                                 
1 David Levering Lewis, “Jean Toomer,” in The Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader (New York: Penguin 

Books, 1994), 300. 
2 Henry Louis Gates, Jr., “Writing ‘Race’ and the Difference It Makes,” in Race, Writing, and Difference, ed.             
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strategy attempts cultural mediation, it inevitably supplies the interpretive codes that 
condition the reviewers’ interpretative schemes of Jean Toomer’s works in the 1920s.   

As the publicity campaign employed racial classification as its marketing strategy to 
effectively control the public perceptions of both writers, the mainstream reviewers, 
influenced by such a presentation, tended to evaluate Toomer’s works based on the Western 
literary standard and were inevitably inclined to overlook his quest for new literary voices to 
represent the subjectivity of his African-American characters, who spoke for themselves 
rather than out of the mainstream values.  Toomer’s use of impressionism to represent black 
life and to render unfamiliar images of black people in Cane was seldom appreciated by 
those who only valued portrayals of African Americans that reinforced existing literary types.  
The American consciousness of the early twentieth century recognized that blacks existed as 
an ethnic group; they were thus perceived as decidedly different and in most cases their 
writings were assumed to be less desirable.  As the mix of interpretive and promotional 
statements had imagined Toomer as different from mainstream authors of the period, the 
ethnic labeling and aesthetic evaluation still exerts a major effect on the ways in which he 
was received and are read today.   

Although marketing Toomer based on his ethnicity in the 1920s was considered an 
effective strategy for self-commodification and promotion, the determined and arbitrary 
conditions of validating Toomer as “colored” artist ironically enabled his works to achieve 
public acknowledgment based not upon the sophistication of his creative work or the 
aspiration in his creative life.  Instead, he was promoted on the basis of their appeal to an 
American reading public hungry for a new source of vitality and sensuality.  Once the 
novelty had worn off, these writers fell prey to this tally-sheet approach and simply could not 
meet white aesthetic standards in the next decades.  In the end, he vanished into oblivion 
along with his works the moment that critical and popular tastes changed.  However, in the 
general effort of revising the canon, this marketing of writers as ethnic again predetermined 
the contemporary reading conditions and agendas.  It is the dynamics surrounding the 
production and consumption of ethnic narrative in the U. S. that I would like to consider in 
the present study.  I consider the subject of public display of a writer as ethnic a 
fundamental one for me to address.  I hold a position very close to that of Gerald Graff, who 
argues that “the contingencies of context, history, and social practice precondition the 
agendas of interpretation that determine which objective aspects of a text are noticed or 
emphasized.”3  In terms of my own entry into the issue, I propose that ethnic talk should not 
be the requisite and exclusive interpretive model or a natural idiom for approaching Toomer.  
In continuing to designate the salience of ethnicity to certain writers and to reinforce the 
literary difference between racial minorities and white Americans, I would argue, we are still 
                                                                                                                                                       

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1986), 9. 
3 Gerald Graff, “Narrative and Interpretive Culture,” in Reading Narrative: Form, Ethics, Ideology, ed. James 

Phelan (Columbus: Ohio State U, 1989), 5. 
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trapped in a Western dualistic frame within which “ethnic” writers continue to be denied a 
chance to become “American” writers.  The ethnic labeling that helps enforce the 
segregation of ethnic writers from major American writers thus needs to be interrogated and 
problematized. 

 
Public Display of Writer as Ethnic 

 
After the Civil War, how the other half lived attracted considerable attention and 

curiosity from white America.  American-born writers such as William Dean Howells and 
Mark Twain entered the debate, freighted with their own ideological frameworks for the 
literary representation of cultural others.  In their attempt to explore the nature of human 
beings, they held the pluralist view that each ethnic group had unique characteristics that 
could be introduced to mainstream white culture through literary representations.  This 
portrayal of cultural other that often depended on bias and distortion inevitably engendered 
stereotypes.  As Susan K. Harris notes, this tendency “further limited immigrant writers’ 
choice of narrative strategies” in depicting themselves and their communities.4  Recently 
immigrated writers who wrote about their native culture within an American context knew 
that they could not afford to create an unmarketable book; they had to adopt the English 
language and the forms already developed in the mainstream culture.  Taking up the 
preexisting molds of representation of ethnic groups, turn-of-the-century ethnic writers 
created ethnic subjects who spoke out of but ultimately accepted mainstream values.  To 
create a literary voice that could project both inside and outside the community and at the 
same time subvert the dominant narrative frames thus posed a challenge for writers from 
different ethnic groups who wrote about American ethnicity.  The confluence of these 
political and cultural factors gave rise to a new literary genre called ethnic writing, and 
helped newly arrived writers with ethnic backgrounds emerge as ethnic writers and turn their 
writings that reflected upon ethnic communities and cultures into a novelty.   

The public recognition of ethnic writers is largely attributed to the control of mass 
production, distribution, and mediation that provides these first-generation immigrant writers 
with immediate public exposure.  In the early twentieth century, the emergence of new 
publishing firms established by agents such as Benjamin Huebsch, Alfred Knopf, and Horace 
Liveright engaged in building an audience for new literary voices from all over the world.  
As Michael Soto points out, these newly emergent publishing agents “might be viewed as an 
early attempt to mediate between high and low, between an avant-garde intellectual elite and 
an educable philistine mass market.”5  They brought transformation to the book publishing 

                                                 
4 Susan K. Harris, “Problem of Representation in Turn-of-the-Century Immigrant Fiction,” in American 
Realism and the Canon, eds. Tom Quirk and Gary Scharnhorst (Newark: U of Delaware P, 1994), 131. 

5 Michael Soto, “Jean Toomer and Horace Liveright; or, A New Negro Gets ‘into the Swing of It,’” in Jean 
Toomer and the Harlem Renaissance, eds. Geneviève Fabre and Michel Feith (New Brunswick: Rutgers UP,   
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industry and also heterogeneous “good” books to American reading public, many of which 
were narratives written by people of different ethnic groups.   

Published alongside the high modernists, Jean Toomer, an aspiring writer of his time, 
was able to find his ways to the publishing industry because his works provided the 
American reading public with routes to ethnic folkways and cultures.  Toomer won literary 
prizes, and his works were published by these respected houses, promoted in popular 
magazines and highbrow journals, and reviewed by influential critics.  In examining the 
case of Jean Toomer, Soto notes “[Boni and Liveright’s] assumptions about Cane and its 
author played a critical role in the book’s early and ongoing reception.”6  By featuring 
Toomer’s Negro background as a promotional strategy, B&L’s presentation intended to 
popularize Cane as a work by a Negro author.   

The literary publishing industry, exemplified by B&L, promotes ethnic narrative from a 
local sub-cultural scene to the mainstream and makes cultural objects available to the mass 
market.  It also has the power to control the production and distribution of a text and 
determine its value.  There are moments of commodification, in which particular ethnic 
images are recreated as cultural icons and the reality of their characters’ lives point to a 
prejudiced and limiting representation.  Ethnic writers emerge with their culturally 
particular essence emphasized and solicited.  Following the rhythms of commodity 
capitalism, writers certainly know how central advertising and publicity are in reaching the 
public to sell their works.  Within this industry of image-making, writers of subcultural 
groups emerge as palpable ethnic others who are drawn to the literary market by their desire 
to present their people to feed the nation’s curiosity.  Implied in this is also ethnic writers’ 
struggle to win general acknowledgment of their artistic expression and literary achievement.    
The culture of mass communication helps provide mediative accounts that comprise 
mainstream readers’ expectations, predispositions, and assumptions that predetermine how 
Toomer becomes an ethnic writer and which part of the text should be noticed or emphasized.  
It also produces secondary interpretive versions, including publishing information, 
advertising, and book reviews, to determine the way in which ethnic writers are packaged 
and the way their works are advertised and discussed.  However, mass mediation, an 
influential force capable of preconditioning readers’ experience of reading, shaping reception, 
and framing a cultural discourse, has inevitably created the gap between labeling certain 
writers as ethnic and having their literary writings and aesthetics recognized and 
acknowledged.  Examining the role the cultural agents play in providing mass mediation 
will unveil the dynamics surrounding the production and consumption of ethnic literature, the 
power relationship between the mass-media culture and ethnic narrative providers, the impact 
of bestowing ethnic images upon certain writers, and the effect of practicing biographical and 
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textual criticisms to relate and interpret certain texts’ relation to ethnic tradition. 
 

Categorical Naming of Toomer / Toomer’s Renaming 
 

Toomer’s blackness was spelled out clearly when Cane was first published and marketed 
as a work “written by a Negro.”  Consequently the rest of his oeuvre, plays, poems, short 
stories, novels, literary criticism, and philosophical pieces that did not deal with 
African-American subjects remained unpublished and unnoticed.  Aware of the cost of 
being pigeonholed as an ethnic writer, Toomer declared that he would not to be labeled as 
such. In much of his later writing he continued to advocate his own concept of an American 
race that he had developed earlier and to reject the racial identity imposed upon him by 
others.  Some of these writings also assumed a stance against the strong forces of 
institutional mediations that labeled him as a Negro writer and his work, Cane, a piece of 
Negro literature.  In his study of distinct means of literary production, Richard H. Brodhead 
notes: 

 
Writing always takes place within some completely concrete cultural situation, a situation 
that surrounds it with some particular landscape of institutional structures, affiliates it 
with some particular group from among the array of contemporary groupings, and installs 
it some group-based world of understandings, practice, and values.  But this setting 
provides writing with more than a backdrop.  A work of writing comes to its particular 
form of existence in interaction with the network of relations that surround it: in any 
actual instance, writing orients itself in or against some understanding of what writing is, 
does, and is good for that is culturally composed and derived.7 
 

In this section, I will first discuss Toomer’s race theory that denounces the dualistic racial 
consciousness of white and black Americans.  Then, I will turn to Boni & Liveright’s 
cultural mediation that features Cane as a book “written by a Negro” and “a vaudeville out of 
the South” to explore the consequence of being labeled as such and why Toomer cannot 
achieve categorical renaming. 

Jean Toomer (born Eugene), who spent most of his life resisting a specific racial label, 
was a fair-skinned man from a mixed-race family.  Both of Jean Toomer’s parents were 
light-skinned.  After his birth, Toomer’s father left, his mother remarried and died shortly 
thereafter.  He was left in the care of his maternal grandparents.  His grandfather, P. B. S. 
Pinchback, had been a commissioned officer of the Corps d’Afrique, a black regiment in the 
Civil War.  Sufficiently light-skinned to have passed for a white man, he was elected 
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Lieutenant Governor in Reconsruction Louisiana and served as Acting Governor in 1873.  
Toomer believed that his grandfather could gain victory over this election due to his decision 
to claim African heritage and to champion the cause of black Americans.  In the aftermath 
of the Democratic return to political power in the South in the late nineteenth century, the 
Republican Pinchbacks, fearing the loss of prestige and position, moved to Washington in the 
early 1890s.  As Nellie Y. McKay in Jean Toomer, Artist points out, Toomer realized that 
“The Pinchbacks were living in a different section of the city . . . it was the world of an 
aristocracy --- a world midway between the white world and the black world --- and for the 
first time in his life he had real contact with the colored world.”8  Having the advantage of 
relationships with black and white people of the middle class and the ability to live both 
inside and outside of the black community, Toomer saw that the racially mixed Washington 
neighborhood had more color and more gaiety than the other places he had ever lived.   

After graduating from high school, Toomer’s education was varied.  Rather than 
complete courses towards a formal degree, he pursued his own interests in literature and 
social issues while working at assorted jobs until deciding to devote all his effort to writing.  
Based upon his own experience and his informal studies of the American race problem 
during these years of his creative gestation, he thought that he understood the dynamics of 
race relations and wanted to offer his opinion to the discussion.  In several unfinished essays, 
Toomer showed his nascent commitment to remedy the racial condition in America.  In the 
winter of 1920-1921, he wrote a long poem called “The First American,” published as “Blue 
Meridian” after several revisions in the New American Caravan in 1936.  The poem 
explored the conception of a new American race as a mélange of all European, African, Asian, 
and American Indian cultures.  With a great deal of nonblack ancestry, Toomer saw himself 
as not white but “American,” the first conscious member of that race which would unify the 
conflicting racial groups through a mixture of ancestral strains.  This definition led the 
writer to form his view of descent as “we are all mixed blooded” (108).  His idea of a new 
America blended all ethnic cultures into a single one “that is necessarily heterogeneous with 
no chance of even an imagined ‘purity’ of essence or genetics.”9 

As early as 1919, Toomer began to adapt his own writing to describe his own journey to 
self-discovery.  Yet, it was the Georgia trips taken in 1921 to Sparta, and with Waldo Frank 
to Spartanburg in 1923 that had immediate emotional impact on Toomer and provided 
abundant materials for the writer.  In returning to the South, Toomer came in contact with 
his African roots and the rural, poor black people for the first time in his life.  As McKay 
writes, “He [Toomer] noted that the setting was crude and strangely rich and beautiful --- it 
was a valley of cane, smoke wreaths during the day, and mist all night.  There for the first 
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time he heard the folk songs and spirituals sung by ‘black country Negroes,’ and he realized 
how rich and sad, joyous and beautiful they were.  However, he also recognized that he was 
experiencing something that was quickly coming to an end, for blacks too were heading 
toward the towns and the cities.”10  Alongside the positive rhythms and spirits of black life, 
Toomer also noticed the tension and violence of the Southern racial order.  Before he left 
the South, he sent a poem, “Georgia Dust,” to the Liberator, and wrote sketches that later 
appeared in the first section of Cane.  In appropriating assorted African Americans as 
subjects, the creation of Cane thus results from Toomer’s interest in observing the Negro life 
as one part of the human experience and in creating an art form to represent America’s rich 
cultural variety.   

In his 1922 letter to the poet, Claude McKay, Toomer wrote, “my growing need for 
artistic expression has pulled me deeper and deeper into the Negro group . . . It has 
stimulated and fertilized whatever creative talent I may contain within me.”11  It was 
apparent that the impact and potency of the Georgia experience led Toomer to identify with 
the Southern black and to release his art.  As McKay suggests, “The trip to Georgia in the 
fall of 1921 was the single most important factor that led to the emergence of Jean Toomer 
the artist . . . It was during the period between the fall of 1921 and the spring of 1923 that 
Toomer most closely identified with the Afro-American experience.” 12   Contrary to 
McKay’s assertion that Toomer is connecting himself and his art to his African heritage and 
the Southern black life, Toomer does not claim this heritage in the traditional way, one that 
gives complete identification with his true “racial” heritage; but rather he positions himself as 
an outsider who comes to observe the diverse black experiences that derive from Southern 
rural black folks.  In his remarks on Toomer’s “outsider” position, Alan Golding suggests, 
“Such an outsider feels particularly transient in the South in his attempts to involve himself 
in a way of life of which he knows he is not ultimately part. . . . This stance [of spectatorial 
artist] demands that Toomer faces one central conflict of his identity and his art: how to both 
observe and participate in black culture.”13  In writing Cane, Toomer demonstrates his 
outsider status does not preclude his participation in black culture.  He is capable of evoking 
the toughness and beauty of the land of Georgia to call forth a “swan song” for the dying folk 
spirit of the South.  In his attempt to deconstruct a traditional racialism, he represents 
diverse lives of the black folk, a new kind of ethnic subject whose existence is excluded by 
white and black definitions of racial subjectivity.  Toomer believes that this new race could 
produce a new racial consciousness to displace the dualistic racial one of white and black 
Americans.   
                                                 
10 McKay, Jean Toomer, 32. 
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By employing the expressionist technique to create a multitude of lives lived by black 
and white folks, Toomer’s portrayals do not conform to the already established racial 
categories and norms.  In “Becky,” Toomer describes white women like Becky who are 
involved in interracial liaisons.  Giving birth to mulatto sons, Becky, who refuses to give the 
name of her black lover, is ostracized by black and white communities.  In the poem 
“Portrait in Georgia,” Toomer evokes a haunting image of lynching, an excruciating means of 
punishing transgression: a black person is burned to death, “And her slim body, white as the 
ash of black flesh after flame,” for the cause of violating white womanhood.14  Also, the 
mulatto women like Fern and Esther have to pay a terrible price as members of mixed race.  
Both black and white men sense something “inviolable” and “mystic” about Fern; as Toomer 
explains, “men are apt to idolize or fear that which they cannot understand, especially if it be 
a woman. . . A sort of superstition crept into their consciousness of her being somehow above 
them.  Being above them meant that she was not to be approached by anyone” (16).  Fern 
signifies for Toomer “the dissolution of the ‘old’ races into the ‘New World soul.’”15  Esther, 
a light-skinned woman trapped in a black body, represents the unawakened people of his new 
race, in that she denies herself a world of mixed-color reality and wants to embrace pure 
blackness in order to fit into the black world.  Her solution to the problem of selfhood is to 
seek marriage with King Barlo to ensure her a clearly defined black identity.  Yet, the 
solution proves abortive as Barlo refuses her proposal.  As George Hutchinson notes, “Cane 
exemplifies the frustrations attendant upon a transformation from one field of ‘racial’ 
existence to another [and] provoke[s] a new ‘racial’ consciousness that would displace the 
dualistic racial consciousness of ‘white’ and ‘black’ Americans. . . All of Cane can be read as 
initiating such a [new American] tradition.”16  In depicting the denial and repression of 
interracial desire governing all human relations, Toomer incorporates the frustration of 
people of his new race to show the tragedies that reside in the repression of natural desires 
inherent in Southern sexual culture and the brutally enforced racial segregation that prohibits 
certain members of race to feel for the other.  Toomer implies that once the desire and 
segregation are dismantled, crossing racial boundaries will no longer be considered as 
transgression, and people of mixed race will not be put in limbo. 

While the first section of Cane hardly glorifies the life of Southern blacks, Toomer 
appreciates the vitality in Southern blacks which is disappearing when they are removed 
from the land, a process that Toomer views as inevitable in the modern world.  Following 
the emergence of a new race, the desensitizing spirit of urban life is found in the North.  In 
the second section of Cane, the writer attempts to resolve the cultural tensions of Southern 
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black rural culture facing assimilation into Northern white urban culture.  The setting moves 
north into the city, where blacks from the South have difficulty fitting into the 
white-dominated social patterns and the mentalities underlying sexual and racial constraints 
remain unchanged.  The black bourgeoisie is as adamant as the white in holding fast to the 
old ways, which also prevent the birth of this new American race.  In “Bona and Paul,” the 
interracial desire is dramatically evident in Bona, who desires the mulatto, Paul.  Unable to 
overcome her sexual and racial fears, she finally deserts him.  The failures of characters to 
break the repression that inhibits self-realization and to achieve the harmonious fusion of 
racial difference carry over to the last story in the final section of Cane entitled “Kabnis,” an 
autobiographical drama of social and personal conflicts in the rural South.  The main 
character, Ralph Kabnis, is an articulate embodiment of the writer’s psychological tensions of 
and ambivalence about his own mixed racial identity. 

Like his modernist contemporaries, Toomer’s artistic identity is affirmed not through 
identification with but through objectification of and dissociation from the black.  In his 
interpretation of such dissociation in the example of Toomer and Kabnis, Golding notes that 
“Kabnis’s Northern detachment wins out in his struggle to live with his conflicting feelings.  
He uses paradox, a trope learned from his training in the white intellectual world, not to 
immerse himself in his heritage, as Toomer did . . . but to separate himself.”17  According to 
Golding, “Kabnis's outsider position, his failure to gain access to this society, dramatizes 
Toomer’s final inability to reconcile the cultures of South and North. . . . A racially 
ambiguous Northern visitor in the South, he [Kabnis] rejects the black heritage that throws 
him into conflict.”18  However, to say that Cane only reflects the author’s ambivalence and 
failure to reconcile the conflicts within his culture does not do justice to Toomer’s 
painstaking effort to come to terms with Southern black culture, its past, and its future before 
he can effect any racial or spiritual harmony and integration.  I would suggest that Toomer 
relies on art not just to acknowledge his blackness as part of his American identity but also to 
initiate self-creation and transformation to resolve oppositions between South and the North, 
white and black.  In “Kabnis,” Lewis keeps reminding Kabnis that his ancestors are 
Southern blacks, but it is through dissociation from the typical interpretation of blackness 
that Kabnis is able to claim “My ancestors were Southern blue-bloods” and “Aint much 
difference between blue and black” (108).  However, Lewis keeps misunderstanding Kabnis 
and interprets his claim as a denial of his black heritage: “Enough to draw a denial from you.  
Cant hold them, can you?  Master; slave.  Soil; and the overarching heavens.  Dusk; dawn.  
They fight and bastardize you” (108-09).  In asserting the black’s blueness, Kabnis, 
emergent from “a false personality, a compound of beliefs, habits, attitudes, and emotional 
reactions superimposed upon him by external circumstance,” is able to divorce himself from 
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external pressure to redefine the meaning of his racial roots and to reconstruct a new image 
of blackness that substitutes a fresh appearance for an old one.19 

In his attempts to discover the implication of Toomer’s radical proposition, J. Martin 
Favor asks: “Does Toomer’s alternate formulation of ‘race’ and identity mean, however, that 
he has no sense of blackness or African American culture?”20  The answer is certainly no.  
In his 1924 article “The Negro Emergent,” Toomer explained what he meant by the Negro 
emergent was “He [the Negro] discovers himself, and at the same time discovers the external 
world”: 

 
The Negro has found his roots.  He is in fruitful contact with his ancestry.  He partakes 
of an uninterrupted stream of energy.  He is moved by the vital determinants of racial 
heritage.  And something of their spirit now lives within him.  He is about to harvest 
whatever the past has stored, good and evil.  He is about to be released from an 
unconscious and negative concern with it.21 

 
Often judged by appearance, black people either deny themselves or mold themselves out of 
the exotic figure that others want him to be.  In Cane, Toomer intends to subvert the 
negative denotation of blackness and transform the self-rejection to self-acceptance.  In the 
process of observation, Toomer participates in redefining and expanding the essence of 
blackness through touching pure Negro emotions.  Like other high modernist writers who 
explore the self as something other, Toomer dissociates desire from identifying with his black 
heritage in the traditional way, and at the same time he also demonstrates that this 
dissociation does not hamper him to appreciate that culture.  His dissociation enables him to 
contemplate the matter of being black, to be aware of the limitation of being labeled by it, 
and to also deconstruct its negative connotations and tentatively expand them. 

The radical formulation of race and identity in Cane “has its roots in Toomer’s 
experiences among, and reactions to, various ‘racial’ cultures of his time.”22  His choice to 
merge the self with the black life is an artistic alternative rather than a social act that urges 
him to write from the viewpoint of the black life and to immerse himself in observing the 
black race.  As Toomer writes, “Men who are relatively free to meet life in its own terms 
and respond to it, not merely through the conventions of thought, emotion, or of conduct.  
The influence of this discovery is mutual . . . It may prove to be profound.  For each brings 
the other an essential complement: a living contact made from different levels of 
experience.”23  Also, in his 1922 letter to Waldo Frank he wrote, “The only time that I think 
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‘Negro’ is when I want a peculiar emotion which is associated with this name.  As a usual 
thing, I actually do not see differences of color and contour.  I see differences of life and 
experience.”24  Toomer, who was interested in the Negro as a way of life, hoped to uncover 
the essence of blackness by drawing out the variety of humanity and culture found in the 
Negro: “I would be receptive of his [the Negro’s] reality as it emerges (being active only by 
way of aid to this emergence), assured that in proportion as he discovers what is real within 
him, he will create, and by that act at once create himself and contribute his value to 
America.”25  Thus, Toomer in Cane significantly held a rather different and radical view 
about the definition of American identity and the meaning of blackness. 

Toomer’s denial of specific definition of blackness within the black race and himself 
continued on in his struggle against being labeled as a Negro writer by his publisher, and the 
application of race/ethnicity paradigm on Cane practiced by his modern and contemporary 
literary reviewers and editor.  After Cane was accepted for publication on January 2, 1923, 
Liveright’s marketing campaign, given the racial climate during the heyday of primitivism in 
the 1920s, the growing market of African-American readers, and Toomer’s striking portrayals 
of black America in Cane, incorporated Toomer’s black ancestry into publicizing Cane and 
its author.  Although he initially consented to feature “Negro,” Toomer later resented the 
appellation.  However, Liveright revealed to the writer his angle and purpose: “I feel that 
right at the very start there should be a note sounded about your colored blood.  To my mind 
this is the real human interest value of your story.” 26  Such a scheme also coincided with 
the idea of writings produced by black writers as the principal measure of their humanity.  
In his 1922 letter to Waldo Frank, Toomer, agonized by such a delimitation of his individual 
self and artistic identity complained that “‘the ‘Negro’ line had been subject to perversion for 
‘purpose of propaganda.’” 27   When asked to send a biographical sketch, Toomer 
deliberately provided Liveright’s publicity department with a four-page personal history that 
avoids direct mention of his ancestry.  Charged by Liveright with dodging his racial identity, 
in his letter to Liveright on September 5, 1923, Toomer wrote with anguish: 

 
My racial composition and my position in the world are realities which I alone may 
determine . . . I do not expect to be told what I should consider myself to be.  Nor do I 
expect you as my publisher, and I hope, as my friend, to either directly or indirectly state 
that this basis contains any element of dodging . . . As a B and L author, I make the 
distinction between my fundamental position and the position which your publicity 
department may wish to establish for me in order that Cane reach as large a public as 
possible. . . Feature Negro if you wish, but do not expect me to feature it in 
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advertisements for you.  For myself, I have sufficiently featured Negro in Cane.  
Whatever statements I give will inevitably come from a synthetic human and art point of 
view; not from a racial one.28 
 

Toomer in Cane had demonstrated that he is able to embrace a new part of his Negro 
background to represent the black life in a new light.  Toomer’s repugnance towards the 
ethnic labeling, which arbitrarily ties a writer’s identity and art work to the racially defined 
perimeter and letters, was never seriously considered by Liveright.  Defying Toomer’s 
refusal to feature Negro, Liveright promoted him as a Negro writer in public.  Toomer’s 
fateful association with Liveright had unintended repercussions: Liveright’s particular 
emphasis on Toomer’s racial background became a public truth, and this undue distortion 
also labeled Toomer’s artistic expression as a product of a new literature by Negro.  In 
featuring Cane as a book “written by a Negro” and “a vaudeville out of the South,” such a 
presentation of Toomer and Cane was effective and influential in channeling the book’s early 
reception and framing a specific cultural discourse to discuss Cane and provide important 
contexts for the public meaning and perception of Cane.   

As reviewers adopted the notion that Toomer’s ethnic background enabled the author to 
write from the viewpoint of black life, they conveniently linked the emotional quality they 
discovered in Cane to the ethnic trait of writing.  Allen Tate in February 1924 reviewed 
Cane for the Nashville Tennessean, “Negro Poet Depicts Simple Life of Race,” claimed that 
Toomer’s book “has its origins in the consciousness of the race itself” and proposed that 
Toomer be seen as a Negro poet.29  Matthew Josephson, who published Toomer’s work in 
Broom, wrote a review for that journal in October 1923.  Recognizing the artistry of 
Toomer’s representation of black oral forms, he, however, considered Toomer’s writing style 
“fiercely emotional,” comparing it to contemporary writers who lacked such unpolished 
vigor.30  Like Josephson, John McClure, who had also published Toomer’s work in his 
Double Dealer, stated in a review in January 1924 that Cane “represents the injection into 
our polite letters of the emotional ecstasy of the black man . . . Real ecstasy is the state of 
mind most seldom found among writers.  The Negro has it.”31  While acknowledging the 
significance of Cane and its innovation that would “profoundly enrich American literature,” 
McClure believed that only Negro writers were capable of portraying “emotional ecstasy of 
the black man,” and Toomer was a Negro writer since he demonstrated this capacity so well 
in Cane. 

That Toomer was seen as a Negro writer and Cane is simply read as a representation of 
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the life and culture of black folks also showed critics’ tendency to identify the author and 
people of mixed race represented in Cane as blacks.  Montgomery Gregory’s review 
published in the December 1923 issue of Opportunity, a magazine that drove the art and 
literature of the Harlem Renaissance, introduced Cane as the first work produced by “a 
native son of Negro descent” who expressed “the race-soul” that “mirrored the soul of his 
people.”32  Following this introduction of Toomer’s southern Negro background, Gregory 
commented that “No previous writer has been able in any such degree to catch the sensuous 
beauty of the land or of its people or to fathom the deeper spiritual stirrings of the mass-life 
of the Negro.” 33   Some reviewers, however, were confused by Toomer’s innovative 
representation of the black people as a mixed race and questioned Toomer’s authority as an 
insider.  In a New Republic review on 26 December 1923, Robert Littell similarly 
commented on Cane as “an interesting, occasionally beautiful and often queer book of 
exploration into old country and new ways of writing” and yet “remotely resemble any of the 
familiar, superficial views of the South on which we have been brought up.”34  W. E. B. 
DuBois, the founder of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and 
editor of its organ, The Crisis, praised Toomer in a review of Cane published in the October 
1924 issue as “a writer who first dared to emancipate the colored world from the conventions 
of sex” and to depict the black folk “with an impressionist’s sweep of color” and yet viewed 
Toomer’s success only narrowly.  DuBois, whose writings on aesthetics advocated 
formulaic or mimetic form and the belief of “all Art is propaganda and ever must be” as the 
intent in African American literary texts, panned Toomer’s unconventional treatment of 
southern black folks and culture: “Toomer does not impress me as one who knows his 
Georgia” and “His art carries much that is difficult or even impossible to understand.”35  
Affected by advertisements produced by Liveright’s advertising campaign that emphasized 
Toomer’s ethnic background, the reviews, produced by white and black reading communities, 
reflected the culturally transmitted predispositions that view Cane as falling into the author’s 
strong identification with his true racial heritage.   

Liveright’s stress on Toomer’s Negro background and his blackness eventually created a 
fixed public identity for the author and provided an angle for readers to discuss Cane.36  It 
also positioned Toomer in relationship to the New Negro Renaissance, and Cane anticipated 
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a new development in black art and literature.  After the publication of Cane, Toomer was 
asked to make a “race contribution” by Alain Locke and James Weldon Johnson who 
received Toomer’s work with enthusiastic praise and attempted to tie Toomer with other 
Harlem writers.  Locke, in his foreword to the 1925 anthology The New Negro identified the 
Great Migration of blacks from South to North, from countryside to city, and class 
differences as the salient factors for the emergence of the New Negro spirit.  In his view, 
“Negro life is seizing upon its first chances for group expression and self-determination.”37  
As African Americans from many different backgrounds come to live side-by-side in Harlem, 
he reminded his readers that “to regard and treat the Negro en masse it is becoming with 
every day less possible.”38  Rather than provide a social study about the Negro, Locke 
intended the anthology to display the full racial utterance and artistic potential of African 
Americans.  In Locke’s view, such a representation of “the life-attitudes and self-expression 
of the Young Negro” would contribute to the new social understanding of “the thinking 
Negro’s mind.” 39   By including a new generation of accomplished and promising 
African-American writers who write not on behalf of Negroes but as a Negro, Locke 
conjured an image of unity and coherence within this group of writers who held the same 
vision and ideals.  Toomer’s “Carma” and “Fern” were taken by Locke as representative 
pieces of the New Negro writing, and when the author was featured as one of the contributors 
to this anthology, tensions arose between them.  Toomer, who had been during this period 
more inwardly detached from the black identification and association, resented Locke’s 
portrait of him as one of the originators of the New Negro Movement.   

James Weldon Johnson, another prominent figure in the Harlem Renaissance, also invited 
Toomer to make his contribution.  Since the anthology The Book of American Negro Poetry 
was published in 1922, Johnson had been speculating on the relationship between the role of 
art and the cultural worth of the race.  He assigned a crucial cultural task to 
African-American writers and described the historical literary foundation on which the New 
Negroes could build: “The world does not know that a people is great until that people 
produces great literature and art. . . . And nothing will do more to change the mental attitude 
and raise his status than a demonstration of intellectual parity by the Negro through the 
production of literature and art.”40  In the 1931 edition of Book of American Negro Poetry, 
Johnson intended to recruit writers such as Countee Cullen and Langston Hughes, who 
became defining figures of the Harlem Renaissance since Locke had included them The New 
Negro.  However, in his letter to James Weldon Johnson on July 11, 1930, Toomer explained 
why he refused to have his poetry included in his updated edition: 
                                                 
37 Alain Locke, “The New Negro,” in The New Negro: Voices of the Harlem Renaissance, ed. Alain Locke 
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997), 7. 

38 Locke, “The New Negro,” 6. 
39 Locke, “The New Negro,” 9. 
40 James Weldon Johnson, The Book of American Negro Poetry, ed. James Weldon Johnson (New York: 

Harcourt, 1959), 9. 
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My view of this country sees it composed of people who primarily are Americans, 

who secondarily are of various stocks or mixed stocks.  The matter of descent, and of 
divisions presumably based on descents, has been given, in my opinion, due emphasis, 
indeed over-emphasis.  I aim to stress the fact that we all are Americans.  I do not see 
things in terms of Negro, Anglo-Saxon, Jewish, and so on.  As for me personally, I see 
myself an American, simply an American. 

Accordingly, I must withdraw from all things which emphasize or tend to emphasize 
racial or cultural divisions.41 

 
In addition, Toomer also explained that he was not “opposed to the efforts and forces which 
are trying to make these [racial] groups creative.”42  As he wrote: 
 

I affirmed these efforts.  I recognize, for example, that the Negro art movement has had 
some valuable results.  It is, however, for those who have and who will benefit by it.  It 
is not for me.  My poems are not Negro poems, nor are they Anglo-Saxon or white or 
English poems.  My prose . . . spring[s] from the result of racial blendings here in 
America.43 

 
Toomer showed little desire to be associated with talented black American artists and writers 
in 1920s.  Moreover, his reluctance to develop strong personal and professional ties with the 
Harlem writers suggests that he literally removed himself from the discourses of racial 
identity and black writing promoted during the New Negro Movement.  The reason, as 
McKay suggests, is that “most likely he [Toomer] was hindered from developing these 
relationships because of his racial ambivalence.”44  However, I would suggest that Toomer’s 
raceless position results from his unprecedented acknowledgement of the rich American 
cultural sources he was able to draw upon in the making of his art.  His refusal to feature 
himself as a Negro writer for the movement also calls our attention to his alternative 
formulation of artistic identity.  While Locke and Johnson place a similar responsibility on 
African-American writers to represent this new sense of racial solidarity, they also envision a 
fulfillment of the cultural agenda that the production of a literature so strong that its very 
existence will disprove any argument against full equality for African Americans and gain 
them equivalent recognition in the Western literary tradition.  On the contrary, Toomer’s 
resistance to only holding to his African inheritance and considering himself an 
African-American writer held a very different position.  Toomer argues for the imaginative 
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freedom of an artist, autonomy, and self-determination, and sees his job as an artist to 
integrate different cultural forms and appropriate them to portray and redefine America and 
also what it means to be an American. 

In Toomer’s view, he had been prevented from being presented in “his true light” merely 
because his name and work were associated with Negro in some anthologies that collected 
Negro writings.  In response to the institutional and ideological forces that place him in the 
lineage of the African-American literary tradition, Toomer realized that this labeling was a 
dead end and “had best set about correcting them wherever and whenever they [the 
misunderstandings] arose.”45  In the 1932 article “Fighting the Vice,” Toomer wrote against 
artificial labels and false beliefs stemming from race-forms.  In his recollection, he wrote, 
“When I wrote Cane I was viced in a set of circumstances more terribly than any I had ever 
known.  I need not detail these circumstances here.  For my present purpose it is enough to 
say that Cane was projected from this vice.”46  When writing this article, it is apparent that 
Toomer positioned himself not as a black artist but as an American one.  Intending to clarify 
the way in which he and his work had been misrepresented in the past, he reiterated that he 
considered himself “a member of the American race of the American people” and insisted 
upon being presented and perceived as such.  Toomer also complained that Locke had twice 
appropriated his pieces without his permission.  Toomer went on to offer his opinion of the 
New Negro Renaissance: “I did not like the boosting and trumpeting and the over-play and 
over-valuation of the Negro, of the products of Negro writers, which were springing up.  I 
refused to have any part in this kind of displaying.”47   

In 1932, Toomer sought to challenge the ways in which he and his work would be 
received by literary institutions.  However, Toomer did not comprehend that the act of 
reading and the reading condition are powerfully structured and reinforced by cultural agents 
and literary institutions which published his work, evaluated it, and transmitted it to the 
American reading public.  As long as his work was surrounded with secondary interpretive 
texts that labeled him as a black writer and considered Cane an important work only in the 
history of African-American literature, Toomer was not able to counteract the powerful 
forces that misrepresented him before the public and challenge the power relationship 
existing between the writer and the publisher/reviewers.  Unfortunately, writers labeled as 
ethnic were not allowed to wield such clout.  The effort had proved abortive; Toomer was 
unable to challenge the cultural climate and institutional control of the way his book was read 
and placed in the genre of race literature.   

After the publication of Cane, Toomer, who had been involved in a project with George 
I. Gurdjieff that temporarily distracted him from literary pursuits, emerged more as a 
philosopher than as a creative writer, and yet the writings Toomer produced after Cane have 
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been generally ignored in this country.  Frederick L. Rusch, the editor of A Jean Toomer 
Reader, offers one explanation of why Toomer’s writings produced after Cane were relegated 
to oblivion: “Because of his sparse publishing record after 1923, and the fact that much of 
what was printed did not deal with African-American subjects, Toomer, the author of Cane, 
faded from the memories of readers and critics.”48  I think the cause can also be attributed to 
the arbitrary displaying and continuous public labeling of Toomer as a “Negro” writer that 
has prevented him from being seen as an “American” writer and exerted pressure on him to 
write from the point of view of so-called black life.  Being asked for more “black” material 
and urged to write from a black perspective, Toomer experienced the force of limitation 
exerted by critical pressure.  He “came to realize that he could not continue writing in the 
vein of Cane and must turn elsewhere for inspiration and subject matter.”49  In the vast 
amount of published and unpublished materials, Toomer moved away from the lyrical 
portraits of black rural and urban life and continued the task of eradicating prejudicial 
categories and of bringing people together in one consciousness, which he hoped could lead 
to the wakening of true brotherhood.   

His non-literary pieces written after Cane reflected Toomer’s abhorrence of rigid 
classifications of people and the impermeable color line.  In the 1935 article “Not Typically 
American,” Toomer claimed that he had lived as an American, “passing” from one group to 
another.  He explained that his passing did not coincide with the typical view of “passing” 
done by “members of the minority groups who want to get into and become members of the 
majority group.”50  Thus, accusing him of passing for white or calling him Negro did not 
justify his “identification with the entire country” and his crystallized “American-ness.”  As 
he argued, “While I lived in it, each group became mine---which means that in a spiritual 
sense the total world of America has become mine.  This identification with the entire 
country is most untypical.”51  Considering himself neither black nor white, Toomer resisted 
identifying himself or being identified with any race except the new American race.  He 
claimed that the way he used the word “American” was different from those who “use it with 
reference to his own group to the exclusion of others, or else with reference to some other 
group to the exclusion of his own.”52  In his view, the conventional use of word “American” 
had been manipulated to keep people of different races divided.  To him, the word simply 
reconstructed a culturally conditioned system of “race” that led to social strife and limited 
artistic borders.53  The unconventional use of word “American” such as his and his kind of 
“Americanism” held that “America is America, that its citizens are Americans, that its people 
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are the American people, that people are human beings, that the human beings of this 
continent have fundamental points in common with the people of all continents . . . that 
human society should operate and cooperate on the basis of the primary common factors of 
mankind in its existence and plight upon this planet of the universe.”54  His kind of 
Americanism eventually committed to the development of a humanist view, through which 
he could see “their human attributes” in each blood and which give rise to “a proper 
valuation of race, of nation, of religion, and it moves on to a view and a feeling for the total 
human world” being torn by the mold of separatism.55  In envisioning the different racial 
groups in America in a state of dissolution and flux, Toomer believed that America could 
evolve into a state inclusive enough to embrace the cultural traces of difference.   

In his assessment of Toomer’s resistance of the analysis to race-based categorization of 
Cane, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., wrote that “[Toomer’s] concerns as a writer are postmodern, as 
a critic post-structural, anticipatory.  Toomer sought to save his texts from a critical 
discourse that would delimit them, that would read them as part of the racial problem.”56  
As long as the biological theories of racial inheritance to the analysis of Toomer’s texts 
continued to exist, it is not surprising that Toomer’s readership would desert him for almost 
two full decades and that his published and non-published works would languish in oblivion 
from the public and academic world.  When interest in Black consciousness impelled 
numbers of scholars to search for literary works composed by African-American writers, 
Toomer was discovered during the 1960s and ranked among African-Americans.  Again, the 
cultural discourse formed in the 1920s had a trickle-down effect in the contemporary reading 
public.  During the revival of interest in the politics of canon formation in the 1960s, this 
new generation of professional readers who took interest in Toomer’s work continued to 
situate Cane and its author in the African-American literary tradition.  In his review of the 
1969 edition of Cane, Robert Bone, according to Gates, “was the first critic to employ a 
central journalistic medium to announce the canonization of a black text . . . by reference to 
such code words as ‘authentic [black] self’ and ‘soul.’”57  This evaluation, although 
acknowledging the importance and secure a place of Toomer’s Cane in the African-American 
literary history, discarded the more personal level in Cane, Toomer’s resistance to being 
pigeonholed as a Negro writer.   

As Toomer’s visibility is directly connected to his status as a black author, the placement 
of Toomer calls our attention to the position of both racial self and racial text in American 
discourse.  More recent critics such as J. Martin Favor, who points out Toomer’s act of 
expanding the discourse of black identity and dismantling the concept of race as an emerging 
sense of American identity, still places Toomer with other major writers of Harlem 
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Renaissance.  Such an impulse to conform Toomer’s artistic expression to the canon and 
cultural orbit of the Harlem Renaissance shows that we have not yet interrogated the 
institutional and social forces that keep featuring Toomer as an African-American writer.  In 
urging future critics to exercise more precision and insight in the placement of Toomer, 
Rudolph P. Byrd is one critic who proposes that it is more accurate to place Toomer in the 
company of white modernist artists and thinkers such as Kenneth Burke and Hart Crane, in 
that “Toomer was a member of this literary cadre not only by virtue of friendship and 
professional ties, but because of obvious textual allegiances.”58  In his effort to dissociate 
Toomer from the writers of the Harlem Renaissance, Byrd’s positioning of Toomer with 
artists and writers of the Lost Generation deliberately identifies Toomer with a literary group 
that does not emphasize race.  However, Byrd’s association of Toomer with the white 
creative world is to some extent inaccurate, in that he disregards the fact that Toomer’s 
creative life and his act of transcending the meaning of race in America are made possible by 
a living contact with different scopes of experience both in the black and white worlds.  
Although Toomer in the beginning was charmed by the group of literary people who hold 
high aesthetic standards and principles, he also discovered that the group of literati was not 
above internal rivalries.  Such excursions into the politics of art left Toomer wondering 
about an artist’s quality of life.59  Thus, associating Toomer with modernist writers and 
labeling him as such dismiss Toomer’s advocacy of “Americanism” and “humanism” that in 
his view can “give rise to a proper valuation of race, of nation, of religion, and it moves on to 
a view and a feeling for the total human world.”60   

Toomer’s conscious and public identification with the entire country as a demonstration 
of what it means to be an American also tries to overcome the cultural divisions that operate 
in terms of racial differences.  This also leads him to the view that art and literature, in spite 
of their content and their creator’s racial background, “as primarily American art and 
literature” to “stress the experiences, forms, and spirit we [the Americans] have in 
common.”61  What is so telling about Toomer’s gesture is that he advances a new category, 
“the American stock” as Toomer terms it, which “will include all creative people of 
corresponding type.”62  Only by challenging and questioning prejudiced assumptions of 
literary value and the monolithic inclusion of Toomer’s writing within the milieus of race and 
ethnic paradigm can we begin to appreciate Toomer’s painstaking effort to “treat all 
differences as of the same order” by which standard he also expected his work to be judged 
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and approached.63 
 

Visibility and the Burden of Ethnic Labeling 
 

To obtain maximum public visibility and recognition in order to solicit and sell their 
works, writers have to rely heavily on the promotional devices provided by the publisher’s 
marketing campaigns.  The marketing strategy and mediation provided by Liveright’s 
publicity campaign helped Toomer gain visibility as ethnic writers in public and promote 
them as icons of racial achievement.  However, he was in no position to define themselves 
freely in public, to control the emergence of a publicity apparatus, and to influence the 
reading agendas practiced by the mainstream readers.  This capitalist market, validated with 
the power to determine and arbitrate the public end result, inevitably exploited Toomer’s 
cultural labors and intellectual properties.  As Gates points out, “Western culture’s use of 
writing as a commodity [tends] to confine and delimit a culture of color,” in that blacks and 
other people of color are not considered capable of it.64  The ethnic labeling, which pretends 
to be an objective term of classification, perpetuates the divisions of cultural letters by 
inscribing racial and cultural differences.   

Liveright’s mediation also manifests the ability to contain, suppress, and transform a 
host of cultural discourses and practices of reading.  In characterizing Toomer as an icon of 
racial achievement, such a cultural imperative also produces an obligation for the writer to 
carry his ethnic identities to a reading public for whom, it seems, the writer comes before the 
mainstream readers not as Americans whose artistry compels their scrutiny but as an ethnic 
writers whose portrayal of how the other half has lived is the real story.  As Toomer’s 
literary difference derived from his ethnic background and subject matters he dealt with in 
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his writings, in return his works gained only backhanded compliments for their exotic 
qualities and quintessential narratives.  The ethnic labeling also doomed Toomer to oblivion 
when our antecedents, who solely studied prominent Anglo-American authors to affirm their 
literary achievement and contributions in the history of American literature.  Later, when 
radical critics revealed the political nature of literature, they began the project of salvaging 
and canonizing literary works by social margins as the genre of ethnic narrative.  Both 
systems of evaluation revealed the same dualistic racial consciousness of white and ethnic 
that reinforced literary divisions in terms of racial differences.   

Brodhead has reminded us that “the different literary programs the authors engaged do 
not derive from their membership in some generalized social category of humanity.  Rather, 
these understandings of writing . . . were molded through a social organization of the literary 
field specific to that time and place; and writers enlisted themselves in one or another of 
these literary divisions through the way they sought to take up a position in that particular 
literary-social world.”65  While the writer’s artistic identity is subordinate to the emphasis of 
his ethnicity by the literary institutions, it implicitly and explicitly “take(s) up a position in 
that particular literary-social world.”  To Toomer, the act of writing implicitly constitutes a 
motivated and political engagement in condemning America’s enforcement of 
Americanization and aesthetic conformity.  He has the desire to transform the divided 
literary fields into the interracial and interethnic field.  He demands equivalent recognition 
for his experimental efforts with literary forms and acknowledgment of his ethnic 
expressions that often manifest his capacity of embracing cultures he inherits both from 
America and his native root.   

As the way in which a writer’s identity is defined and a literary work is categorized are 
conditioned by historical, cultural, and ideological perspectives, our reading experiences are 
inevitably prestructured by the power of cultural mechanisms comprised of advertising, 
publicity, published reviews, and literary discourses formed by secondary interpretive texts.  
The rhetorical gesture that places Toomer in relation to racial and ethnic traditions and 
perpetuates the division of white and ethnic literary traditions can and should be modified.  
Only through challenging and questioning the institutional integrity of literary ethnic studies 
can we begin to transcend the arbitrary relations between artistic identity and racial 
difference and cross that literary divide to acknowledge the power that both white and ethnic 
texts show as equally discursive and significant. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Notation into Action: Principles of Performance in the Choral Music of Meredith Monk 

 
 
This year MacArthur award recipient Meredith Monk, known for her pioneering work in 

extended vocal technique, as well as her work as a composer and director/choreographer of 
multi-media productions and installations, marks the fortieth anniversary of her career in New 
York City. 
 

While it was Monk’s groundbreaking innovations as a vocal soloist that launched her 
career, as early as 1969 she had already begun experimenting with composing for multiple voice 
parts.  Her choral writing gradually increased in complexity over the years, in part due to 
ongoing collaborations with Meredith Monk and Vocal Ensemble, a group she founded in 1978.     
 

Monk’s choral style seems to hold within it competing forces.  Monk holds an unusually 
inclusive attitude with regards to singing, having said that “within the voice there could be 
different textures, colors, ways of producing sound, different genders and ages, characters, ways 
of breathing, landscapes.”i  Microtones, ululations, moans, whispers, overtone singing, yodeling, 
and frequent changes in vocal timbre combine to form what music critic Gregory Sandow aptly 
termed “folk tunes of a culture she invented herself.”ii  Yet it is precisely the complexity of 
Monk’s individual style that makes it so elusive in a choral setting. 

 
Equally unusual in the Western canon is Monk’s openness to collaboration during the 

composition process.  “I usually come in with ideas rather than material that’s actually been 
realized yet…We improvise and work with some of these theatrical ideas and try different 
solutions.”iii  The small size of Meredith Monk and Vocal Ensemble (anywhere from eight to 
twelve singers), and its keen understanding of her artistic vision, has created favorable ground 
for such intimate collaboration. 
 

Perhaps this explains why it was only twelve years ago that Monk ventured to work with 
a chorus other than her own, producing two recordings with Musica Sacra, a semi-professional 
chorus under the direction of Richard Westenburg. Since 1996, Monk has continued to 
collaborate with new choruses, including the Pacific Mozart Ensemble, the San Francisco 
Symphony Chorus, and the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir, as well as choruses from the 
Minnesota Opera Company and Houston Grand Opera.   
 

In each of these collaborations, Monk has opted to teach her music primarily through oral 
transmission.  This unusual approach can be attributed to Monk’s oft-cited concerns about the 
limitations of Western notation.  She says, “...with my music, it’s difficult to capture the essence 
and the principles on paper.”iv Reservations aside, in 2000, Monk entered into an exclusive 



contract with publisher Boosey and Hawkes, making her choral music available to the general 
public for the first time.   
 

In a series of phone interviews,v I conversed with Meredith Monk about her choral music 
and the challenges she encounters when coaching choruses. In our discussions, she identified 
seven principles she considers integral to eliciting proper “Monk Performance Practice.” This 
paper will describe each principle in detail, using three of Monk’s choral works as practical 
examples, in the hopes that those who encounter her published scores will understand better how 
to authentically translate notation into action.   

 
 

 
                                                           

i Meredith Monk, “Frequently Asked Questions,” www.meredithmonk.org/monk/faq.html.  

ii Gregory Sandow, “The Operatic Meredith Monk,” Keynote 10, no. 6, (August 1986).   

iii Cari Cunningham, “Weaving Movement and Music, Dance Spirit 5, no. 7, (September 2001): 49. 

iv Meredith Monk, “Frequently Asked Questions,” www.meredithmonk.org/monk.faq.html.  

v Interviews with Monk took place via phone on 27 March 2005 and 30 June 2005. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper expands on a presentation made at the Industrial Designers Society of 
America, Western Region Conference (Vancouver, BC, April 2005).  The topic 
addresses the manner in which art and design theory can inform the creation of 
technology, aid in the understanding of an object’s significance and endure as a cultural 
legacy.   The paper uses Italian Futurism as a departure point and exemplar of how this 
dynamic occurs.  In this case the presence and use of theory is examined within a type 
of gestalt, where the constituent ideas and notions of theory are seen within the cultural 
climate or context in which they were created.  In turn the theory itself endures as a type 
of context for the development and creation of further theory, artifice, products and 
technology.  Though context can play a pivotal role in understanding the significance of 
technology, given the current pace of technological change the connection to such 
contexts can be readily obscured, lost or negated and the legacy of meaning lost.       
 
In an effort to stay connected, this paper examines the contextual role of Futurist theory 
as a benchmark in investigating technological significance.  The Futurists sought to 
understand and articulate the peculiar relationship between people and technology at a 
pivotal point in modern history.  Notwithstanding several rants evident in the Futurist 
Manifesto (Marinetti, 1909), it emphasizes an almost religious connection to technology 
which can be seen as significant over the last century.  It is the role of technology, a 
question raised by the Futurists, which has since been expanded upon in the work of 
others.  Heidigger is one, who in his seminal essay, The Question Concerning 
Technology, provides a critical discussion of both the beauty and ills of technology.  
Heidigger’s work, and in particular his discussion on the ‘enframed view’, offers an 
interesting interpretative filter for understanding the Futurist position and technology in 
general.  Another is J.G. Ballard and his novel Crash (1973), a work where the 
relationship of people to technology can be described as an eminently Futurist one.  
Indeed it represents the Futurist position taken to a logical but disturbing extreme and in 
so doing provides an interesting commentary on the significance of technology in the 
late 20th century.  There is an intriguing critical thread in the discussion on technology 
apparent in connecting these thinkers through the last century.  From an industrial 
design point of view, understanding such notions of technological significance is useful 
(and arguably quite urgent) as a means of informing design thinking in the creation of 
development of new technology, new products and the trappings of our material world. 
 
Keywords: Futurism, technology, design, design theory, design thinking  
 



Introduction 
 
In understanding the significance of technology and the technological ‘toys’ that populate 
our world, comprehension of the various theories that inform the creation of these items 
can be useful.  For the industrial designer, such insights are essential, though many of 
the theories available to the industrial designer tend to address ideas of form, use, 
function, materials, and manufacturing processes.  Theory in these areas effectively 
serves to fulfill the requirements necessary to professionally execute industrial design 
projects.  However theories do abound which address other significant aspects to the 
artifice of our world and this paper grew out of an effort to illustrate the manner in which 
some theories of cultural history have endured as generations of technology have 
proliferated.  
 
Consider for moment any hi-tech artifact.  There are many to choose from: cellular 
telephones, PDA’s, Blackberry, MP3 players, flat screen TV’s, handheld electronic 
devices of all stripes and even toy robots to name a few.  A variety of product meanings 
are potentially seen in the examination of any of these items, though many such 
meanings are typically arrived at via a focus on product utility and functionality.  One way 
to arrive an alternative notion of significance for these devices can be seen in examining 
everything that is necessary to make one.  For example, a variety of things (materials, 
processes and infrastructure) are required to make a cell phone.  In detail these include 
the raw materials that form the substance of its components and to supply these, mining 
and petrochemical industries are required.  Transportation networks are required to 
move these raw materials around and so there are pipelines, shipping lanes, airways, 
rail and road networks.  The raw materials must be processed and so smelters, 
refineries and petrochemical plants exist.  These endeavors must be managed and so 
office space, office buildings, copiers, filing systems and all levels of managerial staff 
must be in place.   
 
A significant engineering and design effort must be undertaken to create the object and 
so mechanical, electronic and ICT engineers and software, graphic and industrial 
designers are all required to effectively envision the device.  Following this electronics 
manufacturing facilities (printed-circuit-board fabrication and population), injection 
molding, thixotropic and other molding and fabrication technologies are required to then 
make the components of the phone.  Assembly facilities are required to put the 
components together.  Packaging typically requires both a petrochemical industry and a 
pulp and paper industry to supply materials.  Technical writers will prepare instructions 
and printing facilities must be employed to create the attending printed materials.  Once 
made, the finished product must be moved around and so transportation networks are 
again required.  This time though the movement is for market distribution and so the 
transportation networks patch into warehouses and wholesale and retail distribution 
points.  Also a cellular network and its associated paraphernalia are absolutely required 
for the phone to be of any use.  
 
All of these industries typically require regulation to ensure a certain level of fairness 
within our society and so governments, legislative bodies and legal systems exist and, 
by extension, politicians, bureaucrats and legal staff are necessary to populate these 
institutions.  Further, many people are involved in all of the activities and industries noted 



above and they require education, health care, pensions, bank accounts and housing to 
be effective in fulfilling their roles.  
 
The list above can be considered comprehensive, yet it is by no means exhaustive, as 
many more items could easily be included.  It is useful though because it does readily 
illustrate the extent of support, effort, capital and energy that typically goes into making 
things, and in particular, hi-tech things. It is worth noting that to remove any of the items 
listed would mean simply that the cell phone could not exist.  The list is also useful 
because it shows that the cell phone, seen as the tip of a very large infrastructural and 
societal iceberg, can be deemed to be quite significant and important.  It reflects the 
immense consideration of value that must be applied in our commitment to make cell 
phones and in this light the phone stands as an emblem of our civilization and society.  
Indeed, given the commitment of value (capital, material, energy, time, etc.) in its 
manufacture, the cell phone becomes emblematic not just of our civilization but also the 
values found therein.  It is an icon of our collective thinking and philosophy.  And given 
that many cell phones end up in landfills after only a couple of years of useful life, 
questions can be raised about the very nature of this value and our collective 
commitment to the cell phone’s existence and indeed to our attachment to technology in 
general.       
 
Technology 
 
In his essay, “The Question Concerning Technology” Martin Heidigger (1954) discusses 
the essential nature of technology.  This essence, he argues, is understood in examining 
the way that technology comes into existence.  Using the example of a silver chalice, 
Heidigger discusses the interplay of form, use, materials and fabrication technique to 
illustrate his notion of technology’s ‘bring forth’ or ‘revealing’, or rather the manner in 
which a given piece of technology comes into its existence.  To Heidigger, there are two 
potential aspects or characteristics to this revealing.  One, called poesis, is understood 
within a Greek tradition of thought, and the other, arrived at after a discussion of the 
contemporary application of technology, he refers to as the ‘enframed view’. 
 
Poesis tends towards the poetic and has an attending characteristic of wonder to it.  
From Heidigger’s discussion one has the sense here that the ‘bringing forth’ occurs 
within a broad understanding of human insight and capability and of nature’s ability to 
support that capability.  It demonstrates something of humanity’s knowledge of the 
natural world and our ability to function within it. Here the revealing or bring forth of 
technology represents a type of marvel and wonderment. 
 
Heidigger’s discussion of the ‘enframed view’ offers more of a criticism of technology.  It 
stems from the notion that contemporary technology contextualizes, and further still, 
dominates human behavior.  Seen in this way, human will is lessened or even negated 
because technology sets a dominate agenda for behavior rather than an agenda driven 
by a broader perspective of possible goals.  For instance, cars are sold on the potential 
freedom and power of movement that they portend, but the reality is that many 
automobile owners are caught up in the cost of insurance, fuel, parking and time in traffic 
that the ubiquitous use of the automobile engenders.  Our world is bound and defined by 
the roadways established to support automobile usage.  In our daily routine, the use of 



the car rarely approaches that ideal of freedom and power and is more often defined by 
traffic tie ups and road construction.  The focus on the functionality and convenience 
engendered by technologies like the car seems to have the notable ability to bring with it 
attending constraints which in turn can lead to a loss of wonder and the furtherance of 
banality.  Also the focus on functionality and convenience would seem to interfere with a 
broader view of the significance for a given item.  Consider how many people ever really 
think of the cell phone (or any piece of technology) in terms of its meaning as an icon of 
civilization and of the considerable effort that goes into making it, rather than the pursuit 
of an immediate focus on the feature set of functionalities that are typically ensconced 
within the phone? 
 
Marinetti  
 
“And so with faces smeared in good factory muck, plastered with metallic waste, with 
senseless sweat, with celestial soot – we, bruised, our arms in slings, but unafraid, 
declared our high intention to all the living of the earth.”   
  
Philippo Tommaso Marinetti on his authorship of the Futurist manifesto, written shortly 
after crashing his car to avoid a collision with cyclists on a winding road (cited from 
Humphreys, 1999).  
 
Prior to Heidigger, the Italian Futurists sought to establish perspective on the role and 
presence of technology.  In a manner that anticipates aspects of Heidigger’s discussion 
on technology, the Futurists found a kind of ruthless wonder in technology and sought to 
establish the supremacy of both technology and those who embraced it.   
 
The Futurist Manifesto (1909): 
 
1. We shall sing the love of danger, the habit of energy, and boldness. 
2. The essential elements of our poetry shall be courage, daring and rebellion. 
3. Literature has hitherto glorified thoughtful immobility, ecstasy and sleep; we shall 

extol aggressive movement, feverish insomnia, the double quick step, the 
somersault, the box on the ear, the fisticuff. 

4. We declare that the world’s splendour has been enriched by a new beauty; the 
beauty of speed.  A racing motor-car, its frame adorned with great pipes, like 
snakes with explosive breath…a roaring motor-car, which looks as though running 
on shrapnel, is more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace. 

5. We shall sing of the man at the steering wheel, whose ideal stem transfixes the 
Earth, rushing over the circuit of her orbit. 

6. The poet must give himself with frenzy, with splendour and with lavishness, in 
order to increase the enthusiastic fervour of the primordial elements. 

7. There is no more beauty except in strife.  No masterpiece without aggressiveness.  
Poetry must be a violent onslaught upon the unknown forces, to command them to 
bow before man. 

8. We stand upon the extreme promontory of the centuries!...Why should we look 
behind us, when we have to break in the mysterious portals of the Impossible?  
Time and Space died yesterday.  Already we live in the absolute, since we have 
already created speed, eternal and ever-present. 



9. We wish to glorify war – the only health giver of the world – militarism, patriotism, 
the destructive arm of the Anarchist, the beautiful Ideas that kill, the contempt for 
women. 

10. We wish to destroy the museums, the libraries, to fight against moralism, feminism 
and all opportunistic and utilitarian meanness. 

11. We shall sing of the great crowds in the excitement of labour, pleasure and 
rebellion; of the multi-coloured and polyphonic surf of revolutions in modern capital 
cities; of the nocturnal vibration of arsenals and workshops beneath their violent 
electric moons; of the greedy stations swallowing smoking snakes; pf factories 
suspended from the clouds by their strings of smoke; of bridges leaping like 
gymnasts over the diabolical cutlery of sunbathed rivers; of adventurous liners 
scenting the horizon; of broad-chested locomotives prancing on the rails, like huge 
steel horses bridled with long tubes; and of the gliding flight of aeroplanes, the 
sound of whose screw is like the flapping of flags and the applause of an 
enthusiastic crowd. (Marinetti, first published in Le Figaro, Paris 1909, cited from 
Taylor, J., 1961) 

 
The Futurist position is one that embraces and celebrates the future to the negation of 
the past, aggression, militarism, misogyny, insomnia, extreme speed and the supremacy 
of technology.  In their view humanity is frail in comparison to the power and presence of 
technology.  In a logical and ruthless extreme, the Futurists were smitten by the new and 
wonderful manifestations of technology typical of their day. 
 
The Futurists pursued their unique and thoroughly modern aesthetic through the various 
art forms its members practiced.  These included poets (Marinetti was a poet), sculptors, 
painters, filmmakers and architects.  They established a significant body of work in the 
early part of the 20th century and though one may dismiss some of what they said and 
wrote as a lunatic rant, they did enjoy considerable influence.  Indeed, given the pace of 
technological change in so many areas of our society and culture, a Futurist legacy can 
be seen in much of today’s world.  For example just in sampling an evening’s viewing of 
cable television today, one can find a dominant focus on Futurist themes.  Shows such 
as Overhaulin’, Pimp-My-Ride, American Chopper, Monster Garage, and From Tactical 
to Practical (to name a few) all betray a tempered Futurist fascination with speed, 
military techno-gadgetry, huge and/or powerful machines and gigantic construction 
projects.   
 
 
Crash 
 
There is irony in that Marinetti wrote the Futurist Manifesto after an automobile crash.  
The topic of car crashes provides an interesting departure point for the discussion of 
technology and as such, forms the substance of J.G. Ballard’s 1973 book (and later 
1996 movie directed by David Cronenberg) Crash.  Crash addresses the subject of 
erotic fascination with the automobile and, more importantly and disturbingly, automobile 
crashes.   
 
Crash is set in a suburb defined by its proximity to a major airport and the intertwined 
nature of its relationship to the nearest freeway network with its cloverleaf system of on- 



and off-ramps.  There is a kind of gray banality to the setting that provides a context for 
the lead character who becomes sensitized to the erotic potential of the car crash after 
the experience of a violent, head-to-head collision with another car.  After the accident, 
the protagonist is fascinated with the survivor from the other car and with the crumpled 
state of that vehicle.  He pursues her sexually, eventually making love in the back seat of 
her totaled auto.  The situation initiates a pursuit for him that leads to ever riskier 
behavior and his eventual connection with Vaughn, an individual who regularly chases 
real accidents to photograph and document them, stages re-enactments of famous 
accidents and ultimately dies in a suicidal collision with a tour bus.  Cruising in a beat up 
Lincoln Continental, Vaughn embodies the fetish appeal of humanity to its technology 
and technology’s potential for exquisite and violent failure.   
 
The technology of the car and our attraction to it dominate the story to the point of 
diminishing, and usually negating, its characters’ humanity.  In the story, the interface 
between humans and technology is represented in an idealized state as the car crash.  
This ideal has both significant erotic and destructive attributes to it.  The car crash is 
painted as desirable: a typically unexpected yet sexually charged interruption in an 
otherwise gray landscape.  In one scene, the examination of a car’s dashboard and the 
corresponding accident scars on one character serves to heighten and evoke new erotic 
possibilities.  Yet the character’s humanity is secondary, her disfigured body masked by 
a complex network of stainless steel braces.  Sex occurs often in the story, with no 
boundaries to the sex act or the genders of the characters involved.  Yet the sex leads 
nowhere, it is inconsequential in its result.  Normal aspects of human life such as career 
and family are incidental and dysfunctional.  There are no children, no procreation.  The 
addictive appeal of the car crash ultimately leads to death as represented in Vaughn’s 
suicidal demise.  Orgasmic death ensconced in technological failure rises to an almost 
religious ideal, something to be pursued and worshipped.     
   
The story provides an exquisite alliteration of existence within an enframed view, a world 
dominated by the technology of the automobile and its attending road network 
infrastructure.  As such the story expands on what can be considered a logical extension 
and manifestation of Futurist thought, that given the dominance and supremacy of 
technology, frail humans focused on their immediate needs, are incidental.  Humanity’s 
fetish indulgence in technology, though addictively appealing, is destructive in the 
behavior it engenders and is ultimately lethal.  For the Futurists this was likely a positive, 
for Heidigger it forms the disquieting basis of his criticism, and for Ballard and 
Cronenberg it becomes the foundation for disturbing storytelling.     
 
Design 
 
The profession of industrial design is one directly concerned with the design of products 
and one that typically addresses the introduction of technology into people’s lives.  In 
consideration of the potential impacts of the built environment and the built form of 
technology on people’s lives, society and increasingly, on the planet, it is becoming 
important for industrial designers to grasp aspects of theory that go beyond the 
professional execution of the design exercise.  In examining the nature of technology, 
specifically through the insights of writers like Heidigger, Ballard and the Italian Futurists, 



designers can be better informed and then better able to consider the implications of 
their design decisions within their individual design processes.   
 
It is also interesting to note that the theories of the Futurists established nearly a century 
ago still can be seen as relevant today.  In Crash, the legacy of this lineage is apparent 
in the sexy dominance assigned to the automobile and the failure of this technology in 
car crashes.  That someone might find the automobile and its demise alluring sits well as 
an imagined outcome to the Futurist Manifesto and would likely have been well 
embraced by Marinetti and his fellow Futurists.  It is an intriguing notion that though the 
artifacts of technology may be disposable or short-lived, aspects of theory that can 
inform our understanding of the significance of technology can persevere and endure for 
decades.             
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Introduction 
 

I think the music could become a bridge between peoples from different 
cultural traditions.  I hope that it can be inspiring and helpful to improve 
the level of understanding between peoples from different parts of the 
world. – Chen Yi1 
 
 I have worked hard in years trying to build an invisible bridge to 
promote Chinese culture to the world…nowadays, people highly respect 
Chinese culture, and this has never happened before!  – Tan Dun2 
 
 I am a mixture not only of Eastern and Western influences but of 
Tibetan and Chinese within the Eastern… I embrace “cultural license” – 
the right to reflect my appreciation and understanding of both cultures in 
my work.  – Bright Sheng3 
 
 As a China-born composer, I employ Chinese music elements for 
my music; however, as a Chinese-American composer, I try my best to 
learn American folk and popular music and try to associate them with my 
created work.  For me, to compose music and through it to communicate 
with people is what I have been always happy to do.  – Lu Pei4 

 

 Music is a universal language.  It traverses geographical boundaries, political 

differences, language barriers, ethnic backgrounds, and cultural traditions.  As a result of 

instantaneous global communication, the twenty-first century musical world, in 

particular, has become an exciting avenue of exchange and a cultural melting pot for 

musicians from different backgrounds, experiences, and influences.  Chinese-American 

composers Chen Yi (b. 1953), Tan Dun (b. 1957), Bright Sheng (b. 1955), and Lu Pei (b. 

                                                 
1 John de Clef Piñeiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001, from 
http://www.newmusicon.org/v9n4?v94chen_yi.htm. 
2 Mingjun Liu and Dawei Zhou, “Report from an interview with Tan Dun,” December 17, 2001, from 
http://news.xinhuannet.com/newscenter/2001-12/17/content_166188.htm, translated by Chunli Xu. 
3 John Woodford, “An interview with Bright Sheng,” in Michigan Today, Fall 1998, from 
http://www.umich.edu/~newsinfo/MT/98/Fal98/mt13f98.html. 
4 Lu Pei, “Artist’s Statement,” in American Composers Forum, November, 2003, from 
http://www.composersforum.org/member_profile.cfm?oid=2675. 
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1956)5 stand as excellent representatives of this new generation of music creation that 

seeks to explore and bridge musical traditions.  Their music is a natural hybrid of 

tradition and avant-garde, technology and nature, classical and popular practices, Eastern 

and Western elements.   

 The four composers have written music in a wide range of genres, including vocal 

music, instrumental music for both traditional Chinese instruments and Western 

instruments, as well as music for dance, theater, television, and motion pictures in 

addition to experimental music.  The composers have received prestigious national and 

international prizes, awards and commissioning grants while their major works have been 

performed to great critical response by leading orchestras, ensembles and soloists around 

the world.   

 

Solo Piano Works 

 

 Compared to the vast amount of orchestral, theatrical, and chamber music that 

Chen Yi, Tan Dun, Bright Sheng and Lu Pei have composed, their solo piano works 

occupy a small percentage of the total output.  Chen Yi has published four solo piano 

works: Duo Ye (1984), Guessing (1989), Two Chinese Bagatelles (1985 and 1993), and 

Ba Ban (1999).  Tan Dun has written five solo piano pieces: A Child’s Diary (1978), 

Eight Pieces in Hunan Accent (1978-79, revised as Eight Memories in Watercolor, Op.1, 

2003), Traces (1989, revised in 1992), C-A-G-E: In Memory of John Cage (1994), and 

Dew-Fall-Drops (1999).  Surprisingly, as an accomplished pianist Bright Sheng has 

                                                 
5 Except for Bright Sheng, the composers’ names are according to a Chinese tradition: family name goes 
first, and the given name follows. 
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contributed only two solo piano compositions: My Song (1989) and Distant Birthday 

Bells (2001).  Lu Pei has also produced two solo piano pieces: Mountain Air and Bronze 

Drum (1983) and Ballad from Afar (1987).   

 Notwithstanding the limited amount of production, the solo piano works of the 

four composers are of exceptionally high musical quality.  The works symbolize a special 

achievement in the composers’ flourishing careers.  With her piano solo work Duo Ye, 

Chen Yi won the first prize in the Fourth National Composition Competition in China in 

1985.  Duo Ye has since become one of the most performed contemporary Chinese piano 

works in China.   

Tan Dun’s first completed work, Eight Memories in Watercolor, Op.1 is an 

imaginative suite for piano.  Pianist Lang Lang’s performances of the revised version of 

the work in 2003 received favorable critical acclaim.  Joe Banno of the Washington Post 

stated that “[Eight Memories in Watercolor], a valuable addition to the keyboard 

literature, this crystalline set of miniatures spins traditional Chinese melodies around a 

core of tonal Western music, to evoke a delicately perfumed, quasi-impressionist sound 

world.”6  Anthony Tommasini of The New York Times wrote, “Tan Dun’s Eight 

Memories in Watercolor (1978-79), inspired by Chinese folk songs, invites fanciful 

freedom and imaginative colorations.”7   

Chen Yi’s Ba Ban and Tan Dun’s Dew-Fall-Drops are products of the Carnegie 

Hall Millennium Piano Book project, included with solo piano works by some of the 

most eminent contemporary composers of the international musical community.   

                                                 
6 Critical acclaims for Eight Memories in Watercolor at 
http://www.tandunonline.com/Composition/composition.asp?id=22&s=5, 2004. 
7 Critical acclaims for Eight Memories in Watercolor at 
http://www.tandunonline.com/Composition/composition.asp?id=22&s=5, 2004. 
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Bright Sheng’s four-movement solo piano piece, My Song, was dedicated to one 

of today’s most esteemed pianists, Peter Serkin, who premiered the work on November 

11, 1989 in New York City.  Peter Serkin’s performance of this work was recorded and 

included in a CD entitled Bright Sheng: H'un (lacerations)/Stream Flow, released by 

New World Records in 1992.  Bright Sheng declares in the sense of “the working out of 

harmony, it was the first piece in which I was trying to search for tonality.”8   

Lu Pei won the first prize with his solo piano work Mountain Air and Bronze 

Drum in 1983 National Composition Competition for Piano Works in Chinese Style.  The 

competition was organized by the Piano Department of the Central Conservatory of 

Music in Beijing, and it was the first important national composition competition for 

piano after the end of the Cultural Revolution (1976).  Lu Pei’s other solo piano work, 

Ballad from Afar, won the third prize for larger works in the Shanghai International 

Music Competition in 1987.  The work was published as a winning composition in the 

Album of Prize-winning Piano Compositions in Chinese Style by Shanghai Music Press 

in 1989.    

  The solo piano works that the four composers offered have gradually become 

recognized as important contributions to the contemporary keyboard repertoire.  Pianists 

around the world who are interested in promoting contemporary keyboard music have 

given performances of these piano works.  In turn, the performances of this music have 

received enthusiastic responses from audiences in concert halls as well as academic 

institutions.   

                                                 
8 Leighton Kerner, liner notes for Bright Sheng: H'un (lacerations)/Stream Flow, catalog # 80407 (New 
York: New World Records, December 8, 1992). 
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Aside from Chen Yi’s Two Chinese Bagatelles and Tan Dun’s A Child’s Diary, 

which were written as pedagogical pieces for children, the rest of the works demand 

mature musicality and advanced techniques from pianists.  Various compositional 

techniques and styles are presented in the works: the combination of the nineteenth-

century European tradition of virtuosic piano writing and the twentieth-century twelve-

tone serial technique in Chen Yi’s Duo Ye and Ba Ban; unconventional avant-garde 

writing that requires performers to play inside the instrument and to use amplification in 

Tan Dun’s C-A-G-E: In Memory of John Cage and Dew-Fall-Drops; colorful 

impressionistic sound painting in Lu Pei’s Ballad from Afar and Tan Dun’s Eight 

Memories in Watercolor; borrowing of folk material from the same minority group, Dong 

nationality in Chen Yi’s Duo Ye and Lu Pei’s Ballad from Afar; lively portrayals of folk-

dance choreography and movements in Tan Dun’s Traces, Chen Yi’s Duo Ye, Bright 

Sheng’s My Song; and Lu Pei’s Ballad from Afar; vivid imitation of traditional Chinese 

instrumental sound in Lu Pei’s Mountain Air and Bronze Drum, Chen Yi’s Ba Ban, and 

Tan Dun’s Dew-Fall-Drops; clever incorporation of jazz flavor in Tan Dun’s C-A-G-E; 

and brilliant assimilation of Chinese melodic accents with Western harmonic treatments 

in all of the works.   

 The solo piano works of the four composers grant indispensable pedagogical 

value for piano teachers who make an effort to broaden the scope of their students’ 

learning repertoire.  The music is challenging, but at the same time rewarding, for gifted 

young pianists who would dedicate themselves to the exploration of new music.  Most of 

the works are medium in size, but convey a kaleidoscopic range of color and expression.  
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Only a performer with solid inner sensibility and brilliant virtuosity can understand the 

distinctive style of the works, and give an imaginative and convincing performance.   

 The selected solo piano works by the four composers in this monograph reveal the 

composers’ growth in compositional skill and musical aesthetics.  Chen Yi’s Duo Ye and 

Tan Dun’s Eight Memories in Watercolor were written during their conservatory years as 

students in China when they initially encountered the twentieth-century Western non-

tonal style while receiving a systematic training in tonal classical tradition.  Chen Yi’s Ba 

Ban and Tan Dun’s C-A-G-E were the products of two successful artists who have 

established themselves as the voices of the international contemporary music.  Two of 

Bright Sheng’s solo piano works were written after the composer had steadily built a 

world reputation for his innovative musical style; however, the twelve-year span between 

the two works provides abundant evidence to demonstrate the composer’s development 

in compositional approach.  Although Lu Pei completed his two solo piano works in the 

1980s–Mountain Air and Bronze Drum while he was a student at Shanghai Conservatory 

of Music, and Ballad from Afar while he had become a professor there.  The evolution of 

his musical style is vividly apparent in these works. 

 

The “New Wave” Composers 

 

 Chen Yi, Tan Dun, Bright Sheng, and Lu Pei represent a unique generation of 

Chinese composers whose music reflects the social, economic, and political changes of 

their time.  All four composers were born in the mid-1950s, and experienced political 

turmoil and instability in their childhood.  During their early adolescent years, they were 
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among thousands of youngsters sent to forced labor in the remote countryside to be “re-

educated” by peasants as the result of the decade-long Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), 

a disturbing period of time when the entire system of higher education in China was 

demolished.   

Despite the turbulent political impact on their lives, the composers never ceased 

their love for and pursuit of music.  They were born into families of a westernized 

generation of urban professionals, intellectuals and academics.  The composers all started 

learning music in their early childhood, playing Western instruments: piano and violin.  

In the pressured political environment of the Cultural Revolution, learning Western music 

was considered a rebellious act spawned by the poison of Western bourgeoisie.  The 

young musicians had to “practice violin with a heavy metal mute, and put a blanket 

between the hammers and the steel frame in the piano”9 in order to study in secret.   

Although at the time there were widespread musical activities, the 
environment for seriously learning music was especially unfavorable: all 
music schools were shut down, many professional [sic.] were exiled to 
remote areas, and music textbooks and the repertoire necessary for study 
or practice were completely banned, burned, or destroyed by other means; 
as most factories stopped production to participate the “Revolution,” many 
instruments were also disappeared from the market.  Under such 
circumstances, any efforts less than excessively diligent would have only 
brought failure, if one truly wanted to climb up to the ivory tower ahead of 
tens of thousands [sic.] other music enthusiasts.10 

 
 Ironically, the hardship that the young musicians had endured in the countryside 

also provided them with an exceptional opportunity to observe traditional Chinese culture 

first-hand, to better understand the people who had been living there for generations, and 

to learn and collect folk songs and music from these peasants.  “Given the diversity of the 

                                                 
9 Chen Yi, in an interview with John de Clef Piñeiro, July 26, 2001, from 
http://www.newmusicon.org/v9n4?v94chen_yi.htm. 
10 Zhou Jinmin, New Wave Music in China, a Ph.D. dissertation (Baltimore County: University of 
Maryland, 1993), p. 37. 
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various Chinese provinces, their experience not only enabled these young composers to 

understand the variety of Chinese culture, but also gave them greater tolerance for the 

cross-cultural phenomena they would encounter later in their music careers.”11  Chen Yi, 

herself summarized this experience with affectionate words, 

Frankly, it was not until then that I found my roots, my 
motherland, and really appreciated the simple people on the earth and the 
importance of education and civilization.  I learned to overcome hardship, 
to bear anger, fear and humiliation under the political pressure, to get close 
to uneducated farmers on a personal and spiritual level, and to share my 
feelings and thinking with them, to learn to hope, to forgive, to survive, 
and to live optimistically, strongly and independently, and to work hard in 
order to benefit more human beings in society.12 

 
 

                                                

Their musical talent and skill brought the young composers’ fate to a dramatic 

turn when they were recruited as musicians into the various music performing groups, 

performing revolutionary-style operas as well as conducting and arranging music for 

mixed Western and Chinese traditional instrumental orchestras.  Chen Yi and Tan Dun 

worked in jin ju tuan (Peking opera troupe).  Bright Sheng was in minzhu ge wu tuan 

(touring folk music and dance troupe), and Lu Pei was in wenyi xuan tran dui (liberal arts 

campaign team). 

 After years of dedicated practice, self-teaching, and performing experience, the 

young composers succeeded in being accepted by music conservatories around the nation 

in 1977.  It was the first year in a decade that China restored the entrance examination, “a 

national college enrollment system based mainly on academic performance, not political 

 
11 Joanna Hsin-Ju Ting, Eastern and Western Techniques in Selected Piano Works of Chen Yi, a lecture-
recital essay (Baltimore, Maryland: Peabody Conservatory of Music, May 2002), p. 3. 
12 Chen Yi, in an interview with John de Clef Piñeiro, July 26, 2001, from 
http://www.newmusicon.org/v9n4?v94chen_yi.htm. 
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background.”13  Chen Yi and Tan Dun were admitted into the Central Conservatory of 

Music in Beijing, and Bright Sheng went to the Shanghai Conservatory of Music.  

Ranked no.1 among all applicants who had applied for the composition program at the 

Guangxi Institute of Arts in 1977, Lu Pei received his Bachelor of Music in Composition 

there in 1982.  After teaching in the institute for three years, he continued his graduate 

study at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music in 1985.   

 With a relatively stable political environment and China’s “Open-door to the 

West” policy after the end of the Cultural Revolution, the young composers were able to 

receive strict training in the traditions of both Chinese music and Western classical music 

during their years in the conservatories.  They also became the first group of composition 

students in four decades to have access to contemporary Western music in mainland 

China.  As economic growth continued in the early 1980s, cultural exchange between 

China and Western countries had become frequent.  Eminent contemporary music 

composers, such as Chou Wen-chung, Alexander Goehr, George Crumb, Toru 

Takemitsu, and Isang Yun, were invited to the conservatories and lectured about post-

tonal Western contemporary compositional techniques.  Along with their visits, they 

brought a number of scores, recordings and other materials on twentieth-century Western 

music.  Students as well as teachers at the conservatories were first astounded, and then 

fascinated by the strange sounds they heard in the music of unconventional, experimental, 

avant-garde composers.  This music included Edgard Varese’s Deserts, George Crumb’s 

Ancient Voices of Children, and Mel Powell’s Events for Tape Recorder.   

                                                 
13 Zhou Jinmin, New Wave Music in China, a Ph.D. dissertation (Baltimore County: University of 
Maryland, 1993), p. 40. 
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 Western contemporary music had become a fascinating subject among young 

composers of the 1980s in China.  They began by mimicking Western contemporary 

music in techniques and means of expression in their own compositional exercises, and 

gradually developed a personal style of their own by incorporating post-tonal techniques 

with the wealth of musical material they had learned, observed, and experienced in the 

traditional Chinese culture.  As the new generation of composers’ musical style matured, 

the music they composed started to attract national attention.  The unconventional use of 

Chinese traditional musical elements with experimental Western contemporary 

techniques caused strong controversy in the early 1980s Chinese musical community.  

The young composers and their music represented a new trend in musical composition in 

the country, known as “the New Wave movement.”  Chen Yi and Tan Dun were among 

the leaders of “the New Wave composers”, also known as “the avant-garde of the 1980s.”  

Zhou Jinmin, a composer from this generation explained the grounds of the “New Wave” 

phenomenon,  

Facing such a flow of 20th-century Western music, unlike most of 
the composers in the older generation, the “New Wave” composers 
seemed to be more comfortable with the unconventional sounds in avant-
garde music, because the sounds in such music – sometimes wild, 
sometimes mysterious – were closer than the elegant Classical music to 
what they had experienced in the mountains, on the streets, and among the 
peasants and other people with whom they had to live with.  Some of the 
contemporary pieces they heard had immediate and apparent effects on 
their own compositions.14 

 
 

                                                

In search of broader musical as well as life experience, many New Wave 

composers went abroad for further studies in the middle of the 1980s and early 1990s.  

Living in the United States, France, Germany, and Australia, the “New Wave” composers 

 
14 Zhou Jinmin, New Wave Music in China, a Ph.D. dissertation (Baltimore County: University of 
Maryland, 1993), p. 106. 
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have gradually emerged as a new wave of overseas-Chinese composers, attracting 

attention from the international world of contemporary music.  Since they had already 

experienced hardships in life and struggles for personal identity during the Cultural 

Revolution, the New Wave composers had become more adaptive and adventurous in 

embracing a new environment and a new culture.  Among many composers who have 

immigrated to the United States, Bright Sheng continued his graduate studies in New 

York City in 1982, first at Queens College then Columbia University; Chen Yi and Tan 

Dun were both offered a fellowship at Columbia University in New York in 1986; and Lu 

Pei came to the United States in 1991, first at the University of Louisville, and later 

received his doctorate degree at the University of Michigan.  The diversified culture and 

the abundant musical life in the new continent have become rich resources of inspiration 

for these composers.  Their musical creativity has moved in a fascinating direction after 

the initial period of language barriers and culture shock.   

These composers have left behind them the ideological and social 
constraints imposed by the Chinese communist government and society in 
their motherland; at the same time, they have become highly conscious of 
their own cultural heritage and individual identities in America’s multi-
ethnic society and strongly competitive new music circle.  Chinese 
cultural tradition is therefore both part of their personal identity and a 
strategic capital for their professional advancement in America.15 

 
 The composers’ extraordinary creativity and talent brought their fate into another 

dramatic turn.  Various musical organizations and musical festivals have appointed the 

composers positions as composer-in-residence, artistic director, conductor, and guest 

lecturer.  At the same time, they have received numerous commissions from prestigious 

ensembles and prominent musicians.  The composers have also served as faculty 

                                                 
15 Su de San Zheng, Immigrant Music and Transnational Discourse: Chinese American Music Culture in 
New York City, a Ph.D. dissertation (Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University, 1993), p. 138-139. 
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members and music advisors in composition in major universities and institutions.  The 

Western musical world has welcomed the new generation of Chinese composers 

enthusiastically and embraced their music with affirmation.  A multicultural society and 

open artistic environment have greatly encouraged the composers’ musical creativity and 

their pursuit of a more sophisticated means of synthesizing Western and Eastern elements 

into their music.     

 Among all the active Chinese-American composers, the four composers whose 

selected solo piano works will be examined in this monograph are representatives of two 

major geographic areas of musical development and two schools of compositional style 

in China: Chen Yi and Tan Dun (the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing for the 

North); Bright Sheng and Lu Pei (the Shanghai Conservatory of Music for the East).  

Each of the four composers’ music reflects their cultural background, life experience, 

musical influences, and personal interests.  Among all their works, the solo piano pieces 

are among the most sensitive, intimate, and emotional parts of this reflection. 

 

Purpose and Design 

 

 Since their compositions have influenced international contemporary music, the 

new generation of the Chinese-American composers’ unique cultural background and 

compositional styles have received increased interest for serious scholarly research and 

studies.  However, a significant portion of the existing literature about the composers has 

focused mostly on biographical information, ethnomusicological examinations, and 

compositional techniques.  For example, Songwen Li’s D.M.A. dissertation, “East Meets 
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West: Nationalistic Elements in Selected Piano Solo Works of Chen Yi,” focuses on the 

historical and political background of the nationalistic style of Chinese music.  His 

analysis of Chen Yi’s piano works is purely theoretical; thus, no performance suggestions 

or pedagogical advice were provided in his paper.  The scope of his dissertation is 

limited, since the portion on the analysis of Chen Yi’s piano works only totals thirty-five 

pages.  It is the purpose of this monograph to give a stylistic analysis of the solo piano 

works composed by the above four composers.  The type of analysis employed here will 

be generally relevant and valuable to performers and pedagogues, given that the 

composers’ goal was to create outstanding new works within reach of many pianists, 

especially gifted young pianists, as well as a younger generation of audiences.  The 

interrelationship between analytical aspects of the works and the ensuing performance 

and pedagogical implications will be explored in detail in this paper.   

 The monograph is divided into seven chapters.  Chapter 1 introduces the four 

Chinese-American composers with their cultural backgrounds, and provides an overview 

of the composers’ solo piano works: styles, characteristics, and pedagogical values.  

Chapter 2 summarizes the development of modern Chinese piano music and piano 

education.   

The subsequent four chapters focus on each composer respectively.  Included here 

will be biographical information, influences, musical education and experience, along 

with comprehensive analyses of two important solo piano works of each.  The emphasis 

will be on performance interpretation and pedagogical suggestions.  Parameters of the 

analysis include overall form and dramatic shape, general characteristics, motivic 

development, pitch structure, harmonic and melodic organization, and rhythmic and 
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textural diversity.  The synthesis of Chinese elements and Western techniques in the 

works will be surveyed.   

It is the author’s intention that this analysis will support interpretive decisions for 

a convincing and expressive performance by pianists.  Interviews with the four 

composers will be conducted in order to deliver a more inclusive analysis of their works.  

The interviews will consist of questions such as the compositional background of the 

selected solo piano works, unique timbre effects and playing techniques that borrowed 

from the traditional Chinese instruments in particular piano pieces, and composers’ 

suggestions for performance of their works.  Pedagogical issues of the works, including 

specific technical and musical problems and their solutions will be addressed in the 

chapters as well. 

The final chapter concludes with a summation of the music’s unique style that 

developed through the interplay of Western and Eastern influences, and synthesis of 

traditional and modern techniques.  The chapter also evaluates the rewarding significance 

of performing and teaching the music.   

As a pianist, music teacher, and theorist who grew up in China, receiving classical 

Western music training, and listening to traditional Chinese music, I have a first-hand 

experience in the cross-cultural phenomena that took place in China near the end of the 

twentieth-century.  During my course of musical studies in the United States, I have 

developed a strong interest in contemporary music by attending concerts of new music 

and performing new music.  When I was a graduate composition student at the University 

of Louisville, home to the prestigious Grawemeyer Award in Music Composition, I had 
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the privilege of meeting with composers Tan Dun and Lu Pei.  I believe my multicultural, 

musical experience will bring a unique perspective to this study. 
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Lecture Recital 
by Chunli Xu 

 
Impressionism in French and Chinese Piano Music – an Outline 

 

I. Commonality of French and Chinese Piano Music 

 Inspiration of nature 

 Reference to literature 

II. Impressionism 

 In arts 

 In music  

 Debussy and Ravel  

 Compositional characteristics 

III. Chinese composers 

 New generation 

 Older generation 

IV. The development of Chinese piano music 

 Earliest documented keyboard instrument 

 Alexander Tcherepnin (1899-1977) in China in 1930s 

 1950s piano music  

 Ten-year Cultural Revolution 1966-1976 

 Piano music since 1980s 

V. Watery music 

VI. Jian’er Zhu’s Stream and Ravel’s Jeux d’Eau (Play of Waters) - Performance 

VII. The traditional Chinese instruments 

 Drums 

 Bells 

 Xiao, Sheng, and Zheng 

 Sizhu and Chuida instrumental ensembles 

VIII. Yinghai Li’s Flutes and Drums at Sunset and Debussy’s L’Isle joyeuse 

(Joyous Island) - Performance 
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The Challenge of the Popular: Family-Theme Television Dramas and Public Sentiments 

in Current China 

Author: Janice Hua Xu 
Affiliation: Department of Communication 
Western Connecticut State University 
 
Address:181 White Street 
Department of Communication 
Danbury, CT 06810-6855 
Xuj@wcsu.edu 

Abstract 

This paper studies the popularity of “big family” serial dramas in Chinese television in 

recent years, and examines their major themes and cultural significance in the context of 

China’s modernity drive. The author identifies several major lines of conflict—between 

individual desire and family interest, between modernity and tradition, and between 

family life and political turmoil of the nation. In these conflicts the pursuit of individual 

happiness and maintenance of family social status are often polarized and intertwined in 

the story development. Drawing from communication literature on Latin-American 

telenovelas, the author argues that although these dramas situated in the early 20th century 

China have appeals of universality, they mostly address audience concerns in current 

China. These popular dramas provide a ground for nostalgia and imagination of an 

idealized Chinese culture that offers a balance between the conflicting forces, thus the 

television industry can capitalize on public sentiments around many issues in 

contemporary Chinese society. 
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Prajna (Heart Wisdom):  A Spiritual Journey in Ballet 
 
Joyce Yagerline, MFA, Associate Professor/Director of Dance 
 
Department of Speech Communication, Theatre and Dance, Kansas State University 
 
129 Nichols Hall 
Manhattan, KS 66506 
 
joydnce@ksu.edu 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
This presentation focuses on my choreographic process of a contemporary ballet, as well as my 
teaching philosophy in ballet technique class. 
 
Jean Erdman, dancer, choreographer, as well as wife of Joseph Campbell, said, “The way of the 
mystic and the way of the artist are related, except that the mystic doesn’t have a craft.”  My craft 
is dance.  I am a dancer and choreographer.  As a choreographer, I was inspired by Alonzo King, 
a contemporary ballet choreographer (and artistic director of LINES Ballet Company based in San 
Francisco) during a ballet choreography workshop at Columbia College in South Carolina in 
summer 2004.  His choreographic process involved working from the inside out, rather than from 
the outside in, as traditionally done in classical ballet.  When King asked the question, “What is 
the meaning of port de bras (an arm movement)?”  Many replied that it referred back to the courts 
of Louis XIV when dance was presentational.  I replied that this port de bras is not about 
presenting yourself to the world, but in bringing the world to you; in other words, including the 
world in your dancing. To me a port de bras is an opening of the heart chakra.  The word “chakra” 
is Sanskrit for wheel or vortex, and refers to each of the seven energy centers of which our 
consciousness or energy system is composed.  These chakras range in ascending order along an 
invisible spinal nerve or channel called sushumnā (supremely blessed, rich in happiness).  
According to Campbell, the fourth or heart chakra (anāhata) is a transcendent chakra; it is the 
transformative center.  I believe that dance can operate from these chakras and embody their 
spiritual qualities. 
 
Classical ballet has traditionally been presentational and is usually performed on a proscenium 
stage.  The steps have been passed down for hundreds of years from teacher to student.  What 
would happen if a choreographer worked from the inside out?  What would happen if a teacher 
encouraged students to dance from the chakras within?  And what would happen if the teacher 
or choreographer encouraged students to open the heart chakra and share their love and art to 
the world?  How would the dancers be affected by this process?  This presentation describes my 
journey in which I explored these answers in my choreographic works, as well as in my teaching 
of ballet class. 
 
In the final five minutes I will show a DVD of my contemporary ballet “Prajna”, which was 
choreographed and presented at Kansas State University in April 2005. 
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1. Title of the submission: "Handel and the First Great Bubble" 
2. Name of the author: Yumiko Yamada 
3. Affiliation of the Author: Professor of English, English Department, Kobe College 
4. Address of the author: English Department, Kobe College, 4-1 Okadayama, 
Nishinomiya, Japan 662-8505  
5. E-mail address of author: yamada-y@mail.kobe-c.ac.jp  
6. Abstract: 

 
 This paper aims to reexamine the aftereffects of the South Sea Bubble through the 
reception of Handelian music. Handel’s music happened to mark two pinnacles of 
Britain’s economic power. If the grand Messiah performance at the Crystal Palace in 
1859 symbolized her triumph in the Industrial Revolution, the acquisition of Handel in 
1710, the then world’s greatest opera composer, indicated the supreme power of English 
money attained by the “commercial revolution.”  
 Given its extravagance as a performing art, opera would have been relevantly the 
symbol of the nation’s wealth, yet Messiah is an oratorio that inherently involves least 
financial (or artistic) burden. Messiah, moreover, had been written as an elegy on the 
demise of opera on British soil. The foundation of the Royal Academy of Music as a 
permanent supplier of new titles of opera was followed by the 1720 crash of the South 
Sea Bubble. Ever since Handel strove to accommodate to the financial and mental 
depression on the side of the audience, from optimistic to pessimistic, resulting in his 
final shift from opera to oratorio. At the 100th anniversary of his death, Britain was still 
unaffordable to revive Handel’s opera on stage. Symptomatically the British Empire 
began to decline from her glory shortly after the Crystal Palace Handel Festival.  
 By exploring the financial and moral climate from the 1720s to 1850s in the light of 
Handelian music, this paper attempts to prove that the burst of the South Sea Bubble 
continued to affect Britain far deeper and longer than is generally supposed. 
 



 
Anson Yang, Ph.D. 
Vice Principal, SKH Li Fook Hing Secondary School 
Tsui Wan Street, Chai Wan 
Hong Kong 
TEL: (852) 2560-5678, FAX: (852) 2886-5730 
vp2@lfh.edu.hk, ayskh@hotmail.com 
 
 

Cultivating a reading habit: Reading in the morning 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In most EFL settings, reading is seen as related to language subjects only.  Students 

rarely read for pleasure; they think that reading is part of the textbook-related activity.  

With the implementation of extensive reading scheme and school-based assessment, 

students in Hong Kong begin to see reading a bit differently.  This paper investigated the 

effectiveness of a new whole-school approach reading scheme in a Chinese school in 

Hong Kong.  Students read at least 15 minutes every school day in either Chinese or 

English.  Questionnaires and interviews were conducted for teachers and students.  It is 

found that teachers and students see the role of reading differently.  It concludes that 

junior level students who have less public examination pressure enjoy reading better than 

the senior students.  The paper informs well the educators in non-Asian countries as well; 

they will know why students from Asian are reluctant to read. The implication is that 

when reading has not been formed as a habit, holding up a book will be considered part 

of the school work. 
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1. A Discussion of the Copula “shi”” and the Emphatic Structure “shi…de” in Chinese 
Primer 
 
2. Hui Yao 
 
3. Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures 

 
University of Kansas 

 
4. Dept. of East Asian Languages and Cultures 

 
1445 Jayhawk Blvd., 2118 Wescoe Hall 
 
The University of Kansas 
 
Lawrence, KS 66045 

 
5.. chuannan@ku.edu 
 
6. Abstracts 
 
In this paper, I would like to discuss the copula “shi” and the emphatic structure 

“shi…de” in Chinese Primer. This idea was triggered when I was reading an article by 

Dingxu Shi (2003), in which he mentioned that both he and Jianming Guo (1985) were 

confronted by foreign students who questioned when to have “de” at the end of sentence 

if the predicate after “shi” is a four-word idiom. He also cited in the article that Jianming 

Guo (1998) thought that the trouble with the above two in Chinese teaching was due to a 

lack of research in the function words. However, as I have found in Chinese Primer, the 

editors of this set of textbook gave very good explanations to the usage of “shi” and 

“shi…de”. I think they provide answers to the questions that some foreign students had 

when confronting these structures with “shi” and “shi…de”. In addition to that, a larger 

scope of the research on the two will be addressed.  
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1. On the Learning Strategies of the Learners of Chinese As A Foreign Language 
 
2. Hui Yao 
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University of Kansas 
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1445 Jayhawk Blvd., 2118 Wescoe Hall 
 
The University of Kansas 
 
Lawrence, KS 66045 

 
5.. chuannan@ku.edu 
 
6. Abstracts 
This paper is going to focus on the learning strategies of the students who learn 
Chinese as a foreign language. Although there have been a lot of studies on the 
language learning strategies, most of them, as far as I know, are investigations of the 
popular languages, such as English, Spanish, French or German. None of the research 
so far, has taken the Chinese language, as the one that they feel interested in 
investigating with regard to the learning strategies that students use when they study 
Chinese as a foreign language. Perhaps this is due to the lack of enough participants, 
as Chinese, one of the most difficult languages to learn, has daunted many learners 
who consider the Chinese tones and characters insurmountable. However, as China is 
playing an even more important role in the world, the Chinese language has gained a 
lot of attention and more people are willing to take the challenge to learn this 
language. At the university that I am working as a Chinese GTA, I see the increase in 
the numbers of the Chinese learners. Every year, the size of the class is getting bigger. 
So I had the opportunity to interview six students who were in the third year Chinese 
class and asked them about their use of learning strategies when they were learning 
Chinese. It turned out that their use of learning strategies were not much different 
from those that people use when learning languages other than the tonal language. 
However, the participants all emphasized that drill practice and memorization was 
very important in mastering the language. So this study can help remind the 
instructors of Chinese of paying more attention to the above two aspects in order to 
produce successful learners of the Chinese language. 
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Abstract 

Since the beginning of time rhetoric, propaganda, and persuasion, each having its 

respective and oftentimes overlapping periods in history, have been the cornerstones of 

communication and used extensively to influence mass audiences. These techniques often 

stimulate and solicit a desired response causing change in popular beliefs. According to 

Marshall McLuhan (1967), “We have entered a new age.”  Electronic technology has 

brought back an aural predominance and has created an implosion, in which the world is 

coming together in a “global village” (Littlejohn, 1983). The following pages will 

examine the functions of rhetoric, define the foundations of propaganda and persuasion 

(technology), and provide insight into the cognitive, affective, and behavioral effects of 

media and how it used to shape, influence, and distort information, beliefs, and attitudes.  
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“Psychologies of persuasion, emotions and media: The history of rhetoric and 
propaganda as it relates to persuasion of media in America.” 

 

     The study of communication and persuasion go deep into the historical soil. Typically, 

persuasion has been examined by historical scholars who contributed by looking at 

historical artifacts, including treatises, papers, and speeches. Modern psychologists in the 

twentieth century began studying persuasion by using empirical methods and testing 

hypothesis that grew out of theories of the past (Littlejohn, 1983). Persuasion can be 

defined as “any attempt to change a person’s mind.” Research into persuasion has shown 

that the media can be very effective in teaching factual material, but when you try to 

convince anyone of anything, different people have different reactions to the same 

material (Basil- Persuasion n.d.).   

     Marshall McLuhan (1967), who may be the most popular communication “theorist” of 

our time, hypothesized that people adapt to their environment through a certain balance 

or ratio of senses, and the primary medium of the age brings out a particular sense ratio 

(Littlejohn, 1983). Harold Adams Innis (1951), a Canadian economist, historian and 

mentor to McLuhan, agreed that communication media is the essence of civilization, and 

viewed the course of history as a manifestation of the predominant media of the age 

(Littlejohn, 1983). In his works, Innis (1951) traces the influence of communication 

throughout the ages and sees communication media as extensions of the human mind.   

     People change by reorganizing their cognitions in the face of messages from others. 

Within the persuasion process there are several factors, which include tension reduction, 

learning, social judgment, and interpersonal trust (Littlejohn, 1983 p.158). The main 

thesis of McLuhan’s (1967) work: “The medium is the message,” refers to the general 
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influence that a medium has apart from its content (McLuhan, 1967). Many 

contemporary researchers in mass communication believe that the content of a message is 

relevant.   

 

Aristotle and Rhetoric 

     The most important historical theory of communication and persuasion is Aristotelian 

rhetorical theory (Littlejohn, 1983). Aristotle laid the groundwork for much of modern 

philosophy. Aristotle defined rhetoric as “the faculty of discovering in any particular case 

all of the available means of persuasion (American Rhetoric, n.d.). His work that most 

concerns communication and persuasion is “Rhetoric.” During ancient times the primary 

mode of persuasion and mass communication was public speaking. “Rhetoric” is a 

description of the processes of speech making as well as a textbook on how to make 

speeches. Aristotle rhetoric was essentially the same as persuasion is for us today.  

      There are two broad kinds of proofs or appeals that affect persuasion, according to 

Aristotle (Littlejohn, 1983). The first are inartistic proofs, which are the aspects of the 

situation and qualities of the speaker that are not directly controlled by the speaker. The 

second is artistic proofs, which are directly controlled by the speaker. Artistic proofs 

include ethos, pathos, and logos. Ethos is a personal appeal that a speaker uses to elicit 

beliefs on the part of the audience. Pathos consists of the emotional appeals during the 

speech. Logos, or logical appeals, is the use of examples that help the audience see the 

validity of generalizations about the speaker’s topic. Within this appeal the speaker might 

also use enthymemes or partial syllogisms. Enthymemes are practical devices that are 

particularly useful in persuasion because of its appeal to listeners in the communication 
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process. A syllogism is a logical device of deduction in which conclusions of a specific 

nature are inferred on the basis of assumptions or premises (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 134).  

     Modern day applications of the Aristotelian theory leave little interaction among 

communicators. The theory employs a linear model in which a strong distinction is made 

between rhetor (source) and audience (receiver) (Littlejohn, 1983, p.136). Most 

researchers conclude that message appeal is the nature of communication and persuasion.   

     Rhetoric, the foundation of persuasion, was taught through the 19th Century and 

largely dismissed in the 20th Century although the 20th Century had greater need for 

persuasive communication than at any other time in Western civilization. Media 

proliferated and multi-channel communications mushroomed. In the 21st Century with the 

expansion of the Internet, rhetorical principles continue to be vital (Horton, 2004).  

      

Persuasive Technologies 

     As we know, persuasion is as old as the humanity itself, and records exist to show that 

the available technology of the day has been used to assist with persuasion for many 

thousands of years, and has evolved over the centuries to become more effective 

(Wikipedia, n.d.).  

     The earliest persuasive technologies were those that facilitated verbal communication. 

The first major advancement though was the technology that facilitated books, flyers, 

pamphlets, billboards and other forms of widely reproduced written and later visual 

communication (Wikipedia, n.d.).  

     Examples of persuasive technologies that are used today to augment a human face-to-

face or voice interaction of the past are books, conventional mass media, such as print 
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media, cinema, radio, and television, computer and video games, targeted mailings lists 

and email lists, presentation software and hardware, such as Microsoft PowerPoint used 

with a data projector, and subliminal advertising (Wikipedia, n.d.). 

      What distinguishes a persuasion technology from simple “persuasion” is that the 

individual being persuaded cannot easily respond by creating an equally effective 

counter-presentation in real time- a lack of reciprocal equality. To achieve dominance in 

persuasion, physical persuasion tools, such as computers, broadcast equipment, 

pamphlets, photographs, and the like can be used. Also, methods of persuasion implored 

by individuals, such as salespeople and other professional persuaders, using well-

researched quasi-scientific psychological methods can be effective means of persuasion 

technology (Wikipedia, n.d.). 

     We live in an information age in which persuasive communications are more 

important than ever (Horton, 2004). 

 

Propaganda and Persuasion 

     In their book “Propaganda and Persuasion” authors Garth S. Jowett and Victoria 

O’Donnell (1992) note that studies of propaganda in the early part of the twentieth 

century were antecedents to the social scientific study of persuasion. Although many 

books date the modern study of propaganda and persuasion from the 1930s and 1940s, 

interest in the use of propaganda in World War I prompted earlier investigations (1992). 

       According to John C. Merrill and Ralph Lowenstein (1971), it is almost impossible 

to think about mass media in the modern world without considering propaganda (p.212). 

Merrill and Lowenstein define propaganda as the effort or the activity by which an 
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initiating communicator intends to manage the attitudes and actions of others through 

playing on their preexisting biases with messages designed largely to appeal to their 

emotions and/or irrationality (p.214).  

     Another way to say this might be: Propaganda is dependent on the intention of the 

communicator to use his message to affect the attitude of his audience so as to achieve an 

end or goal in keeping with the communicator’s desires. This emphasizes the deliberate 

nature of propaganda, the desire of the communicator to achieve a preconceived purpose 

(p.215). 

     During World War I, propaganda was developed to bring about cooperation between 

the industrialized society and the fighting armed forces. In order to bolster the morale of 

the people during the war, mass media were used in ways they had never been used 

before to propagandize entire populations to new heights of patriotism, commitment to 

the war effort, and hatred of the enemy (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). Carefully designed 

propaganda messages were communicated through news stories, films, photograph 

records, speeches, books, sermons, posters, rumors, billboard advertisements, and 

handbills to the general public (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

     After the war there was growing concern about the power of the developing forms of 

mass media, for some believed that the mass media had extensive, direct, and powerful 

effects on attitude and behavior change (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

     In his book “Propaganda Technique in the World War” (1927), Harold Lasswell felt 

that people had been duped and degraded by propaganda during the war. Lasswell (1927) 

was concerned with how the media could sway public opinion and the masses to almost 

any point of view. He wrote: 
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 “But when all allowances have been made, and all extravagant estimates pared to  
 bone, the fact remains that propaganda is one of the most powerful  
 instrumentalities in the modern world….A newer and subtler instrument must  
 weld thousands and even millions of human beings into one amalgamated mass 
 of hate and will and hope.” (p.220-221). 

     Lasswell based his work on a stimulus-response model rooted in learning theory. 

Focused on mass effects, this approach viewed human responses to the media as uniform 

and immediate. Researchers also define it as the “magic bullet” or “hypodermic needle 

theory” because of the media direct influence effect. 

     The topics of mass media influence and mass society are complex. Researcher 

Raymond Bauer (1964) denies the idea that a direct “hypodermic needle” effect operates 

between the communicator and audience. Bauer (1964) believes that what he terms as the 

“obstinate audience” will select information consistent with their attitudes and other 

frames of reference and not be easily persuaded (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 272). In other words 

there are group or interpersonal effects and selectivity at play when information is 

presented through the mass media. 

     Research such as Bauer’s lead to “limited effects” models that the explained the 

impact of media as a function of the social environment in which they operate. Effects 

came to be understood as activating and reinforcing preexisting conditions in the 

audience. It was not, however, until the 1920s that human individuality modifiability and 

variability began to be demonstrable through research (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

     Jacques Ellul (1965), a leading critic of mass communication, takes a holistic 

approach to the role of propaganda in modern society and believes it is necessary 

(Littlejohn, 1983). Ellul redefines propaganda to include all mechanisms, intentional and 

unintentional, that constrain individuals (Littlejohn, 1983, p.269). Ellul claims that all 
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forces of society interact and create a giant mass system from which the individual cannot 

escape (Littlejohn, 1983, p.269).        

     Others agree that the technological system requires propaganda in order to keep 

individuals in line, and individuals rely on it as a source of security (Littlejohn, 1983, 

p.270). Thus, they believe that the media are not channels of information used by 

individuals as a basis for critical thinking, but a means of propaganda that creates general 

uniformity throughout society by removing individuals from their cultural foundations 

(Littlejohn, 1983, p.270). 

     Researchers note that in mass society public opinion plays an important role. When 

channels of information are institutionalized, people receive common information and 

thus take common positions. Ellul (1965) believes that public opinion is always a step 

away from reality. The mass media, for example, allow the propagandist to structure 

“reality” in consistent ways (Littlejohn, 1983, p.271). 

      Propaganda also has important sociopolitical effect in terms of manipulation and 

affecting public opinion (Littlejohn, 1983). In 1937 Walter Lippman voiced concerned in 

the editorial forward of the first issue in his “Public Opinion Quarterly” stating that: “For 

the first time in history, we are confronted nearly everywhere by mass opinion as the final 

determinant of political and economic action…” (Lippman,1937, p.3). It was during that 

time that studies were being conducted in the area public opinion research. 

     In 1933, the President’s Research Committee on Recent Social Trends called the fields 

of research in propaganda analysis, public opinion analysis, social psychology, and 

marketing research, “agencies of mass impression” (Czitrom, 1982, p. 126). Mass media, 

then, were considered to be a common denominator from which questions of behavioral 
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and attitudinal change were to be studied. A large number of behavioral and social 

scientists turned their attention to communication studies after the end of World War I 

(Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

 

Attitudes and Persuasion     

     Research in the area of persuasion was quickly becoming attitude research because as 

Gordon Allport stated, “attitude is probably the most distinctive and indispensable 

concept in American social psychology” (p.784). Allport (1935) defined attitude as: “…a 

mental and neutral state of readiness organized through experience, and exerting a 

directive influence upon the individual’s response to all objects and situations with which 

it is related” (p. 784).   

     In order to measure attitudes, researchers Bogardus (1925), Thurston (1929), and 

Likert (1932) developed three measures of attitudes.  The most commonly known is the 

Likert scale. This widely used attitude-measurement technique consists of categories 

indicating attitude strength with a “strongly approve” answer graduating down to a 

“strongly disapprove” response on a five-point linear scale. The Thurston scale weighs a 

series of attitudinal statements of equal intervals. It was used in the 1930s to assess the 

effects of films on children and adolescents with respect to individual differences such as 

economic background, education, home life, neighborhood, gender, and age (Jowett and 

O’Donnell, 1992). 

     A representative study that used attitude-measuring scales to determine propaganda 

effects was done by Rosenthal (1934), who found that Russian silent propaganda films 

changed socioeconomic attitudes in American students (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 
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Mass Communication and Persuasion 

     World War II caused intense concern about the persuasive powers of the mass media 

and their potential for directly altering attitudes and behavior. Professor Paul Lazarsfeld 

(1940) produced research that helped to define the problems of American communication 

during this time. Lazarsfeld  placed the subject of communication research into a four 

question scheme (who said what to whom with what effect?) (Jowett and O’Donell, 

1992). Some believe that much of Lazarfeld’s social psychological communication 

research is linked to the underlying questions about stability and change in people’s 

opinions and behavior and their significance for sociological matters such as public 

opinion, social order, and social change (Wright, 1986, p. 27). 

   The U.S. Army conducted studies with the help of social and behavioral scientists, who 

had been enlisted into service in the army to perform socio-behavioral experiments to 

determine how specific content affected particular audiences. The main focus of these 

experiments was to complete research in the area of attitude change, communication, and 

the acquisition of factual knowledge from instructional media (Jowett and o’Donnell, 

1992). 

    With the help of Frank Capra, a well-known Hollywood director, the army produced a 

series of orientation training films for recruits. The series was called, “Why We Fight.” 

The army wanted to find out if the films would influence recruits and teach them factual 

knowledge about the war and whether this knowledge would shape their interpretations 

and opinions in positive ways regarding their roles in the military. 

     Research revealed that the films were not effective in motivating recruits to serve and 

fight in the war. The films did not influence attitudes however, the content provided 
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information such as the failure of Germany’s invasion of England during the Battle of 

Britain. The results of the research were a major turning point in the development of 

communication research in that the media was no longer considered to be an all-powerful 

shaper of attitudes because the effects of films and radio broadcasts were clearly limited. 

Now the effects of mass communication were understood to be strongly influenced by 

individual differences in the audience (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

     During the same era, Lazarsfeld (1940) and his colleagues developed a way to survey 

and study the interrelationship that individuals have between media and persuasion. The 

study was conducted during the presidential election of 1940 to determine whether mass 

media influenced political attitudes. To their surprise they found that face-to-face 

discussions were a more important source of political influence than the media (Jowett 

and O’Donnell, 1992). People were being influenced by opinion leaders, who received 

their information from the media.  

    Lazarfeld and his colleagues (1948) continued their research and developed the “two-

step flow” model of communication, which was later revised to become a “multi-step 

flow.” This model of communication reveals that people obtain ideas and information 

from the media, but seek out opinion leaders for confirmation of their ideas and forming 

their attitudes (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). Later research indicated that a highly 

variable number of relays can exist between media, the message receivers, and attitude 

formation (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971).  

     One of the most prolific research programs in persuasion was the Yale 

Communication and Attitude Change Program, conducted primarily in the 1950s by Carl 

Hovland (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 136). The Yale program was designed to test ways that 
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communication variables operate within the attitude change situation. The investigators 

hypothesized that in addition to the specific communication-bound variables affecting 

persuasion, certain general persuasibility dimensions were also present (Littlejohn, 1983, 

p. 136). Basically, some people are easier to persuade that others, regardless of the 

message.  

     The Yale group also concluded that a positive correlation between fear-arousing 

messages and attitude change might exist when certain potentially intervening variables 

are taken into account (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). Those variables include: age, 

certain personality traits, and whether the individual has voluntarily exposed him or 

herself to the message.    

     From the research out of the Yale study, a major theory was formed, which is known 

as the consistency theory. This theory is based on the belief that people need to be 

consistent or at least perceive themselves as consistent. A person’s cognitive consistency 

is the mental agreement between a person’s notions about some object or event. The 

human tendency toward balance is often referred to as homeostasis. An imbalance in the 

human cognitive system can lead to attitude and behavior change (Jowett and O’Donnell, 

1992). 

       A change occurred in persuasion research during the 1950s and 1960s from a 

persuader attempting to change attitudes in an audience to the focus of how people create 

their own defenses against persuasion. William J. McGuire’s (1968) model for persuasion 

was based on the processes of persuasion. Those processes include: attention, 

comprehension, yielding, retention, and action. This learning theory approach to 

persuasion means that a message is more likely to change an attitude if by adopting the 
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position advocated in the message a person receives positive reinforcement. McGuire 

also concluded that retention of the message is also necessary if there is going to be an 

attitude change. What he also found was that receivers with high intelligence were 

receptive to a message because they have longer attention spans and are better able to 

comprehend arguments. His conclusion was the receivers with moderate levels of self-

esteem and intelligence will be more affected by persuasive messages.   

     Recent researches Zimbardo and Leippe (1991) added additional steps to McGuire’s 

model by placing exposure at the beginning and, replacing action translation of attitude 

and behavior at the end. Exposure precedes attention because people cannot attend a 

message until they are exposed to it (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). Zimbardo and Leippe 

recognizes that attitude-consistent behavior is can sometimes be stronger than action. In 

other words, if a message influences behavior, the new attitude formed by the message 

must guide behavior in a relevant situation (Zimbardo and Leippe, 1991, p.137). 

     In the 1970s, research turned from attitudes to behavior and media influence. 

Zimbardo and Leippe (1991) began researching the effects of attitudes to behavior 

consistency. Attitudes may predict behavior when an attitude is strong and clear, when 

the attitude is relevant to the behavior called for by the situation at hand, when the 

attitude and behavior have strong links to the same components of the attitude system, 

and when the attitude is important to the individual (Zimbardo and Leippe, 1991). People 

who are truly committed to an attitude, it is more likely that behavior consistency will 

occur (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992).  

     The theory of observational learning (Bandura, 1986) links behavior and behavior 

change to modeling that people observe in their homes, among their peers, and in the 
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mass media. According to this theory, modeling influences produce new behaviors 

because they give people new information about how to behave (Bandura, 1986). 

Modeling can also encourage people to engage in behavior that they had once perceived 

as threatening. It can be an important propaganda strategy.    

     The four processes necessary to acquire new behavior are: attentional processes, 

retention processes, motor-production processes, and motivational processes. Researches 

have found that modeling can have positive and negative effects. For example, children 

in communities with aggressive models for friends may join gangs and engage in 

aggressive behavior (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

 

Impact of Media  

    The 1960s caused researchers to begin looking at how media influences violent 

behavior and other public concerns. President Lyndon B. Johnson created the National 

Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence in 1968. Within these studies, the 

most prominent was a report called “Violence and the Media.” The researchers looked at 

content analysis of television entertainment programming, surveyed viewers and found 

that violence was not only a predominant characteristic on television, but that it was way 

out of proportion in comparison to actual violence in the world. The editors of this report 

recognized that adults may not behave violently after watching certain programming, but 

long-term and indirect effects of exposure to violence were possible (Lowery and 

DeFleur, 1988).  

     There were a number of laboratory studies conducted by researcher like Leonard 

Berkowitz, who found that it might be possible for children, adolescents, and young 
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adults to behave aggressively in later situations if the fantasy situation on film or 

television seem justified (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

    Another important aspect researchers found concerning the relationship between the 

media and the viewer, regarding behavior, is that subjects tend to be influenced by film 

and television characters that they perceive to be similar to themselves. This is commonly 

referred to as viewer identification and is the central concept in the interpretation of film 

and television effects.  

     Researchers have continuously conducted studies regarding violence on television and 

the latent effect that it has on the aggressive behavior in children. In 1972 and continuing 

on through 1982, surgeon generals worked to compile and combine data from extensive 

research in the areas of television and behavior. In a report titled, “Television and 

Behavior: Ten Years of Scientific Progress and Implications for the Eighties” researchers 

found that increased levels of arousal can lead to excitement that may be channeled into 

aggression; thus, television content that is exciting could also possibly induce aggressive 

behavior (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992).   

     A more recent longitudinal study by researchers Huesman, Moise-Titus, Podolki, and 

Eron (2003) examines the relation between television violence viewing and aggression 

from childhood to adulthood. Huesman et al. (2003) studied children from 6 to 10 years 

of age for 15 years who grew up in the 1970s and 1980s. Their research revealed that 

childhood exposure to media violence predicts young adult aggressive behavior for both 

males and females. Identification with aggressive characters and perceived realism of 

television violence also predict later aggression. They found that these relations persist 

even when the effects of socioeconomic status, intellectual ability, and a variety of 
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parenting factors are controlled (Huseman et al., 2003). What researchers are finding, 

which has been confirmed, is that exposure to violence causes an increase in immediate 

aggressive behavior. These effects have been obtained repeatedly for both boys and girls.  

     According to Bushman, Baumeister, and Stack (1999) catharsis, the relief of tension 

and anxiety by bringing repressed feelings and fear to consciousness, can be used as a 

persuasive technique in media messages. The researchers conducted two studies, one 

examining whether people can be persuaded by media messages supporting catharsis to 

choose expressive ways of dealing with anger. They hypothesized that exposure to a 

message advocating catharsis would induce people to choose to hit a punching bag when 

angry. Their second study examined the consequences of the participants’ choice after 

they actually hit a punching bag. Participants saw a pro-catharsis message, an anti-

catharsis message, or a message unrelated to catharsis and they had the opportunity to 

aggress against someone who had provoked and angered them. Bushman et al. (1999) 

research revealed that acting aggressive or expressing anger after viewing a pro-catharsis 

message, is a good way to reduce inner tension, anger, and aggressive feelings. 

     The premise of most communication research focuses on the negative effects of media 

and its messages, but what is important to remember is that “Mass media are a powerful 

contributory agent but not the sole cause in the process of reinforcing existing conditions 

or in bringing about change” (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). 

 

Audiences and Mass Communication Effects 

     Although much of research has focused on the direct effects of the media and its 

influences on the audience, the uses and gratification approach focuses on the consumer, 
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the audience member, rather than the message (Littlejohn, 1983). This approach begins 

with the person as an active selector of media communications, a viewpoint different 

from that which sees the person as a passive receiver (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 285). Thus, the 

approach follows the order of person-chosen messages-usage effect. 

     Jay Blumler and Elihu Katz (1974) outline three basic methodological assumptions 

regarding the uses and gratification approach. Their first assumption is that the audience 

of mass communication is active and goal oriented. This theory differs from most effects 

theories because it assumes that audience members are not passive but take a proactive 

role in deciding how to use media in their lives. The second assumption in the uses and 

gratification approach focuses on how the audience member assumes responsibility and 

chooses media to meet certain needs. Audience members know their needs and seek out 

various ways to meet these needs. Relating to the first two assumptions, the third 

assumption is that media compete with other sources of gratification and out of the 

options that media present, the individual chooses ways to gratify needs. 

     Blumler and his colleagues divided needs into four categories. The first is 

surveillance, or the cognitive ordering of the environment. The second is curiosity, or the 

need to know about particular events or phenomena. The third is diversion, or escape. 

The fourth is personal identity, or sense of self-meaning. They believe that individuals 

who are outgoing and self-determined tend to meet needs through reading, while 

individuals who are less socially active and who compensate for a lack of life experience 

will favor viewing (Littlejohn, 1983, p.288). 

      In terms of the audience having needs met by media, the dependency theory of Ball-

Rokeach and DeFleur (1976) assumes a three-way interaction among media, audiences, 
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and society. The center of the dependency theory is the notion that audiences depend on 

media information to meet needs and attain goals (Littlejohn, 1983, p.291). The media 

are an important conduit for basic information (Kitzinger, 1999, p. 6). As we know the 

media serve a gamut of functions such as monitoring governmental activities and 

providing entertainment. For any given group some of these functions are more central or 

important than others. A group’s dependence on information from a medium increases as 

that medium supplies information that is more central to the group (Littlejohn, 1983, 

p.291). The reliance on the media for information increases when social change and 

conflict are high. This forces people to make re-evaluations and choices regarding 

established institutions, beliefs, and common practices (Littlejohn, 1983). 

     The dependency theory (Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur, 1976) includes three types of 

effects: cognitive, affective, and behavioral. Mass communication effects within these 

three areas are a function of the degree to which audiences are dependent on media 

information (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 291). Within the cognitive effects Ball-Rokeach and 

DeFleur outline five types. The first is ambiguity resolution, which means that when 

events in the environment are ambiguous there is a need for additional information, and a 

dependence on media increases. According to David Miller and Greg Philo (1999) media 

information can strongly influence perceptions about events and actions in the world, and 

questions of causation and blame (p.29).The second cognitive effect is attitude formation. 

The third is agenda setting, where individuals use the media to decide what the important 

issues are and what to be concerned about. McLuhan (1967) believes that “Media, by 

altering the environment, evoke in us unique ratios of sense perceptions. The extension of 

any one sense alters the way we think and act-the way we perceive the world (p.41). The 
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fourth cognitive effect is expansion of the belief system. In his book “Messages 

Received” Greg Philo (1990) states that media influence people’s actions which are 

induced by one’s motive and how it will be valued by others. “This is a more likely area 

for media influence since the media certainly do influence belief’s about what is 

desirable, legitimate, and possible…Yet media influence is always part of a matrix of 

other social relationships which affect the development and transfer of values” (p. 52). 

The fifth cognitive effect is value clarification, which means that when people are faced 

with conflicts, they are then motivated to clarify their own values (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 

292).  

     Affective effects in the dependency theory are emotional responses to mediated 

information which can create strong feelings about parts of society and/or desensitize 

people to violence because of excessive exposure (Jowett and O’Donnell, 1992). What 

the public knows about the state of affairs at any given time is largely a product of media 

gatekeeping (Littlejohn, 1983, p. 283). The term “gatekeeper” was conceptualized by 

psychologist Kurt Lewin as someone who controls the flow of information.  

     Behavior effects may also occur as a result of information received from the media. 

Individuals might begin initiating new behaviors and ceasing old ones (Littlejohn, p.292). 

In the “Great American Values Test” conducted in 1979 by Sandra J. Ball-Rokeach, 

Milton Rokeach, and Joel Grube (1986), the researchers were looking to test the media 

effects on political beliefs and behaviors of individuals by using television. The 

researcher used voluntary subjects, who watched television in the privacy of their homes 

as opposed to a laboratory. The researchers produced and aired on February 27, 1979 a 

30 minute program called, “The Great American Values Test,” which was hosted by Ed 
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Asner and Sandy Hill. Researchers set out to test the concept that the way people relate to 

television can make a difference in whether they decide to watch a program, their level of 

attention and involvement while watching, and the probability of that exposure having 

effects on their political values, attitude, and behavior (Ball-Rokeach and Cantor, 1986, 

p. 281). The research was grounded in the media system dependency theory (Ball-

Rokeach, 1985; Ball-Rokech & DeFleur, 1976; Ball-Rokech et al., 1984), which refers to 

how we relate to all kinds of media and the belief system theory (Ball-Rokech et al., 

1984; Rokech, 1973, 1979), which is based on the premise that people change their 

values, attitudes, and ultimately their behavior when they are forced to confront 

themselves-to assess honestly whether or not their values are consistent with their 

conceptions of themselves as moral and competent people (p. 282).  

     According to Ball-Rokeach et al.(1986) their findings exceeded their wildest 

expectations. The study demonstrated that the program led some viewers to become 

dissatisfied with their values, thus prompting a change in values and related attitude and 

behavior in a direction that would make them feel better about themselves. They also 

discovered that uninterrupted and interrupted viewers did not differ from the non-viewers 

in experimental control cities in basic political values or in attitudes toward racism, 

sexism, and the environment before the TV show had aired. Participants’ dependency on 

television also played in important role in the findings. Those who were highly dependent 

on television for understanding themselves and society were more likely to watch in the 

first place. They had very high levels of attention and involvement of the mind and their 

feelings and were more affected by the program (1986).  
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Conclusion 

    Cognitive effects of mass communication influence and shape one’s belief and 

opinions about society and the world around them. When defining media we must look at 

speech, the written word, print, film, radio, and television. As it has been defined within 

this paper, rhetoric is speech that is designed to persuade. We have seen how many of 

these mediums have been used throughout history to change beliefs, attitudes, and 

behaviors. What is interesting to note is how government continues to exercise a certain 

amount of control and persuasion through media. Propaganda was so well defined during 

World War I and II, but with the advancements in technology, it appears to be more 

subliminal today. Children, young adults, and those who are less educated are becoming 

easy targets for persuasion.  

     Harold Innis (1951) wrote: “Mechanization has emphasized complexity and 

confusion; it has been responsible for monopolies in the field of knowledge…The 

conditions of freedom of thought are in danger of being destroyed by science, 

technology, and the mechanization of knowledge, and with them, Western civilization. 

My bias is with the oral tradition, particularly as reflected by Greek civilization and with 

the necessity of recapturing something of its spirit” (p.190-191). 

     The question that remains to be answered is, “How do we change the process of 

conferring positive moral and social values through the use of media?” In his article on 

children and film/video/ television violence, Greg Philo (1999) says, “In practice the 

media will do what they have always done (in pamphlets, books, newspapers and now in 

video, film and television); which is to disseminate ideas about what is necessary, 

possible and desirable in society. In this, media are important agents for the promotion 
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and development of social values. The contribution they make is not necessarily 

‘progressive’ or ‘enlightened’ (p.53).” There are many who would argue the point of the 

not so progress aspect of media. Therefore, I conclude that an individual’s selection 

process, usage of diverse mediums, and social experiences play a powerful role in 

determining media influence. The study of media and its influence on society and 

individuals will continue to be a strong area for research due to the ever-changing nature 

of mass communication and continuous technological advancements.  
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Abstract 
 

Bioprospecting is a transnational multimillion-dollar industry that makes use of what are arguably “common” 
bioresources.  The issues involved in “owning,” patenting, protecting, and exploiting “common” living organisms 
are readily examined through Contractarian Theory and Economic theory.  One interesting application of economics 
to bioprospecting is the Tragedy of the Commons as crafted by Garret Hardin.  Several parallels are readily drawn 
between bioprospecting and a ‘pure’ Tragedy of the Commons and the disanalogies are examined.  The disanalogies 
will be examined and replied to in an attempt to show that bioprospecting should be treated and governed as a 
Tragedy of the Commons. 
Keywords: Tragedy of the Commons, Bioprospecting, Yew tree. 

 
1.Introduction 
 
Biological diversity is of profound interest to many people today.  People value diversity for several reasons.  
Environmentalist may give diversity intrinsic value to diversity.  Physical ecologists and network theorist value 
diversity for its efficiency, energy capture, and stabilizing effects.  Last, and most appropriate to this paper, 
Bioprospectors value diversity for its extrinsic value.  Nature has created a plethora of compounds in all the living 
creatures on this planet.  Some of these compounds are useful to humans as well.  Thermophiles from Yellowstone 
have enzymes that are crucial to genetic engineering and patterning.  Other enzymes have been extracted that are 
crucial to prevent transplanted organs from being rejected. 

In this paper, I will argue that bioprospecting is not a straightforward Tragedy of the Commons (ToC) as crafted 
by Garret Hardin1 and defined by the philosopher Baylor L. Johnson2.  I next argue that even if bioprospecting is not 
a (straightforward) ToC, bioprospecting is dependant on biological diversity and a ToC governs the conservation of 
biological diversity.  Therefore, bioprospectors must rationally and morally address the ToC inherent in conserving 
diversity.   
 

1.Bioprospecting is not a ToC.  
2.Therefore bioprospecting should not be governed as a ToC. 
3.Bioprospecting is dependent on diversity.   
4.A ToC governs diversity.  
5.Therefore, Bioprospecting should be governed like a ToC. 

 
I argue that bioprospecting is not necessarily a ToC in order to fully vest my conclusion.  Some may argue that since 
bioprospecting is not itself a ToC, it should not be governed like a ToC.  I was initially worried that I was attacking 
a straw man with 1 and 2.  However, many companies have (and do use) 1 and 2 to justify unregulated use of the 
biological commons (also referred to as “biopiracy”).   If my first premise (bioprospecting is not necessarily a ToC) 
is inconclusive, or unconvincing, it simply helps my conclusion 5.  If however, I am able to prove my conclusion 
with the assumption of 1, my conclusion is much stronger given that 1 is likely false. 

Garret Hardin crafts the ToC as such: 
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Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each herdsman will try to keep as 
many cattle as possible on the commons . . . As a rational being, each herdsman seeks to maximize 
his gain. Explicitly or implicitly, more or less consciously, he asks, "What is the utility to me of 
adding one more animal to my herd?" This utility has one negative and one positive component.  

1) The positive component is a function of the increment of one animal. Since the 
herdsman receives all the proceeds from the sale of the additional animal, the positive utility is 
nearly +1.  

2) The negative component is a function of the additional overgrazing created by one 
more animal. Since, however, the effects of overgrazing are shared by all the herdsmen, the 
negative utility for any particular decision-making herdsman is only a fraction of 1.  

Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman concludes that the 
only sensible course for him to pursue is to add another animal to his herd. And another; and 
another. . . . But this is the conclusion reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a 
commons. Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase 
his herd without limit--in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men 
rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons. 
Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all. 3 

 
2.Assumptions/Rules of a Tragedy of the Commons Game 
 
In “Ethical Obligations in a Tragedy of the Commons,” Baylor distills the factors that create a ToC to three rules.  
They are: 

1. The only incentive players have is to maximize benefits from use of the commons.  (All 
benefits and losses are internal to the game.) 

2. The only way players can communicate is by increasing or reducing use of the commons. 
3. a. So costs (to the commons) of increased use are shared, but benefits from increased use 

accrue to the individual herder. 
Benefits (to the commons) of reduced use are shared, but costs of reduced use are borne by the 
individual herder. 
b. Resources saved by one individual are available for use by any other user. (Baylor-275) 4 

Bioprospecting does not fit the third rule of a ToC game.  Increased use does mean increased costs to society.  
Likewise, decreased use does not mean increased benefit to society.  Bioprospecting is essentially the collecting of 
information.  The historical precedent is that some new compound will be discovered in a living organism and 
shown to be useful.  After the usefulness has been proven, it is almost always more economically advantageous to 
synthesize the compound.  Essentially, there are no “costs” to the commons.  Hypothetically, even if every 
bioprospector were to take his beaker full of sample, this would still be within the “carrying capacity” of an 
ecosystem5. 
 
2.1 Objection 1 
 
It could be argued that bioprospecting does indeed intrinsically harm the environment.  It can also be argued that in 
specific cases, bioprospecting itself does have costs or directly leads to a reduction in diversity.  One argument could 
be characterized as “the straw that broke the camel’s back” type—an irreparable harm argument coupled with an 
argument from ignorance. This argument is that any reduction in an already threatened resource is unconscionable 
and wrong.  The exact “carrying capacity” 6 of any complex system is almost impossible to determine.  Therefore, 
whenever it is even believed that the “carrying capacity” is being approached and “irreparable harm” may be caused, 
use must be curtailed.   
 
2.2 Objection 2 

 
The second argument involves the non-typical nature of some compounds and the (sometimes) costly extractions.  
The pacific yew tree was the precursor to “Taxol® (paclitaxel), used to treat tumors of certain cancers, especially 
ovarian and breast cancer.  In 1963, the US Forest Service shipped bark from the Pacific yew tree to the National 
Cancer Institute (NCI)7. For many years, Yew bark was the only source of Taxol (now synthesized from Yew 
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berries). “Since 1971,the amount of taxol required to complete clinical trials (more than 36,000 trees) has had a huge 
impact on pacific yew populations” 8.  

 
2.3 Reply 
 
Yellowstone Park authority Paul Schullery analogized microbial diversity and extraction and I paraphrase: 

Suppose that a geyser pool is as big as the greater Yellowstone ecosystem.  The mat that 
bioprospectors cut for analysis would be the Gallatin National forest. What if the last two 
wolverines in the world lived in that national forest?  Cutting the mat would kill them but you 
can’t know that they even exist until you cut the mat. 

This analogy both highlights the reasoning of “the straw that broke the camel’s back” type argument—an 
irreparable harm argument coupled with an argument from ignorance—and reveals the fallacy.  Natural (non-
human) processes are constantly changing the state of nature everywhere.  Suppose that an elk or bison stepped in 
the geyser pool and squished “the last two wolverines?”  The elk would not be morally reprehensible for stepping 
where it did and neither should be the person who cuts the mat.  Were science (or humanity in general) to heed this 
argument from ignorance and irreparable harm, it would be paralyzed trying to maintain an incomprehensible status 
quo. 

The second argument (from significant consumption and cost) is for a very small percentage of cases and can be 
replied to in two ways.  One way is to draw a distinction between ‘bioprospecting’ and ‘bioharvesting.’  Another 
reply is to discount the few significant cases and say that the existing regulatory systems will handle them.  The 
distinction between ‘bioprospecting’ and ‘bioharvesting’ is readily drawn.  Bioprospecting is analogous to taking a 
leaf and bark sample from every tree in the forest while ‘bioharvesting’ is analogous to chopping the forest down for 
timber.  The impacts of the two are really incomparable and throwing both actions under a single descriptor is 
inaccurate.  Bioprospecting, if it is to be regulated at all, should be regulated in a much different way then 
bioharvesting.  

The second objection can also be discounted because of the small percentage of cases it covers and the ability of 
existing systems to regulate bioprospecting (or bioharvesting) that becomes a ToC. With the example of the Yew 
tree, legislation was enacted that regulated the “consumption” of the Yew tree.  The legislation included “the B.C. 
Ministry of Forests established a provincial policy to regulate the harvest of Pacific yew. In the United States . . . 
similar legislation was passed in the form of the “Yew Act”” 9.  The excesses of bioprospecting are rare enough that 
they can be handled by existing regulation systems. 
  
3. The State of Bioprospecting and the Tragedy of the Commons 
 
 I believe that recognition of an impending ToC implies certain rational regulation and controls.  And, given my 
previous argument that bioprospecting is not itself a ToC, I still think that bioprospecting does require the same 
regulations as a ToC, even if they come from a circuitous route.    

Preservation of biodiversity is a key example of a ToC.  I will use the example of the Amazon because of its 
biological relevance and the rate of and reasons that it is being destroyed.  The Amazon is essentially Harden’s 
common pasture.  Rule 3 is fulfilled.   Each person can gain (almost) one acre of farm/ranch land by clearing one 
acre of rainforest. The entire planet shares the costs—decreased diversity, stability, and energy capture. Further, 
should one farmer decide not to farm/ranch the rainforest, another may simply take what was ‘saved.’  I also believe 
that rule 1 and 2 are at least approximately true.  “Real people seldom have only one incentive, so rule 1 is unlikely 
ever to be true.  But it may be approximately true when the benefits derived from use of a commons are large in 
comparison to any countervailing motives. . . Rule 2 may be approximated in reality when the number of users of a 
commons is very large and methods of communication are undeveloped”10. 
 
1.Bioprospecting (tries to) make use of the externalities of diversity. 
2.Morality is: moving the equilibrium to the optimum, internalizing externalities11.  
3.Therefore, it is moral to internalize the externalities of diversity in Bioprospecting by treating bioprospecting as a 
ToC. 
 

Morality (2.) and  
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Justice [are] concerned with both the inefficiencies occasioned by the imposition of costs without 
the provisions of corresponding benefits, and those occasioned by the failure to provide benefits 
due to the inability to recover costs12.  

It is both moral and rational to strive for optimality.  Bioprospecting is dependant on the system of biological 
diversity, so it is rational to force bioprospecting to take on the attributes of the supporting system and move from 
equilibrium to optimality.  If a dependant system does not take on the externalities of the sustaining system, then the 
externalities are likely to remain externalities.  Thus, it is required by morality that any dependant system internalize 
(at least some) of the externalities of the sustaining system.   

Bioprospecting is inherently linked to the diversity of the biota that can be prospected.  As more biota are 
characterized, the chance of finding something beneficial increases.  Without new biota to study, the chance of 
finding something new approaches zero.  Even granting my previous argument that bioprospecting itself does not 
contribute to a ToC because of essentially zero costs; it still makes use of the externalities of diversity.  The 
externalities of diversity and its preservation are passed on/transmitted to bioprospecting.  If this process of 
transmittal is correct, and bioprospecting takes on the externalities of the systems that it depends on, then 
bioprospecting becomes a definite ToC and must be regulated as such.  The systems of regulation for a ToC are for 
incorporating the externalities back into the game and getting an optimal outcome.       

Were externalities not incorporated into dependant systems, externalities would not be internalized at all.  As 
social policy, it is imprudent to allow a group to draw the benefits from an underlying system without also forcing 
the group to take on the liabilities of the underlying system.  To allow this is to make any solution to the ToC 
impossible.  The externalities must be internalized.  A multinational bioprospecting company may make millions of 
dollars from bioprospecting.  Under a commons system, they are not obligated to return any of the proceeds to the 
diversity system.  So, a non-equilibrium point is reached with regard to diversity.  “Demand is effective only as a 
willingness to pay the costs of supply”13.  Bioprospectors would not have to pay the costs of supply so demand is an 
ineffective regulator.  “But those who benefit from the availability of [diversity] have little or no incentive to pay 
their costs” 14 . 

 
4. United Nations Convention on BioDiversity 

 
The widest reaching ‘contract’ on bioprospecting is the United Nations Convention on BioDiversity (CBD) 15.  (It 
has been signed but not ratified by the USA).  The CBD takes both a Contractarian and free market 
environmentalism approach to conserving diversity.  The CBD “asserts the sovereign rights of nations (rather than 
individuals) over resources, and calls for the “fair and equitable sharing” (as determined by governments) of benefits 
derived from the use of traditional knowledge 16.  National governments and the UN are given a ‘big stick’ and a 
‘carrot’ (fair and equitable sharing) to regulate bioprospecting.   

Graham criticizes the CBD.  
“The Convention on Biological Diversity (2001) proposes a host of vaguely defined requirements 
for access to plants and traditional knowledge. . . Some biologists say that it is now harder to study 
a forest than to cut it. Red tape and fees are killing even the most basic research. . .” 17 

The CBD, as I have read it, does have faults.  It is vague on specifics of ownership and benefit sharing.  It also 
seems to discount the contribution that technically advanced companies make.  Hardin writes,  

The only kind of coercion I recommend is mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon by the majority 
of the people affected. . . We must admit that our legal system of private property plus inheritance 
is unjust -- but we put up with it because we are not convinced, at the moment, that anyone has 
invented a better system. The alternative of the commons is too horrifying to contemplate. 
Injustice is preferable to total ruin. 18 

The CBD is definitely not perfect.  It leaves much unsettled and seems biased.  However, as Hardin writes, the 
alternative to no system is the Tragedy of the Commons—a horrifying situation.  Even an imperfect and unjust 
system is preferable to the commons.  The CBD does have built in correction mechanisms and an information 
clearinghouse that will hopefully improve the system.  The CBD is the best system that we have at the moment, so 
we must accept it till a better system presents itself.  The alternative of the commons makes having no system 
horrifying. 
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Abstract 
 
 This paper documents and analyzes presentations given by Iraqi and 
Iranian women at the fifth Global Women's History Project Conference, 
'Women of Iraq and Iran: Visionaries for Peace in the Twenty-first 
Century.' The Conference took place at Westfield State College in 
Westfield, Ma., U.S., April 14-17, 2005. Delegates at the Conference 
included the following: Iraq: Yanar Mohammad, Yvette Rabi, Nazanin Ali 
Sharif, Zeinab Istrabada. Iran: Shahla Haeri, Manijeh Hekmat, Persheng 
Vazeri, Mina Safizadeh for Janet Afary Shahla Haeri for Shahla Sherkat. 
Shirin Ebadi (May 2) 
 In the twentieth century, women in the region that has become the modern 
nation state of Iraq and women of Iran have been confronted with social 
upheaval as a result of geo-political developments. When the war between 
Iraq and Iran ended, the lives of women of both regions had been severely 
disrupted. Internal politics, the Gulf War,  Sanctions, the current war 
and occupation in Iraq, all contribute to instability in the region with 
devastating consequences for women. 
 Houzan Mahmoud, founder of the Organization of Women’s Freedom in Iraq’s 



London branch, documents violations of women’s rights under Saddam 
Hussein, including imprisonment and torture, but noted that…”it is now 
almost a year after the war, which was suppose to bring “liberation” to 
Iraqis. Rather than an improvement in the quality of women’s lives, what 
we have seen is widespread violence, and escalation of violence against 
women. From the start of the occupation, rape, abduction, “honor” 
killings and domestic violence have become daily occurrences. The 
Organization of Women’s Freedom in Iraq has informally surveyed Baghdad, 
and now knows of 400 women who were raped in the city between April and 
August last year.” If the United States goes to war against Iran, Iranian 
women will suffer similar consequences. The need for information; the 
need to organize in order to put an end to violence against women; and 
the need to ensure the institutionalization of women’s rights, could not 
be more pressing. 
 This is a critical time in relations between the U.S. and governments in 
the Middle East. In order to meet the challenges of our times, we need an 
historical perspective. What developments have led to the current crises? 
Those who have been and continue to be most directly involved and most 
directly affected can help us to evaluate historical and current events 
so that we can take action to ensure that justice prevails. Although 
women are at the forefront of peace-making efforts, opportunities to hear 
and learn from Iraqi and Iranian women are rare. Accurate information 
about women’s struggles and women’s organizing in Iraq and in Iran must 
reach the United States. 
Further, The Global Women’s History Project is responding to the need for 
education about Muslim women and about Islam.  Muslim women have been 
actively involved in all historical developments in their regions. Islam 
is a multifaceted religion rooted in historical processes. Yet, the media 
and many academic sources perpetuate misconceptions about Muslim women and 
about Islam that sow seeds of mistrust, contribute to false notions of 
cultural superiority and cultural inferiority, and fuel war. 
 
Presentations at this conference clarified the critical connection between 
war and violence against women in the specific context of Iraq and Iran 
today. In both countries women are doing groundbreaking organizing. This 
paper highlights the ways in which U.S., Iraqi, and Iranian women can come 
together to dispell myths, to form on-going links, and to end war. 
 
Submitted: Dr. Elise G. Young, History Dept., Westfield State College 
eyoung@crocker.com 
413-586-8862 
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Abstract 
 
For decades, undergraduate research has been conducted in the sciences, and is quickly 
becoming a ubiquitous teaching tool.  Faculty in the Arts & Humanities have not 
collectively embraced this pedagogy to the same extent.  At Montana State University, 
the new core curriculum includes a research/creativity requirement for all 
undergraduates, and having overseen the implementation of this “Core 2.0,” I believe that 
emerging models of instruction can eliminate obstacles for both faculty and students.  
Besides the adoption of the science lab approach, where a professor oversees a team of 
individuals with varying levels of expertise from undergraduates to post-doctoral 
students, other models include employing emeritus faculty to conduct advanced tutorials, 
incorporating undergraduate research into study abroad, and designing courses in which 
students do group research.  The underlying philosophy is that students can help expedite 
the completion of faculty research, while earning academic credit and deepening their 
understanding of the process of academic inquiry.  Unlike the traditional independent 
student project, which takes time just to come up with an idea, linking student learning to 
an established faculty research project can be very rewarding for both student and 
professor, and may even generate new research ideas.  Such integration of scholarship 
and teaching, which involves collaboration, critical thinking, and group problem solving, 
is an important direction for the academy.  Having published a paper recently in two 
languages on musical pedagogy that was made possible by the help of an undergraduate 
researcher, I am convinced that such win-win contexts hold great potential.  
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“My task which I am trying to achieve is, by the power of the written word, to make you 

hear, to make you feel - it is above all, to make you see”  

     -Conrad, 1897  

 

 “Do you see him? Do you see the story? Do you see anything?”   

     -Conrad, Heart of Darkness 

 

Edward Said’s statement that “[t]here is in all nationally defined cultures, I believe, an 

aspiration to sovereignty, to sway, and to dominance” (Culture and Imperialism 15), 

finds one of its most persuasive paradigms in the accumulative process of colonization 

exercised by Britain since the seventeenth century. Indeed, by the close of the nineteenth 

century, this small “archipelago of rainy islands” (Ferguson ix) had come to govern 

approximately one quarter of the world’s geography and peoples, marking the historical 

apex of European colonial power. In simultaneously fashioning the foundations of our 

modern, globalized world and inflicting often oppressive regimes of control over 

subjugated nations, the history of imperialism exists within a complex framework of 

oppositions. The growth of the British Empire was validated and centralized by a 

composite infrastructure of notions of progress, and what Joseph Conrad termed “the 

conquest of the earth” (Heart of Darkness 72) became synonymous with the civilizing 

mission. Tropes of enlightenment, liberation, education and development became 

inextricably entwined with acts of plunder, theft, imposition and control, creating a 

problematic site of ideological confusion. In this environment of ontological instability, it 
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was often difficult for a diminutive imperial centre to “see” how and why its immense 

power was being implemented.  

 Desiring new outlets for trade and economic advantage, Britain’s dominion 

over some 350 million people (Ferguson ix) is particularly unprecedented if we consider 

the relative geography of such a series of conquests, in which a tiny kingdom divested 

vast nations of their land and rights. These new possessions undoubtedly elicited 

questions of management, since “the acquisition of far-flung, culturally diverse colonies 

posed new problems of governance and social control” (Randall 112). Therefore, in order 

to effectively govern and police colonized space, it was necessary for the British to 

maintain a constant and efficient visible presence. For imperial borders to be effectively 

patrolled, both geographically and ideologically, the Empire was compelled to author its 

own existence and promulgate an image of western supremacy as something that “you 

can set up, and bow down before, and offer a sacrifice to…” (Heart of Darkness 72). In 

addition to Conrad’s fictions, we can chart the path of spectacular imperial power through 

the works of Rudyard Kipling and Bernard Shaw, all of whom were contemporaries of 

the British Empire on the cusp of the twentieth century. 

 To understand exactly how this supremacy was organized, it is instructive to 

consider the discourses and attitudes of British power in the latter part of the nineteenth 

century, particularly in terms of modes of control and containment. Anne McClintock 

cites the Great Exhibition of 1851 in London’s Crystal Palace as an illuminating 

enactment of imperialism, where the show strove to categorize, compile and recreate the 

world for paying spectators. Purporting to display the “family of Nations” (McClintock 

57), the Exhibition was packed with industrial and cultural artifacts from thirty-two 
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participating nations, where “the progress narrative began to be consumed as mass 

spectacle” (57). By obfuscating geographical, temporal and cultural distance, the 

exposition laid out the world as a series of artificially constructed visual tableaux 

available for consumption, and “the Exhibition heralded a new mode of marketing 

history: the mass consumption of time as a commodity spectacle” (58). This process of 

collection and museumification can be seen at work in the British colonies themselves, as 

small imperial presences operated systematic surveillance and containment over 

extensive colonized spaces, constructing methods with which to “see”. As the colonizing 

west saw itself as the producer and regulator of the uncivilized and subaltern east, it was 

a logical step to extend this self and other binarism into the field of the spectacle, where 

the invisible east could be policed by the visible west.  

 This process of visibility as a mode of containment is embodied in Bentham’s 

vision of the prison as Panopticon, as described by Foucault, in which a centralized and 

highly visible guard tower presides over its perpetually visible prisoners, initiating a 

system of self-surveillance: 

The inmates, thinking they were under constant observation, would police 

themselves. The Panopticon thus embodied the bureaucratic principle of dispersed 

hegemonic power. In the Inspection House, the regime of the spectacle 

(inspection, observation, sight) merged with the regime of power (McClintock, 

Imperial Leather 58). 

In this manner, the application of the spectacle as a mode of circulating imperial power is 

dependant on its status as a visual marker of British control. In order to regulate its 

subalterns, therefore, British identity needed to reproduce the Inspection House and be 
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essential, fixed, and visually identifiable. By extension, of course, for this image to be 

effective, a totalizing and absolute identity must also be superimposed onto the 

colonized’s abjects, and “the vocabulary of nineteenth-century imperial culture is 

plentiful with such words and concepts as ‘inferior’ or ‘subject races’, ‘subordinate 

peoples’, ‘dependency’, ‘expansion’, and ‘authority’” (Culture and Imperialism 8).  

 However, as much postcolonial theory has posited, any establishment of fixed 

Oriental and Occidental identities is, by definition, unstable. As Robert Young discusses, 

the dominant discourses of imperialism are subject to ontological destabilization by the 

perennial threat of racial and cultural amalgamation and, as a result, “ ‘[h]ybrid’ is the 

nineteenth century’s word” (6). Hybridity can be seen as a disruption of the essential 

identities that facilitate imperial power: 

In the nineteenth century, the very notion of a fixed English identity was 

doubtless a product of, and reaction to, the rapid change and transformation of 

both metropolitan and colonial societies which meant that, as with nationalism, 

such identities needed to be constructed to counter schisms, friction and dissent… 

Fixity of identity is only sought in situations of instability and disruption, of 

conflict and change” (Young, Colonial Desire 3-4). 

Therefore, the performance of visually perceptible imperial power through spectacles 

such as Christianity, the British army, museums, schools, flags and uniforms can be seen 

as an attempt to stabilize a volatile and non-essential sense of colonizing identity. In this 

manner, the spectacle of surveillance exists not only to complement and reinforce the 

primacy of the British Empire, but also to establish it in the face of flux and insecurity. 

Indeed the spectacle, as Guy Debord posits in The Society of the Spectacle, is an 
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enactment of the misleading power of the visual, as it “proclaims the predominance of 

appearances and asserts that all human life, which is to say all social life, is mere 

appearance” (14). 

 If the existence of the hybrid reflects “the increasing anxiety about racial 

difference and the racial amalgamation that was apparent as an effect of colonialism and 

enforced migration” (Young 4), this anxiety is realized through the theory and practice of 

passing. Typically racial, but also cultural, religious or gender specific, passing entails the 

crossing of societal borders in order to inhabit a different -and typically more privileged- 

social group. In racially stratified colonies, where non-whites are subordinate and 

marginal figures in the eyes of empire, the opportunity that hybridity affords the 

individual to pass can lead to increased freedom, respect and status. Passing, like 

hybridity, creates an ontologically elusive and liminal space, in which the passer moves 

freely and can permeate racial, cultural and social boundaries. As Elaine Ginsberg 

asserts:  

…the possibility of passing challenges a number of problematic and even 

antithetical assumptions about identities, the first of which is that some identity 

categories are inherent and unalterable essences: presumably one cannot pass for 

something one is not unless there is some other, pre-passing, identity that one is. 

Further, passing forces reconsideration of the cultural logic that the physical body 

is the site of identic intelligibility”(Ginsberg, Passing and the Fictions of Identity 

4). 

As a system of destabilization, passing interrogates the notion that any identity is unified, 

fixed or essential. Instead, it shores up the multiplicity of identity and also suggests that it 
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is not innate and inherited, but performable and acquired. Perhaps most relevant to my 

discussion of Conrad’s Nostromo (1904), Kipling’s Kim (1901), and Shaw’s Captain 

Brassbound’s Conversion (1899) is this suggestion that identity is not a visual absolute, 

but rather a performance or rôle that can be assumed by the passer. As a result, 

individuals like Nostromo, Captain Brassbound and Kim, who pass into ‘other’ social 

spheres, interrogate the spectacle of British imperial power, by undermining “the false 

promise of the visible as an epistemological guarantee” (Ginsberg 4). Indeed, 

… passing is about identities: their creation or imposition, their adoption or 

rejection, their accompanying awards or penalties. Passing is also about the 

boundaries established between identity categories and about the individual and 

cultural anxieties induced by boundary crossing. Finally, passing is about 

specularity: the visible and the invisible, the seen and unseen (Ginsberg, Passing 

2). [emphasis is my own] 

As a result, my essay is concerned with this conflation of the visible and the invisible, of 

the spectacle with passing, and how it serves to illustrate the extent to which the 

seemingly assured and fixed spectacle of empire can be displaced – or reinforced - by 

invisible threats from the margins. With the contradictory politics of the commodity 

spectacle and passing in mind, we can turn our attention to the ways in which Conrad, 

Kipling and Shaw’s texts enact points of imperial resistance and enforcement. 

 By definition, those who pass must operate on the periphery of any centralized 

community, as they exist in a state of between-ness, neither “is not” nor “is”, since they 

cannot fully assimilate with any imagined identity category. In order to pass effectively, 

therefore, it is necessary for the passer to move away from sites of identification, where 
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he or she may be recognized and exposed. Concomitantly, these three texts are set in the 

margins of colonialism, in geographical subsections of an already liminal space. A 

prescient enactment of the limitations of imperial surveillance over such colonial outposts 

can been seen in the British Empire’s control of India: 

…the late nineteenth-century Raj is characterized by strategies of ‘invisibility 

and spectacularization’, which are seductively deployed: ‘Spectacles – 

exhibitions, durbars, the ritualization of the monarchy and its public activities – 

seem to be confined to the cities, both in England and in colonial India, while the 

concern with invisibility reveals itself in the contact with the colonial countryside’ 

(340)” (Randall quoting Mohanty, Kipling’s Imperial Boy 127).  

Each text’s central figures inhabit these invisible and peripheral locations of empire, in 

subsidiary settings that create doubly liminal colonial sites, as the characters occupy 

distant corners of already distant lands. Characters who pass function most effectively on 

these margins, as they can maintain a contextual safety and superiority. Within these 

interstices, Nostromo, Brassbound and Kim circulate freely between the colonies’ white 

imperialists and non-white colonized populations, facilitating and policing interactions. 

In their states of liminal hybridity, each character passes in his own way, slipping under 

the fences of imperial spectacle and, as Said notes, it is easiest for those who evade 

categorization to question it:  

Conrad’s realization is that if, like narrative, imperialism had monopolized the 

entire system of representation – which in the case of Heart of Darkness allowed 

it to speak for Africans as well as for Kurtz and the other adventurers, including 

Marlow and his audience – your self-consciousness as an outsider can allow you 
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actively to comprehend how the machine works, given that you and it are 

fundamentally not in perfect synchrony or correspondence (Said, Culture and 

Imperialism 27). 

Interestingly, the texts’ outsiders function most effectively in proximity to water: 

Nostromo is isolated by Sulaco’s deep-sea harbour, Brassbound is a ship’s captain, and 

Kim accompanies the lama on his search for a holy river. Water is an ambiguously free 

space that is not subject to the same conditions of imperial surveillance as land, and Dr 

Monygham concurs, “ ‘… the sea, which knows nothing of kings and priests and 

tyrants… The spirit of liberty is upon the waters’” (293). Similarly in Kim, when one 

ascends the far bank of the holy river, “one is assured of Freedom” (Kipling 103), and in 

Brassbound’s world “a man can navigate a ship and get his living by it” (Shaw 337), thus 

steering his own course. In examining each text in terms of its outsiders and their 

relationships to imperial spectacle, we can question the extent to which passing 

undermines the British Empire’s policies of containment, and also how it can become an 

instrument of colonization.  

 

     ------- 

 

 Although he is not a racial passer, Nostromo occupies an ambiguous borderland 

between the Europeans and the Latin American locals, circulating freely between the 

white ruling element and the “natives of the republic… [a]n outcast lot of very mixed 

blood, mainly Negroes” (Conrad 47). He inhabits a paradoxical space, in which he is both 

leader and ancillary, “tireless taskmaster” (47) for the cardagores and “one of those 
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invaluable subordinates whom to possess is a legitimate cause of boasting” (69) for the 

white settlers.  Until he becomes the servant of the silver, Nostromo maintains extensive 

specularity in Sulaco, constantly available for the “the obscure and generally invisible 

population” (324) to view and admire. As with Debord’s definition, the Capataz echoes 

the spectacle’s  “monopolization of the realm of appearances” (15) by remaining a highly 

visible regulatory presence. Many stories are told and retold of his heroism and bravery 

in containing riots and protecting others, “no end of tales of his strength, his audacity, his 

fidelity. No end of fine things” (207), that render him something of a famous icon in 

Sulaco. By courting celebrity, he renounces his sovereignty as a hybridized passer, and 

the narrator observes, “[t]he Capataz of the Sulaco Cardagores had lived in splendour and 

celebrity up to the very moment, as it were, when he took charge of the lighter containing 

the treasure of silver ingots” (348). In Debord’s words: 

The individual who in the service of the spectacle is placed in stardom’s spotlight 

is in fact the opposite of an individual, and as clearly as the enemy of the 

individual in himself as of the individual in others. In entering the spectacle as a 

model to be identified with, he renounces all autonomy in order himself to 

identify with the general law of obedience to the course of things (Debord, The 

Society of the Spectacle 39). 

In this reading, by presenting himself in the visible light of fame, Nostromo renounces 

the social freedom that he would have possessed as an “invisible” member of the town. 

Instead, Nostromo’s celebrity manufactures a situation of subjection, creating “that mania 

for ‘lending you my Capataz de Cargadores’ which was to bring Nostromo into personal 
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contact, sooner or later, with every European in Sulaco, as a sort of universal factotum – 

a prodigy of efficiency in his own sphere of life” (Conrad 69). 

In each social sphere, Nostromo proves to be a valuable commodity, an 

“incorruptible” (260) passer, available for hire for a variety of services. As a celebrity, 

Nostromo seeks remunerations for the services - such as manual labour, protection, 

organization, surveillance, and regulation - that he provides. By embracing the 

technologically advanced system of productivity that the Europeans are bringing to 

Sulaco, Nostromo comes to understand his own exchange-value, and commodifies 

himself in return for money and praise. As Decoud comments:  

‘You mustn’t forget that he does not exercise his extraordinary power over the 

lower classes without a certain amount of personal risk and without a great 

profusion in spending his money. One must pay in some way or other for such a 

solid thing as individual prestige. He told me… that he had come here to make his 

fortune. I suppose he looks upon his prestige as a sort of investment’ (Conrad, 

Nostromo 204). 

 Like the timeless and infinite appeal of the commercially manufactured product, 

Nostromo reflects back the desiring image of those he provides a service to, becoming a 

man with a “life whose very essence, value, reality, consisted in its reflection from the 

admiring eyes of men” (Conrad 433-4). In this sense, Nostromo inhabits a vague 

hinterland between freedom and subjection, exhibiting a Gatsybyesque awareness of the 

empowerment of the self-made man, but at the same time dependant on the words of 

others to build his identity. As Teresa observes, “ ‘[t]hey have turned your head with their 

praises… They have been paying you with words’” (227), suggesting that Nostromo 
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possesses no inherent value other than that which is bestowed upon him. In accepting 

payment and identity formation through words, we can see that Nostromo is doubly 

abject, as he resides in the margins of all his adopted imagined communities: 

… [he] caters to all of Sulaco’s many intensely heterogeneous “admiring eyes,” 

and because he does, because he aims to exist at the idealized intersection of all 

those radically incommensurate parts, he can only be an intensely subtracted and 

narrowly delineated figure – surrounded by an overarching negative aura of 

ambiguity and opacity into which anyone can read himself or herself” (Mallios, 

Undiscovering the Country 7). 

By providing a mirror of Sulaco’s multiple spheres, Nostromo echoes one of the principal 

concerns of the spectacle, since by existing solely as representation and reproduction, he 

eradicates his own autonomy in order to produce a “purely external and intensely 

performative spectacl[e]” (Mallios 7). In this sense, we can witness the infection of the 

spectacle spreading through the colony and aiding the mechanisms of imperial control. 

 Nostromo’s absorption of the politics of the imperial spectacle leads him to mimic 

the visible markers of Sulaco’s heterogeneous and “invisible” community. As 

McClintock posits, “[c]lothes are the visible signs of social identity but are also 

permanently subject to disarrangement and symbolic theft” (67), thus Nostromo’s cross-

dressing attempts to imitate the population in an ethnically authentic manner. Deploying 

his swarthy colouring to enable the process of passing with the locals, he is always 

“wrapped in a poncho” (Conrad 68), and has a “bronzed, black-whiskered face” (68). His 

attempt at mimicry is strongly counterpointed by Charles Gould’s ostentatiously 

spectacularized attire, although, ironically: 
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With such a family record, no one could be more of a Costaguanero than Don 

Carlos Gould; but his aspect was so characteristic that in the talk of common 

people he was just the Inglese – the Englishman of Sulaco. He looked more 

English than a casual tourist, a sort of heretic pilgrim, however, quite unknown in 

Sulaco (Conrad, Nostromo 72).  

Although he is technically a “country born and bred” (Kipling 171) like Kim, Gould 

embodies the principles of the spectacle in his assimilation into Sulaco. An extension of 

the imperial gaze, Gould resides “up there ‘at the mountain’” (Conrad 111), surveying 

Sulaco from the Panoptical vista of the mine, and policing its assets. In spite of 

Nostromo’s dominion over the non-whites of Sulaco, Gould is the conspicuously 

omnipresent ambassador of capitalism, and the mine is his Inspection House. 

 

     ------- 

 

At once bildungsroman, boys’ own adventure tale, spy novel, picaresque and 

pastoral romance, Kim occupies a generic borderland similar to that of its eponymous 

character. The novel traces Kim’s journey and development as a disciple of both religion 

and imperialism, through the Indian countryside in the time of the Raj. Like Nostromo in 

Sulaco, the mistranslated “our man” and “universal factotum” (Conrad 69), Kim is a 

celebrity in the city of Lahore: the “ ‘Little Friend of all the World’” (Kipling 51) is 

known to “everybody in sight except the peasants from the country” (52). Kim’s 

exchange-value in the Empire is made explicit by the fact that  “[a]t the end of the 

nineteenth century, the population of British India approaches two hundred million. The 
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British presence in India, both military and civil, does not exceed 150,000. Moreover, 

only about one-tenth of the Indian population is urban; whereas British numbers are 

concentrated in cities” (Randall 128). Like the imperial spectacle itself, Kim is highly 

visible in the colonial urban centre, yet his anonymity in the countryside makes him an 

indispensable implement of the imperial Great Game, in which he can represent “a 

British India administered by means of surreptitious surveillance, by the gathering and 

circulation of politically charged information” (Randall 116). Through his ability to pass 

effectively amongst the disparate elements of Indian society, Kim gains furtive access to 

the invisible sites that pose a potentially destabilizing threat to British rule, and becomes 

a covert rural alternative to the Panopticon’s spectacular urban guard tower. 

Kim’s awareness of his exchange-value means that money circulates as freely as 

he does in the novel.  After it has been agreed that he “ ‘mustn’t be wasted if he is as 

advertised’” (Kipling 158), Kim proceeds to commodify himself, as a “ ‘curious 

spectacle’” (228) under the tutelage of the novel’s multifarious patriarchal figures. A key 

feature of Kim’s unique affinity to passing is his ability to “ ‘change swiftly’” (139) and 

cross-dress with absolute effect: “ ‘bearing two faces – and two garbs’” (81) with ease. 

Kim finds it “easier to slip into Hindu or Mohammedan garb when engaged on certain 

businesses” (51), and often employs the “costume of a low-caste street boy” (51). As with 

Nostromo, this mimicry of attire can be seen as a “disarrangement and symbolic theft” 

leveled directly at the imperial power that facilitates his invisibility, since Kim can be 

seen to step outside the realms of intelligible identic recognition and explore whichever 

social sphere he chooses.   
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Kim’s ability to pass effectively is enhanced by his training under Lurgan Sahib, a 

figure of discipline and imperial pedagogy. Ironically, in order to undermine essentialist 

notions that identity is fixed and visual, Kim is taught that identity is a learned behaviour, 

a role that can be assumed at will, and ascertained by a “view of each man’s character, as 

shown in his face, talk and manner” (Kipling 207). This discipline is imparted through 

“dressing-up” (207), “paint[ing] faces” (207), and explanations “by the half-hour together 

how such and such a caste talked, or walked, or coughed, or spat, or sneezed, and since 

‘hows’ matter little in this world, the ‘why’ of everything” (207). Kim can be seen as a 

student of imperialism, a useful commodity to be disciplined and shaped in order to 

deliver an “efeecient performance” (207). As a child, he innately operates his own form 

of social surveillance: stating, “ ‘I always desire to see some new things’” (130), he often 

follows “his instinct, stretch[ing] out to listen and watch” (55). As an extension of this 

desire to witness “the visible effect of action”(84), the Great Game is a natural path for 

Kim to take, where he can pass invisibly in the countryside in order to police its borders 

and facilitate urban imperial vision. 

Like the artifacts displayed in the Great Exhibition, Kim is a “unique specimen” 

(Kipling 232) of ethnological interest to Colonel Creighton, as he is a hybrid who: 

[t]hough he was burned black as any native; though he spoke the vernacular by 

preference, and his mother-tongue in a clipped uncertain sing-song; though he 

consorted on terms of perfect equality with the small boys of the bazaar; Kim was 

white – a poor white of the very poorest” (Kipling, Kim 49).  

In the manner of Nostromo and Brassbound, Kim’s status as an ethnological anomaly is 

predicated on his embodiment of the destruction of the visual as a “false promise” of 
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epistemological certainty. Like these other outsiders, Kim is subject to a process of 

museumification by an investigative imperial presence that, like Stein in Lord Jim, seeks 

to record, categorize and display such specimens, thus containing their potential threat. 

As Stein states, “ ‘you don’t know what it is for a collector to capture such a rare 

specimen’” (Lord Jim 150). Like Brassbound, therefore, Kim undergoes a process of 

imperial indoctrination, through which he can be regulated, reprogrammed and deployed 

but, unlike the Captain, Kim is ultimately incorporated and contained within the imperial 

mechanism. 

 As he is an Indian-born sahib, Kim is particularly valuable, since his 

acclimatization establishes him as an efficient mediating figure for imperial control. A 

third possibility, existing between British power and Indian subjection, the “country born 

and bred” is perhaps Kipling’s vision of the future of colonial rule. As the widow 

articulates: “‘[t]hese be the sort to oversee justice. They know the land and the customs of 

the land. The others, all new from Europe, suckled by white women and learning our 

tongues from books, are worse than the pestilence. They do harm to Kings’” (124). 

However, as a cultural hybrid, Kim can be seen to resist this intermediary role, and 

becomes a kind of third term: produced by the binaries and suspended between the two. 

As a narrative of racial, religious and social passing, therefore, Kim is potentially 

ineffective in achieving the intended result that passing entails, that is to force 

“reconsideration of the cultural logic that the physical body is the site of identic 

intelligibility”(Ginsberg 4). In effect, Kim’s passing is sanctioned and enabled by the 

“cultural logic” of the imperial spectacle and, as an employee of the Great Game, he is 

ultimately conducting the same processes of surveillance and containment as the urban 
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spectacle, but in a rurally reconfigured Panopticon. However, a point of resistance occurs 

in this reading, as McClintock notes, because “[o]ne reason, of course, why he can pass 

so successfully is that he is half-Irish, which, in colonial discourse, places him racially 

closer to the Indians than if he had been wholly English”(69). In this sense, Kim forces a 

reevaluation of the colonial spectacle, which prides itself on shedding light onto abject 

races and deciphering them so that they can be commodified and viewed. As part-Irish, 

Kim occupies an area of ethnological greyness for the spectacle, for when it came to 

incorporating the Irish into the imperial tapestry of commodity fetishism, “the wheel 

ground to a halt for here was a colony whose subject population was both “native” and 

“white” at the same time. This was a corner of the Empire, apparently, that could not be 

taken in at a glance” (McClintock 60). In this way, Kim can be seen to retain something 

of himself in his adventures within the Great Game, as he remains forever racially 

indecipherable and impenetrable to the imperial gaze. In this reading, Kim conserves a 

sense of racial privilege that permits him to pass “up” or “down” the Raj’s social 

hegemony in a way that characters like Hurree Babu and Drinkwater cannot. 

 

    ------- 

 

 If indeed Captain Brassbound possesses “perhaps a hint of Irishness about him” 

(Saunders 107) due to his associations with criminals and hooliganism then, like Kim, he 

retains a sense of sovereignty in spite of imperial attempts to engulf him. Unlike 

Nostromo and Kim, Brassbound is a genuine racial hybrid, “[a]n olive complexioned man 

with dark southern eyes and hair” (Shaw 275) whose parents are an “Hinglish fawther” 
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(263) and “an uneducated Brazilian” (296) mother. Situated in an ambiguous state of 

between-ness, Brassbound straddles the colour line and inhabits suitably liminal locales 

of empire: a Moroccan harbour town and the “outposts” (271) of the Atlas Mountains. As 

with Nostromo and Kim, the fluidity and ungovernability of water in Captain 

Brassbound’s Conversion serves as a benign counterpoint to the cacophony of imperial 

tussles that take place ashore. The sea suggests the geographical and identic transitions 

that passing requires, the colonial trade routes of importing and exporting goods, and also 

the site of individual autonomy, as it is effectively a no-man’s land of government. It 

seems fitting, therefore, that Brassbound has made his living by harnessing the neutrality 

of the sea and its transactions, forging an equally ambiguous career as a pirate, a 

smuggler, a tour guide, a slaver, or indeed a “Paffick Genlmn” (262). His name is equally 

fragmented in the play, as he is in turn Captain Brassbound, Black Paquito and Mr 

Hallam, “half a man, at any rate” (332). 

 Like Kim, Brassbound is a desirable “specimen” for the purposes of imperial 

surveillance, since he embodies the principle of the model amalgamation that Anthony 

Trollope extended in 1859. Racially hybrid figures like Brassbound, Trollope argues, are 

ideal intermediaries of empire, possessing a mixture of racial qualities that would equip 

them for colonial rule, “ ‘fitted by physical organization for tropical labour’”, and          

“‘capable of living and working in the climate without inconvenience’” (Young 142). He 

sees this hybridism as an extension of the imperial gaze, where cultural and racial borders 

could be policed by a contextually superior and integrated third race. However, the very 

production of this third term can be seen as a disruptive birth for empire, dispossessing 

colonialism of the visible authenticity it desires, and destabilizing its gaze. It is fitting 
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then, that Brassbound, like Nostromo, is a self-made man, a geographical and social 

drifter who is most at home in the ungovernable and visibly unpoliced space of the sea. 

His refusal to accompany Cicely back to England to undergo the indoctrinations of 

empire further upsets the equanimity of British overseas rule, particularly as he takes its 

“secret of command” (Shaw 340) with him. 

 Similarly to Nostromo and Kim, the colonial equilibrium in Captain Brassbound’s 

Conversion is disturbed by the imposition of a disruptive imperial presence upon a 

racially and socially disenfranchised colonial outpost. Here, the incompatibility of the 

visible and invisible aspects of empire can be observed, when Sir Howard, the 

embodiment of imperial justice, is transplanted onto a colonial margin. Accustomed to 

occupying a key spectacular role in British society, Sir Howard assumes that his powers 

to condemn and pardon will function equally effectively in Africa, even though he 

acknowledges that justice is highly subjective when it is obscured from the colonial gaze. 

As Cicely points out when Sir Howard explains how he reclaimed his brother’s estate, 

justice is ultimately contextual, as she suggests, “I suppose if I’d done such a clever thing 

in England, youd have sent me to prison”, and he concedes, “Probably” (Shaw 271). Just 

as Brassbound can choose to perform the rôle of gentleman and integrate himself into 

English high society, away from the context of imperial rule the semantics of its justice 

system can become confused: “To many and many a poor wretch in the dock you have 

brought vengeance in that disguise – the vengeance of society disguised as justice by its 

passions. Now the justice you have outraged meets you disguised as vengeance. How do 

you like it?” (295). When justice, like identity, can pass for something else and be 

reduced to a performance, the foundations of the imperial venture - as a mission of 
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progressive civilization – become somewhat shaky. Sir Howard the “innocent man and an 

upright judge” (295), is reduced to “this fellow who puts on ermine and scarlet and calls 

himself Justice” (294). Recalling Debord’s assertion that “[t]he dominion of the spectacle 

in its concentrated form means the dominion, too, of the police” (42), we can see the 

flaws in this process of domination at work in the play, as the spectacle struggles to 

maintain authority when it becomes submerged in this usually invisible and 

“underdeveloped region” (37). 

 Cicely perhaps best embodies the ethos of the imperial spectacle in her constant 

justification of identity predicated on the visual. She repeatedly relies on the 

epistemology of the surface to make decisions, using the human face as an identic 

guarantor. For example, she exclaims, “This is a delicious country! And the people seem 

so good! They have such nice faces!” (Shaw 267), and to Drinkwater, “You have such a 

kind face” (284), or about the Sheikh, “he’ll treat me like one of Nature’s gentlemen: 

look at his perfectly splendid face!” (309). Indeed, Cicely imparts aesthetic judgments 

based on her perception of the face as a site of truth on many other occasions (273, 274, 

279, 321, 326, 327), and in Debord’s words: 

Since the spectacle’s job is to cause a world that is no longer directly perceptible 

to be seen via different specialized mediations, it is inevitable that it should 

elevate the human sense of sight to the special place once occupied by touch; the 

most abstract of the senses, and the most easily deceived, sight is naturally the 

most readily adaptable… (Debord, Society of the Spectacle 17). 

Cicely’s adherence to the surface reflects an imperial fetish with the commodity 

spectacle, in which nuances and shades are elided in order to foreground essentialism. 
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Indeed, as Marlow states in Heart of Darkness, “the conquest of the earth…  is not a 

pretty thing when you look into it too much” (72) and, in this sense, we can view Cicely 

as empire’s aesthetic apotheosis, as she operates solely on the surface, evading whatever 

is not “pretty” in order to maintain simple imperial binarisms. And, as we have seen, 

fixed identity can be a marker of imperial instability, not control, where the desire to 

authenticate and simplify creates a secure system of signs that attempts to reconstitute a 

waning control. 

 Similarly to the other two texts, visual passing exists through cross-dressing in 

Captain Brassbound’s Conversion, suggesting again that identity can be performable and 

contextual. We are introduced to Rankin, who wears a “suit of clean linen, acceptable in 

colour, if not in cut, to the Moorish mind” (Shaw 257); Drinkwater, “dressed in 

somebody else’s very second best as coastguardsman” (258); Sir Howard dressed in “his 

character of tourist” (265) and “ermine and scarlet” (294); and finally the spectacle of 

Brassbound, “monstrous and appalling” (323) in a “fashionable frock coat and trousers, 

spotless collar and cuffs, and elegant boots” (323). Reminiscent of Kim’s Hurree Babu, 

Brassbound’s costume is like “ ‘the monstrous hybridism of East and West,’” (Kipling 

288), intended to validate and authenticate an English identity, whilst obfuscating his 

otherness. However, as Brassbound understands, a man who “puts on ermine and calls 

himself Justice” (Shaw 294) is still the same man. Interestingly, the only central character 

who resists this pattern of sartorial passing is Cicely. Dressed “with cunning simplicity 

not as a businesslike, tailor-made, gaitered tourist, but as if she lived at the next cottage 

and had dropped in for tea in blouse and flowered straw hat” (266), she perhaps best 

embodies the imperial desire for essential identity, preferring to judge on superficial 
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appearances. Furthermore, she makes the folly of such essentialism explicit when she 

reveals that any version of “the exact truth” (318) is predicated on the subjective 

knowledge that, “[a]s if anybody ever knew the whole truth about anything!” (328).   

 By the time the British Empire Exhibition of 1924 was staged, enthusiasm at 

home for overseas rule was diminishing and, in spite of its attempts to recreate the world 

again as commodity spectacle, there existed concern about the extent of the “unnerving 

parallels between the Empire Exhibition and the Empire itself” (Ferguson 266). In its 

attempts to capture and spectacularize the glory of colonialism, the 1924 Exhibition 

betrayed the theatrical rôle-play underlying imperialism and opened itself up to 

destabilization from the edges. The effect of this can be seen in these three texts, all of 

which were written between the Great Exhibition and the Empire Exhibition, and which 

open up the binary between “visible” and “invisible” by creating points of liminal 

resistance to empire and illustrating that identity is not fixed and exhibited, but is instead 

fluid and contingent. As we can see, the British Empire in literature can seek to constitute 

itself in terms of its subalterns and form a unified image of power to be beheld. However, 

we can also see that any such essential configuration of identity is constantly under attack 

from the margins and the spectacle of imperialism is no exception. In employing the 

identity politics of passing, the characters in Nostromo, Kim and Captain Brassbound’s 

Conversion trespass on the imperial boundaries of surveillance and, in every case, the 

linear narrative of identity politics is disrupted. Whether the society of the imperial 

spectacle is reinforced or undermined, it becomes increasing evident to us, as Cicely 

proclaims, that nobody “ever knew the whole truth about anything”. 
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Drop Dead Gorgeous                             DRAFT DISCUSSION PAPER    2005 
                                                                                                                                            Lisa Zamberlan 

 

“….these pimps of taste flourish in the red light district of culture.”[Bayley 1991, p.140] 

 

Various factors in the emergence of interior design as an academic field of enquiry have contributed 

to a situation where interior design is rarely discussed in terms of the role and significance of 

appearances. The currency of appearances and the impact of fashion are dominant factors in interior 

design practice which are yet to be taken up from within the academic discourse of this discipline. 

The factors contributing to this omission include implications of the very recent professionalisation of 

interior design in Australia, the striving for academic credibility in scholarship and the relation of 

education to the more traditional histories, theories and methodologies of architecture. What has 

resulted is a distancing of the discourse form its decorative associations and the creation of a moral 

position from which interior design practice is defensible.  

 

This discussion paper is an exploration of the battleground of appearances in contemporary interior 

design discourse and serves to establish the context for a larger research enquiry within a Masters of 

Design at the College of Fine Arts, Sydney, Australia. 

 

Interior design practice 

 

Interior design is a specialist practice within the built environment that has situated itself closely to the 

practice and discourse of architecture. It is a professional practice commissioned, for the most part, to 

articulate interior inhabitable space. That is, what a space looks like and how it is occupied. While the 

industries of architecture, engineering and construction establish the shell and base building 

structure, interior designers work to progress that structure through all aspects of fitting out internal 

walls, joinery and furnishing to inhabitable completion of the base structure or the adaptive reuse of 

an existing building. Although the fitting out of a shell structure to the level of inhabitable interior 

space is a practice performed throughout the developed world, by those who inhabit those spaces, 

there are relatively few that claim this capacity as a specialist profession. The interior design 
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profession, as discussed in this context, refers to late 20th and 21st century Western practice, 

discourse and education with particular regard to the Australian context. 

 

The role of the designer is complimentary but extraneous to the building process as shelter. It has 

much to do with the quality of interior environments, but is not involved in the fundamental human 

need to be protected from the elements. Interior design is a profession dependant on considerable 

wealth. It is a luxury of the first world. Certainly it is a profession capable of responding to social or 

environmental agendas. Fundamentally, however, it is a specialist occupation concerned with the 

quality of a space as an extension and enhancement to the building process. Further, the role of the 

designer is loaded with much more than the rework of base building into an inhabitable space. The 

way a space looks is, in this culture, intimately connected to the individual or group that occupies that 

space. Designers are credited for defining and articulating that look. Substantial amounts of money 

are spent refitting and updating already adequate and usable interiors, fixtures and fittings to 

accommodate a more desirable identity. In practice it is about appearances.  

 

The connection of appearance to decoration [Looks matter.] 

 

In practice, appearances carry the currency of the interior to a large extent in this culture. Certainly it 

must be noted that the appearance of an interior is related to three dimensional qualities such as the 

architectural tectonics, the experience of the volume, etc. These qualities connect the discipline of 

interior design to the more permanent architectural gestures and to the practice of architecture itself. 

Much is written in academic circles on the value and specific contribution of interior design practice to 

the larger architectural product.[Stephens, 2000, p7]. This professional contribution, from the inside 

out, to the volumes and scales of the built environment is undoubtedly significant and has been 

documented considerably within the scholarly discourse.  

 

More overtly however, a space is largely understood and appreciated by the way it looks. Articulating 

that look is most often attributed to the quality and nature of the surfaces that are contained therein. 

That is, what you most immediately see in a space. This selection and combination of materials, 

textures and finishes and their manipulation within the larger volume carries with it a particular 

currency that links, inevitably, to certain time periods, styles and cultures. This, in interior design 
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practice is what is considered as the decoration and styling of a space.  Along with the manipulation 

of volume, decoration, adornment and styling are much of the core business of interior design. This 

selection and articulation relies, to a large extent on a sense of a fashionable currency. Interior design 

practice is embedded among other things in the creation of what is considered to be a fashionable 

product [ Cys 1998,p65 ]  Popular design journals are dedicated to representing new interior projects 

for discussion and much has been written on the value of the image and representation in 

architecture, interior and exterior. Despite this reality in practice, very little of this is discussed in the 

education or the academic discourse within the discipline. 

 

 

The separation of design and decoration in education 

 

Currently in interior design education the appearance of a space is often articulated as a separate 

component to the integral architecture, interior or otherwise. The notion of appearances in the design 

industry, the built environment in particular, still refers to the adornment of a functional object as a 

separate component, an after thought, to the design process. This separation is a particularly Modern 

one and the repercussions of Modernism still have significant impact on the way we discuss the 

practice of interior design.  In more contemporary terms, the materiality of a space is often discussed 

in schools of design. That is, the material selected in the construction of a particular volume, joinery 

unit etc. It is interesting to note that this term safely connects the way the building looks to the core 

components of the building or joinery structure thereby avoiding the need to reference adornment or 

embellishment for its own sake.[Carter 1997, p.21] The appearance of a space is articulated and 

discussed as separate to the integral space itself as if core and surface are distinct and thereby 

divisible.  

 

This division of the way a space appears and the integrity of the volume has created an omission in 

the discourse of design practice and education whereby the latter is considered over and above the 

value of appearances. Certainly, the notion of the influence of fashion in design education and 

practice is in continual contention. Despite several seminal publications within the field of architecture 

in the 1990’s, little has been done to further examine this influence. Certainly within Interior design 

discourse, the topic remains controversial. In his discussion on fashion and architecture, Bradley 
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Quinn comments on the continuing ‘unfashionableness’ of fashion and highlights the derogatory 

connotation of decoration within built environment discourse.  

 

“Today, for critics to brand an architectural project as ‘fashion’ is tantamount to excommunication in 

architecture circles. Much of the discourse surrounding modern architecture reads as a pre-emptive 

defence against the accusation that it is itself a fashion. Most leading architects systematically avoid 

using building styles, materials, compositions and details that can be described as decorative. 

Selections of colour, texture and form are rationalised as aesthetic choices rather than stylistic ones.” 

[Quinn, 2003, p.3]  

 

By implication, therefore, fashion is not only considered secondary to the real business of 

architecture, both interior and exterior, it has been relegated to the outskirts of the discourse. This 

relegation can be traced through the recent professionalisation of the interior design discipline which 

defines a move away from the decorative connections of the practice in an attempt create a particular 

professional identity with significant academic credibility. 

 

 

 

Historical perspective: The professionalisation of the discipline 

 

The issues surrounding the characteristics and implications of fashion with regard to contemporary 

interior design practice are situated in the development of interior design as a profession. The 

separation of interior design discourse to the realities that occur in practice is, in my opinion, related 

to an academic agenda. Within interior design education in Australia, a concentrated effort is made to 

‘elevate’ the degree above the ‘trivialities’ of decoration and align the discipline with more traditional 

architectural discourse and practices. The current antagonism that exists between interior decoration, 

interior design and architecture has roots that lay in the proffesionalisation of each discipline from a 

master and apprentice system to one that resides within the academic institution.  

 

Historically, the use of the word interior as part of the built environment is relatively recent. “It is only 

from the beginning of the 19th century that the interior comes to designate “the inside of a building or 
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room, especially in reference to artistic effects; also, a picture or representation of the inside of a 

building or room”. [ Rice, 2003,p.10 ] Around 1807, Thomas Hope’s “ Household Furniture and 

Interior Decoration discusses the emergence of the professional practice of interior decoration as a 

practice distinct from architecture. He describes a interior design as a practice “articulated with both 

the representation of interior decoration schemes and the fitting out of domestic space.”[ Rice, 2003, 

p11]  Interior Design as we know it, only came to be a recognised academic endeavour in the late 

20th century. Prior to that, Interior decoration, as a discipline, held sway over the design and 

furnishing of interiors for over a century. As recently as 1988, the University of Technology, Sydney, 

established the first degree in Interior design in Australia. By the mid 1990s most institutions in 

Australia had converted the name of the award from interior design to Interior Architecture. This 

change was in an effort to recognize the work by designers, and elevate design as a profession in an 

academic sense as well as within the public understanding. Harry Stephens, founder of the Interior 

Architecture program at the University of New South Wales, Sydney, described the change as “a 

more appropriate description of the profession and its responsibilities today.” [UNSW FBE BIA 

handbook] Therefore also giving credit to the advancement of a four year university degree distinct to 

the tertiary counterparts at t.a.f.e. and private institutions. This change in award title remains a 

contentious issue, with some firmly believing in it as a more appropriate description of the practice, 

others, like the University of Technology, Sydney, refusing to take on the change, preferring to remain 

with the title interior design. Further to this debate, graduates, despite being awarded an interior 

architecture degree in name are not permitted, due to registration regulations, to call themselves 

interior architects. The implications of this debate shed some light on the professional identity of this 

relatively new profession. 

 

The implications….Interior architecture 

 

Contemporary Interior academic discourse situates the interior design discipline alongside the 

histories and theories of architectural practice. The validity of this relationship notwithstanding, this 

assumption appears to be as much about craving the academic and professional credibility that 

architecture has already established, as the relative infancy of the discourse with respect to interiors 

as a discrete practice and academic endeavour. There is a distance that appears to be paramount in 

the education and academic practices of the interior discipline from its decorative histories, or any 
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relationship to the temporalities of fashion systems. The attempt to align the practice and discourse of 

interiors more closely to those of traditional architecture and away from the practices and discourse of 

decoration serves a particular marketing and academic agenda for undergraduate design degree 

programs. However, this strategy also highlights an interesting position within the culture of interior 

design and the way we teach and discuss our work as designers. In current design discourse, it 

seems, appearances are considered inferior, even irrelevant to serious business of architecture. The 

practice of architecture is still commonly considered removed from the trappings of such popularist 

considerations. The interior profession and academic pursuit, therefore, appears to exist in a critical 

no mans land between architectural catch up and maintaining a high moral ground with regard to 

decoration. The legacy of this confusion is such that the actual distance is between practice and 

academia. The current lifespan of a contemporary interior suggests that an awareness of the 

presence of fashion in the practice of interior design is smart business. The determination of 

academia to equate the interior to the histories and theories that even architecture have long since 

moved on from, threatens to create a more and more irrelevant discourse and education. 

 

Within this alliance with architectural education and practice, a stigma has been created in the 

association of interior design/architecture with decoration as a less credible practice. Decoration is 

the dirty word of design discourse. Certainly, at least, the practice of decoration and concern with 

appearances has been sidelined as an aspect of the profession of interior design. In an attempt to be 

considered credible academically, the very real connection of interior design to the practices of styling 

and decoration is frequently overlooked. What exists, then, in the design judging panels and 

academic conferences is the establishment of a moral or cerebral high ground from which we 

denigrate one of the issues that make the business of design current and creates a position from 

which interior design is defensible. 

 

An exploration into the relationship between fashion and the built environment appears to be 

embedded within a larger discussion regarding intellectual credibility. Considering the contemporary 

situation of the interior, as a practice and research, it seems timely to take up the question of fashion 

in interior design research. It is the purpose of my postgraduate study to explore the complicity of the 

fashion system within the practice and discourse surrounding the interior and in doing so perhaps 

argue the case for decoration. If there is a distinct motivation for academic credibility and 
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acknowledgement of the profession as a discrete entity, perhaps an investigation of this regard is 

timely. If it is the case that much of the work in interior practice is driven by fashion, it is the objective 

of my postgraduate study to investigate the implications and peculiarities of this impetus.  
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Abstract 
The Textural-Fabrics of Frédéric Chopin’s Nocturnes 

  
 Frédéric Chopin’s twenty-one nocturnes are among the most poetic works written for 
the piano. In these nocturnal compositions, the master weaver Chopin gifted to 
humankind a corpus of exquisite and intricate fabrics of sound that embody the essence 
of the sonority of the piano. The nocturne, made fashionable by John Field, became a 
popular genre of character piece for the piano in the second quarter of the nineteenth 
century. Modeling his early nocturnes on Field’s, Chopin transformed the genre over a 
period of approximately two decades, from 1828-30 to1847.  
 Chopin's nocturnes exhibit influences from Italian opera, heard in the bel canto 
melodies, and contrapuntal influences of J. S. Bach, most strikingly revealed in the 
textures of the later nocturnes. Jim Samson relates that much of Chopin’s filigree 
ornamentation in his early music owes a great deal to Hummel, and that Chopin’s 
cantilena displays a line of lyrical pianism that originates with the London school of 
pianists.1 All these influences are expressed in the Chopin nocturnes, yet it is the 
sonorities created by Chopin’s sensitive textural writing that exemplify the essence of the 
nocturne. Zofia Chechlińska speaks to the importance of texture in defining Chopin’s 
sonorities:   

But above all it [texture] defines the character of the sound. Subtle 
changes in the texture's density, thickness, registers, articulation, and 
relations between individual layers all contribute to the richness of 
Chopin's music, and in particular to its characteristic colouristic nuances.2  

 Texture is a term commonly used by musicians in both theory and practice; however, 
the concept of texture is complex and difficult to define. Texture is most often described 
as homophonic, polyphonic, or monophonic. While providing a perspective of the 
vertical and horizontal aspects of the music, in actual analysis, these categories are an 
oversimplification—they do not convey textural meaning beyond the surface level of the 
music. Nor do they account for the myriad changes in texture that occur as a piece of 
music moves through time. Anne Trenkamp clarifies the nature of texture by defining it 
as a composite parameter: “Texture is the result of the interaction of such elements as 
melody, rhythm, and harmony, along with the acoustical properties that are thought to be 
its particular provenance.”3 Trenkamp contends that the composite quality of texture is 
one of the reasons why it is difficult to precisely define the term and to develop a 
vocabulary to analyze textural events. In definitions of texture, two lines of thought 
emerge: (1) a description of the overall quality of the sound of the music and (2) the 
interactions between the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the music. It is in 
describing the overall quality of the sound of music that the metaphor of a fabric is often 
used, the weaving and interlacing of the individual musical strands combining to create 
the overall look and feel of the fabric of sound. This presentation weaves together these 
                                                

1Jim Samson, The Music of Chopin (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 81. 
2Zofia Chechlińska, “The Nocturnes and Studies: Selected Problems of Piano Texture,” in Chopin 

Studies, ed. Jim Samson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 165. 
3Anne Trenkamp, “Considerations Preliminary to the Formation of a Textural Vocabulary,” 

Indiana Theory Review 3 (Winter, 1980): 13. 
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threads of meaning by combining the concepts of texture and fabric in the compound 
term “textural-fabric.” Textural-fabric conveys the interactions between the different 
musical elements and strands of the texture as well as expresses the gestalt of the fabric 
of sound.  It is used to refer to the whole of the sonic design, this design being a result of 
the synergistic interaction between the textural components, the compositional approach, 
and the sound medium of the piano.  
 The nineteenth-century piano underwent many physical changes in the years 1800–
1830 that dramatically affected the sound of the instrument. Perhaps the most important 
change was the improved damper pedal. Its effect on the sheer sound of the nineteenth-
century piano was at the heart of the creation of new genres such as the nocturne. David 
Breitman comments on the style of writing that was evolving out of the damper pedal’s 
ability to create texture at the piano:  

The dynamic flexibility of the piano (the player’s ability to control the 
precise dynamic level of each note) led first to a style of writing in which 
dynamic contrasts unfold horizontally in time (crescendo, diminuendo, 
sudden contrasts of soft and loud, accents), and then to one which depends 
on vertical dynamic contrasts, using textures which require that 
simultaneous elements be played at contrasting dynamics. This technique, 
which we may call “multilayering,” practically defines the Nocturne style 
as practiced by Chopin and Fauré, and also underlies the ability of the 
piano to become a surrogate orchestra. It depends on the pedal, to sustain 
the bass notes and blur the middle voices.4 

 Pianist-composers took full advantage of the sympathetic vibrations activated by the 
damper pedal to generate these multilayered textures. The pedal also creates an 
enlivened, resonant cushion of sound that allows the cantilena melody of the nocturne to 
“sing.” Charles Rosen writes, “The new style of Chopin and the extraordinary sonority he 
created for the first time depend above all on a novel and original use of the pedal.”5. 
Chopin’s sensitive textural writing for the instrument, together with his unique pedal 
effects, produce the rich palette of sounds found in the nocturnes. 
 This presentation demonstrates the textural-fabrics of four selected nocturnes of 
Frédéric Chopin including: Nocturne in B minor, Op. 9, No. 1; Nocturne in C minor, 
Op. 27, No. 1; Nocturne in C minor, Op. 48, No. 1; and Nocturne in E major, Op. 55, 
No. 2. Graphic representations (see below) of the textural-fabric of each nocturne are 
shown as a visual analogue to the aural image. These images illustrate the whole of the 
textural-fabric, the intricate relationships between the musical layers, the interactions 
between musical elements, and the effect of the damper pedal on the textural-fabric. 
Throughout the presentation, selected passages from the nocturnes are performed in 
conjunction with displays of the graphic representations. Discussion of each nocturne 
highlights the pianistic sonorities found in the nocturnes, demonstrating how Chopin uses 
the different parameters of music to create the texture and the exquisite fabrics of sound 
of these compositions. 
 
                                                

4David Breitman, “The Damper Pedal and the Beethoven Piano Sonatas: A Historical 
Perspective” (D.M.A. diss., Cornell University, 1993), 26. 

5Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995), 22.  
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Figure 16a. Nocturne in E major, Op. 55, No. 2, mm. 1–8 1/2. 
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Abstract: 

Less than 24 hours after his biological demise, Albert Einstein had already been robbed of 

both, his brains and his eyeballs. And to this day biographers, reviewers, literati and 

dramatists have not ceased to dig their teeth with relish into the biographical corpse of this 

ever so multifarious, incongruous and almost protean figure of German-Swiss-American 

history. 

In the course of last year’s “Einstein Year” (2005) – declared, explored and sometimes even 

exploited – both personality and work of this icon of science have reached general public 

awareness and recognition, particularly in Germany, Einstein’s country of birth.  

Specifically Einstein’s vita is so fascinating that he has been awarded the role of protagonist 

in many literary works, particularly in plays. Why? How and to what end is this fictionalised 

version “Albert Einstein” being used? When and how does Einstein become a metaphor? And 

what does this metaphor then incorporate? 

To approach the man of relativity is difficult: Einstein, the Swabian “Depperte” (twit), who as 

a two-year old toddler still did not speak, but who later in life set out to decipher the universe 

– intelligent children who begin to speak rather late is a phenomenon which has entered 

clinical literature as “Einstein syndrome”; Einstein, the passionate sailor and self-forgotten 

violinist, who was emotionally so complicated; Einstein, the lover of women who was not 

happy in either of his two marriages – and neither were his wives; Einstein, the genius, the 

spirit of a century, whose son Edward became mentally ill and spent the better part of his 

rather short life in asylums and sanatoriums; Einstein, a man of humorous and self-ironic bon 

mots, who could devote himself for weeks on end to complicated mathematical computations 

without requiring any contact to the outside world; Einstein the pipe-smoking pacifist who 

wrote the notorious letter to American President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 



Einstein, the cosmic magician and “Weltenerschütterer” (shatterer of worlds), the autistic 

hermit, laughing joker, polygamous lover, passionate leisure time musician and poet, the 

helpless or maybe just emotionally icy-cold husband and father – Einstein’s complex and 

complicated personality is hard to grasp, defies easy definition and explanation and offers 

seemingly infinite material for biographies, articles, fictionalizations and dramatizations.  

Considering the aforementioned, it comes as an even greater surprise to see, as we will in the 

course of the closer analyses, that all plays which somehow or other deal with Einstein use – 

with small variations – the same fragments of his character and vita.  

Four dramatic renditions of “Einstein” shall be discussed in greater detail and thus serve as 

representative examples of the rather stereotypical way(s) in which biographical chunks have 

repeatedly been (ab)used, although for various and quite different ends and means: Vern 

Thiessen: Einstein’s Gift, Paul D’Andrea and Jon Klein: The Einstein Project, Terry Johnson: 

Insignificance, and Robert Marc Friedman: Becoming Albert Einstein1. 

 
 

                                                 
1 Vern Thiessen, Einstein’s Gift (Toronto/Canada: Playwrights Canada Press, 2003). Paul D’Andrea, Jon Klein, 
The Einstein Project (New York: Dramatists Play Service, 2004). Terry Johnson, “Insignificance” (1983), Plays: 
1 (London: Methuen Drama, 1995). Robert Marc Friedman, Becoming Albert Einstein (unpublished manuscript 
2005, courtesy the author). 
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ABSTRACT

People covet it. Countries fight over it. People have dedicated their lives to the 

control of it. They will even kill for it. Always wanting more, never having enough.

It really is not that special. It represents a common article for bartering, a medium

for exchange. A mere piece of paper measuring approximately six by two and a half

inches, printed on both sides. They say it is the root of all evil, this small and rather

unimpressive piece of paper, but for hundreds if not thousands of years, in every

country around the world, it represents national pride, historic figures and events as

diverse as the pieces of paper themselves. It is money.

What makes a simple piece of paper so important to so many individuals is what

will be explored in this paper. Slowly peeling back the layers that go into the cre-

ation, production and security of these documents, I discovered common themes

and best practices. Each with their own distinct styles, more countries share concepts

than don’t.

As many successful businesses know, effective branding and implementation of their

brand is key to their success. All countries have a brand. People within and outside

of the country have an idea in their minds of what the country represents. In the

United States you can find this information outlined succinctly in our Constitution. 

It is important to also be aware of the history of paper currency - to understand

where it came from, why it was needed, and how it was used as a communication



tool. Great stories and statements have been made on early currencies, many of

these stories remain on notes throughout the world.

From color-shifting inks to microprinting, printing currency is a highly sophisticated

process. It is more than just laying ink down on paper. Many modern techniques 

are pushed to their limits to insure that currency has a unique look and feel as 

compared to any other printed document. Even the traditional papermaking processes

are tested when producing the new media for currency. 

A very common element that currencies throughout the world share is the protection

of their currency from counterfeiters. Many of the processes, design choices, and

methods have all been fine tuned and altered to ensure that the document is nearly

impossible to easily duplicate. The United States Treasury sums it up quite succinctly

with their motto “Safer. Smarter. More Secure.”

Qualitative research used books, various articles, and websites for branding, history,

production, printing, and counterfeiting topics. Quantitative research, in the form of

actual collected currencies, lead to the overall design survey. Together the research

was used to discover the mysteries behind and within currency. The results of this

research shines the light on a subject often taken for granted. In the end, an under-

standing of building a better, perhaps more secure, note will be uncovered.
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INTRODUCTION

I remember my first trip to a place outside of the United States. The oddest part of

the journey was that there was no physical travel done. No airplane, train, bus or

other vehicle was involved. I did not have to worry about time changes, lost 

baggage nor jet lag. It was a wonderful trip for a young boy who never went further

than his own neighborhood. 

My father is from Canada. Much of his family remained in this foreign place, at least,

foreign to me. They came for a visit around the time of my birthday. Many brought

gifts, which was very kind, but nothing I have not received before. One uncle gave a

gift that brought me to another place. In a card simply signed, “Love, Uncle Sol,” were

these strange pieces of paper printed in bright colors with strange faces, odd buildings,

and a queen, which I thought only existed in fairy tales and history books. It was a

new world brought to me, telling me about a place I have never seen. 

Like the money I had in my own pocket, I am sure those who saw it and used it on

a daily basis never really gave it much thought, but I was fascinated. Anytime I

knew of someone going someplace else I needed to see the money. Those little slips

of paper were my own special travel log. From looking at these places pictured, I

knew something about that country: what the people looked like, and what they

thought was beautiful, even the places they revered. Their currency had unusual

aspects to them as well, but so did ours in the United States. When is the last time

you saw a pyramid in this country? Yet there it was proudly displayed on our own



currency. The meaning is unknown but it looked very regal and important. 

Currencies say so much more about their country of origin than just the monetary

association and buying a loaf of bread. Choices have been made about the images

that are illustrated. The people who are shown speak to those national values the

country respects. The motifs are as varied as something I cannot express as of yet

and create a rich visual document. But when all is said and done, and the right

images are chosen, what does that picture say about the country from which it

comes? Does it give someone not from that country an accurate picture and idea of

that country? Is it an amazing public relations tool that communicates some image

agenda that might not speak for the citizenry? It is these questions and so many

more that makes currency such an exciting part of the fabric of a country’s identity.

Taking a little bit of that country home with you after a visit helps you remember

the experience you had there - the beauty of the people and the sites. Their artwork

and culture are quickly expressed in a typically innocuous piece of printed matter.

Europe, seen as the cultural birthplace of the modern world, is as diverse as any

continent can be. Many of the great artists came from Europe, and their art alone

could often tell you what country they called home. From the Scandinavian peninsu-

la to the landlocked country of Switzerland, each country creates currency for use in

their country, unique to each country. Only recently has the European Union began

to homogenize the currency and implement what is now known world over as the

Euro. Currently, twelve countries use the Euro. 

$0.02



The far-reaching impact that money has on one’s society and cultural fabric is

astounding. Singers have sung about both its virtues and demons. Writers have 

written tomes of its achievements. Artists have expressed their views using it.

Countries have waged great and devastating wars over its political ramifications.

Movies have celebrated it. It is a part of one’s national identity.

But behind it all still remains a six-by-two inch piece of paper printed on two sides 

in a rather dark and unimpressive green ink. Why are so many diverse people all

wanting this mystical piece of paper? What does it really represent and say that so

many people want to associate with it? What do these small pieces of fine cotton

paper folded into our pockets mean beyond their face value?

In America, money has been at the heart of the American experience. It has funded

great invention and ingenuity. Paper money itself is a classic example of American

ingenuity.1 Even its disregard of authority, the Boston Tea Party, has tradition. The

dollar throughout its history has existed as an art form, a kind of advertising, and a

builder of power. It has moved our country alone from thirteen small colonies west

across the frontier and the plains, building cities and spawning opportunity. It is

indeed part of the American brand.

Countries outside of our borders also have their own brand. Ask people in the states

and you will hear all sorts of comments about foreign countries, typically not flattering

$0.03



or representative of the national brand of the country. Poland’s people are often the

brunt of jokes against their intelligence. The Scots are cheap and frugal. The French

hate Americans, although one of our most treasured symbols, the Statue Of Liberty,

was a gift from them. Italians are seen as macho lotharios. Asian countries are seen as

mathematical and technological wizards. Africa and other third world nations are seen

as vast wildlands of herds of wild animals and not much else. 

But they, too, have designed and redesigned their currencies to not address such

issues but to celebrate in their unique cultures, national heroes, and contributions 

to the world as a whole. Their designs, heavy with color, different imagery and odd

language, often seem to be highly abstract against our very formal looking currencies.

Even young children do not recognize foreign currencies as legal tender but play

money, much due to its appearance and their experience. But currencies of all 

countries are as different as the countries themselves.

How does a country design a piece of paper that protects itself from the criminal

element and says something about who they are? A balance needs to be struck, a

balance between the imagery seen and the technique of the process of actually 

making currency. Of course, the process starts with the design. What is the country?

How do they want to be seen to their citizens as well as their visitors? Where do

they position themselves in the global arena? Essentially it all starts with their brand.

$0.04



BRANDING

Since the beginning of time, when man was communicating with drawings on cave

walls, the need to communicate grew from a simple set of universal questions. Who am

I? Who do I need to communicate with? Why do they need to know me? How will they

find out? How do I want them to respond to me? Individuals, communities, organization

and even countries all express their individual personalities through their identity. 

Man has always used symbols to express his uniqueness, pride, loyalty, and ownership.1

The power of symbols is immeasurable, and can instantly trigger an image or emotion,

be it sewn into a flag or etched in stone. The power of symbols now and in the future

is strong. Countries have always been in a competitive fight for recognition, apparent in

their banners on the battlefield and family crests. What was once heraldry is now

known as branding.2

A brand is a simple idea that lasts a long time. Brands are not just a tag on the back

of someone’s pants, or a logo on someone’s computer. It goes beyond the kind of

coffee you drink. Brands are more than just logos. Logos, a part of corporate,

sender-oriented communications strategies, make up only a piece of a brand. They

are part of a sender-oriented communications strategy. A brand, simply put, is part

of a user-centered identity. And that is where currency lies, in the hands of the

users. How do people perceive money? What does it mean to them?

$0.05



A brand is a set of ideas that occupies space - not on a shelf, but in one’s mind.

Those ideas and what they represent give the items they are attached to their value. 

Brands are holistic. They are not individual elements, but parts of a whole. 

Brands are a creation and maintenance of a promise to the public, the soul of the

endeavor. They are a collection and balance of corporate identity and reputation,

product/service functionality, character equals value proposition, and, lastly, and

maybe most importantly, the user response and interaction.

A brand must be built from the inside out. The product is the critical ingredient. Being

tangible and something the user can relate to is crucial to its success. Of course with

currency, a person will use the product regardless of their relationship with it. People

must use money as a basic tool for survival, regardless of what it looks like or how it

works. However, how they feel about it could be affected by their visual relationship

with it. If it looks like Monopoly/play money, the attitude is clearly different than if the

document demands respect and reverence.

A brand holds no value that occupies no mental space in any customer’s mind. 

Mind share and recognition through exposure alone cannot create a brand. The user

constructs the brand through their response and interaction when they interpret the

product and engage with it.

$0.06



Brands are built over time. Identification, consistency, quality, and familiarity are all key

characteristics which lead to a successful brand, be it Corn Flakes, Catholicism, or the

United States. 

Our country’s brand is outlined in our Constitution, our written set of beliefs. We

believe in freedom, self expression, being individuals, and being free from oppressive

governing. Everything we hold true to being an American is clearly outlined in our

Constitution setting us apart from all other countries. Our set of written values is so

strong that people from all over the world believe many of them and look at America

as their home too. As times change, so does our Constitution. Amendments keep our

beliefs current and take into account the changes in our American experience. 

As our currency began as a collection of promissory notes, allegories and story

telling documents, it has often changed in look as well as to reflect those changes.

Since the late 1920’s, our currency - the images you see, the faces looking back at

you, stopped evolving. Women have been given equal rights as men and hold 

many prominent positions in our country’s government, yet they are still not 

represented. The country has grown exponentially due to our American dream 

and our welcoming Statue of Liberty, and yet not a single non-white face is seen

staring back from your wallet. In more recent times, when nations undergo political

change, it is often reflected in the images on their currency, while maintaining icons

on a nation's banknote can signify stability. 
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HISTORY OF CURRENCY AMERICAN STYLE

Let’s go back to when America was yet to be discovered and to the words that

began the discovery of a new world. “Oh, most excellent gold!” declared Christopher

Columbus, “Who has gold has a treasure [that] even helps souls to paradise.”1 And

with those words, Queen Isabelle and King Ferdinand sent Columbus off to the New

World. It was money that not only funded the trip, but was the motivation to expand

a country’s wealth and power. The pilgrims, escaping religious persecution, soon 

followed, landing on Plymouth Rock. Precious metals, sea shells and tea leaves all

served as early currencies throughout the world. 

But the local Indians of the New World had their own monetary systems.

Ceremonies called potlatch were a form of barter. Potlatch comes from a Chinook

Indian custom of a ceremony where gifts were exchanged, feasts were eaten, and

dances and various public rituals were performed.2 These ceremonies often grew to

elaborate ceremonies, since the exchange of gifts from one tribe to another also had

close ties to the social rank of a tribe and its leader. They became social events to

outdo one another’s tribe. Soon, potlatch was outlawed in tribes in Canada. 

This form of barter, however, was not unique to North America and the tribes

around the original thirteen colonies. In Mexico, the Aztecs and Mayan cultures had

a consistent monetary form. Gold dust kept in transparent quills and cocoa beans

kept for larger payments were kept in sacks of 24,000 and used as currency.3
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Native Americans had their own version made out of clam shells called it wampum.

A primitive form of money, wampum came to be used extensively for trade by the

colonists as well as the natives. Although made of shells from the sea, wampum was

hardly confined to coastal tribes and was used extensively inland. The Iroqouis

amassed a massive quantity by way of tribute. As with the potlatch, wampum was

desirable for its value as ornamentation and ceremony. Short lengths of eighteen

inches were kept for daily, or more common use, while lengths as great as six feet

were used for much larger purposes.

In 1664, Stuyvesant arranged a loan worth over 5,000 guilders for wages for 

workers constructing the New York citadel.4 And as we all know, Long Island, 

too was purchased with wampum. Wampum, however, fell victim to inflation. 

The Narragansett specialized in the manufacturing of wampum by drilling holes in

the shells and stringing them together. But that skill was made out of date when 

the spread of industry, and in this case steel drill bits, enabled unskilled workers 

and colonists to increase the supply of wampum a hundredfold, thus driving down

its value. In 1760, J.W. Campbell started a factory for drilling and assembling

wampum in New Jersey and continued production for a hundred years. Imagine

what would happen to the value of a dollar if we could print our own money!

It was not too long before the American colonies started to produce their own forms

of money, something that was uniquely theirs. In 1775, North Carolina had as many
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as seventeen forms of currency that were all declared legal tender.5 It should also 

be known that each of these varying forms had a common accounting basis in 

the pound, shilling and pence, something brought with them from the imperial

system left behind in England. These various forms of currency fell into five groups:

traditional native currencies including pelts and wampum, needed for frontier trading

with native peoples; country pay or country money such as tobacco, rice, indigo,

maize, wheat and other “cash crops”; unofficial coinage primarily from Spanish and

Portuguese descent; some British coinage, although it was scarce; and finally, the

birth of paper currency.

The first of these paper currencies were made by the Massachusetts Bay Company.

These notes, more like bills of credit, were issued to pay soldiers returning from

expedition. The notes promised to be redeemed for gold or silver, and were in 

turn used to pay taxes as legal tender. The example in Massachusetts was quickly

followed by other colonies. 

Another form of early paper money used through North America was “tobacco

notes.” They, too, were certificates accounting for the quality and quantity of tobacco

deposited into a public warehouse. As tobacco was actually used earlier, these notes

were found to be more convenient than the actual leaf. Tobacco notes were recog-

nized as legal tender in Virginia in 1727 and were a regular form of currency

through the eighteenth century.
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Public banks, in addition to State issues, began issuing loans in the form of paper

money. This paper money was secured by mortgages on their property rather than a

promise of future commodities. The term “bank” at this point was not as we know it

today, but rather a collection of bills of credit issued for a temporary period of time.

They were loan papers. If these were successful, reissues of these collected bills

would lead to a permanent institution or bank in the more modern sense of the

word. The Pennsylvania Land Bank was one of the best examples and authorized a

series of three notes between 1723 and 1729.6 The bank was such a success that

Benjamin Franklin published a document called Modest Enquiry into the Nature and

Necessity of a Paper Currency. His advocacy lead Franklin to receiving a contract to

print the bank’s third issue of notes. Franklin, being the innovator that he was,

seized the opportunity and became one of the first designers of currency, including

imagery and symbolism in his printed notes.

Prior to Franklin, most notes were little more than a formally written legal looking

document. But Franklin took the opportunity to treat his notes as allegories. He 

told stories of the times, communicating the mood of this new country and the 

relationship they had with England. One of his first notes that Franklin created 

was called a “Continental.” 

The story of this Continental (figure 1), as described in a Pennsylvania newspaper by
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Franklin, speaks directly to the relationship of the colonies and England.

“We have a thorny bush, which a hand seems attempting to eradicate. 

The hand appears to bleed, as pricked by spines. The motto is SUSTINE

VEL ABSTINE; which may be rendered Bear with me, or let me alone; or

thus Either support or leave me. The bush I suppose to mean America, the

bleeding hand Britain. Would to G-d that bleeding were stopt, the wounds 

of that hand healed, and its future operations directed by wisdom and 

equity; so shall the hawthorn flourish, and form a hedge around it, 

annoying with her thorns only its invading enemies.”7

The allegories and history continue with pieces of currency showing more metaphoric

images of the mood in the new country fighting against England up to, through and

after the American Revolution. A $30 dollar bill (figure 2) shows two scenes with a

nautical metaphor, probably speaking to the journey to the new world. The scene 

on the left shows a great wind stirring up the sea with the words VI CONCITATE,

“It assaults with a violent force.” The scene on the right has a more optimistic 

view, with the sun shining down on calmer seas and the motto, CESANTE VENTO

CONQUIESCEMUS, “When the wind subsides, we shall rest.” 

Two more examples (figures 3 and 4) show life around the Revolution. The colonies

had taken quite a financial toll, and the imagery on the currency showed just how

life had changed. The $2 note shows grain being thrashed by hand with a flail. The
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figure 1
The Continental note designed by Benjamin

Franklin tells the story of the new country’s

desire for independence from England.

figure 2
An early note illustrating the journey to the

new world both good and bad, the stormy

seas of the trip and the optimistic future of

the new country.



motto says TRIBULATO DITAT or “It is enriched by affliction.” The $6 note from

around 1775 shows a beaver gnawing at a tree with the words PRESERVADO or “By

perseverance.” Both are rather telling tales of the times in the yet-to-be-formed new

country. Through the Revolution and thereafter the newly formed United States

decided to get out of the paper money business. The debt from the war had been

dreadful. But all that changed around 1820, when the new country was ready to

grow, ready to show that they would flourish, and develop as any country would

given its independence.

America was stimulated with new projects to develop all the land beyond the 

eastern mountains. Projects involving moving people to the new areas included

canals, toll roads, railroads, and bridges, and companies that were involved in 

these endeavors issued currencies to fund the projects.

The imagery seen in these notes seemed incongruous to the project funded. 

They were fetching, seductively-clad figures, and cherubs. Allegorical figures were

commonly found on notes of this period and embodied the romantic spirit and 

energy burgeoning at the time. Our American eagle was found enveloping Liberty

(figure 5) acting as a perfect metaphor for the American fondness for freedom. 

Many of the banknotes had this early pin-up quality.

And so began the image and branding of the new country, The United States of
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figure 3
Daily chores in the new colonies were often

shown on early currencies as this shows the

thrashing of wheat.

figure 4
A beaver gnawing at a tree metaphorically

shows the struggles of daily life and 

“perseverance.”

figure 5
This note from the Mechanics Bank helped

fund construction projects and had a roman-

tic spirit and energy of the new country.



America. A brand no longer reported the mood of the times, but represented a 

new attitude, a future, and plans for growth, along with an image that could start

taking root in the citizens minds that gave them an image of pride, development,

opportunity, and independence.

Many icons, as well as portraiture, appear on our currency. The most recognizable

and the one that most people recall is the pyramid with the eye found on the back of

the one dollar note. The roots of this graphic can be traced back to a $50 continental

(figure 6 and 7) dating back to September 1778. The thirteen steps in the pyramid are

said to represent the original thirteen colonies. The eye hovering ominously above

the pyramid is said to be the eye of G-d. But perhaps a truer meaning is that it is the

eye of the people watching over the new colonies. Some also see the eye as a

Masonic symbol that represents “The Great Architect of the Universe.”8

JSG Boggs, an artist who uses self designed currency as his subject, sees all these

portraits and icons as relics of a country’s past. He creates “new” currencies in his art

and finds the selection of people, places and icons as a more contemporary media,

nearly going back to early currency designs which told stories. He uses modern day

icons and lesser known, but equally important, people in his designs. Boggs sees

money as a symbol for something else, public art.

One of Boggs’s most famous designs shows Harriet Tubman. When asked why he
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figure 6 and figure 7
The earliest image (figure 6) of the mysteri-

ous pyramid is illustrated on this note dating

to 1778. It has remained a part of the iconog-

raphy still seen on today’s notes (figure 7). 



chose her image he says, “I think she fits all the criteria for who we (America)

should have on our money. She was a great American who risked her life for right

in the face of adversity. That is everything we worship as Americans.”9

But simply redesigning a currency does not make it money. That is, once again,

where Boggs goes back to the early roots of barter. For his work to truly be seen as

currency, of having value, he must be able to appropriate something in exchange.

To do so he barters for goods and services to complete a contractual transaction,

and thus, turning his art into currency.
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WORDS ON PAPER

E Pluribus Unum

The words found on our American currency are almost as enigmatic as the images.

The words E Pluribus Unum (figure 8), are found on the ribbon streaming from the

eagle’s beak on the seal of the United States. They simply mean “Out of Many One,”1

lending further to it’s cryptic meaning. 

The words themselves were supplied by Pierre Eugène Du Simitière. He was an

eccentric antiquarian from Switzerland and became the principal patron of the

American Museum in Philadelphia. This motto seemed to fit the desires of the newly

formed country of thirteen colonies: Out of Many (thirteen colonies), One (a new

country, a new beginning, a new independence). It was later found out that these

words appeared in a London monthly magazine called Gentleman’s Magazine in

1731. This only confirmed Du Simitière’s eccentricity. If Gentleman’s Magazine

has a familiar ring to it, that would be due to its own evolution. In the 1980’s, 

the magazine updated its own image and came back in its new form as GQ.

As discussed earlier, a large part of a country’s identity are the historic documents

that their government rules by and their citizens live by. These words resonate with

their citizens and often lend themselves to the ideal of what their country is all

about. In America, we have great documents and icons that do just that. Everyone

can recite a part of our Constitution, the plaque on the Statue of Liberty, even the
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figure 8
The words E Pluribus Unum supplied by

Pierre Eugène Du Simitière as seen in the

official seal of the United States of America.



Declaration of Independence. These words even reach beyond our country and into

the global community. Everybody wants a piece of the American Dream, that which

is outlined in our great documents. 

Prior to the redesign of the American currency, ID magazine asked several designers

what they would do if given the opportunity to create the new notes. The designers

Jennifer Sterling and Eric La Brecque from San Francisco worked with literary themes.

In their design, they said it makes sense to move away from the cult of presidents

and move towards the cult of texts (figure 9).6 They also explored the use of color to

differentiate denominations and a braille element.

Denominations

The one element, no matter the country, language spoken or written, cultural 

differences or economic level, is that the denominations on all these varied 

currencies are always in American numerals. Numbers seem to be a universal 

language and clearly an indicator that all countries can differentiate. Perhaps this 

is what needs to be seen and most clearly illustrated. 

The metric system, used internationally except for the United States, is not used on

currency. Rather the very American numbering system, base ten, is. Italy’s currency,

which has note denominations in the thousand range, use typical American numbering

of 1000, 5000, and 10000, opting to omit the commas used stateside.
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A twenty dollar note designed by Jennifer

Sterling and Eric La Brecque explores the use

of text and not image on currency.



In God We Trust

“In God We Trust” brings about questions of the separation of church and state, a

tenet we hold dear. How is it that on our own American currency we can contain

such a bold religious declaration?

The use of the national motto on both U.S. coins and currency notes is required by

two statutes, 31 U.S.C. 5112(d) (1) and 5114(b). The motto was not adopted for use 

on U.S. paper currency until 1957. It first appeared on the 1935G Series $1 Silver

Certificate, but didn't appear on U.S. Federal Reserve Notes until the Series 1963 

currency. The use of the national motto has been challenged in court many times 

over the years that it has been in use, and has been consistently upheld by the 

various courts of this country, including the U.S. Supreme Court as recently as 1977. 

The Department of the Treasury and the Department of Justice intend to actively

defend against challenges to the use of the national motto. In 1992, a challenge was

filed and successfully defeated in the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland.  

$

The most obvious of all words found on American currency is not really a word at all

but a symbol, the dollar sign, $. Where did it come from? The unique form that the

dollar represents is truly a mystery. Whereas the euro symbol comes directly from the
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Greek symbol for the letter “e”, and the Y clearly stands for yen, F is evidently for

franc. Even the £ for the British pound, as elaborate as it at first may seem, is still

only a stylized L which comes from the Latin word “libro” which means pound.

The origin of the "$" sign does not have a clear and obvious evolution. What can 

be accounted for has often been challenged. The most widely accepted explanation

is that it is the result of the evolution of the Mexican or Spanish "P's" for pesos, 

piastres, or pieces of eight (figure10).2 Many of these currencies were used within

the new country and were familiar. The development of the symbol comes from the

review of several old manuscripts and explains that the letter "S," gradually came to

be written over the "P," developing a close equivalent to the "$" mark. It was widely

used before the adoption of the United States dollar in 1785.  
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The development of the dollar sign can 

best be traced back to the abbreviation of

peso, PS, and the eventual overlapping of the

characters into a new symbol as documented

in old manuscripts.



THE EURO

History

Across the Atlantic, the euro is changing the face of not a single country, but 

currently that of twelve countries that have adopted the new monetary system. 

One single monetary unit that represents twelve countries. Where is the unique

appeal for each participating country? How does a country within the greater 

continent stand out with its own personality? France is clearly not the same country

as the Netherlands, nor do they truly share a common history or vision. 

What we now know as the euro, has actually been years in the making. It all started

with The Treaty of Rome (1957) that declared a common European market as a

European objective with the aim of increasing economic prosperity and contributing to

"an ever closer union among the peoples of Europe". Almost thirty years later, The

Single European Act (1986) and the Treaty on European Union (1992) have built on

The Treaty of Rome, introducing the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and laying

the foundations for a single currency.

The most recent development that finally paved the way for the euro came in January

1999, when the exchange rates of the participating currencies were irrevocably set.

Euro area Member States began implementing a common monetary policy. The euro

was introduced as a legal currency and the eleven currencies of the participating

Member States: Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The
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Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, and Finland, became subdivisions of the euro.1 Greece

joined in January 2001, and the 12 Member States introduced the new euro banknotes

and coins at the beginning of 2002.

Denmark, Sweden and the United Kingdom are members of the European Union but

are not currently participating in the single currency. Denmark is a member of the

Exchange Rate Mechanism II (ERM II), which means that the Danish krone is linked to

the euro, although the exchange rate is not fixed, it became a subdivision of the euro. 

The Competition

Aware that the appearance of Europe’s single currency would play a role in 

establishing public confidence, national pride, even a sense of ownership in both 

the political and economic idea of a unified Europe, the European Monetary Institute

held an official design competition between February and September 1996. In 

addition to a few practical restrictions, competitors were prohibited from entering

images that could be associated with any particular country for fear of evoking bitter

infighting and national rivalry. Images such as the Eiffel Tower, the Leaning Tower 

of Pisa, Beethoven, Bach, or Caravaggio were all forbidden.

Robert Kalina embraced the challenge. Armed with his Apple computer, Kalina began

the process of making money. Kalina by trade is a diagram designer, so he was no

stranger to technology and its power to aid design. Kalina was a student at the
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University of Graphic Arts in Vienna in 1975, so his background as a graphic designer

suited him well for the task at hand, communicating to a large audience through print

media. He currently works at the Austrian Central Bank where he designed the 

currency of Austria. When the call went out for the designers to apply and submit

designs for the new currency, Kalina was more than qualified for the challenge.

As with all creative projects, there was an overall outline or brief for the project. 

The theme of “epochs and styles of Europe” was given along with a color palette.

Designs based on people closely attached to a country, like composers and artists,

were prohibited. Seven notes were to be designed, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500,

and each needed to have a distinct look. Having people and landmarks removed

from being used made it a daunting task to design a new bill. It is those elements

that dominate currency from Korea to Belgium.

This led Kalina to the library to find suitable imagery. While knowing the tradition of

having a portrait on currency, Kalina knew that an anonymous face would not make

much sense. He went back to the epochs and styles of Europe. He then thought of a

window. A window he felt had the right tone of openness and cooperation for the

European Union. Along with windows came the other symbols of bridges and gates.

All these images conveyed the image of moving from one place to the next, passing

through and moving ahead, all that he felt the new currency should represent.
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He worked exclusively with the tools which he was most familiar – and oddly

enough what most counterfeiters use too – his Macintosh computer. He scanned

many images which gave him the flexibility to work quickly. “To work on a Mac 

is uncomplicated. It is fast and the results are immediate. Working by hand can 

take weeks,” Kalina said.1 This was an important visual appeal to what Kalina created.

The new currency was to be used by a huge audience and needed to look accessible

for the user and to represent the new tone of the currency. A formal engraving could

look like much of the old currency with formal portraits or renderings of the 

structures Kalina was using.

Using the speed of the computer also allowed Kalina to fully elaborate his concept in

four series of notes within seven months. In the end he submitted two of his series

for consideration. He says the final expression came directly from his computer.

The true test of all the submitted designs came from an extensive user group, 

nearly 2,000 people. In order to ensure the public’s use of the new currency, the

designs were brought to the public who most commonly come into contact with

high volumes of cash: taxi drivers, bank cashiers, and retailers, as well as an official

review panel composed of artists, marketers, and monetary specialists. To Kalina’s

astonishment, his designs tested remarkably well and remained in contention. “I

thought I would not have a chance because of my decision to do without portraits,”3

Kalina said. It was indeed risky, but a risk worth taking for the new face (or lack
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thereof) of the European Union.

Consistent with competition requirements, each of the seven predetermined banknotes

reflect a specific period of European history: Classical, Romanesque, Gothic,

Renaissance, Baroque, the age of iron and glass, and Modern. As a theme, Kalina

chose “bridges, gates, and windows,” but none of his images are modeled after a 

particular European monument. Rather, they represent features that can be found in

many parts of Europe. The face of each bill depicts a characteristic window or gateway

from one of the historical periods set against the 12 stars of the European Union 

(figure 11). Why twelve stars? The official explanation is:

“Against the background of blue sky, twelve golden stars form a circle, 

representing the union of the peoples of Europe. The number of stars is

invariable, twelve being the symbol of perfection and entirety.”4

The backside of each portrays a picturesque but fictional bridge alongside a map of

Europe. In the next few years, as many as 12 billion of these notes will be printed

by 12 national presses. 

From the focus group came the news that a bridge construction specialist noticed

familiarities in some of the structures used. The Pont de Neuilly in Paris, among 

others, stood out as a recognizable landmark. Kalina headed back to the computer

to further redraw many of the bridges identified and study the sources where he
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A unified circle of twelve stars symbolizes the

European Union and is seen on all euro notes.



found his inspiration. In the end, this new group of specialists were a final test for

the images of bridges in the designs. 

But now that a design was accepted, the real work of making money began. How

can this new document be secure from counterfeiters? How can these new notes be

produced? Many compression matters had to be considered for the final design: off-

set, high and silk screen printing, over etching the final artwork, creating watermarks

and other applications like foil stamping and special inks. Microprinting and other

invisible safety features were all applied to the designs. Kalina was constantly aware

and concerned that the aesthetics of the new currency not be given a secondary role

in the production. One last detail that was required by the EMI (European Monetary

Institute) was the availability and usability to the blind and seeing impaired. In other

words, the new documents not only had to be different sizes and color, but also had

to demonstrate obvious tactile differences.

In addition to Kalina’s work there are several other design features in the new 

currency of the European Union. These designs and the following features are: 

• the name of the currency – euro – in both the Latin (EURO) and the Greek

(EYPO) alphabets; 

• the initials of the European Central Bank in five linguistic variants – BCE,

ECB, EZB, EKT and EKP – covering the 11 official languages of the

European Community; 
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• the copyright symbol (©) indicating copyright protection; and 

• the flag of the European Union. 

Each individual denomination is different in size, color and, as designed by Kalina,

features a different architectural style, as you can see in the samples (figure 12).

They are:

Euro Size Color Style

5 120 x 62 mm Grey Classical

10 127 x 67 mm Red Romanesque

20 133 x 72 mm Blue Gothic

50 140 x 77 mm Orange Renaissance

100 147 x 82 mm Green Baroque and Rococo

200 153 x 82 mm Yellow-brown Iron and glass 

500 160 x 82 mm Purple Modern 20th century

Additional security features were implemented as were various printing processes to

fulfill all requirements established by the EMU. 

A printing process created a “raised” print feel that gives the notes their unique feel,

much like that of American currency. When the banknote is held up to the light, a

watermark, security thread, and see-through register are visible. All three features can

be seen on the front and the reverse sides of genuine and official banknotes.
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A sampling of the euro notes shows the

theme of architectural epochs as designed by

Austrian designer Robert Kalina.



Holograms are also incorporated in these new notes. A foil stripe hologram is seen on

the front side of the lower values and a foil patch hologram is seen on the higher 

valued notes. Both, when tilted, shift shape and content within the hologram. On the

reverse side of the lower values, when tilted, the brilliance of the iridescent stripe

shows, and the color shifting ink on the high-value banknotes also shows when tilted.

Holograms and color shifting ink have become a common security feature on many

currencies because of their difficulty to reproduce.

A New Symbol for a New Currency

The euro symbol (figure 13) was created by the European Commission as part of its

communications work for the single currency. The design had to satisfy three simple

criteria, like all typographic symbols. These were: 

• to be a highly recognizable symbol of Europe;

• to be easy to write by hand;

• to have an aesthetically pleasing design.

Thirty or so drafts were drawn up internally by the European Commission. Of these,

ten were subjected to a qualitative assessment by the general public. Two designs

emerged from the survey well ahead of the rest. It was from these two that the then

President of the Commission, Jacques Santer, and the European Commissioner in

charge of the euro, Yves-Thibault de Silguy, made their final choice.
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inspired by the historic inspiration of the

Greek letter epsilon.



The symbol was born out of historic inspiration of the Greek letter epsilon, harking

back to Classical times and the cradle of European civilization. The symbol also

refers to the first letter of the word "Europe". The two parallel lines indicate the 

stability of the euro. The official abbreviation for the euro is EUR and this has been

registered with the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

Despite all this and many other design complications and revisions, Kalina delivered

his completed designs in June 1997. As many as 13 billion of these notes were printed

by 11 national presses in advance for their release in January 1999.5

Euro coins were not a part of the design competition. The faces of euro coins depict

maps of Europe and the 12 stars of the European Union, while the reverse sides 

feature national symbols. The euro coins are minted by the twelve individual 

countries, as opposed to the European Central Bank. Here is where each country

can brand itself visually with the familiar icons their currency once held. Each

national government is responsible for the reverse side of those coins printed in its

country. With eight euro coins and 11 participating countries, there are now 88 such

designs. Nine national mints produced over 76 billion coins.6 Coin designs from

Germany, for instance, feature the Brandenburg Gate and the symbolic German

eagle. Italian designs, selected in part by a national telephone poll, depict Leonardo

da Vinci’s Renaissance Man and Alessandro Botticelli’s Birth of Venus. With the 

success of the euro, this new currency has the chance to become a worldwide 
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symbol of international currency, and a model for other nations and countries when

considering redesigning their currencies. 

The successful development of the euro is central to the realization of a Europe in

which people, services, capital, and goods can move freely from one country to

another. The introduction of the Euro has been the largest monetary changeover the

world has ever seen.
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THE UNITED STATE OF THE DOLLAR

Redesigning the dollar

The United States has begun to introduce the latest redesign of

American currency (figure 14). The most noticeable change in the

new design includes colored backgrounds. America’s currency has

always been the dark green custom-formulated ink. The impression has always been

that colored money appeared to be playful, much like Monopoly money. Ootje

Oxenaar, designer of the Dutch paper guilder said in a NOVA broadcast on PBS, “The

only money that really inspired me, in fact, was play money, like Monopoly money.”1

Not only are the Dutch guilders aesthetically attractive but they are user-friendly, as

well. Oxenaar further explains, “It was clear what you had in your hand, the type was

clean, the colors were bright and vivid. They were also easy and practical to produce

and were very well protected.”2 Perhaps the Dutch example, along with other global

examples, will help keep the United States in the forefront of currency design and

protection. What other aspects the United States will incorporate as “best practices”

and what the new bills will look like was discovered when the next generation of

currency was revealed in late 2003.

The twenty dollar bill was the first to be redesigned and issued because it was 

the greatest victim of counterfeiting. The most noticeable change to the redesigned

document has been the addition of color. Since the government began issuing 

currency, the specific green ink has been the predominant color. It is also the most
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figure 14
The new face of United States currency, as

shown on the top, has a more open feel to it

as compared to the previous design shown

on the bottom. The newest improvement is

the addition of subtle background colors

which will change with each denomination.



recognizable feature of American currency. 

The subtle addition of the muted color palette makes duplicating the bill considerably

more troublesome for criminal elements. It will also begin to give each denomination

a distinct look because future denominations will have their own unique background

color. While this is new for the United States, other countries from Mexico to Japan

have known that distinct colors of currency help in the recognition of individual

denominations. Color has always been used to visually separate the range of 

currencies. 

This color aspect also impacted me in my respect for money. If the money was

green, I knew it was part of my world; something unique to me which deserved

respect. The money had the power to buy me what I needed or even didn’t need,

but it was in my power to control these pieces of paper. Other money was always

seen as play money. I could not spend it, therefore it was worthless for its intended

use, but really interesting as a souvenir or a glimpse into another place.

However, even with the addition of color, the newly redesigned note retains the 

distinct size, overall look and feel of the old familiar greenback. Other updated 

features of the new bill are the symbols of freedom; the portraits and scenic vignettes;

and a watermark, another feature long used in European countries.
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The two new symbols on this redesigned document both focus on our national bird

and symbol of freedom, the American eagle (figure 15). Two of them now appear on

the front of the note. The first is found to the left of the portrait of Andrew Jackson in

the background. This large blue eagle is representative of those drawn and sculpted

during the time period. The smaller eagle on the right is a more contemporary

engraving. It is also printed in metallic green ink, which also helps to combat 

counterfeiting. Both these eagles are specific to the twenty. Symbols of Freedom, as

these symbols are known as, will differ for each future denomination. 

The next element of the redesigned bill is the work done on the portrait of President

Andrew Jackson (figure 16) and the White House on the reverse side (figure 17).

These two elements traditionally have been confined and formally presented in a

frame or border of rules on the bill. These oval borders and fine lines have now

been removed and the President has truly been set free. Jackson is now seen as a

huge presence on the front of the bill. He dominates the front side and reaches from

the bottom of the page all the way up into the top border. Jackson now is a formal

bust of the man he was – formal and grand. He now has shoulders that have been

added to the engraving to complete what was not there before. 

The White House, the dominating image on the back, has also been set free from its

previous borders. The image still retains its oval shape but does not have the confining

oval or formal rules. Additional engraved details have been added to fill out the
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figure 15
Two new Symbols of

Freedom, the American

Bald Eagle, as seen on

the newly redesigned

United States currency.

figure 16
Andrew Jackson does have shoulders and

they have been added to the engraving of

him on the new face of the twenty dollar bill.



vignette’s background. 

There are several other features found in the redesigned bill that give the document 

its new look. One is the inclusion of microprinted text (figure 18). Microprinting is 

primarily a security feature which is difficult to reproduce due to its size. On the face

of the bill, there are two areas where this technique is used. The first is the inscription

“USA20” which is printed along the border of the new “TWENTY USA” ribbon of type

on the right hand side of the bill. The words “THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 20

USA 20” are microprinted in black in the border below the signature of the Treasurer. 

On the backside is a new low-vision feature (figure 19). The denomination 20 found

in the lower right hand corner allows for easier identification for the user. With an

ever increasing older population, this feature is increasingly important.3

The paper that the currency is printed on remains the same. Made by Crane Paper 

in Massachusetts, the paper is one-fourth linen and three-fourths cotton. It continues

to contain red and blue fibers (figure 20) as an additional security feature. Paper 

production will be discussed at length later.

The security thread (figure 21), which is actually a plastic strip embedded in the

paper, remains running vertically through the document. Once again, microprinting

of “USA TWENTY” and a small flag are on this strip. This thread also glows green
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figure 19
Denominations 

are larger to allow

for low-vision

users and easier

identification.

figure 20
The same identifiable

red and blue fibers are

still a unique feature of

the paper used in

printing Unites States

currency as made by

Crane Paper.

figure 17
The White House is taken out of its previous

border and is now seen as a soft vignette on

the backside of the new twenty.

figure 18
Two samples of microprinting on the new

bills are seen in the background and border

of the face.



when held under ultraviolet light.

Color shifting ink (figure 22) is used as yet another security feature, but also gives

American currency a distinct look. On the twenty dollar bill, the number 20 in the

lower right hand corner on the face of the bill changes color as the bill is shifted.

The color shifts from copper to green depending on the reflection of light. 

Lastly, a watermark (figure 23), or faint image, of the figure featured on the bill has

been incorporated into the bill. The watermark is actually a part of the paper and,

unlike a typical watermark found in fine printing papers, is very closely controlled in

position on the paper. Often times a watermark is random throughout the paper, but

not here. Found on the right side of the face and in reverse on the back side, the

watermark is similar to that of the portrait of Jackson. Faint enough not to be seen

when just holding the bill, when held up to light the mark is clearly seen from both

sides of the bill.

Why Andrew Jackson and Who Chooses? 

The Secretary of the Treasury is responsible for the selection of the designs, including

the portraits, which appear on paper currency. The July 11, 1862 Act of Congress 

provided: 

"That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and is hereby authorized, in

case he shall think it expedient to procure said notes, or any part
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figure 23
A watermark of the president featured 

on the face of the bill is actually a part of 

the physical characteristic of the paper. 

The tones are seen due to the thickness of

paper fibers during the process of making

the paper.

figure 22
The denomination on the face of new bills

shifts color from copper to green when the

new notes are tilted.

figure 21
The old tradition of a security thread still is a

part of the new currency, although today it is

actually a thin plastic strip.



thereof, to be engraved, printed, and executed, in such form as he

shall prescribe, at the Treasury Department in Washington, and under

his direction; and he is hereby empowered to purchase and provide all

machinery and materials, and to employ such persons and appoint

such officers as may be necessary for this purpose."4

The portraits currently appearing on the various denominations of paper currency

were adopted in 1929, when the size of the notes was reduced. Prior to the adoption

of this smaller sized currency, a special committee was appointed by the Secretary of

the Treasury to study this aspect of the design. It was determined that portraits of

Presidents of the United States have a more permanent familiarity in the minds of the

public than any others. This decision was somewhat altered by the Secretary of the

Treasury to include Alexander Hamilton, the first Secretary of the Treasury; Salmon P.

Chase, the Secretary of the Treasury during the Civil War and credited with promoting

our National Banking System; and Benjamin Franklin, one of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence. All three of these statesmen were well known to the

American public. 

Treasury Department records do not reveal the reason that portraits of these 

particular statesmen were chosen in preference to those of other persons of equal

importance and prominence. 
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Frequently Used Portraits on United States Paper Money

Note Face Back

$1 George Washington The Great Seal of the United 

1st U.S. President States 

$2 Thomas Jefferson Signing of the Declaration of 

3rd U.S. President Independence 

$5 Abraham Lincoln Lincoln Memorial 

16th U.S. President 

$10 Alexander Hamilton U.S. Treasury Building 

1st Secretary of the Treasury 

$20 Andrew Jackson White House 

7th U.S. President 

$50 Ulysses Grant U.S. Capitol

18th U.S. President 

$100 Ben Franklin Independence Hall 

Statesman 

$500* William McKinley Numeral 500 and the ornamental 

25th U.S. President phrase "Five Hundred Dollars" 

$1000* Grover Cleveland Numeral 1000 and the ornamental 

22rd & 24th U.S. President phrase "One Thousand Dollars" 

$5000* James Madison Numeral 5000 and the ornamental

4th U.S. President phrase "Five Thousand Dollars" 

$10,000* Salmon Chase Numeral 10,000 and the ornamental
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U.S. Treasury Secretary phrase "Ten Thousand Dollars" 

under Lincoln 

$100,000 Note* Woodrow Wilson Numeral 100,000 and the ornamental

28th U.S. President phrase "One Hundred Thousand

Dollars". 

This $100,000 note never appeared in general circulation, and was

only used in transactions between Federal Reserve Banks. 

* = Notes no longer in print or circulation 

JSG “Just Some Guy” Boggs

Others have a different view of who should be featured on the currency. J.S.G.

Boggs, a controversial artist, even known as America’s premiere money artist, has

offered his own variations. Boggs has drawn the wrath of the Secret Service. Why?

Boggs not only makes his own cash, he also “spends” it.

Boggs says that people often make a fundamental mistake. They ask, "What 

differentiates money from art?" He answers, “Money is art. It's pictures and pigment

on paper. It's portraiture, it's landscape, it's abstract geometric. And it is the ultimate

abstract art. It's a symbol for something else.”4 He says that money is the most public

of public arts, and it has to catch up and reflect our society today.

Who truly makes up America? Do the people portrayed on the currency really 
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represent the face of all those who made America the country it is today? Boggs says

no and proposes his own series for American currency. On one of his one hundreds,

he pays tribute to the leader of the Underground Railroad, Harriet Tubman. He

chose Harriet Tubman because she fits all the criteria for whom we should have on

our money. She was a great American hero who risked her freedom for right in the

face of all adversity. That is everything that we worship as Americans.

To keep his currency and art current, Boggs often asks people on the street who

they would like to see on currency. He often hears a woman's name: someone that

is well-respected by the United States as a whole. Is it possible to come up with a

face like that? Why not make a composite sketch of what an American looks like?

They are big and jowly. Put different ethnic features in a face protruding through the

bill, and that is your composite sketch. That is who an American is.

While Boggs is the art world's most renowned money man, he is not the only artist

with novel proposals for a new US currency. Others have followed in Boggs’ foot-

steps and have created bills that honor a range of great Americans, from Martha

Graham to Martin Luther King. Some stay with traditional historic icons like

Benjamin Franklin, heeding tradition.

But is simply the creation of this document making money? Boggs believes, as does

the history of currency, that a transaction must take place. You get something for the
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exchange of the paper in your pocket. Thus Boggs seeks out transactions, legitimate

transactions, to convert his art into true currency. Typically this process takes the

form of a trade. There is no deception involved, lest the transaction be confused for

counterfeit. Boggs finds something he wants and offers his art as payment for the

good – be it a book, a hotel room, even plots of land. Once the transaction is 

completed the art now is currency. The value is set by what you can get for it, 

much like our current economy itself.

Dollarization

All countries have their own currency. Some countries accept the American dollar for

purchases, to borrow and to save. Because of this trend, countries around the world

have become dollarized. Dollarization is such a major trend that many countries are

considering abandoning their own national currency and adopting the ever so popular

American dollar as their official currency.5 Argentina and El Salvador have shown an

interest in adopting the dollar, and Panama has already become officially dollarized. 

Official dollarization simply means that a country has eliminated its own currency

and recognizes the American dollar as legal tender. Businesses can pay their employ-

ees, pay their debts and settle contracts with the currency. Consumers can make

their daily purchases with the dollar, and the government would accept the dollar for

payment of taxes and other debt. Foreign territories have used their ruling country’s

currency, but it is when a self-ruled country adopts a foreign currency as its own
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that dollarization truly occurs.

There are many political and economic reasons a country would consider becoming

dollarized, but, for the purposes of this research, it is most important to be aware of

this trend when considering the aesthetic appearance of the American dollar. 

Europe has recently completed its initial version of dollarization with the introduc-

tion of the euro. Several countries in the European community have become a part

of a common currency, losing their individual currencies for a common currency

used across borders and maintaining a stable and common rate. But it has affected

national pride. 

Steven Gagnon and Dollarization

Steven Gagnon, a Miami-based artist, has celebrated both the dollar and America in

his art. His most noted piece, “The American Way (figure 24),” celebrates all that is

America in his flag painted on an actual sheet of uncut dollar bills. In his statement,

Gagnon says:

“I was inspired to make this piece because I wanted to make an image

that could symbolize American culture that would relate to all

Americans regardless of their race, nationality, religious, or political

backgrounds. I wanted to create an image that would overlook these

differences and find a common thread that could represent a nation of
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figure 24
“American Way” by Steven Gagnon is actually

painted on an uncut sheet of one dollar bills.
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such diversity. The dollar is a symbol of America as much as the flag. 

It is respected around the world for the exchange of goods and servic-

es due to its stability and strength. It enables all Americans to enjoy the

fruits of their labor and pursue their happiness. Thus by uniting a sheet

of one dollar bills with the flag, I created a universal image to symbol-

ize America’s strength, and its never-ending pursuit of happiness.”7

Indeed, Gagnon has found what unites all America and even the world: the pursuit

of the American dream, often made possible by the all-American dollar. The dollar

easily represents what the flag does as a national symbol. He further pursued the

dollar as an artform in his dollarization series which celebrates those countries that

have adopted the dollar as their legal tender.

Focusing on the idea of dollarization, Gagnon has produced a series of pieces simply

titled Dollarization (figure 25). The series of pieces uses the dollar as a backdrop for

the various nations’ flags. The method creating these pieces is similar to that of his

“American Way,” but the work seems to show the impact of globalization with dollar-

ization. His flags of Ecuador and El Salvador celebrate their adoption of the American

dollar as well as his flag of Panama. Once again, an uncut sheet of dollar bills is his

canvas on which he paints the flag of each country. Uniting these two diverse images

shows the economic and cultural impact the American dollar has had on these very

different countries, from an American point of view.
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figure 25
A series of paintings by Steven Gagnon

explores the concept of dollarization, which

is a country adopting use of another 

country’s currency as their own. 

Shown here from the top are Ecuador, 

El Salvador and Panama.
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One of Gagnon’s most recent works focuses on the recent introduction of the euro 

on the European landscape (figure 26). This piece shows the unification of diverse

countries coming together under a common currency. Gagnon explains the work in

his statement:

“We live in a time of globalization. There is a power and synergy when

a group comes together. In the present economic climate, it is too diffi-

cult for smaller nations with limited resources to be able to effectively

compete in a world market. Thus by pooling their resources to become

one, they can more effectively compete in an international economy.

So for me, to combine the European community flag with the Euro 500

bill seemed logical. For in the end, this is what the union of multi-

nations is trying to achieve. Individually, the countries of the European

Community would have a difficult time to compete in the international

market. As one economy, they are an influential economic presence.”8

If economically Gagnon’s artistic attempt comes to fruition, it is yet to be known.

But, from a cultural and aesthetic perspective, he has essentially created a new flag

or symbol that can represent a diverse cluster as one unified group. But as compre-

hensive and ideal as this new symbol is, the individuality of each country is lost in

the unification of its currency. That is one fundamental problem of globalization. 
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figure 26
In Gagnon’s piece using an uncut sheet of

euros, the unification of diverse countries

coming together under a common currency is

explored as a dimensional undulating canvas.
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Gagnon explores the concept of globalization as a negative force in his work called

Money Whip (figure 27). In this piece, Gagnon explores the economic and financial

struggles of life that many looking for a better life encounter. It also explores the

feeling of being bound to a symbol that is often hard to achieve: wealth and being a

slave to money. Many people recognize the struggle of living paycheck to paycheck,

but at the same time know that if there is a place they can make it, it is in America;

where opportunities abound. 

Money Whip is a sculptural piece that incorporates more than 100 United States 

dollar bills that are bound to the individual leather strands of a whip. Gagnon says

this piece speaks to the economic oppression that money represents as a condition

or way of life. 

Cat Chow

Cat Chow, an artist often confused with a fashion designer, also explores this concept

in her work entitled Not For Sale (figure 28). Not For Sale is a slinky, seductive, floor

length dress made from one thousand one dollar bills. Her background in working

with chainmail gave her the skills she needed to shred the currency into half inch

strips and sew them together to create the fabric needed for this piece. If fashion is

about getting people to look at you, this dress does, and it stares right back.
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figure 27
Gagnon explores the emotional ties to

money in this sculptural piece called Money

Whip, which is made from actual currency.
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As Cat Chow herself explains:

“If you look down the front, center and back seams, you see George

Washington’s face looking at you. It was just this little detail that I

wanted to share, cause when I was sewing the dollar strips I would

come across his eyes and everything and it would kind of freak me

out in a way.”9

The dress also makes a further comment on the dollar and on fashion. The dress is

called “Not For Sale,” and it isn’t. Chow has had many offers for the dress, but it is

the fact that she will not sell it that adds to its allure. Money is a commodity, but the

dress is not. Rather it is a statement of how we wear our perceptions of money and

status, and our preoccupation of what we can and cannot buy.

Globalization

Citizens of different countries and cultures, although wanting a better life for 

themselves, often outside their native homelands, do not want to forgo their 

individual cultures. They may want all a new country has to offer, but not want 

to leave their history, traditions, and who they are behind. It is only natural that if

someone from Sarajevo comes to America for a better life, to be successful in his 

or her new home, he or she would have to assimilate. That would mean a different

form of dress, learning a new language, but to lose their own identity is something

very few want to lose.
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figure 28
Artist Cat Chow

makes a statement of

how we wear our perceptions of money and 

status in a floor length dress made from one

thousand one dollar bills.
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When in their own homeland they lose part of their national identity, their currency,

it is understandable there might be some resistance to that change. That is something

that has happened with the introduction of the euro. The national identity of the

participating countries has been removed. 
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THE MAKING OF MONEY

Paper

The foundation of currency is the material on which it is printed. The earliest begin-

nings of United States government-issued paper money as we know it began in 1690

and was issued by the Massachusetts Bay Colony to pay soldiers returning from bat-

tle.1 But paper money actually had its inception in China hundreds of years earlier,

and, in Egypt, with papyrus, before that. The printing presses which turned out the

money have been credited to financing the American and French Revolutions, as well

as the Civil War.2

In the United States, Crane & Company, located in Massachusetts, has made the 

special paper for American currency since 1879. Their fine paper is unlike any other

in the world. For the new currency, Crane redesigned it to be even more secure

against counterfeiting. 

In redesigning the paper, there was one property that could not change: the tactile

feel, stiffness, and texture that the public has become accustomed. That stiffness and

crackle, is fundamental in detecting counterfeits in circulation. It is recognized by

more bank tellers, and more merchants at the point of sale, than any other 

property of the paper. Therefore, maintaining the stiffness, texture and crackle of 

the paper was not to be changed. It was imperative to the redesign of the currency.
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The raw materials that typically makes paper comes from wood, and is not what

goes into making the paper for banknotes. The materials for banknote paper come

from many of the same materials used to make fabric strong: cotton and linen. Levi

Strauss along with many other denim makers supply the scraps from their produc-

tion to the production of paper for currency, but the major ingredient by far is raw

cotton. During the process of making the paper pulp, the first security feature is

incorporated. The greenish, off-white tint of the pulp is carefully adjusted. Red and

blue fibers are added, a safeguard of US currency for more than a century. The

Secret Service has observed that few counterfeiters effectively recreate this feature.

Tim Crane, of Crane & Company, sums up paper by comparing the paper for currency

to pizza making. He says, “Currency is kind of like a pizza. There's the base crust,

which is the paper, and all the toppings. And they may be printed features. They may

be papermaker features. They may be optically-variable devices. But in any case, all of

this pizza is built up on the extremely important crust, the durable banknote paper.

And without the durability, the circulation lifetime, the resistance to wear, the pizza

would fall apart.”2

Security Threads

Security threads in banknote paper, while a very old idea, is a critical feature. Security

threads were originally actual cotton threads, three, joined together very closely, run-

ning across the paper. Some early samples had single threads. These early security
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threads served to denominate the banknote, and to prevent a low denomination from

being washed clean of its ink – a counterfeiters trick, and being raised to a higher

value. 

Security threads today, are now made of a plastic material, have numbers on them

denoting the bill’s value. The numbers on the plastic threads are only forty-two thou-

sandths of an inch tall. Cutting the plastic film into individual threads, requires immac-

ulate precision monitored by cameras and computers. The text is clearly visible in

transmitted light, but cannot be reproduced by the reflective light of a photocopier.

Threads for the new currency also glow red under UV light. The security threads will

appear in different locations on each denomination, making counterfeiting the notes

even more difficult. The threads are embedded into wet paper pulp on a giant

machine that shapes Crane's paper.  Using furnace-like heat, the machine dries the

pulp into finished paper. The final rolls, eight feet wide and weighing more than four

tons, hold paper strong enough to make money.

Watermarks

Watermarks were first used in the late thirteenth century in Italy,4 to mark important

documents and show that they were authentic. There's a common misconception

that the watermark is something imbedded in the paper after the paper is made.

Watermarks are actually a part of the three-dimensional structure of the paper. They

are not added to the paper, but formed within. What makes a watermark appear is
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actually quite basic: paper fiber is more dense in the opaque, dark areas, and less

dense in the light, more transmissive areas. As a result, there is an astounding range

in tonal gradation, that, to the feel, to the hand of the paper, it is hard to imagine

that it is simply a variation in the thickness and the density of the paper.

To create a watermark, the image is scanned into a computer that will generate

instructions for an engraving machine to cut the image into wax. The result is a

rough wax template. The final mold requires a human touch, and the more wax is

scraped away, the more room will be available for paper fiber to build up, creating

darker areas in the image. This Old World artistry is still critical for a 21st Century

banknote. From the wax template, a hard, copper die is created. It is used to stamp

the image into a sheet of wire mesh. When wet paper pulp is dried on the wire

sheets, the image will be indelibly formed. Human inspection safeguards the high

quality of watermarks, but most inspection of Crane's paper is done by machine. As

the paper is cut, cameras catch even the slightest defect in the sheets speeding by

and any rejects are automatically cast out. The final reams are trimmed, taped,

stamped, and shipped. These seals must only be broken when the paper reaches the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

The paper will then be printed with specially formulated inks to fight counterfeiting.

The green of American greenbacks does not come from a single pigment. It is made

from a secret mixture of pigments and binding agents. Dollar green is quite hard to
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copy, but would it not be even harder if combined with other colors? In Holland,

bright primary colors have given banknotes a decidedly modern look. Oxenaar, the

celebrated Dutch designer, paved the way in the '70s.

Although paper of all qualities and techniques is the predominant material currency

is printed on in all countries, some countries have taken technology even further.

Australia might ask the question, paper or plastic? The astounding answer is actually

plastic. Australia began printing their currency on a nearly indestructible plastic sheet

in 1988, adding to the life span of each note. The plastic material is also said to be a

more sanitary material than paper. About 20 other countries, including New Zealand,

Brazil, Thailand, and Northern Ireland, have since followed Australia’s lead. Mexico

has even begun the same changeover in late 2002. Bank of Mexico’s Governor

Guilermo Ortiz acknowledged the high security feature of the plastic substrate as

defense against counterfeiting.5

The plastic is also used as part of the design as well as a unique security feature.

Whereas a watermark is a security feature used in many currencies printed on the

more traditional paper, the plastic substrate is not suitable for this technique.

Australia, as well as the other plastic currency countries, have turned to creating an

actual window, a clear area, that allows the plastic material to be seen through the

note. Each denomination has its own unique window, just as many other currencies

have a unique watermark.
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Ink on Paper

The United States considered colored currencies a terrible thing, resembling play

money, thus symbolizing low value. In the United States, we expect a very traditional,

very classic design. Any new design must insure that the resulting document look

valuable. In the '70s, the government looked at color as potentially having some 

additional security value. However, they determined that modern reprographic 

systems are so good at reproducing multi-color, that, in fact, the addition of color 

was found not to be an enhancement to the security. 

Once again respecting tradition, American currencies would remain dollar green and

black, while adding muted colors in the background. In consideration of security, they

considered the addition of a hologram, as used in many European countries. Could a

hologram work on US currency? Holograms appear as three-dimensional images on a

two-dimensional surface and can safeguard against even sophisticated forgers. 

Some countries have put them only on their high-value notes. Holograms are delicate 

foil structures that can be easily damaged, thus lessening the lifespan of the bill. 

All features for the currency have to pass a series of grueling trials in the Bureau's

banknote torture chamber: from crumpling to soaking in gasoline and ethanol. A test

note is subjected to merciless rubbing and the equivalent of weeks of intense sun-

light. They run it through washing machines and dryers, and put it in cement mixers

with dirt, soil and blocks to try and simulate things that can be done to the currency. 
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The first hologram failed with a single crumble. The Treasury was determined to 

create an image-shifting device, like a hologram, but one that can survive the 

crumpler. They turned to employing a team at Flex Products in California. In their

first attempt, they deposited thin layers of reflective and clear materials on plastic

strips, creating a foil that changed color when struck by light from different angles.

This foil would be hard to counterfeit, but the delicate foil would be crushed by the

crumpler. In the second try, they stripped off the top layer of foil and ground it into

a fine powder when used as a pigment in ink could be printed on currency. The ink

showed an excellent color-shift from black to green. Even after multiple crumples,

the color-shifting endured. This color-shifting ink is now used on one of the 

denomination elements on the face side of the newly redesigned notes.
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PRINTING

There are several printing processes, that produce different

results and levels of quality. For what currency is and 

represents, it is important that the documents look valuable

and of the highest quality possible. Intaglio printing is the

method that produces such results. Rotogravure or gravure,

as it is more commonly referred to, is an example of the

intaglio printing method. 

Gravure printing (figure 29) is considered to be excellent for reproducing pictures, a

basic requirement for printing currency. The expense of making the gravure printing

plates usually requires the print run to be one of high volume, which currency runs

typically are. A distinctive feature of this process if that the entire image is screened.

Typography, line drawing and half-tone images are all screened for reproduction.

Typical gravure line screens are 150 lines per inch,1 virtually invisible to the naked eye.

Within gravure printing, there are three types of gravure, each producing varying

results and used for specific purposes. The three types are: conventional, variable

area-variable depth and direct transfer or variable area. 

Gravure uses a sunken or depressed surface for the printed image. The image area to

be printed consists of cells or wells etched into a copper cylinder or wraparound plate,
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figure 29
Gravure printing, although looking very 

simple, produces high quality results and is 

a perfect choice for reproducing engravings.



and that cylinder plate surface represents the non-printing areas. That cylinder then

rotates in a bath of ink, which, through surface tension, fills the cells of the engraving.

Excess ink is wiped clear with a flexible steel blade commonly referred to as the 

“doctor blade” and returned to the inkwell. The ink remaining in the cells forms the

image by direct transfer to the paper as it passes between the plate cylinder and the

impression cylinder. The impression cylinder is covered with a rubber composition that

presses the paper to make contact with the ink of the printing surface.

It is important to know that the inks used in the gravure process are volatile petrole-

um solvents and have the ability to dry nearly instantly. During the printing process,

hot air dryers facilitate the drying of the inks, a valuable factor since in color printing

each ink color is printed on dry color rather than one that is still wet as is the case

in letterpress or offset printing. Also in color printing, presses use electronic systems

for registration control. 

The copper or steel color printing cylinders are also chromium plated for long run 

situations of one million impressions or more. When the chromium starts to wear,

the plate is stripped and rechromed. The chromium helps with the life of the plate,

so that new plates do not need to be made when they wear down. 

Steel Die Engraving

The tell-tale sign of virtually all counterfeits, whether color copied or offset printed,
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is their flat look and feel. The raised ink quality of genuine currency is the result of

a special gravure printing process called "intaglio." It begins with fine-line engravings

carved in soft steel. From hand-cut engravings, final printing plates are made for

mass production on enormous intaglio presses. Ink will fill the grooves of the

engravings just as in the gravure process, and under twenty tons of pressure, will be

forced out onto the surface of the paper. The resulting banknote has the raised ink

feel and three-dimensional look that are the hallmarks of the genuine article. 

Steel-die engraving is an intaglio process in which the die is hand or machine cut, or

even chemically etched to take on the ink. The plate in this process is inked so that

all surfaces and sub-surfaces are filled. The surface is then wiped clean; and the

paper that is used is slightly moistened. The paper is then forced against the plate

with high pressure so as to draw the ink from the depressed areas of the plate and

onto the paper. This process produces the characteristic embossed look and feel on

the surface, while the back side has a slightly indented surface. For a run with the

volume and frequency that currency prints, the plates are used in a die stamping

press. This process is what produces much of the characteristic look and feel of

United States currency as well as many other currencies.
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COUNTERFEITING

“Whether in Italy or Mumbai, everybody takes greenbacks,”1 says Phil Keoghan, host

of the reality series The Amazing Race, which sends contestants around the world

with funds of American dollars, proof that America’s currency is the word’s currency.

US currency has remained almost unaltered for nearly six decades. Its elegant but

archaic design helped make it the most counterfeited in the world. With its 19th 

century look, it has been ill-equipped to fight counterfeiters in the 21st century. US

currency has been extremely vulnerable to counterfeiting for two reasons. First, the

design was created back in the mid-20s, released in 1929. It has given people a

tremendous opportunity to practice their skills at counterfeiting. The second 

reason is that it's an international currency, it's valued all over the world. And the

further that you get from the United States, the less people have an appreciation 

of what a genuine note looks like.

Counterfeiting has been one of the greatest motivators for a country’s need to

redesign its currency. The problem has been most impactful in the United States 

due to its currency being an international currency and used worldwide. The United

States Treasury has long withstood the need to change the ever popular greenback.

While other countries were keeping ahead of the counterfeiters with their design 

and counterfeiting deterrents, America stood firm against change. But finally, with

counterfeiting threats that were unthinkable years ago, the Treasury relented and
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began the first major redesign in mid 1996. 

While not tinkering with the brand that has been developed and is recognized 

worldwide, a document was developed based on a comprehensive sampling of global

currencies. Most people simply noticed that the portrait grew larger, more white

space appeared, and a less formal overall appearance prevailed. Yet there were 

several high tech, counter counterfeiting elements included to combat the nearly 

$2 million dollars in casual counterfeiting and the over $360 million in high volume

counterfeiting last recorded in 1995, the last year it was recorded.2 In 2001, accord-

ing to Secret Service, counterfeiters put $47.5 million into circulation. Every day in its

New York branch, the Federal Reserve – the nation's central bank – sorts and

processes over twelve million used notes. Machines check the optical and 

magnetic properties of each bill so that counterfeits can be detected. 

Other countries have been very innovative in their anti-counterfeiting measures.

Australia has produced their currency on a plastic like material. They have incorpo-

rated in their design areas which are clear of any image, allowing a window to show

through the note. Copying the currency on even the highest end color copiers will

not allow that transparent area to remain. Austria uses the modern technology of a

hologram-like device called a kinogram as a security feature in its design. While a

hologram is a three dimensional-looking image, when looking at the kinogram of

Mozart, he appears to look one way, and if you tilt the note, he looks the other.
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We tend to think of these elements, things that are shiny or things that are added to

the note as decorative, but they are actually a security feature. Everything from the

paper, ink, printing, design, everything is intended to add some level of additional

security to the document.

For years, the key to making counterfeit currency was a good negative. Any skilled

printer with a knowledge of traditional printing skills could essentially print currency,

but a single negative is not enough for the counterfeiter. The bill has two colors,

green and black, and a separate negative is needed for each. The Treasury has

designed some primitive obstacles by overprinting the seal on the denomination

amount. The green Treasury seal somehow must be removed from the word printed

in black below it. Once again, any skilled printer can do exactly that and create two

plates to begin the counterfeiting process.

Today, counterfeiters do not need to shoot a negative. Laser scanners, desktop 

computers, digital imaging, and color copiers all replace the work of photography in

making printing plates. After the fine-line details of the bill have been converted into

electronic data, the touch-up work for the counterfeit begins. After a good copy of a

bill is obtained by photography or laser scanner, the next step is to make a plate for

printing. Adding carefully-selected ink, and some fine-quality paper, the counterfeits

are ready to roll. Offset printing presses are responsible for 90% of all counterfeits.

Sometimes, high technology is used to make things go faster, but the skills of a
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printer are still needed to produce the notes. Even copying a Federal Reserve note is

a felony unless, of course, it is enlarged to 150% of its actual size.

The traditional counterfeiter had to buy fairly large, sophisticated equipment and

materials. Those items are easy for law enforcement people to monitor and to control.

The concern of today is that modern reprographic equipment – copiers, scanners,

computer printers – is available in the office place and even the home. The concern 

of five people each making ten thousand notes is much different than ten thousand

people each making five notes.3

Casual counterfeiting is growing. Evidence of this new style of counterfeiting has

accumulated in the archives of the Secret Service; their files contain over 20,000 

varieties of notes, some more convincing than others. 

Color copier notes look different from a genuine for a number of reasons. They give

off a somewhat shinier appearance. Because genuine currency is not white paper, the

copier machine fills in the non-image area with toner, giving the counterfeit note an

overall a somewhat yellow or dingy appearance. In addition, the entire image is just

not nearly as clear. It is a lot muddier than you would see on a genuine banknote.

The real concern by the Treasury Department is the professional counterfeiter, not 

the casual counterfeiter. The casual counterfeiter obviously bothers them, because
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somebody can take a note, put it on a photocopy machine, go down to a subway 

station or a money change machine, and be able to get some sort of currency.

However, he or she is dealing with a ten, a five or maybe a twenty dollar bill. 

The real significant counterfeiting are the hundred dollar bills, circulating all over 

the world.

Almost two-thirds of US cash is overseas, creating a worldwide counterfeiting 

problem. Where demand for dollars is strong, such as in Russia, there has been a

surge in high-quality counterfeiting. In 1993 alone, the amount confiscated abroad

grew 300%. The most popular target of international counterfeiters is the $100 bill.

These counterfeit hundreds support arms purchases, the drug trade, and terrorist

activity. There are even suggestions that counterfeiting is being used as a calculated

attack on the United States. A Republican congressional task force issued strong

charges in a 1992 report, warning: "Evidence has recently come to light that the 

governments of Iran and Syria are actively engaged in economic warfare against the

United States through the production and dissemination of high-quality counterfeit

dollar bills."4 The report describes a conspiracy arising from the fallout of the war

between Iran and Iraq. Short of hard currency, the Iranian government allegedly

launched counterfeiting operations to help the country rebuild, charges the Iranian

government dismisses. There are counterfeits of such high quality found in the

Middle East, called "Supernotes."5 They have the raised ink feel of bills printed on

intaglio presses, equipment generally owned by governments.
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Ninety percent of the presses that are used to print security paper come from one

company, De la Rue Giori in Switzerland. Iran has these presses. They obtained

them in the 1970s, as many other countries did throughout the world. Anybody that

has this equipment has the same equipment the United States has, so it is not

unthinkable that another country having these presses is capable of using them if

they want to subvert the US economy. 

The Secret Service has confiscated nearly $10 million of the notes circulating in the

Middle East, but the source of the Superbill remains elusive. Without definitive proof,

the Secret Service will neither confirm nor refute the allegations of the state support.

There are a number of high-quality counterfeits circulating around the world, and

there are high-quality notes that do come out of the Middle East. There are also

high-quality notes that come out of Colombia, South America, and Canada. Tales of

the Supernote and other counterfeiting threats led members of Congress to call for a

currency redesign. Treasury decided to act, but the reasons are debatable.

The Treasury, in coming out with this redesign of currency, is responding to a 

significant threat, and it cannot be said for certain whether that threat originates in

the Middle East or the Far East. But the money that the Treasury is spending on the

change has to be in proportion to the risk involved.
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The new currency is a response to growing technology, not a response to a specific

crisis. The government assures us that there is no crisis. The American currency 

system is extremely sound, and there is very, very little counterfeiting actually in 

circulation. The redesign is to get ahead, and to stay ahead of the curve.

Whether staying ahead of the curve or playing catch-up, the Treasury has a massive

job ahead. The initial roll-out calls for $50 billion in new $100 bills. They have started

where the counterfeiting problem is most pressing, but every denomination, from the

hundred down, will be redesigned and issued in the next few years. These notes

must combat all types of counterfeiting. They must be difficult for color copiers to

reproduce and stymie even the most sophisticated intaglio printing operations. To

make a new $100 bill, Treasury had to reconsider each element of the old note. 

They explored over 120 different security features, from bar codes to invisible inks 

to holograms, but of these many options, most would not make the cut. The 

key to security would be a balance of high technology and Old World craftsmanship.
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DESIGN

People

Portraits are one of the oldest and most often used images used on currency. Few

countries do not show people on their face side. It is a chance for a country to 

celebrate its leadership, heroes, cultural icons, or others of their citizenry who have

gained national or international attention. Royalty and political figures remain the top

two categories of people represented. 

Royalty

If what makes an Übermodel is the number of magazine covers she appears, 

then the Queen of England reigns supreme. The Queen of England (figure 30) 

finds herself on more than thirty countries’ currencies. She remains on many 

currencies which were once British territories, and on others for the British rule 

legacy. She is also found in many iterations. Her native British pound illustrates 

her in a rather non flattering, perhaps most current, pose. She is shown wearing 

the crown jewels, looking ever the Queen, though her eyes are not quite lively 

and she almost seems to smirk. Has her portrait been updated several times in an

effort to remain contemporary, or is it a matter of vanity?

Of course, while looking at a selection of England’s currency, she ages gracefully as

her portrait has been redone many times since her reign began. On an early one

pound note (figure 31), she is shown in a cameo shape wearing her crown jewels
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figure 30
Queen Elizabeth is the top model when it

comes to appearances on currency with more

than 30 countries.

figure 31
An early British note shows the young queen

in a very formal cameo shaped portrait.



and simply labeled as “Elizabeth R” in a formal calligraphic script. The rest of the

face has several very fine lined motifs – sure to confound counterfeiters – and more

elegantly rendered calligraphic touches. 

The back side of this note simply denotes its value (figure 32). Again flourishes

abound on this decorative piece. The Bank of England seal is also shown, a unique

element to English currency. The bank of England is responsible for the currency,

not the Government. The Bank designs, prints and distributes the currency.

On a more current five pound note (figure 33), the Queen is once again shown in

her crown jewels, but also in her robes. She turns her head to look out rather than

the cold profile seen earlier. The page of the note is a fuller and richer story of her’s.

A woman in a chariot being pulled by two white horses and holding a wreath is on

this face, along with the seal of the Bank of England. The color palette is lively and

rich in tones of blues, yellows and golds. 

The Queen shares this note with The Duke of Wellington found on the reverse (figure

34). He too stands stoically and looking out. To the left, soldiers are in battle on horse-

back, shooting a cannon, and on foot, paying homage to the Duke in one of the many

battles he either served in or led. The battle illustration is a beautiful engraving worthy

of fine art in its detail and narrative nature. A most patriotic color scheme of red, white

and blue, and accented with yellow and gray accents creates a vivid picture.
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figure 32
A decorative pattern, and little else, is seen

on the reverse of an early one pound note

from England.

figure 33
Queen Elizabeth engages the user on 

this five pound note with her portrait 

being a three quarter view rather than a 

formal profile.

figure 34
The Duke of Wellington, and his story, are

illustrated on the reverse of this five pound

British note.



A ten pound note from 1993 (figure 35) shows the Queen as she can be seen today

– older, stately, experienced. It is a very formal portrait, and she is seen only from

the neck up, ringed with simpler jewels. She is not wearing the formal crown jewels,

but a simpler crown, which certainly holds no less respect than the formal crown

jewels. The Bank of England seal remains as the only other identifiable element. The

face of this note shows that England, too, must be wary of counterfeiters. With a

rainbow of colors, fine line engravings, swirls of details, and holographic elements, a

certain elegance seems to be missing from the earlier notes now that so much has

been added to secure the document. 

The reverse side of this note is no less exciting with a spectrum of colors (figure 36),

but rather than seeing a war hero, culture is introduced. Charles Dickens holds space

on the back of this ten pound note. He is not looking out of the page, but rather off

to the left where we see a cricket match, Dingley Dell against Muggleton, being

played. Sports and literature – two pastimes being represented on England’s currency.

A twenty pound British note (figure 37) resembles the ten pound note on its face. 

The fanciful patterns change as does the color palette, helping distinguish the

denominations. The back side, too, follows what has been seen on the reverse of

the ten, but this time a portrait of Sir Edward Elgar along with a view of the west

face of Worcester Cathedral.
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figure 35
This ten pound note from England shows a

strong use of color and fine line engravings

certain to dumbfound counterfeiters.

figure 36
Charles Dickens, one of England’s most

noted citizens, is featured on the reverse of a

ten pound note.

figure 37
A current twenty pound British note shows

the Queen on the face and Sir Edward Elgar

on the back. This series of current notes also

uses color to differentiate denominations.



The Queen is also seen in many other costumes. Australia and Canada show her

without crown jewels, but looking very egalitarian. This is not out of disrespect for

the Queen – they love her – but love their independence even more. She is shown

wearing a dark dress and a simple string of pearls looking very much like the 

people’s queen.

The island country of the Bahamas shows Queen Elizabeth proudly ruling the face

of the one dollar note (figure 38). The rest of the face of this note is an undersea

fantasy of motifs. Ribbons across the top and bottom of the face appear to be made

from an eel. A coral reef with native fish swim around the left side of the note. A

map of the Caribbean is behind this underwater scene and shows all the neighboring

islands. A hologram of a sand dollar is a security feature and hovers above the reef. 

On the reverse, we see a welcoming Bahamian police band, horns at the ready to

welcome all to this friendly island (figure 39). It makes sense since so much of their

economy is based on tourism. The Bahamian crest with the motto “Forward,

Upward, Onward, Together” is illustrated on the right hand side complete with their

national symbols of a swordfish and flamingo. Ribbons of eels and seashells adorn

each corner, as well as the sand dollar hologram once again.

The Queen’s rule continues to extend onto the currency of the Caymans (figure 40).
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figure 38

The Queen finds herself in an underwater

fantasy on the currency of the Bahamas.

figure 39
A police band from the Bahamas welcomes

visitors on the reverse side of the Bahamian

one dollar bill.



Here again on the face, she is seen from perhaps a younger time, youthful and

wearing the crown jewels. She reigns on the right side of this note. The rest of the

face is filled with fish, sea shells and aquatic plants. It is a very bright note, reflective

of the environment. The palette is filled with blues, purples, gold and orange.

Across the top is the official notation that this currency is from the Cayman Islands

Currency Board. Below those words is the seal of the islands and the words “He

Hath Founded It Upon The Seas.” A sea turtle tops the crest, another reference to

the fauna of the island. A sunken treasure is even illustrated, perhaps as a historic

reference to their past. The denomination of the note is shown over a form of a fish.

The reverse side of the currency is an undersea glimpse of the Cayman Islands 

(figure 41). The view is so lush and beautiful, as if looking at an underwater picture,

if not for the words “Cayman Islands Currency Board” across the top of the note and

the denomination found in the corners. Underwater life once again abounds as 

trigger fish, fan corals, cowry shells, eel shapes, sea cucumbers, reef walls, and the

color palette, once again, reflects this environment.

The Queen is seen in many iterations across many currencies. For a country to

update its monetary portraits, they either have to commission new portraits be 

completed or acquire a portrait to be used. Then all the production of the revised

currency needs to be considered. This often happens when a living person, like the
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figure 40
A younger Queen Elizabeth is surrounded by

fish and tropical motifs on the Cayman

Island’s one dollar bill.

figure 41
An underwater scene fills the backside of the

one dollar note from the Caymans.



Queen, is represented on currency, and perhaps this is one reason many countries

use historic figures on their notes who will never age and remain noble.

Eastern Asian countries have a long-standing tradition of featuring their leaders.

China shows Chairman Mao on the face side, much like American presidents as a

formal, stoic, male figure with a very “Mona Lisa-like” smile, perhaps trying to

appear accessible and casual (figure 42). Its currency is also very much like the back

side of American notes, where they feature a landmark, typically a natural vista

which very much follows a sense of their culture and regard for natural beauty. They

also use important symbols of their culture as seen on the reverse side of the 1000

yen note (figure 43). Two cranes mirroring each other represent long life and happi-

ness. The symbol is so important to Chinese culture that at a traditional Chinese

wedding 1,000 origami cranes are an important element of the celebration. It also

follows what many people would see as a balance – the yin and yang. 

The very identity of India is held very closely to what is probably recognized as their

national identity, Mahatma Ghandi. On all currency, in all denominations, his peace-

ful persona is featured (figure 44). Every person throughout the world recognizes

Ghandi as the national representative of India, and he is not shown as anything

more than what he was, a noble man, a national treasure. He was a cultural icon, a

man of peace who influenced not only his homeland but people throughout the

world. But one could ask if that is what India is. India is a country often thought of
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figure 42
Chairman Mao, appearing calm and 

engaging, is shown on the face of 

this note from China.

figure 43
A one thousand yen note from Japan shows

a traditional pairing of cranes representing

long life and happiness.

figure 44
What more appropriate choice than Mahatma

Ghandi, man of peace, to be on the face of

his beloved India’s currency.



as having great poverty, dire means, homelessness, and a terribly uncivil caste 

system. While this is all true, the country chose to celebrate a person who crossed

all these boundaries and is recognized as a cultural hero. Does his personage fairly

represent the country? Probably not, but what he stands for in their mind, in their

perfect society, most certainly. His image, however, is so remarkably recognizable,

that whoever may come into contact with their monetary documents will easily and

most assuredly know they are holding something from India.

On the far side of the spectrum is the Iraqi dinar (figure 45), that up until recently,

had Sadaam Hussein ruling over the currency as he did his country. A portrait from

his more youthful and powerful days looks eerily towards the west, past a monu-

mental dam. He is dressed casually in a suit and tie with an ordinary appearance,

very much resembling his public. As of October 2003, the currency has been

redesigned as a result of the liberation of Iraq. The new 250 dinar shows no political

figure, perhaps due to the new political rule not being in place as of yet. The new

note is also brighter with its color palette and more open, optimistically foreshadow-

ing the future of the new Iraq. 

The Arts and Culture

Beyond political figures, many countries recognize cultural icons, people who 

have “written” themselves into history. James Joyce finds himself on the face of a bill

from Ireland, pre-euro. He is probably one of the world’s most celebrated authors
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figure 45
Until recently, Sadaam Hussein, was the face

of Iraqi currency. The reverse used traditional

motifs and patterns that would not distract

from the face.



and proudly Irish. On the back of this ten pound note is a bust of Ullyses and

Joyce’s signature.

Another famous writer can be found on the pre-euro fifty francs note of France,

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, creator of The Little Prince (figure 46 and 47). And the

note celebrates the prince’s favorite form of adventure, an airplane. This also makes

reference to Saint-Exupéry’s experience of being a pilot and establishing early air

mail routes through Africa and South America.

Architects are fairly well represented on currency, as well. The Swiss, known for

their design, celebrate enthusiastically with Le Corbusier on the ten Swiss franc note

(figure 48). The surreal quality and look of the document is said to be efficient at

deterring counterfeiters. The bill is a study in line, texture, pattern and obscure 

elements that would make duplication a daunting task. Gustave Eiffel and his tower

are honored on France’s (pre-euro) two hundred francs. Although much more con-

trolled than the design of the Swiss homage to Le Corbusier, it is no less a fanciful

French document, with new views of the tower and swirling surrealistic elements.

Delacroix’s majestic and bare breasted Liberty is proudly displayed on the face of 

the 1993 series note of one hundred francs (figure 49). She is also holding the

French flag in one hand and a bayonetted rifle in the other, a detail from Delacroix’s

painting of her. Delacroix himself is also seen on the left side of this note in what
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figure 48
Swiss design and architecture are boldly used

on this ten franc note from Switzerland

where renowned architect Le Corbusier is

shown.

figure 49
Delacroix and his bare breasted Lady Liberty

as seen on this early French hundred francs.

figure 46 and 47
The Little Prince and his author, Antoine de

Saint-Exupéry are celebrated on the pre-euro

fifty franc note.



seems to be a self portrait done in his own hand. 

The reverse has Delacroix once again (figure 50), although his image has been

flipped as if being seen in a mirror. This time he holds a quill pen in front of a

wooded glen of a rather aristocratic home. Again, the whole scene seems to be that

of one painted with Delacroix’s own hand. The palette, the style, the painterly look

and mood of this note could almost be Delacroix’s version of JSG Boggs’ art. 

The fifty francs note, 1992, follows closely to the design of the hundred francs note

(figure 51). On the front face is Maurice Quentin de la Tour, another French artist.

He, too, is flipped on the reverse side and is seen in his painterly hand in front of a

cathedral. In 1994, the francs were redesigned and a very Swiss-looking note – a

modern, brighter note was the result. As discussed earlier, the fifty franc note from

the 1994 series shows the very popular Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, author of The

Little Prince. 

Illuminated manuscript is the best way to think of the one pound note from Ireland.

Uncial* type fills the page almost lyrically, and a large motif overprints the type along

with a somber looking, anonymous woman wearing a traditional cloak (figure 52).

What is more Irish than green, and that is the dominant color of the face of this bill.
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figure 50
Delacroix is seen as if painted in his own

hand on the reverse of an early one hundred

franc note.

figure 51
Maurice Quentin de la Tour, another French

artist, is shown both face and back on this

French fifty franc note.

figure 52
An anonymous cloaked woman among celtic

motifs and uncial type is shown on the face

of an early one pound note from Ireland.

* Uncial type is an ancient type based on handwriting of Greek and Latin manuscripts from the 4th to 8th cen-
turies A.D. They are characteristically rounded letterforms of a common x-height and adopting some cursive
forms in some letters.



Turn the pound note over, and find the illuminated manuscript (figure 53), a beautiful

study of space and gaelic writing declares Ireland’s strong heritage. Accents of red fill

spaces among the typography on nearly the entire surface. In a narrow strip, the

Central Bank of Ireland and the one pound denomination are shown.

The ten pound note of Ireland, dated 1997, falls into what would appear to be a 

standard look of currency (figure 54), however, Ireland seems to know that it is the

beautiful country that brings people to the Emerald Isle. Centered around a traditional

Irish mark unfolds a view over a lake with rolling green hills and a boat on the lake.

Greens and blues create that lush Irish countryside, dominating the color of the bill.

The reverse of this note is a very official looking document. The crest of the Ulster

Bank Limited is central to the space. Intersecting orange and pink stripes create a cross

on the back and the page is framed with traditional Irish patterns with a different crest

in each corner. £10 is on each side of the bank crest to finish the design.

The five thousand lira from Italy tells the story of Vincenzo Bellini, one of the most

important composers of Italian opera in the earlier years of the 19th century (figure

55). Bellini's influence was not confined to opera; Chopin owes much to him. One of

his most famous operas, perhaps “Il Pirata,” is illustrated and found on the reverse.
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figure 53
In the style of an illuminated manuscript is

the best way to describe the backside of this

early Irish one pound note.

figure 54
The lush green countryside of Ireland is 

richly viewed on the face of this ten pound

note from 1997. 

figure 55
Famed Italian composer, Vincenzo Bellini,

and one of his operas, Il Pirata are seen on

the 5000 lira note of Italy.



Ootje Oxenaar, designer of the Dutch paper guilder, really understands what creating a

well branded piece is all about. First and foremost, the Dutch guilders are memorable.

If a successful brand is one that remains in one’s mind, no one who has ever seen the

Dutch guilders has forgotten them. Always keeping in mind the user, Oxenaar made

sure numbers were large and legible, color palettes had great variances to help 

distinguish them from one another, and that images were memorable.

The blue ten guilders is to currency, what Picasso’s Guitar Player was to his blue

period, classic (figure 56). Franz Hals, a Dutch painter best known for The Laughing

Cavalier, is casually illustrated on the front, perhaps paying honor to his famous

work. The rest of the note is classic Dutch design: rhythmic patterns, well used 

negative space, and a bit of whimsy. 

The red twenty five guilders (figure 57) is a fantasy of fans and ribbons against a 

grid of rectangles that all have various spatial studies within. Again, the sense of play

and expression truly creates an individual document of design brilliance. There is

even an Escher-esque motif on the face of the note, further exploring space on a two

dimensional surface. The grid is also used for organizing elements like the President

and Secretary’s signatures. A large 25 is the central element on the face, allowing the

denomination to clearly be seen and addresses the issue of low-vision usability.

Teofilo Braga, a Portuguese intellectual and political leader, appears on the face of
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figure 56
Even as monochromatic as this ten 

guilder note is from the Netherlands, it is 

a rich and distinct note by Dutch designer

Ootje Oxenaar.

figure 57
Ootje Oxenaar has fun and experiments with

space and grid on this twenty-five guilder note.



the one thousand escudos note (figure 58). He was the first president of the new

Republic of Portugal, 1910–11, and served again briefly in 1915. His teaching had a

great effect on Portuguese intellectual life, and his writing stimulated interest in

Portuguese history and literature. He is shown against a backdrop of a traditional

eight pointed star motif and a clover leaf window, where a female figure with two

birds stands. There is a Moorish influence in these motifs and shapes; a0 palette of

purple, orange, and brown fades from left to right across the face.

The reverse is as interesting as the front, but has a very different feel. A vignette of

the Capitel Românico is shown as a figure holding two fish and a bird, holding the

tail of one of the fish (figure 59). Olive branches and what seems to be oak leaves

grow out of an open text referencing back to Braga’s intellectual contribution and

his writings. The palette is brighter on this side of the note, picking up some blue

and yellow. Similar motifs from the front are again used in the background.

The twenty Swiss franc shows Arthur Honegger on its face (figure 60). Like the ten

franc note with Le Corbusier, standing the note on end will allow the viewer a better

perspective. Swiss by nationality, Arthur Honegger was born and died in France. He

was for a time associated with the group of Paris composers known as Les Six.

Honegger was a prolific composer in many genres, writing for the theatre, concert

hall, as well as for the cinema. The choice of Honneger being used on this note is

unusual, due to him never really living in Switzerland. Most people who are shown
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figure 58
Portuguese intellectual and political leader,

Teofilo Braga, is honored on the one 

thousand escudos from Portugal.

figure 59
Braga’s intellectual legacy is seen with 

several icons on the reverse of this note, all

rising out of a text.

figure 60
Although Swiss national Arthur Honneger

was born and died in France, his musical

contributions garnered him a place on the

twenty Swiss franc note from his native

Switzerland. 



on various countries’ currency have been citizens who had a more direct impact on

their homeland. His tribute continues on the reverse. 

Layers upon layers of musical instruments, notes, bars, and sounds create a truly 

lyrical page on the reverse. Look closely and piano keys create horizontal bars

where “Banque Nationale Suisse” appears (figure 61). Keys on a brass horn are

where the signatures of the secretary and president of the bank can be found. A 

textured pattern of music plays off the negative space found on the upper right 

hand corner of the note. As with the former Dutch guilders, this page is design; 

it is currency in context only. 

Honored citizens

The five dollar note of Australia is certainly a tribute to public servants of Australia’s

early days. Sir Henry Parkes, 1879 Premier, Colonial Secretary and Minister for Police,

takes the featured role on this note (figure 62). Government buildings are shown in

the background to honor his years of public service and protection. Australian social

reformer, Helen Spence, is on the reverse (figure 63). Born in Melrose, one of eight

children of a lawyer. She emigrated with her family to Adelaide, South Australia, in

1839. She became a teacher, opening her own school in 1845, before becoming

Australia's first woman journalist and well known as a political campaigner and

social reformer. 
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figure 61
Honneger’s musical legacy is demonstrated

by a lush canvas of musical images on the

reverse of the Swiss twenty note.

figure 62
Public servant Sir Henry Parkes featured on

the face of the Australian five dollar note is

seen against a backdrop of his public career.

figure 63
Australia pays homage to Helen Spence,

social reformer, political campaigner, and

Australia’s first woman journalist on the

reverse of the five dollar note.  



The settling of the country is celebrated on Australia’s ten dollar bill (figure 64). The

front shows a cowboy in chase, rounding up his herd of horses. The profile of the

man featured appears to be the money behind the new endeavor, a businessman for

sure in his hat and business attire. A quote on the front that tells of the scene, much

like the stories on early American currency, which says, “There was movement at the

station, for word had passed around. That the colt from old Regret had gotten away.”

The backside of this note shows Mary Gilmore (figure 65). From the quote on the

back, she certainly was a strong woman settler of Australia. The quote says “No foe

shall gather our harvest or sit on our stockyard rail.” Certainly, to be a part of her

settlement, meant hard work. Also pictured is a scene of oxen-like animals pulling a

load-heavy wagon that one could assume is the harvest that Mary oversaw.

The clear window on this note is of a windmill found on a ranch (figure 66). Even

the color palette on this note tells of open spaces, ranching and harvests in its blue,

green, and golden colors.

The twenty dollar bill of Australia celebrates most notably the Reibeys. Mary Reibey

(figure 67), another early settler of Australia, went from indentured servant, to runaway,

to horse thief, until she found herself sent off to New South Wales from England at

fourteen. At seventeen, she married Thomas Reibey who went on to become a success-

ful shipping businessman, and can be seen on the back of this note (figure 68). Mary
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figure 64
Early settlers and the people who funded the

new country of Australia are celebrated on

the ten dollar note. 

figure 65
Mary Gilmore did not suffer fools during set-

tling the country. “No foe shall gather our

harvest or sit on our stockyard rail,” are her

words on this note.

figure 66
Windows through the money

of Australia are made possible

due to their use of a plastic

material versus traditional

paper.

figure 67
Anyone, even a horse thief, could make it in

Australia and is proven by the Reibeys. Mary

Reibey is shown on the face of the twenty

dollar note. 



proved herself a successful business person after taking over the business when

Thomas died in 1811. When she passed in 1855, she was one of the wealthiest women

in Australia. Mary can be seen on the face of the twenty dollar note, along with an

illustration of one of their ships. A man on a camel most likely represents Thomas’

shipping business that reached foreign countries like India and China. Red is a 

predominant color on this bill, perhaps paying tribute to their connection to Asia.

Banco Central De La Republica Dominican’s ten pesos note is another formal look-

ing document with an official leader positioned off to the right hand side of the note

(figure 69). Mantias Ramon Mella is the only image present, so perhaps it is a good

thing that he has presence on the page. The official bank name, serial number and

denomination are all seen in various banners and motifs that have a very cultural

feel. These motifs are native in style, native to the people and ancestral people of

the island. The note looks very staid in a palette of black and green, very much like

our former currency. In the background, there are muted tones of orange and gold.

The reverse side shows an illustration of the Altar De La Pietra (Alter of the Father)

and, in the background, some of the Dominican environment, palm trees, wide 

open skies, and ferns (figure 70) are seen. The denomination is shown inside a large

circular, traditional, Dominican medallion along with the words “diez pesos oro.”

The palette remains green and black with muted tones in the background, which

begin to look very similar to our current currency in the States.
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figure 68
Mary’s husband Thomas was a successful

shipping magnate of Australia. He established

routes into India and China.

figure 69
Mantias Ramon Mella is seen among tradi-

tional Dominican patterns and textures on

this early note from the Dominican Republic.

figure 70
Altar De La Pietra (Alter of the Father) and a

tropical view of the ocean shows a glimpse

of the islands of the Dominican Republic.



But being famous the world over is an obvious choice for portraiture on currency.

There are equal numbers of local people who have impacted their countries just as

much and have earned their own place of honor. 

New Zealand used to have Queen Elizabeth on their hundred dollar note but she

was replaced by Kate Sheppard, a suffragette who worked tirelessly to gain the right

to vote in 1893.1 Selma Lagerlof earned her place on the Swedish twenty kronor for

being the first woman to win the Nobel Prize for literature in 1909.2 Her most treas-

ured work was The Wonderful Adventures of Nils, and Nils is featured on the back of

the banknote soaring above Sweden’s countryside on the back of a goose. 

Maria Montessori, turn of the century Italian educator, is honored on the face of the one

thousand lira note (figure 71). She is best known for her innovative teaching style of rec-

ognizing each student as an individual and emphasizing their creative potential. Her

legacy lives on far past Italy with thousands of schools throughout the world. Within the

deeply patterned background of the face of this bill, the silhouette of a child, Maria’s life

work, can be seen. The winged lion seal of Italy is also prominently featured.

The backside of this note continues to tell the story of Maria Montessori with an

illustration of a teacher working with a student amongst open school books. Both

sides of this note are cheerful and bright, paying homage to this innovative teacher.
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figure 71
Innovation and education are celebrated with

Maria Montessori on the 1000 lira note of

Italy. Her innovative “individual” teaching

style has spread throughout the world.



Heroes of all kinds are celebrated on the five dollar note from New Zealand. The

face shows Sir Edmund Hillary, native son, looking rugged, weathered and ever the

adventurer (figure 72). Being the first to climb to the top of Mount Everest, travel

across Antarctica via the South Pole, and follow the source of the Ganges into the

Himalayas, he is worthy of being honored on his homeland’s currency.

A hero of another kind is found on the reverse. The yellow-eyed penguin, native to

New Zealand and on the brink of extinction appears (figure 73). Being a natural

inhabitant to the country kept this species protected. Loss of natural habitat and the

introduction of foreign predators has brought this animal’s numbers down to under

one thousand and certainly in danger of being lost forever. How fitting that these

two New Zealanders share this common note.

As another country of the United Kingdom, it is no surprise that the currency of

Scotland has the very familiar look of notes from England (figure 74). “The Royal

Bank of Scotland” is heralded in the center of the face of this one pound note. 

Lord Ilay, the first governor of Scotland, is seen on the right, and facing right. He

looks back over his right shoulder into the page. The seal of Scotland, complete 

with standing horse and stag, is centered along the bottom of this note. Other subtle

elements such as a silhouette of a mountain top, what appears to be a mansion –

perhaps the governor’s – and swirling stars, complete the note in a brightly con-

trolled spectrum.
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figure 72
National hero and native son, Sir Edmund

Hillary’s many conquests, first to scale Mount

Everest being just one, earned him a place

on New Zealand’s five dollar note. 

figure 73
A no less important hero of New Zealand,

the yellow eyed penguin, is a hero in its

struggle to survive in its native land and is

seen on the reverse of the five dollar note.

figure 74
The first governor of Scotland, Lord Ilay,

looks confidently over his shoulder to the

Bank of Scotland on this brightly colored one

pound note.



When the note is turned over, the mountain top silhouette is actually that of

Edinburgh Castle, the hilltop fortress that protected much of Scotland (figure 75).

Along the bottom of the note is a tartan pattern used as a border flanked by repeated

one pound denominations. Also centrally located along this bottom edge is a very

White House-like building which is clearly a seat of government. The swirling sun-

burst of stars, seen on the front is here too on the reverse. Here it is seen more com-

plete. It has a very pop art feel, as if something Peter Max may have contributed.

The Face of the Country

Many currencies simply illustrate the common person on their currency, a style espe-

cially prevalent in African countries that were once French colonies. Another unique

feature of these styles of money is that more women are shown than men. Often

these figures look casually illustrated, found in their daily lives, doing average activi-

ties more often than a formal portrait. Every citizen of the country can recognize the

person who beautifully represents them, and everyone who sees these documents

can see the friendly warm citizens of the country from which the notes originated. 

Australia recognizes the native people of the island nation by showing the aborigines.

On a bicentennial bill from 1988 designed by an aboriginal artist, an aboriginal youth is

shown in traditional ceremonial markings. Other elements of their culture are shown as

well, including a rock painting and a totem that has great importance to their culture. 
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figure 75
Edinburgh Castle, the hilltop fortress 

of Scotland is seen above a government

building on the reverse of this one pound

note. The castle is hinted to on the face of

the note as a silhouette in the lower left

hand side. 



Women are shown holding welcoming baskets of flowers from countries as different

as Bulgaria and Laos. Flowers are commonly seen on currency as either motifs in

borders or to help show the florae that are natural in the country. French Polynesia

shows a profile of a local woman who is adorned with a wreath of native flowers.

Men are often illustrated on currency as active participants in routine activities.

Afghan currency shows men on horseback playing a traditional game. Mongolian cur-

rencies shows men moving a yurt, a traditional nomadic home. Fiji illustrates a group

of men fishing. Plenty of men farming their native fields are on currencies from Costa

Rica, several African nations, Viet Nam and Bolivia. It is not too long before you can

trace the history of industry as depicted on a country’s currency can be traced.

A more Eastern European document, like Czechoslovakia, would be hard to find.

Nearly monochromatic and utilitarian in color, this note shows a pair of farmers, a

man and woman, in their best traditional work clothes nobly posing, practically in

full profile (figure 76). The woman is holding a bundle of wheat under her arm,

most surely from the day’s harvest. They are encircled by a wreath that on one side

is grain, and the other side a gear. In the lower left hand corner of this scene in the

distance is a factory, billows of smoke coming from its stacks. The face of this note

shows a blending of farming and industry, one corner showing what appears to be

grape leaves and the opposing corner showing another gear. The only color on the
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figure 76
This Czech note touches on the heritage and

people of the country by presenting farmers

as noble as any leader of other currencies.



face, orange, is that of the government seal.

The monochromatic image continues on the reverse with a formal border motif 

(figure 77). Within this border is a scene of the country with a bridge over a river.

Some homes are seen on the other side of the river while a castle is seen in the 

distance. The Communist symbols of a hammer and a sickle intertwined with 

grape leaves is shown in the lower right hand corner. A crest with a lion and what

appears to be the red star of Russia is shown on the right side of the note, above 

the denomination.

Germany has a history of being a strong, cold, and oppressive country. The Berlin

Wall was a symbol of anything new and Western. Their currency reflected those 

attitudes, as well. A typical deutsche mark showed a figure on the front, formal and

emotionless (figure 78). Formal borders restricted anything ornamental into a 

confined space, allowing for only the serial number to be outside its borders.

The reverse side, as illustrated on this ten deutsche mark from 1980, shows a great

three mast sailing ship. Again, the ship with its fine line patterns and the denomina-

tion indicators are confined within a tightly defined border (figure 79). An official

statement of the bank occupies the space that the serial number did on the front.

But as aloof as this note and many others seems to be in design, Germany has been
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figure 77
A view of the Czech countryside is seen on

the reverse side of this hundred korun note.

figure 78 and 79
An unidentified man is seen on this German

ten deutsche mark. There is no waste of

detail to be found on this document. A great

sailing ship, one would assume with ties to

the man on the front, occupies the back.



rather progressive in its pictured subjects.3 Women are illustrated on half of its 

currency – and not political figures, cultural figures ranging from a romantic writer,

poet, and a painter who has been called a precursor to Audubon.

A one hundred forint note from Hungary, just over ten years old, looks as if it were

right from the late fifteenth century of American currency (figure 80). Two large

cameo shapes, one with the denomination, the other a formal portrait, Kossuth Lajos,

all printed in a deep red. Between the two images are the words Magyar Nemzeti

Bank (Hungary National Bank), and all the official seals, signatures and numbers that

make this currency.

The reverse of this note, in the same deep red, has a central image of two people in

a wagon being quickly driven. The woman seems to be holding a bundle, perhaps

even a child (figure 81). A black, gray, and white horse are pulling this wagon. The

significance of this image is unknown. A very symmetrical motif across the top and

bottom holds the denominations, one in each quadrant of the note. The overall

design and style of this note is very traditional, appearing every bit an official govern-

ment document. 

Industry and technology

Countries love to show how they have advanced the world by what they have

accomplished: to keep themselves modern. Thus we see smoke stacks, oil fields, 
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figure 80
This very formal note from Hungary looks as

if it could have been found in the archives of

some bank, however, it is just ten years old.

figure 81
The image shown on the back of this note

from Hungary is a wagon being drawn by

three horses of different colors. 



factories of up and coming countries as well as leaders in the Industrial Revolution.

Many third world countries take the opportunity to show the world they can be 

competitive by showing their technological advances. 

You would expect nothing less from Switzerland when it comes to money and their

legacy of Swiss banking. But at the same time, the Swiss are known for their very

controlled design. And in what looks like chaos on these bills is a very intentional

design. The Swiss are keenly aware of the monumental problem of counterfeiting,

and to combat this, they have designed a document that has high visual complexity.

The faces of these bill require being stood on end to read many of the images. Le

Corbusier, found on the face of the ten franc note, has been discussed earlier. It is the

reverse side that is the tribute to the man (figure 82). This side of the note is supposed

to be a representation of his well known “Modular,” but there are so many images and

treatments, layer upon layer, that make this very architectural creation look so abstract.

And this, again, is an intentional choice by the designer to create a document that

would be highly difficult to copy. The Le Corbusier note is probably the best known

of the Swiss notes, but the same treatment is given to other denominations, as well.

Antiquities and artifacts

Egyptian currencies step into another area of design themes found on currencies –

antiquities. Who better than Egypt to do so, since Egypt is often seen as a birthplace
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figure 82
The backside of the ten Swiss francs, the

front having Le Corbusier, is a counterfeiter’s

nightmare. Based on Le Corbusier’s Modular

plan, layers of image upon image create a

kaleidoscope for the viewer.



of antiquities and culture. Ramses II, the great initiator of pyramid building4, is a

common image seen on various denominations. Oddly enough, it is he that is seen

more often than his greatest legacy, the pyramids. The notes are a visual collection

that look like a museum catalog of artifacts, beautifully arranged on the page (figure

83). Towering historic structures show on various denominations (figure 84).

It is also worth noting that the Egyptians had developed the earliest form of paper as

early as 4 B.C.5 Papyrus was actually long fibers from an aquatic grass woven into

mats, moistened, pressed or hammered, and then dried in the sun. The result was a

bright white writing surface but, unfortunately, was far too delicate to have a long

lasting application such as money.

Greece, the birthplace of modern civilization, wastes no time showing its ancient 

history with a profile of what is believed to be Apollo on the face of this note 

(figure 85). It is not a portrait or an illustration, but a rendering of a sculpture 

showing the proud profile of the Greek god. A unique feature is that he faces to 

the right. A majority of portraits on currency are shown on the right facing left, 

but here, he faces right looking over a temple most likely built in his honor.

Taking a secondary role on this note, a more formal portrait is featured on the

reverse (figure 86); a statesman by the clothing he is wearing, as well as a building

shown to his right are seen. The other, rather expected feature on the reverse side is
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figure 83
This Egyptian note shows what Egypt is all

about, artifacts. Ramses II is also a common

theme found on these currencies, for he is

the initiator of pyramid building.

figure 84
Early monumental structures are often 

found on currency from Egypt too. These

structures show the strides the Egyptians

took in building and architecture.

figure 85
What appears to be Apollo on this Greek

one hundred note faces towards the right.

Again, artifacts and lost treasures are often

featured on these notes from the modern

birthplace of civilization.



olive branches worked and woven into the motifs and borders. A unique, controlled

palette of reds, oranges and purples dominates this note. 

Perhaps a kinder gentler Iraq will follow now that the currency has been redesigned

in late 2003 (figure 87). No longer is the feature of the two hundred fifty dinar,

Sadaam Hussein has been replaced with an artifact from science, the astrolabe. One

of the earliest scientific instruments, was conceived by the Greeks, it was able to

measure the time of day or night, altitude, and latitude. It was further developed by

medieval Arab astronomers, who used it to help determine the time for fasting dur-

ing the month of Ramadan.

The reverse side of the new two hundred fifty dinar follows suit of the Egyptian 

currency and celebrates an architectural monument (figure 88). In this case, The

Spiral Minaret in Samarra, built in 848-849 A.D. Samarra was then the Abbasid

Empire’s capital city. 

The new currency is telling us more about the country, and their many contributions

to the world. Other images used on the redesigned currency include: a grain silo at

Basrah and date palms (fifty dinar), a gold dinar coin and Al-Mustansirya University

in  Baghdad (one thousand dinar), the Ali Beg gully and its 800m waterfall and

desert fortress of Al-Ukhether, Hejira (five thousand dinar), Abu Ali Hasan Ibn al-

Haitham, said to have ‘invented’ the camera obscura and Hadba Minaret, at the Great

Nurid Mosque, Mosul (ten thousand dinar) and a Kurdish farmer holding a sheaf of

wheat and King Hammurabi (twenty-five thousand dinar).
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figure 86
The reverse of this greek note shows a 

typical statesman, though still facing to the

right. It is worth noting the olive branches

used in the border motifs.

figure 87
The new dinars of Iraq no longer show lead-

ers, rather they show various elements that

have helped better the world, in this case an

early scientific instrument called an astrolabe.

figure 88
The reverse side of many of the newly

designed Iraqi currencies show architectural

sites of the country. Here, the Spiral of

Minaret in Samarra.



Flora and Fauna

The Dutch fifty guilder note, probably the most famous of the notes, is often called

the sunflower. A brilliant, bright page in yellow and orange shows a very Van Gogh-

like sunflower set off to the right – or the bottom depending on how the note is

viewed (figure 89). The typography for this note runs horizontally up the right edge,

which asks to be turned so as to be seen standing on edge, which would then make

the sunflower look like a rising sun. The bee that is resting within the sunflower is

also used as the watermark for this note. A single orange 50 is set off to the left

above where the watermark appears.

The reverse side brings into view the Dutch countryside (figure 90). Through an 

octagonal window, fields of sunflowers of varying styles and techniques are illustrated.

A map of what seems to be Amsterdam is superimposed on the page. The octagon

itself is broken down into six segments and Oxenaar takes advantage of each section

to show something a little different each time. Pattern, texture and orange to yellow

gradients adorn the borders and spaces around this central design. 

Hong Kong, even with its long standing relationship with the British monarchy, 

does not show the Queen as one might expect. No longer under British rule, it is

not entitled to show British symbolism. But the country always maintained a separate

identity by showing very non-British elements on its currency.
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figure 89
One of the most popular foreign currencies

is the fifty guilder note of the Netherlands.

Known as the sunflower note, its explosion

of color makes it easily identifiable amongst

the rest of the Dutch currency.

figure 90
The sunflowers reverse side takes the viewer

on a side trip through the Dutch countryside

where the flower fields abound.



The notes of Hong Kong are a classic model of template design (figure 91). Elements

are consistent one note to the next. The color palette and specific content changes

from one note to the next, but their position, treatment, and size all remain constant. 

A regal profile of a lion, very portrait like, appears on the left hand side of the face.

The face looks over a view of the Hong Kong skyline from the harbor placed in the

center of the note. Creating a border on the right hand edge is a traditional motif

often found in traditional textiles and art. On the twenty is a cherry blossom pattern;

and on the hundred a geometric pattern appears. The palette changes from one

denomination to the next, thus creating a very individual appearance. Lower denom-

inations have a cruder, more utilitarian palette of browns, grays, with some bright-

ness in the interior. The hundred note is bright red and pink. 

On the reverse, like China, they very prominently feature their national symbol of a

lion. However, on the back these lions seem to be guarding a view into the country

on the back illustrating either an architectural landmark or a view of their culture. The

lion on the left seems to be the aggressive one with its mouth open in a roar. The

lion on the right is calmer, balancing its partner on the left. 

Ghandi has been discussed on the face of the rupees. It is the back side of these notes

from India that set them apart from many other currencies. It provides a complete
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figure 91
Classic template design of these notes from

Hong Kong vary little from denomination to

denomination. You have to look closely to

see the view on the right side of the reverse

is essentially the only element that changes.

The color palette, note to note, is the greatest

element to differentiate.



glimpse into both the flora and fauna of this magnificent, culturally rich country.

Turn the ten rupees note to its back side, and you are engaged by three of the

country’s best known residents: the tiger, rhino and elephant (figure 92). Among a

wonderfully carved motif the elephant looks to the right, rhino to the left and the

tiger stares directly at you. Intricate motifs of lotus leaves and flowers, patterns and

textures surround the area where you see the watermark of Ghandi. A color palette

that seems to be drawn from the wonderful spices of the country fill this document

with cardamom, orange, ochre and deep warm earthtones.

The one hundred rupee’s reverse gives us a glimpse into the vast landscape of the

country (figure 93), a wonderful vista into the mountains of the north. The view is

framed so that it appears as though looking out a window of an Indian room. Blues,

purples, and greens fill the palette and complete the spectrum of color that is India.
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figure 92
The featured animals here on the back of the

ten rupees note, the rhino, Asian tiger and

Indian elephant, are long revered in the

Indian culture. It is surprising how the sacred

cow is not shown on any of their currencies.

figure 93
India truly respects their environment by

showing beautiful views of their landscape.

Shown here is a mountain scape on the back

side of the hundred rupees note.



CONCLUSION

Ace, beans, bill, budget, bullion, buyoff, cabbage, capital, means, mintage, money,

moolah, nest egg, note, nut, one-spot, pay, payola, payment, perk, resources, reward,

revenue, riches, enticement, envelope, goody, graft, gratuity, gravy, grease, green,

shekel, skin, smacker, green stuff, greenback, Almighty Dollar, respite, tab, trust, cold

cash, color, corn, dead president, jangle, lettuce, line, mint, peanuts, poke, lira, yen,

guilder, tick, kronor, forint, pound, franc, sucre, cedis, rupee, shilling, dinar, cart-

wheel, cash, certificate, change, wherewithal, year, plastic, chips, clam, coin, coinage,

collateral, compensation, loonie, lot, loot, lucre, lure, mazuma, lucre, finances, con-

tract, copper, corrupt money, smackeroo, small change, sop, specie, stakes, stock,

corrupting gift, cucumber, currency, check, blackmail, bone, boodle, bread, bucks,

chicamin, chicken feed, property, meter money, protection, ready assets, refund,

remuneration, reserve, kitty, lagniappe, legal tender, long green, fish, fluid assets, 

banknote, bankroll, hard cash, ice, incentive, inducement, influence, peddling, 

investment, iron man, jack, roll, salary, fortune, fringe benefit, frog, present, price,

principal, fund, funds, gift, gold, bait, kickback, pesos, piaster, riyal, rupiah, kina,

kwacha, euro, bank, allurement, backing, fee, filthy piece, pledge, pork, proceeds,

profits, savings, scratch, security, silver, single, store, stuff, sugar, supply, sweetener,

sweetening, take, tip, treasure, wad, wage, wampum, wealth, dinero, dollars, dough,

ducats, earnings, cheddar. Whatever it is called or however it is referred, it all is the

same – currency. And every country has its unique take on it. 
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I started this journey as a kid wondering about these funny pieces of paper, and I

still continue to wonder. Having seen so many currencies from all over the world,

the one thing they all have in common is their intended use. Even when the imagery

is common, they have their own unique twist. How intentional these choices are is

not truly known. 

A very common element of all currency design is making sure that the currency is

secure and unable to be replicated by anyone other than the issuing country. 

How will this impact the future of currency design? Will we still be using traditional

media of paper? Traditional printing methods? The United States is always watching

for best practices in redesigning their currency and protecting it from being the 

most commonly counterfeited currency. But are we changing it enough?

In a recent article called, “The Disappearing Dollar?”, writer Jim Louderback looks at

paper currency and questions its usefulness. In this article, he speaks of how in

today’s world, we do not really need cash. Automatic bill payment, direct deposits,

and debit cards are moving us away from actually using paper money.1

The Internet took this “cashless” model even further with companies like DigiCash,

Beanz, and Flooz. Buy an amount of Flooz, virtual currency, with a credit card and

then use it at other affiliated on-line stores. But these Internet ventures became victim

of electronic counterfeiters and fraud, just like any other currency. But the Internet is
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still an interesting model to look at when thinking about the future of currency.

A University of Texas Study titled “E-Commerce Surging,” October 1999, confirmed

what many were speculating – that the Internet is a huge force to deal with when

doing business. Some findings in this study were:

• Revenues projected for Internet-related businesses will rise by 68 percent

this year (1999), to more than a half-trillion dollars.2

• The increase over 1998 revenues of $301 billion to projected revenues 

for 1999 of $507 billion means the Internet Economy now outpaces such

long-entrenched American industries as telecommunications, airlines and

automobiles.3

• The Internet Economy, as measured by in-depth surveys of 3,400 companies

with Internet-related businesses, grew from $64 billion in the first quarter of

1998 to $108 billion in the first quarter of 1999.4

• E-commerce – sales made directly over the Internet – led the sector, jumping

127 percent from the first quarter of 1998 to the first quarter of 1999.5

All the sales that were made over the Internet never used cash. They were faceless

and cashless transactions. Paid with a credit card, the credit card company makes a

deposit into the company’s account, and the paycheck is directly deposited by an

employer into a checking account, pay the credit card company with a check from the
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bank. Where is the cash? Is paper currency as we know it becoming an outdated form?

Technology followed this thinking with the invention of Smart Cards. Smart Cards

are a credit card like device that have a tiny computer chip in them that hold cash.

When the card empties, you go to an ATM and refill with a set amount. They differ

from debit cards which are tied directly to a bank account providing an unlimited

supply as long as there is cash in the account. The Smart Card is more like having a

set amount of cash in your pocket. Like currency, these Smart Cards are anonymous,

however, they lack the convenience of paper currency. Even though more and more

people do not use paper currency, that is not a reason to forgo the long history of it.

Louderbeck, once again, speaks to the advantage of currency. He says that one

advantage of paper money is that it is anonymous.6

Technology, once again, is constantly eroding our anonymity and, one could even

say, our right to privacy. Any credit card company can trace our whereabouts,

spending habits, and all sorts of personal information. It could be said a little bit of

our freedom is lost every time we use a credit card. Paper currency, as far back as

the earliest documents created by Benjamin Franklin, celebrate our freedom. And not

just our freedom as a country, but what it allows us to do as citizens of our country.

It gives us a personality to the world, the American Dream. Could the most recent

redesign of our currency have had greater changes? Should it have been more repre-

sentational of our nation? How about celebrating accomplishments in our history?
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Certainly, but that was not a part of the plan. The redesign was to insure the security

of our currency as it has been in many iterations of the past.

As was with the last election and the design of the “butterfly” ballot, which many say

corrupted the election process and its validity, the AIGA (American Institute of Graphic

Arts) formed Design for Democracy, a group of professional and student designers,

that created, “Election Design: Models for Improvement,” which looks into the design

problems of the ballot. The results, in book form, will be presented as a how-to-guide

for election officials in all states and counties, state legislators, secretaries of state and

election directors to better design a document that can be used by all people. Perhaps

that is what needs to be done in future designs of currency. Talk to people, learn from

the past, work with professionals who solve these problems, and observe what others

are doing to fight common problems. Then create a document that truly represents a

country’s brand.

Keeping a country’s currency design current is a rather monumental undertaking.

Many countries simply cannot afford to revamp their money. Countries like Hungary

and Czechoslovakia’s currencies remain looking ancient as they did when they were

first designed. Surely not a current or accurate image of who they are today.

The United States falls somewhere in between being the worst and the best. Our 

currency has remained essentially unchanged in images or color since the late 1920’s.
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The recent redesigns have incorporated very modern security features as well as

unique printing techniques as demonstrated by the color shifting inks developed.

Incorporating new color backgrounds have been adopted as many foreign countries

have used for a long time.

One may ask which country’s currency is doing the best at branding themselves

through their currency. Australia certainly demonstrates thoughtful design of their

country in the imagery of both men and women that helped build their country. 

They have been innovative and a leader in using new materials and techniques in

securing their documents. Many of these materials and techniques have since been

adopted by other countries. Switzerland has designed their currencies with such

detail that the simple process of printing is a daunting task. And the Dutch, before

their adoption of the Euro, truly understood that a document can be secure, 

representational, and designed beautifully by employing professional designers 

to create their notes. 
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Abstract 

This study examines the coverage of the SARS epidemic in the China Daily, the most prestigious 

English-language daily newspaper published in China. The analysis covers the whole life span of 

the SARS epidemic in the media, beginning from March 2003, when the event first entered the 

media agenda, and ending in January 2004, when SARS gradually disappeared from news. Based 

a systematic random sample of 144 news stories, this analysis tests a two-dimensional framing 

model which tries to liberate framing research from issue-specific limitations by taking into 

account of the media focus on the space and time dimensions. The results of the analysis suggest 

that over time the Chinese newspaper fairly consistently employed the core frames when 

packaging the SARS epidemic, focusing mostly on updates of current information about the 

event on the national level. Extended frames such as regional and international frames played a 

supplementary role as the event developed into various stages. 
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Changing Media Salience over Time?  

Investigating the Coverage of the SARS Epidemic in the China Daily 

Introduction 

To many of the Chinese public, Fei Dian (short for Atypical Pneumonia) remains a fresh 

memory. Known in the west as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), Fei Dian is a fatal 

respiratory disease that transmits rapidly among contacts of a coronavirus carrier. The first case 

of the disease was reported in China’s Guangdong province in November 2002. Unfortunately, it 

failed to receive sufficient attention. Over the following months, as more people traveled across 

the country to reunite with their families for the Chinese New Year, the virus was spread to other 

regions of China, including Hong Kong, posing a threat to thousands of lives. 

Over the New Year period (which was around February 1, 2003), numerous SARS patients 

were sent to hospitals in the provincial capital city of Guangzhou. The cause of the disease, 

however, remained unknown. The disease caught the attention of the central government in 

Beijing, but the public were not highly aware of the wide-spreading disease due to lack of 

information about the threat. By February 21, 2003, the official figure for SARS patients reached 

305, five of whom died of the disease (WHO, March 21, 2003). 

On March 12, 2003, the WHO issued a global alert about SARS following mounting 

reports of a spread of the disease among staff at hospitals in Hong Kong and Hanoi, Vietnam. 

Five days later, China’s Ministry of Health requested international support from the WHO. 

However, it was not until March 29, 2003 that the China Daily, the prestigious English-language 

daily in China, published its first story on SARS confirmation in China (WHO Confirms SARS, 

2003). This was more than four months after the first SARS case was identified in China. 

Pressure from the Chinese public and the international world finally led to tremendous coverage 
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on the epidemic in Chinese media. On April 20, 2003, China’s Ministry of Health began to 

release the national SARS statistics daily to the public. 

In the meantime, suspected and probable cases of SARS were reported from around the 

world. The WHO announced travel recommendations to SARS-infected countries and areas, 

including China’s Hong Kong, Guangdong, and Beijing. Under the guidance of the WHO, 

several laboratories throughout the world worked in close collaboration in seek of the cause of 

SARS. In many parts of China, people wore masks in public places, schools were dismissed, 

sanitary products and daily necessities were out of stock because of “scare shopping,” and people 

traveling from SARS-hit areas were screened regularly and even placed under quarantine. 

 Within four months after the disease became a global threat, the total number of SARS 

patients around the world rocketed to over 8,000 (WHO, August 15, 2003). Fortunately, over 90 

percent of those lives were saved. On June 24, 2003, the WHO released its travel 

recommendation for Beijing (WHO, June 24, 2003). Shortly after that, the WHO declared a 

worldwide control of SARS outbreaks (WHO, July 5, 2003). 

Throughout the life span of the SARS epidemic, the news media played a key role in 

informing the public about the situation of the disease. Due to the ways through which the 

coronavirus was spread, a sizeable population in China chose to avoid contact with others in 

public places, not to mention traveling to crowded metropolitans such as Beijing or Guangzhou. 

As a consequence, the Chinese public, although normally not heavy news consumers, had to rely 

heavily on the media for information about the disease. Because of the unique role the news 

media played in China during the SARS epidemic, it is very important to find out how the 

Chinese media packaged the SARS epidemic and whether the public received sufficient 
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information about what was happening around them, in their home country, and around the 

world. 

Literature Review 

Media framing refers to the process in which the media select and package ongoing events 

and issues (Entman, 1993; Iyengar, 1991; Ryan & Sim, 1990; Schon & Rein, 1994). The concept 

of framing involves two levels of selection, selection for inclusion and selection for emphasis. 

Because there are multiple aspects of a certain news event or issue, but news holes are limited, 

only certain facets of the event or issue can be included in a news story. Among the aspects 

included in a news story, some receive more emphasis than others, thus constituting the 

dominant frames. It was through the selection of these elements for inclusion and emphasis that 

media frames “promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation 

and/or treatment recommendation” (Entman, 1993, p. 52).  

The way a news event or issue is framed reflects the intention of the gatekeepers at various 

levels. Different journalists may choose to include certain elements in a story while exclude 

others. Different editors may prefer to emphasize some aspects based on their own preferences. 

Different news organizations may have set different criteria for coverage of certain issues. And 

finally, different media systems have varying ways of packaging news. As a consequence, we 

see from the media different versions of the same event or issue, or “mediated reality.” 

 How an event or issue is framed has a considerable impact on people’s perception. 

Tuersky and Kahneman (1982), for instance, observed that people reversed their preference 

when a problem was framed in different ways. Further research suggested that framing effect 

could be found in areas ranging from public opinion to individual behavior (e.g., Rothman, 

Salovey, Antone, Keough, & Martin, 1993; Wilson, Wallston, & King, 1990). 
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However, a fundamental limitation of traditional framing research is the lack of 

generalizability of framing scales. Because each news event or issue is unique, there is little 

agreement on which frames to study and even less agreement on the categories each frame 

constitutes, not to mention the difficulty to develop exhaustive and mutually exclusive categories 

(Chyi & McCombs). 

A recent attempt to liberate framing research from issue-specific limitations is a two-

dimension measurement scheme that takes into account the media focus on both the space and 

time dimensions (Chyi & McCombs, 2004). On the space dimension of the scheme are five 

categories, individual, community, regional, societal, and international. On the time dimension 

are three categories, past, present, and future. Chyi and McCombs (2004) proposed that during 

the life span of a news issue or event, the media would adopt a frame-changing strategy to keep 

the event or issue salient. Based on their analysis of the Columbine School Shooting in the New 

York Times, Chyi and McCombs (2004) found that the media employed combinations of 

different frames on the space and time dimensions to keep the event on the media agenda. 

However, only a quarter of the total coverage adopted the core frames, the frames that were 

relevant to the nature of the event “initially propelled” the event onto the news (p. 31). The 

majority of the news coverage used combinations of extended frames that changed over time. It 

was not clear why the newspaper relied more heavily on extended frames than the core frames 

when packaging the event. More extensive testing of the scheme is needed to establish 

generalizability of the scheme in framing research. 

Purposes of the Study 

This study serves two purposes. The first purpose is to reveal the pattern of SARS coverage 

in a Chinese newspaper that is official and influential around the world. To some extent, the 
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SARS coverage in the Chinese news media reflected a dramatic change in how the Chinese 

government and the news media responded to a national crisis. For more than four months after 

the first SARS case was identified in China, the news media, particularly those at the national 

level, played an insufficient and ineffective role in informing the public about the real situation. 

It was not until after the WHO issued a global alert about the severity of the SARS epidemic, and 

the Chinese government admitted that the country was suffering from a SARS outbreak, that the 

Chinese news media launched extensive coverage about the epidemic. Due to the dramatically 

contagious nature of SARS, people aborted trips to areas severely hit by the disease, and those 

traveled from such areas were closely monitored. Throughout the world, all people who had an 

interest in China paid close attention to the SARS situation in the country through different ways 

of communication, most importantly through the news media. Therefore, it is very important to 

find out how the SARS epidemic was covered in the Chinese news media, especially in the 

media that are internationally influential. 

A second and equally important purpose of this study was to test Chyi and McCombs’s 

two-dimensional scheme (2004) in the coverage of a multi-wave international event in a non-U.S. 

newspaper. The original scheme was constructed to address the need of generalizability of 

framing analysis. It was used to examine the coverage of the Columbine School shooting, an 

event that attracted a high level of media attention for two weeks after its occurrence, and 

remained on the media agenda for approximately another two weeks with diminishing media 

attention. The SARS epidemic, however, was a more complicated event with multiple waves 

during its life span. First, there was the explosion of the disease in the southern Province of 

Guangdong at the beginning of 2003. After the WHO was informed of the case in Vietnam and 

named the disease SARS in March 2003, there was a second wave of the epidemic around the 
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world. Several months later, after the WHO announced the disease was contained, another case 

was identified in a laboratory in Singapore, and this new case aroused public unease in some 

parts of the world. Finally, as the winter drew close in China, the public were reminded about the 

first SARS case in November 2002 and warned about the resurgence of the disease. Not 

unexpectedly, a new case was confirmed in January 2004. Because the SARS epidemic 

registered high on the media agenda in China beginning from April 2003, it can be predicted that 

it was also a multi-wave event in the news media. This study tests whether Chyi and McCombs’s 

scheme can be applied to the coverage of such a complicated event in a non-U.S. newspaper. 

This study examines the coverage of the SARS epidemic during its life span in the China 

Daily, a major English-language newspaper in China. Because the event did not enter the media 

agenda around the world until the SARS alert from the WHO in March 2003, to some extent, the 

WHO alert also marked the beginning of the life span of SARS as a news event. Therefore, this 

study of SARS coverage chooses March 2003 as the beginning month of analysis. Based on Chyi 

and McCombs’s two-dimensional scheme (2004), this study asks the following research 

questions: 

RQ1: How were the SARS stories distributed in the China Daily during the life span of 

SARS? 

RO2: What was the pattern of space frame change in the SARS coverage? 

RQ3: What was the pattern of time frame change in the SARS coverage? 

RQ4: How was the use of space frames correlated with the use of time frames? 
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Method 

Sample 

A keyword search for SARS or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome was conducted in the 

China Daily using the Lexis-Nexis database. The China Daily was selected because of its unique 

status in communicating to overseas readers, especially during the SARS epidemic, when 

tremendous international attention was drawn to how Chinese media responded to the event. Run 

by the Chinese Government, the China Daily is the most prestigious English-language daily 

newspaper in the country (Marsden, 1990) and is generally considered a provider of official 

news of China to English-language readers (Lecher, 2003). The time period selected for this 

study was from March 1, 2003 to January 31, 2004. The starting month of March 2003 was 

selected because it was the month when the WHO first issued a global alert about the disease and 

when media throughout the world began reporting on the disease. The last SARS case in China 

was confirmed in January 2004 and since then, SARS as a news event gradually disappeared 

from the news agenda. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the life span of SARS as a news 

event was considered to be 11 months long, from March 2003 to January 2004.  

A total of 516 stories were retrieved from the archive. The systematic sampling method 

was used to construct a sample of 144 stories. 

Coding Instrument 

Each story was coded individually on the date of publication, the space dimension, and the 

time dimension. Based on the scales developed by Chyi and McCombs (2004), five categories 

were used to code on the space dimension. Specifically, the first category, the individual level, 

was for stories with an emphasis on individual SARS patients, reactions from their families or 

friends, or contextual information about individual SARS cases or probable cases without 
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referring to a larger area related to the cases. The second category, the community level, was for 

stories focusing on the SARS condition in a local area, such as a large hospital, a town or a small 

city. The third category, the regional level, referred to articles about the situation in a large 

metropolitan such as Beijing, a special region such as Hong Kong, a province/state, or a large 

area that is part of a certain country. Because to some degree the SARS epidemic was considered 

in China as a nation-wide crisis that was spread to other parts of the world, the national level was 

used as a minor variation from what Chyi and McCombs (2004) proposed as the societal level. 

Included in this category were stories focusing on the situation within a specific country. The last 

category, the international level, referred to stories focusing on the situation across national 

borders, e.g., SARS research led by the WHO. 

Three levels were recorded on the time dimension: past, present, and future. In the past 

category were stories providing historical background or tracing relevant events in the history, 

such as influenza and AIDS. In the present category were stories focusing on updates of the 

ongoing SARS epidemic. In the future category were stories making predictions about further 

developments, proposing actions to be taken, or evaluating the impact of the event in the future, 

including future medical research. 

Coding Instrument 

Inter-coder reliability was measured between a graduate student and the author. Thirty 

articles were randomly selected from the remaining stories in the sampling frame after the 

original sample was drawn. Based on a coding protocol provided by the author, the two coders 

coded independently by following the detailed instruction and definitions for each variable. The 

Holsti’s inter-coder reliability ranged from .87 to 1.00 (Holsti, 1969). Specifically, a 100 percent 
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agreement was reached for the coding on story placement and the time dimension, and 87 

percent for the coding on the space dimension. 

After a satisfactory level of inter-coder reliability was established, the graduate student 

who participated in the inter-coder reliability check conducted the coding of all the 144 stories in 

the sample, based on the coding protocol. 

Findings and Discussion 

This study analyzes a systematic sample of 144 stories about the SARS epidemic published 

in the China Daily, the most prestigious English-language newspaper in China, between March 

2003 and January 2004. 

Amount of Coverage over Time 

The first research question asks how the SARS stories were distributed over time. During 

the 11 months under analysis, there were a few months in which the newspaper published no or 

very few stories on the SARS epidemic. To better describe the pattern of media attention to the 

SARS epidemic over time, a distribution of all the stories (Figure 1) published in the China 

Daily between March 2003 and January 2004 is used to answer research question one. 

Altogether, 516 articles were published on the SARS epidemic. There were three waves of 

coverage in the newspaper, the first between April and July of 2003, the second in September 

and October 2003, and finally, after it almost disappeared from the news for two months, the 

disease regained attention in January 2004. 
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Figure 1: Coverage of the SARS Epidemic in the China Daily over time (N=516) 

The real peak of the coverage appeared in May 2003. On April 20, 2003, China’s Ministry 

of Health began a daily release of the national SARS statistics to the public. As a consequence, 

the public were better informed of the disease situation and wanted to receive further information 

about it. Obviously, the media was answering to this call of information need, at least in terms of 

the amount of information provided. An additional reason why the month of May received the 

highest media attention on SARS was that the week of May 1 (Labor Day) is nationally known 

as one of the two Golden Weeks each year (the other one being the first week of October). 

During the Golden Week, the whole nation enjoys a week-long vacation, which usually boosts 

travel and other business nation wide. Unfortunately, because of the SARS epidemic, the 

Chinese government decided to shorten the week-long vacation to a single-day break, and most 

Chinese decided to stay where they were to avoid falling victim to SARS.  

The disease continued to rank high on the media agenda as Hong Kong and two out of 

three of China’s largest metropolitans (Beijing and Guangzhou) remained on the WHO’s list as 

places not recommended for travel. On June 24 (WHO, June 24, 2003), the WHO removed 

Beijing from its recommendations list, suggesting that the SARS outbreak was contained in 

China. This announcement was followed by a decreasing level of media attention on the 
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epidemic in July 2003, although the number of SARS stories still averaged above two in the 

newspaper every day. 

After almost four months of intensive coverage, SARS was no longer the daily topic of 

news in the month of August 2003. A total of 20 stories appeared on the China Daily during that 

month, indicating that the media attention was shifting away from the SARS outbreak.  

However, this was just a short break before SARS regained prominence on the media 

agenda. The second wave of SARS coverage appeared in September and October 2003. In 

September, for the first time in three months after the WHO announced a global control of the 

SARS epidemic, a 27-year-old scientist who worked in a laboratory in Singapore tested positive 

to the SARS virus. This new case put Asia on immediate alert for another SARS outbreak and, as 

a consequence, attracted media attention back onto the disease. As displayed in Figure 1, the 

China Daily published 79 stories on SARS during September 2003. Fortunately, it turned out 

that the new case was just an isolated case and did not pose an immediate threat to the general 

public. Most people remained calm in Singapore and other Asian countries previous infected by 

SARS. Nevertheless, the disease did not disappear from the news agenda in China after the 

clarification of the status of the new SARS case. Another Golden Week in China, which is the 

vacation for the National Day and marks the beginning of October, was drawing close. As the 

SARS threat seemed to have relinquished, there is the question of whether it was about time for 

the Chinese public to resume their normal life before SARS hit the country. For example, was it 

safe enough to take the whole family to visit the Great Wall in Beijing during the October 1 

Golden Week? The media had to address such issues and inform the public of the real situation. 

Not surprisingly, 61 articles appeared in the China Daily in October 2003. 
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The last wave of SARS coverage occurred in January 2004. After two months of peaceful 

time with no new SARS cases, a TV producer in Guangdong became “the first confirmed SARS 

patient in the Chinese mainland since the epidemic subsided” in June 2003 (Single SARS case 

confirmed, 2004). Two additional cases, though isolated, were diagnosed in the same province 

(Disease watch stepped up, 2004), putting health officials, the media, and the general public on 

immediate alert. In response to a possible SARS revival, the China Daily published 31 stories in 

January 2004, compared with only one story each during the previous two months. As the new 

patients recovered and no more cases were identified, the newspaper concluded its coverage on 

SARS with a report on January 31 about a research breakthrough by Chinese scientists, which 

decoded “the evolutionary pattern of the coronavirus,” the cause of SARS (Study reveals SARS, 

2004).  

The Space and Time Dimensions 

Research question two asks how the framing of the SARS stories changed on the space 

dimension over time. The most dominant frame in the sample was at the national level, which 

was found in 58 percent of the stories. Nearly one quarter of the sample (24%) employed a 

regional frame, and another 15 percent of the articles adopted an international frame. Very few 

stories used a frame at the individual or community level (1.4% each).  

The framing change at the regional, national, and international levels is displayed in Figure 

2. National frames were almost always the most dominant frames. Emphasis was shifted to 

regional frames during June 2003, when the WHO announced the removal of certain cities and 

areas from its list of recommendations. During the life span of this event, international frames 

were used in a small proportion of the stories. The only exception to this overall pattern was that 

in September 2003, when a new SARS case was reported in a laboratory in Singapore, 
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approximately half of the articles adopted an international frame, with the remaining half using a 

national frame.  

 
Figure 2: Framing change on the Space Dimension (N=140) 

Research question three asks how the framing of the SARS stories changed on the time 

dimension over time. Data analysis showed that none of the 144 stories in the sample employed a 

past frame. As illustrated in Figure 3, an overwhelming majority of the articles employed a 

present frame. The only month during which no article adopted a present frame was in December 

2003. A closer examination of the data revealed that only one story about SARS was published 

in the newspaper during that month and that story was not included in our systematic random 

sample. An analysis of the December article suggested that a present frame was employed. 

Therefore, the dramatic decrease of the use of present frames displayed in Figure 3 is not a true 

reflection of the framing change. Rather, there were only very minor changes in the use of 

present frames during the life span of SARS. Figure 4 shows the change of number of SARS 

stories based on time frames. 
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Figure 3: Framing change in Percentage on the Time Dimension (N=144) 

 

 
Figure 4: Framing change in Number of Stories on the Time Dimension (N=144) 

The adoption of future frames reflected a change over time. During May and June 2003, 

about 20 percent of the SARS stories adopted a future frame (Figure 3). The number decreased 

to zero in August (Figure 4), when SARS in general was almost disappearing from the media 

agenda. After a new case was identified in Singapore in September 2003, more articles were 

published in September and October focusing on future preventive measures.  

The framing pattern on the time dimension suggests that when covering the SARS 

epidemic, updates of current information were almost always the top priority for the China Daily. 
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Although a discussion of preventive measures gained some prominence in May and June 2003, it 

did not mark a real shift of focus to future frames. More importantly, because past frames were 

defined as frames focusing on historical background and other contextual information in history, 

the absence of past frames in the China Daily articles suggested that there was a lack of focus on 

background and contextual information during the life span of the SARS epidemic. 

Research question four asks the relationship between the use of space frames and time 

frames. Chi-square results in Table 5 suggest that of all three levels of space frames that were 

frequently used (regional, national, and international), present frames were always the most 

prominent on the time dimension. No significant correlation of frame use on the space and time 

dimension was identified (X2 = 1.144, p. > .05). 

Table 5 

Correlation of the Space Frame and the Time Frame 

Time Frame 

 Present  Future  Total 

Regional 29 (20%) 6 (4%) 35 (24%) 

National 74 (51%) 9 (6%) 83 (58%) 
Space 
Frame 

 International 20 (14%) 2 (1%) 22 (15%) 

X2 = 1.144, df = 2, p. = .564 
 

The SARS outbreak began as a regional occurrence, but it did not enter the media agenda 

until it grew into a crisis at the national and even the international level. Before the China Daily 

published its SARS story at the end of March 2003, over a dozen SARS cases had been reported 

in Beijing and Shanxi Province (Health groups update efforts, 2003), posing a threat at the 

national level. As a consequence, if core frames were defined as “framing that initially propelled 

the object into the news” (Chyi & McCombs, 2004, p. 31), the core frames for the SARS 
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epidemic are national and present frames. As the data from this study suggest, the majority of the 

stories employed the core frames during the life span of the event, reflecting a consistent 

emphasis of the China Daily on portraying the event from the national perspective. Two 

extended frames on the space dimension, one at the regional level and the other at the 

international level, also gained considerable prominence on the media agenda at particular times. 

In June 2003, regional frames outnumbered national frames, reflecting a shift in focus to SARS 

situations in different parts of China as the WHO removed the Chinese cities from its 

recommendations list. In September 2003, the number of stories using international frames 

equaled that using national frames, a symbol of an increased emphasis on the new SARS case 

reported in Singapore earlier that month. Similarly, future frames were also used as extended 

frames on the time dimension. All the extended frames, although employed in less than half of 

the stories in the sample, added timely perspectives to the storytelling of the SARS epidemic, 

and helped maintain the salience of the event on the media agenda.    

Conclusions, Limitations and Implications for Future Research 

This study examined the SARS coverage in a dominant English-language newspaper in 

China. As predicted, the data showed that there were some changes in how the SARS epidemic 

was framed during its life span. However, the changes were not as dramatic as the ones 

documented in past research on U.S. media coverage (Chyi & McCombs, 2004). 

Findings from this analysis suggest that over time, the China Daily maintained a consistent 

emphasis on the event as a national occurrence and an apparent focus on current updates of the 

situation of the disease. Only minor changes occurred in the types of frames during the entire life 

span of the SARS epidemic. Past research showed that core framing may be adopted in only a 

small proportion of the news coverage, with a generous use of extended frames to keep the 
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salience of the event in the media (Chyi and McCombs, 2004). This study, however, found that 

the core frames were also the dominant frames. The extended frames on the space dimension 

were only supplementary to the core frames during the event’s life span. While it is highly likely 

that different news events have different frames relevant to the nature of the events and may be 

packaged in different frames, there are possible explanations for the consistent portrayal of the 

event using the core frames. One explanation is that after the first wave of outbreak in 

Guangdong in early 2003, the disease posed a threat to many parts of the country and the 

majority of the population. National frames were just the best ways to describe the situation in a 

national daily newspaper. Another explanation is that from the first day this event registered on 

the national official media agenda in China, there was a desirable way of packaging this event as 

a national crisis and the actions taken as a national effort. During the life span of this event, the 

tendency of coverage reflected this desirable way of framing. Therefore, an occasional emphasis 

on regional and international frames might just be minor fluctuations on the central line, rather 

than essential diversions from it. 

Consistent with the findings from the Chyi and McCombs’s study (2004), there was 

framing change on the time dimension as well. Present frames were widely used in the SARS 

coverage, reflecting the important role of the news media to provide timely information. Over 

time, future frames gained and lost prominence, indicating the shift in media attention to and 

from preventive procedures. 

It must be admitted, however, that only one newspaper is analyzed in this study. It is not 

yet clear whether the framing pattern identified in this study is a result of the SARS epidemic as 

a multi-wave event that is newsworthy at the regional, national, and international levels, or it is 

merely a reflection of the features of Chinese news media as compared to western media. Further 
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research is needed to test this two-dimension measurement scheme on other types of media 

events or issues. It is also important to test this scheme in other non-English media, especially 

those in countries with a different media system. Once established as a generalizable scheme, as 

Chyi and McCombs (2004) noted, this line of knowledge will become a valuable contribution to 

our understanding of media effects. 
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Market-oriented reform has been strengthened in Chinese television industry since the 
country’s media reorganization and its WTO membership. Depicted as a big and 
prosperous media market by western media, China attracts many foreign investors. 
However, the government’s control over its television industry is still powerful because 
of the balancing influences between state and market (Akhavan-Majid, 2004). American 
mass media is one of means that foreign investors get information from and know the 
status of Chinese media market. This study approaches the situation of international 
communication in Chinese television industry under a global environment by exploring 
how U.S. mass media frames relevant events, which may later influence international 
capital and information flows. This study is grounded on the well-known framing theory, 
which discusses that mass media can emphasize some types of events and special aspects 
of these events. Relevant news coverage from major American mass media outlets is 
selected and content analyzed to indicate the dynamics of Chinese television industry. 
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Guo Songtao and His Image of the West  
 

Abstract 
 

Guoqiang Zheng 
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 Although the European Jesuit missionaries had made the presence of a Western 

world felt in the late-Ming and early-Qing (Manchu) China during the sixteenth century,  

the Chinese knowledge about the Western countries remained generally obscure, thanks 

to the entrenched Chinese cultural self-confidence and traditional Sino-centric stance 

toward the “barbaric foreigners.”  Only when the Western industrial powers, led by 

Britain, initiated aggressive inroads into China following the First Opium War of 1839-

1842 did the culturally self-complacent “Middle Kingdom” ruled by the Qing dynasty 

become alarmed that its survival and pride encountered the “unprecedented foreign foes 

from afar.”  Concerned with “neiyou waihuan” (crisis within, disasters from without), a 

segment of Chinese official-scholar class intuited the urgency for change and launched 

the “Self-Strengthening” drive for China’s resurgence.  Advocating “zhongxue weiti 

xixue weiyong” (Chinese learning as the fundamental structure, Western learning for 

practical use), the Self-Strengtheners desired to revive the Confucian ethical order and 

embrace advanced technologies from the West. While conservative in ideology, the Self-

Strengthening Movement widened China’s contact with the European-American nations 

and helped broaden the Chinese knowledge about the Western world.   

 Well-known as an admirer of Western sciences and technology during the 

Self-Strengthening Movement and the first Chinese minister penitentiary to Britain and 

France,  Guo Songtao (1818-1891) pioneered a novel Chinese look at the West and 



Western civilization. He was the first Chinese who sought to discern how the Western 

powers arrived at their contemporary advanced conditions. Drawing on primary Chinese 

sources including Guo Songtao’s own writings and diaries, this paper investigates and 

discerns the gradual historical process in which Guo’s image of the West gradually came 

into focus from 1853 when he first visited the French concession in Shanghai through 

1875-1879  when he served as China’s diplomatic envoy to London and Paris, focusing 

on the mentality, intellectual and political, from which Guo’s cognition of the West 

evolved.  Particularly explored are how Guo’s epistemology of the West developed from 

a perceptual stage toward a rational height, from simplicity to nuance; why his image of 

the West imparted an unique endeavor to understand not only the Western superiority in 

“practical knowledge” such as science and technology but also the historical, cultural, 

and social roots from which the Western powers grew; and how Guo, in a subtle classic 

lexicon, compared the difference between the Chinese and Western cultures, thereby 

invalidating the traditional Sino-centric concept of the West.  Finally, how Guo’s 

cognition of the West influenced his view of Qing China’s international relations and 

what were the limits in his knowledge about the West will come under scrutiny.  
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Ives is often cited as a pioneer with several modern compositional techniques and idioms, 
classified as sometimes a nationalist, sometimes an experimentalist, certainly as a 
progressive. Polytonality, rudimentary serialism, microtonality, and other modernist 
features can be found easily and pervasively in his adventuresome scores. I have claimed 
elsewhere that though these features are indeed present in abundance and noteworthy, 
indeterminacy, most of all, and rudimentary postmodernism deserve pride of place in any 
evaluation of Ives’s music and compositional ideas. Seminal works are Variations on 
“America” (1891) and his Fourth Symphony (1916?). In this paper I will identify the 
implications of indeterminacy in Variations and claim that this feature is unprecedented. 
Likewise for postmodernism in Variations and the Fourth Symphony, which exhibits a 
peculiar, perhaps unique, combination of indeterminacy and postmodernism. Handouts 
with score excerpts and recordings of relevant passages will support my contentions that 
in addition to the more obvious modern aspects of Ives’s work, indeterminacy and 
postmodernism are the more salient and remarkable features. 
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Reception history, both contemporaneous with the music and thereafter, illuminates an 
important cultural dimension of an art. For example, study of the role of Verdi’s early 
operas in the Italian Risorgimento, Beethoven’s music in the context of the French 
Revolution, or Mozart’s in the milieu of the Enlightenment give insight into a work’s 
meaning as well as its cultural, often enduring, value. We often understand a work best 
when placed in its social context, the audience’s response of the time, and role in defining 
the society of any given era. This paper examines the most prevalent mode of musical 
composition in the last half of the twentieth century and today by perspectives on its 
uncommonly large and widespread acceptance by audiences in live and recorded venues. 
   Definitions and descriptions of “minimalism” and “new consonance”* accompanied by 
analytical examples of representative musical passages and explanatory diagrams are 
compared to photographs of minimalist works of visual art to illustrate the genre’s 
beginnings shortly after the middle of the century. Composer and audience reactions, 
both positive and negative, to then-prevailing modernism illuminate the early efforts by 
Americans La Monte Young, Terry Riley, Steven Reich, and Philip Glass. Contemporary 
developments in socio-political realms are considered as integral to the radical efforts by 
these composers and their idealized immediate influences, principally John Cage and 
Ravi Shankar. Relevant musical excerpts accompany the author’s prose and handouts. 
Rapid developments from the early (labeled “classical” by the author) styles to hybrid 
and post-minimal works by John Adams, Michael Torke, Reich, and Glass extend the 
concept of minimalism to the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Description 
of musical and other reactions to this music by Europeans Michael Nyman, Karl Jenkins, 
and Louis Andriessen concludes the first part of this paper. 
   A second, corollary part examines aspects of American life including a) the rise of 
vernacular music including jazz, rock, and pop both native and British, b) the increase in 
casual dress and other lifestyle choices, and c) the nearly ubiquitous availability of music 
of all types to audiences of every socio-economic class and category. The intimate 
relationship of minimalism and everyday, increasingly vernacular life is examined for 
pertinency. 
   The second part continues with sociopolitical events and attitudes in Central Europe 
immediately following World War II deemed by the author relevant to the development 
of “new consonance” by the Estonian Arvo Pärt and Pole Henryk Górecki. Connections 
to minimalism are accompanied by analytical examples of representative musical 



passages and explanatory diagrams, and the extreme popularity of these two composers’ 
music will be contexted by equally extreme differences between American and Central 
European lifestyles and other relevant issues that pertain to musical aesthetics and 
composition. Recorded musical excerpts will be played to demonstrate the author’s 
primary points and issues. Examination of the rather peculiar role of the English 
composer John Tavener completes this second part of the paper. 
*The author’s term. 
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Why would a political ideologist apply poetic imagery from a story that pertains to 

human suffering, and the test of man’s faith in the course of painful events, to characterize an 

ideal form of government that would ensure the natural rights and life of humans?  This paper 

will look into how the attributes of the Leviathan, as depicted in Chapter 41 of the biblical Book 

of Job and on the frontispiece of Leviathan, correspond to those of Thomas Hobbes’s concept of 

commonwealth and sovereign power.   

 
Like the Book of Job, Leviathan addresses the relationship between man and authority 

and provides an insight into human nature.  Before he gets into the actual description of 

Leviathan, or Common-wealth, Hobbes analyzes man in society without any form of central or 

supreme political authority.  In such a situation, he determines that man is in a constant state of 

motion.  This life of motion, he says near the end of Chapter 6, is never without Desire.1  In the 

first paragraph of Chapter 11, he says that: 

…the object of mans desire, is…to assure for ever, the way of his future desire.  And therefore the 
voluntary actions, and inclinations of all men, tend, not only to the procuring, but also assuring of 
a contented life; and differ onely in the way: which ariseth from the diversity of passions…2 
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To assure forever the way of one’s future desire, or to assure one’s contented life, is human 

behavior that is akin to the Right of Nature, which in the first paragraph of Chapter 14, he says is 

the Liberty for one to use his own power for the preservation of his own Nature, or his own 

Life.3  Hobbes says that each man has this power, which, in this sense, denotes ability.  All men 

also have and are driven by passions.  In his introduction, Hobbes says that the Passions that are 

the same in all men are desire, feare, and hope.4  Near the end of Chapter 6, he adds that the life 

of motion is never without Feare.5  Out of Feare of Death—a recurring topic throughout the 

treatise—arises a passion that is diverse amongst mankind, which is the passion for Power, 

which, in the third paragraph of Chapter 11, he says is perpetual and restless.   

Power, in this instance, refers to not only ability, but to might, and unless man possesses the 

overwhelming power to overcome his adversaries and neighbors, then this passion is never and 

can never be satisfied.  This statement alludes to his comments on Diffidence in Chapter 13, 

which suggest that man, as a result of possessing this virtually insatiable passion of might and for 

Power, is in a constant state of war.  Hobbes asserts, throughout his treatise, that man, left to his 

own devices and driven by Feare of Death, is in a constant state of war with his fellow man.  

However, he states in the final paragraph of Chapter 13 that Feare of Death also inclines man 

towards peace.6  Now that Hobbes has rendered man capable of peace, more needs to be said on 

the role that Liberty plays in human behavior, and in the process of creating peace and assuring a 

contented life. 

  
Liberty, in the first paragraph of Chapter 21, is defined as “the absence of Opposition” or 

“externall Impediments” and a FREE-MAN is one who, Hobbes says in the second paragraph, “is 

not hindered to doe what he has a will to do”.7  That is, an act committed out of fear is a free act.  

In such a case, one has the freedom or liberty to make a decision that is or would be geared 
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toward quelling his fear.  In the third paragraph, he says that Feare and Liberty are consistent.8  

Though one may fear something that comes from the outside, such as an adversary or a 

plunderer, Feare is not so much an “externall Impediment,” as it is, rather, an internal impetus 

that impels someone to make a quality-of-life decision.  Regarding actions, he continues by 

saying—in the fourth paragraph—that Liberty and Necessity are Consistent. 

Actions which men voluntarily doe; which (because they proceed from their will) proceed from 
liberty; and yet because every act of mans will, and every desire, and inclination proceedeth from 
some cause…which causes in a continuall chaine (whose first link in the hand of God the first of 
all causes) proceed from necessity…And therefore God, that seeth, and disposeth all things, seeth 
also that the liberty of man in doing what he will, is accompanied with the necessity of doing that 
which God will…For though men may do things, which God does not command, nor is therefore 
Author of them; yet they can have no passion, nor appetite to any thing, of which appetite Gods 
will is not the cause.  And did not his will assure the necessity of mans will…9 
 

A few things can be deduced from Hobbes’s statements on Feare and Liberty, and Liberty and 

Necessity.  The first is that Feare and Liberty are consistent and that Liberty and Necessity are 

consistent. The second is that, as his comments seem to suggest, God’s will and man’s will are 

also consistent.  If the Right of Nature is the right of self-preservation, then that comes to man 

courtesy of God’s will.  Preservation of life, then, is not only in man’s interest, but in God’s, as 

well.  If, according to the sixth paragraph of Chapter 14, the Fundamentall Law of Nature is to 

seek peace, and follow it, then, like preservation of life, this is in both the interest of man and 

God.  The only way that peace and the preservation of life—the will of both man and God—can 

be ensured, then, is by, as he goes on to state in the the third paragraph of Chapter 15, the 

erection of a Common-wealth.10  Thus, the third and final deduction is that if Feare and Liberty 

are consistent and Liberty and Necessity are consistent and, furthermore, if God’s will and man’s 

will are consistent, then Feare and Necessity are consistent.  All are consistent with man’s desire 

for peace and preservation of life.  Common-wealth, then, with a single sovereign in place, is the 

product of and is a logical structure that is built on this construct.  Otherwise, men, without a 

common Power to keep them all in awe, are and will be in a constant state of war.  Hobbes 
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makes this proposal in light of his pitch for allegiance and obedience to the monarchy while 

England is in a civil war, which Parliament instigated by questioning and challenging the 

authority of the crown.  In Hobbes’s Common-wealth, there is very little to no room for doubting 

the majesty and power of the sovereign, and the state of war is under control.   

It makes perfect sense, then, that Hobbes calls this Common-wealth “Leviathan” and that 

a portion from Job 41 tops the original frontispiece of 1651, because Leviathan is that which is 

necessary to keep man’s fear of death and passion for power, and propensity for war, at bay. 

 

In Job 41, God—in this case, God is called the LORD—is answering Job from out of the 

whirlwind with an astounding description of his powers and his view of human nature.  In doing 

so, he describes the sea-monster, Leviathan, which is of his will and which no man—because 

man is feeble—can touch with any sort or degree of might.  In the first half of verse 24, God says 

of the Leviathan, “Its heart is as hard as stone,” which, in Latin, translates as non est poteatas 

super terram quae comparetur ei and is rightly placed atop the frontispiece, because it signifies 

the grave personality of Hobbes’s sovereign.  Hobbes speaks of Gravity in Chapter 10, paragraph 

6. 

Gravity, as farre forth as it seems to proceed from a mind employed on something else, is 
Honourable, because employment is a signe of Power.11 

 
Gravity, then, is honorable when it is employed in keeping the peace, which is the function of the 

sovereign.  The face of the Leviathan on the frontispiece is not stone-cold, but it is confident and 

collected and is the essence of gravity—it is serious and it draws people in.  There is more 

evidence, however, that is pertinent to the analogy of the Leviathan of the Book of Job and the 

one of Hobbes’s vision. 
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Like God’s sea-monster, Hobbes’s Leviathan is a creation; only, in this case, it is man’s 

creation.  In his introduction, he says: 

Nature (the art whereby God hath made and governes the World) is by the Art of man, as in many 
other things, so in this is also imitated, that can make an Artificial Animal…Art goes yet further, 
imitating that Rationall and most excellent worke of Nature, Man.  For by Art is created that great 
LEVIATHAN called a COMMON-WEALTH…which is but an Artificiall Man…12 

 
He repeats this in paragraph 5 of Chapter 21: 
 

But as men, for the atteyning of peace, and conservation of themselves thereby, have made an 
Artificiall Man, which we call a Common-wealth; so also have they made Artificiall Chains, 
called Civill Lawes…13 

 
What Hobbes is saying, here, is that man, like God, has the ability to create.   

Just like God can will the existence of and create an extraordinary being like the Leviathan and 

all of its qualities—additional qualities, as described in Job 41, which will be applied to this 

review in a moment—so, too, can man imitate the work of God and create something out of the 

ordinary.  Out of the ordinary equates to “Artificiall,” which means, in Hobbesian terms, the 

opposite of natural; that is, the opposite of man’s natural state of war.  Hobbes’s version of that 

which man can create out of the ordinary, in a departure from his natural state of war, is the 

Common-wealth.   

It is easy to see how Hobbes’s idea of man being able to imitate the creative powers of 

God may sound somewhat irreverent or iconoclastic, and could have been interpreted this way in 

his lifetime, but in his explanation of man creating the Artificiall Man in Chapter 16, he puts—

relegates—this act of creation to the manner of what is humanly possible for the sake of peace.  

In the second paragraph, he says that the Feigned or Artificiall person is one whose words and 

actions represent those of another person.14  When men agree to transfer the Right of Nature—

their right to protect and preserve their lives and property—to a sovereign, then they create a 

system that is artificial, or opposite of their state of war.  Therefore, just like everything is 

restored to Job—right after God describes his extraordinary being, the Leviathan—so, too, are 
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man’s life and property preserved by Hobbes’s “Artificiall Man,” or Leviathan.  The Artificiall 

Chains—or, the Civill Lawes mentioned in paragraph 5 of Chapter 21—correlate, then, to the 

“continuall chaine,” which is fabricated out of necessity—the necessity to establish and preserve 

peace.  After all, a good Law, he says in paragraph 18 of Chapter 30, is that which is Needfull for 

the Good of the People.15   

All of this is possible when, as Hobbes says in the eighth paragraph of Chapter 17, every man, in 

unison, confers his right of self-governance to one person.  This is the conception of a Common-

wealth—the Generation of that great LEVIATHAN.16 

Besides having a heart as hard as stone, there are other physical characteristics from the 

depiction of the Leviathan in Job 41 that are visible on the frontispiece of Hobbes’s Leviathan.    

One is so near to another 
   that no air can come between 
      them. 
They are joined one to another; 
  they clasp each other and cannot 
     be separated… 
 
The folds of its flesh cling 
     together; 
  it is firmly cast and immovable… 
 
On earth, it has no equal, 
  a creature without fear 
It surveys everything that is lofty; 
  it is king over all that are  
    proud.17 

 
As was mentioned earlier, Hobbes’s treatise on political theory begins with an explanation of 

human nature in which men are without a common Power to keep them all in awe.  Once he is 

into his discussion of civil society in which there is such a Power or sovereign in place, he 

provides more information on the makeup of the sovereign.  In Chapter 16, paragraph 13, 

Hobbes says: 

A Multitude of men, are made One person, when they are by one man, or one Person, represented; 
so that it be done with the consent of every one of that Multitude in particular.  For it is the Unity 
of the Representer, not the Unity of the Represented, that maketh the person One.18 
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With a common Power in place, mankind exists in the Common-wealth in the manner of a giant 

sea-creature’s scales.  People are joined and clinging close together, and it is clear that all are 

looking up to the face of their sovereign, the Leviathan, in awe.   

Like God’s Leviathan, Hobbes’s Leviathan is also “king over all that are proud.”   

In paragraph 12 of Chapter 8, he says that Pride subjects a man to Anger—“the excess whereof, 

is the Madnesse called Rage, and Fury”—and equates it to vaine-Glory, of which he is critical in 

the twelfth paragraph of Chapter 11, because it inclines men to ostentation.19  In the Common-

wealth, then, the sovereign keeps man’s madness tempered and allays his ambitions. 

On the frontispiece of Leviathan, the sovereign hovers over what is a very neat and 

orderly expanse of homes and churches.  If this area were left to individuals and their own 

devices—their Pride and natural state of war—then it would be in complete disarray; but this is a 

Common-wealth, and the Leviathan—firmly cast and immovable—represents order out of chaos.  

On the lower-half of the frontispiece, symbols of civil and ecclesiastical matters, such as a castle 

and a cathedral, a crown and a bishop’s miter, a cannon and lightening bolts, etc, support the fact 

that the Leviathan hovers over, surveys, and is in control of church and state—two outlets by 

which man normally seeks power and ostentation, and creates chaos.  In Hobbes’s Common-

wealth, only one man is entitled to all the power and glory.  In his domain, the sovereign has no 

equal and has no fear of being over-powered.  

 

The frontispiece of Hobbes’s Leviathan is graphic and grotesque and serves the same 

purpose as the illustration of the Leviathan in Job 41.  One cannot help but be taken aback by the 

stunning images of both.  At the end of the Book of Job, God stuns Job and makes him aware of 

the folly of his passions and anxieties with his description of the Leviathan.  Job is awestruck.  
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He repents and all of his fortune is restored, and then some.  In the face of Thomas Hobbes’s 

Leviathan, mankind also stands in awe and commends to it the power to preserve life and 

property.  In both cases, man ends up realizing his future desire—his contented life.   

The power of God’s love in the wake of Leviathan ends up being restorative, whereas Hobbes’s 

Leviathan preserves.  Nonetheless, the use of imagery from the Book of Job, then, is fitting for 

Hobbes’s idea of Common-wealth—that which he feels alleviates man’s fears and assures him a 

contented life.  The story of Job is tragic, but ends happily.  Life without Leviathan, from 

Hobbes’s standpoint, would be tragic with no chance for happiness. 
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Notes 
                                                 
1 Hobbes, Thomas.  Leviathan.  P. 130. 
2 Ibid.  P. 161. 
3 Ibid.  P. 189. 
4 Ibid.  Pp. 82-83. 
5 Ibid.  P. 130. 
6 Ibid.  P. 188. 
7 Ibid.  P. 262. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid.  P. 263. 
10 Ibid.  P. 202. 
11 Ibid.  P. 155. 
12 Ibid.  P. 81. 
13 Ibid.  P. 263.   
14 Ibid.  P. 217. 
15 Ibid.  P. 388. 
16 Ibid.  Pp. 227-228. 
17 Job 41: 16-17, 23, 33-34 
18 Hobbes, Thomas.  Leviathan.  P. 220. 
19 Ibid.  P. 140, 163. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

The Spirit of a Tree: A design Studio 
 
 

The Architecture Design Studio incubates the thoughts and feelings about design 
within the mind of the student.    Nature or the natural environment provides a 
wealth of inspiration to begin that discussion.    When you look deep inside the 
Spirit of a Tree you see the beginnings of life and one’s own eventual death and 
decay. 
 
This Design Studio examined how a Cedar Tree can lead to the discovery of Life 
and Beauty, Joinery and Detail, and Structure and Shelter. 
 
 

• A living Cedar branch became an ink pen to capture and share the beauty 
of the wood.    Its outer bark revealed the edge between life and death.   
The core of the log was carved to allow the emergence of the sculptural 
essence of a bird in flight. 

 
• Between the bark and the core of the log, cedar boards were cut to a 

finished dimension.    Japanese wood joints were then sawn, chiseled, 
and refined in finish and detail. 

 
• The last and final exercise in the studio was to apply what was learned.    

We looked at the world with fresh eyes and used structure and shelter to 
see and sense Beauty and Habitation.    The studio celebrated our 
accomplishments with the design and construction of three inspired Full 
Scale Primitive Huts. 

 
•  

 
This paper and presentation of this Architectural Design Studio will narrate our 
path of discovery in words and images. 
 
 
 



 
 
 

                
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
Second Year Design Studios are unique at Auburn University because of our 
Rural Studio Program.   Founded by Sambo Mockbee and D. K. Ruth, the 
second year class is a key component to the program.   They are involved in the 
design and construction of a charity house for a needy family in West Alabama.    
 
My second year class was made up of those students plus a few traditional 
second year students.   My Spring Semester 2005, Spirit of the Tree studio was 
structured to unify those different experiences and enrich an understanding of 
Design through Making. 
 
The spiritual inspiration for studio’s work was George Nakashima.   His book 
“The Soul of a Tree: A woodworker’s Reflections” informed our path of discovery.  
 
The cedar tree native to Alabama was also critical to the success of the Studio.   
It became a datum to compare and critique the passion in the studio.    
 
I had available to me the remains of two large cedar trees.   They had been dead 
but still standing for two years and lying on the ground dead for another two 
years.   They were well seasoned and showing some signs of early decay.   The 
outer appearance was one of old age.    Little did we know of the beauty and 
spirit that was hidden inside?    Perfect for our study.   
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

            
 
 
 
 

Seeing  Carving  Drawing 
 

The first step in our path to discovery was to begin to see and sense the Spirit of 
the tree using live wood.   I brought into studio a small cedar tree that I cut down 
that morning.    With landscape loppers and an electric chain saw, I proceeded to 
cut the tree into small pieces.   Each student was given a small log and a few 
branches.    With hand tools they cut and carved the wood.    
 
I was interested in their skills in design, perception, and woodcarving.  From the 
branches, they were asked to make twig pens and brushes.   The freshly cut 
branch was still moist and when dipped into India ink was a perfect drawing or 
painting instrument.   The drawings they produced were insightful and expressive 
of their carving.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 

          
 
 

 
 

The Bark of the Tree 
 
 

The dead cedar logs were next.   In teams of two students, the logs were carried 
down to the wood shop to be band sawn.    The first cut was to remove two outer 
slabs.    Cutting two one-inch boards followed this cut.    The final cut was the 
remaining core of the log. 
 
Depending on the log, different slabs were produced.    Some longer, others 
short, some clear, others with knots, some thick, and one very thin.    Each 
student chose one slab and began to reveal the nature of the wood and grain 
inside.    Some elected to do a minimum amount of carving, while others spent 
their time finishing either the bark side or pit side of the slab.  One student in 
particular spent his time hand rubbing the slab to polish and highlight the minute 
detail that he discovered.    In the hand and mind of each student, the spirit of the 
tree began to emerge.   No longer could the wood lie still.   The birth of a new life 
had taken place. 
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The Bird in Space 
 

The core of the log was the most important part of the exercise.   It was the heart 
where the spirit of the tree dwells.   It is where the recorded history of the tree 
rests.    This is where the tree’s strength resides.     
 
I asked the students to look at Contantin Brandcusi’s “Bird in Space” as 
inspiration for their work. 
 
With this one instruction, the band saw, draw knifes, rasps, and miscellaneous 
carving tools were used to release the bird caged in the log.   The studio was 
filled with smell of cedar and the sounds of hand tools shaping the core into a 
piece of sculpture.    The students were amazed what beauty that was hidden 
inside the tree.   Once the final shape was clear, the finishing of the wood was 
the final critical touch.   Some birds were left natural while others were rubbed 
with linseed and tung oil.    One was hand rubbed by every one in the studio. 
 
  
 
 
 
 



          
 
 
 
 

Japanese Wood Joinery 
 

The boards were the final part of the log to be considered in the exercise.   They 
still had the saw marks from the band saw.    After running them through the 
planer and jointer they were dimensioned to nominal 1 x 2’s.   With the wood 
dressed to size, the class turned their attention to making wood joints. 
 
I could think of no better president to inform the work then Kiyosi Seike’s book 
“The Art of Japanese Joinery”.    With that in mind, I assigned each student a 
typical joint to study, improve, and execute in the cedar boards.    Using chisels, 
Japanese pull saws, scrapers, and sandpaper the work commenced. Preliminary 
prototypes were made of pine to save the cedar for the final joint.   It took many 
refinements to achieve the desired results.   Next came the final joint with its 
attention to craft, detail, and finish.   They exceeded my expectations. 
 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 



    
 
 
 

The Primitive Hut 
 

The final exercise of the assignment was to apply the lessons learned from the 
Spirit of the Tree studies to a Primitive Hut.   After completing the preliminary 
exercises, each student had a clear concept in mind.   All that was needed was 
structure, space, function and a site.   They were instructed to make a series of 
spatial and structural study models of a hut.   The models were abstract in nature 
but did provide a basis for a design once function and a site were given. 
 
At this point in the process, I asked them to read Ann Cline’s book “A Hut of 
One’s own: Life Outside the Circle of Architecture”. Her thoughts about 
Architecture were stimulating and generated a lively discussion about the 
character and nature of a primitive hut.   With a program established from the 
reading and the studio space as a site, individual solutions were designed and 
critiqued.    Through a process of voting, three huts were selected for final design 
and construction.   I wished that we could have built each one of them. 
 
If we were to construct the three huts, not all of them could be sited in the studio. 
With one sited in the studio, the other two were placed outside and around the 
Architecture Building.   The outside sites were very different.   One was in the 
formal courtyard entrance to the School of Architecture, while the other was a 
neglected garden behind the Architecture Library.   Each hut presented a 
different response from their site. 
 
The studio hut used recycled metal and medium density particleboard and 
featured artificial lighting.    The courtyard hut demanded a more formal solution 
and a respect of brick cubes in the space.    The garden hut was the most 
primitive of the three.   The students found bamboo, rocks, beaver sticks, and 
with the skillful pruning of the existing landscaping fit seamlessly into the context.        
 
  
 



 

         
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 
 

The studio work fulfilled and exceeded the course objectives in every aspect.   In 
my many years of teaching, I never had results like this. 
 
The class demonstrated the ability to work creatively as both individuals and 
collaboratively. 
 
Art, Architecture, Structure, Space, and Dwelling can be one.   Without Spirit, 
Architecture is mere Building. 
 
The Act of Making is imperative to the education of an Architect.   If our studies 
were left only to scale models and drawings, the experience would have been 
incomplete, hollow, and without meaning.   
 
Literature and History are important to the Making.   Context grounds the work 
and allows it to inform future designs.   
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Interactive Private-Public space-Analyzing through the           
 Photographic Images. 
 
‘Private’ is nothing but a zone of space and time. One protects emotionally that interiority 
and intimacy of private space. There that space is a ‘subject’ of one’s protection. Fancy 
of catching the moments, events or portraits through photographic images turns that 
subject into an object and bring it to the public space. That turns the interiority in to an 
exteriority. That private space passes through the period of history and culture. One can 
not deny that camera register and document the object or thing in front of it. That 
documentation makes the image two dimensional, but can never the subject involved in 
it. The dimension of subject can be retrieved through elaboration, questioning and 
interrogating that period of history and information embedded in it. 
 
While narrating the documented photographic images my interest is not to keep out the 
aesthetic pleasure of an image. This is to analyze the heavy weight of the documented 
period and the importance of the personality involved in the image narration. 
Photographic image speaks, induces to think. It is an authentic document of reality that 
minces with history. It is difficult to leave that message in the document unread. One may 
call that as an ‘exteriorization’ of private space in to public zone.  
 
I will be reading the personal albums of Maharani Chimnabai-II, wife of Maharaja Sayaji 
Rao III, who ruled Baroda state at the time of British India. Chimnabai II independently 



organized many aesthetic activities. She thought of ‘globalization’ in the early 20th 
century itself in Indian context for girl’s education.  
 
Focus of my study will be – Her strength of double fold to follow the traditions and 
family customs in the private life at the same time efficiently managing the activities of 
public space. She was occupying a ‘doubly subaltern space’ at that period because she 
was a wife of a ruler in the royal class family where patriarchal system acts differently 
and also that period of colonial times needs a different and diplomatic methodology to 
negotiate that time activities.            
 
Balamani.M (Art-critic) 
23rd August 2005. 
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Introduction 

Native Hawaiian Health, Arts Education and Culture are in crises.  
The latest statistics show that Native Hawaiians lead the State in Diabetes with all its 
associated life-threatening diseases, including Cancer as well as Obesity.   
It was imperative that we reached our children immediately and that we continue to do 
so.  Artery*Health-Arts (AHA) provides an opportunity for community members to be 
accountable about these health issues and reach out to our children, who are our future, 
by encouraging them to invest in themselves during their formative years. How? By 
presenting options with examples to choose health and wellness aligned with cultural 
connectivity and Hawaiian spirituality, which is the continuity to our ancestors.  
 
ARTery*Health-Arts (AHA) is a multifaceted creative process incorporating the Art of 
Creativity and the Art of Healing to inform students about health practices. Educators and 
nonprofit groups are pushing for a revival of art in the classroom. They are concerned 
that an entire generation of students has received an incomplete or erratic arts education.  
While drama, music and visual arts mostly survived at middle schools and high schools 
where students can take those classes as electives, educators say elementary schools have 
had spotty participation in the arts. 
 
Engaging all of the physical senses through Arts’ skills and written literary expression 
produces critical thinking and decision-making resulting in self-confidence and academic 
achievement. Armed with a successful track record, the pilot initiative project 2004,  
ARTery*Health-Arts was developed in response to requests from medical professionals, 
to address life-threatening and preventable health conditions common in the Hawaiian 
community. 
 
Pilot Initiative 
 
In the beginning was the word.  And the word was Kahea or the call.  I heard the Kahea. I 
answered the call and the journey began.  It all started with a Pilot Initiative that was 
developed for Papa Ola Lokahi addressing life-threatening health issues through graphic 
interpretation of diabetes, health and wellness for children and their families.  Art was the 
medium for health education ending with an art exhibition demonstrating the work of the 
students involved in the program. 
 
The original pilot initiative concept came from Mele Look, Hawaii EXPORT Center at 
the John A. Burns School of Medicine, Department of Native Hawaiian Health .   
It was Mele who sent forth the Kahea, the call.  She presented the concept to us and 
recommended that we start in the Waimanalo district. The other key individual that was 
there for us to get this project launched and provide the major funding and weekly 
support was Hardy Spoehr, Executive Director of Papa Ola Lokahi. Both Hardy Spoehr 
and Mele Look, recommended that  Hinano K. Campton  (Auntie Hinano)  who answered  
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the Kahea, the call,  should step out and start its own non-profit organization.  It is from 
this first meeting that ARTery* a Native Hawaiian Health Arts Program was born.  
 
We started meeting with Dr. Charmin Akina M.D., a Native Hawaiian doctor from Mauli 
Ola Project, who was holding community Diabetes classes at the Waimanalo Health 
Center.  We attended the Diabetes program designed for the Native Hawaiian 
Community.  The classes were once a week and dinner was served afterwards.  We saw 
and met with the first-time people and listened to those who have been following the 
program faithfully. Community members shared their testimonies about the positive 
changes in their lives as a result of the class. Some people felt that Dr. Akina’s 
Philosophy was not the traditional western acceptable Diabetic solutions.  The obvious 
difference was that the native people were listening, and they were participating.  It was a 
five-day program.  They were willing to try it out for the first day. They came back on the 
second and third days.  Everyone completed the course.  The program was customized for 
the Hawaiian community at large.  That was the difference.  The presentation, the content 
and the food served were customized to fit with the lifestyles, the pocket book and the 
culture of the community.  We completed the course and found ourselves happily re-
auditing the second session.    
 
Dr. Charmin Akina M.D. was an inspiration and a major supporter of ARTery*Health-
Arts. We met with him weekly throughout the project.  He reviewed the student’s work 
regularly.  All of their written papers and their Artwork had his undivided attention.  Not 
one student’s work was casually passed over or not taken seriously.  His passion and 
support helped us to maintain our passion for this project.  He stayed with us throughout 
the program and was always there for ARTery*Health-Arts.     
 
Pilot Initiative Inaugurated  
 
The Pilot Initiative consisted of three types of environments: 1) Public school 6th grade 
class; 2) Charter school combination grades of 9th, 10 and 11th grades; and 3) an After-
school program. The course material began with a brief introduction to Native Hawaiian 
history and contact to the western world with the arrival of Captain James Cook 1785.  
Here examples of etching and prints drawn from each of the early explorers were 
exhibited to the students.  Art that was formerly seen only at the Honolulu Academy of 
Art was now exhibited to the children wherever we met in the community. The works 
were discussed and studied.  The students were able to see for themselves that this 
collection of prints proved that obesity was not prevalent in Hawai‘i.  It was a visual 
demonstration to the students that their ancestors were well built, lean and muscular.  The 
students were able to see the style of hair dos, the style of clothing and the popularity of 
tattooing the body.  
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The prints were also excellent linear examples of the types of lines that can be used to 
complete a drawing in order to create a print.  After each health presentation, students 
were taught about the basics in Art and how to use the medium that is used for that class.  
For this class, acrylics were used to paint their thoughts regarding the health issues that 
were taught during that particular session.  The Art basics that were taught included 
drawing, line, shading, perspective and shapes.  The following “How To” was covered:  
how to mix colors; how to use a brush; and how to paint and record their thoughts, 
feelings from their personal viewpoint regarding what they learned during the health 
presentations. When their paintings were complete each student  wrote their personal 
story about what they painted.  Each painting required a written paper about their work.   
 
Before every class, a palette of paint for each student was set-up. The tables were 
prepared before they came into the room.  Each student had their own brush, art paper 
and a complete palette of colors ready for them to create their own art work as seen and 
understood from their perspective.   
 
In the beginning it was difficult for each student to understand that this assignment was 
freedom of expression, through the medium of painting their own feelings about the 
subject, from their own perspective.   There were no patterns or models for the children to 
follow or pre-designed pictures, or paint by number images to complete. The goal was to 
learn how to think critically, to think analytically and to be able to create from their na`au 
and their heart and write about the health presentation that was presented to them that 
day.  
 
Basic art concepts were taught from line, perspective, color etc.  Now you may wonder 
why is this unique? Simply stated, Art has been eliminated at the elementary level in the 
public schools in order to focus on the main subjects in the “No Child Left Behind” Act.  
A decade of budget tightening and a shaky economic climate all but eliminated 
formalized arts programs from elementary schools in the 1990s. Schools no longer had 
enough money to use on what has come to be considered educational frills: art, music, 
dance, drama and physical education classes.  
 
The difference is, private schools in Hawai‘i have increased and enhanced their Art 
programs.  All of the top private schools in Hawai`i have been adding to their Arts, 
performing arts and music curriculum, while public schools  eliminated arts programs. 
 
In starting the pilot initiative, we knew going into any type of art program that art for art 
sake alone would not be acceptable by the school administration here in Hawai‘i.  It must 
have another message in addition to art, in order to present to the students, because those 
in charge would determine that it would not have the academic value in the in the “No 
Child Left Behind” Act. 
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Significance  
 
The significance of the problem addressed by the Pilot Initiative Health Education for 
Native Hawaiian children as expressed through arts and culture and creative writing is 
important for the survival of an indigenous people and for its future leaders. This 
innovative approach and expansion of a successful pilot initiative was stimulated by the 
following factors. 
 
In the ARTery*Health-Arts (AHA) program our children learn how their own decisions 
affects their lives in school-based or community-based settings. The sixth grade is the last 
grade in Elementary Schools before students move on to Intermediate Schools. Reaching 
out to this age group before they go through their metamorphic changes is important 
because they are in the stages of physical, mental and emotional transition and are facing 
critical decisions that may affect the rest of their lives.  
 
The Health Education component covered Diabetes Prevention. Since many other major 
life threatening diseases are directly related to diabetes, such as heart disease, kidney 
failure, blindness, amputations, stroke, including obesity all of which are pervasive in 
almost all families within the community.   
 
Native Hawaiians have the highest diabetes mortality rate when compared to other ethnic 
groups. And many still remain undiagnosed, which means they are unaware that they 
have diabetes.  Nearly 80% of diabetes cases were diagnosed in overweight and obese 
individuals.  Cancer was also a major focal point that was covered. Obesity was clearly 
an issue and continues to be in Native Hawaiian communities. What ever a student puts 
into their mouth was discussed, from substance abuse, food, ice, tobacco, alcohol, 
excessive sugar foods and drinks.  The student learns the differences between poor 
choices versus good choices, and how the effects of these choices can become an integral 
component in their personal Health and Wellness.  
 
Physicians, Health Centers, Professional Health Practitioners with all of their professional 
expertise have their hands full. They have not been able to reach all of our children, the 
younger members from our community.  
 
“Our first and great duty is that of self preservation.  Our acts are in vain unless we can 
stay the wasting hand that is destroying our people.”  

(1855) King Kamehameha IV – Alexander Liholiho 
 
The potential contribution of the AHA project increased the knowledge and 
understanding of educational problems, and effective strategies that may provide  
opportunities for students to develop analytical skills while gleaning information of 
issues dealing with life threatening diseases.   
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AHA provides opportunities for students to learn effective strategies to prevent diabetes, 
cardiovascular disease and cancer through their daily health behavior by expressing 
themselves creatively through speech and literary expression including arts’ skills, which 
leads to self-confidence with the bonus, academic achievement. The AHA literacy 
component stimulates and encourages the student to think critically and to write how they 
feel about what they learned, and how it may affect themselves or their own families.  
 
The AHA represents an exceptional approach for meeting statutory purposes and 
requirements because after all these years Health professionals have not succeeded in 
reaching all members of the Native Hawaiian communities.  We have many generations 
that believe when you get older, all these life-threatening diseases are going to happen to 
you anyhow.  The attitude is while you are young and healthy; you must live life to the 
fullest. In the past, the western concept of prevention was not practiced. You get 
Diabetes.  You will die.  After all, everyone else in the family and community eventually 
did.  You may have emphysema and are on a breathing machine, yet life must go on.  
What do you do? You continue to smoke your cigarette while you are pushing around 
your breathing machine. Is there something wrong with this picture?  
 
AHA’s hope is in our children.  This is an exceptional approach, thinking out of the box.  
Our children need to hear from people that have earned their trust.  Our children need to 
hear that they themselves are able to make meaningful decisions that will indeed affect 
their personal well being leading to their Health and Wellness.   
 
ARTery*Health-Arts levels the playing field. Each child is treated with the respect they 
deserve, even if a student may have acquired a reputation in the principal’s office, 
whether they are high-risk, top-student, slow-to-learn student etc. The subject is Health 
Education.  It is about something real that may be happening in the student’s life now, at 
home or somewhere in his or her own family.  This is not a subject that you need twelve 
more years of education before you can use it or experience it.  This particular subject has 
touched every child. However this is the first time they are being included into the dialog.   
 
This is the first time someone is asking them about their opinion about the subject they 
are experiencing.  Most of time, this is a first in the child’s life whereby the student has 
been given the opportunity to ask a question.  Why?  How come? The answer may be for 
fear of judgment from his/her peers or family members; medical professionals, school 
counselors or the school psychologist who will record it. It now becomes part of their 
school records.    
 
AHA provides the opportunity for many children, to willingly share their stories through 
their Arts project or writing assignment. Health-Arts projects can be used immediately, 
when the subject is opened up to the class. 
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What makes it work?  
 
This Health-Arts project is a first, with classes taught by non-medical professionals, who 
are members of the community who may be dealing with the same health issues, but 
mentored by Native Hawaiian Health professionals. It is through this project that we, 
community members are learning to take responsibility of being accountable for our own 
actions regarding our health, from elders to children. Non-professionals, together within 
community-based settings are stepping out.  As Native Hawaiians, we have our own way 
of learning which works when Hawaiian spirituality, cultural connectivity and continuity 
to the ancestors are included in our daily lives. 
 
ARTery*Health-Arts 
 
ARTery* is a Health-Arts educational program. The primary purpose of ARTery* 
Health-Arts is holistic health education combined  with arts education for children of all 
ages; to empower the student’s inherent right to choose wellness; and to be responsible 
for his or her own choices demonstrated and by graphic representation through the 
medium of Art and a Literacy component with creative writing as a motivator.  
 
The goal of Artery*Health-Arts is to continue to reach out to our children and their 
families before the onset of life threatening diseases. The focus was on Prevention and 
wellness rather than after contact of the disease and healing through rehabilitation. 
Health-Arts is the first educational program of its kind here in Hawai‘i.  
 
What makes Health-Arts different from other Arts programs?  It is very different.   
Historically, there are many other successful programs associated with both large urban 
and small rural hospitals. These public and private medical centers are in the business of 
rehabilitation using some form of Arts Therapy. What is different about ARTery*Health-
Arts is its focus and direction toward early health education.  The health and arts 
component of the program was and continues to be supported by a professional advisory 
council.  
 
The focus was on life threatening health issues, and addresses the problems students are 
having with ICE, drugs and social skills.  Auntie Hinano packaged the health issues into a 
delivery system that would interest all children.  Interviews with students and on-going 
evaluations surveys helped form the content and choice of presentations.  The Curriculum 
was designed with a hands-on in class exposure to medical and art terminology. 
 
Program 
 
The pilot program needed all the elements of life’s experiences and learning tools that 
exposed the student to concepts of choice and change. The core of ARTery*Health-Arts 
course material addresses diabetes and cardiovascular disease presented by someone who 
is familiar with Hawaiian culture and its experiences with western medical practices.   
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Basic health issues regarding diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, nutrition, drugs, obesity 
and whatever comes up within children’s art projects and their writings usually involved 
their families or communities, from body mutilation to drugs were discussed at each 
meeting.  The health curriculum centers on prevention of life threatening diseases and 
whatever current issue that is happening within the student’s life at that time.  Prevention 
is the goal.  
 
AHA asks the student to look at their own habits and routines in relation to the health 
concepts presented in that day. The subject is addressed verbally by some students and 
presented graphically and in creative writing by each student about the powerful 
expectations social pressures that shape the decisions on how one lives their life. Health-
Arts encourages the student to change negative behaviors that may affect their health by 
defining and creating positive identities and different values through their own creative 
expression.  Health-Arts encourages each student to carry and promote their cultural 
values, perspectives and behaviors into other parts of their lives, into their schools, places 
of worship and communities.  The over all goal is to open the door of healing thereby 
giving permission for real transformation, beginning with changing their attitude and  
perspective thereby healing one’s self, which affects our families and our communities 
that eventually affects the world around us.   
 
Not in Public Schools 
 
The Arts have not been included in the public school’s educational curriculum for 
approximately eight years, and many of our children are unaware of their traditional 
cultural values, while expensive private schools through out Hawai‘i have increased their 
Arts and Cultural programs.  Private school graduates are expected to attend the top 
Universities in the Nation while many children attending local Public Schools are indeed 
fortunate if they complete their education.  
 
The arts are a vital part of a comprehensive education. In AHA our children can express 
themselves both visually and literally about what they learned. Current research further 
suggests that young people who participate in the arts acquire skills that help them in 
decision-making, problem solving, creative thinking, and teamwork.  The arts also can 
help motivate children to learn and achieve stronger results in core academic subjects.  
The Arts provides full participation of all of the senses. Our children learn best when 
hands are used along with hearing, seeing, smelling, touching, feeling and talking. For 
our children, the arts provide the impetus to stay in school and find their way to 
contribute to society.   
 
Elaine Zinn, arts-in-education coordinator of the Hawai‘i State Foundation on Culture 
and the Arts, said research on brain development has shown that experiences with art, 
color and movement help children learn subjects such as reading or math. "Art makes you 
a whole person," she said. "Research shows that children do better in school —  
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particularly those children who don't do well in the regular classroom being lectured to 
all the time — when they have kinesthetic experiences. They remember lessons longer. 
School becomes more meaningful."  
 
ARTery*Health-Arts, Pilot Initiative project, a multifaceted creative process’, successful 
track record, reached its goal. The children expressed themselves through the arts, by 
changing attitudes that produce healthy self-confident indigenous people and future 
leaders. The selected artwork now currently hangs in the halls of the Department of 
Native Hawaiian Health Center. 
 
Artery*Health-Arts has currently expanded its program through out Hawai`i.  AHA 
responds to island community invitations and would be happy to launch the program in 
your area.  We welcome collaborations and partnerships with communities, educational 
and health agencies.  
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What influence did wartime conditions in Hollywood and in the United 
States 
generally have on the development of film noir?  Over the years, 
scholars 
have debated the nature and origins of film noir in American 
filmmaking.  In 
1946, after World War II, French critics viewing earlier wartime 
American 
films for the first time coined the term “film noir.”  Literally “black 
film,” film noir referred to a trend of what postwar French critics 
considered to be a decisively darker breed of Hollywood films produced 
during the war.  World War II created a complex framework of industrial 
and 
institutional circumstances--e.g., war-related constraints on 
production, 
changes in censorship and studio talent--that converged to generate 
what has 
come to be termed film noir.  How were these film noir productions 
conceived 
when they were made?  What did American filmmakers have in mind prior 
to 
1946 when they created what would later be known as ‘film noir’?  
Studio 
records and trade papers from the 1940s cited a new wartime Hollywood 
crime 
trend by 1944 in the U.S., before the term ‘film noir’ originated in 
France. 
 
Biographical Note 
 
Sheri Chinen Biesen is assistant professor of Radio, Television and 
Film at Rowan University.  Dr. Biesen received her Ph.D. at The 
University of Texas at Austin, MA at The University of Southern 
California School of Cinema-Television and has lectured on film at 
USC, University of California, University of Texas and in England. 
Professor Biesen has contributed to Film and History, Literature/Film 
Quarterly, Popular Culture Review, Quarterly Review of Film and 
Video, edited The Velvet Light Trap and is completing work on a book 
on Film Noir and World War II. 
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Abstract 

     Two classic horror movies’ protagonists, Freddy in The Nightmare on Elm 

Street and Jason in Friday the Thirteen meet each other in this film – Freddy V.S. 

Jason. Following Freddy’s death in the Nightmare on Elm Street movies, characters in 

the movie forget about him and his nightmare. The situation irritates Freddy because 

it causes him lose all his power. Therefore, he uses Jason, the serial killer just as cruel 

as Freddy, to kill people and reawaken their fear of Freddy so he can get his power 

back. Through dreams and by using Jason, Freddy successfully and devilishly 

awakens people’s fear. The producer Sean S. Cunningham considers that, “in past 

twenty years, Freddy and Jason are the representatives of subculture and possess 

strong influence; signifying all the fears that people of all ages will possess.” Through 

dream, Freddy and Jason enter human being’s subconsciousness and subsequently kill 

them by corrupting his or her seamy and dark side. The sacrifices not only kill by 

Freddy and Jason but also killed by his or her own fear. This idea is in accordance 

with Sigmund Freud’s claim that dream can be viewed as “wish-fulfillment.” He 

asserts that everyone has the capacity to dream, and these dreams reflect various kinds 
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of discontent in people’s real life. Through dream, they can discover their 

sub-consciousness or thoughts and emotions repressed in daily life. Therefore in this 

thesis, I plan to apply Freud’s psychoanalysis to study the movie Freddy V.S. Jason, to 

find out what’s the connection between human’s fear and desire represents in dream.  
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Lai He – Taiwan’s Father of Humanitarianism 
 

Dr.Kwok-Nung  CHU 
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Abstract. 
Born in 1894 in Zhanghua, Taiwan, Lai He was an eye witness to the 
sufferings of Taiwanese after the country’s defeat in the First Sino-Japanese 
War. Taiwan and the Pescadores Islands were ceded to Japan upon the 
signing of the Treaty of Shimonoseki by the then Chinese diplomat Li 
Hungzhang, which put Taiwan under colonial rule for the next fifty years. 
 
Humanitarianism and nationalism drew Lai to participate enthusiastically in 
various anti-Japanese movements. As a writer, he engaged himself actively 
in Taiwan’s New Literature Movement. From his poetic work (old format as 
opposed to the new format adopted by most modern writers) can be 
identified a central theme: humanitarianism. This humanitarianism is based 
upon his belief in equality, nationalism, freedom and benevolence; all stems 
upon his conviction that all humans have the right to dignity. His work is 
evident also of a determined presentation of a new mode of thought, contrary 
to the more old-fashioned conceptions borne by most other Chinese writers. 
 
His revelation, under the influence of westernization, simply became one of 
respecting human dignity, caring for the under-privileged, and fighting for 
justice and righteousness. 
 
Studying of Lai’s life philosophy should therefore entail a careful 
consideration of the foundation of this belief in humanitarianism, and an 
exploration of why he felt so deeply about that particular era. 
 
This paper first analyses Lai’s perception of humanitarianism, followed by a 
study of how his life and experience mode the style of his work -- It should 
be obvious that Lai is not only the master of Taiwan’s New Literature, but 
also the greatest “propeller” of humanitarianism in Taiwan ever. 
 
Key terms: Lai He, Colonial rule by Japan, Han Poetry, New Literature 
Movement, humanitarianism 
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Abstract 
 
Recently, the study of the narratives of  language learners, has received 
attention in the field of applied linguistics and second language acquisition. 
Language learning autobiographies have been recognized as a legitimate 
source of data in their own right, not just as a complement to quantitative 
approaches. By looking at narratives of how language teachers acquired 
their second and third languages, we may be able to refine our definitions 
of motivation and learning strategies. The language corpus for this study is 
the personal narratives of ten language teachers living and teaching 
English in Japan. Information obtained from the analyses such as this one 
has the potential to shed light on how languages are learned. 
 
 
 
 In the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research, a shift in emphasis 

has occurred from a search for language universals – what all language learners have in 

common – to an examination of diversity – how language learners are different. (Benson 

& Nunan, 2004).  Accompanying this shift is an emphasis on the subjective, introspective, 

biographical and autobiographical narratives of individual language learners (Bailey & 

Nunan, 1996; Bell, 2002; Block, 1998; Cameron, 2000; Connor, 1999; Goodley et al. 

2004; Kanno, 2000; Kaplan, 1994; Kouritzin, 2000; Pavlenko, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c).

 Autobiographical research that began with diary studies as exemplified by those 

in Bailey (1983, 1991), Bailey & Oschner (1998) and examined by Cameron (2000), also 

include memoir, more recently in the form of language learning autobiographies, such as 

those discussed by Murphey (2004) and Ogulnick (2000).   Autobiographies have 

investigated learning strategies, (He, 2002), second language literacy, (Shen 1989, Bell 

mailto:cummings@u-aizu.ac.jp
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1995, 1997, Connor 1999), and motivation (Lim 2002).  As Cohen and Scott (1996) 

suggest, the drawback of these studies is “inevitable memory deterioration between the 

language learning experience and the research study.” (p. 102) 

 The present study took place in 2004 during a course called “TESOL Classroom 

Practices” in the MA in TESOL Program at Teachers College Columbia University on 

the satellite campus in Japan. The participants, all English-language teachers, had not 

only intimate knowledge of the contexts of their own learning but also benefited from an 

in-depth intensive course on the historical and present-day approaches to second 

language learning and teaching. 

 

The Study 

Setting 

Teachers College Japan describes itself as follows: 

“Teachers College Columbia University inaugurated an M.A. program in TESOL 

(Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) on August 3, 1987. By offering the 

M.A. in Tokyo, Teachers College is now providing teachers in Japan with the same 

quality of professional and academic graduate work it has provided in New York for 

more than a century.  

“As the largest and most comprehensive private graduate school of education in the 

United States, Teachers College has been developing ways to better meet the needs of 

teachers from all over the world. In its work with teachers of English as a foreign 

language, the TESOL Program has increasingly emphasized the social context in which 

language is taught. 
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“By developing an M.A. program in Tokyo, Teachers College has been able to reflect the 

values crucial to its view of teacher preparation and language learning and at the same 

time take into account the critical importance of the context in which language teachers 

teach. 

“The M.A. program in Tokyo provides opportunities for Japanese-speaking teachers of 

English and English-speaking teachers of English to earn an M.A. while teaching full-

time. Thus participants will be able to relate current practices and theories in TESOL to 

their day-to-day teaching. 

“The program consists of courses, workshops and practica offered on Saturdays and 

Sundays throughout the year. All offerings are in English except some experimental 

language learning workshops. Consequently Japanese teachers will have many 

opportunities to read, write, and discuss their ideas in English by participating in the 

program.” (http://www.tc-japan.edu/ retrieved October 18, 2005) 

The Participants 

 The ten MA students who agreed to take part in this study approximately 

represented the demographics of the student body of Teachers College Japan.  Six were 

Japanese, one Cambodian-American, one Canadian, and two American; two taught at the 

university level, six taught high school, two taught in language schools; seven were 

female and three were male; six were native speakers of Japanese, six native speakers of 

English; and they ranged in age from early thirties to late fifties with the majority under 

forty years old. 

The Course 

http://www.tc-japan.edu/
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 The TESOL Classroom Practices introduces fundamental concepts and principles 

of the language teaching approaches in the 20th and 21st centuries.  It includes historical 

and current perspectives on pedagogical approaches and theories of language learning 

and teaching, as well as practical guidelines for planning activities and developing 

materials. Students are asked to prepare demonstrations, in teams, of several of the 

prominent approaches and methods and to detail in their presentations how techniques 

central to these methods might be adapted to support language teaching in the situations 

they know best.   

The assignment that provoked the language learning history writing follows. 

LANGUAGE LEARNER HISTORY 
 
A. First Draft 
 
Write a short history of yourself as a language learner. Try to include all the languages 
you have been in contact with, even if no formal (classroom) learning was involved. You 
may mention of each experience how successful you were and how positive (or negative) 
and enjoyable (or dull) it was, but don't worry about analyzing and explaining: just tell 
the story. Any legible medium is fine (you will be exchanging your history with other 
students) and any length is fine: for most of you, a couple of pages should cover it.  
 
B. Oral sharing: 
Read your history to your partner. 
Rules for reader: 
(1) Do not apologize, explain, or stall; just read 
(2) Don't stop; don't add; just read what you wrote. 
Rules for listener:  
(1) during reading, don't interrupt, don't ask questions, pay attention; 
(2) after listening, 
a. Say back the crux of what you heard and understood; what you learned; 
b. State a couple of things you liked about the account. 
c. State a couple of things you'd like to know more about. 
 
C. Exchange papers with another student ( not the one who responded to you orally). 
Read their history and write a brief response, stating: 
-a couple of things you enjoyed about their story; 
-anything you think you have in common; 
-any insights you gained about language teaching & learning; 
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-some part of the story you would like to know more about. 
 
D. Individual Reflection & synthesis 
Review your original text and the written response; then (1) respond to any comments 
you find interesting or noteworthy, especially the estimation of you as a learner; (2) add a 
brief account of what you learned about yourself from the activity; (3) write a brief 
summary of yourself as a language learner (no more than a page). Then, also briefly (no 
more than a page), sketch the kind of language class which would be particularly helpful 
to you and which would help you fulfill your various goals. 
 
Findings 

 The participants in this study wrote from between 200 to 2000 words in response 

to the “First Draft” part of the assignment, with an average of about 750 words per person. 

Interestingly enough, most of the native speakers of English wrote stories of failure, 

disappointment, and frustration, many of them comically described, while the native 

speakers of Japanese wrote tales of overcoming obstacles, of heroic quests, trials by fire, 

with the writer as the protagonist of the story, often emerging victorious. Examples from 

some of the stories follow. 

An American man wrote: 

“There was something seriously wrong with my Spanish professor in college. First, he 

always wore dark mirrored sunglasses in class. That's weird, right? It gave him an 

untouchable mystique like a dictator lording over the masses. Plus, he spoke lightening-

quick Spanish and no one except the other native Spanish speakers in the class could 

understand a word he said. I remember him having long casual conversations the Spanish 

speakers and then with a quick snicker we would go back to some grammar point to be 

made in the textbook. He mumbled a lot, too. By the end of the semester I failed the class. 

It was the only time in my academic experience, and it was quite a shock.” 
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A Canadian man: 

“The administration at my elementary school in Canada may have actually had quite 

progressive ideas about education. But in the case of my French class, the notions of 

learner autonomy and minimalizing the role of the teacher in the classroom were 

interpreted quite literally, I’m afraid. I mean, due to cutbacks in public education, our 

school actually did not have a French teacher! However, because of Canada’s official 

policy of bilingualism, we were still required to attend French ‘class’. Now I use the 

word ‘class’ very loosely here because even as a child, I was certain that any class had to 

include a teacher. So when we were seated for an hour in front of a TV and video player 

we knew it was French ‘class’ and for us that meant free time! To be fair, this unusual 

approach may have in some perverse way, found theoretical justification in Krashen’s 

input hypothesis. 

     “And as nearly all researchers in Second Language Education would agree: children 

are exceptionally keen learners; this must be true because the connection I made at a 

young age between French class and free time stuck with me right through middle and 

high school- despite the fact that I actually had a teacher during those times. In fact, this 

association seems to be the only thing I learned from those elementary school French 

‘classes’.” 

 

A Cambodian-American woman: 

“I've still a long way to go with learning Japanese after stumbling onto it almost 5 years 

ago. My most earnest attempt at learning Japanese took place last year right after I got 

married. I enrolled in a language school for three months in Tokyo. Classes were good, 
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though speaking practices were lacking. I excelled in those classes and was told that my 

pronunciation and grammar knowledge was great. But even so, I still can't carry on a 

basic Japanese conversation without feeling so flustered and confused at some point. My 

eyes would start to dart around as if to look for some words to magically appear in front 

of my eyes and my breathing would quicken with nervousness. It's not uncommon that I 

feel like a lost traveler in some foreign land.” 

 

In sharp contrast to these narratives, a Japanese man wrote: 

     “Throughout my language learning history, everyone who have sounded positive to 

my language learning tome have been inspiring and enlightening. In Japanese there is an 

expression “oyabaka” which means parents’ blind love of their children. My case may be 

the opposite, or child excessive praise of parents. As I am the typical of the latter, please 

be lenient to me and let me boast of my father.  

     “As he was born to a poverty-stricken family in the early 20th century, he had almost 

no chance to get a formal language education. However his desire to learn a foreign 

language/ languages were insatiable. The times and trend in those days were running 

more and more adversarial against those who showed an interest in foreign languages, in 

particular English. Although English was getting regarded as an enemy language, he 

looked at an small English dictionary behind an army barrack. Later while his staying in 

Singapore, Malaysia and Borneo in Indonesia as an Japanese Imperial army soldier from 

1943 to 1945, he picked up some local language, especially Malay.  

     “Later my father often disclosed his Malay over supper when I was a kid like what 

they said some food in Malay. Although no Malay retained in me, his acculturation 
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memory got me to imagine what those countries and peoples were like. His own personal 

memories and his way of learning Malay had me imagine various scenes where he got 

involved in people there. Though the Japanese army devastated those countries and a lot 

of his disclosed memories were not pleasant, he often missed people in Borneo and 

wished to visit there some day not to be realized.  

     “Luckily I have got inspired by various teachers and instructors. However in spite of 

the fact I had learned almost no English from my father, his talk raised my curiosity for 

language learning and foreign countries most.” 

 

A Japanese woman wrote: 

     “I’ve never reflected on my life through the language learning. My life is as if I were 

walking a tightrope, taking care of three children and doing the housework while working 

as a full time teacher and being a language learner. Then where does my motivation come 

from? Calm but deep reflection of my language learning history has given me three 

answers to these questions.  

     “The first answer is to seek for my identity. It seems that I have engaged in the 

activities for my own sake and not for extrinsic tangible reward. I have been motivated to 

achieve self-actualization. So far I have been asking myself who I am and how I should 

lead my life. The language learning always has a key to this challenge. The positive 

feedback like passing the First Grade of Eiken Step Test and getting high TOEIC score 

can be perceived as a boost to my feelings of competence and self-determination, which 

has energized of my life. 
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     “Another answer is to have fun. The language learning has provided me with a new 

way of thinking, feeling and acting, life long friends and good instructors, and 

refreshment like after playing sports. “Sports English” I like to use this term for the 

fulfillment and energy I can get through English study. The faster I read passages, the 

bigger map I can grasp. It is the fun moments of  brain storming. 

      “The last answer is economical and psychological independence. I am studying a 

language in order to further a career or academic goal, which leads to economic 

independence as well as in a psychological way.” 

 

Finally, another Japanese woman wrote: 

     “I encountered my first foreign language at a private protestant junior high school in 

Yokohama. Contrary to my nervousness, the English class proceeded in an unthreatening 

way at a moderate speed with traditional approaches such as explanations about grammar 

and translation. The teacher gave us quizzes and homework, which reinforced my 

knowledge. However, other students’ attitude of complete confidence in English made 

me feel very uneasy about further study. 

     “Besides the regular class, we learned about the Bible in English from an American 

missionary. Attentively listening to her English, we were fascinated with the stories of 

Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, God, and the Holy Spirit. It wasn’t very communicative, 

but more like a Content-Based-Approach. The American teacher’s gentle personality and 

a good classroom atmosphere were a great help to lessen my anxiety, and feel willing to 

learn more.  
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     “In my senior high school days, my interest in English gained momentum, and I 

engaged myself in learning it even outside of class. The fear I felt in junior high was 

completely superseded by a true joy. And I had already determined to be an English 

teacher, though I actually remember very little, almost zero, about all the English teachers 

I met. 

     “One important lesson from my language learning history is that, if you keep on 

learning steadily and find enjoyment in your language learning journey, and if you have a 

crystal-clear and attainable goal, you can accomplish it eventually. Keep reaching for the 

stars, don’t be over-worried, AND never, never, never surrender!!!” 

 

Discussion 

 The differences between the two styles of narrative merit attention. Ochs & Capp 

(2001) point out that “Tellers who recount turning point experiences cast themselves in 

transition from one cultural image to another...” (p.224). In the stories of the Japanese 

tellers learning English, this was definitely so. These learners saw themselves (and their 

family members, in one case)  as protagonists or heroes of their own stories. Ochs & 

Capp (2001) further suggest that “the tendency to narrate their thoughts, feelings, and 

deeds in a positive light, for example, is characteristic of many tellers talking about their 

role as protagonists in a past incident.” (p.254). In the stories of the North Americans 

attempting to learn other languages, on the other hand, the narrator was portrayed more as 

a “sufferer...who narrated the self as ‘helpless’” (p. 254) and at the mercy of a cruel, 

unusual, or absent teacher. 
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 It may well be that because this study took place in Japan, where the Japanese 

students in the MA TESOL Program at Teachers College are practicing teachers whose 

livelihood depends on their knowledge of the language they are teaching must tell a story 

of heroic conquests. It is possible that there exists “a tension between a need to 

authentically render personal experiences and a need to apprehend them in a manner that 

aligns with what is familiar and acceptable to others.” (Ochs & Capp 2001, p. 222).  On 

the other hand, the native speakers of English, who had much less at stake in this 

autobiographical exercise, may have been more interested in entertaining their audience 

and/or assigning blame for their failures and, along the way, more willing to admit that 

there was no happy ending to their stories. However, as language teachers, they might 

imagine that one day they will be able to provide that happy ending to others. 

 

Implications for further research 

 There is much to discover about how language teachers narrate their perceptions 

of themselves as language learners and how, in turn, this will affect what they do when 

they return to the language classroom after they have reflected on their experiences. In 

addition, there is a great deal to add to the body of SLA literature from stories such as 

these. As for this study, if the size of the sample had been larger, surely the findings 

could be stated more persuasively. If different groups of language teachers were 

compared with this heterogeneous group of teachers living in Japan, we could learn still 

more. Also of interest would be a longitudinal study of language teachers enrolled in 

language courses designed to measure how their attitudes and language abilities evolved 

over a period of years. 
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ABSTRACT   

     The document is an investigation of trends in the music of dying composers as 

evidenced by the last works of Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin.  Such trends include 

the increased use of counterpoint, the use of new or experimental techniques, the 

production of religious music, the use of death-themed texts, and the use of various 

devices to convey individual physical and/or psychological conditions.  The document is 

organized into three major sections, each section dealing primarily with one of the 

aforementioned composers.  Within each major section, background information is 

initially presented which includes a general description of the specific composer's illness 

and its effect on his life.  Next, trends in the specific composer's late style are discussed 

and related to other composers.  Each major section will conclude with an analysis of the 

composer's last work(s) in relation to the proposed trends.  Major sections are organized 

similarly throughout in order to create a general sense of consistency, balance, and to 

allow for easier comparison.       The document asserts that composers who have entered 

the dying process are inclined to approach their mortality through their music and desire 

to explore new techniques when they know their time is limited.  Thus, composing is 

viewed as a method of facing death, a method by which illness, suffering, and fear may 

be transformed into something that is profound, beautiful, and eternal.  Conclusively, 

Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin employ similar compositional techniques in their last 

works.  Such techniques may be notable in the music of all dying composers who wish to 

obtain a psychological victory over death through their final musical accomplishments.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Death. It is life’s final experience, the only certainty, and the ultimate unknown. 

Throughout history, mankind has struggled with the concept of mortality. "Philosophy, 

religion, and science have all been employed in an attempt to understand and control 

death" (Rando, 1984, 1). However, death remains inevitable, and the knowledge of this 

certain end "determines much of how we look at life" (Ibid). In fact, it may be said that 

life cannot exist without death. "If we were immortal, there would be no reason for 

aspiring, hoping, striving, and attempting to make meaning out of life; our experiences 

would pale in intensity if there were an endless supply of tomorrows with limitless 

opportunities" (Ibid). But mortality continues to limit our existence; thus human life 

becomes all the more precious in light of this unquestionable truth. 

Much can be learned about an individual in terms of their attitude toward death and 

dying. "There are many possibilities, as attitudes toward death may range from complete 

denial to complete existential acceptance" (Rando, 1984, 2). However, attitudes 

surrounding death tend to change with age, and perhaps most poignantly during the dying 

phase itself. Amidst the dying process, an individual’s focus may be physical, mental, or 

spiritual. Individuals may experience intense physical suffering or regret over lost 

opportunities. However, they may also experience a creative desire for final self-

expression and a readiness to return to their spiritual home. 

Such experiences are common among those who are dying or have entered the dying 

phase. The great artists of the world are no exception; they too experienced severe pain, 

regret, creative energy, and spiritual longing in their own dying stages. It has been 

suggested that great suffering, along with a heightened consciousness of self-mortality, 



can inspire great creativity. No where else is this concept better revealed than in the final 

works of the great composers Ludwig van Beethoven, Franz Schubert, and Frederic 

Chopin. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART I: LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN 

CHAPTER 1: BEETHOVEN’S ILLNESS 

Ludwig van Beethoven may well be the greatest and most influential composer to have 

ever lived. His music reflects all things human and divine, and his greatness as both a 

composer and an individual is, and always will be, universally acknowledged. However, 

a closer investigation into the life and death of this great composer will most assuredly 

reveal that Beethoven’s life was, for the most part, a life of suffering. 

Ludwig van Beethoven was born in Bonn, Germany in the year 1770. Although 

Beethoven was healthy during his young life, by his early twenties, he had developed 

"chronic disturbing illnesses that would plague him throughout his adult life" (Walsh, 

2000, para. 1). The symptoms of this chronic yet unknown disease included abdominal 

pain, fevers, headaches, infections, abscesses, bronchitis, rheumatism, eye problems, and 

depression (Jamer, 1991, para. 2). However, his "primary complaint" was always the 

abdominal pain, "which he referred to as ‘colic’" (Walsh, 2000, para. 1). Following the 

publication by Ludwig Nohl of Beethoven’s letters in 1876, "the wide diversity of his 

medical complaints, other than his deafness and depression, became apparent" (Davies, 

2001, preface). 

Beethoven’s deafness may or may not have been a direct result of this illness; the 

composer had first admitted that he was "losing his hearing" a year earlier in 1801 

(Walsh, 2000, para. 1). In 1817, precisely a decade before his death, the composer was 

almost completely deaf. 

During the years before his death, Beethoven suffered a variety of ailments, including 

"jaundice," "thoracic gout," "severe eye pain," and finally pneumonia (Jamer, 1991, para. 



1). Beethoven’s chronic suffering increased with age; hence "his last years were as 

hellish as his final music was divine." (Ibid). 

Throughout his life, Beethoven sought the advice of many physicians, all in an 

"unsuccessful attempt" to alleviate his misery (Walsh, 2000, para. 1). Beethoven 

expressed his distress regarding his illness in the famous "Heiligenstadt Testament" of 

1802: 

For six years I have been suffering an incurable affliction, aggravated by imprudent 

physicians. Year after year deceived by the hope of an improvement, [I am] finally forced 

to contemplate the prospect of a lasting illness, whose cure may take years or even be 

impossible...(Jamer, 1991, intro.). 

It is well known that Beethoven "had quite a number of medical student and doctor 

friends" to whom he wrote for help from quite an early age (Jamer, 1991, para. 4). A 

wealth of information regarding Beethoven’s various ailments exists in these letters as 

well as within Beethoven’s diary, "volumes of contemporary sources," and in the results 

of his multiple autopsies (Ibid). 

Beethoven’s physicians prescribed a variety of treatments for the composer’s host of 

medical ailments. One of Beethoven’s earliest regular physicians was Dr. Johann Peter 

Frank. Beethoven consulted Dr. Frank in the late 1790’s because of his "worsening 

deafness" and "frequent diarrhea" (Davies, 2001, 17). In a letter to a friend regarding the 

doctor, Beethoven stated: 

Frank tried to tone up my constitution with strengthening medicines and my hearing with 

almond oil, but much good did it do me! His treatment had no effect, my deafness 

became even worse, and my abdomen continued to be in the same state as before (Ibid). 



In the fall of 1800, Beethoven discontinued his employment of Dr. Frank and sought the 

medical advice of Dr. Gerhard von Vering (Davies, 2001, 18). Dr. Vering prescribed pills 

for Beethoven’s stomach along with "tepid baths in the Danube" (Ibid). Viennese 

medicine during Beethoven’s life often involved treatments aimed at alleviating 

symptoms, such as spa cures and massage therapy. Baths of varying temperatures and 

mineral constitution were often prescribed in conjunction with "consumption of the 

medical waters" (Davies, 2001, 2). Although Beethoven found relief in these early spa 

treatments, his deafness continued to worsen throughout his life (Davies, 2001, 18). Dr. 

Vering prescribed an "infusion" for Beethoven’s ears along with a painful blistering 

treatment, which resulted in an increased hearing loss (Ibid). 

In the early 1800’s, a friend of Beethoven’s named Wegeler recommended another 

physician, Dr. Johann Adam Schmidt (Davies, 2001, 20). It was Schmidt who suggested 

that Beethoven "spare his hearing" by retreating to the country for several months in 

order to "give nature the opportunity to exert her own healing powers, which should 

never be underestimated" (Ibid). It was at this time that Beethoven composed the famous 

Heiligenstadt Testiment, a letter in which he finally "resigned himself to his fate" (Ibid). 

Within the letter, Beethoven wrote: 

I must abandon wholly the fond hope which I brought hither, to be cured at least in a 

degree. As the fallen autumn leaves have withered, so are now my hopes blighted. I 

depart in almost the same condition in which I came; even the lofty courage which often 

animated me in the beautiful days of summer has disappeared (Kerst, 1964, 867). 

Dr. Schmidt died unexpectedly in the winter of 1809, therefore Beethoven had no choice 

but to consult another doctor (Ibid). That year, Beethoven sought the advice of Dr. 



Johann Malfatti von Montereggio, whose "cunning prescription of iced punch brought 

about a revival of the composer’s spirits, albeit a temporary one" (Davies, 2001, 21). 

Beethoven’s next doctor was Dr. Jakob Staudenheim, who remained at his service "from 

April 1817 until the spring of 1825" (Davies, 2001, 22). Beethoven may have disliked Dr. 

Staudenheim’s advice regarding diet and alcohol; the composer supposedly did not 

always follow and often "modified the doctor’s prescriptions according to his own 

inclinations and fancies" (Davies, 2201, 22). Dr. Staudenheim advocated spa cures, 

sending Beethoven to take the waters at Heiligenstadt, Nussdorf, Modling, Unterdobling, 

Oberdobling, and Baden (Ibid). He also prescribed the ingestion of various powders and 

tinctures as well as the topical application of a "volatile ointment" (Ibid). 

During the spring of 1825, Beethoven sent his nephew Carl "several times to fetch Dr. 

Staudenheim, but he was not at home, and it would appear that he was not inclined to 

treat him" (Davies, 2001, 27). It was then that Beethoven consulted Dr. Anton 

Braunhofer, who diagnosed him with "intestinal inflammation" (Davies, 2001, 28). Dr. 

Braunhofer "emphasized the superiority of a regular diet over taking medication" and 

guaranteed Beethoven a complete recovery provided he adhere to a strict diet free of 

alcohol and coffee (Ibid). Beethoven was to follow a bizarre diet of only chocolate, milk, 

soup and eggs (Ibid). Beethoven lost a great deal of weight on this diet, however it did 

not provide a cure for his intestinal ailments (Ibid). 

Beethoven’s last physician was Dr. Andreas Ignaz Wawruch, who attended him from 

December of 1826 to his death in 1827. Beethoven was dying at this point; he had 

pneumonia, fevers, jaundice, and intense pain in his liver and bowels (Davies, 2001, 73). 

Dr. Wawruch prescribed an anti-inflammatory treatment comprised of bed rest along with 



the ingestion of hot teas, drugs, and herbs to promote sweating (Ibid). He also advised 

Beethoven to consume prunes, laxatives, and diluted wines (Ibid). However all of these 

treatments were purely symptomatic, having no curative effect. Wawruch performed 

several operations in order to help relieve Beethoven’s "abdominal distention" (Davies, 

2001, 76). However, it is now known that these operations must have worsened his 

condition, as such procedures tend to "aggravate the already existing electrolyte 

disturbances and protein depletion" (Ibid). Thus, Beethoven’s strength was failing and his 

time on earth was nearly at an end. In his Heiligenstadt Testament of 1802, Beethoven 

wrote to his brothers: 

When I am dead, request on my behalf Professor Schmidt, if he is still living, to describe 

my disease and attach this written document to his record, so that after my death, at any 

rate, the world and I may be reconciled as far as possible (Davies, 2001, 46). 

Controversy has always existed regarding the proper diagnosis for Beethoven’s chronic 

illness, and there has been much speculation about the true cause of the composer’s 

death. Unfortunately, the true cause of Beethoven’s death remains unknown. Until 

recently, the most widely accepted view was that Beethoven died of "cirrhosis of the 

liver" (Jamer, 1991, para. 3). It was generally thought that Beethoven, "the son of a heavy 

drinker," was most likely "a tippler himself," and that his excessive drinking brought 

about his liver problems and hence his ultimate demise (Ibid). However, more recent 

studies have shown that this was most likely not the case (Jamer, 1991, para. 4). 

At his autopsy, Beethoven’s examiner, Dr. Lauder Brunton, diagnosed him with syphilis, 

which, at the time, was "quite prevalent" (Davies, 2001, preface). The hypothesis of 

syphilis was later refuted, after which the ear disease otosclerosis was proposed as the 



cause of death (Ibid). For the past thirty years, several "alternative multi-system 

disorders," such as systemic lupus, erythematosis, Whipple’s Disease, amyloidosis, 

Paget’s disease of bone and sarcoidosis, have all been proposed (Ibid). 

The diagnosis of sarcoidosis was proposed by Dr. Tom Palferman, a "rheumatologist at 

the Yeovil District Hospital in Somerset England, amateur ‘cellist, and Beethoven 

enthusiast" (Jamer, 1991, para. 3). Palferman found that Beethoven’s symptoms, 

including his enlarged liver, "thoracic gout" (chest disease), "uveitis" (eye inflammation), 

skin rash, and hearing loss, were, for the most part, typical of sarcoidosis (Jamer, 1991, 

para. 13). Palferman believed that kidney stones were most likely the cause of 

Beethoven’s recurrent abdominal pain, and suggested that "had Beethoven lived today, 

much of his condition might have been treated...a regiment of corticosteroids would have 

been highly effective" (Jamer, 1991, para. 15). 

More recent scientific studies have revealed that lead poisoning may have been the cause 

of Beethoven’s illnesses. The day after his death in 1827, a young musician named 

Ferdinand Hiller clipped a lock of hair from the composer’s head (Lead Poisoning, 2000, 

background). The hair passed through the Hiller family for generations, and was later 

passed to Kay Fremming, a Danish physician who "was given the hair in gratitude for his 

work to save Jews in Nazi-occupied Denmark" (Ibid). Fremming’s daughter would later 

sell the hair through Southerby’s in London, England (Ibid). In 1994, the hair was 

purchased for $7,300 by a team of medical researchers headed by Dr. William Walsh, "a 

nationally known expert in hair and chemical analysis" (Lead Poisoning, 2000, para. 5). 

The two-century long journey of this hair sample is the topic of author Russell Martin’s 

book, Beethoven’s Hair. 



Upon examination, the research team found that Beethoven’s hair had concentrations of 

lead that were "100 times the level of lead commonly found in people today" (Lead 

Poisoning, 2000, para. 2). Dr. Walsh stated of the hair: 

Independent analyses of Beethoven’s hair show that he 

had plumbism, or lead poisoning, which could explain his lifelong illnesses. It would also 

have had an impact on his personality and could have contributed to his death (Lead 

Poisoning, 2000, para. 3). 

Although Dr. Walsh doubts that lead poisoning contributed to Beethoven’s deafness, he 

believes that it does account for his other physical ailments (Lead Poisoning, 2000, para. 

7). The scientists also concluded that Beethoven’s lead exposure must have occurred 

during his adult life, and that "the lead contamination could have come from the 

composer’s drinking water, his food, or utensils" (Lead Poisoning, 2000, para. 9). In any 

event, the researchers failed to address the issue of why Beethoven alone was exposed to 

such excessive amounts of lead, while other Viennese residents did not show similar 

signs of contamination. 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

 



CHAPTER 2: EFFECTS OF BEETHOVEN’S ILLNESS AND 

BEETHOVEN’S DEATH 

Beethoven’s chronic illness permeated most aspects of his personal life. His persistent 

suffering severely affected his appearance, personality and psychological state. 

According to one of Beethoven’s biographers: 

Outside his art, the disarray of his life was practically total, extending to objects, 

appearances, dealings with the world of affairs, and human relationships both deep and 

superficial (Kerman, 1967, 350). 

Throughout his life, Beethoven generally appeared disheveled, loud, and wildly eccentric. 

Many who saw him believed him to be an alcoholic. Others described him as "a red-faced 

man striding furiously around Vienna, hat on the back of his head, coat tails flying...and 

singing (described as roaring) at the top of his voice" (Cooper, 1970, 455). He was often 

mistaken for an elderly peasant, and was regularly "jeered at by street urchins." On one 

occasion, Beethoven was rumored to have "stood composing by an open window" 

without noticing that he had forgotten to put on pants (Cooper, 1970, 456). There were 

even stories about him accidentally causing a cattle stampede (Kerman, 1967, 350). To 

many onlookers, Beethoven may have appeared crazy, but he was definitely not insane; 

he merely appeared disorganized, as geniuses often do. His poor health and 

preoccupation with music contributed to his disinterest in wardrobe, tidiness of hair, and 

other superficial matters. 

Beethoven had a multifaceted personality which was intensified by his chronic illness. He 

had many obsessive-compulsive tendencies that became most evident in his family 

relationships. His strong sense of family responsibility led to his "irrational 



possessiveness" toward his brothers (which was attended by great hostility to both their 

wives) and his overprotective, obsessive love for his nephew Carl (Kerman, 1967, 352). 

His obsessiveness further revealed itself in his perfectionism in his musical revisions, his 

financial preoccupation (which led him to scribble math everywhere), his continual 

washing, and his fixation with clean linen (Cooper, 1970, 461). Perhaps his obsession 

with cleanliness stemmed from a desire to ward off any further disease. 

Beethoven was also somewhat paranoid. This personal characteristic became particularly 

evident after the death of his brother Casper. Beethoven believed that his brother’s wife 

had poisoned Casper, although he had no evidence to support that claim (Cooper, 1970, 

457). 

In addition to his obsessiveness and seeming paranoia, Beethoven tended to be rather 

violent and unkind. He was no stranger to fist-fights and often acted on violent impulses; 

one occasion he threw a "badly-cooked stew" at a waiter in a restaurant, and on another 

occasion he reportedly "attacked Prince Lichnowsky with a chair" (Cooper, 1970, 458). 

Furthermore, his impulsive cruelty to his maids has become legendary. But perhaps 

Beethoven’s wretched social behavior was purely a result of his frustration with his 

physical condition. His chronic illness may provide some rational explanation for his 

irrational behavior. 

Beethoven’s mental state was also tremendously affected by his illness. Beethoven’s 

letters reveal that he had experienced bouts of depression and anxiety for his whole life, 

which he referred to as ‘melancholia’ (Cooper, 1970, 456). Beethoven’s periods of 

nervous anxiety may have stimulated some of his pre-existing health issues, especially in 

terms of his digestion and irritated bowel (Cooper, 1970, 459). 



The final stage of Beethoven’s life was extremely difficult, to say the least. Although 

Beethoven had been seriously ill for years, by the summer of 1826, the illness had finally 

become terminal. The turning point occurred in July of 1826 after Beethoven’s nephew 

Carl’s attempted suicide (Cooper, 1970, 445). This event threw Beethoven into an 

emotional whirlwind, which adversely affected his health. Beethoven visited Carl 

regularly while the boy was in the hospital and eventually took him on a trip to his 

brother’s manor at Gneixendorf, "where his swollen belly and feet were commented on" 

(Ibid). That winter, Beethoven felt increasingly ill and desired to return to Vienna in 

order to seek the aid of his doctors (Davies, 2001, 72). On December first, Beethoven 

began his two day journey to Vienna "in an open farm cart" (Cooper, 1970, 446). The 

weather became increasingly cold, and Beethoven passed the night in an unheated room 

at a wayside inn (Ibid). The composer "took to his bed" as soon as he arrived home; the 

journey had deeply aggravated his illness and his last physician, Dr. Wawruch, was called 

(Ibid). 

During his last few months, Beethoven "remained subject to recurrent spells of 

melancholy;" he worried not only about his increasingly painful illness but also about 

Carl’s welfare and his financial troubles (Davies, 2001, 80). During this time he was able 

to transact some business and also write letters (Cooper, 1970, 447). He also received 

many visitors, including Schubert, Hummel, and Hiller, along with many family 

members (Ibid). He also received a case of wine from the Mainz publishers. 

During his final days, he added a codicil to his will in which he left his entire estate to 

Carl (Davies, 2001, 84). On March 24, he received the last sacraments of the Catholic 

church. Soon after, he went into a coma, and passed away in the late afternoon of March 



26, 1827 (Sullivan, 1951, 258). Beethoven’s acquaintance Huttenbrenner and the 

composer’s sister-in-law were both present at the composer’s death (Ibid). In his letters, 

Huttenbrenner described Beethoven’s last moments: 

There had been a violent storm and suddenly there was a lightening flash and a great 

crash of thunder. It seemed to have aroused the dying man from his uncon-sciousness. He 

raised his clenched fist, opened his eyes, and looked upwards for several seconds with a 

very serious, threatening expression. As the hand dropped, he fell back dead (Ibid). 

It has been suggested that Beethoven’s chronic suffering actually inspired him to create. 

This is especially true toward the end of his life; the composer continued to produce 

musical masterworks even when his physical and emotional suffering was at its height. In 

1808, Reichardt wrote of Beethoven: 

I was often deeply grieved to see the honest, excellent man gloomy and suffering, but I 

am convinced that his best and most original work can only be produced during these 

wayward, despondent moods (Ibid). 

Dr. Palferman, the aforementioned modern physician who diagnosed Beethoven with 

sarcoidosis, is "convinced [that] there’s a case to be made for suffering as a form of 

inspiration" (Jamer, 1991, para. 16). In a 1990 journal article, Palferman noted that "as 

Beethoven’s decline accelerated during the last year or so, his music became more 

innovative and profound" (Ibid). Although Beethoven’s struggle with long-term illness 

may have exacerbated the darker side of his character, perhaps that same affliction 

"provoked and released emotions which were translated into the apocalyptic, sublime 

music left to us" (Jamer, 1991, para. 17). In any event, the strong-spirited Beethoven did 



not allow his suffering to prevent him from composing the now cherished masterworks of 

his final period. 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 3: TRENDS IN BEETHOVEN’S LATE STYLE 

Beethoven’s final years exhibit a variety of trends in compositional style and practice. In 

spite of his increas-ingly declining health due to his terminal condition, Beethoven 

continued to produce great works of music in abundance. The years 1825 to 1827 reveal 

that Beethoven remained strong in his art, even as his body deteriorated. High 

productivity within the dying phase is evident not only in Beethoven’s life, but also in the 

lives of many great composers who succeeded him. 

Musicologists have discovered that Beethoven had developed ideas for an abundance of 

future music during his dying phase. The composer was in a state of remarkable 

creativity; "up to the end he is full of the most diverse plans" (Kerman, 1967, 354). 

Beethoven had plans for an opera dealing with the fairy Melusine, an overture on the 

notes B-A-C-H, oratorios in the style of Handel, and a Requiem Mass (Ibid). According 

to Holz, Beethoven had pieces "completely sketched in his head," including two 

movements of a new C minor Symphony, the beginning of an oratorio involving the use 

of Hebrew modes, and the first movement of a new string quintet (Ibid). Such plans 

reveal Beethoven’s strong sense of spirit and admirable desire to create more than his 

allotted lifetime would allow. 

Despite his poor physical condition, Beethoven’s final works reveal a sense of mental 

clarity unsurpassed by previous compositions. During his dying phase, Beethoven 

experienced a renewed interest in counterpoint. He also developed a particular interest in 

the music of Haydn. Beethoven had previously read Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum while 

studying with Haydn in Vienna. He went on to study modal counterpoint and the music 

of Palestrina while working on his Missa Solemnis in the early 1820’s (Scott, 1974, 262). 



During this time, "the beauty of modal harmonies and the marvelous effects obtainable 

from the juxtaposition of common chords were revealed to him" (Ibid). Beethoven’s 

interest in sixteenth century polyphony, with its short subjects and unique texture, greatly 

influenced his style of development from this time on (Ibid). 

During his dying phase, Beethoven took his existing knowledge of counterpoint to a new 

level. As he grew sicker and weaker, Beethoven’s level of experimentation in the realm 

of counterpoint and its subsequent harmony increased dramatically. Many composers 

after Beethoven also experienced a renewed interest in counterpoint and a new desire to 

experiment musically during their dying periods. However, Beethoven may be cited as 

the Romantic composer who initiated this trend. 

Perhaps Beethoven’s interest in counterpoint stemmed from a desire to create order, an 

element which was missing in his life of unexplainable suffering and emotional unrest. 

Perhaps he felt the need to pay homage to Bach, in order to "acknowledge his 

indebtedness" to the great Germanic masters of the past (Tame, 1994, 166). It may also 

be surmised that his experimental compositional tendencies were a direct result of his 

desire "not to break from but to develop and expand the existent musical condition" 

(Ibid). Conversely, Beethoven may have felt the need to break the existing musical 

barriers which suppressed him in his own life before his time ran out. With that aim, 

perhaps he desired to reveal to the world a sort of prophesy for the future of music. In any 

event, any and all conclusions drawn about Beethoven’s motives for experimenting and 

using more counterpoint during his dying period must be viewed purely as conjecture. 

His last works remain eternal masterpieces regardless of desire or intent. 

  



  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4: BEETHOVEN’S LATE STRING QUARTETS 

Beethoven’s last, and perhaps greatest, works were his late string quartets. Composed 

during his dying period, a time of intense physical suffering, Beethoven’s late quartets 

include his A minor Quartet Op. 132, the B flat major Quartet Op. 130, the C sharp minor 

Quartet Op. 131, and the F major Quartet Op. 135 (Scott, 1974, 266). The E flat major 

Quartet Op. 127 is sometimes considered a prelude to these final revolutionary works. 

The quartets in A minor and B flat major and C sharp minor are often categorized as a 

‘triptych’ set. It has been suggested that Beethoven may have "regarded them as an ABC 

of the world to come" (Ibid). Thus, the F major Quartet Op. 135, Beethoven’s final 

composition, stands alone as a separate work. These final quartets were all composed 

during the years 1825-1826 (Scott, 1974, 292). As previously mentioned, Beethoven’s 

illness was terminal at this time, and the great composer was nearly completely deaf 

(Tame, 1994, 167). 

The quartets were commissioned by Prince Galitzin, who originally requested "one, two, 

or three new quartets" (Tame, 1994, 164). However, as mentioned earlier, Beethoven was 

remarkably productive during his dying phase, and thus "found his creative font to be so 

overbrimming" that he went on to compose much more than what was originally 

requested of him (Ibid). 

The final quartets were revolutionary in almost every imaginable way. During his last 

days, Beethoven said of them, "strange, I feel as if up to now I had written no more than a 

few notes" (Tame, 1994, 163). Beethoven is often cited as a composer who continually 

progressed throughout his career (Ibid). Many of his biographers now regard his final 

quartets as "the crowning achievement of Beethoven’s creative development" (Tame, 



1994, 166). During his own time, the final quartets were considered "incomprehensible" 

by both listeners and performers alike (Tame, 1994, 167). It has been stated that "for 

years after his death, these quartets were explained away as having been a product of his 

deafness and mental derangement" (Ibid). Unfortunately, many years passed before the 

profound significance of the quartets was recognized. 

In his final quartets, Beethoven "explored musical realms quite beyond any that had been 

experienced before" (Ibid). Linked by a single, fundamental fugue subject, the quartets 

involved a "progressive extension" of the string quartet’s standard number of movements 

(Tame, 1994, 174). Extensive counterpoint is evident in all the quartets. The last 

movement of the B flat major Quartet Op. 130 is the grosse fuge, a gigantic movement 

involving complex counterpoint. In the grosse fuge, Beethoven’s intellectual plan seems 

"almost staggering in its immensity" (Scott, 1974, 270). The C sharp minor Quartet is 

revolutionary in a different way. It retains a somewhat elusive character and involves a 

number of different key areas, tempos, musical forms, and textures (Tame, 1994, 185). In 

all of his late quartets, Beethoven seems to place an important emphasis upon "the sounds 

themselves" as opposed to their relation to each other (Tame, 1994, 168). Thus, the final 

quartets may be viewed as revolutionary in a number of ways. 

Beethoven’s Quartet in A minor Op. 132 may be considered the most solemn and human 

of all the quartets, as it is the one which best expresses his condition of mortal suffering. 

The A minor Quartet was mainly composed during the summer of 1825. However, the 

work was "interrupted in the spring of 1825 by Beethoven’s severe illness - an event 

which left its impress on the music" (Scott, 1974, 266). It has been suggested that "no 

other piece by Beethoven carries a sense of suffering so close to the skin and treats the 



experience so deeply and so objectively" as the A minor Quartet (Kerman, 1967, 242). 

The conflict within the movements seems to represent a "recognizably human pain," yet 

the "episodes of relief" are still able to convey a sense of joy and real happiness (Tame, 

1994, 175-6). 

The opening movement of the A minor Quartet begins with a haunting statement of the 

fugue subject (Tame, 1994, 176). Within this movement, the primary subject dealt with is 

pain. It has been indicated that "pain here receives its most objective treatment in all 

Beethoven, the tones being expressive of pain itself and not just of psychological stances 

or reactions to it" (Ibid). Instrumental dissonances tend to stand out, "giving the effect of 

tangible pain," a pain that is, however, faced with endless patience and sobriety (Ibid). 

The second movement of the A minor Quartet is a Scherzo and Trio, which includes a 

German country dance (Ibid). The movement contains glimpses of both great suffering 

and great happiness. 

The third movement of the A minor Quartet may well be the most personally and 

spiritually imbued movement within the work. During his composition of this quartet, 

Beethoven’s chronic illness worsened dramatically and the composer almost died (Ibid). 

After his recovery, Beethoven was able to continue composing and thus named the 

movement Heiligen Dankgesang eines Genesenen an die Gottheit in des Lydischen 

Tonart, or Holy Song of Thanksgiving to God from one healed of sickness, in the Lydian 

Mode (Scott, 1974, 268). In this title, Beethoven conveys his thanks to the Lord for his 

recovery and reveals the music’s true relation to his suffering. Within the movement, 

slow music which retains a sense of deep gratitude constitutes the Hymn theme (Tame, 

1994, 176-7). This Hymn of gratitude later recurs "punctuated by the secondary and more 



energetic theme which Beethoven headed ‘Feeling Renewed Strength’ in a structure of 

ABABA, in which A represents the ‘Lydian Mode Hymn’ and B the ‘Feeling Renewed 

Strength’" (Tame, 1994, 177). This movement is the psychological core of the quartet 

and greatly reveals the composer’s physical, mental, and spiritual state during his dying 

period. 

The fourth movement of the A minor Quartet is a short march which acts as a bridge 

leading into the fifth and final movement (Ibid). 

The final movement of the A minor Quartet is a Rondo based on a waltz melody which 

was the original subject for the fourth movement of Beethoven’s ninth symphony (Ibid). 

The movement seems to bring some conclusion to the work; its lovely melodies may 

bring a sense of "final overcoming" (Tame, 1994, 178). However, it has been stated that 

the sense of victory here seems too hard won, and that the work leaves the listener with 

"a feeling of slightly incredulous relief, of thankfulness still tinged with doubt" (Ibid). 

Thus, the A minor String Quartet seems to clearly express Beethoven’s physical and 

psychological struggle with death. 

Conversely, Beethoven’s String Quartet in F major Op. 135, his final completed work, 

clearly expresses the composer’s psychological struggle with death. Composed in the late 

summer of 1826, Beethoven’s F major Quartet is perhaps the most spiritually significant 

of all the quartets. Within this work, Beethoven faces death at last, and thus finds final 

contentment. It has been stated that the work "was to Beethoven much what the Requiem 

was to Mozart and the Four Serious Songs to Brahms" (Scott, 1974, 275). As previously 

mentioned, the summer of 1826 was a trying period for Beethoven: it was the period of 

Carl’s attempted suicide and the beginning of Beethoven’s final phase of illness. Much of 



the work was composed at Gneixendorf, the vacation estate where Beethoven had stayed 

with Carl. At Gneixendorf, a servant left this account of Beethoven: 

At 5:30 am he was at his table, beating time with hands and feet, humming and writing. 

After breakfast he hurried outside to wander in the fields, calling, waving his arms about, 

moving slowly then very fast, then abruptly stopping to scribble something in his 

notebook (Tame, 1994, 189). 

The final quartet in F major differs from the three previous quartets in A minor, B flat 

major, and C sharp minor in that it is surprisingly less revolutionary. The work does not 

seem to "strain at the frontiers" discovered in the B flat major and C sharp minor quartets 

(Kerman, 1967, 358). The quartet marks a return to classical style amidst smatterings of 

various musical advances. Within the quartet, both form and tonal movement seem to 

clearly reflect the Classical age. The work has even been described as Neoclassical, 

"much more than a mere repetition of earlier music" (Tame, 1994, 190). Music analyst 

Harold Truscott describes the quartet as "not a third period work at all, or a first or 

second period either, but the beginning of a new, fourth phase" (Ibid). Aside from this 

suggestion, it would be remarkably interesting to imagine the future projects which 

Beethoven might have accomplished had he not succumbed to death so early. Whether or 

not his works would have reflected this new Neoclassical style will have to remain 

unknown. 

Several musicologists have suggested that the experimentation Beethoven utilized within 

the final quartets may, in and of itself, represent Beethoven’s struggle with death. If this 

is true, then the F major Quartet is thus "the work of a man inwardly at peace" (Ibid). For 

Beethoven, life had become more difficult than ever, marked with increasing physical 



and emotional pain. However, "the inner man was able to separate himself from the 

difficulties and distractions of the outer world to a remarkable degree" (Ibid). 

Formally, the F major Quartet reflects the classical era’s standard four movement 

structure. The work consists of an Allegretto in F major, a Vivace in F major, a Lento 

assai cantate e tranquillo in D flat major, and a finale in F minor and major. 

The opening Allegretto in F sets the mood for the majority of the work. The short 

opening motive is quick and simple in melodic structure and may be described as 

"characteristically Haydnesque" (Kerman, 1967, 355). Additionally, the development 

section contains a "false recapitulation" which may also be viewed as ‘Haydn-like’ in 

nature (Kerman, 1967, 356). The mood of the movement is generally positive, however, 

"the grim undertones beneath the surface" become increasingly evident as the movement 

progresses (Tame, 1994, 190). 

The second movement of the quartet is a Vivace in "sparse texture" (Tame, 1994, 191). 

This is the movement which perhaps best reflects the "technical, stylistic, and expressive 

exploration" evident in the previous late quartets (Kerman, 1967, 358). The movement is 

comprised of repeating two-note figures in triple time which weave together in 

complicated cross rhythms. It is, for the most part, joyful and melodic and thus perhaps 

seems somewhat detached from the main "poetic idea" of the work (Scott, 1974, 276). 

Thus, "in performance it is the vivace which one senses as diverging from the direct 

progress of Beethoven’s idea" (Ibid). 

The third movement is an extremely slow movement which Beethoven himself entitled 

Sweet Song of Rest or Peace. Here, the obvious extra-musical connotation is a longing 

for peace, perhaps the eternal peace which only death can bring. In this movement, 



Beethoven’s perception of death seems to change outright; it is no longer an enemy to be 

fought, but a peace bringer: a welcomed sleep. Structurally, the movement involves 

"three variations on a very simple theme" (Tame, 1994, 191). Within the movement, 

melodies are sweet, soothing, and reminiscent of a lullaby. 

Beethoven’s premonition of his own death is perhaps most evident in the last movement 

of this final work. The movement is headed Der Schwer Gefasste Entschluss, which 

translates to "The Resolution Hard to Take" or "The Difficult Decision." Here, the 

motives seem to express "specific verbal meanings which Beethoven wrote beneath the 

notes" (Tame, 1994, 191). Beneath the initial three-note motive, Beethoven wrote the 

words "muss es sein," meaning in English, "must it be?" The motivic phrase is repeated 

and varied throughout the movement. However, towards the end of the work, the motive 

recurs as an inverted, affirmative reply, beneath which Beethoven wrote the words "es 

muss sein," meaning "it must be!" This positive answer-motive continues until the end of 

the movement, which is characterized by a light-hearted pizzicato section and a confident 

conclusion. 

The words of the movement’s "thematic question and reply" originated as a joke between 

Beethoven and one of his friends concerning the necessity of payment for subscription 

concert tickets (Tame, 1994, 192). During his dying period, the phrase became an 

ongoing ‘inside joke’ among Beethoven and his close associates. However, many of 

Beethoven’s biographers view the phrase as "Beethoven’s own question and answer to 

death" (Tame, 1994, 193). It has been suggested that Beethoven debated in music the 

matter which he would not admit openly, that is, the question of mortality (Scott, 1974, 

276). 



Thus, the question "must it be?" seems to be an "archetypal query" (Tame, 1994, 193). 

The supposed implications of the question are boundless, opening up new riverways into 

a seemingly endless sea of conjecture. Must we live? Must we die? Must we relentlessly 

struggle, morally, mentally and physically, only to succumb to that inevitable end? And 

what is the true purpose of our lifelong search for spiritual integrity? The question may 

be assimilated to the words of Jesus Christ, prayed hours before His crucifixion in the 

garden at Gethsemane: "Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup from me: 

nevertheless, not my will, but thine, be done" (Tame, 1994, 194). 

In the end, Beethoven answers his own philosophical question with brave self-assurance, 

as is evidenced by the thematic reply "es muss sein," or, "it must be." The answer is an 

immense relief, an acceptance of God’s will; it is a peaceful embrace of life’s natural 

outcome. Thus, "the answer is joyful because to give in no longer requires the inner 

conflict of former times, when it was indeed ‘the difficult decision’" (Ibid). Beethoven’s 

question/answer treatment of the last movement of his final work reflects the composer’s 

destiny in a profoundly meaningful way. 

Beethoven the man had to be; his music had to come into being. Everything is as it 

should be ‘es muss sein,’ we say quietly, and that answer is true, for it is not of Death, but 

of Life (Scott, 1974, 277). 

Conclusively, Beethoven has been revealed as a strong and willful character; a man who 

imbued his music with the experiences of both life and death. In spite of his chronic and 

finally terminal illness, along with his struggle with deafness and emotional relationships, 

the composer was able to transform his suffering into positive creative energy. 

Beethoven’s dying process is extremely evident in his final compositions; within these 



works the composer both expressed his condition and achieved spiritual and 

psychological contentment before dying. The radical developments in structure, harmony, 

and counterpoint in the late quartets reveal Beethoven’s relentless desire to progress both 

musically and creatively. These final works reveal Beethoven’s personal struggle with 

and final victory over the psychological ramifications of death and the dying process. 

Through his works, Ludwig van Beethoven expressed all the joys and pains of mortal 

man, and will thus remain immortally revered. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART II: FRANZ SCHUBERT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 5: SCHUBERT’S ILLNESS 

Franz Schubert is perhaps the single most influential composer of Viennese origin. 

Throughout his life, Schubert produced a variety of musical masterworks; he is now 

greatly revered for his priceless contributions to historical music repertoire. Schubert is 

perhaps best known for his pioneering techniques in Lieder writing. However, his 

compositional talent extended equally into the realm of solo piano, chamber, and 

orchestral music. Like Beethoven, this legendary composer led a life plagued by physical 

and mental suffering. However, just as Beethoven viewed his suffering as a form of 

inspiration, Schubert was able to transcend his own pain in order to focus on more 

positive artistic achievements. 

Franz Schubert was born on January 31, 1797 in the Himmelfortgrund suburb of Vienna 

(McKay, 1996, 1). He was a healthy child; he showed signs of musical talent at an early 

age and thus received training in both piano and violin. In 1814 he began a career as an 

elementary school teacher, but would soon retire in order to pursue a career as a free-

lance composer. During his youth, Schubert attended the Stadtkonvikt, a boarding school 

where he trained under Salieri for a court chapel choir position (McKay, 1996, 14). It was 

here that he formed friendships with many "like-minded companions," including 

Mayrhofer and Franz von Schober (McKay, 1996, 45). In his twenties, Schubert 

developed another close friendship with the talented baritone Johann Vogl. These 

relationships would later prove to be particularly important in the composer’s life. 

In spite of these close friendships, which Schubert valued throughout his life, the 

composer retained a desire for personal freedom, which helped stimulate his individual 

and solitary nature. This desire for freedom may have "derived from a revolt against the 



discipline and regimentation to which he was subjected from the age of ten" at the 

Stadtkonvict school (Marek, 1985, 55). He seemingly did not wish to live according to 

any prescribed regimen, although "discipline continued to inform and shape his work" 

(Ibid). According to one of Schubert’s biographers: 

It was almost inevitable that, as a creative artist of great sensuality living in an artistic 

and intellectual climate in which the importance and the spiritual freedom of the 

individual were especially valued, he would find it necessary eventually to break free 

from the restrictive disciplines and morality in which he had been nurtured. Only then 

was he in a position to develop his independence and personal identity, to fulfill his 

artistic promise, to create his own musical language, style, and sounds and, through them 

to express in music his genius (McKay, 1996, 164). 

Isolated by his singular creativity and intellectual contentions, Schubert became a sort of 

drifter, wandering from place to place and living with various friends, but never 

establishing a permanent home. Seemingly, the composer did not wish to be ‘tied down’ 

to any particular place, or person. It was perhaps this notion which prevented him from 

acquiring a wife, which the composer might have viewed as an obstruction. One of 

Schubert’s early diary entries read, "for a free man, these days, marriage is a fear-

inspiring thought" (Ibid). This quote seems to relate to Schubert’s feelings about the state 

of matrimony, however it may also refer to his three-year courtship of Therese Grob. This 

attempted relationship failed due to a repressive marriage-consent law which made it 

impossible for Schubert to marry without proving to government authorities that he could 

financially support a wife and family (Steblin, 1998, 229). 



In the absence of a steady romantic relationship, Schubert sought female attention in the 

form of various fortuitous liaisons. In 19th century Vienna, this was a common practice. 

Young men would "make arrangements" with available girls at dance halls where 

admission was either cheap or free (Marek, 1985, 56). Additionally, prostitution was 

rampant in Vienna during this time. There were an estimated 10,000 prostitutes "plying 

their trade" in early 19th century Vienna, and their health remained unwatched by the 

government until an 1827 decree "demanded they be inspected for venereal infection" 

(Marek, 1985, 55). Unfortunately, social diseases were common illnesses of the times. 

Schubert first noticed a change in his health during the winter of 1823 (Marek, 1985, 

135). Prior to this occurrence, Schubert had enjoyed a great deal of success: his music 

and salon performances had attracted much attention in the intimate concert venues of 

Vienna and his career was progressing considerably. However, by December of 1823, 

Schubert began suffering from headaches and chronic back pain (Ibid). Notably, these 

initial symptoms of illness coincided with his work on the third movement of his 8th 

symphony (Ibid). During this time, Schubert’s symptoms increased in severity so much 

so that they prevented the composer from working. In fact, Schubert would soon begin to 

confine himself indoors for long periods of time. In a letter to Hofrat Ignaz Mosel, 

Schubert wrote: 

Kindly forgive me if I am compelled to incommode you with another letter so soon, the 

condition of my health still preventing me from leaving the house (Ibid). 

Schubert’s symptoms soon became unbearable, and the composer had no choice but to 

seek medical advice in order to help alleviate his suffering. Thus, Schubert consulted the 

physician Dr. August von Schafer along with Dr. J. Bernhardt, a "known authority" in the 



treatment of venereal disease (Ibid). The diagnosis was syphilis, which, at the time, was 

"an incontrovertible death sentence" (Marek, 1985, 136). Schubert may or may not have 

previously suspected the diagnosis, nevertheless, the news was most likely shockingly 

overwhelming. 

The incident in which the composer was infected most likely occurred during the period 

when he was composing the first two movements of his 8th symphony (Ibid). However, it 

may be surmised that, after the diagnosis, Schubert began to attach negative feelings to 

this work, associating it mainly with the period of time in which he acquired the illness. 

According to one of Schubert’s biographers, "he would not, he could not, turn back to it, 

the composition created at the very time of the inception of the disease" (Ibid). This 

notion may provide at least a tenuous explanation of why Schubert’s ‘Unfinished’ 

symphony remained unfinished. 

A diagnosis of syphilis in the early 19th century meant certain death, however, the 

disease itself was long term, and sufferers were prone to experience long intervals of 

remission. According to recent studies: 

Even without treatment, syphilitics will experience a period of 'latency,' in which all 

symptoms disappear. This period may last anywhere from a few weeks to 30 years 

(Berdon, n.d., para. 2). 

Schubert himself experienced periods of remission, however such periods often exhibited 

themselves merely as ‘breaks’ between stages of the disease. 

Syphilis is caused by a tiny microorganism called Treponema Pallidum, which is "a type 

of bacterium called a spirochete" (Ibid). Spirochetes are microscopic, thread-like 

particles, which attack the body in varying stages of severity. 



Syphilis is generally characterized by three stages: primary, secondary, and tertiary 

syphilis (Ibid). The primary stage involves small lesions which disappear quickly. The 

secondary stage is characterized by a skin rash, headaches, bone and joint pain, fevers, 

indigestion, and possibly heart palpitations (Ibid). This was most likely the stage at which 

Schubert first sought medical attention. The tertiary stage of syphilis is the most 

destructive; it is characterized by "gummy or rubbery tumors" which attack the 

cardiovascular and central nervous systems (Ibid). In some cases, syphilis will attack the 

brain tissues; this condition, known as ‘neurosyphilis,’ is known to cause progressive 

insanity (Ibid). The fatal, tertiary stage of the disease may exhibit similarities to certain 

forms of cancer, in which parasite-like organisms multiply, increasingly inhibiting 

healthy body functions. 

Throughout history, treatments for syphilis have most often relied on the earth chemical 

mercury. Historical evidence reveals that mercury was being administered as a treatment 

for syphilis as early as the late 1400’s, and "remained the treatment of choice for more 

than three centuries" (Berdon, n.d., para. 3). Mercury was administered orally, topically, 

and by injection at varying stages of the illness. Although the chemical "did have some 

effect on ameliorating the symptoms of syphilis," is was by no means curative (Hall, 

n.d.). The true cure for syphilis would not be found until 1928, with Alexander 

Flemming’s discovery of penicillin. 

Although utilized for its seeming medical benefits, mercury was, and is, a highly toxic 

chemical. Mercury thus produced a wide variety of negative side effects within the 

human body. These "poisoning symptoms" were often dismissed as "a worsening of the 

original disease" by both doctors and patients alike (Hanson, n.d., para. 1). In fact, the 



"toxic effects" of mercury poisoning were often very difficult to distinguish from the 

symptoms of syphilis itself (Ibid). For example, syphilis and mercury poisoning both 

produce symptoms of headaches, skin rashes, and organ damage (Hall, n.d.). Mercury 

poisoning is also known to cause reflex problems in the hands, emotional irritability, and 

in some cases, insanity (Bevan, 1998, 251). Thus, the physical indications of syphilis, 

along with the social stigma they produced, were clearly evident as a result of both the 

disease itself and its treatment. 

In Franz Schubert’s case, the composer’s ill health was most likely a result of both the 

disease and its mercury treatment. It has been difficult for Schubert’s biographers to 

pinpoint direct causes of the composer’s suffering, largely because "detailed descriptions 

of his clinical condition and treatment are missing, and allusions in his letters and those 

of his friends [are] fragmentary" (Bevan, 1998, 251). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 



CHAPTER 6: EFFECTS OF SCHUBERT’S ILLNESS AND 

SCHUBERT’S DEATH 

Schubert’s writings include a great deal of information relating to the composer’s 

emotional and mental state. Schubert had experienced bouts of depression throughout his 

young life, largely due to the loss of family members, heartbreak, and dissatisfaction with 

his teaching career. In 1816, the 19-year-old Schubert wrote in his diary, "to be noble and 

unhappy is to feel the full depths of misfortune" (Ibid). 

However, Schubert’s depression became much more severe after the composer was 

diagnosed with syphilis. The painful symptoms of this incurable disease, along with its 

social stigma, were seemingly unbearable. Schubert expressed his distress in a suicidal 

poem written in the spring of 1823 entitled "My Prayer": 

With holy zeal I yearn 

Life in fairer worlds to learn 

Would this gloomy earth might seem 

Filled with love’s almighty dream. 

Sorrow’s child, almighty Lord, 

Grant thy bounty for reward. 

For redemption from above 

Send a ray of endless love. 

See abased in dust and mire 

Scorched by agonizing fire 

I in torture go my way 

Nearing doom’s destructive day. 



Take my life, my flesh and blood 

Plunge it all in Lethe’s flood 

To a purer, stronger state 

Deign me, Great One, to translate. 

(Marek, 1985, 136-7). 

Aside from his suicidal thoughts and depression, Schubert also experienced a profound 

personality change during this time. In the summer of 1823, Schubert’s health improved 

and he was able to accept an invitation from his friends to vacation in Northern Austria. 

Unfortunately, his friends noted a change in the composer (McKay, 1996, 165). 

According to one biographer: 

He was no longer the bright, enthusiastic if shy young man, ever ready to make music or 

go for walks with friends, enjoying their companionship, returning their affection and 

admiration with good humor (Ibid). 

The ensuing summer months would prove to be extremely painful for Schubert. From 

May to July of 1823, Schubert was admitted to Vienna’s General Hospital due to the 

recurrence of symptoms of secondary syphilis (Bevan, 1998, 247). During his stay, 

Schubert’s depression increased; he expressed his feelings of hopelessness in a letter to 

his close friend Schober in the statement "whether I shall ever recover I am inclined to 

doubt" (Ibid). Also during his stay, Schubert composed his famous song cycle Die 

Schone Mullerin, a dark and moody work involving suicidal themes (Ibid). 

Upon viewing Schubert’s correspondences with friends and publishers, the composer 

seems to retain a rather friendly persona throughout his struggle with illness; he seems to 

remain a cheerful spirit with a positive outlook about both life and death. Schubert has 



often been portrayed as the "happy-go-lucky bohemian, the composer of Merry Old 

Vienna, drinking and reveling in suburban wine gardens, a jolly companion..." 

(Wechsberg, 1977, 10). However, this image of Schubert as the "cosy Biedermeier 

character" seems only partially accurate (Ibid). Musicologists must also remember the 

other, more serious side of Schubert’s persona, that is, the side of the composer that loved 

and suffered: the side that was human. This aspect of Schubert is clearly evident in the 

despairing letters which he sent only to his closest friends, who noted subtle changes in 

the composer’s countenance marked by depressive mood shifts. 

In 1824, Schubert developed syphilitic laryngitis, which caused him to lose his voice 

(Bevan, 1998, 248). He was thus no longer able to sing at his beloved Schubertiad 

parties (Ibid). In March of that same year, Schubert wrote despairingly: 

I feel myself to be the unhappiest, most miserable being in the world. Imagine a man 

whose health will never be right again, and who in despair makes things worse and worse 

instead of better. Imagine a man whose brightest hopes have been shattered, to whom the 

happiness of love and friendship offers at best pain, whose enthusiasm (at least the 

stimulating kind) for beauty threatens to vanish: and then ask yourself if this is not an 

unhappy, miserable man? "My peace has gone, my heart is sore, I shall find it 

nevermore." Thus indeed I can now sing every day, for each night when I go to sleep, I 

hope that I may not wake again, and each morning reminds me of yesterday’s 

unhappiness (Wechsberg, 1977, 160). 

In 1825, Schubert suffered from inflammation of the eyes and recurring pains in his left 

arm which prevented him from playing the piano comfortably (Ibid). During the years 



1826-1828, Schubert hid himself more and more from the public, avoiding many 

performance opportunities along with profitable social engagements. 

Schubert’s inability to perform publicly prompted a great deal of financial difficulty for 

the composer. Schubert was no stranger to debt, and, having no aristocratic friends or 

wealthy patrons, he was often in "financial straits" (Bevan, 1998, 252). According to one 

of Schubert’s friends, "he had no idea of domestic economy and was often led by his 

tavern friends into useless expenditure" (Ibid). Additionally, Schubert experienced a great 

deal of difficulty in obtaining satisfactory prices from his Viennese publishers, including 

Diabelli, Steiner, and Leidesdorf (Ibid). Thus, his reduced income was cause for further 

anxiety and depression. 

In addition to his depression, Schubert later began to exhibit signs of mental imbalance. 

He apparently was prone to manic-depressive ‘rages’ in which he would often "demolish 

something or other, for example, glasses, plates or cups" (Bevan, 1998, 253). Such dark 

moods were often followed by periods of mental peace and relaxation (Ibid). These 

episodes may have been induced by the onset of neurosyphilis, the effects of mercury 

toxicity, excessive alcohol consumption, or any combination of these factors. 

Thus, Schubert’s excessively emotional and depressed mental condition, especially 

toward the end of his life, was most likely caused by a variety of determinants, including 

his physical illness, lack of income, social incapacity, and possible mercury poisoning. 

Sadly, Schubert’s depression was part of a cruel and vicious cycle; his physical illness 

created a mental despair that, in turn, may have aggravated the symptoms of his disease. 

Schubert’s health declined continuously during the last two years of his life. During the 

years 1827-1828, the composer’s previously described symptoms increased in severity, 



and thus his depression also worsened. Schubert experienced "frequent pains in his head," 

weakness, and excessive giddiness. (Bevan, 1998, 257). The giddiness was most likely a 

result of the onset of tertiary syphilis which, in Schubert’s case, included symptoms of 

neurosyphilis (Ibid). 

On September first of 1828, Schubert moved out of his brother Ferdinand’s house in the 

suburb of Wieden. This proved to be a mistake, as "the sanitary arrangements in that as 

yet rudimentary street were still insufficient" (Woodford, 1978, 148). In these living 

conditions, with his immuno-deficiency, Schubert would soon contract typhoid fever, and 

thus compound his existing illness. 

In October of that same year, Schubert embarked on a three day walking excursion with 

his brother and a few friends. During the trip, Schubert was able to visit Haydn’s tomb at 

the Eisenstadt cemetery, where he stood contemplating "for a fairly long time" 

(Woodford, 1978, 151). Schubert was most likely strongly conscious of the great masters 

who had passed before him. He was particularly attached to Beethoven, at whose funeral 

he had been a torch bearer a year earlier (Bevan, 1998, 258). In fact, during his last 

weeks, Schubert was apparently overwhelmed with emotion on hearing Beethoven’s 

previously described C minor Quartet Op. 131. It has been stated that the composer "was 

sent into such transports of delight and enthusiasm that all feared for him" (Woodford, 

1978, 152). However, some biographers have attributed this excessive gaiety to 

Schubert’s neurosyphilis, mercury poisoning, and the onset of typhoid fever. 

Schubert had his last meal on October 31, 1828 at the tavern Zum Roten Kreuz Inn 

(Bevan, 1998, 259). He tried to eat fish, but found the food "immensely repellent," and 

felt as if he had just "taken poison" (Ibid). A week later, he wrote to Schober: 



I have eaten nothing for eleven days, and drunk nothing. I totter feebly and shakily from 

my chair to bed and back again. If ever I take anything, I bring it up again at once (Ibid). 

Several days later, Schubert took to his bed. He acquired two new doctors, Dr. Wisgrill 

and Dr. von Vering, the physician who had previously treated Beethoven (Woodford, 

1978, 152). During his last days, Schubert was well cared for by his brother, his family, 

and several nurses. 

Toward the end, Schubert experienced a sort of semi-conscious delirium in which he 

restlessly moved about. His brother described Schubert’s last hours in a letter to their 

father: 

On the evening before his death, though only half conscious, he still said to me: ‘I 

implore you to transfer me to my room, not to leave me here, in this corner under the 

earth; do I then deserve no place above the earth?’ I answered him: ‘Dear Franz, rest 

assured, believe your brother Ferdinand, whom you have always trusted, and who loves 

you so much. You are in the room in which you have always been so far, and lie in your 

bed!’ And Franz said: ‘No, it is not true; Beethoven does not lie here.’ Could this be 

anything but an indication of his inmost wish to repose by the side of Beethoven, whom 

he so greatly revered..." (Woodford, 1978, 154). 

Soon after these events, the composer lapsed into a coma. Schubert died on November 

19, 1828 at age 31. His death was most likely due to typhoid fever "against a background 

of immuno-deficiency induced by syphilis and mercury" (Bevan, 1998, 260). After an 

honorable funeral, Schubert’s body was placed in the Wahring Cemetery outside St. 

Joseph’s church in Vienna (Woodford, 1978, 156). In the end, Schubert received the 

burial next to Beethoven that he seemed to so greatly desire. The inscription on 



Schubert’s tombstone reads, "the art of music here entombed a rich possession but even 

fairer hopes" (Bevan, 1998, 261). Thus passed one of the greatest, and one of the most 

short lived, composers the world has ever known. 

During his dying phase, Schubert was consistently setting texts and poetry based on death 

subjects, which implies he was interested in confronting the matter artistically. Like 

Beethoven, Schubert seemed to view his suffering as a form of inspiration, hence the 

composer’s "sharpened sense of mortality" seemed to encourage grander achievement 

(Winter, 2000). 

Schubert was a Christian. However his views regarding the subject of death seem 

somewhat detached from the Christian notion of death as a punishment for man’s original 

sin. German author Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s 1769 study How the Ancients Pictured 

Death proposes that early man viewed death as a quiet sleep and welcome friend 

(Einstein, 1951, 313). The essay includes a quote from the character Statius regarding the 

nature of death: 

Give me thy hand, thou fair and gentle creature. I am a friend and come not to punish 

thee. Be of good cheer! I am not fierce. Thou shalt sleep peacefully in my arms (Ibid). 

Schubert’s notion of death was perhaps very similar. However, it was also most likely 

affected by aspects of his religious convictions. Within the aforementioned essay, 

Lessing asserts that "it is a proof of true, of rightly comprehended true religion, if it 

brings us back at every point to the idea of beauty" (Ibid). This concept of beauty seems 

particularly relevant with Schubert. In other words, beauty seems to be the logical 

cornerstone of Schubert’s musical output. Whether it be found in the subtleties of his 

instrumental music or the expressiveness of his lieder, beauty always emerges as a 



consistent element of vast importance. Thus, the basis of his works is often more 

sentimental than intellectual; more spiritually expressive than religiously profound. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 7: TRENDS IN SCHUBERT’S LATE STYLE 

Schubert’s final year demonstrates a variety of trends in the composer’s compositional 

style and practice. Perhaps the most stunning trend in Schubert’s late compositional style 

is his enormous rate of productivity. His last year was a time of tremendous creative 

output, "as though God wanted to bless him once more" (Wechsberg, 1977, 174). In spite 

of his frequent giddiness and headaches, the composer was not deterred from creating "a 

rich array of ambitious works," all of which proved to be musically exceptional (Winter, 

2000). 

The multitude of works composed during this time included the F minor Fantasy piano 

duet, the last three piano sonatas, the choral work Miriams Siegesgesang, the Mass in E 

flat major, the C major String Quartet, the great C major Symphony, and the thirteen 

songs posthumously published under the title Schwanengesang. This collection of songs 

reveals a great deal about the composer’s compositional voice and psychological 

condition during his dying phase, as will be discussed shortly. Additionally, Schubert 

also composed the chamber work Der Hirt auf dem Felsen for voice, clarinet and piano in 

1828, his final year (Winter, 2000). 

Schubert’s final compositions were not only great in quantity but also in individual 

quality. The works Schubert composed during his dying period were all artfully crafted 

and equally stunning in their musical complexity. For instance, Schubert’s Fantasy in F 

minor for piano duet has been cited as "his most cathartic and structurally integrated 

work in that medium" (Winter, 2000). This work, originally dedicated to the Countess 

Caroline Esterhazy, may be considered one of Schubert’s "finest piano compositions" 

(Wechsberg, 1977, 174). 



Many of the Schubert’s biographers have suggested that he composed his greatest 

chamber and orchestral works at the end of his life. Schubert’s String Quintet in C major 

has been cited as a masterwork which "has no equal in the whole of literature" 

(Wechsberg, 1977, 174). The work seems to retain an orchestral quality, which reflects 

Schubert’s compositional style toward the end of his life. In addition, Schubert’s Great C 

major Symphony, completed in the late summer of 1828, is often considered to be the 

composer’s most magnificent work. Notably, shortly after completing the symphony, 

Schubert presented it to the Vienna Philharmonic Society, but, unfortunately, it was 

"declined on the grounds that it was ‘too long and difficult’" (Einstein, 1951, 292). This 

‘difficulty’ may have been a result of some of the complex and ground-breaking 

techniques which Schubert employed in his composition of the work. One of Schubert’s 

famous biographers commented on the work by stating "how far this symphony points 

into the future beyond the whole Romantic period, how ‘modern’ it is!" (Einstein, 1951, 

295). Thus the composer did not allow his physical or mental suffering to prevent him 

from progressing musically, even to the end. 

During his final year, Schubert also seemed to take a renewed interest in sacred music. 

This interest in religious composition may have been a result of his search for final 

spiritual contentment. However, it may also have been part of a last ditch effort to acquire 

some sort of formal appointment. Like Beethoven, Schubert seemed to be pondering the 

will of the Creator in many of his final works. His desire to compose sacred music was 

also an artistic urge, "for in the Mass it was possible to say things and introduce artistic 

devices that were denied to other fields" (Einstein, 1951, 295). 



Of all the religious works from his dying period, perhaps Schubert’s greatest achievement 

was his Mass in E flat major. Nothing is yet known regarding the circumstances which 

led Schubert to compose this large religious work. Notably, Schubert composed the work 

exceedingly quickly during the summer of 1828 after completing his Great C major 

Symphony and before beginning his work on the C major String Quintet (Wechsberg, 

1977, 175). In 1828 Schubert also composed the great choral work Miriams Siegesgesan 

(Miriam’s Song of Triumph), a setting of a text by Grillparzer on a biblical theme 

(Einstein, 1951, 300). Other important religious works from this final period include 

Gesange zur Feier des Heiligen Opfers der Messe nebst einem Anhange: Das Gebet des 

Herren, a collection of church songs based on the mass movements, and a setting of A. 

Schmidl’s Hymne an den Heiligen Geist for two male choruses (Einstein, 1951, 295-6). 

These works may point to the composer’s increasing desire for spiritual peace, which is 

often achieved through pious efforts. 

Schubert’s final works reveal that the composer maintained an extraordinary sense of 

mental clarity in spite of his persistent physical distress. Like Beethoven, Schubert 

experienced a renewed interest in counterpoint during his dying phase. Schubert first 

showed signs of this renewed interest in May of 1828. Around this time, Schubert and his 

friend Lachner spent a night in a Cisercian monastery in Baden that housed a beautiful 

organ (Winter, 2000). Schubert proposed that "each of them compose a fugue to be 

played at the monastery" (Ibid). Schubert’s Fugue in E minor, which was "saturated with 

pre-Wagnerian chromaticism", was later published as a piano duet by Diabelli (Ibid). 

Schubert’s interest in counterpoint flowed beyond the realm of the fugue. The composer 

had been earnestly studying the music of Handel and had attended several performances 



of Handel oratorios in Vienna that year. Accordingly, Schubert was inspired to seek 

counterpoint lessons with Simon Sechter, "Vienna’s most prominent music theorist and a 

strict advocate of the Fuxian tradition" (Winter, 2000). 

Sechter was a court organist who, in time, would become Anton Bruckner’s composition 

teacher (Wechsberg, 1977, 177). On November fourth of 1828, Schubert had his one, and 

only, counterpoint lesson with Sechter (Winter, 2000). Some of Schubert’s biographers 

have found it "hard to imagine why the composer of the E major Mass or the Fantasy in F 

minor felt it necessary to study counterpoint"(Ibid). Perhaps the composer’s heightened 

sense of mortality inspired him to explore new musical territories in an effort to progress 

musically as much as possible before death. Like Beethoven, Schubert’s desire to 

experiment musically and to seek out new compositional techniques increased 

dramatically during his dying phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 8: SCHWANENGESANG 

The dual nature of Schubert’s persona, especially in terms of his experience with dying, 

is evident in many of his works, but most particularly in his final song set, 

Schwanengesang. This collection of lieder expresses both longing and cheerfulness: both 

pain and contentment. Schubert’s Schwanengesang was indeed a ‘swan song,’ a final 

masterwork encompassing many of the most remarkable skills of a truly great composer. 

Set for baritone voice and piano accompaniment, Schubert’s Schwanengesang reveals the 

multifaceted nature of the composer’s emotional character, which became evident in his 

struggle with death and the dying process. 

In these 14 songs, Schubert’s invention was never more vivid, more sanguine. The 

tragedy of the death of young genius becomes more poignant in the case of Schubert, for 

no other creator who died, as he did, so early in life, produced just before his death a 

work so novel and challenging as we have in Schwanengesang. (Brown, 1958, 304) 

Within the Schwanengesang set, Schubert tends to deal primarily with three main poetic 

subjects: longing, nature, and death. Schubert had previously treated the subject of death 

in many of his larger works, including Death and the Maiden, Die Schone Mullerin, and 

Winterreise, in which death is presented as an escape from suffering. In Schubert’s time, 

many people died unexpectedly and many others did not live past the prime of their lives 

(Chusid, 2000, 177). Hence, "many of the poems associated with death in Schubert’s day 

seem to be intended to reconcile humans with the prospect of an early demise" (Ibid). 

Conceivably, Schubert’s musical treatment of the death subject in Swanengesang may 

have provided a vehicle by which the composer was able to express, and come to terms 

with, feelings about his own death. 



Swanengesang is a group of 14 songs by three separate German poets named by the 

Viennese publisher Tobias Hansliger (Chusid, 2000, 1). It has been suggested that the 

song cycle "contains some of the greatest lieder that Franz Schubert ever composed" 

(Ibid). The set is not a song-cycle in the strictest sense of the word; it is a loose collection 

of several poems by different authors whose subjects relate only tentatively. The first 

seven of the Swanengesang lieder are text settings of poems by Rellstab, the next six are 

settings of poems by Heine, and the last is a single setting of a poem by Seidl. The reason 

why Schubert wrote the Heine songs as a continuation of the Rellstab lieder, adding only 

a single song from Seidl, remains unknown (Chusid, 2000, 1). However, the final song in 

the set, dated October 1828, is known to be the last piece Schubert ever composed 

(Duncan, 1905, 152). 

Musicologists have speculated a great deal about how Schubert came into contact with 

the texts. Apparently, the poet Rellstab had previously offered the poems to Beethoven, 

but the composer was too ill to begin setting them (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 276). Rumor 

has it that Beethoven asked his secretary Schindler to pass the poems on to Schubert. 

Thus, "when Haslinger published Schubert’s last 14 songs after his death...Rellstab was 

astonished to find his missing poems among them" (Ibid). Rellstab described the state of 

his manuscripts after he received them from Beethoven’s estate: 

A few had pencil marks on them, in Beethoven’s own hand; those were the ones which 

he liked best and which he then passed on to Schubert to be set, because he was himself 

too ill. These are now among Schubert’s best known songs. I received the manuscripts 

with some emotion since they had traveled a very strange route before they came back to 

me - but they had fructified Art on the way (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 277). 



Perhaps Schubert set the Rellstab songs in order to pay homage to Beethoven, adding 

further text settings of poetry by Heine and Seidl in order to expand the project into a 

larger work. 

The Schwanengesang set begins with the seven Rellstab songs. Each song sets a 

particular scene and all are lovely in their depictions of both nature and human emotion. 

The first song in the Rellstab set is the endearing Liebesbotschaft (no. 1), or Message of 

Love. This delicate piece portrays a lover’s happy recollections by a murmuring brook, 

produced by the traditional Schubertian piano accompaniment. 

The next song, Krieger’s Ahnung (no. 2) or Warrior’s Premonition, is a contrasting 

portrait of a soldier yearning beside a campfire on the eve of battle. 

Fruhlingssehnsucht (no. 3), Longing in Spring, is a strophic song full of "surging 

passion" (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 278) while the famous Standchen (no. 4), Serenade, is 

famous for its expressive charm (Ibid). 

Aufenthalt (no. 5), or Resting Place, is a rather tempestuous piece which seems to 

embrace all the elements of grief, despair, and longing for rest which Schubert was 

experiencing as he was dying. This work seems to have particular significance in terms of 

Schubert and his dying process and will be further analyzed in the following section. 

The next song, In der Ferne (no. 6), Far Away, involves a return to the major mode and 

includes a musical representation of ocean waves and fleeting wind along with "all the 

sympathetic phenomena of nature comforting the homesick exile" (Fischer-Dieskau, 

1976, 279). 

The final song of the Rellstab set is Abschied (no. 7), Departure, the last piece in which 

the composer utilized a piano accompaniment to depict horse-trotting (Ibid). The piece 



includes cheerful cries of ‘Ade!’ or ‘Farewell’ in the baritone part which seem to point to 

Schubert’s more blissful side. This piece’s relevance to the topic of Schubert’s death will 

also be further analyzed in the following section. 

The Schwanengesang set continues with the six Heine settings. These pieces are 

astonishing artistic break-throughs which further reveal Schubert’s desire to influence the 

future evolution of music before his death. 

We can see from these songs that his spirit was still lively and unbroken by his 

illness...no other prematurely deceased artist ever produced such startling innovations in 

the last months of his life (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 280). 

The Heine set begins with the tragic, "pain-stricken" song Der Atlas (no. 8), Atlas (Ibid). 

This piece relates the plight of the mythic hero Atlas to the pain of unrequited love. In Ihr 

Bild (no. 9), Her Portrait, Schubert utilizes the minor mode, but changes to major when 

the image of the lost love comes to life. Das Fischermadchen (no. 10), The Fisher 

Maiden, is in barcarolle form and involves a musical depiction of ocean imagery, an 

element which is also evident in Die Stadt (no. 11), The Town. Am Meer (no. 12), or By 

the Sea, portrays yet another scene by the ocean. However, the piece involves "freely 

formed" stanzas and retains a more "folk-like" character (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 281). 

The final song from the Heine set is Der Doppelganger (no. 13), The Phantom Double, a 

strikingly revolutionary work which has become a sort of prized enigma for avid music 

theorists. This piece expresses the duality of the individual in a remarkable way and may 

also reflect the contrasting aspects of Schubert’s personality during his dying phase. This 

piece will also be further analyzed in the following section. 



The final piece in the Schwanengesang set is Schubert’s setting of Seidl’s Die 

Taubenpost (no. 14), The Pigeon Post. In this piece, Schubert utilizes a syncopated piano 

accompaniment to depict "the impatient beating of the yearning heart" (Fischer-Dieskau, 

1976, 282). Within the piece, the carrier pigeon represents longing, the ‘messenger of 

faithfulness,’ the seeming apex of Schubert’s comprehensive musical expression. This 

was Schubert’s final composition. However, the piece seems to lack a sense of final 

resolution. 

There is no sense of finality here; hope and the anticipation of experiences yet to come, 

speak to us out of this music. But we know that thoughts of the future, and of their 

realization, were vain hopes (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 283). 

Each song from Schwanengesang is remarkable in its own way; each poignantly 

expresses some universal element of feeling, some hidden aspect of the human spirit. 

However, some of the pieces seem to be "more pregnant with significance than others" 

(Duncan, 1905, 152). The songs Der Doppleganger (The Phantom Double), Aufenthalt 

(Resting Place), and Abscheid (Departure) all have particular significance to Schubert in 

terms of his dealings with the subject of death on both musical and personal levels. 

Der Doppleganger is perhaps the most unique piece within the Schwanengesang set. It is 

remarkable both thematically and psychologically and carries a great deal of emotional 

weight. 

Der Doppelganger (The Phantom Double) 

 

Still is the night, 

the streets are at rest 



In this house dwelt my loved one; 

She has long since left the town, 

Yet the house still stands on the same place 

There too stands a man and stares on high 

And wrings his hands, 

for the powers of grief; 

I shudder when I see his face - 

The moon shows me my own countenance. 

You phantom double! You pale fellow! 

Why do you mock the pain of my love, 

That tormented me on this spot, 

So many nights in times past? 

Theoretically, Der Doppleganger is ingeniously structured; it is "built up on a series of 

four bar phrases reminiscent of the classical passacaglia" and is based on the Agnus Dei 

theme from Schubert’s own Mass in E flat (Fischer-Dieskau, 1976, 282). The piece 

exhibits many of the trends which are characteristic of the music of Schubert’s dying 

phase. For instance, Schubert utilizes several ground-breaking melodic and harmonic 

structures which seem to anticipate the future. Schubert’s use of rhythmically free 

melody and non-functional harmony seems to reveal the composer’s unending desire to 

experiment musically. The piece is among Schubert’s most innovative: 

14 years of resignation preceded this dramatic outburst at the end of Schubert’s life, and 

he seems to have rid himself of a life long yearning with this one cry (Fischer-Dieskau, 

1976, 282). 



The new techniques utilized in Der Doppelganger would influence many later composers 

such as Johannes Brahms, Hugo Wolf, and Richard Wagner (Chusid, 2000, 141). 

Additionally, within the work, Schubert also seems to be acknowledging his indebtedness 

to the past. The rhythmically free melody seems to resemble both chant and 18th century 

formal recitative (Ibid). This element may have stemmed from the composer’s late study 

of Handel oratorio forms. Also, Schubert’s use of a basso-continuo- like keyboard 

ostinato constructed of octaves and perfect intervals points to both the Baroque era and 

the age of organum, respectively (Chusid, 2000, 142). Some theorists have speculated 

that the final line of the poem, 'so manche Nacht in alter Zeit’ (‘so many nights in times 

past’), inspired the composer to utilize musical procedures from such ‘times past’ (Ibid). 

Textually, Der Doppelganger is a poem about a man who, on a quiet, gloomy night, 

encounters his own image grieving outside the house of a long lost love. The 

‘doppelganger’ is the image, or ‘phantom double’ of the narrator. It is the spectral self, 

that is, the separate, perceived self that is real only to the individual. The poem seems to 

suggest that the actual self is very different from the perceived one; there is the you that 

is you, and then there is the you as you see yourself or as you are seen by others. This 

notion greatly reflects what has already been established regarding the dual nature of 

Schubert’s persona in terms of his struggle with death. In one sense, Schubert remained 

the "happy-go-lucky bohemian," the cheerful composer who continued to write many 

charming pieces throughout his life, those delightful vignettes which seemed devoid of 

all fear, even to the end (Wechsberg, 1977, 10). Schubert existed, to some degree, as the 

man he wanted his friends to see and remember. 



However, in the end this aspect of Schubert was merely a lucid spirit of the past, a 

‘phantom double’, a fading image of a man whose glory days had passed. And like black 

petals on a dying stem, this too would soon disappear forever. Toward the end of his life, 

Schubert suffered tremendously, as many of his very personal letters have shown. 

However, this did not deter the composer from creating the genuine masterworks for 

which he is remembered today. The duality of Schubert’s nature during his dying phase is 

also notable in other works within the Swanengesang set. 

Of all the songs in the Rellstab collection, the piece Aufenthalt, or Resting Place, is 

perhaps the most striking. Aufenthalt is a tragic depiction of suffering, anguish, and 

despair and thus greatly contrasts the songs which precede it. Its extraordinary popularity 

is likely due to Schubert’s effective portrayal of its emotional content: 

Aufenthalt (Resting Place) 

Raging river, 

Roaring forest, 

Upright rocks 

My resting place. 

As breaker 

Follows on breaker, 

My tears flow 

Ever renewed. 

High in the treetops 

Surging, stirring, 

So unceasingly 



Pounds my heart. 

And, as the rocks’ 

Primeval ore, 

Ever the same 

Remains my grief. 

Raging river 

Roaring forest, 

Upright rocks 

My resting place. 

Theoretically, Aufenthalt is loaded with rhythmic and harmonic innovation. Like Der 

Doppelganger, the piece exhibits Schubert’s late tendency to experiment with new and 

existing compositional techniques. For instance, Schubert utilizes two separate meters in 

the voice part and in the right and left hands of the accompaniment part. 

One of the reasons for the song’s excitement is the consistent conflict between the duple 

subject of the voice as well as the pianist’s left hand when performing the melody, and 

the constantly repeated triplet chords in the pianist’s right hand (Chusid, 2000, 111). 

Within the work, Schubert also experiments harmonically. Perhaps the most striking 

harmonic innovation in Aufenthalt is the unexpected C minor triad that occurs near the 

end of the piece at measure 124 (Ibid). The chord has been described as "a harmony 

without antecedent - with no apparent justification...a non sequitur...[it] sounds forth in 

isolation as if to seek a cognate, a referent" (Ibid). Schubert may have intended this chord 

to portray some psychological aspect of the text, such as sudden pain or discomfort. 



The poem itself is a mere five stanzas, the first and last of which are identical (Chusid, 

2000, 110). Schubert thus adapted an arch form, ABCB’A’, for the structure of the music 

(Ibid). Textually, Aufenthalt is a grievous comparison of man and nature. Within the 

poem, nature’s cruelty is linked to the pain experienced by a grieving heart. The poem 

asserts that pain itself is inescapable; man can find no comfortable ‘resting place’ amidst 

the brutal torrents of the natural world. Aufenthalt’s bitter wilderness seems to symbolize 

unceasing pain, a pain that is both emotional and physical. 

Such pain may be linked back to Schubert, and the constant suffering he endured during 

his dying phase. Schubert was already in his terminal stage of illness when he composed 

Schwanengesang, therefore the composer may have already resigned himself to the fact 

that his only true ‘resting place’ would have to be his final one. Although Schubert’s 

musical treatment of Aufenthalt seems to point to his darker and more despairing side, 

the piece may have provided an opportunity for the composer to express his suffering, 

thus transforming it into something of lasting beauty. 

In stark contrast to this dismal piece is the lighthearted Abschied, or Departure, the final 

piece in the Rellstab set. Abschied is Schubert’s cheerful farewell; it is a happy parting 

from a lovely town that will be missed but not forgotten. Schubert seems to leave behind 

all dread and fear in this sweet and graceful work. 

Abschied (Departure) 

Adieu, you lively, you frolicsome town, Adieu! 

With playful feet, already my horse paws the ground; 

I offer now my last, my parting salute. 

Indeed you have never seen me sorrowful, 



Nor shall it come to pass at parting. 

Adieu... 

Adieu you trees, you garden so green, Adieu! 

I ride now alongside the silvery stream, 

My farewell song sounding far and wide; 

You have never heard a sorrowful song, 

Nor will any be bestowed at parting. 

Adieu... 

Adieu, you friendly maiden there, Adieu! 

Why do you gaze from a flow’r-perfumed house 

With roguish, enticing glances? 

As before, I greet her and gaze about, 

Yet never do I turn my horse around. 

Adieu... 

Adieu, dear sun, so go you to rest, Adieu! 

Now the twinkling star gleams golden. 

As I do, you starlet in the heavens, so lovely; 

We too pass through the world far and wide, 

You provide us everywhere a faithful guard. 

Adieu... 

Adieu, you glimmering window bright, Adieu! 

You gleam so cozy with dusky light 

And into your cottage invite us so kindly. 



I ride past, alas, so many times 

And today, will it then be the last? 

Adieu... 

Adieu, you stars, veil yourselves gray! Adieu! 

The dim glimmering light from the window 

Does not displace for me your countless stars; 

I dare not here tarry, I must here pass, 

Of what help that you follow me so faithfully! 

Adieu, you stars, veil yourselves gray! Adieu! 

Theoretically, Abscheid seems to anticipate the future in a variety of ways. Like Der 

Doppelganger and Aufenthalt, the piece exhibits Schubert’s late tendency to utilize new 

compositional procedures. For instance, within the piece, Schubert set the odd numbered 

stanzas in the key of E flat, and utilized the subdominant, A flat, for the second and 

fourth stanzas (Chusid, 2000, 120). However, Schubert suddenly abandons this traditional 

pattern of harmonic movement by setting the final stanza in the distant key of C flat 

(Ibid). 

Within Abscheid, Schubert also seems to recall the past. This is evident in Schubert’s 

setting of the word ‘Ade’ (Adieu), on a rising fourth. (Chusid, 2000, 121). According to 

German folk tradition, "the German ‘Ade’ stands in folk poetry for ‘adieu’ and 

traditionally was sung on a rising fourth" (Ibid). 

Schubert utilized a strophic arrangement as a musical form for Abscheid. The piece 

involves a "relentless staccato jog" in the piano accompaniment, which creates the 

impression of horses trotting on cobblestone (Ibid). The poetry itself seems to reflect all 



the sweetness and beauty of the world; it recalls good memories of happy, healthy times. 

Schubert’s musical treatment of the text was very bright, involving the major mode, 

which provided a jovial overall feel. The piece, which includes cheerful cries of ‘Ade!’ or 

‘Farewell’ in the baritone part, seems to point to Schubert’s happier side and more 

positive view regarding death, the final farewell. One can only hope that Schubert 

himself found such contentment before dying, that his death was as happy a departure as 

he once depicted in Abscheid. 

Conclusively, Franz Schubert has been revealed as a deep and mindful individual; a man 

who continued to bring light and beauty to all around him, in spite of his immense 

suffering. Like Beethoven, Schubert was able to transcend his personal adversity. He 

confronted his pain, treating it as a force of inspiration, a tool which both "sharpens the 

understanding and strengthens the mind" (McKay, 1996, 164). 

Schubert’s struggle with pain and attitude toward death are both remarkably evident in 

Swanengesang, his final song set. Schubert’s late works reveal his desire to pay homage 

to the past while paving the way for future musical developments. In spite of his chronic 

illness, with its harsh and ineffective treatments, and persistent feelings of hopelessness, 

Schubert continued to put his whole heart into his works. Schubert has thus earned his 

place among those immortal procrustean artists, those unyielding musical demigods who 

refused to betray their craft to the ravages of physical and mental suffering. Schubert will 

forever be remembered as the ill-fated genius of Vienna: a composer whose works were 

both beautiful and pain-stricken, whose spirit was both sensitive and enduring. 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART III: FREDERIC CHOPIN 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 9: CHOPIN’S ILLNESS 

Frederic Chopin is often considered the most phenomenally gifted composer of piano 

music in all of history. Born in Zela Zowa Wola, Poland, this poet of the piano single-

handedly resuscitated solo piano music, bringing the genre to a new stage of development 

in the Romantic era. According to the 19th century musicographer Francois-Joseph Fetis, 

Chopin was particularly original in that he wrote music "for pianists," as opposed to 

writing music for the piano instrument itself (Strunk, 1998, 82). Still, Chopin’s music is 

remarkably idiomatic, belonging naturally to the hands of keyboard players alone. Hence, 

Chopin will forever be revered by pianists the world over. 

Like Beethoven and Schubert, Chopin suffered greatly throughout his life due to chronic 

illness. However, Chopin was able to face his struggles with equal determination, 

overcoming his own personal pain in order to create the timeless masterworks for which 

he is now warmly remembered. 

Frederic Chopin was born on March 1, 1810 in a small town near Warsaw, Poland. His 

Father, Nicholas Chopin, was a French tutor for Polish aristocrats, and his mother, Tekla-

Justyna Krzyzanowska, was a native of Poland (Hedley, 1963, 6). Chopin had three 

sisters, Louise, Isabella, and Emilia, and was his parents’ only son (Ibid). 

Chopin was privileged to grow up in an upper middle class family; he was thus able to 

obtain an excellent general education. At an early age, the composer showed an 

extraordinary affinity for music, and thus began piano lessons with his mother (Eisler, 

2003, 23). At the age of six, Chopin already "required a more sophisticated level of 

musicianship than the family could provide" and thus began piano lessons with Professor 

Albert Zywny, "a sweetly eccentric Czech pianist and violinist who claimed to have 



studied with a pupil of Johann Sebastian Bach" (Eisler, 2003, 24). Zwyny believed 

Chopin to be a budding musical genius and thus encouraged him to compose and 

concertize in order to hone his skills. 

Chopin’s well-to-do family was financially stable enough to afford both private music 

lessons for their children and summer vacations in the Polish countryside. It was here that 

the young composer was initially exposed to Polish dance music. Native forms such as 

the mazurka and polonaise would greatly influence the style of his later works. 

Despite the happiness of his early days, Chopin’s young life would soon be shaken by 

tragedy. In 1827, around the time of Beethoven’s death, Chopin’s younger sister Emilia 

died at age 14 from "a massive tubercular hemorrhage" (Eisler, 2003, 27-28). Chopin 

most likely contracted his case of pulmonary tuberculosis from childhood contact with 

his sister. Chopin’s family had always associated his fragile condition and "weak lungs" 

with his sister’s death (Eisler, 2003, 28). 

The family had previously sought out various treatments for the children. For example, in 

the year 1826, the year before Emilia’s death, Chopin had "accompanied Emilia and their 

mother to the Silesian spa Bad Reinerz in the hope that both children’s health would 

improve" (Ibid). Unfortunately, the spa treatment was to no avail; Chopin’s sister would 

soon pass away, leaving Chopin with a lifelong case of pulmonary tuberculosis. 

Chopin would continually suffer what is now termed ‘survivor’s guilt;’ the young 

composer must have known that he and his sister suffered from the same illness, and 

quite possibly may have wondered why he alone was spared. The memory of his sister’s 

horrible death, accompanied by dread of the disease’s potential effects, overshadowed his 

life. The composer was haunted by a premonition of his own death from childhood, 



knowing the extent of the disease’s destructive capacity. In Chopin’s day, tuberculosis 

was referred to as consumption; the disease was known to ‘consume’ its victims, both 

emotionally and physically. 

Consumption, or tuberculosis, has existed in humans since ancient times (Koehler, 2002, 

para. 1). Scientists have noted pathological signs of tuberculosis in Egyptian mummies 

from as early as 2400 B.C.E. (Ibid). Around 460 B.C.E., Hippocrates identified 

consumption, which he termed ‘pthisis,’ as a common illness in ancient Greece (Koehler, 

2002, para. 2). During medieval times, consumption was referred to as the ‘king’s evil’ 

because it was thought that newly crowned kings could cure the disease with their touch 

(Koehler, 2002, para. 3). In 1679, Franciscus dele Bo Sylvius described the symptoms of 

the disease in his treatise Opera Medica (Koehler, 2002, para. 4). In the 1720 treatise A 

New Theory of Consumption, the English physician Benjamin Martin discovered that 

tuberculosis "resulted from the actions of wonderfully minute living creatures" (Koehler, 

2002, para. 5). He further hypothesized that such creatures, now commonly known as 

‘Mycobacterium tuberculosis’ had the potential to move from host to host through the 

breath (Ibid). 

By the 19th century, consumption had developed into an extraordinarily widespread 

disease. Whether it is known as lupus vulgaris (tuberculosis of the skin), Pott’s disease 

(tuberculosis of the bones), or consumption (the ‘classic’ case of lung disease), 

tuberculosis is one of history’s great killers" (Koehler, 2002, para. 8). It is estimated to 

have caused thirty percent of the deaths in 19th century Paris (Ibid). 

Consumption is often considered a ‘romantic disease,’ however in reality, "end-stage 

pulmonary tuberculosis is anything but glamorous" (Koehler, 2002, para. 11). As 



previously mentioned, the disease itself is highly contagious. Symptoms of consumption 

include chills, fever and night sweats, fatigue, chest pain, coughing up blood, and 

difficulty breathing (Kotton, 2005, para. 10). 

No definitive treatments for tuberculosis existed during the first half of the 19th century. 

In 1854, Hermann Brehmer developed the first sanatorium, an in-patient hospital where 

consumptives could be continually exposed to fresh air (Koehler, 2002, para. 15). By 

1882, pneumothorax, or the "collapsing of the lung" became the standard treatment for 

consumption (Koehler, 2002, para. 6). During this same year, scientist Robert Koch 

developed a staining technique which enabled him to isolate tubercular bacteria (Koehler, 

2002, para. 7). It was not until 1944 that the drug Streptomycin was developed for the 

treatment of tuberculosis (Koehler, 2002, para. 20). However, due to the recent AIDS 

epidemic, tuberculosis is once again on the rise (Kotton, 2005, para. 9). Thankfully, many 

antitubercular drugs are now available which have the potential to cure the disease. 

Unfortunately for Chopin, no such medicines were available in the early part of the 19th 

century. Although scientific advances were being made in terms of the etiology of the 

disease, the cure for tuberculosis remained elusive. Early 19th century medical treatments 

for consumption were generally limited to bedrest and bleeding, the latter of which 

served only to worsen the illness. An estimated eighty percent of those who contracted 

the disease during the 1800’s were unable to fight it off (Koehler, 2002, para. 13). Hence, 

by the time Chopin developed end-stage pulmonary tuberculosis in the late 1840’s, there 

was little to no hope for the composer. 

  

  



  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 10: EFFECTS OF CHOPIN’S ILLNESS AND CHOPIN’S DEATH 

Chopin’s tuberculosis would adversely affect his entire life. The disease would permeate 

all aspects of his musical and personal life, including his career as a performer, his 

relationships with women, and his psychological and emotional state. Furthermore, the 

disease would eventually lead to his ultimate demise. 

In spite of his childhood illness, Chopin planned for a career as a traveling virtuoso. 

During the years 1826 to 1829, Chopin attended the newly founded Warsaw 

Conservatory, where he studied both piano and composition. It was here that he began his 

music theory and composition lessons with Josef Elsner, the head composer at the 

Warsaw school (Eisler, 2003, 28). 

Secure in what he had already learned, he started to work seriously and independently, 

applying his own musical ideas to familiar harmonies and rhythms - notably, the folk 

melodies and dances of the Mazur, the region near Warsaw, the mazurka and the 

sweeping march of the polonaise (Ibid). 

While studying at the Warsaw Conservatory, the young Chopin made tremendous 

progress and completed many compositions, including his Rondo a la Mazur and 

Variations on La ci darem la mano, based on a theme from W.A. Mozart’s Don Giovanni 

(Hedley, 1963, 16). 

Although Chopin was undoubtedly already experiencing many of the symptoms of 

tuberculosis, the young composer did not allow thoughts of his illness to prevent him 

from pursuing his musical dream. After graduating with honors from the Warsaw 

Conservatory in 1829, Chopin traveled to Vienna in order to seek his fortune as a concert 

pianist (Hedley, 1963, 23). While in Vienna, Chopin performed in several concerts in 



order to acquaint himself with musical life. Unfortunately, Chopin’s attention would soon 

turn to negative political events occurring in his homeland. In 1831, the Polish army was 

crushed by invading Russian troops (Gavoty, 1974, 101). Chopin was deeply affected by 

this occurrence, which not only inspired him to compose more nationalistic music, but 

also prevented him from returning to Poland. 

Feeling unsuccessful in Vienna, the young Chopin traveled to Paris in September of 1831 

(Niecks, 1973, 197). His first concerts in Paris were extraordinarily successful; Chopin’s 

imaginative playing caught the attention of the Parisian public, and the composer was 

praised by the critics as an extremely talented individual. 

However, Chopin began to realize that he was not cut out for the life of the public 

virtuoso. His ill-health, weakness, and timidity prevented him from acquiring the 

flamboyant ‘star-quality’ craved by larger audiences in the 19th century. 

The delicacy of his technique, an apparent extension to his failing health, stood in direct 

counterpoint to the showy keyboard acrobatics that were the rage in Europe at the time 

(McManamy, 2001, 2). 

It is well known that Chopin personally disliked public performance, despite the fact that 

he himself was a great pianist with immense technical skill. In a letter to contemporary 

Franz Liszt, Chopin once wrote: 

The crowd intimidates me; I feel asphyxiated by its breath, paralyzed by its curious looks, 

dumb before the strange faces...(Murdoch, 1934, 162). 

Chopin was able to build his reputation as a pianist with less than 30 public appearances. 

Rather, the introverted composer preferred to perform in the intimate salons of wealthy 



aristocrats, surrounded by friends and acquaintances. Chopin made his living by 

performing at these private musicales and by teaching private lessons on a regular basis. 

Chopin’s illness had a tremendous effect on both his performance career and personal 

life. Chopin’s tuberculosis had a particularly profound effect on his love life and 

relationships with women. Musicologists have speculated that Chopin "indulged in 

innumerable amorous fancies," including his attraction to the budding diva Contantia 

Gladkowska and possible interest in the Countess Delfina Potocka (Niecks, 1973, 302). 

However, the story of Chopin’s life "furnishes at least one instance of his having loved 

faithfully as well as deeply" (Ibid). 

Chopin’s life-struggle with pulmonary tuberculosis undoubtedly ruined his chances for a 

happy life with his first true love, Maria Wodzinska. Chopin had been acquainted with 

Maria since his childhood. Maria’s older brothers Anton Casimir, and Felix were pupils 

of Nicholas Chopin, and later became friends with Frederic (Hedley, 1963, 60). The 

young Chopin became a family friend of the Wodzinskis and actually "gave a few piano 

lessons" to Maria when she was just a little girl (Ibid). Many years passed; in the summer 

of 1835, the Wodzinskis invited Chopin to spend the summer with them in Dresden. 

Chopin took an immediate interest in Maria upon his arrival in Dresden. It was seemingly 

love at first sight; the composer "had been thunderstruck by the change time had wrought 

in the little girl Maria: she was now a most attractive and accomplished young woman" 

(Hedley, 1963, 61). Chopin expressed his feelings for Maria through music; he performed 

private concerts for her and, upon his departure, composed for her the famous A flat 

major Waltz Op. 69 No. 1, also known as the Valse de Adieux. Ironically, this piece 

would come to represent a final ‘farewell’ between the two. 



After returning to Paris, Chopin fell seriously ill, and for a short time disappeared from 

public life completely (Hedley, 1963, 63). Rumors began to circulate that the young 

composer had died in his apartment. Although this gossip proved to be false, the news of 

this rumor instigated profound anxiety within the Wodzinski family. 

During his absence from her side, Chopin’s depth of feeling toward Maria grew 

considerably. He waited impatiently for her letters, which, sadly, were "merely amiable" 

and for the most part lacking in both warmth and emotion (Hedley, 1963, 64). A year 

later, Chopin returned to Dresden in order to secure her affections. On September 9, 

1836, Chopin proposed to Maria. Mme Wodzinska accepted the proposal on the grounds 

that he look carefully after his health, stating to the composer "keep well; everything 

depends on that" (Ibid). 

Soon after, Chopin returned to Paris with confidence. However, once in Paris, the 

composer "found it next to impossible to keep his promise about ‘early to bed,’ spending 

many late nights at various Parisian salons" (Ibid). Consequently, during the winter of 

1836-1837, Chopin caught a terrible case of influenza (Hedley, 1963, 65). Maria’s 

parents heard the news upon visiting the Chopin family in Warsaw and were heartily 

discouraged: 

Here we have an explanation of the ultimate ruin of Chopin’s hopes: not family pride but 

common prudence governed the attitude of Maria’s father and uncle towards him...his 

serious illness was a fact which parents with any sense of responsibility could not 

overlook (Hedley, 1963, 63). 

Maria Wodzinska, being the daughter of Polish aristocrats, must have not only allowed, 

but expected her parents to arrange every aspect of her life for her. She was, no doubt, 



swayed by her parents’ concerns and therefore evaded discussion of the proposal in her 

subsequent letters to Chopin (Hedley, 1963, 65). Chopin, afraid to address the matter, 

merely attempted to secure information through "broad hints" regarding when and where 

he might hope to see the family again (Ibid). 

Sadly, in the spring of 1837, Maria broke off the engagement with Chopin. She would go 

on to marry Joseph Skarbek in 1840, an unhappy union that would later end in divorce 

(Ibid). Chopin was heartbroken. The rejection seemed an abandonment to physical and 

emotional death. Accordingly: 

He gathered together all the letters he had received from the Wodzinskis and made of 

them a packet, on which he wrote: ‘Moja Bieda’- My Misery. This was discovered 

among his papers after his death (Hedley, 1963, 66). 

Fortunately, Maria’s rejection did not put an ultimate end to Chopin’s romantic life. 

Biographically, Mme. Wodzinska "remains a somewhat shadowy figure in his life-story 

and was soon to be supplanted by a woman of incomparably greater fascination - George 

Sand" (Ibid). 

Chopin first met the flamboyant female novelist Aurore Dudevant, who wrote under the 

pen name George Sand, in the summer of 1837. Although Chopin’s relationship with 

Sand would prove to be the affair of his life, it was by no means a ‘fairy-tale’ romance. 

Chopin’s tuberculosis put a significant strain on the relationship, as Sand was often called 

upon to act as caretaker for the ailing composer. 

George Sand was a revolutionary female individualist with an unusual predilection for 

cigars and mens’ clothes. 



At the time she came into Chopin’s life, George Sand was 32 and had already crammed 

into that brief space of time more adventure and experience of the world than would 

normally fall to the lot of two or three ordinary mortals (Hedley, 1963, 69). 

Sand had a long list of lovers, most of whom were artists, writers, and thinkers of 

extraordinary talent. The novelist had two young children and was at the time unhappily 

married to a "dull, unsympathetic husband," Casimir Dudevant (Ibid). Sand separated 

from her husband in 1836 and moved to Paris in order to start a new life (Ibid). 

In Paris, Sand became acquainted with Franz Liszt and his mistress Marie d’ Agoult, who 

had set up house at the Hotel de France. The two hosted many gatherings at their salon, 

inviting a variety of talented artists, writers, and musicians. It was here that Liszt first 

introduced Chopin to George Sand (Ibid). It was the fall of 1836, and Chopin, having just 

become engaged to Maria Wodzinska, wanted nothing to do with the rebellious and 

mannish young author. In fact, Chopin was initially quite repelled by Sand’s coarse 

personality, unconventional ideals, and strange manner of dress. After their first 

encounter, he was even reported to have asked a friend "is that really a woman?" (Eisler, 

2003, 18). 

Despite their opposing personalities, the two began a liaison that would last for nearly the 

rest of Chopin’s life. Undoubtedly, a strange balance existed between the worldly and 

romantic novelist and the exiled Polish musician. The gender issue played a unique role 

in Sand and Chopin’s romantic relationship. Perhaps Chopin looked to Sand for the 

masculine strength which he himself lacked. 

Chopin has often been described as superficially effeminate, and even as a dandy. 

However, this description may only apply to physical aspects of Chopin’s character; "in 



him we have the unusual spectacle of a proud reserved and passionate spirit housed in a 

frail and ailing body" (Hedley, 1963, 73). 

Whatever the attraction, it was most likely initiated by Sand, who despite her headstrong 

language, had a quiet reverence for music. In 1838, Sand revealed her affections for 

Chopin in a short note (Hedley, 1963, 74). Chopin kept the note in his pocket-book "until 

the end of his life" (Ibid). Sand later wrote to one of Chopin’s friends, Albert Grzymala, 

regarding her feelings for the composer: 

If he still loves this other person [Maria Wodzinska], very well, I withdraw, but if not... 

(Ibid). 

Soon after, Chopin became enthralled with Sand; hence the friendship ended and the love 

affair began. Chopin and Sand spent the winter and spring of 1838-1839 at the island of 

Majorca. At this time, Chopin’s health was deteriorating badly, and the two felt that the 

island climate would improve his health. While ill in Majorca, Chopin spent his time 

composing and reviewing his volumes of Bach’s piano music (Hedley, 1963, 75). 

Unfortunately, Chopin’s health worsened, and Sand had no choice but to call for the local 

doctors (Ibid). Sand refused to allow the doctors to bleed Chopin, preferring to tend to 

him "in her own way" (Ibid). When rumors of Chopin’s consumption spread, the couple 

was forced to leave the island and return to France. 

After a difficult winter in Paris, the couple traveled to Nohant, George Sand’s country 

home outside Paris, to spend the summer together. It was here that Chopin would 

compose many of his best loved works, including the three Mazurkas of Op. 41, the F 

sharp major Impromptu, and the G major Nocturne Op. 37 (Hedley, 1963, 84). Chopin’s 

tuberculosis had worsened during the winter, and Sand had hoped for a complete 



recuperation in the fresh, country atmosphere. By this time, Sand’s role as Chopin’s lover 

had completely transformed into that of a maternal nurse (Eisler, 2003, 58). 

Sand’s memoirs reveal the extent to which she resented being Chopin’s constant 

caretaker. In her writings, Sand states that she felt overwhelmed about the task that she 

was about to undertake as Chopin’s personal nurse. She seemed to feel as if "it was only 

by a decree of fate that they drifted into a liaison which lasted several years" (Hedley, 

1963, 83). But Sand did not abandon Chopin, and Chopin depended on her whole-

heartedly. 

In spite of physical weakness, he continued to love her intensely and jealously; his life 

was bound up with hers; her presence was necessary to him, and when at last fate 

separated them, his life fell to pieces, the fountain of music dried up within him, he was 

lost (Ibid). 

Unfortunately, Chopin and Sand’s affair would not last forever. As previously stated, 

Sand was beginning to harbor some resentment regarding her position as Chopin’s 

maternal caretaker. Sand vented her feelings about the situation in her novel Lucrezia 

Floriani, a seemingly autobiographical work in which a strong, liberal woman becomes 

the caregiver of a weak, asexual prince. It has long been believed that the book sparked 

the initial tension between the couple, however, such tension undoubtedly existed long 

before the book’s publication. Chopin may or may not have noticed his resemblance to 

the prince’s character in Sand’s novel. Regardless, by the time the book was finished, the 

relationship was already beginning to fall apart. 



At this time, the composer was struggling greatly for his own survival. The side effects of 

tuberculosis prevented him from being cheerful and loving and often caused him to throw 

emotional tantrums: 

It cannot be overemphasized that the meek, angelic Chopin of the story-books never 

existed. He could be a most difficult man to live with; the merest trifle would arouse him 

to fury, especially when his nerves were overwrought, and in these days he was indeed on 

edge most of the time (Hedley, 1963, 95). 

During the 1800’s, tuberculosis was often associated with symptoms of extreme 

behavioral change (Eisler, 2003, 155). Called ‘consumptive rage,’ this particular disease, 

not the progressive illness in general, has been related to episodes of paranoid suspicion, 

furious attacks upon intimates, accusations of abandonment and treachery leveled at the 

most loyal of friends and servants (Ibid). 

In the Romantic age, chest diseases, including tuberculosis, were thought to be similar in 

nature to "diseases of love", perhaps because the human heart is housed by the chest 

cavity (Eisler, 2003, 156). 

Chopin had always been prone to dramatic mood swings. However, as the tuberculosis 

wore on, he was less apt to control his emotional outbursts. Chopin would be "warm, 

teasing [and] charming" one day, but then "cold, sarcastic [and] hostile the next" (Eisler, 

2003, 154). Accordingly, "these swings were nothing new. What seems to have changed 

was Chopin’s will - or capacity - to control his behavior" (Ibid). One of Chopin’s piano 

students, Zofia Rosengardt, gave an account of her teacher’s "fits of rage," which often 

involved "screaming, foot stamping, and chair smashing" (Ibid). The composer would 



lose control of his emotions without warning or logical reason. In her frustration, George 

Sand reportedly spoke of Chopin’s outbursts to a friend: 

I found the courage to tell him some unpleasant truths about his behavior along with the 

threat that I wasn’t going to take it any more. From that moment on, he came to his 

senses, and you know how good, excellent, and admirable he can be when he’s not acting 

crazy (Eisler, 2003, 156). 

Sadly, Chopin’s consumptive moodiness would continue to fuel Sand’s romantic 

frustration, and in turn, Sand’s anger would further infuriate Chopin’s delicate 

temperament. The relationship seemed doomed to failure, and unfortunately, the worst 

was yet to come. 

The true cause of the ultimate break between Sand and Chopin was an unfortunate 

misunderstanding brought about by Sand’s daughter, Solange. Chopin was particularly 

fond of Solange, although she was "thoroughly spoilt, selfish, and vain" (Hedley, 1963, 

92). During the summer of 1847, an argument broke out between Sand and Solange over 

Solange’s cruel behavior toward members of the household at Nohant (Hedley, 1963, 

99). Solange retaliated by writing a "lying account" of Sand’s infidelity and mailing it to 

Chopin (Ibid). Chopin, who had always been attached to Solange, took her side, which 

infuriated Sand. Sand, fearing that Chopin believed Solange’s accusations, subsequently 

wrote a violently angry letter to Chopin (Ibid). The letter, which is now lost, must have 

burned Chopin to the core; the two never saw one another again. 

After the break with Sand, Chopin’s health declined rapidly. In spite of his general 

weakness and shortness of breath, Chopin resumed his concert career in Paris, performing 

once again at Pleyel’s showrooms. He continued to teach private lessons. However many 



of his former students had scattered due to the Paris revolutions of 1848 (Gavoty, 1974, 

320). One of Chopin’s older pupils, Jane Stirling, had a particular fascination with the 

composer. It was Stirling who persuaded Chopin to embark on a hectic concert tour of 

England and her native Scotland. Although weary and exhausted, Chopin rose to the 

challenge. Perhaps the journey was an attempt to evade illness by either "train or boat" 

(Ibid). Regardless, the composer’s savings were dwindling; he needed the work. 

Unfortunately, Chopin’s tour of the British Isles would prove to be disastrous. Stirling, 

along with her sister Mrs. Erskine, had accompanied Chopin on his tour. The "unsatisfied 

maiden" had, no doubt, fallen in love with Chopin (Gavoty, 1974, 320). Stirling "never 

gave up her fanciful plan to marry Frederic," even after the composer made his disinterest 

known to her (Gavoty, 1974, 326). Chopin described his feelings about Stirling in a letter 

to a friend: 

The unmarried one is too much like me. How could I kiss myself?...I feel closer to a 

coffin than a marriage bed (Gavoty, 1974, 327). 

At the time, the ailing composer was closer to the coffin than he could have possibly 

realized. The London fog and the wetness of Glasgow and Edinburgh severely 

aggravated his already weakened condition. Chopin gave his last concert in London on 

November 16, 1848, at a benefit for Polish émigrés (Gavoty, 1974, 334). A week later, he 

returned to his apartment in Paris (Ibid). 

And so the British escapade came to a sorry end. In 7 months, he moved 61 times, 

confronted indifferent crowds, gave concerts without prestige, wasted his time, saw his 

health worsen, and for so much effort, did not bring back to Paris a cent (Gavoty, 1974, 

335). 



Upon his return to Paris, Chopin’s health deteriorated rapidly. Accordingly, "his life was 

nothing but a hopeless struggle with consumption, a disease in the presence of which 

medical science was, at that time, helpless" (Hedley, 1963, 113). He had his good and 

bad days. However, his doctors’ fees and the cost of rent for his Paris apartment were 

beginning to cause him some financial difficulty. Jane Stirling, who never desisted in her 

attempt to win Chopin’s heart, received word of the situation and subsequently sent the 

composer "a packet of bank notes to the value of 25,000 francs" (Ibid). Interestingly, the 

bank notes were initially misplaced by Chopin’s maid, but were later recovered by 

Stirling with the help of the famous French clairvoyant, Alexis. 

In June of 1849, Chopin’s symptoms of tuberculosis began to increase severely. "He 

suffered from chronic diarrhea...his legs and feet were visibly swollen" (Eisler, 2003, 

196). Chopin sought the medical attention of Dr. Jean Cruveiller, a physician whose 

reputation "was based upon his study of consumption" (Ibid). Later that month, Chopin’s 

sister Louise traveled to Paris at the composer’s request. When Sand heard of Louise’s 

arrival in Paris, she wrote to her, pleading for information about Chopin’s state of health. 

Louise did not reply to the letter; this was Sand’s last attempt to contact Chopin (Hedley, 

1963, 115). 

In September, Chopin moved into a "sunny, splendid apartment" in a fashionable Parisian 

suburb (Hedley, 1963, 115). Soon after the move, the composer took to his bed (Ibid). He 

received many friendly visitors, including Delphina Potocka, the Princess Marcelline 

Czartoryska, and Sand’s daughter Solange. George Sand, however, did not attempt to see 

him. During his last hours, Solange held the dying man: 



Toward evening, he could no longer breathe; like a hanged man’s, his face turned black 

in suffocation. But when those gathered around the bed asked if he was in pain, he 

whispered "non plus" - no longer (Eisler, 2003, 200). 

Frederic Chopin died in the early hours of October 17th, 1849. Chopin, who feared being 

buried alive, had requested that an autopsy be performed by Dr. Cruvieller after his death 

(Eisler, 2003, 201). In accordance with his will, Chopin’s heart was removed and sent in 

an urn to Warsaw and placed in the church of the Holy Cross (Hedley, 1963, 116). 

Chopin’s funeral took place on October 30, 1849. The composer had requested that 

Mozart’s Requiem be sung during the service. However, Chopin’s friends had to request 

a special dispensation from the archbishop of Paris in order to obtain permission for 

women singers to participate in the mass (Eisler, 2003, 7). Jane Stirling covered the 

expenses for the funeral, a giant event that was valued at nearly 5,000 francs (Hedley, 

1963, 117). After a large funeral procession, Chopin was buried at the cemetery of Pere-

Lachaire (Ibid). Contrary to tradition, no speech was made at the cemetery. However, a 

Polish priest arrived at the end of the ceremony to sprinkle Polish soil over the 

composer’s grave (Ibid). After this, the crowd dispersed in silence (Ibid). Thus passed the 

greatest composer of piano music who has ever lived. 

  

  

  

  

  

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 11: TRENDS IN CHOPIN’S LATE STYLE 

Chopin’s final period exhibits many trends in compositional procedure which reveal both 

retrospective and progressive tendencies. Musicologists often cite the years 1841-1849 as 

Chopin’s last and perhaps his greatest period. During this time, "Chopin experimented 

widely, if not always successfully...and so broke sharply with his own musical past..." 

(Kallberg, 1996, 133). Chopin’s final period includes such representative pieces as the 

Berceuse Op. 57, the Polonaise-Fantasy Op. 61, and the final Mazurkas Op. 67 No. 4, 

Op. 67 No.2, and Op. 68 No. 4, his last known work (Hedley, 1963, 193). Accordingly, 

"in these works Chopin entered a new, wider, and loftier sphere, [and] acquired an almost 

epic breadth of conception" (Abraham, 1960, 97). 

Like Beethoven and Schubert, Chopin developed a renewed interest in counterpoint 

during his dying phase. As previously mentioned, Chopin had a profound interest in the 

music of Bach. During his summer at Nohant, Chopin dedicated some time to studying 

his Bach manuscripts, "modestly and fearfully picking out what he judged to be the errors 

of Bach’s editors" (Hedley, 1963, 84). Accordingly, the "fresh contrapuntal element" 

evident in many late works such as the Berceuse Op. 57 may be considered the "belated 

fruit of long study of Bach’s ‘Forty-eight’" (Abraham, 1960, 102). Chopin often 

incorporated polyphonic conventions such as canon in his later works. However, "even 

when he does not employ contrapuntal devices, such as canon, Chopin betrays a strong 

inclination to think ‘horizontally’ in something like real parts instead of merely in broken 

up chords" (Abraham, 1960, 103). 

Chopin also utilized a new formal complexity in many of his later works. For instance, 

Chopin seems to abandon the traditional ternary structure in some of his later, large-scale 



mazurkas (Abraham, 1960, 105). In addition, sectional divisions tend to be more blurred, 

as many compositions adapt a more ‘continuous’ feel, foreshadowing Wagner’s later 

innovations (Abraham, 1960, 103). 

One of the most important aspects of Chopin’s late style is his expanded harmonic 

language; Chopin’s use of bold and more daring harmonies is particularly notable in the 

Polonaise-Fantasy along with the F minor Mazurka Op. 68, his final work. Chopin’s 

harmonic innovation is evident in his more frequent use of chromaticism and "bolder 

key-extensions" (Abraham, 1960, 101). In addition, "Chopin now treats non-tonal chords 

with even greater freedom than before, as chords in their own right, as it were" (Ibid). 

The aforementioned trends in Chopin’s late style seem to point to the fundamental shift in 

European musical style which began around the year 1849. This was, interestingly, the 

year of Chopin’s death (Kallberg, 1996, 133). Scholars have cited several "new 

developments" which began around this year, including Wagner’s developments in opera, 

Liszt’s creation of the symphonic poem, Verdi’s advancements in operatic continuity, 

and the general fascination with new and interesting harmonies (Ibid). In addition, the 

careers of many of the older, traditional composers, including Mendelssohn, Schumann, 

and Chopin, ended around this time (Ibid). 

If the search for new methods of musical continuity and the abandonment of or 

dissatisfaction with old conventions and genres are indeed fundamental to the definition 

of the new epoch beginning about 1848-1849, then Chopin - at least as represented in his 

last style - ought to be counted among the innovators rather than among the old order 

(Kallberg, 1996, 134). Unfortunately, Chopin chose to accept the progressive 



challenge at a time when his home life and physical health were rapidly falling apart. 

Nevertheless, Chopin’s late style remains profoundly significant; "at the end, the pages of 

Chopin’s tragic story do not exclude his art" (Ibid). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 12: CHOPIN’S POLONAISE-FANTASY OP. 61 AND 

THE F MINOR MAZURKA OP. 68 NO. 4 

The most representative works from Chopin’s dying phase include the Polonaise-

Fantasy, Op. 61, and the F minor Mazurka, Op. 68 No. 4, his last known work. 

Composed in 1846 and 1849, respectively, both pieces reveal the extent to which the 

composer was interested in progressing musically without abandoning his characteristic 

voice as a composer. These two pieces seem to capture the essence of Chopin’s style 

during his dying phase. 

Many music scholars regard Chopin’s Polonaise-Fantasy Op. 61 as the composer’s most 

successful work in terms of late-style progressive development. Conversely, Chopin’s 

last known work, the F minor Mazurka, is often considered to be an unsuccessful infusion 

of progressive and trad-itional styles. Accordingly, in the Polonaise-Fantasy, "the 

composer devised and successfully employed a new means of organizing formal shapes 

in a genre unique to him," whereas in the F minor Mazurka, Chopin seemingly "fell short 

in attempting to apply these means to a traditional genre" (Kallberg, 1996, 91). Hence, 

the Polonaise-Fantasy is an important work in terms of its late style characteristic 

resonance, whereas the F minor Mazurka deserves further analysis simply because it is 

considered to be the composer’s last effort. 

In his Polonaise-Fantasy Op. 61, Chopin juxtaposed both the Polonaise and Fantasy 

genres in order to create a new, hybrid form (Kallberg, 1996, 118). The most significant 

aspects of the work in terms of Chopin’s last style are the composer’s "control over long 

passages of unstable material" and his "discovery of a new means of continuity" 

(Kallberg, 1996, 98). Chopin’s new method of continuity involved the frequent 



juxtaposition of both stable and unstable material (Kallberg, 1996, 130). Although 

Chopin utilized this same method of continuity in the F minor Mazurka, the method had 

more formal significance in the Polonaise-Fantasy. The work remains the most 

compelling example of Chopin’s late style. 

The Mazurka in F minor Op. 68 No. 4 has long been regarded as Chopin’s last work. 

During the Romantic age, "a special mystique radiated about a final artistic utterance, one 

from which publishers hastened to profit" (Kallberg, 1996, 130). Like Beethoven’s 

eternally cherished last quartets and Schubert’s Swanengesang, which was advertised by 

publishers as "the last blossoms of his noble strength," Chopin’s F minor Mazurka has 

been enshrined as "the last thought of the composer" (Kallberg, 1996, 123-124). 

The work, existing in the form of a one-page sketch, was originally discovered "among 

the composer’s posthumous effects" (Kallberg, 1996, 118). Unfortunately, the chaotic 

sketch, which included a variety of personal notations and convoluted abbreviations, was 

extraordinarily difficult to read. 

A maze of indecipherable markings, the one-page manuscript of the F minor Mazurka has 

drawn scholars into a labor of cryptography for over a century (Eisler, 2003, 193). 

A myriad of transcription problems existed in the sketch; "even such basic information as 

pitch, rhythm, and the order of sections is only vaguely specified in the composer’s 

notation" (Kallberg, 1996, 118). 

The first two publishers who attempted to transcribe the work were Chopin’s 

acquaintances Auguste Franchomme and Julian Fontana (Ibid). Both Franchomme and 

Fontana noted on their published transcriptions that the F minor Mazurka was Chopin’s 



last work. Fontana even added a footnote to his published version of the Mazurka, which 

read: 

This Mazurka is the last inspiration that Chopin jotted down on paper, a short time before 

his death; he was already too ill to try it at the piano (Kallberg, 1996, 122). 

Later on in the 20th century, music scholars such as Arthur Hedley, Jan Ekier, Wojciech 

Nowik and Ronald Smith would attempt to reconstruct the work more accurately. 

Because of the complexity and illegibility of the work, no single interpretation has 

become universally accepted. 

The alleged ‘messiness’ of the sketch of the F minor Mazurka was most likely due to the 

composer’s extremely poor health. The work is presumed to have been composed in 

1849, the year in which Chopin’s symptoms of tuberculosis were at their worst. Most 

music scholars have inferred that the F minor Mazurka exists only in sketch form because 

Chopin was too ill to copy it onto a clean manuscript (Kallberg, 1996, 121). 

A clear connection would have been drawn between Chopin’s physical condition and that 

of the manuscript: from his body racked with pain arose the tortured document containing 

his last musical thoughts, ideas that themselves display, in their sinuous chromatic 

digressions, the soul of a man in extremis (Kallberg, 1996, 123). 

Historical evidence suggests that Chopin’s Mazurka in F minor Op. 68 was truly the 

composer’s last musical endeavor. However, recent scholarship has suggested that the 

sketch for the F minor Mazurka may be merely a discarded remnant of an earlier work, 

the F minor Mazurka Op. 63 No. 2 from 1846 (Eisler, 2003, 193). Music scholars have 

developed this theory from very little evidence. First, two specific passages in the F 

minor Mazurka from Op. 63 and the F minor Mazurka from Op. 68 seem to "significantly 



reflect one another" (Kallberg, 1996, 126). This has led analysts to hypothesize that the 

Op. 68 Mazurka was merely a sketch for the later Op. 63. However, the similar passages 

were by no means repetition, and arguably, Chopin could have been consciously 

reworking a previously composed motive in the Op. 68 Mazurka. 

In addition, scholars have discovered that the paper on which Chopin sketched the Op. 68 

Mazurka is of a different type than the kind he was using at the end of his life (Kallberg, 

1996, 124). However, this evidence seems insufficient; Chopin could have used a leaf of 

paper from an old manuscript stack at the end of his life for any number of reasons. 

Hence, until less disputable evidence becomes available, Chopin’s F minor Mazurka Op. 

68 must still be considered the composer’s last work. 

Chopin’s F minor Mazurka Op. 68 No. 4 is indicative of the composer’s late interest in 

personal musical evolution. Within the work, Chopin utilized several experimental 

techniques. For instance, as in the Polonaise-Fantasy, within this piece Chopin utilized a 

new method of musical continuity: 

The F minor Mazurka abounds in adjoining unstable and stable passages: the richly 

chromatic phrases for which the piece is famous lead invariably to diatonic ones 

(Kallberg, 1996, 130). 

Sequences tend to transform unexpectedly, as is evident in the "diatonic resolution of the 

chromatic sequences in the opening phrase" (Ibid). Chopin’s modulations are equally 

surprising; Chopin directs the patterns of the opening statement to the distant key of A 

major before resolving back to F minor. 

Unlike the Polonaise-Fantasy, in the F minor Mazurka Op. 68, Chopin does not abandon 

the confines of traditional form. The work is in an "orthodox complex ternary form" with 



clearly defined structural divisions (Ibid). This proscribed balance and control seems to 

sharply contrast the freestyle chromatic interweavings within sections of the work. Most 

scholars agree that the sketch retains an inherent defect; they believe the piece to be "a 

failed attempt to infuse a traditional genre with radical innovation" (Eisler, 2003, 193). 

Regardless, the work retains many of the important characteristics of Chopin’s late style, 

including "stylistic experimentation," "the development of a new means of musical 

continuity," and "the clash between the aspirations of a new language and the constraints 

of genre" (Ibid). Although Chopin’s death prevented him from establishing himself 

among the budding musical revolutionaries of the mid-19th century, the Mazurka in F 

minor Op. 68 remains an eternal testimony of Chopin’s will to progress, even to the end. 

A fragment of past failure or a shard of the future, the mazurka’s last bar, with its eerie 

prefiguration of Wagner’s Tristan harmonies, encodes directions to roads he himself 

could not take, but which...emerged clearly for others to follow (Eisler, 2003, 194). 

Conclusively, Chopin has been revealed as an expressive genius of striking 

determination; a man who did not allow his chronic illness to deter him personally or 

creatively. Despite his lifelong struggle with tuberculosis, Chopin continued to produce 

an abundance of musical masterworks throughout his life. Like Beethoven and Schubert, 

Chopin was able to transform his struggles into art. Chopin’s late works reveal the 

composer’s desire to contribute to future musical development without abandoning his 

individual voice. The Polonaise-Fantasy and F minor Mazurka are two representative 

works from Chopin’s final period which stand alone in terms of musical innovation and 

artistic ingenuity. Chopin may be considered the ultimate composer of piano music; his 

lifetime achievements in the realm of idiomatic keyboard music have afforded him both 



mortal success and immortal fame. Hence, Chopin will forever remain one of the most 

beloved composers in the history of music. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 



CONCLUSION 

Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin are three exemplary composers who did not allow 

chronic illness and the realization of imminent death to prevent them from achieving their 

ambitious musical goals. These composers strongly resemble one another in terms of 

their late compositional activities. Several important trends in compositional style and 

practice are notable in the final works of these three great composers. Such trends include 

a strong desire to both reflect the past and influence the future, an increase in creative 

capacity, and a need to embrace the notion of personal mortality through musical 

expression. 

Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin were all interested in preserving the archetypal 

compositional procedures of the past in their final works. As they were dying, all three 

composers experienced a renewed interest in counterpoint. Beethoven's late interest in 

counterpoint is particularly evident in his fugal treatment of his final quartets. 

Additionally, both Schubert and Chopin incorporated fresh contrapuntal elements in their 

late works. Chopin drew his inspiration from Bach's Well Tempered Clavier, whereas 

Schubert studied the works of Handel and enrolled in private counterpoint lessons. A 

dying composer's interest in counterpoint may stem from a desire to pay homage to the 

great composers of the past. However, this renewed interest may also have some 

physiological impli-cations; the late desire to write and study counterpoint may be 

indicative of increased mental clarity during the dying process. 

During their final periods, Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin were all interested in 

progressing musically in order to help pave the way for future musical developments. 

Beethoven revealed his desire to break musical barriers in his final quartets by 



abandoning standard forms, textures, and tempos and challenging traditional harmonic 

conventions. In Schwanengesang, Schubert attempted to influence future musical 

development by utilizing freer rhythms and experimenting with non-functional harmony. 

In the Polonaise-Fantasy and F minor Mazurka Op. 68, Chopin endeavored to develop an 

entirely new compositional style by fusing different musical genres, expanding his 

harmonic language, and redefining traditional formal structures. Hence, all three 

composers utilized various experimental techniques in their late works, thereby leaving 

the world with their own prophetic visions for the future of music. 

Both Beethoven and Schubert revealed an increase in creative capacity during their final 

years. Beethoven had developed plans for an abundance of future music during his final 

period, whereas Schubert experienced an enormous increase in productivity. Although 

Chopin's final years exhibit a marked decrease in production, this was due in part to the 

increasing amount of time and energy the composer was spending on developing his new 

style. Hence, the dying phase appears to be a period of renewed mental energy and 

expanded creative drive. 

Also, during their final periods, all three composers utilized their art as a method of 

coping with the reality of death. Beethoven approached the topic of death in the 

psychological motive "muss es sein" from his F Major quartet Op. 135. Additionally, 

Schubert set several poems on death subjects and included them in his Schwanengesang 

cycle. During the dying process, aspects of religion and spirituality tend to gain a more 

profound relevance. Both Beethoven and Schubert incorporate religious subjects in their 

late compositions. For instance, Beethoven's Quartet in A minor Op. 132 involves a 

personal prayer of thanksgiving to God for relief from pain. 



As a final point, all three composers seemed to view their chronic pain and final suffering 

as a form of inspiration. In his final quartets, Beethoven utilized music to express pain 

itself. In Schwanengesang, the subject of pain becomes more emotional than physical. In 

his final sketch of the F minor Mazurka Op. 68 No. 4, Chopin defies his own personal 

pain by striving for continual development even at the brink of death. Through their final 

works, Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin were able to obtain a psychological victory over 

death. These composers could have easily succumbed to the ravages of physical disease 

and mental fatalism. But they did not surrender their art. Rather, they were able to 

transform their pain, sorrow, and fear into something beautiful, something eternal. 
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This paper describes the design and results of a pilot study on Molodets!, a semi-
dynamic, web-based Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) system for 
beginning students of Russian language. Other web-based language exercises that test 
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morphological components, paired to an application containing a limited number of the 
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Throughout the twentieth century the organ music of J S Bach was arranged for performance 
by the orchestra. These were justified on various grounds including that they provided the 
music with resources that Bach would have used had he had them, that works with a large 
musical conception require comparable forces and that contrapuntally complex works need 
performance that makes clear the different voices. From Elgar onwards these orchestrations 
are available in recordings, often conducted by the composer, which allow us to hear their 
image of Bach. 
 
This paper will consider arrangements of Bach organ works by composers including Edward 
Elgar, Leopold Stokowski, Arnold Schoenberg, Harrison Birtwistle and arrangements used by 
the viol consort Fretwork in their recordings of major organ works. Illustrations will be drawn 
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Abstract 
 
 
It is generally acknowledged that what distinguishes a learner’s dictionary (LD) from a 
general dictionary is (1) an LD provides intensive information on selected items and (2) 
an LD fosters the user’s ability of encoding as well as decoding.  Based on these criteria, 
the paper examines two popular Chinese dictionaries available to learners of Chinese and 
comes to the conclusion that neither is a genuine LD.  The paper then suggests what 
should be done to produce such a one – (1) working out a defining vocabulary and (2) 
formulating basic sentence patterns for Chinese.  This paper is a result of the author’s 
recent publication of two Chinese-English dictionaries (Beginner’s Chinese Dictionary, 
Tuttle Publishing 2004 and Tuttle Learner’s Chinese-English Dictionary, Tuttle 
Publishing 2005). 
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Abstract 

This study examines the coverage of the SARS epidemic in the China Daily, the most prestigious 

English-language daily newspaper published in China. The analysis covers the whole life span of 

the SARS epidemic in the media, beginning from March 2003, when the event first entered the 

media agenda, and ending in January 2004, when SARS gradually disappeared from news. Based 

a systematic random sample of 144 news stories, this analysis tests a two-dimensional framing 

model which tries to liberate framing research from issue-specific limitations by taking into 

account of the media focus on the space and time dimensions. The results of the analysis suggest 

that over time the Chinese newspaper fairly consistently employed the core frames when 

packaging the SARS epidemic, focusing mostly on updates of current information about the 

event on the national level. Extended frames such as regional and international frames played a 

supplementary role as the event developed into various stages. 
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Changing Media Salience over Time?  

Investigating the Coverage of the SARS Epidemic in the China Daily 

Introduction 

To many of the Chinese public, Fei Dian (short for Atypical Pneumonia) remains a fresh 

memory. Known in the west as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), Fei Dian is a fatal 

respiratory disease that transmits rapidly among contacts of a coronavirus carrier. The first case 

of the disease was reported in China’s Guangdong province in November 2002. Unfortunately, it 

failed to receive sufficient attention. Over the following months, as more people traveled across 

the country to reunite with their families for the Chinese New Year, the virus was spread to other 

regions of China, including Hong Kong, posing a threat to thousands of lives. 

Over the New Year period (which was around February 1, 2003), numerous SARS patients 

were sent to hospitals in the provincial capital city of Guangzhou. The cause of the disease, 

however, remained unknown. The disease caught the attention of the central government in 

Beijing, but the public were not highly aware of the wide-spreading disease due to lack of 

information about the threat. By February 21, 2003, the official figure for SARS patients reached 

305, five of whom died of the disease (WHO, March 21, 2003). 

On March 12, 2003, the WHO issued a global alert about SARS following mounting 

reports of a spread the disease among staff at hospitals in Hong Kong and Hanoi, Vietnam. Five 

days later, China’s Ministry of Health requested international support from the WHO. However, 

it was not until March 29, 2003 that the China Daily, the prestigious English-language daily in 

China, published its first story on SARS confirmation in China (WHO Confirms SARS, 2003). 

This was more than four months after the first SARS case was identified in China. Pressure from 

the Chinese public and the international world finally led to tremendous coverage on the 
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epidemic in Chinese media. On April 20, 2003, China’s Ministry of Health began to release the 

national SARS statistics daily to the public. 

In the meantime, suspected and probable cases of SARS were reported from around the 

world. The WHO announced travel recommendations to SARS-infected countries and areas, 

including China’s Hong Kong, Guangdong, and Beijing. Under the guidance of the WHO, 

several laboratories throughout the world worked in close collaboration in seek of the cause of 

SARS. In many parts of China, people wore masks in public places, schools were dismissed, 

sanitary products and daily necessities were out of stock because of “scare shopping,” and people 

traveling from SARS-hit areas were screened regularly and even placed under quarantine. 

 Within four months after the disease became a global threat, the total number of SARS 

patients around the world rocketed to over 8,000 (WHO, August 15, 2003). Fortunately, over 90 

percent of those lives were saved. On June 24, 2003, the WHO released its travel 

recommendation for Beijing (WHO, June 24, 2003). Shortly after that, the WHO declared a 

worldwide control of SARS outbreaks (WHO, July 5, 2003). 

Throughout the life span of the SARS epidemic, the news media played a key role in 

informing the public about the situation of the disease. Due to the ways through which the 

coronavirus was spread, a sizeable population in China chose to avoid contact with others in 

public places, not to mention traveling to crowded metropolitans such as Beijing or Guangzhou. 

As a consequence, the Chinese public, although normally not heavy news consumers, had to rely 

heavily on the media for information about the disease. Because of the unique role the news 

media played in China during the SARS epidemic, it is very important to find out how the 

Chinese media packaged the SARS epidemic and whether the public received sufficient 
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information about what was happening around them, in their home country, and around the 

world. 

Literature Review 

Media framing refers to the process in which the media select and package ongoing events 

and issues (Entman, 1993; Iyengar, 1991; Ryan & Sim, 1990; Schon & Rein, 1994). The concept 

of framing involves two levels of selection, selection for inclusion and selection for emphasis. 

Because there are multiple aspects of a certain news event or issue, but news holes are limited, 

only certain facets of the event or issue can be included in a news story. Among the aspects 

included in a news story, some receive more emphasis than others, thus constituting the 

dominant frames. It was through the selection of these elements for inclusion and emphasis that 

media frames “promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation 

and/or treatment recommendation” (Entman, 1993, p. 52).  

The way a news event or issue is framed reflects the intention of the gatekeepers at various 

levels. Different journalists may choose to include certain elements in a story while exclude 

others. Different editors may prefer to emphasize some aspects based on their own preferences. 

Different news organizations may have set different criteria for coverage of certain issues. And 

finally, different media systems have varying ways of packaging news. As a consequence, we 

see from the media different versions of the same event or issue, or “mediated reality.” 

 How an event or issue is framed has a considerable impact on people’s perception. 

Tuersky and Kahneman (1982), for instance, observed that people reversed their preference 

when a problem was framed in different ways. Further research suggested that framing effect 

could be found in areas ranging from public opinion to individual behavior (e.g., Rothman, 

Salovey, Antone, Keough, & Martin, 1993; Wilson, Wallston, & King, 1990). 
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However, a fundamental limitation of traditional framing research is the lack of 

generalizability of framing scales. Because each news event or issue is unique, there is little 

agreement on which frames to study and even less agreement on the categories each frame 

constitutes, not to mention the difficulty to develop exhaustive and mutually exclusive categories 

(Chyi & McCombs). 

A recent attempt to liberate framing research from issue-specific limitations is a two-

dimension measurement scheme that takes into account the media focus on both the space and 

time dimensions (Chyi & McCombs, 2004). On the space dimension of the scheme are five 

categories, individual, community, regional, societal, and international. On the time dimension 

are three categories, past, present, and future. Chyi and McCombs (2004) proposed that during 

the life span of a news issue or event, the media would adopt a frame-changing strategy to keep 

the event or issue salient. Based on their analysis of the Columbine School Shooting in the New 

York Times, Chyi and McCombs (2004) found that the media employed combinations of 

different frames on the space and time dimensions to keep the event on the media agenda. 

However, only a quarter of the total coverage adopted the core frames, the frames that were 

relevant to the nature of the event “initially propelled” the event onto the news (p. 31). The 

majority of the news coverage used combinations of extended frames that changed over time. It 

was not clear why the newspaper relied more heavily on extended frames than the core frames 

when packaging the event. More extensive testing of the scheme is needed to establish 

generalizability of the scheme in framing research. 

Purposes of the Study 

This study serves two purposes. The first purpose is to reveal the pattern of SARS coverage 

in a Chinese newspaper that is official and influential around the world. To some extent, the 
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SARS coverage in the Chinese news media reflected a dramatic change in how the Chinese 

government and the news media responded to a national crisis. For more than four months after 

the first SARS case was identified in China, the news media, particularly those at the national 

level, played an insufficient and ineffective role in informing the public about the real situation. 

It was not until after the WHO issued a global alert about the severity of the SARS epidemic, and 

the Chinese government admitted that the country was suffering from a SARS outbreak, that the 

Chinese news media launched extensive coverage about the epidemic. Due to the dramatically 

contagious nature of SARS, people aborted trips to areas severely hit by the disease, and those 

traveled from such areas were closely monitored. Throughout the world, all people who had an 

interest in China paid close attention to the SARS situation in the country through different ways 

of communication, most importantly through the news media. Therefore, it is very important to 

find out how the SARS epidemic was covered in the Chinese news media, especially in the 

media that are internationally influential. 

A second and equally important purpose of this study was to test Chyi and McCombs’ two-

dimensional scheme (2004) in the coverage of a multi-wave international event in a non-U.S. 

newspaper. The original scheme was constructed to address the need of generalizability of 

framing analysis. It was used to examine the coverage of the Columbine School shooting, an 

event that attracted a high level of media attention for two weeks after its occurrence, and 

remained on the media agenda for approximately another two weeks with diminishing media 

attention. The SARS epidemic, however, was a more complicated event with multiple waves 

during its life span. First, there was the explosion of the disease in the southern Province of 

Guangdong at the beginning of 2003. After the WHO was informed of the case in Vietnam and 

named the disease SARS in March 2003, there was a second wave of the epidemic around the 
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world. Several months later, after the WHO announced the disease was contained, another case 

was identified in a laboratory in Singapore, and this new case aroused public unease in some 

parts of the world. Finally, as the winter drew close in China, the public were reminded about the 

first SARS case in November 2002 and warned about the resurgence of the disease. Not 

unexpectedly, a new case was confirmed in January 2004. Because the SARS epidemic 

registered high on the media agenda in China beginning from April 2003, it can be predicted that 

it was also a multi-wave event in the news media. This study tests whether Chyi and McCombs’ 

scheme can be applied to the coverage of such a complicated event in a non-U.S. newspaper. 

This study examines the coverage of the SARS epidemic during its life span in the China 

Daily, a major English-language newspaper in China. Because the event did not enter the media 

agenda around the world until the SARS alert from the WHO in March 2003, to some extent, the 

WHO alert also marked the beginning of the life span of SARS as a news event. Therefore, this 

study of SARS coverage chooses March 2003 as the beginning month of analysis. Based on Chyi 

and McCombs’ two-dimensional scheme (2004), this study asks the following research questions: 

RQ1: How were the SARS stories distributed in the China Daily during the life span of 

SARS? 

RO2: What was the pattern of space frame change in the SARS coverage? 

RQ3: What was the pattern of time frame change in the SARS coverage? 

RQ4: How was the use of space frames correlated with the use of time frames? 

Method 

Sample 

A keyword search for SARS or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome was conducted in the 

China Daily using the Lexis-Nexis database. The China Daily was selected because of its unique 
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status in communicating to overseas readers, especially during the SARS epidemic, when 

tremendous international attention was drawn to how Chinese media responded to the event. Run 

by the Chinese Government, the China Daily is the most prestigious English-language daily 

newspaper in the country (Marsden, 1990) and is generally considered a provider of official 

news of China to English-language readers (Lecher, 2003). The time period selected for this 

study was from March 1, 2003 to January 31, 2004. The starting month of March 2003 was 

selected because it was the month when the WHO first issued a global alert about the disease and 

when media throughout the world began reporting on the disease. The last SARS case in China 

was confirmed in January 2004 and since then, SARS as a news event gradually disappeared 

from the news agenda. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the life span of SARS as a news 

event was considered to be 11 months long, from March 2003 to January 2004.  

A total of 516 stories were retrieved from the archive. The systematic sampling method 

was used to construct a sample of 144 stories. 

Coding Instrument 

Each story was coded individually on the date of publication, the space dimension, and the 

time dimension. Based on the scales developed by Chyi and McCombs (2004), five categories 

were used to code on the space dimension. Specifically, the first category, the individual level, 

was for stories with an emphasis on individual SARS patients, reactions from their families or 

friends, or contextual information about individual SARS cases or probable cases without 

referring to a larger area related to the cases. The second category, the community level, was for 

stories focusing on the SARS condition in a local area, such as a large hospital, a town or a small 

city. The third category, the regional level, referred to articles about the situation in a large 

metropolitan such as Beijing, a special region such as Hong Kong, a province/state, or a large 
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area that is part of a certain country. Because to some degree the SARS epidemic was considered 

in China as a nation-wide crisis that was spread to other parts of the world, the national level was 

used as a minor variation from what Chyi and McCombs (2004) proposed as the societal level. 

Included in this category were stories focusing on the situation within a specific country. The last 

category, the international level, referred to stories focusing on the situation across national 

borders, e.g., SARS research led by the WHO. 

Three levels were recorded on the time dimension: past, present, and future. In the past 

category were stories providing historical background or tracing relevant events in the history, 

such as influenza and AIDS. In the present category were stories focusing on updates of the 

ongoing SARS epidemic. In the future category were stories making predictions about further 

developments, proposing actions to be taken, or evaluating the impact of the event in the future, 

including future medical research. 

Coding Instrument 

Inter-coder reliability was measured between a graduate student and the author. Thirty 

articles were randomly selected from the remaining stories in the sampling frame after the 

original sample was drawn. Based on a coding protocol provided by the author, the two coders 

coded independently by following the detailed instruction and definitions for each variable. The 

Holsti’s inter-coder reliability ranged from .87 to 1.00 (Holsti, 1969). Specifically, a 100 percent 

agreement was reached for the coding on story placement and the time dimension, and 87 

percent for the coding on the space dimension. 

After a satisfactory level of inter-coder reliability was established, the graduate student 

who participated in the inter-coder reliability check conducted the coding of all the 144 stories in 

the sample, based on the coding protocol. 
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Findings and Discussion 

This study analyzes a systematic sample of 144 stories about the SARS epidemic published 

in the China Daily, the most prestigious English-language newspaper in China, between March 

2003 and January 2004. 

Amount of Coverage over Time 

The first research question asks how the SARS stories were distributed over time. During 

the 11 months under analysis, there were a few months in which the newspaper published no or 

very few stories on the SARS epidemic. To better describe the pattern of media attention to the 

SARS epidemic over time, a distribution of all the stories (Figure 1) published in the China 

Daily between March 2003 and January 2004 is used to answer research question one. 

Altogether, 516 articles were published on the SARS epidemic. There were three waves of 

coverage in the newspaper, the first between April and July of 2003, the second in September 

and October 2003, and finally, after it almost disappeared from the news for two months, the 

disease regained attention in January 2004. 
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Figure 1: Coverage of the SARS Epidemic in the China Daily over time (N=516) 

The real peak of the coverage appeared in May 2003. On April 20, 2003, China’s Ministry 

of Health began a daily release of the national SARS statistics to the public. As a consequence, 
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the public were better informed of the disease situation and wanted to receive further information 

about it. Obviously, the media was answering to this call of information need, at least in terms of 

the amount of information provided. An additional reason why the month of May received the 

highest media attention on SARS was that the week of May 1 (Labor Day) is nationally known 

as one of the two Golden Weeks each year (the other one being the first week of October). 

During the Golden Week, the whole nation enjoys a week-long vacation, which usually boosts 

travel and other business nation wide. Unfortunately, because of the SARS epidemic, most 

Chinese decided to stay where they were to avoid falling victim to SARS.  

The disease continued to rank high on the media agenda as Hong Kong and two out of 

three of China’s largest metropolitans (Beijing and Guangzhou) remained on the WHO’s list as 

places not recommended for travel. On June 24 (WHO, June 24, 2003), the WHO removed 

Beijing from its recommendations list, suggesting that the SARS outbreak was contained in 

China. This announcement was followed by a decreasing level of media attention on the 

epidemic in July 2003, although the number of SARS stories still averaged above two in the 

newspaper every day. 

After almost four months of intensive coverage, SARS was no longer the daily topic of 

news in the month of August 2003. A total of 20 stories appeared on the China Daily during that 

month, indicating that the media attention was shifting away from the SARS outbreak.  

However, this was just a short break before SARS regained prominence on the media 

agenda. The second wave of SARS coverage appeared in September and October 2003. In 

September, for the first time in three months after the WHO announced a global control of the 

SARS epidemic, a 27-year-old scientist who worked in a laboratory in Singapore tested positive 

to the SARS virus. This new case put Asia on immediate alert for another SARS outbreak and, as 
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a consequence, attracted media attention back onto the disease. As displayed in Figure 1, the 

China Daily published 79 stories on SARS during September 2003. Fortunately, it turned out 

that the new case was just an isolated case and did not pose an immediate threat to the general 

public. Most people remained calm in Singapore and other Asian countries previous infected by 

SARS. Nevertheless, the disease did not disappear from the news agenda in China after the 

clarification of the status of the new SARS case. Another Golden Week in China, which is the 

vacation for the National Day and marks the beginning of October, was drawing close. As the 

SARS threat seemed to have relinquished, there is the question of whether it was about time for 

the Chinese public to resume their normal life before SARS hit the country. For example, was it 

safe enough to take the whole family to visit the Great Wall in Beijing during the October 1 

Golden Week? The media had to address such issues and inform the public of the real situation. 

Not surprisingly, 61 articles appeared in the China Daily in October 2003. 

The last wave of SARS coverage occurred in January 2004. After two months of peaceful 

time with no new SARS cases, a TV producer in Guangdong became “the first confirmed SARS 

patient in the Chinese mainland since the epidemic subsided” in June 2003 (Single SARS case 

confirmed, 2004). Two additional cases, though isolated, were diagnosed in the same province 

(Disease watch stepped up, 2004), putting health officials, the media, and the general public on 

immediate alert. In response to a possible SARS revival, the China Daily published 31 stories in 

January 2004, compared with only one story each during the previous two months. As the new 

patients recovered and no more cases were identified, the newspaper concluded its coverage on 

SARS with a report on January 31 about a research breakthrough by Chinese scientists, which 

decoded “the evolutionary pattern of the coronavirus,” the cause of SARS (Study reveals SARS, 

2004).  
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The Space and Time Dimensions 

Research question two asks how the framing of the SARS stories changed on the space 

dimension over time. The most dominant frame in the sample was at the national level, which 

was found in 58 percent of the stories. Nearly one quarter of the sample (24%) employed a 

regional frame, and another 15 percent of the articles adopted an international frame. Very few 

stories used a frame at the individual or community level (1.4% each).  

The framing change at the regional, national, and international levels is displayed in Figure 

2. National frames were almost always the most dominant frames. Emphasis was shifted to 

regional frames during June 2003, when the WHO announced the removal of certain cities and 

areas from its list of recommendations. During the life span of this event, international frames 

were used in a small proportion of the stories. The only exception to this overall pattern was that 

in September 2003, when a new SARS case was reported in a laboratory in Singapore, 

approximately half of the articles adopted an international frame, with another half using a 

national frame.  
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Figure 2: Framing change on the Space Dimension (N=144) 
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Research question three asks how the framing of the SARS stories changed on the time 

dimension over time. Data analysis showed that none of the 144 stories in the sample employed a 

past frame. As illustrated in Figure 3, an overwhelming majority of the articles employed a 

present frame. The only month during which no article adopted a present frame was in December 

2003. A closer examination of the data revealed that only one story about SARS was published 

in the newspaper during that month and that story was not included in our systematic random 

sample. An analysis of the December article suggested that a present frame was employed. 

Therefore, the dramatic decrease of the use of present frames displayed in Figure 3 is not a true 

reflection of the framing change. Rather, there were only very minor changes in the use of 

present frames during the life span of SARS. Figure 4 shows the change of number of SARS 

stories based on time frames. 
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Figure 3: Framing change in Percentage on the Time Dimension (N=144) 
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Figure 4: Framing change in Number of Stories on the Time Dimension (N=144) 

The adoption of future frames reflected a change over time. During May and June 2003, 

about 20 percent of the SARS stories adopted a future frame (Figure 3). The number decreased 

to zero in August (Figure 4), when SARS in general was almost disappearing from the media 

agenda. After a new case was identified in Singapore in September 2003, more articles were 

published in September and October focusing on future preventive measures.  

The framing pattern on the time dimension suggests that when covering the SARS 

epidemic, updates of current information were almost always the top priority for the China Daily. 

Although a discussion of preventive measures gained some prominence in May and June 2003, it 

did not mark a real shift of focus to future frames. More importantly, because past frames were 

defined as frames focusing on historical background and other contextual information in history, 

the absence of past frames in the China Daily articles suggested that there was a lack of focus on 

background and contextual information during the life span of the SARS epidemic. 

Research question four asks the relationship between the use of space frames and time 

frames. Chi-square results in Table 5 suggest that of all three levels of space frames that were 

frequently used (regional, national, and international), present frames were always the most 
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prominent on the time dimension. No significant correlation of frame use on the space and time 

dimension was identified (X2 = 1.144, p. > .05). 

Table 5 

Correlation of the Space Frame and the Time Frame 

Time Frame 
 Present  Future  Total 

Regional 29 (20%) 6 (4%) 35 (24%)

National 74 (51%) 9 (6%) 83 (58%)
Space 
Frame 

 International 20 (14%) 2 (1%) 22 (15%)

X2 = 1.144, df = 2, p. = .564 
 

The SARS outbreak began as a regional occurrence, but it did not enter the media agenda 

until it grew into a crisis at the national and even the international level. Before the China Daily 

published its SARS story at the end of March 2003, over a dozen SARS cases had been reported 

in Beijing and Shanxi Province (Health groups update efforts, 2003), posing a threat at the 

national level. As a consequence, if core frames were defined as “framing that initially propelled 

the object into the news” (Chyi & McCombs, 2004, p. 31), the core frames for the SARS 

epidemic are national and present frames. As the data from this study suggest, the majority of the 

stories employed the core frames during the life span of the event, reflecting a consistent 

emphasis of the China Daily on portraying the event from the national perspective. Two 

extended frames on the space dimension, one at the regional level and the other at the 

international level, also gained considerable prominence on the media agenda at particular times. 

In June 2003, regional frames outnumbered national frames, reflecting a shift in focus to SARS 

situations in different parts of China as the WHO removed the Chinese cities from its 

recommendations list. In September 2003, the number of stories using international frames 
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equaled that using national frames, a symbol of an increased emphasis on the new SARS case 

reported in Singapore earlier that month. Similarly, future frames were also used as extended 

frames on the time dimension. All the extended frames, although employed in less than half of 

the stories in the sample, added timely perspectives to the storytelling of the SARS epidemic, 

and helped maintain the salience of the event on the media agenda.    

Conclusions, Limitations and Implications for Future Research 

This study examined the SARS coverage in a dominant English-language newspaper in 

China. As predicted, the data showed that there were some changes in how the SARS epidemic 

was framed during its life span. However, the changes were not as dramatic as the ones 

documented in past research on U.S. media coverage (Chyi & McCombs, 2004). 

  Findings from this analysis suggest that over time, the China Daily maintained a 

consistent emphasis on the event as a national occurrence and an apparent focus on current 

updates of the situation of the disease. Only minor changes occurred in the types of frames 

during the entire life span of the SARS epidemic. Past research showed that core framing may be 

adopted in only a small proportion of the news coverage, with a generous use of extended frames 

to keep the salience of the event in the media (Chyi and McCombs, 2004). This study, however, 

found that the core frames were also the dominant frames. The extended frames on the space 

dimension were only supplementary to the core frames during the event’s life span. While it is 

highly likely that different news events have different frames relevant to the nature of the events 

and may be packaged in different frames, there are possible explanations for the consistent 

portrayal of the event using the core frames. One explanation is that after the first wave of 

outbreak in Guangdong in early 2003, the disease posed a threat to many parts of the country and 

the majority of the population. National frames were just the best ways to describe the situation 
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in a national daily newspaper. Another explanation is that from the first day this event registered 

on the national official media agenda in China, there was a desirable way of packaging this event 

as a national crisis and the actions taken as a national effort. During the life span of this event, 

the tendency of coverage reflected this desirable way of framing. Therefore, an occasional 

emphasis on regional and international frames might just be minor fluctuations on the central line, 

rather than essential diversions from it. 

Consistent with the findings from the Chyi and McCombs’ study (2004), there was framing 

change on the time dimension as well. Present frames were widely used in the SARS coverage, 

reflecting the important role of the news media to provide timely information. Over time, future 

frames gained and lost prominence, indicating the shift in media attention to and from preventive 

procedures. 

It must be admitted, however, that only one newspaper is analyzed in this study. It is not 

yet clear whether the framing pattern identified in this study is a result of the SARS epidemic as 

a multi-wave event that is newsworthy at the regional, national, and international levels, or it is 

merely a reflection of the features of Chinese news media as compared to western media. Further 

research is needed to test this two-dimension measurement scheme on other types of media 

events or issues. It is also important to test this scheme in other non-English media, especially 

those in countries with a different media system. Once established as a generalizable scheme, as 

Chyi and McCombs (2004) noted, this line of knowledge will become a valuable contribution to 

our understanding of media effects. 
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Abstract 
 
Regardless of the language used, the core activity in business is communication. 
Globalization, workforce diversity and advances in technology have made English the 
preferred choice of language used in most companies. For current and future workers of 
these businesses a good command of English is important. IPTAs or Public Institutions 
of Higher Education in Malaysia are among the producers of these future workers. 
Students in these institutions are being groomed in language, communication and 
technical skills. That having been said, IPTAs are required to maintain a certain 
percentage of Bahasa Melayu (Malaysia’s national language) and English language 
usage in the classroom. Due to students’ limitations in English, educators often translate 
English textbook content into Bahasa Melayu to communicate and facilitate teaching and 
learning in the classroom. However, students as future workers are required to seek 
information and references more often than not from English language sources. 
Students with an average or below average mastery of English rely mainly on 
instructors’ translations given in the classroom. This paper proposes that such 
translations, from English to Bahasa Melayu, constitute a (slight) hindrance for students 
in IPTAs to master the English language as an important tool for their career 
advancement in the working environment. This paper also explores the inner workings 
of business communication taught in Bahasa Melayu and discusses the pitfalls or areas 
of difficulties faced by learners who have to utilize what they had learnt in the classroom 
when working in an English language-based business environment.  
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English textbook content into Bahasa Melayu to communicate and facilitate teaching and 
learning in the classroom. However, students as future workers are required to seek 
information and references more often than not from English language sources. 
Students with an average or below average mastery of English rely mainly on 
instructors’ translations given in the classroom. This paper proposes that such 
translations, from English to Bahasa Melayu, constitute a (slight) hindrance for students 
in IPTAs to master the English language as an important tool for their career 
advancement in the working environment. This paper also explores the inner workings 
of business communication taught in Bahasa Melayu and discusses the pitfalls or areas 
of difficulties faced by learners who have to utilize what they had learnt in the classroom 
when working in an English language-based business environment.  
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
Communication is a core activity of business. Communication is any behavior, verbal or 
nonverbal, that is perceived by another wherein knowledge, feelings or thoughts are 
encoded and sent from at least one person and then received and decoded by at least 
one other. Meaning is given to this message when the receiver interprets the message. 
In short, a connection is made between the people communicating (Dwyer, 2003). 
Communication is the process of people sharing thoughts, ideas, and feelings with each 
other in commonly understandable ways (Hamilton & Parker, 1997). Communication lets 
us learn more about ourselves, the world around us; it allows us to share experiences, 
persuade and even influence others. Communication in business and most professions is 
defined as participants interpreting information by interacting through the sending and 
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receiving of messages across a channel in an organizational context (Dodd, 2004). 
Everywhere around us today there are plenty of business entities, both large and small, 
which depend upon services as their resources. Their profits and successes are linked 
directly with communication. In business, communication is vital whether 
communicating internally (within the organization) or externally (outside the 
organization i.e. between stakeholders and clients) regardless the language used. 
Webster’s New World dictionary defines language as the words, their pronunciation, and 
the methods of combining them which are used and understood by a community. The 
success of an organization depends on the communication skills of all of its employees. 
Communication is used to advertise, delegate tasks, empower employees, enhance 
research and development, disseminate information internally and externally, influence, 
or persuade people. The common language for communication in this global era is 
English.  In a nutshell communication makes or breaks a business. 
 
 
2.0 Malaysia In Brief 
 
Malaysia is situated seven degrees north of the equator in Southeast Asia. The country 
consists of 14 states; including three Federal Territories of Kuala Lumpur, Labuan and 
Putrajaya. Politically, the three territories form the 14th state of Malaysia even though 
they are geographically dispersed. The country’s capital city is Kuala Lumpur, with 
Putrajaya being the administrative capital. The northern part of Peninsular Malaysia 
borders Thailand; the southern part Singapore; and the western part the Straits of 
Melaka. Sabah and Sarawak are on the northern coast of the island of Borneo. Malaysia, 
in general, enjoys a warm and humid climate with temperatures of between 21°C to 
32°C. The population of Malaysia currently stands at 24 million people. They comprise 
the Malays (58%), the Chinese (24%), the Indians (8%) and other races (10%). The 
national or official language of Malaysia is Bahasa Melayu (BM) though English, usually 
considered the second language, is widely used across the country. Many different 
languages are also spoken such as Chinese (Mandarin, Cantonese, Hokkien, Hakka), 
Tamil and other indigenous languages. Malaysia is a trading country and among its 
partners are Japan and United States of America. Major industries in Malaysia include 
electronics, logging and timber processing, light manufacturing industries, petroleum 
production and refining, rubber and oil palm processing and manufacturing, and 
tourism. Malaysia has enthusiastically embraced modern technology i.e. information and 
communications technology. It is proud of the existing and growing status of its 
Multimedia Super Corridor, which is similar to the Silicon Valley in the USA. 
(http://www.vitualmalaysia.com). As a growing hub for education in Asia, Malaysia 
currently has eleven public universities and five public college universities. These are 
government sponsored institutions of higher learning, and are known as IPTAs or Public 
Institutions of Higher Learning. The medium of instruction in the IPTAs is Bahasa Melayu 
(BM) although there is a certain percentage of university courses conducted in English. 
In addition, there are also three hundred and twenty-two non-government sponsored 
universities and college universities across the country and these are known as IPTSs or 
Private Institutions of Higher Learning.  (http://www.mohe.gov.my) 
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3.0 English Language as a Standard Medium 
 
Globalization, workforce diversity and advances in technology have made English the 
preferred language choice in most businesses when communicating internally (superiors, 
coworkers, and subordinates) and externally (customers, suppliers, government 
agencies, and the public). Advertising and press releases are among the channels 
through which businesses communicate with their clients and stakeholders.  
 
Communication skills are important because it is through communication that individuals 
in an organization gain and offer information in order to make successful decisions 
pertaining to issues at work.   Communication in an organization flows through a 
network. A formal communication network consists of downward, upward and horizontal 
communication (Hamilton & Parker, 1997). Downward communication flows from 
managers or supervisors to their subordinates in an organization. Managers and 
supervisors delegate tasks, impart information and motivate subordinates via this 
channel. Upward communication flows from subordinates to supervisors and managers. 
An upward communication channel facilitates feedback from subordinates to the 
management team about their responsibilities, co-workers and the company itself. 
Horizontal communication flows between employees at the same level of an 
organization. Its functions are for coordinating tasks, resolving conflicts, sharing 
information and solving problems at the workplace. Communicating in a diversified work 
environment requires current and prospective employees to use one common language, 
namely the English language.  
 

“The English language is very important for business and communication. In 
Sime Darby, we emphasize the importance of communicating in English as we are a 
multinational company with businesses that span the Asia-Pacific.” Sime Darby Group 
Chief Executive, Datuk Ahmad Zubir Mursid (NST, 23rd August 2005. 
http://www.nst.com.my) 

“Since Malaysia is a trading nation, we can’t escape from English….” Wesport 
Sdn Bhd Executive Chairman, Tan Sri G. Gnanalingam (NST, 16th August 2005. 
http://www.nst.com.my) 

“It is vital for the future of the country to have a workforce proficient in English, 
which is the language of business. Only then will we remain competitive.” TM Group 
Chief Executive Officer, Datuk Abdul Wahid Omar (NST, 16th August 2005. 
http://www.nst.com.my) 

 
Above are comments from three renowned figures in Malaysian corporate circles. In 
businesses across the globe English is the lingua franca. In line with business 
community needs, students from IPTAs must aggressively equip themselves with the 
ability to read, write and also speak in English.  
 
 
4.0 Good Command of English Language  
 
A good command of the English language is very important to future workers produced 
by IPTAs. By having a good command of the language these future workers will be more 
marketable in the eyes of prospective employers. A good command of the English 
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language is one of the soft skills sought after by employers in many sectors, including 
the information and communications technology (ICT) sector. (Ahmad Kushairi, 
Computimes NST, 22nd August 2005. http://www.nst.com.my). Proficiency in English is 
an asset in today’s world. It is needed in all sectors and industries such as agriculture, 
education, hospitality, management, marketing, manufacturing, retailing, transportation, 
and tourism. Malaysia has put much effort in promoting itself to the world and this has 
done wonders for Malaysian-owned businesses at both the local and international level. 
For these business organizations, having employees who are proficient in English is 
simply the icing on the cake.  
 
IPTAs, as producers of potential workforce employees, need to prime their products with 
communication, language, and technical skills. But more often than not, these products 
i.e. the students prefer to concentrate more on the technical part instead of attaching 
equal importance to communication, language, and technical skills.  
 
Due to the existence and growth of the Internet, most businesses can no longer afford 
to stay within the safe confines of their respective countries. Advertising and marketing 
strategies are mostly executed in English to target a wider spectrum of customers. In 
order for any business to be successful the English language features keenly in 
communicating with potential and existing customers. Human resources in such 
organizations need to be well equipped with such proficiency.  As aptly phrased by the 
Managing Director of Dijaya Corporation Berhad Group, “English is an effective tool that 
can make an impact, especially abroad.” (NST, 16th August 2005. 
http://www.nst.com.my) 
 
 
5.0 Limitations in mastering the English Language 
 

“Communicating in English is by far the biggest challenge for local graduates 
seeking employment.” Scomi Group Bhd Chairman, Tan Sri Asmat Kamaludin (NST, 16th 
August 2005. http://www.nst.com.my) 

 
Most Malaysians i.e. IPTA students prefer to speak in BM because it is the community’s 
lingua franca, and also because of the cultural and attitude pressures of the people 
around them. In turn this causes students to feel inadequate in communicating in 
English (Shirley & Shukery, 2004). BM as a common language is a deterrent to students 
in using English for completion of tasks and as well as improving their own mastery of 
the language. Metom (2003) concludes that the poor command of English among 
undergraduates in one particular IPTA is due to lack of opportunities to practice the 
language.  
In an observation in one of the IPTAs, there are three categories of students in terms of 
English language proficiency: 

a) above average 
b) average  
c) below average. 

To accommodate all three categories of students, educators in that particular institution 
often have to translate lecture contents which are originally in English into BM. BM is 
also used to communicate and facilitate the teaching and learning in the classroom. 
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Students with above average proficiency in English have no qualms about learning and 
communicating in English. Students with average and below average proficiency in 
English usually choose to rely mainly on educators’ translations, thus making them work 
less hard in pushing themselves to master the English language for all communication 
purposes. They tend to be quiet and unresponsive during any discussions in classrooms 
thereby missing valuable opportunities to practice communicating in English. 
Immediately after leaving the classroom, these two categories of students revert to their 
common language, BM, as their main medium of communication. This phenomenon has 
a detrimental impact on them personally and on society as a whole. They will face 
difficulties in securing jobs due to their lack of communication and language skills, and 
in the long run Malaysia will face an increased percentage in the unemployment rate.   
 
     
6.0 Translation from English to Bahasa Melayu 
 
The nurturing and helpful nature of many educators in one particular IPTA is one of the 
reasons why the poor or average English proficiency students are lacking in drive to 
master the language. These students have come to expect that everything (lectures and 
notes) will be translated into BM. Webster’s New World dictionary defines translation as 
to express in different terms and especially different words and language, and express 
in more comprehensible terms. This translation trend hinders the students to master the 
English language, which is essential for their job seeking and career advancement. Every 
student is required to do additional readings on topics discussed in the classroom and 
more often than not, almost all references are in English. The poor or average English 
proficiency students would prefer to copy from friends or even forgo the additional 
readings altogether. Shirley and Shukery (2004) allow that the lack of interest in 
subjects or courses taught in English may derive from the inability to understand the 
language. 
 
One of the policies which govern academic matters in IPTAs is that courses offered in 
universities must have a certain split percentage between BM and English to facilitate its 
teaching and learning processes. The split percentage varies from one university to 
another university. Educators are required to translate a certain percentage of English 
language contents and terminologies into BM to comply with the policy.  
 
In the real world i.e. business world almost everything is conducted done in English, 
especially organizations that deal with foreign customers and counterparts. Future 
employees graduating from IPTAs will face a certain amount of confusion when they 
enter the English language work environment because they are already accustomed to 
the ‘English language translated into BM’ culture. They need to acclimatize themselves 
to an ‘English language spoken and written only’ environment. This will pose a problem 
to less confident English language speakers in any organization. Even though they are 
successful in securing a job in an organization, they will not be able to communicate and 
work well because of their inferiority in using the language. It takes effort and time to 
be proficient in English. Unfortunately they will discover that they need to acquire the 
skills overnight to work well in a team in most business organizations. Less proficient 
workers will be at a loss and in the end they will the least productive workers. They will 
not be able to put across their ideas and opinions well because of confidence and 
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language barriers.  It will then create an unhealthy environment at the workplace. They 
need to be more proactive and make efforts to learn communication and other 
interactive skills, including mastering the English language. By doing so, they can seek 
more information and knowledge, which eventually would give them an edge in the 
increasingly competitive job market. 
 
 
7.0 Classroom Vs Reality 
 
According to Malaysia’s Education Minister Datuk Seri Hishammuddin Hussein (NST, 
2005), a basic command of the English language is one of the core capacities in a 
knowledge economy. Malaysians must make efforts to master the language to capitalize 
on opportunities in the information age. As producers of knowledge workers, IPTAs must 
equip their products i.e. students with the necessary skills e.g. communication, 
language, and technical skills as needed in the information age. Below are issues faced 
by IPTA students entering the job market as knowledge workers. 

 
 
Job search: Job applications are the result of job-hunting through the mass 
media. In applying for a position in any organization, a student usually needs to 
submit a cover letter and a résumé. It is normally done in English to 
communicate an intention to fill a job vacancy.  
 
Classroom: Theories and knowledge 
regarding job applications are taught 
both in English and BM. 
 

Reality: Future employers usually 
require job applications to be 
submitted in English 
 

Issue: Students with lower English language proficiency would face difficulties in 
securing jobs. 
 
 
 
Job interviews: Job interviews are conducted for the purpose of selecting the 
best applicant to fill a vacant post. It is also for gathering information and 
assessing performance of applicants by interviewers i.e. organizations. In 
addition job interviews allow employers to gauge prospective applicants’ ability to 
work with others in the organization (Dwyer, 2003). On the part of the 
applicants, the job interview allows them to find out more information regarding 
the position and the organization to which they have submitted their resume. 
 
Classroom: Coaching and training in 
all matters regarding the process of 
gaining employment are conducted 
both in English and BM. 
 

Reality: Interviews are conducted in 
English to determine applicants’ 
English language and communication 
competencies. 
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Issue: Students who are lacking in communication and language skills will find it 
hard to put forward theirs answers, ideas and opinions. As a result, they will not 
perform well during the interview and will miss the opportunity to secure that 
particular job. 
 
 
 
Business communication courses: Business communication courses and 
courses related to it are essential to these soon-to-be knowledge workers. In one 
particular IPTA, students are required to sign up for such courses. These courses 
provide guidance in terms of communication, presentation, and business and 
report writing skills. It also provides students with exposure to the daily goings-
on in a business organization. 
 
Classroom: Again these courses are 
conducted both in English and BM. 
 

Reality: English is an essential part in 
today’s diversified organizations. They 
use the language in customer service 
management, front office 
management, human resource 
management, and in most aspects of 
management in the organization.     
 

Issue: Without intensive training these students are not able to adapt 
themselves to most organizations’ English language communication culture. 
 
 

 
8.0 Conclusion 
 
The English language is without doubt, an important part of communication regardless 
of the settings. It is essential in business, education, management, manufacturing, 
tourism, and many other industries. To be successful in such industries we must fully 
utilize one common language in business communication i.e. the English language. All 
those involved need to master the language in order to move together on the wave of 
globalization. University students are the future workers in the industries as listed 
above. They should acquire average or above average mastery of English in order to be 
more marketable in the eyes of future employers and in the competitive job market. 
They need to work harder to master the language instead of relying solely on educators’ 
translations. They have to intensify their use of English in their everyday lives. They 
must change their attitude and mindset about mastering English. Laziness or maybe 
shyness should be eliminated from their personal mental dictionary. Mastering English is 
not about discarding and forgetting the national language. Bahasa Melayu (BM) is at the 
core of the identity and heritage of all Malaysians. Every Malaysian should be proud of 
BM but English language is the survival tool in competing in today’s borderless world. 
Educators have to be cruel in order to be kind to these future workers. Educators need 
to rattle these students’ comfort zone by drastically decreasing translations, as students 
must learn to rely less on such translations and more on their own English language 
proficiency. Educators should stop the spoon-feeding trend and encourage these 
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students to communicate in English. It will not only build their self-esteem but will also 
increase their proficiency in the English language. It helps students acclimatize quickly in 
the real work environment. Having good communication, language, and technical skills 
will lessen the percentage rate of unemployed graduates.  
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 Current and on-going technological innovations provide increasing accessibility to creative authoring / 
image-making processes and tools once relegated to highly specialized fields.  These newly accessible devices 
come in largely portable forms, making relatively cheap but powerful hardware and software ideal extensions of the 
designer’s toolkit. The design research process in particular, where immediacy, responsiveness and inventiveness 
are goals, seems ripe for the integration and exploitation of the emerging array of technological tools. However, an 
expressive use of technology that largely serves itself, and neglects thoughtful creative thinking, is a potential trend 
that that should be averted. In the search for a theoretical precedent for the implementation and integration of 
technology for creative expression, the practice of filmmaking is a logical choice.  Film movements such as Cinéma 
Vérité and the more recent Dogme 95 make specific and sometimes prescriptive reference to how technology, 
among other tools, should ideally impact compositional results. The emphasis on experiential responsiveness, as 
well as the concern for the use of technology, makes the intimate examination of these movements a relevant and 
meaningful endeavor for designers. In thinking about how these movements can positively influence the design 
process, the question of how designers critically analyze and digest the results of experimentation into non-
traditional media must be answered. Clearly evident is that the foundational principles of visual understanding, or 
visual literacy, must play a critical role in this process of experimentation and analysis. As a response to these 
issues of process and evaluation, the collaborative project referenced here, Transfer, was formulated as a 
systematic approach that included various experiments in image-making and other expressive forms such as still 
imagery, 2D poster storyboard, time-based imagery, and spatial suggestion. Examples and descriptions of this 
project have been interwoven throughout the following discussion.  In general, the project draws sensibilities from 
Cinéma Vérité and the work of Lars Von Trier by establishing an Obstruction>Trigger response framework for the 
process of recognition, investigation and experimentation. The hope is that this framework can then function as a 
means to dismantle self-serving technological trends and stylistic preoccupations by laying the groundwork for 
experimentation and analysis. 

  What these filmmaking approaches have in common is an acknowledgement of the evolving impact of 
technology on culture. Currently, software, wireless networks, blackberry, bluetooth, laptops, multi-tasking mobile 
phones (telephone>camera>e-mailer>calculator>music player>calendar…etc.) & PDA’s, among others, have led us 
into a volatile climate where we find ourselves immersed in a deluge of malleable visual and sensory data.  The 
new tools of creation and manipulation are mobile, compact, accessible and non-complex.  With these we have an 
increasing accessibility to multi-tasking programs and devices to do more, faster & faster.  Research & development 
for mobile multi-tasking software, devices & social behaviors have reached a volatility that suggests technology is 
now informing technique including cultural expression.  For example, in architectural education, students are 
generally fascinated with 3D virtual modeling software tools.  Without a strategy for its implementation into the 



 
 

design process, the tool, very easily can steer out of control, potentially serving only itself.  Using material textures 
and mappings intensively in an effort to make brick look like brick, to make steel look like steel and to make the 
“coolest” walk-through can be valuable investigations, but not at the expense and without the guidance of design 
ideas and process.  Without a thoughtful understanding of this current condition in an attempt to give it some 
creative direction, new technology is in danger of being used to merely reference itself, an image-distorting filter, 
example, used out of gee-whiz fascination, but nothing more.  Another indication of this phenomenon in pop/visual-
culture is the numerous “reality”-based entertainment forms that now exist.  Many of these make use of new 
technologies but are void of ideas other than a strict agenda to have viewers consume and continue to watch.  
What radio was to the 1920’s, what television was to the 1940’s, what the hand-held camera was to the 1960’s, is 
what accessibility to iMovie, iTunes, iDVD, iCompositions, iPod, iBlog, iDoEverything, pod-casting, streaming and 
web-posting is to our current condition.  Whole communities are developing around tools that afford us easy access 
to multimedia opportunities and expressions.  It’s out there and we’re in danger of it consuming our sensitivity to 
critical & non-critical design with overly compressed and idealess agendas.  Because of this, rules & typologies of 
the past are no longer applicable in our current climate (paraphrased from Rem Koolhaas, Wired, June 2003 p117).  
Without new strategies pushing technique to inform technology, critical and responsive expression in design will 
recede.  In the collaborative project Transfer, the reassessment of the identified context for experimentation was 
framed in a way that was consciously responsive to this current cultural condition. 
 A conscious acknowledgment of cultural influence through technology informed the 1960s film movement 
known as Cinéma Vérité, also called Cinéma Direct.  The movement stressed the depiction of an unbiased realism 
through film, and sought to avoid preconception, style and stereotype. The name itself literally translates as “film 
truth” (Robert McConnell, Ph.D. copyright 1997, www.parlez-vous.com/misc/realism.htm). The goal was to 
document actual social and cultural situations / moments / events, ideally using non-obtrusive lightweight camera 
technology, and to then organize and edit the footage through an applied logic in order to convey an idea of the 
event to viewers.  As a design methodology that placed extreme emphasis on process over outcome, it extended 
the research of its tools, mainly camera technology, into a lightweight/hand-held arena.  This approach to 
filmmaking can be described as a creative process pushing for new technologies, and therefore, is an example of 
technique informing technology. It reveals time-based media as a viable means of capturing and integrating 
immediacy and candidness for a range of disciplines. The importance of this approach resonates with a thoughtful 
and responsive view of design conditions and processes which guide the role of new technologies.  
 

Experimentation: Transfer  
Process Description: Obstruction>Trigger; A framework for new strategies of seeing. 
Context:  situations of Chicago’s “EL” train 
Identification of Context: The habitual situation of riding Chicago’s “EL” does not overtly present itself as a dynamic 
condition.  It is not obvious as a destination.  Rather, it’s seemingly a place of transition, in between destinations, and not 
necessarily celebrated as a significant situation.  At the surface, this context can be described by the following:  
• Municipal Transportation Infrastructure 
• Movement 
• Transition Between Spaces 
• Non-social 
• Linear 

  
 Prescriptive guidelines for the use of technology are integral to other film movements and filmmakers as 
well. The idea of an “obstruction”, as it is discussed here, is clearly demonstrated in a 2004 film by Lars Von Trier & 
Jørgen Leth, The Five Obstructions. The film documents Leth revisiting his 13-minute 1967 film, The Perfect 
Human, through a process of re-establishing its’ meaning based on a diversity of context and media dictated by Von 
Trier over the course of three years.  As background to Von Trier’s filmic thinking, his Dogme 95 movement defines 
9 rules, obstructions, which must be adhered to in order for filmmakers to take part.  These Dogme 95 rules make 
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specific reference to required tools and techniques for making Dogme films.  Through the series of “obstructions” 
imposed by Von Trier in The Five Obstructions, Leth reinterprets his original work, each time imbuing the original 
concept with new meaning.  Leth’s improvised filmic responses effectively convert the obstructions, at first held as 
severe limitations, into creative triggers. The subsequent films are arguably as inventive and engaging as the 
original. The action of obstructing a composition through process- or format-specific explorations, the montage 
poster format in the case of Transfer, or the cartoon format in the case of a The Five Obstructions, can dismantle 
preconceptions and result in a generative & unique composition within and across disciplines.  The designer 
systematically displaces, obstructs, “self” as an intervention to further exploration which then triggers a condition for 
experimentation. The goal is to confront and shift habitual approaches, practices and ways-of-seeing.  In the 
development of Transfer: 3 stops (title for the video animation exploration for Transfer) the analysis of the 
captured video revealed a variation in physical movement directly corresponding to train travel & stops. During the 
re-composition of the captured video, this served as a trigger for the association of frame layering, time stretching 
and punctuated moments. Throughout the course of this collaborative project, compositional decisions such as 
these were based on a mutual understanding of basic principles of visual perception. 
 

Obstruction:  Digital Video. 
Trigger: Video capture of passengers boarding, riding & leaving the Blue Line “EL” Train in Chicago.   
(Basis: cinéma vérité –film truth, a style of filmmaking that attempts to capture candid realism). 
Obstruction: Still Image Series. 
Trigger:  Analysis of video for motion dynamics at and between stops.   Extract key dynamic frames from time-based 
format. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 (above) Two video still image capture sequences, BlueLine: Forest Park 
 
Obstruction:  2D Montage. 
Trigger:  Critically analyze surface description of the “EL” condition & key frames. 
Speed Shift - The ritual of moving from place to place by city dwellers via train suggests shifts in speed.  Some speed 
shifts may be more diverse than others.  The transition from speed to speed frames a diagrammatic construct of space 
& time and generates a rift. 
Transfer Space.  Transfer space (in between, Rift, Shift) from one speed to the next, directly affects our experience, 
behavior and perceptions of each other, space & time.  Experientially, this dynamic exaggerates our sense of speed & 
speed shifting.  Spaces such as airports, bus stops and train stations are experiential extensions of the distance, 
speed, act of traveling & destination within a rift, a transfer of speed.  It’s an interstitial social act. 

  
 Essentially, what emerges from an examination of these filmmaking strategies, and what seems to 
resonate with a consideration of current design practices, are three overarching observations: 1. The broad and 
aggressive integration of technology into the creative process can provide immediacy and responsiveness for 
design research and solutions, 2. Strategic implementation of creative triggers and obstructions during the 
process/research phase of design can also provide for immediate, responsive, and unexpected investigatory 
approaches, and 3. The sophisticated and critical integration of technology, as well as an emphasis on spontaneous 
or improvised creative process suggests a corresponding emphasis on thoughtful understanding for practitioners 
and students. It is evident that this understanding must stem out of a strong grounding in visual literacy, as well as 
other relevant literacies, especially when the idea of bridging multiple media forms is considered, as in Transfer.  
Responding to these observations can help us begin to address questions such as: How can we develop & explore 



 
 

techniques for design that extend the dynamic of current technologies and divert energy now invested in cultural 
style conditions toward creative response & expression?  How might the emphasis of understanding and 
implementation of mobile multi-tasking and documentation inform unique conceptualizations, methodologies, 
versions & solutions for design?  Furthermore, can we appropriate and expand on the strategies of Cinéma Vérité, 
by developing skills to recognize creative triggers and to obstruct stereotypical urges for stylistic preoccupation in 
an effort to stretch imagination & outcome?   Finally, are we fluent / literate enough to critically analyze explorations 
of non-traditional forms and then integrate them in meaningful ways into our own design practice?  If so, than we 
may discover a new potential for intimate investigations of situation & context that can directly inform responsive 
design solutions to what is and not what you think is.  Raising the importance of process (investigation, 
documentation and organization) over outcome liberates stereotypical and stylistic preoccupation offering limitless 
potential, (paraphrased from Bruce Mau, an incomplete manifesto for growth #3, www.brucemaudesign.com). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2 (above left) & 3 (above right) 2D storyboard abstracts from still image sequences. 
 
Obstruction:  Video Animation. 
Trigger:  Analysis of 2D Montages for compositional cues to re-visit & process raw video footage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 (above left) & 5 (above right) still image captures from Transfer: 3 stops (second stop) 
 
Obstruction:  Spatial Suggestion. 
Trigger: Formulate 3-dimensional diagrammatic construct of the Video Animation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 (above left) & 7 (above right) transition from Transfer: 3 stops video to 3 dimensional Transfer: Peep Show 
(first stop) schematic diagram for pavilion competition.  

 
 Contextual & Situation Analyses are critical components to the conceptual development of design 
processes.  It is the documentation and organization of direct context information i.e. event, experience, situation, 
residual event & scape, etc., that fuels the creative process as a response & projection mechanism. How we 
logically document, organize, visualize and edit this information, Obstruction>Trigger, can lead us directly to a 
generative means for unique solutions of design.  The method & logic for gathering, documenting and transforming 
information, pixel to pixel / frame to frame, become the design expression.  Because of the parallel concerns for 
process shared between the design disciplines and filmmaking, these film movements become important territory in 
the probe for meaningful guidance in the use of technology in design. Cinéma Vérité offers a framework for the use 
of accessible and portable technology in the creative pursuit of immediacy and responsiveness. From a slightly 
different perspective on how to achieve that immediacy and responsiveness, the obstructions of Lars Von Trier 
illustrates the benefit of a de-emphasis of technology in favor of a strategic & repeated dismantling of preconception 
& use of tools.  As a byproduct, this forces the designer’s imagination and creative design process to be rigorously 
accessed and explored. 
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Abstract: 
“It’s Tricky: Theorizing Young Black Female Subjectivity” 
While their mainstream demographic title is Generation X, African Americans born between the 
mid-1960s and 1980 are also known as the hip-hop generation.  In the essay, I discuss how this 
generation and the next one, named Millennials, have come of age with hip-hop culture as a 
primary cultural reference.  I assert that hip-hop culture’s logic and practices contribute to the 
available mass-mediated images.  As the frontline of identity and cultural battles, hip-hop also 
lends light to understanding young black women’s socio-cultural subjectivity and media 
reception practices.  Utilizing hip-hop culture as a heuristic device, the essay underscores the 
theoretical usefulness of young black women’s subjectivity.  
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Introduction 

This speech is my recital, I think it's very vital  

To rock (a rhyme), that's right (on time)    

It's Tricky is the title, here we go...    

It's Tricky to rock a rhyme, to rock a rhyme that's right on time 

It's Tricky...it's Tricky (Tricky) Tricky (Tricky) 

It's Tricky to rock a rhyme, to rock a rhyme that's right on time 

It's Tricky...Tr-tr-tr-tricky (Tricky) Trrrrrrrrrrricky1 

This rap song’s two-voiced flow -- one leading, one parenthetical and reinforcing -- from 

some 20 years ago by rap group Run DMC prophesied the multi-leveled theoretical work of 

tracing and articulating reception and uses of mass-mediated representations at the opening of 

the 21st century, given the changes on both the media and audience fronts.  Technological 

innovations on modes of production and media delivery systems combined with exponentially 

increasing niche programming have produced an everybody-has-a-voice/choice media 

environment that didn’t exist 20 years ago.  Yet concentrated ownership of mass distribution and 

production substantially constricts the range of voices allowed.  Moreover, the changing social 

delineations, such as the aging of the Baby Boomer generation and the marketplace 

predominance of millennials (born after 1980), have created demographic and cultural tentpoles.   

In the case of young black women, these general media/audience dynamics are amplified 

by a history of erasure in popular culture and media as well as representations informed by 

sexism and racism -- making discussion of reception and subjectivity tricky, indeed.  Like the 

double-voiced lyrical passage quoted above, Michelle Wallace, bell hooks, Patricia Hill-Collins, 
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Jacqueline Bobo and other scholars have articulated black women’s layered subjectivity and 

reception practices.  And similar to the stuttered words and tongue-rolled Rs at the end of the 

passage, young black women’s relationships with and positions within mass media and popular 

culture are cut, sampled, and remixed versions of what black women in the Baby Boomer 

generation have.  As Robin D.G. Kelley’s history volume Into the Fire: African Americans since 

1970 details, young African-Americans live in better and worse socio-cultural circumstances 

than those of previous generations.  For example, black women have “overcome” the antebellum 

Mammy archetype in media representations, yet the 1980s welfare queen / 1990s dysfunctional 

baby mama stereotypes have emerged and gained socio-political currency.  Moreover,  while 

African-Americans have greater participation and many more leadership successes in 

entertainment and  political arenas than before, health issues (like HIV/AIDS, cancers, and 

violent deaths) and entrenched cycles of poverty affect disproportionately higher rates of African 

Americans than other social groups.  Created at and logically tied to this socio-cultural “break,”  

hip-hop’s practices and values negotiate the fragmented and contested terrain of post- Civil 

Rights Movement and post-industrial African-American circumstances (in ways that also 

resonate with similarly-situated youth cultures around the world).      

While their mainstream demographic title is Generation X, African Americans born 

between the mid-1960s and 1980 are also known as the hip-hop generation.2  In this essay, I will 

discuss how this generation and the next one, termed the millennials, have come of age with hip-

hop culture as a primary cultural reference.  I will assert that hip-hop culture’s logic and 

practices contribute to the available mass-mediated images.  As the frontline of identity and 

cultural battles,3 hip-hop also lends light to understanding  young black women’s socio-cultural 
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subjectivity and media reception practices.  Utilizing hip-hop culture as a heuristic device, this 

essay will underscore the theoretical usefulness of  young black women’s subjectivity.  

In terms of reception practices and subjectivity, the other important premise for this essay 

is use of the term “audience” as a metaphoric counter to mass media and cultural genres such as 

hip-hop culture and its mediated forms.4  In this way the audience is framed both as individuals 

acting freely and as being shaped by some of the same institutional and social structures as the 

mass media.  For example, a group’s social demographics such as age or geographic location 

figure in how they are targeted for marketing campaigns or are part of a particular broadcasting 

area, etc.5  Their use of particular media as magazine purchasers or cinema goers is another 

structuring factor.6  Both as individuals and as part of social or cultural groups, audience 

members have identity narratives, or stories about who they are.  For example, there are 

narratives about gender, race, class, nationality, and age group identities.  These stories have 

historical depth and value systems.  They are also constantly unfolding as they are acted out 

collectively and individually.  This essay looks at the factors affecting young black women’s 

collective identity narratives, especially as they are co-authored by predominant media images.  

 

Academic Terrain 

In “The Ethics of Encounter: Unreading, Unmapping the Imperium,” Michael Shapiro 

addresses the performative and dialogical aspects of identity: 

Two aspects of narrative identity performances require attention. One relates to their 

persistence and the other to their encounter with other sometimes opposing, stories... . 

Individuals and peoples maintain their identity coherence as well as social significance 
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by repetition, by continually performing their identities. In the case of individuals the 

performances are usually evidenced in the various signifying practices through which 

they reproduce themselves as gendered, as adult, as professional or skilled, and so on as 

the case may be. Once we pay attention to how identity emerges in performance, we can 

appreciate that it is an achievement rather than a fact or essence.7 

 Shapiro highlights the historical nature of identities, and by doing so he also points to the 

ways that identities are maintained or changed over time.  His argument implies that identities 

aren’t formed in a vacuum of internal, personal subjectivity.  Though his use is on the scale of 

national identities and international communications and politics, this redefinition of identity 

holds implications for understanding mass-mediated communication.    

Specifically, redefining race, ethnicity, gender, class, etc. categorizations as narratives 

(with histories) opens up avenues for theorizing collective identities.  Applying this conceptual 

tool can help rework ideas about how social groups interact with mass media.  Consequently, the 

collective identities that social groups inherit and activate are freed from essential categories 

and, like national “imagined communities”8 are appreciated as historically maintained and 

performed.  According to Stuart Hall, it can also be understood that identity narratives are 

performed in light of the sometimes opposing stories carried in mass media representations of 

social groups.9                

 Explanations of mass-mediated communication are often presented in terms which 

emphasize: audiences’ viewing behaviors and patterns; uses and gratifications of media; and/or 

statements about media’s influence on perception, behavior, and self-identity.  In these accounts, 

a passive/active binary constrains understandings of audiences.  Media viewers, readers, 
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listeners, and users are characterized as either passively taking in mediated identity stories 

whole- cloth or actively cutting and weaving images and sounds into their social roles and 

identities.  The outcomes of mass-mediated communication are equally polarized: either media 

are so powerful that variations in audiences are only minimally considered or audience 

characteristics are so powerful that media narratives don’t seem to matter much.  These binaries 

exist regardless of methods espoused (which vary from quantitative surveys to in-depth 

interviews and ethnography).   

The identity narratives of media texts and the collective identity narratives of social 

groups encounter each other in mass-mediated communication.  Identity narratives have 

temporal and spatial qualities.  On the temporal quality, the longer the history of an identity 

narrative, the more it seems to be a “natural” inherent description of the social group associated 

with it.  On the spatial quality,  the more iterations of an identity narrative, the more “mass” it 

acquires within cultural imaginations, resulting in it being carried across social boundaries as 

“real.”    

Applying the ideas used by Shapiro places media reception and audience subjectivity in a 

global frame: “the identity stories that construct actors as one or another type of person…are the 

foundations for historical and contemporary forms of antagonism, violence, and interpretive 

contention over the meanings of action.”10  Shapiro summarizes: “an ethics of encounter 

therefore amounts to an encounter between two different identity narrative performances.” 11  

Conceiving of  media reception instances as encounters widens the terrain and allows for 

recognizing various modes of audience activity (ranging from complicit to confrontational).  

Encounter implies that both sides of mass-mediated communication are equally important, but 
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not always equally activated.  Remodeling reception as encounter requires consideration of the 

foundations upon which each side stands.  When considering the media, this may include 

analysis of ideology, aesthetics and discourse, and industry and production.  For audiences, their 

social and cultural contexts are important.  Each side’s attributes have historically-formed 

material and discursive boundaries; while they also have inscribed trajectories about what their 

identity narratives would, should, or could “be” or “become.”  Conceptualizing media reception 

as encounter also becomes vital in order to consider black female subjectivity and agency, 

without imposing race or gender hierarchies.                       

 Using Shapiro's encounter metaphor allows for description of interaction between 

viewers/readers and media without reifying concepts about powerful media effects/victimized 

media consumers.  In this essay, the metaphor is extended to include describing the two sides of 

the encounter as the standpoints of identity narratives, located within social and cultural fields.  

Additionally, the cultural knowledge produced from the encounters are described as 

performances of these identity narratives.12 

 

 

 

Staging the Encounter: Identity Aspects at Stake in Black Female Subject Positions 

Historically, the collective and personal identity narratives of black women have been at 

odds with those of media texts, mainly produced by and from dominant socio-economic groups 

and perspectives.  In movies, news, TV shows, and literary works, “black women have been 

presented as sexually deviant, as the dominating matriarchal figure, as strident, eternally ill-
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tempered wenches, and… as domestic servants, and in the latter-day representations of ‘welfare’ 

mothers.”13  Many of these identity narratives, such as that of the inner-city welfare queen dates 

back to US slavery’s breeder woman.14  From television series like Good Times to the 

mainstream news reporting on Hurricane Katrina, young African Americans learn to see poverty 

as endemic to being Black.  Moreover, the centuries of impoverished, sexualized, workhouse 

narratives associated with African Americans allows validates identification of black women as 

poor, sexually available, yet ‘strong.’     

As a generation, thirty-something and younger black women operate at historically-

distinct standpoints:  remixes of inherited identity narratives.  Young black women are part of 

the first generations to benefit from the legal and social changes/improvements of the Black civil 

rights struggles and women’s rights movements.  Ostensibly, they can go to whatever schools, 

employment level, or income level that their abilities and wills take them.  In reality, while some 

can and do successfully reach their potential possibilities, many aspects of their social and 

cultural fields are filled with material barriers.  In past generations, the constrictions and 

struggles were more clear-cut: legal segregation drew clearer battle lines.  Now, latent and 

systemic boundaries hem poor women into cycles of limited education, unemployment, and self-

destructive lifestyles marked by drugs and violence.      

 In Testimony: Young African-Americans on Self-Discovery and Black Identity, an 

anthology of poetry and prose, young writers and students grapple with the legacy of 

unanswered questions of integration in the face of a society "that requires its members to make 

binary choices, to choose sides--black or white--with neither choice being more definitive or 

logical than the other."15  This generation's art and culture of hip-hop most definitively express a 
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refusal to be silenced or made invisible.  Hip-hop's primary obsessions with establishing 

identities and “coming to voice”16 reflect the contradictory links between past and present.  It 

throws into sharp relief race, gender, and economic class issues that exist throughout US society. 

 Mary C. Lewis in Herstory: Black Female Rites of Passage lists "sexuality, familyhood, 

community and friends, time/work/money, creativity, and being and becoming whole and proud" 

as areas which shape meanings of identity for black female youth.17  This list suggests a 

progression from body, to mind, to image in identity formation.  It also implicates a progressive 

recognition of a social and cultural standpoint, where identities are embodied and 

psychologically shaped by social and cultural imaginations.  This corresponds to John Berger’s 

argument18 about the impact and power of images on the dialogical dynamics of self-identity.  

He argues that images and seeing occupy an integral place in the developmental stages of self-

identity as well as in the ongoing social construction of identity.     

 The body aspect of identity is grounded in physical developments that mark girls and 

women as females.  Social and cultural forces often construct this physical distinction as the 

most important dimension of female identity, where her being is addressed and represented 

mostly through physical and sexual characteristics.  For black females in Eurocentric cultures 

and societies, this dimension is further constructed by a racial hierarchy of physical 

characteristics (such as grade of hair, pigmentation, body shape, and facial features) that place 

Caucasian physical characteristics as the ideal of femininity.   

 In an analysis of the development of racial knowledge and attitudes in children, Judith 

Porter traces the mechanisms "by which children become aware both of racial categories [based 

on skin color, hair, and facial features] and of the cultural evaluations attached to them."19  She 
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notes both the cultural transmissions of racial attitudes, where racial attitudes are learned as other 

prevalent cultural norms and values are learned, and the social structural forces that strain and 

create material differences between subgroups in society.  She argues that within the first five 

years of life, the child becomes aware of racial differences based on "the reactions of others to 

the child's appearance…, family norms, values, and behavior patterns…," color connotations, 

and various media identity stories.20  She further theorizes encounters with media: "A youngster 

who sees only white faces confronting him from the pages of children's books may also make 

inferences about race, since whiteness as the proper model for identification is reinforced by this 

means."  In this way, white supremacy imports its set of legitimating social values. 

 Thirty years later, taking off from Porter's study, Tiya Miles investigates cases of Puerto 

Rican and Haitian girls encountering images in popular fairy tales.21  In a summer project with 

eight- and nine-year-old girls who live in a Cambridge public housing development, the girls 

identified and deconstructed the stereotypical ideas of race and gender represented in fairy tales.  

They revised several fairy tales: 

...[A]ll the girls described and drew pictures of Cinderella who looked like them. When 

the girls wrote about Cinderella doing something, they wrote about things that were 

within their frames of reference. In one story, Cinderella married the prince and worked 

in a store.  In another, she ditched the prince altogether and went to college.22           

Miles argues, however, that the girls "believed the white princess was the authentic princess, and 

they wanted to identify with her... .  Negative feelings about themselves born of this conflict 

between traditional stories and their realities became evident."  In staging one of the revisions as 

a play, the girls were asked to choose the parts they wanted.  Mary, "the only girl in the group 
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who most closely met traditional American beauty standards," was also the only one to volunteer 

to be Cinderella. And the one Haitian girl in the group volunteered to play the wicked 

stepmother.  Miles summarizes, "at only eight years old, they knew their roles."23  At this early 

stage in their development of identity narratives, the young girls imitated the identity stories that 

they encountered.   

 In describing the limits of her research done in Boston in 1965, Porter took into account 

the impact of "Black power" movements on racial issues.24  She posited that the children born 

after the "new Black cultural and political movements in the North...are the ones who should 

show the greatest effects of the movement toward Black power and Black pride... ."25  However, 

Miles's 1995 study of the second generation after the Black Power movements points out the 

pervasiveness and rigidity of the social and cultural borders that confront young black women on 

their roads to developing identities.  And as Mary Lewis notes, young black women’s “rites of 

passage” are marked by differing levels of awareness of their places within social and cultural 

fields.26  The systems of socialization, of which media images are a part, inform much of the 

individual and collective identity narratives.  While media identity narratives and images are 

only a covariant in the range of influences (such as family, peer interactions, and school), studies 

have shown that for pre-adolescent and early adolescent black females mass media, such as 

television and popular music, dominate their cultural field of reference in socialization.27  

 In his book, Media Analysis Techniques, Arthur Asa Berger lists some of the possible 

concerns that audiences bring to their encounters with mass media narratives.  Relevant to this 

discussion are the uses of media to find models to imitate and to gain an identity.  He notes that 

models teach viewers how to cope in certain situations and informally socialize, and he defines 
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identity as a "coherent sense of self, a personal style."28  Also, in 1975 psychologists Shank and 

Abelson used the term "script" to refer to the links between decisions and visual images of the 

resultant outcome expected by an individual, involving her either as a participant or as an 

observer. They outline two main types of scripts, situational and planning.  Situational scripts 

refer to conventional actions in familiar situations, such as what one has to do to view a movie at 

a theater.  The other type, called planning scripts, involve specifying the choices that can be 

made when confronted with new situations or problems.29  For teens, these often include testing 

ideas about relationships, intimacy, and responsibility.  To examine the viewers' cultural and 

social productions resulting from encounters with television, Irving Janis suggests using this idea 

of "personal scripts"--those situational and planning scripts that individuals learn or acquire from 

observing events or portrayals depicted on television.  He argues that "images conveyed by the 

entertainment programs and films shown on television can induce personal scripts for viewers, 

some of which may unintentionally affect their personal policies that are carried out time and 

again for many years." 30   

 

 

The Face to Face: Reception and Mass Media Power 
  

Opening a magazine or book, turning on the television set, watching a film, or looking at 

photographs in public spaces, we are most likely to see images of Black people that 

reinforce and reinscribe white supremacy. ----- bell hooks31 

 The face-to-face encounter with identity narrative performances described by hooks 

reflects ethical moments where black people confront a set of values different from their own.32  
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And as hooks further explains, the confrontation is not about binary oppositions, "the issue is 

really one of standpoint."33  In these encounters, the identity narratives of each standpoint 

encroach upon the other's borders, producing critical moments of recognition of the vulnerability 

of identities.  bell hooks invokes Stuart Hall to describe the perpetual motion and vulnerability of 

identity narratives by quoting from his essay, "Cultural Identity and Diaspora": "cultural 

identity...is a matter of 'becoming' as well as 'being'... Cultural identities come from somewhere, 

have histories.  But like everything which is historical, they undergo constant transformation."34   

 Historically, black women’s encounters with media identity narratives have rendered 

black female standpoints virtually invisible and silent or inserted "violating representations.”  In 

such encounters with the identity narratives presented in the media’s scripts, the very existence 

and recognition of black female identity is at stake.  To confirm their own existence, hooks 

argues, a tradition of "oppositional gaze" performance has been developed by those who actively 

seek to fill those gaps.  She asserts that, "from 'jump' black female spectators have gone to films 

with awareness of the way in which race and racism determined the visual construction of 

gender."35  To choose to identify with such identity narratives disables or negates the material 

standpoint of black female identity stories (as exemplified in the young girls' encounters with 

fairy tales, previously described).  She goes on to describe the performance of this oppositional 

gaze: "as critical spectators, black women looked from a location that disrupted" and confronted 

those identity narratives, which were based on the erasure or violation of black female identity 

narratives.36 

 As Anna Julia Cooper, Paula Giddings, and female rapper Harmony echo, this is "when 

and where I [the engaged black female standpoint] enter"37 onto the social and cultural fields in 
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America.  Through socialization, young black females begin to recognize--as unwanted 

inheritance--a standpoint confronted by racial injustice, sexism, and systemic economic 

roadblocks.  In her narrative history of black women, Paula Giddings notes how the theme of the 

relationship between sexism and racism was consistently addressed by black women: 

Because both are motivated by similar economic, social, and psychological forces, it is 

only logical that those who sought to undermine Blacks were also the most virulent 

antifeminists.  The means of oppression differed across race and sex lines, but the 

wellspring of that oppression was the same.  Black women understood this dynamic... . 

Black women also understood the relationship between the progress of the race and their 

own feminism.  Women's rights were an empty promise if Afro-Americans were crushed 

under the heel of a racist power structure... .  [Historically], black women stepped 

forward to demand the rights of their race from the broader society, and their rights as 

women from their men.38   

As the latest generation to inherit this standpoint, young black women come to identity 

narratives shaped by distinctly contemporary  social forces.  It is on the threshold between past 

and present social and economic movements that young black women construct their black 

female identity narratives.  An exchange I observed between black high school girls while riding 

public transit provides an example of how they incorporate socio-historic and cultural narratives 

in the cut-and-mix mode that defines hip-hop aesthetics.  In a staccato attempt to sound like a 

Southern white male, a couple of the girls chided their friend to “Get off the bus, Rosa” as it 

reached their stop,  referring to some dramatic representation of Rosa Park’s historical act that 

they were all familiar with -- for comedic effect.  This illustration poses audience reception 
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questions: which kind of everyday experiences prompt the enactment of mass-mediated 

narratives?  And which narratives are called upon by black women in the hip-hop generation and 

for what effect? 

Upon this cultural terrain, a range of social standpoints coexist and compete: stories of 

urban poverty, crime and violence; claims of power; revisions of black history, and misogynistic 

attitudes.  Hip-hop culture’s discourses consist of dialogues between the black social and cultural 

margins and mainstream society, between males and females, and between classes.  Its 

discourses work along with a number of social and cultural entities to introduce "the modes of 

expression ...needed for self-definition... ."39  Since rap music is the most prevalent mass-

mediated form of hip-hop culture, the lyrics and music videos of rap songs function as the most 

accessible personal scripts.  A cursory look at these texts collectively reveals aspects of hip-hop 

culture’s projected black female subject.   

At every period in the history of rap music sales, songs recorded by male artists are the 

most prominent songs and contain masculine terms of address and narratives.  On Black 

Entertainment Television (BET), the primary television carrier of music videos for rap songs, 

songs by male artists predominate and feature the artists surrounded by barely dressed video 

actresses and female dancers.  Young women are included as eye candy for music videos, as 

fellow party-ers, and as girlfriends of the male artist.  On MTV, the rap song videos that are 

played have a greater balance of  videos by female rappers.  Current top-selling female artists 

Eve and Missy Elliott are most often presented as ring leaders of the partying activities depicted 

in their videos.  In terms of address, personas, and branded looks, they perform black female 

identity narratives that emphasize creativity and agency but also comply with hip-hop culture’s 
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highly sexualized representations of black women.  Overall, music videos and songs by both 

male and female rap artists include a limited range of female identity narratives related to 

partying, sexuality, courtship, and winning in the face of opposition.   

In addition to the importance of coming to voice, self-affirmation, and personal creativity 

represented in hip-hop culture, currently pervasive images of hip-hop culture also carry identity 

narratives defined by having expensive material possessions and lifestyles focused on “sexual 

prowess, pleasure seeking, and violence”40 most times associated with drinking alcohol or 

smoking marijuana.  Over the last ten years, numerous Billboard chart-topping rap songs, from 

Snoop Dogg’s 1993 “Gin and Juice”41 to Cam’Ron’s 2002 “Hey Ma,”42 hip-hop culture 

integrates such behavior in lyric narratives.  “Hey Ma” frames getting drunk and high as part of a 

brief courtship ritual (a woman’s voice speaks the lyrics in parenthesis): 

 Hey ma (whassup?) Let’s slide (all right) 

 All right – and we gon’ get it on tonight 

 You smoke? (I smoke) I drink (me too) 

 Well good – cause we gon’ get high tonight 

 Got drops (got coups) got trucks (got jeeps) 

 All right – cause we gon’ take a ride tonight 

 So ma (whassup?) Let’s slide (all right) 

 All right – and we gon’ get it on tonight 

The subject position for females presented in this song projects women as also looking 

for a good time through sex, alcohol and drugs right along with the men.  These party girl 

identities combine with the majority of rap music videos’ reliance on T&A and crotch shots to 
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present being “toys for boys”43 as the ideal black female subject position.  Joan Morgan further 

argues, “with the reality that father figures are absent from so many of our homes…it is easy to 

see why black girls are likely to think that wearing little to nothing and competing with women 

for sexual attention is the only way to secure male interest.”44 

As a dance song, Missy Elliott’s “Work It”45 functions as a party anthem by making 

sexual propositions and urging males and females to “work it” dancing.  The chorus is in the first 

person: 

Is it worth it, let me work it 

I put my thang down, flip it and reverse it 

If you got a big {*elephant noise*} let me search ya 

To find out how hard I gotta work ya 

Other parts of the song are graphic sexual boasts and commands from a female point of address: 

 Call before you come, I need to shave my cho-cha 

 You do or you don’t or you will or you won’t cha 

 Go downtown and eat it like a vul-cha 

 See my hips and my tips don’tcha 

 See my ass and my lips don’tcha 

 Lost a few pounds in my waist for ya 

 This the kinda beat that go wa-ta-ta 

 Ra-ta-ta-ta, ta-ta-ta-ta-ta 

 Sex me so good I say blah-blah-blah 

 Work it!  I need a glass of wat-ah 
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 Boy oh boy it’s good to know ya          

The interspersing of referrals to the song’s beat and dancing lighten up the tone of the sexuality.  

Other parts of the song speak of female agency and add humor, all using sexual references: 

 Girls, girls, get that cash 

 If it’s 9 to 5 or shakin’ ya ass 

 Ain’t no shame ladies, do your thang 

 Just make sure you ahead of tha game 

 Just cause I got a lot of fame sup-ah 

 Prince couldn’t get me change my name papa 

 Kunta Kinte, enslave a game, no sir 

 Picture black sayin’, “Oh yessuh massa” 

 Picture Lil’ Kim dating a pastor… 

The female subject position offered in this song adds  sexual agency (“using sexuality as a 

metaphor for creativity, cunning and excellence”)46 to the party girl identity narrative. 

 Courtship is framed in ‘us against the world’ terms in Jay-Z’ “Bonnie & Clyde:”47   

 …Cause mami’s a rider, and I’m a roller 

 Put us together, how they gon’ stop both us? 

 What ever she lacks, I’m right over her shoulder 

 When I’m off track mami is keeping me focused 

The male-female relationship is spoken about as mutually supportive.  However male infidelity 

should be tolerated when it’s not flaunted and the man gives the woman expensive gifts, clothes, 

and cars: 
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 I don’t be at, places where we comfy at 

 With no be-atch; oh no you won’t see that 

And no, I ain’t perfect – nobody walkin this earth’s surface is   

But girlfriend, work with the kid 

I keep you workin’ at Hermes, Birkin bag 

Manolo Blahnik Timbs, aviator lens 

600 drops, Mercedes Benz… 

This song’s ideal female subject position expects to be her mate’s respected confidant and 

accepts gift giving as mitigating expressions of devotion in the face of infidelity.  This projected 

subject position produces a stand-by-your-man identity narrative, updated from Tammy 

Wynette’s song to include hip-hop culture’s outlaw and materialistic terms.       

 Eve’s “Satisfaction”48 does the familiar hip-hop boasts about accomplishments in the 

music business and ability to stay on top from a female point of address: 

 Anything I need 

 Gotta have it, bet I’m gonna grab it 

 Ain’t nothin’ better than the satisfaction 

 Everything I am 

 Just because I had to make it happen 

 They never thought that I would make it rappin’ 

Done by a female rapper, the song projects a female subject position determined to achieve 

success.  In another part of the song she mentions her connection to famed hip-hop 
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producer/rapper Dr. Dre (“Dre and the Bombshell”) as validation of her own status and 

competency.  The song’s lyrics construct a winning competitor identity narrative.       

The material and historical standpoints of young black women are figured by both 

structural absences and interventions throughout hip-hop's discourses of racial, class, and sexual 

politics.49  Hip-hop’s organizing principle of self-identity construction align it as a youth culture, 

in that, during adolescence and early adulthood, "the very nature of self-identity is called into 

question."50  Recognitions and/or contestations of what it means to be black and female are 

expressed within hip-hop culture's discursive dialogues.  At the same time, as a commercial 

enterprise, hip-hop’s ruling logic is corporate profit at whatever cost.  Male rappers function as 

“market brands” of cool and hip to a buyers market lead by young, white men (who buy more 

than white women, black men, and black women, combined).51  As one writer observes, the 

material payoff (sales of records and related products like ring-tones and even pornography) for 

rappers, who gain popularity and the fan loyalty of their majority young, well-off white male 

consumers happens at the cost of:  

…fashioning a legacy that does immeasurable damage to the global perception of Black 

women because these images are broadcast worldwide.  Welcome to the new hustle.  At 

its crux are Black women, legs open, hips shaking.52                                                                                     

For young black women, hip-hop’s texts pose specific questions for audience research as 

illustrated by the lyrics selected for this essay.  For example, might  adapting the sex as power 

logic leave young women to see themselves as sexual commodities and have their choice-making 

similarly driven by market logic?  The face-to-face identity narrative encounters between young 

black women and hip-hop culture’s mass-mediated images of black women are similar to 
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international confrontations like the Israeli/Palestinean conflict -- fraught with striking 

contradictions and hard-on-the-heart reception choices.  The young black female subject position 

includes investing in hip-hop’s identity narratives as a way to affirm participation in it as a youth 

culture and a performance of black youth identity while either ignoring, co-signing, or doing 

who knows what with its “totalitarian”53 abuse of black female identities.  That’s tricky...tr-tr-tr-

tricky (tricky) trrrrrrrricky.   

 

Conclusion 

Current media communication theorizing hasn’t  sufficiently incorporated these dynamics 

as part of any central concern: “[such theoretical works] are women-‘n’-minorities, a strange 

hybrid that researchers seemingly unconcerned with the ‘real’ mainstream of social 

communication sometimes specialize in studying, earning brownie points as they do so for social 

conscience or just plain idiosyncracy.”54    While centering young black female subjectivity and 

similar experiences of “otherness” may seem like a mainly conceptual and, perhaps unwarranted, 

theoretical shift, the social paradigm has already shifted on the global level.  To quote Downing 

further, “the experiences of these sectors are, however, integral to US or British national identity, 

and closer in experience to the planet as a whole than the relatively included sectors that may 

generally be more content to reaffirm the hegemonic order.”  In this essay, three premises have 

been asserted: (1) constructing audience reception as encounters of identity narratives (2) allows 

for description of the dynamic aspects of subjectivity at stake, and (3) young black female 

subjectivity represents a productive analogy of a wide range of reception practices.     
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Nepali Migration to South and Southeast Asia: Assessing the role of Social 

Networks in Migration, Settlement and Community Formation 

(Abstract) 
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Lopita Nath 

Area of Research Focus: Migration. 

 

Migration from Nepal to South and Southeast Asia has been largely dependent on social 

networks and the cultural capital established by former migrants in the area of 

destination. It has been observed that the migrants often follow “beaten paths” and settle 

in areas where earlier migrants have established contact and laid the groundwork in terms 

of social and economic relations. The pattern of migration of the Nepalis displays this 

typology, where migrants follow where their relatives, friends and people from the same 

village have gone and settled. This research will assess the role of the Social Networks in 

aiding and sustaining migration of the Nepalis to various regions of South and Southeast 

Asia. It will also study to what extent the social and cultural capital is a factor in 

settlement and community formation among the Nepali migrants in their destination 

country. 

 

The process of migration of the Nepalis from Nepal, to parts of South Asia and also 

further down to Southeast Asia , with serious socio-economic and political ramifications 

began with the colonial intervention. The first Anglo-Gurkha war, which was fought in 

1814-16, and ended by the Treaty of Sagauli, opened up a race of hardy hillmen from 

Nepal for service in the British colonial possessions. The Nepalis were first recruited to 

serve as a part of the British defensive actions in Northeast India, and from then on they 

became an indispensable part of the British army. Beyond India, Sikkim and Bhutan, 

British colonies in Mandalay, Malaya, Hong Kong, Singapore and Brunei, became 

important migration destinations for the Gurkhas as soldiers in the British army.  The 

Gurkhas, as they came to be known, were enlisted despite the reluctance of the ruler of 

Nepal, to sacrifice an important section of his army and labor force. But the situation in 

Nepal, following the unification of the country in 1768, which had become one of 



exploitation, nepotism and deplorable economic conditions, encouraged the Nepalis to 

seek a better life and opportunities elsewhere. There are innumerable archival materials 

that testify to the services rendered by the Gurkhas in the British army to maintaining the 

British colonial empire. The service in the colonial army provided them with a better 

income and also an opportunity to improve the life conditions of their families back home 

in Nepal. The migration of the Gurkhas to countries of Southeast Asia became a 

trendsetter for further migration of the Nepalis as laborers, construction workers, 

domestic helps, etc. Although the presence of the Gurkhas did not shape the kind of jobs 

the Nepali did in their destination countries the connection between the two streams of 

migration is significant. 

 

This migration has continued even in the postcolonial period. Nepali migrants have 

flowed into various areas of South-east Asia, making use of the networks laid down by 

the earlier migrants The links established by the Gurkhas during their service in the 

British army made these areas prime destinations for migration in the postcolonial period, 

making the connections between the past and the present immensely significant. India is 

and has been a favorite destination because of the proximity of the borders, cultural 

affinity and also treaty relations between the two countries, which have been conducive 

to migration   But, in 1985 the Government of Nepal passed the Labor Act, which 

facilitated the migration of the Nepali laborers to a number of countries. Excluding India, 

the Nepalis have migrated in the last two decades to Southeast Asia, East Asia and the 

Middle East. There are approximately 700,000 Nepali laborers in these regions. 

 

 According to studies conducted in 1997 by the Nepal Institute for Development Studies 

there were about 750,000 Nepalis in India working in the private sector. Most were 

engaged in manual labor jobs in industry, construction work, agriculture, or the service 

sector.  This study, which was the first systematic study conducted on Nepali foreign 

labor, mentions that most of the migrants were engaged in the 3D jobs (dirty, dangerous 

and demanding). It has also been observed that large groups of Nepalis go to Hong Kong 

and lately, Malaysia. The links established by the Gurkhas in Hong Kong and Singapore 

made these areas important migration destinations for employment. In 1997 it was 



estimated that about 40 percent of the overseas Nepalis worked and lived in Hong Kong, 

Singapore and Brunei. In February 2001, the Malaysian government officially "opened" 

its labor market to Nepali workers. Within six months over 12,000 labor migrants had left 

for Malaysia, and a year later Malaysia was hosting some 85,000 Nepali migrant workers.  

 Another news report on Southeast Asian Migration mentioned that the “Nepali 

government is asking the Malaysian Government to allow 300,000 Nepali workers to 

work in Malaysia, up from the current 32,000.”(“Nepali workers keen to work in 

Malaysia”, The Star, February 2, 2002.) . Other Asian countries to which the Nepali 

migrants are heading also include Japan and Korea. Though Japanese immigration 

policies restrict illegal immigration, the prospects of high earnings serve as an attractive 

force in encouraging migration to Japan. It has to be kept in mind that most of the 

migrants from Nepal are economic migrants, although in the present times there are many 

escaping the political instability in the country due to the Maoist rebellions which has 

made life and economic survival even harder. The study will try to assess the quantitative 

and qualitative migration of the Nepalis to these regions of South and Southeast Asia. 

The following questions will be considered. What are the major castes, linguistic and 

ethnic groups migrating from Nepal? What are the employment areas in which they are 

absorbed? What is the proportion of temporary and permanent migrants? What is the 

level of integration into the host society? To what extent does the social networks already 

laid down by the migrant bridgeheads aid these processes? Studies conducted on Nepal’s 

exporting labor refer to a striking increase in Nepali migration in the last four to five 

years to the Southeast Asian countries. What are the reasons for this?  The research will 

also look at the role of the recruiting agencies in the process of Nepali Migration. To 

what extent are these recruiting agencies, illegal agents and informal networks 

compatible with the immigration policies of the respective countries? Do they comply 

with the boundaries set by the government? What is the extent of illegal migration in 

these regions of South and Southeast Asia?   Illegal migration in Southeast Asia has a 

very different connotation than in South Asia, and includes overstayers, or those seeking 

employment while on a social visit Visa. 

 

 



Theoretical Approach and Methodology: 

 

The research will be based on the “migration networks” approach. The Theory of Social 

Networks was first used by Massey, which older scholars called “chain migration” and 

later scholars “Social capital”. Migration networks can be defined as sets of impersonal 

relations that link migrants or returned migrants with relatives, friends or fellow 

countrymen at home. They convey information, provide financial assistance, facilitate 

employment and accommodation and give support in various forms. These reduce the 

cost and uncertainty of migration and thereby facilitate it( Massey, et.al,1998). Massey 

also suggested the view that migration networks be seen as a form of social capital, in so 

far as they are social relations that permit access to other goods of economic significance, 

such as employment or higher wages. The social capital as sociologists have called these 

networks “are the connections needed to migrate safely and cost effectively. It is well 

known that most migrants often go where their compatriots have already established a 

bridgehead, making it easier to find work and lodgings and deal with bureaucratic 

obstacles”( Stephen Castles, 2002). Many of these migrants move because others with 

whom they are connected migrated before. Further, these networks have a multiplier 

effect, a chain migration, as the presence of a brother or uncle acts as an anchor, a 

dependent factor in the host country. They tend to grow larger and denser as every move 

constitutes a resource for those, who stay back and facilitate further moves, which in turn 

widen the networks. These social networks also explain the continuation of migration 

independently from the cause that led to the initial movement.  Although theorizing about 

migration networks has not gone beyond the stage of conceptual frameworks, it provides 

a logical explanation to the continuing migration of the Nepalis, even in the present day. 

This study will attempt to assess the role of these networks in abetting and sustaining 

migration to Southeast Asia. Earlier studies conducted in Northeast India had more-or-

less established the efficacy of the networks which allow the Nepali migrants not only 

easy access into the society of the destination country but also assists in their settlement 

and adaptation in the community life. The role of migration networks have been seen as a 

strong force in the migration process as they have been known to initiate and assist 



migration despite state policies and the host societies’ response to migration which keeps 

changing from time to time. 

 

The research will also use the institutional approach to study the role of state immigration 

policies in the countries of Southeast Asia. Immigration policies are known to be 

unilateral and vary from country to country, but they also play a decisive role in the 

migration process. In practically all  Asian countries a system of labor recruitment has 

followed and prospered with similar characteristics. Migration from Nepal is largely 

dependent on recruiting agencies, but illegal agents and the informal networks also play 

an important part.   

 

Transnationalism has become the most talked about and used approach in the study of 

settlement and community formation of migrant groups in the host country especially in 

this age of globalization. In earlier studies on the Nepalis in Northeast India, a high 

degree of integration into the host society was observed, while still retaining their Nepali 

language and culture. A pattern of oscillation between the home country and the migrant 

society has been observed as well in other studies conducted in Nepal. “ Migrants lives 

are embedded in the societal rules and norms of the home society as well as the society of 

arrival.” (Ganesh Gurung,2000). This approach will be used in the present research in 

studying the settlement patterns and community formation of the Nepalis in Southeast 

Asia. 

 

The study will be conducted using a combination of historical and social anthropological 

methods of research. Historical sources and archival materials will be used as much as 

possible to document the history of migration in the colonial period. Official sources will 

also be used to study the official policies of migration. In addition intensive participant 

observation and interview methods will be used in the study of the community formation 

and settlement patterns of the migrants in the destination countries. Field study will be an 

important aspect of this research.  

 



Literature Review: A review of literature has failed to reveal an abundant stock of 

written material on the subject of Nepali migration to South-east Asia.  Some research 

has been undertaken under the aegis of the Nepal Institute of Development Studies, 

which was the first systematic look at Nepali Foreign labor migration. Other studies 

conducted have been by NGOs and other development bodies who have made statistical 

studies of the migrant labor from Nepal. This study hopes to compliment the studies 

already done by integrating the theoretical approach with the data on Nepali migration to 

Southeast Asian countries. This research will also provide a basis for further research on 

settlement patterns and community development of the Nepali migrants in Southeast 

Asia. Since I have already done considerable research on the Nepali Migration in India, 

the research in Southeast Asia, will provide a basis for comparison. 
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Introduction 
 
At birth, a baby is gifted with a keen sense of hearing and the ability to discern 

every sound of every language on Earth” (Shreeve, 2005, p. 12).  By 4 weeks of age, he1 
can “discriminate all of the sound contrasts that language” uses (Rickard, undated, p. 8).  
A baby immediately enters the language arena, first by making cries and vegetative 
sounds and then building on these basic sounds through exposure and imitation of the 
ambient language. During the first year of life, infant vocalization changes dramatically.  
In a matter of months, the newborn’s universal speech, indistinguishable in sound from 
any other newborn in any other language environment, transforms into language specific 
babbling, with clear native language (NL) features. 

For many years, linguistic researchers believed that learning to speak consisted 
solely of learning sets of phonemic oppositions (i.e. vowels vs. consonants, oral vs. nasal 
stops, labial versus dental-alveolar stops) (Jakobson, 1968).  Linguists now know this 
theory to be an oversimplification of a far more complicated process, involving both 
segmental and non-segmental features of the TL (target language).  How then does a 
crying, fussing infant become a baby who sounds like the language around him?     

This research is an investigation into the pre-linguistic period of babbling, 
specifically, the differences between early universal babbling and later language-specific 
babbling.   Upon exploration of how babbling fits into a larger language acquisition 
developmental framework, it is anticipated that an answer to the following question can 
be uncovered: at what point does a baby begin to sound “native?” 
 
What is Native-Like? 
  

Two aspects can be considered when perceiving an utterance as native-like: 
similarity with TL segmental aspects (how closely the utterance conforms to the 
individual TL speech sounds) or assimilation of non-segmental, metaphonological 
features affecting more than one segment (i.e. pitch, timing, rhythm, etc.).  This research 
will show that the term “native-like” can be, in a limited fashion, attributed to the 
vocalizations of infants as young as 6 months old, however this designation differs from 
the “native-like” that one refers to in variegated babbling (10-14 months).  The TL 
prosodic features, pitch and rhythm, assimilated into marginal babbling sequences 
provide enough native-like quality to be, in some instances, identifiable by judges (Olney 
& Scholnick, 1975).  Variegated babbling sequences incorporate both segmental and non-
segmental features of the TL, removing any doubts as to linguistic community of the 
speaker. 
 
Pre-Babbling Developmental Sequence for First Language Acquisition 
  

The term “babbling” has different meanings for different people.  In order to 
make sense of the data, the developmental framework and operating definitions of which 
this research is based will be explained in this section of the paper. 

 
                                                 
1 For ease of readability, I will refer to the infant in this research with the masculine 3rd person singular 
form. 
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Stage 1 – Reflexive vocalization occurs from 0-6 weeks and is composed mainly of cry 
and vegetative sounds (Oller, 1980).  Cry sounds are predominantly vocalic (i.e. /a/, /ɑ /, 
/e/, /ɛ /) and are either preceded or followed by consonantal elements (Lewis, 1999).  
Vocalic elements are often nasalized (Lewis, 1999). Consonants present at this stage 
include glottal stops, nasals, and liquids (Stark, 1980). Cries exhibit variation in intensity, 
pitch, and rhythm (Stark, 1980); these prosodic elements are often viewed as indicators of 
cry meanings (Lewis, 1999).   

In contrast to cries, vegetative sounds are comprised primarily of consonantal 
elements.  These consonants include stops, clicks, trills, and friction noises, with an 
occasional nasal or liquid (Stark, 1980).  It is interesting to note that trills and friction 
noises of long duration are not known to exist in any spoken language (Stark, 1980).  
Some common early consonants seem to be /h/, /ŋ/, and /l/ in conjunction with /ue/ 
(Lewis, 1999).  These early consonants are difficult to transcribe into IPA because they 
are produced almost simultaneously with the /ue/, with the mouth partially contracted.  
This mouth position is not open enough to create a consonant sound that fully 
corresponds to the IPA designation (Lewis, 1999). 

Sounds occurring during this stage are often referred to as comfort sounds, as they 
are believed to be indicative of the infant’s affective condition at the time of utterance 
(Lewis, 1999).  All infants at this stage of development sound the same; phonological 
universals are in effect during this time.  In addition, studies have shown that infants 
exhibit early and keen discriminatory ability, detecting embedded sound contrasts within 
stressed and unstressed syllables of bisyllabic strings as early as 1 month of age (Goodsit, 
Morgan, & Kuhl, 1993). 
 
Stage 2 – Cooing and laughter sounds begin around 6 weeks and continue until 16 weeks 
(Stark, 1980).  Cooing is mainly /o/ and /u/ sounds, with brief moments of /k/, /ɡ/, /x/, 
/ɣ/, and uvular /ʁ/ (Lewis, 1999).  Initially, cooing involves interaction and response to a 
caregiver, however later instances can be elicited by non-verbal gestures, such as smiling 
or making a funny face to the infant (Stark, 1980).  
 
Stage 3 – Vocal play is defined as the period from 16 to 30 weeks, during which time the 
infant is experimenting with methods of passing air through the mouth or pharynx (Stark, 
1980).  Nasal sounds (/m/ and /n/), sometimes thought to be related to hunger (Lewis, 
1999), appear during this stage, as well as squeals, growls, and yells (Stark, 1980). 
Utterances made by babies at this time tend to be longer than those made at earlier stages 
(Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996). 

Perhaps due to their ease of production, vowel sounds are an early attraction to 
infants.  Infants appear particularly attracted to those vowels used in their family’s NL 
(Kuhl, et al., 1992; Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996). In one research study, 3 to 5 month old 
infants attempted to imitate vowel sounds made in adult speech after only 15 minutes of 
exposure (5 minutes per day for 3 days) (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996).  Case studies involving 
phonetic perception have shown that infants as young as 6 months old, perceive 
differences in vowels and have symbolically “mapped out” mental prototypes of these 
(Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, & Lundstrom, 1992).  It is believed that these 
prototypes help the infant organize the language he hears, and assist as a filter for the 
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assimilation of similar sounds that don’t alter word meaning (i.e. /ɹ/ and /l/ for native 
Japanese speakers).  This collection of similar sounds, under the header of “prototype,” is 
known as the “magnet effect” (Kuhl et al. 1992). 

During vocal play, rapid changes in the vocal tract cause /ɑ/, /i/, and /u/-like 
vowels to become progressively more distinct (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996). Research results 
suggest that babies are attempting to imitate vowel sounds they hear, perceiving /ɑ/, /i/, 
and /u/ as separate vowels, and differentiating them in speech (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996).  
The acoustic differences in infants’ /ɑ/, /i/, /u/ vowels are proportional to acoustic 
differences of the adult vowel counterparts, a smaller infant vocal tract being the root 
cause of differences between infant and adult sounds (Peterson and Barney, 1952).   

By the end of stage 3, the stop consonants, /p/, /b/, /t/, and /d/ have also arisen 
(Lewis, 1999).  Vocal play terminates with the emergence of marginal babbling, viewed 
by researchers as the bridge between cooing and true babbling (Locke, 1983). 

 
Stage 
Number 

Developmental 
Stage 

Age Emerging Characteristics 

1 Reflexive 
Vocalization 

• Cry 
• Vegetative 

0 to 6 
weeks 

• /a/ /ɑ/ /e/ /ɛ/, often nasalized, 
consonants include glottal stops, 
nasals, liquids 

• Primarily consonantal, including 
trills, stops, clicks, friction noises, 
with occasional nasal or liquid, early 
consonants, /h/, /l/, /ŋ/, with /ue/    

2 Cooing and 
Laughter 

6 to 16 
weeks 

Mostly /o/ and /u/ with occasional /k/, /ɡ/, 
/x/, /ɣ/, and /ʁ/  

3 Vocal Play 
• Marginal 

Babbling 
 

16 to 30 
weeks 

• /m/ and /n/, /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, plus 
squeals, growls, yells, imitation of 
NL vowels 

• Long vocalic and consonantal 
sequences lacking repetition, NL 
pitch and rhythm 

 
Table 1: Pre-babbling Emerging Characteristics 

 
Marginal babbling consists of long sequences of vocalic and consonantal elements 
arranged with different durational and articulatory features than the adult speech (Stark, 
1980).  Although this early babbling differs greatly from adult speech, by sometime 
between birth and two months, infants have already internalized some basic prosodic 
components of the TL.  For instance, the infant has assimilated some of the basic 
rhythmic and pitch characteristics of the TL (Rickard, undated) and these features 
become incorporated in marginal babbling sequences.   

Although lacking accurate imitation of individual segments, 6-month old infants 
do correctly imitate TL pitch levels, an important language-specific feature  (Anisfeld, 
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1984).  Case studies involving 3-6 month old infants found accuracy in the imitation of 
varying levels of pitch (Kessen, Levine & Wendrich, 1979).  In case studies of Chinese 
infants, by age 5.5 months Chinese infants produced pitch patterns that were 
distinguishable from those produced by English and Russian infants (Weir, 1966).  When 
samples of speech “exhibit long and coherent intonation patterns” (De Boysson-Bardies, 
Sagart, & Durand, 1984, p. 1), identification of linguistic community is often possible 
from the available metaphonological data.  

Despite this acquisition of TL pitch and rhythmic qualities, marginal babbling 
sequences lack some of the necessary phonemes, favoring instead some non-target forms.  
Marginal babbling characteristically involves the utterance of isolated sounds and lacks 
the repetitive chains inherent in true babbling (Lewis, 1999).  For these reasons, marginal 
babbling is seen as a transition period linking pre-babbling with babbling stages and is 
often cited with both vocal play and the true babbling stages. 
 
The Function of Baby Babbling 
 

Babbling is the playful speech that lacks meaning, occurring in the second half of 
the first year of life.  Several theories have been offered as to why babies babble.  One 
view holds that babbling is an attempt by the baby to imitate the speech of his parents and 
those around him.  According to this view, as the baby hears more, he attempts to 
recreate the language sounds around him.  There is a give and take occurring, with 
parents encouraging only those sounds that match their NL (Olney & Scholnick, 1975).  
This view holds that eventually the infant retains only those sounds that correlate with the 
NL and the babbled syllables begin to acquire meaning (Olney & Scholnick, 1975).   
 The most widely accepted theory of the function of babbling states that it is 
“sound play,” sounds made for pleasure and lacking meaning (Lewis, 1999).  This “sound 
play” involves “adaptations of instinctive behavior,” (Lewis, 1999) related to basic needs 
such as comfort and hunger. When the infant wishes to recreate a previous affective state, 
he repeats the previously produced sounds (Lewis, 1999). This activity ultimately assists 
the baby in attaining control of his articulatory apparatus (Jakobson, 1968) and becomes 
the strategy for mapping how the sounds heard around him will become sounds that he 
will eventually produce.  These sound maps become prototypes or building blocks for use 
when the baby begins to string together words (Kuhl, et al., 1992). Some of the sounds 
made during this period will be used in meaningful communication, while others will 
become obsolete, perhaps appearing at a later time. 

A third, more radical, view, the discontinuity hypothesis, holds that babbling is a 
“random activity, having no speech function” whatsoever (Olney & Scholnick, 1975).  
Proponents of this view believe that since infants babble using the same sounds 
(universal babbling), the act lacks a true linguistic function.  According to this 
hypothesis, mature brain connections linking the production of sound with the 
recognition of language are missing in infants, making this activity neither linguistic nor 
phonological in nature.  Therefore, this activity serves only as practice for the baby’s 
articulatory apparatus (Olney & Scholnick, 1975).   

It seems that many researchers in the field do not favor the discontinuity 
hypothesis, as much of the experimental data reveals that babbling is an important 
precursor to speech (Olney & Scholnick, 1975). Research data has shown that even deaf 
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infants babble verbally, utilizing universal sound forms and patterns and decrease this 
activity by the age of 6 years (Locke, 1983).  This evidence seems to support the view 
that babbling may be universal in the beginning, however it requires auditory feedback 
for continued development (Locke, 1983). 

A major function of babbling seems to be the acquisition of non-segmental 
features, such as, intonation contours with the segments of speech sounds (Anisfeld, 
1984).  The pitch and rhythmic qualities of the TL, acquired by 2 months (Rickard, 
undated) are also incorporated into the babbling activity as practice for meaningful 
communication.  These non-phonemic aspects of language are important in 
distinguishing the sound of one language from another (De Boysson-Bardies, et al., 
1984). 
 
Babbling Developmental Sequence of First Language Acquisition 
 
 For ease of discussion, the babbling stages have been categorized and described 
below, however it is important to remember that these stages are not easily isolated 
periods. It is difficult to pinpoint exactly when a child first enters a particular babbling 
stage, as there is carry-over of sounds, patterns and tendencies from the previous stage.  It 
takes practice to fully master new sounds and patterns, thus, in the beginning of a new 
babbling stage, it seems likely that new skills may be overlooked for a short time.   
 The babbling period is an amazing time in an infant’s life, a time of incredible 
quantity and diversity of sound (Jakobson, 1968).  An infant can articulate sounds “never 
found within a single language or even a group of languages – consonants of any place of 
articulation, palatalized and rounded consonants, sibilants, affricates, clicks, complex 
vowels, diphthongs, etc.” (Jakobson, 1968, p. 21).  According to phoneticians, “the child 
at the height of his babbling period is capable of producing all conceivable sounds” 
(Gregoire, 1933).  Babbling, an internally motivated endeavor, is often divided into 3 
stages (Oller, 1980): Stage 3 or marginal (early) babbling, Stage 4 or reduplicated 
babbling, and Stage 5 or variegated babbling (echolalia).   

Marginal babbling, as stated earlier, is defined as the bridge between cooing 
(mostly /o/ and /u/ sounds, with few consonantal sounds) and babbling (the /bɑbɑbɑ/ 
variety).  Marginal babbling contains many vowel-like sounds, with a few obstruents 
(/k/,/ɡ/,/t/,/d/,/p/,/b/) and nasals (/m/, /n/) interspersed (Lewis, 1999).  Marginal babbling, 
occurring from age 4-6 months, coincides with key muscular developments, such as 
rolling over, crawling and learning to sit upright.  This latter development is responsible 
for altering the position of the tongue in the mouth, an important requirement for the 
acquisition of speech (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1996). 

From the segmental cues uttered during the marginal babbling stage, it is difficult 
to discern the linguistic culture of the infant; the phonology is universal in this aspect.  
However, prosodic features, such as pitch and rhythm, as stated earlier, have reached 
native-like quality by this stage of development.  Marginal babblers are still able to 
discriminate sounds used in Klamath or Hebrew, even though the sounds may not be used 
in the TL (Rickard, undated).  This discriminatory ability, although challenged by 
continued exposure to the TL, remains intact throughout marginal babbling.   
 Reduplicated babbling, considered by many to be the beginning of “true” 
babbling, follows marginal babbling (Stark, 1980).  Reduplicated babbling takes place 
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from 31-50 weeks (6-10 months), and is the point at which canonical forms first appear 
(Stark, 1980).  Simple CV syllables are used where “each syllable is perceived as being 
similar to every other” (Stark, 1980, p. 74).  Reduplicated babbling sequences consist of 
repeated strings of same consonant-vowel patterns, such as /dɑdɑdɑ/ or /bɑbɑbɑ/, often 
uttered while holding an object (Hulit & Howard, 2002) or exploring his environment, 
and often while he is alone.   There appears to be a preference for voiced over unvoiced 
sounds (De Boysson-Bardies, et al., 1984).  In contrast to all developmental stages 
previously described, reduplicated babbling resembles adult speech in regards to timing 
elements (Stark, 1980).   
 During reduplicated babbling genuine imitation of sounds begins to occur 
(Anisfeld, 1984). Imitation trains the baby to listen carefully in order to improve 
“perceptual and motor skills” (Anisfeld, 1984, p. 229). The imitations occurring in 
reduplicated babbling are “clearly deliberate, differential, and systematic” (Anisfeld, 
1984, p. 228).  The baby is not able to produce delayed imitations, however, and the 
immediate imitations occur only with familiar sounds to the baby (Anisfeld, 1984).  It is 
at this point where infants pare down their inventory of language sounds, retaining 
characteristic phoneme sequences of the TL (Rickard, undated) and losing some 
unnecessary universal forms.  There are, however, instances where infants experiment 
with different, non-TL sound combinations, such as /pfs/, for interest, amusement or 
reactionary input from people (Piaget, 1951). By the end of reduplicated babbling, hence 
the beginning of variegated babbling, the infant begins to sound “native” in respect to 
segmental as well as non-segmental features.  

The last phase of babbling is variegated babbling, occurring from 10-14 months 
of age. Variegated babbling is characterized by the use of different sound combinations 
(i.e. /gɑbidɑbɑ/), as well as the use of V, VC, CV, and CVC syllable series (Stark, 1980).  
There is a noticeable lack of consonant clusters, similar to what occurs during the early 
stages of meaningful speech, most likely due to their difficulty in articulation (Anisfeld, 
1984).  During variegated babbling, the infant is able to express varying stress patterns 
and intonation contours (Stark, 1980), similar to what is found in adult TL speech.  Once 
again, another decrease in phoneme inventory occurs, and the baby clearly has a 
preference for those sounds of his NL.  This specialization occurs around 10 months of 
age and gives a clear native-like quality to the babbling (Karmiloff & Karmiloff-Smith, 
2001). 
 Overlapping the variegated babbling stage, developmental stage 6, as defined by 
Oller (1980), includes the proto-word and word stages.  The proto-word stage can begin 
as early as 10 months, making this particular age an extremely productive time, in terms 
of language acquisition.  Proto-words are “phonetically consistent forms” (Stark, 1980) 
used in grouping items or situations for later reference (Dore, 1976).  These are often 
very general in nature, for instance, using one proto-word to refer to all animals.  Later, 
when the child wishes to refer to specific things or situations, the word stage begins.  

Clearly, language acquisition is not a “one size fits all” proposition.  Different 
children master specific skills on an individual timetable.  Often, upon mastery of 
meaningful speech, it is the case that children will continue to babble to some extent, 
intermixing this speech with segments of meaningful speech. Babbling sandwiched 
between meaningful tidbits of speech can easily occur well into the second year of life 
(Anisfeld, 1984). 
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Stage 
Number 

Developmental 
Stage 

Age Emerging Characteristics 

4 Reduplicated 
Babbling 

6 to 10 
months 

Canonical forms, simple repeated chains 
/dɑdɑdɑ/, preference for voiced over unvoiced, 
NL timing, imitation of sounds, decrease in 
phoneme inventory 

• at 10 months, clear native sound 
5 Variegated 

Babbling 
10 to 14 
months 

Native sound to baby’s utterances, further 
decrease in phoneme inventory, different sound 
combinations /ɡɑbidɑbɑ/, V, VC, CV, CVC 
syllable series, stress and intonation variations 

6 Protoword 
Word Stage 

10 + 
months 

• Overlap with variegated babbling, use 
of protowords for generalized 
items/situations 

• Use of words for reference to specific 
objects  

Table 2: Babbling Emerging Characteristics 
 

Conclusion 
 

From the linguistic research, it is clear that sounding native is a complex process 
requiring more than simple acquisition of phonemes.  So, what does it mean to sound 
native?  Natural languages differ in regards to segmental and non-segmental aspects.  
These non-segmental components (i.e. pitch and intensity contours, timing, rhythm, etc) 
seem to play an early and crucial role in NL acquisition (De Boysson-Bardies, et al., 
1984) priming the infant’s articulatory apparatus for the job of learning a specific 
language.  Several fine tunings of these prosodic features, during the first year of life, 
enable the child to progressively sound more native-like. 

It appears that some prosodic features (i.e. pitch and rhythm) are more salient and 
easy for the infant, thus are assimilated into speech earlier than segmental aspects and 
other complex non-segmental features (i.e. intonation).  For an infant to really sound 
native, non-segmental plus segmental aspects of the TL must unite; when this occurs, 
distinguishing the linguistic culture is possible.  When either segmental or non-segmental 
features are absent from the utterances, determination of NL environment is difficult.  For 
instance, the prosodic information and evidence of vowel knowledge found in marginal 
babbling sequences are often not enough data from which to accurately determine 
linguistic community.  The abundance of non-TL phonemes with a lack of intonation 
contours may prohibit correct identification.    

When TL prosody and phonology finally join forces, accurate assessment of 
linguistic identity can occur.  Around 10 months of age, at the end of reduplicated 
babbling, the beginning of variegated babbling and (potentially) the protoword stages, the 
baby begins to sound native.  Non-segmental cues are influential at this point; the 
presence of weak-strong intensity contrasts in one study, for instance, of 10 month old’s 
babbling sequences assisted in their identification as Arabic (De Boysson- Bardies, et al., 
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1984). In contrast, when prosodic information is eliminated from samples, timing and 
relative stress cues are lost, and language affiliation is difficult to discern.  In one study, 
English-speaking infants were difficult to distinguish from Chinese-speaking infants 
when ends of utterances were spliced off of sample tapes (Olney & Scholnick, 1975).   

Previous research studies have had design flaws, including lack of trained 
phoneticians in IPA transcription, adult interference with babbling infants, and limited 
infant exposure to the linguistic community in question (Olney & Scholnick, 1975), 
which have affected outcomes.  Many of these problems have been addressed and 
corrected in later studies, however, further research is necessary to pinpoint more 
accurately when an infant internalizes subtle prosodic and segmental information from 
the NL.    

The newborn’s early ability to discriminate sounds is both a blessing and a curse, 
a double-edged sword.  This skill is first used to capture each sound, determine which 
“language file” to put it in, and to quietly store it for future reference.  This 
discriminatory ability enables the infant to learn, rather quickly and efficiently, how to 
distinguish the sounds and patterns in the NL. Through continual exposure to the TL, the 
infant becomes acoustically wedded to the properties of the TL (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 
2003).  Without this acoustic commitment to the TL, becoming native would not be 
possible.   

Several months after birth, this same discriminatory skill is still at work, however, 
now it is being used to secure TL phonemes, and capture and minimize non-TL 
phonemes.  The unwanted non-TL phonemes are sent away; perhaps down the line, in 
ninth grade foreign language class, they will reemerge.  Most likely, though, when they 
reappear, they will be tainted by the child’s long exposure to NL phonology, which will 
reduce his ability to discern “differences between speech sounds that do not differentiate 
between words in his NL” (Werker & Tees, 1984, p. 49). The infant’s phoneme base 
shrinks, his perception of sound changes; his personal phonology is never quite the same 
again. 
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Description of the Panel 
 

Multimodal Discourse Analysis: 
Analyzing Human Communication in its Complexity 

 

This panel hopes to accomplish the following three aims:  

1.  to contribute to the currently developing discussion of multimodal complexity in 

human interaction research within the field of linguistics;  

2.  to further our theoretical understanding of communicative modes that go hand-in-

hand with, compete with, or infringe upon the mode of spoken language as well as 

other modes in interaction; and 

3. to showcase what can be learned by studying interaction in its multimodal 

complexity. 

 

The panel consists of a 5-minute introduction by Sigrid Norris, three 20-minute long 

presentations by Sigrid Norris, Karolina Dembinska-Lemus, and Anthony J. Garcia, and 

a 25-minute long discussion with the conference attendees.  Sigrid Norris will start by 

given an introduction of the overall panel and then give her 20 minute presentation, 

delineating some theoretical notions of modes.  Following this theoretical paper, Karolina 

Dembinska-Lemus will present her recent work, illustrating what a multimodal discourse 

analysis can tell us about dominance in interaction.  As the third speaker, Anthony J. 

Garcia will then show how a multimodal discourse analysis can give insight into gender 

learning of a pre-adolescent boy.  After the three papers, the floor will be opened to the 

attendees and we are hoping for a lively conversation about the topics raised. 
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Description of the Presentation # 1 

Sigrid Norris 

Communication, Culture and Technology 

Georgetown University 

 

Multimodal Discourse Analysis:  

Some Theoretical Notions of Modes, Timing, and Pausing 

Modes of communication are systems of representation with rules and regularities 

attached to them (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2001).  Spoken language is the one mode that 

has received the most attention over the last 30 years.  Lately, however, at least in part 

due to recent technological advances, which allow for easy and affordable video data 

collection and computer storage, other modes are receiving more and more attention in 

the field of linguistics and other related fields of study.  While some discourse analysts  

are beginning to incorporate gesture or gaze into their study of interaction, and a few 

have done so for some time (as examples but by no means a complete list: Goodwin, 

1981, 1995, 1996, 2000; Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996; or Nevile, 2004), only few have 

moved away from given linguistic theories, in which the spoken language is usually 

viewed as the hierarchically most important mode (Norris, 2004).  In traditional linguistic 

theories, other modes are generally viewed as by-products, add-ons, or subordinated 

modes to the language being studied.  As I have discussed elsewhere (Norris, 2005), such 

hierarchical ordering is not a natural given, but hierarchies among modes may fluctuate 

from moment to moment in an interaction. 
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In this paper I elucidate the rhythm, timing, and pausing of layout, proxemics, posture, 

gesture, facial expression, gaze and spoken language within moments of interaction.  

Each of these communicative modes, when utilized by social actors, proceeds at different 

time intervals, and some are running on different time-scales altogether (Lemke, 2001; 

Scollon, 2005).   While we know much about the timing of spoken language, much less is 

known about the intervals of timing in gaze (Goodwin, 1981) or gesture (McNeill, 1992), 

and even less is known about the timings of facial expression, proxemics and posture, or 

the integration of layout. 

 

So far, timing in gaze or gesture have been primarily seen as positioned towards the 

timing of spoken language.  In this paper, however, I demonstrate how the multiple 

modes interact with one another in synchrony or competition in actions that social actors 

perform; how sometimes two or more embodied modes are synchronized, while 

simultaneously other embodied modes may be utilized by the social actor in an a-

synchronic fashion, and the mode of layout is utilized continuously throughout.  For this, 

I look at an interaction between a father and his two-year old son and an interaction of 

two female business partners in their office. 

 

When viewing the communicative modes as separate systems of representation without 

expected hierarchical positioning towards each other, we can then follow how in an 

interaction one mode’s change in rhythm has an impact on the rhythm of other modes, 

thereby structuring the interaction in certain ways.  This is first shown when the father is 

playing ball with his two-year old son.  Here, the father monitors and directs the child’s 
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gaze and hand-arm movement to co-ordinate rhythmically with his own, making sure that 

the child can in fact catch the ball within the environment of a kitchen.  Then, with the 

second example I demonstrate that adult participants in interaction also multimodally 

entrench themselves - or the other – rhythmically.  Such multidimensional and 

multimodal rhythm, where each mode with different timing and different pausing is 

utilized more or less simultaneously by the participants and then coordinated with the 

other, illustrates just how the multimodal complexity of communication is achieved in 

everyday life. 
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Description of the Presentation # 2 

Karolina Dembinska-Lemus 

Linguistics, Georgetown University 

 

Evidence of Conversation Dominance via Multimodal Discourse Analysis 

Topic introduction and maintenance are two ways in which a person can control an 

interaction.  According to my observations of Dee’s relationship with Chopper, the father 

of her one-month old daughter, Jael, over a 12 month period, Dee tends to present herself 

as the dominant personality.  In this paper I show how she maintains control of an 

interaction between her and Chopper by means of utilizing various communicative 

modes1, namely speech, gesture, head movement, gaze, and eyebrow flashing, in order to 

introduce and maintain topics of conversation.  In order to explain the interaction 

between Dee and Chopper from a meaningful perspective, I utilize the definitions of the 

Multimodal Interaction framework (Norris 2004).   

 

I analyze a representational one-minute videotaped interaction between Dee, who was 

born in El Salvador but has lived in the United States since age 6, and who is bilingual in 

Spanish and English, and Chopper, who is a native to the United States, with African-

American and Native-American heritage, and who is a monolingual English speaker.  

                                                 
1 A heuristic unit without clear boundaries that serves to communicate thoughts, feelings, and at times 
intentions (Norris 2004).  Speech is often seen as a primary communicative mode, though I show in this 
paper that it is not sufficient in explaining an interaction. 
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The interaction takes place during a scheduled “bonding time” between Chopper and 

Jael. 

 

There is a tendency in gesture studies to restrict what is seen as a communicative gesture 

and what is not (Kendon, 2004).  Gesture is seen as the primary alternative to speech in 

terms of communicative value.  This paper shows that such a definition of gesture would 

be insufficient in explaining how Dee controls the interaction.  I will show that hand-arm 

movements which, according to Kendon (2004), would not be considered gestures 

because they appear to lack intentionality, do have a communicative function, as do other 

movements of the body, such as head movements, and even the direction of gaze, 

including closing one’s eyes.  Since all of these are expressive, they need not be 

intentional in order to be communicative to others.  Thus, in this paper I shall use the 

term gesture to also refer to hand-arm movements that may in fact lack intentionality. 

 

As I show in this paper, Dee controls the interaction by introducing new topics and by 

halting Chopper’s attempt to skew the topic in a direction other than what she intended.  I 

show how visible modes, that are not defined as gesture by Kendon (2004) and others 

outside the Multimodal Interaction framework, nonetheless have communicative value, 

even when they are not intentional.  Visible actions that are not intended to be 

communicative in nature, in fact do provide information about the participant.  Kendon, 

drawing on Goffman, also states that people “cannot avoid providing information to one 

another about their intentions and involvements” (Kendon 2004: 7).  This concept of 

information given (what is done intentionally by a person, and what is perceived as 
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valuable communicatively by others), and information given-off (unintentional but 

nonetheless telling facts about a person’s state of mind) is a basic concept of the 

Multimodal Interaction framework (Norris 2004). 
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within Social Interaction 

This paper looks at Cody, a nine-year old boy and his interactions with surrounding adult 

males at a social family gathering.  For my analysis of Cody’s interactions I use Norris’ 

(2004) multimodal interaction framework.  The video data collected shows young Cody 

interacting explicitly with the older males in the audience in ways that appear to be 

associated with his present stage of social development and interaction context.  The 

embodied modes he employs go well beyond just spoken language.  Communicative 

modes, which are defined as a semiotic systems with rules and regularities (Kress and 

van Leeuwen, 2001), help identify how preadolescents search for and acquire social roles 

and identities within social interaction.  During the 20 minutes of video recorded, one can 

see through the analysis of a few modes how much information can be drawn from what 

Cody is expressing within this social interaction. 

 

A study by Egan and Perry (2001) proposes that five key components construct gender 

identity during one’s childhood: “membership knowledge”, “gender contentedness”, “felt 

pressure for gender conformity”, “intergroup bias”, and “gender typicality”.  Of these 

five components, Cody is at the age where “gender typicality” emerges through advances 
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in cognitive development, including improved social comparison skills (Carver, Yunger, 

& Perry, 2003).  The context of the social interaction facilitates Cody’s engagement with 

this component of gender identity construction. 

 

The context of a family gathering plays an important role in Cody’s learning from the 

adult males surrounding him.  Along with gender roles, Cody is learning about his 

presence in the community of his family.  The family gathering has characteristics of a 

“community of practice” according to Wenger (1998).  A “community of practice” has 

attributes of mutual engagement, a joint enterprise, and a shared repertoire; which foster 

learning and create a “form of belonging” through participation (Wenger, 1998).   

 

The modes of spoken language, posture, proxemics, gesture, head movement, layout, and 

gaze are utilized by Cody several times within the twenty minutes of data collected.  

Inside this “community of practice”, Cody is in the process of finding his place as a male 

in the family, and to gain an identity which is defined during the course of engagement 

(Wenger, 1998).  He achieves this through modal density and modal complexity, which 

are defined as ”the interplay of numerous communicative modes that make the 

construction of a higher-level action possible.” (Norris, 2004:87)  In this paper, I touch 

upon the modes of spoken language, gestures, proxemics, and layout to show how Cody 

acquires a perceived male role from the social interaction. 

 

“Joint enterprise”, actively watching and reacting to the Super Bowl on TV, gives rise to 

mutual accountability among those involved including how to conduct oneself properly. 
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(Wenger, 1998)  Mutual accountability suggests that these relations include, “what 

matters and what does not, what is important and why it is important” (Wenger, 1998).  

Within a joint enterprise for communities of practice, similar responses are created 

through communally negotiated experiences.  It is through such interaction that Cody is 

learning the use of communicative modes to construct his gender identity as evidenced by 

his participation. 
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An Experiential “Hands On” Approach to Teaching the Introduction to Theatre Course  

 
Traditionally, Introduction to Theatre is presented to the students in a lecture format. 
 This report will reveal how an active learning approach can be used even in large classes 
and how active learning captivates, motivates, and empowers the students by bridging the 
gap between what most students consider entertainment (reality television and video 
games) and the live theatre experience.  Typically, one of the goals of Introduction to 
Theatre is to assist the students in acquiring an appreciation of live theatre.  This is a 
somewhat daunting task for the instructor especially since their students may be enrolled 
in the class because, “This was the only fine arts general elective that was open when I 
enrolled and I need this class to graduate.”  
 
As a part time lecturer, I first taught Theatre Appreciation at Rio Hondo Community 
College as a part time lecturer.  Characteristically, part time lecturers or newly appointed 
Assistant Professors are assigned the Introduction to Theatre/ Theatre Appreciation class. 
 The material to be covered includes a brief theatre history, design elements, acting and 



directing responsibilities.  Most of these classes also require that the students read plays 
and write critiques after attending the school’s productions.  
 
Since these classes usually have large enrollments, it occurred to me that a successful 
course could have a substantial effect on theatre attendance, both on campus and in the 
community.  If the student does develop a genuine “appreciation and understanding of the 
theatrical experience” as the catalogue description suggests, (University of Central 
Oklahoma Course Catalogue Fall 2004) then, not only will the campus theatre’s seats be 
filled, but there will be subsequent interest and enthusiasm for theatre off-campus.  
 
Future graduates who have a positive experience in Introduction to Theatre may not 
become theatre aficionados, but they may develop a keener interest in cultural heritage, 
global diversity, and creative expression.  That in itself is an honorable goal for a 
required general elective fine arts class, but the potential of growth and development for 
the current student enrolled in a Introduction to Theatre class can be exponential because 
of the intrinsic nature of the in class-performance.  Mostly, the students enrolled in 
Introduction to Theatre are science, math, or business majors.  If this class is taught using 
an experiential or “hands-on” approach, these students will be given the opportunity to 
develop interpersonal skills, learn how to work as a team, how to utilize their 
imaginations and how to effectively solve problems, they will further become more 
effective leaders by learning how to give and receive constructive criticism.  All of these 
skills may, of course, be applied in their chosen majors.  
 
 
“Hands-on” learning has proven to be an effective teaching method:  
 
        John Dewey “emphasized the same ideas about learning through activity and child-
centered instruction advocated during the eighteenth and nineteenth century by Pestalozzi 
and Froebel….The most representative feature of Dewey’s philosophy of education was 
his recommendation of the project method of learning described by various followers as a 
purposive, problem-solving activity carried on in its natural setting.”  (Smith, 1979, 
p.187)  
 
        “In more recent times, almost all the major science curriculum developments of         
the 1960s and early 1970’s promoted hands-on practical work as an enjoyable and 
effective form of learning.” (Hodson, 1990)    
 
        “Since the curricula innovations of the 1960s, the emphasis in laboratory activities 
has been providing students with hands-on experiences.”  (Tobin, 1990, p.407)  
 
        “Pestalozzi extended Enlightenment ideas into education by having students learn 
from experiences rather than from the authority of the textbook and the teacher.” 
 (Elkind, 1987)  
 
        “After the experts in getting knowledge discovered that it was unsafe to trust the 
authority of any man’s opinion without testing it by its accordance with facts in nature, 



the experts in education also began to advocate teaching by direct study of things and 
experimental verification of opinions.”  (Rillero, 1993)    
 
        “Hands-on learning is an important aspect of the current constructivists 
epistemologies that suggest that people construct their own understanding of the world.” 
 (Loucks-Horsley, et al.1990, p. 48)  
 
The following portion of this report includes detailed examples of “hands-on” 
assignments.  It also reveals how the projects empower the students and help them to 
achieve the following learning objectives and goals stated in the college catalogue:  
 
Learning Objectives:  
 
        *To understand theatre as a participatory experience and to better appreciate the 
contributions of those who create the production.  
 
        *To acquire a basic knowledge of playwriting, directing, performing, and designing 
in the contemporary theatre.  
 
*To make the student become a knowledgeable and sensitive audience member and 
reader, one who is able to enjoy and critique texts and performances through a basis of 
understanding and empathy.  
 
        *To give the student a basic vocabulary that will allow him/her to discuss theatre in 
a knowledgeable way.  
 
        *The student will be able to successfully reduce and manage apprehension about 
 communicating in public context.  
 
        *The student will gain a working knowledge of how to effectively present 
him/herself.  
   
The catalogue description for Introduction to Theatre states the course is designed to 
introduce the student to a brief history of theatre and the functions of the playwright, 
actor, director, producer, critic and technical theatre designers. A look at contemporary 
theatre in America. The course will help develop an appreciation and understanding of 
the theatrical experience. Credit Hours 3.000 (University of Central Oklahoma Course 
Catalogue Fall 2004)  
 
During the first half of the semester, I cover a brief history of theatre that culminates with 
a mid-term examination which includes essay, fill in the blank, and multiple choice 
questions.  During the second half of the class, I examine the roles of the actor, the design 
team, and the director.  Even when covering the history portion of the class, one of the 
main differences in my approach is that I break the class into small groups several times 
during the semester.  While the students are in these small groups, they create short 
presentations, the purpose of which is to assist the students fully processing and 



remembering the historical information.  For example, I first lecture on a specific area 
such as the Elizabethan Theatre.  Then I provide the students with typed notes on the 
subject.  Afterwards, I break them into groups of 10 to 12.  This size of group helps to 
minimize public speaking apprehension.  I always stress to the class that if a person has 
extreme public speaking anxiety, he/she does not have to get up in front of the class. 
 There are other important ways in which they may contribute, such as serving as a 
conceptual advisor or a stage director.  But I also emphasize that they will benefit from 
getting up in front of the class at sometime during the semester.  
 
Each group is given approximately four bits of information and is instructed to present 
those to the rest of the class in the most interesting theatrical style they can come up with. 
 The students are encouraged to keep their presentations to between 5 to 7 minutes in 
length.  The lesson plan for one class period (9:30 a.m.-10:45a.m.) might look like this:  
 
9:30-9:35 Role Call  
9:35-10:00 Lecture  
10:00-10:25 Hand out notes, divide students into groups, students devise their 
performance oriented “lectures”  
10:25-10:45 Students perform their presentations  
 
Depending on the number of groups in the class, some of the presentations may spill over 
into be the following class period.  After all of the presentations are completed, I have 
found that having a brief class discussion about their experience makes this project even 
more rewarding.  During these sessions, I model constructive criticism and encourage the 
students to be supportive of their peers.      
 
The students tend to use performance formats with which they are most familiar-- for 
example, a popular reality television series such as American Idol.  In most cases, 
students remember the bases of Elizabethan Theatre after hearing their friends sing or 
after singing the major facts themselves.  Even though the students typically base their 
theatrical presentations on television reality series and movies, they “perform” them in 
class and these presentations become live theatre.  Thus, the students are given several in-
class opportunities to achieve the class objectives and the perceived gap between 
“familiar entertainment” and live theatre is bridged.  
 
As a result of these experiences, live theatre becomes a viable alternative to television 
and movies.  These “performances” can even help them in their chosen vocations. 
 Because these group exercises are done in front of their peers, students learn valuable 
skills for job interviews.  Many of today’s companies take into consideration a persons 
ability to be a “team-player,” so learning how to work in small groups is advantageous to 
these future graduates.  
 
The Final Group Project is the other major assignment used in the class.  It explores 
acting, directing, and production; and through it the student achieves the other learning 
objectives of the course--acquiring a basic knowledge of playwriting, directing, 
performing, designing and contemporary theatre both in America and elsewhere.  The 



student becomes a knowledgeable and sensitive reader and audience member, one who is 
able to enjoy and critique texts and performances from a basis of understanding and 
empathy, and who has a basic vocabulary that allows him/her to discuss theatre 
intelligently and critically.  
 
The Final Group Project requirements are to write a short play (running time 5-10 
minutes) in the style of a selected period or genre such as Medieval, Symbolist, Musical 
Theatre etc.  Then each group performs their final in class.  Each group is responsible for 
selecting the type of theatre it would like to produce.  The groups may chose one that we 
have talked about in class or one that they have an interest in.  The students are graded on 
their ability to incorporate all of the theatrical conventions such as the costumes, make-
up, or special effects that reflect the style and culture of the period or genre they are 
recreating.  
 
Here is an example of a rubric for this Final Group Project:  
 
1. Script (5 points)  
2. Program (5 points)  
3. Props (5 points)  
4. Costumes (5 points)  
5. Make-up (5 points)  
6. Music (5 points)  
7. Lights/power point/video (5 points)  
8. Lines memorized (5 points)  
9. Two page paper on the period/genre, three reference materials are required (10 points)  
 
 
Total (50 Points)  
 
* The rubric could be adjusted to suit the points needed in any syllabus.  
 
In preparation for this final project I do workshops/lectures on acting, directing, design, 
and marketing.  Most Introduction to Theatre texts provide ample information in these 
areas, but I have found it useful to invite guest lecturers who specialize in each of the 
fields.  This information is presented after the mid-term the students are left two and a 
half weeks of class time to work on their projects.  This is necessary because it is usually 
difficult for all of the students in a group to find a common meeting time outside of class. 
 I also allow the students to spend a couple of the class periods doing library research.    
 
This project may seem advanced for a class composed of non-theatre majors, but it can be 
done as simply or elaborately as the student’s desire.  Costumes, make-up, and props can 
be brought from homes or dormitories or constructed of boxes and scraps of material 
pinned together.  Back drops can be effectively created on a computer and projected onto 
the back wall (provided the space is appropriately equipped.)  Students generally have 
large music collections that can be used to enhance the productions.  
 



As mentioned earlier, these projects help students to achieve the learning objectives of 
the course; but they also teach the value of teamwork and encourage creativity.  Most 
importantly, they make learning fun and memorable.  Students tend to remember course 
material more readily if the learning experience was enjoyable.  I have found that these 
group projects encourage students to take ownership of the educational experience while 
increasing the desire to continue independent research leading to critical thinking and self 
discovery.  The old adage also applies “If you want to learn it, teach it”  
 
The following portion of this report gives examples of some student works including 
student comments, programs, pictures, and a DVD of some of the students’ Final Group 
Projects.  
 
Anonymous Student Comments from Evaluations:  
 
        Daisy keeps it exciting.  I enjoyed incorporating acting out the class notes.  
 
        I loved how we got to act out plays for the class, and it was just a fun class, and         
very interesting.    
 
        She let us use our imaginations.  
 
         I enjoyed interacting with other students in the class and liked the environment.  
 
        The plays we put on at the end of the semester were so much fun.  
 
        I enjoyed this course much more than I expected.  I liked the involvement of the 
whole class, and the various ways she presented the material.  She made the material 
interesting and fun.  I feel this class made me more of a well-rounded student, and I 
appreciate her efforts to keep the class involved.  
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IN PURSUIT OF A SON:  WHAT MADE 
HENRY RUN? 

 
 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
It’s been the stuff of movies1, novels, as well as historical enquiry 
almost from the time it occurred during the 16th century.  Henry VIII, 
1491-1547, the handsome charismatic king of England married 6 
times, beheaded two wives, was widowed once, annulled one marriage 
and died married, with children, and worried about the British 
succession.   
 
Most biographies2 of Henry VIII largely tell the same story: Henry VIII 
appeared to be fairly happily, if not monogamously, married until the 
mid-1520s.  He desired Anne Boleyn.  Anne refused him because he 
was married.  Henry attempted to divorce his queen, Catherine of 
Aragon.  Catherine refused, appealing to the Pope Clement VII and her 
nephew, Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor for help. 
 
Anne relented, bedded Henry and fairly quickly became pregnant.  
Henry renounced the Roman Catholic Church, sanctioned the Anglican 
Church, in order to divorce Catherine and marry Anne.   
 
Few women have ever been pursued so ardently.  England’s religion 
changed because Henry wanted Anne.  Myth has it that Anne Boleyn 
bewitched Henry VIII, drove him crazy3.   
 
But Anne didn’t produce a son, and this proved her undoing.  A 
succession of four more marriages followed Anne Boleyn’s beheading. 
 
Henry’s life story did not have a ‘they lived happily ever after’ ending, 
even with his last marriage to Catherine Parr.  Bluff King Hal on his 
deathbed had reason to worry.   
 

                                                 
1 Charles Lawton, Keith Mitchell and Richard Burton are among the actors who played Henry VIII. 
2 eg. Carolly Erickson, Great Harry: the Extravagant Life of Henry VIII, ; J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII; 
Lacey Baldwin Smith, Henry VIII. 
3 Karen Lindsey and Philippa Gregory note that Henry VIII agreed with Anne’s beliefs in reform; others 
that he wished an alliance with France. 
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His son, Edward VI, was a sickly youth.  It was known at court he 
would not “make old bones.”  Edward VI died at 15, most likely of 
tuberculosis.  Mary Tudor, who later became known as “Bloody Mary,” 
brought the inquisition and the auto de fe to England.  Elizabeth, her 
successor, reigned successfully but never married.  The Tudor crown 
passed to the Stuarts. Civil war followed. 
 
Henry’s actions vis a vis a search for an heir defy logic.  He could have 
betrothed Mary Tudor to either a foreign prince, requiring that prince 
to live in England and be content with the Crown Matrimonial or even 
married Mary at age 11 or 12 to said prince, or a powerful Englishman, 
and the Tudor succession would have been saved. 
 
Instead, in his quest for a son, Henry severed ties with the Catholic 
Church, sparked the creation of the Anglican Church, and weakened 
the English aristocracy.  Life in England, as a result, became chaotic.  
Henry didn’t rule England after 1533, but rather was the tool of one or 
another faction, manipulated by various factions of the English 
aristocracy. 
 
The Tudor and Stuart dynasties have vanished into the historical 
mists.  Today’s Royals are fodder for People magazine and numerous 
‘tell all’ books and articles. Prince Charles and Princess Camille may 
espouse good causes and patronize charities, but the Royals preside 
over ground breaking ceremonies and ship launches, rather than ruling 
an empire. 
 
Today, Great Britain nominally is a constitutional monarchy, but in 
reality it’s a parliamentary democracy. And Henry VIII’s marriages just 
don’t seem that important in a world struggling with globalization and 
terrorism. 
 
Not so fast!  Why was Henry so preoccupied about an heir?  What 
caused a generous Renaissance King, one honored as the “Defender of 
the Faith” to become so feared that he was reviled late in his reign?  
What caused Henry VIII to go crazy in pursuit of a son? 
This isn’t merely good screenplay material.  Henry’s actions had far-
reaching consequences. 
 
Henry’s actions sowed the seeds for the English Civil War, revolution, 
and the “Glorious Revolution” of the 17th century; the American 
Revolution in the 18th century. 
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What do Henry’s actions tell us about the make up of a ruler 
possessed? 
 
Those are questions worth pursuing. 
 
________________________________________________________ 
 
 
It’s time to view Henry’s reign and actions as stemming from 
something other than passion, religious conviction, diplomacy or 
paranoia.   
 
Love and passion didn’t motivate Henry: Fear pushed Henry to divorce 
Catherine of Aragon, and marry Anne Boleyn, Jane Seymour, Anne of 
Cleves, Catherine Howard and Catherine Parr.   
 
This essay examines Henry’s reign and actions from the biological 
point of view.  It’s highly likely that Henry VIII suffered from a 
condition still so much with us today that it has reached epidemic 
proportions.   
 
Bluff King Hal battled with type 2 diabetes mellitus, and English history 
took dramatic turns for want of a few good insulin-producing beta 
cells. 
 
 
THE EVIDENCE: 
 
 
The state of Henry’s health has been examined before.  Frederick 
Cartwright, Disease and History4, noted some historians believed 
Henry suffered from syphilis.  This might have been plausible in the 
19th and 20th century, but not in the 16th. 
 
Syphilis came to Europe from the Americas as an unwanted product of 
the Columbian exchange, the 16th century version far more virulent 
than the lingering malady of the 19th or 20th century with which 
Vladimir Lenin5 contended.   
 
                                                 
4 Frederick Cartwright, Disease and History, New York: Dorset Press, 1991. 
5 A 2004 study at the University of Tel Aviv concluded Lenin suffered from Syphilis for many years before 
he died.  The syphilis might account for his periods of creativity interspersed with instability. 
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Known as the “Great Pox,” 16th century syphilis first disfigured its 
victims, than quickly killed them.   Henry died at age 56.  If he had 
contracted the Great Pox in his teens or twenties it’s highly unlikely he 
would have lived an additional 30 years to die at 56, a ripe old age in 
the 16th century.  Nor do any of his portraits, even those revealing an 
aging King; suggest the ravages of the Great Pox.   
 
A second consideration:  the medieval belief that a monarch must not 
have any disfiguring characteristics still held sway in the 16th century.  
Had Henry been disfigured would not his sisters Margaret or Mary 
assert their claims to the throne?  Would not the Duke of Norfolk or 
the Suffolk’s taken advantage of the situation and attempted to seize 
the throne?  The Suffolk’s did just that when they placed Lady Jane 
Grey on the throne in 1553, in their attempt to depose Mary Tudor. 
 
Rather the physical evidence points to diabetes.  But wasn’t diabetes 
prior to the discovery of insulin or oral agents fatal, killing its victims 
as quickly as 16th century syphilis? 
 
It’s a misconception that diabetes was fatal shortly after onset until 
the discovery of insulin in 1922.  The disease affects each of its victims 
differently.  Even before Frederick Banting and Charles Best discovered 
insulin some people with diabetes lived for years after its onset.   
 
For example, Grigory Rasputin lived well with diabetes, until members 
of the Russian nobility assassinated him; Giacomo Puccini was 
diagnosed with diabetes in 1903 and survived until he died of an 
overdose of radium from an X-ray in 1924.  My great grandfather died 
at age 88 of a stroke in 1927, having lived with diabetes for over 30 
years. 
 
Further, studies done at the Joslin Center for Diabetes point out 
exercise brings down blood sugar, even when insulin is in short supply.   
 
Henry VIII led an active life, only becoming grossly overweight in the 
last 10-12 years of his life.  It’s quite likely Henry’s exercise regime 
helped keep the blood sugar somewhat in check until the onset in the 
late 1520s. 
 
Henry’s lifestyle further suggests he was a candidate for diabetes.  
Carolly Erickson, in Great Harry: the Extravagant Life of Henry VIII, 
noted Henry loved sweets, especially sugar.  Castles made out of 
sugar graced the Royal banquets in the late 1520s.  Most likely after 
admiring those sugary towers and turrets, both king and court chowed 
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down on the drawbridge and the keep, as well as the towers and 
turrets. 
 
Henry’s favorite dish was a concoction called Malmsey, the favored 
bedtime snack.  It was a simple dish: whole milk, crushed biscuits 
mashed with sugar, a forerunner of shredded wheat.   
 
While measuring precise exchange rates and carbohydrate counts for 
food popular 475 years ago is difficult, it’s possible to estimate food 
value.  Malmsey had roughly 141 carbohydrates or 9.4 starch 
exchanges.  In short, it had the sucrose content of liquids used to 
bring patients in insulin shock out of comas. 
 
Malmsey was the bedtime snack.  Henry ate this after the royal 
banquet, after wine and probably part of those sugar castles for 
dessert.  While a sweet tooth isn’t a cause per se of diabetes, Henry’s 
eating habits would have stressed his insulin producing cells.  
 
Henry’s symptoms also fit the pattern for diabetes.  In 1536 Henry fell 
off his horse in a jousting accident.  While there were no broken bones 
he incurred a wound on his leg that would not heal. 
 
Leg ulcers and slow healing wounds are symptomatic of uncontrolled 
diabetes.  Sugar-laden blood circulates slowly, making it difficult for 
wounds to heal. 
 
King Henry complained repeatedly about his leg.  In the television 
series The Six Wives of Henry VIII, Catherine Howard captures Henry’s 
attention by offering him cures for that still ulcerous leg wound.  But 
the wound that wouldn’t heal turned out to be the least of Henry’s 
problems.   
 
Uncontrolled diabetes often results in male impotence.  Slow blood 
circulation makes it difficult to maintain an erection.   
 
There’s plenty of evidence to suggest that the king who fathered at 
least eight children in the 1520s was incapable of fathering any 
children by the mid 1530s. 
 
According to historian Retha Warnicke6, King Henry suffered from 
impotence.  He had difficulty making love to Anne Boleyn later in their 

                                                 
6 Retha Warnicke, The Marrying of Anne of Cleves, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999; The 
Rise and Fall of Anne Boleyn, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991. 
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marriage, and the King could not consummate his marriage with Anne 
of Cleves.  Hence, that marriage was annulled, and Anne became 
known as “Our Dear Sister.” 
 
In the David Starkey’s, Six Wives of Henry VIII and Karen Lindsey’s, 
Divorced, Beheaded Survived7, a feminist interpretation of Henry VIII’s 
marriages, Henry could not consummate his marriage to Anne of 
Cleves successor, Catherine Howard either, despite her youth and 
great beauty.   
 
Professor-turned-historical-novelist Philippa Gregory and Professor 
Warnicke believed Queen Anne Boleyn’s brother George, as well as 
Queen Anne’s coterie were homosexual.  Gregory in her retelling of the 
Boleyn saga, The Other Boleyn Girl8, suggests that Henry could not 
sire a child, and that Anne, in desperation, became pregnant by her 
brother—possibly twice.   
 
One of the treason charges brought against Anne Boleyn was that she 
and her brother George Boleyn were lovers.  This charge probably 
gained credibility because Cromwell and his circle found it questionable 
that Henry could have impregnated Anne after 1533.  The king had 
already started to gain weight, and after the wound walked with a 
limp.  He was no longer the poster boy for virility, and Tudor palaces 
didn’t provide a lot of privacy. 
 
Further, Brother Mendel and the study of genetics were 230 years in 
the future.  Most Europeans believed that that blood lines only 
remained pure if one married someone with an equal rank.  M. Denise 
Garfield’s painstaking research on royal family trees reveals huge 
amounts of intermarriage.  While there were proscriptions against 
marrying someone that lived in the same house or related within 3 
degrees, these were observed in the breach.  Anne Boleyn no doubt 
knew that Pharaohs were brother and sister.  It’s entirely possible that 
Anne and her brother George did conceive a child in the hope of 
producing a male heir.9  They believed Henry would be so 
embarrassed to reveal he had been cuckolded that he’d accept the 
child as his own. 
 
Diabetic-induced impotence most likely also contributed to Henry’s 
deteriorating behavior. 

                                                 
7 Starkey, The Six Wives of Henry VIII, London: Chatto and Windus, 2003; Karen Lindsey, Divorced, 
Beheaded, Survived, New York: De Capo Press, 1999. 
8 Warnicke and Gregory both give this possibility credence.  
9Cf. Philippa Gregory, The Other Boleyn Girl. 
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A king is expected above all else to produce a stable line of succession.  
Only one of Henry’s legitimate six children, Mary survived.  Given the 
struggle during the War of the Roses and the rising anti-feminist 
feeling engendered European-wide during the Protestant Reformations, 
Henry feared a female ruler would never be secure on the English 
throne. 
 
By 1527, the year Henry asked Catherine of Aragon for a divorce, 
Catherine had passed her child-bearing years.  The winter of 1527 was 
cold, and cold weather is known to trigger diabetes onset. 
 
I’m not the first to raise questions over Henry’s judgment.  J.J. 
Scarisbrick, in his biography of Henry VIII, notes that Henry imperiled 
the throne by marrying Anne Boleyn.  Had Henry, Scarisbrick asserted, 
died shortly after Elizabeth’s birth there would have been a dynastic 
struggle between Elizabeth and her stepsister Mary Tudor.  Aunts Mary 
and Margaret Tudor probably would have also entered the fray, 
enabling future history students to study the “War of the Roses, the 
Sequel.”   
 
Scarisbrick conjectured over Henry’s actions.  But was it conjecture?  
King Henry in 1533 had aged.  Was Henry sick?  Was diabetes taking a 
toll?  Were Cromwell and Norfolk also worried about the state of 
Henry’s health?  Were the oaths demanded by Henry simply demanded 
to protect the infant queen, or to protect the throne in the case of 
Henry’s immediate demise? 
 
As mentioned, Henry VIII in 1533-35 was not the handsome young 
sovereign that mounted the throne in 1509.  The sovereign that 
bounced Elizabeth in his arms had aged, and was capable of great 
cruelty.   
 
A few examples: After refusing to Henry a divorce, Catherine of 
Aragon was confined in a castle with poor drainage, forcibly separated 
from her daughter Mary.  Sir Thomas More and Sir John Fisher died for 
their loyalty to the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
These acts, unfathomable in 1515, become understandable if diabetes 
is factored into Henry’s saga.  
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THE DIABETES PROGRESSION: 
 
 
Let’s return to the Henrician saga but relate it in medical terms.  By 
the mid-1520s Henry was in his mid-thirties; Queen Catherine in her 
early 40s.  The couple had one living child, a daughter.  Henry had two 
out-of-wedlock sons, but they weren’t in line for the throne.  Further, 
there were relatives with claims on the throne who wouldn’t hesitate if 
they sensed a weakness in the king. 
 
By the mid-1520s Henry began to understand that his biological clock 
was ticking, and that his family’s claim to the succession was not cut in 
stone.  The king needed a son. 
 
Fidelity wasn’t one of Henry’s strongest virtues.  But Catherine turned 
a blind eye to the king’s infidelities.  Why worry?  Their marriage of 
close to 18 years had already survived the king’s dalliances.  Cardinal 
Thomas Woolsey ran the day-to-day affairs of court, and things 
seemed peaceful; no need to worry. 
 
Then Henry fell in love/passion with Anne Boleyn, and Anne refused to 
be the second Boleyn mistress to the king.  She would bed Henry only 
upon becoming queen of England. 
 
Anne’s refusal actually opened a whole new realm of possibilities for 
Henry.  If Anne became queen, Henry could father more children, 
ensuring the Tudor succession.  Anne became the key to the Tudor 
plan for a stable future.  She was indispensable.   England’s future, a 
Tudor line, depended on her.  At least Henry thought so. 
 
It was cold in London during the winter of 1527, the kind of stressful 
weather that often presaged diabetic onset.  Henry probably felt his 
first symptoms, hungers, bloating, tiredness, and anger.  He 
demanded a divorce from Catherine, but the queen refused. 
 
The Henry of 1510-1516 would have looked at several alternatives: 
betrothing or marrying Mary; placing Mary Boleyn’s children in the line 
of succession.  Some10 have said Henry did consider betrothing Mary 
to her half brother, the Duke of Kent.  But Henry concentrated almost 
all his energy on obtaining the divorce, rather than the alternatives. 

                                                 
10 I studied Tudor history with William Trimble.  During his seminars this suggestion was made.  
According to Denise Garfield it was not unusual for royal half brothers and sisters to marry. 
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Sometimes the hungers and sugar swings of diabetes force the person 
with diabetes to focus, almost manically, on one goal.  Complex 
thinking becomes impossible, especially since the hungers and the 
hormone swings associated with diabetes can often result in blinding 
anger. 
 
Henry’s actions from 1527-1533, show him to be attempting to reason 
and live with the hunger and anger related to the onset of diabetes.  
Henry ignored alternatives, concentrating instead on pressing for a 
divorce from Catherine.  The king became increasingly angry and 
frustrated at the slow divorce process.  Someone had to pay for the 
endless delays. 
 
Cardinal Thomas Woolsey was Henry’s first casualty.  For failing to 
obtain a divorce from Pope Clement VII, Henry arrested Woolsey for 
treason, and the Cardinal under heavy guard was proceeding to 
London for trial when he died.  Cardinal Woolsey’s last words still 
resonate, “If I had served my God as I served my king I would not be 
in this place now.” 
 
Anger alone doesn’t account for Henry’s push for a quick divorce.  The 
king probably knew that his ability to consummate a marriage had 
already begun to wane.  The marriage must take place quickly if Henry 
was to be able to carry out his plan for an unbreakable succession.   
 
No doubt about it.  King Henry was stressed.  That led to more anger, 
more hunger, higher blood sugars and less virility.  One of the first 
things any endocrinologist impresses on his/her diabetic patients is to 
keep the stress down.  Henry was incapable of doing this, and his 
diabetes blood sugars must have flown off the charts. 
 
Anne Boleyn may well also have understood that Henry VIII struggled 
with impotence.  Hence her decision to have intercourse with Henry 
before the divorce was final.  It was a case of striking when the iron 
was hot.  Anne realized her survival depended not as much on Henry’s 
love as her ability to produce a son.  She relented and had relations 
with the king because Anne full well understood such relations might 
not be possible in the future. 
 
Anne became pregnant, delivering a girl.  Henry’s diabetes was not 
improving.  The king was rapidly becoming less and less able to have 
intercourse.  Anne turned to her brother George in a futile attempt to 
save herself.  Both she and Henry became increasingly short tempered 
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with each other.  Henry’s fall and Anne’s last miscarriage turned their 
situation into a powder keg.  Whatever love they felt collapsed under 
the pressures brought on by the diabetes.  Anne Boleyn was convicted 
of high treason and beheaded in 1536. 
 
Henry turned to Jane Seymour, a diffident woman whose gentle mien 
probably put Henry more at ease, becoming the perfect vessel.  Her 
gentleness made it easier for Henry to relax and consummate their 
marriage.  Seymour seemed the perfect woman to ensure the 
succession.   
 
The plan almost worked.  Seymour became pregnant and delivered a 
son.  But nature again intervened.  Sixteenth century royal birth 
procedures required the queen to retire to a dark birth chamber, and 
remain in bed for six weeks prior to the birth.  That would have 
weakened anyone.  Further, doctors and midwives rarely washed their 
hands while delivering babies and some historians believe that Jane’s 
son Edward VI was delivered by caesarian section.  Jane Seymour died 
12 days after giving birth. 
 
It also became apparent that Edward wasn’t a healthy baby.  A 
younger brother was needed to ensure the succession.  Henry would 
marry three more times in a quest for that second son. 
 
But by Jane’s death it was too late.  Henry was impotent.  Further the 
man had grown grossly fat.  Most likely, the king was burning fat for 
energy, excreting ketones in the process. 
 
Henry married Anne of Cleves but was unable to consummate the 
marriage.  Anne was smart enough to grant an annulment, receive a 
comfortable castle and the title, “Our Dear Sister.”  She lived into 
Edward VI’s reign.  Henry married Catherine Howard, in part, because 
she was beautiful.  But by that time consummating the marriage was 
out of the question.  Catherine attempted to get pregnant, as had 
Anne Boleyn by her brother George.  That failed; Catherine was 
charged with treason and beheaded. 
 
Henry appeared to have married his last wife, Catherine Parr to repair 
the damage his subsequent marriages had done to his family.  
Catherine was to be the kindly mother figure needed by his children. 
 
Bluff King Hal also knew his days were numbered.  The width of his 
armor suggested the king weighed close to 300 pounds.  If the 
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children could at last have a stable home, then the succession might 
be assured.  Catherine Parr was “Plan B.” 
 
But “Plan B” was too little too late.  Henry’s poor blood circulation 
meant his legs could barely support him, and his wound had grown.  
His heart finally collapsed under the strain, and he died of 
complications from diabetes in 1547. 
 
Henry VIII might have been the king of England, but diabetes shaped 
Henry’s policy.  In truth Henry Tudor ruled England, but diabetes ruled 
the Henry Tudor. 
 
Henry’s struggle with diabetes affected his children.  Sickly Edward 
died of Tuberculosis at 15.  His reign was marked by plots and 
attempted coups.  The Lord Protector, the Duke of Northumberland 
and his followers even managed to keep Edward alive in an arsenic 
coma for six weeks in the hopes of securing a protestant succession.  
After that last 6 weeks of life, Edward VI probably welcomed the angel 
of death as the great liberator. 
 
Mary Tudor was 37 years old when she ascended the throne.  Like 
Henry she moved to assure an heir by marrying Philip II of Spain, 
simultaneously endeavoring to cleanse England of the sins of 
Protestantism. 
 
But like father, like daughter.  Mary was so focused on producing an 
heir that she went through two psychosomatic pregnancies.  She, too, 
became so focused on assuring the succession that she became 
fanatical in matters of faith.  By 1555 the English people had a bellyful 
of the Inquisition, and more than enough of Mary.  An interesting 
question: was Mary also exhibiting symptoms of uncontrolled 
diabetes? 
 
Elizabeth ascended the throne in 1559.  She ruled long and brilliantly, 
but failed in one crucial area.  Elizabeth never could bring herself to 
marry, and consequently left no heir.   
 
That’s understandable: her father murdered her mother.  Further, 
Elizabeth had been close friends with Catherine Howard.  She 
witnessed Catherine being dragged screaming across the castle 
gallery, arrested for treason.  Marriage never appeared safe to 
Elizabeth.  No man, even the Earl of Leicester, could overcome her 
traumatic childhood.  
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Nor could “Good Queen Bess” name an heir.  Even when she was 
dying, Elizabeth stood for three days clinging to her bedpost, refusing 
to name an heir.  Only after sinking exhausted into her deathbed did 
“Good Queen Bess” made a sign when her ministers asked her if 
James VI of Scotland was to succeed her. 
 
…AND THE SIGNIFICANCE? 
 
Interpreting King Henry VIII’s reign as a response to diabetes sheds 
light on what occurs when disease becomes the driving force behind 
the throne or government. 
 
Most of the English accepted Henry’s actions.  But many silently 
deplored the changes to their lives and to the English church.  This 
attitude that developed during Henry’s reign underlies the type of 
concernedness necessary to sustain democracy. 
 
It also explains why the English ultimately toppled the Stuarts.  After 
Henry’s excesses, no king was above the law and the Parliament.  
America’s political roots may have originated in the Rights of 
Englishmen as much as in the resistance engendered by Henry’s 
actions during the late 1520s and 1530s.  I have begun courses in 
American History by exploring the actions of the Tudors. 
 
Democracy is an often-discussed term, and today, seems to be an 
almost mystical state.  Looking at ruling elites, their actions, foibles 
and biological strengths is one way of predicting whether or not a 
given society is ready for democracy.  But another is the 
concernedness factor:  The unrest, which abounded in Henry Tudor’s 
England, is a sign that the populace likes itself enough to sustain a 
democracy. 
 
The linkage of Henry VIII and diabetes forms a lens through which we 
can view the components that shaped our past, present and future.  
One of the best vantage points to view history is at the intersection of 
medicine and necessity.  
 
Henry VIII isn’t the last willful ruler to walk across the world’s stage.  
But, his life and reign suggest historians should pay more heed to that 
overlooked intersection of disease and history.  Perhaps understanding 
how disease affects power might help us deal with the diseased crazed 
tyrants in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
South Africa is a home to several religions among which are the following: 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism  and  African  religion. The  
interaction  among  these  religions  or  lack  of  it  cannot  be  understood  and  
appreciated  apart  from  the  socio-political  developments  in  the  country  since  the  
seventeenth  century. In other words, political developments in South Africa have  
dictated, to  a  large  extent, the  manner  and  the  degree  to  which  different  
religious  communities  interacted  or  did  not  interact  with  one  another. However, 
our  task  in  this  essay  is  limited  to  Christian-Muslim  relations. 
 
2. ARRIVAL  OF  CHRISTIANITY 
 
Christianity  and  colonialism  arrived  together  in  South  Africa  in  1652. That  is, 
Jan  van  Riebeeck  brought  his  Christianity  as  embodied  in  the  Dutch  Reformed  
Church (Coertzen 2001 : 133-153). For  the  first  150  years  the  Cape  had  an  
official  religion, Christianity. African  religion  was  ignored  and  Islam  was  
expressly  banned. As  Pillay(1995:71)  correctly  puts  it, 
 

In  the  years  between  the  first  Dutch  settlement  at  the 
Cape(1652)  and  the  British  occupation  of  the  Cape 

(1795-1803), church/state  relations  were  determined  by 
the  widely  accepted  principle  in  European  nationalism 

at  the time, the  principle  of  cuius regio  eius  religio 
 
The  position  of  the  DRC  as  an  official  church  was  so  entrenched  that  other  
churches  were  not  permitted  to  hold  public  services( Hofmeyr 1994: 8-30 ). For  
example, George  Schmidt  who  had  been  sent  by  Count  von  Zinzendorf  as  a  
Moravian  missionary  to  the  Cape  in  1737  was  refused  permission  to  baptise  
converts  and  the  honours  were  done  by  the  DRC( Coertzen 2001 : 133-153; 
Pillay 1995 : 71-86; Gerstner 1997 : 16-30 ). Catholics  were  not  tolerated  either, 
and  their  children  and  converts  were  baptised  and  instructed  in  the  DRC.  
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The  situation  changed  under  the  Batavian  Republic( 1803-1806 )  when  in  1804  
the  Church  Order  of  de  Mist  gave  religious  freedom  to  all  religions. Lutherans, 
Anglicans, Catholics  as  well  as  Muslims,  for  example,  benefited  from  this  
proclamation( Pillay 1995 : 71-86; Coertzen 2001 : 133-153; Donaldson 1994 : 36-88) 
Only  then  did  missionary  work  among  the  indigenous  peoples  and  Muslims  
began  in  earnest, with  the  London  Missionary  Society  arriving  first  in  1799. 
The  Reformed  faith  had  by  that  time  split  into  three  churches  namely, the  
DRC  itself, and  two  Reformed  churches  established  by  the  trek boers( Elbourne 
& Ross 1997 : 31-50; Davenport 1997 : 51-67 ). The  free  burgers  moved  further  
and  further  away  from  the  Cape  in  quest  for  Even  under  the  British, the  DRC  
retained  its  official  status. The  Anglican  Church  never  quite  achieved  the  status  
of  the  DRC  during  the  hundred  years  of  British  colonial  rule. Independence  
from  the  Dutch  East  India  Company  and  the  Cape  colonial  government. This  
group  would  become  the  present-day  Afrikaners  comprising  the  Dutch, French  
Huguenots, Germans  and  other  Europeans( Strauss 1994 : 93-121 ). 
 
Although  religious  freedom  was  granted  to  all  religions, in the subsequent era, 
Christianity  was  given  predominance  over  other  religions  throughout  all  the  
centuries  until  early  1990. And  with  the  ascension  of  the  Nationalist  Party  to  
power  in  1948, the  DRC  became  again  regarded  as  the  state  church  so  much  
so  that  it  was  dubbed, “the  Nationalist  Party  at  prayer”. The  apartheid  
constitution  of  the  Nationalist  Party  regarded  the  state  as  not  only  religious  in  
general  but  as  specifically  Christian. Moreover, many  of  the  architects  of  
apartheid  ideology  and  the  drafters  of  the  constitution  and  implementers  were  
theologians  such  as  prime  minister  DF  Malan  and  cabinet  minister  Andries  
Treurnicht.  Thus the DRC  lent  credence  to  the  ideology  by  making  theological  
rationale  for  and  justification  of  apartheid( Kinghorn  1997 : 135-154; Lubbe  
1984, 1987 )  
 
3.  ARRIVAL  OF  ISLAM   
 
According  to  Lubbe(1984,1987), Islam  was  brought  into  the  country  in  two  
major  distinct  phases. The Malays, the  majority  of  whom  were  Muslims, arrived  
in  the  Cape  between  1667  and  1834. The  most  notable political  exile  in  this  
group  was  Sheikh  Yusuf  who  arrived  in  1694, and  organised  the  Muslim  
community  in  the  Cape. They  were  slaves  and  political  prisoners  who  would  
offer  cheap  labour. The  task  was  not  easy  for  Yusuf  and  other  leaders  since  
Islam  had  been  banned  both  in  private  and  public  arenas  until  1804,  when  
Islam  was  unbanned  by  the  British  authorities  through  the  Church  Order  of  de  
Mist( Coertzen 2000 : 136; Pillay 1995 : 77). This  group  constitutes  the  first  phase. 
Statistically  the  Muslim  population  in  the  Cape  was  as  follows: 922  in  1688; 
61 947  in  1788  and  150 000  in  1839  according  to  Pillay(1995 : 73)  quoting  B  
Shaw  in  “ Memorials  of  South  Africa”(1860). The  second  phase  was  constituted  
by  Indian  labourers  who  arrived  in  Durban  in  1860  although  only  a  minority  
were  Muslims. However, a  larger  number  of  Muslims  arrived  after  1860  and  
most  of  them  were  traders  and  businesspeople. This  group  was  not  denied  
religious  freedom, but  was  prohibited  by  legislation  to  own  property  such  as  
land.  
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Although  many  Muslims  were  labourers  when  they  arrived  in  South  Africa, 
some  of  them  did  improve  themselves  economically  in  the  last  three  hundred  
years  and  have  become  the  envy  of  many  blacks. In  terms  of  expansion, Islam  
has  not  been  appropriated  by  many  blacks  and  less  so  by  whites. Its  greatest  
gains  have  been  among  so-called  Coloureds  and  Asians  numbering  about  60%  
and  55%  of  the  respective  population  groups. Four  factors  could  have  
contributed  to  the  Muslims`  slow  progress  in  their  proselytising  endeavours: 
Firstly, many  of  them  retained  their  Arabic  culture  and  led  sheltered  lives. 
Secondly, some  wanted  to  maintain  purity  of  their  religion.  Thirdly, since  South  
Africa  was  a  pariah  state  under  apartheid, they  were  unable  to  access  funds  
from  the  Middle  East  and  elsewhere.  Fourthly, there  has  been  a  growing  
perception  among  black  people  that  as  Muslims  and  Asians  in  general  became  
wealthier, they  also  became  as  ruthless  against  them  as  the  white  people  were.      
 
Although  all  Muslims  in  South  Africa  accept  the  absolute  authority  of  the  
Qur`an  and  the  Hadith, they  are  not  a  homogeneous  community. Firstly, there  
are  Indian(and Sri  Lankan)  and  Malay  Muslims  who  are  by  necessity  culturally  
different. Secondly, they  are  theologically  not  on  the  same  wave  length  because  
Indian Muslims are  trained  and  educated  in  India  and  Pakistan  whereas  the  
Malay Muslims receive  their  theology  from  Egypt  and  Saudi  Arabia  and  thirdly, 
the  political  outlook  between  the  Ulama(the  custodians  of  canon  law  and  
theology),  and  the  Muslim  Youth  Movement  and  the  Muslim  Students  
Association  is  not  the  same. The  Ulama  are  regarded  as  theologically  
conservative  and  politically  passive  as  opposed  to  the  youth  who  are  more  
theologically  progressive  and  politically  militant  and  activist. 
 
In  terms  of  race  classification, the  majority  of  Muslims  are  either  Coloured  or  
Asian. As  indicated  above, black  Muslims  are  very  few  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  
some  Zanzibarian  Muslims  are  living  at  the  Bluff  in  Durban. Black  Christians,  
who  are  about  70%  of  South  Africa’s  population,  formed  the  bulk  of  the  
oppressed  and  exploited  people  under  colonialism  and  apartheid  and  the  
abovementioned  ethnic  groupings  were  regarded  before  the  advent  of  
democracy  as  second-class  citizens  of  South  Africa. 

 
4. WORLD  CONFERENCE  ON  RELIGION  AND  PEACE :  
          THE SOUTH  AFRICAN  CHAPTER (WCRP-SA) 

 
Since ethnic  groups  in  South  Africa  were  separated  through  the  Group  Areas  
Act  under  apartheid, it  had  not  been  easy  to  organise  inter-religious  encounters. 
Asians who  were  and  are still predominantly  Muslim  lived  in  their  respective  
designated  areas  and  blacks  who  were  and  are  overwhelmingly  Christian, lived  
in  theirs  on  the  one  hand, and  on  the  other, black  and  white  Christians  were  
discouraged  from  worshiping  together. 
 
In  spite  of   those  political  and religious obstacles, some  religious  persons  
inclusive  of  major  religions  came  together  to  form  the  South  African  Chapter  
of  the  World  Conference  on  Religion  and  Peace  in  1984(Lubbe 1994). For  the  
first  time  in  the  inter-religious  encounter  in  South  Africa, about  thirty  Hindus, 
Muslims  and  Christians  met  from  27 – 29  May, 1988  to  explore  possibilities  of  
cooperation  in  the  struggle  against  apartheid  and  the  theme  was, Believers  in  
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the  struggle  for  justice  and  peace. It  was  discovered  that  they  shared  a  
common  revulsion  against  apartheid  from  their  faith  perspectives  and  they  
agreed  on  common  strategies  to  fight  for  national  liberation (Kritzinger 1988) 
 
Another  important  milestone  in  the  life  of  the  WCRP-SA  was  the  national  
conference  held  in  December  1990 (Kritzinger 1990). More  than  two  hundred  
representatives  of  all  the  major  religious  communities  is  South  Africa  attended. 
Among  the  most  important  decisions  taken  at  the  conference  was  the  mandate  
given  to  the  WCRP-SA  to  initiate  a  process  to  evolve  a  charter  of  religious  
rights  and  responsibilities, a  challenge  to  religious  communities  to  be  self-
critical  on  their  teachings  and  praxis  concerning  women  and  to  interrogate  the  
government’s  policy  of  religious  education  in  schools. No longer should  only 
Christianity  be  taught  in  public  schools, but  also  other  religions  as  well. The  
teaching  should  be  done  in  the  spirit  of  active  appreciation  of  all  the  religious  
traditions  and  belief  systems  in  South  Africa. In  1992, the Charter on Religious 
Rights and  Responsibilities  was  adopted. The proposed clause on religious freedom 
reads in part  

 
1. All  persons  are  entitled : 
1.1 to  freedom  of  conscience, 
1.2 to  profess, practise, and  propagate  any  religion  or  no  religion, 
1.3 to  change  their  religious  allegiance; 
 
2. Every  religious  community  and/or  member  thereof  shall  enjoy  the  right; 
2.1 to  establish, maintain,  and  manage  religious  institutions; 
2.2 to  have  their  particular  system  of  family  law  recognised  by  the  state; 
2.3 to  criticise  and  challenge  all  social  and  political  structures  and  policies  in  
terms  of  the  teachings  of  their  religion. 
 
5.  SOUTH  AFRICA`S  RELIGIOUS  LANDSCAPE 
           SINCE  1994 
 
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996(Act 108 of 1996) is regarded 
as one of the best in the world and the chapter on the bill of rights reflects almost all 
what the WCRP-SA  has  proposed  in  its  religious  charter. Although  no  major  
inter-religious  conferences  have  been  held  in  South  Africa  in  the  last  ten  years, 
with  the  exception  of  the  World  Parliament  of  Religions`  conference  which  
was  held  in  Capetown  in  1999,  the  ethos  of  the  inter-religious  movement  had  
been  expressed  and  concretised  in  activities  such  as  the  Religious  Leaders  for  
Electoral  Justice  which  monitored  and  observed  South  Africa’s  first  
democratically  conducted  elections  in  1994, and the  National  Forum  for  
Religious  Leaders  which  meets  with  the  state   president  about  twice  a  year. 
This  Forum  has  been  responsible  for  organising  inter-religious  prayers  at  
national  functions  such  as  those  of  the  inauguration  of  presidents  Mandela  and  
Mbeki  respectively. I am  rather  sceptical  about  these  post-apartheid  inter-
religious  endeavours  because  their  prophetic  thrust  has  been  lost  and  some  
even  regard  these   committees  as  government  praise  singers. The  fact  that  these  
endeavours  have  been  initiated  by  the  religious  desk  of  the  African  National  
Congress  led  by  people  such  as  Rev  Cedric  Mayson, an  ANC  stalwart, does  not  
make  a  good  case  for  the  inter-religious  ethos  since  1994.  
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 As a  result  of  the  pressure  from  religious  leaders, two  important  public  
institutions  have  radically  changed  their  policies  namely, the  public  schools  and  
the  South  African  Broadcasting  Corporation(SABC).Before  the  introduction  of  
democracy  in  South  Africa, this  national  broadcaster  aired  predominantly  
Christian  programmes  and  religious  devotions  in  government  schools  were 
Christian. But through the  Religion  and  Education  policy  document  adopted  in  
September  2003, Christian  school  assemblies  have  either  been  stopped  or  
replaced  by  inter-religious  assemblies  and  religion  education  is  offered  as  a  
non-examinable  subject. Religious education is no longer aimed at converting  
“heathens or pagans” to Christianity, but to expose learners to all religious traditions 
and their ethical systems. Through the SABC`s policy document on broadcasting 
adopted in September 2003, all religions have been given equal airtime on a 
proportional basis. Religious devotions and cultural documentaries on radio and  
television  today reflect South Africa’s religious and cultural  diversity. For  example, 
religious  time  for  devotions  on  television  has  been  proportionally  divided  
among  Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism  and  African  Religion. In  that  way  
South  Africans  have  begun  to  engender  a  culture  of  religious  and  cultural  
tolerance, and  most  importantly, a  culture  of  appreciation  of  one  another’s  value    
and  religious  systems. 
 
6.  CONCLUSION 
 
Many  of  the  people  who  were  active  during  the  struggle  for  liberation  have  
either  retired, or  have  occupied  themselves  with  some  projects  nationally  and  
internationally. Some  of  them, including  prominent  religious  leaders  are  serving  
in  government  in  various  capacities. Although  they  are  contributing  significantly  
to  the  reconstruction  of  the  country  and  reconciliation  of  the  citizens, 
nonetheless  the,  inter-religious  movement  has  lost  focus  and  its  prophetic  role  
as  a  result. The  plight  of  the  poor  and  the  government’s  neo-liberal  socio-
economic  policies  are  challenges  facing  the  inter-religious  ethos  in  South  
Africa. Patriarchy that  characterises  all  religious  praxis  and  culture  needs  to  be  
interrogated  if  women  for  example  were  to  be  liberated  and empowered. Health  
related  matters  such  as  the  scourge  of  HIV/Aids  cannot  be  adequately  and  
effectively  addressed  by  religions  separately. Child  abuse  is  inherent  in  all  
cultures  and  it  is  religions  working  together  that  will  help  eradicate  this  
shameful  practice. Peace-building  in  the  world  today  is  an  enormous  challenge  
to  the  global  inter-religious  movement  especially  that  most  conflicts  seem  to  be  
religiously  motivated. During our struggle  against  apartheid, matters  environmental  
and  ecological  were  strategically  neglected. But  as  South  Africa  becomes  more  
and  more  industrialised  and  urbanised, we  should  join  the  rest  of  the  world  
community  in  the  stewardship  of  creation. 
 
We  do  not  doctrinally  know  one  another  as  religious  communities  in  South  
Africa. Why  do  Muslims  believe  that  the  Qur`an  is  God’s  infallible  Word ? 
Why  do  Christians  believe  that  Jesus  of  Nazareth  is  the  son  of  God  and  is    
worshipped  as  the  second  person  of  the  Godhead? What  exactly  is  the  Jihad? 
Can  Muslims  and  Christians  interact  with  one  another  without  one  group  
compromising  its  identity? What  are  the  fundamentals  in  each  religion  that  
cannot  be  negotiated  and  for  which  religions  have  waged  wars  over  the  
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centuries? The  questions  are  endless. But  one  thing  is  certain; Christians  and  
Muslims  believe  in  the  God  of  justice  and  righteousness. One  hopes  that  ten  
years  into  our  democracy  men  and  women  believers  would  reconstitute  the  
inter-religious  movement  with  a  socio-economic  mission  embedded  in  our   
religious  traditions  and  ethos.    
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BURLESQUE AND HUMOR IN “WORDS FOR SALSA AND THREE SONEOS 
BY COMMAND” OF ANA LYDIA VEGA, AND CARMEN LUGO FILIPPI 
 
 
Undoubtedly, knowledge about the short stories of Latin American writers has 
increase in recent years, as has the writers’ reputation.  From Mexico, we have 
Rosario Castellanos, Ines Arredondo, Elena Poniatwska; from Chile, Marta 
Brunet,Maria Luisa Bombal, and Isabel Allende; from Uruguay, Armonia 
Summers, Maria Ines Silva Vila, Silvia Lago, and Cristina Peri Rossi.  From 
Argentina, Luisa Mercedes Lavinson, Silvina Bulrich, Elvira Orphee, Marta Lynch, 
Maria Traba and Luisa Valenzuela, among others.  (This list, of course, is far from 
comprehensive.)   
 
International Congress, conferences, publications, critical studies, have contributed 
to the popularity of these writers. Puerto Rico offers a very interesting case with 
respect to Latino American Literature.  During the 30’s, 40’s and 50’s, in general, a 
profusion of critics, researchers, and professors appeared whose work became 
highly respected;   nevertheless, they were not interested in writing short stories.   
 
During those years, we cannot find famous writers of short stories.  Also, 
anthologies from that time do not include any women writers.  After the 70’s, 
however, we can find famous short stories by women writer.  Actually, in the new  
 
anthologies, more than 40% of the stories are by women; probably, this reflects 
changes beginning during the 70’s, when the women’s liberation movement gained 
strength after the calm of the International Student Movement.  
 
 
The feminist movement - or perhaps feminine movement, as others prefer to name it 
- has a connotation of vindication, and, consequently, of equality in education, work, 
relationship, and marriage.  This feminist movement coincides in the literary 
criticism with the rise of structuralism and post-structuralism theories, as well as 
post-modernism - engendering a series of theories that analyze the origin of 
women’s exploitation, not only in primitive societies, but in the present as well. 
 
These writes of feminist literature and criticism cultivate, for the most part, an 
intimate literature.  In my opinion, however, literature is not sexist per se.  We do 
not have to do a particular type of literary criticism to justify all kinds of women’s 
writing.  In this analysis, therefore, I am not considering issues of a writer’s gender 
or race; there is good or bad literature.  
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In this paper I will consider a short story written by two women, Ana Lydia Vega, 
and Carmen Lugo Filippi Letra para salsa y tres soneos por encargo,  
published in 1981 in a tome of short stories Virgenes y Martires (Virgins and Martyrs).   
 
The actual situation of women in Puerto Rico is represented, expressed in this story 
in a canivalesque tone.  The story exposes the parodic-burlesque relationship of the 
Tipa and the Tipo, characters without a given name.  Following the theoris of  
 
Mikael Baktin about the literature of carnavalisation, we can see expressed in this 
story an ironical and satirical form of “machismo”, through a feminine vindication. 
 
In this story, the satirization is social, ridiculing the transgression of the social 
norms.  
On the other hands we also have irony, which functions as an evolutionary strategy.   
This implies a determinate attitude on the part of the agent or receptor who receives 
the textual message. This attitude requires decodification, interpretation, and 
evaluation of this text. Umberto Eco calls this process one of the “inferential  
ways”, a controlled interpretative act.   
 
My discussion of this story addresses two functions of the text, the semantic and the 
pragmatic interpretations, and demonstrates how the writes use of burlesque and  
humor reflect relevant social problems. 
 
 
Dr. Mercedes Juan Saura.  
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Abstract:  
The zone of meaning surrounding Henri Bergson’s philosophy presents us with some compelling 

philosophical methods by which a deeper understanding of temporal expression in music may be 

investigated. From an architectural standpoint, musical time exists in hierarchical levels (zones of 

temporal perception). These levels within the materiality of music interact with our external 

perceptions of clock/observed time to stratify and enrich the experience of time-in-music. Bergson’s 

rather complex interpretation of intuition, pure duration, and memory (each of these are elevated to 

the status of philosophical investigations) provides us with some insight regarding how the 

mechanisms of perception function with respect to time in music. Such an investigation has direct 

relevance to composers, performers, and music scholars as it challenges received notions of how time 

is currently discussed in musical works. Analysis, primarily a tool of science, deals with symbols of 

things and not the things themselves. The investigative method proposed by Bergson’s philosophy 

dispenses with symbolic representations of phenomena by an act of philosophical intuition and 

replaces this paradigm with an a-symbolic discourse of paralogies. 
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Abstract  

A creative personality is a unique wealth of society. Definite delimited frontiers do 
not exist in the course of the development of a creative person. It continues throughout life. 
Creative activity is a process that develops creative abilities and is characteristic of a person’s 
inner readiness to create artistic works.  

Theoretical and empirical investigations allow us to recognize that the formation of 
creative activity comprises several stages. These stages are closely connected with a creative 
process. It is a very complex process that depends on different variables and experiences. 
Experience gradually broadens transferring creative activity from one level to a further level, 
a more advanced one. In the present paper it has been reflected in the following stages in the 
development of creative activity: the seedling stage, the preparatory stage, the developing 
stage, the consolidation stage, the perfectible stage and creative activity stage. 

According to this stage of creative activity and following the analysis of complex 
process of creative person visual art curriculum for the professional study program of art 
students was developed in Daugavpils University in Latvia.   

Key words: creativity, creative activity, creative process.  

Introduction 
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During the past 50 years, a large number of studies have explored the nature of the 
creativity, creative process and creative activity. For example, problem creativity finding and 
problem of creative process formulation have been investigated (R.E.Charles & M.A.Rungo, 
2000-2001; M.Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; J.Gluck, R.Ernst & F.Unger, 2002; M.Groborz & 
E.Necka, 2003; K.James & C.Asmus, 2000-2001; S.Joy & S.Hick, 2004; A.M.Ludwig, 1998; 
Mumford, 2000-2001, 2003; R.S.Nickerson, 1999; S.W.Russ & A.S.Kaugars, 2000-2001; 
Runco, M.A., Shawn O.S. 1999, C.L.Scott, 1999; R.J.Stenberg & T.I.Lubart, 1999; E.Landau, 
2002, R.Mey, 1995). 

In pedagogy investigations into creative activity are particularly significant. Many 
scientists of psychology and pedagogy from Latvia and Russia also have paid great attention 
to this problem. Among them are R.Alijevs, 1998, 1999; R.Bebre, 2003; V.Hibnere, 1998; 
V.Reņģe, 1999; P.Tiyrin, 2001; V.Druzhinin, 1999; D.Bogoyavlenska, 2002; N.Vishnyakova, 
1995, 1998; 1999 and other scientists. 
 

The essence of creativity  

The word “creativity” in the Latin language means to beget, to form, to create 
(Landau, 2002: 16; Hibnere, 1998: 10). Creativity constitutes the core of personal and 
community growth. This is a personality category or an integrated property of a personality. 
(Vishnyakova, 1998: 45). Creativity also connects us with deeper things. Creativity, foibles 
and all connects us with each other and is the growing point of our world (Vasta, 1992: 381).  

Creativity is a difficult learning outcome to assess with a traditional scoring rubric. 
However, a creative assignment can generally be scored on four main things: novelty, 
originality, fluency and flexibility (Аranova, 2004: 34; Charles & Rungo, 2000-2001: 417; 
Csikszentmihaly, 1999: 314; Gluck, Ernst 7 Unger, 2002: 55; Groborz & Necka, 2003: 189; 
Hibnere, 1998: 10; James & Asmus, 2000-2001: 150; Joy & Hick, 2004: 331; Landau, 2002: 
16; Ludwig, 1998: 93; Mumford, 2000-2001: 149; Nickerson, 1999: 392; Osho, 2002: 163; 
Roger 1994: 413; Russ & Kaugurs, 2000-2001: 211; Scott, 1999: 324; Stenberg & Lubart, 
1999: 7; Vygotsky, 1991: 3). A deeper sense of creativity lies in arousing joy, satisfaction, in 
perceining and introducing new nuances into our own and other people’s views on everyday 
wider world events.(Karpova, 2003: 23). 

Creativity develops when a personality is given full freedom to express thoughts and 
feelings and the “degree of freedom” of a creative profession influences the creative person’s 
view of creativity (Gluck, Ernst & Unger, 2002: 65; Vygotsky, 1991: 3). As Osho 
acknowledged, if one wants to be creative, one should get rid of any conditionality; otherwise 
creativity will be nothing more than copying (Osho, 2002: 7). So creativity is the greatest 
rebellion. It is one of the most natural forms of the realization of needs, an optimum form of 
the search. Creative qualities can only be trained in the process of man’s independent 
activities, they cannot be inherited, and they do not appear after a talk with a 
teacher.(Buhvalov, 1996: 109). 

A creative personality can dare to engage in ambiguous situations irrespective of fear, 
can search for new ways, and can find new aspects in something that is familiar and 
congenial and thereby create new emotional experiences. Each of us possesses these abilities 
to a higher or a lesser degree, but not each of us dares realize them because of a fear of failure 
or a possibility to remain unaccepted in society.  (Mey, 2001: 37; Landau, 2002: 23; Petrulite, 
2003в: 60).  
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Creative people may look deceptively ordinary or outright strange. They might be 
robust and productive or scarred and depressed after a lifetime of rejection. A creative person 
independently raises problems and solves them autonomously in the course of creative 
activity (Vishnyakova, 1995: 42; Tiyrin, 2001: 16). 

Creative people must be able to generate the likely downstream consequences implied 
by a new idea; they must be able to project other's reactions to an idea; they must be able to 
identify the resources needed for idea implementation; they must be capable of forming 
viable, perhaps somewhat opportunistic, plans for implementing these ideas; they must be 
able to identify significant problems emerging during implementation; and they must be able 
to adjust their initial plan, or approach, to take those implementation issues into account, con-
sidering both immediate and long-term objectives (Mumford, 2003: 116).  

This means a creative process presupposes the capability to take risks, the readiness to 
overcome obstacles, inner motivations, the readiness to express strong disagreement with the 
opinion of others. Independent habit of mind, free from stereotypes and external influence is 
essential for creativity. That is why a creative person always wants to do something wrongly. 
One will never be creative if one gets ahead along the right way. This is because the others 
had already discovered the right way (Osho, 2002: 110). A creative person independently 
raises problems and solves them autonomously in the course of creative activity.   
Creative activity and the stages of the development of creative activity 
 
Activity - a general form of activity that represents the greatest unit of activity subordinated to 
a particular motive as a subject and the voluntary unit subordinated to a particular aim 
(Vorobjovs, 2000: 49; Krisko, 1999: 176). This is active interaction between a living creature 
and the surrounding world in the course of which a living creature purposefully interacting 
with the world affects the object and satisfies its needs in such a way. That is why in their 
activity people always follow the set aims that are achieved by dint of consciously organized 
means and modes of operation. Success of any human being’s activity depends on three 
components: knowledge, skills and motivation.  

One of the most important modes of activity is creative activity.  

Creative activity is a process that develops artistic abilities and characterizes a 
person’s inner readiness to create artistic works. It is not only a way to the cognition of the 
inner world of a human being, but also a result of comprehension and a manifestation of this 
inner world (Alijevs, 1998: 12; Students, 1998: 224; Čehlova, 2002, 30; Vishnyakova, 1995: 
113). 

In substance this is creative activity of a personality. This is creation of something 
new that did not exist before and could not exist without its creator (Bogoyavlenska, 2002: 
199-201; Тiyrin, 2001: 16). An artist is an educator of his epoch. (Reņģe, 1999: 74).  

A creative personality is a particular type of a human being. Creative people often 
may look deceptively ordinary or outright strange (Nickerson, 1999: 396; Vasta, 1999: 381; 
Runco, Shawn, 1999: 62).  

Rendering the condition in which artists and scientists are during the creative activity 
and even children during the play, consistently are used such concepts as obsession, complete 
immersion. Nevertheless how it is called, intensity of feeling, a higher consciousness 
characterizes genuine creative activity (Mey, 2001: 37).  

Three different levels in the course of the development of a creative personality exist: 
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talent, aptitude and genius.    
Talent manifests itself in some particular sphere. Talant is the highest stage of the 

development of abilities, it is a totality of abilities, which enables a human being to do 
significant and complicated work creatively and originally. The basis of talants is aptitude. 

Aptitude - a characteristic trait of a creative personality that allows the personality to 
transmit the talent to higher levels (Yeryemkin, 2003: 322), this is the presence of internal 
conditions for outstanding achievements in activities. 

Genius is a rare phenomenon of exceptionally great mental and creative ability that 
allows the talent to materialize itself as something exceptional on a large scale. Without the 
assistance of talent and aptitude genius cannot be materialized (Landau, 2002: 35). It is 
possible to speak about the presence of genius only in case of achievement by the person of 
such results of activity which make an epoch in a life of a society, in the development of 
culture. 

Talent can be regarded as a psycho-physiological phenomenon, as something that is 
given to a person. Though creative activity finds expression in activity only. Sometimes the 
combination of great talent and circumstanced creative activity occurs. Sometimes a bright 
creative personality possesses little talent. Talents for art emerge in childhood largely. So the 
majority of pre-schoolers and pupils at the junior school level take up creative activity (Мey, 
2001: 37; Kiriyenko, 1959: 68; Ноwe, 1999: 432).  

The earlier a child’s talents will be discovered, the more possibilities are for making 
the most of them. Precocious development of particular talents often signals that a child 
possesses remarkable artistic talents, but without hard work and systematic training talents 
may fail to become more mature and advanced  (Kuzin, 1999: 302). A person’s talents 
abilities await one stimulus that is needed to make a person aware of the true vocation in life. 
This stimulus often is merely observation of the person who draws.   

The investigations of pedagogical and psychological literature, the analysis of 
pedagogical practice that was gained teaching different art subjects at school, art school, and 
higher educational establishment specialized in art and on refresher courses allow making a 
conclusion that the development of creative activity comprises various stages that are 
interrelated and developing sequentially supplements each other. Each stage of developing 
creative person can be identified with the appropriate developmental stage. Figure 1 displays 
the schema of this process. Lets view in details each stage of a creative development in 
details (Slahova, Savvina, Cacka, Volonte & Mihailova, 2005). 

The first stage of the development refers to the pre-school age. At this age children 
draw everything by memory and do not draw inspiration from nature. Even the mother who is 
sitting next the child draws without looking at her. Drawings are largely of a schematic 
character (Аranova, 2004: 32). If a child wants to draw a dressed person, first the child draws 
a naked person, after that dresses the person. It is as an “X-ray picture” (Vygotsky, 1991).  

For children an intense emotional experience is one of impellent factors that provoke 
to take up art. The condition of an emotional experience creates a need to tell surrounding 
people in one or other way about the object or phenomenon that aroused astonishment. As the 
child is not able to tell about it coherently in one’s own words, the child continues to reflect 
the object on a sheet of paper by means of a pencil and paints. At this age, drawings are of the 
greatest importance. (Кuzin, 1999: 297: Аllan, 1997: 119; Svence, 1999: 98). This period of 
creative active activity we propose to call the seedling stage. 
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1 Pre-schoolers  Seedling stage of creative activity  

   
2 Pupils of junior school   Preparatory stage of creative activity  

   
3 Pupils of primary school  Developing stage of creative activity  

   
4 Trainees of art school  Consolidation stage of creative activity  

   
5 Trainees majoring in art at a tertiary level   Perfectible stage of creative activity  

   
6 Specialists major in art  Creative activity stage  

 
 

Figure 1. The scheme of developing a creative activity, displaying relations among 
developmental stages and qualifications of a person 

  
The second stage is connected with junior age. Junior age, in our opinion, is 

particularly favorable to commence serious and permanent work on introducing the child to 
the world of independent creative activity.  Every child is talented; the aim of upbringing at 
the junior school level is to develop diversely the talent as it is an imperfect quality for the 
time being. It is only a promise, but not an achievement (Alijevs, 1999: 29; Csikszentmihalyi, 
1999: 314; Landau, 2002: 39; Mey, 2001: 105; Petrulite, 2003а: 66).  

By that time a huge amount of psychological development is behind the children’s 
shoulders. By pre-school the child has gained a wealth of experience and it is regarded as a 
precondition to the development of artistic creative talents. At this stage a feeling for a form 
and a line takes shape. The necessity to depict not only specific features of the object but also 
the formal relationships among its parts arises gradually. The scheme disappears gradually 
and the stage of a “real picture” sets in and generally from the age of 11 the ability to depict 
the object spatially, dimensionally develops. Though, as Melik-Pashayev A.A. and 
Novoyavlenskaya Z.N. acknowledges, the emotions of the child at the junior school level are 
not separable from cognitive processes- perception, memory, thinking (Melik-Pashayev & 
Novoyavlenskaya, 1995: 175).   

That is why this stage in the development of creative activity we propose to call the 
preparatory stage (Figure 1).  

The next third stage describes creativity of pupils at the primary school level.  
As many psychologists acknowledge, this period is connected with the weakening of 

outer physical activity and the strengthening of mental activity. The analytical evaluation 
stage begins where visual perception is of significant importance. That is why in fine arts an 
adolescent is bent on a real and natural form. The teenager is eager to depict the object as it 
would be real. Moreover, visual perception let the adolescent acquire the methods of 
perspective drawing. At this stage of development pupils start to doubt about their abilities 
and only particularly gifted adolescents or the adolescents who enjoy favorable conditions for 
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the development of artistic talents at school or at home are able to overcome frustration 
(Vygotsky, 1999: 65; Petrulite, 2003а: 66). At this stage pupils are able to depict changes in 
perspective and motions by means of lights and darks. This stage can be called - the 
developing stage (see figure 1).  

The next fourth stage refers to a more mature pupilage - trainees of art school.  
Very many children draw but very few continue drawing and few want to be 

professional artists, though they could become. If we compare an adolescent with a 6-year-
old or a 7-year-old child, it turns out that there are 2 times or 3 times fewer adolescents at the 
age of 15 and 16 who take a fancy to this kind of creative activity. As a person grows older a 
need for creative activity is weakening. And what is going on with talents? They do not ooze 
away (Аnanyev, 1999: 456; Eisner, 2002: 32). A creative individuality has got a lasting and 
steady character. (Feist, 1999: 290).  

If a trainee enjoys the atmosphere of freedom and confidence, the trainee can realize 
the potential and gain support and motivation necessary for further development. The trainees 
who reach self-awareness this way search for new opportunities that would let them develop 
their personalities and intelligence further entering art schools. This is how trainees acquire 
their ability to learn through experience (Landau, 2002: 39; Sloan, 1993: 218; Gardener, 
1994: 276).  

Harmony of aims, motives and modes characterize creative activity of adolescents, 
because in the course of creative activity adolescents set an aim, chooses modes, controls, 
evaluates considering their own interests and needs. In the course of creative activity 
adolescents’ features of their personality find expression very brightly in creative works and 
make them peculiar and original (Čehlova, 2002: 30; Svence, 1999, 127). These character 
traits strengthen the ability for creative activity and serve as a basis for the consolidation 
stage.  
 The fifth stage describes creativity of professional higher art schools. 

At a tertiary level the development of abilities is closely connected with existing 
changes in the course of the formation a trainee’s personality. At this age youngsters are 
eager to clarify their goals of life, to choose a profession and to get ready for work  

Students can be creative in many different ways if they are allowed to follow their 
interests.  

According to psychologist L.Vygotsky, creative activity progresses if a personality 
enjoys full freedom to express thoughts and feelings (Vygotsky, 1991: 3).  

The aspiration for self-awareness makes a person consider their true vocation in life 
(Кuzin, 1999: 302), to determine independently and to explore the modes and means of 
development of their talents that determine the perfectible stage of the development of 
creative activity. 

The next sixth stage (see figure 1), describes of creativity of qualified art specialists.  
Freeing creative potential of unpleasant and unwanted fetters which were gained in 

early childhood characterizes the development of creativity at this age (Druzhinin, 1999: 
217).  

As a rule, precocious expression of talents for fine arts is not indicative that it is 
impossible that talents will find expression later and we should not eliminate a possibility of 
the unexpected discovery and development of creative talents and then to foster the further 
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development of them. There are known cases when artists ascended the climax of their glory 
in mature years, for example, Vrubel M. (Кuzin, 1999: 298).  

Thus, if all conditions that promote the development of creative talents are taken into 
consideration in the learning process within the different art courses, creative activity will 
become more mature, advanced, broaden experience and grow gradually into creative 
orientation of a person and willingness to be engaged in creative activity independently and 
permanently. The aspiration for the aim is characteristic of a person-the concept which is 
much more complicated than customary willpower. The aspiration for the aim makes use of 
all levels of experience.  

On the whole, a person’s feelings, viewpoints and talents are engaged in creative 
activity. What experiences the artist has in the course of creative activity is not excitement or 
fear; it is joyfulness and inspiration  (Мey, 2001: 339; Yeryemkin, 2003: 309).  

Inspiration- a sudden understanding of images and mutual links among them. The 
images were entirely unknown to the artist till a particular moment and whiff led in the air in 
front of the artist’s spirit in a hazily indefinite form and then in a flash appeared as something 
tangible and distinct. Mysteriousness of this process provided a hint that God inspired the 
artist to create something that could not come into existence with means of consciousness. 
Long ago psychologists used the concepts of sub-consciousness and unconsciousness in order 
to explain this (Rank, 1999: 18).  

Rollo Mey calls ecstasy the greatest intensity of a creative act. Ecstasy- an exact term 
that characterizes intensity of consciousness in the course of creative activity. It promotes 
harmonious interaction among intellectual, volitional and emotional functions (Mey, 2001, 
41).  

The term “ecstasy”, as Rollo noted, is not used here in its widespread and vulgarised 
sense «hysteria», but in its historical sense ek-stasis that literally means “being in the 
outside”  

Such experiences promote the acquisition of knowledge, skills and abilities and 
development of the person’s talents guides her/him in a direction after which a free flight of 
thought and creativity commences, transferring creativity to the most advanced stage - 
creative activities stage. 

The model of the development of a creative activities 

The development of each stage of creative activity is gradual, proceeding from one stage to 
another, to a more perfect one. As it has been mentioned above, this development depends an 
the individual’s age peculiarities. This is a very complicated process. This process depends 
on the individual’s personality qualities too, on his efforts to acquire all skills necessary for 
being creative in fine arts. To a great extent, this process is determined by the individual’s 
decision to make creative activity in art the aim of his whole life. 

Practical research proves that each stage of creative activity lays a foundation for the 
next stage and creates preconditions for the transferring of the creative activity to a higher, 
more advanced level. This scheme is a complete model of sustainable development of 
creative activity in art. If any of these stages is missing, the development of creative activity 
can be either interrupted or, if a person is talented, retarded. Besides, the stage “creativity” 
can be observed at all periods of its development. It may be stable and unstable and depends 
on many factors. 
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The development of each stage of creative activity, to, has its own certain 
developmental dynamics in relation to definite actions in performing creative work. 

For example, Carroll E. Izard (Izard, 2000: 136) distinguishes only two stages of 
creativity: the primal and the secondary. Improvisation and inspiration differentiates the 
primal stage. At this stage intensive emotion of interest and excitement leads a person. The 
secondary stage is the development of primal inspiration, idea lighting up a person at the 
moment of intense excitement. The inspiration or idea requires a lot of self-discipline, hard 
and steady work. The same stages have been distinguished by other authors as well. (Bebre, 
2003: 46; Ozoliņa Nucho & Vidnere, 1999: 95).  

Reviewing the literature on creativity research, one finds a distinction between the so-
called “big C” and “small/little c” (Li, 1997: 109; Magyari-Beck, 1998: 83; Matuga, 2004: 
268). Big C, or historical creativity, concerns those ideas that "are fundamentally novel with 
respect to the whole of human history", by contact, denotes work or performance that has an 
impact on culture or society (e.g. the creative achievements by Mozart or Einsteinю Little c 
creativity, or psychological creativity, concerns "ideas (whether in science, needlework, 
music, painting, literature ... ) that are fundamentally novel with respect to the individual 
mind which had the idea". The small c, or personality creativity, refers to creativity occurring 
in everyday life situations such as using a coin to cut cheese when no knife is available.  

P.Tiyurin marks, that any activity can be carried out at a various creative level – 
reproductive, heuristic, creative (Tiyrin, 2001: 128).  

According to the theoretical research (Druzhinin, 1999: 235; Кryzhanovska, 1996: 21; 
Tiyurin, 2001: 128) and the analysis of the pedagogical process at Daugavpils University 
(Slahova, Cacka & Volonte, 2005) we propose the model of the development of a creative 
activities for students, trained at art education institutions (Figure 2).  

 
         Reproductive creative activities 

 
 

           Interpretative creative activities 
 
 

          Imitative creative activities 
 
 

          Transformation 
 
 

           Creativity 
 
 

Figure 2. The model of the development of a creative activity 

 

 Figure 2 depicts the model of development of a creative activity.  This model is 
comprised of five steps.  
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The first stage usually comprises the reproductive creative activities when a student 
tries to understand and reproduce something resembling the object, i. e. imitate or even copy 
the object, but satisfying results encourage him to commence systematic work 

The second stage – interpretative creative activities can be characterized by the 
creative imitation. This stage focuses on the aspiration of a student towards new artistic 
methods and techniques that, in their turn, develop the perseverance and urge towards the 
unaided quest.   

The third stage – imitation in creative activities. This stage suggests the disposition 
of a person to apply all the knowledge and acquired artistic skills in a new situation. This is 
the situation of creation of new images that are created due to abilities of anticipation and that 
are quite different form the previous experience of a person.   

The fourth stage is called the transformation and the characteristic feature of this 
stage is the search for the recognition of discovered solution from the audience and from the 
artist. At this stage the student learns not only representation but also transformation of the 
world.  

 The fifth stage – creativity. Creativity must be present in all modes of activity. 
Creativity is a possibility to grasp the meaning of things from a new angle by dint of fancy 
and imagination, the ability to find something new and to create something new  (Landau, 
2002: 16; Hibnere, 1998: 10).  

Pedagogical practice confirms that intensity of creative activity develops gradually 
and dynamically transferring from one level to another level, a more advanced level. 

On the basis of this model, the DU Department of Art has drawn up a schedule of 
teaching art subjects to students in the study programme “Bachelor of Art”. The model is also 
taken into consideration at determining the succession in which issues should be studied by 
each art discipline. On the basis of the given model on faculty of arts Daugavpils of 
University the schedule of training to art subjects of students of the curriculum of the 
Bachelor of arts is made. The given model also is considered at definition of sequence of 
studying of questions of each art discipline. 

Visual Art Curriculum for the Professional Study Program of Bachelor of Art 

According to these stages of creativity and following the analysis of complex processes of 
creative person, visual art curriculum for the professional study program of Bachelor of Art 
was created in Daugavpils University. 

Both children and adults express their attitude towards the world mainly by medium 
of color. For these reasons, the first stage of visual art studies (reproductive creative 
activities stage) envisages the basic scientific facts about colors, classification of colors, 
combinations and complicated interrelationships of colors, laws of aerial perspective. 
Acquirement of central theoretical matters occurs through the completion of practical tasks 
based on principle of ultimate stylization of represented objects. This stage is consistent with 
the first, reproductive level of student’s creative development. 

At the same time students acquire the laws of composition. Compositions are created 
by medium of simplest graphical tools of depiction: points (Figure 3), lines (Figure 4) and 
spots (Figure 5). In this course, point is not considered simply the beginning of any picture. 
Point is the element of picture, which can be used to construct some creative composition, 
line is used to reveal the plasticity, movement and character, but spot can be helpful in 
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reflection of tone, texture, silhouette, and dimensions. Combination of points, lines and spots 
gives the opportunity to perceive the environment in esthetical way, helps in discerning not 
only the essence and idea of things but also their plastic peculiarities (Figure 6).  

Esthetical perception is the intentional activity emerging simultaneously with the 
movements of eyes and providing the selection and arrangement of visions. This means that 
students have to be trained to appreciate the line, shape, space and discover the beauty in 
seemingly unattractive places. Even the dull landscape can provoke the unexpected interest 
but shape of stone kicked aside by passer-by can bring an inspiration for the work of art. 
Drawings created by nature on the leaves of trees, surface of seashells, on the wings of 
butterflies and dragonflies, petals of flowers contain the interesting graphical patterns and 
offer the unusual approach to the new plot by medium of signs and symbols (Figure 7, 8). 

Subsequent training is based on the mastering of different techniques and exploitation 
of specific materials. On this second stage (Interpretative creative activities stage) students 
discover the vast opportunities of artistic materials as well as the art techniques by medium of 
regular and color pencils, felt-tipped pens and crayons, watercolors and gouache, charcoal 
and sanguine, Indian ink and regular ink. Students observe the results of combination of 
different techniques. On this stage students discover the vast opportunities of application of 
regular artistic materials as well as art techniques by medium of regular and color pencils, felt 
– tipped pens and pastel, watercolors and gouache, charcoal and sanguine, Indian ink and 
regular ink. Students observe the results of combination of different techniques. 

In this stage students are trying to establish their own individuality in between the 
immense possibilities of visual art. Regarding the development of creative activities, this 
process is relevant to interpretative level of these activities. Figures 9-16 shows the creative 
graphic works students, whose test results were described above, produced by medium of 
different techniques: 

• art work made by medium of matrices (Figure 9); 

• graphic work on wax (Figure 10); 

• linoprint (Figure 11); 

• monotype (Figure 12); 

• art work consisting of spots (Figure 13); 

• art work from cardboard (Figure 14); 

• collage (Figure 15); 

• dry brush (Figure 16). 

And only on the next, third stage (Imitative creative activities stage), students 
advance the deep studies of basic laws of classical fine art and in-depth mastering of 
teaching methods because by this stage they should have reached their inner freedom. This 
stage involves the correction of previously acquired skills, coordinating them with the 
methodological principles of fine art. At this stage creative tasks become more specific and 
definite. 

The fourth stage (Stage of transformation) is a stage when students become fully 
aware of their abilities and opportunities to get engaged in creative work. At this stage, the 
students select a concrete specialization adequate to their abilities in realizing their creative 
potential from the following list drawing, graphic art, design, painting, ceramics, textile or 
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photo art. During the studies in the selected specialization, students not only acquaint 
themselves with various technologies used in this specialization but also try to develop their 
own (author’s) creative trend (Figures 17-23). 

The last, fifth stage (Creativity) provides the riddance from imitation and growth of 
creative activities. Students obtain the confidence in their own abilities and opportunities.At 
this stage, students fulfil various creative assignments, design a creative project of their 
bachelor work add implement this project (Figures 25-26). At this stage, the majority of 
students manifest a desire to get constantly involved in creative works at the university, at the 
city and republic exhibitions, and they also participate in various creative projects. 

As the teaching experience suggests, offered structure and sequence of visual art 
studies in the curriculum of specialist of art training allows the students to overcome the lack 
of self-confidence in expression of their emotions by means of artistic creativity. Students can 
acquire the skills not only for their own creative activities, but also the skills to develop the 
creativity of others. 

 
Conclusion  

The investigations of scientific literature on pedagogy, psychology, philosophy, as well as the 
analysis of pedagogical practice approve that intensity of creative activity is of a permanent 
character. Creative activity advances gradually, dynamically proceeding from one level to a 
further level, a more advanced level and goes through the following stages: the seedling 
stage, the preparatory stage, the developing stage, the consolidation stage, the perfectible 
stage and creative activities stage.  

A creative personality dares engage in uncertain situations, find new aspects in 
something that is congenial and familiar and, creating new experience, eagerly search for new 
styles and manners and, proceeding with various stages of a creative process (reproductive 
creativity, interpretative creativity, imitation of creativity, transformation, and creativity), 
reach the most advanced stage - creative activities stage.  

However, in the present paper we did not tackle all the problems that are connected 
with the scientific basis of the development of creative activity. The proposed scheme of the 
development of both a creative process and creative activity is generalized. Theoretical and 
empirical research reveals that the development of creative activity is a very complicated 
process that takes place over whole period of life and depends on social, material and mental 
factors. And each personality goes through this process in an individual pace and manner.  
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Figure 3. Composition created by points 
of student Igors Toconovs 

Figure 4. Composition created by lines of 
student Lidija Meldere 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Composition created by spots 

of student Marija Sribna 
Figure 6. Combination of points, lines and 

spots of student Marija Sribna 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Drawings created by nature of
 student Inese Caica 

Figure 8. Drawings created by nature of 
student Galina Jansone 
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Figure 9. Art work made by medium of 
matrices of student Baiba Valpetere 

Figure 10. Graphic work on wax of student 
Anna Onskule 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 11. Linoprint of student  
Ilze Meldere 

Figure 12. Monotype of student  
Marita Brikule 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Art work consisting of spots of 
student Inese Zvirbule 

Figure 14. Art work from cardboard of 
student Olga Linova 
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Figure 15. Collage of student  

Olesja Marhilevica 
Figure 16. Dry brush of student 

Erika Aleksejeva 
 

 

 

Figure 17. Drawing of student  
Ineta Auzāne 

Figure 18. Graphic work of student 
Kristine Ganina  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 19.  Composition of student  
Liga Verdina 

Figure 20. Painting of student  
Ilona Moisejeva 
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Figure 21. Ceramics of student 
Elvira Sprindzuka 

Figure 22. Texitiles of student 
Olga Kolesnikova 

 

 
 

 

Figure 23. Photography of student  
Marta Valujeva 

Figure 24. Creative work of student 
Marija Sribna 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 25. Creative work of  
student Jelena Anisimova 

Figure 26. Creative work of student 
Kristine Jansone 
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Abstract 
 
The exhibit “Fighting the Fires of Hate”, prepared in two years’ labor for the 
commemoration of the Nazi Book Burnings of May 1933 seventy years after the 
event as a special exhibit at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Foundation brought 
forth an additional American reaction to that event of the Nazi period.   
 
When the two co-curators, the Historian Stephen Goodell and the Germanist Guy 
Stern prepared the exhibit, they included two stages of American reception of the 
bibliocaust in Germany.  We showed the outrage of American media and men 
and women of all walks of life immediately following the event; we then traced the 
evolution of the event as a symbol of Nazi dictatorship contrasted against 
American freedom during wartime.  They showed how that symbol took root in 
American films and television as a shorthand for censorship and thought 
oppression in many countries, including the United States, especially during the 
McCarthy era.  The proposed paper will, in its first part, recapitulate these various 
stages of American reaction. 
 
However, an additional and largely unexpected American reception emerged 
from the exhibit.  First at its original display in 2003, and then as a traveling 
exhibit ever since (and stretching beyond 2007 by current bookings at American 
public libraries) the displays gave rise to yet another topical reaction to the book 
burning via our exhibit.  Immediately the media became alerted to the implicit 
message of the exhibit: that censorship and book burnings were not a monopoly 
of the 1930s.  Of particular impact were editorials and features in the New York 
Times, the Washington Post, the AP News Service, and in many regional and 
supra-regional newspapers.  Also, the co-curators were the subject of interviews 
on radio and local television.   In addition, Guy Stern was the keynote speaker 
when the exhibit opened this year at the main public libraries of various cities in 
the Midwest, the East, and California.   
 
The paper intends to chronicle the reactions both by the media and the public as 
the exhibit crisscrossed the country.  Time and again there emerged highly 
astute comments from the audience, pointing out (as we had done) such recent 
barbarisms as the book burning of the Harry Potter books and the suppression of 
thought under recent federal enactments.  In short, the book burning of long ago 
still reverberates as a symbol and as a warning against its repetition in our times.  
 
The proposed paper will give elucidating examples of this the most recent 
reaction to an act of suppression of long ago.   
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Gendering the American West: 
Mary Hallock Foote and Representation of the West in Periodicals 

 
Noriko Suzuki 

The popular image of the American West in the nineteenth century, typically haunted by 
cowboys, buffalo hunters, and Indian battles, was necessarily a male one which celebrated 
American (white) manhood.  At a time when the United States aggressively expanded its 
territories westward, American literature and arts significantly turned men goingWest into 
heroes who embodied the ideal of the self-reliant and independent American.  This paper 
aims to recover dissenting discourses inherent in the popular image of the West, discussing 
how women writers and artists engaged and reshaped the male-centered western discourse of 
the nineteenth century United States. 

Now virtually forgotten, Mary Hallock Foote, the focus of my paper, was arguably the 
first woman artist whose subject matter was primarily the West and hence occupied a unique 
position as a western artist and writer in nineteenth-century America.  She depicted the West 
from a Victorian woman’s point of view, producing the images of ordinary women in 
domestic circumstances in the West with elegant touch—resulting in creating a new image of 
the West in the 1870s and 1880s. 

In this paper, I propose to examine Foote’s stories and illustrations of the West published 
in the era’s leading periodicals such as The Century Magazine and Scribner’s Magazine, and 
analyze the woman artist’s significant intervention in—and reconstruction—of western 
discourse.  In that process, I hope to address a number of questions: How did Foote inscribe 
her “feminine” West into the mainstream, masculinized western discourse?  How did she 
express her ideas of femininity (and masculinity) in her western artworks?  Furthermore, did 
the act of delineating “her West” in public medium like periodicals affect the identity of the 
Victorian woman artist, who was born in the East and was immersed both in the Eastern 
image of the West and in the reality of the West and was keenly aware of the cultural 
differences deriving from the geographical difference between the East and the West? 

Through an analysis of Foote’s works, I suggest that Foote’s representation of the 
feminized West was not to threaten the existent ideology of the West but instead worked to 
support it.  And yet, Foote’s “feminine” western representation did not seem simply 
celebrating the masculine West; rather, I argue that Foote’s representation of femininity in the 
West had important implications for the diversification and complexity of the western 
ideology—ultimately working to challenge the monolithical image of the West and of the 
American nation (empire). 
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Language Planning is a vital process in the development of African languages to keep 
them alive in a world situation where a few modern languages are becoming global or 
world languages. This movement has its own advantages in an increasingly technological 
and integrating world but it needs to be examined in the way it is affecting modernizing 
societies. Standardisation is one of the processes of Language planning which I see as 
one of the ways the languages of the less technological countries can safeguard their 
languages form total death and use modern technologies to maintain these languages. . 
The role of orthography in the process of standardization is one that may be seen as 
having great potential for language maintenance in this globalizing world. This issue will 
be examined on the basis of the standardization of Setswana of Botswana, a Southern 
African language classified as a Southern Sotho family of Bantu Languages. Setswana in 
both South Africa and Botswana has benefited greatly from codification and 
standardization since the various missionary societies arrived in Southern Africa and the 
language has continued to be developed through language planning in both countries. 
This paper seeks to research the history of this codification and standardization of the 
Setswana of Botswana as well as compare the standardization process of Setswana with 
those of other languages like English, Swahili and Norwegian which have followed 
different standardization processes; thus contributing to theoretical issues of Language 
Standardisation. This examination of issues in standardization will of necessity involve a 
discussion of the dialects of Setswana and how they have been involved in the creation of 
Standard Setswana. The paper will also asses the effect of the educational status of  
Standard Setswana on spoken Setswana by a number of tests administered to Primary and 
Secondary School Students to test their reading and speaking of Setswana. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

NOT WHAT, BUT WHY AND HOW:  A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE 
EVOLUTION OF RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS IN THE UNITED STATES 
 
Purpose 
This paper is an historical investigation of the "Hows and Whys" of evolving residential design.  
Using data collected from primary design journals sources, this study will look at how design was 
presented and promoted in the popular literature from the post-war period of WWI through the post-
war period of WW II  
 
The development of the physical design of the residential interior in the United States has been well 
documented.  The design literature provides information on the stylistic details and changes through 
time; the people who were influential in contributing to these changes; and the effects of new 
materials and new technologies on design.  The changes can be seen in the works of individual 
designers, as well as in the factory-made goods produced for mass consumption.  However, little 
research has been done on how design was presented and promoted to the consuming public.  Each 
period viewed itself as modern, but what did "Modern" mean?  How were new ideas promoted?  And 
why were designs presented in these ways?  What were the selling points for the designs that were 
promoted in the professional literature distributed to the general public?  And who made those 
decisions?  This paper analyzes articles and advertisements to address these questions.  And in turn, 
may provide today’s designers with a new perspective on contemporary design literature. 
 
Methodology 
The articles analyzed in this paper were collected from primary sources dating from 1920 thru 1960.  
The  
initial list of sources were obtained from The Industrial Arts Index, a comprehensive index of journals 
including those related to architecture, home design/furnishings, interior design, dating from 1914.  
Additional sources were located in the archives of local libraries and historical societies.  A large 
volume of articles was identified in the index.  Only a portion of these could be located and used for 
the analysis contained in this paper. 
 
This paper is the result of an Undergraduate-Faculty Research Grant designed to provide 
undergraduate students with an opportunity to participate in a faculty-led research project.  In 
conjunction with the faculty member, two undergraduate Interior Design majors performed historical 
research at libraries and archives, collecting primary data that was the basis of discussion and analysis 
for the investigation of this topic.   
 
Summary 
The analysis of the articles revealed several interesting trends in the evolution of residential interiors.  
As expected, each period did perceive itself as being “modern.”  But the meanings of modern varied 
significantly. In the early 1920s, the design of kitchens and bathrooms were based on hygienic 
concerns and new technologies, while the rest of the house was primarily an “updated” traditional 
based on European and Colonial American precedents.  By the mid-1930s, function and aesthetics 
played equal parts in promoting new designs.  Influence from the European “modern” movement was 
seen in the articles and advertisements.  In the 1940s, post-WWII, function appeared to be the most 
important feature in the majority of design articles.  But in each era, “modern” design was balanced 
by the tenacious grasp of historical design traditions. 
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Introduction 

The research for this paper was a result of an Undergraduate-Faculty Research Grant 

funded by Dean Richard Worthing, College of Fine and Professional Arts at Kent State, under a 

program designed to provide undergraduate students with an opportunity to participate in a 

faculty-led research project. 

The concept for this project developed out of an Interior Design Historic Studio project 

which required students to recreate a Period Interior using primary sources as design references.  

Their exploration of these sources led to some interesting discoveries and questions.  1)Messages 

in advertisements and articles were not always obviously related to the subject matter at hand.  

2)One had to read the fine print, or have a prior knowledge of some event or product, in order to 

fully comprehend the meaning being implied or conveyed in the ad.  This is not to say that all 

articles and advertisements were presented in this manner—many did read directly as intended—

buy this for your home, use that to keep the germs out of your kitchen, etc. 

 

What is Modern? 

The one question which is constantly raised in this type of research, and for which there 

is no definitive answer, is how the term “modern” is defined.  Each generation thought 

themselves to be “modern” in their thinking, way of life and taste in design.  But what did or 

does modern really mean?  The definition according to Webster’s Online Dictionary represents 

“the now.”  It speaks in terms of characteristics of the present way of living, the thoughts and 

ideas of current times or the immediate past.  It is what is desired for the near future of 

tomorrow.  Modern can also be considered to be anything that is new or innovative at a specific 

time—new technologies, new materials, and new ideologies can all play a role in the evolution 
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of design.  It would be relatively easy to discuss each era in terms of what was modern “at that 

specific time” if it were not for the 20th-century design movement which was and continues to 

be labeled as “Modern”, with a capital “M”.   That is where confusion sets in—what was in “the 

Modern Style” vs. what was considered “modern” – small “m” – at any given time.  An attempt 

will be made in this paper to clearly identify any items which have been given the large “M” 

“Modern” style label and differentiate them from the small “m” modern in any time period. 

This paper focuses on several sets of images and articles from the data collected 

in the research.  Several themes which will be explored include functionality and 

efficiency, projection of ideal images of self, and patriotism.  Finally, there will be a brief 

look at historical design elements which occur continually throughout each period, no 

matter what the current “modern” trends may be.  These results will be discussed in the 

context of social and cultural phenomena where appropriate. 

As one is well-aware, the methods used to promote products, services, and ideologies are 

not necessarily straight-forward in describing or visually representing the subject matter at hand.  

Witness the recent Abercrombie and Fitch print ads which supposedly advertise clothing but 

show very little, if any clothing, in their display ads. 
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Similarly, this ad (Fig. 1,) from The Ladies’ Home Journal in July, 1929, shows  

Fig. 1   “When Mighty Caesar Stepped into his Bath . . .” 
The Ladies’ Home Journal, July, 1929 

 

the naked image of Caesar, judiciously draped, and entering a bath.  While this advertisement is 

not for an “interior” item for the home, it illustrates the point that images may not directly 

address the product or service being advertised (Fig. 2, p. 6). 
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                                Fig. 2   Fuller Brush Ad from The Ladies’ Home Journal, July, 1929. 

Who would have imagined that Caesar used a Fuller Flesh Brush!!   

Similarly, it will be seen that text may not always directly address the issue at hand. 

 

Functionality and Efficiency of the Kitchen 

The evolution of the kitchen throughout the 20th century shows many similar 

design ideals in the form of the functionality of layout and efficiency in design of the 

space.  Making the work of the housewife more enjoyable and less taxing was the goal of 

the manufacturer, or perhaps one should say the advertisers. 
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Evolving from the germ theory of disease during the teens, one sees the 

development of white, “sterile” kitchens and antiseptic surfaces throughout the kitchen by 

1920.  In this 1920 advertisement from The Ladies Home Journal for Hoosier Kitchen 

cabinets (Fig. 3), we note the porcelain countertop, flat exterior surfaces, and the sanitary 

look of the white enameled cabinetry.   

 

Fig. 3, Hoosier Cabinet Ad from The Ladies Home Journal, 1920 

  All of this was to give the appearance of cleanliness.  Another design feature 

built into this piece can be summed up into one phrase: “A place for everything, and 

everything in its place.”  For the busy housewife, the idea of having everything needed 

for her kitchen chores in one place was supposed to save her “miles of steps” per day and 

make her work much more pleasant.  This was the principal of scientific management 

applied to the kitchen by Frank and Lillian Gilbreth.  The concept was originally 

developed and applied to the organization of work in the office in the late 19th and early 

20th centuries and adapted to the work processes in the home. 
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Now compare the image of the Hoosier cabinet with this image from Better 

Homes and Gardens, 1928, of the Sellers Kitchenaire (Fig. 4).   

 

Fig. 4, Sellers Kitchenaire Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1928 

The basic concepts of functionality and efficiency were still present, though they 

were masked by the colorful exterior.  The focus of the kitchen had changed from the 

early part of the decade to the latter part.  The aesthetics of the piece take the center stage 

of importance.  With several color and exterior appearance choices, the housewife was 

allowed to customize her kitchen to her personal preferences.  Though the antiseptic 

appearance generated by germ theory of disease had been left behind with the earlier 

Hoosier cabinet, the functionality and efficiency were still shown through the use of the 

single unit kitchen.  The housewife had her pantry and storage spaces along with a larger 

work surface, all in a freestanding unit.  With the addition of color, the housewife was 

supposed to be inspired to do her work with a cheerful attitude. 

Somewhere during the 1930’s the mindset of what an American kitchen was 

supposed to look like changed.  The kitchens changed from the use of freestanding 
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cabinetry pieces and sinks to the more “modern” built-in versions.  In an American 

Builder article from 1935 entitled “Modernization” the transformation of an old style 

kitchen was completed “without too great expense.”  The article discussed replacing the 

freestanding sink with a newer cabinet style that added storage below the sink.  The 

transformation also involved adding another lighting fixture to insure better lighting at all 

times of the day, and more built-in cabinetry.  This change can be attributed to the more 

widespread use and availability of electricity and the development of all of the appliances 

that were to follow.   

In this image from The Ladies Home Journal in 1936, the “modern” style of 

kitchen appointments were illustrated (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5 Crane Sunnyday Cabinet Sink Ad from The Ladies Home Journal, 1936 
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 The Crane Sunnyday kitchen sink cabinetry unit showed how efficiently it operateed, 

with plenty of drawers and cabinetry space.  

“Mrs. Modern” gave the reader tips on the performance of their stoves, saying 

that if we are “indifferent about our stoves,” then we’ll get “indifferent cooking service” 

that will cost them time, worry and money, and that is why one should buy the new 

Magic Chef range ( Fig. 6).  

 

Fig. 6 Magic Chef Ad from The Ladies Home Journal 

 

The Norge matched kitchen unit was described as serving both of the needs, in 

that it would save the housewife time and money while allowing her plenty of working 
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space (Fig. 7).  To quote their advertising phrase, “Minutes make days.  Pennies make 

dollars.” The reader was told that they could “Save both with Norge Distinctive Home 

Appliances.”   

 

Fig. 7 Norge Matched Unit Kitchen, The Ladies Home Journal,  

 

With these advertisements from the mid-1930’s, the look of the kitchen revertd 

back to the stark white and plain surfaces seen earlier in the early 1920’s.  This step back 

in terms of using color and design in the kitchen was not due to sanitary issues but rather 
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to the “Modern” movement of the time.  Drawing from the clean and simple, yet strong 

lines of the ocean liner and the automobile, the emerging field of industrial design 

applied these elements to interior furnishings and appliances in the kitchen to promote the 

ideals of modern design.   

 

Functionality and Efficiency of modern Floor Plans 

The ever-changing family required an ever-changing home.  After the 

proliferation of “bungalows” in the 1910s and 1920s, changes were seen in journals of 

the 1930s, even though the economic effects of the Great Depression were not loosening 

their  grips on America.  Money was tight for everyone, and those couples and families 

who could afford to purchase a house often had to compromise on the homes that they 

purchased.  The wives dreamed of living in beautiful Georgian mansions or old French 

manors.   Unfortunately these were usually cost prohibitive for many young couples, and 

when all was said and done, the affordable decision resulted in a smaller-scale home.  

This quandry intrigued the design community.   

Throughout this time the kitchen evolved into a much more efficient space to 

work and live in.  Built-ins were becoming the latest design innovation and the efficiency 

and functionalism that drove the designs were moving through the whole house.  There 

was a revolution in the way home interiors were laid out.  Spatial arrangements and 

adjacencies were re-evaluated and redesigned to become modern in functionality and 

efficiency.  Similar spaces with comparable noise levels were grouped in certain areas of 

the home for various reasons, but more importantly because rooms were often multi-

purpose and related to each other.  
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New floor plans were produced for American homes that provided for an efficient 

use of space, and open floor plans that functioned well.  As illustrated in an ad from The 

Ladies Home Journal of 1936 (Fig. 8), “A House for Today and Tomorrow”, these plans 

were the basic core of the house, which could be expanded upon when additional funds 

were available.  

 

Fig. 8 “A House for Today and Tomorrow” from The Ladies Home Journal, 1936 

In order to please all tastes in architecture and design, various exterior facades could 

easily adapt to this one basic floor plan.   

Some of the popular exterior facades were the Georgian mansion, French manor 

house, Spanish style hacienda, a traditional Colonial or clean streamlined Modern façade 

(Fig. 9, pg 14).  
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Fig. 9 A House for Today and Tomorrow Ad from The Ladies Home Journal, 1936 

 

With these easily interchangeable exteriors and design, the house of today could easily 

become the house of tomorrow.   

In another article for The Ladies Home Journal of 1936, entitled “The Plan’s the 

Thing” – the interior arrangement of space was viewed as the critical element of the 

design (Fig. 10, pg 15), with the exterior architectural features adaptable to anyone’s 

taste. 
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Fig. 10 “The Plan’s the Thing” from The Ladies Home Journal, 1936 

These images showed the possible architectural options (Figs. 11 & 12, pg 16) – 

Colonial, English, Spanish, French and Modern – Just Pick One!  
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Fig. 11 & 12 “The Plan’s the Thing” from The Ladies Home Journal, 1936 

 

 

Functionality and Efficiency of modern Furnishings 

The idea of Modern was an ever-present influence in the design of all facets of 

life.  Ideologies, beliefs, and concepts all had modern undertones, whether they were 

intended or not.    Modern was especially revolutionizing the homes through spatial 

arrangements, colors, patterns (or lack thereof), and furniture.  During the mid 1930’s the 

underlying definition of modern dealt with the efficient use of space and the functionality 

of that space along with its components.  Industrial design was one movement within the 

design world to embrace Modern, combining new materials and technologies in an all-

encompassing design aesthetic.  With these guidelines in place, furniture was beginning 

to take on a new look and multi-purpose uses.   
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In previous eras, each piece of furniture was designed for one intended use; where 

as newly developed pieces of furniture were able to function in various ways for a variety 

of uses.  Some of these versatile pieces of furniture included sofas that transformed into 

beds, casegoods that functioned as dressers in a bedroom or as sideboards in dining 

rooms, and tables which serve a variety of functions. 

The piece of furniture in Figure 13 appeared in Architectural Record in 1935 and 

was designed by the industrial designer Gilbert Rhode.  

 

Fig. 13 Gilbert Rhode Console Table from Architectural Record, 1935 

 

It represented the space saving, multi-functional goals of Modern design.  This table was 

ideal for a smaller home that uses every inch of living space.  When a formal dining table 

was not needed, the table can function as a console table behind a sofa, be placed against 

the wall or used in a corner.  The table could also function as a desk or as a sewing table 

in the spare room.  This piece of furniture was not intended for one specific room, so as 

the family’s needs changed, so could the use for the table. 
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 The table being used as a desk was seen again in this 1937 advertisement for 

Armstrong linoleum (Fig. 14).   

 

Fig. 14 Gilbert Rhode Console Table from Better Homes and Gardens, 1937 

 

The text highlighted the table as a “Sensible Space-Saver” – then discussed the virtues of 

the linoleum floor. 

 

HAPPILY MARRIED 

The end of WWII was a time of change in the United States.  As American 

soldiers were returning home from war the need for housing was a top priority.  The 

servicemen were eager to start a family with their new brides and get back to a normal 

life.  With such a large demand for housing, new housing developments were sprouting 

up everywhere.  Levittown was the first well-known housing development and the idea of 

mass-producing one house in a single neighborhood quickly caught on.  At the same 
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time, the concept of marketing household items to newlyweds also became a growing 

trend in the advertising industry.   

This concept is seen through advertisements such as this one for Saison Fabrics 

from Better Homes and Gardens in 1947 (Fig. 15). 

 

Fig. 15 Saison Fabrics Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1947 

The idea of presenting household items in a “married” context was something that the 

target market could relate to.  The coordinating fabrics were grouped together by patterns 

and color “families”, which made the decorating process much easier for the housewife.  

Time was saved and the home decoration was beautifully coordinated throughout all 

rooms of the house.   

The concept of presenting household items in a framework of  marriage or family 

was also seen in this advertisement “When Two Become One” from Better Homes and 

Gardens, September 1947 (Fig. 16, pg 20).   
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Fig. 16 When Two Become One Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1937 

 

This advertisement for Mengel furniture described how one piece of quality furniture 

could grow with a young family.  A chest of drawers began as a sideboard and dresser for 

the newlywed’s one-room apartment, and then became a bureau for clothes-- and as the 

couple moved into a house it became a sideboard for the formal dining room.  When two 

became three, the chest could be transferred to the infant’s room.   While serving the 

functional and multi-purpose aspects of design during this period, it promoted the 

purchase of new goods while showing newlyweds how to wisely invest their money in 

furniture which would be useful for many years to come.  

Through this style of advertising, the past, present and future were all embodied 

and presented in a framework of marriage and family that the target market could easily 

relate to.  
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Democracy and Patriotism in Design 

In every era the citizens of the United States looked to its democratic ideals and 

patriotic ways of life as a common thread between every American.  In times of strife 

such as the Great Depression, Americans looked to this common bond for strength and 

guidance.   

This notion was incorporated into marketing products to the public. 

Advertisements such as the one titled “In Defense of Our Homes” from Better Homes 

and Gardens, September 1937, spoke in terms of defending your home with Dutch Boy 

Paint (Fig. 17).   

 

 

Fig. 17 Dutch Boy Paint Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1937 

 

Historically, it was a long barrel rifle and bullets protected one’s home, but now it was 

Dutch Boy Paint that protected it against assaults.  This advertisement was one of many 
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that related one’s patriotic duty to the purchase of products, such as Dutch Boy Paint.  It 

also reflected the public’s current interest in colonial America which was revived through 

projects such as the development of colonial Williamsburg in Virginia beginning in 1925. 

This ideal of democracy related to the home was also seen in the design 

community.  Architect Simon Paul noted in the introduction to his book House for Living 

in 1952: 

“…a house is more than a style.  It should be based on a philosophy of 

living, which mirrors the American democratic way of life.  It should be 

an expression of today.  Within the confines of our homes, we should have 

unfettered freedom in both to express ourselves as individuals and to 

participate with gratification in the interpersonal relations found in family 

life.”  (Paul, House for Living, 1952).   

This statement appeared at the height of the “Red Scare” – the perceived threat of 

Communism in the late 1940s and early 1950s spearheaded by Joseph McCarthy in the 

US Senate.  It was also during the Korean War, when support for the Armed Forces was 

foremost in the minds of the American public, following so soon after WW II.  Hence, 

homes were designed within the concept of the democratic way of life, which included 

the “freedom” to select house plans of one’s own choosing. 

 
 

Ideal of Self Image 

When examining the why and how of design promotion throughout the 20th 

century, one must also think in terms of the personal.  A product sells because the 

consumer feels that it will directly aide them or their family in some way, shape, or form.  
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The way in which the product is advertised evokes a feeling of personal connection with 

the product or even the advertisement itself.  Throughout history, people have fantasized 

– envisioning themselves leading lives other than their own.  While this remained a 

fantasy for most people, changes in technology and the invention of more “labor-saving” 

appliances in the early twentieth century were promoted through advertising, and  more 

and more people were lead to believe that they could have a so-called double life.  

These next two images, found in Better Homes and Gardens, 1928, (Fig. 18 & 19) 

supported the idea of leading a double life—envisioning one’s self in a situation 

otherwise impossible.  The washerwoman was now free to also be the clubwoman, IF she 

purchased an Easy Washer.  The idea of having free time to relax at the club or go out 

dancing at night was one that would appeal to many housewives of the era.  This was the 

Roaring Twenties—an economic boom period.   Women were able to be more than just a 

housewife and mother; they could live the life of the wealthy with just one little 

purchase!  

   

Fig. 18 & 19, Easy Washer Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1928 
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These advertisements were able to put the female consumer into the shoes, so to speak, of 

the woman in the ad, therefore evoking personal connection to the item being sold. 

  With the next image, taken from The Ladies Home Journal, 1929, (Fig. 20), the 

advertiser drew on a female’s sense of fashion or style, telling them to be “Awake with 

style.”  The fully fashion conscience female, or male for that matter, would have been 

wise to choose the Sealex Linoleum flooring.  These floors would compliment their up-

to-date fashion sense and highlight their good taste. 

 

Fig. 20, Sealex Linoleum Ad from The Ladies Home Journal, 1929 

 

The advertiser would be remiss if they did not include advertising for the male’s 

needs.  In the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company ad, found in Better Homes and Gardens, 

1947 (Fig. 21 pg 25), the advertiser addresses decorating tricks that would appeal to men.  
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Fig. 21, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1947  

According to this ad, the use of plate glass mirrors and glass block bars are  

design features that men were particularly fond of.  They were small details but 

they added “a lot of extra charm.”  Just like the washer ads portray a certain type of 

woman, this ad promoted the man of the house in business suit – a good family provider. 

 “Ah!  How glamorous. . . !” Now who would be the target market for this ad 

found in Better Homes and Gardens, 1947 (Fig. 22)?  

 

Fig. 22, Chrome Craft Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1947 
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The housewife, drawn to the idea of being as glamorous as a movie star or pinup girl 

from WWII, might find this to be a tempting idea.  By just purchasing a new Chrome 

Craft dinette set, the “modern” housewife could update and glamorize the look of her 

kitchen while envisioning herself in the role of movie star.   

The way in which these products and designs were presented to the public was a 

determining factor on what was purchased and for what reason. 

 

Historicizing Interiors 

From the day when the first cave painting was made to the present time, we have 

not been able to escape from the influence of designs of the past.  As much as every 

generation likes to think that they are truly modern and breaking new ground with 

innovative styles and trends, the Past – with a capital “P” – has a way of influencing 

design trends in every period.  In some cases, an attempt is made to recreate the designs 

and interiors from a previous era.  But in most cases, the result is an interpretation of a 

historic style, modified to suit the lifestyle of the contemporary users, and incorporating 

new materials and technologies to reproduce the images of bygone days. 

In a 1928 article in Better Homes and Gardens entitled “Modernizing the 1914 

Living Room:  How to Relieve the Heaviness of ‘Before-the ’War’ Furniture”, the goal 

was to provide an alternative interior design to  “that nearly fifty percent of American 

home interiors . . .of the vintage of 1914 or earlier in style; that is to say, they are 

Craftsman or a mélange of Craftsman and nondescript mahogany left-overs from the 

dear, dead days—gone beyond recall—of the latter part of the nineteenth century.”  

The article went on to state:   
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 “The Owners of these homes note the walnut, maple, mahogany and painted 

furniture in period styles of Queen Anne, Duncan Phyfe, Georgian, and the like, which 

they see in the living rooms of the more recently furnished homes of their neighbors, and 

naturally they long to do something to bring their own home into some sort of conformity 

with the prevailing mode.” (28) 

 As an aside,  The use of the word “conformity” in this context is interesting to note—it is 

not modern to be different from someone else—one must be like everyone else. 

The designs proposed in the article made use of the “modern” colors in light 

tones, but the furnishings—Queen Anne, Duncan Phyfe, etc, clearly reflect an interest in 

the past, and not just the recent past. 

This interior from The Ladies’ Home Journal in 1936 conveyed an interest in the 

Biedermeier style from Germany (Fig. 23).  

   

Fig. 23, “Biedermeier at Its Best” from The Ladies Home Journal, 1936 

While explaining its relationship to the Empire style of Napolean in France, and also how 

it differed from that style, nostalgia for the past could be seen in  the caption for the 

illustration: “Blond beauty of applewood and graceful simplicity of form give to this 
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setting of Biedermeier a charm that warrants the return to popularity of this romantic 

style.” 

An Empire-style sofa, similar in form to the previous Biedermeier furniture, was 

shown in this advertisement for Bigelow Weavers from Better Homes and Gardens in 

1947 (Fig. 24).   

 

Fig. 24 Bigelow Weavers Ad from Better Homes and Gardens, 1947 

  

Set amid a fashionable color palette of the 1940s with a stark-white brick fireplace, the 

elegant form of the sofa placed a piece of history in this “modern” (small “m”) setting. 

This blending of traditional forms and modern colors was highlighted in an article from 

Better Homes and Gardens in 1947 (Fig. 25, pg 29).  Entitled “We’ll Take Traditional” – 

with a subheading “But we’ll borrow modern colors”, this article was an interview with a 

couple building a new home and wanting it to be modern (small m) but were confronted 

with the effects of Modern style (capital M).   
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Fig. 25, “We’ll Take the Traditional” from Better Homes and Gardens, 1947 

 

As with many individuals, their solution was a blending of the Traditional and the 

Modern.  The article concluded “Only the best of today’s Modern will survive at all, just 

as only the best Traditional designs have weathered time.” 

 Traditional and modern are often placed in opposition to each other, but in 

historical terms, it is difficult to have one without the other.  

 

This paper has presented some of the findings from from research which looked at 

primary sources to determine how and why design was promoted in a particular way at a 

particular time.    By analyzing the underlying meaning, and placing the articles and 

advertisements in their historical context, it is hoped that one can gain a clearer 

understanding of designs of the past—how and why they appeared—and perhaps look at 

current design trends in a different way. 
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The basic conflict of all fairy tales, the battle between dichotomies such as 
good and evil, right and wrong, or innocence versus experience to name just a 
few, is a timeless concept that could be applicable to anyone; this is true even 
though fairy tales are typically set once upon a time in a land far, far way.   In 
fairy tales, these battles are usually waged through the external characters of an 
old, ugly witch who is evil personified, and a young, beautiful, (and often 
orphaned) princess who generally represents all that is good and pure.   While 
these characters are conceived as two separate entities, they often symbolically 
represent internal conflicts that plague all of humanity, such as the temptation 
to give into sin or the struggle to behave morally when being immoral is so 
alluring.   And although gaining knowledge is not usually considered an 
unfortunate event, there is a bereavement associated with the loss of innocence 
when the protagonist becomes well-versed in the principles of experience, 
perhaps because experience also signifies growing older.   However, despite 
these obstacles, at the end of a typical fairy tale, the dichotomy culturally held 
in higher esteem always triumphs over the other, and almost every one 
allegedly, since the protagonist seldom, if ever is shown to age, lives happily 
ever after.     
  
Oscar Wilde's Victorian novella, The Picture of Dorian Gray is in many ways a 
fractured or anti- fairy tale.  The protagonist, Dorian, is a beautiful (and 
orphaned) young man, who struggles with the internal conflicts described 
above.   However, instead of this battle being fought in two separate external 
characters, these opposing dichotomies are being fought within Dorian and his 
likeness, the portrait.   At first the portrait and Dorian match in appearance. 
Later, although Dorian becomes more evil in nature, he remains youthful and 
attractive in appearance. The portrait, in turn, becomes more grotesque, making 
Dorian internally like a fairy tale witch, but externally like a typically fairy tale 
princess.   For Dorian, the portrait becomes the haunting reminding of his 
internal struggle, or perhaps even his true self, the one that his Faustian wish 
concealed from the rest of the world.   The Picture of Dorian Gray, unlike a 
typical fairy tale, does not appear to end happily because Dorian dies in the 
end. Consequently, Dorian's death makes it difficult to determine which 
dichotomy is victorious, as Dorian and his portrait represent both sides of the 
spectrum.   Thus Wilde's aptly-titled novella appears to suggest that instead of 
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struggling with or denying these opposing sides of ourselves, perhaps the best 
way to achieve perfect internal unity is perceive the world in shades of gray  
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More than Skin Deep: the Sense of Resistance 
 

The sense of touch usually refers to texture, like the surface of a page. But this 
sense is related to another that also requires on bodily contact with something—for 
example, when we turn that page and notice its insubstantial weight. Proprioception, or 
self-perception (often used synonymously with kinesthesia), refers to neural signals that 
come from within the body to indicate “the positions of the joints, the forces produced in 
the muscles, and the orientation of the body in space” (Schmidt and Wrisberg). This 
branch of perception often signals the degree of resistance we encounter with objects or 
with gravity when we lift, push, pull, squeeze, swing, throw, stand, walk, climb, jump, 
and so on. It helps us to function in the world and to relish it—to apply the right force to 
the brake or the piano key, feel the weight of a log or an infant in the arms, align the 
joints to balance in an arabesque, test the ripeness of a cantaloupe with the fingers or the 
doneness of a noodle with the teeth. We can encourage students to invoke this sense in 
their description, narration, and even their figurative imagery, and to appreciate it in the 
writing of others: “The jar went heavy in my hand” (Updike). This presentation will give 
a brief account of proprioception and then share many vivid examples of its appearance 
in writing. 
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Abstract of “Waist-High* in Academia” 

 

 The “normal” body walks and stands.  When the body becomes scripted as lower 

than head height, even in professional and academic sites, various boundaries come into 

play to exclude the disabled.  Circles of equals standing and talking close and fill up the 

space occupied by a wheelchair user, even when seen.  Spontaneously joining this lower 

person in walking and in using an elevator disappears.  Very few men descend to talking 

at the wheelchair level.  Sometimes people talk to the companion rather than to the 

person when the two non-disabled stand. 

 The social experience is often disabling as well when intellectual invisibility 

occurs, and non-disabled people unconsciously assume at least two eventualities: one, 

that the disabled person’s life has contracted to only the disabled experience, and two, 

that the intelligence has degraded to the level of a child. 

 Many disabled people have often observed and commented on the cultural and 

psychological reasons for this unconscious behavior by the non-disabled.  When 

boundaries of heath and standard nature are breached, or “transgressed,” anxieties and 

fears arise.  First women and then LGBTQ (Lesbians, Gays, Bi-sexuals, Trans-sexuals, 

and Queers) document that “normals” seem to contemplate otherness with great pain.  

Likewise, non-disabled people may wish to deny vicarious performativity. It is especially 

American to (wish to) ignore universal vulnerability to the effects of aging as well as to 

the ordinary chances of accident and disease. 



However, many disabled people observe and speak of another development, 

which benefits them in surprising ways—spiritual deepening such as mindfulness and, 

paradoxically, detachment. 

 

 

 

*Homage à  Nancy Mairs, Waist-High in the World:  A Life Among the Nondisabled, 

 Boston: Beacon Press, 1996. 
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A boundary between the public and individual spaces under Asian democracy 

Abstract 

Haeyoung Youn 

     After adopting democracy as a part of western modernization, Asian countries have 

shown a contradictory position between human rights and Asian values, which is a unique 

system of traditional values kept by an Asian cultural area. In contrast to the respect of 

the individualistic ideal in the western democracy, Asian countries, despite the 

democratic principles, have emphasized national sovereignty and community’s 

precedence over individuals for the social and economic stability. Thus, Asian democracy 

has been identified as a dictatorial system of Asian development, which is the mixture of 

the Confucian tradition of patriarchal system and community spirit with capitalism. 

Experiencing the same paradigm, South Korea has formed “new totalitarianism” by the 

collusion of “Jaeber”(a group of monopolistic enterprises) and political parties, which 

was revealed in an economic crisis in 1997.   

     Critically representing a space between the individual and the community, Do-ho 

Suh’s works shows fragile human rights in Asian (or Korean) democracy. For 

instance,“Some/One,”displayed at the 49th Venice Biennale, shows a nine-foot tall, long, 

flowing robe made by approximately 100,000 military dog tags. While regular dog tags 

identify the wearer through name, birth date, and blood type, Suh’s manufactured ones 

show random assortment of letters and numbers as they represent a required individual 

anonymity in front of the authority of community. In addition, the viewer can enter inside 

of the robe and see their distorted reflections in mirrors which lined the robe’s interior. 

The artist awakes the viewer to the violated human rights by totalitarianism or 

authoritarianism, which has been done in the name of national development. 

     This paper will look at contradictory aspects between Asian (Korean) society, 

emphasizing new Confucianism and human rights with Do-ho Suh’s works. Furthermore, 

Slavoj Žiižek’s theory, which extends Jacques Lacan’s psychoanalytic concepts such as 

the imaginary, the symbolic, the real, fantasy, and jouissance to a political discourse, will 

be applied to understand the relationship between reality and a democratic ideology in 

Korea. In conclusion, this paper will attempt to demystify Asian values, which have been 

abused in the name of national development.  
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Abstract  
 
The translation of literary works has always interested me. This translation of 

literary prose poses some difficult but interesting problems. The central aim 

of this paper is to focus on the most salient problems posed when 

translating a classic African novel, namely Achebe’s Things Fall Apart into 

isiXhosa Lwadilik’udonga. Therefore, it is to highlight various problems 

encountered by the translator in the search for equivalence and 

adequacy. This will be accomplished, by carrying out a descriptive and 

comparative analysis, in which amongst other things the translator’s 

strategies are investigated. It should be stressed from the outset, that the 

point at issue is not to evaluate the translation as such.  

 

Summary 
The translation of literary prose is a delicate task. The process 

fundamentally requires the translator to be as accurate as possible in 

simple term and phrase translations from source language to the target 

language, but at the same time to remain loyal to the spirit of the original 

text as well as the message.  

An original literary prose text will have certain flair indicative of the 

author’s writing style, and therefore the translator must be careful and 
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attentive enough to strike a harmonious balance between remaining 

completely loyal to his original spirit but also be able to render it 

idiomatically in the target language and cultural context through his or 

her own innovations, without overshadowing or altering the original 

message too drastically. In other words the translator’s task is not only to 

convey the writer’s ideas but also to render his style in such a way as to 

make the translation road naturally to a native speaker of the target 

language, which in this case is IsiXhosa, while the source language is 

English.    

 

As the name “translation” suggests, during the process a substance is 

carried across from one place to another, while at the same time 

undergoing a material change. Supporting this, Reinfrank-Clark (1981: 2) 

says, in translation our material is the word, our substance is the meaning, 

or if you wish, our vehicle is the language; the cargo is information, 

culture, and art. During the transport our material, the vehicle, changes 

texture and shape, so as to adapt to different climate and road 

conditions. The more negligible the loss in substantial value, the higher the 

accomplishment, as the message should come through unaltered, while 

the language changes.  

 

One of the most interesting aspects of translation, requiring careful and 

skilful handling is that translation is not just a transfer of information 

between languages, but the transfer of one culture to another. Therefore, 

in translating literature we are not just dealing with words written in a 

certain time, space and sociopolitical situation; most importantly it is the 

cultural aspect of the text that we should take into account. This is further 

confirmed by Bassnett and Lefevere (1990: 4) who regard culture as the 

unit of translation, and not the word or even the text.          
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Xhosa literature and English literature, which are not only written in 

different language but also represent different cultures, differ greatly in 

terms of linguistic, literary and cultural-social conventions. Culture and 

language are closely interrelated, because languages do not operate in 

isolation but within and as part of cultures and cultures differ form each 

other in different ways.                      

Another problem stems from the fact that Achebe in his text uses a 

language which does not strictly belongs to him in the sense that he is not 

a native speaker of English. In the source text Achebe is using the English 

language to express an African experience. Because he is a talented 

writer Achebe has succeeded in twisting the English language so as to suit 

his own purpose. A problem of translation arises here from the fact that 

somehow, the Xhosa language does not as easily yield itself to being so 

twisted and this in itself constitutes a serious challenge.     

 

I have earlier on made a point about the interaction of language and 

culture. In the translation of Things Fall Apart into isiXhosa, the problem is 

even more complex because within the same source language two 

cultures are involved: the English culture, since English is linguistic medium 

of the novel, and the African culture seen through the Ibo world-view.  To 

solve this problem Achebe has “devised an African vernacular style which 

simulates the idiom of Ibo, his native tongue”.  That is why apart from the 

choice of words and the specific way he arranges them Achebe makes a 

profuse use of proverbs, metaphors and similes which describe the cultural 

atmosphere in which actions unfold, the cultural milieu in which the 

characters evolve.               
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As stated before, one of the most interesting aspects of translation, requiring 

careful and skilful handling is that, translation is “not just a transfer of 

information between languages, but a transfer from one culture to another” 

(Hervey et al., 1995: 20). It necessarily involves the treatment of cultural issues, 

though their relative importance will vary depending on text genre as well as on 

the intended reader and functions of the translated text, amongst other 

considerations.       

A first language speaker of the target language in this case, is the translator of 

the target text ‘Lwadilik’udonga’. He is translating this book not for a foreign 

audience but the intended readers are his own people. That is, the translator is 

translating into his language and his culture, which are different from the 

author’s. This, I should think, presents an entirely new perspective on the 

principle of ‘equal effect’ as espoused by Bassnett-MacGuire (1988: 26) where 

she says that “the relationship between the receiver and message should aim at 

being the same as that between the original receivers and Source Language (SL) 

message”. She (Bassnett-MacGuire ibid: 27) later extended the definition as 

follows: 

 

‘In trying to solve the problem of translation equivalence, Neubert postulates 

that from the point of view of a theory of texts, translation equivalence must be 

considered a semiotic category, comprising a syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 

component, following Pierce’s categories. These components are arranged in a 

hierarchical relationship, where semantic equivalence takes priority over syntactic 

equivalence, and pragmatic equivalence conditions and modifies both the other 

elements’.         

 

This paper will show that it is often hard to render a Source Language text 

flawlessly in the Target Language. Problems and questions arise that 

demand particular notice and specific attention.   
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ABSTRACT  

          

 HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES             

  

 Human Rights issue is a global phenomenon. It is a major theme in the development of 
the modern world. The evolution of Human Rights in a particular country is reflective of 
the particular socio- economic conditions operative at that time. The present paper 
purports to analyze the subject of Human Rights in the Third World Countries keeping in 
view their special economic circumstances. It has assumed more significance these days 
mainly due to the abuse rather than the enjoyment thereof. In the developing countries of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America, there are massive violations of Human Rights of the 
disadvantaged groups and the marginalized section of the society. There are outrageous 
violations of civil and political rights as well as socio- economic rights. Despite these 
violations the level of Human Rights consciousness, because of acute poverty and 
illiteracy, is very low. Thus in these countries human rights movement have a 
transformative potential. They constitute challenges to vested interests and oppressive 
systems that deny basic rights to the common people. Massive efforts to educate the 
masses are required at all levels. For the successful implementation and protection of 
Human Rights in a developing country, a free and independent judiciary is very 
necessary. Along with it there is also a need to strengthen the people’s movement for the 
successful working of the democratic institutions. Above all the marginalized section of 
the society, who is forced into depravity, dehumanization and brutalization , has to be 
protected.                       

  

                                          

                                               



PAPER 

Human Rights in the Third World Countries  

Human rights are the rights that are inherent in people by virtue of being human beings, 
the rights that are absolutely essential for full and complete development of human 
personality, which every human being is entitled to enjoy and have protected. The 
underlying idea of such rights-fundamental principles which must be respected in the 
treatment of all men, women and children-exists in some form in all cultures and society. 
The contemporary international statement of those rights is the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights. The Declaration covers two broad sets of rights-Civil and Political Rights, 
This includes right to development right to common heritage of mankind etc. 

and Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. These two sets of rights aim to give all people 
freedom from fear and want. Both sets of rights must be protected as the ‘foundation of 
freedom, justice and peace in the world’. It is the responsibility of the government to 
protect the human rights proclaimed by the declaration. However a third generation of 
human rights has also come up but has not yet been fully established. This includes right 
to development, right to common heritage of mankind etc. These rights have been 
forcefully advocated by developing countries. UN Sec.General Boutrous Ghali has 
highlighted the importance of these in meeting the needs of International human 
development. 

 Under the heading Civil and Political Rights, all governments are to protect the 
life, liberty and security of their citizens. They should guarantee that no one is enslaved 
and that no one is subjected to arbitrary arrest and detention and to torture. Everyone is 
entitled to fair trial. The right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion and to 
freedom of expression is to be protected.  

  Economic, Social and Cultural Rights implies that all governments are 
expected to try progressively to improve the living conditions of their citizens. For e.g. 
they should try to guarantee the right to food, clothing and medical care, protection of the 
family and the right to social security education and employment. They are to promote 
these rights without discrimination of any kind. 

  The concept of human rights is a subject of contemporary international 
law and the efforts to regulate them at an international level only gained momentum after 
Second World War. The signing of UN charter marked the formal realization that human 
rights are a matter for international concern. After the Second World War many changes 
occurred on the world scenario.  

  Art.55 and 56 of the charter imposes upon the United Nations and its member legal 
obligation to promote respect for the observance of human rights. The action taken by 
UN in this pursuit has taken several forms. A large number of declarations and treaties 
have been adopted mostly as a result of the work of UN commission on Human Rights. 
The extent to which such declarations and treaties have had or will have impact upon 



general protection of human rights in national countries is less clear. The UN acting 
mainly through the General Assembly and the Security Council, has sometimes acted to 
protect human rights by means other than the adoption of treaties and other documents1. 
In pursuance of the implementation of the principle of the respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms, the Human Rights Commission considered the preliminary draft 
of an international Bill Of Rights prepared by a drafting committee in 1947. Because of 
difference of opinions as to its contents, the commission decided to draw up 
simultaneously a draft declaration, a draft convention and implementation. In the process 
of Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), Covenant on civil and political rights 
(1966) and Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1967) were adopted. 
They together would form what is referred as International Bill of Human Rights2. Many 
countries, thus restricting the universal application of human rights, as delineated in the 
above documents have not incorporated the international standards3 of human rights. 
However with growing interdependence the States particularly the developing ones 
would have to cater to these international standards .the diverse socio cultural matrix of 
developing countries does not permit them to approach the promotion and protection of 
human rights in a thorough and unified way. Nor can they be guided by western style 
ideology and thinking on protection of human rights. This is because of three reasons. 
The first is that incorporation of Western theories of human rights shall be a continuation 
of the colonial heritage. Secondly these countries being in a flux, the human rights as 
determined and evolved by West shall be either inappropriate or too rigid for these 
countries to adopt changing priorities. Thirdly, the politics of human rights practiced by 
the ruling elites in these countries. They are united in their notion of governance and 
expediency of their rules, which is often taken as a justification for derogation, and 
violation of human rights. It is indeed these views, which are highly publicized at 
national and international levels4. 

  As a matter of fact developing countries show a remarkable difference of 
cultures and socio-economic realities inter-se and intra-se. They also represent world’s 
major religions and political ideologies like socialism, democracy or feudalism. At the 
same time they are faced with tremendous problems of state building, economic 
reconstruction and recurrent regional, sub-regional and ethnic conflicts. These conflicts 
have grown to the extent so much so that even the foundation of the States as such is 
threatened. There remains a sharp disagreement on the exact scope and nature of basic 
human rights, on the treatment of substantive human rights, economic issues and the 
methodology of protection of these human rights in these countries. More often than not 
the conflict between liberty, equality and other values is easily discernible and is prone to 
many distortions sometimes-even hostility. This is again because of three reasons5. 
Firstly the primary aim is to strengthen the authority of the state and do not favor 
centrifugal tendencies, which could benefit full recognition of the rights and freedom of 
individuals. Secondly after decolonization, for purpose of economic development a 
strong government was needed for reconstruction and development. The reconstruction 
on certain rights and liberties seemed inevitable. The economic and social rights had to 
be promoted at the expense of civil and political rights. Thirdly because of peculiar social 
structures in these countries the government had to exercise undisputed powers. The 



freedom authority dialectic operative in Western European tradition is alien to the 
cultures operating in developing countries. 

 However, over the years three distinct legal systems have evolved in the group of 
developing countries6. The first may be described as an absolutely autocratic state, which 
does not show any regard towards the promotion and protection of human rights. Being 
based the traditions of ruler-ruled relationship, the ruler is deemed to be above law. In the 
process of amalgamation and furtherance of his rule, nothing stops him even if it would 
mean brutalisation of certain minimum rights. This is particularly true in some Asian and 
African countries. The second category comprises of those countries with progressive 
regimes aiming at total or near total mobilization for rapid, economic and social 
transformation and with de jure or de facto one party rule. In these countries one should 
find greater emphasis on social and economic transformation and such a pace that civil 
and political rights are qualified by the exigencies of social and economic development. 
These countries have developed a highly mobilized, social and political system geared to 
rapid, economic and social system. It is true that these countries have made immense 
strides in economic and social transformation but over the years these countries have 
faced graver problems in terms of the challenge to the one party authority from groups 
and sub-groups, representing various shades of opinion and ideologies thus forcing the 
governments for tougher measures against these groups, sometimes even nationalities at 
the expense of human rights. Thus human right violations have occurred because of threat 
to the social cohesion and economic progress7. The third group of countries constitute the 
countries having democratic rules and institution with two or multiparty systems 
including India. Possessed with written constitution and instruments of democracies, and 
a judiciary these countries are purportedly adherence to the theory of promotion and 
protection of human rights as enshrined in their constitutions. Of course, the written 
constitutions guarantee individual liberty, equality and freedom, yet the working of these 
countries has not shown good results. Of course, this is because of the fact that reality of 
socio-economic backwardness of huge populace is in their minds which puts a premium 
on the protection of human rights. Being pluralistic and having deeper social stratification 
of classes, there are no ideal solution to the problem of promotion and protection of 
human rights. Being also faced with demands of large groups and sub groups, a 
homogenous approach to protection of human rights is neither tried nor can perhaps be 
achieved. Consequently very often in meeting such demands it is either the basic law 
which is violated or leads to other unmanageable problems.8 

   All throughout the world at all stages of history there seems to have been 
difficulties for evolving a concrete and particular theory and model for human rights. 
This is true for developed West and shall be true for developing countries. Whereas the 
course of events in developed West has been too favorable for protection and promotion 
of human rights, the developing countries are in chaos concerning the protection and 
implementation of human rights9. Notwithstanding the core concern shown by 
international declarations and principles upon protection of human rights, it is difficult if 
not impossible, to arrive at a concept of human rights in developing countries, which is 
unanimously acceptable, nor there is a common framework of action. It often happens 
that at any international action the developing countries are quick either to enter 



reservation or even if accepted are silently violating it. The disrespect shown to some of 
the international covenants on human rights is a growing recognition of the 
overestimation of the role of State and a positive threat to human rights.10  

  Faced with immense underdevelopment combined with long periods of 
colonial exploitation, poverty and illiteracy the human rights are illusory to a large 
populace of these countries. Poverty indeed is the most potent cause of the violation of 
human rights in these countries. Poverty undermines human dignity and without human 
dignity there is no human rights. The fact that rich countries of the world accounting for 
20 percent of its population consume 80 % of the world’ resources points out to the need 
to emphasis on socio and economic rights. Three quarters of all humanity who live in the 
developing countries are weighed down by poverty and under development. It was aptly 
observed Colonel Ignasius K Acheampong, former Head of State of Ghana, that ‘one 
man one vote ‘ is meaningless unless it is accompanied by the principle of ‘one man one 
bread’11. The aid received from the developed countries is often tied –aid to be spent in 
rich donor countries. Recipient countries run the risk of satisfying some while upsetting 
the others. There is a real need for donors to work among themselves to fix common 
conditions and criteria for measuring results. 

    In the process of pursuing socio-economic goals, the developing countries show a 
second rate respect to civil and political rights. It is also true that present international 
system is largely responsible for underdeveloped conditions of poorer nations12. In this 
connection it is instructive to refer to the efforts undertaken by developing countries and 
UNCTAD to modify and change the conditions of international economic relation to the 
advantage of developing countries. It was presumed that equity in international relations 
could also percolate in the economies of developing countries. However, contrary to the 
expectations of developing countries, not only did the call for New International Order 
fail, but over the years new forms of economic dependency has been thrust upon 
developing countries by IMF, World Bank sponsored structural adjustment programs. 
These programs have forced developing countries to change their economic policies. 
These policies have deeper implications for developing countries particularly for their 
marginalized sections of populations. 

 The tendency of dehumanizing the human rights is large in developing countries. 
Whether in economic reorganization schemes or in bourgeoisie administrative and 
institutional set up, the misery of human rights has further been accentuated. The 
criminalisation of politics and the lack of accountability has become the order of the day. 
The brutalisation of the state power is reflected in the increase in number of state crimes, 
with little or slight comfort from judiciary in terms of payment of compensation. The 
elites are becoming powerful enough to obstruct the ordinary course of rule of law. Rule 
of law is only confined to academics. A situation of no return has reached in the politics 
of governance in developing countries. Apart from occasional outbursts from the 
judiciary, press, human rights activists, non-governmental organizations, there is no 
meaningful attempt to formulate clear-cut methodology for protection of human rights.  

  



An overall rethinking in this context is not only desirable but also necessary13. It should 
be reemphasized that the recognition of guarantee and effective protection of human 
rights of individuals and groups is of prime importance in maintaining the stability and 
cohesion in any society including developing countries. No economic or social progress 
could be reached at the cost of violation of human tights, what ever they are. The 
promulgation and protection of human rights have to be consistent with the patterns and 
structures of authority, and people’s aspirations as well as expectations. The role of 
human rights is to tune the administrative and judicial system and fortify right and 
freedoms. 

 In any country with low level of literacy and under development, a massive input is 
required for removing them. Of course it is for the state to consider the required means 
and ways, which should go long way in reinforcing the importance of human rights. But 
along with it a massive effort is required to educate the vast majority of people about the 
exact role of state and the incorporation of human rights in all models of human 
existence. This is an effort, which has to be carried at all levels. This would help to lesson 
the over estimated role and the authority of the State in developing countries.14 Secondly, 
if the human rights have to be successfully implemented in a developing country, a free 
and independent judiciary to protect the rights is necessary. In India e.g. the judiciary 
particularly the higher judiciary has served the cause of human rights. However there 
should be every effort to maintain and uphold the Rule of law in all its aspects. Moreover 
the people’s movement for successful and judicious working of the institutions of 
democracy has to be strengthened with more stress on the accountability of these 
institutions. That would indeed serve the cause of human rights in every society including 
the developing country15 Thirdly there is every justification for more and more protection 
of marginalized persons in developing countries. Because over the years these 
marginalized persons have been forced into an element of depravity, dehumanization and 
brutalisation. 

 If developing countries have to progress and prosper they cannot do so with an open 
disregard to the necessities of these people .The governments have to be conscious of the 
plight of these classes. Any economic rejuvenation plan must have an element of 
egalitarianism and protection of weaker sections at all levels as market can act as a factor 
for allocation but cannot act as benefactor of the marginalized and deprived segments of 
population of developing countries. Lastly, it must be added that any developing country 
has its own difficulty in arriving at a consolidating thinking on the promotion and 
protection of human rights. This is because if very special considerations in which a 
country is in. However these difficulties must not be advocated as justification for 
abrogation of human rights. On the contrary there should be an examination into them 
while building a course on human rights. 
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Rewriting Indian Thought 
Hegel’s and Schopenhauer’s Interpretations of Indian Philosophy and Religion 

 
German Romanticism and its excitement about India produced significant research, 

translations and comparative analysis of ancient Indian literary, religious and philosophical texts. 
Among the German philosophers, who interpreted and commented upon this material, my paper 
investigates G.W.F. Hegel’s and Arthur Schopenhauer’s interpretation and re-working of Hindu 
religious philosophy. Hegel and Schopenhauer shared the most important sources of translation 
and commentary on Indian religio-philosophical texts like the Vedas, Upanisads and the 
Bhagavadgītā. From the available material Hegel and Schopenhauer interpreted key philosophical 
concepts of universality and particularity. I argue that both philosophers understood Hindu 
religion and philosophy in terms of Advaita Vedānta. I demonstrate that despite having common 
sources on Indian thought, Hegel and Schopenhauer delivered almost diametrically opposite 
interpretations of Vedāntic concepts of brahman and māyā: Hegel criticized brahman for being 
external to the particular, while Schopenhauer stated that, like his concept of will, it is internal 
within the particular. Hegel understood māyā or the illusory world as an escape from reality, 
while for Schopenhauer it explained the process of perception and understanding of the empirical 
world. Hegel saw excess, fantasy and lack of ethics and morality in the Hindu religion, while 
Schopenhauer praised Vedānta for having the most sophisticated and concise statement on ethics. 

My research method includes analyzing Hegel’s and Schopenhauer’s interpretation in 
detail and comparing it closely with their sources and with original Indian texts. I demonstrate 
where and how the Indian sources got selectively read and presented and how the meaning of 
Indian religious and philosophical concepts got re-configured. I claim that Hegel and 
Schopenhauer had such opposite interpretations because they isolated pieces of information from 
various sources, assembled them together and reworked them in a way that would fit their own 
individual dispositions and philosophies: Hegel was a strong critic of Romanticism and in his 
linear understanding of history, the enlightened European present had nothing to learn from the 
primitive Oriental past. And Schopenhauer, in the vein of affiliating his philosophy with ancient 
wisdom, insisted that his own philosophy drew the same sophisticated epistemological, 
metaphysical and ethical conclusions as the ancient Indian texts.  

I further explore whether this selective reading raises questions about Hegel’s and 
Schopenhauer’s own philosophies. I argue, for example, that even with the information available 
to Hegel, Indian religious concept of the Absolute could potentially qualify for being a 
philosophically evolved and mature concept, even by Hegel’s own definitions in his philosophy 
of religion. This would in turn question Hegel’s placement of India in the initial stages of 
“childhood” and would question his theme of historical development of thought. In 
Schopenhauer’s case, I claim, that he constantly makes parallels between his own concepts and 
those of Indian thought, which, rather than supporting and legitimizing his philosophy (as per 
Schopenhauer’s intention), actually inserts inconsistencies and contradictions in his own 
philosophy.  

The outcomes of this study are threefold: firstly, it encourages a serious rethinking of the 
philosophers’ authority in this matter and of the image of India that they perpetuated among 
western thinkers. Secondly, the study also goes one step beyond the post colonial critique of 
western reception of the orient: it states that whether one looks at the orient as the other (Hegel) 
or embraces it as one’s kin (Schopenhauer), both these images are a result of selective and 
manipulative representation; it exposes the extent of exploitation and reworking of the source and 
the motivations for such reworking. Thirdly, again, going beyond postcolonial critique, it 
demonstrates that the damage does not just limit itself to creating a distorted image of the orient, 
but works back on the western thinkers themselves and raises serious questions about the 
consistency and coherence of their own thought. In other words my paper studies the process and 
implications of Rewriting Indian thought. 
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solo voice and piano by Margaret Bonds, H. Leslie Adams, and Robert Owens, and features 
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brief commentary on the poetry and its influence on the compositional process. 
 
The Negro Speaks of Rivers Margaret Bonds 

Prayer H. Leslie Adams 

Genius Child Robert Owens 

Six Songs on the Poetry of Langston Hughes Dominic Dousa 
 1.  The Dream Keeper 
 2.  Mother to Son 
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 4.  As I Grew Older 
 5.  Ma Lord 
 6.  Judgment Day 
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Program notes for Six Songs on the Poetry of Langston Hughes from the compact disc “With a 
Song in My Heart” (Blue Griffin Recording). 
 

Shortly after entering the graduate music program at Central Michigan University, Mr. 
Blanchard and I discussed the idea of a collaborative project. Mr. Blanchard suggested 
several poems by Langston Hughes (1902-1967), and almost immediately, the poems 
inspired ideas for a musical setting. The six poems reflect the soul of an individual with a 
deep feeling for humanity. With a powerful voice rooted in the African-American 
experience, Hughes speaks to the spirit of all people through his poetry.  
 
The poems I set to music were published separately in the 1920’s. Eventually all were 
included in a volume of Hughes’s poetry entitled The Dream Keeper, which was 
published in 1932. In the song cycle, the poems are not arranged in chronological order, 
but rather are grouped according to the thematic material of the poetry. The first three 
songs offer a general reflection on life’s struggles. In “The Dream Keeper,” the 
prevailing mood is one of consolation and hope amid the awareness of life’s harsh 
realities. A sense of exhortation to persevere in tough times highlights the second song, 
“Mother to Son.” “Beggar Boy” projects a mysterious, almost contradictory feeling, as 
the poem depicts an individual who continues to live confidently in a seemingly abject 
situation. With the fourth song, “As I Grew Older,” the focus shifts inward toward 
personal struggle. The dreams that seemed so hopeful in “The Dream Keeper” now seem 
far away and out of reach. The middle of this song represents the turning point of the 
song cycle. After a barren section in which hope appears to be extinguished, slowly the 
mood is transformed with a new sense of intense resolve to confront adversity and rise 
above it. “Ma Lord” further bolsters this sense of determination and belief in eventual 
victory. References to heaven in this song and in the final song, “Judgment Day,” 
underscore the idea that ultimately goodness will prevail. To me, these poems express the 
inspiring optimism of a man who encountered many obstacles on the road of life as an 
artist and an African American.  
 
       – Dominic Dousa 
 

 
* Texts used with permission.  Copyright 1994 by the Estate of Langston Hughes. 
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Developing new ways to reach consumers is the force that drives advertising. This paper
is a study of one of the more elusive, yet  effective tools today’s television commercial
creators are using to break away from the pack.

Silence.

The purpose of this study is to discover how silence is being used in television
advertising. 

I have looked at how advertisers are using silence alone, as well as in combination with
other technical attributes, such as conversational sound, instrumental sound, natural
and environmental sound, special effects, and voiceover to engage consumers.
In addition, I looked at how advertisers use silence to evoke viewers’ emotions,
punctuate information, create division, and generate attention.

Quantitative research was the method of investigation in this study. Many months, days
and hours have been invested in analyzing 460 commercials, both foreign and domestic,
for their use of silence.  This analysis was supported by information derived from many
books, articles, and websites, covering advertising specifically as well as more general
issues concerning non-verbal communication and the cultural use of silence. 

Through these 460 examples, this study demonstrates how silence evokes emotion,
punctuates information, generates attention and creates a dividing line between the
program and/or advertisement, which precedes or follows a commercial. 

These analyzes show that the most popular use of silence in television advertising is
pairing silence with the conversation between two characters. The least popular way of
using silence in television advertising is the use of complete silence. Only five out of
the 460 commercials in the sample use complete or near complete silence. 

Exploring silence in television advertising.
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What other perhaps surprising results did this study reveal? I found that 67% of all the
analyzed commercials contained natural, environmental, expected or industrial sound
in conjunction with silence. However, only 8% used special effects and silence in
combination. 

When compared to domestic-made spots, foreign television commercials use more
subtle sound cues. When looking at the    overall sound, foreign commercials used more
natural sound in    conjunction with silence than their domestic counterparts by
a margin of 12 percentage points. American advertising was found to be more speech-
focused, using more overall sound with voiceover, conversation, music and lyrics than
foreign advertisers by a margin of 17 percentage points.

I also discovered that foreign advertisers use more silence than domestic advertisers.
By comparing the length of the commercials with the amount of silence used, I found
that 71% of the foreign 30 second commercials contained some use of silence, which
was  10 percentage points higher than domestic advertisers in the same category. 

And in the 60 second commercial category, 83% of the foreign commercials contained
some form of silence verses 66% of the domestic market, which equals a 17 percentage
point difference in the use of silence between the foreign and domestic advertisers.

In the 21st Century where bigger, brighter, bolder, is considered the norm in television
advertising, this paper argues that the opposite may be true. 

When it comes to television advertising, silence can indeed be golden.

Exploring silence in television advertising.
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Interest in postcolonial studies remains alive and well.  Questions of dominance, 
assimilation, and the postcolonial legacy continue to receive extensive scholarly 
attention.  An aspect that is under-researched, however, is that of the relationship between 
the body of the text and the body as canvas.  This paper’s research objectives address the 
ways in which fashion as the public face of the self is expressed in texts by a range of 
women writers of the francophone diaspora.  Given the selectivity of the creative act, the 
writer provides a unique perspective on identity, culture and aesthetics as each reflects a 
particular syntax of meaning.  At the same time, visual images that trace modes of 
confronting alterity provoke a robust critique of postcolonial issues from an 
interdisciplinary perspective.  The paper utilizes the tools of postcolonial discourse, 
comparative literature, and visual reference to arrive at its expected outcomes:  an 
exploration of fashion differences in three categories of women’s writings of francophone 
provenance, namely, the markers of personal identity, culture and aesthetics. Our 
interwoven analysis of verbal and visual artifacts foregrounds resemblance, return and 
refusal as modes of presentation and representation in selected examples of postcolonial 
francophone women’s literature.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
“I still have a dent in my car from that semester.” (result of a frustrated punch): 
The Student Experience of Comprehensive Design Studio at Oklahoma State University  
 
The OSU School of Architecture Comprehensive Semester’s winning of last year’s NCARB Prize 
for integration of practice with the academy was the culmination of twenty-seven years of 
development and refinements. Although the vast majority of students do pass the course, it holds 
a fearsome reputation. Incoming students are intimidated as if it were a rite of initiation, and after 
they complete it, they often have a sense of having passed a milestone in their education. While 
we faculty think the course is a great one and achieves its goals of comprehensive integration of 
design, technology, and management, this paper examines and introduces the comprehensive 
semester from the students’ points of views. Do they agree with our assessment? What was it like 
to experience our comprehensive semester? The following report builds on conversations with 
students who completed the course in the Spring of 2004, and records their perceptions of the 
course from the distance of an academic year. We left impressed with the role emotions play in an 
intensive learning experience. 
 
The Comprehensive Design Studio was introduced by Professor Alan Brunken into the curriculum 
around 1978. Today it is taught by a team of three architects, one of whom specializes in 
environmental controls, and one structural engineer, and the size of the class varies from 30 to 45 
students. Both architecture and architecture engineering students take this course, although the 
course requirements are somewhat different for the two majors. We have come to call this the 
Comprehensive Semester because it not only requires the use of information learned throughout 
the curriculum, but also incorporates a studio, a technology seminar, and a management course 
into a tightly knit whole. The course description determines that the studio and seminar courses of 
the “Comprehensive Design and Development Studio” have been “designated as separate but 
intertwined courses…one is the design component and the other is the technology component.” 
Throughout the semester, students integrate architectural design with mechanical and structural 
systems design, while understanding correlating management practices. A single project occupies 
the entire semester, which is divided into three phases: schematic design, design development, 
and construction documentation. Formal juries mark the transitions from one phase to another, 
and the calendar allows the rare opportunity for students to respond to jury comments through 
design revisions. Handouts are distributed and seminars occur weekly to provide additional 
information and requirements as the designs progress. The structure of the paper follows the 
semester’s linear structure.   
 
Our post-mortem conversations with students who have experienced the comprehensive design 
studio have helped us become more sensitive to the emotions that accompany and in no small 
part drive students’ accomplishments during this stressful comprehensive semester. We have 
come to learn that the students generally think this course is draining but important in their 
development as architects. We can now better anticipate their worries during the studio. 
Professors endure a fair amount of grumbling, hand-wringing, anger, vague dread, and specific 
complaint, but we can persevere because we are reassured that the thanks will come later. 
Students over time agree with our positive assessment of the course, but it is necessary for 
faculty to respond to a variety of factors, including keeping a finger on the pulse of the students’ 
experience. We want to pack enough into the comprehensive semester to keep students from 
ever reaching complacency, but we try to monitor the frustration level to keep the car dents to a 
minimum. 
 
 



 “I still have a dent in my car from that semester.” (result of a frustrated punch): 
The Student Experience of Comprehensive Design Studio at Oklahoma 
State University  
 
The OSU School of Architecture Comprehensive Semester’s winning of last year’s 
NCARB Prize for integration of practice with the academy was the culmination of twenty-
seven years of development and refinements. Although the vast majority of students do 
pass the course, it holds a fearsome reputation. Incoming students are intimidated as if it 
were a rite of initiation, and after they complete it, they often have a sense of having 
passed a milestone in their education. While we faculty think the course is a great one 
and achieves its goals of comprehensive integration of design, technology, and 
management, this paper examines and introduces the comprehensive semester from the 
students’ points of views. Do they agree with our assessment? What was it like to 
experience our comprehensive semester? The following report builds on conversations 
with students who completed the course in the Spring of 2004, and records their 
perceptions of the course from the distance of an academic year. We left impressed with 
the role emotions play in an intensive learning experience. 
 
The Comprehensive Design Studio was introduced by Professor Alan Brunken into the 
curriculum around 1978. Today it is taught by a team of three architects, one of whom 
specializes in environmental controls, and one structural engineer, and the size of the 
class varies from 30 to 45 students. Both architecture and architecture engineering 
students take this course, although the course requirements are somewhat different for 
the two majors. We have come to call this the Comprehensive Semester because it not 
only requires the use of information learned throughout the curriculum, but also 
incorporates a studio, a technology seminar, and a management course into a tightly knit 
whole. The course description determines that the studio and seminar courses of the 
“Comprehensive Design and Development Studio” have been “designated as separate 
but intertwined courses…one is the design component and the other is the technology 
component.” Throughout the semester, students integrate architectural design with 
mechanical and structural systems design, while understanding correlating management 
practices. A single project occupies the entire semester, which is divided into three 
phases: schematic design, design development, and construction documentation. These 
phases are punctuated by programming and sketch-problem exercises and by a portfolio 
documentation exercise at the end of the semester. Formal juries mark the transitions 
from one phase to another, and the calendar allows the rare opportunity for students to 
respond to jury comments through design revisions. The schematic design phase is 5 
weeks, design development is 7 weeks, and construction documentation lasts 4 weeks. 
Handouts are distributed and seminars occur weekly to provide additional information 
and requirements as the designs progress. This paper follows the semester’s linear 
structure.   
 
“How will we incorporate all this information?” 
Distribution of program and syllabus 
The first day of the semester begins with the distribution of the syllabus, a 26-page 
document! The syllabus explains what will happen throughout the semester, from course 
description and objectives to lengthy NAAB and ABET accreditation requirements to the 
standard grading criteria and studio protocol, initial detailed project research 
requirements, and final presentation requirements for the schematic design phase. This 
is just the beginning of what will eventually become several hundred pages of reference 



material, but even this much is intimidating, and this portion of the syllabus covers only 
the requirements of the first four weeks. Students tend to flip to the semester calendar; it 
essentially determines their lives for the next 16 weeks. Distribution of the syllabus often 
results in one of several reactions: dread, panic, or stupefaction. Students at this point 
are not entirely sure what each phase entails, but the beginning builds on the familiar. 
They are accustomed to programs and schematic design lasting 3 to 4 weeks. After 
students skim the syllabus and calendar, they become more interested in the project 
program: ”I remember initially being really excited… you know, that moment before you 
actually find out what you will be working on for the next (sixteen) weeks.” 
 
Project Program: Starting with the Familiar 
The project program is another 19 pages, although students find it more interesting than 
the syllabus filled with class ‘legalese’. To accommodate both architecture and 
architectural engineering students, the project is typically programmatically complex; 
thus promising a variety of structural-design challenges. Projects accommodate a variety 
of users, and are usually public in nature. Recent projects have included a library, an 
addition to the OSU School of Architecture building, a jazz museum, and a regional 
airport terminal.  
 
Project Sites 
The locations of project sites vary. Professors prefer to have a local site for student 
accessibility, but writing a good project program is first priority. In the past, with 
programs that may have called for significant site design, including design for major 
parking requirements, drainage, and location of the building, some students have taken 
two weeks for site design: ”I remember at the time being quite frustrated with the amount 
of time being pushed towards site planning because I felt like I wasn’t getting any 
building planning accomplished… hmmm…”. Naturally, landscape and site design are 
extensions of the building, but this course must draw the line somewhere and 
concentrate on the systems and technologies that determine building form. Therefore, in 
the Spring of 2005, a site requiring a minimum of interpretation was selected. 
 
Meet the “client” 
Often the studio engages a real client. In the Fall of 2003, the client was the airport 
authority of Ponca City, Oklahoma; the airport manager became a frequent visitor to 
studio and to juries. The client in the Spring 2004 studio was the Oklahoma Jazz Hall of 
Fame in Tulsa, a civic organization considering alternatives for a new facility at the onset 
of the semester. The clients have an introductory meeting with the students and field 
their questions. They are invited to return for the juries throughout the semester. Many 
students are genuinely sensitive to clients’ input and begin with good intentions, but they 
will soon realize that clients’ goals and programmatic needs are but two layers of 
information they need to digest in the early stages of the project. Other students were 
wary of client involvement and expectations, regarding them as constraints on their 
creativity. This attitude changed when students discovered that clients could be 
enthusiastic participants and cheerleaders throughout the entire process. 
 
“All I really remember was having to pull an all-nighter the first week of the 
semester.” 
Research and Analysis 
Students work in groups to gather the research and generate analysis during the week 
before schematic design begins. The research typically involves site analysis, research 
concerning program specific requirements, and general structural and mechanical 



systems analysis. Students present their research in one marathon afternoon and 
respond to professors’ and other students’ questions. This is an afternoon that can be 
painful for everyone, as students, eager to begin designing, find this stage uninteresting. 
Professors ask students to draw conclusions from their analysis and research, but they 
resist, thinking that conclusions occur during design. Frequently they are required to 
resubmit their research, and suggested changes are outlined for them. If work finished 
during this stage is not adequate, students will have inadequate information later. While 
research has been a frequent component of design problems in prior semesters, it is 
typically de-emphasized and undervalued by the students. Design concepts, they 
believe, come from somewhere else.  
 
“You don’t want to be beating a dead horse all semester.”- Alan Brunken 
Initial Design 
After research and analysis, students begin generating design ideas. Professors define a 
one- or two-day sketch problem to trigger students’ thinking. This initial sketch problem 
engages an abstract idea related to the problem. For example, they have been asked to 
capture the essence of flight or of jazz. Some engage this exercise as helpful mental 
limbering while others feel distracted from what they most urgently want to do: initiate 
design of the building. 
 
Once the sketch problem encourages the students to think formally, the concept search 
begins. This presents the first dilemma for many. Do they consider ‘buildability’ from the 
get-go, since they know they will eventually be required to make their final concept 
buildable, and thus limit the space of possible design ideas, or do they push their 
conceptual limits? Some consider both tactics, some opt initially for safety, and some are 
bold. Each course of action has its liabilities and will come back to haunt the students in 
one way or another all semester. The ‘play-it-safe’ students may be stuck with a dull 
design, “a dead horse”, they have to pursue all semester, while the bold students will 
often be constantly struggling just to meet course requirements: “It is somewhat nerve-
racking… because you know that for the next semester, you are going to be locked into 
that one project with nowhere to go but through it.” 
 
“That code book is so thick! Where do we start?” 
Code Seminar 
After initial design has begun, four Tulsa code officials donate their time and teach the 
first seminar, hoping to guide students through the basics of the IBC 2000 Code. This 
early meeting with the building code officials underscores the dilemma between 
buildability and artistic vision with a fresh set of constraints: the imperatives of designing 
for life safety and within the area allowances of construction and occupancy types. 
Students coming into the course begin with the ill-defined worry that they are 
underprepared. The code seminar gives that worry a face. Although the code officials 
walk them through the primary charts and reasoning behind the information, students 
are expected to understand and be able to work within the complex interaction among 
occupancy types, construction types, and exiting requirements, form-determining factors 
which only a few students have confronted. The code officials try their best to simplify 
the concepts: “You must have a minimum of two exits. These exits must be enclosed 
and remote from each other. You cannot traverse through an exit to get to another 
space. Your construction type will limit the size of your building. Occupancy determines 
exit number and width.” No longer will students be able to simply tell juries “it’s concrete” 
or “it’s wood” but instead must demonstrate “it’s Type A construction-unsprinklered” or 
the like. Many have a hard time accepting that they are actually going to be held 



responsible for designing to these limitations. “How can design proceed at all with all 
these code requirements getting in the way?” they wonder. 
 
“Which way to go?” 
Conceptual Review 
Students present several concepts, or several variations on a concept after a week of 
design and desk crits. In small informal reviews, students are able to see what others 
are doing. Students usually use trace and concept models to communicate their ideas in 
these initial concept reviews, but computer use will quickly enter the students’ repertoire 
of design media. The introduction of computers into studios changes the studio’s 
traditionally interactive dynamic. Although students like to protect their precious studio 
work time at their desks, they have noted that they appreciated the few times throughout 
the semester in which crits or small-group exercises were held. These periodic reviews 
pull them away from their multiple computer screens and headphones and encourage 
discussion. This first informal and conceptual presentation provides the most flexibility in 
format for students, and it is reassuringly familiar. Now they feel they are finally 
progressing. 
 
“It seemed that what we were learning was that we didn’t know jack!” 
Systems Planning Seminar 
Students have been exposed to a variety of information previously in their structures, 
materials, systems, and mechanical courses, but not as systems fully incorporated into 
their studio designs. Although they find it difficult to analyze and perform calculations for 
structural and mechanical systems separately, the real, but more valuable challenge, is 
to begin to think about how structural, mechanical, and envelope systems integrate to 
inform space and form. 
 
At three weeks into the semester, the students are finally confronting the truth that 
architecture is an information-rich discipline. They “do not know as much as they 
thought” about creating architecture. By halfway through the fourth year of architecture 
school, students have become habituated to the design studio routine, but this 
realization shakes out all complacency. The accustomed routines are no longer working 
in the face of all the information bombarding them weekly. They feel constantly behind, 
worried, overwhelmed with “information overload”, putting on all the gas “just to keep 
up”. The fourth year level for the architecture students can be characterized as the 
“teenage years” of the program, during which they would like to be more independent, 
but are having difficulty admitting just how much they have to learn, the importance of 
the technical information, and the price of its ignorance. The multiplicity of design 
considerations can be numbing. Yet, design must proceed. Schematic juries are less 
than two weeks away! 
 
Code Review 
The code officials return to review the students’ designs for code compliance. The 
officials do not have time to individually evaluate 40 projects in one afternoon, but they 
quickly identify the common mistakes or violations. Students are strongly cautioned to 
adjust their designs if they are seriously violating life-safety codes. Major code 
deficiencies in life safety might result in failing grades on schematic design.  
 
This is the point at which students report acceptance of the reality of 70 to 90-hour 
weeks in studio. Some begin to panic in an unfocused way, others, more methodically 
tackle one problem at a time. Students are often overwhelmed with the iterative nature of 



meeting code requirements efficiently, and so to the chagrin of the code officials, such 
issues as fire separation for separate construction types often are simplified by 
sprinklering the entire building.  
 
ADA Seminar 
In addition to life-safety planning, disability planning is introduced during schematics. 
Students are expected to plan facilities and level changes with appropriate clearances, 
slopes, guards, and areas of refuge. Students are generally surprised that ADA 
compliance only provides a minimum of accessibility for the disabled and often eagerly 
attempt to design for accessibility thoughtfully.  Certain details of ADA compliances will 
be overlooked at this stage: clearances beside doors and corridor widths, for example, 
will happen in later phases. At this point, it is important to create a building that is 
conceptually sound. 
 
Schematic Design Presentations 
Like the conceptual presentation, most of this presentation is familiar territory. What 
differs is that students must incorporate and communicate schematic structural and 
mechanical systems and code information. Students begin to see that systems design 
helps to define the character of spatial and formal design. The inclusion of this 
information can also change the character of the visual and verbal presentations. Clarity 
in communicating different types of information is balanced with an emphasis on overall 
design intent. 
 
Presentation Media Considerations 
Although the drawing and model requirements are stipulated, students are allowed to 
use the media of their choice for the conceptual and schematic design presentations. 
The students who choose to use CAD at this early point realize that the rest of their 
semester will be made easier if they could simply make revisions to existing drawings. 
CAD drawings at this stage, however, have the potential to be static and lack the energy 
required to generate excitement in their first presentation. Students doing computer 
presentations have 24-hour access to two fast color plotters. For later presentations, all 
students plot their large presentations. Forty students cannot all plot their presentations 
the night before it is due, so professors and teaching assistants set up a plotting 
schedule that may require some students to plot two days early. These plot schedules 
generate a great deal of consternation. Everyone wants the last possible plot time, 
despite the fact that presentations must be planned, computer-generated drawings 
personalized, and models must be built. Stress levels run highest at this point, and 
student plotter assistants must be hired and paid to manage the print queues.  
 
Schematic Design Juries 
Jury day is full of energy, excitement, and nervousness. Students prepare to present 
their schematic designs to large juries drawn from architects, structural engineers, and 
mechanical engineers who have traveled as much as 200 miles to participate. As many 
as 35 architects and 17 engineers become involved in the jury process. The value of 
donated time is difficult to calculate. It requires an entire day of commitment with three 
juries running simultaneously.  
 
Because this is the first time students are held accountable for the technical aspects of 
their designs, both architecture and architectural engineering students tend to fear the 
engineers’ comments more than they fear the architects’. The engineers’ comments can 
be much more exacting and much less forgiving of vagueness. The prospect of facing 



such a tribunal is, of course, another source of stress for most students. Many surprise 
themselves, however, by presenting their projects with aplomb with just a little practice.  
 
Each student is allotted 25 minutes to present their designs and solicit feedback. They 
are encouraged to have a ‘jury buddy’ record notes, and each presentation is 
videotaped. The students must respond to jury comments during design development, 
so accurately recording comments is crucial. It is hectic, and each professor is not able 
to see every presentation, but the alternative used in the past of running three full days 
of juries is daunting for all involved. Though the three days of juries served as a much-
needed break for students, and a time for faculty to grade the projects, time constraints 
to accommodate an extended design development phase within the semester have been 
a limiting factor. The schematic jury defines the end to the more familiar phase of the 
semester. It is time for the course to move into design development. There is no time to 
waste! 
 
“That mechanical engineer kept wanting to know where I put the dumpster!” 
Post-Schematic Design Jury 
Sometimes not as much discussion occurs at the juries as was hoped. Often the “feared 
engineers” prefer to write their comments. One student stated, “I remember feeling sorry 
for some of the groups of jurors that completely bypassed the big design ideas to nitpick 
at technical details during the schematic juries.” Nonetheless, all comments are collated 
and a copy is made for each student’s review. Jurors’ verbal and written comments 
inform the design process as design development begins. Each student must review the 
comments and plan for possible revision or development of their design. This is the first 
time in their matriculation that students have been given the opportunity to respond to 
jury comments. They must decide for themselves which comments were salient and 
which jurors simply “didn’t get it”. It seems, however, that with the contraction of the jury 
schedule, the students take a breather during these few days allotted for revisions, 
unless they were utterly dissatisfied with their performance. 
 
Design Development 

“The (schematic design) phase felt the most comfortable to me because it 
was what we had gone through so many times before.  It was really kind 
of nice to warm up into the semester in ‘known territory.’  In fact, I don’t 
really remember feeling as though I was in the comprehensive semester 
until about half way through the DD phase, when I realized that I was 
actually able to make changes and react to jury comments instead of 
starting a new project as we always had in the past.”  
 

With the exceptions of code reviews and schematic systems integration, what the 
students have done to this point is not new. Design development is foreign and scary 
territory, and no matter how often the professors verbally define it, students have 
difficulty grasping the idea until they actually do it. If they say the wall is concrete, is that 
not enough? Is the plan not already finished in the schematic phase? The students in the 
current curriculum have not had a separate design development studio, but they are 
expected to learn the same information in a shorter amount of time. Students report that 
this is a difficult transition. The professors think of this phase as one of Post-Schematic 
Stress Disorder, which can only be overcome by mastering new course material. 
 
 
 



“Information overload!” 
Materials/Envelope and Systems Planning Seminars 
Design development begins with a series of technology and building envelope seminars 
that outline what will happen during the next 6 weeks.  Again, students have been 
exposed to most of the material presented, but not in such a detailed package, nor have 
they been responsible for integrating the material into a building design. The lengthy 
seminars are difficult for the students to endure, and the seminars seem to raise more 
questions about their projects than provide answers.  
 
“Sketch problem my butt!” 
After the seminars, we ask students to solve another sketch problem. The sketch 
problem is less abstract than the first, although some students thought that taking a 
break for a couple of days with a sketch problem like this was more disruptive than 
helpful. As a response, professors in Spring 2004 attempted to assign a problem that 
would directly further their design and to allow the students see how their systems 
choices affect spatial quality and scale. Some students thought it was helpful, but not a 
fun assignment like they had expected. They may have enjoyed it more if it were simply 
not called ‘Section Perspective’. 
 
“We worked our _ _ _es off, and were just able to turn it in. We (and our projects) 
didn’t feel distinctive for this. We just tried to stay afloat.”  
The design development phase is unfamiliar territory, and students are given many 
intermediate deadlines to maintain the semester schedule. They dislike being rushed 
into decision-making. At this point, the more successful ones begin to make judicious 
decisions regarding which aspects of their design to pursue in depth, and which will 
remain merely plausible. The less successful students will tend to feel ‘stuck’. They want 
to do what they know, which is to start schematics over again! Or they tend to work out 
small-scale problems piecemeal, leaving large conceptual problems utterly 
unaddressed. Nevertheless, most enjoy seeing their projects come to life, to have 
complete enlarged wall sections when they did not know where to start, to order sample 
materials from manufacturers, or to see that changing the spacing of their windows or 
louvers directly changes their mechanical calculations. As with the sketch problems, 
deadlines for the structural and mechanical calculations were viewed either as a 
disruption in the design process or as a welcome break from the routine for an evening. 
Often students felt they were asked to turn in something they thought was incomplete or 
unresolved during this phase. Several students chose to work over Spring Break to 
‘catch up’. 
 
“It seems like it is quantity over quality.”  
Design Development Presentation 
Students have generated a significant amount of design and material during this phase. 
They could not conceive that they would be able to generate that much information. In 
addition to the large-scale drawings, these students are required to make detailed 
models showing one structural bay occurring within a significant space of their designs.  
The large (180 SF) wall of drawings is what the students best remember when they were 
lower-level students visiting the comprehensive studio juries. The detailed wall section 
models are perhaps what their professors find most memorable, as this one piece of the 
presentation summarizes most of what was learned about systems integration, and the 
relative elegance of the section is most telling of a student’s integration of the material 
presented during this phase.  



The same jurors return for the design development juries, and students must discuss 
any changes they incorporated since the schematic juries. The code officials also return 
for a last look for major code violations at this time. Students face jurors who ask 
questions such as: ”Why did you choose to use concrete here instead of brick?”, “Have 
you considered  variable air volume?” or finally, “What is your cost per square foot?”. 
These are tough questions for exhausted students! But having faced the same group of 
jurors during schematics, and armed with lots of work to discuss, most students return to 
the DD jury with confidence in the quantity of what they have produced, even if their 
beliefs in the actual merits of their designs are shaky. They are painfully aware of the 
gaps and inconsistencies, of the unresolved aspects they wish they could pursue further, 
or even of entire drawings missing. They are shocked at how much time they have spent 
(700-1000 hours by this point), and have so little of the design resolved. At the same 
time, however, the inculcation of huge amounts of data has had its effect. Most speak 
with their jurors now on a more equal footing. There is plenty to explain: reactions to the 
previous comments and design changes, materials’ assemblies, system sizes, and 
major and minor design decisions. Some students are even able to debate bold 
decisions with skeptical jurors. They have passed a milestone in their career, and they 
know it: 
 

” I think that one of the most beneficial things we learned during the 
comprehensive studio was how the envelope of a building develops and 
is constructed.  I really, really liked figuring out how to make my concept 
become “reality,” and remember feeling as though my project was 
feasible after I figured out the wall sections and did all of my lighting/hvac 
calculations.  I remember feeling very validated in my decisions when all 
of the pieces started to fall together during the DD phase.” 

 
“Over the hump.”  
Construction Documents Seminar 
”Construction Documents were kind of a breather for me during the studio.” The 
construction documents phase is actually welcomed by the students. Although most 
students are not familiar with construction documents, this phase was considered by 
students to be the lightest workload of the three phases. In the past, students dreaded 
this phase because they were responsible for a full set of drawings. Students have been 
thankful and relieved that the requirements for producing a representative set of 
construction documents have been reduced in recent years in favor of extending the 
time spent in design development. To begin the construction documentation phase, they 
conceptualize the entire set of drawings with a ‘cartoon set’. They are then required to 
generate a few core drawings brought to the construction document level of detail. 
Students have often expressed the wish to still be designing at this point. Faculty 
attempt to emphasize that design does not stop at construction documents, but simply 
changes scale. Students are receptive to the notion, but have trouble implementing it in 
fact. While desk crits at this time emphasize drawing conventions, they also, more 
importantly, emphasize correlating the content of the various drawings to one another. 
Final calculations are performed, but students are developing what was begun during 
design development. Many reported that this phase provided them satisfaction and a 
sense of accomplishment: ”I remember liking the ‘official-ness’ it seemed to give my 
project.” 
 
 
 



“Looks impressive!” 
Portfolio and Project Manual 
After construction documentation and a portfolio seminar are completed, students 
assemble both a portfolio and a project manual that include information from all phases 
of the project. This provides a moment in which students reflect and realize what they 
have accomplished in 16 weeks. Many students show these portfolios during job 
interviews, and the “interviewers are often impressed”. Our students enjoy graphic 
design exercises, and it forces them to assemble the information from the semester 
before it is misplaced or erased. This often becomes a rewarding stage of project 
refinement: 
 

“There was not nearly enough time to document everything as I would 
have liked, but the fact that I had done enough work and design over the 
semester to fill a 28-page 11x17 document made me feel like it was 
worthwhile to record that.  I also remember when we started going back 
to put together the schematic pages, etc. and we all started to remember 
where we had come from in so short a time.  Finishing off the semester 
with the portfolio not only gave us some quick validation for the work we 
had done, it gave each of us a document that is incredibly useful during 
the job-hunt/interviewing time.”   

 
Pella Jury 
The Pella jury is the final jury in which professors select the top 8 projects to be 
displayed based on course grades. These students display their collection of drawings, 
models, portfolios, and calculations before the jurors return and vote for the best 
projects. Once again, graphic communication and clarity prove to be important. Money 
awards donated by Pella and the Womble Company are divided per the direction of the 
jury.  
 
“I was fried.”  
 “I put it out of my mind for months.” 
Students apparently need a break from architecture at the end of the comprehensive 
semester, but by the time they graduate, they have recovered and generally report 
during exit interviews that this class was a grueling but valuable experience. Alumni 
frequently report that our curriculum prepared them well for leadership roles in practice, 
in large part due to this course.  
 
“I felt tied down in following studios because I knew all that I was responsible 
for.” 
Three semesters ago, the comprehensive studio moved from the curriculum’s final fifth 
year to the fourth year. One of several reasons for shifting the course down was directly 
related to the students’ feedback. The comprehensive semester is draining, and the 
faculty does not want students leaving academia lethargic or exhausted. Subsequently, 
students have reported that they have difficulty shedding the idea of ‘responsible’ 
design, feeling “bogged down with information”, although they are not required to 
document integration of systems in successive studios. The quality of fifth year design, 
however, thus far has not shown to be less creative or less conceptually bold. In the 
limited timeframe we have had to evaluate the success of this curriculum change, it 
seems that students are more mature in their decision-making and more confident in 
their presentations. 
 



“I didn’t realize how important this class was.” 
This is a semester in which students who have not been star designers have a chance to 
shine because a premium is placed on skills heretofore largely unrecognized. 
Comprehensive studio requires efficient organization and design skills that thrive on 
patient application of one’s knowledge more than it does splashy big-bang concepts. 
Refinement often trumps exuberance. Students realize that the process of making 
architecture continues long after initial design, that there are important roles to fulfill in 
firms other than lead conceptual designer. Thus, while some realize they have little taste 
for design development and documentation, others find an outlet for their skills and 
intelligence that was previously unknown to them. 
 
Our post-mortem conversations with students who have experienced the comprehensive 
design studio have helped us become more sensitive to the emotions that accompany 
and in no small part drive students’ accomplishments during the comprehensive 
semester. We know that the students generally think this course is draining but important 
in their development as architects. We can now better anticipate their worries during the 
studio. Professors endure a fair amount of grumbling, hand-wringing, anger, vague 
dread, and specific complaint, but we can persevere because we are reassured that the 
thanks will come later. Students over time agree with our positive assessment of the 
course, but it is necessary for faculty to respond to a variety of factors, including keeping 
a finger on the pulse of the students’ experience. We want to pack enough into the 
comprehensive semester to keep students from ever reaching complacency, but we try 
to monitor the frustration level to keep the car dents to a minimum. 
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 As a faculty member teaching at a University in a state with a minority majority and multi-
culturally dominant population, I have had to devise strategies for making each ethnic group in my 
classes feel both empowered and tolerant of each other. As an Asian Indian immigrant, I myself 
have been subject to a fair amount of discrimination from “native” minority groups.  Recently I had 
a Hispanic school principal, who is building a house next to me, tell me that, I as an Indian from 
India should go back to where I came from. Tensions between immigrant groups, whether the 
groups have been here in the U.S. for long, or are more recent immigrants, is high. This 
workshop will seek to present some statistics related to such tension. As a consequence, 
isolation among ethnic minorities is high. Such isolation contributes to what is being called 
"homegrown  terrorism.” Young people at a loss for a sense of identity and belonging are 
consequently searching avenues not entirely productive to the well being of society as a whole. 
  
 This is not a new problem. Writings by diasporic "postcolonial" writers such as Bharati 
Mukherjee have long drawn attention to this problem--especially to that of the growing rift 
between "Asian" and Black or Hispanic populations. I will quote from texts to provide examples of 
such tensions. Increasingly, this has become a problem in Britain where even the Asian 
immigrant or resident populations have been lumped together as "Black British." I hope to show 
clips from films such as East is East,  White Teeth and   My Son the Fanatic to show the 
increasing tensions and isolations incumbent upon our young people. 
  
 Teaching identity and indigeneity through literature has long been an interest of mine. As 
a faculty member who taught for 20 years at the University of Texas at El Paso, a Hispanic 
majority institution, I used several Postcolonial texts such as Ngugi wa Thiong'o's Weep Not, 
Child  and R. K. Narayan's Swami and Friends to show how children grew into a sense of identity 
in colonial and postcolonial times of cross cultural interaction. I believe that it is important that 
students come into a sense of their own identity before they can interact with the identities of 
"Other" cultural groups and thus grow into an acceptance of the "Other."      



  
 I believe that this is an important issue to address in the humanities because of the 
possibility that many colleagues, teaching and studying in the humanities are likely to go into,  
either the school or university systems where it is vital for us to raise the consciousness of our 
students regarding the global community that they live in, in order to impact the larger community.  
Rootlessness and "unbelonging" are driving many of our young people to  belong to 
fundamentalist groups that foster intolerance. An increasingly diversified world is drawing not 
harmony but fragmentation. 
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A PRESCRIPTION FOR MUSICAL PERFORMANCE 
ANXIETY 

 
 
  The presentation will be divided into two parts.  Part I will offer a brief 

overview and discuss the prevalence of musical performance anxiety.  An insider’s 

perspective into musical performance anxiety from the experience of the participants of a 

study focusing on musical performance anxiety will be examined.  The feelings, 

cognitions and physiological manifestations will be considered in describing the 

experience.  Included will be some enlightening elements, which surfaced in 

investigating the phenomenon.  

 Realizing that each person is unique and will need to come up with their own 

individual way, or ways, of dealing with musical performance anxiety, Part II will 

explore different coping strategies.  Just as musical performance anxiety can be 

experienced on a continuum ranging from a mild attack to an experience that can be 

debilitating and cause one to loose their entire focus, the techniques discussed will cover 



those that an individual can easily implement by themselves to those that may require 

some professional consultation.   
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Is eating and drinking a mere trifle? No. Class struggle exists even at the tips of your chopsticks. 
--Red Flag1 
 
New Global Cuisine is also a medium to be ‘a tourist everyday and everywhere’ 
--Bauman2 
 

Dining Out and Globalization 

 In the never-ending debates over “globalization”, much weight is placed on the conduits of 

globalization and the outcomes of the heightened capital, cultural, human traffic and 

information flows at a previously unanticipated rate. Does this diffusion of ideas and material 

goods move the world towards the utopian ideal of a commonwealth of intercultural 

understanding? Or does globalization, under the duress of cynical eyes, simply continue a 

pattern of imperialism, cultural or otherwise, from the former Great Powers of the modern 

world?  I do not seek to present final answers to these pressing questions, but I will 

demonstrate through the analysis of the phenomenon of cosmopolitan dining (in the 

normative sense) as it is currently practiced in Vancouver, that globalization is not a linear or 

necessarily deterministic process but a result of complex urban policies, cultural exchanges, 

global economic trends and supply and demand factors at the production and consumption 

level.  By localizing the study of “global cuisine” to the city of Vancouver, it is possible to 

analyze both the discourse around “global” and fusion cuisine, the rise of Asian elements in 

the cosmopolitan aesthetic of this city, and why the cultural difference of Asian cultural 

culinary properties serves to legitimate a hegemonic order of cultural practices rooted in 

Anglo-Saxon forms and rituals even as it poses possibilities for the inversion of cultural 

hegemony through hybrid cuisines.  Through the analysis of various menus at cosmopolitan 

‘global cuisine” or fusion cuisine” restaurants which based much of their ingredients in Asian 

                                                 
1 Quoted in “A Feast for the Mind” in Appetites. 2002. 
2 Bauman quoted in Food Tourism Around the World, 2003. Page 309. 
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influences, I examine the process of consumption of such foods as a process of the 

cosmopolitan lifestyle, and an outcome of the globalization process. 

 

Globalization in the realm of food and cuisine is now a ubiquitous phenomenon, especially in 

‘world-class’ cities that explicitly market themselves as playgrounds (sites of consumption) for 

both its local inhabitants and international tourists.  The concept of marketing space through 

cuisine can be seen as analogous to the processes of a post-industrial urban landscape, which 

draws on considerable cultural, capital and physical reserves to: “creatively destroy” its own image 

in order to elicit international attention, market itself as a site of consumption, and to “brand” itself 

as a city at the helm of the international hierarchy of desirables places to visit and live.  For the 

purposes of this paper, “global” and “fusion” will be used interchangeably in reference to a type of 

cuisine which incorporates various cross-cultural and international ingredients for its execution. 

 

The fusion process in cosmopolitan dining can not be taken for granted as a progressive step in the 

modernization trajectory. This paper argues that the “Asianization” of cuisine, often marketed as 

“Global or WestCoast”, in the Vancouver experience, is a process which is propelled and reflective 

of changes in the economic, political and cultural spheres both locally and globally. The 

acceleration of cross-cultural exchanges plays significant roles in which cuisines will be deemed 

“acceptable” postcards, or edible emblems of social desirability.  The “snapshot” view of culture 

through food is problematic, nonetheless, because it implies a static nature in the negotiation and 

creation of “culture” itself.  To demonstrate that food tastes are largely attuned to changing 

demand factors in the dining out market, I also drawn on the historical relationship of Chinese food 

in Western society.  From its original inception as food regarded with skepticism and relegated to 
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“undesirable and cheap” to a present mythologizing of “Asian” cuisine as exotic and haute when 

incorporated into fusion or “cosmopolitan” cuisine, the typology of global cuisine in Vancouver 

can be seen as a creative destruction of not only  the past through food, but also everyday  

multiculturalism.  It would be remiss to deny the fact that dining out, as a social ritual, and cultural 

capital, as the perceptual gain of social or material status through the consumption of food depend 

much on changing notions of class, privilege and race which reflect changing normative 

representations of ‘ethnic’ cultures. 

 

Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital provides a useful anchor for the analysis of cosmopolitan 

dining. Implicit in the canon of postmodernism is an acknowledgment of the fragile nature of 

reality, the present and the limits of knowledge to provide unity or direction. As an exercise in 

postmodernism, the cosmopolitan can be seen as a reevaluation of the centre-periphery debate 

where Western civilization has written the narratives and trajectory of modernization as it is 

known even as writers like Featherstone assert for multiple modernities. As noted by Hannigan’s 

study of the rise of American Fantasy Cities (themed entertainment-centric cities) cultural capital 

becomes a tool box of resources which help further the social interactions of humans. In the 

context of dining out as a cosmopolitan social ritual, the event and process itself is underscored 

with feelings of déjà vu, or “a sense of blasé world-weariness and sophistication.”3 Cultural capital 

is used in the paper to analyze how the process of dining out in exclusive dining establishments 

which serve as postmodern physical spaces are sites for the negotiation of global-local cultural 

flows and how these dishes are products of transnational cultural commodity exchanges as the rise 

of the “cosmopolitan” ideal graces the normative “public” image of the Pacific-Rim city.  Starting 

                                                 
3 Hannigan, John. 1998.  Fantasy City: Pleasure and Profit in the Postmodern Metropolis.  New York, London: 
Routledge. Page 69. 
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from the premise that the rise of new consumption spaces (here in the global cuisine dining 

establishment) is a distinction of globalization and urban transformation, the dishes consumed in 

cosmopolitan dining enterprises can be analyzed as the following: food as a visual Spectacle with 

an audience-responsive feed-back loop; food as cultural commodity, and the food as contestation 

and reification of cultural hegemony.  

 

In the cosmopolitan city, cultural practices and commodities are evidently deterritorialized from 

their place of origin.  Unlike the ethnic quarters of “Little India” or “Little Italy” found in urban 

centers like Vancouver and Toronto proper, the type of global cuisine available intentionally 

obfuscates its origins and selectively appropriates both methodology and ingredients. The three 

restaurants I will analyze are: Zin, a tapas lounge situated on the North-End of Robson Street, Wild 

Rice, a “Modern Chinese” restaurant situated on the fringes of Chinatown on the corner of Pender 

and Keefer Street; and Tangerine, another lounge type “grazing” spot located on W.1st Ave, a 

block away from Kitsilano Beach.4  All three locations are either products of urban gentrification, 

or in the case of Wild Rice, awaiting neighborhood urban renewal.  They are also within close 

proximity to Vancouver’s downtown business district.  Forming a type of urban “playground” 

rooted in space, per Sassen’s analysis of the global or world-class city, Vancouver’s post-industrial 

urban landscape is reminiscent of the broad diametric debates on the effects of globalization: those 

who view globalization as an alienating and homogenizing process and those who more 

                                                 
 
4 Exact addresses are:  
 
Zin: 1277 Robson Street, Vancouver. 
Wild Rice: 117 W.Pender Street, Vancouver. 
Tangerine: 1685 Yew Street, Vancouver. 
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optimistically view the globalizing process as an opportunity for localized assertion of cultures and 

hybridization.5   

 

Cosmopolitan Diners: Food as Spectacle 

The normative perception of cosmopolitanism lies in the visage of an urban centre.  For the 

purposes of this paper, I lay out three general characteristics of cosmopolitanism: 

1) A lifestyle or identity and image associated with fixations on globalized tastes, 

preferences rooted in urban sophistication and material consumption 

2) Correlated with a rising middle-class that exercise the commodification of culture and 

have the disposable income to carry this out. 

3) Coincides with heightened flows of capital, human migration, information and 

cultural exchanges parallel to the globalization process. 

 

Vancouver, the largest and only metropolis in British Columbia, is regularly heralded as a 

cosmopolitan centre: a tourist destination famed the world over, and characteristically global in 

its demographic and cultural make-up.  With the largest Chinese immigrant population in 

Canada, and a sizeable representation of Southeast Asian, South Asian and First Nation cultures, 

this photogenic city markets itself as both a destination spot for residence, and tourists.  Press 

media congratulate Vancouver a culinary melting pot and it was voted the "Best City in the 

Americas" for 2004 by Condé Nast Traveler magazine, based on the categories of ambience, 

friendliness, culture and sites, restaurants, lodging, and shopping. Tourism Vancouver regularly 

bills the itself as a cosmopolitan and multicultural city set amidst a background of supernatural 

                                                 
5 5  See David Bell and Gill Valentine, Consuming Geographies:We Are Where We Eat, London, Routledge, 1997. 
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greenery. 6  In anthropological research on diasporas, cosmopolitans (originally conceived as 

bourgeois travelers in the colonial context) are autonomous peoples, privileged by a habitus not 

necessarily tied to a particular native place.  In this way, they are differentiated by the 

multiplicity and fluidity of spatial connections which are characteristic of postmodern urbanism 

and such lifestyles of multiple citizenships and alliances (Clifford, 1997, p.255).  Incorporating 

these elements then, into post-industrial urbanism bring a different level of analysis to the 

existing debate on globalization.  Lisa Law’s work on the Central business district in Hong Kong 

also incorporates the idea of cosmopolitanism and its politics of erasure and (re)creation of new 

spaces of interaction which are complicated by hybrid identities, transnationalism, exile and 

colonial history.7   As an Anglo-Saxon largely British settled city, Vancouver spatially and 

culturally represents the complexities of transnationalism and through its many ‘global’ cuisines, 

it is not hard to see how.  As a consumer society, Vancouver exhibits basic patterns of late-

capitalism alternately termed “post-fordist”.  Instead of industrial levels of mass production, 

commodities are now ever more differentiated  to appeal to the differentiation of mass society 

into a series of discriminating niche markets.  For the cosmopolitan, a well-traveled well-

educated consumer constantly updated with new trends and ideas, dining out is seen as not only a 

satiation of bodily needs, but an adventure in itself, a type of food tourism.  Extending 

Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital into the touristic experience of dining out, this ritual 

satisfies the needs for identity affirmation and creation, as consumption of an elevated type of 

“nouveau” cuisine, one that has probably received favorable press and print media attention, 

signals one is marching to the tempo of contemporary urban trends.   Even in 1989, Finkelstein 

wrote on the habit of a “new habit” of grazing, a dining out ritual elevates food to status of 

                                                 
6 see Tourism Vancouver Website. < http://www.tourismvancouver.com/about/why_vancouver.cfm> 
7 Law, 2002.  Page1642 
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commodity and entertainment in the presence of others, consisting of “taking various courses of 

a meal at different venues”.8 

 

This paper incorporates the analysis of urban spatial processes into the analysis of the geography 

of food consumption for the cosmopolitan.  The spatial reconfiguration of the city of Vancouver 

in the last decade can be seen as a series of processes which privilege the leisurely activities and 

desires of a consumerist cosmopolitan class.  According to the book We Are Where We Eat, the 

spatial location of dining establishments serve as symbolic signifiers of the diners’ identity.  To 

argue that Vancouver has effectively moved into the stage of “post-industrial postmodern” 

urbanism, a series of processes have been pointed out including: the rise of new consumption 

spaces in the heart of the downtown district and its surrounding residential locations; the 

solicitation and growth of international tourism, the development of new residential districts and 

styles in formerly industrial zones of the city  and finally the emergence of new identities as 

found in the aesthetic values of urban form and re-imaging of urban neighborhoods.9 Zin, Wild 

Rice and Tangerine straddle the gentrified neighborhoods that draw residents associated with the 

“yuppie” lifestyle of white collar professional classes with a higher disposable income. 

 

Cosmopolitan Food, Global Cuisine 

Tangerine is a small lounge in Kitsilano which specializes in “small plate” and trendy martinis 

highlighted by culinary references to Pan-Asian food.  Items include: “Grilled chicken and 

mushroom laksa with noodles in a yellow curry broth”, Bamboo steamed vegetable basket with 

                                                 
8 Finkelstein, Page 45. 
9 See Chart in Hutton, 2004. 
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garlic oyster sauce, and Chili hoisin glazed tofu with three mushroom and spinach stirfry.10 The 

retro-chic décor of the lounge adds to the cosmopolitan feel of a cuisine which is not quite Asian, 

yet intentionally “exotic” in its invocation of a “Hawaiian” mood and experience.  It has been 

reviewed on a local website as “however tasty, don't confuse this Americanized touristy  stuff 

with Polynesian”.11 This assessment stands out starkly from the numerous awards Tangerine has 

garnered from promotional publications like Vancouver Magazine and the Georgia Strait.  The 

presence of “Asian” elements in this establishment serve to add exotic and mystique to the 

experience of dining in trend-conscious Kitsilano.  

Zin is self-described as a “a global romp…..with westcoast ingredients” served in a dark, trendy 

interior situated next to the Pacific Palisades Hotel, in the heart of the Westend of Vancouver.  

The theme of “fun” dining is evident throughout the menu and public relations campaigns found 

on the restaurant website: “cuisine that is international, yet friendly”.12  The appropriation of 

various “ethnic” dishes served at much higher prices, and with a stylishly flippant manner 

include:  Five Spice Duck Leg with Scallion Pancake and Wilted Gai Lan, Ginger Duck Jus with 

Scallion Oil, and Vietnamese Steak Sub for $15 dollars (Cdn). Revelatory Press media laud this 

dining spot as“…recipes for its authentic tapas and entrees forgo fusion and are sourced 

internationally.”13  Obviously reviews found on the website of the restaurant itself can only sing 

the praises of its feats, but the fact that leading media publications spotlight on these restaurants 

signal a reconstruction of the “desirable” through Westernized Asian cuisine, and also the 

continual exoticism of the “East”. 

                                                 
10 See Tangerine Website for Menu: <http://www.tangerine.bc.ca/fallmenu04.htm> 
11 See Adam’s Fabulous Dining Guide Website: <http://www.evevancouver.ca/food/kitsilano_beach.htm> 
12 See Zin Website:< http://www.zin-restaurant.com/cuisine.html> 
13 See Prestige Magazine 2003 Review: <http://www.zin-restaurant.com/prestige_magazine.html> 
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The most interesting and complex “global cuisine” restaurant amongst the three is Wild Rice.  

It is owner-operated by a Chinese-Canadian who has repeatedly marketed the establishment as 

a labor of love, Chinese-Canadian history, and a fresh take on “Modern Chinese Cuisine”.14 

The introductory slogan of Wild Rice reads “wild rice is a blend of yin and yang, east and 

west, traditional and modern.”.  The menu seeks to further this concept through a clever 

appropriation of the surrounding geography’s historical past and the juxtaposition of mythic 

elements of “Eastern” food with a decidedly Orientalist slant on it.  Dishes include: shanghai 

sweet & sour sticky ribs, cucumber dong gua salad, chinatown sweep four spice blend dusted 

bbq pork, and su dong po wild boar.  The dishes are executed with aesthetic panache, served 

by Anglo-Saxon servers, and the decidedly “cool” and “mod” interior credits an industrial 

design completely divorced from normative memories of Chinatown Chinese restaurants.15 

Again, this restaurant has received numerous awards  from the media and press for its 

“innovative cuisine” and its fresh approach to updating Chinese food in a modern way.  A 

press review complimented its exemplary role: “Wild Rice is one of the best examples of "East 

Meets West" and really typifies the energy of Vancouver's young, but sophisticated, culture-

seeking generation.” 16   As the “East” becomes ever more prominent in the visual and 

geographical fixtures of Vancouver, facilitated by the large influx of Chinese immigrants in the 

last two decades, the rise of the economic importance of East Asian and the strategic 

opportunities in linkages with them, the global spotlight seems uncommonly obsessed with 

representing Asian-ness, though always within the prism of Western reception, or 

“knowability”. The growing attraction of Asian cuisine is a signifier of a social acceptance of 

                                                 
14 See Wild Rice Website: <http://www.wildricevancouver.com/> 
15 For ethnographic analysis of this restaurant experience as s field-study experiment, please see 
website:Chinese Canadian Historical Society of BC: http://nacrp.cic.sfu.ca/CCHS/research.html <Wild Rice> 
16 See Review on Food Vancouver Website: < http://www.foodvancouver.com/restaurant-
review.php?restaurant=45> 

http://nacrp.cic.sfu.ca/CCHS/research.html
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Asian universes as complimentary to the West, and not only poor imitators of Western nations.  

Nonetheless, this adornment of Western dishes, which inculcate Eastern ingredients, cooked 

and served by Anglo-Saxon staff (in all the three cases), reveal the disturbing problematic of 

identity politics.  The benign and sophistication of cosmopolitanism depends on a tacit 

acceptance of sites of consumption as transient, non-threatening ‘contact zones’.  Clifford’s 

study of the modern museum as an amalgamation of nostalgia, marketable commodity and 

productive mobility (one would have to reference Ripley’s Believe-It-Or-Not “Museums”) are 

equally applicable to the study of the trendy independent “global cuisine” as an institution of 

postmodernity and cosmopolitanism.  Viewed as a vehicle to negotiate the parameters and 

complexities of globalization, one can also recall Appadurai’s Mediascapes and Ethnoscapes 

theories.  The Wild Rice and Zins can be found in many leading metropolises, their notoriety 

and repute promoted by the technology of the Internet (Mediascape) and the ever-mobile flow 

of transnational human migration who supply the creative inspiration for the dishes found in 

such restaurants, menus which require constant updating to satisfy an easily bored, 

intellectually detached, sensory-dependent consumer group.17 

 

Dining Out and Urban Change 

The exemplary outcomes from these processes, facilitated by a liberalizing economy which 

seeks to attract investment from the Asia-Pacific region, invest in reinvention of architectural 

sites for place promotion and to acknowledge the emergence of a polarizing social class 

structure, are predictably centered in specific new urban renewal forms.  Gentrification of the 

Downtown Eastside has been one of the more contentious outcomes of urban changes in 

Vancouver, along with the densification of residential towers in the central business district 
                                                 
17 See Appadurai. “Disjuncture and Difference in the Cultural Economy” in Modernity at Large. 1996. 
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and Yaletown.  New forms of “live, work and play” scenarios drive the narrative of these urban 

cosmopolitan consumers who can afford the high rents of lofts and high-rise living, invest in 

live-work studios and shop and dine in highly unique establishments close to their places of 

residence.18 What is also interesting is the increasingly transnational nature of these urban 

neighborhoods.  For instance, the construction of the Shangri-Li La project in downtown 

Vancouver has sold mainly to overseas investors and Asian immigrants, along with the 

infamous Concord Pacific projects developed along False Creek North.19          

 

With such a strong transnational and cross-cultural heritage, Vancouver’s dining scene is ideal 

for the analysis of postmodern theories of food consumption and the global constituents of the 

dining out experience.  Firstly, it is possible to touch upon the idea of the human body in a 

post-modern society as a tourist, severed from historical ties to the means of production, or 

work in a standardized and regimented pattern.  As noted by Wang, a cultural theorist 

interested in Chinese postmodernism, the post-industrial human is quickly being “uprooted                              

from productive work and experience, (human body) is set adrift on a consumerist spree of 

“cultural and historical” goods.”20 Moreover, this phenomenon of sped up production and 

consumption via decentralized avenues are attended by a continual living in the present.  

Activities are increasingly of a nature of immediate gratification, and long term investments 

are continually being pushed back.  The consumption of expensive, trendy food creations 

seems a perfect example of this “living in the present”.  As cultural anthropologists have 

contended that historical reality is a non-linear process, we cannot assume that the 

                                                 
18 Source: Table 2: Processes of Vancouver’s Metropolitan Core 1993-2003 (Hutton, T.) 
 
 
20 Wang, 2004. 
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development of dining out is a friendly trajectory of cross-cultural pollination. As noted by 

Iwabachi’s study of Japanese Pop Culture in a Global Age, transnational cultural flows are 

complex processes which require stringent attention to the subject/object relationship as the 

developmental state trajectory depends on a Western-centric legitimacy. 21  The fusion of 

seemingly disparate elements in fusion cuisine seems postmodern in execution but the 

underlying tensions of social and racial hegemony of historicized inequality remain curiously 

strange to the surface of “global cuisine” so effortlessly marketed to locals and tourists alike. 

 

Historical reality is understood as a non-linear and unfinished series of encounters, and it is 

useful to consider this position in analyzing the dining out process in cosmopolitan 

establishments as a series of encounters between identity, cultural and spatial 

changes. 22 Armchair Nostalgia is a favorite term of cultural studies which analyzes the 

reappropriation of memory such that only salient parts of it are incorporated into the present, 

while the past is depolicitized and erased of more painful parts.  In his study on Hong Kong, 

Abbas notes that the periods preceding the return of Hong Kong to China ushered in a period 

of nostalgia for Hong Kong culture, in which its history became decorative and preserved 

through selective memory: “memory without pain”.23 This node of historical fabrication and 

present-construction is used in the “Asianized” global cuisine popular in cosmopolitan urban 

locales.  One need only turn to the highly stylized menu of Wild Rice, Vancouver’s “Modern 

                                                 
21 Koichi Iwabuchi, “’Soft’ Nationalism and Narcissism: Japanese Popular Culture Goes Global,” Asian Studies 

Review, Vol. 26/ 4, December 2002. Page 456. 
. 
22 Clifford, James. 1997. Routes:Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth Century.  Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press. Page 13. 
 
23 Abbas, Ackbar. 1997. Hong Kong: Culture and the Politics of Disappearance. Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press.  
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Chinese Cuisine” eatery to invoke this type of social process in action.  Wild Rice is a seamless 

reconstruction of Orientalist portrayals of Chinese food in its classic invocation of “real” 

Chinese ingredients reputedly sourced from Chinatown itself, while the lay-out of the dishes 

are decidedly Western, or “classical” Continental flavors.  The restaurant is a “safe” location to 

experience the mythology of Asia as a tourist destination in a meal.  Upon a field-study visit 

made in 2003, I noted the clientele as completely Caucasian, while the food was aesthetically 

pleasing, but not spectacular in taste.  The experience was meant to invoke the sampling of a 

“modern” Chinatown romp without the dangers of entering the geographical region entirely. A 

visit made a year and a half later in 2005 saw the same trend: young hip twenty-somethings 

and business professionals were enjoying reconstructed “Chinese” food items in a decidedly 

sanitized environment.  All the wait-staff were of Caucasian background, while the owner who 

is Chinese-Canadian was tending bar.24  Because the prices are not unreasonable, the clientele 

is varied in age and social-class, though one would presume the small portion sizes and the 

pretty martinis named after various streets in the Downtown Eastside make the experience 

more of a “social theatre” one than purely for the food.   

 

Dining Out as an experiential process is mediated by complex socio-economic factors which 

take in their historical moment, political and social significance.  These moments can be 

captured through the static appropriation of ‘ethnic’ culture into the immortalizing guise of a 

printed menu but as one can see by the changing and evolving of ethnic Asian cuisine in 

Vancouver, perceptions of “ethnic” foods are transnational and dynamic, highly responsive to 

global attitudes towards an ethnic group, cultural group, nation-state or their status in the 

global hierarchy. As noted by a case-study carried out on the acceptability of “ethnic” cuisine 
                                                 
24 March 25, 2003.  Author Visit with Partner. 
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in recent British society, the ability to fully comprehend the breadth and variety of ethnic 

cuisine available in a multicultural society not only proves one’s cumulative experience as a 

diner, but also, serves as a type of social and cultural capital, based in part on aesthetic 

appreciation. 25   The contention made earlier that globalization is non-linear and not 

deterministic can be qualified in this light.  To remark further on Bell’s contention that we are 

where we eat, the identity of the diner is a self-reflexive process evaluated through the prism of 

the ethnic commodity being consumed in the dining out process.  As the world becomes 

seemingly contracted and global media outlets dictate normative conceptions of social and 

political desirability, Asia is currently in vogue.  From the rise of China as the world’s next 

superpower, to the continual poetic expositions over the successful profiles of the new middle 

class Chinese emigrant, normative media coverage of Chinese culture fixate on sanitized 

success stories.26  The growth and democratization of tourism as a leisurely activity of both 

working and middle-classes has resulted also, in an increased desire for “ethnic” foods sampled 

abroad once the travelers return home.27  These consumers can recall their touristic experiences 

through the non-geographical cultural factors embedded in the ethnic foods they consume back 

home.  The ‘global cuisine’ which draws adulatory reviews in fancy travel magazines 

deconstructs, through food, experiences of travel and the sophistication of knowing ingredients 

from technique.  The global food served at restaurants like Zin and Wild Rice are overtly 

playful reconstitutions of ethnic dishes made up of cross-cultural knowledge and serendipity.  

Perhaps the irony of serving $10 dollar (Cdn) Cambodian Chicken Wings do not escape the 

                                                 
25 Martens, Lydia and Alan Warde. 2003. “The Social and Symbolic Significance of Ethnic Cuisine in England: New 
Cosmopolitanism and Old Xenophobia”. Unpublished Manuscript.  Lancaster: Department of Sociology, University of 
Lancaster. Page 30. 
 
26 See “Transnational Subjects: Constituting the Cultural Citizen in the Era of Pacific Rim Capital” in 
Ungrounded Empires. 1997. Pages 228-252.  
27 Roberts, Jag. China to Chinatown: Chinese Food in the West.  2002. London: Reaktion Books Ltd. Pages 216-217. 
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cerebral sensibilities of diners, but global cuisine is not concerned with the ethical dilemmas of 

cultural appropriation.  Instead, it revels in the idiosyncratic, the exotic, and the ability of 

dishes to provide the diner with a “passport of experience” which is at once gustatory, visual, 

immediate, and relatively cheaper than traveling to Cambodia. 

 

The food consumed in such trendy establishments then, can be also be seen as a metaphor for 

self-construction, or the negotiation of personal identity through social interaction.  Hannigan 

has argued that leisurely tourist attractions of the experiential genre ( like Ceasar’s Palace in 

Las Vegas) represent a “riskless risk” whereby foreign cultures and domestic subcultures can 

be selectively appropriated and tried on as safer versions of the original.28  The sense of place 

that is demanded in the consumption of these global foods with ethnic relevance are not 

necessarily the geography of origin of such foods, but rather, the social relevance of the sites of 

consumption themselves.  To give examples, one need only see the beautifully renovated Wild 

Rice site, the location of Zin in the lobby of the Pacific Palisades Hotel and the location of 

Oritalia as an adjunct restaurant of the boutique hotel du Soleil.29  The energy of the modern 

constructivism of place and identity has fragmented loyalties in the postmodern turn of ‘global 

cuisine’.  As noted by Scarpato and Daniele, evaluating the “authenticity” of postmodern or 

global cuisine seems an exercise in futility because its defining characteristics rely on erasure 

of unity and origin.30   To borrow a term from Thompson and Tambyah, the “post-tourist” is 

that consumer who intentionally chooses a nomadic approach to sampling the unknown, one 

characteristic of the global cuisine consumer and the urban cosmopolitan.  For them, 

                                                 
28 Hannigan, Page 71. 
 
30 Hall, Michael C., Liz Sharples, Richard Mitchell, Niki Macionis and Brock Cambourne (Eds) 2003. Food Tourism Around the 
World: Development, Management and Markets.  Burlington: Elsevier. Page 301. 
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“the hybridization of cuisines generated by globalization is not perceived as a frightening 
homogenization.  It is seen instead as a challenge, another game to play, an enhancement of 
individual freedom, the ‘construction’ of personal authenticity.”31 
 

   As noted by Wu, the development of Chinese food, as a staple Asian cuisine, in the West has 

also changed as political and historical relationships between the “East” and “West” have 

shifted over time. While globalization has facilitated the incorporation of formerly “peripheral” 

regions like Chinese food into the centre of gastronomic culture, dishes and cooking styles 

were still dominated to popular imagery and adaptation to such of what Chinese food and 

culture ought to be.  Obviously, there is never a monolithic “Chinese” food as each 

establishment plays to a different economic and cultural niche.  Chinese food, itself, is not a 

static cuisine insensitive to innumerable external influences.  Nonetheless, it cannot be denied 

that the “Chinese” have held a less than favorable position in the historical development of 

Vancouver itself.  In particular, Chinatown has been studied as an Occidental creation borne of 

institutionalized racism, and now a geo-spatial ethnic enclave serving dual functions: as tourist 

amusement park and living quarters for a sizeable amount of ethnic Chinese in Vancouver.32  

This foregrounding writes the narrative of horrific puns on what “Westerners” thought Chinese 

food was: cheap food that was filling and acceptable to Western tastes: the ubiquitous chow 

mein noodle, egg fried rice and sweet and sour pork.   

 

Substantial capital investments in the form of unregulated flows of transnational capital have 

resulted in the opening of “nouvelle” Chinese cuisine in Britain and North America. This 

type of eating was attuned to global trends, a heightened sense of sophistication and the 

                                                 
31 Thompson and Tambyah, Page 214. 
32 Anderson, Kay. 1991. “The Power of Place and Institutional Practice in the Making of a Racial Category” in 
Annals of Association of American Geographers.  Vol.77. Pages 580-598. 
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echoed new enunciations of Chinese food as “noble creative gifts like carving jade, casting 

bronze…”33  The restaurants analyzed in this article are not the mom and pop operations 

which form the narrative of “Chinese restaurant” operations across the Chinese food diaspora 

in North America.  Except for Wild Rice, they are not owner-operated, and they are not 

“Chinese” or “Asian” restaurants in the traditional usage of the terms.  Rather, they 

incorporate the culinary ingredients and to a lesser extent, the methodology of Asian food, 

into normatively Western styles of dining.  As well, the type of consumption enacted in such 

restaurants are mediated by a reconfiguration of public and private spheres, as such 

boundaries shift over time.  These shifts correlate with changing perceptions of social 

arrangements and class boundaries.  Globalization’s utopian democratization has seen its 

most fleeting realizations in the dining establishments of the contemporary world.  In the 

study of MacDonalds’ in East Asia, for example, it is the very proliferation of such 

establishments, for example, which as granted new opportunities for women to feel safe 

outside of the watchful gazes of men, and the ability of children to claim a safe and 

monitored social setting for themselves in the crowded streets of Hong Kong.34  Finkelstein 

calls the social desirability of dining out as the need to seek satisfactions for private interests 

in the public domain.35  What these unique (as in un-franchised, though not unimitable) 

places offer is a blend of haute and plebian food and atmosphere, blending accessible flavors 

with accessible prices.    Ironically enough, they are usually physically small establishments 

which make the dining experience an inter-play of diner-audience dynamics.  When one 

waits outside the physically small quarters of Zin, Tangerine or Wild Rice for a table, there is 

                                                 
33 Page 189, Wu. 2002. 

34          Watson, James L (Ed) 1997., Golden Arches East: McDonald’s in East Asia Stanford: Stanford University Press. 
Page 56.. 
35 Finkelstein, Page 44. 
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no denying the absurdity of the situation: self-denial for the prize of being observed as one 

grazes on small portions of food, that is neither spectacular, nor all that “nouvelle”.  36  

 

Global Cuisine:Tempting the Margins 

Although the restaurant is essentially a private business establishment, the very experience of 

carrying out domestic rituals in the public domain, exert a political association with what can 

be shared outside the home, and what behaviors and reactions are acceptable for mimicry.  

For Barthes, Bourdieu and Levi-Strauss who have all studied the social institutions of food 

and eating, food carries with it organizing principles within society.  As China and SouthEast 

Asia’s economies have climbed in importance and strategic trade relations with the West as 

the next phase of global capitalism, the normalized and idealized relations of the Pacific Rim 

find themselves expressed in the cuisine of the society.37  Just a cursory glance at the menu 

items of Vancouver’s more prominent “hot spots” for global cuisine testify to the trend of 

sampling and acknowledging Asia in a “global” context which points to its incorporation into 

mainstream haute cuisine as studied in The Globalization of Chinese Food.   As delicacies 

and facilitators of aesthetic and cultural “taste”, the small plates of food served at these 

establishments point to the elevation of food as knowledge, and a reflection of changing 

consumer tastes in cosmopolitan cities.38 

 

Cosmopolitan Aesthetics as Reverse Xenophobia? 

                                                 
36 Comment from Author experiences at all three experiences. 
37 Finkelstein, Page 65-66. 
38  Wu, David Y.H and Sidney C.H. Cheung (Eds). 2002. The Globalization of Chinese Food. Curzon: 
Richmond. Page 180. 
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 From sites of production to sites of consumption, the dining institutions studied in this paper 

thus far signal the shift from production en masse to the tertiarization of the economy as 

remarked upon in the development of late-capitalism or post-fordism.  This differentiation of 

production modes into ever more diversified means of service-oriented industries has been 

studied by globalization and urban theorists with an eye for the potentially detrimental effects of 

economic and social polarization.  David Ley, along with other urban geographers like Castells 

have indepthly studied the space of flows movements where heightened capital, labor, and 

commodity transfers have all contributed to an erosion of state sovereignty39 However, as studied 

by Ley, the Canadian government has actively intervened in the monitoring of this globalization 

process most visibly in its immigration policies: courting the flow of economic capital which has 

seen enormous growth in East Asia.  Economic imperatives in the selection process were 

institutionalized in the Business Immigration Program introduced in 1988 shifted its focus from 

courting European immigrants to the entrepreneurial and monied Asian immigrants who were 

seeking a new residency from the uncertainty of the Hong Kong handover.40    These ‘new’ 

immigrants (differentiated by former waves of immigrants who came here in times of economic 

hardship with little start-up capital) were lauded in the press for their business acumen, social 

network capital and their conspicuous material consumption of cars, clothes and houses.41  Much 

press and academic focus has been on the materialistic lifestyles of the new “Chinese”, obscuring 

the continual reality and hardships of a politically and socially divided Chinese-Canadian 

society.  This influx of economic capitalists from East Asia, in the late 1980s to 1990s coincides 

with rapid spatial changes in the Vancouver core.   In the late 1980s to early 1990s rapid 

                                                 
39 Ley, David. “Seeking Hoo Economicus: The Canadian State and the Strange Story of te Business 
Immigration Program” in Annals of the Association of American Geographers.  Vol. 93/2, 2000.  Page 427. 
40 Ley, Page 427-429. 
41 See Monster House debate in Ong and Nonini for critical review of the role of political economy in shaping 
perceptions of “Chinese-ness” under globalization. 
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gentrification of the downtown core took place, including the private development of formerly 

industrial and heritage sites like Yaletown, Coal Harbor and Gastown.  The conversion of 

industrial lands into lofts and high-rises has changed the spatial utility of these sites into 

consumer spaces, rather than their formerly production orientation.  As outlined by Hutton, new 

residential neighborhoods and entertainment districts sprung up, remaking the spatial location of 

the downtown core into a dense matrix of live, work and play. 42  This ‘postmodern’ city is one 

that functions not as a producer economy in the sense of an industrial city like Hamilton, Ontario 

or Don Mills but as a post-industrial consumer society ,driven by service-sector business 

activities.  Cultural frictions, evident in the press media over Vancouver’s supposed 

“domination” by Chinese immigrants from East Asia from the 1980s onwards, are predictably 

absent from the dishes and dining experiences of these trendy establishments.  With the shift of 

power to seeing Canada not as a core member, but really a periphery to East Asian 

expansionism, circuits of symbolic power-relations between East and West and this has shifted 

and global cuisine reflects this shift.43  Wild Rice perfectly encapsulates this centering of China, 

and the tenuous nature of power, or “a momentary glow of fraternity”.44  East Asia and Southeast 

Asia are the contemporary trend of choice for dining and material consumption, but the 

‘flexibility’ of hybrid cultures and mediums of self-satisfaction make this ‘soft’ triumph an 

unstable one.45 

 

                                                 
42 See Hutton “Postindustrialism, postmodernism, and the Reproduction of Vancouver’s Central Area: 
Retheorising the 21st Century City”. 2004. 
43 Ong, Aihwa and Donald Nonini (Eds) 1997. Ungrounded Empires: The Cultural Politics of Modern Chinese 
Transnationalism.  New York:Routledge  Page 184. 
44 Ibid, 196. 
45 See for example the rise of fashion labels and houses like “Shanghai-Tang” and the rise of East Asian films in 
Hollywood. 
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 Given that culinary cosmopolitanism as it is practiced in Vancouver, and in the world’s 

multicultural playgrounds, is a mélange of cultural inputs brilliantly displayed on a plate, ready 

to be consumed as a meal, is this trend a move towards cultural specialization, or merely, the 

development of a Pacific Rim Mono-culture?  Is this global cuisine a trend which will be ably 

capitalized upon by chains that can afford to do so?  Just a glance at growing chain eateries like 

Moxie’s Grill and the emerging Asian-trendy chain establishment OPM denote a mass-market 

supply and demand market for East-West fusion food.  Is this celebration of ‘cultural difference’ 

one to be trusted or congratulated?  The formerly xenophobic practices of Western society 

regarded cuisines which were too ethnically “authentic” as suspect and inferior.  Now, the 

assimilation of Asian ingredients and cooking techniques, facilitated by the large demand for 

such food through immigration and also an enlightened dining demographic, seeking new thrills 

and new ways to satiate both bodily and psychological needs has seemingly reversed the tables. 

But is this hybridity truly liberating?  As Tomlinson contends, “pluralism is the counterpart of a 

loss of a single dominant style” and democratization of food consumption rituals point to 

positive possibilities for the interactions of various cultures. 46 

 

The ability for consumers to engage and indulge in dining situations which become wholesale 

visual, dining and social experiences recall Tomlinson’s contention that under the guise of 

globalization, various cultural experiences are effectively divorced from their spatial origins or 

sites of production.  In the everyday mundane rituals of cosmopolitans in Vancouver, it is 

possible to sample a plethora of global cuisines all within one city block of district.  In fact, the 

defining characteristic of deterritorialization is one that presumes the ability of the voyeur and 

                                                 
46 Tomlinson, John.  “Deterritorialization: The Cultural Condition of Globalization.”  Globalization and 
Culture.  Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999.  
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human agent to be a tourist using the body as a vehicle: consuming food that reflects the 

dissolution of connection between everyday lived culture and territorial location.47  This crisis of 

mass production may be over in the annals of academia, but it seems to find a helm well in the 

production of dining institutions of the chain nature.  The development of taste cultures per 

David Ley, chase after commodities which offer a denser symbolic aura than the merely 

functional products of the mass market.48 Mass production of food or cuisine, is now waning in 

the restaurant sector and the incorporation of Asian elements has not detoured this sector.  

Dualities remain in the Western perception of Asian food.  The Mandarin, a chain of family-

oriented buffet restaurants located around Southern Ontario, recently won Best Company of the 

Year in Canada’s Hospitality publication Food Service and Hospitality.49   The cuisine is a 

panorama of Asian  food ala sweet and sour pork, egg rolls and even sushi and this franchised 

chain boasts annual sales of $60 million Cdn.  Clearly, the mass-appeal of Westernized Asian 

food, or food which can be enjoyed in large quantities has not waned.50  Conversely, the chain 

concept of restaurant production is also drawn to the cosmopolitan chic of trendy, urbane Asian 

cuisine.  OPM Asian Bistro and Lounge is a franchise concept recently opened in Edmonton and 

it seeks to attract the urban hipster to its dining lounges, in droves.  Billing itself as “Asian 

comfort food”, the menu resonates with Western perceptions of Asian food in items such as 

“Crispy Seven Flavoured Beef” and “Caramel Banana Spring Rolls”. 51   Ethnicity is now 

increasingly associated with sensations of novelty, of extra “flavor”, or a pointed counterpoint to 

the blandness of “Western” food.  Earls Restaurants, a casual yet trendy chain restaurant 

ubiquitous in Vancouver, spotlights a dish named “Hunan Kung Pao”.  In the safety of a 

                                                 
47 Ibid, Page 128. 
48 Ley, 2000. 
49 See “Jimmy Buffet” in FoodService and Hospitality.  December 2004. Pages 24-26.   
50 Ibid, Page 26. 
51 See Page 15-17 in Western Restaurant News. Winnipeg: MP Publications. January/February 2005. 
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franchised restaurant, one can enjoy a recreated rendition of an ethnic dish that may not even 

recall the original.52 

 

The Dining-Out Experience as Symbol:  “Cultural Capital” in the Post-Industrial City 

The cultural landscapes of a city, are also dependent on a post-industrial society’s ability to 

create and destroy its own geographical landscape through redevelopment and gentrification.  

The exaltation of dining out as an experiential process takes its greatest metaphor in the birth of 

“fusion” or what is termed “global” cuisine as it selectively adopts ingredients from ethnic 

cultures, erasing the political elements of food production and consumption by the domination of 

aesthetics and “taste”.  This social process has been facilitated by a type of urban renewal 

alternately termed “gentrification”.  Formerly industrial enclaves in the downtown area of 

Vancouver have been reclaimed by private developers as sites of postmodern construction.  

Urban sociologists like Zukin see this type of “creative destruction” whereby new aesthetic and 

economic values override historical representations of space, through a dualistic process of 

creation (new developments and production sites) and destruction (the destruction of former 

heritage sites or architectural buildings).53   This process is analogous to the production of 

postmodern cuisine as well, cuisine which is usually situated close to the demand for such dining 

experiences: upwardly mobile, trendy and well-educated middle classes dubbed “yuppies” and 

“gentrifiers”.  These consumers represent the demand side of the urban renewal process as they 

possess the disposable income, the youthful vigor and ancillary motivation to allocate a 

disproportionately large part of their income to materialism, self-fulfillment and entertainment.  

                                                 
52 Ibid, Page 21. 
53 Zukin, Sharon.  Landscapes of Power.  University of California Press : Berkeley 1991. 
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This transformation of the urban landscape finds a cogent expression in the transformation of 

dining possibilities in Vancouver.  In the last decade, the proliferation of trendy lounges and 

dining spots in the central business district or the “postmodern” neighborhoods like Yaletown 

and Gastown present a cosmopolitan menu reflecting the changing aesthetics and demographics 

of Vancouver itself.  Unlike suburban districts or regional town centers which specialize in 

family-centric chain restaurants or fast-food outlets, the density of the CBD 54  allows the 

dissemination of dining trends which encourage and reflect a trend of “grazing” on food whereby 

food is visually spectacular, but it also serves as a counterpoint or background to the social 

activities of conversation, networking and dating.  The restaurants I have chosen for analysis in 

this paper are notable for the following qualities: they are featured in prominent media 

publications like Vancouver Magazine; they are situated in aesthetically pleasing physical 

structures that may or may not reflect the surrounding residence community and they serve a 

type of ‘global cuisine’ which incorporates distinctly Asian ingredients with Continental fare.  

Unlike the standardized meals one can reliably find in a Denny’s or Milestones, these small sole-

proprietor operations revel in creating one of a kind gastronomic constructions that juxtapose 

ethnic ingredients, cooking methods and flavors.   

The promotion of “global cuisine” in Vancouver is an intricate part of the urban marketing 

strategy for the city.  A defining adjective used to describe Vancouver cuisine is “Westcoast” 

utilizing a blend of locally sourced ingredients and light cooking techniques attuned to the 

laid-back character of the city itself.  Interestingly, as foods seek to respond to a larger 

clientele, or a broader cross-section of the economically privileged (local or global) in times 

of fiscal and economic constraint, the very industry of global food is threatened by the very 

                                                 
54 Denotes Central Business District. 
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real threats of deterritorialization.  Cosmopolitan restaurants service an international clientele, 

who may not even be spatially tied to the production site of the food itself.  A new cohort of 

“food tourists” now depend on information technology,internet “blogs”, and of course 

traditional food books and press coverage of restaurants to transmit the cultural flows and 

cultural forms which are inherently unstable, as they change according to global supply and 

demand factors.55  

The desire of the other is a cultural logic deeply embedded in the processes and explication 

of exoticism, making the culture of the “Other” markedly set apart, idealized or 

mythologized in a distinctive manner, meant to obscure more than elucidate.  The role of 

Vancouver as an urban playground and one of the most desirable residence locations in the 

world underscore changing notions of who and what the “other” has been in the city.  

Although Chinese immigrants have lived in Vancouver since the turn of the century, coming 

here not only to live in ghettoized ethnic enclaves (see Mitchell) but also as indentured labors 

in the railway and laundry industries, the enormous economic growth of East Asia in the last 

two decades as seen a shift of power politics towards the Asia-Pacific, one which centers 

power and economic prowess on Asia, with tangential peripheral roles played by former 

Commonwealth countries like Canada.  Vancouver, when seen as a post-industrial city which 

has seen the demise of a large portion of its light industry and textiles factories in favor of the 

growth of a financial and tertiary service sector, wishes to attract the investment dollars of 

wealthy cosmopolitans who wish to experience the “Vancouver” dream of living in an urban 

sea-to-sky geography that combines the laid-back attitude of a small town with the world-

class amenities of a ski resort or capital city.  Appadurai’s  theory of cultural difference 

                                                 
55 See Featherstone, 1995 and Appadurai, 1996. 
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posits that a culture or habitual practice like eating food is grounded and defined by the 

discourse that has constructed it.  In the case of Asian food (or specifically Chinese or 

Japanese) in Vancouver, the case has been one of cultural difference whereby restaurants 

operated in spatial-locations borne out of exclusion from normative Anglo-dominated 

society.  For obvious economic reasons, these restaurants have historically been located in 

areas where ethnic minorities of the same group have resided. Since the late 1980s however, 

a conspicuous influx of business-class immigrants from East Asia, especially the city-colony 

of Hong Kong, have chosen Vancouver as their residential destination, bringing with them 

not only the cultural practices of their societies, but also large sums of investment dollars as 

mandated by Immigration Canada Policies.  Though never a favorable climate for business 

investments, Vancouver boasts relatively inexpensive real estate, a mild climate and a safe 

environment in which children can be raised and educated.  I argue then, that this real influx 

of Chinese immigrants, whether from without or across the country, has resulted in the 

amalgamation of a markedly “Asian” aesthetic to the marketing strategy of the city.  To 

capitalize on these demographic changes, Vancouver strategically incorporates the most 

pleasing or superficial elements of Asian society into its social and cultural fabric.  From the 

celebration of Chinese New Years and other ethnic holidays, to appreciation of “Asian” 

aesthetics in décor and business dealings, the process of representation of this “cultural 

difference” still borders on the historical symbolism of exoticism.  With the rise of 

cosmopolitanism and its itinerant loyalties and novelties to cultural appropriation, 

“Westcoast” cuisine seemed logically the site of cultural appropriation, and less visibly, 

cultural imperialism.   

Conclusion: Eating and Drinking as Post-Script 
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The complexities inherent in the cultural practices of cuisine, especially in the Vancouver 

scenario, do not lend themselves well to pat conclusions.  Nor do binary assessments of 

globalization help reveal the overlapping theories and critiques used in both its glorification 

and denigration.  However, the prevailing opinions seem to diverge generally: Though the 

postmodern world is a fractured one without a sense of totality that modernism imagined and 

demanded of its followers, this decentralization can be heralded as the beginning of cultural 

pluralism, and renewed faith in the recreation of identities and cultures outside of state or 

industrial prescriptions.  As stated by Ning, “to those who have faith in postmodernism, the 

present world is no longer a world of totality but appears more and more pluralistically 

oriented”56 To those who decry the McDonaldization of ‘elite’ culture, by the liberalizing and 

price-sensitive elements of ‘global cuisine’ made available to a larger audience, the pluralism 

and inevitable democratization of contemporary “fusion cuisine” is problematic because it 

threatens a class-based paradigm of cultural identities.  Nonetheless, the ability of popular 

culture to rebel against elitist culture, is a double-edged sword as the spread of formerly 

“conossieur” culinary tastes can now be easily learned and gleaned vis a vis the internet, 

reading glossy food magazines, and simulating the experience through watching tv shows 

that feature local chefs, restaurants and recipes which are replicable at home.57  However, 

what sets the cosmopolitan palate aside from the normative experience of dining out as 

necessity, is a level of exclusivity and proprietary pleasure over the dining out experience as 

a social engagement divorced from the basic human need to consume for subsistence sake.  

The current trend of “small plates” or tapas dishes in the restaurants studied in this paper 

draw attention to the cultural tourist experience writ small, almost to a point where the 

                                                 
56 Ning, 2004. 
57 See for instance the Vancouver City TV production :City Cooks featuring guest appearances from local 
restaurant chefs. Website: http://vancouver.citytv.com/whats_on/shows/content/CityCooks.asp 
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biological aspects of feeding are erased from concern.  This telling fact presumes the 

powerful symbolic and associative value food can hold for a society or culture.  In the case of 

Vancouver, the cosmopolitan lifestyle is heavily complemented by a strong restaurant scene 

which seeks to lure diners with promises of exotic adventures without one having to leave the 

geography of their residence.  As the restaurant industry continues to mature in Vancouver, 

and the service sector remains an important part of a local economy that depends on tourism 

for economic vitality, it seems that the rise of the cosmopolitan aesthetic, as manifested in 

global cuisine, is inevitable.  But what is interchangeable are the cultural inputs which go 

into the elevation of cuisine from “low” cuisine to “high” cuisine, or food that moves beyond 

pure subsistence value to social theatre of cinematic proportions.  The contraction of 

transnational cultures and values is by no means a deterministic one.  If the allure and 

economic power of East Asia falls disproportionately in the future, what other cultural group 

would come in to replace the exoticized “other” in fusion cuisine?  Although this paper has 

not sought to find explicit answers to this question, it is worthwhile to ponder on how 

cosmopolitanism depends on the political aspects of cultural transmission just as it readily 

and fastidiously erases them in the cultural production of the cosmopolitan global cuisine. 
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Abstract 
 
State predation is not an eclectic phenomenon. History is replete with classic cases of how  
states uses a cornucopia of military structures to systematically exterminate political infidels 
with colossal efficacy and brutality as a means of maintaining perpetuity in existence 
regardless of whether such tenure of office serves the will of the people or not. Zimbabwe not 
only provides a contemporary textbook of state predation in its various facets but also that of 
kleptocracy. This article treads through the state of a “hidden abode”, Zimbabwe. It develops 
an analysis of the forces that have motivated the establishment of an inescapable political 
monolith whose architects, by arcane machination, have ravaged the state, have turned the 
citizens into predatory accomplices, and have, in the face of scathing internal and external 
condemnation, been able to defend their “political economy of disorder” as a sovereign 
ideology of political governance and economic life. It spells out the ramifications of state 
predation, and the reasons why ZANU PF has remained in office in spite of the sins it has 
committed against the people.  
 
Expected outcomes 
 
The view generally held by academic authorities and general laymen is that dictators 
impose themselves on people. This paper works with a different hypothesis. It 
assumes that, in the case of Zimbabwe, people prop predatory regimes by voting into 
power the architects of political dictatorships. It becomes a paradox then, why such 
regimes, that have produced suffering to people, are still able to command the 
allegiance of the electorate up to the point of winning against political contenders 
promising “better” political alternatives. The question of Mugabe rigging the elections 
is not sidestepped, but one would wonder whether it is possible for a dictator to rig 



everything in every election. Moreover, it will rather be unschooled to embrace the 
argument of rigging unless we bring the evidence to corroborate such a claim. 
Presently, there is no such evidence. This paper seeks to understand the motivations 
behind people voting for Mugabe and ZANU PF if they are not convinced from 
within, is it because of the regime’s creation of a new national identity around land, or 
because of state coercion where the regime seduces people, brutalizes them, 
indoctrinates them with its dogma and turns them into predatory accomplices? Is it 
because the regime is able to take advantage of the masses, suffering from the 
exigencies of a political economy of disorder, by promising some financial 
incentives? All these questions constitute the domain of investigation with the attempt 
of explaining why people generally support political predation. 
 
Methodology 
 
A lot of analytical work has been done on dictatorship and political predation. This 
paper does not replicate such work. However, such works will be surveyed and their 
contents analyzed so that we can develop, in a quantitative fashion, a robust and 
complicated understanding of political predation. The works of such authorities as 
Jean Paul Azam will be a good starting point. In addition, different human rights 
organizations such as Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace, Africa Watch, 
United Nations Development Programme and Amnesty International, inter alia, report 
on different aspects of human rights abuses in Zimbabwe. These form an invaluable 
repository for this research despite their overt bias in criticizing the ZANU PF                      
regime as dictatorial. Secondary literature will be enough to sustain the hypothesis 
presented in this paper hence there will not be a need to conduct interviews. 
By Mbuso Moyo  
BA (Hons) Development Studies 
University of the Witwatersrand 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
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“Psst! Color me White” – An Ethnographic Analysis of Representations in Indian 
Print Advertisements 

 
Abstract: 

 Advertisements form a major part of our visual world and are carriers of social 

information such as gender, social status and power. The majority of advertisements 

feature male or female models – sometimes celebrities – endorsing a particular product / 

brand. Interestingly enough, the bulk of Indian print advertisements feature light-skinned 

male and female models except for a couple of anomalous exceptions that feature dark-

skinned individuals. A seemingly unconscious fascination for lighter skin color seems to 

be rampant in the Indian media context, considering that Indian skin tones range from 

pale (almost White) to dark (almost black). The proposed study explores this issue of 

skin-color through an ethnographic study of Indian print advertisements appearing in 4 

popular, nationally distributed, English-only magazines. As part of a larger work-in-

progress, this study addresses the following questions:  

a) What do the images represent?  

b) What meanings are derived by participants when they view these ads? 

c) Are advertising images indicative of a societal preference for lighter skin tones 

over darker ones or do they advocate such a preference? 

Data for the proposed study included print advertisements collected from 4 

popular magazines (English only), distributed nationwide. The magazines were chosen 

from the following categories: news and film dating from September 2004 till May 2005. 

The first data set would constitute at least 15 advertisements from each magazine, 

marketing a variety of products such as cosmetics (sunscreens, fairness creams), apparel,   

automobiles, bank loans and marriage websites, to name a few. The images would be 

chosen based on the ways in which they lent themselves to the analysis of issues relating 

to gender identity and the representations of men and women therein.  

The second data set will include ethnographic interviews with at least four 

participants – 2 males and 2 females – fulfilling the following criteria: college educated, 

middle-class, ages ranging from 25 to 35, English-speaking residents of Chennai. 

Through the interviews, this study will explore the ways in which the participants react to 

and interpret advertisements. It would also inquire into the influence of advertisements (if 



any) on their constructions of identity. The researcher expects to identify themes that 

might contribute to participants’ attitudes towards skin color, their beliefs and their 

conceptions of identity and sexuality. The analysis would also address the increasingly 

‘Westernized’ representations of the models in the advertisements (body image, 

contextual settings, mode of dress) which invites scrutiny as representative of a societal 

trend. The visual social semiotic work of Kress & van Leeuwen (1996, 2001) and James 

Gee’s work on New Literacy Studies would provide the theoretical frameworks for this 

study.  
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Abstract

In the advertising job market today, it has become
extremely difficult for graduates who want to enter the field of
art direction and copywriting with no practical experience or
ability to “hit the ground running,” to be considered marketable.
And yet, it has come to pass; in order to be considered
marketable in advertising creativity, the entry-level graduate
must already have years of experience and the portfolio to

prove it. This demand has placed extreme
pressure on academics to perform a version of
on-the-job training that was once a part of
entry level training programs in advertising
agencies across the U.S. And this pressure to
prepare students to compete with seasoned
professionals at the entry level has resulted in
confusion on where the responsibility for
their preparedness lies:  between those held
accountible; academics and practitioners.
And herein lies a problem. How does each

party assume reasonable accountibility within existing struc-
tures and cultures?
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Purpose: The purpose of this research is to examine
the current state of advertising creativity education in the
university community and the role of the advertising creative
practitioner in education.

Research: After extensive research and review of related
materials including books, Internet research and periodicals,
qualititative questionnaires were developed for the two primary
audiences in question; 

1) university tenured/tenure-track professors who teach
advertising creativity and instructors from portfolio schools.

2) advertising practitioners, i.e., creative directors, art
directors, copywriters and creative recruiters.

Each audience was researched and selected based on
specific criteria. Each was approached individually with a request
to be interviewed. The majority of those asked accepted
and the research was successfully performed either in person
or recorded via the telephone.

Conclusion: The result of the research was surprising
in many ways. Perhaps the biggest surprise was the overall
impression that there is much less disagreement among these
groups of people than initially thought by all respondents. And
the majority of the disagreements revolved around differences
in professional culture, protocols and personal benefits.

This realization alone leads one to the conclusion that
a formidable solution that successfully fuses
academics and practitioners in a pedagogical
partnership that results in a new hybrid educator,
Professor of Practice, is within reach. 

The key factor to overcoming differences lies
with the willingness of each party to examine
and possibly shift their cultural processes slightly
in order to welcome and embrace the strengths
and contributions of the other. On the one hand,
academics must be willing to shift their paradigm

on how they view non-tenured faculty, that qualified Professors
of Practice candidates be welcomed with first-class citizenship
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and professional credibility despite their level of earned academic
degree. And that Professors of Practice be held to the same
standard of teaching as all faculty. Additionally, the university
culture would be far more effective if it were to support Professors
of Practice in an interdisciplinary teaching matrix with other
Professors of Practice of different tracks (see chart below), thus
offering students the opportunity to experience creating as a
team, just as it is done in the advertising agencies that will
some day hire them. 

On the other hand, practitioners must approach the
Professor of Practice rank with a willingness to better under-
stand and embrace the university culture. This would include
the difficult transition to committee interaction and decision
making. Additionally, practitioners would find it necessary to
be willing to work for far less money and benefits, and main-
tain a level of passion for sharing knowledge and their years of
experience with their students.

There is much to do in the area of advertising creativity
education and the rank of Professor of Practice is a valid and
logical first step.
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Chapter  1 
The gap between the academic universe and
the "real world" of advertising creativity.

Educating future advertising art directors and copywriters
is considered more difficult and destandardized than ever
before. It seems most university educators, portfolio school
teachers, recruiters of entry-level advertising creatives, and
advertising creative practitioners (i.e., those presently
employed in professional creative positions at advertising
agencies, etc.) agree that most U.S. university undergraduates
are woefully unprepared upon graduation for entry-level creative-
department jobs in the advertising industry. Unfortunately, this
is where agreement ends on this volatile topic. Academia claims
that the university is not a vocational platform; meanwhile,
advertising practitioners claim that university graduates are
insufficiently prepared for employment.   

And what about the students? Generally, if one chooses
to earn a degree of higher education, one expects some sort
of career marketability upon graduation. However, most
undergraduates who wish to pursue a career in advertising
creativity are finding out the hard way: time after time, in
scenario after scenario, they're told they need even more
education, which means additional years of study and
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additional thousands of dollars at a "portfolio school"
where they can “really learn how to be creative and 'do'
advertising.” This, after they have spent four or five years
completing their degrees. 

In a recent article written in the Wall Street Journal,
entitled Agency’s latest pitch is in the classroom, it was
reported that, “[This] new school of thought is more than
welcome on Madison Avenue. Executives have been grumbling
that many students finish college or graduate programs
unprepared to deal with the rapidly changing advertising
landscape. ‘We are frustrated that kids don’t have the skills
they need,’ says Susan N. Gianinno, chairman and chief
executive of Publicis Groupe SA’s Publicis USA.” 2

And ironically, it can come to seem even more
absurd when these students hear how many currently very
successful advertising creatives don't even hold university
undergraduate degrees, let alone advanced ones.
Furthermore, it’s not necessarily the new university gradu-
ates’ creative abilities that fall short of industry entry-level

expectations and bar their entry; it is their
portfolios (the samples of advertising work
that are the price of admission for even an
interview in most advertising agencies).
Because they were perhaps insufficiently
pushed in school to demonstrate what a
professor thought to be the “fresh” and
"conceptual" thinking agencies require
(hence the current state of advertising cre-
ative education), many students never
even get the chance to reach their poten-

tial or even try their hands at their chosen careers.
According to the 2004 research edition of Where shall

I go to study advertising and public relations?, there are a total
196 colleges/universities reporting education in advertising
and public relations; 95 advertising programs, 136 PR pro-
grams, and 48 combined AD/PR (279 total programs).

2
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Advertising programs use the terms major (39.%) or
sequence (30%); PR programs use the terms major (33%)
or sequence (27%); AD/PR programs use the terms
sequence (26%) or major (23%). 3

When taking into account the past five years of the
top 20 advertising school total enrollment numbers, an
average of 7,896 students per year are either graduating or
moving towards that goal. Not all of these numbers are
creatives, but it demonstrates the potential for over-saturation
in the industry year after year. In 2004, there were a total
of 2,799 bachelor’s degrees awarded in advertising.4

There are hundreds of graphic design - related programs
at universities around the country. And of course, there are
even more English programs. Each can boast a curriculum
that is career relevant in graphic design, creative writing, or
journalism. There are also programs that teach the business
of advertising, and Fine Arts-degree programs that emphasize
commercial illustration. But ultimately, few traditional col-
leges and universities offer an undergraduate program where
the curriculum is conceptual advertising art direction and
copywriting. (Recently, however, a handful have begun creating
their own unique coexistence between academia and
advertising practitionership, focusing on conceptual and
creative thinking and strategic problem-solving. These programs,
when studied closely, replicate the advertising-agency culture
as closely as possible in a true matrix of interdisciplinary
cross-educating. And these universities are having some
success placing graduates into more prestigious advertising
agencies.) 

According to well-known scholar on creativity Arthur
Koestler, the academic vs. applied practice dilemma is an age-
old one. He describes the dilemma as it should be, “...a
healthy evolution of [academia] where the branching out of
specialized, yet autonomous lines of research, and a parallel
process of confluences and integrations mediated by the
discovery of universal principles underlying [creativity]. But
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we also find pathological developments of a rather drastic
and persistent kind in the history of scientific thought -
collective mental blockages which keep apart what belongs
together, and lead to a segregation of 'closed systems’.” 5

Empirically stated, the healthy evolution - or fusion
of the pedagogy of advertising creativity and the practice of
advertising creativity - are at present anything but an ideal
relationship of mutual exchange. Instead, they bump against
one another in a collective status-quo mentality, like two
negative-facing magnets keeping apart what belongs together.
For academic environments, this means a setting that is
oppositional, destandardized and overly-insulated, missing
the constant stimulation and relevant substance that are
vital to strategically motivated creativity. Koestler laments:
“Like other establishments, [academe is] consciously or
unconsciously bent on preserving the status quo - partly
because unorthodox innovations are a threat to their
authority, but also because of the deeper fear that their
laboriously erected intellectual edifice might collapse under
the impact.” 6

And then there are the practitioners who have tried
to transition into teaching. Suddenly, they learn that their
“real-life experience” - the Grail of so many undergraduate
students - is useless unless they go back to school and get
Masters-level degrees. Without them, they become limited
to the revolving door of the adjunct rank, the second-class
citizens of the university community. And in these cases,
practitioners often find themselves mandated a curriculum
by non-practitioners, and in many cases told they must
not be overly critical of their students. It shouldn't be a
surprise that many grow cynical, frustrated, righteous and
uncompromising in their view of any possible long-term
future coexistence with academia.   

Meanwhile, thousands of students continue to
earn undergraduate degrees and hit the streets, eventually
becoming confused and disoriented, wondering why they
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spent so much time and money on a school that sends them
into the marketplace believing they are worthy to compete
for real jobs in the advertising-creativity field. Why is it so
difficult to fuse pedagogy with practice?

For most university programs, there are many real and
perceived roadblocks to achieving the lofty goals and expec-
tations set by the advertising industry, challenges that lie
in the very traditions and hierarchy of academic organization-
al structures. For one thing, much of academia seems to have
difficulty looking outside the ivied walls to see if what is
being taught-not to mention the qualifications of those
teaching the material - are in sync with industry standards.
For another, teaching advertising creativity is no longer just
education. It has evolved into an aggressive, serious and
competitive business.  

Another stark reality is that, according to
professionals, the industry's new standard for grad-
uates is virtually the same as what it holds for its
more seasoned art director and copywriters: a port-
folio of fresh, breakthrough creative ideas springing
from founts of soundly written strategy. Because
academia has yet to officially recognize this, it contin-
ues to flounder, and its graduates remain unprepared.
Still an other major challenge facing an institution
wishing to make its advertising graduates more
marketable is the accreditation system by which
universities are rated. This very system preordains
what kinds of classes a university can and cannot
teach. 

Accreditors like the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and the Accrediting
Council on Education in Journalism and Mass
Communications (ACEJMC) severely restrict the

number of in-depth “creative” courses offered. And because
accreditation is such a selling point for the university's other,
more high-profile academic and scientific education programs,
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most universities opt for the accreditors’ highly restrictive
program curricula.

And there are many academics who recognize just
how out-of-step current accreditation is with the demands
facing students and faculty by today’s standards and practices.
In a white paper published by the faculty of the Department
of Advertising, University of Texas at Austin, the paper cites
college accreditation attempts as lacking relevance.
“Historically, accreditation procedures have been cobbled

together from other disciplines such as
journalism or mass communication and
have continually failed to address relevant
issues particular to the scope of advertising
education. [That currently] the Association
for Education in Journalism and Mass
Communication (AEJMC) accreditation
process overlooks the growth and chang-
ing nature of the advertising field and
dismisses advertising study as a subset
of mass communication and journalism

programs. By taking this stand through implication and
process, the AEJMC accreditation label offers little substance
for growing acclaimed advertising expertise in students and
faculty.” 8

Accreditation qualifications also limit a university's
ability to hire faculty who may not meet its standard edu-
cational achievement qualifications for a full-time teaching
position within the university community. According to Ed
Mullins, Dean of the School of Mass Communications and
Professor, University of Alabama, “A regional accreditor such
as SACS requires a master's for teachers of record. Technically,
the requirement is 18 hours of graduate work in the discipline
in which the person is teaching.” 9

The University of Texas faculty white paper discusses
the frustration of finding the best faculty for the job due to
many of these limitations. “Professors of advertising have

6
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traditionally come from marketing or mass communications
backgrounds, or have had long experience in industry ranks
before they turned to the academic life. Now, as doctoral
students from business, mass communication, and adver-
tising programs are graduated and search for positions, the
question becomes one of finding potential faculty members
who have unique combinations of area expertise coupled
with a thorough understanding of industry realities. Unlike
many traditional academic disciplines (history or law),
advertising professors rarely succeed when they are armed
only with theoretical knowledge and have no connection
with the opportunities of the applied field of advertising.
Unfortunately, realities of the typical academic have little
formal regard (i.e., tenure and promotion platforms) for
industry experience over traditional research and publication.” 10

As advanced degrees are virtually unheard-of within
advertising-industry creative circles, this effectively shuts
out many people with years of professional practice who
may wish to share their experiences and competently teach
full-time. Ironically, these are the same individuals who
have helped position some of the world's most visible brands
to become household names for millions of consumers.

In other cases, these “underqualified” practitioners
are people whose creative efforts are critically acclaimed
throughout the industry; people who've amassed closetsfull
of professional awards based on their creativity and effec-
tiveness; people whose work withstands harsh scrutiny on
a daily basis; people whose best work is published in pro-
fessional journals as examples of the highest standard.
Furthermore, these people are extremely well-compensated
for their professional contributions.

At best, the difficulty of finding a candidate that is
not only suitable to share the experiences of practice and
be competent at teaching and delivering that knowledge in
a meaningful way is overshadowed by the lack of funds to
attract such a person. The University of Texas faculty white
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paper identifies this as disheartening, “The search for quali-
fied non-tenure track faculty is difficult. Finding adjunct
professors and lecturers who possess industry savvy and
affinity for classroom teaching is a sizable task. When they
are found, it is disheartening that adjunct and lecturer
salaries - along with respect from academic administration
used to dealing with Ph.D.-related contexts - are often not
commensurate with the job.” 12

If academia is to integrate advertising practitioners
into its programs, how would they go about it?

It has been established that advertising practitioners
have significant value to offer academic advertising programs.
Yet there is no point of entry for those who wish to transi-
tion into teaching.

And what’s in it for the educators? Why do this?
According to the University of Texas faculty white paper,
there exists three fundamental reasons why changes need
to be addressed. “First we have a fiduciary and moral
responsibility to our students to see that all that can be
done to maximize the relevance of their education is being

done. Innovation must live alongside devel-
oped theory in the classroom. Second, with
the advent of Internet time, traditional rates
of change are clearly a thing of the past and
the speed with which new development
becomes pervasive within the industry needs
to be acknowledged. Finally, the ability of
other entities and institutions to deliver cur-
rent, relevant education may not be so
encumbered and the marketplace will see to
it that short-sighted college and university

structures suffer for their acceptance of monolithic, slow-
moving administrative decisions.”13 But getting academia to
change anything fast is virtually unheard of and yet this
evolution must occur in order to keep pace with industry.

Assuming universities wanted to overcome some of
8
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the real and perceived barriers to gaining access to practi-
tioners’ experience as it relates to their programs, many
questions would need to be asked. For example:

•What criteria would be best for practitioners who 
wish to transition into teaching the advertising  
craft in a university setting?

•How does a university find and recruit such 
uniquely qualified people?

•Are years of experience sufficient to qualify practi-
tioners to teach alongside tenured/tenure-track 
professors?

•Is the term Professor of Practice an appropriate 
description for this person at entry point?

•Should Professors of Practice who teach stay active
in the advertising creative side while teaching?

•Should Professors of Practice be required to fulfill 
academic community service functions and receive 
the same benefits as tenured track professors, if 
hired full time?

•How should Professors of Practice be evaluated for 
their effectiveness?

•Should a Professor of Practice, one who has not 
earned a terminal degree, be able to achieve 
tenure-track status?

•If not, how should Professors of Practice be con-
tracted and for how long?

•And finally, what will it take to achieve mutual
trust, respect and cooperation between academe 
and practitioners?
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Chapter 2
A personal perspective.

Educating potential art directors and copywriters
does not have a universal, formalized pedagogical struc-
ture. In fact, industry lore is rife with stories of great art
directors and copywriters who began their careers in the
ad-agency mailroom. From there, they worked their way
up to junior creative positions through on-the-job training
and, of course, the luck and pluck that goes with having
the right idea at the right time.

As my own story is, in many ways, very similar, I
have decided to use it for the following case study.
Additionally, my personal experiences are representative of
the core problem practitioners and educators face, even by
today's standards.

After high school, I attended a four-year commercial
art program (as it was called then) at a well-known
university. But during my junior year, I came to realize that
all of my professors were fine-arts instructors who were
merely teaching commercial art because they had to. Most
had little or no experience in graphic design, either profes-
sionally or academically, and often very little interest in it,
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either. In fact, it was several of my professors’ bitter rages
about having to teach these “irrelevant courses” that made
me realize we were in a purely experimental situation. One
of my professors went so far as to say that as I was such a
competent artist, he didn't understand my attraction to a
career in advertising or design. He wanted to know why I
was “wasting my time” with commercial art.

As a student who was taught to look up to and
respect the authority of academics, I felt misled. There was
no truth in advertising at this place of higher learning. But
despite this I made the choice to stay and finish my degree
at this university.

My senior year, I took it upon myself to read as
many trade publications as I could. The shortlist included
Communication Arts Magazine, IBID and Print Magazine. I
taught myself about typography, about the use of complemen-
tary visuals and headlines, and about the value of succinct

advertising messages. I also learned that
in order to be competitive in commercial
art, I would have to raise my standards
much higher than I was used to at
school.

I produced my first portfolio in an
independent-study class under the super-
vision of the school’s first real graphic
design professor, a professor who, inci-
dentally, was brought on to the faculty
after much ado and protest by my class
to our Dean. Unfortunately, he was not a
personable fellow and did not mentor

anyone in my class, thus providing helpful but quite limited
input. In the end, I had created a “book” (i.e., portfolio)
that more closely resembled a commercial illustrator's than
an art director’s. After all, I had developed competent draw-
ing or hand-skills and my portfolio reflected that. As there
were no computers then and hand-skills had a much bigger
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role in design and art direction, hand-lettering headlines, indi-
cating copyblocks, and drawing visuals and logos were neces-
sary skills back then.

After graduation I interviewed with many ad agencies,
and kept hearing the same thing: “Perhaps you should pursue
a career in commercial illustration.” I soon realized I was as
prepared for a career in art direction as the agency mailroom
clerk. And historically, it seemed the agency mailroom clerks
had more success.

Finally, I met with one art director at Tracy-Locke
Advertising in Dallas who took an interest in me. When
she asked what I really wanted to do professionally, I replied
that I wanted to be an art director.

She then informed me, after reviewing my portfolio,
that I would have to throw it in the closet and start from
scratch because nothing in my book was relevant to what
she called “conceptual development.” So after several
weeks of generating “spec” print and TV ideas for multi-
tudes of big national brands, I built a new portfolio, and
landed my first job as an assistant art director in the in-
house agency of Long John Silver’s Seafood Restaurants. I
was hired at a salary of $15,000 plus benefits and moving
expenses.

What still amazes me to this day is how lucky I
was: one chance encounter with one practitioner who
understood and cared enough to help change my life forever.

As I had not participated in an agency internship
during my 5 years of school, I knew nothing about how an
ad agency worked. I learned the ropes by watching, listening
and making mistakes. (Suffice it to say I made plenty of those.)

One telling point: in my first review, my creative
director wrote that while I caught on quickly and made rapid
progress, my university education had been a “detriment to
my career.” Naturally, this made me wonder why I had spent
all that money and worked several jobs to put myself
through school.

12



Over the next two years, I became a sponge for on-
the-job training and opportunity. I was asked to work in
the production department for several months to get up to
speed on print production methods and standards. Finally, I
worked my way up to full art director. When I share this
story with students, I often refer to those first years in the
business as “bootcamp.”

Eventually, I knew it was time to leave and test what I
had learned at another agency. Since then, I’ve worked at a total

of seven different agencies, advancing in
rank with each move.

But it wasn't until my eighth or ninth
year in the business that I had a personal
educational breakthrough. I refer to my
experience as educational because it is
exactly what “portfolio schools” like
Portfolio Center and the Creative Circus,
among others, are teaching young people
today.

Basically, I learned about the use of
ideas in advertising. Suddenly I was blessed

with a creative process. A new conceptual standard. Not to
mention insightful, well-educated writers as creative partners
(several of whom were graduates of portfolio schools them-
selves). My world shifted again. This was a period of profession-
al acknowledgement - national creative recognition, an article in
Art Direction magazine and big agency bonuses. I was thirty
years old. But I wasn't satisfied. Instead, I wondered why it took
so long. As I look back I realize it took me four years of college
and eight years as a practitioner to learn to build a successful
ad around a central concept or idea.

I believe that these were values and philosophies I
should have been exposed to in school.

Now - after 24 years, a few Clios, a few One Show
awards and a couple of appearances in Communication Arts’
Magazine - I am a Creative Director of a $150+million agency. I
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see many graduate portfolios cross my desk each spring. And
sadly, after viewing many of them, I am reminded of my past
experiences. I see how very little the university approach to
teaching advertising creativity has evolved since I was in school.

Many art directors and copywriters my age have had
similar professional upbringings. For us, despite years of time
and thousands of dollars, our first jobs - usually for little or no
pay - were our real schools of advertising creativity.

Fortunately, we were able to get the jobs in the first
place - unlike many of today's would-be writers and art
directors.
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Chapter 3
How advertising creativity education 
has evolved to where it is today.

Not that long ago, my experience was not atypical.
But it wasn’t completely typical, either. Rick Boyko, former
Chairman and Chief Creative Officer of Ogilvy & Mather
North America, says, “Historically, agencies would have hired
green, unproven graduates who had decent spec books and
possessed competent drawing or writing skills.” 15

So for many of those fortunate “junior creatives,”
there was a formal creative training program: a sort of
agency-funded, -run, and -administrated “bootcamp” for
strategic problem-solving (not to mention thorough indoc-
trination into the agency's philosophy).

A shining example of this is Boyko’s “Young Guns,”
a training program he founded for newly hired creatives in
the mid-1990s. In it, Boyko teamed experienced creatives
with the new recruits in a formal mentoring system. And it
was successful: the work produced by the Young Guns pro-
gram went on to represent some of Ogilvy’s biggest brands
while catapulting once-green art directors and copywriters
into the national spotlight.

But alas, Young Guns, along with its other agency-
15



training program cousins, is now part of history. With the
downfall of the “dot-coms” (now affectionately known as
the “dot-bombs”) in the 1990s and the events of
September 11, 2001, more and more companies began
reeling in advertising dollars, unsure how to communicate in
a crippled economy and to a grieving consumer. For the
advertising industry, it became a very dark time. Agencies
all over the country laid off thousands of employees, many
of them highly competent art directors and copywriters,
which left the market over-saturated with skilled labor.

Boyko laments,”...those once-hired graduates aren’t
being given any professional opportunities. The hand-holding
agency training programs are over. It has overflowed the talent
pools and the need for portfolio schools emerged.” 16

These days, creative directors and recruiters are still
hiring creatives right out of school, but the numbers are
much lower. While they may review hundreds of portfolios
a week, they’re barely hiring 8 to 10 creatives each year. 17 

Coz Cotzias, Assistant Professor at VCU Adcenter,
views the present state of creative evolution thus:
“Advertising today is taking a critical turn in history, from
the 1960's Bernbach's approach to the present. How cre-
ative is being done today is more non-traditional than ever
before. Agencies are partnering with clients to find new
and more affordable ways to reach mass audiences. The
likes of Fallon/BMW and Crispin, Porter+Bogusky/Mini
Cooper have begun to reinvent the way advertising gets
through consumers' advertising radar. And the first school
to teach this will be ahead of the curve.” 18

That first school may be the one announced in a
June 15, 2004, article in the Wall Street Journal entitled
Ad Agency’s Latest Pitch Is in the Classroom. The article
breathes life into the very idea of industry infusion with
education. “Executives from the agency, [Crispin, Porter+
Bogusky, Miami], known for its starkly offbeat marketing
style, will work with Miami Ad School to develop several
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new courses at the post-collegiate institution. Areas of
focus will include guerrilla marketing, which may include
street theater and improvisations; viral marketing, in which
a promotion spreads via word of mouth or forwarded e-mails;
and other unusual ad venues such as video games.

“Students in the ad programs right now have to
start thinking in a different way,” says Alex Boguski,
Crispin’s executive creative director, who recently joined
the school’s board of directors. The 11-year-old school will
be renamed CP+B Miami Ad School. “Advertising is not
going to be about TV spots any more,” adds Barbara
Seichrist, founder of the Ad School. “Only a handful of
schools are really looking at the changes in the marketplace
and doing something about it.” 19

A retrospective on portfolio schools.

According to the University of Texas
faculty white paper, “Because the merging
of academic tradition and industry innovation
often results - especially in this era of tech-
nological change - in a clash of cultures,
curricular changes reflecting technological
and industry shifts happen slowly, their
move through institutional bureaucracy
often inordinately lengthy. This situation has
fostered the competitive rise of entrepreneurial
professional schools for development of
creative talent, the 1980’s-driven MBA
insurgence into the client-side and agency
management areas, and the breeding of small
specialized polishing schools for the study of

account planning, account management, interactive messaging.” 20

In 1981, this revolutionary and unprecedented form
of advertising creativity education emerged on the scene. The
Portfolio Center in Atlanta, Georgia, opened its doors with
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an entirely new concept in advertising education: teaming
student art directors with student copywriters the same
way they would be teamed in ad agencies. And the teach-
ers? They were all practicing advertising professionals who
taught part-time. It was a real departure from the universi-
ty environment. It was vocational.

It was a revolution.
Another fortuitous event aligned with Portfolio Center’s

opening: the arrival of the computer on the advertising scene.
Suddenly, the hand-drawn layouts, storyboards, hand-lettered
headlines were all gone. The typewritten and pasted-up copy
disappeared. Almost overnight, advertising creatives and
production departments had to make the switch to com-
puter-generated everything; the entire industry had to be
retrained in this massive paradigm shift.

Portfolio Center was abreast of the situation, put-
ting all its emphasis on conceptual thinking and computer
skills. In fact, many of its graduates couldn’t even draw.
But it didn’t matter, as the more gifted students’ portfolios
looked like those of highly seasoned professionals. Needless
to say, it was an ideal time to open a portfolio school and
be able to say to the industry, “This year's graduates are a
new breed of creative.”

Since then, portfolio schools have continued to
raise the bar for entry level creative positions. Top profes-
sionals continue to teach the process for, and development
of, truly creative concepts from idea through execution.
Students continue to be trained on the latest computers
and software. More important, these students emerge from
portfolio schools with a level of “hip” and industry savvy
hitherto unseen, especially in people so young. And most
important, these students are having their portfolios placed
in some of the most creatively reputable agencies in the
country. Their portfolios aren't just good enough to get
them jobs - their portfolios are so good that competing
students without portfolio-school training barely stand a chance.
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Ultimately, portfolio schools have changed advertising
education - and advertising job prospects for new graduates-

through the implementation of cross-disci-
plinary interaction among students teamed
up with the best professional creatives as
instructors in very specific areas of con-
centration.

A breakthrough? Or a simple shift in
the way pedagogy was applied?

Regardless, it was a time of great
change. For the first time ever, education
led the advertising industry instead of
lagging behind. Portfolio schools enjoyed
“favored-nation status” among advertis-

ing agencies as training grounds for creative recruits as
they set the new standard for the industry’s way of view-
ing graduates.

Eventually portfolio schools began reaching beyond
the graduates of traditional university art and graphic
design programs and started recruiting in high schools for
a percentage of their student base.

According to the Wall Street Journal, “As major ad
agencies have cut-back their own in-house training programs,
more schools seem willing to pick up the slack. Creative
Circus, an ad school in Atlanta, about a year ago made it
mandatory for students to include in their portfolio work
that didn’t use traditional media.” 21

These schools were not about setting a new trend
in education. In fact, portfolio schools were not about getting
educated at all, at least not in a traditional sense. What they
did offer was vocational training that helped young people
who wanted careers in advertising get jobs in advertising.
What portfolio schools are presently earning: an average of
$30,000 in tuition for two years.

And what all this emerged from was an industry-
level reaction to the poor job universities were doing with
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the students they had, leading industry members to take
matters into their own hands.

Norm Gray, former Creative Director, McCann/Erickson
and now founding Director of Creative Circus, can tout 100%
placement in 2003 and so far in 2004. He is blunt in his
assessment of education of advertising creativity: “It's a
sad situation for students today. 95% of our student enroll-
ment comes to us with one or more years of college. 80%
of that group has completed four years or more and have
obtained their bachelor's degree. And while there are no
written requirements from the industry for advanced
degrees, the standards are so high that in order to become
employable, students are having to go out and get addi-
tional education and finish their portfolios at additional
cost. And industry makes it worse by taking advantage of
the environment. Now industry has a free farm system in
place, much like that of pro sports teams. Only the partici-
pants - the students - are footing the bill, not industry. It's
my opinion that the industry needs to step up to the plate
and be accountable for something more here.” 22

Where do universities fit back in? And why haven't
universities in general made more significant efforts to
regain their former “leadership positions” in this what-
could-be lucrative and cutting-edge area of education?

According to some, this is because university cul-
ture cannot, or will not, support a practitioner methodology
because professors might have to give up roles as supreme
authorities in their areas of concentration and co-produce
classes with other professors.

The question, as posed by the University of Texas
faculty white paper, is: how can competing entries set
aside their differences long enough to give students what
they deserve? The faculty who wrote the white paper were
clearly present to the delimma, “Business and marketing
programs, for example, often offer advertising courses with
comparable content to that provided in an advertising
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department or program, usually paring away aspects of
communications theory and strategic thinking and execution-
interdepartmental jealousies, and conflicts with student
cohorts often result. Moreover, schools and departments of
journalism - often home to advertising sequences - seem
to have difficulty tolerating advertising as a scholarly disci-
pline and as a fellow discipline with the communication
domain. When such antagonism becomes institutionalized
over decades, the result is often seen in the lack of funding,
lack of respect, and the lack of resources for the discipline
of advertising.” 23

However, some universities are seeing opportunity,
and thus setting out to compete with portfolio schools.
Recently Brett Robbs, Professor at the University of
Colorado, learned his students had won an award at the
One Show student competition. He was cautiously opti-
mistic about beating out many portfolio-school students
for these awards in a show that is judged by the industry's
top creative practitioners. Says Robbs: “In the One Show
competition our students are competing with more
advanced students at portfolio schools, and we are outper-
forming some of them. One reason for that, according to
my conversations with folks at the portfolio schools, is
that most of their students have had only one or two cre-
ative classes [in their undergraduate program] before
attending the portfolio school. Our students have had five
creative classes by the time they graduate. The depth of
our program gives us an edge.

“But while that edge allows us to outperform at
least some of the students at trade schools in the One
Show, it's still not enough to get most of our students
hired when they graduate. That’s partly because agencies
still believe that portfolio school grads are a safer hire,
because they have spent more time in school and the port-
folio school credential is like a Good Housekeeping seal of
approval.
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“But it's also just very difficult to get students
ready to meet the current demands, agencies place on
entry-level creatives by the time they graduate. To meet
those demands most need additional times at bat. To get
that additional training, some of our students get intern-
ships/mentorships after they graduate, while a few others
go on to portfolio schools.

“So while I believe we have a very strong under-
graduate creative program, I also don't want to overstate
what it's able to accomplish. Most of our students need
some kind of additional training/experience beyond gradua-
tion in order to get a job as a writer or art director.” 24

No one will dispute the value of a university educa-
tion. In today's liberal arts programs and other fields of
study, students can get an academic perspective on the
world and cultures we live in and around that is far more
global than ever before.

Which begs the question: Why can't advertising
practitioners and academics work together to offer stu-

dents a truly comprehensive, quality edu-
cational experience and portfolio develop-
ment in the field of mass communica-
tions?

Dr. Deborah Morrison, Assistant
Professor at University of Texas, says, “It's
a predictable clash between two cultures
that have overlapping goals.” She credits
her program at the University of Texas as
a group of academics and practitioners
“who, by together harnessing a group of
students through the system, makes

them much smarter.” 25

Why are so many other professional fields led by
university research and academia as a whole? And why not
advertising? If the university is where the world’s greatest
thinking and research takes place, why isn’t advertising at
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the top of the list to further increase our knowledge in the
professional world?

John Philip Jones, author of How Much Is Enough?
Getting The Most From Your Advertising Dollar, suggests
that in most instances, professions in the areas of natural
science, particularly medicine, are led by the universities
that research and teach their methods. Jones says,”...it’s a
sad fact that American universities - the organizations that
in all other fields of learning are among the leading torch
bearers in the pursuit of knowledge - do not contribute
much to this particular debate. In all substantial respects,
the profession leads and the universities follow. Most people
in advertising education will find nothing uncomfortable or
surprising about this. The advertising faculty in communi-
cations schools have developed instructional skills, but for
the most part they have never practiced in the professional
world except perhaps as juniors or interns. As a result,
they are not as conscious as are practitioners of the most
salient issues that call for investigation. Not surprisingly,
academics are unused to handling data bearing on these
issues (even if they manage to obtain access to them).” 26

How should we proceed? The perspective of the
qualified practitioner is unique and, some believe, vital.
Jones continues, “We should begin by emphasizing to our
students that advertising is a tough and competitive busi-
ness to break into, and in which to maintain a career with
any upward progression. Although advertising is unques-
tionably exciting, interesting, and well-paid, it is a calling
that makes high demand on brains, imagination, and
resilience. The first thing we should always do with our
students is to test the strength of their motivation as well
as their understanding of the realities of the business.” 27

In conclusion, Jones goes on to make a prediction:
“If the inhabitants of the communications school, because
of weaknesses in their enterprise and skills, have to contin-
ue to accept the technical leadership of the practitioner,
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there is the inevitable prospect that their status will con-
tinue to sink. This lowered status will have an obvious
bearing on the respect accorded to the educational pro-
grams offered by the advertising departments and on the
quality of the students whom these will attract. 28 Unlike
most schools of medicine, architecture, engineering, and
advanced technology, the advertising departments of uni-
versity communications schools are in a position of some
vulnerability, and there they will remain until at least some
practitioners are persuaded to beat a path to the doors of
at least some universities to learn something new about
the ‘state of the art.’ The traffic is much too much in the
opposite direction at the moment.” 29

How does a “universal system” like academia
reverse institutionalized mediocrity? How can an industry
like advertising creativity have a credible voice in academia?
Ironically, it may be as simple as tackling these problems
much as the advertising industry would any advertising or
branding problem, maybe even going so far as to write a
creative brief targeting academics from a psychographic
point of view. What are practitioners selling? Relevance.
Relevance of practice to an established theoretical peda-
gogy. Relevance of real-world experience to the student's
perspective and potential. It’s time for an intervention.

However, the reversal cannot begin unless there is
agreement that there is a problem and that the problem is
worth fixing, a problem so ubiquitous, so pervasive and so
much an accepted part of the landscape that it may be
almost impossible for academics to really see. In the chapters
ahead, I will demonstrate the problem fully through my
research and qualify what the idea of Professors of Practice
could mean to the future of advertising creativity education.
The role advertising industry can play in supporting positive,
sustainable change for all parties is not unlike that of the
CP+B partnership with Miami Ad School. It means key
industry creative influencers must be supported by their
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agencies and be willing to sit with the board of directors of
university programs. Where change and evolution often
begin in the university culture, and assist the program
from within. And take a stand for what the creative stan-
dard should and could be for faculty and students alike.

The article in the Wall Street Journal sums up the
approach; “The alliance between Crispin and Miami Ad
School reflects Madison Avenue’s push for schools to
revamp their programs to better contend with the changes
sweeping through the advertising business. The very defi-
nition of an ad has morphed dramatically in the past
decade. Marketers, including big-spending companies such
as Procter & Gamble Co., American Express Co. and Coca
Cola Co., are pressuring ad agencies to look beyond 30-
second TV ads as consumers become less and less behold-
en to the electronic hearth.” 30
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Chapter 4
Qualitative research supporting the idea of
Professors of Practice in Advertising Creativity.

Definition.

For our purposes, we shall define “Professor of
Practice” as an academic or university rank that allows men
and women with significant applied and professional adver-
tising experience who wish to share this experience to transi-
tion into full-time teaching of advertising-related subjects in a
university academic setting.

Methodology.

The purpose of performing this qualitative inquiry
was to further the knowledge and study of advertising
education and the validity of the rank Professor of Practice
in the academic community. Additionally, I set out to
determine whether my observations and assumptions about
advertising creativity education (based on 24 years as a
practitioner and two years as an adjunct professor) have any
relative importance on the matter as a means of furthering
the goals of educators and expectations of practitioners as a
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unified front, were valid.
I set out to engage a minimum of 30 interviews in

order to make a credible piece of qualitative research. Next,
I determined that there were two primary groups I wanted
viewpoints from: academics and practitioners.

For the academics, I developed the survey instru-
ment titled “Qualitative Interview Guideline/Academics
(Appendix A). “For the practitioners, I developed the sur-
vey instrument titled “Qualitative Interview
Guideline/Practitioners (Appendix B).”

The development of the guideline questions for
each group was the result of several preliminary interviews
and research. One reading in particular was influential in
the way it describes the relationship between educators
and practitioners. In Roz Goldfarb's book, Careers by
Design, Goldfarb is emphatic about the lack of educational
standards in design and advertising creative education.
“[Advertising] does not have a fixed set of standards to follow.
Each school has its own set of standards to follow. For the
unsophisticated, these are subtle distinctions, and how to
assess the characteristics of a curriculum are often only
appreciated by professionals.” 31

Goldfarb suggests that while diversity of curriculum
is a healthy condition, most institutions are vague in their
descriptions about how they define their curriculums and
areas of concentration. Yet advertising creativity education
is so diversely represented, only practitioners could possi-
bly decipher where these programs lead professionally.
Names as diverse as “Advertising Design,” “Fine Arts,”
“Commercial Art,” “Communication Arts,” “Graphic
Design,” “Visual Communications,” “Media Arts” and more
project an industry relationship that is fragmented and
ambiguous at best. And it may be highly confusing to
potential students trying to figure out what all of these
names mean and how they might be linked to the industry.
How can students make choices when the standard
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appears to be literally all over the board - in fact, when
there is no real standard at all?

Goldfarb by trade is a professional creative recruiter.
She understands the demands and expectations of entry-
level creative advertising opportunities. And to the indus-
try, it is all about the portfolio. “Since the focus of [adver-
tising] education is crystallized in the graduate's portfolio,
the resulting portfolio has become the hallmark of the edu-
cational success of the program as well as the vehicle of
entry to that first job. As faculty and program leadership
change, so do the net effects (the relationship between
faculty and syllabus having already been noted); thus this
factor must become a consideration to any educational
survey.” 32

And when it comes to better understanding the
dynamics between the two parties, Goldfarb is keenly
aware of where education must go to achieve relevance
and balance between theory and practice. She offers advice
to would-be students searching for the right school: “Try
to get a sense of the ratio between tenured and visiting
faculty. Full-time faculty offer stability and vision to a pro-
gram. However, sometimes it is the visiting faculty (i.e.,
working professionals who teach) that gives a program its
vitality and link to current issues.” 34

Additionally, I was able to perform preliminary
interviews with several local professors and practitioners,
which helped me develop and evolve my line of questioning.

Development of research.

After carefully researching more than seventy-five
(75) potential respondents, I ultimately selected thirty-five
(35) for qualitative interviewing. Of the thirty-five respon-
dents, nineteen (19) academics were selected based on
holding a position of the following: Dean of School (2),
Department Chair (2); Professor/Tenured (4); Associate
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Professor/Tenure-Track (10); “In-Residence”
Full-Time Instructor (1). In addition,
selected respondents were employed in
either an advertising creativity, mass
communications, fine arts or graphic
design department associated with a
well-known university in the U.S.

Other criteria were also considered
in the selection process for academics as
follows:

1. Did the respondent have 5+ years’ experience as 
an advertising creative professional?

2. Did the respondent teach in a reputable university
setting?

3. Did the respondent work with any practitioners 
as visiting or full-time instructors?

4. Did the respondent belong to any professional 
organizations or associations?

5. Did the respondent have an advanced degree 
from an accredited program?

The balance of the original thirty-five respondents,
which number thirteen (13), are practitioners I selected
based on their qualifications as: Advertising Agency (with
billings of $100 million-$886.5 million)35 President/Chief
Creative Officer (3); Chief Creative Officer (5); Creative
Director/Art Director or Copywriter (2); Creative Recruiter (2);
Director of Portfolio School (vocational) (2).36 Other criteria
considered in the selection process for practitioners were
as follows:

1. Did the respondent have 15+ years’ experience 
as an advertising creative professional?

2. Did the respondent work as an art director, copy-
writer or creative director currently or in the past?

3. Did the respondent have a degree, and if so what is it?
4. If the respondent did not have any degree, what 

was his or her last educational experience?
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5. Does the respondent work for a creatively reputable 
agency?

6. Did the respondent have any teaching experience?

Method of Research.

I made initial contact with each respondent via a
formal e-mail request (Appendix C). Upon receiving an e-mail
response, I confirmed a date and time for either a face-to-face
or telephone interview in which I administered the appropriate
Qualitative Interview Guideline. Additionally, I received
permission from each respondent to digitally record the
interview for the purpose of my later review.

I began each interview by reading my working defi-
nition of the Professor of Practice/Advertising Creativity
position to make sure each interview was grounded in the
same topic of discussion. 

Once there was clarity and understanding of the
definition, I began the interview. I used the Qualitative
Interview Guideline strictly as a baseline to make sure I
covered specific questions, but did not limit discussion to
those questions. While it was my goal to keep each inter-
view on track regarding issues about advertising, academia,
and practitioners' roles in both, I also hoped I would be
able to capture more personal views, passionate expressions
of opinion, or follow tangents off subject matter not initially
considered but still relevant.

A Telling Silence?
An Interesting Side Note.

During the solicitation process, I encountered an
interesting phenomenon, one I think worth noting because
it ultimately validated some of my own experiences and
opinions. Here’s what happened:

While my initial solicitation list included many pro-
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fessors and practitioners from around the country, I made
it a point to send each prospect a personally addressed e-mail
message as opposed to a “gang” e-mail message. In the
first week, I received replies from fifteen (15) practitioners
and four professors. By the end of my second week, I had
heard back from the majority of all practitioners I solicited,
but still only four (4) professors. 

Around this time, I spoke with Luke Sullivan,
Executive Creative Director at GSDM, based in Austin,
Texas, former award-winning copywriter from Fallon, and
author of the book, Hey Whipple, Squeeze This!

Sullivan was rather cynical about my predicament.
He told me he found today's advertising education in an
abysmal state; that there are only a handful of schools out
there really “moving the needle” by developing genuine
connections with the industry. He then suggested that the
reason I was getting so few academic responses was
because the majority of academia doesn’t want to be quot-
ed on anything related to the subject of advertising cre-
ative education due to the volatile nature of the topic –
chances were, my e-mail request had scared them to
death.37

Sullivan then referred me to his undergraduate pro-
fessor, the man to whom he credits much of his profes-
sional success. And although Sullivan's referral came from a
place of disgust with academia and advertising, I found it
wonderfully refreshing to hear that an educator had played
such an important role in this creative superstar’s career.

I contacted this professor, and when I mentioned
the name Luke Sullivan the floodgates opened. The profes-
sor was so proud of Sullivan's accomplishments, and of
having a former student go on to world-class fame within
the industry. I found it a magic moment, one I wished
would happen more frequently. 

Later in the conversation, I shared my dilemma
about not hearing back from more than four educators.
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This professor’s response was passionate and direct: he
said I was “opening Pandora’s box,” and that I should prepare
myself for the debate of a lifetime. He also affirmed Sullivan’s
observation. Better yet, in addition to giving me a first-class
interview, he gave me many more academic referrals.38

And as it happens, the majority of the educators I
ended up interviewing were referred by Sullivan's professor.

Thanks to him, I found that
tiny group of academics who
are quietly, but successfully,
placing portfolios from 
undergraduate programs with 
reputable advertising agencies. 

After many interviews I came
to realize that these educators know, respect, and routinely
communicate with one another, even though they compete
for the brightest students and the attention and support of
advertising agencies (while contending with accreditation
limitations and modest budgets for faculty and IT support). 

Three of these respondents hold Ph.D.s in advertising.
All are insightful, and as passionate about teaching advertis-
ing creativity as any practitioner is about creating effective,
award-winning campaigns. This was the portion of the
academic spectrum I had hoped to reach. And I was finally
on common ground with my select group of practitioners.

As a result of this exploration and process, my
assumptions and observations about advertising creative
education, Professors of Practice, and the bisociative inter-
action (i.e., the potential for partnership between academ-
ics and practitioners) were now validated. 

All interviews took place between January 1, 2004,
and May 1, 2004. Each interview lasted anywhere from 30
minutes to an hour and a half, depending on how spirited
the respondent became on the subject. 

Appendix D presents the complete list of respon-
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dents, ranging from the highest level of academic achieve-
ment to the highest level of professional achievement, plus
everything in between. 
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Chapter 5 
Analysis of qualitative research: 
Comparing and contrasting opinions of 
academics and practitioners.

The reason for separate interview guidelines for aca-
demics and practitioners is simple. Each field has a distinct
approach to its profession, replete with separate jargon and
culture. Additionally, since academia is not a vocational
model, it seemed prudent to craft guidelines that would
honor who academics are - educators of the highest rank. 

The same holds true for the practitioners of advertising
creativity. Despite the jokes about “creating tomorrow's landfill,”
these people's work often reflects, frequently shapes, and
sometimes changes entirely, culture at large. There is a mix
of teaching in the archetypal profile of what practitioners do. 

(Interestingly, in my interviews I met many practitioners
who expressed the desire to educate young people, and
many qualified practitioners who want to share about how
they do what they’ve been doing as well.) 

As I mentioned in my opening thoughts, virtually
all respondents agreed that present-day advertising creative
education is in a quandary, primarily because our domestic
undergraduates are insufficiently prepared for entry-level art
direction and copywriting jobs upon graduation. I take
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agreement on the problem as a good start. From there, I hope
these interviews offer deeper insight into why the problem
is, and what can be done about it, and perhaps bear out
my theory: that the primary culprit keeping these two cultures
apart may be nothing more than the cultures themselves. 

There are many overlapping questions that pertain
to both academics and practitioners. There are also some
less-salient cultural issues that must be examined inde-
pendently. But hopefully the following represents a solid
start in mining information and insight and promise for all
parties involved - especially the students who wish to
learn the advertising craft.

Guidelines for Academics.

The University of Texas faculty white paper address-
es the skepticism of fellow liberal arts academics who
question the field of advertising creativity as a legitimate
scholarly discipline. Those in favor of more proactive and
relevant creative programming have had to tread gingerly
around the creative issue. The paper goes on to acknowl-
edge, “Courses in programmed copywriting and formulaic
art direction in many institutions (often the sum total of
creative courses offered) are relegated to the second tier of
coursework, after the work of management and quantifica-
tion is completed. As a field of research in creativity and
organizational innovation expanded throughout many
fields in the 1980s, more opportunity existed for creativity
to become a rigorous and relevant field of study that not
only complemented the advertising curriculum, but helped
to define it after breakthrough work in the 1960s. Few adver-
tising programs have embraced the concept of creativity as a
foundational concept ripe for scholarly exploration. Few
university courses offer the possibility of strong creative
work competitive enough for the best agencies in the
country. Few curricular strategies call for the integrated
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system of account planners and creatives and man-
agers working together. Certainly, the careful study of
creative theory has not been emphasized in undergrad-
uate and graduate programs; yet the opportunity pres-

ents itself in both curricula.” 39

Additionally, Rick Boyko’s observation about academia’s
reaction to the advent of portfolio schools is consistent and
also blunt: “University undergraduate program chairs and
faculty have either ignored this new trend or choose not to
seize the moment.” 40

It was these combined statements that led me to
choose questions for my Academic Interview Guidelines,
questions I thought could shed light on this notion. Lastly,
Boyko confirmed my feeling that some sort of festering
wound, one fostered by years of academic neglect, is
exactly what led to the emergence and success of portfolio
schools in the first place.

My Academic Interview Guidelines covered the fol-
lowing ground:

1. To achieve understanding and clarity of the definition of 
the rank of Professor of Practice.

2. To determine the criteria for qualifications for Professors    
of Practice.

3. To determine the method of finding and recruiting 
Professors of Practice.

4. To determine a balance or ratio of tenured/tenured-track 
professors to Professors of Practice.

5. To determine how to measure effectiveness of Professors 
of Practice in the classroom and other areas of participation.

6. To determine the role of Professors of Practice once hired:
36
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a. How many credit hours should Professors of 
Practice teach each semester?

b. Should Professors of Practice participate on 
school committees?

c. Should Professors of Practice be student advisers?
d. Should Professors of Practice receive any materials

for classes they teach?
e. Should Professors of Practice be required to

perform research?
f.  Should Professors of Practice be required to participate

in creative professional activities?
g. What kinds of outcomes determine effectiveness 

of Professors of Practice?
h. On what criteria should Professors of Practice be 

evaluated?

7. Should Professors of Practice be required to perform 
scholarly activity?

8. How long should Professors of Practice be contracted for?
9. How far up the faculty ladder can Professors of Practice climb?

10. Should Professors of Practice receive the same benefits 
as tenured professors?

11. What is the role of the advertising industry in advertising
creative education?

Guidelines for Practitioners.

Suffice it to say practitioner respondents demon-
strated certain aversions to academia. According to my
findings, advertising creatives see the formality, the layers
of bureaucracy, and the committee model as getting in the
way of great creative thinking and positive results. So, for my
Practitioner Interviews, I crafted a guideline more conducive
to allowing them to reveal their true goals re educating students
about expectations and preparedness for entering a field that
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requires such thick skin, the vital need for one to think on
one's feet, the ability to create magnificence from a single
proposition, and how to get paid well doing it. For our pur-
poses, I think it’s safe to assume the portfolio is the point
of entry into such a career, so it’s important to identify
what may be missing from a portfolio-school education
and any other negatives that might lead practitioners to
consider teaching in university programs as opposed to a
portfolio school.

The Practitioner Interview Guidelines’ primary goals were
to explore the following:

1. To achieve understanding and clarity of the definition
of the rank of Professor of Practice.

2. To determine the qualification criteria for 
Professors of Practice.

3. To determine methods for finding and recruiting
Professors of Practice.

4. To determine a ratio or balance of tenured/tenured-
track professors to Professors of Practice.

5. To determine ways to measure effectiveness of 
Professors of Practice with students.

6. To determine if agencies are hiring entry-level 
creatives despite today’s volatile economy.

7. To determine, if agencies are hiring, what they 
expect from graduates/candidates.

8. To determine whether a graduate’s long-term 
potential holds significant importance for an agency.

9. To determine whether portfolio schools are the 
only institutions educating their students from 
an agency model.

10. To determine what role the industry can play in
supporting advertising creative education.
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Definition: “Professor of Practice.”

For the purposes of comparison, I shall use this 
definition of Professor of Practice:  

The rank that allows men and women who wish to share
experiences gained from significant years of professional practice to
transition into competent full-time teaching in a university setting.

Responses to Interview Questions:
1. Understanding the concept of 
“Professor of Practice.” 

Response: Academics.

The majority of respondents from academic settings
clearly understood and considered the definition of Professor
of Practice to be a valid description of a relatively new rank.
A few took theoretical issue with the use of the word “professor”
in the “Professor of Practice” rank title; since “professor” is
considered academia’s professional Holy Grail, it is a sensitive
subject for some. 

However, when informed that the Professor of Practice
title was adopted, not invented for the purposes of this

research, there seemed to be less
concern over a potential trivializa-
tion of the use of “professor."

According to Dr. Patty Alvey,
Dean of the Temerlain Advertising
Institute at Southern Methodist
University (SMU), the use of the
word “professor” could be consid-
ered a cultural affront to the language
of the university. To simply borrow
the term “professor” and attach it to
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a practitioner- turned-lecturer may be inappropriate. She
also pointed out that since it is typical for the university to
teach the language of many industries, it might be prudent
for an industry to learn the language of the university. 41

Dr. Deborah Morrison, Assistant Professor at
University of Texas, believes the tenure-track model is an
antiquated system and that, given the propensity of the
traditional system, the rank title Professor of Practice may
not be taken seriously by the tenured/tenured-track com-
munity. Additionally, she too believed it may be difficult to
facilitate the Professor of Practice rank title because of the
word “professor.” 42

But this concern about lightly-borrowed equity is
not shared by all professors. Coz Cotzias, Associate
Professor at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) Ad
Center, believes the word “professor” accurately describes
the role of a Professor of Practice. He goes on to suggest
that because those in the tenure system are rigidly set into
tiers - each tier exactly one above the last – the current
tenure model is dangerous to the field of creativity. Cotzias
believes the “class system” of tenure is antiquated and
causes complacency among faculty - harmful to advertising
creative education in general. 43

Regarding tenure, the phrase “class system” came
up more than a few times. However, in the Practitioner
Interviews, most creative professionals said tenure was
irrelevant to their missions. And to them, the fact that
Professor of Practice would not be a tenured position made
tenure an irrelevant tangent. 

But Dr. Alvey’s concerns about the use of the university
language of “professor” are not unfounded. In universities and
colleges around the country, the rank title Professor of Practice
is also used in other areas - including engineering, pharmacol-
ogy, and architecture - where the rank does not require an
advanced degree. Thus, the perception of not achieving an
advanced degree yet still wearing the mantle of “professor”
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is considered by many of the established professors interviewed
as a threat or trivialization of the academy, not to mention
the hard-earned academic freedom and achievements of those
who have made it their life’s work. 44

Interestingly, a debate is currently raging at Syracuse
University about this very subject. According to the Syracuse
University student on-line newspaper, The Daily Orange.com,
writer Kate Brennen in her article titled “University
Considers Adding Non-Tenure Professor of Practice Rank.”
Syracuse University is considering the title university-wide.
And among other aspects of the debate is the threat to
tenured professors. 

Writes Brennen,  “A proposal for a new faculty rank
called ‘Professors of Practice’ has inspired a debate among
SU faculty. Vice Chancellor Deborah Freund wrote the proposal
that went public at the last University Senate meeting.

“Some faculty members, however, worry the imple-
mentation of POPs [i.e., “Professors of Practice”] will lead to
the destruction of the tenure system and threaten academic
freedom. Dean John Palmer, of the Maxwell School of Citizenship
and Public Affairs and a tenured professor, disagrees.

“ ‘There is not a risk of undermining tenure because
the number of POPs would be limited in each college,’
Palmer said. ‘POPs would not be competing directly or dis-
placing tenure faculty members.’

“The reason many see POP as essential is because,
as Freund stated in her proposal, there is an obvious need
for real-world practitioners to be a part of a college curriculum.

"This is where the idea for POP was born. It is also
the heart of the debate: some tenured professors feel
threatened that this new rank will gradually undermine the
tenure system.

“ ‘The university is saying that there are people we
don’t think can meet our tenure requirements, but that we
want on our campus,’ said Beth Barnes, the assistant dean
for professional graduate studies and a tenured professor in
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Newhouse. ‘If this is the case, then the university should
change the tenure process instead of creating a class of
professors that become second-class citizens.’

“Freund wrote that POPs should be assured protec-
tions equal to full-time professors and be just as accountable. 

“ ‘This should guarantee that Professors of Practice
are first-class university citizens, both in how they are
treated and in what they contribute,’ Freund wrote in the
proposal.” 45

Response: Practitioners

After interviewing all practitioners, none took issue
with the rank of Professor of Practice. For many, however, I

found confusion regarding the oft-used
term of Professor of Practice, “advertising
design,” my original working title.  What
I kept hearing from most practitioners
was “...could you please explain to me
what advertising design is?” That was
what Chairman and Chief Creative Officer
Cheryl Berman of Leo Burnett, Chicago,
asked when I read the definition. She went
on to clarify her point: “This is a misleading
term. Some might think your research is
about designers. I refer to my depart-
ment staff as creatives. They are creative
directors, copywriters and art directors.
They don’t ‘design’ advertisements; they

conceptualize ideas for our clients’ advertising. Then they
develop executional ideas and at some point I think design
enters the picture, however briefly. I think [the term ‘adver-
tising design’] should be rewritten.” 46

Berman wasn’t the only one who remarked on this
semantic issue. One respondent who wanted to know the
origin of the phrase wondered if it was invented by people
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in academia. 
Consequently, I made the decision to change my

title from Professor of Practice, Advertising Design to
Professor of Practice Advertising Creativity. And while this
wasn’t the last time I modified my title, I was already
evolving my own thoughts and observations about the
precision of the language I was using. Then there was the
sudden irony of the realization that the very program for
which I write this research paper is titled ISDP-MA
“Advertising Design.” 

There was little comment made about the word
“Professor,” as was the case with the Academic respon-
dents. Ultimately, there was unanimous agreement on the
accuracy of the description as an appropriate definition.

Additionally, I found myself reminding the respondents
that the Professor of Practice rank is a full-time position, not a
part-time position. I discovered through the interview
process that many had taught as Adjunct Professors in the
past and were conditioned to think of the universe from
that perspective.

Responses to Interview Questions:
2. Criteria for Recruitment: Professor of Practice.

My questions and method for determining the criteria
for recruitment (Appendix A) were designed to appear
quantitative on the surface. However, it was my hope to
not only educe opinions on the priority of criteria for
Professor of Practice, I was also interested in seeing if any
of the academic respondents would be willing to challenge
the concept of academic tradition, unprompted. 

Interestingly, I received ideas for criteria that appeared
very similar to criteria for getting a job practicing advertising.
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Response: Academics

An interesting mix of
criteria for first-level answers.
Many respondents felt
strongly that the practition-
er's portfolio should be the
number-one factor in con-
sideration. Focusing on the
quality and notoriety of
these practitioners and the
work in their portfolios
resonated well with this
group for the most part.

However, not all respondents were in direct contact with
advertising creativity programs at their universities, and
thus couldn’t comprehend why this criterion was even
on the list. This may explain how some, or more than
some, universities treat practitioner candidates.

An example:
One respondent who wishes to remain anonymous,

is currently a professor in a well-respected university advertising
program who had spent 10 years as a creative supervisor/copy-
writer at a large advertising agency.

When the respondent applied for the current position,
the academic recruitment process was found to be quite
different from prior advertising-agency recruitment experiences:
“Only two out of 10 people on the search committee were
interested in viewing my portfolio and TV reel ... it made
me realize they didn’t get it. All they were really interested
in was if I had my terminal degree, and where I got it from.
For a creative education, it felt like a ridiculous requirement
at the time.” 47

Now, after teaching for a couple of years, the respondent
has a little more insight into why this happened: “In academia,
everything is done by consensus. Which is why the search
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committee appears to be an immovable element inside any
traditional university.” 48

Once, soon after being hired and as a faculty member,
the respondent went so far as to suggest that a peer practi-
tioner be considered as point person for recruiting experienced
practitioners. The respondent was told that the idea was an
unacceptable option.

The respondent has since come to terms with some
of the cultural differences between agency and academia. “It’s
true, most professors wouldn’t know what they’re looking at if
a portfolio crossed their desk. However, in defense of the tradi-
tional university process, it is imperative that the candidate in
question is well-respected [inside the university] and that he or
she be able to get along with department faculty.” 49

Most Academic respondents understood - either
through their own previous work as creative practitioners
or by association with various ad-agency internship programs -
that the portfolio is the only way a student can be considered
for employment after graduation. In fact, it’s a requirement for
virtually every creative, no matter how seasoned. Therefore it's
only logical to deduce that for candidates pursuing a possible
teaching position with a reputable university, the top criteria
should be a portfolio which is not only current, but also
filled with samples of award-winning creative work. 

There were some dissenters among respondents
when it came to determining the number-one recruitment
priority. Overall advertising experience from a big-name
agency was considered of major importance, but was not
necessarily the number-one factor for most respondents;
instead, it was distributed across the number one, two or
three spots.

According to the respondents, other crucial considera-
tions for the Professor of Practice title were: Management experi-
ence, critical problem-solving experience, budgeting experience,
organizational experience, client-interaction experience, production
experience, as well as "the experience of the act of creating.”
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For all these requirements, of course,
the proof should be in the portfolio,
because chances are, the work produced in
a suitably qualified candidate's portfolio
integrates and proves experience in all these
areas. From there, a resume with a face-to-
face interview can generally flesh out how
each of these considerations were met in
achieving the work shown in the portfolio.

University of North Carolina/Chapel
Hill Professor John Sweeney believes that
years of experience with a blue-chip agency
should be a top recruitment priority. Granted,
while such a pedigree should not automati-
cally guarantee a position, it becomes vital
when considering the impact certain creative
standards and agency visibility can have on
a program. At the very least, the university
can use these credentials to attract other

Professor of Practice candidates, not to mention prospective
students. 

Sweeney also deems teaching experience as vital, as
well as passion. He asks: “Is this person really interested in
educating others, or are they looking to ‘retire into teach-
ing?’ This is a real concern as most qualified people leaving
the industry tend to have 15 - 20+ years of experience
under their belts and there’s a possibility that they might
want to continue working in a related field but they may
have retired because they are burned out and tired.” 50

Coz Cotzias, Assistant Professor at VCU Adcenter,
agrees: “The last thing we want to do is hire someone who
says they want to ‘retire into teaching,’ no matter how
famous their name is ....where they’re not expecting to
work at the same level of intensity as they did while they
were in the agency. It’s an incredible responsibility to teach,
and it takes an enormous amount of energy to rise to the
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occasion every single day – perhaps even more so than it
takes to work in an agency.” 51

Cotzias adds that teaching experience should also
yield a portfolio of student work for demonstration of
teaching abilities. “Any school committed to excellence will
ask to see two books: your own, and your student work port-
folio. And they should be judged on equal footing.” 52

There were a couple of respondents who felt very
strongly about teaching experience as the number-one cri-
teria; Dr. Patty Alvey was one of them. She contends that
to teach in the university community means there must be
an understanding of pedagogy, “the art and profession of
teaching.” Alvey states that while any practitioner can look
perfect on paper and equally as good in a portfolio,
“Teaching is not automatic. Many assume because they are
successful at what they do, they can teach it. That is a fal-
lacy.” 53

Alvey explains that teaching requires two primary
characteristics: the first is the desire to share knowledge, a
desire that's almost obsessive. And the second characteristic
is to be an effective and organized communicator, so that
students can understand and embrace the information being
delivered in such a passionate manner.

Sidebar: Not quite quantitative, but worth a look.

Academics

The chart above duplicates
the chart used in the Qualitative
Interview Guidelines for Academics
(Appendix A). The magenta and
pink blocks represent the majority of

“number one” responses for any one criteria among the 13
respondents. While this was not intended to be a quanti-
tative expression, it is interesting to plot the responses and
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analyze where they fall. To me, the results paint an interest-
ing, and representative, “thumbnail” of the present state of U.S.
advertising education. And what's truly fascinating is that it
isn’t just academics and practitioners who disagree on the
best course for evolving advertising creative education: as
revealed here, academics don’t even agree with other academics.

For a culture that prides itself on consensus,
academia seems to have very little consensus on the issue of
Professor of Practice position criteria. This is one problem that
could be solved with a unified approach developed with a
‘best-practices’ study that gives academics a consensus –
and the permission to adjust their traditions just enough to
recruit the level of practitioner talent necessary to teach at
the Professor of Practice rank.

Practitioners

A look at the sister chart presented in the Qualitative
Guidelines for Practitioners (Appendix B), followed by a com-
parison of both charts, tells a slightly different story. Although
the numbers appear widely spread in disagreement, the same
“top three” criteria are considered important by both aca-
demics and practitioners. 

What's more, there is virtual agreement on the
portfolio as the number-one
criteria for Professor of Practice. 

Again, I remind readers
this is not an official quantitative
expression due to the limited
number of respondents used.
However, I find the plottings to

be important indicators that, when compared to the academic
respondents” answers, there is more agreement on this subject
than in any previous qualitative research. Thus, I believe it
important to acknowledge as much common ground as possible. 

While “Teaching Experience”ranked as second on
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three respondents' lists of criteria, “Presentation Skills”
ranks first or third on all of the respondents’ lists. This makes
sense in that both teaching experience and presentation skills
require the ability to effectively communicate, a vital criterion
in and of itself. And both criteria also require the social skills
necessary for the credible transfer of information. 

This said, most practitioners still felt very strongly
that if a candidate's portfolio wasn’t strong enough, the
candidate should not be considered, regardless of teaching
skills. In fact, hiring a candidate with excellent teaching
skills and a mediocre portfolio would be the equivalent of
achieving excellence in the teaching of mediocrity.  

For Rick Boyko, former Chairman of Ogilvy and the
director of VCU Adcenter, portfolio quality and teaching
skills go hand-in-hand. “Professor of Practice primary criteria
considerations are a combination of years as an advertising
creative director and having a portfolio with award-winning
creative that includes a wide range of package goods to
service clients from a big-name agency. To clarify: ‘big-name
agency’ doesn’t necessarily mean ‘big agency.’ There are
some big agencies that have terrible creative reputations.
'Big-name' means creative reputation. And couple that with
the ability to be poised in front of a large crowd of people,
utilizing years of presentation skills, and the experience of
bringing up many young people in the industry .... That’s
teaching experience.” 54

David “Jelly” Helm, former VCU Assistant Professor
and now instructor with Wieden + Kennedy’s “12” ad
school, agrees. “The idea is to find people with great port-
folios who are also dedicated to the idea of teaching, grow-
ing and opening doors for others. Who are the best teach-
ers in business? Those are the types of people universities
need to recruit .... Not simply the most talented creatives
with a great book.” 55

The “Agency Experience” criterion also ranks in
importance with Portfolio Quality and Teaching Experience.
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After all, the value imparted by “real-world” agency experi-
ence is the reason for creating the Professor of Practice
position in the first place. 

According to all respondents, it is paramount for
students to have access to the best and brightest minds
the industry has to offer. 

Dan Wieden, Principal/Creative Director for Wieden
+ Kennedy, a new-age legend in the industry, puts it simply:
“The best candidates for Professor of Practice are creatives in
the business 10 - 15 years, and are creative directors that
have managed groups of creatives - which is like teaching in

many - ways, and have led successful branding and re-branding
campaigns for their clients.” 56  Exposure to this type of individual
can inspire and motivate students to reach a potential not
otherwise found.

Responses to Interview Questions:
3) Recruitment: Professor of Practice

Response: Academics

Recruitment for Professors of Practice/Advertising
Creativity may be best considered a long-term endeavor.
For one thing, those who are uniquely qualified to be
Professors of Practice do not necessarily subscribe to the
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academic calendar, so the timing for hiring such a candidate
may be a short window of opportunity. According to my
research, many top-level, nationally reputed practitioners are
not necessarily looking for teaching jobs – especially when
they are making far more income as practitioners than they
would as Professors of Practice. Therefore, “snagging” a genuine-
ly qualified candidate is more of an issue of opportunity, and
thus would not necessarily subscribe to the traditional
academic recruiting timeline.

Additionally, in order to foster a clear understand-
ing of a candidate's professional abilities, several respon-
dents suggested appointing someone within the depart-
ment to take the point position on research: doing the
“groundwork” of contacting and initiating dialogue with
attractive prospects, and then reporting potential candi-
dates to the search committee. Such an appointee would
be someone tenured/tenure-track who clearly understood
the  role of the Professor of Practice within the department,
and the qualifications and standards required for a success-
ful hire. In fact, such a person would practice a form of
“relationship marketing” with top-level practitioner candidates. 

Another major recruitment concern is state accredi-
tation, which mandates affirmative action codes requiring a
university to publicly post a job description. According to
John Sweeney, Professor, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill,  “Our Mass Communications department, as a
professional school, is bound by affirmative action codes
and must post all of our job openings with the American
Educators of Journalism and Mass Communication
(AEJMC) journal or website, which directs prospective can-
didates to our department website.” 57

Sweeney says UNC receives on the average of 70
initial applications per posting. Of those, 30 to 40 applica-
tions are worth considering further. “Sometimes our search
is so specific, once we exhaust conventional and mandato-
ry means, less-traditional means are deemed appropriate.
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On occasion, the faculty search committee has used prior
relationships and advertising trade journals such as
Advertising Age and AdWeek magazines as recruiting tools. 

“When the field is narrowed down to just 3 to 4
candidates, the university brings in the prospective candidates.
They are judged on their ability to engage the search committee
through a series of interviews, social gatherings and, in some
cases, a classroom guest lecture. From there, a decision is
made and the search committee makes its final recommenda-
tions to the dean of the school.” 58

Dr. Patty Alvey put the search committee in anoth-
er light. “A search committee is status quo at all universi-
ties. That doesn’t make it necessary. A slight shift in how
recruitment is done might work better and still satisfy uni-
versity codes. A point person, the Chair or an appointed
faculty member, conducts Phase One of the search. Phase
Two is a culled list of candidates, at which point the search
committee gets to interview and observe in action, eat
meals together, and get to know one another.” 59  Dr. Alvey
says it’s a similar process that satisfies the university code,
but it also allows the appointee to conduct the search
much like a search is done in the industry. Dr. Alvey
remarks, “The word ‘committee’ scares most industry cre-
atives, but the comfort level in universities is committees
and group diplomatic decision making.” Dr. Alvey suggests
a mix of both cultures as a way to court potential candidates
without being off-putting to either platform. 60

Lastly, a few respondents suggested the use of an
advertising creative recruiter, often referred to by industry
denizens as a “headhunter.” However, they also had sever-
al cautions: as there are many headhunters in the creative
universe, committees or recruitment teams would be wise
to know the reputation and the fees of a headhunter up
front. After all, a headhunter who didn’t have relationships
with the highest-level creatives, or who didn’t know their
career aspirations and long-term goals, might not bring
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much value to the recruitment process at all beyond, say,
slightly more familiarity with the industry. Furthermore, the
feasibility of hiring a headhunter might be based on the
entry-level salary and urgency of need, as recruiters often
charge a finders fee for this type of work.

In conclusion, the majority of
Academic respondents believe that the
search-committee model, followed up
with department faculty members who
develop and maintain long-term relation-
ships with key practitioners, to be the
most effective way of finding candidates
for, and recruiting, Professors of Practice. 

Response: Practitioners

The practitioner respondents came at
the recruitment question from an entirely

different set of experiences. To them, the recruitment of
Professor of Practice is not a matter for a committee to
decide. In their experience, when an advertising agency
hires creatives for management-level positions, the agency
either employs a headhunter, or “networks” through chan-
nels of known relationships. Rarely if ever would an agency
form a committee to hire anyone at anytime. 

As far as the Practitioners were concerned, the
prospects of finding a sufficiently qualified Professor of
Practice candidate would be difficult enough given the dif-
ference in salary - not to mention the lack of bonuses and
other benefits such as profit sharing, company car and
other perks.

What’s more, advertising creative culture has come
to believe that committees are the antithesis of creativity -
an anathema to the people who practice it. In the industry
world, creatives often work in teams, and they create either
by themselves or together. Most decisions are made by the
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creative director - but that’s about as far as group effort goes.
Thus, to the practitioner respondents, it makes per-

fect sense to recruit a prospect in the same manner. At the
university level, whoever is the keeper of the vision of the
program - be it the dean, the chair, or even the one professor
who is passionately involved at the practitioner level - should
be the person who does the primary recruitment work.  

From there, the belief is that the successful recruiter
will spend years cultivating and maintaining relationships
with creatives who not only do great work for notable
agencies, but who also possess the passion and energy to
share their knowledge with others. And because it takes
time to get to know who these people are - especially
when it comes to their perceived abilities to fulfill the
Professor of Practice criteria - perhaps the best way to
accomplish this would be to find a way to become, and
stay, visible in the ad community. There were a variety of
suggestions for achieving this, including developing joint
intern programs between the university and advertising
agencies, which would stimulate regular dialogue between
academics and practitioners at a variety of levels. 

Mike Shine, Managing Partner and Creative Director
of Butler, Shine, Stern & Partners, San Francisco, puts it
succinctly: “Recruiting Professors of Practice is an exercise
in relationship marketing. Knowing who’s who in the
advertising [creative] community is critical, and developing
relationships is even more critical.” 61

Shine also suggests the idea of headhunters:
“Getting to know some of the more nationally known
headhunters is a good idea, too. These people know where
a Rick Boyko or a Mark Fenske is in their career and can
assist in turning the corner with individuals who make
very large sums of money and would have to take a huge
cut in pay in order to teach.” 62

Susan Corbo, Senior Copywriter at Arnold
Worldwide, Boston, says this may be a simple matter of –
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well, good communication. “Recruiting Professors of
Practice should be fertile ground. As many creatives in the
industry mature, become more successful in their careers,
many find themselves wanting to give back.  Sure, they’ve
done tons of pro bono work over the years. But the kind of
giving back they know instinctively that nobody else could
possibly know ... the advertising business from the perspective
of the creator of brand essence. But there needs to be an
outreach effort made on the part of university programs to
let practitioners with potential know that another career will
embrace them if they are willing to make the transition.” 63

Although Dr. Alvey’s prior suggestion of a university
“point person” - someone to head up the search in much
the way a headhunter would assist professionals with
career options - seemed a possible point of agreement
between the two cultures; the concept of a “search committee”
did not. Whenever the phrase was mentioned, there was
great resistance and even an air of cynicism in all the prac-
titioner respondents.  

As mentioned before, the notion of doing anything
by committee seems to infuriate most creatives who
believe the committee approach serves to generate consen-
sus. Practitioners therefore agree that only a truly focused
individual can hire the right practitioner for the job. Luke
Sullivan puts it bluntly: “ Search committees are worthless
.... [Instead,] find one motivated person in the program
who knows what the difference between a great creative
practitioner and the many impostors who say they do
great creative. The portfolio is the first step and should
weigh heavily in the initial phase of consideration. A com-
mittee won’t know the difference between a mediocre piece
of creative and brilliance. They won’t have the background
to know why a piece is brilliant.” 64
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Responses to Interview Questions:
4) Professor of Practice: Classes per Semester

Response: Academics

The majority of respondents felt that three 3-hour
classes per semester was an adequate course load. In fact,
the phrase “should be the same as tenured professors”

came up in several of the questions
regarding duties once a Professor of
Practice was hired on as faculty. 

What is most interesting about this
comment is that many Academic
respondents were willing to allow their
practitioner counterparts to take on
course load levels of responsibility equal
to, or in some cases more than, those of
a typical academic. I found this to be a
source for more common ground.
Although each of the respondents felt
that Professors of Practice must, in

some way, participate in professional activity in order to
stay current in the industry, this aspect may be considered
equal to a tenure-track professor’s requirement for research
activity. (Which often results in reduced class load for a
semester or several.) Should this be the case, respondents
felt class load reductions, or release-time, were appropriate
depending on the the level of intensity and visibility the
professional activity affords the university.  In such cases,
most respondents deemed it acceptable for Professors of
Practice to teach two 3-hour courses per semester. 

There were a few respondents who did not agree
with the three 3-hour class load. One of those was Linda
Mettler, Co-Director/ Instructor of Advertising, Academy of
Arts University, San Francisco, who said instructors at that
school are required to teach six 3-hour courses per semes-
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ter. However, there are no “outside the classroom” require-
ments. When it was mentioned that her instructors led
the category in amount of classroom time, she said it was
a system that worked well for their program, and that their
program had a more unorthodox approach to learning -
“somewhere between a traditional university and a portfolio
school.” 65

At the time of my interview, there were only three
full-time instructors teaching at Academy of Arts University;
the rest were visiting professors whose courseloads are
much lighter.  

Response: Practitioners

The majority of practitioner respondents thought
that two 3-hour classes would be best in order to maintain
a close professional connection outside the classroom -
necessary, most respondents felt, to stay current. When
asked about three 3-hour classes per semester, most
agreed it would be difficult to maintain that course load
and continue producing cutting-edge work outside the
classroom, but each said it would be something he or she
would consider. Rick Boyko feels two 3-hour classes are
sufficient. “With the one-on-one time spent and each
assignment being tough on students, it would be difficult
to be able to give more time than that and be effective
with the students.” 66  David “Jelly” Helm affirms Boyko,
saying, “Two 3-hour classes per semester is enough. So
much time is spent tapping into each student's unique
energy and talents. I’ve found it’s the best way to get the
most out of them during the time we have together.” 67

Lauren Slaff, Creative Recruiter, Kirshenbaum, Bond &
Partners, also agrees,  “Two 3-hour classes allow
Professors of Practice to have time to teach and balance
that with time to practice. Practice is vital to staying cur-
rent and effective.” 68
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This is another topic upon which academics and
practitioners seem to agree. In fact, maintaining currency
with industry changes is considered a primary responsibility
for Professors of Practice. The tenured/tenure-track professors
have their research missions and must make time to
accomplish them. According to respondents, the same
should go for Professors of Practice.

Responses to Interview Questions:
5) Professor of Practice as Student Advisor

Response: Academics and Practitioners

There were no great surprises here between academics
and practitioners. In fact, this was the most agreed-upon
answer to any question in this research. Every respondent
thought that the Professor of Practice should be a student
advisor, but in the context of “career advisor” as opposed
to a liberal arts/academic course requirement advisor. 

And while a couple of the academic respondents
suggested Professors of Practice wait a year before being
eligible to advise students, the majority strongly agreed it
would be best for a Professor of Practice to begin advising
students immediately. 

Dr. Patty Alvey described the role as “de facto advisor,”
because the mere presence of a practitioner - with his or
her link to, and authentic voice from, the industry - would
most likely have students lining up to discuss their futures,
their skill sets and to receive critiques on their work. Students
are hungry for this type of interaction, so the right Professor
of Practice can be ideal for this very important role of mentor
and career adviser to many juniors and graduating seniors as
they prepare to enter the industry. 69
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Responses to Interview Questions:
6) Professor of Practice: Origin of Syllabus and
Class Materials

Response: Academics

Each department in the university has a set of goals
and a mission through which each department member
imparts his or her knowledge to students. It was uniformly

agreed among Academic respondents that the
department mission should be made available to
Professors of Practice well before they begin
teaching, and that it would be best to give
Professors of Practice the opportunity to develop
their own syllabi based on both their experiences
and the department’s mission. 

Dr. Deborah Morrison: “While the university
should express its department’s mission and its
goals, Professors of Practice should craft their
own syllabus based on their experiences.
However, level-appropriate instruction is where
the Department Chair or Faculty Mentor can
assist the Professor of Practice with the course
content and realistic goals. But it should be up
to the Professor of Practice to decide if course
goals are realistic or if the Professor of Practice
wishes to make those goals unreasonable.” 70

Of course, there may be instances where, for
example, a Professor of Practice may be asked to

teach a History of Advertising Creativity course or some-
thing else grounded in non-creative endeavor. In these
cases, respondents agreed it would be appropriate for
Professors of Practice to receive course materials.  
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Response: Practitioners

Perhaps not surprisingly, practitioner respondents
were a little less concerned with the notion of a depart-
ment mission, continuity and Faculty Mentors. This isn’t to
say that practitioners would reject academia’s notion of
inclusion; however, practitioner respondents felt very
strongly about having the autonomy to create their own
courses and syllabi. A few respondents felt that having the
option of reviewing the syllabus from the previously held
class of the same name would be helpful, but even these
respondents said they would revamp such a document to
fit their unique experiences, disciplines, and goals.  

Dan Wieden sums up the practitioner respondents’
point of view in a very straightforward way: “The Professor
of Practice should not receive any materials from the
school for the classes they teach. What a Professor of
Practice brings to the table is so valuable to students; his
entire history and process of developing and creating brand
essence tied back to strategy. The history of what has
worked, and what has failed. The awards and the mistakes. 

Uniformity can hinder the creative process.
Institutionalized creativity is oxymoronic at best. There are
things that should run predictably, like clockwork. And
there are other things that actually need chaos in order to
thrive. Why try to exert control and smother the creative
process? There’s enough of that going on in the real-world
experience.” 71

Norm Gray, Director/Instructor at the Creative Circus,
Atlanta, GA puts this thinking into practice every day. States
Gray: “Professors of Practice should not be handed a syllabus
and told to teach from it. What we do is ask our instructors
to take an already approved course guideline and alter it
according to the instructor’s experiences and discipline. Our
instructors are viewed as coaches who passionately deliver
the program from their unique point of view.” 72
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Responses to Interview Questions:
7) Professor of Practice: 
Professional Creative Activity.

Response: Academics

According to Academic respondents, the rank of
Professor of Practice implies a level of connection with the
industry it represents. Thus, it makes a good deal of sense
for these practitioners to stay connected with the profession
while teaching in the university. All Academic respondents
believed that Professors of Practice should be encouraged
to participate in professional creative activity in one form
or another; to help, perhaps incentives like reduced course
loads could be offered. And while teaching is, naturally, the
number-one priority, academic respondents generally
agreed that professional creative activity is one of the best
ways for Professors of Practice to stay current in an ever-
evolving creative field. 

If there is any hope of academe leading the industry,
creative professional activity will have to become a visible
part of the Professor of Practice portfolio, not only among
the students and faculty of a school, but among fellow
practitioners as well.

Dr. Patty Alvey has a unique point of view about
professional creative activity. Unlike many of her colleagues,
who regard “creative activity” as freelancing with advertis-
ing agencies, performing pro bono work for public service
groups, or as consulting for clients directly, Alvey thinks it
must go much deeper due to the higher standards created
by portfolio schools. “The benchmark is the same as the
industry. To sell programs at the university level, Professors
of Practice should be involved in a constant, consistent
practice in the craft of inventing and pushing edges. We
call this creative scholarship. And I think that equates to
professional creative activity.” 73
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Coz Cotzias agrees with Alvey on this point.
“Professors of Practice should apply for extra time to pursue
professional creative activity. But beware: freelancing is exe-
cuting an old paradigm.” 74

What this means is practicing creative professional
activity that is not status quo or simply traditional adver-
tising. If creative professional activity is to lead industry, it

must outpace the trend du jour in
industry. Pushing professional creative
activity past traditional creative medi-
ums can help lift a school program into
a leadership role with the industry.
Motivating Professors of Practice to
reach this lofty place through profes-
sional creative activity would not only
benefit the university that supports it,
but academia as a whole. Also, practi-
tioner respondents felt there must be
some emphasis put on competition
with the portfolio schools. There are

many reasons for this - but paramount, of course, is that
university students will be competing with portfolio-center
graduates for jobs. And success in this arena will ultimate-
ly be used as a measure of the success of a program. 

Another result of achieving an award-winning cre-
ative reputation may be a financial boon to students. John
Sweeney, Professor/UNC Chapel Hill, observes, “Our pro-
fessional tenure-track professors are highly encouraged to
engage in some form of professional creative activity.
Because we are a state school, we are required to fill an 85%
in-state enrollment quota. That leaves 15% out-of-state
opportunity for students who wish to come [to UNC]. Our
program is as good as any in the country, so the upside of
this scenario is that low-income candidates can gain access
to this type of education and have a better chance to suc-
ceed ... unlike portfolio schools and graduate programs like
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Adcenter, where a student must pay an additional $30,000
to $40,000 to attend after graduating just to polish their
portfolios.” 75

While Sweeney admits his program’s results cannot
compete with Adcenter’s outcomes, his goals are to outsmart
the competition by switching his advertising program to a
sports marketing program, i.e., a non-traditional approach to
advertising for clients like the NBA’s Miami Heat. 

I think this is an excellent example of professional
creative activity innovation at the undergraduate level.

Response: Practitioners

According to practitioner respondents, Professors of
Practice should receive whatever support they need in
order to pursue professional creative activity - whether this
would be scholarly writing and having it published or
working with a local nonprofit to help improve its awareness
and raise money. Aside from teaching, professional creative
activity was considered perhaps the most important role
for a Professor of Practice, because staying visible, successful,
and current in advertising creativity is paramount to having
a world-class program.  David “Jelly” Helm says,
“Professors of Practice should receive unconditional sup-
port for this aspect of their job. However, the activities
must be work that is moving the industry forward - not
bad advertising.” 76

All respondents agreed that ongoing creative activi-
ty is a vital part of the Professor of Practice job description.
And all agreed that eligibility for professional creative activ-
ity should be immediate.

Cabell Harris’s story is a good example of how
professional creative activity might work out. Considered
one of the best art directors not only in the current industry
but in its entire history, Harris’s award-winning work has
been recognized in ATHENA, the Clios, One Show, New
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York Addys, Art Directors Club, Cannes and Communication
Arts.  In 1994, after serving as the creative director at a
number of different first-rank agencies such as Livingston
and Keye, The Martin Agency, Hill Holliday and Chiat/Day,
Cabell founded WORK, Inc. – a Richmond, VA advertising
agency that uses both full-time and freelance staff to assist
larger agencies and is a member of Ogilvy & Mather’s
“Syndicate,” a consortium of U.S. agencies considered to
be “creative shops.” At WORK, Harris serves as
President/Creative Director – but now, he also teaches full-
time as an Associate Professor at VCU Adcenter.  This can be
the equivalent of holding two full-time jobs, but Harris believes
both jobs not only contribute to his continued growth and
success, but also to the industry’s success as well. 77

Responses to Interview Questions:
8) Professor of Practice: Outcomes and
Effectiveness in the Classroom

Response: Academics

Determining set goals and measuring the outcomes
and effectiveness of Professors of Practice can be as simple
as looking at how many jobs that professor’s students
secure upon graduation, and at which advertising agencies
they secure them. However, during tough economic times,
even this more-visible method can prove to be misleading.
This is why there are other methods to determine effective-
ness, including student evaluations, faculty/peer observa-
tion and student portfolio reviews. 

To most Academic respondents, it is this later
method that can help distinguish a Professor of Practice’s
effectiveness whether graduates are being hired or not.

Dr. Deborah Morrison insists that student work be
the primary driver in determining effectiveness. “Professors
of Practice can and should be judged on whether students
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are producing smart, thoughtful advertising and a portfolio
to show a range of thinking.” 78

Additionally, a review of students’ work can often
help determine if the Professor of Practice is getting the
most out of his or her students without demoralizing them
or having them run screaming from campus. Says
Morrison, “Effective Professors of Practice have the ability

to nurture students without
eviscerating them. ‘Kill the
work, but not the spirit.” 79

Some respondents
like Brett Robbs,
Professor/University of
Colorado, go even further
with this idea: “Professors
of Practice should have two
portfolios - the first is a
portfolio of their own work,
previous agency and current
professional activity, which
is reviewed every three years.
The second portfolio is current

student work, and is reviewed annually.” 79

However, determining a Professor of Practice’s effec-
tiveness through student work can be very subjective,
especially when faculty peers are reviewing the portfolio.
So another way to utilize student work is through the use
of a practitioner review. Many universities have a “Portfolio
Day” where leading creative practitioners visit the campus
to recruit potential new talent for their agencies. This is a
common practice with portfolio schools. In fact, Ad House
(New York City) and Creative Circus (Atlanta, GA) team up
and hold a joint portfolio review in New York City annually.
While the primary goal of a Portfolio Day is for graduates
to lay claim to employment opportunities, it is also a
chance for Professors of Practice to shine as they watch
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their students compete for jobs. 
Another highly visible method of judging effective-

ness is entry in student advertising award competitions. In
fact, most of the major industry award shows - including
Communication Arts, the One Show, the ADDYs - now
offer “Student Work” categories. 

Needless to say, a win in one of these competitions
can yield some very exciting results (similar results, in fact,
to those enjoyed by advertising agencies who win in their
categories). A “C-A” or “One Show Pencil” gives the stu-
dent(s) and faculty a well-deserved acknowledgement of
their efforts; it boosts students’ chances of securing a
position at respected agencies on graduation; it validates
the school’s progress toward becoming more “creatively
competitive,” and finally, it elevates the winning school’s
status among the elite schools of creativity - making it more
marketable and desirable from an enrollment standpoint. 

Recently Colorado’s Brett Robbs, his faculty col-
leagues, adjuncts and students won eight merit awards
and one Bronze pencil in the College Competition of the
2004 One Show Awards.81  Considered by many creative
practitioners to be the best of U.S. advertising award
shows, a win in the One Show’s College Competition has
helped launch many a young art director or copywriter into
employment. 

Robbs says: “Winning the One Show consistently
has given our creative program added credibility both with-
in the School and within the larger university. It has
helped us attract funding from private donors and from
agencies like Leo Burnett. It has generated pride among
other faculty outside the advertising sequence who may
question consumerism, but appreciate the creative ability
clearly demonstrated by the students and their work. And
it has enabled us to go to the administration and ask for
additional resources and be listened to and often get posi-
tive responses. Like most universities, CU seeks national
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recognition and values pro-
grams that gain it. The One
Show wins help our program
and school lay claim to such
recognition, and that gener-
ates support and pride both
within the school and the
larger university.” 82

And of course, a
Professor of Practice who
can help students and his
or her department accom-

plish all this doesn’t look too bad, either.
Another critical factor in determining a Professor of

Practice’s effectiveness is student evaluations. Every aca-
demic respondent either currently uses, or has used, stu-
dent evaluations for this purpose. 

Melinda Mettler, Co-Director/Instructor, Art Center
University, San Francisco, uses student evaluations at mid-
term and at semester’s end. “Our student evaluations at
mid-term ask open-ended questions like:

1) Is your instructor consistently prepared for class?
2) What are you getting out of the class?
3) What’s working and what’s not working for you?
4) What if anything about your instructor needs       

improvement?

We use these evaluations to help our adjunct professors
who may be in their first few years of teaching. More often
than not, the reviews are complimentary, which lets us
know we’re doing an effective job of recruitment. When
they are critical, we use them to suggest methods of
improvement and follow them up with peer observations.” 83

Finally, there is the measurable result of students

earning jobs after graduation. This is the biggest reward for
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many instructors who wish the best for their students and

hope to see them become successful practitioners, as they

once were. For Lisa Duke, Assistant Professor/University of

Florida, “Professors of Practice’ effectiveness is determined

by how many students get jobs. That’s the only reason

they are here. Of course, we also enter award shows and

use student evaluations as well.”

Ultimately, getting jobs is what it’s all about.

Which is where portfolio schools came from and why they

are still thriving today. Just over half the advertising win-

ners in The One Show student competition were portfolio

schools, and the gold was taken by students at the

Portfolio Center, Atlanta. 

This could be the most significant reason why

Professors of Practice are needed in the university community.

It is true that universities are not vocational schools. But it

is also true that the majority of students who enter school

do so with the intent of gaining professional employment

upon graduation. If this is the real measure of a Professor

of Practice’s effectiveness in the classroom, how would

they measure up today? 

Response: Practitioners

Practitioner respondents viewed Professors of

Practice outcomes and effectiveness much the same way

they view the effectiveness of an agency creative director,

says Dan Wieden. “The Professor of Practice has to be able

to develop the talent of the students and help them under-

stand the craft. Like a good creative director, they need to

inspire their students to begin finding their own unique

vision, their own voice.” 84

Respondents also suggested that desired outcomes
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for Professors of Practice would include “growing good

people” - teaching them skills, professionalism and

patience - in addition to helping them produce great ideas

for portfolio review and job interviews.

Another observation by Luke Sullivan, Executive

Creative Director/ GSD&M: “Portfolio-school instructors

have put too much emphasis on polishing ads. If an idea is

great, the design shouldn’t interfere or distract from the

idea. If the idea isn’t good to begin with or just a pretty

picture that has no idea, it should hit the trash. Professors

of Practice must be accountable for let-

ting this happen in the classroom and

must teach this distinction, drive it

home to their students if they want to

be marketable.” 85

Like most respondents, Sullivan also

said that effectiveness can be deter-

mined through student evaluations and

peer observation - and also suggests

award shows for helping a university

gain more visibility, especially with the

industry pros. And overall, practitioner respondents felt

that a Professor of Practice’s effectiveness is relative to

the work being produced and the jobs being earned by

students.

Another interesting point of view: Chances are,

Professors of Practice will be teaching most senior-level

industry-prep courses like Advanced Concepting, Art

Direction, Copywriting and Advanced Portfolio. Thus, the

Professor of Practice is taking the last remaining time the

student has at the university and has two years, maybe

less, to inspire industry-relevant greatness. It is the most

formidable time for a student, and a defining moment for
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the Professor of Practice because it requires students to

put their entire liberal arts educations on the line in the

hopes it will culminate into a life-changing portfolio. This

is a huge responsibility. Norm Gray, Director/Instructor of

The Creative Circus, offers one additional thought: “When

an instructor can engender the belief of trust, experience

and contribution in their students, Professors of Practice

are more likely to succeed.” 86
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Chapter 6 
Academia on how Professors of Practice fit into the
academic community.

a. Scholarly activity

The term “Scholarly Activity” is usually reserved for
the tenured/tenure-track professors to further the advance-
ment of knowledge through scholarship and research. If
successful, this work usually results in making tenure. 

So how can a non-tenured position be required to
meet a tenure qualification? 

We have previously covered professional creative
activity in the context of pushing the edge of creativity and
the need to maintain currency with the industry at large.
For most respondents, this is sufficient to qualify as scholarly
activity for a Professor of Practice. Dr. Patty Alvey suggests
that scholarly activity in the context of creative advertising
education is “creative scholarship.” 87  She also thought it
could be defined as professional creative activity, as long as
the Professor of Practice continued his or her endeavors to
push the creative edge and invent something new.

Therefore, according to Academic respondents, a
requirement to participate in professional creative activity
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instead of scholarly activity is appropriate, as long as it is
encouraged and supported by the university. 

Dr. Deborah Morrison suggests that “scholarly
activity, if considered professional creative activity for the
Professor of Practice, could be reframed as an annual facul-
ty exhibit which not only displays faculty work but
includes student work as well.” 88

Once again, however, it is important to mention
that no matter how the criteria for professional creative
activity are met, in order for the work to be deemed credi-
ble, it must be judged by someone who understands the
goals as well as the breadth of the work. 

b. Length of term.

The majority of respondents felt that an initial one-
to three-year renewable employment scheme was an
appropriate first term. A one-year probation period out of
the three was encouraged. This period would also give the
Professor of Practice the opportunity to look at how he or
she fits into academia, and fosters opportunity for faculty
mentoring and transitioning into a new culture. Another
three-year term could be renewable again and, after six
years are complete, another three- to five-year term could
be renewed for an unlimited period, or until retirement. 

Virtually every respondent came to a similar con-
clusion in this matter.

c. Faculty-to-Practitioner ratio.

The majority of Academic respondents felt there
should be either three or four faculty members to every
one of Professor of Practice. There are several reasons for
this. The first, and perhaps most obvious, reason is that
the university will want to remain a liberal-arts program. If
the number of Professors of Practice was to become equal
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or greater to the tenure/tenured-track faculty, the depart-
ment would be moving into the vocational arena. Second,
it makes sense that the tenured/tenure-track faculty teach
the bulk of the courses up to the junior year of a student’s
four-year program. As students would be using their junior
years to make final preparations or to move into certain
professional tracks within the university, Professors of Practice
would have most value then. Therefore, the need for Professors
of Practice would not be as great, as it would be focused on a
narrower field: those juniors and seniors specifically wishing
to enter the field of advertising creativity.

Dr. Patty Alvey has a different idea. “The ratio of
tenure/tenured-track faculty to Professors of Practice
should be a fifty percent split, a 1:1 ratio. Because there’s
so much emphasis put on industry placement and thor-
ough education, this is what my ideal department would
look like.” 89

A slightly different angle: UNC's School of Mass
Communication.

Another spin on the issue of ratio comes from the
less orthodox professional-school model used by the
School of Mass Communication at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. Here, instead of maintaining the ratio
in question, the program becomes one of converting
Professors of Practice - currently slated to be a non-
tenured position - to a full tenured position without the
prerequisite of a terminal degree. (The School does, howev-
er, encourage earning a master’s degree.) 

Thus emerges a dual-track professional-school
model, where the ratio is one academic tenure-track pro-
fessor to one professional tenure-track professor.

The founder of the UNC model is Richard Cole,
Dean of the School of Journalism and Mass Communications
at UNC. “The professional school at UNC began with a
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desire to capitalize on the professional experience by professors.
Unlike an English or math department, Mass Comm has
become a professional school like that of a law school,
dentistry school or a public health school. Therefore the
mission of the school is subdivided to serve the scholarly
requirement and to serve the professional requirement. Thus
the dual-track system was initiated. The academic track
requires a master’s or terminal Ph.D. The professional track
requirements prefer a master’s or higher. However, recent
hire Assistant Professor Linda Walsh is a proud exception.
Currently on the Professional track at UNC, Walsh spent
over 20 years in the industry but holds a only bachelor’s
degree. And she was hired over several Ph.D. candidates
with lesser practical experience. Bold moves like this have

catapulted the UNC program
into the top five schools for
journalism and Mass Comm in
national rankings. It has fostered
mutual respect between pro-
fessionals and academics.” 90

If the goal is to maintain bal-
ance between a full-blown
liberal arts program and
industry preparedness while
engendering mutual respect
between academics and
Professors of Practice, the

model used at UNC could be a glimpse into a bright future
for academia. There are many university graduate programs
awarding hundreds of advanced degrees each year to
would-be practitioners. Graduate students from schools like
VCU Adcenter and the Temerlain Institute of Advertising
(at SMU) graduate with MSs and MFAs. Students from the
Syracuse ISDP program graduate with MA degrees, and
there are other graduate programs producing potential can-
didates as well. Many of these graduates are now qualified
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to become tenure-track professors but, chances are, only
the programs that honor their professional achievements,
as well as their academic ones, will be lucky enough to
recruit them. The dual-track tenure system is a model
worth keeping an eye on as it has became a popular way of
satisfying certain Professor of Practice qualifications for prac-
titioners who wish to transition into teaching full-time in
the academic community. 

Professors of Practice, School Committees and
Service Activities.

Among Academic respondents, there was no doubt
a Professor of Practice could become a part of the “faculty
fabric.” It was suggested that one of the best ways to

become familiar with the inner workings of school
and university operations is to serve on school
committees and participate in service activities imme-
diately upon employment - “trial by fire,” if you will.
This way, not only would a Professor of Practice get
to know a university intimately; he or she would
also get to know other professors and administra-
tors outside the department, forging a synergistic
connection not otherwise possible. 
To them, this is the key to a successful academic
community. In fact, even those respondents who
said “no” to requiring a Professor of Practice to
serve felt strongly that service should nonetheless
be encouraged.

Coz Cotzias suggests that becoming a “good
university citizen” gives a new Professor of Practice
the opportunity to appreciate the full spectrum of
duties and responsibilities of all who work for the
university. 91  And to comprehend the scope of
needs - be they financial, academic or operational
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in nature - that must be dealt with, not to mention getting
an idea of how the wheels of such a large institution turn.

Professors of Practice and Faculty Search Committees.

According to all respondents, Professors of Practice
should participate on faculty search committees. There was
some disagreement on when the Professor of Practice
should become eligible, however. About half believed it
was appropriate for eligibility to begin immediately upon
employment. 

The rest of the respondents felt that a year of
focused instruction without this distraction would give the
Professor of Practice a better appreciation for the criteria
necessary to hire faculty; and also, that the year of experi-
ence would help generate more mature and informed con-
sideration for the candidate. 

Professors of Practice as Deans of the School.

This was a “stretch” for most academic respon-
dents. But most also acknowledged that the job of Dean of
the School is intensely administrative in nature, and it
would be unlikely that a Professor of Practice would ever
seek to hold this position and teach concurrently. 

Having said that, on the off chance a Professor of
Practice was to have his or her contract renewed enough -
and have such a positive impact on the school that it
seemed appropriate for this individual to become Dean of
the School - some respondents thought an exception could
be made if the faculty felt strongly enough.  Again, howev-
er, this issue is closely tied to tenured/tenure-track man-
agement, which is generally required for the position of
Dean of the School. Ultimately this appears, at least on its
face, to be an inappropriate consideration at this time. 

However, it was unanimously agreed that a
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Professor of Practice could reach the position of Assistant
Dean of the School - or other positions such as
Department Chair - if the faculty felt strongly about it.

Eligibility for these positions is not immediate and
must be decided in advance by the Dean of the School and
faculty involved, according to John Sweeney, Professor,
UNC, Chapel Hill. 92

The Professor of Practice benefits package.

In an effort to keep all things equal, with the excep-
tion of tenure promotion, all benefits afforded to the
tenured/tenure-track faculty should be the same for
Professors of Practice. Not a single respondent argued this or
even felt is was worthy of much discussion when prompted.
So the uniform answer was “yes” across the board, with Dr.
Deborah Morrison going a bit further: “Professors of Practice
should receive the same benefits as tenured/tenure-track pro-
fessors. Chances are, Professors of Practice will take a sizable
cut in pay. So there must be some incentives ... basic needs
must be met.” 93

The feasibility of required activities while teaching
full-time.

Carrying a full load of teaching at least two courses
per semester, acting as student advisor, participating in serv-
ice activities, serving on school committees and maintaining
professional creative activities sounds daunting on the sur-
face. But according to respondents, as a former practitioner a
Professor of Practice should have sufficient multi-tasking skills
to manage. After all, mentoring, managing a department and
the ability to juggle requests from others is all part of the job
in either sphere. 

There was unanimous agreement among respondents
on teaching as the number-one priority of all tasks. And that
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the majority of the time Professor of Practice might spend
should be in the classroom. 

The second priority was professional creative activity.
As discussed, the level of participation and requirement may
determine how many classes a Professor of Practice will teach
in a semester. 

Student advising came third, as there will be much
time spent in and out of the classroom coaching students on
their options and helping them find and reach their potential. 

Following these in terms of priority were service activities
and school-committee memberships.
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Chapter 7 
Practitioners on the expectations of 
recruiting graduates: portfolio schools vs. 
traditional university programs.

While all practitioners I interviewed have recruited
and hired university graduates, they gave a clear advantage
to the portfolio-school graduate. Most respondents said
the majority of their most recent graduate hires were from
these schools - there are graduates of liberal-arts programs
getting jobs, but not in the same numbers as portfolio-
school graduates. The reason for this is that the sole mis-
sion of portfolio schools is to prepare students for employ-
ment and playing a vital role in getting them placed in a
reputable creative driven agency. And it appears to be
working.

Rick Boyko, Director and Assistant Professor of the
VCU Adcenter MS program, distinguishes the VCU model
from all others, including the portfolio schools. “What sets
us apart at VCU is the quality, full-time Professors of
Practice we recruit to teach here. Most portfolio schools
are run by a handful of full-time administrators. They hire a
semi-select group of practitioners to teach part-time in four-
to ten-week stints. And they are semi-select because the
portfolio schools are limited to the quality of practitioners
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that work at the local agencies in their markets. So it would
be by chance that there is any level of consistency among
these instructors directing a larger department mission.” 94

This is also true of the traditional use of adjunct
professors at large universities. Boyko feels this approach
ultimately limits the students because they get limited access
to these practitioners. “Adcenter has one of the most hand-
picked faculties anywhere. They are virtual creative legends who
teach two 3-hour classes with a maximum of 20 students per
class. One-on-one time with professors is encouraged, and
the assignments are tough.” 95

Another distinguishing Adcenter characteristic is
its use of multidisciplinary approaches, something almost
unheard-of in traditional university programs. This
approach is a vocational model because it replicates the
structure of an agency’s interdisciplinary team environment:
coming much closer to replicating the real-world workplace
than any program before it. And while some academics are
put off by this model, it has produced virtually 100% place-
ment while affording VCU graduates the advanced degree
of Master’s of Science in just 60 weeks of school. 96

Another portfolio school called Ad House, located
in New York City and run by Director Lauren Slaff, has also
replicated the agency environment a step further. “The goal
of Ad House is to get the classroom experience to resemble
the ad agency as much as possible. Many of our classes are
held in the actual agencies our instructors work at, so they
are exposed firsthand to the agency environment and have
access to what’s happening there in real time. Because of
this, we generate graduates with the ability to compete
effectively with a strong portfolio.” 97

Marilyn Whitesell, Associate Professor/Graphic
Design, Indiana University Southeast, sees the “university-
vs-professional school” paradox every day. “Most schools
of a traditional nature do not work well with the combined
disciplinary interaction like writing, art directing/design, or
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account planning. Because most universities are set up like
little kingdoms which would require a crossing of too
many turfs. It’s an old paradigm for an academic sequence
that is in constant evolution. That makes it very hard to
get students the kind of access they need to work with
each other, and in the long run limits their portfolio devel-
opment which in turn limits students’ chances for employ-
ment after graduation.” 98

UNC Professor John Sweeney also believes the
issue of interdisciplinary interaction is at the heart of the
academic-versus-vocational dilemma. “Academia’s worst
enemy is said to be insularity – the hiring of teachers who

subscribe to the same or similar philoso-
phies, and cultural approaches to pedagogy.
This is a huge friction point between aca-
demics and practitioners. Schools like VCU
Adcenter and other portfolio schools tend
to hire ‘like’ candidates. They want to insu-
late themselves against outside influences
that may corrupt their philosophical
approach to the generation of ideas in
advertising. They adopt a “this is how it’s
done’ mentality.

“It’s time to develop some common
ground. The vale of righteousness and dis-
trust on both sides of the issue must be
lifted in order to create a standard of best
practices in this unique professional track.” 99

Richard Kirshenbaum, Co-Chairman and
Chief Creative Officer of Kirshenbaum Bond & Partners, has
a similar observation about academia from the practitioner
side: “The best way for a program to recruit Professors of
Practice is to become more fluid and flexible in ‘the way it
has to be done.’ Universities have all but closed the door on
practitioners.” 100 Kirshenbaum says he actually learned
more from one lunch with Jay Chiat (founder of the famed
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Chiat/Day advertising agency, now a worldwide network
and possibly the most successful ad agency in history)
than in most of his years in school, though Kirshenbaum
does credit one very special professor from his final year in
school who helped set him on his current path: a professor
who also happened to be a former practitioner. According
to Kirshenbaum, “He is the reason I am where I am today.” 101

A recent Wall Street Journal article reports that
despite the tens of thousands of cuts in advertising jobs,
enrollment in ad schools is on the rise: “At Creative Circus,
an ad school in Atlanta, new student enrollment was up
10% [last] fall from a year ago. Enrollment at Miami Ad
School has risen about 18% in the past two years and the
school has just opened a campus in Hamburg, Germany.
And applications at VCU Adcenter, a two-year graduate
program at Virginia Commonwealth University, have risen
36% over the past two years.” 102

In fact, this very article is also critical of university
undergraduate programs, reading thus: “when students
graduate from these [undergraduate] programs, they find it
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to get jobs at the top
agencies,” says Dawn Waters, assistant managing director
at the Adcenter.

"According to Creative Circus, 85% of its 2002
graduates are working in their chosen field - such as art
direction or copywriting - within six months of graduating.
Among the well-known agencies where they have landed
jobs: Omnicom Group Inc.’s BBDO; Havas SA’s Arnold
Worldwide Partners; Miami-based Crispin Porter +
Bogusky LLC, and New York independent shop Cliff
Freeman & Partners.” 103

So the situation does not look particularly promis-
ing at this point. But, as Luke Sullivan reminds us in his
quirky, yet highly educational real-life-experience chronicle
Hey Whipple, Squeeze This!, if you really want a job in
advertising as an art director or copywriter, there’s really
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only one deciding factor: having the best
portfolio. Which, of course, a student can
come up with completely on his or her own
(although the chances of producing a port-
folio – one filled with the sophisticated
thinking and executions so common today
for even entry-level candidates- in a vacuum
are slim. Hence portfolio schools.). 

Sullivan also urges “wannabe”
advertising creatives considering the school
route to talk with an agency recruiter or
headhunter before enrolling, as what might
be the advertising-creative-school du jour
at present is subject to change. Writes
Sullivan:

“The ad schools are pouring out kids on the street,
many of them with highly polished portfolios.

“Do you need to go to an ad school?
“If you can afford it, if you can put in a couple of

years, by all means, go for it.
“When I got into the business (without going to

an ad school, incidentally), there were only a few such
schools in the country. Now they’re popping up all over.
Regular colleges are also developing ad programs. There is a
list of five or six first-rate schools I could include here, but
that list may change by the time this book reaches your
hands and will likely keep changing. Better to call an
agency recruiter or headhunter and ask who they currently
recommend.

“If you haven’t got the money and can’t attend a
school, don’t give up. The ad programs have no magic bul-
let. It all comes down to the portfolio of work you put
together.” 104

Not a very academic point of view, but straight talk
from a leading practitioner. And Sullivan is right: there is
no mandatory degree requirement for a job in the creative
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department of an advertising agency. All the advertising
agency wants is creative brilliance, an entire portfolio full
of it.

Expectations of a student portfolio by practitioners.

“As a creative recruiter, agency creative directors are
looking for student portfolios that contain advertising
that’s expressed in many different voices and styles, from
raw to sophisticated. They are looking for someone to hit
the ground running,” says Sylvia Laniado, Creative
Recruiter, Roz Goldfarb & Associates, NY. “They are looking
for freshness, intelligence and a professional presentation
of the work. Work that is emotional.” 105

This was the sentiment I heard expressed across
the board. And if it seems a contradiction that a graduate
needs several years of top agency experience to get an
entry level position in advertising creativity - well, it is.
But it’s a reality. And it’s the result of the portfolio schools
giving the industry what it wants - graduates who, for all
intents and purposes, are seasoned pros - and thus raising
agency expectations in the bargain. 

Is this a reasonable thing to ask of the graduating
class of 2004? Yes, says Luke Sullivan. “We hire graduate
art directors and copywriters at GSD&M, and I have two
primary expectations of the portfolios. First, a great portfo-
lio has to demonstrate concepting, the ability to come up
with great ideas. To make boring products exciting and to
differentiate them from other boring products. And that is
a hard thing to do. For me, it’s the catch-all, be-all.
Secondly, will this person fit into my culture and can this
person present their work?” 106

Creative Director Mike Shine says he is looking for
“a combination of maturity and 'out-of-the-box' thinking.
Fresh ideas, grounded in strategy, show me something I
haven’t seen before.” 107
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And lastly, Cabell Harris suggests the following:
“Portfolios from students should be consistent in strength
of ideas and executions, demonstrate different tasks and
work ethic, how [the student's] mind works, and be as
strategic as it is creative.” 108

This does indeed seem to be asking a lot of a stu-
dent just out of school. But it is exactly what agencies are
already getting.

What should a portfolio be? Some thoughts from
an expert.

For a little additional insight into what a portfolio
should and should not be, we turn once again to Luke
Sullivan. In his book Hey Whipple, Squeeze This! Sullivan
says, “Now is not the time to play it safe. As you put your
book together, err on the side of recklessness. It’s the one
time in your career you get to pick the client and write the
strategy. If you’re not pushing it to the edge now, when

are you going to start? It’s better to
have stuff that’s fresh and strategically
naive than a nice sensible portfolio of
ads so dull you have to laminate them
just to cut down on the smell.

"Fill your portfolio with campaigns,
not one-shots. Almost anyone can
write a decent headline if they work at
it long enough. Only skilled ad people
can think in campaigns. Don’t send
your book out until it has five or six
great campaigns in it. 

“If you have a couple of great ‘one-
shots’, go ahead, throw ‘em in. But
they should be icing, not the cake.” 109

That, in a nutshell, is what is being
expected of students today.
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Hiring for long-term potential.

This was possibly the most-debated issue among
Practitioner respondents. Many of the respondents own
and operate their ad agencies and creative departments
with the main intent being to generate the best work pos-
sible. When questioned about the possibility of finding the
next creative superstar and what it would take to keep
such a person happy enough to want to stay there for a
long, illustrious career, a very interesting discussion
ensued.

Many respondents took the same view as Cheryl
Berman, Chairman-Chief Creative Officer/Leo Burnett,
Chicago: “Burnett isn’t looking for long-term potential as a
rule. What is considered most important is that the
agency provide an environment to thrive in, and the neces-
sary people to work and mentor with. And to expose them
to real clients and assignments.” 110

Dan Wieden has hired hundreds of creatives over
the years, so he has seen his share of creative stars come
and go. His approach is slightly different: “Long-term
potential is great, but these days it’s unrealistic - they
aren’t my children - but it’s important, in my opinion, for
them to get a global view of as many things as possible. If
there is someone who turns out to be a rising star, you
have to nurture him, give him choice assignments, and let
him know you appreciate his contributions. Finding a real
‘star’ is rare but W + K is a place that is set up to support
star power. There’s an entertainment division developed for
the creatives to fully explore their own personal creative
endeavors. If they want to record a CD, write and perform
a screenplay, shoot a film, play basketball, develop a new
computer game - whatever. The incentive goes way beyond
the salary. This breeds loyalty. At W + K we do whatever
it takes to stimulate creatives.” 111

David “Jelly” Helm, a disciple of W + K, takes long-
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term potential one step further: “When it comes to hiring
[creative talent], I hire for life. I’m looking for the guy to
replace me.” 112

Internships. Computer skills. Presentation skills.

Every respondent interviewed with the exception of
one (Arnold Worldwide, Boston) offers internships to stu-
dents. Internships are key to getting a “bird’s eye” view of

how an agency operates, how to remain
humble, and how to flex the creative
muscle on demand. What’s more, all
schools represented in this research
advocate internships, and assist stu-
dents in finding them at top agencies.

What students who intern are
expected to do can be anything they are
asked to do.  Go out into the rain and
get the client’s car and bring it around.
Make and serve coffee. Concept non-tra-
ditional advertising for the agency’s top
client. In the best situations, interns get
to see and experience the entire spec-
trum of what all agency people have to
do, including the creatives. 

And, as interns often discover, stay-
ing humble is key - even as practitioners become more
successful in their careers. Dan Wieden keeps his interns
hopping: “Our interns do everything from gopher stuff to
concepting ideas to producing their client-approved ideas
to serving doughnuts and coffee.” 113

Internships are also good for weeding out the
“coattail riding” students, for separating them from the
real, hard-working prospects. The use of the computer to
make spec ads look beautiful and generate multiple copies
has made it easier for the unethical to use classmates’
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work in their own portfolios to get internships, and worse,
jobs. Dan Wieden has seen this happen at his agency.
“Student/graduate portfolios not actually created by students
(impostors, hacks) do occasionally show up at W + K.
They’re usually weeded out during the internship phase.
It’s an unavoidable phenomenon - which is why it’s good
to have a relationship with the professors or have the col-
laboration of the professor if hiring a non-intern straight
out of school.” 114

Nowadays, most agencies view computer skills as
absolutely necessary.  According to the Practitioner
respondents, every student, whether art director of copy-
writer, should be proficient in Quark Express, In Design,
Photoshop and, for the more adventurous, Adobe Illustrator.
There are so many other software programs that can be
learned and utilized, but these are the current de rigeur for
execution. And as far as operating systems go, most
respondents said they still prefer Apple over PC/Windows,
but as all of the above software is now available in either plat-
form, that shouldn’t be a deterrent.

Some final words on making an ad and the use of a
computer come from Luke Sullivan: “Here’s the big piece of
advice. If you remember nothing else, remember this: Spend
the time making the concept great, not the execution. John
Vitro once told me, ‘It’s not a good idea unless it’s a good
idea on a plain piece of paper.’” 115

Several practitioner respondents also noted that pres-
entation/communication skills may be the most underrated
area of development, often overlooked by schools in their
attempts to focus on the work. According to the University of
Texas faculty white paper, “A study by Michigan State
University’s Collegiate Employment Research Institute found
that communication skills were still the most desired by
employers when evaluating college candidates for employment.
In fact, communication skills - verbal, written and listening
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abilities, plus presentation skills - were desired above computer
and technical aptitudes, leadership, teamwork, interpersonal,
and personal traits.” 116 And part of having great advertising in
a portfolio is half the battle; selling it is the other half.

Even portfolio schools are struggling with the develop-
ment of this skill set. In an article for CMYK Magazine, Roz
Goldfarb, Principal/Creative Recruiter, writes on the subject of
presentation and who gets the jobs. “The individuals who get
the most sought-after positions in top firms are those who can
communicate energy and enthusiasm for their chosen profes-
sions. You have to be articulate and well-read, not only about
the latest advertising and design buzz but about politics, busi-
ness, and cultural issues. You have to be a “people person;” a
team player who has the potential to lead the team someday.

You have to do your homework before an
interview so you know as much about the
firm as possible. Your portfolio got you this
far - but now you have to sell yourself.” 117
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion.

One of my goals in developing this research was to
uncover facts, feelings and suggestions from practitioners
and academics on each side of the issue of advertising creative
education in a qualitative fashion. In doing so, many valuable
pieces of information have come to light. And as a result,
the success of this effort is dependent on whether new
and insightful ideas can be molded into a useful conclu-
sion. I believe this document offers some new and valid
universal ideas as to how practitioners and academics can pull
together to create an ubercreative university program for
advertising creativity. 118 It also sheds light on what academics
and practitioners collectively need to work on: mutual respect
for one another’s cultures. Additionally, this body of research
also reveals a valuable observation: there is much more agreement
between academics and practitioners than originally thought. 

The research acknowledges that what’s missing in the
liberal arts undergraduate sequences around the country and
what’s working in the portfolio schools could be brought
together if conditions were to permit it, and create a program
that is far superior to each of these current institutions.
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In retrospect, Practitioners did not
respond with as broad an indictment
against university programs as I originally
thought they might. In fact, despite some
negative commentary, all practitioner
respondents in my research continued to
support the value of a four-year liberal
arts degree, even the portfolio school
directors and instructors. And Mike Shine,
of Butler, Shine, Stern, suggests that college
is the foundation for broadening one’s cul-
tural horizons, the perfect breeding ground
for diverse, creative thinking, which is just
what advertising agencies want in their
creatives. 119

Academic respondents seemed to
view the liberal arts degree as a potentially new track
opportunity: specifically, a Professor of Practice rank in vari-
ous areas. For our purposes, we’ll limit the discussion to
Professor of Practice: Advertising Creativity, but Professors of
Practice could be valuable in virtually any university
department. 

Additionally, according to respondents on both sides,
it will take some work from each to make the Professor of Practice
concept credible. Universities must be willing to re-examine
or create the codes that would produce an acceptable Professor
of Practice rank; to evolve tradition ever-so-slightly (without
threatening tenured/tenure-track professors or making them feel
their efforts are trivialized), academia would give its denizens
all they need: permission to believe Professors of Practice are
a good idea.

The University of Texas faculty white paper suggests
that, “a university setting can breed this type of creative
faculty member, this brand of student if all the right protocols
are in place. Mainly, there needs to be a formal study of the
theory and the concept of creativity, of innovative work cre-
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ated personally, professionally, and by groups. The conversa-
tion might shift at any given point to matters of advertising,
but only after creativity as a system is firmly entrenched as a
program of study.”

Perhaps the time is near for a “Think Tank” or “Summit”
approach to Advertising Creativity in Education. A committee
organized by a Ph.D. candidate committed to furthering the
cause. A committee that is shaped more like a board than
a university search or service committee. One that could
be made up of select individuals from academe and the
industry at a national level. The goal of this committee is to
generate a unified approach, a manifesto, a ‘best-practices’
study that gives academics a consensus point of view - an
academic road map to effective pedagogical approaches and
structure for the traditional university environment. Additionally,
this committee would generate and propose a set of academic
codes for accreditors to use as guidelines for accreditation.
And putting creative pedagogy back in the hands of those
who teach it, thus creating some level of autonomy for
how creativity and the theory of creativity can and should
be taught. Finally, perhaps it will give permission for univer-
sities to adjust their traditions just enough to recruit the
level of practitioner talent necessary to give a university pro-
gram the chance to succeed. 

Idealistic? Perhaps. But what is asked of practitioners
on a daily basis is to be unreasonable. Create from little or
nothing and affect entire cultures in the process. It can happen
in academe. And Professors of Practice teaching advertising
creativity in the academic community is a good and valid
place to start.
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Appendix A

Qualitative Interview Guideline/Academics

The subject of this questionnaire is Professors of Practice, Advertising Design. By definition, the

Professor of Practice rank allows men and women with significant years of professional practice

who wish to share their experience to transition into competently teaching full-time in a univer-

sity academic setting.

Note: As you answer these questions feel free to elaborate, explain, suggest anything that helps

to crystalize your opinions. 

Professors of Practice Recruitment, Effectiveness

1 )In your opinion, how should Professors of Practice be recruited?

a. Of the 6 criteria when recruiting Professors of Practice, place the importance of priority

for each (1 through 6), 1 being the most important.

2) Should there be a search committee that hires Professors of Practice?

a.If so, should it be the same committee that hires tenured track professors?

3) Once hired, how many credit hours/classes should Professors of Practice be required to teach?

4) As faculty, should Professors of Practice become student advisers?

a.If so, at which point during the term would they be eligible?
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Criteria

Years as an advertising creative/agency background
Quality of portfolio

Accomplishments and awards
Relevant publication and articles
Teaching experience
Educational background

Priority

 



5)  As faculty, should Professors of Practice receive specific materials and guidance for the classes they teach?

a. If so,who should supply the materials and guidance?

6) Should Professors of Practice be eligible to apply for support for professional, creative or 

research activities?

a. If so,when would Professors of Practice become eligible?

b. If so,can Professors of Practice apply for course reductions and leaves?

7) What kinds of outcomes determine effective Professors of Practice?

a. In the classroom?

b. With the faculty?

8) What criteria should Professors of Practice be evaluated on to determine their level of effectiveness?

How Professors of Practice fit into the academic community.

1) As faculty, should Professors of Practice be required to participate in scholarly activity?

a. If so, what kind? (writing papers, getting published, research)

2) As faculty, should Professors of Practice be required to stay involved in creative professional activity?

a. If so, what are some examples? (freelance, agency board, consulting)

3) As faculty, should Professors of Practice be required to participate on school committees and 

service activities?

a. If so, which committees and service activities?

b. When would Professors of Practice become eligible to participate?

4) Should Professors of Practice ever be required to participate in continuing education courses at the 

university?

5) How long a term should Professors of Practice be contracted for?

a. How many times can Professors of Practice apply for a renewal of contract term?

b. Should there be a separate committee to determine renewals of contract terms for 

Professors of Practice?
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6) How many Professors of Practice should there be on your faculty?

a. Should there be more tenured faculty than Professors of Practice?

b. If so, what is the ratio?

7) Would Professors of Practice be eligible for election or appointment to serve on the faculty search   

committee?

a. If so, when would Professors of Practice become eligible?

8) Could Professors of Practice ever serve as dean of the school?

a. What about assistant dean?

b. What about department chair?

c. If yes to any of the above questions, how often would the Professor of Practice be reviewed?

9) Should Professors of Practice share the same benefits as a tenured/tenure-track faculty member?   

(health insurance, 401K)

10) If full-time teaching, scholarly activity, school committees/service activities, student advisor and  

creative professional activity are considered requirements of Professors of Practice, is it feasible to    

keep up all of these requirements and still be highly effective in the classroom?

a. Place the importance of priority for each teaching criteria (1 -5), 1 being the most important.
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Appendix B

Qualitative Interview Guideline/Practitioners

The subject of this questionnaire is Professors of Practice, Advertising Design. By definition, the

Professor of Practice rank allows men and women with significant years of professional practice

who wish to share their experience to transition into competently teaching full-time in a univer-

sity academic setting.

Note: As you answer these questions feel free to elaborate, explain, suggest anything that helps

to crystalize your opinions. 

Professors of Practice Recruitment, Effectiveness

1) In your opinion, what criteria would make the best candidate for Professor of Practice,      

Advertising Design?

a) Can you name one or more qualified individuals?

2) Of the 6 recruitment criteria for Professors of Practice, place the importance of priority for

each (1 through 6), 1 being the most important.

3) How do you think experienced Professors of Practice should be recruited?

4) Once hired, how many classes should Professors of Practice be required to teach?
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5) As student adviser,what role can Professors of Practice be best utilized for to help their students?

6) As faculty, should Professors of Practice receive specific materials and guidance for the classes 

they teach?

a. If so, who should supply the materials?

b. What kinds of materials might Professors of Practice bring for themselves?

7) In an effort to stay current, should Professors of Practice be allowed to continue some form of 

professional, creative or research activities?

8) What kinds of outcomes determine effective Professors of Practice?

a.With a student?

b.With faculty?

9) In your opinion, how important are student award show competitions and which show(s)    

would you consider to be the most beneficial to a student’s future?

10) Which university advertising design program(s) do you consider the best at developing the 

highest level of talent and why?

11) What are some ways graduates can get their portfolios reviewed and critiqued by the best 

ad creatives and recruiters in the country?

What you are looking for when recruiting a graduate 

1) Do you or anyone in your agency recruit entry-level art directors and copywriters?

2) If so, what are your expectations of a student portfolio and what kinds of experiences and 

charateristics are you looking for?

a) Is long-term potential a consideration when hiring and to what degree?

b) How do you find great talent with long-term potential?

3) Does your firm offer student internships?

a) If so, what types of activities do interns participate in?
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4) How important is it for a student of art direction to have experience working with a student 

of copywriting in a partnership?

5) How important is it for a student of art direction to think verbally?

6) When looking for an art director or copywriter, are you looking for the “star of tomorrow ”?

7) When judging a portfolio, which can be misleading, how can you can tell how much of the 

work shown was actually done by the recruit?

8) Which publications and/or books do you consider to be the most important for the graduate 

art director or copywriter as they enter the job market?

9) How many portfolios do you see in a recruitment season/how many do you hire?

a) What is your experience with talent who has gone on to a dazzling career?
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Appendix C

E-mail to respondants

From: Mark Rosenthal

To: ‘jsweeney@email.unc.edu ’

re: Thesis interview request

Date: 2/21/2004 3:39 PM

Professor Robbs, 

Hello, my name is Mark Rosenthal. During an interview with Professor John Sweeney of

the UNC School of Mass Communication yesterday, regarding my thesis research, Professors of

Practice, Advertising Design in the Academic Community,  John shared a little about the great

work you are doing at The University of Colorado and insisted that I contact you. I would like to

know if you would be willing to let me conduct a brief qualitative interview with you as well?

My research will focus on how full-time, nontenure-track Professors of Practice become

integrated into the faculty community. And how do Professors of Practice become and stay

effective as a professor. The interview should take no longer than 30 - 45 minutes. If you agree, I

will originate the phone call. 

My only other request is that I record our interview. For the sole purpose that I do not

want to risk misinterpretation or misquote you in any way. I would be honored and appreciative

if you would agree to do this. Please let me know via e-mail, when it will be most convenient

for you to do this. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thank you Professor Robbs.

Mark A. Rosenthal 

Graduate Student Syracuse University 

502.214.2924 / markr@cre8.com 
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Appendix D

Respondant Credentials/Academic Location

1) Richard Cole - Dean of School/Mass Communications University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill

2) Ed Mullins - Dean of School/Mass Communications University of Alabama

3) Patty Alvey - Dean of School/Temberlain Advertising Institute Southern Methodist University

4) Anonymous Professor

5) Brett Robbs - Professor University of Colorado

6) Deborah Morrison - Associate Professor/Texas Creative Program University of Texas

7) John Sweeney - Professor/Sports Marketing University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill

8) Linda Walsh - Assistant Professor University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill

9) Jim Avery - Professor University of Oklahoma

10) Alma Hale - Assistant Professor/Design Murray State University

11) Matt Tullis - Assistant Professor/Design Western Kentucky University

12) Steve Skaggs - Professor /Design University of Louisville

13) Marilyn Whitesell - Assistant Professor/Graphic Design Indiana University Southeast

14) Peter Chan - Assistant Professor/Design The Ohio State University

15) Leslie Frisen - Designer-In Residence/Design University of Louisville

16) Bourne Morrison - Professor/Journalism University of Nevada/Reno

17) Melinda Mettler - Instructor/Co-Director of Advertising Academy of Art University/S.F.

18) Cabell Harris - Associate Professor/Adcenter Virginia Commonwealth University

19) Coz Cotzias - Associate Professor/Adcenter Virginia Commonwealth University
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Respondant Credentials/Practitioner Location

20) Rick Boyko - Director, Associate Professor/Adcenter Virginia Commonwealth University, Former

Chairman/Chief Creative Officer/Ogilvy Mather Board of Director Creative Circus and The 

One Club

21) David “Jelly” Helm - Director, Instructor/’12 ’ Weiden+Kennedy Advertising, Former Creative 

Director/W+K, Amsterdam/Portland

22) Norm Grey - Director, Instructor Creative Circus/Atlanta, Former Creative Director/JWT Atlanta

23) Lauren Slaff - Director, Instructor Ad House/New York City Creative Recruiter/Kirshenbaum, Bond

& Partners

24) Sylvia Laniado - Advertising Creative Recruiter Roz Goldfarb+Associates/NYC

25) Marcia Stone - Principal/Creative Director; Visiting Professor/Ball State Freelance CD/Indianapolis,

Former Executive Creative Director/Bates USA

26) Susan Corbo - Senior Copywriter Arnold Worldwide/Boston

27) David Reyburn - Executive Creative Director Bates Midwest USA/Indianapolis

28) Luke Sullivan - Executive Creative Director GSDM/Austin

29) Mike Shine - Principal, Creative Director Butler, Shine, Stern/Sausalito

30) Richard Kirshenbaum - Partner, Co-Chairman/Chief Creative Officer Kirshenbaum, Bond & 

Partners/NYC

31) Cheryl Berman - Chairman/Chief Creative Officer Leo Burnett, USA/Chicago

32) Dan Weiden - Principle/Creative Director Weiden+Kennedy Advertising/Portland Board of 

Directors/VCU Adcenter/Partner, Advisor/’12 ’
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Mark Allen Rosenthal

Personal:
I am 46 years old and my birthplace is Washington, D.C.

I am married to Cean Peevey-Rosenthal and am blessed with three
awesome kids, Biscayne, Sam and Harrison. I find joy in particpating
in their personal, physical and spiritual growth.

Education:
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Western Kentucky University, 1980

Professional:
Creative Director, Creative Alliance Advertising 1994 - present
Instructor - Design/Problem Solving 451 - Indiana 

University Southeast - Fall, 2002
Instructor - PR and Marketing for Non-Profits - Bellarmine

University/Continuing Education Program - Fall, 
1999, Fall, 2000

Senior Art Director, Doe-Anderson Advertising 1987 - 1994
Art Director, Arian, Lowe & Travis Advertising 1985 - 1987
Freelance designer, professional musician, 1983 - 1985
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Assistant Art Director, Long John Silver’s Seafood Restaurant -
in-house advertising agency, 1980 - 1983

Awards and Honors:

Print Magazine Annual - 2001, Addy Award - 2000,
Print Magazine Annual - 2000, Print Magazine Annual - 1999,
Louie Award (Best of Show) - 1999, One Show - 1998,
Communication Arts - 1998, CLIO - 1998, Print Magazine Annual -
1996, CLIO - 1989, One Show - 1989, Print Magazine Annual -
1989, Print Magazine Annual - 1993, D&AD Annual - 1993,
Telly Award - 1992, Addy Award (5th District) - 1992, Creative
Club of Boston - 1991, and many local and regional awards
not listed. The Metro United Way Allen Society Award for
Marketing and Communications - 1997, The Superintendent’s
Gold Medal Award for Marketing and Advertising - Jefferson
County Public Schools - 1996, Derek Anderson Award - Boys
and Girls Club of Louisville - 2002

Creative Philosophy:

With over 20 years’ experience as creative director, art director
and designer, the creative process and development of strategically
driven, award-winning creative is my passion. My personal mantra
is to outthink the competition with unexpected, energetic ideas.  And
no matter what the budget, the true gift of a talented creative person
is the ability to solve a complex problem simply and creatively. I
have participated in many brand development assignments such
as National City Bank,  Aegon Financial Products, Security First Network
Bank (the world’s first Internet bank), Daytona Beach Area Tourism,
Turfway Park Racetrack, Churchill Downs Racetrack, Caesars Riverboat
Casino, U.S. Space & Rocket Center, Frigidaire Appliances, Ryobi
Power Tools, Majestic Fireplaces, American Air Filter Co., Hillerich &
Bradsby, Acme Boots, Daisy Manufacturing/BB guns, Long John Silver’s
Seafood Restaurants, KFC, Pizza Hut, United Distillers, Tia Maria
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Liqueur, Appleton Estate Jamaican Rum, Canadian Mist, Coco Mania
Jamaican Rum, Glenmarangie Single Malt Scotch, Ardbeg Single Malt
Scotch, Tuaca Italian Liqueur, and Maker’s Mark.

Other:

I consider myself a child advocate. My commitment has led
to the co-founding of the youth outreach/intervention program called
Y-NOW. Currently in its 9th year, Y-NOW has proven highly effective
and is under the leadership and supervision of YMCA Safe Place Services
in Louisville.
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Philosophers Doing Counseling 
  
J. Michael Russell, Ph.D. 
 
  
Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus 
Professor of Human Services, Emeritus 
California State University, Fullerton 
Faculty and Training Analyst 
Newport Psychoanalytic Institute 
 
Address:   
J. Michael Russell 
Professor of Philosophy and Human Services 
California State University, Fullerton 
Fullerton, CA 92834-6868 
 
Email address: 
jmrussell@fullerton.edu 
web:  http://jmichaelrussell.org 
 
Abstract: 
This will be an interactive discussion.  There is no paper.  The discussion will be  based on the 
following points: 

1.       Philosophical counseling –i.e. counseling done by philosophers--is a sub-species of 
philosophical practice.   

2.       It is not what “mainstream” philosophers typically do, but neither is it entirely new nor 
foreign to philosophy. There is a new sort of visibility and interest in it.   

3.        Some forms of philosophical counseling are not very different from what counselors and 
psychotherapists do, and some of these, in turn, are not very different from what 
philosophers do.  Therefore, philosophical counseling is not a distinct discipline. 

4.       There are good reasons to encourage the practice of philosophical counseling and also 
good reasons to be cautious about it. 

5.      As an intellectual foundation for counseling practice, philosophy has been under-rated. 
The more familiar social science preparations have been over-rated.  In either case, the 
intellectual foundation is not enough. 

6.       What are some likely counseling strengths of philosophers?   
7.       What are some likely shortcomings of philosophers who counsel? 
8.       Should you have a license to talk?  What about certification? 
9.       What about legal vulnerability? 
10.     Examples of differing approaches. 
11.     Is philosophical counseling something you want to do? 

Some materials relevant to this presentation will be posted on: 
http://jmichaelrussell.org 
 
 

mailto:jmrussell@fullerton.edu
http://jmichaelrussell.org/
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The Changes on a Settlement in Ankara/ Turkey:  
From Site to the Interior 
 
Ozlem UCAR, Ph.D.Arch., Anadolu University, Turkey 
Anadolu University, Guzel Sanatlar Fakultesi 26470 Eskisehir/ Turkey 
e-mail: omumcu@anadolu.edu.tr 
 

 

By the industrial movements and technological improvements, urban, settlement and 

house forms are changed radically. Looking the changes on boundaries of the house is a 

good way for determining the role of them on different levels of space. A study on 

boundary concept provides understanding “the space”, that is more than emptiness, and 

orients towards interpreting the architecture as relationships. Boundaries are dynamic 

systems and can be seen at each level of human life and experience. Forming a theoretical 

background on boundaries considering the effective changes seen on the first half of the 

20th century among house and the settlement focusing human-boundary relations, is the 

main goal of this study. For discussing the boundary within this frame an analysis is 

defined at the scope of the Bahcelievler settlement in Ankara- Turkey, as the first step for 

today’s Bahcelievler district. The analysis focusing the settlement, street and the house is 

formed in order to understand how the boundaries have been designed, constructed and 

changed within these different levels. Being a garden city example planned out of the 

main city in 1935 and the first housing corporation of the country, Bahçelievler and the 

complete structure of the settlement is a very special case. The result of the analysis 

displays the value of boundary conditions and role of the changes in this neighborhood 

from its beginning till today. 

 

Colomnia, B., 1998. Privacy and Publicity, Modern Architecture as Mass Media, MIT Press, London. 

Nicolai, B., 1998. Modernite und Exil, Deutschsprachige Architekten in der Turkei 1925-1955, Verlag für Bauwesen, Berlin.  

Rowe G.P., 1993. Modernity and Housing,  MIT Press, London. 

Tekeli, İ. ve İlkin, S., 1984. Bahçelievlerin Öyküsü: Bir Batı kurumunun Yeniden Yorumlanması, Kent-Koop Yayınları, Ankara. 

Lawrence, R. J., 1987. Housing, Dwellings and Homes, Design Theory, Research and Practice, Wiley & Sons, New York.  
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Introduction 

As technology advances in the twenty-first century, the world’s economies are 

evolving with market structures that favor multinational enterprises (MNEs) while 

creating benefits and hardships for indigent populations. Since the advent of globalization 

in the geopolitical landscapes of Africa, structural changes are occurring in the cultural, 

political, economic, social and industrial realms. Africa is highly indebted, poor, and has 

an institutional disorder because of ethnic and religious hatred, civil wars, pervasive 

corruption, misrule and other calamities that make it difficult for the building of 

democracy and the free market economy. The populations of Africa, largely functionally 

illiterate, with high unemployment and few, or no assets, are experiencing a greater onus 

from globalization’s inequalities rather than its benefits. 

How does globalization affect indigenous African populations both negatively 

and positively? The negative features of globalization “could potentially lead to 

conflicts” that “could be offset by international or global cooperation through agreements 

on policy or through the development of new international institutions” and “some of its 



2 

positive features stem from the effects of competition that it entails.”1 Perhaps 

globalization has good aims in transforming the political, economic, industrial and 

cultures of Africa, notwithstanding there are still many disadvantages with adversarial 

speculations such as its contribution toward the evolution of international conflicts, as 

well as its contribution toward the resolution of these conflicts through the promotion of 

international cooperation in competitive market structures and security arrangements, to 

stem off global economic and other threats. Globalization as it applies to cultures within 

Africa is the focus of this paper. 

Globalization, composed of western ideology, political systems, trade practices, 

and cultural motifs, promotes the free market economy worldwide. Its imposition in 

African societies causes confrontation between those engaged in globalization and those 

practicing traditional African values and systems that differ greatly from those inherent in 

globalization. Beyond confrontation, globalization diminishes African identity and even 

threatens to destroy the sovereignty of African nation-states. MNEs, rather than elected 

governments, decide how to govern these countries, which in all respects is a direct 

imposition of global cultures on African cultures. This paper has three objectives: First, it 

examines how globalization affects cultures in Africa. Second, it sketches the 

universality, appreciativeness and diversity of global cultures. Third and finally, it shows 

how globalization has affected cultures in unique ways—African cultures vis-à-vis global 

cultures, thus allowing people from different cultures to communicate and interrelate with 

each other more harmoniously.  

                                                           
1 Michael D. Intriligator, “Globalization of the World Economy: Potential Benefits and Costs and a Net 
Assessment,” 2003 (January), available at 
http://sbm.temple.edu/~rmudambi/Teaching/BA_511/Week_01/Globalization-Potential-Ben...2005. 
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The impact of globalization on the world economy is enormous. Michael D. 

Intriligator explains that globalization means “major increases in worldwide trade and 

exchanges in an increasingly open, integrated, and borderless international economy. 

There has been remarkable growth in such trade and exchanges, not only in traditional 

international trade in goods and services, but also in exchanges of currencies; in capital 

movements; in technology transfer; in people moving through international travel and 

migration; and in international flows of information and ideas”.2 

In some cases, globalization may create a hybrid culture that has elements of both 

African cultural values and systems and western cultures. In cases where there is limited 

resistance, African cultures are rapidly replaced by western culture. Many Africans in 

Francophone, Anglophone, and western-influenced African countries, represent this case. 

Their citizens drive the hybrid culture by their dress code, behavioral patterns, and social 

arrangements. Africans who assimilate the western-dominated global values are rewarded 

in their societies with greater financial success, social status, educational attainment and 

state power. With the advance of technology, rapid, fundamental changes are taking place 

throughout the world. The requirements and the processes of participating in global trade 

have changed for developing countries in Africa, as elsewhere in the world. Africa must 

decide what aspects of their cultures they value more and will protect, while adapting the 

systems and cultures that are necessary for survival. 

Globalization, which possesses both opportunities and constraints, has 

dramatically changed the world system. Intriligator argues that globalization has 

contributed to cultural developments, with a move to a globalized and homogenized 

media, including the arts and popular culture, and with the widespread use of the English 

                                                           
2 Ibid. 
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language for global communication. Partly as a result of these cultural developments, 

some, especially the French and other continental Europeans, see globalization as an 

attempt at U.S. cultural as well as economic and political hegemony. In effect, they see 

globalization as a new form of imperialism or as a new stage of capitalism in the age of 

electronics. Some have even interpreted globalization as a new form of colonialism, with 

the U.S. as the new metropol power and with other parts of the world as its colonies. 

These “colonies” supply the U.S. not only with raw materials and markets, as in earlier 

forms of European colonialism, but also with technology; production facilities; labor, 

capital, and other inputs to the production process on a global basis.3 To better understand 

how globalization impacts culture in African societies, one has to review the definitions 

of globalization and culture. In the words of Charles W. L. Hill, “globalization refers to 

the shift toward a more integrated and interdependent world economy. Globalization has 

several facets, including the globalization of markets and the globalization of 

production.”4 He then refers to the globalization of markets as, “Moving away from an 

economic system in which national markets are distinct entities, isolated by trade barriers 

and barriers of distance, time, and culture, and toward a system in which national markets 

are merging into one global market.”5 In the 1870s, the anthropologist Edward Tyler 

defined culture as “that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, 

law, custom, and other capabilities acquired by man as a member of society.” Since then 

many others have offered their own definitions. Geert Hofstede, an expert on cross-

cultural differences and management, defines culture as “the collective programming of 

the mind which distinguishes the members of one human group from another…. Culture, 

                                                           
3 Ibid. 
4 Charles W. Hill, Global Business Today, 4th Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill/Irwin, 2006). 
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in this sense, includes systems of values; and values are among the building blocks of 

culture.” Another definition of culture comes from sociologists Zvi Namenwirth and 

Robert Weber who see culture as a system of ideas and argue that that these ideas 

constitute a design for living.6 

  Tellingly however, Hill writes, 

Here we follow both Hofstede and Namenwirth and Weber by viewing 
culture as a system of values and norms that are shared among a group of 
people and that when taken together constitute a design living. By values 
we mean abstract ideas about shared assumptions about how things ought 
to be. By norms we mean the social rules and guidelines that prescribe 
appropriate behavior in particular situations. We shall use the term society 
to refer to a group of people who share a common set of values and norms. 
While a society may be equivalent to a country, some countries harbor 
several societies (i.e., they support multiple cultures), and some societies 
embrace more than one country.7  

Whether one sees globalization as a negative or as a positive development, it must 

be understood that it has clearly changed the world system and that it poses both 

opportunities and challenges. It is also clear that the technological, policy, institutional, 

ideological, and cultural developments that have led to globalization are still very active. 

Thus, barring a radical move in different directions, the movements toward greater 

globalization will likely continue or even accelerate in the future. One important aspect of 

these trends will be the growth in international trade in services that has already increased 

substantially but promises even greater growth in the future, especially in such areas as 

telecommunications and financial services. The result will be constant movement toward 

                                                                                                                                                                             
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid., p.7. 
7 Ibid., p. 94. 
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a more open and a more integrated world, with a greater worldwide flow of goods, 

services, money, capital, technology, people, information, and ideas.8 

How does globalization affect cultures in Africa? 

To see how globalization affects cultures in Africa, one may first recognize that 

the concept of globalization—“or the ability of many people, ideas and technology to 

move from country to country—is not new. In Africa, it was initiated by the slave trade 

and given impetus by colonialism and Christian missionaries.”9 Present-day globalization 

further erodes African cultural expression, whether the nation has a successful or failing 

economy, by imposing Western culture on the nation through international corporations 

(MNEs). Once foreign culture is established, indigenous Africans employed by MNEs 

are forced to adopt the Western values and culture to obtain economic success and social 

acceptance by their employers. Equally important, even those not employed by the MNEs 

often aspire to live according to Western cultural norms, rather than maintaining their 

own cultural traditions. The population’s collective commitment to national society 

deteriorates and its institutions are threatened by extinction.  

As noted by Richard Grant, the development of international business in Ghana 

and elsewhere in Africa started prior to the colonial era, when many entrepreneurs 

commuted between West Africa and Europe via the Sahara Desert, trading in Moroccan 

leather, beads, spices, gold, and other merchandise. Ancient Ghana was enmeshed in 

global business networks through the slave trade. It was, however, the latter part of the 

colonial period that dragged modern Ghana into the world economy by its provision of 

                                                           
8 See Michael D. Intriligator, “Globalization of the World Economy: Potential Benefits and Costs and a Net 
Assessment”, 2003 (January), available at 
http://sbm.temple.edu~/rmudambi/Teaching/BA_511/Week_01/Globalization-Potential-Ben...2005. 
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raw materials for the United Kingdom businesses. As a result, Ghana became part of the 

metropolitan economy, sucked into the market economy as an adjunct to the British 

industrial capitalist system. Accra as a city did not engage in global business until the 

colonial headquarters was moved from Cape Coast to Accra in 1877, whereby the city 

became integrated by a periphery-core relationship.10 The early missionaries perceived 

African cultures and religions as a deadly adversary and as an evil that had to be 

eliminated. From the era of enslavement to the present-day, the western industrialized 

countries have benefited immensely from trade with African societies—from the 

oppression, exploitation and expropriation of African slaves from the 14th century to the 

first half of the 19th century; and the exploitation en masse of Africa’s natural and human 

resources from the second half of the 19th century up-to-the present. In advocating these 

vicious campaigns against Africans, the Europeans marginalized the propensity of 

African cultures and religions. These campaigns are still active, even in the era of 

globalization.  

We argue that current globalization as conceived and implemented by Western 

industrialized societies almost universally dominates both emerging industrial 

geopolitical entities and marginalized entities in Africa. African countries, whether they 

fall into the industrially advancing countries category or primarily in the less productive 

margins, experience a similar array of crucial problems—cultural, economic, 

environmental, and social—due to globalization. For example, during a period of 

prosperity in Liberia, MNEs, such as the former Liberian-American-Swedish Minerals 

                                                                                                                                                                             
9 Dr. Philip Emeagwali, “Globalization Not New; Look at Slave Trade”, The Perspective, February 1, 2005 
(on line newspaper available at http://www.the perspective.org/2005/feb/emeagwali.html. 
10 Richard Grant, “Foreign Companies and Glocalizations: Evidence from Accra, Ghana.” In Globalization 
and the Margins, ed. Richard Grant and John Rennie Short (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002). 

http://www.the/
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Company (LAMCO), Bong Mining Company, and the Firestone Rubber Corporation that 

had operated in the country for several decades in the 20th century, “westernized” their 

areas of operations at the expense of indigenous cultural expropriation. They built their 

own housing, hospitals, schools, telecommunication centers, television and radio stations, 

golf courses, swimming pools, and more for their foreign employees and the elite, 

professional Africans. The Africans were expected to conform to the company’s culture, 

rather than the indigenous culture. This pattern also existed in poor, struggling nations in 

Africa and elsewhere. In his 2002 study, Richard Grant argues that, “Global localization 

runs fundamentally deeper than mere adaptation of global products to local, ethnic, 

gender, and lifestyle particularities and to types of differentiated consumers.”11 

He contends that 

Heterogeneity does not exist in, of, or by itself; part of it is constructed. 
Globalization in marketing research terms involves the construction of 
consumer traditions. The third conceptualization of globalization revolves 
around the subjective and personal spheres that interpret and structure 
global flows (Eade, 1997). Researchers working in the margins have 
continually debated about local interpretations of economic globalization. 
According to Robertson (1995) global commodities are interpreted with 
great variety around the world. De Mooij (1998) argues that the flow of 
global commodities results in global channels, and a global marketplace. 
Appaduri (1995) observes that a “transnationalism” of global commodities 
occurs in cross-border flows whereby consumers do not identify products 
with a single place of origin.12 

To understand the dynamics of how globalization affects African cultures, we 

discuss the limits to which the terms “foreign company” and MNEs are used 

interchangeably. While there is no single agreed-upon meaning of foreign companies or 

multinational, two factors are common: ownership criteria and geographical scope of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 
11 Ibid., pp. 136-137. 
12 Ibid., pp. 136-137. 
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operations. Toward this end, Dickens (1992) and Grant (2002) agree that a firm becomes 

multinational when nationals of two or more countries effectively own the headquarters 

or the parent company. Geographical scope relates to the existence of operations beyond 

the home country. The MNEs definition is problematic because it represents only 

companies from the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) 

based on asset size, which is often expressed as the largest 500 companies in the world. It 

usually emphasizes control of operations (that is, a branch and head office arrangements) 

rather than global-local organizational arrangements. Foreign companies are many types 

of companies with foreign direct investment (FDI) over $10,000 and foreign country 

levels up to 100 percent, is more useful for studying African urban economies. Its 

definition needs to accommodate a wider spectrum of foreign investments, ranging from 

a large global company (such as Guinness) to an individual investment from abroad in a 

local company, even if that company’s only operations are in a local economy. For 

example, if a Liberian factory were transplanted to Accra where the owner remained 

Liberian but where there were no operations in additional countries, it would be classified 

as a foreign country. This broader conception of foreign company is more relevant in 

studying regions where business can be disrupted by such factors as major changes in 

policy, civil unrest, and so on, and where geographical locational decision-making is 

highly complex. In addition, the notion of foreign company needs to accommodate local 

and global joint venture arrangements. In Ghana, for example, a wide array of formerly 

state-owned businesses (including hotels, factories and mines) are for sale to foreign 

and/or domestic investors as part of the state’s divestiture from the national economy.13 

                                                           
13 P. Dickens, Global Shift. The Internationalization of Economic Activity (New York: Guildford Press, 
1992). 
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The African culture is unique and if MNEs are to succeed in their operations in 

African societies then Africans must stress the relevance of African cultures. Products 

produced and marketed by African craftsmen and businessmen must be given headway in 

the global marketization of commodities. For example, Grant assesses that globalization 

allows Ghanaian firms to produce and sell decorative fantasy coffins (hand-made coffins 

that are replicas of commercial airplanes, Mercedez Benz motor cars, boats and so on) via 

the internet and other sales opportunities in the United States, Canada, and elsewhere in 

the world. The profound essence of the sale of these coffins in global-wide locations is 

that they belong to a Ga tradition (the original settlers of Accra) and represent a very 

local expression of culture (limited to the western part of the city and to an area called 

Teshi) not found elsewhere in Ghana. In this regard, one may note that globalization in 

the margins can be understood only when one captures the complex reality that the global 

and local are imbricated.14 Further, international trade under the rubric of globalization 

(just like the sale of Ghana’s decorative fantasy coffins to firms in the western 

industrialized societies) has helped to “stimulate cultural interaction and exchange but 

also act to express and deepen cultural differences and to diversify narrow-perspective 

societies.”15 When one society trades a new artwork to another, diversity within the 

receiving societies increases (because individuals have greater choice), but diversity 

across the two societies diminishes (the two societies become more alike).”16  

African societies are changing because of the advent of globalization—the 

intrusion and operations of MNEs in many geopolitical regions of the world. The 

                                                           
14 Ibid. 
15 William H. Mott, IV, Globalization: People, Perspectives, and Progress (Westport: Praeger Publishers, 
2004, p. 178). 
16 Ibid. 
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intrusion and operations of MNEs on a global scale contribute to this prevailing view. 

Hill points out that 

The culture of societies may also change as they become richer because 
economic progress affects a number of other factors, which in turn impact 
on culture. For example, increased urbanization and improvements in the 
quality and availability of education are both a function of economic 
progress, and both can lead to declining emphasis on the traditional values 
associated with poor and rural societies. With regard to globalization, 
some have argued that advances in transportation and communication 
technologies, the dramatic increase in trade that we have witnessed since 
World War II, and the rise of global corporations such as Hitachi, Disney, 
Microsoft, and Levi Strauss, whose products and operations can be found 
around the globe, are creating conditions for the merging of cultures.17  

With McDonald’s hamburgers in China, Levi’s in India, Sony Walkmans in South 

Africa, and MTV everywhere helping to foster a ubiquitous youth culture, some argue 

that the conditions for less cultural variation have been created. At the same time, one 

must not ignore important countertrends, such as the shift toward Islamic fundamentalism 

in several countries; the separatist movement in Quebec, Canada; or the continuing ethnic 

strains and separatist movements in Russia. Such countertrends in many ways are a 

reaction to the pressures for cultural convergence. In an increasingly modern and 

materialistic world, some societies are trying to reemphasize their cultural roots and 

uniqueness. Cultural change is not unidirectional, with national cultures converging 

toward some homogenous global entity. Also, while some elements of culture change 

quite rapidly—particularly the use of material symbols—other elements change slowly if 

at all. Thus, just because people the world over wear blue jeans and eat at McDonald’s, 

one should not assume that they have also adopted American values—for more often than 

not, they have not.18  

                                                           
17 Ibid., p. 178. 
18 Hill, 2006, pp. 117, 118. 
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  Globalization penetrates societies with the instrumental reason of 

McDonaldization: the process by which principles of the fast-food restaurant are coming 

to dominate more and more sectors of American society as well as the rest of the world. 

The basic components of incremental reason are embodied in a few principles of 

bureaucratic organization: efficiency, quantification or calculability, predictability, and 

displacement of human labor. The general drift of the current wave of commercial 

globalization towards efficient commonality beneath cosmetic local diversity pervades 

not only products but the ways that companies sell, distribute, and price products and 

operate their businesses. The result is a new commercial reality—the emergence of global 

markets for standardized consumer products on a previously unimagined scale of 

magnitude. Spread across many industries—food production and consumption, hospitals, 

retailers, and others—the aggregate offers “a smooth, seamless culture with few shocks 

or surprises; they encourage a kind of stupefied mass conformity. The McDonald’s 

culture offers services and products that can be counted and measured in local wrappers 

and languages.19 Mott asserts that  

The McDonaldization rationalizes traditional informal, domestic, and 
individual behaviors by reordering both consumption and production in a 
direction of social conformity for common economic benefit. The 
McDonald’s culture “paradoxically both strengthens and undermines the 
penetration of bureaucratic reason into the far reaches of modern 
society.”20 

On the other hand, globalization transforms traditional alliances between cultures 

and political economies into syncretic, dialectical forms that merge or transform cultures 

in unpredictable ways. Each cultural generation explores the risks and rewards of 

                                                           
19 Mott, IV, 2004, pp. 199, 200. 
20 Ibid., p. 200 
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globalization, isolation, defense, convergence, or cosmocracy in the context of its own 

time and circumstances.21 Regarding cultural convergence, Mott states that  

As common behaviors spread, the collective consciousness must 
progressively become more weak and abstract in order to encompass 
intrasocietal diversity. Globalization deteriorated collective commitments 
to national societies and populist amid populist calls for dismantling 
political boundaries that hindered integration of a global community 
around a convergence of culture. Whereas Durkheim saw social 
differentiation as the negative, fragmenting shadow of globalization, 
within a different perspective, Marx Weber identified purposeful 
rationalization as a positive, convergent force behind globalization. Weber 
distilled social relationships into arrangements of instrumental reason and 
affectual, emotional reactions. These gained meaning only through human 
purposes, which arose from cultural norms and values. Expansion of 
relationships beyond rational expediency or affective feelings into mutual 
orientations of people to each other converged their cultures around 
instrumental reason.22  

African societies started to transform rapidly when the Cold War ended. Rural 

areas and closed-knitted communities became accessible to other communities and 

cultures, because of the advancement of technology—telecommunications technology. 

African cultures and traditions that were unique and sacrosanct lost their original identity 

and norms and had to reorient their identity to fit within the new broader social and 

cultural structures, acquiescent to globalization. In the process African cultures have 

become tainted with alien cultures with adversarial consequences. In this regard, Mott 

underscores the affect of cultural transformation, 

Societies and peoples struggling to retain their comfortable identities in 
current waves of globalization have stressed cultural differentiation while 
industrialization, trade, and global finance have created pragmatic 
integration. By the late twentieth century, globalization had effectively 
transformed culture from the ties that bound people together into identities 
that kept them apart. Despite the inevitable disappearance of some small, 
isolated cultures and their identities, the energy of culture is creative 

                                                           
21 Ibid., p. 174. 
22 Ibid. 
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destruction through transformation as new knowledge and globalization 
expand perspectives with every generation.23  
We consider the controlling proposition that globalization has affected African 

cultures with striking force thus dictating how countries in which they operate should 

function as an enterprising society. On the one hand, African societies are deeply 

concerned not only about the impact of globalization on their cultures, but also on the 

growing inequality and insecurity, and an unraveling social fabric, and the collapse of 

critical environmental systems to safeguard their sustenance.  

The effects of globalization on culture: African cultures versus global cultures. 

Debate has arisen on how globalization affects African cultures. The pro and con 

views address the North-South, i.e., industrial versus developing, cultures in the debate. 

Some scholars from developing regions often argue that rapid globalization leads to 

“Americanization, or Westernization,” which undermines domestic cultures. To buttress 

this point, Wole Akande states, 

The reality is that in many important respects, Western culture (some 
would say American Culture) remains the domineering force in the world 
today. Western culture fuels globalization today and, as it did during the 
age of imperialism and colonization, helps reinforce the hegemony of the 
west to the detriment of local cultures.”24 Perhaps Akande and other anti-
globalization African scholars are justified in their arguments about the 
negative imperatives of globalization and how it affects local cultures and 
values in African societies, but it is not true that globalization is 
invalidating African cultures.25  

The process of cultural globalization is altering authentic African culture in ways 

that affect commerce, the African family, lifestyles, and dress codes. For example, 

contemporary African goods and services are produced in Africa by western MNEs and 

                                                           
23 Ibid., p. 175. 
24 Wole Akande, “The Drawbacks of Cultural Globalization,” Policy Forum, Yellow Times, November 10, 
2002, http://www.globalpolicy.org/globaliz/cultural/2002/1110cult.htm, 2005. 
25 Ibid. 

http://www.globalpolicy.org/globaliz/cultural/2002/1110cult.htm
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sold as commodities that emphasize the importance of African social life (marriage, 

family life, religion, work, and leisure). But traditional cultural goods and services were 

(in the immediate past) produced at the village level specifically in hut-setting for 

survival of the community and its traditions and entertainment. The contemporary 

versions of entertainment produced by the MNEs and their African subsidiaries take the 

same stories, folklore, and other cultural goods and services and transform them into the 

Western aesthetic. In this way the foreign multimedia production acts with the traditional 

African mode of cultural entertainment. The resulting commodities are more Western in 

their outlook and expression. Often the producers of such cultural works are Africans, but 

the stories are told in settings that are Western-oriented.26 The commercialization of 

African cultural goods and service alters African ways of cultural entertainment by 

removing African populations from directly participating in the development and 

marketing of their own cultural stories. Akande delineates, 

In a way very similar to economic globalization, most people (and 
especially Africa’s poor) do not exercise cultural globalization on terms 
they have decided for themselves. Culture whether it is music, food, 
clothes, arts, sports, images of age or youth, masculinity or femininity—
has become product sold in the market place.27 

Globalization’s alterations of modern African culture goods and services 

have profound and cultural changing impacts on the African continent. For 

example, culture goods and services once produced for entertainment purposes 

and as a reflection of traditional African life, simply becomes product of powerful 

MNEs that produce and shape these culture folklores and stories to serve their 

financial needs. In the production process, western or American images—mainly 

                                                           
26 Ibid., 2005. 
27 Ibid., 2005. 
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music, dress codes, and western values are interjected, thus changing and 

transforming traditional attire, music and method of telling African folklores. 

Explaining this point, Siapha Kamara of the Ecumenical Training and 

Consultancy Center of Ghana maintains that “Traditional values have been 

overtaken by Coca-Cola culture. The Michael Jackson style of music and culture 

is taking over and we do not have the culture to cope with it.”28 

 For African cultures far deeper inequalities exist between MNEs and the countries 

in which they operate that contribute to the cultural question. Agust Einarsson illustrates 

that the process of globalization can be conceptualized in terms of three schools of 

thought. One, that we are living in a global marketplace where the influence of nation 

states is diminishing; two, that nation states will remain powerful, although there will be 

several regional blocs in the world; and three, that societies and states will undergo a 

process of profound change in an uncertain world with an unpredictable outcome.29 He 

states further that  

The increasing influence of globalization is significant as regards culture. 
There is not yet any single scientific method of approaching the problems 
arising from the globalization of culture. One way of analyzing this is to 
focus on the impact of several trends: (1) the roots of the globalization of 
culture and its influence on the economy run very deep – they lie many 
centuries back; (2) since the middle of the eighteenth century, this 
globalization has been characterized by the dominance of Western ideas; 
(3) cultural progress over the past 200 years has been within nation states 
and among national cultures; (4) technological progress has changed the 
development of culture profoundly and increased its distribution 
exponentially; (5) the diversity is so great that it is difficult to analyze the 
origins of the cultural ideas forming the context of global culture.30   

                                                           
28 Ibid., 2005. 
29 August Einarsson, “Global Cultural Economics.” In Topographies of Globalization: Politics, Culture, 
Language (Reykjavik: University of Iceland, 2004), pp. 171-181. 
30 Ibid., p. 173. 
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The globalization of culture, including Africa’s, is a flow that consist of 

bridges being built across time and space. The flow is characterized at any time 

by its intensity of volume. Literature, music, art, law and philosophy all across the 

world, and the systems that enable their distribution are institutional and 

frequently, although by no means invariably, in public ownership. Globalization 

has changed business, borders, human relations and culture.31 Yet inequalities 

(i.e., economic, culture) still exist between the African societies and other 

societies in the world.  

Since culture is connected to economics, it is important to state that the inequality 

in the division of income among the world’s inhabitants is staggering: of the 6 billion 

people in the world, 1.2 billion survive on less than a dollar a day; in 1999, 10 million 

children died from preventable diseases. In 2000, the gross national income in purchasing 

power parity (PPP) per capita in the world was 7,410. In low-income countries (40% of 

the world’s population), the GNI in PPP per capita was $1,980, but for high-income 

countries (15% of the world’s population) it was $27,770. It is also important to see not 

only the advantages of globalization, such as bigger markets, lower transaction costs, 

increased and faster dissemination of knowledge, greater opportunities and a greater 

sense of identity that contributes to peace. Many people do not agree with this view as 

there are inherent risks and limitations that are entailed by globalizations, including social 

and natural. But there no financial constraints, if it came to economic development. For 

example, countries that have limited democratic traditions of government could prevail in 

                                                           
31 Ibid., p. 173. 
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the international competition for the location of companies, and globalization could entail 

risks for the environment.32  

Einarsson argued that it is precisely the population explosion and tighter natural 

conditions that make globalization the only option available. Culture reflects this tension 

between concern and hope, which is nothing new for the development of culture among 

individual nations. It is imperative that the idea that international culture must reach the 

greatest possible number of individuals within each nation, while at the same time 

respecting the needs of coming generations, be recognized as the most reasonable 

framework to work from, not only within the discipline of economics but also within 

world politics. (p. 177). For many cultures in Africa are afraid of the cultural onus of 

globalization: MNEs that operate in their geopolitical entities reflect their own cultural 

mores that impose their western-dominated social, economic, and ideological tenets on 

their society—a trek to dismantling their much valued African cultures. Obviously, 

MNEs should be mindful of their operational procedures in African societies by 

appreciating the African cultures. In other words, management of MNEs should abruptly 

not operate from the western worldview, but must conclusively incorporate the African 

worldview, to create harmony. As Karen L. Newman and Stanley D. Nollen noted 

“Long-term oriented cultures are characterized by patience, perseverance, respect for 

one’s elders and ancestors, and a sense of obedience and duty toward the larger good 

[Hofstede 1991].”33 

Conclusion 

                                                           
32 Ibid., pp. 75, 76. 
33 Karen L. Newman and Stanley D. Nollen, “Culture and Congruence: The Fit Between Management 
Practices and National Culture,” Journal of International Business Studies 27, 4 (1996), pp. 753-779. 
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As globalization and its inherent tenets advance in Africa, it is apparent that 

Western cultures that are promoted via MTV, MNEs, and other mass media are 

transforming and taking over traditional forms of cultural creativity and the methods of 

disseminating those cultures. Consequently, the roles of indigenous African cultures as 

spontaneous and integral part of African people’s lives are eroding and face the threat of 

ceasing to exist as the medium of constructive social values that promote group identity 

and social cohesion. The net result of this process on the African continent is the global 

integration of African culture into global culture at the expense of local disintegration.34 

The 21st century will see the transformation of the globe in terms of market structures, 

culture amalgamations, and social and political interactions, all because of the 

omnipresence of globalization—an antecedent of the free market economy and 

democracy. 

 

                                                           
34 Wole Akande, “The Drawbacks of Cultural Globalization,” Policy Forum, 
http://www.globalpolicy.org/globaliz/cultural/2002/111ocult.htm , 2005. 

http://www.globalpolicy.org/globaliz/cultural/2002/111ocult.htm
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College Students’ Perceptions toward Ethnic Minority Professors 

Abstract 
 

This study emphasizes the significance of a diverse faculty and student population in 
teacher education programs and describes potential difficulties some minority professors 
may face.  In addition, this study provides specific practical ideas for minority and 
foreign professors to implement in teacher education programs in an effort to offer a 
diverse learning environment, expose students to different perspectives, and reduce 
tension and conflicts with students.  In diverse classrooms learning takes place best when 
a professor and students accept each other’s differences and have a positive outlook 
regarding multicultural interactions. 
 
 

College Students’ Perceptions toward Ethnic Minority Professors 
 
 

The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), various 

educational associations, and Affirmative Action policies have highlighted the 

importance of preparing effective professional teachers to work in a racially and 

culturally diverse community. With the support of these organizations and policies, 

universities and colleges are striving to implement diversity in teacher education 

programs and increase the ratio of minority faculty and students. Although teacher 

education programs have tried to recruit minority professors and students and incorporate 

multicultural education into required courses, the statistics indicate minority professors 

and students are primarily concentrated in the academic disciplines of technology and 

engineering.   

The latest data shows that the highest percentage of full-time minority professors 

in degree-granting institutions is in the field of Engineering reaching 31% nationally 

(National Center for Education Statistics, 2004).  Many students and professors in this 

field share similar cultural and ethnic backgrounds and are therefore able to comfortably 
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relate to one another. Thus, minority and foreign professors are as well accepted as white 

professors in these college communities by other faculty and students (Connors, 1987; 

Harrington, Southerland, & Johnson, 1993).   

Meanwhile, the predominant ethnic background of students and professors in 

teacher education programs is still middle-class white and minorities are 

underrepresented.  According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2004), the 

percentage of minority professors and students in Teacher Education is only 13% and 

14% respectively.  Racial conflict and discomfort may be more common in colleges and 

programs where the student and faculty body lacks diversity and is predominantly 

concentrated within the same ethnic group.  The lower representation of minorities in 

Teacher Education may contribute to increased racial tension between students and 

professors.   

This article provides specific practical ideas for minority and foreign professors to 

implement in teacher education programs in an effort to offer a diverse learning 

environment in order to decrease anxiety levels and facilitate student learning.  In diverse 

classrooms learning takes place best when a professor and students accept each other’s 

differences and have a positive outlook regarding multicultural interactions. This article 

emphasizes the significance of a diverse faculty and student population in teacher 

education programs and describes potential difficulties some minority professors may 

face.   
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Significance of diverse students and faculty  

Teacher education programs are striving to produce competent teachers who are 

caring advocates for children and youth from all racial, cultural, and socioeconomic 

backgrounds.  They have been proactive in making the faculty more knowledgeable 

about and sensitive to diversity and multicultural education because they hope to prepare 

teacher candidates to work with diverse students.  These teacher candidates will be 

culturally sensitive and committed to promoting diversity, which contributes to the 

cultural competence of the teacher candidates.  This is of particular importance since 

students of color in grades K-12 comprise nearly 30% of the school-age population 

nationally, with about 14% speaking a language other than English at home (National 

Center for Education Statistics, 2003). 

Teacher candidates, upon entering the work force as grades K-12 teachers, will 

have as students, children and youth from a wide range of linguistic, racial, cultural, and 

socio-economic backgrounds.  Exposing these teachers to such diversity in their teacher 

education programs is an invaluable tool in preparing them to teach their own students.  It 

is the duty of colleges and teacher education programs to prepare teacher candidates to be 

able to relate to and effectively instruct students from all backgrounds. 

 

Commitment to Diversity  

Having a diverse faculty and student population with various ethnic, linguistic, 

and cultural backgrounds in teacher education programs brings different perspectives and 

adds richness to classrooms.  According to Clark (2002), when college students interact 

with people of diverse cultural backgrounds and are exposed to different perspectives 
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they become better at resolving cultural conflicts, respect different cultures, and believe 

in equality for all people.  Teacher candidates with such interactions will not only be 

better equipped to teach and guide K-12 students, but also will pass these positive 

characteristics on to their students who will in turn be more likely to respect other 

cultures, take pride in their own heritage, and become well rounded citizens. 

When teacher education programs offer multicultural learning environments, 

students will have quality cross-cultural interactions. They will have chances to attend 

education classes taught by minority or foreign professors and study with diverse 

students.  In these classes, students will have personal interactions with members of 

different ethnic groups, engage in discussions on diversity issues, and participate in 

diverse cultural events.  These rich cross-cultural interactions play a significant role in 

students’ intellectual, social, and personal development as well as their problem solving 

skills, sophisticated critical thinking and group interaction skills (Adams, 2002; Boylan, 

Sutton, and Anderson, 2003; Pascarella, Palmer, Moye, and Pierson, 2001; Terenzini, 

Cabrera, Cokbeck, Bjorklund, and Parente, 2001).  When students complete such teacher 

education programs, they will acquire the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to 

help the diverse K-12 students they will most certainly encounter. Additionally, these 

students will be better able to assist today’s youth in contributing to a diverse work force 

and help maintain a society where all people are equally respected (Chang, 1999; Lee, 

2002; Smith, 2004; Yates, 2000).  
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Potential difficulties between minority or foreign professors and students   

Although considerable progress in increasing the presence of minority faculty and 

incorporating diversity into teacher education programs has been made, there are still 

several difficult cases of tension and conflict between minority professors and students. 

Penny & White’s (1998) and Harrington, et al. (1993) found that students and professors 

experience the least amount of conflict and that students perform significantly better in 

courses when they share the same or similar ethnic and cultural backgrounds with the 

professor.  Given the findings of these studies, minority or foreign professors may 

experience difficulties in teacher education programs since the majority of students are 

white and do not share their culture. 

Some students in teacher education programs may be less receptive when they 

encounter a foreign or an African-American professor teaching an education course 

because they are less frequently exposed to professors of various ethnic minorities in 

their field of study.  The lack of exposure to diverse professors can be a problem when 

some students do not want to accept foreign or minority professors’ as capable instructors 

in teacher education programs.  This can be a potential source of conflict, hinder positive 

interactions between students and professors, and negatively affect students in achieving 

a successful and complete educational experience (Boute, 1999; Gladstein & Mailick, 

1986; McGowan, 2000).   

Another potential difficulty occurs due to the fact that professors’ ethnic 

backgrounds tend to affect students’ perceptions toward professors’ teaching competence.  

This view is well supported by Hendrix (1995) and Bradley (1997) who reported that 

minority professors’ credibility was questioned when African-American professors taught 
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subject matter that could not be directly connected with their race.  They believe some 

students tend to more easily accept a traditional situation in which African-American 

Studies courses are taught by African American professors.  Such classrooms that do not 

have a significant representation from students and professors of different races and 

backgrounds produce impoverished interactions and discussions that could be enriched 

with greater diversity. These mono-cultural interactions between professors and students 

deprive students of the opportunity to explore differing ideas and benefit from the 

fullness of diverse perspectives.  

It would seem desirable if professors’ ethnicity were thought to be irrelevant with 

respect to their academic specialty and competency.   Students and the academic 

community should value and respect the individual professor for his or her credentials 

and qualifications to teach in any academic discipline, regardless of personal 

characteristics, such as, ethnic and linguistic background.  However, some students tend 

to lack respect, are ready to criticize, give lower course evaluations, and encounter some 

level of discomfort, tension and conflict when enrolled in courses taught by professors 

with ethnic and linguistic backgrounds different from their own (Cracraft, 1988; 

Goodwin & Nacht,1983; Jacobs and Friedman, 1988; Lee, Adb-Ella, & Burks, 1981; Lee 

& Janda, 2005; Smith & Necessary,1994; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977).   

In order to eliminate such potential difficulties, teacher education programs 

should encourage students to have more frequent exposure to professors from various 

ethnic minorities.  When students have positive and productive learning experiences more 

frequently with minority and foreign professors, they will reduce their anxiety and 

tension levels in the classroom, minimize racial conflicts and negative stereotypes, build 
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less skeptical concepts regarding minority faculty’s teaching ability and will no longer 

view them as less fit.  More effective cross-cultural experiences in a relaxed academic 

environment will certainly facilitate more positive student – professor interactions and 

have a positive affect on successful student learning.   

 

Effective minority and foreign professors  

The following 13 suggestions are intended for minority and foreign professors to 

implement in teacher education programs in an effort to offer a diverse learning 

environment, expose students to different perspectives, and reduce tension and conflicts 

with students.  It is hoped that these students will become effective teachers who value 

racial equality and are genuine advocates for diverse K-12 students and their cultures.   

By minority and foreign professors employing these suggestions, students will 

appreciate more the opportunity to study with diverse faculty and fellow students, they 

will be more interested in and promote diversity, and the overall learning experience will 

be more pleasant and productive.  Of course, some of these suggestions can be and 

should be used by all professors to create classrooms that are free of racial conflicts and 

tension.  

1.  Maintain a connection with each individual student.  Effective minority 

professors understand that the personal attention and connection with each student is 

important.  They are interested in knowing about each student’s academic plan, beliefs, 

and life goals outside class. They can ask a simple question, such as, “what grade are you 

planning to teach?” to start a dialog and let the conversation evolve in whichever 

directions it takes.  Through this informal dialog, students will appreciate getting to know 
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a bit more of who their professors are as people, what they believe in, and what their 

interests are.  This will help students overcome any distance they may feel with minority 

professors due to less frequent interactions.   

2.  Have frequent conferences with students.  Minority professors can walk by 

each student’s sitting area and inquire as to his or her learning for a minute or two during 

each class meeting.  This in-class conferencing works better in a small size class while 

students are working on in-class activities.   Instructors need to make a conscious effort to 

have a short conference with all students, not with just a few students with extroverted 

personalities.   

3.  Share stories of how minority students learn.  Students in teacher education 

programs are interested in learning about different types of people and are eager to 

improve their knowledge and skills for teaching diverse students.  They want to know 

how to communicate, guide, and teach diverse students differently and acquire as many 

effective teaching strategies as possible.  Minority professors can share their own stories 

of how they may have learned differently as a student.  Be excited to answer a student’s 

question such as, “was your teacher very sensitive to your needs as a student?”  “What 

kind of struggles did you have as a student?”  “How were you different from other 

students when you were a child?”  Minority professors’ personal real-life stories are not 

only interesting but also effective for teacher candidates in acquiring teaching approaches 

because they put into perspective the struggles many children are facing in school today.   

4.  Build a positive relationship through discussions.  Although time can be a 

problem, minority professors need to carve out time for open discussions on any 

interesting current issues relevant to the course.   Some students may feel distanced and 
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intimidated by the minority professors’ race, strong accent, and different demeanor due to 

the lack of familiarity and inexperience with taking a class from a minority professor.  

Through sharing their opinions and ideas on interesting issues, minority professors and 

students can better understand each other and build a positive relationship.   

5.  Allocate time to discuss equity and diversity in education.  New teachers and 

teacher candidates in teacher education programs need support and guidance to 

understand the varied needs of culturally and linguistically diverse students.  Otherwise, 

they fall back on misconceptions, and stereotypical thinking that minority students are 

academically less capable than their white, native English-speaking counterparts in the 

U.S. (Achinstein & Athanases, 2005).  Therefore, teacher candidates need time to discuss 

ways to help these minority children to learn better and not fall behind others in the class.  

This will help teacher candidates to be more open to and prepared to address the special 

needs of some minority students. 

6.  Initiate a diversity committee in a teacher education program.  Minority 

professors can initiate and lead a committee preventing and dealing with classroom racial 

conflicts between professors and students and among students themselves.   The diversity 

committee members can be comprised of not only minority professors but also minority 

students to represent both sides.   The diversity committee may be in charge of searching 

for ways to create an effective multicultural classroom, foster positive multiracial 

instructor-student relationships, and improve pedagogical knowledge and skills for 

teaching minority children.   

7.  Build an image of minority professors as competent.  In order to minimize 

students’ biased perceptions, racial conflicts, negative stereotypes, and the level of 
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discomfort they experience in a class taught by a minority professor, students in teacher 

education programs need to be exposed to minority professors more frequently.   

Minority professors should strive to ensure a pleasant and successful learning experience.  

When students have more frequent and positive exposure to professors from various 

ethnic backgrounds, they will have more opportunities to comfortably relate to them, 

understand the professor better in class, and build more positive images of minority 

faculty’s teaching abilities.  

8.  Survey students’ opinions about a course and seek their advice.  In the 

middle and at the end of a semester, minority professors can survey how they can help 

students maximize their learning.  An anonymous survey can collect students’ 

suggestions on how to make the course more effective.  Also, students can be asked to 

share the most interesting and outstanding approaches used in the class, which can then 

be used repeatedly.   This survey should not be a formal course evaluation; it is designed 

to gather students open comments.  

9.  Be clear and effective when instructing and communicating.   In order to 

reduce racial and cultural conflicts, minority professors need to be clear in carrying out 

their instructional points and help all students to be successful.  They need to make sure 

the teaching materials are presented clearly and concisely and in an organized manner.  

They need to set clear expectations, use interesting teaching techniques, allow class time 

to discuss content topics for a deeper understanding, and explain assignments thoroughly 

utilizing actual examples.   

10. Have a strong command of standard English.  Minority professors’ should 

use standard English, and foreign-born professors’ should be as proficient as possible in 
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their language ability.  If English is not a native language, minority professors should try 

to improve their language proficiency.  When a strong accent hinders students’ 

understanding, minority professors need to be sensitive to the listeners and use written 

handouts or visual projectors to present the materials.   Minority professors can have a 

native English speaker as a mentor who may check over and give advice on any 

presentations, handouts, discussions, or test materials to be used in the class.   

11.  Introduce various cultures.   Minority professors or foreign professors can 

help broaden the minds of students and increase awareness and understanding of different 

cultures.  When minority professors introduce their own heritage as well as other 

cultures, students may gain valuable new insights, become enlightened and fascinated 

about diverse cultures, and appreciate the different cultures comprising the U.S.A.   

12. Include equal representation of all ethnic groups during instruction.  It is 

important when illustrating instructional techniques to include children of various racial 

backgrounds as examples of potential students.   When referring to hypothetical students, 

the professor can use names which clearly depict minority groups.  Such names should 

not always associate with disadvantaged children.  For example, Shaniqua, an African-

American name, can be used when referring to a gifted child in order to help eliminate a 

possible negative stereotype toward minority students.  Also, teaching materials such as 

films, books, and multimedia aids should include a wide range of racial representations.   

This way, teacher candidates will be aware of the quality and value of diverse people and 

cultures, which will be essential in interacting meaningfully with different people and 

will better prepare them to be successful teachers in the global society.   
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13.  Request the support of administrators.  Minority professors need systematic 

support from administrators in implementing diversity in teacher education programs and 

in helping teacher candidates to be well prepared to carry out instructional duties in 

schools.  In order to enhance cultural awareness and promote more idealistic diversity in 

academic courses and non-academic activities, administrators can create a diversity 

website for suggestions, questions, and ideas for teaching various ethnic minorities.  

Teacher candidates will have more opportunities to learn about minorities by utilizing the 

diversity webpage.  This in turn will benefit both students and professors tremendously 

and may serve to reduce conflicts in multicultural classes.   

 

Closing Remarks 

Minority professors play an important role in implementing diversity in teacher 

education programs and helping students acquire knowledge, skills, and dispositions 

necessary in working with diverse youth.  They can utilize the suggested 13 practical 

ideas in an effort to reduce racial tension, create a relaxed classroom, maintain positive 

interactions, enrich students’ academic lives, and help students recognize the value of 

diverse cultures.  With the continued efforts of minority professors, students in teacher 

education programs will develop positive perceptions toward minorities and familiarity 

with diverse cultures, and they will become confident in interacting with and teaching K-

12 students of different ethnic, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds. 

Minority and foreign professors can be more effective in broadening students’ 

knowledge and facilitating their success when all professors and administrators are 

knowledgeable, sensitive, and supportive about the issue and educational implications of 
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diversity and equity.  All professors and administrators should sincerely desire and make 

a conscious effort to create teacher education programs that pursue the ideal of promoting 

ethnic and cultural diversity and prepare competent teachers to work effectively with all 

students and their parents.   
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Introduction 

In recent years, much respect has been accorded to user experience (Note 1), and more 

account is being taken of it in designs. In other words, user experience is now regarded as a 

key area to be carefully investigated in design research and practice in order to generate 

designs with a high degree of userfitness (Note 2) (Curran, 2003; Garette, 2003; Kuniavsky, 

2003). 

 

Since 2003, studies on the design of public trash cans (also known as garbage, rubbish, litter, 

waste, or refuse containers, bins or boxes) have been conducted in Hong Kong. One of the key 

focal points of these studies is user experience. Taking the studies as cases, this paper 

discusses how research on user experience can be conducted, and discusses its advantages, 

difficulties, and potential for further exploration. 

 

Studies on Trash Cans 

Studies on the design of publish bins have been conducted in Hong Kong. These projects aim 

at (a) reviewing the current policy in relation to the purchasing and production of public trash 

cans, (b) investigating users' practices, and (c) proposing design guidelines or solutions with a 

high degree of userfitness (see Siu, 2003). 

 

Regarding aim (b), user experience research was conducted. The research methods included: 

 

(i) Non-intrusive field observations (Alasuutari, 1995; Andranovich & Riposa, 1993) 

- bin users (residents, visitors) 

- cleaners 

- other users, such as ragpickers 

- management (administrative and labors maintaining the performance of public 

trash cans) 

(ii) Direct interviews with the target groups mentioned in (i) (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Siu, 

1998). 

(iii) Interviews with the government officers responsible for the purchasing, production and 



maintenance of public trash cans. 

 

Regarding the methods listed above, non-intrusive observation was one of the most significant 

methods in user research. This was because it revealed the "ways of operating" (de Certeau, 

1984; de Certeau, Giard & Mayol, 1998) of users and in turn helped researchers and designers 

review and explore their changing cultural needs and preferences. 

 

Regarding method (i), the focus of the studies was on: 

 

 how a user or a group of users interacted with other user(s), e.g., bin user with bin user, 

bin user with cleaner, cleaner with ragpickers; 

 how a user or a group of users interacted with a public trash can; 

 how the environment affects users' behavior. 

 

Still photos and videos were the major methods used to record data for later analysis. The 

analysis included a discussion with government officers on the users' behavior. 

 

Timeslots for data collection included: 

 

 different timeslots within a day, e.g., mornings, afternoons, evenings, midnights; 

 weekdays and weekends; 

 special days, e.g., holidays, festival days. 

 

Locations for data collection were confined to "public" areas. To be more focused, the locations 

excluded private areas with public access, such as shopping centers and cinemas. Therefore, 

the locations included: 

 

 streets and other circulation links, e.g., foot bridges; 

 open markets (also known as wet markets or street markets in Hong Kong); 

 open bus terminals, bus stops; 

 open spaces, e.g., playgrounds, parks, gardens. 

 

Findings and Discussions 

A case study and discussion 

The study on public trash cans is only considered as a case for assisting the discussion in this 

paper. In fact, other designs can be used in the same way for investigation and discussion. 



 

Street furniture for densely populated urban areas 

Hong Kong is an urban city which is well-known for its population density and its dynamic 

urban atmosphere. Within limited usable space, Hong Kong people have close and fast 

interactions with each other as well as the surrounding environment and objects.  

 

As in most cities, the public trash can is one of the most common objects of urban public space 

furniture (or street furniture) in Hong Kong. In the urban areas of Hong Kong, you can find a 

trash can every 20 meters; sometimes even less than 5 meters. Since the late 1990s, the 

smaller trash cans (about 70 liters in capacity) have been phased out and the volume of each 

trash can in the urban area has been increased to 130 liters. Street cleaners sometimes empty 

the bins more than three times a day, some up to six times a day. All of these reflect the 

popularity of usage and the importance (such as keeping public places clean and tidy, and also 

safe) of trash cans in urban areas. 

 

Besides reviewing the development of trash can usage in Hong Kong and carrying out a 

product analysis of the different common trash cans used, we also conducted user research. As 

mentioned before, we carried out non-intrusive observations (including direct interviews – in 

casual conversation mode – with people on the streets and in open and public spaces) in order 

to understand how users "interacted" with such a common and, as some people think, simple 

city object (Siu, 2003).  

 

Advantages 

In-depth research on user experience has helped us understand the real needs of different 

users. Nowadays, quite a lot of designers still just hide themselves inside design studios and 

then guess how and what the users of a design will do (that is, users' ways of using and 

operating) according to the designers' own experience, and then create solutions. In fact, 

more and more researchers and designers agree that this kind of guesswork and imagination 

does not help significantly in generating a design with a high degree of userfitness. 

 

By contrast, research focusing on user experience reveals the real situation and also gives 

"details" to help designers to make choices. For example, from the observations of cleaners on 

how they cleaned public trash cans, it was unexpected and interesting to learn that, except in 

some special cases where public trash cans were damaged by people with deviant behavior, 

one of the key factors of the high damage rate of trash cans was the ways in which they were 

cleaned. This was because since the ashtray was permanently mounted on the top of the outer 



cover and the outer cover was so heavy, the cleaners did not like to (or found it difficult to) 

handle the outer cover carefully when emptying the ash and cigarette ends. This result in a 

high damage rate of the outer covers of trash cans (see Figures 1a-b). In fact, the Hong Kong 

government is having to produce about 10,000 new trash cans each year for new needs and 

replacement, and mainly for replacement. 

 

  
 
Figures 1a-b  
To conveniently empty the ash and cigarette ends from the ashtray on the top of the cover, most 
cleaners do it as the figure shows. This practice can easily cause damage to the edges of the opening 
of the outer cover. After emptying the ashtray, due to the heavy weight of the cover, cleaners put 
(drop) the cover on the ground or put it back onto the inner container without great care. 
 

 

For another example, the ashtray on the public trash can in Hong Kong does not have a cover. 

This causes a problem when ash and cigarette ends are easily blown out by the wind. At the 

beginning of the research, we found it very strange that such a design would be accepted and 

widely implemented in a city with such a large population, as it was not good for health and 

hygiene. By using user research methods, we discovered that quite a lot of public trash cans 

were being used in busy urban areas. Since Hong Kong people's daily lives are so tense and 

they are always in a hurry, an ashtray with a cover and a small hole(s) on the top would hinder 

as well as demotivate people to put ash and cigarette ends in the ashtray. Instead, unlike 

situations in other cities, where an ashtray with a cover is possible to implement, some Hong 

Kong people would probably just drop ash and throw their cigarette ends on the ground if they 

found that the cover would cause them some inconvenience. Balancing the pros and cons, the 

government chose the ashtray with a wider opening (that is, without a cover). As mentioned 

by a government officer, at least the current coverless ashtray design would yield the result 

that "Hong Kong people do not throw trash/rubbish on the ground," though it is ironic that the 

final result is no different: either way, ash and cigarette ends are blown out from the ashtray, 



and health and hygiene are not guaranteed (see Figures 2a-b). 

 

  
 
Figures 2a-b  
Bus stops are some of the busiest areas in Hong Kong. People often smoke while they wait for the bus. 
As it is not allowed to smoke inside the buses, people throw their cigarette ends before getting in a bus. 
Most of the time, people smoke until the last minute (just before the bus leaves) and then board the 
bus. However, buses stop only very briefly due to the busy traffic. Therefore, the time available for 
smokers to put out a cigarette or put it in the ashtray is very short. As mentioned by the government 
officers, "convenience" is very important: otherwise, people would just throw cigarette ends on the 
ground. 

 

In sum, according to research on user experience in the public trash can projects, there are 

several advantages to conducting research on user experience: 

 

 To allow and direct (and motivate) researchers and designers to take a serious approach to 

understanding users' needs. 

 To allow researchers and designers to obtain "facts" to make decisions and generate 

outputs. For example, sometimes a person (interviewee) may not tell you the truth, in 

particular in an embarrassing situation. For example, when a person is asked whether or 

not they flush the toilet after use, the response will always be positive, even though we 

observe that the real situation in public toilets is quite different. 

 To generate output with evidential support. 

 To fit users' actual needs. 

 To understand the continuously changing users' needs as well as the cultures and 

environments which also change all the time and affect users' decisions and behavior 

significantly. 

 

Difficulties 

According to research on user experience in public trash can projects, several key difficulties 



are identified: 

 

 In most cases of research on user experience, continue and longitudinal research is 

required. In these cases, research on user experience is a time-consuming research 

activity, therefore resources for this kind of research are very important. 

 It is difficult to analyze the collected data (in particular in qualitative format) when human 

behavior is one of the most complicated factors, full of continuously changing variables. In 

addition, the analysis of data may easily become too subjective. For example, analyzing a 

series of actions captured on a video tape is not easy, when most of the time the 

investigators (analyzers) are not the persons recording the data. Different investigators 

may have different interpretations of a simple action. 

 It is difficult to verify the collected data. For example, after observing or recording the 

behavior of a person or a particular group of persons, sometimes it is difficult to ask the 

person or group of persons directly why they do it like this and why not like that. For 

example, when a person throws a cigarette end on the ground or does not flush a toilet 

after using it, they (the interviewee) may not be willing or indeed may simply refuse to tell 

you the truth, particularly in an embarrassing situation. 

 Although human, social and behavioral studies have a long history and archive of 

references, research on user experience related to the design discipline is still new in the 

profession. Thus, relevant references are still lacking. 

 It is not easy to make good judgments with regard to selecting research tools and methods, 

due to the social and cultural differences among the persons (subjects) studied. 

 While observation is one of the key user research methods, it is difficult to conduct such 

kinds of observations at some special locations or in some special situations. Further, some 

behavior happens only inside an enclosed area and as such is difficult to observe. For 

example, observation inside a public toilet, especially inside a toilet compartment) is 

almost impossible. 

 

Potential for Further Exploration 

Based on the key difficulties identified above, there is some potential for further exploration: 

 Long-term investment in research on user experience is very important. Such investment 

should include manpower, financial resources and time. For example, longitudinal research 

on a particular group of persons has been highly valued in other professional disciplines, 

for example, medical science, education, sociology. These studies also prove that it is very 

worthwhile to carry out such studies while their degree of significance is high. Therefore, 

the design discipline still lacks this kind of study. More resources for this kind of research 



should be provided. 

 As the analysis of data may easily become too subjective, using different methods to 

triangulate the data analysis is very important (Alasuutari, 1995). Moreover, more 

references from other related research and cases are also useful to enable the researcher 

to minimize or eliminate subjectiveness. Moreover, according to our research experience, 

including professionals from different disciplines is another good idea, since they can 

provide comments and interpretation of collected data from different perspectives. 

 Although observation is one of the key and most useful methods for research on user 

experience, it should not be considered as the golden rule and the only method. As 

discussed above, obtaining triangulation by using different methods to collect and verify 

data is very important. Also, as many user/human research centers in North America and 

Europe have shown, one important research direction is the development of more flexible 

and reliable research methods. In fact, only through the continuous development of 

research methods and tools can research on user experience become more mature and 

significant. 

 Considering the cultural, social and personal differences among the persons (subjects) 

being studied is important. It is also the spirit of research on user experience that 

"experience" is personal, subjective, diverse and continuously changing. It is also the 

reason why user experience is not similar to a scientific rule or law which can stand forever 

or at least a long period of time. User experience does not need to be proved to exist in all 

situations and all timeslots. It only reflects a particular or certain behavior that happened 

at a particular time. Its study also aims to gain an in-depth understanding of such 

situations in order to generate insights or inspirations for design. 

 

In short, considering research on user experience as a key and regular research activity is still 

a relatively new idea in design practice. To achieve better development in this area, greater 

investment of resources, tools and methods is necessary and more references should be 

archived. In addition, more discussions should be conducted. 

 

Conclusions 

As indicated at the beginning of this paper, user experience is now regarded as a key area to 

be carefully investigated in design research and practice in order to generate designs with a 

high degree of userfitness. By using a case study on the research methods used to study users' 

interaction with public trash cans, this paper identified the advantages, difficulties and 

potential for further exploration. 

 



In fact, different researchers and designers may have their own interpretation as well as 

agenda in research on user experience. However, one common point is certain: we all want to 

know more about users, and these are in fact the most difficult subjects to understand. Further, 

the most difficult factor is that they are continuously changing and are full of internal and 

external dilemmas. According to our experience in the study on users of public trash cans, a 

person could totally tell lies (or refuse to talk) about what he/she had just done. A person can 

also change his/her behavior in different situations or environmental settings. This being the 

case, how can we understand users better? As indicated before, it is not a correct approach to 

seek an end to this kind of exploration and investigation. Instead, we can only expect to obtain 

more views and experience and in turn to be better prepared and have richer references to 

deal with changes in users. 

 

Notes 

[1] User experience can be simply interpreted as the experience of a user in using, 

operating or interacting with an design, including an object, a system, a visual 

expression and idea, a sound production, etc. 

[2] "Userfitness" is a term initiated by the author of this paper, meaning the degree of 

fitness for users. 
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Abstract 
 
 This paper describes experiences with ethnographic research and innovations that 
resulted from observed events in the context where the new products were intended to be placed.  
To take full advantage of ethnographic research, the designer must be part of the observation 
team.  The research can never convey all the information that is available from the observation 
itself.  Many times events occur outside the observation framework which may be of most value 
to the designer.  The only way he or she can access that information is if the designer 
experiences observation firsthand.  The observation gives the designer a context that allows them 
to verify assumptions as he or she develops concepts for fit into the observed context.   The 
author shares four experiences where observational research has led to innovation in products 
and product concepts: 1) an experience observing daycare children playing with a variety of 
ELA’s (electronic learning aids) for Fisher-Price, 2) an experience observing people working out 
in a club environment for an exercise equipment manufacturer, 3) an experience working with a 
company developing a garden sprayer, and 4) an experience observing a retail store environment 
for a bar-code scanning company.  
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Purpose 
 
This paper’s function is to present ethnography as a product design research 
method.  It discusses the value of ethnographic research to the product design 
professional and to the product development process, the importance of the 
designer participating in the research, and how the research plays a role in 
problem finding, an important aspect of innovation.     
 
What is ethnography? 
 
Ethnography is a description of a culture based on observation of and interaction 
with living people and their environment.  Observation is an important aspect of 
ethnography.  Observation is defined as paying attention; the attentive watching 
of somebody or something or observing of developments in something; the 
careful observing and recording of something that is happening.  An important 
aspect of ethnography is making a record of what has been observed. 
 
What is research? 
 
Research is systematic investigation to establish knowledge.  
 
The designers approach to ethnography is different then the anthropologist 
approach.  The anthropologist is looking for generalities; the designer is looking 
for specifics.  The anthropologist is concerned with analysis; the designer is 
concerned with synthesis.  The anthropologist is avoiding making judgments; the 
designer is required to make judgments; the anthropologist looks at a prolonged 
activity; the designer requires information quickly.1 The Anthropologist in 
collecting data; the designer is looking for behaviors.  
 
Ethnographic research is the attentive watching and recording of somebody or 
something in a systematic way to establish knowledge. 
 
Why is ethnographic research important to designers? 
 
Innovation is an important part of design thinking.  Innovation is application of 
creative thought and an important element of creative thought is problem finding.  
Ethnographic research is an important tool in problem finding.  Ethnographic 
research introduces the designer to the user(s) of the product, how the product 



could be used, and to the environment where and when the product will be used. 
Ethnographic research can help develop products to meet more of the needs of 
the consumer and market and thereby reduce the risk of the new product 
introduction. Ethnographic research also provides opportunity for innovative 
ideas that may have been otherwise missed.  
 
Who does the research? 
 
Now that business has discovered ethnography, research firms are being 
established to provide observational research.  The designer who is directly 
involved in the product development should participate in the research.  This is 
not always possible but is the best scenario.  Designers know they are looking for 
something, they just do not know what it is, but when they see it, they will know.  
There are clues to opportunities that the designer can look for.  Compensatory 
behaviors, behavior pattern anomalies, and annoyances.  Research reports, no 
matter how complete, will filter out things that may be termed unimportant or 
outside the parameters of the research, but in reality may hold the key to the 
designer’s innovation. 
  
Designers can use the observation as a mental benchmark as they explore 
concepts for the product.  The designer’s mind will go back to the environment 
and users and provide a context for the concepts fitting the setting and relating 
well to its members. 
 
Participating in the observation will allow the designer to make better decisions 
about the design. Nothing can substitute for the designer’s hand experience in 
seeing the setting and its participants, the context that the product will be used.  
In the NBC's Nightline piece “The Deep Dive” profiling IDEO's design process, 
David Kelly said a designer who is at his/her desk all the time is not getting the 
job done.2  Designers need to get out and observe. 

   
How is it done? 
 
Emic and Etic are terms used in ethnography to describe methods of observing.  
Emic is an insider approach, observing the setting and its members by 
participating in the setting with its members.  Emic is not only observing but also 
experiencing.   Etic is observing the setting and its members as unobtrusively as 
possible outside the setting.3  Both approaches have merit for the designer.  If 
both approaches are deemed valuable to the project, the designer should take 
the outsider’s approach first, then the insider’s approach. This allows the 
designer to observe the setting and its members acting naturally.  They are not 
aware they are being observed.  Then if participation, conversations or interviews 
are part of the observation, they can be done without affecting the outsider's 
uninhibited observation.  



  
The best tool for ethnographic research is the designer’s knowledge, vision, and 
memory.  A camera and a sketchbook/notebook serve as tools that are 
reminders of what is observed.  A video camera can also work if someone else is 
operating the equipment, allowing the designer to focus on the larger context.  
With a video camera, the setting becomes narrowly focused.  The observer can 
sketch, make notes and take pictures while in the observational setting.  
Sketches are less obtrusive than pictures, and pictures are less obtrusive than 
video.  Notes, sketches and photos can be used as reminders and presentation 
tools.  
 
What are the results? 
  
My personal experience is this, I came out of my undergraduate training with 
observation as a part of my design process.  That was twenty-five years ago.  I 
have found it to be very valuable in my approach to a design problem and was 
surprised to learn that not all designers used observation as part of their process.  
My approach has always been very informal but effective.   
 
My first job out of school was working for a manufacturer of computer equipment 
for automating banks.  I was to redesign the system, which consisted of a video 
display, a keyboard, a magnetic strip-card reader, a processor, and a document 
printer.  One of the first steps in my process was to start visiting banks and 
observing the tellers work patterns, environment, and how they used the 
equipment.  It was easy to get permission to observe in the banks that had our 
equipment installed tellers were anxious to help make their work easier and more 
efficient.  The results of the observation were simple.  Space was at a premium, 
and our equipment was taking up a large portion of the real estate at each teller 
station.  My goal was to save space. I set an arbitrary goal to reduce the system 
footprint by 30%.  We accomplished this by combining components.  We 
integrated the magnetic card reader into the keyboard; a real innovation at the 
time, developed shared printers, reduced the footprint of video display, and made 
the work surfaces more useful.  The existing document printer had a sloped top 
that made the surface unusable.  In my visits I saw that some tellers had made 
makeshift receipt holders out of cardboard that were taped to the top of the 
printers. This is what we call compensatory behavior they are compensating for a 
lack in their environment.  The new printer design had a flat top with an optional 
rack designed to hold blank receipts, deposit slips, and other paper products.  
 
That was my first “real world” experience with observational research, and it was 
very successful.  Observational research has been a part of my process ever 
since.   
   



The following five case studies demonstrate the effectiveness of ethnographic 
research for designers.  
 
Case Study 1 Treadmill  
 
A designer consulting for a large exercise equipment manufacturer, Icon Health 
and Fitness, was given the assignment for a new home-use treadmill.  The 
market was crowded with home-use treadmills, and designer wanted something 
to differentiate the new design.  Home observation was a difficult arrangement so 
off to the club the designer went with camera and sketchbook to sit and observe 
the use of the treadmills.  Data collected from the observation in the club about 
detected a very unusual behavior pattern.  People came into the area with a 
water bottle, towel and a magazine or novel.  They searched the floor for a piece 
of bent plastic, an aftermarket magazine rack, another compensatory behavior.  
They put the rack onto the treadmill console with their magazine.  They slid the 
rack to one side and programmed their workout.  They then slid the rack back to 
the middle and start of their workout while reading their magazine.  On occasion 
during the workout they would slide the rack to the side to see the displays on the 
console, to check their time, calories, or distance, and then slide the rack back 
into place in the middle of the console. This they did three or four times in a 
thirty-minute work out.   In a thirty-minute workout, they used the console for five 
minutes and the magazine rack for twenty-five minutes.  This pattern repeated 
itself very frequently in the observation.   
 
One of the design innovations that came out of the research was a console with 
a built in magazine rack in the middle and the controls and displays to the side.  
This was a simple concept but up until this point was not available in home or 
club exercise equipment.  This innovation was not only integrated into the home 
treadmill but was also included in every elliptical, stair-stepper, and bike console.  
This innovation is now standard in exercise equipment.   

 
Case Study 2 Bar Code Scanner 
 
A designer was given the task of designing a vertical bar-code scanner for a 
client.  The PRD (product requirements document) from marketing said that this 
product would always be in a vertical orientation and needed to have a speaker 
on the front.  Marketing had found in past products that the speakers on the side 
or back were never loud enough and were often covered by other items in the 
checkout area.  The designer could easily accept the marketing requirements but 
decided to observe for himself. What the designer found was a competitor 
product installed in a Barnes and Noble bookstore.  It was mounted horizontally 
under a glass top.  The designer took several pictures of the installation.  The 
problem with the PRD was that with the speaker on the front, it would be right up 
against the glass top and would never be heard.  The horizontal configuration 



also required that the front of the product be flat to allow a smooth interface with 
the glass and a more versatile mounting scheme for both vertical and horizontal 
configurations. The client changed the PRD to include these changes in the 
design, and proceeded with the project.  This observation did not lead to 
innovation of was used for verification of a idea.      
 
Case Study 3 Electronic Learning Aides  

Fisher-Price has tried for a number of years to develop their ELA (electronic 
learning aides) category of toys to compete with the very successful LeapFrog 
and VTech products.  The design team were given the task of developing some 
concepts for unique ELAs.  The first step was to try and understand how these 
products were used.  The design team gathered a large box of Fisher-Price and 
competitors’ products, received permission from a local preschool (the product’s 
target audience) and the parents to video tape the children’s interaction with the 
toys. The designers were allowed to video a segment of the daily routine at the 
daycare that was designated as playtime.  This was so our observation wouldn’t 
interrupt the regular school day activity.  The team tried to be as unobtrusive as 
possible in a classroom of four and five year olds.   

The team filmed about five hours of pre-schools on different days playing with, 
sharing, discarding, fighting over, and interacting with the toys. The important 
observation came on the second day of filming that was outside of our research 
parameters.  At the end of the playtime session was recess.  The students were 
immersed in the toy research playing with the plethora of new toys when the 
recess bell rang.  The toys were dropped in an instant as the students lined up to 
go outside.  The video had been shut off and was being packed up when the 
teacher took the students outside.  One designer wandered out with the students 
to further observe what was going on.  The children were having a great time 
playing, laughing, running, jumping, and swinging in the summer sun.  They were 
having far more fun than they did with any of the toys.  The teacher was involved 
in organizing recess activities like Ring around the Rosy, Red Rover and the like.    

The ELA concept that was presented to Fisher-Price was an outdoor product, 
called Jitterbug.  The product looked like a bug and when you “danced” with the 
bug it would give you a series of tasks to do, such as run, jump, and hop on one 
foot, while teaching the alphabet, numbers, colors and co-operation.  

 
Case Study 4 Free Weights 
 
Another exercise equipment client, Weider/Jumpking, asked its design team to 
design a new set of free weights.  Observation was done in a club environment to 
observe how weights were used.  Observation showed a young female lifting 45 
lb. weights onto the bench press bar.  The weight was heavy and hard to hold.  



She was struggling to try to line up the hole in the weight with the bar using her 
leg to help hold the weight in place.  This is termed an annoyance a behavior that 
designers look for in observing.    
 
A series of innovative ideas came out of this observation.  The result was a set of 
weights with a handle on both sides and a lead-in to align the bar with the center 
hole.  The design also included a vinyl “o-ring” to protect the floor and the weight 
in use and easily communicate the size of the weight. The new design was one 
of the best selling weight sets that Weider/Jumpking has ever introduced.  
      
Case Study 5 Garden Sprayer 
 
A large design firm was given the assignment to develop a new line of portable 
garden sprayers.  Ethnographic research concluded that the most frequent use of 
these sprayers was to kill weeds.  The research also showed a very interesting 
compensatory behavior, the users were making cardboard and tape shields for 
the nozzle of the sprayer to help direct the spray to the weeds and protect the 
flowers or planted items.  The observation lead to a garden sprayer that 
differentiated itself in the market by providing a attachable shield.   
 
Conclusion  
 
Ethnographic research is the attentive watching and recording of somebody or 
something in a systematic way to establish knowledge.  This knowledge can lead 
to innovative ideas that give products an advantage in the market. 
 
The case studies cited in this paper are a few examples of innovation coming out 
of ethnographic research.  Designers need to be trained on how to use 
ethnography to look for compensatory behaviors, behavior pattern anomalies, 
and annoyances.  Designer can use this tool for problem finding to develop more 
innovative ideas the meet the needs of the users and their environment.   
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Co-Creating the Text:  Japanese Linked Poetry and Double-Voiced Words 

Dr. Ruth Porritt 
West Chester University, Pennsylvania 

 
 What could Japanese linked poetry, a Russian philosopher, and an American poet possi-
bly have in common?  They all share an idea of authorship which challenges our notion of a 
unified literary voice.  They suggest that each writer is not a sole author who creates in 
isolation, but rather a contributing member of a group who co-creates texts within the social 
space of language.  They prompt us to consider whether the allegedly single voice is actually an 
artifice which denies the social constitution of language. Likewise, they demonstrate that words 
which link together two distinct utterances, "double-voiced words," are a multicultural 
phenomenon.  By examining the idea of "voice" shared between these three diverse viewpoints, 
we are prompted to consider the value of double-voiced words for artistic expression. 
 
Japanese Linked Poetry 
 
 From about the 13th century through to the present time, Japanese poets have practiced 
several versions of linked poetry.  These literary works are all co-authored by two or more writ-
ers who compose their verses in response to each other.1  Since these sequences have no real 
counterpart in Western literature, studying their aesthetic presuppositions extends the 
boundaries of our Western conceptions of literary art. 
 Linked poetry challenges the idea that art is the expression of the solitary individual.   
R. G. Collingwood's The Principles of Art presumes that single authorship is the only 
possibility for artistic production, for "art" is the artist's attempt to explore her own self.  
According to Collingwood, the artist does not clearly comprehend her own emotions before she 
begins to express them.  As the artist works through the process of converting her amorphous 
emotions into an artful form, she can ultimately ascertain what she originally felt.  Artistic 
production is then an act of self-discovery by the artist. For Collingwood the artist has made 
something out of a uniquely personal, emotional condition and so she has made a "genuine" 
creation. Her work is as "original" as it is also her own. 
 Japanese linked poetry contests most of Collingwood's position. In Japan art has been 
regarded as a means for people to socialize with each other.  The traditional Japanese artist 
rarely aims to express an isolated, solitary self; rather, he produces works in relation to other 
                                                 
1      Renga is the traditional, formal, one-hundred stanza poem written by three or more 

poets.  Tanrenga is five line poem by two authors; haikai no renga, or haikai for short, 
is a humorous renga; mushin are comic renga that lack kokoro (heart).  Renshi is the 
contemporary, informal version of linked poems authored by two or more writers.  See 
Robert Brower and Earl Miner, Japanese Court Poetry (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1961).  The oldest examples of renga, from the eighth century, are a kind of test 
to find out if the second poet is clever enough to complete the "puzzle" presented in the 
first poet’s lines.  See Donald Keene, Yoshimasa and the Silver Pavilion (NY: 
Columbia University Press, 2003) pg. 118. 

 



people within social settings.  Linked poetry, or renga, was historically composed at gatherings 
where poets expected to receive immediate feedback on their impromptu compositions.  A poet 
would respond orally to the verse just offered by the previous poet; the attending scribe would 
immediately recite the offering, check if for acceptability, then write it down.2  Written as a 
formal conversation among a group of people, the goal of linked poetry was to create emotional 
harmony and consensus.  The practice of renga presumes that the proper reply--the adequate 
response--testifies to the writers' capacities for being affected.  According to Earl Miner, this 
capacity is described as having kokoro, "spirit" or "heart;" not to have kokoro is barbarian, 
worse than animals, because even the warbler and the frog give voice to their experience with 
the expectation of a reply.3   The aesthetic value of appropriate responsiveness is conveyed in a 
poetic sequence rather than in a dramatic monologue. Likewise the joint authorship of renga is 
not built on the expostulation and reply of dramatic dialogue but on the more nuanced 
continuation of a sequence posited on the incompleteness of the process begun in the initial 
stanza.  Thus the aesthetics of renga makes the poetic work a site for call and response--a site 
for the discovery of self-with-others rather than the site for self-discovery as Collingwood 
claims.   Different poets must cooperate in order to progress to mutual discoveries.  The 
emphasis on the social does not negate the individual, however.  Linked verse is "an 
affirmation of the individual," claims Ooka Makoto, because "in order to receive the best 
possible poem from one's partner, one must present the best poem one is capable of oneself."4 
By anticipating an answer from another writer, the renga poet can produce his finest work.  
Although the renga poet is not "original" in the sense that he has produced something based 
only on his personal, emotional condition, he is still artful because he has responded to 
complete and extend the language expression that was begun by another person.   
 In addition to the "spiritual," "psychological," and "dialogical" connection between the 
poets, there are also literary rules for sustaining textual associations.  Early poets wanted to pre-
serve balance in the presentation of ideas and images while at the same time creating a sense of 
constant change and variety in every sequence.  "One composes linked verse by continually 
moving the sequence in unexpected directions," writes the 13th century Emperor Juntoku.5  To 
achieve this compositional goal several complex rules developed into elaborate codes.  A writer 
was guided to let his first lines answer the initial stanza given to him, but then let the final lines 
shift into potentially new material.  In this way each stanza is linked to the one that directly pre-
cedes it and to the one that directly proceeds it.  Yet the stanza itself must also stand on its own 
merit as a literary unit.  Consider the opening three stanzas of a renga composed in 1690 by 

                                                 
2       H. Mack Horton, “Renga Unbound: Performative Aspects of Japanese Linked Verse.”  
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (December 1993) 449.  
 
3   Earl Miner, Japanese Linked Poetry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979) 7. 
 
4   Ooka Makoto, "Reviving Classical Linked Poems Abroad," Japan Quarterly (April-

June 1987) 151. 
 
5   Kihon kagaku taikei Supplement 3, pg. 204.  Quoted in Steven Carter, "Rules, Rules, 

and More Rules: Shohaku's Renga Rulebook of 1501" Harvard Journal of Asiatic Stud-
ies (December 1983) 582. 

 



three different poets.6 

 
  At the tub of ashes 
  dripping sounds yield to stillness 
  as crickets chirp.                     --Boncho 

 
  In his lamp the oil grows low 
  and autumn brings him early sleep.    --Basho 

 
  The floor matting 
  freshly laid out in the chamber 
  shines in the moonlight.               --Yasui 

 
The initial stanza is masterful according to the renga rules because it is open to a variety of pos-
sible developments.  In the second stanza the scene moves indoors to the one who might be lis-
tening.  Given the lack of light to support the man's continued activities, he goes to sleep.  The 
third stanza links to the second, staying in the same interior, but this time it discloses a subtle 
illumination overlooked in the prior description: the poet presents the beautiful image of moon-
light as a new sheen on grass mats.  The stanzas are also linked by the "a" sounds that each poet 
uses to begin his section in the original Japanese.  The writers likewise join their stanzas 
through a correct use of the traditionally specified motifs.  Among the possible sets of six 
motifs, these three stanzas use four motifs: waters, night radiance, residences, living things.  
The second two stanzas share the motifs of night radiance and residences, which strengthens 
their association.  All three stanzas are unified by an autumn tone of love for passing things.7 
These verses were written in a September three hundred years after the renga master 
Yoshimoto had developed fifteen kinds of linking for renga poetry.  Eventually his categories 
of "word-linking" (kotobazuke) and "heart-linking" (kikorozuke) became the primary modes of 
association.8  These sample stanzas exemplify "heart-linking" for they progress by emotional 
                                                 
6   The entire renga sequence is translated by Earl Miner in Japanese Linked Poetry 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979) 321-335.  Boncho's original Japanese is: 
"Akuoke no/ shizuku yamikeri/ kirigirisu."  Basho's original Japanese is: "Abura kasur-
ite/ yoine suru aki."  Yasui's original Japanese is: "Aradatami/ shikinarashitaru/ 
tsukikage ni." 

 
7   The vocabulary of renga was not limited by imperial restrictions and the subject matter 

could address current situations that were distressing.  For example, in one renga the 
poet Sogi evoked the misery of Kyoto during the Onin War.  Keen, Yashimasa and the 
Silver Pavilion, 119. 

 
8   David Pollock, "Gido Shushin and Nijo Yoshimoto: Wakan and Renga Theory in Late 

Fourteenth Century Japan" Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (June 1985) 147.  Pollock 



and spiritual affinity rather than linguistic connection.  The three poets together complete the 
"feeling" of sleeping peacefully through a long autumn night. 
 The alternative shift to linguistic connections in "word linking" opens renga forms to an 
even wider social scope.  Unlike the elite court poetry in Japan, which permitted only classical 
diction, renga integrated common and colloquial diction.9  At renga meetings many different 
classes of people gathered together and listened to the co-creation of language.  Joha, the son of 
a 16th century temple servant, decided to capitalize on this fact.  He tells his friend how he sur-
veyed his future from the vantage point of his humble past: "I examined my prospects carefully, 
and it seemed to me that becoming a renga master would be an easy way to get ahead.  After 
all, at renga gatherings even artisans and townsmen sit side-by-side with members of the 
nobility."10 We also know that in 1468 warriors, priests, shippers, poets, and warehouse owners 
all gathered to write one hundred stanzas.11  The Japanese generally appreciated this "stew pot" 
atmosphere.  In 1346 several Japanese monks, Chinese monks, members of the military and 
some court nobles participated in a renga meeting; the resulting poem was part Chinese and 
part Japanese!12  This combination of Japanese and Chinese languages provides a unique 
example of "word linking." 
 
  Blossoms, as they scatter, 
  Will soon be concealing 
  The mountain paths.              --Yoshimitsu 

 
                                                                                                                                                           

notes that Yoshimoto preferred "heart linking;" Yoshimoto writes "... in wakan-renku 
poetry one should always link by heart rather than by word." Tsukuba mondo, 91.  A 
third rare form of linking is called “linking by fragrance” (nioizukee), when poets 
juxtapose verses distant in content; the combinations produce an “overtone” subtle in 
effect even as it is detectable, achieving the desired impression as if “you are hiding 
your love for someone.”  See H. Mack Horton, Song in an Age of Discord: The Journal 
of Socho and Poetic Life in Late Medieval Japan (Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
Press, 2002) 200, 232-33. 

 
9   Steven Carter, "Mixing Memories: Linked Verse and the Fragmentation of the Court 

Heritage," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (June 1988) 28. 
 
10   Matsunaga Teitoku, Taionki, ed. Odaka Toshio, in Taionki, Oritaku shiba no ki, Ranto 

kotohajime, Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei 95 (Tokyo: Iwanami, 1964), 63.  Quoted by 
Donald Keene in "Joha, A Sixteenth-Century Poet of Linked Verse" Warlord, Artists, 
and Commoners: Japan in the Sixteenth Century (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 
1981) 115. 

 
11   Steven Carter, "Mixing Memories," 30. 
 
12   David Pollack, "Gido Shushin and Nijo Yoshimoto: Wakan and Renga Theory in Late 

Fourteenth Century Japan," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (June 1985) 138. 
 



  Our sandals with fragrant grasses 
  Will soon be redolent.            --Gido 

 
With the word "sandals" Gido is continuing the theme of travel suggested in Yoshimitsu's 
"mountain paths."  However, Gido ends his line with the Chinese character chun ("equal" or 
"uniform") which not only satisfies the need for a unified rhyme but also represents the similar 
Japanese graph (not used in the Chinese) for nioi, "redolent."13  This character underscores the 
upcoming use of "redolent" in the Chinese even as it also ties back to Yoshimitsu's implied fra-
grance in "blossoms."  Gido also links his stanza to Yoshimitsu's by repeating the predictive 
words "will soon be."    
 Linking still occurs both by "word" association and "heart" association in the contempo-
rary adaptation of renga, renshi.  For example, in 1981 the American poet Thomas 
Fitzsimmons joined the Japanese poet Ooka Makoto to co-create a twenty poem sequence 
which is linked by the last word of each poem and the title of the following poem.   

 
  "Today we look out far as we can 
  from this shelter of wood, stone & glass 
  to where lake & sky meet in old friendship: 
  deep water bowl holding flowering 
  sky."                       --Fitzsimmons 

 
This is followed by Makoto's poem entitled "Sky." 

 
  "Sky in Japanese is Sora: Void between Earth and Heaven, 
  the unfounded, the Groundless,  
  the falsehood, the lie.  And truly sky 
  is sky because it is groundless."14 

 
Makoto's careful inclusion of the Japanese sora carries a phonic association to the English word 
"soar," which links it again to Fitzsimmons' English poem.  Two different world views and 
value systems are joined together in the dialogic angle which meets at the vertex of "sky."  The 
two aspects of this one word give the poems their unique associative form.  The unusual 
prominence of two-sided words seems to be one result of co-creating a word-linked text.  In the 
final analysis, renga writing presupposes that one poet's words can engage another poet's words 
                                                 
13   David Pollack, "Gido Shushin and Nijo Yoshimoto: Wakan and Renga Theory in Late 

Fourteenth Century Japan," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (June 1985) 143. 
 
14   Ooka Makoto and Thomas Fitzsimmons, A Play of Mirrors: Eight Major Poets of 

Modern Japan (Rochester, Michigan: Oakland University Press, 1987) 213. 
 



in an artful and surprising dialogue.       

 
Double-Voiced Discourse 

 
 The 20th century Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin is also fascinated by words' fluid 
potential to engage other words in dialogue.  For Bakhtin words are units of social interchange 
composed of the two or more inflections communicating people give them.  The word is 
minimally a "two-sided act" because it is situated in communicative, social space between the 
addresser and the addressee.15  Bakhtin calls this phenomenon the "dialogic word."  An obvious 
example of the dialogic word is the "double-voiced word," a word that retains more than one 
voicing.  Double-voiced words "contain as an integral part of themselves a relationship toward 
another person's utterance."16  This dialogic aspect of language is particularly foregrounded in 
the joint authorship of renga.  Although Bakhtin did not study renga or write about Japanese 
poetry, his theory applies to that unusual work.  According to Bakhtin "...[Some] discourse 
maintains a double focus, aimed at a referential object of speech, as in ordinary discourse, and 
simultaneously at a second context of discourse,  a second speech act by another addresser."17  
This is the case with Fitzsimmons' and Makoto's linking through the shared word "sky."  
Because Bakhtin is keenly aware of the social, responsive dimensions of language, he focuses 
on the many ways we share our words by answering one another.  He also notices how some 
literary work heightens this dialogic quality of language.  

... An author may utilize the speech act of another in pursuit of his own aims in 
such a way as to impose a new intention on the utterance, which nevertheless 
retains its own proper referential intention.  Under these circumstances and in 
keeping with the author's purpose, such an utterance must be recognized as  
originating from another addresser.  Thus, within a single utterance, there may 
occur two intentions, two voices.18 

The double-voiced word is dialogic within itself since the writer uses another person's word, 
already permeated with an initial, original intent, and incorporates her own intentions within it 
through her particular selection of that word.   We notice here that Bakhtin is not describing 
metaphor or symbol, since their "doubleness" does not exist on the level of a possible dialogic 
exchange between two people, but on the level of a simultaneous reference to two different 
                                                 
15   Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics. Trans. Caryl Emerson (Minne-

apolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984) 167. 
 
16   Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, 154. 
 
17   Bakhtin, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, 196. 
 
18   Valentin Voloshinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, Trans. Ladislav 

Matejka and I. R. Titunik. (New York: Seminar Press, 1973) 197.  Scholars argue that 
Bakhtin actually wrote this book although, for political reasons in Stalinist Russia, it 
was published under his friend's name. 

 



objects.  Nor is Bakhtin describing the fault of ambiguity, a case of uncertain meaning.  With 
double-voiced words the result is not ambiguity but the interrelationship of two distinguishable 
meanings, one which serves as a kind of figure, the other which serves as a kind of ground.  A 
double-voiced word carries two simultaneous but different intentions since "two semantic 
orientations, two voices, are present in a single word."19  Yet the one intention does not 
obliterate or contradict the other intention; rather, the primary intention gains some of its 
impact exactly because it borrows power from its linkage to someone else's prior intention. 
Thus double-voiced discourse is not faulty expression, but enriched expression: although there 
is still one primary meaning, signaled by the current context, the double-voiced word also 
reminds the reader of the other texts or contexts activated in the poem.  For example, consider 
the following poem by the American writer Heather McHugh:20 
 

[See Appendix:  Audience members will be given this page for their own use.] 
 

 McHugh's poem exemplifies double-voiced discourse because the persona's utterances 
"contain as an integral part of themselves a relationship to another person's utterance."21  This 
poem begins with references to the prior contexts the closing double-voiced words have passed 
through before the poet uses them to encode her own sly message.  Given the linking language 
in this poem, we know not to interpret "...let me be the one you never hold" in a literal fashion; 
instead we know that the persona's message is actually "...let me be the one you never forget," 
presumably after the memorable "holding" of a passionate embrace!  Although there is still one 
primary meaning, signaled by the current context, the double-voiced words remind us readers 
of the other contexts activated in the poem.  McHugh has situated her poem within social space, 
imaginatively surrounded by the other language users who unwittingly contributed to her poem.  
These other people, and their prior intentions, provide McHugh with the words she needs.  She 
then cleverly makes something out of language that was begun by others but transformed 
through her own unique use. Although McHugh is not writing linked-verse in the formal sense, 
she is indirectly writing a kind of linked verse because her poem overtly presupposes and 
engages other people's words.22  Because her poem is also a request to another person, it is 

                                                 
19   Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, 157. 
 
20    Heather McHugh, “Language Lesson, 1976” The Morrow Anthology of Younger 
American Poets.  Dave Smith and David Bottoms, eds. (New York: William Morrow, 1985) 
421-22. 
 
21   Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, 154. 
 
22   If space and time permitted I would also argue that contemporary women poets tend to 

work dialogically and with double-voiced discourse.  For example, Adrienne Rich 
writes with a dialogic attentiveness because she says she is willing "to listen to more 
than the one voice of a single idea." Adrienne Rich, "Poetry and Experience: Statement 
at a 1964 Poetry Reading," American Poetry Since 1960 ed. Robert Shaw (Cheshire: 
Carcane Press, 1973) 132.  In a similar manner Carolyn Forche tells us that she is 
"attempting to rupture that [single] voice, and to critique it from within in order to 
expose its artifice." "Carolyn Forche: An Interview with David Montenegro," American 



written with the anticipation of a response.  Thus her poem partakes of the dialogic interactions 
that constitute daily life even as it also heightens the dialogic quality of our language world.   
 So what do Japanese linked poetry, a Russian philosopher, and an American poet have 
in common?  They all support Bakhtin's conjecture that "perhaps any literal, single-voiced 
word is naive and unsuitable for authentic creativity."23  They prompt us to consider the 
possibility that “double-voiced” language is a phenomenon recognized within different cultures 
and across historical time.  Since literary work is composed from the social medium of 
language, the literary artwork is one response within a long line of responses.  The possibilities 
for double-voiced expression will continue to expand as our international awareness increases.  
If poets are responsive to who they are answering and who they are addressing, then they are 
co-creating the text to a greater or lesser degree.  Maybe the poem is not so much the site for 
self-discovery as it is the site for discovering the self-with-others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                           

Poetry Review (November/December 1988) 35. 
 
23   Mikhail Bakhtin, "The Problem of the Text" Speech Genres and Other Late Essays. 

Trans. Vern McGee (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986) 110. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Language Lesson, 1976 
 
 

When Americans say a man 
takes liberties, they mean 
he’s gone too far.  In Philadelphia 

 
today a kid on a leash ordered 
bicentennial burger, 
hold the relish.  Hold 

 
is forget, in American. 
On the courts of Philadelphia 
the rich prepare 

 
to serve, to fault. 
The language is a game in which 
love means nothing, doubletalk 

 
means lie.  I’m saying 
doubletalk with me.  I’m saying go 
so far the customs are untold, 

 
make nothing without words 
and let me be 
the one you never hold. 

 
 

Heather McHugh 
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The Time magazine article (which the reader encounters only after being visually 
confronted with the haunting cover page of the unsmiling Hispanic girl with the serious 
dark eyes, after the photographic spread of the same child in her coffin, beautified by 
layers of makeup, a floral crown and a communion-style dress) makes the striking remark: 
“America likes to dote on fairy tales.” This article and such an assertion effectively 
contribute to elevating a New York City murder case and child abuse investigation into 
proverbially mythic proportions. Ten years ago, a barrage of citywide and national media 
sources chronicled, publicized and above all sensationalized the Thanksgiving murder of 
the little girl who appears in both Time pictures: six-year-old Elisa Izquierdo. In the 
months that followed her untimely death, denizens of the Greater New York area and 
eventually the general public pitied the child’s plight and mourned her passing and above 
all were angered at the fact that Elisa had for months been brutally abused by her mother 
and no one—the Child Welfare System, the individual caseworkers and family court 
judges assigned to her family, not even the neighbors who were aware of the familial 
dysfunction but did not so much as pick up a telephone—stepped forward to help her. 
Unfortunately, the death of a child at the hands of a parent is not something uncommon, 
and many cases have headlines both before and after Elisa’s murder. Yet Elisa was 
posthumously elevated to a legendary status, and in numerous exposes and editorials was 
compared to a litany of contemporary (though mainly real-life) martyrs, such as Kitty 
Genovese and Lisa Steinberg. But what is most memorable about this tragedy is the fact 
that the public, greatly influenced by media conceptions, largely regarded Elisa as a 
proverbial and real-life Cinderella, in which the details of her life were starkly paralleled 
against this well-versed fairy tale. It is thus the goal of this project, an endeavor in literary, 
cultural and gender studies, to examine how such a fairy tale by itself has so succeeded in 
captivating the public’s attention and emotions, and to likewise reconstruct (or rather, to 
deconstruct) the myths it perpetrates, of feminine passivity, familial dysfunction, and 
dreams achieved or deferred that so endeared Elisa to many Americans. Although a 
considerable range of Cinderella variations could be included here, this paper focuses on 
what, in 1995, would have been one of the more recent and better known versions 
available to the public at that time, i.e. Walt Disney’s 1950 adaptation which, has been 
frequently re-released on the big and small screen. This project attempts to investigate 
and parallel the lives of two memorable females (whose plights so succeed in desiring 
empathy and reaction from those familiar with their stories) against each other. It 
examines Disney’s depiction of Cinderella’s personality traits, particularly how the 
heroine is understood to be a docile and submissive character, who is easily martyred and 
then elevated into sainthood by virtue of her passivity. At the same time, it examines how 
and why such an image of female inferiority and martyrdom has worked in the Elisa case 
(or how detrimental it is to her memory). But above all it argues and presents the theory 
that such an example of well versed fiction does not accurately depict Elisa who—
although she ultimately became a victim of an undeniably cruel fate—was also a 
“fighter” who even at a tender age exhibited rare displays of strength that ultimately 



should have depicted her as a stronger, more vocal and active public figure than her 
fictitious counterpart.  „ à ù ú û ü $ ) Ž 
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Abstract 
 

Throughout the paper the attempt has been made to give an account of Hegel’s concept of 
Philosophy of Nature.  The thesis presented consists of seeing a real connection between Hegel’s  
absolute conceptual view of what Nature represents in relation to some formal elements that are 
seen to be derived from Plato and Aristotle.  Platonic dialectical idealism and the Aristotelian  
entelechy are the precise elements of note which contribute to Hegel’s reformed idea of Teleology 
and Necessity.  The result is a Freedom for Self-consciousness partially grounded within, and 
tempered by one’s contemporary scientific conception of Nature.  

An historical sketch is given regarding Hegel’s movement beyond his three major 
predecessors and into a distinctive and lasting philosophical system recognizable as uniquely his 
own.  The logical problem of form / content and the charge of a priori systematization is also 
looked at and seen to evaporate due to Hegel’s concept of the logical Idea.  Finally, the organic 
elements of Sensibility, Irritability, and Reproduction are seen to be the natural / organic basis and 
universal indicators of homeo-stasis for an animal organism.  The dialectical relationship between 
the internal elements (S/I) are made part of a large external continuum by the presence of the third 
element (R).  This internal / external wholeness is made possible in virtue of the character and 
ability of Reproduction to essentially duplicate and thereby overcome, in a limited sense, the 
contingencies of Life and Death. 

Some comments by way of conclusion indicate the interwoven dependency and need for 
Medicine to operate in a platonic and of course Hegelian sense in the conscious and conscientious 
maintenance of the actual organic body of the Spirit world.  This concluding section of Hegel’s 
Philosophy of Nature indicates to some extent the influence of Schiller.  But to a greater degree it 
emphasizes and foreshadows the very real and fundamental need for an organically conscious 
society as a whole that understands the reciprocal functioning of society and the need to take 
required measures in order to ensure a healthy and harmonious democratic body.  In relation to the 
Phenomenology of Spirit this understanding and need takes us from the standpoint of Observation 
of Nature (V, A [a]) over into that of Observation of Self-consciousness (V, A [b]). 
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INTRODUCTION 

 First let us begin with some preliminary considerations regarding the general shape of the 

Philosophy of Nature around 1800.  In overview one could say that the Hegelian Philosophy of 

Nature attempts to complete the Kantian critical programme which had been attempted, in the 

main, by Fichte and Schelling.  This conscious movement beyond Kant’s critical dualism, 

represented by the static opposition between noumena and phenomena, was attempted first from the 

standpoint of pure ego and then by pure object.  The main problem encountered in both cases was 

the positing of an intuition as their respective starting point.  Hegel was to achieve a reconciliation 

between the two previous positions and the general problem of opposites by a reformulation of 

reason and a system of philosophy which was scientific.  For Hegel the key to resolving the 

problem of positing an intellectual intuition was to present in its place a concept and then to 

logically follow its development dialectically.  In this fashion Hegel could begin an investigation 

from either standpoint, subject or object, and consequently demonstrate how it neces-sarily 

develops into a wider and more comprehensive view which sublates (aufgehebun) at least some 

feature(s) of its opposite position. 

 For Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature, it is crucially important to realize that Hegel’s concept 

involves concrete particular instances of nature and material borrowed from the contemporary state 

of the physical sciences.  This acknowledgement of the relevance of current empirical knowledge 

and that this material could be drawn up into Hegel’s system without detriment to either item is 

both unique for his time and yet troublesome as we shall see.  Once this apparent confusion is 

cleared up it will be seen that Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature does not logical contradict itself and 

that its import is still of value at the present time.  
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 As M. J. Petry indicates in the Introduction to his edition of Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature 

the main principle, functionally speaking, in the philosophy of nature proper, is the dialectic.1  But 

this is true for all of Hegel’s work both after and including the Phenomenology of Spirit (1807).  It 

is both the functional modality (dialectical reason) and the structural perspective (i.e., wholeness or 

interrelatedness; the relation of the particular to the universal), which are central to the whole idea 

of Hegel’s philosophical science qua system.  However, the overarching subject-matter is always 

the development, realization, and description of Spirit.  (Spirit as the absolute ground for the Idea 

and its realization.)  The comprehensive concern with, and for, Spirit is implicitly involved at the 

basis of any particular work.  This concern is abundantly clear with the Philosophy of Nature, also, 

as its total movement terminates with the knowledge that the ‘fruit’ of the Inorganic and Organic 

developmental process, that is Nature, is precisely Spirit itself. 

 Given these considerations we are now in a position to review some of the dominant 

substantial concepts that Hegel deals with in the Philosophy of Nature.  The central concept, of 

course, is Nature but it is set up in such a way so as to lead to and also be contrasted with Spirit.  

This contrast is most extreme at the start of the project wherein Hegel is considering Inorganic 

Nature in its various shapes and forms at this point consciousness is not present in any explicit 

manner.  But when Hegel gets to the realm of Organic Nature we are truly entering the sphere of 

consciousness proper.  This paper will be dealing specifically with the concepts of Sensibility, 

Irritability, and Reproduction (S. I. and R.) and attempting to understand in what way these 

moments fit into the concept of the Philosophy of Nature as well as what they may possibly mean 

or represent for Hegel.  The final part will be a discussion to see if Hegel’s theory of Nature, as 

presented, serves to enlighten us from our late Twentieth century perspective or not. 

                                                           
1 Hegel's Philosophy of Nature, Vol. 1, 2, & 3, Edited and translated with an introduction and explanatory notes by M. 
J. Petry, (London: Unwin Brothers Ltd., 1970), pg. 15.  
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 It will be seen in conclusion that Sensibility, Irritability and Reproduction are the means by 

which self-consciousness relates to external consciousness be that Nature or another person.  These 

elements (S. I. and R.) are the living signs of the presence of organic life and therefore indicate the 

substantial basis for the development and realization of Consciousness or Spirit proper.  These 

levels of development and realization are concretely and logically demonstrated in the Philosophy 

of Nature.  Sensibility and Irritability are seen to be reciprocal moments while Reproduction is 

ultimately duplicatory.  Even a cursory look at the Table of Contents and the arrangement of the 

subject-matter of each volume indicates clearly that Hegel is following a cumulative and 

hierarchical analysis (and presentation) of Nature; Volume One deals with Mechanics, Volume 

Two with Physics, and Volume Three with Organics.  Each level dialectically sublates the previous 

one (its theoretical nature at minimum) while also involving a very concrete advance over the 

previous development.  By adopting this fundamentally ‘evolutionary’ progression Hegel 

demonstrates to the reader the accretion of physicality which develops necessarily towards the 

realization of self-conscious Organic life.  This is as far as the design of the text takes us for the 

exposition of the proper concrete development and realization of Consciousness we must refer to 

the Phenomenology of Spirit and / or the Philosophy of Spirit. 

 The specific order or sequence of texts (that is, The Science of Logic; The Philosophy of 

Nature; and Subjective Spirit;) reveals for us simultaneously the necessity of Nature in the logical 

sequence of our understanding and its (Nature) essentially negative character when viewed in a 

macroscopic way with regard to triadic logic.2  But in a very real and substantial sense Nature is the 

                                                           
2 This idea is supported by a note added to the Table of Categories found in the Table of Contents of Hegel’s Science of 
Logic, translated by W. H. Johnston and L. G. Struthers, (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd.: New York: Humanities 
Press Inc., 1966)  “This super-triad -- Absolute Idea, Nature, Spirit -- is shown here in order to indicate that the whole 
of the Logic, culminating in the Absolute Idea, has the position of Thesis in a triadic system of which Nature is the 
Antithesis and Spirit the Synthesis.  The Logic is part of this triad, and the triad is not part of the Logic.”  Page 25, 
supp.. 
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concrete ground for Consciousness which becomes, or is seen to be, truly and logically negative in 

relation to Self-consciousness. 

 

IN THE SHADOW OF KANT: Fichte, Schelling and Hegel 

 This effort to complete the Kantian critical philosophy represented a strong tendency of the 

nascent Idealist philosophy to overcome the static dualism represented by the formal opposition 

between noumena and phenomena.  Fichte and Schelling, the two most prominent philosophers 

immediately prior to Hegel, attempted to affect the completion first from the perspective of the pure 

ego and then from that of pure object, respectively.3  Interestingly enough Fichte, in his 

Introduction to The Science of Knowledge, claims not to be completing the Kantian critical 

philosophy and yet he admits “that my system is nothing other than the Kantian; this means that it 

contains the same view of things, but is in method quite independent of the Kantian presentation.”4  

This apparent confusion can be removed if we understand that Fichte wanted to divorce himself 

from the current vogue of revisionism regarding the Kantian critical philosophy.  In itself this may 

have been sound but his method eventually resolves into subjective idealism given his 

philosophical grounding of the pure Ego in the intellectual intuition. 

 

My aim - to express it directly - is not the correction and completion of the philosophical concepts 
now in circulation, whether anti-Kantian or Kantian; it is rather the total eradication and complete 
reversal of current modes of thought on these topics, so that in all seriousness, and not only in a 
manner of speaking, the object shall be posited and determined by the cognitive faculty, and not 
the cognitive faculty by the object.5  

                                                           
3 For the present limited purpose I am construing Fichte as affecting the ‘subjective’ position roughly equivalent to that 
of pure phenomena and Schelling then as the `objective' position roughly equaling that of pure noumena.  If this 
construction is valid it may be further supported in light of each philosophers predominant concern with regard to the 
traditional concepts of subjective Teleology and with objective Necessity, respectively. 
 
4 J. G. Fichte, Science of Knowledge, with the First and Second Introductions. Edited and translated by Peter Heath and 
John Lachs, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982. pg. 4; I, 421. 
5 Ibid., page 4. Boldness added by present author. 
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Fichte clearly wants to eradicate certain types of materialism and in their stead wishes to defend a 

theism of his own.  In order to achieve this he thinks that the required method is the positing of the 

pure intellectual intuition which can then correspondingly determine the object.  The resultant 

Fichtean image that of matter freezing the cognitive faculty into a deterministic closed modality is 

perhaps immediately amusing but as we shall see further on this notion of static conceptualized 

thought is not entirely false at least as a description of ‘pictorial thought’ (i.e., vorstellung).  For the 

present purposes, however, Fichte’s concern may be viewed as an anti-mechanistic position with 

regard to reality.  In reaction to the mechanistic-deterministic model Fichte presents us with a  

theologically-predetermined view of reality.  And this view is not to be found, Fichte reminds us, in 

Kant’s philosophy evidenced in part to the admitted presence in the Critique of Pure Reason of the 

celebrated leap of faith.  “The intellectual intuition alluded to in the Science of Knowledge refers, 

not to existence at all, but rather to action, and simply finds no mention in Kant (unless, perhaps, 

under the title of pure apperception).”6•.  The unity of apperception is, in fact, the nexus of the 

whole problem of Kantian dualism which needs to be overcome if Idealism is to survive and 

proceed.  Therefore, Fichte attempted to complete the Kantian programme by overcoming the static 

dualism using the pure apperception as his starting-point.  

 Fichte cites Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, section B 132, regarding the ‘spontaneity’ of 

cognition as an act which “cannot be regarded as belonging to sensibility”.7  This act Kant labels as 

pure apperception, to distinguish it from empirical apperception (just mentioned) and Fichte seizes 

this distinction as proof and foundation for his Science of Knowledge as constitutive of the pure 

activity of cognition.  The difficulty remains that the philosopher must account for empirical reality 

                                                           
6 Ibid., page 46; I, paragraph 473. 
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and in a manner so as to attribute it (Nature) with its necessary and sufficient conditions of 

existence.  In his effort to escape determinacy or a conditioned cognition through the agency of the 

object Fichte abstracted his cognitive ideal beyond the bounds of any and all material contingency.  

In effect he has opted for a rationalism which Kant was trying to avoid by his very efforts of 

writing the Critique.  The problem is in describing reason one must account for the fact that mind 

resides in a body which for all intents is also an object.  Fichte through his abstraction or retreat 

into the realm of pure Ego has, in effect, attempted to ignore the object or Nature.  His working 

definition of Reason negates the empirical and thereby reduces it to a status approaching that of an 

illusion.  It falls upon the shoulders of Schelling, Fichte’s disciple in the beginning, to make 

another attempt to resolve the dualism.  

 Schelling, understandably, chose the opposite position to that of Fichte’s by accepting the 

object or Nature as the foundation for the development of consciousness but this is done in a 

mitigated way via the Absolute.  Schelling had coined the term ‘absolute’ as the representational 

zenith of idealist aspirations.  And for him it may be seen to be comparable to a kind of Neo-

Platonic One from which every thing emanates.8  In his desire to accommodate the object in his 

philosophical framework Schelling does admit experiential propositions but maintains that they are 

a priori (that is, coming from the One) and therefore that they are determined.  Unlike Hegel, 

however, Schelling appears to allow for no freedom within nor towards Nature.  

 

Everything we know, we know originally through experience, and in this sense all our knowledge consists of 
experiential propositions.  These become a priori propositions when we realize that they are necessary, and 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
7 Ibid., page 49; I, 476. 
8 This charge of Neo-Platonism towards Schelling is supported by Thomas F. O'Meara's review notice in the Journal of 
the History of Philosophy, Jan.’86, Vol. XXIV, #1, of Alan White’s book Absolute Knowledge: Hegel and the Problem 
of Metaphysics, (Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1982), wherein O'Meara states that White “errs in not seeing that 
Schelling's final system, unlike Hegel's, is not so much eschatological as Plotinian and Origenist.”  pg. 132. 
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any proposition, whatever its content, can be raised to the dignity of an a priori ... It is nature itself that is a 
priori, i.e., every thing in it is determined in advance by the whole.9 

 

(It almost appears as though we are witnessing the re-enactment of Descartes and his Cogito (ala 

Fichte) and then Spinoza and his natura naturans (ala Schelling) and unfortunately the progression 

is as difficult as it was there.)   The problem is that the philosopher in his attempts to overcome the 

Kantian dualism must view consciousness as inherently unified and dialectical in character.10  Only 

with the advent of Hegel, and his reformulated notion of Reason, as the reconciliation of opposites, 

is it possible for the Idealist programme to be actually ‘completed’ or in a clearer sense for it to be 

finally and truly established. 

 Two quotation taken from the Science of Logic may help to illuminate, first the distinction 

afforded to Reason by Hegel;  

 

Understanding makes determinations and maintains them.  Reason is negative and dialectical 
because it dissolves into nothing the determinations of Understanding; Reason is positive because it 
is the source of the Universal in which the Particular is comprehended. Just as Understanding is 
commonly held to be something separate from Reason regarded generally, so dialectical Reason is 
held to be something separate from positive Reason.  But in its real truth Reason is Mind - Mind 
which is higher than either Reason which it under-stands, or Understanding which reasons. Mind is 
the negative, it is that which constitutes the quality alike of dialectical Reason and of Understanding; 
it negates the simple and thus posits that determinate distinction which is the work of 
Understanding, and just as truly it resolves this distinction, and is thus dialectical.  (Preface to First 
Edition, March, 1812)11  

                                                           
9 F. W. J. Schelling, On University Studies, page 122-23, this quote is taken from “Introduction to the Draft of a 
Philosophy of Nature” [1799], emphasis added by present author. 
 
10 See paragraph #242, in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit, translated by A. V. Miller with Analysis and Forward by J. 
N. Findlay, (Galaxy Book: Oxford University Press: New York, 1981) “Consciousness observes; i.e., Reason wants to 
find and to have itself as existent object, as an object that is actually and sensuously present.  The consciousness that 
observes in this way means, and indeed says, that it wants to learn, not about itself, on the contrary, about the essence 
of things qua things.  That this consciousness means and says this is implied in the fact that it is Reason; but Reason as 
such is not as yet object for this consciousness.”  Here we have the description of ‘observing Reason’ which is not quite 
the full-blown Reason of self-conscious Spirit, but nevertheless “Consciousness, in this observational activity, comes to 
know what things are; but we come to know what consciousness itself is.  The outcome of its movement will be that 
what consciousness is in itself will become explicit for it.”  Both quotes taken from par. #242, pg. 146-47. 
11 Op. Cit., Johnston and Struthers, pg. 36.  Also see the Journal of Speculative Philosophy, Vol. III, no.1, (1869), W. 
T. Harris’ article “Outlines of Hegel’s Phenomenology” pg. 166-74.  Commenting on para. 40, Harris states that 
“Reason is the highest union of consciousness and self-consciousness, or of the knowing of an object and of the 
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and secondly, his view regarding the problem of the state of the critical philosophy;  

 

When the Critical Philosophy understands the relation of these three Terms so as to make Thoughts 
intermed-iary between Us and Things in such a sense that this intermediary rather excludes us from 
things than connects us with them, this view may be met by the simple observation that these very 
things which are supposed to stand beyond ourselves, and beyond the thoughts referring to them, at 
the opposite extreme, are themselves things of thought, and, as being quite undetermined, are just 
one such thing (the so-called Thing-in-itself), the product of empty abstraction.  (Preface to Second 
Edition, Nov.1831)12  

 

 The key to resolving the problem of positing an intuition, for Hegel, was to present a 

Concept and to logically follow its development dialectically in an attempt to exhaust its 

possibilities thereby demonstrating its conceptual boundaries and limitations.  In this fashion Hegel 

could begin an investigation from either standpoint, that of subject or that of object, and 

subsequently demonstrate how that particular concept necessarily develops into a broader and more 

comprehensive concept than thought to begin with and that it could be seen to be related to or 

imply at least some feature(s) of its opposite position albeit sometimes quite obliquely.  The logical 

framework for this procedure can be found in Hegel’s Science of Logic wherein he presents the 

reader with a revolutionary kind of logic;  

 

Philosophy, since it is to be Ordered Knowledge, cannot borrow its Method from a subordinate 
science, such as Mathematics, any more than it can rest satisfied with categorical assertions of pure 
intuition, or use reasonings based on external reflection. But it is the nature of the content and that 
alone which lives and stirs in philosophic cognition, while it is this very reflection of the content 
which itself originates and determines the nature of philosophy. ... the Absolute Method of 
knowledge, and at the same time the immanent soul of the Content of knowledge.  (- It) is, I 
maintain, along the path of self-construction alone that Philosophy can become objective and 
demonstrated science.  - It is after this fashion that I have tried to present consciousness in the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
knowing of itself.” and with regard to para. 42, he further states that “The knowing of Reason is therefore not the mere 
subjective certitude, but also TRUTH, because Truth consists in the harmony, or rather unity, of certitude and Being, or 
of certitude and objectivity.” Both citations from pg. 174. 
 
12 Ibid., pg. 44. 
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Phenomenology of Spirit.  Consciousness is Spirit as knowing which is concrete and engrossed in 
externality;13  

 

It should be noted that the first division (Being) is Objective logic as opposed to subjective thereby 

elevating Being definitively out of the subjective realm altogether.  For now, however, it is 

sufficient to realize that Hegel wants to begin objectively in order to ultimately objectify 

Knowledge and Thought.  The concrete or substantial framework of Hegel’s procedure or 

philosophical schema can be found in the Philosophy of Nature.  The particular focus of the present 

essay is an attempt to show that Hegel’s philosophy of Nature constitutes a remarkable synthesis of 

Aristotle and Plato:  Such that Plato provides the Form.14  Of the conception of philosophy whereas 

Aristotle provides the content in the unified conception of substance as a complex of soul and 

body.15  Although this synthesis may seem at first glance to smack of contradictory notions, due to 

the stature attributed to their traditional philosophical reputations, believed to be fundamentally 

opposed, I will attempt to remove or at least to destabilize this antagonistic conception.   

                                                           
13 Ibid., pg. 36-37.  W. T. Harris is good on this point in stating that Speculative philosophy claims the total realm of 
synthetic thought as its ‘province’ which includes the two main philosophical perspectives within itself; Abstraction of 
Sense (i.e., Empiricism), and Abstraction of Reflection (i.e., Rationalism).  He further states that the ‘content’ of the 
Sense realm is fundamentally chance and that of the realm of Reflection is law.  I take these determinations to represent 
contingency and logical conditions, respectively. 
 
14 “(But) Plato presents the true nature of consciousness in asserting that it is mind in which, as mind, that is already 
present which becomes object to consciousness, or which it explicitly becomes ... a process in which it does not come 
outside itself.  Mind is the absolute species, whose process is only the continual return into itself; thus nothing is for it 
which is not in itself.  According to this, the process of learning is not that something foreign enters in, but that the 
mind’s own essence becomes actualized, or it comes to the knowledge of this last.  What causes the mind to turn to 
science is the semblance, and the confusion caused through it, of the essential nature of mind being something 
different, or the negative of itself - a mode of manifestation which contradicts its real nature, for it has or is the inward 
certainty of being all reality.”  Taken from Hegel’s Lectures on the History of Philosophy, translated by E. S. Haldane 
and F. H. Simson, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, New York: The Humanities Press, 1974, reprinted in U.S.A.) 
Vol. 2. pg. 33.  In this passage Hegel was discussing the notion of mind/recollection or Erinnerung. 
 
15 Aristotle’s De Anima is cited Book II. 2, generally from 412a18 through to 415b15, see text below. 
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 In light of the two models erected after Kant it is not at all surprising that Hegel, having the 

benefit of the previous attempts and, as he viewed them, failures before him, could in a sense 

incorporate their successes and hope to avoid their shortcomings. 

 

HEGEL’S PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE: The notion of Life and the Elements of Sensibility, 

Irritability, and Reproduction 

 

 Perhaps the must important idea to grasp from Hegel's treatment of Nature is that “The 

Hegelian supersession of mechanism entails a rejection of the static concept of matter, the 

assumption common to mechanism and vitalism.”16  Once the implications of this notion are made 

explicit the concept of matter represented as small lumps of indivisible substance evaporates under 

the ambiguous investigating microscope of Science. I say ambiguous because in virtue of the 

conceptual limitations and shortcomings of the Mechanist and the Vitalist viewpoints, we see that 

“Knowledge of the organic world is deter-mined by our conceptual frameworks, and having this 

framework precedes observations of organic life: it is, as Hegel implies, bound up with human 

interests and desires.”17  Lamb is indicating Hegel’s fundamentally practical appeal for the need to 

supercede the dualistic opposition between Mechanism and Vitalism.  This situation itself, perhaps, 

a reflection of the disparate condition regarding knowledge in general and best characterized by the 

impact and influence of Kant’s critical philosophy.  Hegel’s ‘rejection’ of both previous positions 

regarding empirical knowledge involves a revolutionary revision of the notion of substance and of 

                                                           
16 David Lamb, Hegel From Foundation to System, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, (The Hague: Netherlands, 1980) Ch. 
VII, pg. 112. 
 
17 Ibid., pg. 129. 
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pysche borrowed, in part, from Aristotle’s treatment of both topics in his De Anima.18  Thus 

Hegel’s Aristotelian element (if we may term it that) constitutes the substance or contentional 

aspect of his resolution of the problem of Nature.  However, there remains the curious logical 

problem continually charged against Hegel and that is the grafting of an a priori schema onto 

selected pieces of empirical knowledge so as to justify (as it were to prop up) his Philosophy of 

Nature.  As was mentioned earlier (note 14) I am attempting to maintain that Hegel’s formal 

structure is borrowed, in part, (and substantially revised as per the unity of opposites) from Plato.  

With this suggestion in mind I will let T. R. Webb carry the philosophical ball and describe the 

logical unity, perhaps, clearer than I could at this time. 

 The charge of ‘a priori selectivity’ (abstract formalism) regarding actual empirical 

knowledge is a crucial problem but which is resolved or overcome by the Hegelian Idea, as Webb 

states;  

 

Hegel argues that the self-determining character of the Idea, its dialectical unity of form and content, 
guarantees its ontological dimension.  The externality of knowledge to its object is, in Hegel’s view, 
the result of an externality (that of method or form and content) within knowledge.  Because 
Hegelian science has overcome all such oppositions within knowledge and merely beholds the 
immanent self-determination of its categories, the Idea which it grasps is no “theoretical construct” 
but die Sache selbst, the ontological foundation of all reality (Wiss. d. Logik. I. 7; II. 224, 493).  For 
this reason Hegel speaks of nature and spirit as forms of the Idea.  ...  Only if the logical Idea is both 
the form and the ground of nature and spirit can Hegelian science make good its claim to be self-
determining form of thought.19   

 

Webb goes on to argue that Hegel’s Philosphy of Nature is not subject to falsification or refutation 

based on counter instances (or advancements in) verified Empirical Knowledge because of the 

                                                           
18 Aristotle, The Works of Aristotle, Edited by W. D. Ross, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1931 (reprinted 1961), see De 
Anima, section 412b21-412b. 
 
19 Thomas R. Webb, “The Problem of Empirical Knowledge in Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature,” in Hegel Studien, Band 
15 (1980), pp. 175-76. 
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grounding of the Hegelian science in the logical, self-determining dialectical, movement of the 

Idea.  The Idea thus contains all differences and contingencies within its totality.  Or as Webb states 

it “absolute necessity is absolute precisely because it posits its conditions as contingent” … (or to 

invert the dependency he further states) … “The reality of contingency means rather that absolute 

necessity is present in the world only in and through the existence of contingent beings.”20   

 I may not have completely or adequately addressed the fundamental problem of Opposition 

and the positing of a philosophical system but my hope is that at least I have indicated as to the 

direction of that conclusion.  If I may surmise, nevertheless, that we have the logical Idea before us 

(in some coherent form) we may now proceed to the elements of Sensibility, Irritability, and 

Reproduction in particular at this time.  Hegel begins his discussion of “The animal organism” 

(Phil. of Nat. Vol.3, Ch.3) by giving the realm encompassed by the genus: animal.   

 “Organic individuality exists as subjectivity in so far as the externality proper to shape is 

idealized into members, and in its process outwards, the organism preserves within itself the unity 

of selfhood.” (para.350)  He breaks the chapter into three distinct categories A. Formation (shape), 

B. Assimilation, and C. The Generic Process, and subsequently relates S.I. and R. to these macro 

moments, as it were, as they represent the microscopic moments for any animal organism.  Organic 

individuality exists as subjectivity because of its singularity and not due to its mechanisms (S.I. and 

R.).  These mechanisms or elements are the universal sign of organic life and contribute to the 

objective moments of Formation / Assimilation / and Generic Process.  The actual particular 

manner in which each singular species or subspecies achieves its signature in terms of S.I.R. is a 

factor of environmental stress and what significant organisms are / were present leading up to its 

specific development or realization.  This variable schema between the idealized shape of the 

macro and micro moments and particular species is apparently a priori but in reality these are the 

                                                           
20 Ibid., pages 181 (and then) 182. 
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stages of development which an organism must pass in order to sustain itself and its kind. Likewise 

the internal movement (self-determination) of each species is free and subject only to the 

constraints of that organism’s limitations.   

 

The unity which is produced has being for the implicit unity of the animal.  This implicit unity is the 
soul or Notion, which is present in the body in so far as the body constitutes the process of 
idealization.  The subsistence of the mutual externality of spatiality has no significance for the soul.  
The soul is incomposite and finer than any point, but incongruously enough, at-tempts have been 
made to locate it.  There are millions of points in which the soul is omnipresent, yet it is precisely 
because the extrinsicality of space has no significance for it, that the soul is not present in any of 
them.  This point of subjectivity is to be firmly adhered to; the other points are mere predicates of 
life.21   

 

Although this is taken from an ‘additional note’ I think that it plainly indicates Hegel notion of the 

soul as a peculiar synthesis of the Platonic idea (i.e., it is incomposite) and the Aristotelian idea of 

the body and psyche as a complex unity but from which neither may be separated without 

correspondingly losing the meaning for each entity in the process.  In light of the fact that Plato’s 

writings on nature are extremely abstract and negative, epistemologically speaking, (the Timaeus 

for example) it is no surprise then that Hegel speculatively borrows from one other great of classic 

Greek Philosophy.  It is surprising, however, to have such a unique synthesis of both positions.  

Hegel makes precise reference to the value and credibility of Aristotelian natural philosophy in his 

Lectures on the History of Philosophy:  

 

Aristotle’s conception of nature is, however, nobler than that of today, for with him the principle 
point is the determination of end as the inward determinate-ness of natural things.  Thus he 
comprehended nature as life, i.e., as that which has its end within itself, is unity with itself, which 
does not pass into another, but, through this principle of activity, determines changes in conformity 
with its own content, and in this way maintains itself therein.  In this doctrine Aristotle has before 
his eyes the inward immanent end, to which he considers necessity an external condition.  Thus, on 
the one hand, Aristotle determines nature as the final cause, which is to be distinguished from what 

                                                           
21 Op. Cit., Petry, pg. 103. 
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is necessary, which it also contains within itself; and then he considers how necessity is present in 
natural things.22  

 

Hegel collapsed necessity into the subject absolutely while Aristotle still held on to the idea of an 

external agency (the prime mover) as the controlling Cause of All.  This revolutionary move by 

Hegel was little understood in his day and is not that better off today.  Hegel states a page later that;  

 

The meaning of nature is that as something is, it was in the beginning; it means this inward 
universality and adaptation to end that realizes itself; and thus cause and effect are identical, since 
all individual parts are related to this unity of end ... the whole of the true profound Notion of life, 
[which] must be considered as an end in itself - a self-identity that independently impels itself on, 
and in its manifestation remains identical with its Notion: thus it is the self-effectuating Idea.23   

 

Hegel goes on in the Lectures to speak of Biology (plants) as an example of this self-regulatory 

notion of Life.  He next discusses the ‘chemical product’ as an instance of ‘apparent contradiction’ 

of this principle of self-determination but which is truly a bi-product of the self-same Identity and 

that confusion appears only when it is in the stage of ‘mere potentiality’.  He then discusses the 

modern ways of viewing problems either from the viewpoint of ‘mechanical philosophy’ 

(essentially, external relations in isolation) and from the alternate viewpoint of the ‘theological 

physics’ (maintaining that thoughts of an understanding outside of the world are the causes).  And 

finally at the end of this brief discussion of the modern situation (i.e., Bacon to Kant) Hegel sums 

up the progression of Thought in general.  

 

                                                           
22 Hegel, G. W. F. Lectures on the History of Philosophy, Translated by E. S. Haldane and F. H. Simson, (New York: 
The Humanities Press, 1974).  Page 159. 
 
23 Ibid., pg. 159.  W. T. Harris maintains that “Through this insight one arrives at the doctrine of the causa sui (self-
mover) and of freedom; all on the hither side is necessity and fatalism.” pg. 282, Journal of Speculative Philosophy, 
Vol. V, no. 3, 1871) from Harris’ commentary, “The Philosophy of Nature”, pp. 274-282 on a previously translated 
article of Hegel’s Lectures on Aristotle’s Philosophy of Nature. 
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In the Kantian philosophy we for the first time have that conception once more awakened in us, for 
organic nature at least; life has there been made an end in itself.  In Kant this indeed had only the 
subjective form which constitutes the essence of the Kantian philosophy, in which it seems as 
though life were only so determined by reason of our subjective reasoning; but still the whole truth 
is there contained that the organic creation is the self-maintaining.  The fact that most recent times 
have brought back the rational view of the matter into our remembrance, is thus none else than a 
justification of the Aristotelian Idea.24   

 

For all intents and purposes I take this section to be a succinct and adequate statement of Hegel’s 

idea of the Philosophy of Nature.  It may serve at least as a clue to his system of natural science 

but, of course, it does not indicate his Philosophy of Spirit except by inference or implication. 

 We now have the shape or form of Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature and it appears entirely 

reasonable and coherent in its structure.  Perhaps what really bothers people when they first come 

to Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature is the disparity between the content of Hegel’s work involving 

Nature and the subsequent progress of Empirical knowledge in general since Hegel’s death.  This I 

believe is clearly addressed in Webb’s above mentioned article concerning the logical Idea.  That 

discussion should put most objections to rest regarding the difficult task of jiving empirical 

knowledge with what detractors label an antiquated (i.e., a priori) system of Nature.   

 Far from being antiquated the Hegelian system for Nature may serve as a sound guide for a 

contemporary re-evaluation of Man’s intrinsic role within the realm of Nature.  Man has become so 

accustomed to viewing Nature as if it were under his absolute control and total dominion that in a 

very real and true sense he is now quite endangered by the consequences produced by this notion of 

superiority over Nature.  Hegel was intuitively aware of the dialectical or reciprocal character of 

our existence to the extent that his Philosophy of Nature terminates with Medical Science: a ) 

Nosology (the disease of the individual), b) Therapy (healing), and finally, c) The death of the 

individual of its own accord.  I mentioned above that the Philosophy of Nature passes over into the 

                                                           
24 Ibid., pg. 160. 
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Philosophy of Spirit proper at its conclusion and systematically it does.  But the Individual 

organism in no way must necessarily and self-consciously pass over into the realm of Spirit.  There 

are no guarantees that Animal Man must become the Rational Animal which we self-consciously 

call Man.  Barbarism is always present though thinly veiled just below the surface of the Overworld 

of Spirit.  But I am anticipating myself for Biologically, as opposed to rationally, animal Man 

contains, inherently, the seeds of his own degeneration and eventual death already. 

 “In sensibility, the moment of differentiation is the nervous system.”25  Sensibility is the 

frame for species identific-ation; the skeletal system and its operations.  As such it is roughly 

analogous to the mechanical view of Nature.  But if one takes this differentiation too seriously, 

however, the extremes of some Positivistic philosophy can become apparent, for example, the 

‘scientific’ craze over the value of Phrenology.  Similar problems may arise involving Irritability 

which is identified by the Muscular system and in particular the Blood.  When the blood is in 

greater opposition (conflict) with sensibility (para. 370 Add.), that is, it is indicating irritability it 

may be “regarded as a fluid magnet” (para. 351 Add.).  This image is pregnant with possible 

associations and therefore caution must be exercised in carefully delineating subsequent 

identifications involving blood and magnetism. 

 However when viewed straightforwardly this image, although antiquated, bares out what 

Hegel was getting at and that is, I believe, the vital role which Blood and its constitutive parts play 

in modern science today.  The idea of genes contributing to the determination of a large degree 

personal characteristics and differences including the whole complex of Endocrinal and 

Immunological systems of response mechanisms, which to a large degree control the ability to 

maintain homeostasis within the body itself, have only in the past few decades become evident.  

                                                           
25 Ibid., pg. 117. 
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This is not to suggest that Hegel attempted prophecy but rather by ‘idealizing’ the microscopic 

moments of organic life he (not by any means alone) acknowledged one of the most vital systems 

for organic life.  By highlighting Irritability (and indeed S. and R.) Hegel indicated the dialectical 

interplay between the structure and its chemical basis.  But just as Sensibility was and is open to 

erroneous interpretation and extrapolation, so too, Irritability.  

 If we take Chemistry or Biology to be an extension of Irritability, as a subject of enquiry, it 

then becomes subject to the same problem of dualistic observation and understanding.  The 

isolation of a system for the purposes of analysis may be required but the reintegration of that 

system back into the total picture from which it was derived is absolutely crucial to a complete and 

comprehensive understanding of all factors related to the system.  It is precisely this idea of 

reintegration of a subject back into its conditional (i.e., contingent) framework which elevates 

Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature above those of his contemporaries.  This idea of redipping is small 

but one of the most important considerations for a proper understanding of Hegel’s view of 

Nature.26  Somewhat related to this idea of redipping knowledge back into the concrete world of 

sense impressions is the final moment of the present dialectical movement: Reproduction. 

 “The animal organism is essentially reproductive, reproduction constitutes its actuality.”  

For Hegel, in his time, this moment was identified with the Intestinal system.27  From our modern 

context we would need to view this as a stab in the dark towards both D.N.A. and the sexual drive 

(with its determination in the recognition of hormones and various glandular secretions).  This 

moment is the last actual moment of organic life and of the Philosophy of Nature for with it we 

have the duplication of the complex of body and soul and hence we have the biological 

                                                           
26 I owe the image or term of ‘redipping’ to J. H. Stirling’s The Secret of Hegel, Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1898.  The 
term is used several times it first appears on pg. xliii (bottom of first new paragraph).  He is also quite good on noting 
the English tendency of not being able to think with vorstellung(s) unlike the Germans. 
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determination of Immortality.  This organic sense of immortality (duplication of the species) is 

simultaneously the foundation and cornerstone of organic Life and also the agency by which the 

realm of Spirit is supported organically.  

 Just as the animal organism is absolutely sustained through the process of Reproduction, so 

too, Spirit is made continually possible (actual) only through the perpetual recourse to sexual 

reproduction.  In a very real and concrete sense the sexual act of intercourse and the subsequent 

birth of a child destroys any and all delusions of the reality of solipsism and subjective idealism and 

reveals to the individual at the same time both his mortality and a kind of immortality.  Not of any 

little conseq-uence does Hegel conclude the Philosophy of Nature with the concept of Medicine.  

For with Medicine (which is an Art, granted of a peculiar kind, but still practiced by Individuals 

and not by perfect machines) we have the unusual mixture of pure theory (abstracted from 

sensations) and reflective thought (application of the theory) under the umbrella of Spirit.  (This is 

so regardless of whether or not the Ontario Medical Association acknowledges publicly its spiritual 

role and dialectical debt to society.)  For Medicine, as an Idea, is surely one of the most spiritual 

undertakings which a society may strive to promote and which, if not protected and cared for, may 

not be available when crucially needed.  When this collapse occurs a society, as an individual 

organic entity, may suffer severe set backs or even annihilation.  In the twilight of the Twentieth 

century with our notion of a global community this idea of annihilation is, in deed, a concrete and 

sobering reality and not merely an idol thought and perhaps one which many more people ought to 

entertain in stead of going, for example, out on a limb and believing in the survivability of a limited 

nuclear war.  The disease and death of the Spiritual world may arrive, not from without with a 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
27 Here, as above, I have followed Lamb’s “Inner as outer and inner” schema, from, Hegel From Foundation to System, 
pg. 139; Fig.1.  Lamb aligns the Outer Structure (Morphology) with the Inner Function (Physiology). 
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tremendous bang, but rather from within signaled merely by a subjective ego-centrically concerned 

whimper. 
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Terry Tempest Williams and Simone Weil present differing views toward 

consumption, or the use of a certain material for one’s betterment.  Williams 

likes to watch consumption, participate in it herself, and then express the 

concept in various forms.  Much of Refuge, in fact, revolves around one thing 

getting bigger while another is swallowed up.  Weil, on the other hand, prefers 

to remain empty and “decreate” herself, getting herself out of the way so she 

can have complete union with God.    This paper will explore and detail the two 

writers’ views on consumption, and show how those views keep their literary 

works in motion.     

    

   A Well-Fed Refuge   

In Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place, lots of things are 

either consuming or being consumed.  The government consumes large 

amounts of money to control Great Salt Lake, while the flooding lake overtakes 

its surroundings.  Fire consumes, among other things, Saltair, which “never 

regained its pre-Depression glamour after it was destroyed by fire the first time 

on April 12, 1925” (80).   Humans consume the environment, as the long-billed 

curlew “loses much of its breeding habitat to the plow and other land 

developments” (145).  Even the starlings “are aggressive, and they behave 

poorly, crowding out other birds…. Perhaps we project on to starlings that 

which we deplore in ourselves: our numbers, our aggression, our greed, and our 

cruelty.  Like starlings, we are taking over the world” (56).    Furthermore, 

cancer is consuming the body of Williams’s mother: “It begins slowly and is 

largely hidden.  One cell divides into two; two cells divide into four; four cells 

divide into sixteen . . . normal cells are consumed by abnormal ones” (44).  And 

finally, Williams is consumed with her mother’s illness, saying, “I wanted my 

life back” (164).   So the consumption pattern recurs throughout the text; 

Refuge could hardly exist without it.   

 The primary form of consumption in Refuge is eating, and one way that 

Williams delivers that image is by watching and describing the birds eating.  

Indeed, this is a critical way that she remains connected to them.  By watching 

them eat and observing their eating patterns, she understands and sees their 

fight for survival - their will to live - and thus gains inspiration to keep the fight 
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going for herself, despite her mother’s looming death.  We know that Williams’s 

life and family are tied directly to Great Salt Lake and the refuge, as she writes, 

“I could not separate the Bird Refuge from my family” (40).  As the birds eat, 

then, so do Williams and her family.  It’s important for her spiritually to see the 

intake of nourishment, helping her maintain the will to feed herself.   

While it’s certainly normal for the birds to be eating, Williams wants to be 

sure the reader - and whoever happens to be with her – also sees the process.  

The men from Parks and Recreation, for example, have little or no interest in 

the phalaropes, but Williams tells them anyway that the birds spin around 

because “’It’s their way of stirring up food lodged at the bottom of the lake.  

Their feet create a whirlwind from which they can feed”’ (62).   When one of 

them asks why anyone would watch birds spinning around, she replies that she 

makes her living at it.  So the spinning, and subsequent eating, are important 

for Williams professionally.      

There are other instances, too, of Williams watching the birds eat.  When 

she is with the folklorist Hal, she reports, “we separate the stalks with our 

fingers and find the egrets.  I nudge Hal.  One egret spears a small frog.  A blink 

and we would have missed it” (49).  I can sense the urgency and value in the 

seemingly quick and small gesture of the egret taking its dinner.  Williams is 

grateful she saw it.  To miss it, because of “a blink,” would have been a loss.  

And again in this scene, as in the one above, she wanted her companion to see 

the event.  By giving Hal a “nudge,” he knew to be watching for something 

special.   

The pattern continues.  Although Williams’s mother does not love the 

birds as she does, she has taken her to Bear River.  While there, they see 

herons and then a carcass:    “We watch a dozen herons fishing.  Beyond them, 

I spot a carcass, a scattering of blue feathers and bones.  I lure Mother forward.  

Up ahead, we find a wing” (92).  It’s not surprising, as we’ve seen, that the 

herons are “fishing,” but the carcass is a sticking point.  Saying that she had to 

“lure Mother forward” suggests that her mother initially hesitated at the site of 

the carcass, and that Williams, for all her possible reasons, wanted her to see it 

and thus invites her ahead.   After Williams speculates that a fox killed the 

great blue heron, they keep walking.  So while the live herons are currently 
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fishing, the dead heron shows consumption in the past tense, that it had been a 

meal for the fox.  Normally, the bird is eating, not being eaten, but Williams’s 

need to witness and share the experience continues nonetheless.      

If Williams is not directly watching the birds eat, she’s studying the 

concept as a part of science or history.  While in the airplane with Don Paul, 

they see a pelican nesting ground, and Don explains why different colonies of 

pelicans breed at different times:   

 
‘Scientists hypothesize that coloniality increases an 
individual’s chance of successfully finding food, either by an 
exchange of information within a colony about where food is 
particularly abundant, or by enabling pelicans to form groups, 
leaving the island in flocks so they can take advantage of the 
thermals.  Then, when they find their foraging grounds, they 
will fish cooperatively … Colonial economics would not be 
advantageous if every colony was on the same breeding and 
feeding schedule.  The competition for food would not only 
diminish the resource but also result in pelican mortality.  
Whereas a month later… there’s plenty of food to go around’ 
(106).    
 

So pelicans’ survival is based on their instinctive ability to juggle among 

themselves their demands for food; not all the new pelicans born in one season 

will need food at the same time.  Instead, the pelican food supply is not unlike a 

high school cafeteria, where eating times are staggered for different grades and 

groups.   Many pelicans would die without this adaptation.    Williams clearly 

highlights here the notion of birds eating and living by their own means – 

finding a way to survive.  And she’s impressed, calling them a “finely tuned 

society of pelicans” (107).   

 From a historical perspective, at least one of the bird species used its 

appetite to earn hero status.  In 1848, when crickets invaded wheat crops and 

threatened the farmers’ primary food source, gulls appeared and devoured the 

crickets, protecting the crops and ultimately saving the farmers from hunger. 

Williams quotes a journal from someone who was there: after they spotted the 

gulls in the sky, “we thought that they also were after the wheat and this fact 

added to our terror; but we soon discovered that they devoured only the 

crickets” (70).  Williams then continues in her own words:  “How the white 

angels ate as many crickets as their bellies would hold, flew to the shores of 
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Great Salt Lake and regurgitated them, then returned to the field for more.  We 

honor them as Utah’s state bird” (70).   

There’s certainly a spiritual component to this remarkable story, since 

the farmers were praying for help before the gulls appeared.  So we might 

wonder:  who gets the credit in this story?  The farmers for having faith enough 

to pray in a time of desperation?  God for responding?  Or the gulls themselves 

for doing the work?   Probably all three, and we could certainly argue that all 

three of those themes recur throughout the book.  But we also can’t miss the 

repeated target of the birds eating – in a way that benefits Williams or the larger 

human community.   For Williams, the birds’ eating habits represent a way for 

her to enter into the landscape, into science, and now into history.  She can 

wrap her arms around the world’s ecology and find an avenue for 

understanding.   

The question arises, then: is there anything else to consider in this 

wildlife dining imagery?  What more does it mean, if anything?   There are three 

possible answers.    One is that it’s a way for Williams to build community, to 

bond with the person or people she is with.   In most of the examples noted, 

and throughout the book, Williams is with someone when the birds are eating, 

and she wants her companion to see the act, too.  Critic Richard Hunt, in fact, 

points to one “of the book’s central themes – the importance of community” and 

“the rejoining Williams seeks always to initiate” (184).  So by witnessing the 

same unique natural phenomenon, the two are brought closer together.   A 

second option, which has been alluded to, is that the birds reaffirm her own life 

force, and that if they are eating to survive, she will do the same.   A third 

answer, which is the most critical of Williams, is that she can use the birds’ 

eating as an excuse for her own and her family’s intake, because there is a lot 

of it.   She can say, in effect, “See the birds are eating, so I have the right to eat, 

too.”   This is not the most likely option, yet it is still possible.  Whatever the 

reasons, Williams and her family are dining quite frequently in Refuge.     

Lest we underestimate how often they’re eating, here are a few 

reminders:  Mimi is watching birds “With a crab sandwich in one hand and 

binoculars in the other” (19).   The family has a “large cake flaming with 

candles” (79) for the father’s birthday party.   “Mother and I met for lunch 
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today” (94).   “We decided to have a picnic by Great Salt Lake” (115).  

Thanksgiving was “’A log cabin in the woods with turkey on the table’” (123).  

“We ate lunch at the Idle Isle.  Country fare in the form of mashed potatoes and 

gravy, pot roast, corn, and two soft dinner rolls that pull apart.  It is good 

comfort food where nothing is complicated except the decisions after the meal 

as to which chocolates to take home” (132).   “I cooked my first turkey for 

Hank’s twentieth birthday” (157).    “Dinner is served: linguini with clam sauce” 

(187).   We had lunch at Hotel Utah: poached salmon” (199).   On Christmas 

day, it was “egg and sausage casserole, fresh fruit cocktail, and warbread – a 

raisin cake” (209).  “Mimi walked into the room carrying a tray of barbequed 

chicken wings” (222).   And for the grand finale, a sensual and detailed 

description of an orange that will make any reader want to pack up and move to 

Florida: “Peeling an orange is a good thing to do in the mountains.  It slows you 

down.  You bite into the tart rind, pull it back with your teeth and then let your 

fingers undress the citrus.  Nothing else exists beyond or before this task.  The 

naked fruit is in your hands waiting for sections to be separated.  Halves.  

Quarters.  And then the delicacy of breaking the orange down to its smallest 

smile” (160).     And the list goes on.  This physical form of eating by Williams is 

in contrast with Weil’s intellectual eating that we’ll see later.   And the 

presentation of physically eating - the acknowledgement of it - is somehow 

important for Williams.     

  Which continues the question:  why so important to acknowledge?  Why 

make eating such an act or ceremony or public declaration?   One argument is 

that Williams is writing about her family, and it’s a book of nonfiction, and 

eating is what families do together.  But on another level, if we look at the story 

through the eyes of Williams’s mother, eating quickly becomes a sign of 

normalcy, an indication that things are the way they should be - that, in effect, 

her mother is healthy.  So the meaning of eating is best determined by 

examining it in its absence – the lack of eating.  In this case, that shows the 

advanced cancer in her mother.   We read, for example, that “Mimi and I tried 

to persuade her to eat” (166).  Furthermore, “Mother has not eaten for weeks,” 

but, perhaps ironically, she’s watching “Julia Child prepare a chicken dish on 

television” (213).  The mother’s questions to the doctor also revolve around 
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eating:  “How long is the process of starvation?  What happens?  Is there pain?  

Do I force myself to keep eating when nothing stays down” (211)?  And finally, 

the scene that shocked the family Christmas gathering: “Everything appeared 

normal – knives and forks ticking on china, platters of food being passed, more 

water being poured – until one by one, we noticed Mother was not eating” (209).   

Williams fully admits in this last passage that the peace of the meal, the façade 

of everything being “normal,” was shattered at the sight of the non-eating 

mother.   In this light, eating is an indicator of health, stability, and family well-

being.    

 As we’ve seen, the eating imagery for Williams serves a variety of 

purposes.  As an onlooker, it is spiritual, professional, scientific, historical, and 

a community builder.  As a participant, it is a family activity and a litmus test 

for health and stability.  Simone Weil, on the other hand, avoided food because 

it was a barrier to where she wanted to go spiritually.  So while she echoes 

Williams in her attention to eating, her actual response to it couldn’t be more 

different.    

 

   Waiting to Eat 

Weil denied her body food for much of her life, and continued this until 

she eventually starved to death.  Her refusal to eat seems to come from two 

reasons - the first being to share the hardship of those in France who didn’t 

have enough to eat.  She wanted to empathize with them by not eating any 

more than they did.  The Waiting for God publishers tell us, “She refused the 

extra nourishment ordered by the doctors and kept strictly to the rations to 

which her compatriots in the occupied zone were limited at that time” (156).    

Leslie Fiedler, in the introduction to Waiting for God, also speaks to Weil’s 

persistence in restricting her diet: “The whole pattern of her life is dominated by 

the concepts of eating and not eating; from her childhood refusal of sugar, 

through her insistence at Le Puy on eating only as much as the relief allowance 

of the unemployed, to her death from semistarvation in England, her virtue 

seems naturally to have found its expression in attitudes toward food” (xxx).    

So Weil is strong enough in her belief to continue the abstinence, keeping 

herself on a par with others.   
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But Weil also avoided eating because the food interfered in her spiritual 

goals; the lack of it helped her in advancing towards God.  Anne Carson quotes 

her as saying, “’All the things that I see, hear, breathe, touch, eat; all the beings 

I meet – deprive the sum total of all that of contact with God’” (195).   Fiedler, 

furthermore, maintains that our typical way of eating is a “grievous error,” 

because “‘what one eats is destroyed, it is no longer real’” (xxxi).     So eating 

and food get in the way of spiritual advancement, while abstaining will propel 

her forward.  Even Rudolph Bell, who is not writing specifically about Weil, says 

in Holy Anorexia that, “The suppression of physical urges and basic feelings – 

fatigue, sexual drive, hunger, pain – frees the body to achieve heroic feats and 

the soul to commune with God” (13). 

The most meaningful hunger for Weil, then, is hunger for God.  Fiedler 

continues on this vein with, “Here below we must be content to be eternally 

hungry; indeed, we must welcome hunger, for it is the sole proof we have of the 

reality of God, who is the only sustenance that can satisfy us, but one which is 

‘absent’ in the created world” (xxxi).    So to see how Weil does feed herself, she 

writes, “as far as possible I only read what I am hungry for at the moment when 

I have an appetite for it, and then I do not read, I eat” (27).     Weil fed herself 

intellectually and spiritually, not physically.  When she reads what she wants to 

read and pursues God as she wants to, she considers herself as having “eaten.”      

Looking at both Williams and Weil from a spiritual autobiography 

perspective, the question arises as to how to reconcile their differences in 

eating.   Is one more spiritual than the other?  Does, or did, one live more of a 

devoted life than the other?  It’s hard to say.  I do believe that Weil is more of a 

religious philosopher – perhaps more of a religious figure - than Williams.  Her 

writing tends to revolve around the church and Jesus and God, and her 

position in relation to those entities.  Williams comes off as more of an 

environmentalist, telling the story about Great Salt Lake and her mother’s 

death, with only select passages referring to her place within the Mormon 

religion.   However, even though starvation has been a non-violent means of 

protest with the likes of Dorothy Day and Gandhi, I’m not ready to say 

absolutely that Weil is a huge spiritual figure by means of starving herself to 
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death.    The will to live, even as blatantly advertised by Williams, is also a good 

quality.   

 Examining the food consumption also calls into question, especially for 

Williams, the definition of environmentalism.  It’s a natural reaction upon 

reading Refuge to call the author a nature writer and environmentalist.  She 

wants the bomb testing to stop, she pokes fun at the government for spending 

money to control the lake, and she’s worried about the urban sprawl moving in 

on natural places.  These are all legitimate concerns for a nature writer.  But 

the definition of an environmentalist is illusive, and a person’s identity within 

that field depends on how you slice it.   

And food choices, as it turns out, is one way to slice the environmental 

definition, because food production, in its various forms, does impact the 

environment.  In general, the lower we eat on the food chain, such as vegetables 

and grains, the easier it is on the land.  It takes less natural resources to 

produce grains and vegetables than it does meat.  John Robbins reports, for 

example, in Diet for A New America, that “Over half the total amount of water 

consumed in the United States goes to irrigate land growing feed and fodder for 

livestock,” and that “To produce a single pound of meat takes an average of 

2,500 gallons of water – as much as a typical family uses for all its combined 

household purposes in one month” (367).  This issue is accentuated in western 

states where water is at a premium. And that’s just water – it’s not even getting 

into the excrement run-off or the amount of grains that go toward feeding 

livestock instead of humans.  The purpose of this paper is not to point a finger 

at Williams for eating the wrong foods, but rather to examine eating and 

consumption from a variety of angles.  So looking at the Williams’s foods from 

an environmental point of view, we might be surprised.  For while I’m sure that 

their turkey, chicken, and especially pot roast, were delicious - and needed at 

the time to keep the family going - those choices don’t coincide with some of the 

author’s other beliefs.   

 

          Clothing and Appearances  

Along with food, Williams is a consumer of other means, as well.  Indeed, 

the book’s first sentence reads “Great Salt Lake is about twenty-five minutes 
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from our home” (5), immediately showing the driving she does – thus burning 

gas – to reach her favorite destinations.  But the other area of consumption in 

Refuge that offers comparison to Simone Weil is that of clothing and physical 

appearance.   Attention to clothing is not as widespread as the attention to food, 

but it is present nonetheless.  When Williams’s mother asks her what she 

believes, Williams responds, “’I believe every woman should own at least one 

pair of red shoes’” (116), reverting the conversation to a material item rather 

than the spiritual or philosophical that her mother was seeking.  And twice 

Williams and her mother shop at Nordstrom’s, where her mother picked out “a 

navy blue satin robe” (24) the first time, and a “red suede chemise” the second 

time, followed by a Christmas “shopping frenzy:  three Christian Dior 

nightgowns for aunts; a shirt and tie for Steve; a reindeer sweater for Brooke; 

books for Dan; guitar strings. . .” (198).    The two had also been in New York 

together, where they “shopped in the finest stores and twirled in front of 

mirrors,” and then “opted for a quick make-over at Bloomingdale’s to revive us 

for the theatre” (25).    

So Williams and her mother create scenes together that we might call 

extravagant, luxurious, or privileged. And yet, I think it’s no secret that the 

family has at least a little bit of money.  I should also point out that of the two 

of them, it is the mother’s incentive that drives these excursions.  Williams tells 

us that even the way she dresses is influenced by her mother’s tastes:  “Each 

day I make a decision to dress colorfully:  red, purples, and blues, something to 

entertain mother” (212).   Clearly, her mother enjoys shopping, new clothes, 

and fine stores, and Williams accompanies her out of her own interest or as a 

way to have time together.    

 While Williams finds a way to value shopping and nice clothes, Weil, 

perhaps expectedly, would have nothing of it.  She devalued appearance and 

possessions, and wanted to reach others with that message.  According to 

Fiedler, Weil thought “that her chief mission was to those still ‘submerged in 

materialism,’ that is, to most of us in a chaotic and disenchanted world” (ix).    

The “materialism” would certainly include clothing, and Weil dressed to show 

humility and attention to her inside journey rather than outside flashy looks.  

Here, then, is “her typical costume: the oversize brown beret, the shapeless 
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cape, the large floppy shoes” (xvii).  But even going further than the clothing, 

Weil manipulated her body itself to express humility.  She “did her best to 

destroy what in her was ‘beautiful’ and superficially charming, to turn herself 

into the antimask of the appealing young girl.  The face in her photographs is 

absolute in its refusal to be charming” (xvii).  Weil explains it in her own words 

as, “’A beautiful woman…looking at her image in the mirror may very well 

believe the image is herself.  An ugly woman knows it is not’” (xvii).    So a 

woman who sees beauty will identify herself as only that, as though tricked to 

believe that is good enough.  “An ugly woman,” on the other hand, will go 

beyond the looks to see a spiritual force pursuing God and truth.   

 The difference between Weil and Williams in their attitudes toward 

appearances is heightened when flashed against the backdrop of our society’s 

values.  While food is not such an obvious indicator of status, good clothing, 

shopping at nice stores, and a reliable car – things that Williams does or has – 

are signs of success.  Our society thrives on appearances, and given the 

commercials on the radio for surgery to eliminate the need for glasses or to 

remove bodily hair, it’s not changing.   So somebody like Williams’s mother will 

say, “I want to look a certain way, and wear this particular item,” and she’ll buy 

it, because it makes her feel happy.  And yet most of us would agree that on a 

deeper level, the real value of a person is defined not by how they look or what 

they wear, but rather what they represent and do for the community.   In this 

vein, Weil was right on – perhaps ahead of her time – even though she still was 

making an effort to look a certain way.  But Weil was also more independent 

than Williams, who shopped and dressed as a way to build community with her 

mother.   

These two writers, then, either eat or don’t eat. They dress or don’t dress.  

They consume or they don’t consume.   The strength in their arguments 

depends on how we stage our questions.   Consumption becomes a lens 

through which the authors see the world and through which we see the 

authors’ lives.  It is a personal statement that declares what they see as being 

theirs.  In books that are driven by consumption, readers know what the 

authors want to use.  If they’re after something, they’ll take it, and if they’re 

not, they’ll leave it behind.  Their words transport their priorities.   
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WE ARE NOT Trash 

Diaries of Chinese International Students In New Zealand 

(Working title) 
 
A documentary proposal by Li Tao 
 
 
Five Chinese teenage students leave their homes and their loved ones for a faraway 
country of which they know little more than its name.  They are, what we call, 
'international students'.  They share with us their hopes and dreams, their aspirations 
and their experiences of studying overseas. What does it mean to be an international 
student? What is there to win? For whom? Is there a price to be paid? What is it?  
 
These are the questions being explored in my documentary project “We are not Trash”, 
and offer a unique insight into the lives of international students. Having studied at a 
foreign University myself, and now a teacher in a New Zealand secondary school, my 
background has allowed me to develop frank and open relationships with these 
students. With a small digital camera, the many interviews reveal an often-startling 
insight into the otherwise very private lives of these young people. Throughout my 
research, when I asked students to describe how they felt about being in another 
culture, their common response was that they experienced feelings of "isolation", 
"homesickness", and "confusion between two cultures".  I carefully filmed special 
milestones in each student's life to illustrate these feelings, and show how the students 
grow during the course of a year.  
 
We Are Not Trash is a story about the phenomenon of Chinese international students 
told from their perspective.  The stories are set in several secondary schools in 
Wellington  - Hutt Valley High School, Hutt International Boys School, Chilton 
Saint James School. Here we are introduced into the Chinese students’ daily reality, 
their experiences of living between two vastly different cultures, and how, in their 
impressionable teenage years, they cope with these pressures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE STORY 
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1.Homesickness: Ken’s Father’s Day Story 
 
 
Seventeen-year-old Ken comes from South China. It is Fathers Day; the day when in 
the West, fatherhood is acknowledged and celebrated.  Ken shares with us his 
experience of a western Fathers Day with his New Zealand home stay family.   
 
The day before, Ken makes a trip into the city to buy his home-stay father a gift.  But 
on getting to town, he discovers that his money has run out. Guilty and confused over 
his lack of funds, he borrows from his friends. It is, he feels, important to show 
respect to an elder, and he is determined to do the right thing. 
 
Fathers Day. Ken starts his first ever job as a part-time waiter in a Chinese restaurant 
and is proud to be earning his own money. His home-stay father is delighted with 
Ken’s gift, and Ken is so touched by his response that he wants to share and extend 
the celebration of fatherhood to his own father in China. A phone call home. Ken is 
very happy to talk with his father. But on hanging up, he is unexpectedly 
overwhelmed by homesickness. He turns on his computer, brings up his parents’ 
photo and cries. He keeps his sadness to himself, puts on a front to disguise the 
loneliness that comes from living far from one’s family. 
 
 
2.Interaction to a new culture: Rose and her Kiwi friend 
 
Rose Liao, a lovely girl from South China. Hard working and assertive, she wants to 
learn English as quickly as possible, as well as make many new friends in New 
Zealand.  
 
Rose is, however, very disappointed to find herself isolated and extremely lonely over 
the first few month of her time here. She makes a valiant effort to talk to all her Kiwi 
classmates, but is unable to strike up any sort of connection with them. They simply 
will not talk to her.  Despite her frustration and loneliness, she does not give up.  
 
The turning point in Rose’s life in New Zealand arises on her school’s multi-cultural 
day. She leads a group which sings the Chinese pop song “Waves”, The beautiful song 
attracts the attention of Rose’ classmate, Nick, who approaches her afterwards. She 
wants Rose to teach her how to sing this song in Chinese. Rose is extremely proud of 
her own language tutoring when Nick is finally able to sing “Waves” perfectly in 
Chinese. It is the beginning of a close friendship. 
 
At the same time, Rose signs up for a variety of school activities, such as music, 
dance and sport. It changes her life. She comes to the realization that participation is a 
crucial aspect of education and socialization in New Zealand, and how important it is 
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to take advantage of those opportunities, particularly as an international student. She 
now dreams of eventually becoming a teacher in New Zealand. 
 
3. Lin’s Story: Confusion between two culture 
 
In Hutt Valley High School, September 2004. Eighteen-year-old Chinese international 
student Lin is preoccupied by the coming school dance. Her dream is to be the beauty 
of the ball. 
 
With her best friend Mingming, another international student, she discusses what sort 
of dress she should wear, what make-up. On a weight-loss diet, she is also working 
part-time to pay for her ball dress. 
 
But Lin is living a double life.  She knows her parents back in China would not 
approve of her obsession with the ball, and she is feeling guilty about not living up to 
their expectations.  They, like many parents in traditional Chinese families, regard 
academic study as the only thing a student should be doing.  Such is the education 
tradition in Chinese secondary schools.  But for Lin, who has studied now for six 
months in a New Zealand secondary school, her notions of what education and school 
life are about, have already changed. 
 
Lin’s mother cried when told of the school ball, and the expense of the all important 
dress. But after much argument, it was agreed that she would have a dress designed 
and made in China and send it to her daughter in New Zealand. 
 
The dress arrives and Lin is disappointed. It isn’t what she had hoped for. It isn’t a 
suitably western for a school ball of Hutt Valley teenagers. It certainly isn’t the dress 
to fulfill her dream of being the beauty of the ball.  
 
Lin decides not to tell her parents about her disappointment in the dress and continues 
to do extra work to pay for a garment she really wants. But the secrecy and her 
inability to communicate to her parents the circumstances of her life in a new country, 
lead her to exhaustion and depression. She realizes that she is torn between two 
cultures, and is burdened with guilt at the seemingly insurmountable divisions 
between her parents’ expectations of her, and her own dreams. 
 
Will Lin eventually tell her mother the truth? Will her parents understand her need for 
independence, her need to assimilate in her new country? Will she ever be accepted as 
a pretty and popular girl at a Kiwi students’ school ball? The film will follows Lin’s 
journey. 
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Challenge and Successes: Jay’s story 
 
When the New Zealand government voted to raise the NCEA study fees for 
international students, sixteen-year-old Jay Wang stood at a Victoria University bus 
stop to collect signatures for a petition against the move.  
 
This undaunted young boy has already taken on many challenges, despite being in 
New Zealand for only one year. In his school, he successfully organizes a Chinese 
cultural class, as well as working as assistant director for the annual drama production. 
His greatest challenge is his Year 12 Drama course.  He will successfully play 
Othello for his NCEA level 2 assessments after only two months of intensive study. In 
this film, Jay shares just how he has managed to adapt to a new culture so quickly. His 
secrets to be courageous in all he does, to put himself out there, and to take risks. 
 
 
 
Go Back for Chinese New Year: Jane’s Story 
 
At the end of every year, seventeen year old Jane Chen will argue with Liz, the dean 
of the schools’ international students. What are they arguing about? Jane’s return air 
ticket to New Zealand.  Jane insists on coming back to New Zealand from China 
after the Chinese New Year; however school in New Zealand has already been going 
for one week. 
 
The Chinese New Year is an important time for Jane, as this is when she gets to spend 
what little time is available, with her mother. Jane’s mother is an entrepreneur in 
South China, and from Jane’s childhood, was too busy to give much time to her 
children. Every year Jane looks forward to spending this time with her mother. 
 
Her mother is fulfilling her own dreams for her children; to send them overseas, have 
them learn English and study for a degree; to get the education that she was too poor 
to get in her own youth. Jane’s brother is already at University; Jane is still at 
secondary school. Jane is facing the pressure to obtain a degree in New Zealand and 
then return to China to assist her mother in managing a large factory.  
 
However, 16-year-old Jane is a young woman who never had the desire to leave her home 
country. During her entire time in New Zealand she has feared losing touch with China, and with 
her Chinese friends, to such an extent that she has refused to change her watch to New Zealand 
time.  It remains firmly fixed on Beijing time.  
 
The conflict of maintaining her heart in China with her family, and obtaining a western degree in 
New Zealand, splits Jane between East and West. Each year, she longs to go back to China for the 
Chinese New Year. 
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At the end of this documentary, we follow Jane to go back to Ziyang, her hometown, for the 
Chinese New Year and we see this young woman turns out to be an entirely different person when 
living in ‘Beijing time’. 
 
IMPULSE BEHIND THE PROJECT 
 
In 2003, several Auckland language schools were faced with bankruptcy, and 
consequently closed. At the same time many negative reports were circulating about 
New Zealand standards of international education and the well-being of the 
international students themselves.  These were the events that initially triggered this 
project.  
 
In mainland China, fee paying teenage students studying overseas are a very recent 
phenomenon . The lives and studies of these young people remain shrouded in 
mystery for most Mainland Chinese.  The unknown elements of their lives coupled 
with critical media, has lead these young international students to be labeled as 
‘Trash’ in China.  
 
In 2003, an anonymous songwriter (a Chinese international student in New Zealand) 
composed a rap song “We are not Trash” It was distributed on-line and became very 
popular among international students.  
 
It all leads me to wonder about the lives of international students in New Zealand. 
What were their dreams? What was the reality that confronted them in New Zealand? 
What are the challenges that face teenage students living in a new country and culture, 
away from their parents and all that is familiar to them? 
 
I am particularly interested in discovering how they can manage to live between two 
cultures. I would like to find more positive cases to help the many struggling 
newcomers. It demands an examination of such questions as: what are the 
fundamental differences between western education and the traditions of Asian 
education? How will the very different New Zealand education impact on their 
personalities? To what culture will these international students belong to after a few 
years overseas study? Or is it the beginnings of a new sub-culture? 
 
 
INTENTION 
 
The film seeks to explore the world of Chinese international students. Who are they ? 
What do they want ? Why is becoming an international student so difficult ? It seeks 
to reveal the underlying dreams and emotions of these young students.  
 
After finished my film study course in VUW, I have spent almost two years 
interviewing about 50 international students while myself teaching in a secondary 
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school and working as the international student assistant. Through the five students I 
have chosen, we meet characters that represent the different layers of the mainstream 
international students.  
 
Ken is an average student in China who could be easily ignored among the many top 
academic students. However, he has developed into a very special one in New 
Zealand. Rose is a top student in China, but she totally lost her confidence on her 
arrival in New Zealand. Jane is from a typical family whose parents are too busy to 
look after her. Lin is confused by her parents’ expectation of her. They are 
representative of an older generation of international students who consider working 
hard is the only way to survive in a new and foreign culture. Lin wants to change the 
stereotype but lacks the courage to speak out. 
 
 
STRUCTURE 
 
In this documentary, each of the five students I choose to focus on has been in New 
Zealand for a year.  Over this time, they have faced many challenges. They have 
experienced the victories and defeats, the delights and the loneliness, that are all part 
of the process of adjusting to a new culture and education system. 
 
Lin’s school ball dress becomes a symbol of the pressure of living between two 
different cultures. Rose’s experience is a positive one that illustrates how participation 
is the fundamental element to being accepted in a new culture. Jay’s is an exceptional 
case, an encouraging argument against conformity. Ken’s story exemplifies the 
loneliness, the homesickness that is part of the life of an international student.  Jane's 
story illustrates the very typical family background of many Chinese international 
students, who are supported by their wealthy but busy parents, and the lack of 
connection between parents and children. 
 
The stories of these five students are ongoing.  As their teacher, I have done many 
interviews with them over the past year and these will become the basis of the 
documentary. 
 
All of these five students have connections to each other whether through school or 
social groupings. For example, Ken will partner Rose at the school ball, Jay is helping 
Lin to find the perfect ball dress. They all performed at the multi-cultural day.  I will 
use these connections to develop the drama of the documentary, and to create bridges 
between each student’s individual story. Each is a character in the other’s story. 
 
The structure will essentially explore each of the following thematic territories: 
 Living between two cultures - Lin’s School Ball Dress 
 Homesickness - Ken’s Father’s Day 
 Adjustment and Communication - Jay’s Drama Performance 
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 Finding an European friend - Rose’s experience. 
 Go back for Chinese New Year - Discovering their roots. 
 
The finale of the film is the return to China for the Chinese New Year, the intention 
being to literally see these five students travel between two cultures, and to examine 
them within the real context of Chinese culture side by side with New Zealand culture. 
Which culture these international students will belong to in the future remains an open 
question. 
 
 
 
 
 
Length: television version (70-90 min) 
Production format: DVCAM 4:3 
Delivery format: DIGIBETA 
DIRECTOR/PRODUCER: Li Tao 
 
>   
>  
>  
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David Wills 
 Her Unfreedom is Her Freedom: “I did it for my kids.” 

 
It took the umpteenth reading of an article about a Philadelphia local to realize 

what was at its core. The first reading, the second, the thirtieth, and the hundredth all 
showed other things. Those things were the absurdity of governmental and social welfare 
policies, the absence of help from relatives when their kin is in need, and the tragedies 
that an individual can face because they were born into a life that is difficult to actually 
live. All of these detriments are aimed towards a working single mother named Teresa 
Battle. Battle is not included among those to whom America believes that it owes the 
fullest possible freedom. Any freedom that Battle has for herself and the children that she 
cares for only comes through struggling against her entire world. Why does the ongoing 
discussion of freedom insist upon forgetting one of its hardest workers, mom? In the 
umpteenth reading, the core of this article was the question of why has the philosophy of 
freedom left some people out of being free, placing them anterior to the presence of 
freedom in the world. 

In the March 23rd issue of the Philadelphia Weekly, a local independent 
newspaper, Frank Rubino covered a story on a single, African-American, lower-income, 
injured, young mother from Philadelphia named Teresa Battle. Battle wanted a gainful 
occupation to support herself and her four children. Enlisting in the ARMY was the best 
way to achieve this. In the article, Battle says, “I did it for my kids…I wanted to get off 
public assistance, become self-sufficient and provide for them. I knew that I could do it, 
too.”  

Battle is an iconic and ironic poster girl for the rhetoric of 1990s welfare reform. 
Iconically, Battle is the mother who supports her family without social assistance. She’s 
the anti-welfare mother, the anti-ghetto queen, the anti-loafer, and the anti-surf bum. 
Ironically, in her embodiment of this governmental ideal, she exposes that this ideal has 
not only trivialized difficult life situations, but that the world can be unsupportive 
towards a mother trying to support herself and her children without public assistance. The 
ideal of welfare reform will not only turn out to be a not so ideal ideal, but in fact, 
unattainable and unsustainable. It is physically impossible for a single individual to have 
two separate, but equal, lives (i.e. be a full-tim gainful worker and an unassisted, 
unsupported full-time caregiver). This makes welfare reform an ingenuous attempt at 
helping people. A notion of work in the Western and Westernizing world is thoroughly 
divorced from a notion of what happens in the home. In order to be recognized by the 
market industry, the worker within the home sphere has to take on a second job and must 
have both these acknowledged and unacknowledged full time jobs. Also, t`he work of 
childrearing within the home is not equally recognized, valued, or compensated as work 
in the market economy. Work in the home is invisible and invisible things are often 
considered nonexistent.  

After enlisting in the ARMY, challenges began to pummel Battle. In training, she 
sustained stress fractures in various parts of her body. In addition, after she enlisted, her 
eldest son attempted suicide. Because of these challenges, Battle was allowed a “hardship 
discharge” to attend to her familial and physical impediments. Upon returning home, she 
gave birth to her fourth child. After that, the same government that acknowledged her 
hardships revoked this acknowledgement when there was an increased need for Battle’s 
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skill, that being truck driving, in Iraq and Afghanistan. This recall to service is where the 
problem of the lack of concern for the position of the single mother in America begins to 
crystallize. How could Battle work for the ARMY and work for her children at the same 
time? 

In a conversation with an ARMY human resources specialist, Battle was told that 
she must find someone to take care of her children or else they will be placed into foster 
care. The article further reveals that the two separate biological fathers to these four 
children are absent from their lives. In addition, Battle’s mother and uncle stopped 
assisting Battle in the care of these children. She cannot find any other family members to 
help take care of her children. Even if Battle could find family to care for her children, I 
believe that there are intimate and specific care duties that Battle, as their mother, is best 
suited to perform as long as she is capable of performing them. 

The daughters (and sons) have a right to gender identity formation that Battle 
might best provide as a woman and as their mother. In addition, Battle’s toddler son 
should be allowed to bond with his mother in his early stages of life. Also, Battle’s eldest 
son, who once ran away from home, has ADHD and emotional issues that might be best 
dealt with by his mother. I wonder if, in fact, his trouble stem from her absence? Even if 
her presence would not be a direct support to her children, her absence would probably be 
a detriment. These children need Battle specifically to be their caregiver. Even if a 
replacement caregiver were adequate or possible, it would not be correct to say that 
Battle is better suited to work trucks than she is to rear her own children since she is 
capable of engaging in a relationship with these children in a way that nobody else can. 

It seems as though the ARMY is acting out of a need for bodies in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, but not specifically talented bodies. We can presume that while Battle 
probably does a fine job at truck driving, it is hard to believe that this is a skill that is 
unique to her. Someone else could be easily trained and qualified. However, who is 
trained and qualified to raise her children? Also, while foster care can be a wonderful 
place for children with absentee parents, it should not be equated to the care of a good 
parent who is present, ready, and willing to take care of their children. Must parents ask if 
they have a right to be the one who raises their own children? Does Battle have a right to 
be the one who raises her own children? 

Lastly, Battle and her children have limited financial resources. The children 
receive no child support. Battle receives $100 from the ARMY to compensate her for her 
disabilities. Battle works at an auto insurance agency to support her family. Employment 
at an auto insurance agency might be gainful employment, but probably not sufficient. A 
job that can feed, clothe, and shelter five people is rarely low level, low wage, and low 
skill. If it were, Battle would not have enlisted in the ARMY. 

With regard to working for the ARMY, Battles says, “I actually loved the 
ARMY.” Her commitment and drive are all of the things that the single welfare mother 
supposedly lacked and Battle rose above that stereotype to see if the system worked. 
Seemingly, it does not. To make my transition into discussing how all of these issues are 
interrelated, I want to quote Battle. Battle says, “I joined the ARMY for my kids, but I 
also had to leave it for them. My duties as a mother came first.” In her own words, Battle 
refers to mothering as a duty. Her duty to mother would be akin to her duty to serve her 
county however; she feels that her duty to serve her country is secondary to her duty to 
serve her children. Why is this? I would like to repeat her powerfully telling words before 
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even tempting to broach why an individual might be compelled to place one duty before 
the other: Battle says, “My duties as a mother came first.” 

America needs to discuss how care duties might come before or conflict with 
other duties that an individual might have. The ways in which society can create conflicts 
between an individual’s various duties and be unsupportive of a resolution of these 
conflicts, makes the society and the individual, both, unfree. The private, familial, home 
duties, of a single mother, can come into direct conflict with her duties to the state. The 
state injures itself by injuring its citizens. That an individual can be socially constructed 
in such a way that they cannot have a gainful occupation and, at the same time, fulfill 
their care duties towards their children is deeply problematic. This will be the trust of this 
paper as I will analyze how this comes out in various ways in Amartya Sen’s 
Development as Freedom. The answer starts with Sen’s narration of a Muslim father who 
appears at Sen’s family home when Sen is a child. Nonetheless, Sen could benefit by 
looking even deeper. Sen’s work pays great attention to the position of women in the 
world, but I question the extent to which it pays attention to women who are single, 
working caregivers and to a concept of caregiving inside of the home, as akin to working 
outside of the home. In general, Sen’s analysis could benefit by thinking about how 
caring for children changes our lives. I will discuss these topics in Sen along with further 
analysis of the Rubino article. 
Sen’s Thesis 

For Sen, “expansion of freedom is viewed…as the primary end and as the 
principal means of development. Development consists of the removal of various types of 
unfreedoms that leave people with little choice and little opportunity to exercise their 
reasoned agency.” (Sen, xii) For Sen, freedom and development occur in the world when 
people have choices and opportunities in their lives. A person with little or no choice and 
opportunity, would not be particularly free because they are bound by immobilizing 
forces. Also, the society within which that individual exists would not be particularly free 
as a society can be defined as a group of its various members; the whole is a sum of its 
parts. A society has to pay attention to the freedom of each of its members in order to 
have freedom for all of its members. 

Additionally, Sen says, “What people can positively achieve is influenced by 
economic opportunities, political liberties, social powers, and the enabling conditions of 
good health, basic education, and the encouragement and cultivation of initiatives.” (Sen, 
5) The desire or ability of an individual to achieve healthy goals for themselves means 
nothing if their society is not conducive to cultivating such freely decided goals. Battle’s 
society has her goals predefined for her, that being, in the armed service. Battle wanted to 
be free from the economic dependency of welfare, but it turned out that there were few 
gainful occupations available to her that would support her life. The ARMY does not 
encourage her initiative to provide a good and healthy upbringing for her children. 
Service in the ARMY can be an injustice unto itself (it keeps her away from her children, 
it is where she sustained injuries that receive scant compensation, etc…). Also, her work 
at the auto insurance agency cannot realistically support her family. In the end, what 
economic opportunity does she have? Even if she did find economic opportunity, as an 
African-American female, she would probably earn less than her white male counterpart 
would. Disparities in economic freedom suggests that it might be easier to raise children 
as a single white male than as a single black female. In Battle’s life, what should be 
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liberties (such as the freedom to survive, the right to raise her children, and the possibility 
of gainful employment) are in fact shackles. Sen is correct about the importance of 
“economic opportunities, political liberties, social powers” to what one can “positively 
achieve” as we see the influence of these factors in Battle’s life dictate that she can 
achieve only very little. (Sen, 5) The only “enabling conditions” are her sheer will and 
the love of her family; not “good health, basic education, or the encouragement and 
cultivation of initiative” in her life. (Sen, 5) 
Kader Mia 

In Sen’s introduction to the book, there is the story of Kader Mia. Mia traverses a 
dangerous neighborhood in order to find gainful employment so that he may support his 
family. Mia, a Muslim, dies at the hands of a Hindu during Muslim-Hindu conflict in this 
neighborhood. In his account of Mia, Sen concludes “the penalty of his economic 
unfreedom turned out to be death…”(Sen, 8) In regards to Battle, it is more appropriate to 
say that the sentence that someone can be condemned to for their economic unfreedom 
can be a physical or a social death. Battle, who physically is alive, has a “narrowly 
defined identity” that creates a social death for her as she is prevented from equal, free 
participation in her society as most other members of her society are. (Sen, 8) Battle 
shows that someone can be physically present/alive, but socially missing/dead at the 
same time as Mia is physically absent/dead. 
Does Raising Children Determine What We Can Do? 

In Development as Freedom, Sen’s use of the word ‘handicaps’ has strong 
implications. Sen says, “Handicaps, such as age or disability or illness, reduce one’s 
ability to earn an income.” (88) I would like to add the responsibility to care for 
dependents to the list of things that are handicaps. Specifically, I would like to talk about 
the responsibility of children in a single parent household. In addition, as women often 
earn less than men, we should look closely to the handicap of children in single mother 
households as an especially large responsibility. These single parents, as caretakers, 
might dedicate their very lives to taking care of another life that they are not compensated 
for doing. Children reduce the ability to find sufficient gainful occupations outside of the 
home because the occupations that the mother can have, starts where the time required to 
care for these children ends. This is probably a very restricting window of time, 
especially as much childrearing can be a 24-hour a day job. Also, A handicap that 
reduces the ability of an individual to earn a sufficient income is not really a handicap as 
much as it is a paralysis. Can Battle raise four children on $100 a month, minimum wage, 
and no welfare? Can she send these children to college? Can she even afford them their 
needs, let alone their wants?  
Missing Women 

Sen has detected a phenomenon that he calls Missing Women. This is the “excess 
mortality and artificially lower survival rates of women in many parts of the world.” 
(Sen, 104) These women who should be alive and active agents, but are not because of 
factors that claimed their lives and not the lives of their male counterparts. This is a very 
interesting concept if we expand it to include women who are physically alive, but 
socially dead. These present, but “missing,” women lack political and social agency and 
representation. It is as though they were dead, or missing, from their societies. Battle is 
not physically missing, as Sen would say. In fact, the government knows exactly where 
she is. However, the government does not account for or include Battle as a freedom-
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deserving citizen. Sen’s philosophy can benefit by using his concepts not just within the 
realm of the literal, but in those of the metaphorical, as in the case of physical 
death/social death. His system would then have a broader impact in regards to whom it 
can describe and subsequently benefit. 
Employment Inside/Outside of the Home: Part 1 

When Sen talks about “the freedom of women to seek employment outside the 
family”, we should start to inquire into how employment outside and inside of the home 
figures (or should figure). (Sen, 118) Sen creates an account that says women should not 
face the “prohibition of outside employment” in their lives. (Sen, 115) Concurrent to that, 
one would have to say that there should be: 

a) a notion of caregiving within the home that is equated in importance to work 
outside of the home 
b) responsibility, freedom, and support of the other parent to work within the 
family 
c) a government that supports and trains women to find employment that is 
gainful, desirable, and respectable outside of the home, should they wish. 
d) a strong effort to censure cultural traditions and private homes that inhibit 
women from working outside of the home or that disrespect women who work 
inside of the home. 
e) caregivers should not face the prohibition of expressing care duties.  
 

Institutions 
Sen thinks keenly about how institutions relate to its individuals. In regards to 

this, Sen says,  
“Individuals live and operate in a world of institutions. Our opportunities 
and prospects depend crucially on what institutions exist and how they 
function. Not only do institutions contribute to our freedom, their roles can 
be sensibly evaluated in the light of their contributions to our freedom.” 
(Sen, 142) 

Now if we were to “sensibly evaluate” the institutions of government, family structures, 
and employment, “in light of their contributions” to the lives of Battle or Mia, what 
would we say about them? For Battle, institutions that comprise the state inhibit rather 
than free. It appears as if the state consciously leaves her out of its development of 
freedom as though in order to support its own existence, it must step on hers. If 
institutions are to have an important role in the lives of individuals, they must 1) include 
these individuals as people deserving of the benefits that these institutions have to offer 
and 2) they must be open to critique and change by not only individuals who are included 
in these institutions but those, like Battle, who are banned. 
Is Caregiving a Sacrifice? 

For Sen, the “rearing of children can be very detrimental to the well-being and 
freedom of the young mother.” (Sen, 144) For Battle, this is aggravated by the fact that 
there is a vast range in the age of her children (from 22 months to 16 years) and so she 
has to rear them with different objectives, in different manners. Battle has to be in fact 
four, very different, mothers to these children, which does not necessarily leave much 
room for a sense of self that is identified independent of them. 
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Having children can entirely change an individual’s life. There are things that 
Battle cannot do or had to let go of because of her children. I am not saying this with 
negative or positive judgment, but just as a fact. Now these changes to someone’s life are 
problematic when they are harmful to that person’s life. How can we rethink the structure 
of the institution of child rearing so that it is not deadly or detrimental to the lives of its 
caregivers? Why has caregiving been constructed as to include the sacrifice of its 
caregivers, caregivers who are often women? Additionally, we must look at the 
construction of the ARMY as an institution that is designed for male soldiers, soldiers 
that might not be held socially accountable for rearing the children. Does this reveal the 
AMRY to be, problematically, a paternalistic institution? 
Welfare 

Sen says, “No longer the passive recipients of welfare-enhancing help, women are 
increasingly seen, by men as well as women, as active agents of change: the dynamic 
promoters of social transformations that can alter the lives of both women and men.” 
(Sen, 189) It is, ironically, after not receiving welfare that Battle really does become 
unfree. Also, there seems to be a peculiar and almost disturbing triadic correlation in Sen 
between 1) not receiving state help, 2) being “seen” by others and finally, 3) as having 
agency. (Sen, 189) I read it that Sen attributes a sort of greater recognition to people not 
receiving this sort of social welfare, because he valorizes and validates the way that they 
are acknowledged in their society. Why cannot an individual receive welfare and be an 
active agent of change? Why is receiving aid coupled with reduced agency and why does 
it have to be? What does Sen mean by being “seen” and how does social recognition 
feature in his work? If Mia had accessed welfare, would he the same example for Sen to 
use? Would he still be a valorous father? Could Battle be on welfare and still be a poster 
girl of good mothering for the rhetoric of welfare reform?  
Parental Responsibilities 

Sen says, “women and men—must take responsibility for doing things or not 
doing them.” (Sen, 190) It is not clear if Sen accounts for what it means to be responsible 
in a world of negative coercion and oppressive institutions. It is not clear how pejorative 
he realizes that institutions can be. A book on societal development should have probably 
included (or dare I say, started with) a chapter on the ways that men and the institution of 
masculinity has been intrinsically connected to being irresponsible. Sen talks about the 
wrongs that are done to women and the Third World but, who is it performing these 
wrongs? Men? The Western or First Worlds? Exactly. Perhaps he could even stand to 
have a more explicit account of how paternalistic governments oppresses its own people 
and what it owes to them. For Battle, her government gives her no rights, no liberties, no 
nothing and she somehow owes them, her time, her labor, and the sacrifice of not only 
her body, but that of her four children, her future, and her very social life. 

In addition, in order to provide an account of how women should not be solely 
responsible for their children, one must provide an account of how fathers should be as 
equally responsible for their children as mothers are. The presence of the fathers in the 
lives of Battle’s children should begin at her absence and vice versa, if they were not to, 
in fact, overlap and cooperate in the lives of these children. It is not clear what these men 
owe to Battle, but it is certain that the children are owed financial, physical, and/or 
emotional support. Should government have a stronger role in enforcing parental 
responsibility or does the government, itself, have a certain care ethic responsibility to 
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ensure the best care of its children, future political agents and citizens? What, if anything, 
does America owe its children, its mothers, and its fathers? 
Employment Inside/Outside of the Home: Part II 

Education, societal voice, and employment outside of the home are features for 
Sen that add to a woman’s agency and well-being. For Sen, employment outside of the 
home is a type of development in the independence of women that will have positive 
effects upon that woman, her family, and her surrounding social sphere. Sen’s system 
could benefit by looking at caregiving as a form of employment inside of the home that 
benefits many people. It seems as though he ignores the importance of this type of work.  

For Sen, if outside employment would have a “positive contribution in adding 
force to a woman’s voice and agency—through independence and empowerment,” is 
there something to caregiving inside of the home that intrinsically is such that there is a 
negative contribution to the lives of women? (Sen, 191) Sen, correctly, wants to give 
women the right to employment outside of the home, should they wish, and provides 
many reasons as to why it can be good for everyone. However, it seems that concurrent to 
giving them this right, he also wants to push them out of the home without accounting for 
who is going to fill that gap or why the home can be such a bad place to begin with. Sen 
seems to be making the same mistake that the ARMY makes by undervaluing what 
actually goes into caregiving. 

Also, why does Sen differentiate the work of an individual working in a paid 
daycare center as different from a single parent taking care of their children, albeit, their 
children, specifically? This is especially interesting because Sen opens his book with this 
account of Mia, so he must know that caregiving of children is a multifaceted topic that is 
central to talking about the factors that motivate us to risk and sacrifice our lives. This 
living of our lives to the fullest is very much the thrust of this book.  

In both of these cases, caregiving, in some ultimate form, came before the very 
lives of these parents. If that is not work, what is? It seems as though caregiving can have 
a role in Sen’s philosophy as one more thing that can genuinely affect our lives in deadly 
or supportive ways, just as the many other topics and institutions that he discusses do. 
Battle’s employment within the home, her fight to perform these care duties, shows, if 
anything, her voice, agency, independence, and empowerment and it was outside 
employment that in fact took this away. Sen is going to have to rethink how beneficial 
outside employment (whatever outside means if it has been differentiated from 
employment inside of the home) really is. In addition, Sen must fairly balance the 
benefits of women inside and outside of the home as they should be able to develop 
agency by working in both, either, or neither of these spaces. 
The Double Burden 

Sen suggests a “double burden” for the woman who has to work inside of the 
home and outside of it at the same time. (Sen, 196) Actually, there is a more complex 
situation for this woman, especially when she is a single mother. Sen suggests a scale of 
ease and difficulty when he says that these two things “ may not be easy”. (196) It seems 
more important to create a scale of feasibility. A “double burden” only appears when the 
individual can potentially perform two functions successfully and not when they can only 
perform one or the other. Battle cannot be a mother and a gainful worker at the same time 
not because she does not want to or cannot balance these two jobs, but because there is 
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inadequate opportunity and support. The two things are not even dual burdens in her life, 
they are either/or choices.  
Final Thoughts 

The presence of single-mothers in the workforce should contribute to the survival 
of them and their children. It should not distract them or disable them from contributing 
to their own and their children’s welfare. The participation of single mothers in the labor 
force can only be effective if they are given support in taking care of their children and 
working, should they so choose. Sen’s philosophy of freeing the individual from spaces 
and lives that are detrimental to their existence can succeed only if he also thinks about 
how these spaces got that way and what will be the ramifications of their necessary, if not 
immanent, reformation. The single mother can be placed into the workforce with 
wonderful results only if something is done to compensate for the absence in the job that 
she already is forced to have. 
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Modern society is increasingly fragmented:  A place for everything and everything in its place.  Comfort is 
sought through separating knowledge into discreetly defined areas, with disciplines religiously guarding the 
boundaries of their knowledge and promoting the supremacy of their theory.  Within the realms of higher 
education, disciplinary structures have played a vital role in shaping research, developing thought, and 
favoring segregation over integration.  Within political, economic and cultural systems, similar dissociation, 
partitioning and bureaucratization have been the norm, with a resultant disease in communication and 
collaboration between and among departments, organizations and even nations.  Given this milieu, chasing 
sustainability proves problematic if not impossible.  Design, as both mindset and method, presents potential. 

Our techno-centric lifestyles are often chaotic and confusing.  Our reliance on electricity, our conspicuous 
consumption, and our addiction to our wired world is arguably a risky proposition.  When the plug is pulled 
the walls come tumbling down.  When stuff falls short, greed spreads, depression develops and aggression 
propagates.  When the wiring overloads the world stops turning.  

It is interesting to compare other ways of living as an exercise in tempering our own paths.  Take for 
example, the Mongolian nomad and the Ger (tent structure).  For generations the nomads have successfully 
relied upon the Ger as primary housing.  A single room structure, elegant in its simplicity and profound in 
its efficiency, the Ger proves an exemplar of sustainable living.  Easy to transport, constructed of natural 
materials, readily moved, manipulated and managed, the Ger is a ‘machine’ of subtle complexity yet 
undeniable simplicity.  While the size can vary, the formula is largely fixed with a main support, a logical 
‘skeleton & skin’ system, a central hearth, and a highly adjustable ‘envelope’ that can retain heat and keep 
out the brutal cold on a winter’s night or ensure comfortable cooling ventilation on a scorching summer’s 
day in the Gobi desert.   

Conservation eclipses consumption.  Nomads collect only as much as the family can carry.  Movement and 
re-establishment transpires up to four times a year.  Livestock herds are managed to address a family’s 
primary needs as well as to supplement sustenance through trade and sale.  There are no 
fences.  Cooperation is commonplace in a climate that is harsh and unforgiving.  Homes are 
welcoming.  Strangers are little known.  While it is a knee jerk reaction for foreigners to comment on the 
primitive nature of the Mongolian nomads and their mobile simple lifestyle, one could readily argue the 
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converse.  Perhaps it’s the Manhattan stockbroker with the web-capable cell phone, fully-loaded SUV, 
wireless touch-screen laptop, packed digital calendar, lavish Central Park condo, over-the-top mortgage, 
and heavy credit card debt who is truly unsophisticated, backwards and ignorant. 

The system is under assault.  The humble model of sustainability practiced for generations by Mongolians 
is under severe threat as increasing numbers of nomads flock to the capital city of Ulaan Bataar in hopes of 
prosperity and happiness.  Lifestyles shift dramatically, with culture shock, severe pollution, chaotic 
settlement, unhygienic environments, congestion and confusion the order of the day.  How can the crisis be 
lessened?  How can sustainability be reintroduced?  How can the past and present reconcile to ensure a 
reasonable future?  What will appropriate solutions look like?  What shape will successful intervention 
assume? 

In order to reach towards achieving a more equitable, even, successful and sustainable civilization, our 
approaches to problem-solving need to become far more comprehensive, holistic and integrative.  The 
arbitrary borders between knowledge, people and cultures need to be blurred.  To realize heightened 
sustainability requires us to be more responsive and responsible.  The design of our cities, the governance 
of our societies, and the exercise of the everyday must become far more interdisciplinary and inter-
connected.  The assessment of conditions and the conception of solutions must consider systems and 
complexities, rather than attempting to distill problems down to lowest common denominators. 
Environmental Design, as an innovative philosophical, professional and intellectual framework, holds great 
promise to tackle contemporary crises in ways that will foster cohesion, promote equity, cultivate balance, 
and usher in solutions that will contribute to a more sustainable world. 

Keywords:  Systems Thinking, Environmental Design, Integrative, Interdisciplinary, Holism, Sustainability, 
Mongolia, Ulaan Bataar, Ger, Urban Settlement, Architecture 

 Ger Settlement on edge of Ulaan Baatar 
 

Introduction 
 

“The idea of progress through competition and the natural virtue of selfishness has become, of the various 
motivating ideologies of modern society, the principal one claiming the authority of science.  This prejudiced and 
anti-scientific propagation of a half-truth has prevented generations of children from appreciating something else 
that observation of nature teaches: the tremendous harmony, nurturing and cooperation among all species in their 
natural habitat.”                                                                                                                  Jeremy W. Hayward (1987) 
 

Modern times are plagued with an ever-increasing reliance on narrowing definitions of progress.  Bigger is 
better.  More is favored over less.  Quarterly profits trump considerations of the longer view.  Quick 
solutions are sought.  Fast food.  Instant banking.  Sound bites.  Talking heads. Potent pitches.  Marketing 
campaigns.  Higher sales.  Greater return on investment.  Spending.  Consuming.  Wasting.  Wanting.  
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Apathy.  We are what we own.  We strive to be what the media tells us we could be or should be.  Stuff is 
vital.  And even more stuff is obtained.  Modern equals Western.  Western equals American.  Imbalance is 
everywhere.  Injustice is everyday. 
 

As the contemporary world grows smaller and more interconnected, local values and traditions are often 
being downplayed or disregarded in favor of popular culture, globally promoted ‘Western’ ideals of 
progress, and rabid materialism.  We all too frequently assume, regardless of our context, that bigger is 
better, newer is preferred, faster is greater, and more is more. Selfishness trumps selflessness.  We are 
increasingly driven by the quest for acquiring more, gaining power and prestige, and being ascribed titles, 
labels and position.  The Buddha once wrote, “By becoming attached to names and forms, not realizing that 
they have no more basis than the activities of the mind itself, error arises and the way to emancipation is 
blocked.”  With increasing and alarming regularity, nations and people around the globe are subscribing to 
an ever-narrowing and arguably shallow version of modernity.  To be modern is to be ‘Western’.  To be 
Western is to be ‘American’.  There are, however and debatably, many paths that are equally modern in 
their disposition and nature.  By universalizing and imposing (or marketing or adopting) a restrictive view 
of ‘modernity’, many cultures lose in the equation and the world’s diversity is diminished.  The generic 
supplants the particular.  The pervasive eclipses the contained.  The everyday consumes the extraordinary. 
 

Mongolia and Modernity 
 

“We are so captivated with this power of control over the planet that we mercilessly continue our assault on the 
planet even when the Earth is obviously becoming wasted, worn, deformed, and progressively dysfunctional, its 
beauty disfigured.  Yet there is an obstinate refusal to withdraw from our technological triumphalism in favor of 
sober reflection, even perhaps a moment of foreboding.  These outsmarting processes are all done by our scientific 
and engineering technologies for the purpose of fostering human well-being but also for economic gain in favor of 
the corporate enterprise and its organizing personnel.  The quest for human well-being is subverted for economic 
gain on a somewhat monstrous scale.”                                                                                      Thomas Berry (2000) 
 

Mongolia is a most interesting country which provides a strong case for examining the rationale and need 
for multiple interpretations of modernity.  A relatively large (approximately twice as large as the US state 
of Texas) landlocked nation, sandwiched between China and Russia, the Republic of Mongolia has a 
population of less than 2.5 million.  While there are small settlements dotting the landscape, the country is 
comprised of largely communal land inhabited by nomadic families.  Standing in stark contrast to the rural 
landscape is the capital city of Urga (now Ulaan Baatar).  With a population of about one million (metro-
region) and a density of 170,000 people per square kilometre, Ulaan Baatar (UB) is stands alone in a nation 
whose rural density is a mere 1.5 people per square kilometre.  The capital city alone accounts for over a 
third of Mongolia’s inhabitants. 

Ulaan Baatar  
 

During much of the 20th century, beginning with Stalin’s assumption of power of the Soviet machine, 
Mongolia struggled to cope with the aggressive occupation of the country.  The capital city of Ulaan Baatar 
stands as an undeniable symbol of Soviet rule, with architecture & urban design characterized as over-
scaled detailing, repetitive block forms and often banal disposition.  Power plants dominate the skyline and 
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the massive + barren Sükhbaatar Square defines the city’s heart.  Many of the architects of Mongolia’s 
socialist period were trained in the countries of the former Soviet Union, accounting in part for the cold, 
regimented and pragmatic expression of vast tracts of the urban fabric. Mongolia broke loose from Soviet 
hold only in 1990, therein embarking on an experimental and somewhat rough and unpredictable road of 
democratization, privatization and modernization. 
 

Prior to Soviet domination, Mongolia was a primarily pastoral country with a population distributed evenly 
& widely due to the traditional nomadic lifestyle.  Families lived in gers, Mongolian felt and canvas (or 
skin) circular tents, moving around at least four times per year based upon climatic conditions and available 
vegetation for grazing.  The ger is perhaps an ideal model for ecologically-sensitive design.  Additional 
layers of felt (up to three) are added in the cold winter months when the temperatures plummet.  Heating is 
provided by a small stove in the centre, most commonly fueled by relatively clean burning dried dung 
(collected from the family’s herd). The ger is light enough to move without difficulty and is structurally 
independent – no penetration into the earth is required to ‘build’ a ger, which generally is assembled in 
about 3 hours time.  Ritual orientation sees the only door positioned to the south.  There is a ring beamed 
opening at the top of the ger which can be opened or closed with flaps to control venting through a natural 
stack effect.  The base of the ger’s ‘skin’ can be tucked up to provide base level ventilation.  Through 
simple manipulations, conditions inside the ger can be readily + effectively adjusted and comfort assured. 
 

Author and his Wife outside a Ger with Mongolian Nomadic Family   
 

With the withdrawal of the Soviet government came the withdrawal of economic subsidization and social 
support.  Many families confronted hardships which lured them to the city & possible employment.  As a 
result, in many instances families relocated to Ulaan Baatar, moving their gers to the edge of the city.  To 
date approximately 300,000 people dwell in ger settlements that wrap UB.  Conditions in these settlements 
tend to be less than ideal, with poor sanitation, air pollution, rising crime, and limited infrastructure.  Even 
within the city proper, ger-based settlements are commonplace.  In the area surrounding Gandantegchinlen 
Khiid, for example, gers are contained in fenced areas with outside toilets and communal wells. Planning is 
absent, short of side by side ‘claimed’ lots backing onto commonly shared winding passageways. 
 

 Passageway in Informal Settlement surrounding Gandantegchinlen Khiid 
 

Mongolia is a developing nation that finds itself in a very unique position.  With vast areas of unspoiled 
natural landscapes Mongolia stands as one of the world’s least developed places.  At the crossroads of 
Asian, Eastern European and Islamic cultures, the Republic of Mongolia has rich influences that are both 
historical and contemporary.  With pressures to invite foreign investments, in areas like mining and tourism, 
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the country is poised to change in significant ways.  To this end, Mongolia must make critical decisions 
that will undoubtedly impact the country for better and for worse.  The opportunities are abundant, the risks 
high, and the options many.  Decisions must be evidence based and informed through relevant research.  
Passion and compassion must direct concerted and coordinated steps in environmental, economic, social 
and cultural realms.  Hopefully, for the Mongolian people, there will be wisdom in the choices and 
contentment on the path. 
 

 Author with President + First Lady of Mongolia (October 2004) 
 

Mongolian architects, academics, planners and urban designers are working hard to gain a better 
understanding of the possible directions for development in UB and beyond.  With limited resources and 
mounting problems, city and state officials struggle to create environments + initiatives that will encourage 
investment, catalyze development, and improve the quality of life in Ulaan Baatar.  Projects such as the 
redesign of fabric surrounding the Gandan Temple complex offer hope that development directions will 
reflect Mongolian values, respect traditions, and contribute positively to the urban, economic & social 
realms.  This project bodes to add much needed infrastructure to the settlement, to reduce crowding (with 
limited and voluntary relocation), and to introduce commercial & institutional dimensions into the now 
primarily residential fabric.  Landscape design appears culturally sensitive, with the insertion of stupas and 
Buddha figures planned for thoroughfares and walkways.  Orientation of the redevelopment is to the great 
Gandan temple, a prominent spiritual centre within UB and Mongolia. 

Magjid Janraisig Süm at Gandantegchinlen Khiid   
 

Another key area being examined by Mongolian bureaucrats, researchers + environmental design 
professionals is the ger settlements that have burgeoned around the periphery of Ulaan Baatar.  The 
approach to design intervention in this instance has been to introduce more urban, permanent housing to 
replace the gers.  With support from foreign concerns, such as the Asian Development Bank, nomadic 
families who have relocated to the city will have an opportunity to purchase (e.g., $17,000 USD) new 
homes under long-term financing arrangements.  With the first of these redevelopment schemes presently 
underway, many questions arise.  What is an appropriate housing development for the newly arrived 
nomadic families?  What transitional challenges accompany the shift from the transient nature of the ger to 
the permanent quality of urban housing?  What spatial issues are at play, considering the independence of 
the ger versus the much higher density of row or multi-level housing?  What behavioral adaptations are 
necessary when the shift is made from living lightly on/ in a vast landscape to being fixed into the 
concentrated fabric of the city?  
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While the temptations are many for the Mongolian government, design professionals and developers to sell 
out to foreign investment to secure an easier path to economic advancement, there seems far too much at 
stake to take this path.  Mongolia’s rich spiritual traditions (Shamanism and Buddhism) and treasures, 
almost totally obliterated under the Stalinist hammer, are being renewed, reconsidered and cultivated.  
Mongolia’s deep history of ecological respect, again assaulted under Soviet occupation, hold inspiration 
and cues for a brighter future.  While undeniably one of this planet’s poorest nations (ranked 118th on 
Human Development Indicator), Mongolia has an exceptional opportunity to demonstrate how economic 
growth can be meaningfully connected to and balanced with spiritual, cultural and ecological values.  
Mongolia has a unique chance to define modernity in its own way, by its own right, without falling prey to 
more accepted, popular and often ‘Western’ characterizations of progress and prosperity.  Piet Hut (2003) 
wrote, “…many traditional worldviews are now considered hopelessly naïve and outdated, as seen through 
our modern eyes.  Whether such a critical attitude says more about limitations in the older views or about 
limitations in our current attitude is an interesting question in itself, but there is no need to even go into that 
question.  Already, it is perfectly clear that older worldviews did provide a place for humankind, a role in 
the cosmos, a world that had order and meaning.  This is something science has never aspired to and, not 
surprisingly therefore, has never delivered.” 
 

Without question Mongolia needs, and should accept, assistance from international friends.  This assistance, 
however, should be motivated by compassion, selflessness and a genuine desire to contribute.  Arrogance 
& egotism must fall to the wayside as external professionals + consultants roll up their sleeves, open their 
minds, and proffer their expertise.  Outside knowledge must be conjoined with local experience, local talent, 
& local dreams.  Mongolia should be prepared to set a new course, to assume risk, and to become a model 
for a world under threat.  Mongolia could prove an exemplar that all nations could learn from.  Small 
population, constrained resources, and internal struggle should not dictate a path of least resistance.   
 

Despite intense pressures on countries, corporations and individuals to globalize and pervasive demands to 
universalize, there are significant and compelling reasons to seek balance.  Righteousness and hegemony 
need to give way to respect and plurality.  A culture that demands adherence to an absolute truth has little 
room for tolerance and peace.  Rather, dogma is imposed and freedoms are curtailed.  What is needed to 
promote and realize peace, harmony and sustainability are broader definitions of modernity, multiple 
indicators of success, and an array of measurements that provide us with insights into our progress along 
our paths, both individual and collective. 
 

Synopsis 
 

                                                 
 
“In the excitement over the unfolding of his scientific and technical powers, modern man has built a system of 
production that ravishes nature and a type of society that mutilates man.  If only there were more and more wealth, 
everything else, it is thought, would fall into place.  Money is considered to be all-powerful; if it could not actually 
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buy non-material values, such as justice, harmony, beauty, or even health, it could circumvent the need for them or 
compensate for their loss.  The development of production and the acquisition of wealth have thus become the 
highest goals of the modern world in relation to which all other goals, no matter how much lip-service may still be 
paid to them, have come to take second place.”                                                                 E.F. Schumacher (1973) 

 

 
Life in our contemporary world proves increasingly perplexing.  We are intensely challenged regarding 
available resources, whether fuel for our vehicles or bread for our tables.  The nature of the resources is 
problematic, from growth hormone in milk and toxic emissions from cars to mold in buildings and 
carcinogens from industry.  One day research points to the undeniable problems of “X”, only to have 
another scholarly team subsequently dispute the findings and claim unquestionable benefits.  Data fills our 
desks and information clogs our minds.  We find comfort in the need to define and determine, to assess and 
assign and label.  Fuzziness and uncertainly cause us discomfort.  Our world is by our own invention 
parsed up, allocated out, disassembled into manageable bits, and packaged for easy consumption.  To help 
us reach such ends we discreetly specialize knowledge, demarcate occupations, and distribute responsibility.  
Increasingly, however, we are confronted with addressing the less than positive fruits of our labor.  
Problems arise that cannot readily be solved using unidisciplinary, specialized, and tightly bounded 
approaches.  Dilemmas surface when the context is not presented and the big picture is unobservable. 
 
The challenges of fragmentation, separation and bureaucratization make it very difficult to achieve a 
sustainable world.  Health and happiness seem elusive qualities when the planet recoils dramatically against 
the cascading problems of ecological degradation, natural disasters, resource depletion, information 
overload, massive consumption, and frequent international tension & conflict. 
 
It seems that we urgently need to find ways to analyze holistically, to employ systems thinking, and to 
realize more integrative approached to problem solving.  One area which is breaking new ground in this 
respect is Environmental Design, a relatively new conceptual framework for managing complex problems 
in complex environments.  Environmental Design has several key features which are distinguishing, 
including the invoking of interdisciplinarity, the embrace of science + art, and a rich praxis (theory + 
practice) orientation.  Accepting that modern problems are best dealt with though BOTH inductive and 
deductive reasoning, Environmental Design constantly strives to tackle problems bottom-up plus top-down.  
In other words, problems are looked at from the perspective of understanding the constituent parts – but 
doing so within an understanding of the broader context, community or setting.  As an analogy, imagine a 
neuro-scientist studying synaptic transmission at the cell level in the human brain.  Also imagine a 
behavioural psychologist studying a person’s responsiveness to a particular task.  The neuro-scientist and 
the social scientist are both interested in vital aspects of cerebral capacity and processing, albeit at very 
different scales, using different methods, relying on discrete language, and benefiting through different 
education and training.  Environmental Design, in its problem solving, aims to work across scales, using 
familiar methods, relying on shared vocabulary, and benefiting through an education and training that 
establishes common ground.  From the scale of the human hand and areas such as ergonomics, through to 
the biome and areas such as environmental impact assessment, Environmental Design aims to look at 
problems in-situ, in comprehensive, inclusive and integrative ways.  Educating potent practitioners for this 
demanding work requires attention & innovation as regards core curriculum & foundational competency.  
Knowledge, skills and values must concurrently be addressed, with clear focus on the triple bottom line of 
social, physical and economic aspects of our world.  Environmental Designers, to be effective in realizing 
positive intervention, must have an ability to see both the forest AND the trees, to juggle many competing 
issues at once, to be simultaneously generalists AND specialists, to be both scientists AND artists, to 
celebrate both disciplinary depth AND interdisciplinary breadth, and to embrace integrative systems 
thinking with tremendous enthusiasm and great respect.   
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Our world is filled with complex challenges, exploding crises, and dramatic need.  From regional wars and 
ethnic conflict to urban degradation and diminishing capacity, our planet demands our ingenuity, 
innovation, compassion and wisdom.  A sustainable world will require us to see, think and act in new ways.  
These new ways must transcend the isolated and separated approaches that have, in large part, brought the 
current conditions into being.  New ways must embrace interdisciplinary, integrative, comprehensive and 
inclusive systems.  Environmental Design, as an innovative philosophical, professional and intellectual 
framework, holds great promise to tackle contemporary crises in ways that will foster cohesion, promote 
equity, cultivate balance, and usher in solutions that will contribute to a more sustainable world. 
 
To advance civilizations we need to have the ability to see through others eyes, to grasp the need for and 
value in differences, and to substitute arrogance with acceptance, intolerance with respect.  Education 
proves a necessary and effective vehicle for change.  Values must be discussed and positions debated.  
Service learning approaches are needed. Internationalization of curricula is warranted.  More integrative, 
comprehensive and embracing strategies must be developed to move our world forward.  Our greed must 
give way to compassion.  Modernity must be inclusive.  Perspectives must be multiple.  Metrics must be 
manifold.  Mongolia’s future, as a developing nation with a strong colorful history, rich natural resources, 
and deep spiritual traditions, should be considered in light of such pressing parameters and critical issues. 
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The main goal of this presentation is to trace linguistic and social input sources for  ‘be’  
variants in rural Southern white speech.  
 
 
Linguistic history 
 
Historically, English has been undergoing a reduction of variants in regard to be.   Many 
variants are now obsolete such as the s stem forms.  Processes such as 
regularization/variable concord and the use of forms such as uninflected be and others 
resembling bes are seen in the linguistic history of be.  On its own, the information from 
the Oxford English Dictionary seems to point to many forms and times in the history of 
English that particular regions or speakers had the variants focused on in this 
presentation.  This linguistic history would seem to support the internal argument for 
rural Southern white or African-American English speakers using regularized forms, be, 
bes, and zero be.          
 
 
Old English variation 
 
In Old English be was a complex hybrid comprised of differing distinct verbs which had 
at least two distinct present systems built on different stems (es and beu) and a past 
system with a completely different stem (wes) (Lass 1987: 232).   
 
Linguists such as  Lass in 1987 and 1992, Campbell in 1959, Wright in 1925, Brook in 
1955, Quirk and Wrenn in 1955, and Bright in 1895 consturcted differing paradigms for 
Old English present indicative seen in Table 1 on the handout, as well as differing 
paradigms for present subjunctive, past indicative and subjunctive which are not shown 
in the handout.  Each of these is not discussed separately here, as my focus is only to 
show there was much variation within ‘be‘. 
 
The present tense paradigms in Table 1 are standardized reconstructions of Old English 
‘be‘.  Since the input for speakers in the American colonies was late Middle 
English/Early Modern English, let’s have a look at Middle English ‘be’ variation.  
 
 
 
 
 
Singular  sie beo           sie, si       bio, beo            sy       beo          sie, si, sig, sy,    beo, bio          
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                      sio, seo     
 
Plural  sien beon         sien, sin     bion, beon   syn     beon        sien, sin, syn      beon, bion  
                            Lass 1992: 140      Wright 1925: 296: West     Quirk and          Bright 1895: lxxvii. 
  and Campbell        Saxon and Anglian    Wrenn 1955:   
  1959: 349.             paradigms.    55. 
Table 1.  Old English es and beu roots in present tense subjunctive   
 
 
Middle English variation 
 
By the end of the 14th century a somewhat stabilized paradigm emerged in the Southeast 
Midland dialect in England.  Looking at Margaret Paston‘s letters from 1441-1461 which 
were written in a Norfolk dialect and Caxton‘s prologues of 1470s-1480s which were 
written in a London dialect, The Paston letters showed a 7:1 preference of ’be’: over 
‘are’.  This 7:1 preference is “roughly the same” ratio as that found in Caxton’s prologues 
(Lass 1992: 140), bearing in mind that ‘are‘ was an incoming form in Southern England 
at the time.  This shows that uninflected ‘be’ was in British English at the time of 
colonization. 
 
The standard paradigms in textbooks focused on majority forms only ; therefore, it is 
possible to hold the erroneous belief that there was not much variation within be that 
could have come to the American colonies.  Sources such as the Oxford English 
Dictionary and the Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English reveal a far more varied 
speaker situation with many minority forms in use.  As you can see on the handout in 
examples 1 through 10, the Linguistic Atlas of Late Medieval English shows a wide range 
of ‘be’ variants.  I only looked at ten manuscripts and found 39 allomorphs which are 
also listed on the handout.   
 
Northumberland-Northern Britain 
1-LP 765 p. 388  London, Wellcome Historical Medical Library. 
ARE: are ((bene)),  BE ppl: bene, IS: is ((?hys)), WAS: ?wos, ?wes,  WERE: ware ((were)) 
2-LP 1216 p. 389  Northumberland Record Office. Ordinary of the Saddlers’ Company 6 March 1459. 
ARE: ere, are,  BE ppl: bene,  IS: is 
 
Hampshire 
3-LP 5470 p. 154  Oxford, Bodleian Library.  South English Legendary. 
ARE: beρ,  ART: art,  IS: is 
4-LP 5511 p. 156  Oxford, Trinity College.  Mary Magdalene, The Digby Plays. 
ARE: beρ (beot, boet, beoρ, bet),  ART: art (hert),  IS: ys, is,  WAS: was 
 
Norfolk 
5-LP 4662 p. 358  Oxford, Bodleian Library.     
ARE: be, ar, byn, ((arn, beth)),  BE ppl: byn, be,  IS: (ys),  WAS: was,  WERE: wher (wer, were) 
6-LP 4646 p. 354-355  Two manuscripts in the hand of the scribe ‘Rose’ 
a- Cambridge, St. John’s College.  South English Legendary. 
b-  London, Dulwich College.  Handlyng Synne.   
ARE: arn, ben ((ar, beρ)),  ART: art,  BE ppl: ben, be,  IS: is ((beeρ)),  WAS: was,   
WERE: wer (weryn, weren, were) 
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Herefordshire 
7-LP 7320 p. 164  London, British Library.  124: Piers Plowman. 
ARE: beρe, beρ, ben,  ART: ert, herte, erte,  IS: ys is 
8-LP 7391 p. 168-169  Oxford, Bodleian Library.   
ARE: buρ, buth (beρ, bene) ((bith, buith)),  ART: art (hart),  IS: is,  WAS: was 
 
London 
9-LP 6380 p. 298  London, British Library.  130: Hilton, Scale of Perfection. 
ARE: beρ (ben, are, arn),  ART: art,  WAS: was 
10-LP 6500 p. 301  Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland.  The Seven Sages of Rome.  
ARE: ben, be  (beρ),  ART: art,  IS: IS ((beρ)),  WAS: was  
 
 
The written form of ‘be’ began to settle down in 16th and 17th century English, but the 
spoken realizations most likely retained much variation.         
 
 
Modern American English variation 
 
Turning now to modern American English, even as late as the 19th century, Noah 
Webster in his 1828 American Dictionary of the English Language wrote that good 
writers used the standard paradigm, but he also thought it worthy to mention that many 
writers used a different paradigm seen in Table 2 on the handout which he calls ‘ancient 
but popular‘:  
 
I be 
You be 
He is 
We be 
Ye or You be 
They be 
Table 2.  Webster’s ‘ancient but popular’ paradigm. American Dictionary of the English Language, 1828.  
 
Moving on to present day sociolinguistic study, this uninflected ‘be’ is mostly found in 
African-American English.  In preliminary interviews with Southern rural white speakers, 
I recorded three plural and singular uninflected be utterances, which are examples 11-13 
on the handout. 
 
11.  ‘There he be’-talking as a state trooper car drives by, most likely a one-time event 
12.  ‘And their nose be running’-talking about his sick grandchildren, could be sick once, but running for 
several days or it could mean the grandchildren take sick several times a year 
13.  ‘He be sitting there’-talking about a lazy worker who was painting a house over several days 
 
The variants I have found so far in present day rural Southern speech consist of 
uninflected be as in Webster‘s paradigm and examples 11-13 along with, pluralized bes, 
is/are regularization, and zero copula.  Many of these variants have seemingly historical 
roots in British English, such as the previous uninflected ‘be’ examples and zero copula.  
Zero copula is an important aspect of the be verb, although I found no examples in the 
Oxford English Dictionary or in the Chadwyck-Healey Literature Online corpus because 
one cannot mechanically search for zero copula easily.  Visser believed that Old English 
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was freer in omitting the copula than later English (Visser 1963: 190).  Visser compiled 
forty-five examples from old to modern English to show that zero copula is a historical 
fact in British English; a random selection of these are on the handout in examples 14 
through 17.  Present day examples from my preliminary research are also seen on the 
handout in examples 18 through 20. 
 
14.   Hayl Marie…y-blissed __pou ine wymmen, and y-blissed __ pet ouet of pine wombe 
“Hail Mary...blessed __ thou among women and blessed __ that of thine womb” 
circa 1340  Ayenbite  (Morris/Skeat, Spec. II p. 106) 
 
15.   he declared then, that king Eduard was neuer lawfully married, vnto the queen,…& so __ his children 
bastardes 
“Then, he declared that King Edward had never lawfully married the queen, ...and so his children __ 
bastards” 
c 1513  St. Thomas More (Wks 1557) 6I A6 
 
16.   She __ a beauty   
1796-1812 Jane Austin, Pride and Prejudice, 333   
 
17.  You should be able to control the chimney better than this—and your master ∆ so ill. 
1923 A Bennett, Riceyman Steps (Tauchn.) 229  
 
 
18.  They __ standin at the barn ready to eat 
19.  It __ like it don’t bother him 
20.  You __ gonna show my ignorance 
 
 
At least for the uninflected ‘be’ and zero copula variants, there is linguistic evidence that 
these variants were also present in Old and Middle English.  
 
A third type of variability found in my preliminary research involves variable concord 
between subjects and verbs, which is also called regularization. This feature is associated 
with Southern white and African-American speakers.  Studies such as Wolfram (1974), 
Feagin (1979), Bailey and Maynor (1985 a and b),  Montgomery et. al (1993), and Hazen 
(2000) all show variable concord in Black and white speech.  Similarly in my own 
preliminary fieldwork, there were fifteen, out of 102, instances where speakers used is for 
are a few examples of this are seen in 21 through 25 on the handout.   
 
21.  ‘Mamma and daddy is buried up there’   
22.  ‘Tell him yous wanting history’   
23.  ‘Feets nasty’   
24.  ‘They’s about to meet to see if they want to drain the lake’   
25.  ‘All the power lines is [pause] all the water lines is gonna be under the road’   
 
The linguistic history of be is important, but equally as important is pinpointing the 
specific varieties of speech and variants of be brought by founders and early settlers to 
the American colonies starting in 1607 with the Jamestown colony. 
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Social history and demographics 
 
Matching (through migration) a regional variety in America with a variety in the United 
Kingdom could give researchers answers as to why a certain American variety has a 
specific feature when another variety may not have that feature.   
 
In Albion’s Seed, Fischer documents four waves of English speaking immigration to the 
American colonies.  The first from 1629-1640 which consisted of 20,000 Puritans from 
east England moving to Massachusetts.  The second from 1642-1675 consisting of some 
40,000 Cavaliers which were Royalist elite and large numbers of indentured servants 
from the south of England to the Virginia colony.  The third from 1675-1725 where 
23,000 north midland English and Welsh Quakers migrated to the Delaware Valley.  The 
final wave was from 1718-1775 which brought 275,000 people from the borders of north 
Britain and North Ireland, mainly Ulster which is seen in map 1 on the handout, to the  
backcountry.   
 
Montgomery 2001, in The Cambridge History of the English Language, cites Doyle who 
says one in five immigrants were Irish and tens of thousands were Scottish.  Because of 
restrictions on Scottish commerce (until 1707 with the Union of Parliament) and Irish 
commerce (until 1801 with the Act of Union), there was much “unofficial” and 
“undocumented”, which translates as illegal, immigration.  From the early summer of 
1717 immigrant ships came in unusually large numbers from various ports.  The Scotch-
Irish majority went to Delaware and Pennsylvania and then moved to the interior of 
Virginia in the 1730’s and then further south to the Carolinas in the 1750’s.   
 
Many scholars believe Scotch-Irish to be the main group of settlers in the backcountry 
regions from 1750 to 1850 because the previous settlers did not like these new 
immigrants who some called ’scum’ and even wanted immigration restricted.  Instead 
these new arrivals were encouraged to move inward, which they did.  And they moved 
south as well.  By 1790, the Scotch-Irish population for the United States was recorded at 
3,172,444 making them the most influential section of the white population.   
 
 
The Carolinas 
 
In the North Carolina backcountry, the Scotch-Irish numbered about 60,000 out of 
160,000 whites (Winford 1998: 334).  In certain areas, the population was 
overwhelmingly Scotch-Irish; for example, in Hillsboro, North Carolina nearly 100% of 
the settlers were from Ulster (Fischer 1989: 634).  But in the 19th century, very few new 
settlers other than Africans came to the backcountry areas shifting the population 
somewhat.  
   
Input sources 
  
With the linguistic and social histories explored, we can now turn to investigate some 
possible input sources for these ‘be’ variants.   
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One theory is that Irish English may have affected some speakers; Rickford (1986a) 
examined the Irish-African contact theory which could have precipitated the exchange of 
a grammatical element such as habitual ’be’.  Rickford believes his alternate theory is the 
’single best hypothesis about the emergence of [Vernacular Black English] be’ (Rickford 
1986:190).  But Irish-African contact has not been proven; there is only incidental 
evidence of Irish and African contact.  There also needs to be evidence from Ireland or 
Irish immigrants during the colonial period.  Montgomery states that the habitual ‘be’ in 
Ireland developed too late to have influenced American (white or black) speakers.  
Winford 1999 also investigated Hiberno English as a possible source but did not accept 
it.  
 
The second theory is that these variants come from British English.  We have seen the 
historical linguistic evidence that uninflected ‘be‘ and zero copula were among speakers‘ 
variants during colonization.  The settlement patterns of English speakers, especially 
southwestern British speakers, show they settled vastly in coastal Virginia and the 
Carolinas moving inland to the piedmonts of each state.  ‘Be’ may have been brought by 
these settlers, but what about the pluralized ‘bes‘?  Single examples of ‘bes’ have been 
attested in the English Dialect Dictionary (1898), but these examples are from the 19th 
century, which is too late for it to be the source of America‘s ‘bes’ variants, although 
their ulterior history is not known.  ‘Be’ lacks the semantics and the inflected form ‘bes’ 
for British English to be the source.  If British speakers brought ‘be‘, then ‘bes’ could 
have been developed after arriving in America, which is called the domestic hypothesis.   
 
This domestic hypothesis is the fourth theory, and it is also called American innovation.  
Montgomery and Mishoe believe that white Carolinian speech paralleled African-
American speech with the development of ‘be’ and then ‘bes’, and they also believe their 
data shows that in white speech the development neared completion; yet as the ‘be’ 
paradigm was reinterpreted in white and black speech, each took its own direction.  The 
fact that ‘be/bes’ did not show up in more documents or were not found in the Linguistic 
Atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States is not surprising, since written 
communication is more formal.  Also impacting results is Labov’s observor‘s paradox; 
many times fieldworkers are outsiders and may not be integrated enough into the 
community to access the true vernacular. Lastly, specific communities or speakers may 
have been missed due to time constraints.   
 
This might indicate that ‘be’ is a relic form, while ‘bes’ is an American innovation, which 
leaves us with further questions such as why did ‘bes’ develop only in the speech of 
white Carolinians and not in other varieties where ‘be’ was and still is a variant?  There 
are also problems associated with this and other theories, we have and can collect much 
modern evidence, but earlier evidence is needed.  Also time and integration to a 
community can effect the type of speech samples one has available for analysis. 
Yet another source theory of a direct Highland Scottish source for ‘be/bes’ is also not 
practical.  Highlanders were the first European group to settle the southeastern part of NC 
in large numbers.  Highland Scots settled in droves in the Appalachians, so one would 
expect to find finite ‘be/bes’ in the Appalachian Mountains, but there is no historical 
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evidence found (Montgomery 1997a-18th century letters) nor is it found in Highland 
speech today (James McDonald 1998), so the Highland Scottish hypothesis for ‘be/bes’ is 
not likely either.   
 
The last theory is the Ulster hypothesis.  Millions of Ulster immigrants arrived in the 
eighteenth century and landed in the Delaware Valley/Pennsylvania and then moved to 
North Carolina and South Carolina by the Great Wagon Road or Great Carolina Road.  
‘Bes’ is known as having been in the speech of rural Ulster speakers (McMordie 1897), 
which was influenced by Lowland Scots.  ‘Bes’ has been attested in Lowland Scots since 
the 14th century (Dictionary of the Older Scots Tongue 1937).  Montgomery and Kirk 
1996 found ‘bes’ and ‘be’ still in 1970’s Northern Ireland data used in different ways: as 
a habitual, punctual, conditional, and stative/continuous.  These uses resemble the uses of 
‘be/bes’ in the Carolina data of Montgomery and Mishoe.  But the form is not attested in 
20th century varieties of white English even in Appalachian English which was heavily 
influenced by Ulster Scots.  Montgomery and Mishoe put forth that the most plausible 
account for ‘bes’ in Ulster English is that it was a habitual variant in the early 19th 
century after migration to America.  Ulster historical data is just too late to be the likely 
source for ‘bes‘.                    
 
The social demographics of settlers from different parts of the UK shed some light on 
which varieties are possible sources, but neither British or Scot-Irish influence are 
possible sources for all the variants.   
 
 
Black and white populations 
 
Looking for another input source for all of the variants, I turned to contact between black 
and white speakers.  In Table 3 on your handout, you can see the population for North 
Carolina from 1685-1790.  The white population outnumbered the black population by 
roughly three to one in North Carolina because of rapid migration of white farmers from 
England, Scotland, and those already settled in Pennsylvania and Virginia (Wood 1989: 
46).  Those arriving from 1740 and on from Pennsylvania and Virginia were mainly 
Scotch-Irish (Winford 1998: 322).  Leyburn (1962: 221) notes that smaller farms with 
relatively few slaves, not plantations were the norm in the backcountry of North  
 
 
Year       1685         1700         1715         1730         1745         1760         1775         1790 
Total     15,900     17,000      19,600       32,800      58,200      113,700    209,600    394,000 
Nat. Amer.63%        42%          15%            6% 3%             1%           .2%          .08% 
White       36%         55%          76%          78%         73%           74%         75%           73% 
Black         1%           2%           9%          16%         24%           25%         25%           27% 
Table 3.  Estimated population of North Carolina (east of mountains) from Wood 1989: 38. 
Carolina.  Winford (1998:332) believed that ’The demographics as well as the 
community settings of black/white contact in North Carolina in the 18th century favor the 
view that blacks in general acquired close approximations to the dialects of the whites 
with whom they were in contact and passed these variants to newly arrived blacks.  
Different ratios of blacks to whites in the lowlands [coastal areas] as distinct from the 
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uplands, not to mention differences in settler dialects, may well have made for 
differences in the forms of English acquired by blacks in the two areas of the colony’.  
Winford’s theory is that two different linguistic situations were realized in the colonies.  
The first was in the coastal areas of the Carolinas and Georgia where there existed a 
creole continuum and the second in Virginia and the piedmont areas of North and South 
Carolina and Georgia which resulted in a second language learner variety.              
 
 
Davie County black and white populations 
 
The Rowan County census taker in 1830 recorded a few statistics for the Davie part of 
Rowan, see Table 4 on the handout.  The table is adapted from Wall 1997, but some of 
the numbers do not add up correctly.  These historical statistics are incomplete, 
inconsistent, and possibly somewhat inaccurate possibly due to the fact that some of the 
numbers are only estimates.  Even with the numbers off by 72 for the 1830 total or off by 
15 in the 1860 total, they are still representative of the picture across the South with 
whites in the majority. 
 
 
Year                                  1830          1840          1850          1860 
Total population               7318          7575          7885          8494 
Total white population     5500*        5595          5613          6001 
Negro slave population    1800*        1888          2170          2392 
Free Negro population         90*            92            102           115* 
Table 4.  Population in Davie County.  (Adapted from Wall 1997: 123).  
*estimates-not shown on the Census records  
 
 
As previously stated, the rapid settlement of white populations kept the population, in 
general, with whites outnumbering blacks three to four times which is the same picture 
seen in the population numbers of the 1800s in Davie County.  When looking at poll 
taxes, a very different picture emerges.  These numbers can be found in Table 5 on your 
handout.  Poll taxes were levied on white males aged 21-45 and black males aged 21-50.  
In 1843, 43.8% were white and  56.2% black males.  In 1853, 39.4% were white males, 
and 60.6% were black males.  In 1860, 39.4% were white males and 57.2% were black 
males (Wall 1997: 124).  With black men the majority in the working age category during 
the 19th century, Winford’s theory previously stated that black speakers acquired close 
approximations to the dialects of the whites with whom they were in contact, may not be 
correct at least when considering male speakers.  This marked difference in the working 
male population could have manifested itself in language borrowing with white men 
adding to their speech certain features from black mens’ speech.  The 1950’s census data 
shows another reversal, black men were minority at only 13.9 % of the population.  In 
2000, the census showed that the African-American population in Davie County has 
dropped to only 6.8 % of the population, raw numbers are not listed on Table 5 since the 
online information for the 2000 census did not break down black male and white male 
populations.  If language borrowing did happen in the 1800’s, then decrease in the black 
population would severely limit the amount of contact experienced by younger speakers.      
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Year               1843                        1853  1860  1950   
White men  658      692    794                6612              
Black men  844    1065  1063  1098    
Total men           1502    1757  1857                7723           
Table 5.  Poll taxes for Davie County.  Adapted from Wall 1997: 124. 
For 1950, there are no specific numbers based on males only between the poll tax ages, so I have used  the 
total male population. 
 
After recording and analyzing speech samples, I hope to be able to identify if this 
decrease in black and white contact has effected the frequency of ‘be’ variants in 
contemporary rural Southern white speech.  
  
This information about the numbers of black to white speakers may point to another 
source theory possible.  The variants could have been influenced by contact with slave 
and free African-Americans.  Montgomery and Mishoe found a different picture in 
Carolina white speech than that found in urban African-American English studies.  But 
rural white speech should not be compared to urban African-American speech.  Research 
on older varieties of rural African-American English has shown a different pattern of 
‘be‘.  Bailey and Maynor (1987) found in rural Texas that ‘be’ is a habitual marker only 
for young speakers who have urban peers especially when used as an auxiliary before 
progressive verbs (Verb-ing).  Perhaps rurality or urbanity is a more important extra 
linguistic variable than ethnicity, class, age, or gender.  It could be that the older rural 
Texan African-American speakers and Southern rural white speakers possess what 
remains of an older widespread use of ‘be/bes’ in rural Southern speech.  Winford (1999) 
believed that one stage of ‘be’ development preserved in contemporary speech is that of 
the Southern rural blacks and whites who use ‘be/bes’ to express habituality as well as 
single present.   
 
 
A combination theory 
 
Instead of only British English, Ulster, or African-American speech as the source of these 
variants, the social history and migration of speakers possibly lends itself to a 
combination theory.   
 
Feagin (1986) asserted the idea that African American and white speakers’ contact and 
effects of that contact were higher than usually assumed.  She stated: “A possible 
explanation for the occasional occurrence of invariant or distributive be does not 
necessarily involve a transfer of the feature from Black English to Southern White, 
though that is probably what has happened” (1986: 269).  Notably, she pointed to 
information cited by Wright (1898: I: 197) in which he reported the use of invariant be in 
Antrim, North Ireland (in the historic Ulster area), Wales and England (Northumberland, 
Yorkshire, Nottingham, Lincoln, etc.).  Feagin notes these citations were few and not full 
citations, but nonetheless they were attested.  Both theories are plausible, or a 
combination of influences on speech is possible: Feagin states ‘It is difficult to say what 
the connection might be between the be in British dialect, the be in Black English, and 
the be in [her Anniston, Alabama data].  It is not clear that they are equivalent; nor is it 
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clear that they are so different that they are altogether unconnected’ (1986: 270).               
 
Winford (1998) suggested a plausible explanation of the linguistic processes of African-
American English and Southern rural white speakers during the antebellum period of 
1780 to 1860 which saw a consolidation in which these two dialects ‘continued to jell and 
influence each other’ (Winford 1998: 316).   
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, at the moment, a single input dialect for Carolina ‘bes’ or other ‘be’ 
variants looks unlikely.  As of yet, there is scant work on the present day usage and 
distribution of ‘bes‘ and limited work on rural African-American English.  I am currently 
engaged in interviewing rural white speakers in Davie County, North Carolina and hope 
to offer more data in the near future. 
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Abstract

As an English teacher who has been teaching nearly 10 years in a
college of southern Taiwan, the presenter reports his successful experience
on a course, titled “Selected Readings from American Literature.” In this 
try-out study, the presenter adapts a multigenre-response model via which he
encourages Taiwan college students to bravely write down their opinions for
classic works of American literature. In an 18-week semester, the class reads
6 literary works, and writes responses based on their selected genres (i.e., at
least 3 different types of genres for each literary work). Weekly, the presenter
collects student responses, gives written feedback, and shares the multigenre
literary responses with the class.

Based on the results collected from the same course offered in the past 3
spring semesters, the presenter intends to answer three questions: (1) How
will the multigenre-response model affect Taiwanese college students’ 
attitudes toward literature? (2) What is the students’ evaluation toward the 
multigenre-response-model literature class? (3) How can this pilot study relate
to later literature as well as reading classes in colleges and universities of
Taiwan?

The preliminary findings of the study can be summarized as below: (1) all
the three groups of students have begun to see literature from a positive way;
(2) the students mark an average of 6.04 (on a 7-point Likert scale) on their
satisfaction of this course and are willing to attend a class based on
multigenre-response model; and (3) the students list “alternated ending,” “letter 
to characters,” and “skits” as three must-have genres, and all indicate they
would love to see a better organized and principled multigenre-response
model particularly for the need of college learners in Taiwan.

Keywords: multigenre-response, reading-writing connection, English as foreign language,

syllabus/curriculum design, intensive writing
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1. Introduction
In a traditional reading program, most teachers often confine the training

of students’ reading proficiency to the increase of reading speed (Chen, 1994).
Teachers usually place the emphasis on the memorization of reading content
and the evaluation of reading proficiency through thousands of meaningless
repeated practices and drills (Chen, 1994; Hsu & Liu, 2005). Frankly speaking,
students often feel bored in the traditional reading classroom so a more
meaningful and attractive way for teaching reading is essential.
Multigenre-response model, as an alternative way for teaching reading, can
often energize the reading classroom. A number of studies have advocated the
use of multigenre-response models in a reading program since
multigenre-response models provide students with a stress-free, joyful, and
creative learning environment (Grambrell, 1996; Pitman, 1997; Burns, 1998).

Previous literature has shown that a lot of L1 reading teachers have used
multigenre-response models in their reading classroom, and most of them love
multigenre-response models with positive comments. After Weiner (2002), a
middle school teacher, introduced multigenre-response models to her
seventh-grade class, she found that her students really loved the
multigenre-response model (cited in Daniels, 2002). They felt comfortable in
multigenre-response model reading classroom and liked the flexibility and
variety of the different approaches toward literary works students could have
taken. They also learned that they understood what they read from different
perspectives; namely, how they constructed the meaning of what they read
depended on how they thought about the texts. What matter most was that
they learned to trust themselves and to respect others while they were
discussing and analyzing the reading materials. This is the typical response
and comment toward the implementation of multigenre-response models.

Unfortunately, ESL/EFL (English as a second/foreign language) teachers
hardly pay attention to the success of multigenre-response models, so few
have implemented multigenre-response models in the L2 reading classroom.
To fill the gap, this study aimed to investigate how multigenre-response models
work in a L2 reading setting and to gain a better understanding of students’ 
attitudes and reactions toward the implementation of multigenre-response
models. It focused on L2 reading since students in L2 reading classroom felt
frustrated and tired due to the heavy load of language learning during reading.
Their reading motivation can be low. By identifying how multigenre-response
models worked in Taiwanese reading classroom, the study has established
the basis for designing exercises and activities that will help students read
better and enjoy more of literature.
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2. Review of Recent Literature

2.1 Defining Multigenre-response Models
Romano (2000) and Gillespie (2005), both experienced classroom

teachers as well as pedagogists, indicate that in multigenre-response models
students form groups according to their chosen texts and discuss what they
have read and written.The discussion is based on students’ genre responses.
They may talk about the plots or characters in the book and relate the story to
their personal experiences. Students in such a classroom take the
responsibility from the teacher and self-guide their discussion, reading, and
particularly their own writing. They do not merely play the passive roles as
students like what they do in traditional reading classroom. They are more
active in their learning. What is more is that the teacher in this reading program
does not serve as a controller and an information giver; instead, he/she has
become a facilitator or an active participant. The teacher’s job is to assist 
students to read better and to guide students to discuss and analyze what they
read and write.
Comparing with the traditional way of teaching reading, the implementation of
multigenre-response models may better arouse the love of the learners in
reading (Burns, 1998; Gillespie, 2005). The enthusiasm of reading is really
important for students to keep on reading, reflecting, and re-reading.
Multigenre-response models provide the kind of reading classroom with plenty
of advantages such as students’ choice on ways of analyzing literary works
and adapting different genres in responding to readings to sustain students’
continuous attention to reading and deeper understanding (Robert & Langer,
1991; Daniels, 2002; Knoeller, 2003)

2.2 Recent Literacy Trends Related to Multigenre-response Model
In this section, three important features that support the use of

multigenre-response models in teaching reading are discussed. They include
“collaborative learning,” “reader-response theory,” and “independent reading.”

First of all, implementing multigenre-response models through small
group discussions is concerned with the so-called “collaborative learning.” 
Collaborative learning is defined as a situation where students are divided and
work as groups during their learning (Gokhale, 1995). It is observable that
collaborative learning happens in multigenre-response models because in
multigenre-response models students discuss, exchange, and share their
opinion about what they read and write during small group discussions; namely,
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they work together in talking about literature. Thus, learning is not merely
individual work but collaborative and interdependent work. Students help each
other so that they will gradually become keen on reading and learn with their
group members. A number of studies concerning reading in collaborative
small-group settings have shown that social collaboration promotes
achievement and the intrinsic desire to read (Slavin, 1990; Wood, 1990).
Learners acquire knowledge through social interactions among peers
(Vygotsky, 1978; Reid, 1986; Battle, 1993). Herber (1985) created strategies of
collaborative learning in the teaching of content area reading for older students.
In other words, the teacher’s modeling, demonstrating, and facilitating
functions were emphasized in her classroom, while students were divided into
groups to work together.Teachers who applied Herber’s strategies found them 
useful. Students did benefit from collaborative work. The collaboration-based
learning and teaching provide students an opportunity to know how to work in
groups and get more information from peers. Similarly, in multigenre-response
class, teachers set up models for learning, leading groups of students to read
and write as they are learning as a group in harmony.

In addition, reader-response theory is one of the most important
theoretical ideas underlying multigenre-response models. According to
Rosenblatt (1978), readers constructed meaning for what they read while they
related the reading texts to their past experiences. The transactions between
readers and texts occur while readers engage in the texts with their personal
feedbacks and responses. Ali (1993) adopted the reader-response approach
in the teaching of literature in the L2 reading class. He eventually developed a
framework of methodology consisting of five important features: revealing the
schema, sharing responses, reflecting in journals, teacher’s intervention, and 
follow-up projects. The results were satisfying because students were eager to
share ideas, and the activities engaged enhanced not only students’ 
understanding toward literature but also their experiences in reading in the
target language. For Ali’s ESL/EFL readers, reading literature would not be
looking up vocabulary any more. Instead, meaning constructed among
students would motivate them to keep on reading because reading then
became fruitful and rewarding. This is what discussions on students’writings
mean among peers in multigenre-response models. The importance of sharing
responses and the exchanging of different opinions in the reading classroom
need not to be overemphasized.

The other main feature involved in multigenre-response models is
“independent reading.” What independent reading concerns is that students
read, synthesize, and reflect on their own. Comparing to most traditional
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literature reading classrooms, teachers do not just merely assign books to
students to read in the multigenre-response models. Teachers, additionally,
encourage students to self-select ways on analyzing books, and write
imaginatively and creatively on the books. Creativity and reading
independently are two of the key elements in multigenre-response models. It is
important that learners need more time to read, to choose what and how they
want to read and respond, and to talk with peers to become lifelong readers
and to gain in reading achievement (Daniels, 2002). Furthermore, students
involved in multigenre-response models not only have the power to choose
reading materials but also take the responsibilities for their discussions about
the books. Topics to be discussed are also generated by readers themselves.
It is exactly what Cohen (1983) notes that reading comprehension can be
promoted by students’ self-created discussion.

2.3 The Effects of Multigenre-response Model Shown in Previous Studies
Numerous studies based on multigenre-response models have been

reported with resounding success. Pitman’s study (1997), among others, was
undertaken for examining whether the use of multigenre-response models
could improve students’ attitudes toward reading and comprehension of
literature. His results indicated that the implementation of multigenre-response
models in reading classroom could help students enhance reading skills, learn
from peers, gain self-confidence, improve speaking and writing fluency, and
find joy in the community formed by students. In addition, multigenre-response
models can serve as a tool for engaging and motivating students to read
(Reissman, 1994; Gambrell, 1996). Burns (1998) also put multigenre-response
models into practice. Multigenre-response models were constructed in a
middle school where students were given choices for writing in responding to
American literature for the adolescent readers. The conclusion drawn on this
study was that the choices of the students, social interaction among learners,
the amount of time of reading in school involved in multigenre-response
models provided a powerful tool to promote students’ participation. Through
the implementation of multigenre-response models, students were fully
involved in the program and their motivation was higher because they really
felt they were respected and given individual attention. Students not only
developed and improved their linguistic skills but also found realistic purposes
for what they read.
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3. Research Method
3.1 Participants

The participants in this current study were 81 English majors (18 from
Spring 2003, 43 from Spring 2004, and 20 from Spring, 2005) in a university of
science and technology in southern Taiwan, and only a total of 9 (2 from 2003;
5 from 2004, and 2 from 2005, accordingly) male students were involved. The
rest of the participants were females. All of these participants were freshmen in
the four-year program of English Department. Their English proficiency levels
were at lower intermediate to intermediate. The 81 students enrolled the
course voluntarily. The researcher worked as the teacher-researcher, teaching
the entire course and collecting data himself.

3.2 Instructional Approaches
Each of the multigenre-response model implemented course lasted for

one semester in every spring, between 2003 and 2005 academic years. In a
regular week, students came once and attended a two-session class. Each
session lasted 50 minutes. The teacher in this course first introduced
multigenre-response models to the class and then asked students to form
groups by themselves. Students formed groups and discussed the reading
texts given. The texts used in this course included Shirley Jackson’s “The 
Lottery,” Kate Chopin’s“The Dream of an Hour,”“A Rose for Emily” by William 
Faulkner, and three additional self-chosen texts from American literature.
In-class activities included students’group discussions about their responses
to their reading, role-plays, and practices for writing responses of various
genres toward these literary works. For instance, in an 18-week semester, the
class did the following 18 types of genre writings (adapted from Gillespie,
2005):

(1) Alternate ending
(2) Theme song
(3) Mini skit
(4) Advertisement
(5) Death notice
(6) Death threat
(7) Interview
(8) Letter
(9) Map with legend

(10) Lesson plan
(11) Poster
(12) Quiz
(13) Summary
(14) Script for puppet show
(15) Play
(16) Dialogue
(17) Character analysis
(18) Game

The reading responses written by students were handed in once a week,
and the teacher reviewed the responses and gave comments. Furthermore,
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the teacher in multigenre-response models also functioned as a role model as
well as a facilitator. That is, he did not intervene the proceeding of the
multigenre-response models; instead, he demonstrated by writing responses
to the first two literary works. Then he set the class to be led by his students by
giving students power to control and take the responsibilities for their learning.
For example, students decided the genre topics for take-home writing and
content for in-class discussions by themselves.

3.3 Instruments
Two types of instruments, interview and questionnaire, were used to

reveal students’ opinions about the implementation of multigenre-response
models. First of all, a verbal group interview was conducted in the middle of the
semester. Students were asked to answer 5 open-ended questions (see
Appendix A). These interview questions aimed to find out not only the
differences between this reading course and other courses but also students’ 
responses and attitudes toward this course.

The other instrument was a questionnaire which consisted of seven
open-ended questions and one set of questions with a 7-point Likert scale (see
Appendix B). The seven open-ended questions focused on students’ attitudes
and reactions toward the implementation of the multigenre-response models in
the reading classroom. Meanwhile, the 7-point Likert scale was used for
students to rate the teaching and learning activities and reading techniques
involved in this reading course. There were 9 items under the scale including 5
items on the teaching and learning activities such as group discussion and
role-play and 4 items on the reading techniques such as reading for summary
and looking for main ideas. And students rated each item by giving a score on
1-7 scale (1: least effective; 7: most effective).

3.4 Data Collection
In three spring semesters of the same course (i.e., 2003~5), student

interviews were conducted in the regular classroom during the week of the
mid-term exam. Students were asked to sit with their group members. Often
time small groups were formed by 3 to 4 people. The researcher interviewed
the groups in turns. During the interview, the researcher asked students
questions, invited students to share their ideas, and took notes on students’ 
responses. The researcher recorded all responses concerning students’ 
feelings related to the reading course of multigenre-response models. The
time for the interview was about 2 hours, and the time for each group was
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about 20 to 30 minutes. At the end of each spring semester, every student was
asked to fill out the questionnaire to evaluate the implementation of
multigenre-response models in this reading course. The researcher
administered the questionnaire in the same classroom. The time for this data
collection was about 30-40 minutes. When students finished answering the
questionnaire, the questionnaire was collected by the researcher.

3.5 Data Analysis
Responses to open-ended questions of interview and questionnaire were

collected and interpreted to answer the following two questions: (1) How will
the multigenre-response model affect Taiwanese college students’ attitudes 
toward literature? (2) What is the students’ evaluation toward the 
multigenre-response-model literature class?
In addition, students’ evaluation about the teaching and learning activities 

and reading techniques used in this course were analyzed according to the
ratings in the 7-point Liker scale for each item. The scores were determined
according to the scores students gave to each item. The scores in this 7-point
scale were added up and divided by the number of the students (from all three
academic years) respectively. The average score for each item was compared
to find out what activities and techniques students valued, enjoyed most, and
regarded the most effective. These data were used to answer the third
research question: (3) How can this pilot study relate to later literature as well
as reading classes in colleges and universities of Taiwan?
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4. Research Results
4.1 Interview Results

Table 1 summarizes students’ general responses to the interview
questions. The responses would be further elaborated in the later section.

Table 1
Responses from Student Interviews

Q1. Differences between this course and other courses

1. The teaching and curriculum are more flexible.
2. There are more interactions in the classroom.
3. We are less stressed.
4. The teaching method can be helpful for eliciting students’ ideas.

Q2. Changes students experienced

1. I talk and think more.
2. Our acting skills seem to be better.
3. I think my motivation has been promoted.

Q3. Teacher’s role

1. He is a facilitator.
2. He is a guide.
3. The teacher participates less often.
4. He reminds students of handing in homework.
5. He listens to students.

Q4. Learning achievement

1. I can express what I want to share.
2. I am so enthusiastic to do the activities.
3. My creativity is good.
4. The attendance in this class is satisfactory.
5. I know a lot of vocabulary.
6. I draw beautiful pictures.

Q5. Learning difficulties

1. Some articles are incomprehensible.
2. We have difficulties comprehending articles because teacher did not

explain articles clearly.
3. I am not good at writing responses.
4. We have too little time to discuss; it will be nice if we get longer session to

discuss.

Note. Bolded statements indicate responses most students provided.
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After examining students’ responses to the interview questions, the 
results were sorted out. First of all, comparing to other courses, it was obvious
that the teaching methods and content in this course were more flexible. Most
of the students felt freer and took more control of their learning in the course.
Secondly, students experienced some changes when participating in the
course. The most dramatic change was that they wrote and conducted a lot of
critical thinking based on readings of literary works. They were more willing to
contribute their ideas in the classroom. Besides, in terms of the teacher’s role, 
most of the students indicated that the teacher played a role as a
non-dominating role because they found the teacher did not take the control of
their learning. What the teacher tried to do was to help and to guide students to
read and write better. Fourthly, when evaluating their achievement in this
course, students pointed out that they outperformed themselves especially in
expressing their ideas. They were able to discuss and answer questions if
talking from their own writings prepared prior to the class. During the
discussion, they also associated the stories they read with their daily lives.
Furthermore, concerning students’ learning difficulties, students found that
some of the articles were incomprehensible because the articles were too long
and the vocabulary was too difficult to understand. Nevertheless, the minor
difficulty did not stop them from writing imaginatively toward the chosen texts.

4.2 Questionnaire Results
There were 81 students participating in this course, but there were only

80 students filling in the questionnaire. Students’ responses were listed in
Table 2. Each student may provide no or more than one answer to each
question, so the total numbers of responses would vary across question items.

Table 2
Response from Questionnaire

Question Students’ responses
Number of
students

It has helped me improve my reading and
writing skills.

61

I can discuss and share ideas with others. 52

I benefit from the activities we do in this
course.

48

I can read some good articles. 35

Q1. How
students
benefited from
the course

The way of teaching makes me relax. 51
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Table 2
Response from Questionnaire (Continued)

We can talk, think, and express ourselves
more freely.

53

We have more teaching and learning
activities.

35

It is not a teacher-centered course but a
student-centered one.

56

Q2. Differences
between this
course and
other reading
courses

We take more responsibilities for our
learning.

40

I like role-plays because we have a lot of
fun.

60

I enjoy group discussions because I can
share ideas with others.

63

I enjoy sharing our journals because we
can find out many interesting things from
others’ journals.

55

We decide when to submit and what to
write by ourselves.

66

Q3. What
students liked in
this course

I love summarizing and looking for main
ideas because they help me improve my
reading skill.

50

I don’t like group discussions because
some of my group members just don’t 
participate or don’t preview the article.

12

I dislike journal writing because it takes
me a lot of time to do it.

2

I hate looking up some difficult words in
the articles.

3

I don’t like self-selected articles because
we don’t actually know what the articles 
are about.

5

I do not like teacher-selected articles
because they are too boring.

3

I hate drawing poster because I am not
good at it.

2

Q4. What
students
disliked in this
course

I dislike that the teacher didn’t guide us to 
read.

1
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Table 2
Response from Questionnaire (Continued)

It will be better for us to read easier
articles.

8

Teacher should let students read more
articles. 12

Q5. & 6.
Suggestions for
future teaching
of a reading
course and for
the teacher

More discussions are needed.
20

Alternated ending 78

Letter to characters 68

Q7. Three
Genres you
favored most

Skits 66

Table 2 indicates that students benefited from the course in many ways.
The most impressive feedback came from the participants’self-evaluation on
their literacy skill. Sixty-one students said that their reading and writing skills
were improved. Students learned to express themselves by writing journals of
diverse genres and they were really involved in reading the articles. Second,
students also identified some differences between this course and other
reading courses. In this course, they talked, reflected, and expressed
themselves more naturally, approaching American literature from individually
unique perspectives. Besides, role-play activity, a component which should be
strictly categorized into “skit”category was very appealing to the students.
Thirty-eight said they enjoyed doing it. Furthermore, when it came to students’ 
likes and dislikes about the course, students provided a wide variety of
responses. Sixty-three participants reported that they loved group discussions
because they really had a lot of fun while fifty-five students said that they
enjoyed sharing their responses with others. On the contrary, 12 students were
frustrated when some of their group members did not participate in the
discussion or preview the articles, thus discouraging them from in-class
discussions. Lastly, it was also very rewarding that a few students suggested
that easier articles with less difficult vocabulary could be provided and, at the
same time, the total number of articles should be increased if a future
multigenre-response reading course will be offered again.
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Table 3
Evaluating on Teaching and Learning Activities and Reading Techniques

Teaching and Learning Activities Mean

Journals of Multigenre 6.55

Group discussion 6.12

Whole class discussion 5.86

Role-play 6.15

Teacher-led discussion 5.42

Presentation 6.22

Reading techniques

Reading for summary 5.84

Looking for main idea 5.92

Real reading in class 6.25

Independent reading 6.07

Average 6.04

At the end of the course, all three groups of students were invited to
evaluate teaching and learning activities and reading techniques in a 7-point
scale, and the results were listed in Table 3. In general, the evaluation for the
effectiveness of every learning and teaching activity and reading technique
yielded a satisfying result. Among all teaching and learning activities, student
valued “writing journals of multigenre”most. “Presentation”and “role-play”
were also considered very effective. In terms of the effectiveness of reading
techniques, students gave the highest score to “looking for main ideas”
whereas“reading for summary”was regarded as the least effective.

5. Discussion on Research Results
The purpose of the present study was to explore how

multigenre-response models worked in Taiwanese reading classroom of
American literature. To answer the research questions, results were discussed
in this section.

Students provided three categories of responses including differences
between this course and other reading courses, likes and dislikes about this
course, and learning difficulties and suggestions for the future teaching of a
course based on multigenre-response model. Each of them would be
discussed respectively.
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5.1 Differences between This Course and Other Reading Courses
     According to students’ responses to the interview and the questionnaire, 
differences between the current course and other reading courses were easily
revealed. First of all, students really felt that they had freedom in this
multigenre-response model course. Because of the flexibility of the teaching
method and course design, students were encouraged to express their
thoughts. As Daniels (2002) reported that a Chinese teacher talked about the
learning attitude of Chinese students, the teacher described his students as
hardly speaking up and accepting everything in the textbooks. Obviously, this
was typical Chinese students’ attitude toward their learning. However, it was
observable in this study that Taiwanese college students (as a part of Chinese
learners) in multigenre-response models were actually active and very
confident to speak up in public. Once they accomplished their writing on the
texts, the class invited student writers to present their ideas through various
teaching and learning activities, so for students, reading is not just to read the
texts. Instead, plenty of activities such as writing their own genres,
presentations, role-plays and in-class real time group discussions were all
possible tools for helping students to deepen their comprehension as well as
understanding.

Second, comparing to teachers in the traditional classroom, the teacher
in this course played a different role. The teacher served as an on-site
facilitator. Since it was a student-centered course, students took the
responsibilities for their learning. The teacher’s job was to assist and to guide 
students to discuss and do the activities. Therefore, the teacher was actually
fading out in his authoritarian role in students’ learning. It was the idea of
multigenre-response model that teachers act as a supporter to help students to
become independent learners and critics who carry out“real”thinking.

All of the students were aware of the differences between this course and
other reading courses. Most importantly, they become less dependent on the
teacher. They realized that they were learning and reading as a group of highly
respected and confident individuals.

5.2 Likes and Dislikes about This Course
According to the questionnaire results, students favored multigenre

journal, presentation, and role-play most. They really had lots of fun preparing
for these activities because they used their creativity and imagination to make
their reading more interesting. All these creativity later became materials for
group discussions which also brought them endless enthusiasm to read and
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write on. Students were so involved in sharing and exchanging ideas with each
other, and they did learn a lot from others. That was what collaborative learning
really meant: students cooperated and helped one another while they were
conducting learning tasks. The collaboration among peers not only enhanced
their learning but also helped students communicate with each other better.

The down side existed as well. A few students (i.e., 12) reported that they
disliked group discussions. It was contradictory to most students’opinion
discussed in the last paragraph, but now the results showed that twelve
students disliked group discussions. Is it possible for students to like and
dislike group discussions at the same time? The answer is a probably “yes.”
Students disliked group discussions because some of their members did not
participate or preview the articles before coming to class. They enjoyed group
discussions because they were wholeheartedly interacting with each other if
everyone in the group cooperated in talking about their reading and literary
notes. However, when group members failed to fulfill their duty, learning would
automatically break down. This problem occurred in other multigenre-response
models based reading classroom (Christensen, 2000). To solve this problem,
small-group book talk expert, Daniels (2002), suggested that teachers can
emphasize the importance of participation for students’ grades. And the peer
pressure can also be of help. Every student within a group can “police” each 
other (p. 229).

In addition, the results of the Likert scale for evaluating the teaching and
learning activities and reading techniques revealed that students in general
regarded most of the activities as helpful and enjoyable. However, they found
some activities and techniques more effective than the others. To be exact,
real time in-class reading and independent reading were ranked the most
effective. It seems that students learned to take a leading role both within and
outside the classroom and began to conduct reading for their own purposes,
used later in group discussions. Literacy experts, McMahon & Raphael (1997),
have long indicated that individuals’ mental processes are guided by external, 
social acts and that internationalization of the social contexts occur as a
natural result. Classroom small groups are powerful settings where learners
internalize the read texts. Their claims give the small-group multigenre
response model additional support.
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5.3 Learning Difficulties and Suggestions for the Future Teaching of a
Multigenre-response Based Literature Course for EFL/ESL Learners

When examining students’ learning difficulties, they reported
encountering problems in understanding the articles the teacher chose for
them. They complained about the length of the articles and the
comprehensibility of the vocabulary. For students of intermediate English
proficiency, if they seldom read literature, it is possible that they have problems
comprehending the articles carrying abstract and difficult vocabulary in
literature writing. Students suggested that the teacher should provide them
some easier articles with less difficult vocabulary but at the same time demand
more articles. In other words, this class, if to run again, could increase the total
number of articles with easier vocabulary. In addition, students also suggested
the teacher explain the articles more clearly. It seemed that students still hoped
to rely on the teacher for comprehending the articles. Actually, this suggestion
did not contradict with the multigenre-response models. Gillespie (2005)
strongly encouraged teachers to provide help through mini lessons. Often
these mini lessons can cover issues like comprehension, grammar,
punctuation, and many others generated by students. The key for holding mini
lessons is to keep them short but offer them whenever needed.

Still, as independent reading is the core of multigenre-response models.
By providing min lessons, teachers do provide assistance to students and will
not deprive students’right for reading on their own. Therefore, for the future
teaching of a similar reading course particularly in an EFL setting, the teacher
may make some adjustments in order to help students learn more effectively.
For example, teachers can briefly introduce the articles to give students
background information so that students can understand the articles with fewer
difficulties. Or making mini lessons a part of weekly routines is another option.

During the interviews, students reported that they experienced some
changes and were benefited from the implementation of multigenre-response
models. Students were more willing to talk and participate because they were
granted a lot more of opportunities to think about the meanings of the text, to
deliver their ideas, and to communicate with others. A few studies have shown
that collaboration among peers promotes achievement and the desire to read
(Slavin, 1990; Wood, 1990). Within this course, students read, wrote,
discussed, and worked together. They enjoyed sharing ideas with each other
and working on different activities with their partners. What seemed more
important was the excitement of exchanging different interpretations on the
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same literary text did motivate these students to read, to think, and to talk
more.

In addition, students also felt that their reading and writing fluency have
improved. They participated in various learning activities and learned different
reading techniques so they felt they understood better through these activities.
Furthermore, with the required multigenre journal writing, they started to
express their thoughts and interpretations of the texts in a written form. At this
stage, it was realized that reading was not merely reading but can be
combined with writing. Students sensed that not only reading and writing skills
but also their understanding toward the articles were improved. Just as Day,
Spiegel, Mclellan, and Brown (2002) pointed out, writing benefits
multigenre-response models in some ways by allowing students to “reflect” on 
their reading and to “analyze” and “synthesize” what they read (p. 88).

6. Pedagogical Implications and Conclusion
In this study, multigenre-response models were adopted by the teacher

for teaching American literature in Taiwanese reading classroom. Students’ 
responses to the oral interview and questionnaire showed positive responses
toward the multigenre-response models based reading course. It was found
valuable to implement multigenre-response models in an EFL college reading
classroom and several pedagogical implications can be reported based on this
study.

First, the selection of reading materials was important for the teaching of
a reading course. If most of the students have difficulties comprehending
articles, they would also have problems talking about the articles. Therefore,
for the future teaching of a reading course, teachers should carefully choose
appropriate reading materials according to students’ proficiency level.
     Second, classroom activities served as a tool to enhance students’ 
learning. Students enjoyed engaging in a variety of activities, and they learned
and had better understanding of what they read through different activities. So
teachers can create and involve more teaching and learning activities in the
future teaching of reading.

Third, making some appropriate adjustments and modifications was
necessary. Multigenre-response model was not a fixed model for every
reading teacher to follow but rather a flexible model for reading teachers to
take it as a reference to improve their teaching of reading. Therefore, teachers
can make some changes according to their objectives and needs. For example,
if the teacher finds that students have difficulties choosing books or articles by
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themselves, he/she might be able to make choices for students. Also, the very
first response based on genres can be challenging or unfamiliar to student
writers, teachers can always take the model role and write for demonstration at
the beginning of the course.

In conclusion, the students participating in this course played an active
role in their learning, and the results of this study echoed the claims of
previous multigenre-response models advocates. The experience of using
multigenre-response models in an L2 reading class was quite positive and
fruitful. It allowed for creative thinking and extensive sharing of different ideas
to take place in a classroom where students (even using a second language)
felt free to think and talk. For them, this class should mean more than reading
and appreciation of American literature; it had become a place where they
constructed their own meaning, spoke out their voice, and found confidence for
their life-long language learning journey.
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Appendix A: Midterm Student Interview Questions

1. What are the differences between this course and other courses?

2. Did you or your classmates experience any changes? If you did, what were
the changes?

3. What is the role played by the teacher in this class?

4. In which aspect(s) did you have a good performance while attending this
class?

5. What kind of questions do you have regarding this class?
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Appendix B: Follow-up Interview Questionnaire

1. Do you think this reading course has helped you improve your language
skills? If so, can you name at least two ways you were benefited? If not,
can you think of any reason why?

2. Can you name three ways this course has been different from other
reading courses you have had?

3. What part(s) of the course did you like most? And why?
4. What part(s) of the course did you dislike most? And why?
5. What changes might seem necessary to improve a future reading course of

this type?
6. Is there any other suggestion(s) you like to tell the teacher that might help

the course or him as a teacher?
7. Among all the genres we have used this semester, name three you like

most?
(1) Alternate ending
(2) Theme song
(3) Mini skit
(4) Advertisement
(5) Death notice
(6) Death threat
(7) Interview
(8) Letter
(9) Map with legend

(10) Lesson plan
(11) Poster
(12) Quiz
(13) Summary
(14) Script for puppet show
(15) Play
(16) Dialogue
(17) Character analysis
(18) Game

8. Based on you experience in this class, would you rate the following activities
in the course by giving a score on 1-7 scale (1: not effective; 7: most effective)
Teaching and Learning Activities

A. Group discussion
B. Whole class discussion
C. Role-play
D. Teacher-led discussion
E. Presentation

Reading Techniques
F. Reading for summary
G. Looking for main idea
H. Real reading in class
I. Independent reading
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    It is an old Medieval saw in philosophy:  Seldom affirm, never deny, always 

distinguish.  Philosophy lives by distinctions.  And the careful use of these 

distinctions tends to provide a marker for the discipline.  Further, drawing on 

what we know to be a structure of thought/language, i.e. the role of 

opposition in philosophical analysis, we continue to be guided by our tendency 

to teach and learn new knowledge by the use of distinctions.  How often in our 

teaching do we select one side of a distinction, use the opposite side as foil 

and defend one's choice through argumentation?  And the history of 

philosophical debate seems peculiarly defined by such movement.   

 

    This paper proposes to explore the debate on the issue of abortion by noting 

the distinction between "being a person" and "functioning as a person" and by 

relating this distinction to some concepts in the work of two philosophers, 

Aristotle and Heidegger.  

  

     As one thinks through the history of Western philosophy, it is precisely the 

engagement of one side of a distinction to the exclusion of the other which 



creates the discipline's major issues and is productive of perennial debate.  

Now the morality of abortion is among the most hotly debated in the USA, and 

now with a vacancy on the Supreme Court following Justice Sandra Day 

O'Connor's retirement, Samuel Alito's senate judiciary hearings in January 2006, 

this issue tends to draw incredible fire, sometimes in terms of a political 

"litmus test," and sometimes as a Constitutional issue of grave importance.   

But even in philosophical literature, the lines are drawn sharply.   

   One side asserts:  The fetus is NOT a person since it cannot actualize those 

capacities we take as distinctive of persons (reasoning and choice).  The other: 

The fetus IS a person.  For example, Alan Donagan wrote : 

 

              "…if respect is owed to beings because they are in a certain state 

               it is owed to whatever, by its very nature, develops into that state." 1 

 

This principle indicates that "personhood" besides its intrinsic qualities also has 

to do with "something" we in the human community confer on human beings.  

This principle then asserts a necessary condition of being a "person" which can 

be defined as a developmental condition that a certain kind of being fulfills,  

whether or not another higher order capacity is in fact actualized. This 

reading/interpretation also has the advantage of viewing "personhood" as 

having to do with a CONFERRAL by a community of its status as being part of 

that community. Thus, personhood is an acquired state owed to an individual 

                                                 
1 Alan Donagan, The Theory of Morality, University of Chicago Press, 1977, 171.  



of a particular kind.  The Aristotelian notion that "being" is first of all said of 

"individuals" of a particular kind (nature) seems to me pertinent here. " 

Personhood" is intrinsic to that kind of thing/being and it also demands 

recognition of the kind of thing it is, even though its capacity to function fully 

as a "person" is incomplete.  It is a DISTINCTION between the ontological state 

of the individual and its temporal fulfillment. 

 

  And we have another distinction to draw--that between what in itself can 

assert its rights as person (that is, when it is able to function as a person) and 

what others "owe" to this kind of thing in a state in which it can not assert  

rights on its own behalf.   There are many cases in which we confer respect on 

beings who cannot fully function due to some condition (medical, physical, 

psychological, etc.)  These are the "hard cases" in ethics.  Then to what extent 

do we owe respect to the developing embryo given that it is not simply in the 

state of lacking some ability to function normally, but is completely 

dependent? and fragile in even remaining connected to the developmental 

process?  It is a "being" fully in need of the bio-chemical resources necessary for 

its survival.  Later in this paper, I explore two philosophers who may be 

considered guides to questions such as this:  Aristotle and Heidegger.     I find 

their two "ontologies" useful as tools to open a space for reflection on the 

nature of human being.       The question of the "human" is politically, and 

economically charged, taken empirically.  Ontologically, however, the meaning 

and value of the human is deeply embedded in the abortion debate.  



  Let me digress on the point of how the empirical dimensions of the question 

relate to the ontological ones.  There is no doubt that this question  is one of 

the most vexing of ethical questions--not only for Americans but globally.  For 

several years, after reading the "pro life"/"pro choice" pieces in philosophical 

journals and in the popular press, my preliminary conclusion was that this must 

be an issue that falls into the category of "UNDECIDABLE."  Religious 

perspectives, of course, offer a different view and one that is quite decidable.  

So for awhile I thought, perhaps the question should just  be left alone so that 

that opposing sides could find a middle way one day through the work of better 

philosophical minds and longer debate.  

So can this paper say anything meaningful about the issue by drawing on the 

intellectual heritage of these two philosophers so disparate in time and 

approach, yet two who walk "between distinctions?" 

 

      For Aristotle "Being" is dynamic--neither static Oneness nor constant 

change.  For him as in the world of organisms that grow and develop, 

something stays the same through change, called "substance." Though the 

hermeneutics of Heidegger has "deconstructed" the Aristotelian "substance" 

discourse, his insistence on the primacy of human Dasein as the interpretive 

starting place in a hermeneutical circle makes me think there is something 

compatible about the two strains of thought at the level of fundamental 

ontology.  For questions about Dasein touch the central nerve of the human 

condition and a dynamic notion of being.  



 

      Martin Heidegger's assignment of primacy of place in his analysis of Dasein 

is said to be "the crux interpretum of Sein und Zeit."   2  And it seems that this 

starting point can also be considered a framework for analysis of "human being" 

when conjoined with Aristotle's view.   And that "framework" may enable us to 

see human being AS fundamentally at issue in the question of whether a woman 

should or should not end a pregnancy. 

 

     The debate is, as I said, global, not merely national,  in dimensions.  Though 

different nations approach the issue from different cultural horizons, the issue 

itself is marked by some cultural and political pressures specific to a place.3 

 

  How does philosophical insight contribute to such widely divergent 

socio/political interests of gender, class, race, and religion?  Is it an issue best 

left to the social sciences?  Ultimately the answer to that question will take 

many minds, much research, much unfolding of class interests to give an 

answer.  Take for example, a recent article in the op/ed section of the NY 

Times, January 6, 2006, entitled, "Abortion in Latin America."  The upshot of 

the piece is that the issue of "women's morality" may in these predominantly 

Catholic countries (with the exception of Cuba and Nicaragua) where abortion 

is criminally punishable become instead an issue of "women's mortality."  Large 

                                                 
2In Herman Philipse, Heidegger’s Philosophy of Being, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, Private Limited, 
Delhi, 44 (first published by Princeton University Press, 1998. 
3 See, for example, an enlightening new sociological study by M.M. Ferree, W.A. Gamson, J. Gerhards, 
and D. Rucht, Shaping Abortion Discouse, Cambridge University Press, 2002.  



numbers of women die from illegal abortions in those countries, just as large 

numbers of women and their babies die from AIDS in Africa because their "men" 

(husbands) refuse to practice abstinence or to use of prophylaxis, even though 

they willfully know they are infected with this deadly virus. (See the 

archbishop of South Africa's refusal to deny birth control to these women.)  So 

certainly we need the insights of the social sciences in this debate.  However, 

as philosophers, to abandon that debate to sociology and economics is 

philosophical cowardice.  The philosopher must ask:  What does it mean to be 

"human?"   Perhaps in fact we ought to broaden that question, for often by 

focusing on the fetus the question has lost the HUMANITY of the "mother."  

  In what sense are the emotions of the pregnant woman, her cognitive beliefs 

about the effects this pregnancy will have on her life concerns, involved in the 

ethical decision to continue or end the pregnancy? 

 

THE RHETORICAL DIMENSION OF THE DEBATE 

 

  The fruitfulness of the notion of “distinction" as a type within Aristotle's 

"rhetoric" may be a helpful tool.  Aristotle calls rhetoric a tool and explores the 

enthymeme which is at the heart of this type of discourse.4    Kennedy points 

out that "the materials of enthymemes come from the premises of other 

disciplines." 5   To me it seems that it is precisely that the abortion debate 

draws its materials from contemporary natural and social sciences.  In fact it 

                                                 
4 See 1991 Kennedy translation of Aristotle, On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civic Discourse, Oxford University 
Press. 
5 Kennedy (ed.), Appendix II, page 310. 



may even allow us to see the abortion question through the prism of the 

Aristotelian enthymeme in a more universal way. 

 

   Let me elaborate with a lengthy quotation from a book by  Stephen Pinker. 6  

Pinker is arguing against the Lockean "blank slate" theory of mind.  One thread 

of his argument lies in a basic distinction!  The distinction between the 

"mechanisms that impel organisms to behave in real time and the mechanisms 

that shaped the design of the organism over evolutionary time…." 7  Pinker calls 

the first side of the distinction "proximate" CAUSES and the other "ultimate" 

causes.   

 

The distinction between proximate and ultimate causation is 

indispensable in understanding ourselves because it determines the 

answer to every question of the form 'Why did that person act  

as he did?'  To take a simple example, ultimately people crave sex in 

order to reproduce (because the ultimate cause of sex is 

REPRODUCTION), but proximately they may do everything they can 

NOT TO REPRODUCE (emphasis added) because the proximate cause of 

sex is pleasure.8 

 

In drawing our attention to the critical role of evolution in understanding 

ourselves, Pinker is asserting that the genes are "megalomaniacs" (reminding us 

                                                 
6 Stephen Pinker, The Blank Slate: The Modern Denial of Human Nature, Viking Press, 2002. 
7 Pinker, 54. 
8 Ibid. 



of Richard Dawkins' metaphor of the "selfish" gene) and elaborating that 

characterization further by noting that although people do not literally strive 

to replicate their genes, "mind evolved with a universal complex design."9  

    Thus, at least one cognitive psychologist has coming to a view that there is 

no "blank slate,"  no ghost in the machine, no noble savage!  And if this is so, 

are there some basic structures of mind that mark it as THIS kind of being?   

 

   For Aristotle neither side of the ontological equation is erased.  This kind of 

being results from the union of two human parents.  Its dependency is a mark 

of its existence within and without the uterus. Contemporary discussions line 

up on one side or the other of the question of whether the fetus is a human 

being and when. Others have argued from the  "rights" of women weighed 

against that of fetuses and take the view that the preservation of a woman's 

liberty to decide the fate of the fetus is paramount in this decision. Recent 

Supreme Court decisions have somewhat modified Roe's "absolute right" of a 

woman to an abortion by saying the State has an interest in regulating abortion 

so long as it does not impose an "undue burden" on women's choice. (1992) 

What are the State's legitimate interests?  And what would "undue burden" be?   

These are questions surely to receive even more legal attention at the highest 

level.  But in any case there is no sidestepping the issue, does the community 

have a duty to respect developing life given that the organic/cognitive 

mechanisms in place for "human flourishing" (Martha Nussbaum's elegant term. 

                                                 
9 Pinker, 54 -55.  Gives a full discussion of the "universal properties of the mind, universal properties of the 
body, and universal properties of the world." 



Cf. Upheavals of Thought, Cambridge University Press, 2001) are being 

constructed biologically throughout a pregnancy?  

 

     Turning again for a moment to the sociologists: 

 

U.S. media discourse does not present abortion as something on 

which women as a group have a position that is distinguishable 

from that of men or as a distinctive constituency on the issue -- 

even though U.S. women's speakers are in fact more pro-choice 

and more likely to use a Women's Rights frame than are U.S. 

men.10  

 

    Frankly, the concept of "rights" to elucidate this issue may not be as helpful 

as we in the USA tend to think.  Looked at from the point of view of the fetus, 

in fact, pressing the issue of its "rights" has, it seems to me, only muddied the 

water.  We know that a fetus cannot exercise rights in utero. The concept of 

"rights" seems to exist only when they can be invoked as enabling X to do 

something or refrain from doing something, i.e. in their exercise. The fetus can 

do neither.   Therefore, using "rights" as metaphor/underlying concept 

(Aristotelian metaphor…) doesn't go directly to the key point of framing the 

issue in this way. Instead we must be clear: the abortion debate is a species of 

"deliberative speech."  Aristotle says, "Deliberative speeches are either 

                                                 
10 Ferree et al., 152-153. 



exhortations or dissuasions to action and aim at showing the potential 

advantage or harm of the action."11   The the rhetoric of the debate is framed 

in this way in order to gain a hold on "something" everyone agrees is organizing 

itself according to genetic code, the end of which is a fully developed human 

being (barring intervention).   

 

   A quotation from Aristotle's On the Generation of Animals strikes me as apt 

here: 

 

As with everything else, so with the parts of the body: one is, by   

nature prior to another.  But the term 'prior' at once comprises a 

variety of meanings.  E.g., take the difference between a) that for the 

sake of which a thing is, and b) that thing which is for its (own) sake:   

Of these,  b) is prior in point of formation, while the other a) is prior 

in point of being (ousia).12 

 

That for the sake of which a thing is, when the "thing" is a fetus,  "that for the 

sake of which it is" must be a flourishing human life (Aristotle's eudaimonistic 

ethic).  That is "prior" Aristotle is saying in point of "being." Its BEING is prior 

but cannot be realized except through time.  That which is for its own sake, 

i.e. its development, is prior in point of formation.  It "flourishing," as the kind 

of being it is can only come about in time.  This is so not just at the birth event 

                                                 
11 Kennedy (ed.), Aristotle, Rhetoric, 15-16. 
12 742a, 18 ff. 



but throughout its life span.  Once again, the DISTINCTION between ontology 

and temporality arises.  And as I have mentioned earlier, it is not only a useful 

distinction, it is of paramount importance in this discussion.  The kind of 

"being" a fetus is is ontologically prior (and privileged), though it is always in a 

formative and temporal process. WE ARE BEING-IN-TIME. 

 

  Moreover, the 'being' of the fetus is prior to its development for Aristotle.  His 

substantival metaphysic requires the notion of the individual (ousia), this 

something here now (hoc aliquid, in the Latin translation).  The notion of the 

INDIVIDUAL is primary substance, first.  Then following Aristotle, ihe argues this 

here now belongs in the genus "humanity" (secondary substance).  It is not a 

matter of WHEN this process of organization passes some bright line into the 

class, "human," for it does that only much later than even  the birth event. 

Throughout life this "something" continues to acquire and develop its 

capacities, most notably those of  reason and choice (not faculties but 

functions).  And a la Aristotle, that for the sake of which this tissue is is 

certainly something already tending toward humanity and already possessing 

"being."  Some philosophers have argued (Don Marquis) that a distinguishing 

characteristic of something as early as the blastocyst stage "has a future like 

ours" though at this stage neither it nor WE have any way of imagining that 

future. 

 



  Note that we do not want to fall into the dualistic language about body and 

soul.  We reject "soul" as a Medieval pre-scientific concept.  We now know that 

"mind" is a functional concept, describing operations resulting from highly 

organized and interconnected neuronal structures.  The growth and 

development of a human fetus is an organic tendency toward a limit that 

defines the "mental."  Whereas Aristotle's notion of the causes of  "being" seems 

to be modeled on artifacts, contemporary discussions of fetal development are 

modeled on complex processes of "communication," i.e. messaging from 

proteins, enzymes, etc., signaled between and among cellular materials. 

 

  Edward Langerak has made prominent a useful distinction between "possible" 

and "potential" persons which may help define our discussion13 

                       

A potential person is a being, not yet a person that will become 

                    an actual person in the normal course of its development  (for                                

                    example, the human fetus).  A possible person is a being that 

could under certain causally possible conditions, become an 

actual person (for example, a human sperm or egg).14 

 

    Joining this with the "potentiality principle," which states that:   If in the 

normal course of its development, a being will acquire a person's claim to life, 

                                                 
13 Edward Langerak, "Abortion:  Listening to the Middle,"  Hastings Center Report, 9.5, (1979), 24-28.  
Langerak et al. have a new work in draft: "Abortion: A Covenental View," which I have found helpful and 
quote from below. 
14 Hasting Center Report, October, 1979, 25. 



then by virtue of that fact it already has some claim to life." 15  Thus in this 

context we reach another principle which recognizes that a fetal claim to life 

has to do specifically with the temporality of the human being.  There is no 

magic point to cross with respect to this claim to life.  Rather what we refer to 

is a "presence in time" moving always toward a future.  If "human being" is 

marked by its temporality, with respect to its existence, then its presence in 

time along all stages of development is prior.  And the question of what this 

being will acquire  

(reasoning ability, emotional response, ability to choose among alternative 

courses of action, moral responsibility, etc.) becomes only later applicable to 

any discussion of "rights."  Once born, the child enters a whole new set of 

moral dimensions stemming from full participation in the human community 

and the doctrine of "rights" becomes meaningful within it.  But does denying 

rights or "right to life" at a preliminary stage allow us to deny any moral 

dimension to the potential person, the human existent now present in the 

world?  I think not.  And one could argue that though physical dependency on 

one's parents’ ends at some point, this dependency is traded for a whole series 

of social dependencies.  We are dealing with one being…not a set of beings 

along life's way.  When does "human being" become not-needy and not 

dependent in many ways? (Nussbaum, op. cit.) 

 

                                                 
15 Langerak, et al. "Abortion: A Covenental View," 14. 



   Further, the concept of potentiality is helpful if looked at from the point of 

view of the woman/mother.  In a deep and real sense the contents of her 

womb link with her potential to develop her own personality and being. This 

dimension of the problem seems so often forgotten or simply neglected in 

much abortion literature.  The woman herself now pregnant may move toward 

a larger realization of her own being or turn away from it when faced with this 

dilemma.  But from the moment of conception in her womb she may be 

construed as, "mother."  Ordinary language would have to be twisted to deny 

this attribution.  Her possibility to become a point of nurturance for genetic 

material has become potential being toward completion in time.  What was 

vague and far off, is present, pressing, first light, then heavy, first unsensed 

and then felt, first mine and myself and then suddenly, almost violently, other.  

The decision to end this process is, I argue, the decision to self limitation.  It 

strikes a line of cancellation through the actuality of her own existence and the 

potentiality of another being, Dasein.  The "m-other" either accepts or rejects 

a life-long commitment to HER OWN life passages, and, should the pregnancy 

be naturally productive, the passages spread out into the indefinite future of 

another being.   

 

    Thus unless the notion of implanted genetic material is disengaged from the 

notion of the use of the mother's bodily organs for its predatory, life sustaining 

development, we cannot see clearly what is at stake.  The fetus does not 

intentionally plunder the other's body to make existence possible.  The 



existent, present now, already makes its claim to be regarded as if part of the 

human community.  J. J. Thomson's analogy of the woman who wakes in a 

hospital bed to find she is connected to a concert violinist who needs her 

circulatory system to survive, fails by its artificiality.  

  When one discovers that she is pregnant she is always surprised--even when 

parenthood is planned.  But the mother is not shocked into thinking that now 

her body has been turned over to something alien for its sustenance and 

support.  Rather It is perceived as an aggressor only in those cases in which 

there has been violation through rape or incest, in which a one night gamble on 

pleasure without thought of consequences makes her a loser, or one in which 

she creates a fabric of delusion about self-loss--i.e., losing career 

opportunities, professional or personal advancement, loss of greater financial 

rewards over a lifetime, or intellectual and cultural achievements that will 

never occur in that undetermined future.  But wait:  are we talking about only 

the white middle class American woman?  What about, and more devastatingly, 

a poor woman with multiple partners or a husband who refuses to see the 

responsibility he has for yet another pregnancy in the "projects" of San 

Francisco, where teenage girls are thrown into a criminal justice system from 

which there is no escape (See PBS's Independent Lens program of January 17, 

2006).  Imagine those situations into which a child/mother is driven to the 

brink of despair at the prospect of another "mouth to feed" or alternatively 

made actually "happy" by the prospect of something that will love her 

unconditionally.  Here in these "hard cases" philosophy meets life. 



 

    The pregnancy therefore has a kind of effect on the shared personhood the 

woman has acquired.  Her rights are clear.  It rights are not established.  But 

her future may be radically altered should she accept the task of nurturance.  

She too has an opportunity to enter into shared being, for it can be said that 

the mother is always with child once born.  Physical separation at birth does 

not erase the dependency of the child nor the altered way of being that the 

mother enters.   

 

    The mother shares her personhood as an extension of a profound biological 

union between mother and child.  That personal caring relationship is like no 

other--not even that between father and child.  In its current phase of 

development, the fetus "lives" the life of the mother, although the reverse is 

not true. 

Thus the fetus is in a "protected status."  Its potential personhood elicits a 

particular kind of respect  for and from the mother in such a way as to treat it 

AS IF it were a functioning person. 

 

  

ONTOLOGY MEETS RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE 

   These reflectioins may in fact  be the basis for the strong religious, as well as 

emotional, overtones to the debate.  A basic ontology of human personhood 

frames the debate. 



 

    Let us explore more fully the discursive aspects of the problem.  Again from 

Shaping Abortion Discourse : 

 

Numerous citizens in many countries understand many political 

and social issues through the prism of a larger, transcendental 

belief system that is rooted in religion or spirituality.  These 

religious master frames come in many varieties from 

evangelical…Baptists, to mainstream Lutherans, to observant 

Jews, to Islamic fundamentalists, to justice-seeking Quakers, to 

dutiful Catholics, to New Age spiritualists. 16 

 

What the authors point out based on their extensive body of data in their 

sociological research is that such "master frames" require a complex 

interpretive process.  

   Borrowing from Peter Berger's  The Sacred Canopy (1969), the authors 

describe the various religious communities as "canopies,"  sacred ones.  Each 

renders a particular "lifestyle" (their word, not mine) or "political order 

transcendently (sic.) legitimate, an embodiment of the ultimate nature of 

things." 17  According to the authors, because such sacred symbolic systems of 

belief underpin a worldview, they have an incredible power to legitimize that 

view.  

                                                 
16 Ferree et al., 155. 
17 Ibid. 



 

    The issue of abortion, in my opinion, sits squarely in the realm of  both 

ontology and religious discourse, even when proponents or opponents deny any 

such religious relationship--tangential or negatively expressed.  Moreover, the 

perspective of motherhood in the debate and its effect on the woman is  I 

believe, illuminating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                 

                                  How Folks Tell Their Own Stories: 

The Influence of Oral Narratives on Dalit Writing in India 
                                       

 K.Srilata  

(Dept. of Humanities and Social Sciences, IIT Madras) 

 

Let me begin by narrating to you an anecdote. A research scholar whom I am presently 

guiding in the area of dalit literature was asked by a fellow scholar from another 

department, “Dalit literature? When did dalits start writing anyway?”  The term dalit, as 

you are all probably aware, is an intensely political term.  Dalit is a politico-cultural 

identity that the oppressed peoples of India consciously chose over and above terms such 

as lower caste, community specific markers which in the case of lower caste peoples 

were automatically terms of abuse (for instance, to call someone a parayan in Tamil is 

indicative of a certain disrespect), Gandhi’s term “Harijan” meaning god’s people as well 

as the governmental classification of SCs and STs. The remark about dalits and writing 

which I quoted, even as it reflects the routine prejudice which most upper-caste Indians 

have about dalits, also tells us something more – if one is willing to read between the 

lines. It points to the fact that dalits have always been regarded as belonging culturally to 

the so-called “Little Tradition”, the folk and oral traditions – not the written and classical 

literary traditions.  And to a very large extent it is a historically documented fact that dalit 

communities, even as they have always had a very rich and vibrant folk and oral 

tradition, even as they have made their living sometimes from being, say, drummers, at a 

funeral and so on, have not had access to literacy, formal education and therefore by 

extension to written literary traditions. A Marathi proverb refers to the culture of the 

Mahars – the dalits of Maharashtra thus: 
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In the Brahman house – writing 
In the Kunbi house – grai 
In the Mahar house – singing 
 

However, dalit activists beginning with Ambedkar have claimed with pride that dalits, 

not the upper-castes, are the creators of culture – not just of the Little Traditions but of 

the great tradition, not just of folk lore and oral literatures but of written literature  as 

well. Eleonor Zelliot quotes Ambedkar: 

 

The Hindus wanted the Vedas and they sent for Vyasa who was not a caste Hindu. 
The Hindus wanted an Epic and they sent for Valmiki who was an untouchable. 
The Hindus wanted a constitution, and they sent for me. 
(Marathi, 1978, p.25) 

 In fact, dalit writers and activists place literacy, education and modernity at the centre of 

their struggle and understand them to be crucial to their fight for equality and better 

opportunities. This of course, inevitably cuts both ways. For instance, Daya Pawar, a dalit 

writer mourns the loss of “the great cultural treasure” the Mahars could have had if the 

kind of music his fathers and others in his community created had not been considered 

low and debased by other castes. The music of the dalits may be as vibrant as jazz but it 

hasn’t got the same status in Indian society.  

   A dalit activist friend of mine whose grandfather had made a living by beating 

the parai drum (this is made from the skin of dead cattle – and skinning dead cattle is in 

itself a job traditionally relegated to the lower castes) said to me, “Yes, all this folk 

performances and stuff are very interesting no doubt – but to me it is double-edged. I 

would hate to see the parai drumming tradition die out but equally, I want it to end – for 

to me, it is a marker of our caste and our caste duties.” As with folk lore and “folk” 

instruments, the oral traditions of singing particular kinds of ritual songs are also marked 

by caste.  But as Eleonor Zelliot points out, after the Ambedkarite movement, it is no 

longer possible to re-create say the older folk culture of the mahars.  With the 

Ambedkarite movement, the lives of many “untouchables” in India changed in terms of 

religion, education, politics and cultural life.  In his book “Outcase: A Memoir”, dalit 

writer Narendra Jadhav talks about how seriously his father took Ambedkar’s advice to 

educate all his children.  The Ambedkarite movement (1920-1956) led to a rise in the 
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levels of education among dalits, political representation for them, a conversion to 

Buddhism and a renaissance in literature – written literature. In Maharashtra, we have a 

school of literature called dalit sahitya. This has changed the face of Marathi literature 

and we see similar developments across other Indian language literatures  – in Tamil, 

Gujarathi and Kannada for instance.   

 I wish to argue that despite this cross over into the realm of the written literary 

tradition, some dalit literary texts such as Tamil writer Bama’s Karukku  and Sangathi 

retain distinct traces of oral narratives. We also find that she locates her people in the oral 

tradition of songs and story telling.  They are not the educated average urban middle-

class subjects that other Indian English writers write about.  

In a sense, Bama tells rather than writes her stories. There is an immediacy and an inbuilt 

interactivity to her story. Moreover, one gets the sense that her autobiographical novellas 

are not autobiographies of the self alone but of the entire community, the “folk” as a 

whole.  Both in terms of the stories they tell and the way in which these stories are told, 

dalit writing is at odds with mainstream/canonical Indian literatures and often makes 

urban upper-class readers uncomfortable.  A striking feature of much of dalit writing is 

its structuring – lots of loose threads, no neat closures and an open-endedness to the 

narratives. Originally written in Tamil in 1992, Karukku was translated into English by 

Lakshmi Holmstrom in 2000. The English translation has enabled Karukku to cross 

linguistic and regional boundaries and reach a pan-Indian and global audience.   

 

      Karukku means palmyra leaf and Bama finds many congruities between her strife 

filled life and the saw edged karukku. As Bama herself describes in the preface of the 

book “ The driving forces that shaped this book are many - cutting me like karukku and 

making me bleed; unjust social structures that plunged me into ignorance and left me 

trapped and suffocating; my own desperate urge to break, throw away and destroy these 

bonds; and when the chains were shattered into fragments, the blood that was split then; 

all these taken together.” Bama’s Karukku is an autobiographical statement of what it is 

to be Dalit and a woman. A Dalit woman is a Dalit amongst the Dalits. She is thus doubly 

oppressed by her caste and gender. In Bama’s case her position is further complicated by 

her position – that of a Dalit Christian. The novella forces the reader to sit up and pay 
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attention to the texture of the narrator’s life, a texture that is startlingly different from that 

of urban, middle-class, upper-class life.   

       Karukku flouts the established conventions of an autobiography. It eschews the 

confessional mode and avoids a linear narrative. In that sense, it gives the reader a sense 

of a tale that is being told – a tale that goes back and forth according to the teller’s fancy. 

This is unlike most conventional autobiographies which favour chronology and linearity. 

Again, conventional autobiographies draw out the narrator’s journey towards success and 

fulfillment. On the other contrary, Karukku describes is a painful personal journey, one 

that is open-ended and leaves many questions. Nowhere do we get the sense that the 

narrative is progressing towards the telling of a ‘complete success story’ like a 

conventional autobiography. As Cuddon points out in his Dictionary of Literary Terms, 

in an autobiography “disagreeable facts are sometimes glossed over or repressed, truth 

may be distorted for the sake of convenience or harmony and the occlusions of time may 

obscure as much as they reveal.” But no where in Karukku and Sangathi is there an 

attempt to keep the harmony of the text. They are texts with rough edges.  

Reading Bama’s Karukku is an intense experience.  Like the palmyra leaf (Karukku), it 

sears us with its sharpness.  The narrator comes alive as if she were performing and 

telling her story in a way that is radically bold and fearless, the narrative shaped by the 

strength of raw personal experience.  Karukku succeeds as an autobiography primarily 

because of Bama’s constant self-questioning, her courage and dignity in the face of 

impossible odds and the process of self-discovery which causes her so much hurt and 

anguish.  Bama looks back on her life at a point of deep personal crisis.  She has just left 

the religious order of which she had been a part for seven long years, realising with shock 

that the Roman Catholic church is as casteist and as discriminatory as the world she had 

left behind; that all its talk of “serving the poorest of the poor” will never amount to 

much.  Having given up a job as a school teacher to enter the convent, Bama is out of 

work and out of grace with the world.  She has to pick herself up by the bootstraps, find 

new strength in her own changed understanding of the world.   

 Through a series of sometimes poignant, sometimes funny reflections on her 

childhood in a cast-divided village in Tamilnadu, Bama recreates for us her experiences 

as a dalit child.  The innocence of the child Bama who “hadn’t yet heard people speak 
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openly of untouchability” is gradually shattered.  When an elder from her community (the 

parayas) brings a naicker some vadais, he holds the parcel by its string – not touching it 

directly.  “I wanted  to shriek with laughter at the sight of such a big man carrying a small 

packet in that fashion,” she says.  But Bama’s elder brother is not amused and explains to 

her that the elder had not handled the packet directly because everybody believed that 

Naickers were upper caste and therefore must not touch Parayas.  they would be polluted 

if they did so.  Bama writes,  

When I heard this, I didn’t want to laugh any more. and I felt 
terribly sad.  How could they believe that it was disgusting if a paraya 
held that package in his hands... I felt so provoked and angry that I 
wanted to go and touch those wretched vadais myself.  Why should we 
have to fetch and carry for these people, I wondered. 

  

That incident sows the first seeds of fury and revolt in Bama. The very thought that an 

important elder of her community should be put to such humiliation infuriates her. The 

self-questioning has begun. Bama begins to wonder, “what did it mean when they call us 

‘paraya’? Had the name become obscene? But we too are human beings” ( Bama, 

Karukku 13). Bama starts to look out for means to uplift herself and her community from 

this trampled existence. Her older brother – annan - tells her that education is the only 

way to attain equality. “Because we are born in the paraya jati, we are never given any 

honour or dignity with respect. We are stripped of all that. But if we study and make 

progress, we can throw away these indignities. So study with care, learn all you can. If 

you are always ahead in your lessons, people will come to you of their own accord and 

attach themselves to you. Work hard and learn”(Bama, Karrukku 15) Her brother’s 

counsel proves to be influential and from then on Bama studies hard and tops her class. 

She says that because of her success, “Many people became my friends, even though I 

am a paraichi”(Bama, Karukku.15) 

         Caste follows Bama through her academic career. The financial grants and special 

tutions that the government offer dalits are often in the nature of humiliating hand-outs, 

not a matter of right. Once caste her identity is revealed, she senses “among the other 

students, a sudden rustling; a titter of contempt” (Bama, Karukku.19).   It is against these 

odds that Bama completes her under graduation and B.Ed and decides to become a 

teacher. Working in a convent, she finds that the nuns working constantly harass the dalit 
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children studying there and treat them with contempt. She recalls with pain the taunts of 

these nuns, “Look at the cheri children! When they stay here, they eat their fill and look 

as round as potatoes. But look at the state in which they come back from home-- just skin 

and bone.” (Bama, Karukku. 17-18) It is then that Bama decides to become a nun herself 

and help the dalit children. She takes the drastic step of resigning her job as a teacher and 

enters a particular order since she had once “read about the woman who founded that 

particular order, how she had done so for the sake of the poor and lowly; lived and died 

for them alone.” She says, “I wanted to be like her, living only for the poor and 

downtrodden”( Bama, Karukku.20-21).  

Bama works in an order where the Tamils are considered inferior.  As for the 

Tamil Parayar, he was the lowest of the low and received little respect. The Order itself 

has its own prejudices and does not accept dalit women as prospective nuns, believing 

that there must be a separate order for them somewhere.  Bama is admitted in the Order 

only after it is confirmed that a convent had asked for her services. After Bama becomes 

a nun, she joins the Convent with the single purpose of serving the underprivileged. But 

to her horror she finds that the Convent is not devoid of caste consciousness. The upper 

caste students enjoy a higher status. The nuns in the convent constantly abuse the Dalit 

students. Dalit children perform menial jobs like sweeping the premises, washing and 

cleaning the toilets. The nuns believed, says Bama, that “ low caste people are all 

degraded in some way. They think we have no more moral discipline nor cleanliness nor 

culture”. (Bama, Karukku.22-23) 

     Bama looks back on her own own position within Christianity, recognizing that the 

discourse of caste is carried over into the way the religion is practiced in India. Finding 

that there is no connection between the ‘Convent’s God’ and the suffering poor, Bama is 

deeply disturbed. A feeling of alienation sets in and Bama decides to leave the Order. 

Bama thus “leaves one community (of religious women) in order to join another (as a 

Dalit woman).”(Holmstrom Karukku ix) Having come out of the religious order, Bama 

feels a sense of fulfillment and ‘belonging’ to the community of Dalit Women despite the 

fact that she is economically insecure.   

      Sangati appeared in 1994; two years after Karukku was published. While Karukku 

depicts the sufferings of a Dalit woman, Sangati moves away from the individual to the 
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community, underlining the indomitable spirit of Dalit women.  As Bama herself writes 

in the Preface to the book: 

 In Sangati, many strong dalit women who had the courage to break the 
shackles of authority, to propel themselves upwards, to roar (their 
defiance) changed their difficult, problem –filled lives and quickly 
stanched their tears. Sangati is a look at a part of the lives of those women 
who dared to make fun of the class in power that oppressed them. And 
through this, they found the courage to revolt” (vi) 

       

‘Sangati’ means news and the book is full of interconnected events- everyday happenings 

in the Dalit community. Similar to Karukku that flouts the conventions of 

autobiography”, Sangati is written against the grain of the traditional novel. It has no plot 

in the normal sense and is a series of anecdotes. Bama states the purpose of writing the 

book in her acknowledgements: 

 My mind is crowded with many anecdotes; stories not only about the 
sorrows and tears of Dalit women, but also about their lively and 
rebellious culture; their eagerness not to let life crush or shatter them, but 
rather to swim vigorously against the tide; about the self-confidence and 
self-respect that enables them to leap over their adversaries by laughing 
at and ridiculing them; about their passion to live life with vitality, truth 
and enjoyment; about their hard labour. I wanted to shout out these 
stories. (ix)                

          

 The book could be considered as an autobiography of a community for it 

describes Dalit women from different generations. Vellaiyamma kizhavi, the narrator’s 

grandmother who was married at the age of fourteen, is deserted by her husband 

Govindan, at a very young age.  After a futile wait for several years, she takes the daring 

step of removing her mangalsutra – the Hindu signifier of marriage for a woman.  Look 

at the way, the story is told – in the original Tamil it is told in rough and ready dialect and 

totally casually as though the narrator is having a chat with us: 

 It seems paati [grandmother] waited and waited for Goyindan to 
return, and at last, when there was a terrible famine, she took off her thali 
[mangalasutra] and sold it. After that she never wore a tali or geeli ever 
again. She told herself she had become a corpse without a husband and 
struggled single-handedly to care for her two children”(Bama, Sangati .5)  
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      Bama talks about the differential treatment given to girls in her community. “If a 

baby boy cries, he is instantly picked up and given milk. It is not so with girls………a 

boy is breast-fed longer. With girls, they wean them quickly, making them forget the 

breast.” (Bama, Sangati 7) We also learn that Dalit girls are made to do all the household 

chores like “cleaning vessels, drawing water, sweeping the house gathering firewood, 

washing clothes, and so on”(Bama, Sangati 7) Entrusted with the responsibility of taking 

care of their younger siblings, girls have little time for play. If they play at all, it has to be 

only ‘girls games’ like ‘thattagal’ or ‘thayam’ and not ‘kabadi’ or ‘marbles’ like the boys. 

Maikkanni is one such girl who, Bama writes, started to work from “the day she learnt to 

walk”(Bama.Sangati.20). The girl is forced to go to work when her mother delivers a 

baby. The mother cannot work on the fields and the family subsists on Maikkanni’s 

income. When the returns to work on the field, Maikkanni takes care of the newborn 

baby. Constantly threatened with sexual molestation by upper caste men, Dalit women 

lead a very insecure and precarious existence. We find the narrator’s grandmother 

cautioning the girls while gathering firewood “Women should never come on their own 

to these parts. If upper caste fellows clap eyes on you, you’re finished”(Bama, Sangati 8).  

       

       Sangati does not stop with just an analysis of the plight and sufferings of the Dalit 

women. The book takes us to the inner premises of Dalit culture asserting its richness and 

tradition, substantiating Francois Gros’ observation that: 

 

Dalit communities do indeed have a very rich and deep cultural heritage, 
a folk tradition of tales, songs and performing arts, an amazing variety of 
practices and usages in their daily life, and craftsmanship etc. and a 
wonderful world of gods, goddesses and devils, all elements contributing 
to the creation of an original, imaginary world which is no way less 
important nor less fascinating than classical mythology or orthodox 
manners and customs. (14) 

.         

In Sangathi we get a sense of this richness of dalit folk tradition. The women in the 

narrative speak with a certain boldness and Bama has effectively captured the folk 

rhythms of a distinctly dalit, rural dialect. We find that amongst themselves, Dalit women 
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ridicule  upper caste women. They take pride in having the liberty to swim and bathe in 

pond, whereas upper caste women are confined to the wells in the house: 

 

“They are all scaredy-cats, di. They can’t swim at all, that’s the truth. 
They stay at home, get a couple of buckets of water which they dip into 
and pour over themselves little by little. God knows how they manage to 
bathe in such small, small amounts of water. How different it is to go right 
under the water like this”(Bama,Sangati 116)   
 

Dalit women also take great pride that they are financially independent and capable  of 

doing the toughest of jobs. “Ask these upper caste women to do the work we do- to 

transplant paddy in the wet fields, to do the weeding, to reap the grain and carry it home. 

You’ll see soon enough. They’ll give it up in no time and go and lie down”(Bama. 

Sangati 114-115) 

 

             Sangati reveals the inexplicable and unarticulated bond that strengthens the spirit 

of the Dalit women. Much of this spirit comes from their ability to sing, tell stories and 

laugh out loud. In the midst of all the misery there is an inseparable liveliness in Dalit 

women and one is left with the overwhelming feeling that the story is the story of a clan, 

told with great sympathy and the insight of an insider. 

      The language of Dalit women is rich and resourceful giving way to proverbs, folklore 

and folksongs.  The women have an innate talent to give appropriate nick names to 

others. Seyarani is called ‘maikanni’ because she has ensnaring eyes. Sanmuga kizhavi is 

called ‘maikuzh kizhavi’ because she takes only ragi kuzh. Gnaanambal is called 

‘dammatta maaadu’ because she goes round like a young bullock dragged and dazed 

without knowing what is going on. Dalit women also possess an inborn talent to 

spontaneously sing songs befitting any occasion. “I really don’t know how they could 

make up songs like that, in an instant, quick as anything… They used to sing, lullabies, 

roratti songs to the babies in their cradles…If anyone died, the women sang opparis and 

wept loudly. Thinking about, from birth to death, there are special songs and dances. And 

it’s the women who perform them. Rorratu to oppari it is the women who sing them” 

(Bama, Sangati 77-78) 
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        Sangathi and Karukku signal the centrality of the oral tradition in the lives of dalits, 

especially dalit women. Both in terms of the community and the peoples they describe as 

well as in terms of the narrative strategies, tone and language that is employed, they 

inhabit the border between oral and written literatures. 
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 Ten years1 after its publication Alice Walker’s The Color Purple 

continues to attract harsh criticism as well as enthusiastic praise.   

Certainly, the kind of attention the text has received marks some kind of 

significant historical moment in African American literary history.  At best. 

critical response to the novel has been mixed.  On the one hand, it has 

been received with painful and horrified gasps of disapproval and even 

scorn.  On the other, it has been greeted with a sigh of relief, especially 

from some African American women.   In any event, the novel has released 

a floodgate of emotion and discussion regarding African American sexual 

and textual politics and has become a battle ground for the struggle over 

these issues.  Moreover, the novel has catapulted usually closed, taboo 

community issues into the public spotlight and placed these issues under 

often unwelcomed scrutiny.  What is it about The Color Purple that both 

vexes and pleases its critical audience?  The focus of this essay is to 

critique some of the critical responses and to determine if they have 

illuminated the text or merely obscured, erased, or silenced it.  At stake in 

these critical debates is the very survival of the African American text.  

Central to the issues surrounding The Color Purple  are the stability and 

formation of the African American literary canon and tradition.  That is, who 

will own and define that tradition, and whether Walker’s text has positively 

contributed to it. 
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 There is a familial quality to much of the critical response to the 

novel.  Not only are Alice Walker and her text positioned in relation to the 

materfamilias and paterfamilias of the black literary tradition, but critics 

often frame their discussions in terms of a family dynamic.  In some way 

this approach is both resonant and appropriate as the novel itself is about 

the survival and regeneration of the larger African American family.  

Deborah E. McDowell characterizes this family dynamic in terms of the 

Freudian family romance.  In Walker’s novel, as in novels by other 

contemporary black woman, the romance is “deromanticized.”  As 

McDowell explains: 

  Text meets countertext, and the “confrontation” might be 
  described, to borrow from Christine Froula, as between 
  the “daughter’s story and the father’s law.”  Froula argues 
  compellingly that “the relationship of literary daughters and 
  fathers resemble…the model…describ[ing] the family 
  situation of incest victims:  a dominating authoritarian father, 
  an absent, ill, or complicitous mother; and a daughter who [is] 
  prohibited by her father from speaking about abuse.”  Not 
  surprisingly, it is for narrating, for representing male abuses 
  within “the family,” that contemporary black women are 
  roundly criticized… (in Wall, 78). 
 
 Not only does McDowell’s explanation aptly describe the dynamics 

that occur between literary daughters and fathers, but it also captures the 

tension present in Walker’s narrative.  Celie, a “literal” and literary 

daughter, has been forced into silence by her father’s law.  The novel does 

not make clear whether her mother is “absent, ill or complicitious.”  Suffice 

to say that she is not “present.”  At first, Celie can only break the silence 

by inscribing her story in secret to a God who may not even be listening.  
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Similarly, Walker, as literary artist and daughter, has dared to break the 

family silence—a silence which has seemingly unified the African American 

community in its fight against racism—by telling the story of the victimized 

and abused black woman.  Although the overriding cause of her abuse is 

Euro-American racism, in Walker’s novel, the source or perpetrator of the 

abuse is the black male.  The vehemence of the black male critical 

response to this issue seems to be in direct proportion to the amount of 

truth contained in Walker’s revelations.  On the part of some males, there 

seems to be a belligerent refusal to see themselves reflected in Walker’s 

male characters.  In addition, there is a denial of the possibility that their 

responses may be dangerously replicating white male patriarchal 

hegemony. 

 Cheryl B. Butler echoes this observation.  In reference to Steven 

Spielberg’s 1985 film, she notes, “The black male spectator, recognizing 

the self in the black male image upon the screen, rejects that self as 

unrealistic, evil, and resists the film’s discourse completely” (65).  In this 

recognition is generated another kind of family dynamic which Butler terms 

“sistern,”  the bond of black female sisterhood.  As with the family 

romance model, a two-fold dynamic emerges.  The women in the novel—

Celie, Nettie, Shug, Sofia, Mary Agnes--  form a bond in which they support, 

encourage, and love one another.  Instances of this bond of sisterhood 

abound in the novel.  In like manner, black women who read or view 

Walker’s story, often form a bond of sisterhood with her by recognizing in 
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themselves Walker’s need and right to express a story that begs telling and 

identifying with the plights of her characters.  As the father’s law is 

rejected and challenged, the female siblings form a united front of 

resistance.  As Butler observes, “sisterhood must be preserved at any 

cost;  it is the only thing the women have left” (67).  To illustrate this point, 

Butler provides the following experience.  Five black female film students 

at the University of Pennsylvania “sat in silence after viewing…The Color 

Purple…[they] were sitting in sisterhood with Alice Walker.”  Their silence 

empowered them.  Butler concludes that “by refusing to see Walker as 

structure, by refusing to acknowledge her existence, the five black women 

killed her.  But in so doing they saved her individually, saved her personal 

space, and the sacred bond of sisterhood, of ‘sistern,’ as well” (68). 

 The “family dynamic” approach is apropos to some of the conflicts 

that arise in critical responses to the novel.  In some way this approach 

tends to romanticize the issues by placing them behind the scrim of myth.  

Nevertheless, it highlights the very palpable psychodynamics involved in 

the gender issues generated by the text.   At its core, The Color Purple is 

about defining “family” and exploring and exploding gender roles.  It takes 

Celie the entire span of the novel to identify and reestablish her family.  

She suffers numerous family losses—loss of mother, father, sister and 

children.  All of her losses are directly caused by the brutality and violence 

of patriarchy.  She loses her father to the inhumanity and criminality of 

white patriarchy who exercised the privilege of lynching an uppity nigger.  
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Her other losses are caused by the destructive attitudes of black 

patriarchy.  Her stepfather expedites her mother’s death and severs her 

from her children, and Albert violently separates her from her sister.  She is 

forced to endure a fractured and abusive “family life” with Albert that is 

only relieved by Shug’s boldness and vitality.  Not until the end is Celie 

able to reestablish her family, but only after circumstances have given her 

the courage and opportunity to do so.  Her stepfather’s death frees her, and 

Albert is redeemed by relinquishing the privilege of patriarchy.  The 

concept of family is extended beyond the traditional nuclear family to 

include all those whom one loves and nurtures and from whom one 

receives the same—thus the family tableau that closes the novel.  If the 

issue of gender roles is not entirely resolved, it is a least challenged as we 

witness Albert’s reformation and Shug’s return to the fold after her 

“masculine” bluesy wanderings. 

 For some critics Walker’s conclusion to the novel has been 

problematic.  For instance, Gerald Early remarks that “the transformation 

of Mr. Albert, is not simply farfetched, which would have been acceptable, 

but utterly impossible since nothing in his society as we are given to 

understand it would generate or support such a change” (266).   Parallel to 

Early’s remark is the more hostile objection to Walker’s portrayal of the 

black male image in general.  Many have voiced strident disapproval of her 

images that they characterize as negative and demeaning especially in that 

they seem to perpetuate and to reinscribe damaging stereotypes.  In an 
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interview on June 18, 1992, Diane Sawyer broached this topic with Walker.  

Her response is telling and enlightening. 

 

  Sawyer (voice over): Critics have said her stories are  
  ruthless about the way the black men of her childhood 
  treated women, beating them, insulting them, oblivious 
  to them… 
 
  Alice Walker:  Well, I struck a nerve here and these people 
  recognize themselves.  I think that when you see yourself 
  as the oppressed person sees you, it’s very painful… 
 
  Sawyer:  Are you hard on men? 
 
  Alice Walker:  If I’m hard on men, it’s because I like them, 
  you know?  Actually, it’s because I love them. 
 
  Sawyer (voice over):  And, in a sense, this is Alice Walker’s 
  most remarkable work, coming to terms with her own 
  anger through deliberate love, willful healing. 
 
  Alice Walker:  I don’t think you have to forget, really, 
  to forgive (8). 
 
If, in fact, the family dynamics issues in Walker’s Pulitzer Prize winning 

novel are about healing, reconciliation, forgiveness, and ultimately love, 

could or should this alter the tenure of the criticism against her work?  Has 

there been a willful misreading of the work that has generated such 

inflammatory rhetoric and heated controversy? 

 

 Another contentious issue concerning The Color Purple is the 

question of form.  Critics like Trudier Harris and Gerald Early conclude that 

the novel’s structure is confused and therefore a failure.  They judge that 
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Walker has failed as an artist because her novel seems to defy easy 

categorization, or it ill uses hackneyed European conventions.  Others like 

Andrea Stuart and Tamar Katz suggest that Walker’s form is innovative and 

subversive. 

 Harris characterizes the problem as “the war between form and 

content” (156).  She lauds Walker’s use of “folk speech,” but feels that is 

does not correlate with her characterizations of Celie.  A woman of Celie’s 

background, she argues, probably would not set out to write letters to God. 

In addition, she agrees with Early in his observation of Albert’s 

development when she cites a similar problem with Celie’s.  That is, the 

novel’s form and substance do not seem to explain adequately or to 

accommodate Celie’s transformation.   Harris comments: 

 

  [H]ow Celie grows and how [Walker] presents other 
  characters as growing is frequently incredible and 
  inconsistent to anyone accustomed to novels at least 
  adhering to the worlds, logical or otherwise, that they 
  have created (156). 
 
 
Furthermore, Harris observes that Walker’s form is at odds with her stated 

commitment to “cleave to reality, to what we know, we feel, we think of life” 

(160).  The novel’s form is far too fantastic to be rooted in reality.  Again, its 

form is in conflict with its content and message.   That is, 

 

   The fabulist/fairy-tale mold of the novel is 
  ultimately incongruous with and does not serve well 
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  to frame its message.  When things turn out happily 
  in these traditional tales, we are asked to affirm the  
  the basic pattern and message:  Good triumphs over 
  evil.  But what does The Color Purple affirm? (160) 

 

Harris feels that it affirms “patience and long suffering…passivity… 

silence…secrecy…the myth of the American Dream.”  Moreover, she 

asserts, its commitment to ideology is far too dispersed to be powerful.  

She comments that Walker seems to be pandering to as many political 

sympathies as possible.  The novel’s “mixture of message, form and 

character…reads like a political shopping list of all the IOUs Walker felt it 

was time to repay.  She pays homage to the feminists…to the lesbians…to 

black nationalists…to Pan Africanism…to career-minded women…to born-

again male feminists…and to black culture” (160).  In other words, the 

novel attempts to address far too many issues and does so in a form that is 

impossible to reconcile with its content and message. 

 Harris’s critique neglects to recognize the potential of Walker’s form.  

Perhaps what Walker is attempting to create is a narrative that transcends 

the constraints of a realist tradition while at the same time seeming to be 

rooted in realistic conventions.  The text may offer a kind of metaphysical 

and/or spiritual vision of redemption and regeneration.   Certainly Walker’s 

invocation of “The Spirit” in the dedication and her reference to herself as 

a “medium” could suggest such a reading.  Shug’s pantheistic paean that 
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inspires the novel’s title indicates Walker’s intention of a spiritual 

dimension.  Shug reflects: 

  I believe God is everything…Everything that is or 
  ever was or ever will be.  And when you can feel that, 
  and be happy to feel that, you’ve found it… God 
  love everything you love—and a mess of stuff you don’t. 
  But more than anything else, God love admiration. 
   You saying God vain? I ast. 
   Naw…not vain, just wanting to share a good thing. 
  I think it pisses God off if you walk by the color purple 
  in a field somewhere and don’t notice it (178). 

In this passage the color purple represents the celebration and recognition 

of spirituality and a connectivity with nature.  Interestingly, it may also 

stand as an emblem for the black female voice.  In the Sawyer interview, 

she notes that, “The title is a tribute to the abundant but least celebrated 

color in nature” (6).  What better way to describe the long silenced and 

neglected black female voice? 

 Additionally, Walker’s narrative does not necessarily affirm those 

negative qualities that Harris lists.  Indeed, I do not concede that those 

qualities are necessarily negative at all.  Celie’s story is about triumphing 

over the burdens of being born “black…pore…ugly…[and] a woman” (187), 

and doing so in a most amazing way given the impossibility and historical 

improbability of such a transformation.   Andrea Stuart offers an eloquent 

counterpoint to Harris’s objections that is worth citing at length.  She 

argues: 

   The happy coincidences with which Celie’s story 
  concludes…can be read as an improbable fairy-tale 
  ending.  In a sense, of course, it is.  But it can be read 
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  as something other than a failure of the realist imagination. 
  Folk tales and fairy tales traditionally reward the heroine/hero 
  at the end, often in an excessive way (great wealth, marriage  
  to the prince, sainthood).  Celie’s reward at the end of The 
  Color Purple may seem equally excessive (at least by the 
  criteria of the realist novel).  But, in the manner of 
  a folk-tale protagonist, she has earned it through 
  her own subversive efforts, and like the heroine of 
  a morality tale, she deserves it.  Seen within the context  
  of the oral culture of American Blacks, the happy ending 
  is that of the folk tale or parable, and as such entirely 
  appropriate in form and content (66). 

This reading offers a plausible reconciliation of the contested tension 

between Walker’s form and content. 

 Similar to Harris, Gerald Early condemns the novel on the grounds of 

its flawed structure.  He dismisses it as “an inferior novel…a poor novel 

because it ultimately fails the ideology that it purports to serve.  It fails to 

be subversive enough in substance; it only appears to be subversive” 

(271).  He challenges the novel’s use of “various Victorianisms” and 

concludes that Harriet Beecher Stowe’s use of Victorian conventions in 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin is far more effective than Walker’s which tend to be 

“more sterile and undemanding.”  Early remarks that Walker’s use of these 

conventions merely panders to “bourgeois fascination with individualism 

and with the ambiguity of Western family life, in which bliss is 

togetherness, while having a room of one’s own” (272).  In other words, 

Walker’s text offers the veneer of subversion without fundamentally 

challenging bourgeois Western values.  In fact, Early argues, it tends to 
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reinforce these values by giving the audience, reader or viewer, what they 

want—easy, comfortable, undisturbing entertainment. 

 In contrast to Early, Tamar Katz comments on Walker’s potentially 

subversive use of a conventional European form, the epistolary novel.2  In 

the first place, Walker’s choice of this form is a subversive move in that 

she dares to appropriate a genre first used by one of the great white fathers 

of the English novel tradition, Samuel Richardson.  Second, Katz suggests 

that Walker manages to use the form to suit her own intentions.  Katz 

notes: 

  Through its epistolary structure The Color Purple 
  establishes two juxtaposed structures of instruction— 
  direct address, or persuasion, and indirect: the use 
  of example or the document.  The relation between these 
  two structures inside the boundaries of the novel 
  echoes and reenacts the inherently destabilized project 
  of the novel as a whole, indeed of any overtly didactic 
  fiction.  The Color Purple must adopt a stance toward 
  its readers that combines the strength of persuasive 
  address with the authority traditionally ceded to 
  nonpersuasive, “disinterested” writing.  And by making 
  explicit the problems of address in, and within, the novel’s 
  formal structure, Walker brings to light not just this 
  epistemological dilemma underlying didactic fiction, 
  but the specific dilemma of the marginal writer (Bloom. 
  185-186). 

Katz illustrates that Walker consistently challenges and reclaims the form 

she has chosen. 

 Walker achieves this by challenging the didactic assumptions of the 

epistolary form.  For instance, she associates Nettie with “a purely formal 

kind of instruction” (186) and then undercuts Nettie’s authority by showing 
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that institutionalized instruction ultimately fails.  Nettie’s missionary work 

fails the Olinka just as it fails Celie.  Celie is finally “liberated” by a different 

kind of instruction, the “folk wisdom” of Shug and Sofia.  That is, “The 

Color Purple”…presents an alternative model of instruction, a model based 

not on direct address, but indirect, not on the didactic lecture, but the 

didactic example” (187).  Moreover, Walker further undermines the 

epistolary form by  

highlighting the doubleness of the reader’s stance in the 
significant manner in which [the novel] truncates traditional 
epistolary form.  For Walker has given us a series of letters 
that almost never reach their addressees, a series of letter 
writers with absent, unhearing, or impotent readers.  Celie 
writes to a God who is either “sleep” or nonexistent… 
Nettie writes letters that, at first, don’t reach Celie…. 
Celie’s letters to Nettie are returned unopened.  In fact, 
most of the novel’s epistolary exchanges are nonfunctional 
in the traditionally understood sense of communication 
between writer and reader. (189) 

Thus, Walker challenges easy assumptions about the power and efficacy of 

written communication.  In so doing, Katz suggests that Walker privileges 

“a model of instruction that operates simply by showing, by the authority 

of example” (191).  The subversive potential of Walker’s epistolary form 

has a rippling effect.  Her artistic decisions challenge both assumptions 

about a white male fictive form and patriarchal attitudes about the power of 

written instruction.  She aggressively asserts the power of a womanist 

community and boldly disturbs readerly expectations.  In addition, by 

choosing to utilize the epistolary form and then subverting it, Alice Walker 

has inserted her work into the privileged  space of a white male European 
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literary tradition.  In some way, her text demands attention.   Mae G. 

Henderson asserts that “as a genre, the English epistolary novel, a form 

invented by men writing about women, embodies male control of the 

literary images of women.  By appropriating a form invented and 

traditionally controlled by men, but thematicizing the lives and experiences 

of women, Alice Walker asserts her authority, or right to authorship” 

(Bloom, 67). 

 Andrea Stuart aptly and eloquently comments on the didactic nature 

of Walker’s novel.  She observes that The Color Purple 

  is not just an optimistic book, but an optimistically 
  didactic one.  Black women must learn to respect 
  themselves, it says, to be respected; learn to speak 
  for themselves to be listened to; speak up for them- 
  selves to be recognized.  They must not internalise 
  oppression by responding with self-hatred and  
  submission.  They can, and must, look to themselves, 
  and to those who can give them the support they 
  need in this struggle—that is, other black women— 
  and draw sustenance from them.  Then they will 
  realise that they have strength in community and 
  can give as well as receive.  Then they will find each 
  other as sisters, discover that their past was worse  
  than had been admitted, but not as bad as they 
  feared… This would be a cruel message without the 
  happy ending.  (66-67)3 

 Last, some critics have decried the historical milieu of the novel 

while others have appreciated Walker’s revisionary use of historical detail.  

For instance, Gerald Early writes that “the problem with the novel’s 

historicity is that it seems false and unconvincing, a kind of obvious 

scaffolding.  The bits of history seem undigested and set in the text like 
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lumps” (273).  Just as Early feels that the novel possesses a veneer of 

subversion, so too he observes that it constructs a veneer of history.  

Conversely, Elliott Butler-Evans remarks that Walker does not so much 

mishandle historical detail as she suppresses some aspects of history in 

order to foreground other, often neglected historical narrative.  He notes 

that “Both [Nettie’s African narrative and Celie’s self-narration] marginalize 

the historical discourse that would focus primarily on imperialism in Africa 

and racism in America in order to emphasize another ‘history’ : the story of 

the universal oppression of Black women” (171).  Ed Guerrero, 

commenting on Spielberg’s film, situates it in cinematic history and views 

The Color Purple  “as part of a long line of such Black spectacles that 

locate their narrative in the rural, Black South in a romantic, ahistorical  

void that occurs somewhere between World Wars I and II”  (55, emphasis 

added).   As precursors to The Color Purple, he cites Hallelujah (1929), 

Hearts in Dixie (1929), and Cabin in the Sky (1943). 

 Melissa Walker also notes the problem with history that the novel 

presents, but she attempts to explain and to accommodate those gaps.  

She points out that “There are difficulties in trying to evaluate this novel 

and to understand the significance of both the historical and ahistorical 

reality it portrays and the kind of statement it made to the reading public in 

1982, which received it with accolades…” (69).  Yet, she offers this rare 

insight into the problem:  “The absence of any reference in Celie’s letters 

to a connection between her internal world and external history-bound 
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society is key to this novel’s place in its own time” (70).  In part, Melissa 

Walker explains this by suggesting that the novel’s emphasis on sexuality 

and material acquisition would have appealed to a Reaganite generation 

driven as it was, and is, by the ethos of yuppyism (buppyism?).  In addition, 

Alice Walker’s story is primarily about Celie’s “personal” growth outside of 

the flux and flow of public history.  Although there may be some merit to 

Melissa Walker’s conclusions, the ahistorical dilemma of the novel 

indicates an intention and effect beyond her very astute observations. 

 If Alice Walker is Zora Neale Hurston’s literary daughter, as Walker 

and others have positioned her, and if her work pays homage to Hurston as 

her literary mother, as Walker has so often suggested, then the seeming 

ahistorical aspect of the novel is located in these suppositions.  The 

ahistorical setting places Walker on a continuum with Hurston by situating 

her novel in a timeless realm, outside of and out of step with her historical 

moment.  Much of Hurston’s work, especially Their Eyes Were Watching 

God, was criticized for the same “flaw.”  This solidly constructs an 

uninterrupted womanist voice and history that links Walker back to 

Hurston.  Clearly, Walker deliberately created a world in which the 

historical oppression of racism seems peripheral to Celie’s journey toward 

selfhood, although there are occasional references to racism.  This world 

unites Celie to Janie Crawford who must also find her voice within the 

confines of the black community.  Both Hurston’s and Walker’s novels are 

about a community in the throes of interrogating its own life and failures, 
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outside of the inhumanity of white racism.4  Walker’s elision of historical 

accuracy suggests that such issues are not time-bound or have they been 

adequately addressed or resolved since Hurston’s time.   Walker’s novel 

intends to reiterate the problems raised by Hurston in 1937.  In so doing, 

she literally rewrites and reenvisions Hurston’s novel, providing Celie with 

the unequivocally happy ending which eludes Janie. 

 

 Despite the gaps and flaws that critics continue to debate, The Color 

Purple, both novel and film, has managed to meet with enthusiastic praise 

and approval from many African American women.  Jacqueline Bobo has 

demonstrated that these women often close ranks around Walker’s 

narrative and valorize and validate the substance of the history she retells.  

Bobo notes that, in part, the project of  “Contemporary works by black 

women writers, of which The Color Purple is part, are a corrective to prior 

notions of black women…The predominant element of this movement is 

the creation and maintenance of images of black women that are based on 

black women’s constructions, history and real life experiences” (Callaloo 

335).  In recognition of this sentiment, and clearly in negation of Trudier 

Harris’s response that she “couldn’t imagine a Celie existing in any black 

community I knew or any that I could conceive of” (155), the following 

typifies the positive responses of some black women which Bobo records: 

   One Black woman who had seen the film was quoted 
  in the New York Times as saying that she knew many Celies 
  when she was growing up in Sunflower County, Mississippi. 
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  She said that she, her mother and her aunts had all been 
  beaten and brutalized by their husbands and that for her, 
  the movie “just lifted a burden.”  She added: “Black 
  women should not be sacrificed for Black men’s pride. 
  Let the film roll.”  (Jump Cut 44) 

Indeed, let the film roll, and let the presses continue to turn. 

 

 

 

 

Afterword 
 A Critical Response to Alice Walker’s Sequel to The Color Purple 

 

 Once again, Alice Walker has managed to propel herself and her 

work into the vortex of political, social, racial and gender controversy.  Her 

sequel to The Color Purple, Possessing the Secret of Joy, will disturb your 

sleep, discomfit your conscience, and sear your soul.  The character Adam, 

Celie’s long-lost son, reflects in a moment of sheer horror that “I felt as if a 

whole other world of grief and disaster had just dropped on my soul.  I 

groaned in agony…The sound of my own sorrow was shocking to me” 

(262).  His sentiment sums up any thinking, feeling person’s response to a 

reading of this novel. 

 Walker painfully and graphically deals with the subject of the 

practice of female genital mutilation.  She reintroduces characters from The 

Color Purple—Tashi (Evelyn), Adam, Olivia, and introduces new 
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characters—Benny, Tashi and Adam’s mentally disabled son; Lisette, 

Adam’s French mistress and Pierre, their biracial, bisexual son; Carl, 

Tashi’s elderly Jungian psychiatrist and Raye, her young female African 

American therapist; and M’Lissa, the tsunga who is honored by her 

government for preserving the Olinka culture by continuing to perform 

female genital mutilation.  The narrative follows, through a deft 

combination of personal vignette and letters, these characters through the 

process of Tashi’s coming to terms with her mutilated body.  Walker offers 

a brief history of African female genital mutilation, provides vivid 

descriptions of the physical pain inflicted on and suffered by victims of this 

“rite of female passage,” and delineates the psychological damage 

wrought by such barbarity.  I found it difficult to read this novel without 

squirming in my seat, crossing and recrossing my legs, bolting from the 

room, and/or emitting agonizing screams.  To suggest the least, some 

readers will experience an extremely uncomfortable visceral response.  The 

brutality and cruelty outlined in The Color Purple reaches an ear-shattering 

crescendo in Possessing the Secret of Joy.  This is a powerful novel. 

 In the Olinka sections of The Color Purple Walker began to 

deromanticize the myth of our African “origins.”  In this novel, she 

resoundingly completes that project.  She challenges the accepted 

authority of African male domination, questions the usefulness of some 

traditional African tribal customs, and defies the code that would silence 

the universal resisting womanist voice.  She illustrates that the mutilation 
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of and brutality against the black female body not only demeans the object, 

but dehumanizes the subject.  The men in this novel suffer just as much as 

do the women.  Walker makes clear that “the enemy” is not merely the age-

old battle of the sexes, but rather “the enemy” is any system that would 

continue to sanction any form of cruelty against Life. 

 Despite the pain that shoots at the reader from across the pages of 

Walker’s novel, a pain that seems to be engraved with the putrid blood of 

millions of dead black female victims, there is a willful and deliberate 

celebratory quality to this work that affirms Life.  This begins with the 

dedication “To The Blameless Vulva,” proceeds through the reconciliation 

of splintered relationships and fractured selves, and concludes with a 

sense of the literal healing and regeneration of an entire peoples, 

symbolized by the collective mending of the vulva that is represented by 

the triumphant and defiant uplifting of the healthy and unmutilated genitalia 

of African female babies.  The reader wades through a fetid quagmire of 

torn flesh, tortured psyches, and lacerated souls in order to embrace the 

light and hope of possessing the secret of joy. 
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1  The ten year reference indicates the year this paper was first written, 1992. 
2  Epistolary novel: a novel written in the form of a series of letters. 
3  These strategies of resisting white male patriarchy, privileging orality, learning life lessons 
through example and “folk wisdom,” and embracing community place Walker’s text squarely and securely 
within both African American history and literary tradition. 
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4  Recently, Bill Cosby has received enormous criticism and backlash for suggesting a similar 
approach to solving the social and economic ills still present in the African American community. 
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                                             Abstract  

                             Using Multi Cultural Sound  

       for Contemplation Creativity and  Personal   Transformation 

Written by: Angela Benedetto 

The Creative Process of Personal Transformation takes form as digital video disc 

demonstrating the artist-researcher using a variety of teaching modalities accompanied by a 

contextual essay related to the research question, “How can sound, rhythm, and music be 

used for personal growth within a learning community?” A DVD, inspired by my research 

in sound healing practices, multicultural arts, holistic education, and consciousness 

studies, illustrates immersion in the creative process which can be characterize as a 

process demonstrating “the ability or power to create” (dictionary.com) using 

“originality, expressiveness, and imagination”, (dictionary.com) as the artist-researcher. 

The DVD demonstrates my exploration of learning through experience using sound, 

rhythm, and music as a catalyst for my personal growth. Multiple learning styles and 

intelligences in non-linear formats are explored in personal observations of how sound; 

rhythm and music may used for personal growth 

 Research data includes interviews with Native American Joe Bruchac, Ph.D., in 

American Literature Marcia Dale Lopez, Ph.D. in transpersonal psychology and Rosanne 

Ranari, M.A. in music and theatre. The experts discuss consciousness, and various aspects of 

experiential learning. The DVD addresses cultural influences that have contributed to the 

expansion of my view of the world.  In the contextual essay accompanying the DVD, art-

based heuristic research is used exploring kinesthetic, emotional and spiritual intelligence 

through sound, rhythm, and music. Music and rhythm were used in the DVD as unifying 

force culturally and aesthetically, with music selected to appeal to a variety of cultures, 

ages, genders, and fields of expertise to support inclusiveness and transformative learning 

experiences.   

Five principles of transformative learning are discoveries which I made during my 

research process, and are addressed in the accompanying contextual essay. They are: (1) We 
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are Multi-Modal Creative Beings; (2) We Have the Potential to Access information on 

many intuitive levels; (3) Using Intellect and Intuition Creates Balance; (4) Learning 

Holistically Supports Growth and Transformation and (5) Small learning Communities 

Facilitate Transformative Learning.  

                        Using Multi Cultural Sound 

 for Contemplation Creativity and Personal  Transformation 

 

 Personal Statement Concerning my Research:  

 A) Development of Research Question and Description of Project Demonstrating 

Excellence 

As a veteran secondary educator of twenty seven years, I am constantly seeking 

innovative ways to engage students in the learning process. The purpose of the DVD and 

Contextual Essays was to examine how sound, rhythm and music may be used for personal 

transformation within a learning community. To capture the holistic nature of personal 

transformation the research question was addressed through a critical lens of consciousness, 

intention, and body-mind integration. The research question was:  How are sound, rhythm, 

and music used for personal growth within a learning community? As the artist-

researcher, I selected art-based heuristic research as a methodology to capture the essence 

of personal transformation. 

             This research consists of a digital video disc (DVD) accompanied by a compilation 

of contextual essays related to the research question. The DVD is a teaching tool where I 

demonstrate immersion in the creative process by learning through experience. The 

objectives in producing the DVD are twofold.  The primary objective was to demonstrate 

the intuitive creative process and unique qualities of sound, rhythm, and music and how 

they may be used for personal growth. The secondary objective was to encourage adults 

in leadership positions, especially traditional and non-tradition educational settings to 

actively participate in creativity by engaging in a variety of instructional mediums, such 

as music, theatre, contemplative practices, field research and experiential classroom 

application. 
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 The DVD is an integrative audio-visual presentation inspired by my research.  It 

is the creative arts project. It is accompanied by the Contextual Essay. The DVD supports 

five principles of transformative learning. 

 The DVD also presents multiple learning styles and intelligences in an abstract, non-

linear format. My observations of how sound, rhythm and music are used for my personal 

transformation are accompanied by interviews with Joe Bruchac, Marcia Dale Lopez, and 

Rosanne Ranari. The interviews discuss conscious creativity, integrative learning and music. 

The DVD explores the relationship between the creative process and discovering one’s 

passion.  It demonstrates the journey I have taken through discovery of my passions: sound, 

rhythm and music, conscious creativity, and personal transformation, “changing my nature or 

condition” (dictionary.com) to promote wholeness and healing (see page 26). The DVD also 

explores the cultural influences which have contributed to the expansion of my view of the 

world.   

Individually, and collectively we are constantly creating either consciously or 

unconsciously. Belief systems are influenced by the values determined through group 

consensus of any given time period and or culture. Harvard graduate and clinical 

psychologist David Feurstein, Ph.D. addressed this process at a recent conference at the 

University of Southern Oregon. Belief systems constantly change as our perceptions change 

through the process of gathering and integrating new information (Feurstein). This research 

project is a creation, which represents the culmination of studies most important to me. It was 

designed to inspire faculty and students to explore their passions, expand their human 

potential, and to be comfortable with the creative process. It was my intention to inspire 

through example by becoming directly involved experientially in every aspect of the 

production of the DVD. I participated in most of the events documented in the film and 

recorded the majority of the video footage used.  

 

B) Theoretical Framework  

The theoretical framework for the research project was developed from the following 

theories and scholars: multiple intelligence (Gardner, H. and Zohar, D.), self actualization, 

(Maslow, A.), the world is sound “Nada Brahma” (Berendt, J.), the theory of objectivity, 

(Chopra, D.), and small learning communities (Meier, D.). I developed a conceptual process 

that captures the essence of the creative process exploring sound, rhythm and music as 
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inspirational mediums. It is my intention to reflect the holistic, multi-modal and integrative 

process for the DVD through the accompanying contextual essays. I developed a Creative 

Process of Personal Transformation (CPPT). When writing the contextual essays, I 

followed the intuitive creative process in the Creative Process of Personal Transformation 

(CPPT Benedetto) observed through the critical lens of sound, spiritual and emotional 

intelligence.  

Figure 1 is an illustration of the creative process leading to personal transformation. It 

can be used as a tool to interpret the research process. Although the diagram is flat, the 

process should be viewed as a three dimensional holographic moving spiral to demonstrate 

the process of creativity. Stanislav Grof, M.D defines holography as “a photographic process 

that uses laser-coherent light of the same wave-length to produce three dimensional figures in 

space” (Grof 7).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Creative Process of Personal Transformation     
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In the Creative Process of Personal Transformation, I propose that human beings (as 

per conversation with Union Institute and University (UI&U) professor Jose Cedillos) are 

multi-modal creativity beings (Cedillos). I define the multi-modal creativity being, as a being 

constantly in the act of creating using a variety of modalities to stimulate the creative process. 

Some modalities that the creativity being may use include intellect, intuition, and kinesthetic 

awareness of the body and its internal and external energy system. This implies that we have 

the capacity to access intuition on a variety of levels. Accessing these intuitive levels requires 

balanced use of the intellect and intuition without attachment to any one specific medium 

(i.e. devotional chant, dance, drumming, meditation, yoga, etc. (see figure 1).  Using our 

balanced intuitive and intellectual skills frees us to discover and determine our passions. The 

process presents the relationship between intellect and intuition as a key factor for the 
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creative process. I chose the yin yang form to visually represent the need for balance between 

the two constructs of intellect and intuition. Within this construct, balance between intellect 

and intuition may be considered a form of personal development and the relationship 

between intellect and intuition a form of creative process.    

In the CPPT discovery and passion bring joy to the learning experience, which 

renews interest in learning and may result in personal growth and transformation. In the 

Creative Process of Personal Transformation, the multi-modal being continues to develop 

through personal awareness by experiencing various mediums, or processes which bring the 

individual joy and inspiration. In my case, some of these mediums included devotion, silence, 

sound, and rhythm. The term “other” on the right side of the model should not be 

understated. The mediums that bring passion and joy may vary in each individual at any 

given time. This model acknowledges that all mediums have the potential to inspire, are not 

fixed in time, and therefore, promote individual continuing growth.  

I suggest that through the creative process of personal transformation, the learner 

interfaces and interacts with information from the outside world in a holistic non-linear 

pattern; hence, the yin yang sign. I will discuss this process as I have experienced it. We use 

both intellect and intuition to assess incoming information fixed in present time but subject to 

change moment by moment. I also suggest that willingness to draw in new information can 

influence and change the individual’s perception of past belief systems. In the DVD 

conclusion (chapter 9), I demonstrate this process. The intellect compares and contrasts 

incoming information with past belief systems based on previous experiences. Intuition 

senses the discrepancy between the information and provokes an emotional response 

(emotional intelligence). Through this response the multi-modal creativity being feels or 

senses that a change in past beliefs and willingness to accept new information is necessary. 

The multi-modal being now has a choice to ignore the emotional response or to acknowledge 

the response and learn. Sound, rhythm and music help me to access my intuition through the 

creative process as presented in the DVD.      

Dynamic Interaction with the Creative Process of Personal Transformation 

If the CPPT is viewed as a holographic spiral as described on page 9, the beginning 

and end of the creative process flows cyclically, as one complete unit. What seems like the 

end of a learning cycle may be the beginning of a more comprehensive thought form. This 

process may be compared to the enlightened moments of realization that steer our path 

towards self-actualization and transformation. “What is not commonly known is that 
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Maslow’s pyramidal hierarchy was not topped by self-actualization. The final layer of the 

pyramid has been censored in the mainstream Universities in the West. Maslow’s hierarchy 

ends with transcendence…or …wisdom of the soul” (Blanc 40). 

  The DVD serves as an integrative model for personal transformation.  Personal 

transformation is demonstrated by the multi-modal creativity being that engages in the 

creative process, which results in learning. I will refer to this process of learning as 

“transformative learning.” The multi-modal creativity being uses a variety of modalities to 

engage in the creative process. 

 

Research Format 

Because my learning style is highly kinesthetic and auditory, sound, rhythm and 

music were used throughout the creative process of this research project.  It is within this 

cyclical stylistic form that I ask the reader to examine and explore the Contextual Essay. 

The production of the DVD and compilation of contextual essays required my 

intuitive and cognitive skills. The DVD and contextual essays shadow each other in content 

areas, form and circular style. Both DVD and contextual essays can be divided into the 

following content areas: (1) transformative holistic learning; (2) sound, rhythm and music 

and (3) creative expression. The DVD demonstrates one learner’s journey through the 

creative process. Sound, rhythm, and music are the sensory mediums that I used as teaching 

tools for transformative learning. I use sound, rhythm and music intuitively in this written 

document to focus my intellect, access my intuition, enhance my creative spirit and 

ultimately bring joy and life to my learning process.  

 The process of Ethnography much like Art-Based Research has been described 

by scholars using a variety of titles. Some titles include: auto ethnography, creative 

analytic practices (CAP ethnography), and autobiographical heuristic research” (McNiff, 

& Moustakas). The narratives placed in the essays that follow depict my intuitive and 

intellectual process of discovery. In this process I become the objective observer, observing 

my response to the immediate circumstance and maintain focus, by listening to my body’s 

response to the circumstance. The narratives demonstrate and balance of intellect and 

intuition within a unified whole as depicted in the CPPT. They are an integral part of the art-

based heuristic research process used in the contextual essay. These narratives describe my 

experiences with sound, rhythm, music and energy resulting in personal transformation as a 
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marked change in character for the better (Dictionary.com). I address transformation in the 

contextual essay in greater detail. 

The process of transformative learning can be challenging. While I have described 

this research project as a model for integrative, transformative learning I would say that as a 

whole unit, transformative learning requires decomposition much like nature. In nature, 

organic material breaks down and changes form, thus transformation occurs. In 

transformative learning, the individual’s beliefs and their approach to life experiences also 

changes, moving towards wholeness. Because this mode of learning is cyclical, it continues 

to shift and expand. Each time I added to my thesis, I brought new insights to my learning.  I 

continually discovered connections between the content areas that I researched. It has been 

necessary to reorganize my thoughts several times to bring my non-linear learning 

experiences into a linear fashion. There was a paradigm shift that occurred within my self. 

Within this process, my perspective changed from looking outward to receive my inspiration 

from other teachers and musicians, to becoming inspired by my process of learning as an art 

form. The evolutionary processes, which shaped my final contextual essay, follow this 

paradigm shift, falling into three categories. The categories are as follows: The creative 

evolutionary process of developing a thesis, the artist doing research creating a film, and the 

artist doing research writing a thesis. I will discuss these evolutionary processes in my 

research findings. 

 

 

 

Heuristic Narrative on Spiritual Intelligence 
This essay defines the lens of spiritual intelligence through which I am viewing 

my creative process. I define the word spiritual as “accessing the vital principle or 

animating force of human beings, thereby accessing incorporeal consciousness” 

(Dictionary.com.). In this case, spiritual intelligence would be the process of accessing 

incorporeal consciousness using our innate wisdom. Research in Spiritual Intelligence 

profoundly influenced the research (Dale Lopez, Dirkx, Goertzel, and Zohar). Spiritual 

intelligence requires paying attention to the present moment. I frequently practice 

bringing my full attention to the present moment. As a result, I have learned to become 
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less attached to the outcome of my experiences and more willing to be present or engaged 

in my daily activities. Learning to be less attached to the outcome has relieved much of 

the stress of needing to be right or wrong. This in turn has given me the freedom to 

explore more creatively  

My self-perception has changed dramatically by viewing life through the lens of 

Spiritual Intelligence.  I discovered that using spirituality as a meaning system provides 

an opportunity to move beyond my limitations. In this practice, I am more compassionate 

with myself. This, in turn, has helped me to be more compassionate and tolerant of 

others. I am less critical of my actions and willing to view my experiences as 

opportunities for growth and learning. I maintain more balance in my busy schedule, and 

make time to do the things I love. Becoming more balanced has helped me to be more 

present with my teenagers at home and in the classroom.  Practicing silence helps still my 

mind by reducing obsessive and worrisome thoughts that keep me from experiencing 

happiness. I am aware of my body’s needs and treat it more kindly by giving it proper 

nutrition, rest and exercise.  I listen to my body’s kinesthetic needs and follow my 

intuition providing music, rhythm or silence when I need to energize, refocus, or redirect 

my thoughts. I am learning to trust my intuition more each day. I now see each 

experience as an opportunity for learning and making new discoveries. Most importantly, 

I don’t take myself too seriously, which may be the greatest gift of all! 

I did not see myself as an artist, a musician, a poet or an adventurer as a young 

person. I did not consider myself a lifelong learner, and I cannot recall any events in my 

academic program that fostered an interest in becoming a lifelong learner. In fact, I 

thought I was below average in spite of the fact that I was in accelerated Spanish and 

English, participated in choral groups and headed the cheerleading squad.  

Most would agree that a solid academic foundation is essential to learning. I could 

not have written this contextual essay if I did not have a solid academic foundation. 

However, my two greatest passions; music and intercultural exchange, were not 

cultivated even when recognized at an early age. I now recognize the importance of 

including my passions in my professional and daily life. 

 The passions of my youth were suppressed by traditional education and family 

values. In producing the DVD I explored multi-modal creativity.  Including original 
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music and poetry in the DVD and contextual essays provided an opportunity to reconnect 

with my neglected childhood passion for learning. 

         

The Creative Process Across Disciplines 

Researchers in education and educational psychology are in agreement that 

individuals both express and demonstrate their intelligence in a variety of ways. Howard 

Gardner’s model of Multiple Intelligence provides a foundation for academic institutions 

to educate students with authenticity by acknowledging that there are multiple ways in 

which we may demonstrate our intelligence (Gardner). In his most recent text, 

Intelligence Reframed, Gardner discusses that although he has added two new 

intelligences to his model; natural and existential intelligence, he cannot say that he has 

experienced existential intelligence personally. Gardner repeatedly uses the word spiritual 

in his discourse on existential intelligence in the text. His support of existential 

intelligence implies that intelligences, which explore the experience of existence such as 

existential or spiritual intelligence, are relevant to learning styles. Gardner is keenly 

aware of the importance of a continuing dialog on this topic. He recognized that world 

spiritual leaders, such as Gandhi, have qualities that would depict them as being more 

spiritually aware (Gardner was willing to add eight and a half intelligences to his list of 

multiple intelligences for the time being) (Gardner 89).  Interestingly enough, Gardner 

describes his relationship to music as one which approximates a spiritual experience. 

(93).  In my observation, Gardner’s relationship to music is in sync with Dana Zohar’s 

description of Spiritual Intelligence, Kenneth Brucia’s list of the benefits of music on 

page 62, and my own experience in listening to the Raga as described in the narratives. I 

will point out that Gardner clearly defines his reference point in relationship to his 

research. Gardener does not see himself as being spiritually inclined. I, on the other hand 

see all people as being spiritually inclined since I view individual perception as a 

characteristic of spirituality. Scientists and scholars who are comfortable with spirituality 

within the context of their research, such as Jung, Beaulieu, Berendt, Arrien, and 

Broomfield may not have difficulty including Gardner’s eight and ninth intelligence; 

natural intelligence and existential intelligence.           
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All humans share the very basic experience of needing to be loved, nurtured, 

respected, and cared for. I suggest that transformative learning provides the love, respect, 

nurturing, and care needed. I would like to introduce personal and transformative learning 

experiences into education. Watch a child learning through play and see if you can find 

the magic they experience in learning new concepts. Being head-teacher of the early 

Childhood program at Schenectady high School has provided many opportunities to 

explore children of all ages, and their developmental stages, and learning techniques. 

Experts such as T. Berry Brazelton agree that children who have been fortunate to have 

their needs met constantly demonstrate personal transformation and the excitement of 

dreaming. This transformative learning was experienced daily; moment to moment, filled 

with the magic and mystery of wonder, excitement, and curiosity. Rosanne Ranari 

describes this process in DVD chapter 2 when she states: “When you’re watching little 

ones, children, and they’re so uninhibited …there are no censoring mechanisms in place 

yet and they are spontaneous. They sing and chant and they rhyme and make poetry and 

experiment and explore”  

The scientific community is presently exploring theories that explain 

consciousness using “ideas from dynamical systems theory, process philosophy and 

related areas of science to explore questions fundamental to understanding the nature of 

mind” (Goertzel, Germine, and Combs 1). Our thoughts may indeed be the energy, which 

precedes the materialization of our experiences in the world. Some may call this a self-

fulfilling prophecy, but this term is laden with the notion of preventing or creating 

negative experiences. “Conscious experience is a particular combination of brain and 

body states” (Wlodzislaw 1). Through the Creative Process of Personal Transformation, I 

suggest that we are constantly creating, and therefore, have the capacity to create joyful, 

enlightened experiences through positive thoughts and actions.  

McNiff compels his readers to expand the assumptions concerning research. 

McNiff has focused on using art as research in his text, Art-Based Research. Many of his 

ideas for research projects are drawn from his clinical work in psychology and from the 

work of others. Although McNiff states the importance of stimulating the imagination 

and experimentation of the reader, his primary goal is to bring about systems change, 
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which would expand the current epistemological discussions that accompany research. 

“We are either served or held captive by the structures we use” (McNiff, 32). 

 

Rationale for Selection of Essay Topics 

 My objective was to present an integrative multi-media presentation using music as a 

springboard for transformative learning.  I examined the use of sound within an 

interdisciplinary teaching tool. Although sound in and of itself has been solicited within 

the scientific community as a powerful tool for improving listening, reducing blood 

pressure, tension reduction and increased attention span, little academic research has been 

done in examining the use of sound for personal growth and transformation ( Thompson). 

I also explored content areas that contribute to the experience of how transformative 

learning validates multiple intelligences. Transformation requires change. The greatest 

changes may occur when the entire being is aware and present by using all its faculties or 

intelligences (Zohar). The essays written in each section of the larger contextual essay 

address various components of transformative learning and increased awareness directly 

or indirectly related to the use of sound, rhythm and music. 

 It was my objective to produce an integrative DVD whose target audience was 

inclusive of, but not limited to, the academic community. It was extremely important to 

accomplish a creative work that models integrative, interdisciplinary learning and honors 

multiple intelligences. The instructional video is designed for secondary administrators, 

faculty, students and other individuals who facilitate or instruct groups. The contextual 

essay provides the theoretical framework for the DVD and was written for the post-

secondary academic community. Having spent many years in secondary education, I 

wanted to serve the greater academic community by producing a DVD that supports 

transformative, interdisciplinary learning that honors our multiple intelligences. The 

DVD and contextual essay are designed to mirror one another in content areas and in 

creative form. Combined, they are a working unit of art. 

  As I began my investigation of the use of sound and harmonics as a healing 

modality to restore to health or spiritual wholeness across cultures I noticed two 

reoccurring themes: the power of intention, and the power of a cultural belief system. 

These two themes lead me to further explore new scientific theories in thought- based 
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reality and ancient wisdom teachings that supported these themes. I view healing as 

defined as follows because in all three definitions, wholeness may be supported through a 

transformative process, physically emotionally and or spiritually. 

1. To restore to health or soundness; cure.  

2. To set right; repair: healed the rift between us.  

3. To restore (a person) to spiritual wholeness. (dictionary.com) 

 As demonstrated in the creative process of personal transformation, I applied my 

research in the DVD reflecting balance between intuition and the intellect through the 

process of producing the DVD, as described in the research methods. It serves as a 

process for documenting the non-linear multi-sensory learning experience through art-

based heuristic research. 

 I have long felt that learning should be interdisciplinary, allowing instructional 

integration across curriculum. It is for this reason that I examined the use of sound for 

personal growth within a learning community. I chose to integrate the power of sound in 

an audiovisual presentation exploring music as a creative process.  

The contextual essay asks the reader to cross cultural borders theoretically, 

culturally, and intellectually. In the contextual essay I examine scientific theories that are 

relatively new, alongside ancient wisdom teachings from other cultures which have the 

capacity to more fully engage students, and enrich the learning experience for both 

student and teacher. The topics in the compilation of contextual essays are paramount for 

my own creative inspiration. I have chosen a wide range of practitioners whose research 

methods are equally as varied. Each author has integrated theory with personal 

experiences in their field of expertise. 

Research Methodology 

Art-Based Heuristic Research Definition 

Shawn McNiff defines art-based research as an extension of heuristic research 

whereby the artist-researcher engages in inner-directed heuristic inquiry where there is a 

“comparable emphasis on direct and personal participation” using art as the medium for 

the research methodology.(McNiff ) In this process “the challenge facing the human science 

researcher (or art-based researcher) is to describe things in themselves, to permit what is 
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before one to enter consciousness, and be understood in its meanings and essences in the light 

of intuition and self-reflection” (Moustakas 23). Phenomenological research is a “philosophic 

system rooted in subjective openness” (Moustakas 23). From the point of view that continual 

self- exploration as we are exposed to others’ view of the world can enable us to better 

understand others’ perspectives, the other in this case is me, in observation of my self-

discovery. Intuition plays an important role in phenomenological research, as described by 

Clark Moustakas. Intuition also plays an important role in art-based research particularly 

when the research is transcendental in nature. Much like phenomenology, art-based research 

draws the researcher into “knowledge as it appears to consciousness, the science of 

describing what one perceives, senses, and knows in one’s immediate awareness and 

experience” (26). In the DVD conclusion (Chapter 9) I demonstrate my personal 

transformation, described by Moustakas as ideation, whereby “the object” (the DVD in this 

case) “that appears in consciousness mingles with the object in nature (me) so that meaning is 

created, and knowledge is extended” (27). “What appears in consciousness is an absolute 

reality” (27).   

Shaun McNiff’s text, Art-Based Research was my primary source for research 

methodology in this project. I also drew from Moustakas’s text on heuristic research. 

McNiff has done extensive research in creative art therapy. His text demonstrates the use 

of art for qualitative heuristic research analysis. He proposes that by creating art the 

observer may draw conclusions through qualitative analysis. McNiff explains that 

contemporary heuristic research attempts to be written as objectively as possible in an 

effort to offer unbiased research analysis; however, while “conventional  behavioral 

science assumes that research must be rigorously objective(…) there has not been enough 

critical attention given to  the place of bias in all interpretations of the world” (McNiff 

55).  I suggest that this rationale may eventually become more accepted and gain support 

in scientific fields of study such as quantum physics. “Whereby, “every interpretation is 

based on the perspective of the interpreter, and in the case of behavioral science, from the 

perspective (or bias) of the theory of research” (55). As the art-based heuristic researcher, 

I took the role as being the objective observer. 

           The DVD is an instructional tool that models the artist-researcher-educator 

learning experientially by exploring several mediums.  In the introduction, I describe the 

DVD as a working model. By this, I mean that I modeled the creative process through a 
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variety of mediums in the DVD and in its production. As I developed the research 

project, I recognized that our multiple intelligences offer varied approaches to 

transformative learning. I also discovered how exciting it is to use multiple intelligences 

for personal and professional growth. I discovered that learning through experience 

provides a fresh approach to the learning process and to scholarship. 

There is a stream of consciousness, which flows through the research project 

expressed through the critical lens of spiritual and emotional intelligence. The 

development of our emotional intelligence is a gateway for healing past emotional 

wounds and living with greater joy and integrity. I view Spiritual Intelligence as the 

guiding map, inclusive to all intelligences. My willingness to cross cultural borders 

provided opportunities for creative, artistic, intellectual, social and emotional growth.  

Art-Based Research and the Production of the DVD 

Through his clinical experience, McNiff observed that learning further develops 

when we connect ideas to our experience. In the same vein, teaching children to connect 

ideas to their experience contributes to autonomous thinking where “becoming critically 

reflective of the assumptions of others is fundamental to collaborative problem posing 

and solving” (Mezirow 5).  “Becoming critically reflective of one’s own assumptions is 

the key to transforming one’s taken for granted frame of reference” (6). In my 

observation, there is a great need for experiential learning to continue through the 

secondary years of education. Shaun McNiff describes the process of the artist-researcher 

as one where “we have access to a more direct encounter with inner motivations and 

creative forces” and “the heuristic dimension to this type of research increases the 

validity of what we say about the process of making the painting (or art of any medium) 

because the researcher has directly experienced the process being investigated” (McNiff 

61). I am not an art therapist; however, viewing the research project as art-work and 

observing the process of creating art has provided opportunities for personal 

transformation. This was demonstrated throughout the DVD. By direct participation, I 

became the musician, the producer, the actor, the field researcher and the film recorder. 

Each experience provided countless opportunities for creative expression, which led to 

personal transformation. I developed ease in exploring and engaging in the creative 

process. 
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Shaun McNiff maintains that ‘textbook” research encourages the researcher to 

separate research methodologies, which may share the use of introspection as a mode of 

inquiry. I see art as a process and by creating; I become the artist in a variety of settings 

and forms. Observing and participating in this process encouraged the use of my creative, 

intuitive and sensory skills. McNiff also suggests that heuristic art-based research must 

move from the need to “justify” the research process by the traditional scientific research 

community to a more inclusive process. “This prevailing need to justify oneself 

according to the standards of something external to one’s being results in the closeting of 

the essential artistic nature of the discipline” (33). I found this statement to particularly be 

true when writing my contextual essays as the artist- researcher-writer. McNiff states, 

“As we move away from justification as an exclusive motive for research, we will find 

that scientific methods will emerge naturally as preferred ways of gaining a deeper 

understanding of certain phenomena and problems” (33). I suggest that this justification 

itself is a form of bias based on the present day and pre-existing scientific model. This 

model has influenced research in the social sciences as well. “Conventional behavioral 

science assumes that research must be rigorously objective but there has not been enough 

attention given to the place of bias in all interpretations of the world” (McNiff 37). “Art-

based research grows from a trust in the intelligence of the creative process and a desire 

for relationships with images that emerge from it.” (37). “These two focal points are the 

basis for a new tradition of inquiry” and “within this process, much the same as in art 

therapy, the researcher wants  ‘to know’ how the process of creation affects us” (31). I 

also recognize the importance of finding ways to make connections between research in 

social science and science, which is why I included scientific research in consciousness 

studies and sound healing in the research project. By bridging this gap, educational 

models may be upgraded as well.  

McNiff recognized that research and training in art therapy are inseparable. I 

realized that the artist producing a DVD and the artist writing a contextual essay were 

also inseparable. McNiff explains that art based inquiry is not limited to the actual use of 

art by the researcher to investigate the art therapy process. My relationship to art is 

experiential and explorative. I see art, more specifically music, as an intrinsic part of my 

life. It makes me feel alive, free and whole as well as inspire me. I will use art-based 
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research as McNiff describes “a means to investigate my relationship to the process of 

making art” (88).  

My program took a quantum leap when I discovered that I became an artist 

through the process of making art. As the multi-modal creativity being, I became inspired 

by the process of creation itself. Becoming the artist, I developed a freedom of 

expression, which resulted in increased self-esteem and self-empowerment. By observing 

my art, I was able to describe my research process with greater authenticity, being of 

“verifiable origin or authorship worthy of trust” (dictionary.com). 

This change in my internal paradigm gave me the confidence to explore the 

possibility of creating a short film rather than a CD, in spite of having no prior experience 

in film making.  Shortly after my decision to create an instructional video, I was given the 

DVD “One Giant Leap,” produced by Jaime Catto and Duncan Bridgman. I found the 

choreography and music so riveting, that I decided the production of a video would more 

accurately represent my learning process. The DVD gave me the opportunity to 

demonstrate the interplay of music within a variety of settings that engage the senses in 

the learning experience.  My rationale for producing a video was two fold. First I wanted 

my research to appeal to larger target audience; and second, I wanted it to demonstrate 

the artist-researcher in process. 

I followed the Creative Process of Personal Transformation observed through the 

critical lens of spiritual and emotional intelligence. There are three components of the 

research: the conceptualization of the film, the musical component, and the visual 

component.  The three components within the contextual essay are, using sound, music 

and rhythm as a bridge for personal transformation, exploring whole systems of learning 

and exploring consciousness. The DVD is a non-linear presentation highlighting 

predominant content areas addressed in the contextual essays. It was designed to 

demonstrate the essence of creativity and personal transformation possible using sound, 

rhythm and music in a variety of settings. I also followed the intuitive creative process in 

the production of the DVD and in selected components of the contextual essays.  This 

was most clearly demonstrated through the use of narratives in my contextual essays. In 

this light, the contextual essays mirror the DVD. 

Objectives for the contextual essays: 
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It was my intention to use the intuitive process creating a theoretical framework in 

the contextual essays and the DVD. I did this by including narratives within each section 

of the contextual essays describing my observations during the development of the DVD.  

These introspective inquiries took shape in the form of narratives to bring the objective 

observer into the research process. My narratives carry a bias reflective of my life 

experience. My commitment to be true to my individual learning style made my 

contextual essay interesting and exciting to research. My learning style is predominantly 

auditory, kinesthetic, non-linear and intuitive. I discovered that following my intuition, 

practicing compassion and balancing my research with kinesthetic experiences kept the 

research process fresh and new. It was important for the contextual essays and video to be 

treated as art-work. Together, the DVD and contextual essays model the creative process 

using multiple intelligences. 

As I mentioned previously, McNiff explains that by becoming the artist one has 

“access to a more direct encounter with inner motivations and creative forces” (61), 

thereby, increasing the authenticity of observations made using art as research. I suggest 

that as scholarly researchers we welcome methods of inquiry bringing new perspectives 

to the research community at large. For me personally, writing my contextual essays 

while visualizing myself as an artist helped to keep the creative process alive and fresh, 

creating opportunities for innovative inquiry. 

I followed the intuitive process developing the research project, becoming 

increasingly more comfortable crossing cultural borders and exploring my intelligence by 

accessing both intuitive and intellectual skills. These learning experiences contributed to 

the discovery of my inner beauty. I do not consider myself extraordinary in this process. 

There were no preconceived notions of what the outcome would be as I explored my 

intelligence through contemplative practices of a variety of forms. I continue to be 

surprised by the magical experience of living intuitively. It is as though I am actually re-

membering or bringing all of myself to the present moment in this process. I discovered 

that life becomes magical when I follow my intuition.  

The DVD highlights what I view as the most important aspects of transformative 

learning through the full engagement of the body, mind, and creative spirit. It was my 
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intention to capture some of this process in the contextual essays. It was also my hope to 

use the language of music to find unity within diversity and celebrate culture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essay 1: Every Student and Teacher is an Artist 
 

Minimal formal training in the arts is mandated in some secondary schools in the 

United States. I suggest that limiting artistic learning experiences to curriculum 

specifically designed for art and music programs, denies the opportunity for the majority 

of students to explore aspects of their innate wisdom and inner genus. “The arts are 

powerful metaphoric systems” and “channels of communication and understanding that 
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differ from the discursive and logical” (Sikes 8). They are “keys to meaningful learning 

at a deeper level of understanding that may lead to actualization” (8). The art that I am 

speaking of is art that reflects the soul or creative essence of the learner. It is concerned 

with the experience of making the art and what is learned in the process. It is process 

oriented, not product oriented.  My Native American friend, Jacob, once explained to me 

that there is no word for art in his culture. This is not because indigenous peoples do not 

create art, rather art is expressed a part of one’s daily life individually and communally, 

not as a segregated experience.   

I suggest that as we put aside critical judgments focusing on the exterior quality of 

works of art, we may reap the nurturing and life changing experience of the creative 

process through new experiences. Arthur Bogart of California State University explains 

that “the new idea, perception is always born with strong emotion, including anxiety, 

fear, guilt, joy, and gratification” (Bogart 141). Instructor and student can collaboratively 

find ways to more clearly define the work of art and improve its form after the process of 

making art has been experienced.  

 

 The Process of Imagination and Creativity  

 

It is through the imagination that we dream. This is the place where great visions 

are created. The difference between the visionary and the average person is their capacity 

to imagine and sustain their dream in the face of adversity. The visionary must dream. 

While there may be a lack of empirical research on creativity, research on creativity is 

vital to educational reform. The DVD was a product of my intellect, intuition and my 

imagination. It provided the opportunity to learn while honoring my auditory, kinesthetic 

visual and spacial intelligences (Gardner). Using my creativity continually inspired me 

towards the completion of my research. It seems that “we are experts in innovation, but it 

is seldom that an individual uses their creative enterprise.” and “while innovation uses 

present systems, being creative involves original ideas” (Arrien, lecture). John Guare also 

supports Arrian’s theory; 

One of the great tragedies of our times is the death of the imagination. Because       

what else is paralysis? Facing ourselves is the hard thing. The imagination is 
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God’s gift to make the act of self- examination bearable. It teaches us our limits 

and how to grow beyond our limits.”  The imagination is “the passport we create 

to take us into the real world” (Zohar & Marshall 17).   

 

Concepts Involving Spirituality, Music and Crossing Cultural Borders 

 

Have you ever listened to a piece of music from another culture and cringed as 

you were exposed to sounds that were foreign to your senses? How would you respond if 

the same music was brought to you by someone you knew and trusted? Languages carry 

specific harmonic frequencies that we may not be familiar with, resulting in a form of 

culture shock. In some of his earlier research, Dr. Alfred Tomatis discovered that “each 

language predominantly uses a different set of frequencies” (www.tomatis.com).  For 

example, the French language uses mainly frequencies between 1,000 and 2,000 Hz. 

French ears are thus accustomed to these frequencies. British people are accustomed to 

listen to frequencies between 2,000 and 12,000 Hz, so they are "deaf" to the French 

sounds (and vice-versa). Tomatis found that you “can train the ear to get accustomed to 

the foreign frequencies, and so learn foreign languages more easily. In broader terms, this 

means that: to learn, you have to be able to listen”(www.tomatis.com). The flow of 

harmonics is keenly displayed as the scenes move to a variety of cultures. 

Could it be that as we expose ourselves to new cultures and actively listen with 

open hearts and mind, we may become more attuned to the harmonic systems of other 

cultures? What are the implications for this process? I suggest that frequencies from other 

cultures create a harmonic resonance that we may or may not choose to adapt to.  

Joseph Campbell may be the most well known expert in archetypal mythology. 

Carl Jung, Joseph Campbell, Carolyn Myss, David Feinstein and Jean Houston all use 

mythic archetypes to uncover aspects of the human psyche in need of healing, which 

limit potential. Each culture weaves its mythology and stories into their music. We can 

sense each culture’s story through the sounds, rhythms, tones, pitch, and scales used. The 

music paints a picture of the way that the culture interacts with its participants. Stop for a 

moment and recall the last time you listened to music from another culture. What kind of 
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music was it, and what feelings did it evoke? Did you feel in tune or resonate with its 

harmonic frequencies?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Essay 2: Discovering our Passion and Learning 

 

  Reflective Narrative Crossing Cultural Borders and Passion 
My first exposure to consciously crossing cultural borders academically was at a 

Union Institute and University Seminar, “Healing Within a Cross Cultural Context”, led 

by Bethe Hagens, Ph.D. and William McKelvy, Ph.D. Crossing cultural borders is more 

than exposure to another way of doing or seeing. It involves new experiences that deepen 
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our view, broaden our perspective and may eventually transform our lives. This seminar 

laid the groundwork for my own process of personal transformation through my research. 

I consciously chose to cross cultural borders by introducing new systems of learning and 

scientific inquiry. This influenced my approach to researching sound, music and rhythm 

as a cyclical construct (CPPT). The entire video production demonstrates crossing 

cultural borders. This process included doing field research in India and Peru, and 

participating in many activities presented in the DVD.  

Passion: 

Most would agree that people do better at things they enjoy. I discovered that 

being in my passion brought life to my learning process. What would learning be like if 

individuals took time to discover their passions and follow their dreams? Imagine the 

possibility of discovering what brings us joy and gives our lives meaning and purpose. 

How are we preparing our students to engage in creativity? “When I was in school, no 

one ever told me I could be anything I wanted to be” (DVD Chapter 2) is chanted as a 

mantra in the DVD until it becomes the dream manifested into reality, becoming the 

‘rhythm I wanted to get’. Music, sound and rhythm are expressive art forms that bring 

passion and life to my learning experience. They remind me of the joyful nature that is 

intrinsically mine and have been a guiding force in crossing cultural borders into studies 

that spark my interest such as consciousness and quantum physics.  

Other Passions: New Physics, Potentiality and Thought-Based Reality 
According to quantum theory, we are light particles in motion perpetually 

evolving and changing and our reality is determined by our perception of our experiences 

(Chopra, Gaswami). The CPPT suggests that as our perceptual skills increase the creative 

process may become more expansive. The mystery of creation is now being boldly 

explored in texts including The Holographic Universe, The Holotropic Mind,  The 

Elegant Universe, The Quantum Self and  How to Know God. The use of such titles 

illustrates bold new departures in conceptualization of scientific models.  

Scientists, Chopra and Goswami are rooted in Eastern Philosophy. Chopra and 

Gaswami examine quantum physics by describing the two domains in which we 

experience life as local (physical reality) and non-local domains (beyond space and time). 

The non-local domain is the realm of unlimited potential (Chopra, Gaswami). Chopra and 
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Goswami’s hypothesis proposes that as an individual begins to practice accessing the 

non-local domain of reality through contemplative practices, he or she may increase their 

multi-sensory perception.  

Goswami also describes the laws of probability explaining that we will most 

likely repeat behaviors based on our memory of experience unless we consciously choose 

to stop this pattern by introducing new thought patterns. It is for this reason, developing 

an awareness of our thought patterns is important. Goswami and Chopra concur with 

Michael Talbot’s holotropic theory of thought based reality.  

Michael Talbot, Ph.D. extensive research investigates the theory of the 

holographic universe. In his text, The Holographic Universe Talbot shares the combined 

hypothesis of Stamford University neurologist, Karl Pribram and David Bohm, physicist 

and protégé of Einstein. According to Bohm, the physicist describes reality as “an 

unbroken, coherent whole that is involved in an unending process of change called 

holomovement” (Grof  9). Pribram determined that “only the presence of holographic 

principles at work in the brain can explain the paradoxical observations relating to brain 

function” (Grof  10). Pribram and Bohm’s theories combined provided a profound new 

way of looking at the world: “Our brains mathematically construct objective reality by 

interpreting frequencies that are ultimately projections from another dimension, a deeper 

order of existence that is beyond both space and time. The brain is a hologram enfolded 

in a holographic universe” (Talbot 54).  

The presence of films, like “What the #$*! Do We Know?” and syndicated 

television programs such as Dr. Phil McGraw, indicates that quantum theory is becoming 

part of main stream consciousness. I recently heard Dr. Phil McGraw on prime time 

television say that we create the objective reality that we believe we deserve. Do we 

believe that we deserve to live each day passionately, as if it was our last, and are we 

willing to dare to encourage our children to do the same? I suggest that our fear of failure 

is more deeply rooted in our fear of success.  

Becoming aware of the subtle energy flow of my body, and engaging in 

contemplative practices and the arts have become great passions of mine. When I sit in 

meditation I can sense my physical body and the energy field surrounding my body. I can 

best describe this sensation as a wave of serenity expanding outward. I have a similar 
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experience chanting, doing yoga, drumming, and doing other kinesthetic movements such 

as psychodrama. I discovered that setting a clear intention prior to the activity further 

enriches my experience. My barometer for setting a clear intention is asking the 

following questions: Does this activity support my highest good? Does it bring me joy? Is 

this a loving choice? Is there a higher truth that I am not seeing? Personal integrity and 

willingness to continually grow through the release and deconstruction of limiting beliefs, 

which cause pain, plays a major role in this process. These questions grew from the 

development of my intellect and intuition as demonstrated in the Creative Process of 

Personal Transformation.  The multi-modal creative being expressing spiritual and 

emotional intelligence is demonstrated in the conclusion of the DVD (Chapter 10). 

Quantum Theory: An Inter-Disciplinary Psychological Perspective 

 Danah Zohar clearly relates quantum physics to human psychology with depth 

and precision. Zohar considers the possibility that “consciousness, like matter emerges 

from the world or quantum events; that the two, though totally different from one 

another, have a ‘mother’ in quantum reality” (Zohar 23).  Zohar explains that our thought 

patterns and our relationship to self, to others and to the world at large may mirror some 

of the behavior patterns that govern the world of electrons and photons. Newtonian 

physics proclaims that the material world is comprised of atomic particles, changing 

form; from wave to particle. Wave patterns such as light waves were thought to be 

vibrations in some form of ether. Quantum theory has discovered that both waves and 

particles are equally fundamental. Matter can manifest itself as particle and wave.  Both 

‘states’ are necessary to give us a complete picture of reality however we cannot focus on 

both ‘states’ simultaneously (Zohar). I see the wave pattern as the inter-dimensional state, 

and the particle being what we consider ordinary reality. In essay 4, I address the 

principle that we are multi-modal beings as part of my research discovery. During my 

internship at TUI&U, I had the opportunity to study the energy body as described in my 

research findings with accomplished light body instructors; Maia Author, Sanaya Roman, 

and Duayne Packard. Maia Author is an intuitive healer, channel, light energy body 

instructor, and Reiki master, who developed the emotional energy balancing system of 

healing. She is the owner of symmetry consulting business for twelve years and newly 

published author of Nothing to Fear. My first encounter with Maia, was an extraordinary 
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experience. As I entered her small adobe in Taos, New Mexico, I experienced a sense of 

familiarity and connection that is difficult to describe. Her living room felt like a 

sanctuary. When I looked in her eyes, the feeling of tranquility was so overwhelming; it 

brought tears to my eyes.  

Sanaya Roman Graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the University of California at 

Berkeley and has studied metaphysics for over twenty years. She and Dwayne Packard 

teach graduate light-body seminars to hundreds of people yearly (www.orindaben.com). 

.Dwayne is a physicist who has also studied metaphysics for over twenty years. They 

have published several books on various aspects of human evolution.  

 Although their range and methods of inquiry are both unconventional and 

controversial, in my observation, individuals like Marina Petro, Maia Author, Marcia 

Dale Lopez, Sanaya Roman and Duayne Packard can “track” several states of 

consciousness simultaneously. I learned this technique through my studies with Author, 

Packard, and Roman. I used many of the same skills in the production of the DVD. 
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                          (Purchased from Marina Petro, July 2004) 

                     “We are not walking in the shadow of our ghosts,  

                                       we are alive in our passion”   

                                    Baaba Maal, One Giant Leap 
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Essay 3: Using Harmonics for Personal Transformation:  

               the healing process 
 

In this section, I focus on the powerful qualities of harmonics found in sound and 

music, which may not be recognized in mainstream musical training. The harmonic 

experiences described in this section played a major role in the video production. I 

discovered that many of these experiences also support personal transformation. These 

essays were based upon personal accounts, with examples, where sound and harmonics 

were used for healing and self-awareness. I have had direct contact with each of the 

healing modalities described in this chapter, as I explain in this essay.  

Wellness and healing are one aspect of personal transformation supported by the 

CPPT. They address the part of research question, “How can sound be used in a learning 

community?” The narratives in this section cite discoveries concerning the power of 

harmonics found in sound and the role that intention plays in creative processes using 

sound. They were designed to give examples and personal accounts, where sound and 

harmonics were used for healing and self-awareness. I have had direct contact with each 

of the healing modalities described in this section.  

Definition & Historical Context 

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, harmonics may be defined as: 

 

1) Of or relating to harmony.  

 a) pleasing to the ear: harmonic orchestral effects  

             b) characterized by harmony: a harmonic liturgical chant. 

             

             2) Integrated in nature.  

Any of a series of musical tones whose frequencies are  integral multiples of the 

frequency of a fundamental tone.  
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a. A tone produced on a stringed instrument by lightly touching an open or  

vibrating string at a given fraction of its length so that both harmonics 

segments vibrate Also called overtone, partial, partial tone. 

(http://dictionary.reference.com/search) 

I focus on the definition of harmonics in terms of harmony integrated in nature. I 

discovered that our biological systems carry a harmonic frequency which is palpable if 

we pay attention to the sensory mechanisms produced by our body. Our heart and blood 

beat and flow in rhythm when we are in good health. Our respiration has a rhythm that is 

unique to each person. Our bones carry the resonance of sounds that we hear each 

moment we are awake or asleep. The respiratory process has a rhythm that is unique to 

each person. We flow in and out of sync with our personal harmonic flow of energy and 

rhythm, depending on the activities that we participate in daily.  In our fast-paced 

technological society, individuals may feel pressured to spend much of our day 

accomplishing increasingly more tasks with little regard for the warning signals the body 

sends when it is out of harmony. The recent tsunami in South East Asia is a grave 

example of how out of sync human beings are with nature and her warning signs. The 

animals instinctively knew to take cover, while our fellow brothers and sisters were swept 

away by the tsunami. The DVD “Our Natural Rhythms” section (Chapter 4) was 

designed as a reminder of the importance of finding balance in our lives by becoming 

more in tune with nature’s rhythms. 

I view healing as a process, which facilitates the body being in harmony with 

itself functioning as a balanced whole.  When our being is whole and balanced, there is 

opportunity for recognizing our potential with greater joy. I see this as an intrinsic aspect 

of personal growth. Steven Halpern describes sound and the harmonic frequencies (or 

integrals) they carry as “a carrier of wave consciousness” (www.healingsounds.com). 

This indicates that our intention has much to do with their experience of using harmonics 

or other healing modalities for personal transformation. Placing a clear intention for 

healing and transformation is an important aspect of this process.  

Jonathan Goldman’s two theories support the use of harmonics for personal 

growth and healing, based on the principles of hermetic harmonics. Goldman states that 
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the universe is an endless number of vibrating rhythms that we can tap into to achieve 

balance and become more enlightened. His two formulas are: Frequency +Intention= 

Healing (or the harmonically pure frequency sung with clear intention) and Visualization 

+ Vocalization = Manifestation (or clearly visualizing through thought and vocalizing 

that thought creates a resonant field for manifestation).  These formulas suggest that 

vocalizing and visualization combined creates a resident field for manifestation.   

Harmonic systems intrinsic to ancient wisdom teachings of Eastern cultures such 

as Hinduism may be expressed by the term, nada brahma, or the world is sound. The 

power of creating devotional sounds vocally, rhythmically and harmonically has been in 

existence for hundred of thousands of years. The ancient mystics and modern scientists 

are in agreement that everything in the cosmos is in a state of vibration.  The key is 

learning to note whether these vibrations are in harmony or in dissonance.  

Using harmonics and music as healing modalities surfaced in the U.S. in the 

twentieth century when Willem Vad de Wall established the first institutional music 

program at Pennsylvania’s Allentown State Hospital (Goldman). More recently, sonic 

healing modalities are being explored by pioneers like: Jonathan Goldman, Kay Gardner, 

Jorge Alfano, Mitchell Gaynor, Pat Moffitt Cooke and Paul Newham. They concur that it 

is extremely important to maintain integrity with clear intention while using harmonics 

for altering states of consciousness, healing and  creating balance in the body. I have 

personally witnessed the integrity of Alfano, Goldman and Cooke as they do their work. 

Contemporary Sound Healing 

I recently had a personal interview with Jonathan Goldman. Goldman suggests 

that sound waves are present although they may not be audible to the human ear. He feels 

we may perceive these harmonic frequencies kinesthetically whether they are audible or 

inaudible. They are sensed during silent meditation and in vocalizing. Goldman is a 

pioneer who has made his life work by facilitating groups in overtone chanting and by 

creating harmonic frequencies that have the potential to bring an individual into altered 

states of consciousness. His motivation for doing this was to assist others in sensing their 

natural state of being, which is directly connected to the cosmos.  Goldman has studied 

sound-based Eastern meditative practices with Tibetan masters. Harmonic practices, such 
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as overtone chanting, are designed within the religious structure for personal 

transformation and a path to enlightenment.  

Overtone chanting with Goldman was an extremely powerful experience. While 

chanting, I felt my entire body and the energy field flowing through and surrounding my 

body become expansive and filled with light. As I recall, I remained in an altered state for 

some time following the overtone session. With practice, I learned to work with my 

energy body (field) by grounding these expansive states into my body, thereby, feeling 

much more present. This experience is something like multi-tracking, where I sense more 

than one experience simultaneously. I become the observer who is peaceful and calm, 

while simultaneously participating in the activity. In my early experience, it felt as 

though my energy body was removed from my physical body, which limited my capacity 

to be fully present. I can now participate in deep meditative states using sound, and 

silence and drum rhythms and “ground” the energy in my body. Listening to Goldman’s 

CD, The Lost Chord, also creates a sense of expansiveness and balance. 

The Power of Intention 

I previously mentioned that intention plays an important role in the use of 

harmonics for healing. Masaru Emoto supports Goldman’s theory demonstrating the 

power of intention in a clinical setting.  Emoto did research using thought, sound and 

intention. Emoto collected thousands of water samples from many parts of the world 

using frozen crystallized water samples as a medium to demonstrate the power of 

thought. In chapter one, Emoto discusses the shape (or resonant field) of prayer. Using 

identical water samples, Emoto instructed a group of people to direct thoughts towards 

collected samples of water and then froze the water to determine crystallization 

formations.   

I met Masaru Emoto at a conference for the Holistic Nurses’ Association in 

Albany, New York in April, 2004. The following photos demonstrate the power of 

intention through thought. I included this research to emphasize the importance of stating 

a clear intention when working with sound as a healing modality. The water sample on 

the right created beautiful crystal formations after the group directed loving thoughts 

towards the water. The sample on the left became distorted after the thoughts “I hate you, 
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I want to kill you” were directed toward the water by the same research group. 

 
                                     (Emoto 54) 

Each organ, bone and tissue in our body vibrates at a specific frequency or 

harmonic. (Goldman audio)  Jonathan Goldman discusses four states of brain wave 

activity used for doing research in consciousness studies that correlates to the use of 

harmonics (1) Alpha (active); (2)Beta (meditative, daydreaming); (3) Schuman (which is 

a 7.8 cycle or Gaia matrix) and  (4)Delta state (deep sleep or comatose).  Schuman’s 

research explored using sonic meditation to reach altered states of consciousness that 

correlate to the Gaia harmonic matrix. His research implies that our natural harmonic 

frequency or ‘harmonic resonant field’ is in sync with the resonant field that the earth 

pulses at. These states of consciousness are described as ‘magical’ or extraordinary by 

Jonathan Goldman. I have met others who have crossed cultural borders into altered 

states of consciousness that would describe these states of consciousness as magical. 

Alex Grey illustrates a thought provoking visual portrait of the Gaia matrix in his text, 

Sacred Mirrors. States of consciousness such as the Gaia matrix are descried as “magical” 

by Jonathan Goldman. The most magical experience I had filming the DVD was 

recording “Modah Ani” with Steve Gorn. Steve played the Indian bansuri flute, and I 

played the Indian shruti box. Both instruments felt attuned to the harmonics found in 

nature and could be described as resonating with the Gaia matrix.  

Clinical & Field Work in Harmonics  

One of the first contemporary scientists to do research in the area of harmonic 

frequencies is Dr. Alfred Tomatis. Tomatis is well known for his research in APP (Audio 

Pshcho Phonology), in the early 1950’s.  APP addresses the capacity for increasing our 
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listening skills. Training the two muscles in our inner ear through exposure to harmonic 

frequencies absent from the normal listening range has effectively increased listening 

skills (Lawton). These missing frequencies may occur from isolated exposure to cultural 

harmonic systems, trauma, and extra-ordinary sensory activity such as autism and ADD. 

Tomatis maintains that the bones carry a harmonic resonant field in our body, and this 

resonant field creates a muffled auditory experience. Because the bones are not gated like 

the ear, they allow sensations in the body without discrimination (Lawton). Tomatis 

desensitized the bone conduction by sending gated musical frequencies directly to the 

bone to increase listening capacity. In essence, he trained people to listen with their 

bodies. The scenes in the DVD that illustrate listening with my body included the 

“Natural Rhythms” section ( DVD Chapter 4) where I demonstrated psycho-drama, yoga 

postures and playing African Drum. I also listened with my body in a heart-centered 

manner when I sang “Modah Ani” (DVD Chapter 10). 

Swiss scientist, Dr. Jenny, followed Tomatis’ research developing the harmonic 

theory called Cymatics in the early 1990’s (Thompson). Cymatics applies harmonics to 

thousands of inorganic structures by placing them on steel plates and vibrates the plates 

with different frequencies. He discovered that each frequency produced a distinct shape. 

This demonstrates that sound waves have the capacity to affect matter. Most people 

recognize the power of sound and the affect that it has on our emotions; (imagine 

watching a film without music) however, Jenny’s work has powerful implications for the 

use of sound in healing modalities. Jenny’s work was inspired by Ernst Chlandi, an 

eighteenth century scientist who placed grains of sand on a glass plate and used a violin 

bow to play sounds over the sand, creating beautiful cylindrical shapes. Both scientists 

concluded that sound creates form. At the end of his research, Jenny concluded that it 

was necessary to continue doing research in cymatics involving the voice, speech and the 

larynx (Thompson).  Jonathan Goldman, John Beaulieu, and Pat Moffitt Cooke are 

pioneers interested in continuing this research from very different perspectives.  

The following picture demonstrates Dr. Jenny’s research noting the effect that 

harmonic frequencies has on inorganic material. 
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(www.neuroacoustics.com)  

Both Pat Moffitt Cooke and Elizabeth Laurel Keys use toning in their work as 

clinical practice. Their practices are as different as their formal training and level of 

expertise. “Toning and humming can be effective ways to get in touch with your body, to 

release emotions and tension, to center yourself, lower blood pressure, charge your brain 

and stimulate bone conduction ”(Cooke Seminar). Humming opens and massages the 

vestibular (inner ear), which is connected to the central nervous system affecting our 

sense of balance and gross and fine motor skills. Cooke has a Ph.D. in music therapy, and 

Keys is a nun who, like me, began using toning as part of her meditative practice. Keys 

discovered toning in 1960 and experienced amazing results using this practice. Toning is 

“something available to anyone who goes through the mechanics of letting the voice 

express itself in a natural way” (Keys 6). It is a “positive, consciously directed 

identification with the inner power of life, and the full awareness of releasing it at will” 

(10). The person toning is in an extremely alert state of mind. “The voice is the vehicle 

that the mind uses for its manifestation”(18). Keys, uses vocal toning to help her clients 

in releasing negative emotions. She directs them to replace these emotions with feelings 

of purpose. According to Keys, toning is an intuitive process which involves looking 
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inward and feeling. Sensing the body, the client is instructed first to groan freely without 

reservation. Groaning, Keys states allows all of the hurts and suffering that we have 

experienced to surface therefore, releasing repressed feelings from the body. The client 

observes the sensations without judging and continues groaning until the body releases a 

sigh of relief.  

Keys trained several other nuns to use toning as an alternative a healing modality. 

She stresses the importance of intention in the process of toning, stating that “without the 

person’s own effort to recognize the cause and remove it, they became dependent upon 

the toning” (45) rather than healing the emotional wound. Keys maintains that hundreds 

of individuals have been healed by some natural force not yet recognized which is 

experienced through the toning. She does not have control experiments to support her 

testimony. She has only the words of thanks from the many individuals that have been 

assisted by her efforts. Keys toned for strangers thousands of miles from where she lives, 

where she offers relief from pain. Some cases include skin cancer with no re-occurrences 

for six years, a diabetic who recovered her vision and Keys own self healing. Keys does 

not claim that toning is one hundred percent effective, nor does she claim to know why it 

does not always work. She does maintain that “through toning the body has the 

opportunity to slip into, and rest in our perfect perfection” (28).  

 

I have had the extraordinary opportunity to participate in an interactive and 

dialectic weekend seminar in Cross Cultural Sound Healing with Dr. Cooke.  The 

seminar included the use of observation skills, toning, bodily- kinesthetic, interpersonal 

and intrapersonal skills, cognitive scientific inquiry and imagination. One part of her 

seminar included listening to series of recordings from various cultures and asking the 

participants to document their experience listening to the sounds. Cooke’s training series 

is well adapted for individuals seeking clinical assistance more in alignment with the 

medical profession. Cooke proposes that traumatic experiences we have encountered as  

children, may result in a diminished capacity for the body to maintain the full range of 

frequencies that would keep it in balance. By re-introducing these harmonic frequencies, 

the body can reach a state of balance. Cooke has also done extensive field research in 

Eastern sound healing practices of indigenous peoples of India and Nepal.  
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Paul Newham is a sound healing practitioner who developed a therapy based on 

the psychology of sound. Shaun McNiff expressed an interest in investigating Newham’s 

work as art-based research. Like John Beaulieu, Newham’s theory states that the different 

qualities of the voice represent aspects of our authentic self. If we reclaim our voice by 

exploring its full range and spectrum, we may become malleable, adaptable, and able to 

access our authentic self. Inspired by Alfred Wolfson’s research in sound therapy and 

post World War II trauma, Newham used a fiber-optic camera and his insights gained 

through his clinical practice. He discovered that every human voice is made from the 

same ingredients, but are combined differently. He developed a full professional training 

course and a tape series from his text, The Singing Cure. The exercises in the audio tape 

are provided to help the individual develop a wide range of different vocal styles through 

speech and song. The nine ingredients of the voice, which may be explored to enhance a 

deeper understanding of our nature include; loudness, articulation, pitch, pitch 

fluctuation, register, harmonic timbre, violin, free air and disruption (Newham). 

Like all healing modalities, when working with sound it is important that the 

individual use a modality they resonate with.  I used Newham’s tape series and did not 

find it to be as powerful as other experiences I had with using sound and harmonics. To 

me, it was missing the kinesthetic integration that was present when I combined 

movement and music or used a ritual practice. Newham’s workshops focus on using 

bodywork to release the voice.  I noticed that I resonate particularly well with the Eastern 

meditative practices such as mantra, yoga, kirtan and raga, discussed in essay 4.  I would 

suggest that these meditative practices are important factors to consider. These sound-

based ancient teachings are accepted in the collective religious cultural belief system as 

paths to enlightenment. I discovered that I could not make an emotional connection with 

the selection of music and sounds used in Newham’s system. It is possible that 

Newham’s program would have been more affective for me in a group setting.  

. The handout on the following page lists the benefits of listening to music that I 

received while attending a weekend intensive in Multi-Cultural Sound Healing with Dr. 

Pat Moffitt Cooke. Music may serve as a catalyst for personal growth by strengthening 

our intuitive processes, our emotional healing and body-mind awareness. It also supports 
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self-discovery and creating balance and harmony. Numbers 1, 2, 4, 11, 12 and 15 on the 

following handout were all demonstrated in the DVD. 

 
                    (Pat Moffitt Cooke Ph.D., Kenneth Brucia, Ph.D.)  
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Listening Skills and Harmonics 

I developed much keener listening skills through contemplative practices 

including meditation, yoga, trance drumming, chanting and listening to the ragas of North 

India. I can hear harmonic overtones when a group sings monotone or when listening to 

repetitive drum rhythms and stringed instruments. Deep listening has become a part of 

my daily practice. Making it a practice to be clear in my thoughts, words and intention 

has become powerful guide for determining whether my actions support the good of the 

whole. I suggest this practice may be applied to any setting and would be useful for 

faculty, administrators, and students. 

Reflective Narrative: Using Sound and Rhythm for Personal Healing:  
I use music, drumming, chanting, and dance to clear energy and emotional 

blockages in my body. I feel the energy moving freely in my body as it releases the 

energy block through voice and movement. It feels wonderful to allow my body to move 

freely and use my voice in the freedom of expression. I have learned not to judge my 

feelings as they arise. I simply allow my feelings to flow freely and express gratitude for 

the opportunity to do so. Becoming increasingly aware of harmonic overtones present in 

my daily activities has helped me to appreciate life’s natural flow of events. The DVD 

footage that models using sound and rhythm for personal healing includes “Our Natural 

Rhythms” (Chapter 4) and “Sustainable Community (Chapter 5).”  Both sections 

acknowledge the importance of becoming more in tuned with the natural harmonic flow 

of nature. These sections may be used to introduce a dialogue on this topic. 

 

Harmonics and Nature 

“In the fast pace of technological society we see to have lost track of the natural 

rhythms that are found in nature” (DVD chapter 4). 

Dr, Jeffrey Thompson, Founder of the Center of Neuroacoustic Research, 

discovered that the human voice is closely related to sounds in nature. “When recordings 

of the voice were raised in pitch by three octaves, human speech patterns resembled birds 

chirping.  When they were raised by eight octaves, they sounded like crickets chirping.  

Birds slowed down sound like dolphins, and dolphins slowed down sound like people 

singing” (Thompson).  This research demonstrates the laws of harmonic intervals. One 
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cannot help but consider that we have connections to nature far greater than we can 

imagine.  

One theory suggests that harmonics may be used to bring the body and mind into 

balance. The imbalances one may experience physically, emotionally or mentally are 

external projections of the only real imbalance that can exist in consciousness itself 

(Thompson).  In his research, Thompson uses three coordinated methods of bringing the 

body and mind into a state of relaxation. He creates ‘frequency modulated pulses’ that 

cause sympathetic responses to the brain. The series of recordings which he uses include 

primordial sounds, brainwave entrainment and multi-layered music recorded in 3D. 

Thompson maintains that a good part of the stress that we experience is due to the 

advancements of our own technology, and that “sound frequency patterns built into music 

can cause positive changes in brainwave functions” (www.neuracoustic.com).  

 

 

 

Noise and Aggression 

Once again, “Our Natural Rhythms” (DVD Chapter 4) reminds us of the 

importance of maintaining balance in our every day lives by becoming more aware of the 

sounds that we are exposed to daily. Steven Halpern suggests that the noise level in our 

every day lives is so pervasive, it knocks the bodies out of its natural rhythm. Halpern 

shares the story of composer John Cage, who recognized the need for silence. Cage chose 

a radical approach to demonstrate the value of silence by presenting a concert with a 

musical score that was entirely comprised of rest notes. Each individual may have a 

different response to the meaning of noise. This response will affect their perception of 

noise. According to Halpern, noise may cause irritation and frustration, and it is plausible 

that it may contribute to mental illness. Noise most probably aggravates the problems of 

those who suffer from mental illness. Steven Halpern cites Alex Tarnopolosky’s research 

at the Institute of Psychiatry in London. According to Tarnopolosky, acoustic noise may 

contribute to our lack of awareness of our immediate surroundings as demonstrated by 

the following scientific experiment:  
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A researcher with a cast on his arm dropped a notebook full of papers and on the 

street. A second researcher was operating a lawn mower several hundred feet away. 

When the lawn mower was turned off, eighty percent of the passers by stopped and 

helped pick up the paper. While the lawn mower was running, only fifteen percent of the 

passers by stopped to help (quoted in Halpern 92). This experiment implies that the 

noises encountered daily may affect states of consciousness or awareness.  

Halpern explains that noise has a clear affect on aggression, which is a common 

expression of anger. Laboratory experiments suggest that noise heightens a pre-

disposition to anger and acting aggressively.  This information suggests that it would be 

helpful to become aware of the unnecessary noises we subject ourselves to daily. I would 

further suggest that as we become more in sync with the soothing harmonic rhythms 

found in nature, we may decrease anxiety and tension while energizing our bodies. 

Nature provides a multitude of sensory experiences, which may enhance our state of 

being including color, sound, rhythm and smell. Finding balance between the 

cacophonies of disharmonic frequencies we expose ourselves to daily and those that bring 

balance may help us feel more peaceful and live more harmoniously. 

By reaching deep states of relaxation enhanced mind functioning results 

increasing neuron size, the ratio of neuron synapses to neurons, and an increased ratio of 

glial cells to neurons formed. Glial cells support and nourish bran cells and assist in 

learning. Through sound technology the individual can reach the delta, deep meditative 

state where the tension between opposites may be transcended. According to Harris, 

combining harmonic frequencies which help the brain to function as a synchronized 

whole, rather than two lateralized sides has created unified brain wave movement similar 

to that of yogi masters who have practiced meditation for decades such as Swami Rama, 

a research patient studied  in 1970 by Elmer Green, Ph.D. 

Through changes in the individual’s alpha, beta, and theta states of awareness, the 

brain is stimulated to escape into a higher order. Harris explains that “While the 

limitations of the old system’s way of seeing things keeps us from evolving to the next 

level, reaching deep meditative states purifies the filter in which we see the world” 

(Harris, audio) Synchronization of brain waves raises the individual threshold to more 
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conscious responses to external stimuli which would normally cause stress. I see Harris’ 

scientific research paralleling my heuristic-art based research.  

I used a combination of ancient and very new systems which help me return to a 

state of balance more consistently and bring greater clarity to my daily life. They include 

silent meditation, listening to and playing drums and other instruments which create 

circular harmonic resonant fields which have been used in ancient meditative practices, 

and running the light-body frequencies which I learned through my internship.  
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Final Narrative: Personal Transformation through Embracing Sound 

and Cross Cultural Learning 

 
I used a series of narratives throughout the contextual essay to describe various 

aspects of my creative process of personal transformation. The final narrative was written 

to provide a unified consideration of my creative process, as it relates to personal 

transformation through both sound and cross-cultural experiences. This narrative depicts 

my personal knowingness and transformative process. I hope that sharing these processes 

may shed light on the power of self-direction and learning through personal experience. 
I discovered that in personal transformation there is a connection between the 

heart and the mind. In this process the individual’s consciousness is awakened as they 

reach a new level of understanding or realization about themselves and how they relate to 

others, and the world around them. In my case, there was a “softening of the heart” and a 

“fluidity” of the mind and its thought processes. My journey through multi-cultural and 

cross-cultural sounds, and the cultures that express these sounds became a doorway to 

experience the world in a new way.  

One of the most profound changes in my world view was discovered through 

sound. Through sound, I became increasingly open to other cultural ways of being. 

Through my research and DVD production, I came to understand sound as a harmonic 

unifying field of energy. Through sound, I learned to immerse myself in the vibration of 

the harmonics that unite all sentient beings. Surrendering my thought process and 

listening to the sounds of other cultures with my entire body helps me to experience this 

unified energy field. In this process, my ego identification melts away, giving my body 

the pleasure of experiencing the new without constraints. I simply experience being in the 

creative process of immersion itself. Through this process, I fully experience and 

appreciate the beauty of unity within diversity, through sound. 

My heart and mind learned to work as a more unified whole by embracing my 

innate child-like nature of curiosity and willingness to explore new cultural and sonic 

experiences without judgment. Once I released my inner judgments and concerns about 

other’s approval, I was free to explore sonically, culturally, intellectually, and 
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emotionally. This newly found freedom created inspiration, joy, and new life energy that 

was palpable.  

Each individual narrative in the contextual essay explores an experience of energy 

vibration innate to life, which either changed my perspective, or created a kinesthetic 

healing response in my body supporting inclusiveness and wholeness. I discovered a 

different purpose for my mind than the one that I had been previously trained to see. The 

power of the mind is most potent when I am fully present with the activity that I am 

presently engaged in at any given time. I am free to choose where to focus my attention. I 

have learned to still my mind through contemplative practices that engage the body in 

sound, rhythm, and silence. I recognize that my mind, body and creative spirit are one 

unified whole and cannot be separated. They interact with one another constantly. I now 

wish to support more complete collaboration between these aspects of myself. I 

discovered that developing an awareness of the interactions between body, mind and 

creative spirit is a practice that can be cultivated through focused intent. The key to this 

experience is being heart-centered. The heart centered approach is an intelligent choice 

that places love, acceptance, clarity, inclusion, wholeness, and increased understanding in 

the forefront. It is also a process of surrender to old beliefs of separation, limitation, fear 

or lack. The heart-centered approach requires complete trust in the CPPT because the 

sensory mechanisms in the body experience change in perception, as a death to the 

present system and can create a fright or flight response. Patience and understanding that 

the body is an open energy system, constantly in the state of flux, or change can help to 

relieve the tension that may build when the flight or fright response kicks in. The first 

time I released a sensation of fear triggered by an emotional blockage I remember being 

shocked that I was still alive. The emotional charge of fear held in my body was so 

pervasive that releasing the emotion (fear) created the sensation of non-existence. In that 

moment, fear was gone without a thought construct to fill its void. Noting my body’s 

response to this release of energy, I immediately took slow, deliberate breaths to bring 

myself back to more complete awareness of present time. Using my breath to still the 

mind and body opened an opportunity to gain clarity. I could clearly see that the fear my 

body sensed was actually stored memory, because I was not in any danger in that present 
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moment. This experience helped me to see the power of our thoughts, and the importance 

to maintain integrity between thoughts and the body’s emotional response.  

To me, sound and silence, may sometimes create similar bodily responses. Silence 

and breath combined creates a harmonic wave similar to the one I experience while 

chanting, that I perceive as peacefulness. Its effectiveness is cumulative, and like riding a 

bicycle, once the body has recorded its response, it can never be fully forgotten. There 

may be some anxiety in re-entering the practice, if I have been removed from it for some 

time. However, its effectiveness is extremely consistent, once I move past the initial 

change in my body’s energy frequency (created through the stress of the flight or fright 

response) and adjust to the fluidity experienced through the breath and silence. I have 

practiced this technique for many years. I notice the ease in which I can return to states of 

tranquility through continued contemplative practices.  

I also discovered that it is not necessary to repeat identical contemplative 

techniques over extended period of time. Because I carry a high degree of creativity 

within my psyche, repetition may create stagnation in my body’s energy response if a 

technique becomes over-ritualized. I can sense this as well, by feeling drained rather than 

re-charged after the contemplative practice. For this reason, I am very attracted to other 

cultural perspectives. In this way I have the opportunity to continually bring fresh, new 

experiences which spark my creativity, thereby creating a sense of expansiveness and joy.  

I previously mentioned that during my course of studies, I occasionally chose to 

focus on intellectual cognition rather than taking a more balanced approach to learning. 

My body’s energetic and emotional response to this approach was less than desirable on 

these occasions. The first mental thought process that I experienced, was a compulsive 

drive to complete the task at hand (writing the contextual essay). This triggered low grade 

anxiety in my body that was manageable. When I denied myself the necessary breaks to 

feel refreshed, I was drawn to eating junk food and drinking caffeine. I no longer had the 

energy to exercise or do yoga. These responses added additional stress to my anxious 

body which had succumbed to the driving force produced by my mind. I began to notice 

an overall rushed approach to daily activities as well. I eventually injured my back 

“missing a step” while hurrying down the front porch. My lower back is now the first 

place that I recognize stress in my body. Neglecting my own balance of intellect and 
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intuition resulted in creating unnecessary stress in my body that is not life supporting. 

Thus, my experience informed my body and my body intelligence informed my reason. 

In this way I can make choice informed by this innate intelligence. 

 

Synchronistic Intuitive Experiences during the Video Production 

I observed several synchronistic experiences that occurred while doing the PDE 

that may have gone unnoticed had I not been practicing my intuitive skills. A 

synchronistic experience may be viewed as a coincidence in time. Intuitive experiences 

are perceptive insights sensed without using rational processes, resulting in immediate 

cognition. The first synchronistic intuitive experience included selecting a new adjunct 

professor and getting assistance with the documenting my non-linear processes. I was 

meditating early one morning and heard a voice in my mind saying that John Broomfield 

would be of great assistance to me in the PDE. Dr. Broomfield was very new to my 

doctoral committee at the time. He has indeed been tremendously helpful and supportive 

of my work. As Dr. Broomfield and I became acquainted, we both noted was how in sync 

our views on holistic education and processing information were although we had never 

discussed them formally. 

 It was exciting to see how synchronistic Mike Feurstein and I were in our thought 

processes during the video production. On several occasions I would be thinking about 

how I wanted to edit a scene in the film, and Mike had made the necessary changes 

before I instructed him to do so. This solidified my feelings that we were in “harmonic 

resonance” with one another. This experience occurred in the introduction, the classroom 

scene, the rhythm scene and the conclusion.  

I had a similar experience during the interviews with Dr. Marcia Dale-Lopez and 

Rosanne Ranari. I was pleasantly surprised to notice many of their experiences with 

consciousness, sound and music paralleled my own. To me, this affirmed the 

effectiveness of the intuitive process in action. 

Lastly, the interviews with Joe Bruchac were so synchronistic, that on one 

occasion we said the identical same thing at the same time. This was uncanny to me 

because I did not know Dr. Bruchak personally. These intuitive synchronistic experiences 

not only supported my work, they solidified a deeper trust in my intuitive processes. 
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Research Discussion on Personal Growth and Transformation  

Through the DVD Production 

Fear-based controlling mechanisms of guilt, fear, shame and humiliation, are 

often supported through group consensus. Individuals who do not follow the consenting 

group are often ostracized until they either leave the group, physically or emotionally. 

Though sometimes, they conform to the group standard as demonstrated by my childhood 

experience demonstrated in the conclusion of the DVD (Chapter 8). As a multi-modal 

creativity being, my formative years of formal education and training were extremely 

rigid and parochial. This setting was so difficult for me, I unconsciously blocked out my 

early school memories in defensive response.  In the conclusion of the DVD, I discovered 

that fear, guilt, shame and humiliation are sensory experiences that are not only felt, but 

held in the body if the initial trauma is not released. Pat Moffitt Cooke and Bob Harris are 

doing ground breaking work in this field using harmonics and sound to bring past 

emotional wounds to the surface. (See Essay 3) Releasing limiting belief patterns and 

replacing them with affirming beliefs and actions makes personal growth and 

transformation possible.  

Sound, rhythm and music are extremely powerful mediums as demonstrated 

through the DVD.  Producing the DVD allowed me to experience freedom of expression 

and creative enterprise. These two mediums contributed powerfully to my authentic 

experience and expression of self. My concluding statement demonstrated that self-

acceptance and self-discovery may promote personal transformation. I witnessed my 

authentic self through art-based heuristic inquiry. This process is not a closed circuit. 

Even now, as I write this essay I continue to learn and grow. I discovered as McNiff 

suggests: “Art-based research generally does involve more ambiguity, risk, and uneven 

results in terms of the end product” (McNiff 38). This was most clearly demonstrated in 

the surprising DVD conclusion (Chapter 8). Discovery and inspiration resulted from 

immersion in the creative intuitive process generated through exploring sound, rhythm 

and music. By producing the DVD, I transcended the fears that limit my own creativity 

resulting in freedom of expression. 
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In my observation, sound, rhythm and music served as a catalyst for my personal 

growth. I discovered that sound, rhythm and music have the capacity to evoke emotions 

because they are sensory experiences. Once I became aware of my emotions and the core 

belief that have influenced my limited perception of reality, I was then able to release the 

limiting beliefs.  This was demonstrated in the conclusion of the DVD in a wave of 

emotional expression. I came to the realization that I did not fit into the model for 

intelligence that was defined through group consensus in my youth. Expressing these 

emotions was so difficult that there were great pauses in my statement: “When I was a 

child [...] I did not think that I was [...] smart, intelligent […] and that I had the capacity 

to learn […]” In that moment I realized for the first time that I did not see myself as 

intelligent because creativity was not considered an authentic assessment of intelligence. 

 My learning cycle literally came full circle as I reached my conclusion in the 

DVD. I stated in my introduction that I dedicated the DVD to all those students whose 

learning styles did not fit into the norm. I was thinking of the courageous students that I 

encounter each day at Schenectady High School when I wrote that script. I did not think 

of myself being included in that group. The morning I felt inspired to set up the camera 

and film my conclusion came as a surprise to me. I still had my pajamas on when 

intuitively knew that I would lose the thoughts that were coming to my awareness if I had 

taken the time to change my clothes. Sitting in my pajamas in the early hours of the 

morning created a feeling of intimacy that would not have been visible if I were wearing 

street clothes. As I shared my personal story, it felt as though a part of my subconscious 

memory had been released. I was quite embarrassed when I observed the footage, and not 

very comfortable highlighting myself being vulnerable in front of an audience. In fact, I 

had originally planned to edit the scene where I got emotional. I realized that my 

vulnerability was part of the creative process and was important to witness. 

Approximately one half-hour later, the second realization that I was “great at being me” 

came in a wave of non-judgmental self-love and acceptance. I was personally 

transformed through this experience. I reached a new state of self-awareness graced with 

compassion. 

Personal transformation is also demonstrated in less dramatic scenes in the DVD 

such as the classroom scene “when I was in school […]” (Chapter 2) and  “Personal 
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Growth and Transformation” (DVD Chapter 8), where I share my creative process 

through mantra-like thoughts integrated as a voice over the video footage. The experience 

of these creative processes; disclosure, vulnerability, integrity, personal truth led to 

personal transformation. It changed my view of self and my relationship to the world. 

Increased body-mind awareness facilitated this process. A conscious intention to use 

sound, rhythm and music for healing, using my auditory, kinesthetic and intuitive 

learning style supported self-confidence and personal growth. Because sound, rhythm and 

music are three of my greatest passions, they became an extremely powerful means of 

expressing my creativity. Using my creativity inspired in me a joy for learning.  

Creativity also enhanced my learning experience in the production of the DVD and the 

contextual essays that accompany it. Immersion in the creative process was demonstrated 

in all aspects of the DVD production through direct participation leading to personal 

transformation. Sound, music and rhythm enabled the completion of the contextual 

essays without suffering through boredom, frenetic and obsessive belief patterns.  

Integrating sound, music and rhythm into the research process in the contextual essays 

fueled, soothed and nurtured my creative spirit, or the aspect of my self that seeks 

creativity.  

I suggest further research in art therapy and arts in education may bridge the gap 

between the artist-teacher-researcher and artist-art therapist-researcher to facilitate the 

transition of applying an individual learning experience into a group setting.  
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The Five Principles of Transformative Learning  
The five principles of transformative learning are discoveries I made during the 

process of using art as research. They include: (1) We are Multi-Modal Creative Beings; 

(2) We have the potential to access information on many intuitive levels ; (3) Using 

Intellect and Intuition Creates Balance; (4) Learning Holistically Supports Growth and 

Transformation and (5) Small Learning Communities Facilitate Transformative Learning. 

 The early stages of these principles developed through observations I made 

during my clinical experience with sound healing practitioners and energy healers using 

the laws of harmonics. They evolved conceptually into a set of principles as the research 

project took shape.  Sound, rhythm and music are sensory experiences, which engage the 

body. Unlike cognitive skills, sensory learning is holistic. That includes the body in the 

learning process.  

 

Principle One: We are Multi-Modal Creative Beings 
As multi-modal creativity beings we have the capacity to consciously engage our 

senses. The five senses are what most individuals think of when we they hear the term 

sense. Touch, taste, smell, sight and sound are experiences most of us take for granted.      

What is the relationship between intuition and our senses? Intuition is a sense that 

involves feelings that when acknowledged, may be felt in the body.  Medical 

practitioners, artists, teachers, craftsmen and parents all use intuitive skills in their 

profession. Intuitive skills take time to cultivate. It requires mastering a skill to apply 

intuitive knowledge to that expertise. I used my intuitive, multi-sensory skills in 

developing the DVD and writing the contextual essays. In this process I discovered that 

each of the senses can be experienced in greater dimension.   

  This skill may be applied across content areas. Learning to listen to the cues the 

body sends, accessing our feelings and trusting our instincts is an important aspect of the 

intuitive process. Perhaps this is why intuition is sometimes called “the sixth sense”. In 

my observation, teens in particular would benefit tremendously from leaning to access 

their higher intelligence sensed through intuition. Students can be trained to access higher 

levels of awareness through cultivating and strengthening their intuition and developing 

an awareness of their bodies’ mechanisms. Our youth are bombarded daily with choices. 
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Some of these choices may result in life altering consequences such as being sexually 

active prematurely or experimenting with drugs. Guiding students to cultivate a loving 

primary relationship to self will help them in this process. 

Teaching Students Body- Mind Integration 

Including the body in the learning process is central to holistic learning 

experiences that promote personal transformation.  Somatics is one such model   

demonstrating body-mind integration.  Somatics explores what Susan Aposhyan, 

professor at Naropa Institute, calls “natural intelligence,” or cultivating an awareness of 

the body. “Cultivating awareness with the body is a long-term and multifaceted practice. 

This practice, though subtle, is very important in that it invites the creativity of expanded 

resources” (Aposhyan 11). The theory of Somatics is based on four principles. First, body 

mind reintegration is respect. The body must be approached with respect or its 

intelligence. Second, it is full participation striving to be aware with the body, not of the 

body. Third, inclusiveness with all aspects of the body/and mind must be consciously 

included. Lastly, integration requires dialogue. I suggest that primary and secondary 

teachers and students may benefit from courses that promote body-mind awareness such 

as Somatics. Music would add interest, social and cultural exchange to this process. 

Adolescent bodies are changing and growing so rapidly that it is only logical that teens 

are incredibly preoccupied with them.   

 Somatics asks the participant to look beyond cultural our cultural belief that there 

is inherent conflict between individual bodily impulses and social order. Somatics offers 

the view that by being engaged in our bodies at the sensate level, we may not only feel 

the sensations that arise from internal events and our response to those events, but we 

may also feel the way our internal and external sensations integrate. Thus, expressing a 

unified response and balances our inner and outer needs without conflict. “As long as we 

are merely aware of a part of ourselves, it is not empowered to fully participate” 

(Aposhyan 11). Aposhyan explains that there are different “resources” found in different 

aspects of our bodies. “Each of our basic tissue and fluid types have their own unique 

qualities and creative resources, on a cellular level we have a basic intelligence that is 

universal” (11). Including the body in the learning process influences our perspective and 

creative resources.  
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Cellular Biologist, Dr. Bruce Lipton, concurs with Susan Apoyshan in his video 

entitled the “Biology of Belief”. Lipton researched how our perceptions affect the very 

make up of our cellular structure. Lipton maintains that our cells are intelligent. They are 

not genetically controlled, and the harmful perceptions created through negative thoughts, 

which cause damage to our cellular structure can be relearned. According to Lipton, the 

biological make-up of the cells can physically change the process of introducing 

affirming thoughts. This theory supports the body’s intelligence as a unified whole. Being 

aware of the body’s mechanisms plays an important role in healing the body and mind. 

The Subtle Energy Body 

While there are no definitive scientific models for paranormal energetic 

exchanges, scientific studies are being done to develop hypothesis for these exchanges 

inherent to mysticism and many ancient wisdom teachings. “Experience exists at a more 

basic level than physical systems, and experiences are associated with physical systems 

because of principles that have to do with the underlying nature of reality, at a level 

deeper than the level at which the physical/non-physical distinction exists” (Goertzel 7).         

“Biology as a science limits itself to the more or less classical physics of this past 

century in its endeavors to understand phenomena in the animate world ” (www.kronon-

offshore.com). Soviet scientists are exploring one of the newest forms of physics, 

plasma-physics. In 1944, the biologist Dr. V. Gritschenko hypothesized that the fourth 

state of matter after solid or plasma, liquid and gas appeared in biological systems 

including the human body. This interpenetrating body was called the bioplasmic body. It 

became one of the first scientific endorsements of what mystics and psychics had for 

centuries called the etheric or astral body (Kronon). 

 Do human beings have an energy body or energy field that cycles through and 

surrounds the body? If so, what are the implications for personal transformation within a 

learning community and teaching our youth? What role do sound, rhythm and music play 

in this theory? A theoretical model for subtle energy actions and physical domain 

correlations has been postulated by Dr. William Tiller, leading scientist and Founding 

Director of the Institute of Noetic Sciences. Subtle energy activity was observed in three 

experiments involving subtle energy and paranormal activity. Tiller states that “any 

individual piece of scientific data described in his experiments is contestable, however 
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taken as a whole the sum is compelling circumstantial evidence” (Tiller) that “the body 

functions may have two, not just one path. The first path would consist of familiar 

physical conditions and the second path would consist of subtle energy conditions, and 

mind/ consciousness would appear to have threshold connectivity between the two 

paths,” (www.biomindsuperpowers.com). 

The energy field extends beyond the physical body, (page 55) and complete 

functional use of the mind includes much more than the brain. Scientists have concluded 

that what was once considered functionless grey matter in the brain may indeed be the 

seat of consciousness, or the aspect of our mind that connects with all experiences that we 

have from biological functions of the body to the functions of the psyche, (Buzan, & 

Buzan). I suggest that the energy field may be sensed. One example of this experience is 

being physically attracted to another person.  

Yogis, shamans and mystics across cultures all acknowledge the presence of our 

energy through different terminology. The terms light or luminescence may be used to 

describe our energy body by healing practitioners (Dale-Lopez & Author interview). I 

suggest that becoming aware of the energy cycles in our body may be helpful in 

maintaining balance. I discovered through my internship in the “light energy body” that 

an individual may intuitively develop skill in balancing their energy through practice. 

There is an understanding within Eastern practices and teachings of the indigenous 

people that we are multi-modal or multi-dimensional, multi-sensory beings. Spiritual 

Teachers, Healers and Shamans in these traditions access information from many 

dimensions or states of consciousness. Grof describes the merging of ancient wisdom 

teachings and contemporary scientific inquiry as in “the outermost reaches of human 

consciousness research, we discover that science has taken us full circle to a vision of our 

lives as being very much like that described by the wise elders of ancient and Oriental 

cultures” (Grof 90). Spiritual teacher of the Vedic tradition, Sri Aurobindo tells us: “We 

have to see all becoming as developments of the movement in our true self and this self 

as one, inhabiting all bodies and not our body only. We have to be consciously, in our 

relationships within this world what we really are; this one, becoming everything that we 

observe. All the movement, all the energies, all forms, all happenings, we must see as 

those of our one and real self, in many existences” (90).  
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In our every day lives, most of us think of the world in which we live as being   

made up of highly individualized physical bodies- some animate, others  

inanimate- each possessing its own fixed and absolute boundaries. All our senses;  

sight, hearing smell, taste, and touch seem to tell us that we are, at least physically  

separate from what we survey. There is a difference between our selves and others  

people and between our selves and the rest of the universe that seems to indicate  

that we are each sovereign, autonomous and singular. However, consciousness  

research of the past few years has begun to show us that our physical boundaries  

may be much more illusionary than real (Grof 89).  

If our physical boundaries are indicative of many levels of perception, and we are 

capable of experiencing relaxed, clear states of consciousness, presenting rudimentary 

forms of education may be archaic. Essays 4 and 5 provide examples of harmonic 

principles used to stabilize the energy body and bring balance. DVD Chapter 4 

demonstrates the process of stabilizing the energy body through contemplative practices 

such as yoga drumming, and psychodrama. I selected Marcia dale Lopez as an expert 

interview candidate because she has a keen ability to sense the energy body and I have 

had transformative healing experiences by participating in her healing practice. 

  The onset of alternative therapies demonstrate a growing interest in the field of 

energy medicine in the United States, which implies that continued research in this field 

of study should be done. There is an increasing presence of holistic alternative therapies 

integration including chiropractic, homeopathy, reflexology, shiatsu, acupressure, 

acupuncture, ayurveda , kinesiology, massage therapy, qigong, reike and therapeutic 

touch. The aforementioned alternative healing modalities utilize energy systems in or 

surrounding the body.  

 Acupuncture, whose heritage is derived from classical Chinese medicine, is an 

example of an alternative healing modality practiced in the United States. Chinese 

medicine is rooted in ancient Chinese cosmology. “The Chinese believed that the vital 

force or ch’i circulates in the body through meridians, traveling a set route between 

organs and systems” (Willis 118). 

The figures appearing on the next three pages are followed by theoretical 

applications, which involve the use of the energy systems. There is a flow in each of 
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these figures that depicts balance in the body. The experiences depicted in the CPPT all 

play a role in determining the flow of energy in the body. Rhythmic entrainment, 

devotional practices and mental balance have the capacity to stabilize and center the body 

and create flow in the energy field. Fear and judgment constrict the flow of energy 

because they cause stress on the adrenal system resulting in a flight or fright response as 

seen in the conclusion. As my body recognized that I was going to express powerfully 

suppressed emotional wounds, my emotions took over. I could barely get the words out 

of my mouth: “I did not think that I was [pause] smart [pause] intelligent”. I still notice a 

change in my emotions when I see this scene. The first time I watched the DVD it was 

disturbing to see how difficult it was for me to express this pain. My body and emotions 

were still in flight or fright response and did not want to include the footage in the DVD. 

I no longer feel an emotional charge I my body when I observe this scene. I see the power 

of vulnerability, through disclosure as a vital part of my process of personal 

transformation. 
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This figure is a simple model of the energy meridians used in reflexology. It 

clearly shows the major energy meridians in the body.  

 
 

 

(Willis 119) 

The figure on the following page depicts the wireless electromagnetic flow of 

energy circulating in, around, and through the body. It depicts the energy flow that I 

sense and experience when I meditate. The flow of its lines depicting the energy cycle in 

the diagram are similar to Alex Grey’s energy portraits in Sacred Mirrors.   
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                     (Beaulieu 20) 
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                       (Willis 122) 

The aura, or energy field which surrounds the body, is seen above.  Holistic 

practitioners such as acupuncturists, Reiki energy healers and homoeopathists all use 

healing modalities which access or observe the body’s energy, life force, or prana. These 

healing modalities cannot be measured with quantitative instruments; however, millions 

of people are using alternate therapies across the globe. How will these alternative 

healing modalities affect the professional training of our youth in the next decade with 

words like reiki, chakra, and energy meridian becoming commonplace? Being open to 

belief systems from other cultures is one way to acknowledge and build bridges across 

cultures. 

Reflective Heuristic Essay on Energy Healers: 
Energy healers who have highly developed visual skills may see or sense the field 

of energy, which surrounds the body. I have met several healers who see such energy 
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fields. One such healer was South American Shaman Don Jose Pinedas. In a healing 

session that I had with Don Jose I could sense the expansion of my auric energy field 

surrounding the body. I felt my body’s energy project at least six feet from my body. My 

energy felt very smooth and light, almost tactile. When I got on the subway to return 

home, it felt as if I was in a cocoon of energy whose borders lightly pressed against the 

subway walls. I have seen the cocoon-like light waves, which circulate around my body. 

Dr. Dale Lopez, Ph.D. has worked intuitively with the energy body for over two 

decades. I have had three sessions with Dale Lopez. I discovered that through conscious 

choice, I could uncover limiting belief patterns, sense these patterns and move them from 

my energy field. The sessions gave me a sense of freedom with an entirely new 

perspective resulting from the clarity that I gained.  

Prior to the session, Dr. Dale Lopez and I set a clear intention to be open to 

receive the clearest information possible to support healing and transformation.  Non-

linear research experiences such as this are difficult to measure by current scientific 

standards, therefore, may best be described by the individual directly involved. In DVD 

Chapter 2, Marcia Dale Lopez states that she sees standardization as an “insult” and that 

mechanical tests are not an accurate assessment of ‘who we are’ (as multi-modal creative 

beings). Dale Lopez explains that “Who we are, is constantly changing”.  
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The Seven Major Energy Chakras (Centers) 

 
  (Willis 122) 

The term chakra is used in new ageism so frequently, that it may have diminished 

credibility in Western medicine. Vedic medicine teaches “the primary centers of 

consciousness are located in the upper brain and along the cerebrospinal system, in the 
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energy complexes of the charkas. The chakras are connected by three main energy 

channels” (Redmond audio). The primary energy channel, known as the Shushuma, 

travels up and down the spinal column. Two more channels travel through the charkas on 

either side interweaving and creating a double helix of energy from the base of the spine 

to the crown. The Ida or left channel carries the feminine or lunar energy, and the right 

energy channel or Pingala carries the masculine or solar energy. “There are said to be  

72, 000 nadis or energy centers within the body/ mind complex but these three carry the 

most voltage” (Redmond CD). You may see as depicted by the figure on page 58, “the 

charkas are represented visually by the lotus, which represents the gateway through 

which consciousness enters the world” (CD). “The life vibration pulses out through thee 

power points, animating the mind and body” (CD). According to Layne Redmond, this 

creates a specific vibration, or frequency at each charka called the Bija Mantra 

(pronounced beejah). The Bija is a term for the sound latent in all energy chakras. These 

biga sounds are frequently used in Eastern meditative practices. Redmond combines 

rhythmic entrainment from other cultures with Eastern contemplative practices to balance 

and align the energy centers in the body and increase awareness. The “unity” video 

footage was an experimental process using this system. 

Reflective Essay: The Energy Body and Personal Transformation  
Intuitively accessing information from our surrounding environment and our daily 

circumstances may be an extremely useful tool. The previous section indicates that our 

energy body interacts with our physical body. I suggest that our emotional body does as 

well.  We can sense a person’s emotional state of being when we stand near someone 

who has strong feelings for us, whether positive or negative, or when we listen to a 

dynamic or soothing piece of music and realize that our emotional state of being has been 

carried away through the harmonic frequencies.  

Could it be that during the daytime our energy bodies and emotional bodies are 

constantly interacting with one another? If this is so, might also be feasible that we 

empathically sense the feelings of those near us and mistake them for our own? If our 

energy body does interact with our physical body we may use this information to help 

teach young people about setting safe boundaries in relationships. I suggest that harmonic 

frequencies are created through our thoughts and emotions and either attract or repel 
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others.  One example of this is would be observing newborn babies who begin crying 

when they hear another baby cry. Individuals who are highly sensitive to other peoples’ 

energy or “empaths” such as Maia Author, Marcia Dale-Lopez, and Marina Petro agree 

with this concept (interviews; Author, Dale-Lopez, Petro). One teaching that is consistent 

in alternate healing modalities is the importance of clearing one’s energy field before and 

after a healing session so the practitioner remains balanced. I developed the skill of 

becoming very sensitive to my own energy and the energies of others through continued 

practiced during my internship in the Light Body Training. I demonstrate this process in 

Chapter 9 of the DVD chanting, “Modah Ani”.  Steve Gorn plays solo on the Flute at the 

end of the chant. I bow my head and inhale slowly, raising my head up once again 

breathing in the soothing harmonics of the flute, thereby balancing my energy. I practice 

using my breath to balance my energy several times a day.  

I suggest that teachers would benefit tremendously from learning about their 

energy body and the energy that students are carrying into the classroom. Some teachers 

do this intuitively and have no difficulty in classroom management. As educators become 

increasingly aware of the energy cycles in the classroom, they can keep the class more 

engaged by introducing activities that will bring the students back in focus. This in turn 

may facilitate transformative learning. 

I suggest providing time to pause before instructional lessons throughout the day. 

This time could be used for staff and students to become more centered, balanced and 

conscious of the daily activities and thought patterns that promote or inhibit growth. 

Training students in the formative years to identify their kinesthetic and emotional needs 

could become a life-long skill. Children could be coached in primary school to recognize 

when their body needs movement, sound or silence to help them to stay focused.  I have 

attended classes where the instructor or facilitator has provided room in the schedule for 

participants to move or stretch their body when needed in order to re-focus. Many 

teachers are concerned with the number of students who are disengaged and are lacking 

focus. As depicted in the DVD introduction (Chapter 1), I suggest that the present form 

of instruction lends itself to disengagement from the learning process (“yet, students in 

the US are bored, disinterested, distracted, and disengaged from the learning process” .  

Most learning in secondary schools is sedentary. It is not surprising that students have 
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difficulty staying focused and are not interested in learning. Using sound, rhythm, music 

and contemplative practices may facilitate this process. In the DVD “Our Natural 

Rhythms” (Chapter 4), I demonstrate how contemplative practices help align the body 

and its energy flow, stating “by entrainment; using rhythm we can bring ourselves back 

to center again, and again and again”. The words “again, and again and again” 

metaphorically demonstrate that entrainment is the process I use continually used to self-

center. 

Field Research in Consciousness and the Intuitive Process 

I interviewed Marina Petro, a spiritual intuitive and artist. Marina has given 

psychic readings professionally for over twenty years. The purpose of the interview, was  

to discuss Marina’s perspectives on the intuitive process that she uses when painting or 

doing psychic intuitive readings. In the interview, Marina described viewing what Chopra 

and Gaswami call the quantum field of unlimited potential. When Marina does a physic 

reading or paints from this unlimited field of potential, (page 63) she can access 

information about her clients that supports their growth and personal transformation. 

Marina can “see in her mind’s eye”, (with her intuitive skills) a series of probabilities or 

possibilities that a person may experience in the near future. Some possibilities may have 

a positive impact while others might cause distress or harm. Marina has made a 

commitment to serve others by sharing information that she is given which would keep 

them from harm’s way. Marina explains that these possibilities are constantly in motion, 

and they change as our perceptions continue to evolve. 

 

The Energy Centers Archetypal Patterns and Personal Myths 

Our emotions may be directly related to the energy centers in the body. Carolyn 

Myss, like Maia Author, Marcia Dale Lopez and Marina Petro can “see” or “sense” 

imbalances in the energy patterns. Myss maintains that energy blockages can create 

illness in the body if not recognized and released (Myss). 

Myss proposes that emotionally driven archetypal patterns correlate to the energy 

centers in the body. I will refer to archetypal patterns as defined in Jungian psychology. 

In Jungian psychology, an inherited pattern of thought or symbolic imagery derived from 

the past collective experience and present in the individual unconscious are considered an 
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archetype (dictionary.com).  These archetypal belief patterns have a tremendous impact 

on our perceptions, which then in turn affect our well being.  Myss maintains that 

physical illness results from an imbalance in the energy system. This imbalance is 

directly related to our core beliefs stored in cellular memory. (Myss, Dale-Lopez, 

Author). Many of these beliefs are buried in our subconscious psyche. When they are 

released and replaced with affirming beliefs, the individual may experience a balanced 

flow of energy, resulting in healing (Myss). 

The figure on the following page was taken from Myss’ text, Sacred Contracts. It 

depicts the intuitive aspect of the multi-modal creative being in relationship to emotional 

and physical balance and health. The figure suggests that the individual may sense the 

emotional wounds that have been buried in the body through conscious and focused 

intent. By releasing these wounds the individual may experience personal growth and 

transformation. When the emotional and energy body are not in alignment, the individual 

may experience emotional imbalance as depicted in the conclusion of the DVD, Chapter 

9. This was when I spontaneously discovered that I was part of the misunderstood 

learning community described in the introduction. The emotional release expressed in the 

DVD conclusion (Chapter 9-10) demonstrates the process of identifying and releasing 

personal myth and the resulting limiting belief. This process requires finding strength 

through vulnerability and detachment from ego to release the limiting belief, which no 

longer serves individual growth. 
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          This section demonstrates how prevailing myths evolve. Many contemporary social 

commentators contend that human behavior is socially determined, and is subjected to 

our conscious efforts to change.  Myths often reinforce the established power structure. 

Late expert in mythology, Joseph Campbell, maintains that myths play a major function 

in defining the role of the individual. Clinical psychologist and specialist in energy 

psychology, David Feinstein, draws on Campbell’s work. Feinstein introduces his 

perspectives in mythology and psychology.  

Personal myths shape our belief systems and how we interact in the world.  In his 

forwarding address, David Feinstein describes our personal myths as “the vibrant 

infrastructure that informs your life, whether or not you are aware of it” (Feinstein, 

lecture). Prevailing myths can be compared to the characters that we play in life, much 

like actors in a play. These myths have the potential to propel us into the creation of our 

future visions or disable us from experiencing growth and transformation. The DVD 

introduces a new mythology for learning, where personal transformation is possible. The 

DVD introduces holistic teaching models that engage the senses, such as the African 

American Tale and the Native American perspective on learning. 

Feinstein demonstrates how myths may be used personally, socially, and 

culturally, and how prevailing myths impact systems change. Feinstein states; 

“Mythology is grounded in the quintessential human ability to address the large questions 

of life through: symbolism, metaphor, and narrative” (Lecture). “Myths address the 

hunger to comprehend the natural world in a meaningful way; the search for a marked 

pathway through the succeeding epochs of human life; the need to establish secure and 

fulfilling relationships within a community and the yearning to know one’s part in the 

vast wonder and mystery of the cosmos” (Lecture). Feinstein continues:  

“Myths are rooted in biology, personal history, culture, and sacred sources” (Lecture). 

As a unified whole, the DVD models a new approach to learning through 

immersion and experience. The following visuals demonstrate the evolutionary pattern of 

our myths from Feinstein’s psychological framework: 
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                                                (Feinstein) 

 

Carolyn Myss has worked purposefully with Jungian mythic archetypes for over 

two decades.  Myss maintains: “Archetypal patterns awaken us in our own divined 
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potential. They can liberate us from the limitations of our thought or feelings. They can 

help us shed light on the dark and little-known corners of our soul” (Myss 15).  Myss 

further extrapolates “[…] divine consciousness is not easily apprehended by our human 

faculties […] you must go beyond reason to where you can ‘see and understand’ the 

symbolic or greater meaning of the circumstances” (15).  Developing the skill of 

 “seeing symbolically, to act appropriately on your intuitions, takes practice” (19). Myths 

are buried deep within our psyches both individually and collectively.  Myss developed a 

system using both intuition and intellect to identify predominant archetypal beliefs that 

create limitation. Myss guides the reader through a series of steps to determine these 

archetypes, and describes how the archetypes are related to the energy centers in the body 

(page 63); I am interested in Myss’ comprehensive index of mythic archetypes. They 

describe the positive and shadow aspects of the archetype and may be useful in 

cultivating our emotional intelligence resulting in personal transformation. I selected one 

archetype to demonstrate Myss’ system suitable for adolescents offering an interesting 

perspective in human relations.   

 

 

Rebel (Anarchist, Revolutionary, Political Protester, Non- Conformist) 

Our images of the Rebel may be too closely aligned with clichés of our youth   

culture to let us see the deeper significance of this valuable archetype. Whether  

politically inclined, like Martin Luther King or an artistic innovator such as Van  

Gogh. The rebel is a key component in all growth and human development.  

The rebel in a support group can be a powerful aid in helping a group break out of  

old tribal patterns. It can also help you see past tired preconceptions [...]. The  

rebel can lead you to reject spiritual systems that do not serve your inner need for  

direct union with the Divine. The shadow Rebel conversely may compel you to  

rebel out of peer pressure for the sake of fashion and become mired in another  

form of conformity. The Rebel may reject legitimate authority simply  

because it is asking you to do something you find difficult or unpleasant. Be     

especially careful in evaluating your rebellious impulses, even if the Rebel is not   

part of your intimate circle of archetypes, you probably have it to some extent and  
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should pay attention to its urgings (Myss 409). 

 

 

If we are indeed, multi modal creative beings, then within this framework, I see 

standardized testing being used as the predominant means to qualify intelligence as the 

prevailing outmoded myth.  The concept of learning through experience was explored in 

the DVD interviews with Dr. Dale Lopez and Dr. Bruchac. I suggest that it is time to 

create a new mythology for learning. Teaching value-based holistic educational programs 

has been met with great controversy, however I suggest that it is what is most needed 

during this tumultuous time in history. Holistic models that integrate the body, mind and 

creative spirit, or “animating force within us” (dictionary.com) meet the challenging 

needs of society, where environmental and global issues will be at the forefront of the 

coming years.  

The natural state of being for a child is a state of inquiry, curiosity, and an innate 

desire to explore their surroundings. Children learn through experience. In my 

observation, young adults must see the relevance of what they are learning for it to be of 

interest. Teaching to the test also limits the teacher’s autonomy to creatively explore 

curriculum. 

The American educational system and youth are in crisis. While many children of 

developing countries struggle to survive, American youth are bombarded with choice 

seeing consumerism as a way of life (DVD Chapter 1). We have become a product-

oriented, disposable society.  

Children whose internal rhythm is not synchronized with sedentary teaching 

models are easily distracted or bored. Many of these children are given medication to fit 

into a system that does not support authentic learning.  Both administrators and 

“educators must address the reality that students are coming to school more depressed, 

more angry, and more fearful than in the past, and that they are acting on these impulses” 

(McCarthy 13).  

As a veteran teacher in the public school system for twenty-four years, the many 

faculty, social workers, and administrators that I have worked with have noticed 

markedly increased incidents of stress, depression and aggression among the student 
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population in the last decade. The Schenectady City School district is one district that has 

increased support staff and school programs to manage this challenge. Studies support 

this hypothesis, citing increased incidence of binge drinking, carrying weapons, 

marijuana use, sexual activity and drop out rates (McCarthy, US Center for Disease 

Control).  

The increased incidence of single parent families is one factor that seems to have 

been overlooked when considering the impact of loss experienced by children. It is 

imperative that the educational model moves from the Darwinian survival of the fittest, to 

holism. The Darwinian model has invasively affected our relationship to economic 

growth, education, leadership, politics, agriculture and human relationships. I suggest that 

educators teach youth to honor and cherish life, by experiencing and respecting other 

cultures. I suggest that participating in service projects which support sustainable living 

will help students to become responsible global citizens. A paradigm shift in education 

will impact our future society. Dr. Bruchac addresses sustainable communities in the 

DVD. I envision schools developing integrative, transformative curriculum following 

holistic models such as the Matsunaga Institute for Peace and the Earth Charter. This 

model supports “respect and care for the whole community of life, for ecological integrity 

and for social and economic justice, practicing non-violence and peace” (Sahtouris).   

In DVD Chapter 2, Rosanne Ranari discusses how children are uninhibited to 

explore. When developing programs that foster self-direction and positive action we must 

ask the questions expressed in the DVD: “Who am I? What do I want? Where am I 

going? And how do I get there?”.  Self-esteem curriculum provides crucial elements 

needed in school programs today. This curriculum will encourage youth to appreciate 

themselves in “other ways of knowing” (Broomfield). Discovering “other ways of 

knowing” helps students recognize commonalities among belief systems and dismantling 

the fears that result from ignorance. The DVD is replete with video footage that supports 

this process. 

 Urban schools with extremely diverse populations can be models for teaching 

tolerance to schools with homogeneous populations.  All schools face the challenge of 

creating safe environments and treating all members of the learning community with 

dignity and respect. Many students in urban schools come from families that are first or 
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second generation immigrants. These families are steeped in cultural and ritual practices. 

Diverse religious and cultural practices may provide an opportunity to teach tolerance, if 

approached with awareness and sensitivity by administrative and teaching staff.  Seeking 

commonalities between cultures may help parents and students to overcome fears, which 

may arise while being exposed to ideas that are foreign to them.  

Students who live in ethnically isolated communities need opportunities to learn 

from other cultures. It is particularly important to become aware of and sensitive to the 

social and political climate of other cultures to help dissipate the feeling of threat, which 

may result from past experiences, as depicted in the African American Tale: “Sometimes 

I feel like a motherless child, a long way from home.” 

 

 

Principle Two: We have the potential to access information on many 

intuitive levels    

 
Musical Creativity and the Creative Process of Personal Transformation 

Scientist, author and musical composer, Robert Jourdain, addresses the theme of 

music and creativity (Jourdain). When thinking of musical composition, a picture of an 

elaborate musical score may come to mind with a combination of melody, harmony and 

rhythm through notation. Musical scores were originally produced as a means of 

communicating music from composer to performer. These scores have become a means 

of communicating musical ideas between composers as well. Informal composition of 

music occurs much earlier than we might imagine. “[…] developmental psychologists 

remind us that children readily become little composers when encouraged and supported 

[…]” ( Jourdain 188). At eighteen month infants begin to sing spontaneously, the same as 

infant babbling, which occurs somewhat earlier. Parents respond to the babbling and it 

goes on to become speech; they ignore the singing and it stops” (Jourdain 188). 

Musicality flourishes when it is reinforced at an early age. Original musical compositions 

were included in the DVD to support using music to enhance creativity and bring joy to 

learning. 
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The following passage demonstrates how the creative process may inhibit 

intuition when it is placed within a linear construct. Jourdain describes scored music as a 

powerful tool for demonstrating the composer’s memory, imagery and abstraction.  One 

disadvantage of un-scored music, is that written score “can seduce composers into a 

theoretical, unmusical approach to composition. Music becomes an exercise in theoretical 

elegance as the composer builds deep structures more complex than the listener can 

fathom working through […] intellectual analysis instead of auditory imagery” (Jourdain 

184). This example demonstrates how the very essence of the creative process may be 

obscured through an imbalance between the intellect and the intuitive process. “Integral 

to the modern notion of musical talent is the idea that everyone is born to compose” 

(Jourdain 186). Unfortunately, this is demonstrated in every artistic endeavor but music. 

Students are expected to draw pictures, write stories, create architectural structures and 

design scientific experiments. Musical training in school is most often accomplished by 

learning to play an instrument or singing composed music in a choral group. Students are 

not expected to compose their own music. In Western culture, that is something that only 

an elite group of trained professionals may experience. In the DVD I demonstrated that 

the capacity to compose music is not limited to trained musicians. As Rosanne Ranari 

states in DVD Chapter 2: “Music is spontaneous […] it transcends the boundaries that 

place limitations.” The DVD may be used as an inspirational tool to facilitate this process 

in primary and secondary education. 

Reflective Narrative:  Increased Sensory Perception and Sound 
Can we increase our sensory perception through conscious intent? Studying North 

Indian Raga taught me to listen more deeply than ever before. Practicing the microtonal 

scales of North Indian Raga demonstrated by Dagar Master, Dr. Ritwik Sanyal was a 

multi-dimensional kinesthetic experience. Singing in microtones with focused intent, and 

engaging kinesthetically with the voice became a meditative practice. By moving through 

the microtones, I could sense the many tones between each tone being sung. I sensed an 

infinite number of tones between two notes on the scale. It felt as though time slowed 

down so I could hear many of these tones. I also sensed space between the notes. The 

effect that this type of singing had on my and mind and body was astounding.  I was in 

one of the most heavily populated countries in the world, where experiencing sensory 
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overload would seem inevitable. I felt peaceful, and balanced, and energized during and 

after each raga session with Dr. Sanyal. This occurrence was consistent for the entire 

week I was in Varenasi, India. This experience in India inspired me to increase my 

sensory perception in other aspects of my life. Following my internship, I consistently 

practiced focusing my attention on my intuitive and intellectual skills. The musical 

experiences with Dr. Sanyal and Steve Gorn were heart-centered and kinesthetically 

healing and inclusive. 

Possible Application 

Contemplative practices such as chanting and yoga cultivate an awareness of the 

connection between body and mind. I discovered that these practices have a cumulative 

capacity to reduce the mind chatter, which distracts us from being fully present. Marcia 

Dale Lopez addresses the importance of being more present through her discussion of 

present time in DVD Chapter 7, stating: “The only thing that is real is this moment, and 

everything else is a story. Even this moment can become a story by the next moment” 

and “the journey is to the real self, and what is true to me in this moment”. 

Scientific evidence today may prove that there is a correlation between the brain 

waves and the state of consciousness. “Research projects in major universities have 

explored the neurophysiology of meditation, deep relaxation states, and mind/body 

interactions during healing. In one study a simple meditation technique used twenty 

minutes a day caused profound changes in blood pressure, stress handling ability, 

immune response, and feelings of well being” (Thompson). “[…] sound frequency 

patterns built into the music have been shown clinically to cause positive changes in 

consciousness and brain wave function.” and “coordinating of right/left brainwave 

activity and general slowing of brainwave activity which is associated with deep 

relaxation, stress reduction, creativity, insight, and problem solving” (Thompson).  

Consciousness and Increased Awareness 

 Your consciousness is your energy of attention and intention at any given time.                   

 Your consciousness is reflected in the emotions that play across both the surface     

 and depth of your experience.   Your consciousness is your awareness of you as    

 an essential spark within the fabric of creation. Your consciousness is the  

 representation of you as if taken in snapshots from moment to moment.      
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                                                                 (Yosama Challenor, M.D.) 

 

Consciousness may be defined as:   

“Con"scious*ness\, n. 1. The state of being conscious; knowledge of one's own 

existence, condition, sensations, mental operations, acts, etc. knowledge or perception of 

the presence of any object, state, or sensation” (dictionary.com). 

 Consciousness is thus, on the one hand, the recognition by the mind or ``ego'' of 

its acts and affections; -- in other words, the self-affirmation that certain modifications 

are known by me, and that these modifications are mine. --Sir W. Hamilton.  (Webster's 

Revised Unabridged Dictionary), © 1996, 1998 MICRA, Inc.) Or: consciousness 1: an 

alert cognitive state in which you are aware of yourself and your situation (WordNet ® 

2.0, © 2003 Princeton University). 

   I see consciousness as continual process of increasing self-awareness. Self-

awareness may be facilitated through the use of contemplative practices as demonstrated 

in the DVD. In DVD Chapter 7, Rosanne Ranari discusses how music may be used to 

stimulate an increased sense of awareness: “When you see them (the students) start to 

make discoveries about their own voice… they do shine...and the way they communicate 

with each other becomes so much more impacting.”  

Is there a link between increased consciousness and increased sensory perception? 

Deepak Chopra is one leading scientist who maintains that this is so. Chopra and 

quantum physicist Dr. Amit Goswami describe how quantum physics views the 

perception of reality through space and time. (Chopra, Goswami audio). Both Chopra and 

Goswami describe the two domains in which we experience life as local or physical 

reality and non-local reality, which is beyond space and time. The non-local domain is 

depicted as the domain of unlimited potential. Chopra and Goswami’s hypothesis 

explains how accessing the non-local domain of reality through contemplative practices, 

may result in increased multi-sensory perception. In quantum physics, “matter largely 

reduces to an exchange of photons (electronic particles) which have no mass; waves 

(which have no position, in a dynamic, relativistic interchange between particle), and 

wave (where time has no simple meaning)” (Lucas 2). “The non-substances that surround 

space and time are likewise emergent concepts of our belief systems (logical necessities 
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due to our dualistic mode of thought) dependent upon […] our assumptions and desire to 

‘ground’ our concepts into a fixed framework” ( 2). Contemporary scientists such as 

Deepak Chopra, Michael Talbot, and Bryan Greene and Charles Lucas describe the 

quantum field of creative, unlimited potentiality as a dimension that is easily accessible 

through our intention. The string theory includes mathematical calculations for the 

continued evolution of our species describing how we as a species will continue to access 

dimensions higher than the third dimension.  These theories are all supported by the 

CPPT demonstrating perception from many different vantage points.  

The abstract order and flow of the DVD represents my perception of the creative 

process as the artist-researcher, film producer, traveler, student, musician, interviewer, 

performer, and teacher. Its focus and reference is transmutable, much like the photons 

that shift from wave to particle. I, the multi-modal creativity being consider the DVD a 

work of art. It may therefore be used for a variety of purposes. As I mentioned in the 

introduction of the contextual essay, the CPPT moves in a spiral and the outcome of the 

creative process is unpredictable.  The DVD also follows a circular pattern. It was the end 

result of my creative process in the present moment, however since the DVD 

demonstrates my creative process, its use has the capacity to grow and shift. Once again, 

my intuitive skills will come to play, as I remain open to its possible use.   

Transformative learning is experiential. Transformative learning also facilitates 

increased self-awareness. It requires developing keen observation skills, recognition of 

emotional blockages and some level of emotional detachment from the experience 

encountered. In DVD Chapter 9 I release the limiting belief of wanting to be “great at one 

thing” and replace it with the understanding that “I was great at being me”.   
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Principle Three: Using Intellect and Intuition Creates Balance                        

 
Multiple Intelligence 

Educational Psychologist Howard Gardener’s theory of multiple intelligences 

gained enough momentum to infiltrate teacher training in public schools in the nineteen 

nineties. It did not sustain itself, due to the radical shift of focus from state education 

departments across the nation to standardized testing as a means of authentic assessment. 

Gardener lays a foundation for developing programs that use multiple intelligences. In 

my observation, there is great need to introduce integrated curriculum promoting musical, 

natural, existential and kinesthetic intelligence. One way of presenting a kinesthetic 

approach to learning would be including the arts in all educational programs. As 

demonstrated in the DVD; integrating sound, rhythm, movement, into curriculum may 

promote self-awareness.  I propose that learning must evolve to a point where students 

can comfortably multi-track, or learn both intuitively and intellectually. Students who 

only develop mastery in cognitive skills are using According to some experts, students 

who only develop mastery in cognitive skills, are using less than thirty percent of their 

learning potential (Ward). 

The following page depicts Gardner’s Model of Multiple Intelligences used in a 

lesson plan. This model does not include his newly proposed intelligences; spiritual and 

natural intelligence. As a multi-modal creativity being I utilized all of Gardner’s multiple 

intelligences in the DVD production. 
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                              (Bructsck 51) 

Most secondary schools in the United States do not address kinesthetic, 

imagination activities or integrate musical-rhythmic lessons as demonstrated in Gardner’s 
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educational model (page 75). Visual-spatial lessons most often are restricted to graphs, 

flow charts and videos. Artistic methods of introducing visual-spatial learning occur so 

infrequently that it is considered extraordinary when it does happen. Few teachers are 

comfortable integrating teaching units inclusive of the arts into curriculum. High school 

instructors are not encouraged to include Gardner’s model in their lesson plans. Many 

secondary educators feel pressured to prepare their students for required standardized 

tests, leaving little time for incorporating what are considered “frills” into the curriculum. 

Spiritual and Emotional Intelligence 

Some of the newest and most exciting research being done involves the study of 

Spiritual Intelligence, or Spiritual Intelligence, which may be likened to Gardner’s 

existential intelligence and Maslow’s transcendental stage of development.  Research in 

consciousness, prayer and contemplative practices are becoming more common. Can we 

increase our spiritual perceptiveness, and why would we want to do so? Danah Zohar and 

Dr. Ian Marshall’s research indicates that it is possible to increase your Spiritual 

Intelligence and “through a more cultivated use of our Spiritual Intelligence, and through 

personal honesty and courage that such cultivation requires, we can find deeper meanings 

within ourselves, and we can use that reconnection with the deeper sources to serve 

causes and processes much larger than ourselves” (Zohar, Marshall 17). Marshall and 

Zohar’s study is based on the premise that the IQ (Intelligence Quota) and EQ (Emotional 

Intelligence) cannot measure our capacity for higher intelligence in lieu of emerging 

scientific inquiry in areas such as consciousness studies and quantum physics. I will use 

Zohar and Marshall’s definition of Spiritual Intelligence as “the intelligence with which 

we address and solve problems of meaning and value” (Zohar, Marshall 4). Spiritual 

Intelligence is “the intelligence with which we can place our actions and our lives in a 

wider, richer, meaning-giving context” (4). Zohar and Marshall maintain that “Neither 

the IQ or Spiritual Intelligence, separate or in combination allows us to explain, the full 

complexity of human intelligence nor the vast richness of the human soul and 

imagination” ( 5). I suggest that Spiritual Intelligence be used as a means of identifying 

our highly creative approaches to problem solving, and value based learning  which gives 

breadth and depth to learning experiences by crossing borders and exploring the highly 

creative and intuitive aspects of our intelligence whose boundaries are not clearly 
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defined. This intelligence may be likened to higher order or conceptual thought process 

which some may argue ultimately is the desired outcome for academic institutions. “No 

one would dispute, that schools should prepare young people to be empathetic, 

responsible, motivated citizens who manage their emotions and develop lasting 

relationships” (McCarthy 13). As educators, we are dealing with a wounded population 

and have ignored the consequences of this tragedy. I maintain that it is IMPERATIVE that 

educators begin to teach from a more balanced perspective and provide opportunities for 

students to find meaning through learning.  I suggest educator utilize learning processes 

which facilitate increased faculties of the intellect, body, mind and creative spirit. 

Holistic models support this endeavor. “Intelligence plays an important role in 

understanding human behavior, however it is through creativity that we can understand a 

human’s ability to cope with challenging situations in novel and appropriate 

ways”(Morgon, Poncell, Gordon 7).  Leading scholars and scientists such as Deepak 

Chopra, Carolyn Myss, Fred Alan Wolfe and Ken Wilber share common theories based 

on Spiritual Intelligence, implicating that human beings are only scratching the surface of 

our potential. Ken Wilber describes spirituality as “levels of consciousness that perceive 

or intuit the vast wholeness and meaning of the cosmos, wholeness unfathomable in 

terms of material reality, personal identity, or cultural identity” (Miller 13).  Educational 

leaders in the holistic movement such as Ron Miller, and Rachel Kessler stress the 

importance of teaching children to become authentic, compassionate human beings, 

respecting their individuality. There is need for balance between technological, scientific, 

and holistic educational models. The DVD and contextual essay demonstrate this balance 

theoretically and experientially. 

Zohar’s theory of Spiritual Intelligence also supports personal transformation, 

bringing transformative learning experiences to the forefront of our educational 

institutions.  I suggest that the traditional educational model provides only a partial 

understanding of change, self discovery and social criticism. All children are special, and 

to classify or segregate them creates shame and division. If educational leaders recognize 

the many ways in which we demonstrate our intelligence, we can encourage each child to 

explore their unique talents and potential.  Inspiring children to become self-aware, and 

self-directed visionaries are skills that will help to promote what Zohar calls “servant 
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leaders, or someone who is responsible for brining higher vision and value to others 

showing them how to use it” (Zohar, Marshall 16). We are short changing our students 

when we limit instruction to standardized academic instruction.  

 

 

 

Theoretical Basis for Spiritual Intelligence 

Zohar describes the neurological basis of Spiritual Intelligence, explaining that 

our Spiritual Intelligence operates out of the brain’s center, where unifying functions 

integrating all of our intelligences. Zohar states that Jungian transcendental philosophy 

was an attempt to bridge the gap created from the inability for reason and emotions to 

appeal to anything beyond themselves and that lack of scientific data prevented Jung 

from further exploration of his theory. Spiritual Intelligence is based on the brain’s third 

neural system, the synchronous neural oscillations that unify data across the whole brain. 

“This process unifies, integrates, and has the potential to transform material arising from 

the other two processes.”  “It facilitates a dialog between reason and emotion, between 

mind, and body” (Zohar 7). 

 Zohar recognizes  while Spiritual Intelligence has been awkward for academics to 

investigate because existing science is not equipped to study things that cannot be 

objectively measured, a great deal of scientific evidence for Spiritual Intelligence does 

exist. In the 1990’s the neuro-psychologist, Michael Persinger laid groundwork for 

researching Spiritual Intelligence. In 1997 Neurologist V.S. Ramachandran and his team 

at the University of California researched the existence of the ‘God Spot” on the brain. 

“This built in spiritual center is located among neural connections in temporal lobes of 

the brain. On scans taken with positron emission topography these neural areas light up 

whenever research subjects are exposed to religious or spiritual discussions” (Zohar 11). 

In the past, this work has been linked to mystical experiences of people who used 

hallucinogenic drugs such as LSD. Ramachadran’s work is the first to show it active in 

people without drug use. “This demonstrates that the brain has evolved to ask ‘ultimate 

questions’, to have and to use sensitivity to a wider meaning and value” (12). 
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 Zohar further discusses how Austrian Neurologist Wolf Singer demonstrated that 

there is a neural process in the brain devoted to unifying and giving meaning to our 

experience, called the binding problem. Singer’s work on serial neural connections is the 

basis for the IQ, allowing the brain to think logically and rationally, step by step. Our 

neural network organization are the basis for our EQ. Singer equates these processes to 

the two most prevalent types of computers, serial computers and parallel computers, both  

can perform the primary functions of serial and network organizers, but neither computer 

program can search for deeper meaning and ask why. They simply process information, 

while the Spiritual Intelligence is the bridge between all processes of the body and mind. 

 Harvard neurologist and biological anthropologist, Terrance Deacon’s research 

program for the evolution of symbolic imagination and its consequent role in brain and 

social evolution underpins the intelligence faculty which Zohar & Marshall call Spiritual 

Intelligence. Zohar maintains that Deacon’s neurobiological work demonstrates that we 

have used Spiritual Intelligence to literally grow our brains through symbolic 

imagination. The DVD was conceptualized, filmed, and produced through active 

engagement of the imagination and intellect. 

 

  Emotional Intelligence Integrity and Honesty 

Learning to be critical thinkers requires integrity in observing one’s belief 

systems. Our thinking must then extend beyond self-inquiry to support and facilitate 

social change. Angeles Arrien suggests that observing our thoughts and emotions without 

judgment could be extremely beneficial to the entire learning community. Clearer 

understanding and acceptance of our present state of mind encourages more authentic 

interactions with others. When authentic interactions become a part of our daily practice, 

they have the potential to bring greater integrity to our daily encounters.  

I see emotional intelligence as a useful skill that could be a part of teacher 

training, instructed to children beginning in the primary years. It may in some cases assist 

children who suffer from distractibility by fostering self-acceptance. Once children feel 

accepted as who they are, they may begin to practice the self-regulating skills necessary 

to become focused. In DVD Chapters 8 and 9 the creative process of balancing intellect 

and intuition was demonstrated through spiritual and emotional intelligence. The creative 
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process leading to personal transformation was chanted like a mantra; “immersion, 

intuition, spontaneity, creativity, self-disclosure, intimacy, vulnerability, integrity, 

courage, personal truth.”   

Principle Four: Learning Holistically Supports Growth and Transformation 

The term holistic is defined as: 

1. emphasizing the importance of the whole and the interdependence of its parts.  

2. concerned with wholes rather than analysis or separation into parts  (holistic medicine, 

ecology, etc. (dictionary.com) The root of the word holism refers to the aspect of being 

complete, as in complete systems. Holistic Education is “an attempt to return to the 

mysterious source of human creativity and authenticity for fresh inspiration. It seeks to 

enable the wholeness of the human being to emerge and develop as fully as possible” 

(Miller 2). 

I suggest that Howard Gardner’s revised Model of Multiple Intelligence, as 

described in Intelligence Reframed, including existential and natural intelligence may be 

a first step towards introducing holistic education into the present teaching model. The 

challenge of implementing Spiritual Intelligence, EQ, and Gardner’s Multiple 

Intelligence into a system that has been in tact for centuries is well worth perusing in 

consideration of the current state of affairs. Violence in school demonstrated by horrific 

experiences such as Columbine High School clearly identify the need for critical 

examination of what our school systems are offering to our youth. Educators may become 

more comfortable with the concept of mindfulness, or developing an awareness of the 

mind. Some educators might even note the importance of increased awareness between 

body and mind, which may lead to personal transformation.   

What is transformative learning, and why is it so important? Transformative 

Learning is “the process of effecting change in a point of reference” (Mezirow 15). 

Mezirow continues, “These points of reference are primarily the result of cultural 

assimilation and the idiosyncratic influences of primary caregivers.”  As adults, we have 

the opportunity to question these points of reference (15). In the DVD Chapter 2 Marcia 

Dale Lopez states that: “Concepts are always changing, and who we are, is always 

changing.”  I also suggest that awareness of life affirming changes may foster self-

acceptance and love. As previously stated, the traditional academic learning model 
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stresses only a partial understanding of the process of change, self-discovery and social 

criticism. These models represent “the realm of objectivity and logic, the triumph of 

reasoning over instinct, ignorance, and irrationality” (Dirkx 79). Transformative learning 

is grounded in a more intuitive and emotional sense of our experiences creating 

opportunity for imaginative and personal ways of knowing. Holistic Education also 

provides the opportunity for transformative learning. Transformative learning is grounded 

in a more intuitive and emotional sense of our experiences creating opportunity for 

imaginative and “personal ways of knowing” (Dirkx 79).   

 Marcia Dale Dale Lopez describes this process in DVD Chapter 7 as follows: 

“the real journey is to who we are, the journey is to the real self; which is ‘what is the 

truth right now about you’? In other words, do we ever go anywhere, or are we always 

here, simply discovering deeper and deeper what that’s about?” To sustain a holistic 

approach supporting personal transformation within the learning community, I suggest 

that administrators and educators must facilitate nurturing environments where student 

and teacher feel safe to explore “personal ways of knowing” (Dirkx 79). As stated in 

DVD Chapter 6, “Whether a large learning community or small, we must support the 

good of the whole.” In the present educational system teachers have little time for 

contemplation required to nourish their creativity and intuitive skills. This makes it 

extremely difficult to inspire their students and assist them in discovering their potential. 

Setting aside time between classes would enable faculty to regroup and energize. Music, 

sound, and harmonics may be used to enhance this process. I propose that if sound and 

movement were an active part of learning during class time, students may be less likely to 

be aggressive in the hallways. Passing between classes is the only time secondary 

students have to be mobile within the school day with the exception of lunch period and 

physical education, which is usually only twice a week. I experimented with music in five 

classes this semester and received positive responses from many of the students. I played 

music with a very subtle rhythm and medium range of tones while students took notes 

once a week. On the other days I did not play the music. I did not choose the same day to 

play the music and the classes do not meet at the same time, so students were exposed to 

the music at different times of the morning or afternoon, within a three hour range of 

time. I noticed that the afternoon classes responded particularly well to the music, and 
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stayed on task. They also seemed to enjoy the assignment more. (There were far less 

complaints about doing a text assignment and more assignments completed when 

pleasant music was played in the background.) I occasionally allowed the students to 

select the music played. The students appeared to be as comfortable with the music I 

selected as their own once they settled down to do the assignment. I also used lively 

music combined with breathing exercises and stretching to increase energy flow when 

students were distracted, bored or sleepy. Once they got over the initial shock of being 

asked to participate, most students did so, stating that they felt more alert after the 

exercise. Some students in each class refused to participate.  

 

 

Cultural Sensitivity 

Joe Whittmer uses an extremely creative approach in addressing the need for 

educators and scholars to develop culturally sensitive interpersonal skills. Whittmer asks 

educators and scholars from many cultural backgrounds to share their insights concerning 

communication styles within their culture of origin. He applies their points of view to 

teaching strategies that promote sensitivity and awareness in the classroom. This in turn 

creates a safe learning environment where students are respected for valuing their cultural 

identity and appreciating the other cultures. It also reduces the risk of un-intentionally 

teaching from a cultural bias. His text is a collaborative teaching model that is 

empowering to all cultures while demonstrating culturally responsible behavior. 

Becoming culturally responsive will reduce the incidence of student “turn off” because of 

socio-cultural epistemological differences. Cultures that practice process-oriented 

learning rather than product-oriented learning may have difficulty in the 

conceptualization and execution of learning. I suggest that if the term cultural is 

broadened to include diversity of learning styles, such as Gardner’s multiple 

intelligences, the opportunity for learning on many levels may profoundly increase.  

The video footage of the African American Tale in Chapter 2 was designed to 

share the African American perspective of their history. It poignantly moves from the 

continent of Africa where the drums are played celebrating Nelson Mandela’s 

inauguration to the United States, where African American slaves sing “sometimes I feel 
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like a motherless child a long way from home”. These scenes are intentionally placed out 

of chronological order as a reminder and raise awareness of cultural sensitivity.  The 

aboriginal scene in DVD Chapter 5 stresses the importance of preserving and sustaining 

all indigenous cultures, “We must keep our traditions alive for our children’s sake…” In 

DVD Chapter 6 the entire company of the African American tale sings. “None of us are 

free if one of us is chained, none of us are free” bringing the observer back cultural 

sensitivity demonstrated as a unified whole. 

In DVD Chapters 2 and 5,  Joe Bruchac indicates that native cultures provide 

holistic learning models engaging students through experiential, cooperative, integrative 

learning,  supporting and socio-cultural and environmental awareness.  

Gregory Cajete, Ph.D. has written several texts on Native American epistemology 

relevant to educators teaching indigenous children. In his most recent text, Igniting the 

Sparkle, he includes teaching models that may be applied to all indigenous cultures. 

Cajete cites that in Western science, information is classified through conceptual 

reasoning, which is geared towards students who are analytical, objective, structured, and 

verbal. There are differences in learning styles that reflect left brain and right brain 

synthesis as well as socio-cultural differences. He observes “many Native Americans 

tend to be intuitive, subjective, non-verbal, synthesizing, and oriented to wholes with 

practical application to their learning” (Cajete 15). As the Western scientific model 

continues to move from theories of reductionism towards whole systems of living.  I 

suggest that teaching models such as Cajete’s may be adapted to the larger academic 

community where all children may honor cultural diversity and promote wholeness; 

personally, communally, and globally (Cajete 57). 

 

Spiritual Intelligence, Emotional Intelligence and Holistic Education 

 

Some may argue that the educational system is not the appropriate venue to 

introduce instruction in improving value-based skills such as Emotional and Spiritual 

Intelligence. While others disagree “psychometric theories of human intelligence have 

previously sought to understand the structure of intellectual functioning by examining the 

form of intelligence and attempting to identify its component parts, generally much of the 
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investigation of this phenomenon has been based in pen-and paper tests of mental 

abilities that include the use of analogies, classifications, and the completion of 

mathematical series” (Kaschub 14). Joe Bruchac and Marcia Dale Lopez address the 

issue of standardized evaluation of the learning experience in the DVD: “European 

education is widely didactic […]” and “[…something much more to learning than being 

able to regurgitate concepts that somebody had told you […].  I maintain that holistic 

education reflects and responds more fully than conventional education to the changing 

needs of our youth, because it supports personal transformation.   

Scott H. Forbes shares the view of many holistic educators in his speech at the 

Third Annual Conference on Education, Spirituality, and the Whole Child, June 1996: 

“For schools to ignore what seems to be a change in humanity’s view of itself is to risk 

having schools that try to prepare students for something they don’t believe in; it is to risk 

having an educational system that is felt to be meaningless by the very population it 

wants to serve” (14). “There are now at least seven thousand five hundred holistic 

schools with more seeming to start every week. Unfortunately, the insights of this vision 

are often clouded by misty-eyed New Ageism, and a great deal that is valuable is 

dismissed because of this association” (15).  

        
            For youth to become knowledgeable, they must be ready and motivated to learn 

and capable of integrating new information into their lives. For youth to become           

responsible, they must be able to understand risks and opportunities and be motivated to 

choose actions and behaviors that serve not only their own interests, but those of others. 

For youth to be caring, they must be able to see beyond  themselves and appreciate 

concerns for others; they must believe that to care is to be part of a community that is 

welcoming, nurturing, and concerned about them (McCarthy 1). I suggest that viewing 

the whole child and cultivating the creative spirit and emotional intelligence of each child 

supports McCarthy’s vision. 

In the Creative Process of Personal Transformation, emotional intelligence may 

result from balance between intellect and intuition. Clinical psychologist Daniel Goldman 

describes emotional intelligence as “Knowing your feelings and using them to make life 

decisions you can live with; being able to manage your emotional life without being 
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hijacked by it (McCarthy quotes Goldman 7). An individual “can overcome being 

paralyzed by depression or worry, or swept away by anger, […] handling feelings in 

relationships with skill and harmony” (McCarthy 14). While most research indicates that 

individuals develop emotional intelligence during the first fifteen to sixteen years of their 

life, I propose that with clear intention one may continue to increase their emotional 

intelligence throughout their life. I continually practice emotional clarity, and personal 

integrity. As a result I am less judgmental of myself and others and less attached to the 

outcome of situations beyond my control. In my observation, my communication skills 

have improved through this process.  

As I consciously place my intention on developing what  Dana Zohar refers to as 

Spiritual Intelligence. I have become more aware of universal, interconnected 

relationships. In this process, I see myself as part of a unified whole, and I understand 

that my actions have an effect on that whole.   

For me, the greatest part of the experience of seeing myself as part of a unified 

whole, is learning to love and accept myself more completely. I see myself in relationship 

to the whole. In this light, I accept my responsibility to live in integrity as a universal, 

global, communal, and individual citizen, constantly seeking experiences that promote 

growth and transformation. By practicing the art of being fully present in each moment I 

greet my daily experiences with greater appreciation and vibrancy, feeling more alive. I 

have developed a willingness to trust in the universal order of things, without controlling 

or manipulating my environment for my personal benefit at another’s expense. I maintain 

my enthusiasm to continue to learn and grow and am more prepared to face my fears.  

 

How Whole Can We Go?  The Gaia Hypothesis 

 

 In DVD Chapter 5 Joe Bruchac describes the earth as “The sustainer […] called 

literally, the mother of all creation”. Gaia or Gaea was the name given to the primordial 

planetary goddess by the ancient Greeks. Gaia has been worshipped since the stone-age. 

In contemporary times Gaia is known as Mother Earth or Mother Nature. Sculpted 

images of her date back as far as the Cro-Magnon period. Her names are plentiful, 

crossing many cultures, some of which include: Prithvi (Hindu), Asaya (Yoruba), 
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Kunapippi (Australia) and Pachamamma (Peru). Native American Tribal Elder, Frank 

Walthers states: “To Indians the Earth is not inanimate. It is a living entity, the mother of 

all life, our Mother Earth. All her children, everything in nature is alive: the living stone, 

the great breathing mountains, trees and plants, as well as birds and animals and man. All 

are united in one harmonious whole” (quoted in Zell 3). Bruchac describes the Native 

American relationship to the earth, where she is considered “the mother of all”.  This 

ideology is also held as sacred among our indigenous peoples, who view the self, 

community, world, and cosmos as one unified, interconnected entity. “I am you and you 

are me I see” and “We might survive as brothers here or perish here as fools” is sung in 

DVD Chapter 2 reflecting the concept of all humanity being part of a unified whole 

responsible to or planet.  

 Photographs of the earth taken from space in the 1960’s may have initiated a 

resurgence of viewing the earth as a whole entity. Oberan Zell, founder of the neo Pagan 

religious movement introduced “Thea-Genesis”, or the Gaia Hypothesis to the Western 

world. 

 In 1972, English atmospheric biochemist James Lovelock introduced the name 

Gaia to the scientific community, while researching the earth’s biosphere. Through his 

research Lovelock concluded that the earth’s biosphere functions as a whole: looking like 

a “contrivance put together co-operatively by the totality of living systems to carry out 

necessary control functions” (Zell 5). This hypothesis led to forming a second hypothesis: 

living matter, the air, the oceans, the land surface were part of a giant system which was 

able to control temperature, the composition of air and sea, the PH of the soil, and so on 

as to be optimal for the biosphere. The earth’s system seemed to exhibit the behavior of a 

single organism. 

 Zell explains the link between science and Goddess in his research as follows: We 

originate from one single cell, the zygote which continues to divide. The protoplasm of 

that cell is redistributed   through several trillion cells in our body. The mother cell 

becomes two new daughter cells each time the cell divides. 

Zell continues: “Dr. Lesley Orgel of the Salk Institute, La Jolla Ca. states: ‘ If life had 

arisen and evolved spontaneously here, it seems at least possible that many different life 

forms of life would be competing with each other. But in fact we know that all living 
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things have evolved form a single cell which inhabited the Earth about three or four 

billion years ago- and there don’t seem to be any traces of any extinct competitors which 

arose in different ways” (Zell 6). Is it possible that the earth originated from one single 

cell, just as we did and each cell of the earth takes on a different function? If we take the 

led from our indigenous elders, this hypothesis may indeed be true. Founder of the 

Rainforest information Center, John Seed and world renowned cultural anthropologist 

and mythologist Joseph Campbell support this hypothesis. Biologist Elisabet Sahtouris, 

Ph.D. adds  insight to this theory  stating that bacteria, which are one of the most basic 

biological organisms evolve not by the Darwinian model of evolution, but in fact 

demonstrate that during crisis they have the capacity to reorganize, redistribute resources, 

co- create and mature by finding creative ways to solve problems. 

 

 

 

Holism and Education 

Our educational institutions shape the moral development of our youth. This 

requires integrity and ethics in learning and positive interpersonal skills such as 

communication. John Beaulieu, Ph.D. describes speaking as “the movement of sacred 

sound seeking expression” Beaulieu 54).  Guiding students to cultivate a reverence for 

life through compassionate speech and listening skills is sorely lacking from educational 

training today. Schools are desperately seeking ways to resolve conflicts among students 

and build stronger learning communities. Programs such as “Peer Mediation” and 

“Character Counts” train faculty to work with students in solving conflicts. 

 One of the conference trainings I attended was lead by Carol Hwoschinsky. Carol 

works collaboratively with the UNDP (United Nations Developmental Program) in 

countries that are struggling with deep seeded conflict considered at risk such as Israel 

and Palestine. 

 A list of guidelines was give to participants following several exercises, which 

were designed to increase deep listening skills.  All of the participants agreed that using 

these models created an extremely safe space to explore deep listening skills. These 

guidelines support the intuitive process and personal transformation depicted in the CPPT 
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and how they may be applied to relationship skills. Rosanne Ranari addresses these 

concepts in DVD Chapter 2. Cultivating our intellect and intuition using this model may 

contribute to an increased awareness of how we relate to others. It its use implies that 

authentic communication can contribute to growth and transformation. In this case 

silence, rather than sound is the catalyst for developing the deep listening skills necessary 

to bring compassion to relationships. Hwoschinsky’s guidelines for the practice of 

compassionate listening include: (1) becoming silent; in order to help focus before 

beginning, review the guidelines and set a clear intention (2) not trying to “fix” the 

problem (3) having compassion for the speaker’s situation (4) listening from your heart 

(5) reflecting back to the speaker (6) avoiding asking “why” and (7) allow silence during 

the process. Tips for the speaker include: speaking from the heart and listening to the 

body and sensing when you do not feel compassionate. 

 Participants were given an opportunity to explore the guidelines.  I found this 

exercise to be a liberating experience where speaking from the heart was honored, 

respected, and heard. Clarity of intention and determining appropriate curriculum to 

incorporate compassionate listening skills is critical to using this process in an academic 

setting. I propose that incorporating compassionate listening skills into curriculum would 

provide an opportunity for students and staff to establish personal dialogue with meaning 

and purpose which would increase students’ sense of dignity, respect, and self esteem. 

Hwoschinsky based her work on Arthur Kessler’s Hierarchy for Compassionate 

Listening. Rosanne Ranari addresses how compassionate listening skills may be 

enhanced through music and movement in the DVD. 

Teaching Peace 

 “Whether a large learning community or small, we must support the good of the 

whole” (DVD Chapter 6). Whether it is appropriate to include values-based curriculum in 

public education is a controversial issue worth addressing. Higher academic institutes 

such as The University of Hawaii recognize the need for resolving conflict on a global 

scale. The University of Hawaii is offering cutting edge training in resolving conflicts 

through peaceful measures.  This program was developed in response to the 1984 

meeting of the International Association of University Presidents in Bangkok, Thailand 

when Caress, the President of the University of Peace in Costa Rica challenged 
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participating University presidents to develop programs that would foster a more peaceful 

world. The Spark M. Matsunaga Institute for Peace, located in Honolulu is an academic 

community designed to explore, develop and share knowledge of peace through teaching, 

research, publication, and public service. In doing so, it seeks to promote peace 

personally, locally, nationally, and globally through compassionate and nonviolent 

means.  The Matsunga Institute for Peace addresses the major issues of conflict 

management, community building, and the reduction of violence. The urgent and 

universal desire for peace in the world was recognized by the Board of Regents of the 

University of Hawaii. The final outcome of this investigation was the establishment of 

the Spark M. Matsunaga Institute for Peace in 1986.The Program on Conflict Resolution 

aims to engage in research that furthers an understanding of disputing and dispute 

settlement practices and to encourage the practice and testing of a variety of dispute 

resolution procedures. It is known for its emphasis and expertise in the cross-cultural 

aspects of conflict. The Program of Conflict Resolution tailors its work to the 

organization and the culture it is working in. 

As more universities introduce educational programs which include whole 

systems of learning, secondary education may follow course.  Developing holistic, multi-

cultural instructional programs including our multiple intelligences may prepare our 

youth to become responsible, responsive global citizens. This process may create 

opportunities for transformative learning experiences as well. The choice is ours, as 

expressed in the musical interlude from One Giant Leap in DVD Chapter 3 “We might 

survive as brothers, here or perish here as fools.”  

 

Principle Five: Small learning communities facilitate transformative learning 
 

I participated in several small learning communities demonstrated in the DVD 

production and footage. These included: (1) Mike Feurstein and I; (2) interviews with 

Marcia Dale Lopez, Joe Bruchac, Rosanne Ranari, and  Steve Gorn; (3) the cast of An 

African American Tale; (4) the Schenectady High School Talent Show participants; (5) 

my mod two Child Development class; (6) the Hindu Temple; (7) Mike Feurstein, 

Matthew Nock, and I and (8) Jaime Catto and I.  
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Many school districts have consolidated in order to save on the ever increasing 

costs of education. It is not uncommon for a High School in New York State to have 

more than two thousand students in the building at one time (Meier). 

Research has shown that small learning communities work best when the learning 

community is no larger than two hundred students (Meier). Many high schools have two 

thousand or more students on campus. Effective coordination and thorough planning is 

necessary to implement holistic small learning communities.  

Large school districts must build additional facilities so that students and staff 

experience a true small learning community. Larger school districts creating schools 

within a school still face the problem of students still swimming in a large fish bowl. 

Ultimately, smaller class sizes and increased support staff must be available for students 

in times of crisis. Common planning periods will provide the opportunity for 

interdisciplinary curriculum, troubleshooting, and supporting students with special needs. 

Small learning communities would give students the opportunity to make personal 

connections with the adult staff in the building. Highly populated school districts are 

subject to the financial constraints of housing thousands of students within a school 

building. Standardization becomes a necessity due to the sheer size of the school. Schools 

have become large financial institutions constantly bartering for grants and other 

incentives that bring in a cash flow. This system is not conducive to transformative 

learning.  Smaller schools and classes accompanied by trained paraprofessional support 

may facilitate holistic lessons. Faculty must be involved in the decision making process 

so that they can be vested in the program. Teachers with more fully developed 

interpersonal and intrapersonal skills may understand students more intimately and 

provide richer learning experiences. DVD Chapter 5 supports this process. “I envision 

music being used in holistic systems, teaching and guiding students to learn, using their 

entire body, mind, and creative spirit.” 

As stated previously in the contextual essay, transformative learning requires 

decomposition as well as composition much like nature. Transformation occurs when the 

individual acknowledges and releases old belief systems that not longer support growth or 

transformation (decomposition). Decomposition is a critical aspect of my learning experience 

as well.  
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Because transformative learning is cyclical, it shifts and expands. Each time I added 

to my research, I brought new insights to my learning.  I continually discovered connections 

between the content areas that I researched and the DVD. This resulted in a style of writing 

that is circular.   

I used a series of narratives throughout the contextual essay to describe various 

aspects of my creative process of personal transformation. The final narrative was written 

to provide a unified consideration of my creative process, as it relates to personal 

transformation through both sound and cross-cultural experiences. This narrative depicts 

my personal knowledge and transformative process. I hope that sharing these processes 

may shed light on the power of self-direction and learning through personal experience. 
My experience in combining sound, rhythm and music with these principles provided a 

rich platform for personal transformation.  

One may question whether it is valuable to provide the opportunity for personal 

transformation within a learning community. Having been engaged in teaching for over 

two decades, I would definitively respond, yes. In my observation, using standardized 

methods of evaluation leaves little room for the unlimited possibilities for growth, which 

may arise through the imagination and self-determination. I offered a non-traditional final 

term project this semester in the early childhood program at Schenectady High School. 

All but one student felt that this form of evaluation was inclusive and life changing.  

Sixty students researched topics dealing with children in crisis. Students who interviewed 

specialists in their field of study as part of their research noted a change in perspective 

and a sense of compassion for the individuals involved with their topic of research. The 

majority of students said that hearing personal stories from those directly involved in 

their research topics made the learning process interesting and more real. 
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Summary and Conclusions:  

As stated in my introduction, my objective in producing the DVD was twofold.  

My primary objective was to demonstrate the creative essence and unique qualities of 

sound, rhythm, and music and how they may be used for personal transformation. My 

secondary objective was to encourage adults in leadership positions to actively participate 

in creativity through a variety of mediums. The production of this DVD was inspired by 

my research in sound, rhythm and harmonics as demonstrated through the contextual 

essays. Its abstract presentation was designed to capture the essence of my research 

making it available to use in a variety of educational settings, offering a creative response 

to more traditional forms of learning. 

Although music is a wonderful catalyst for engaging the heart in the learning 

experience, implementing the principles of integrative learning creates a holistic 

framework for incorporating sound, rhythm, and music. Curriculum that encourages 

students to discover their passions, listen to their bodies, and acknowledge their multiple 

intelligences may be enriched through sound, music, and rhythm. Standardization 

distracts students from higher conceptual skills, setting realistic goals, practicing 

compassion and responsibility, and becoming active citizens. Sound, rhythm, and music 

may be used to enhance learning, maintain focus and balance and include the entire body 

in the learning process.  

As educators experiment with various mediums, they may discover creative ways 

to engage students in the learning process. Integrating experiential learning activities and 

using sound, rhythm, and music can facilitate this process. Teachers must be willing to 

take risks by thinking outside the box and not feel pressured to conform to the limitations 

of standardized testing. 

In my observations, students must be vested in the learning experience to validate 

that experience. Teaching students to acknowledge, honor and respect their body, mind 

and creative spirit may help them to recognize that they are an intrinsic part of the 

learning community. Rosanne Ranari described this experience in her music and drama 

classes in DVD Chapter 6; “When the students hear one another … they do shine.” 

Interweaving art-based content areas such as emotional intelligence, human relations and 

body-mind awareness into an interdisciplinary program may facilitate this process. In my 
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observation, many teens express themselves freely creating challenge for instructors 

attempting to work under an authoritative teaching paradigm. Students are searching for 

experiences that will help them meet the challenges that life offers. 

My primary contribution to the field of education was producing a DVD to be 

used as a teaching tool demonstrating the teacher-artist-researcher’s creative process. I 

demonstrate immersion in the creative process through direct participation in as many 

aspects of the production as possible. Through the process of immersion, I discovered 

that the teacher becomes the artist, the producer, the writer, the interviewer, the musician, 

and the composer. By participating in the production of the African American Tale, I 

demonstrated how music may be used to teach history from a variety of cultural 

perspectives, creating community within diversity. During the compilation of the DVD I 

witnessed sound, rhythm, and music used in ceremony, celebration, contemplation, and 

teaching tolerance. I have experienced sound used as a spiritual path to a more 

enlightened mind. I have seen sound, rhythm and music used as a vehicle to: raise funds 

for AIDES; to support the women’s shelter in Schenectady and the Indigenous Tuva of 

Mongolia; to give medical support to a Guyanese child and to support schools in South 

America and Africa. I have seen babies, children, teens, and adults enchanted by the life 

force that music brings by creating community and healing wounds of the past.  

Each musical encounter I participated in helped me see the world as a brighter 

place. I witnessed individuals building bridges transcending race and culture, age and 

time, by embracing one another in song. I discovered that the harmonic structure created 

through sound, music and rhythm has the capacity to cut through the very core of our 

soul and open our heart when we least expect it.  

Through the research project I had the opportunity to explore topics that I feel 

passionately about including multicultural devotional practices using sound, creative 

artistic expression, holistic education, and transformative learning experiences. More 

importantly, by using sound, rhythm and music as a means of exploring art-based 

research, I discovered that I was capable of creating artistically through a variety of 

mediums.  

As stated previously, the DVD included experimentation with a broad spectrum of 

modalities using sound, rhythm, and music from different cultures. These encounters 
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contributed to my sense of empowerment and self-assuredness. Recognizing that I was an 

artist played a major role in my personal transformation. Complete immersion in the 

creative process allowed freedom to discover and learn without limitations set by 

standardized forms of instruction.  

 I deliberately included video footage of myself using music to demonstrate that 

transformative musical experiences are not limited to musicians and professional dances.  

In the final two semesters of my program I consciously practiced balancing bodily 

kinesthetic, visual, spatial, natural, intuitive, intrapersonal and interpersonal learning 

experiences with the cognitive skills necessary to do my research. I did this by singing, 

dancing, or drumming when writing at the computer became fatiguing and my body 

needed an energy boost. Integrating sound, rhythm, and music, into the research enriched 

my learning experience and helped me to feel more balanced, centered, and creative. I 

noticed that I had a much more frenzied outlook and state of mind when I did not take the 

time to slow down and center myself. This implies that the multi-modal being must 

choose to use multiple intelligences to reach their potential. I found that using music and 

rhythm were particularly effective in stabilizing my body’s energy.  I noticed that I may 

become so focused or excited learning that my energy “short circuits” which results in 

feeling scattered or over-fatigued. Drumming, chanting, yoga, or psychodrama releases 

the energy imbalance I experience when I get overly excited or tense. Their effectiveness 

can be profound when I breathe consciously and set a clear intention to stabilize before I 

begin. Balancing sound, rhythm, and music with extended periods of silence helped me to 

witness my personal growth and transformation. I became more aware of my interactions 

with my environment.  

From Personal Experience to the Classroom 

The opportunity exists for constant evolution as a species (Dale Lopez, Harris) 

and we are at a tumultuous time in history, where there is much talk of change, growth, 

and spiritual, cultural, and social awareness across the planet. The search for spiritual 

awareness, collaborative thinking and personal growth continues to escalate. Books are 

being published on every subject in spirituality and self-help imaginable. Global prayer 

vigils, concerts for peace, and global meditations can be easily found on the internet.  

Alternative healing modalities from many cultures are becoming increasing more 
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accessible to those with the financial means. There is an increased interest in the ancient 

wisdom teachings of the indigenous people of the planet.  Pioneers in the spiritual 

renewal such as Jean Houston, Jonathan Goldman, Robert Gass, and Lynn Twist are 

working with corporate executives and politicians to bring make conscious choices that 

promote collaboration and mutual understanding. Celebrities like Oprah Winfrey, Shirley 

McClain openly share their support of spiritual growth through film and other art forms. 

Transformative learning changes the learner’s perspective in meaningful ways 

that support personal growth and happiness.  In transformative learning, the internal 

learning experience is as important as the outcome. Because it is process oriented, 

transformative learning continually evolves, as demonstrated in the CPPT (page). The 

individual continues to change and grow as new information is translated into the 

learning experience. The learning experience through interaction with the medium is not 

linear, or predictable. This may present challenges in research evaluation.  Therefore, 

integrating instructional models that promote personal growth and transformation may 

present unpredictable standards for evaluation. This may pose some challenges to more 

traditional educational institutions.  

From my observation, mainstream schools depend on predictability to sustain 

large learning communities. Immersion and active participation through experiential 

learning facilitates personal transformation because it connects the body, mind, emotions, 

and creative spirit in a visceral, tactile way that is recorded in the body at the cellular 

level (Lipton). This sensory experience may continue to evolve as the individual chooses 

to acknowledge and release habitual limiting beliefs. 

Identifying and meeting the needs of individual learning communities continues 

to be one of the challenges of educational reform in the twenty-first century (Meir). I 

suggest that it is equally important that we determine the appropriate paradigms shifts 

attainable for individual learning communities. This process will require strong 

individuals who can hold a vision for an authentic assessment of the current state of 

affairs and consideration for the students and staff along with the financial, community, 

and political support.  
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In the DVD I participated in many activities that require deep listening skills. 

Some of these include the African American Tale, chanting with Steve Gorn, 

demonstrating yoga, and facilitating the interviews. These skills may be applied to the 

classroom. As students and staff become more skilled at listening, they may increase their 

intuitive skills. These intuitive skills will provide the proper input necessary to balance 

their energy and be more present for their studies. Combining instruction with breathing 

exercises, and meditative practices may enhance their ability to maintain balance and 

focus. As students and staff witness their capacity to balance their body and mind, they 

may gain confidence and self-empowerment. “Our classrooms must find a balance 

between various learning emphases, such as individual learning and group learning, 

analytic thinking and intuitive thinking, content and process, and learning and 

assessment” (Miller 1).  

In following the creative process of personal transformation, teachers are given 

the opportunity to fully engage in the creative process. In this way teachers increase their 

skills in practicing creativity, observation and objectivity.  By honoring the individual 

human potential inherit in each child, we may pave the way for a more promising future. 

 

Sound, Rhythm, and Music and the Scientific Community 

The use of sound, rhythm, music, and the interplay of harmonics as a healing modality 

have been practiced in Eastern and indigenous cultures across the planet for thousands of 

years. Social scientists, ethnomusicologists along with computer technology have helped 

bridge the gap between ancient traditions and Western science (Arrien, Beaulieu, 

Berendt, Blumenfield, Cooke). Access to contemplative practices which use sound, has 

influenced the emergence of harmonics in medical science as well (Cooke, Harris). Art 

therapies which were once considered recreational are now being used therapeutically in 

hospitals, nursing homes, children’s clinics and assisted living facilities to facilitate a 

sense of well being. Sound, music and rhythm may be effectively used to help patients 

reduce stress, relieve pain and feeling more at peace (Cooke, Beaulieu, Goldman, Keys).       

In 2004, I was asked to facilitate an interactive drumming circle with one hundred 

and five nurse practitioners at the holistic nurses’ association for New York State. The 

positive responses I received were overwhelming. Presenting at this conference was a 
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wonderful opportunity to build a bridge between education, the creative art therapies, and 

medical science. Having taught in public schools for over two decades I can say that little 

has been done to bridge the gap between art therapies and education at large. It is my 

hope that these two fields of study become more integrated in the near future. I see this 

happening through the development of after school programs which may eventually lead 

to more creative programs being integrated into school curriculum. 

 

Establishing Integrity in Teaching from Multicultural Perspectives 

 As our global community gains accessibility, cultural sensitivity must be taught in 

schools. (Allport, Wittimer). Other perspectives must continue to be shared so that 

students may learn that each culture has its viewpoint and experience of the world.  

Because music and rhythm touch the emotions, they may be consciously used to heal 

wounds of the past and build bridges across cultures creating a sense of a global 

community. Culturally sensitive educational programs may foster global awareness. 

Teacher certification representative of the diverse population in which teachers 

serve will provide visible role models for schools with diverse populations. Artists, 

musicians, scholars, authors, educators and students from other nations can share diverse 

perspectives in learning. It is important to develop curriculum where students and staff to 

experience other cultures. As seen in the DVD, music can be a wonderful tool for 

community service projects to support growth, transformation, and inclusion.  

Exploring music from multi and cross-cultural perspectives celebrates unity 

within diversity. Frequent exposure to multi-cultural sounds may assist students in 

developing an awareness and acceptance of other cultures. Sound, harmonics and rhythm 

may be used to augment the individual learning experience. Music may be used to 

promote inclusion and celebrate of the creative genius of each child. Music from other 

cultures should be presented with cultural sensitivity providing youth the opportunity to 

experience its unique quality. 

Our educational system has the potential to create a healing story with our 

indigenous people, who have a wealth of knowledge, wisdom, and cultural exchange to 

share. The time is ripe for new paradigms in education supporting experiential, 

transformative learning (Feinstein, Houston). The research supports this paradigm shift.  
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We can no longer wait for our government officials to create this story. It is, in fact, the 

story of building bridges and creating trust that must be repeated until all of humanity is 

treated with dignity and respect.  

The Research Process 

Both the contextual essays and the DVD evolved through my interaction with “the 

complex interplay of forces” (McNiff 187) of harmonics and contemplative practices 

within various learning communities. Although the arts offer researchers a wealth of 

perceptible phenomena, subtleties of the creative process cannot be encapsulated within 

isolated frames of observable behavior which are seen as parts of an overall pattern of 

linear causes and effects” (187).  

Further research is needed in transformative learning through holistic educational 

models combining the science and arts. Native science becomes more widely recognized 

within the research community. Cajete’s model of native science “ attempts to connect 

the ‘in-scape’-our human intelligence, a microcosm of the intelligence of the Earth and 

the universe-with the heart and mind.” Through this holistic critical lens, “Art and 

language, through story, song, and symbolic dance are used simultaneously to explore the 

relationship to the in-scape and the land” (Cajete 71).   

Shaun McNiff asks the empirical question “Can the perception and creation of beauty 

bring healing qualities?” (57). William Shakespeare reminds us that “beauty is in the eyes 

of the beholder.” To me, beauty is found in the discovery of our Divine creative spirit 

within, as Oxford University Professor John Hyman states “we can discover what is 

really beautiful by learning to give reasons for our preferences ... some things in the 

world are beautiful — probably many more than we imagine" (Hyman).  

In perceiving my research as art, I created beauty through the experience of the 

written word, through original musical composition, and through interaction with those 

who contributed to this project. In the completion of the research project I saw myself as 

a multi-modal creativity being capable of accomplishing the things that most inspire me.  

Through art-based heuristic inquiry, I discovered that my fears and limited beliefs 

were the greatest influencing factor in how I perceived myself and my experiences. By 

practicing the art of mindfulness, I directed my attention towards my thoughts, and 

interactions with others more consciously. I viewed myself as an explorer crossing 
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cultural borders, willing to try new experiences. I noticed an overall sense of confidence, 

which helped me push through the occasional feelings of intimidation, and self-doubt, 

which may unexpectedly arise during large projects such as this.  

In this process I became more honest with myself, vulnerable enough to be 

completely honest with others. Honesty became a benchmark for me as I continued my 

studies. Somehow, placing a focused, conscious intention to interact with my personal 

and professional world with greater integrity created a platform for growth and 

transformation. As I gained clarity my self-esteem increased, and I discovered that 

learning came more quickly. I made it a habit to balance my studies with joyful, exciting 

experiences. I discovered that by honoring my needs I was much more compassionate 

and patient with others. With patience developed flexibility.  I became more comfortable 

with the unpredictability of my changing needs. This helped me to become more 

understanding of the needs of others. 

The power of integrity, authenticity, and intention were also reoccurring themes 

that were critical to the research. I see integrity and authenticity expressed through 

spiritual and emotional intelligence, which leads to personal transformation. Intention 

plays an important role in the healing process and transformative learning because it is 

closely linked to our thoughts. Clear intention aligns the emotions with the thought, 

influencing the desired outcome. Each individual will see their reality through the critical 

lens through their perception of truth, or as McGraw stated “We create the reality that we 

believe we deserve” (McGraw). An individual who views the world through the critical 

lens of holism will see their reality as becomes increasingly more whole and connected to 

others. The internal hologram that they are creating will also reflect back fear-based 

shadow aspects of the personality that do not support seeing the individual as whole and 

complete. These shadow aspects may be seen as gifts showing themselves. In this case 

the individual may understanding that they are the healing process itself, continually 

evolving.  

 While writing the conclusion of the contextual essay, I was introduced to neuro-

sonic research done by Bill Harris, Ph.D.  Harris’ sound-based technology system 

induces lateralization of the right and left side of the brain. His research supports my 

heuristic research using sound, rhythm, and music for self-awareness, personal growth, 
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and transformative learning. Harris describes human beings as an open system, 

continually evolving. “Living things are clearly open systems. Far from achieving 

equilibrium, they constantly take in energy in such forms as light, heat, nutrients, air, 

water, and sensory stimuli. At the same time they dissipate to their environment carbon 

dioxide […] all living things are constantly in flux, continually adjusting to their 

environment by constantly changing, growing, healing and learning. This process of 

chaos and reorganization is the mechanism by which evolution happens” (Harris 48-49). 

I, too suggest that we consider ourselves individually and collectively as part of a unified, 

conscious whole continually evolving. As we evolve individually, the collective evolves 

as well. This concept suggests that our individual thoughts and actions impact the whole. 

Personal accountability, integrity, and honesty will have a positive influence on 

transformative learning in this case. Seeing human beings as an evolving, open system 

may support a relaxed response to our eminent evolutionary process.  

Emerging technologies that recognize the powerful use of sound as used in 

ancient wisdom teachings for centuries are bridging the gap between science and 

spirituality. Continued research in body-mind connection and human potentiality is 

necessary to support educational renewal. The conclusion of the DVD demonstrated that 

sound, rhythm, and music may indeed be a catalyst for personal growth and 

transformation. In acknowledging and participating in my authentic learning style, I 

uncovered the disempowering childhood belief that I was not as intelligent as other 

students. I later recognized that the students I compared myself to had strong skills in 

traditional science and mathematics. I released this wound, and reclaimed my intelligence 

through self-love. The DVD demonstrates my skills in social science and artistic 

creativity.   

Experiencing sound, rhythm, and music is an expression of my true nature. It 

sparks the creative essence of my being. Music has the capacity to touch the heart and 

deeply stir the emotions. It is an intrinsic part of my continued love story with humanity. 

By hearing the sounds, rhythms, and tones of other cultures, I celebrate our diversity as 

people and acknowledge the sense of oneness that music can create. Approaching music 

with reverence and conscious intent creates the capacity to teach inclusion, rather than 

segregation, cooperation, rather than confrontation, unity within diversity, respect, 
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dignity, and oneness. “Music awakens the body, and brings life to the learning process” 

(DVD chapter 4). The future of our children and generations to come will be determined 

by our willingness to understand as John Broomfield puts it, “’others’ ways of being.” 

Music has the capacity to touch the heart and bring joy to the learning experience. 

Cultivating awareness through spiritual and emotional intelligence honors our creative 

essence in loving, inclusive, holistic ways. Continued research in the conscious use of 

sound, rhythm and music and the creative process may support learning experiences, 

which encourage body-mind integration, resulting in personal growth and transformation  
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Chapter 1 
 

Using Multicultural Sound as a Guide    
 
Intro 
 

For Contemplation, Creativity, and Personal Transformation 
 
Intro 

 
Produced and compiled by Angela Benedetto 

 
Angela: Hi. I’m Angela Benedetto, and I’m here today to share an instructional video 
with you. This video is meant to be a working model about the creative process, bringing 
learning into a whole place, including the entire body, mind, and spirit. This video is 
dedicated to all those students who learn outside of what adults might consider the norm; 
the students who are looking for creative ways to express their intelligence in a system 
that may not support that way of being. Music, to me, is magic. Music is the place where 
we can explore. We can explore the space between the space; we can use this to discover 
parts of us that we weren’t even aware were there. I welcome you to take this journey 
with me through this video. And thank you. 
 
Angela:During my internship through the Union Institute, I had the incredible 
opportunity to visit Peru. What I observed while I was there was seeing children on the 
streets, earning a living; trying to survive day to day. 
 
Angela: “¿Como se llama otra vez?” (What is your name again?) 
 Luis: “My name is Luis” 
 Angela: “This is Luis. Luis did my shoes good as new” 
 
Angela: While here in the U.S. we’ve got students who are in school, have programs in 
school that these kids living on the street could not even imagine. Yet, the students in the 
U.S. are bored, disinterested, distracted, and disengaged from the learning process. 

 
Angela: So the purpose of this video is to explore non-linear constructs of learning, and 
why sound, rhythm and music? Because sound, rhythm and music are engaging; they 
invite the senses of the entire body into the process. They wake the body up, and they 
bring us to present time. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 2 
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Breaking Inhibitions & Crossing Cultural Borders 
 

 
Rosanne Ranari MA: When you’re watching little ones, children, and they’re so 
uninhibited there aren’t those sensory mechanisms in place yet. And they’re spontaneous. 
They sing, they chant, and rhyme, and make poetry, and experiment, and the older I got, 
the more self-conscious I became, and started listening to all those outside messages that 
said you have to be less. Like I’m doing now, I started to hear that manifest itself in the 
way I talked to people all the time. I became intimidated, afraid to share my ideas and 
feelings. 
 
 
Joseph Bruchac, Ph.D.: European-based education tends to be widely didactic. This is 
changing. But, the question of being given facts, especially the higher you go in 
education, then memorizing and regurgitating those facts; being able to identify what 
someone has told you this is; being able to write about what someone else told you, and 
as closely as possible, echoing their words and their perspective is regarded as significant 
learning.  
 
 
Marcia Dale Lopez, Ph.D.: There’s something much more to learning than being able to 
regurgitate concepts that somebody has told you, and that concepts are always changing; 
who we are is changing. It actually felt like an insult that people would be boxed into a 
diagnosis given by somebody who mechanically was testing them. And that they would 
furthermore be treated as if that was who they were. 
 
 
Joseph Bruchac, Ph.D.: The native side of learning is experiential. So if you want to 
learn basket making, we then would spend not just a class on basket making, but many 
seasons learning the things about the trees; the plants that grow into making a basket. 
Then actually, when you had completed the degree or diploma or grade, you would have 
a finished basket, and the ability to make more. So therefore you grow and you learn how 
to do something by doing it. 
 
      Angela singing- Who am I? “Who am I, and what do I want?” 
 
   
Rosanne Ranari MA: Music was the one thing that continued to allow me to express my 
self in a way that didn’t feel like it had any limitations. Music is spontaneous, and it 
reaches us on so many different levels. We become immediately open to each other 
because we’re not worried about articulating or being smart or clear or right. It jus 
happens. Music is a voice that I think transcends all its boundaries. 
 
      Angela singing- Who am I? “Where am I going, and how will I get there?” 
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Angela: When I was in school, no one told me I could do anything I wanted to do; I 
could be anything I wanted to be. I could be anything I wanted to be. I could be anything 
I wanted to be[…] Yeah, That’s the rhythm I want to get.  

 
 
 
Chapter 3 

Identity 
 

Angela: How do we identify ourselves? In the film One Giant Leap, Ram Dass says that 
we over-identify with the roles that we play. Our roles are constantly changing and 
shifting, as our daily experiences change and shift. By learning to detach from these 
roles, we have the opportunity to learn and to experience in new and creative ways. 
 
     “It takes tremendous discipline to be a free spirit” – One Giant Leap. 
 
 
Angela: I believe that we have a responsibility to our future generations and to our global 
community to learn about history from a variety of cultural perspectives. Music is a 
wonderful means of doing this.  
 
     “The celebration for Nelson Mandela can be heard all over Africa. The drums, you             
       can hear loud and proud. You can hear the children chanting from a distance.”   
        An African American Tale 
 
 
     “Even though our people are living and adapting into this lifestyle, it’s very important    
     that we keep our dreaming alive; for our young ones, for our children’s identity.” 
      One Giant Leap  
 
 
Angela: Music has been used for hundreds of years to explore relationships.  
I envision music being used in holistic systems teaching and guiding students to learn 
using their entire body, mind, and creative spirit.  
        “We might survive as brothers here, or perish here as fools…..” 
      One Giant Leap 
 
I see music being used to build bridges between cultures to help students to identify with 
whom they are from their cultural perspective, to help them to align their bodies and to 
learn to self-center and regulate, and to awaken their body and to bring life to the learning 
process.  
 
 
Rosanne Ranari MA: We are human beings, and so we do bring these parts of 
ourselves; we are seeking, we’re just living. We’re trying to use any parts of our senses 
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and our sensibilities to reach out to each other. I think we also recognize that that’s our 
super-objective too. 
 
 
Angela: Music is an exciting and engaging way to explore one’s self in relationship to 
your cultural heritage. And the exciting part, is that each culture carries its own sounds, 
rhythms, tonalities, and harmonic frequencies.  
 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 

 
Our Natural Rhythms  

 
 
Angela: In the fast pace of technological society today, we’ve lost track of the natural 
rhythms that are found the harmonics of nature. One of my favorite ways of using sound, 
rhythm and silence is by balancing the body and by realigning the body, and through 
entrainment by using rhythm repeatedly we can bring ourselves back to center again and 
again and again. This is one of the magical qualities of rhythm. 
 
 
 
Chapter 5 
 

Sustainable Community 
 
 

Joseph Bruchac, Ph.D.: Native communities; the idea is to sustain the community, 
sustain the family and to maintain a relationship that will be sustainable for generations to 
come. So therefore you would not find a native community that would engage in 
practices that would destroy the viability of the air and the water and the earth around 
because these things are needed for seven generations to come. The earth is a sustainer; in 
many of our different languages called literally ‘the Mother, the Mother of all.’ 
 
 
     Rosanne Ranari sings – Conquered “Yes it’s love. Oh you bet it’s love.” 
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Chapter 6 
 

Unity 
 
 

Angela: To me music is an incredibly powerful tool that can be used to create 
community; finding unity within diversity. Whether a large learning community or a 
small one, we must support the good of the whole.  
 

 
Rosanne Ranari MA: When you see them start to make the discoveries about what their 
own voice is able to do for them, how it makes them feel this incredible release from all 
these crazy constraints and expectations, they do shine. They really do shine. And that 
also comes across as compassion for each other. The minute they start to feel like ‘oh my 
gosh this is really a beautiful moment, listen to what I’m saying,’ and then the way they 
communicate with each other becomes something so much more impacting. 
 
 

 
 
Chapter 7 

 
Present Time 

 
 

Marcia Dale Lopez, Ph.D.: … and how the idea of themselves has come from all the 
conditioning outside them self. And the real journey is to who we are. The journey is to 
the real self, which is what is the truth right now about you? In other words, do we ever 
go anywhere, or are we always here simply discovering deeper and deeper what that’s 
about?  Nothing is truly real except this moment and what’s in it. Anything else is a story; 
in fact even this moment can become a story simply by the next moment. Nothing is truly 
real except this moment and what’s in it. Anything else is a story; in fact even this 
moment can become a story simply by the next moment. 
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Chapter 8 

Personal Growth & Transformation 
 

Angela- Who am I? “When I look inside, I see a child that’s sweet and innocent.   
When I look inside I see a million possibilities. Who am I? Who am I? Who am I?” 
 
 
Angela: Immersion. Intuition. Spontaneity. Creativity. Self-Disclosure. Intimacy.  
Vulnerability. Integrity. Courage. Personal Truth. 
 
Angela: So they say ‘you don’t get it until you really get it.’ And here’s my conclusion of 
what I’ve learned though this process of being an artist. So the deal is this: I really didn’t 
understand when I was growing up…I’m getting emotional about this so I guess that’s 
okay too…but, I didn’t understand when I was growing up that I was smart; bright, and 
that I had the capacity to do a lot. I always wanted to be really, really great at one thing; 
somehow I had in my mind that if I was really great at one thing that I could make a 
difference in the world.  
 
Angela: Inspiration. Awareness. Inclusion. Compassion. Clarity. Transformation.  
 
 
Angela: What I didn’t realize was that I was really great at something; I was really great 
at being me. (Laughs) Yeah. 
 
     
 Michael Stipes – I love the way you dream “I love the way you love the way you   
     Dream; one for you, one for me, one for you, one for me, one for you” 
 
 
Chapter 9 
   Process 

 
 

Angela: The way I learn, is by taking in information, seeing how it relates to me 
personally first, and that way it’s real. It somehow, it becomes real; it becomes mine. And 
then, I can take that information and see how it applies to the world around me, and then 
to the larger picture, and then even larger than that. And that is what this thesis is really 
about. So its about me, honoring my learning style; my learning process, which is by 
trying on every aspect of the learning experience that I’ve had: From the writing the 
thesis to dismantling it, to re-writing it, to organizing thoughts, to being in the complete 
opposite state; which is freedom of expression. And by reading the texts and by letting 
the texts go and by trusting that when I needed to have the right information, it would 
come at the exact right time. All of this work, all of this art, all of this making of the 
music and meeting the amazing musicians, and artists who have gifted me with their 
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words of wisdom has created a piece of work that is mine; that is honorable, and that is 
true to me and that I’m hoping is true to share as a model; ( or tool as described in the 
contextual essay) a teaching model that can be used to honor all of those, once again, 
whose learning style doesn’t quite fit into the norm; whose learning style is unique. And 
aren’t all of our learning styles actually unique? So this idea of saying that one is special, 
and one is different makes no sense at all to me. But when we can honor and respect and 
cherish each individual and give them the opportunity to learn and grow in their greatest 
human capacity personally, what greater gift have we given them, as educators, as 
parents, as friends, as members of this global community that we live in? Thank you. 
 
 
Closing song 
Modah ani levanecha 
Melech, Malch Rabum ve Chanun 
Shahe herzarto bi nishmati 
Bahemlah rabah emunteha 
Modah ani, modah ani, modah ani 
 
I give thanks to the All that Is, King and Queen, who in Wisdom and  Compassionate.  I 
give thanks for the return of  my soul, from the dream state to the awakened state. I give 
thanks in gratitude  
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Abstract 

    

      This article is a classroom-based experimental study on error identification and error 
analysis by means of a ‘student-as-editor ’ approach, aiming to improve students’ writing 
skills by learning from each other. The approach, established on the basis of choosing the 
appropriate means of correction, helps the teacher create an atmosphere of 
encouragement in the classroom and also strengthen students’ writing skill. The study 
indicates that a ‘student-as-editor ’approach is beneficial to both independent language 
learning and the classroom arrangement which students are the center of teaching and 
learning for upper-intermediate college students .The results from the feedback of the 
students’ tasks show  that 86.5 percent of the students feel more competent , confident  
and more aware of the difficulties they face with regard to English structure and its usage. 
The students are also more aware of the differences between the syntax of their mother 
tongue and the English syntax. The 'student-as-editor approach is also an effective 
teaching methodology to abolish students' discouragement caused by the teacher's 
correction 
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Abstract 

 
 I begin my discussion of Arthur Kopit’s Indians with a brief discussion of the changes that 

the term “ethnohistory” has undergone over the last few decades.  Throughout the paper, I analyze 

the extents to which Kopit employs ethnohistorical methodologies to present theatrically, a history 

Native people and their experiences with colonization, oppression and racism in the United States.  

In his work, he does this without imposing that his version of “what exactly happened” at the 1890 

Wounded Knee massacre is necessarily the right interpretation of that part of Native American 

history.  As a field of study, ethnohistory criticizes the American hero myth and makes use of 

“attitudinal history” which brings critical perspective to the forces that have perpetuated a long 

history of colonialism and racism within the United States and in this respect, Kopit’s work serves as 

a lens through which to think about how Indians is an ethnohistorical contemporary dramatic work.  

Toward the end of my paper, I reference other various scholars (both Native and non-Native writers) 

who have been criticized for their misrepresentations of Native Americans to highlight that a writer’s 

intention toward creative license is a more important factor in talking about issues of historical truth 

and cultural representation.  I argue that interpretations and stories that a writer of any cultural 

background has to offer to present-day scholarship about Native American history contributes to 

scholarly understandings about the ways in which to continue to define and think about ethnohistory. 
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Scholars have long questioned ethnohistory as a field of study because as the methodologies 

used to study Native peoples have changed, so have the definitions of ethnohistory.  Generating an 

ethnohistorical analysis of Arthur Kopit’s (1967) Indians without a brief discussion about some of 

the controversies that ethnohistory entails would be of little help in understanding this dramatic 

work.  James Axtell (1997) identifies several changes the definitions of ethnohistory that have 

changed, as the methodologies with which to study Native peoples changed.  He describes the 

following definitions created in the 1960’s and 1970’s as academically and ethically problematic to 

the scholarly discussion of Native peoples: 

“original research in the documentary history of the culture and movements of primitive peoples, and 
related problems of broader scope,…devoted to ‘general culture history and process, and the specific 
history of peoples on all levels of socio-cultural organization, emphasizing that of primitives and 
peasantries, in all world areas,…[and last but not least, devoted to]…non-industrial peoples” (12).   
   

One problem with the above definitions is that it is often difficult to discern what is “original 

research.”  Documentaries are not necessarily “original,” empirical nor void of the biases entailed 

with a researcher using his or her privileged access to voice to represent a cultural group.  Finally, 

the reference to Native people as “primitive,” “peasant” and “non-industrial” negatively categorizes 

Native cultures with respect to academic research.  Axtell asserts that “ethnohistory involves “the use 

of historical and ethnological methods and materials to gain knowledge of the nature and cause of 

change in a culture” (12).  The above definition makes more sense because it avoids the use of words 

which mistakenly claim any research to be entirely “truthful” and is void of derogatory terms about a 

culture.  However, current interpretations of ethnohistory continue to be contested; overall, what is 

certainly important is that the methodologies must suit the aspect of Native cultures being studied.  

As I further detail, Arthur Kopit’s criticisms of the national hero myth and the 19th century portrayals 

of Native Americans that coincide with the myth are a basis on which to consider the problematic 

underpinnings of these definitions.   



 

Donald Fixico (1997) lists for the reader the various methodologies with which researchers 

have experimented in order to better understand and write about Native peoples’ cultures and 

history:  

“As scholars strive to internally analyze native communities, a variety of methodologies have been 
used, and new ones can be applied or combined.  Categorically, several current methodologies include 
oral history, environmental history, biographical history, ethnohistory, women’s history, quantitative 
history, agricultural history, demographic history, and narrative history.  Some works illustrate these 
different methodologies better than others.  Yet all of them have moved beyond narrative history, 
beyond simply telling a good story” (119). 
 

Because dramatic literature and theatrical performance by and/or about Native Americans 

have engendered very little academic discussion, what is worth analyzing are the extents to which 

playwrights for instance, employ ethnohistorical methodologies to write and teach about 

underrepresented groups and their experiences with colonization, oppression and racism.  In studying 

works that have raised controversy about the ways in which Native peoples have been studied and 

written about, I became interested in the fact that Arthur Kopit presents an aspect of the 19th century 

in the U.S., with regard to Indian and White relationships through a distortion of historical facts.  

 Arthur Kopit’s Indians is applicable to the field of ethnohistory, because it is one 

representation of American Indian history in the U.S. that does not necessarily focus on historical 

accuracy.  Kopit both employs and avoids ethnohistory to represent the history of Native peoples in 

the United States during the latter part of the 19th century.  Regardless of the degree to which many 

scholars prior to and after the 1960’s (which I will later discuss) sought to study and write about 

Indigenous cultures and appropriately represent them, they were nonetheless biased in their 

interpretations.  Current scholars, such as Devon Mihesuah1 (1998) contend that many secondary 

resources are filled with fantasies and therefore are biased and exaggerated (2).   

However, while it is true that Kopit conducted a certain degree of secondary research about 

American Indians, he purposefully refrains from imposing upon readers and audiences, his own lines 

of reasoning about the historical underpinnings of Indian and White relationships in the late 
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nineteenth century.  Kopit uses to his advantage the fact he was not present during the nineteenth 

century, in order to justify his lack of need to be historically accurate.  His ability to conduct some 

degree of research as well as use artistic license allows him to write about an aspect of U.S. history, 

with little concern about correctly representing history for the sake of claiming himself to be the 

ultimate authority on U.S. history.  Crucial to his artistic license is his ability to “play with language” 

in comical ways, while he distorts historical facts throughout Indians.  Michael O’Neill (1982) brings 

attention to Kopit’s dramatic concept for Indians, in which he intentionally fabricates this particular 

era in American history: 

“Indians examines the predominant myth of the West which was created and sustained by a public 
and its leaders to justify America’s role at home and abroad.  By distorting historical fact, Kopit 
imitates the method of fabrication which the originators of the myth first discovered and never 
abandoned…Kopit purposefully dilutes history, and, like Buffalo Bill, makes what happened into a 
fiction.  The essential question becomes not “What really happened?” but “What does the past mean 
for us now?”... “The historical facts are reinterpreted, discarded or changed in Indians.”  [And] by 
using poetic license with history, Kopit makes an equation between the American past and the 
American present, while simultaneously placing Indians in a realm beyond the confines of 
documentary drama, or the so-called “theatre of fact” (497-498). 

 
Kopit’s lack of attention to ethnohistorical accuracy entails not promoting himself as the 

ultimate authority figure on stories about historical figures, such as Sitting Bull.  However, what he 

proposes, is a recreation of history—much in the way that Suzan-Lori Parks recreates history through 

theater when she says “…I’m working theatre like an incubator to create “new” historical events.  

I’m remembering and staging historical events which, through their happening on stage, are ripe for 

inclusion into the canon of history” (4-5).  Kopit similarly uses theater to ask audiences about what 

the events of the past mean for how we understand the present.  Kopit avoids the controversial 

underpinnings associated with claiming to represent the “truth” about American Indians and their 

history.  Therefore, he purposefully refrains from creating a documentary type of theater about 

Indians and their history. 

Kopit’s Indians invites readers to account for many possible versions of U.S. and American 

Indian history which are important for studying ethnohistory.  In LeAnne Howe’s (2002) essay, “The 

Story of America,” she tells us that “…America is a collection of stories [and]…one thing is certain: 



 

the landscape of Native stories may remain just beyond the grasp of the reader if the stories are 

pressed into narrow categories of what is fiction and what is historical truth.” (46). The fact that the 

United States is a collection of stories as Howe states, bears relevance to the fact that Kopit’s work is 

one of many representations of historical events in the United States.  Kopit creates a dramatic work 

that adds to the stories that have been previously created in other genres of writing, but not 

necessarily for the purposes of telling readers and audiences about “what exactly happened” between 

Indians and Whites during the nineteenth century.   

Regardless of whether Kopit’s intention is to tell a good story about “what exactly 

happened” in U.S. history is of little relevance to analyzing Indians.  However, if his intention 

instead, is to create an interesting dramatic story by using humor, it is true that Kopit employs 

moments of humor by “playing with language” in the process of creating distortion of historical 

facts.  For instance, he brings forth a very comical portrayal of Buffalo Bill, the Grand Duke, the 

President and First Lady and the Italian and German actors playing Native American characters.   

In scene three, he makes fun of the Grand Dukes’ admiration for Buffalo Bill’s sadistic 

desire to kill Comanches as well as the Duke’s Russian accent.   Scene seven features the play 

within-the-play approach that Kopit employs to further ridicule the hegemonic bourgeoisie of the 

U.S. government.  Kopit uses what Homi Bhabha (2004) calls “mimicry” (Carlson, 198) in his 

depiction of Native characters by the European actors in the play within-the-play, by problematizing 

the racist underpinnings of the actors’ portrayals.  What Kopit brings to the reader’s attention are the 

some of the contemporary critiques entailing the notion of “performing race.”   In this scene, he 

critiques the racist underpinnings associated with the idea of European actors playing Native people.  

In other words, Kopit suggests a reverse-mimetic strategy in this scene, in which the actors represent 

the hegemonic forces, depriving Native peoples of their own sense of portrayal and cultural voice.   

Equally interesting, is the fact that Kopit creates a presidential character, whom he names 

“Ol’ time President.”  Through naming the character in this manner, he further creates a parody of 

and ridicules the U.S. presidents and their representations of the traditional American national 



 

character, which contributed to the prolonged oppression of Native peoples and other historically 

marginalized groups throughout American history.  Much like the television actor, director and 

political playwright, Larry Gelbart2, writer of Mastergate,  Kopit “plays” with language; he uses 

elements of comical dialogue and character portrayal to bring forth humor to criticize some of the 

historically disturbing aspects of the traditional and mythologized American national character.  For 

Kopit, however, creating comical dialogue is a significant part of his intent to distort history, in order 

to avoid creating a documentary drama.   

Also important is Kopit’s use of ethnohistory as a means toward commenting on the 

devastating aspects of contemporary America (via his reference to the Vietnam war) by criticizing 

the American hero myth that has long prevailed in historical social consciousness.  Crucial to 

understanding the mythological aspects of the American national character entails the role of the 

U.S. government played in their destruction of the lives of Native peoples.  One can argue that part 

of studying ethnohistory is to critically analyze the problematic aspects of the American hero myth.  

Therefore, a discussion of Kopit’s criticism of the American hero myth is viable to thinking about 

ethnohistory in Indians. 

Kopit’s continues to comically portray certain historical figures within the U.S. government.  

In his “play” with language, he creates dialogue in which certain characters stereotype Native 

Americans as homogenized peoples.  For instance, Senator Dawes refuses to recognize that Sitting 

Bull has a tribal leadership position, “We do not recognize difference between you and other 

Indians” (Kopit, 60).  Also, Senator Logan accuses Sitting Bull of insulting the U.S. government in a 

previous part of the dialogue in scene eleven, “You are on an Indian reservation merely at the 

sufferance of the Government.  You are fed by the Government, clothed by the Government, and all 

you have and are today is because of the Government…” (Kopit, 61).  Senator Logan’s implicit 

assertion that Sitting Bull and his tribes people should be grateful for the presence of the U.S. 

                                                 
2 Larry Gelbart wrote Mastergate as a comical commentary on the role the U.S. government played in their 
corruptive practices during the Iran-Contra affair during the early 1980’s.   



 

government in the lives of Native peoples, is a disturbing reference to the fact that the U.S. 

government viewed themselves as having a “moral responsibility” to control the cultural existence of 

Native peoples, for they were considered unintelligent and incapable of controlling their own lives.   

By exercising what they viewed as their “hero-like” right to control Native peoples, the U.S. 

government ultimately contributed to the destruction of Native cultural ways, language, and forms of 

economic subsistence.  For instance, in scene three, Buffalo Bill takes pride in the fact that he has 

eliminated their buffalo supply, when he says, “I did it, I did it! No one believed I could, but I did it! 

One hundred buffalo—one hundred shots…”, to which the Interpreter retorts, “I’ll tell the Grand 

Duke you did what you said.  I know he’ll be pleased” and Buffalo Bill replies, “Well he oughta be! 

I don’ give exhibitions like this fer just anybody!” (Kopit, 18). 

Kopit’s Wild West show in scene nine also features Buffalo Bill as an American hero, 

however in a critical manner.  During the announcement of Buffalo Bill, the Voice says,  “…here he 

is—the star of our show, the Ol’ Scout himself; I mean the indestructible and ever-popular—

…BUFFALO BILL” (Kopit, 49).  The ethnohistorical fact to which Kopit brings attention are the 

abuses that Native American performers encountered during their participation in the Wild West 

shows of the late nineteenth century.  Sarah Blackstone (1995) details, among other instances of 

exploitation, the following instances of abuse to which Native performers were subject: 

“The Wild West shows simply carried on the well-established practice of marginalizing and 
simplifying Native American cultures into the single category “Indian,” and helped to reduce that 
image to include only the Northern Plains tribes.  Such “Indians could be viewed as noble or barbaric 
but not as complex human beings from diverse cultures” (16).  

 
 Furthermore, David Moore (2001) notes the prevailing existence of the national myth of the 

Buffalo Bill image, especially in the entertainment industry and thereby, encoded within 

contemporary national consciousness, “In the pop cultural hands of dramatist Buffalo Bill Cody, in 

the hands of novelists Zane Grey or Louie L’Amour, or in the hands of Hollywood from D.W. 

Griffith to Kevin Costner, the buffalo is the sign of America’s self contradictory fantasy: both to 

possess and to destroy the American land and its original peoples” (63).  By making a ridiculous 



 

spectacle of Buffalo Bill in this scene, among others, Kopit does not feature through dialogue, 

“truthful” documentary evidence of the mistreatment of Native Americans in the Wild West shows.  

On the contrary, he draws attention to the fact that historical national consciousness, portrayed and 

glorified Buffalo Bill as a national hero, for the sake of maintaining the traditional American national 

character. 

The United States government also exercised their so-called “moral responsibility” of 

maintaining national character, by assimilating Native peoples into mainstream American life 

through the education system.  The United States governmental policies also forbid them to speak 

their Native languages at the boarding schools created to separate Native children from their families 

and assimilate them into the corruptive abuses of the schools.  Native Americans were also forbidden 

to observe their ceremonial ways, and if they failed to abide by this governmental policy, they were 

executed, as was the case at the Wounded Knee3 Massacre of 1890.   

For instance, scene nine features an imitation of the Sun Dance rituals, in which Buffalo Bill 

says, “Since the Government has officially outlawed this ritual, we will merely imitate it.  And no 

one will be hurt” (Kopit, 52).  Later on, the Colonel comments to the First Reporter about his 

perspective on the massacre, “Of course it was harsh.  And I don’t like it any more than you.  But 

had we shirked our responsibility, skirmishes would have gone on for years, costing our country 

millions, as well as untold lives.  Of course innocent people have been killed.  In war, they always 

are…” (Kopit, 70).  The Colonel’s comment is an obvious reference to the fact the government 

included as a part of their “moral responsibility,” murdering those who refused to convert and abide 

by their Anglo-Saxon and Christian cultural ways of belief, both of which were characteristic of 

maintaining traditional national character. 

Indians makes significant use of “attitudinal history.”  Attitudinal history is a significant 

component of ethnohistorical studies because attitudinal history can be employed to bring critical 

                                                 
3 Kopit details this information in the chronology of events he provides for the reader, prior to the 
beginning of the play. 



 

reference and perspective to the forces which have often justified the glorification of U.S.-inflicted 

oppression and racism.  Kopit strategically makes use of “attitudinal history,” especially through the 

dialogue of Sitting Bull, as a tool toward fighting the hegemonic forces of colonization.  Nabakov 

(2002) identifies several categories of humorous storytelling as a form of Native American resistance 

against oppression.  He mentions that there are genres of storytelling such as memorates, in-jokes 

and remodeled folktales “which allow people to ponder and editorialize about the histories they have 

suffered through…[and these types of reflections consist of] “attitudinal history,” “historical 

commentary,”…[and] “projective dramatization” (107-108). 

An example of attitudinal history and historical commentary that Kopit employs in his work 

is in scene six, between Senator Logan and John Grass.  In this scene, John Grass is arguing with 

Logan at the senate committee about the fact that the U.S government (also known as the Great 

Father) broke their treaty promises.  When Senator Logan tries to trick John Grass into believing that 

the government bought the Black Hills from the tribes people, John Grass demonstrates that he is not 

easily fooled.  To bring forth the element of “attitudinal history,” Kopit creates the following line for 

John Grass, “If you bought the Black Hills from us, where is our money?  (Kopit, 31).   

In scene eight, the case continues between Senator Dawes, Senator Logan, Senator Morgan, 

Buffalo Bill and John Grass.  When Senator Morgan tells John Grass that “…the Great Father does 

not like his Indian children getting drunk!,” John Grass replies with final humorous sarcasm to the 

racist implications existing within Morgan’s reference to Native peoples as “children.”  John Grass 

says, “Then tell the Great Father, who says he wishes us to live like white men, that when an Indian 

gets drunk, he is merely imitating the white men he’s observed” (Kopit, 48).  Clearly, John Grass has 

shown how Native peoples see White people, as a result of their racism and abuses toward Native 

peoples. 



 

In her essay, “Native American Literatures,” P. Jane Haffen4 (2004) provides for the reader, 

a detailed analysis of the various types of oral and written literatures that have been created by 

Native writers over the last couple of centuries.  Much like LeAnne Howe, Haffen also argues in her 

article that “histories and geneaologies can never be truly created in print” (235).  Written sources 

such as 19th century American novels and history books are applicable to the stories created about 

upholding traditional national character and the critical contentions that current interpretations of 

ethnohistory hold against biased representations about Native cultures in the United States.   

Kopit’s writing is relevant is that it serves as a medium to critique the ways in which 

previous writers who considered themselves scholars, portrayed Native Americans.  Various 

nineteenth century writers include, but are not limited to William Hickling Prescott, Francis Parkman 

and George Catlin (4-8), whom Peter Nabakov (2002) criticizes for their depictions of Native 

Americans.  James Riding In5 (2002) cites 19th century novelist James Fenimore Cooper as an 

example of a writer whose works depicted “good” Indians as those who were loyal to White 

Americans and “bad” Indians as those who engaged in extreme acts of violence (20).  

Part of the problem in recreating histories truthfully is that many sources of print, such as the 

above cited ones have often lacked historical truth.  Additionally, the writers often upheld racist 

representations of Native American groups to promote racist Anglo-Saxon ideologies within the 

traditional national character.  Western mainstream culture has long emphasized the use of writing as 

a primary means of communication and education.  Therefore, one can not completely ignore that 

writing permeates many aspects of daily social communication and modes of education.  Most 

especially with respect to theater, writing is important for reaching larger masses of audiences.   

Though writing has been historically rendered as being “more civilized” than other ways of learning, 

                                                 
4 Haffen’s commentary on Native literatures is quite relevant to the discussion of Indians  because 19th and 
early 20th century writings about Native Americans have influenced the ways in which contemporary 
writers, Indian or non-Indian have created dramatic and other literary texts that talk about Native peoples 
and their histories.   
5 See In’s “American Indians In Popular Culture” in Mann’s and Zatz’ in Images of Color, Images of Crime 
2nd ed. 



 

writing has served its positive purposes with respect to the ways in which we learn about other 

cultures.  It affords people the chance to critique and discern for themselves, what sources of writing 

are true, thereby contributing their knowledge to currently existing written scholarship.  Indeed, 

Kopit demonstrates that writing can be used to critique some of the negative ways in which writing 

has historically been used to “educate” people. 

To assume that Kopit’s use of writing “speaks for” Native Americans, takes for granted 

issues pertaining to claiming any printed source as historically correct and truthfully representative 

of Native American perspectives on American history.  Instead, his play is an example of a printed 

source that problematizes 19th century writers who have written about Native cultures from one-

tracked and culturally degrading perspectives.  Certainly, his written work problematizes the 

glorification of the national hero image as a positive one, thereby questioning the unrealistic 

presentations of such an image as portrayed in many contemporary films created by Hollywood.   

Sitting Bull’s sarcastic comment to Senator Logan about the abuses that the U.S. government 

imposes upon him and his tribal people serves as a theatrical lens through which to understand one of 

many perspectives that Native peoples held about the leaders of their country, particularly in the 

American past, “…I am looking always to the benefit of my children, and so, want only to please the 

Great Father…Therefore, tell him for me that I have never yet seen a white man starving, so he 

should send us food so we can live like the white man, as he wants” (Kopit, 59).  Through his 

dramatic dialogue between Sitting Bull, Buffalo Bill and other characters, Kopit contributes to the 

field of ethnohistory that drama, like other printed sources can be a legitimate means toward 

studying the history of Native American and White relationships in the U.S. from an ethnohistorical 

perspective.  

Conclusion 

In sum, I argue that Kopit’s theatrical contribution to ethnohistory creates a bridge between 

two fields of study which people who are not familiar with its connections, would consider two 

“very” separate and different fields.  Kopit’s Indians makes an exception to the notion that 



 

ethnohistory and theater are therefore, not applicable to one another.   He shows that dramatic 

writing and theatrical presentation are both interesting and legitimate methodologies to employ in 

talking about the history of Indian/White relations during the 19th century.  Additionally, he shows 

that “attitudinal history” does not necessarily have to exist only in folktales and memorates—it can 

be presented in contemporary dramatic works such as Indians.  He creates possibilities for 

understanding attitudinal history through his comical and sarcastic “play” with language.   

Furthermore, the ways in which Kopit distorts facts and criticizes the American hero myth 

affords him the artistic license not to take too seriously, placing heavy emphasis on historical 

accuracy and truth.  His distortion of facts also perhaps, serves as a critique on past writers who have 

purposely distorted historical facts by means of racist cultural misrepresentation.  As I argue earlier, 

his dramatic work is one of many existing stories and interpretations about United States and 

American Indian history that deserves attention in the field of ethnohistory.   He highlights the 

importance of teaching about the need to represent ethnohistory from a lens that presents a degree of 

truth, even though representing the truth presents a series of academic and artistic challenges for 

many writers.  Therefore, Kopit is careful not to portray his dramatic work as being the only 

“truthful” interpretation on ethnohistory.   

Kathryn Shanley (2001) brings attention to what has long been a highly controversial issue, 

regarding the degrees to which a Native or non-Native writer can present a truthful lens with which 

to discuss the culture and history of Native Americans.  In doing so, she brings forth questions about 

the notion of who has more right to the “privileged access,” “voice” and “agency” of creating literary 

or academic discourses, especially when a non-Indian writes about Native peoples.  Among other 

questions pertinent to understanding the depictions of Native peoples and non-Native peoples, 

Shanley asks: 

“Can a non-Indian utilize Indian history and myth in creative writing as effectively as an Indian can?”  
Would such literature, regardless of who writes it, be Indian literature?  Third, how do the above 
questions reflect the political agendas of various Indian groups or individuals?  How do they affect 
Indianists of dominant cultural institutions such as universities?” (29). 
 



 

Shanley begs the reader to consider for instance, if Kopit is necessarily in violation of 

cultural barriers by writing a play in which he distorts historical facts about Whites and Indians 

through his use of ethnohistorical comedy for the stage.  By extension of this question, I also beg the 

question if a Native American writer is within any more right than the non-Native writer, to depict a 

culture, about which he or she may not know much information.  Kopit’s work is one of many types 

of works that contribute questions entailing what is ethnohistory, and overall, American Indian 

history.  Indeed, I think that his work serves an example to show that dramatic text and theatrical 

performance are useful ethnological methods with which to analyze how the perceptions of writers 

have changed from era to era, with respect to talking about the histories of Native peoples. 

Kopit bridges cultural boundaries, by contributing to the various compilations of stories 

about the U.S. by writing Indians.   The fact that both Susan Miller6 (1998) and Elizabeth Cook-

Lynn7 (1998) are equally and particularly critical of Indigenous writers who misrepresent Native 

cultures, problematizes the essentialist notion that a writer has to be Native American or Indigenous 

in order to properly represent Native cultures.  Neither Miller nor Cook-Lynn exclude Indigenous 

writers and artists from academic criticism.  Specifically, Miller expresses her dislike for Ramon 

Gutierrez’ (1990) historical scholarly work When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away in part, 

because of his stereotypical depictions of Pueblo people in New Mexico (104-110).  Similarly, 

Cook-Lynn disagrees that American Indian artists should get away with misrepresenting their 

cultures and histories because their art is “for art’s sake” (132).    

As Miller and Cook-Lynn demonstrate, there are Native and non-Native writers who have 

produced writings and art with questionable misconceptions of Native peoples.  Kopit shows that 

writers who write about Native Americans do not necessarily have to be Native American in order to 

have the artistic or scholarly ability or right to write about them.  If Suzan Lori-Parks can recreate 

                                                 
6 See Miller’s “Licensed Trafficking and Ethnogenetic Engineering” in Mihesuah’s Natives and 
Academics. 
7 See Elizabeth Cook-Lynn’s “American Indian Intellectualism and The New Indian History” in 
Mihesuah’s Natives and Academics. 
 



 

history in her works, so can Kopit and other writers, while doing so with academically and 

artistically beneficial intentions.  Finally, in his creation of a staged ethnohistory, Kopit asks readers 

and viewers to consider that theater serves as a useful contribution to already existing compilations 

of stories and interpretations about American history.  Kopit’s theater is also useful to interpretations 

about the ways in which the mythologized notions of the American hero prevail in many arenas of 

contemporary American society. 
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Women’s Submissive and Marginalized Positions in Ancient and Modern Literature 

 

The recurrent fascinating theme found within many literary masterpieces,  

regardless of time and origin, is the representation of women considered to be  

narrowly defined and rigid in nature. There exists a tendency to depict women as weak 

and inferior creatures whose sole realm of possibilities is strictly dependent upon the 

compliance to the authoritative and predominant rule of men. This scope of supposed 

potentiality is in actuality a sphere of limitations, for the imposed patriarchal restrictions 

confine women within submissive and marginalized positions.  

From the ancient times, the Greek philosopher Plato recognizes women’ s  interesting 

nature and wisdom, being able to participate,  contribute and enrich the society. Plato” s 

student Aristotle sees woman in bad light, as a mutilated or incomplete man, with 

deficiency in vital heat and intellect. The way of female subordination would become so 

evident in patriarchal society, and I dare to say, stay still in Balkan culture these days in 

21 st century. 

There is a continuous stereotypical gender representation in the context of today’s society 

and gender representation in the context of literary texts. While the present-day crafted 

images and constructed messages are an effective means of reinforcing current societal 

values and beliefs, classical and  modern literary texts and their dramatization were 

correspondingly efficacious in solidifying dominant notions.  



             Examining this subordinate role and the significance or insignificance of women 

in Mediterranean society and literary texts I would like to emphasize a human drama-

tragedy of the women portrayed in literature.  The personal experiences of women in Ivo 

Andric’s short stories and in the texts of Litterae et commissiones in Dubrovnik’s 

Archives, among many others, will provide an internal view of the external historical 

reality, revealing the political, religious, and social circumstances that restrained and 

dominated women’s life.  

       For centuries, dominating men were controlling, punishing and violently abusing 

women in the Mediterranean society. The specific morality and unwritten laws during 

that time required an intensive standard of female inferiority, innocence, modesty, 

obedience and suffering.  

Ivo Andrić’s The Pasha’s Concubine and Borisav Stanković’s Bad Blood are 

exquisite literary works set against the historical backdrop of the Ottoman Balkans. 

Staged during this specific historical timeframe of the Ottoman Empire, they are literary 

masterpieces capturing the reality of that time. This reality in essence is the human 

drama-tragedy of women within an overpowering patriarchal society, causing a recurrent 

fascinating theme to surface in the aforementioned Croatian and Serbian literature. The 

captivating theme central to both The Pasha’s Concubine and Bad Blood is the narrowly 

defined and rigid Balkan representation of women that emphasizes once again women’s 

subordinate and insignificant role. This research paper, in the form of an essay, will 

reveal the strict depiction of women and provide an internal view of this external 

historical reality through the personal experiences of Andrić’s and Stanković’s female 



protagonists alongside other relevant material documenting the circumstances that 

restrained and dominated women’s life.  

The Pasha’s Concubine starts in medias res as it introduces the readers to old 

Ilija’s only daughter Mara, the young female protagonist epitomizing the narrowly 

defined and typical representation of women and revealing the confined condition within 

which Islamic women lived. Mara’s life in her modest and quiet home is in the beginning 

filled with serenity until Pasha, a Turkish army officer, abruptly decides to become a part 

of it as well. Pasha’s sudden interest in Mara is aroused when he “falls in love with her 

round, childish face and her merry eyes” and is an interest he decides to hastily pursue by 

ordering that “the girl should be found and brought to him…a matter that was easily 

arranged” (p.72).  

The reasoning underlying Mara’s appeal and the expedient ease with which 

Pasha’s orders were obeyed are the initial representatives that establish certain traditional 

female roles and the treatment of women in the Mediterranean society. Pasha falls in love 

with Mara only due to her external features and extreme youth, classifying her and other 

Islamic women as an object of beauty and pleasure for the man and as a child-like 

creature. Mara is not presented as a witty girl, with a charming personality and a high-

intellect; she is rather a character whose sole noticed quality rests in being her physical 

appearance and her childish attractiveness. Although she is young age-wise, “not quite 

sixteen”, the author persistently gives her childlike attributes such as her “childish face” 

and her hands that “were perfectly childlike” (p.72). This depiction of a woman as a child 

also reinforces the male Balkan notion that women are in need of a strong and harsh 

guidance, provided of course by an older dominating male figure, usually that of a father 



or an older brother, and inevitably a husband. Considering the fact that men were then by 

contrast deemed capable and rational adults, their word and their wishes always 

prevailed. That is precisely why Pasha was able to label Mara as the object of his desires 

and have her brought to him like a piece of meat he saw at a market and decided to feast 

on.  

It was not an uncommon practice for women to be treated like objects and 

property of men, and Ivo Andrić skillfully captures this reality in the scene where Pasha’s 

purchase is successfully bought and delivered to him. “The Pasha left some money and 

entrusted the matter to his old acquaintance…and toward the end of March, on another 

market day, they brought the girl to him” (p.73). The purchase was Mara and this 

financial transaction equated her to an object that can be bought and sold, denying her the 

right to be treated like a human being. She actually had no rights; she was merely some 

feminine flesh passed from one owner to another for a certain price, a human-like thing 

whose feelings and thoughts were discarded. This lack of consideration towards Mara 

and the instant following of Pasha’s orders was once more the revelation of a woman’s 

unimportance and the confirmation of a man’s powerful and dominating role.  

This evident discrepancy in the social status and overall importance between a 

woman and a man was further encouraged by the strict behavioral guidelines according to 

which an Islamic woman was to behave as established by her surrounding patriarchal 

society. As portrayed by The Pasha’s Concubine, women were expected to conduct 

themselves in an inferior, modest, and obedient manner and practically carry themselves 

with a dose of shame and worthlessness. This is demonstrated by the interaction between 

Mara and the Pasha, since she “seldom could look into those steady eyes without a 



certain timidity” and would “again face the Pasha with blushing cheeks and a wordless 

smile” (p.74). Humble and shy, she would quietly obey his every command. Despite 

Mara’s difficulty of “getting accustomed to the Pasha and his caresses” and the 

tormenting “dark and nagging thought of sin and shame”, she silently and obediently 

“accepted them numbly in childlike bewilderment even after the initial pain and fear had 

faded” (p.74). Mara’s wishes, emotions, and thoughts were undoubtedly overlooked; they 

remained unnoticed and unimportant since only the Pasha and his requests mattered. This 

cold and inconsiderate attitude towards a woman was acceptable since the Ottoman 

Balkan society promoted macho, violent and possessive behavior in a man and 

discouraged any of his loving, understanding, and respectful qualities. 

 As captured by Ivo Andrić’s female protagonist, the rigidly assigned traditional 

Balkan gender roles inevitably rendered Islamic women powerless beings and 

consequently innocent victims. Mara immediately represents this allotted weak position 

when the Pasha thinks to himself “This was exactly the right time. She was cut off from 

her own kin, frightened and isolated, dependent only on him” and when he compares her 

to a “…young animal, which driven to the edge of a precipice, quivers in her whole 

body” (p.73). These excerpts, highlighting her dependency, abandonment, vulnerability, 

and fear, characterize Mara as a defenseless person and thus demonstrate why she is 

unable to escape the role of an innocent victim. Since she is incapable of defending and 

protecting herself like other Islamic women of her time, Mara cannot avoid the Pasha’s 

tyrannical, sadistic, and violent ways. Instead in silence, she is forced to welcome his 

selfish desires, accept his unwanted sexual advances, and embrace his furious blows 

(p.74).  



The reasoning behind Mara’s quiet acceptance of the mentioned victimization and 

brutal dominance is quite simple. The standards and morals of the Ottoman Balkan 

society within which she was engulfed tolerated such actions and such types of male-

female relationships. Women’s cries remained unheard, and the severe abuse they 

suffered was regretfully unpunished. As documented by the Litterae et Commissiones in 

Dubrovnik’s Archives, the men brutally beat and sexually abused young girls and 

women, yet no one was able to confront or stop them. Instead, they were continually seen 

performing “animalistic and dirty games on the women… and the women, ashamed, 

committed suicide by throwing themselves into the sea in order to escape the horrible 

ferocity” (p.419). However, the literary character Mara and the historical Islamic women 

were not the only victimized individuals; Borisav Stanković’s main female protagonist 

Sofka in Bad Blood was also one of them. 

Sofka, another silent victim, is a literary character whose relationship with her 

father Mito reveals how Islamic women were treated and expected to behave during the 

historical timeframe of the Ottoman Balkans. Their internal father-daughter relationship 

within the text captures the external historical reality surrounding Islamic women, 

because Mito’s word prevails and his orders are obeyed while Sofka’s voice is silenced 

and her desires are disregarded. This is demonstrated by the fact that Mito, suffocated by 

his financial troubles and debt, decides to greedily give his daughter’s hand away in 

marriage to a rich twelve-year-old boy just so that he can be prosperous and wealthy. 

Despite Sofka’s pleading cries of unhappiness exhibited by  “I can’t and I don’t want to 

marry that boy! ” (p. 101), Mito renders a father’s decision final and a daughter’s sobbing 



wish unworthy since “Sofka alone, her self-sacrifice and her marriage, provided Mito 

with the daily bread and all the material goods his heart desired” (p.106).  

This scene highlighting Mito’s and Sofka’s father-daughter interaction clearly 

embodies the rigid Balkan representation of women and reveals the sphere of limitations 

within which they were confined. Their dialogue first emphasizes a woman’s 

unimportance, considering the fact that Sofka is used as a medium that Mito employs in 

order to achieve his own personal goals. She is not regarded as a human being whose 

thoughts and opinion matter, but is rather presented as an object that a man can 

carelessly, inconsiderately, and selfishly use in the realization of his own dreams. The 

manner how her father treats her makes Sofka’s happiness and feelings appear 

meaningless, giving her a sense of worthlessness as she weeps “my father behaves as if I 

am worth nothing, nothing at all” (p.98). Mito’s fatherly conduct relates to the fact that in 

the Ottoman Balkans, men were the head of the household whose decisions were never to 

be questioned or disputed. As a daughter then, Sofka was obliged to obediently listen to 

her father and to avoid disagreements at all cost. A silent victim, she was always 

expected to accept the patriarchal restrictions and requests imposed upon her, whether by 

a father, a brother, or a husband. Her conclusion captures this historical reality, as she 

realizes that even as a wife she “would have to force herself to accept and tolerate her 

husband’s hugs and kisses, since he has the power to treat her as he wants” (p.106).   

 Not only is Sofka the embodiment of an Islamic woman as an innocent victim in 

the Ottoman Balkan society, but even other female characters in Bad Blood exhibit some 

of the enforced traditional roles. While Sofka is the epitome of the expected faithful and 

subservient wife, other female protagonists fulfill the marital duty of women as domestic 



and motherly creatures. The Islamic woman as a housekeeper and maid is presented 

immediately by Kavarola’s wife who was expected to “always remain at home…making 

the beds and performing other domestic chores… ready to welcome and entertain the 

guests” (p. 17). The woman’s expertise was thus limited by the walls of her household, 

yet the domestic skills of hostess and cook were always welcomed as shown by “women 

were encouraged to know how to entertain the guests and how to prepare as many foreign 

and exotic meals” (p.11). Furthermore, the Balkan culture classified women within the 

traditional role of mothers, since they were considered to be excellent caregivers and the 

outlets of unconditional love. This fact is captured by Trifun’s wife that is described as 

being “the one who provided such a powerful love towards her son…that it seemed as if 

only she ever truly loved him” (p.10). Just like Ivo Andrić’s The Pasha’s Concubine, 

Borisav Stanković’s literary creation is clearly a confirmation of women’s victimization 

and a revelation of their restricted societal role.  

Ivo Andrić’s The Pasha’s Concubine and Borisav Stanković’s Bad Blood are 

literary masterpieces that capture the historical reality Islamic women faced in the 

Ottoman Balkans. This reality is essentially a patriarchal society where a woman’s value 

was an absurd concept and where her capabilities were nonexistent. Instead, controlling 

and dominating men regarded her as an economically, intellectually and socially 

dependent creature. The female protagonists in both literary works reveal this 

misconstrued and strict Balkan depiction of Islamic women, providing an insight into 

their once limited and irrelevant role.  

 

 



  

Women are primarily portrayed in traditional roles despite their current 

occupation of complex social positions and their required negotiation of multiple social 

roles and relationships. Although they mediate both a domestic and professional setting, 

the literature has a tendency to depict females as the housewife and homemaker, mother 

or girlfriend, thus perpetuating certain dominant representational stereotypes.  

In Homer’s Odyssey, Penelope demonstrates this restricted position by being 

exclusively known as the wife of Odysseus and mother of Telemachos. She is not 

considered in terms of her own individuality, but her identity is dependent on the relation 

to her husband and son. Consequently, her significance is confined to the role of the 

faithful wife and loving mother while her activities are limited correspondingly. Just as 

the female characters of modern-day soap operas like The Bold and the Beautiful are 

showed predominantly in the home environment and engaged solely in domestic 

activities, Penelope is similarly compelled to stay within her domestic setting remaining 

faithful and patiently awaiting her husband’s return. She is considered to be the heart of 

the oikos, and it is her responsibility to maintain a harmonious marriage and household. 

However, not only is Penelope constricted to this obligation through virtue and moral, 

she is even physically enclosed to this role by the overpowering palace on Ithaca. 

 This prevalent characterization conforming to a traditional perspective is 

interconnected to the depiction of women as domestic and domesticated creatures in 

today’s Mediterranean society, serving to replicate the normative or ideal social order of 

the nuclear family. Taking into consideration this reality, female characters are thus made 

to suffer both socially and individually if they dare to transcend the fixed gender roles. 



These two interwoven notions are exhibited in Sophocles’ tragedy Antigone. Since 

women in Greco-Roman worlds were responsible in upholding family values, it was 

Antigone’s traditional and domestic obligation to conduct Polynices’ burial rites. 

Laudably, Antigone reveals her perpetual devotion to family values by appealing to “the 

great unwritten, unshakable traditions” (Sophocles, 374) that uphold her allegiance as 

philia and by unceasingly acknowledging her familial duty and respect for her oikos 

when firmly stating “I will bury him myself” (Sophocles, 363). However, Greco-Roman 

societies expected women to be docile and submissive like Antigone’s sister Ismene and 

encouraged them to act according to their fixed social placement. Therefore, Ismene 

obediently bowed to Creon’s edict forbidding Polynices’ burial and attempted to dissuade 

Antigone from her act of rebellion since she knew the harsh consequences and suffering 

that awaited a woman who dared to surpass her predetermined role. While Ismene 

depicted the admirable feminine qualities, Antigone epitomized the mentioned theories 

by adhering to her domestic duty yet suffering in the end for having transcended her 

established social position as dictated by society via her possession of manly courage and 

her defiance of Creon’s rule and patriarchy. 

 The representation of women as highly emotional and unstable beings who are 

prone to losing self-control, versus male dominance and rational control over the life-

world and is a notion further  is reinforced by  the texts in which females are depicted as 

being illogical and irrational while males are depicted as possessing both logic and 

rationality. This restrictive qualification is represented in Euripides’ Medea by the 

protagonist herself. Following the divorce, Medea undergoes an emotional transformation 

that is classified by a progression from suicidal despair to a sadistic fury. Her instability 



and impulsiveness are captured by her destructive reaction to Jason’s betrayal that 

includes a series of murders and even the horrific murder of her own children. Medea’s 

irrationality is embedded in the pleasure she derives from watching Jason suffer the loss 

of their children, one that outweighs her own remorse at killing them epitomized by her 

exclamation, “How did they die? You will delight me twice as much again if you say 

they died in agony.” (Euripides, p.98, 1134-35) This unfavorable portrayal creates the 

binary opposition to the depiction of men as exhibited by Euripides’ characterization of 

Jason. Despite the fact that he is representative of the proud and rational Greeks contrary 

to the Barbarian Medea, he is presented as possessing the admirable masculine qualities 

reported by Graydon and Fiske since he is a man.  

 Linked to this emotional and irrational representation is the portrayal of women in 

the literature as being disabled and dysfunctional in nature. Dido, a figure of both passion 

and volatility, captures this rigid depiction in Virgil’s Aeneid since love for her is 

practically a madness or disease. When in love, Dido is not familiarized with measure; 

instead, she is acquainted with extremes, loving her Aeneas madly, passionately, 

irrationally, and obsessively. She is not just in love; she is consumed and overpowered by 

this insane and violent force. Even Virgil’s language depicts how love’s power is like a 

sickness and a preoccupation beyond her control as exhibited by “Flames devoured her 

soft heart’s flesh; the wound in her breast was wordless, but alive.” (Vergil, IV, 66-7) 

Almost bordering insanity following Aeneas’ rejection and betrayal since she is 

incompatible with his Roman destiny, Dido madly finds herself writhing between fierce 

love and bitter anger, a fury that augments into a savage and deranged emotion. This is 

confirmed by “Filled with madness and prisoner of her pain, she was determined to die.” 



(Vergil, IV, 474-5) Although she is originally depicted as being sane and possessing 

rationale by being the leader of her nation, love renders her dysfunctional to the extent 

that she never resurfaces to her dignified state and ends her misery by suicide. 

 The narrative constructions are reflections of existing social role, ideals, and 

ideologically normative power relations. Mirroring the values and beliefs of  

Meditteranean societies, they attempt to create actual representations of their realities that 

are thus rigid and restrictive in nature. Although it is typically presumed that with the 

progression of time certain depictions change, I have found that the portrayal of women 

shows their complex status in the society.  
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Abstract Page 
 

Title: 
 
Same but different: a review and comparison of two years of Design Exchange 
Program in Taiwan 
 
Abstract: 
The Design Exchange Program between Auburn University and Shu-Te University has 
been done for the second time. A group of 11 Auburn students visited the Shu-Te 
University at Taiwan for a period of totally 8 weeks. Auburn students were assigned to 
different groups of Shu-Te students as design teams and worked together on design 
projects. Auburn students were also assigned to take craft classes including glass work, 
metal work, ceramic, and Chinese painting under Shu-Te instructors. Shu-Te students 
were assigned to help out in these craft classes to maximize interactions between the two 
groups of students. 
 
Running the program with experiences gained from last year supposedly would be much 
easier. However, the reality did not happen as planned and expected. Backgrounds, 
personalities, expectations, and combination of the students play very important roles in 
determining the outcome of the program.  
 
This paper serves as a record, as well as a review and evaluation of the program. Base on 
the two years experiences, a checklist of suggestions is developed for the future to use. 
It is hoped that this paper could be a reference for those who would like to start a similar 
exchange program. 



I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2004, the Industrial Design Department of Auburn University and the Product Design 
Department of Shu-Te University started a Design Exchange Program. The essence of the 
program was to put design students from the both schools together for a period of eight 
weeks. This year the program was held for the second time. Although the two programs 
seemed to be set up the same way but the results were different.  
 
For some unknown reasons, a list of around 20 Auburn students indicated their interest to 
participate the program withdrew one by one. Not until the first week of March the list of 
participants was finalized. This made dormitory arrangement difficult and led to the 
consequence of using older dorms. After several months of preparation and two rounds of 
recruiting, 11 students left Auburn. On Thursday, May 12, 2005, the team arrived to Kao 
Hsiung in the evening of Friday, May 13, 2005, and moved in Shu-Te University on 
Saturday, May 14, 2005. Auburn students were assigned to the male and female 
dormitories upon arrival. They were assigned in rooms with Shu-Te students, around 6 
students per room. This arrangement allows the Auburn students experience the culture 
first hand, literally 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
 
 
II. PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM 
 
The Exchange Program is to offer students from both schools an opportunity and 
environment to enjoy and experience cultural exchange, to cultivate a broader world view, 
to learn to accept and respect those who are different, to exercise communication skills 
through different means as designers, to develop lasting friendship, and to recognize 
equality cross-culturally. 
 
The focus of this program is not “Design” though design is what we do.  “Design” seems 
to be the common ground to bring this exchange program to life so that we can build 
upon the more important mission.  
 
The exchange is expected to happen in classroom setting as well as outside the classroom. 
The goal for students from both schools is that they would learn to respect and appreciate 
other people and cultures that are different from them. Through design studio projects, 
craft classes, and extracurricular activities, students spent time with one another in daily 
life. It is hoped that through the program, students would learn to appreciate diversity. 
 
 
III. PARTICIPANTS 
 
For most part, the program is similar with last year however the setting is a bit different. 
First of all, the combination of Auburn students is different. This year, we have 9 
undergraduates (1 sophomore, 5 juniors, and 3 seniors) and 2 graduates, while last year 
we had 3 undergraduates and 6 graduates. In terms of diversity, this year we have more 
diverse group: two Asians, two African Americans, and seven Caucasians.  



 
The participants from Shu-Te are also different from last year. This year the majority of 
the Shu-Te group is from the junior class while students from last year are mostly from 
the senior class.  

 
 
 
 
IV. PROGRAM CONTENTS 
 
A. Design Class 
The focus of this year’s studio class is that each design team would pick an on-going 
design contests and work towards the requirements of the contest. The Auburn students 
were assigned to 10 different design teams. Each team picked its design contest and topic 
of the design project with approval of the instructor. The class met twice a week for a 
four hours class period on both Monday and Wednesday. Students were given a schedule 
of the whole design process and worked along the schedule.  
 
1. Class interactions 
Discussions between the instructor and students, and students with students, were the 
most activity happened in the classroom. All class assignments such as research, sketches, 
scale models, full size models, and final models were done outside the class meeting time. 
Students were expected to work together as a team even outside the class. The class time 
provided a lot of opportunities for interaction.  



 
 
2. Sketches and models 
Sketches and mock-ups were done in group effort outside the class. Students use these 
sketches and models to record and to illustrate their concepts and design for discussion. 
Through the group effort of working on sketches and models, interaction increases 
beyond the class. Students were required to have a formal presentation in the mid of the 
program. Every team member had to present as a part of the group presentation. 
 

 

   

 
 
 
3. Final models 
Every group was required to build a final model of their developed concept. It was 
expected to be done in group effort. Since final models require a lot of details and 
cooperation among team members, interaction became even more intense. Most groups 
had to stay up many nights to finish up their final model. Beside the process of actual 
building the final models, students also had to plan together, purchase materials and 
divide work among team members. At the end of the program, each group was required 
to present their project with a Powerpoint presentation and the final model. Again, the 
presentation was done in group effort. 



 

 

 

 

  

 
 
B. Craft Classes 
 
The craft classes were conducted in four sections, namely, glass class, metal jewelry class, 
pottery class, and Chinese painting class. These classes were conducted by Shu-Te 
faculty and students. The glass class was taught by Professor Chiu. The metal jewelry 
class was taught by Ms. Yang. The pottery class was taught by a graduate student of Shu-
Te, while the Chinese painting class was taught by an undergraduate student. This shows 
that Shu-Te has committed all the efforts to accommodate the Auburn students to make 
the program successful. In the student reports to the president of Shu-Te, most Auburn 



students commented that they appreciate the craft classes. It was not only because they 
did not have the chance to take these classes in Auburn but also the commitment of the 
instructors as well as the help of the Shu-Te students in class. Through the classes, 
relationships were built among students and faculty from two schools. 
 
 
1. Glass class 

 
 
2. Metal jewelry class 

 
 
3. Chinese painting 

 
 
4. Pottery class 

 



C. Other Activities 
 
1. Classes with different levels 
 
During the period of stay, I (the first author) had the opportunities to visit the freshman 
classes, sophomore classes, and the junior classes to share with them my journey of 
learning design and design theory, and work of Auburn students. Because of these visits 
and presentations, students from different classes feel more comfortable to come to my 
office to chat and discuss about design and study aboard. It was also a learning 
experience for me as I had opportunities to talk with students from different classes. This 
experience enables me to know Taiwan students better in terms of their thinking and 
strength. Another advantage of this class was that I got to know more faculty and 
likewise they could know me more through this opportunity. 
 
2. Factory and design firm tours 
 
Part of the program is to visit manufactories and design firms. These activities introduce 
the industry to Auburn students of how things are designed and made in Taiwan. Also, 
students from both schools get more familiar with one another because of traveling 
together. Sometimes, there are sightseeing trips along with these activities. These 
activities provide casual settings for students to mingle with one another, thus friendship 
is established. Although not all the students enjoyed trips to factory and design firm, the 
turn-out rate was pretty high. 
 

 

 



 

 
 
3. Visiting schools and design exhibition and design conference 
 
The Auburn team had the opportunity to attend an international design conference at the 
National Cheng Kung University. Five student projects were invited to be presented at 
the conference. From the conference, the Auburn students can learn more about works 
from schools in Taiwan. Also, at the beginning of the program, students had the chance to 
visit the YODEX (Young Designers’ Exhibition) at Taipei. It was probably the biggest 
design show most Auburn students had attended. We also visited several schools with 
design programs. 
 

 

 
 
 



4. Sight-seeing 
 
Sight-seeing is part of the program although it was not the key purpose. There were 
planned trips as well as free time that students could tour the country as they will. 
Through the trips, students got to know one another pretty well. Auburn students never 
travel alone. Whether it was a planned trip or free time, all their trips were required to 
have Taiwan students going with them. No only it was for safety reason, it also increases 
the opportunity to understand one another. In the mid of the program, I (the first author) 
and the Auburn took a trip to Hong Kong for a four days visit. Since Hong Kong was 
British colony for around 150 years, English is a common language. Auburn students had 
all these four day free time to explore Hong Kong on their own with only couple hours of 
orientation.  
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
5. Professional Practice 
Through Frank Lin’s connection with NDD Design at Tainan, they agreed to let Auburn 
students to have a two-day internship at their design firm. Two groups of three students 
were assigned to work at NDD. Students learned about how a Taiwan design firm 
operates and helped in some idea generation. This is a unique opportunity that would 
benefit the students in their professional career. 
 
 
V. REVIEW AND EVALUATION 
 
A. Student attitude and performance 
It is interesting to observe the change of attitude of the students. In the beginning of the 
program, students from both sides were a bid up-tight because of the cultural shock. They 
were skeptical about everything. The two groups of students were clearly divided. After 
the first two weeks, things changed a lot. Many design teams had become closer. 
Students hung out more outside the class. Shu-Te students have been taking the Auburn 
students to the city, trying to entertain them as the host. However, most Shu-Te students 
were from the junior class; they had to spend much time on their class work as the 
semester was approaching to the end. They were tangled with their final projects, coming 
to the program classes, accompanied with the Auburn students as hosts, and sacrificing 
their own private lives. However, Auburn students were expecting more activities since 
many had expressed that this could their only time visiting Taiwan. Because of that 
mindset, Auburn students were not as keen on the classes as they should be. 
 
B. Unexpected outcomes 
There are certainly differences in culture and understanding. American students are more 
expressive in body language while most Taiwan students are more subtle and 
conservative. Physical touching had been a problem as the Auburn students seem step 
across the cultural line. There were several complaints from the Shu-Te students. 
 
Because of the lack of time for the junior Product Design students, Auburn students spent 
a lot of time on campus. Somehow, they got acquaintance with some of the Foreign 
Languages students. The Auburn students got some more friends from the Foreign 
Languages. However, on the flip side, the Product Design students got less interaction. 
The Foreign Languages had the advantage of knowing the common language better: 
Auburn students had less trouble in communication. However, the Product Design 
students did most of the work in arranging and organizing activities. In terms of schools, 



Shu-Te did get benefit from the exchange program. Unfortunately in terms of 
departments, the Product Design got less benefit this year. Since the involvement of the 
Foreign Languages students was not official, there was no constrains in behavior codes. 
Many Auburn students therefore intentionally violated program rules with the 
encouragement of the Foreign Languages students. It is unfortunate to have this side track 
that left unpleasant marks on the successful program. 
 
C. Things done different from last year 
 
The first thing done different from last year was the first four hours in class used for 
knowing one another. Students were required to chat with their assigned groups to learn 
about their team members. 
 
The other change for this year is that the design projects are all focused on design 
competitions rather than on industry sponsored projects. A sponsored project gives 
students specific requirements and expectations while a design contest give students more 
freedom in conceptualization. 
 
Both the glass class and the metal jewelry class are done differently. This year the glass 
class instructor insisted to have a separated class for the Auburn students. The content of 
the class was also a bit different. This year was focused more on carving wax and the lost 
wax process. The metal jewelry class was more organized and productive this year. 
Students were introduced to different processes and worked on different kinds of 
ornament design. Each student had also made a metal stamp. 
 
D. Observations 
 
Positively speaking: 

1. Both student groups adjusted to the new settings pretty quickly. Auburn students 
got used to the living condition at the dorm in around two weeks and started 
having friends at the dorm. 
 

2. All craft classes were well organized and the instructors are more involved with 
the Auburn students. Students commented that they have learned a lot from the 
instructors as well as from the Shu-Te students. 
 

3. Because of unexpected reasons, Shu-Te students were more involved at the end 
process such as model making, report writing, preparation for the closing 
ceremony such as decorating.  
 

4. Students from both schools learned to compromise. During the design process, 
several groups had conflicts among group members. It was good to see the Shu-
Te students stood up for their opinions and negotiate with the Auburn students. It 
was a good learning experience for the Shu-Te students to learn how to deal with 
opposing opinions. 
 



5. There were more tours of design firms this year. Shu-Te students accompanied 
with the Auburn students during these tours and developed friendship. 

 
6. This was the first time to have Auburn students assigned to work at the NDD 

design firm to see how a design firm operates in Taiwan. All the six students 
enjoyed the two days and I am sure the experience would be beneficial to their 
career. 
 

7. The PD department had sponsored many trips that had enhanced the quality of the 
whole program. Not only were those trips educational, they made it possible for 
Shu-Te students participated without spending a lot of money. 
 

8. The program is surely a learning experience for all the instructors and students. 
There were things that I (the first author) would not have learned about the 
American culture if this program were not in place. 

 
Negatively speaking: 
 

1. Many Auburn students misunderstood the purpose of the program. Several 
Auburn students thought that the program is a touring program. However, it is an 
academic program instead. 
 

2. There were unexpected distractions happened during the program. Several 
Foreign Language program students somehow got involved with the Auburn 
students. That took much attention and concentration from the design projects as 
well as involvement in the program. 
 

3. Several Auburn students imposed their culture onto the Taiwan students that 
creates some conflicts and antagonistic atmosphere. 
 

4. Several Shu-Te students from the Foreign Language acted too open that cast an 
inaccurate representation of Taiwan females that results some misunderstanding. 
 

5. This year we have more 3rd year students from Shu-Te that were loaded with 
school work and in the same time participated in the program. They were torn 
between the two forces. 

 
6. There were Auburn students behaved with an attitude of superiority that hurt 

some Shu-Te students. Some Shu-Te students in return showed inferiority to the 
Auburn students. This had created an awkward atmosphere among the students. 
 

7. Negotiations and debates are good for learning purpose. However, several 
students refused to compromise their own concepts that also create uncomfortable 
feelings. 
 



8. Because of the delay of turning in names late, Auburn students ended up staying 
in older dormitories. Public shower room and squatting toilet did surprise some 
students. 
 

E. Conclusion 
 

1. Every team is different, and there is no perfect team. It is unrealistic to expect a 
perfect team and a perfect program. Every team is different. 
 

2. Early team selection should be strictly done. Team selection is essential. It would 
be ideal if there is a screening process to select students for the program. 
Interview should be required as part of the enrollment process. 

 
3. Incorporate other units officially, and clearly define each one’s role. If other units 

of the university are willing to participate in the program, it would be wise to 
incorporate them officially so that there are constraints in each part. The role of 
each part should be clearly defined before the program begins. 

 
4. Clarify the purpose of the program. The purpose of the program should be clearly 

presented to each student who plans to participate in the program. This might 
eliminate some misunderstanding of expectation. 
 

5. Using the 4th year students from Shu-Te might provide more time for the students 
to get involved in the program. 

 
6. Orientation required for both schools before the program. It would be necessary to 

have orientation for all the participants so that the students might have a better 
idea of what they are going to face. 
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Introduction 
 
Of late there has been much discussion regarding identity especially of Muslim identity 
in the 21st century. Muslims have often been the target of the West after 911. Likewise 
the Westerners have been also targets of the so called terrorists hiding in the name of 
Islam. Why is this happening? Are people ignorant of what Islam is all about or is it the 
believers of this faith called Muslims. Where have we gone wrong? How to make this 
world a transformed one where peace, love will supersede hatred and fear of one another? 
This paper will attempt to highlight the misperception people have about the identity of 
Muslims.  It will walk the talk and look into the glories past of the Islamic civilization 
and how its stagnation has contributed to confusion, disunity and misperceptions of both 
the Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Some feel that Western civilization has clouded the 
identities of Eastern or Middle Eastern Muslims. They seem quite lost with the rapid 
innovation in communication and technology and sometimes feel threaten about their 
identity.  
The author being a Malaysian having lived both in Australia and Malaysia have often 
wondered why after 911 so much media and public attention are given to the role of 
Muslims not only in Malaysia but also in Australia where Muslims form a  minority. 
Both Australian and Malaysian Muslims have different identities and origins which this 
article will attempt to examine. Similarly, issues related to government policies, issues on 
terrorism, role of the media, Islam Hadari and suggestions to improve the identity of 
Muslims will be the focus of this paper. 
 President Khatami of Iran in October 1997, addressing an OIC conference to 
leaders of 55 Muslim nations echoed “at one time the Muslims World was in the 
forefront of knowledge, human thought and civility and what has happen now”. He 
retreated that Muslims need to understand why Western culture has been so successful 
and how it influenced us. We need to ask ourselves why we have not been able to 
progress like the West.    There is an opportunity now, for the Muslims countries to play a 
constructive and active role in shaping the future world which did not exist in the bipolar 
power system. However, that prosperity of the Muslim world depends on the continuity 
of peace and tranquility between Muslims and non-Muslims countries. In order to 
achieve a permanent peace, Khatami argued, there is a need for discussion to define the 
role of OIC for the security and development of Muslim countries. He noted that the 
greatest dilemmas for Muslims today is that our culture springs from a civilization whose 
era ended many centuries ago, and our lives are now influenced by a new civilization 
which demands a culture compatible with it. This is the reality of our world today. We 
need to open the door to research and dialogue in order to find ways of living with honor 
which are in keeping with our Islamic identity. We need to adapt our culture to the new 
way of life which is emerging rapidly with the advent of electronic communication and 
the expansion of the information society. As the consumer worlds become alike 
everywhere, eventually the minimization of cultural differences becomes inevitable”. (Ali 
Mohammadi 2002)  
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Islamic Civilization 
 
               The Islamic dynasty of the Umayyad, have demonstrated an interest in the study 
and exploration of science. The foundation of this interest in the field of science is in 
conjunction with teachings of Quran to continue exploring the wonders of nature. The 
rationale behind this commandment as advocated by many Islamic scholars is to admire 
the complexities of His creations, thus, cherish and appreciate the Creator for His 
originality. In executing this belief, Islamic scholarly contributions from the past to 
present have been directed towards the discovery in various fields of science such as 
mathematics, astronomy, medicine and philosophy in which this part will exemplify. In 
the aspect of mathematics, Aminuddin Ahmad has showcased Islamic contributions 
through the Arabs in the field of algebra and arithmetic. It was mentioned that 
mathematical terms such as algebra, arithmetic and sine are borrowed from the Arabic 
language and later translated into Latin when further research was conducted by Neo-
Babylonians. He further mentioned in his work that a Muslim mathematician was the first 
to devise the functions of trigonometry overtly. The functions of trigonometry was 
further articulated in the 12th Century by an English mathematician, Robert of Chester, 
which incorporated the term ‘sine’ which is the direct translation of  the Arabic word 
‘jayb’.  

  Al-Khwarizmi is also known for composing one of the oldest books about 
mathematics and presented more than 800 models of mathematical equations and 
integration which was later adapted by the Neo-Babylonians. From these examples, it 
may be safely mentioned that Muslims have introduced and contributed towards the 
simplification in arithmetic formula. 
 The factor of time has often been an important element to Muslims for the 
obvious reason of keeping track with prayer schedule. Muslim advancement in 
mathematics has led to the discovery of astronomy which also coincides with the Islamic 
element of timekeeping for praying purposes. In further exemplification to demonstrate 
this, ibn-al Shatir constructed a sundial in the year 1371/1372 to garnish the main minaret 
of the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus. The purpose of the sundial is to exhibit the time 
of day, particularly the five prayer times in which Muslims are to execute. From this 
example, it clearly demonstrates the apparent and important contribution to the field of 
astronomy by the Muslims. 
 There are also several examples that support the argument on the Islamic 
discovery in various fields of arts, science and medicine which have laid the foundation 
for further discovery by Western societies. For instance, one of the renowned Muslim 
scholars of medicine and researcher, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi (865-
925 AD), also known as Rhazes is mentioned in Huma Ahmad’s work in the article 
‘Muslim Contributions to Science, Philosophy and Art. Born in Iran, he has written 
over 200 books on his findings, 10 volumes on Greek medicine and an encyclopedia of 
medicine in 20 volumes known as Al-Hawi. In Al-Hawi, he made the encyclopedia’s 
subject information in Greek and Arabic which included his experiences in this field. Abu 
Bakr was also known for classifying substances  into vegetables, animals and minerals.  
 In another example, Huma Ahmad has also mentioned the works of Al-Idrisi 
who was born in Cordova, Spain in 1099.  His major contribution was in medicinal 
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plants. He collected plants and data not reported earlier and added this to the subject of 
botany.  From him a large number of new drugs from plants with their evaluations 
became available to medical practitioners. Al-Idrisi also made original contributions to 
topography, as related to economics, physical factors and cultural aspects.  He wrote 
geographical encyclopedias, the largest called Rawd-Unnas wa Nuzhalat Nafs (Pleasure 
of Men and Delight of Souls).  Al-Idrisi also wrote on the subjects of fauna, zoology and 
therapeutically aspects.  His work was soon translated into Latin and his books on 
geography especially remained popular in the east and west for several centuries. 
 
 Islamic contributions have also been manifested in the field of arts and 
architecture. The civilizations that surrounded Islamic societies have shown interest in the 
usage of Islamic form of art such as the adaptation of vases and carpet designing by the 
Chinese and the influences that transcended the medieval European countries was 
portrayed in their arches, Latin and Hebrew manuscripts. Visible Islamic glorious 
architecture can be exemplified with mosques that are still present today such as the ones 
in Cordova, Spain, the Taj Mahal in India and the Blue Mosque in Turkey 
   Despite this advancement and contribution to mankind why have the Muslims 
been left out in this world of innovation, telecommunication, science and technology? 
What has really gone wrong? Is it the people or their practices have made them backward 
and insignificant in the eyes of non-Muslims or is it the lack of understanding of each 
others religion and cultural practices. Let us examine these issues by looking at the 
identity of Muslims with special references to minority Muslims in Australia and 
majority Muslims in Malaysia. 
 
Definition of Identity 
  
Identity may be defined as the term that possesses the characteristics of a subject. In the 
aspect of social identity, there is normally a tradition or culture that binds the individuals 
in the group together in a collective identification of them. A congregation of people 
normally identifies familiarity in their characteristics and label themselves as unified. 
More often than not, they will attempt to add to their identity by behaving in certain ways 
that have only a superficial connection. However, most of the times, the behavior was not 
even established within the group but through the stereotypical images or perception of 
the majority in the community they are living in. Xenophobia which is the combination 
of the Greek words xenon (which means foreigner or stranger) and phobia (which means 
fear). The definition of this term describes the feeling of hatred due to the fear of the 
unknown. Racism is often used to be the effect of xenophobia. Intense anxiety that arises 
from xenophobia often has tragic results which may be exemplified by the French riots 
and recent Australian riots in which tensions between various ethnic groups were not 
resolved at its early stages until it escalated into violence.  
          
Muslims in Australia 
 
          When compared to Malaysia, the Muslim community in Australia is deemed to 
form the minority group.According to the Muslim community in Australia census in 
2001(Saeed Abdullah.,2001 pp 5) the Muslim population in Australia was 281,578 and 
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79% of them have obtained Australian citizenship. The earliest Australian Muslims were 
from the Indonesian archipelago. These visitors from the island of Makassar were 
fishermen by profession who came to fish for ‘trepang’ which was regarded to be a 
delicacy. Evidence to prove the presence and visit from these fishermen that came from 
Makassar can be found in the similarity in some of the words used in Aboriginal 
language which proved certain interaction between the two groups. It has been thought 
that the fishermen from the island have started visiting the coastline of Australia since the 
16th century.    
 Another group of Muslims who were the first few to arrive in Australia were the 
Afghan cameleers. The camel drivers from the Indian sub-continent were considered to 
play an essential role in the early discovery of the Australian continent. These people 
were also involved in major railroad projects that linked between Port Augusta and Alice 
Springs. A series of towns with Afghani presence may be found along the rail links which 
boast at least one humble mosque. However, the discovery of motor vehicles erased the 
need for the presence of the Afghan cameleers which resulted in many of the families 
returning to their homeland. A few families settled permanently in Australia and have 
been heavily involved in the Islamic activities going on in the country. 
 In the 1960s, Muslim leaders in Australia devised an organisational structure to 
organise the Muslim communities in the country. Muslims in different states formed 
individual organisations to serve their community needs such as the building of mosques 
in their districts and providing basic religious education to their children. In 1963, the 
various organisations decided to form a federation called the Australian Federation of 
Islamic Societies (AFIS). Islamic societies in each State and Territory were established 
which formed State Islamic Councils as state umbrella bodies. In turn, The State Islamic 
Councils formed the national umbrella organisation, the Australian Federation of Islamic 
Councils (AFIC) with its headquarters in Sydney. AFIC represents the Muslims of 
Australia at the national and international level. The emphasis of the AFIC is to promote 
the new and peaceful identity of Islam for Muslim Australians who take pride in calling 
Australia their home. Muslim Australians who integrate with the Australian multicultural 
society often invite Australians of all faiths to understand and appreciate the spirit of 
Islam. The breakdown of Australian Muslims showcases many from the Lebanese and 
Turkish descent followed by the Middle Eastern (Arabs) and Muslims from the Indian 
sub-continent of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. There are also considerable number of 
Muslims from South-east Asia particularly from Indonesia in which many of these 
Muslim communities are concentrated in the states of Melbourne and Sydney. 
 
Muslims in Malaysia  
 
 Muslims in Malaysia are the dominant group who control the power base of the nation. 
Islam has been declared as the official religion in Malaysia which is incorporated in 
Article 3 of the Federal Constitution. There are more than ten million people in the 
country who are Muslims, making Islam the religion with the largest followers. Islam 
started to come to existence in Malaysia in the 15th century and spread rapidly during the 
Malacca Sultanate. Parameswara, a prince from Sumatra who was later known as Sultan 
Megat Iskandar Shah , converted to Islam when he married a princess from Pasai, became 
the first Muslim ruler in Malacca. The conversion of Malacca to the Islamic religion is 
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thought to be the beginning of the Islamification of the people in Malaya. Traders and 
Muslim scholars from the Middle East, India and Aceh also contributed significantly to 
the spread and teaching of Islam.  
 Sunii Islam of the Shafi’i sect is the legal form of Islam that is accepted to be 
practiced in Malaysia. Other form of practicing Islam is deemed to be deviationist and is 
also illegal which is punishable by the Islamic court or Syariah court. All Malays in the 
country are acknowledged as Muslims and apostasy is very rare due to the social 
pressures and rights taken from Malays who are known to convert from Islam. Clearly 
defined in the Malaysian Constitution, Malays will lose their ethnic status if he/she is not 
Muslim. As such, apostate Malays will have to surrender all their “Bumiputra” rights ( 
Bumiputra is a term used to categorize Malays and the indigenous people of Malaysia 
who have special privileges vested in them) which entitles them to affirmative action 
policies in universities admission and governmental subsidy on purchases of residences, 
shares and mortgages. There are also other Muslims besides the Malays like the Indian, 
Pakistani, Indonesian and Middle Eastern communities. These groups though Muslims do 
not in total enjoy the special privileges accorded to the Malay Muslims. However, some 
who have inter-married local Malays do enjoy similar privileges of the Malay Muslims. 
 The practice of Islam in Malaysia is very liberal and considered moderate as 
compared to other Islamic societies. Muslim women are not forced to don the hijab or 
tudung (headscarf) as directed where most Malaysian Muslim women who wear them 
only cover the head while exposing the face. Muslim women who do not wear the 
headscarf will not have negative repercussion while there are prominent Malaysian 
women in the political scene such as Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz, International Trade and 
Industry Minister and Tun Dr Siti Hasmah Mohd Ali, wife of former Malaysian Prime 
Minster Tun Dr Mahathir bin Mohammad. Other than the state of Kelantan, which is 
governed by an Islamic opposition party, here the social contact of both males and 
females are very restricted. Even so, the physical contact between a Muslim male and 
female in public is still viewed as a taboo. However, non-Muslims do not have such 
problems with the dominant Islamic government which accords them their due rights 
without infringing into their day to day livelihood or their religious practices. 
 The major festivals that are celebrated by the Muslim communities are also jointly 
celebrated by non-Muslims where “open houses” are held during the festive seasons. The 
“open house” celebrations are also held by non-Muslims during their festivities. All the 
major festivals are observed as a public holiday including Christmas. During the “open 
houses” all Malaysian irrespective of religion, race or creed are invited to feast at the 
respective places. The Malaysian government allocates a special budget for national and 
state “open houses”. This practice is only unique in Malaysia and all Malaysians look 
forward for this occasion to share their goodwill and eat a variety of dishes which are   
specially prepared by the different religious communities of Malaysia.  
  Muslims in Malaysia also celebrate the birthday of Prophet Muhammad. On this day, 
devout Muslims in the country pray to Allah for the mercy of the prophet’s soul, family 
members and friends. On this occasion which is a national holiday, celebration of the 
ceremony includes  the award of the title ‘Tokoh Ma’al Hijrah’ to individuals who have 
made significant contribution to the development of Islam and communities in the 
country and internationally. The award is not only given to distinguished Muslims but 
non-Muslims have been recipients in the past. The moderate Muslim leaders and their 
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policies to reward not only Muslims but also non-Muslims is a unique feature only to 
Malaysia and no where else in the world. 
  
 Having looked at both Muslim identity of Australia and Malaysia it is pertinent to 
examine some of the government policies regarding these communities in Australia and 
Malaysia. Basically these policies will reflect the kind of treatment and safeguards these 
communities are accorded in these two countries. 

Australian Government Policies        

Australia known for its racist “White Australian Policy” has decimated the Aboriginal 
people for a long time. However, the former Australian Prime Minister, Paul Keating 
1993), in his famous Redfern Park speech in 1992: remarked that, 

“Isn’t it reasonable to say that if we can build a prosperous and remarkably harmonious 
multicultural society in Australia, surely we can find just solutions to the problems which 
beset the first Australians – the people to whom injustice has been done?  And, as I say, 
the starting point might be to recognize that the problem starts with us non-Aboriginal 
Australians. We need to recognize that we who did the repossessing and took the 
traditional land and smashed the traditional way of life. We brought the diseases. The 
alcohol. We committed the murders. We practiced discrimination and exclusion. It was 
our ignorance and our prejudice. And our failure to imagine these things being done to 
us. With some notable exceptions, we failed to make the most basic human response and 
enter into their hearts and minds. We failed to ask- how we would feel if this were done 
to me? As a consequence, we failed to see that what we were doing degraded all of 
us.”(Moran, A., 2002) 

Despite, many legislations regarding discrimination of the races in Australia the general 
mind-set of some Australians racial discrimination and color prejudice remain till today. 
One must realize mankind will remain indifferent despite whatever legislations or acts are 
introduced. Against this back drop, the government policies on Muslims in Australia keep 
on changing after 911. 

 Even about two decades prior to 911, Muslim Australians have already faced with 
discrimination problems by the Australian government. One of the discriminations comes 
in the form of refraining from granting the rights in having the freedom to worship. It is 
showcased in certain contradiction that a developed and civilized country such as 
Australia considers the denial in granting the permission of building mosques a norm 
between the Muslim communities and local government despite the campaigns of human 
rights and freedom in the country.  

 For instance, according to Islamic Council of Victoria in which one third of the 
Muslim population resides, has been a difficult place for the Muslim community to 
achieve permission to either build or extend a mosque. It has been mentioned that almost 
every Islamic society in Victoria has to lobby a political or legal campaign to receive the 
right to do so. In an actual case, the Broad Meadows Islamic Society from the northern 
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suburb of Melbourne had to face a prolonged dispute with the local government in the 
mid-1980s that still has its repercussions today because of a denial to construct a mosque 
in a residentially zoned area. Basically, the local government was not willing to take a 
strong stand and responsibility against a possible anti-mosque building lobbying that was 
to ensue imminently. The mosque was finally allowed to be built at a different site 
following a state intervention. Another dispute erupted after a refusal to grant permission 
in building a minaret on the top of the mosque. 

            In addition, the move by Prime Minister John Howard in calling in a summit for 
all Muslim leaders in the country in August 2005 was debated as a manifestation of fear 
against possible home-grown Muslim extremists in the country. Lisa Macdonald has 
mentioned in her article that the Prime Minister rejected any proposals by the Muslim 
leaders to address the issue on the discrimination and attacks against the Muslim 
community in the country by launching anti-vilification laws but instead gave stern 
warnings that the government will be closely monitoring mosques activities against 
possible incitement of hatred towards Western interests in the country. Henceforth, it may 
be suggested that the stance the government takes is concentrated solely on the safety and 
security of the majority in the country rather than channeling some effort towards 
protecting the minority Muslims who was under heavy hostility. This is related to the 
stabbing incident of Mamdouh Habib who was stabbed to death near his house in Sydney 
after being released from U.S. Prison in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The stabbing incident 
has sparked biased connotation regarding the U.S. and Australian government’s position 
towards the rights and freedom of speech. The stabbing incident occurred on the same 
day as the summit organized by Prime Minister Howard.                                                            
Australia has had its own dark moments in history. But nowadays it does make an honest 
attempt to “internalize” the community, to help immigrants become and be recognized as 
part of this community. However, the recent racial mix up with Lebanese youth and white 
Australian youth in Cronulla Beach, a Sydney suburb has incited further racial riots. 
Prime Minister John Howard remarked in the media about this racial riot “if they break 
the law, they should be arrested and punished” making direct reference to the on going 
trouble which is fast spreading to other suburbs in Sydney. Majority of Muslims in 
Australia are peace loving citizens  who are law abiding but incidents like this further 
widens the gap of peace and harmony and opportunities of new Muslim immigrants to 
migrate to Australia. Who is to be blamed for such an act of hooliganism and 
lawlessness? Like it or not, one living in a multi-racial and multi-religious society need to 
be sensitive to the feeling of all irrespective whether one is in  the majority or the 
minority. All it needs an individual or a small group to cause the confusion or violence 
and the” herd mentality “will follow and chaos is caused. Next, the police are given extra 
powers to deal with the racial violence. May sanity prevail over these bunch of confused 
and angry people be it Muslims or non-Muslims.      
  

Malaysian Government Policies 

In Malaysia, the government overtly protects the interest of the Islamic religion that it 
infringes the rights of its Malay Muslim citizens to practice any other religion. On the 
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other hand, moderate Malaysian Muslims are given special privileges (through their 
Bumiputra status) over the non-Muslims. On the contrary, the government policies in 
Australia are explicitly appropriated towards the rights of the majority to the extent that it 
even infringes the safety of the smaller communities such as the Muslim community.
 As Islam is the official religion in Malaysia, there are courts that conduct trials in 
accordance to the Islamic law or the Sharia law. The Sharia courts normally conduct 
trials regarding Muslim divorce cases and legal issues which affect the Muslim 
communities. The non-Muslim citizens are not affected by the Islamic legislation. They 
have the civil or common law to protect their interest. However, there have been debates 
and reports regarding the discrimination against non-Muslim communities, though in 
general, the Malaysian government declares the freedom to practice any religion. For 
instance, as mentioned earlier, Muslims who wish to convert from Islam face several 
obstacles. The legal process for the conversion is very vague and it is not practiced 
widely. In April 2001, a High Court judge in Malaysia denied the appeal of a Malay 
woman to change her religious status from Islam to Christianity in her identity card. The 
judge mentioned that the race of the woman as a Malay professes her as a Muslim in 
accordance to the Constitution while the High Court has no jurisdiction in the ruling of 
changing a person’s religion. This is due to the law that stated the conversion of religion 
for all Muslims is limited within the Islamic courts. Therefore, the freedom to practice 
any religion may not be as liberal to the Malays Muslims in the country.  
 With regards to places of worship in the country, the government respects the 
right of all religious groups to worship and practice their own religion. However, the sites 
of worship and cemetery are carefully controlled and monitored by the government. 
 All the examples have showcased the serious mode the Malaysian government is 
adopting regarding the Islamic religion. On the other hand, they have also established the 
mental model in preserving multiracial living and coexistence. Despite the debates and 
slight resentment from the minorities, the country has achieved harmonious living 
condition without much ethnic conflict since the May 13 1969 riots.  
 No country is free of racial or religious problem when its population is made of 
multi-ethnic and multi-religious communities. Similarly, Malaysians are tolerant of one 
another often advocating the “give and take” policy for the common good of all. Inter-
faith dialogues are often held to iron out problems or issues which might pose some 
uneasiness among Muslims and non-Muslims. The present Prime Minister Datuk 
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, who is a devout Muslim, exercises great tolerance and is 
receptive to the issues and problems faced by all the communities. He has exercised great 
caution and humility in his dealing with both Muslims and non- Muslims.  Some minor 
incidents often orchestrated by the local English and Vernacular media on sensitive issues 
are handled with great care but sometimes things get out of control but the storm 
subsidies with the wisdom of the government and the community leaders.     

Issues on Terrorism 

            In today’s world Muslims are often associated with terrorism by both the Western 
media and the non-Muslims. This notion or association has become common place after 
911 and also due to a spate of terrorist attacks in Bali, Jakarta, London, New Delhi, Egypt 
and other locations happen to be carried out by terrorist in the name of Islam. Why this is 
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so, non-Muslims have also committed such acts in the past or in the present. A case in 
point, the IRA, The Tamil Tigers and other organisations but the western media have 
spared them or given little media coverage unlike the so-called Muslim terrorist. Let us 
examine what terrorism is all about and why it is the Muslim forties.   
 The concept of terrorism varies as elusively as the perpetrators who are 
responsible for such acts in the early twentieth century and contemporary era. As such, 
even established international institutions such as the United Nations have their fair share 
of difficulty in conceptualizing the acts of terrorism. While there are many versions on 
the definition of terrorism, it can be safely understood that the execution of its activities 
are normally at the expense of human lives through violent means in a determined effort 
to instill fear amongst the group in power and the public sphere. Terrorism of the past is 
normally driven by the notion of nationalism, state sovereignty, independence, uprising 
against imperialist oppression or the clash of political ideologies (though acts of terrorism 
are predominantly advocated by extremists from the left of the political spectrum).  
 The turn of the century brought a new chapter to the image of terrorism. 
Religiously motivated, the war against contemporary terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda, 
Jemaah Islamiah or Abu Sayyaf Group adds further complication in understanding this 
dynamic issue. The significant moment of terrorism emerged on the famous date, 
September 11, 2001 when 19 Al-Qaeda members simultaneously hijacked 4 commercial 
airliners and crashed into World Trade Center and the Pentagon, creating a worldwide 
impact in proving that no superpower state has a defence that is immune to terrorism. 
Osama Bin Laden, the alleged leader of the Al Qaeda terrorist network accused of 
responsibility for the acts, underlined the aggravation against the Western superpowers, 
particularly the United States, when he declared a ‘holy war’ against the oppressive West 
towards the Muslims in the Middle East. Since the 9-11 attack on American soil, the 
convention of terrorism has been standardized; radical Muslims belonging to Muslim 
terrorist groups executing their plans towards unarmed, random civilians in a Western 
soil or landmark in the name of Islam and Muslim Brotherhood. Periodically, there are 
other religiously motivated terrorist activities such as the anti-abortion clinic attacks by 
extreme Christian groups; however, the nature of the insurgency against the West by 
Muslim terrorist groups has attracted global attention through the media. Despite the fact 
that there are previous religiously motivated group such as Hamas (established in the late 
‘60s) and Hezbollah (established in 1982) prior the 21st Century, the objective of Al-
Qaeda through its expansion with other Muslim terrorist groups and its romantic appeal 
of jihad in an attempt to justify its terrorist activities erects a unique distinction with 
Muslim terrorist organisations of the past. In addition to the contrast, its motivating 
element of creating a global Islamic movement as opposed to the democratic, secular one 
separates itself from the former.       
 The degree of violence that had been perpetrated by acts of terrorism has been 
sparking arguments and debates to question the sudden hatred and uprising against the 
West. However, to prove that Islamist terrorism is not an ‘overnight’ issue, Halliday 
(2004) has contended by saying the following,  

“Without the cold war, and without lavish United States and Saudi support for the 
opposition guerrillas in Afghanistan, neither Al Qaeda nor the whole transnational world 
of Islamic fighters would have come into existence.” 
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From the quote, it can be argued that the beginning of Islamist insurgency against 
the United States started at the end of the cold war and the beginning of the gulf war. 
According to Wikipedia, Osama was furious with the action of the Saudi government in 
allowing the U.S. troops to set foot on the holy land to prepare the launch of attacks 
against Iraq (First Gulf War) and was exiled from Saudi Arabia due to his action.  
The stronger formation of Al Qaeda was developed in his return to Afghanistan and 
started gaining support and planning attacks against the West. Al Qaeda’s notion of 
eradicating the oppressive West is often engaging as it invokes on the anger of oppressed 
Muslims. One of the methods used is by drawing instances on the U.S. support for Israel 
in the conflict with Palestine. 
 Both Australian and Malaysian governments take a tough stance in opposing the 
acts of terrorism and violence. One of the ways to reduce fear among the general public is 
to constantly remind them regarding the separation between moderate Muslims and 
radical Muslims. To exemplify this, Malaysian Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi has 
made it globally clear on the country’s position towards extremists after the death of 
Jemaah Islamiah top bomb-maker, Azahari, a Malaysian who was killed by the 
Indonesian police. During the assembly at the Prime Minister’s department, the Prime 
Minister even cited a few verses from the Quran ‘calling on mankind to steer away from 
the path of violence and destruction’. 
 Both governments should not only take tough legislative measures in suppressing 
Muslim extremists activities but also against the abuses hurled towards the majority 
moderate Muslims in both countries. It has to be acknowledged that acts of terrorism 
arise from constant oppression from the society and unknowingly, the constant 
oppression and discrimination by the society would turn a moderate Muslim into an 
extremist 

 
Misperception of Muslims 

 
Reinforcement of stereotypical images regarding the Muslims that surface 

particularly since the waves of terrorist attacks proves the lack of understanding and 
knowledge about the Islamic religion, its teachings and its followers. The expression of 
resentment towards the Muslims by Western societies demonstrates this. For instance, the 
Palestinian terrorism that has drew global attention since the past decades. The Black 
October incident in which the media have telecast live where Palestinian terrorists 
massacred 11 Israeli athletes should have been noted to have been executed not in the 
name of Islam but the cause of Palestinian liberation. Many acts of terrorism have been 
wrongly conceptualized and linked towards the teachings of Islam, thus, the 
generalization that the religion preaches its followers to be violent and oppressive 
towards others, particularly of other religious followers. 

Since the 911 attack on the American soil, the word jihad has been used loosely 
by the Western media and societies which are directed towards the Muslim communities 
as condoning to violence. Noorani (2002) has exemplified this by mentioning that jihad 
as showcased in the Quran has more to do than holy war as perceived by many in the 
West. The true meaning of jihad has more to do with the moral, spiritual and political 
battle that every Muslim has to go through every day to ensure that the society they are 
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living in is free of oppression towards the weak regardless of age, race, gender and 
religion and is peaceful and safe for every level of the community. (Noorani, 2002: p49) 

It is also essential to distinguish the difference between moderate Muslims and 
radical Muslims in stemming out the misperception from the Western societies. For 
instance, the honor killings in Pakistan where a father killed his own daughter in order to 
safe the honor of his family is not religiously motivated but tradition or culture could 
have incited the killing. Incidents like this portray Muslims as being oppressive towards 
the Muslim women. The teachings of Islam and Quran are totally different from what is 
perceived by the Western perception in generalizing an isolated action from Muslim 
communities such as that in Pakistan. The Islamic religion honors not the killing but the 
life of every living thing and has been mentioned in the Quran that killing a living thing 
is like killing the peace and safety of the whole society which is never condoned by the 
religion. 

In addition, the matter of wearing the hijab as being oppressive and backwards 
towards the women has also sparked plenty of debates. The religion strongly encourages 
the donning of the hijab at the age of puberty has its objective of not oppressing the 
Muslim women but rather protecting their modesty against the masculine gaze. The 
wrong perception by the West has to be corrected by releasing mass messages in the 
religion’s aim. Certain Western societies are refusing to admit their fear in perceiving that 
Muslim women who wears the hijab as being extremist, hence, banning from wearing it 
in schools such as in France. It has to be made apparent that being religious or abiding 
strongly to the rules of the religion does not make a Muslim extreme. 

History has also verified that Islam is tolerant and respects other religions. For 
instance, the grant of practice of other religion in the city of Jerusalem when it was 
conquered by Caliph Omar in the year 634 and the flourish of churches and Jewish 
institutions under the rule of the Muslim Moor in Spain for 500 years. 

 
Islam Hadari 
 

 Islam Hadari was widely introduced by Malaysian Prime Minister Abdullah 
Badawi, the present president of OIC which proved to be critical for the Islamic countries 
to portray and promote moderate Muslim thinking in socio-economic aspect particularly 
towards their Western counterparts. Islam Hadhari which means progressive Islam is not 
a new religion but an approach that emphasizes development, consistent with the doctrine 
of Islam and focused on enhancing the quality of life. It aims to achieve this via the 
mastery of knowledge and the development of the individual and the nation; the 
implementation of a dynamic economic, trading and financial system; an integrated and 
balanced development that creates a knowledgeable and pious people who hold to noble 
values and are honest, trustworthy, and prepared to take on global challengers. The 
launching and promotion of the concept of Islam Hadhari is timely and important at 
contemporary times not only to project moderate Muslim attitude but also help prevent 
moderate Muslims from deviating towards the path of violence and extremism. The 
following are the aims hoped to be achieved by the concept of Islam Hadhari: 

• Faith and piety in Allah  
• A just and trustworthy government  
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• A free and independent People  
• Mastery of  knowledge  
• Balanced and comprehensive economic development  
• A good quality of  life  
• Protection of the rights of minority groups and women  
• Cultural and moral integrity  
• Safeguarding the environment  
• Strong defenses  

The ten principles of Islam Hadari are ideas propagated in the teaching of Islam and these 
principles if religiously followed will make both Muslims and non-Muslims tolerant and 
progressive. 
 
The Role of the Media 
 
The Western media dominated world often paints a wrong picture of activities carried out 
by non-Whites especially the Muslims. The media’s lack of understanding of religion, 
culture other than Christianity has often caused hatred and anxiety among nations in Asia, 
Africa, and Middle East and to some extend Europe. The author believes great damage 
has been done to Islam and Muslims through the western media and it’s so called 
propaganda.          
 It has to be acknowledged that the Western media industries control the majority 
of the news network, hence, determines the agenda of news sent throughout the globe. As 
mentioned in Noorani’s work, Daya Kishen Thussu has conducted an extensive survey 
and deduced that the Western media has projected Islam in a negative way. (Noorani, 
2002, p39)  This further exemplifies the critical role the media plays as it shapes and 
moulds the public’s perception regarding the Islamic religion and Muslims.  
 There have been many instances in which reports that have been slanted towards 
the Western opinion such as usage of the terms of terrorists and extremists towards 
Islamic insurgents in Iraq. Noorani (2002) has further mentioned the need for global news 
network to incorporate news from the Islamic perspective to present a more balanced and 
objective news report to consumers. (Noorani, 2002: pp39-42) An Australian journalist, 
Peter Manning has made a series of examination regarding the distortion in the 
representation of the Arabs and Muslims since the 911 incident. He has mentioned that 
asylum seekers, particularly Muslims, have been portrayed as ungrateful and undeserving 
in most of the Australian major print companies. This has not only painted a negative 
image towards the Muslims but invokes the White Australians’ resentment and 
encourages them indirectly to not give any compassion or sympathy towards the Muslims 
in the country.          
 In contrast, the media industry in Malaysia has portrayed more sympathy 
particularly towards the Palestinians in the conflict with Israel.Though the media has not 
provided any image to the public in condoning with terrorism, their news reports are 
viewed as ‘more Islamic’. Altogether, this proves the fragile situation that contemporary 
societies are in which world’s news are projected according to the agenda of those who 
own it.            
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Conclusion 
 
After having examined issues on identity of Muslims in both Australia and Malaysia it 
can be deduced that the animosity between Muslims and non-Muslims is definitely facing 
intense pressure. Influential leaders from all over the world have to utilize their positions 
in educating their people regarding the misperceptions of each other’s religion and stiffen 
laws against the abuse or attacks towards any religion. Bias connotations and name 
calling among Muslim and non-Muslim leaders should stop and serious dialogue need to 
be carried out in the name of humanity. Often diseases like AIDS, Cancer and other 
endemic and possible pandemic needs serious attention rather than “ego bashing” of 
political and ideological leaders of both the East and West.  It has already been 
proven that ending a war or Islamist insurgents waged against the West with a coalition 
war against Afghanistan and Iraq has not stopped the rise of terrorist attacks. 
Governments should adopt a more informative role to reinforce the message regarding 
the presence of moderate Muslims especially in multiracial societies such as Malaysia 
and Australia. History has proven that these societies have co-existed despite their 
differences and animosity.   
        The Western democratic process and human rights are quite different from that of 
Muslim rights. Soul-searching, literacy of ones religion and other religions are a must for 
all leaders of the world. Inter-faith dialogue should be advocated in all countries among 
Muslims and non-Muslims to avoid incidents like the one in Cronulla suburb, Sydney. 

There is also a maturing realization among Muslims that, the “foreign” factor 
apart, the Muslim world has failed miserably in getting its act together. Its inability to 
create no more than modicum of sovereignty in matters of strategic importance and 
largely token solidarity among its member states despite several decades of 
independence, shared tribulations and accumulated lessons from inter-Muslim discord , 
has been a source of consternation, embarrassment, and alarm to many in that world. Its 
failure to bridge some of the vast disparities in wealth and opportunities for education 
between its various communities or institutes a genuinely democratic, meritocratic, and 
accountable system of governance or one truly informed by the equitable and egalitarian 
ideals of Islam. The near absence of viable institutes for research and planning has both 
reflected and compounded such failings and threats.    
 Muslims must realize that they should joint forces not to wage wars but ride of 
their failings in terms of the rich helping the poor  because God given “black gold “ will 
not last for ever. Stop the bickering and care and share with one another to live in 
harmony and peace with one another be it Muslims or non-Muslims.  
 Last but not least, media moguls of Australia and Malaysia must not think of their 
own political or material agenda but should embark on rational and un-bias reporting. 
Issues which are sensitive to both Muslims and non-Muslims must be down played and 
reported with great caution. Muslims need to be realistic in their quest for justice rather 
than resorting to terrorist acts which harms innocent people who do not have any agenda 
but are sacrificed in the name of justice. Both Muslims and non-Muslims must focus on 
their strength and manage their weaknesses well to ensure generations to come learn to 
live peacefully forever.   
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Social Relations and Public Spaces 
 

Cities are a development opportunity. They are the place where you can find the architectural 

patrimony, important infrastructure works and the core of social knowledge. "Each city - 

despite the time - has its personality, its expression, even those towards which as effort to 

degrade their identity was made." [7] Its personality has been made by its inhabitants.  

Any space and area in a city or residential units comes from the social activities and social 

relations. In any development and growth, these social values are the most critical 

considerations and each urban development is a solution to the urban problems, [3] so before 

every undertakings, the social and local problems should be discovered to lead us in the 

planning process. In the other hand, the greatest problem facing today's development 

management is probably the improvement in the damaged urban environment; but the 

damaged urban environment can also refer to the social and identical pains and lacks. In the 

regarding study, the main damaging part of the urban environment, can be found in the 

women's social lives. But the identity of the inhabitants will be considered as the main fact, 

just if the human is considered as a relative existence; in this way the man is a completely 

social being. The community is a set of attributes, not a concrete place, [1] so this point of 

view can be the best plan strategy. (In the urban development the human shall be considered 

as the organist or relative existence.) [2] In this study as a case study, it was intended to 

realize a clear example in a traditional context; in an ancient part of Iran, Qeshm Island, Loft 

Port. 54 residential units were studied and one clear valuable pattern was analyzed in details.  

In the context, there is a unique characteristic: women have no space in the public activities 

and their activities just define in the houses; even the mosques are considered as a gathering 

place only for men. [Figure] This characteristic has a very serious effect on the social centers 

and public spaces. This port will be shaped as a free economic port in the next four years; for 

this reason the future of the women activities will be very different. The women no more can 

work at home and escape the social activities. In the future of developed Loft port, women 

should work and have influence on every economic activities like men, so a deep revision in 

the existing public spaces and giving a new identity and making a new culture, can help the 

urban context to accept the new urban design along with the new economic condition. Any 

economic growth will cause social and cultural movements, which should be consider as the 

most effective factors and could create cultural development along with the economic growth. 

But in this way, if the local culture of the society is not be considered as an alive element, any 

development will be a serious threat for the local values [6], and the result will not be 

respectable by the natives. [5] 

 

In the first step of any proposal making in any cultural development, cultural activities should 

be considered as the first facts to analyze. In this case, the gender is the most effective factor, 

the definition of spaces should be suitable and respectable by both, men and women; also, 

public centers should provide the individual security for women as well as men. Considering 

that all groups are committed to the value that one's liberty does not allow one person to 

violate the "space" of the other; the women public spaces is the most critical meaning, which 

should be created in this site. Also, nothing is experienced by itself, but always in relation to 

its surroundings; [4] so, the women, like men need space, time and relations to discover their 

abilities and skills, so making new and safe social relations can be the first proposal before 

every undertaking in the architectural scales. In our case study, as the first step, these three 

facts should be considered: 
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- Respecting women's rights of work 

- Respecting women's liberty 

- Respecting the local values and harmonize them to the new urban design 

 

To revive these three rules can make the development process go the right path and the future 

of this traditional context will mean: "Step forward based on the past footprints." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure: Perspective of the Public Spaces in the site, where is not any place for the native women 
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Anton Chekhov’s The Princess: Diagnosis — Narcissistic Personality 

Disorder 

 
 

In a letter to his publisher A.S. Suvorin, dated 15 November 1888, Chekhov 

stated he was writing a story in which he “describe[d] a vile woman [poganuiu babu].”1 

Three days later he informed the same addressee that: “The story has gotten stuck. I want 

to write protest stories this season — I must learn the knack, but it bores me because I’m 

not used to it.”  Although critics such as W. H. Bruford2 argue that social protest 

expressed by the doctor plays a dominant role in the story, its “narrative center” 

(povestvovatel’nyi tsentr), as noted correctly by Aleksandr Chudakov,3 is the heroine, the 

poganaia baba as Chekhov characterized her, and the revelation of her personality.   

Although considerable literature explores the relationship of Chekhov’s art to 

medicine, and specific studies have examined his portrayal of diseases both physical and 

mental,4 many of his excellent works on this subject have been virtually overlooked by 

critics.  The story The Princess is a case in point.5  The present analysis aims to show 

Chekhov’s success at portraying the princess artistically and, in the process, providing a 

scientifically exact symptomology of a personality disorder which, until the appearance 

of The Princess, had not yet been portrayed in Russian literature with such authority and 
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in such detail.  Chekhov’s aesthetics required that medical matters depicted in a work of 

art should be in full accord with scientific truth, a point which the author stressed in a 

letter of 11 October 1899 to G.I. Rossolimo and adhered to in creating The Princess.  The 

present analysis will make it evident that Chekhov’s method of depicting the princess’ 

disorder is the result of a complex, artistic weaving of the subject of illness into its 

literary fiber and that his artistry is undiminished in the midst of the clinical accuracy of 

his description.  

As is often the case with Chekhov’s portrayal of a character’s physical illness or 

psychological disorder, its accuracy can be verified by applying scientific knowledge. 

Thomas Winner calls the princess a “narcissist”6 without defining the disorder or 

examining the nature of her narcissism in psychiatric terms. A close analysis of the 

princess’s inner monologues and behavior, and the information about her revealed by the 

doctor, lead one to conclude that she suffers from a pathological form of narcissism – the 

narcissistic personality disorder (NPD).7   

Chekhov was most likely well acquainted with Ovid’s version of the Narcissus 

myth.8 Michael Finke claims Chekhov’s “vanity and self-love were remarked by many 

who knew him and loved him.”  The critic cites the author’s alleged account of his 

youthful experience at a well in which, according to Finke, Chekhov “in effect 

characterizes himself as an epigone of Narcissus.”9 Depicting the Princess, Chekhov 

demonstrated his unique understanding of the symptoms of a narcissistic personality and 

his profound insight into the motives of human interaction. Although the phenomenon 

was well known when Chekhov was writing The Princess,10 the disorder had not been 

fully examined, its symptoms not fully identified, and the term “narcissism” not yet 
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coined.11 The first detailed definition of pathological narcissism was provided by Freud 

in “On Narcissism” published in 1914 which proved to be the central essay in the history 

of Freudian psychoanalysis.12  

With regard to the etiology of narcissistic personality disorder many factors may 

contribute to its development.  Symptoms begin to emerge in childhood or adolescence.  

The negative consequences of such symptoms, however, may not show themselves until 

early adulthood.13 A child’s positive relationship with his parents secures a smooth 

transition to “object love” and leads the child to forgo his narcissism. However, if a child 

is the victim of some form of abuse and fails to grow beyond the phase of self-love 

(primary narcissism) in the development of his libido, he prefers himself as the object of 

love.14 Chekhov’s story provides no information regarding Princess Vera Gavrilovna’s 

childhood. The negative consequences of her narcissistic personality disorder become 

known to us when we meet her as an adult. In addition to the description of her present 

behavior and thoughts, the narrator’s tongue-in-cheek remarks and the doctor’s 

revelations regarding her behavior during the previous five years when he was in her 

service, we are informed of the nature and consequences of their present encounter which 

convey her falsity, hypocrisy, and pettiness (poshlost’).  Taken as a whole, this 

information paints a striking portrait of a classical narcissist.   

According to Sam Vaknin the popular belief that narcissists are in love with 

themselves is a fallacy (Vaknin 31).  We recall that Narcissus was not in love with 

himself but with his reflection.  There is a major difference between one’s True Self and 

reflected or False Self.  Loving the former is healthy while loving the latter is unhealthy. 

Vaknin notes that, “the narcissist is preoccupied with projecting a loveable image” 
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(Vaknin 32). This is precisely what characterizes Princess Vera’s relationships with 

everyone. The narcissist directs his love to other people’s impressions of him, and to him, 

“love is interchangeable with other emotions, such as awe, respect, admiration, attention, 

or even being feared (collectively known as Narcissistic Supply).” Thus, to a narcissist, 

“a projected image, which provokes these reactions in others, is both ‘loveable and loved’ 

…  The narcissist is compulsive in his pursuit of Narcissistic Supply. The more 

successful this projected image … is in generating Narcissistic Supply — the more the 

narcissist becomes divorced from his True Self and married to the reflected or False 

Self.” In fact, the narcissist “prefers his reflected self to his True Self” (Vaknin 32-34).  

Karl Kramer maintains that the Princess is “so thoroughly enmeshed in her public role 

that she has completely lost her private identity.”15  Actually, she does have a private 

identity, her True Self, which she suppresses in favor of the public identity or her 

narcissistic False Self. 

A.M. Benis maintains that narcissism is determined by genetics.  “It is a natural, 

heritable character trait.”16  The “healthy” variety of narcissism is generally regarded to 

be an adaptive strategy. “It is considered pathological in the clinical sense only when it 

becomes a rigid personality structure and when it leads to dysfunctions in one or more 

areas of life.  Pathological narcissism is the art of deception.  The narcissist projects a 

False Self and manages all his social interactions through a concocted fictional construct 

… There is a qualitative difference between having narcissistic traits and the Narcissistic 

Personality Disorder.”17  

The American Psychiatric Association specifies the following diagnostic criteria 

in its definition of NPD, one of a “family” of personality disorders known as “Cluster B”:  
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1) the individual has a grandiose sense of self-importance;  

2) the individual is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success;  

3) the individual believes he/she is special and unique;  

4) the individual requires excessive admiration;  

5) the individual has a sense of entitlement;  

6) the individual is interpersonally exploitative;  

7) the individual lacks empathy;  

8) the individual is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of 
him or her; and  

9) the individual shows arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes.18  

For NPD to be diagnosed, five (or more) of these criteria must be met.  Princess 

Vera’s personality appears to meet all nine criteria which identify hers as an extreme case 

of narcissistic personality disorder. Moreover, in terms of Theodore Millon’s 

classification, the Princess is a “compensatory” narcissist who covers up in her haughty 

behavior for a deep-seated deficit in self-esteem. According to Millon, the 

“’compensatory’ narcissist falls prey to nagging self-doubts, feelings of inferiority, and 

masochistic desire for self-punishment.”19 Princess Vera is less a “cerebral” narcissist 

who derives her Narcissistic Supply from her intelligence, than a “somatic” type who 

derives her Narcissistic Supply from her real or imagined physical attractiveness 

including her inviting smile, benignant gaze, soft voice, small well-formed figure and 

attempt to “resemble a little bird.”  

The Princess’ sense of entitlement (criterion 5) and grandiose sense of self-

importance (criterion 2) become evident as she arrives at the monastery with great 

fanfare. Monks and lay brothers assemble in anticipation of the arrival of, in Vera’s 

words, “their Princess.’”  As the doctor informs her subsequently, “you imagine the 
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monastery regards it as a tremendous honor to have you here.”  He adds: “Two days ago 

a messenger on horseback arrived from your estate to spread the news of your coming.  

All day yesterday they were getting the hostel ready for you, and waiting upon your 

arrival.  This morning, the advance guard arrived in the shape of an impudent 

maidservant who kept running around … issuing orders….” (244-245).  As is typical of 

one suffering from NPD, when the Princess’ demands for attention are not met, she 

becomes vindictive.  In the words of Sandy Hotchkiss: “Hell has no fury like the 

Narcissist denied.”20 The doctor points out: “All day the monks have been on the lookout 

— there would be trouble if you were not met with proper ceremony! … Already one 

monastery has suffered as a result of your visits” (245).  

Although the abbot is seventy years old and very busy, the twenty-nine-year-old 

Princess insists that he drop everything and come to her rooms. In fact, she informs the 

monks that she is “burning with impatience to see him” (236; the narcissist is typically 

very impatient). The irony of the expression “their Princess” becomes evident as she 

presumptuously and arrogantly (criterion 9) says to the monks “I suppose you have 

missed your Princess” and “Behold your Princess,” and to the abbot “No doubt you 

forgot your Princess” (italics mine) — even though she stayed at the monastery only a 

month earlier.  As is typical of a narcissist, the Princess speaks of herself in the third 

person. The monks and the abbot serve as her Narcissistic Supply Source.  They provide 

her attention and adulation (even though they appear compelled to do so) which she uses 

to regulate her labile sense of self-worth.  Because she is a Princess, she feels entitled to 

impose herself upon the monks whenever it pleases her. Her needs are paramount. The 

monks satisfy her capricious, self-centered personality. She has “an unreasonable 
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expectation of especially favorable treatment” (DSMMD 715), and custom-tailored 

arrangements. In addition to the “special rooms” provided for her stay, the monks “knew 

she liked pickled sturgeon, little mushrooms, and simple gingerbread cakes which left a 

taste of cypress in her mouth, and each time she came they served the things she liked” 

(246).  

This sense of entitlement (criterion 5) combined with a lack of sensitivity to the 

wants or needs of others (criterion 7) results in the conscious or unwitting exploitation of 

others (criterion 6; DSMMD 715). Her consciousness of her self-importance is 

underscored as she informs the doctor: “I’m not a countess any more, but a princess” 

(239). She repeatedly questions whether people have not forgotten her — clear  evidence 

that, due to her lack of self-confidence, she needs constant re-affirmation of people’s 

awareness of her existence, of her importance and relevance to everyone with whom she 

interacts. 

A.M. Benis points out that the wish to be distinct or special in its most primitive 

sense is universal. “The difference between healthy and pathological narcissism is in 

measure — not substance.  Healthy people ‘use’ others to confirm their sense of 

distinctiveness — but they do not over-dose or over-do it” (Vaknin 44). The Princess 

firmly believes she is special and unique (criterion 3) and expects others to recognize her 

as such.  According to Benis, the female narcissist may be described as “angelic” and 

“dreamy.”21  Princess Vera does in fact fantasize that she is an “angel” sent to the monks 

to serve “as the vehicle of consolations from the outside world.” She is convinced that 

“everyone looking at her must think: “’God has sent us an angel.’ And feeling that 

everyone must inevitably think this way, she smiled still more invitingly and tried to look 
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like a bird” (237).  She appears to be very successful at projecting an angelic image as 

evidenced by the doctor’s reference (albeit ironic) to her “angelic meekness.” Moreover, 

she imagines being a “ray of light” or “a singing bird” which causes the contemplative 

monk, “overcome by the “burden … of his sins, to smile and experience a joy which is 

entirely without sin” (237). In effect, the Princess considers herself superior (criterion 1) 

to the monk whom she assumes to be “sinful” and to whom she imagines she brings joy 

“without sin.” She obviously overdoes it, thinking of herself as being special. 

 The narcissist adopts a physical posture which implies and exudes an air of 

superiority (criterion 9). We are informed that the Princess’ “gay  inviting smile, her 

benignant gaze, her voice, her jokes — in fact everything about her, even her small well-

formed figure in a simple black dress, was meant to arouse in simple austere people a 

feeling of joy and tenderness” (237).  

Narcissists “may feel they can only be understood by, and should only associate 

with, other people who are special or of high status and may attribute ‘unique’, ‘perfect’, 

or ‘gifted’ qualities to those  with whom they associate.… Their own self-esteem is 

enhanced [i.e., “mirrored”] by the idealized value that they assign to those with whom 

they associate” (DSMMD 714). Such is precisely Princess Vera’s association with the 

abbot.  She tells the monks “[The abbot] is such a wonderful, wonderful old man!  You 

should be proud to have such an abbot!” (236). Next we are told she imagined she 

“resembled the abbot” and hypocritically thought that “like him, she was not created for 

the enjoyment of wealth or of love or of earthly splendors, but for the sake of a tranquil 

[and] secluded life” (237). Her thoughts betray envy (criterion 8) of the abbot and his 

way of life.  As the abbot enters her rooms, she “utters an excited squeal.” In an attempt 
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to project an image of humility and piety she goes up to the abbot to receive his blessing.  

Yet her humility and piety prove to be a façade.  When he attempts to bless her, she 

asserts her will and prevails saying “No, no!  Let me kiss your hand!” In an excessive 

display of humility, she “seizes his hand and greedily kisses it three times” (236).  She is 

a consummate hypocrite.  During vespers she does not join the monks in prayer.  Instead, 

she goes for a walk.  The doctor tells her: “You don’t believe in the God of the monks, 

you have your own God — a God who popped into your brain when you were attending 

spiritualistic séances” (244). Ironically, although her name is Vera, meaning “faith,” it is 

clear she cares for and believes more in herself than in God. Instead of going to services 

in the morning this sybarite sleeps until midday. The doctor rightfully asks her “Why do 

you come here?” Instead of seeking spiritual sustenance at the monastery, she uses it as 

an escape from “her dissolute and ungrateful husband, the Prince … the creditors … and 

her misfortunes” (238).22 We wonder whether her narcissistic personality was a factor 

leading to her husband’s infidelity. Narcissists are known to have difficulty in 

maintaining deeper and lasting relationships. Finally, although the monastery incurs 

expenses related to her visits, in the words of the doctor “all this time the monks have not 

received a hundred rubles from you!” (245). The Princess is hypocritical to God and man. 

An attendant characteristic of the Princess’ sense of grandiose self-importance 

(criterion 1) is her assumption “others attribute the same value to her ‘philanthropic’ 

works and her surprise when the praise she expects and feels she deserves is not 

forthcoming” (DSMMD 714).  Doctor Mikhail Ivanovich, her former employee, offers a 

remarkable unmasking of the Princess’ motives and reveals the devastating consequences 
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of her “philanthropy.”  In a sense, he gives us her spiritual anatomy to examine, as he 

dissects her personality and behavior.23   

Princess Vera is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, particularly, her 

philanthropic success (criterion 2).  She imagines that the rest home for homeless old 

women she set up, the school for peasants’ children she organized and in which she 

taught, her insistence on offering bottled milk to the breast-fed children whose mothers 

preferred to take them to the fields where they worked, were all beneficial to the 

peasants.  The doctor labels her philanthropy as hypocritical.  He notes that her entire 

way of living has been characterized by “lack of love” (criterion 7) and “loathing for 

people” (240), treating them “as though they were the lowest kind of rogues” (244; 

criterion 9), which also determined the prevailing spirit on all of her estates (240).  The 

doctor’s revelations of how Princess Vera treats everyone suggests the extreme control 

she has of people’s lives and that everything is being done solely to satisfy her whims.  

Wants and needs of others are completely immaterial to her (criterion 7).   

The Princess’ exploitative treatment (criterion 6) of others is substantiated aptly 

by the doctor’s remark: “You have the Napoleonic way of regarding mankind — men are 

just cannon fodder. At least Napoleon had some ideas.  You have nothing except your 

loathing!” (241). An individual with NPD “may expect great dedication from others and 

may overwork them without regard for the impact on their lives” (criterion 7; DSMMD). 

As the doctor notes, three of her former cooks who went blind in her kitchens now live by 

begging for alms. She is totally devoid of empathy (criterion 7). Although she possesses 

great wealth, he states: “You do nothing for people.”  He adds: “Even the princes, counts, 

and bishops who used to visit you — you never regarded them as anything more than 
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decoration … There was only your desire to amuse yourself with living puppets, nothing 

more!” (241, 243;  criterion 6).   

An individual with NPD is “easily hurt and insulted (narcissistic injury). Even the 

most innocuous remarks or acts are interpreted by [the narcissist] as belittling and 

intruding.”24  Robert C. Schwartz notes: “The narcissist’s reactions may range from 

surprise and shock, to emotional deflation and depression.”25 Princess Vera, who claims 

to “love hearing the truth,” insists on hearing it from the doctor about her “mistakes.” Her 

claim is totally disproved only several paragraphs later as the doctor indeed does not 

spare her the truth. When he enumerates what he calls “facts,” she is shocked, frightened 

and insulted by his tone of voice, because “no one had ever spoken to her in that tone” 

(241). Indeed, no one had ever dared, knowing what wrath she would visit upon him.  

Moreover, her mistakes “were of such intimate character that she thought she alone could 

think about them, or speak of them” (239-240).  She appears to live in a hermetically 

sealed bubble.  Her thoughts underscore the extent of her self-deception regarding the 

consequences of her actions so obvious to others. In a soft and imploring voice 

(indicative of “emotional deflation and depression”), she denies the truthfulness of the 

doctor’s accusations maintaining “I’ve done a lot of good things for people” (241), which 

magnifies the enormous gulf between reality and her grandiose fantasy of success 

(criterion 2).  Her grandiosity isolates her from the pain of facing reality and allows her 

to inhabit the fantasyland of ideal perfection.  “Vulnerability in self-esteem makes 

individuals with Narcissistic Personality Disorder very sensitive to ‘injury’ from 

criticism” (DSMMD 715). Individuals experiencing such “injury” can get emotional and 

tearful. The doctor’s verbal attack leads the Princess to tears: “She hid her face in her 
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hands and wept in a thin childish voice” (245). An immature, infantile response is typical 

form of escapism and isolation for the narcissist when faced by an unpleasant experience 

— a typical adaptive strategy which isolates the Princess from the pain of facing reality. 

Vaknin notes that the narcissist often feels sad when he listens to music.  His “sadness is 

tinged with the decomposing sweetness of his childhood.”26 As the Princess returns to the 

hostel, she hears singing in the church and reflects: “How sweet to weep and suffer to the 

sound of their singing” (246).  Although the vespers are still going on, she does not go to 

pray and seek forgiveness for her sins rather she goes to her rooms. The fact that the 

narcissist’s “self esteem is almost invariably very fragile” (DSMMD 714), it appears the 

doctor has upset the Princess’ mental house of cards. However, what follows, particularly 

the ending, proves this is about show or frustration, rather than sorrow and devastation.  

Significantly, when she enters her room, the Princess looks in the mirror in which she 

sees the tear-stained reflection of her False Self (the reflection in the pool motif) which 

prompted the doctor to apologize to her, powders her face, i.e. restores the homeostasis of 

her narcissistic personality, and sits down to supper.   

Narcissists very often feel misunderstood and employ “alloplastic defenses — 

they blame others for their troubles.”27 They complain that life and people are unfair to 

them and that they are the sacrificial lambs.28 The doctor’s criticism inflicts upon the 

Princess narcissistic injury which leads her to experience exaggerated and most 

unattractive self-pity.  She even imagines that all of nature is sympathetic to her hurt: “It 

seemed to her that the trees and the stars and the bats, were all pitying her, and she 

thought the musical chiming of the clock was an expression of sympathy for her” (245; 

criterion 1). Criticism often leads the narcissist to social withdrawal and the appearance 
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of humility that may mask and protect grandiosity. The narcissist strives to isolate 

himself from the pain of reality. The Princess imagines spending the rest of her life in a 

monastery where “she would wander alone, insulted, injured, misunderstood by people, 

and only God and the starry heavens would observe her tears of suffering” (245-246).  

Her self-pity leads to persecutory delusions which reach paranoiac proportions as she 

imagines people “would betray her and say coarse things about her, and how everyone all 

over the world would attack her and speak evil of her and jeer at her” (246; italics mine). 

As is typical of an individual with a narcissistic personality disorder, the Princess 

“attributes to others her own motives and psychodynamics” (Vaknin 102).  At the same 

time, her thoughts serve as yet another indicator of her obsessive grandiosity — she 

obviously thinks of herself as the centre and the axis of her universe and that all things 

and happenstances revolve around her (criterion 1).  But she “would pray for her 

enemies, and then they would suddenly come to understand her, and seek her forgiveness, 

but by then it would be too late…” (246). Narcissists are very slow to forgive others. 

They hang on to resentment (Vaknin 35).  The ellipsis terminating the Princess’ fantasy 

of her attained ideal perfection suggests that forgiveness will not be forthcoming.  

Doctor Mikhail Ivanovich is one of those honest, hard-working physicians who 

often appear in Chekhov’s works as targets of abuse by persons less sensitive, 

particularly those whose station in life is higher than theirs.  However Dr. Mikhail 

Ivanovich is not immune to narcissism himself.  He boasts of having “always served [the 

Princess] honestly, never taking a holiday or leave of absence and of being loved and 

respected for miles around” (244). The fact that the Princess had dismissed him from her 

service five years earlier was a blow to his dignity and pride.  It has caused him serious 
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and long-lasting “narcissistic injury.” As he informs her: “To tell you the truth, I have 

been waiting for a long time for the opportunity to say all of these things to you…” (240). 

Chekhov believed that “The salt of life is to be found in dignified protest.”29  He 

embodied this thought in a number of characters, among them Doctor Mikhail Ivanovich, 

who may be called protesters.30  Invariably their protest falls short of Chekhov’s standard 

that it be of a dignified nature. The protester type is marked by an urgent desire to protest, 

to tell someone off.  Karl Kramer calls this dramatic device aptly “The telling-off 

complex,”31 but claims incorrectly that Chekhov had used this device for the first time in 

The Princess.32  The fact that the doctor’s narcissistic rage is the result of a narcissistic 

injury, places the veracity of his accusations somewhat in doubt. 

Once he begins his attack, he attacks relentlessly, seemingly unable to stem the 

torrent of his words and worrying lest he should leave out anything unpleasant and 

vindictive.  Unfortunately, the doctor is also “play-acting” as he hides behind a façade of 

politeness.  He intermittently alternates his sallies with remarks such as “Excuse me if I 

speak at random” (241), or “if you’ll pardon the expression” (243), and even, “permit me 

to ask” (244).  As he launches his vituperative analysis of her wrongs, of her life of total 

self-centeredness, of her poshlost’, the doctor appears to mock her trademark, her 

“inviting smile,” with a smile of his own.  In truth, both of them start the “conversation” 

from less than sincere motives: she lays false claim to being a lover of truth; he is equally 

false in his statement “I am not judging you, Princess” (240), inasmuch as his entire 

cataloguing of her wrongs is a continuous indictment.   

The doctor regrets that he is “not a man with a clever tongue and that people do 

not always understand [him]” (240), yet he soon proves himself capable in brow-beating 
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his adversary with biting and sarcastic words.  He accuses the Princess of “lack of love,” 

yet this advocate of “love” is casting stones as he proves to be less than a Christian 

himself. On several occasions the narrator himself speaks quite disapprovingly of the 

doctor’s sentiments and the manner in which he expresses them.  One should consider the 

following passage: 

The doctor chuckled in a deep voice and waved his hand about as though 
indicating that he was overcome with laughter that he could not utter another 
word.  He laughed heavily, harshly, his teeth powerfully locked together — you 
find evilly disposed people laughing like that — and from his voice, his face, his 
glittering, rather impertinent eyes, it was evident that he had a profound contempt 
for the Princess….  There was nothing in the least charming or amusing in those 
coarse, brutal descriptions of his, but he kept laughing with great joy and 
satisfaction (243). 
 
These are clearly words laden with negative value and are but a link in the chain 

of negative impressions the reader acquires of the doctor’s protest.  We discern in his 

lines the voice of an aging, embittered, spiteful man.  His tone of voice tells us as much 

about him as his words tell us about his adversary. Andrei Stepanov argues that often “the 

addresser of information in Chekhov’s works is incapable of communicating properly, 

because he is unable to manage his irritation.”33 Stepanov includes Dr. Mikhail Ivanovich 

in this category of Chekhov’s heroes.  Actually, the doctor (the encoder) communicates 

his feelings and views very skillfully and successfully. He clearly elicits a response from 

the Princess (the decoder).  He proves to be imaginative and adept at expressing his views 

as he modulates his voice to fit the degree of his anger.  The range begins with a “cold, 

dry tone” and is modified successively by “speaking hotly,” with “angry voice,” then 

“shouted,” followed by “with a thin voice,” and ends in a “dull voice” as he utters his 

first apology.  The change of voice is accompanied by an equally varied form of laughter. 

A seemingly harmless smile goes through the following metamorphoses: “laughed,” 
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“laughed maliciously,” “went off into peals of laughter,” “chuckled in a deep voice … 

overcome with laughter that he could not utter another word,” “laughed heavily, harshly,” 

“laughed with great joy and satisfaction,” and “breathing heavily from laughter”;  it 

finally gives way to silence.  

The doctor accuses the Princess of loathing people, yet he himself is so consumed 

by hatred that he is unable to forgive her.  He even cannot forgive his dead wife for the 

ignominy of her appeal to the Princess to have him reinstated.  He is prone to using 

hyperbolic expressions such as “thirty-five thousand messengers,” which makes suspect 

some of his comments about the Princess.  The fact that he speaks about the Princess with 

hurt pride, that she made his life unbearable, and considering the narrator’s critical 

epithets concerning the doctor’s protesting manner, further undermines the veracity of his 

words. 

We wonder why, as a doctor, a gentleman, and an educated man, he did he not 

speak out against the Princess’ abuses while he was still in her service?   He had 

abdicated his moral obligation to improve the lot of the people living on her estates by 

remaining silent.  

Finally, there is a surprising degree of correspondence between the Princess and 

the doctor as is evidenced by the same negative details which serve to characterize each 

of them.  Her “inviting smile” is matched by his insincere smile and eventually 

“malicious laughter.”  Each claims falsely to lack the necessary eloquence.  We have seen 

this to be true in the doctor’s case.  As for the Princess, she claims she “cannot put into 

words” what she feels in her heart about the monastery’s charm.  She has a false image of 

herself in thinking that she is loved by all, especially by the monks who, in her mind, 
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regard her as an “angel sent by God.”  Similarly, the doctor’s claim he was loved and 

respected for miles around is not totally convincing precisely because it is a self-estimate 

rather than the narrator’s or someone else’s. 

The falsity of each is also suggested in the two scenes in which he kisses her hand 

and she kisses the abbot’s hand.  The Princess, we recall, seizes the abbot’s hand 

“greedily kissing it three times” as her “cheeks reddened” (pokrasneli shcheki).  In the 

closing part of the story, as the doctor apologizes to the Princess for the second time, the 

narrator notes: “The Princess smiled graciously and held out her hand to his lips.  He 

kissed  it and his face reddened” (pokrasnel; 247). The insincerity of each is underscored 

by the telling detail of the reddened cheeks.  The confrontation with Dr. Mikhail 

Ivanovich is the “event” in Princess Vera’s life, but as is usually the case in Chekhov’s 

world events do not produce any meaningful change. 

As the Princess resorts to her usual strategy of crying when anyone 

“misunderstood or offended her,” the doctor apologizes, saying: “Forgive me, Princess … 

I gave way to malice and forgot myself” (245). After this about-face, the doctor departs 

awkwardly.  The absence of any change or self-realization in the Princess is conveyed 

structurally.  When she meets the doctor, she is happy and he is stern. During the doctor’s 

monologue, however, the situation is reversed.  The Princess becomes troubled, while the 

doctor begins to smile and then to laugh.  At the end of the story, however, they both 

return to their proper positions within everyday existence: he apologizes while she 

regains her former air of charm.  The circle, though interrupted, is not broken.  Everyday 

life goes on.   
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The doctor apologizes not once but twice and each apology tells us something of 

his character.34 The first apology comes immediately after he finishes his tirade.  It is a 

brief, spontaneous apology which may be deemed admirable.  However, he takes the 

trouble to return the following day to apologize again.  He does this even though he is no 

longer dependent upon her. By this second apology, he degrades himself and proves to be 

a groveller.  This is no longer a spontaneous apology but a premeditated one.  He 

indicates thereby that he is the same subservient individual as in the days of old.  And she 

immediately acknowledges this relationship not by shaking hands with him, but by 

holding out her hand to his lips — which he kisses sheepishly.  His awareness of the 

magnitude of this humiliating experience explains his “reddened face.”  It is no wonder 

that the Princess rides off into the rising sun murmuring “How happy I am! …  How 

happy I am! (247). She is happy because her dream of seeing people at her feet comes 

true (criterion 9).  It is a most pleasant victory for her since no one had ever spoken to 

her so frankly till now and yet that enemy apologized to her. 

When they first meet, the Princess feels pleased that the doctor remembers her 

and adds unwittingly: “People only remember their enemies, and forget their friends” 

(239).  The narrator accomplishes here a twofold effect: on the one hand it is an indirect 

statement about the doctor’s feelings toward the Princess; on the other hand, it establishes 

her as his enemy, a relationship which she apparently desires, as is evidenced by her 

thoughts at the end of the story: “She was thinking there was no greater delight than … to 

forgive wrongs, and to smile kindly at her enemies” (247) — the epitome of hypocritical 

magnanimity (criterion 9). 
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The doctor’s addressing the Princess’ “mistakes” does not lead her to any insight 

or assimilation of the truths revealed to her. She continues to inhabit the fantasyland of 

ideal perfection (criterion 2).  In fact her fantasy reaches its zenith as we read: “It 

seemed to the Princess that her body was swaying not on the cushions in the carriage but 

on clouds, and she herself was like a light transparent little cloud….” (247; criterion 2). 

Her narcissistic personality disorder appears to be a permanent affliction. The fact she 

leaves unchanged at the end of the story, substantiates psychoanalyst’s claims that 

narcissists almost never change—that therapy (in this case rudely offered by the doctor) 

has little chance of helping them (Vaknin 250).   

The story ends as it began: Princess Vera arrives with great fanfare and leaves 

equally if not more triumphantly in a euphoric and victorious frame of mind, seemingly 

totally un-phased by the recent confrontation with the doctor.  She displays a sublime 

smile and typical of a narcissist, shows no remorse for her “mistakes.”   

The Princess anticipates Freudian analysis, but it is more than a clinical study of 

narcissistic personality disorder.  It is also a very impressive work of art, the result of a 

complex, artistic weaving of the subject of illness into its literary fiber.  The story is an 

excellent example of what Leonid Grossman calls “scientific precision in poetic 

creation.”35 The fact that Chekhov eschews using medical terminology in depicting the 

princess’ narcissistic personality disorder is also in accord with his aesthetics.  By virtue 

of its vividness of portrayal, compositional quality, rich imagery, subtle nature 

descriptions, mood, handling of light and shade, narrative devices, style, syncretism, 

intertextuality, artistic motivation in presenting subjects related to medicine, and display 

of expert understanding by a physician/writer of the psyche of one who suffers from 
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narcissistic personality disorder, The Princess belongs to Chekhov’s most accomplished 

works and to the best of the short story genre.    
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Case study:  
WOMEN’S CENTRE, RUFISQUE, SENEGAL 
HOLLMÉN- REUTER- SANDMAN ARCHITECTS 
 
 
Architecture today has two personalities. One is taking big steps, with high speed, 
looking forward with the eyes fixed far in the future, avoiding the realities of the journey. 
It concentrates on giving value for money and constructing something that goes to 
history.  
 
The other personality moves slowly, feels the wind in its’ face and the stones under its’ 
feet, stops on the way to exchange some words with people passing by and notices the 
small details of everyday life. This is the personality we should embrace, develop and 
strive for. This is the emerging architecture, the architecture needed today and even more 
in the future.  
 
I will now present to you a project I have had the opportunity to work with in 
collaboration with two of my colleagues, Saija Hollmén and Jenni Reuter.  
 
 
The City of Rufisque 
 
The city of Rufisque is situated on the main highway of Senegal about 30 km east of the 
capital Dakar. With a current population of about 200,000, the city saw its heyday during 
the French colonial period, when it boasted the most important port in West Africa.  
 
In time, however, the port in Dakar proved superior, and trade in Rufisque declined. Of 
the production plants established by the French, only the pharmaceutical maker 
Valdafrique and the cement factory Sococim are still in commission, both owned by the 
French. Former industrial premises and trading houses stand empty and decaying for 
lack of maintenance. He only important activity still existing is fishing. 
The city's inhabitants suffer from high unemployment, and faced with massive internal 
migration the authorities are floundering for lack of resources. Although Senegal is one 
of the most stable countries in Africa, political struggles for power have been quite 
intense recently, bringing public officials to an even greater standstill.  
We might say that Rufisque has its share of the worst problems of developing nations, 
including population explosion, a high unemployment rate and an inadequate 
infrastructure.  
 
 
 
 
 



Social structures — the position of men and women in Senegalese society  
 
The Senegalese society is very much divided by gender. The man's role is that of a 
provider, traditionally a hunter, perhaps, who returns home at night either with a catch or 
not. The woman carries the responsibility for the family and the children alone, 
regardless of whether the husband brings home any money or not. 
 
A woman cannot expect the husband to contribute to household expenses, not even 
when he has a steady income.  
 
The man wields absolute authority in the family, whether he is able to provide for them 
or not. The woman's role is to tend the home without questioning her husband's actions.  
In a city like Rufisque, where most of the men are unemployed and cannot contribute to 
their family's livelihood, the women's position has become considerably harder. Owing 
to his position the husband will not accept just any job, so most men spend their time 
doing nothing. Mostly they take refuge in polygamy to share the burden among several 
women, or they alternatively take to the road. It is left to the women to look after the 
home and the children, to secure food for the table and see to the children's school 
attendance.  
 
Most of the women in Rufisque have some small business of their own, such as selling 
vegetables in the marketplace, and using the income to buy food.  
Both men and women keep up the outward signs of this male dominance, although 
below the surface it is impossible to think that the situation would not gradually change 
the gendered structure of power. Yet this kind of segregation remains an absolute and 
unquestioned norm.  
 
 
Women's groups 
 
The women's strategy for survival in this difficult situation is also based on tradition. In 
the old tribal communities, the women used to do their daily chores together, often 
divided into age groups. The notion of family was extensive, covering all social, material 
and spiritual needs. In the younger urban communities, this tight supporting ring of 
family and friends has disintegrated or is in danger of disintegrating, which means there 
is a need for alternative structures.  
 
Against this background, it is easy to understand why women especially in urban 
communities organize themselves in groups. For instance, there are very many women's 
groups in Rufisque, only a few of which are officially registered.  
 
One important activity of the women's groups' is tontine, a form of collective saving. 
Once a week the women have a meeting where everyone donates a small sum to the 



fund. The capital thus accumulated is given to a member of the group according to a 
system of rotation established in advance. The sum can be used to establish a small 
business, for example. Some of the money is put aside in a benevolent fund. The women 
can borrow from the fund for unexpected expenses, such as medication or a funeral. In 
addition to tontine, the women also engage in other forms of economic, social and 
spiritual activity. 
For most women, membership in a women's group like this is the only way of providing 
even a modest security for the family. Apart from material survival, many women feel 
that the group's support is also vital for psychological survival. 
 
 
The new women's centre 
 
In the spring of 1996 a group of students from the Department of Architecture at the 
Helsinki University of Technology traveled to Senegal under the supervision of architects 
Hennu Kjisik and Veikko Vasko to study a local problem of architecture in the spirit of 
true cultural exchange. The Centre ARC, a centre of Senegalese-Nordic cultural exchange 
established in the city of Rufisque, provided the students with accommodation and an 
opportunity for local contacts.  
 
Through the director of the centre, the sociologist Anne Rosenlew, we were introduced 
to the activities of a women’s group, and upon the initiative of the group we decided to 
design as an exercise a centre for the women’s associations of their city quarter. The 
purpose of the women’s group is to ease the everyday lives of its members amidst 
poverty and to ensure that they have a basic level of social security. The women improve 
their level of education through voluntary literacy courses; they augment their income by 
selling home cooking and crafts; and they help other women moving into the city from 
the countryside to adapt. These activities are ordered and internally organized, signifying 
progress from the traditional social network of relatives and friends. A centre of one’s 
own was felt to provide necessary facilities for the various associations and to permit the 
further development of work. The idea was left to mature, and a complex process of 
several years’ duration came under way, during which the project changed form on 
several occasions.   
 
 
Information and discussions from the very beginning 
 
When the project had received support from the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
after the city of Rufisque had donated a site for the women’s centre, we could begin the 
planning and design work from the basis of an actual framework. The final target group 
was not defined until the site was donated, and the representatives of women’s groups 
active in the area were pleased upon hearing of the project.  
 



The centre would be the first public building in the whole section of Gouye Aldiana, 
where the infrastructure was relatively primitive in other respects. It was no doubt a 
problem at women’s meetings when the fence of the hostess would collapse from the 
sheer numbers of participants. And the very idea of a centre of their own seemed to raise 
the feeling of solidarity and self-esteem among women. We followed the activities of the 
groups in joint meetings and get-togethers, and through questions and discussions we 
tried to establish the women’s real needs for space. At times it was difficult to focus 
attention on the order of realizing the project: someone would be concerned that the 
centre would definitely have a Moulinex blender, while another wanted forks, and yet a 
third wanted to have small toilet seats for children. Of course everyone nodded with 
understanding when we explained once again that the most important thing would be to 
build the house first, and how in the initial stages we would need information on their 
activities and their dreams of what activities they would like to pursue in their own 
centre. Our budget was not exceedingly large, and we had to underline repeatedly the 
importance of shared responsibility and the collection of funds.  
 
It was also important to inform other civic organizations in the area of the women’s’ 
centre project from the very beginning. We had to answer questions such as: ”Why a 
women’s centre, why not a sports club, crafts workshop, kindergarten, or workshop for 
young people?” or ”Couldn’t you arrange visits to Finland, or perhaps mobile phones?”. 
We could only answer that we have to start somewhere.  
 
We had the support of Papa Samba Mbengue, the mayor of the section of the city, and 
the Senegalese architect Mbacke Niang, who served as consultant and supervisor 
throughout the project. By providing information from an early stage and by avoiding all 
manner of administrative links we sought to prevent the politicization of the project and 
a situation where the completed building would no longer be in the use of the women’s 
groups. 
 
 
Core issues and problems of design 
 
The main problem of the city of Rufisque is the sea. Over the past four decades it has 
eroded the port and shoreline boulevard of the city as well as the traditional housing 
areas of the local fishermen.  
 
The only section still resisting the onslaught of the sea is the colonial centre, while a 
varied array of housing is rapidly emerging to the north of the city. Gouye Aldiana is in 
the northern part of Rufisque, where town planning has not proceeded at the same pace 
as the growth of population. There are serious failings of municipal technology; sewage 
and rainwater are collected in wide, open canals, which in theory are supposed to move 
the waste into the sea. This entails obvious health risks, and we were happy to be 
donated a site in an area where there is a definite need for development. 



 
Once the accommodation of rooms and space was established, the actual design initially 
required a great deal of footwork in order to internalize the scale of the fabric of the 
surrounding city blocks.  
 
We also studied the granularity of the area with satellite maps, and whenever possible we 
visiting the homes of the inhabitants. The custom of placing the various buildings of the 
home around a central courtyard appeared to follow the patterns of both urban and 
traditional rural architecture.  
 
Behind the kitchens and auxiliary buildings there were always small courtyards shielded 
from view. The distinct borderline between public and private space was also to be 
noted. We did not want to underline the public nature of the new women’s centre but 
rather to build it in the manner of a Rufisque house.   
 
Our objective was above all to create for its users a functioning building that is easy to 
approach. The surrounding building stock is densely developed and low, and we felt it 
was important to accommodate the women’s centre in the fabric of the surrounding 
blocks in a manner that would avoid the fate of similar projects that we had seen where 
the buildings stand half-empty in the middle of their open sites, with no use for the yard 
area.  
 
Accordingly, we designed a solid outer wall for the centre, with the various structures 
grouped around the inner courtyard. The boundary of the private and public spheres was 
thus distinct, yet still flexible.  
 
We wanted to have simple façades facing the street in order to provide a better fit with 
the surroundings. We opened a corner at the crossing of two streets to create a small 
piazza, with the space reserved for sales and trading opening onto it.  
 
The red color of the house was the result of various experiments, but it appears to be a 
successful solution, as the strong iron-oxide hue gives the house its own identity amidst 
the grayish fabric of the surrounding blocks. Upon completion the building was 
immediately given the name Kër Xonq – the Red House.  
 
After preparing the plans and designs for the building permit application, we made a 
wooden scale model (1:50) of the house. When we were finally able to present the 
project to the women with the aid of the designs and the scale model, the reaction was 
one of immense enthusiasm. It provided much-needed confidence in the success of the 
project. 
 
I was not quite simple to assemble a competent collaborating team for the project. We 
knew a few qualified building engineers, but cooperation foundered when the engineer 



did not want to be paid because of the public utility nature of the projects. Accordingly, 
the work remained undone.  
 
We finally hired Galaey Niang, a competent and professionally skilled engineer to 
prepare the structural calculations, and we were happy to note that we had made a good 
choice. Not only a skilled engineer, Galaye Niang also has a sharp eye for noting and 
perceive things, and he was often the first of the team to understand our intentions, 
which he explained to the others. Consultant architect Mbacke Niang and building 
contractor Abdourahmane Mbaye did good work, but did not receive enough praise 
from us. Only afterwards did we realize how difficult it is for men in Senegalese culture 
to receive instructions from females, especially young women.  
 
We can only express our respect for their ability to work flexibly in an exceptional 
project. We, in turn, found it difficult to understand why it could not be admitted that a 
technical detail was not understood. Also keeping to the budget seemed to be an 
overwhelming task.  
 
 
Local materials and labor  
 
We wanted to apply ecological and local solutions in the construction work, and for a 
long while we studied, among other features, opportunities to use stabilized mud bricks. 
But there was no suitable type of clay for this purpose in the nearby region, and since 
Sococim, the largest cement factory of Western Africa is in the outskirts of the city, 
cement is accordingly a local material. This issue was ultimately solved by the fact that 
Sococim donated all the necessary cement for the project. The bars of the reinforced 
concrete were made of recycled metal, which also donated, by the Sosetra factory of 
Rufisque. We aimed to apply as much recycling to the project as possible. Recycling is 
commonly used in Senegal, but is often dictated by force of circumstances and it is 
associated with different values than in Finland. We wanted to show that it could be both 
beautiful and functional. Hoping to be able to set a trend, so that West Africa would not 
have travel such a long journey as we have had to, in the west, to understand the 
worthiness of recycling.  
 
Recycled wheel rims from cars were used for vents, and ”glass bricks” for fenestration 
were made from old bottles which were split and whose bottom parts were joined 
together. We felt this was good and amusing way of recycling, but it so happened that the 
best green bottles were beer bottles, which caused our building contractor 
Abdourahmane Mbaye extra worries. A good practicing Muslim does not drink beer, and 
he did not particularly relish even collecting and transporting the empty bottles in his car 
– although after the house was finished even he would laugh at the whole matter.  
 



Following our own aesthetic concept of recycling, we wanted to leave the metal wheel 
rims, lamps and shutters unpainted, as also the sand plastering of the whole building in 
keeping with its surroundings, but the local partners took an adamant position. Leaving 
the centre unpainted would in Senegal be a sign of a lack of resources. We thus sought to 
make even recycled items things of beauty and finish in order to express the right 
message.  
 
The roof of the women’s centre is of corrugated metal on steel beams, with thick woven 
straw matting as an insulating ceiling layer. The intervening space is ventilated, which 
keeps the air inside the building pleasantly cool. The ventilated and insulated ceiling 
structure was a technical solution that we wanted to keep, even though it was an 
unknown idea locally and required a great deal of effort in its realization.  
 
Finally, after explaining the principles and the details of the joints several times, the result 
broadly corresponded to our expectations. The weaving of straw matting is a local 
custom that is no longer seen very often. We were happy to note that Abdourahmane 
Mbaye also had an excellent team for this task. On the other hand, straw is a seasonal 
product, and the work on the roof and ceiling took place out of season, which raised the 
price and made it difficult to obtain materials.  
 
The site donated to the women’s centre is on the north side of the city in a location that 
is a runoff area during the rainy season. This was one reason why the lot was still empty. 
It was necessary to cast a relatively solid pillar foundation in the clayey soil of the site, for 
which the necessary structural designs and calculations of strength had to be made. We 
naturally wanted to apply and demonstrate an exemplary method of construction in an 
area where houses are often assembled as best one can for want of skill and information.  
 
The contractor assembled his crew mostly from among local residents, which provided 
jobs, trained people, and created an atmosphere of shared responsibility – although some 
envy as well: ”Why is so-and-so’s son working at the site and not mine?” or ”Why is so-
and-so’s wife allowed to provide food for the builders and not my wife?” Amidst such 
conflicts, Mbacke Niang, in particular, demonstrating his excellent diplomatic skills. The 
young men who worked in the project were for the most part the sons of the women of 
our target group, a point that we felt was important.  
 
 
The centre was completed in October 2001. It was realized as a civic organization project 
via the Tekniska Föreningen i Finland association, and was funded by the Finnish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Fenno-Senegalese Association ARC, with the 
sociologist Anne Rosenlew as its leading figure. As mentioned above, the site for the 
centre was donated by the city of Rufisque and local businesses supported the project 
with donations of materials. Moreover, the Finnish Cultural Foundation and several 
other Finnish funds and foundations provided grants for the purpose.  



 
The opening of the Red House drew hundreds of people and the mood of the event was 
joyous and relaxed. We had traveled between Finland and Senegal for five years, and 
despite several attacks of fever and gastric disorders we had avoided malaria, and learned 
a valuable lesson about humanity and our profession.  
 
We returned home aware of having been allowed as architects to realize a project of real 
significance with considerable influence on the lives of many people. 
 
 
This architecture is born from the situation ruling today’s world, where the UN has 
estimated that two billion of the urban population will live in inadequate housing by 2020 
and the environment is getting destroyed with rapidity impossible to follow.  
 
I call this kind of architecture emerging because here it is the contribution of the 
community and the ecological point of view that makes the building important. 
Architecture was originally a shelter and it should not be forgotten that it still is. The 
architecture of the future has to be honest and kind both to the environment and its’ 
users.  
 
 
 (Today the centre is in full use. Additional to the planned activities the women wanted 
to open a kindergarten to let the mothers spend some time earning money.   
They have a current problem, as the fire in the courtyard, needed for the food program 
scares the mothers to put their children there. We are now trying to raise funds for a 
construction of a separate building for the children on the neighboring site. Anybody 
interested, please, feel free to contact me.)   
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Successful District-Based Leadership Development 

 
Introduction 

Educational leadership programs across California are working to meet the growing need 

for competent school administrators by forming partnerships with school districts (Basom & 

Yerkes, 2004; California State University, 2004). And while a commitment to local school 

districts is not new, the practice of formalizing such partnerships may be. This paper sets out to 

look at the lessons learned by one California State University through a series of partnerships 

with local districts. Central to both the work of forming these partnerships and to this paper was 

the question, how can a university build successful partnerships with local districts that are 

perceived by the district and the university as meeting the needs/goals of both institutions to train 

school leaders? In addressing that question, a first step taken by this Department of Educational 

Leadership was an exploration into its own goals followed by a process of identifying how might 

partnerships with local school districts help the department meet those goals. 

The Department of Educational Leadership at California State University East Bay 

(formerly known as Hayward) had a long history of being forward looking. With Linda Lambert 

as one of the emeriti faculty, it is not surprising that this Department had explored the concepts 

of collaborative leadership and shared decision-making in the 1990’s (Lambert, L. L., et. al, 

1995, 2002; Lambert, 1998). Later in that decade the Department developed a mission statement 

that emphasized “bold, socially responsible leadership (BSRL).” BSRL as it came to be referred 

to by the faculty and students as a mantra for programs. However, since 2000, the Department 

has been working to define what is meant by BSRL including developing a rubric that defined 

what such leadership looks like and how its use influences teaching (Szabo, Hoagland, Lambert, 

Lopez, et al, 2001; Szabo, Gonzales, Hoagland, Hopkins, et al, 2002; Szabo, & Lambert, 2002; 

Szabo, Storms, Rodriguez & Gonzales, 2003) This rubric was used by the Department to define 
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how that vision of school leadership relates to the work the Department does in its service area, 

including what constitutes a partnership and why the Department would enter into them. 

While this redefining work was occurring, arrangements with local school districts that 

had been a common course of action continued. We say arrangements because most of these 

efforts were not formalized. These arrangements took many forms from agreements that allowed 

districts to identify a particular number of candidates for the programs who would not be 

subjected to the Department’s selection process, to setting up specialized credential programs for 

particular districts or groups of districts. Often the impetus for such arrangements was personal 

relationships between Department members and local district officials. Less often the push came 

from the university solely to raise enrollments. However, during the same period that the 

Department was redefining what it meant by bold, socially responsible leadership, the 

Department also took on clarifying the conditions under which it would enter into partnerships. 

Among the most important of these was that the partnership should address bold, socially 

responsible leadership by focusing on equity and high achievement for all students.  

That focus on equity as outcome-based serendipitously connected with an increased 

emphasis on accountability in California from the adoption of the Public School Accountability 

Act (1999) and No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (2001). Given that within the service area of this 

university many districts were struggling academically, the possibilities for forming partnerships 

that would focus on equity were numerous as struggling school districts were looking for leaders 

who would exhibit, bold, socially responsible leadership that would change the world of 

schooling.  
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Methodology: A Case Study in Developing a District Partnership 

 In 2001, the CSU Chancellor began discussions with the Stupski Foundation to explore 

alternative programs to prepare future school leaders based on the California Professional 

Standards for Educational Leaders and focusing on the following areas (Reed, 2001): 

1. Supervision and staff development 
2. Using evidence and data to improve instruction 
3. Making decisions and managing change 
4. Allocating resources appropriately 
5. Communicating effectively 
 

Further, the Chancellor assembled the Presidents of the CSU campus that offer Educational 

Leadership Programs to address the challenges of K-12 school administrators in a climate of 

diminishing resources, overwhelming workloads and increased enrollments of students with 

diverse learning needs.  The Presidents assembled a task force of school administrators and CSU 

faculty to take a critical look at how the university system prepares educational leaders.  In a 

published report, the CSU Presidents (2004) identified the need for California’s university 

system to forcefully advocate for increased support to prepare school leaders.  The group also 

made recommendations for preparing school leaders and recommended that educational 

leadership programs should: 

1. Focus on preparing graduates who will function as effective instructional leaders. 
2. Prepare graduates to distribute instructional leadership roles throughout their school. 
3. Prepare educational for all levels of service and in sufficient numbers to meet the needs 

of California. 
4. Contain common core elements for key skills for instructional leaders. 
5. Be designed to contain learning experiences that balance research, theory, and practice. 
6. Develop a systemic recruitment plan liked to the knowledge and skills needed for 

effective educational leaders. 
7. Be adapted to meet local needs in leadership, knowledge, skills, recruitment and support. 
8. Draw on multiple partners from within and without the university to build support for the 

collaborative education 
9. Be designed, taught, and supported by all members of the partnership 
10. Assess, initially and over time, graduates’ satisfaction with the effectiveness of their 

programs. 
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11. Participate in statewide assessments of the effectiveness of graduates. 
 

As a result, in 2003, an opportunity arose in one of the service area districts to tailor a 

Preliminary Administrative Service Credential Program to the needs of this district. The district 

was the West Contra Costa Unified School District (WCCUSD) based in Richmond, California.  

The WCCUSD is a financially and educationally distressed school district.  The school district 

has been under state control since 1990 and more than half of its schools are under program 

improvement under the guidelines of NCLB.  Unlike most of the previous arrangements that the 

Department had entered into with districts, including this district in the past, initial discussions 

focused on the types of leaders, and the behaviors that would demonstrate successful leadership 

needed by the district rather than on the logistics of such a program.  The district had already 

done much work on high expectations, coherent curriculum and educational equity as its focus 

for improving instruction in its schools.   District level administrators reviewed the BSRL rubric 

and agreed to a focus on equity for the partnership. In addition, the California Commission on 

Teacher Credentialing, the state body that grants teaching and administrative certification, had 

overhauled its standards for school leaders based on the California Professional Standards for 

School Leaders (CAPSEL’s) (Appendix A).  

Background for the Partnership 

Program Design:  CSU, East Bay’s Department of Educational Leadership organizes its 

programs in cohorts for its Administrative Services Credential and Master’s degree programs.  

The typical design is for a cohort of students (22-25) to stay with a full time professor throughout 

the year for the core courses in their credential program.  In our Preliminary Administrative 

Credential program, candidates take six courses (including fieldwork) within the cohort structure 

and three more courses across cohorts.  The courses required were carefully aligned with the 
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CAPSEL’s and the BSRL rubric (see Appendices A and B).  The following table shows the 

alignment of the courses with the CAPSELS. 

Alignment of Required Courses with CAPSEL Standards 
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Standard 1 
Developing a Vision 

X X X X X  X 

Standard 2 Success 
for all students 
Culture/Instruction 

X X X  X  X 

Standard 3 Success 
for all students 
Mgmt of Organ 

X 
 

X X X X X X 

Standard 4 
Engaging broader 
community 

    X  X 

Standard 5 Success 
for all-Reflective, 
inquiry practice 

X X  X X  X 

Standard 6-Success 
for all-cultural/ 
political 
competence 

X X X  X X X 

 

Partnership History:  CSU, East Bay’s Department of Educational Leadership has set up 

four partnerships with local school districts and two partnerships with organizations over a 

period of seven years.  With each iteration, lessons learned from previous partnerships were used 

to reframe the design in new and/or continuing partnerships. The Department’s previous 

experience with WCCUSD guided the design of this case study partnership to both to prepare 25 

teacher leaders from the district to complete a program for a Preliminary Administrative Services 

Credential, and to develop a new administrator’s evaluation system.   

 
Inquiry Questions 
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 This Department viewed the development of partnerships with districts as an important 

part of expanding programs and serving students and districts.  With a clear mission of 

“preparing bold, socially responsible leaders who will transform the world of schooling,” the 

Department sought to insure that candidates were clearly focused on educational equity and 

leadership.  The Department also worked to design and provide a quality program for students 

and districts.  To that end, these questions guided the development of this partnership: 

   
1. How can a university build a successful partnership with urban districts that is perceived 

by the district and university as meeting the needs/goals of both institutions to train 
school leaders? 

2. What design features create a strong credential program partnership with urban districts? 
3. How do participants evaluate the program? 

 
 

Data Collection 
 

From the inception of this partnership, the Department began to collect data from various 

sources including course syllabi and materials, On-line student forums, comments from 

fieldwork supervisors, course evaluations by students also served as data sources. Over the 

course of that year, the faculty partnership coordinator had ongoing meetings with district 

administrators including WCCUSD administrators who were teaching the courses and acting as 

fieldwork supervisors using the BSRL Rubric and the CAPSEL’s. Notes from meetings and 

reports by district administrators served as data sources in this case study. The Department also 

collected data from end-of-year surveys from students, fieldwork supervisors, instructors and 

other district administrators. During the year, reports on partnership activities were shared with 

the rest of the Department and discussed. Periodic reports were developed and presented both to 

the district officials and to a university audience including the Dean of the College of Education 

and the Chancellor’s office.  
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District Partnership Features 

 
 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

The partnership between CSU, East Bay and WCCUSD began because the district 

superintendent saw a need to develop the talents of local teacher leaders to become the leaders 

and administrators of the future.  CSUEB faculty met, over a period of several months, with the 

superintendent and other senior district administrators to develop a Preliminary Administrative 

Credential Program (Tier I) for WCCUSD.  The features of this special partnership program 

include: 

 
Candidates nominated by district administrators 
Candidates selected by regional superintendent and CSUEB faculty 
Introduction course focusing on promise and challenge of urban school leadership 
Professor selected from exemplary district administrators and CSUEB program graduates 
Fieldwork supervisors selected by the regional superintendent because they are 
exemplary principals with a history of successfully transforming schools in the district 
Program designed to fit district schedule 
University coordinator to facilitate registration, maintain continuity and support for 
adjunct professors 
All courses offered in a location in the district that is highly suited for adult learning 

 
 

Findings to Date 
 

 While the CSUEB faculty are in the process of collecting more data from program 

participants, fieldwork supervisors, administrators and program instructors, our preliminary data 

indicates that the WCCUSD/CSUEB partnership has been successful in providing a relevant 

program for future administrators in the district.  Twenty-four of 25 program participants 

completed the requirements for their Tier I Administrative Services credential in June 2004.  We 

also found: 

 
1. An initial course (Pre-program Spring 2003) helped to focus and orient students to define 

role of leadership in transforming urban schools and helped them focus on addressing 
challenges rather than complaining about the hard work in urban districts; 
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2. Involving district administrators in nomination and selection of candidates helped to 
create supportive relationships between instructors, fieldwork supervisors and candidates 
and to assume responsibility for candidates success; 

3. Top level district leadership and involvement is critical to setting a tone for the value of 
leadership in school transformation, and to promote continuing support of aspiring 
administrators; 

4. University facilitator’s role is crucial to support program instructors (adjunct faculty), 
many of who were teaching at the university for the first time; to facilitate the 
university’s administrative processes and to maintain the departments mission and vision 
for bold, socially responsible leadership; 

5. The university and the district entered into a Memorandum of Understanding that defined 
the partner’s roles, resources and agreements that were useful as these issues were revised 
as the program unfolded. 

 
Finally, the financial support from the Chancellor’s office was invaluable to support this 

program.  WCCUSD is a school district with serious financial challenges and support a program 

of this nature would have been almost impossible with out the Chancellor’s office grant. 

 
Promising Practices:  Statewide Report on Educational Leadership 

 
 The CSUEB/WCCUSD partnership highlights some promising practices that will guide 

the Department in developing future relationships with districts to prepare school leaders.  The 

future partnerships will be aligned with the recommendations of the recommendations of the 

Statewide Report on Educational Leadership. 

Program Focus on Instructional Leadership:   
 

 This partnership focused very clearly on the mission of the Department of Educational 

Leadership to “...prepare and influence bold, socially responsible leadership to transform the 

world of schooling.”  In particular participants in this program completed three courses that 

focused on educational leadership including “Instructional Leadership,”  “Supervision and Staff 

Development,” and Administration of Curriculum.”  The content of these courses were 

integrated by the instructors and participants created authentic projects for these courses that they 

applied to their work at their schools and with district programs.  Participants will leave this 
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program with a very clear understanding of the importance of instructional leadership for 

improving schools and raising student achievement.  In particular, they will leave with a basic set 

of tools to monitor instruction, supervises curriculum, assess student learning, and interpret 

student achievement data. 

Systemic Core Program Elements:   

This partnership was guided by the Department’s work in defining “bold, socially 

responsible leadership (BSRL)” through its work with the BSRL rubric.  The rubric defines five 

key areas for growth and learning including: Teaching and Learning for Equity and High 

Achievement; Systems Thinking and Strategic Approaches to Developing a Learning 

Community; Building Organizational Capacity Through Resource Coherence; Ethical, Caring 

and Reflective Practice ; Engaging and Influencing Forces within The Larger Community 

(Appendix B).  The Department’s recruiting and screening processes utilize these five areas that 

are aligned to the California Professional Standard for Educational Leaders (CAPSELS) (Szabo, 

et al, 2001; Szabo, Gonzales, et al, 2002; Szabo, Storms, et al, 2003). By focusing on the 

intersection of the BSRL Rubric and the CAPSEL’s, the Department is able to ensure that 

candidates completed the program with common elements and key skills for instructional 

leadership.  

In addition, administrators from WCCUSD participated in the selection of the candidates for 

this partnership program.  District administrators also served as instructors, advisors and 

fieldwork supervisors.  With this much participation of district administrators in the program, 

students were supported throughout to succeed and stay with the program.  The Department also 

used the BSRL rubric to help the district develop a new administrators’ evaluation system.  Both 
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the district and the Department collaboratively designed, implemented and delivered a program 

with a balance of research, theory and practice.  

Collaborative Partnerships:   

 As defined in the District Partnership Features and Findings sections previously listed, 

this partnership embodied many elements that need to be in a successful partnership.   The 

Department faculty met with senior administrators over a period of several months to design the 

partnership program.  Numerous district administrators participated in teaching the courses and 

providing support to candidates as mentors and fieldwork supervisors.  The Department 

continues to invite district administrators to teach courses and supervise candidates in their 

fieldwork.  A number of administrators from WCCUSD have been invited to serve in the 

position of “Practioner in Residence.”   

Accountability:  

At this point, participants have stated that they are very satisfied with the program and that they 

found the coursework relevant and useful as they entered their first administrative position.    

Additionally, through this close relationship, many credential graduates continue in the program 

to earn a Master’s Degree in Educational Leadership.   

 Senior level administrators in the district also expressed satisfaction with the program for 

its relevance and its compatibility with district values and goals.  Also, numerous graduates of 

the program have become successful administrators in the program.  Of the 25 candidates who 

started 24 completed and about 50% of the graduates are in administrative or district level 

positions.   

Conclusions 
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 Recent educational literature indicates that preparing leaders for urban school districts is 

complex.  Effective leaders need to know more than just how to do things in schools, they also 

need to balance the push for change with protecting the positive aspects of their school culture.  

They also need to be able to align resources and energy toward meeting their organizational 

goals (Waters, et al. 2003).  By the same token, to be able to form partnerships between 

universities and school systems requires a clear understanding and practice of leadership.  

Through this study, we have found that developing a successful partnership requires clear roles 

and responsibilities between the university and the district that is support by written agreement 

that outline clear expectations.  In addition, universities must seek the active involvement of 

senior district administrators in designing, implementing and monitoring the partnership.  There 

is much that senior district administrators can share with university faculty related to the 

changing and ever challenging aspects of school leadership.  Strong collaboration in an 

egalitarian relationship is essential to an effective partnership.  Finally, universities need to build 

in a system of accountability with the district to ensure that graduates of a partnership to develop 

educational leaders are successful.  This accountability system assesses level of satisfaction in 

meeting the expectations of the partnership and the success of candidates assuming leadership 

positions in the district.  District and university partnerships can be complex and challenging, 

however, when carefully planned, districts can improve leadership that enhances student 

achievement. 
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APPENDIX A 
California Professional Standards 

For Educational Leaders 
 
 

Standard 1: facilitating the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision 
of learning that is shared and supported by the school community. 
 
School administrators engage their communities in the development of a shared vision of student 
learning. This vision articulates faculty members’ understanding of the school as a standards-based 
education system, and it guides their actions. The vision serves as a central focus as the school 
community works to develop and implement instructional plans and other activities that give meaning to 
the vision. Leaders align resources with the priorities of the vision and communicate the vision within and 
outside the school. 
 
1.1 Develop a Shared Vision 
1.2 Plan and Implement Activities around the Vision 
1.3 Allocate Resources to Support the Vision 
 
 
Standard 2: promoting the success of all students by advocating, nurturing, and sustaining a school 
culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and staff professional growth. 
 
School administrators commit themselves to the concept of schools as rich learning environments for both 
students and staff. Acknowledging that the core work of the school is the accomplishment of student 
learning, site leaders focus their work around creating a culture that values such work and an instructional 
program that supports powerful student learning. Continuous teacher learning is a central feature of the 
school’s professional culture. 
 
2.1 Develop School Culture and Ensure Equity 
2.2 Guide the Instructional Program 
2.3 Guide Professional Growth of Staff 
2.4 Create and Utilize Accountability Systems 
 
 
Standard 3: promoting the success of all students by ensuring management of the organization, 
operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment. 
 
School administrators create and manage school organizations that are structured to support the core work 
of teaching and learning. They assure that their schools are physically and emotionally safe for all 
students and adults and they protect the legal rights off all members of the school community. They apply 
principles of organizational leadership and management to align and integrate the multiple subsystems 
that comprise the school so that the infrastructure is designed to support student learning to high standards 
for all students. 
 
3.1 Promote a Safe School Environment 
3.2 Establish an Infrastructure to Support Learning 
3.3 Manage the School as a System 
3.4 Assure Legal Integrity 
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Standard 4: promoting the success of all students by collaborating with families and community 
members, responding to diverse community interest and needs, and mobilizing community 
resources. 
 
School administrators are leaders who are visible within the community contexts of their sites. They value 
and are responsive to the families whose children attend their schools. They regard the community as a 
resource and work to engage the support of individuals, businesses, civic organizations, and other 
institutions through collaboration and partnering. As they work within their schools to promote success 
for all students, they provide a critical linking function between the school and the surrounding context 
that fosters two-way communication and influence. 
 
4.1 Incorporate The Perspective Of Families And Community Members 
4.2 Establish Linkages between the Site and the Larger Context 
4.3 Engage Support from Agencies outside the School 
 
 
Standard 5: promote the success of all students by modeling a personal code of ethics and 
developing professional leadership capacity. 
 
School administrators serve as models of professionalism in their sites, communities, and districts. Their 
work is informed by a set of ethical and moral principles that they espouse and enact. They inspire and 
encourage others by demonstrating their commitment to lifelong professional learning. They develop, 
sustain, and apply cutting-edge professional knowledge in making decisions and working with the adults 
and children at their sites. 
 
5.1 Maintain High Standards of Professionalism 
5.2 Use Pertinent, State-of-the-Art Information to Guide Sound Courses of Action 
5.3 Model Reflective Practice and Continuous Growth 
5.4 Sustain Professional Commitment and Effort 
 
 
Standard 6: promote the success of all students by understanding, responding to, and influencing 
the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context. 
 
School administrators are committed to the democratic principles that undergird American public school 
systems. They actively engage with and shape educational policy to reflect commitment to equity for the 
diverse communities of learners in their sites, districts, and the state. They engage in ongoing dialogue 
with a range of stakeholders and policy makers to identify and respond to issues, trends, and potential 
changes in the operating environments of schools. 
 
6.1 Engage with the Policy Environment to Support School Success 
6.2 Communicate with Stakeholders 
6.3 Incorporate Input from the Public 
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APPENDIX B 
Five Mindscapes 

For Bold Socially Responsible Leadership 
 
Mindscape 1:  Teaching and Learning for Equity & High Achievement 
Desired Impact:  Race, class, language, culture, income, gender and sexual identity are no longer good predictors of 
academic success (or failure).  All students are producing high quality work and achieving at high levels. 
Essential Questions:  What difference are we making and for which students?  From whose perspective?  What 
skills and support do I need to take risks and lead for equity? 
Key Knowledge and Skill Areas include understanding of and strategies for ensuring:  equitable learning outcomes; 
student/teacher relationships; powerful and equitable teaching; subject matter expertise; best practices and 
exemplary instruction; inquiry and adjustment of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment; cultural competence. 
 
Mindscape 2:  Systems Thinking & Strategic Approaches to Developing a  
Learning Community 
Desired Impact:  All members of the school community (students, parents, teachers, administrators, district staff, 
school board, and community members) are pulling together in a constant direction toward achieving a shared 
vision.  The norms, beliefs, structures and skills for inquiry, innovation and continuous improvement are part of the 
day-to-day culture of the school. 
Essential Questions:  What are powerful ways to include and energize everyone to share responsibility for equity 
and better results for all students? 
Key Knowledge and Skill Areas include understanding of strategies for ensuring:  diversity and inclusion; 
democratic processes and collaboration; systems thinking; and a culture of inquiry and continuous improvement. 
 
Mindscape 3:  Building Organizational Capacity Through Resource Coherence 
Desired Impact:  There is a constancy of effort and progress and a sense of efficacy and accomplishment in the 
midst of the flurry of daily activity.  Values and resources align to support inter-relatedness among decision-making, 
school programs, the school community, improvement efforts, and outcomes for students. 
Essential Questions:  How are we doing at focusing resources and energy where they will make the most difference 
to the quality of teaching and learning? 
Key Knowledge and Skill Areas include understanding of and strategies for ensuring:  organizing and managing 
effectively; building infrastructure including systems, processes and practices; planning backwards; integrating and 
using technology. 
 
Mindscape 4:  Ethical, Caring & Reflective Practice 
Desired Impact:  Honest, open discussion of significant—and sometimes difficult—issues and questions is valued in 
a supportive, caring learning community.  Personal reflection results in focused, ethical behavior and practice.  
Everyone belongs, feels know and cared about as an individual, and feels s/he has the power and skills to change 
what needs to be changed and to make a difference here. 
Essential Questions:  Who belongs and has influence—and who doesn’t?  How does it feel to work, learn, 
participate, and live here?  From whose perspective? 
Key Knowledge and Skill Areas include understanding of and strategies for ensuring:  caring and belongingness; 
aligning values, behavior and action; and critical friendship and reflection. 
 
Mindscape 5:  Engaging and Influencing Forces within the Larger Community 
Desired Impact:  The school actively engages and influences the context to generate the knowledge, resources and 
support needed for continuous improvement of teaching and learning.  Two-way learning relationships and 
partnerships support the creating of new knowledge and help the school community proactively meet new 
challenges.\ 
Essential Questions:  How are we engaging outside resources, forces and relationships to help us learn and change 
what needs to change to get the results we want? 
Key Knowledge and Skill Areas include understanding of and strategies for ensuring:  balancing organizational 
integrity and adaptation; inside/outside: mutual influence; inside/outside: building learning relationships. 
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Mindscapes & Essential Questions  
Driving Bold Socially Responsible Leadership 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 From leadership experience, research, and best practices, our department believes that there are several 
“Mindscapes”—pictures we hold in our heads about how the world works—and corresponding driving questions 
that guide the thinking, reflection, learning and action of effective leaders.  The Mindscapes represent one way 
of describing high quality leadership—Bold Socially Responsible Leadership.  Significantly, the Mindscapes 
encompass and align with the new California Professional Standards for Educational Leaders.  We will use the 
five Mindscapes for BSRL and their ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS (EQs) as a framework, touchstone and filter as 
we share problems of practice, explore new knowledge, and provide Critical Friendship to one another.   
18
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difference to the quality of 
teaching and learning? 

 
Mindscape 1 

 

Teaching and Learning for Equity 
& High Achievement 

 
What difference are we making and for 
which students?  From whose 
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I need to take risks and Lead for equity? 

Mindscape 2 
 

Systems Thinking & Strategic 
Approaches to Developing a 

Learning Community 
 

What are powerful ways to 
include and energize everyone to 
share responsibility for equity 
and better results for all students?
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JFL Students' Perceptions of Student-Teacher Relationships 

and Their Realizations in Language Use1 
 

Yumi Takamiya (Purdue University) 
 

This study investigates how learners' perceptions of student-teacher relationships are reflected in 

their second language use. In particular, this study compares how learners of Japanese as a Foreign 

Language (JFL) perceive their teaching assistants (TA) and their professors, respectively. The 

examination focuses on how these learners realize their perceptions in their pragmatic choices. The 

data were collected from six JFL students taking sixth-semester Japanese at a large midwestern 

university. Two research tools were used: a questionnaire and a discourse completion test (DCT). 

The questionnaire examined the subject’s personal information and experience studying Japanese. 

Also, the subject evaluated the appropriateness of certain social behaviors toward his/her 

boy/girlfriend, a classmate, the TA, the professor and the department chair. The DCT included four 

situations, in each of which the subject had to make a suggestion to both the TA and the professor. 

The comparison between the appropriateness of certain social behaviors toward a classmate versus 

that of the TA or professor shows that JFL students generally perceive those behaviors to be more 

appropriate toward the TA than toward the professor. However, the degree of the differences in 

perception of appropriateness of a behavior varies depending on the subject. Such differences of 

perception toward the TA and the professor are shown in the DCT results. JFL students tend to 

make more direct suggestions and to use more direct pragmalinguistic behaviors with the TA, 

whereas with the professor, they tend to use more indirect and less imposing pragmalinguistic 

behaviors. 

 
1. Introduction 
One of the features of U.S. universities is that a professor and teaching assistants (TAs) teach a course 
cooperatively. In Japan, TAs are not common in college-level education. Japanese language instructors at U.S. 
universities have often wondered how students view the status of a TA. One particular experience piqued our 
interest. It involved an oral exam in which fifth-semester Japanese students were interviewed by a Japanese 
TA in her late 20s who was not teaching the course at that time. When a male Korean student in his early 20s 
did not use honorific language with the TA, the course instructor took points off his score.  

When the instructor explained why he had lost points, he asked, “Do I really have to use honorific 
language with a TA?” His attitude can be regarded as a lack of sociopragmatic knowledge of Japanese. 
                                                        
1. This research was done with Kanae Nakamura at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
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However, in hindsight, this incident implies a potential gap between the instructor’s assumption of how 
students should treat a TA and the students’ actual perception of a TA. 

One of the most commonly used elementary Japanese textbooks in the U.S., “Genki 2: An Integrated 
Course in Elementary Japanese” (Banno et al., 1999), gives the following explanation of how to use 
honorifics: 

 We use them (honorific verbs) when we talk about what is done by (1) somebody higher up in the 
social hierarchy, or (2) somebody whom you do not know very well, especially addressing them directly. 
(pp.138) 

These two criteria for honorific usage appear to be widely accepted among Japanese speakers. In the 
JFL classroom, the teacher is a common example cited as an object of honorific usage for students. Thus, 
students are commonly expected to use honorifics in teacher-student conversations. However, as Austin 
(1998) points out, there are various factors that affect interaction, such as age and gender. In the JFL 
classroom, however, it is doubtful that instructors pay much attention to how such variables intertwine with 
social status to create more complicated layers of social hierarchy.  

Motivated by our own experience mentioned above, this study investigates how socially close or distant 
the JFL learners perceive their status to be in relation to that of their TA and professor. Further, we asked the 
following: If there are differences in how students compare their status to that of the TA versus that of the 
professor, how does the students’ pragmatic knowledge of Japanese realize such differences in their language 
use? 

In the following section, we will describe the methodology used in this study. Subsequently, we will 
report the results, which are followed by the discussion, the implications, and the conclusion.  

 
2. Method 
2.1. Subject 
Six students of sixth-semester Japanese at a large midwestern university in the U.S. participated in the study. 
Out of the six subjects, one was from Hong Kong, another from Thailand, and the others were American 
students. Sixth-semester Japanese is the highest-level course taught cooperatively by both a TA and a 
professor at this university. Highly proficient subjects were more desirable because this study aimed to 
investigate the students’ pragmatic knowledge, including one of the most difficult aspects of Japanese 
language – the use of honorifics.  

 
2.2. Materials and Procedure 

Two research tools were used for data collection: a questionnaire and a Discourse Completion Test 
(DCT). The questionnaire was divided into two sections. The first section asked about the subjects’ personal 
information and experiences of learning Japanese. The second section measured how the subjects perceive 
the appropriateness of certain social behaviors toward five different interlocutors: a boyfriend/girlfriend, a 
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classmate, a TA teaching sixth-semester Japanese, a specific professor teaching sixth-semester Japanese, and 
the department chair. The TA and both professors were female and Japanese. The TA was in her 20s, the 
course professor in her 30s, and the department chair in her 50s. In the questionnaire, the TA and the 
professors were referred to by their last names plus their titles. The boyfriend/girlfriend and classmate, 
however, were not referred to as specific individuals; rather, they were addressed as “boyfriend/girlfriend” 
and “classmate.” The subjects were required to rate the appropriateness of 10 social behaviors toward the five 
interlocutors on a scale from 1 (very appropriate) to 5 (not appropriate at all). The 10 social behaviors were 
(1) To invite to a café in a group; (2) To invite to a café, just the two of you (the subject and the interlocutor); 
(3) To invite to dinner in a group; (4) To invite to dinner, just the two of you; (5) To give a birthday present; 
(6) To give a compliment about clothes; (7) To talk about the subject’s own boyfriend/girlfriend; (8) To ask 
about the interlocutor’s boyfriend/girlfriend or spouse; (9) To talk about the subject’s own parents and 
siblings; (10) to treat the interlocutor to dinner.  

The other data were collected by the DCT. It contained four situations in which a subject had to make a 
suggestion to a particular interlocutor. Two situations required the students to make a positive suggestion, 
namely, suggesting “what to do,” while the other two required a negative suggestion, namely, suggesting 
“what not to do.” On the first page, the subjects were required to write down their utterances for each 
conversational situation with the TA who was teaching sixth-semester Japanese. The second page presented 
the exact same situations with the professor who was teaching sixth-semester Japanese. The last page dealt 
with interacting with the department chair. The subjects were instructed not to go back to the previous page 
once they moved on to the next one. We adopted suggestions over other speech acts because suggestions 
from a person of lower status to one of higher status appear to be less frequently practiced in the JFL classes 
compared to others such as apologies or requests, which are often used in L2 pragmatic research (see 
Takahashi, 1996; Sasaki, 1998). The textbook used in third and fourth-semester Japanese at the subjects’ 
university – An Integrated Approach to Intermediate Japanese (McGloin & Miura, 1994) – contains no 
model dialogues or exercises in which a student makes a suggestion to a teacher or a professor. However, it 
does contain two situations that necessitate an apology and four that necessitate a request.  

As for the procedure, the DCT came first and was conducted in class. The questionnaire was handed out 
to each subject after the DCT for completion at home.  

 
3. Results  

This section contains the results of the appropriateness ratings that are followed by a case study of 
language usage in written conversations by three participants, based on their appropriateness ratings. There 
were significant differences for the appropriateness ratings of all ten situations taken together. Higher 
numbers indicate less appropriateness.  

Table 1 shows how students’ ratings of appropriateness of interactions occurred in the following 
comparisons: (1) classmate and TA, (2) classmate and professor, and (3) TA and professor. Comparisons were 
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applied to all of the ten situations taken together. 
 

[F-values with * for p < .05 and ** for p < .01 and *** for p < .001 and **** for p < .0001] 
 

Table 1 Comparison of students’ ratings of appropriateness of interactions 

 classmate/TA classmate/professor TA/professor 

Caitlin 8.7272** 24.5106**** 0.2363* 

Hugh 12.3559** 25.2802 [NA] 0.5031 

Pat 5.7619* 3.4615 1.2755 

Sean 9.1836** 14.4857*** 1.2461 

Micky 7.2808** 8.2216** 0.0339 

Bruce 0.5744 18.8852*** 8.4033** 
 

Table 1 
 
* Classmate/TA distinction was significant for all but Bruce 
* Classmate/Professor distinction was significant for all but Pat and Hugh 
* TA/Professor distinction was insignificant for all but Caitlin and Bruce 
 
In Table 1, when a classmate and the TA were compared, the distinction was significant for all but 

Bruce. Analysis showed that for the ten given situations taken together, interactions with the TA tended to be 
rated as less appropriate than interactions with a classmate. In general, there was greater latitude for 
classmates relative to the TA for any of the given situations. 

When comparing a classmate and the professor, the distinction was significant for all but Pat and Hugh. 
The mean rating for the professor was always higher than the number for classmates, indicating that each of 
the ten actions was always considered less appropriate with respect to the professor than with respect to a 
classmate. 

When comparing the professor and the TA, the distinction was insignificant for all but Caitlin and 
Bruce. For most of them, the professor rated higher.   

We chose subjects identified by the code names Caitlin, Hugh, and Bruce. These three were selected for 
the following reasons: 1) Caitlin’s ratings of appropriateness were neither high nor low toward either the TA 
or the professor. They came close to representing the mean among subjects. 2) Hugh’s ratings of 
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appropriateness were very high toward both the TA and the professor. 3) Bruce’s ratings of appropriateness 
were high toward the TA and low toward the professor. 

 
Following are the three subjects’ personal backgrounds. 

Code name: Caitlin 
- 23 years old 
- Female 
- Single 

 
Code name: Hugh 

- 26 years old 
- Male 
- Single 
- First time learning from the TA 
- Meets twice a week in the classroom 
- Fourth time learning from the professor. 
- Meets three times a week in the classroom 

 
Code name: Bruce 
-  20 years old 
-  Male 
 

3.1. Caitlin’s case 
The first column shows the subject’s name. The second column indicates how appropriate the subject thinks 
it is to direct each of these ten actions toward a classmate. The third column indicates how appropriate the 
subject thinks it is to direct these actions toward the TA. The fourth column shows whether appropriateness 
ratings are higher for the TA (<) or for the classmate (>). The fifth column expresses this difference 
numerically. The sixth column indicates how appropriate this subject thinks it is to direct these actions 
toward the professor. The seventh column compares the classmate and the professor and indicates which 
number is bigger. The eighth column indicates that difference between the classmate and the professor. The 
ninth column shows the numerical difference between the TA and the professor.  
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Figure 1 Caitlin’s case 
 classmate TA  difference professor  difference difference 

 1clo-5dis 1app-5not  Class/TA 1app-5not  Class/Pro TA/Prof. 

Code name: Caitlin         

Café in a group 2 2  0 3 < 1 1 

Café , two 2 2  0 4 < 2 2 

Dinner in group 1 2 < 1 2 < 1 0 

Dinner, two 2 2  0 4 < 2 2 

Birthday present 1 2 < 1 3 < 2 1 

Compliment about clothes 1 2 < 1 3 < 2 1 

Talk about own boy/girlfriend/spouse 2 3 < 1 4 < 2 1 

Ask about boy/girlfriend/spouse 2 4 < 2 4 < 2 0 

Talk about own parents/siblings 1 2 < 1 2 < 1 0 

Treat dinner 1 2 < 1 2 < 1 0 

 1×5 2×8 > 0 (+) 8 2×3 >0 (+) 16 (+) 8 

 2×5 3×1 <  7  3×3 <10   

  4×1 3  4×4 0   

 

Figure 1 
 

Caitlin’s comparison of the TA with a classmate was plus eight. There was no negative number. This 
indicates that it is less appropriate to direct the 10 actions toward the TA than toward her classmates. Her 
rating of the professor in comparison with her classmates was plus 16, and her rating of the professor in 
comparison with the TA was plus eight. The rating of appropriateness toward the TA versus the professor is 
not that large, but there are some differences between these two. For Caitlin, talking or asking about her own 
or her interlocutor’s relationships was less appropriate than talking or asking about such a topic with a 
classmate. This indicates that Caitlin does not feel comfortable sharing information about personal 
relationships with the TA. The rating of the appropriateness of such a topic with regard to the professor was 
even less than that of the TA. Caitlin does not talk of these matters even to her classmates, so it is obvious 
that she would not discuss them with her TA or professor. 

Caitlin thinks it is appropriate to go to a café and to go out for dinner alone with the TA. The rating of 
appropriateness in this category is the same as that for a classmate. For her, to go to a café and to go out to 
dinner with either a classmate or the TA is appropriate. This could be because both Caitlin and the TA are 
females in their 20s. Caitlin thinks it is inappropriate to invite the professor to a café and dinner with just the 
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two of them. Even in a group setting, the rating of appropriateness regarding the professor is a little higher 
than that for classmates and the TA. For her, enjoying social activities outside of the classroom with 
classmates and the TA is appropriate, but such activities are not appropriate with the professor. 

 
The DCT responses matched/did not match the appropriateness ratings 
Situation 1 
Toward TA: 
Sore wa ii desu ga, tenki jyouhou ni yoru to shuumatsu wa ame ga furu sou kara ame ga fure ba dou shimasu 
ka. 
“That sounds good. However, according to the weather forecast, it is going to rain this weekend. What will 
you do when it rains?” 

 
Toward professor: 
Ikitai desu kedo, kesa no tenki jyouhou ni yoru to, shuumatsu wa ame ga furu sou desu ga. 
“I would love to go by myself. However, according to the weather forecast, I heard that it is going to rain this 
weekend.”  

 
Situation 2  
Toward TA: 
Watashi wa Dell ga arimasu. Ima made mondai ga nai node Dell wa ii jya nai de shou ka. 
“I have a Dell computer. I have never had any problems, so I think Dell is good.” 
 
Toward professor: 
Yoku wakaranai desu ga, uchi wa Dell ga arimasu. Totemo benri desu kara Dell wa dou kashira. 
“I am not sure, but I have a Dell computer at my home. It is very reliable. Why don't you buy a Dell?” 
 
Situation 3  
Toward TA: 
Aa, sou desu ka. Kedo watashi wa mae koko ni kita toki hanbaagaa o chyuumon shita kedo amari oishiku 
nakatta kara. 
“Oh, I see. However, when I came here last time, I ordered a hamburger, and it was not that delicious.” 
 
Toward professor: 
Mae ni kita toki, baagaa ga chuumon shita kedo amari oishiku nakatta kara. XXX wa ii desu kedo. 
“When I came here last time, I ordered a hamburger, and it was not so good. XXX is good, though.” 
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Situation 4  
Toward TA: 
Moshi amerika ni irasshattara Florida wa dou kashira. Florida no umi wa totemo kirei de omoshiroi to omoi 
masu. 
“If they come to the U.S., what about going to Florida? The ocean in Florida is very beautiful and good.” 
 
Toward professor: 
Florida wa ii kashira. Sono umi wa kirei desu kara natsu ni kita ra Florida wa ii to omoimasu. 
“I think Florida is good. The ocean is beautiful, when they come in summer. I think Florida is good.” 
 

When we analyze her DCT result, we can see that she is using four strategies for both interlocutors, TA 
and professor: 1) expressing agreement, 2) providing a reason/background information, 3) making a 
suggestion with the final particle kashira, and 4) leaving the sentence unfinished. First, she prefaces a 
negative comment in situation 1 with a show of agreement by saying, “That sounds good,” or, “I would love 
to go by myself.” In doing so, she protects status as a student by avoiding imposition. Secondly, she qualifies 
her recommendation for buying a Dell computer with background information. When she recommends 
buying a Dell computer, she begins by saying to the TA, “I have never had any problems.” When she 
suggests going to Florida, she tells the professor, “The ocean in Florida is beautiful.” When she recommends 
against eating a hamburger at the restaurant, she says, “When I came here last time…it was not that 
delicious,” to the TA, and, “When I came here last time, I ordered a hamburger, and it was not so good. XXX 
is good, though,” to the professor. Thirdly, she uses the final particle kashira. In Japanese, one uses the final 
particle kashira when one speaks to someone who belongs to the same status or below. Caitlin is trying to 
give advice to the TA and the professor, so she might misunderstand proper use of kashira. Fourthly, by 
leaving a sentence unfinished, she avoids commitment to her suggestion.  

She uses two strategies with the TA: 1) asking about the TA’s alternative plans, and 2) stating her 
opinion. First, she tends to ask about the TA’s alternative plans. In situation 1, when she comments about the 
TA’s weekend plans, she says, “What would you do if it rained?” If the TA has any alternative plan, she might 
offer her suggestion. However, she does not use this strategy on the professor because if the professor did not 
have any alternative plans, it would embarrass her.  

She uses two strategies exclusively with the professor: 1) providing alternatives (based on her own 
knowledge), and 2) acknowledgment of lack of knowledge. First, in situation 3, Caitlin says, “When I came 
here last time, I ordered a hamburger, and it was not so good. X is good though.” When she says, “X is 
good,” she is indicating her own experience. By saying this, she is suggesting another alternative to the 
professor indirectly. She shows her lack of knowledge when she suggests something to the professor by 
qualifying her suggestion to buy a Dell computer with, “I am not sure.” 
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3.2. Hugh’s case 
Figure 2 Hugh’s case  
Code name: HUGH classmate TA   Class/TA professor  Class/Pro TA/Prof. 

Café in a group 1 2 <  1 4 < 3 2 

Café , two 1 5 < 4 5 < 4 0 

Dinner in group 1 3 < 2 4 < 3 1 

Dinner, two 1 5 < 4 5 < 4 0 

Birthday present 3 3  0 4 < 1 1 

Compliment about clothes 2 3 < 1 5 < 3 2 

Talk about own boy/girlfriend/spouse 4 5 < 1 3 > (-) 1 (-) 2 

Ask about boy/girlfriend/spouse 3 5 < 2 4 < 1 (-) 1 

Talk about own parents/siblings 3 4 < 1 4 < 1 0 

Treat dinner 3 5 < 2 5 < 2 0 

 1×4 2×1 > 0 (+) 18 3×1 > 1 (+) 22 (+) 6 

 2×1 3×3 < 9  4×5 < 9 (-) 1 (-) 3 

 3×4 4×1   5×4    

 4×1 5×5       

 

Figure 2 
 
Hugh’s rating of the TA compared to that of a classmate was plus 18, which is quite a big gap. The 

comparison of the professor/classmate ratings yielded a plus 22, clearly even higher than the TA/classmate 
differential. However, he indicates minus one in this category. The difference between the TA and the 
professor is four. Because both the ratings were very high already, comparing the ratings of the professor to 
those of the TA yields plus six. There are few differences in the ratings of appropriateness toward the TA and 
the professor. All of the ratings indicate that Hugh considers the behaviors less appropriate when directed 
toward the TA and the professor than they are when directed toward a classmate.  

The rating of appropriateness for discussing his girlfriend was four with a classmate, five with the TA, 
and three with the professor. This indicates that this subject usually doesn’t talk about personal relationships 
even with classmates. He feels it is more appropriate to talk about this matter with his professor than with the 
TA. Asking about the interactant’s boyfriend/spouse is rated at five for the TA and four for the professor. The 
number is much higher for the TA compared to the professor. It is probably because the TA is a single female, 
and her age is close to that of the subject. The subject is a single, 26-year-old male. He feels hesitant to 
discuss these matters with the single TA as opposed to the married professor.  

One can say that the subject’s awareness of the TA’s age, gender, and marital status is obvious. He rated 
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the category of “Invite to café/dinner with two of them,” a 5, or most inappropriate, for the TA. However, he 
rated inviting the TA out to a café in a group a 2, and he gave a 3 to inviting the TA for dinner in a group. 
This indicates that he wants to avoid one-on-one activity with the TA, but group activity with her is 
acceptable. However, going out to a café or to dinner with the professor is not acceptable, even if it is in a 
group.  

 
The DCT responses matched/did not match the appropriateness ratings 
Situation 1 
Toward TA: 
Soudesu ne, demo, ame ga furu sou desu keredomo… 
“Let me see, but it will rain, though.” 
 
Toward Professor: 
Sou desu ne. Tanoshisou desu kedo, kesa no tenki youhou o kiite, ame ga furu sou desu kedo. 
“Let me see, it sounds fun, but according to the weather forecast, it will rain, I heard.” 
 
Situation 2 
Toward TA: 
Sou desu ka. Watashi wa pasokon ni amari kuwashiku nai desu ga, Dell ga ichiban ii to omoi masu kedo. 
“I see. I don't know much about computers, but I think the Dell is the best.” 
 
Toward Professor:  
Sou desu ka. Dell ga ichiban ii pasokon to kiita n desu ga. 
“I see. I heard the Dell is the best computer, but…” 
 
Situation 3 
Toward TA: 
Anosa, tyametta hou ga ii to omoi masu. Mae ni hanbaagaa o tabete, mazukatta desu. 
“I think it's better not to do. When I tried the hamburger, it was not delicious.” 
 
Toward Professor: 
Anoo, mae ni koko de hanbaagaa o tabete, amari oishiku arimasen desita ga. 
“Well, I had a hamburger here before and it wasn't very good, but…” 
 
Situation 4 
Toward TA: 
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Moshi dekireba, Florida ni itta hou ga ii to omoimasu. Umi ga tottemo kirei desu kara. 
“If you can do it, I think it's better to go to Florida. The ocean is very beautiful.” 
 
Toward Professor:  
Muri kamo shiremasen ga, mosi kikai ga are ba, Florida ni itte kudasai. Umi ga hontou ni kirei desu kara. 
“It might be impossible, but if you have a chance, please go to Florida. The ocean is very beautiful.” 

 
When we analyze his DCT result, we can see that he is using three strategies for both interlocutors: 1) 

leaving his sentence unfinished, 2) providing a conditional utterance (“If possible”), and 3) stating a reason. 
First, he uses incomplete sentences for both the TA and the professor for all of the situations but situation 4. 
Secondly, he uses conditional sentences for both the TA and the professor in situation 4. Using the 
conditional form indicates distance in Japanese. For him, using this strategy distances both the TA and the 
professor. Thirdly, he offers reasons to both of them in situation 4. When he makes a direct suggestion, he 
provides logical reasons supporting his suggestion.  

He is using three strategies for the TA: 1) the attention getter ano sa, 2) acknowledgment of lack of 
knowledge, and 3) statement of an opinion. First, he uses ano sa in situation 3. Ano in Japanese is an 
attention getter. However, he might be using this ano incorrectly. Instead of using it as an attention getter, he 
might be using this as a hesitation marker. Adding sa makes the utterance very casual. He does not use sa 
with the professor. 

Secondly, he shows a lack of knowledge in situation 2 by saying, "I don't know much about 
computers." Because his rating of appropriateness is low toward the TA, it seems likely he indicated lack of 
knowledge to avoid commitment. Thirdly, he uses stating an opinion. When he suggests something, he does 
not state his opinion strongly. When he gives his opinion to the TA, he says, "If you can do it," before saying, 
"I think it is better to go to Florida." 

He is using four strategies for the professor: 1) framing an opinion as hearsay, 2) using hesitation 
markers, 3) hinting, and 4) providing a chance for refusal. First, in situation 2, he uses hearsay and 
incomplete sentences. When he suggests something to the TA, he mentions lack of knowledge before 
suggesting something. However, he uses hearsay to avoid commitment completely when he suggests 
something to the professor. Secondly, he uses a hesitation marker in his utterance. In situation 2, he says ano 
(well). Ano is a filler used to indicate hesitation in Japanese. This is because he rates this action as 
inappropriate toward the professor. Thirdly, he uses hinting. In situation 2, when he tells the professor not to 
eat a hamburger at a restaurant, he says it indirectly: "Well, I had a hamburger here before and it wasn't very 
good, but…" In contrast, he gives his reason and makes a strong suggestion to the TA. These differences are 
probably because of the difference of his perception toward the TA and the professor. Fourthly, he uses the 
chance for refusal. In situation 4, he says, "It might be impossible, but…" before he suggests something to 
the professor. By using this strategy, perhaps he is protecting his status as a student. 
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3.3. Bruce’s case 
Figure 3 Bruce’s case 
Code name: Bruce classmate TA  Class/TA professor  Class/Pro TA/Prof. 

Café in a group 1 1   3 < 2 2 

Café , two 2 3 < 1 4 < 2 1 

Dinner in group 1 1   3 < 2 2 

Dinner, two 3 4 < 1 4 < 1 0 

Birthday present 2 2   3 < 1 1 

Compliment about clothes 1 1   3 < 2 2 

Talk about own boy/girlfriend/spouse 2 2   4 < 2 2 

Ask about boy/girlfriend/spouse 2 2   4 < 2 2 

Talk about own parents/siblings 1 1   1  0 0 

Treat dinner 2 3 < 1 4 < 2 1 

 1×4 1×4 > 0 (+) 3 1×1 > 0 (+) 16 (+) 13 

 2×5 2×3 < 3  3×4 < 9   

 3×1 3×2   4×5    

  4×1       

 

Figure 3 
 
The rating of the TA in compared to the classmate was plus 3. This number indicates that his perception 

toward his classmate and the TA was not much different. The rating of the professor compared with that of a 
classmate was plus 16, which is quite different. His perception toward a classmate versus the professor was 
very different. The rating of the professor compared with that of the TA was plus 13. This number indicates 
that the gap between his perception toward the TA and the professor was very big. The behavior which shows 
the most appropriateness (1) toward a classmate also demonstrates the most appropriateness toward the TA. 
However, for the professor, the number is high. He feels he can perform actions which are very appropriate 
when directed toward classmates with the TA, but not with the professor.  

When discussing his own family, he gave a rating of 1, which is most appropriate toward all three 
interactants. This indicates that this subject does not hesitate to talk about his family with anyone because he 
does not see the topic as private. The reason why he does not hesitate to talk about his family in the 
classroom is that he has already had to discuss it many times during classroom activities. Because he is used 
to talking about his family in the classroom, he does not hesitate to talk about it with his classmates, the TA, 
or the professor, as they are all related to the Japanese class.  

Also, the number he gave the professor was more than 3 for many of the categories, most notably 
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inviting to a cafe/dinner with the two of them, talking/asking about one’s girlfriend or spouse, and treating to 
dinner. These are rated as 4, which means they are inappropriate behaviors. This shows he is trying to avoid a 
close personal relationship with the professor.  

 
The DCT responses matched/did not match the appropriateness ratings 
Situation 1 
Toward TA: 
As, ii desu ne. Shikashi, konshuu no shuumatsu ni ame ga furu to nyuusu de kiita ga… 
“Sounds good. But according to the weather forecast, I heard it will rain.” 
 
Nyuuzu ni ame ga shuumatsu ni furu to kikimashita ga… 
“According to the news, I heard it will rain.” 
 
Situation 2 
Toward TA: 
Watashi wa deeru ga ichiban ii to omou. 
“I think the Dell is the best.” 
 
Situation 3 
Toward TA: 
Watashi wa koko de hanbaagaa o tabeta toki, chotto oishiku nakatta. Watashi wa kondo chikin ni suru to 
omou ga… 
“When I had a hamburger last time, it was not so delicious. This time, I will order chicken, but…” 
 
Toward Professor: 
Koko de hanbaagaa o tabeta toki, chotto oishiku nakatta desu. Watashi datara, tabenai to omoimasu. 
“When I had a hamburger, it was not so delicious. If I were you, I would not eat it.” 
 
Situation 4 
Toward TA: 
Umi ga yokunai? Furorida no umi ga kirei desu ne. 
“Why don't you go to the ocean? The ocean in Florida is beautiful.” 
 
Toward Professor: 
Umi ga kirei de, furorida ga ii to omoimasu. 
“Because the ocean is beautiful, I think Florida is good.” 
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He uses the stating opinion strategy for both the TA and the professor. In situation 2, he says, "I think 
the Dell is the best" to both the TA and the professor. For him, the rating of appropriateness toward the TA is 
much lower than that of the professor. However, when he offers his strong opinion, the appropriateness is not 
important to him. He can give his opinion to both of them.  

He uses four strategies for the TA: 1) agreeing, 2) using a plain instead of polite form, 3) providing 
alternatives which are not based on his own knowledge or experience, and 4) using the final particle ne. First, 
he shows his agreement before making a negative comment to the TA. In situation 1, he says, "Sounds good" 
before he says, "But according to the weather forecast, I heard it will rain." He would rather say what he feels 
to the TA before he comments negatively on the information. Secondly, he uses the plain (casual) form with 
the TA, and he never uses the polite form.  The reason is because his rating of appropriateness toward the 
TA is low, and he thinks it is all right to use the casual form with the TA in a daily conversation. 

Thirdly, he provides alternatives which are not based on his own knowledge or experience. This 
alternative is different from Caitlin's alternative for the professor. Caitlin gave an alternative based on her 
own experience in situation 3. She said, “When I came here last time, I ordered a hamburger, and it was not 
so good. XXX is good, though.” This "X is good" information is based on her own experience. She had tried 
X before, and she is sure that X is good at the restaurant. However, Bruce's case is different. He says, "When 
I had a hamburger, it was not so delicious. This time, I will order chicken, but..." By this sentence, we know 
that he has never tried chicken before at the restaurant, so he is not sure about whether the chicken is really 
good or not. Since the rating toward the TA is low, he can offer this kind of uncertain information as another 
alternative for the TA, but he cannot for the professor. 

Fourthly, he uses the final particle ne in situation 4. In Japanese, this final particle ne indicates a close 
relationship. For him, because appropriateness toward the TA is low, he can use such a casual form and 
particle with her.  

He uses one strategy for the professor, which is the polite form. He uses the polite form for all four 
situations with the professor. He never uses the polite form in any of the four situations with the TA. The 
degree of politeness shown in his DCT is really significant. The differential in politeness shown to the TA as 
compared to the professor is marked.  
 
4. Discussion 
By comparing the students' perceptions of the TA and the professor, we found out that students think it is 
more appropriate to engage in the 10 social behaviors with the TA than with the professor. However, the 
degree of difference between the appropriateness toward classmates and the TA, classmates and the professor, 
and the TA and the professor varied among subjects. There seemed to be multiple variables such as age, 
marital status, gender, and the length of time spent studying Japanese with the TA and the professor that 
affected the ratings. When we analyzed the questionnaires, we realized that none of the subjects perceived the 
TA and the professor in the same way. Also, when we analyzed the DCT, we realized that none of the 
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subjects' utterances were the same toward the TA and the professor. Subjects tended to make suggestions 
more directly to the TA than to the professor. For example, subjects used strategies such as stating opinions, 
asking about the TA’s alternative plans, using the normal form (not the polite form), and so on, with the TA.  
Subjects made more direct suggestions to the professor and carefully avoided imposing on her. For example, 
subjects tended to use acknowledgment of lack of knowledge, hesitation markers, hinting, hearsay, chance of 
refusal, the polite form, and so on, with the professor.   

 
5. Implications and Conclusion 
This study investigated the JFL learners’ perceptions of the TA and the professor and how the differences in 
their perceptions are realized in their L2 language use.  

The analysis of the questionnaires demonstrated that students are more likely to perceive certain social 
behaviors as more appropriate with a TA than with the professor. Now our central question is whether higher 
appropriateness indicates the closeness of the subject’s perception. Although it was not used for the analysis 
of this paper, this study conducted another questionnaire in which the subjects rated the closeness of the 
relationship of two hypothetical people indicated by the 10 social behaviors ranging from 1 (very close) to 5 
(very distant.) The results were correlated with the appropriateness rates toward the TA/the professor. For 
some students, the appropriateness was significantly in inverse proportion to the general closeness of the 
relationship. In other words, for such subjects, the more distant the relationship, the less appropriate they 
perceived these 10 behaviors. However, for other students, the appropriateness did not show statistically 
significant correlation with the general closeness. For those subjects, the status difference between the TA 
and the professor was not the only crucial factor that determined their judgment of appropriateness. The close 
examination of each subject’s personal information demonstrates that variables such as age, gender, marital 
status, or length of attendance in a particular instructor’s course may affect the perceived degree of 
appropriateness of some behavior toward a certain interlocutor. However, which variables exactly affect the 
differences in each subject’s perceptions of the TA and the professor is not the scope of this study. 

These results suggest that Japanese instructors should be more aware of the fact that students perceive 
their instructors in different ways. In order to avoid the problem of a student not using a particular 
pragmalinguistic behavior that the instructor expects him/her to use, it is necessary for the instructor to think 
about whether the student lacks L2 pragmatic competence or simply chooses not to use it. 

The analysis of the DCT also demonstrated that JFL learners use different pragmalinguistic strategies to 
realize their perceptions toward the TA and the professor. This ability to make distinctions does not 
necessarily mean that JFL have sufficient L2 pragmatic competence to make the appropriate distinctions. To 
gain a better understanding of this problem, further research is needed to examine how native Japanese 
speakers behave in the same situations. Also, it would be interesting to see Japanese instructors’ assumptions 
of how the students should behave toward a TA and a professor in the same situations on the DCT.  

Finally, this is a case study investigating the perceptions of a particular TA and a particular professor by 
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a limited number of subjects. Thus, the results do not present JFL students’ perceptions of TAs and professors 
in general. However, the TA adopted for this study shares the most common characteristics of Japanese TAs 
in U.S. universities: she is Japanese, female, and in her 20s. Thus, we believe this study’s findings are 
somewhat applicable to other JFL students and instructors.  
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Abstract 
 

In recent years, theories of narrative have captured the attention of writers in the 
fields of historical musicology and music theory, as well as in other disciplines outside 
literary criticism.  Within the past ten years, poststructural and postmodernist modes of 
thought have shifted the focus of narrative theory away from the formal, functional 
orientation of early structuralist narratology and towards other considerations, such as 
the organization of temporality, the role of the listener, and the act of narration itself.  
This imposed connection between musical and literary theory suggests some organic 
connection between these two fields of inquiry.  

In the initial stage of reading a text, we find ambiguities or mysteries that need 
to be resolved to satisfy our expectation or fulfill our desire.  During the reading 
process those mysteries unfold and unwind one by one, forming a sequence.  Thus we 
find the reasons why they were there in the first place and how they are resolved in the 
process of reading.  This aspect of reading bears a strong resemblance to the temporal 
experience of listening.  As in reading, a listener constantly repositions herself/himself 
to the information available at that point in the sequence.  In the field of musical 
studies, the consideration of twentieth century works from a narrative perspective is still 
relatively rare: much, if not most, of the literature of musical narratology addresses 
works of the 19th century and earlier.   

Kim, Jung-Jin 1
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This paper demonstrates the narrative thread to Benjamin Britten’s song cycle, 
Winter Words, Op. 52 (Nos. 1 and 2), applying the techniques of textual analysis 
explicated in Roland Barthes’(1915-80) S/Z.  In S/Z, Barthes represents text (in this 
case a novella by Balzac, Sarrasine) as a tracing which touches the surface of an 
intricate and infinite web of meaning represented by a set of five codes (hermeneutic, 
semiotic, symbolic, proairetic, and referential).  For Barthes, it is the reader who 
“codes” the text and who writes it using these codes.  In this “writerly” text Barthes 
slices the text into discrete segments he calls “lexias (reading units)” which include 
sometimes a few words, sometimes several sentences.  He also suggests the 
hermeneutic sentence of narrative can have ten morphemes (thematization, formulation, 
suspended answer, jamming, partial answer, promise of an answer, proposal, snare, 
equivocation, disclosure).  Of the five narrative codes, I only apply the hermeneutic 
code (the Voice of Truth), which concerns the posing and resolving of the enigmas—the 
technique of artistic delay, of keeping a story open by introducing puzzles.  While this 
delay appears to be the direct result of the actions that take place, its purpose is to 
prolong the life of the narrative.   

Britten’s Winter Words is particularly interesting from a narrative standpoint in 
that it consists of a series of ‘events,’ each of which contains its own literary narrative 
even though they are unrelated through a central plot or even necessarily through a 
central narrator.  The setting of each song and its circumstances and characters are 
unique, creating the effect of a series of vignettes.  Its theme of the cycle seems to take 
shape by being seen from many disparate points of view rather than by progressive 
sequential development.  Britten has paid very careful attention to the tonal structure of 
the sequence and the dramatic rhythm of temporal and textural contrast.  The work 
begins and ends in D, and even within the context of the minor mode of the first song, 
the major mode of “Before Life and After” is anticipated at the words ‘when no trees, 
no tall trees grew here.’ 
 The notion of music’s narrativity inevitably rebounds upon the larger questions 
raised by the general idea of musical “voices.”  Every composition is an utterance 
depending on an act of impersonation.  “Voices” are potentially multiple voices that 
inhabit a work.  Applying Barthesian narrative code and morphemes the “unsung 
voices” (implied personas) in this cycle can be heard answering the following questions: 
1) How does the musical setting of each self-contained narrative supplement or 
complement its text?  2) How does the act of narration connect the disparate songs into 
an intelligible whole, and what is the role of the listener in constructing a story from the 
discourse?  3) How does the listener construct a story from the discourse in the songs 
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if no overarching narrative, no central protagonist and no musical clues such as 
leitmotivic associations are present? 
 
 The “unsung voices” found in this work plays an important role in both literary 
and musical narrative texts.  The relationship between narrative and musical strategies 
in the individual songs of Winter Words provides an opportunity for Britten’s authorial 
voice to make itself heard, and bears closer examination.  Through the detailed 
examination of this cycle Britten’s music implies a causal connection between events or 
actions, and projects its own narrative structure, one which could either complement or 
conflict with Hardy’s poems.   

Barthesian step-by-step, moment-by-moment, lexia-by-lexia textual reading  
allows us to study how hermeneutic enigmas formulated in the first lexia of the first 
song are projected and sustained across the remaining lexias.  Barthesian textual 
reading unveils new perspectives in both listening and analyzing the music.  
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Aksoylu Sevin
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Actions to Solve Environmental Problems of Turkey 105

Akyel Ayse Second Language Studies
Role Expectations of EFL Student Teachers, University Supervisors, and Cooperating 
Teachers 103

Albakri
Intan Safinas 
Mohd Ariff English

Learning Strategies Used by Pre-Service English Language Teachers in 
Comprehending an English Text 147

Albrecht Thomas Visual Arts CALL: Art, Technology, and the Human Voice; A Reflection on 9/11 107
Alexander William History Blacks in Eighteenth-Century France:  Changes and Ambiguities 110

Alexander William History
Escapes from “Worthless Sots” and other Slaveholders: Tales of Underground 
Railroad Activities in Hampton Roads, Virginia 112

Allen Stephen Music
"Sexual Discharge Gone Evil"? - Britten's "Billy Budd" and Displacement of 'the 
Mystery of Iniquity' 115

Altin Mehmet Architecture
Reconstruction of Basic Design Lessons in Interior Design Education Programs with 
Computers as Tools of Design - An Experimental Study 116

Alvarado Beatriz Anthropology Agencies and Voices of Andean Women’ Education. An Ethnographic Study. 118
Amor Cherif Architecture The American Mosque:  Interaction between Culture and Design 120
Amran Airul Amri English Classroom Vs Reality: Issues In Business Communication 7076
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Anacion Dulce Cuna
"Yunal": Magico-Religious Mnemonics and Motifs Found in Prayer Tattoos of the 
Philippines 1614

Anderson Joan Anthropology Lives in Context - Narratives of Relocation 133
Angier Chase Dance Using Your Strengths to Teach a Dance History Class without Being a Dance 134

Arviso Cheryl Ethnic Studies
Teaching Ethical Issues: A Module for University Investigators Working with 
Sovereign Native Nations 6045

Asay Diane Dance Arts Integration: Creating Meaning for Students 165

Atabek Nejdet Cross-Disciplinary
The Effect Of Reporting Public Opinion Research in Newspapers on Orienting the 
Readers 169

Attaway-Fink Betty Religion
When Religion Appears on A-1: A Content Analysis of Religious Terms in the Nation's 
Leading Newspapers During 9-11 171

Aurelio Mary Lou F. Music Tradition Chants in the Life Cycle of Ilocanos 183

Aust Philip Speech/Communication
Group Leadership Style, Communication Satisfaction, and Performance: Looking 
Back to Move Forward 185

Avitts Menefee
Menefee

Ellen
Ellen Architecture

"Doesn’t It Look Like a Happy Place to Live?" - The Rhetoric of Furnished Model 
Homes at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century 187

Baefsky Laurie Music
Music Videos – for Classical Music! (Who Said only Pop and Country Music can have 
Fun?) 242

Bai Lian Anthropology
"Chinese Tile in the Post-migration Mosaic": The Employment Experiences of Recent 
Chinese Immigrant Engineers in Great Vancouver Region, Canada 188

Baird David Architecture Investigations in Digital Fabrication 212
Balamani. M Art History Interactive Private-Public space-Analyzing through the Photographic Images. 6913
Baldine Joanne Philosophy The Centrality of the Individual in Mediating Economic and Human Rights 227
Balls Sara Literature Jung in "Sony's Blues" 229

Banks Dwight Music
Witold Lutoslawski: A Study of his Compositional Techniques with an Emphasis on 
"MI Parti Epitaph for Oboe and Piano Chain 3" 238

Barker Jennifer M. Music
Music Videos – for Classical Music! (Who Said only Pop and Country Music can have 
Fun?) 242

Barnsfather Samantha Music Neo-Romanticism and Post-Impressionism in the Vocal Music of Frederick Delius 256
Barricklow Gary English Reception Theory Aesthetics: A Tool for the Beginning English Major 260

Barrow-Pryor Erany Literature
The Color Purple: Controversy and Criticism A Discussion of Some Critical 
Responses to Alice Walker’s Womanist Narrative 7650

Bartram Angela Visual Arts Canine Collaboration: Objects, Actions and Morality 262

Battista Jon Get That Boy to a Specialist! - Matching Academic Trends with Indigenous Realities 264
Baum Alwin Film Double-Crossing No-man’s Land: Geopolitics in East European Film 266
Baumgartner Kurt Tyson Architecture The Spiritual and Metaphysical Reality of Max Abramovitz’s Architecture 278
Baumgartner Kurt Tyson Architecture Light Explored as Symbolic Spirit 283

Bayer Adrianna English

Double Consciousness and the Unhomeliness of Africans at the Bend in the River: A 
Postcolonial Analysis of Conrad’s "Heart of Darkness" and Naipaul’s "A Bend in the 
River" 287

Beach Pearson Genevieve English
"Yet there is Hony in the Meanest Flowres": Muses and Metaphors in Aemilia Lanyer’s 
Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum 7158
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Beebe Steven Speech/Communication
Testing the Neutralizing Effect of Instructor Immediacy on Student Course Workload 
Expectancy Violations and Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability 4270

Beirich Gregory History Teaching World History:  An Increasingly Urgent Afterthought 304

Bell Kenneth Speech/Communication
The Melodramatic Impulse in Television Journalism and its Effect upon the 
Construction of Reality 318

Bell Kristina
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Turning Text into Dialogue: Utilizing Time-Based Typography in Online Learning 
Environments 320

Benedetto Angela Music Using Multi-Cultural Sound for Personal Transformation 7674

Benham Stephen J. Religion
The Search for Self in the Context of Repression and Revolution: Music, Religion, and 
Social Commentary in Post-Soviet Ukraine 332

Benitez Eugenio Philosophy The Iconography of a Virtue: Plato and Confucius on Courage 333

Benjamin Siona Cross-Disciplinary
Empowered Female Narratives of Creation and Procreation: A Matrilineage of New 
Visions Emerging from Research on Goddess Mythology Cultures 4566

Benson Mark Literature "Le Conflit dans 'Neuf jours de Haine'" 351
Bernstein-Siegel Debra Dance Dance in American Culture 352
Berrett Marilyn Dance Arts Integration: Creating Meaning for Students 165

Bevacqua Michael Lujan Film
The Whale Rider Versus the Terminator: Resisting Indigenous Expectations in the 
Pacific 353

Bhatawadekar Sai Philosophy
Rewriting Indian Thought: Hegel’s and Schopenhauer’s Interpretations of Indian 
Philosophy and Religion 7258

Bhogal Balbinder Singh Religion
Colonization of Silence and its Re-Reading in the Post-colonial: Sikh Scripture and 
Descartes’ Dog Derrida 5641

Bidoshi Kristin
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Molodets!: A Dynamic Web-Based Application for Producing Russian Grammatical 
Exercises 7048

Bitler Doris Cross-Disciplinary What’s Eating You? - Cannibals, Mad Cows, and Big Bad Wolves in the Classroom 355

Bjerke Sophie Music

The Tongue: A Medieval Evil?  Or a Gateway to the Restoration of the Singing Voice? 
A Comically Serious Discussion of the Role of the Tongue in the Development of the 
Singing Voice, and Parallel Cultural Trends Impacting on Traditional Vocal Pedagogy 357

Blackbourn Veronica English The Limits of Metaphor in the “New” South Africa 361

Blackmon Tiffany Anthropology
Going Native in a Cult: The Special Challenges of Using Participant Observation 
within Religious Communities 363

Blanchard Gerald Music The Poetry of Langston Hughes, in Song 7260

Boberg Charles Linguistics Haole English in the Great White North: What makes Canadian English Distinct? 366
Boge Claire Music Blended Voices: Music Analysis and Artistry ‘Inspired by Bach’ 368

Bogger Tommy History
Escapes from “Worthless Sots” and other Slaveholders: Tales of Underground 
Railroad Activities in Hampton Roads, Virginia 112

Bonnici Lisa Marie Linguistics
"I Think it’s Important to Speak Both" : An Examination of Language Practices and 
Attitudes on the Island of Malta 370

Bosyy Pavlo Theatre
Genealogy as a Source for Artistic Inspiration: How "Martyn Borulia", One of Ivan 
Tobilevych's Most Popular Comedies was Created 371

Bourouh Omar Chaoura Ethnic Studies Family and Community in Algeria: The Cases of Kabyles and Touareg 372
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Bourouh Omar Chaoura Ethnic Studies The Sahrawis of Western Sahara: The People, Culture, and Society 374
Boynton David Theatre Toward a New Poetics of Theatre: David Boynton’s Bacchae in Performance 376
Boza Luis Architecture Digital Design-Build as a Means to the Essence of Architecture 378
Bradbury Carlee Art History All in the Family:  The Imaginary Jew and the Iconography of Doubt 388

Brandman Russella Art The Arts in Healthcare: How Imagery, Ritual, and Creative Process Enhance Healing 391

Bratly Maria Ethnic Studies A Preliminary Study on Teaching Older Adults how to use Computers and the Internet 3329
Breckenridge Jay Theatre "Blood, Sweat & Steel: Ethnic Blend"—Process and Product 409

Breining Daniel History
History and Memory in Sixteenth-Century Mexican Theater: The Battle between 
Christianity and Native Popular Culture 413

Brendel Ron Music Benjamin Britten’s "Sechs Holderlin Fragmente": Germanic Eclecticism 429

Brill Robert Densmore Cross-Disciplinary Edgar Allan Poe’s Rejection of the Church of Scotland’s Calvinism 431

Brine John Second Language Studies
When East Meets West:  A Sociocultural Approach to the Japanese Language 
Classroom 432

Brittain Laura Speech/Communication Exploring silence in television advertising 7262
Brown Adam Cross-Disciplinary Bridging Evil and Humanity: Representing the ‘Grey Zone’ in Holocaust Film 460

Brown Candace Religion

The Christ-Code: A “Blessed” Way that Enables a Christian to Tap into the Source of 
Exquisite Joy and Peace, Develop Pro-Social Brain Wiring
and become “one” with God 471

Brown Jeremy Music
Concert Performance:  Contemporary Electroacoustic Compositions for Soprano and 
Alto Saxophone by Canadian, American and Japanese Composers 502

Brown Lori A. Architecture Politicizing the Female Body 506

Brown Jr. Morris Cross-Disciplinary
Exploring and Identifying Causes of Self-Reported Writing Anxiety in Adult English 
Language Learners 4964

Brown Jr. Morris Speech/Communication
Using Ten Sun Tzu Principles to Teach Public Relations Concepts in the 
Communication Classroom 446

Bruk Karina Music
Twentieth Century Well-Tempered Clavier: "Twenty-Four Preludes and Fugues Opus 
87" of Dmitry Shostakovich 508

Brunet Lynn Art History
Perambulations with the Men of No Popery: Traces of Orange Order Rites in the Art 
of Francis Bacon 510

Buben Adam Philosophy Living with Death: Kierkegaard and the Samurai 530

Buehrer David Literature
The Child Screams and Looks Back at You: The Working-Class Realism of Russell 
Banks’ Short Fiction 565

Bughio M.Qasim Linguistics Explaining Language Change as a Result of Bilingualism in Sindh, Pakistan 567
Burch Steven Dedalus Theatre Prisoners of the Tree: Crises of Conscience in the Theatre of Lee Blessing 569

Burke Melanie Literature
Cohousing – A Future for Affordable Housing Alternatives: Hope in the Wake of the 
Projects 597

Burke Ruth Cross-Disciplinary It’s All the Mode: Form and Fashion in Postcolonial Francophone Women’s Literature 7265
Burnham Bloom Abigail Cross-Disciplinary When Larks Fly Away 618
Burns David Cross-Disciplinary Visit-US 619
Bush Emily Marie Architecture The Mystery of the Muquarnas: A Study of its Design and Development 620
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Busic-Snyder Cynthia Cross-Disciplinary Developing Cross-discipline Courses and Curricula 621
Busic-Snyder Cynthia Graphic Design Looking to Historical Sources for a Modern Graphic Design Curriculum 622
Butler Corinne Visual Arts Island Life a Photographic Survey 623
Byrnes Jason T. Music Pedagogical Application of the Spectrogram in the Low Brass Studio 626
Cacka Maris Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183

Cai Liang Literature

Who intends Epideictic 'Fu' as Suasion? Who Praises the Aesthetic Value of 'Fu'?: 
Transformation of Reader Community and its Influence on Literary thought in the Han 
and Wei-Jin Periods 627

Callender Jassen Architecture
"From Spaces To Barriers": How Spatial Inhabitation Enlarges and Contracts 
Intercultural Ambitions 630

Campbell Charles Literature Iago's Orientalism: Othello as Encounter Narrative 632
Campbell Glen Literature The Poetry of French-Speaking Oblate Missionaries in Canada 642
Campton Hinano K. Cross-Disciplinary Native Hawaiian Arts Education and Health 6915
Canfield Elizabeth English Searching for a Connection: Student Writers Reach Out 646
Cantelmo Marinella Literature Classical Mythology in Italian Literature of XXth Century 649

Capone T.Truman Cross-Disciplinary
A Collaboration for Creative Technologies in Art and Design at Virginia Tech : An 
Overview of a New 3D Animation and Cyber Arts Studio for Research and Education 650

Carr Jeff Literature Realism in the Magic Hairball: Superstition in Twain's "Huckleberry Finn" 652
Carson-Grefe Culley Literature "Et ars et vita breves sunt":  Beckett’s Theatre 672
Carter Sarayrah Julie Music An Adventure in the Middle East Reveals Treasures in the Piano Repertoire 674
Carter-Zagorski Patricia Music An Adventure in the Middle East Reveals Treasures in the Piano Repertoire 674
Caruso Andrew Cross-Disciplinary Mentorship and the Undergraduate Experience: the I AM. Program 695

Caruso Andrew Landscape Architecture
(Un)Common Ground:  A Fascination with an Eroding Remote and the Emergence of 
Global Memory 685

Cary Norman Literature Religious Polyphony in the Novels of Nuruddin Farah 723

Castle Jane Architecture
Lewis Mumford’s Bay Region Style: A Case Study of Regional Modernism on the 
Pacific Rim 752

Cavaney Elise Nicole English ‘Tears such as Angels Weep’ and the Inability of Language to Comfort 774
Chafe William History Civil Rights and Oral History: A Multi-Racial Perspective on Race in America 784

Chan Kar Yue Languages
A Study of the Five Language Components in the Field of Translation (Analyzed by 
Cases from English into Chinese) 798

Chan Karen Philosophy Molinism and God’s Intention of Moral Evil 800
Chan Susan Music An East-West Encounter with Contemporary Chinese Piano Music 785
Chan Susan Music Music Service-Learning: A Powerful Tool of Transformation 792
Chandrashekaran Radha Cross-Disciplinary Ritual Art/Earth Architecture 6147

Chang
Chiung-Wen 
(Michelle) Music Indigenous Folk Music in Elementary Music Education of Taiwan Since 1987 813

Chang Hao-Chieh Speech/Communication
Missions after Death: Persuasive Discourses Employed in the Whole-body Donation 
Campaign in Taiwan 816

Chang Yu-Ming Cross-Disciplinary A New Approach of Appling Peer Tutoring for the Evaluating Method of Usability 819
Chantasingh Chalermsri Cross-Disciplinary The Power of the Auteur: The Case of the Anna Narrative (1870-1999) 822
Chao Kuan-Yi Linguistics Comparison of VOT Patterns in Mandarin Chinese and in English 840
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Chao Kuan-Yi Linguistics
Variability of Vocalic Production in Mandarin-learning Infants in the First Two Years of 
Life 883

Chareonbutra Preeyaporn Literature Through the Buddhist Eyes: Hindu Magic in Thai Children’s Fantasy Tales 860

Chavda Jagdish J. Archaeology
Pallava Granite Art at Mamallapuram, India:  Arjuna's Pennace, (Kiratiajuniya?), or the 
Descent of Ganga 867

Chavda Jagdish J. Art History
Art of the Five Pandava Rathas:  Monolithic Temples at Mahabalipuram, Tamilnad, 
India 862

Cheater Christine Cross-Disciplinary
The Aborigine as Detective: The Construction of Australian Aboriginality in Arthur 
Upfield’s Bony Books 870

Chen Chien-Ying
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

An Empirical Research on a Collaborative Task-based Reading-to-Writing EFL 
Instruction in Taiwan 885

Chen Kuohsiang Cross-Disciplinary Measuring Viewers’ Complex Psychological Perception – Multi-Kansei 881
Chen Li-mei Linguistics Comparison of VOT Patterns in Mandarin Chinese and in English 840

Chen Li-mei Linguistics
Variability of Vocalic Production in Mandarin-learning Infants in the First Two Years of 
Life 883

Chen Pi-Ching
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

An Empirical Research on a Collaborative Task-based Reading-to-Writing EFL 
Instruction in Taiwan 885

Chiang Ya-ling Speech/Communication
English in Taiwan Online Communication: The Interaction between Mandarin Chinese 
and English 2720

Chinen Biesen Sheri Film BLACKOUT: WORLD WAR II AND THE ORIGINS OF FILM NOIR 6923
Chirico David English A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Composition Class: The Book Project 915

Chiu Chih-Yung Cross-Disciplinary
Aesthetic Perception of Digitized Art Image in Cyberspace: Toward a 
Phenomenological Experience 925

Chiu Fu-Yuan Graphic Design A Method for Cloth-Color Match for Skin Based on Computer-aided Color Harmony 2714
Chou Chun-Juei Cross-Disciplinary Measuring Viewers’ Complex Psychological Perception – Multi-Kansei 881
Chou Stephen Religion Rituals vs. Traditions: The Holy Rites of Feng and Shan of 666 CE in China 928
Chou Yuan-jie Film "Freddy vs. Jason": A Psychoanalytic Approach 6925
Chu Kwok-nung History Lai He-Taiwan’s Father of Humanitarianism 6927

Chu
Shiao Ying 
Sharon Speech/Communication

Translation of ‘Common’ Concepts: Demonstrating  a Linguistic Phenomenon which 
Contributes towards Inter-Socio-Cultural Misunderstanding 2775

Clark Cummings Martha Second Language Studies Whose Story is This: A Cross-Cultural Analysis of Language Learner Histories 6929

Clarke Marie-Diane Linguistics Acquisition of French by Elementary School Children in Fransaskois Minority Settings 933

Clay Gudrun
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Reflections of a Senior Professor on Teaching Excellence and its Evaluation 937

Cleek Judy Second Language Studies Conversation Partners Program : A Model for Cross-Cultural Enrichment 938
Clements Gaillynn D. Linguistics Sociohistorical Evidence and “Be” in North Carolina Rural White Speakers 7589
Cobanli Zehra Art Ceramic Pillows 945
Cobanli Zehra Visual Arts Once Upon a Time the Toys: Terra Cotta Play Objects in Ancient World 946
Çogulu Tolgahan Music The Impact of Anatolian Music on Classical Guitar Repertoire 947

Cole Arlene Matsuoka Music
The Importance of Teaching Atonal Musicianship Skills on the Undergraduate College 
Level 970
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Cole Jonathan Theatre
Codes of Authority in Directing Pedagogy: Liberatory Pedagogy and Directing in 
Higher Education 969

Cole Jonathan Theatre Special Problems in Fight Directing: Marisol and Hyper-realism in Stage Violence 971

Collen Robin Dance
A Dance Class Culture Created through Touch:  What Values are Teachers 
Imparting? 972

Collins Sheldon History
Escapes from “Worthless Sots” and other Slaveholders: Tales of Underground 
Railroad Activities in Hampton Roads, Virginia 112

Coltman Felicity Music Music of Hope: Music Evoking the Holocaust 977

Coltman Felicity Performing Arts
Encounters with Music: Enriching Curricula in the Public Schools through Interactive 
Musical Performances 975

Coltman Margaret Music Music of Hope: Music Evoking the Holocaust 977

Coltman Margaret Performing Arts
Encounters with Music: Enriching Curricula in the Public Schools through Interactive 
Musical Performances 975

Conant Andrew Literature Sendak:  A Model of a Successful Children’s Writer 980
Conner Thomas Literature The French Rejection of the European Constitution and its Global Implications 994
Conner Thomas Literature Knut Hamsun’s (Mis)reading of Mark Twain’s Innocents Abroad 1019
Conran Mary Anthropology Beyond Authenticity: Exploring Intimacy in the Touristic Encounter 1036

Cook Alan R. Architecture
A NARRATIVE ARCHITECTURE: RITUAL & MEANING IN LE CORBUSIER’S 
CHAPEL AT RONCHAMP 7519

Cook Linda Cross-Disciplinary
Reaching and Teaching Children of Poverty: Integrating the Arts in Classroom 
Instruction 2161

Corkery Linda Landscape Architecture Public Space Shaping the Metropolitan Development of Western Sydney 1038

Corkery Linda Landscape Architecture
The Shaping of the Urban Landscape and Public Domain in Hong Kong’s New Towns 
– The Contribution of Australian Landscape Architects, 1975-1985 1040

Corley Robert Cross-Disciplinary
Increasing Cognitive Function: Strategies for Pedagogical Inclusion of EPAS Pathway 
Skills 2943

Corman Kristen Dance
Seeing and Feeling: Dance Performance on Cross-modal, Vision and Touch 
Cognition 1042

Correll Helen Speech/Communication
Service and Community-Based Learning: Building on Old Traditions for New 
Outcomes 3059

Corry Shauna Architecture
Discrimination and Social Stratification in Public Facilities: Perceptions of Users with 
Physical Disabilities and Designers and Managers of the Built Environment 1046

Cowart Monica Philosophy
Formulating a Scaffolding Taxonomy to Help Explain Cognitive Change: A 
Philosophical Analysis 1048

Craig Timothy Anthropology Tourism: A Neo-colonial Movement in the Heart of Mexico? 1065

Crain Timothy Music
Song, Meaning, and the Relevance of Place in the Performance of Restoration Stage 
Works 1066

Creagh John Literature
Reading as an Interpersonal Dialogue: Towards an Attribution-based Model of Literary 
Response 1068

Cunningham Cory Speech/Communication
Testing the Neutralizing Effect of Instructor Immediacy on Student Course Workload 
Expectancy Violations and Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability 4270

Curry Wennifer Lin Cross-Disciplinary
Empowered Female Narratives of Creation and Procreation: A Matrilineage of New 
Visions Emerging from Research on Goddess Mythology Cultures 4566
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Cypkin Diane Speech/Communication Oral Interpretation as a Course in Civic Engagement and Public Values 1086
d’Anjou Philippe Architecture Design and the Imperative of Ethics 1157
D'Acierno Maria Linguistics A Multilingual/Multicultural Experiment 1113
Dahanukar Rukmini Graphic Design Money Talks: Graphic Design as a Communication Tool for National Identity 1129
Darling-Smith Barbara Religion Earth-Based Ritual Practice:  New Rituals for New Occasions 6943

Darlington Patricia
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Facilitating a Move from the Private to the Public Sphere:  Applying Reciprocal 
Empowerment 1166

Das Shilpa
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Dumb Mistakes and Deliberate Mistakes: The Politics of Translation 1178

Dauphinais Kristin Music

Fidelity in the Mozart-Da Ponte Operas: An Examination of the Stratification of 
Expectations for Faithfulness in the Enlightenment Era as Seen through the Operas 
"Le Nozze di Figaro", " Don Giovanni" and "Così fan tutte" 1197

Davidson Steve Cross-Disciplinary The Hawaiian-Minoan Connection (Towards a Positive Prototype Culture) 1276

Davies Julian Philosophy
Alfarabi, Maimonides, Aquinas: How Three Philosophers in Three Religious Traditions 
Dealt with Aristotle and Philosophy 1287

Davis Susanne Johnson Dance England and France: The American Contra Dance Connection 1304

Davis Susanne Johnson Dance Everybody Dance Now: American Contra Dance 1306

Davis-Maye Denise Cross-Disciplinary

Illuminating Silenced Voices through use of Phenomenological Research & Narrative 
Dramatization: The Lived Experiences of Ghanaian Women Living with HIV/AIDS as 
an Exemplar 4727

De Bolt Darian Religion The Hebrew Verbs Rada and Kabaš in Genesis 1: 26, 28 1307

De Prospo Richard American Studies
Reading to Transgress: Prison Autodidacticism from "The Autobiography of Malcolm 
X" to "Monster" 1318

De Toledo Rodrigo Visual Arts Natura Synthetica – Syncretism in Visual Language 1336

Deguchi Atushi Architecture
A Study on each Country Concession's Road Networks Characteristic in Tainjin City 
for the Viewpoint of Road Construction and Distribution 2621

Delahunty Gerald Linguistics An Analysis of "Not that Sentences": “Not that there is anything wrong with that” 1350
Delaney Tim Anthropology Crime and Culture: A Multi-Cultural Analysis 1366

Demirbilek Oya
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Subconscious Emotional Appeal Of Products 1388

Deslierres Maria Second Language Studies About Teaching a Foreign Language - A Personal Experience 1396
Dev Anjana Literature Agha Shahid Ali’s India: "A Memory of Musk, the Rebel Face of Hope" 3011

Dewan Aditya Anthropology Culture Change and  Indigenous Peoples of the Chittagong Hill Tracts, Bangladesh 1409

Di Fiore Linda Music
Compositional Style and Dramatic Integration in Clara Schumann’s Rueckert Lieder
*A Performer’s Analysis 6944

Di Marco Gianni Dance
Seeing and Feeling: Dance Performance on Cross-modal, Vision and Touch 
Cognition 1042

Di Raimo Susan
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Teaching World Hunger in an English Report Writing Course 1411
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Dial Chakalon
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities The Effectiveness of the Treatments of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 1412

Díaz Zamály Dance Tango: Dance, Power and the Female Aggressor 1434
Dickson Jonathan Philosophy The Usefulness of Falsehoods: Maintaining the Image of a True Philosopher 1436

DiGiulio Cinzia Literature
Moving Backwards and Swimming Against the Stream: Redivivo and A Ritroso as 
Emilio De Marchi’s Crisis Novels 1451

DiMarco Christa Art History Symbolism: Baudelairean Ideals, Platonic Idea 1472
Ditsler Stuart Philosophy Leibnizian and Kantian Space 1493
Ditsler Stuart Philosophy Rousseau and Negative Liberty 1514

Dobreva Neli
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Art and Expressive Power of the Body in Wittgenstein 1534

Doering Susan Music
Terezín: Music of the Holocaust for Violin and Violoncello Duo - An Interdisciplinary 
Approach 1536

Dokumaci Arseli Film Performance Writing as an Alternative to Film Criticism in Contemporary Cinema 1539

Dolamo Ramathate T H Religion Inter-religious Relations in South Africa with Reference to Christians and Muslims 7173
Dolske Gwendolyn Philosophy Literature as Philosophy: The Case of Simone de Beauvoir 1541
Domenech Michele English Searching for a Connection: Student Writers Reach Out 646

Donnelly Laura Cross-Disciplinary
Meditation in the Dance Studio Increasing Teachers’ Awareness Developing Students’ 
Focused Attention 1542

Donnelly Laura Dance
"Resolution of Dichotomy" Incorporating the Alexander Technique into the Teaching of 
Dance 1548

Douglas Paul Cross-Disciplinary Charles Carrington and the Marketing of Victorian Erotica 1554

Douglas Robert Art History
The Black Arts Movement and Afri-Cobra:  An Assertive Pursuit for Black Identity and 
Self-Determination 1556

Dousa Dominic Music The Poetry of Langston Hughes, in Song 7260
Draitser Emil Folklore The Rise and Fall of the Jokeloric New Russians 1558

Drake Graham Cross-Disciplinary
Mulier in the Middle: The Contradictions of a Medieval Manuscript Miscellany in its 
Own Time and in Victorian Oblivion 1584

Drake Sandra Cross-Disciplinary
"Hawaii's Story by Hawaii's Queen": Lili'uokalani's Autobiography as Political Writing 
and Literary Text 1560

Drake Sandra Literature Raise it from the Dust: The Beach Near Waikiki 1577

Drewniany Bonnie American Studies
Instant Replay: How Advertisers Spin Current Events to Sell Products on Super Bowl 
Sunday 1586

Duckens Mara Cross-Disciplinary Discovering Fu Hao - The Lost Queen 1612

Dumouchel Paul Anthropology Multiculturalism and Colonialism - Three Examples from Japan’s Past and Present 1622

Durand-Bush Natalie Dance
Feeling Creative: An Ethnographic Account of a Resonance-based Group Intervention 
with Modern Dancers 3752

Durand-Bush Natalie Dance
Exploring the Creative Process of Dancers using a Resonance-based Approach: 
Themes & Variations 3754

Durham Genevieve Dance Headfirst into the Gap: Probing the Holes in Dance Education 1632
Eagle Clarissa Literature Ronsard’s Order of Illusion:  A Study of Fantasy and Form 1635
Eagle Clarissa Philosophy Willed Space in the Work of Rousseau and Wittgenstein 1661
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Eanes Edward Music Mozart’s Sonata for Violin and Piano in E Minor, K.304 1683
Eblen Trudy Diane Literature "Andromeda": Gerard Manley Hopkins’ Passage 1685
Egger Dayton Architecture Beginning Design Education: An On-going Architecture Studio Experiment 1686
Ehriander Helene Literature Photographical Picturebooks by Anna Riwkin and Astrid Lindgren 1693
Ekniyom Chaleo Second Language Studies Error Identification : Student-as Ediitor Approach 7797

El-dali Hosni Linguistics
Task Demands and Problem-Solving Strategies of L2 Learners: Focus on Thinking 
and Decision Making 1695

Ellis Kim Music
Shades of the Posy: A Comparative Analysis of Notable Recordings of Percy 
Grainger's Lincolnshire Posy 3433

Ellis Sean Literature Living the Don Juan Myth; Psychoanalyzing Iceberg Slim’s Pimp: The Story of My Life 1734
Elnahas Mohamed Architecture Digital Form-Finding: A Case Study in Complex Geometry 1755

Elnahas Mohamed Architecture
Using Building Topological Information to Check for Means of Egress Building Code 
Compliance 4384

Emht Katherine Music Music and Mortality: Trends in the Music of Dying Composers 6945
Epstein Joan O. American Studies On the Talons of Song 1756
Erickson Karen Cross-Disciplinary Conflict:  A Literature and Politics Framework for Analysis 1757

Ervin-Ward Anika Film Returning to a Fantastical World of Freaks: Nostalgia and Storytelling in Big Fish 1760
Esparza Aracely Second Language Studies Native Speakers in the Spanish Classroom 1761

Esposito Christina Art History
John White’s "The Village of Secoton": Representing America as a Hospitable New 
World Frontier 1762

Evans Beth Speech/Communication Theme Park Entertainment: Convergence of Communications and the Arts 1822

Everett Maureen Speech/Communication Website Usage by Communication Organizations: Accessibility, Interactivity and Utility 2518

Fagin Michael T.

The Development, Implementation and Maintenance of a Diversity Graduation 
Requirement  "A Report on Issues Related to Teaching and Requiring Multicultural 
Studies" 1778

Fee Carey Art History Italian Underworlds 1780
Feketef Alexander Cross-Disciplinary Building Bridges, Hands On 1782
Fellow Anthony R. American Studies Fallows Revisited: The Press and Future of American Democracy 1786
Fellow Anthony R. Speech/Communication Theme Park Entertainment: Convergence of Communications and the Arts 1822
Fennell Melissa Speech/Communication Bottled Water: Taste [Not] from the Tap 1824
Finger Roland Literature Leftist Sentiments: Stowe, Marxism and Political Self-Critique 1826

Fiske Shanyn Literature
The Work of Art in the Age of PowerPoint Presentations:  Visual Media, Victorian 
Poetry, and the Vindication of Aura 1827

Fitzgerald Thomas Cross-Disciplinary Minstrelsy as Performance of Imagined Blackness 1829
Fitzpatrick Tod Music Characteristics of Hawaiian Song: Tradition and Technique 1861
Flores Josephine A. Dance Cordillera Ethnics Dances 1862

Forrester Clive Linguistics
Court Transcript as a Source of Forensic Linguistics Analysis: Testing the Accuracy of 
Jamaican Courtroom Reporters 1863

Foster Brent Speech/Communication The Influence of Professional Wrestling on Men’s Perception of Women 1867
Foster Erin Film Set Design as Character Study in Frida (2002) 1864
Foster Jane Performing Arts Art Songs of American Composer Kathleen Lockhart Manning (1890-1951) 1865
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Fox Donna Cross-Disciplinary What’s Eating You? - Cannibals, Mad Cows, and Big Bad Wolves in the Classroom 355
Fragnito Skawennati Visual Arts Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace 3615
Franceschina John Theatre Toward a New Poetics of Theatre: David Boynton’s Bacchae in Performance 376
Francis John Cross-Disciplinary A Cross-disciplinary Approach to Short-term Study in Japan 1880
Frazier Brian L. Literature Galeotes, Free Will and Freedom from Governmental and Social Controls 1882

Friedman Jonathan Block Architecture
Dreaming of Next Tuesday:  Envisioning the Near Future in Plan and Section for a 
Sustainable Earth 1897

Fritz Benno Price Music Music, Memorization, and Performance Excellence 1913
Frost Jacqueline Film The Unique Relationship between the Cinematographer and the Director 1931
Frye Ellen Literature The Reader and the Spectator: The Imaginative Text 1947
Fu Chao-Ching Architecture Ascertaining Values of the Cultural Heritages in Sites 6402

Fukazawa Haruka Linguistics
Spelling Influence on Pronunciation: Output-Output Correspondence and 
Interlanguage Phonology 4143

Fuller Gary Philosophy Foster’s Justification of Enumerative Induction 1949
Gadbois Denis Architecture Representing Perrault & Gadbois:  Multimedia and Architecture 1963
Galer Suzanne Theatre Operatic Madwomen: Freedom of Form and Expression 1965

Galloway David
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Molodets!: A Dynamic Web-Based Application for Producing Russian Grammatical 
Exercises 7048

Galván Gary Art History
The Sights and (Appropriate) Sounds of Jacques-Louis David: Establishing a Pre-
revolutionary Soundtrack 1985

Galván Gary Music Cowell in Cartoon:  A Pugilistic Pianist's Impact on Pop Culture 1972
García Soormally Mina Literature The Idolatrous Territories: Spain and the Indies at the Time of the Encounter 2006
García Soormally Mina Literature To Build a State: "Othering" as a tool of Nation Building in Early Modern Spain 2025
Garvin Chris Cross-Disciplinary Reinventing the Wheel: A Case Study 2027

Gately Doug Performing Arts
Kokopeli and Winter Spirits, Solo Flute Works of Katherine Hoover Inspired and 
Influenced by Native American Culture 2030

Gay-White Pamela Dance Versailles and the "Pastorale":  Of Dance as Representation 2031
Geiger William Literature F. H. Bradley's "Ethical Studies" and T. S. Eliot 2034
Gerbert Elaine Literature On View: The Peepshow World in Early 20th Century Japanese Literature 2047
Gholson James Music The Music Bridge 2049
Gibbons Lari R. Art "Still Green" 2051
Gick Charles A. Visual Arts Installation Art: Community, Concept, and Context 2055
Gidah Mary Ellen English Classroom Vs Reality: Issues In Business Communication 7076
Gillespie Dennis Speech/Communication Cannes Laughter: Global Media, Global Messages 2057
Gillett Eric Graphic Design The Deseret Alphabet: A Nineteenth-century Attempt to Reform English Spelling 2059
Gillingham Bryan Music Roots: Classical Musics of India and the West 2061
Gillmor Alan Music From Modernism to Postmodernism: The Apostasy of George Rochberg 2063

Glakpe Emmanuel Art
Case Study: A Cross-disciplinary Success with Art, Computer Science and 
Mechanical Engineering at Howard University 3436

Glaser Marie Antoinette Architecture De-constructing Construction Sites 2066

Glenn Tim Dance Capturing the Art of Motion: Issues and Techniques of Concert Dance Documentation 2069
Gloviczki Peter Speech/Communication The Recent Portrayal of Journalists in the Media 2071
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Goh Yi Sheng
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Guidelines to Develop Product Forms from Chinese Calligraphy' 2072

Golden Isis Theatre Staging Ethnohistory in Arthur Kopit’s Indians 7798

Golozubov Aleksandr Religion
The Franciscan Attitude to Joy, Laughter and Foolishness in the Context of Further 
Development of the Western Christian Tradition 2088

Gonzaga Gemma Sheila Architecture Spatial Utilization in Informal Settlements 2108

Gonzales Sarah
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities A Model for Successful District-Based Leadership Development Partnerships 7893

Gott Patricia Literature
There is Always the Other Side…: The “Other Women” of Charlotte Brontë’s Jane 
Eyre 2116

Goude Nicole Cross-Disciplinary
Constructing an Indigenous Identity: Government Photographers and the Pursuit of 
Objectivity 2117

Grable Kim Graphic Design What does Blogging have to do with the Creative Process? 2118
Graham Lisa Graphic Design Gestalt Theory in Interactive Media Design 2120

Graves Lila Cross-Disciplinary
Increasing Cognitive Function: Strategies for Pedagogical Inclusion of EPAS Pathway 
Skills 2943

Gray Sharon Dance Arts Integration: Creating Meaning for Students 165
Green Charles English Public Image and Private Behavior in "Pride and Prejudice" 2142

Green Rochelle Philosophy Because Everyone Knows TV Lies: Assessing Vattimo’s Philosophy of Mass Media 2121
Green Rochelle Philosophy The Self Overcoming: Philosophical Conceptions of Hope 2139

Greenfield Thomas Literature
Prejudice and the Play: Racism and National Character in the Plays of George 
Bernard Shaw 2159

Gregory Arikka Music
Simple Gifts:  The Unsung Contributions of Nadia Boulanger to her American 
Students 2162

Griffith Paul History
The Procrustean Complex: Ethnocentrism in Thomas Coke’s "A History of the West 
Indies" 2163

Gula Joanne Speech/Communication Theme Park Entertainment: Convergence of Communications and the Arts 1822

Güneli Berna Cross-Disciplinary
Moments of Crisis: How Journalists React to Terrorist Attacks in Spain and the U.S.A. 
- A Comparative Analysis of "El País" and "The New York Times” 2191

Güneli Berna Cross-Disciplinary
Journalism after September 11, 2001, in the U.S.A., Spain and Germany: 
Transatlantic Perspectives of the 9/11 Incident 2219

Gunesch Konrad Second Language Studies

Multilingual Language Learning and Cosmopolitan Cultural Identity: From the 
Establishment of a Relationship, Over Proposals for Future Research, to Potential 
Causal Connections 2252

Gunji Kimiko
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Exploring the Japanese Tea Ceremony: Tea Aesthetics - Wabi & Sabi 2278

Haggis Devena Archaeology Public Archaeology and Academia 2285
Haggis Devena Archaeology Jomon Stone Tools and Subsistence Activities 2306
Hamano Takeshi Ethnic Studies Changing Ethnic Community: A Case of Japanese Club in Brisbane, Australia 2327
Hamed Safei Architecture The American Mosque:  Interaction between Culture and Design 120

Hamlin William English
Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s A New England Tale:  The Sentimental Novel as a Voice 
of Protest 2336
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Hamlin William Film
"Show Me Everything": Gender Roles & Genre Rules in James Cameron’s "Aliens: 
Special Edition" 2346

Hanish Shak Religion The Role of Religion in the Making of New Iraqi Constitution 2366

Hans Lee Malgorzata Literature
Women as the Other:  The West Indies in Francesco Carletti’s "Ragionamenti del Mio 
Viaggio Intorno al Mondo" 2367

Hans Lee Malgorzata Second Language Studies Innovative instruction techniques in teaching Spanish, Italian and Polish 2384

Harrison George History
Escapes from “Worthless Sots” and other Slaveholders: Tales of Underground 
Railroad Activities in Hampton Roads, Virginia 112

Harrison Sharon American Studies A Piece of the American Dream—Reimagining Crime by the Marginalized 2409
Hartman John K. Speech/Communication Should Minidailies be used in Newspapers-In-Education Programs? 2423

Hashem Mahboub Speech/Communication
Critical Factors in Assessing Student Learning Outcomes in Mass Communication 
Courses 2424

Hassett Michael History Irish Nationalists, the British Government and Anti -Terrorist Legislation 2440

Hassija Christina Ethnic Studies Coping Styles Predicting Depression among Young Adults with Diverse Health Status 4055

Hassija Christina Ethnic Studies Physical and Psychological Health as they Relate to Young People’s Substance Use 5622

Hasu Houston Velina Theatre
The Nexus of Honor, God, Sex, and the Nikkei Experience in 'The Nature of the 
Beast" 2442

Hatano Lilian Terumi Anthropology Multiculturalism and Colonialism - Three Examples from Japan’s Past and Present 1622

Hayat Perwaiz Religion
Convergence and Divergence of Religious Vocabularies: The Concept of Faqir in a 
Sufi-yogi Dialogue of the Seventeenth Century 2443

He Calvin Feihuang Speech/Communication Liberating 4 2445
Heber Robert Ethnic Studies Aboriginal People and Exchange for Distance Learning 2447

Heinrich Roger Speech/Communication
From the Announcer’s Booth to the Governor’s Office: Radio’s Role in American 
Politics in the Mid- Twentieth Century 2456

Heintz Amanda Architecture
The Role of Architecture in Global Public Relations:  A Case Study of Dubai and 
Pyongyang 2486

Heintz W. Eirik Architecture
The Role of Architecture in Global Public Relations:  A Case Study of Dubai and 
Pyongyang 2486

Heiser Shawn Landscape Architecture
San Francisco's Thorny Environmental Paradox:  Perceptions and Contradictions in 
the Hetch Hetchy Restoration Debate 2487

Helgeson Leslie
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Communicating Transformation:  Invitational Rhetoric in the Yoga Studio 2501

Hernandez Rod American Studies The Spoiled Fruit of Carmen Miranda 2516

Hesse Michael Speech/Communication Website Usage by Communication Organizations: Accessibility, Interactivity and Utility 2518
Hillar Marian Religion Hellenistic Sources of Post-Nicene Christianity 2535
Hiltz Stephen A. Archaeology Spin in Stone: Power and Imagination in Latter 18th Dynasty Egypt 2567
Hinton Cheryl Anthropology Teaching Challenging History: San Diego Tribal Children 2571
Hirai Akiyo Cross-Disciplinary Language Learning Orientations: A Cross-cultural Comparison 2572

Holliday Marta Literature
Walt Disney's "Cinderella" and Elisa Izquierdo:  Questioning the American Public's 
Fascination with Fairy Tale Myth and Martyred Heroines 7516
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Hollmén Saija Architecture Women’s Centre, Rufisque, Senegal: Hollmén- Reuter- Sandman Architects 7883

Holmes Alena Second Language Studies
The Use of Music in the English as a Second Language Classroom: Historical and 
Theoretical Perspective, Research Support and Teachers’ Perceptions and Practices 2575

Holmes Robyn M Performing Arts Team Leaders: Fostering Leadership in Collegiate Student Athletes 2592
Holohan Kelly Graphic Design Projects in Authorship 2616

Homer Jeanne Architecture
The Student Experience of Comprehensive Design Studio at Oklahoma State 
University 7266

Homsi Eymen Architecture Horizontal Space in Islam 2619

Hosokawa Shinichirou Architecture
A Study on each Country Concession's Road Networks Characteristic in Tainjin City 
for the Viewpoint of Road Construction and Distribution 2621

Hostetler Soo C. Graphic Design Using Kinetic Typography to Convey Human Emotion 2634
Houghtby-Haddon Natalie Religion The Body as Subject: A New Feel for the Game 2637

Howard W. Scott Literature
"Fire Harvest: Harvest Fire": Resistance, Sacrifice & Historicity in the Elegies of 
Robert Hayden 2657

Howe David Philosophy An Eye for An Eye:  Derrida's Blindness in the Critique of Judgement 2693

Howell Maxine
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Is Multicultural Education Just a Blip on Teachers' Screens? 1

Hsiao Shih-Wen Graphic Design A Method for Cloth-Color Match for Skin Based on Computer-aided Color Harmony 2714

Hsieh Ching-yu Speech/Communication
English in Taiwan Online Communication: The Interaction between Mandarin Chinese 
and English 2720

Hsu Hsin-Yi Graphic Design A Method for Cloth-Color Match for Skin Based on Computer-aided Color Harmony 2714

Hsu Jeng-yih Languages Adapting a Multigenre-Response Model for College Readers of American Literature 7599
Hu Bing Architecture Operative Topography — Rehabilitation of a Chinese Village 2736
Hughes Gary Speech/Communication Self-reported Content Analysis by University Cellular Telephone Users 3200
Hughes Michael Architecture Pathological Vernacular 2737
Hughes Thomas Music An Online Database of Pedagogical Piano Repertoire 6554
Hung Tzu-hui Film Spatializing Urban Narratives: Practices of Space in Tsai Ming-Liang's Films 2738
Huntsman Karla Dance Arts Integration: Creating Meaning for Students 165

Hwang Yan-Ling Second Language Studies Language Learning on Multimedia: The Overview of Captioned Videos / Television 2766
Ilbeyi Demir F. Gonca Visual Arts From Immigration to Assimilation: Becoming Kitsch 2773

Ip Kung Sau Speech/Communication
Translation of ‘Common’ Concepts: Demonstrating  a Linguistic Phenomenon which 
Contributes towards Inter-Socio-Cultural Misunderstanding 2775

Ipperciel Donald Philosophy Limits of Inclusion: Considerations on Nationalism and Pan-Nationalism 2776
Irikado Takao Languages Utterance Initial Deletions with Stranded Particles in Japanese 2791

Isiorho Ejiro Cross-Disciplinary
Are Services Provided in Free Health Clinic Services Inferior to those of Private 
Clinics? 2795

Isiorho S. A. Cross-Disciplinary
Are Services Provided in Free Health Clinic Services Inferior to those of Private 
Clinics? 2795

Itoh Reiko Second Language Studies Application of CALL in Writing Instruction of Sino-Japanese Characters 2796
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Iyeiri Yoko Languages
The Development of the Verb Pray in Later Middle English: The Cases of Chaucer 
and Caxton 2805

Jabar Melvin Anthropology
Sources and Health Consequences of Marital Divides: Filipino Wives in Intercultural 
Marriages 2807

Jacobs April
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

The Dynamics of Interaction in Distinct Group-work Settings in the Foreign Language 
Classroom: A Qualitative and Quantitative Investigation 4911

Jalaluddin Nor Hashimah Linguistics Adjoining Numerical and Reduplication in Malay: Similar But Not Identical 2820
Janda Louis H. Ethnic Studies College Students' Perceptions Toward Ethnic Minority Professors 7471

Jauregui C. Gabriela Visual Arts
I Like America and America Likes Me?: The Beast and the Sovereign in the Works of 
Joseph Beuys and Yoshua Okón 2849

Jeon Miseli Literature Violent Emotions: Modern Korean and Japanese Women's Writing 2851

Jiang Mei Cross-Disciplinary
State Construction of the National Culture in China—Traditional Social Values and 
Norms 2852

Johnson Brittany Cross-Disciplinary Simultaneously Incorporating Difficulty and Authenticity 2934
Johnson Carol Ethnic Studies Miss Frances 6043

Johnson Kyle Philosophy
Philosophy’s Influence on Film:Using Philosophy to Understand and Appreciate The 
Matrix Saga - Using The Matrix Saga to Understand and Appreciate Philosophy 2897

Johnson Lola
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Fine Art Intervention: Improved Student Coping 2932

Johnson Stephen Cross-Disciplinary
Navigating the Sea of Information: Orienting and Empowering Student Research in 
Required Writing Courses 3525

Johnston Jr. Paul Linguistics When did North and Central Midwestern American English Become Midwestern? 2940

Jolly Peggy Cross-Disciplinary
Increasing Cognitive Function: Strategies for Pedagogical Inclusion of EPAS Pathway 
Skills 2943

Jonaitis Monique American Studies Barefoot 2960
Jones Demetria Art History African Antecedents in the Art of John Biggers 2969

Jones Kanfinae Cross-Disciplinary

Illuminating Silenced Voices through use of Phenomenological Research & Narrative 
Dramatization: The Lived Experiences of Ghanaian Women Living with HIV/AIDS as 
an Exemplar 4727

Jovanovic Ana Second Language Studies
Let’s Talk about Language: Discourse as a Motivational Strategy in a Foreign 
Language Classroom 2983

Julian June Visual Arts Teaching Art in the Blogosphere 2985

Juskaite Kornelija Religion
When Religion Appears on A-1: A Content Analysis of Religious Terms in the Nation's 
Leading Newspapers During 9-11 171

Jussawalla Feroza Cross-Disciplinary Teaching Tolerance through Postcolonial Literature 7278
Jussawalla Feroza Literature Homegrown Terrorism: A Literary Analysis 2992
Kader Themina Cross-Disciplinary Art and Food the McDonald’s Way:  A Case Study 3010
Kahera Akel Architecture The American Mosque:  Interaction between Culture and Design 120
Kallury Syamala Literature Agha Shahid Ali’s India: "A Memory of Musk, the Rebel Face of Hope" 3011
Kanagasabai Sathiadevi Linguistics Multiculturalism, Multilingualism and Advertising in Malaysia 3034
Kann David Literature Thoreau’s Mud: Walden and Chaos Theory 3045
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Kantar Maythee Speech/Communication
Service and Community-Based Learning: Building on Old Traditions for New 
Outcomes 3059

Kapps Christianne Cross-Disciplinary Feminist Art Needs a Hook 3064
Kaptan Özgür Visual Arts An Experience on  Basic Design 3066
Kasi Eswarappa Anthropology Socio-economic Development of Sugalis: A Study from Andhra Pradesh 3067

Kaul Paras Cross-Disciplinary
Neurological Learning and Healing: Where Art and Neuroscience Converge to 
Actualize the Future 3069

Kaytes Jolie Landscape Architecture The Geomorphology of Experience:  Poetry and Images 3076

Kebric Robert History
Creating History:  Hollywood and "Gladiator" -  A Different God, a Different Mountain 
Top 3077

Kebric Robert History Olympic Image and Reality:  Observations on Athens 2004 -  A Tale of Two Cities 3147

Kehoe Ryan Michael Cross-Disciplinary

Metaphor and Migrations, Roads and Revolutions: A Brief Consideration of Jack 
Kerouac’s On the Road in Relation to Contemporary Central and East European 
Cinema 3198

Kell Carl L. Speech/Communication Self-reported Content Analysis by University Cellular Telephone Users 3200
Kellerman Robert Literature A Room of One’s Own in Banana Yoshimoto’s "Kitchen” 3212
Kenney Susan Dance Arts Integration: Creating Meaning for Students 165
Kepes Lily Dance Cordillera Ethnics Dances 1862
Kerner Aaron Film Katsushige Nakahashi’s Zero Project 12/13/2006 and The Niihau Incident 3213

Khan Ayoub Archaeology
Environmental Data as Reflected in Early Historic Inscriptions of Varendra and Vanga: 
A Critical Analysis 3216

Khan Muqeem Speech/Communication Adding Entertaining Design Elements in Information-Based Motion Graphics 3217
Khattab Ghada Linguistics Comparison of VOT Patterns in Mandarin Chinese and in English 840
Kilroy William Performing Arts The Acting Techniques of Michael Chekhov 3218

Kim Antonina A. Folklore
The Typology of One Cosmogonic Myth among the Indigenous People of Siberia and 
North America 3219

Kim Jung-Jin Music “Can We Hear ‘Unsung Voices’ in B. Britten’s Winter Words op. 52?” 7928
Kinoshita Taurie Theatre Interactive Theatre in Hawaii: Cruel Theatre 3224
Kinoshita Yumi Art Ambivalent by Nature: The American Neo-Imperialism in Contemporary Japan 3226

Kinser Jonathan A. History
Clarence Darrow’s Lost Retirement Trial 1928-1930 "Defending the Bootleg King of 
Warren, Ohio" 3228

Kirchner Joann Marie Music A PRESCRIPTION FOR MUSICAL PERFORMANCE ANXIETY 7280
Klein Joseph Music Models and Metaphors as Conceptual Keystones in Occam’s Razor 3257
Klein Nancy Cross-Disciplinary Impact Teaching using  Literature and Music in the Classroom 5879
Klein Nancy Music Leadership Skills: Their Implications for the Musician and the Conductor 3258

Knight David S. Music
‘Bach in our image?’ Arrangements of Bach’s organ music for orchestra in the
twentieth century 7050

Knosp Suzanne Cross-Disciplinary
Using the Einstein’s Protégés Program to Foster Student-Centered Learning in a 
Music for Dance Class 3825

Knosp Suzanne Music Using Vocal Improvisation Techniques to Create and Explore Movement 3260
Koepfinger Coni Theatre "Blood, Sweat & Steel: Ethnic Blend"—Process and Product 409
Kolles Brett Literature Isn't it Byronic?  Why Shelley's" Prometheus" is not a True Byronic Hero 3261
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Konoval Brandon Music Discipline and Pianists: The Etude and the Instrumental Coding of Bodies in Motion 3276

Kramer Miriam Music
The Klezmer Culture: A View of  Eastern European Jewish Life Through Song and  
Dance 3278

Kun Loredana Literature Women’s Submissive and Marginalized Positions in Ancient and Modern Literature 7815
Kunuroglu Filiz Linguistics (S)EXPLETIVES; Female Speech, Male Speech and Use of Expletives 3280
Kushner David Z. Music From Phosphate to Plantation:  The State Songs of Florida 3292
Kushner David Z. Music Anton Rubinstein (1829-1894): A Life of Many Journeys 3319

Kwon Min Music
Mozart meets Liszt From One Genius to Another:  Reincarnation of the Opera Don 
Giovanni 3323

Kwon Min Performing Arts Piano Concerto Extravaganza 3320
Kwon Sun-hee Second Language Studies The Roles Of Output On L2 Vocabulary Acquisition 3325
Lachiondo Alicia Anthropology Sociocultural Barriers to Breast Cancer Screening in African American Women 3326
Lafazani Christiana Art History LADADIKA: Place Constructing Culture/ Culture Constructing Place 3328

Lagana Luciana Ethnic Studies A Preliminary Study on Teaching Older Adults how to use Computers and the Internet 3329

Lagana Luciana Ethnic Studies Coping Styles Predicting Depression among Young Adults with Diverse Health Status 4055

Lagana Luciana Ethnic Studies Physical and Psychological Health as they Relate to Young People’s Substance Use 5622
Laha Prasenjit Art Mysticism of Art and Theory of Science 3331

Lahlou Mabel S.
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities PBL for Total Class Empowerment 3335

Lai Selina American Studies
Harlem Renaissance & “Ghetto Renaissance”: Race Relations in the United States 
through the Poetry of Langston Hughes and Nasir Jones 3340

Lai Shu-Fen Second Language Studies
Reading Strategy Use of Taiwanese College Students: Does Proficiency Make a 
Difference? 3353

Landberg Gail Cross-Disciplinary

A Cross-cultural Representation of Womanhood through Various Authors' Views of 
Fictional Women in World Literature, Japanese Immigrants, and American Wild West 
Shows 3354

Lang John Philosophy Hegel’s Philosophy of Nature: Observations and Conjectures 7529
Langhorst Joern Film Images of Place: Cinematic Landscapes and the Virtual Realities of Film 3401
Lau Pok Chi Visual Arts Photography--26 Years of China, from Black and White to Color 3412

Lau Tin Man
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Guidelines to Develop Product Forms from Chinese Calligraphy' 3413

Lau Tin Man
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Same but different: a review and comparison of two years of Design Exchange
Program in Taiwan 7827

Lawrence Attila Architecture
Dynamics of Creative Contributions in Design Processes Viewed within Robert  
Sternberg’s Propulsion Model 3426

Lawrence Ava Music Trading Tradition for Reality – Artists Take Control of their Careers 7051
Lawrence Joanne L. Dance Differentiated Learning Styles and Teaching Dance History 6308

LeBlanc-Hood Kathleen Music
Shades of the Posy: A Comparative Analysis of Notable Recordings of Percy 
Grainger's Lincolnshire Posy 3433
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Lee C.C. Art
Case Study: A Cross-disciplinary Success with Art, Computer Science and 
Mechanical Engineering at Howard University 3436

Lee Cathryn Cross-Disciplinary
The Arts In Healthcare: Past, Present and Future Plans For the Integration of the Arts 
Within Medical Facilities and Treatment Practices 3438

Lee Eun Young Cross-Disciplinary Project for DVD: Baby Guido 3497
Lee Guang-Lea Ethnic Studies College Students' Perceptions Toward Ethnic Minority Professors 7471
Lee Hyeonjeong Literature Revenge or Forgiveness: "Uncle Remus: His Songs and His Sayings" (1880) 3501

Lee Kyung-Ae Music
A Comparative Study of Claude Debussy's Piano Music Scores and his Own Piano 
Playing of Selections from His Welte-Mignon Piano Roll Recordings of 1912 3520

Leibiger Carol Cross-Disciplinary
Navigating the Sea of Information: Orienting and Empowering Student Research in 
Required Writing Courses 3525

Lejarde Godesil Architecture Spatial Utilization in Informal Settlements 2108

Lekea Joanne Philosophy
Philosophy and War: Applying Just War Theory Principles to Humanitarian 
Intervention 3527

Lemos Justine Dance Unruly Bodies: Mohini Attam Dance and Colonial Presence in Kerala, India 3558
Lende Daniel Anthropology Sociocultural Barriers to Breast Cancer Screening in African American Women 3326
Lentczner Bennet Art Arts Integration Model Schools Project 3587

Leung Sharon Yuet Mei Philosophy
Framing Chinese Female Beauty: An Enquiry into the Concept of Form in Traditional 
Chinese Aesthetics 3589

Levesque Maroussia Visual Arts Cityspeak: Contesting Urban Space 3613

Levitt Laura Cross-Disciplinary
Seeing Jewishness in the Details:  Another Look at Larry Sutltan's " Pictures from 
Home" 3603

Lewis Jason Visual Arts Cityspeak: Contesting Urban Space 3613
Lewis Jason Visual Arts Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace 3615

Li Jie Literature Power Relationship in Love: Reading the Romantic Plot in The Book and the Sword 3618

Li Zeng Speech/Communication
Changing Media Salience over Time? Investigating the Coverage of the SARS 
Epidemic in the China Daily 7054

Li Dong Languages Towards a Genuine Chinese Learner’s Dictionary 7052

Liang Lei Music Memories of Xiaoxiang:  An Intriguing Chinese Story Told through a Western Voice 3642

Lillich Meredith Art History The Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles in the Gothic Stained Glass of Reims Cathedral 3644

Lin Chien-Kwan Music Memories of Xiaoxiang:  An Intriguing Chinese Story Told through a Western Voice 3642

Lin Chyun-Chau
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Same but different: a review and comparison of two years of Design Exchange
Program in Taiwan 7827

Lin Ke-Hsin Cross-Disciplinary A New Approach of Appling Peer Tutoring for the Evaluating Method of Usability 819
Lindell Calvin Speech/Communication Teaching and Learning in Technologically Enhanced Classrooms 6082

Littlejohn Jeffrey History
Escapes from “Worthless Sots” and other Slaveholders: Tales of Underground 
Railroad Activities in Hampton Roads, Virginia 112

Liu Nien-Te
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Same but different: a review and comparison of two years of Design Exchange
Program in Taiwan 7827
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Llywelyn Dorian Religion Particularity without Particularism: Nationality in Twentieth-century Catholic Theology 3647
Loap Ahmad Ahmad Zainuri Languages Reflective Practice among English Language Teachers in Malaysia 3650
Lockett Donald Film D-Cinema and 21st Century Filmmaking 3662

Long Pamela Music Sol y Sombra in the Deep South: Bringing Mexican Baroque Music to New Audiences 3685

Lonnman Bruce Architecture
Pedestrian Infrastructure and Rapid Urbanization - Two Case Studies: Dubai and 
Hong Kong 3714

Loo Trudy Anthropology Global Cuisine: Cosmopolitanism and “Pacific-Rim Lite: The Case of Vancouver 7282

Loomis Ralph Philosophy An Inductive Approach to the Relationship between Organization and Human Nature 3717
Lougheed Sarah Theatre The Psychic Healing of Eugene O'Neill 3734
Love Gail American Studies Fallows Revisited: The Press and Future of American Democracy 1786

Luker Steve Speech/Communication
An Exploration of Mediated Interpersonal Dispute Resolution through First 
Amendment Theory 3747

Lukin Melinda Music Music of Hope: Music Evoking the Holocaust 977

Lukin Melinda Performing Arts
Encounters with Music: Enriching Curricula in the Public Schools through Interactive 
Musical Performances 975

Lupo Michael Scott Philosophy Reconcilable Differences: Science and Religion in the Thought of William James 3750

Lussier-Ley Chantale Dance
Feeling Creative: An Ethnographic Account of a Resonance-based Group Intervention 
with Modern Dancers 3752

Lussier-Ley Chantale Dance
Exploring the Creative Process of Dancers using a Resonance-based Approach: 
Themes & Variations 3754

Maciel Michelle Ethnic Studies A Preliminary Study on Teaching Older Adults how to use Computers and the Internet 3329

Maciel Michelle Ethnic Studies Coping Styles Predicting Depression among Young Adults with Diverse Health Status 4055

Maciel Michelle Ethnic Studies Physical and Psychological Health as they Relate to Young People’s Substance Use 5622
MacLeod Paul Literature Meursault: Camus’ Psychopathic Stranger 3756
MacLeod Paul Second Language Studies The Effectiveness of Learning Contracts with Arab Learners of English 3757
Magedanz Joseph Languages Mining the German Language:  Using a Concordance for Teaching Ideas 3759

Maglajlic Mersija Religion The Spirit of the Traditional Orientation of Bosnian Islam: "Mevlud & Ilahije i Kaside" 3760
Maglajlic Mersija Religion Srebrenicki's Inferno: A Letter From Bosnia To Dante 3764
Makarova Veronika Cross-Disciplinary Language Learning Orientations: A Cross-cultural Comparison 2572

Makarova Veronika Linguistics Acquisition of French by Elementary School Children in Fransaskois Minority Settings 933
Makarova Veronika Linguistics Russian Vowels in Neutral and Emotional Speech 3775
Makarova Veronika Second Language Studies Language Teaching within the Framework of Conciliatory Approach 3767
Maki Ariana Art History Useful Gods: A Case Study of Deification in the Buddhist Pantheon 3786

Malesevic Branka Anthropology
Globalization, Culture and the Role of Nongovernmental Organizations in Promoting 
Privatization of Public Enterprises in East Europe 3788

Mani Jaya Anthropology Dance As Culture, Dance As Therapy 3790
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Mani Srinivasa Anthropology Dance As Culture, Dance As Therapy 3790
Mann Richard Art History Towards a Diverse and Inclusive Queer Art History Course 3792
Manoliu Maria Linguistics The Animacy Fallacy: Culture and Gender in the History of Romance Languages 3802

Mapetja Makhaola Philosophy Descartes and Popper and on Foundations of Knowledge: A Comparative Analysis 3823

Marcades Michael Music Sol y Sombra in the Deep South: Bringing Mexican Baroque Music to New Audiences 3685
Mariani Carla Performing Arts Art Songs of American Composer Kathleen Lockhart Manning (1890-1951) 1865

MARIMUTHU JAGANATHAN
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

IDENTITY OF MUSLIMS IN THE 21ST CENTURY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 
AUSTRALIA AND MALAYSIA 7841

Marion Tracey Cross-Disciplinary
Using the Einstein’s Protégés Program to Foster Student-Centered Learning in a 
Music for Dance Class 3825

Markov Ivan Architecture Balanced Approach to Understanding Masonry 3828
Marshall Nancy Landscape Architecture Public Space Shaping the Metropolitan Development of Western Sydney 1038

Martin Lori Art History
My Life as a Superhero:  Prevailing Themes of Autobiography, Iconography, and Rites 
of Passage in Kiki Smith’s Born (2002) 3835

Martin Michael Philosophy Mo Tzu against the Confucians:  A Defense of Mo Tzu’s Utilitarianism 3860
Martinez Milagros Valdes Archaeology Public Archaeology and Academia 3899

Martinson Barbara Graphic Design
Understanding Student Differences: Variables Contributing to Student Achievement 
and Persistence 3917

Masunah Juju Dance Representations of Gender in Indonesian Mask Dances 3926

Matsumoto Hiroshi Cross-Disciplinary
Innovative Approaches for Teaching Japanese Culture and Enhancing Critical 
Thinking Abilities among American College and University Students 3942

Mattia Kasey Music ‘For I Heard an Angell Sing’: The Musicians of Queen Henrietta Maria’s Court 3972

Maule Linda S. Cross-Disciplinary
A Different Voice: The Jurisprudence of the Women Judges on the Indiana Court of 
Appeals 3973

Maxwell Judy Cross-Disciplinary Imperial Connections — Canada and the Chinese Labour Corps 3977
Maxwell Judy Ethnic Studies The Chinese Diaspora: Transnational Migrations to Canada 3974
May Eldonna L. Music Family Values Re-visited:  A Critical Analysis of Lukas Foss; "The Prairie" 3980
Mbefo Luke Ethnic Studies Is there Room for African Identity in Christianity? 4004
McBain Lisa Literature The Loyal Opposition:  Dickinson vs. God 4006
McClelland Elizabeth Theatre Experiencing Theatre, Virtually 6049

McClelland Elizabeth Theatre
Mothers and Unconventional Women in the Plays of Eugene 
O’Neill and Tennessee Williams 6050

McCloud Robert
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Interactive Online Remediation for College Students 4024

McCombs Pam Archaeology Egalitarian Religion 4039

McCormack Noah Anthropology Multiculturalism and Colonialism - Three Examples from Japan’s Past and Present 1622

McCoy Meghan Ethnic Studies Coping Styles Predicting Depression among Young Adults with Diverse Health Status 4055

McCoy Meghan Ethnic Studies Physical and Psychological Health as they Relate to Young People’s Substance Use 5622
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McDaniel Charlotte
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Case Study:  Ethics, Public Consideration, and Do No Harm:  Lessons from Katrina 4058

McKinnie Meghan Linguistics Acquisition of French by Elementary School Children in Fransaskois Minority Settings 933
McNeil Marilyn Performing Arts Team Leaders: Fostering Leadership in Collegiate Student Athletes 2592
McWilliams Cynthia Philosophy Psychological Continuity and Advance Directives 4059
McWilliams Cynthia Philosophy Engaging Students at an HSI through Critical Thinking and Cultural Awareness 4061
Md Isa Alina Murni English Classroom Vs Reality: Issues In Business Communication 7076
Meadows Michael Speech/Communication International Community Media: The Growth of the Fifth Estate 4696
Meixner John Philosophy Foster’s Justification of Enumerative Induction 1949
Meldere Ilze Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183
Mell Margaret Cross-Disciplinary In Pursuit of an Integrative Philosophy of Music Education: Mind, Body, Spirit 4070

Mellas Greg Speech/Communication
Service and Community-Based Learning: Building on Old Traditions for New 
Outcomes 3059

Mello Jr. Robert Literature
Some Insights regarding Homeric Studies:  The Tyranny of Originality and Poetic 
Infallibility 4072

Mendoza Salvatore Cross-Disciplinary
The Socially Constructed Native American Stereotype and the Reclamation of Native 
American Identity 4084

Mendoza Salvatore Film
Native American Imagery in Film:  The Postcolonial Problem and the Need to Further 
Develop a Fourth Cinema 4073

Meyer Jeanine
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Quantitative Reasoning for Humanities Students 4103

Meyer Laura Art History Louise Bourgeois’ Cumul I: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of Meaning in Abstract Art 4105
Meyers G. Douglas Literature Awakening a Love of Literature in a Multicultural World 4107

Miceli Mark Theatre

A Tactile Based Wireless Cueing System for Performers with Sensory Impairments:  
The Application of Vibro-Tactile Stimulus for Performers with Hearing or Visual 
Disabilities - Embraceing  the Areas of Dance and the Performing Arts 4125

Miglio Viola Linguistics Cultural Identity and Narrative Voice in Mexican Short Stories 4130

Miglio Viola Linguistics
Spelling Influence on Pronunciation: Output-Output Correspondence and 
Interlanguage Phonology 4143

Millikin Margaret S. Religion
East Meets West: The Buddhist Concept Of Nirvana and the Jungian Concept of Self-
Realization Examined 4153

Minami Masahiko Linguistics
The Development of Narrative Discourse Skills in Japanese by Adult Learners of the 
Language 4182

Minami Masahiko Linguistics
Aspects of Bilingualism:  Case Studies of School-Age Children with Japanese as their 
Heritage Language 4196

Minkus Kim Literature City-Center: The Power of Poetics in the Urban Flow 4214
Moak Elizabeth Music The Solo Piano Works of Judith Lang Zaimont 4215

Moberg Bergur Rønne Literature
Letter Writing as the Universal Language of the Heart:  The Good Hope as a Diary 
Novel 4217
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Mocombe Paul Philosophy
Beyond Master and Slave, Subject/Object, Self/Other in the Contemporary World-
System: A Critical Understanding of Identity Construction and the Islamist Movements 4221

Mohebbi Mehri Architecture Social Relations and Public Spaces 7856
Mohebbi Zahra Architecture Social Relations and Public Spaces 7856
Monkman Kit Cross-Disciplinary Asterisk*: A Centre for the Study and Development of Non-linear Narrative 4323

Monroe Jonathan Literature
Writing Before the Disciplines: Translating Ethnicity, Disciplinarity, and Identity in 
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s "Dictee" 4222

Montoto Jose Architecture TRANSFER: Triggers & Obstructions 7087
Montoto Ramon Architecture TRANSFER: Triggers & Obstructions 7087
Mooney Kevin Cross-Disciplinary Modernism, Music, The Blue Angel 4224

Moore Linda Cross-Disciplinary
Increasing Cognitive Function: Strategies for Pedagogical Inclusion of EPAS Pathway 
Skills 2943

Morelli Henriette English A New History: The Restoration of Women’s History in Caryl Churchill's "Top Girls" 4225

Morra Linda English
All Done Up in a Grand Leather Cover: Emily Carr and the Limits of Publishing in Mid-
Twentieth Century Canada 4261

Morrison Charles Music Listening with Attitude(s) 4264

Morrow Dustin Film
The First-Person Filmmaker: The Ethics and Evolution of the Personal Essay 
Documentary 4268

Morton Jerome Music An Adventure in the Middle East Reveals Treasures in the Piano Repertoire 674
Most Sheila Archaeology Egalitarian Religion 4039

Mottet Timothy Speech/Communication
Testing the Neutralizing Effect of Instructor Immediacy on Student Course Workload 
Expectancy Violations and Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability 4270

Motyka Matthew Philosophy The Quest for a Poetics of Goodness in Plato and Aristotle 4310

Moyo Mbuso History
The Causes and Consequences of Political Predation: The Case of Zimbabwe, 1980-
2005 7314

Muellner Nick Art History The Photograph Commands Indifference 4312
Muhammad Fatimah Speech/Communication It’s Tricky: Theorizing 21st Century Young Black Female Subjectivity 7093

Mukherjee Sudipta
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Urban Safety of Mega-cities in Asia - Is it a Fallout of Economic Aspirations or 
Community Non-participation 4315

Mulvaney Becky
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Facilitating a Move from the Private to the Public Sphere:  Applying Reciprocal 
Empowerment 1166

Munden Paul Cross-Disciplinary Asterisk*: A Centre for the Study and Development of Non-linear Narrative 4323
Murphy Erin English Science of Desire: Poetry Reading 4325

Murphy Timothy Religion
Religionswissenschaft as Colonialist Discourse: The Case of Rudolph Otto’s "The 
Idea of the Holy" 4333

Murray Ainslie Architecture Slow Motion - Four Short Walks in the Garhwal Himalaya 4335

Murray Ainslie Architecture Contemplating Architecture in Rural Fiji Three Dimensions in the Diffusion of Place 4345
Muto Teruaki Linguistics Morphemic Code-Switching in Japanese/English Bilingualism 4356
Myojin Chiyo Languages Shift in Japanese and English: Gender-related Language 4359
Naik Ekta Cross-Disciplinary The Fort: Origin of Bombay 4361
Nakamura Koichiro Linguistics Japanese Wh-scrambling as an Obligatory Focus Movement 4367
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Nakao Seigo Performing Arts Parodying Womanhood: Masculine Women in Kabuki 4381

Nash Caroline Linguistics
Non-Verbal Conversation Markers:  Regulators in the Talk-Interaction of French, 
Japanese, and American-English Speakers 4383

Nassar Khaled Architecture Digital Form-Finding: A Case Study in Complex Geometry 1755

Nassar Khaled Architecture
Using Building Topological Information to Check for Means of Egress Building Code 
Compliance 4384

Nath Lopita History
Nepali Migration to South and Southeast Asia: Assessing the role of Social Networks 
in Migration, Settlement and Community Formation 7118

Nefissi Laura Linguistics
Is He One of Ours? The Transformation from the Universal Voice to the Language
Specific Babbler 7127

Neginsky Rosina Literature Recapturing the Works of Art in Flaubert's Short Story "Herodias" 4395

Nero Irene Architecture
Neo-Regionalism in Architecture: Looking for a Sense of Place in a Global Village: 
Gehry and Le Corbusier 4407

Nesbitt Laura Literature Creating an Identity Out of the Postcolonial Void 4410

Netanel Deborah Music
The Klezmer Culture: A View of  Eastern European Jewish Life Through Song and  
Dance 4432

Newby-Alexander Cassandra History
Escapes from “Worthless Sots” and other Slaveholders: Tales of Underground 
Railroad Activities in Hampton Roads, Virginia 112

Nisbet Nancy Visual Arts Exchange 2006 4434

Niskala Naomi Performing Arts The Legacy and History of Robert Helps, American Pianist and Composer - A Lecture 4435

Norris Sigrid Linguistics Multimodal Discourse Analysis: Analyzing Human Communication in its Complexity 7138

Norton Karen Visual Arts
An Engagement with the Past Works from the Series "En Memorium" and 
"Revelations: Remembrance and Erasure" 4437

Novotny Daniel Cross-Disciplinary Elite's Threat Perceptions: Indonesia 'Maneuvering Between Two Reefs 4439

Ntwana Thenjiswa Languages
Literary Translation: Challenges Encountered in Translating Chinua Achebe’s things 
Fall Apart into isiXhosa – Lwadilik’udonga (by Sakhiwo Bongela) 7244

Nuraishah Ahmad Siti Literature Pakistani Women's Writing:  Voices of Progress 6

Nystul-Bristow Daisy Lee Theatre
An Experiential “Hands On” Approach to Teaching the Introduction to Theatre
Course 7151

O’Donnell Sheryl American Studies
Don’t Wait for your Funeral to Order our Buns:  The Social Semiotics of a Small-Town 
Bakery 4461

Oberg Tessa Film Sexism and the City: Gender and Television in the Non-traditional College Home 4467
Oberg Tessa Literature Mirror Exclusions:  Bad Blood or Bad Attitudes in Bram Stoker’s "Dracula"? 4463
Obert Julia English The Cultural Capital of Sound: Québécité’s Acoustic Hybridity 4493
Oda Toshiko Languages Utterance Initial Deletions with Stranded Particles in Japanese 2791
Oehlers Paul A. Cross-Disciplinary MFL:  A Collaboration Integrating Music and Video through Formal Organization 4494
Ohira Eiko Cross-Disciplinary Sharing Womanhood--The Representation of Menarche in World Literature 4505
Ohl Coral Speech/Communication Theme Park Entertainment: Convergence of Communications and the Arts 1822
Okawa Rachelle Literature Daniel Maximin’s Myopic Vision: Tropes of Resistance in "Tu, c’est l’enfance" 4532

Okigbo Amaechi Raphael Landscape Architecture Deviations from the Normative: Towards a New Museum Landscape 4534
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Okosun T. Y.
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Re-examining Contextual Social Justice in View of Inclusive Global Justice 4544

Okur Caglar Graphic Design Breaking The Rules Of Typography 4562
Okur Ezgi Art Ceramic Pillows 945
Olshin Benjamin History The Concept of Perpetual Motion as Found in the Works of Leonardo da Vinci 4563

Onolemhemhen Durrenda Cross-Disciplinary

Illuminating Silenced Voices through use of Phenomenological Research & Narrative 
Dramatization: The Lived Experiences of Ghanaian Women Living with HIV/AIDS as 
an Exemplar 4727

Orenstein Gloria Feman Cross-Disciplinary
Empowered Female Narratives of Creation and Procreation: A Matrilineage of New 
Visions Emerging from Research on Goddess Mythology Cultures 4566

Osman Mohamed Religion The Ulama of Islam: Vanguard of Islamic Revivalism 4570
Ota Frances Cross-Disciplinary Reflections in Watercolours: Canadian artist Robert Sinclair 4572

Over Jennifer
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Turning Text into Dialogue: Utilizing Time-Based Typography in Online Learning 
Environments 320

Owen Joy Anthropology Fragmenting Embodied Knowledge: Writing My Senses 4574
Oxford Raquel Cross-Disciplinary Teachers for a New Era: Experiences within a Humanities Design Team 4576
Özeke Tökmeci Ebru Architecture The Reconstruction of a Historical Bridge in Izmit, Turkey 4606
Paintal Ajit Singh Music Tradition of Music in Sikh Religion 4617
Pal Dibakar Philosophy Does Jack 'Masterly' Speak? 4626
Pal Dibaker Literature Bliss Of Solitude (A Satairical Approach) 4621

Palmer John Music
Music Videos – for Classical Music! (Who Said only Pop and Country Music can have 
Fun?) 242

Pao Yue-Kong Visual Arts Installation Art: Community, Concept, and Context 2055

Paolini Duncan Shirley Cross-Disciplinary
Illustrated Texts:  Selected Illustrations of Dante’s Divine Comedy:  Blake, Dalí and 
Moser 4631

Park Mikyung Cross-Disciplinary

(Re)Gaining the Female/Historical Bodies from the Japanese Military Sexual Slaves: 
"Comfort Woman" by Nora Okja Keller, "Silence Broken" by Dai Sil Kim-Gibson and 
'Breeding Season" by Insoon Ha 4632

Parker Corwin M. Ethnic Studies
Elements of Cooling Factors in Single-Family Residences of Majority-Black 
Neighborhoods in South Miami-Dade County, Florida 4647

Parker-Raley Jessica Speech/Communication
Testing the Neutralizing Effect of Instructor Immediacy on Student Course Workload 
Expectancy Violations and Tolerance for Instructor Unavailability 4270

Park-Kim Phoenix Theatre Operatic Madwomen: Freedom of Form and Expression 1965

Parvia Riitta Cross-Disciplinary
What Happened to the African Python Worship in Haitian Voodoo?  - Did the Sacred 
Python Disappear, Degenerate, or Generate a New Form? 4688

Pauling Brian Speech/Communication International Community Media: The Growth of the Fifth Estate 4696

Pavuza Franz Cross-Disciplinary
Preservice Audiovisual (AV) Research Footage in Arts and Humanities - Technical 
Aspects for an AV-Archive 4697

Pearce Celia Visual Arts Aboriginal Territories in Cyberspace 3615
Pearson David Landscape Architecture Decoding New Orleans: Topographic Transformations of a Riparian City 4704
Perivoliotis-
Chryssovergis

Margaret-
Catherine Cross-Disciplinary Collaborative Stage Design Educational Projects 4711

Perry Margaret Cross-Disciplinary It’s All the Mode: Form and Fashion in Postcolonial Francophone Women’s Literature 7265
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Perry Tonya Cross-Disciplinary

Illuminating Silenced Voices through use of Phenomenological Research & Narrative 
Dramatization: The Lived Experiences of Ghanaian Women Living with HIV/AIDS as 
an Exemplar 4727

Petrushin Valery Linguistics Russian Vowels in Neutral and Emotional Speech 3775
Pezzini Hugo History A People Starved and Stabbed in the Untilled Field: The Manchester Massacre 4731

Pfefferkorn Candace Cross-Disciplinary
America’s Transformation from Vaudeville Theater to Movie House: The Mass 
Dissemination of Movie Sound Technology 4758

Pfeiffer Martha E. History
Cotton Mather as Pawn of Puritan Politics: His Private Writings and his Role in the 
Salem Witch Trials of 1692 4782

Pfeiffer Thomas Theatre Antigone: The Conflict of Masculine and Feminine Order 4828
Phamotse Mahali Philosophy Professionalism Or Professionalisation: A Paradox of Worth 4845

Phillips Catherine Literature
"Où sont les roses?": Transtextuality in the Fiction of Hélène Cixous: "Angst in 
Manhattan, Manhattan in Angst" 4847

Plummer Thomas Film "The Blue Angel": Film and the German Chancellorship on the Brink, Berlin, 1930 4849

Plummer Thomas
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Teaching Students to THINK--About Literature or Anything Else 4852

Polakiewicz Leonard Literature Anton Chekhov’s The Princess: Diagnosis — Narcissistic Personality Disorder 7859
Pollock Donald Speech/Communication International Community Media: The Growth of the Fifth Estate 4696
Poochigian Donald Philosophy Mereology of Abstraction 4855
Popa Ileana Literature The War with the Dunces: Leonard Welsted and the "Popian Law" 4870

Popa Ileana Literature
The Birth of the Novelistic Consciousness at the Beginning of the 18th Century - A 
(Para) Textual Analysis 4883

Porat Yonatan Philosophy
Foresworn or Unwarranted: Promising on the Prongs of Practical and Theoretical 
Commitment 4897

Porritt Ruth Philosophy Co-Creating the Text: Japanese Linked Poetry and Double-Voiced Words 7505

Poteau Christine E.
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

The Dynamics of Interaction in Distinct Group-work Settings in the Foreign Language 
Classroom: A Qualitative and Quantitative Investigation 4911

Prasad R. Siva Anthropology Socio-economic Development of Sugalis: A Study from Andhra Pradesh 3067
Pratt Richard Graphic Design Communication Mechanics:  Semiotics as a Core to Graphic Design Education 4914
Premo-Hopkins Blanche Philosophy Between Distinctions: Ontology and the Morality of the Issue of Abortion 7621

Pu Stephen Music
Bach’s Bipolar Opera Choir in St. John Passion: An Exploration of Performance 
Practice 4927

Puccinelli Elvia Music Ariettes Oubliées: Art Songs from a Century of Female Composers (1830-1930) 6536

Puccinelli Elvia Music
Compositional Style and Dramatic Integration in Clara Schumann’s Rueckert Lieder
*A Performer’s Analysis 6944

Qian Xia Languages
Teaching and Learning Japanese Kanji for Beginners: A Report on the Teaching of 
Kanji in the National University of Singapore 4942

Qin Xiaoming Architecture Operative Topography — Rehabilitation of a Chinese Village 2736

Quinlan Ann Architecture
Revealing Lived Experience Perceptions of Excellence in Architecture 
Student Design Studio Projects: A UNSW perspective 4944

Quinlan Ann Architecture Student Learning: Through the Lens of Pacific Rim Architecture 4959
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Ramakrishnan Srilakshmi Linguistics
‘Psst! Color me White’: An Ethnographic Analysis of Representations in Indian Print 
Advertisements 7316

Ramji Rubina Religion
Religious Attitudes and Identities of Second Generation Immigrant Muslim Youth in 
Canada: Preliminary Results from an Investigation in Progress 4960

Rangoajane Francis Theatre Black Theatre in Post-Apartheid South Africa 4962

Rankin Walter Cross-Disciplinary What’s Eating You? - Cannibals, Mad Cows, and Big Bad Wolves in the Classroom 355

Rankin-Brown Maria S. Cross-Disciplinary
Exploring and Identifying Causes of Self-Reported Writing Anxiety in Adult English 
Language Learners 4964

Rashtian Shohreh Architecture Buildings of Future 4993
Rasmussen Christopher History Teaching World History:  An Increasingly Urgent Afterthought 304

Read Catherine Art
Fine Arts and Literacy: A Focus on Drawing and its Relationship to Literacy and 
Language Development 4994

Reeves Sharon Literature
Exploitative Mother, Victimized Daughter: The Toxic Relationship of Angustias and  
Rosita Pérez in Eduardo López Bago’s Naturalist Tetralogy, ‘La Prostituta’ 5035

Reilly Jack Art Digital Art Technology: Prototyping and Creating Art 5059
Renko Jennifer Art Post September 11th: Is There Art? 5080

Renko Jennifer Music
Parental Music Resource Center Trials: American Family Values and the Concept of 
Other 5061

Repar Patricia Cross-Disciplinary Sound & Healing 5097
Reuter Jenni Architecture Women’s Centre, Rufisque, Senegal: Hollmén- Reuter- Sandman Architects 7883

Reyes Carlos Literature
The Buddha, Joyce, and Experimental Filipino-American Writing:Notes toward an 
Epistemology of Form 5098

Rhine Anthony Theatre
Leadership as an Individual Characteristic in the Education and Training of Theatre 
Managers, Part 1 5136

Rhodes Jean Literature Kiana Davenport’s Shark Dialogues: Re-inscribing Hawai?I 5157
Richards Michael Architecture Reconfiguring the Cartography of Impermanence 5199
Richards Michael Cross-Disciplinary Pop-Up 5201

Riegger Maria Second Language Studies Attitudes of Spanish Language Learners to Dialectical Variations of Native Speech 5203

Riner Nicole Music
The Girls in the Band: Women’s Perspectives on Gender and Stereotyping in the 
Music Classroom 5207

Ringholz David A Structured Approach to Achieving Innovation in Design 5208
Roberts Michelle Anthropology Assessing Participatory Action Research: A Case Study from the Lao PDR 5216
Robertson Marta Music The Center Off-Balance: American Music and Dance at the Edges 5217

Robeson Richard Performing Arts
Performable Case Studies - Readers’ Theater at the Intersection of Art, Ethics, 
Pedagogy and Outreach 5222

Robinson Michael Landscape Architecture Decoding New Orleans: Topographic Transformations of a Riparian City 4704
Robison John Music Korean and Western Elements in the Music of Lee Gui-Sook 5224
Robison John Music The Renaissance Lute Variation 5227
Rod-Ari Melody Art History Images of the Ramakien: Images of Thai Identity 5229

Rod-Ari Melody Art History Anna Hariette Leonowens and King Mongkut: The Orientalist and Oriental Orientalist 5231
Rodcomdee Joompol Speech/Communication International Community Media: The Growth of the Fifth Estate 4696
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Roman Camille Literature The Caged Bird’s Song: Poetry Anthologizing & Cultural Justice 5233

Rosenthal Mark Cross-Disciplinary Professors of Practice: Teaching Advertising Creativity in the Academic Community 7319

Ross Judith-Rae History

Towards Election 2006: Up from the Grassroots:  A Historian Looks at the Politics of 
the Very Personal and Asks…."What's a Nice Lady Like you Doing in the Middle of a 
Campaign Like This 5235

Ross Judith-Rae History Logic in Chaos:  Is Terrorism a Political System? 5293

Ross Judith-Rae History
IN PURSUIT OF A SON: WHAT MADE HENRY RUN?  Or…SIX WIVES IN SEARCH 
OF A BETA CELL 7159

Ross Wendy Cross-Disciplinary
The Role of the Artist in a Social Context:  Public and Collaborative Community Arts 
Programmes in South Africa 5298

Roubaud Maria Luisa Dance Complementarities, Tensions and Paradoxes: Contemporary Dance In Portugal 5310

Roy Carole Cross-Disciplinary
The Raging Grannies: Older Women who Dream of a Better World and use Creativity, 
Songs and Humour in Educational Protest 5317

Rudychev Natalia Philosophy Solaris: Counterpoint of "Sculpting in Time" 5318
Rueff Patti Visual Arts Installation Art: Community, Concept, and Context 2055
Rueff Rusty Visual Arts Installation Art: Community, Concept, and Context 2055

Ruggiero Alyssia Art
Addressing Emotions in Education: A Descriptive Analysis of Caring in Middle School 
Art Classrooms 5331

Rundell Lisa M Speech/Communication Evolution of the Issues in the Debate Over the Fairness Doctrine 5334
Rusk Lauren English The Possibilities and Perils of Writing Poems about Visual Art 5337

Russell J. Michael Philosophy
Existentialist Themes in an Interactive Group: Discussion and Demonstration of 
Existentialist Philosophical Practice 5355

Russell J. Michael Philosophy Philosophers Doing Counseling 7446
Ruth Linda Cain Architecture Cary Woods Elementary School Playground: A Case Study 5356

Rutten Kris Film
Have you Come all this Way, for so Very Little? - Representations of Academia in 
Cinematic Literacy Narratives 6292

Ryan Stephen Cross-Disciplinary Language Learning Orientations: A Cross-cultural Comparison 2572

Saldenha Alicia Music
Tempted to Touch the Commodified Carribean: Sea, Sex, and Soca in the Movie 
"After the Sunset" 5373

Salvetti Wolfe Joy Film Walking the Hyphenate Line: Cinematic Portrayals of the Italian-American Identity 5376
Salwen Barry Music East Meets West: Toru Takemitsu and Roger Sessions 5379
Sandman Helena Architecture Women’s Centre, Rufisque, Senegal: Hollmén- Reuter- Sandman Architects 7883

Sanford Glenn History
When We Learned Who Controls What Our Children Will Learn?: The Legal Context 
of the Scopes Trial 5381

Santa Matthew Music Pedagogy of Parsimonious Voice Leading 5396
Santos Romeo Architecture Spatial Utilization in Informal Settlements 2108

Saplis Jenny Speech/Communication "Messages and Myths": A Semiotic Examination of Reality Makeover Web Sites 5410
Satidsathien Chutima English Complimenting: Gender and Age – How They are Important 5432
Satidsathien Chutima English Southern Crisis in Thailand: News as One of Literary Texts and Social Cognition 5434
Sato Hiroo Religion A Reconsideration of Kami-Buddhist Amalgamation Paradigm in Japan 5436
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Sato-Rossberg Nana Anthropology Multiculturalism and Colonialism - Three Examples from Japan’s Past and Present 1622

Saura Mercedes Literature
BURLESQUE AND HUMOR IN “WORDS FOR SALSA AND THREE SONEOS
BY COMMAND” OF ANA LYDIA VEGA, AND CARMEN LUGO FILIPPI 7180

Savvina Jolanta Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183
Sayre Shay Graphic Design Money Talks: Graphic Design as a Communication Tool for National Identity 1129

Scaperoth Deborah English
In the Beginning was the Image and the Word:  Charles Dickens And the Protestant 
Madonna 5444

Schmitt Howard Art W Lemond: Period Style and the all but Obscure Artist 5467
Schultz Arlan Music Time, Music and the Philosophy of Henri Bergson 7182

Scott Brian Film
Metaworldnarratives, Protean Selves, Tools to Adapt the Self:
The Postmodern Lessons of Hayao Miyazaki’s Spirited Away 5471

Scott Heath American Studies
Charles Johnson’s "Oxherding Tale": Racial Transcendence through Eastern 
Philosophy 5487

Scott Shelley Theatre The Making of Warriors: Three Plays by Canadian Women 5505
Seaman David Art History Avant-gardes: En garde! Italian Inismo takes on French Lettrism 5506
Seema J. Literature The New Face of South African literature 5524

Sego Lewis P.
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities How John Stuart Mill Treated Himself for Depression 5536

Sellers Elizabeth
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Research Toward a New Pedagogy in Teaching the 8th Grade and 9-12th Grade 
Proficient Historical and Cultural Context Strand of the California Music 
Standards 5538

Sena Stephanie History
From the Cosmetic Prosthetic to the Functional Form: The Revolutions in Prosthetic 
Limb Design and Social Construction of Disability 5545

Seneviarante Kalinga Speech/Communication International Community Media: The Growth of the Fifth Estate 4696
Setiawan Arief Architecture and Identity: Learning from the Ordinary in the Contemporary World 5548

Sexton Elizabeth History
The Persecution of Catarina Fernandes as a Case Study of the Witch Trials in Late 
Baroque Portugal 5550

Shaw Sylvia Cross-Disciplinary
Plot, Surprise, and Inspire: A Workshop of Multi-media, Rhetorical Strategies for 
Revitalizing Writing Instruction 5551

Shaw Sylvia Cross-Disciplinary
"Transpositions of Swedenborgian Theology into Poetics": Balzac’s "Seraphita" and 
Barrett Browning’s "Aurora Leigh" 5554

Shemwell Lisa Speech/Communication Teaching and Learning in Technologically Enhanced Classrooms 6082
Sherrod Alice Landscape Architecture Subjective Site Design:  A First Graduate Studio Project 5556
Shilton W. P. Cross-Disciplinary Conflict:  A Literature and Politics Framework for Analysis 1757

Shrader Douglas Philosophy
Thou Shalt Not: Supreme Court Rulings Concerning Public Displays of Religious 
Symbols 5564

Shurn Todd Art
Case Study: A Cross-disciplinary Success with Art, Computer Science and 
Mechanical Engineering at Howard University 3436

Silk Gerald Art History
Christo’s and Jean-Claude’s "The Umbrellas, Joint Project for Japan and U.S.A." 
(1984-1991): How an Artwork Compares Cultures 5609

Silverman Sarah Ethnic Studies Coping Styles Predicting Depression among Young Adults with Diverse Health Status 4055
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Silverman Sarah Ethnic Studies Physical and Psychological Health as they Relate to Young People’s Substance Use 5622

Simmendinger Pia Architecture Modern Teaching Methodologies in Architectural Education between 1950 – 1970 5624

Sinclair Brian R. Architecture
Design + Culture | Complexity, Simplicity + [un]Sustainability 
Case Study: Mongolian Gers and UB Ger Settlements 7581

Sinelli Katharyn Linguistics Mythic Heroes in McGraw’s “Live Like You Were Dying” 5626

Singh Jaspal
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Transnationalisms and Multiculturalisms:  Intersecting Pedagogies in the American 
Classroom 5648

Siprut Mark Art Teaching and Producing Interactive Art and Design in a Collaborative Environment 5651

Siu Kin Wai Michael
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities User Experience and Design 7487

Sjolie Dennis Second Language Studies Phrase and Clause Grammar Tactics for the ESL/ELL Writing Classroom 5662
Skaggs Paul Anthropology Ethnography in Product Design - Looking for Compensatory Behaviors 7497
Skaggs Paul Visual Arts Provocative Operations—Experiences in Creativity 5678
Slahova Aleksandra Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183

Small Ivan V. Anthropology
Memory Moments: An Observation of Collective and Personal Memory Forms in 
Vietnamese-American Literature 5684

Smith A. William Literature
R. L. Stine’s Techniques of Storytelling and Presentation Based on the Goosebumps’ 
Series of the 1990s 5685

Smith Francesca Marie Speech/Communication
Triumph, Tragedy, and Trailer Trash: The Moral Victory of "Jerry Springer: The 
Opera" 5701

Smith Jennifer Dance Drawing Connections: Developing an Integrated Dance Curriculum 5706

Smith Korydon H Architecture
Breaking the Skin: Scissions of the Architectural Surface, the Human Surface, and 
Identity 5711

Smith Mark Literature The Poet Has No Self: Keats, Blake, and Buddha 5722
Smith Nancy Art Arts Integration Model Schools Project 3587

Smulovitz Anika Visual Arts Functional Art: Teaching Craft-Based Mediums in Contemporary Art Departments 5724
Snay Cheryl Art History A Walk Down the Aisle Wedding Customs in Transition 5726

Somniso Michael Languages
Literary Translation: Challenges Encountered in Translating Chinua Achebe’s things 
Fall Apart into isiXhosa – Lwadilik’udonga (by Sakhiwo Bongela) 7244

Soranastaporn Songsri English
Learning Strategies Used by Pre-Service English Language Teachers in 
Comprehending an English Text 147

Sousa Sandra Literature Two Letters: Two Deaths in the Feminine 5729
Spangler Peter History Modernity, Islam, and the Failure of Democratization in Algeria, 1988-1992 5744

Spector Thomas Architecture
The Student Experience of Comprehensive Design Studio at Oklahoma State 
University 7266

Spellman Naomi Cross-Disciplinary Locative Media in the Wild: A Multi-disciplinary Look at Digital Mapping Tools 5781

Spellman Naomi Cross-Disciplinary
Locative Media in the Classroom: Utilizing Digital Mapping Tools for the Site Specific 
Interpretation of Historic, Environmental, and Personal Narratives 5783

Srilata Krishnan Literature
How Folks Tell their own Stories:  The Influence of Oral Narratives on Dalit Writing in 
India 7640
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Stakle Alnis Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183

Stanton Kay Literature 'A jest’s prosperity': Shakespeare’s Jesters, the Fool Tradition, and Stand-up Comedy 5787

Stapleton Anne McKee Cross-Disciplinary Linking Past and Present:  Teaching Poems, Songs, and Dance in Scotch Novels 5813
Starcevic Elizabeth Art Weaving and Teaching- The Tale of an Older Learner Issues Related to Teaching 5814

Stark Johnnie Architecture
A New Culture for Sabre:  A Case Study of Green Strategies and Workplace 
Innovation 5815

Stauffer Alison Speech/Communication Effects of Political Knowledge, Interest, and Efficacy on College Voter Turnout 5818

Stebner Eleanor Religion
A House of Peace and an Inter-Spiritual Centre – Two Canadian Initiatives Towards a 
Religious Global Ethic 5872

Stegmann Vera Literature Exile Experiences and Hybrid Identities in Anna Seghers’s Writings 5873
Stein Andi Speech/Communication Theme Park Entertainment: Convergence of Communications and the Arts 1822
Stephens Joan Cross-Disciplinary Impact Teaching using  Literature and Music in the Classroom 5879
Stern Guy Cross-Disciplinary The American Response to the Nazi Book Burning: Echoes of a Current Exhibit 7201
Stetson Christopher Philosophy Gandhi as a Terrorist: An Inquiry into Terrorism and Conflict Resolution 5881
Stevenson Catherine B. Theatre Globalization and Theater: Tony Kushner’s "Homebody/Kabul" 244
Stikoff Harvard History Civil Rights and Oral History: A Multi-Racial Perspective on Race in America 784
Stoer Joan Art Arts Integration Model Schools Project 3587

Stoffan George Music Revolution and Revelation: The Life and Music of Czech Composer Zbynek Mateju 5892
Stone Robert Literature Smollett and Cervantes: Spanish Shadows in the English Picaresque 5895

Stone Stewart Literature
Consumption as Driver in Terry Tempest Williams’s Refuge and the works of Simone 
Weil 7552

Storms Barbara
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities A Model for Successful District-Based Leadership Development Partnerships 7893

Stout Candace Visual Arts The Arts-based Researcher and Issues of Moral Agency 5898

Streifler Leesa Visual Arts
Reclaiming Agency: A Visual Artist’s Exploration into the Impact of Repressive Social 
Norms on Contemporary Feminine Experience 5899

Streifler Leesa Visual Arts Exploring Body Image Through Art 5900

Stride-Darnley Benjamin Anthropology

Implications of Normative Discourse in Creative Programs and Research – 
Anthropological Interpretations of a Canadian Mental Health Service for Children and 
Youth 5902

Suarez Adriana Dance
Seeing and Feeling: Dance Performance on Cross-modal, Vision and Touch 
Cognition 1042

Sullivan Nancy Second Language Studies
When East Meets West:  A Sociocultural Approach to the Japanese Language 
Classroom 432

Summers-Pagador Luis Architecture Close Range Photogrammetry, Historic Recording of Ancient Puebloan Ruins 5903
Sundar Harris Usha Speech/Communication International Community Media: The Growth of the Fifth Estate 4696
Sung Li-wen Architecture Learning from the Spatial Concepts of Classical Chinese Architecture 5921
Sunwabe, Jr. Charles Ethnic Studies Globalization and Local Cultures in Africa 7448

Suzuki Noriko American Studies
Gendering the American West: Mary Hallock Foote and Representation of the West in 
Periodicals 7203

Suzuki Shigehiro Speech/Communication Media Studies in a Transnational Context: Beyond the East/West Binary 5924
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Swartz Brecken Chinn Speech/Communication Media Studies in a Transnational Context: Beyond the East/West Binary 5925

Tachi Mikiko American Studies
Academic, Political, and Cultural Crossroads: A Study of the Folk Music Scene at 
Cornell University in the 1950s 5956

Taggart Brian Architecture Amalgamating Technologies 5977

Tai An-chi Architecture
The Chinese Spatial System in Feng-shui Theory - An Analysis of its Structure and 
Perspectives 5983

Takamiya Yumi Languages
JFL Students' Perceptions of Student-Teacher Relationships and Their Realizations in 
Language Use 7911

Tambwe Nyumbaiza
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities Push and Pull Factors in Urban Agriculture 5985

Tamuang Monthira Linguistics
Discourse Markers "khaß" and “Siâ”: A Comparative Study in Casual Conversations 
between Standard Thai and Standard Burmese 6015

Tanaka Takako Literature Crossing the Border:  Haruki Murakami and Serious Literature 6028

Tani Akinobu Languages
Thesaurus of Old English for Early Middle English: An Analysis in Light of Word Pairs 
in the “Katherine Group” Lives 6031

Tao Hui-Ping Speech/Communication
U.S. Global Hegemony and the Interplay of Politics and Journalism in China and 
Taiwan 6033

Tao Li Film WE ARE NOT Trash: Diaries of Chinese International Students In New Zealand 7564
Tapia Moiez A. Cross-Disciplinary Value-integrated Education 6035
Tascioglu Melike Graphic Design Re-defining The Book: The Significance of Tactility in the Information Age 6039

Tatar Sibel Second Language Studies
An Investigation of the Nature of Feedback given to Pre-Service English Teachers 
during their Practice Teaching Experience 6041

Teufel-Shone Nicolette Ethnic Studies
Teaching Ethical Issues: A Module for University Investigators Working with 
Sovereign Native Nations 6045

Thekiso Elma English Standardisation of Setswana: Some Comparative Issues 7205
Thibeault Stephanie Dance Dancing on Fertile Ground: Contemporary Dance in the American Midwest 6046

Thiess Derek Literature
Now Do You Believe in Them?  Utopia as Ironic Construct in Le Guin’s "The Ones 
Who Walk Away from Omelas" 6071

Thigpen Amy Cross-Disciplinary Pop-Up 5201
Thomas Cathy Speech/Communication Teaching and Learning in Technologically Enhanced Classrooms 6082
Thomas Marco Music Foundations of the American Symphony 6084
Tichy Charles Speech/Communication The In-Class Debate as a Persuasive Activity 6097

Tiggs Nichole Cross-Disciplinary
A Different Voice: The Jurisprudence of the Women Judges on the Indiana Court of 
Appeals 3973

Tillman Amy Film The Language Instinct, The Film Instinct:  An Investigation 6101

Titus Julia Languages
Developing Reading Skills in a Foreign Language Classroom through the Multimedia 
Format 6103

Toenjes John Dance
Improvisation in the Modern Dance Class: Techniques and Approaches in Fulfilling a 
Multi-Layered Role 6107

Toia Elaine Literature
Reflect ons and Fictions in Edith Wharton's "The House of Mirth" and "The Custom of 
the Country" 6108

Torimoto Ikuko Cross-Disciplinary

A Cross-cultural Representation of Womanhood through Various Authors' Views of 
Fictional Women in World Literature, Japanese Immigrants, and American Wild West 
Shows 6113
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Tricic Lejla Literature
Movements in Time and Space: The Identity Shifts in Anita Desai’s "Clear Light of 
Day" 6132

Trouton Lycia Cross-Disciplinary
Empowered Female Narratives of Creation and Procreation: A Matrilineage of New 
Visions Emerging from Research on Goddess Mythology Cultures 4566

Trouton Lycia Cross-Disciplinary Ritual Art/Earth Architecture 6147
Tsai Meishi Religion Ezekiel's Inaugural Vision: A Literary and Theological Analysis 6149
Tsuchida Junko Architecture School as Place to Meet and to Learn” as Expressed by Louis I. Kahn 6169
Tucker Timothy R. Music Benjamin Britten and the Revival of the Chamber Opera 6181
Tunuguntla Rama Murthy Speech/Communication China and India: Two Asian Giants and Two Differing Communication Policies 6192

Tye
Jason Kong-
Chiang Music

Stairway to Parnassus: Piano Examinations as the Ultimate Symbol of Music 
Achievement and Success in Malaysia 6194

Tyler Justin Theatre Theatre in the Raw: Street Performance as a Passive Educational Tool 6197

Uber Terrence American Studies
Documents, Files and Folders: The 19th-century Precedents for 21st-century Office 
Design 6198

Uber Terrence American Studies
NOT WHAT, BUT WHY AND HOW: A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON THE
EVOLUTION OF RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS IN THE UNITED STATES 7206

Ucar Ozlem Architecture The Changes on A Settlement in Ankara/ Turkey: From Site to the Interior 7447
Ucar T. Fikret Graphic Design How a Graphic Design Education should be Constructed 6238

Urquidi Judy Ethnic Studies A Preliminary Study on Teaching Older Adults how to use Computers and the Internet 3329

Uzuner N.Oya Visual Arts The Importance of Fine Arts Contests in Fine Arts Faculties: A Sample from Turkey 6242
Valdes Martinez Milagros Archaeology Jomon Stone Tools and Subsistence Activities 2306
Valpetere Baiba Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183
van der Beek Ralph Music Charles Ives 7468
van der Beek Ralph Music Cool Classics 7469

Van Dyke Trudi Literature
'A Woman's Patience & A Man's Resolution': The Question of Gender & Identity in 
Wilkie Collin's a Woman in White 6243

Van Dyke Trudi Literature The Picture of Dorian Gray:  A Fractured Fairy Tale 7236
van Huyssteen Linda Languages A Practical Approach Towards the Standardisation of Terminology in Zulu 6244

Vanacker Bastiaan Philosophy Because Everyone Knows TV Lies: Assessing Vattimo’s Philosophy of Mass Media 6246
Vanderpool Jennifer Cross-Disciplinary Hysterical Paradises: La De Da Da and other Samplings of the Ir-real Landscape 6276
Vassilakis Pantelis Music Music as a Means for Modeling the Human Experience of Time 6278
Vechasat Kanyarat Folklore The Naga Belief as a Thai Concept 6279

Venz Steven
Other Areas of Arts and 
Humanities

Research Toward a New Pedagogy in Teaching the 8th Grade and 9-12th Grade 
Proficient Historical and Cultural Context Strand of the California Music 
Standards 5538

Verdoodt Ive Film
Have you Come all this Way, for so Very Little? - Representations of Academia in 
Cinematic Literacy Narratives 6292

Vest David Film Rethinking "Mutual v. Ohio" 6294
Vetter Rheba Dance Differentiated Learning Styles and Teaching Dance History 6308
Villanueva Daniel Languages Metaphernfreie Politik: Marlene Streeruwitz, Public Intellectual 6309
Vlahcevic Sonia Music Musica Ricercata:  A Stylistic Analysis György Sandor Ligeti, Composer 6322
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Volonte Ilze Visual Arts The Dynamics of Development of Creative Activities in Visual Art 7183
Wallace Patricia "Te kotuitanga o nehera":  Neolithic Needlework Practice in the Pacific 6325

Walters Elliot Religion
When Religion Appears on A-1: A Content Analysis of Religious Terms in the Nation's 
Leading Newspapers During 9-11 171

Wandi Werachat Folklore The Naga Belief as a Thai Concept 6279
Wang Jianglong Speech/Communication "I Ching" ("Yi Jing") and its Influences on Chinese Communicative Behaviors 6327
Wang Joseph Architecture Zigeunerweisen - Housing for the Homeless 6330
Wang Joseph C. Architecture Learning from the Spatial Concepts of Classical Chinese Architecture 5921
Ward Jennabeth American Studies Segregation – Texas Style 6333
Washington Johnny Philosophy Destiny, Time and Reality 6334
Watkins David Music Mozart’s Sonata for Violin and Piano in E Minor, K.304 1683
Watson Bruce Architecture Three Case Studies, Three Design Approaches 6338
Watt David Religion Jews, Fundamentalism, and Supersessionism 2387

Weaver Michael Music
The Pulitzer Prize in Music:  An Introduction with a Survey of Viola Works by Pulitzer 
Prize Winning Composers - A Lecture Recital 6363

Weiss Rudolf Second Language Studies
Changing Perceptual Parameters in Second Language Acquisition and Correlative 
Effects upon Production 6385

Weisz Gabriel Literature Poisoned Word 6388
Wells Maria Theatre Norman Bel Geddes: A Modernist Interpretation of the Divina Commedia 6399
Wells Randall Cross-Disciplinary More than Skin Deep: the Sense of Resistance 7238
Wen Yun Architecture Ascertaining Values of the Cultural Heritages in Sites 6402
Werner-Smith Anne Marie We are the Stories we Tell: Cultural Identities in the College Writing Class 6403
Whitaker Justin Philosophy Buddhist Ethics: A Kantian Analysis 6406
Whitaker L. Ann Cross-Disciplinary The Faith of a Maker: David Jones and the Order of Signs 6452
Whitaker Thomas Cross-Disciplinary The Faith of a Maker: David Jones and the Order of Signs 6452

White Barbara Languages
Adult Learning of Key Japanese Gestures in a Japanese as a Foreign Language 
Classroom 6463

Whiteman Erlyne Dance
Expressionism in Dance and Art:  The Use of Dance Imaging to Inspire the Paintings 
of Kandinsky with Gret Palucca (Mary Wigman Dancer) 6465

Whitesitt Linda Art Arts Integration Model Schools Project 3587
Wiesner Jane Iniquitous Virtue: The Trials Of Virtue in a Global Society 6469
Wike Victoria Philosophy Obstacles to Answering the Question of Kant’s Dialectic 6473
Wildgust Patrick Cross-Disciplinary Asterisk*: A Centre for the Study and Development of Non-linear Narrative 4323
Wilf Eitan Anthropology The Growing Importance of Craft in the Competition over Status in the Art World 6492
Williams David Cross-Disciplinary Hands-On Arts and Humanities: Actively Involving Students 6523

Williams Marcus Visual Arts
Strange Attractor - A Teaching Strategy for Cross and Multi-disciplinary Concept 
Development 6525

Williams Patricia Cross-Disciplinary
The Case of the Chinese Fan: A Workshop Using Avocation as a Vehicle for 
Integrated Learning 6528

Williams Sarah Music A Walking Open Wound:  Emo Rock and the Crisis of Masculinity in America 6535
Williamson Deborah Music Ariettes Oubliées: Art Songs from a Century of Female Composers (1830-1930) 6536
Williamson L. Keith Speech/Communication General Semantics, Symbolic Transcendence and Religious Pluralism 6538
Wills David Clinton Philosophy Her Unfreedom is Her Freedom 7572
Wilson Barrie Religion Paul: A Radical Reassessment 6539
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Wilson Gregory English The Bucket Cast Down Behind The Veil’: Booker T. Washington’s  Artistic Vision 6553
Wilson Jane Ann Music An Online Database of Pedagogical Piano Repertoire 6554
Wiltshire Lyn Theatre Design of "The Zena Rommett Floor-Barre Technique®": Uses and Principles 6580

Wohl David Cross-Disciplinary

L î l a ("Divine play", Sanskrit ): A Philosophical Approach to Cross-disciplinary 
Collaboration - Reflections of a Composer/Sound Designer on his Collaborations in 
Dance, Theater, Multi-media, Political art and Science 6583

Wolf Debbie Lynn Music
The Effects of Kindergarten Music Instruction on Tonal and Rhythmic Performance of 
Primary Grade Students 6585

Wonkeryor Edward Lama Ethnic Studies Globalization and Local Cultures in Africa 7448
Woolf David Architecture Durable Beauty; The Necessity of Beauty in a Sustainable Architecture 6604

Worsley Shawan M. Cross-Disciplinary
Kitchen Tales, Woman to Woman: The Role of Hair in Narrative Constructions of 
Black Female Identity 6615

Wu Chung-Hsien Linguistics
Variability of Vocalic Production in Mandarin-learning Infants in the First Two Years of 
Life 883

Wu Yi-ping Ethnic Studies
Ethnicity, Publicity, and the Division of Letters: Categorical Naming of Jean Toomer / 
Toomer’s Renaming 6617

Wulfhorst Dieter Music
Terezín: Music of the Holocaust for Violin and Violoncello Duo - An Interdisciplinary 
Approach 1536

Wyers Giselle Music Notation into Action: Principles of Performance in the Choral Music of Meredith Monk 6641
Wylant Barry Cross-Disciplinary Crash and the Enduring Legacy of Futurism 6644
Xi Wesley American Studies Commercialism and Early American Identity 6651

Xu Chunli Music
Selected Solo Piano Works of Contemporary Chinese-American Composers – 
Analysis, Performance, and Pedagogical Perspectives 6652

Xu Chunli Performing Arts Impressionism in French and Chinese Piano Music – A Lecture Recital 6670
Xu Janice Hua Speech/Communication Media Studies in a Transnational Context: Beyond the East/West Binary 6672
Yagerline Joyce Dance Prajna (Heart Wisdom): A Spiritual Journey in Ballet 6673
Yamada Yumiko Music Handel and the First Great Bubble 6674
Yang Anson Second Language Studies Cultivating a Reading Habit:  A Whole-school Approach 6675

Yao Hui Second Language Studies A Discussion of the Copula “shi”” and the Emphatic Structure “shi…de” in Chinese 6675
Yao Hui Second Language Studies On the Learning Strategies of the Learners of Chinese as a Foreign Language 6677

Yarbrough Carla Cross-Disciplinary
Psychologies of Persuasion, Emotions and Media: The History of Rhetoric and 
Propaganda as it Relates to Persuasion of Media in America 6678

Yaw Yvonne Philosophy Waist High in Academia: Experience and Theory 7239
Yazicioglu Ece Visual Arts Once Upon a Time the Toys: Terra Cotta Play Objects in Ancient World 946
Yelvington YungBen Philosophy Bioprospecting and the Tragedy of the Commons 6703
You Eun-Young Graphic Design The Violin Museum 6709
Youn Haeyoung Visual Arts A boundary between the public and individual spaces under Asian democracy 7242

Young A. Louise English
A “Curious Spectacle”: The Identity Politics of Imperial (In)visibility in Nostromo, Kim 
and Captain Brassbound’s Conversion 6714

Young Elise History Women of Iraq and Iran: Visionaries for Peace in the Twenty-first Century 6711
Young Gregory Energizing Undergraduate Research in The Arts & Humanities 6713
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Zamberlan Lisa Architecture Drop Dead Gorgeous 6738
Zdechlik Lisa Music The Textural-Fabrics of the Nocturnes of Frédéric Chopin 6747
Zehelein Eva-Sabine Cross-Disciplinary Einstein: Dramatic 6752
Zeid Richard Graphic Design Money:  The Branding of a Country through the Design of its Currency 6754

Zeng Li Speech/Communication
Changing Media Salience Over Time? Comparing the Coverage of the SARS 
Epidemic in the China Daily and the New York Times 6863

Zhang Miao Speech/Communication Media Studies in a Transnational Context: Beyond the East/West Binary 6886

Zhao Sinchen Architecture
A Study on each Country Concession's Road Networks Characteristic in Tainjin City 
for the Viewpoint of Road Construction and Distribution 2621

Zheng Guoqiang History Guo Songtao and his Image of the West 6887

Zierolf Robert Music
Temporal Discontinuity and Postmodernism: The Most Radical Elements in Music by 
Charles Ives 6890

Zierolf Robert Music
Old Question, New Music—Reception of Minimalism and New Consonance in Europe 
and the United States 1964 to the Present 6891

Zito Michael Philosophy Raising Leviathan 6893

Zollinger
Stephanie 
Watson Graphic Design

Understanding Student Differences: Variables Contributing to Student Achievement 
and Persistence 6335

Zorr Paul A. Architecture "The Spirit of a Tree" - A Design Studio 690

Zuercher Nancy Cross-Disciplinary
Navigating the Sea of Information: Orienting and Empowering Student Research in 
Required Writing Courses 3525
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